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INDEX TO VOL. OV.
[For Index to lUustrations'seeipage VI.]

ABBATOIR for Liverpool, 33
Abbeys: Arbroath, hl'^; Bath. 28G;
Croosraguti. 166; Paislev. 435, 504;
Pershore, 79, 3S:i, 744; Tinttrn, 474;
Westminster (Kelvin window) C2

Aberdeen school of architecture, 348
Abydos, recent excavations at, 148
Academy, Bristol, 004
Academy, royal: miniatures at, 183; no
winter exhibition, 579; schools, 820,

905
Accretion at estuary harbours. 648
Acme Flooring Co. pays daniat;es, ICG
Acquiring insanitary property, 1G8
Acquisitions, national art treasures, 212
Admiralty: and cottage provision, 760;
arch approach. 133, 148, 672, 781;
offices, how the design was chosen,
147

Adornment of the home, 898
AdvertisLinient^: free. situa-tions
wanted, 112; in professional society's
journals, 471 ; V. catalogues, 221

Advertiser and the architect-editor, 687,
723

Africa : East, architectural association
328; South, building boom in, 687

African, South, institute of quantity
surveyors, 469

Agricultural drafting, 529
Agriculture: Lloyd George's panaceas

for, 543; utilisation of, sewage in, 434
Air-pumii ventilator, Boyle's latest, 920
Aird and Son, retirement of, 420
Altchison. John, the late, 326
Almshouses, club designs, 679
America, direct municipal labour in,

501

American: builders' uniform contract,
62; civic association, 287; quantity
surveyors. ;i57; tariff on granite, 314"

Ancient: buildings, repair of, 858; hghts,
obstruction of, 67; monuments (Bill)

41, 43 (commission, slowness of) 600 (in

France) 34!). sl5 (inventories of) 528
(of North Bucks) 492 (of Scotland) 563
(of Wales) 528

Antiquaries, society of, 921
Approval, private, of building plans.

* 456

Approved societv. architects* and sur-
veyors', 885. 89?

Aquaiium remodelling, Brighton, 435
Arbitrations: Birmingham (land values)
94; Brighton, 13; Clifford's-inn, 706;
King's Norton (land value) 886

;

Leadenhall-street, 79G ; Norman Court
(appeal) 795. 880; Tamworth, 94

Arch construction, 569
Archtcological: congress (Cambridge)

43; institute, royal, 5S1 (at Exeter)
114, 142; societies (IJirniingham) 616
(Bristol) 328 (Durham) 32S (Kent) 151
(Somerset) 11

Archaeologists at Devizes, 224. 256
Archeology: American school of. in
China. 349; Sullolk institute of, 256

Archbishops, the. and church restora-
tion. 62, 169

Architect: eilitor and the advertiser,
687. 723 : hned for non-deposit of
model-cottagf plans. 795. 849; position
of the, 502, 505 ; sued on flooring con-
tract, 44; sues canon for libel, 44, 94,

132; the, and sculpture, 867
Architects: and builders as co-assessors.

762. 793; and railway buildings, 111;
and surveyors' approved society, 885.
894 : arbitrary dismissal of. 528;
assistants, build of, 654; associations
(Hampshire) 778 (Tasmanian) 366;
British, royal institut/C of. 328, 4G6, 581,
643. 690, 716. 791. 858 (and registra-
tion) 864. 903 (examinations) 2, 113.
139. 779. 921 (membership) -672 ; Cape
institute. 113; charges, revision of.
831 ; chartered, or statutory registra-
tion, 677. 723. 724. 759. 7C1, 791, 830.
885 : congress. 3t. Petersburg, 600

;

education (Devon) 781. 887 (Kent) 815;
estimates, 327; fees, reasonableness of,
543; (Jlasgow institute, 581, 864;
Ireland, royal institute, architects of,

654, 865; registration. 12 (in New
Zealand) 347. 759, 761 (movement,
growth of) 855 (the present-day case)
891; responsibility for extra work, 13;
societies, 473. 570, 6S2 (at St. Paul's)
492 (Bristol) 2. 563 (Manchester) 473,
654. 779 (ShefTield) 563; women. 312

Architectural; and building construction
plates, 637; associations (IJirmingham)
610, 864 (Kast Africa) 328 (Kdinbnrgli)
43. 690 (Ireland) 616. "78. 815, 864

(London) 360. Oil, 613, 684, 753. 822
(camera club at Chartrcs) 502 (con-
versazione) 754 (prizes) 4o. 103, 511

(report) 573 (school of architecture)
293 (students' work) 1(W (Northern)
743; detail. 497; institute of Canada.
royal, 473, 503 ; ornament, evolution
nf. 008: societies (Glasgow craftsmen's)
.)63. 610. 690. 779, 832 (Leeds and York-
shire) 779. 864 (Liverpool) 690. 832;
staff. H.M. Odlce of Works. 240

Architecture: A. A., school of. 103. 293;
Aberdeen school of, 348: atavism in,

778; dc|tartmctit of. Shcdleld uni-

versity, TO; Egyptian. 504. 600. 616,

654; l';ngli>h church. 859; evolution of.

463; Hellenic, 743. 770. 815. 832. 804.

921 : outlook of. 643. 6.-)l : of Portugal.
822, 862 : present-day. 502. 505

:

l*criais.-.ance, 501; university schools of

(Cambridge) 1^0 (Liverpool; 114
(London, college) 62, 95, 148, 168, 757.

796
Arlidge v. Local Government Board,

579, 599
Arrol, Thomas, the late, 311
Art: and civic life, 864; examinations,
board of education. 320, 759, 821

;

masters in conference, .141, 147;
nationality in, 684, 687, 719; need for

beauty in, 899; study of. 564; teaching
(for children) 791 (Iteginald Blomfleld
and) 141, 147; treasures, national, 212

Arson, wood-]javing maker sentenced
for, 13

Artilicial : or natural ventilation. 395;
stone, a new, 850

Arts : fine, ministry of (refused) 111

(wanted) 1. 600. 759; the three. 579

Asphalt: and coul-tar products fnr

waterprooling, ISl ; street su. faces,

formula for, 394
Asphaltes, natural rock, 39
Asphalting stone-paving, 637
Assessment: appeal, Klngsway, 848; of
stone pits, 887

Assignment, sub-contractors' position
under, 635

Assistants, arcliitects", guild for, 654
Associated Portland cement manu-

facturers, 432
Associations : architects (Hampshire)
778 (Tasmanian) 366 ; architectural
(Birmingham) 616, 864 (East Africa)
328 (Edinburgh) 43. 690 (Ireland) 616,

778, 815, 864 (London) 366. 611, 613. 684.

753, 822 (convers;izione) 754 (prizes) 40.

102, 611 (report) 573 (school of archi-
tecture) 293 (do., students' work) 103
(Northern) 743; British, at BirmJng-
liam, 354 ; builders' foremen and
clerks of works, 778; building trades
(Edinburgh) 864 (Liverpool) 743;
master builders (Boston, Mass.) 43
(Liverpool) 563 (Ix)ndon) 113, 435, 581.

779. 921 (York) 921; master decorators
(London) 256 ; master house painters
and decorators. 366. 430; sanitary in-

spectors, Scottish, 9

Assyrian palaces, 654
Asylum, lunatic: Park Prewett. 166
Atavism in architecture, 778
Atelier, beaux arts. 430
Auctioneers: and Finance Act, 360, 365;
institute, 224; registration for. 360,

365
Auction *' sales " of estates, 471
Australia, irrigation in, 637
Awards, Building News designing club.

465

BABCOCK, Professor, the late, 722
Babylonian civilisation, origin of, 690
Bailey, Sir W. H., the late. 758
IJaker, Orlando, the late. 326
Bakewell. W. Newton, the late, 652
Ball, Wm.. Struod. the late, 146
Bandstand, iron, at Bristol, 33
Banks: Bishop.sgate, 653; Finchtey-road.
Hendon. 132 ; Palmer's Green, 691

;

Saskatoon, 614. 793; Vancouver, 833;
Verona (savings) 419

Banner competition. Victoria League.
435

Barnard Castle, sewerage. 45
Barnes, F. J., Portland, the late, 76
Barry v. Minturn, 167, 239
Basement, weeping of water into, 23!)

Bastions of London Wall, 506
Bath, housing conference at. 745
Baths: construction, report on. 270;
Hendon. 580; Newcastle-on-Tyuf, 148.
254; Northwich. 490; Walsull. 895;
Wednesbury, 113

Beauty in art, need for. S99
Beaux arts atelier, 430
Beckett, James, DubUn, presentation to,
95

Beeston sewerage, 49]
Belcher, John, K.A., the late, 684. 688.
716

Belfries, vibration of, 759
Belgian window-glass. 707
Bells, church. 749
Benevolent in.stitution, builders', 151,
672

Better system of estimating among
contractors, 73

Betterment, strike aga.inst. 255
Birkenhead: AdKierix^er^ diamond jubilee
of. ;i85; Welsh water-supi)ly for. 348

Birmingham : architectural -association.
616, 864 ; art gallery, pre-Iiaphaelite
pictures at, 888; city engineer's report.
109; council house extensions, cost of,

672, 815; town planning in, 133, 169,

340. 384, 433. 793
Bits and scraps, 94

Bitterno Manor sewerage, 133
Blacklegs, competition, how to treat,
637

Blue pigment of ancient Egyptians. 849
Board: of education art examinations.
320, 759. 821; of Trade olllces. 254, 31),

450. 544. 636. 833
Boatliouse. club designs, 3
Boilers, ideal, 39

Book illustrations, national. 404

Boswell v. Llandudno I'.D.C. 795
Boy and goose. 437
Boyle's latest air-pump ventilator. 920
Bradshaw, Edwin. Clifton, in re, 492
Brady-street area. Bethnai-green, 493

I

Braas. William, the late. 793

Breast, chimney carrying, 670
I Brick construction, 533
Bricklayer's appeal dismissed, 200

i Bridge, Dr. Kobert. poet laureate, 77

Bridges: ancient Scottish, 921: Beverley.
760 ; Boston, Lines, 78 ; canal,

dangerous. 420 : Guildford. 347, 303;
Lambeth, 77 (design) 107. 114; Long-
ford. Manchester, 257; low-truss steel

liighway, 432 ; Norfolli highwav, 62

;

I
Paris (Neuf, trench in) 316; St. Paul's,

793
Briggs: Ernest E., the late. 304; R.

Scott, the late. 722
Bristol: academy. 504; arclueological

society, 328; builders and the cor-

poration. 1]0, 314, 565; corporation
Bill, 923; inuseum and art gallery

extension, 493; society of architects,

2, 563
British: architects, royal institute of.

328. 466, 581, 643. 690. 716, 791, 858

(and registration) 864, 903 (examina-
tions) 2. H3, 139, 779, 921 (member-
ship) 672; association at Birmingham,
354; painting, 465; school at Eome,
219, 435. 615, 654, 743 (prize designs) 893

Brown book, S..S.., 573
Bucks. North, ancient monuments of,

492
Builder: and insurance Act, 275;
acciuitted of manslaughter, 383

Builders: and architects as co-assessors.

762, 793; benevolent institution, 151,

672; examinations for, 614; exemption
from increment value duty, 105. Ill;

lined for unstamped insurance cards.
240; foreman compensated for injuries,

240 ; foremen and clerks of works'
association. 778; hand-pump. 253;
liability (for quantity surveyors' fees)

922 (to sub-contractors) 687, 707

:

master, associations (Boston, Mass.)
43 (Liverpool) 563 (London) U3. 435.

581, 779. 921 (York) 921; mechanics for,

637; profits and Revenue Bill. 105. 111.

333. 147 (Lumsden appeal) 173. 183,

203 613. 635 ; quantities, 33 ; strike,

327 ; uniform contract for American,
62; verbal contracts, 43. 313; water
supplies, 145, 147

Building: Act, and wooden houses in

gardens, 204 ; by-laws, bleaches of,

\^K> (at Halifax) 365. 382 ; code, a,

292; estate, imaginary, 292, 313; ex-
hibition. Glasgow, 45fi; increased cost
of, 543; News designing club, 3, 465,

679, 825; operations, town-planning
checks, 183; plain, 245; regulations,
Glasgow, 743 ; trades (associations,
Edinburgh) 864 (do., Liverpool) 743
(employers, national federation) 113,

144, 147 (federation, Scottish) 435.

865 (hours and wages, changes in) 536
(slump in Germany) 469; workers'
union, 148

Buildings: ancient, repair of, 858; re-

inforced concrete, 108, 246, 284, 319,

895; smoke-proof. 467; temporary, by-
laws and, 682

Bungay water supply, 491
Burial, premature, cremation and. 436
Burlington club, earthenware ex-

hibition. 786
Burnett, Sir David, baronetcy for, 492
Burnley cor|ioration, high-handed action

of, 397, 505, 541

Business premises: Bishopsgate. 508;
Finsbury -circus, 222 ; Imperial house,
K i n g s w a y, 609; Knightsbridge
(llarrods) 312; Millbank, 185; New-
castle on-Tyne, 437; Oxford-street, W.,
546; St. James's-street. S.W.. 474;
Shoe-lane, E.C., 150; Swansea. 788;
Sydney. N.S.W. (newspaper) 257;
Tavistock-street, Co vent Garden, 79

;

Wheatley Hill (co-op.) 726
By-laws, building, breaches of, 166 (at
Halifax) 365, 382; temporary buildings
and, 682

CAE Gaer, explorations at, 241
Calculator, public works, 673
Calilornia State, building works in, 456
Uatiilrridge : aichieological congress, 43;

university schools (architecture) 190
(forestry) 174, 781

Caineroii, Kemietli, Aberdeen, the late.

3U
Canada: royal architectural institute of,

473. 563; water sup|)Ues in, 348
Canal bridges, dangerous. 420
Canals, utilising our, 433
Canberra, laying out, 385
Cape institute of architects, 113
Ciiiiilol, Washington, works of art at,
637

Car-shed, tramway, Streatbam, 833
Cardboard models of schools. 493
Cards, insurance : as tickets-of-leave,
433; retaining. 706; safe custody of,

579; unstamped. 240
Carpenters and political action by
unions, 365

Carrying chimney breast. 670
Castle, Edinburgh, old drawings of. 324
Catalogues v. advertisements, 221
Cathedrals: Antwerp, 725 ; Bermuda,
60S; Brisbane, 617; Chartres (A. A.
camera cliili excursion to) 502; Cork
(St. Finn Barre) 419; Edinburgh (St.

Mary) 347, 542; Ely (lire protection of)

420; Exeter, 142; Liverpool, 0, 113,

793; Mahnes, 725; New York (St. John
Divine) .536 (do., duty on stained-glass
window) 77 ; St. Albans, 563 ; St.
Paul's (architects at) 492 (foundations)
8 (no room for memorials in) 723
(railings) 723; Southern France. 104;
Southern Spain, 282; Tai-an-Fu.
Shangtung. 582; Venice (St. Mark's,
repairs to) 500

Caution as to Christmas fire risks, 792
Ceilings, concrete, fastening njasonry to.

222
Cement: concrete and bricks. 648;
syndicate, Rhenish-Westphalian. 9:^3

;

tests of waterproofing in, 251
Cemetery. Chesterfield, 15
Chadwick lectures, 492
Changes in building trades' wages and
hours, 536

Channel tunnel, 183. 430
Chapels: Birkenhead (Priory) 167; Holt
((Jresham's school) 582 ; Winchester
(college) 542

Charges professional. R.I.B.A. and. 41,

831

Charlestown sewerage works, 672
Chartered architects or statutory re-

gistration. 677. 723, 724. 759, 761. 791.

S30. 8S5
Chartres, A. A. camera club excursion to.

502
Cheap: draughtsmanship, 490; rural

cottages, 145 (and flat roofs) 761
Cheshire, medical health, reports on,

168

Chicago, lessons of syndicalism in, 356

(L'hildren, art teaching for, 791
Chinmey : breast, carrying, 670

;

foundations, timber in, 431
China, American archfeologists in. 349
Chippenham rural water supply. 745
Christmas: (ire risks, caution as to. 792;
greetings, 903

Church: architecture. English. 859;
bells. 749; plate, 571; restoration, the
archbishops and. 62, 169

Churches : as ancient monuments, 41

,

43; Barnsley (St. Peter) 78; Bath
(abbev) 286 ; Benenden (St. George)
650 ; Birkenhead (Priory) 167, 793

:

Bloomsbury (Central Baptist) 726

;

Bournemouth, 761; Bristol (Christ,

clock) 12 (St. Ambrose) 868; Buittle
(St. Cormanell) 384; Cheapside (St.

Mary-le-Bow) 294; Coulsdon (St.

James) 40. 131 : Christchurch. Hants
(Priory) 313; Corstorphine (St. Anne)
504; Devonport (St. Clement) 761;

Doncaster (U.M.) 833; Edgbaston (St.

Germain) 419; Edinburgh (Lady
Glenorchy's) 866 (St. John Evangelist)
650; Finchley (new) 401; Great Book-
ham, 637; Harrogate (St. Mary) 508;
Hurst Green, Oxted (St. John
Evangelist) 79; Ipswich (Bethesda,
Bapt.) 113; Longsight (Roby Congl.)
329 ; Ludlow (glass from Winchester
in) 276; Malines (Jesuit) 868; Mold.
542; Paisley (abbey) 435. 504; Pershore
(abbey) 79. 382, 744; pictures in, 635;
rood screens in, 132; Sarratt, 581;
Seven Kings (Baptist) 42; Silverton,
Devon, 32; Slough (Prim. Meth.) 364;

South Kensington (St. Cuthbert) 725;

Southwark (All Hallows) 258; Stoke
Newington (St. Matthias) 75; Thomp-
son (collegiate) 866; Trafalgar-square
(St. Martin-in-Fields) 400 ; West
Smithfield (St. Bartholomew) 793

;

Whitstable, 223; Woking (St. John)
545 ; Woodlands, Doncaster, 649

;

Wrexham, 42

Cinema, future of the, 613

Cinemas: Bradford, 258; Gray's Inn-road
(AtheniBum) 655; Hull. 655; Newcastle-
on-Tyne, 257; supervision of con-
struction of, 456

City: hall. Wilmington. Del. 182; the,
lighting of. 206

Civic: avsoci:itinn. American, 2S7

;

Development. 285
Civil enginetrs, institution of. 581
Clark, Ingham, and Co.'s convention,
325

Classrooms, school laundry, 393
Clavton. J. R.. the late, 40. 42
Clerk of works, the. 221
Clerks' ofllce, inspection for. 255

Clock and quarters, Christchurch.
Bristol, 12

Closing order appeals: Arlid^^e v.

L.G.B., 579. 599; Morgan v. Kcnyon.
744

Cloth Fair area, rebuilding. 206
Clubs: Bun-DINO Ni:\vs desiuninc. 3. 679.

825 (awards) 465; North Staffordshire
field, 293; sketch, roval college of art,

643
Clubhouses: Hackney Wick (Eton) 40;

Toronto (Hunt) 582; Weybridge (resi-

dential) S96
Coal-tar and asphalte products for

waterproofing, 181
Co-assessors, architects and builders as.

762. 793
Coast erosion and protection, 216
Code, a building. 292
Coinage designs. French. 327
Colchester, insignia of mayor of. 501
Colleges: Bnroda (technical) 545;

Bedford. 42; Bristol (Baptist) 219;
Campdeti Hill (King's, for women)
142; Ches;terfleld (St. Marv) 284; Edin-
burgh (Heriot-Watt) 014 (ladies') 114;
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Glasgow (r.ij.il tiiliiiiciil) JU. 850;
Gresham, &(j|j; lliiilfjbury, C55; Jordan
Hill, Glasgow (training) Ij; Ntwcustie-
on-Tyne (Riitlicrlord) 8(i3; non-
residential, K.A. designs for, 3G7;
Oxford (Sonierviiic) 5U4 ; Sunderland
(training) 131, 473; Winchester, 542

Collins, Ernest, in re. 313. 411)

Colliver. John. Truro, the late, 224
Colour, courago in. 82S
Column footings, reinforced concrete,

17S
Colunnis, reinforced concrete, 176
Colwall sewage dis[iosal, V-Mi

Comedy of costs, 21*2

Commission, piiotonietric, in lierHn. 340
Commonwealth building. Strand, 14
Competition: Blacklegs, American
modei of treating. 037; in public
contracts, 893

Competitions: aquarium remodelling
(Brighton) 435 art gallery (Belfast)
254, 654; bank (Verona, savings) 419;
banner (Victoria league) 435; baths
(Hendon) 5S0 (Newcastle-on-Tyne)
148, 254; bridge (St. Paul's) 793;
BitiLDiNS News designing club, 3, 079.
825 (awards) 465; cemetecy buildings
(Chesterlield) 15; churches (Coulsdoti)
40, 131 (Doncaster, U.M.) 8.33

(lidgbaston, St. Germain) 419 (Slougb,
Prim. Meth.) 364; city hall (Wilm-
ignton, Del.) 1S2; colleges (Jordanbill.
Glasgow, training) 15 (Newcastle-on-
Tync, Itutherford) 863 (Sunderland,
training) 131, 473; cottage homes
(Tendring) 254, 473, 615 ; court hou.-e
Cincinnati) 254; dwellings (Bradford)
544; Eisteddfod (village institute) 508;
emba-ssy (Washington. D.C., German)
182, 507, 613; essay (London hospital)
833; e.xchange (iManchester, royal)
182, 254, 311; tire-station (Blackburn)
182, 473, 580, 635, 655, 091, 797; French
nickel coinage, 327; garden suburb
(summit) 743; Government buildings
(Ottawa) 40, 328, 358. 419; hospitals,
cottage (Bridport) 419 (Saxon Snell)

141; hostel (l:lxeter university college)
65; housing (Walker's) 304; inlirmary.
workhouse (Ueigate) 148. 743. 758;
institute (Coventry, technical) 654,

724, 833, 863; Jones, Owen, 311, 015;
libraries (Oswaldtwistle) 544, 753 (San*
Francisco) 79; London society's prize,

920 : JIasonic temple (Toronto) 015.

758; municipal buildings (Devonport)
101, 131. 689 (Kingston. Jamaica) 419;
rural paintings in schools, 833;
national book illustrations, 464;
national designs, 137. 436; navigation
(Upi>er Rhine) 238; nurses' home
(Puntefract) 254 ; ofPices (Board of
Trade) 254, 311. 456. 544. 636. 833
(Metropolitan Water Board) 863
(Toronto, registry) 743; palace (Port-
au-Prince, national) 435 : parliament
'house (Canberra) 14S; pavilion, band
(Folkestone) 473, 544; poster (motor
exhibition) 883; residence (Cape
Town. Governor-General's) 654; royal
academy schools. 820. 905; sanatoria
(Fazakerley) 435 (North Wales) 131.

507, .580; scholarships (Baker) 6S9

(British school at Rome) 219, 435, 015,

743, 892; school, Yankee invitation

methods in. 397; schools (Bath,
secondary) 5S0. 758 (Birniingliam. Blue-

coat) 61.5" (Bristol. Shirehampton) 148.

182 (Glake hall) 83 (Llanelly) 510

(Mossley) 41) (Warrington) 580; shop
front (Piccadilly) 328, 743, 702; skeich
club, royal college of art, 043;

studentship (Jarvis) 615: town halls

(Barnsley) 544 (Rotterdam) 311; town
planning (Bradford) 148, 580 (High
Wvcombe) 544, 580 (Yarmouth) 15;

university (Toien, Christiania) 79; un-

regulated, 77 ; valuelessness of tenta-

tive plans in, 688
Composition of mortar, 131

Concrete : ceilings, fastening masonry
to, 222; icehouse. Pasco. Wash.. 574:

in salt water, 850; reinforced (build-

ings) 108. 240. 284. 319. 895 (column-)
176 (in theory and practice) 640. 652

(poles) 904 (wall and column footings)

178; Rome scholarships (sculpture)

435; roof, failure of. to keep out
water. 131. 149. 239; strength of. elfect

of saturation on. 391 ; surface finish

for. 037 ; surfaces, protection of. 3S9.

436. 490: V. timber in coal-mines, 314;

waterproofing of. 109

Condemned dwellings .as warehouses. 397.

.505. 541
Confessional. Lloyd George's. 77

Congress hall. Philadelphia. 781

Congresses: archieological (Cambridge)

43: architects' (St. Petersburg) 000:

road (Detroit) 325 (London) 6; trades

union. 292
Construction: brick. 533: generally an/l

arches in particular. 569; of public

baths, report on. 276

Contract, .\merican uniform building.

62
Contracts: Derbyshire education com-

mittee. 95; public competition in. 893

Convalescent home. North Berwick. 614

(Convention. Ingham Clark and Co.'s,

325
Conversazione. A. A., 754

Copings: and gahleii, 425; quoins and
dictionaries, 461

Corbett. Joseph. Salford. the late. 541

Corby, J. B., Stamford, the late, '254

Cor|iiiratnjii.? ami underground electric

marns, 275
Correspondence, law relating to, 010
Corrosion : of iron, 815 ; of lead in

various media, 174; of water-mains,
773

Corrupt practices Act, surveyor and, 12

Corstorpitum, Roman city of, 435
Cost, increased: of building, 543; of

Uving, '330

Costs, comedy of, 292

Cottage: hospitals (Bridport) 419 (Saxon
Snell design) 141 ; landlord's obhga-
tions, 455; provision, the Admiralty
and, 760; problem, the, 538; society,

national, 601
Cottages: Baddow (Mitchell's i'UO) .'lOS.

579; cheap rural, 145 (:ind fiat rools)

761; Chelmsford, architect's model.
795; 849; Hemel Hempstead. 642;

^Icrrow Common (Strachey's) 529;
Oxon, 725; Shoreston, 150: standard
plans for, 888; Stowniarket, 793;
Tendring, '254, 473, 615; Thetford, 860;
workmen's (i:i50) 68, 312, 347 (il6.5)

407, 507
Council house extension, llirminghaTti,

072, 815
Councillor v. surveyor, at Grimsbv, 706.

848
County: council buildings. Maidstone,

761; surveyor of Kent, 672
Courage in colour, 828
Court houses: Cincinnati, 254; Pt^tcr-

borough, 312
Ct)vent Garden market, sale of, 867
Crafts]iien's society, Glasgow aiclii-

tectural, 503, 010, 090, 779, '832

donation: and premature burial, 430;
progress of, .385

Crosses of West Cornwall, 921

Crystal Palace purchase, 293, .570. 831,

903
Cutbill, Sir J. T.. the late. 758

DANGF.ROUS timber in cliiniiny

foundations. 431
l):nigers of dust. 353
Darhiston. sewering of. 887
Dashwood. F.. the late. ;i04

Davis. Owen W"., the late, 76
Dawson and Sons' catalogue, 637
Decaying stone, preservation of. 146

Decies ' v. Holland. Hannen. aii<i

Cubitts. 204
Decorators, master London association.

250
Defective sewer grating. Ii;ibility for.

922
Delhi, new; 9, 39, 240, 613; Indian
architecture for, 106

Departmental buildings, (Jtt:iwa, 328.

358
Derbyshire education committee con-

tracts, 95
Design, novelty in, 137
Designing club, Bihlding News: 3, 679.

825 (awards) 465
Designs : British school at Rome. 892

;

BliILDI.VO NEiWS club. 3. 679. 825:
Devonport municipal buildings. 101 :

Exeter university college hostel. 65;

national competition. 137. 436; royal
academy, 820

Destructor, refuse, 071

Detail, architectural, 497
Development: civic, 285; of English
house, 831

Devizes, archreologist^ at. 224. 25C

Devon, education architects for. 781. 887

Devonshire house, undeveloped land
duty at. 867

Diarv. Havward Bros, and Eckstein's.

792
Dictionaries, copings and quoins. 461

Dilution, permissible, of sewage. 247

Dinners: builders' foremen and clerks

of works' association, 778 ; King's, to

workmen, 051

Direct municipal labour in America, 5nl

Disposal of sewage sludge, 887
District surveyors' fees for schools. 111.

131

Diversion of water supply. 848
Dix. H. St. John, in re, 017

Dobson V. Horsley. 848
Docks: Liverpool (Gladstone) 920;
Southampton (White Star) 686;

Wallseod (graving) 471
Douglass. W. T.. the late. '222

Drafting, agricultural, 529

Drain, outfall, 700
Drainage: and sanitation. 390; areas,
organisation of. 743; detjuls, need for

stiilidardisation in, 717; house, law of.

721. 7.58. 790
Draughtsmanship, cheap. 490
Drawing, modern technical. 536

Drawings: national. 474; old. of

Edinburgh Castle. 324

Dream, the rich man's. 5S0

Drnmtochter. vandalism at. 614

Drury. Alfred. R.A., 745
Dry-rot in wood. 249
Drying, kiln, of lumber, soc

Dublin: housing inquiry. 745; the
reiected municipal art gallery. 6. 111.

183. 241. 255. 313. 3.50. 305, 4'20. 429
Dumfries housing scheme. 816
Dunmow. Fitzwalter memorial for. 327

Durham: archa:ological society. 328:

county surveyor's report. 781

Dursley workmen's cottage, 313

Dust, dangers of. 352

Duty: increment value (actual and
estimated) 505 (ascertainment of) 184

(builders' exemption from) 105, 111,

l:)3, 147, 173, 183, '203, 221, 903, 922;
undeveloped land, 240, 255, 292, 327,
471, 052, 791, 795, 819 (at Devonshire
bouse) 807

Dwellings: condemned as warehouses,
397, 505; 541; workmen's (Bradfoid)
.544 (new L.C.C.) 210 (Taunton) 6S9

EARTH slides, prevention of, 301
Earthenware exhibition, BurUngton
club, 7,80

East: .Africa architectural association.
328; Riildlesdcn hall, Keighley, '271:

East, Sir Alfred, A.B.A., the late, 11, 470
Eaton, sir F. A., the late, 390
Ecclesiastical symbolism, 690
Econotnies in school-buildings, 700
Edinburgh: architectural association.

43. 690; buildiug trade in. 051; build-
ing trades chnner, 864 ; Castle, peii-

an'd-ink drawings of, 324 ; college oi
art, 564 ; corporation's new powers,
323; Egyptian antiquities for, 849;
Laily Stair's h(Mise, 348

Editor, architect, and the advertiser,
087, 723

Education: architects (Devon) 781, 8:i7

(Kent) 815; board of, art exaniin:i-
tions, 320, 759, 821

Elfect of satur;ition on strength of
concrete, 391

EIHuents, srwage, in river water, 275
Egypt expluratiun fund, 743
Egyptian: antiquities at Edinburgh.
849; Jirebitectnre. 564, 000. 010, 054;
blue pigment, 849

Electric: lifts (notes on) 304 (safety
with) 353 ; mains, underground, cor-
porations and, 275

Electricity: at West Ham, .580; logging
by, 431 ; works, Chester, 581

Electrolysis in reinforcing rods, 276
Electrolytic treatment for lead-
poisoning, 600

Ely Lathiilral. nrc-piottction of. 4'20

Einbankmefit. Millbank. 108
Embassy. German, Washington, D.C.,

182 ,507, 013
Emperor, German, and the embassy

designs, 182, 507, 613
Enfield builder's claim, Thomas v. Carr.
655

Engine, fire, for Gravescnd, 816
Engineering models, practical value of,
500

Engineers' institutions: (civil) .581

(nn-chanical) .581 (municipal) 581;
visit to Waygood's works, 390

English: art club, new, 787; church
architecture, 859; house, development
of, 832

Essay, i>rize, London hospital, 833
Essential and non-essential in pure
water, 214

Estate: imaginary building, 292, 313;
market sales, 2'21. 471

Estimates: architects'. ;i27 ; for public
buildings. 147

Estimating, contractors', better system
of. 73

Estuary harbours, accretion at. 648
Etching. Sir F. Short on. 815
Etoceturii. Lichfield, excavations at. 226
Evolution: of architectural ornament.

60S: ol architecture, 463
Examinations: art, board of education.

320. 7.59. 831; for builders. 6H;
R.I.H.A.. 2. 113. 139. 779. 921

Exch;uige. Manchester roval. 18'' -'54

311
Excursion. Bristol society of architects. 2
Exemption, builders', "from increment
value duty. 105. Ill

Exeter, roval archieological institute
at. 114. 142

Exhibitions: Burlington club (Early
I'^nglish earthenware) 786; forestry
(London) 887; gas. national, 471:
Glasgow (building) 4.50 (electricity)
637 ; international society of sculptors,
painters, and gravers, 503 ; Liverjiool
(autumn) .528; Ix)ndon .salon of photo-
graphy, 317; Manchester (art) 4.56:

national loan. 7.50 ; new English art
club. 787; Olympia (commercial
motor) 75 : royal academy (winter)
579 ; royal photographic society, 283

;

royal society British artists, 570; San
Francisco. 183; sketch club, roval
college of art. 643; Spanish old
masters. 462; Twenty-one Gallery.
Adelphi (drawings and sculpture) 799;
Venice (art) 385

Expansion of .soaked wood. 397
Experimental forestry in the North. 145
Extr;i work, architects' responsibilitv

for. 13

F.VfTLTY: church, an anachronism.
5110 : of surveyors of Seotlaiul. 690

Failure of concrete roof to keen out
water. Kil. 149, 2.')0.

Fall in leasehold values. 397
Fastening masonry to concrete ceilings.

Farmers as sanitary inspectors. 420.

Farmhouse in Tottenham Court-road.
429

Farms, grass, valuation of. 44
Faversham. sewage disposal at, .528

Federation: national, of building trade
employers, 113, 144. 147; Scottish

building trades. 435, 865

Fees: architect's, reasonableness of,

543 : district surveyor.s. for schools.

111. 131; quantity surveyors', builders.

Uabihty for, 922

Ferro-concreto lintel-. 780
Finance, act. auctioneers and, 360, 365
Fine arts ministry 'wanted: 1, 600, 759;
but refused. 111

Finish, .surface, for concrete, 637
Fire; engine lor Grave.seml. 810; hazard,
school planning against, .'too ; stations
(Blackburn) 182. 473. 580. 035, 655, 091.
797 (Hendon) 401 (Southampton) 257
(Veovil) 42

Fireclay company; changes iu a, 2D3;
Leeds, 721

Fitzwalter memorial for Dunmow, 327
Flag polo, 30
Flat roof.s. cheap cottages and. 761
Flooring contract, architect sued on, 44
Floors, workshop, 262
Flow, stream-line, of solids, 350
Footings, reinforced concrete, 178
Footseray, Bl.ickfeii-road imiirovement,
241

Forestry: Cambridge university schools
of, 174, 781; exhibition. London, 887:
experimental, in the north. 145

Ford, George, St. Albans, the late, Hi
Forge plants and forges, 688
Forgotten Scottish land inquiry, 700
Formula for a.sphalte street surfaces,
394

Foundations, chimney, timber in, 431
Fox v. inland revenue commi.-sioiiers,
793

France: ancient monuments in. 349.

815; Southern, cathedrals of, 104
Fraud on sellers of property, :i97

Free : ended struts, strength of, 354

;

libraries (Bedminster) 050 (Oswald-
twistle) 544, 758, 808; situations
wanted advertisements, 112

Frcemiisonry, gleanings from the past,
433

Freemasons" hall extension, 781
French coinage designs, 327
Fulton, Robert, life of, 305
Future: of the cinema, 013; sewage

disposal of the, 114

GABLES and copings, 425
(ialleries: Belfast (art) 254, 054; Dublin
(rejected municijial art) 6, 111, 183,

241, 255, 313, 356, 365, 4'2n, 429; Cla»-
gow (art) 23S; Kettering (East) 184
national (fresh picture.-) 32, 745

Garden: city, the, 810: .-uburbs (Sum-
mit) 743 (Worcester) 207; village,

.Alexandria, N.B.. 050
Gardens, wooden houses in, building
act and, 204

Gas exhibition, national, 471
Gasholder, Penkridge, 471
Geary,' A. E.. tho late, 304
Geological survey, progress of, 314
Germany, building trade slump in, 469
Gibbs, James, diawing by, 9'23

Gibson, WilUam, .Vmble, the late, 470
Glasgow: architectural mraftsmen's

.society. 563. 610. 690, 779, 832; build-
ing (exhibition) 456 (regulations) 473;
electricity exhibition, 637; housing
problem, 324; institute of architects,
5S1, 864 ; new road to. Old Kilpatrick,
743

Glass, window, Belgian, 707
Goodwin Brothers v. Damper, 43
(fordon, F. M., Colchester, the late, 434
(jothic. architecture, reason in, 090
Gciverument: buildings, Ottawa, 40. 328,

358, 419; valuations, inexact, 030
Grammar school, Brighton, 185
Granite, .American tarilf on, 314
Grants, road board, 90, 536
(irass farms, valuation of, 44
Great Eastern Railway and holiday
makers, 255

Greater London, town planning of, 10
Greenwich, underground passage at, 33
Greetings, Christmas, 903
Grover, John, Islington, the late, 470

Growth of the registration inovemcnt,'

853
Guild of architects' assistants, 054

Guildhalls: city, 832; Hull, 563

Gully, defective, liability for, 922

Gyii.suin in Western AustraUa, 707

HALIFAX, building by-laws at, 3C3, 382

Halls: Alnwick (parish) mv Chirk
(Primitive methodist church) 761;

East Riddlcsden, 276; Edinburgh
(Usher) 113; Freemasons' (extension)

781; Haddon (fireplaces) 905; Hove
(parish) 030; Kirby, 250; Liverpool

(students' union) 050; London county,

112; Maidstone (county) 3.82: Sunder-

land (Jeffrey) 490; Wesleyan, West-
minster, 710; Westminster (roof) 32,-

K>3, 255
Halsall V. Manchester corporation, 793

Hampshire architects' association, 778

Hampstead-road not to he renamed. 11

Hand pump, builders'. 253

Harbour projections, 355

Harbours: Buckie, 743: estuary, accre-

tion at, 648: Peterhead, 9'20

Harrogate sewage disposal works, 499

Harrison T. Harnett. Liverpool, the

late. 344
Hatfield iiumii, Merr.vweathcr's. '241

Havward Bros, and Eckstein's diary,

792
Heal, Ambrose, the late, 541

Heating .systems, 33

Hellenic architecture. 743. 779, 81.5. 832,

864, 921
Henry. J. M.. Lord Dean of Guild. Ldin-

bur'gh, 651
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High : handed action of Burnley cor-
poration, ay", 505 ; railway rates. S85 ;

M.-hool, Motherwell, 4ti

Hit'hway : bridges, low truss steel, 432 ;

what IS a? 8-18, 886
Highways, i'J'J

Hitchin sewage disposal works, 491
Holiday home, Weston-super-Mare, 42,

oS:i

Hollal.d, Hannen, and Cubitts and Lord
Decies, 204

Holme, Col. F. U., the late, 33
Holy Island, archaeologists at, 151
Home; and its adornment, 898: in-

teriors, 499
Homes: cluldreu's (Monyhull) C89 : con-
valescent (North BerwickJ 614 ; cot-
tage (Tendring) 254; hohday (Weston-
super-Mare) 42, 582; nurses' (Ponte-
fract) 254

Hospitals: Birmingham (children) 294;
Bootle, 8(18; Bridport (cottage) 419;
Chelsea (women) 474; Clapton
(Mother's) 49U, 537; cottage (Saxon
Snell design) 141; Ipswich, 184; King's
college, Denmark-hill, 150; Phila-
delphia (municipal) 433; planning of,

S; Westminster, 168
Hostels: Kxeter university college, G5

;

King's Cross-road (women's) 761 ; Vin-
cent-square, 367

Hotel, WalLscnd (workmen's) 382
House: drainage law, 721, 758, 790; Eng-

lish development of, 832; of Commons
(new staircase) 240, 347; painters,
master, as-sociation of, 366, 430

Houses: Beckenham, 78; Belgian sacra-
ment, 743; Brinsop Court, 12; Brook-
lyn, Sherborne, 726; Burgh Heath, 79;
Chislehurst, 145; Classical town, duo
designs, 825; Courteuil, Chantilly, 14;
Craig-y-Parc, Pentyrch, 400 ; Edgware,
691; Edinburgh (Lady Stair's) 348;
Ellenborough, Roehamptou-lane, S.W.,
258 ; Eyford Park, 330 ; Forrest Lodge,
N.B., 508; Hampstead, 78; Harcombe,
Chudleigh, 222; Jew's, Lincoln, 464;
Kingswood, 46; Lady Stair's, Edin-
burgh, S49; Oaklands, Caerleon, 546;
of Parliament, old, Dublin, 652; Par-
sonage Farm, Shipton-under-Wych-
wood, 185; Koehampton, 400; Steeple
Aston, 294; Wallingford Court, 40;
Weyjnouth-street. W., 438; wooden,
in gardens, building act and, 204

Housing: conference, Bath, 745; in Dum-
fries, 816; in Glasgow, 3'24 ; in Liver-
pool, 32, 349, 565; in Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Sutton's trustees and, 347; in
Penzance, 32 ; in Kosyth, 614 ; policy
of government, 791; reform, jiractical
problems of, 468, 505; rural, 147; (from
landlord's viewpoint) 498 (report on)
493; (John Burns on) 831; St. George's
hill, Weybridge, 367; .scheme. Low
Walker, 304 ; State, in Sydney, 037,
707; unsatisfactory, 290, 323; working
class, 168 (loans for) 816

How not to do things, 209
Howden. J. T., Glasgow, the late, 326
Huddersfield, town planning at, 96
Humphries' scallolding, 3'26

Hunt, Holman, art of, 506
Hunter, Sir Robert, the late, 089
Hyde

: Park-corner, realignment of,
149; II. Singer, Wortlling, the late,
470

Hydro, Birkdale (Smedley) 258

ICEHOL'SE, concrete, Pasco, 574
Ideal boilers, 39
Illustrations, indexed: ornamental
hrickwork, 388; theatres, 351

Imaginary building estate, 292, 313
Inchmaholme, ecclcsiologists at, 435
Income tax revision, 831
Increa,<ied cost: of building, 643; of

living, 239
Increment value duty: 903, 922; ascer-
tainment of, 184; builders' exemption
from, 105, 111, 133, 147; Lumsden ap-
peal. 173, 183. 203, 613, 635

Indcved illustrations: ornamental
brickwork, 388; theatres, 351

Indian arclutecturc for new Delhi. 106
Inertia, road board, 77, 147, 221, 759
Inftrmarici^, workhouse: Bristol, 382-

Keigatc, 148, 743, 758
Inland wat-erways, our, 428, 575, 580
Inn, Altriston (Star) 464
IrLsanitary property, acipiiring, 168
Insects, timber-boring, 362
Insignia of mayor of Colchester, 501
Ins;)Cctors, sanitary : association, Scot-

tish, 9 ; fanners as, 420
Institutes: archujological, royal, 114,

142, .ISl ; architects, British, royal,
3'28. 466, 581, 043, 690, 716, 791, 858
(and registration) 864, 903 (cxamina-
tioius) 2, 113, 139, 779, 021 (member-
ship) 072; architects (Cape) 113 (Glas-
gow) 581, 864 (of Ireland, roval) 6.54,
865: auctioneers, 224; Dunfermline,
312; Exeter (Trinity church) 490;
metals, .'122; or archirology (Sud'olk)
2.56; quantity surveyors (South
African) 469; royal architectural
(Canada) 473, 563; roval colonial
(llristol) 42, 185; technical (Cardill)
400 (Coventry) 471, 654, 724. 8.')3, S63
(Westminster) 420; WeLsh village, .W8

Institutions: builders' benevolent. 151,
672; civil engineers, 581; Dnncaster
(deaf) 329; mechanical engineers, :>H\

;

municipal engineers, 581 ; surveyors'.
563, 083, 087, 865

Insurance: act, builder and. 275; ap-

proved .<;oeieties, meeting places of,

433; cards (retaining) 706 (safe custody
of) 579 (tickets of leave) 433 (un-
stamped) 240

Interiors, home, 499
Inventories of historical monuments, 5'28

Inverted skyscraper, an, 904
Invitation methods in school compe-

titions, 397
I|)swich, Diesel engineering works, 542
Ireland: arcliitectural association of,

615, 778, 815; royal institute, architects
of, 654, 865

Iron, corro.sion and rusting of, 815
Irrigation in Australia, 637

JARVIS studentship, 615
Jennings and Co.'s woodwork, 888
Johnson. F. T.. conviction of, f66
Joinery and machinery, 605
Jones: Charles, EaUng. the late, 311;
Owen, competition, 311. 015

Journals, professional societies, adver-
tisements in, 471

Justice department building, Washing-
ton, 38

KARNAK, exploration of, 241
Kearsley's: convention at Ripon, 293;

offices, Kingswav, 112; works, Ripon,
41

Kemp V. Barber libel case, 886
Kent: archieological society, 151;
county surveyorship, 672; education
architects in, 815

Kidderminster, sewage disposal, 504
Kilkenny, sewering of, 887
Kiln-drying of lumber, 896
King's: builders' stationery price list.

327; dinner to workmen. 651; Norton.
land valuation, 886

Kingsway assessment appeal, 848
Kinross and St. Serf, 211
Kirby: hall, '250; v. Chessum, 504, 599
Kirkcaldy water supply, 108
Krauss, A. W., the late, 541
Kursaal, Douglas, I.M., 113

LABORATORY, national physical, Ted-
dington, 319

Labour in America, direct municipal,
501

Lamb, W., secretary R.A., 831
Lanark extended water supply, 455
Land : duty (actual and estimated) 505
(undeveloped) 240, 255, 292, 327, 471.
652. 791. 795. 819. 807. 880; inquiry
(committee's report) 543 (forgotten
Scottish) 760 ; ministry, proposed. 579 ;

undeveloped, what is'? 290; urban, re-
form, 687; values arbitration, 94, 886

Landlord: and tenant partnership. 393;
cottage, obligations of. 455; liability
of. 848; viewpoint of. on rural
housing, 498

Larmuth, O. H., Manchester, the late,
326

Laundry classrooms, school, 398
Law: house drainage, 721. 758. 790;
Land Co.'s premises. Hre at, 601 ; re-
lating to correspondence. 610

Lead
: corrosion of, in various media,

174; lined pipes and electrolysis, 96;
poisoning cases, electrolytic treatment
for, 600

Leasehold : policy of government, 791

;

values, fall in, 397
Le Brun, M. M.. New York, the late,
579

Lee, A. W., Birmingham, the late. 758
Leeds: and Yorkshire architectural

society, 779, 864; Fireclay Co., Ltd..

Legislation, local, report on, 348
Leitering, oxidised, 508
Liability: (for quantity surveyors' fees)
923; builders' (to sub-contractors) 687.
707; for defective gnllv. 922; land-
lord's. 848; to rebuild wall. 132

Libel action by architect against canon.
44. 94. I.'i2

Libraries: Bedminster, 650; Oswald-
twistle. 544. 758, 808; San Francisco.
79

Lift lawsuit ends in consent judgmi'iit.
43

Lifts, electric: notes on, 364; safety
with, 353

Lighting: of schools, .535; of the City,
'206; shop window. 325

Lights, ancient, obstruction of, (',7

LignitJno oil varnish stain. .565

Limoges enamel bequest to H^iti^ll
Museum. 887

Limpslleld. cottage famine at. 433
Lindsay. Neal and Co.. Ltd.. in re. 43
Lintels, ferro-concrete. 780
Liss. sewerage of. 781
Liverpool: abattoir for. 33; architic

tnral (sketchbook) 40 (society) 696.
N.'i2; autumn exhibition. .528; bnildini;
trades association. 743: cathedral. 9.

113. 793: housing problem. 32. 349. .565;
master builders' association. 563: nni-
versify school of architecture. 114

Livinc. increased cost of. 239
Llandudno promenade improvements
313

Lloyd George's confessional, 77
T/Oans for housing schemes. 816
Local: government board report on
town planning. 281; legislation, re-
port of select committee. ;us ; taxa-
tion returns. 923

Loch Lcvcn, St. Serf's isle, 211

Logging by electricity, 431
London: building act (and wooden
garden houses) 204; county council,
7, 39, 68, 112, 140, 537, 573, 608, 049,

686, 721, 756, 790, 821, 859 (general
powers bill) 32, 849 (workmen's dwell-
ings, new) 210; county hall, 112;
greater, town planning of, 10; master
builders' association, 113, 435. 581. 779.

921; master decorators' association,
250; society's prize, 920; squahd, 69,

77; street names, 471; streets, re-

naming of, 77; university site. 111,

148, 327, 500, 688, 781; Wall, bastions
of, 506

Lfinglellow, Wm. P. P.. the late, 311
Loughborough, street improvements, 456
Low-truss steel highway bridges, 432
Lowbury, Roman and .\nglo-Saxon finds

at, 923
Ludlow church, Winchester glass at. 270
Lumber, kiln drying of. 896
Lumsden appeal—taxation of builders'

prolits, 105, 111, 133, 147, 173, 183, 203,

613, 635
Lunatic asylum. Park Prewett, 166

McANENY, George, New York, 33
Macadam road construction, water in,

754
Machine, weighing, new type of, 355
Machinery and joinery, 00*4

Mains: underground electric, objections
to, 275 ; water, corrosion of, 778

Mall entrance. Charing Cross, 133, 148,
672, 781

.Alalpas. balancing reservoir, 887
Mailings, Beccles, 650
Manche.Nter : sewerage, of, 491 ; society
of architects, 473, 654, 779; town hall,
.M'hiiin- fur new, 291, '292, 327, 471

.Maudr houses of Yorkshire, old, 863

.Manslaughter, builder acquitted of, 383
Mappiu terraces, zoological gardens, 436
March v. Acme Flooring Co., 106
Market, Covent Garden, sale of, 807
.Marx, Roger, the late, 863
.Ma»onic temple, Toronto, 615, 758
Masonry, fastening to concrete ceiling.

Massachusetts, civic planning in. 385
Master builders' associations: Boston.

Mass.. 43; Liverpool. 603; London.
113. 435, 581, 779, 921; York. 921

Master: decorators' iLssociation. Lon-
don, 250; house painters' association,
300, 430

Masters, art, in conference, 141, 147
Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglass.
golden wedding of. 348

Measures Brothers' failure. 221, 240
Mechanical engineers, institution of, 581
Mechanics for builders, 6^7,
Mediieval: roofs, 815; wall paintings.

Medicine, preventive, gold medal for.
637

Memoranda, methods and. 713
Memorials: Geneva (Protestant Re-
formers) 546; Hyde Park (Capt. Scott)
184; Leipzig (Battle) 600; Liverpool
(Sir Alfred Jones) 62; London (King
Edward) 636; St. Paul's, no room for
723; Shadwell Park, 240; Westminster
Abbey (Kelvin) 62

Merbe. recent discoveries at, 62
Merryweather's Hatfield pump, '241

Mersey, another bridge and tunnel
wanted, 867

Mess, officers', Lagos, 185
iMctal trades pattern books, 849
Metals: for structures, 354: institute of
at Ghent, 3'22; testing, 326

Metaphor, a mixed, 328
Methods and memoranda, 713
.Aletropolit,M water board: offices, 147

803; V. Avery, 167, 723, 866, 886; v.
Johnson. 145. 147

Midillesbrough: flood prevention mea-
sures. 313; street paving. 888

.Millbank embankment, 168
Milton, Brampton, sewerage of. 94
Mines, concrete v. timber for, 314
Miniatures at the roval academy 183
.Minsters. Yorkshire, 672
Ministry: land, a costly. 579; fine arts
wanted, 1. Ill, 600, 759

Mission. Magdalen college. Clarendon-
street, W.C.. 866

Mitchell's, Arnold, £110 cottage, 565.

Mixed metaphor, a, 328
Model: cottage architect's, 795, 849,

9'24
: party-wall clause, 600

Models
: cardboard, of .schools, 493

<Migincering. practical value of, .506
^loilcrn technical drawing, 536
Modihcation, special, of the building
bylaws in New York, 221

Montague, Lord, and the Road Board,

M<muments: ancient (Bill) 41 43- in-
ventories of, ,528 (of North Buck-s)
492: of Scotland. 563; of Wales 5''s'
protection of, in France, 349,' 815-
royal commission, slow progre* ofi

.Moorlands, the phinting of, 921
Jlorcan v. Kenyon, closing order ca>f.

744
^b)rta^. composition of. 131
Mortgages and site value. 6.K
Motor: show. Olympia, 75; works
(Vulcan) Crossens. 490

Muir. J.. Liverpool, in re, 636
.Municipal: buildings (Devonport) 101,

131, 689 (Glasgow) 419 (Kingston,
Jamaica) 419 (Stirhng) 617 (Torquay)
182; engineers, institution of, 681;
labour, direct, in America, 501;
offices (Dublin) 761

Mural paintings in schools, 833
Museums: Bristol, 493; British (Limoges
enamels at) 887 ; Cambridge (Fitz-
william, gifts to) 887; Edinburgh
(royal Scottish) 12; (Sunday opening of)
867 ; New York (safety appUances) 327

;

South Kensington (new science) 294;
Victoria and Albert (alterations at)
831, 866

NAMES, London street, 471
National: art treasures, acquisitions,
212; competition works, 137, 436, 474;
cottage society, OOl; federation,
building trades employers, 113, 144,
147; gallery (fresh pictures) 32, 745;
loan exhibition, 750; Radiator Co., 565,
601

NationaUty in art, 684, 687, 719
Natural: or artificial ventilation, 395;
rock asphaltcs, 39

Naval cadets buildings, Osborne, 32
Need: for beauty in art, 899; for
standardisation in drainage details,
717

New: Delhi, 0, 39, 240, 613 (Indian archi-
tecture for) 106; EiigUsh art club ex-
hibition, 787; L.C.C. workmen's
dwellings, 210; River, tercentenary of
tlie, 471 ; type of weighing-machine,
355; year's number, our next, 903;
York (modification of building by-
laws in) 221 (skyscrapers) 365, 850 (do.,
inverted) 904; Zealand, architects'
registration in, 347, 759, 761

Newcastle-ou-Tyne: a year's municipal
work, 133; housing scheme, Sutton's,
347

Noble, J. Campbell, U.S.A., the late, 470
Non-domestic use of water, 167, 723, 860,
886

Non-essential ami essential in pure
water, 214

Non-deposit of plans, architect fined for,
795, 849

Norman, C. L., presentation to, 792
Normandy studies, 905
North Stallordshire field club, 293
Northern architectural association. 743
Nob to do things, how, 2o9
Notes: on electric lifts, 364; on Pied-
mont, architectural, 753; parlia-
mentary, 32, 43, 94. 133, 168, 184, 240,
347

Notice, trespass without to avert danger,
564, 599

Novel method of construction, 328
Novelty in design, 137
Nurses' home, I'ontefract, 254

OAK V. teak, 255
Obituary: Aitchison, J., 326: Arrol,

Thos., 311; Babcock, Prof., 722;
Bailey, Sir W. U., 758; Baker,
Orlando. 326; Bakewell. W. N., 352;
Ball. W., 140; Barnes, F. J.. 76;
Belcher. J., R.A.. 084, 688, 716; Brass,
W., 793; Briggs, E. E., 364; Briggs,
U. S.. 722; Cameron, K., Aberdeen,
311; Clayton, J. R., 40, 42; Colliver,
J.. Truro, 254; Corbett, J., Salford,
541: Corby, J. B., Stamford, 264;
Cutbill, F. T., 758; Dashwood, F.,
364; Davis, Owen W., 76; Douglass,
W. T., 222; East, Sir A., 470; Eaton,
Sir F. A., 390; Emden, W., 792; Ford,
G., St. Albans, 652; Geary, A. E., 364;
Gibson, W., Amble, 470; Gordon,
F. M., Colchester, 434; Grover. John,
470; Harrisson, T. H., Liverpool, 434;
Heal, .Ambrose, 541; Holme, Col.
F. U.. 33; Howden, J. T., Glasgow.
320; Hunter, Sir R., 689; Hyde, R. S.,

Worthing. 470; Jerdan, Jas., Edin-
burgh, 722; Jones, Charles, Ealing,
311; Krauss, A. W.. 541; Larmuth,
G. H., 326; Le Brun, M. M.. 578; Lee,
A. W., 758; Longfellow. Wm. P. P.,
311; Marx, Rozer. 803; Noble, J.
Campbell, 470; Oliver. W. J.. 326;
Onniston. G. E., 604; Peters, W. A.,
792; Pitman, Alfred. 40; Post, G. B.,
702; Ralph, W. Clasen, Wigan, 76;
Ransome, Allen, 10; Roberts. R.,
Llandudno, 112; Roberts Richard,
Islington, 470; Ross. J.. Montreal, 434

;

Ruddle. W., 222; Runtz. E. A.. 541;
Sandilands. R. D., 863; Smith, H. H.,
578; Stark, H., 222; Stenning, Lady,
10: Sutchlle, John, 920; Thomson, A..
578; Tinworth, George, 364, 420:
Trollope. R. G., 722; Webster. J. D..
470; Whitelaw. J. M., 40; Willett.
Wm.. senr.. 689

obstruction of ancient Ughts. 67
Olfico of Works, architectural staff' of,

240
Offices: Admiralty, how the design was

selected. 147: Board of Trade. 254.

311. 456. 544, 6.36, 833; Briti.sh
Columbia (Regent-street) 796; county
(Chelmsford) 848 (Dublin) 419';

metropolitan water board, 147, 863:
municipal (Dublin) 761 ; Port of
London. 255 ; post (Lagos) 188 ; registry
(Toronto) 743; stationery. 325

Old: manor houses of Y'orkshire, 863:
Whitehall palace, 636

Olympia commercial motor show. 75
Open-air schools. 904

Organisation of drainage areas, 743
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OniiiniL'iit : architecturul, evolution of,

(i08; Ueiiais&iince, study of, 534
Orniuiielltal tile work, 4ai, 498, C06, 077,

714, 751, 787, 856
Obborue, naval cadets' buildings, 32
Our inland waterways, 428, 575, 580
Outfall drain. 700
Outlook of architecture, 043, 051

Oxidised lettering, 508

PAINTERS, house, asM.)ciation of
nuister, 300, 430

Painting: and decorating. 33; British,

405; structural steel, 900
Paintings: niediteval wall, 707; mural,
in schools, 833

Palaces: Assyrian, 654; liuckingluun
(fatalities at) 492, 599 (new front) 78;
Crystal, 579, 831, 903 (strange storv as
to purchase) 293; old Whitehall. 030;

Peace (The Hague) 312; Port-au-
Prince, 435; Sonning, 507

Palestine, recent discoverie.s in, 744

Palladio, 785
Paris,Hho amenities of, 636

Parliament: house, Canberra, 148; old
houses of, Dublin, 652
Parliamentary notes, 32, 43, 94, 133. 108,

184. 240, 347

Partnership, landlord and tenant, 393
Party wall: clause, model, 000; dispute.
Harry v. Minturn. 107. 239

Patents Act, the new, 543
Paton, Wm., Liverpool, retirement of,

33
Pauze V. Doucct, arcliitects' re-

sponsibilities, 13
Pavilion, band, Folkestone, 473, 544
Paving, stone, how to asphalte, 037
Peaceable picketing, 383
Pearson. S., and Co., Ltd., 33
Penzance housing scheme. 32
Permissible dilution of sewage. 247
Phillack. Hayle. water supply. 45
Photographic society. royal: 276;
exhibilJOn. 283

Photographs at London salon. 317
Photometric commission, international.
349

Picketing, peaceabl*. 383
Pictures in churches. 035
Piedmont, architectural notes on. 75;i

Pipes. lead-Lined, 90

Pitman. Alfred, the late. 40

Plain building. 245
Planing out settled accounts, 78

Planning : of hosjutals, 8 ; of school-

houses against fire hazard. 390
Planning, town: 805; as a check to build-

ing. 183; Birmingham, 133. 109. 349,

384, 433, 793; Bradford, 148, 5S0 ; Great
Yarmouth, 15; Greater London, 10;

Harrow, 707; High Wycombe. 544. 580;

Huddersfield. 90; in Massachusetts.
385; L.G.B. report on, 281; Oldham,
504; Uubery, 300; SheDield, 95;
summer school of, 181; Wirral
Hundred, 324

Plans, standard, for cottages. 888
Planting of moorlands. 921
Plaster for internal walls, 276
Plate, church. 571

Plates. .laggard's architectural and
building construction. 472

Plea: for a better system of estimating
among contractors. 73; for thatch, 087

Plumber's lesponsibility. the. 037

Poet Laureate. Ur. Robert Bridges. 77

Poisoning. lead, electrolytic treatment
for. 000

Poles; flag. 30; reinforced concrete, 904;

telegraph, in towns. 11, 543, 831
Police-station, Galashiels. 848
Political action by uiuoiis. carpenters
and. 365

Pollution, liver, tarred roads and. 57S

Polytechnic. Northern. 850

Portland cement manufacturers, asso-

ciated. 432
Portugal, architecture of. 822. 862
Position of the architect, 502, 505

Post. Geo, n.. New York, the late. 792

Post olllce. Lagos, 188

Poster, motor exhibition. 833
Powell wood-seasoning process, 62

Practical; problems of housing reform,
408, 505; value of engineering models.
506

Premature burial, cremation and. 430

Premonitus. prremunitus. 317

Pre-Uaplnelite art at Birmingham. 888

Present-day : architecture and position

of the architect. 502, 505; case for

registration. 891
Preservation of decaying stone, 146

Press information from trade unions.

544
Prevention of unsatisfactory housing.

290. 322
Preventive medicine gold medal. 637

Priories: liirkenliead. 107. 793; Christ-

church. Hants. 313; St. Bartholo-
mew's. Smithfleld. 793

Private approval of building plans. 456

Problem, the cottage, 538
Problems, practical, of liousing reform,

408. 505
Professional: charges, R.I.B.A. and. 41,

831 ; societies' journals, advertisements
in. 471

Profits, builders', and revenue Bill. 105.

Ill, 133. 147. 173. 1S3. 203
Projecting wall in the Strand. 795

Projections, harbour. 355
Promenade. Hunstanton. 012
Property, acquiring insanitary. ICS

Proportion, 041

Protection: of ancient monuments in

France. 349, 815; of concrete surfaces,

389, 43li, 490
Public: buildings, estimates for, 147;
contracts, competition in, 893; high-
way, what is a'^ 848, 880; rights of

way Bill, 30; v. secret tenders, 221,

255, 275
Pudio, 241

Pump: builders' hand. 253; Merry-
weather's, UatUeld, 241

I'uiich: changes his cover-design. 434;

summer number of, 11

Pure water, essential and non-cssentiiil,

214
Purity oC water supplies, 501

(JUAUUANT, Uegent-street, 94, 108, 240,

471

Quantities, 37
(Quantity surveyors; American. 357; and

tenders, 94; South African institute.

409
(Juoins, copings and dictionaries, 401

RACE stands: Baldoyle, 108; Hur-t

Park, 79, 866
Radiator Co.'s novelties, national i.

601
Kailless traction, 33

Railings, old, of St. Paul's, 7'23

Railway: buildings, architects wuiited

for. 111; companies and the. State.

613; extensions. WelUngton. Salop.

238; rates, high, 885; returns, lesson

of, 292; stations (Charing Cross Dis-

trict) 474 (Kowloon) 017 (Monkseattin)

312 (Pen.sliaw) 504 (Snow Hill, Birming-
ham) 355

Railways: Charing Cross (tube ex-

tension) 100; Ponteland and Darras
Hall, 493; State-owned. 361; tube,
intercommunication on, 168

Kain-floods, result of. 428

Ralph. W. Clasen. Wigan. the late. 76

l;aiii>(len and Carr v. Chessum. 687. 707

KaiiMinie. Allen, the late, 10

i;;itis high railway. 886
K;diim' of tramways. 166

national formula for asphalt street

surfaces, 394
Itea.son in Gothic architecture. 690

Reay. S. S.. War Office appointment for.

348
llebiiilding wall, liabihty for. 132

I'.t'dditcfi, a year's building operations,

241
Redpath and Brown v. Shepherd, 240

Reform: housing, practical problems of.

408. 505; urban land. 687

Refuse destructor. 671

Regent-street quadrant. 94. 108. 240. 471

Registration architects: 12 (in New
Zealand) 347. 759. 701 (movement,
growth of) 855 (the present-day case)

891; auctioneers'. 360. 365; statutory,

or chartered architects. 677, 723, 724.

759. 701. 791. 8.30. 885
Regulations. Glasgow building. 473

Reinforced concrete : buildings. 108. 246,

284. 310. 895: columns. 170; in theory
and practice. 646. 0.52: poles. 904: wall

and column footings. 178

Reinforcing rods, electrolysis in. 276

Renaissance: architecture. 501; orna-

ment, study of. 534

Renaming of London streets. 77

Itepair of ancient buildings. 858
Reports: architectural association. .573;

associated Portland cement manu-
facturers. Ltd.. 4.32: health conditions

of Cheshire. 168: land inquiry com-
mittee. 543; L.G.B.. on town planning.

281; road board. 109; rural housing.

493
Reservoir. leaky, at Stobshiel. 923

Residence. governor-general's. Cape
Town. 654

Responsibility: architects, for extra

work. 13; plumber's. 637

Restoration, church, the archbishops
and. 62. 169

Retaining: insurance earrl, 700; walls.

700. 901

Returns, railway, lesson of. 292

Revenue Bill: abandoned. 221: builders'

profits and. 133. 147

Reviews: Agricultural Drafting. 529;

Ancient Monuments of North Buck-
inghamshire. 492; Apphed Mechanics.
816; Architectural and Building Con-
struction Plates. 6.37: Rath Ahbev.
286; British Almanack and Cyelo-

niedia. 8.50: Builders' Quantities. 33:

Building Code. A. 292: Bmi.DiNO News
Designing Club. 3, 679. 825; Building
Supervision, 385; Cathedrals of

Southern France. 104; Cathedrals of

Southern Spain. 282; Cement. (Con-

crete, and Bricks. 048: Clerk of

Works. 221 ; Coast Erosion and Pro-

tection. 216 : Dawson and Son's Cata-
logue. 037: Drainage and Sanitation.

.396: Elementary Graphic Statics. SS8;

Elements of Specification Writing.

.565: Engli.sh Church Architecture. 859;

Evolution of Architectural Ornament.
608; Freemasonry: Gleanings from the

Past. 4,33: Garden City. 816: Graphics

and Structural Design. 565: Handbook
of Hygiene. S,8S ; Hayward Bros, and
Eckstein's Diary. 792: Heating
Systems. 33; History of English Build-

.liig Construction. 365 ; Home In-

teriors. 499; Jaggard's .Vrehileelnral
and Building Construction Plates, 471;
Jennings's Woodwork, 888; King's
Builders' SUitionery Price List, 327;
Life of Robert Fulton, 305; Liverpool
vVrehitectural Sketch • Book, 40;

Mechanics for Builders, 637 ; Mediteval
Wall Paintings, 707 ; .Molesworth's
Pocket-Book, 3s5 ; ,Mo<lern 'recliineal

Drawing, 530 ; Natural Rock Asphaltcs
and Bitumens, 39; Notes on Electric

Utts, 364; Old Manor Houses of York-
shire, 803 ; Outhnes of Theoretical
Chemistry, 816; Painting and
Decorating, 33; Portland Cement,
385 ; Practical Sanitation, 745

;

Practical Slono Quarrying, 02

;

Practical Surveying and Elementary
Geodesy, 745; Public Works Caleu-
culator, 073; PudIo, 241; launch, 11,

434 ; Reinforced Concrete Railway
Structures, 888; R.I.B.A. Kalendar.
Ii72; St. Matthias' Church, Stoke New-
ington, 75; SimpUtled Formulas for

Floors, 745 ; Steam Power Plant in

Engineering, :ill5 ; Sturtcvant Engineer-
ing Co.'s Ciitalogue, 688; Textbook of

Highway Engineering, 745; Treatise on
Wooden Trestle Bridges and Concrete
Substitutes, 305; Valuation of Real
Property, Webb's, 216; Valuation
Tables. 572; Valuations and Compens.i-
tions, 850; Who's Who, 831

Revision of architects' charges. 831

Rich man's dream. 580

Rights of way. public. Bill, ;i2

Risks of sanatoria, 41

River pollution, tarred roads and, 578;

water efTeet of sewage effluents on, 275

Road: Board (advances) 96, 530 (inertia)

77, 147, '221, 7.59 (report) 109; con-

gresses (Detroit) 325 (Ixnidon) 0; con-

struction, macadam, water in. 754;

making, costly mistake in, 493

Roads: main, storm-water on, 3;i;

tarred (and river pollution) 578 (sticki-

ness of) 148
Roberts: Adlard, and Co., in re, 055;

Richard, the late. 470; Robert.
Llandudno, the late, 112

Rochdale sewage disposal works, 455

Itock slides, prevention of, 301

Itodin's Bourgeois do Calais, 849

Roller, steam road, and the hymn-tune.
11

Rome: British school at: 054; prize

designs, 892; scholarships, 219, 435, 615,

743
Rood screens in churches, 132

Root: concrete, failure of, to keep out
water. 131. 148, 239; Westminster hall,

32, 133, 255
Roofs: Hat, cheap cottages and. 761;

gables and copings. 425; medinjval.

815; value of thatched. 885

Rope, a rotten. 205

Ross. James. Montreal, the late. 434

Rot. dry, in wood, 249

Rotten rope, a, 205

Rowle V. Tottenham U.D.C.. 848

Royal: academy (miniatures at) 183 (no

winter exhibition) 579 (schools) 820.

905; archa-ological institute. 114. 142.

581 ; architectural institute. Canada.
473. 503; institute, architects of

Ireland. 054. 805; institute. British

architects, 328, 400, .581. 043, 090, 710,

791, 858 (and registration) 804, 903

(examinations) 2. 113. 139. 779. 921

(membership) 672; photographic
society. 276 (exhibition) 283; society

British artists. 570

Rubery, town planning at. 300

Ruddle. W.. Peterborough, the late. 222

Runtz. E. A., the late. 541

Rural: cottages, cheap. 145; hou.sing.

147 (from landlord's view point) 498

(John Burns on) 831 (report on) 493

SACRAMENT houses. Belgian. 743

Safetv: appUances' museum. New York.
327; with electric lifts. 363

Saint: Albans cathedral. 503; Ambrose
(Bristol) 808; Anne (Corstorphine)

504; Anne's-on-Sea promenade im-

provements. 745; Bartholomew (Smith-

field) 793: Clement (Devonport) 761;

Cormanell (Buittle, N.B.) 3,84; Cuth-

bert (S. Kensington) 725 ; Finn Barre

(Cork Cathedral) 419: George (Benen-

den) 650; Germain (Edghaston) 419;

James (Coulsdon) 40; John (Woking).

545; John Divine (New York) 77, 530;

John Evangelist (Edinburgh) O.iO

(Hurst Green) 79; Mark (Venice,

repairs to) 500; Martin-in-the-Ficlds,

400; Marv (Birkenhead) 167, 793

(Chesterfieid college) 284 (Edinburgh
cathedral) 347, 542 (Harrogate) .508;

Mary-le-Bow (Cheapside) 294 ; Matthias
(Stoke Newington) 75; Pancr.as (town

hall) S07; Paul's cathedral (architects

at) 492 (foundations) 8 (no room
for memorials in) 723 (old railings)

723- Peter (Barnslev) 78; Petersburg

(architects' congress) 600; Serf (Loch

Leven) 211

Salford. sanitation in. 887

Salon. London, photographs at. 317

Salt water, concrete in. 850

Sanatoria: Fazakerlev. 435: North

Wales. Kil. .507. 580; Southend. 014

Sand: in water, transport and settle-

ment of. 354 ; the risks of. 41 ;
testing.

213

768;

Sandilands, R. 1).. the late. 803
Sanitary inspectors : association.

Scottish, 9; at Llandudno, 300;
farmers as. 420

Saskatoon, building activity in, 614, 793
Saturation, eltect of, ou strength of
concrete, 391

SeaUolding: fatal falls from, 455, 402;
Humphries', 326

Scholarships: Baker, 689; British school
at Rome, 219, 435, 615, 743; Thornton
travelling, 241

School: building, eeononiies in. 760;
competitions, Vunkeo invitation

methods in, 397 ; laundry classrooms,

398 ;
planning against lire hazard, 390

Schools: architecture (Cambridge uni-

versity) 180 (Liverpool university) 114

(London architectural association) 103,

293 (university college, Loudon) 02, 95,

148. 108. 757, 790; Ashington Hirst,

540; Bath (secondary) 580, 758; Bexhill

(R.C.) 419; Birmingham (Bluecoat)

615; Brighton (grammar) 185; Bristol.

148 182; British, at Rome, 2)9. 435.

615. 654, 743, 892; Camberwell (art)

490 ; Cambridge (Leys) 490 ; Card-
board models of. 493; Central arts

and crafts, 420; Croydon (secondary)

851 ; Crystal Palace prticUcal engineer-
ing, 200 ; district surveyors' fees for,

111, 131; Durham (Bluecoat) 542;

forestry (Cambridge university) 174,

781; Foxpiatt, Mosslcy, 40: Glake
Hall, 833; Haileybury, 582. 017;

Hamilton, 455; Harrogate, '223;

Ilebburn colhery (St. Oswald) 455;

Highlields, Doncaster (open-air) 270;

Hindley, 419, 490; Holt (Orcsham)
582 ; Knowie (open-air) 614 ; lighting

of, 555: Llanclly, 510; Lowestoft, 419;

Motherwell (high) 46; mural paintings

in, 833; open-air, 904; Ratclille (K.C.)

238; royal academy, .820, 905; St.

Albans (St. Paul) 490; Stakcford, 288;

Strcatham (secondary, girls') 210;

Tamworth (high) 542, 762; town
planning. 181; trade training, 288;

Wallsend. 160; Warrington, 580

Scotland: faculty of surveyors of, 090;

ancient monuments of, .503

Scottish : building trades federation,

435, 805 ; sanitary inspectors' associa-

tion, 9

Scraps, bits and, 94

Screens, rood, 132
Sculpture, the architect and, 867

Sealey, U. J.. Hall Green, in re, 44

Seasoning wood, Powell process, 02

Secondary schools: Bath, 580,

Croydon, .581; Strcatham, 216
Secretary, trade union, sentenced, 13

Settlement of sand in water, 354

Sewage: disposal, 527 (of the future)

114: eflluents in river water, 275; in

agriculture, utilisation of, 434; i)er-

iiiis-sible dilution of, '247; sludge

dis|)0sal, 887

Shadwell park memorial, 240

Shaw. J. R.. Birmingham, in re, 13

Shethcld: society of architects, 563;

town planning at, 95; university, de-

partment of architecture. 70; year's

municipal work in, 707

Shop: Eastbourne, 091; front competi-

tion, Piccadilly, 328, 743, 702; window
lighting, 325

Singer v. TroUope and Colls, 795, 886

Site values: mortgages and, 652;

taxation of, 9, 41 ; Trinity-square. 599

Skelmersdalo sewage disposal, 45

Sketch club, royal college ol art. 643

Sky-scrapers, New York: 365, 8.50;

inverted, 904
Slides, earth and rock, 361

Slosluness in art, 42

Sludge, sewage, disposal of, 887

Smith: H. H.. tho late. 578; 'ft'ontner

V. Streatfleld. 44. 94, 132_
Smoke-proof buildings, 407

Soaked wood, expansion of, 397

Societies: antiquaries, 921; archao-

lo"ical (Bristol) 328 (Durham) 328

(Kent) 151 (Somerset) 11; arclutects.

473 570. 082 (at St. Paul's) 492

(Bristol) 2, 503 (Manchester) 473. 054.

779 (Sheffield) 563 ; architects and sur-

veyors' approved, 885. 894; archi-

tectural (craftsmen, Glasgow) .563.

010. 090. 779. 8:!2 (Leeds) 779. 864

(Liverpool) 690. 8.32; British artists,

royal. 570; London (prize) 920;

ntaional cottage. 601; of arts, royal.

690: royal photographic, 276 (ex-

hibition) 283
SoUds, stream-line flow of, 350

Somerset archaeological .society. 1!

Sootfall. weighing the. 469

South: Africa, building boom
.\frican institute of quantity

veyors, 469 ^
Southend Estates Co. v. Inland Revenue

Commissioners, 652, 791, 795

Southern: France, cathedrals of, 104;

Spain, cathedrals of. 282

Sp.ain. Southern, cathedrals of. 282

Spanish old masters' exhibition, 462

Spalding, rural water supply.
"°'

Squalid London and the

Londoner. 69. 77

Stable. Shoreston. 1.50

Stafford corporation and telegraph-

poles. 11
.

Stain. lignitJne oil varnish. 565

Stained glass: 62: Winchester college

chapel. 206

687:
sur-

, 384
indifferent
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Standard plans for cottases, S8S
Standardisation in drainage detaiU,
need lor, 717

Stanton. H. Hughes, A.R.A., 745
Stark, Heiirj', Grangemouth, tlie lute.

222
State: houaing at Sydney, N.S.W., 637,

707; owned railways. 361, 613
Stationery office, Stamford-street, 325
Stations: fire (Blackburn) 1S2, 473. iiSU.

tiSb, 655, 691. 797 (Hendon) 401 (Soulli-
ampton) 257 (Yeovil) 42; police
(Galashielb) 84S; railway (Charin?
Cross, District) 474 (Kowluunj 61/

(Monkseaton) 312 (I'ensbaw) 5U4
(Snow Hill, Birmingham) 355

Statues; Aberdeen (lidward VII.) 887;
Birmingham (Edward VII.) 222;
Bristol (Edward VII.) C2; Calcutta
(Kitchener) 1*5; Cardilt city hall. 168;
Stirling (Burns) 1S5; Westminster
(Campbell-Bannernjan) 655 Bourgeois
de Calais) 849

Statutory registration or chartered
architects, 677, 723, 724. 759, 761, 791,
830, 8S5

Steel: highway bridges, low truss, 432;
structural jiaiutiiig. 900

Stenning. Lady, the late, 10
Stoke Newiugton, bt. Matthias church,
75

Stone; artilicial, a new, 850; decaying,
preservation of, 146; Firms, United, in
re, 44, 132; pits, assessment of. 887

Storm-water on main roads. 33
Strand, the, projecting wall in, 795
Stream-line How of solids, 356
Street: names. London, 471 ; paving.
Middlesbrough. SaS; surfaces, formula
for asphalt, 394

Streets: London, renaming, 77
Strength: of concrete, efieet of satura-

tion on, 391; of free-ended struts, 354
Strike against betterment rates, 255
Structural steel, painting, 900
Struts, strength of free-ended, 354
Students' work, A.A. schools. 103
Studentship, Jarvis. 615
Study of Kenaissance ornament. 534
Sub-contractors: builders' hability to.

687, 707; position under assignment,
635

Substituted site value appeal, 831
Sulfolk institute of archEcoIogy, 256
Summer school of town planning, 181
Sunday opening of Edinburgh mu:^eums,
867

Surface finish for concrete, 637
Surbiton sewage disposal works, 95
Surfaces: asphalt street, formula for.

394; concrete, protection of, 389, 436,
490

Survey, geological. 314
Surveyor: and corrupt practices Act,

12; and councillor at Grimsby. 706.
848

Surveyors: and medical officers' duties,
779; district, fee* for schools, lU,
131; institution. 563. 683. 687. 865; of
Scotland, faculty of, 690; quantity
(American) 357 (and tenders) 94
(South African institute) 469

Sutclilfe, John, the late, 920
Sydney, Stato housing in, 637, 7o7

SyniboLisin, ecclesiastical, 69U

Syndicalism in Chicago, lessons of, 350

TABLES, valuation, 572

Taritf, American, on granite. 314

Tarred roads and river pollution, 578

stickiness of, 148
Tasmanian association of architects. 366
Taxation of site values. 9, 41

Teaching, art. Reginald Blonilield cii.

141, 147
Teak v. oak. 255

Technical: colleges (Baroda) 54.0

(Glasgow) 314. 850; drawing, modern.
536; instJtutes (Cardilf) 400 (Coventry)
471, 654, 724. 833, 863 (Westminster)
420

Telegraph-poles in towns. 11, 543, 831

Ternporaiy buildings and by-laws, 682

Tenant and landlord partnership, 393

Tenby, main sewer reconstruction, 'Mb

Tenders: publication of, 221, 255; 275;

quantity surveyors and, 94; unfair
treatment us to, 690, 791

Testing; metals, 326; sand, 218
Tests of waterproofing in cement, 251

Thatch : a plea for use of, 687; in

country districts, 725
Thatched roofs, value of. 885
Theatres, articles on, 816
Theory and practice, reinforced concrete

in, 646, 652
Thomas v. Carr, builder's claim, 655
Thomson, Andrew, Fife-Keith, the late,

578
Thornton travelling scholarships. 241
Tiirce : arts, the, 579 ; lever weighing-
machines, Avery's, 850

" Tickets-of-leave * insurance cards, 433
Tiles, litigation as to. 383
Tilework, ornamental, 426, 408. 606, 677,

714, 751, 787, 856
Timber: boring insects, 362; drying ol.

896; in chimney foundations, 43i ;

kiln trade of Victoria, AustraUa, 745;
V. concrete in coal-mines, 314

Tinworth, George, the late, 364. 420
Tiverton, municipal engineers at. 473
Too true, 182, 239
Torquay water supply, 169

Tottenham; circus, 606; Court-road, old
farmhouse in, 429

Town halls: Barnsley, 544; Longton,
42; Manchester (new. scheme for) 291,

292, 327 (abandoned) 471 ; Newcastle-
ou-Tyne, 433; Rotterdam. 311; St.

Pancras, 867; Sheffield. 3S4
Town planning : 865 ; as a check to

building, 183 ; Birmingham, 133. 169.

349, 3s4, 433. 793; Bradford (workmen ;,

estate) 148, 580; Great Yarmouth. Ifi;

Greater London, 10; Harrow. 7o7

;

High Wycombe. 544; 580; HuddersfieUI.
96; L.G.B. report on, 281; Mas-
sachusetts, 335; Oldham, 564; Rubery.
360; Sheffield. 95; summer school of,

181 ; Wirral Hundred. 324
Towns, telegraph-poles in, 11, 543, 831
Traction, railless, terms for, 33
Trade union; congress, 292; information
to the press, 544; secretary sentenced,
13; statistics, 397

Tramways, rating of, 166

Transport of sand in water, 354

Travelling scholarships, Thornton. i.'41

Trespass, without notice to avert

danger. 564. 599
Trinity-square, site value in, 599. 636

Trollope. R. Gerald, the late, 722

True, too. 182, 239
Tunnel, Channel. 183, 430

Twenty-one gallery exhibition. Adelphi,

790

UNDERGROUND electric mains, cor-

porations and, 275
Undeveloped land : duty, 240. 255, 292,

327, 471, 652, 791, 795, 819 (at Devon-
shire house) 867. 886; what is? 290

Unemployed architects' assistants, 182,

239
Unemployment cards, unstamped, 508

Unfair treatment as to tenders, 690. 791

Uniform American building contract, 62

Union, building workers. 148

United Stone Firms, in re. 44, 132

Universities: Cai>e Town. 330; Dundee.
542, 762; Exeter, hostel. 65; London,
site, 111, 148. 327. 506. (i88, 781; San
Francisco, 79; school of architecture

(Cambridge) 180 (Liverpool) 114

(London, college) 62, 95, 148, 168, 757,

796 (Sheffield) 76

Unregulated competitions, evils of. 77

Unsatisfactory housing, prevention of,

290, 323
Unstamped builders' cards: insurance.

240; unemployment. 508
Urban land reform, 687
Utilisation of sewage in agriculture, 434

UtiUsing our canals. 433

VALUATIONS, inexact (Invernment,
636

Valuation: of gras* farms, 44; of real

property. Webb's, 1.^3. 147. 173

:

tables. 572
Value: increment, 105. 111. 183. 203. 216,

613. 635, 903. 922; of thati-'hed roofs,

885; practical, of engineering models,
506

Values: land, arbitrations. 94, 886; site

(mortgages and) 652 (taxation of) 9.

41 (Trinity-square) 599
Vancouver, B.C.. constructiona! pro-

gress at, 133
Vandalism at Drnnitochter. 614
Venice: art exhibition. 3N,"i ; rejiairs tn

St. Mark's. 500
Ventilating the House of Commons, 240.
347

Ventilation, artificial or natural. .39,'i

Ventilator. Beyle's latest air-pump, 920
Verbal contracts with builders. 43. 313
Victoria and Albert Museum, alterations

at, S31. 866
Village, warden. Alexandria, N.B.. 650
Villa.-^. Morlev, 367
Vol. CV., a foreword. 11

WAKEFIELD water supply. 491
Wales, ancient monuments of, 528
Walker v. Scorton Brotherhood. 8S6
Wall: footings, reinforced concrete,

178; hability to rebuild, 132; paint-

ings, mediaeval, 707; party (Barry v.

Minturn) 167, 239 (model clause)
600; projecting, in the Strand, 795

Walls, retaining. 706, 901
Walsall corporation Bill, 923
Walsh, S. Brandt, a visit by. 723
Wanted, a ministry of fine arts. 1, 111,

600, 759
Ward v. Sanders—flooring work, 44
Warehouses : Kingly-street, W., 330

;

Manchester. .246; Pentonvi lie-road,
905; Stamford-street, 905

Washington; Capitol, works of art in.

637; Justice department building, 38
Water: in macadam road construction,
754; mains, corrosion of, 778; river,
effect of sewage effluent on, 275

;

supphes (builders') 145. 147 (diver-
sions of) 84S (non-domestic) 167. 723.
866. H.S6 dmrity of) 501; transport and
settlement ol sand in, 354; weeping
of, into basement, 239

Waterproofing : coal-tar and asphalt
products for. ISi ; concrete, 109; m
cement, tests of, 251

Waterways, our inland, 428, 575, 580
Waygood, R., and Co., Ltd., 33;
engineers' visit to works of, 390

Webst-er, J. D.. Sheffield, the late, 470
Weeping of water into basement, 239
Weighing : machine (Avery's three-

lever) 850 (new type of) 355: the soot-
fall, 469

Welsh, A., jun., Kirkcaldy, in re, 455
Wesleyan hall. Westminster. 716
West Ham, electricitv at, 580
Westminster, hall roof, 32, 133, 255
What: is a public highway? 848, 886;

is undeveloped land? 290; is white-
lead? 94; raintloods can do, 428

Whitehall: in days of Charles II., 431;
palace, old, 636

Whitelaw, James M., the late, 40
Wliite-lead, what is? 94
Who's who, 831
Willett, Wm., sen., the late, 689
Willoughby, G. H., Manchester, in re,

167,

Winchester college chapel glass, 206
Window

: glass, Belgian, 707; shop,
lighting of, 325

Wirral, town planning in, 324
Women architects, 312
Wood: dry rot in. 249; paving manu-
facturer sentenced for arson, 13;
PnwelUsing, 62; soaked, expansion of,

397
Worcester: garden suburb for, 276;
sewage difficulties at. 348

Working-class housing, 168
Workhouse infirmaries: Bristol, 382;
Reigate, 148. 743. 758

Workmen's cottages: Hemel Hempstead.
542 (£150) 68, 312, 347 (£165) 467, 507

Workmen's dwellings, new L.C.C., 210
Workshop floors, 252

YORK master builders' association. 921
Yorkshire: early monuments of, 778;
manor houses. "old, 863; minister, 672

Y.M.C.A. building. Chard, 868

ZOOLOGICAL garden^, Mappinterraces,
436

INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.
AliUliVS: Akuljaca. H:;:!. VM D.itulhu,

824, 834; Hath (Bird's chantr.v) 2Si;,

287 (Waller's inonunicnt) 287 ; Croxdeii
(plan) 860

Academy, Ro.val, cartoons (a Supijliaiit,

Hilda Hechle) 90(i; drawings (St.

Martin-in-tho-Fields tower and portico,
S. A. Brjett) 404 (St. Mary-le-Bow
tower and spire, W. Toogood) 29C

Actoti Bnrncll church, window tracerv,
.134

.\dornment of the liornt, 898, 899
Advertising hall, Daily Tclciiriiph,
Sydney, '258

Allriston, Star inn, 4U5
.\lc(iliaca abbey ehureh, 823, 834
Alnishouses, elnb designs, 681, 092
Antwerp cathedral, west tower, 728
Apse, old cathedral, C'oinibre, 834
Arch construction, 570
Architecture : Portuguese, 823, 824, 834

;

school of, London university, 800
Architect's' house, hall in, Sherborne.

7'28

Art gallery. Metal Bridge. Dublin. 7. It;

.\rts building. Manchester university (P.
Waterhouse's design) 80

.Vshington Hirst, council schools, 54.j, 54ii,

561
-Vsphalt street surface sections, 304
Assemblv hall, Strcathani secondary
school, 224

Atbenieum theatre. Gray's Inn-road. 6,50

Auch cathedral, choir stalls, 105
.Australian Coninionwealth building.
Strand, W.C, 10

BAI.noYLE racecourse. 108. 109
Ballroom, Sinedley hydro, Birkdale, 260

Hunks: liishoiisgate, U.C. (Parr's) ll.«

:

Palmer's Green (London, Countv and
Westminster) 091, 092: Vancouver
(Canadian, Commerce) 833, 834

Baptist college, Bristol, 219, 224
Baroda; olhees. South State library.
548; technical college, 548

Barnsley, St. Peter's church, SO
Barrow-in-Furness, lire-station. 797, 798

800. 813
Basement, weeping of water into, '239

Bataiha abbey church, 824, 834
Bath abbey: Lady Waller's monument.

'287; Prior Bird's chantry, '280, 287
Baths, public. Wal.sall. 805, 890
Beckenham, house, 78, 80
Beetles: furniture, 302; pinhole, .'ill.i

Belgian cathedrals, water - colour
sketches of, 728

Belem, Hieronyniite church, cloisters
and .south porch, 834

Bells, church, 750
Big school, Haileybury college, 582, 616
056

Bird's chantry. Bath abbey. 2SC. 287
Birkdale, theatre and ballroom, Smedley
hydro, 260

Birmingham: children's hospital, 290:
.statue of Edward VII.. 224

Bishopsgate. E.C.: Parr's bank. 6.53:
premises, 512

Blackburn, lire-station. 002
Bloomsbury Central Baptist church, 720.
728

Board-room, Daily Telenranh. Sydney,
258

Boathouse, club designs, 5, IR
Boethus of Chalcedon, boy and goose

by, 438

Boilers, ideal, 39

Book illustrations. National: ,Iew's

house, Lincoln (Joan Brewer), 404

:

Poilte Princo (Laura Nisbet) 438; Star
inn (Joan Brewer) 4G5

Bookcase, bureau and. 899
Bootle borough hospital, 868, 870
Bordeau.v cathedral, from the east, 104

Boy and goose, bv Boethus of
Chalcedon, 438

Bracket, wall, and eui)board. 899
Bradford, Kegent picture-hall, 273
Breast, chimney, 670, 071
Brick construction, 533. 534

Bridge: art gallery. Dublin. 7,10; Cam-
bridge (Clare college) 764; Lambeth
(W. E. Uiley's design) 107, 114

Brighton grammar school, 188
Brisbane cathedral, canons' stalls, 618
Bristol: Baptist college, 219, '2'24 ; royal
colonial institute, 188; St. Ambrose
church, 870

British: American Tobacco Co.'s pre-
mises, Millbank, 186, 18S; Columbia
building. Regent-street, S.W., 790,

SCO

Bronze tablet on cottage at Chesterfield,
757

Buenos Ayres Central Railway odlces,
Finsbnry-circus, 224

Builders' hand-pump, 25:*

BoiLDiNu: News designing club, alms-
houses. 681, 692: boathouse and club.

5, 15: Classical town house, 8'27, 834
Buildings: reinforced concrete (ice-

house, Pasco, Wash.) 573. 574. 575. 576.

577; physical laboratory. Teddington,
318, 319, 3'20: racecourse, Baldoyle,
108, 109; St. Mary's college, Chester-

field, -284, 285: Walsall baths, 895, 890;
warehouse, Manchester, 246, 247

Bureau and bookcase, 899
Burgh Heath, house at. SO
Business premises: Bishopsgate, 512
(bank) 653: Eastijourne, 692; Finsbnry-
circus, River Plate house, 224;
Kingly-street, W. (warehouse) 330;
Kingsway (Imperial house) 609; Man-
chester (warehouse) '240. 247: Millbank
(British-American Tobacco Co.) ISO,

188; Newcastle-on-Tvne (Cross house)
437, 438; 0.\ford-s'treet, W., 548:
Palmer's Green (bank) 091. 092: Pasco,
Wash, (icehou.se) 573. 574. 575. 570.

577; Pentonville-road, N. (Lilley and
Skinner) 906; James's-street. S.W,,
470; Shoe-lane, E.C. iDaihj Sketch) 152
(Pontifex house) 150, 152; Stamford-
street. S.E. (Sainsbury's) 906; Swansea
(Pembroke buildings) 789; Sydnev.
N.S.W. {Daily Telegraph) 257, 258. .

260; Tavistock-street, Covent Garden,
93 ; Toronto (insurance) 368 ; Van-
couver (bank) 833. 834; Wheatley Hill
(co-operative) 741

C.AEN" sketches: place St. Sauveur, 90C

;

S. Etienne le Vieux, 906
Caerleon. Oaklands house. 549
Cambridge: sketches: Clare college
bridge and gates, and St. Sepulchre's
church, 764: King's chapel porch and
Trinity, Fountain court, 800

Campden-hill, King's college for women,
143, 152

Canadian bank of commerce, Van-
couver, 833, 834

Canons' stalls, Brisbane cathedral, 018
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t';ii>c Town UIII\tT>lty, liiill ;uii|

studeuts' gallery, 3yo
Car-shed extension, Streiithiim, S34
Careassoiiiie, SS. Nazaire et Celse, 104
Cardiir teehllical iuslitlUc. 404
Carrying eliininey t»reast. 070. 071
Cathedrals: Antwerp, 7"JS ; Audi (stalls)

lOfl; Bordeaux, 104; Brisbane (stalls)

318; Carcassonne (SS. Nazairo et
Celse) 104; Coimhre (Old) S34 ; Malines.
72S; iNarbonne (.St. Paul Serge) 105;

Tai-an-Fu, Shangtung, 582; York (door-
way, N. transept) Koi

Ceilings, eoncrete, lastening masonry to,

Central ftre-station, Hendon, 402, 417
Chantilly, chateau Courteuil, near, 1-1.

15. IB

Chantry, Bird's, Bath abbey, MG, 287
Chapel, Greshaui's school, Holt, 582
Chard, Y.M.C.A. liuilding. 883
Charing Cross, Di.'^trict station rectui-

struction, 475, 470
Chateau. Courteuil, St. Firinin. Ch.ui-

tilly. 14. 15, IC
Cheajjside, St. Mary-Ic-Bow, tower and

spire, 296
Chelsea hospital for women, 470
Chesterfield : bronze taltlet on cottage

at, 757; St. Mary's college, '284, 285
Children's hosjiital, Birmingham, 290
Chimney breast, carrying. 070. 071
Chimneys, tilework in, 751, 752, 753
Chislehurst, house in Holbrook-lane, 145.
152

Chudleigh. Harcombe house, 223, 224
Church bells, 750
Churches: Acton Burnell (window
tracery) 534 ; Alcobaea (abbey i 823, 834

;

Barnsley (St. Peter) 80; Batalhii
(abbey) 824, 834; Bath (Abbey,
chantry) 280, 287 ; (do., monument) 28v ,

Belem (Hieronymite, cloisters and
south porch) 834; Bloomsbury
(Central Baptist) 720, 728; Bristol (St.

.\mbro=e), 870; Caen (S. Etienne le

Vieu.t) 906; Cambridge (St. Sepulchre)
704; Carcassonne (SS. Nazaire el
Cel.se) 104; Cheapside (St. Mary-le-
Bow) 200; Finchley (Lucas, Lodge,
and Page's, design tor) 404; Harrogate
(St. Mary) 512; Longsight (Koby Con-
gregational) 329, 330; MaUnes (S.S.

Peter and Paul) S70; Narbonnc (St.

Paul Serge) 105; Nottingham (St.
John Divine, C. Gascoynes de^ynj
834 ; Patrington (Lady chapel) 800

;

St. Clement Danes, Strand (door-
way) 042; St. Lo (porch) 1)00;

St. 5Iartin's - in - the - Fields (tower
and portico) 404 ; Sancton (tower)
SOI ; S k i d b r o o k, 800 ; South
Kensington (St. Cuthbert. reredo.<)

728; Southwark (All Hallows, puliiit)

260; Stoke Newington (St. .Mattliia>)
76; Walsham-le-Uillows, 861; Wliit-
stable (organ and loft) 237; Woking
(St. John) 548; Woodlands, Doncaster,
649, 050

Cinemas: Bradford (llegent) '273; Hull,
656

Ciutra, old palace, 834
City, the: Bishopsgate (bank) 053

(Ijremises) 512 ; Cheapside, St. Mar.\-le-

Bow tower and spire, 290 ; Finsbury-
cireus. River Plate house, 224 ; Shoe-
lane (.Uaily Sketch building) 152 (Ponti-
fex house) 150, 152

Clare college bridge and gates, Cam-
bridge, 704

Cla.s.sical town house, club design, 827,

834
Classrooms, school laundry, 398, 399
Cloisters, Hieronymite church, Belem,
834

Club, BuiLDi.NG News designing: alnus-

houses, 081, 092; boathouse and club,

510 ; Classical town house, 827, 834
Club sketches, by W. M. Keesey, 704,

800, 906
Cluhliouses: Gymkhana (club designs) 5,

10; Hackney Wick (liton), 47, 48;
Toronto (Hunt) 582; 'Cveyhridge (resi-

dential) 404
Coinibre, the old cathedral, 834

Colleges: Baroda (technical) 548; Bristol
(Baptist) 219. 224 ; Cambridge (Clare,

bridge and gates) 704 (King's, chapel
porch) 800 (Trinity, Fountain court)
800; Chesterlield (St. Mary) '284, 285;
Dundee (University engineering de-
l)artmerit) 703, 764; Edinburgh
(ladies') 114; Exeter (University
hostel, selected plan, Garratt and
Simister) 65 (2nd, Gascoyne and Nott)
60; Haileybury, 582, 018, 650; IX)ndon
university". King's, Campden - hill

(women) 143, 152
Colonial institute, royal, Bristol, 188
Columns, reinforced concrete, 176, 177,

178

Commonwealth of Australia building,
Strand, W.C.. 16

Competitions: BuM.DiNii News designing
club (almshouses) 681, 092 (boathouse
and club) 5, 10 (Classical town house)
827, 834; Daily Telegrapli building
(Sydney, selected, Robertson ana
Marks) 257, 258, 200: Eisteddfod
(village institute, prize, C. Owain-ap-
Grulfyd) 509, 525 ; Hre-station (Black-
burn, selected, W. Stirrup) 692;
hospital (Bootle borough, selected.
Hobbs and Black) 868. S70 ; hostel
(University college, Exeter, selected.
Garratt and Simister) 05 (2nd,

Ga--en\rir and .Nott) liO
; library, free

(Oswaldtwistle. seleetetl, F. Q. Farmer)
870; municipal buildings (l)evonport.
selected, .\shley and Newman) 101,

114; National book illustration (Jew's
bouse, Lincoln, Joan Brewer) 464
(Polite Prince, Laur;i Nisbet) 438 (Star
inn, Alfriston, Joan Brewer) 405;
National design for painted frieze
(lOngineering Labour, S. Noble) 548;
National drawings (boy and gon.^e. by
Boethns of Chalccdon, W. H.
Stephens) 438 (ligures from nude. A.
Mason) 470. 050 ; royal academy
cartoons (X Suppliant. Hilda Hcchle)
!M)0 : royal academy drawings (St.

.Martin • in - the - Fields. tower. A.
Bryetl) 404 (St. .Mary-le-Uow, tower.
W. Toogood) 290; royal college ol
art (club sketches. W. M. Keesey)
704, 800, 906 (non-residential college,

J. H. Farrar) 368; scholarship, Saxon-
Snell (cottage hospital, 1st, It. M.
Pigott) 141, 152; schools (Harrogate
council, selected, C. H. Channon)
223. 224 (Llanelly council, selected.

Woodhouse and Dean) 510, 512

(Motherwell, high, selected, S. B.
Russell) 48; shop front (Piccadilly.

Martin's, F. H. Ueppel) 704; technical
institute (Cardilf. selected, Jones and
Thomas) 404; university (Manchester,
art building, P. Waterhouse) 80

Concrete: ceilings, fastening masonry
too, 22-2 ; reinforced buildiiags (ice-

house, Pasco, Wash.) 573, 574, 575, 570.

577 (physical laboratory. Teddington)
318. 319, 320 (racecourse, Baldoyle)
108, 109 (St. Mary's college, Chester-
held) 284, -285 (Walsall baths) 895, 890

(warehouse, Manchester) 246, 247
(eolunins) 170, 177, 178

Coii-.truction: arch, 570; brick, 533, 534
Cnoper.itive stores, Wheatiey Hill, 741

CoiMiigs: and quoins, 461, 462; roofs and
gables, 425, 420

Cottage hospital, Saxon Shell scholar-

ship, 1st design (R. M. Pigott) 141,

153
Cottages: Chesterfield (bronze tablet on)
757; four, costing £450. 09; Oxford-
shire, 728; Shoreston. 151, 152; work-
man's £150, 08; workman's £165, 467

Council chamber, Stirling, 618
Council schools; Ashington Hirst. 545.

540, 561 ; Harrogate, 2'23, 224 ; Llanelly,

510, 512; Stakeford, 2SS
Courteuil, Chantilly, house at, 14, 15, 16

Coutanees. rue Geolirey. 906
Covent Garden. Florist's premises,
Tavistock-street, 93

Craig-y-Parc house, Pentyrch, 401. 404

Cross house, Newcastie-on-Tyne, 437 4.'iS

Cioxden abbey, [ilan of, 800
Cupboard: and wall bracket, 809;

Livery, Victoria and Albert museum,
213

DADOES, two oak, 898
Daily: Sketch building. Shoe-lane, E.C.,

152; Tclegraiih building, Sydney, 257,

258, 200
Deaf, institution for, Doncaster, 330

Denmark-hill, King's college hospital,

151, 105
Department of Justice building, W'ash-

ington, 48

Designing club. Bm.DiNG News: alms-
houses, 681, 692; boathouse and club,

5, 10 ; Classical town house. 827. 834

Designs: bridge (Lambeth. W. E. Riley)

107, 114; BoiLDlNQ News club (alms-

houses) 081, 692 (boathouse and club)

5. 16 (Classical town house) 827. 834;

church (Nottingham, St. John Divine,

C. Gascoyne) 834 ; college for uni-

versity (J. H. Farrar) 30S ; hospital,

cottage (R. M. Pigott) 141, 152; Hyde
Park-corner, remodelling (W. H.
Lynn) 14*^; painted frieze (National,
Engineering Labour, G. Noble) 648;
shop-front (Piccadilly, F. H. Heppel)
750

Destructor, refuse, 072
Details: almshouses (club) 681, 692;

arches. .570: baths (Walsall) 890; bells,

church, 750: brick construction. 533.

534; bridge (Lambeth. W. E. Riley's

design) 114; chimney breast. 070, 671;

colleges (Chesterfield, St. Mary] '284. '285

(Edinburgh, ladies') 114 (Haile.vbury)

582. 018. 656; columns, reinforced con-

crete. 176, 177; doors (1.5th-century>

000 (Wren's) 042: drainage. 717. 718.

719; fireplaces (Haddon hall) 906, 919;
flagpole. 30, 31 ; houses (Evford Park)
330 (Weymouth-street. W.) 438; ice-

hniiso (fiasco. Wash.), 573. 574. 575,

570. 577; laboratory (Teddington.
physical) 319, 320; municipal buildings
(Devonport) 114; quoins, 462; race-

course (Baldoyle) 108, 109; roofs,

gables, and copings, 425, 426; tilework,
ornamental, 4-27, 428, 498, 606. 007.

078. 679. 714. 715. 716. 751, 752, 7.53. 787,

788, 856, 857, 858; warehouse (Man-
chester) 246, 247

Devonport municipal buildings, 101, 114

Dining-hall in France, renovation of,

693
Disposal, sewage, 527, 528
Doncaster: new church. Woodlands
near. 649. 650; Yorkshire institution
for deaf, 330

Door. 15th-century. 606
Doorways; old farmhouse, Tottenham

Cuurlroad, 429; St. Clement Danes'
church, Strand. 642; S. Etienne le

Vieux. Caen, 900; St. Lo, church of,

900 ; York minster (north transept)
861

Dorchester house, plaster cast of over-
mantel top at, Victoria and .Albert
.Mu.--eum. 213

Drain, outfall, 700
Drainage details, 717, 718. 719
Drawings: measured (Bath abbey. Bird
chantry, E. M. Hick) 287 (Haddon
hall, fireplaces, II. A. Welch) 900. 019;
national (figures from nude, .\. Mason)
476. 050 (from iintirpie. Boy and Goose,
by Boethus of Chalcedon, W. H.
Stephens) 438 (St. Martin-in-Fields
tower and portico. \. Bryett) 404;
royal academy (St. Mary-le-Bow tower
and spire. W. Toogood) 296

Dublin, municipal art gallcrv. Metal
Bridge, 7, 10

Dundee iiniver.sity college, engineering
department, 703, 764

EASTBOURNE, sho|). 092
l^lastbury house. Barking, brickwork
handrail, 533

E.lgware, White house. 691, 692

Edinburgh, ladies' college, 114

Edward VII. statue. Birmingham, 224

Eisteddfod design, village institute (C.

Owain-ap-Griilfydd) 509, 5'25

Ellenborough house, Roehampton lane,

inner hall, '200

Engineering: department, Dundee uni-

versity college, 703, 764 ; Labour,
painted frieze (G. Noble) 548

Eiitr;ince details. Eyford Park. 330

Eton clubs. Hackney Wick, 47, 48

Exeter university college plans : selecte<l,

Garratt and Simister, 65; 2nd,

Gascoyne and Nott, 06

Eyford Park, details, 330

FARMHOUSE doorway, Tottenham
Court-road, 4'29

Fastening masonry to concrete ceilings,

223
Ferro-enncrete lintels, 780, 781

Fifteenth - century : dining - hall in

France, renovation of. 692: door. 606

Figures from nude, national drawings
(A. Mason) 476, 6.56

Finchlcv, design for church (Lucas,

Lodge', and Page) 404

Finsburv-circtis. River Plate house. 224

Fireplaces. Haddon hall, 900, 919

Fire-stations: Barrow. 797. 798. 800.

813; Blackburn, 692; Hendon central,

402, 417
Flag-pole, 30, 31

Forrest Lodge. Kireudbrightshire, 509,

512
Fountain court. Trinity college. Cam-

bridge, 800
Four cottages, costing £450. 09

France, renovation of 15th-ceniury

dining-hall in, 092

Free library, Oswaldtwistle, 870

Frieze, painted. National design. En-

gineering Labour (G. Noble) .548

Furniture beetle. 302

Furzedown. Tooting. S t r e a t h a m
secondary school. 217, '224

GABLES: roofs and copings, 425, 4-26;

Thanet, 461 ; Worcestershire, 606

Galleries: art, Dublin municipal, 716;

students'. Cape Town university, .'i.'iO

Gates, Clare college. Cambridge. 704

General post ofiiee. Lagos, 188

Goose, boy and (Boethus of Chalcedon)

438
Government buildings plan, Ottawa,

359
(iower-street, London university school

of architecture, 800

Grammar school, Brighton, 1.88

Grav's-inn-road, Athenicum theatre,

056
Oresham's school chapel. Holt, :iS2

IliCKNEY Wick, Eton clubs, 47, 48

Haddon hall firepl.ices: dining-room,

919; drawing-room, 906

Haileybury college, details big school,

.582.' 018, 0.56

Halls: Bradford (picture) 273; Cape
Town (university) :i30 ; Ellenborough

house (inner). Roehampton. 260;

Haddon (lireplaees), 900. 919; Kirby,

2.50, 251 : Sherborne (in architect's

house) 728
Hampstcad. house at. 78, 79. SO

Hand-pump, builders'. 2.53

Harcombe house, Chudleigh, 223, 224

Harrogate: council school, 223, 2'24 ; St.

Mary's church, 512

Hatfield, Leominster, brick crow-steps,

523
Hendon central flrc-station. 402. 417

High schools: Motherwell, 48; Tam-
worth, 764

Ilipfiodrome and cinema, Hull, 050

Holiday home. Leonard's, Weston-
super-i\Iare, 582

Holt. Norfolk, Gresham's school chapel,

563
Home : adornment. SOS. 899 ; Lennard's
holiday. W'e^ton-super-Mare. ;5.82

Ho.spitals: Birmingham (children's) 296;

Bootle (borough) 868. ,870; Chel.sea

(women's) 476; cottage (Saxon Snell

.scholarship. R. M. PigotM 141. 152;

King's college, Denmark-hill, 151,

105; Lower Clapton (Salvation .Vrniy,
Mother's) 637

Hostels: Exeter university college,
plans: selected, Garratt and Simister,
05; 2nd, Gascoyne and Nott, 60;
Vincent-square, 367, 308

Houses: Ueckeiiham, 78, 80; Burgh
Heath SO; Chislehur.-t. 145, 1.52;

cottages (group of four) 09; Courteuil,
St. Firmin, 11, 15, 10; Craig-y-Parc,
Pentyrch, 401, 404; Ellenborough,
Uoehampton-lane, 260; Eyford Park,
330; Forrest lodge, Kikcudbrightshire,
409, 412; Hampstead, 78, 79, SO; Har-
combe, Chudleigh, 223, '224; Kings-
wood, 4s ; Kirby (hall) 250, 251

;

Morley (villas) 381, Oaklands, Caer-
leon, 548; Koehani|>ton, S.W., 4U(I,

41)4; St. George's hall, Weybrldge,
;{08; Sherborne (architect's hall in)

728; Steeple Aiton, '290; town (club
designs) 827, 834 ; Wallingford court,
46, 48; Weymouth-street, W., 438;
White, Edgware, 091, 092; workmen's
cottages, 68, 407

Hull, hippodrome and cinema, 650
Humphries' scallolding, 320
Hunstanton, promenade, 612
Hunt clubhouse, Toronto, 5S2
Hyde Park Corner, W., H. Lynn's plar

for remodelling, 149
Hydro. Smedley, Birkdale, theatre and
ballroom, 200

ICIillOUSE, reinforced concrete, Pasco,
State Washington, .573, 574, 575, C76,

577
Ideal boilers, 39
Illustrations, book, national; Jews'
house, Lincoln (Joan Brewer) 404

;

Polite Prince (Laura Nisbet) 438
Imperial house, Kingswav, 609

Inn, Star, Alfriston, 465
Inner hall, Ellenborough house. Hoc-
liiimpton-lane. 260

Insects, timber boring: furjiiturc beetle,

362 ;
pinhole borer, 303

Institutes: royal colonial, Bristol, 188;

technical, Cardilf, 404 ; Welsh village

(Eisteddfod cesign, C. Owain-ap-
Urullydd) .509, 525

Institution for deaf. Doncaster, 330

Insurance otiices. Toronto, 3C8
Interceptor-chamber details, 717

JEWS' house and Steep-hill, Lincoln,

401
Justice department building, Washing-

ton, 48

KENSINGTON, South: museums
(science) '290, 309 (Victoria and
Albert, livery cupboard) 212 (do.,

top of overmantel) 213; St. Cuthberfs
church, reredos. 728

Kingly-street, warehouse. 330

King's college: for women, Campden
hill. 143, 152; chapel porch, Cam-
bridge, 800; hospital, Denmark-hill,

151, 165; hostel, Vincent-square, 307,

363
Kiugsway, Imperial house, 609

Kingswood, house at, 48

Kirby hall, 250, 251
Kirkcudbrightshire, Forrest lodge. 509,

512
Kowloon railway terminus, 618

LABORATORY, physical. Teddington,
:il8. 319, 320

Labour, ingineering. National design

(G. Noble) ,548

Lacoek. East-street in. 3

Ladies' college. Edinburgh. 114

Lagos: general post-olllce. 188; oflicers'

mess, W.A. field force. 201

Lambeth bridge, W'. E. Riley's rejected

sketch design. 107. 114

Laundry classrooms, school, 39S, 399

Lennard's holiday home, Weston-super-

I\lare, 582
Library: free, Oswaldtwistle, 870;

oHiees. South State. Baroda, 548

Lillev and Skinner's warehouse, Penton-

vilie-road. 906

Lincoln, Jews' house and Steep-hill, 464

Lintels, ferro-concrete, 780, 781

Livery cupboard from Tickenhall, Vic-

toria and .\lbert museum, 212

Llanelly council schools, 510, 512

London university : King's college for

women, Campden Hill, 143, 152;

school of architecture, SOO

Ixingsight, Robv Congregational church
and schools, 329. 330

Lower Clapton, Jlothcrs' hospital. 537

MALINES; cathedral, "'28; Jesuit

church. Veemarkt, 870

Manchester; Hughes' warehouse, 240,

247; Robv Congregational church and
schools, 'Longsight,, 329. :«0; town
hall site, block plan. '291 ; university.

arts building (P. Watcrhouse's design)

80
Maiipjn terraces. Zoological gardens.
Regent's Park. 437. 438

Market-place, St. Lo. 900

Martin's shop-front. Piccadilly. F. H.

Heppell's design, 764

Masonry, fastening to concrete ceilings,

223
Measured drawings: chantry (Bird's,

Bath abhev, E. M. Hick) 2S7: fire-

places (Haddon hall. H. A. Welch) 90C.

919; tower and [jortico (St. Martin-in-

the-Fields, roval academy, A. Bryett)

404
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Edward VII., BirniinKhanj.

W.A. Held force, Laf;os,

Tobacco

Memo rill

224
Mess, officers'

201
Millbank, British-American

Co.'s premises, 186, 188
Monument to Lady Waller, Bath abbey,

2S7
Morley, villas. Park-avenue, 381
Motherwell high school, 48
Municipal: art gallery, Metal Bridge,
Dublin, 7, 16 ; buildings (DevonportJ
101, 114 (Stirling) 617, 618

Museums : South Kensington (science)
296, 309; Victoria and Albert (livery
cupboard) 212 (top of overmantel,
Dorche^t^r house) 213

NARUONNE, church of St. Paul Serge,
105

National book illustrations: Jews"
house, Lincoln (Joan Brewer) 464

;

Polite Prince (Laura Nisbet) 438; Star
inn, Alfriston (Joan Brewer) 465

National design lor printed frieze
(engineering labour, G. Noble) 548

National drawings; boy and goose by
Boethus (W. H. Stephens) 438; figures
from nude (A. Mason) 476, 056

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Cross house, 437.
438

Newchapel, Surrey, stables, 393
Newspaper premises; Daily Sketch,
Shoe-lane, E.C.. 152; Daily Telenraph,
Sydney, 257, 258, 260

Non-residential college, J. H. Farrar's
design, 368

Normandy studies (W. M. Keesey) 906
Nottingham, St. John the Divine (C.
Gascoyne's design) 834

Nude, figures from. National drawings
(A. Mason) 476, 656

OAKLANDS, Caerleon, 548
Officers' mess. West African field force,
Lagos, 201

Offices: Baroda (South State hbrary)
548; Finsbury-circus (Buenos Ayres
Central Railway) 224; Lagos (|iost)

188; Regent-street, S.W. (Uritish
Columbia) 790, 800; Stamford-street.
S.E. (Sainsbury's) 900; Toronto (in-
surance) 368

Organ and loft, Whitstable church, 237
Ornamental tilework, 427, 428, 408, 606

607, 678, 079, 714, 715, 710, 751, 752,
753, 7S7, 788, 856, 857, 858

Orphanage, police, KedhiU, 106
Oswaldtwistle, Carnegie free Hbrary,
870

Ottawa, site plan, Oovernment huijri-
;ngs, 359

Outfall drain, 700
Overmantel top, Dorchester house,
cast at Victoria and Albert museum,
213

O.xiord-street, W.. hu.siiie.^s

548
O.vfordshire. stables and cottage in. 728

PAINTUI) fricEe, engineering labour, G.
Noble, 548

Palace: Cintra, old. S34 ; Whitehall, in
reign of Charles I., 431

Palmer's Green, Lojidon County and
Westminster bank, 691, 092

Parr's bank premises, liishopsgate. K.C.,
063

Parsonage farm. Shipton-under-Wych-
wood, 188

Pasco, Washington, reinforced concrete,
icehouse, 673, 574, 575, 570, 577

Patrington church, interior Lady-chanel,
860

I'einbrnkc buildings, Swansea, 789
I'.-nlniiville-road, Lilley and Skinner's

«;uLlic)use, 906
r'liliirh, Craig-y-Parc hou.sp, 401, 402
I'ltrnkuMi interceptors, in drains, 718
l'ljy-i.:il laboratory, Ttddington. :il«,

319. :i20

Piccadilly. Martin's shop-front. F. II-

Hep|icl"s design, 764
Picture-halls: liradford (Ucgent) 273;
Hull, 056

Pinhole borer beetle, 303
Plans: abbeys (Alcobaca) S'23 (liatalha)

8'24 (Croxden) 800; almshouses (chibl
681. 692; banks (Palmer's Green) 691.
692 (Vancouver) 833; baths (Walsall)
895; hoathoufo (club) 5. 16; business
premises (Millbank, S.W.) 180 (Ncw-
cast!c-on-Tyne) 437 (Shoe-lane, E.G.)
150 (Swansea) 789 (Sydney, newspaper)
260 (Tavistock-street, Coveiit Garden)
93; cathedral (Tai-an-Fu) .»> ; chapel
(Holt. Gresham's school) 582:
churches (Bloomsbury. Baptist) 72."<

(Bristol, St. Ambrose) 870 (Pinchley.
design for) 404 (Harrogate, St. Marv)
512 (Lnngsight, Kobv Congregational)
329 (St. Martin's'-in-the-Fields) 404
(Woking, St. John) 648 (Woodlands.
Doncastrr) 650; clubhouse (Hacknev
Wick, Eton) 47; colleges (Baroda.
technical) 548 (Bristol, Baptist) 219
Campdcn Hill, women'.s) 143, 1.'.2

(Chesterfield, St. Marv) 284 (Dnndee.
university) 763 (Hdinburgh. ladies')
114; Commonwcath buildings (Strand)
16; cottages (four, costing .e4.''>0) 69
(workman's, £1.50) 68 (workman's,
ClO.'-i) 467; Government buildings
(Ottawa) S.IO; home (Weston-super-
Mare, Lennard's holiday) 582;
hospitals (Birmingliiim. children's) 200
(Bootic) SOS, S70 (Chel.sea. women's)
476 (rottage. A. M. Pigott's design)
141 (Denmark-hill, King's College) 151

premises.

(Lower Clapton, JMothers') 537; hostels
(E.\et«r university college, selected,
iiarratt and Simister) 65 (2nd, Gas-
coyne and Nott) 66 (Vincent-square)
367; houses (Beckenham) 78 (Burgh
Heath) 80 (Chislehurst) 145 (Courteuil,
Chantilly) 14, 15 (Craig-y-Parc, Pen-
tyrch) 401 (Forrest lodge, N.B.) 409
(Hampstead) 78, 79 (Harcombe, Chud-
leigh) 223 (Kingswood) 48 (Oaklands,
Caerleon) S4S (Parsonage farm, Ship-
ton-under-Wychwood) 188 (Roehamp-
ton, S.W.) 400 (Steeple Aston) 290
(town, club designs) 827, 834 (Walling-
lord court) 40 (White, Edgware) 691

;

Hyde Park-corner, remodelling (W. H.
Lynn) 149; icehouse (Pasco, Wash-
ington) 573; institutes (Bristol, royal
colonial) 1S8 (Cardill, technical) 404
(village, C. Owain-ap-Grulfydd's de-
sign) 509 ; Institution (Doncaster, for
deaf) 330; justice department (Wash-
ington) 4S; laboratory (Teddington.
physical) 319, 320; hbrary, free
(Oswaldtwistde;) 870; mess, ofttoers'
(Lagos) 201 ; municipal buildings
(Devonport) 101, 114 (Stirling) 617:
museum (South Ken-singtoUj museum)
309; oihces (Baroda, library) 64s
(Regent-street, S.W., British Co-
lumbia) 896; picture-hall (Bradford.
Regent) 273; post-office (Lagos) 188;
schools (architecture, London uni-
versity), 800 (Ashington Hirst, council)
545, 540 (Brighton grammar) iss
(Harrogate, council) 223. 224 (laundry
classrooms) 398, 399 (Llanelly, council)
510 (Motherwell, Iiigh) 48 (Stakeford.
council) 288 (Streatham, secondary,
girls') 217 (Tamworth, high, girls')
704; shed, car (Streatham) 834;
stables (Newchapel) 393 (0.\fordshire)
728 (Shoreston) 151, 152; stations (fire,
Barrow) 798 (do., Hendon) 402 (nail-
way. Charing Cross, District) 475-
stores (Wheatley Hill, co-operativel
741

; terraces (Mappin, Zoological
gardens) 438; town hall (Manchester,
site) 291 ; university design (royal
college of art, J. H. Farrar) 368-
villas (Morley) 381; warehouses
(Kingly-street. W.) 330 (Manchester)
240; V.M.C.A. building (Chard) 883

Pole: flag. 30. 31; reinforced concrete.

Police orphanage, Redhill, 106
Pohte prince, the (Laura Nisbet) 438
Pontifex house. Shoe-lane. E.C. 150 ir,"
Porches: chapel (King's college. Cam-

bridge) 800 church (Hieronymite,
Belem) 834 (St. Lo) 906

Portico and tower. St. Martin's-in-the-
Fields church. 404

Portuguese architecture, 823, 824, 834
Post-office, general, Lagos, 188
Prince, the polite (by Laura Nisbet) 438
Promenade, Hunstanton, 612
Pulpit, All Hallows' church, Southwark,

260

Pump, hand, Zwicky's, 253

()UOINS and copings, 401, 462

RACE-STAND, Baldoyle, 108, 109
Railway-stations; Charing Cross Dis-

trict, reconstruction, 475, 470- Kow-
loon, 618

Itecreation-room, Arc-station, Barrow.

Redhill, police orphanage, 106
Refuse destructor, 672
Regent: picture-hall, Bradford 273-

street. S.W.. British Columbia 'build-
ing, 790 800

Reinforced concrete: buildings (ice-
house, Pasco, Washington) 673, 574,
575, 670, 577 (physical laboratory,
leddington) 318, 319, 320 (racecourse
Brild.iyle) 10s. 109 (St. iMarv's College!
I hr,i,.,|icid) 284, -285 (Walsall batli.s)
•^'i.:. -:«. (warehouse, Manchester) 246
24,; columns, 176, 177, 178; pole, 904

Renovation of 15th-century dining-hall
in France, 692

Reredos, St. Cuthbert's church. South
Kensington, 728

Residential club, Wcvbridgc, 404
Retaining walls, 706, 901. 902
River Plato house, Finslniry-circus, 2'24
Roads, macadam, water percentage in.
755

Hoby Congregational church :ui,l
schools. Ixmgsight. 329. 330

Uoehampton-lane: inner hall. Ellen-
horough house, 260; Iloehampton
house, 400. 404

Roofs, gables and cojiings, 423, 420
Room, recreation, flre-station, Barrow,

Round church. Cambridge. 764
Royal: academy drawings (a Suppliant.
Hilda 11,-clil.) 906 (.St. Martin's'-in-the-
Fiekls, tower and portico. A. Bryett)
404 (St. Mary-le-Bow. tower and spire
W. Toogood) 296; college of art (club
sketches. W. M. Keesey) 764, 800, 9no
(non-residential college design, J. H.
Farrar) :m3; colonial institute, Bristol
188

SAINSBI'RY'S warehouse. Stamford-
street. S.E.. 906

Saint: Ambrose (Bristol) 870; Clement
(Danes church, doorway) 642; Cuth-
bert's (South Kensington, reredos)
728; Etienni) (Lo Vieux, Caen) 900;
Firniin (Ch(it«au Courteuil, near) 14,
15, 16; George's Hill, Wcybridge

(hou.se) 308; Janies's-street (premises)
470; John (Woking) 548; John the
Divine (Nottingham, C. Gascoyne's
design) 834; Lo (Market-place) 900;
.Martin (iu-Fields, Charing Cross) 404;
-Mary (Chesterfield college) 284, 285
(Harrogate) 512 (le-Bow, Cheap.side)
•296; Matthias (Stoke Newingtou) 70;
Nazaire (Carcassonne) 104; Paul
Serge (Narbonne) 105; Peter (Barns-
ley) 80; Peter and Paul (Malines) 870;
Sepulchre (Cambridge) 764

Sancton, church tower, 861
Saxon Snell scholarship, cottage
hospital (R. M. Pigott) 141, 152

Scallolding, Humphries', 326
Scholarship, Saxon Snell, cottage

hospital (R. M. Pigott's design) 141.
152

School laundry classrooms. 39S, 399
Schools: architecture, London uni-

versity, 800; Ashington Hirst (council)
545, 546, 561; Brighton (grammar) 188;
Great Titchfield-street (trades' train-
ing, smiths' and stone-carvers' work)
2S9; Haileybury college (big) 582,
618, 656; Harrogate (council) 223,
224; Holt (Gresham's chapel) 582;
Llanelly (council) 510, 512; Longsight
(Roby Congregational) 329, 330;
Motherwell (high) 48; Stakeford
(council) 288; Streatham (secondary,
girls') 217, 224; Tamworth (higii,
girls') 764; science museum. South
Kensington, 296, 309

Secondary girls' school, Streatham, 217,
224

Sections: almshouses (club) 081, 692-
baths (Walsall) 806; boathouse (club)
16; churches (Bloomsbury, Baptist)
726 (St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, tower)
404; colleges (Chesterfield, St. Marv)
284, 285 (Haileybury) 656; cottages
(group of four, costing £450) 09
(workman's, £150) 69 (workman's, £165)
467; hospitals (Bootle) 870 (cottage,
R. M. Pigott's design) 152; house
(tOvvn. club) 827, 834; icehouse (P,a5co)
574, 575, 576, 577: institute (village.
Owain-aii-Grully.ld's design) 525;
intercept. ir cliaiiiber, 717; justice de-
partment (Washington) 48; laboratory
(Teddington. physical) 320; librar.v.
free (Ostwaldtwistle) 870; municipal
buildings (Devonport) 114; museum
(South Kensington, science) '290; news-
paper building (Sydney) 2.67; regula-
tion drain trap, 718; schools (Harro-
gate, council) 223 (laundry classrooms)
399 (Llanelly, council) 610, 512
(.Motherwell, high) 48 (Tamworth
high) 764; shed, car (Streatham) 834;
station, fire (Barrow) 798; station,
railway (Charing Cross District) 468;
street surfaces (asphalt) 394; terraces
(Mappin. Zoological gardens) 437;
Y.M.C.A. building (Chard) S83

Sewage disposal, 627, 528
Sewer entry details, 717
Shed (tranicar) extension. Streatham
S34

Shipton - under - Wychwood, Parsonage
farm, 188

Shoe-lane, E.C, Pontifex house, 1.50. 152
Shops: Eastbourne. 092; Piccadilly (F.
H. Heppel's design). 764

.Shoreston. stable and cottages, 161, 152
Site plan. Government buildings,
Ottawa, 359

Sketches, club, by W. M. Keesey: Caen,
Coutances and St. Lo, 906; Cam-
bridge, 764, 800

Skidbrook church, rebuilt nave arcade
860

Smedley hydro. Birkdale. theatre and
ballroom. 200

Smiths' work, trades training schools,
289

Snell, Saxon, scholarship, cottage
hospital (R. M. Pigott) 141, 1.52

South Kensington: miiseums (science)
296, 309 (Victoria and Albert, liverv
cupboard) 212 (do., top of overmantel)
213; St. Cuthbert's church, reredos.
728

South, state library offices. Baroda. 548
Southwark, pulpit. All Hallows' church.
260

Spire. .St. Mary-le-Bow, 296
Stables: and cottages (Oxfordshire) 72S
(Shoreston) 151, 1.52; Newchapel. 393

Stakeford council school. 288
Stalls, cathedral choir: Auch, 105; Bris-
bane, 618

Stamford-street, S.E., Sainshurv's
offices and warehouses, 906

Star inn, Alfriston, 405
Stations: fire (Barrow) 797, 798. 800, SI.'?

(Blackburn) 692 (Hendon) 402. 417:
railway (Charing Cross District, recon-
struction) 465, 406 (Kowloon) 61S

Statue. Edward VII.. Birmingham. 224
Steep-hill. Lincoln, 464
Steeple, Aston, house at, 290
Stirling, municipal buildings, 617, 6IS
Stoke Newington, St. Matthias' church.
76

Stone-carvers' work, trades training
schools. 289

Stores, co-operative. Wheatley Hill. 741
Strand, the: Australian Commonwealth

building. 16
Streatham: car shed extension, S34
secondary girls' school, 217. 224

Street surface sections, asphalt, 394
Students' gallery. Cape Town univer.sity,
330

Suppliant, a, academy cartoon (Hilda
Hechle) 906

Swansea, Pembroke buildings (Cam-
brian-place) 789

Sydney, Daily Telegraph building, 257,
258, 260

TABLET, bronze, on cottage at Chester-
field, 757

Tai-an-Fu, Shantung, cathedral, 582
Tamworth, girls' high school, 704
Tavistock-street, Covent Garden, Horists'
premises, 93

Technical: college, Baroda, 548; insti-
tute, Cardiff, 404

Teddington, physical laboratory, 318
319, 320

Telegraph building, Sydney, 257, 258,
200

Terraces, Mappin, Zoological gardens.
Regent's Park, 437, 438

Testing apparatus, reinforced concrete
columns, 178

Thanet, a gable in, 461
Tlieatre: and ballroom, Smedley hydro
Birkdale, 260; Gray's Inn-road
(.\thena;um) 650

Theological liostel, Vincent-snuare, 367,
368

Tilework, ornamental, 427, 428, 498, 006,
607, 678, 679, 714, 715, 716, 761, 762, 753,
787, 788, 856, 867, 858

Timber-boring insects: furniture beetle,
302; pinhole borer, 363

Tobacco Co.'s premises, Millbank, 186,
188

Tooting, Streatham secondary girls'
school, 217, 224

Toronto: Hunt clubhouse, 582; insur-
ance offices, 308

Tottenham Court-road, doorway of old
farmhouse, 429

Tower: and portico, St. Martin's-in-the-
Fields, 404 ; and spire, St. Mary-le-
Bow, 290; Sancton church, 801

Town hall: Manchester (block plan of
site) 291

Town house. Classical, club designs, 827,
834

Trades training schools, smiths' and
stone-carvers' work in, 289

Training .schools, trades, work by
smiths and stone-carvers, 289

Tranicar shed extension, Streatham, 834
Trap, regulation drain, 718
Trinity college, Cambridge, Fountain-
court, 800

I'NIVURSITY: Cape Town (hall and
students' gallery) 330; college, Dun-
dee, engineering department, 703, 764

;

college hostel, Exetc, plans (selected,
Garratt and Simister) 66 (2nd, Gas-
coyne and Nott) 66; design, royal
college of art (J. H. Farrar) 308;
London (King's College for women,
Campden Hill) 143, 162 (school ol
architecture) 800; Manchester, arts
building (P. Waterhouse's design) 80

VANCOUVER, Canadian bank of com-
merce, 833, 834

Victoria and Albert museum : Uvory cup-
board, 212; top of overmantel from
Dorchester house (AlfreU Stevens'
plaster cast) 213

Village institute. Eisteddfod design (C.
Owain-ap-Gruliydd) 509, 626

Villas, Park-avenue, Morley, 381
Vincent-square, theological hostel, S07,
363

W.\LL: bracket and cupboard, 899; re-

taining, 700, 901, 902
Waller monument, Bath abbey, 287
Wallingford courts, 46. 48
Walsall public baths, 896, 896
Walsham-le-Willows, nave interior, 861
Warehouses; Kingly-street, W., 330;
Manchester (Hughes') 240, 247; Pen-
tonville-road (Lillev and Skinner's)
906; Stamford-street, S.E. (Sains-
bur,y's) 900

Washington, department of justice. 48
Water: colour sketches, .\ntwerp and
Malines cathedrals. 728; percentage in
macadam roads, 756; weeping of into
basement, 239

Weeping of water into basement, 239
Welsh village institute. Eisteddfod lie-

sign (C. Owain-ap-GrulTydd) 509. .MS
Weston-super-Mare. Lennard"s holiday
home, 682

Weybridge: house, St. George's Hill,

368; residential club, 404
Wheatley Hill co-operative provision
stores," 741

White house, Edgware. 091. 692

Whitehall in reign of Charles I.. 431

Whitstable church, organ and loft, 237
Woking. St. John's church, 548
Women; hospital for, Chelsea, 470;
King's College for, Campden Hill, 143,

152
Woodlands, Doncaster, new church, 649,

656
Worcestershire gable, a, 606
Workman's: £160 cottage, 68: £165
cottage, 407

YORK minster, doorway, north tran-
sept, 801

Yorkshire institution for deaf, Don-
caster, 330

Y.M.C.A. building. Chard, 883

ZOOLOGICAL gardens. Regent's Park,
Mappin t-erraces. 437, 438
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F.R.I. B.A., Architects.
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W.^NTED : A MINISTRY OK FINE
ARTS.

We womler wliat !\r. Raymuiid Poimaie
thought of GUI- .street deroratioii.s last
week? They were marke<l by a certain
eclecticism, though, even then,- ana-
chronifms were not infrequent. Perhaps
tho red caps cf Liberty should, in strict
apprripriatenc-ss, have surmounted a guillo-
tine, not .axes, as in Holborn. Still, we
meant well, everywhere, and one can but
hope the President tcok the will for the
deed. He must have smiled, as most
Frenchmen do, at our taste in other
matters mora i>erMianently appertaininj to
Art than street decoration. If our efforts
in that direction were cur only hrthcs we
might, with hue Briti.sh Philistinisin,
Ignore the jests of cultured foreigners who
wonder why John Bull, who likes his
money's worth in most things, is content,
as far as anything in the way cf public
decorition < r encouragement of Art is con-
cerned, to entrust his affairs to irre-
sponsibles who, mostly in sheer ignorance
and not of malice aforethought, mal-
administer the not inconsiderable sums
Parliament votes yearly. In our munici-
palities it is much the same. The City of
London is never niggardly, but

"

its
liberality is seldom seconded by know-
ledge; and the same may b? said 'of many
other Muiilar authorilies. Our other
Luiaidians ,,f taste, such a.s the B.ard of
Educ-atinn. tile trustees of tlie National.
Tat.?, VV'allac?, and Portrait galleries, the
trustees of the National (ialleries of Scot-
land and Ireland, the British Museum the
Office of Works, the Woods and Forests,
and the like, no doubt mean well, even if
some of theni startl.3 us occasionally; but
their control is imperfect, the selection of
their mejmbers is haphazard, and the result
is th.3 indifference cf public opinion to
occasional atrocities and to constant
negligeno?, .and frequent stupidities, that
in France would raioe storms of indigii.i-
tion, in comparison with which our few
and rare peevish protests when some more
than ordinarily brutal outrage on good
taste is threatened are ludicrous.
The reason for all this is obvious enough

to any man of ordinary sen^e. We have
pointed ii; cut for years, and so have
others; but no response hae. been vouch-
safed, and th3 result has been the con-
tinuous ignorant in.;liff.erence of the masses
of all classes to the claims of Art. and the
toleration by the public generally of sins
of omifision and ccnimin-ion which should
have damned tho perpetiatois, but have
only still furth.er demoralised the sinned
against. Nuw^, in all other matt.?rs of

public concern we do—sometimes in-
sufficiently— insist on the one healthy
guarantee of tho rights of the goyerned--
Responsibility. In such things we get
this. It is true the .Minister responsible
is sometimes .". squar3 peg in a round hole.
So, d<iubtless sometimes, the Minister of
Fine Arts would be. But he would stand
to be .shot at, ;i.s our pre,;ent resp(,nsible
Ministers do, and he would have power, as
they have, to control the various people
connected with his Department ; to initiate
reforms, and check abuses. All we have
got at present is a First Commissioner of
Public Works, who is generally a ncse of
wax, and sometimes a Mr. Ayrton ! Even
when capable, and well intentioned, he has
no power of interfertnce in scores of in-
stances where only prompt action can
prevent abik-es. Give us a Ministry of
Fine Arts, with its recognised claim on tlu'

Estimates, and equal with all other De-
partments, and the peojde generally will
soon learn that regard for the beautiful is

as much the duty of the Coverninent and
the citizen as obedience to law or response
to patriotism.

There are some indications that tlie

recognition of this need is slowly forcing
itself on public opinion. There are
difficulti'ec in the way. In law and
medicine we do insist on the primal need
of legislative recognition and fitness on the
part of those who practise. While any
charlatan can burlesque over our art, and
perpedate enormities against good taste, it

is of little use seekinc protection from the
State from crimes against beauty. That is

on.? of the many reasons why registration
must come. There are also fears enter-
tained by some that a Ministry of Fine
Arts would be ?s inefficient, and would
deal as inadequately with m.atters as those
who at present neglect or ignore them.
The obvious reply is that we have, in the
case of our nearest neighbour, an example
to the contrary. In France, art has long
been reccgniiied as one of the chief assets of

tho nation, and the State fosters good
taste by every means in its power. Those
who want details should get and read an
excellent shilling volume by Mr. Wynford
Dewhurst. and published by Hugh Rees,
Ltd,, entitled. Wanted, a Ministry of Fine
Arts. Mr. Wynford Dewhurst urges

at length the consideration we have briefly

sketched, with which every reader will

agree. But the details of French ad-

ministration .Tie really valuable, the more
so because cf Mr. Dewhiirst's intimate
ac(|uaiiitaiice with French pitfc'lure.

thanks to the facilities affor<led receiillv by

the late L^nd-er-Secretiiry of Slate for Fine

Arts. That Department, directed by an
Under-Secretary, respon.sible to Parlia-
ment, aided by permanent staffs of men in
each bureau specially chosen and trained
for their work, is an eminently business-
like Ministry, and its wnall cost to the
State is repaid a liiin<li<xlfold in ways
direct and indirect which will be apparent
to the thoughtful observer. Its scope of
operations is immense, and the cost to the
State is about £27,()f)0 per annum. This
covers the salaries and expenses of eight

special administration bureaus, com-
prising, amongst others, the services of
architects and builders attached to the
various national jialaces, theatres, and
historic monuments, the teaching of art,

the State manufactories and preservation
of .State furniture, inspection, costs of all

kinds, and, lastly, special missions. The
French (ioveniment works art as a com-
mercial man his business. It is jiractical
as well as imaginative. It keeps itself well
informed of the activities of its rivals, arid
up to date in its a<lministrative methods.
Year by year it sends out individuals and
bodies of men, specialists in their line, to

inspect and report upon whatever feature
in (esthetics may Ix* to the fore, or privately

to ferret out ,'?crets in art and archeology
wherever ruins, buried cities, or accidents
of sorts may be indicated^wherever ami
whatever, in fact, is likely to provide
useful lesisons and public advantage

Th'S teaching cf art throughout the

country and in Rome, and the total cost cf

same, works out at about £50,000 per
annum. This has its equivalent in our
"South Kensington" system, ami although
far more efficacious, it calls for no special

comment, except to note that caio of the

chief preoccupations of the State at the
pre.sent moment is the resuscitation or re-

juvenation of the decorative arts.

Another section is occupied exclusively

with the national theatres, their raison

d'etre, and management. £85,000 per

annum is votetl for them, not counting

interest upon cost of construction, archi-

tectural improvements, re|>airs. and
furnishings. These theatres comprise the

Oi:.3ra Hou.se, whose subsidy reaches the

grand total of £32,000;' the Opera-

Ccmique, with £12.000; the Comedie-

Fran^ais, with £10,000; the Odeon. with

£4.000; and the Conservatoire of Music.

with £4. .500. Various open-air and
travelling theatres and musical societies in

Paris ami the provinces are also mere cr

less subsiilii -'d.

Purcha:3s of pictures, statues, etc.. bv

living artists, national prizes, and

travelling scholarvhips, and the disburse-
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meiiis costs the State £10,160 a year. This

is supplemented by the sum of £5,000

tlevoted exclusively to grants in aid of poor

ai-tists, annuitifs to artists' families, and
orphans. The French Government, anxious

to see every sectiori and class of the com-

munity penetrated by love of the beautiful,

having trained their artist, foster his

career by occasionally giving him tlie

moral and material satisfaction of a State

commission. Tn 1910 no less than 350

items, about equally divided lietwcen

paintings in all media, scul|iluio, bronzes,

engiaving-j, etc., were purchased •either

direct from the artist or from the walls of

the Annual Salons.

For "Manufactures," the total annual

credit demanded is about £45,000. Certain

manufactures .are, and have been for

generations past, a special object of

solicitude to the French Government, Re-

publican or Monarchical, such as the

national porcelain works and museum at

Sevres, and ths Gobelins and Beauvais

tapestry factories. The products of these

'institutions are essentially artistic. The

subsidy accorded to them is amply justi-

fied, and repaid with interest. In fact, to

take the material financial side alone, the

jiorcelain manufactory shows a handsome
profit of £2.000 a year, after providing, free

of charge, large auid expensive pieces for

tlie furnishing of publii- l)uildings and for

diplomatic presents.

The national muveums—comprising tliat

of the Louvre, the Luxembourg, the Cluny.

Versailles, and the Trianoins, and, finally,

with the Palace and Museum of St.

Germain (with the most recent acquisition

of the State, the Chateau of Maisons-

T.atfitte)—cost £60,000 per annum. Quite

apart from the cost of administration and

upk^p is the sum set apart for purchases

<if works of art for the embellishment of all

the above-named museums. These are

•grouped under title of the "Reunion des

Musees Nationaux," and are endowed with

some £27,000 a year as a minimum, rising

to £60,000 as in 1910, owing to special

legacies and interests on legacies. The
average amount available in the future is

expected to reach £40.000 a year, together

with certain reserve funds for immediate
service in case of any desirable work of art

suddenly appearing on the market and sur-

passing in value moneys applicable in the

ordinary course.

Encouraged by the wise liberality of the

State, i)rivate societies support art in

France far more judiciously and liberally

ihan here. They aro further encouraged
by Ih-s fact that the Ministry of Fine Arts

is vigilant in its care of beautiful objects

and great monuments, and that it is now
tnipowere<l by Parliament to tax out the

hideous advertisement hoardings which, as

here, . had begun to deface so many
charining views and sites. All Mr. Lloyd
(ieorge had Ihis time lac-t year for a similar

proposal was "sympathy." French sym-
jKithy is practical and all embracing, and
we urge th« careful perusal of the m.any
proofs I'hereof Mr. Dewhurst gives, which
want of space prevents us from quoting.

We can (mly sum \ip the abundant and
truly refreshing fruits of the labours of tlie

excellent French system we should do well

to imitate :

General supervtsioii and encouragement of every-
tliing coneerniiiM art and archieology throuf^hont the
conntry.
The teachinti of (irt lonl crafts.

'I'he KenaissaiK-f of Dfcorative .\rt in France.
Orfianisation or iis>,istaiu:t' of exhibitions of art.
Knconra^ienient \>y liberal subscription of publica-

tions on art.

I^nrchase of works of art from livinji artists.
Pension.'^ to widows and or]>lians.

I'nrchasi- of worlis of art of all kinds for tlie

National (lalleries and Mnsennis.
Despatch o1 s])ecial missions to stnd^ matters of

jpsthetics abroad.
Organisation and decoration of national fi-tes and

State recepl ions.

Tltcatrfs, schools of music, concerts, etc.

Public works. State and civil Iniildiiif^s, (guardian-

shin ol relitiions edifices, iiarks, and gardens.
(iiianlianship of the national palaces and historic

moinniieiits.
Maintenance of a corps of architects and inspectors

of all kinds.
Town i)lanning and beautitication.
Protection of beant>" spots and rights of wa.\'.

IVIatters of archfeologic interest. Protection of

Roman ruins and other anticinities.

Control of woods, forests, and waterways.
Control of abuses of advertisinii.

Direction of the national tapestry mannfactories
of the Gobelins and Beau\ais, together w-ith the
porcelain factory of Se\Tes.

Of course, as in France, the Under-
Secretary of State for the Fine Arts must
be a many-sided man, and mus't couple

imagination and love of art with energy
and business aptitude. There, political

expediency on the one hand, or mere
academical erudition on the other, will not

help us. Let us, however, ti-y the system,

and so begin to educate public opinion and
public taste. Sooner or later we shall find

that art pay.^, every way, and that health,

content, and beauty are more precious

national assets than the millions of the

factory-owner wrung from the monotonous

labour cf men, women, and children, whose

least insipid pleasures to-day are the Bank
Holiday excursion, or the darkened cinema

show. ^
R.l B.A. EXAMINATIONS.

The FiNAi : Altkrnative Proislems in

Design.

in.structions.

L Tlie drawings, which should be on

uniform sheets of paper of not le.ss than

Imperial size, must be sent to the Secretary

of the Board of Architectural Education,

Royal Institute of British Arcliiteets,

9, Conduit-street, W., on or before the dates

specified below.
2. Each set of drawings must be signed

by tlie author, and his name and address,

and the name of the school, if any, in which
the drawings have been prepared, must be

attached thereto.

3. All designs, whether done iu a school

or not, must be accompanied liy a declara-

tion from the student that the design is his

own work, and that the drawings have been
wholly executed by biin. In the preparation

of the design the student may profit by
advice.

4. Drawings for subjects (a) are to have
the sliadows projected at an angle of 45deg.,

in line, niouochrome, or colour. Drawings
in subjects |b) are to be finished as working
(Irnwings. Lettering on all drawings must
be in a clear, scholarly character.

.st'B.JECT X.

(a) .\ Classical Villa, situated in a wooded
country, for a bachelor who has a small but
valuable collection of antique sculpture ; Jin.

scale and Jin. drawings, to show both the
villa and the gardens, (b) A Pier at a First-

chiss Wateiiug-place. Drawings required:
1 Hiin. scale drawings of the general scheme,
with a -Jin. scale detail showing tbc construe
tioii of the pier and of any pavilion which
may be on it.

St'liJECT XI.

(a) A Monumental Tower, with a largo
cloek, to be built to comnunnoratu tlie

aiUiption of the meridian of Greenwich
tlirouglunit the world. Scale of drawings to
suit the size of the scheme, but to include
one detail drawing, (b) A Country Club for
3(10 members, iu a large provincial town, ou
a comer site 75ft. wide by 150ft. deep,
bounded by two main roads. The building
can only extend back half the depth of the
site, the remainder of which is to be treated
as a formal garden. Drawings required; Jin.
scale and Jin.

SUBJECT XII.

(a) A Lighthouse on an isolated rock 100
yards I'roni the entrance to a naval harbour.
Scale of drawings to suit tlie size of the
scheme, but to include one detail drawing,
(b) A Golf Clnlihouse, to contain; Entrance-
hall, porter's boN, and telephone; small room
for secretary and committee nicctiugs ; club

rooms; \erantlali or balcony, facing links;

dressing rooms to contain 350 lockers; lava-

tories, baths, shower-baths, w.c.'s, and
urinals; diuiug-room and servery; kitchen,

scullery, larders, pantry, stores, wine. beer,

mineral waters, coals, kiii\es, and boots

;

heating-chamber and drying-room ; billiard-

room (two tables) (card-room optional), bar;
servants' ball ; steward's quarters (sitting-

room, two or tluce bedrooms, etc.); caddies'

room, with caddiemaster's room adjoining;

w.e. and urinals, and workshops. Drawings
required; Two plans, two sections, and three
elevations to Jin. scale, also one Jin. detail.

D.\TE,S KOR .Sl'IiMISSlON OV DESIGNS IN
1913-1914.

Subject X. Subject XI. Subject XII
United Kingdom Aug. 31 Oct. 31 Dec. 31

.Johannesburg ... Oct. 31 Dec. 31 Feb. iH
Melbourne ....,.,. Nov. 30 Jan. 31 Mar. 31

Sydney Nov. 30 .Jan. 31 Mar. 31

Toronto Sept. 30 Nov. 30 .Ian. 31

THE BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS' ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The Bristol Society of Architects had a
most enjoyable annual excursion on the 17th
ult. Among those present were Mr. G. H.
Oatley, F.R.I. B.A. (president); Messrs.
Mowbray A. Green, F.R.I. B.A. ; J. Poster
Wood, F.R.LB.A. ; C. C. Awdry. F.R.I. B.A.

;

G. C. Lawrence, A. R.I. B.A. ; H. Brakspear,
F.S.A., A. R.I. B.A. ; B. Wakefield. Licentiate
R.I. B.A. ; A. B. Botterill, A.R.I.B.A. ; E.
G. Rodway, A.R.I.B.A.; F. Barclav.
Lie.R.I.B.A. ; C. H. White, A.R.I.B;A. ; C.
G. Skinner, T. A. Skinner, J. R. Edwards,
R. E. Brinckman, W. L. Haile, Messrs.
Audlev Perkins and F. N. Cowling (guests),

and Mr. C. F. W, Dening, LicTR.I.B.A.,
hon. secretary.

The party left the city at 9.10 a.m., arriving

at Norton St. Philip "at .10.30 a.m., where
they inspected the "George" Inn. At
10.45 a.m. they left for Bradford-on-Avon,
where they arrived at 11.20 a.m., alighting

at Barton Farm. Having seen the Great
Barn (by the kind permission of Mr. and
Mrs. Chard), and they walked over the 14th-

century bridge to the Saxon chapel, and
through the town to The Hall. Mr. Harold
Brakspear met them and gave some notes on
the Saxon church. By the courtesy of Mr.
J. Moulton The Hall and grounds were in-

spected.

At 1 p.m. lunch was partaken of at the

"Red Lion Hotel," Lacock. At 2 p.m. a visit

to the Abbey followed (by kind permission of

Mr. C. H. Talbot), under the guidance of Mr.
Harold Brakspear, F.S.A., A.R.I.B.A., after

whieh member,s saw the village and church,
an hour being devoted to sketching. 4t

3.30 p.m. the party left for Castle Combe,
arriving there at 5 p.m. After tea at Mrs.
F. Smith's, The Archway, a "visit was paid
the church and grounds of the Manor House
(the residence of Sir John Gorst). More
sketching was done, and at 7 p.m. the return

was made to Bristol.

NORTON .ST. PHILIP; THE "GEORGE" INN'.

Licensed as an ale-house in 1397. and being
associated with Oliver Cromwell and the

Duke of Monmouth, this yvonderfuUy pic-

served hostelry greatly appeals to those who
see it for the first time. After seeing the

interior, go into the courtyard and note the

turret stairs and stone-tiled roofs.

nRADFORD-ON-AVON.

The Great Barn at Barton Farm is of lllli-

century work, and is well worth studying; the

roof especially so. In close proximity to the

parish church are many houses of much in-

terest, especially those of the 18tli century.

The gate piers of the Abbey House

—

adjoin-

ing the churchyard—are fine examijles of the

period.

The Church of St. Lawrence (the Saxon
chapel) was formerly used as a free school,
but through the energy of the Rev. Canon
Jones it w-as cleared of all enciimbranees,
and is now restored to its sacred jiurposes.

Freeman considered it to be "jirobably the
most ancient unaltered church in England,
showing the singular analogy between the
earlier and later imitations of Roman archi-

tecture." Mentioned by William of Malmes-
burv in the 12lli century, there can be no
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rea-soiialilf <luiibl tliiit it i.-. tlu' autiiiil cliiircli

built by Ealdlielm at the beginning of tlie

8tli century. For thti wiJlli of the building

the height is remarkable, and the arch be-

tween the nave and the ohaneel is extremely
narrow. On either side of the west aspect

of the chancel arch are two sculptured figures

of angels, -which are, perhaps, the earliest

extant fragments of church carvings in

England.
Upon the way thraugh the town to the Hall

is the second bridge spanning the Avon, on

the central pier of the east side of which it;

the quaint little IMass house. It was for some
tiine used as a lockup house.

The Hair (formerly the I1uk<''s, or King^lou

rile original i-luui-h wa.-^ an ai^K-le-'-s

parallelogram, 14.'3ft. lojig by 28fl. wide,

divided into seven bays, without any struc-

tural division between the nave and choir.

As the six remaining bays of the north wall

exist to their full height, the original desion

of the side walls of the church is fortunately

preserved. In each bay was a tall lancet

window, except in the two covered by the

eastern range.

The cloister court is about 80ft. square,

and was surrounded by covered alleys about
10ft. wide, with wooden pentice roofs,

supported next the court on continuous open
arcades. These arcades were originally

formed by twin .-cilninns with moulded caps

Hou.se) is now the property of Mr. J. Moulton,
,

who gave a short history of the house. Built

by one of the family of Hall—probably John
Hall, a rich clothier—at the iDeginning of the

17th century, it is a magnificent example of

the Jacobean style, with an excess of

•vvindows, arabesque parapets, and Classical

<leta.il8. It may possibly be the work of the

author of Longleat, the character of which it

partakes.
LACOCK ABBEY.

Lacoek Abbey was founded for Augustinian

canonesses, April 16, li32. hy Ela. Countess

of Salisbury, daughter and heiress of

William, Earl of Salisbury. She founded it

in memory of her deceased" husband, William
Ix)ngespee, the natural son of Henry 11., and

in his wife's right Earl of Sarum. She took

the habit of the Order here. December 25,

1238; was elected the first abbess, August 15.

1240, .previous to which date the house

appears to have been governed by the

prioress ; resigned her office, on account of

age and infirmity, December 31, 1257, nomi-

nating Beatrice of Kent as her successor ; and

dying .-Vugust 24. 1261. in the seventy-fourth

year of her age. was buried iii the rliTir of

the abbey church.
From the foundation in 1232 until the

foundress Look the veil in 1238 gives the pro-

b.able time that the principal buildings took

to erect, and if not completed, were at least

made habitable. The appointment of Alice

Garinges as first canoness at the time of the

foundation would imply that there were some
inmates from tlie first, wlio would be housed
in temporary buildings.

The church occujiied the south side of the

cloister. It was, unfortunately, one of those

parts of the abbey deemed superfluous, and
utterly destroyed by Sir William Sharring-
ton, with the exception of the six westernmost
bays of the north wall. These were retained
to form the south wall of the new manor-
house, and so have remained to the present,

though much mutilated hy modern insertions
of about 1828.

2*' SiTit,

\x sic?^. 'A?"''T ¥HfZKE_L

and bases, all of Purbeck marble, carrying

trefoiled-headed arches and staniiing on a

dwarfed wall.*

The first alteration to the cloister was

apparently made in the middle of the 14tli

century, when the west walk was rebuilt. It

seems "to have had a flat wooden roof divided

into bays and resting against the main wall

on stone corbels. One of these remains

perfect in the north-west angle, and repre-

sents an angel playing on a fiddle. On the

east side of the cloister, and adjoining the

church, is an interesting apartment that has

been for some time past designated "the

sacristy." This wa.s possibly the use of the

western part, but the east end contained two
chapels. It is vaulted into two aisles of three

bays each, supported in the centre by one

large and one small pier.

The chapter-house at Laeock is of nearly

the same size as, and has centre columns
arranged in a similar manner to, the sacristy.

It is vaulted thr-jughout with richly moulded
ribs, and the cro.ss arches carrying the wall

above are also moulded. The centre pier

under these arches is formed of a cluster of

eight half-round columns attached to a drum,
and has moulded caps and bases. The latter

are 4in. lower than the present floor, and

show the original 13thcentury level. On
account of the eastern part of the chapter-

house being divided into two aisles, and the

* There is such a reuiarkable similarity of detail in

cloisters of both the twelfth and tllirteentli centuries
as to lead to the supposition that thej- emanated
from some central place. They are nearl>- always
constructed in Purbeck marble, and ctinsiilerint,' the
large number of al)l)e>s tjeing built at that period,

the demand at the <! uarries for this one sort of work
must have been ver,\- (,'reat. To meet this demand it

is almost certain the caps, bases, and columns were
worked in larHe quantities and sent out in sets as the
orders for the same were received. A parallel case
is known to have existed in the fifteenth century
with regard to alatjaster images and carved panels.

At first these were made at the auarries at Chellaston
in Derbyshire, and later at Nottingham, liy special
'* alablastermen," in great (piantities and sent thence
to all parts of the country and even atn-oad.

—

" .Archeeologia " Iii. 679-680.

wt'si cud into three eomparlnients by ilie

arches of entrance, an unusual treatment of
vaulting was necessary. Tliis is arranged by
throwing a cross rib from the centre column
to each jamb of the centre opening, and
dividing the irregular areas thus formed by
diagonal ribs meeting each other in the
centre. Nortliward of the Infirmary passage
was the warming or common house, where a
fire was kept up all through the winter for
the canonesses to warm themselves at. This
was not entered directly from the cloister,
as was usually the case, but from a passage
under the east cud of the frater. It is

divided into two aisles of four bays each by
three columns down the centre. The vaulting
is of semioctagonal ribs, and seems to have
been completed at the same time as the side
walls, against which it was supported on
moulded and carved corbels.

Occupying the whole of the upper floor of

the eastern range, over the vestry, chapler-
ouse, and warming-house, was the great
"dormitorium," or dortor of the canonesses.
It was approached by a flight of steps con-
tained in the thickness of the west wall of

the vestry, but the lower steps were destroyed
and the upper part of the staircase walled up
solid after the suppression. The "refec-
torium," frater,* or dining-hall of the
convent, occupies the whcjle of the north side

of the cloister over a snbvault. Tlie base-

ment is divided into two parts by a cross wall
towards its eastern end. The eastern part
forms a passage vaulted into two severies,

with plain, semi-octagonal ribs resting on
moulded corbels. Originally it was entered
from the cloister by a wide-pointed segmental
arched doorway of two chamfered orders,

with nook shafts in the jambs similar to the
other doorways. Ai the west end of the

frater, in continuation northward of the

western range, was, and is still, the kitchen,
an apartment that for over 600 years has
been used for the same purpose. At present
it is an oblong room open to the roof, .33ft.

long by 21ft. wide; but originally the west
wall was apparently iu line with that of the
western range.

CASTl.C CK.MI!!-;.

The chu'rch, dedicated to St. Andrew,
founded in the 13th century, was, with the
exception of the tower, rebuilt in 1851. This
extensive renovation was due to the repre-

hensible practice (which seemc to have been
pursued from the earliest to the latest times)

of digging graves both inside and outside the

building, close to and below the level of the

foundation walls. These, in some cases, had
been battered to pieces to provide due width
to the grave ! The interior, with the chancel,

nave, and aisles, is spacious, the 13thcentury
windows, consisting of four narrow lancet

lights, in a deeply arched recess, in treatment

is unique. Ar )\ind ihe chancel arcli are six

figures of saints in canopied niches, and on

the clustered pillars, which form three bays,

separating the aisles from the nave.

The Market Cross is only a memorial now
of the busy scene of former days, when
clothiers, w'ho dwelt in the valley, brought

hither their gf)ods \^\- sale, as did the farmers

the produce 'of their lands. If no longer use-

ful, as the sluittles have all disappeared and

bigger marts invite the agriculturist else-

where, it is a picturesque feature, and worthy

of careful preservation.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A BOAT HOUSE AND GYMKHANA CLUB.

Though boating clubs of various sorts have

long outgrown their novelty stage they may
generally be described as relatively recent, in

so far as specially erected buildings for this

purpose are concerned. Boats, of course,

were used by primeval man far back in the

remote ages 'of the past, and canoes are asso-

ciated with the cradle of ci vilisation. Any-

"The Old English word "frater," meaning a

dining-hall, is at least as old as the thirteenth

century. It has nothing to do with frater, a

brother, but is derived from the Old French
" fraitur," a shortened form of refreitor, which

conies from the Middle Latin refectorium. hce
" A New English Dictionan'." iv. 51.5. s.v. 1-raler.

The modern word " refectory " was apparently never

used Ijefore the Suppression.
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tiling. li>Avr-\t'r, :i)>pi'txiiii.it iiig an oKl woriu
I'asliion in dt'sign would at bfst. merely rank
as a ])iecc of affectation, and could only be
inappropriate to the needs of a modern boat-

club. The essentials and motive of an up-

In date contemporary building of lliis

character are manifostly new, parlicularly

when, as in this ease, the boat lioubc is to bo

combined with gymkhana development. Such
& combination may not necessarily imply
Bohemian conduct on the part of the

members; but the notion cert.iinly introilnees

the range of unconventional ideas and the

intermingling of the sexes witli a "hail-

fellow-well.met " freedom of enjoyment un-

restrained by Victorian decorum and manners
now almost as forgotten as tlie chaperon.

Anyway, the building in minil ought to

plainly bespeak its purpose.

The facility witli which such a design

might be made to suggest cheap vulg.irity is

obvious enough, and. therefore, we did our

best in setting the subject to guaril against

this eontingency. The proposals sent in at

any rate respect appropriateness; ciu

sequently success has ao far been attained,

and quite properly no compelitor has dis

played much conceit for arcbicologicnl ])rc-

cedent on the one hand, or for outra3eous

extravagance of detail on the other. The
designs are not by any moans humdrum, not-

withstanding, and they serve th°ir purpose

fairly well. The problem is a modern one.

ami."as needs must, it deserves to be handled

in that spirit, while there is no reason why
good taste should not prevail, or why llio

architectural treatment should not be dis-

tinguished by good proportion, reserve of in-

ventiveness,' and simplicity of intention,

giving at the same time the idea of recreative

"facilities without formality and uniluc

restraint.

The design submitted by "Cirin Villes."

with all it« shortcomings in parts of its plan,

appears to have best hit off this notion, and

on the whole, we think the author has justi-

fied Ills claim to the post of honour. The
balance of the disposition of his building and

the general hang of his scheme seem to

warrant this ehoiee for the priority.

"Everest" we place second, and "Eclipse"
third.

Apart from other considerations, we
reckon that the best plan, in so far as the

elnb or upper floor is concerned, is by

"Eclipse." as we shall prescJitly show; but

the blockade formed by the <louble staircase

in front of his boat-house leaves us no alter

native in the face of "Cinq Villes's" all-

round merits. "Everest," who comes bctwi,\t

and between, though commonplace enough
and none too attractive, has advantages whicli

we shall point out in support of the pre

fcrence given him.
'J'he plan sent in by "Ciiu] Villes" has no

iloubt a very bad fault, which in actual

working would prove fatal to comfortalile

use, because even in the most ensvgoing of

free - and - easy clnlxi manifestly «'very

billiard idaying lady would presumably
prefer thai, the ladies' lavatory might be
approachable from a less conspicuous way
than by direct access from where the play is

actually going on. When men alone are

using the table such an arrangement for the

fair sex is obviously impossible. The
exigencies of the plan liercin have no doubt
been sacrificed in this way to the author's

aim after a pleasing symmetry in regard to

the exterior elevations. A second awkward
point to be noted is where the jiroximity of

the main entrance doors impinges toi much on

that of the service or washing up jdacc. which

in it/ielf is loo much in evidence. The ])assing

and repassing of tho.se engaged in waiting

would be inconvenient, liecause right in the

way of members going out or comin;^ into the

club room. 'I'he kitchen fireplace is none too

eloar of the doorway hard by it. while the

administration is too much er«m|)cd. The
verandah is curtailed needlessly at one end

by the staircase, which would have been

better situate round on the flank, and there

would be no objection, if balance seemed so

very important, to provide a pair of stair-

ways, one at eiiher end. This would have

insured the most of the balcony space being

available, whicli is very imiiortant. We are

nut quite contciii. with the dressing room and

baih for men being only get.atablc through
the billiard-room. The lower ground floor

is workable, though the store-room window,
without any area, would be very inadequate,
and the Biat house might well have been
lighter, with advantage. This could have
been maiiag<'d qiiil<' well had the arch now
utiliscil for the stairway been used ftu- a
second doorway or even a w iiidow. The bull's-

eye opeiiiuBs could then have been easily
omitted. The ab.sence of the break under
the balcony would have much improved the
elevation towards the river. The lightincr of
the club and billiard-rooms is much better
than in either of the other schemes, and the
roofing is far preferable and also good-
looking. The modishness of this design lias

po.ssibly a self-conscious air about it; but
the eontrivance externally, in an un-
pretentious way, obtains uniformity anil
appropriateness, generally speaking, in scale
with itself. The entrance to the club on the
north side is none too evident, and the author
has not .seemingly quite realised the effect of
an encl.-sed yard on the west interfering, as
it musi do. with the symmetrical lay-out for
which he has sacrificed so much, 'i'he ex
cellence of his drawings and arrangement of
his sheet score considerably in liis favour.

"Everest," .as we before remarked, is

scarcely attractive and somewhat common-
place. The balance shown in his in-
consequential rear front elevation is mis-
leading, because he omits the yard walling
with the w.c. and coal-place thea-ein enclo.^elk
The ladies' lavatory is better placed than in

the last-named, and the front verandah is un-
encumbered by a staircase, though the jient
is less useful on account of its being bisected
by the gable and tall window in the middle,
just where a cover would be most valuable.
This lean to treatment of the verandah roof
is by no means so pleasing as the hipped one
in the previous design. The clubmen have
to 20 through the billiard room to get at their
bath and dressing-room, but they need not
go right round the table, as required by
"Cinq Villes." Had "Everest" transposed
the arrangement of this detail of his building,
the door to dressing-room might have been
located nearer to the billiard-room entrance,
and so have lessened the objection named.
The scullery is not very well ])laced for a
wnshing u|). but the kitchen is more service-
able than the other one before criticised. 'I'he

end elevation is mediocrity personified, 'i'he

boat house is commodious, and might have
been made more so by building a wall in lieu

of the posts, which would have been far
better li4t out. The club entrance vestibule
is too unimportant.
"Eclipse" mismanages his sbeet of

drawings badly, and fails to do himself full

justice by liis small-scale jjlans. There is

ample room on the pajier to have drawn it

larger by leaving out the landing stage and
giving a key block plan of that in lieu of the
useless title panel, which is only put in in

fill up. The drawings are. therefore, rather
microscopic, and the lines are so thin that the
effect is impaired, and looks lacking in "go."
To avoid too considerable a reduction of
"Eclipse's" drawing we liave rearranged its

parts and omitted the section and side eleva-
ti ins, also curtailing the surroundings drawn
on his main plan. We committed ourselves
to the statement, in our opening remarks, as

to this club floor plan being the best sent in.

The rear elevation is also distinctly prcttv.
and facing north, it is rightly designed with
out needless windows. The faults of tlic plan
are threefold, and they furnish the reason
why, in conjunction with other matters
coming into review, we had to ])lace

"Eclipse" in this position. Firol, the en-
cumbrance of the big projecting staircase in

front, blocking up the entrance to the b-;at-

hous,^ behind so badly. Secondly, the
awkward stairs in the service i)assage leading
up to the kitchen, by the side of the fire-

place ; and, thirdly, the relative amount of

building needed to accommodate the
approaches and accessories, as compared with
the area of the clubhouse proper. Coupled
with this, the general effect of the arrange-
ment ill the contrivance of the plan seems,
perhaps, .a trifle too palatial in lay-out to be
in harmony with such a frecand easy river-

lode gynilihana. Man over, the symmeirical
lay out, on which so much stress is made,
in the north elevation, and which looks
so attractive on paper, would probably not
work out quite so satisfactorily; for instance,
the kitchen, by being covered by a flat set
b'jlow I lie Irick aniu'.xc r lor-cavcs. winild only
have very little headroom, and would be un-
bearably hot with the .steps up to reach its

raised level above the club-room floor. Tho
yards do not balance one with the other; in-

deed, the larger yard looks as if it were only
added to mask the use of the other one,
which is too small. The lower ground plan
we do not like. The manner in which the
dressing-rooms are reached by way of two
lobbies out of the entrance-hall is quite
capital, and the extra door to the billiard-
room is. no doubt, a gain. The pantry is

rightly set as an appurtenance to the club-
room. The section (which we are not able
to give) displays the poverty of the author's
conception of his internal treatment, and
which we object to as being so far short of
tho possibilities of his very ingenious jdan.
The windows are much too low, and the
ceiling is not lofty enough and very ugly;
besides, no "fixings" are given by the roof
for gymnastic appliances for piiysical exer-
cises. The end elevations are at best in-

different, and the balcony outlook is impeded
by the forinida'ble double staircase. Tha
river-front elevation is by no means bad-
looking, though in the view perhaps it seems
a trifle over-roofed.

"Revil." we regret to say, only scores

fourth, and his failure to rank higher comes
of two fatal objections. He runs a brick

enclosed stairs straight up from the river's

brink to the balcony; consequently, anyone
on the landing-stage wanting to go up into

the club must squeeze round in front of the

walls, risking a fall in the water, orelse climb
over the walling. Ladies, jiresumably, must
be precisely landed just in front of these

steps, or otherwise they would have to go
round the club-house to get indoors, climbing

up the slope on their way thither. This
staircase would obstruct the view of the

stream very inconveniently, and seriously

prevent the steward from seeing boats

approaching. The lower ground floor is im-

peded, too, by this arrangement : otherwise

the plan is "not bad. The balconies are

carried round without roofs at the ends of

the club-house, and the billiard room has

good big windows looking east. Tlie ladies'

lavatory" is too public, being situate just

inside the front door, and it is also very

small. The "servery " is not worth the name,

besides being quite dark. The room thus

occupied had better by far have been thrown

into the pantry. The two northern transepts

do not project equally ; 'but this is got over

by a .secondary roof, which masks the want
of balance. In the back elevations this sym-

metry is made too much of; but the central

porch leaves no doubt as to the position of

the club's entrance. The perspective gives

the impression of the building having a shorn

look, 'i'he western end, judging by the ele-

vation, would appear to greater advantage,

the adjacent kitchen wing adding to the

length of roof lines. "Revil" would have

done wisely to have had a difl'erent treatment

towards the east, and perhaps a gable might

"have done the trick."

"Tinnelier" clutters up his river front

with too many features: three hips, two

dormers, and a turret, while below, in the

centre of his elevation, he glories in a

double stairway carried over an arch, so big

as to be out of all proportion as an adjunct

to so unimportant a structure. Many a

public building has a far less magnificent

api)roach. The verandah is encumbered with

Ijosts. which badly interfere with its coin-

fortable use, and the masonry piers below, -n

front of the boat-house, are likewise very

much in the way. The plan of the lower

ground stage is not good, though, on the

other hand, the simplicity of the club room's

floor deserves considerable praise. The

accommodation for the two sexes is separated

and vc, handy without being too much in the

middle of things. A better elevation would

have afforded ""Tonnclier" a much greater

chance of success. He gives a shower-bath
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for the iise of the men, and this is very in-

geniously managed. The seat recess to the

billiard-room is also a good feature. The
kitchen part is rather well planned. His

drawings are very fair, and the section of the

club-room is lofty, though it is not clear how
the extra width works in with the curved

roof-grincipals. These might need a tie rod

to make quite sure against spreading, though

possibly the set-ofT in the wall of the

deviation shown is depended upon as a

bnttress. If so, we should only have one

solitary arched timbering, which would

appear odd. The whole device adopted is too

broken up to look well either inside or out.

"Scot" makes his boat house all doors,

except in the centre, wliere an ungainly stair

case juts forward very much like tl\at in

•'Revil's"' plan, only that "Scot" eeem.s to

carry solid stone steps on raking cast-iron

girders, shaped to give a bearing half-way up.

The design generally has a temporary look

about it. The wash-up place can only be got

at through the kitchen, and the scrvery has

hatches which would be hampered by the

folding-doors in between them. The men's

conveniences are reached through the

billiard-room; but the place for ladies is well

isolated by a ventilated lobby, shut off from

the entrance-hall. This lobby balance.s with

the wine place in the lay-out of the north

elevation.

"Young Tom" comes in last, and arrives

very late, with a crude plan, which, however,

is economically contrived. The doors open

directly into the club-room, and have no

porch, so the north winds would make the

club far from cosy. The service part is very

good, but the 'elevations only rank as

ordinary.

The following is a copy of the instructions

to competitors :—H.—A Boat-house and

Gymkhana Club, hard by the upper reaches

of the Thames, above the locks, where the

stream may be reckoned ordinarily to have a

normal water4ine. The site is on private

property. The building towards its back-

water frontage is not to exceed 60ft. in

length, and it will have a southern aspect,

the frontage building line being set backSOft.

from the edge of the stream, from which

point the shore rises gradually about 5ft. to

the level on which the boat-house is to be

started. This lower-ground story will be

mainly devoted to the lock-up housing of

river rowing-boats and small craft, with a

little office for the steward, as well as a store

for tackle at the east end. The staircase,

external to the building proper from this

lower level, is to form the river approach to

the club by way of the verandah on the first

floor, which is really tlie ground floor in

regard to the land behind it, because the

bank, right and left of the premises, rises

rapidly about Sft. from the southern building

line. 'Thi.s bank is not to impinge on to the

ends of the bouse, but to be upheld by

retaining walls, with plain parapets, and to

be planned by preference on the curve. The
depth of the" lower part of the structure is

not to be more than 2.5tt., and its rear

surface-drainage proof wall must serve as an

abntment to the ground at back. There

should be a sufficient number of steps from

this higher ground level of the site, so as to

make the club-rooms insure a 10ft. head room
to the boat-house below. The club recreation-

room to be about 40rt. by 22ft. in the clear,

with a balcony fift. wide, treated as a

verandah, and by preference partly over-

sailing, and extending along the entire length

of the premises facing the water-way. This

balcony to have an asphalted concrete floor,

faced with wood-block paving, laid to a fall

outwards. There are to be a billiard-room on

the club-floor level for a full size table, n

bathroom and a w.c, with two lavatory

basins, in a dressing-room attached, about

10ft. square, or of that area. Also n ladies'

lavatory, with w.c, conveniently situate

apart from the men's accommodation. No
ilrinking-bar is required ; bnt there is to be

a small kitchen and servants' wash-up place

or pantry, also a small larder, a back w.c
coal-place, and a little enclo.sed yard with

servants' entrance. A cool place for ale and
wine is required. The service is restricted

to cold luncheons and aflernoon teas in Ihe

rlub room. No bowling alley is wanted. The

building may project on the north front at

the two ends, and be more or less varied, so

as to provide the administrative parts

required. Symmetrical treatment, however,
would be preferred, though compactness of

planning is an essential in any case. The
land from east to west is level. There must
be an entrance to the club from the higher

ground ; but as this is towards the north,

care should be taken to screen the main door

vestibnle from the weather, though the club

will ho principally used in the summer
season. Open fireplaces for airing and occa-

sional warmth to be provided. Materials,

brick and timber, with tiled roofing. The
treatment architecturally to be simple and
suitable, without affectation, aiul solid-

looking rather than having a flimsy or fussy

appearance, but cottage - like, avoiiling

elaboration cjf detail. A weathercock on the

ridge of the main roof would be a useful

feature. Scale, Sft. to the inch. Three eleva-

tions and a section. The two plans may. if

necessary, be drawn to a smaller scale. The
landing-stage, if space is short on the sheet,

might be shown by a key-block plan. A small

view from the S.E. is required.

The Club will recommence in October,

when the awards for the past session, 1912 13,

will be announced and the prizes awarded.

IxNTERNATIONAL ROAD CONGRESS IN
LONDON.

On Thursday in last week several leading

engineers attending the International Road
Congress drove over thirty miles of main
roads and went to Reading. The worst road

they had passed over, said Sir John Mac-
donald, belonged to the King, and ran

through Windsor Park.
The final meeting of the congress was held

on Friday afternoon at the Caxton Hall,

Westminster. Sir George Gibb, the presi-

dent, occupied the chair. A report of the

work done by the various sections during the

week was presented, and the resolutions

passed by the sections were submitted for

confirmation by the full congress. The reso-

lutions were nearly all agreed to without
further discussion.

MKTHUDS OF LIGHTING.

On the qnestion of methods of lighting, Mr.
Scott Plummer, representing the County
Councils Association of Scotland, moved the

deletion of two resolutions passed by the

section urging that every vehicle, wdiether

standing or moving, should carry or .show a

light of sufficient power at night which could

be seen from the rear as well as from the

front, and, further, that regulations should

be made to compel drivers of herds of cattle

to make their presence known at night. He
contended that the circumstances varied very

greatly in different countries, and what might
be an excellent rule in one might be ludicrous

in another. Sir John Macdonald said that

the amendment was fully discussed in the

section, where it met with little sympathy.
It was very desirable that all who used the

roads should endeavour to promote one
system of lighting throughout the whole
country. In Scotland, within a radius of

perhaps twenty or thirty miles, they would
have seventeen or eighteen different rules

with regard to the lighting of vehicles. That
was not desirable, and they were now ex-

pressing to the ilitTerent Governments of the

world the great imjiortance of having a uni-

form system. The amendment was rejected.

THR MAINTENANCE OF ROADS.

The section dealing with "Authorities in

charge of the Construction and Maintenance
of Roads" had adopted a series of resoln

ti JUS, which urged that it wa-s not desirable

that tlie maintenance of the roads shoiild

be vested in a central authority, but should
be decentralised as far as was consistent with
good administration, and that assistance

should be given by the State contingent on
the roads being maintained up to a prescribed

standard.
After some discussion, however, it was

agreed to delete this resolution.

Sir George Gibb, in his closing address,

said that iliey could look back upon the

meetings as full of practical and useful

results.

THE OPTIMISM OF EFFICIENT ROAD
SUKVEYOR.S.

Tlie Right Hon. John Burns, MP., Presi-

dent of the Local Government Board, pre-

sided at the final banquet of the congress,

held at the Hotel Cecil on Saturday evening.

In proposing the toast of "The International

Road Congress," he said that the congress

that taught them many useful lessons in road
construction and administration, and he
trusted that it would be the third milestone

on the road of street improvement in every
country in the world. Good roads, clean

streets, healthy thoroughfares, pleasant aiul,

if possible, beautiful highways, were realis-

able, and ought to be secured, and if the rate-

payer and taxpayer provided the means it

was the business of the engineer, the sur-

veyor, the administrator, and the local autho-

rity to see that the public got what they

demanded. There was a general demand for

wider and better roads, and it was for scien-

tific men to meet the demands of the new
traction. They were frequently called to task

for the slowness with which roads were made,
but he was an invincible optimist. One had
to be an invincible optimist to be a county
surveyor, and one had to be a disciplined

enthusiast to be a city engineer. The lax-

payers were demanding roads like billiard-

tables and thoroughfares as straiglit as an
arrow. Roads could not be built hurriedly,

and the construction of a road demanded the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money
and a great deal of time and skill. In road
construction rare haste was half-sister to

delav. Road formation and road maintenance
had been improved, and the cost in the

aggregate had gone up ; but he believed that

the public had secured full value for the

money expended. There was, however, room
for greater progress, and there was no reason

why, in the course of the next ten or fifteen

years, the speed at which roads were con-

structed should not be accelerated. The in-

crease in road travel had thrown upon the

authorities a tremendous strain that they

were quite unable to bear. He asked them to

remember that the taxpayer was only a

multiple of the ratepayer, and local autho-

rities must bear in mind that it was not their

business or duty to call upon the taxoayor

through the central authority to bear all the

cost of their local roads. There was to be a
wise, fair, and equitable division of the cost

of road making, construction, and main-

tenance. The diminution of the infantile

mortality rate could be directly traced to

the reduction of dust due to the increased

use of "tarmac." The disappearance of the

horse, the coming of motor traction, the

electric tram, and the motor-'bus all tended

to better pavements, and this had a direct

bearing on the health of the community. He
believed that before long they would have to

make supplementary roads for the con-

veyance of merchandise, because the public

had a right to be protected. In the future,

road making and town planning must go hand
in hand, and it was essential that when a

new road was being made across fields the

distance between the hedges should not be

less than 70ft. to 100ft.

Sir George Gibb responded.

MUNICIPAL ART GALLERY, DUBLIN.

By the courtesy of Sir Hugh Lane, the hon.

Art' Director of this institution, we arc

enabled to reproduce to-day three capital

views delineated by Mr. W. Waloot, under
the direction of the architect. Mr. E, L.

Lutyens, A.R.A., illustrating the intended

Art Gallery to be erected on the site of the

old, ungaii'ily Metal Bridge, and these draw-
ings afford an excellent idea of the artistic

character of this project, which would vastly

increase the architectural iutei"est of the city

just where such an addition is liighly desir

able, and where every visitor could not fail

to see the new buildings. Mr. Lutyens in

his report explained that he had inspected

the various bridge sites proposed, and that he
had carefully studied the varying stretches

of water extending between them. His
exa.minatinn of suggested sites included St.

Stephen's Green, Phoenix Park, and Merrion-
square, as well as Grattan Bridge, Metal
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THE MUNICIPAL ART GALLERY. DUBLIN': SIDE VIEW.— Mr. E. L. Lvtykss. A.R. A.. F.R I.B. A.. Architect.

Bridge, O'Connell Bridge, and Batt Bridge.
He observed that the Gallery, if erected across
tile LiEtey, would present so admirable an
idea, giving scope to the imagination and pos-

sibilities of conception, that it woidd seem
almost impossible to resist it. The Rich-
mond Bridge site is too remote from the
middle of the town, and we gather that Lord
Ardilaun has objected to such a building as

the Art Gallery being put up in St. Stephen's
Green or in Phcenix Park, or in the People's
Gardens, for much the same reason, tlioiigh

otherwise all these positions supplied pos-

sible and really good sites. To connect the
new building with Grattan Bridge would
interfere with prospects highly valued, while
to harmonise a stone building with an exist-

ing metal parapet at once presents insur-

mountable difficulties of an ne^thetic Kind,
and could not certainly result in a iiappy
marriage in any case. The Metal Bridge was
only designed for foot traffic, and its position

in the centre of the city presents, moreover,
a, very fine opportunity in an architectural

sense, and from O'Connell Bridge liard by,

and over which every visitor to Dublin gene-
rally passes, these new buildings would be
.seen to great advantage witliout loss of the

famous vista up the river westw-ard. Neither
would Mr. Lutyens' Classical design inter-

fere H ith the sunset effects ; on the
contrary, his colonnade wouUI enhance their

interest. Besides, it has been urged with
good reason that such an addition to the
buildings of Dublin erected in the heart of

its activity would materially assist in bring-

ing back a sense of former importance to tlie

centre of the city, and by doing away with
not only the ugly old Metal Bridge itself, but
also removing tiie disfiguring advertisements
prominently displayed there now, with
their blatant yulgarity. The corporation of

Dublin has long contemplated the rebuilding
of a more suitable bridge adapted to its dis-

tinguished natural position, so that by tile

designs represented herewith this improve-
ment now contemplated will be realised on a

scale and in a manner not before thought of.

The cost of the galleries and the brid.ge is

appro.\imately set down by Mr. Lutyens at

£-13,000. The low'er view on our double-page
plate gives suggestively, on free, sketchy
lines, a good idea of the appearance of the

new galleries, combined with the foot-bridge,

viewed from the important position furnished
by the O'Connell Bridge, as already men-
tioned. This united arrangement of the two
individual projects, as here provided for,

means a material saving to the rates as con-

trasted with the cost of a pair of independent
erections, and the communication between
the north and south quays will he equally

well preserved. There are three entrances,
as shown by the accompanying smaller
sketch of the side. The middle opening, with
the colonnade over it, forms the approach
to the bridge, and the flanking doorways give

public access to the Picture (Galleries. An
ea.sy . rise is furnished hy steps in broad
flights at either end of the footway. This
through bridge-level is identical witli that of

the gallery-floor, which will extend the entire

length of each of the twin buildings, one
on either bank, projecting over smaller
arches .some distance into the river, the

central segmental arch being of wide span,
for barges and other craft. Smaller galleries

will provide space for classified pictures

;

while below, large storing-space is furnished,

together w-ith a communicating passage
uniting the two w*ings underneath the public

foot-bridge, and independent of it. All the
lighting of the gallerii.^s will be managed from
above, and, in lieu of windows, the walls will

be furnished w ith a series of niches to relieve

their mural monotony, which otherwise would
be unavoidable. The parapets will hide the

roof from below, and, being clear of all tall

adjacent buildings, no dark shadows will

impair the top-light. The collection now at

Clonnu'U lloiise will, therefore, be shown to

greatly enhanced advantage. Two groups of

statuary are .seen surmounting the ends of

both galleries, and these, combined with tlve

contour of the colonnade in the centre, when
mirrored in the water below, will vastly in-

crease the architectural effect of the build-

ings. The arched construction, with free

circulation of air over the water-line, will

insvire the premises from damp, and little

real risk can reasonably be anticipated on
that score.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council a report was adopted, by 59

votes to 45, in wliieli the Stores Committee
proposed, with regard to the Council's
furniture workshop in Clerkenwell-close. to

confine the work in future to repairs and
snuill jobs. The Committee pointed out that

the output essential to economical working
could only be maintained by providing addi-

tional machinery and plant, and sub.stantially

increasing the manufacturing work. The
workshop was originated by the School
Board for Loudon, for the repair of school

furnilui-e; but after its tran.^fer to the

Council, the manufacture of furniture was
also undertaken there. The commitlee re-

ported that repairs had diminished, and the

workshop conhl not be continued on the

present basis.

The Local Government and Museums Com-
mittee recommended that Mr. Ernest
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Hawkins, at prosent foreman at the Council's

.furniture \vork--liops, he appointed curator at

the Furniture Museum, Kingsland road, at a

talarj of £150 a year.

Sir Edward White, replying to Mr. .J. D.

Gilbert, said that no further conference had

been arranged with the City Corporation on

the subject of carrying tramways over the

proposed St. Paul's Bridge. A conference

would be held in due cour.se ; but the matter

was not urgent, li'aving regard to the possi-

bility of the bridge not being built for some

six or seven years.

The Improvements Committee recommended
a contribution be made of £43,000, or half the

estimated cost of the widening which the

City Corporation purposes to carry out be-

tween Nos. 50 and 56.\, Leadenhall-street.

About a vear ago the Council agreed to con-

tribute oiie-half, or an amount not exceeding

£126,400, of the net cost of widening tins

street at Nos. 57 to 59, Tjut on the under-

standing that it should not thereby be com-

mitted to the cost of any further widening of

this particular thoroughfare.

The Improvements Commiltec further re-

commended that the Council should take

steps to obtain estimates for the widening of

the bridge carr\ing Tredcgar-road, Bow,

over the North London Railway. The bridge

consists of cast iron girders with brick arches

between, the total depth of the super-

structure being only 2ft. 9in. The borough

council has recently rcpaved Tredcgar-road

with asphalte, and as a result of the com-

pletion of these works, the traffic along the

road and over the bridge will be considerably

increased ; the bridge now forms part of a

route for motor omnibuses. Tredegar road,

which leads from Coborn road to Old Ford

road, is approximately parallel to. and about

one-third of a mile to the north of. Bow-
road ; it has an average width of about 40ft.

The estimated cost of the bridge reconstruc-

tion is £6,000. The Committee also recom-

mended that a site between Kingsway and

Kean-strcet. having an area of about 8.000

square feet, and frontages of 80tt. to either

thoroughfare, be let on lease to King anil

Arnell, Ltd.. for ninety-nine years, at a rent

of £2,000 a year.

A Special Committee recommended that

portions of the Bromley road. Catford, be

widened to 70ff,, and that a widening of

Sonthcnd-lanc at »i\<] near its junction

with Bromlev road, be undertaken, at a total

cost of £22,500.

^»^-

THE FOUNDATIONS OF ST. PAUL'S
C.Vl'HEDRAL.

Sir Thomas O. Jackson, R. A , who
recently, with other well-known architects,

visited St. Paul's Cathedral for the purpose
of examining the signs of settlement and the

work now being done on the fabric, reports as

follows on his inspection in a letter to ,Sir

i'rancis Fox :

—

ICayle Ho;isc, Wimlilcdon,
June 19, 1913.

Dear Sir Francis Fox,— I send you my im-

pressions from what yon showed me yesterday
al SI. Paul's.

1 gathered that Sir Christopher Wren laid

liis foundations on a bed of firm clay some 6ft.

or "ft. thick, below which is a bed of good gravel

of about the same thickness. Below that is a

layer of sand charged with water.

On such a foundation, undisturbed, 1 think

one might safely put ahnost any building. Wet
sand is remark.ibly firm so long as it is confined.

In this case, liowcvcr, deep sewers have been
made close to the building much deeper than
Wren's foundations, which are only 4ft- 6in.

below the Crypt floor, and one warehouse, at all

events, has a basement also well below the
foundations. Prol»ably most, if not all. tlie

buildings round the Churchyard are similarly

provided with deep basements, though I am
not aware of the fact.

These sewers inid basements were formed in

the sand stratum and from reports made durini;

the formation of the sewer, it appears that it

was constructed with great difticulty, as the wet
sand flowcil in and had to be pumped out. This
operation lasted six months before the alarm
was given which prevented the formation of an
additional sewer.
This draught of water and running sand from

the subsoil has no doubt been the cause of the

settlement of the eight piers of the Dome on

which the heaviest weight rests.

Although the proposed tramway near the

east end has fortunately been abandoned. 1

think it probable that a drainage is still going

on below the foundations. It is recorded that

the sewer was formed with great difficulty, the

bricks disappearing in the great rusli of water

and sand into the excavation. I do not know
what condition the sewer is in now, but even if

it is still water-tight there would naturally be

a draught round it which would do mischief by

drawing sand from below the foundations of the

Cathedral-
Whether anything can be done to avert the

progress of this loosening of the subsoil, I cannot
from what I know form any opinion. To
underpin the piers of the Dome is, of course,

impracticable, for one would only get into the

same bed of running sand. I do not know
whether it would be possible to inject cement
into the soil round about the deep sewer, to

which 1 conceive the mischief is due.

The fissures you showed me in the piers in

tlie Crypt, the nave, and the radiating but-

tresses at the springing of the Dome drum are

alarming. A mere cursory inspection should be

enough to convince anyone that the matter can

no longer be neglected.

What is now being done by you and Mr.
Macartney is to consolidate the piers by in-

jecting cement grout into all the cracks with the
Greathead machine. I was surprised to see the
very inferior character of the core of the piers

in the Crypt, which consists of loose rubble of

small stones laid in a very inferior mortar quite

soft and unfit to carry weight. To consolidate

this by grouting as you are doing is obviously

the first thing to be done, and to judge from
what I saw when a stone had been removed
from a part of the wall which had been grouted,
the desired result seems to have been attained.

The grout seems to have travelled into every
fissure, and to have set like a rock.
Underpinning being out of the question, my

opinion is that the only hope is to bind the con-

struction so firmly together as to make it a
homogeneous fabric which, if it settles further,

may go down without rupture.
This, of course, involves considerations of the

unequal load on the central part of the building
and the ends of the arms of the Cross, which
no doubt creates a difficulty, but 1 trust not an
insuperable one.

The capital work you are now doing meets
the first obvious necessity, but I wish something
could be done to avert further movement in the
subsoil if on examination it should be found
still active.

Yours very truly,

Thomas G. Jackson.

PS.—The vibration from the street traffic is

felt very sensibly in the library. I cannot feel

certain as to the possibility of its affecting the
stability of the building, but if it has any effect

at all on the mortar joints, that effect must be
for tlie worse. T. G. J.

Mr. Somcrs Clarke, F.S.A., writes to the

Times:—
Since I resigned the position of architect to the

Dean and Cliapter in 1907. 1 have from time to

time visited St. Paul's, and more especially in

June of this year. I am convinced that there
have been movements in the walls of the
structure since I had it in charge. The condi-

tion of the southern end of the south transept
when I took charge was very alarming. It was
just at the foot of this immense and heavy wall

that the sewer was made many years ago from
which volumes of sand and water were pumped.
1 fear that unless all along the south side some
means be found to carry the footings right down
to the London clay, the Cathedral will always
stand ill the greatest jeopardy.

Sir T. G, Jackson calls attention to the
dangers that lurk in the future. By the kind
permission of Sir Francis Cook I have examined
the basement of his large warehouse, which lies

iminediately south of the south transept.
Fortunately., his premises, entirely rebuilt not
very many years since, do not go down as low
as the footings of the Cathedral, but imme-
diately 10 the west lies a row of smaller
buildings which might at any lime be recon
strucfed. Space is so valuable at this point that
the owners woulrl find thenuselves hpiiefiled in all

respects by carrying down the foundations of
the new premises to the Lcmdon clay. This
would be far below the present footings. All
lateral support would be lost.

The south-west tower shows active sijns o[

movement. Close to this part of the Cathedral
deep foundations for adjacent warehouses have
been made. I have seen souio of them myself,
the water moving through the gravel which over-
lies the London clay.

Sir T. G. Jackson refers to vibration felt in

the library. This apartment lies immediately
behind ilie south-west tower, and is, coh-

sequently, near the place where the deep founda-
tions before referred to were excavated. Certain
openings visible in the vaulted ceiling of this

room are bigger than they were a few years
since. I cannot remember of old to have felt

the floor of thi.5 room in vibration, although 1

have i^pent many hours in the libiary. Now it

vibrates considerably and constantly with the
weight of passing vehicles..

The Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's have
decided, in view of the difficult problem of
dealing with the Cathedral foundations, to
have some experiments made in the process
of underground cementing, recommended by
Sir Francis Fox. A suggestion of Canon
Alexander, that the site of the old General
Post Office, where the conditions (including
the existence of a heavy building) are very
similar to those in St. Paul's Churchyard,
shall be utilised for this purpose, has been
adopted, and the necessary permission
obtained through Sir Henry Tanner, archi-
tect to H.M. Office of Works. The experi-
ments will begin immediately, and on their
completion, a few weeks hence, the results
will be examined by a committee of architects
and engineers.

-^ «»
THE PLANNING O'S HOSPITALS.
At the concluding meeting on Friday at

Oxford of the annual conference of the
British Hospitals Association, a long dis-

cu.ssion took place on the upkeep of hospitals.
The discussion on tliis subject was

initiated by Mr. Keith D. Young, F.R.I.B.A.
In a paper, Mr. Young emphasised the
point that the annual cost of maintenance
of a hospital was seriously affected by
mistakes in planning, by errors of con-
struction, and the use of inappropriate
material. Excessive length of corridors, for
instance, affected the cost of upkeep by in-

creasing the ccst of cleaning and white-
washing.
Mr. Conrad Thies spoke of the importance

of taking the best engineering, electrical, and
building expert advice, in addition to that of
the architect. He visited recently one of the
latest and largest of the London hospitals in

course of erection. He was astonished to find
in a building hardly completed a number of
undesirable points which were likely in a few
years to give trouble. Another instance of
the careful consideration that ought to be
expended on the most minute details was
borne in upon him during a visit to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, 'there he found a
magnificent casualty receiving-room, almost
perfectly equipped, without any provision
whatever for wheeling patients directly into
the casually room witliout carrying them U|)

steps. It seemed incredible that in a large
institution the idea had not occurred to any-
one that when the amliulances were wheeletl
into the hospital they should be able to go up
slopes, without movement or jerk to the
patient, direct into the room where the
patient received treatment.

Sir Henry Burdetl alluded to the s.-iine

defect, and said that in his judgmeni the ]>laii

on whicli the building at "Harts" was built
was wrong. They could not find an architect
to carry out in detail a modern hospital with-
out getting such mistakes, and it pointed to

the need for the association with the architect
of an expert hospital administrator. He do
precated interference with the building plans
after tliev had been accepted, and said it \vaK

lamentable that medical men did not realise

the waste of public money that ensued upon
their failure to think out their requirements
before the jilans were made.

Sir William Osier, who occupied the chair,

was reelected president of the association.
In tlie course iif a response. Sir William re

marked that the Peter Brigham Hospital at

Boston was a realisation of a new ideal in

hospitals in English-speaking countries.
There they had built only two units—the
medical unit and the surgical unit; and what
impressed one was the simplicity with which
the hospital was built and managed. The
profession would in future ask the manage-
ments to build hospitals for university pur-
poses on lines that had not yet been reali.sed.

They would have to build hospitals on the
lines of individual units, each one of which
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would be ill clnirge of a single individual

with graded groups of assistants, and with
laboratories and equipment ready to hand.
This generation of hospital managements
would probably not bo asked to carry out this

sL'heme, but there was no doubt that that was
I lie plan on whieh doetors and workers would
ill future demand that hospitals should be
eoiistrneted.

I'AXATION OF SITE VALUES.
A Spceial Committee of the City Cor|)ora-

tion has been studying the question of the

rating of site values. The ehairman, Sir

Vezey Strong, reports that to aseertain the

intentions of the Government the evidence
and memoranda submitted to the Depart-
mental Committee appointed by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer on behalf of a power-
ful body of members of the House of

Commons, known as the Laud Values group,
must be studied. Sir Vezcy pointa to the

fact that the capital value of sites m being
ascertained ; to the promise of Mr. Lloyd
George that "this valuation will be quickly
completed and made ready to form the basis

of any new rating law ''
; and to certain state-

jiients of Mr. Lloyd George in the House of

Commons. From the facts he sets out Sir

Vezey Strong thinks it obvious that the

alterations "are intended to be used for

something much more important and serious

than merely to form the basis for the col-

lection of the Land Values Duties impoeed by
the Finance Act."
"The proceedings of the Departmental

Cominittee on Local Taxation show," he says,

"that the fii-st point insisted upon is that an

entirely new Ciovernment tax on site values is

lo be the first step, llie amount in the £
.if this new suggested Imperial tax is

variously estimated by various witnesses, but

the general conclusion is that 3d. would be

the sum required." It is to go to form a

National Fund, out of which various things

are to be paid, but mainly it will be returned

to the local authorities in place of the

present Exchequer contributions, which are

to cease. As to the amount which would be

returned to the City, in the form of Ex-

ehequer contrifnitions, I can only judge by

the past. The proposed 3d. in the pound on

the capital site value of the City of London
would probably produce about £1,250,000

per annum. How much of this would be re-

turned to the City as a relief to rates in the

form of Government contributions on the

basis, say, of night population, one may judge

by the experience already had of the working

of the Equalisation of Rales Act, 1894, which

is distributed on this basis. In my humble

judgment, it would be very little.

"The second proposal is that local autho-

rities should lie given the option of trans-

ferring certain cjasses of expenditure, like

poor rate and education, from annual values

to site values, wliich are to be .stated in a

mew column in the valuation list. This, it

may be argued, is merely substituting one

basis for another, without any increase in

the total burden. It may be so, but I have

grave doubts whether it would be found in

practice to work out in this manner or to be

entirely in substitution."

SCOTTISH SANITARY INSPECTORS.

The annual congress of the Sanitary In-

spectors' Association of Scotland was held on

Friday, in the Municipal Buildings,

Greenock, under the presidency of Mr.

Robert Adam, chief sanitary inspector, Ayr.

The president took as his subject "Sanitary

Law and Practice in Relation to Insanitary

Houses." Reviewing the working of the

Public Health Act, he said it was to the

credit of landlords of an enlightened type

that the vigorous policy that had been pur-

sued for years under the Act had resulted in

the improvement of housing everywhere,

either by the renovation or modernising of

old houses or the closing of slum property,

making way for houses of modern construc-

tion. If all landlords were of this type, sani-

tary inspection would be confined to trivial

matters affecting the structure of houses

;

but, unfortunately, such landlords were the

fewest in number. If landlords and factors

could not, or would not, bring llieir property

into lino with modern requirements, then

they must be dealt with by closing orders.

The decreasing number of Ioh -rcnl^'d houses
tlu-ough the operation of the Housing Acts

and the higher-priced accommodation re-

quired was forcing people into unsuitable

houses. To anyone practised in reading the

signs of the times, it was obvious that a con-

tinuance of these conditions must sooner or

later result in overcrowding getting beyond
official control.

DUSTRUCriVK TEN.WTS.

Mr. John Frew, Linlithgowshire, con-

tributed a paper on "The Housing I'roblem."

In trying to deal with this question, he said

he would endeavour to show that the rack-

renter and slum proprietor was not .so bad

as he was painted, and that the slum-dweller

and rack-rented had also his share in this

great question. The human element said:

"Suppose you build me an up to ilatc house,

I reserve to myself the right to use it as 1

think fit. I am payin" the rent, and I will

use the bath as a coal-cellar, iir the water-

closet as a coup for all household rubbish,

1 will drive large nails into the walls, and

smash up shelves and cellar doors for hre-

wood when I need to do so." The fallacy ot

having a uniform class of house for every-

one was utterly exploded when one con-

sidered that no two people were alike in

their habits. The educating ot the people

op to a proper appreciation of their improved

conditions must keep pace with the improved

conditions themselves.

THE NEW DELHI.

Indian Engiiteerimj stales that the cum
plete project estimates for the new Delhi

will reach the Government of India by

October. This will enable the engineering

establishment to begin building operations

towards the end of the autumn. The most

important works to be taken in hand at pre

sent arc the lay-out and road-makings, which

will be undertaken without delay.

The following appointments have been

made m the engineering establishment of the

permanent works at Delhi in connection with

the building of the new capital :—Mr. A. M.

Rouse, executive engineer, appointed super-

intendent of works, 1st circle. Mr. J. O.

Rennie, assistant engineer, officiates as

executive engineer. Provincial Division.

Captain W. H. Roberts, executive engineer,

appointed personal assistant to the chief

engineer. Delhi Province. Captain G. E.

Sopwith. R.E., e.'iecutive engineer, appointed

executive engineer. Projects Division No. 4.

Mr. J. L. Sale, assistant engineer, is posted

to No. 4 Project Division, and took over

executive charge of the division from Captain

G. E. Sopwith when the latter proceeded on

leave, and will continue to officiate as execu-

tive engineer. Mr. H. E. Parker, assistant

sanitary engineer. United Provinces, is ap-

pointed sanitary engineer. Mr. H. E.

Parker, sanitary engineer. Delhi, is ap-

pointed to hold 'charge of Project Divisions

Nos. 1 and Li m addition to his own duties.

Messrs. Glenn, Tej Singh, Malik, and

Haiiey, assistant engineers, are posted to the

offices of superintendent of works, 1st circle.

Provincial Division, Isl circle, and chief engi-

neer respectivelv. Lieut-enant R. G. G.

Robsoii, R.E., assistant engineer, is posted

Id No. 4 Project Division; Mr. R. Croad.

assistant engineer, is posted as second per

sonal assistant to the chief engineer, Delhi

Province.

THE PROGRESS OF LIVERPOOL
CATHEDRAL.

At the annual meeting of the Cathedral

General Committee, held at the Church

House, Liverpool, on Monday, Dr. Chavasse,

the Bishop, presiding, the executive com-

mittee reported that the work of erecting

the first portion of the cathedral continues to

make good progress, the south wall of the

choir having now reached a height of

130ft 6in., the west choir aisle 126ft., the

east choir aisle 123ft.. and the lantern piers

each 104ft. 6in. The chancel is now being

roofed, and the Chapter-house has been

rooted ill. It is now possible to appreciate
lo siinie c.\teiit the noble scale ami propor-
tions of the building; the view which is

gained, from Upper Parliainentstreet and
Hope street across St. .James's Cemetery, of

the east end of the cathedral, in conjunction
with the Lady-chapel and Chapterhouse,
being especially impressive. The first tran-
sept adjoining the chancel is now about to
be icjnimenced, and this, with the chancel,
will afford room for 2,41!) seats in addition
to the choir-stalls, and to the provision ot
space for the suitable conduct of public wor-
ship by the erection of the transept, notwith-
standing that the full amount of money re-

quired to provide it has not yet been pro-
mised.
The donations received by the lion.

treasurer within the last few days have com
pleted the £50,000, on the raising of v\hicli

within two years Mr. Arthur Earle geiier

ously promised a further £10,000. Tlie

amount of money now received and promised
(including Mr. Earle's promise) thus leaves
only £41, .040 to be raised to meet Mr. Scott's

estimate of the cost of finishing the choir and
first transept of the cathedral.
With regard to the fittings and accessories

ot the building, the four principal windows
ot the choir aisle have been designed and
partly executed, the carving of the elioir-

stalls and the carving and erection of

the reredos is steadily proceeding, and the

bishop's throne has been promised by an
anonymous donor. Mrs. James Barrow has

expressed the desire to supplement with a

further £2,000 lier large donations for the

buildiii" of the great organ.

The salary of Mri J. R. Luptou, sanilar; in-

spector and surveyor to the Lanchester Rural
District Council, has been increased to 4i250 per
auuuni. . - -

Mr. Robert Grant, of Creeto»-u, road surveyor
of the western distj-ict of Kirkcudbright, has
been appointed country road surveyor of Suther-

'

land.

Mr. T. L. Oliver, of Glasjjow, has been
appointed engineer and surveyor to the Conway
and Glan Conway Rural District Councils at a

salary of £110, rising to £150 per aniiiim.

Mr. J. Ualgleish Easton, at present engaged
in engiueerin? work for Messrs. P. W. and C. S.

Meik, consulting engineers, London, has been
appointed assistant engineer for l,eith Docks.

The new Northern Bank building in Castle-

weilan is opened for business. The contract was
carried out by Mr. John Graham. Droiuore. The
architects were Messrs. Hobart and Heron,

Belfast.

The Radstock Urban District Council recently

resolved not to allow their surveyor, Mr. G. H.
Gibson, to continue private practice, and has

now decided to increase his salary from £250 to

.£265 per annum. In additio.n, ho is to receive

3J per cent, on the collection of the rents of the

council's cottages, the coininissiou being esti-

mated to produce £20 per annum.

A parish hall, newly built in connection with

the Church of Holy Trinitv. Colchester, wa.s

opened on Monday week by the Bishop of

Colchester Uhe Right Rev. Dr. Whitcombe).

The new hall is 45ft. long by 22ft. wide, and is

15ft. average height. The frame is of stud-

work, lath-aad-plastered inside, and the exterior

is of corrugated iron Ii is fitted with match-

boarded diuio, and has a silent floor laid on

concrete. The building will seat 200 persons. It

is built from designs by Mr. G. H. Page, as hon.

architect, the contractor being Mr. Beaumont,

of Lexden. The electric fittings are by Mr.

Peacock.

Dean Carter, the rector of Hadleigh (Suffolk),

and Dean of Becking, is endeavouring to raise

a memorial inhis native town to John Overall,

the distinguished scholar and divine, who was

born at Hadleigh in 1589. John Overall was one

of the leading translators of the authorised

version of the Bible, the composer of the latter

part of the Church Catechism, Dean of St. Paul s,

and successively Bishop of Lichfield and Norwich.

It is proposed to place a stained-glass window

and a tablet in the nave of the magnificent

15th-ceutury parish church of Hadleigh m
which John Overall was baptised, and in whicli

he worshipped as a boy when a scholar ot the

Hadleigh Grammar School. Should the funds

allow, it is also proi)osed to adorn the sanctuary

as a recognition of his teaching on the

S-aeraments.
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lOWN I'LANNINU i»b GREATER
LONDON.

DEPUTATION TO THE PREMIER.

On July 12, last year, as a result of a con-

ference convened by the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and representative of that

body, the Royal Academy, the Institution of

Civil Engineers, the Surveyors' Institution,

and the Institution of Municipal and County

Engineers, a letter vva^ sent to the Prime

Minister, pointing out the serious position

which is likely to arise in the preparation of

town-planning schemes for the districts sur-

rounding the County of London, owing to the

absence of any power for co-ordinating pro-

posals relating to adjoining districts, or for

insuring concerted action or an equitable

apportionment of cost as to main roads. Mr.

Asquith promised to give consideration to

this letter, which wa« signed by the presi-

dents of the five bodies concerned.

A second memorial was forwarded to the

Premier on May 24 last, signed by the presi-

dents of four of these five professional in-

stitutions, the place of tlie President of the

Koyal Academy being now taken by the

President of the London Society. In this

second letter Mr. Asquith was asked to

receive a deputation and to hear its views as

to the necessity of either appointing some
central authority, or conferring the necessary

authority on some existing body, to control

the development of a system of main roads

for Greater London.
The signatories pointed out that the action

which it is urgent should be taken at once

to secure the routes of these main roa.ds need

not entail a large present outlay, but would

have the effect of avoiding a very heavy ex

penditure when, at some future date, the

carrying out of the scheme of roads has to

be taken in liand. Tliey emphasised the

extreme urgency of this matter, it being

shown that a very large number of tov\ n-

plauniiig schemes for Greater London are

now maturing, which include areas traversed

by some forty out of 120 miles of nesv main

roads recommended by the Traffic Depart-

ment of tlie Board of Trade.

Tlie Prune Minister replied, signifying his

willingness to receive a deputation repre-

senting the societies interested, and the

interview took place in C oniinittee Itouni

No. 10 at the House of Conuuons yesterday

(Thursday) afternoon. The various bodies

interested were represented by the following

gentlemen ;—For the Koyal Institute ot

British Architects ; Mr. Reginald Blonifield,

A.R.A. (President), Sir Aston Webb, C.B.,

C.V.O., R.A., Mr. H. V. Lanchester, Pro-

fessor A. Beresford Pite, Professor S. D.

Adshead, Mr. W. Howard Seth- Smith,

and Mr. lun MacAlister (secretary). For
the Surveyors' Institution ; Mr. Leslie Vigers

and Mr. H. Cliatfeild Clarke. For the

Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers: Mr. H. E. Stilgoe, Mr. J. \\

.

Cockrill, and Mr. R.J. Thomas. For tlie

London Society; Mr. Raymond Uiiwin,

F.K.I.B.A., Mr. Carinicliael Thomas, and
Colonel Yate, M.P.

Tlie members of the deputation met at the

Surveyors' Institution, 12, Great George-
street, Westminster, and, after a short pre-

liminary fliscussion, went over to the House
of Comnions together. The Premier was
accompanied by the Right lion. .John Burns,

M.P.. President of the Local Government
Board; the Right Hon. Herbert Lewis, M.P.,
Parliainentiiry Secretary to the Local

Government Board ; Sir George Gil->b,

Chairman of the Roads Board; and Sir

W. C. Monro. The deputation was
introduced to Mr. Asquith by Mr. Reginald

Blomfield, and the objects of the deputation

were then stated briefly by .Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., on behalf of the Royal Institute, by

Mr. Leslie Vigers on behalf of the Surveyors'

Institution, by Mr. Raymond Unwin on
belialf of the London Society, and by Mr.
K. J. Thomas on behalf of the Institution of

Municipal and County Engineers.

The members of the deputation reminded
the Premier that the question of main
arterial roads is one the urgency of wliich

is daily becoming greater, owing to the

altered conditions of traffic due to mechanical
propulsion. Local authorities have power to

make roads, but the diflicully with which tlicy

are confronted is that there is no co-ordina-

tion to insure uniformity. The matter is one
calling for \ery careful handling, and in-

voh'ing serious financial problems. ]Mr.

Burns's Housing and Town - Planning Act
of 1909 gives power to local authorities
throughout the kingdom to prepare town-
planning schemes governing the future

development of their areas, and, among other
things, power to define the line of all new'

roads to Ije constructed within their areas,

to limit the number of houses to the acre,

and to preserve places of natural beauty.
Within a radius of fifteen miles from Charing
Cross, in what may be termed Greater
London, there are upwards of eighty local

authorities possessing these powers, and
already the greater number of these authori-
ties are embarking on the preparation of

schemes. As London is the centre of a great
road system, increasingly used for national
rather than for local traffic, the need for

some guiding and co-ordinating help from
the centre becomes more urgent.
A second deputation, representing the

National Housing and Town - Planning
Council, and the majority of the local

authorities in the area of Greater London,
was also received separately by Mr. Asquith.
The deputation was introduced by Alderman
W. Thompson, of Richmond, Surrey, chair
man of the Advisory Committee for Greater
London, who urged the necessity for laying
down in advance arterial main roads. He
observed that London was the only great
city in the world in which there was no
central authority which could deal with
questions affecting the central city, the
inner ring of suburbs, and the outer districts

that were rapidly filling np on every side.

He quoted a resolution passed by the con-
ference held at Westminster Palace Hotel on
May 27 and 28, and representing the
majority of the local authorities in Greater
London -an area with a population of seven
and a quarter niillions. 'This resolution pro-
posed that the public departments which
can co-operate in the provision of arterial

roads should be asked to confer with the
local authorities in Greater London collec-

tively, and give their assistance in preparing
town-planning schemes for that area. To
these local authorities the problem was, he
said, of immediate importance, for it was
probable that within the next five years tlie

whole of the belt of unbuilt-on land com-
prised in the area represented would come
within the purview' of town-planning
schemes. Mr. F. N. Elgood. of Northwood

;

Mr. C. P, Lovelock, of Carshalton ; Mr. 3.

Lyne, of Walthamstow ; and Mr. H. R. Ald-

ridge. secretary to the Greater London
Advisory Committee, also spoke.

In replying to both deputations, the Prime
Minister said he had been glad to ha\c the

opportunity of hearing the w-eighty addresses
delivered on a serious and perfectly iniiqne

problem, one of ever-increasing importance
and difficulty. There were two, if not three,

aspects of the question of providing main
arterial roads that needed to be borne in

mind. The first was that under the great

scheme of town planning which had been
promulgated by Mr. Burns, there was an
urgeiit, and, indeed, growing necessity for

the provision over the entire ai'ea of extra-

Metropolitan London ot what he might
venture to term imperial thoroughfares for

the fast-augmenting stream of general traffic.

Then there were icsthetic considerations,
whiih had been so ably set forth by members
of tlie first deputation, who natnralh Mewed
the matter from a wide public standpoint.
Lastly, it was important that this great work
of town planning and development should
not be arrested, or, what would be even
worse, that the money expended on costly

enterprises should not be more or less

wasted because of the narrow outlook of

adjoining local authorities, who feared the
expense that would fall upon the ratepayers
whom they represented. It was necessary,

if town planning was to be a success, tliat it

should be nndertaken with a wide foresight

as to the ultimate issue. Local authorities

could hardly be expected to look at a road
scheme with a disinterested regard for the

interests of the communitv and to ignore the

uLitla\ \\itli which their own ratepayers
might be saddled without direct benefit to

their district. He was anxious to offer any
practical help out of the difficulties which so

ob\ ionsly beset the question ; he had revolved
the problems in his own mind, and had con-

sulted his friends Mr. Burns and Sir George
Gibb, and had listened attentively to the
suggestions thrown out by the various

speakers that afternoon. He thought that

the best and most practicable thing that

couUl Ije tlone v\as that the various local

authorities should arrange to come into con-

frence under the chairniansliip, say, of his

friend the President of the Local Govern-
ment Board. Mr. Burns had had great ex-

perience and possessed wide knowledge on
this subject, and, if desired, would be willing

to presiile over such a gathering, at which
the various conflicting interests involved in

arterial road-making in the areas surround-
ing London could be talked over and
thrashed out. This might meet the im-
mediate and pressing necessity of tlie case.

As for the larger question—whether there

should, or should not, be some general
supervising authority, with powers to recon-

cile the many interests involved, that must
be reserved for further consideration.

Mr. Blomfield, in thanking Mr. Asquith
for his attendance and reply, expressed the

hope that the societies he had had the honour
to introduce would be represented at the

suggested conference of local authorities.

OBITUARY,
We regret to announce that Sir Alex-

ander R, Stenning, J. P., F.R,I,B.A., past-

President of the Surveyors' Institution, has
sustained a severe bereavement in the death
of his wife, after forty-four years' married
life. Lady (Theresa Maricia) Stenning (a

daughter of the Rev. C. Maberley, vicar of

Owlesbury, Hants) died on Tuesday at the

Westminster Palace Hotel, Victoria-street,

S.W. The funeral will take place to-morrow
(Saturday) at West Hoathly, at 12.45. A con-

venient train leaves Victoria at 10.40 a.m.

It is with regret that we announce the

death, in his eighty-first .year, of Mr, Allen
Ransome, for many years chairman of the

well-known firm of A. Ransome and Co.,

Ltd.. of London and Newark-on-Trent. Mr.
Ransome was attending a board meeting of

this company as recently as three weeks ago,

when he was attacked by influenza, to which
he ultimately succumbed. He was one of the

pioneers of woodworking machinery in this

country, and many of the improvements in

this branch of engineering which have been
adopted during the last fifty years are due
to his practical experience and inventive

genius. His services in this respect were
recognised by the late Emperor of Austria,

who, on the occasion of the 'Vienna Exhibition

in 1873, decorated him with the first class

Order of Franz Josef. Mr. Ransome was a

member of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, and
the Iron and Steel Iii.stitute. and there are

few people in the engineering world who are

better known or more highly esteemed. He
was a keen sportsman and an enthiisiastie

Volunteer, having command of the 1st

Middlesex Engineers for nine years, and
enjoyed the distinction of being the oldest

Volunteer of any rank in the United
Kingdom.

Ail impurtanl scheme for the enlargement of

the municipal technical school in Suffolk-street,

Birmingham, has been submitted to the cor-

poiatioii of that cily by the education com-
mittee. The work is estimated to cost about
£105,000, and will take three years to complete.

At the town-hall, Dudley, last week, Mr.

Edgar Dudley, on behalf of the Local Govern-

ment Board, held an inquiry relative to the

application of the town council for sanction to

borrow .£1,100 for the purchase of property in

King-street and Hall-street for purposes of street

improvement. The site consists of 660sq,yd., on
which stood buildings. It is proposed to

demolish and round off the corner of Hall-street

and King-street. Thi* will require the utilisation

of llSsq.yd,, and the remainder of the area will

be offered for sale.
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(Inrvcntt Calamo.

\\ itli tilt- fii--t inimber of Volume C\'. it ii-

(jleasaut to <.-ongratiilaU! all on the eontiiui

oLl^ly vjsible, it slow, bettoruient of our great

gi'ou|) of iiKluslries. General work is

Ijroacleiiiiig, anil in many jjlaces eviileiice is

plain that the tlemand for houses is in

creasing. Morei>ver, buildings of the first

class, actually in course of erection, or about

to he commenced, are more numerous than

for years ijast. Our present number is rich

in illustrations of that kind, as, indeed, has

the volume just ended been. To the eminent

architects concerned, to whose kindly recog-

nition we are, and have been, indebted for

the earliest possible illustration or announce

meiit of the.se great schemes, our readers and

ourselves are gratefully indebted. To all

alike—to those who so effectively and liber-

ally help us to maintain the position of the

Building Ni;ws as the leading representa

five of our great art, and to the ever-in-

creasing general body of readers who are

accustomed to expect in its pages the

promptest news and earliest and best illus-

trations, our best thanks are rendered. And

if our gratitude is the proverbial expectation

of more such favours to come, perhaps that

mav be considerately accepted as our best

pledge of our determination to continue to

deserve them.

Diir own observations of suburban roads

round London entirely contirm the assertions

of a writer in the Autocar who, referring to

the road-tarriiig work that is at present in

progress in nearly every county, says;
—"The

ordinary surface that is tarred this summer
will be a sticky, black, slimy morass next

winter, and will stand in need of a fresh dose

next year. Local surveyors, and more espe-

cially county specialists, know this perfectly

well, but I suppose their councils kick at the

idea of an expenditure of a large order.

Therefore, the farce continues, and the road

is treated just as an old car body is painted

up to sell or to pass muster temporarily.

These days are supposed to be scientific

times, and certainly someone is an authority

on everything. But what is the good of any

number of experts if their expert knowledge

is not fortified with power to prevent in-

experts from doing the wrong thing?" Not

much, we fear, especially while Cabinet

Ministers and Road Board officials talk

optimism of the sort heard at last week's

Road Congress, and since!

The London County Council has, we think

wisely refused to sink the identity of Hauip-

stead-road by making it a continuation of

Tottenham Court-road, with which it has less

in coninion than, say, Fleet-street with the

Strand. Fidgeting with the names of streets

and phices— except, of course, when tlieir

plurality in different parts of the same town

or district causes confusion — is always a

mistake, for many reasons. There is even

some inconvenience in the case of any very

long street extending more than a mile or

two, even when it has always borne the same

fiame throughout. Take that well-known

thoroughfare the Old Kent-road, for instance,

with its 915 houses. It is quite difficult

enough to spot your destination therein now ,

without adding on the 248 houses in the New
Kent-road, which is really every way much

more a part and continuation of Old Kent-

road than Tottenham Court-road — which

nowadays leads to nowhere of the name it

bears— is of the Hanipstead-road, which is

really the direct approach to the happy

paradise of the masses, and the not altogether

spoiled residential favourite of well-to-do

villa occupiers and garden-suburbanites.

The elevation of Sir Alfred East from the

Assoeiateship to fill Academic rank will be

appreciated by all wlio are interested in the

progress of English landscape-painting. Sir

Alfred, who is in his sixty-fourth year, is

a native of Kettering, to which town he pre-

sented, two years ago, a representative

collection of his works. He studied art in

Glasgow and at the Ecole des Beaux Arts

in Paris, and had his first picture liung at

Burlington House in 1883, its title being "A
Dewy Eve." Since then he has been a

regular contributor to the Academy. In 189!)

he was elected an A.R.A., and in 1910 suc-

ceeded the late Sir Wyke Bayliss as Presi-

dent of the Royal Society of British Artists,

when he was knighted. He has written

several authoritative and informing works on
Art.

The borough of Stafford having refused

leave to the Post Office to disfigure the resi-

dential part of the town with telegraph-

poles, the Postmaster-General threatens an

appeal to the Courts. We hope tlie borough

of Stafford will fight. It is true the Post

Office Act practically deifies the Postmaster-

General, and people forget it. The more
reminders the public get, the sooner we shall

hammer the fact into the brains of St.

Martin's-le-Grand that it has no more right

to injure the amenities of a district than a

railway coinpain'. A public authorit}' should

set a good example ; and overhead telegraph-

wires in towns to-day are barbarous

anachronisms.

rubbed Ih' \^hlsIltd a not \cry ijrisk tune,

which, at the moment, struck me as unsuited

for the accompaniment of vigorous labour.

I did not recognise the tune just at first, but

before I got out of range its name and the

aptness of its use dawned simultaneously

upon me. It was " A few more years shall

roll.'
"

«•
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.

SOMERSET ARCH.-F.OLOGICAL
SOCIETY. -This society is holding its

annual meeting a't Castle Cary on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, the 15tli, lOtli,

and 17th inst. The business meeting will bo

held in the town-hall on the first day, when
the Right Hon. Henry Hobhouse, P.C., will

deliver the presidental address. Visits will

be made to the Church of St. Mary
Magdalene, Uitcheat, the Chapel of the Holy

Trinity, Wyke Champflower, and Hapsden
House. 'I'lie annual dinner will take place

in the evening at the town-hall, to be

followed by a meeting for papers and dis-

cussion. Mr. Bligli Bond, F.R.I.B.A., has

promised to supply evidences of a hidden

svmbolism in the plan of Glastonbury Abbey,

and the Kev. E. Home, of Downside Abbey,

will discourse on the Scratch Dials on

Somerset Churches. The .second day's ex-

cursions will include All Saints' Church,

Alford, the Keinton Mandeville Quarries,

Church of St. Barnabas, Queen Camel,

Church of All Saints, West Camel, and

Hazlegrove House. A conversazione and

concert will take place at the town-hall.

Castle Cary, in the evening. On the third

day there « ill be visits to the Church of Holy

Trinilv. Sutton Montis. Cadbury Camp, the

churches of St. Thomas ii Becket, South

Cadburv. the Blessed Virgin Mary, Comptoii

Pauncefoot, and St. Miehael. North Cad-

bury, and North Cadbury Manor House.

Cadbury Camp will be described by Mr. H.

St. George Gray, with special reference to

some trial excavations which he has under-

taken there on behalf of the society.

Certainly everybody must buy the

"Summer Double Numb-er" of Punch. It is

a delightfully conceived production of the best

<inality artistically, and full of real whole-

some, healthy, laughter-provoking fun. 'The

cartoon "The Liberal Pleasure Party at

Sea " is a triumph of good-humoured irony, in

which every current phase of the political

situation is translated into sitle-splitting

farce, wliich the most bigoted and the most

philosophical alike must go into convulsions

over. With equal lightness of touch and un

erring aim our social and personal idiosyn-

crasies are merrily made the sources of the

genuine delight with which we all pick holes

in our neighbours' coats, happily unconscious

of the rents in our own garments. Even a

garden suburbanite must smile if too aesthetic

to do more, at the two half-page cuts which

illustrate the "dark" and "bright " sides of

that "movement." In the one Jones, evi-

dently too well acquainted with the draw-

backs to the miniature gardens, and annoyed

by the water down liis back from the punc

ture in his own garden hose, is appealing to

the maid to tell Simpkins next door to keep

liis hose playing within his own boundaries.

In the other the Hogarth-Jenkins and Stoke

Derwcnt-Pottses are fraternally utilising the

dwarf fence as a lawn tennis-net in a friendly

match which is being pbivcd in both

gardens

!

They are pious people in Manchester! ".A.8

I passed our local town's yard this morning,"

writes a suburbanite in the Manchester

Guardian, "the engineer in charge of the

steam road-roller was preparing his ponder-

ous pet for its labours. As he oiled and

A statue in granite of King Edward VII. is

about to be erected in Aberdeen. It is being

executed by Mr. Arthur Taylor, sculptor, of

Jule-slreet, Aberdeen.

The work of rebuilding Waterloo Station is

progressing rapidly, and the London and South-

Weslcrn Railway Company have just taken pos-

session ol a block of administrative offices aud

spacious refreshment rooms. The latter are in

the centre of the station, and consist of a buffet

and ;rill, diniii;;. and tea-rooms. These are

eiitevnd r'lom the Concourse— the wide area con-

necting; the 23 pluirorms that will eventually be

available at the ievminu.^. The grill and dining-

loom is panelled in English oak of Jacobean de-

sign, and is ventilated by a system of fans and

air-shafts. On the same level is the ladies' tea-

loom. The kitchens are placed on the top floor.

Mr Robert Grant. M.I.M.E., road surveyor

of the western district of Kirkcudbright, Crce-

town, has been appointed country road surveyor

of Sutherland. Mr. Giant is a son of Mr
Robert Grant. C.K.. retired road surveyor of

Kirkcudbright. He has had experience in civil

engineering offices in Elgin, Dumfries, and Kirk-

cudbright. For six years he was employed as

an engineer in connection with the Statute

Labour Department in Glasgow, and left that

post m 1900 to become assistant surveyor to his

father in Kirkcudbriglit. When that county

was divided into districts in 1906 Mr, Grant was

appointed to lake charge of the \yeslern divi-

sion, which post he has since occupied.

In a report to the Birmiiighaiu City Council

'he electric supply committee states that m
order to provide adequate means of cooling the

circulating water for the two 5,000 kilowatt

turbo-generators, which will be erected in the

Summer-iane station during the forthconiing

autumn, two more cooling t-owere are required.

The cost is estimated by the architects and the

engineer to be as follows :—(1) Foumlations, in-

cluding overflow into the canal basin and under-

pinning the wall of the adjoining property,

f 1,800; (2) two cooling towers, with pipe con-

nections and valves, £4.250: add for contin-

gencies, £250—total, £6,300. The committee re-

commends that it be authorised to carry out this

work.
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BRINSOr C'OURl, HERKFORI)
.SHIRE.—This iiiaiision lias been restored

from little more than a nioaled ruin into a

resicltnee. and is about to be occupied by Mr.

Hubert Delaval Astley and Constance Lady
SuUon. The work has been carried out by

Mes.srs. Keeble, Ltd., of London, under the

superintendence <jf Mr. H. .\vray Tijjping.

The nian.sion has suffered from neglect, and

early in the 19th century one historian says

a tower, "though in a perfect state of pre

servation. was pulled down to assist in

building a wall round the stables." In the

present reparation, the typical Herefordshire

half timbered work on the west side, dating

not later than Tudor times, was discovered

on removing the modern plaster, has

been left, side bv side with the older Gothic

portion, and next to it the Queen Anne
roughcast gables are repaired and retained,

as also is the brick-built elevation of the

same building <m the quadrangle side. No
mock-Gothic work has been attempted -,

tracery has been replaced which had perished

or been removed, but only where it was

apparent what the old work was like.

BRISTOL.—The new clock and bells and

ancient pairs of " quarter-Jacks " now-

restored at Christ Church with St. Ewen,

Broad-street, Bristol, were dedicated by the

.-Vrchdeacon of Bristol on Saturday after-

noon, and their inauguration was performed

by the Lord Mayor, Alderman C, J. Lowe.

Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland

Clock Works, Derby, the makers of the clock,

have followed generally the construction de-

signed by the late LoVd Grimthorpe. The

clock ]s fitted with a 1| seconds pendulum

and Grimthorpe's double three - legged

gravity escapement. It shows the time on a

dial 5ft. 6in. in diameter, strikes the quarters,

with the aid of the "boys," on two bells cast

for this purpose. The architect was Mr. C.

V. W. Dening (Messrs. Rodway and Dening,

Gaunt House, Orchard-street), who also has

been restoring the decayed stonework on the

tower of the church. The contractor was Mr.

V. Chown, Montpelier.

EDINBURGH.—Dean of Guild Carter

presided at the last meeting of Edinburgh

Dean of Guild Court, when plans were sub-

mitted by the Commissioners of H.M. Office

of Works for the extension of the Royal

Scottish Museum. To allow for the proposed

extensions, powers have been taken for the

compulsory acquirement of a triangular

piece of ground at the rear of the Museum
bounded by Brighton-street and Lothian-

street. The new ground is about two-thirds

of the area of the existing buildings. The
extensions are mapped into three sections,

the first of which takes the form of an

addition to the Natural History Galleries,

and the erection of a new Architectural Hall.

The erection of this section has been

sanctioned by the Treasury, and the plans for

this work were duly pa.ssed by the Edinburgh

Dean of Guild Court. Section 2 will com-

prise a Lecture Hall and an extension of the

Technological Section ; while the particular

purposes to which Section :f will be put are

undetermined. The cost .)f the work to be

(Hit immediately in hand will be £4(1.000,

exclusive of ground and property purchase,

and the entire scheme when completed will

cost about £100.000. The present extcnsicm

is to be three stories high, with a basement,

and will have a stone frontage to West
College-street and Lothian street. The work

will be proceeded with immediately.

Mr. Robert Millar has been appointed master
of works to the Greenock Corporation at a s-alary

of £260 per annum.

Lieut. -Col V. G. von Donop, U.K., has been
appointed chief inspecting officer of railways in

succession to Lieut. -Col. Sir Arthur Yorke, re-

tired under the age limit.

Mr. George E. Wrigley, surveyor to the
Sowcrby Bridge Urban District Council, ha.^

been appointed out of 151 applicants to the
position of surveyor to the borough of Banbury
at a salary of f 2.')0 a year, rising by increments
of £25 to £330.

REGISTRATION OK ARCHITECTS,
To the Editor of the Building Niiws

Sir,—The Society of Architects being of

the opinion that it is desirable in the jiublic

interest that persons requiring professional

aid in architecture should be enabled to di.s

tinguish qualified from unqualified prac-

titioners, and that steps should be taken lo

Ijrevent unqiialified and incompetent persons
from posing as architects, have to that end
drafted "A Bill for the Registration of

Architects." Those whose assistance is

essential in jiassing the Bill through Parlia-

ment, together with all other members of the

public who may be affected by the proposals,

are invited to consider the following observa-

tions and to communicate their views to the

Society, so that the Bill may, when intro

duced, be, so far as possible, of a non
contentious character:

—

.SOME REA.SONS K<IK K KOIISTR.4TION.

Architects have the speinling. in the aggrc

gate, of vast sums of public money and the

control of matters affecting the life, health,
convenience, and financial interests of a very
large section of the community. The prac-
tice of architecture calls for the possession
and exercise of many and varied gifts and
attainments, chief among which are artistic

sense and feeling, scientific and professional
knowledge, practical skill, and business
ability. The various architectural bodies
publish registers of their members; but the
value of these lists of architects as a guide
and protection to the public is very consider
ably discounted b\ the fact that the public
directories necessarily schedule under the

title of "Architect," without reference to his

qualifications. an\ person who claims that

designation, whether justified or not. The
proposal for the Registration of architects is

not a new one, nor does it introduce any new
principle. It is merely carrying to its logical

conclusion of State Registration the present
voluntary system of Registration of their

members by the various arcliitectural bodies.

Registration is in force in several European
countries, many of the American States, and
a number of our own domininiis. while otliers

are applying for it.

MAIN (JUJECT.S 1)1' THK DILI,.

The proposal is that at the time of the

passing of the Act every liona-fide architect

shall be entitleii to Register, and that the

vested interests of engineers, surveyors,

clerks of works, builders, or other persons
who may be affected, shall be protected, and
opportunity afterwards given to all who wish
to practise architecture of ([ualifying for

admittance to tlie Register. Only those so

registered are to be entitled to recover fees

for services rendered as architects. The Bill

would provide (inter alia) for the establish-

ment of a Registering body, or council, com
prised of members appointed by the Privy
Council, the Royal Academy of Arts, and the

architectural societies, for the administration
of the Act and the conduct of the examina
tions.

THK EFPKLT Ob' A REOI.STRATION ACT.

The first effect of an Architects' Regis-
tration Act would be to give an immediate
and definite impulse to architectural edu-
cation and training, by setting up a com
pulsory standard of qualification. The chief

weakness of the present voluntary system of

architectural examinations is that tliey are
not obligatory (except under certain con
ditions for admittance to membership of

architectural bodies). .\l present such exa-

minations are not in any case essential as a
preliminary to the jiractice of architecture or
h) the claiming of the title of architect. The
ultimate result of such an Act of Parliament
would be that the unqualified practitioner
would be gradually eliminated by effluxion

of time without inflicting injustice or
hardshi]) on anyone, and without creating
a monopoly, while the public would have a
guarantee that in employing any architect
they would .secure the services of a person
possessed of at least the minimum qualifica-

lions required for the proper performance of

his very onerous duties.

.SOME ADVANTAGES TO THE I'UBLIC.

Among some of the advantages to the
public which, in the opinion of the Society,
would be secured, as a result of the passing
of a Registration Act of the kind advocated,
would be: The raising of the standard of

architectural education and training by the

substitution of a compulsory, in place of a
voluntary, system of qualification ; the con-

sequent adequate protection of the interests

of that large section of the public affected,

and the recognition by the State of the Art
of .Architecture as a great national asset, to

be fostered and cultivated to the utmost.

—

I am, etc., (< McArthur Butler,
Sec'reliiry of tlie Society of Architecls.

US. Bedtonl square, W.C

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
SURVEYOR AND EX-COUNCILLOR FINED

UNDER THE CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT.-
At the Kent Assizes, on Tues<lay week, before

Mr. Justice Phillimore, William Richmond
Warlow, surveyor to the Milton Regis Urban
District Council", was indicted for unlawfully and

corruptly giving lo Charles Downey Richardson,

who was then a member of the Whitslable

Urban District Council, £10 on Jan. 3 and £10

on Feb. 19 for rendering services in connection

with a sewage-disposal scheme submitted to the

Whitstable Urtian Council; and Richardson was
indicted for corruptly receiving the money. Botii

defendants pleaded not guilty. Mr. Travers

Humphreys prosecuted on behalf of the

Treasurv; Mr. Geo. Elliott. K.C., and Mr. Gibson

defended Warlow. and Mr. Thorn Diury,

Richardson. Mr. Travel's Humphreys, in his

opening statement, explained that defendant

Richardson, being a member of a public body,

was charged witli having received two sums of

money from the other defendant, Warlow, as a

reward for his having voted for and otherwise

endeavoured to get a contract out of the WTiit-

stable Council ; while the charge against Warlow
was that he gave those sums of money to

Richardson either as a thank-offering for the

work which he (Richardson) had done on his

behalf, or as an inducement for hiui to do work
on his behalf as a member of that public body.

Mr. Humphreys said Richardson was a member
of the Whitstable Urban District Council from
April, 1910, imtil the election in April, 1912. In

1911 the Council were concerned with the

question of the disposal of sewage of Whitstable,

and it was resolved that engineers should be in-

vited to send in competitive schemes for the dis-

position of the sewage. The schemes were to be

sent in under a iiuni de plume; the idea being

that members of the Council should not know
the names of the engineers. Warlow was one of

those who submitted a scheme, and the iiom dc

plume he adopted was " W. Richmond." His

scheme was considered with five others, and it

was moved at a meeting of the council that " W.
Richmond's " scheme should be adopted. This

was carried by 8 votes to 3. It was announced at

the meeting which was held on Dec. 19, 1911,

that the person who had sent in the successful

scheme was Mr. Wm. Richmond Warlow. On
January 3, 1912, a sum of £10 was paid by
Warlovi- to Richaidson. So far as the evidence

went, those two persons had never met until

August, 1911; there were no relations, either of

friendship or of business, between them. It

was a payment by a cheque which was cashed

across the counter at Warlow'.s bank, where it

was drawn. Richardson had said quite frankly

in another Court that it was a jiayment which
Warlow made to bini because he had voted for

him. and done his best to get his scheme carrierl

through. Warlow, on the other hand, had said

on oath that it was a loan. After the scheine

was adopted on December 19, various difticiilties

were raised by landowners, who objected to the

site of the proposed purification works, and it

became necessary to have an amended scheme at

a dilterent site. On February 16. 1912, there was
a fnrlber cheque for .£10 jpaid by Warlow to

Richardson. On February 13, Mr. Warlow sent

in an amended scheme, which was considered by
the Whitstable Council, and was eventually
rejected, notwithstanding Richardson's support,

by a sinj;le vote. By March 12 Warlow had paid

Richardson the two sums of £10. the scheme
had been thrown out, and he (Warlow) bad got
notliini; for his money. W^arlow thought it was
a good tiling to try to get his money back, and
he accordingly commenced an action in the
Comity-court against Richardson to recover the

£20. Warlow was reprcseirted by a solicitor;

but Richardson appeared in person, and
defended the action ; and except for that fact.
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probably no one exoept these two persons woulJ

ever have known what had taken place between

them. Richardson, during the hcarinfr of this

action, cross-examined Warlow, and subse-

quently gave evidence, and told the whole story.

Evidence was then called. Jiilian Frank Which-
cord, clerk to the VVhitstable Urban Council,

eave evidence as to Richardson's election to the

Council and tlie proceedings of the Council with

regard to the purification schemes. Cross-

examined, the witness said that Richardson
alone proteste<l against the rescission of the

resolution.—By Mr. Elliott: Tlie Whitstable

Council in 1909 saw Warlow with reference to

the drainage scheme which was in operation at

Milton Regis.—Evidence was then given by
Hubert Stanley Crow, clerk at Martin's Bank,
Sittingbourne, 'with regard to the passing of the

cheques; by Harry Grensted, registrar of the

Sittingboume Coniity-o<iurt ; and diaries M.
Moir, reporter of the East Kent Gazette, who
took shorthand notes of the County-court
action. At the conclusion of the case for the

prosecution, defendants went into the witness-

box. Richardson said he was for many years an

electrical engineer in London, and gave up busi-

ness because he had sufficient for his needs at

the time, but primarily because he had to

remove to Whitstable for the benefit of his

health. Before going to Whitstable. he was for

many years a member of the Hampstead Vestry.

an<l in 1910 he became a member of t.lie Whit-
stable Council. There was great need of a
drainage-disposal scheme at Whitstable, and he
had supported another scheme before Mr.
Warlow's came up. He and four other gentle-

men had been to Milton in July or August, 1911,

to see Warlow's drainage scheme there, and at

the meeting of the Whit.stable Council on

December 19 in tlie same year witness supported
the scheme sent in by Warlow. because he con-

sidorod it wa.s the only scheme wliich satisfied

Uie council's requirements. Warlow afterwards
promised him a present of £20, and sent him
two cheques for £10 each.—Mr. Tliorn Drnry :

From beginning to end were you influenced in

vour duty bv the expeetation of olitaining anv-
ihing from Warlow?—Not in ilie slightest. In
cross-examination by Mr. Elliott, witness said he
brought no undue influence on the Whitstable
Council to vote for Warlow's eclieme. IMr.

Travers Humphreys: Did you know wbo "W.
Richmond " was?—I did not. Did you know
that "Richmond " was one of Warlow's names j*

— Everyone knew the name« of every engineer.

Did Tou know that "W. Richmond" was Mr.
Warlow?—No, I did not. Did you gness it?

—

No. His Lordship: Didn't it occur to you that
"Richmond" w^s Warlow'—It might have
occurred to me; but I didn't know it. Counsel;
Do you ?ay you voted for this scheme without
knowing who the author was?—Yes. Ttien why
should the author give you £10?—Because it

was after it was known to the world who was
the author of the scheme. Asked why he did not
cash at Whitstable the crossed cheque wliich was
sent him, witness replied that if be had changed
it locally, the tradesman would know it was
Warlow's cbeque, but would not know why it

was given. To hie Lordsbip: Witness found it

easier to so to Sittingboume and ask Warlow to

cash the clieque for him. Cross-examination con-

tinned : The second clieaue for £10 was part of

tlie .£20 wliicli was promised him. He was bound
in honour to t.ake an interest in Warlow's
scheme. Mr. H. Travers Humphreys: Was the
thing which you say yon were bound in honour
to do to support his scheme?—Undoubtedly.
Warlow, who is a member of the Royal Sanitary
Institute, and has been Surveyor to the Milton
Regis Council 11 years, said that when he went
tn Whitstable to lake the leads, etc., for his

scheme, Richardson, who had visited his works
at Milton some months before, gave him genuine
assistjinoe in preparing for the competition. Up
to December 19 he had not made the slightest

suggestion to Richardson that he was going to

Ixay him if he used his influence on the council.

On December 29 or 30 Richardson asked him if

he could lend him £20, which he wanted, he
said, for repairs to his machinery. Witness told

him he could not; but, after second thoughts, he
felt rather grateful to Richardson for the in-

foruiation he had given him, and decided to let

him have the money. At that time witness had
no reason to believe that his scheme would be

accepted. It was agreed between them that the
loan should be lepaitl in two or three months.
At the Countv-courl he denied the suggestion of

Richardson that the .£20 was a gift to him. A
number of prominent residents of Sittingboume
and Milton were then called to speak to the

excellent character which Warlow bore. The
iurv found the defendants not guilty with regard

to the first -£10. but guilty with regard to the

second £10. His Lordshin said he should order

Richardson to repay 'he £10 which the jurv had

furtlicr fine him £10. He should also declare

hiiu incapable of holding any public office for

seven years from that date. As to Warlow, he

should imjxise the same sum by way of a fine

of £20, and declare him incapable of holding any
public office, and must declare him also to forfeit

the office of surveyor to Milton Regis District

Council which he now held. He, however, should

not deprive him of any pension or compensation,
because he might have very well served the

Milton Council, although he was now unfit to be

a public oflicei-. He should not mulct the

(lefendantB in costs, and not send them to

prison.

A BRIGHTON ARBITRATION. - Warren
v. W. and T. Garrelt, Ltd.—King's Bench Divi-

sion (before Mr. Justice Scrutton).—This was an
issue in an action brought by Mrs. Martha Eli7,a-

beth Warren, widow and executrix of the late

Mr. Walter 'Warren, of Western-road, Brighton,

against Messrs. W. and T. Garrett, Ltd.,

builders and contractors, of Middle - street,

Brighton. Tlie defendants, il appeared, were
employed by Mr. Warren to carry out certain

works, and the agreement between them con-

tained a clause referring dispute-s to the arbitra-

tion of Mr. Samuel Denman, architect, of

Brighton. Eventually a .second agreement was
entered into, which, in some respects, modified

the first. A dispute arose over the work, and
Messrs. Garrelt notified Mr. Denman that he was
required to act as arbitrator. This he did, and
made an award that £60 was due from the

lilaintiff to the defendants. Plaintiff now
claimed a declaration that the award was not

binding, and. further, that it was bad upon the

face of it. Giving judgmeni . his lordship said

he was satisfied that Warren, although an
illiterate man. gave his consent to the arbitra-

tion of Mr. Denman, and, in fact, took part in

it, calling and cross-examining witnesses. That
being so. he must be bound by the award. Tliere

did not appear, either, any reason for saying the

award was bad. The declarations were, there-

fore, refused, with cost^.

CHARGE AGAINST TRADE - UNION
OFFICIAL.—Charles Henry Moult, bricklayer,

was indicted last week at Stafford Quarter
Sessions for embezzling £l 8s. lid. from the

trade-union of which he was secretary. It was
stated that prisoner was the secretary of the

Smelhwiok Branch of the Operative Bricklayers'

ITnion. and the allegation against him was that

he had failed to account for tht money, and
that he had used it for his own purposes.

Members of the society gave evidence that thev

had paid nrieoner sums of money as their weekly
contributions to the societv. and prisoner had
initialled their cards as having received the

money; but it was shown that the sums had not
been accounted for in the books of the societv.

Pi-isoner, in cross-examinine the witness, sought
to show it was possible for the secretary to

initial the cards without having received the

money. The iury found him suilty. Prisoner

was committed for twelve months in the second
division owing to the state of his health.

WOOD - PAVING MANUFACTURER
SENTENCED FOR ARSON.- -Sidney Vigers,

fifty-five, wood-flooring manufacturer, pleaded
guilty before Mr. Justice Darling at the Central
Criminal Court on Thursday in last week to

setting fire to a warehou.se '"with intent to

injure." On the night of May 21 two policemen
heard a noise in the defendant's premises in

Heckfield-place, Walhani Green, where he traded
as the Westminster Patent Flooring Company,
and about midnight they saw a man leave in a

suspicious manner. They chased and caught
him, and found that he wa.s, apparently, an old

man with a beard- He struggled violently, and
the beard came off in the policeman's hand.
About this time an alarm of fire was raised, and
the brigade arrived to find the Westminster
Flooring Company's works alight from end to

end. Subsequently, in the safe, was found an
insurance policy covering the stock, etc., in the

Sun Fire Office for £3,500, with another policy

in the prisoner's name covering certain premises

ui Queen's-road, Bayswater. which were the scene

of a fire on May 18", 1911. In respect of this fire

the Sun Fire (Office paid defendant £1,763. In

addition to disguising himself with a beard, said

Mr. Bodkin for the prosecution, defendant
endeavoured to shift the responsibility of the

fire by placing a copy of the current number of

the "Suffragette " in a prominent position upon
the premises. For the defence. Mr. G. Elliott,

K.C.. said the one person who had suffered most
by his act was the defendant himself, because

when the fire occurred there was stock on the

premises to a value in excess of the insurance,

and there was a balance in his favour in his

general affairs of £7.863. Two doctore who had
attended the defendant said he was of a highly

nervous neurotic disposition, and suffered from

had been heavily overworked, and it was a fact

that out of his profits he had bought house

properly worth £12,000. Mr. Justice Darling

sentenced prisoned to penal servitude for five

years.

RESPONSIBILITY OF ARCHITECTS FOR
EXTRA WORK—In the Superior Court.

Montreal, Mr. Justice Fortin lias given judgment
in the case of Pauze v. Doucet, and others, con-

demning the defendants, a local firm of archi-

tects, to pay the plaintiff, a contractor, 219dol.,

the price of certain extra work done on a build-

ing by the contractor at the request of the archi

tects, but without the authorisation of the pro-

prietor. The plaintiff, on being refused payment
of the extra work by the proprietor of the

structure, took action against the architect*

direct, maintaining that as it was on the order

of the latter that he had done the extra work it

was incumbent upon them to adduce written

evidence that the work had been ordered by the

proprietor, or failing this, pay the full amount
of the extra work. The provisions of the law

limiting the responsibility of the proprietor for

extra work done in connection with a building in

coui-se of ere<'tion are explicit, confining such

responsibility only to works the execution of

which has been aulliorised in writing by the pro-

prietor. In the present ca.se. the plaintiff being

refused payment of certain extra plumbing work

by the proprietor, on the ground that he had

never authorised the carrying out of such work,

decided to have recourse against the architecta.

It was on the order of the latter that he had

done the work, the architects having written a

communication to him. stating that they had

received orders from the proprietor to have the

work done. The proprietor denied ever having

given such order, while the architects said the

order was verbal. Mr. Justice Fortin held that

the proof was to the effect that the architects

never had any mandate from the proprietor to

order the extra work in question. Tliey had

seen fit to order the contractor to go ahead with

the work, and it was now incumbent upon them

to pay for the work which thev had ordered. An
appeal has been made to the Court of Review.

BIRMINGHAM QUANTITY SURVEYOR'S
BANKRUPTCY".—At the Birmingham Bank
ruptcy Court, on June 26. before Mr. Registrar

Whitelock. the public examination was held of

James Richard Shaw, quantity surveyor, of 39,

Newhall-street. and residing at 395, Soho-road.

Handsworth. Debtor's statement of affairs

showed liabilities of £1.588 17s. Id., and a de-

ficiency of £861 14s 4d. He altnbutecT hia

failure to becoming surety for his brother-m-

law to his trustee under a deed of assignment.

pavnient« of heavy interest on borrowed nionev.

and. owing to the slump in the building trade.

to his having to take on work which did not

move remnne.ative. _ The examination was ad-

journed until July 17.

found thaj. he corruptly received, and should .insomnia; while a brother said that latterly he

A new music wing of St. Paul's Girls' School.

Brook-o-reen. Hamniei-smith. was formally

opened' on Tuesday. Land and buildings have

cost £20,000.

Mr A. J. Taylor, of Balh. has prepared de-

signs for a system of medical baths which the

Torquay Town Council have decided to esia

blish at an estimated cost of about £l.n.OOO.

including a swimming-bath.

Tlie plans for the new town hall at Simla

have been referred back to Mr. John Begg.

F R I B ^ the architect, the idea being that

'lie building should conform as far as po.««ible

lo the librarv and municipal office so far ns its

outward architectural style is concerned.

Princess Louise Duchess of Argyll laid the

foundation-stone on Tuesday of the |n patient

department of the South London Hospital for

Women, which is being built on the south side ol

Clapham Common. Mr. Marcus E. Collins.

F.R.I.B.A., of Old Broad-street. E.C.. is the

architect.

\fter viewing ihe sketch models, the execu-

tive committee of the W. S. Gilbert memorial

have formallv approved the designs prepared l.v

Sir Georce Tramptmi. R.A. Tlie meinoruil.

which may be placed on the Embankment, con-

sists of a medallion in bronze, with figures illus-

trative of the genius of the deceased dramatist.

At Wednesday's meeting of the Court of

Common Council, over which the Lord Mayor

presided £18,000 was voted for the acquisition

of premises in connection with the widening ot

Leadenhall-street. For the widening of Fleet

-

street it was agreed to purchase the in crests in

the Cick Tavern for £3,400, and in the Green

Dragon for £14.750. It was also resolved to

secure improvements in Seethmg-lane. (.reat

Tower-street, and Hanging Sword-alley, on the

five and take principle.
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HOCJSE at C'P

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

C^nr minstrations.

C n M M f ) N W E A L T 11 BUILDING,
I.DXnoN, FOR THK (iOVERNMENT
III I HE COMMnXWKALTH OF
AUSIKALIA.
Tliis Iniildiiig is liciiiL' greeted, in the

Stnuiil anil Aldwvfli, to contain the offices

of the High Coinniissioner for tlie Commoii-
wealtli of Australia. iii;d an Rxliibition
Hall for \\\i- display of An^llaliah prodnets.
Aei'Oinniodnticni is also piovided for the
offices of the Agents-Generals nf the States
who desire to he lioused in the building,
and the remaining offiies ni d shops will
he let. The building will he externally of
Portland stone upon a ba^e of tracliyfe. a
greenish grey stone, resendiliiig granite,
which is being worked and imported from
Australia. Tlie external sc.dpture aud iu-
ternal mural decorations aro t" be carried
out by Australian sculptors and artists, in-

cluding Mr. Bertram MacWennal, A.R.A.
Australian marble is to be ufed internally for
the Exhibition Hall, and .\uvtralian woods
for the fini-^hings and wood-bhick floors. The
principal rooms on the first floor, accom-
modating the High Comrnissioner. will be
panelled with Australian black bean-wood.
The architects are Messrs. .\. Marshall M.ic-
kenzie. LL.D.. A.B.S A . F R I.R A., and A.
G. R Mackenzie, F.R.I B.A. of 1. Victoria-
street, Westminster, Lon''-n, S.W. His

Majesty the King will lay the foundation-
stone of the building on July 24.

THE MUNICIPAL ART GALLERY,
DUBLIN.

For a description of this double page and
a side view of the gallery, see pp. 6 and 7.

CHATEAU COURTEUIL, NEAR CHAN-
TILLY, FOR THE DUC DECAZES.
The Chateau Courteuil, near Chantilly,

now erecting, has been designed for the Due
D<'caze« l)y Mr. Stanley Hamp. A.R.I.B.A.,
of Messrs. Collcutt and Hamp, architects, of
Bloomsbury square, W.C. The site is that of
a formerly existing chateau which was so far
out of repair that it had to be demolished,
and a large qnantity of the material, in-

cluding panelling, is being n.sed in the new
bnilding. .\djoining the house an> the racing
•-tables for Jifi horses, these buildings are
being altered and put into repair. The estate
is a large one, containing much beautiful
timber, and a large natural lake. The feature
of the plan here illustrated is a large hall,

rising up through the first floor, which is to
be panelled in oak. with stone facing above,
and heavy oak-beamed ceiling. Spacious
corridors are arranged on the first floor, with
arched openings looking into the hall. Bath-
and dressing-rooms are iirovided to each bed-
room. The walls are of local stone ; but stone
slates are being imported for the roof. The
chimney-stacks are to be built in local
greyish-red bricks, to tone with the roofing

material. The drawing here reproduced is at

the Royal Academy Exhibition.

A BOAT HOUSE AND GYMKHANA
CLUB.

For the jissessor's aw'ard in this Building
News Designing Club, also the design placed

third, see pages 3—6.

o»

A new county school for girls is being built on
a site 4J acres in extent in the Farnham-road,
Guildford, nearly opposite the Royal Surrey
County Ho6pit.al. The plans have been drawn
by Messrs. .Tarvis and Richards, architects to

the Surrey Edncalion Committee. The school

will be somewhat similar in design and character

to the technical institute, and accommodation
will be provided for 235 girls. The contract has
been taken at £l2,7.i6 by Messrs. H. Knight and
Son, of Tottenham.

Representations having been made to the
Finchley Urban District Council by the medical
oflicer of health and the ratepayers' associations
that further accommodation was required for
the working classes, the coiuicil has decided to

embark on an extensive housing scheme. It has
been agreed to purchase the Woodhouse Estate,
North Finchley. consisting of thirty-six acres,
for the sum of £12.000, the suggestion being
made that as a start two hundred houses should
be built. The council has been encouraged to
take this step by the success which has attended
the first housing scheme. This consisted of
sixty houses, let at rentals of 5s. 9d. to 10s. 6d.
a week, and there is a balance in hand of over
£400.
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TIRST FLOOR PLAN

HOUSE AT COURTEUIL, ST. FIRMIN, FOR M. LE DUC DECAZES.

COMPETITIONS.
CHESTERFIELD—In a competition for

a new cemetery, with chapel, lodges, etc., at
Chestei-field, limited to local architects, f.ix

sets of designs were submitted by Messrs.
W. M, Ashmore, G. B. Deeping, W. A.
Darbyshire, W. C. Jackson, RoUinson
and Son, and T. S. Wilcockson, all of

Chesterfield. The assessor, Mr. G. H.
Widdows, A. R, I.E. .4., the architect to the
Derbyshire County Education Authority, has
selected the design by Mr. W. M. Ashmore,
of Highfield-road, Cheste'rfield

;
placing

second that by Mr. Bailey Deeping, and
third that by Mr. W. C. Jackson. In his
report the assessor says of the winning
design: "I would draw the committee's
attention to the simplicity of the elevations,
and one is glad to note that the architect who
designed tliese lodges has sufficient courage
to break away from the so-called Gothic
treatment, which has been so conspicuous a
feature in cemeteries of the last fifty years.
In the event of the design being carried out
as a whole, your committee will obtain some-
thing of which they may be justly proud, and
I am certain that they will feel satisfied with
Ihe re.sults."

GLASGOW.—The competition tor the
new Training College at Jordanhill, Glasgow,
has now been determined. The following
six firms of architects, praotising in the City,

were invited to submit designs—viz., Messrs.
Henry Higgins. West George street;
McWhannel. Rogerson, and Reid, Jane-
street ; Honeyman, Keppie, and Mackintosh,
West George-sti'eet ; H. and D. Barclay, St-

Vincent-street ; John Burnet and Son (Dr. J.

J. Burnet, A.R.S.A.), St. Vincent-street;
I' lid Andi'ew Balfour, of Mains • street,

Blvthswood-sc|uare. Mr. F. T. Baggallay,
F.R.I.B.A., of Bloomsbury, London, acted
as assessor. The cost of the buildings is

estimated to be about £120,000. The Glasgow
Provincial Committee selected the design of

Messrs. H. and D. Barclay. F R.I.B.A , for

the Training College buildings; the design

of Messrs. Honeyman, John Keppie,

F.R.LB.A., and Charles R. Mackintosh,
F. R.I.B.A., for the Demonstration School;
and the design of Mr. .\ndrew Balfour,
F.R.I.B.A., for the hostel building. The
drawings were sent in on May 15 last. Each
unsuccessful competitor receives a premium
of £50. The site covers 45 acres, and
Jordanhill Mansion House will be retained
for Housewifery and Music School. The
Demonstration School is for 800 pupils. The
college building will accommodate 1.200

students. The frontage is 310ft. by 196ft.

wide, with two quadrangles 108ft. by 75ft.

The main building is three stories high, and
the drawings measure 6ft. by 5ft. The
Demonstration School has .36,000 square feet

of flooring, and the Hostel 13,000. There
may be four hostels in lieu of one. The plans
will be on view at the Royal Technical
College for some time. The Conditions of

the competition empowered the committee to

I

select separate architects for the different

I buildings. The co.st is not fixed, and is

j

subject to adjustment.

YARMOUTH, NORFOLK.— Mr. Thomas
Adams, town - planning a.ssistant. Local
Government Board, has consented to act as

assessor in the competition to be held in

connection with the town planning confer-

ence at Great Yarmouth. Drawings fur the

competition should l)e sent in forthwith to

Mr. J. W. Cockrill. liorongh engineer. Great
Yarmontli.

CHIPS.
The pail ner.«hip heretofore subsislint; between

F. Shire an 1 G. M. Burbage, carrying on busi-

ness as builders at Johnson-street, Xottin;; Hil!

Gate, urrder the stvle of Shire and Burbage, has
been dissolved.

I
The experimental track of the Road Board at

i

the Natronal Physical Laboratory is 34ft. in

diameter by 2ft. 6in. wide, and is subjected to

the weariirjj action of ei^ht cast-irorr wheels. Sin.

wide, each driven by a 2H.P. motor. It is esti-

mated that 24 hours' continuous running of this

machine represents a year's wear on a typical

( heavy-traffic road.

The Bournemouth Town Cotmcil on Friday die-

cussed a scheme for erecting a pavilion and
concert-ball on the Belle Vuc site at an esti-

mated cost of £60,000. It was decided to ask
the borough architect to submit plans.

The Earl of Radnor on Wednesday week un
veiled in the market-place, Pewsey, Wiltshire, a

statue of King Alfred the Great, which the in-

habitants of Pewsey have had erected as a me-
morial of the Coronation of King George V..

thus linking up the year 871 with the 20th
century.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed
the undermentioned Order made by the Light
Railway Commissioners: Glamorgan County
Cotuicil (Morriston to Pontardawe) Light Rail-

ways (revival as to part) Order, 1913, reviving

the powers granted by the Glamorgan County
Cfjuncil (Morriston to Pontardawe) Light Rail-

ways Order, 1903, in relation to part of the

railway and works thereby authorised.

Work has just commenced in connection with
improvements at Shrewsbtiry to facilitate the

carrying out of alterations in the goods accom-
modation of the Great Western Railway at

Castle Foregate. The present offices are to be
supei^eded by an entirely new suite; there is to

be increased warehouse accommodation for

jreiteral goods, as well as an improvement of the

grain warehouse; new sidings are also being

provided.

The Guardian calls the attention of architects

to the danger of making the steps to altar,s too

highly polished, wiih an indiscernible edge. I^st

week, at St. Margaret's. Anntield, the Bishop of

Liverpool had an awkward fall, involving the

overturning of a standard candlestick and the

setting fire to some hangings. Our contem-

porary points out that in some cases the diffi-

culty is overcome by cutting a moulding along

the edge of the steps in the saci-arium.

A deputation of the municipality of Nice,

headed by the mayor. General F. Goiran, pre-

sented at the Guildhall on Thursday in last

week to the Corporation of the City of London

a half-sized terracotta replica of the memorial

cf Queen Victoria recently erected at Nice. The
work at Nice, of which' the sculptor was M.

Louis Manhert, was unveiled last year by M.
Poincare. and a bronze reproduction was pre-

sented a few days ago to the King. The model

will be placed in the art gallery at the Guildhall.
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intercommunication.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief repUes will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by tirst post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide tlie Huinea lietweeu IVIessrs. W. H. Cany,
Artliur S. Crnmiiler, and C. Hoffman.

JIUFLIES.

[1S128.]—FLAG-POLE. — Slsetcli Kives design in

detail, and only a few additional remarlis are ueces.

sai'y. Pole to be of spruce or piue. painted 4 coats of

white-lead paint. The base piece is cast in one piece,

and the bolts may be withdrawn either side to allow

'^CEHTRf

Uh- iioli- til l>p lowered either way. Tlie centre liniid

to (iLlii-L-li stays is <:ast in one piece and slipped over
top. Sla>s to b<? fitted with dews or tnriilnu-kleK In
allow for ti^ihtenin^; np. Care should lie taken to
secnre the hasc-plfitc to roof and holdin^j-down holts.

These should he at least iiin. diameter. Hhs<' of pole
is s(piarc' for a foot or so, and then rounded. This is

secured hy holt and nut. The desi^;n for top of pole
can he altered to suit requirement, and as lonn as the
top of pole is fiin. diameter, this i>oint can he easily
settled.—W. H. Cony, 27, Ma*idalen-road, Wandsworth
Common.' S.W.

Ii:jr28.1—FLAG-POLE.—I «ive sketches of the way
1 should projjose orectinK a 50ft. fla^-pole on a con-
crete roof. The hutt of the pole would be l'2in.

diameter, tanerinn to fUn. The shoe would he of Ain.

steel, with liin. steel hinjie, the whole bein^^ let into

a steel block in the manner shown. The stays would
he lin. diameter, fitted with thumb-screw adjusters,

and secured to roof with hook-and-eye. and to pole

5na7 rod

Junction of

'M: *=4̂
Cile. »/- f<^el

with ^in. steel band. The angle proposed to be used
is 60'^, commencing from :30ft. froiii base of pole. Bj-

this method, Ijy simph' loosening the thumb-screws,
the j»ole could be gentl>' hinged over in the manner
indicated b>- dotted lines. .\s shown, a small slot
would be reiiuired in the blocl;, to allow for the tenon
slewing over when the iiole is being lowered.—.\rthur
S. t.'runipler, -20, .\lexandra-road, Hemel Hempstead.

Detail

1131'2H.]—FLAG - POLE.—The sketches herewith
illustrate a metliod of securely- tising the tlag-pole to

a concrete roof, and yet enabling the pole to lie easily

lowered for repainting. A square metal base-plate is

tixed to the concrete roof by means of tour ragbolts,

one at each corner. The centre part of the plate is

slightly raised, and hinged thereto is a circular cast-

iron siloe. lin. metal and l'2in. diameter inside, to
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receive the butt of the pole, which is secured in the
shoe b:i' a pin driven through holes in the side of the
shoe and throntih the butt. Tlie shoe is made to
Rjiread from circular to square at the bottom, tittin»4

over the raised square on the base-plate, and enabling
a large strong hinge to he used. From 12in. at the
bottom the diameter of the pole ta])ers in a height of
5t)ft. to lin., and has three wrought-iron stav-bars
tixed at one-third of the height of pole, owing to its

exposed position. If tixed at a greater height than
one-third, the flag-polo will appear dwarfed. The
stay-bars are of wrought iron. liin. iu diameter, and
making an angle with the ro<if of about 60°, fastened
to the concrete bj' means of rag bolts let in about
tijn. or Tin., similar to base fixing. To enable tlu> Hag-
pole to be released easily and without disturbing the
stay-bars, a triangular wrought-irouplHte, Uin, thick,
with lin. thick semicircular collar, js provided (see
detail*, in which the side opposite the collar is oi>en
to the centre, enabling the pole to drop out when
released. The sta>-bars are bolted one at each ex-
tremity of the triangular plate, and a shaiK'd plate
with segmental collar is bolted to the triangular plate
to secure the fiag-pole in position. Ry this means,
when it is required to lower the pole, nil that need be
done is to remove the small securbig i)lHte. which
releases the pole, allowing it to swing down on the
hinge at the bottom without interfering with the
stay-bars, a rope passed through tliee>e shown i>eing
used for raising and lowering. If the roof is not yet
constructed, it [terhajis would be possible to secure
the base-plate and sta> -hars to some of tlie reinforce-
ments in the concrete ; l)ut it is assumed in the above
notes that the roof already exists.—C. Hoffman, *28.

Somerset-road. Bournemouth.

113128.1—FLAG-POLK. — I herewith send sketch
and particulars of a pitch-pine flag-pole (varnished).

fixing flag-poles around this district is : bolt them to
stout butt cut oak posts having charred ends let into
3ft. or 4ft. of cement concrete, as shown in sketch

7/^7

No. 1. For a flat concrete roof some modification
will be necessary, and I would suggest the method
shown in No. '2, as being quite suitable, and one in
which thelTpole could be easily lowered for painting.

-j.i « ^ 'i ^ wrotTrcn n/tsft^

Hr luas o/t e.ae,h J'/^Aj
ofp*/eJ, and se-curea .

-y ^"^^ -^ '>?^/^?*'/^o ^f€s

52ft. high, that was erected in 1900 at .'JOOft. above sea
level, in an exposed situation, which at date shows
no signs of dilapidation.— Henry Walker, Miller
Arcade, Preston, Lanes.

[131-28.1 — FLAG -POLE. — This question was
answei-ed, with sketches, in Vol. XCVII., No. 2861.

Nov. .5, 1909. Further information apiJeared in Vol.
XCVin. No. 2883, April 8. 1910. As the querist
wishes to lower the pole for painting, hadn't he
better consult a shipbuilder, and have a pole put up
similar to a yacht mast '? Of course, the usual
method of painting is to employ- a steeplejack who
has been a sailor.—Frank Wilson, 22.5, Nottingham-
street. Sheffield.

[13128.] — FLAG-POLE. — The general method of

A-c, as required, by the removal of the upper bolts.

The post would i-equire to be about 9in. square, and
6ft. or 7ft. in height, to be framed into and strutted
to two cross-pieces, each arm of same to be about
3ft. long, bolted to the concrete roof, the bolts to be
taken through the roof and connected to each other
by means of the i)lates as shown, so as to offer the
greatest amovmt of resistance to the wind. The
higher the post and the longer the cross-pieces, the
less the leverage to be counteracted from the
flag at the top of the pole. As an alternative
the method that is used on small boats and yachts,
and requires but little alteration before adoption.
A three-sided stock, about 4ft. high, into which the
butt-end of the pole fits, having a pin through the
stocks and mast about 9in. from the top isee sketch

No. 3). the lower part being kept in place by meaua of
stout iron clips and iiins. Tlie base would now
now require to be about 4ft. square, stocks 4ft. liigli

t &/V < /T^r^ i^ttom
**

!T"

jr°>e

bolted and strutted all as before. To take the four
stay-rods, a iiand should be bolted on to the pole, at
svich a height tlnit it will not be visible from the
ground—this to l»e determined by experiment, but as
high as possible; the stay-rods to be lin. in diameter,
and bolted to proi>er eyes and plates, securely fixed
on as before described— i.e.. through the roof ; but at
the same time care should be taken not to fix them
in the way of access to the tower or'of Itratfic.'^In

0Q4,rert> 0A/TD cia

J/'3

whatever direction the wind blows, two rods will he

in tension and two in coinpressiou. The irole to be

of larch, .'iin. in diameter at the toiJ. and Tin. at the

butt-end. If money is no i!reat object, a suitable iron

castidB could be made on the same lines as No. 3.—

K. H. Kead. Lecturer on HuildinM Construction,

Gloucester and Stroud Technical Schools.

The council of Sheffield University have ap-

pointed Mr. W. G, Fearnsides, M.A., to the

Sorby Chair of Geology. Mr. Fearnsides is at

present Fellow and lecturer in natural sciences

at Sidney Suiisex College, and demonstrator in

petrology a( Cambridge.

An arrangement hn.s been :irrived at between

the municipality of Toronto and the Grand

Trunk and Canadian Pacific Railways for a six-

Irack viiidurt along llie walerfronl of the city.

The right of way for the etruclure will be 230ft

m breadth, thus allowing for future extensions.

The cost of (lie viaduct, with that of the new
Union Slalinn. will bo between 1.5,000.000 dollars

and M.OOO.OOn dollars. The agreement provides

for the completion of the work in three years

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.Iii.st.C.E., Local Govern-

ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the

urban district council olhces, Sutton, Notts, on

Monday in regard to the application made by

the council for nermission to borrow £393 for

the erection of "a fire-station in Church-street.

£507 for the purchase of a fire-engino and

escape, and £450 for laying out Portland-square

and erecting a public convenience thereon. The
particulars and plans required were placed

before the inspector by the clerk and surveyor.

No opposition was forthcoming.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
PUBLIC RIGHTS OP WAY BILL —This

measure was read a second time in the House
of Lords on Thursday in last week, the Lord
Chancellor sta.ting that the Government cordially

supported it, and would give such support as

they could to its passing in the Commons. The
Bill" proposes t« establish public right of way
where evidence is given of 40 years' use of a way
irrespective of the period that the land has been

in family settlement. Lord Eversley, in moving
Ihe second reading, said that, owing to motor
I raffic in the rural districts, the only safe course

was to take to the footpaths, which the Bill

would secure for the public. The Bill would
greatly simplify the proof of footpaths and other

highways, since it would remove the necessity of

relying upon the evidence of aged and infirm

witnesses by providing that uninterrupted public

user for forty years should be sufficient to raise

the presumption of dedication in the case of

paths crossing entailed estates.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL GENERAL
POWERS BILL.—A House of Commons Com-
mittee, with Sir W. Howell Davies as chairman,
is considering this measure, dealing with a large

number of subjects, to only one of which was
there opposition. Tliat was the scheme for

fixing on biuldings apparatus connected with

public lighting. The scheme was the outcome of

representations by twenty Metropolitan Borough
Councils, who were public lighting authorities,

that they desii'ed power to attach to any build-

ing such brackelfi. lamps, wires, pipes, and other

apparatus a* might be needed for the lighting of

Ihe streets. If, in the opinion of a Borough
Cormcil, the consent of a propertv owner was un-

reasonably withheld, it would be open to the
Council to appeal to a police magistrate, who
would have authority to decide. The reason for

(he scheme was that in narrow streets it was, in

Ihe opinion of the twenty borough councils,

desirable to suspend the public lamps from wires

or other supports attached to the buildings on
both sides. Less frequently it might be con-

venient to fix the lamps to buildings without sus-

i)ending them. The North-Westoi"n and the
Great Eastern Railway Companies had
petitioned against the clause, their argument
being that it miglit entail interference with their

electrical app-Tratus. Tlie clause was. however,
anproved bv the Committee. The Soulhwark
Borough Council sought power to rebuild a
coroner's court and mortuary on an onen space
formerly the burial-ground attached to St.

George's Church. After bearing evidence, the
Committee passed the ciause. Tlie Attorney-
General also reported on a proposal from the
Battersea Borough Council to be allowed to use
the Latchmere allotment for the coinpletion of
their housing scheme. Bv the London County
Council Act of 1905, a condition was attached to
tlie use of these 3i acres for building, that the
borough council should provide an eoulvaient
open space within the borough. This thev had
bp«^n unable lo do; but they had agreed lo con-
Iribute £L500 towards the pnrcliase of 21 acres
of land iust outside the borouirh adioinin<;
Wandsworth Common. In the circumstances,
l''e London Countv Council were satisfied Mr
T'ilKi'crald. K.C.. for the council, said that the
Battersea Councii in substance. Ibou^b not in

letter had compiled with the obligation in the
^ct of 1905 Th" Committee heard evidence from
Mr. E. J. Wood, assistant town-clerk of
Biitlersea. and disallowed the clause. The
other clauses were adiuslod, and Ihe Bill was
ordered for report to the House.
NEW STAIRCASE AT THE HOUSE OF

COiMMONS.-^Mr. King asked Mr. Wedgwood
Benn on Monday, when the new st.aircase and
iift leading from the dining.room lobby to the
terrace would be completed, and whether the
slaircase. when finished, would have any
decorative or novel feature.-^. Mr. Wedgwood
Benn: The decoration of the new staircase has
largely been carried out with old wood-carving
which had been in store. The central panel is

at present occupied by tapestry lent for the
remainder of this session by the Victoria and
Alljert Museum. It is intended ultimately to fill

this panel with a picture by Mr. Seymour Lucas,
representing the flight of the five niembers. The
First Commissioner feels certain that the House
will le^rn with gratitude that a generous
promise lo present this painting has been made
by the hon. member for West Wolverhampton
(Mr. A. F. Bird). Tlie size of the panel is 10ft.
by 15ft. Mr. Lucas is at present engaged on the
picture, which will probably be ready next
summer. It is hoped that the staircase itself will
be open for u.sc on Wednesday, the 3rd inst. The
lift will be constructed during the recess.

NAVAL CADETS' BUILDINGS AT
OSBORNE.—Mr. Churchill, in a written reply to
Mr. Booth, states that no temporary buildings
for the accommodation of cadets at Osborne

have been erected recently. The total cost of the

buildings comprising the establishment generally

has been about 197,000, of which sum about
£100,000 was expended on buildings of a not

very permanent nature.

—•-<

—

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
NORTH WALFi^ QUARRYMENS STRIKE

SETTLED.—Work was resumed on Monday at

the Penmaenmawr Quarries, after a two

months' strike, the quarrymen receiving an

advance of wages of from 3d. to 6d. per ton.

HUDDERSFIELD.—The dispute between the

slaters and employers at Huddersfield has been

settled, the men accepting an advance of a half-

penny an hour, commencing this week, and a

further similar advance in May next.

LONDON PLASTEREBS- STRIKE SETTLED.
—The strike of London plasterers, which com-

menced on Whit-Saturday, was brought to a

close on Monday, when at a meeting between

masters and men at Koh-i-noor House, Kings-

way, an agreement was drawn up and signed by

both parties. Tlie men resumed work the next

morning. Sir G. Askwith. of the Board of Trade,

had worked assiduously to bring the parties to.

gether, and to his good offices the happy termi-

nation of the dispute is largelv due. Tliough the

men have not got all they a.sked for. thev have

gained substantial concessions, of which the fol-

lowing are the chief points: An increase of Id.

ner hour: night-gang work to be^ complete in

five nights: speeding-up of conciliation clause; an
increase of 3s. per week on country money :

no

discrimination against any workman for having

taken part in Ihe dispute.

The death of Mr. Arthur Castings, architect,

of 260. Goldhawk-road, Shenherd's Bush,

occurred on the 17th ult. Mr. Castings was in

hi^ 59th year.

The Lower Engadine Electric l?.ailway con-

necting St. Moritz with Schiils and Tarasp was

inaugurated on Saturdav. The line is to be

continued towards the Tvrol and will evenlii-

nllv constitute a main line from Chiavenna in

Italy across the Engadine to Landeck. Austria.

The corporation of Chelmsford have appointed

a snecial committee to renort on the question of

a site for the ered'ou of a new town hall and

municipal offices. The corporation have received

the sanction of the- Local Govpi-nment Board to

borrow ,£22 971 for building 106 additional work-

ing-class dwellings in Rainsford-lane.

Herr Haudenschild, architect, of Zurich, was

fatally injured hy the fail of an avalanche on

tlie Brienzer Roth-hom on Monday afternoon,

when descending with half-a-dozen friends to

Sorenbersr in a thick mist. Herr Haudenschild

was caught in the fall, and although still alive

when rescued, died shortiv afterwards. The
party had been warned not to descend, owing to

the iiiist and the quanlilv of fresh snow which

had fallen within a few days.

The thirteenth annual excursion of the mem-
bers and friends of the Edinburgh, Leilh, and
District Building Trades Association took place

on Friday to Whiting Bay, travelling via

Ardrossaii, and returning by Wemyss Bay. The
V>arty, numbering over 100, included Mr. William
Forrest, .I.P., president; Mr. James Crowe, Mr.
D. A. Angus, vice-presidents; and the secretary,

Mr. "Tlionias Ferguson, solicitor. Luncheon was
served in the Whiting Bay Hotel.

Tcntlcrs will be opened on September 3 at the

offices of the " Superintendencia da Defesa da
Borracha, Ministerio da Agricultura, Induslria

c Commercio," Rio de Janeiro, for the erection

of an immigrants' hostel at the entrance to

Mandos Harbour. The upset price is put at

2,065,684 milreis (about £138.000), and a deposit

of 20,000 milreis (about £1,330) will be required

to qualify any tender. Tenderers must file cer-

tificates of compet-ency with the authorities,

f-ocal representation is necessary.

Two important additions to the Lancashire

and National Sea Training Homes at Liscard

were inaugurated on Tuesday, one being the Sir

.\lfrcd Jones Memorial Home, and the other the

llcalh Harrison Technical Instruction Wing. The
.Sir Alfred .Tones Memorial Home will provide
accommodation for 125 boys, and has cost

£5,000. The lechmcal instruction building has
been provided at an outlay of £2,500, and
modelled on the lines of the .\dmiralty esta-

blishment at .Shot ley, East Suffolk. Mr. A. R.
Keighley is the archit-ect of both the new
buildings.

Westminster Hall is still a mass of

scaffolding. In the course of the repairing

work which is now being undertaken, it has,

unfortunately, been discovered that the state

of the hammer heam oak roof is worse than
was expected. So worm-eaten are the

timbers that it has been deemed advisable

to remove whole sections and replace them
with fresh pieces of seasoned wood. The
work of repair will occupy many months, and
the hall will have to be closed to the public
all through the summer. The roof was con-
structed during the last three years of the

reign of Richard II., as part of the scheme
designed by Master Henry de Yeveley, and
is made of Irish oak. and not. as is often

averred, of sweet chestnut— a fable effectu

ally dispoised of bv the late Mr. Thomas
Bkshill.

Francisco Ribalta's "Christ Bearing His
Cross." which was painted in 1G12 for the

Convent at Zaragosa, as Cean Bermudez
tells us, has lieen purchased by the Trustees

and Director of the National Gallery, where
it has lately been exhibited on loan by
Captain Ford, the grandson of Richard Ford,
author of the "Handbook for Spain." The
canvas, which measures 84in. by 4.S5in., and
has an arched head, was taken from the

convent by the French early in the 10th

century, and pas.sed eventually into the Pes-

cueta collection at Valentia, whence it was
acquired by Richard Ford in September,
18.31. The" scene in the background repre-

sents the vision of St. Ignatius Loyola, to

whom appears the Saviour hearing His Cross.

Prior to its exhibition at the 'National

Gallery the picture was shown at Burlington

House in 187.3, the exhibition of Spanish art

held at the New Gallery in 189.5, and at the

National Loan Exhibition, held at the

Grafton Galleries in 1909.

A report to the Liverpool housing com-
mittee shows that the chairman (Colonel G.

Kvffin-Taylor, M.P.), the deputy-chairman

(Mr. Austin Harford), and several of the

corporation officials have had a recent inter-

view with the trustees of the late "W. R.

Sutton, of carrying fame, who died. May 20,

1900, leaving nearly two millions sterling, for

the purpo.se of acquiring sites and building

thereon, in Liondon and other populous places

in England, dwellings for the use and occu-

pation of the poor. The trustees have already

carried out several important rehousing

schemes in London, and have considered the

question of extending their heneficent opera-

tions to provincial cities. Including Liverpool,

Manchester, Birmingham. Bristol, and New-
castle-on-Tvne. Tlie trustees received the

Liverpool deputation very favouraWv, and

proposed themselves shortiv to visit that city

in order to inspect various sites which it i«

suggested that they should acquire. A.s a

result of the visit, it is confidently aniici

iialed that the housing committee soon will

find their own work valuaW'- supplemented.

A special meeting of Penzance Town
Council to discuss a report on workmen's

dwellings was held on Wednesday week, the

mayor ^
(Mr. A. K. Barnelt) presiding.

Tenders had been received for the erection

of forty-two houses at the Weeths Fields, and

the housing committee recommended that the

council ,ioplv for sanction to borrow C0,.300

for carrying out the work. The mavor moved

the adoption of the report, when nine

members voted for the amendment for re-

ferring the rep-irt back fm- fnrtber considera-

tion, and nine for proceeding forthwith. The

mavor declined to give a casting vote, and

adjourned the meeting until Saturday, when

the proposals of the housing committee were

adopted hy a majority of four, and will he

submitted to the verdict of a Local Govern

nient Board inquiry. Obviously the approach

to the site, which is only Bft. fiin. in width,

will have to he considerably widened if the

scheme is to be carried out.

According to the Exeirr Fli/inij Po.H. on

Saturdav week the fine old parish church of

Silverton, which has recently been

thoroughly repaired aind enlarged, was re-

consecrated. The church is a stately edifice
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III llie I'erpeiidiouhir sUU'. iinil luid .suffered

in its architectural cliaracter from various
einbellisliuieuts executed at 'a time wlieii

tjothic was quite out of fatshioii. There was
ill the ehaiicel a higli Haiiineotod reredos of

llie louie Order, creating a partial eclipse of

llie caet window, chiefly erected, it would
i-ceni, to give effect to a little transparency of

tile word "Jehovah." A theatrical character
Kius given to the whole by a quantity uf red

drapery, with tassels, cords, etc., represented
on the nave cast wall and by a gallery— tlie

" Upexe " gallery, adjacent to tlic east end
111 tile south aisle. . . . The old carved screen
i'xtending across th<' cliurcli had been cut
down, and a faiuirul |iost and rail affair witli

green and gold pineapph's substitiiteil for it.

Members of the Greenwich Antiquarian
Society and friends, numbering about eighty,

on Saturday explored the underground
passage, said to date from the time of

Heiir\- VI.. between Greenwich Park and
Blackheath. which leads to the top of Hyde
Vale, having its eiitraiu*e near Greenwich
Hospital reserxoir. Crooinshill. Entrance
to the passage is gained by an iron ladder;
the arched passage is about 6ft. high, and
just wide enough to permit two person.? to

pass. On the ground at each side are iron

pipes formerly used to su|>ply the reservoir

with wat«r, and stated to date from the time
of Sir Christopher Wren. After leaving this

passage the party explored another an<l

smaller one near the Roman villa. Both
pa.ss.iges are cut through the Thanet sands
Vneath the Blackheath gravel beds.

At the last meeting of the general coniniittcc

of the Conservative Club, Fjivcrpool. the

following resolution was unanimously passed:

"That the committee haxe learned with deep
regret of the death of Colonel Francis Usher
HoJme. V.D.. one of the original members
of the club, and for some years a member of

the committee. They desire to express their

sincere .sympathy with the relatives of tlie

late Colonel Holme, and to place on record

their very high appreciation of his services

as the designer of the club, which is ad-

mittedly one of the finest club buildings in

the country, and a monument to his great

ability as an architect."

A discussion arose on the Ripon City

Council ou Monday night, with reference to

the disposal of storm water on main roads,

flooding having occurred in various parts ot

the city by the rapid running of rainwater

off tar-painted and tar-macadam roads. The
highways committee, after an interview with

an official of the North Riding County
Council, had suggested that the county

council should provide a separate surface-

water drain and a storm oxcrflow in certain

places. Alderman Thirlway deprecated too

much cutting out of surface water from the

sewers, as it"helped to flush the sewers during

the summer time. The mayor stated that the

county council had the matter in hand, and
he was anxious that it should be pushed
forward as early as possible.

The seventy-fourth annual exhibition of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England
was opened on Tuesday at Bristol, and
remains open until to-morrow. The exhibits

are mainly devoted to implements and
machinery. We draw attention to the

attractive baiid,stand of ornamental ironwork,
designed specially for the Society, and
erected by Messrs. Parnall and Sous,
Narrow Wine-street, Bristol. This, having
served its purpose, is, ue understand, for

disposal on very advantageous terms. The
same firm are specialists in all kinds of shop-

fronts and fittings, and their exhibit at

Stand 79 is well worth a visit.

The electric railless traction or trackless

trolley system, which threatens to become in

time as serious a rival of tramways as motor-
'buses are, received the approval of a Select

Committee of the House ot Commons on
Friday. The system is already working suc-

cessfully in one or two places, and the scheme
just sanctioned is for the establishment of a
service of public vehicles propelled by elec-

tricity from overhead wires in the chain of

Monmouthshire valleys which contain Bryn
mawr. Nantyglo, Blaina, .\bertillery, Aber-
beeg, and Llanliilleth. the last-mentioned

place liciitg only a few miles from Newport.
While saiiclioiiJiig the Bill, the Committee
laid it down that the promoteri. must pay to

the local authorities three-eighths of a penny
for every mile run by the ears, excepting
cheap cars for workmen. They must, in

addition, pay a third of the cost of road re-

construction and maintenance made neces-
sary by the projeid, must begin carrying it

out within eighteen nionlhs of the passage
of the Bill, and must complete it in twelve
months.

The city council of Liverpool received, at
their meeting on Wednesday, a report from
Mr. Shelmerdine. the surveyor, on the suit-

ability and cost of the I'limpfields Electricity

Station and atljoining lanil for the jjiirposo

of an abattoir. The Piimpfields estate, now
used for the purposes of a generating station

and a health committee's stoneyard, contains
about three and a half acres. .As regards the
generating station, which it is not proposed
to disturb, the original capital account is

approximately .tlOO.OflO. excluding land. Mr.
Shelmerdine states that the site would be
too limited for an abattoir, but it could be
increased to 7^ acres by purchasing pro-

perties on the north and south sides. To in-

crease the site to this extent, by four acres
wtiuld cost about £*J lOs. per square yarti. or
£48. -100, which, with the original capital

amount of £190,000, plus £.?2,350 for the
land, would make a total of £270.750. to

which would have to be added the cost o'

adapting the site as an abattoir. Mr. Shel-
merdine expresses tlie opinion that it would
be undesirable to proceed further with the

proposal.

The medal of the Societe des Architectes
Diplomes par le Gouvernement Fram^-ais has
recently been bestowed upon Mr. George
McAiieny. the Borough President of New-
York, in making the presentation speech.

Jlr. .J. H. Freedlander, President of the

-American group, warmly praised Mr.
McAiieiiy for his work in connection with the
propo.sed civic centre, his efforts in the

restoration of the City Hall, his activity

against out-of-door advertising signs and the

wholesale removal, for which he is respon-

sible, of architectural excrescences from
maiiv of New York's streets. He added that

the borough president has deinonstrateii that

public office and civic beauty are not in-

compatible, and that ugliness and economy
are not synonymous.

Mr. William Paton. senior assistant in the

city engineer's drawing office at Liverpool,

has retired, after an active career, extending
over fifty years, in the public service, first

in the Royal Engineers as a superintendent

of the Ordnance Survey Department, and the

hitler thirty-six years having been with the

Corporation of Ijiv<'rpool. Mr. Paton's duties

in connection with Liverpool municipal
authority commenced at the time when the

question of a new and adequate water supply

for the city and environs was seriously exer-

cising the attention of the council of the day

and the public generally, the late Dr. C. F.

Deacon. M.LC.E., being the borough and
water engineer at that date. Mr. Paton was
selected and placed by Dr. Deacon in sole

charge of the surveying staff engaged on the

site of the present Lake Vyrnwy and its ex-

tensive watershed during the initial stages of

the project, preparatory to application being

made by the corporation for Parliamentary
powers.' Mr. Paton has been presented by

liis colleagues at the municipal offices with

an illuminated address.

"Builders' Quantities." bv Wm. Edgar
Ballard, A.M.I.C.E., P.A.S.I. (London:
Longmans. Green, and Co., 2s. 6d.), is a

useful manual, suitable for students pre-

paring to meet the requirements of the

examiners in the City and Guilds of London
Institute, and similar institutions. At the

end of each chapter will be found actual

e'xamples set at the examinations, and the

correct methods of dealing therewith.

"Painting and Decorating." by Walter J.

Pearce (London: Charles Griffin and Co.
Ltd., 12«. 6d.). is a fourth edition, revised

and enlarged, of a useful manual. The
i/hapters follow the sequence of the author's

lectures at the Manchester Technical School

lor House Painting, ami he slates that all
recipes and methods "iven have been per-
sonally tested. The volume extends over 330
pages, and there are some practical illus-
trations and a good index.

Heating Systems," bv F. W. Kaynes
(Longmans, Green, and Co., Ills. 6d.), is an
exhaustive review of tlie most modern
systems of heating. We think by this time
moiv than twelve lines might have been de-
voted to electric heating, which is the ideal
future system, and already practicable at no
great extra cost, and «e disagree with the
author's dicta about natural ventilation on
|)p. 4 and .') in his brief review of methods of
ventilation. JMir the rest, we have nothing
bm praise. Special features are the large

iher of charts included, and the melhoil
adopted in sizing the pipes of different
systems. The book is freely illustrated, and
where manufacturers' illustrations are ad
milted, no undue preferences are shown.
Stress is laid on the economical anri jiractical
aspects of the (luestion ralher than theo
refii-al problems, and the busy architect and
builder will appreciati' the fact.

S. Pearson and Son, Ltd., the great con
tracting company, is becoming even belter
known for its operations in the oil industry,
its interests in the Mexican fields through tlic
Mexican Eagle Oil Company having now
been supplemented through Lord Murray's
activities by important concessions in
Colombia and Ecuador. The Pearson cum
pany has a capital of £I..WI.000 in 100.000
ordinary shares of £10 eaeli. £5 paid, and
.'iO.OOO preference and 100 management shares
of £10 each, fully paid. Tlie whole of this
<:apital is lield by the directors and their
friends, although the 5 per cent, debentures,
of which the amount outstanding is £301.900,
are on the market, and are quoted at 102}.
lis president is Lord Cowdray, formerly Sir
Weetman Pearson : Sir C. G. Hyde is its

vice president: while Lord Murray! although
a comparatively recent addition lo the board,
ranks next among the directors. For many
years past the ordinary sliares have received
10 per cent, each year, while the com-
paratively few management shares have re-

ceived £500 each, or ,'j,000 per cent.

Tlu^ thirteenth ordinary general meeting
of R. Waygood and Co., Ltd., was held last

Friday at the Cannon street Hotel, Cannon-
street, K.C., Mr. Henry C. Walker pre-
siding, 'i'he ehairinan. moving the adoption
of the report, said at la*t year's meeting it

was announced they were just completing
the erection of a new factory for electrical
work, and this had now been finished. The
majority of their machines had now been re-

arranged and their factories reorganised, so

that they were in a position to do more work
under better conditions for their employees,
and at less cost. Still further extensions
were contemplated. The trading profit was
less than last year, partly in consequence of

the disorganisation during building opera-
tions, and partly because of the rise in the
price of raw materials. The cliff lift at

Southend-on-Sea was completed last August,
and had been running continuously ever since,

and the directors anticipated that it would
show quite a satisfactory return on the ont-

I

lay made. He detailed the orders for lifts

' acquired during the year, and said he was
pleased to record the fact that they had
secured a contract for thirty-two lifts, which

I were required in the new hotel being erected

by the Strand Palace Hotel Co. in Regent-

street. In addition lo these they had fitted

the mammoth liner Imperator with three of

their passenger lifts, and they were also

fitting three lifts to the Coluiiibus. They
wanted additional working capital, in order

to meet the rapid development of the busi-

ness, and thev would, therefore, at once issue

the remaining shares: but the shareholders

would have the first opportunity of taking

them up. The directors recommended a

further dividend at the rate of 9 per cent,

per annum, making 7 per cent, for the year

on the ordinary shares. The report was

unanimously adopted.

Mr. Frank L. Reynolds, of Che-sham, has beeii

;.p|K>inted surveyor to the Buckinsham Rural

District Council.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satubday (To-mobrow). — Northern Architectural

Association. Visit to Walker, when the
"Armstrong Yard' will be visited.

Walker Station '2 2.5 p.m.

Monday. — Royal Institute of British Architects.

Adjourned special general meeting, to

resume consideration of Draft Revised
Schedule of Professional Charges.
8 p.m.

Weiinksdat.—Crickel-Match, R.I.B. A. v. A.A. Teams.
A.A. Athletic Ground. Elstree. Train
from St. Pancras, 10.8 a.m.*

TO OOBBESPOND£NTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as- there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed

to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham

House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.
*** Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01

more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than

we can insert, but are glad to do so when spact-

permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
be ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state bow long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited

-'

crossed London County and Westminster Bank.
and

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 9 6 to £6 5
7 13

7 5
8 3
8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

Steel .Joists. English 7 10 „
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 fi „
Bar Iron, good Staffs B 5 ,.

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0,,

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £S 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, f 1-1 to £lo 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)— ^ ^
.'Jto7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge I'i

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

9
8 10

7 10
9 5
5 5

1 9 to 2 6

3 „ 3 H

2 6 „ 2 9
2 4 „ 3 6

2 3 ., 2 9
1 3 „ 3

7 , 8

B .. 6 R
3 6 „ 4 «
3 3 ., 4

4 9 „ 5 B

PDBNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese, per load, ,50ft. £20 to £25
Teak; Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards „ ,. Prm.

„Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood) .

Buch : Quebec logs
sawn planks...

Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks

Walnut ; Mdm. ,, ,,

Greenheart ; Hewn logs
Cedar ; Cigar box
Satin Walnut; Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham ; Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuha,
and Honduras ... 6

„ African, Assinee, &c. 5

Lagos and Benin 4

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3

„ Gaboon 2
Satinwood ; West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitee 7

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 a

2 4

2

3 9

4

2 3

14
12
14

11

£11 5s.
to 8 9 10

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Oa

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6
4in. to Bin 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od

12 B.W.G

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge tor Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion -Advertisements) is Cd. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for .50 words. Special terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

S1T1).\T10NS V.\CA-NT AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situation.^

Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight

words after. .11/ Situation Advertisements must be
prepaid.

SlTU.ATIONS WavtED.
.\dve^ti^ements not exceeiling Tliirty Words,

inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading *' Situations Wanted."' fvee of charge.

Rates for Trade .Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

.Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than :i p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop order.^

for serial advertisements must reach the office h)
Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

•» Replies to advertiseriients can be received at
the Office. Effingham House, 1, Arundel - street.
Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Received.—B. A. A.—F. and B.—F. R. N. C—
W. F. S. and Co., Ltd.—W. H. and Co.—B. I. and C.
—D. Y. and Co.—E. and R., Ltd.—B. M. and Co.,
Ltd.—P. F. Co.—L. D. O.—E. and Son.—H. M.

J.—Yea.

R. .\.—Rather belated.
June 20. 2. Yes.

CuiPbTEAD.-We should resist the claim ; but be
sure of your facts first, and be well advieed.

Medenbam.—Wo know nothing of the hrm. Much
better go to one of thoso who appear in our
" Directory " pages.

BUNcALEE -Beaver Hoard should suit you. Send to
Dept. C, 4, Southampton-row, W.C, for " The
House that Beaver Built."

Max of Kent.— If you want mechanical ventilation,
get Catalogue "B 1001" from the Sturtevant Co..
H7, t,)ueen Victoria-street, E.C.

J. Barber.—You will probably do better in a non-
tiriff Society, especially if you satisfy them that
there is a minimum of risk. Write the London
and Midland Insurance Co., Ltd., 39, New Broad-
street, E.G.. for their terms.

J. Keen.—There is a varnish expressly manufactured
for cases such n.s you mention where the front door
is subject to bad weather. It is called " Portario,"
and is manufactured by Robert Ingham Clark and
Co.. 6, Caxton House, Westminster. Write them
for a quotation.

£11 158. per ton

2 6 to £6 7
„ 6 5

7 6 „ 6

. . _ per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. ()d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall UOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.C-

Water-Tubes 73j

Steam-Tubes 67j

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62j

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 67!

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Bilesian Per ton £20 10 to £31 U

28 5
29
26 15
27 10

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

6

80 10
70

205
206

26 U

See p. 853 of our issue of

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 15

„ Country 24 10

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 15

„ Country 25 10

Lead Pii»e, Tinned inside, Town 25 15

, Country 26 10

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
,, ,, ,1 ., Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town...
,, ,, Country

LeadSoil-pipe(upto4jin.)Town 26 15

„ Country 27 10

[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra..]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15

CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 60
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 10

Tin, English Ingots 204 10

Do., Bars 205 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 15

Sheet Lead, Town 23 5
Country 24

Genuine WTjite Lead 30 15
Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 30
Old Lead, against account 18 5
Tin per cwt. 11 10
Cut nailB (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand Oil

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;

—

1st quality £38 to -445

2nd „ 26 „ 32
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,, 11 10
Miramichi 9 10 ,, 10 10

Boards; Swag 11 „ 12
Red Deals: Archangel 1st quality 21

2nd „ 16
3rd „ 13

,, ,, bt. Petersburg—
,, ,. ,, 1st quality
,. ., „ 2nd

Wyburg & Uleaborg
,, Gefle, Gothenburg,

and Stockholm ... 12 10
White Deals; Crown 14

Seconds 11 10
Flooring ; White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
l8t, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitoe Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 2
Birch; Quebec Loge 3 3,, 09
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 08
Mahogany Gaboon 2 0, 9

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3

Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2

Closeburn Red Fre6stone,ditto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Greenshill, ditto .. 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ,. 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto .. 3 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random Bizes .,

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elma
Station .,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;
—

Brown White
_ ,. , J „ V Whit Bed. Base Bed
Delivered on road waggons ^ Per foot cube,
at Paddmgton Depot, I m <x ^ fn 3 4%
Nine Elma Depot, or f

—'" ' ^ - *" *'

Pimlico "Wharf )

1 3

1

1 6

SLATES.

16 10
11 10 ,

12 10

24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

in. in. £ a. d.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 12 12 6
16x 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20x10... 13 2 6

„ 20x12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20x10 ... 13
20x12 ... 13 15

16 X 8 ... 7 5
Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17

30x12 ... 18 7
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 13
18x10 ... 9 13
16x 8 ... 6 13

per 1,000 of
1,300 at r.stn

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 16
Pressed WireCuta... 1 18

[river

elivered
at rly. atn.

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

ilin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic \ 4 10
Facing Bricks

Net. delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3k" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer .\rch Brick not more than 3S" in
thickest part a

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6

3i" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 3 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 4J" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4j" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6
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Second
Colours.

17 17 6 31 7 fi 15 17

21 7 6 17 17 6

21 7 6 14 17 6

36 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

Sd. eacb

1/3 eacb

QliAZED BRICKS.
HABD OLAZKS, (PEB 1,000.)

Wbite, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours

Stretchers— „ ™ _ .,

f13 7 6 £10 17 6 fl3 17 6 il7 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 II 17 b

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4*in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers-
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d eacb 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. eacb

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—
.5d. each 4d. eacb 6d. each 6d. eacb 5d. each

Bounded Internal .\ngles—
4d. eacb 3d. eacb 6d. eacb 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. eacb 8d. each 8d. each 8d. eacb

Internal and Externa! Aneles-
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 eacb

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. eacb 6d. eacb 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers £22 17 6

„ ,, .. Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius i'6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours
f

ing 9in.

Camber arcb bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in.

Is. 3d. each ' by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid m full truck loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

8. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. 6. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILE3.

B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Brosoley tiles 50 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles i perdoz
Ruabon red , brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles IPeake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do ..48 6 „ ...
Hiptiles 3 104 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 4i „ „ ..

" Rosemary " brand plain

tUes 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Ktaaordsbire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6,, ,. ,,

HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6 „ ,. „
Ornamental do 50

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 „ ..

OILS.

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale ••

Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos .. ...

Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm ,, •-•

Lubricalmg U.H per gal

Petroleum refined
Tar. Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil rer gaL
Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Lin- I

^
seed Oil) i

Pure Linseed Oil !,

" Stority " Brand J "

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Kino Palo Oak Varnisb £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Suporfino I'ale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for Beats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine I'ale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Palo Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal '. 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9
Best .lapan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and .MaboHany Stain 9 IJ

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
The telephone number of Messrs. Wills, Ltd.,

151, Cannon-street, has been changed to City

1323 (three lines).

Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators

have been employed at St. John's Presbyterian
Church, Warrington.

The Commercial Motor Vehicle Exhibition

organised by the Society of Motor Manufac-
turers and Traders, Ltd., will open at Olympia
on Juiy 18, and' remain open until the 26th

instant.

Mr. O. P. Milne, F.R.I.B.A., architect, has

removed from 16, Great James-street, Bedford-
row, W.C, to more convenient premises at 3,

Gower-street, Bedford-square, W.C, and since

June 30 that has been his addres-s. His tele-

phone No. is now Regent 2818.

One of the largest orders ever placed for a
cement waterproofiing material has been re-

ceived by Kerner-Greeiiwood and Co., King's
Lynn, for their patent powder Pudlo. It is for

the new reservoir in Winnipeg, and over forty-

four tons of Pudlo will be used.

Owing to the lease of their premises having
expired, Messrs. Charles Barker and Sons, one
)t' the oldest firms of advertising agents, have
removed from Birchin-Iaiie, where they have
b«en for 60 years of the 100 that they have been
established, to White Lion-court, Comhill. Their
telephone number remains as before. Avenue
1242.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLY TCI-

WM.

Hardv«^oods,

OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhlll Row, London, EC.

628 15 to £29 5 U

26 15 (1 , 27 5 u

29 „ 30 u

39 10 „ 40
31 „ 21 10
46 „ 46 10
42 10 „ 43 u
43 10 II „ 43
33 5 . 33 5
35 . 35 10
17 5 , 19 5

30 , 31 (1

7 , 8
Hi. lifi

1 6 t) . 1 10
19 6 , 1 n
3 4 ,

—
2 7 ,

—
2 5i ,

—

HOW YOU MAY
INCREASE YOUR INCOME

WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
WITH EXISTING BUSINESS.

A Client in the West of England
takes £1 33 out of one trans-

action on an outlay of only £50>
\\ c sh.ill lie pleased to give full |.utlicul.iis.

R. A. SMITH & CO.
il.sr,\LlI,lsllLl) l":'i,

Stock and Share Dealers,

20, Cockspur Street, 'i^'l^.'*-

Full information is contained in the book-

let "Temporary Investtnents," which will be

sent gratis and post free on application.

Pleas'? mention UL'ILDING NEWS

9

10

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 1503.

Fourths 33. ...

Thirds 3id. ...

Fluted Sheet 3Jd. ...

Hartley's English Boiled Plate:

Figured Boiled and BepoasBine

21oz 26oz 32oz
M.

::Z:
... 48d.

3id.
aid.

... 5M.
... 6id. ... 7d.

Jin. ^/i6in. lin.

JW. ... 3W. ... 3d.
White. Tinted
Sid. .. 5d.

PILKINQT0I4 & CO.
(ESTAKLISHED 18.j8.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
190 & 198, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, S.B

Registerftl Trade Mn>

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-KESISTING. A8PH,iLTB.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.

Telephone Nus. ; New Ceoss 1102 12 Lines).

£a.71)3

2,132
3,118
2,068
2,030
1,903 u
1,988 U

TENSERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige ljyj<ivin(c

the acldreseesof the parties tenderinK—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to tho value of the informa.
tion. ^^^—

BisHoi' Auckland.—For the demolition and recon-
Btruction of 67 and RH. Newgate-street, Biabop Auckland,
for the Society of PriemiH. Mr. M. C. Ilobson, 87,
Neweate-street, Bishop Auckland, architect -

Hudson, W i;1.03« 17 3
Pearson. T,. Spennvmoor 995 n o
Blackett. W., and Son 978 1.'. 11

Bell.G H. 933 li (t

Earnsbaw, E. A., Darlington ... UJ8 8 7

Manners, T.. Peel-sireet (accepted) 9i3 *t

Douglaes, J. T., and Son, Close
House 8.5) o «

Rest of Bisbop Auckland.

BL.irKPOoL.—For the erection of a Sunday-school, for

the Raibes-parade Weslejan Church Trustee**: —
Dryland and Preston (accepted) . i;:t.269

Friern B.4UNE1, Middlesex.— For the erection of
a new council Echool at Hollv Park, for the Middlesex
County Council. Mr. H. G. CrothaW, F.R.I.B.A.,
architect to the education committee :

—

Willmott, .1., andSon £9,050
Neal,G 8,072
Lawrence, W., and Son 8,7«
Hanson, A. and B 8,739
Recshaw. W. J 8.737

Porter. A 8,731
Dickens. W. J 8,660

Monk. A 8.586

Knieht. H.. and Son 8.521

Faiihead. A..and Son 8,481

Lacey, W. 8.397

Matlock Bigs.* 8,333
• Recommended for acceptance.

HiNcicLEY.—For erecting twelve workmen 'edwelliuKB,

for the urban district council. Mr. E. H. Crump,
A.M.I.C.E., Hinckley, architect :

—
Crawley, W. H., Doncaster
FlavBll, \V
Blo.\ham, E
Mason, J.

Garner, T
Greavep, G
Littler, W. H., Trinity-lane-

* Accepted. Rest of Hinckley.

Kensington. — For pointing, &c , to infirmary,

Marloes-road, for the guardians. Mr. VV. R. Stephens,
MaDoes-road, Kensington, W., clera ;

—
Gallagher. P. P., and Son, Elgin-

street, tJorthampton
Cooper, W. H., Marloes-road, W.
Beyton, C, and Co , I'rideaujr-

road, Clapham, S.W
Twinn, C. J., Station - road,
Wealdstone

The Patent Metallic and Liquid
Co.. Ringcroft-street, Hollowa.y

Markhaiu and Markham, Essex-
road, N.

Morlcy, F., Ma^se Works,
Paddington, W.'

Hogg, W., and Son, St. Martin-
street, Liverpool^

' Recommended for acceptance.

Ki NT.- Fcr erecting standard tcolebtd for gardeniBg

clatftf, for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.

Wilfrid H. Robinson. M.S. A., architect :—
Priest, J., and Son, Castle Iron-

works, Bristol

Simmons, W. H., Wrotham, Kent
Smith, F., and Co., Carpenter'a-

road, Stratford, E.

Mil ton Bros., Stone - street,

Gravesend
Hams, W. J., Putney Bridge-

read, S.W
Jchnbon, G., and Son, Faversham,
Kent

Laurance, Seager, Bittingbourne,

Kent
Clark, G. A., and Co., Victoria-

street., S.W
Wood, J., Hunter-road, Willes-

borough
tiwinnctt, T. 8., Wellcelcy-road,

Atbford, Kent
Burrows, VV. T,, Hcdioy-Blreet,

Maidstone ...

Di;;on, H., Moat-road, Hfadcom ..

Hawthorn, E. B., and Co., London
Works, Reading

Bntley and Lidyard, Bearsted,

Kent B o

Biooks, F. H. U., Homeleigb,
Staplthurtt 8

Chapman, A. F., Ulcombe. Kent... 5 5 u

For supplying, delivering, and fixing up any part of

Kent, not lees than six at a time :

—

Wood, J., and Son, Bougbton,
Monchelsea

For supplying, and delivering carriage piid to any

btation m Kent, but not erected ;—

Boulton and Paul, Ltd., Norwich* 5 ,i

* Recommended for acceptance.

i'-i.SSl

2,««

2.537

2,130

2,392

2,267

1,938

1,108 18 3
f Withdrawn.

ilO
10

10

9

9

8

SCO
7 15

B 15

6 15

B IS

6 10 U

6 10

« 1.J
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LIBeRTY&CO
ReCOMMeMD

TILO-LeUM
which gives the picturesque effect of an old»
world red=tiled floor at one quarter the cost

Soft and resilient to the tread and extremelT
durable. Fixed (in London) at 4/> a squareyd

A Sample (IS inches square) carriage free

LIBCRTY&Co. RCGeriT 5TX0ND0K

Llanshamlet.—For building a wall on the recreation
pround, for the parish council ;—

ROBser, D. W £116 10
Jones and Owen (accepted) ... H9

LiiANfiHAMLEi'.—For the erectiun oF a wall at Bony-
luaen, for the pariah council :—

Leyshon, J. (accepted) XibO
Howelle 150

London.— For erecting external iron emei'gency
fctaircaseB at the Bolingbroke-road, Battereea, Rutland-
street, Stepney, and Merton-road, Waudeworth,
conncil BchoolB, for the London Education Committee.
Accepted tenders ;—

Bobngbroke-road ;
—

The Uadugan Ironworks JL'lll: 10
Rutland-street ;

—

Uarrou Company -iltt 13
Merton-road :—

-

The Cadogan Ironworks 282

London. — For the supply, itc, of high and low-
ieusion electric cables required in connection with the
construction or reconstruction of further portions of
the London County Council's tramways, and also for
maintenance purposes during the current financial
year =—

British Insulated antl Hclaby
Cables. Ltd., Lancashire ... 1'27,837 !1 ](

Ulovcr, \V. T., and Co., Ltd.,
Mnncheeter 27,201 >' 1

Callender'8 Cable and Construction
Co.. Ltd., Hamilton House, E.G. 2t(,011 IH 2

Henley's, W. T., Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd.. Blomfleld-stroet, E.G.

yiomens Bros, and Co., Ltd., Kent
-lohneon and Phillips, Ltd., Kent
Western Electric Co., Ltd., North
Woolwich. E.«

Estimate of the chief oflicer of tramways, £24,O0o.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Mmosione.—For heating the corridor at the baths,
for the town council :

—

Buckley and Co. (accepted) ... £78 15

8oi'i iisioi.r'jN.—For the erection of 10 iirtisaus'
liwolliups, for the corporation ;—

Woulwayiind Co., Barnstaple ..

Small and Co, Taunton
P. Govier, SouthmoUou
Sanders, W., & Son, Southmollou

* Accepted.

2(i.lH7 10 3
2H,l()l) 11

li«,U]8 3 5

2:»,10U 16 H

,i:i,u;j7

1,1(^7

],803 10 3
1.855 I 10

Newton AuBor.—For the erection of a new secondary
school for 208 pupils at Newton Abbot, for the Devon
County Education Authority. Mr. Percy Norris, 1,

Richmond-road, Exeter, county oducatioQ architect.
Quantities by 8. W. Haughton, 11, George- street,
Plymouth :

—
Parker Bros., Newton Abbot ... £11,763
Debnam, A. R., Plymouth ... 11,518

Laptbom & Co., Plymouth ... 11,500
Bovey, E. P., and Son, Torquay 11,003 2 2
Zealley, F. J., and Son, Newton
Abbot 10,936 r.i 6

Blake, W. E., Ltd.. Plymouth ... 10,827
Westcott, Austin, and White,
Exeter 10,631 1 9

Jackmau, H. C, Torquay 10,461 1- 10
Setter, G., and Son. Exeter ... 10,207 18 3
Turpin, G. B.. Plymouth 10.281. Hi
Mills, H., Newtou Abbot 10,200
Pollard. H. W,, and Son, Bridg-
water 10,165 3 6

Wakoham Bros., Plymouth ... 0,987 14 9
Roberts, S.. Ltd., Plymouth ,-. 0,985 1 6
Pratt. N., and Sons, Ciyst St.
Mary 9,916 8 3

Taylor, W. H., Teignmoutb ... 9.829 7 8
Badcock, F. J., Aehburton 9 824 13 2
Pollard, G., and Co., Ltd.,
Taunton (accepted) 9,325 11 Hi

Si'LTNLi, E.—For installing low-pressure hot-water
heating apparatus at the Rutland-street school, Steoney

,

for the London Education Committee :
—

Ardingand Dyne, Southwark-rd. i;997
Palowkar A; Sons, Queen-st., E.C, 99)
Cannon and Uefford, Peckham ... 909
Christie, J. C, Aldgate 886 5

Cannon,W. G., iV Sons, Londoa-rd. 848
Yctton, J.. A^ Co., Ltd., Limehouse 81-3

Pearson, U. H. and J., Ltd., 145,

High-street, NoLting Hill' ... 818
Architect's oatimato, £888.

' Recommended for acceptance.

Stml'kuridi.l.—For the erection of a ferro-concroto
bridge, for the urban dis trictcouncil. Mr. F. Woodward.
Town Hall, Stourbridge, surveyor. Quantities by the
surveyor :

—

Hobrough and Co.. Southgate-st.,
Gloucester (accepted) .t;3l3

Trai-p.—For water-supply works at Trapw, for the
Llandilo KuniV District Council :

—
John, W., Ammanfoid (accepted) £13U

8oi: THAMPTON.—For laying storm-water drain and
execu ting other road improvement works in HiKhfield-
lane, for the corporation :

—

Nichol,.! £3.048 (i

Of-man, F., andCo 1,94H o n
Douglas, J. (accepted) 1,866

All of Southam]»tou.

Southampton.—For executing road-pavinK works in

East -street, for the corporation ;—

Osman, F., and Co., Southampton £1.647 5

London Aspbulte Co., Ltd. ... l.tiOl 5
Douglas, J., Southampton' ... 1,567

* Accepted,

Trowbridge.—For the conversion of storm-sewage
filters to stand-b.y tanks, alterations, and additions w
settling tanks, and the erection of sewage-pumping
iiiflchinery, for the urban district council. Mr. H. G.
N icholson-Lailey, surveyor :

—
Wort and Wav, Salisbury £4,100
Lung. A. W., Bradford-on-Avon,.. 1.064 <»

Sbardluw, J., Leicester 4,050
Chivcrs and Sons, Devizes 3,998
Irolana, E., Bath 3.925
Small. F. and E., Taunton ... 3.003
Pollard, G., A: Co., Ltd., Taunton 3.857 ((

.lohueuu and Langley, Leicester ... 3,797 o
Riley, J., Cheltenham 3,716
Ford, .1., London 3,385 o
Islay, H.. and Co., Trowbridge* ... 3,292

* Accepted.

WESTMiN.sTiiK.— For the provisi on of a messroom, at
the Westminster gas-meter testing office, for the London,
County Council :— A. B.
Irarrett, J., & Son. Balham Hill,.. £376 0£371
Bowyer, J. & C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood, S.E 250 247 10

Triggs&Co., Clapham, S.W. ... 310 208 10
Roberts, A., and Co., Ltd.,
Kensington, S.W.... 194 10 102 10

Marsland, J., and Sons, York-st.,
Walworth. S.E 104 U91 10
A. If work carried out according to full specification.

B. If stock bricks are used.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Wi Li - .—For annual repairs to schools, for the couuty
council. Mr. J. George Powell, Trowbridge, county
survey o r. Accepted tenders ;

—
Atworth Beaven and Son, Bradford ou-A,
Bromham Haslem and Son. Devi/,ee.
Bremhill Sutton and Son, Calne.
Brinkworth Clifford, T.. Brinkworth.
Chippenham—

Ivy-lane Moody A. Barstead.Chippenhaui.
Westmead, Mixed Cowen & Stevens, Chipijonbam.
Ditto Infants ,, ,, ,,

Corsham P. and I Skull, A., Corsham.
Pickwick ,, ,,

Neston ,, „
Methuen Eastmond, J., Corsham.

Downton Jenkins, C, Salisbury.
Donhead—St. Mary ... Biddescombe and Co.. LudwoU.

Ludwell ,, ,, ,,

Dilton Marsh Holdoway A: Cockell, Westbury.
Edington and East
Coulston ,, ,, ,.

Great Cheverill Smith, H., Great Cheverill,
Highworth—Infants ... Kilminster, J., Strattou.

Mixed ,, ,,

Luckingtou Sherborne & Sons. Luckingtuu.
Milton Lilboume Spackman, H., Milton Lilb*rue.
Pewsey—Mixed Bowse, E., Pewsey.
Purton James, J., Purtoa.
Rodbourne Cheney Inge and Son, Swindou,
Rod Cheney Haydou... ,, ,,

Ramsbury—Mixed Hawkins, and Co., Ogbourue.
Ramsbury Axford ,, ,, ,.

Upper Stratton—Boys' Norman, J. G., Swindou.
Infants' Inge and Son, Swindon.
Girls' Norman, J. G., Swindon.

Lower Stratton—
Infants' Dymond and Son. Swindon,

Stratton St. Margaret
Mixed Norman. J. G., Swindon.

Sbalbourne Oxenwood Greenwood. H., Hungerford.
Trowbridge Newtown. Lindzey and Son, Trowbi-idge.
Wiinborough Payne. M., Wanborough.
Wroughton—Girls' ... Kilminster, J., Stratton.

Infants' Hawkins and Co., Ogbourue.
Wootton Bassett Trow & Sons. Woottou Bassett.

Weetwood with Iford... Brewer, W. G., Trowbridge.
Malmesbury—

Secondary School , Skull, A., Coraham.
Trowbridce Adcroft-

Girls' .r. Lind^ey and Son, Trowbridge.

Woolwich, S.E.—For cooking apparatus at Avery-
hill Traming College Hostels, for the London County
Council :

—
Dcane, E., and Beule, Ltd., Monu-
ment-street 668 10

Yetton, J., & Co., Ltd., Limehouse 650
Pearson, R. H. and J., Ltd.,

Notting-hill-gate 607
Carron Co., Upper Thames-street - 600 o

Cannon and HefEord, Peckham ... 600
Brightside Foundry i. Engineering
Co., Ltd., Victoria-street 597

Wilson Ot Smith . Ltd. , West Strand 592 15

Falkirk Iron Co.. Ltd., King8wa.v 677 17 6

Wright, G.,Ltd.,QueenVictoria-8t. 580
McUowall, Stevens, and Co., Ltd..
Upper Thames-street 555 1

Knight, T. S., and Sons. Great
Portland-street 545

May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-
fields 539

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark- 537

Architect's estimate, £600.
* Accepted.
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QUANTITIES.
The qiiaiititj- surveyor is essentially a

modern product, and it is doubtful if such
a gentleman was known to the building
world, even in a rudimentary state of
development, before the beginning of the
ISth century. The architect, as he is

known nowadays, is also a recent develop-
ment, for about the same time the whole
Inited Kingdom contained not more than
twenty-live, and it was not until al)oiit 1720
that architects were employed to design
and superintend buildings, as well as to
arrange the various tradesmen's accounts
for the work. There was no general con-
tractor then, as there is now, for it never
occurred to the building public to entrust
their work— so varied in character— to the
care of any one workman. At present we
are concerned about the evolution of the
surveyor ; but as his development was to
some extent contemporaneous with the
evolution of the general contractor and the
modern architect, they must necessarily be
considered together.

First, then, the old plan of building was
to entrust master workmen witli the
execution of the work. Master masons
did the stonework, master carpenters the
carpentry, master smiths the ironwork,
and so on, each master being distinct in
his own trade, and always so employed.
It is evident that under this system each
master workman was responsible not only
for the goodness of the material used by
him, and for the proper execution of the
work, but also for the accuracy and
honesty of his charges— for there was no
competitive tendering for work in those
days. When buildings were completed,
they were measured up by the architect
and his assistants, who fi.xed a price on
the work, and out of this method of
valuing building-work our modern practice
of measuring grew ; for it was necessary
that the builder should check the archi-
tect's figures, and to do this he emnloyed
a measurer, who dealt only with the
quantity of material used, and not with
the value of the work, the architect's
decision in that matter being final.

We have it on good authority that the
first quantity surveyor—or "measurer," as
he was called then— was Mr. Hele, a
gentleman who flourished between 1760
and 1770, doing a remarkably good
business in London, and subsequently in
its environs. This gentleman discovered
that a refined method of measuring and
describing work in detail rather sent up
its apparent value— a fact he was not slow
in communicating to his employers, and
one not quite unknown to quantity sur-

veyors of the present ilay. Wluii builders
discovered the value of the measurers'
operations in this respect, the demand for

their services was great, and the pro-
fession grew and multiplied, so that "sur-
veyors," as they came to be called, were
engaged on every work, and every dispute
in law, and out of it, to bolster u|i the
most absurd and excessive charges for work
done by their employers. Though their
work was dry, they had a .jolly time of it,

for they usually sat in public-houses to

arrange their differences, and it may be
taken for granted that they did not fail

to avail themselves of the stimulating
refreshments necessary to the equitable
adjustment of the accounts referred to

them. An old writer says that this new
creation of professionals— offshoots from
the architectural practitioners — brought
the profession into bad repute, and this
was strengthened by different grades of

builders assuming the cognomen of "sur-
veyor," which was usually applied to

architects only.

It is satisfactory to learn that about the
beginning of the 19th century the tares
were weeded out, and a new race of sur-
veyors appeared, who were liberally

educated, although it is to be regretted
that they did not keep to surveying ; for

they, in the course of their professional
pursuits, displayed great skill in com-
bining quantity-taking with the theory
and practice of architectural composition,
"improved by foreign research." At first

the changes from dealing with the trades
separately to collectively, under the
general contractor, set the measuring
business back ; but it did not become
extinct, for the newly -found general
builder had to get help in making out his

estimates, and he naturally employed the
surveyor in this work, and for the more
important one of making out bills of extras

for work beyond the contract which were
necessitated by errors of judgment on the
part of the architect, leading to great in-

convenience and perplexitv on the part of

the employer. That, with ever-recurring
experience of irregularities in building
matters, these should still be perpetrated
with impunity is marvellous, and can
only be accounted for on the supposition
that as each generation dies out, some of

its dearly-bought experience dies with it,

leaving the new-comers to find out for

themselves what heredity fails to endow
them with.

WHien the profession of building survey-

ing was in course of development—that is

to say, about one hundred years ago

—

building committees decided on the re-

spective merits of competition designs by

the estimates furnished with them ; hence,
those accompanied by a true statement of
cost were rejected for others of inferior
merit which were accompanied by esti-

mates purposely meant to deceive—and
this practice is not unknown at the
present day. When a man goes into a
shop, he asks, and obtains, the price of

any article exposed for sale. This en-
trenches in no way on the shopkeeper's
time, or puts him to expense; and so the
majority of people think that an architect

or builder can give them the cost of a
building in the same olThand manner, not
knowing, apparently, that the preparation
of a reliable estimate is the result of a
patient and laborious occupation on the
part of a trained, skilled man. During the
jjast month we have been consulted by a
committee about the erection of an im-
portant building, the size of which they
had not decided on, nor the materials of

which it was to be built. Each member
of the committee differed from the others

on these points. Yet they were surprised
that we could not tell them the cost of this

imaginary structure, though they were
business men and merchants, and should
have kn(jwii better. The anxiety of an
employer to know the cost of his proposed
building IS natural, and that no doubt
blinds him to the fact that an architect

does not profess to work miracles—which
he must do to tell the cost of a building

which exists only in a nebulous way in

other men's minds.
We are unable, and so is any architect,

to say what a building will cost from a

mere description, or even an inspection,

of the di'awings. We must have quantities,

and price them, and we make it a rule

never to give haphazard guesses at the

value of building-wiirk. If this practice

were universally adopted, there would be

less friction ultimately between employer
and architect when the actual cost of the

work is ascertained.

The development of the modern archi-

tect synchronised, as we have said, with

that of the surveyor, and his old-time

representative was in no way like him.

Down to the time of the eighth Henry.
churches, castles, and mansions were

inmitcd and built by master workmen.
Then a change came, and " surveyors

"'

were appointed to dcsifin an<l erect public

buildings for the Government of the day,

and this custom was extended to im-

portant private buildings gradually. As
everyone knows, St. Paul's Cathedral was

designed by Sir Christopher Wren. He
was ofliciallv known, not as the architect

of that building, not as the "surveyor,"

and his salary was £200 a year—about
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what an ordiii.iiT cleik nl' works wfmld get

at the present tlav. Though Wren was the
smvejor, we hear nothing of any quanti-
ties taken off by him, and that work was
evidently not specialised at the time, so

that a surveyor's duties did not include
quantity-taking. The system of paying an
architect by percentage did not -become
common until about 1720, and then this

scale of remuneration included for duties of

every nature, from the preliminary draw-
ings to certifying the accounts of the
various tradesmen engaged in the work.
The master workman of all the centuries

down to the Kith disappeared gradually,

merging into tlie modern architect and
the modern builder. The measurer became
a necessity for the latter, and he in his

turn became the quantity surveyor. When,
therefore, architects, surveyors, and
builders are now spoken of, it should be
remembered that there were no jirofes-

sional men or tradesmen with correspond-
ing duties in olden times. It has been
acknowledged for nearly a century that it

is unfair to ask a contractor to spend his

time tendering for a building when he has
to prepare his own quantities; hence the

present practice is to furnish him with

detailed bills of all the various artificers'

work, and ask him to price them out.

This is a step in advance of the old

method ; but justice requires that the

builder should be paid for his time pricing

the quantities when tlie work is of an
extensive nature. Tenders are obtained

from builders in competition to enable an
employer to get his work done at the lowest

price. Why, then, should the unsuccessful

men be aske<] to give their time and skill

for nothing, in oi-der to enable him to do
this with a certainty? In some archi-

tectural competitions all the competitors
receive payment for their services. Why
should not builders be ]iaid in the same
way? An extetision of this principle to

all such competitions would have one good
effect : it would curtail the list of liuilders

tendering, and it is not at all likely that
this list would include any of doubtful
reputation, morally or financially. We
have often been surprised and ashamed at

the callousness of clients in obtaining
tenders from builders, and then setting

them aside without even thanking those
who prepared them. This arises wholly
from the fact that the public generally

have an idea that architects and surveyors
can make estimates without any loss of

time or taking trouble in any way. When
an important building is to be erected,

half a dozen builders should be invited

io tender for the' work; they should be
furnished with quantities, and paid for

their time occupied in pricing them when
they submit bona-fide tenders for the
work. Builders' estimates and architects'

jneliminary sketches ai-e commonly con-

'sidered to be negligible quantities by the
public, and the sooner this notion is

exyjloded the lietter, for it leads to a great

waste oP vahi.able time, and to gross in-

justice in many cases. Sonu^ ;irchitects

insist that ilie priced bill of (pianlitics on
which a successful temh'r is baseil shall

be deposited wilh the contract documents
for the pricing of any extra work. In some
f>ther world this may be a |>roper jiro-

ceeding ; but here it is undesiralde, for it

places in the architect's hanils ;i complete
key to the builder's success in tendering,

and this may be placed in a rival'R hands
l)y the architect or his clerks. We think

that a builder's detailed jiriced bill of

quantities is his private property ; the

archil ect should treat it as such, and it

should not be oljtaiiied in any wav but by

the spontaneous offer of the builder who
prepared it. It a builder hands over such

a document unconditionally, he deserves

to see it published, for the benefit of the

I'nmmunity. in some professional journal.

Ouc of (he difliculties in tendering arises

fi'om the fact that it is nncertain what
class of work will satisfy the ai'chitect. It

may be said that the specification settles

that ; but it does not, for it is quite

possible he may interpret it favourably or

unfavourably, as he feels inclined. One
builder may take what he says literally,

wliile another will take it "cum grano

salis." The former is therefore handi-

capped in tendering, and is only wasting

time in doing it. We knew of a case once

where the architect siiecilicd that the

timber used was to be cut free, from saj)-

wood. A builder tendering took this

literally, ard priced all his rafters, joists,

and plates at 4s. per foot cube. This man
intended to cut his timber from the log,

rejecting all sapwood. Another builder

tendering for the same work priced his

timber at 2s. per foot, knowing, apparently,

that the architect would not object to a

little sapwood. His tender secured the

work, and he had more profit out of the

wood he supplied at 2s. than the other

competitor would have had at 4s. Every-
ime knows how ruinou.sly expensive it is

to cut scantlings free from sapwood nowa-
days, wlieu imported logs are so sappy and
of such small sizes.

Again, in Mason's work the finish may
vary considerably, even within ' the true

intent and meaning of the specification

;

(he quality of stone used may also vary,

and, after a lifelong study of the matter,

one finds it an impossibility to put in

words what will convey the same meaning
to different men, for thev will naturally

interpret them in (lie light of their own
experience.

.Vnothcr thing to be guarded against in

specifications and quantities is the use of

words of doubtful and ambiguous meaning,
bearing in mind that what may be clear

as noonday to the writer may be the

reverse to the reader, who attaches a

totally different meaning to the words

used. Only last w-eek we discovered that

a builder always called a gutter a valley.

He denied that there was such a thins as

a. gutter, and on inquiry we found that

there was not a tradesman in his town
that ever heard of a gutter ! The difficulty

here was that, although two valleys and
a gutter were siiecitied, the contractor

assumed that there was an error in the

specification because three valleys were not

provided for, and he omitted the lead

gutter altogether in his estimate. This

shows that the architect or surveyor cannot

))e too careful in guarding against mis-

understandings that may occur through

the use, in the specification or quantities,

of names having a strictly local interpre-

tation, and which do not agree with the

generally received meaning of the words.

Now, coming to quantity-taking, one of

the most remarkable things about it is the

number of standards of measure used by
surveyors. For digging, there is the cube
yard : for brickwork, the rod ; for masonry,
the cube and superficial foot; for car-

pentry and joinery, the cube foot, (he

superficial foot, and the square; for

roofing, the square; for plastering, the

superficial yard ; and for lead, the

hundredweight. To ascertain the quantity

of material in building -work, the standard,

universal, and only measure is the foot,

and when it is expressed in any other

denomination, it can only be done by that

legerdemain of arithmetical calculation

usually called "reduction." As squares,

rods, and yards cube or superficial must
first appear as feet, why. then, are the

quanlilies not kept in feet, and not trans-

muted iu(o other terms, many of which

have a local meaning? .\ foot long, a foot

superficial, and a foot cube arc terms which

need no explanation, for a foot is (he unit
of measure every vvheie ; but the rod is a
local measure, and the perch in many
cases supplants the yard in walling. In
Ireland the jierch is' 21ft.', in England it

is IGft. ; but even in many places in

England the Irish perch is used for
measuring drains and other field-work, so

that it is desirable to express all measure-
ment in feet where possible. The difficulty

in leaving all denominations in feet is that
in some cases the unit would be too small
lor pricing. For instance, a cube yard
of digging may be worth 6d., and if a cube
foot were priced at the lowest coin of th^
realm—namely, -^d.—the cube yards would
come to 6Jd. Again, if a cubic foot were
priced at M., the value of a cube yarj
would be 13nd., and as in tendering for

digging builders have many values for the
cube yard between 6Jd. and ISjd., it is

obvious that the foot as a unit could not;

be used without bringing fractions into
tlie calculation, and in this way confusion
would be introduced when the intention
was to avoid it. Again, take a rod of brick.-

work. • Suppose a reduced foot is priced at

Is., the value of the rod will be £13 12s.,

and the addition of Jd. to the price,

making it Is. Ujd.. will bring the value
of the rod to £13 17s. 8d.— a jump of

OS. 8d. If the foot is not reduced, and that

it means a foot of 43iii. work, then the

difiicult}' of using such a small unit of

measure becomes more obvious, for the

addition of Jd. to the price of such a foot

means increasing the value of ii rod, per
saltuni, by no less than 17s. The rod as

a unit of measure for brickwork is used

chiefly in London and the suburbs. Else-

where it is unknown, and in many places

it would be next to an impossibility to

make a bricklayer understand it.

SELECTED DESIGN FOR THE DE-
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE BUILDING,
WASHINGTON, U.S.A.

[with illustrations.]

The expedition which distinguished the

settlement of the limited competition held

for the three enormous public buildings about

to be erected 'by the Government nf America
in Washington was distinctly remarkable, for

iu this regard the affair surpassed all record

i'l the rapidity of its setilement. seeing that

the award was made, wo understand, within

a week from the day when the fifty-seven

schemes submitted in the contest were re-

ceived. Sixty firms of architects were invited

to compete, lind only three failed to respond.

Three separate juries of architectural experts

^verc elected to adjudicite upon these com-

petition plans, and the Commission of Fine

Arts was also consulted, prior to the final

adoption of the designs then chosen. The

dexterity thus displayed in arriving at this

award resulted, so far as we are aware, in

no question as to the appropriate character

of the design,"^ or to the justice of the juries'

conclusions, thus quickly determined. Not-

withstanding, however, the rapidity of the

proceedings at the outset, long-protracted

delay ensued, in consequence of other con-

siderations coming into play, with the result

that very soon it became evident the proieet

would U.avo to wait for pending clianges in

tlic political administration, and also, in con-

sequence of this all-important point, that

nothina could be done till Congress had taken

np the^usiness and made an appordonment.

for the cost of the buildings. These buildings

are three in number. First and foremost tile

premises for the great Department of Justice

which we herewith illustrate. The architect

is Mr. Donn Barber, of New York. The

second buddinir wdl house the Department of

Commerce and La^hour, for which Messrs.

York and Sawyer, also of New \ork, are the

architects. The third palatial building is for

the Department of State, which w"! J-e

erected from the plans prepared by Mr.

Arnoul Brunner. The two years' delay sub-
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M'(|iii.-ialy piutrsiUiig ilio busiiKSK wiws irKni<'

all tlio more iiotio<.-ablc inviiif; Ui ilic strikinc;
coiilrasL funiibheJ by the <'xi-aoriJiiiary

proniptiliKio oxorcised in the dotoniiiiiatitin o'l'

tlio pi-cliiuinary jji-OL-oc'diiigs ; but, neverthe-
less, it is more than likely tlial the intervaJ
proved to be of no small advantage in so far
;l« the completeness of the desi<,'ns thomselves
are concerned, and in the meantime the three
firms of architects have been busy developing
their plans in conjunction with the head
officials of tJie .several departments of State
more particularly interested, and besides this
gain, in accordance with the original in-
tention of the Government authorities,, the
several designers have been engaged in con-
ferenee with each other, in order to reconcile
their individual compoeitions and insure a
5,iarmony of conception so essenti.al to the
good effect of the group of buildings con-
sidered as a whole. It was not till last March
that progress was settled on, and now, we
understand, the erections will go forward.
Till that conclusion happened the architects
who promised us drawings could not properly
enable us to publish their designs; but, as
Mr. Barker remarks, the results have "proved
that your persistency has finally been re-
warded" by the publication in our pages to-
day this .set of accompanying elevations,
section, and plans, illustrating the Depart-
ment of Justice building, which will add to
the national architecture of the United
States, as exemplified in Washington. It so
happens, however, that we have not vet
received the descriptive particulars of the
scheme for which we have been recently
waitin.g, and the drawings must, therefore,
speak for themselves. The facades are severe
;ind Classically dignified, worked out with a
due regard to refined precedent, and treated
primarily as a screen for ample fenestration
incidental to the needs of contemporary re-
quirements of light and ventilation. "The
(|uadrangular lay-out of the plan, if not par-
ticularly original, conforms to these foregoing
essentials, the scheme generally being
straightforward and simple. The corridors in
the ends and rear appear to rely freelv on
borrowed light ; but the staircases are well
provided with external windows, those to the
back premises being planned diagonally in an
ingenious way, and by no means very dis-
similar to the arrangement which formed so
distinguisliing a feature in Mr. Edwin
Cooper's selected plans for the Offices of the
Port of London, Tower Hill, illustrated, im-
mediately after the award was settled, just

twelve months aso, in our issues for Julv 12
and 19, 1912. In the London building' the
stairways, however, were in themselves seg-
mentallv contrived and .so set out right and
left of the diagonal treatment adopted, thus
leaving an unimpeded flow of light into the
corridor behind and beyond. In this

American Department of Justice plan the
stairs intervene on the diagonal itself, the
light being obtained in the more usual way
between the half-space landings augmented
by windows at the extreme ends of the rear
long corridor. The photographs supplied us
by Mr. Donn Barber are not so large as could
have been wished, in order to fully illustrate
the w-ork in detail ; but we have arranged the
prints to the best available advantage.

drni. \ ]rc prcsulents, and governors of King's
College Hospital, under section II of the
King's College Hospital Act, 11JU4, rcijuiriug
them to give up, free of cost to the Ciuineil,
sucll part of the present site of the hospital
as may be necessary to make Portugal-street
of a width not less than 4l)ft. throughout such
distance as the present site abuts upon that
thoroughfare. The effect will be the widen-
ing of the street in question for some 240ft.
ill length from a present width ranging from
28ft. to 411ft.

Approval was given to plans submitted by
the Metropolitan Railway Company for a
bridge with closed parapets proposed to be
constructed over Kilburii High-road, under
the Company's Act of 1912. Section .30 (."i).

The sanction of the .Middlesex County
Council and of the Willesden Urban District
Council will also have to be obtained by tho
company for the plans.

IDEAL" BOILERS FOR WATER A.M)
STEAM.

The National Radiator Company, Ltd., 439
and 441, Oxford-street, W., is making a new
series of large Ideal " boilers, the No. 3
"F" series for water and steam. These

boilers are made in ten different sizes,
ranging in capacity for steam from 1,720 to
5,2-30 square feet of radiation, and for water
from 3,055 to 9,310 square feet.

The special features of these boilers are
that for facility in handling the sections are
made in halves, all exposed surfaces are
covered by insulated steel jackets, and the
grate-bars are water-cooled. The advantages
are ob\ious.

One of these boilers will be in the show-
room of the company within the next few-

days, where their clients will be able to freely
inspect same. The opportunity should not be
missed.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The London County Council resumed on

Tuesday the debate from last week on a
recommendation of the Hihgways Committee
to discontinue the working of the horse-car
service on the tramways in Liverpool-road,
Islington. Eventually the recommendation
was adopted, with an amendment instructing
the committee to consider and report as to
the desirability of utilising the Liverpool-
road route as part of a through route for cars
between the City and Highgatc and other
northern termini.
The .Asylums Committee reported that they

had accepted the tender of Messrs. Holliday
and Greenwood, Ltd.. amounting to £43,295,
for the erection at Denmark Hill of the
Maudsley Hospital, and that of Messrs. John
Applebv" and Sons, of Southwark, at £4. .360,

for building a hospital villa for male patients
at Bexley .\sylum.

It was decided to give notice to the presi-

NATURAL ROCK ASPHALTES AND
BITUMENS.*

In many respects this book really fills a
want. The literature of the past' twenty
years has been singularly barreu in regard to
the subjects of its title, and in some measure
it is perfectly true that the conclusions of
older books are not all warranted by the ex-
perience of to-day. Not by any means that
knowledge has stood still. Chemical research
has been bu.sy—busier sometimes, we fancy,
than Mr. Daiiby himself is aware—but the
workers almost necessarily have been few,
and for the mo.st part their encouragement
has been left to the comparatively few leading
manufacturers. Still, it is most desirable
that as much as any well-informed writer
knows should be given to the various users

of asphalte and bitumen, and Mr. Danby's
book may be read with profit, if with dis-

crimination, by all architects and builders.

One caution, given on p. 25, we very
heartily endorse—we have offered it our-

selves, time and again, and that is that the

' Natural Rock .\sphaltes and Bitumens, hy
Abthub D.iNBY. London; Constable and Co., Ltd.
8s. 6d.

paiticuliir iisplialle meant should be distiuctly
spi'eified by tlic arcliitect or engineer. Tlii'

usual • or equal " clause Ka\es a latitude that
is risky nut by any means that lli<: builder
or contractor is always substituting a cheaper
material. (Jftener, perhaps, his ignorance is

responsible, as is indeed .sometimes the case
with the architect, with the not very credit-
able result mentioned by Mr. Danhy ou
p. 27. Sometimes specifications drawn by
presumably well-informed authorities are
ludicrously inaecnrate, as in the instance of
the form of tender issued by the Borough of
Camberwell, given on p. 28. Oeeusionally we
really do not understand Mr. Danby's own
cautions. We are told on p. 28 that "to
blend this" (Bridport grit) "with the mastic
requires that the latter must be remelted and
recooked here in England, when it follows
that the brand of the mining conipaiiy manu-
facturing the original mastic, wliich is the
only real safeguard of the architect or
I'ligineer, is lost." It is also stated on p. 82
that "the deposits at du Pare, Siirjonx, and
Pyrimoiit are now exhausted." That is not
.so. On p. 180 we arc told that when laid on
concrete a slope of I ft. in 40ft. should be
allowed for necessary falls. We have found
I in. ill 10ft. quite snificienl. We demur also
to the reeonimendations on p. 183. In add the
grit to tile hot material in the pot and well
stir it ill. Grit is certainly best incorporated
with the mastic before melting. Surely, too,

the contents of two boilers, each containing
from 8 to lOcwt. of rock asphalte mastic per
operation, will give, when spread, more than
S superficial yards of Jin. work, as stated on
the same page, or else, somehow, we mis-
apprehend Mr. Danby's calculation. On
p. 193 the advice with regard to vertical
work in extremely wet positions is hardly
that we should care to follow.

Still, Mr. Danby has had far more general
experience than we can lay claim to, and he
admits that in certain portions of his book he
is at variance with other writers, against
whom, including ourselves, he is, we are quite
sure, quite capable of holding his own. Any-
how, he has written a useful book ; and if, as
we think, in Chapter II. he is unfair to

Delano (pp. 21 and 22), who was with the
original French Seyssel Company, and with
whose book, published twenty years ago,

many readers, doubtless, are familiar, it is

probably due. not to prejudice, but perhaps
to misapprehension.

THE NEW DELHI.
The reports of the Delhi Town-Planning

Committee—consisting of Captain George S.

C. Swinton, chairman ; Mr. John A. Brodie,
.M.Inst.C.E., of Liverpool; and Mr. Edwin
Lutyens, .\.R..\.. have been issued in three

Blue Books, lu the first report objections

are raised to the Durbar area, and the

southern site, which has ultimately been
adopted, is recommended. The second Blue
Book gives a special report on the possibility

of building the Imperial Capital on the north

site. The third Blue Book comprises the

final report of the committee, and is dated

Delhi. March 20, 1913.

In this final report the committee insists

that "Delhi is to be an Imperial capital, is

to absorb the traditions of all the ancient

capitals, and is to be the .seat of the Govern-
ment of India. " They point out that the city

must be suited for a seven months' residence.

Health in a land with a liad malarial record

and violent variations in climate, rainfall,

and river Hood levels has to be specially safe-

guarded. The local drawbacks of dust .
glare,

and barrenness have to be combated, and the

provision of irrigation must be arranged.

The total area of the Imperial city has a

width of about 4^ miles at its broadest part,

and narrows to a width of 2J miles. The
south-west corner is 3.i miles from the

Ajmere gate of Delhi city, and the south-east

corner 3J miles from the Delhi gate. The
only portion of the older cities lying within

these boundaries is an area of about 1^ square

mile. The committee consider that this area,

at present unoccupied by buildings, will best

be utilised partly for large institutions and

partly by being" treated as a natural wild

The rest of the site consists of good land,
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most nl' wliifh is in iiso lor agi-iciiltiii-al pur

posps.

Tlio P(Mitrnl points of interest in the layout
are Government House, the Council Chamber,
and the secretariats, which are to be placed

at Raisina Hill, near the centre of the new
city. Behind the hill a raised forum will be

built, flanked by the block of secretariat

buildings and terminated at its western end

by Government House and the Council

Chamber, with its wide flight of steps,

portico, and dome. The forum will be

approached by inclined ways, with easy

gradients on both sides. Behind Government
House will be the gardens and parks, flanked

by the buildings belonging to the Viceregal

estate. Beyond these again, on the Ridge

itself, will be a spacious amphitheatre, and

above this and behind it will lie the reservoir

and its tower. Below the forum will be a

spacious forecourt defined by trees and liidied

on to the great main avenue or parkway

which leads to Indrapat. This forecourt

might be adorned by fountains and contain

emblematic decorative features. Across this

main axis, and at right angles to it. will run

the avenue to the proposed new terminal rail-

way station. The avenue will terminate in

the station, the post-office, and the business

quarters at its northern end. and in the pro-

posed cathedral at its southern extremity.

Around the railway station will be grouped

the administrative and municipal offices, the

banks, the shops, and the liotels. The pro

cessional route will lead down from the rail

way station due south to the point where it

is intersected by the main east to west axis.

Here will be grouped the buildings of the

Oriental Institute, the Museum, the Library,

and the Imperial Record Office. South of the

forum will be the residence of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, while round about the Vice-

regal estate and the forum will be the resi-

dences of members of Council, the secre-

taries, and other officials.

The main avenue east of the Secretariat

will be 440tt. in width, while the other

avenues will range from 60ft. to 300ft, the

width depending on the varieties of trees

selected. In all main avenues it is proposed

to arrange for running water with fountains

at intervals. The principal avenues, in

addition to the main avenues, will be those

running at right angles to the main east to

west axis. A Ridge drive will be laid out.

The park between the new and the present

city will be. roughly. 1,000 yards in width.

The lay-out has been designed for a city on a

ten square mile basis.

The Government of India accept the con-

clusions of the committee generally as a use-

ful guide in their further operations.

"THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SKETCH BOOK."

If captious critics say that the absence of

any •sketches" either of old building.s or of

projects for new ones renders tlie title of

this volume a misnomer, they will join our

cordial agreement that the designs made by
the students of the Liverpool School of

Architecture, under the direction of Professor

Reilly. are painstaking, and, in many
respects, capable. Moreover, comparatively

few people call hope to see an exhibition of

architectural students' drawings held so far

from the Metropolis, and the selection here

got together brings the matter before a wider
public, besides serving as a yearly record.

The work shown is creditable and in-

dicative of good instruction. The schemes
set are certainly not wanting in ambition.
We have a War Memorial building, a Uni-
versity, a Senate House, a Mau.solenm to be
erected in a lake on a rock, a Terminal Rail-

way Station, and a Public Art Gallery,
besides some "compositions," warehouses and
terrace houses. The absence of plans, more
particularly of the larger proposals, is not
accounted for. I'crhaps space was not avail-

able for their inclusion. Measured drawings
of elevations and details start the series with
the Royal High School, by Thomas Hamilton
(1784-1858). given, like tlie rest, without the
architects' Christian names and dates ; of St.

George's Hall some internal details attri-

buted to Professor Coekerell (1788 1863) are

nil luileil ; and th- Harri-; Free Lilirary.

Preston, is more fully represented, nini

accompauied by a sketch plan as a key.

OBITUARY.
Mr. John Richard Clayton, principal of

the firm of Messrs. Clayton and Bell, glass

painti-rs. a bighly-skilled worker in wood-
carving and mosaics, died at hi.s residence in

Fairfax-road. N.W.. on Saturday, within a

few days of completing his eighty-sixth year.

As a vouth. he decorated the roof of Wells
Cathe'dral for Anthony Salvin. and after-

wards prepared drawings of the human
figure for Sir Gilbert Scott. He designed

the figure of St. George slaying the Dragon,

which forms the apex of J. B. Phillip's

Crimean monument opposite the west front

of Westminster Abbey. In 1885 Sir Gilbert

Scott induced Clayton to unite in partner-

ship with one of the assistants in bis office,

the late .Alfred Bell, as glass painter, and
together they carried out many important

commissions. The mosaics and sculptured

groups on the Albert Memorial were de-

signed by Clayton, whose works also in-

cluded decorations for one of the courts at

the Crystal Palace. the White Star

Company's Oceanic, the mosaics and glass in

the Guards' Chapel of the Wellington
Barracks, and also the Roman Catholic

Cathedral. Westminster, the covers of the

official Coronation Service music for the

Coronation of King Edward VII.. and of that

of King George. It was through his recom-
mendation to Dean Stanley that the late

John L. Pearson. R.A.. was appointed archi-

tect to Westminster Abbey, and through his

insistence that Pearson competed for. and
gained, the commission for Truro Cathedral.

Mr. .lames M. Whitelaw. architect, of 10.

Great Ormond street, W.C.. was drowned on

Saturday while bathing at Branksome Chine
with a friend. Mr. Shoosmith. at whose home
in Branksome Park, Poole, he was staying

for a few days. Mr. Whitelaw w-as the fifth

son of the late Mr. Charles S. Whitelaw, of

Glasgow, and was 27 years of age. In

1910 he gained the Silver Medal of the Royal

In.stitute of British Architects for a bold and
sympathetic measured drawing of Alfred

Stevens's Wellington Monument in St.

Paul's Cathedral, and this spring be won
the Soane Medallion and £100 with a design

for a railway-station. The funeral took place

at Bournemouth Cemetery on Wednesday.

We regret to record the death, on .Tuly 2,

at Oundle. of Mr. Alfred Pitman, of Roystou
Lodge, Sidcup, and Westbere. Sturry. Kent,
for thirty years manager of the C'<iii/iarl

Juiirnal, aged seventy three. The interment
took place at Sidcup on Tuesday. Mr.
Pitman had many friends, and our own
personal relations with him throughout the

last forty years were always those of inntual

esteem and helpfulness.^
The Piyniptou Rural District Council have in-

creased the salaries of Messrs. Crocker and
Wickett, the road surveyors, each to £170 per
annum.

Alderman Holdeu laid last week the founda-
tion-stone of the extensive enlargements of the
Barnslcy Corooration Baths, which will cost
£6,565.

The foundation-stone of a new mission church
to serve the .\il Saints' district of Swinton, Man
Chester was laid the other day. The building,
which will accommodate 300 worshipners, is to
cost .£3,000.

The Mayor of Coventry laid last week the
memorial stone in connection with the rebuild-
ing of St. Nicholas Church, which is beinj; en-
larged to provide accommodation for 500
persons. The cost of the scheme is £2,000.

A Council .school, built at a cost of £3,770. has
been opened at Childer Thornton. The archi-
tects were Messrs. Deacon, Horsburgh, and
Deacon, of Liverpool, and the contractors were
Messrs. Fleming, of Neston.

The town hall at Livcrnool has been reopened
after (he provision of a new foyer, 34ft. by 21ft.,
and other improvements and rcdecoration. The
architect was Mr, W. H. Romaine V\'alker, of
London. Messrs. G. H. Morton and Son, Ltd.,
of Bold-street, Liverpool, carried out the
decorations.

COMPETITIONS.
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.—

The following are the awards of prizes for

the last session of the A. A. School: BaiiLster
Fletcher Bursary, Mr. D. E. Cruiekshank.
.A. A. Travelling Studentship, Mr. A. S. G.
Butler. A. A. Travelling Studentship,
Second (Andrew Oliver Prize), Mr. W. W.
Locke. Saxon Snell Seholar.ship. Prize
divided as follows: Mr. R. M. Pigott. £.'?0

;

Mr. R. C. Clark, £2(1. A. A. Silver Medal,
not awarded. A. A. Essay, no entries.

COULSDON'.—In a recent limited com-
petition for the proposed church of St.
James, Coulsdon, the designs submitted by
Mr. W. Cooper. Messrs. Greenaway, and
Newberry, AA.R.I.B.A., and' Mr. Sydney
Tatcboll. F.R.I.B.A.. were .selected for the
consideration of the building committee, wdio
finally appointed Messrs. Greenaway and
Newberry as their architects.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BUILD-
IXGS, OTTAWA.—In the competition for
the new Federal Government Buildings at
Ottawa, which is open to arehitects through-
out the Empire, the successful competitor
will have charge of the work, and the five

competitors placed next in order of merit
will receive .3,000dol. each. As we announceil
in our issue of June 20. p. 853, Mr. T. E.
CoUcutt. Past-President R.I.B.A., has been
appointed one of the three assessors, and has
gone to Ottawa ; the other throe assessors
being Mr. Russell and Mr. Marchand. There
will be a preliminary as well as a final com-
petition.

M O S S L E v.—The result of the com-
petition for new council school at Foxplatt,
Mos.sley, is: First premium (£15 1,5s.).

Messrs. Eaton, Sons, and Cantrell, Bank
Chambers, Stamford-street, Ashton under
Lyne ; second premium (£10 10s.), Mr, F,
Qnentery Farmer, Liverpool and Coventry.
The assessor was Mr, J. H. Woodhons'e,
F.R.I.B.A., of Manchester.

The death occurred on Monday of .\Klerman
.lames Birch, of York, twice lord mayor of the
city. Alderman Birch was a member of the
Plumbers Company. He was fifty-seven years
of age, and leaves a widow and one son.

Cardinal .\rchbishop Bourne laid last week
the foundation-stone of St. Monica's Church at
Palmer's Green. It will be in the 15th-Century
Gothic style, "vvith stone exterior, and will have
accommodation for from 400 to 450 worshippers.

The Princess Royal, who was accompanied by
the Duchess of Fife and Princess Maud, visited
Streatham on Monday, to open the new "Queen
Alexandra " wing of the British Home for In-
curables, built in commemoration of her
Majesty's fifty years' connection with the home.
The extension is a four-story building, giving
accommodation for nearly forty additional
patients, and has cost £30,000. The architect
was Mr. Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., of Bedford-
square, W.C.

To carry out sewerage «vorks required by the
the Local Government Board in the Cumberland
imning vilage of Broughton Moor, a scheme
estimated to cost £2.950 was submitted on
Monday to the Cockermouth Rural District

Council. The Board had previously rejected a
£1.500 scheme. The clerk said the scheme
would cost as much as the parish was worth in

rateable value. By a majority of one it was
decided to forward the plans to the Local
Govcruraent Board.

A meeting of the Ipewich Town Council was
held on Wednesday week. The mayor reported,
from the special committee appointed with
reference to the resignation of the borough sur-

veyor, Mr. Edward Buckham. after very many
years' service, and said they had received
numerous applications for the vacant position.

The.se had been reduced to three—namely. Mr.
C- G. Bradley, engineer and surveyor, of Goole

:

Mr. John R. Mead, deputy-borough engineer and
surveyor. St. Helens; and Mr. F. P. Si.s-sons,

district engineer and surveyor, Stoke-on-Trent,
The applicants were then interviewed by the
council. The mayor afterwards said the com-
mittee put the n.ames iu the following order:

—

Messrs. Mead, Bradley, and Sissons, and he
therefore moved that Mr. Mead be appointed,
as the committee considered Mr. Mead's ex-

perience of a tidal river at Birkenhead fitted him
more than the others for the position. Mr. Mead
was unanimously appointed.
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€ntYtnit Calamo.

There was no (|iioriiiii last Monday ni^lit

al. the special gciii'ral nieetiiig of the Royal

Institute ot British Architects, eoiivened to

resume the consideration of the draft revised

scliedule of professional charges, so nothing

further was done. As a mark of confideneo

in tlieir discretion members of Council may
regard this pleasurably ; but most ot them,

we fancy, would liave welcomed a little

sustained interest on the part of the rest

concerned.

The Site V'alues muddle grows worse and

worse. Mr. Lloyd George says " only " some

(),(I00 appeals have been lodged, and he seems

iiuite satisfied that while the valuations have

cost £1,393,000, the land taxes based on them

have brought in only £223,000. Moreover, it

the decision of Mr. J. Gould Drew, the

referee appointed under the Finance Act to

hear the- appeal of Lady Smyth against the

provisional valuation made on her model farm

at Norton Malreward, Somerset, is upheld,

on appeal, prr.ctically every valuation of agri-

cultural land in the country has been made

on a wrong basis. The Government have

hitherto worked on the basis that the value

of the tenant right, consisting of cultivations,

unexhausted manurial and other improve-

ments, was not included in the total value ;

and that in going through thb divesting

process directed by the Act to ascertain full

site value, the value attributable to grass was

not a subject to be divested. Mr. Drew has

decided that the pitch of value adopted by

the Commissioners for the value of the

divested site is excessive; that the grass is a

subject to be divested in arriving at full site

value ; that the value of unexhausted manures

should be included in the gross and total

values ot the land. The Courts have to decide

on which basis the valuation is now to pro-

ceed. Surely more public money should not

be wasted on preparing and serving valuation

forms which have no real legal authority

behind them?

A fnrtlier aineudcil pro\isioniil valuation was

ici'cived, dated May I, lOb'!, showing the

liillowing values:—
Original wross vaUlo i"3,0U()

()rij4iiial full sitovaUlo '2,99(1

Ori»iinal total value 3.000

Original assessablo site value •J.fi.'Vi

.\Ki;re(!ato value 170

This second amended provisional valuation

was accompanied by Form 75a.

It is all very well for Mr. Lloyd George to

attitudinise in the House of Commons, and

indulge in characteristically mock heroics, as

he did yesterday week, when the absurdities

perpetrated by some of the officials are

pointed out. But, really, why should small

property owners be bullied, and decent

people nisulted by questions of the sort put to

the Hnddersfield Rector, who was asked the

cost of his church, built in the 17th century,

and how many bodies were buried in his

churchyard. Corpses have hardly un-

exhausted manurial values, and posthumous

fame, or the reverse, can surely hardly be

insisted on as a basis of unearned increment?

Here is a case in which Mr. W. H. Simpson,

of Spenser Chambers, Market - street,

Leicester, is trying to disentangle a knot,

wliich, as he says, " would puzzle a Phila-

delphia lawyer." A provisional valuation was

received herein dated November G, lOlL',

showing the following values:

—

Orisinal sross value ili-ITO

Original lull site value 2,530

Original total value 2,570

Original assessable site value '2,.5HO

Aggregate valvie 170

After objection was made, showing amend-

ments desired, an amended provisional valua-

tion was received, dated March 25, 1913,

showing the following values :

—

Original gross value ..., i'"2,.570

Original full site value '2,.5fjO

Original total value '2,570

Original assessable site value 2,"2'2.'i

Aggregate value ^70

It will be noticed that the total value

remains the same between November, 1912,

and March 25, 1913, at the sum ot £2,of)fl.

Between March 25 and May 1, 1913, the total

value rises from £2,500 to £3,000. How long

a time is to elapse before the total value

reaches its proper and present value of

£4,000? The area ot the land is 14,490 square

yards, as against 14,6G5 stated in the pro-

visional valuation. No laud has been sold on

the estate under 7s. per square yard. The

last amended provisional valuation shows a

little over 4s. per square yard. The demand

tor Undeveloped Laud Duty according to

the provisional valuation is £4 7s. Id. per

aiuium. The present demand, dated June 2G,

1913, for Undeveloped Land Duty, according

to first amended provisional valuation, is

£3 13s. Id. per annum. The demand for Un-

developed Land Duty according to the second

amended provisional valuation will, when it

arrives, no doubt be £4 lis. What will the

ultimate demand be? Why should an owner

of property be pestered with demands for

payment before the valuations are agreed,

and it the demand is not paid, receive

threatening letters from the Department?

reading by the Lords of the .Ancient Monu-
ments Consolidation and Amendment Bill,

scarcely convince us ot the undesirability,

from his point of view, of the transfer of the
,

control of ancient churches to a public

authority. Much more to the point might
have been said. The truth is that all such
measures as the Bill in question, laudable as

their objects nuiy be, are only more or loss

scrappy attempts to do that which can only

be efTeetively done by such a Ministry ot Fine
Arts as we advocated last week. In France
that Department is charged with the pro-

tection agaiiist enemies of all kinds, such as

the ravages of time, the stupidity ot tho

ignorant, the greed ot the covetous or selfish,

of the picturesque sites and precious monu-
ments, and antiquities, and objects of art ot

all kinds, and a small army of architects,

builders, inspectors, and servants of every
category effectually seconds the vigilance ot

the Department. The instances quoted by
Mr. Wynford Dewhurst, in his book, which
w-e mentioned, show how well this work is

done. Till we make it the business ot a

similar Department here, all attempts like

tliose of the Bill just scut down to the House
of Commons will prove more or less futile.

Form 3ua, which accompanied the first

Amended Provisional Valuation, points out

that Section 27 (3) of the Act provides that

an Amended Provisional Valuatio.-i shall be

deemed to be a Provisional Valuation for the

purposes of the Section, and that, therefore,

the same provisions as to objection and appeal

apply to this valuation as to the Original

Provisional Valuation, which gives sixty days

in which to make an objection. Form 75a,

which accompanied the second Amended Pro-

visional Valuation, stultifies Form 35a, in-

asmuch as it states that " the Commissioners

of Inland Revenue do not propose further to

amend such Provisional Valuation, and any

notice ot appeal must bo given within thirty

days after this notice, in accordance with the

provisions ot the Land Value (referee) Rules,

1910." Thus, after the first amended Pro-

visional Valuation there are sixty days in

which to object, and after tho second

Amended Provisional Valuation only thirty

days in which to appeal, although they arc

both amended Provisional Valuations. Has

the objector sixty days in which to gi\e

notice of objection to second amended Pro-

visional Valuation, or only thirty days?

When objections are made stating amend-

ments desired, notice ot appeal is allowed to

the owner after a lapse of thirty days ; but

Government Valuers rarely, it ever, amend

within this period, so owners ot property are

held to dates, and Government Valuers adopt

what course best serves their purpose, and

take any lime they like in which to amend,

thus keeping tho matters in dispute open in-

definitely, unless an owner appeals to obtain

his just rights, and then there is still further

delay. We are glad to know notice of appeal

has been lodged in this case. It certainly is

not what Mr. Lloyd George is pleased to call

a " whimpering "
!

The Archbishop of Canterbury's remarks

on Tuesday, on the occasion of the third

In a paper at Exeter on Tuesday, Mr.
Henry R. Aldridge, secretary to the National

Housing and Town - Planning Council,

sensibly pointed out that it was the height of

folly to take patients from undesirable homes
tor a tew months to sanatoria, at great

expense, and then dump them again in their

old homes, and under their old conditions.

That is done in many cases, and it is im-

possible to do otherwise >in most places owing

to the scarcity ot houses. Far more good

would be done in spending some ot the money
iix providing sanitary homes tor these people

ill fresh air, where they could be under some
kind ot control, than in sending patients to

sanatoria, at enormous expense, without pro-

vision for their after-life. Surely it is a

fitting and reasonable thing that, in the

matter of the rehousing of the poorest, there

should be assistance from the State? We are

spending ever-increasing millions untler the

Insurance Act simply to patch up people, who
are then sent home to breed further de-

generates in " homes " where health and

decency are impossible, and which the more

valuable animals of the stud, the farm, or the

kennel would not be allowed to inhabit by

the most sleepy sanitary authority.

Messrs. Robert Kearsley and Co., Ltd., of

Ripon, have just issued, in French, Japanese,

Spanish, Portuguese, as well as in English

and other languages, their new informative

and artistically-produced illustrated record

of their extensive works at Ripon. All can-

not visit that most interesting and, in

many respects, unique installation, though

all are always welcome, and none should

miss an opportunity. Friends at a dis-

tance and abroad should do the next

best thing, and get a copy at once of

this book. The firm has a reputation of

seventy-five years, hiiving been founded in

1837, and during that period a record of con-

tinued progress has been steadily and success-

fully maintained. The illustrations will

enable all to grasp the wide .scope of Messrs.

Kearsley's business, and the diversity ot their

products. The works cover over five acres,

and they make not only varnishes of all

gratles, for use on railway coaches, loco-

motives, motor-cars, decorative work, and so

forth, but quite a large part of the factory is
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dovoti'd to tlif manufacture of dry colours

and to the grinding of paints, from the heavy

oxides as used by engineers to the very finely-

ground colours for use on the best motor-car

work. Another important branch is the

Enamel Factory, where the well known
"Arkajae" is made, and, in addition, there

are numerous subsidiary departments. The
tank rooms alone, where the varnishes

mature, cover over an acre. In the laboratory,

with its staff of chemists, all the raw materials

are tested, and the various experiments made
incidental to the many processes carried on

in the factory. In the testing-room and paint-

shop the goods are subjected to searching

tests throughout the different stages of manu-

facture, and are finally tried in a practical

way by expert painters, under actual working

conditions, before being passed for delivery.

The greatest care is thus taken to meet the

exact recjuirements of each individual

customer, and by means of a special check

system, under which registered samples are

kept of every single consignment that leaves

the works, the exact matching of repeat

orders is always insured.

One seems to have heard the story before

—and of other people and painters—which

the Times tells this week of the late Mr. .lohn

Richard Clayton, the glass-painter, and the

pre-Raphaelite brethren. Invited to call on

Rossetti in his studio, the young artist, we

are told, listened to the brilliant diatribes of

the set against what they called the " sloshi-

ness" of modern painting, and even refer-

ences to Sir " Slo.shua " Reynolds himself.

Young Clayton noticed that the studio was
hung round with photographs of works of the

great masters, and being rather startled to

find that they were all upside down, he ven-

tured to ask the reason of this strange treat-

ment. Rossetti (says the Times) affected to

be puzzled at Mr. Clayton's discovery, and
asked if they were not right. And it was not

until Rossetti had called out to Hunt and
Millais that " here's a fellow who knows the

way up for these ' sloshy ' things " that young
Clayton realised the joke. Nowadays, at any
rate, no such mischief or malice can mar the

merits of the Post-Impressionists! Any way
up, their admirers will discover new beauties,

and " sloshiness " has been exalted into a

precious qiiality.

Th(^ town council of Lougliborou;,'!! derided on
Monday to carry out extensions at the technical
institute at an estimated cost of ^5,000. Tlie
scheme provides for the town ofTjces being
utilised as part of the institute, and an addi-
tional building added to tlio Asldiy-rnad fronl-
age. The fire-stat.ion will lie pulled clown, and
additional land will lie acquired at the rear of

the town offices.

On Saturday afternoon, foundation-stones
were laid of the new headquarters of the
National Naval Cadet Corps in Wandsworlh-
road. The new bnililii]g. which is lieing erected
on a freehold site onnosito Thorncroft-road. at
an inclusive cost of .£10,000, is to contain a drill-

hall, workshops, and recreation-rooms, and was
illiislrated in our issue of August 9, 1912. Jlr.

T. iVlarcus Iloiiphton is the architect, and Mr.
E. Monk, of Edmonton, is the builder.

The Bristol Master Builders' Association nro
holding their annual excursion on Wednesday
next. It will lake the form of a motor tour
through some of the most bcautif\il scenery in
(ilouccstershire atid Worcestershire. The party
will leave Bristol at 8..')5 by rail for Cheltenham,
wlicnce torpedo motor charabancs will convev
them to Tewkesbury. Mere time will be allowed
for a visit to the abbey, and then the party will

proceed to Worce.st.er for dinner, after which
the works of the Worcester Ivoy.al rorcelaiii
Company, Ltd.. will be in.snected. The tour
will be continued through Ma.lverti. the Wyehe
Pass, to Ledbnry. and thence to Gloucester,
returning from that city by rail to Bristol.

—-».

—

B E 1) F t > R D COLLEGE. -- The new
buildings of the Bedford College for Women
in Regent's Fark were opened on Friday by

Queen Mary. The buildings have been

erected on the site of South Villa, and the

architect, Mr. Basil Champneys, has

arranged the college upon almost the exact

site of the old outbuildings and conserva-

tories. The college premises consist of six

main blocks of purple bricks with red ririck

dressings. The first contains the rooms for

administrative purposes and for arts. The
second and third consist of science

laboratories and lecture-rooms. The fourth

contains a dining-hall. kitchen, and offices,

common rooms, Principal's residence, and

students' rooms and cubicles for servants

:

the iifth is the residence for eighty-five

students and staff, while the sixth is the

library. The various sections are conneettd

by corridors, and the most notable features

of the building are the assembly-hall, 60ft. by

30ft., the dining-ball, which seats 200

students, and has panelled walls, and tlie

library. The library, which is panelled

throughout, was designed by the late Mr.
Sidney R. J. Smith. F.R.I.B.A., and was
presented to the college by Lady Tate ; it was
carried to completion under the direction of

Mr. A. St. Hill Brock. F.R.I.B.A.

BRISTOL. — No more prominent site

could have been selected for the proposed
Royal Colonial Institute than that which has
been offered by the Sheriff of Bristol. On
the ground-floor level the drawings provide

for a reception-hall 37ft. by 25ft., with a

large semicircular bay - window facing

towards the city. The main entrance lobby
is to have a domed ceiling lantern, and will

conduct to the grand staircase, 19ft. by Hft.,

opened to the reception-ball, with Ionic

columns on either side. Statue recesses are

formed in the sides, and the ceilings and
walls will be architecturally enriched.
Gentlemen's cloakrooms and lavatories,

caretaker's staircase, and entry approached
by a side passage occupy the remaining space
on this floor. The first floor is to comprise
a .salon 15ft. 6in. high, and floor area as the

reception-hall. On the .second floor will be
a library, 25ft. square, writing and smoking-
room, a buffet with servery and stores, and
on the third floor a reference-room, com-
mittee room, and commodious living-rooms
for the caretaker. Tlie character of the
principal fa9ades has been largely influenced
by the severely Classic design of the ad-
jacent Victoria Rooms, and the architects
have accordingly adopted Italian Renais-
sance as the basis of their treatment, with
some more modern adaptation and enrich-
ment. The building is intended to be faced
with dressed I'ortlaud stone. The designs
have been prepared by Mr. Norman G.
Bridgman, A.R.I.B. A., of the firm of Messrs.
Bridgman and Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A.,
M.S. A,, .irehitects, of Bristol, Torquay, and
Paignton.

LONGTON, STAFFS.—The town hall of

Lougton has just been reopened by the
mayor of Stoke-on-Trent, after remodelling.
The exterior of the building remains
practically the same, save for the closing up
of the windows of the second floor, but the
interior has been entirely reconstructed,
under the direction of Mr. .7. H. Beckett.
A.R.I.B.A.. and has been converted into a
suite of rooms. In place of the old assembly-
room on the second floor is the Albert Hail,
which has accommodation for 1,200 persons,
or .500 more than the previous assembly ball.

The cost of the work has been, approxi-
mately, £0,000. The principal contractors
were Messrs. Tompkinson and Bettcley.

SEVEN KINGS. The opening cc^rcmony
of the new Seven Kings Baptist ebureli took
place on Wednesday last. The bnililing
externally is faced with sand faced red
bricks, and the dressings are of stone both
externally and internally. The pulpit. Com-
munion-table, and platform arc of oak. The
chureh provides accoinmodation for .58.'!

Iiersons. v, itb prnvisiini !nr eNlension. .\

hold, ^f[lUlre lower fcu'iie a priuiiinent

feature. The contract has been carried out

by Mr. J. W. Jerram, Crown Works,

Plaistow, E., for £4,284, the architects being

Messrs. George Baiiies and Son, 5, Clement's

Inn, Strand, W.C.

W E S T O N-S U P E R-M ARE. — What
promises to be an imposing and desirable

building is in course of erection at the corner

of the Clifton and Beach roads, Westou-
Super-Mare. The site has been purchased

by Mr. T. .1. Lennard, .LP., the present

Sheriff of Bristol, and presented to Lennards,
Limited, for the erection of a holiday home
to be occupied by employees. Messrs. II. W.
Pollard and Sons, of Bridgwater, are carry-

ing out the works, according to drawings
prepared bv Messrs. Bridgman and
Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A.. M.S. A.." architects,

of Bristol, Torquay, and Paignton. The
building will be four stories high, each a
complete self-contained flat entered from a

main staircase, and provided with covered
balconies on the S.W. corner, overlooking

the Channel and sea-front. The floors and
staircases are of fireproof construction, and
labour-saving fittings are introduced. The
exterior elevations are being faced with red

brick and libei'ally relieved with ouff terra-

cotta dressings supplied by the Hathern
Station Terracotta Company, of Lough-
borough. A memorial tablet suitably in-

scribed was formally laid in the portico on
Friday last by the Sheriff of Bristol.

WREXHAM. — Sir Thomas Ciraham
.lackson. R. A., has just submitted a report

upon the proposal to add a morning chapel to

the parish church at Wrexham. He states

that the question involved a good deal of

alteration of a part of the structure, which
is of considerable interest architecturally,

and would make it necessary to bide and, he
feared, to destroy some of the exterior work,
which was handsomely finished with crockets

and a finial. He had come to the conclusion

that they would not be justified in so far

altering and destroying old work. With
regard to the improvement of the interior of

the cliancel, he suggested a pavement and
steps of marUe in place of the present tiles

and stone, at a cost of about £250. The
modern reredos, too, might be replaced with
something better ; one of marble with
sculptured panels of figure-work would cost

probably from £400 to £500. Sir Thomas
thinks the painted glass in the apse is not

worthy of the church, and a new window
with better glass should be substituted. The
project to build the morning chapel has, in

view of Sir T. Jackson's opinion, been
abandoned.

YEOVIL.—The new quarters of the fire

brigade, arranged in the old Cheese Market
of the town-hall buildings, and fronting on
South-street, were opened for service on
Monday week by the mayor. A committee-
room has been constructed on one side of the

main appliance-room, the latter having exits

by big doors to South-street and into High-
street. There is storage room, and the hose
tower has been removed from Vicarage-street

and refixed in the new quarters. The
l)iiilding is heated by hot water. Messrs.

I'etter and Warren, of Yeovil, were the

architects. ^^
The city of Regina has decided to engage

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson. Hon.A.R.I.B.A.. of

Conduit-street. W.. to prepare a plan for beauti-
fying that city. Mr. Mawson's fee is to be
S'.OOOdol.

The foundation-stone of a new church in

Kdlington Colliery village, near Doncaster. has
been kid. The cost is estimated at £2,700. The
architect is Mr. F. Norman D. Masters, of Don-
caster, and the contractors are Messrs. Roper
and Sons, of Sheflield.

Tulbury Castle, which was founded by Henry
do Ferrers, is undergoing repair. The great
gateway, much perished, has been filled in with
tiles in layers, set in cement. Some of the side
masonry, however, was so shaky as to require
taking down and reconstructing.

At «, recent meeting of the Simla Munici-
pality a resolution was passed that the coni-
initt{>e were in a jiositioii to take up a loan of
six lakhs for the rebuilding of the lown-hall.
and that tins (inveriinieni be asktHl to advance
the money at 4 per cent, foi thirty years.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCH^OLOUICAI, COXORESS AT
CAMBRIDGE. — The seventieth annual
Congress of the Britsh ArchfRological .Asso-

ciation was opened at Cuinhridne on Monday.
In the evening a reeeptioii was held at the

Gnlldhall by the mayor and mayoress, at

whioli the Presidential address was deli\ered
by Mr. Charles E. Keyser. who liriefly out-

lined the history and objects of the associa-

tion. Much remained to be done, as even in

these more enlightened times they foimd mi-
pardonable neglect of many of our ancieiit

and historic monuments, and cruel acts of

vandalism being perpetrated under the t,i'!3e

and pretence of restoration or ntilitarninism,

which could never afterwards be atoned for.

Mr. Keyser referred with satisfaction to the
erection of the new ninseum of archseology
and ethnology, Hn<l with regri>t to the aggres-
sive modern structures of college extensions.
Archdeacon Cunningham, secretary, gave an
address on " The Tlan of a College
Building," in which he sketched how llie

college was developed. Colleges in their

early ilays had definite characteristics and
local associations. 'I'he delegates had on
Tuesday a motor e.xcttrsion to some ancient
houses and churches in Camliridgeshire and
Essex, conducted by Mr. T. I). Atkinson.
They visited Sawston Church and Hall, and
proceeded to .\ndley End. the home of the
Bravbrookes, which was built at a cost of

£:200.()0(>, on the site of an ancient monastery,
by the Lord Howard who took part in the
destruction of the Spanish .Armada. .At

SatTron Walden the many Elizabethan
houses, the fine church, the niusoum, and
town hall were seen, and the party motored
to Thaxted Churcli and Horham Hall.

Afterwards Nell Clwyinie's house at Newport,
and the churches of "Wenden, Littlebury,

Ickleton. and Duxford were inspected, and a

stay was made at Whittlesford, wliere the

chapel of an old motiastic hospital is now
used as a cart-shed and barn. On Wednesday
Jesns College, Barnwell Church, and the old

leper chapel, Madingley Hall, Girton College,

and Swaveney. Over, aud Willingham
churches were visited.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTCR AL
ASSOCIATION.— .A numerous party of this

association visited .Aberdeen on Saturday on

the occasion of the annual excursion. The
visit was arranged by Mr. Arthur Clyne,

F.R.I.B.A., president, and Mr. Harbourne
Maclennan, hon. secretary of the Aberdeen
Society of Architects, who met the party.

The members visited two granite quarries,

and in the afternoon St. Machar Cathedral,

Old Aberdeen, the new library at King's

College, with the tower and chapel, tlie new
Marischal College, the Mitchell Hall, tower,

and library, and the new Art Gallery.

THE MASTER BUILDERS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF BOSTON.—Two Bills have been
presented to the Legislature this year by the

Master Builders' .Association— viz.. House
1)04, which provided a system of regulated

picketing, under supervision of the local

police, in the case of a legal strike or lock-

out. The second Bill remains to be described
— namely, House 929, "For the appointment
of a commission to investigate the regulations

now iri force throughout the Commonwealth
relative to construction, alteration, and main-
tenance of buildings." This measure was
drafted following the fruitful suggestion of

Mr. R. W. Scott, manager of the Otis

Elevator Company, one of the Association's

members for many years. The purpose of the

Bill is to remove or remedy the unfortunate

and hampering conditions which obtain from
the lack of uniformity in building require-

ments througjiout the State. Despite similar

conditions which may exist, building regula-

tions do not necessarily conform. The Bill,

as drafted and amended, is as follows;
" Section I. : A commission of five persons

shall be appointed by the Governor, with the

advice and consent of the Council, whose duty

it shall bo to investigate the various statutes,

ordinances, and regulations now in force

throughout the Commonwealth and the

various cities and towns thereof, relative to

the construction, alteration, and maintenance
of buildings within their limits, with a view

i»f estaldishing iMiirorniil\- in general r.'i|uire-

ments, and determining what regulations for
such purposes may be adopted, either for the
state as a whole, or under a classification of

cities and towns, so that general regulations
may be made for each class. Such com-
mission shall make report to the General
Court ou or before February 1, I9I4, and
shall, as a part of such report, draft an Act
containing such general regulations for the
construction, alt,cratioii, and maintenance of

buildings as it may (h-eiu best to recommend.
Such Act may iiudude. if the coiumission find

it desirable, a provision for a permanent
board or commission, which shall have a

general supervisory power over the aflmini-

stration of building laws and regulations
throughout the State, and shall act in an
ad\ isory capacity (o local authorities wlien
inodilicatious of iniilding laws and rcguhition.')

become desirable. The commission may
cxpi'ud in the prosecut.ioii of its labours a
sum not to exceed 2,500dol.

"

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
ANCIRNT !M()\UMi;.NTS BILI, In i he

House of Lords en 'Pnisday, Earl Ucaurhaurp
moved tiic third reading of the Ancient. Monu-
ments Consolidation and Amendnlfiiit Hill. The
Archbishop of Canterbury, reminding the House
that all reference to ecclesiastical build ini^s had
been struck out of the measure, .said (hat in

view of criticisms on the subject, the Archbishop
of York and he had requested ttic I>(ran of
Arches to make iiKjuiry throughout the dioceses
of England as to the ijrecautions t.'iken to
prevent harm to buildings of immeasurable
historic interest and value. On the motion of
Karl Beauchamp drafting amendments were
m,ade in Clause 3, and the following; was siib-

stiluted for the detinition in Clause 2'^:—"The
expression ' ancient monument ' includes anv
monument specified in the .schedule to the
-Ancient Monuments Protection Act. 1882. and
any other monuments or things which in the
opinion of the Commissioners of Works are of a
like character, and any monument or part or
remains of a monument, the nreservation of
which is a matter cf public interest liy reason
of the historic. architectural, tratlitional.

artistic, or archaeological interest attaching
thereto, and the site of any such monmupiit or
of any remains thereof; and any part of the
adjoining land which may be required for the
purpose of fencing, covering in, or otherwise
preservinir the monument from injury, and also
includes the means of access thereto." The third
reading was unanimously agreed to. The
measure has yet to pass through the House of
Commons.

<»»

The Bill for the extension of the Royal Ex-
change, lately promoted by the Manchester
Royal Exchange, Ltd., received the Royal assent
on Friday last, so that nothing now stands in

the way of an early commencement of the work
of providing more accommodation.

.Alterations and additions are now being
carried out to " Holtslands," Fordcombe, Kent.
" Holtscrest," the old Tudor farmhouse close by.
has now been restored. The builder is Mr.
Turley, of Sp.eldhurst. and the architect Mr.
Charles .A. Longley, of London. The building
operalions are much hampered, owing to ques-
tions of right of way.

The corporation of Dublin have, with strange
changeablenes. by twenty-six votes to four, at
a meeting of the committee of the whole house,
the attendance at which only totalled thirty
members, decided to refer the tilans of Mr.
E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A., for the art gallery Metal
Bridge site hack to the Mansion House com-
mittee, to have them amended, so as to have
arrangements made for vehicular as well as
pedestrian traffic. We illustrated Mr. Liityens's

design in our last issue.

The Right Hon. Lord Uunedin. Lord .lusticc-

General, and the Right Hon. Sir .lohn II, -A.

Macdonald, Lcrd .lustice-Clerk, acci tnpanied by
other Lords Commissioners of .Justiciary, visited

Glasgow on Monday afternoon, and opened the
new .Justiciary Buildings in Jail-square. The
courthouse occupies an enlarged site in Jail-

square, and it ha.s greater court accommodation,
and more numerous auxiliary apartments have
been provided. The work has been carried out
to the designs, and under the supervision, of

Messrs. Clarke and Bell, architects, Glasgow. It

is almost three years since the operation of

demolishing the old buildings began- exactly

one hundred years after they were originally

erected to the designs of Mr. William Stark.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LINDSAY, NEAL, AND CO., LTD.—The

undersigned liquidator of the above-named
company intends to apply to the Hoard of Trade
ff)r his release, and any objection any creditor
may have to the granting of the same miKit be
notified to the Board of Trade before July 4.

.A summary of receipts and payments of the
lifpiidalor is annexed:—
To balance Imiuled over by the Kecolvor
for the Deljcnture Holders „ £174 6 3

Total realisatlonR ^174 6 3

Ilv Hoard of Trade and Court fees (ill-

eluding' stationery, printing', and jiOHt-

iKies in respect of contribiitfjries, crwli-
tors, and det>tors, and fee tor audit) ... £24 LI ,3

By law costs of petition £*29 19 -2

liy law costs of solicitor to
I/i<luldatov m 10 'i

8D )) 4
It.\' ijt(iiii<lator'K remuneration as fixed l)y

till! t'our'u, includinj.; all ont-of-iiocket
expenses : I'J .1 2

By iierson apiiointcd to ai^sist in pre-
paration of statciiicnt of affairs I.J J.'i

liy costs of notices in " Gazette" ftnd
local paperH I 17

By inciilental outlay U fl 6

Total costs and cliarrteH £174 6 3*

t'reilitors may obtain any further information
by inquiry at the ofiicc of the li(|iiidator, II. G.
Ferguson Davie, 61^, Fore-street, E.C.

LAWSUIT OVER A LIFI' KND.-S IN
CONSENT JUDGMENT, AND A £r, VEKDICT.
—In the King's Bench Division last week, the
death in July last of the Duke de Lorgc,
through falling down the shaft of a lift at the
house of Mr. .lohn .Arthur -lames in Grafton-
street. Piccadilly, was referred to before Mr.
Justice Bucknill and a jury, when Mr. James
sued the Otis Elevator Company. Ltd., for
damages for breach of contract by the de-
fendants. The flefcncc was a denial of the
breach, and a statement that there had been
variations of the contract. It was contended for

the plaintitT that the defendants failed to pro-
vide proper automatic latches to prevent the
opening of the door unless the car was oppositc.

For the defence it was stated that, after the
installation of the lift, alterations made by
somebody else cau.sed the state of things that
existed at the time of the accident. The pro-
ceedings ended with a consent judgment for the
plaintiff for £5 and costs.

A VERBAL AGREEMENT WITH
BUILDERS.—Goodwin Brothers v. Damper —
.At the Kent .Assizes. William tJoodwin aud
Charles Goodwin (trading as Goodwin Brothers,

builders, Tunbridge Wells> wore claimants for

a sum of £454 2s. 9d., a balance of account
alleged to be owing to them by Sarah Rachel
Damper, under a verbal agreement made at

Fordcombe in October or November. 190.'! The
previous hearing of the case was reported in our

issue of March 17 last, p. 356, last volume. The
plaintiffs were now represented by Mr. Hohlcr,

K.C., and Mr. Harker. and Mrs. Damper was
represented by Mr. Simmons.—Charles Goodwin,
one of the olaintiffs, said the work was begun in

November '
of 1903, under Mr. Willard as

architect. In cross-examination, the plaintiff,

Charles Goodwin, said that when he took the

contract on he had not a very big business,

and worked through the job himself as a brick-

layer. The amount at which he tendered for

the work was £755. In addition, ho had re-

ceived £160 in respect cf stables, and £104 for

billiard-room. The contract was a verbal agree-

ment, and. as far as he knew, there was nothing

in writing contirming that a«^rcement De-

fendanl did not comnlain of cracks in the plaster

until the latter part cf 1904. Re-examined:

Witness had actually commenced work under

this contract before any verbal arrangement was

made.—William Goodwin confirmed the state-

ments of his brot.her. In cross-examination, it

appeared that neither of the plaintiffs could

recollect whether the contract was begun in

September or October, 1903. Mr. W. Goodwin new
said that it was in November, 1903; but it

appeared that at the Court of .Appeal he had

said it was in September. Evidence produced,

given at previous courts, showed that Charles

Goodwin had said it w.as about October,

November, or December. -Mr. Simmons stih-

mitted thai the agreement set out was quite

another kind of agreement— Mrs. Sarah Rachel

Damper, in defence, said that she had never

asked the plaintiffs to wait for the money She

did not think the addition referred to the

billiard-room and stables In reply to questions

by his lordship, ilrs. Damper said that she had

offered them the £755 job and the billiard-room

and the stables, if they would put her house

right, and she would not pay the farm account

until she had paid for the house. Mrs. Damper
added that she had paid for the bouse, except
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the last certificate, and also the farm account.

The Goodwins had not put her house ri^iiht.. and

it had cost her over £400 to put it right, for

which she had receipts. Mrs. Damper produced

photographs containing illustration of cracks in

the plaster of the house. Cross-examined. Mrs.

Damper said that the sinkage of the foundations

of the house were not lirst called to her notice

by Mr. Willard in 1904. She had pointed out

the sinkage long before 1904, and was told that

it was the plaster cracking.—Mr. Simmons said

that the defence in this case was the Statute of

Limitations. He submitted that Mrs. Damper
had faithfully and punctually carried out her

obligations. The jury returned a verdict for the

plaintiff, and his lordship gave judgment for the

plaintiff, subject to such sum of the Official

Keferee would find, and costs. Mr. Simmons
later appealed for stay of execution, which his

lordship refused, remarking that he could not

see a chance of the lady succeeding in the Court

of Appeal.

VALUATION OF GRASS FARMS.—Mr. J.

Gould Drew. F.S.L, of Exeter, has made his

award in the Norton Malreward grass farm case,

in which he was referee in an appeal by Dame
Emily F. Smith against the provisional valuation

of the farm by the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue. The appeal was brought as a test

case, in order to obtain a judicial decision as to

whether so much of the property as consists of

pasture land must be regarded as divested of

the growing turf, the presence or absence of

which would obviously make a very considerable

difference in the value of the site. There were
four sittings at tlie Surveyors' Institution before

Mr. Drew, and the proceedings were reported
in our issues of May 23 and 30 last. pp. 732 and
767. The referee's award is; (ll That the gross

value should be £11.935. (2) That the total

value should be £11.819. In this sum arc in-

cluded the tenant's interest in the unexhausted
manures and tillages, but for which the gross

and total values would each have been decreased
by £300. (3) That the full site value should be
£4.625. In arriving at this figure, Mr. Drew has
considered the farm as divested of (a) the grass,

and (b) the road from Norton Green to the
house and buildings, but he has not considered

(c) the 490 yards of masonry and dry stone walls

nor (d) the works of water supply not admitted
by the respondents to be divested. If he had
not considered (a) the grass, and (b) the road
as divested, the above figure of £4.625 would
have been increased by £1,332. If he had con-
sidered (c) the walls, and (d) the works of water
supply not admitted by the respondents to be
divested, the above figure of £4,625 would have
been decreased by £510. (4) That the assessable
site value should be £4,143. and. in arriving at

that figure he has not made a deduction imder
Section 25 (4) (b^ in respect of any part of the
total value attributable to the expenditure upon
agricultural drains and works of water supply
not admitted by the respondents to be divested,
but a deduction of £66 is made under Section 25

(4) (d) in respect of the grass laid down by the
tenant, and a deduction of £300 in respect of
unexhausted manure and tillages.

HALL GREEN BUILDER'S AFFAIRS—

A

meeting ol' the creditors of Henry Joseph Sealey,
trading as H. J. Sealey and Sons, Stratford-
road, Hall Green, builder, was held at the
Official Receivers offices, Corporation-6treet,
Hirminghani. last week. The statement of affairs
showed liabilities of £767 Is. lOd., and a
deficiency of £743 8s. 3d. The debtor gave as
<.^use*> of his failure "taking contracts at too
sma-11 a margin of profit, uihju which Josses were
eventually made, owing to the rise in the price
of building materials." The Official Receiver
(Mr. A. S. Culiy). in his observations, stated
that the debtor said he commenced business as a
builder and contractor about 1904. with a capital
of £2j0, representing his savings as a journey-
man bricklayer and subcontractor. He engaged
in building, both on speculation and contract;
but ho had, he alleged, kept no books other than
a bank pass-book, and many of his invoices and
receipts had been dcstroyed'within the last throe
or four inonths. His last transaction appeared
to have been a contract to build eighty-one
houses in Rnunyard-road. in respect of whicli ho
had about £370 lf> draw on completion. The
owner had entered into possession, and it was
estimated it would cost more than that amount
to complete the contract. The niiftccured
liabilities were solely in respect of purchases for
building purposes, practically all the materials
havin:; been supplied during the last twelve
months. The Official Receiver was apnointed
trustee.

ARCHITECT SUED FOR FLOORING
WORK.— ,\n action was brcuirht in tho King's
Bench Division on Saturday last. July 5, before
Mr. Justice Atkin. sitting without a jurv. bv
Sidney Francis Bowling, trading as B. Ward

and Co., flooring specialists, of Kingsway, Car-

diff, against Mr. Henry Sanders, 10. Windsor-

place, Cardiff, architect, to recover £138 Is. 4d.

for work and labour done in connection with

the flooring of a building at City-road, Cardiff,

called the Gaiety Cinema Theatre, under an

order of Jan. 24. 1912.—The defendant denied

hability, and said he did not enter into the con-

tract as a principal, but as agent for a company.
—For the "plaintiff, Mr. Parsons appeared ; and
for the defendant, Mr. Inskip.—The case for the

plaintiff as presented by Mr. Parsons was that

he had known the defendant as an architect

for some time, and he understood that the de-

fendant sometimes engaged in buying and sell-

ing buildings on his own account. The
defendant said he entered into the contract

whereby the plaintiff executed the work as the

agent for the company that had to do with a

theatre, which company had since been wound
up.—Plaintiff gave evidence in support of his

claim, and said he did not know that the de-

fendant purported to act as agent for any com-
pany.—In cross-examination, witness said he
could not say who told him about the contract,

but he did not hear of the work through the
medium of an advertisement on the building site.

He knew that the defendant was the architect of

the building, and he thought the project was
one of his own speculations. He denied that it

was suggested to him that if his work was
accepted he should take some of the payment
in shares.—Mr. Sanders, the defendant, in the
witness-box said that a company called the
Cardiff Electric Theatre and Rink Company
was formed and a prospectus issued. He was
architect to the promoters, and later to the
company. There has appeared a board on the
building site announcing details of the share
capital of the company and giving his (de-

fendant's) name as architect. He did not enter
into this contract as principal at all.— Cross-
examined, witness said he only speculated on
his own account in very small matters.— Other
evidence was given in support of the defence,
and Mr. Justice Atkin ultimately said he felt

he was bound by the contract, and although he
thought the plaintiff knew that the defendant
had a principal, and knew that he was acting as
architect, there was nothing to prevent Mr.
Sanders from making himself personally liable.

The plaintiff would succeed upon the contract,
but as he (the judge) was not satisfied with the
verbal evidence of the plaintiff in the case, he
would give judgment for him without costs.

UNITED STONE FIRMS. — LIQUIDATOR
APPOINTED.—A meeting of the shareholders
of the United Stone Firms, Ltd.. whose regis-

tered offices are in Nicholas-street. Bristol, was
held last Friday at the Grand Hotel, Bristol,

when Mr. Harvey Preen, of London, was ap-
pointed liquidator. It is understood by the
Bath Herald that the total liabilities will ex-
ceed £500,000. It will be remembered that the
United Stone Firms took over the business of

the Hard Stone firms, and therefore many local

people are financially interested. The late

holders of debentures in the Hard Stone Firms,
Ltd., hold first debentures on a portion of the
property amounting to £14.960, and it will be
welcome news that the second debenture-
holders are willing to take over the first de-
bentures and pay the value plus the six months*
interest which is due. These facts are set forth
in the following letter which is being sent to
the late owners of debentures in the Hard Stone
Firms by Messrs. Long and Lavington.
solicitors, of 3, Northumberland-buildings,
Bath:—"Re United Stone Firms, Ltd.. in

liquidation. — On behalf of Messrs. Isaac
Sumsion, G. J. Long, and M. W. Colchester
Wemyss. the trustees of the series of debentures
in which you are interested as a late owner of

debentures in the Hard Stone Firms, Ltd., we
beg to inform you that the trustees, in order
to protect your interest, have been compelled
to appoint a receiver. The United Stone Firms.
Ltd.. have stopped business. The second series
of debrnture-holders are makinij arrangements
to take over and pay off your debentures, and
we shall therefore be glad if vou will let us
have such debentures as you hold with as little

delay as possible, in order that, wc may effect

tlie necessary transfers, and obtain your prin-

cipal inoneys and interest." It is stHted (hat
the bank liaving paid off the llarrl Stone de-
bcnture-liolders. have jippnintrrl Mr. Matrhnm
i o act "11 1 heir behalf, and have asked the
United Stone Firms to pay £55.000 before thev
agree to the firm going on trading. The Hard
Stone Firms were an amalgamation of busi-

nesses, with quarries spread over a very wide
district in the West of England, but with hcad-
(piariers and offices at Bath. The 1 hree con-
cerns I hat had been linked t O'.'pther were the

old Bristol District Pennant Firms, the Mid-
Somerset Lias (in which trade the Hard Stone
Firms had a controlling nower and did a big

business), and the De Lank Cornish Granite.

They had practically the same directors as the

Bath Stone Firms, and thereby secured a good

deal of local capital. They were unsuccessful,

being unable to weather the heavy slump in the

building trade which followed the Snut li African

war. The slump continued from 1903 to 1909,

and the Hard Stone Firms lost every year. They
then sold out to the United Stone Firms, the

terms arranged by the liquidator (Mr. George
Long) being that the United Stone Firms should

buy the Hard Stone Shares at the price of two
United Stone Firms £1 shares for each Hard
Stone Firms' £10 share, and put the debentures

of the Hard Stone Firms in front of all their

assets. This practically meant a combine of all

the hard stone concerns in the West of Eng-
land. The United Stone Firms originated with

the amalgamation of all the quarries in the

forest of Dean district into the Forest of Dean,
Ltd. This traded for some years, but eventu-
ally the manager secured the co-operation of a

Bristol solicitor, and the United Stone Firms
bought the Forest of Dean out. The new organ-

isation then bought up all the quarries that

were decided to be doing the chief business in

the West of England, and then purchased the
Hard Stones, Ltd.

ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR SUES
CANON FOR LIBEL.—Smith v. Streatfeild.—

In the King's Bench Division, on Tuesday
and Wednesday, July 8 and 9, Mr. Justice

Banks and a common jury had before

them the consideration of an action brought by
Mr. Cyril Wontner Smith, architect and sur-

veyor, and surveyor of ecclesiastical dilapida-

tions to the Archdeaconry of Oxford, against
tiio Rev. Canon Geo. Sidney Streatfeild. of God-
dington Rectory, Bicester, in the county of

(.)xford, claiming damages for alleged libel

contained in a pamphlet dated Oct. 12, issued

to the Rural Deans of the Archdeaconry of

Oxford.—The Robert Spennell Press, of

Warwick, were also sued as the printers and
publishers of the pamphlet.—For tho defence
it was pleaded that the words in their natural
and ordinary meaning were true in substance
and in fact, that the occasion was privileged,

and that the words were published bona-fide

and without malice.— Sir Fredk. Low, K.C,
M.P., and Mr. D. Kerlv appeared for the plain-

tiff; and Mr. McCall, K.C.. and Mr. McCardie
for the defendants.—Sir Fredk. Low said that
Mr. Wontner Smith was an architect and sur-

veyor of 16 years' experience ; he practised at

Finsbury-circus. E.G., and had an office at

Oxford. He was appointed diocesan surveyor
for part of the diocese of Oxford, and certain

duties devolved on him under the Ecclesiastical

Dilapidations Act. His appointment was made
by the Archdeacon and Rural Deans of the
diocese, and he was appointed to succeed Mr.
S. Slingsby Stallwood. F.S.A., in regard to the

work to be performed within the archdeaconry
of Oxford. At Goddington there was a rectory

that at the time these questions arose was held

by a clergyman named Brown, who had during
a period of 18 months, ended about the middle
of 1905. spent about £1,000 on the buildings

and the farm of which the living consisted. In

1911 Mr. Brown exchanged livings with the Rev.
Canon Streatfeild. and the agreement was that

each clergyman should procure from his dio-

cesan surveyor under the Act a certificate to

say that the rectory in each case was in a

proper condition of repair, so that the holder

might be protected from having to expend any
further sum for a period of five years. In

regard to Goddington, plaintiff gave a certifi-

cate that the sum of about £10 was expendable
liy the outgoing rector. Mr. Brown. The de-

fendant appeared to be dissatisfied with jdain-

tift"s work, and he had made the mo.st serious

accusations against Mr. Wontner Smith in the

pamphlet in question. The allegations were in

effect that the plaintiff had fraudulently con-

cealed certain dilapidations at Goddington Rec-

torv. that he had acted with gross negligence,

and that with a total want of good faith he
had practically conspired with Mr. Brown, with

the result that heavy losses were incurred by
Mr. Streatfeild, through not having a proper

and sufficient certificate with regard to the

dilapidations. Counsel went on to say that the
pamphlet complained of hnd passages to the

following effect :- -"
. . . . T came into this

diocese early in June of last year .... Before
leaving my late benefice, Fenney Compton,
after a careful survey and report thereupon b?
the diocesan inspector. 1 spent £278, including
fees, in putting the rectory house generallv in

good repair .... According to the written
agreement with the Rector of Goddington, the
Rev. J. R. Brown undertook to act in the same
manner in respect of the living of Goddington
.... On coming to Goddington I found to mv
amazement that the rectory house and glebe

were generallv in a most unwarrantable con-
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(lit ion of disrepair, anil karnetl tl at Mr.
Wontner Smith hatl surveyed the place on
May 12, and issued a five years' certificate on
May 24 ... . Mr. Wontner Smith's report

specifies trifling repairs to be executed to the

farm, the cost being £\0. N.B.—The jjreater

part of the work was not executed by the out-
tjoing rector, and Mr. Wontner Smith issued a
five years' certificate without revisitins: Clod-

dingion io see that the work ordered by him
was done . . .

." Commenting- on this. Sir

Fredk. Low said that the remark about the
Rev. J. R. Brown undertaking to act in the
same manner in respect to Goddington was an
incorrect way of expressing it, as he was onlv
to expend such sum as the surveyor should
direct him to spend. Tt was untrue that tlie

place was in an unwarrantable state of disre-

pair, as the work needed . to be done only
amounted to a few pounds. As to the sugges-
tion that the plaintiff did not revisit the place
to see thai Uie work was done, the plaint ifT's

view was tliat tlic- work was so trifling that £10
would cover it. Although the amount of work
to be done was almost negligible, the amount
of abuse that had been levelled at the plaintiff

was abnost incredible. Sir Frederick went on
to say that the defendant had stated that,

finding it necessary to undertake repairs on a

large scale, he had secured the bishop's permis-
sion for a re-survey, with a view to obtaining
a loan from the Queen Anne's Bounty, and that
Mr. Stallwood had. at the request of the late

bishop, re-surveyed the place, and estimated
that the amoimt required to be spent was £125.
It was also suggested that whereas the plaintiflt

had ignored certain rectory repairs, Mr. Stall-

wood's report had specified 24—"some of

them very important." As a matter of fact

(said counsel) these embraced such trifling

matters as window fasteners and defective
plaster, probably caused by the moving of

furniture. Kventually the defendant suggested
that his position as the result of it all was that,

after spending £278 at Fenney Compton, he wns
faced with an expenditure of £125 at God-
dington. and. as a matter of fact, a good deal
more, as the lowest tender considerably ex-

ceeded the surveyor's estimate. Sir Frederick
went on to say that the defendant had accused
the plaintiff of making imtrue statements in a

letter to the bishop. He had also made a great
fuss about a certain culvert, but since the issue

of the writ there had been a communication to

the effect that Mr. Streatfeild had "misconceived
the whole matter." This clergyman had charged
tlie plaintiff, who was a gentleman of experi-

ence, with incompetence and neglect, and on
the most flimsy evidence he had charged him
with conspiring with a brother clergyman to

defraud him. He would show the jury that the
defendant's action was unwarranted, and thut

in the ultimate the work executed at the rectory

after Mr. Stallwood's survey was insignificant,

amounting to a few pounds only. Sir Frederick
read a mass of correspondence in the case, and
said that the plaintiff wrote to the bishop (in

reply to a letter in which the bishop asked for

an explanation of the discrepancies between the
report of ]\Ir. Stallwood and himself) as

follows:—". . . . The discrepancy between the
amount of Mr. Stallwood's assessment and mine
is so great that T can quite appreciate your diffi-

culty in not understanding it. One would
naturally come to the conclusion that T had
taken no trouble at all to ascertain the real

condition of the premises, and had passed over
obvious defects that Mr. Brown should have
been asked to make good; but this is not the
case. My survey occupied the best part of a

day. and before going round the premises I saw
the maps in Mr. Brown's possession. T went
everywhere, and inspected all the buildings and
the glebe, and formed the opinion that the pre-

mises were in very fair order .... One or two
repairs were necessary, and those I embodied
in the report. . .

." The plaintiff added in the
letter that he had seen the report of ilr. Stall-

wood, and he thought £10 would cover the re-

pairs, which he (plaintiff) did not regard as im-
portant. There was an item for painting that
certainly should not be included. He added the
opinion that dilapidations did not mean decora-
tion, and so long as paint formed a sufficient

preservative he must be satisfied. The letter

also added that Mr. Brown, who only held the
living between three and four years, had
painted the whole of the building twice, and
that Mr. Stallwood's report dealt with repairs
that were not essential, but must be regarded
as improvements, and for which tlie late in-

cumbent was not responsible. Plaintiff added:
"The wliole matter is simply a question between
Mr. Stallwood's opinion and mine. ITe evi-

dently went out of his way to find fault. Tt is

easy enough to go about making work, but it

is not my practice, nor do I consider it to lie

the intention of the Act. A diocesan surveyor's

position is an unenviable one, and it is ex-

tremely difficult to decide whether a tiling is

bad enough to renew, or may be left or re-

paired. Each case must be taken on its merits,
:nid I honestly try to do my duty in a very
difficuU position without favouring either side.

. . . . The matter has worried me a good deal,

but on looking hack I cannot see that I have
anything to Ijlame myself for, except that I

ought to have gone down when the work was
finished; but had I done so it would not have
affected my report, which has been the main
cause of all the trouble . . .

." Eventually the
bishop intimated that he proposed to take no
further steps in the matter. Then the de-

fendant wrote alleging that the plaintiff's letter

was full of misrepresentation and misstate-
ments, and said he would make the facts public.

The Chancellor of the Diocese (Sir Wm. Onslow)
was also brought into the matter, and he said

that if the bishop did not intend to carrv the

matter further, the bishop was wholly right

.

^The plaintiff gave evidence in support of his

case, and said he made a thorough and proper
inspection. Surveyors often differed in opinion

as to the condition of fences and the need of

renewal, and so forth. As to Mr. Stallwood's
report, the work that he recommended would
cost about £l (internal work) and £2 external.

The fencing would cost about £80. In his

opinion Mr. Stallwood put down things to be
done that he did not regard as "dilapidations"
at all. -Tn cross-examination, ^Ir. Wontner
Smith said lie did not inspect cesspools, and he
would take no notice of drains unless there was
obviously something wrong. Mr. Stallwood had
exercised his iudgment as he thought fit. but

witness did not agree with him. Tt was absurd
to suggest that his inspection should have taken
a day or a day and a half.—Re-examined : Tie

acted in perfect good faith throughout.^—The
Rev. J. R. Brown, predecessor of the defendant
at Goddington. gave evidence that with the ex-

cepi ion of a few trifles, the house was in a

perfect state of repair. It was built by the

Ecclesiastical Commisioners' own architect, and
was one of the best-built houses he had ever
lived in. When plaintiff came down, he went
round wiih him on a tour of inspection. The
evidence (hat Mr. Wontner Smith had given was
perfectly correct. The work ordered bv the

plaintiff was duly completed, and £1.000 was
snent on the place about the years 1904-5.—Mr.
Herbert Passmore, joint architect to the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners, said he knew the

plaintiff as a competent architect. He had senn

the reports by the plaintiff and by Mr. Stall-

wood. As to drainage, he thought that the

acts the plaintiff had deposed to doing were
amnle. He did not think that an incumbent
could properly be called upon to repair a dis-

used culvert. After other evidence, a legal

argument arose en the auestion of privilege, and
the position of the printers, and Mr. Justice

Bankes said he would reserve his decision on these

legal malters.—Mr. McCall. K.C.. in his address

for the defence, urged that the Diocesan Sur-

veyor had to perform an almost judicial duty
when he made his report. Counsel characterised

the report of the plaintiff as a careless one. and
contended that there was no evidence of intention

by the Crown io maliciously injure the plaintiff.

—Mrs. Sfrealfeild, wife of the defendant, de-

posed that there were sm.eils from the cesspools,

and they had io be cleared out. Subsequently
bad smells continued, and various defects in the

drainage sytem were found. Other evidence of a
similar nature was called.—The defpudant.
Canon Streatfeild. gave evidence that he paid

£149 8s. for repairs mentioned in the report of

Mr Stallwood. Tn regard to the pamphlet, he
felt he was justified in what he wrote: but he
never really meant to charge Mr. Wontner
Smith with stating what he knew to be untrue.
The cross-examination of defendant was still in

progress when we went to press.

A rest-home for convalescents is being built nt

Sproughton. near Ipswich. Messrs. Catchpole,
of Tpswich. are the contractors.

The Royal Hotel on the West Cliff at Whitby,
erected in 1848. has been reconstructed and en-
larged from plans by Mr. Sanderson, of Scar-
borough. The contractor was Mr. Plaxton.
Scarliorough. The electric passenger-lift w*as

installed by Messrs. Wavgood, of London; and
Mr. Hunter was the clerk of works.

The Department of Historical Monuments
of the French Government is about to

bcErin the restoration of the ancient episcopal

Palace of Rheims. which the municipality
of that city will convert into a museum.
The palace was reconstructed in 1671. During
ilie Revolution it was used as a court of justice,

and was restored to its original purpose at the

coronation of Charles X.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BARNARD CASTLE SKWERAGE.-For a
long time the Barnard Castle Urban District
Council have been troubled with defective sewers
in the Bridgegatc portion of their district. Last
year they accordingly instructed Messrs. Taylor
and Wallin to prepare a scheme for new sewers
in this neighbourhood, which has now received
the approval of the Local Government Board.
Tenders were invited last month, and that sul>-

mitted by Messrs. Naylor and Son, contractors,
Girlington, near Bradford, has been accepted, as
also a tender for the construction of an under-
ground convenience in the Market-place.

HAYLE.—The new waterworks for Phillack.
Hayle, were oi>cjied !a.st week. Tlie cost of the
scheme is about £7,500. Water has been brought
into the district from a disused adit at Horland
Mine, Gwinear, just above Nanspusker. At
present the yield is more than a million gallons
per iweniy-four hours: ii will never be less than
300.000 gallons, winch ifi more than double
the quantity required for the consumers, who
now number 3,500. At the source tliero have
been installed two three-throw, electrically-

driven ram-pumps, with a capacity of 10,000
gallons per hour. These appliances will pump
the water to a service reservoir, holding 114.000
gallons, at Wheal Alfred Consols. Mr. C. L.
Duke, the contractor. Plymouth, presented an
inscribed silver key with whicTi to open the
engine-house. He hoped that the supply would
be a« satisfactory as its most enthusiastic sup-
porters wished it to be. In the town of
Plymouth, in which he lived, they celebrated a
yearly anniversary in connection with their
water supply, which was inaugurated by Sir
Francis Drake, and on the site of the weir they
drank to his memory in these pious t«rms

:

"May the descendants of him who gave us water
never want wine." Tliey could put what
emphasis they liked on the word "want."

SKELMERSD.\LE SEWAGE DISPOSAL.—
The Skelmer.sdale Urban District Council have
adopted a scheme prepared by Messrs. Taylor
and Wallin. civil engineers. Newcastle-upon-
Tyne and Birmingham, for the construction of
intercentinsr sewers and new sewage-disposal
works for their district. The purification works
will be on the modern bacterial system cf the
most up-to-dat'* nature. The estimated cost of
the works is £12.000. and application is to be
made to the Local Government Board for the
necessary borrowing powers at once.

The Public Rights of Wav Rill nassed through
committee of the House of Lords on Tuesday,
and. as amended, was reported to the House.

A United Methodist Chapel at Bideford, built

from plans by Mr. W. Beddoes Rpes. of Cardiff,

was opened on Friday. It is Late Gothic in style,

accommodates 800 persons, and cost £7,200.

Lerwick Town Council have appointed Mr.
George H. Macgregor, civil engineer and sur-

veyor. Inverness, to be burgh surveyor of T-er-

wick, at a salary of £110. rising to .£140 per
annum; and. failing Mr. Macgregor, Mr. James
M. .\lexander. South Queensferry.

The new stage footbridge, to relieve the con-

gested ferry traflfic on the Liverpool I.,anding-

siage. was placed in position on Tuesday. The
bridge was built bv Messrs. Francis Morton and
Co.. Liverpool, and was erected bv Messrs J H.
and W. Bell, contractors for the :"'ti'al rou-

st ructioual work. The bridge was fully built at

the works of Messrs. Morton and Co , and then

taken to pieces and brought piecemeal to the

stage where it w-as erected. If is I.50ft. long by
29ft. wide, and the total weight is 200 tons.

The following dissolutions of partnerships

were officiallv announced on Tuesday - .1. G.

Diinn. J. Dallas, and B. M. Lloyd, carrviiig on

business as architects and surveyors, at Nowhal!-

street, Birmingham, under the style of John G.

Dunn, Dallas, and Llovd, so far as concerns

J. G. Dunn: and .T. J. Stevens, W. H. H. Lunn.

and C. G. N. Trollope, rarrying on business as

(pianfitv surveyors, at Broadwav-court ,
Broad-

way. Westminster, under the stvle of Widnell

and Trollope. so far as concerns J. J. Stevens.

The new mines rescue-station which has been

provided by the Cannock Chase Coalowners'

Association "in Victoria-street. Hednesford. was

formally opened last week. A portion of the old

gasworks at Hednesford was purchased at a cost

of £400. and has been remodelled for the pur-

poses of a rescue-station at a further outlay of

between £2.500 and £3.000. Mr. H G. Gilbert,

of the Cannock Chase and Rngeley (-ollenes.

prepared nlans for the alterations, which were

placed in the hands of Messrs. T. Mason and

Son, of Hednesford.
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WALLIXGFORD COURT, BERKSHIRE.— Messrs. Df,tm.4R Blow, F.R.I.B.A., and F. Billerey, Architects.

'nr HlUnstrations.

WALLINGFORD COURT, BERKSHIRE.
The drawing here reproduced is now at the

Royal Academy Exhibition, and it represents

tlie end view of Wallingford Court, an
entirely new mansion in Berkshire, from the

designs of Messrs. Detmar Blow, F.R.I.B.A.,

the fronts the use of mnllioned windows and
projecting bays, after the manner of the
Northamptonshire work of .John Thorpe, who
designed Kirby Hall. The plain facings are

to be of rough-faced Gibraltar rnbble, all

square-jointed, all the moulded and worked
parts being in Chilmark stone. The roofs are

to be covered with Stonesfield slates. The
accompanying plans illustrate the lay-out of

the mansion and the details of its internal

•>ta^^
FIRST FLOOn PLAIN
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WALLIXGFORD COURT, BERKSHIRE.
Messrs. Dr.TMAH Bi.nw, l''.R.l.B, A., and l'\ Billerky. Architects.

and F. Bill<;rey, of Westminster. The in-

tention of the architects is that this house
should be ill complete harmony with its en-

vironment, and typical of an Englisliman's
country residence. Lpiite free from foreign in-

llncnce. The unity of a Classical type of

building at the same time has been preserved
by the adoption of a symmetrical grouping
of its parts : the entablatures of the fa9ades
have been conceived, together with the use of

pilasters, so as to harmonise and unify in all

arrangements, including two grand staircases
situate at the ends of the long gallery on the
first floor.

HOUSE AT KINGSWOOD, SURREY.
The main walls are built in purple stocks,

various in colour, and the dressings are of

brighter red kiln bricks. The porclies are of

Portland stone, the cornice of brick. The
roof is of red hand-made tiles, with lead hips

and ridges. The chimney-caps are of moulded

brick. The contractors are Messrs. Collins
and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury. The architect
is Mr. Ernest Xewton, A.R.A. The drawings
reproduced are now at the Royal Academy
Exhibition.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE BUILDING,
WASHINGTON, U.S.A.

(For description of selected design see p. 38.)

THE ETON CLUBS, HACKNEY WICK.
Lord Roberts opened these buildings last

week. They have been recently put up by
Mr. Charles Price, of Bishopsgate, for a com-
mittee. The two club-houses are for boys and
old boys respectively, and there is a large

assembly-hall, a bar, and a library common
to both clubs. In the basement is a skittle-

alley. The site presented many difficulties,

on account of its triangular shape. The
materials used are golden yellow stock bricks,

Portland stone, and red pantiles. Internally,

the woodwork is painted grey, the furniture

(much of which was designed by the archi-

tect) black ; the walls are distempered in

various light buffs and greys, and the ceilings

are wliite. I'here is a considerable amount of

Dutch wall-tiling, executed from the archi-

tects' designs. The main chimney-pieces are

very large, and are built up of Daneshill

bricks, with cast-iron hob grates designed for

the place. All the electric fittings and door
furniture are made of black iron. Mr. H. S.

Goodhart Rendel, of Lincoln's Inn, is the

architect.

HIC4H SCHOOL, MOTHERWELL,
SCOTLAND: SELECTED DESIGN.
There are no unsightly excrescences in this

plan, and the playsheds for boys and girls

serve as their respective entrances, and also

give access to the conveniences external to

the school proper. The classrooms, with dual

desks, are on the ground floor, as stipulated,

and the remainder on the first floor. Seven
classrooms face south, five east, and four

west. The chemical laboratory is isolated by

a ventilated lobby. It is cross lighted and
v.'ntil.nted. North' lights of high elevation are

employed in the art-room. The gymnasium,
etc., occur over the cloakrooms, with a re

silient floor. The housewifery rooms form a

suite on the girls' side, anterior to the school

proper. The cloakrooms are provided in bulk

at the respective entrances, for better super-

vision and control. The lavatories required

within the school are provided in separated

sanitary blocks. The music rooms are isolated,

to prevent sound travelling into the adjoining

rooms, by the use of thick walls. The heating

is by low-pressure on an accelerated drop
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THE ETON CLUBS, HACKNEY WICK.— Mr. H. S. Goodh.\rt Rendel, Architect.

system. The windows will be of steel, with
hoppers and double casements to their centre
parts on the lower floors. Upstairs the
bottom divisions have hoppers. Cross ven-
tilation is insured by trunks and upcast shafts

where there are no windows. The walling will

be of brick, simply treated architecturally. It

is suggested that Delabole slates should cover

the roofs. Cement painted dadoes with

plaster above in the classrooms, etc. Sani-

tary places, too. ha\p salt glazed lirick

dadoes. The hall will be panelled, and
entrance corridor to liave tiled dadoes. The
estimate, at Id. per foot cube, is given at

£.T,G(I5, so that the e.vact co.st can be worked
out on that basis; but the precise price per
foot cube is not stated. Mr. John .J. Burnet,
LL.D., A.R.S,A.. was the assessor in this

coiripetition. and Mr. S. B. Russell,

F.R.I.B.A.. of Gray's Inn-square, is the

architect chosen.

The urban district council of Finohley have
decided to construct a swimming-bath in Squires-

lane at a ro.<t of about £4,500.

The Bakewcll Rural District Council have de-

cided to pre«cnt a sum of JCIOO to Mr. A. Toft,

the retiring surveyor, in appreciation of his 30
years' .service

k parish h.ill is about to be erected on
Brockley-ri.se. adjoiuin<r St. Saviour's Church.
The architect* are Messrs. G. M. and P. G.
Silley, of Craven-street, Strand, W.C.

Mr. Edward .\. Crane, of the architectural

firm of Rankin, Kellogs. and Crane, Phila-

delphia, has been appointed by the mayor of

that city t-o the position of city architect.

Progress is being made by Messrs. P. and W.
.\nderson. Glasgow, the contractors for the joint

station reconstruction at Aberdeen, and a large

amount of plant has been brought north.

Sidmoulh Urban District Council are con-

sidering plans, which have l>een prepared by
Mr. R. W. Samp.^on. M S.A., of that towTi. for

a housing scheme upon which the eetimated ex-

penditure is £11.300.

The foundai ion-stone of a new Congregational
school-church ha's been laid at Redditch. Stock-
port. Messrs. C Barnes and Son, of London,
are the architects, and Messre. D. Eadie and
Co.. of Stockport, the contractors. The co«t is

estimated at £4,000.

The Bridlington Town Council have resolved

to purchase thirty-five acres of ground from Mr.
Y. G. Llovd-Greaine, of Sewerbv IIousc, for

£14.000, and two houses for .£900. for the pur-

pose of converting the land into a public park
and recreation grounds. Tlie land is close to the
North beach.

Plane prepared by Mr. .John W. Dyson, archi-

tect, of Newcastle, for additional buildings at

the Newcastle-on-Tyne City Lunatic Asylum,
have been approved by the Home Secretary.

The buildings comprise two villa blocks for 80

patients, isolation hospital for 6 patients, and
nurses' home for 56.

The Birmingham City Council are building a

new bridge over the River Cole, which runs

under the Stralf.ird-road near College-road.

Tlie river is also to be diverted and straightened.

The 'oridge will be erected of brick with stone

facings in two 25ft- span.s, and will have a width

between parapets of 60ft.

The city council of Birmingham have received

by bequest from the late Mr. ,Iames Tertius

Collins, for exhibition in their art gallery, three

interesting water-colour driiwing'; by David Cox,

an important work by the late F- M- W. Wim-
peris. ' .\ View of Verona." bv the late ^Villianl

Callow, R.W.S., and "The Arch of Titus, " by
W. L- Leitch

The Ipswich Town Council sanctioned on
Wednesday week, almost without criticism, an
addition of £33.500 to the capital of the electric-

light concern, .\hout half this fiinn was required

for services and mains extensions. necessitat.ed

bv the growth <>f the business, and ^.s to the

oilier half the capital is requircil for tapping a

new area to the ea.stward of the town, at points

which cannot be reached bv the present plant.

The Emperor William makes his twenty-first

cruise in Norwegian waters a fortnight hence,

and he will mark the occasion by presenting to

Norway a colossal statue of I'rithjof. the work

of Professor Max Unger. which will be erected

on a peak at Nagnaes, opposite Bapeholm, on

the Sognefjord. The figure, the resting of

which in bronze sections has just been com-

pleted, is 40ft- high, and weighs nearly fourteen

tons.

The Sevenoaks Urban District Council have

decided to erect a swimming-bath in the town

as a memorial to King Edward VII. Last

December Mr. Edward Kraftmeier, of Ash-

grove. Sevenoaks. offered £3.000 towards the

cost of the bath-- which were estimated at

£2,700- Mr- Kraftmeier's architect prepared

two schemes, and it was found that the most

suitable one would bring the cost up to £4.000,

and Mr- Kraftmeier immediately increased his

offer to that amount.
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STATTJES, MEMORIALS, &c.

BRISTOL.—The statue to Edward VII .

erected in front of the Victoria Rooms, was un-

veiled by the King on Friday. The general
scheme of the memorial was prepared by Messrs.

Lanchester and Rickards. of Bedford-square.

VV.C. Competitive designs were invited, and out

of twenty models sent in. that of Mr. Henry
Poole of VVentworth Studios, Manresa-road.
London. S.W., was selected by the committee,

on the advice of Mr. Derwent Wood, A.R.A..

and M. E. A. Rickards. The King is represented

in Mr. Poole's statue standing in the robes of

the Order of the Garter on a pedestal of Bath

stone, which rises from a platform of granite.

KELVIN MEMORIAL.—On Tuesday next, at

3 p.m., the dedication will take place, in West-

minster Abbey, of a window in memory of Lord

Kelvin. The Window, which is the result of

action taken by engineers in British Dominions

and the United States, has been placed in the

north aisle of the nave, in close proximity to

the one erected in 1909 by civil engineers to the

memory of Sir Benjamin Baker, and has been

designed and made by the same artist, Mr. J. N.

Comper. The design is as follows :—At the head

of the window is a cinqnefoil containing the

arms of Henry V., and his badges of the swan

and antelope, "as represented on his chantry m
the abbey. The lights contain two large figures

under canopies, both lights being framed with

borders, having niches holding sixteen statuettes

and thirteen shields relating to them. In the

left-hand light is the figure of King Henry V.

in armour (d. 1422) ; in the right-hand light is

that of Abbot William Colchester vested as in

the effigy on his tomb in the abbey (d. 1421),

Within the canopv above the King is a picture

of his coronation, and above the abbot a repic-

.sentation of the contemporary story of King

Henry V. visiting the Westmin.ster recluse on

the night after his father's death, (N.B.—

Immediately after his accession to the throne

the King energeticallv recommenced the work

of building the nave.) At the top of the canopy

is a representation of the Annunciation, which

is the dedication of the chantry chapel, and the

upper statuettes in the border represent St

George and St. Denys, who also appear in the

chantrv, and St. Crispin and St. Crispinian. on

whose feast Agincourt was won. On either side

of the King are the Dukes of Gloucester.

Exeter, and Bedford, and Sir Thomas Erping-

ham. The other statuettes represent Richard

Whittington. Lord Mayor of London, who
superintended the building of the church on the

King's behalf; the recbise. and six other

monks—viz., Richard of Cirencester, historian;

William of Sudbury, also a writer; John
Lakyngheth, treasurer, responsible for much of

the abbey building; Thomas Merkos, who
became Bishop of Carlisle; Peter Combe, sacrist;

and Richard Harweden. abbot, both connected

with building the nave. In front of the

pedestals of the two large figures are tablets

held by angels, containing the words :— (1) In

memorv of Baron Kelvin, of Largs; (2) Engineer.

Natural Philosopher. E. 1824. d. 1907 And
beneath these, again, are the arms of Lord

Kelvin and of Glasgow University. A special

service, with music, is being arranged by the

abbey authorities, and Mr. R. Elliott-Cooper,

president of the In.stitution of Civil Engineers,

will make the formal presentation of the window
on behalf of the donors.

LIVERPOOL—The Earl of Derby unveiled

on Saturday, at St, George's Pierhead. Liver-

pool, a memorial to the late Sir Alfred L. Jones.

K.C.M.G.. the well-known shipowner, and
founder of the school for tropical medicine.

The memorial, which has been designed and
carried out bv Sir George Frampton. R.A..

consists of a plinth of Aberdeen granite rising

from steps, and surmounted bv a bronze figure

emblematical of Liverpool and its Shipping. The
sides of the plinth are flanked by two mag-
nificent female figures in lironze emblematical

of Commerce and Tropical Medicine On I lie

front portion is a busi medallion of the late

Sir .\lfred .Tones. The height from the base to

the top of the bronze figure is 30ft.

Limerick County Council have fixed the .*!uper-

annuatioD allowance of Mr. .7. Horan, count

v

surveyor, at £550 per annum.

Penzance Town Council decided on Saturday,
hy eleven votes to seven, to adopt a workmen's
dwellings scheme, involving an expenditure of
£9,300.

The Banbury Town Council, at a meeting in

committee, interviewed six of the selected
applicants out of a total of 151 for the post of
borough surveyor, rendered vacant by the resig-
nation of Mr. N. H. Dawson, and appointed Mr.
G. E. Wrigley. of Sowerby Bridge.

(Bm (Bf^u fable.

The annual exhibition of the drawiiig.s done
in the School of Architecture at University

College, London, during the session, was
opened on Saturday last, July T), at 10 a.m.,

and will remain open daily (Sundays ex-

cepted) until Saturday, Jt'ily 19. Hours,

1(1 a.m. to 6 p.m. The exhibition is being

held in tile Science Library in the main
buildings of the college, the eiitraiice to

which is from Ciower-strcet. Admission is

open to the public.

The twelfth annual exhibition of antiquities

discovered at Meroe, was inaugurated on

Monday by Sir Frederick Kenyon at the

Society of Antiquaries. Burlington House,
and will remain open until Friday in next

week, the 18th inst. It contains the results

of the recent excavations by Professor Gar-
stang and Mr. W. S. George, the architect.

Four periods of history are revealed by the

work hitherto done—the Early Meroitic (B.C.

fi.'in.inO). the Middle Meroitic '(E.r .300 to B.C.

2l!). tlic Roman Occupation (possible interreg-

num B.C. 221. and the Late Meroitic (B.C. 10

to A.D. 700). The objects excavated and now
shown illustrate each of these periods. Mr.
George has demonstrated the Hellenistic

character of the Middle Meroitic period. On
the waist-belt of a well-carved statue are the

remains of an inscription in Greek letters,

giving the name of King \eteg-Ameii
(r. 150 B.C.) The most important archaeo-

logical discovery of the year is the clear evi-

dence that in the Hellenistic or Middle
Meroitic era burial by cremation was intro-

duced and adopted by the ruling classes.

This, says Professor Garstang, may explain
why in the great Necropolis, where tombs of

the earlier and later periods are numerous,
the Middle period is practically unrepre-
sented. It is proposed to continue the excava-
tions of the Royal City and to open up some
of the greater temples and public buildings
outside the city walls.

In view of the recent discussion in the

House of Lords upon the Bill now before
Parliament for the Protection of Ancient
Monuments and of the Report of the Select

Committee on the same subject, issued a

few months since, the Archbishops of Canter-
bury and York are desirous to ascertain what
steps are taken, on the issue of faculties in

the different dioceses, to secure due pro-

tection, both on archaeological and artistic

grounds, for church fabrics which have to

undergo repair or in which changes are being
made. At their Graces' request a committee
has been formed to undertake this inquiry,
and to report to the Archbishops the informa-
tion acquired together with any recommen-
dations which the facts collected may suggest
to the committee. The secretary is Mr. E.
V. Oliver, Ecclesiastical Commission, Mill-
bank. Westminster. The committee held its

first meeting on Monday.
The joint bridges committee of the Norfolk

County Council, in a report presented to that
body on Saturday, stated that they have
accepted tenders for the repair and recon-
struction of forty-five highway bridges, which
had been damaged by last year's floods. The
bridges were arranged in four types—viz. :

(1) The ferroconcrete pipe in place of the
old culvert, or smaller bridge; (2) ferro-
concrete bridges with flat floors

; (.3) ferro-
concrete bridges with arched floors ; and (4)
steel bridges with brick abutments, and. in
addition, some brick bridges are being
rebuilt. There had been, they reported, con-
siderable delay in the approval by the Local
Government Board of the plan.s for ferro-
concrete structures, and experience showed
the necessity, in dealing with so capricious a
substance as cement, of specifying only the
best-known materials. The committee had
purchased a cement-testing machine for the
county surveyor's use. wliich they had no
doubt would be of great value. The bridges
on which the cost of repairs exceeded £1.000
were as follows: Ingworth. outlay £2.003;
Trowse. two structures. .£1,012 arid £1,520
respectively; and Mendham, £1,225.

"Practical Stone Quarrying." by Allan
CJreenwell. A.M.I.CE.. F.G.S.. 'and J.
Vincent Elsden, D.Sc. (Lond.j. F.G.S.

(London: Crosby Lockwood and Son,
12s. 6d.), should interest all owners of

quarries, managers and inspectors thereof,

and students. Most of the work has
appeared in a periodical connected with the
trade, and it is the first work published,
covering quarrying as a whole. The detailed
examples selected are typical of the best
methods of working, and personal inspection
has insured the correctness of the informa-
tion in all cases. It is pretty certain that in

the near future quarry managers will have to

possess a wider range of knowledge than
liitlierto demanded, if commercial success and
tlie safety of quarrymen are to be insured,
and we therefore recommend strongly the
study of thi.s excellent mannal.

An exhibition is open this week, and till

July .31, at Whiteley's, Queen's-road, Bays-
water, of the Powell wood process for rapidly
seasoning timber, which differs from all

others. By it it is claimed newly-felled
timber may now be converted into better-
seasoned timber within a few days, or weeks
at most (according to its thickness) tlian in

as many years by air-drying. Large stocks
of timber for seasoning purposes are. there-
fore, no longer necessary. Many trees
hitherto practically useless liave been con-
verted into valuable timber. The process in

no way alters the nature of timber, as do
kiln-drying and the forcing in of unnatural
substances under pressure. It consists in

treating wood in a saccharine solution, in

other words " liquid timber." for which wood
has a strong affinity. Neither pressure nor
vacuum is used at any stage, but the timber
is allowed to absorb merely the amount of

solution required by each part of the wood to

make the whole homogeneous. When the
process is completed, the absorbed saccharine
matter is found to be thoroughly assimi-
lated by the tissues held in mole-
cular combination with the cellular fibres of

the wood. Every valuable quality is

enhanced, while at the same time the wood
is sterilised and made stable. Companies are
already working the process in Australia and
New Zealand, and have svicceeded in so de-

monstrating its value that the Westralian
Government has voted £200,000 for the equip-
ment of plants, and has acquired the rights to

u.se the Powell Process under royalty, to

enable them to develop the timber resources
of their country. In New Zealand a large
company is operating as well as the Govern-
ment works. One of the largest timber com-
panies in Holland has acquired the rights for
the Netherlands and the Dutch East Indies.
A plant is now in course of erection in Java.
In India extensive and lengthy tests and
trials have been made by the Government
officials, and, consequent on their reports,
inquiries on Indian account have been made
in .\nstralia for Powellised sleepers in large
quantities. Negotiations are now in progress
with the object of establishing Indian works
for the supply of sleepers to the Government
railways. Arrangements are in progress for

the formation of a company in the United
States of America. The first English com-
mercial plant was opened on .lanuary 3 this

year, at the cabinet works of Messrs. William
Birch, Ltd., High Wycombe, and their ex-
perience has been highly favourable. Some
specimens of furniture made from Powellised
wood eight years ago and since are on view
at Whiteley's. and speak well for the process.

Mr. I. H. Scates, secretary of the Baltimore
Exchange, and also of the National Building
Trades and Employers' Association of the
United States, has sent out a circular letter

to all kindred organisations in the States
requesting united action in the direction of
securing a uniform contract form for the use
of contractors. The purpose is stated to be
as follows:—"To accurately define and
standardise, wherever practicable, plans and
specifications, in order to eliminate un-
necessary hazards and uncertainties in con-
struction contracts ; to reduce the cost of
improvements to the owner; to give con-
tractors and surety companies a proper
understanding of the obligations they
assume

; to establish contracting and surety-
ship on a more stable and definite basis;. to
provide for the settlement of differences by
some equitably-constituted authority."
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
\\ Ki^NKWl^-VV TO Satuudat— Fortieth Aiuuial Mret-

iiiK of the Inslitutiou of MiiiiiiiiiHl

and ('ouiit,\ Kuyineer^^ al Orent Yar-
mouth.

LATEST PRICES.

TRADE NOTKS.
The Duchy of Cornwall iPriTu-t- of Wales) may

now bt^ ntirnbercd ainoiiji the important users

of P\uilo, the powder which makes cetnent

waterproof, manufactured by Messrs. Kerner-

Greenwood and Co., King's I.ynn.

Under the direction of Messrs. E Applet on

and Son, architects. Torquay, the Boyle system

of ventilation (natural), emltracing Boyle's

latent patent "air-pump" ventilators and air

inlets, has been applied to Homelands School.

Torquay.

The directors of the London County and
Westminster Bank, Ltd . have declared an

interim dividend of lOJ per cent, for the half-

year ending .lune 30. The divideml 10s. TJd, per

share (less Income-tax) will be payable on

August 1,

The directors of the British Portland Cement
Manufacturers, Ltd., will recommend to the

shareholders at the forthcoming annual meet-

ing the payment of a final dividend on the

6 per cent, preference shares to .\pril 30 last,

and of a dividend for the year on the ordinary

shares at the rate of 7 per cent, per annuni,

carrying forward a balance of £32,568.

.\mongst works in hand, or to be executed, bv

Claridges Patent Asphalte Company, Ltd., are

the asphalte work at. Messrs. Robinson and

Cleaver's premises. Regent-street, W. ; Hailey

House, Wallingford ; 35, Eaton-place. S.W.

;

British American Tobacco Co., Millbank .

Grammar School, Bromsgrove ; Lloyd's Bank.

Hull: King Edward's Memorial Church, Hull;

and Great Marlborough-street Police-court.

The Invincible Talbots continued their

conquering career at the speed trials of the

Yorkshire Automobile Club at Saltburn on

Saturday last, no fewer than eight gold medals
being won by these cars. The character of

these achievements is apparent from the fact

that the Talbots were, at times, competing
against cars of over lOOH.P., while the highest-

powered Talbot competing was 25H.P.

The inauguration of the new clock and quarter

jacks at Christ Church, Bristol, was performed
by the Archdeacon of Bristol on June 26. The
clock strikes the hours on the large tenor bell,

and chimes the quarters upon two bells struck

by the quarter jacks, and was made by Messrs.

John Smith and Sons. Midland Clock Works,
Derby, who have just completed the erection

of a large clock with Cambridge chimes at Hook
Norton Church, fixfordshire.

Messrs. John Warner and Sons, Ltd.. of the

Spitalfields Bell Foundry, London, E,, have in

hand the following contracts for bell restora-

tion, in addition to York Minster, the rings of

twelve bells at St. Leonard's Cluirch, Shore-

ditch, and Chelmsford pro-Cathedral. Also at

Eckington (Derbyshire), Escrick (Yorks),

Boreham (Essex), Cookham (Berks), Sarratt

(Herts). Rickmansworth (Herts), Wye (Kent),

Henbury (Bristol), Stoke Climsland (Cornwall),

Gulval Church (near Penzance), St. Mellons

(Mon.), and Peterstone (Mon.). Messrs. Warner
and Sons have also in hand five sets of chimes,

including two for Canada and one for New
Zealand, and the cost of these chimes will be

about £6.500. All the bells come from the

Spitalfields foundry, and are tuned upon
Canon Simpson's five-tone principle.

«•
Mr. T. A. Jaques, 12, Bedford-row, W.C.. has

been appointed quantity surveyor in the
Swansea borough architect's department, at a

salary of £250 per annum.

Extensive business premises are about to be

erected upon the site enclosed by Lavender-hdl.

St. John's-road, and Ilminster-gardens, Clapham-
junction, from plans by Messrs. Gibson. Skip-

with, and Gordon, of Old Bond-street, W.C.

Mr. Edward Willi.s. surveyor to the Chiswick
Urban District Council, has had his salary in-

creased by £50 for the present year to £650.
with further annual increments of £50 per
annum on April 1. 1914. and the two following

years, making a total ultimate increase of

salary of £200 per annum.

The Essex County Council have adopted an
extensive scheme for the reconstruction of main
trunk roads, to be carried out during the next
ten years at a cost of £236.000 Towards this

expenditure the Road Board will make a grant
of £125,000, spread over five years, and lend
£47,590 free of interest for the same period

IRON.
Steel Joiflts. BelRlan and German

(ox steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to jE6 5
- 7 la C

7 5
8 2 G

H 10

5 17

8 l.'.

9 10

Steel .loiflts, English 7 10

WrouBht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder I'latos 7 2 6,,
Har Iron, good Staff? 6 B „

Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 ,,

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „

Holier Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
Heat Snodshill 9 0,,

Angles 10s., Tees '20s. per ton extra.

Huildcrs' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 l.'is to £9.

Ditto galvanised, fit to £1.') 10a. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No, 18 to 20. No. 22 to 34

6ft. to 8ft, long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton,

gauge JE13 ,„ f13 10

Hest ditto 13 .,. 14

Wire Nails (PointBde Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 89 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwf
Per ton. Per tono

Cast-Iron Columns £^ 10 to £9

PORNITUKE AND HARDWOODS,

Teak -. Barmeae, per load, 50It. £20 to £25
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to
3 0.,

6 ..

4 „
3 .,

3 „
,

.,

B „
3 ,,

3 6

3 6
3 9
3 6
9 9
2
8

Caat-Iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9 n
Boiled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10 g
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0., 7 10 „

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brada 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, (Jalvanised—

to 8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 108. £10 153. £11 09, £11 5a. £11 15s, per ton

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in, to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to '24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s, Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s, ()d, per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOa. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od, „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b, (plus 2i per cent,)—
Gas-Tubes 76 p.o,

Water-Tubes 72i

Steam-Tubes 67j

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
to £20 10

4

3 3
14

13
14

3 9

3 3

9
6 6
6

OakPlanks: U.S.A.. Imported
., Boards ,, ,, Prm,

„ „ „ Mdm, 3
Sequoia (Callfornlan Redwood) 2
Birch : Quel)oc logs 3

., sawn planks.,. 1

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ 3
Greenheart : Hewn logs 3
Cedar : Cigar box 4

Satin Walnut: Imp, sawn
boards, prime 2 4

Orham : Imp, eaWD boards,
prime 2

Mahogany : Bt, DomiDgo,Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5
Lagos and Benin 4 6
Sekondi and Caiie

Lopez 3
„ Gaboon 3

Batinwood : West Indian 10
Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum VitiB 7

STONE.'
Red Mannfleld, In blocks per toot enbe £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 3
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 104

Hard York, ditto „ 2 10
DittodittoGin. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup, 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ,, 13

• All F.O,R, London,

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube I

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot .. 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons
) ^'|effoot'^cube''*''

at Paddington Depot, I m a •! m ci

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

- *" * ^ ••• *" '

Pimlico Wharf >

80 10
70
191
192

25 10

Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 .".

Lead Water Pipe. Town 23 17 b
,

„ Country 24 12 6
.

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 17 8
,

,, „ „ Country 25 12 6 ,

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town 25 17 6

.. Country 26 12 6
,

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 7 6

,

„ Country 29 2 6

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town.., 26 17 6

„ Country 27 12 i;

LeadSoil-pipe(npto4iin.)Town 26 17 6
Country 27 12 6

[Over 4Jin. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 80
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 69 10

Tin, English Ingots 190

Do., Bars 191

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 20 17 6

Sheet Lead, Town 23 7 6

Country 24 2 6

Genuine White Lead 30 15

Refined Red Lead 24 10

Sheet Zinc 30

Old Lead, against account 18 5 0,,
Tin per cwt, 11 0„
Cut nails (per cwt, basia, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ,,

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL,

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £45
2nd ., 26
3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals : St, Johns 10
Miramichi 9 10

Boards: Swag 11

RedDeals: Archangel 1st quality 21

„ 2nd „ 16
3rd „ 12

,, ,, St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „ 18
2nd „ 14 10 ,, 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15

,, Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm .„ 13 10 „ IT

White Deals: Crown 14 ., 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,, 13

Flooring : White and Planed

—

lat and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, ist quality 14 10 0„ 17
Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitffl Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cnbic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 02
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 8
Mahogany Gaboon | „ 3 0, 2

SLATES.
in. In,

Blue Portmadoc „. 20x10 .

16x 8 ,

Blue Bangor 20*10 .

20x12 .

Fhrst quality 20x10
.

20x12
.

16X 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

.

30X12
.

18x10
.

16x 8 .

20x10
,

18x10
,

16 X 8 .

£ 8, d.
12 13 6
6 13 6
13 2 6
13 17 6

13
13 15

.750

per 1,000 of
1,200 at r.sta

Permanent green

.

15 17 6
18 7 6
13 5
10 5

. 11 12 6

. 9 12 6

. 6 13 6

45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12 n
24
19
14

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ,„ £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 16
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

,2in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic j 4 10 6
Facing Bricks I

[river

elivered
at rly. stn.

' (Ne

•1 I

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

.\ccrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i ' ditto Second Beat Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks ,.. 1 17 6

Sewer .\rch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 9

34' Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 2
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2^" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 8

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course , 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4j' soffit, per foot opening ,..

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

2 11

3 9
4 6
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GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GIiAZE8, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. BufiF. Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£li 7 6 flO 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 B 21 7 6 If) 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Rplavs and Squints

—

17 7 6 K 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and Esternal Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

,5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17
'°

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricksA Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in.

Is. 2d. each / by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Header.s, £1 per 1,000 e.ttra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0.. ..

s. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fii'eclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooflngtiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,. .,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 ., ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,. ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ., ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles.

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,. .,

Pressed 47 6 ., .. ..

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,. .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ,, ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, per tun £28 15 to £39 6

Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 .. 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut. Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do.. Ceylon 43 10 ., 43
Do.. Mauritius 42 10 ,. 43
Palm, Lagos 33 5 .. 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ., 19 5
Sperm 30 .. 31
Lubricating U.S per gal 7 0,. 080
Petroleum refined , ... 63 ., 6i
Tar. Stockholm per barrel 16 0,. 1 10 n
Do., Archangel 19 6 ,. 1 n
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 4J ,.

—
Baltic Oil 3 8,. —
Turpentine 3 5},, —

^""'"rd"oif)':!°:lp<'--'- «
9 0" -

Pure Linseed Oil 1 n in n" Stority " Brand f • u i" u ..

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass ; l.?oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3ad. ... 4ad.
Thirds 2id. ... 3id. ... 4id. ... bid.
Fluted Sheet 25d. ... 3Sd. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ; iin. 'Ima. iin.
2id. ... 23d. ... 3d.

Fignred Boiled and Repoussine White. Tinted
3id. ... 5d.

^vatit JIttos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
GLODCESTER.^The carpenters and brick-

layers have hitherto been paid Sd. per hour, the

masons 7d. and 7id., the plasterers 7Jd.. and
the labourers 5d. Each section asked for a

penny per hour increase, on the ground of the

all-round increase which has taken place in the

cost of the necessaries of life, house rents, rates,

etc. The referee has given the labourers an

increase of ^d., and all other trades Jd. per

hour.

Darlaston Urban District Council have

adopted a scheme prepared by Messrs. Dodd and

nodd. engineers, Birmingham, for new sewage-

disposal works, estimated to cost ,£15,000.

The memorial to the late Captain Scott will take

the forms of a memorial tal^let in bronze, to he

placed in St. Paul's Cathedral, and of a

sculptured monument in bronze in a public place

in London (probably the space immediately

behind the railings in Hyde Park, fronting

Lowther Lodge, the new home of the Roval
Geographical Society) to contain the ligures of

the five dead men, by a sculptor of approved

eminence to be hereafter selected.

HOW YOU MAY

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
WITH EXISTING BUSINESS.

A Client in the West of England

takes £133 out of one trans-

action on an outlay of only £50.
We shall be pleased to give lull parliculars.

R. A. SMITH & CO.
(l>T\llLlSHF.It I'-NM.

Stock and Share Dealers,

20, Cockspur Street, ':°l^.''-

Full infonuation is contained in the book-

let ''Temporary Investments," whicli will be

sent gratis and post free on application.

Please iiientif . BllI.DING XF.WS

OBILVIE&CO.

Telerhote: DALSTON 13

Many years connected with
the late firm of W. H.
LASCELLES & CO., of

Bunhil) Row.

Mildmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N,

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^Th^A"^^

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardM/^oods,
APPLY TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

Barnslet.—For erecting colliery rescue station,
Eastgate. Messrs. Crawehaw and Wilkinson. 13.
Regent-street, Barnsley, arcbitects. Quantities by the
architects :—

Excavator, mason, and bricklayer:—Mellor, G.
Carpenter and joiner :—Hey and Pashley.

Slaters ;—Dawber, Towueley, and (Jo.

Plumber and glazier :— Free, H. H.
Plasterer and concretor :— Qaidley, T,
Electricians :

— Rushforth, S., and Son.
Painter :—Beaumont, G.

All of Barnsley.

BiDDFi.PH. — For the enlargement of the Central
Council School, for the Staffordshire Education Com-
mittee :

—
Godan, T., Hanley (accepted) ,.. £1,931

For extension of heating npparatus :

—

Lownds and Co., Leek (accepted) 8" 10

6,0U9

4.998

4,703

4,691
4.fi83

n

n

4,(i2o

4,B33
4,4.';()

4,373

4.360

6

2

10
n

9

3.04ri

3,02.5

3,017
2,939 8

2.931

2,929 10

2,892
2 889 10 6
2.878
2.875 n
2,823
2,811

2,770 10
2,767
2,728 10
2,71(1

2.703 U
2,863 10

£fi04

535
o28
516

Bexlet, Kent.—For the erection at Bexley Asylum
of the suneretnicture of a hospital villii for male
patients, for the London County Council :—

MillB. W.. & Sons. Blacliheath ... £5,119 t> 10
Parker, G., and Sons, Peckham ... 5,072
Greenwood, J., Ltd., London
Bridge

Smith. J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood

Lowe. R. A., and Co., Chislehurst
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Blay, W. F.. Ltd., Dartford
Groves, H., Greenwich
Wallis. G. E., and Sons, Ltd..
Maidstone

Friday and Ling, Erith
Kent, H., Hither Green
Thomas and Edge. Woolwich
Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark*

* Accepted.
BuLWELL, BASHFOKn.—For erecting nurses' home at

workhouse, for the guardians. Mr. H. T. Sudbury,
Lord Haddon-road, Ilkestone. architect. Quantities bv
Messrs. Barnes, Booth, and Richardson, Nottingham :

—
Williamson, C, and Co £3,146
Ward. W
Appleby, W
Hutchinson, W. J., and Sons, Old
Basford

Eamshaw, A., Ilkeston
Bosworth and Lowe
Barker, T., & Sons, Loughborough
Dennett and Ingle, Ltd
Wainer, G. W
Simons, W. and J., West Bridgford
Lovett, G. T., West Bridgford ...

Hopewell, G., & Son. Old Basford
Suter, G. T
Long, T., and Sons
Lewin, J., Netherfield
Bow.T
Crane, W.. Ltd
Fish, T., and Sons
Barlow, T., and Co.*

Rest of Nottingham,
* Pi"ovisionally accepted.

BuRBAGE.—For erection of handicraft centre, for the
Leicestershire Education Committee. Mr. Ernest G.
Fowler, Education OflBce, Leicester, architect, t^uan-
tities by the architect :

—

Jeffcote, A.. Hinckley
Kellett, J. C, and Son, Leicester..

Fox, E., Leicester ..

Chamberlain. E., Burbage*
• Accepted.

Central Finsburt.—For erecting in Vernon-square a
new elementary school, for the London Education
Committee :

—

Johnson, W., & Co., Ltd., Wands-
worth Common £33,30')

Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark
Park 32,496

HoUoway, H. L.. Deptford ... 32,249
Holliday and Greenwood. Ltd.,
Brixton 31,845

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 31,474

Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 31.195
Smith, J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood 31.142

Pitman and Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Liverpool-road' 30,943

' Accepted as reduced from revised plans at £28,554.

Greenwich,—For the erection of handicraft cen tre at
Sherrington-road central school, for tbe London
Education Committee :

—
Parker. G., and Sons, Peckham ... £1,671
Mills, W., and Sons, Ltd.. Black-
heath l.OJl 13 3i

Roberts, A., and Co., Ltd.,

Kensington 1.593

Mills, E., Blackheath 1,581

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Mareland, J., and Sons, Walworth
Akers, W., and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood

Groves, H., Greenwich
Harris, W., North Woolwich
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich
HoUoway, H. L., Deptford
Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark
Park (accepted)

HAi:5rKR-ENn.—For the erection of a mixed council

school, and alterations to existing school at Halmer-
End, for the Staffordshire Education Committee :—

Johnson. Ellas, Audiey (accepted) £1,499

For the installation of heating apparatus :—
Manley, W. H., and Co., Wolver-
hampton (accepted) L'348

Hampstead, N.—For building a new infants' school,

Kingsgate-road, for the London Kducation Committee ;

Roberts, A., and Co., Ltd., Earl's

Court-road
Patraan and Fotheringham, Ltd.,

Liverpool-road
McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,

Northampton -street

Ford and Walton, Ltd., Kilburn..

Ches&um, J., and Son, South
place

Bovis, Ltd., Upper Berkeley-street 7,13J

WiUmoti, J.,andSon8, Hornsey... 7,083

Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark
Park 7.063

Kear ley, C. F., Ltd.. Great
Marlborough-street (accepted)... 7,000

HoiiNCASTLE.—For building bridges, for the rural

district council. Mr. J. E. Chatterton. Council OtJice.s,

Horncastle, clerk. Accepted tenders :
—

Uatton Bridge :
—

Heasman and Sons, Horncastle ... £31 10

Salmonby Bridge :—
Su tton and Hoxton, Horncastle ... 66

1,572

1,563

1,562
1,658

1,488

1,465 (I

1.41.S

1,391

£7,645

,493

7,185

7.152

-.139
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Mr. Temple Moore.Church of St. Peter. Barnsley
F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Strand, W.O.

House at Bnrgh Heath, Surrey. Plans and eleva-
tions. Mr. Krnest Newton. .\.R.A.. .\rchitecl.

House at Hamijstead. Vio\v. section, and plans. Mr.
Henry Tanner. F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

House at lieckenham. Views and plans. Mr. Henry
Tanner. K.K.I.H.A.. Architect.

New Building. Tavistock - street. Covent Garden.
View and plan. Mr. Lewen Sharji. Architeel.

Design submitted for the New Arts BnildiTig. .Man-
chester, by Mr. Paul Waterhouse. .M..\..I' .U.1.B.,\.
Architect.

Students' Hostel. E.xeter: Sketch Plans of Selected
and Second Preiniated Designs.

Plans of Workmen's Cottages.

St. .Matthias' Church, Stoke Newington.

STUDENTS' HOSTEL, TTNIVERSITY
COLLEGE, EXETER.

The award of the Assessor, Mr. Eilwin
Cooper, F.R.I.B.A., in tliis competition,

has Ijcen annoiinceil as follows:— 1, Messrs.

EiUvanl Garratt aiul H. W. Simister,

Norwich Dnion-chainhers, Birmingham;
2. Messrs. Charles Gascoyne anil George
Nott. .\.R.I.B.A.. G. Gray's Inn-s(niai'e

;

X Mr. Arthur W. Kenyon, A.R.I.B.A.,
Caxtou House. Westminster.

T'he site of the proposed buildings is

about two and a-half miles from the heart
of the city. Being already laid out as an

Taken generally, the fifty designs sub-
mitted are not of a very high standanl of

e.xrellence. Most are of a very ordinary
character, and many are mediocre. The
Assessor can have had no very great dilli-

cuity in making his selection, as the
winning design gives on the whole an excel-

lent interpretation of the problem. From
the i)lans. it will be seen that there is a
great similarity between the scheme placed
first and the second ; but various <Ietails

most carefully worked out in the selected
scheme doubtless inlliienced Mr. Edwin
Cooper's award.

In the selected scheme, the building,

conditions sLate<l that this was to be
arranged for i)ossible use as one large room,
and if it is intended for the i)urpose of
entertainments, it is oovious that a portion
of till' audience, at least, would be located
rather out of touch with the jiroceedings.
The dininc-ri)om is scarcely of the most
desirable shape, and, as planned, it

becomes necessary to cross the main
corridor from the service-room, which is

otherwi.se conveniently i)laced in relation to
the kitchen. The corridors are none too
adetpiately lighted, being dependent on
windows at each end, and on borrowed
lights. The covered Ways, however, would

G*LiW.J

T.:rrT r.i:E riRrs

STUDENTS' HOSTEL, EXETER: SKETCH PLANS OF SELECTED DESIGN.
Messrs. Edward Garratt and H. W. Simistkr. Architects.

excellent cricket-field, the College authori-
ties were naturally anxious that as large a
portion as possible should be retained as
playing space, and the conditions suggested
that the buildings should be placed close to
the western boundary. This condition has
been carefully adhered to by each of the
premiated competitors.

running east and west, takes practically a

symmetrical formation, while the gym-
nasium and professor's house are arranged
as separate wings placed to the north and
south, and connected with the hostel itself

by covered ways. .Some . reasonable ex-

ception might perhaps be taken to the L-
shaped study and recreatioii-room. The

1 greatly tend to overshadow these corridor

end windows at the ground-floor level,

while, again, the staircases taking up
positions at the end of the passages would
somewhat further hamper and diminish the

light on the upper floors. Otherwise the

plans are well and economically arranged.

The Kitchen wing is well isolated, and the
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STUDENTS' HOSTEL, EXETER: SKETCH PLANS OF THE SECOND PREMIATED DESIGN.-

Messrs. Charles Ga.scoyne and George Nott, Arcliiteets.

lavatories in each case are disconnected
from the rest of the building, and con-
venient as regards their arrangement. The
students can obtain access to the gym-
nasium dressing-rooms, without having to

traverse the apartment, and the professor's
house is well and economically planned. Tt

has not been forgotten that the study
should be so placed that students and staff

may interview the professor without having
to traverse the entrance-hall, nor that a
separate entrance for private visitors or
members of the household is cei-tainly
necessary. The Hostel itself takes the form
of a three-story block, the top-floor being
practically identical with the one below,
excepting that space is devoted to servants'
rooms and sick quarters ; Ijoth being well
arranged in respect to their disconnection
from the rest of the building. The eleva-
tions are designed in Georgian character,
with brick walling and a wood cornice, and
slated Mansard roof. They look entirely
suitable, bolli for the locality as well as
for the purposes of tlu' building.

THE SECOND PREMIATED PLANS,

as before stated, bear a close resemblance
to the selected scheme, both as regards the
general lay-out of tlie arrangements, and
also in regard to the character of the eleva-
tions. The latter are most pleasing, and
might even be preferred to those of the
selected design, by reason of their dignity
and restraint. Again of Georgian character,
witli a wood cm-nice and mansard roof
treatment between the two end pavilions,
these latter are raised by a parapet above
the general cornice level, and treated with
steeply-liipjK'd roofing. No attempt has
been made to introduce a central feature,
emphasis being given by the recessed
loggia, nicely handled with Doric columns
and an entablature. The chimneys have in
every case been made dominant features of

the sky-line, and the gymnasium facade
practically balances with that of the

professor's house.
The plan suffers somewhat in comparison

with that of the selected design. The
dining-room, and study, and recreation-

room are certainly of a much better shape

;

but the service-room would be none too
well lighted, and t)ie luggage would have to

be taken across the main entrance-hall to

the lift or luggage store. The lavatories on
the upper floors are neither as conveniently
arranged or so completely disconnected.
The professor's house would render it

necessary for student and staff to traverse
the main ontrance-hall, and pass both the
dining- and drawing-i-oom doors on their
way to the study. The lack of a private

I
entrance for visitors and household is

another drav.'back. The gymnasium would
also have to be crossed in order to reach the
dressing-room. Otherwise, the plan is

1
simple, straightiorvvard, and is capably

I

haiuUed : its authors have well earned the
second place. *

TUE THIRD PREMIATED DESIGN
scarcely attains to the high standard of the
two placed above it. Other schemes that
have not obtained recognition must have
run it very close indeed. Although tlie

general lay-out is on similar lines, a
material departure has been made in
arranging the ground - floor witli the
corridor flanked only by roouis on its
eastern side, thus allowing of its direct
lighting by windows, and the building itself
being consequently of less width. On the
upper floors tlie corridor takes a central
liosition, with rooms to the east and west
Hanking both sides of it. This treatment,
of course, nu-ans that the walls or parti-
tions do not follow up from those below.
But, on the other hand, it avoids the neces-
sity of setting back the eastern e.xternal
wall for the greater part of its length, and

the formation of balconies at the first-floor

level, as in the case of both the other pre-

miated designs. This treatment comes
about in order to allow of the students'

bedrooms being reduced in depth when
compared with the' reception-rooms under
them, and must naturally tend to the intro-

duction of heavy steel construction.

Turning again to the third design, the ser-

vice from the kitchen to the dining-room
is not very satisfactory, and no attempt has

been made to disconnect the lavatories. The
planning of the professor's house seems to

lack thouglit, and the arrangement of the

study suft'ers, as in the case of the design

placed second. The elevations would come
out much more satisfactorily in execution

than they do on paper, for they are very

roughly delineated. The half-inch detail,

however, shows more adequately the possi-

bilities of the design, which is again of a

simple Georgian treatment, very restrained

in character.

The type of planning already described

has been more or less followed by the bulk

of the competitors, and especially by those

who have probably been in the final

running. Of these, we can only notice tlie

following:—No. 46, James Barbour and

Bowie, Dumfries; No. 26, Reginald Dixon.

Birmingham ; No. 21, Matthew J. Dawson,
London ; No. 22, S. N. Cooke and 'W. N.

Twist, Birmingham ; No. 4, Marshall,

Jvobinson, Son, and 'Wheeler ; No. 13,
'

'Vincent, Harris, and Moodie, London

;

and No. 18, A. 'Winter Rose, Birming-

ham. Messrs. Heywood and Buckland
Farmer, and Messrs. Crouch, Butler, and

Savage have also sent interesting solutions

of the problem, though the latter' s plan

is scarcely as convincing as the one they

submitted for the Hostel in connection with

the Teachers' Training College at Hull, and
won with. No. 4 comprises a very careful

set of drawings and satisfactory elevations.
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The jjlan is of luleiesl, by luabuii uf lis

qiuidiaiigular lonuatioii, tlie main stair-

case and lavatories forming a central block,

with the dining-room placed under them on
the gruuud-Hoor. Tlie courtyards, how-
ever, only being about 22ft. wide, the rooms
lighted froui them on the giouml-Hoor, and
particularly the kitchen and dining-room,
would be r.ithcr overshadowed. The gym-
nasium and professor's house are connected
up hy segmeiitally-shaped covered ways,
and (he house fails by reason of the extent
of its hall and passages.

No. -05 gives excellently-drawn elevations
and a delicately-rendered half-inch detail.

The hostel is placed diagonally across the
corner of the site, and, with the addition of

the gymnasium and tlie house, materially
encroaches on the playing-field. The jilan

does not attain to the standard of the
facades, being cut up by four small light-

wells, to say nothing of a further courtyard
in the rear, enclosed on three sides.

No. 18 is another quadrangular design,
the corridor having windows looking on to

the quad on all of its four sides, thus giving
e.vcellent light and ventilation, but in an
expensive manner of building. The eleva-
tions would be eiTective in execution, but
the 1-lG scale drawings scarcely do the
project justice.

No. 13 presents a dignified facade, though
the Jin. detail has a tendency to get out of
scale, and [larticularly in respect to the
Ionic angle pilasters, when taken in con-
junction with the Doric portico under. The
masters' bedrooms are shown entirely dis-
connected from the hostel itself, which
would mean turning out in the open every
night, and. moreover, would scarcely tend
to adequate supervision of the students.
The sick-rooms and servants' rooms being

placed over these detached blocks, gives,
however, satisfactory isolation to these
quarters. The ground-floor corridor is

neither adequately lit nor ventilated, and
winders to the main staircase would not
tend towards comfort.

No. 21 is a very attractive set of drawings,
the plan taking the form of a single-banked
corridor on the ground-floor, and double-
banked above. The kitchen and scullery
are not well placed, facing as they do the
main entrance front. The lavatories again
take up a prominent position at the head of
the main staircase, and are not well lit or
ventilated. The elevations are nicely
rendered, as well as the half-inch detail of
main entrance, although the treatment
would be really more suitable for a public
building than one of a semi-domestic
character. The general site plan shows
tennis-courts facing east and west— scarcely
the most desirable aspects — and the
beautiful cricket-field laid out as a Rugby
football-ground !

No. 22 is another capital set of drawings,
with a similar type of plan to that of
No. 21 ; but the kitchen and lavatory blocks
better handled, and not in such evidence.
The Georgian elevations are much more
elaborate than any of the jjremiated
designs. No. 26 gives a most attractively-
drawn half-i'^ch detail.

Mr. Cooper, the Assessor, must be con-
gratulated not only on his award, but also
on having reduced the competitors' labours
to an absolute minimum. One-sL\teenth
scale was adopted, and it has proved
entirely adequate. No perspective was re-
quired, and a small portion of the facade
to iin. scale was the only " extra " asked
for. Moreover, all the drawings could be
in pencil. For once in a way. "the bulk of
the competitors have taken full advantage
of the concessions offered, and elaboratelv-
iinished conceptions are generallv con-
spicuous by their absence ; man

v
'of the

drawings, in fact, are futile, and of the
roughest description.

UbSTKUCTlON OF ANCIENT LIGHTS,

In actions for obstruction of ancient
lights, the practical point nowadays is

geiier illy as to whether there has been any-

real aiiil substantial damage, wliich must
be proved before the plaintilf can make out
any claim. Evidence as to the existence of

the right is usually obtainalile in supjiort

of a 20 years' user, and the fact of the new-

building objectetl to, as an obstruction,
s[ieaks for itself. Under the older
authorities, very little proof of a
diminution in the light hitherto enjoyed
was required, because they went upon the
principle that the right to light carried
with it a right to certain i-ays of light
coining through a window in a certain
definite direction. The whole of this old
practice was linally changed by the
decision of the House of Lords in 1904, in
the well-known leading case of "Colls v.

The Home and Colonial Stores, Ltd." (Law
Keports, 1901, A.C. 179), which has been,
and must be, followed by all lower
tribunals ever since. The great practical
rule there laid down is that, to constitute
an actionable obstruction of ancient lights,
it is not sufhcicnt that the light is less than
before. There must be a substantial priva-
tion of light, and which is enough to render
the occupation of the house uncomfortable
according to ordinary habits, and (in the
case of business premises) to prevent the
plaintiff carrying on his business as bene-
ficially as before. This is the present law,
and the rule is in accordance with fairness
and common sense. It is clear that this
liroad principle is of universal application,
anil it is on<- of much interest and import-
ance to both architects and builders. '

In the recent case of " Davis v. Marrable,

"

before Mr. .lustice Joyce, June 23, 1913
(Times Law Reports, Vol. .XXIX, page G17).
the actual working out of this rule was
exemplified in a very instructive manner.
This was an action for damages for ob-
struction to ancient lights of a house and
shop at Denmark-hill, London, and the
hearing of the case lasted during four days.
There was really no doubt as to the
plaintiff's right of light arising by pre-
scription from an uninterrupted user of
over 20 years, and the point fought over
was as to whether or not there had been
any such obstruction by the defendant's
building .as would give the plaintiff a claim
in an action for damages. The house was
so situated that it got;" light fnlm windows
in both the east and the west walls. Pre-
vious to 1912. the plaintiff had received an
uninterrupted access of light through a
large window looking east, while the light
coming to him from the west was greally
curtailed by the defendant's then build-
ings. In 1912 the defendant pulled down
his old premises, and erected a picture-
t)alace on their site. The result of this
change was to cut off the access of light
coming to the plaintiff's window from the
east, but also to add greatlv to the light
which his premises received from the west.
Upon this it was argued for the defence
that there was no substantial damage upon
which an action could be founded, as, in
fact, the plaintiff got more light than he
had enjoyed before, although it came in
from the opposite side of his house. The
plaintiff's case was that the defendant had
no right to cut off the light he had hitherto
received from the east, even if he gave him
as good a light from the west. Altogether
it was a very pretty point of law and
practice in the way of building.

yU: Justice .Joyce, in his carefully con-
sidered judgment, went thoroughly into
the whole question, and dealt fully w'ith all
the points involved. He referred to the
leading case above quoted from the House
of Lords in 1904, as sho^nIlg that, since
that decision, the owner of an ancient light

hud no longer any legal right to any parti-
cular cones or pencils of rays coining in
any special direction, but omy a nglii, to
lequiip that the lights coming to hiiii over
the seivient leileiiient shoulil not be so
seriously ubstrucled or substantially
diniinislied as to amount to a nuisance in
law. That is now the broad rule ut uni-
versal application in these matters. I''roni

this it follows that right of light does not
arise in regard to a spi'cial window, or even
in respect of a certain aspect. Ihe right is

to have the sanie volume of light coming
to the dominant tenement over the servieiR
tenement as has hitherto been used and
enjoyed ; so that it docs not matter if it

comes in a different direction, and from an
opposite point of the compass. The Judge,
being satisfied u[)on the evidence that the
light coming to the plaintiff's premises
from the west, after the defendant's re-
building, was as good as, and probably
better than, he had before obtained from
the east, held that there was no damage,
and therefore no ground for the action,
which iie dismissed. It is, of course, pos-
sible that there may be an appeal, and if

so, the result will be awaited with some
interest in the building world.
There are one or two practical points

worth noting about this curious case. It is
obvious that the two opposing properties
must have stood in a peculiar position to
each other, to enable such a result to have
been obtained. All the same, the case is sug-
gestive of possibilities. We can imagine
the architect and builder considering where
they would be when they blocked the east
window, which they doubtless knew was an
ancient light, and casting about for some
method which should bring in as good a
light upon the other side of the premises.
A\ hat was done so successfully in this case
may be found practicable in others, when
once the legal doctrine is fully appre-
hended. It may often bo difficult to get the
same amount of light into the same rooms
in a building from some different aspect
than that which it has hitherto enjoyed.
<Jn the other hand, there are sometimes
ways of managing this which are now made
lawful, but which, under the old rigid rule
as to special rays and direction of light,
would have been of no avail whatever.
There remains one important point to be

mentioned, as arising out of the considera-
tion of this curious decision. It seems to be
clear that, in a case of this kind, the only
light the Court had to consider was that
which came over the defendant's premises
from one side or the otlier. Any light
coming from a different quarter apart from
these buildings was not taken into account
by the Judge's decision. He was dealing
only with the question as to what amount
of light the defendant had taken awav bv
his rebuilding, and what fresh light he" had
given, as it were, in exchange at the same
time. It was laid down by Lord Lindley,m the leading case above quoted, that light
to which a right has not been acquired by
grant or prescription, and of which the
owner of the premises in question may at
any time be deprived, ought not to" be
taken into account as between the parties
to the action. It is. therefore, pretty plain
Ihat a defendant who obstructs an ancient
light cannot be allowed to sav that the
plaintiff still has light enough 'from other
sources, because these may at anv period
be blocked bv dift'erent parties," against
whom the plaintiff holds no right of ease-
ment, anil so no remedy by action. So
the question must always 'come back to
the relaf ive position of the buildings or
obstruction concerned, and will not be
affected by points as to light coming from
other directions.

A new police-stafion is .in built on
Shooter's Hill, from Mr. Dixon Butler's desijrns.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Council,

Viscount reel, Chairnum of the Improve-

ments Committee, stated, in reply to Sir H.

Parsons, that representatives of the Council

and of the Oovernnient uere still considering!

the (|Ucstion of the Admiralty Arch, and the

Committee hoped to be in a position to report

to the Council before the summer recess. Ho
did not think that at the present moment u
would be possible or advisable to inform the

public through the Council of the precise

state of affairs as regards the negotiations.

The Improvements Committee reported

that, in view of the recent rejection of the

Council's Lambeth Bridge Bill by a Select

Committee of the House of Commons, and in

order that adequate time might be atTorded

for a thorough reconsideration of the whole

matter, thev had decided not to recommend
the Council to submit an .

applicatioii to

I'arliament in the ensuing session. The
reception of this report gave rise to an ani-

mated discussion. Mr. Henry Ward com-

plained that the result would be that at least

seven years must pass before the bridge could

be opened for traffic if a Bill were not pres.sed

forward. Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, F.R.I.B.A.,

who was in charge of the report of the Im-

provements Committee, said that in his

opinion—although he would not propose it

—

it would not be a great lo.ss to London if the

bridge were done away witli altogether, lie

thought, however, that a bridge was required

there, and all they asked for was a year in

which to bring up another scheme. After

further discussion the report was received,

a hostile amendment having been defeated on

a division by Gl votes to 4'2.

It was reported that the Local Govern-
ment, Records, and Museums Committee have

determined on further development of the

annual voUime of London statistics, it being

proposed to incorporate in the volume a much
larger number of maps and diagrams. For
this work, which will be done in the depart-

ment of the clerk of the Council, tlie services

of an officer who has both statistical ex-

perience and capacity for drawing diagrams
are required. It is recommended that Mr.
A. G. Harding, assistant in the first class in

the Estates and Valuation department, who
with other officers was transferred in August,

liU;i, to tliat depai'tment on the discon-

tinuance of the Local Government and Sta-

tistical department, be transferred to the

department of the Clerk of the Council. To
fill the vacancy which will thus be caused in

the first class in the Estates and Valuation
department, the promotion of Mr. F. Sco
thorne. assistant in the second class in that

department, was proposed.

A WORKMAN'S COTTAGE FOR £1I-|0.

By Frank H. Heaven, F.R.I. B. A.

Much speculation is rife as to the possi-

bility of building a cottage suitable for a
working man and a moderate sized family,
for the modest sum of £150. Many words
have been said for and against the jiossibility

of doing so. I should like to add a few
words as my opinion to tlie many which have
gone before.

To accommodate a working man and his

family, the house must be of a good size,

arni contain a large living-room, a place for

washing up and doing the dirty household
work, together with a place for storing the
food of the family, a coal store, and a w.c.
close to the house, and at least three bed-
rooms of a convenient size, and if possible a
Ijathroom. All working men are not colliers,

a.nd cannot look forward to the future when
baths will be proviiled for titem at their work,
so prt)\ision must be made for* tlie ablntions
of the man and his family at home.

I'erliaps tlie three facts that weigh heaviest

in counting the cost of a house are: the rate

of int(!rest at which money can be borrowed,
for, usinilly, the working man has only a part
of the pureliase price nti hand; the cost of

the land, whether freehold or hfusehold ; and
the cost of materials.

A cheaper rate of interest for tlie borrow-
ing of money would go far to ameliorate the

present overcrowding, so would a reduction
ill the cost of land, especially in ground rent.

AWoRkTMANS' CoTTACn TOE f 150.

I

which is a permanent charge upon the house,

even after the purchase price has been
cleared.

Any change in these two latter, however,
seems to be far distant, and can only be
effected by the State or the municipal
authorities subsidising the working man in

the matter of lending money at a cheap rate

for the purpose of building his house ; or by
the State of municipal bodies purchasing
land and then leasing it at a reduced rental

to prospective building owners, but both
these methods are tainted with tlie principle

of the community helping the individual, so

the only way left into which we can look for

any appreciable saving is the cost of the

materials for the building of the house.
Many methods have been put forward

towards this end, but none ha\e been
accepted in any general manner, and all are

made by way of experiment.
One method I should like to call the atten-

tion of readers to is of recent invention, and
is known as reinforced brickwork ; that is,

the walls arc made of bricks of a special de-

sign, thin, but equally as wcatlier resisting

as the ordinary brick, and reinforced to

resist the stresses and strains brought upon
the walls from the floors, roofs, and other
superimposed weights, by means of iron rods
]ilacc(l m such positions as to best take and

successfully resist these strains, and making

such thin walls as strong as thicker bricks or

stone walls, but at less than half the cost.

The autlior has prepared a design for a

cottage, suitable for a. working man and his

family, containing, as he believes, all the

accommodation necessary, as follows:—
A living-room, 14ft. llin. by 13ft. 4in. to

face of fire-breasts.

A kitchen, 13tt. 4in. by Gft. Sin. to face of

fire-breasts, and containing a fire-stove,

copper, gas-stove, and sink.

A larder, 6ft. by 3ft. 9iii.

A coal-shed and a w.c, each 4ft. llin. by

2ft. 9in.

Front and back entrance lobbies on ground

floor ; and
Three bedrooms, each with a fireplace,

measuring 13ft. 4in. by 9ft., 10ft. liu. by

lift, llin., and 10ft, liu. by lift. llm. re-

spectively ; and
A bathroom, Gft. OJin. by 5ft. 9in., con-

taining a full-sized bath and hand-basin.

All contained under one square roof.

The construction is sound and on economic

but sanitary principles.

The floors are of Gin. cement concrete,

with IJin. grooved and tongued floor-boards

on pitch and tar in living-rooms, and Oin.

by Gin. (pr.irrics in lobbies and kitchens, etc. ;
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the oiitoffices have floated cement concrete
floors. The npper floors lia\e l^in. groo\'ed
and tongiied boards on joists.

Tlie walls are of liollow construction,
faced with £in. waterproofed roughcast ex-
ternally, and cement plastered internally.
The roofs are tiled with patent weather-

proof interlocking tiles and well o\crlMi:ig
walls.

A house containing the above aeeonunoda-
tion. and constructed as indicated, would he
built for £147, a saving of 20 per cent, on the
cost of ilin. brick walling, 45in. brick par-
titions, and slate or tiled roofs.

Siieh a house could reasonably I)c let for

5s. per week, and secure a fair return on the
money, as will be seen from the following
particulars :

—
£ s. d.

Average cost per annum for interest
and repayment of capital: interest
on £l,'in at 5 p"r cent. ; a sinking
fund of £2 10 per annum invested
at per cent, for 60 years 5 (i 8

Ground rent 1 10
Rates at lis. in the £ on £.i las.

ratealile value Z W ?,

Water rent !) 8
Fire insurance, £150 at Is. 6'.1. per

cent 2 3

Repairs at IJ per cent, on £150 1 17 C

£12 9 4

A rent of 5s. per week brings in 13

The author also sends a design for a block
of fonr houses in hand, providing for a living-

room 15ft. by 16ft., a scullery 8ft. 6in. by
6ft., a coals and a w.c. each 6ft. by 3ft., and
a larder lift, by 3ft. on the ground floor, and
three bedrooms measuring llll't. l)y Oft. each,

and a bathroom Oft. by Oft. on the Mr.st floor,

estimated to cost £450 for the fonr.

•^
Additions and alterations to the itolation

hospital ill Vauxhall-lane, Tonbridge, w ere cpencd
last week. The original building was erected in

1880, at a cost cf £1,400, and was at the time
quoted by the Local Government Board as a
model hospital. The present extension has cost
£2.600, and now provides 38 beds. The works
have been carried out from plans by Mr.
Bradley, surveyor to the urban district council.

SQUALID LONDtlN AND THE IN-

DIKFERKNl' LONDONER.
Under the auspices of the London Society,

Mr. Soniers Clarke, F.S.A., formerly sur-
veyor to the Dean and Chapter of St. I'aul's,

contributed a paper entitled "Scpialid Lon-
don and the Indifferent Londoner: a Walk
from Kensington Palace to Charing Cross,"
read at the rooms of the Royal Society of
Arts in .John .street, Adelphi, on Monday
evening. Mr. Carmichael Thomas, ehairmaii
of executive of the London Society, occupied
the chair, and there was a large audience,
among those present being Lord Claud
Hamilton and Sir .\ston Webb. R..-\.. and
Messrs. J. D. Crace, G. Corderoy, T. Raffles

Davison, H. J. Leaning, C. H. Lolir, I). Bar-
clay Niven, Herbert Oakley, Philip Tree,
Raymond Unwiii, Herbert Wiggleswick,
William Woodward, and other well known
architects. The lecture, which was illus-

trated by luinicrous plans, drawings, and
photographs, shown as lantern slifles, was
read, owing to the author's weakness of
throat, by his friend the Rev. Canon Lewis
Gilbertson, M.A., but now and then Mr.
Somers Clarke interjected some pungent
comments and explanations of the views as
they were projected upon the screen.

The object of the address, said the author,
is to call attention, not to some great and ex-
tensive schemes to some public improvement
on a large .scale for the advantage of traffic

and the dignity of London, but to point out
how in small matters opportunities are
neglected, how works undertaken many years
ago are left unfinished, ragged and raw,
how, in coiisc(pience, much money is

squandered. The Londoner tolerates squalor
in an extraordinary way. No capital city

in the civilised world can display such a
collection of public buildings so blackened
and snuithered in fliriy-eoal smoke, which
cats and destro\s the stonework without ami
the fabrics and decorations within, and yet
the Londoners subscribe but a pittance to-

wards the society which has for its object
our liberation from the smoky outrage, and
has already done a good deal towards im-
proving matters. Let me point out how un-
obser\ant our public usually is. It cares not
at all whether a building is finished or not.

Let some new public office be built at a vast
expense, its surroundings are left ragged and
forlorn—perhaps for years—and yet how
severely critical ccrtiiiu folk would justly be
were the pictures in the public galleries left

without ade(piate frames. The adequate
frame is of enormous importance, whether to
a picture or a building. To neglect the frame
is to waste not a little of the public money,
wdiether spent on a building or a picture.

Few things are better than practical demon-
stration. I will therefore a.sk the audience
to accompany me in imagination for a short
walk from the west side of Kensington
Palace to Charing Cross, and to keep its eyes
open to those things T will \entnro to point
out. There is iiiuih instruction to be
gathered in such a walk; there are many op-
portunities of observing the slatternly neglect
so characteristic, not only of the public
authorities, but of the people in general. It

unfortunately happens that in our projected
promenade we come in contact for the most
part, with the Oflice of \\'orks. but I flo not
wish to proclaim for a moment that this

august body is more wicked than other people
on whom the Tower of Siloam might do well

to fall. The miserable squabble about the
approach to the new Admiralty Arch is more
than enough to indicate that other public

bodies are e(|nally short sighted, and unpre-
pared to seize an opportunity for the im-

provement of London. I venture to affirm

that if the British public really cared about
these subjects, such blunders as I will call to

notice could not be made. These public
bodies but reflect to a great extent the ignor-

ance and intlifferencc of us. tile people. Let
us not therefore think all will be well if we
revile these public bodies. The public must
show its interest and move in the matter.

We will assemble oil the west side of Ken-
sington Palace, a most pleasant, old-world

piece of almost country scenery. We observe

the (|uict unpretending old building of the

Palace itself with tin- greensward and trees,

but how changed is the view from the aspect

it presented but a short time since. The
leafy avenue of Kensington Palace Gardens
still runs from north to south, as it has done
for many years, but opposite the Palace there

was until lately a gra.ssy meadow with trees

—a piece of rustic scenery in the town well
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worth preserving, iuid ;idilmg greatly to tlie

amenities of the place. I was urged some
years since by a wealthy client to approach
the office in the care of which this pleasant
spot was placed. My client offered an un-
limited price. I was to build a suitable
house. I was happy to say that the olfer
was absolutely declined. The leafy spot was
sacred, I was told; it was always to be pre-
served. Now we see a row of houses in this
very place. Its value, whether as an open
space or as a set-off to the old palace, was
altogether pushed aside. Filthy lucre pre-
vailed. An irretrievable mistake has been
made, and why? Just because town planning
and the decency of things was in these later
days a sealed book in that office. They had
gone back, not forward. When we look to
the south, what a hideous defacement we see
in the flank view of the Royal Palace Hotel .'

Would such a monstrosity have been per-
mitted in any other capital city? We pass
through the doorway and enter Kensington
Gardens. A few steps to the east bring us to
the Broad Walk. The Broad Walk was not
formerly open to the Kensington-road at its

southern end. A solid brick wall inclosed
this side of the gardens. The stately summer
house which is now so strangely perched on
the slope of a hill, smuggled away behind the
pumps at the north end of the Serpentine,
stood heretofore at the south end of the
Broad Walk and closed -the view. The wall
was replaced by railings of the very common
type we now see, a hole in these railings (one
cannot compliment the gap by calling it a
gateway) gives access from the Kensington-
road to the avenue, but nothing more mean
or shabby could be devised. The most stately
avenue in London is approached by a hole in

some mean railings. But a very little con-
sideration of the subject would have enabled
the gateway to have been placed at right
angles to the long axis of the avenue ; indeed,
in any other capital city something adequate
and dignified would have been expected by
the public and have been set up. The Eng
lishman walks through a scrubby hole in the
railings and observes nothing. The second
slide I show gives a suggestion for a re-

arrangement of the gate and railings which
would, at a very little cost, much improve
tile entrance. On this plan we see that the
gateway is set at right angles with the axis
of the avenue. Large piers are proposed,
of which the neighbourhood of Kensington
Palace gives some excellent examples. The
mean park railings are broken through, and
a recess is formed with curved wings which
would go a great way towards hiding the
oblique line with which the avenue cuts the
main road.

queen'.s gate.
At Queen's Gate we may observe how a

very little consideration and planning has
produced such a good result. The line of
park railings is broken by a setback. Very
decent gate-posts are established. The
whole composition faces down the fine road-
way which we know as Queen's Gate. We
might suggest that dignified gates make a
good form of memorial, more especially when
it is not to one person, but to a number (as
for a regiment) that are to be commemo-
rated. Motives for decoration suggest them-
selves enabling us to escape aimless eupids
or scrolls, which are in nine cases out of ten
without meaning. Although it is not in the
line of our walk, I may call attention to the
fact that the gates and railings at the north
end of the Broad Walk are no better than
tho.se at the south, although they arc less

iTookcd. The neglect of an opportunity of
doing things decently is manifest in each
case. As we walk eastward we eome to tlie

Albert Memorial. It is at present the fashion
to malign this work ; everything in tliese days
must be covered with pillars. "The Order.s,"
as they are called, but. I venture to think we
should, if the modern critics had their way,
be no better off than we are now. They are
pleased to call a place covered with pillars

"classic," but, in fact, it is no more real

Classic than is the Albert Memorial real

"Gothic." Both are shams. However, we
must not enter on a battle of the styles, but
I would ask permission to point out that this

Memorial is. I believe, the only monument
in London that, being on a grand scale, is

really complete. From the railings at tlie

bottom to the cross at the top nothing is left

unfinished. No empty niches, no yawning
gaps are seen. How different is this me-
morial in its completeness ; whether we fancy
the style of it or not, from, for example, the
archway at Constitution Hill, very commonly
called the Wellington Arch, w-hich has, how-
ever, nothing to do with the Duke of Wel-
lington. This structure has stood for 70 or
80 years unfinished, and so it remains. Rough
stonework may still be seen behind the
coupled columns, intended, as we know, to

be carved into trophies of arms. We must,
however, come to this later on.

THE .4LIiEKT II.4LL.

But whilst the Albert Memorial is itself

complete, let us observe the extraordinary
lack of arrangement in the relationship, both
of the Memorial and of the Albert Hall, to
the Kensington-road, which passes between
them. Whilst- no little trouble was taken to
get the Albert Hall, the Albert Memorial,
and the avenue to the north of it in align-
ment, none whatever was taken to arrange
the existing main road in relation with its

surroundings, nor the least effort made even
to reduce its two sides to a parallel, or so to
adjust the park railings that some sense of
design and intention should be conveyed to
the spectator. The desire to give dignity to
the two monuments seems to have been aban-
doned as soon as arrangements had been
made to secure an axis north and south. The
principal approach by the public road was
entirely neglected. The pavement on the
south side of the Kensington-road bears no
relation to the great building of the Albert
Hall. On the north side of the road we find
a mean and scrubby railing pierced by three
poor little gates. 'The railing itself" is not
even straight, but is set on a bulging curve,
probably that of the old brick wall which
formerly inclosed Kensington Gardens,
shutting tliem off from the country road.
Then, passing through one of these before
named gates and going towards the Memorial,
into what a melancholy desolation of gra\el
we enter. The railings, the steps, all out of
parallel with one another. We may ask why
this space should be dusty gravel. A very
little rearrangement would soon produce
some excellent results. An increase of width
in the roadway in front of the Albert Hall
would make an advantageous place for
carriages to stand. By making the park
railings parallel with the lowest range of
steps of the Memorial this space would be
gained, and at no inconvenience to foot-
passengers. A little readjustment of the
pavement on the same side as the hall would
be in itself but a trifling piece of work, and
yet how much the effect of the whole group
would be improved, yet no one would be in-
convenienced. Such" is the care taken by the
public, such is the interest shown by the
authorities, that a period of more than 40
years has elapsed from the inauguration of
the Albert Hall, and yet only last year were
the roads round it and giving acees to it
properly made. Even to this day the neces-
sary gateways to control the v"arioiis exits
and entrances have never been supplied.
Funny little wooden w^ickets and primitive
five-barred gates, within which one might
expect the cows to be shut at milking time,
are still made use of, their constant move-
ment knocking off the angles of the masonry.
If we go round to the back of the hall,
wooden gates of a still meaner aspect close
the south porch. Would aiiv private owner
put up with sucli things? W'hv, then, should
the public?

i.AMr'-posT.s (IN Tiir. rrhpi:nt:ne iirtdok.
This very graceful bridge, so restrained,

quiet, and refined in its lines, was designed
by John Reniiie, who also designed London
Bridge. It had not originally, built as it
was in 1826. any preparation 'for gas light-
ing. It so happens that over each arch the
balustrade is divided into five spaces by small
solid piers. A solid pier does not come over
the crown of the arch. "Never mind that;
stick the gas standard on the nearest pier
you can find." So now we see the centre of
the arch marked by its keystom\ but the
lamp standard on one side. The balustrade
has been for some time in process of recon-

struction. Nnlhing could have been more
easy during that work than to make a solid
pier over the keystone and set the lamp
standard on that. Why, we may ask, is not
the effect of the bridge from the water to be
considered? It so happens that the end of
the wide grassy avenue which leads away
from the front of the Palace comes down
upon the bank of the Serpentine in full view
of the bridge, which, indeed, forms a very
pretty object in the landscape. Quantities of
chairs with abundance of occupants are
always in this place. It cannot therefore be
said that this shabby treatment of the bridge,
to which I have referred, is of no conse-
quence. Leaving the bridge, we pass east-

ward and come upon poor Lord Byron, who
has been sitting, caged in behind the railings
for many long years, and seems to be perched
alone and forgotten on a damp stone. Be
the statue good or bad, it is at least wise to
make the best of it. Why not give it that
frame, that appearance of being provided
for, which we so generally neglect? By a
slight rearrangement of the bushes behind,
placing them as a trained hedge in a small
semicircle, and thus forming a background,
the extremely ignominious effect of the statue
would be much reduced.

APSLEY house.
As we walk eastward by the side of Rotten

Row, the vista is closed by the side view of

Apsley House. In this case, in private hands,
we see exactly the same toleration of shabby
neglect as we have already lamented from
the hands of the public authorities. The top
of the house is surmounted by a row of the
most hideous ventilators—something of the

form of button mushrooms. It is true that

the design of the fagade is of no great

beauty ; but it might be as well to make the

best of it. Furthermore, no facade—espe-

cially in London, where the stonework is so

quickly discoloured—is other than ruined by
the common white calico lodging-house roller

blinds with which the windows are provided.

The cold, raw white, ending at the bottom in

a hard horizontal line, altogether destroys

the lights and shades on the building. The
housemaids, too, have a particular joy in

pulling down these ugly blinds all to the

same level on a long frontispiece. This is

carried to the extremest degree on the front

of Buckingham Palace, and will ruin the

effect of the new facade as it does of the

old. Blinds may be had of a soft colour

—

"ecru"—and with sufficient indentation at

the bottom edge to take off the ill-effects to

which I have referred. Look now at the

SCREEN AT THE ENTKANOE OF HYDE PARK.

I do not think that any private owner
would, at the entrance-gates of his park,

tolerate some common and dilapidated little

ladders padlocked to the protecting railings ;

but here we see these grubby little adjuncts,

and have seen them for years. The screen

itself is a very graceful and pleasant com-
position. Why, then, not respect it and
make the best of it? Why introduce the

odds-and-ends of a backyard into this most
public place? A structure of the nature of

this gateAvay was clearly set up with an eye

to the adornment of that part of London. It

cost many thou.saiids of pounds. Why, then,

not make the most of that on which public

money has been spent? Why deface it with

hideous and staring white-enamel plates

marked IN and OUT, and still more hideous

placards of warning to the motor-drivers.

The notices are necessary, and they must be

legible ; but they need not be so hideous as

to deface the monument to which they are

fixed. But that is our way—spend £15,000 or

£'20.000, or it may be halt a million, and

then leave the structure to be neglected and

defaced by vestrymen and tinkers of all

sorts. Of late years, since enamel plates

came into vogue, we have had all our street-

corners defaced by these hideous dabs of

white. On the ga"te leading to the Broad
Walk before mentioned, there is quite an

irruption. These are defaced by sundry ugly

white tablets which indicate a somewhat
childish rivalry between two districts which
are never tired of proclaiming themselves

—

one "The City of Westminster," the other

"The Royal Borough of Kensington." It

seems that at this point the districts meet.
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On the east side of the gate we are accord-
ingly offended with a pluc-ard telhiig iia that
this is "The Broad WalU Th,' City of Wpst-
minster." On the west side is a 'more \igly
affair, also teUing us this is "The Broad
Walk-^Royal Borough of Kensington." It is
to no pnrpose, if a earefnllv-designed gate-
way or other strnctnre be .set np. that it be
placed at the mercy of vestries, local i)oards
(or. for that matter, the Office of Works), lo
be thus thoughtlessly defaced. Call to mind
the hideous advertisement-hoards placed i[i

front of the Albert Hall, with still more
hideous advertisements printed in letters two
feet high. There are four of these things
on cither side of the central entrance; but
none of them ranges with the other. Some
are big, some are small, some stick up above
their neighbours; but a charming artistic
touch has been attempted by some little
trimmings along the top. This growth of
blatant vulgarity might at least be eontroll,<d
on a public building—for such the .Albert
Hall is. One advertiser tries to outdo the
others simply by the monstrous vulgarity of
Iiis lettering. Where is this to end? Legi-
bility is essential ; but a letter less than one
foot high is quite legible across tlie width
of a road. Not long since, the anthoriti(>s of
the Albert Hall pasted on the red brickwork
of the walls great advertisements of direc-
tion. There they remained for some time.
At last they were scraped off; but the walls
of the building bore for many years the
shabby stains made by the nii'diiim with
which the ad\ ertisements were stuc-k on. At
last the universal coat of smuts and dirt, so
dear to the heart of the British race, has
reduced the whole surface to a monotony of
shabbiness. With regard to the accum'nla-
tion of this coat of dirt, why is it that if I

take a house on lease with a painted exterior.
I must, by the terms of my lease, repaint it

every three years, but if "it be of stone it

may for evermore be neglected? It used to
be the case in Paris, and probably is so still,

that most of the public buildings were
washed down every few years. We let our
stone buildings go on for'an luilimited time,
and then, in a spasm of despair, attack the
unfortunate edifice with steam-jets and other
terrible engines. But the evil is too great
to be thus dealt with. The smuts have eaten
into the very soul of the poor stones, and I

fear the ferocity of the attack removes the
surface of the stone, or at least disintegrates
it to some extent. Stafford House underwent
the drastic treatment but four or five years
since. It already presents a smeary, grimy
aspect—not as black as it once was, but, I
think, more squalid—more like the streaky
countenance of a gutter child who has been
weeping. After standing some thirty years,
the Albert Memorial was, at great cost,
washed down, cleaned, and brushed up. In
about five years' time after the operation,
very much of it, especially of the gilding,
looked positively more black, smeary, and
woebegone than it did before ; and so it

stands to-day. I do not think that anyone
now looking at it could suppose that the
whole structure was clean and glittering six
or seven years since. But to return to Hyde
Park Corner. Was ever such a hash of odd
corners, buildings here and there and any-
where, to be b"een out of England? It

presents to us chaos evolved out of order—the
reverse of the usual process we hear about.
The screen enclosing the gates into Hyde
Park were designed by Decimus Burton, and
set np in 1828.

TRIUMPHAL ARCH, HYDE PARK CORNER.
Opposite to this screen, p.arallel with it,

and with its arch on the same axis as the
central arch of the screen, Decimus Burton
designed and erected the triumphal arch
which has been already referred to. Hyde
Park Corner was at the time looked upon
as the western entrance to Loiulon. The
main road passed between the screen on the
north and the arch on the south, the arch
giving access to Buckingham Palace. It will

be observed that on the entablature standing
over each column was to lie ])laced a figure,

for which, of course, we look in vain ; that
on the pedestal which, placed above the
entablature, was to receive a group in

bronze, was to be .sculptured a frieze of
figures in low relief—which are not there.

The pedestal itself was to bear a chariot
drawn by horses, and containing the figure
of liritaiinia Triumphans something totally

difTcrcut from the display of wild animals we
now see. Then, on the piers which flank the
archway, and placed behind the detached
eohimns, were to be carved trophies of arms.
'I'he rough stonework has been standing for
the last eighty years, waiting for the stone-
carvers to finish this piece of work. Is it

unreasonable to ask why the arch has never
been completed? The original designs exist.

What would the architect, Decimus Burton.
say if he could see his arch where it now
is, and surmounted by the lady driving
furious hor.ses?— a group which we plainly see
is entirely foreign to his intentions, and is

equally foreign to the accepted treatment
for sculpture in such a position. Personally,
the only comfort I can find in looking at the
unsteady lady in the chariot is that when
she toppl(!s over backwards and falls to tlu^

grouiul. as she must surely do, "first aid"
can readily be obtained from the neighbour-
ing hospital. I have ventured to call atten-
tion to the neglect in small things— in the
surroundings and finishings—from which our
monuments suffer. This arch gives us an
example in the shape of certain mean area
railings which enclose part of it at the back -

eontemptil)le things to attach to a building
of this nature; and, to make the matter
worse, these have been closed in with the
commonest planks, painted green— -very well
suited to enelo.se a backyard. The side-

gates are adorned with the cheap enamel
tablets, IN and OUT, above referred to.

THE WELLINGTON STATUE.

Whilst we are at Hyde I'ark Corner, I

may refer to the equestrian statue of (he
Duke of Wellington, which presents ns with
another exaniph^ of the cheap and inflifferent

way in which we do things. Boehm, the
sculptor, told me himself it had never been
his intention that the four figures at the
corners of the pedestal should stand detached,
as they do, "like manteljiieee ornaments."
He had designed to have wreaths of bronze
foliage on the siflcs of the pedestal, linking
the whole thing together; but th^^se were cut
out. and the monument defaced for all time.

".And then," as he justly asked, "where are
the railings? To gain the pvramidnl effect so

much desired, to gain that look of protection

and dignity which sculpture <Iem.ar(ds.

railings are essential, unless the monument
be on a vast scale." But for our statues

we adopt the smallest scale possible ; we set

up images, not statues. The result, however,
of these cheeseparings has been that the

monument, already too insignificant for its

position, is not even rendered as imposing or
dignified as it might be.

THE VICTORIA MEMORIAL.
We now find ourselves in the Green Park,

and make our way towards the fine "laj'-out

"

which gives dignity to the Memorial to Queen
Victoria. Here we are in the presence of

something which has set out to be as com-
plete in its parts as the Albert Memorial ; but
we are induced to ask how many years we
are to wait for the figures which are to sur-

mount the fountains, and the pedestals which
flank the flights of steps. A good many years
have now passed, and there is no sign of

them. Then we inquire about the gates.

Where are they? The Canada gates, the

fine range on the north side, arc, and have
been for long, in position. But wily is poor
Australia to be left out in the cold? Is it a

more unworthy colony? To complete the

effect of h.alance and dignity, these gates are

particularly essential. It is time the memorial
committee bestirred itself and treated both
the meniorv of the great Qneen and the con-

tributions of th(! Colfmics with due respect.

\t the other end of the Mall we observe just

the same neglect. Tlie Admiralty Arch
remains unfinished, keeping company with
the portico of the British j\Iusenm. the un-
finished top of the Home and Colonial Office,

the Marble Arch, or the arch alr(*ady

referred to at Hyde Park Corner. We have
already made mention of the groups of

sculpture which should surmount the
Admiralty -Arch, and which are so very
essential to its effect. If I remember right,

an answer was given to a question in the

House, not long since, that the Government
(lid not intend to trouble itself further on
Ibis matter. A characteristic British answer,
on the lines of squalor and incompleteness.
Let us return to the Victoria Memorial,
enter the Green Park, and walk towards
Stafford House and St. James's Palace.

AT ST. JAME.S'S PALACE

we shall indeed see several things to make
ns feel proud. We make for the little gate-
way which leads into What is known as "the
Stable Yard." The uninitiated would cer-
tainly suppose that Stafford House must be
the I'alace. It is of stone, and is on a scale
of some dignity. Not at all. A filthy brown
brick wall, with four stories of mean sash-
windows, stands in front of the spectator. A
little doorway, far inferior to the back-door
of a tolerable country house, bears upon it

the name of the Lord Chamberlain's Office.
It is sheltered by a tumbledown wooden
portico. It is impossible to believe it, were
we not persuaded of the fact by reading the
names on certain little brass plates, but we
are actually gazing upon a part of the
Palace. The Kensington Workliou.se is a far
more monumental building. We look up a
street to the left, and here surely we see
a part of the Palace. Not at all." 'I'his is

Bridgewater House. The Palace is a frowsy
brown-brick wall, with square holes in it

for windows. What lies behind this wall?
Not some back - rooms, not a mere side
adjunct to the I'alace, but "the place we
lodge distinguished strangers in." This
s(pialid [ilace is York House. A fine name,
truly; but, on examination, a more doleful

place could hardly bo found in London.

YOKK liol'SE

is entered from Ambassadors' Court. This
also has a fine sound about it ; but what a
backyard it is! Brown brick walls, blackened
by smuts, are pierced by square sash-

windows. .Sheds with glazed roofs, <Mider

which one might expect to see carriages being
washed, protect the entrances to the state-

rooms of the Palace. There is not symmetry,
there is not picturesque irregularity; there
is merely squalor, indifference, and ugliness,

such as no well to do man would tolerate

about his country hon.se. The north side of this

redoubtable Ambassadors' Court is formed
by York House. A common little enclosed
porch, not unlike a shelter for passengers
on an exposed railway platform, covers the

door. We enter the door, and find ourselves

in a poor little hall, with a very small, but
a pleasant, old stair rising on our left: the

Escalier d'honneur. We go forward, and by
a gloomy passage gain access to the chlet

rooms on the ground floor. These delectable

apartments have the level of their floor below
the level of Cleveland-row, into which their

windows look. They face dead north. The
sun never enters. The ordinary dining-room

of a London residence, especially of tlie old

school, is immensely superior to these poor,

low pitched, commonly-finished rooms. The
same dreary arrangement of rooms, facing

north, is repeated above. But one or two
insignificant rooms face the south. We will

now extricate ourselves from the gloom of

York House and make our way via the

Ambassadors'-court to Cleveland row. As
wo move eastwards towards Pall Mall, we
find the north wall of the Palace to increase

somewhat in picturesqneness. There is a

carriage gateway through the tower, with a

fiat, pointed arch ; but what is wrong with

the doors? Either the ground has been

lowered or the arch has been raised. In any

case, the archway is taller than it once was;

but the doors wiiich close it have not been

altered, allliough they seem to be of the

same date as tlie tower. Pointed are these

doors at the top. and pointed is the arch-

way ; but there is a handsome gap above

them. When the doors are closed, the effect

is ludicrous; when they are open, shabby.

Then, what can we say about Clarence

Hon-se?—a stucco-fronted and painted accre-

tion to the Palace; a cousin, bnt mneh lower

in degree, of the Lord Warden Hotel, Dover.

This place was vamped np as we now see

it bnt a few years since. Across the road lies

Stafford Hou.se. up the street we see Bridge-

water House—both of them of stone, and

with arehiteetural pretensions; but the build-
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ings of the Palace are no better than back
premises—melancholy. clirt\', and squalid.

The old part of the Palace is undoubtedly
picturesque and worthy of respect ; but of

the more modern parts we must say. "TJie
more recent, the less decent." At last we
are in sight of Charing Cross—the end of

our walk. But as we pass the opening where
Waterloo-place opens out on Pall Mall—the
place where, looking to our right, we see the
Duke of York's Column standing up against
the sky—we may find much food for

reflection. With the Athenaeum Club on the
west, the United Service Club on the east.

the general parallelism and uniformity of the
lay-out, we might reasonably suppose that
those who have the control in these matters
would see that statues, of which there are
several, would be set up in such a relation

to each other, both in scale, in design, and
in their surrounding, that the "place

"

should have an effect duly monumental. Far
be it from these gentlemen to waste their

time over such trifles as that. The auc-

tioneer might aptly describe the statues as

"a job lot." Clearly, a well-conceived design
for the whole place, with dignified railing to

enclose the gardens, and suitable recesses in

them to receive the statues, might have pro-

duced a pleasing result—a result which
would have shown that, thinking this or that
man who had served his country to be worthy
of commemoration, we desired also to treat

his statue with respect. What is actually

the result? In the midst we find the
equestrian statue of Lord Napier of Magdala
on a very commonplace pedestal—the whole
thing done "on the cheap." To show their

respect for the hero, we often see that the

authorities have heaped a pile of flints close

against the pedestal, and within a species of

tank or metal box. usually encrusted with
dirt, they keep a store of gravel to throw
over the roadway on slippery days. Truly
ornamental adjuncts to a work of art ! The
sculptor may think himself lucky if even more
unworthy things are not congregated about
his work. As we look towards the south we
see a bronze statue of Sir John Franklin.

Those who are students of liow things should
be done will at once admire the amount of

design and thought shown in the relation

of the granite base of the statue and the

mean iron railings. There is no adequate
preparation made. A hole has been chopped
through the railings, the base is thrust into

the hole, and there is an end of the matter.
At the south angle of these railings we find

a very inadequate little image of Field-

Marshal Sir John Fox Burgoyne. The
pedestal stands in a bole cut through the
corner of the railings. In the case of Sir
John Franklin, the plinth of the pedestal
projects a little, so that the main die of

the pedestal is flush with the railings. In
the case of Burgoyne, the railings actually
stick out in front of the face of the die of

the pedestal. If we cross tlie road to the
east side, we find, facing Burgoyne, the statue
of Lord Lawrence pushed into a hole in the
railings in the same way as already
described, and shoved into another bole is

the group surmounted by a statue of Colin
Campbell Lord Clyde. Could any church-
yard mason do the thing worse? The British
public neither observes nor cares; and yet.

what have not these men, so indifferently

commemorated, done for their country and
for us? Is it unreasonable to ask why this

place, which would lend itself so well to

some adequate treatment, whicii might be
made so suitable a- receptacle for a certain
number of statues some of wliich (a

heterogeneous company, alas !) are now there
.—why it .should not now, even at the
eleventh hour, be redeemed front its

slatternly degradation? What silly <'riticisms

were nuidc about the Guards' Memorial,
which is, none the less, one of the best
groups in London ; and, to illustrate what
the artist has to erulurc at the bands of a
committee, whether of officials or private
persons, it may be stated that this memorial
was originally designed by Bell, the
sculptor, not to stand out in the open, as it

does, but with a wall behind it.

CHARINO CROSS.

Passing on from this melancholy example
of how not to do it, we find ourselves at

Charing Cross—a strange medley of things,

a place offering many possibilities, most of

which have been thrown away. However,
my province is not to show, even were I

able to do so, how Trafalgar-square might
have been arranged, but to call attention to

sundry of the gaucherie which have been

perpetrated of late years. These criminali-

ties more especially "centre about the statue

of Charles I., by Le Sceur, with its pic-

turesque pedestal, attributed to Grinling

Gibbons. In referring to what has been

done to this monument, we must also take

into consideration the thoughtless way in

which similar monuments have been treated.

The photograph, which I have been per-

mitted to take from the Pennant collection

in the British Museum, shows the statue and
pedestal of Charles I. as they stood until,

perhaps, some thirty years since. I believe

the position of the statue was never changed
;

but at the time I mention, and clearly for

no adequate reason, the surrounding railings

seen on the slide were swept away. It

should be borne in mind that the railings

round the pedestal of a statue exposed in a

public place are nearly as essential to effect

as is the frame to a picture. To refer to the

words of Sir E. Boebm. the pyramidal out-

line so important to an effect of stability

is thus secured. No form of statue on a

pedestal needs this adjunct so much as an

equestrian group, which, whilst of consider-

able bulk as seen from the side, is, from the

nature of things, quite narrow as seen from
the front. The statue of King Charles as it

now appears is a conspicuous example of the

defect, but, as long as it was framed and
given its proper extent of base by the

railings, did not suggest any deficiency. One
fine day it was discovered by the wise men
who control these things that there was not

room on the island, or the refuge, for people

to stand in safety. Without further thought,

the railings were condemned and pulled

down. At the same time the order was given

to pull down the railings which encompassed
Wyatt's statue of George III. in Cockspur-

strcet— a performance absolutely unneces-

sary, as here the road is wide, space is

abundant, and the traffic keeps far away.

However, all the foxes must have their tails

cut off. But a very short time after the

railings were so ruthlessly removed from

around King Charles I., .some new arrange-

ment of islands was made, with an idea of

gui<ling the traffic in the way it should go.

Forthwith two sets of railings made their

appearance, laid out without the least regard

to their effect on the snrroinidings, and there

they stand to this day. Since the railings

were removed from the base of the statue,

I have, on occasion of processions or other

times of crowds assembling, seen the statue

and its base festooned with boys, some
clambering up by aid of the carved work
on the pedestal, and others established round

about the legs of the horse. A nice risk

for a w ork of art ! But the outrages upon
good taste by no means ended here. The
powers which control these matters started

to set up some tasteful lamp-posts— pro-

digious affairs, with three arms, carrying

enormous spherical lanterns. Possibly there

was some special enmity against the unhappy
King. for. except when his head was cut off,

never was he more completely extinguished.

Each of the huge globes of glass are at least

five times bigger than the head of the statue,

and the lampposts are so placed as to be
thoroughly out of composition with all the

surroundings. But we need not go far to

observe the same hopeless want of taste and
w;int of thought in the setting up of other

lamp posts. In front of the National Gallery

some tall posts were not long since planted

in an inicomely row. We can sec very well

how the matter was taken in hand. A
large-scale map was consulted, and orders
gi\cn to plant the lamp posts at intervals

of so numy feet or yards from one to the

other. <)uitc regardless of any pul)lic l)nild-

ings which may line the street. By a very

litlile ,
consideration and adjustment — by

moving a lamppost, perhaps, three or four

yards one way or another— it may be made
to stand in some relation of symnietry to the

portico or tower of the building before which
I it stands ; but in the British islands the City

Fathers do not think of these things. In the
case of the row of tre^s planted ni front of

the National Gallery, one stands exactly in

the middle of the front, whereas it is obvious
to any educated person that the central Hue
of the building should be free, and the trees
ranged on either hand. But no one looks
after these things in the British Isles. We
are even as our blue-painted ancestors. But
to what purpose is it that care be taken, as
sometimes it is taken, that a building shall

in all respects be well finished, if such out-

rages on good taste are permitted as I show
on slide 10? This view is taken at Charing
Cross, from the front of the railway-station.

At no small costs and charges to the share-
holders, large stone pillars and imposing iron
railings were set up to enclose the station
forecourt. To what purpose is this expense,
when the tenant of a small shop for exchange
is permitted to plaster upon the surfaces of

these stone pillars and iron railings a perfect

eruption of advertisements? Such excesses
are not even economical, as the original

outlay on the part of the company is entirely

thrown away. Now that we have come to the

end of our wanderings, do we not find much
food for reflection, and not a little for shame?
We may ask ourselves, "How does it all come
about? How much we spend! How ill we
spend it, for, out of what is done, how much
is wasted !

" It is always profitable to look
aroiuul and see what other people are doing.

If thev do liettcr in France, as they certainly

do. what is it that is done? Our important
buildings, be they ancient or modern, are,

after completion, handed over to the tender
mercies of a resident clerk of the works—

a

man usually well acquainted with the cost

of paint, with the qualities of a brick, but
absolutely untrained in arclueology or archi-

tecture. Such a man was, but a few years

since, let loose in Hampton Court Palace.

The cloisters in some of the quadrangles were
being replastered. He. however, went one
better than his predecessors, as he lined-out

all his new plastering with sham stone joints.

Then it was found by some investigators that

there still remained in a blocked window of

the Palace Chapel the original tracery. So
the round-headed window-openings, that had,

I may presume, been put in under Wren's
influence, were "restored away "

; new stone-

work to imitate the old was put in ; but the

subtle curves of the old section of mullions

were a sealed book to a clerk of works : his

stonework is not like the old. So in most
of our public buildings you find the same
ignorance or clumsiness at work. How do
they deal with the great buildings in France?

Each building is placed under the care of a

man who has won the greatest distinction in

the Art of Architecture that can be conferred

upon him-the Grand Prix do Rome—and
under him an adequate staff. This is policy

of the best. When a man has won this prize

the Government keeps its eye on him. He
gets promotion. But not only is the Govern-

ment by this meaiis reaping something for

the money expended at the Beaux Arts, but

it has defended itself against criticism from

without. The monument is placed under the

care of a man who has already proved his

knowledge by gaining the prize. Their

answer to the critics is easy: "We have put

in charce the best-equipped man we can

find." What answer have our people to give?

I oliserve tliat on June '24. "On the motion

of Earl Beauchamp, a new clause in the

Ancient Moninnents Bill was inserted, eu)-

powering tlie Commissioner of Works to give

advice with reference to the treatment of,

and to superintend any work in coiniection

with, any ancient monument placed under

tlieir protection." Those who have kindly

followeil what I have had to say this evening

will, I am sure, be greatly comforted at this

information.
Mr. T. Raffles Davison supplemented the

lecture by descriptions and lantern views of

Le StEiir's cnuestrian statue at Cliariui; Cross

of the rightlv-named "Martyr KiTig," as it

appeared enclosed by railings and surrounded

by houses of moderate size 150 years ago. and
as it is in the midst of incongruous environ-

ments at the present day. Mr. Somers
Clarke's paper had been of great value, as it

would demonstrate to the public that the

mission of the London Society was to suggest
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iuicl ciirry out minor reforms ami even works
of "tidying up," so as to malie the Metro-
polis more attractive, as well as to outline
and stimulate the execution of vast and doubt-
less expensi\e reforms and improvements. A
committee of the R.I.B.A. was now en-

deavouring to evolve a scheme for the uniform
and pleasant lettering of all London streets.

Sir Aston Webb, R.A., proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Somers Clarke, who was able,
after spending six months of each year in

Egypt, to return and view with a fresh and
impartial eye the incongruities and incom-
pletenesses of the architecture and monuments
of London. He would candidl\ admit that
he could not agree with every remark made
by Mr. Somers Clarke. The lecturer would
be interested to hear that Sir Thomas Brock
had in hand the subsidiary groups needed for
the completion of the Queen Victoria
Memorial in the Mall. 'I'hcy were, indeed,
at present being cast in bronze, and before
long would be fixed in position, when he be-
lieved the appearance of the monument would
be greatly enhanced, and the effect would be
pronounced extremely tine. During the past
week the temporary lamp posts in the Mall
had been replaced by the permanent ones
specially designed and cast in bronze; the
result was, he considered, a manifest im-
provement. Figures were now being added
to the Admiralty Archway. The question as
to whether or not a group of figures should
be placed upon the summit of the arch had
been the subject of much anxious thought
and consideration, and it had been deliber-

ately decided to leave the long horizontal
line without any additions of statuary, in

consequence of the restless character of the
skyline when looking towards Charing Cross.
He could not agree with the lecturer's

strictures upon St. James's Palace; it was a

delightful fragment of the Later Mediaeval
London ; he loved every part of its facade,
and would on no account have so charming
a relic of the past interfered with. Apart
from these points, the paper was one of great
value, and bore the marks of much labour,

thought, and careful weighing of words and
consideration. In the vote of thanks he
would include the name of Canon Gilbert-

son, who had so excellently read Mr. Clarke's

paper.
Mr. Moor-Radford seconded the vote of

thanks, which was supported by Mr. D. B.

Niven and others.

Mr. William Woodward said for the last

quarter of a century he had been advocating
various London improvements and feared
that. like himself. Mr. Somers Clarke was
but as the voice of one crying in the wilder-

ness. In view of the penurious policy of the

Governmeut. the county and borough
councils, and the citizens, it seemed not the

slightest use to try and improve the

Metropolis. They were indebted to Mr.
Somers Clarke for drawing attention to

various matters which might seem to the un-

initiated and ill-informed mere trivialities,

but which those who had studied the subject

knew that, if rectified, they would add
greatly to the amenities of London. As a

member of the City Council of Westminster,
he had every hope that a satisfactory amend-
ment would soon be made as to the anomalous
approach to the Admiralty Archway into the

Mall. But it was a difficult matter to rouse

public opinion in the Metropolis. He would
give two out of many modern instances of

what they might expect from those who had
the opportunity of improving London. The
first was the action of a learned and cultured

body, the Royal Geographical Society, who
recently purchased for residential purposes
Lowther Lodge, one of the masterpieces of

the late Xornian Shaw, R.A. They were
altering the mansion, were building offices on
part of its delightful gardens, and were
endeavouring to dispose of the rest of the

charming grounds to any speculative builder

who might see his way to covering the site

with houses that would yield a commercial
return. The second instance was that of the

Governors of Westminster Hospital, who
were about to remove from that picturesque
brick building, which would be demolished,
and sought to obtain from the authorities
leave to make a new building line to the
margin of the projecting porch. If this were

saiictioned the ciJlirc site to limits beyond
tile present institution would be covered with
oflices carried to the full statutory height of
8()ft. He hoped the paper read that evening
would help to ctlucate public opinion and
would bring additional support to the London
Society.

Mr. Sparling liadwyn tliought the lecturer
quite misunderstood the problem of London
incongruities. The Metropolis was so vast
that every open space and every building had
to be considered as a separate problem. The
incongruities of lay out were picturesque and
added to the charm of London, and brougtit
provincials and foreigners on visits of in-

spection. He entirely disagreed with the
tenour of the paper.

Mr. Raymond L'uwin said such papers as

.Mr. Somers Clarke's suggested to the general
public some idea of what decency and
harmony in our street buildings really

required. The aim should be, however, to

strive to provide greater amenities in the
houses and surroundings of the whole of the
people living in the Metropolis. When their

j

own dwellings were made more home like,

people would exert themselves to remove
minor and comparatively trivial squalities

I such as the signs on Charing Cross gateways.

I

Mr. Oswald Barron referred to the way in

which the borough council of Hammersmith
' was thwarting the endeavour to preserve St.

Peter's-squarc in that parish. The reijnirefi

sum of £1,7.50 had been raised by subscription
to insure the square being kept open, and

I

now the borough council has retracted the
undertaking to accept it from the committee,
on the paltry ground that no provision had
been made for maintenance.

I

Mr. H. J. Leaning, who had been called to

the chair, said there were many who twitted
the London Society with creating extravagant
ideas in the minds of the public, but who did

' nothing themselves to benefit the Metropolis.
In time he believed they would do much to

educate the public taste, but they have to

proceed warily and discreetly.

I

Mr. Somers Clarke briefly replied to the

vote of thanks.

A PLEA FOR A BETTER SYSTEM
OF ESTIMATING AMONG BUILD
ING CONTRACTORS.*
By G. Ale.xander Wright, Architect.

Those of us who know something of the
unsatisfactory conditions under which bidders
are often obliged to figure, time after time
without result, have realised that hundreds
of thousands of dollars of time and money are

taken from the contractors' pockets every
year, simply because they do not so far limit

competition between themselves to the matter
of '"price." They go on competing, and I

fear, '" gambling with each other." as to the

quantity of material a building will take,

whereas I contend that that is a question of
'" fact," and that competition in the "" quanti-

ties " between contractors never can, and
never will, in any way change the fact that

a certain fixed quantity of material and
labour is necessary to do every job. There can

be no legitimate competition in taking off
• quautities " of materials, except that un-

fortunate competition which bidders make
themselves, when they take off " too much,"
or, as too often happens, "too little."

The legitimate competition can only come
in where one man can handle a job better

than another, or one man may have some ad-

vantage over another in buying, and so

forth. All this kind of competition is legiti-

mate enough ; but it must be obvious that no
amount of figuring can reduce the real quan-
tity of material which a building will take,

and so, my contention is that it would be
proper and fair to start all bidders figuring

upon the same basis, by furnishing each with
a schedule, or bill of quantities, showing
accurately and clearly the different quanti-

ties and Isinds of materials which the bidder
is invited to figure upon, and even then there

would be plenty of competition left, in

placing profitable prices against each item.

Our present method (or rather. W"ant of

method) in estimating, and the rapid strides

* \n adch"6ss Riven before the General Contractors'
.Association of San Francisco.

being made in constrnclion are, as 1 have
said, forcing upon the contractor more and
more every year, an increasing waste of time
and money in figuring out "quantities." This
senseless waste and competition cannot go on
forever. It has already brought men to bank
ruptcy all over the country, and has often
prevented the making of a proper and legiti

mate profit among those who do succeed in
keeping their heads above water.
This is a live question, and it deserves the

earnest consideration of all contractors' asso-
ciations and architectural societies from the
Atlantic to the Pacific Coasts. No new or
untried principle is involved. It is simply
that of a definite quantity of work for ii

definite amount of money in substance the
owner says, "I want this (juantity of work
done. The drawings and specifications show
you how this quantity of work is to be
assembled or put togethecr. Now, tell me, how
much money will this cost? I want you to
do the quantity of work called for no more
-no less." At present the successful bidder
often says, in effect, to an owner, "

I will

erect your building according to plans and
specifications," but— mentally he says,'" I do
not figure that it will take as much flooring,
concrete, plastering, or painting as my com-
petitors think it will." Let me ask— is this
proper or fair competition? There is only
one individual who stands to gain anything
under such imperfect methods -viz., the
owner. It may be stated that the quantity
system is equally applicable to engineering
works, such as railroad work, sewage dis
posal schemes, canals, pumping stations, etc.

Before proceeding to a further consideration
of this subject, i may be pardoned perhaps
for expressing the opinion after having had
over twenty years' intimate experience with
the workings of the quantity system of esti

mating, and another twenty years in San
Francisco (without any such systcni|, that I

know of nothing in connection with tjie work
of the contractor that would be more bene-
ficial than the adoption of some recognised
method of estimating upon bills of quantities,
and these would be equally valuable, whether
sub-contracts were eventually let or not. It

is not the idea that we accept the methods of
any particular country; the author hopes he
is too much of an American citiz<;n to suggest
that, but where contractors in older communi
ties favour a certain system to the exclusion
of the very method we practise here, then, 1

suggest, we might well stop for a moment,
and take notice of what is being done. For
example, in the year 1!H)!) a conference was
held in Great Britain between the National
Federation of Building Trade Employers, the
Institute of Builders, and the London Master
Builders' Association, and a resolution was
adopted recommending contractors who were
members of these powerful organisations to

decline to bid in competition against each
other, unless bills of quantities were supplied
for their use at the owner's expense. .4 depu-
tation from these contractors' organisations
afterwards attended before the principal

body of architects, who promised to further

the aims of the contractors as far as was
within their power, and to-day the quantity
system is in full operation, not only in the

case of private owners, but in all building

work for government and municipal authori-

ties, and upon the " principle " that it is im-

possible to obtain bids without accurate
quantities.

There must be some good reason for all

this, and I suggest that it is worth considera-

tion by any body of men who are trying to

elevate the building business to the honour-

able position which it is entitled to occupy,

and to bring about such conditions as will

cause owners to hold the competent con-

tractor in higher esteem, and not regard him,

as is too often the case now, with suspicion.

.Vow let us consider for a moment a few of

the disadvantages of existing methods: -

First—The time usually given for figuring

is far " too short " for the accurate taking off

of quantities, in addition to the pricing and

figuring out of the many items. .\ bidder

usually has contract work in progress, and

other matters to be attended to during the

daytime ; other plans are to be figured by

a certain time, and but little can be accom-

plished in the eight-hour working day, and
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so advantage must be taken of the iiiglit

hours, sometimes all night, and even ir-un-

days (I regret to sayl and any other time.

(July tuose who liave worked under these itn
ditions and o\er Ijhie prints at night, I our

alter hour, taking oil items, can appreciate

the many diBiculties, pitfalls, and liability to

error through hguring against time, after the

real work of the business day is over. But
the plans must be returned hist thing lu the

morning, or the bid must be m by a certain

hour tlie next day. Nothing but hurry

—

hurry—hurry— in not a few cases more in-

formation IS necessary ; something is not

quite clear ! The plans aud specifications do

not agree on some point—which is right?

There is no time to Hnd out ; the only person

who can enlighten you is asleep, perhaps,

while the careful estimator is burning the

midnight oil and wrestling with problems

which can be entirely eliminated under a

more modern system of estimating. Again,

the careful bidder who honestly tries to get

in all the items, and figures to do the work

as called for, is frequently beaten by a less

competent bidder, wlio forgets something, or

who, maybe, is willing to take a chance any-

way in order to get the job. True, omissions

in lists of materials are sometimes uiia\oid-

able, under existing methods, which unfortu-

nately aim at " speed " rather than accu-'acy.

It is, to say the least, disappointing to a

careful bidder on a large job to find his bid

Just above the lowest, and after the low roan

has signed up the contract, it develops that

the " painting " or some such item was left

out. I'his, however, could not occur with

the quantity system. This is no overdrawn
picture, as I know from experience. Ihe
competent bidder who gets in all his items

to-day is usually under a "disadvantage,"

unless he happens to be figuring against men
of his own stamp. Meanwhile it would ap-

pear that the chances are in favour of the

owner most of the time, and it seems to be a

case of "Heads I win— tails you lose." Surely

there must be some remedy ! The existence

of present conditions, whilst much to be re-

gretted, is due to a blind continuance of early

custom. It is in no way up to dale', or con

ducive to progress, or to that business suc-

cess to which a bona-fide contractor is en-

titled. It is entirely unsuited to modern con-

struction and modern methods. The tallow

candle years ago was a great invention, but

how many of us would light our homes to-day

by this method, and yet our estimating

methods of to-day date from the same iden-

tical period as the "tallow candle." Other
countries have long ago graduated from such

primitive methods, and we are, in this

respect, away behind the times. It seems to

be almost inconceivable that shrewd business

men are still willing to spend their time, all

going over the same ground, figuring against

each other on quantities, knowing all the time

that they are all, save one (and sometimes
even that one), simply wasting their time. By
the adoption of some, sensible system all this

quantity taking could be done by one person.

The great difference we find in bids arises,

in my opinion, not so much in the prices or

money values placed against the quantities, as

it does from errors in the " quantities " them-
selves, the accurate preparation of which
calls for special training and continuous con-

centration of mind, which the busy contractor
of to-day can seldom find time to acquire.

Now we will investigate a bill of quantities,

such as we are considering—what is it?—and
how is it used?

First of all, it is a document, handed free

of expense to each bidder, lithographed or

similarly duplicated, in order that each
bidder's copy may be exactly alike. It will

contain everything which it is essential for

a contractor to know when making up a
figure, with a separate section for each trade,

such us Kxcavation. Concrete, Brickwork. Jind

so forth. A genera! summary is provided at

the end of the bill, in which is entered the

"net" cost of each trade—this summary is

footed lip. the profit the bidder expects to

make is added, phis the cost of the quantities,

the result being, of course, the amount of the

bid.

The methods of measurement must conform
to the standards used by each individual

trade, and through the bill the greatest care

is taken to have everything systematised.

All cubic, square feet, lineal feet, and
numbers of items will be found all together

under their respective heads. In this way
immediate reference may be made to any

item required, even though the entire bill may
contain hundreds of items, and so every item

has its proper place—nothing is left to

chance. Detail sketches also appear in the

margins whenever necessary, aud show a

bidder at a glance what is required. These,

as we know, are of more value to an esti-

mator than long written descriptions one

sometimes finds in specifications. The key-

note of the quantity surveyor is " accuracy."

In going through the drawings and specifica-

tions he has come across all those doubtful

questions which always crop up when figuring

under present methods. He will have taken

them all up with the architect, and adjusted

them, before the quantities are handed to

bidders, so that everything is all plane-

sailing Nothing is " near enough " for a

quantity surveyor—he scrutinises every part

of the work closely, clears up any doubts, or

anything capable of a double interpretation,

and his work leaves no loopholes for either

the owner, the contractor, or the architect

to take advantage of. The result is that it is

seldom necessary for a bidder to ask questions

of the architect when making up a figure. If

he should wish to do so, probably he would
be referred to the surveyor, who is familiar

with every minute detail of the work.

Further—and right here lies one of the

greatest advantages of the quantity system

—

it is not necessary, except in a general way,

for a bidder to study the drawings and
specifications at all, and he certainly does

not have to figure them. He simply prices

the bill of " quantities," and, in these days of

hurry and bustle, this is as much as a con-

tractor can be expected to do, for nothing.

This enables the competent contractor (the

one who has unit prices at his finger-ends) to

make up a bid for. say. a lOO.OOOdol. building,

in a few hours, and he has the satisfaction of

knowing, when the unit price is placed

against each item, that nothing has been for-

gotten— in other words, he only contracts to

furnish so much material and labour— and
surely this is absolutely right in principle.

Good reasons exist why the general con-

tractor should have faith in his own judge-

ment and accustom himself to price items in

every trade which goes to make up the build-

ing business. It is the only consistent method
of estimating for anyone who claims to be a

general contractor. Experience has taught

most competent men that it "pays to do it,"

The mere getting together of figures from

sub bidders, and footing up the totals of the

lowest, is not estimating at all. That is mere
schoolboy work. However, I am led to be-

lieve that this is now the exception among
general contractors in San Francisco rather

than the rule. The ideal contractor is the

one who makes up his own estimates, and not

he who IS dependent, for any reason, upon
sub-contractors, who thus become the real

estimators. If every general contractor would

keep a prime-cost book of all trades, and

quantities were supplied to him, he would

soon be in a position to give a fairly close

figure upon any sized structure, without first

taking sub bids, and this. I suggest, is the

most consistent, satisfactory, and profitable

method to pursue when bidding upon work
as a whole; but. of course, it requires care

and experience.
Further, one of the greatest arguments in

favour of letting contracts as a whole is. of

course, the fact that a general contractor has

the ability to figure all trades in his own
office, and that he knows how to, and will,

supervise the work of sub-contractors, if any.

If architects can be assured of this there will

be much less segregation in the future. In

general practice I belic\'e the accuracy of

the bill of "quantities" should be guaran-
teed. Such a document might well be made
the basis of the contract, equally with the

drawings and specifications ; if this were done
the chief cause of disputes between owner and
contractor would be removed. This. I submit,

is entirely logical and right, A certain
" quantity " of work for a certain sum of

"money." the owner to determine the former

and the contractor to fix the latter—surely

this is morally just aud equitable. It may
be said—where are these competent surveyors
to be found? and it would be a very natural

inquiry, as it is no part of the duty of archi-

tects to prepare sucli quantities. In fact, the

relation of the architect to the contractor
should preclude him from having anything to

do with furnishing quantities. This should
be attended to by a disinterested specialist

—

the "quantity surveyor." In older countries
young men of education are now apprenticed
to practising surveyors, and it has become a

recognised profession. Years ago these

quantity surveyors frequently came from the
ranks of the architects, others possessing the
necessary education were possibly con-

tractors, building superintendents, or esti-

mators. I have known contractors' repre-

sentatives who commenced life in the work-
shop (who, after securing the advantages of

special training), made experienced aud very

competent quantity surveyors. There must
be a beginning to everything, and doubtless

there are many men in this country who, after

some little training in the technique of this

work, should make reliable quantity sur-

veyors. The principal qualifications are-
honesty of purpose, a knowledge of archi

tecture and construction. The surveyor

should be a neat draughtsman, and have
actual experience in conducting building

operations. He should possess the ability to

readily detect discrepancies or conditions

which might give rise to misunderstandings
during construction, and last, but not least,

the necessary mentality to act disinterestedly.

He must do what is " right " in measuring, as

between the contractor and the owner. The
usual custom is for the architect to furnish

the quantity surveyor with a set of the draw-

ings and a draft specification, and the latter

then commences work in his own ofiBces.

During this period the architect and surveyor

are in frequent consultation, to the end that

all uncertainties are cleared up and adjusted

upon the drawings and specifications ; in

short, no effort is spared to obtain perfect

clearness and accuracy before bidders com-

mence to figure. Such uncertainties are

bound to crop up; they are unavoidable.

They, nevertheless, perplex the contractor

when he is figuring, and his foreman on the

job, and create unnecessary trouble, and
sometimes bitter disputes, and then, in such

cases. " one of the parties " to the contract is

usually a loser.

Xow that we have briefly considered the

qualifications of a quantity surveyor, let us

take note of what the preparation of a bill of

quantities involves. During the last forty

years it may well be said that it has been

brought to a mathematical science, and yet

it is really surprising what a vague idea exists

concerning the methods, objects, and uses of

the " quantity system." The fact remains,

however, that where the system has been

adopted responsible contractors refuse to

figure without it. Some day that will be the

attitude of contractors in this country—when
they fully realise the folly of wasting their

time and money in competing against each

other on "quantities." as well as on prices.

But to return—three distinct processes are

involved, and each process calls for different

operations.
First- "Taking off" and entering every

item (or "dimension," as it is called) upon the

dimension sheets. This is always done in

exactly the same order ; in every building no

dimension, however small, is omitted— no

guesswork of any kind is permitted. The
exact location in the building of every

dimension taken is carefully noted, and every ^
figure or note taken is carefully preserved for

future reference. It is impossible to illus-

trate here the work in detail involved in

taking off each trade ; but the following may
serve to show the general idea. Let us follow

a surveyor for a moment in taking off his

dimensions for a few items of—we will say—
common brickwork. He always commences
taking dimensions at the same point on each

floor plan, e\ery length of wall from one

angle to the next is measured separately, and

the dimensions entered in "waste," as it is

termed ; we will assume it takes, say, fourteen

dimensions to go clear around a building

—

these fourteen dimensions and their locations

are permanently recorded, footed up, and the
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total lineal feet is then placed immediately
helow tliis, and a line drawn across tlie
colninn to separate it from tlic next item.
The dimension is squared -i.e., the number
of square feet these figures represent is

figured out. and opposite to the total we find
a description thus: for example, 21in. wall of
standard common brickwork laid up with
lime, mortar, and Portland cement gauged
three to one. pointed with fiat joints one side
for wliitewash and raked out the other siile
for cementing. In good practice it might lie

best to give the number of square feet super
ficial of wall, and give the thickness. The
same method is adopted with each story, with
Its varying thicknesses of walls, every dimeii
sion being entered in precisely the same
order, with its particular location "noted. Then
we come to deduction of openiiigs, those with
inside and outside reveals (as in the case of
box-frame windows) are taken separately,
door openings the same, those of one size,
and thickness of wall, are "tinicsed," as we
say, and entered in the dimension column so
DDt. <l m. Pin. by 7ft. din., l.'tm. outside wall
''fifth floor." Then should follow an' item,
" extra labour " to so many Sin. common brick
segment arches in. say, tliree half brick row-
locks to 4ft. tjin. openings, with .3in. ri.se in
Sin. wall; include for cutting skew backs, etc.

,

and for wood turning piece and setting and
striking. In case richer mortar was specified
for arches it would be so stated, and the pro
portions.

When rough cutting to brickwork is
required every square foot of it would be
ineasured. Brickwork in footings or founda-
tions or walls below ground, or at unusual
heights, should be all segregated and given
separately with full descriptions. Such items
as the following are then taken by the square
yard or square foot— viz., selected common
brick facing. If joints are struck and cut
(as face workt it is taken as a separate item,
as should be the case with any portions that
are to be pointed with special or coloured
mortar. Cementing by the square yard, if on
ordinary plain surfaces, but if in" widths of
12in. or under, this is separated and taken
by the lineal foot ; should this work occur
on circular surfaces it would be so described,
kept separate, and the radius given. Lineal
dimensions are taken of all rough splays and
chamfers, flues, pointing to flashings", pro
jeeting courses, with the number of mitres,
splays, or stops in same, brick sills, with tin-
returns are numbered, if any. The labour of
forming quoins, square or splayed, and (in
certain cases) the lineal feet 'of plumbing
angles and reveals might be taken, also
levelling up for joists, bond-irou, and the like.
The foregoing applies to common brickwork,
as before stated. Now. where "face" bricks
are used the entire surface of such facing is

measured by the sc|Uare foot, including
reveals and soffits (but openings deducted),
the kind of mortar and the labour of pointing
being gi\en. Here would be taken such items
as face arches. Fair cutting by the square
foot on same principle as mentioned for
common brickwork. Then come lineal feet
of each course, of which figures sketches
should appear. Raking mouldings or belts
.separate, then follow the number of external,
internal, raking, skew, or otlier mitres, also
square ends. etc. (if any). All other lineal
feet items follow in their proper order, and
then, in a similar way, concluding with
" numbered " items, which would be described
and (if necessary) sketched in the margin. I

am aware that this is but a very elementary
illustration of the detailed metliod of taking
off

; but the principle applies thi^ougliout
every department, in every trade, from the
Excavator to the Painter j but it would be
too great an undertaking to go fully into
details here in each case. Surveyors'" quan-
tities are usually ineasured "net,'' and is so
stated in the preamble of the bill, upon the
understanding that the unit price for each
item is to be made by the contractor, to cover
trade customs, etc., which differ in each
locality. The before-mentioned dimension
sheets are usually checked over with the
drawings by a second person, and then all

totals are " abstracted "—that is to say. they
are transferred to abstract sheets under
.separate headings. In this way many similar
items of the same value are coUeetedtogether

and footed up and checked I liis reduces the
number of items which appear eventually in
the finished bill, which is written direct from
those alistract sheets, and any further
sketches or descriptions necessary for the
bidder to thoroughly understand" what is

required, are then finally added. When com-
pleted, a sufficient number of copies of these
bills are lithographed or similarly dupli
cated, and a copy is sent by the suryevor to
the list of prospective bidders, whose names
aiul addresses have been previously furnished
him by the architect.
Some of the advantages of the quantity

.system of estimating to the contractor are as
follows—yiz. :

1. Saving of time and money.
2. Greater precision in measuring.
3. \o uncertainty as to interpretation of

plans or specifications (the quantities should
govern).

i. No visits to the architect's office when
figuring, for explanations or otherwise.

5. No other work is contracted for except
the 'quantity" set forth in the quantities.

f). The contractor, if he so desires, can
check up the quantities before signing a
contract. In an .\merican system of esti-
mating the quantities should, 'l think, form
part of the contract.

7. No bidder can inadvertently leave out
anything, and so in this way arrive at too low
a figure.

8. Not having to spend time taking out his
"quantities." the contractor has time to
attend to more profitable business.

9. Systematically arranged bills of quan
tities duly priced" (whether work has been
secured or not) form excellent data for
making future estimates.

Before any universal .American system
could be put into operation it would be
necessary :

First: That a committee of representative
contractors from each trade be selected to
standardise a nietlioti of measureincnt to be
universally followed by all mechanics, con-
tractors, and architects.

Second
: That competent inei, mutually

satisfactory to contractors and architects, be
retained in such numbers as the olume of
work may demand. These men, or
quantify surveyors," could be placed under
bond covering their competency and
integrity until same have been assured. Such
appointments to be permanent, except for
cause. The compensation of these surveyors
to be fixed at a certain percentage upon the
total of each estimate. Each liidder, of

course, adding this amount to his bid.

Third : I suggest, also, that a law be passed
that a bill of quantities he furnished (free of
expense to bidders) upon all State and public
buildings. I advocated this as far back as
the year 1893, and it may interest yon to
know that such a law is actually in effect in

the State of Pennsylvania, and has been since
1895. It does not, however, go quite far
enough, as the quantities furnished have no
guarantee as to their accuracy. Quantity
question is attracting much attention at the
present moment among contractors in

Boston, New York, and other cities, and I

may mention, perhaps, that 1 am now for
mulating a programme to bring this quantity
question to the attention of every building
contractors' association and every architects'
society in this country.
Fourth : In connection with the quantity

system I still advocate (as I did in a brochure
on arbitration which I published in 1894) the
creation of a " technical " tribunal, or court
of arbitration, where nothing but building
suits and disputes should be determined and
adjusted. Such court to be presided over by
a specially-selected judge and at least two
other men of practical experience in the
ncfu.il coiistriiction of buildings in estimating
the \aliie of builders' work, anfl famili.ar with
trade methods, terms, processes, and customs.
T maintain that such technical matters as

building construction, values, etc.. should not
be decided solely by technical law or by lay-

iveii alone. lio\ve\er skilled! in other ways, and
notwithstanding the custom of cnlling expert
witnesses before them. I considei- that it

would be an advantage to disputants if the

bench had a first hand practical knowledge of

buililing construction and methods, such as I

have indicated, and where technical disputes
might be determined in a few days, once and
for all, and without delays which only tire
the contractor out and thereby bring him to a
settlement more or less unjust, from a " prac-
tical " standpoint.

I am hoping to shortly see a committee
appointed in every building employers'
organisation in this country to take up and
seriously consider such matters as I have
touched upon. Nothing, in my judgment, will
tend to elevate the building business, and to
promote a feeling of mutual confidence and
respect between the contractor and owner,
more than the quantity system of estimating,
and which, as I think I have shown, aims at
absolutely square dealing between tlie man
who pays for the structure and the man who
builds it.

«•
OLVMPIA COMMERCIAL MOTOR

SHOW.
The Great Commercial \ehicle Exhibition

that opens at Olympia to day is really bv far
the most iiiiportant of the" year, for sober
though its title may be, and prosaic its scope,
the show represents the high water mark of
a means of transport, a stage of commercial
possibilities and an unprecedented era of
locomotion of world wide application, the
like of which was neither thought feasible a
few years ago nor can to day be adequately
appreciated, save by careful study.
That modern motor vehicles are now re-

garded as indispensable in commerce and in-

dustry is clear from the heavy demand there is

for them. Seventy four firms are exhibiting
complete vehicles and coach work, while
sixty tliree display various component parts
and accessories now in such request. Tire
and wheel manufacturers exhibiting are also
numerous, and they and other incidental
stall holders bring the total number of ex-
hibitors up to approximately two hundred.
The motor vehicle has been welcomed by

every class of trader. .No matter how large
the firm, what the nature of the goods, the
automobile is fast displacing the horse. It

does so because it is more economical, it is

untiring, it is cleaner, it is a real time-saver.
Moreover, it appeals to everyone, and the
small trader, by judicious selection, can be
l)enefited quite as much by his hundred-
guinea machine as the firm whose output is a
hundred tons or more daily.

Its use, however, in connection with the
building and allied trades has not become
\ery general yet, and a large and lucrative
field is open to those fiiius who, through the
columns of our own and kindred journals,
call attention to the all round advantages to

be derived from the adoption of motor trac-

tion and their own special vehicles.

Space prc\cnts us, even if any good could
he served, from illustrating any particular
types of chassis or bodies ; but we recommeiid
all who can to pay Olympia a visit, and get
the latest catalogues of the firms exhibiting,

who have a wide range of cars huitable for

use in connection with the buikling trades.

A firm in whose exhibit we Innc particular
pleasure in calling attention at Stand 135 is

Messrs. Druminond Bros., Ltd., Read Hill,

Guildford, whose specialities in lathes are

so well known to readers of our other journal,

the EiKjlifh Merhanir. There are many of

our readers to whom these lathes would be

found of infinite use. and the cost of instal-

ling one sa\ed over and over again.

o»

ST. MATTHIAS' CHURCH, STOKE
NEWINGTON.

The interesting story of sixty five years'

work in the church of St. Matthias, Stoke
Newingtoii. is briefly told by Mr. T. Francis
Bumpus. the well-known writer on the

cathedrals of Europe, church music, and
stained glass, in a cloth-hound volume of

ninety pages, illustrated by sixteen re-

productions of photographs and drawings.

Mr. Bumpus has spent his life in the parish.

has long been a member of the choir, and has

served as one of the churchwardens since

1904, so that he approaches his subject with

the intimate knowledge and the enthusiasm

that insure the reader's sympathetic
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ST. MATTHIAS, STOKE XEWI NCiK IN : KROM '['HE WEST.

attention. The well-known ehnrcli was
erected by Myers in 1851 •'! at a cost of £7,000,
and owes its origin to one of tlie Early Trac
tarians, Robert Brett, a surgeon \\!io prac-

tised iji Stoke Newington. It is one of tbc

gabled saddle-backed tower rising above the
elianeel, and the short, square-ended sanc-
tuary wilh one-storied sacristy adjoining its

north side. From 18H8 till 1879 tlie office of
parish warden was held liy the late dames

ST. MATTHIAS, STOKE NEWIXGTOX:
LOOKING EAST.

IN THE NAVE,

earlier and
the desigii>

l,incti\t' Tea

clercstoried

most original edifices built from
of William Bntterlield, its dis-

tures being the lofty and narrow
nave, with leunto aisles, the

Brooks, F.U.I.B.A., wdio designed the \ery
simple rood-screen, and from whose plans the
parish church of St, Mary, llaggerston, was
remodelled, and the neighbouring churches of

St, Michael (Shoreditch), St. Chad, and St,

Coluniba (Haggerston) were budt. Among
the comparatively recent embellishments of
St. Matthias are the frescoes and mural de-
corations e.xecuted by Mr. Daniel Bell. A
chapter of Mr. Bunipus' book is devoted to

the choral worship, which has ever been a
notable feature of the services at St.

Matthias, thanks to the long association with
it as organist and precentor of the late

William Henry Monk and Spenser Notting-
ham. In a closing chapter, the present vicar,

the Rev. Ernest Driver, points out that when
St, Matthias was built, Butterfield's beautiful
fabric was the church of the City merchants
and men of business, who lived in what was
then a pleasant suburb, but that now there
is neither wealth in the church nor in the
parish, which is gradually but surely be-

coming a poor East-end district.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Owen W. Davis, architect, many years ago a
valued contributor to these pages. One series
in particular, on "Art and Work," will

doubtless be remembered by older apprecia-
tive readers,

Mr. W. Chasen Ralph. K.R.I.B.A., of

King-street, Wigan, a well-known Lancashire
architect, died at his residence in Wigan on
Thursday in last week with painful sudden-
ness. The deceased was formerly associated
with Chester. He was one of the founders of

the Holmes Lodge of Freemasonry and a
popular provincuil officer. He joined the
Roval Institute of British Architects as a
Fellow in 1903.

The death occurred on Tuesday, July 15,

at Weymouth, of Mr. F.. J. Barnes, the
chairman of the Southern Sea Fisheries
Committee, and a leading member of the
Dorset County Council. Mr. Barnes was a
marine biologist of some eminence, and was
especially interested in the Crustacea. He
was the principal quarry-owner at Portland,
and fi'om liis quarries most of the stone for

the refacing of Buckingham Palace is being
produced and worked.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD: DE-
PARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.—The
ne.\t session will begin on October 1. The
lecturer will be present at the University on
September 29 and 30. from 9.30 to 12.30, and
on October 1 from 6,30 to 8.30 p.m., to see

intending students. The department pro-

vides: (I) A five years' course leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Arts with Honours in

Architecture (three years day, and two years

part day and part evenicig). |2) A three

years' certificate course (two years day and
one year part day and part evening). (3) A
two years' diploma I'ourse (a part day and
part evening course, following the certificate

course). (4) Special evening courses: (a)

Architectural Drawing (Wednesdays, 6.30

—

8. .30, fee 10s. 6d.) ; (bj English Architecture

(Wednesdays, 5,30—6.30, fee 10s. 6d.) ; (c)

tutorial class for December R.I.B.A. Final

(hour to be arranged, fee £1 Is. Od.). (5)

Courses in Surveying. A preliminary year

course has been arranged to meet the require-

ments of the R.I.B.A. Preliminary and the

Matriculation Examinations.

Tenders are invited for important alterations

and additions to Carlow Cathedral, in accord-

ance with the designs of Mr. Anthony Scott,

M.S. A., of Upper Sack ville-st reel, Dublin.

Foundation-stones of a new Free Church at

New Dnston, Northampton, were laid last week.

The architect is Mr. F. H. Allen, of Glasgow-

street, St. James's, Northampton, and the

builder Mr. J. W. Lack, Greenwood-road, in the

same town.

The Derbyshire County Council have com-

pleted the purchase of the Thornhill Estate, in

the Valley of Hope, on which to erect a new
lunatic asylum for the county. The sum paid

for the site itself is about £12,000. The new
institution is to be on the open-hospital-villa

system.
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We owe half an apology to Mr. Jnmea
Douglas, oil whose inquiry, " Why not an

Architect Laureate?" in the Daily Nevs of

June 2, we commented, on this page, in our

issue of .June G. Mr. Douglas evidently knew
more than we did. Mr. Asquith has not

adopted his suggestion, but he has surely

borne it in mind, and done a still better

thing. The better-half of the new Poet
Laui'cate has the best of all possible

connections with architecture, and has
doubtless inspired Dr. Robert Bridges with

the charm she inherited from her dis-

tinguished father, Alfred Waterhouse, the

most gracious personality of his generation
of our order, and whose right to be regarded
as its greatest member then living was
acclaimed unhesitatingly by a plebiscite of

our readers in our issue of .July 8, 1887. Of
no man could his poet son in law liave sung
more truly

;

I love all beauteous tliiugs,
I seek and adore them :

God hath no better praise,
.\ud man in his hasty days
Is honoured for them.

Round no two—poet and artist— in the days
to come will more reverent and happy
memories blend of the noble quest of fame so

well achieved and splendidly crowned by the

affection of daughter and wife.

The London County Council has finally

acquiesced in the recommendation of the

Improvements Committee not to move
further ne.\t Session in regard to the recon-

struction of Lambeth Bridge. We rather

regret it. The statement by the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, that it had
rejected the scheme on the ground that "the
bridge, as submitted, is rather too large for

the present requirements if they remain as

they are, but if that route was developed by
street - improvements it was not large

enough," reminds many people of the reason

given by the Caliph Omar for burning the

Alexandrian Library— viz., that if the books
.agreed with the Koran they were u.seless, and
if they did not they were pernicious. Every-

body knows, of course, that the rejection is

a mere piece of spite perpetrated at the

expense of the Moderate majority on the

L.C.C. by the Radical majority in the House
of Commons. Neither the needs for the

bridge nor the goodness or badness of the

design were seriously considered for a

moment. As regards the last point, we will

illustrate the design next week, and the

public can judge for themselves of its merits.

The discussion on Mr. Soniers Clarke's

clever paper on "Squalid London," which we
give elsewhere, was poor. The one remedy
was indicated in his own concluding sentences.

Voluntary societies may do something to stir

up public opinion, and our own organisations

may in some measure influence right judge-

ment in regard to some of the things that

concern the beauty of our cities and the

safety of our ancient monuments. But till

a Ministry of Fine Arts is charged with the

work that is so well done in France, things

are pretty hopeless. The raan-in-the-street

will doubtless tell you that it the First Com-
missioner of Works is given the job, as Earl

Beauehamp suggests, everything will be all

right ! We wish Mr. Somers Clarke would
join hands with Mr. Wynford Dewhurst,
wliose book we reviewed a fortnight ago, and
peg away till the Philistines are smitten hip

and thigh throughout the land. Till national

recognition of the wickedness and folly of

ugliness is followed by the conviction that

it is a national duty of the supremest

moment to seek and preserve beauty, squalor

will rage like a pestilence, and indifference

will endure the contagion which eats out the

artistic health of the citizen. May all who
know it lose no opportunity of seconding the

assaults of those whose eyes are open to the

l)alefid consequences

!

Sir Roger Parkington, speaking at the

meeting of the Automobile Association and

Motor Union at the Hotel Cecil the other day,

said that the amount spent on the roads by

the Road Board from the taxes on motorists

was a scandal. They were literally sitting

on millions. A resolution asked the executive

committee to make an inquiry into the policy

of the Board, its annual income and expendi-

ture, and the manner in which the funds are

administered. This inquiry is certainly

needed, and we trust it will be made forth

with, and the full details published as widely

as possible. As things are going, it really

seems to be the policy of the Board to

accumulate a fund sufficient to pay off the

National Debt somewhere about the time

when universal a\iation has rendered roads

needless

!

" Mr. Lloyd George's Confessional " figures

in a Blue book issued last Friday containing

evidence gi\'cn before the Committee of

Public .\ecoiints. On consideration of the

report on the Houses of Parliament Build-

ings Vote. Mr. Leif .Tones drew the attention

of Sir Henry Gibson. K.C.B., to the item,

".Alterations to private room of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer to facilitate trans-

action of confidential business," which ap-

peared under the heading "Urgent and Un-
foreseen Works." Mr. Leif .Tones asked

what was the nature of that alteration.—Sir

H. Gibson replied that he thought it was in

the nature of a partition in providing a room
in which confidential business might be

carried out.— Sir Clement Hill: A confes

sional.— Mr. Leif Jones; A torture chamber?
— Mr. Earle : Was it not for the removal of

the private secretary?—Mr. Leif .Tones: Was
it a boarding off?—Mr. Buchanan : Yes.-

Mr. Leif Jones : Surely that has not cost

£I93?—Witness: That is the estimated cost

of the alteration.—Mr. Leif .Tones : Merely to

put up a division wall?—Witness: I could

not say exactly what the nature of the work
was.—Mr. Leif Jones ; Why was it proceeded

with without putting it on the Estimates ; it is

hardly a sudden requirement?—Witness: It

probably was not asked for until after the Esti-

mates were settled ; it was one of those points

that cropped up during the course of the

year.—Mr. Leif Jones : Could it not have

waited? I find works put down in large

numbers, and money not spent on the pur-

poses intended, and then under the heading

of Works of an Unforeseen Character

"

yon get quite a considerable sum spent which

has not been put upon the Estimates, though

it might very well have been there.

It is not in the least likely that Mr. .Mfred

Frampton's proposals to the London County
Council in regard to the re-naming of London
streets will be adopted. His principal desire

is that all main thoroughfares should be

called by one name throughout their length

—

that, for instance, the main street from

Cheapside to Shepherd's Bush should all be

called Oxford-street. Onlv a fortnight since

He pointed out on this page the difficulties

that would result. An address in Newgate-
street, Holborn, Oxford-street, or Notting

Hill Gate at once locates the destination of

the comparative stranger. And most of us

are "strangers" in many parts of London,
even if we have been T.niiflr,ii.-r=: all our lives.

Even in the United States it is beginning

to be recogni.sed that unregulated arclii-

tectural competitions are unfair to the archi-

tect and ruinou.s to the ratepayer. In the

last issue of the Ameriran SrhnnI TInaril

Jnurnaf. an ably-conducted monthly pub-

lished at Milwaukee, New York, and
Chicago, it is deplored that this destructive

principle of competition has been further

applied in the selection of architects for

scboolhouse plans. While it is supposed that

architectural competitions are intended to

find the best plans, it is a fact that in the

smaller cities the real contest is one of price-

cutting, and the work goes to the architect

who will work for the smallest commission.

In Minnesota recently a law requiring com-
petition has been interpreted generally to

mean that the plans of the architects must be

selected on the basis of the lowest cost, and
until an opinion of the attorney general was
rendered, it has been not unusual to find in

the newspapers of that State advertisements

asking for bids on the privilege of submitting

schoolhouse plans.

There is, of course, as onr contemporary

remarks, no possible device for injuring

more the progress of school architecture than

permitting, or even compelling, competition

among architects in the price to be paid them
for their services. It is a well established

fact, proven again and again by figures

collected by the American Institute of .Archi-

tects, that no architect can prepare adenuate

studies and plans for buildines like school-

houses at a commission of less than 6 per

cent, of the total cost. The architect who
sells his services at a lower figure than this

must slight his work somewhere. He must
either neglect to furnish complete plans or

the task of preparinij them must be done by

inferior draughtsmen and engineers. Or the

architect may even receive bonuses from

favoured contractors. It is inevitable, any-

how, that a school board will not get the

plans to which it is entitled, or which the

public has a right to demand for its school

buildings. "We know," savs the .Vrhnnl

Bnaiil Jnurnal, " of dozens of cases where

sehoolhouses were ' botched,' and where the

ultimate reason of the failure was the school

board's desire to get a 'cheap ' architect."

A curious situation has arisen in New York

as to what duty should be payable upon a

stained-glass wiiulow made in London for

the sanctuary of the Episcopal Cathedral of

St. .Tohn the Divine in New York. The
Customs authorities, who are no respecters of

art for religious purposes, wish to tax the

window at the rate of 45 per cent., the

present tariff duty, and as the window cost

Jt2,0nn the duty would be £900. The Under-

wood Tariff Bill, however, which is Hearing

its enactment in Congress, taxes such works

of art only to the extent of 15 per cent., so

that under the new Bill the cathedral officials

would pay only .£.'?00. Consequently, the

cathedral people refuse to take the window-

out of Customs, though the opening in the

Cathedral wall has been ready for the window

nearly a month. They propose to wait until

the Underwood Bill passes, and save £000.
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The problem that confronts the Customs

iiuthonties is whether this action can be

allowed, and, if so. what charge should be

made for storing the window until it is

accepted. The window depicts Holman

Hunt's "Light of the World."

It is officially stated that the work of re-

building the facade of Buckingham I'alace

will be begun immediately after the August

Bank Holiday. Their Majesties will leave

London on or about .July 29 to visit the Duke

of Richmond at Goodwood Park, and at the

end of the Goodwood week will proceed

direct to Cowes. A number of shooting

visits in the Midlands will follow, the King

eventually going to Scotland, while Queen

Mary, with Princess Mary and Prince .John,

will spend a few weeks at York Cottage,

Sandringhani, before joining his Majesty at

Balmoral. The work at Buckingham Palace,

it is expected, will occupy about two months.

Asked during his public examination at

Ipswich Bankruptcy Court last Friday what

system of bookkeeping he adopted in his

business, Sidney Ernest Cook, a carpenter,

of Hitcham, Suffolk, answered, "I used to

write the amounts ou a board, and when they

paid planed them out." "Very eco-

nomical," said the Registrar. But danger-

ous, he might have added, bearing in mind

the Exchequer " tallies," which when the

system of wooden accounts was given up had

accumulated in such numbers that they were

used as fuel, and through the overheating of

the stoves the Houses of Parliament were

burnt down in 18.34.

(Bngtiwmng Jlotea.

BOSTON. -^ -The Town Bridge, Boston,

Lincoln, was some time back found to be in

a very dangerous state, and upon the advice

of Mr. John J. Webster, M.Iust.C.E., of

Westminster, the structure was condemned,
and a new one was desgined by him. The
new bridge, which is to be opened to-day,

consists of six parabolic steel ribs hinged at

the springing and at the crown, with a versed

sine of 6ft. (Jin., the width of the road and
footways being increased by means of canti

levers on the south side, from 35ft. to 4.'ift.

between the inside of the parapets. The ribs

are of box section constructed of angles and
plates, the angles being 6 by 6 by | average,

with top and bottom flange plates 24in. wide,

varying from iin. to l^in. in tliickness. The
double web is constructed of plates 'in. thick

average, stiffened with diaphragms at

intervals. The ribs are 1ft. 9in. deep at the

centre, tapering to 1ft. Sin. at the pins, the

latter being 6in. in diameter, with east iron

bearings. The spandrel verticals, Hxed on

the top of the ribs, and to the longitudinal

girders, are of H-section rolled joists 10 by

5 ; the flooring consists of corrugated steel

plates 9in. by fin., with additional plate top

and bottom Ji"- thick under the roadway,

and ."! by f under the footway, the former

being paved with wood blocks, and tlie latter

with concrete slabs. A handsome cast-iron

cornice and parapet surmount the outer rib

on the north side, and the cantilevers on the

others. The old brick and stonework abut

ments were in splendid condition, and have

been retained, with suitable modifications,

for the new design. The contractors for the

work are Messrs. Gnddard. Massey. and

Warner. Ltd.. of Nottingham, the resident

engineer being Mr. H. F. Richards,

Assoc.M. Inst. C.E.
«»

The partnership heretofore existing between

.1. B. Grippcr and E. G Stevenson. carrvinK on

business as architects and .surveyors, at Cannon-

street, under the style of Grippcr and Stevenson,

has been dissolved.

Onr HUustratJons.—»

—

CHURCH OF ST. PETER. BARNSLEY.
This drawing, showing the interior of St.

Peter's Church, Barnsley, is now on view at

the Royal Academy Exjiibition. A plan of

the building appeared in our issue for April 5,

the bricks below i>f a broken colour; the

chimney-stacks of purple Crowborough
bricks. The windows have wooden frames and
metal casements. Internally the central hall,

with the double doors to drawing-room, is the

chief feature, panelled in English oak, ami
with old oak doors used for the various

rooms. The hot-water supply is obtained
from a boiler apart from the range, as every

GBOUND rU3DB PlTiN

HOUSE AT BECKENHAM.— Mr. Henry Tanner, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

1912. when we gave an exterior and other

views, showing different parts of the church
to that now represented. The very long site

has a considerable fall towards the sanctuary

end. The Lady-chapel extends further east

ward, as the land runs out to an acute angle,

and this space is ingeniously utilised in this

manner. The chancel is of three bays in

length, opening up on the south side into this

chapel, as seen in the perspective, and the

organ is situated in the first bay of the nave,

in a gallery. A processional path on both
sides of the church is provided, and a feature

is made of the groined narthex at the west
end. The length of the nave is 91ft. and in

width measures 49ft. The reredos, both in

the chancel and to the chapel, are of 17th-

century date, and came from Switzerland.
The builders were Messrs. ,J. T. Wright and
Co., of Leeds. Mr. Thomas Fisher was the

clerk of works, and the architect is Mr.
Temple Mopre. F.R.I.B..A.. of Bedford row,
W. Local brick was used externally, with
interspersings of thin bricks to impart a

sense of scale to the work. The 14th-ceiitury

period of English architecture furni.shed the

style, which is adapted to modern needs in

this building.

HOUSE AT BECKEXHAM.
The exterior treatment of this residence

aims at a quiet and simple effect, with tile

roof and tile-hanging to first floor and brick

below. The roof is covered with a dark tile,

the hanging tiles are of a brighter tone, and

bedroom has a separate lavatory basin. The
arrangements of the bouse generally are

shown on the plans. Mr. Henry Tanner,

F.R.I.B.A., is the architect.

HOUSE AT HAMPSTEAD.
The chief difficulty to overcome in design-

ing this house was due to the very consider-

able slope of the land. It was decided to

HOUSE AT HAMPSTEAD.
Section Showing Entrance.

avoid a large number of outside steps

exposed to the weather, and forming the

approach to the front door. To obviate this.
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HOUSE AT HAMPSTEAD.- Mr. Hknrv Tannkk. F.K.I.B.A.. Aruliiteet.

the expedient was adopted of entering at the

basement level, and so approaching the

ground floor inside. The plans with the

sections shown explain how this was
managed. Particular care has been taken to

avoid any dampness in the house, and agri

cultural pipes have been laid all round the

foundations. The roofs are covered with

green Westmorland slates, the walls are

rendered in white roughcast, with Doulting

stone quoins and trimmings generally. An
important feature of the exterior is the

terrace at the main floor levels above the

entrance. Mr. Henry Tanner, F.R.T.B.A.. is

the architect.

HOUSE AT BURGH HEATH, SURREY.
This house is flint faced. Most of the flints

were found on the site. The roof is of thick

Westmorland green slates, and the dressings

of stone. The contractors are Messrs. Ben-

field and Loxley. of Oxford. The architect is

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.. whose drawings
here published are now on view at the Ex
hibition of the Royal Academy.

NEW BUILDING. TAVISTOCK STREET,
COVENT GARDEN.

This building has recently been erected on
the site of Nos. '2, 3, and 4, Tavistock-street,

and 4, 5, 6, and 7, Exeter street, Covent
Garden. It has been designed for the whole-

sale flower business of Messrs. George
Monro, Ltd., of Covent Garden, and it is

probably the largest building for the sale of

flowers by any private firm in the country.

A small part of the ground floor and base-

ment is occupied by a shop for Messrs.

Rochford. of Turnfor'd Hall Nurseries ; other-

wise the sub-basement, basement, ground and
first floors are used entirely by Messrs.

Monro for salerooms, while the upper floors

are planned for offices and messrooms for

their staff. The building is of fireproof con-

struction, and there are three electric lifts.

The fronts are of Portland stone and bricks,

a portion of the old shop-front to Tavistock-

street being reconstructed in iron. Messrs.

Patman and Fotheringham were the builders.

Mr. F. Walker acting as clerk of works, and
the architect is Mr. Lewen Sharp.

DESIGN SUBMITTED FOR THE NEW
ARTS BUILDING. MANCHESTER.
This drawing, now on view at the Ex-

hibition of the Royal Academy, illustrates

the design of Mr. Paul Waterhonse, M.A.,
F.R.I.B.A,, as submitted in the recent

limited competition for the New Arts Build

ing in Manchester University. The per-

spective explains itself, leaving little to add
beyond saying that the successful design in

this competition was by Mr. Percy S.

Worthington, of Manchester, and it also is

illustrated in the same exhibition this year.

HURST GREEN. SURREY.- The Bishop
of Southwark consecrated the Church of St.

.John the Evangelist, at Hurst Green, Oxted,
on Saturday. The church is the last work
of the late Mr. .John Oldrid Scott, F.R.I.B.A..
who lived at Oxted for many years, and had
been churchwarden at the parish church.

The church occupied a commanding site, and.

owing to the peculiar position, has the

pinnacled tower placed at the east end. The
style is 14th century Gothic, in flint with
stone dressings. The roofing is gabled and
in red tiling, with woodwork ceiling. Only
the tower, the chancel, and a portion of the

nave have been completed at present. The
finished portion co.st .£6,500. In his addr.'ss

the Bishop said that every Bishop of that

diocese would always honour and revere the

name of .John Oldrid Scott for the way in

which he used his great gifts for the restora

tion of their cathedral church.

HURST PARK.—An opportunity was
given on Monday at Hurst Park Racecourse
to inspect the arrangements made for the
meeting on the 25th inst. A month ago the
members' and other stands were burned down
by two militant Suffragettes. The new stands
are being built in ferro-concrete. They
measure 164ft. by .'i9ft., and on the ground
floor are a luiiclieon-room, together with a

grill-room for members, and also a grill

room for Tattersall's, while the first floor is

utilised for kitchens and cloakrooms. On the

second floor are drawing rooms, with sliding

casements overlooking the course, and
double-hung sashes to the back, overlooking
the Paddock. The roof is non-inflammable
and covers the whole structure, and the

absence of columns keeps the view clear.

PERSHORE ABBEY.—Mr. Harold Bnik
spear, F.S.A., of Corsham, the architect for

the repairs now being carried on to the west
end of Pershore Abbey Church, received in-

structions last week from the Reparation
Committee to examine the condition of the

vaulting of the church east of the tower. This

was necessitated by tlie supposition that the

stability of the roof was not assured. A. care-

ful examination has proved that the suspicion

was not unfounded, and that both the vault-

ing and the roof above require extensive

alterations and repairs to render the building

secure. Meanwhile the church is closed, and
services on Sunday were held in St. Andrew's
Church.

<i»

COMPETITIONS.
SAN FRANCISCO. — The Board of

Library Trustees has invited the following

named architects to submit plans for the new
library building, which is to be built in the

civic centre, at the corner of Larkiii and
McAllister Ests. : George W. Kelham. .Albert

Pissis, Willis Polk and Co., Reid Bros., Ward
and Blohme. Edgar A. Mathews.

TOIEN, CHRISTIANIA.- Swedish and

foreign architects and engineers are invited

to enter a public competition for proposals

for a regulation and subdivision plan of the

property at Toien. belonging to the

University at Christiania. The sum of 5,000

kroner has been granted for prizes, which

the jury will divide into three ; no prize, how-

ever, to be less than 1.000 kroner. The jury,

moreover, reserves the right to buy plans,

which have not been awarded a prize, at 500

kroner each. Programmes may be had by

applving to the Secretary of the University,

Christiania. For a programme with maps
competitors must deposit 20 kroner, which

will be refunded against a receipt proving

that a plan has been sent in. The competi-

tion plans must be sent to the University

Secretary. Christiania, not later than

November 15, 1913.

«i»

A building, to be known as the Park-lane

Hotel, is about to be erected upon a site

abutting upon the northern side of Piccadilly

and the southern side of Brick-slreet, with pro-

jecting columns and a balcony next to Piccadilly,

for Sir Richard Sutton. Bart. The architect is

Mr. Charles W Stephens, of Hans-road. Chelsea.

The text has been issued of a Government Bill

to amend the Finance Act. 1908. bv authorising

the application of £145.000. out of the £600,000

provided for by that Act for public offices at

Westminster, towards defraying any expenses

incurred by the Commissioner of Works in erect-

ing buildings and executing other works in con-

nection with the Home Office Industrial Museum
(£2.T,O00t. Admiralty, additional accommodation

(£.5,0.0001. and College of Art, South Kcn.sington

(£65,000),
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Cnrresponbence.

QUANTITY SURVEYORS AND
TENDERS.

To the Editor of the Building News,

Sir,—We notice, to our astoiuRliineiit,

after very many years in practice, tliat tlie

Metropolitan (?) Borough of Lamlietli are

actually advertising in some of the buikliug
trades journals tenders for the preparation
of certain bills of quantities for the new-

depot premises at Rominaiiy-road. West
Norwood, and that an objectionable guinea
deposit is required for the very small par-
ticulars, which can only state the amount
of the approximate cost and a very brief

description (if any) of the nature of the
building proposed to be erected.

The proposed tenderers, on receiving these
small particulars, should send in. as the
advertisement says, " not later than " twelve
o'clock noon on Thursday. July 24. 191.'!.

In view of this advertisement— which is.

no doubt, mo.st insulting to the quantity-
sur\'eying profession, we particularly ajipeal

to all quantity surveyors to give the Metro-
politan Borough of Lambeth, and all other
public authorities venturing on these lines, a

\ery wide berth.

Perhaps the Quantity Sur\-eyors' Associa-
tion will take this matter up in the interest

of its own rules and members, and to the
benefit of the profession at large.—We are.

etc.. R. E, Carpenter and Son,
112. St. Peter's-road. Leicester,

Julv 15. 1913.

BITS AND SCRAPS.
Sir.—Anglo-Saxon architecture followed

the Roman and preceded the Norinau in this
country. It endures chiefly in the imagina-
tion of the propounders of theories and other
unpractical magnates, and it is remarkable
for the number of examples that should exist
but do not, rather than for those actually
found. Its cult is maintained by fairy-tales
from Matthew Paris. Bede. and other vener-
able authorities who wi'ote on building to
amuse the uninitiated. Norman architec-
ture originated in Normandy, where, in the
beginning of the 11th century, it made its

first appearance. The Normans invaded
England in 1066; but their architecture pre-
ceded them, for Edward the Confessor built
the choir and transepts of Westminster
Abbey in that style, and his building was
consecrated in 106.'). Almost every Saxon
cathedral was rebuilt from the foundations
by Norman bishops, and to-day fifteen out of
twenty-two of these buildings bear testimony
to the thoroughness of their work. Parish
churches, too. are found all over England,
in which there are Norman doorways,
winflows. piers, and arches. Norman barons
kept pace with Norman bishops, and in

fifteen years they built eleven hundred and
fifteen castles, covering the land with them.
Xorman architecture may be called " Norman
Romanesque," even as other varieties are
called " Lombardo Romanesque," " German
Romanescjue," and "French Romanesque of

the central and southern provinces," but
nothing is gained by adopting a nomenclature
of this kind. The expressions " Anglo-Saxon
Romanesque" and "Celtic Romanesque"
are pedantic and misleading, for England
and Ireland copied Xorman work, and diti

not go direct to Romanesque buildings frpi-

their inspiration, as the Normans did. It

must be remembered that when Anglo-Saxon
cathedrals and churches are spoken of, these

buildings were of wattles and piaster, or of

boards, the roofs being tlwitch or reeds, so

that churches pulled down by the Normans
had nothing in common with the stone build

ings they put up. We arc informed by

chroniclers of the time that when the Anglo-

Saxons wanted to build a stone church they

had to import foreign workmen to do the

work. There is no n-ord in Angin-Saxon for

building in stone. " Getembrian " is to build

with wood. So that when they spoke of

building a church with stone, they expressed

themselves thus. " We will build a wooden
church of stone." To me architecture is not

a question of drawing and designing ; it is

essentially a practical art. and true exponents

of it work and invent, while mere professors

talk and give us all that a moderate amount
of collegiate architectural culture, with an un-

warranted proportion of sciolism, can afford.

True architecture has grown gradually, and

by development; consequently, it has no place

for the cataclysmic scenic arrangements and

arbitrary acrobatic feats in composition much
favoured by 'eminent" architects of the pre

sent day. Our colleges of science and other

public buildings are now made up of bits and

scraps from Italian palaces, which buildings

look well enough in their original unmangled

condition ; but when they are vulgarised by

botchers, thev disgust men of sense, though

they may captivate the ignorant gaping multi

tude. Will anyone say why the architecture

of Central Italy in the'l.ith century should be

that of London' in the 20th centur}-? The Five

Orders, and their possible disorders, may be

of interest to the arehfpologist and the anti-

c|uarian ; but when an architect falls back on

them, with their sham columns and entabla-

tures, to decorate his building, then he is

desiccated and sapless, mistaking for taste a

caprice that is more evanescent even than

fashion in women's dress. That artifice

should supplant art is a sign that we. who

are satisfied with it. are architectural bar-

barians, and that such professors of archi-

tecture, as an outward and visible sign of the

decadence of their art. should not be recog

iiised as shams, showing that we are as yet

not half-civilised.— I am. etc.. W. E. M.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
REGENT-STREET QUADRANT —In answer

to Mr. Boyton. on Monday, Mr. Eunciman said ;

A design was submitted a short time ago by

architects acting for lessees of premises in the

Quad.-ant. but it was not considered by the Com-
mi.ssioner of Woods to be satisfactory, and the

matter is receiving further consideration. No
architect has been entrusted by the Commis-

sioner of Woods with the design, and no special

instructions have been issued, but the recom-

mendations of the recent committee on the

subject of the completion of the Quadrant are

known to the architects who submitted the

design above-mentioned—Mr. Bovton Will the

right hon, gentleman say whether or not an

architect or architects have been appointed to

carry out the findings of the committee?—Mr
Runciman : No architect or architects have been

appointed for that purpose—Mr. Boyton: When
the appointment is made, will the design include

the County Fire Office and the block of buildings

facing Piccadilly-circus and Piccadilly, and will

the cfesign be prepared in accordance generally

with the committee's report'—Mr. Runciman
asked for notice of this question.—Mr Fell : Can

we have an assurance that nothing will be done

till the subject has been debated in the House?—
Mr Runciman : If the hon gentleman means

that no appointment of an architect will be

made. I could not give him that promise

Nothing drastic will be done.

The Ven. Archdeacon Madden dedicated at St.

Philip's Church. Southport, on Friday, the new
choir-stalls and prayer-desks. The work has

been designed by Mr. Goodwin S. Packer.

M.S. A., architect". Southport. and has been

executed in Austrian oak by Messrs. Harry Hems
and Sons, of Exeter.

At Rainford Parish Church, on Sunday, the

Bishop of Liverpool dedicated a window which

has been put in the chancel as a memorial of the

late vicar, the Rev. Canon Bridger The window
represents four great preachers, St. Aidan. Ven.

Bede. St. Wilfrid, and St Thomas of Canter-

bury, bearing their respective emblems.

Mr. .1. H. Farrar. who, as a student of the

Architectural Department of the Leeds School of

.\rt, gained a National Scholarship, has recently

been awarded a Travelling Scholarship for .Archi-

tecture at the Royal College of Art, and has also

]ust been appointed head of the Architectural

Section at the Cambridge School of Arts and
Crafts.

The parish church of St. Andrew, Loxton.

Sonier.set, was reopened last week after restora-

tion from plans by Mr. G. E. S. Streatfeild. of

London, the entire cost being borne by Messrs.

H. and F. Tiarhe, The canopied reredos.

panelling of eastern wall, choir - stalls, and
clergy-desks have been executed by Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter, who also repaired

and restored the ancient screen.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
TAMVVORTH ARBITRATION AWARD —At

the meeting of the Tamworth Rural District

Council, on Saturday, the surveyor (Mr. H. J.

Clarson) presented a report on the recent arbitra-

tion proceedings with regard to a claim for

damages by sewerage operations, made by Mr.

Felix Hamel. Mr. Clarson stated that Mr. Big-

wood, of Birmingham, had made his award,
under which he directed the council to pay to

Mr. Hamel £291 10s.. and also ordering certain

work to be done to put the premises in good
order. The amount of compensation awarded
seemed to him (the surveyor) to be very ex-

cessive. It would be necessary to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
a further sum of £2,000. made up as follows:—
Monies already expended, in excess of loan.

£850; amount to be paid to Mr. Hamel.
£291 10s.; cost of completing the work, £100;
costs of umpire and arbitrators. £232 7s, 7d.

;

costs of arbitration, £500.—Mr. F. ,\lldritt said

he was afraid it was a very bitter pill.—The
Rev. .T. O'Toole suggested that a suitable epitaph

for that unfortunate affair would be :

" Someone
has blundered." It was resolved to make appli-

cation to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow a further sum of £2,000. to

cover the cost of work in excess of the estimate

and the cost of the arbitration.

LAND VALUES ARBITRATION.—Successful
Birmingham Appeal.—Mr. Daniel Watney, who
acted as Official Referee, under the Land Valua-

tion ."Vet. has given his decision in the appeal by

Mr. W. R. Davis and Mr. A. A. RoUason
(executors of the late Mr. William Davis) against

the estimate by the commissioner as to the value

of some property in Edgbaston-street, Birming-

ham. The contention of the appellants was that

the site was worth at least double as much as

the Inland Revenue valued it at (£800). being, in

their judgment, worth £8 per square yard. It

was stated that Mr. Davis entered negotia-

tions to secure the land on a building lease, and

was prepared to pay 8s. per yard ground rent,

but ultimately purchased the properly for

£2.050. The high value of the land was due

largely to its accessibihty to the markets The
decision of the referee has been communicated to

Mr. Rollason in the following terms;—"Item

No. 2 should be £1,170 instead of £1.750. as

stated in the amended provisional valuation, and

the assessable site value should be £1,330 instead

of £750, as stated in the amended provisional

valuation. 1 also decide that the costs of the

reference shall be paid by the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue."

WHAT IS WHITE-LEAD?— In the King's

Bench Division, on 8th inst., before Mr. .lustice

.\vory. a settlement was announc d 'n the case

of Thomas Raban and Son, of Baldock, Herts.

V. Thomas Merry and Co., Ltd., of Suffolk -street,

Birmingham. For the plaintiffs, Mr. C. C,

Hutchinson, K.C , and Mr. G. C. Hutchin-

son, instructed by Messrs, White and

Leonard. For the defendants, Mr. T. Terrell,

K.C. and Mr. Maddocks, instructed by Messrs.

.laques and Co.—Mr. C. C. Hutchinson, K.C,
for the plaintiffs, said the parties had come to

terms. It was desired to submit the terms of

settlement The terms were as follows :—The
defendants admit that, as alleged in the state-

ment of claim, on a sale of goods by and under

the description of white-lead, or any of the

descriptions aforesaid, it is a condition to be

implied according to the usage and custom of

the trade that the substance to be sold and

delivered should be the substance commonly
known as white-lead, otherwise hydrated oxy-

carbonate of lead, and also admit that they

supplied to the plaintiffs a pigment which was

of a different description and composition, being

composed not of hydrated oxy-carbonate of lead,

but of sulphate of lead. The plaintiffs admit

that the defendants did not make any repre-

sentations intentionally or fraudulently, so as to

induce the olaintiffs to enter the said contract.

And plaintiffs and defendants, in consideration

of the respective admissions, have mutually

agreed to settle the said action upon the terms

and conditions hereinafter contained, so as to

put an end to the action. The defendants

hereby undertake that at all times hereafter

they will not offer for sale, or sell and dehver

in the course of their business, any substance

or pigment under the name of "white-lead,"

other than the substance or pigment commonly
known as -n-hite-lead— viz., hydrated oxy-

carbonate of lead. Mr. T. Terrell, on behalf of

the defendants, agreed to these terms.

ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR SUES
CANON FOR LIBEL—Smith v. Streatfeild,—

The defendant. Canon Streatfeild, whose

cross-examination was in progress when we went

to press last week, further said he did not regard

Mr. Brown as a fraudulent person,—Is not the
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real fact that the Femiey Compton surveyor had
certified for £260. aud the Goddiii^tou surveyor
certified fur £lO only to be spent, and this made
you very augry ?— Defendant : I was not angry
until 1 found that I would have to spend £150.
He admitted that the matter was still "rankling
in his mind" when he published the pamphlet'^
Mr. Stallwood (the surveyor who made the
second survey at Goddmgton, and ordered the
work upon which the canon claimed to have
spent about £150) also gave evidence. He ex-
pressed the view that in regard to drainage, a
diocesan surveyor should make himself reason-
ably sure of the condition being satisfactory. He
would probably pas.s over such cesspools as had
been described. Everything that was contained
in his report was. in hi.s judgment, required to
be done, and they represented repairs that
should be done as between the outgoing and the
incoming rector. He denied that he went
to the Goddington Glebe with the intention
of finding fault. It was his rule after ordering
work to pay a final visii of inspection, to see
it was carried out. Tt was not correct to
describe the work that he ordered as being in the
nature of "improvements," instead of repairs,
and he did not think that the views expressed
by the plaintiff in regard to this point agreed
with those of most diocesan surveyors. - Mr.
Rawlinson. diocesan surveyor at Rochester anil

Southwark. said that, in his view, the work
oniered by Mr. Stallwood represented repairs
that might reasonably be executed. It was his
custom also to pay a visit of inspection, to see
that work ordered was carried out.— Is that the
general practice among diocesan surveyors?- To
the best of my knowledge.—Mr. Ed. Mansell.
architect, of Birmingham, and diocesan .surveyor
for the Warwick section of the diocese of
Worcester and for the diocese of Birminijham,
said he considered matters set out in t)ie report
of Mr. Stallwood were the proper subject of

dilapidations, and were not improvements. He
always considered it to be his duty to make a
final inspection. After considerable other
evidence as to the nature of the work executed a1

Goddington, the case for the defence cnnchuJed
Subsequently counsel on each side addressed the
jury, and Mr. Justice Bankes summed up. In
the course of an elaborate summing-up. his

Lordship said that it w*as a most serious thing to
charge a professional man like the plaintifi" with
not having taken proper care in connection with
a survey of this sort, where he had practically
to act as an arbitrator: but it was even far

more serious to say that, having lieen found out
in alleged neglect of duty, he had been guilty
of gross and deliberate misrepresentation, to

cover up what he had done. The jury had io
decide what the pamphlet really imputed against
the plaintiff, and whether the imputations were
true. The jury, after an hour's retirement, found
that the words complained of by the plaint iff

were not true, that the defendant canon was
actuated by malice, that the defendant priuters
were not actuated by malice, and thev awarded
£50 damages to the plaintiff. At the request
of the .ludge. they divided the damages, award-
ing 20s. of the amount against the printers.

Judgment was deferred by Mr. Justice Bimke'^
until to-morrow (Saturday), when seme le-jal

points will be raised by counsel.

Mr. G. J. Roderick, surveyor to the urban
district council of Llandilo. has been elected

surveyor and sanitary inspector to the rural dis-

trict council of Llansilin, in succession to the
late Mr. E. Vaughan Edmunds.

The Pulteney Hotel, at Bath, is about t«> be

enlarged by the incorporation of the three houses
in Pulteney-street that adjoin the present

building. The tender of Messrs. Jacob Long and
Sons, of Bath, has been accepted at £4,980. and
operations were begun this week.

Prince Henry of Battenberg opened at Heme
Bay, on Friday, the King Edward VII. Memorial
Hall on the East Cliff, and unveiled a whitf
marble medallion to the late King, by M. Emile
Fuchs, M.V.O.. in the vestibule. The buildini.'

combines a concert-hall, with seating accommoda-
tion for 1.500 persons, with a roof garden capable
of seating another 1.100 It was constructed
from the plans of Mr. F. W. T Palmer, engineer

to the urban district council

At the monthly meeting of the Weston-super-
Mare Urban District Council, the works com-
mittee reported that the surveyor iMr. H A.

Brownl had laid before them plan? and estimates

for the drainage of the eastern portion of the

district, and of Meadow-street and neighbour-
hood, and. having approved thereof, they recom-
mended that application be made to the Local

Government Board for sanction to a loan of

£10.920 for the carrying out of the works. The
recommendation was adopted.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

CALCUTl'A.—The bronze statue of Lord
Kitchener, which has been executed by the
Brothers March, is now completed, and will

shortly be shippetl to Calcutta, to be placed in

position on the Maid&n. Mr, Sydney March
modelled the statue, and work of casting and
fini.shing the bronbe has been carried out by
Messrs. March at their foundry at Farnborough
from the cannon sent from India. The statue
represents Lord Kitchener in Field-Marshal's
uniform, seated on his favourite horse Democrat
A replica of the statue, made of old cartridge-
cases from Omdurman, is to be erected at

Khartoum.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

MILTON SI:WERA(;K AND SEWAGE DIS-
POSAL. The Brampton Rural District Coinuil
have instructed Messrs. Taylor and Wallm, of

Newcaste-upon-Tyne and Birmingham, I o

prepare a scheme of sewerage and sewage dis-

posal for the parish of Milton. This is the

fourth scheme which this council have entru.sted

to Messrs. Taylor and Wallin.

SEWAGE-DISPOSAL WORKS AT SllR-
BITON.—The new sewage-disposal and dusl-

destructor works at Siirbiton were formally
inaugurated on Saturday, during a visit from
the Institute of Cleansing Superintendoiits.

Since the dissolution some twenty-seven years
ago of the Lower Thames Valley ^laln Sewerage
Board, which was to deal with the sewage
problem of twent}' or more riparian bodies from
Staines down to Mortlake. an<l which spent over

£60.000 in unsuccessful attempts to find a

solution, t he various local authorities have
undertaken I he work of sewage ilisposal inde-

pendently. Surbiton was the last to construct

its own sewago-disposal works, which have been
in operation for the past twenty -six years The
new Surbiton works are in the Lower Marsh-
lane, and the scheme has cost 'the urban district

council something like £80.000, provision beini;

made for double the present population.

^i»

A new town hall and constitutional club, built

from plans by Mr. Walter H. Brierley. F S A ,

of York, was opened at Thirsk last week.

At Weston Favell. on Saturday, th* foundatum-
stone of new church schools was laid by the Lady
Knit^htley of Fawsley. The buildings will cost

£1.600. Me.>^srs. Law and Harris are the

architects, and the contractor is Mr. \V. Heap

We are informed that the Royal Academy Ex-

hibition will remain open a fortnight lonj^er

than usual this year, and instead of closing; on

the first Monday in August, will continue open

til! the third Monday, the 18th prox.

It was announced at a meeting of the National

Trust on Friday that a gentleman, whose name
was not disclosed, had offered to purchase Box
Hill entirely at his own cost, with a view to

handing it over to the trust, or some other public

body.

The Cock Tavern. 22, Fleet-street. E.C.. is

about to be set back and rebuilt in connection
with the widening of that thoroughfare. The
architects for the reconstruction are Messrs.

Gilbert and Constanduros. of 43. Finsbury-
square.

At the last meeting of the West Riding County
Council, at Wakefield. Mr. Percy O. Platts.

second son of the late Mr. S. C. Platts. chartered

accountant, Leeds, was appointed West Riding
architect at a salary of £600 a year, in succession

to the late Mr. .1. Vickers Edwards.

The plans of Messrs. W^ylson aud Long for the

reconstruction of the Tivoli Music-hall, necessi-

tated by the proposed widening of the Strand,
have been conilitionally approved by the theatres

and music-halls committee of the London County
Council. The new hall will have accommodation
for al.iout 2.050 persons,

A special ward for cases of puerperal fever was
o|-.ened on Friday at the Birmingham and Mid-
land Hospital at Sparkhill. It is a self-contained

structure, providing twenty-five beds, and has

cost £6.000 One of its chief features is a

sheltered verandah with six beds on the southerly
side for open-air treatment.

At the last meeting of the City Corporation, a

letter was read from Earl Beauchamp. the First

Commissioner of Works, offering to the corpora-
tion, on the part of a donor, who wished to

be anonvmous. a statue of Elizabeth Fry, by Mr
Alfred Drury. A.R.A.. for erection m the neigh-

bourhood of old Newgate Prison^ the scene of

her labours— or at the new Central Criminal
Court. The communication was referred to the
City Lands Committee.

Our Office fabU.

The new buildings for the School of Archi
lecture at University College, Gower street,

W.C., built from plans by Professor F. M.
Simpson, F.U.I.B..\., will be ready for the
opening of the new session in October. They
provide uceoiiunodatioii for a tiundrcd
students. It is intended to use some of the
rooms at an early date tor a Department of
Town Planning. The new buildings udjoia
the Slade School of Fine Art, and new
modelling studios are about to be erected,
so that the three arts of painting, sculpture,
and architecture will lie housed side by side.

The Senate of the University and the
University College Committee will have the
assistance of a special Architectural Educa
tion Committee in mnnaging the school. This
committee includes Professor S. I). Aflshea<l,

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A..
Mr. Kniot Newton. .Mr. .John Slater. Mr.
.Andrew T. Taylor, and Mr. Edward Wiirrcii.

The Director of the school is Professor F. M.
Simpson, who will be assisted by F'rofessor

K. Elsey Smith. Dr. .). ,J. Burnet (Special

Visitor for .Academic Design). Mr. Leslie

Wilkinson, ajid Mr. .Arthur Stratton.

At a meeting of the Derbysliire Countv
Council at Derby on Friday, Councillor C.

F. White asked whether it was true that in

certain contracts by the council—especially

for the Education Committee—a clause was
inserted making it imperative for contractors

to use materials manufactured by a firm

directors and shareholders of which were
members of the council. The answer was in

the affirmative, and the architect said that

the work of those firms was better and
cheaper than he got elsewTiere. The chair-

man. .Alderman James Oakes. said that if his

firm were alluded to, he wished to state that

lie liail begged the architect to go elsewhere,

and now, from the chair, he told him he must
not make any such conditions, but buy from
other firms, even if he had to pay more.

In the Gresham Hotel, Dublin, last week,

Mr. ,James Beckett, past president of the

Dublin Master Builclers' .Association, was
honoured by a gift from the members of the

association, aud entertained to diinier by the

new president, Mr. John Good. J. P. The
chairman (Mr. Good) said Mr. Beckett helped

to bring about, in 1895, the revival of that

association. From 189.T till 1900 he was
annually elected vice-president, and in that

year he became president. He had taken an

active part in arranging the present excellent

form of building contract in Dublin. Mr. H.
MLauglilin, hon. secretary of the associa-

tion, read the terms of the illuminated

address, signed by the officers and all the

members of the "Dublin Master Buililers'

Association, and the chairman then pre-

sented the address, with a large silver loving-

cup, to Mr. James Beckett. Mr. Beckett

expressed his acknowledgments of the gift

in feeling terms. He added that during the

more than fifty years that had elapsed since

he took up the work of a builder in Dublin

he had been extremely fortunate in that he

bad had the good will and confidence of a

very large number of his fellow citizens, and

that he should have the warm friendship of

his fellow-builders was a higher honour and

a greater treasure than the gifts themselves.

Mr. R. Denne Bolton, Sir Maurice Dockerell.

Mr. Howard McGarvey. and Mr. James

Connolly also spoke during the evening.

A town planning inquiry was held at the

town hall. Sheffield, on Tuesday, by Mr.

Thomas Adams, Local Government Board

Inspector. It concerned the corporation's

application for authority under the Housing

and Town Planning Act. 1909. to prepare a

town planning scheme with reference to a

large area situated near Ecclesall. Abbey-

dale, and Norton Woodseats, comprising

about 1,700 acres of a very attractive

character. Evidence for the scheme was

given by Mr. E. B. Gibson, deputy town

clerk: Mr. C. F. Wike, the city engineer;

Col. H. K. Stephenson, chairman of the

town-planning subcommittee of the city

council, and others. The inquiry was closely

limited to argument and evidence as regards

the extent of the area, and all discussion of
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any tentative schemes of the corporation was
rnletl out of order at that stage. Various
interested parties were represented, and in

each case the definition of the area to be
scheduled was opposed, the main opposition

coming from those who appeared in con-

nection with the portion of Earl Fitz-

williani's estate included in the application.

It was held that the estate was self-contained,

and was being developed on right and proper
lines, and this was admitted; but the cor-

poration contented that the estate's develop-

ment could not be carried forward without
relationship to adjoining property. Oppo
sition was to some extent lessened by an
announcement by Mr. Adams, the inspector,

that no property could be taken without the

payment of compensation, in the event of a

scheme being sanctioned.

Three town-planning schemes are contem-
plated by the Huddersfield Corporation in

the more thickly - populated parts of the

borough, and a conference was held at the

town-hall on Monday with the object of

secnring the co-operation of the landowners
concerned. One of the schemes, which is to

cover 317 acres, comprises three areas, partly

in the Lindley, Marsh, and Birkby wards

;

and another scheme, to cover 1,082 acres,

embraces four tracts of property on the

eastern boundary of the borough, extending
from Bradley by way of Leeds road to Mold
Green. The mayor, who presided, explained

the objects of the conference. The various

property-owners stated the conditions in

regard to their properties, and several appli-

cations were made that certain areas should

be excluded. The mavor undertook that the

borough engineer and other officials should

confer with the owners as to details, and
.stated that other conferences would take

place before the schemes were finally decided

upon.

During the months of April, May, and
June of this year the Road Board have made
advances amounting to £20r),262 from the

Road Improvement Fund to county councils

and otiier highway authorities ns follows:

For rond-crnst improvements, €100.073; for

road-widenings and improvement of curves

and corners, £30,628; for road diversions,

£4,07(5 ; for reconstruction and improvement
of bridges, £9.085; for construction of new
roads and bridges, £,"500. The total prants

up to dune 30 are as follows: For road crust

improvements. £1,073,0.37; for rond widen
ings and impro\ement of cur\'es and corners,

£118,6.30; for road diversions, £28,.33.5: for

reconstruction and imnrovement of bridges.

£.'i3..'i62 ; for construction of new roads and
bridges. £61.078. .\dvances by way of loan

bn\e also been nvranned to the sum of

£229.643. Tn addition, further advances
nninnntinc to about £1 870.942 have been in

dicated to hiehwav authorities towards works
of road construction and improvement. The
total amount paid into the Road Improve-

ment Fund from the constitntioM of the

Board up to .Tune .30 amounted tn .e3 .''..'.O 99^).

The tot^l advances made and promised up

to June .30 were £3, .304, 2.33, anil the balance

now available for grants and loans is

£121,762.

The Water Depax-tment of Houston, Texas,

after experimenting for several years witli

service pipes in an effort to reduce as far

as possible the destruction by electrolytic

action which liad been going on. as a hist

resort deternn'ned to try lead-lined pipe.

Previous to this, galvanised pipe which had
been used hsid to be replaced in a large per-

centage of the services throughout a certain

section of the city—in some instances twice

a year. The superintendent states, in his

latest annual report, that "the use of lead

lined pipe has proved so effectual, after a

tliornngh trial, that it is not proljalde we will

experience any trouble of this nature after

the old pipes have lieen removed in tlie

electrolysis districts."

The new Genernl Hospital for Toronto, biiilt

at a cost of S.nOn.OOn.lol . has jn.st bfen opened

by Sir John fiilison. Lieut.-General of Ontario.

Mr. William Brown, principal of the firm of

Messrs. William Brown and Sons, builders and
contractors, of Salford. has died in Liverpool, in

his sixty-second year.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satubpay (To-mohbow).—St. Paul's EccIesioloKical

Society. Visit to Elsenham and
Tbaxted. Train from Liverpool-street
Station, 2,1.5 p.m.

%x?itt ileitis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LABOUR AND WAGES IN JUNE —Tt is re-

ported by the Labour Exchanges that there was
Hurino: June a continuance of the demand for

workmen of all classes in the shipbuilding, en-

ti[ineering, and buildin? trades. The upward
movement in wages continued. Compared with

the high level of a year ago. employment
generally showed an improvement, especially in

the building, pig-iron, and shipbuilding trades.

The tinplate trade, however, was much worse,

and the iron and steel and glass trade showed
some decrease.

DARWEN.—Over 100 of the joiners of Darwen
came out on strike on Saturday. Six months
ago they notified their employers of their in-

tention to leave work, and tlie notices expired
on Saturdav. The men are in receipt of 9d. per

hour, and t.heir demand is for an advance of bl

Tliis the employers have refused to concede,

LANCASHIRE JOINERS.—The strike of

ioiners in Roclidaie. Hey woorl. Burv, Rams-
I)Ottom. and RadclifFe was settled on Friday at

11 meeting of the Northern Centre Conciliation
Board, held in Manchester. The men left work
on the evening of April 30. so that the strike has
lasted just over ten weeks. The men applied for

an immediate increase in their wacres to lOd an
hour over the whole district. Before the strike

the men's wacres in the different districts were:—
Rochdale. 9+d. : Bury and Radcliffe. Qh6.; Hev-
wood. 9d. : Littleborough and Ramsbottom. 8.V1

The terms of settlement agreed on are:— Roch-
dale : An iinmediate advance f n 9':d.. and a

further advance of ^d. on Mav 1. 1914. Litth-
Iforough and Ramsbottom: An advance to 9.'.d ,

and a further halfpennv on May 1. 1914 TTcv-

wood : An advance of ?id,, and a further },(] *m

May 1. 1914. Burv and RadcliiTe: An immediate
advaiice to lOd. The rules for all disiricfs are

fo be the same; but the employers and men of

each district have signed the rules separately. A
number of alterations have been made in the

present working rule.s. and agreed on by both
sides. The new rules are to remain in force until

1916.
^«»-

—

-——
Herr Walter Kyllmami a well-known architect

in Berlin, died on Wednesday week, aged
seventy-six.

The salary of Mr. A. E Joyce, surveyor to the

Westmeath County Council, has been increased

by j£l50 per annum.

Mr, John Oldrid Scott, F.S.A.. F.R.T.B.A., of

Ridgeway House, Oxted. Surrey, who died on

May 30. has left £56.259 gross and £30.998 net,

We regret to learn thai the London Archi-

tectural Association had to abandon its proposed
week-end vi«it to Dublin which was to have
taken place from Friday till Monday last.

The late Mr. Frank Simon Smith, of Clentoii.

Whi taker-road. Derby, of the firm of Mes.srs.

John Smith and Son. clockmakers. of Queen-
street. Derby, left £43.342. with net personalty

£34,625.

The North-Eastern Railway Company have
completed the Little Callerfon line, extending
from Ponteland Station to Darras Hall, a suliurb

of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The line is for the

present a single track, principally carried on

embankments.

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Shrewsbury
(Dr. Singlrton) laid the foundation-stone, on

Sunday, of St. Edmund's Orphanage and
Certified Poor-law School for Boys at Bebington.

The institution will provide accommodation for

about sixty boys, and has been designed by

Messrs, Edmund Kirby and Sons, of Liverpool,

and will cost £7.635.

Since the inclusion of the borough of Batley

in the Oakwell Joint Ho-spital area, which pre-

viously comprised the districts of Birstall.

Ciomersal. Birkenshaw. Gildersome. aiul Drigh-

lington. considerable extensions have been neces-

sary. Tn the infections hospital, accommodation
is now provided for sixty beds, and the total

expenditure on the buildings and furnishings

since 1896 has been about £20,000. of wliich nearly

£7.000 has been expended on recent extensions.

The formal opening of the extensions took place

on the 9th inst. Mr. J. W, Burrows is the

architect.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £& 2 6 to £6 5

Steel Joists, English 7 10 ,, 7 12 6

WroughHron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 tj „ 8 2 6

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 0., 8 10

Do.. Lowmoor. Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,.

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,. 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0., 9 10
Angles 108.. Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,. ^8 ISs to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10s, per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per tonO
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 „
Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10 .. 9 0"
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,. 8 10 "

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0.. 7 10 "

Galvanised 8 10 .. 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,. 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 10 0,. ~
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 0.. -
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 158. £1108. £11 5s. £11 15e. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0.. 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6.. 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints. 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lilleshall ll(te. Od. to 1173.63.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wrougbt-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 21 per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p
Water-Tubes 72i
Steam-Tubes 674

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 7

Lead Water Pipe. Town 24 2
Country 24 17 6 .

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 25 -J 6.
Country 25 17 6 ,

LeadPiije, Tinned inside, Town 26 2 6
,

„ Country 26 17 6
,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 12 6 .

Country 29 7 6
,

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 27 2 6 .

Country 27 17 6
,

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 27 3 6 ,

Country 27 17 6 .

[Over 4Jin. £1 per ton extra, 1

Lead Shot, in 281b, bags 24 15 0,
CopperSheets,sheathing&rods 80 .

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 68 10 .

Tin, English Ingots 184 10 .

Do., Bars 185 10 0,
Pig Lead, in Icwt, pigs (Town) 21 2 6 ,,

Sheet Lead. Town 23 12 6

Country 24 7 B

Genuine White Lead 29 15
,

Refined Red Lead 24 10
,

Sheet Zinc 30 ,

Old Lead, against account ,,.... 18 12 6.
Tin per cwt. 11 ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ,

TIMBER.
OONSTRDCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard ;—

I'l to £20 12

6 ,. —

80 10
69
185 10
186 10

1st quality £38 Oto£45
2nd .. 26 .. 32
3rd ,. 16 ,. 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ., 11 10

„ ., Miramichi 9 10 ., 10 10 U

,. Boards : Swag 11 .. 12

Red Deals : Archangel 1st quaUty 21 .. 24

,. .. .. 2nd ., 16 u .. 19

,. .. .. 3rd .. 12 .. 14 U

St. Petersburg—
,, .. .. 1st quality 16 10 u .. 18 U

., .. .. 2nd .. 14 10 .. 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 u .. 15 U

Gefle. Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,. 17 D

White Deals : Crown 14 „ 15 10

„ .. Seconds 11 10 u .. 13 U

Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 u ,. 11 15 U

l8t, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10 , 17 u

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
18

7 ,.

23
14

(1

Lignum Vitas Per ton
Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 .. 5 6

2 (1 2 6
2 3 2 9

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 n
,

B

Maboffanv ' GabooD , a , 2 3
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FnBNIinRE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Bnrmese, per load. 50ft.

Teak; Java, per load. 50ft

Oak Planks: U.S..\.. imported
,. Boards ., ,, Prm.

„Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch ; Quebec logB

,, ,, sawn planke...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. „ ,,

Greenlieart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per too
Lignum VitEe

fao to £25
16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.

3
2 6
3
3

3
3

n 1

7

6

3 6

3 3
4 9

a 4

6

6 6

4 6

4

5 6

3 9

3 3

3
3

10
8

7

4

3 3
14

13
14

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darlev Dale, ditto ,. 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 3 3
Closeburn RedFreestone,ditto „ 2

Ancaster, ditto .. 1 10
Oreenshill. ditto ,. 1 10
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ., 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto ., 2 10
DittodittoBio.sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube I 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

Pimlico Wharf I

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
.. f 2 3 ... £0 a

SLATES.
£ s. d. per 1,000 of
13 13 6 1,200 at r.stn
6 13 6
13 2 6
13 17 6

13

13 15
7 5

in. in.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10
16x 8

Blue Bangor 20x10
20x12

First quality 20x10
30x13
16x 8

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

20X12 ... 18 7 6
18X10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 13 6
16 X 8 ... 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 111
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 16
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Rnabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-

)

crington Plastic J 4 10 6
Facing Bricks

[river

livered
at rly. stn.

Net. delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Rod Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 2

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 3
38" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, ff'x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2

6 ditto 4J" ditto ditto ditto ... 2
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

1

6
2 1

3 11
3 9
4 6

QliAZED BRIOKS.
HABD GLAZES, (PKR 1,000.)

Wliite, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 JE13 IT 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 II 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 H 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers-
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 21 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 1 1 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 2! 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 IT 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 fi 17 T

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Anglos—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Sd. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers £22 17 6
,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks"
of single radius £6 per I.OIM over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour.
Is. 2d. each

Not
exceed-
ing 9in.

by 4^in.
by28in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full trnck loads
to London Stations.

B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0., ..

8. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
d DIvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.

7 perdoz
ptr 1000 „ „

6

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or

Brindled tiles 43

Hand-made saud-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILS.

Rapoaeed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £20

Do., brown

perdoz. ,,

6 per 1000 .,

perdoz. ,,

per 1000 „
6
10^ perdoz. ,,

45 ..

per 1000 ,,

perdoz. ,,

B

6 per 1000 „

per doz. ,,

6

per 1000 ,.

6

perdoz. ,,

Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ..

Do., Ceylon
Do.. Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S. ..

Petroleum refined
. i)er gal

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
43 10
42 10
33 5

35
IT 5
30

7
6:

5
5

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Do., Archangel .• 5 19 °

Linseed Oil per gal. " 2 j

Baltic Oil So?'
Turpentine i o^

Putty (Genuine Lin-1 ^^^j^
seed Oil) I

Pure Linseed Oil I 10" Stority " Brand )

GLASS (IN CRATES).
21oz.
3d.

3id. ,

3!d.
Ain

40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

6|i

1 10
10

English Sheet Glass : 1.5oz.

Fourths 2d. ...

Thirds 21d. ...

Fluted Sheet 2id. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate :

Figured Boiled and Reponssine
2id.

26oz,

. 3ad. .

4»d. .

, 6id. .

Vi6)n.
2id.

32oz.
.. 4Sd.
.. 5id.
.. 7d.
iin.

.. 3d.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. John .S. D Hicks,

architeri. St. Leonards-on-Sea. Boyle's latest
patent "air-pump" ventilators have been em-
ployed at the New Convent, Buckhurst-road,
Hexhill-on-Sca.

The p;irtncrship between Mr. T B Silcock
and Mr. S S Keuy, K.R.I.B A., architect and
.surveyor, conducted under the style of Silcock
and Ucay, has now terminated, and for the
future Mr Reay will practise independently ius

:in architect and surveyor at 28. Milsom-slrecl,
Bath, and 10. Orchard-street, Bristol.

Messrs. George M. Callcnder and Co . Ltd , of
25. \'ictoria-streel, London, H.W.. have just
secured an interesting contract The bitumen
siieetiii'; which Itiis gained for them a world-wide
reputation has been chosen as the waterproofing
nu^liuni in linin;,' the new canal and docks for
Messrs. Olio Mnnstcd. Ltd., at their extensive
works. Soulhall. Middlesex. Messrs. Callenders'
experience in this class of work -as shown V)y a
previous application of the material in the Tring
Canal stands lliem in good stead, and the forty
years whii'li have passerl since they originated
lliis form c)f walerprooting have witnessed many
adaplalious of their hitunieii sheeting to all

kieiiis of engineering work.

HOW YOD MAY

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
WITH EXISTING BUSINESS.

A Client in the West of England
takes £1 33 out of one trans-

action on an outlay of only £50.
We shall be pleased to give full jjarticulati.

R. A. SMITH & CO.
(K.sTAfll.lMli.I' I--'.

Stock and Share Dealers,

White. Tinted
aid. ... 6d.

LONDON.
S.W. -20, Cockspur Street,

FtiU information is contained in the twok-

let "Temporary Investments." which will be

sent gratis and post free on application.

Please mention mil.DING NEWS

PILKINQTOH & CO.
(EsTAMLISHBI) I808.)

DEPTFOBD 'WHABF,
190 ft 192, OBEEK BOAD, DEPTFOBD, S.E.

Rfjiitfrfd Tradr Strirk,

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Eoofing
ACID-EE8I8TINO ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.

TKlT.nii.NE N.iB. : Nfw ('k.ib« 1102 (2 Lini'»).

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Bow, London, E.O.

TENDEB8.
*,* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

'ALxn-icKnii.i,, N.B.—Forihe supply of J.COO tons of

sands for the new tillers at Alnwickhill, for the

Edinburgh and district water trust :

—
Hart, M. M., Glasgow (accepted) 128. per ton.

to the PtUteneyBjth.—For executing extensions

Hotel, for the directors ;—
Hayward and Wooster
Wills, A., snd Son
Krwood and Morris

Long, Jacob, and Sons (accepted)
All of Bath.

i;5,!>t3

6,8M
5,M9
1,880
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Barking.—For providing new valve-seats and valves
to the sludge-loading engines at the northern outfall,
for the London County Council :

—
Lilleshall Co., Ltd., Oakengatea ,. £275
Clajton, Goodfellow, &. Co., Ltd.,
Blackburn 20n

Cochrane. J., Barrhead 175
Seagere, Ltd., Dartford* 168

* Recommended for acceptance.
Bedford,—For renovations and minor works at the

following council schools, for the Bedfordshire County
Council. Mr. R. Kitching Ellison, Shire Hall, Bedford,
Burve.'jor of school buildings :—
Biggleswade :

—
Redhouse, S., andSon. fetotfold ... £87
Bartle. G.. and Son, Potton ... 76 10
P'ennemore, F., Sandy* 70 11 6

Cardington :
—

Corby. ,I., and Son, Bedford ... 66 n n

Finch. B. L.. Bedford 61 IH

Mead and Son, Bedford 6) 15
Gale, F., Bedford 4116 n
Keech, J., Cardington* 41 12 6

Dean —
Facey, T. H., Sharnbrook* ... 25 11 6

Dunstable (Burr-street) :

—

Heath, W., Leagrave 97 2 6
Wood, T., and Sons, Luton 96 (i (»

Nash, A. W., Dunstable* 68 15
Eaton Bra.v :

—
Parser and Furlong, Leighton
Buzzard 119 7 3

Sharrett, J., & Sons, Eaton Bray* 80 o
Langford :

—

Redhouse, S.. and Son, Stotfold .. 110 li 9
Wright, C, Langford* Ito 12 6

Lemhton Buzzard (Baesett-road) :
—

Cooke. D., and Sons, Leighton
Buzzard 70 10

Dawson, A. E.. Leighton Buzzard 68 13 6

Purser and Furlong, Leighton
Buzzard* 65 13

Limbury :—
Fensome, A. and E., Leagrave ... 49 7

Wood. T., and Sons, Luton* ... 42 10 6
Shefford :—

Kilpin and Billeon, Bedford ... 90
Bacchus, H., Bedford* ... ... 85 10

* Accepted.

Benington, Lincolnshire. — For erection of two
pairs of cottages at Benington, for the Boston Rural
District Council :

—
Bradley. 8. P., Gipsy Bridge (accepted).

Bi;i..roi-. — For painting the exterior woodwork and
ironwork of the University Buildings and of 13,

Elmdale-road. for the council :—
Thomas, L., and Son, Ltd., Bristol (accepted).

Camborne. — For carrying out the Uaoiborne
fiewagt-lispoBal echeme. for the urban distnctcouncil :

—
Sewerage. Tunnelling.

Rell, R. T., Plymouth .. £'3!.2ii8 7 10 ... £'19,261 7 10
Shaddock, T., Plymouth 17,711 ... —
Blake, W. E., Plymouth 17,65 > o o ... —
Monro and Co., London l7,50l 15 8 ... lo,17d 9 6

Shaddock, W., Plymouth 17,232 6 3 ... 18,316 8 o

Pethick Bros., Plymouth 14,864 ... 11,694 u
Mitchell and Bond, Cam-
borne 14.367 15 ... —

Duke, C. C, Plymouth... 14,315 14 3 ... 8,92i 3 ,.

StoweandCo.,Aberdare 14.304 17 3 ... 10,340 IH :i

Bredner ana Co., Edin-
burgh 14,093 15 ... 13,304

Coles, A. N,. Plymouth U,042 6 6.. 9,819 5 6
Riley. Uheltenham ... 13,730 13 6 ... 15.348 4 3
Carkeek. A.. Redruth ... 12.632 14 ... 10,957 o o
Nannacotc, Torqaay* ... 11.700 u ... 8,730

• Accepted for both contracts.

CRObbNEss, S.B. — For the supply of twenty-lour
galvftDiBCd iron floats in the precipitation channels at
the fccuihern outfall, for the London County Council ;

—
Each net.

Ash, Jos., and Son. Birminghamt £2 18

Braby, V., A Co., Ltd., Deptford*t 3 :l 6

Burney &Go.. Ltd., Millwall, E.... 3 8 9
• Recommended for acceptance. ^ Less 3^ per cent.
Denmark-hill. S E.—For the erection at Denmark-

hill of ihe Maudbley Hospital, for the London County
Council :

—
King, W., and Son, Westminster £50,732
Appleby, J., and aons, Souihwark lS,7z:< o
Bowyer, J. and C, Upper Norwood 48,481

Higgs. F. and H. F., Ltd., Lough-
borough-junction 47,800

Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd..
Lambeth 47,366

Parker, G., and Sons, Peckham ... 47.272
Carmichael, J., Wandsworth ... 47,190
Roberts. L. H. and R., Islington 46,932
Foster and Dicksee, Ltd., Rugby 46,762 o

Wall, C, Ltd., Lloyd's-avenue ... 46,37o o
Lawrance, E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Wharf-road. E.C 46,118

Godfcon and Sons, Kilburn 45,9!)7

Johnson, W., ^*c uo., Ltd., Wands-
worth 45.721

Perry and Co.. Ltd., Bow 15.424 o u
Lorden, W. H.. and Son, Ltd,.

Tooling U.8K9
Greenwood, J., Ltd.. London
Bridge ... 44,527

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Loughborough Park 43,295

DuRsLEY.—For erecting 38 workmen's dwellings at
Dursley, under the Housing of the Wording Classes
Acts :

—

Allen. F. J., Gloucester £10,994
Jones, W.. Gloucester 10,880

Siramonds. J., Gloucester 10,695

Drew, W.. Cheltenham 10,065

Bloodworth, W.. Dursley 9.500
Drew, W.,Chalford, Stroud* ... 9.880
Williams, T.J. .Gloucester ... 8,963

Heard, A. G., Bristol ... 8,837 14 8

[The architect's estimate being £'6,.sju, the achome
was referred back to the commitite for recousideration.J

^ Lxclubive of the cost ot roads and drams.

B. 0.

East Marvlebone —For the erection in Upper
Marylebone-street of a new elementary school and
handicraft centre, for the Loudon Education
Committee :—

A ^
(alternative),

Soraerville, D. G., and Co., Ltd., New CrosB—
— ... — ... — ... £18,547

i'ubitt Concrete Construction Co., Gray's Inn-road —
— .. —

.
- ... 15.863

Higes, F. and H. F., Heme Hill-
15,481 ... +550 .. 15,920 ... —

Wall. *'.. Ltd., Lloyd's-avenue, Fenchurch-street—
15,447 ..'. +575 15.931 ... —

Bowver. J. and C, Ltd.. Upp^r Norwood—
15.179 ft . +510 ... 15,596 ... —

Lovatt, H.. Ltd. 66, Victoria -street. Westminster—
15.177 11 5 .. -396 .. *14,646 2 10 ... —

WalliB. G. E., and Son, Ltd., Haymarket—
15,078 0.. t— ... 14.881 ... —

Lawrence, W., and Son. Fin-^burp-circus—
14,958 ... +126 ... 14,723 ...

—
* Accepted. t No difference in cost.

A.—Usual r.onstruction. A. (altefaative).-Grea'-er

or less cost of reinforced concrete floors. B.— Hollow
wall construction with reinforced concrete floors.

C—Complete reinforced concrete construction (school

buildings only), schoolkeeper's house, manual training

centre, &c., usual construction.

Fishguard, Pembrokeshire.— For the completion of

the harbour works and extensions, for the Fishguard
and Rosslare Elailway and Harbour Co. :

—

Topham, Jones, and Railton, Ltd.
(accepted) , about £ 410,00 1

London.—For the cleaning and pamting, Ac. of

L.C.C. schools. Accepted tenders: —
Bermondsey—The " Chaucer "

:
—

Sims. J. R £1-41

Bethnal Green, N.E.—Chisenhale-road r
—

Butters, G 34:i 10

Columbia-road :

—

Silk, W., and Son 467

Cranbrook-road :

—

Press, Robinson, and Co. 481
Bethnal Green. S.W.—Wood-close :

—
Fenu. J. Scott 234 10

Bow and Bromley—Devon 's-road :
—

Woollaston, R., and Co 205
Malmesbury-road :

—

Vigor and Co 369
Smeed-road :

—
Symea, A. E 457

City of London—Swan-street :
—

Inns, A. H 344 10
Clapham—Sleaford-etreet :

—
Rice and Son 390

Telferscotroad:—
Read. W 315 (i

Deptford— Kender-street :
—

Loaeby. F. W 410
Fulham-Fulham Training College and Finlay-atreet

elementary school :
—

Strong, J., and Co 223 11

Hackney, N.— High-street, Stoke Newington :
—

McCormick and Sons, Ltd. ... 379
Hackney, 8.—Laurieton-road :

—

Haydon, J., and Sons 34s
Riishmore-road :

—

Butters, G 399
Hageerston—Haggerston-road :

—
Press, Robinson, and Co 250

Hammersmith— Flora-gardens :
—

Polden, A. F 359
Kenmont-gardens :

—
Chapped, W 335

Islineton, E.— Black stock-road :
—

Waddingtou, J., andSons, Ltd. ... 231 8 3

Canonbury-road :

—

McCormick and Sous. Ltd 459
Islington, N.—Duncombe-road :

—
Mather. J. C. 232

Islington, S. - Islington Trainiacr College :
—

Stevens and Sons 348 11

Kennington— Priory-grove :
—

Triges andCo.... 355 o

Lambeth, N.—Johanna-street :
—

Lapthorne and Co., Ltd 32 t

Lollard-street :
—

King. W.. and Son 272
Lewisham- Rathferu-road :

—

Peyton, A. T 368
Mile End—Single-street :

—
Woollastoo, R.. and Co. 327 12

Newington, W.—The '* John Ruskin " :^
Goad, W. V. ... 369

Paddington, S.—The " Moberly "
:
—

Crook. H. W.. and Son. Ltd. ... 335 13 6

Sonthwark, W.—Orange-street :
—

Warburton and Son 371
Stepney—Trafalgar-square :—

Mnnday. G.. and Sons 4U o

Walworth— Flint-street :
—

Wallis. G. E., and Sons, Ltd. ... 4:4 o

King and Queen-street :—
Lapthorne and Co., Ltd 271

Sayer-street :
—

King, W.. and Son 376
Wandsworth — HeamviUe-road :

—

TriggsandCo 3*1

Hotham-road :

—

McArthur. G., and Co 413 2 11

SwafiBeld-road :

—

Ronald. R. S 279
Whitechapel— Commercial-street :

—
Inns, A. H 374 5 K

Woolwich—Ancona-road :
—

Chandler. H. E 38J o
Burrage-grove :

—

Chandler, H. E 230
I'urrott-road :

—

Mills, E 303
Outside area of London—Auerley Residence^ School :

—
Young, W 395

Gordon House Girls' Home, Isleworth ;
-

TriggsandCo 335

London.—For the supply of drawing desks under
schedule No. 866 for one year, for the London County
Council :

—
Foster, Cooper, and Foster. Nottingham (accepted).

( Estimated amount of contract £i70.)

Gahsion. Liverpool,—For constructing foundations
for steel tank. Sialbridge Dock. Mr. Harold C. Davies,
F.8.T., 3, Uhapel-street, Liverpool, architect :

—
Jones and Sons £797 10

Henfhaw and Sons 750

Kelly, Horace, and Bro 609
Jones, W. and D. 560

Amended tenders :—
Kelly. Horace, and Bro. (accepted) 461

Jones, W. and D 450
(All of Liverpool.)

Hampstead, N.W.—For dramage works at Fleet-road
school, Hampstead. for the London Education
Committee :

~
Beattie, W., (accepted) £121 10

(Lowest tender received.)
Hbnlet. — For works of painting at the North

Staftordshire Blind and Deaf School :

—
Peake. S., and Son (accepted) ... £150 19

Lewes,—For erecting new municipal offices. Fiflher-

street, for the town council. Mr. R. H. Halls, Seveing
Chambers, Lewes, architect :

—

Chilton, A.. Uckfield £3,100 n

Harding, P. W.. Seaford 3.925

Martin, M., & Son. Eastbourne .. 3,893

Wells. W.. Piumpton 3,843

Bainbridge, G.. & Son, Eastbourne 3,7o8

Cook, R., and Sons, Crawley ... 2,700

Rowland Bros,, Horfcham 2,699

Godfrey Bros.. Seaford (accepted) 2,696

Lewisham, 8.E.—For formmg a new boiler room and
re-dividing certain classrooms at the Lewisham Bridge
boys' school, Lewisham, for the London Education
Committee :

—
Mdls. W.. and Sons, Ltd., Black-
heath £1,998

Garrett, J., and Son. Balham HUl 1,931

Roberts. A., and Co., Ltd., Ken-
sington 1.933

Groves. H., Greenwich 1,929

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 1,891

Leng. T. D., Deptford 1,891

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

Battersea 1,873

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 1.873

Holloway. H. L., Deptford ... 1,851
Parker, G.. and Sons, Peckham ... 1.829

Appleby, J., and Sons. Southwark
Park 1,761

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Panton-street* 1,671

* Recommended for acceptance.
North Kensington.—For installing heating ap-

paratus in connection with the rebuilding of the
Middle-row school. North Kensington, for the London
Education Committee :— •

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street £1,450
Davis. G., Kensington 960

Strode 5: Co., Ltd., Regent's-park 893

Burroughes. W. J., and Sons,
Holborn 885

Cash, H. J., and Co.. Ltd.. West-
minster ... 858

Korting Bros.. Ltd., Westminster 831

Pearson, R. H. and J.. Ltd., Not-
ting Hill-gate 829

Brightside Foundry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Victoria-street, ... 807

Deane, E., and Beal, Ltd., Monu-
ment-street 805

May, J. & F., Lincoln's Inn-fielda 779
Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,

Eaton-square* ... ... "17

Architect*8 estimate, £865,
• Recoaamended for acceptaucs.

Shootek's Hill.—For the construction of a new
Dolice-btaiion at Shooter's Hill. Mr. J. Dixon Butler.

F.R.I.B.A., surveyor to the Metropolitan Police District.

New Scotland Yard, S.W., architect. Quantities by
Messrs. Thurgood, Son. and Chidgey. 8, Adelphi-terrace,

Strand. W.C. :—
Graham and Co £12,310

Blay. W 13.000

Perry and Co 11.689

Parker and Sous 11,397 ft

Minter. F. G 11.380 U

Jarvis and Sons 11,300 u

Sabey and Sons ... 10.941

Holloway Bros 10,837

Kent. h'. 10.915

Thomas and Edge 10,746

Grover and Sons 10,633

Dickens, J. W 10,570

Smith and Sons 10.530

Prestige and Co lO.lOo

Shkewsburt.—For alterations and additions to ihe

Comet Inn. Ditherington. for Mr. G. Selwood. Mr.

A. E. Williams, County Chambers, 12, High-street,

Shrewsbury, architect :
—

Pritchard, J. (accepted) £538 8 6

Tiverton.—For the erection of eighteen houses, a

^

the first section of the municipal housing scheme, for

the town council :

—
Grater, J., and Sons, Tiverton (accepted), £2.80o.

Lowest of six tenders received.

Tooting, S.W.—For altering and enlarging the

administrative buildings at the Totterdown Fields

estate, for the London County Council :

—
FJetcher. F. W., Tooting £368

Bow.ver, J. & C, Upper Norwood 23J

Garratt, J., and Son, Balbam Hill 213

Miirsland, J., and Sons, Walworth 193

Triggs ana Co., Claiiham 189

Uoberts, A., and uo., Ltd., Ken-
sington'

Architect's estimate, £168,

Recommended tor acceptance,

{Continmd on page X T.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

July 21—Sanatorinm {250 beds). Fazakerley 160g8, lOOgo, «nd 60gB E. R. Pickmere, ToBn Clerk, Uanicipal Office, Liverpool
Aug. 25— Cottage Homes. Tendting 4. J. R. Ward, Clerk. Harwich.
Sept. 1—Town PlaDDing the Borongh, High Wycombe (Assesecre) £26. £in, £5 T. .1. RuBbhrooko, Boro' Bar., High Wyc^mhe.
Oct. 31—Houses and Planning, York flOO, £:>0, £25 F. W. Spnrr. City F.ngineer, liuildball', York.
Nov. 1— Royal Palace, Sofia Section d'Architecluro an Miniiitoro dea Travnux Publics, Sofia.

Bulgaria.
,, 1—Law C'onrtB, Sofia Section d'Arcbilcclure «u Uinietere des Travaux Publics, 8ofia

Bnlgaria.
No date— Laying Oat Estate (50 acres) and Erecting Workmen's

Dwellings, Bradford (H. T. Hare. P.R.I. B.A., Assessor) F. StevenB, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINQS.
July 18—Cemetery, Greenhouse at. East Finchlev. N Islington Borough Council I. Patten Barber, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, L'pper-street. N,

18— Methodit-t Chapel. Additions, Ac. to, Redruth Rev. J, Sadler. H Claremont-road, Redruth
18—Town Hall. Restoration, Barrow-in-Furnees Corooration The Borough Kngineer, Town Ball. Barrow-in-Furneee.
18—County Scliool for Girls, Repairs at, Folkestone Kent Education Committee The Director. Technical Instuuto. FolBoi^toQe.

18— Pair of Cottages, \'elindre .. C. BnKiher, Pon-y-Iau.
18—School, Alterations to, Baihv-with-Hexthorpe West Riding Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
19—Working-Class Dwellings (60), Stafford Corporation W. Plant. A.M.I.C.B;., Boro' Eng., Borough Hall, Btalfjrd.
I9-Council School (120 places), Biggin Hill, Cudham, Kent .. Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson. M.S. A.. Caxton House, Westminster. 6.W,
19—Five Houses, Chnrch Village Robert Evans! K. I. Kvans. Archt.. >.'.. Duoraven-etroot, Tonynandy.
19— Council School, Hirnant, Mon Montgomery Education Authority ... L. Ph^llIp^, Clerk, Kducation Offices, Newtown.
19_Public Wash-houses, Extension of , Edinburgh ... tlorporation J. A. William>«n, A.R.I.B.A., Public Works Office, Bdiobargb.
19— Rercofing No. 78, High-street, Winchester Hants County Council W. J, Taylor, County Sor., The Castle, Winchester,
19— Cinema and Billiard Hall, Beaufort, Mon G. L. Wat kins. Archt., Caerphilly.

21—School. Alterations to, Whittington Moor Derbyshire Education C.imTiittee .. G. Widdowrt. F.R.I.B. A , County Offices, St. Mary'sGate, Derby.
21— Council School, Enlargmg, Aveley .. Essex Education Committee F. Whitmore, County Archt., Chelmsford.
21- New Cooncil School, Blackwell Derbyshire Education Committee . G. Widdows, F.R.I.B.A , County Offices, St. Mary'sGite, Djrby.
21— School, Repairs to, Smarden Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson. F.R.I.B. A., I'axton House. Westminster, (j.W.

21—Church Schools, Works at, Dorchester H. O, Lock, Sec, 2t, High West-street, Dorchester.
21—Enlarging Council School, Aveley E«8«x Educntion Committ'^e F. Whitmoro, County Archt., Chelmsford.
21— Council School, Repairs at. Willeeborough Kent Education Committee W. FJ. Robinson, Caxton House, Westminstar.

21— Bigrigg Council School, Additions to, Egreraont Education Committee 1. Forster, Archt., l.j. Earl-street. Carlisle.

2i_Watb-HouBe and Laundry, Additions to, Evesham Guardians E. H. Waiaras, ClerK, Uqioq Otflcos, Evesham.
21— School of Art, Additions to, Bradford Education Committee The City Architect. Tjwo' H*ll, Bni'iford

21—Mortuary, Mill Field, Pontypridd .. Urban District Council W. E. Lowe. Sur., iluncipal Buildings, P.intypndd.

31— Six Houses, Purlwell, Batley «. Watson, Archt.. Dpper Taylor-street, Bitley.

21—Cawthorne Endowed School, Additions to, Abbeystead R. E. Jackson. Archt., Arcade, Lancaster.

21—Vettry, Parkllyn, Aberporth Calvinistic Methodist Trusteis I.. Lewis, L.R.I .B.A.. Market-Piuare, Cardigan.

21—New Council School, North Wingfleld Derbyshire Education Committee ... (i. Widdows, F.R.I.B A-, County Offices, St. Mary's Gate, Derby.
21-8chools, Repairs to. Haverfordwest Pembrokeshire Education Authority Oimxn T. Thomas, Archt., Education Offloos, Haverf jrdwest.

21—Workhouse, Additions to New Infirmary at, Ottershaw ... Chertsey Guardians H. E. Paine, Clerk, SO, Guildford-street, Cherteey.

21—Houses (20), Britannia, Pengam Powell Duffrin Steam Coal Co., Ltd. G. Kenshole, M.S.A., Station-road, Bargoed.

22—House, Abertan Victoria Building Club O P. Bevan. Archt., Express Cnambers, .Msrthyr Tydfll.

22— Electricity Supply Works, Extension of. Long Eaton Urban District Council F. Warrall. A.M.I.C.E. Eng. and Man.. Loag Etttoci.

22— Farm Buildings, Additions to, Trevease Farm, Constantine Cornwall Small Holdings Con J- Davis, County Land Agent. County Hall, Truro.

22—Town Hall, Extension of , Ealing Corooration C. Jones, M.I. C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Ealing, W.
22—Refloonng Wards at Infirmary, Brook-street, 8.E Lambeth Guardians '. L, Goldspink, Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-roid. 8.E.

32—Besore Farm, Additions to. Kenwyn, Truro Cornwall Small Holdings Com J. Davis, County Land Agent, County Hall, Truro-

22—United MethodiBt Church, Glyncorrwc, R.8.O., PortTalbit Trustees T. Gibbs, M.S.A., Poat Office Chamhjrs. Port r,i b jt.

22—Herland Farm, Stable and Cattle House at. Cvinear Cornwall Small Holdmgs Com J. Davis, County Land .\gent. County Hall, Truro.

23—Electricity Works, Lavatory at, Halifax Electricity Committee J- Lord. M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax,

22—Power Station, Extension of, Newport. Mon Corporation C. F. Ward, F.R.I. B.A., Town Hall, Nawpjri,, lloo.

23— Repairing Two Houses, Newton Abbot, Devon Webster and Watson J. C. Beare, Archt., 12, Devon-S'iuare, Newton Abb jt.

23— Schools, Addition to. East Heckington' J. Anson, School House, Bast Hecmngton
23—Technical Institute, Cathays Park, Cardiff Education Committee I. Jones and P. Thomas, Archts., 18, St. Mary-atreat, Cardiff.

23-Police Station, Chyandour' .. Cornwall Smnding Joint Com A. E. Brookes, County Sur., County Hall, Iruro.

23—Workhouse, Wood Block Floors at, Crumpsall, Manchester Guardians A, J. Murgatroyd, .Archt., 23, strutt-street, Manchester.

33—Shops, George-street, Redditch Alcester Co-op. Industrial Soc. Ltd. J, Johnson, Archt., Redditch. „„,„,,
23— Public Baths, Removable Floor at, High-st., Plumstead .. Woolwich Borough Council .

J- R- Dixon, M.I.C.E., Boro Eng., lown Uall. wooiwicb,

24-InflTmary, Nurses' Home, i Workhouse, Repairs. Fulham Guardians *- Saxon-Snell, F.R.I. B.A., 9, BentincK-st.. MKUCheater-eq., W.

21—New Depot Premises, Rommanv-rd.. West Norwood Lambeth Borough Council The Borough Engineer, Lamiwth Town Hall, Bnxton-hill, li.W .

21- Observation Block (13 beds). Park School, Hanwell, W. ... Managers H. Cresswell, F.R.I.B.A., 1,, Buckingham-streel, Adelphi, W,C.

21—School, Additions to, Litton West Rifling Education Committee . B. Thornton, Education OlMces, Skipton.

26—Cloak-rooms, to.. Hollingbourne Council Schools Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, Archt., Caxton House, Westmmstor, b.W.

26-Ma60nic Hall. Ballymena Patterson and Grahame, Archts., Scottish Prov. Bldgs., BatfiSt.

25—Houses (J8), Repairs to, Penygraig.Glam Tynycae Buildmg Club Trustees W. D. Thomas, Archt., P.jrth.

25-8unday School, Holy Trinity uhurch,Cowes.I.W. Building Committee J. W. Bessant, Archt., 9o, Pelhani-road Cowes.

26-Work,iien's Tenement Dwellings (22 , Moldgreen corporation K. F, Campbell Ml C\B Boro' fcng., 1 Peel-si. Huddersfijld,

36-Gnoll School, Additions to, Neath Education Committee U. M. Jenkins, A.M.I C.B., Boro h.ig., Gwyn Hall, Neath.

2B-8iDgleConi:table'sQuarter8, Additions to, Swindon Wilts County Council •' S* ^'!®""„^"15;^ ?°''v"?"'u "''."k r.. i ,.
26-Chapel Hcu.e, Bonckth, Pembroke 8. Gnfflths, Sec.. Cilrhue-Fach, Honcath, Pembroke.

2B-ltolation Hospital, Additions to, Shirley Southampton Town Cooncil The Borough Engineer sOthce, Southainpma.

26-8,x scullery Houses, Wakefleld-road, Moldgreen Corporation K. F. Camnbell, M.I C.E., Boro' Eng., I, Peol-st.. Huddersft=ld.

28-MmerB' Hall, Dawdin, Beaham Harbour .
R- Lawsoh, Miners' Hous.sDawdon heaham Harbour

k8-8chool, Addi ions to, Rndgwick West Sussex Educati in Committee... H. P. Roberts, t'R.I.B A., Thurloe House. Kigh-st., Worthiu/.

•8—Market Hall Crymmych L. Lewis, L.R.I. B.A., .Market-square, Cardigan.

28-H06pital, scirlet Fever PaViiion,'&c;; a't! B'ariet:.'.':;."!.':';;.' Isolation Hospital Committee White, Son, and Pill, Arcbts., 15 High-street, Barnel.

28-Hoii8es (2K), Llanelly Urban District Council The Surveyor s Office, lown Hall, Llanelly.

28-Police Station, Addilions to. East Stonehouse Devon Standing Joint Committee ... g- "• Harbottlet^uuty Archt CouQt^yLnambersEx^

38-lnfirmarv, Additional Room at, Rackham-st., Netting Hill 8t. .Marylebone Guardians U. T. Dudman, Clerk Northumterland-BtMarylebone-rd.. W.

i8-New Offices at No. U. High-street, Watford Urban District Council p. Waterhouse, Eng., council Omces Watford.

29-Office. Weston-super-Marl Great Western Railway Co A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddmgton Slition, W.

26-Slal.on, Additions to, Stroud, Glos Great Western Radway Co A . E. Bolter, Sec, P«ad.ngwi. Station W.

29-8iation Buildmgs, Additions lo, Llanelly Great Western Railway Co A. E. Bo ter. Sec, I'*ddingwn Sla on, W.

29-Good8 8hed Extensionot,CotonHul Depot, Shrewsbury.. Great Western Railway Co *' ^- ?°^'"'
.'*^''h' £,^i^?^° „*"'« nSi Wevmoiith

3a_Self-Conlainea Cottages (37), Chickereli-Vd., Weymouth .. Corporation .... K. J. 8. Harne, Boro Snr Mun Bldgs. Weymouth.

30-Launary at HosDital Wevhill .. Andover Rural District Connoil Wm. R. Graham, 31, High-street, Anaover.

bO-Mc^?DwelliDgTl361 Mi^n . Easington Rural District Council ... J. J . Dobson, Archt., Moor House, Stauon-road, Wmgate.

aLpaTof c"tiagee Na^^^^ T'Z Z:::Z Essex Small Holdings Committee ... F. Whitmore, County Archt^, Duke-street. Che msford.

30-Nc^7i.C|.stree*RTbuUdiig; Hammersmith, W Borough Council... H. Mair,
««";«";.J"7„^»''J *'"'""VT^^^ 8 W

'^lllXh tfa- jfl^'^
^""'=' "•"'• ^'""' """"''

J.''L°D"ug"as?lf,""rfe^ey°sr^^^^
""" ^^

'

Lnarand B^cSn Faftory, Additionsio Harrow J. Adamson and Co.. Ltd H K- Scarborough Archt ,22 Lowther^^^^^^

B-Rectption station, tasile Park barracks. Dunbar Secretary of State for War 'I'he Director of Army ^^"^''*:'^.''l^^.'^'^;^;
«-Ceniral Library, Dunfermimo Public Library committee J. Shearer, Archt., 1, Bonnar-streel, Duntermlme.

13-New science museum. South Kensmgton, W U.M. Works Commmsioners The
f.<="<''^'l-^--±°^.<^°'^°[^'lf'^'^^^^^

^- ^-

s^t. 1i?rt^S^?i4S!=^iin^r^^».:.:;:: ''-^^'''^^I^TI^.zzz: l-llor^SktpKnSlg?^^^^"
^';ir-^^^^rsJ^:^^^rrow:m:Fu^n;ss-:;;::;;;::::::::::::::;R:Lc.hamand&;ns-::^

To. zl^£s'b^:n[XS<r^^!^^!:::.-.:::::::::::::::;::::: ii^^^^^i^^:^:. ^l^:::^^^l^2p^^^.^^>^^^^^'>
do. -Picture Palace, Mill-street, Alloa J- D. Swanston, Archt

,
Kirscaidy,

do. -Four uotlages. Launceston-road. Callington A. Pylos L. ^cao^^t.''^. ^';="':
', ):;'

'''"^^"-
, „,.,

do. -Clowes pA Church and Schools. Renovatmg, Leeds F. b ^pr kind, 18
'i^f^'-'YaZtn^ld^ii Albins

t. -ISops a^d 6ffic;rr^^r^^.Xtet^ct"-.;\V.:V;::;::;:;:;:::. S. p. Susband. J.p:-;.: Oarside and Penmngton. Archts., Pontefract.
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July 19—High-TenBion flwitchgear, Newport'
t, 19~8witcbReHr and Acceseories, Perth
M 19— Generatintr Station. FarcieDncs. Haiuaut
,, 21—Traction Switclibnard Panel (3,500 amoere), Belfast
,, 21—Cables. West Hartlepool ".

,, 23—Switcbpear. London, S.W.
„ 32 -Plant. Shiplev
,, 23—Installation. Toltit-street Special School, Mile End, E
„ 24— Plant, Ac. Hnckney. N.B
„ 2H— Plact, Todmorden
,, 27—Telephone ("ablee. Brussels

„ 31— Electric Light TnstallaLion at Infirmary, Rotherhithe, S.E
Aug. i—Condensers, &c., Melbourne

,, 19—Cables (lO-i railes), Melbourne
Sept. 6—Switchboard, ('hristchurch, Now Zealand

,, 10— Thermn-Klectric ('entral Station, Valparaiso
,, 10—Three Electric Bod Lifts at New Hospital, Port Blizibebh
,» 13—Electric Generatinu Plant, Valparaiso
„ 16—Switchboards, Melbourne

No date—Steam Turbine, Oldham
„ do. —Rewinding Three-Phaae Alternator, Newport, Mon

ELECTRICAIi PLANT.
Oorooration A. N. Moore, M.LB.E., Rlec. Eng., Town Hall. Newport, Mou'
Western Auetralia Government The Apent-Gpneral, 15, Victoria-street, Westminster. S.W.
.. ,

M. AIptrnFc Van Eteen, Inpenicur-rcnteil, Charleroi.

Tramways and Electrioty Com T. W, Bloxhara. BIcc. Enp., East Bririee-street, Belfast.

Corporation .' C. Burcrepp, Man., Tramways Depor,. West Hartlepool.
County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Sprinc Gardens, S.W.
Urban District Council W. Redman, Elec. Enc, Dockfleld Works. Shiplev.

London County Council G. Humphreys. Chief Eng., County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.
Borough Council Tpe Boroueh VAcc. Engineer. .iCH, Mare-et., Hackney, N.E.
Corporation . J. Boyce, Boro' Elec. Eng. Todmorden.
Post and Telegraph Department Hotel Central des Postcs, Place de la Monnaie, Bruxelles.

Bermondsey Guardian'% E. Pitts Fenton, Clerk, Spa-road, S.E.

Agent-General for Victoria Merz and McLellan, ConwultingEngs., 32, Victoria-street. S.W.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbourne.

City Council The City Elec. EuEineer, 153, Gloucester-st., Christchurch, N.Z.
The Offices of Chilean I<egation. -48. Grosvenor-snuare. W.

Public Works Daparttnqnt The Chairman, Union Tender Board, P.O. Box 371, Pretoria.
Secret a rio de la Comision. Santiago tie Chile.

Deputy Postmaster General ... The High Uommissioner. 72. Victoria -street, R.W.
Corporation Electricity Committee .. S. WilmoLt Newington, Boro' Elec. Eng., Oldham.
Corporation A. N. Moore, Boro' Elec. Eng., Town Hall. Newport, Mou.

i

^uly 18— Regenerator Setting. Cocberiuouth
,, 18-Four Pneumatic Gram Elevators. Artwerp
,, 18— Kxhausters, Baneror
,, 19— Rebuilding Elm Bridge, Vauhurst-rnad. Cranloieh
,, 10— Heatine Apparatus. St. John's R. C. School. Padibato
,, 21—Water Main from Knabbs Hill Reservoir to Thurn'*coo ...

,, 21—Pump, iTOt-jwrt Park. Gosport
„ 21—Covered Reservoir |H7i>,roo gallons), Whalley, Lai cs
,, 21— Mechfinical Stokers. Cawdor-street, Patricrott

,, 22— Bridge, Nansough Hill, Ladock
,, 22— (tirder Bridge over Deerron River, Tonabengh
,, 23— Heating Instnllation at Workhouse. Mitcham
,, 23~Walerworks, Newport, Isle of Wight
,, 23—Disinfector at Isolation Hospital, Ma'^aoy Brook ,.

., 23— Iron Escape Staircase at Workhouse, Uhaae Side, Enfield
,, 24' -Extension ot Pumping Station. Conway
,, 24—Laying Pipes (18m., 7mi,), Wakefield
,, 24— Heating Workhouse. Fulham Palace-road, W
„ 24—Steel Bridge, Altofts

,, 25—Brick Bridge over Bow Brook, near De&ord
„ 25— Girder Work and Cast-iron Piling, London, E.C.
,, 26— Rebuilding Townend Bridge. Croscombe
,, 2H—Highway Bridges. Ford and Thistlewood
,, 28—Cornish Boiler at Workhouse, Thornton Heath
,, 29—Power House. Titenhage, Cape Province
,, 29—Waterworks, Sheerness
,, 30-SteelTower8. Perth, W.A.
,, 31— Water Softener Plant at Infirmary, Rotherhithe, S.E

Aug. 1—Pumping Station. Baltim-Gharbia, Egypt
,, 1—Tran&fer of Lighthouse, Cape Wrath '

„ 1— Filter Beds. Invercannie, Aberdeen
,, H—Laundry Plant, &c., Alexandra Hospital, Cape Town
,, 9—Harbour Works, Pigueira da Foz

ENGINEERING.
Urban District (Jmacil ......

Urban District Council
Harabledoa Rural Diatrict Council..

Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Lancashire Asylums Board
Electricity Supply Cora-nittei
Truro Rural District Council
Carlow County Council
Holborn Guardiaui
Rural District Council
Lvmm Urbiu Di-Htrict Council
Edmonton Guardians
Rural District Council
Waterworks Committee
Guardians
Wakefield Coruoration
Highways and Bridges CoTiiuittee ..

Bombay, Baroda. and C.I. Railway
Somerset Works Committee
Somerset County Works Com
(3roydon Giiardiaas
South African Railwips Aimin
Urban District Council
Australian Poatia*ater-Gan '« Dept.
Bermondsey Guardians
Public Works Ministry
Northern Lighthouses Com
Town CoaucU
Public Works Department

E. D. Wootteu. EuE!. and Man., Gas Offices, Cockermoath.
The College des Bourgmestre et Echevins, Anvers.
J. MilliKen, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Bangor, Co. Djwu.
Samuel B. Hasell, Bur., Bramlev, near Guildford.

Rev. Father Hart, St. John's Rectory. Padiham.
J. Ledger Hawksworth. Clerk, Bolton-on-DBarne, RothsrUa-u.
The Surveyor's Office, Goaport.
J. T. Wood, M.I.C.E., 3. ''ook-etreet, Liverpool.

The Borouffb Klectrical Engineer, PatricroEt.

C. Hancock, Clerk, 12, Princes-street, Truro.
R. J. Keogn, Sec, Court House, Carlow.
Dolby and Williamson. Con. Engs., 8, Princes-street, S.W,
H. B. Cullin, Brooklands. Woottoa.
D. Mort Sur., Council Offices, Lymm.
J. C. S. Mummery, A.R.I.B.A., 13. Pitzroy-square, W.
Farrington and Son, Civil Engs., Llandudno.
C. C. Smith, M.I.CE.. Waterworks Eng.. Town Hall, Wakefield.
E. J. Mott, Clerk, 129, Fulham Palace-road, Hammersmith, W.
C. Smith. M.I.C.E.. Waterworks Eng., Town Hall, Wakefield.

G. F. GettingB, County Sur., Shirehall, Worcester.
C. Crommelin, Sec, Gloucester House, 110, Bishopsgate, E.G.

H. T. Chapman, County Sur., Wells.

H. T. Chapman, County Sur., Wells, Somerset.
H. List, Clerk. Mayday-road Thornton Ht^ath.

The Secretarv, S.A. Ry. Headquarters Offices, Johannesburg.
F. W. S. Stanton, A.M.I.C.E.. 3. Victoria-street. S.W,
The Commonwealth Offices, 72, Victoria-street, S.W.
E. Pitts Fenton, Clerk, 283, Tooley-atreet. S.E.
Sir Arthur Webb, K.C.M.G., Queen Anne's Chambers. S.W.
C. D. Peddie, Sec, Northern Lighthouse Board, Edmburgh.
C. H. Roberts, M.I.CE., 41A, Union-street, Aberdeen.
The Secretary. Public Works Department, Pretoria.

Secretaria Geral, Minibterio de Fomento, Lisbon.

28 Hig-hest Awards were

won 1)\ Talbot Cars in open

competition in 6 weeks

—

proof of its superior speed

and power, the first essentials

of an efficient toiu'insj' car.

12-h.p., 15-h.p., 20-h.p. (6-cylinder), 25-h.p. Models.

Catalogue on request.

CLEMENT TALBOT, LTD.,
Automobile Designers &= Engineers,

Barlby Road, Ladbroke Grove, London, W.

I
O-sho i

Hot-Water

Supply

Boilers

\

are

n\ade in 26 sizes

and three designs, suited for

hard, medium, and soft water.
They are ^vrought welded,
and tested to high pressure
twice before sending out.

Notice the Water-Pocket pro-
jecting into the fire, and the
ample n\eans for cleaning out,

45 to 329 Gallons Boiling

Water per hour.

R.JENKINS&CO.

I

\

. ROTHERHAM.
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Effingham House, CONTENTS. strand, W.O.

Dovonport ^lunicipal UuiliUri^s Coinik'titinri ...

Stmlent.s' Work at tlio Kuyal Archituctui-al
Museum

The Catlietlrals of Sovitiiern I-'raiice

Kxeniption of Builders from Increment V^ilue
Duty

I'oliee Orphanatie. RodliiU
Suitabilits' of Indian .Vruliitecture for the New
Delhi

'rile PreliuiinarN' DcsiKn for the Proposed New
l.aiiihetli Uridne

Keiiiforee.l Com-reLe Buildings
The \\ alerpro()hn^' of Concrete
Hrisiol Builders and the Corporation
Curreute Calamo
The London County Council
Obituary
Building Intelligence

DEVONPORT JIL'NK'IPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

Louking at tho tlesigns as a whule. tliere

seems to iiave been some doubt in the
minds of the compt-titors as to what axial

line to plan the building on. All the most
successhil schemes, including the three pre-
miated ones, have taken an a.\is at right-
.•ini;les to I'aradise-i'oad, and there is no
doiibc that this is light, when the sur-
iiuindings and the relative importance of

the surrounding roads are taken into con-
sideration. Ail three in-emiated designs
|)lace the entrances of the Municipal Build-
ings in the centre of S., of tho (iuildhall in

centre of W., and of Assembly-Hall on the
E., leaving the N. side for Police- and Fire-
Station.

THE SELECTED DESIGN',

No. 24, by Messrs. Ashley and Newman,
14, Gray's Inn-square, W.C., has a
straightforward and good working plan,
with direct and well-lit corridors, and the
arrangement of the departments of the
ground-floor is superior to that of the other
premiated designs. A large general rates
cifiice IS placed opposite the main entrance,

^aIld underiiealli the council-chamber, the
light being obtained by high-up windows
.•ill round over tho various rooms of

J
treasurer's department, which surround
and open into this general office. The
arrangement is good; but it is open to

question whether the lighting thus ob-
tained will be sufficient, though we think

J,it might. All the surrounding rooms are
also top and side lit. The main staircase
IS placed in tho front, leading up -to the

I council-chamber, placed centrally, and on
the level of guildhall floor, to which access
IS provided; but the committee-rooms are

inot well placed, being so far removed from
the council-chamber. Other competitors
have arranged this far better. The guild-
hall is placed across the centre of site, with
the assembly-hall across its eastern end, so
irraiiged that the retiring-rooms and
citchen serve well for both halls. Tho
:uildhall is completely surrounded by
orridors, giving on the north most excel-
ent emergency exits into the police-yard,
'he guildhall and assembly-hall, with "their
ntrances, take up the whole width of site,

nd, though the roads are E. and W. , are
.idened to .50ft. The wide carriage ap-
roaches shown on other designs are prefer-
ble, and the road on the W.. where the
.rams run, is likely to lie blocked by the
arriage traffic to this guildhall.

"
(See

'lock plan herewith.) The police premises
.n the lower ground-floor are well

N^i'i'anged, with cells lighted from an exer-
ise-yard, adjacent to police drill-vard.
^his arrangement of yards carefully carries
ut the conditions, and is eminently satis-

I'rofossional and Trade Soeieties

The Bcil.lilNo Nkwh Directory

Our Illustrations

Competitions
Correspondence
TiCfial Intelligence

Parliainontary Notes , ..

Water Hui»ply and Sanitary Matters
Our OlUce Table
Meetings for the Ensuing Week
Trade News
Latest I*rices
Trade Notes
Tenders
List of ConnJetitions Open
List of Tenders Open

114

131

131

131

133

133

133
i:w
134
134
VM
135
137
137

OUli ILLUSTRATIOSS.

DevoniJovt Municipal Buildiin^s ; Selected Desiijn,

Plans, block plan, elevations, sections, and detail.

Messrs. H. \'. Ashley and K. Winton Newman,
FF.R.I.B.A., .\rcUitectB.

Kdinbur^h College for Women. Elevation, |)lan.

and detail. .Mr. Hipi>ol)'Ce .1. i^lanc. U.S.A..
K.K.I.B.V.. Architect.

Preliminary Sketch and Detail of Proposed Bridge,
Lambeth. Mr. W. E. Kiley, F.K.I. B.A., Kuper-
intendiuF^ Architetrt L.C.C.

Police Orphanage. Hedliill. Mr. .7. Augustus Souttar.
Architect.

The Cathedrals of Southern France.
Heinforced Concrete Buildings. My Mr. Wm. O.

Shipwright.

factov\. The fire-station, jilaced on the

N.E. corner, unlike many other designs, is

made part of the main building. It is open
to objection : the levels would be easier at

the N.W. corner, and it would have been a
great advantage if the engines could be run
out at back into a vard l"i el. .luing and

modatioii being arranged in one connected
building, the centrally-placed guildhall

forming a leading feature. The half-inch

detail of the portico shows careful thought,
with obvi(nis exercise of restraint in the
simplification of its detail. It may fairly

be said that No. 'J4 has won by the con-

DEVOM'ORT MU.MCIl'AL BUIL1)1N(;S fOMi'K rriTOX :

SELECTED IJESIGN.

BLOCK I'LAN.

turning and practice, as is w-ell done in

designs No. 1 and No. 4. A mess-
room is supjilied for the firemen—not
asked for in the conditions ; but a
very necessary provision. The police-

court and quarter-sessions court are
well arranged, with a dignified entrance
in centre of north frontage, leading to a

spacious salle d'attente, into which
witnesses' rooms—of which there are four

—

solicitors' and barristers' rooms open. The
elevations are simple, monumental, and
undoubtedly gain much by all the accom-

scientious way in which the conditions have

been worked out. the simple and direct

planning, and refinement of detail, and,

more particularly, on the economy of the

scheme. The N. and S. blocks are cubed
at Is. and the central block at 8d. a ft.cu.

inn DESIGN' PLACED SECOND,

by Messrs Harris and Moodie. follows the

general lines of the first premiated design.

but makes the fire-station a disconnected

building, separated from the main building

by the police-yard, into which the engines
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can be run. This airangcn<ent, however,
prevents an imposing-^ ent-i-ance to • tlie

courts being obtained on the N. elevation.

The guildhall and assembly -hall .are also

arranged on a line parallel with Paradise-
road, as in the first design ; but thej' do not
take up the whole width of site, and the
road on the west is widened out into a
sjjacious circus in front of guildhall
entrance, jiartly encroaching on the garden
of the technical schools over the way, and a
new road is formed on the axis-line of guild-

hall joining tins circus with Trafalgar-
road. There is a site for a monument in

the centre of the circus, and the tram-lines
are diverterl away from new building. This
would give an imposing approach to the
guildhall, and tlie end elevation of guild-

hall might be seen from the distance. The
planning of the lower ground-floor of the
municipal offices is not equal to that of the
first design. The rates office is put oppo-
site the main entrance, as in the other, and
the rooms of treasurer's department are en
suite on either side, and all opening into a
corridor, only lit, liowever, with bon-owed
lights from adjoining rooms, and closed at
ends. The corridor in basement under
appears to have no light at all. On the
principal floor the arrangement of council-
chamber, on the one side, is balanced by
committee-rooms on the other. This is

excellent, and quiet is obtained for all

these rooms. The public, however, cannot
get to the gallery of the council-chamber
without passing through the water-
engineer's department, which is on this
floor. The staircase again is in the centre
of south front, the mayor's room being
placed at S.W. corner, and the town-clerk's
department along the south front. The
organ chamber of the guildhall and
caretaker's ajjartments ai-e arranged
over the assembly-liall, which lessens
the total width of building, and thus
allows for setting the guildhall entrance
back from road, as mentioned above.
This plan is arranged so as to have
only two large internal areas, one dividing
the municipal offices from guildhall, and
the other guildhall from courts, etc.

Internally the guildhall has an arcade
running all around, with a gallery over,
the authors, in their report, claiming this
aids the acoustic properties of the" hall.
The elevations of the scheme are very
plainly treated, and simple, but are not
very interesting, and the east elevation is

poor.

THE TUmn PREMIATED DESIGN.

It is difficult to understand wliy the
design by Messrs. Ralph Knott and Collins
has been placed third. We do not think
the elevations can have helped its choice
much, and there are very many plans
among the unpremiated ones which we
much prefer. The peneral lay-out of the
plan is the same as the other two, with the
fire-station disconnected and placed on the
north. There are many faults to be found
with the T)lan, which is anything but direct
and simple, and the way it is drawn adds to
the evident confusion. The main staircase
is placed well inside the building, and the
mayor's parlour takes the central position
on the S. front. The council-chamber and
committee-rooms, on E. and W. front re-
spective! v, though both recessed, are still

on outside, and not likelv to be as free
from noise as they should be. They are
also too far removed from one another, and
connected onlv by wanderine corridors and
a lavatory. The general public, coming up
the main stairs, are brought right to the
door of the council-chamber. On the
ground-floor the i-ates office is possibly
better arranged than in the other two
designs, it being kept away from main
entrance-hall, and served by a corridor
running completely through the building

from E. to W. , with entrances at either
end. The planning of tire assembly-hall, to

our mind, is very bad. Instead of making a

feature of the entranceto it in the centre of

E. elevation, the entrance is placed round
the corner on the N. ; thus this assembly-
hall, holding 524 people, seems to have bui
one exit at the end, and one up some stairs

to the platform level of guildhall. The
police- and quarter-sessions court are

placed to the N. of guildhall, with the main
entrance to tliem from the western road.

There is no dignified entrance, as in the

first scheme, aiul a staircase has to be
mounted directly the building is entered.

A similar entrance and staircase is placed
on E. front for the magistrates. The S.

elevation is disappointing. The elevations

show some knowledge of the value of wall-

sui'laces, but evince weakness in dealing
with the placing and the |)roijortion of

windows.

OF THE UNPREMIATED DESIGNS,

No. 42, by Mr. Ernest Wray, shows a w-ell-

got-up set of drawings, with an excellent

wash detail. This design follows the out-

line of the site, the guildhall and courts
being jjlanned on an axial line not parallel

with Paradise-road. It is an excellently-

thought-out scheme, but looks as if it

would cost considerably more than £95.000
to build.

No. 1, by Mr. Austen Hall, is another
[proposal on the same lines as the pre-
miated design and No. 4, and also

has many excellent points. It is one
complete building, and the fire-statioii

is better placed on the W. front than
in the winning design. It has back
entrances on to the police drill-yard, allow-

ing the engines to be taken out there and
cleaned and washed. The repair-sho]) hardly
seems adequate. The municipal oHices are
not as successfully arranged as in the pre-

miated design, the planning of the borough
treasurer's department. in particular,

being weak. The general rates office is a

jiassage room to the other rooms of depart-
ment, and the treasurer's private office can
only be got to thi-ough the public space.

The founcil-chamber is placed in a centi-al

position, with an ante-room on either side

of it. These are merely wide corridors,

and one large ante-room would be prefer-

able. The niunicip,al offices in the scheme
require more staircases to serve the various
departments. These would keep the general
jiulilic from the main staircase, which
divides council-chamber from committee-
rooms. The jilans are a very well-drawn
set, with a taking detail, and the eleva-

tions are good, but somewhat expensive.

No. 79, by Messrs. Maurice Webb
and Farey, is by far the best-got-up
sot in the exhibition, and it is a
very taking plan. A feature is made
of the four corners of the building,
which are treated symmetrically, and form
on tlie north the two courts, and on the
south the assembly-room, balanced by the
council-chamber. The guildhall is in the
centre. The council-chamber is not in a
sufliciently retired position. The scheme is

win-kcd out cleverlv ; but the corridors do
not seem sufficiently lighted, and it is diffi-

cult to see how the kitchen is- to serve the
assembly-room without carrying evervthing
through the crush-hall of the euildhall.
The N. corner of site is occupied by the
police-yard, and the fire-station takes a
central ]iositioh on the N. elevation.

No. 4, by Mr. Maurice S. R. Adams- is ,-

plan on vrrv similar lines to the premiated
ones ; but it places the assembly-hall over
the entrance of guildhall—a "quite good
arrangement, and the plan works out satis-

factorily, with well-])lanned courts, having
entrances on the north, with grand jury
room over' entrance. This scheme also has

the fire-station with back access to the
yard, which is good. The arrangement of

council-chamber and committee-rooms is

quite one of the best ; but the guildhall
lacks a surrounding corridor and sufficient

exits. The borough treasurer's department
is on the main floor, w..41 conforming with
the conditions. The elevations are simple
and good, though with rather too much
lattice-w'ork to windows, and there is a
well-executed washed detail drawing of

refined character.

No. 3, by Mr. Septimus Warwick, is one
that follows the shape of the site, and very
similar to the arrangement of No. 42, but
has an expensive dome over main entrance,
of j]leasing shape, and a rather un-
pleasantly-shajied pediment over the guild-
hall entrance. It has a startlingly-drawn
detail.

No. 73, by Messrs. Thornely, Rooke, and
Barron, of Plymouth, conjointly with
Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and
Thornely, of Liverpool, is a good design on
the lines of the premiated ones; but it is

spoilt by being cut up too much. It has a
broad carriage-drive from E. to W.

.

dividing the site in half, and the wings of J
the municipal offices are not connected up ^
with guildhall. This involves much extra
expense, as the N. and S. sides of guildhall

are visible from the roads. The council-

chamber and committee-rooms are well

arranged, and private from the public
traffic, and entrances to departments ai-e

pleasingly arranged at the S.E. and S.W.
angles of building. The planning of the
lower ground-floor is good, and the rates

ofiice kept out of the main entrance-hall.

Tile elevations are excellent in design, and
well drawn ; and a well-drawn detail is

shown.
No. 81, by Messrs. .lemmett and Tubbs,

is an interesting scheme attempting the
placing of guildhall on the S. front, above
a large entrance-hall, which serves all de-
partments, and ihe guildhall and assembly-
hall. The judicial courts, with police pre-
mises and fire-station, are arranged on an
immense semicircle, giving a large semi-
circular court in the centre. The scheme
looks much too e.vpeiisive ; but it has a
masterly S. elevation, and the scheme is

planned on a p.alatial scale. No. li5, by
Messrs. Keys and Dowdeswell. arranges the
courts at the E. end of guildhall, but gives
a very small assembly-room. The " fire-

station opens on to drill-yard, and thei-e is

a good arrangement of council-chamber
and committee-rooms. An excellently-

drawn detail of very large size is shown,
but with the columns uncomfortably
widely spaced in front.

No. 2, by Messrs. George Drysdale and
Aylwin, makes a separate building of

courts, police premises, and fire-station,

and places this, as a triangular-shaped
block on the N. of site, and plans
the guildhall and municipal ofiices.

etc., in a rectangular block, balancing
the council-chamber by the assemblv-
hall. There is no central entrance on S.

front, the entrances to guildhall and muni-
cipal buildings coming at either end of the

building, with a dignified columnar treat-

ment along the S. front between them.
There is much merit in this S. elevation,

and it is well shown in a strong wash
detail.

No. 18, ^h: David W. Ayre, shows n jlan

placing guildhall on N. ; but has spoilt any
])ossibilities there might be in getting a

good effect from the park by placing the

fire-station in the N.E. corner, as a dis-

connected building. The general arrange-

ment of other parts is somewhat confused.

No. 6, Mr. T. P. Bennet. shows a rudd-
hall like a miniature Albert Hall, and has

scattered, disconnected buildings over the

site, an impossible scheme to build.
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STUDENTS' WOKK AT THE ROYAL

ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
Thu Architectural Scliuols at Tul'ton-

street, Westminster, l>roke up cm l''ric]ay

afternoon last, when the annual exhihition

of work by students in the . Architectural
A.ssaciation classes was opened, together
with an exhibition of drawings and paintings

from the Public Schools, which renuiined on
view till last Wednesdhy. .

The general display is meritorious, and on
no former occasion tlo we recall a more mii-

forra character of work in the higher-grade

class ; and if no student exhibits special bril-

liancy, it is so because to do so would tax

capabilities of no mean order.

The subject in the fourth-year school at

Tnfton-street which has attracted most atten-

tion this year is "a monument to t'onimemo-

rate the bringing of water to a town," and for

this there were thirteen designs. The
draughtsmanship is imitative of the Parisian

manner, effective and uniform in linish, though

not exactly convincing in the dexterity of its

execution. It would appear that no special

site was decided on as a preliminary guide

for the competitors : consequently it is not

easy to compare the designs. Ihe scheme
submitted by Mr. John Endrcd Lutyens is

unlike either of the others, lie has inuipined

a site at the head of a lake or ornamental
water, with hills behind furnishing him
with a setting for his memorial, which has

a big elliptical fountain enclosure set

in front of the votive centrepiece, and

backed by a colonnaded pavilion. Steps

follow round this upper fountain pond,

and are enclosed by a parapet conforming

with the before-mentioned contour. These
stairways lead down in the centre, right and

left of" a threefold cataract fountain dis-

charging itself below a wide segmeutal-

fronted terrace forming a frontispiece to

the composition, the outlet for the waterfalls

being into the lake in the foreground, and
presumably part of a public park. The
site is an imaginative one, suggesting

the proximity of the local watershed beyond

the hills, or "perhaps the source from whence
the supply originates, even if some might

fancy that, by a theatrical device of undu-

lating scenery, the usual type of waterworks

must be situate hard by out of sight at the

rear. In a line with the axis of the elliptical

or upper pond, and facing one another at the

exti-eine right and left, are located a pair of

equestrian figures standing like sentinels,

and seemingly serving no particular purpose.

The monument itself takes the shape of a

rusticated tower, or perhaps, to be more de-

scriptively exact, a dwarf obelisk with a

cornice, "and terminating in a sculptured

group, neither strikingly original nor par-

ticularly distinctive, as emblematical of the

intentions implied by this subject.

In the scheme submitted by Mr. R.

Stuart Wallace (Travelling Student) the

work is more ordinary, and disposed in

the form of a circular grande place,

with statues set out on the plan, though

absent in the elevational drawing. The cir-

cular fountain is depicted throwing the

water with great force an immense distance

into the vast basin, so that the wind would

distribute the spray considerably round

about. The design '
is rather lacking in

interest, though shown well in sillionette

against the sky by his drawing, which is

pleasingly tinted.

Mr. R. Haig Philp associates a wall-

treated fountain with the flank of a group of

public baths, facing a segmental public place

set out in front and approached by a series

of radiating avenues disposed between several

big buildings, which the plan scarcely sug-

gests sufficiently, owing to the pale washes

on these blocks of premises, the effect being

at first sight more like open grass plots alter-

nating with the roadways. This design sub-

ordinates too much the public building to

which it is attached, while the adjacent

blocks are inconsequential and poorly con-

ceived for such an eminent situation.

Mr. Cecil Davies places a rectilinear erec-

tion in a square grande place backed by
public buildings. The feature of his pro-

posed monument is a frieze of figures round
its big pedestal, having segmental project-

ing basins on the cardinal sides, while heroic

seated fennile statues occur at the base of

the tower, the detail of which scarcely agrees
with the snuill scale drawing of the whole
project.

Mr. Robertson Braine is more grandiose
in his notions, and his imagination tias re-

sulted in a triangular plan with its acute
angles denuded, the proportions elevation-
ally being rather sqnat in outline, and little

gain has been insured for good effect by the
uncommon plan adopted. Skirting the cir-

cular contour which nuirks the rear of his

grande place are situate a series of colon-
naded buildings or pavilions bespeaking no
particular piuposc. save an ambitious archi-

tectural lay luit, which would mean a corre-
sponding cost not likely to be incurred by
any town council.

A well shown proposal by Mr. Athold F.
Hooper presents little of striking originality,
taking the form of a terraced fountain in the
middle of an ojien square similar to many of
the other plans. The details are well de-
lineated, but such items as the huge urns
set in front of the facade, with flames cut
in stoiu>, cannot be described as good.
The triumphal arched structure submitted

by Mr. Harold Dicksee is distinguished by a
big group in bronze, representing a chariot
and four prancing horses, indicative, pos-
sibly of triumph, the driver suggesting an
equestrian episode rather than a water com-
memoration. The fountain itself in this do-
sign occurs as if by an afterthought low
down in the plinth.
Mr. F. Harold ..\ddcy relies too much upon

the colossal figures of Xeptune reclining in
the tempestuous waterfall, with Cupid crawl-
ing, as it were, in the flood between the legs
of the Roman Deity, or his identity, the
Greek Poseidon.
.Among the other compositions displayed

amidst this .series we noted a triumphal arch
of bold and refined design by Mr. R. Stuart
Wallace, illustrating the value of ample
plain mural treatment, though the coarse
discs above these flanking piers and set in
the frieze crush the smaller scale of the
intervening fascia enrichments, which are in-
differently suggested. The corners of the
Imilding are cut off to give space tor lumpy
trophies, introduced to make out the angle's
in front of the structural splays. The arch
itself is semicircular, of lofty proportiojis,
effectively delineated against the sky in a
tolling manner.
A more severe scheme for the same subject

is nuirked " C. E. D.," but its attic is over-
big, and the frieze below is very common-
place.

A fine feature in this assemblage of the
more advanced students' work comprises
some eleven or twelve designs for a covered
carriage entrance to a large hotel, including
the general facade of the building. One
might well have transposed the title, instead
of limiting the greater subject by the less, im-
portant, no doubt, though the' entrance to

an hotel may be. Mr. H. .1. Tebbutt's is

one of the best designs for this subject ; but
in the absence of a plan it is not evident for
what purpose the middle entrance in his
proposal is intended in regard to the covered
carriage porch ; unless the latter is divided
into a pair, one to the right and the other
to the left of the principal doorway to the
hotel set between the colonnade consti-
tuting this carriage shelter. If this be so, it

is not clear how the visitors coming in

motors or other vehicles are intended to

alight. The further designs appear, how-
ever, on the other hand, to confound the
pedestrians' entrance too much v\itli the
carriage traffic ; at any rate, Mr. Tebbutt
avoids that contingency. Mr. Harold Dicksee
sends a Doric - pilastered and areaded
portal refined in its finish however, this,

in the detail, is rather interfered with
by the motor and man introduced to give

scale ; for this they tend to destroy. Mr. R.
Stuart Wallace is somewhat happier in his

general scheme, projecting his porte cocherc
and getting a capital frontage to his hotel.

The motors, seemingly, would have to run
up o\'er the public pavement. This trifling

difficulty is not explained by any plan. Mr.
J. Endred Lutyens. who is a Tiephew of Mr.
E. L. Lutyens. A.R.A., deserves preference
on the merits of his design, and he recog-

nises the need of roailways as approaches to
the hotel portico. This takes the form of a
regular porte cochere, as in the last-named
scheme. The enrichment of Mr. Lutyens'
hotel elevation is concentrated on the colon
naded ground-floor stage, which is well con-
tained between massive and rusticated ter-
minal wall piers at the eiuls of the front.
Some complimentary ornamentation is fur-
nished by a boldly-pierced and sculptured
frieze below a plain horizontal roof-line,
giving much breadth to the c6mposition ; but
there are no chimneys. The fenestration of
this fumade emphasises the dilTiculty of
properly managing the exigencies essential
to modern hotel design; for, manifestly, the
windows provided in this case are inadequate
for lighting big apartments, while, on the
other hand, they are too widely spaced for
the needs of economic accommodation.
Architecturally, the plain openings and wide
mural surfaces between them add no doubt
to good effect. As a contrast, Mr. R. Haig
Philp is more at home than Mr. Lutyens
as regards the uncompromising requirements
of contemporary hotel-building, and he sends
an effective front of much merit. The detail
befits contemporary liotel-building. The
least satisfactory part of this design is the
wide opening of the carriage entrance.
The general selection exhibited in the

stndios of the elementary students' work,
and also the intermediate second- and third-
year classes' display, is too large for any
description in our available space. The sub-
jects include garden houses and a variety of
buildings, .some of the house designs being
set for execution in some particular local

manner, such as the Worcestershire stone-
work, or in a Southern Counties half-timber
type of design. The studies shown of carved
ornaments done from exhibits in the Museum,
do not, we are assured, represent the best of
that kind of drawing done in the schools,
because the more advanced pupils show their
designs in preference to their sketches of old
work. The pa-ssing fashion for Renaissance
may not encourage the study of Mediieval
work ; but it would add to the interest of

these annual exhibitions if some really

capable drawings were included in this class

of architectural education, in lieu of the poor
productions at pre.sent displayed by first-

year students. Mr. Aymer Vallance, M.A.,
is the lecturer on Metiiieva! Architecture,
anfl perhaps he might help in this direction

another time, though his work is confined to

the preparatory course. Mr. H. P. G.
Manic has retired from the head mastership,
and much of the merit to which we have
drawn attention is no doubt due to his suc-

cessor, Mr. Robert Atkinson, helped
materially as be has been by Mr. W. .1. Keir
in the .second- and third-year work. But Mr.
Maule laid the foundation of the more ad-

vanced students' studies as represented in

the exhibition this year, and the praise now
due .should be shared by hin> as well as by
Messrs. Atkinson and Keir.

The breaking-up ceremony marking Ihe

close of the work of the session at the .-Vrclii-

tectural Association's School of Architecture
took place at 18, Tnfton-street, Westminster,
on Friday afternoon. Mr. W. Curtis Green,
l''.R.I.B..\.. the President, occupied the

chair, and in a few well chosen words pre-

sented to Mr. H. P. G. Maule. who is re-

tiring from the head-mastership of the school

after holding that post for the past ten years,

a pair of silver candelabra as a mark of

esteem and regard from members of the

.\s.sociation and past and present pupils. .A.n

address to the students was delivered bv Jlr.

Charles Sims, A.R.A., and Sir Aston Webb,
C.B., C.V.O., R.A., and Mr. Paul Water-
house, M.A., also spoke.

The President distributed the awards to

students, in accordance with the following

PRIZE LIST.
DAT SCHOOL.

Khst year.-Book prize for first place in History
Test Pniier. and general excellence in this subject,

W. H. Llovd.
Hook prize tor the first place in Construction Test

Paper. Hiiil 1,'eneral excellence in this subject,

F. P. M. Woodbouse.
.\A. sketcli-liook for first place in Freehand

DrawinK Test. W. H. Lloyd.
The studio i)rize : Best portfolio of drawnigs made

during the session, F. \. Esebawzicr.
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Hon. mention and authors of drawings selected

lor school portfolio, O. G. Clark, .7. L. Mnrgatrojd,
W. H. Llovd. D. S. Glover, H. Schien, and
.7. H. Hopewell.
Special prize for distinction in Test Papers given

by Headmaster, N. P. C. Day.
Second year.—Travelling Studentship il.5, for

studio and lecture work during session 191^-1913, and
general progress, ,7. liurford.
Specially commended, ami special iirize given l>y

Headmaster, A. Stanlinpe Foriies.

Hon. mention for gcmral iirogress during session.

A. S. Furner, M. T. Waterhonsc, J. H. ,)acol)s,

H. H. Gossling. and H. George.
End of Session Study.—Special prize given by

Headmaster : Stufly placed first, M. T. Waterhouse ;

second, .7. Bnrford ; third, D. C. L. Derry.
Drawings selected for presentation to school port-

folio, .7. Burford, A. S. Furner, and A. S. Porlies.

Students awarded the Association Two Years'

Course Certilioate : .1. Burford, with liouour; M. T.

^Vaterhonse. with distinction ; B. George and P.

Butt, satisfactorily ; A, S. Forbes, with distinction;

C. .7. Bi-ookes and .7. H. .7acob, satisfactorily; A. S.

Furner, with distinction; D. C, L. Derry and H. F.

Gossling, satisfactorily.
Third year :—Travelling Studentship, .£31, tor best

work in the year, R. S. Wallace; ditto second prize,

value £'2 2s., H. ,7. H. Dicksee.
Book prize, value .t-2 'is., for first place in Test

Subject, K. H. Philp. Book prize, value i'l Is., lor

second place in Test Subject, B. S. Wallace.
Book prize, value £2 2s., for greatest progress, H. .7,

Tebbutt. Second prize, value £1 Is., for greatest

progress, F. A. Addey.
Recommended for the Jarvis Scholarship, value

i'40, H. J. H. Dicksee.

EVENING SCHOOL.

First year.—Book prize, value ±'2 2s., E. A. D.
Tanner ; second prize, value 10s. 6d.. L. Claydon.
Second year.—Scholarshii). free pass to Third Year,

value A'15 1.5s.. H. A. N. Mead.
Third year.—No awards.
Fourth year.—Travelling Studentship, value i'15,

D. .7. Gordon. Book prize, value i*2 2s., .7. B. M.
Walch. Hon mention, T. W. Dowsett, W. Harkess,
H. F. Prynne. H. D. Archer, and A. .1. Thompson.
Day School F,ntrance Scholarship, value 4B guineas,

Mr. Brian, of Berkhamsted School.

LECTUIIES.

Elementarj- Physics: Book prize, L. Claydon.
Elementary Construction : Book prize. L. Claydon.
iVIaterials: Book i)rize. H. .1. H. Dicksee.
Intermediate Construction : Book prize. R. Haig

Philp.
Steel Construction : Book prize. A. S. Burnett.
Advanced Construction: Book prize, H. .7. Tebbutt.
Hygiene: Book prize. H. .7. H. Dicksee.
Grecian, Roman, and Byzantine ; Book pi'ize, L.

Claydon.
Mediaeval Architecture : Book prize, H. A. N. Medd

and B, George, equal.
Renaissance Architecture: Book prize, E. A. D.

Tanner.

THE

BOPJJEAUX CATHEDRAL, FROM THE EAST.

Thus we liave in tlie North, distinct French
styles in Normandy, in the He de France, in

CliaiupagMo. ami Lorraine, from the near
contiguity to Germany, the builflings arc

German rather Ihan French in many im-

portant particulars; and in Brittany, where
provinciol loealisnis are, the author observes.

Charcnte. and a tliird at Aries, in Provence.

Then, again, in the 14tli- and 15th-eentiiry

architecture of Gascony and Languedoc, we
find some very marked Spanish character-

istics. "The brick district of tlie latter pro-

vince is highly interesting. It centres at

Toulouse, and it is here that we meet with

CATHEDRALS OF SOUTHERN
FRANCE.*

The literary activity of Mr. T. Francis
Bumpus in eeelesiological lore and output is

prodigious. He has already written for Mr.
\Verner Laurie in rapid succession about a

<luzen stout volumes on the cathedrals of

England and Wales, Norway, Sweden, and
Denmark, Northern Germany and the Rhine,
Belgium, Northern and Central Haly, and
Northern France, and there now lies before
lis a companion work to the last-mentioned
book, dealing with Southern France, penned
with the same vigour, vivacity, and enthu-
eia-sm as its predecessors, with the same quick
insight into the causes and effects of peculiar
planning, an<l the like keen appreciation of
llie finest work in stained glass and carving.
The volume is written in an easy, gossipy
style, but gives abundant evidence of wide
reading of authorities on architecture, and
careful weighing of divergent criticism based
upon personal examination of the huildings
described, and comparison with many other
contemporary edifices.

A wide net has been cast over Southern
France by the author, who has included in its

limits the great churches of Brittany, Berri,
and Burgundy, omitted on account of con-
siderations of space from the first volume,
and even now for a like reason has been com-
pelled to forego mention of some of the lesser

cathedrals lying to the south of the Loire.
By this arrangement he has been able to fur-

nish a lucid and comprehensive view of the
several schools of architecture prevalent in

Western, Central, Southern, and Sonth-
Eastern France between the lltli and 10th
centuries.

Mr. Bumpus points out that the ancient
provinces of France retain so much of their

traditions and tastes, that each presents its

own local varieties of architectural style.

'The Cathedrals of Southern France. By T.
FuANciH BOMPUH. Crown Hvo. cloth, 224]>p. .'lO

illustrations from j)hotographs. 6s. net. London

:

T. Werner Laurie, Clifford's-Inn, Fleet-street.

THE SOUTH TRANSEPT. SS. NAZAIRE ET CELSE,
CARCASSONNE.

more strongly marked than elsewhere. Going
south-westwards we have a style distin-
guished by extreme peculiarities in Poilou
and Aquitaine. and anoiher in an opposite
direction in Burgundy. A Romanesque style
of extraordinary interest has its centre "at
Clermont-Ferrand, in Ativergne. another at
Angouleme in the district known as the

such vast aisleless churches as those at Albi,

Bazas, Carcassone, and Perpignan—churches
which, if deficient in the grace and poetry

of the Northern examples, are admirably
adapted for great congregations and an
imposing ceremonial." There are also,

Mr. Bumpus demonstrates, in the provinces

Guuth of the Loire cathedrals and portions
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of cathedrals rebiult since the midtllc of the
13th century, to wliieh the architects of tlic

North cave their line;;, and in which we have
the polygonal apse, with it;i processional path
and corona of chapels, the lofty niivo arcade
and elerestury, juhI the wclldevclopcd tri-

strtK'ted in 1549. It was fnrther enlarged in

l,')!)?. .Vs the dates of the rehnilding suggest,

the existing cditiec is Klandioyant in style,

of a snhdnetl character. The choir is re

inarkablo for the snn)ptuousness of its

fnrnitnre. Tlio thrco havs on either side are

AULTl CAlUKUKAl,: llli: (.IKHK ^^^.\1.^S. LdHKl.NU WliST.

foriuin. The author points out that although
the English long lield ^way in the 60Uth wi-fit

of France, the occupation exerted little in-

fluence on the general design or details of the

local architecture, the reason being, he
thinks, because we held this part of Franco
as conquerors, and not as colonists.

The great cathedral of Bordeau.x, of which
we reproduce, from Mr. Bumpns's work, by
Mr. Werner Laurie's permission, an e.\terior

view from the east, presents a strange admix-
ture of conflicting styles and heterogeneous
partes which have a certain picturesqueness

jn their blend. Based in plan on a Latin
cross, it consists of a wide aisleless nave of

seven bays, transejits, and choir, loftier and
narrower than the nave, with aisles, large

lateral chapels, and a five sided apse enriched

entirely occupied by the stalls, >Miich, as will

be seen from the illustration, are returned
at the nest end, and number 113 in all. Thoy
were executed between 1520 and 1,')40, and
constitute probably the finest Early Renais-
sance woodwork in France. The seats are
separated by pilasters carved with statuettes

placed iu niches, and there are numerous
figures iu high relief illustrating personages
from the Old or New Testament, or alle-

gorical figures. The altar and its supports
show still more advanced signs of the
development of the Renaissance than do
these stalls and the elaborate screenwork by
which they are enclosed and protected.
The church of St. Paul Serge in the

former city of Narbonne, of which we repro-

duce an interior view looking east, is one of

CHURCH OF ST. PAUL SERGE, NARBONNE.

with an aisle, 'roni which five chapels, each
with a three-sided apse, open. The Late
l.'!th century choir and tran.septs are a re-

linilding due to .4rehbishop Bertrand dc
Goth, afterwards, from 1305 to 1316, Pope at

Avignon uruler the title of Clement V. The
apse has the appearance, as the author re-

marks, of having been designed by a French-
man under strong English influence. The
north and soutli transepts are flanked by
oblong towers, those on tlie north side being
taller than the southern pair, and being
crowned, moreover, with pinnacles, and
octagonal pierced spires rising to a height of

150ft.

The cruciform cathedral church of Saintc
Marie at Audi was begun in 1-189, on the site

of a much earlier edifice, and was reeon-

the most interesting and suggestive cruciform
churches in Languedoc. The apsidal choir
is in the First Pointed style, with five very
shallow pentagonal chapels radiating from
the ambulatory,' into which, as well as into

the aisle on either side of the choir, the
traceried openings in the triforium stage of

the choir look. " There is a decided Spanish
look about the cast end of this church. The
three great strainer arches thrown across the

nave to , correct some instability in the
original work are, in spite of their heaviness,

by no means unpicturesque elements in an
interior which rather gains in dimensions by
their presence. . .

Another illustration from the volume
before us is that of the church of SS. Nazaire
ct Colsc, at the south-western extremity of

the old cite at Carcassonne ,i ri dciattt
cathedral, which since I80.'i has had to give
place, as the seat of the bishop's throne, to
the over restored church of St. Michael in
the lower town. The nave of St. Nazaire,
almost unique in its Late R<imanc.-qHc cha-
racter, has neither triforium nor iderestory,

and with its aisles is covered with a tunnel
vault. The choir and traiusepls, with their
magnificent windows, are a chef d'niuvre of
the latter part of the I3tli and the beginning
of the 14tli century built for Bishop Pierre de
Kocliefort before 1321. and in point of sizo
may be classed with such gems of the complete
Gothic as St. Urbain at Troyes and Stc.

Marie de I'Epine, near Chalons sur Manic.
A wall of stained glass, almost coeval with
the building, enriches the choir and tran-
septs, the architect of which portion of the
fabric adjusted his ex(|uisite creation to the
existing nave with far more concern for the
building of his predecessors than was common
in mcdiieval times. The architect has built
a short .sanctuary terminating in an aisleless

pentagonal apse, and with chapels on the
eastern side of either transept, from which
they open by pointed arches on tall cylin-

drical columns.
Mr. Bumjius has shrewdly analysed the

plauv and well descril)ed the main features of

the many cathedrals treated iiptni, and lii«

work will be of great interest anil value not
only to the tourist, but to the architectural

student.

EXEMPTION OK BUILDERS FROM
INCREMENT VALUE DUTY.

The Revenue Bill, which was introduced
on May 7, was printed and issued on Mon-
day. The Government are still unable to

say whether the Bill can be passed this Ses-

sion or not. It is a Bill of 15 clauses, and
its principal provisions arc framed to confer
cxempticnis from increment value duty upon
builders and others developing estates for

building purposes and upon small investors

ill land and house property. It is a complex
Bill, and although according to an oflicial

statement which is i.ssued, it gives effect to

the intentions of the Government, as ex-

pressed ill the House of Commons, to make
it absolutely clear that no part of a builder's

trade profits shall be subject even to tlio

possible operation of the increment tax, our
first experience of Mr. Lloyd George's good
intentions induces us to wait, at any rate,

till Wednesday next for the meeting of Iho

National Federation of Building Trades Em-
ployers before joining in th<^ congratulations

some are offering who all along have pro

tested fiercely that we arc suffering no hard-

ship.

The clauses of the Bill which frank build

ing estates in course of development and free

builders friMii the possibility or appreliciisioii

of any claim for duty in respect of trade

profits were settled as the result of a eon-

ferciue between the Chancellor of the Ex-
chec|iier and the legal n'presentatives of tho

National l''ederatioii of Building Trades' ICiu-

plovers. and appro\ed and accepted by them
as renioviiig the apprehensions occasioned by

the decision in the Lunisden case, and as

satisfactory from the point of view of those

engaged in the building trade.

.\s regards houses aiul shop property and
other buiUlings. in all ca.ses where the value

of the building exceeds the value of the site,

the \eiidor may have the increase in site

value (if aiiyl on the occasion of a sale deter-

mined by valuation without reference to tho

price ol)taiiied.

No Increment Value Duty will, therefore,

be payable on a sale of such property by a

builder or investor on any profit he may
make, except as to profits which may arise

out of ail increase in the value of the bare

land apart from the buildings, and which are

not due to any expenditure, or tho execution

of any works, on his part.

A sale of such property at a price above

its market value or at an increased price duo

to a rise or recovery in the value of the Iniild

iiigs will not involve any claim for duty.

.S.MALL INVESTORS. .

The small investor in land or houses whoso
income does not exceed £160 is wholly re-
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lieved from the incidence of the tax in re-

spect of any sale of a property not exceeding
£500 in value.

BUILDERS.

Builders and land owners engaged in de-
veloping land for building purposes receive
further important concessions under the Bill.

The clauses in the Finance Act which
exempt from taxation any increase of value
in land attributable to the execution of any
works or the expenditure of money by the
owner are extended to exempt any increase
of price obtained by reason of financial

assistance given to purchasers, or by reason
of any other arrangement made by the vendor
to facilitate sales.

In the case of land in course of develop-
ment by a builder or landowner for building
purposes, though the value of the bare land
may have risen from causes independent of

the development of the estate, no claim for
Increment Value Duty will be made during
certain periods allowed by the Bill.

After the land has been prepared for build-
ing purposes by an expenditure (e.g., on
roads or sewers) equal to the full site value
of the land or £200 per acre, wliichever be
the lesser sum, the land is franked from In-
crement Value Duty, and a certificate of
exemption given for a period of five years,
and as suitable houses are from time to time
erected, each building with its appurtenant
land is further franked from duty for a
period of five years from the date of erection.

When these periods of five years have
elapsed, builders' profits and occasional
profits on sale, not due to an increase in the
site value, will still be exempted from duty
under the provisions of the Bill above
referred to.

.'VGUICULTURAL LAND.

The valuation roll of agricultural land is

to be completed, in accordance with the
desire of those representing agricultural
interests in the House of Commons, by tlie

addition of a column showing the "unim-
proved value " of the land. For this pur-
pose the valuers are to deduct the value of
all unexhausted improvements, such as
drainage, cndiankments, walls, etc., effected
at any time within thirty years prior to
April 30. J!)09. The amended" valuation will
thus afford a basis for any future legislation
to exempt improvements in the assessment
of agricultural laiid for local rates.

OTinOR KXKMl'TIONS.

Among the remaining .sections of the Bill
are clauses giving certain relief from J!,c-

vcrsion Duty where -land was origiiuilly
leased on favourable terms for charitable
purposes, or where a lease has been extended
on the lessee undertaking to effect improve-
ments in the property.

Property owners who ha\e neglected to
claim "substituted site value" within the
time allowed by the Finance Act (1909 10)
are given a further opportunity to make the
claim; if it is in their interest to do so,
within three months after the first occasion
0)1, .whicj) ,a cla.jm for duty arises.

POLICE ORPHANAGE, REDHILL.
The Princess Alexander of Teck, accom-

panied by Prince Alexander of Teck, opened
the new central building of the Provincial
Police Orphanage at Redhill-last week^ .

This building, which connects the original
house with the Victoria and Gurney Wings,
occupies a central position. The basement
has accommodation for the boiler-house and
coal-cellar, a drying room, and two store-
rooms.
Access from the grounds is obtained from

both front and back of the building ; a boys'
workroom 18ft. by 20ft. and two staff-rooms
occupy the .south front of building on the
ground floor, with two staff-rooms and a
large lavatory to the rear, besides dry and
grocery stores.

The passages and lavatories are paved
with terrazzo, and the rooms with wood-
block flooring. The staircase is of ferro-
concrete construction faced witli terrazzo,
and has enamelled brick dado.
On the first and second floors there are

two dormitories facing south (each Soft, by
18ft.) for 24 children, matron's sitting room
and bedroom, maids' workroom, H.M.,
pantry, three bathrooms and lavatories, cup-
boards, etc. Structural alterations have
been made to the old building, and most of
the interior has been redecorated. The cost
exceeds £5,000. The general contractor is

Mr. Geo. Martin, Redhill. The construc-
tional steelwork is by Messrs. A. Dawnay
and Sons, Ltd. ; the flooring (wood-block
and terrazzo) by the Art Pavements Co.,
Ltd. Mr. J. Augustus Souttar, of Bishops-
gate, E.C., is the architect.

SUITABILITY OP INDIAN ARCHITEC-
TURE FOR THE NEW DELHI.
At the meeting of the East India Associa-

tion, held at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on
Monday, a lecture on "Indian Architecture
and its Suitability for Modern Require-
ments," illustrated by lantern views, was
given by Mr. F. Oscar Oertel, F.R.I.B.A.,
superintending engineer P.W.D., Allahabad.
Sir Richard Temple, Bart., occupied the
chair. The lecturer contended that the
want of a Renaissance of Indian art was
deeply felt, and it had become our clear duty
to foster it and guide it into the right
channel. The Indian peasant largely I'udgcd
the character of our rule by public buildings.
He hoped the architects of the Imperial City
would recognise tliat neither Palladian nor
Gothic would do for Delhi, situated as it
was in the very heart of India and full of
most .sacred traditions. The names of the
builders of the New Delhi would go down to
history, and tlic task was so great and
glorious that a preliminary study of Indian
architecture on Mie spot would be worth
while. He advised tlicm to go to Agra and
Fatcbpur Sikri to study the buildings of the
great Emperor Akbar, who largely employed
J-Iindoo builders and craftsmen, giving them
a very free hand, the result being the growth
of a truly Indian style, which should be re-

vived in these days. Much as he admired
the Taj and the marble palaces of Shah
Jehan, it was in the red sandstone buildings
of Akbar that he found the greatest human
interest. In his opinion, it was a mistake
to regard the Public Works Department as
the great opponent of indigenous art and
architecture. There was no feeling whatso-
ever against indigenous architecture in the
service to which he belonged, but in the
selection of styles they were not always free
agents, as many considerations came in.

After 30 years' experience he strongly held
that architectural salvation for India lay in
the adoption of some form of Oriental archi-
tecture which had grown up in tlie country
and was most suited to its climatic and other
conditions. There was no insuperable diffi-

culty in procuring the execution of work in
Indian style, but the same could not be said
when it came to foreign style-. To get a
Corinthian capital carved in India was a
matter of the utmost difficulty. If it were
necessary for European officers to learn the
language of tlie people, it was also necessary
to learn something of their art. Architects
using the Indian style had two rich sources
to draw from—the old Hindu style and the
Mohammedan styles brought in by the Mogul
conquerors, and the infinity of detail gave
full scope for the most stately and ornate, as
well as the most simple structures. There
was plenty of scope for originality in modern
buildings on the part of trained architects,
and the Indian craftsmen had still sufficient

innate knowledge to grasp the intention at
once. Indian architecture was bound to

prevail in the end over imported styles. Eng-
lish architects working in India sooner or
later adopted indigenous architecture or
modified Western styles by an Oriental
flavour. If Indian art as a whole was to be
resuscitated, the first necessity was the esta-

blishment of good schools of architecture,
which was the parent art giving employment
to the other arts, where indigenous architec-

ture, sound planning, and scientific methods
of construction could be taught by trained
architects conversant with the style of the
particular locality.

Sir Louis Dane, till recently Lieutenant-
Governor of the Punjab, said that the re-

commendations of the town planners of the
new' capital closely corresponded with those
independently made by the local government.
He gave his persona! testimony that Mr.
Lutyens and Mr. Baker are carefully study-

ing the adaptation of Indian designs to the
needs of the new city, and they certainly

would not fail to avail themselves of the
services of Indian master builders and
craftsmen.

ViSfOimt Halifax lias promised jo erect a new
church at (toldthornc, to scat 700 peo|)!r. It

will take the olacc of a mission church wliirh Iins

done <luty for the past eighteen years, and will

be built on a site adjoinim^. Lord Halifax has
this week been in consultation with his architect,
and, having finally approved the plans, the work
will commence at once. A vicarage will also be
built.
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Ki(i. 1.—THE RACE STAND, BALIXIYLE, CO. J)UBLL\.

REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
Bj' Wm. G. Shipwright, Licentiate
R.I.B.A., M.C.I., and Ch:irtcrctl Snrveyor
by Exam.

Messrs. Batchelor and Hicks, Architectfi.

The Race Stand at Baldoyle, Co. Dnblin,
is another of the types of building for which
reinforced concrete is well adapted. The
photograph (Fig. 1) shows the front eleva-

wliilst a te.st was in progress, and was taken
at a time when about one-half of the total

load had been applied.

The general scheme of construction is

shown on the plans, of which Fig. '1 rcpre-
.sents the lower tier, and Fig. 3 the gallery.

From these illustrations it will be seen that
the main construction consists of a series of

reinforced beams supported upon thirty-

seven reinforced columns with reinforced-

1!) lo 2-1. Il I-' 12in. wide, reinforced with
four gin. "riVj" bars placed at the angles

and bound with spiral (ii;i.) wire of I'Jin

gauge.
It will bo seen that the culunins are

carried through both tiers, with the

e.Nception of No. L'n, Nos. 4 and 5, aiul .'32 to

37, which support the single-story buiUling

only.

The flat floor in lower tier at the rear of
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tion, which is constructed with large arched
openings and piers in plain work, with
roughcast panels. The wide openings above
the piers in the flanks give the structiire a

broad and effective appearance.
The photograph also shows the building

walls in the positionsconcrete enclosure
required.

The columns (Nos. 1 to 37), which vary in

size -according to the requirements of the
load, arc of the type shown in Fig. 4. The
column illustrated is one of the series Nos.

the stand comprises the baj's marked A and
B on the plan (Fig. 2). These floors are 4in.

thick throughout, the span varying from
6ft. 9in. at A to 6ft. 6in. at B. and are re-

inforced with Jin. "rib'' bars placed 7Jin.

apart. E.xtra rib bars are placed above the
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beamti in the positions shown in the npper
plane of the floor, to insure continuity of
conetruclion and take up the tension stress
across the beams; the trimming for the
brick chimney breast is strengihcned by
a single crossbar, 9ft. long.

The stepped portion, the bays, marked by
letters C, D. and E, are formed throughout

•Co/umn

in concrete -lin. m thickness, «ith Jin. "rib
"'

bars reinforcement arranged in the form of
a lattice. Each of the treads and risers in
D and E, which are about 27ft. long, are
provided with fifteen |in. bars, with extra
gin. distributions bars, and |in. longitudinal
bars; extra |in. longitudinal bars are placed
in the manner shown at the top and bottom
of each riser.

The bays of flooring in the upper story at

upper part of the beam, across the support-
ing column, to secure continuity in the
tension resistance.

Considerable variation is to be found
in the sizes of tjie beams to meet the
requirements of head room and design.
The beams at H are 18iu. deep and
Sin. wide, reinforced with one Jin. Kahn

Ic rOTfJU SP/lrJ Zf FT -

V and G are reinforced with |in. rods 18ii

apart, and extra "rib" rods §in. diameter at

the top and bottom of the risers.

The beams are constructed on the general
type illustrated in Fig. 5, which constitutes
one of the main beams running between
columns Nos. 18 to 24. The span averages
about 24ft., and the dimensions of the beam
are 24in. by lOin., reinforced with three %\n.

"trussed" bars in the tension boom in the
centre of the span, and one similar bar in the

"trussed" and a gin. "rib" bar. Beams J
are 18in. deep. lOin. wide, with three Jin.
Kahn "trussed" bars. Those at K adapting
themselves to the general design are oft. 3in.
deep, whilst those at the h lue 5ft. 6in. deep,
each being 8in. wide, and having two bars
in the tensional reinforcement. Two lin.
trus.sed bars are employed in tensional
resistance of the 16in. by "lOin. beams at M,
the span of beams approaches 20ft., and

jin. "rib" bars in each riser, similar bars
placed at 7Jin. centres Ijcing employed in

the landings, "Z."
Reinforced partitions and walls vary from

4in. to 6in. in thickness. The external walU
are generally Gin. thick, with a lattice of

"rib" bars arranged iu the manner shown
in l''ig. 6, which illustrates the connection
between the columns and beams and the
junction of the floor with the external wall.

The whole work, which comprises an ex-

cellent example of reinforced concrete
aijjilied to sports stands, was constructed by
tin' Tru.ssed Concrete Steel Company, Ltd.
I'he contractors were Messrs. Alexander
I'razcr, of Bray.

THE WATERPROOFING
CONCRETE.

OK

a 20in. by 12in. reinforced girder isemployed.
The load is considerable, and three ^in.

"trussed" bars are employed as reinforce-
ments in both tension and compression
booms. Fourteen inch by Sin. beams, with
one ^in. trussed, and two Jin. "rib," bars
are used for the beams at O. which beams
resemble those employed in a similar position
in the lower story.

The stairs shown at "Y" are constructed
witli 4in. reinforced-concrete landings and

A committee of the American Society for

Testing Materials has been investigating the
waterprooling of concrete structures for the
past eight years, and its researches have been
carried on through laboratory tests and ex-

periments and through observation of u good
deal of work while in progress and after com-
pletion. Some time has been required to

extend the investigations of this eomniittee
over a period long enough to determine tlio

permanency of methods noted. The report
of the committee, presented at the recent
annual meeting of the society in Atlantic
City, states that while it has not been able

to arrive at conclusions suDieicntly definite

to enable it to formulate specifications for

making concrete structures waterproof, it

has reached certain general conclusions which
may be of value to constructiiig engineers in

their efforts to secure impermeable concrete.

In its investigations the committee con-

sidered the usual mixtures of Portland
cement, sand and crushed stone, or other
equivalent aggregates, in the ordinary pro-

portions of 1 cement, 2 sand, and 4 of stone,

to 1 of cement, 3 of sand, and 6 of stone, and
as to methods of waterproofing it, considered
both the introduction of substances other

than cement, sand, or stone, intended to have
void-lilling action, and also the treatment of

exposed surfaces, after the concrete has
hardened, by liquids intended to have either

a void filling or penetrative action, or to

prevent water from having access to the

surface of the material.

In its laboratory work the coniniitlec found

that by the use of properly-graded and sized

aggregates, in mixtures ranging within the

proportions previously noted, an im-

permeable concrete can invariably be pro-

duced. On practical considerations, how-
ever, it is not found commercially possible,

on large construction, to obtain results which
can even approximate results that could be

expected in laboratory work. The fact that

commercial work in general falls short of

laboratory work in results obtained was found

to be due to a number of defects or short-

comings, among which were improper pro-

portioning, lack of thorough mixing, separa-

tion of coarse and fine aggregates in the

mixing, or transporting, or placing of the

mixed material ; insufficient tamping ; im-

proper bonding of work at joints ; the use of

imperfectly-sized and graded aggregates; the
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use of excessive water, causing shrinkage
cracks and laitance seams ; and cracking of

the mass of material, due to lack of pro\isiou

for taking care of expansion and contraction.

In laboratory work the conditions can be
arranged to perfection, whereas in com-
mercial construction, speed, cost, weather
conditions, etc., are factors to be reckoned
with. For these reasons it seems to the com-
mittee that impermeable concrete could be

secured most economically by adoptiiig some
special waterprooting treatment. One means
to this end which has come into quite general

practice is the use of substances incor-

porated either in the cement or in the

material during the mi.xing process. This
practice has resulted in the development and
nnirketing of mnnerous patented compounds,
the composition of many of which purports
to be a trade secret. The committee has in-

vestigated a number of these, as well as the

commercial mineral products, such as finely-

ground sands, colloidal clays, hydrated lime,

etc., and has arrived at the following con-

clusions :

—

" (a) The majority of patented and pro-

prietary integral compounds tested have little

or no permanent effect on the permeability
of concrete, and some of these even have an
injurious effect on the strength of mortar
and concrete in which they arc incorporated.

' (b) The permanent effect of such integral

waterproofing additions, if independent of

the action of organic compounds, is very

doubtful

;

"(c) In view of their possible effect, not

only upon the early strength, but also upon
the durability of concrete after considerable
periods, no integral waterproofing material

should be used unless it has been subjected

to long-time practical tests, under proper

observation, to demonstrate its value, and
unless its ingredients and the proportion in

which they are present are known
;

" (d) In general, more desirable results are

obtainable from inert compounds acting

mechanically, than from active chemical
compouiuls, the efficiency of which depends
on change of form through chemical actif)n,

after addition to the concrete;
" (e) Void-filling substances are more to be

relied upon tlian those the value of which
depends on repellent action ;

"(f) Assuming average <|uality in sizing of

the aggregates and reasonably good work-
manship in the mixing and placing of the

concretes, the addition of from 10 to 20 per

cent, of very finely divided void filling

mineral sul)stances may be expected to result

in the production of concrete which under
ordinary comJitions of expense will be found
impermeable, provided tlu^ work joints are

properly bonded, and cracks do not develop

on drying or through change in volume due
to atmospheric changes, or by settlement."

As for external treatments the committee
has found that, no matter how carefully

concrete has been made, cracks are liable to

develop, owing to shrinkage in drying out,

expansion and contraction during change of

temperature, or through settlement, for

which reason it is often advisable to provide

for such possible occurrences by protective

coatings ; and such coatings must be suffi-

ciently elastic and cohesive to prevent cracks

from extending through the coating itself.

Ill this connection it has been found that the

"application of merely penetrative void-

filling liquid washes will not prevent the

passage of water due to cracking of the

concrete." For this reason the committee
has divided surface treatments into two
classes— viz.. penetrative void-filling, liquid

washes and protective coatings, the hitter iii-

chuling all surface applications intruded to

prc\ent \vater from coming in cinitact \\itli

the concrete.

Investigation has shown that while pene-

trative washes may be efficient in rendering

concrete waterproof for limited periods, their

efficiency is liable to decrease with time,

making necessary repetition of such treat-

ment. Protective extraneous coatings of

bituminous or asphaltic character are vain

able as a protection where cracks develop in

a structure, and the conclusion reached is

tliat the most certains means of protecting

the concrete is a eombinatiou of both the in-

tegral and extraneous methods of water-
proofing.

As to the use of bituminous or asphaltic
coatings, the committee found that these are
often subject to more or less deterioration
with time, and may be attacked by vapours
or injurious substances ii] solution in water
which comes in contact with them, and that,
ill general, the most effective method of

applying such protection is in the setting of

a course of impervious brick in a solid bed
of bituminous material, or the dipping of

such brick in bituminous material and
cementing them together by hot bitumen.
Care is required to properly clean and pre
pare the concrete surface before application
of the protectixe coating.

It is interesting to notice that after con-
sidering the frequently-offered suggestion
that impermeable concrete can be produced
by using mixtures rich in cement, the com-
mittee concludes that advantages secured in

this way may be only temporary, as the
richer concretes are more subject to cheek
cracking, and are less constant in volume
under changes of temperature or moisture
conditions than are the ordinary mixtures.
With reinforced-concretes. however, the

objection in this connection is not so great,

as the tendency to cracking of the material
is more or less counteracted by the reinforce-

ment. There is very little engineering work
where the principle of "eternal vigilance" is

not essential to good results, and the com-
mittee ends its report with the following con-

clusion, that " no atlditioii of waterproofing
compounds or substances can be relied upon
to completely counteract the effect of bad
workmanship, and the production of im-

permeable concrete can only be hoped for

where there is determined insistence on good
workmanship." ^

BRISTOL BUILDERS AND THE
CORPORATION.

At the quarterly meeting of the city council

of Bristol, held on Tuesday, an animated,
and at times heated, discussion followed the

reading of two letters from the Bristol

IMaster Builders' Association, objecting to

certain conditions embodied in tlie clauses

as to wages and conditions of labour which
the council recently decided should be in-

serted in corporation contracts. It was con-

tended that these conditions constituted an
undue interference on the part of the cor-

poration with the conduct of firms in so far

as they referred to work other than that com-
prised within the contract, and a list had
iDeeu supplied of twenty-eight firms wdio had
declined to tender whilst such conditions

remained. It was pointed out that the

Council adopted the clauses on the recom-
mendation of a special committee, including

ill its panel gentlemen representing the

building trades, and the question was asked
H'hy these members had allowed the clauses

to pass through without a protest. Mr.
Maggs suggested that the reason was that

the master builders had no real grievance,

and had only taken up their present attitude

of opposition out of " pure cussedness."

As a way out of an admitted difficulty,

Alderman George Davies proposed to refer

the matter to a special committee, consisting

of the chairmen of fourteen committees of

the council, to consider the communications
received, and report whether any. and what,
alterations slnnild be made in the clauses,

iMr, Senington hoped the council would note

the fact that the difficulty had arisen through

the master builders going on strike, a course

which they w-ere not slow to condemn when
it was resorted to by others. An amendment
bv Mr. l^'opc provided for the reappointment
of the contract clauses cominitte'e. and refer-

ring the eorrcspondencc to that body. This
was defeated on a division by 42 votes to 22.

Thereupon Mr. Whitefield moved, and Mr.
Senington seconded, another amendment,
which declared in effect that in view' of the

cireuinstances under which the clauses had
been adopted there was no need for further

inquiry, and suggested that the master

builders be informed that if they failed to

tender the corporation would undertake the

work. An attempt to elo.siire the debate was
strongly objected to by Alderman Sheppard,

who made a vigorous protest against sur-
rendering at the dictation of the Master
Builders' Association, and several members
urged tiiat if a deadlock arose the corpora-
tion should uinlertake the work through its

works department. When a division was
taken, Mr. Whitefield's amendment was
negatived by 50 votes to 14, and subsequently
Alderman George Davies's motion was
adopted, with the addition of the names of

Alderman Hayes and Mr. Neale, repre
senting the builders, and Alderman Sheppard
and Mr. Senington, representing the Labour
interest.

Christ Church. Healey, near Roclidale, was
reopened last week, after renovation and re-

decoration carried out by Messrs. W. II. Best
and Co., of Rochdale.

Mr. T. J. McGregor, assistant engineer of the
Public Works Department, Selangor, Federated
Malay States, has been selected for the office of
state treasurer at Perak.

At Oxford, on Wednesday, Mr. Selwyn
Image, M.A., New College, was unanimously re-

elected to the Slade Professorship of Fine Art
t'or a further period of three years.

New church schools are aljout to be tmilt u
Uttoxeter from plans by Mr. Sandys. The con-
tractors are Messrs. (Joiigh and Son, of Wolver-
hampton, and the outlay will be about £4,800.

The Chester-le-Street Rural District Council
have engaged Messrs. Taylor and Wallin as their
engineers for the construction of a ferro-concrele
reservoir, in connection with the improvement
of the water supply of Great and Little Lumley
parishes.

The contract for the new Normal School to be
erected in the city of Victoria. British Columbia,
was let recently by the Provincial Government to
Messrs. Luney Brothers, of that city. Opera-
tions will be started immediately. The cost will

exceed SOO.OOOdol.

Steps are being taken for the restoration of

the parish church of Ramsey, near Harwich,
which has a fine Norman south door and some
good carvings in the chancel roof and the pulpit,

'rhe first works to be undertaken are the combat
with dry-rot, including refiooring and reseatiii;;^.

Two hundred and eighty cottages are about to

l>e built at Newtownards for the urban council,

from plans by Messrs. Hobart and Heron, archi-

tects, Scottish Provident Buildings. Belfast.

Tenders have been received for about fifty

cottages, the first instalment of the under-
taking.

In the case of the application made at Wands-
worth County-court on behalf of Alfred Henry
Sheppard. John Ivanny Beaves, and Walter
William Green, trading as Sheppard and Co.,

Kyrle-road, Clapham Common, builders and con-

tractors, the order of discharge has been
suspended for two years.

A new church is being erected for the parish

of Heathery Cleugh. Upper Weardale. The old

church is in danger owing to industrial opera-

tions. The new- church, which has been desi<;ned

by Messrs. Clark and Mosscrop, of Darlington,

will seat 250 worshippers. The builder is Mr.

Hopper, of Wolsingham.

The King has presented to the Dean and

Chapter of Truro the silver trowel with which

King Edward VII.. as Prince of Wales and Diike

of Cornwall, laid the foundation-stone of the

cathedral on May 20. 1880. The trowel was

designed by the late Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A,,

the architect of the cathedral.

The members of the expert committee which

is engaged in examining the faliric of St. Pauls

Cathedral and considering methods of strengthen-

ing the foundations are: Mr. Horace Darwin,

acting on behalf of Sir John Wolfe Barry ;
Mr.

Mervyu Macartney and Mr. W. D. Carbe, archi-

tects; and Sir Francis Fox and Mr. R. C. H.

Davison, engineers.

The contract has been arranged for the

erection of the new Parliament BuildinRS at

Winnipeg at a cost of 2,8.59.0n0do!. (£571,800), to

be completed during 1917, We illustrated the

design by Mr. Frank W. Simon, F.R.IB.A-, of

Liverpool (selected in competition by the

assessor, Mr. Leonard Stokes), in our issue of

September 27, 1912.

A picture-palace is being built in Arkwright-

street and London-road, near the Trent Bridge,

Nottingham. It has a frontage of 56ft. to those

thoroughfares, and 72ft. to Trent Bridge, and

will scat 800 people. The architect is Mr.

William R. Gleave, A.R.I.B.A., of Nottingham,

and the building will be opened during

September.
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We give nn another page tlie official state

iiieiit, issued on Monday, sniiiniarising tlie

provisions in the Revenue Bill which has

heen kept back since May 7, and which now
has to be passed in the post-haste fashion

in which all Finance Bills hiivo been rushed

by this Government. We trust, of course,

that the provisions do effect the relief to

builders which is promised ; but Mr. Lloyd
George's ideas about builders' profits have

differed all along so from the facts that we
prefer to "wait and see." We hope we may
get a clear statement in regard to Mr. Lloyd

George's intentions at the National Federa-

tion of Building Trades Employers next

Wednesday. If that statement bears out the

promises reported, we shall be glad ; and the

great building industries will undoubtedly be

relieved of the shamefully unjust and excep-

tional treatment that has ruinously hindered

their participation in the general prosperity

of the last eighteen months. Many people

think it would have been better to have
abolished the whole of the stupid and profit-

less land taxes ; and we are intrlined to agree

with them. But our i|uarrel with the

Government has been in regard to the penal

treatment of our own members, who have

been taxed, as no other members of the com-
munity have been taxed, and who have been

exasperatingly assured, time and again, by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer that they

had nothing of the sort to complain about.

Either we have made Mr. Lloyd George eat

bis words at last, or once agaiti he is going

to keep his promise to the ear and break it

to the hope. Which is it'/

Builders nowadays have to be very wary
in their ways if they would keep clear of

trouble from one or other of the local

authorities by whom they are surrouEulcd

and hampered. A recent case at the Old-

street Police-court (Times, July 19) shows
how easy it is to fall in with a summons and
a fine. A firm of contractors had been em-

ployed by the London County Council or

the education authority to build a new
school, and they put up a hoarding. Bnt
they did not first apply to the borough
council of Stepney, within whose jurisdiction

the work was being done, for a license to

erect that hoarding, as they should have
done under the Metropolitan Building Act,

18 and 19 Vict. cap. 120, and so they were
summoned. Their defence was that the

L.C.C., especially when acting as the Educa-
tion Authority, was, to put it colloquially,

a "bigger bug" than the Stepney Borough
Council, and so their leave was not needed,

though it is safer to follow the statute. But
the magistrate pointed to the statute, which
he thought was not overridden by the Edu-
cation Act or by the official authority
of the L.C.C., and so he imposed a fine with
costs, and was willing to state a case if our
local wiseacres wish to spend some more
ratepayers' money over this pretty point.

"The Land for the People" is one of the

world's oldest cries. It was heard in

ancient Rome from the agitators of that day,

aud was doubtless W'ell known in Egypt and
Babylon. It has always been the last resort

of demagogues from cities on the make.
Now we have Mr. Ure on the warpath down
in Somerset. His remedy is, of course, to

adopt the Scottish Land Act. One answer
to the proposal is that, even in his own Scot

land, farmers are now flocking to Canada
iriore and more when they are not picking up
bargains in Essex. Then as to labourers'

cottages. This is, of course, an entirely

economic question, twisted out of all its

meaning for political purposes. Suitable

cottages cannot be built, except at a loss, for

the rents obtaiiiable. So Mr. Ure says the

labourer's wages must be increased, and his

rent must be cut down to make a margin of

comfort. Yes; but who is to pay? The ideal

is all right ; it is the working out that fails.

Meanwhile, to cheapen land, we have the

Increment Value Uuty, etc., and to encourage

its quick transfer, the higher stamp duties!

So the economic problem is to be solved by

the sword of pushing politicians who do not

know what they are talking about

!

A Ministry of Fine Arts has. of course,

been refused by the Government. Mr.

Lynch asked the Prinu' Minister on Monday
whether, having regard to the growing
interest in art throughout the nation, and
in view of the fact that the encouragement
of art and the care of art treasures were now
left to a number of separate bodies, such as

trustees of galleries and various official

boards and departments, he would consider

the advisability of establishing an office

whose function should be to control matters

connected with the fiiie arts, and which
should be directed by a Minister responsible

to Parliament.—In the absence of Mr.
Asquith, Mr. Lloyd George briefly and
bluntly replied :

" My right hon. friend does

i\ot think that this is a practicable sugges-

tion." So once again we must all set to

work to make this or any other Goverinnent

understand that the practicability of the

proposal has long been proved in France,

and the general public that are not asking

for money to put into the pockets of lucky

politicians appointed to fat posts under In-

surance Acts aud Land Valuation schemes,

but for something that will ad<l to and
develop the real wealth of the country and
do more to promote the real betterment of

the people than half the social ajid political

legislation of the past fifty years.

America is v.aking up to the facts which

as yet fail to impress Mr. Asqnilh. At the

recent Natioiuil Drainage Congress at St.

Louis, a Bill was adopted for the creation of

a National Department of Public Works.
Speaking thereon, Mr. Isham Randolph, a

well known American engineer, said : "This
great government of ours needs a new de-

partment, the cabinet a new portfolio. Our
national defence is cared for by two depart-

ments, each headed by a secretary -war and
navy. Statecraft has its portfolio. The
vital importance of agriculture is recognised,

and the farmer has a seat in the national

council. Our fiscal system is administrated

by the secretary of the treasury. Through
the postmaster-general, our President keeps

ill touch with the needs and accomplishments

of our postal service. An attorney-general

represents the strong arm of the law, and
labour has a voice in all of the intimate

councils presided over by the head of the

nation ; and the secretary of the interior

looks after the nation's wards, and is a

watchful guardian of what is left of the

public domain. But what of our public

works? Who cares for them? The answer
is that they are parcelled out among the de-

partments, the chiefs of which have enough
resting upon them to burden the greatest

mincU ill tl( right discharge of the duties

whicli are legitimately theirs. Public build-

ings come within the juri.sdiction of the

secretary of treasury. Why? Is a mind
trained in the school of finance peculiarly

fitted to pass upon architectural design or

structural fitness? We need a national de-

partment of public works, and its executive

head should be a member of the President's

cabinet."

The Chicago Architects' Business Associa-

tion has passed resolutions protesting against

leaving the City of Chicago's interests in the

railway terminal project entirely in the

hands of John F. Wallace, the engineer

selected by the council railway terminals

committee. "We have no criticism to make
of Mr. Wallace," said George W. Maher, of

the association. "We have urged the ap-

pointment of a commission instead of one

man, and we wanted an architect on that

eommissioii. Chicago is a victim of too

iiiiicli engineering and too little architecture.

This is evidenced by the elevated roads and

the bridge construction, which have defaced

city streets with ugly steel structures when
ornamental ones niighl have served purposes

equally useful. Such a (piestion as the rail

way terminal, with its important and per

manent effect on the future beauty of

Chicago, should only be placed in the hands

of an engineer for advice when he is co-

operating with architects to care for the

ornameiital features."

The Sites Committee of the Senate

of the University of London has — wo

think, wisely — again declined to be

saddled with the £.375,0(10 site offered

by the Duke of Bedford, which was

valued by the L.C.C. at i:i'25,00U. As the

result of further correspoudence between the

University authorities and Lord Haldaiie, in

the course of which the latter intimatcil he

was willing again to "try to interest certain

donors" if the Senate would pass a reso-

lution approving of the acquisition of the

Bedford site, a meeting of the Sites Com-

mittee was held last Friday, and a resolution

leeommending the adoption of the Bedford

£375,000 site was discussed for two hours.

Finally the rushing resolution was with-

drawn, and it was decided to postpone

further action until the London County

Council has been taken into consultation.

To day's extraordinary meeting of the Senate

for the purpose of adopting the scheme will

not, therefore, be held. From the first we

have expressed our belief that the site is

entirely unsuitable, and we believe our

opinion is shared by the majority of those

most concerned. If Bloonisbnry is preferred

for the new location of the University, a

far better site and scheme was suggested

and illustrated by Mr. D. Barclay Niven in

the Building News of March 22. I9I2,

which would combine a great Metropolitan

iniproveiiient, give better access to the

British Museum, and insure the fullest

accommodation and a fitting building for the

University of London.

The inability of the Corporation and

citizens of Dublin to decide upon the site

and cost of a municipal gallery of modern

art is endangering the splendid gift of

modern masterpieces which Sir Hugh Lane

has offered to the city. In a letter which the

Lord Mayor received last Friday Sir Hugh

Lane says:
—"I intend to dispose to other

public galleries the considerable group I

have accunuilated for Dublin if the next
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meeting of the corporation is not satisfac-

tory. I am sick of hearing that one of the

most beautiful and remarkable buildings of

modern times—namely, Mr. Lutyens's Bridge

Gallery—is considered an extravagance, con-

sidering the amount of work it will give to

Dublin workmen for at least two years, and

the attraction it will be in the city to all

visitors, quite apart from its influence on

Dublin students. It would set a standard for

Irish architects to work up to." With that

opinion every reader who has before him our

illustration of the Gallery in our issue of

the 4th instant will heartily concur, and hope

that common sense may yet guide the

counsels of the Dublin Corporation. Un-

fortunately, the acrimonious debate at the

Council meeting on Monday hardly favours

that expectation.

We are doubly glad to hear from the Law

Land Publicity Department, 30, Norfolk-

street, Strand, W.C., that it has let a por-

tion of Central House, Kingsway, to Messrs.

Robert Kearsley and Co., Ltd., tlie well-

known varnish and paint manufacturers,

Ripon. The Law Land Co. has also been

able in the course of the last week to secure

two more firms from the City and briiig

them to Kingsway. This is a striknig proof

of tlie truth of our recent statement that

Kingsway is fast becoming the commercial

centre of London. We are glad we have

been instrumental in assisting the letting of

these premises by the advertisements which

are appearing in these pages, and still more

so that they are being occupied by near

neighbours of such high standing as the

eminent firms mentioned.

COUNCIL.

We shall be glad if employers of labour

will make special reference to our "Situa-

tions Wanted" pages whenever opportunity

offers. We have had pleasing evidence

during the last few weeks that we are doing

good. It was time ! Only last Friday a

plasterer out of work, having been to a

Labour Exchange and finding no work there,

went home to his house in the Finsbury Park

district and committed suicide by taking

poison. These things ought not to be ; and

our earnest hope is to be able to diminish

such cases. Employers and employed alike,

who have proved the uselessness of the

Labour Exchanges, will find our pages the

best means of intercommunication ; and v\e

are sure that the employer, if he will help

us, will help himself by the natural attraction

of men wanting work to the best Building

paper.

The Lords of the Treasury have appointed

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu to be a member

of the Road Board, in succession to the late

Sir Charles Rose, Bart. Lord Montagu is

the founder and editor of the Car, and has

written a great deal on automobilism and on

other forms of sport. He should be able to

stir up his colleagues to some purpose. They

need it

!

A workhouse infirmary is about to be built at

Eye. Suffolk, for ' the" Hartismere Board of

Guardians. Mr. A. J. Gibbons has taken the

contract at i;i5.843, and Mr. J. H. Mickleburgh,

of Norwich, is the clerk of works.

The Bernard Wilson Memorial Church, St.

James, Milton, I'ortsmoulh. is to be conse-

crated by the Bishop of Winchester today
(Friday), at 11 a.m. The church has been built

from designs by the late Mr. John Oldriil Scott,

F.S.A., and was illustrated in our issue of

August 30, 1912. The contractors are Messrs.

I.angley and Co., of Crawley.

THE LONDON COUNTY
At the weekly meeting on Tuesday of the

Council, the Establishment Committee re-

ported that they had decided that the eleva-

tions to the internal areas in each of the

sections A and B of the new county hall

shall be faced with white glazed bricks in-

.stead of with ordinary stock bricks, at an

additional cost estimated at £9,500. They
also decided that the elevations to the in-

ternal areas in sections C and D of the new
building shall be built in white Suffolk

bricks, instead of the ordinary stock bricks,

at an additional cost estimated at £1,100.

The architects acquiesce in the adoption of

this course. The cost will be met out of the

sum provided tor extra works in the contract

for the construction of the superstructure.

On January 21 last the Council approved
in principle the erection of dwellings on the

first section of the Tabard-street area, and
sanctioned expenditure of £1,000 for the

necessary preliminary work. The working
drawings, specifications, and bills of quantities

will shortly be ready, and the Housing Com-
mittee recommended that tenders for the

erection of dwellings on the first section of

the area be invited from selected firms, and
that the chairman or vice-chairman of the

committee be authorised to open during the

summer recess such tenders as may be re-

ceived for the work.
The Housing Committee further reported

that their attention had been drawn to the

proposed erection by the Lewis Trustees of

working-class dwellings in Leader-street,

Chelsea. It appeared to the committee that

the arrangements proposed for the internal

ventilation of the dwellings should be
governed by the provisions of the Housing,
Town Planning, etc.. Act, 1909. Under sec-

tion 43 of the Act referred to, the erection

of back-to-back houses is declared to be un-
lawful, but the Act does not prohibit the

erection or use of a tenement house in which
the tenements are placed back-to-back if the
medical officer of health for the district

certifies that the several tenements are so

constructed and arranged as to .secure effec-

tive ventilation of all habitable rooms in

every tenement. The Housing Acts gi\e no
definition of back-to-back houses, but a

reasonable definition would appear to be "a
house or letting having one side only open
to the external air." If this definition be
accepted, a large number of the tenements
in the proposed dwellings must, the com-
mittee think, be considered as back-to back,
and in any case the committee are advised
that the general provision of through venti

latioii to the tenements is unsatisfactory. It

remains to be seen whether the tenements
in question can be regarded as "back-to-
back" within the meaning of section 43 of

the Act of 1909, and whether in that event
the district medical officer of health is pre-

pared to certify that, in his opinion, effecti\'e

ventilation will be secured to all the hal>it-

able rooms. In the event of the medical
officer issuing such a certificate, it does not
appear tliat any action in the matter can be
taken by the Council under the Act, but in

the meantime the committee propose to make
representations to the Chelsea Borough
Council that the type of planning proposed
is not such as will provide the best means of

through ventilation, or result in the pro-

vision of dwellings on the best sanitary prin
ciples.

The Local Government Committee, re-

porting on a recent decision of the House of

Lords that sewers, whether overground or

underground, are rateable wherever the
occupation of them is "valuable" within the
meaning of the authorities dealing with
rating, remarked that this decision raises

questions of considerable importance. It

seems clear that the county rate and the
rates of most metropolitan boroughs will be
increased, while the rates of other London
rating authorities will be decreased, owing
to the increase in rateable value. Further
inequalities in rating will thus be produced,
and a complete change of rating practice is in-

volved. Tliev rccoinniended that the Presi-

dent of the Local Government Board should
be asked to receive a deputation with a view-

to ascertaining whether the Government will

introduce a Bill in the next Session of Parlia-

ment to secure that all sewers below the sur-

fLice of the ground shall continnc to be

exempt from rating, or will afford facilities

for the passing of a private member's Bill on

the subject.

The Parks Committee recommended that

i!l!.750 be spent on repairs and renewals at

the Avery Hill Winter Garden, which lias

been closed to the public since January of

last year owing to the dangerous condition

of the roof. The Finance Committee, ho-.\-

c\'er, were uiiai>le to concur in the proposal.

They pointed out that the winter garden
must be regarded purely as a luxury, and
was acquired not for its own sake, but as a

part of the mansion. 1'hey considered that

the Council would not be justified in incur

ring the relatively large expenditure con
templated.
The Council was recommended to approve

the widening of Commercial road East, near
Britannia Bridge, at an estimated cost of

£25,000, of which sum the Stepney Borough
Council has agreed to contribute £2,000. The
present width varies from 44ft. to 75ft., and
it is proposed to increase the breadth to 80ft.

back of the bridge now under construction.

Another widening recommended was that of

Fulham-road from North End-road to a point

near the junction of Fulham Palace-road
and High-street. The cost of this is esti-

mated at £19,500, of which the Borough
Council has agreed to contribute a third.

The Council were recommended to accept

an offer by the Kingsway and ' Central

Estates Co..' Ltd., to lease at £2.900 a year

for ninety-nine years a site at the junction of

Kingsway and Aldwych East, having an area

of 7,.300sq.ft., and a frontage to either

thoroughfare of about 141ft. 6in.

Mr. Sebag-Montefiore asked the chairman
of the Improvements Committee whether he

could give any information as to the value of

the land on the Bedford Estate to the north

of the British Museum, which Viscount

Haldane had pressed on the London Uni-

versity for its headquarters, and for which a

price of £375.000 had been asked. Viscount

Peel replied that the L.C.C, valuer had
reported to the Higher Education Sub-Com-
mittee in March, 1912. that the value of the

site of the suggested headquarters did not,

in his opinion, represent much more than a

third of the price asked. Mr. J. W. Gilbert,

the chairman of the Education Committee,
was asked by Viscount Peel whether his

attention had been called to a report that the

Sites Committee of the Senate of London
University had decided to consult the County
Council before recommending a site to the

Senate, and whether any communication on

the subject had reached him. Mr. Gilbert

replied that no official intimation had been

received conveying the decision of the Sites

,
Committee. Mr. Gordon asked Mr. Gilbert

whether, having regard to the importance of

placing the University buildings in dignified

surroundings, he would consult the chairman

of the Improvements Committee, so that by

the aid of the Council, in co operation with

the Senate and the Treasury, the buildings

might be erected on the river site adjoining

the new County Hall. Mr. Gilbert said that

the chairman" of the Improvements Com-
mittee would be consulted.

OBITUARY.
The funeral took place on Monday at St.

Tudnn's Cemetery, on the Great Orme's
Head, Llandudno, "of Mr. Robert Roberts, of

Llicaii, Llandudno, who was aged seventy-

nine years. In his early days Mr. Roberts was

a contractor and builder in Llandudno in a

considerable way of business. He carried out

the widening of the Conway-road, and con-

structed the Marine-drive round the Great
nrnie's Head ; he built also a number of

terraces of houses on the Orme and in other

parts of tlie urban area. He sat on the urban

district council for some time, and retired

about a dozen years ago.•
A carved-oak chancel-screen, erected as a

memorial, in St. Margaret's Church. Little

Darenth, Kent, was dedicated on Sunday by the

Bishop of Rochester. The screen has been

I specially designed by Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.S.A.
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DOUGLAS, I.M.— At Douglas on Satur-
day. Lord Uiiglau. Lieutenant-Governor of

the Isle of Man, opened the Villa Marina
Kursaal, which has been built by the cor-
poration. The Kursaal will accommodnte
.'iOOO person.s. Its principal feature is a hall,
primarily intended for orchestral concerts,
and surrounded by a raised promenade
corridor, from which through arched open
ings visitors command a view of the stage.
All round the gallery level are openings
giving upon a series of roof gardens. The
style is an adaptation of Classical. Messrs.
V. Robinson and W. Alban Jones, of Leeds,
are the architects. The Kursaal grounds arc
about eight acres in extent.

EDINBURGH.- Progress is being made
with the building of the Usher Hall, the
foundation-stone of which was laid by the
King two years ago. The contractor's are
Messrs. Neil Macleod and Sons, of Edin
burgh. The architects are Messrs. Stock-
dale, Harrison, and Sons, and H. M. Thom-
son, of Leicester, whose design was chosen
in competition by Sir Aston Webb, R..\.,thc
asses.sor, and was illustrated in our pages on
August 5. 1910, and August 4, 1911. The
style is English Renaissance. After the dome
had been finished externally, the work of con-
structing the plaster ceiling of the hall went
on apace, and at present it is in a forward
.state. The seating in tiers and the orchestra
are almost finished. The constructional and
decorative work in the entrance halls, main
corridors, and crush rooms on the three
levels is practically completed. Outside the
hall all the heavier scaffolding has been re-
moved from the walls. .\ beginning has been
made with the laying of a broad concrete
pavement in front of the hall in Grindlay-
street.

IPSWICH.—The reconstructed Baptist
chapel known as Bethesda, erected at the
junction of Fonnereau-road with St. Mar-
garet's Plain. Ipswich, has just been opened.
" Dairy-lane Meeting House " was built upon
part of the site in 1782. and was replaced in

1829 by the edifice ju.st demolished, and re-

built on an enlarged area, till recently
partially occupied by shops and houses. The
front of the new building is of stone and of
Classic type. The pediment, with egg and
tongue ornament and carved modillions.
supported upon four De Lank Cornish
granite columns, witli carved Ionic caps of
Xailsw'orth stone, stands out in bold relief.

The flight of steps to the portico, and the
base of the building, are of red stone, the
granite columns arc grey, and the main
portion of the building is of creamy white
stone, with panels and turned balusters of

light brown. The joinery of the chapel is

wholly in English oak. The baptistery
beneath the platform is lined with veinetl

marble. Accommodation is provided for
1,000 w-orshippers. At the rear of the chapel
are three large classrooms and two vestries.

The general building contractor is Mr. Geo.
A. Kenney, of Ipswich. The architect is Jlr.

Fredk. G. Faunch, Licentiate R.I.B.A., of

Ilford.

LIV'ERPOOL.—Steady progress is being
made with the erection of the new Cathe-
dral, of which the foundation stone was laid
on .Inly 19, 1904, by King Edward VII. The
Lady chapel, the first completed portion of

the fabric, was consecrated on .lune 29, 1910.

Within four years' time the choir of the
Cathedral is to be opened. Together with the
choir, the first transept is ]:teing proceeded
with, for opening in 1917, when Cathedral
services for congregations of from 2,000 to

.3,000 will be practicable. The south wall of

the choir and the east and west choir %valls

have attained a height of about 1.30ft., and
the lantern piers over 100ft. The chancel
and the Chapter-house are both being roofed
in. An impressive view is now obtainable
from Hope-street, looking across St. .James's
Cemetery, ultimately to be bridged over and
converted into garden. Mr. G. Gilbert Scott
is the architect, and Messrs. Morrison and
Sons are the contractors.

WEDXESBURY.- The work of the re-

construction of the public baths is now com-

pleted. The whole of the old second-class

bath and the old free library have been
ilcniolished. and new buildings erected on
the site. The old first-class bath has under-

gone considerable improvements, and will

now be used by the second-class bathers. The
first-class swimming-bath is a new building,

the pond of which is 75ft. by 28ft., and has
been constructed in concrete, with asphalt

lining and I'nanicllcd lirickwork. The interior

fini.sh is of glazed brickwork, dado high, the

rennunder in selected buff bricks. The gang-

ways are of red Ruabon tiles, and the coping

is formed with terracotta blocks, with scum-
channel immediately under same. Dressing-

room accommodation is provided by separate

boxes, the floors of wliich are of granolithic

paving. Eighteen slipper baths are provided.

.A portio[i of the old library has been con-

verted into offices for the officials of the

education authority. The exterior of the

building is of red brick and Darley Dale
stone. The work has been carried out by

Messrs. .John Guest and Son. of Amblecote,

Stourbridge, under the supervision of Messrs.

Scott and'Clark, architects, Wednesbury ami
Tipton.

^*^
The new Sunday-.schools which have been

erected at the rear of Zion United Methodist
t'hureh. Kingswood. Bristol, were opciincl on

Saturday. Mr. W. H. Dinslcy was the archi-

teut, and Mr. liricr the builder. The outlay,

including alterations to the chapel, has been

£6,000,

As a result of a report by Messrs. Blackburn.
Starling, and Co.. on the condition of the fine

tower and spire of St. Mary's Church, Whittle-

<ca. the churchwardens have decided to obtain

a further report and estimate from some other

firm of builders who were qiialifiod to under-

take the special work, and then appeal to the

public for the necessary funds to carry out
works of restoration and repair.

At the Wesleyan Conference, on Saturday.
Sir Robert Perks reported on t\w present posi-

tion of tht! Westminster New Buildings Trust.

Part of the estate had been lying idle, he said,

and they had suffered from the present depre-

ciation in tlie value of land. Now that West-
miii.'^tnr Hospital had been sold, the two eastern

towers <tould be built, and the original designs

of Messrs. l.anchester and Rickards completed.

The parish church of St. Mary. Southampton,
rebuilt from designs by the late Mr. O. K.

Street. R.A.. is being completed by the addition
of the tower and spire designed by that archi-

tect. The tower, which has for years remaijicd

a stump 50ft. high, with a slated capping, is

lieing carried up in yellow stone by Messrs.
.Tohn ThomtJson and Co.. of Peterborough, the
original builders. It will attain a height of

UOft.. and the spire will rise to another 75ft.

The cost of the works in progress is £8,500,

The number of applicants for the post of

county architect to the West Riding of York-
shire was 101, and the following were selected

to appear before the committee last month :

—

Mbert E. Dixon. Lancashire County Council;
George E. Dickens-Lewis. Cardiganshire County
Council; Frederick J. Horth. Hull Corporation;
.John Alfred Taylor Houston. Glasgow Corpora-
lion; Percy Gates Platts, West Riding (^ounty
Council; Thomas Sharpe. Durham County
Council. Mr. Percy Oates Platts was appointed
to the post.

At the last meeting of the Birmingham Board
of Guardians a report of the house committee
was unanimously approved. The recommenda-
tions included in the report were for the
erection of a home for boys and a receiving
home, and other works at the Summer Hill
Homes for the children of the union, at an
expenditure of £9.500. There was also a rccom-
mend.ation for the erection of a new laundry,
lioiler-house, chimney, and other works at the
Krdington house of the union, with machinery,
at a cost of £12,500.

Structural alterations at Wrexham Work-
house, including the provision of more sanitary
workrooms, padded rooms, and larger board-
room accommodation, have been in contempla-
tion for some time past, and the guardians dis-

cussed on Friday two rival schemes. The
smaller was variously estimated to cost from
£300 to £1.000. and "the larger from £2.500 to
£3.000. While the former, being less acceptable
to the Local Government Board, would have
to he provided md a five-years' loan, the cost
of the latter could be spread over a period of
thirty years. A committee recommended the
larger scheme, but advocates of the other were
in the majority. Eventually the whole matter
was referred back to the committee.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

CAPE INSTITU IE OF ARCHITECTS.
- The thirteenth annual report of tho Cape
Institute of Architects states that nine new
mendjers have been elected during the year
and one has resigned. The membership now
consists of 31 fellows and 10 associates. The
council is establishing rules of practice and
a scale of charges which will be acceptable

to and recognised by all. For the institute

prize for measured drawings of old work
three sets were sent in: by Messrs. F. M.
Glennic, G. W. Cox, and F. W. Miillins.

The subject set this year was four old Dutch
doors and fanlights. The council consider

that the work sliowii by all was good, the

first place being awarded to F. W. MuUins,
whose se'ected doors are: Groot Scluiur,

back stoep; Castle (2), large hall and
another; No. 96, Strand street. Mr. Glennic
shows a very fine specimen from the Normal
College. The council will have these repro-

duced in portfolio form in conjunction with

the drawings submitted last year. The
coiuu-il have sent out circulars to all prac-

tising architects— about 75— in the Cape and
Orange Free State Provinces asking them to

co-operate in procuring more satisfactory

conditions for public competitions by refrain-

ing from taking part in any. the conditions

of which the council may certify as being
unsatisfactory. Twenty two members and
eight non-members have agreed to do this,

and two members and two non-members
have agreed coiulitionally— thirty-four in all.

The original subscriptions provided in the

rules were reduced in May. 1907. on account of

the depression then prevailing. They have now
been again raised, and the treasurer has thus

been enabled to show a balance on the right

side, amounting to £44 12s. Mr. F. K.
Kendall. F.R.I.B.A., has been elected as

president in succession to Mr. Arthur H.
Reid, F.R.I.B.A.. and the hon. secretary and
treasurer is Mr. E. Au.stin Cooke, of 6,

Church sfjuare. Cape Town.

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYERS OF
GRE.\T BRITAIN AND IRELAND.—The
half yearly general meeting of this federa-

tion will be held at the Trocadero Restaurant
(Balmoral Room). Piccadilly circus, London,
W.C, on Wednesday next, .July 30, at 10.30 in

the forenoon, to consider the following

business: — (a) Finance Act valuations:

Report of interview with the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. (b) Form of contract

:

(1) Proposals of sub-contractor re agreed

draft form of sub-contract ; (2) proposals of

R.I.B.A. for amending clauses 20 and 21 of

the agreed form, (c) Consider: (1) The situa-

tion created by the recent strike of plasterers

in London : (2) the action of the operatives

who are parties to the conciliation scheme in

striking before submitting the disputes to

the Conciliation Boards, (d) Control of trade

conditions: (1) Work of the sub-committee;

(2) result of interview with the Light

Castings Association ; (3) completion of

inquiry by Industrial Council on the

observance of industrial agreements.

(e) The practice in regard to opening

tenders, (f) Letters from the National Asso-

ciation of Master Heating and Domestic
Engineers re domestic supply services.

(g) Letter from the University of Sheffield

re building instruction, (h) Communication
from the Waterways Association.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO
CIATION.—The ordinary meeting of the

council was held on the 17tli instant at Koh-

i-Noor House. Kingsway. W.C, the chair, in

the absence of the president, being occupied

by Mr. Edmond J.' Hill, junior vice presi-

dent. Reports of the special committee were
received and instructions issued thereon.

Correspondence relating to matters of great

importance to the trade was considered. A
considerable number of new members were

elected.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
.•\RCHITECTS. — The Board of Architec-

tural Education announce that the designs

submitted bv the following students who are

qualifying for the final examination have

been approved:—Subject VIII.: Design for

[I Carriage Entrance. Mr. P. D. Bennett,
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Subject IX. : Design for a Bank, Messrs.

H. L. Charles, W. T. S. Foster, E. Fincham,
W. R. Davison, J. E. Mareliinton, H. E.

Crossland, E. R. Frankland-Bell, 1. Omar,
J. O. Cheadle, E. A. L. Martju, H. F.

Chandler, R. Lone, R. G. Soper, G. P.

Stainsby, H. Bagenal, W. G. Knight, J. W.
Bull. G. Bennett. A. Nisbet, J. J. Na-

thanielz, C. H. Wright. H. T. Cooksey, C. H.
Woodhousp, C. Ripley, J. O. Thompson,
r. T. .Jenkins, B. Newiioult. E. R. F. Cole.

A. Thorpe, O. Newbold. C. H. .lames, A.

Silcock. V. Dyson, L. Poster. R. A. Barber, A.

J. Sparrow. H. Andrew. J. K. Currie. Sub
jeet X. : Design for a Monument Containing

One or More Fountains. Messrs. R. Braine,

W. W. Locke. A. S. Burnett. F. Williamson,

A. F. Kaltenbach, G. E. Cliarlewood, H. J.

Tebbutt, H. Dicksee. F. A. Addey, F. Jen-

kins, R. S. Dixon, R. S. Wallace, J. S.

Hodges. J. E. Lutyens, B. A. Miller, E. C.

Davies, R. H. Philp. A. F. Hooper, J. Mac-
gregor. .J. C. Fowell. F. O. Lawrence, G.
Davidson.

ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE. Tlie annual meeting of this institute

is being lield at E.'ceter. It was opened on

Tuesday, when the members, about one

hundred in number, were received by tlie

mayor and corporation in the picturesque

Guildhall. Sir Henry Howarth, the Presi

dent, acknowledged the cordial welcome. In

the afternoon the members went by special

train to Chard .lunction. and thence by road

to Forde Abbey, a finely preserved Cistercian

foundation, now a dwelling-place. Mr. Harold
Brakspear. F.S.A., described the Mediaeval

remains and Jacobean alterations. On the

return to Exeter a garden-party was given by

the sberilT of the city in Rougemont Gardens,

the grounds attaolied to the ruins of the castle

built by Earl Baldwin. On Wednesday the

members enjoyed a long motor-car tour to

some of the principal places of interest within

reach of the city on the eastern side, in-

cluding Cadhay 'House, Ottery St. Mary
Church, Awliscombe Church. Hembury Fort,

and Broadheniljury Grange. At the Royal

Albert Memorial University College in the

evening, Mr. W. St. John Hope, F.S.A.,read

a paper on the architectural history of Exeter

Cathedral.

SEWAGEDISPOSAL OF THE
FUTURE.—The annual summer conference

of sewage-works managers was held at the

town - hall. Stoke - on - Trent, on Saturday.

Mr. J. D. Watson, sewerage engineer to t\\>'

Birmingham. Tame, and Rea Drainage
Board, presiding, referring to the general

question of sewage treatment, said tlie lines

on which they must progress were in the

direction of keeping their bacteria-beds and
tank effluents as free from solids as possible.

The Potteries, he said, had always been

known for good sewage-works, and, as an
instance, the up-to-date character of the

Hanley Works had been referred to at a

conference he attended on the question of

sewage disposal in New York, to illustrate

one of the subjects under discussion. He
thought the capital expenditure of a quarter

of a million on sewage in the Potteries

practically £1 per head of the population

—

was not a high figure compared with most
big towns. When he was called in by the

municipal authorities in New York some
time ago to advise them on the question of

sew'age-disposal, their scheme was for an

expenditure of twenty million pounds for a

population of eleven millions.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL.—
The following are the examination lists. .Inly.

191.T:-~Faculty of Arts, School of Archi-

tecture, Degree of B. Arch.. Second Exa-

mination: G. Davidson. R. S. Dixon, F. O.

Lawrence. Certificates in Architecture. -

First Class: H. C. Bradshaw, G. Davidson,

R S. Dixon. F. O. Lawrence, B. Xewboidt,

A. R. S. Sbibley, A. J. K. Todd. A. Wilson.

(Exempted from Intermediate, R.I.B.A.)

Second Class: O. Newbold. D. P. Trench.

Holt Travelling Scholarship. £.'50: H. C.

Bradshaw. Additional Holt Travelling

Scholarship, £35; R. S. Dixon.
«»

Mr. Philip Edward PiUlitch. L.C.C., architect,

of Pall Mall East. S.W.. lias been appointed to

the Commission of the County of London.

(^ux linnstrati0ns.

THE DEVOXPORT MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS.

We fully illustrate, in two double-pages,

the selected design, by Messrs. Ashley and

Newman, of 14, Gray's Inn-square. London,

W.C. Our review of the conqjetition will be

found in our first article.

EDINBURGH LADIES' COLLEGE.

The school is arranged on four floors and

a basement floor. On the latter are arrange<l

the cloakrooms, drying-rooms. Ijicycle-rooms,

luncheon-room for' juniors, matron's room,

lavatories, heating-chamber, coal-store, etc.

As the existing school is still occupied, and

must continue until the new part is finished

and ready, the poi-tion of the site to be

operated lipon now is delineated on tlie draw-

ings on tlie left side of tlie total frontage.

The whole area to lie ultimately comprised

glazed tiles to dado lieight. The beating and
ventilation have received special considera-

tion, and are each on the most modern
system. The main facade is of Classic

design, freely treated ; the centre portion is

slightly projected, and will be relieved with

a composition of Ionic columns supporting

a massive pediment, in the tympaniini of

which will be carved the arms of the

Merchant Company. The total cost of the

first section is expected to be about £2:'),(l(lu.

and for the wdiole works the sum of £4,"),I1IH1

is expected to he required. The architect i>

Hippolyte J. Blanc. R.S.A.. Edinburgh. We
give an elevation, plan, and detail of the

front to a larger scale.

THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR THE
PROPOSED NEW LAMBETH BRIDGE.

DETAIL OF DECORATiyE METALLIC
TREATMENT.

On page Ifi? we illustrate the preliminary

design prepared for the proposed new

it—-
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Mr. HlPPOLVTK .1. BLANf, R.S.A., Architect.

in the new school has a frontage of 100ft.,

witli a depth of about 140ft. For the entire

scheme, four staircases are provided, each

extending practically from the basement to

the upper floor. The principal staircase in

the centre of the front building will be con-

structed in a rectangular area, flights of steps

being carried round an open well on three

sides. It will be well lit. both by side-

window^s and a large cupola. The entrance-

hall and staircase will be treated in a liberal

manner, with appropriate architectural

detail. The total accommodation of the

building will be for about 850 scholars. The
area of each floor will be sub-divided for

class-rooms, sewing -room, examination-hall,

singing-room, chemistry and physics rooms,
with optical and preparation room ; art-rooms

and photographic accommodation, also

lecture-room for domestic science, \vith

kitchen and laundry adjoining. A space is

set ajiart for a small residence consistiug of

liarlonr, bedroom, bathroom-all for general

instruction in housewifery. Tlie external

walls will be of .stone, and the interior walls

of white-glazed brick. The corridors will be

of "Terrazzo." with the w'alls lined with

Lambeth Bridge, the Bill for which the

Select Committee of the House of Commons
have thrown out. The design was prepared

by Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I. B. A., Superin-

tending Architect to the London County
Council. The detail of the proposed decora-

tive metallic treatment shown in our plate

bears witness to a well-considered attempt to

avoid the thin, featureless appearance of

most metal bridges, and would certainly have

been a vast improvement, every way, on the

structure which the friends of an obstructive

faction seem resolved to perpetuate in-

definitely.
— •t*^

Princess Alexander of Teck visited Margate

on Tuesday to unveil a memorial tablet to King
Edward VH. in the new wing of the cottage

hospital. The honorary architect to the

hospital is Mr. W. J. Mercer. J. P.

The new premises of the Norfolk and Norwich

Eye Infirmary in Grove and St. Stephen's roads.

Norwich, were opened on Wednesday week by

the Duke and Duchess of Norfolk. The build

ings have been transformed, at a cost of £\.'iO0.

from plans by Mr. E. T. Boardman. F.R.I.B.A..

of Norwich.
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COMPETITIONS.
COULSDON.— Ill a limited competition,

the designs snbinitted by Messrs. Greennway
and Newberry, A A.R.I.B. A., of Queen .Ynne's

(late, Westmin.ster, for the propo.sed Church
(if St. .James, Coulsdon, near Croydon, have
been approved by the building committee.

DEVONPOBT MUNICIPAL HUIIJ)-
lN(iS. Mr. Ernest Newton, A. It. A.,
l'\H. I .B..\., the assessor, has just niatie his

award on the designs sent in for the new
municipal buildings of Devonport. Kighty-
eight designs were submitted, and tlie first

premium of £;i5() has beeii awarded to that
of Messrs. iVsbley and Newman, 14, Gray's
Inn sf|uare, W.C. ; the .second of £1.^0 to

Messrs. Harris and Moodie. 8, New square,
Ijineobi's Inn; and the third of £10(1 to

Messrs. Knott and Collins, Adelphi-terrace
House, Adelphi. We ilhi.strate the selected

design tiiis week, and our review of the com-
petition appears on pp. 101 ij.

NORTH WALES. The King Edward
VII. Welsh Memorial Association of West-
gate. Cardiff, require tlesigns to be sent in

on September 30 for a £20,000 sanatorium
for Nortli Wales, and ofl'er three premiums
of £1011, i:,")0. and £.10. T'hc site is 2] miles
from any railway station. The building is

to provide for lo4 adults and .30 children,
with provision for 100 more patients ulti-

nnitely, and preferably blocks for about 2:')

patients should be shown. The site varies
considerablv in its levels, and is bisected by
a road which falls from 409 to .381 in .'iOOft.

The upper part of the site comprises over 1.3

acres, and the lower part over 17 acres, of

an irregular outline. The highest level is 460
and the lowest .340 above datum line. An
assessor has been appointed, and the author
of the selected desigLi will be elected archi-

tect, subject to the usual provisos. The esti-

mate must include clearing the site, archi
tect's fees, quantity surveyor's charges, clerk

of works' wages, lithography, and everything
el.se iTicidental, including hydrants, water-
supply from the boundary, laundry
machinery, kitchen plant fixtures and
fittings, and all other expenditure except
furniture. The requirements will, therefore,

tax the restrictions imposed by the £20,000
provided. The cost of cartage will be con-

siderable. Drawings to be I-I6th of inch.

Two general sections, one elevation at least

of eacli building, and plan of each floor of

each building, also block plan, 100ft. to inch.

No alternative scheme allowed. Award of

the assessor to bind all parties. There is to

he a children's block, wards for ambulant
patients with cubicles, nursing wards, dining

liall. divided into two parts for the sexes ; the

administration blocks, power stations, and
gate lodge. The medical officer to have
quarters in the administration block, with a

separate entrance.

SUNDERLAND.—An assessor is to be

nominated by the R.I.B.A. Council to make
the awards in a competition which is to be

promoted by the Sunderland Town Council

for a training college, to be built at a cost

not exceeding £1.'>,000.

At the monthly meeting of the Cfnncli

Building Society, at 7, Dean's-yard, West
minster, on Friday, Mr. F. L. Pearson,

P.R.I.B.A., was appointed a member of the

society's committee of honorary consnltiiig

architects in the place of the late Mr, .John

Oldrid Scott, P.S.A.

The Dement Valley Bailway, which unites

two branches of the North-Eastern RaiUva vat

Foss Islands. York, and Cliffc Common, near

Market Weighton, has just been opened. It is

a single line, and is sixteen miles in length. Mr.

E. 0. Ferguson, of York, was the engineer, Mr.

Joseph Stafford, the resident engineer, and
Messrs. Pethick. Dix. and Co., of Westminster,

were the contractors.

The Florida State Association of Architects

have just held their second annual convention
at .lacksonville. The President was Mr. Getlge

A. Holmes. The most important discussion

related to needed legislation relative to tlie

practice of architecture as a profession. To this

end. the Association will endeavour to have a

law passed at the next session of the Legislature

requiring all applicants to give satisfactory proof

of technical ability and experience.

(lavvts^Qtthmct,—»-.
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FAILURE OF CONCRETE ROOE TO

KEEP WATER OUT,

To Ihe Editor of tht Buii.dino Nkws.

Sir, We wonder if any of your readers

have inid any experience of the failure of

concrete roofs to keep the water unt'/ We
have a large engine-house, 90ft. long by .S9ft.

wide, inside measurements, the outer span

of the roof being (ilft. 4in., with a rise of

18ft. This roof is carried liy two gable walls

and six iron principals, making .seven bays of

about l.'lft. each, with longitudinals at 7ft.

cerdrcs built into the gal>les. The roof was
built and erected by u contractor who has had
experience in roof building. The concrete

was made of crushed furnace slag .screened

through a .Jin. mesh, sand, and Portland

cement, mixed in the following proportions:

Furuiice slag 4 parts, saml I part, cement 1

part. The concrete was put on "J.^in. thick

with a layer of expanded metal of .3iu. mesh
in tlie middle of thi' concrete, and the upper

surface of the roof was skimmed over with

a mixture of spar sand and cement. The
water got through this, so another layer of

about :;in. of the sand and cement mixture

was put over the whole surfaec. The water

still got through, and cracks appeared all

over the roof, especially over the principals.

I'hese cracks have been cut out from time to

time, and liipiid cement has been poured into

them, and afterwards painted over with bitu

mastic solution : the whole roof has also been

painted over with two coats of this, and yet,

in spite of all, the roof leaks badly when there

is any weight of rain. It seems to us that

roofs'of this kind are lielter slated; but we
cannot put slates on the top of the cement,

as the weight would be too great for the prin-

cipals.

It has been suggested that we should cover

the roof with a strong waterproof fibre

sheeting; but this is expensive, and would

require painting at intervaks, and might not

last very long.

We should be glad if any of your readers

could advise us what is the best to do under

the circumstances.—We are, etc..

The Cmfton and Kkrsi.f.y Goaf, Co., Ltd.

Clifton, nr. Manchester, .luly 21.

The new children's ward which has been

added to the North Staffordshire Infirmary at

Stafford was opened on Thursday in last week.

A new wing has also been added (o the nurses'

home, the total outlay being over £6,000.

The general purposes committee of the South

port Town Counril have decided to apply to the

Local Government Boaril for powers to borrow

£3,750 to carry out an improvement scheme in

Lord-street, between London-square and Hill

street.

The new schools at St. James's. Barton,

Bristol, which have been built under the direc-

tion of the architects, Messrs. Holbrow ami

Oaten, the contractors

and Sons, all of Bristol

on Kriilay.

The rector of St, John de Sepulchre. Norwicll.

recently solicited subscriptions to place a

reredos in his church. An anonymous donor has

now offered to present a reredos of oak in three

panels, having in the centre the Ascension, and

on either side the True Vine and the Bread of

Life. The Chancellor of the diocese has decreed

a faculty for the erection of the reredos.

Mr. Leonard W. King. Assistant in the

Department of Egyptian and As.syrian Aiiliqui-

tics in the British Museum, has been appointed

by the Principal Trustees to the post of

.Assistant Keeper in that Department. Mr.

King is the author of "Annals of the Kings

of .Assyria," "A History of Snmer and .\kkad."

and other As.syriological publications.

At Wednesbury. on Tuesday, the mayor laid

the foundation-stone of the new Metallurgical

and Engineering Institute wdiich is being erected

in Walsall-street by the Staffordshire County

Council, The liuilder's tender for the erection

of the premises is £13,468. The building has

lipen designed bv Mr, J. Hutchings. A.R.1.B..\..

architect to the Stnffordsliire Education Com-
mittee, and the general contractors are Messrs.

H. Gough and Sou. of Wolverhampton. We
illustrated and fullv described the building in

our issue of June '1' last.

being Messrs. Wilk
were formally o|iened

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DLSrUKT SURVEYOR'S FEES FOR

S( IIOOL BUILDINGS. -At Old-strcel Police-

court, on Friday 5Ir. Cliestcr .lones gave
iiidgment in a case heard before him in May
last, in which Messrs. HiggK and Hill, con-
tractors. Crown Works, South Lanilietli. were
summoned by Malt hew .laineiion, repreHeiiting
tlie Borough Council of Siepney, for having
i-r<'cte(l in a part of their borough a certain
hoarding without, first having ciliiainei] a license
for the erection from the council. The Lundiin
County Council, as Ihe education authority, had
started the building of an elementary ncIiooI in

Underwond-streel, linthnal Green, .Messrs lliggs
and Hill lieing the contractors. .-\ hoarding wa»
erected, but no lici'iise was appht-d for or «h-
lained from the borough euiiiicil For the
defence it. was contended that tin- Metropolitan
Building Act, 18 and 19 Vic, cap, 120 section
\'l'i. did not apply, inasmuch as the Kdiication
('omiiiitf ee was an authority beyruid lite ciinlrol
of f )i(. borough councils which adiniiiislcr and
enforce the Building Acts. Mr, Chester Jones
held that the Education Act did not override the
Metropolitan Building Act, and convicted the
defendants, imposing a nominal fine of 10s , with
.£2 2«. costs. He expressed his willingness to
state a case for the High Court.

TIIK COMPOSITION OF MoRTAR. -At the
Kingslon-on-Tliames County Police-court on
Friday. George William Stapeley, builder. Ni-w
.Maiden, appeared to answer an adjourned
summons by the Maiden and Coombi- Urban
Di.strict Council, for the contravention of two
building by-laws. Mr. W. W. Mackenzie sup-
ported the summons, and Mr. Randolph Glen
represented the defendant.- .Mr. Edward John
Silcock. M.I.t.'.E., F.S.I., past -president of the
.Soeiet.v of Engineers, deposed that he had a
sample of the mortar taken from the building.
.\ large part of it was almost of the consistency
of mini, and the better part was more granular,
and Ihe kind of material one should use for

mixing mortar. In his opinion, it was not the
sort of material that mortar should be made of.

It did not comply with the terms of the by-law,
not being "compounded of good lime and clean.

sharp sand, or other clean and suitable

material." The presence of fine dust and mud
in the mortar wa.s very objectionable, as it pre-

vented the mortar from setting, and ileprived it

of its proper adhesive quality. Good mortar
should be sensibly hard in from four days to

a week. The sample he took from the building

had been there about a month, and even now
it could be easily crumbled in the fingers.

Cross-examined, witness admitted that his ex-

perience was rather with large buildings than
with cottages; hut when he held the appoint-

ment of borough engineer he had to supervise

plenty of small buildings. He agreed that

unless mortar wa-s mixed with a mill it was not

likely to he uniform in quality all over the

building; but he examined the mortar from
several parts of the walls, in both houses, and
substantially all that he saw was about the

same. It was of very inferior quality, and in

his opinion did not comply with the by laws.

The fact that the houses were to be stuccoed

over wouhl somewhat protect, them against the

weather; but he would not accept that as an
excuse for using inferior mortar in the building.

Mr. Charles Oldridge, builder, of Norbiton,

agreed with the previous witness that the

mortar was inferior and not in compliance with

the bv-laws. .As a practical builder, he con-

sidered the mortar very bad. Cross-examined,

witness said he had never before heard such a

suggestion put forward—that .slaked lime should

be used in mixing mortar. People did not. and
could not, measure slaked lime. Mr. Seels.

a,ssistant surveyor to the district council, gave

evidence that he told defendant that the mortar

used was verv unsuitable for the purpose, and

that he could not allow it. Mr. Glen, for the

defence, said the defendant had built twenty-

two other houses in the same road, using exactly

the same materials, the same method of niixing

the mortar, and the same proportions as in the

present case. He did not suggest that a builder

should scamp his mortar because he was erect-

ing buildings for the poor, but he did submit

that it was unreasonable to expect as expensive

materials wlien putting up houses of this class

as when erecting big property. The Local

Government Board had realised the importance

of modifying the demands ax to materials in the

ease of small properly, and on August 29. 1912.

they issued a circular on the question, suggest-

ing' that local authorities should meet the

modern needs by adopting a model by-law-

which they forwarded. He submitted that local

authorities .should act in the spirit in which

the Local Government Board evidently desired

them to do. Coombe sand was not suitable for

building purpo.ses, and the defendant used

furnace ashes from the electricdight works and
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burnt siftings, which were sharp and hard, and
suitable for the purpose, and were generally

used iti the district. As to the construction of

the by-law, a good deal turned on whether the
lime to be used was slaked or unslaked. If

slaked, then the defendant had complied with it.

If the Bench held that it was an unreasonable
by-law. then it did not matter whether his client

had infringed it or not. Mr. Alexander W.
Martin, building inspector for the urban district

of Tottenham, said he had inspected tliousands

of small houses erected in that district, where
the by-law was exactly the same as at New
Maiden. If they got good clean material in the
proportion of one to three when the lime was
.slaked, that was considered sufficient. For this

class of property it would be unreasonable to
demand that quantity of unslaked lime. Asked
to look at the piece of mortar produced by Mr.
Silcock, witness said it was not very good, and
hardly good enough to be permitted. If it was
all like that, he should condemn if, Mr. K.
Allsebrooke Hinds. F.R.I.B.A.. of Wimbledon,
said he was employed by the mortgagees to
inspect the houses in Beverley-road, to see
whether the builder was putting in good mortar.
He examined the buildings carefully, and tested
the mortar, and satisfied himself that the
average quality of the mortar was such as he
would pass if he were called in to survey for
advances. He thought the mortar used com-
plied with the by-law as reasonably interpreted,
l)y which he meant tliree of sharp grit to one
of slaked lime. It would be unreasonable to
expect that proportion of unslaked lime in any
kind of house. Mr. Charles Edward Collis. of
the firm of Milestone and Collis. architects, said
he was the surveyor instructed by Mr. Stapeley's
mortgagees to supervise the erection of the
buildings in Beverley*road, and he had charge
of the twenty-two houses previously built by
the defendant; in that road. The two houses
involved in the present case were built exactly
in the same manner and with the same materials
as the others. He had inspected them from the
start to the present time, and they were ex-
ceedingly well built. He preferred furnace
ashes and burnt grit to Coombe sand. Mr.
Vincent Davison, architect, formerly assistant
surveyor to the district council, said he had
practised at New Maiden for eighteen years.
He had tested the mortar of these houses, and
he thought it was very fair mortar indeed. The
mortar, on the whole, was hard. The usual
practice was to make a ring of approximately a
vard of sand, and shoot two bags of lime into
it and slake it. There were very few builders
in Maiden who adopted a different course to
that. Nobody used three-to-one unslaked lime.
— Mr. Mackenzie: You should not say that,
because there was a conviction from New
Maiden in this court in 1908 on the very point.
—Mr. Glen: Assuming that the by-law requires
three-to one unslaked lime, is that reasonable
or imreasonable? It is most imreasonable.—In
cross-examination, witness denied that he had
had ronsiderable trouble with the district
council. Professor Bertram Blount. F.I.C., of
Westminster, the author of many pamphlets on
the comnosition of mortar, said he analysed a
sample from these buildings sent to him. and
found it to contain one part by volume of slaked
lime to two parts by volume of aggregate. He
had since analysed a second sample, in which
the proportions were 1 to 2 9, Both samples, in
his opinion, came within the limits laid down
of one part to three.—The Chairman : We have
been told by the other analvst that some of the
samples which he analysed contained propor-
tions of one to fifteen, and. I think, in one case
one to nine.— Witne.ss expressed the view that
a reasonable proportion of flue-dust was ad-
vantageous in the composition of mortar, if it

was kept moist until the setting process besran
to take place. The samples, he agreed. looked
dirty: but it was due to their containing a little

carbonaceous matter. To in.sist upon the pro-
portion of one to three of unslaked lime was.
in his judgment, an unreasonable requirement,
and he should prefer that proportion of slaked
lime, Mr, G, H. Woodlands, formerly a
member of the Wimbledon Town Council and
chairman of the building committee, and
manager for Messrs. Holloway Brothers, build-
ing contractors, gave evidence to the same effect
as other witnesses. After thirty year.s' experi-
ence, he agreed that one to three of slaked
lime was the correct wav to make mortar. If

it was made of one to three of unslaked lime
it was too fat. and to so construe the by-law was
unreasonable. Evidence was also given by Mr.
Edward Buckingham, who has had .sixty years'
experience as a builder: Mr. Frederi(^k W. Bed-
ford, of Northwood. Middlesex; Mr. John Wors-
fold, foreman bricklaver to the defendant; Mr,
Stapeley, the defendant; and Mr. G. B,
Johnson, the freeholder. The Chairman an-
noimced that the magistrates found thai the
by-law was good, and that it had not been com-

plied with, and they fined the defendant 40s.

and costs. The costs were fixed at 25 guineas,
and the Bench agreed to state a case for the
High Court.

UNITED STONE FIRM8 IN LIQUIDATION.
— At the Grand Hotel. Bristol, on Monday,
there was a meeting of the creditors of tlie

United Stone Firms. Ltd.. Mr. Harry Preen
(London). the liquidator, presiding. The
liquidator gave a few brief facts relating to

the early history of the company. A very com-
plete investigation had been made l)y himself
and his firm, which occupied three months, and
a full report dealing with all parts of the
business was submitted. Every branch of the
business had attention, every quarry had atten-

tion, and everything that could be said to

inform those connected with the company was
duly put forth. The report disclosed weakness,
and disclosed in detail reasons for the want
of profit, and suggested remedies. Then the
directors asked him to assist in reorganising the
business and to put into effect suggestions that
had been considered. His firm acted from
October. 1911. He would deal with the figures,

but they must be approximate, as many
creditors' statements had not been passed.
LTnsecured liabilities included some few accounts
not rendered, and amounted to about £9,000,
which was small, considering the magnitude of

the affairs of the company. There were some
other claims, including charges by directors,

etc.. amounting to i;i,800, making the total
amounts unsecured about £10.800. Then there
were creditors whose claims amounted to
€32,000. There were sums due to companies,
and for liens, etc. He could not give them the
exact figures, but he estimated these at about
£5,000. There was a small liability for bills

discounted. The charge on mortgages and
debentures was £335.000. He could not submit
to them a statement of affairs, as there had not
been time. The last public balance-sheet showed
assets £575,000; but it was impossible to say
what the fixed plants would realise, though he
thought they were very valuable. With due
consideration for his responsibility, he felt he
could not commit himself to th*e value of the
assets, though he desired io give them all the
information he could. His position in that
matter was that he was appointed trustee and
manager for the Hard Stone Firms, When he
took possession, the works were stopped, and a
valuation was to be made. The time for that
had been extremelv short, and he was now
engaged in completing exi.sting contracts and
keeping the business together. In regard to the
future, he was not in a position to make them
a definite statement. TTntil all sorts of in-

vestigations had been completed, it was not
even safe or desirable for him to make a more
definite statement.—After some discussion, the
resolution of confirmation of the liquidator's

appointment was put and carried unanimously

ROOD-SCKEENS IX CHURCHES -Sir A
B, Kempe. Chancellor of the Diocese of London,
heard on Monday an application bv tlie vicar
and churchwardens of St. Saviour's. Pimlico. for
a faculty authorising the erection of a rood-
screen (containing a figure of the Crucified
Saviour, with attendant figures of the Virgin
and St. John) and a new pulpit in the church.
The vicar explained that there was at present
in the church a low screen, of the height of a

table, with gates, put up many years ago. under
a facultv. The new screen would also have
gates. There were no "Stations of the Cross,"
and the services were those ordained by the
Prayer-book. The figures on the screen would
be erected simply as an architectural decora
tion. The proposal and desicrn had been unani
mously approved bv the parishioners in vestrv.
and no adverse opinion had been expressed bv
the congregation. The cost would be .£340. of
which £270 was in hand. A new pulpit, which
would harmonise with the screen, had been
offered, as the present alabaster one was
cracked and much out of repair. The Chancellor
had no hesitation in granting the faculty, as
no "superstitious reverence" was intended to
be paid to these figures on the rood-screen.

LIABILITY TO REBUILD WALL — At
Shoreditch County-court, on Tuesday, Albert
Atelson, timber merchant, of Amhurst-road,
Hackney, brought an action against Joseph
Blank, a secretary, owner of the house next
to his own. to recover £7 10s,. half the cost
of rebuilding a wall between the two houses.
About the middle of last year the wall fell

down. Plaintiff's wife said that she wont to
see defendant, who agreed to pay half the cost
of rebuilding. Later, defendant, repudiated
lialiilitv. For the defence. Mr. Robinson
sugirested that excavations for drainage-work
and the carting of heavv materials near to the
wall caused vibration.—Judt^e Cbier : Nonsense I

-"Your honour doesn't know the walls in

Amhurst-road," observed Mr. Robinson.—The
Judge: The thing I am asked to believe is, if

you shoot a load of ballast down, you bring my
house down?—Mr. Robinson: If it was a .shanty,

perhaps it would.—His Honour gave judgment
for plaintiff for £4 and costs.

BANK AND LOCAL AUTHORITY.—In the
King's Bench Divisional Court, on Friday.
July 18. before Mr. Justice Avory and Mr.
Justice Lush, Mr. Macmorran, K.C., on behalf
of the London City and Midland Bank, moved
ex parte for a rule nisi for a mandamus calling

upon the Hendon Urban District Council to

show cause why they should not approve plans
for a branch of the bank proposed to be erected
in the district. The point involved, he said, was
a very short one. The site abutted on Finchley-
road in one direction, and on Golder's Green-
road in another, and the local authority had
refused to pass the plans, on the ground, as

they said, that the air-space stipulated in the
by-laws was provided for at the side and not
at the rear of the building.—Mr. Justice Avory:
Has it ever been held that if you have two
fronts you must necessarily have two rears?

—

Counsel: I think not. It is not contended here
that there must be two air-spaces; but I suggest
that the matter is the purest technicality.—The
rule was granted.

ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR SUES
CANON FOR LIBEL.—Smith v. Streatfeild.—
Mr. Justice Bankes. in the King's Bench
Division, on Saturday. July 19. heard legal

arguments arising upon the jury's finding in

this case, and subsequently reserved his

iudgment. Mr. Justice Bankes on Wednesday
last entered judgment against both the
defendants for £50. A stay as regards costs

was granted to the printers upon the usual
terms, and a stay refused in the case of the

other defendant.

In the House of Lords, on Wednesday, the
Public Rights of Way Bill was read a third time
and passed.

It is proposed that the memorial to the late

Viscount Wolseley shall take the form of a

statue in St. Paul's Cathedral. Subscriptions

amounting to about £2.100 have been received

in response to the appeal issued by the Wolseley
Memorial Committee.

Mr. T. Ekin. one of the Local Government
Board inspectors, held an inquiry at Doncaster
on Tuesday relative to the application of the

corporation to borrow £12 500 for the provision

of further plant for the electricitv works. The
inspector suggested that £11.545 would ap-

parently be ample for the proposed scheme.

An extension of Streatham Common, known
as "The Rookerv." is now open to the public
The property, which has cost £3.075. comprises

about three acres of well-wooded land on the

southern side of the common, and includes an
Old English garden. The grounds have been
laid out from the plans under the supervision

of Major Maud, chief officer of the Parks Depart-

ment of the London County Council.

At the Guildhall. Norwich. Mr. R. G. Hether-
ington. M.Inst.C.E.. has held a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry in relation to the
application of the council for leave to borrow
£575 for the purchase of land renuired to im-

prove Kintr-street for a length of 61ft. from its

present width of 23ft. to 36ft.. and also £755
for the purchase and adaptation of Nos. 15 and
L5a, Lower Goat-lane, for use as offices and
storage accommodation for the Police Force and
Fire Brigade.

Among the lecturers who are to speak at the
Summer School of Town Planning which is to

lie held, under the auspices of the University

of London, at the Hampstead Garden Suburb,
from August 4 to 16, are Mr. E. L. Lutvens,
,\.R.A.. who is lecturing on the New Delhi;

Professor Adshead. of the Liverpool University,

the first professor of town planning in this

country; Mr. Raymond Unwin, architect of the
Hampstead Garden Suburb; and other well-

uown authorities on this branch of professional

work. The Earl of Lytton will be president of

the School.

A railway to cost £1.000.000. which is

expected to bring about the opening of im-

portant industrial centres in the cou'nties of

Mavo and Sligo, and will have Blacksod Bay
as its terminus, will be begun in September by
Messrs. Perry and Co., of Bow, Starting at

CoUooney, a village where three railways meet,
the new line will run along the coast of North
Mavo. Except for one section of fourteen
miles, where four viaducts 90ft. high and two
river bridges will have to be built, the line will

be easy of construction. Some 2,000 men will

\if employed on the undertaking.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
BUILDERS rUUFlTS A.ND TllK KKVKNUK

BILL.—During the debate on Tuesday over the

usual " Massacre of the lunocents,"' Sir Tudor
Walters (L., Sheffield, Brightside), referring to

the approaching famine in urban houses,

pointed to the necessity for giving adequate
time for discussion of the Revenue Bill, so that

the scope of the Land Taxes in relation to

builders' profits was made ijuite clear. Such
discussion was necessary in order to restore

confidence. Once they could get builders,

property-owners, and others interested in the

building of houses to understand that nothing

in land but unearned increment would be taxed
— it wouhl not matter a jot how much the
Opposition whined, croaked, and yelled—people

would come straight in and invest their money
in house budding. This matter had Itecome so

serious that it could not await another session

for treatment. It should be taken in hand
forthwith, even if so doing involved the session

running into another week.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

UITTKRNE MANOR SEWERAGE. — The
Bitterno Main Drainage Committee held their

meeting on Thursday evening last week at the

outfall works, and inspected the system, which
will be handed over to the district council by
the contractors next week. The sewage is

received at the disposal works into a pump-well
30ft. diameter, and is then lifted by gas-engines
into a detritus-tank, from whence it passes on
to Dibden slate tanks. The sludge having
settled on the slates, the liquid matter is drawn
off by means of automatic siphons, and runs
into contact clinker-beds, where it lies for a

further period of from two to three hours, by
which time the effluent is sufficiently clear to

be discharged. This is again done by automatic
siphons, and the effluent is discharged into the

tidal water of the River Itchen. The contractor

for the outfall works is Mr. J. Douglas.

COLWALL SEWAGE-DISPOSAL.—The Led-
bury Rural District Council have now received

the approval of the Local Government Board
for the construction of iutercepting-sewers and
sewage-purification works for the parish of

Colwall, near Malvern. The scheme has been
prepared by Messrs. Taylor and Wallin, civil

engineers, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Birming
ham. and includes bacterial disposal-works of

the most modern type. The estimated cost of

the work is about i2.o00, and tenders are to

be invited for the construction of the works at

ouce.

The Travelling Studentships in Architecture at

Manchester University have been awarded to Mr.

G. B. Howcroft, B.A., and Mr. W. O. Jones,

B.A.

Mr. John William Griffith has been appointed

engineer-in-chief to the Dublin Port and Docks
Board, at a salary of Jt'oO, rising to fl.OOO.

per annum.

Mr. Stanley Matthew, deputy water and
borough engineer of Dewsbury, has been

appointed assistant engineer and surveyor to

the corporation of Chelmsford, at a salary of

£150, rising to £180, per annum.

At Monday's meeting of the rural district

council of Hinckley, Mr. F. Tuckey. of E.arl

Shilton, was appointed surveyor of highways,

at a salary of £100 per aiinura, and Mr. M.

Roberts, of Castleford, inspector of nuisances,

at £120 per annum.

The first sod preparatory to the construction

of projected new gasworks at Cleckheaton was

cut on Tuesday by the chairman of the gas

committee of the "district council. The esti-

mated ultimate cost of the works is £57.000;

but for the present the expenditure will be

restricted to £40,000.

At Bow-street Police-court, on Saturday, on

the application of Mr. Sherwin White. Sir John

Dickinson appointed Mr. A. L. Guy. F.R.I.B..\.,

of Gray's Inn, to value the forecourts of certam

houses"in Green Lanes. Stoke Newington, which

are required by the London County Councd for

street-widening purposes.

A fire-station and Carnegie public library are

about to be built for the corporation of Croydon

in Brigstock-road, Thornton Heath, at a cost

of £7,400 for the station and £4.200 for the

library. The scheme has been prepared by the

borough engineer, Mr. G. F. Carter, his archi-

tectural assistant, Mr. Eric Hodder. being

responsible for the design. The building will

be a simple type of Renaissance, and will be

faced with red bricks, Portland stone being

used for dressings.

(Bnv (Mc^ fable.

Kepurtiiig to llio Westminster City Coiuieil

on the que.stion of the entraiiee to the Mall

at the Trafalgar Square end. the improvo-

lucnts committoe state that the .loiiit Coni-

niittee, eoiisistiiig of representatives of II..M.

Office of Works, the London County Council,

and the Westmiii.ster City Couneil, have had

before them several .seliemes for the com-

pletion of the improvenioiit. One of these

involves a net estimated cost of £115,000.

The plans and details of this scheme have

been approved by the Westminster City

Coniieil's representatives, and they reeom-

iiicnd the eouiieil to express their willingness

to eoiitribute a .sum not exceeding l.'lS.yS.'i,

being one-third of the estimatod cost. The
plans, which were submitted to the West-
minster City Council last evoiiiiig, show a

roadway !)Oft. in width, to he fornu'd by the

deinolitioii of the Phoeiii.x .\ssuraiiec Office

and nf a waterproof Healer's shop. No arolii

teotiiral <letails for the treatment of the

exposed flanks of the premises which will

adjoin the widened opening have seen

settled as yet.

Writing to the Tivus as to works of repair

in progress upon the timber roof of West-
minster Hall. Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.S.A.,

mentions that in 1885-6 he was engaged -

under the late .J. L. Pearson, H,A.— in

examining exhaustively into the history and
condition of the fabric. Mr. Caroe adds: "I
was within an ace of coming to grief in the

historical explosion of 1885. having vacated

by barely five minutes a .scaffold upon which

I was working, and which was blown to

pieces. The explosion not only swept clean

the roof timbers, but blew the slates off a

largo part of the roof. As a consequence,

the ugly purple Welsh slates were discarded

and the present more harmonious ones sub-

stituted for them, although Mr. Pearson

desired to revert to the ancient covering of

lead. At the same time, the disfiguring

dormers were, to the great gain of the build

ing. suppressed." Mr. Caroe expresses a

doubt whether the present extensive opera-

tions under H.M. Office of Works are really

necessary, for when he examined the roof

twenty seven years ago there was no dry-rot.

Shonlfl there be any fresh symptoms of decay,

he attributes it to the smoke polluted and

sulphur-charged atmosphere of Westminster.

The Birmingham City Couneil are shortly

to be asked to sanction their fourth town

planning scheme. Pioneers in municipal

town planning, the council have now three

important schemes under way—Harborne and

Quinton, East Birmingham, and North

Yardlev ; and at the next meeting of the

council the town-planning committee will ask

for permission to apply to the Local Govern-

ment Board for authority to prepare a town

plan for South Birmingham. This will be by

far the largest of the committee's under-

takings, comprising an area of 8,000 acres—

nearly a fifth of the whole city—and including

Sontli Yardley, King's Heath, and part of

King's Norton. The plan will join up with

that of North Yardley and extend to the

Pershore-road, thus leaving a comparatively

narrow area between it and the Harborne

and (Quinton scheme. If the required per-

mission be obtained. Birmingham will have

14,000 acres developed on town planning

lines. Considerable opposition is. however,

threatened by landowners to the scheme, and

a memorial signed by four well-known Bir-

mingham surveyors. Mr. Harry Bewlay. Mr.

Edwin .lohn Harber. Mr. Richard Fowler,

and Mr. Walter R. Ludlow, has been sent to

members of both Houses of Parliament,

praying that the scheme may be delayed until

further inquiry is made. The signatories

object to certain provisions of the scheme as

arbitrary and unjust. Particular exception

is taken' to the manner in which the number

of houses per acre is fixed, the arbitrary

reservation for factories of two areas speci-

allv suited for workmen's dwellings, and the

setting back of building lines.

The annual report of the city engineer of

Xewcastle-on-Tyne (Mr. W. J. Steele), for

the year ended March 31, has been published.

I'he report slates that the area of the city is

K.4.")^ acres ; that the number of inhabited

houses (each flat being counted as one house)

is 50,550 ; that there are 252 miles of high-

ways, 27 bridges maintained by the corpora-

tion, and 275 miles of sewers. There arc

l,4fH) acres of parks and open spaces, 5(i

miles of tramways, in snigle track, and tJ,3H(l

lineal feel of quays. Tho number of dwellings

erected during the year (each Hat being

counted a separate dwelling! was 145, as

against 251 in the previous year, which was
then the lowest nuiiiher recorded since 1882,

notwilbstandiiig the large increase in the

area of the city in 1904 by the iuulusioii of

Benwell and Walker. One good feature of

this remarkable decline in the erection of

new dwellings has been the substantial de-

crease in the number of uninhabited dwell-

ings. There has been a reduction of 591 in

the number of empty dwellings which are

habitable, between "August 3, 1912, and

May IG, 1913. The estimated cost of new
buildings for which plans had been approved

by the committee during the year was

.C506,541, compared with £341,351 for the

previous year, £391,271 for the year ended

March 31. 1911, and £476,200 for the year

ended March 31, 1910.

Interesting particulars concerning the fon-

stuctional development of 'Vancouver, B.C..

have been furnished recently by the city

engineer, Mr. F. L. Fellowes. The 1912

building total was 19,.388,3-22dol., the classi

lication being as follows ; Repairs and altera-

tions. 159.31.3dol. ; residences. 3,954.918dol. ;

hotels, apartment, and rooming houses,

(),18n,80.")dol. ; factories and warehouses,

1.748.o8-2dol. ; offices and stores, 7.344, 704dol.

The estimated building expenditure for the

present season is 18,000,00dol. The work of

the citv engineering department in 1913 in

volves "an estimated outlay of 6,140,j02<lol.

Among the principal undertakings are the

Georgia Harris viaduct, estimated to cost

.524 OOOdol. ; causeway at Stanley Park,

Burrard Peninsula joint sewerage scheme,

and extensive street-paving works.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
WKUNtsu.vv. -National 1-eaemtion ..1 Hmlaink

Trades' Employers. Semi - Annual
Meetini;. Balmoral Boom. Trocadcro
Restaurant. Piccadilly Circus. W.U.
10.3Ua.m.

<»
The London County Council tMoney) Bdl and

the Loudon County Council (Tramways and

Improvements) Bill were read a second time in

the House of Lords on Tuesday.

The Ancient Monuments Consolidation and

\mendment Bill, which has already passed the

House of Lords, was read a second time in tho

House of Commons on Wednesday.

The corner premises of Messrs. Poole and Lord

in Oxford-street, close to Vere-street, and neil

door to Messrs. D. H. Evans and Co., have been

acquired bv the latter firm of drapers, and are

about to "be pulled down, with a view to

rebuilding.

The foundation-stones of a Sisters' settlement

and training home, a cripples' hall, and social

institute for working men. which are being pro-

vided, at a cost of £7,000, for the bouth^Last

London Primitive Methodist Mission in Old Kent-

road, were laid on Saturday.

Mrs Amv Giovanna Storr, of Willys at Heath,

Crockiiam Hill, Kdenbridgc. widow, who died on

Mav 22 has left £34,923. Testatrix bequeathed

two water-colour dra«-i»gs -designs for the

Thames Embankment, made about 1843 b\ l,er

father. Thomas AUom. M.R.I.B.A., the well-

known architectural draughtsman - to the

nation, to be placed either "i the feoiitli

K ensiiigton Museum or the Tate Gallery, ccn-

ditional on their being placed m a good position

on the line, and, if possible, in close !>rox™"y

to the water-colour drawings of H. M. lurner.

Mrs. Isabella Paine, of L'ockshoti^hill Reigate

who died on May 15 last, aged 75 left to the

corporation of Newark-on-Trent certain pictiire^

to orm the nucleus of an art-gallery in memory

of her father, William Thompson, conditional

upon the corporation's undertaking to Prov'de

a suitable room for their exhibition. Among the

nictures are a small landscape with mil, by

Eoiistable group of cherubs by Cipnan.. two

portraits, bv Hoppner; the Artists Studio, by

P. P. Rubens; and a Woman in a

.\ngeiica Kauffmann.

Cave, by
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WAGES I MOVEMENTS.
RUGBY DISPUTE SETTLKD. -Sir Staflord

Howard, wlio was appointed by the Board of
Trade to arbitrate in the recent building trades
dispute atr Rugby, has communicated liia award
to tlie parties concerned. Four sections were
specialty interested — plumbers, plasterers,
painters, and labourers- who asketl for an alb
round advance of one penny per hour. The
arbitrator has decided that the men shall
receive a lialfpenny advance from August 1,

and a further advance of a farthing per hour
from Janiutry 1 next. Wages in Rugby will

tiien be: Builders' labourers. 6^d. ; plasterers'
labourers, 7Jd.; scaffolders and stone-sawyers,
6|d.; plumbers, 9Jd. ;

painters, 8Jd. ; and
plasterers, S^d. The (|uestion of working rules
was also made the subject of arbitration.

«*»-
Mr. H. Dyson has been confirmed in the office

of District Engineer in the Public Works
Department, Fiji.

The foundation-stone of a garden village of
175 houses at Gellifaelog, Merthyr, was laid on
Friday by T^ady Rodney.

The urbiin district council of Ilford have
approved a sclieme for the provision of new
public baths at an estimated cost of dE21,300

On land offered on advantageous terms by
the Marquis of Lincolnshire. Wycombe Town
Council have decided to build fifty-four houses
for artisans.

A hippodrome is about to be built in Osborne-
road, Pontypool, from plans by Mr. C. F.
Wilton. The contractors are Messrs. Poulton
and Whiting, of Pontnewydd.

The Doncaster Corporation are applying to
the Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow £12,500 for the provision of plant in
connection with their electricity undertaking

Birmingham Water Committee issued a report
on Wednesday in which they recommend the
city council to lay a third line of pipes frbm
the Elan aqueduct in Wales, whence the city
obtains its water supply.

The members of the Wolverhampton Aichseo
logical Societv on Saturday paid a visit to tlie
ruins of the Augustinian Abbey of Hauglimond,
Shropshire. The party were conducted bv Mr. J.
Harley over the various buildings.

Damage to the extent of .about £4.000 was
caused by a fire which broke out early on Satur-
day morning at the cabinetmaking premises of
Messrs. Sternberg. Wilson, and Co., at 31,
Charlotte-street, Liverpool-street. The building,
which has a frontage of about 60ft., was con
siderably damaged, while the greater portion of
the confronts wa? destroyed.

Mr. G. A. Stevenson, C.B.. now a Commis-
sioner of Public Works, Ireland, has been
appointed Chairman of the Board, in succession
to Sir George Holmes, who will retire under the
age limit m October. Mr. T. P. Le Fanu. C B,,
now private secretary to the Chief Secretary for
Ireland, has been appointed a Commissioner in
sucession to Mr. Stevenson.

After some delay the Montreal Board of
Control have awarded a contract for the widen
ing of the city aquedoct to the Cook Con.stnic
Iiou Companv. of Sudbury. Ontario, at the price
of 2,322.552.1ol. The next lowest tender was
that of Messrs. Quinlan and Robertson, of
Montreal (who carried out a previous contract
for work on ihe aqueducll. (heir price being

It is proposed to carry out furl her improve-
ments at the North Bay at Scarborough, and
the town council in committee liave approved
plali.s and cstimales for Ihe deinoliliou of (he
0(1 North Pier pavilion and adjoining buildiii<>s
alterations and iinprovemenls of (he roadway
and sea-wall near tha( pavilion, the erection of
a public shelter, shops, anil conveniences in the
Clarence Gardens, adjoining the Rnval Albert
Drive.

Under the Royal Commission on Ancient and
Hislnrical Monuments in Sciilland. an inviysti-
gation is now being carricil out under the super-
vision of Prof. Haverfield and Mr. M'Donald
on the tarm of Bush, Ythanwells, in the civil
parish of Auchterless, about one and a half miles
from the source of the River Y'than. The object
IS to settle the question whether ),he .amp i.s

a Roman one or not. The trenches in con-
nection with the camp can be traced not only
on the farm of Bush, but through fields on the
north-east of the camp, vn tY-r. -uljoining farm
of Logienewton. and also to (he cast, on the
farm of Logieaulton.

LATEST PRICES.

7 5
8 3 6

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

IRON.
Stee! Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton .£6 3 6 to £6 5

SteelJoists. English 7 10 ., 7 13 "

WrouKht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0.,
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 6 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,,
Beat Snodshill 0,,

.Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, tor bonding, &c,, £8 153 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10a. per ton.

Galvaniaed Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. IS to 30. No. 32 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ,,.£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails ^Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columna £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9
Rolled-lron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-li-on Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 2i gauge IS „ —
(Jalvanised Wu-e Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 0,, —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £1108. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to 6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
(Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

burned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2S per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 724
Steam-Tubes 675
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes &2h
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
10 to £30
15 U „
10 ,,

15 ,,

10 „
15 „
10 „

.'. „
„

15 „
10 „
15 „
10 „

93

Spelter, Silesian Per ton £30
Lead Water Pipe, Town 24

,, ,. Country 25
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25

,, ,, ,, Country 26
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town 26

,, ,. ., ,. Country 27
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 29
.. ,. ,. ., Country 30

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 27

„ „ Country 28
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4*in.) Town 27

,. „ „ Country 28
(Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 381b. bags 24 15 0,
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 93 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 81 10 ,

Tin, English Ingots 187 10 ,

Do., Bars 188 10 ,

Pig Lead, in Icwt. piga (Town) 21 15 ,

Sheet Lead, Town 24 5 ,

,. Country 25 ,

Genuine White Lead 29 15 ,

Refined Red Lead 25 ,

Sheet Zinc 30 ,

Old Lead, against account 19 5 0,
Tin per cwt. 11 ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 6 ,

TIMBER.
C0N8THDCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to

.. „ 2nd „ 26
3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals: St. Johns 10
Miramichi 9 10

15

188
189

10

10
10

., Boards: Swag l:
Red Deals : Archangel 1st quality 21

,.

.,

.,

0.,
0,.

2nd ., 16
,

3rd ,. 13 ,.

.. ., St. Petersburg—
" .. ,, 1st quality 16 10 ,,

2nd ., 14 10 ..

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,.

M Gefle. Gothenburg.
,™ .. „ and Stockholm ... 13 10 ..

White Deals: Crown 14 ,,

.,,•1 . .• Seconds 11 lo !!Hoormg : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ,,

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,"

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 '

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
"

Boards 18
Lignum VitsB Per ton 7 0,,

„„_... , Per cubic
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5
Pitch Pino Logs Q 3 ,,'

Birch ; Quebec Logs 3 3
"

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 '

Mahogany Gaboon ' 3 "

£45
33
18 10
11 10
10 10
12

24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11
17

33
14

foot.

5 6
2 6
3 9
8

U 3 3

FDRNITURB AND HARDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported
.. Boards ., .. Prm.

,.Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec loga

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. ,.

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...

.. African. Assinee. &c.
,, Lagos and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

,, Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitffi

£30 to £25
16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to 3

,,

6 ..

4 .,

3 „
3

2
2
3
1

7

6
3 6
3 3
4 9

3 4

3

3 6
2 9
3 6
3 9
2
8

B 6
4 6
4

5 6

3 9

3 3

6
5
4 6

3
3

10
8

7

9
6 6

6

4

3 3
14

12
14

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot ctibe £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3 3
Bed Corsohill. ditto ,, 2 3
Closoburn Red Freestone.ditto ., 2
Ancastor, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,. 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nino Elms) ,. 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto ., 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup, 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

* All F.O.E. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elma
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

..£0 3 3 ...£0 3

Delivered on road waggons ^

at Paddington Depot. I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

Pimlico Wharf I

SLATES.
in. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 .

16x 8 .

Blue Bangor 20x10
.

20x13
,

First quality 20x10
,

20x13
.

16X 8 ,

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

.

20x12
.

18x10 .

16x 8 .

20x10 .

18x10 .

16X 8 .

£ s. d.
12 12 6

. 6 13 6

, 13 3 6
, 13 17 6
. 13
, 13 15
. 7 5

per 1,000 of
1,300 at r.stn

Permanent green

.

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5

11 13

9 13
6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hai-d Stocks ... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,. ., (river
Mild Stocks 19 0,.
Picked Stocks for livered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10 .,

Pressed Wii-e Cuts... 1 18 .,

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Faroham Red 3 12 ,, ,,

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 .. ,. ,.

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnoso 4 0..
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2i;in. Best Red Ac-

)

I Neti. delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 ,. j full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £3 10

3&" ditto Second Best I'lastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto I*lastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
3S" ditto ditto through and through 2
3J" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radiua BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

.\ccrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4^" solEt, per foot opening .

4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto .

5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto .

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto .

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto dittouiubu a uiblfO aitio aililtO ... I

Net tree on rail or free on boat at works

3 6
3 1

3 11
3 9
4 6
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Second
Coloura.

17 17

20 17 B

17 17 6

sciiiarc

—

21 17 S

21 7

7 B

26 17 6

fia

11 17

15 17

17 17

U 17

18 17

10 17

7 e

6

6

e

QLAZED BRICKS.
DARD OI^AZEH, (rKR 1,000.)

Wljite, Ivory, and best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cieaiu, Other

licst. Seconds. & lironzo. Colours
Stretchers

—

.£11 7 S i'lO 17 8 i.'13 17 6 £17 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 fi 10 7 i; i:i 7 H 17 7 6

Quoins, l-iullnose, and 4Ain. Klats-

1,'i 17 H 14 17 li

Double Stretchers—
17 17 i; Ifi 7 6

Double llottders—
II 17 ti 13 7 fi

One side and two ends
18 17 B 17 7 B

Two sides and one end, square
19 17 B IS 7 6 23 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 ir. 17 fi 21 17 6 21 17 fi 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal AnRles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Bd. each

Internal and External Ancles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

cm BuUnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d each 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each

Maioiica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 B

,, Quoins and BuUnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not
of single radius £B per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours |- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 45in.

Is. 2d. each ' by2Jm.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, il per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

8d. each

1/3 each

VARNISHES, SCO. Per Ballon

Pino Pile Oak Varnish -£0 8

Palo Capal Oak lU

Suporflne Pale Elastic Oak " J

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak U lU

Suporflne Hard-dryinfi Oak, for seato of

churches " \i

Fine Elastic CarriaRo " '^

SuiwrBne Pale Elastic CarriaRo U lb

Fine Pale Jlaplo lb

Finest Pale Durable Copal u >°

K.xtra Pale French Oil 1 '

EKRBhell FlaltinK Varnish " ij

White Coiial Enamel '
J

Extra Palo Ptt|)er " "
Best .lapan Gold Sizo " }"

Best Black Japan " '?

Oak and MahoRany Slam " "

Brunswick Black " °

Berlin Black ° !°

Knotting " J"
French and Brush Polish U '"

I'.xliibilion

parlieulars

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand f

Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement .

Ground Blue Lias Lime
36
21

6 per yard, delivered

s. d. Per ton,

to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 fi to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

8. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red rooflngtiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz^ „ ,.

Bi-oseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles i

Ruabon red . brown, or brindled

do. (Eldwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles •. 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tUes '.—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do *? ,i. •.
Hip tiles 3 lOiperdoz

Valley tiles •.•. 3 44 „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tUes *l
Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles i

Valley tiles •. 3

Staffordshii-e (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Hartsbill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

perdoz.
,

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz. ,

per 1000
,

B

per 1000
,

perdoz.
,

6 per 1000
,

perdoz.
6

TRADE NOTES.
A I'ublie Works ami t'onlru.-tors

will be held in London next Marcli,

(if which will be dnl.v announced.

Boyle's latest patent " Air-i)unip "'. veiitihilor.-;

and latest improved air-inlet, brackets have

been applied to the Wesleyan chapel and scliool-

I'oorn, Prestatyn.

Mr Horace H. Hallelt, who has been actm;;

n< Colonial Surveyor to Bermuda, has been con-

firmed in tliat o'llice with effect from July 1

list, Mr Hallett has been identified with tlie

Civil Service of Hernv.ida for the past twenty-

five years, and has risen from the post of actinf;

clerk to the Superintendent of Public Works to

I he office which he has now been called upon to

nil Mr. Hallett succeeds his brother, the late

Mr. W. Cardy Hallett.

At a meet in;; of the Camelford Rural District

Council on Friday. Mr. Matthew Wicketl, who

for forty-eight years has filled the post of hif;"

way surveyor, tendered his resignation on

account of advanced age. He state<J that only

twice during his long term of oflice had he

been absent from the meetings cf the council

and the old Highway Board. The chairman

spoke appreciatively of Mr. Wicketfs work, and

expressed regret that after such long service

he was not entitled to a pension. The resigna-

tion was accepted as from Michaelmas next.

Pressed *'

Ornamental do 50
4

3
Hip tiles.,

alley tiles

per 1000
,

6

perdoz.
6

OILS.

Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29

Do., brown 2B 15

Cottonseed, refined 29 „

OUve, Spanish 39 10 „

Seal, pale 21 » „

Cocoanut, Cochin 4b u „

Do., Ceylon -43 10 ,

Do., Mauritius 42 10 „

Palm, Lagos 32 5 ,

Do. Nut Kernel 35

Oleine JZ S 2 '

Sperm
; ^ S S

'

Lubricating U.S pergal ' •

Petroleum refined ... 64 ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,
Do., Archangel 19 b

,

Linseed Oil pergal. 2 j ,

Baltic Oil S Q r.
'

Turpentine ,, .- ^ *- •

Putty (Genuine Lin- 1 ^^f^ 9 0,
seed Oil) ...... I

'

Pure Linseed Oil 1 10 ," Stority " Brand )

GLASS (IN CRATES).

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10

19 5
31

HOW YOU MAY

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
WITH EXISTING BUSINESS.

A Client in the West of England

takes £133 out of one trans-

action on an outlay of only £50.

We shall lie pleased l<i give full particulars.

R. A. SMITH & CO.

LONDON,
S.W. -

62
1 10
1

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths M.
Thu-ds 2id.

Fluted Sheet 2id. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ;

Figured Rolled and BupoasBinu

2I0Z. 26oz.
3d. ... 33d.
3ld. ... 4*d.

3ld. ... 6id.
*in. ^/isin.

2id. ... 2id,
White.

3id.

32oz.
... 4id.
... 5id.
... 7d.

iin.
... 3d.
Tinted
.. 5d.

1 srviU.lsHli) i-^-'ii.

Stock and Share Dealers,

20, Cockspur Street,

Full infoniiiitiuii is contained in the book-

let " Temiiorary Investments," which will bo

sent gratis and post free ou application.

rit.i.... in.'niic.ii HI II, PING NKWS

06ILVIE&CO.

Ttlr-aLI..! PAI.STO,N C—

MaDT Teats conoectfl will

Ihf UW Arm of W. H
L.^SCEI.I RS ,« <", "

I,.,.nt,in K,,«

Mildmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
E8TIM\TEt^

FREE.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

i!;l.23«

3,300 U
3.050

a.885
i.Uii 1

2,1(1.^1

VZ.MO
2,-i80 «
i.iSO

2.230
2.187
2,1.'J.-. 19

2,(M7 18 8
a.ou
1 057 U
1,90!)

TENDEBB.
•,• Cornw|X)ndenta would in all caaoa oblige byKivini;

Iho ildJroaiioa of the parties tondorins—at any mte. of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa.

tion.

HAiiWR,^.— For erecting twouty-two cniiau'cs on the

MaltliouKO area, for the urban diBtncl council. Mr. IJ.

TomcH, A.M.l.CK.. Council Houbo, Highntroot, Mort-
liiko. 8.W., arcliitoct :—

Lowe, W.. HarnoD £8,38U 18 I

Hoghea, Il.T. MortlaWo S.OSI

LyforU, A. U. «.. West Acton. ... 8.(MU

Thomas and Kiiiro, Woolwicti ... 7.97!

Lcodor. H I... i:hu(wick 7,»2.'>

Hollowav, H, I...DoiHford .. 7,6iw

Bcndon, T., Ud., Hammorpmilh 7 379
Hkinnor. H., Murtliiko 7.308

Smith, W.. and Sons. Barnon .. 11,1)73

Milhnan, T.. SoiUb Eahng' ,. H.950
' Aoccptcil.

Briktwood.—Kor tbo erection of iliroo remilencoa,

Middloion Hall Eetato, Brontwool. Sir. A. T. G.
Woods. M.S. A., Now -road, Brentwood, Kaasx,

architect —
Hammond. J., and Bona, Romford
Harris Bros., Billoricay, Essex ...

Jarvis, y. W.. Brentwood
Fairboad. A., and Son. Enfield. N.
tJroninand Soas. Warloy, Eu«x ..

Dowsing and Davis, Komford ...

BltKNiwoon.— For tbo erection of now infants school,

New-roail, for National schools managora. Mr. A. T. G.
Woods, M.S. A., New-road, Brentwootl, an:bit6ct :—

Harris Bron., Billeric«y ...

Fairlicad, A., Knfleld. N. ...

Roberts, B., Ltd., Plynioutb
Dowsing and Davis, Romford
Hammond and Sons, Komford
Clark and Sons, Cambridge
Oronin and Sons, Warloy ...

Robiuton, D.. Stansted
,T»rviB, F. W., Brentwood*
Smith, U.,Clacton-on-8ea ..

• Provisionally acccDicd.

DA::Ri»Tn. — For renewal of the gas retorts al tho

inihislrial colony, for the Metropolitan Asyloras Bofird :

Leeds Fireclay Co £21"

Sugden. F. CandCo 208

Domoster, R, and Sons 202 10

Drakes, Ltd.' 193 <•

* Kecommondod for acceptance.

DAKTroRD.—For tho extension of tho tlro-statiou, for

tho urban district coancil :
—

Keevil.O. M £tW
(Recommended for acceplsnce.)

Dp.nbikv.— For tbo erection of a reservoir at Donbury,

ftr the Newton Abbot Rural District Council —
Best Bros., Toignmonth (accoi)lodl l'2i)

DovKK.—For widening Folkestone-road at tbo foot of

Maxton Hill, for tho Dover Town Council :

—
Lewieand AuBlon (accepleill ... £1*1 *

East FiKsBUuy. N.E.—For ercctmg and famishing a

temporary bnildiog for the accommodation of HO

menially dclectivo children on tbo Baltic-Street site,

Finsbury, for the London County Coancil —
Humnbrevs, Ltd.. Knightsbridge £1,130

Harrison, . I., and Co.. Camborwell 1,170

Rowley Bros.. Woodiiroen ,.. 1,08.)

Harbrow, W.. Iron Building

Works, South Bermondjsey' ... 985

Architect's eslimato, £1,118.
• Recommended foracceptoncc.

(iKEESiwicn, B.E.—For the supply of a .V^ton over-

head travolling crane required for the Groenwicb

generating station :
—

Heywood, 8. H., and l^o., Ltd.,

Reddish
Carrick and Ritchie, Ltd., Edin-

burgh
liooth. J., and Bros., Ltd., Leeds...

Cowans. Sheldon, and Co., Ltd.,

Ciirliaie

Babcock and Wilcox. Ltd., Far-

ringdon-fetreoL, E.C.*
• Recommended for acceptance.

Chief ollicer of tramways estimate, £2.2)9.

Uammeksmi in, S.W.-For tbo erection of a now trade

school for girls at the L.C.C. Hammorsmilh School of

Arts and Cralts, for the London County Council :—

Wallis, C. E. and Sons, A. B.

Ltd., Haymarkot ... £21,731

Bowver, J. and C, Ltd.,
21,393

£3.392 10

2.UB9

2,970

2,809 10

2,2S.>

Hairdwoods,
APPLY TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, Loudou, E.C.

,
Ken-

Dopt-

Son,

Ltd.',

21,»>1

21,200

21,181)

20,993

20.692

20,173

20,310

20,289

19,738

. £22,381

. 21,8.50

. No difleronco

21,103

21,092

21,000
20,110

29,500

20,000

Upper Norwooti
Leslie & Co., Ltd,

eiugton-siiuarc
Holloway, H. L.

lord
Uarretl, J., and
Balham-bill ...

Higgs and Hill,

South Lambeth
Appleby. J., and Sons,
8onLbwark-j>ark

I'litman .V Fotboringham,
Ltd., Liyori>ool-road...

Downs, W., Walworth...
Rowley Bros., Wood
Green

Holliday i Greenwood,
Ltd., Battersea

Lawrence. W., and Son,
Fmsbury-circus
Architect's estimate.

""•"Reccmmfndid for acceptan^ m accordance with

rcvibcd plan f.t £iy,lol.

nine mouths.

19,V2» •19,581

comparable with tho second

ptance in accordance with

, ,. .„.„ .„.. A.—For completion within

B —For completion withm eight months.
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Hammeksmith. S.W.—For painting the Gxterior of
Flora-gardens echool, Hammersmith, for the London
Uounty Council :

—

Bendon, T., and Co., Ltd i,'4t»9

(Accepted.)

Hammeesmuh, S.W.—For tbo supnly of a motor
generator and ewitobboard at the new tire station at
Uammertmitb, for the London County Council :

—
General Klectric Co,, Ltd., Bir-
mmebam iJlHl

Electric Construction Co., Ltd.
Wolverhampton* 1 .'jH

* Recommended for acceptance.
Chief engineer's et-timate, £118.

Hammersmith, S.W.—For the supply of 50,noo
creosoted deal piiving blocks, 3in. by 9in. by Ijin.,

required in connec lion with the diversion of tramway
tracks in Wood-lane, for the London County Council :

—
Improved Wood Pavement Co., A. B.

Ltd., Queen Victoria-street. E.C. £7 17 ... i;7 1-.J

(Jabriel, T., and Sons and Burtons,
Lambeth, S. E ... 7 17 ... —

Leo. J. B., and Sons, Ltd., Graco-
church-etreet, E.C 7 9 )i ... 7 7 ^

Howard, W. W., Bros., and Co.,
Trinitv-e(|uare, E.C. 7 H 5 ... 7 5 11

Acme Flooring and Paving Co.
(1904), Ltd., Victoria-park, N.E, 7 8 6 ... 7 5 6

Griffiths, W.. and Co., Ltd.,
BiehoDsgato, E.C 7 tj 10 ... 7 3 1

Burt, Boulton, &* Haywood, Ltd.,
Cannon-street, E.C *7 H 10 ... 7 3 t
' Accepted. Total amount of tender about X'Sti7 Is. Sd.

Estimate of chief officer of tramways, A;400. A. —Price
a thousand delivered Dy van on site. B.— Price a
thousand delivered by barge lo Battersea Wharf.

Hampstead, N.W.—For refitting the offices and
reconstructing the drainage system at the Netherwood-
atreet school, Hampstead, for tbo London County
Council :

—
Barton, W. S., and Co., Chancery-
lane .t;3,199

Finch, B., and Co., Ltd., Lambeth 2.125
Beattie, W

. , Lower (irosvenor-
place 1,625

Smith, F.. and Co.. Abchurch-lane 1,300
Tennant, I. C, and Co., Grange
Works, Willesden Green* ... 1,170

Architect's estimate, £1,175.
* Recommended for acceptance.

HoMERi'uN, N.E. — For erecting wards, Jtc, at
infirmary, for the Hackney Guardians. Mr, F. N. Coles,
Hackney Union, Homerton, N.E. .clerk :—

Hocking. J,, and Co., Delafield-
road. Old Charlton, 8,E i;333

Lambeth.—For painting the interior and exterior of
Waterloo-road school, for the London County Council :—

Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road £894,

Bovis, Ltd., Upper Berkeley-at. ... 831
HolUaay and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea 8:^2 ii

Reed, W., Brixton 794-

Mills, W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Blackheath 779 o

Sims, J. R., Westmmeter 737 o
Inns, A. H., Bishopsgate' 72ii

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lewibham, S.E.—For providing heating appnratu8 m
connection with the rebuilding of the Lewisham Bridge
(girls' and infants') school, for the London County
Council :

—

Ardlng and Dyne, Southwark
Bridge-road jty^r.

Bnghtside Foundry i. Engineermg
Co., Ltd., Victoria-street ... 7:il o

Cannon and Hefford, Peckham ... 719 10 o
Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark 09H

Yetton. J., & Co., Ltd., Limehouse tf7t>

May, J. & F., Lincoln's Inn-fields 660
Hayward Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd.,

Union-street, Borough* 617
Architect's estimate, i:H7'j.

* Recommended for acceptance.

LoNuoN.—For the painting and cleaning of schools,
for the London Education Committee :

—
Bermondsey—County secondary and the " Alma "

elementary school—painting exterior :
—

Barker. G., Whitecbapel £l,30."»
Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark 9Uh
Parkor, G., and Sons, Peckham* 866 o
Smith, F., and Co., Abchurch-lano H37
Groves, H., Greenwich 810 o o

Bothnal Green, S.W.— Somertord-street—painting ex-
terior and cleaning interior :

—
Feun. .1. S., Woolwich j[;876 10
Monday, G., & Sons. Botolph-lane 861 o
Thorne, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 857
Vigor and Co., Poplar 719
Inns, A. H., Biahopsgate* - 636

Bow and Bromley — St. Leonard's-road — painting
interior and exterior :

—

Griggs and Son, Cubitt Town ... i;9.>7 19 10
Newell, H., Poplar 9^
Kearley, C. F., Ltd., Great
M arl borough-street H76

Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd.,
South Audley-street 876

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea ., 858

Thorne, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 791 11
Vigor and Co., Poplar 703 10
Bailey, W., East Greenwich* ... 645 6 9

Fulham— William-street—painting interior :—
Lole and Co., Chelsea £8dO
General Bmlding Co., Charing
Cross 865

Bristow \. Eatwell, Lancaster-road 850
Roberts. A., and Co., Ltd., Earl's
Court-road 754

Chappell, W., Maida Vale 690 o
Bendon, T., Ltd., Hammersmith* 686 o o

Clapham—County Secontlary School, Clapham—paint-
ing interior and exterior :

—
Johnson W., and Co., Ltd.,
Wandsworth Common £1,240

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 1,017

Soole, S. N., and Son, Richmond 985 10
Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd.,
South Audley-street 950 10 o

Maxwell Bros.. Ltd. Brixton-road 893
Kearley, C. F., Ltd., Groat
Marlborough-street 708

Garrett, F.. and Son, Balham Hill 768 (i

Holliday und Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea 725

Tripga and Co., Clapham ... ... 710 fl n
Rice Hud Son, Stockweli-road* ... 707

Clapham—Honeywell-road— painting interior:—
Unsigned ' £660
Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea 6-26

Maxwell Bros., Ltd., Brixton-rnad 605 o
Garrett. J-, and Son. Balham Hill 588
Johnson. W., and Co., Ltd.,
Wandsworth Common 578

Triggs and Co., Clapham* .. .. 507 a

Islington, E. — The " Newmgton Greon " —painting
interior and exterior ;

—

Patman and Fothoringham, Ltd.i
Liverpool-roHd i;810

Shurmur, W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Upper Clapton 817 10

Roberts. C. P., and Co., Ltd.,
Dalston 802

Bull, F., Upper Clapton 777
Williams, G, S. S., and Sou,
Barnsbury 714

Brand, Pettit. and Co., South
Tottenham 686

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Islington* 629

Kensington, N,—Sirdar- road—puinting interior and
exterior :—

Strong, J., and Co., Marble Arch £890 11 2
Polden, A. and F., Shepherd's
Bush 638

Crook, H. W., and Son, Ltd.,
Westbourne Grove* 661 17 ,>

Peckham.—Ivydale-road—painting interior—
Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark
Park £748 o

Parker, G., and Sons, Sumner-
road, Peckham 714

Smith, P., and Co., Abchuroh-
lane 686 10 o

Loaaby, F. W., Hither Green-
lane 685

Line, H., Peckham Rye 648 u o
Garrett, J., and Son, Balham Hill* 63:i

Rotherhithe.—Albion-street-paintin? exterior—
Appleby, J., and Sons, Southwark
Park £933

Parker. G., and Sons, Sumner-
road, Peckham 857

Smith, F., & Co., Abchurch-lane* 823
Groves, H., Greenwich 795

Rotherhithe—Keeton's-road—painting exterior :
—

Barker, G., VVhitechapel CI,271
Appleby, J., nnd Sons, Southwark
Park 1,240

Parker. G.. and Sons, Peckham ... 1,187
Smith, F., & Co., Abchurch-lane.

.

1,102 10
Groves. H., Stockwell - street,
Greenwich* 975

St. Pancras, E.— The " Medburn "—painting interior
and exterior :

—
Grover, J.. A; Son. New Nortb-ra. £1,02)
Barton, W. S., and Co., Chancery-
lane 999

Marchant, Hirst & Co., Highgate-
road 990

Unsigned, Maida-vale 895
Piitman and Potheringham. Ltd.,
Liverpool-road 811

Williams, G. g. 8., and Son.
Barnsbury 826

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.. Essex-
road 799

Blake. W. B., Ltd.. Southampton-
street 783

Inns, A. H., 36, Camomile-street' 757 o

Bermondsey. — Weston-street — painting exterior and
cleaning interior :

—
King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road £618

Sims, J. R., Westminster 617
Wallis, G. E., and Son, Ltd.,
Panton-street* ... 597

Camb6rwell, N.—Uderton-road-painting interior :
—

King. H., and Son, Peckham ... £608
Peyton, A. T., Lewisham 593 15
Parker, G., and Sons. Peckham ... 567
Unsigned 560 6
Smith, F., and Co.. Abchurch-
lane, City' 511 16 6

Hampstead.—Fleet-road—painting interior :
--

Marchant, Hirst, and Co., High-
gato-road £7;i7 o

Lonn, Thornton, and Co., Lower
Sloane-atreet 695

Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill .,. 612 10
Holmes, W. H„ and Son,
Brondeebury 615 5

Chappell, W., Maida Vale* ... 525

Marylebone, B.—Barrow Hill-road—painting interior:—
Tennant, I. C.aud Co,, Willeaden-
greon i;656 12

Bovis, Ltd., Upper Berkeley-street H2i) o
i-awronco, F. vV., Belsize ParK ... 616 ;( 10
Strong, J., and Co., Connaught
House, MarDie Arch* yu 2 2

* Accepted,

Llandilo.— For erecting infirmary, for the guardians.
Mr. E. Jones, Glancennen, Llandebie, surveyor:

—

Vaugban, M.,TycroeBPantvffvnon £4,550
Vaughan. G., Tycroes Pantyffynon 4,370 o
Morris, S. P.. Llandilo i.2'^5 o
Davies, D.. Llandilo 3^923 o
Thomas, W., Rhosmain. Llandilo 3.H42 (i

Mercer, G., and Son, Llanelly ... 3.775 n
Davies and Evans. Llandebie ... 3.770 o
Howells, J. D., Brynamman ... 3,765
Thomas, J. S., Pantjffvnon ... 3,746
Morgan. W. D., Llyshendy,
Llandilo ;j^«98 m o

Thomas. T. C, and Co., Llandilo 3,198 10 o
Howells. D. and Son. Llandebie 3,172 10
Evans. E. D. W., 43. Tudor-road.
Cardiff (accepted) y.iyo o

LoNnoN, R.E.—Forthe repair of the carriageway in
Blackwall Tunnel, for the London (!ounty Council :—

Acme Flooring and Paving Co.
(1904). Ltd., Victoria Park, N.E. i:2.301 5 lo

Dick, Kerr, and Co . Ltd.. Cannon-
street, E.C .. 2,26i 4 8

Griffiths, W., and Co., Ltd.,
Bishopsgate, E.C. 2,192 12 2

Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.,
Westminster, S.W. 2,168 16

Anderson, G. J., Poplar ... ,., 1,933 3 8
Wheeler, W. H., and Co.. Ltd.,

235, Blacktriars-road, 8 E.' ... l.SH'H 14 6
' Recommended for accepiHuce.

Neath.—For the erection of 93 workmen's dwellings,
including paving of footpaths, for the Neath Cor-
poration. Mr. D. M. Jenkins, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E.,
borough engineer ;

-
Hill, A., Llandudno £22,505
Pye, J., and Co., Swansea .. , , 20,829 10
Jenkins, W, and J., Merthyr ... 19.705 15 3
Card, W. J. and Co., Neath ... 18,519 11 6
Waring, Cole, and Waring, Neath 16.726 6
White Bros., Sketty, Swansea ... 16,694 13 9
Rogers. H.. Manselton, Swansea,.. 16.450
Edwards and Lloyd. Uaesteg* ... 16,033 5
Snow, J., jun., Ystradgynlais ... 15,8.38 12

* Accepted.
New Cro>;s, S.E.—For alterations and improvements

to New Cross fire-station, for the London County
Council :

—
Rice & Son. Stockwell-road, S.W. £7,979
Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd.,
Lambeth, S.E 7.885

Ashby and Horner. Aldgate, ... 7.6)0
Mareland, J., and Sons. Walworth 7,316
(iarrett. J., & Son. Balham Hill ... 7,271
Higgs A; Hill. Ltd., South Lambeth 7,250
Downs, W., Walworth-road ... 7,245
Falkner, J. W.. &Son, Old Kent-rd. 7,189
Korridge and Shaw, Adelphi ... 6,969
Holliday i; Greenwood, Baitersea 6 893
Triggs and Co., Clapham 6,795
Holloway. H. L., Deptford ... 6,632
Bowyer, J. & C. Upper Norwood* 6,594 2

* Recommended for acceptance.

Norwood Park, S.E.—For the erection of con-
veniences at Norwood Park, for the London County
Council :—

Rice and Son, Stock well-road ... £629
Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 625
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 614

Johnson, W., and Co., Ltd.,
Wandsworth Common* 589

Estimate of the architect, £534.
Recommended for acceptance.

OuNHLb.—For providing water supply at Kingeclifle,
for the Oandle Rural District Council :

—
Kettle and Sons, Peterborough . . £947 2

(Accepted. Engineer's estimate, £1,031.)

SoLTHAMPTON.—For works of painting at (\) Bitterne
Park, (b) Northam, and (c) Mount I'loasant council
schools, for the borough education committee :

—
Jenkins and Co. (accepted for all three) (a) £53, (») £98,
(c) £125.

Stepnev, E. — For painting the exterior of Settles-

street School, for the London County Council :
—

Symes, A. E., Stratford 1:815

Monday, G.. and Sons, Eaatcheap 763
McCormick &Son8, Ltd., Essex-rd. 620
Thorne. F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 585
Fenn, J. S., Woolwich 576 10

Unsigned 575 «

Vigor & Co., 15, King-st.. Poplar* 64h 10
* Recommended for acceptance.

Thornion Heath. — For additions to Ecclesbourne-
road School, for Croydon Education Committee (James
Smyth, clerk, Education Office, Croydon). Mr. H. Carter

Fogg, F.R.I.B.A., Alnwick House. Thornton Heath,
archicect. (.'aantities by Messrs. Kennard and Sons,

104, George-street, Croydon :
—

Smith. W., and Sons, Ltd., 202,

London-road, Croydoa(acc6|>ted) £1,298

Walworth, S.E.—For iiir-paving works at Walworth
recreation ground, for the London County Council :

—
Smart, J.,&Soa, Victoria-st.,S,W, £97
Hobman, A. C. W.. and Co.,

Bermondsey, S.E 88 5

Chittenden and Simmons' ho 15

Estimate of the chief officer of the parks
department, £90.

* Accepted.

Wellington. Salop.—For erecting bakery and stables

tor Messrs. Brittain, Ltd. Mr. Wm. F. Edwards,
1. Newhall-street, Birmingham, architect :

—
Roper, A., Wellington (accepted) £1,950

YouK. — For works of asphalting at Park Grove
council school, for the City Education Comoaittee :

—
Treasure, E. J., VValmgate, YorK £156 6

(Accepted,)

YoiiK. — For painting St. Thomas's Schools for thu

city education committee :

—

BeUerby, W., Poter-gate, York ... £68
(Accepted.)
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NOVELTY IN DESIGN.
In the beautiful process of emlosmosis,

nature selects, from crude formative sub-
stance, material fitted for luoorijoration
into the living iirotoplasm. The action
bears some com|Kuison with tlie working of

tile intellect on llie higliest [jlaiie of design.
From the storehouse of the memory, novel
form is produced, as the outcome of a
Selective, reliniiig jirocess. The act is, of
necessity, effected unconsciously. A
designer, under the influence of an over-
flowing atttatus, his mind concentrated on
jiresent effort, does not, knoxvingly, refer to
the past. Should he need to do so, he is

yet in leading strings : he has not grown
out of his long clothes, but runs, now and
again, to nurse Precedent for guidance in
his perplexities.

The distinction between real and
spurious novelty in design resenibles that
between a powerful. discriiuinating.
dominant brain and an intellect enfeebled
and which has never risen to its full capa-
bilities and power. In the former case, we
obtain novelty as the result of a milling
and selective process, unconsciously, as we
liave seen. ( )ld form is passed tlirough a
refinery. It is subjected to the fire of
thought ; and out of the crucible arises
that which we call novel design. Such
novelty is unwitting. True beauty was the
quest; the apparent novelty is something
incidental. It was not souglit. In the
otlier way, the novelty is ol that order
which we liave all long known as "for its
own sake " a very good expression, since
it is certainly for no one else's. None want
it, excepting tile "designer." We all
welcome originality in design, where such
is really beautiful ; but if this is not forth-
coming, we much prefer the continual
repetition of old beauty, day in and day
out—just as we look for sunrise and sunset
nightly, for the reappearing starry host
year by year, for seed-time and harvest.
and the full-tide glory of honeysuckle and
wild rose. They that sigh for mere novelty
ignoi-e the fact that old sights and sounds",
and the repetition of old acts and perform-
ances, are half the charm of life, and that
Nature gives us variety chiefly by the show-
ing of old things under constanily-varying
conditions and circumstances. We think
that there is but one Pai-thenon

; in effect,
there are an infinite number—from the
time of prey dawn, round the clock, to set
of sun. With g.iod old Pegottv, instead of
haiikering fur so-called novelty, we sh(juld
take things more as we find them. We
cannot invent new forms to sujiplaiit cube
and sphere; and, surrounded on all sides
by straight lines, segmental curves, and
rectangles, every true and square stone
block, every new - turned billiard - ball
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strikes the eye as a thing of beauty ;
while

the cunning jeweller rings changes on
circle, square, and triangle, as the bases

of his bijouterie and love-tokens.

It is spurious novelty tliat offends. To
take a Classic capital, and turn volutes

upside-down, ami make a medley of old-

time arrangement may be a feat of archi-

tectural jugglery; but it jileases none, it

interests no one. If it does not ultimately

disgust the author of the abortion, lie must
be far gone indeed to the bad. The details

of contem[)orarv architecture may be an
exact reproduction of precedent ; maybe
[)recedent modified by intelligent study-
honest endeavour to fit the part to its new
purpose; a remembrance, reproducing that
which we have seen somewhere, gleaned
from the tablets of memory. Or it may be
a parody, or the mere product of a brain
striving to produce beauty— and not
novelty—for its own sake, and that without
definite reference to precedent or tradition.

These several methods may intermesh and
overlap; but if classification may thus
seem hopeless, there is yet always, on the
one hand, the result of thought and
endeavour, and, on the other, that which
we need not trouble even to designate.

Of such methods that we have likened to
the enilosmosic process stands on the
most exalted plane. .'\ll must necessarily
study precedent; but whereas, on the one
hand, the brain is a mere wareliouse--a
kind of au.xiliary store to the sketch-and-
note book— on the other, old facts are sub-
limed, so to speak, and design becomes
something as truly de novo as anything can
be under the sun. Of such design we
commonly say th.-it it is the result of work-
ing "on j)rinciple." The phrase, while
meaning everytliing. does not greatly assist
in practice; for, if we advise the" archi-
tectural student to design on principle, wo
are as though proposing that someone
should build without material, but with a
plethora of line and plummet. We might
almost as well advise one ignorant of the
art of navigation to find his way across the
ocean with a com[)ass. Given" the know-
ledge of matter-of-fact seamanship and
practical ship-working in all its details,
compass, chronometer, and se.xtant will
lead into safe haven.
Study of old work, then, is in all cases

truly a sine qua noii ; .and it has long been
observed that the most original work is
done by these who have most largely
studied the work of others. We m,iy gain
some idea of how this arise.s by study of
particular instances. If we find that an
architect has m.nde a quite unusually uro-
found study of Early English capitals, that
which he will produce in his practical
design will not be literal copy of any

ODB ILLUSTRATIOSS.
University of London : King's College for Women.

View and plans. .Messrs. H. Percy Adami«.
P.R.I.B.A., aud Charles Holdeji, A.R.I.B.A..
.Architects.

Poutifex House, Shoe-Iano, E.C. Klevatiou, plan.
and detail of uiaiu front. Mr. Frank 8.
Chesterton. Architect.

" Daily Sketch " Premises, Slioe-lane. E.C. Messrs.
I. W. Hcatiniont anti Sons, .\rchilectji.

Stable and Cottages for Sir Walter Unnciuiui, Jtart.,
Shoreston, Northumberland. View aud plan.
Mr. R. Mauchlen, Architect.

House at Chislehurst. View and plans. Mr. K. .1.

May, F.R.I.li.A., Architect.
A Cottage Hospital : Saxou Snell Scholarship. First

Prize Design. Elevation and plan. Mr. R.
Mounlford Pigott, A.R.I.H.A., ArchlU'Ct.

King's College Hospital. Denmark Hill, S.E. Mr.
William A. Pile, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

special example, but— lie having becuiiie

master, not only of form, but also of style

principles—sometliing ideal, a sublima-
tion, as we have called it, of the old into

new. That which emerges from liis brain,

if he has a trained eye and hand, will be

I

no mere copy, nor even meniorisiiig, but
something truly novel, just because he did
not knowingly co|)y anything.
Some may think that the act of design is

a superior process to natural endosmosis;
but if we remember how architectural form
may be split up into simple, elemental, and
unchangeable i)arts, then we shall see that
the designer, necessarily employing these
unalterable parts of architecture, common
to every style of design, is selecting and
rejecting, just as Nature, by endosmosic
action, selects and rejects in taking in the
ultimate elements to become part of the
living process. This leads us to conclude
that the first requisite in true design

—

which is the rearrangement of unalterable
elemental part into novel whole— requires
certain principles as guides to the sym-
pathetic hand, eye, and heart. Chemistry,
it has been said, recognises how changes
take place in the unchanging. True
originality in architectural design, there-
fore, .seems to be the reordering of change-
less elemental forms into new combina-
tions.

What we should seek from the old is not
exact form and line, but motive and idea.
To the real designer, the existent always
suggests the possibility of something else"--
something, it m.ay be. very little amended
or altered, but which would yet produce
quite a novel object. We .all seek to im-
prove—that is the end and aim of criticism.
If we earnestly seek real improvement, the
adoption of old detail and pre-existent
form can never degen(?rate into mere copy-
ing

; but our wiirk becomes honest re-
modelling in the light of jirinciple, experi-
ence, and "taste."

NATIONAL COMPETITION WORKS,
1913.

This year the display of successful com-
petitors' drawings and designs in these
contests throughout the country, organ-
ised by the Board of Educaticm, has the
great advantage of being located in the
capacious and more adequate gallery
attached to the new buildings of the
Victoria and .Albert Museum on the north
side of that instituticui, thus encouraging
an inspection by the public. For a long
while, and with only very occasional ex-
ceptions, these annual exhibitions have
bet 11 htld in the temporary iron sheds
standing for a considerable period on
otherwise vacant land at the rear of the
X,-.tuial History Museum; but, for-
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tiuiaU'ly, these siiaiitius have ncjvv been
cleared away, or are in piocess of demoli-
tion, to make room for the new permanent
buildings to be erected in extension of the
Uiiyal College of Science. The prize medal
and other jirodnctions of the students thus
assembled for public inspection are now
seen to far better advantage—with the

exception, however, of the stained-glass

exhibits, which suffer badly as trans-

parencies, owing to the greater light of

the gallery; and tliough a"cano])y to

moderate this difficulty has been set up,

the proportionate effect of the designs is

lost, while the artificial light fixed behind
the glass to show it off is indifferent and
unsuccessful. The partially-lit old cor-

rugated iron sheds facilitated the display

of this class of exhibits, as will be readily

understood, and in future some better con-

trivance will be necessary, or the coloured-

glass window designs must be displayed by
themselves in some comparatively dark
corridor with external openings more
adapted for this object. The type of this

wcjrk show'U is so good, generally speaking,

that some trouble should be taken to

exhibit it properly, particularly as gold

medals have been accorded some years to

contributions by competitors in this

section. On this occasion a remarkably
original design, well carried out in glass,

by Mr. Harry Clarke, of Dublin, has
oiitained a Gold Medal—the only one
accorded to Ireland.

We are again compelled to express regret

at the paucity of the architectural designs
and measured drawings, which for the

past few seasons have not shown any im-
provement whatever, and still continue to

exhibit a falling-off. Taken as a wliole,

the style of work has long been far from
satisfactory. The importance of this

branch of study in the scheme of luitional

art education is certainly recognised to

the extent that in the oflicially-published

reports of the examiners the architectural

section report has at last been placed first

in the order of precedence by the authori-
ties, in lieu of the long-prevailing prefer-

ence accorded to modelling the figure from
the antique. The " mistress .art " lias

never before, if we remember rightly, had
this pre-eminent recognition accorded to

it at South Kensington. The e.xliibiton

itself is far from creditable, although the
judges (Mr. R. T. Blomfield, .A..R.A., Pro-
fessor E. S. Prior, and Professor F. M.
Simpson) commence their report by saying,
" The designs submitted in this class main-
tain the level of previous years"—as if

that afforded any grounds for congratula-
tion. The paragrajih adds that, " altliough
work is sent in which shows complete
ignorance of the rudiments of design and
draughtsmanship, the examiners are glad
to see fewer really 'bad works this year."
The satisfaction thus indicated is certainly
qualified by the injunction which follows

as to the need of more attention to the
practical requirements of planning, and
the abuse of skiagraphy in some of the
drawings, in which the shadows are so

exaggerated that it is by no means easy to

read the design.

We greatly fear that tlie teachers paid
io give instruction in architectural design
and draughtsmansliip are incapable of a

task of which, in the interest of the art,

it would be better they should be relieved.

The schooling that apt pupils get must be
more of a hindrance than a help. It is a
waste of money, energy, and time io per-

petuate such a. lack of system. What is

wanted is a complete revolution, and its

imminence is certain.

The hi<»hest awards in architectural

design this yeai' are three Bronze
i\redals, and two nt these are for

the Design fio- .1 l!ii\;il Tab-ice l''.-|r,ide.

Both are properly criticised by the
judges as being "well executed; but in

both cases the sculjjture overpowers the
design, and in one is entirely out of

scale." The authors are Mr. Leonard
Foster, of Leeds, and Mr. Thomas C.

Howitt, of Nottingham, and we are under
the impression that both of the fa9ades

were prepared for some previous students'

competition, either at the Royal Academy
or at the Institute, and if that be so, they

cannot be properly classified as National
Competition work. The examiners do not

refer to the Design for a University, by
Mr. Theodore Herford, of Manchester,
to whom the other Bronze Medal was
given, though his contribution is capably
worked out in an Ionic Order, Greek in

feeling, with an ornamental lay-out of

terraces between two projecting wings of

buildings having grounds overlooking a
river. The detail is excellently put in,

and the motto " Svvastica " left in the

corner bespeaks the fact of this set of plans

having also been made for some other

primary purpose—which failed, we pre-

sume. Why secondhand schemes should
be thus accepted, as they have been for

many years, tor National medaf s we do not
know. On the other hand, if these things
were produced with the assistance of

National Art masters, how came they to be
allowed to compete for other prizes else-

where as the students' own personal work ?

X bonk prize is given to Mr. Cecil ,T.

Cook, of Marylebone, for the Design of

a Church, and a like award is made to

i\Ir. Albert E. Lowes, of Newcastle on-

Tyne, for a Village Inn scheme. This
exhibitor is disqualified under the rules for

the books ; but lie will obtain a cei-tificate

instead. His design, in brick, is illus-

trated by a fairly good perspective, and
the geometrical drawings are workmanlike,
even if the design of its chief feature— the

portico—is rather thin in its detail. Coul-

mendations are accorded to Mr. Willi.am

O. .Jones, of Manchester, for a Mausoleum
and House designs; Mr. Clifford Hickson,

of Huddersfield, tor a Country House
design—the same subject for which Mr.
John B. Teasdale, of ]\Ianchester, is "com-
mended." This student gets a further

recognition for his measured drawings of

the old Manchester Art Gallery. This
Iniilding is the subject for which Mr.
Gordon Hemm, also of the same school,

wins a Bronze ^ledal. As to this last-

named category of measured drawings, we
cannot discover much reason for the con-

cluding jiaragraph in the examiners'

report, because the subjects shown are not

very inspiring ; but we can, and do,

thoroughly endorse the last lines of the

judges' remarks : "The examiners are glad

to note an improvement in the standard
of work"—(architectural drawings from
actual measurement)—" and generally in

the selection of subject; but they desire

to repeat their recommendation of last

year, that only examples which have
genuine architectural value, and which
are suitable subjects for architectural

draughtsmanship, should be selected.

For example, bad modern work and old

v\ork of which the detail has perished
should be avoided. They regret to note
that the examples of architectural drawing
submitted by art teachers are by no means
satisfactory." Nevertheless, these same
teachers are still engaged in "preparing
art students " upi and down the country.
Tlie show of architectural work now on
view little more than occupies one small
alcove; but it suffices as evidence of the
meiliocritv of the examples actually pre-

pared in the schools.

In the exhibition generally there is a
good deal to ]iraise. and dexterous work in

most si'cliniis is (xidi'iil, even if, on the

whole, little advance in ajiplietl design is

evident, and the craft-work is often poor.
Fourteen Gold Medals, sixty-seven Silver
Medals, and two hundred and thirty-four

Bronze Medals have Ijeen' awarded (three

in the lowest medal awards .Iieing the
highest prizes taken for architectural

design).* The three Gold Medal suljjects

(1, 2, and 3) are most interesting, because
each of the authors illustrates such a
marked individual difference of draughts-
manship. Mr. Arthur Mason's .shaded
drawings of the nude from life, from
Birmingliam, differ absolutely from tlie old

method which used to be insisted on at

South Kensington. His graceful and
sensitive studies, so true to life, well

express the beauty of the modelling, avoid-

ing all over-elaboration by his tree use of

direct drawing. Mr. William H. Stevens,

of Derby, delineates his shaded study of

Boy and Goose from the antique in firm

and decided lines, following the direction

of the structural shape depicted. These
lines are so aptly put in that they give

a pure, transparent effect of light and
shade, with no cross-hatching whatever.

The texture in parts, perhaps, may look

a little woolly. Miss IMabel Webb, the

third Gold Medallist, sends from Hornsey
a shaded drawing of a head from the

antique. Her style is based upon the

Science and Art old rules ; but, for all

that, her pale and silver-point-looking

study is excellent. The Gold Medal
etchings series of Lincoln Cathedral, etc.,

by Mr. S. \. Gammell, of Liverpool, also

include shipping and river frontages in

Dockland, well handled. We must praise

Miss Mary A. Gilfillan, also a Gold
jMedallist, of Islington, for her gold and
silver necklace set with Queensland
and black opals, and for her enamelled

silver and gold clasp with the figure-

panel of a girl in blue on a green

ground, and red scroll behind the head.

The style is new, but the treatment

is traditional in the detailing of the

materials employed. Miss Noel Laura

Nisbet, of Wandsworth, is the recipient of

two Gold Medals for book illustrations.

The black-and-white ones (No. 10) are full

of grotesque design and abundance
of detail, somewhat German in manner,

rich in figures, those in the backgrounds of

warrior groups being subordinated nicely,

though replete in design. Her eagles and

trees are finely mana'ied also. Her
coloured panel picture. No. 11, shows a

Mediseval castle in the rear, with a flock

of goats and a piping herdsman in the

foreground, where there is a standing

figure of a girl. The scheme is in yellow

and reds—a fine sample of colouring,

broadly handled, with due attention to the

draperies, and grass and foliage in the

front of the group, all well adatited for

reproduction. Mr. George Noble, of

Leicester, attracted us by his Silver Medal
scheme for a frieze of fiaure-work (30). and

Mr. Harry Bush, of Wandsworth, has a

capable desian for mural decoration called

"The Embarkation" (49). Miss Joan M.

Brewer, of Brighton, takes a Bronze Medal

for some nice architectural subjects, drawn

for bonk illustration, in pen-and-ink (101),

and Miss .\da C. Saraent has a Bronze

Medal design for a painted panel worth

noting. A similar award falls to Mr.

Charles Baker for an inlaid clock-case,

with mother-of-pearl flowers set in the

foliaee on the splays. The outline is
|

lumpish, perhaps, for a clock, but quite |
above the ordinary, and no mere copv of

an old example (191). Tlie very free lines

• 9,846 works were subinitted this year from -iTii

sohools. In Wales one Bron/c Mecial. one Brmi;'e

Medal in Scotland, and in Tvplnnd one Gold IFedal,

fonr Silver Medals, and nine Uronze Medals were
awarded, tliesc lieinK ineUidud in the totals iiuoted I

aljove.
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of a toilct-mirror aLlu]ilod by Mr. ViTiimi
Whitely, ol Jlaiicliestcr (Uoi-lou Schuul),
may not be quite legitimate I'ov wood treat-

ment, but the piece is dexterous and
imaginative. In the same show-case, Mr.
ClKules 11. Tye, of Camberwell, exhibits
another toilet-glass in mahogany, which
we greatly prefei-. Its inlays are simple
and on good lines. This won a book prize.

Hard by is tile (lold Jledal prize little

circular and figure-carved box in French
walnut by Miss Alice L. Hitchcock, of
Kensington. On the top, for a lid, sit a
group of children. The carving is

suggestive and clever, with nude gixds

holding scarf draperies, and all largely
handled for so small an object; but the
work need not necessarily be in wood, and
might be modelled in jilastic, being an
excellent appreciation of surface treat-

ment. Miss (iweu White, of Marylebone,
takes a (!old Medal for a panel of figures
which, though good in colour and line, arc
too slight for such a position as the decora-
tion of a wooden lutokcase.

Of the Koyal College of Art Exhibition,
also opened last Friday, we have little

room left to speak. The work shown is

not particularly good, and the Archi-
tectural School, in the matter of design,
appears to be too varied and diverse in
its ideals, if we may judge by the designs
submitted for a Non-Kesidential College
in a University Town. Mr. J. H. Farrar
has easily won the Travelling Studentship
with his imaginative and grandiose
scheme, somewliat over-colonnaded, with
a circular auditorium in the centre of a
courtyard. The perspective, and also the
detail, make striking drawings, done in

hrown. Mr. II. .J. Ilariling submits a.

Fr( nch, or perhaps a Belgian-like, scheme
W'ith tall Mansard roofs, very modern in

style, with six internal courts, and an
aspidal-ended library and chapel. Mr. H.
Bannister shows a commonplace design by
a poor bird's-eye view, and the Italian-

mannered inoposal with domes over tlie

circular chapel and library is by Mr. G.
H. Strain. The doulile-quadrangular jdan
by Mr. G. C. Styles lias an octagonal hall

in between, the other design being by JNIr.

W. G. Lockwood. These are so unlike
each other, and are based upon such differ-

ing conceptions of wliat constitutes good
architecture, that some fault in the metliod
of teaching appears more than possible.

The progressive studies of nomical design
as exeni])lified in Wren's original scheme
for St. I'aul's Catliedral, as shown liy his

model, are excellent. These are by Mr.
Farrar. with other similar capital domical
details by Messrs. Bannister and Harding.
Mr. H. Brownsword wins the Travelling

Studentship for sculpture, and in the

School of Painting Mr. C. F. Collin (for

posters, decoration, and painting) is the

Travelting Scholar ; and Mr. P. Lloyd
wins another for Lettering design and for

the window shown on the main staircase,

which is excellently well done and well

shown, which is an advantage denied to

similar glasswork in the National com-
petition,

•***

THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.
PRELIMINARY.

The Preliminary Examination, nualifying

for registration as Probationer R.I.B.A., w*as

held in London, Belfast, Bristol, Glasgow,
Leeds, Liverpool. Manchester, and New-
eastle-on-Tyne on .lune 10 and 11. Of the 108

candidates ' admitted, forty - eight were
exempted from sitting, and the remaining 120

were examined, the result being that eighty-

three passed, thirty-seven being relegated to

their studies. The 1.31 passed and exempted
candidates, who have been registered as Pro-
bationers, are as follows

:

William Allan. 19, Ctiarine Cros.^-roatl, W. Cyril

Douglas Andrews, 86, Derby-road, Ppuder's End, X.

i:ilw..ril IkaUicll Afllburncr, la, Uiail.l.vll-U;niic>;,
riviM.sUin. Arnolii MonUiituc liai'iuwclill, li. UurUjli-
sti-fet, l.ou;.:liboruu{ftl, .\rlliiir N'cw:iiirn llattlL*. While
Hall, Potter iianwortlii Lincoln. Archibald Frank
Beer. ;i4, Clarendon-street, Dover. .\rthnr Cjril
Hef^hie, 17, Ward-.strcet, CraekenedKe. I>e\v.sbury.

John Humphrey ISIackwvll. \Ve^itlJnry, Ketteriini.
ii(»y Charles Hlainpied, 72, llntnlier-road. \V*'slei>nit>e

Park. Ulackheath. .\rttlur (ierald iiriaii, liolnilmry,
Uerklianipsied. Harold 1'liri.stian .IoukIuk llrovvn,

ilanisey, Lsle of .Man. Thonia.s Lind.->ay llrowrie, 71.

Fern-uvenne, ,le>nionil, Newcastle. Henry Carli-ton
Bnliiian Brnndle, 7:*, Fulhani-road, S.W. Thomas
Oswald Busliell, tihizehiiry, Manchester. Kolit-rt

Hunter Cain, l.'>, West-view. Douglas, Isle ol .Man.
Walter Herbert Caley, Cranwell House, Itusthall,

Tunbridge Wells, tieorge Capon, 41. Drakefell-road,
New Cross, S.li. Thomas .John Farley Cave, e'o J. N.
Johnston, 21, Princes-street, Yeovil. E<lwin tvanhuc
Clark, Shillingl'ord, Bampton. Devon. Udward Nciel

Clifton, 7. Kast India-avenne, Leadenliall-street, K.C.
Tholcn .-Vlfrcd Hugh Concanen. Oa, Churehmead-roatI,
Willesdcn tireen. N.W. Waldo Neville Harris Crook,
2."i. Clialfont-road. Oxford. Douglas Harry Darvill,
Bonrnellehi. Slough, Bucks. Guy I.idster i>avis. co
Messrs. Shayler and Kidgc. Bank Chambers.
Oswestry. Edgar Herbert Doc. C3. Florence-road.
Maidstone. William Eric liiyw. 8, West .\Ibert-r'iail.

Kirkcaldy. Wilfred Thomas Eardlcy Duncan. Con-
valescent Home. Queen's Park, Brighton. Thonms
Edmondson, Itrunshaw House. Burniey. William
Richardson Foster. Campbell-road. Oravcsend.
William Wallace Friskin, IS'2, Kensington Park-road.
Notting Hill. W. Koland Ivor Cough, 103, liroad-
street, Birminghatn. (Jeorge Edward (jreensill,

Allport-road, Cannock. Wallace .lames (Jrcgorv, -H,

Craven Park-road, Harlcsdcn. N.W. Wilfred U-ihaby
Haill, 2S, Chcsterflclilroad, St. Amlrew's Park,
Bristol, .\ubrey Frederick Hall. I'n, Britannia-street,
Coventry. Bertram .lames lyeslie Halt. .""J. Ale.vandra-
road, Windsor. Herbert James Hall. (12. CornerswcH-
road. Pcnarth. Itieliard Leslie Carby Hall, Clmreli
House, Itoundlmy, Leeds. John Rupert Hardy. School
House, Merthyr Vale. Stanley BorwctI Noble Harrop.
0. Hartigan-road, Millllouses, Sllenictd. John Lyne
Harvey, 2, Argaum-villas, Devonport. Archibald
Hawkins. 2, Liverpool-place, High-street, Chcltenhafu.
tlilliert Jolin Ilcaley, Moneton, near .Spalding. Vernon
Adolphus Job Helbing. 1S4. .\ltmore-aVKnuc, East
Ham. Ucginald Ueorge Hodges, Duico Domum.
Mitcliam. Tom Holdsworth, Manchester-road.
Burnley. Alfred John Honer, fin. .Machon-bank,
Nether Edge. SheDleld. John Thornton Hooil. 3,

Belleheld-avcnue, Dundee. John Edwin Hopcraft,
Limpsfield. James Leslie Howard, Turf I^-a Fold.
Marple, near Stockport. Philip Sidney Hudson, The
Royal Hospital, Chelse.i. S.W. Guy \'anderseypen
Hurd. Blackhilt, eo. Durham. Sidney Herbert Jcifery,
.11. Hardingcroad. Asliford. Kent. William Court
Johnston. 40, Aglionby-street. Carlisle. Owen
Campbell Jones, 9, Dowgatehitl. EC. Walter
Monckton Kecsey, a, Stadwin-street, Chcvnc-walk,
S.W. Michael Richard Kelly. Marlboro' Park,
Belfast. George Edward King. 78. Melton-rnad. Wc^t
Bridgford. Nottingham. Edwin Warry Lankfer. 40.

Forgatc. Shellield. Felix James Lauder. !)4. Pixmore-
way, Lctchworth. Samuel Hanulton Lewis, Rath
House, Ix)ndon-road, Twickenham. .\rthur Victor
T.oliban, Claremont, Ayr. Leslie Graham Ixivcll,

Cticsham-place. Bowdon. Edgar I,yne. jun., O.-ikdale.

20. Christchurch-road. Streatham-hill. S.W. Malcolm
Sinclair McCallum, Ivy Cottage, Brodi^k, Isle of
.\rran. John McAlcry, jun., 7, Blenheim-terrace,
Cromwell-road, Belfast. John Alexander Mc.\u!ay.
29. Cambridge-road. Great Crosby. Liverpo(d. Harold
Spencer McCartney, 110, Hultori-street. Moss Side.
.Alanehestcr. Wilji.-uri McCrea. 2. liosebery-terrace,
Kirkcaldy. Thomas McGarrigle, c'o Dewar, Mitchell-
street, Levcn, Fife. Harry iMctcatfe, 17:{, Shear-brow,
Blacktmrn. Jtdin Sowert)y Milner. The Vicarage.
Helston. Cyril Eilward Moon. St. Chrysost<irrrs

Vicarage. Handsworth. Birmingham. John Drumiiiond
ALacpher.son Moore, Mackenzie-street. Lindfliild.

Taliesin Merfyn Morgan. Telynfa. ,\berdarc. Richard
Ross Neely. 2. Cromwell-road. Belfast. George
Bertram Edward Norburn. Ki. .Mhert-grove. Southsea.
Leslie Reginald Pickard. Cursham-strei-t. Sutton-in-

Ashtleid. Philip Harold Pilditch. Bartropps. Wcv-
bridgc. Robert William Potts. 21. Fppcr Gray-street.
Edinburgh. Norman Dennis Quick. .01. Bryn-road.
Swansea. Eric Reily. OS. Forest-road. Southport.
Harley Birkbeek Richar'Ison. 29, Greeidiank-crescent,
Darlington. Harry A. Richardson. Elsinore. Hcaton.
Bolton. Artliur Frederick Rvder. 3. Elvev-street.

Pindcrnelds. W'akefleld. James Sadler. 4. Oraigie-
terraee. Ferrv-road, Dundee. Thomas Andrew-
Sanders. .*>. Gloucester-road. Birkdalc. Southport.

Sydney Sargent. 9S. Victoria-avenue, Ore,

Henry Schein, 92. Downs Park-road.
N.E. Noel Edmund Scott, c.o ICdwin
College Park Chambers. Dublin. Georue

Prince's. stpiare. Queen'.s-road. W.
Victoria-

Aylesbury. Frederick Varey, West llill House, Chapel
Allerton, Leeds. George P. VasMlikon, S3, Warwick-
street, Westminster, S.W, Erie Norman Livesaj
Walker, eo J, Livesay. 4, Wliitehalleourt. S.W.
Irwin Walker. 10, M.vUdleton-streel, Carlisle, llenrv
Francis Wharf, 100. Coltman-street. Hessle-road. liuli.

KXKMPTIONS FROM THK INrKRMUDIATi;.

The following I'robatioiiers possessing tlio

eerLitieati'.>i reijiiired iiiider tin: regiilalioiis
were exempted from tlie Interinediuti- Exam-
ination, and have been registered ox
Students, viz. :

William Allan, 19, Charing Cross-road, W. (First
Class Certificate, Liveriiool Lnlversity.) Arnold Mon-
tague Barrowclill. U.A.Lond.. li. Burton-street,
i^jughborough (Flr.st Class Cerlilkate. University
College, London;. William Wallace Friskin. 182,
Kensington Park-road. Notting Hill, W, (Senior
Certilleate, Glasgow School of Areliitecture). John
Oliver Brook Hitch. UO, Harleyford-road. Vauxhall.
S.W. (Four Years' Course, Architeetural .\ssoclation.)
.Malcolm Sinclair McCullum, Ivy Cottage, Brodick,
Isle of Arran. (Senior Certilleate, tHasgow Scliool of
Architecture.) Arthur Edwin .Maxwell, 3. .Margarelta-
terrace, Oakley-.street, Chelsea, S.W. (Four Y( ars'
Course, Architectural AsMieiation.i William Paler-
son, 3, Hope Park-terrace, Edinburgh. (Di|domu, Edin-
burgh and Ueriot Watt Colleges of Art.) l/juis Em-
manuel Jean Guy de Savoie Carignan de Soissons (Tito
Prizeman. 1912), 23, Cheyne-row, Chelsea, and 1'.', Kuo
de Seine, Paris. (Eeolc dcs Ueaux-Arts, Paris.)
Theodore Francis Hansford WhiU*. 14a. Cavendish-
place, Cavendish-square. W. (Four Years' Course,
.-Vrchitectural Association.) James Wood, c'o Brown,
52, Elm-row, Edinburgh. (Diploma. Edinburgh
College of Apt.) Algernon Stuart Wldlburn. Elm
Croft, Claremont-avenue. Woking. Cyril Warren
White, Ivor House, Durdham Park, Ilristot. Itayinontl

Charles White, 0, Bicrton-hill, Aviesburv. Wilfred
Pierce, Wigglesworth, Dirlelon, Battlelleld-road, St.

.\lban3, Herts. Frank Cyril Willey. Osmington House.
Elderfleld-road. Clapton. N.E. Itecs John Williams,
Rum Puncheon Hotel. Swansea. JoM-ph Wilson. 0,

Jedburgh-gardens. North Kelvinside. Glasgow.
Douglas Cecil Wiltshire. Ilazlemere, Cur/ori-road.

Bournemouth. E. Ernest Wall Winks. 121. Newgale-
street. Worksop. Basil Charles Winser. Oak t.ea. 27.

Gloucester-road, Kingston-upon-Tliames. Arthur
George Wood. Warrington-plaee. Paddock Wood.
Kent. Henry Wood. 77. I>(jrdship-road. Sr<ike

Newington, X. James Wood, co Brown. .'>2. Elm-row,
Edinburgh. Ralph Wood. Abl)ev Hulton. Milton,

Stoke-on-Trent. William Walter Wood. H.l. Front-
street. Arnold. Notts. Stanley William Woodley. 121.

Erskine-hill. Hendon. N.W. George Young. 13.

Beaumont-terrace. Jarrow-on-Tyne.

Reginald
Hastings.
Clapton.
Bradbury.
Saba Shiber.
Vivian Cuthbert Edwin Smith. Waratah,
road North. Southsea. Louis Emmanuel Jean Guy
de Savoie Carignan de Soissons. 2.'i. Cheyne-row.
Chelsea, and 12. l^ic de Seine. Paris. W'illiam

Needham Spcnce. Lithgow. Oakley-road. Uanelagh.
Co. Dublin. John Arthur Stansfield. 22. Swinless-

street. Burnley. Adam Knowlcs Stewart. Baymount.
Ward-avenue. Bangor. Co. Down. (Christopher Stott.

23. Queen's-avenue. Old TrafTord. Manchester. Vernon
James Streadwiek. 47. Trent-road. Brixton-hill. S.W.
Frederick Robert Streeter. Tvrone-road. Thornc B.iv.

Essex. Thomas Wilfrid Sutcliffe. 22. Edmund-street.
Rochdale. Alfred Howard Svkes. 90. Birkbv Hall-

road, Huddersrietd. Doinrlas Harrv Sykes. SO. Wilton-

road. Sparkhill. Birmingh.nm. Mark Neville Sykes.

B9. Cardigan-road, U>eds. Edward Clough Tasker. 40.

Ramshilt-road. Scarborough. Dan Wvnne Thomas.
40 Cowbridge-road. Canton. Cardiff. Samuel William

Tiffin 54. Huddteston-road. Tufnell-park. N. Walter

George Francis Trollet. 114, C.mway-road. Southeate.

N Bernard William Turnbidl. s. Camden-road. X-W.
Frederick Wentworth Turner, 2C, Wendover-road.

INTERMEDIATE.

The Interiuediate Examination, qualifying

for registration as Student R.I.B.A., was
held from .lune 10 to 17. Ninety-nine candi-

dates were examined, of whom sixty-one

passed, thirty-eight being relegated. The
pas.sed candidates are as follows, the names
being given in order of merit:

Herbert Stanley Stephens, Hampden Club. St.

Paneras, X.W. John Scott Lawsen. 1, Castle Blair-

park, Dunfermline. Lawrence Henry Shattock. 4.

Crescent-road, Wimbledon. James Simpson Fyfe, 147,

Hunter House-road, Ecclcsall, Shellield. Wesley
Dougill, 42, Victor-road, Manningham, Bradford,

Yorks. Martin Baitley Taylor, 37, Wheelwright-road,

Erdington. Lawt-on Stephen Ford. Fairnnle. Coldmm.
Surrey. Bernard Roberton Saunders, 13, Vernon-

road, Kdgbaston, Birmingham. Joseph Blackford,

Oaklield. Chaddesley. near Kidderminster. Neville

Herbert Pratt, Turret House. Meadow-lane. Notting-

ham. John Allnutt Howell, 3, Southmoor-road,

Oxfor<i. Robert Brearly Hall, V.M.C.A. Hostel.

Cardiir. .Tohn Dickinson. Westholme. Bollonou-

Dearne. George Crossley, 117. IJpper Woodlands-

road, Bradford. Robert Frater. 274. Ornieau-road.

Belfast. Leslie George Whitbread, c o Sydney Moss.

4 St. Ann's-square. Manchester. George Xoel Hill,

i] Buckingham-road, Wallasey, Cheshire. Roy Bowes,

293, Oldham-road, Failsworth. Alexander Allen

Footc, 3, Parliament-square, Edinburgh. Robert

Cawkwell. 1, Standon-road. Wincobank, Shellield.

George Wilfred Callender. 1. Queen Victoria-street.

5 W. George Alfred Rose. 17. Stanton-road. Wim-
bicdon. S.W. Andrew Tehbutt Spcnce. r..'.. Union-

road. Clapham. S.W. George Oswald Venn. Feather-

field Latchford. Warrington. Thomas Roger Liddes-

dale Palmer, The Vicarage, Roundhay, Leeds. Cecil

Grellier. .St. Martin',s Croft. Epsom. Francis Alfred

Barley, 10. Canewdon-road. Weslelitl-on Sea. Riifus

Kirbv. SS. Turnev-road, Dulwlch, S.E. Trevor Straker

Bowes 72. Claude-road. Cardiff. Reginald Sidney

Johnson. Stafford Ixidge. StalTord-road. Croydon.

Walter James Brown, 5, Marlborough-terraec, Park-

street, Taunton. Charles Edwin Cornish. Yeo Vate

Cottage. Pitton Bridce. Barnstaple. Thomas "'"''''e

1 Okus-road. .Swindon. Wilts. Ernest Clifford

Lavender. Belvidere-road Walsall. Arthur Ains-

worth. .•iC5. Oldham-road. Newton Heath. M.in-

Chester Charles Herbert A.slin. 73. Unnox-road. Hills-

boro'. Sheffield. George Arthur Booker. 20 I-ennox-

road Hillsboro'. .Shefflcld. Charles Bernard Chadwiek.

Mvrtle Rank. West Park-street. Dewsbur.y. Harry

Bertram Chisholm. 1.'.. Old Quebec-street. Marblo

Areh W Charles Lawrence Clayton. 10. Prince

\lbert-street. Brighton. George Alfred Cesser, flo

Laburnum-grove. Portsmouth. Ernest Vincent.

Dvson 4. Chapel-lane. Headinelev. Leeds. Sidnev

F'lradav 17, Caithness-drive, Liscard. Cheshire. Stu.ari;

Simon Fausset. 10. Chichester-avenue.
•*"*""'''?;'J'

Belfast. Edwin William Filkins. The B.in=alow.

Claphall, Oravcsend. Thomas Crissey Hamilton. 10,
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I-i'^lie-rre?CfTit, (l«i?l'(irth. X^'wcastk-on-Tj in-. C,\ril

Francis William liaseldine. 8. St. Peter's Cliiirch-

walk. Nottiligllani. Franli Uolroyd, 2. Oakwood-
avenue, Roundliay. Leeds. Jtalph Jackboii. 35.

Cheriton-sqliare. Balham, S.W. Harold Alfred
Lister, S. Wj'Ie-cop, Shrewsbury. William Herbert
Martin. o4. Waldegravc-road. t'rystal Palaee. S.IC.

Clitrord Medley, l^a Mount, Keigllley. William Noel
.lobson Moserop. ,\shcroft, l)arIiiij;ton. Arthur
.Tames Palmer. 1, Hurle-ereseent. Clifton, liristol.

Bernard Richard Peuderel-Brodhurst. Churehdale
House, Harvard-road, Gunnersbury, W". William
Fulton I'enninKton, Kendal. Herbert Clifford

Richardson. !)2. Cannon Hill-road. Birmin^'ham.
Frank Douglas Sowerby. 43. Vpper Park-road.
Belsiie Park. N. Frederick Sutclilfe. 2;"., Kenilworth-
road. Rathgar. Co. Pilhlin. La«renee Tomlin-oti. III.

Mount Preston, Leeds. Harohi Frederick Walker.
13. New-street. Dorsct-stjuare. N.W.

The miinber of failures in each subject of

the Intermediate E.vamination was as

follows:

A. Principal Styles and General History of

Architecture .22

B- 1. Simple Applied Construction 29

]i. 2. Theoretical Construction 23

C. 1. Historical .Architecture;

—

(a) (j reek and Roman 4

(b) Byzantine and Romanesque
(c) French and Knglish Gothic 3

(d) Italian, French, and Rnplish Renaissance 3

f:. 2. Mathematics and Mechanics
C. 3. Design 15^

THE PINAL AND SPECIAL.

The Final and Special Examinations,

qualifviiig for candidature as Associate

K.I.B.A., were held in London from June 19

to 27. Of the ninety-six candidates e.\amined,

thirty-three passed, and sixty-three were

relegated to their studies. The passed candi-

dates were as follows

:

Edward Adams, Carfax Chambers, Oxford. Lionel

Bailey Budden, Heswall. Jo.seph ,Iohn Crowe. 3.",.

Harlow Moor-drive, Harrogate. Thomas (Jordon

F.llis. S, St. Stephen's-crescent. Baysw.ater, W. Henry
Hubert Fraser, 7, Tpper Montague-street. W. Henry
Victor Godfrey, 26,- Ingersoll-road, Shepherd's Bush.

W. Douglas ijorley Griflin, 7. Esplanade. Waterloo.
Liverpool. Francis Grissell, 7, .\dam-street, Adelplii.

Frederick Millett Hammond. 108. Arnclitfe-terracc.

Begram's-lane. Bradford. Joseph Garnet Hands. 12a.

.fohnson-mansions. W^est Kensington, W. Bernard
Robinson Hebblethwaite. 29. Hayne-road. Becken-
ham. Harry Duncan Hendry. 102, Strathyre-avcnue,
Norbury, S.W. Joseph Hill, 23. Parliament-hill.

Hampstead. N.W. George .Alexander Kay. 1(1.

Cavendish-road. Southsea, Hants. John Boyd
Lawson, 93, Esmond-road, Bedford Park. W. Leonard
Linton. 93. High-street. Stockton-on-Tees. Francis
Lome. Monkham's-drive, W'oodford Green. Gilbert
Marshall Mackenzie, 1, Victoria-street, S.W. 'John
Ewart March, Laleham, Clarence-road. Clapham-park,
S.W. Alfred Ernest ALayhew. 20. Gladsmuir-road.
Whitehall-park, Highgate, N. William Wilson
Nimmo, 23. Parliament-hill. Hampstead. N.W.
Herbert Read Peerless. 37. Redington-road. Haps-
.stead. N.W. Aubrey Wyndham Phillips. C", Gwydr-
erescent, Swansea. Claud Vincent Ponder, 42, Craven-
.strcet. Strand. W.C. John Charles Rogers, 1. Cumber-
land-terrace. Lloyd-square. W.C. Tom Sadler Rush-
worth. Sheering, Harlow, Essex. Thomas Spencer. 2.">.

Fitzgerald-avenue. East Sheen, S.W. Robert Victor
Sturgeon. 21. Range-road. W'halley Range. Man-
che-ster. Thomas Smith Tait, 20, Holyoake-walk,
Ealing. William Voelkel. 29. Hazelwood-avenue. New-
castle-on-Tyne. Richard Walker, in. Campden House-
road, Campden-hill, W. John Wilks, 47. Moubrav-
road. South Shields. Herbert AIcGregor Wood. :",,

Hornsey Lane-gardens. Highgate. N.

The number of failures in each subject of

the Final Examination was as follows:

A . Design .'if?

B. Construction

—

(1) Foundations, Walls, kc 3:.

(2) Iron and Steel 30
C. Hygiene 34
D. Properties and Uses of Building

Materials 12
E. The Ordinary Practice of Architecture 27
F. Thesis 22

««»

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The London County Council, at their

meeting on Tuesday, received a recommenda-
tion from the Improvements Committee that
the completion of the Mall to Cliaring Cross
improvement be undertaken inider power.s to

be sought in Parliament next year. Further,
that an expenditure of £215,000 be sanctioned
in respect of the scheme, subject to the
Government and the Westminster Citv
Council each agreeing to contribute a thii'd,

not exceeding £.38,.S.'i3. of the net cost.

\'arious proposals for the comjiletion of the
improvement were, it is reported, prepared
;ind considered by the .loint Committee (the
Council, H.M. Office of Works, and the West-
minster City Council), who state that in their
deliberations they have been greatly assisted
by the experience and advice of Mr. Reginald
Blomfield. A.R..4.. President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, one of the

members of the .loint Committee. Of the

various schemes considered the one most
favoured by the .loint Committee is that for

the provision of an opening of a minimum
width of 90ft., with a curved treatment for

the new frontages of Nos. 11, Ki. and Ij,

Spring gardens, the eUnation to consist of a

colonnade of tlie .same order as that of Messrs.

Drummond's Bank, with the buildings im-

mediately behind the eohuiuis, the elevations

to Charing Cross and to Trafalgar Square to

follow the south-eastern elevation of Messrs.

Drummond's Bank. The plan suggests treat-

ment on the same lines for Messrs.

Drummond's premises. Particulars of the

suggested scheme have been submitted to Mr.
George Drummond, and, as the result, the

scheme has been slightly amended by the sub-

stitution of pilasters for columns on the

western side, and on Messrs. Drummond's
premises.
On the basis of the necessary Parlia-

mentary powers being obtained, the cost of

the scheme is estimated at £115,000 net. The
items covered by this estimate are: (1)

The acquisition of the whole of the site

belonging to the Liverpool and London and
Globe Insurance Company (No. 50, Cliaring-

cross and parts of No. 55, Charing-cross and
No. 17, Spring-gardens). (2) The acquisition
of the premises belonging to the Pha?nix In-

surance Company (No. 57, Charing cross and
No. 15, Spring-gardens). (3) The acqnisitioji

of Messrs. Anderson's premises (Nos. 58 and
59. Charing-cross) and the premises in rear
{Sor,. 11 and 13, Spring-gardens). (4) Inci

dental costs and co.st of paving works.
While the acquisition of the whole of the
above-mentioned properties may in\ol\e an
original outlay of £215.000, including paving
works and incidental expenditure, after

allowing for recoupment, the net expenditure
is estimated not to exceed £115,000. By
obtaining control of all the properties as pro-

posed, it will be possible, in dealing with the
land not added to the public way, to insure
the erection of buildings with approved
facades. The Prime Minister has approved,
on behalf of the Government, a contribution
of one-third of the cost of the scheme, esti-

mated at £115.000 as a maximum, and has
agreed to support a Bill in Parliament, if the
promotion of a Bill should be found neces-
sary, in order to obtain powers to give effect

to the recommendations of the .Joint Com-
mittee, and the Westminster City Council
has agreed to contribute one-third of the net
cost on the basis of the estimate of £115,000.
The sum of £115,000 now suggested is, the
.Joint Committee considered, the maximum
expenditure which it would be justified in re-

commending the authorities to incur, and it

is satisfied that the scheme now submitted re

presents the most satisfactory method of

dealing with this difficult problem. The Im-
provements Committee is in full agreement
with the Joint Committee in these views.
After considerable debate, the recommenda-
tion was agreed to.

The Improvements Committee further re-

commended that Earl Grey be given by the
Council an option for the purchase at

£1,300,000 of the freehold of the central
portion of the crescent site between Aldwych
and the Strand for the erection thereon of

offices by the Dominion Governments, This
recommendation was also adopted after a
long discussion.

The Building Acts Committee reported an
application by the Barnes Urban District
Council for consent, under the Housing and
Town-Planning Act, to include 130 acres

—

mostly between Beverley Brook and Prioi'y-

lane—in the County of London in a scheme
for the development of land within the urban
district of Barnes. The L.C.C. committee
did not approve of the scheme, chiefly on the
ground that the land will not be ready for
development for many years, and that the in-

clusion of the L.C.C. land within the Barnes
scheme is not essential to its success.
The Housing of the Working Classes Com

mittee. ha\ing considered representations
made by the medical officer of Bethnal Green
in regard to the Brady street area in that
borough, declined to advise the council to

undertake an improvement scheme "in view
of the fact that further legislation on the

subject is practically certain at no distant

date, and that such legislation will, in all

probability, enable the area and other siiuilar

areas to be dealt with in a more satisfactory
manner, and at less cost to the ratepayer,
than is the case under the present law."
The Council agreed to contribute half, not

exceeding £77,500, of the cost of widening
St. Martiirs-le-Grand and Gresham-strcet at

the site of the old General Post Office and
of Cheapside at "Sweeting's Corner,"

It was agreed that the contract for the
erection of the fire-station at Hammersmith
be transferred from Messrs. William Johnson
and Co. to Messrs. Walter Lawrence and
,Son. of Finsbury circus, E.C.
The Finance Committee recommended the

Council to grant the Hammersmith Borough
Council sanction for borrowing £28,894, and
also an advance of £20,394, for paving and
repairing works. The sums required were:
fl) £G,500, for r*epa\ing with Sin. creosoted
deal blocks on a new 12in. foundation, Gold-
hawk-road from Uxbri<lge-road Station to

Paddenswick-road outside the tramways
area

; (2) £7,783, for paving Wood-lane and
Serubslane (between Shinfield street and
Harrow road) with creosoted deal wood in

place of macadam, and (3) £21,161, repayable
as to £14,661 for repaving (a) Goldhawk-road
(from Paddenswick-road to Young's-corner)
(£6,032) and King-street (£6,875) with
creosoted deal wood in place of jarrah wood,
and (b) Norland-nmrket (£1,754) with
creosoted deal wood in place of asphalt, and
as to £0,500 for pa\'ing certain other streets

with bituminous macadam in place of

macadam. In the discussion of this report
it was stated that the Council will be faced
within the next few years with an expendi-
ture of from three to four millions in order
to fit the roads for carrying the present
increasingly heav\' traffic.

The Education Committee reported that the

following schools, now in course of erection

or reconstruction, were nearing completion,
and would shortly be ready for occupation :

Rebuildings at Mantua-street, Battersea, and
Leipsic road, Camberwell (T. D. Leng, con-

tractor), Cook's Ground, Chelsea (G. Godson
and Sons), Ravensbourne, Deptford, and
Victory-place, W^alworth (HoUiday and
Greenwood, Ltd.) ; Curtain road, Hoxton,
and Middle-row, Kensington (E. Lawrance
and Sons. Ltd.) ; Vauxhall-street. Kennington
(J. and C. Bowyer, Ltd.); Lewisham bridge

(.1. .4ppleby and Sons) ; and Ricardo-street.

Poplar (Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd.).

Remodelling works at Randall-place, Green-
wich (W. .Johnson and Co.. Ltd.); special

schools. High-street, Shadwell (Lole and
Co.) ; ho.stels, Avery Hill Training College,

Eltham (Rowsley Brothers). The same com-

mittee stated that the Council, on April 22

last, approved in principle the conduct of an

open competition for designs for two public

elementary schools, and agreed that an
assessor or assessors should be appointed by

the President of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, They now^ reported that

the President has appointed Mr. John W.
Simpson, F.R.l.B.A., to act as assessor for

the purposes of the competition. A schcnn^

for conducting the competition is under con-

sideration by the Committee.
The Establishment Committee reported on

the question of reorganising the repairs

section of the architect's department. The
work of this section consists in effeclins'

repairs to the Council's school buildings, and
for purposes of administration the county is

at present divided into twenty-two districts.

The Buildings Sub-Committee suggested that,

owing to the great increase in the work per-

formed bv this section since it was rearranged

on its present basis in 1903, it should be re-

organised bv reducing the number of districts

to twelve, and that these new districts shoidd

coincide, as far s.s possible, with the twelve

administrative districts into which the counlv

is divided for education purposes. It is

proposed to titilise the existing offices as f:ir

as possible for the present as the offices for

the new districts. The Committee recom-

mended that the undermentioned eight of the

existing offices should be retained and used as

offices for the new districts: (1) Halford-road,

Fulham ; (2) Kentish Town-road ; (31 St.

James's-street. Clerkenwell ; (4) High-street,

Shadwell
; (5) Elmira-street, Lewisham ; (G)
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Broadwall, Stamford-street; (7) Brixton-road,
Brixton ; and (8) St. Johu'shill, Wands-
worth. Tlic vacant acunniinodatioii at
Tredegar-road divisional offices will be
utilised for the office aoconimodatioii in one
district, and the Committee are taking steps
to obtain suitable accommodation in the three
rennuning districts. The .stores department
may require some of the offices which will be
vacated.
Mr. .4ndrcw T. Taylor, F.R.I.B.A., cliair-

man of the Building Acts Committee, stated
that his committee had in view a very large
scheme of town planning for London. Nego-
tiations were proceeding at the present time,
and the committee hoped before very long to
bring np a large and important scheme before
the Council.

Aftfr a discussion which lasted over an
hour the Council approved the recommenda-
tion of the Parks Committee that the winter
gardens at Avery Hill. Ellham. be repaired
ami reglazed at a cost of £L!,7f)0, a hostile
amendment moved by Mr. H. .T. Greenwood
on behalf of the Finance Committee being
defeated by 42 votes to 27. The gardens,
which have been closed to the public for over
a year, were built bv the late Colonel North
at a cost of some £2.3,000.

A recommendation of the Education Com-
mittee was adopted to the effect that before
the Senate of the University of London
finally decided on a site for new buildings
the Conncil .should have an opportunity of
considering the financial aspect, both as
regarded capital expenditure and any
possible increase in the cost of maintenance.
In the conrse of the discussion Mr. Andrew

• T. Taylor expressed a hope that the new
• buildings would be erected on a site on the
south side of the Thames adjacent to the new
County Hall. A deputation of the Senate
had waited on the Improvements Committee,

who had offered a site in Belvedere road,
next the County Hall, to build an embank-
ment, and held out various other imlnce-
nients. The committee, however, had heard
nothing further of the matter.

<i»

A COTTAGE HOSPITAL: SAXON
SNELL SCHOLARSHIP, FIRST PRl/E
DESIGN.

[WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.]
The first prizi^ was awarded in this com-

petition at the Architectural Association, to
Mr. R. Monntford Pigott, A.R.I.B.A., of
Wandsworth Common. We illustrate his
principal drawings. The conditions asked
for a cottage hospital of 22 beds (18 men ami
women ami 4 children), a small out patients'
department and operation block, together
with the necessary admiriistration, as well as
a laundry and a mortuary, building. The
site was two acres in extent, rectangular,
with a frontage of 2.')flft., facing south. This
latter condition settled the position of the
axial lines of the wards, in order to provide
a plan that would give the maximum amount
of sun at all times of the day to the patients'
rooms. The sanitary annexes have been
located in such a position in order that they
will cast practically no shadow on to the
wards, and yet be sufficiently ccntriil for all

purposes. 'The out patients' dcpartnuuit is

likewise arranged so that while out-patients
never at any time enter the nniin hospital,
yet their department is within easy com-
munication with the operation block and with
the administration also. An attempt has
been made to avoid any smells, etc., arising
from the operation block and kitchens
entering the main hospital premises and
corridors. At the same time the author has
avoided an excessive number of disconnecting
lobbies in his scheme. 'The warti floors are

intended to be of teak boards in narrow-
widths, nailed to screeds in the concrete
with a "durato" border and skirting, the
walls themselves being finished in Paripan.
The heating is on tlu' hot-water svstem. with
radiators placed under wiinlows, and pro-
vided with fresh air inlets. The operation
block has a terrazzo lloor, with heating on
the panel system, inserted in IJin. thickness
of durato on the walls. All pipes, etc., are,

as far as possible, kept on the exterior of the
walls, so that there is easy access and pre-

venting permanent harbonrings for dust.

•»** —
ART MASTERS IN CONFERENCE.
The twenty-liftli atninal meeting of tlio

National Society of Art Mastcr.s was held oti

Friday in the Lecture Theatre of the Victoria

and Albert Museum.'
The retiring President, Mr. A. Shuttle-

worth, of Birmingham, delivered an address
on Friday, renuirking that in tlie twenty-five

years of its existence the society had
witnes.sed many and far-reaching changes in

art education, changes, on the whole, for tlio

better. It was satisfactory that the Board of

Education had connnitted itself to the esta-

blislnnent of trade schools. This was an
extension of the policy adopted i[i nuiny

schools of art of pro\ iding education suited to

their occupation for the rank and file of the

workers -those to whom he understood Mr.
Reginald Bloinlicid to refer as "laborious
practitioners," ami whom, he gathered, he

would exclude from the benefits of school of

art education. Mr. Blomfield .seemed to him
to start from an entirely false position, a posi-

tion which ignored the exi.stence of a large

body of manufactures which required the help

of art education, but which could not be in-

cluded in the term "' handicrafts." This ex-
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elusion of design for manufactures by Mr.
Blomfield was so marked that it attracted the
attention of The. Times. Referring to his

opinion that a training in crafts was the
proper aim of our State-aided schools, 7'Afi

Times remarked :
" But there remains the

question what crafts are to be taught, and, in

particular, whether the designing of patterns
for mechanical reproduction is to be one of

them?" This was a very pertinent question.

Mr. Blomfield's answer was, " Exclude them,
and provide an art education for a minority
who have * real gifts. '

" But why exclude
them? Large quantities of so-called "art"
products would, no doubt, continue to be

made—products which were universally con-

demned on tlie score of bad taste, but which
found a market on account of the appalling
lack of taste shown by the public. Yet he
understood Mr. Blomfield to advise that
education in art schools should be positively

refused to the artisan, who was engaged in

producing, and the general public, which w'as

engaged in buying, these deplorable products.
The relation between art education and
maniifactures was the burning question. lie

failed to see how the highly-trained few were
going to raise the tone of manuf.ictured
articles ; or how any body of educationists

lioped to ihi()rove taste in manufactures or in

the public by relegating both to a state of

contemptuous neglect. The large majority of

students, in industrial districts especially.

were drawn from those engaged in local

trades ; and many manufacturers, when they
had vacancies to fill, applied to the School of

Art. So far as pupils who entered art

industries were concerned, the Evening Con-
tinuation Schools were a lamentable failure.

The demand for some further education of

this nature could be effectively met by the
establishment, as part of the curricuhnn of a

School of Art, of a junior course for evening
students.

The report stated that the number of

members had increased to 378. A benevolent
fund had been started, and the accounts
showed a balance in hand. A resolution was
adopted stating :

" Any arbitrary system of

grading and grouping of Schools of Art will

be highly detrimental to the art education of

the masses."
.NATION.\L COMPETITION.

In the afternoon Mr. W. R. C'olton,

A.R.A., gave an address on "The National
Competition," which, he said, showed con-
tinuous advance since the system was
initiated, fifty years ago. It was a mistake to

suppose that art education could bo on the
same lines as general education. It liad been
said that only practical artists and craftsmen
should be selected to teach, and also that the
schools should be graded and grouped ; but
our system had developed on natioTial lines,

following local supply and demand. As to

working artists or craftsmen being teachers,
it was to be remembered that they were either

successes or failures, and that only the
failures w'ould be available. But supposing
a good artist were obtainable, he might still

be an anmteur in the matter of teaching, and
it would be irksome for him. and against his

na,ture, to give the elementary instruction

that was fundamentally necessary. The
grading of schools would intensify the neces-

sity of training art masters. He believed that
the greatest good for the greatest number was
to be obtained by special rather than general
art instruction, so far as reasonably possible.

ThcjArt Schools were not justified, except as

a means of turning out well-equipped
students, and the much-abused national com-
petition was the only test. The State, how-
ever, in Mr. Colton's view', had failed to

promote a natural process of art development
beyond the period of training, and the State

enconragenient of art .should begin where
State aided art education left off, otherwise
much of the nniterial w'ould be wasted. 'I'here

was scope for patroruigc in the decoration of

public buildings, and in the purchase of

modern art products for the nation. There
slionld, he suggested, be permanent, but
changing, exhibitions of art products, and art

schools should do more towards providing for

the general a.riistie education of tlie public

and for the cultivation of taste.

THE ANNUM, niNNKR

of the society was held in the evening at

the Holborn Restaurant, Mr. A. Shuttleworth
presiding. Mr. H. Schroeder, President-

elect, gave the toast of " The Visitors," which
was responded to by Mr. W. R. Cotton and
Canon Swallow. The toast of " The
Honorary Members," proposed by Mr. \V.

Dalton, was responded to by Sir James
Yoxall, M.l\. who said the old Science and
Art Department had looked around for cheap
inspectors, and had found them in half-pay

engineer officers. But now there was a satis-

factory process of administration, and great

improvement in the inspection of schools.

There was, however, still too much honorary

advice in the Central Committee. Art educa-

tion had .altogether been too much over-

weighted by the architectural side of the

Advisory Committee.
Mr. .James Grant, M.P., proposed "The

Society of Art Masters and the Health of the

President."
The, President replied.

THE ROYAL ARCH.^OLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE AT EXETER.

The Congress of the Royal Archaeologieal

Institute at Exeter, noted in our last issue,

p. 114, was continued on Thursday in last

week, when the numy antiquities in the city

were inspected. In the Castle grounds an
address was given by Mr. Harbottle Reed,
F.R.I.B.A., and the members proceeded to

St. Nicholas Priory, dating from 1089, which
the corporation has recently acquired and is

having restored under the direction of Mr.
Harold Brakspcar, F.S.A. Mr. Brakspear
explained that the Priory was an ancient

foundation given by the Conriueror to Battle

Abbey, and has a 15th-century entrance

tower. At one time the place was divided

into cottages, and only last year its fragments
were bought by the city authorities, who now
intended to remove all modern accretions.

The party next went to the Tuckers Hall, of

which Mr. Harbottle Reed gave an account.

An inspection of the Cathedral was made
under the direction of Mr. \V. St. John Hope,
F.S.A.. who demonstrated that there was a

great deal more of Norman work in the

building than w.as usually accepted. At the

w'est front Mr. Hope pointed out that there is

a considerable difference of date between the

row of figures, representing the Doctors of the

Church and Kings in the lower series and
those of the upper series, wdiich represent the

Apostles and Prophets. This has not been re-

cognised before. The upper series was
probably not earlier than the reign of

Edward" IV. Inside the Cathedral, Mr. Hope
referred to the transepts and towers, and

said that the great difference in the masonry
and the blocked window openings indicated

that they were begun as transepts and con-

verted into towers afterwards. The Cathedral

generally was extraordinarily rich in small

imagery.
The inembers afterwards visited the Guild-

liall, which was described by Mr. H. Lloyd

Parry, the town clerk. At the Bishop's

Pal.ace the visitors were received by the

Bishop of Exeter, who gave a short descrip-

tion of the Palace, and said he was unique

among Bishops in this country in having a

direct entrance from his house into his

Cathedral.
On Friday the members visited by motor-

car the churches of Dunchideock, which has a

fine rood- and side-screens of the 15th

century; Ashton, which retains its original

waggon roof and series of painted saints

on the lower panels of the choir-screen ; and
Moretonhampstead, all of which were de-

scribed by Mr. Brakspear. At the pre-

historic walled village at Grimpond, on Dart-
moor, the visitors were met by the Devon-
shire Association. Mr. Robert Biirnand, who
has explored the hut circles and pounds, gave
an address. In the evening Mr. Morris
Drake read a paper on the glass of Exeter
Cathedral. lie said that an excellent example
of the ravages <>f stained glass that had taken
place in the country wa,s provided by the
"diary" of Richard Symonds. an antiquary
and (>fRceror Horse in the Royal Forces, who
passi'd through Exeter in 1fi44. He went into

the cathedral and listed 140 eoats-of-arms in

tlie stained-glnss windows. Thi.s catalogue
had come down to us, and of the coats

enumerated, less than twenty now remained.

Not only coats-of-arms, but complete

windows, have been destroyed, hacked to

pieces by ignorant Chapter glaziers to furnish

coloured borders for common glazing. In

Exeter and the immediate district there were
only nine stained-glass windows left—four in

the cathedral and five at Doddiscombsleigh.
Of the Exeter windows, the earliest was that

opposite the Bishop's Throne, which belonged

to the first quarter of the 14th century, and
consisted of single figures under canopies and
grisaille background. Allied to it in design

was the east window, painted about 1320, and
enlarged from a six to a nine-light window in

1390. In the enlargement the painter, Lyen,

of Exeter, who painted the three centre-lights

of the new window, copied the style of the

work of his predecessor of seventy years

before, which was an almost unprecedented

thing for a Gothic artist to do.

Mr. Drake illustrated by lantern-slides the

Exeter window and the fine series at Doddis-

combsleigh Church, and referred to the

interesting remains in the neighbouring
church of Ashton. Beyond these, no church

visited by the Institute could lioast more than

a few fragments, as at Kenton, Dartmouth,
Berry Poincroy, Awli-scombe, and Littlc-

hempstnn, though at one period the whole of

Devonshire was rich in glass of a most
interesting character. On Saturday, visits

were paid to Crediton, where nine bishops

ruled before the .see was removed to Exeter

in 1050. In the church, which was described

by Mr. Brakspear, are some interesting 17th-

century monuments. Kenii and Kenton, with

their magnificent painted screens, and
Powderham Castle, a fortified 14th-century

residence, were also visited, Mr. St. John
Hope and Mr. Aymer Vallance takiiiK part in

the discussions on the buildings. On Monday,
a long motor-car drive took the party to

Holcome Rogus loth-century parish church,

and Blundell's Grammar-school at Tiverton,

Cullompton church, with its great tower and
perfect rood-screen, and the 16th-century

manor house at Bradford, the seat of the

Walrond family.

On Tuesday the members visited St.

Saviour's Church, Dartmouth, under the

guidance of Mr. A. Hamilton Thompson, and
afterwards proceeded to Paignton, wdiere the

church and Bishop's Palace were inspected,

Powderham Castle, a fortified 15th-century

manor-house, and Torre Abbey, at Torquay,

where Mr. St. .John Hope acted as cicerone.

The congress, which has been very suc-

cessful, was brought to a close on Wednesday
by a rail-and-inotor tour to inspect Berry

P'omei-oy Castle, the church, guildhall, and

the ancient houses at Totnes, and Darlington

Hall.

«**-

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON: KING'S
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

[with illdstkations.]

The site of this college is situated at the

corner of Campden Hill-road and the

Duchess of Bedford-walk, and is about 90ft.

above Ordnance datum. The buildings are

planned around a central quadrangle, and
consist of the College, the Laboratories, the

Hostel and Refectory. The College faces

Campden Hill, and has a central entrance-

hall; the various administration rooms are on

the ground floor, and also the students'

common room, the upper floors consisting of

lecture- and classrooms. The Laboratories

are all on the north side of the site, mostly

two floors high, and consist of physics,

physiology, bacteriology, biology, chemistry,

psychology, hygiene, and laboratory for

special kitchen work, also lecture rooms,

research rooms, lecturers' rooms, etc. The
Hostel is planned on the south-west corner of

the site, the whole of the ground floor

being occupied with kitchens and rooms

in connection. In one wing are those for

teaching purpo.ses, accessible from the

Laboratories entrance, and in the other wing
are those for service of meals to the large

refectory. On the first floor is the Students'

Common Room and Stafl' Booms, and the

floors .T,bove contain C3 bed sitting rooms for

students, each with fireplace and window,

and all 14ft. by 10ft. or larger. Every room
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has cast, soiitli, oi" west aspect. Every
student is provided witli a small dressing-
room. 6ft. by 4ft.. fitted with fixed lavatory,

having hot and cold snpplies. These dress-

ing-rooms are grouped together to economise
plumbing and utilise the north aspect; four
bathrooms are pro\"ided to every twenty-one
students, also housemaid's closet, linen press,

wardrobe room, and tea pantry. The
corridors have end window.s, so that they
can be well ventilated, and by the arrange-
ment of staircases every room has two means
of <'seape in case ttf fire. (The L(ui(lon

County Council have given their approval to

the plans.) The elevations have been
designed in a simple treatment of the Early

Georgian style, as Ijeing suital)le to the Ken
sington district, and will be faced with red

.sandfaced bricks, and the cornices, copings.

strings, etc.. will he of Portland cement. The
architects are Messrs. H. Percy Adams and
Charles ITolden. The drawing here repro-

duced is now at the Royal Academy
Exhibition.
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NATIONAL FEnEKATIOX OF BUILD-
ING TRADES EMPLOYERS.

The half-yearly meeting of this federation

\vas held on Wednesday morning in the Bal-
moral Room, Troeadero Restaurant, Picca-
dilly. There was a numerous attendance of
delegates. The chair was occupied by the
President, Mr. Frederick Higgs. At the
opening of tlie proceedings a cordial welcome
was extended to the members by Mr. Philip
E. Pilditch, vice-chairman of the Lojidon
County Council, and was briefly acknow-
ledged from the President, who in turn
offered a very hearty welcome to the repre-
sentatives of colonial federations, tliat of

South Africa, represented by Mr. S. F.
Warren and Mr. H. Evans, and that of New
Zealand, represented by Mr. Samuel I.

Clarke, of Auckland, each of whom suitably
responded.

THE SIXTy-.SEVENTH H.4LF-YEARLY REPORT
was submitted by the President, who com-
mented in detail on various important points.
The council stated that trade continues
slowly to improve. Unemployment continues
low, and there is some apprehension that
there will be a shortage of labour should the
trade get bu.sy ; this is believed to be due
partly to the demands of other industries,
and partly to the considerable emigration
which has been going on for .some years past.

The National Board of Conciliation has held
two meetings, at which appeals from Birken-
head, Birmingham, Derby, and Malvern as
to the classification of trades and demands
for increased wages were considered and ad-
judicated upon. The National Joint Com-
mittee of Appeal has also held two meetings,
at which rules for the working of Demarca-
tion Committees were pa,ssed ; these have
since been printed and issued. Reference
was made to the lengthy interview on April aO
which an influential deputation from the
Federation had with Mr. Lloyd George, when
the complaints of members of the way in

which the Finance Act had operated to" de-
press and discourage building, and the un-
fair way in which valuations were arrived
at, were clearly put before the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. In reply. Mr. Lloyd
George re-affirmed the position he had
asserted at our previous interview, and took
practical steps in the shape of the formation
of a small Committee to assist him in the
preparation of amendments of the Act calcu-
lated to give effect to his promises, and on
which Committee the Builcling Trade is re-

presented. As to the control of trade con-
ditions, it is hoped that matters will be suffi-

ciently advanced by the end of this year to
enable an agreed scheme of a practical kind
to be submitted to the Federation, and for
.some time pa.st negotiations have been in

progress with the Institution of Municipal
and County Engineers with a view to the
agreement between us of a form of arbitra-
tion clause for u.se in public contracts pro-
viding for the reference of disputes to an in
dependent arbitrator. While willing to re-

commend such a clause, the council of that
body thought it necessary to attach to it a
long list of subjects, which at the discretion
of the engineer of a public body should be
exempted from the purview of the inde-
pendent arbitrator and left to the sole
irbitrament of the engineer or tlie public
bodv. The Administrative Committee felt

that it was inexpedient to accept the clause
as .suggested bv the engineers. The Com-
mittee of the Institution, however, declined
to make any substantial concessions, and the
negotiations have therefore dropped for the
nuniient. T'hc Administrative Committee,
therefore, now recommends its local branches
to .seek, by direct neuotiations with their
public authorities, to obtain the insertion of
rin arbitration clause in local contracts not
less favourable than that of the agreed form
of contract. It is the practice of the War
Office to re((uire priced schedules to be de-
posited under seal along with the tender

—

these are returned unopened in the ease of
those tenders which are not deemed accept-
able. The Lancashire and Clieshire branch
complains that this practice involves extra
trouble for those tenderinf, and ought not
to be persisted in. besides being against, the
rule of that l'\^deration which prohibits its

members from sending m priced schedules

with tenders. Correspondence has taken
place with the Director of Army Contracts

on the subject, but with negative results so

far. L'uder an Act of 1885, which has not

hitherto been applied to the Federation, the

Inland Revenue are demanding a payment of

5 per cent, on the Federation revenue, so

far as derived from investments. This is by

way of sueeession duty. The Federation is

objecting on the ground that the Act was not

intended to apply to trade unions, whether

of workmen or employers. It is not known
yet whether the objection will be upheld. It

is proposed to hold a conference of the secre-

taries of the Federation in October next.

Much activity in organisation work con-

tinues in most of the Federation area, and
especially so in the I,ancashire and Cheshire

and N. Wales Districts, where a well-planned

campaign has been carried on throughout

last year and still continues, with gratifying

results in the shape of a substantial increase

of membersliip, and the adhesion of thirteen

freshly-formed associations. Progress of a

similar kind is reported from Yorkshire,

with five new associations. South Wales with

one, and the Ea.stern Counties with one. The
Dublin association has been reorganised so

as to include all branches of the trade, and
much credit is due to the lion. sec. Mr.
McLaughlin, and those who supported him
in the difficult task of bringing the various

branch trades into the scheme. Demands
from workmen and concessions have been and
contiTKic numerous. Generally there is a, de-

mand from all trades for advances of about
Id. per hour, and in the majority of cases an
advance of about an Jd. per hour is being
conceded; but in those districts where the

wage level is markedly lower than that of

neighbouring districts a determined effort is

being made by the operatives to level up. In
some cases a substantial shortening of hours
has occurred—e.g., Dublin, from 54 to 50

hours.

Mr. W. M. Blackburn, of Newport, Mou.,
seconded the adoption of the report.

Mr. F. Woods, of Bolton, thought it was a

verv unsatisfactory state of things that all

but' some l.iiOO to 1,500 of the 5.700 members
belonged to the North of England. Efforts

ought to be made to strengthen and extend
the Federation's member.ship in London and
the Midlands and the South of England.
There needed to be a more definite and uni-

versal organisation of building trade em-
ployers to meet the approaching complete
amaIf;amation'of trade unions.

Mr. Ampblett, of Birmingham. Mr. C. W.
Green, of Liverpool, Mr. Smith, of Birming-
ham, and others having spoken, the report

was unanimously received and adopted.

THE .\MENDINO REVENUE I5ILL.

The President referred to the steps which
had been taken by the Federation and by the

Institute of Builders to remedy the grievances

under the Budget of 1909 with regard to in-

cri'nient duty, valuations, and duties on un-

developed land. After the interview with
the Chancellor of the Exchequer which the

Federation and Builders' Institute had on
April .'50th, Mr. Henry HoUoway was aji-

pointed to confer on behalf of the builders

witli the Clnmcellor as to the drafting of an
autendutg measure wliich would remedy the

complaints of tiie trade, and at their request
a skilled lawyer was to be associated with
Mr. Hollowav in this work. After that they
and Mr, HoUoway heard nothing at all from
the Chancellor until the draft of the amend-
ing Revenue Bill was put into their hand.
This measure was, as they all knew, discussed
in the House of Commons the previous e\en-
ing (Tuesday), and having passed second
reading without a division, was referred to a
committee of the whole House. A Coui-
mittei' of the Council of the Federation had
considered litis Bill <-ari'fnll\'. and also a
niemoranrium prepareil b\ l\Ir. Lhnd George,
and had passed the following resolution,
which having been endorsed by the Council,
he would now move:—
Tliat tliis Fcfleration rerosnises that the Revenue

Hill just iritrofln('.(!(l into l'n,rlianient.. as explained by
the nlciiinraiuluin preimrerl In" tlie ('linticcllnr of 1.1)0

I'lxcliciiM'V. apiieajs WktAy ipvoviiU-d its interpretation
ill prail iff arcDvds with tlie prini'iriles exiioluided in
till- siiiil liieliionili.lillu) ti, til) far tu remove the iliffl-

niltics cxijerienccd in the development and halo of
land and buildings since the 1910 Finance Act came
into operation. The Federation holds that it leaves
untouched, however, several important points which
were brought to the Chancellors attention at the
interview of April ;^0 last, and feels that every
opportunity should be seized towards ettecting-' a
remedy.

Mr. S. Smethurst, of Oldham, seconded
the resolution,

Mr. William Siiepherd, of Bermondsey,
said he thought tliey woidd do well to accept
the Bill in perfect good faith as an attempt
to give the trade an instalment of what was
just. He had bad a conversation with Mr.
Peto, M.P., who, looking at the Bill and Me-
morandum from the builders' viewpoint,
thought the Memorandum genuine and bona
fide, and believed that the amending clauses
would effect their purpose. He feared that if

an extensive list of amendments were drafted
and pressed to division, the Bill would doubt-
less be shelved to another session.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

FORM OF CONTRACT.

The President brought forward certain

amendments suggested on behalf of sub-con-
tractors to the agreed-on form of contract,

and also the R.I.B.A. Committee's proposals
for amending Clauses 20 and iJI of the agreed
form. The object was to deal with the case
of the sub-contractor, who was employed by
the builder but was not directly appointed
by the architect, a point of considerable diffi-

culty. It was intendefl to appoint a sub-

committee of the Federation to act with one
to be appointed by the Institute of Builders
to consider carefully the drafting of the

clause, and he would therefore propose that
the matter be adjourned until their January
meeting.
Mr. Moffatt. of Birmingham, .seconded.

After some remarks by Mr. James Brown,
the postponement of the matter was agreed to.

THE plasterers' STRIKE.

Mr. S. Easten, of Newcastle-ou-Tyne,
brought up this topic, remarking that when
a dispute arose in Ipswich, Messrs, Walter
Lawrence and Son, of London, appealed to

a conference of the leading officials of the

National Joint Committee, who decided that

their appeal was not in order, as it was not
competent for Messrs. Lawrence to be out-

side the purview of the national agreement
for the London dispute, and inside it for an
extension of that dispute to Ipswich. Messrs.
Lawrence naturally felt that unless the

Federation could help them at the point, the

organisation was useless to London em-
ployers, and pertinently asked, why should

they belong to a. federation w'hicli proved of

no service directly diflicnlties arose. Mr.
A. G. White, the able secretary of the

Federation, had suggested that there was
only one real remedy— that London should
enter both national schemes of conciliation.

That would not pi'event her retaining her pro-

visional arrangements, subject to an appeal
lying from them, in the event of no decision

being arrived at, to the central and national
conciliation boards.
The President said Mr. Lawrence's posi-

tion was, he thought, impregnable. He
would propose the following resolution : ~

That this meeting greatly regrets that, owing to the
oirounistancos, Mr. Lawrence's appeal could not be
dealt witli by the general body, and urgently requests
that London shall come into the National agreement
in respect of plasterers.

Mr. Cooke, jun., of Preston, seconded the

motion.
After some remarks by Mr. George Mac-

farlane, of Manchester. Mr. James Brown,
Mr. Audley Perkins, of Bristol, and others,

the motion was carried.

CONTROL OF TRADE CONDITIONS.

Considerable discussion arose as to the

giving of discounts by builders' merchants
and maiuifacturerers to building owners and
other persons unconnected with the bnildi)i£T

trades, and it was asserted that municipal
bodies could sometimes claim larger dis-

counts tlinti those given to the trade. It was
pointed out tliat it would lie difficult to en-
force any control generally throughout the
country by refusing to deal with firms who
acted thus. The negotiations now in pro-
gress by the Midland centre with a certain
liriek association were referred to, and
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fveiituallj- it Hiis decided, with some (lis-

^cuticiits, on the motion of Mr. Amphlett,
seconded by Mr. Hope

—

Thai this meeting isgladto hearof thencsotiationa
now in Dregless in London with icsiwct to the conhol
of trade conditions, and trusts that a satisfactory
arrangenicnt will be an-ived at, and that the ad
uunistrativu couiniiitcu be requested to draft a model
agreemeni which shall be applicable in such cases to
other parts of the country.

THE PRACTICE I.N KEGAKD TO OPE.MNO
TEiNDEKS.

Oil the motion of the President, seconded
by Mr. Blackburn, and supported by Mr.
Skinner, of Bristol, and others, it was
agreed

—

That this Federation deprecates the growint;
practice by architects and others of receivinfi tenders
without ha\Tne them opened in the presence of the
parties tendering.

It was decided that a copy of this resolu-
tion be sent to the Royal Institute of British
Architects and other botlies representing
architects and survejors.
A vote of thanks to the President closed

the proceedings.

KECEPTIOX BY THE L.il.B.A.

Ill the afternoon a reception was given by
the President of the Loudon Master BuUders'
Association (Mr. Walter Lawrence, jun.) to
the members and their ladies at the Quad-
rant, Western Gardens, Earl's Court lixhi-
bition. Afternoon tea and music were pro-
vided, and visits were paid to various features
of the exhibition.

EXPERIMENTAL EORESTRY L\ THE
NORTH.

Details of a series of experimental demon-
strations, carried out at Cockle Park, in
-Northumberland, are furnished in the new
Guide to Experiments "' just issued by Pro-

fessor Gilchrist, of the Armstrong College,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Some of these small
plantations have been laid out for fifteen
vears. The .Norway spruce and ash have
been tried with the object of testing a
mixture of shade-bearing and light-demand-
ing species. The spruce, apparently, has
done very well, but the ash has been checked
by the late frosts. The pure Scotch pine is

doing satisfactorily, but the Oregon and
Colorado varieties of the Douglas fir, grown
in alternate rows, show great irregularity,
which IS ascribed to the wet, stiff soil.

In the North of England pit wood is valu-
able, and large quantities are dealt with.
The Sitka spruce and the Norway spruce
unmixed were tried, the thinning not being
hastened. Both plots have done well, but
the former affords a clear indication of being
much more rapid in growth than the common
species in the locality. In alternate rows the
European larch grown from Scotch and
German seed is being tested, and the
Japanese larch as well, but the latter has far
outstripped its rivals. It not only retains its

leading shoot better than the European
variety, but its rapidit}' of growth on a poor
clay soil, as well as its freedom from aphis
attack, are remarkable.
Of the European trees the plants raised

from Scotch seed are more vigorous than
those raised from German seed ; but in both
cases the larch aphis has been hard at work.
By dressing the soil with I6cwt. basic slag
before planting, the growth of the silver fir

has been increased appreciably, and where
the Italian poplar died out the Japanese
larch is now outstripping the Douglas fir, the
latter from Oregon seed. It may be added
that the plantations are protected on the west
side by a shelter belt of Scotch pine twenty
yards wide.

r r 1 V ''^^.,

,
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CHEAP RURAL COTTAGES.
On Saturday Lord Midleton formally

declared open, at a gathering arranged by
the Rural Co-Partnership Housing and Land
Council, a cottage which has been built on
Merrow Common, near Guildford, by Mr. St.
Loe Strachey, with the object of showing
that it is possible for a landlord, who is

willing not to reckon the cost of the land, to
build a sanitary cottage with three bedrooms,
parlour-kitchen, scullery, larder, and coal-
shed, at a cost of £150. A landlord could
afford to let such a cottage for 2s. 6d. a week, I societv.

HOUSE AT CHISLEHURST.

the tenant paying rates, but the site being
given. The cottage is constructed of weather-
boards fitted to a timber frame, the interior
being plastered. The weather-boards have
been adopted as being less pervious to rain
than cement blocks or slabs or than a thin
brick wall. The roof is of red tiles. The
cottage has been built by a firm of local
builders.

Mr. Strachey admitted that he was not
satisfied with his model cottage. The housiii;^

problem could not be satisfied until a cottage
could be built for £100 providing three bed
rooms, a good kitchen, and a scullery. Vis-

count Midleton, the chairman of the meeting,
said if such a cottage could be built for £100
there would be an end to the housing problem.
Lord Strachie (Paymaster-Generall expressed
the opinion that the only solution to the
housing question was for the Government to

adopt the scheme which had proved so suc-

cessful with the Irish peasants, and make
grants ill aid to local authorities which would
enable them to build cottages at £150 each.

Earl Lytton said that five years ago he
built good cottages at £-300 a pair, but he
could not do it to-day owing to the increased
cost of building.
On behalf of the trustees appointed at the

close of the first Cheap Cottage Exhibition
(Mr. Strachey, Sir W. Chance. Mr. Cooper,
and Mr. Clough), Lord Midleton handed to

Mr. R. L. Reiss. as Secretary and Treasurer
of the Rural Co-partnership Housing and
Land Council, £168, which included a surplus
of £150 from the exhibition, with interest

which had accumulated since. The money
was to be used for the encouragement of

cheap construction. Mr. Reiss acknowledged

J. May. P.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

[

HOUSE AT CHISLEHURST.
I

[with ILLUSTRATIONS.]
Externally the walls of this house are

plastered and whitened, and all tlie wood-
work is oak, limed over, cleaned off, and left

to weather. The roof is tiled. Internally the
joinery of the sitting-rooms is executed *iii

oak, also the staircase, as well as the first

floor gallery. The joinery of the smoking-
room is made out of old oak. We give two
plans with the perspective view. The
builders were Messrs. T. Rider and Son, of

London. The architect is Mr. E. J. May,
F.R.I.B.A., of Bloomsbury.

<«» —.

—

BUILDERS' W.\TER SUPPLIES.
.4t Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan

Water Board, the Appeal and Assessment
Committee reported upon the important case

affecting supplies to builders, of the Board
V. Johnson and Co. In this action, which
has been fully reported in our columns at

each stage of hearing, the Divisional Court,

by their decision in December last, upheld
the judgment of His Honour .Judge Woodfall
at the Westminster County Court. The
circumstances of the case were fhat the War
Office were making extensions to the Houns-
low Barracks, and contracted with Messrs.

Johnson and Co. to carry out the alterations.

The barracks were supplied by meter for

domestic and non-domestic purposes, and
Messrs. Johnson and Co. obtained their

building supply through this meter, with the

permission of the War Office. The Board
contended that Messrs. Johnson were persons

requiring a supply of water for building

purposes within the meaning of Section I" of

the gift, and explained the operations of bis i
the Charges Act. and that although they took

their supply through the War Office meter.
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tliuy were liable t<J pay to tlie Boaril tlie

t'liarges specified in the Seetioii rei'erred to.

Jiulgnieiit of the Divisional (.'oiirt iiphehl tlie

Board's eoiitentioii. Rlessrs. .J<>liiison and
Co., liowever, took the ease to the Court of

Appeal, and on June 18 last that Court, con-

sisting of Lord Justice Vaughan-WiUiaiiis,
Lord Justice Buckley, and Lord Justice
Hamilton, allowed their appeal, with costs.

Tile committee now reported that as a nnitter

of practice applications for building supplies

have always been considered on their merits,

and with due regard to a resolution of the

Board of December 20, 1907. Where supplies

have been taken from metered sources regard
has been had to the fact that the Board
would be receiving payment for the meter
supply in the ordinary way, and had, on
appeal, made allowances from the meter con-
sumptions, whilst in other similar cases a

modified building rate has been accepted. In

the case now in question, however, the Court
took the view that there had been no request
for a supply under Section 17 of the Charges
Act, and that in the absence of a specific

re<|uest the Board could not regard the

builders as falling within the terms thereof.

In the course of the case it became evident
that the Court were of opinion that the reso-

lution of the Board of December 20, 1907, was
of too general a character to conform with
the provisions of the Section. The com-
mittee therefore held that it would be neces-

sary to rescind the resolution in question and
to adopt the one now submitted for con-

sideration, which has been drawn after con-

sultation with counsel. It was, therefore,

decided, in accordance with the committee's
recommendation

—

<a) That the iollowins resohition of the Board
of December 20, 1907, be rescinded:—

That, pursuant to tfie authority in that heitalf,

piven to them by Section 17 of the Metropolitan
Water Board (Charges) .ict, 1907, the Board do
hereby determine that, in lieu of affording
supplies for building purposes under the said

Section by measure, such supplies be afforded,
from April 1. 190S, until further order, at the
rate nf 7s. per X'lOO of the jirobable total cost

of the building, or part of a building for wliich

the supply is required, after making such allow-
ance as the Board, by their .Vpfieal and .Assess-

ment Committee, may think reasonable for

decorative or iron or steel work not requiring the
use of water.

(b) That, pursuant to the authority in that
behalf given by Section 1 (5) of the Metropolis
Water Act, 1902, and the third schedule thereof,

and in accordance with the powers given by
Section 17 of the Metropolitan Water Board
(Charges) Act, 1907, it be an instruction to the

Apfieal and Assessment Committee of the Board to

consider and determine as to all rates an<l charge-
and matters connected therewith for the supply of

wattT for building |iur[X)ses. provided always that
when the supply for building purposes is not
afforded by measure it shall be afl'oriled at a rate

of 7s. per t'lOO of the probable total cost, aft^T

making su<'h allowance as the Appeal and Assess-

ment Counnittee may think reasonable for

decorative or iron or steel work not requiring the
use of water.

-«««

THE PRESERVATION OF DECAYI.\G
STONE.

The Science Staiiiling Committee of tlie

Royal Institute of British Architects has
recently had some communieatious from the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Build-

ings, which has courteously placed at its

disposal the e.\perieiice it has gained up to

the present in the matter of treating decayed
stone, and the chairman of the Science
Standing Committee submits a precis of the

above Society's statements for the benefit of

readers of the R.I.B.A. .lournal as a subject
of general knowledge. The Society prefaces
its remarks by saying that no process can be
regarded as final - though many have most
valuable results and that masonry needs
continual attention, especially in districts

where the atmosphere is charged with
sulphur.

Prcnious to any treatment the Society re-

cnuMi'ends the removal with stiff hair lirushes

f)f file crninbling surface, except where this

would obliterate fine carving, and the raking
out of loose joints, and that in tliesa opera-
tions steel tools and wire brushes are never
to he used. When bituminous deposit is

present on the siirface of decaying stone it

nnist be removeil before the preservative

solution can reach the stone. Where this

cannot be effected by brushing alone, a jet of

steam will soften the deposit. An acetone
paint-remover may be used to assist this

process. Joints are then made good in " good
hydraulic lime mortar," and where the mortar
would otherwise be in large masses pieces of

well-burnt handmade tiles saturated in water
should be inserted, to prevent shrinkage in

setting and so causing cracks. Also by
wedging pieces of tiles firmly into the joints

or into chases cut for the purpose the mortar
gains much strength.

The writer may here draw attention to the

growing recognition of the truth of the con-

tention that Portland cement exercises a

deleterious action on stone, a matter upon
which researches are being made by an Inter-

national Committee.
For treatment of stone containing a large

percentage of lime, hydrate of barium is

recommended (about lib. of the crystals to a

gallon of soft water, frequently agitated in a

closed vessel). It might be remarked that

this quantity would hardly dissolve in cold

water, wliicii can carry in solution about 7

per cent, at 40deg. C 18 per cent, at (iOdeg.

C, and as much as 90 per cent, at 80deg. C.

The solution is very caustic, and should be

preserved out of contact with the air, or it

will soon exhibit a milky deposit and lose its

virtue, but it may be kept in closed vessels

indefinitely. It should be freely dabbed on
with a soft brush, and the drier the stone and
atmospheric conditions the better the result.

As many as fifty coats at intervals are re

commended in bad eases. The Society gives

an interesting report received from Mr. Riley,

F. R.I.B.A., the Superintending Architect

to the London County Council, of the

recent treatment of York Water-Gate by i-he

above method. Here, after the removal of

tw'O hundredweight of deposit of dirt and
soot, in addition to stalactites and bituminous
matter which had to be softened by the use

of steam, .354 yards super, of Portland stone,

after repointing with mortar, w-ere treated

during the advantageous conditions of the

dry summer of 1911. Twelve to thirty coats

of baryta (eighteen on the average) were
given to the stone, and an analysis after a

montli proved that penetration had taken
place to a depth of gin. It should be ex-

plained that unless the lime in the stone has
been converted into sulphate baryta water
will not enter into combination, and so the

particles of still sound stone may remain
open to attack by sulphnr-laden atmosphere.
The monument above mentioned is in so

central and accessible a position, and so near
(much of it below) the surrounding gardens,

that it should form a valuable object-lesson

to Londoners interested in assessing the

merits of the process.

Another process referred to is that in which
a solution of sodium silicate (water-glass) is

applied, and subsequently one of sodium
arsenate (a chemical used in ealico-printing).

The result is stated to produce a binder and
filler—possibly chemically unstable—rather
than a stone rei-onstrnctor ; certainly any
chemical interaction between these com-
pounds seems doubtful on theoretical grounds.
For sandstones the Society has no specific

except to suggest the application of fillers

such as alum and soft soap or paraffin wax in

solution in sonu^ mineral oil. neither very
lasting, as the report itself states. I"'inally,

a thin coating of linu'-\vasli made from fresh
lime and boiling water and applied in two
or three coats is strongly recommended as a

general preservative, with siicli inert colour-
ing matter (as, for example, umber) in the
last coat as is required to tone with the sur-

rounding work. It is stated that this process
has been adopted at Westminster Abbey.
The writer certainly know's of one ease in

\^llich this method was most effectively
applied to a decayed Jacobean coat-of arms
in limestone in high relief, and in a damp
and sunless situation, whilst almost adjoining
a new building was snffc-ring from rapid <Iecay
after recent treatment with a patent pre-
servative.

As to sandstones, it wonlrl be interesting to
try the effect in some practical case of allow-
ing a solution of pure silica to flow slowly
(as from a sparge pipe) over the decayed work
for a reasonable period. A 5 per cent,
solution of silica in water is obtainable, and
on evaporation the silica deposited will

readily become insoluble, and should thus act

as a cementing agent, though the process

would be slow.
**^-

OBITUARY.
The death occurred on Monday, after a

protracted illness, at his residence at Strood,

next Rochester, of Mr. William Ball, J. P.,

one of the best-known men of the district.

Besides being a meiuber of the City Bench,
he was al.so a magistrate for the county.
Until 1902 he had been for twelve years an
Alderman of the Rochester Town Council.

He was also a member of the Medway Con-
servancy and the Rochester Bridge Wardens
and a director of the local gas company. For
many years Mr. Ball carried on business as

a contractor, and had undertaken many ex-

tensive works in the county, including the

construction of several road and railway
bridges and the re*building of (^ueenborougli

Pier. Seventy-three years of age. he leaves

one son and two daughters, while two
brothers and a sister (widow of the late

Joseph Maas, the famous tenor) also survive

him.
**^-

CHIPS.

The death is announced, in his eightieth year,

of Mr, Charles J. Greaves, who for fifty years

had been in business at Homerton as a builder

and contractor.

At Bristol University the Rev. D. 11. S.

Cranage. D.Litt.. F.S.A., will deliver a course of

lectures during the autumn term on "Reason in

Gothic .Architecture."

A new Evangelical Protestant church at Fecitt

Brow, Blackburn, has been opened. Mr. F. J.

Parkinson was the architect, and Messrs.

Marshall and Tinning, of Blackburn, were the

contractors.

In the case of the application on behalf of

George Woolaston, residing and carrying on

business at Rookmead-road, South Hackney,
builder and decorator, the order of discharge has

been suspended for three years.

The Cook Construction Company, of Sudbury.
Ontario, and A. B. Wheaton, of Amherst, are

joint contractors for the Halifax Terminal Rail-

way at a contract price of 1,500,000, The line is

five miles in length, and is to run from Rocking-

ham to the site of the proposed terminal works.

The new buildings of the Hospital for Epilepsy

and Paralysis, Maida-vale, which were opened by

Princess Louise last week, provide for seventy

patients and twenty-six stafT. The cost of the

total building has been £35,000, The architect

is Mr. Keith D. Young, FR.LB.A., and the

builders for the completing wing just added were

Messrs. J. W. Falkner and Son.

At a meeting of the Barnet Board of

Guardians on Friday it was reported that the

Local Government Board would not sanction any

enlargement of the present infirmary, but recom-

mended the erection of a new one in the work-

house field, .\fter discussion, the guardians

adopted the infirmary committee's recommenda-
tion that a new infirmary, to contain 192 beds,

should be built, at a cost of not more than i£80

per bed.

Messrs, E. A. Roome and Co., the well-known

builders, held their annual staff outing on

Saturday, July 26. A large party travelled by

special saloon carriages to Clacton-on-Sea, where

a capital dinner and tea were provided at the

Warwick Castle Hotel. The chair was taken by

the managing partner. Mr. F. J. Gayer, and
following the usual toasts, a most successful

concert was held. The party spent a most enjoy-

able day, which should still further strengthen

the good feeling which exists between the firm,

the foreman, and the staff.

While Talbot cars were winning their prizes at

the Leicestershire A.C. hill chmb last Saturday,

the staff and employees of Clement Talbot. Ltd,,

were holding their .annual sports in the fine

twenty-five-acre field adjoining the Barlby-road

works. No less than twenty-six events comprised

a lengthy programme, of which the principal

item was the mile run for the championship gold

medal, won by W. T. Bishop after a most
exciting struggle over the last 200 yards. An
inter-departmental tng-of-\var was decided in

favour of the finishing shop, and a similarly-

cont.ested one-mile relay race was won by the

office team against four teams representing the

works. A score of other races and varied com-
petitions kept the hundreds of onlookers

interested until the distribution of prizes by Mr.
T. Long concluded a most successful after-

noon's sport.
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€nntnU Calamn.

All will hope tlml the expeetalioiis of the

National Feilenitioii of Biiilrliiij; Trndos
Employers, and their aiceptaiiee of the

clauses ill the Reveime Bill which are to

relieve builders from the injustice they have
suffered during the last three years, are
justilied. We sincerely trust so. But, as the
Resolution adopted at Wednesday's meetiup
lias it, the Bill will only satisfy us "pro-
\ ided its interpretation in practice accords
with the principles expounded in the . . . .

Memoranduni." Mr. Lloyd George's senti-

ments are as exalted and unexceptionable as
those of Mr. Joseph .Surface. But he lacks
the faculty of utilising the co-operation of

those wiio know more than himself. Had
he, after the meeting of .-\pril .'iO, adhcnnl
to the arrangement by which the help of

Mr. Henry Holloway and a skilled lawyer
was to be secured, the amending clauses
would in all probability have been drafted
in a clear and satisfactory manner. Instead
of that, weeks passed, and no further com
inunication with the builders was vouchsafed
till the draft of the amended Revenue Bill
was put into their hands. The result is that
the operation of the amended Bill will

entirely depend on its interpretation. Jf

tliat is in accordance with the principles
expounded in the Memoranduni, we shall he
satisfied

; but our past experience justifies
doubts which only events can dispel.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, in a letter in T/f
'rimrs of Tuesday last, states the facts with
regard to the present condition of art
teaching in this country under the auspices
of the State. His argument and his facts are
identical with those we have striven for
several years past to make clear, and no mere
ad captandum criticism or abuse of archi-
tects, such as we have been favoured with,
can upset them. Mr. Blomfield says:

" The State pays a large sum of money annually
in the subvention of schools of art with a view to
raising the level of the arts, more partieuiarlv in
connection with manufactures. Evidence uhirh
cannot be put aside proves that after more than ttftv
years of experiment that otjject has not beeri
attained. .\rt has been sjiread so widely and so
thinly that its quaUty has been lowered: the manu-
facturers do not care for it. and the majority of
student.s turned out hy these schools cannot '

live
by their art or craft. On the other hand, there ha-
eome into existence an entirely new type and a new
profession, that of • the art master.'" He did not
exist a hundred years aao : but he is now both
enersetic and aggressive, and we are asked to sub
ordinat* the aims, methods, and ideals of our art
training to the exigencies of his career. It is from
this ever-deepening rut that the State-aided art
training of the country has to be rescued."

And quickly, or we fear the " art master " will

effectually end by the extinction of every
spark of originality or ability among State-

trained art students, or their stunted and use

less development into art masters.

The disgraceful way in which absurdly
excessive estimates for public buildings are
" rectified " at the fag end of the session by
diverting huge surpluses to other objects,

consent to which is extorted from Parliament
in highwaymanlike fashion, is simply
"monstrous," as Mr. Gordon Harvey, a

Ministerial M.l'., says. On Tuesday
Standing Committee B met to consider the
Public Buildings Expenses Bill, introduced
on behalf of the First Commissioner of

Works by Mr. Wedgwood Benn. The Bill

appropriates the surplus of £145,000 from
the sum of £600,000 which was allocated

under the Finance Act of 1908 to the building
of the new Local Government Board offices

in Parliament-street and Great George-

street, in the following manner; Home (inice

Industrial Museum, C:;,j,000 ; Admiralty
ladditioiial accommodation), £5."),000 ; and the

College of .\rt. South Kensington, £65.000.

As Mr. Hicks Beach pointed out, the Com
mittee has sanctioned the diversion of money
which i'arlianient had voted for a particular

purpose to other and totally different objects.

Mr. Wedgwood Benn's excuse was that the

difference between the latter estimates and
the actual expenditure was due to the fact

that the Government made an exceptionally

favourable contract for the completion of the

Local Government Board Offices. Our own
information points to a totally different

reason, of which the public may hear more
by - and - by. Mr. Gordon Harvey, a

.Ministerialist, denounced the monstrous in-

accuracy of the estimates framed by the

Office of Works Department.

That inaccuracy has, of course, been before

exposed, notably last year by the Estimates

Committee. It is inevitable, however, it

seeins, so Mr. Wedgwood Bciin says

!

Accuracy would mean "delay." All the Office

of Works is capable of doing is " to calculate

the cubical contents of the building they pro-

pose to erect and get the nearest estimate

they can in each case. That was what had

been done, and he did not think it was
possible to say more than that the.se were

the best estimates they could frame." We
suppose the estimates for the £145,000 now
appropriated otherwise have been prepared

in the same fashion? The "Industrial

Museum " at the Home Office, it seems, is

intendefl for an "exhibition" of safety

appliances used in mines and factories. Two
old buildings in Whitehall are to be pulled

down to extend the .\dmiralty buildings, and

an inisuitable iron structure is to bt replaced

at the College of Art.

Mr. Bennett (ioldney proposed an amend-

inerit to the effect that the designs for these

new buildings should be thrown open to com-

petition, and that the choice of the most suit

able should rest with a body of persons com

petent to adjudicate upon matters relating

to architecture. Commenting unfavourably

upon some of the Government buildings, bo

alleged that when the new Admiralty Offices

were projected the wrong design was shown

by some officials to a member of the Govern-

ment, who submitted it to certain members
of the Royal Family. When the Minister

discovered his mistake he felt it was im-

possible to go back upon what had been done,

and the result was that the wrong building

was erected. Mr. Wedgwood Benn, of

course, contended that the matter should be

left to the Office of Works, which had some
" very expert designers," and was, as a matter

of fact, considering whether or not the de-

sign should be thrown open to competition.

Let us hope, if it decides to have a competi-

tion, the right design will be carried out this

time. These "mistakes" of officials, first

with regard to designs chosen, and then as to

the cost of execution, are perhaps standing

jokes at the Office of Works, but they are

very serious matters for the taxpayer. That

once again it all emphasises the absolute

necessity for a competent Ministry of Fine

Arts goes without saying, in spite of Mr.

Asquith's dictum that such a suggestion is

" not practicable."

df:,lMig With rural bousing. I |i,. niciii.,rial

states that, as a result of a circular letter

addressed to the rural district councils of

ICnglaiid and Wales lust year, 182 councils
replied that cottages were reipilred in their

districts, 261 councils replied that cottages
could not be built without placing a burden
on the rates, and 160 councils declared them-
selves ill favour of .State aid for building. So
far as we know, no official inquiry has lieeii

made by the President of tlie Local Govcni-
inciit Board to ascertain tile views of the
rural district councils in regard to housiiifj,

so these figures obtained by this League are
of considerable value. The memorial ex-

presses its approval of the principles em-
bodied in Sir Randolph Baker's Housing Bill,

which pas.sed its second reading by a majority
of 140 last .\pril, and points out the obvious
advantages of a grant in aid in respect of the

auiiual loss, instead of a capital grant to local

authorities. The League's memorial is signed
by men of all parties and many well known
social reformers besides. We heartily

support it. Wc have said before, and we say

again, it is a scandal that Sir Randolph
Baker's Bill was smothered ; and presently,

when humbug is talked by the mile in

autumn speeches by members and their

partisans about the good intentions of the

Governmenl. we advise their hearers not to

forget it.

The Metropolitan Water Board determined
last Friday to build its new offices on its own
property at New River Head. Roscbery-

avenue. We are rather glad the Gray's liiii-

gardeiis site was not selected, though hardly

for Mr. FitzRoy Doll's reason! .Mr. Doll

says that every man in the Strand who has a

complaint says, " Oh, here's the Metropolitan

Water Board; I'll go and talk about that

stop cock." .No one would go to Rosebery-

avenue unless he was on business. Our
experience is that a good many people have

very good causes of complaint, and that it is

a poor prospect for us all if the Board is

going to house itself in Rosebery-aveiiuc to

escape worried customers. However, it is

only a penny tramway or 'bus-ride to New
River Head nowadays from almost anywhere I

We lather regret to gather from the report of

the meeting that the Benchers of Gray's Inn

seem ready to sell their stately garden for

£55,000. It has narrowly escaped what we
should regard as misappropriation more than

once, but surely public opinion 'will never

allow it to be built over !

The excuse offered at its last meeting by the

Metropolitan Water Board, as reported in

another page, for its high handed treatment

of Messrs. Johnson and Co., who successfully

took their case to the Court of Appenl. seems

to us of the flimsiest character. It is so far

satisfactory, however, that the decision in the

Appeal Court has taught the Board common
sense, though the recoiumendation rcbcinding

the Resolution of I)cceniber 20, 1907, is still

open to misinterpretation in individual eases,

and builders will have to keep their weather

eye open on the .Appeal and Assessment Com-

mittee and its "allowances." The fair and

honest way of supplying water for building

operations is by meter at a reasonable charge,

and it will become a question, we fancy,

before long, to be agitated by the lepresenta-

tivo instit itioiis of the trades concerned.

The National Land and Home League has

addressed a memorial to the Prime Minister,

urging the importance of fresh legislation for

The debate last Friday in the House of

Commons on the extraordinary methods of

the Road Board must surely lead to the

thorough reorganisation of that body if it
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does not reform its procedure. Hitherto, its

financial policy has been much the same as

that which governed the expenditure of the

daughters of the Vicar of Wakefield, who
were always allowed to have a guinea in their

pockets, but might on no account spend it

!

The Board's last balance-sheet showed over

two millions and a half of investments, and by

the end of the present financial year it will

have a clear balance of at least £1,600,000 to

its credit. The Board's income is £1,200,000 a

year. London in three years has contributed

£600,000. and, .so far, received £43,000.

JMeanwhile, the London ratepayer, who con-

tributes to the petrol tax and carriage duties

heavily, has also to reconstruct or patch up

his own roads, while the proceeds of the ta.xes

allocated to the Road Board might as well be

"hypothecated" to road improvements in

Timbuctoo for all the benefit London derives.

The outcome of the long w'raugle about

the Admiralty Arch is so far satisfactory in

that the scheme now adopted is better than

that it sni^ersedes. It is, of course, not all

that could be wished. The clearance, now
settled, will be less inconvenient and more
suitable as a fitting approach to the Pro-

cessional road than seemed probable. It can

never be what it might have been made.

That, as usual, is "nobody's fault." When
separate and, to some extent, rival autho-

rities squabble, London, as a whole, usually

comes badly off. With more forethought at

the outset, inspired by some common autho-

rity to which all concerned might have

listened, the "finest site in Europe" might

indeed have been nobly utilised as a splendid

adjunct to the Memorial. It is only one more

of the mistakes made, with the best inten-

tions—of the sort that pave the road to the

hell in which Mr. Asquith and other sticklers

for the " practical " doubtless delight to con-

template the tortures of those who believe in

fitness and beauty.

The I'arliamentary Committee of the Trade

Union Congress last Friday issued the figures

of the ballot among unions in the building

trades on the question of amalgamation into

one large union, to be known as the Building

Workers' Union. Unions witli a membership
of over 300,000 were originally concerned in

the proposal, but owing to dissatisfaction

with the details of the scheme, the

Carpenters and Joiners' and other unions

dropped out, leaving sixteen unions with an

aggregate membership of 112,235 to take part

in the final ballot; Votes were taken on two
separate schemes, one providing for amal-

gamation for " trade " purposes only, and the

other for complete fusion for all purposes.

The first scheme was to be obligatory on all

unions taking part in the ballot, and the

second was optional. The ballot resulted us

follows:— Scheme 1; For, 14,27!) ; against,

11,483. Scheme 2: For, 9,611; against,

12,001. The majority in favour of the first

scheme on the aggregate vote is oidy 2,796,

wliicli is far short of the statutory two-thirds

majority, and the total votes cast represent

less than one-fourth of the total membership.

The second scheme is rejected by a clear

majority of 2,390. The result is " not deemed
satisfactory," but it has been decided to hold,

on September 15, a further conference of

interested societies to discuss a new scheme.

£210,000, plus the cost of the vaults, £8,000.

This, it is stated, was made clear in a report

of a sub-committee of the University Senate

considered at an extraordinary meeting on

•July 17. 1912. In our opinion, the site is not

worth the money, when the inconvenient

severance of the proposed buildings is borne

in mind, and the practical impossibility of

dealing in a fitting architectural manner
resulting therefrom.

It is stated that the lowest price which the

Duke of Bedford and his trustees will accept

for the 2J acres proposed as the site of the

new buildinas of the University of London is

During the King's visit to Liverpool, a

correspondent of one of the local papers

writes ;
" The genius who had the roads tarred

for the occasion is a public benefactor. He
kept my little girl still for hours, leaning on

a barrier while we saw the procession. In

fact, when I wanted to move homewards, she

still stood still ! The reason was that both

her feet were firmly stuck to the road. We
had to unbutton her shoes and lift her out of

them. A kind man pulled them up and

scraped them with a penknife." We can quite

believe it

!

COMPETITIONS.
BRADFORD.—An estate for workmen on

town-plarjiiing lines is the subject for a com-

petition at Bradford. The city council offer

premiums of £300, £200, and £100 respect-

ively for the three schemes to be selected by
Mr. Henry T. Hare, F.R.I. B.A., the ap-

pointed assessor. The dwellings are to be

shown in detail. The date for reception of

the drawings is fixed, October 4 next being

the day appointed.

BRISTOL.—At the last meeting of the

Bristol Education Committee, the sites and
buildings sub-committee reported that ten

sets of designs from nine competitors bad
been sent in for the proposed Penpole
School, Shirehampton. Mr. W. L. Bernard,
F.R.I.B.A., of Bristol, the assessor, had re-

ported on the plans, and on his recommenda-
tion it was resolved that \o. 4 be adopted,
subject to the usual conditions. The clniir-

nnui of the education connnittee proposed to

open the envelope containing the names of

the authors of No. 4 set, which were found to

be Messrs. Herbert J. Jones and Son,
52, Broad-street, Bristol. The building is

to accommodate 520 scholars, and the esti-

mated cost will be £4,155 if stone is used for

construction, and £4,255 if built of brick.

CANBERRA.—In connection with the pro-

posal of the Australian Federal Government
to call for competitive designs for the public
buildings at Canberra, the site of the new
Commonwealth capital, conditions have been
drafted for competitions as far as the Parlia-

ment House is concerned. The Government
desire to secure the widest possible compe-
tition for the structure, the design of which
will set the keynote for all the other pn))!ic

buildings at the capital. It is intended to

provide in Parliament House office .accom-

modation for each member of Parliament
somewhat similar to that which is supplied
for United States members at Washington.
Before making the conditions public, it is

intended to submit them to certain architec-

tural bodies in England and in Australia.
The amount of public money already ex-

pended on the capital is £420.000, and the
total area of land iici|uired for the site is

88,594 acres.

RRIG.\TE.— Six thousand pounds is esti-

mated as the cost of an Infirmary to be built

at Reigate. Twenty guineas is the premium
to be given to the design placed second by
the guardians, and the author of the chosen
plan is to be employed to carry out the work,
his fees being fixed at three lunidred guineas,
with travelling expenses added. Rather less

than 40 architects sent in iipplieations to be
chosen to compete, and the London firms
selected to .send in plans are Messrs. Edwin
T. Hall. Saxon Snell and Spooner, and
Herbert W. Wills. Tlie local architects ad-
mitted to the competition are Messi\s. D. J.

Barrv, T. R. and V. Hooper, C. Nicholas, E.
IVnfold, J. M. Pyni, and C. E. Salmon; also

Messrs. G. Gordon Stanham {Copthorne)
and P. Watson (Merstham), all in the union ;

and Messrs. Wheeler and Goodman, of

Horsham.

NEWCASTLE ON-TYNE.—Mr. A. W. S.

Cross, V.P.R.I.B.A.. is the author of the
designs placed first for the Public Baths at

Benwell, Walker, and Heaton, for the

council at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The plans
sent in by Messrs. Wallis and Bowden, of

Westminster, were placed second, and
Messrs. Wright and Chapman, of Newcastle-
on-Tyne, won the third premium. Mr.
H. W. Wills, F.R.I.B.A., was the assessor.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.—The follow-

ing awards have been made at the University
College School of Architecture :—Donaldson
Silver Medal: Ian Hamilton, B.A. (Oxon.).

Carpenters' Company Travelling Student-
ship ; W. G. Whincop. (The winner of last

year's travelling studentship, Mr. S. R.
Miller, presented a set of measured drawings
and sketches of Prior Park, Bath, Wilton
House, etc., and has now complied with all

the conditions of the studentship). Evening
Design Class: First prize, J. G. Swinton

;

second prize, H. S. Taylor ; third prize, G.
G. L. Teyte ; honourable mention, R. A.

Walter. The prize given by the Technical

.Journals, Ltd.. of their portfolio of " Standard
Examples of Architectural Details," has been
awarded to H. S. Taylor for his sketches and
measured work.

ARCH-ffiOLOGICAL.

RECENT EXCAVATIONS ATABYDOS.
—At the rooms of the Royal Society, Bur-

lington House, on Friday," Mr. T. E. Peet

gave a lecture with lantern illustrations on

the discoveries made during the past year at

Abydos, which had been concentrated on two

sites, that of the Ibis cemetery, and a mound
near a deserted Coptic village. The mound
was stratified, an exceptional arrangement,

and they had an opportunity of investigating

several "periods of Egyptian history on the

spot. On the top of the mound were the

Coptic houses, and below them tombs of the

Xllth and XVIIIth Dynasties. Two objects

which they found here" had been claimed by

the Cairo Museum. One was a bronze lamp
with swinging lid and a cock on the top, and

a leaden vase 2ft. high. Under the floors of

the houses were skulls of domestic oxen

which hiid probably been placed when the

foundations were put in for good luck. Below
an amastabas cemetery, and forming the

lower strata, were kilns of the predynastic

period, used for pounding wheat.

Tlie building of a new mission room at the

Old Bell, Harpendeu, is now in hand, and the

extension of Sunday-school premises at Cold

Harbour, which comes under the same contract,

has also been commenced. The builder is Mr.

E. C. Jarvis, of Harpendeu.

Mr. E. S. Stewart, Local Government Board

Inspector, has held an inquiry into the applica-

tion of the Bridlington Town Council for

sanction to borrow £1,340 for a scheme to erect

in North-Back-lane twelve two-roomed houses

to be let to old people at 3s. a week, under the

Housing of the Working Classes Act.

The City of York Waterworks Company,
Ltd., have'instructed the Trussed Concrete Steel

Company. Ltd., of Westminster, to erect, adjoin-

ing the 'Severus Hill reservoir, York, a water-

tower on the Kahn svstem of concrete construc-

tion, to have a canacitv of 300,000 gallons. The

tank will be about 28ft. in height by 48ft. in dia-

meter, and will be carried at a height of 72ft.

from ground level on a series of octagonal

columns, 26in. diameter, with braces measuring

each 16in. by Sin.

At the last meeting of the City of Loudon
Corporation, plans by Mr. Edwin Cooper for the

new ofhces of the Port of London Anthority, to

be erected upon a site abutting on Trinity-

square, Savage-gardens, and Seething-lane, and

the formation of two new thoroughfares on the

North and South sides, were approved, subject

to the roadways and sewers being constructed to

the satisfaction of the Corporation, and the

roads being opened and dedicated to the public.

We illustrated Mr. Cooper's designs in our issues

of July 12 and 19 last year, immediately after

the selection by Sir Aston Webb, R.A.. the

assessor.
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HYDE PARK CORNER.
To the Editor of the BUILDING Nnws.

Sir,—The purchase of St. George's
Hospital by Mr, Walhibynpeley, with the
intention of building a large hotelon the site,

leads nie to put forward a scheme that
occurred to nie some time ago for dealing
with the area at Hyde Park Corner, but
which, as a practical project, was barred by

tion of an important memorial, such as thnt
to our late King Edward.— I am, etc.,

W. H. Lynn, Architect.
Belfast. .luly 26.

BARNET COUNCIL OFFICES.
Sir.— I enclose lierewith cutting from this

week's issue of the liarnrl. Prr.i.i, whicll I

thought, perhaps, you might like to see.

• The BtrLDiNo News notes with s.itisfaction that
hec:iiiso the competition for premiuterl designs for
Barnet's proposed new council offices did not conform
to the rules of the U.I.B..*.. fewer than one hnnilred

the existence of the hospital. The removal
of this barrier, however, as now proposed,
will present an opportunity for realising a
scheme such as I suggest." if only a small
portion of the north-eastern corner of the site
cotild he obtained for the purpose.

My suggestion is. as explained by the
accompanying plan, to move the central line
of the cat" entrances to the Park westwards
about 70ft.. or so far as to bring it in line
with the axis of the northern end of the
Grosvenorplace roadway, so as to gain
frontage space for the formation of a recessed
semicircular area outside newly-placed park
gates. This, with a corresponding area on the
.south side of the Piccadilly axis, and the
intervening width of the Piccadilly roadway.
would present a large oval-shaped area about
250ft. by 290ft.. bisected transversely and
longitudinally by main lines of thoroughfare,
and affording direct drivins lines to and from
Constitution Hill on one side, and the Park
avenues on the other.

Inside the Park, a deflection of the
southern end of Serpentine-road towards
Rotten-row. to bring the driving line of the
former to bear on one of the new gate
entrances, would be the sole disturbance of
the interior lines, which, with this .slight
alteration, present a fairlv symmetrical
arrangement.
The large space inside the central gate

would provide a favourable site for the erec-

.wts of plans were sent in. Barnet's answer is that
there was keen competition amongst jrood men. that
the council is a competent jndee of what plans fulfil

its wishes, and that in such circumstances to have
paid a big fee to a R.I.B..\, assessor would have l>eeu
a waste of public monc.v. What would he said if the
Honourable Society of Tooley-street Tailors told us
that before decidinc upon a suit of clothes we should
pay a premium to one of its members to decide for
us the patt^>rn ami cut? "

I would also like to draw your attention to
the fact that Barnet architects should look to

their laurels. We have had two competitions
in Barnet within a year, one a Children's
Home, for the Union, and these Council
Offices referred to, and in neither case was a
competent assessor appointed, and in both
cases the local "house agent" was placed
second.—I am, etc..

A. E. Wat.son, Licentiate R.I.B.A.
The Cottage, Puller-road, High Barnet,

Herts, July 28.

FAILURE OF CONCRETE ROOF TO
KEEP WATER OUT.

Sir,— I am afraid the Clifton and Kersley
Coal Co. will get little help. Their experi-
ence is common to almost all builders of
concrete roofs of the kind.
Water viill get through such, and you may

pour and pour liquid cement into the cracks,
and paint over with bitumastic solutions till

you are tired, and still fresh cracks will

appear, and the roofs will leak.

It will cost more at the outset, hut will save
money in the long run, if the roof is covered
with some good asphalt, such as Claridge's or
Val de Trnvers, provided the work is properly
done, in accordance with the instructions
those firms issue.

1 have never had a roof-covering thus made
which water has ever made its way through.
and I should never think of exposing concrete
to rain without such protection.—I am. etc.,

FiFTr Years' Expkrikncr.

CHIPS.
The new art school at Great 'Varmouth - a

plain, red-brick, rectangular building, with
square windows, was opened bv the mayor of
that boroueh last week. If has been built from
plans by Mr. .T. W. Cockrill, borough surveyor.
Mr. Norman W. McT^arhlan. B Sc. Kn".

(London). A M.I E.K , A.L.C M.. has been
nnpointed superintendent of the Wiilton and
Kirkdale Technical Institute and special superior
of engineering in the several institutes in Liver-
pool.

The Devon Education Committee, at their last
meeling. decided to nurcha.se a field of seven
acres at Kinesbridge for £2.000. as a site for a
new irammar-school, and instructed their school
architect, Mr. Percy Morris, of Exeter, to pre-
pare the necessary plans.

The town coimcil of Pudsev. near Leeds, have
unanimously adopted a scheme for the erection
of swimmin?-ba(hs. slipper-baths, fire-brigade
superintendent's and manager's houses, fire-

brigade station and surveyor's offices, on land
owned by the corporation, at an estimated
outlay of £3.000.

The .Admiralty have accepted the offer of
Messrs. Mackay and Son. contractors. Edln-
burgh, at .£30.000, for the construction of a
laboratorv in connection with the explosives
works now in course of erection .at Crombie The
new building will include magazines. Schedules
for further work will be issued shortly.

Mr. .Tohn Cliew. manager of the Blackpool
Corporation Oasworks. and the oldest mnnicinal
ffas manager in the countiw. resigned his position
on Monday on account of failing health Be is

ei(rhfv-six years of age. and has been in charire
of Blackpool gasworks since Christmas. Ifi62.

His services will be retained as consulting
engineer.

A Local Oovernment Board Inquiry in respect
to the application made to the Board hv the
Donenster Rural District Council for a town-
plappipg scheme in an area comprising the whole
of the parish of .\skern. and portions of the
parishes of Sutton. Camnsall. Norton. Burgh-
wallis. Owston. Moss, and Fenwick. in the rural
district, was held at the Union offices at Don-
caster by ATr. Thomas .\dams on Friday.

A memorial to the late Dr. Ernald Lane. Dean
of Rochester, was imveiled in Rochester
Cathedral on Saturday. It is a mural tablet of
a brass kneeling figure of the late Dean. v\th a

canopied marble frame, and also three shields
with fhe armorial bearings of the Diocese, the
Cliapfer. and the late Dean's familv. The
mrniorial was desi<7ned by the cathedral archi-

tect. Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A.. of Hamn-
stead. and has been placed on the wall of the
South choir aisle.

The parish church of Zeal Monachorum,
near Crediton, is in course of restoration. An
eighfeenfh-cenfurv stained-glass window, formely
in St. Matthew's. Friday-street. E.C. has been
erected in memory of the late rector. The oak
screen, erected in 1511. which was cut up for use
in a gallery in 1854. is being restored to its

original position, and fhe long-lost font-cover,

discovered by the rector in a fowl-run some
distance from the church, is being restored for

replacement over the much older Norman font.

Tf is almost a renlica of the font cover in Exeter
Cathedral.

Mr. William Richards, master builder and con-

tractor, of Thornleigh. Tennyson-street. Ilkeston,

and a member of the corporation of Bolton,
snccimibed to cancer last week, aged 55 years.

Councillor Richards was a son of the late Alder-

man Samuel Richards, who was Mayor of

Ilkeston rhiring fhe Diamond .Tubilee year of

Queen Vicforia. The latter died twelve years

ago. Coimcillor Richards joined his father on
the council more than twelve years ago. and
gave imgrudging service to the municipality.

Tie has been for some years chairman of the
tramways and elecfricity committee. He was
also a member of the Ilkeston and Tleanor
Water Board. He had carried out much work
in the district as a builder, including the erection

of Nonconformist chapels at Stapleford. Heanor,
ATapperley. and Hathwaite.
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POXTIFEX HOUSE, SHOE LANE, E.C. : PRINCIPAL FRONT.— Mr. F. S. Chesterton. Architect.

nx mitistrations.

UNIVERSITY OP LONDON: KINGS
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

(On pp. 142-3 will be found a description
and plans of this building.)

PONTIPEX HOUSE, SHOE LANE, E.C.

This building is steel-framed throughout,
divided by fire-walls into blocks of just
under 250,000 cubic feet each. The ground
floor and basement are to be used as show-
rooms and workshops by Messrs. Pontifex
and Sons for sanitary and brass goods. The
front is of grey and red bricks and Portland
stone, with bronze windows on the ground
floor and sash windows above. The heating
is done by Messrs. Pontifex, together with
the sanitary work. The general contractors
are Messrs. Leslie and Co. The architect is

Mr. Frank S. Chesterton, of Cheapside.

DAILY SKETCH NEW BUILDING,
SHOE LANE, E.C.

These premises adjoin the Farringdon
Works, also illustrated to-day. The archi-
tects of the Dailt/ Stelr/i building are Messrs.
J. W. Beaumont and Son, of Manchester,
and the work has been done for Messrs.
Hulton and Co. ; but we have no further
particulars as to the work itself.

STABLE AND COTTAGES, SHORESTON,
NORTHUMBERLAND.

These buildings have been erected for Sir
Walter Rur)ciman, Bart., on the site of some
old cottages, and stand in a sheltered
position near the sea. The walls are built of
rubble from a local quarry, mi.\ed with old

stone from original cottages, resulting in a

PCTJTfFFx: Hon

pleasant mixtjire of colour. The roofs are

covered with pantiles, and the door-hoods
are fornnul with large flags from the floors

of old cottages, and tlie design getierally is on
local traditional lines. Mr. R. Mauchlen, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, is the architect.

HOUSE AT CHISLEHURST.
(A description and plans of this house are

given on p. 145.)

A COTTAGE HOSPITAL: SAXON
SNELL SCHOLARSHIP, FIRST PRIZE
DESIGN.
(For description and ground floor plan, see

p. 141.)

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL,
DENMARK HILL, S.E.

The KiTig and (^ueen inaugurated these

buildings last Saturday. The main entrances

to the hospital are all on the Bessemer-

road front, shown running parallel with

the bottom of the drawing. Central on

this front stands the Administration Block,

flanked on the east (left side) by the

Out patient Department, and on the west

(right side) by the Medical School. Again
west of this is the small Isolation Block.

Denmark Hill is shown on the left of the

drawing, tlie Bathing and Electrical Depart-

ments, which immediately adjoin the Out-

patient Department, fronting on the hill.

Approximately cutting the site in two, and
running almost <lue east and west, is the main
hospital corridor, from which jut out the

nine ward blocks. Central with the Admini-
stration Block is the chapel, and behind it

the power station, the greater portion of

which is below the ground level. Two
Operation Theatre Blocks stand out on the

north side of the corridor, near its western
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KING'S COLLEGE HOSI'ITAL, DENMARK HILL, S.E.

end. Between the eastern one and the Ad-
ministration Block is the Pathological De-
partment. Ruskin Park stretches away on
the soutli side of the site, separated from it

by the South-Eastern and Chatham Railway.
Mr. William A. Pile, F.R.I.B.A., is the
architect. The following are the references
to the block plan given here as explanatory of
the bird's-eye view; A, Casualty Depart-
ment ; B, Baths and Electrical Department

;

C, Ont patients' Department; I). Almoner;
E, Dispensary; F, Administration Block;
G, Pathological ami Post Mortem Block ; H,
Medical School; .1, Operating Theatres; K.
Gyntecological and Clinical Theatres; L.
Isolation Block; M, Special Ward Block; \.
Two Story Ward Block; O, Three Story
Ward Block; P, Chapel; Q. Central Station";

R. Ward Blocks, fntnre extension. We illns-

trated the selected competition drawings for
this great work on .Inne 2, l!)(l,'). The eleva-
tions of the first part, with key plan, appeared
in our issue for July .O, 1907, "and the general
elevations of the whole front will be found in

the Building New.s for May 21. 1909.

The chancel which has been added to the
chapel-of-ease at Kiidheath, near Davenham,
Cheshire, was dedicated last week. It is 20ft.
by 17ft. 6in.. ami is built of red brick with stone
dressings and has boarded ceiling and tiled floor.

The old vestry has been converted into a
baptistery, and a new vestry and boiler-house
have been built. Mr. K. E. Powles. Norlhwirh,
was the architect, and Mr. .1. H Molyneux the
builder The chancel fittings are of carved oak.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADK
SOCIETIES.

AUCII.Iiol.lKilsrs AT Hol.V ISLAND.
'I'lie third excursion meeting of the Durham

and .\orthumberlnnd Archieologicnl Society
was held nt Ilcdy Island on Tuesday. About
sixty travelled from Newcastle by the 9.35
train, augmenting the members from
Durhum. On arriving at Heal, they drove
across the sniids to Holy Island. The party
visited the Priory, and was conducted by Mr.
W. H. Knowles,"E.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of "New-
castle, who referred to the historical associa-

[> place with
Jlr. KnowhCuthbert. Mr. Knowles commented upon

the resemblance of the Priory to Durham
Cathedral in its architectural features. The
parish church, chiefly of Early English archi-
tecture, was also visited, anj after lunch an
iitspection was made of the castle, by leave
of the owner.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION.— The sixty-sixth annual general meet-
ing of the Builders' Benevolent Institution
was held at Koh-i Noor House, Kiiigsway,
W.C, on Wednesday, July 2.3, when tlie

ajijiual report and the audited accounts for
the past year were received and adopted.
The following election of officers for the
coming year took place:— President, Mr.
Fred Shingleton (Messrs. Leslie and Co.,
Ltd.); treasurer, Mr. Frank May. .I.P.

(Messrs. Holland and Ilannen anil Cuhitts,
Ltd.); hoii. auditors. .\Ir. Hubert S. WarrI,
F.C.A.. and Mr. John T. Bolding. The
annual dinner will be held at the Wliitehall
Rooms, Hotel Metropole, Charing Cross,
.W.C, on Thursday, November 27. next.

KENT ARCH.-ICOLOGICAL SOCIETV.-
The annual summer meeting of this society
was held at Sevenoaks on Monday and Tues-
day. On the opeidng day. having assembled
at Sevenoaks, the party motored to Wester-
hani, where they were received by Lord
Northbourne. presid<>nt, who occupied the
chair at the annual business meeting, which
was held at the King's Arms Hotel. It was
annoiHiced that Mr. R. Cooke had accepted
the hon. secretaryship, and a membership of
over S.')ll was reported. .-Vfter the meeting
the mendjers proceeded to the parish church,
which was described by Dr. Maude and the
Revs. G. M. Livett and C. E. Woodrufl.
Following lunch the members motored to

Sipierrys Court, which, together with the
British oppidum in the park, was inspected
by permission of Mrs. Warde. K visit was
next paid to Sundridge Church, which was
described by the Rev. G. M. Livett. Pro-
ceeding to Chipstead Place. Mr. J. Duveen
described the house. The annual dinner was
held at the Royal Crown Hotel. Sevenoaks,
and was followed by an e\ening meeting. On
Tuesday the members visited Edenbridge
Church and Hever Castle and church.

The salary of Mr .T. E. Haynes, surveyor to
the Stroud Rural District Council, has been
increased to .£225 per annum.

The salary of Mr. \V. H. S. Dawson, city sur-
veyor of Bradford, is to be increased by JEIOO
immediately, anil by a further £50 next year.

Mr. Charles F. Brown, deputy water engineer
and surveyor at Gainsborough, has been
appointed water engineer, surveyor, and in-

spector to the urban district council of Leiston,
East Suffolk.

The extension of the Agricultural and Dairy
College at Kingston, Notts, which has been fore-

shadowed for some time, will involve an expendi-
ture of about £60.000. K new building is to be
erected at Sutton Bennington, where agri-

cultural students will receive attention, and the
present college will continue to be carried on for
the benefit of students in dairying.

A special meeting of the Dartford Urban
District Council was held on Wednesday in last

week to receive the report of the recent deputa-
tion to the South-Eastern and Chatham Railway
Company with regard to the condition of the
station. The deputation reported that the
directors have decided to enlarge the platform
accommodation, and to construct an additional
footbridge; but to effect the improvements it

would be necessary to construct a terrace over-
hanging Mill Pond-road. The council decided to
assent in principle to the erection of the over-
hanging terrace.
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DAILY SKETCH- PREMISES, SHOE LANE, E.G.

Messrs. J. W. Beaumont and Son, Architects.
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Mr. F. S. Chesterton, Architect.
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CROSSRAGUEL ABBEY.—At tlio

historic abbey of Crossragiiel, in South Ayr-
shire, a scheme of restoration is being
carried out under tlie superintendence of the

Commissioners of Public Works, assisted by
Mr. C. R. Peers. F.S.A., tlie Government
Inspector of Ancient Monuments, and Mr. T.

Baines, Government Architect in Cliarge of

Ancient Monuments. The abbey has been
held in tack, at a nominal rent, from the

Chapel Royal, by the Fergussons of Kil-

kerran ; but Sir Charles Fergusson has now
renounced his tack in order tliat the alibey

might pass into the charge of the Board of

Public Works. In the Board's scheme of

preservation it is proposed to uncover the

walls of the building, which have long been
hidden under fallen rubbish and sunk below
the present ground level, in order to present

a clear idea of the general outline of the

abbey, and to effect restoration work on
different parts of the buildings. A new
entrance will be made from the public road
direct to the arched gateway of the late

Abbot's Palace, giving access to the various

parts of the building. The grounds will also

he laid out. It is estimated that the total

cost will be £3,000.

PARK PREWETT.—A county lunatic

asylum is about to be built at Park Prewctt,
and will, when completed, have accommoda-
tion for l.COO patients; but, in tlie first in-

stance, though the entire administrative de-

partment will be erected, wards will only be
provided for 1.4011 patients. The ap|)roved

plans comprise (1) tlie main asylum for 810
patients

; (2) a detached reception hospital

for fifty recent ca.ses of each sex ; (3) eight

detached blocks, of which four will each be

for forty quiet, chronic working patients

—

two will each accommodate forty epileptics,

and two will each be devoted to thirty con-

valescent patients
; (4) a detached block for

fifty private patients of each sex ; (5) two
sanatoria, each with forty-five beds, for the

separate treatment of patients suffering from
phthisis and dy.sentery

;
(G) a detached chapel

with seating accommodation for officers,

attendants, and 7.52 patients; (7) a detached
house for the medical superintendent; (8)

residence for other mend^ers of the staff, in-

cluding a house for the steward and sixteen
cottages for married attendants and artisans ;

and (9) a detached isolation hospital with six

beds. The water-supply will be derived from
a well on the site. The sewage will, after

treatment by bacterial process, be disposed
of by surface irrigation. The buildings will

be warmed by a forced circulation of hot
water, and lighted by electricity. The total

estimated cost of erecting the asylum for

1.400 patients, including administrative
block, cooking apparatus, and all machinery,
the laying out of grounds and airing courts,

fencing, future " farm buildings, architect's

commission, etc., is £.3,'')5,000. This repre-

sents an average co.st of £253 lis. per bed.
The builders are Messrs. Musselhvhite and
Sapp, of Basingstoke.

WALLSEND.—The new central council
schools erected by the Wallsend Education
Committee, were formally opened on Wednes-
day. The schools, which are situated on a
site near Burn Closes. Church Bank, and in

close proximity to the new secondary school
now in course of erection, are divided into

three departments, to accommodate iiaO boys,
.520 girls, and 400 infants. The cloakrooms
are at each end of the school, with tlie class-

rooms — numbering ten — between. The
assembly-hall is placed centrally. The archi-

tects were Messrs. Marsliiill and Tweedy,
Eldonsquare, Newcastle, whose design was
selected from a number of competitive plans.

The contractor was Mr. W. T. Weir.
Howdon. Mr. Cook acted as clerk of works.

A bronze panel was unveiled on Saturday at

Tjiigar, Avrshire, in memory of Willinni

Murclocli, (he inventor of roal-pas lightin;;. Thi-

panel, which takes (he form of a life-size jiortrait

medallion in relief, was placed on (he wall of

the cottage in which Murdoch was born. The
cost has been defrayed by (he North Bridsh
Association of Gasmakers,

Engineering Jlctes.—*-.

—

TUBE LINE EXTENSION AT
CHARING CROSS.—The Charing Cross

extension of the Hampstead Tube Railway

forms a direct passenger connection between

the Hampstead Tube and the District system,

and between the Hampstead and the Bakerloo

Tubes, will be opened for traffic by the end

of this year. The tunnel for the extension

is now finished, and the track is laid for

about three-quarters of its length, that tunnel

being a continuation of the present down-

running tunnel from Hampstead and High-

gate. It passes under the Charing Cross

District Station, and makes a loop below the

bed of the river, extending some sixty yards

from the face of the Embankment. The loop

returns again under the Charing Cross

District Station, to the up-running tunnel of

the Hampstead line, wliich at present ter-

minates beneath the forecourt of the Charing

Cross Soutb-Eastern Station. The new
Hampstead Station under the Embankment
will be situated next to, and about on the

same level as, the present Bakerloo Station,

and w-ill be connected with it by a straight

subway. For the purpose of connecting both

these stations with the District Railway two

pairs of escalators are to be installed, and

will open on a circnhiting area situated under

the present District Station. The sub-

station for the supply of electricity to the

three lines is now being enlarged. The roof

of the loop tunnel under the Thames lies only

fift. below the actual river bed. Messrs. .John

Mowdoni and Co. are the contractors and Mr,

Dalrymple Hay is the consulting engineer.

The Charing Cross (Embankment) District

Station is being rebuilt from plans by Mr.

H. W. Ford, L.R.I.B.A., of Westminster.

A new Roman Catholic church is about to be

linih at Straide, Co. Mayo, from plans by Messrs.

W H. Byrne and Son, Dublin.

A new county secondary school for 300 boys

will be opened bv (he Middlesex Education Com-
mittee at The Green. Ealing, on September 2.').

Mr. William Forrest, of Hiigheiiden-terrace,

Glasgow, tiniljer merchant. who died on

February 9. left personal estate of the value of

.€81.387.'

The Board of Trade has made a special order

excluding stiine-carvers and sculptors from the

unemployment provisions of the National In-

surancce Act.

The Faversham Rural District Council have
appointed Mr. Howard Humphreys, water

engineer, of Westminster, to carry through the

extension of the water service to Boughton-
under-Blean.

Mr. D. S. Davies. of Manchester, has pre-

sented to (he Welsh National Memorial Associa-

tion a piece of land, near Denbigh, '244 acres in

extent, and valued at .£5.000, as a site for a pro-

posed sanatorium for consumptives.

A river excursion to Pershore and Bredon,
under the auspices of the Gloucester Committee
of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological

Society has been arranged for Tuesday,
August 12, when it is proposed to visit Perjhore
Abbey and Bredon Church.

Mr. Frederick Collins, of Claremont, Sharwood
Rise, Nottingham, for many years manager to

Messrs. Logan and Hemingway, railway and
general contractors, who began his business life

as a fireman, afterwards becoming an engine-

driver, and who died on June 1 last, aged 75

years, left estate of the gross value of £66.888,
with net personalty j£63,001.

Mr. Meade-King, an inspector of the Local
Governmen( Board, held an inquiry a( Kidder-
minster on Friday relative to an applicaiion by
the town council to borrow .-£600 for street im-
provements in Park-butts. Mill-street, and Com-
lierton-hill. Mr. Thursfield. (own clerk, said the
object in all three cases was to carry out strc-et

widening, anil in Park-butts was to remove an'

awkward <'orner.

The City Church of St. Augustine with St.

Faith's, one of Wren's works, is about to be
rcjiaired under the supervision of Mr. Deimar .1.

Blow. FR.I.B.A., of Westminster. The gallery,

now propped up wi(h timber beams, lias been
condemned by the City Surveyor, Mr. Sydney
Perks. F.S.A., and will be removed ; eleclricity

will be substituted for gas, and gas radiators for

the existing stoves.

LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.
RATING OF TRAMWAYS.—A point of great

interest to tramway undertakings was decided in

the House of I,ords on Friday. The Urban
District Council of Tottenham assessed the

Metropolitan Electric Tramways on the full net

annual value in respect of a tramway which con-

tinued into a light railway, and was practically

indistinguishable from it; but the tramway
company contended that they were entitled to be

assessed under the Public Health Act, 1875, at

a lower rate (one four(h) as if it were a railway,

and refused to pay (tie larger amount. The
justices had ordered the company (o pay the

ordinary rates, and this decision was upheld by
the King's Bench ; but the Court of Appeal
reversed it on the ground that the land in ques-

tion was used only as a railway, the tramways
and the light railway in this particular case

being identical. The case now came before the
Law Lords on the appeal of the urban council.

Their lordships held th,Tt in public legislation

(he word "railway" did no( include tramways.
The appeal was allowed, with costs.

BREACHES OF BUILDING BY-LAWS.—
Robert William Tonge, builder, of Sevenoaks,
was summoned at Sevenoaks Police-court on
Friday for creeling a house without connecting
the drains with the sewer, contrary (o the by-

laws of the local authority. Mr. .1. S. Richard-
son, Sevenoaks, appeared for the Sevenoaks
Urban District Council. Mr. C. H. B. Ince

represented (he defendant. The Bench fined

defendanl jt'2 and cos(s. Defendant also pleaded
not guilty to a summons for covering up the
foundation of a house without notifying the

Council of his intentions to do so. In this case the

Bench inflicted a fine of 5s. and 9s. costs.

ACME FLOIiRlNG AND PAVING CO. (1904),

LTD., HAS T(i PAY .£23 FOR AN 1N.1URF,D
FOOT.—At the Clerkenwell County Court,

before .Indge Howdand Roberts, an action was
brought by .loseph March, a lithogropliir's

manager, of Hewitt-road, Wood Green, against

(he .\cme Flooring and Paving Company (19(14).

Ltd., of Lee Conservancy-road, Hackney, for .£25

damages in respect of personal injury and loss

sustained. Mr. Hilbury was counsel for plaintiff,

ami Mr. Ringwood for defendants. In opening.

Mr. Hilbury said the claim arose out of an acci-

dent which occurred at the Holborn end of

Gray's Inn-road, whilst the latter was in tlie

hands of the defendant company for repaving.

Plaintiff said that on the evening of May 11 he

was standing on the West side of Gray's Inn-

road, near the Ilolborn tram terminus, waiting

for a (ranicar. Working operaiions were pro-

ceeding on the roadway. A truck was being

wheeled in his direclion, and when it got oppo-

si(e to where he was standing, (he wheel slnick

the kerb. The hub broke in several pieces, and
(lie iron rim fell upon his right foot, injuring

(wo of his toes.—Mr. Hilbury: were you stand-

ing close to the kerb?—Plai'ntilf : I should say

about 2ft. from the edge. I was not beyond the

lamp standard. Plaintiff added that later in

the evening one of the toes became swollen and

black, and was very painful. He went (o Dr
.Anderson, who dressed it. and advised him (c

lay up. As a result of the injury he was unahlt

(o follow his work for three weeks.—Mr. Ring
wood : Was (here a notice on each side of th(

road, stating: "No thoroughfare "?—Plaintiff
:

I

did not see it. Was there a rope extending fron

Holborn in the direction of King's Cross, fron

80 to 100 yards in length?—I should say it was

not 80 yards from the corner. Would this w hee

have struck you if you had been outside (hi

rope?—It did. For" the defence. Louis B
Conroy. a pavior in the employ of the defendant

coinpany. said the re-paving work had been ii

operation for a fortnight or three weeks wliei

the accident happeiied7 There were two notice

hoards at (he Holborn end. announcing ni

thoroughfare. A rope extended above the pave

nien( in the direction of King's Cross (o a lengtl

of I60ft. or 170ft. The rope was aboid 2f( 6ui

(o 2ft. 9in. inside the pavement from (he kerb •

.\f(er the accident, witness saw (hat (he plainlif

was standing inside the rope.—His Honour :
Di

von mean in the road side?—Witness :
Yes

Witness said he was one of the men wheeliiif

the truck. When the wheel broke, the rim cam.

down on the pavement, about 2ft. from th>

kerb—Mr. Ringwood: If plaintiff had been out

side the rope' could this rim possibly havi

touched his foot?—Witness : If he had been out

side it would have fallen ajainst the rope, am

would not have touched him.—George Gatty

who was workingWith (he previous wi(ness. saji

iilainiiff was inside (he rone—Mr. Ringwood

Did vou see him?—Wiiness : Yes. 1 saw hin

standins at the corner by a heap of ballast—I'

giving iudgment, his Honour said he found, as

fact, that plaintiff was not standing on the roa

side of the rope, but on the other side. So (ii

question of law raised by counsel for the defenci

that plaintiff was in the position of a trespassei
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cIrI not ans,.. Had his Honour found that
plainlilT was un the road side of the rope it
would have raised that interesting' question He
thoufiht there was a good deal to l,e said on the
point that a person venlurins "pon a roarlwav
under suc-h circumstances w<,uld undertake
certain risks. He would take the risk for
instance, of tripping over a tool left there'bv aworkman

; but he di.l not undertake the risk of a
vehicle collapsing suddenly and a wheel comin"
upon iiini. Hut the ,,oint did not arise on his
finding, and the only question left was one ofdamages. His Honour awarde.l plaint ill' £93
and judgment was entered accordin'dv witli
costs. " '

'

W.-VTER USED FOR NON-DOMESTIC PUR
??-rp^v

'^1*:™"POI'ITAN VV.VPEK BOARD vAVER\.-In the Court of Appeal <ui Friday

IJrif
"''"'

S"',^"'™ ''y ^°"'>* Justi,-es Vaughan-
VVilhams Buckley, and Hamilton, 111 the appeal
of the Metropolitan Water Board froin a

aiannell and Bray) reversing a judgment of the
Westmmst^er County-court .Judge. The de-
fendant. Mrs Avery, was sued as the lessee anfl
occupier of the Crutched Friars public-house in
the Minones tor a sum of five shillings in respect
of two quarters rates for water alleged to havebeen used on her premises for non-domestic
purposes. Tt was contended by the Water Board
that water used for the purpose of cookin" andwashing-up in connection with

1G7

busine
-

, , ,
small catering

less conducted at the house was water used
for the purpose of "trade or business" within
the meaning of Section 25 of the Metrop<.litan
\\ater Board (Charges) Act, 1907. and that
tiierefore, such supply was not covered bv the
ordinary charge made for the supply of "water
for domestic purposes." The County-court
Judge gave judgment for the Water Boar<l : but

nf Til"."?."" ^u",""*-
•"^•'•^ed that decision, hold-

ing that the whole of the water was used for
domestic purposes. Hence the piv.senl appeal
It was mentioned that the annual income ini
volved by the decision was more than £R0 01)0
Mr^ Clavel Sa ter, K.C., and Mr. (ioodland
appeared for the appellants, and Mr. Ryde
r J ?"1- '",. Konstam for the respondVnt
Lord .Justice \ aughan Williams, .dvin'- lud-'e-
ment. said that the appeal failed, the pomt beili"
covered by the decision of the House of Lords inthe case of "Colley's Patents (Limited) v. the
iMetropohtan Water Board.- 1912. in which itwas held that water used in a factory for
sanitary purposes was used for domestic
purposes. It was contended that that decision
did not cover a case where the water was used in
connection witn fne business, and was the'means
ot yieldmg a profit. He. however, thought that
tJie Divisional Court was right. Lord .liistice
Buckley was also of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed. It was plain that what had
to be looked at was the character of the purpo.se
tor which the water was used, and not the
character of the premises in which the water was
used or the character of the per.son usin" it Itcould not be disputed that the purposes' for
which the water was used in the present casewere domestic purposes. The authorities, also
pointed all one way. Lord .Justice Hamilton conl
curred. The appeal was accordingiv dismissed
with costs.

"

heir Lordships were iiit'ornuMj that though any
defect, should there be such, could he rectihed
at the cost of a very small sum, thousands of
pounds had been expended in cost«. It canio
before the Iloii.sc of Lords in the form of an
appeal from the onler of the Court of Appeal
reversing the decision of a Divisional Court of
the King's Bench Division, confirming an order
made by his Honour .Iiidgo Selfe, sitting in llio
C|ounty-court of Middlesex held at Brotnpton
Tlilfre have been many hearings in connection
with the case. In the first place there was a
reference before surveyors under the London
Building Act, in which I ho surveyors decided
that the wall was not so far defective, or out of
repair as to necessitate any work being executed
under a party structure notice. The Court of
Appeal granted a thirrl trial, and against this
decision Sir .lohn Wolfe Barry appealed to the
House of Lords. It appeared from the argu-
ments that Miss Minturn alleged that there was
a defect in the wall, and that it should be made
good from Sir .John Wolfe Barry's side, and at
bis expense; but this the latter disputed, and
maintained that if there was any defect, it should
be set right from the other siile. Lord Parker
read the judgment of the House, in which Lords
Halsbury. Loreburii. and Atkinson concurred,
setting out the circumstances of the case. His
Lordship remarked that this litigation was un-
fortunate. His lordship expressed the opinion
that if a wall between two gardens was ilamp, it

was not defective on that account. The House
varied the order of the Court of Appeal in some
respects, and ordered the respondent to pay the
appellant's costs in the House of Lords Their
Lordship-- did not. however, confirm the order
of the Court of Appeal that there should he a
new trial.

position of the dublur, he had b.-.li lulhg on a
piitance in recent years. One big contract might
have put him on his feet line would have
Ihougiu that as tlie debtor hud repaiil JLSIH) more
than he had borrowed from monevlenders
within the last two years, his imlehtednoss to
the moneylenders would have been reduced to-
day. Instead of that, it had actually increased
by 60 or 7(1 per cent.— from £959 to nearly
.11,51)11. It showed the miserable condition a
man got into once the moneylenders' debts got
fairly large The Judge said he could under-
stand why it «as necessary for the bankrupt to
gel his tjischarge as soon a.s poKsihle, because
people were not likely to give him big buildings
to superintend until thai happened. He also
knew that competitions were about the most
expensive form of businiss an architect could
indulge in. because, even if he were at the lop.
it did not follow that he would get the contract,
for there were so many inlliiences at work. The
discharge would be granted, and made Imme-
diate, subject to till! deblor ent^-ring into judge-
ment for the nominal sum of t'20

AN ANCIENT CHESHIRE PRIORY _An
application came before Sir P. Baker Wilbraham
at the Chester Consistory Court on Mondav for afaculty to preserve Birkenhead Priory Chapter
House, which dates back to 1143. It is propped
to remove the modern roof, and replace it with

Mth Hie period of the edifice; to furnish thelower chamber of the Chapter House as a chapel
witli commiinion-fable reredos, communion rails'and seats for worshippers, and to construct anexternal staircase to the upper chamber, and adrain around the exterior of the building tokeep the foundations dry. The vicar said theworks would be watched, from an antiquarian
point of view by Mr. Fergusson Irvine, F S Aand Mr. Paul Riifands. F.S.A. The walls werevery good, and the proposed roof would be ouite
in harmony with the period. Part of the ChapterHouse had been a scriptorium. There were
recesses m the wall, probably for manuscripts
and pens and ink. The Chancellor said he
would like to see the architect, and postponed
the application to the next court.

A GARDEN PARTY WALL.-Wolfe Barrv v
Mmtiirn^—Judgment has been delivered in theHouse of Lords, in the case of Sir John Wolfe
Barry v. Eliza Theodora Minturn. the ar.'uments
n connection with which were heard by Lords
flasbury Loreburn. Atkinson, and "Parker
^arly m June. The litigation arose out of a dis-
pute as to an alleged defect in a party garden.
vail between two houses. 14 and 151 Chelsea-
mbankment, one of which belongs to Sir John
'Volfe Barry, and the other to Miss Minturn '

MR (5. H. WILLOUCHIBY'S BANKRUPTCY.
—On Tueschiy, in the Manchester County-court,
before Judge Mellor. K.C., an application for
discharge from bankruptcy was made by Mr.
George Harry Willoiighby. F.R.I.B.A . who
formerly carried on business in Stockport and in
iMaiichester as an architect. The Official Receiver
(Mr. J. Grant Gibson) reported that the debtor's
liability was estiniated at .£4.721. that his assets
had realised £234, and that the only dividend to
the unsecured creditors was one of 7Jd. in the
pound. The dcbior was a Fellow of the Royal
Institution of British Architects, and, in the
course of his examination, attributed his earlier
debts to a long and serious illness of his wife,
which ended fatally after several operations, and
cost him .£1.200. During tlie last six or seven
years, in aildition to the work on which he was
employed, he had been engaged in fifty-eight
architectural competitions, involving an esti-

mated outlay of £939,200. He was placed first

on four occasions, second on fifteen occasions,
and third on three occasions. In addition, he
prepared, at the request of the committee
interested, two designs for the proposed new
Royal Exchange in Piccadilly, for which he re-

ceived no fee or honorarium. The debtor ex-
plained that the cost of preparing so many com-
pel itive de.sigiis was very heavy, that it entailed
the engagement of a special staff of draughts-
men, and that the only return for it would be
the obtaining of a fair proportion of the works
competed for. He further explained that he
sutTered exceptionally bad fortune. While, on
the one hand, some of the works for which he
obtained the first award were not proceeded
with, in others where he had been pl.aced first

liy the assessor he was deposed to the second
place by the committees concerned in favour of
a local man. Among the debtor's liabilities were
£795 due to eight private loan creditors, including
relatives, and £1.455 owing to professional
moneylenders The applicant said that, during
the last five years he had been "eating the bread
of carefulness." lie had taken no holidays since
1908. had not slept away from home, and had
not indulged in extravagance, looseness, or im-
providence He bad done his best, hut things
had been too many for him. He had gone to
moneylenders, hoping against hope that things
would take a turn. LasI year he competed for
two jobs of £50.000 each, and was second in
both. Either would have saved the situation.
Then the moneylenders would have been his
salvation He knew they had a shocking name;
but they had treated him fairly, considering he
was not in a position to give tliem interest He
was fifty-three years of age. and a broken man
after twenty-seven years of unblemished reputa-
tion as an architect in this city. Tie had fought
a good fight and was beaten; but if he succeeded
in getting his discharge and on his feet again, he
intended to pay off all his creditors. He had in
his office to-day designs for buildings whicji. if

they matured, would bring in more than £4.000.
and it was well known in the city that he had a
sporting chance of getting a very big building.
In answer to the .Judge, the Official Receiver
said it was true tliat, having regard to the social

The financial resolution authorising expendi-
ture under the Ancient Monuments Consolnla-
tion and Amendment Bill was pa-sserl in Com-
mittee of the House of Commons on Friday.

The grouting of Portiiiscale Bridge, near Kes-
wick, ha.s now been completed. It has been
carried out from plans by Sir Francis Foi by
Messrs. Thompson and Sons, of Peterborough

The London and North-Wcslern Railway
Company are about to erect offices over the
refreshment -rooms on No. 1 and 2 platforms at
Crewe Station to accommodate the time-table
staff, the luggage control staff, and the waggon
clerical staff.

The Court of the Tylers' and Bricklayers'
Company have elected Mr. Stephen Bird, of

Silverdeil. Na.scot Wood. Watford, as Master.
.Mr. John Marsland as Upper Warden, and Mr.
Alfred Perkins Curtis as Renter Warden. They
will take office in September.

The restoration of the fine spire of St. Mary's
Church. Stamford, now in progress under the
supervision of Mr. H. F. Traylen. of that town,
is approaching completion. A complete measured
drawing of the spire on the .scale of a quarter of

an inch to a foot is being made in Mr. Traylen's
office, the proceeds of the sale to be applied to

the spire fund.

The bust of the late Right Hon. Sir Joseph
Dimsdale. Bart., by Mr. Walter Merrett, was
exhibited on the dais at last week's meeting of

the Court of Common Council. It has since been
permanently erected in the Guildhall Art
Gallery. The bust shows Sir Joseph in his robes
as Chamberlain. Under flie robes he is wearing
the uniform of a Privy Councillor.

'I'he Newcaslle-on-Tvne Corporation electric

tramway extension from Scotswood Bridge
through the West ward to Sandy Banks. New-
burn, will be opened to-day (Friday). When the
bridge at Sandy Banks has been reconstructed
for the corporation l>y the North Eastern Rail-
way Co.. the line will be further extended to

Throckley. and the street widenings have been
completed to the ultimate terminus in that
suburb.

The Liverpool City Council are recommenderl
by their health committee to make application
to the Local Government Board for sanction to

the borrowing of .£19.400. to provide for the cost

of sites in Mount. Pleasant and Oxford-streets,
and for the erection thereon of a building suit-

able for the accommodation of the University
School of Public Health, the city bacteriologist's
department, and the city analyst's department,
in accordance with plans, elevations, and specifi-

tioiis prepared by the corporation surveyor, after
giving credit for the sum of £3.000 to be con-
tributed by the University School of Public
Health towards the cost.

The erection of a new building on the site of
the old General Post Office will be commenced
soon after the question of the street widenings
in the neighbourhood is finally settled. These
street improvements will ultimately cost, it is

estimated, about £200,000. The City Corpora-
tion accepted at their last meeting an offer from
the Postmaster-General to sell the land required
to widen St. Martin's-le-Grand to 80ft. and
Gresham-street to 50ft.. and a further piece of
land in Cheapside. adjoining Sweeting's, for
£126,000. The decision to rebuild the Post
Office finally disposes of the project for the con-
struction of a roadway from Newgate-street to
Foster-lane to open up the church of St Veda.st.
and the further scheme of the London Society
for the construction of a new thoroughfare from
Newgate-street across the textile district to
Moorgate-street.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL. — A Bill

authorising the Governors of Westminster

Hospital to build a new hospital on land to be

acquired within the County of London and to

sell the site of the existing institution was con-

sidered by a House of Lords Committee on

Tuesday. 'Mr. Squarey, K.C., for the promoters,

explained that the Westminster Hospital was

first erected in 17)9 in James-street. Bucking-

ham-gate; but in 1832 the present site was pur-

chased in Broad Sanctuary for £6,000. and the

existing institution was erected under the terms

of a convevance between the Commissioners of

Works and' the hospital trustees. Arrangements

had been made with H.M. Office of Works, and

also with the London County Council, and it had

been agreed that in the event of a new building

being erected on the site, the Broad Sanctiiary

and Trinces-street should be made 7ft. wider^

The Westminster City Council offered no general

opposition to the Bill, but asked for a clause pro-

viding that nothing in the measure should^ affect

their'powers under Michael Angelo Taylor's Act.

1817. which sanctions compulsory purchase of

land for public improvements. The Committee

allowed the Bill to proceed, with the insertion

of the clause asked' for by the Westminster

Council.

WORKING-CLASS HOUSTNG.-The Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, replying to Mr. Royds,

M P "ives figures showing the amount of loans

appriv°ed by the Public Works Committees

under the Housing of the Working Classes Acts,

io Public TJtibtv Societies, and to private indi-

viduals and companies, together with the

number of houses to be erected for the years

1909-13 The total amount of loans m 1912-13 is

aiven as £472.833, and the number of dwellmgs

to be built as 3,301. The second highest amount

of money sanctioned was £387,405 in 1910-11 in

respect of 1.956 dwellings. The loans in 1909-10

and 1911-12 respectively were £185.535 and

£170.978 affecting 1.726 and 1,178 houses re-

spectively,

MILLBANK EMB.A,NKMENT IMPROVE-
:\IENT.—Mr. King asked whether the West-

minster Embankment gardens adjoining the

House of Lords would eventually be thrown into

one open space along with the L.C.C.'s new

gardens. Mr. Wedgwood Benn replied that the

matter had been receiving consideration. It was

intended to have a single sweep of garden.

REGENT-STREET QUADRANT.—Mr. Boyton

asked the President of the Board of Agriculture

on Friday whether it was the intention of the

Office of Woods to appoint an architect to pre-

pare a design for completing the rebuilding of

the Regent-street Quadrant, together with the

buildings in Piccadilly-circus and the County
Fire Office, to which all parties must conform.

or if the lessees' architects were to be invited

to send in drawings based on the findings of the

Committee recently appointed by the Depart-

ment.—Mr. Runcinian : The Office of Woods has

no present intention of appointing an architect

to prepare designs; but any sent in by architects

acting for lessees will receive careful considera-

tion based on the report of the Committee to

which the hon. gentleman refers.

INTERCOMMUNICATION ON TUBE RAIL-
WAYS.—The London Electric Railway Company
sought power to rnake certain improvements in

their system l^y a Bill considered by a House of

Commons Committee on Wednesday. It is pro-

posed to link up the Hamnstead and Highgate

Tube with the City and South London line at a

point near Euston. Another improvement is to

enable passengers from the Piccadilly and
Brompion Tube to travel through to Kew. Rich-

mond, and the Thames Valley, without having

to change at Hammer.smith. The only opposi-

tion to the Bill related to one clause, to which

the London County Council took exception.

This provided that the railway company should

be entitled to use the subsoil of public streets

under their existing Acts without paying any
compensation to the Council. The Committee

passed the Bill, including the clause in question.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

STATUES FOR CARDIFF CIT-f HALL.—
The adiudicators in the competition initiated by

Mr D A. Thomas, the Welsh coal-owner, to

decide the names of the ten greatest Welshmen

before the reign of Queen Victoria have divided

the prize of £20 among seven persons, who

named eight or ten whom the adjudicators had

themselves agreed upon as the greatest men ot

Wales Mr. Thomas will have statues executed

of all the ten. and placed in Cardiff City Hall at

a cost of over £10.000. The list is as follows

;

Dafyed ap Gwilvm the Bard. St. David, Gerald

the "Welshman," Owen Glendower, Henry the

Seventh Howell the Good. Llewellyn, last

native Prince of Wales. Bishop Morgan, trans-

lator of the Bible, Sir Thomas Picton. and the

Rev W WiUiams. the hymnologist. The com-

petition excited the keenest interest, and 374

persons sent in lists with explanatory notes m
iustification of their selections. Sir Goscombe

John R A., is one of the sculptors selected, and

it is expected the scheme will be completed

within two years.

•WATER STTPPL-y AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

KIRKCALDY WATER SUPPLY —At a meet-

in-' of Kirkcaldy District Committee on Satur-

day a letter was read from Messrs. Leslie and

Reid C E Edinburgh, along with the tenders

for the new waterworks at Glenfarg. Tt was

decided to accept the offer of Messrs. Jackson

and Anderson. Edinburgh, for the construction

of the reservoirs and pipe-laying, at a cost of

£61 728 5s 8d.. and the offer of Messrs. Robert

M-Laren and Co.. Glassow, £8.187 17s. 9d for

the pipes-a total of £69.915 3s. 5d. The Clerk

explained that this was about £5.000 greater

than the Parliamentary estimates, due largely to

the rise in the price of material and wages.

Mr David Francis Roberts, master builder, of

Parkhill Prescot, injured in the Ditton railway

disaster last September, died on Friday having

never recovered from the injuries and shock

he then received.

The supplementary estimates for the C]ourt

Services provides £5.660 for adanting Stafford

House nartlv as a museum fincludmg cost of

removal of exhibits from Kensington Palace) anri

partlv for Government hospitality and entertain-

ment, and £1.800 to provide new museum cases

nnd fittings and other furniture at StafiortI

House.

The directors of the Midland Railway have

appointed Mr. W. H. Christy Claye as estate

agent of the company, in succession to Mr. P. S.

McCallum, resigned.

Mr. John Bourne, wdio relinquished his duties

as surveyor to the Rawmarsh (Yorks) Urban
District Council on April 1 last, died last week at

the age of seventy-one.

Sir Edward M. Merewether, the Governor of

the Colony of Sierra Loone, has unveiled at

Freetown the memorial erected to the negro

savant. Dr. Edward Wilmot Blyden. The
memorial consists of a pedestal of Portland stone

surmounted by a life-size bust of the subject in

bronze, and fitted with bronze fountains.

Mr Spencer W. Morris. C.C. the Master of

the Carpenters' Company, has had framed and

trlazed and hung in the reception-room at the

hall the documents of the company, inclurlmg

the "rant of arms (1466); the charters granted

liv James I. (1607). Charles T. (1640). Charles II.

(1674) and James TT. (1686); the license m mort-

mnin (1680); and an exemplification of the

Statute (1607).

The Milnrow Urban District Council propose

to spend £16.248 4s. 3d. on the reconstruction

widening, and improving of the Rochdale and

Shaw main road between Firgrove and Hudders-

field road Towards the cost gr.ants have been

made by the Road Board and the Lancashire

County
' Council, the sum that the Milnrow

Urban Council will have to pay being £14,900.

The Leeds Art Collections Fund, established

last October, has been successful in obtaining

many interesting gifts and acquisitions^ .\mon.g

these are a Temple Figure of Buddha, in

burnished white metal and enamel; the __late

Arthur Melville's large oil painting. "The

Return from the Crucifixion," presented by Mrs.

.\rlhur Melville; A Mancini's "Portrait of the

Artist's Father"; an oil landscape, "Wells Farm
Bridge, Acton," by Lucien Pissarro; a water-

colour, "Bend of" the Seine at Auteuil," by

Maurice Asselin ; a statuette, "The Music of the

Wind," by T. Stirling Lee; Mrs. Laura Knight's

water-colour. "Chevne Walk"; a drawing by H.

S. Hopwood ; and an etching by Hanslip

Fletcher.

Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne. F.R.T.B.A., has

made a careful examinntion of the toweT of St

Giles, Cripplegate, and has advised the vicar and

churchwardens to have the stonework over-

hauled. The stone in the Mediseval (lower) part

of the tower is chiefly Kentish rag. which is apt

to crumble and flake off after long exposure to

weather. A few years ago wire netting was

affixed to a portion of the tower facing south,

to hold in the stone flakes, but that has proved

onlv a temporary remedy. The work will be put

in hnnd at an early date, and will consist of the

substitution ot new masonry for old._ All the

stone with sound facings will be retained, and

the architectural character of the structure will

be in no way altered.

The arrangements foi- the opening of the

new School of Architecture at University

College, Gower-street, are approaching com-

pletion. The following \yill be the staff ot

the new School :—Architecture : F. M.
Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., Professor and Director

of the School; R. Elsey Smith, F,R,I.B.A..

Professor (formerly ot King's College) ; J. .T.

Burnet. A.R.S.A.. LL.D.. F.R.T.B.A..

Special Visitors for Academic Design Class;

Lronartl Stokes. F.R.I.B.A.. and Edward
Warren. F.S.A., P,R,T.B.A. Special Visitors

for Evening Design Class; Leslie Wilkinson.

A.R.T.B.A.. Assistant Professor; and Arthur

Rtratton. F.R.T.B.A., F.S.A.. Lecturer

(formerly of King's College). Engineering

:

J. D. Coniack. D.Sc. M.Inst.M.E.. Pro-

fessor, and E. Spragiie. A.M.Inst.C.E..

Assistant. Painting and Sculpture : Frederick

Brown, Slade Professor; H. Tonks, Assistant

Professor; W, W. Russell. Assistant; and

Havard Thomas, Teacher of Sculpture.

ArcbEeology: E. A. Gardner, Litt.D.. Yates

Professor. Hygiene and Sanitation : H. E.

Kenwood, M^B,, D,P,H.. F.R.S.E.. Pro-

fessor, and 3. Sherwood New. M.B.. B.S..

D.P.H., Assistant and Lecturer.

The Select Committee of the House of

Lords appointed to consider whether it is

desirable to enable purchasers under the

Lands Clauses Acts to take advantage of pro-

cedure under the Housing of Working Classes

.\cts, ISflO, in acquiring insanitary property,

issued their report on Monday, The London
County Council desired a 'clause making

special provision for compensation to parties

interested in insanitary property in all Bills

under which they take powers to purchase

property compulsorily for school sites. The
Council urged that, by adopting this pro-

cedure, taken from the Housing Acts, a con-

siderable economy in price and in cost of the

procedure of purchase might be effected.
_
On

the other hand, the report mentions, it^ is

urged that the adoption of any such policy

must inevitably react detrimentally on the

efficient working of the Housing Aets them-

selves. The Committee are of opinion, after

n very careful consideration of the case, that

the balance of advantages and disadvantages

inclines against the proposed clause, and they

are not prepared to recommend its embodi-

ment in Bills for the acquisition of sites.

Thev accept the view that there is a danger

that if such n clause were inserted in the Bills

or Provisional Orders of local authorities,

there would be a very great temptation to let

the Housing Acts look after themselves, in

the hopes of subsequent contingent ad-

vantages to the authorities concerned. Such

a contingency would have a seriously detri-

mental effect npon the efficient administration

of the Housing of the Working Classes Acts.

The Committee believe that a simplification

of the procedure of the Land Clauses Acts

would be preferable to the adoption of a pro-

cedure from the code of Acts passed

originally for a different purpose.

The two voluminous reports—one covers

nearly 3(10 and the other nearly 130 pages-

by Dr. !\leredith Young. M.D.. D.P.M.^

D S Sc . Barrister-at-Law, tbe Medical

Officer of Health and Chief School Medical

Officer of the County Palatine of Cheshire,

are in every way models of what such publi-

cations should be. Not only are the ordi-

nary subiect-matters of such reports treateii

npon with a perspicuity and oonipreheusive^

upss too seldom met with, but a vast amount

of most useful information with regard tn

such matters as the sanitation, lighting, am.

general arrangements of schools are eni

bodied which are well worth study by all con

corned. We note Dr. Meredith Young con

fosses to a little disappointment that the work

of preventing pollution of rivers has pro

grossed so litle as it has. Good work has

been done, it is true, but in a county me
Cheshire there are really not many serioii-

diffioulties in the way of securing greatci

nnrity of rivers and streams, and one is then'

fore
' always hopiuL' that progress will I"

fairly rapid. The fault. Dr. Meredith Yoiui|

says', ingenuously, is largely his own. for wiP

' the constant additions to work which an
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taking place every few months he lias not
been able to carry out as many inspections
as he had planned. His suggestion for the
remedy of this state of affairs proves to us
that the " fault " is by no means his own, but
the result of arrangements which he is not
responsible for, and which his suggestion
would avoid.

The Birmingham City Council, at their
meeting on Tuesday, authorised the town-
planning committee to proceed with a scheme
of town-planning for South Birmingham, the
area being 8,400 acres, and comprising prac-
tically the whole of the undeveloped land
within the city boundaries. The area of the
city before the recent extension was only
13,000 acres. The committee seek power to
control the future development of the city
at the same meeting. The water committee
were empowered to apply to the Local
Government Board for powder to obtain loans
to carry out works already authorised. It
is proposed to lay down a th'ird pipe from the
watershed in the Elaji Valley. Radnorshire,
for the conveyance of a Uirger supply of
water. Last month the city was taking the
full yield of the present aiiueduct— viz..
25,000,000 gallons a day.

According to the annual report of the Bir-
mingham city surveyor, Mr. H. E. Stilgoe,
the e-xpenditure for the past year iii connec-
tion with the department has been equal to a
rate of 2s. 1.79d. in the pound; this, as com-
pared with the previous year's working (of
the old city area) is an increase of l|d. in the
pound. During the year 2,196 buildings were
completed, including 1,474 houses and shops,
157 warehouses and shopping, three schools,
eight churches, and two chapels, as compared
with a total of 1,670 for the previous year.
Plans for fifty-three new factories and 324
extensions of existing ones were approved
during the twelvemonths. There are open in
the city sixty-one cinema halls, nine others
are in course of erection, and plans for yet
another ten halls have recently been passed.
Many drainage schemes have been prepared,
the most important being those for sewerage
3f Hall Green, at an estimated cost of
£19,000, and of Hay Mills, £8,700. The total
Tuleage of roads in the extended city is over
i36| miles.

The Archbishop of Canterbury and the
Archbishop of York have received a deputa-
tion at Lambeth Palace from the Society for
he Protection of Ancient Buildings, which
vas introduced by Lord Curzon, and in-
cluded Lord Crawford, Lord Ferrers, Dr.
^hilip Norman, and several other members
if the committee of the society. While not
-dvoeating any withdrawal or transference of
he responsibilities now belonging to the
Scclesiastical authorities, the deputation ad
ocated the utmost care in the treatment of
ncient churches and other buildings. The
irchbishops received the representations
ith sympathy, and called attention to the
teps which they are taking, as already an-
ouTiced by the Arclibishop of Canterbury,
I the House of Lords during the discussio'n
II tlie Ancient Monuments Bill..

The third annual report of the Road Board
tates that the total receipts for the year
tiding March 31 last was £1,229,000. Pay-
lents totalled £471,000, of which £78,000
as paid under grants. The excess of re-
ipts over net payments is over two and a
:ilf millions sterling for the three years since
!' operation of the Act. Grants and loans
"Ir fell short of grants and loans indicated

>: 1,613,000 up to March 31 last, and by
N!i00,000 up to June 30 last. In settling
le amount available for additional grants at
ly dates the Board explain that they must
'!'• regard mainly to the amount of indica-
'His. as these represent definite promises or
iMiinitments to individual highway authori-
'^ m respect to works for w^hich prepara-
"iis are being made in reliance upon grants
id loans indicated. In settling the amount
1 to which advances may safely be made at
IV date the Board say they are prepared to
tii'ipate their income to a certain extent,

ti ni view of the limited experience avail-
''• they have not thought it advisable to

1 iiipate more than a year's income. At the
'Ncnt time the Board are making grants on

the assumption that they can safely indicate
a sum of £1,700,000 in addition to the indi-
cations made up to June 30, tlius anticipating
their income up to March 31, 1914.

Members of the Torquay Corporation
visited the waterworks at Tottiford on
Kriday, the arrangements being carried out
by Mr. S. C. Chapman (the water engineer)
and Mr. F. S. Hex (town clerk). Special
attention was paid by the members to the
afforestation scheme. Since the corporation
became the owners of the watershed, two
years ago, 124 acres have been planted with
trees, at a total cost of £800, and future
operations will be on a far more extensive
plan. The young plantations are protected
by wire fencing from the depredations of
rabbits. The larch will reach maturity in
about thirty-five years, while the beech takes
between sixty and seventy years. Other trees
grown are Scotch fir. spruce, and Douglas fir,

and crack willow. It is considered that when
the cutting time comes, Torquay ratepayers
will benefit to tlie extent of between £600 and
£700 a year from the sale of timber. The
value of the trees at present on the watershed
is placed at £1,013. The corporation at the
present moment has something like 300,000
young trees in its nurseries, fully half of
which have been put in during the last
planting season. The section of land now-
being planted is on the eastern side of the
watershed, and forms part of the Clampitt
and Laployd farms.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LIVERPOOL BRICKLAYERS' LOCK-OUT.-

Over 3,000 men cuyaged in the building trade at
Liverpool have been thrown idle as the result of
the drastic action decided uyon by the Master
Builders' Association. Every bricklayer and
labourer has been locked out. The trouble
follows a strike which commenced some time ago
at the new Adelphi Hotel, owing to a demarca-
tion dispute between the bricklayer.^ and
plasterers. The Master Builders' Association
then demanded an immediate resumption of
work, but the bricklayers determined to stand
out until the settlement of their grievances was
assured, although the employers threatened a
lock-out. The result was that on Saturday the
men were paid off, and told that they need not
present themselves on Monday. Trade is very
good, and there are hopes that arbitration will
smooth the differences.

LATEST PRICES.
IKON.

Steel Joists, Bolcian and Gorman
(ox Btoamor. London) per ton jElJ '2 6 to f(i

SteoIJoists, KntjIiBb 7 10
WrouRlit-Iron Girder PlatOB 7
Steel Girder I'lates 7 2
Bar Iron, good Start? .'.'].' g
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh s 15
rioiler PIfttos. IrOD

—

Koutti Staflfi g
Best Snedshill 9 0,

AnKlea 10s.. Tees aOs. per ton oxtra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. Ac., £8 15a to £9

Ditto galvanised, £14 to i'15 lOs. per ton.
Galvanised CorruKated Shoot Iron—

,,, . „„ , , .
No. IS to 30. No. 23 to W

6ft. to 8ft. long, incIUBivo Per ton. Per ton.
./""SS il3 ...£13 10
Bestditto 13 ... H

wiro NailB (Pomts de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 >J 10 II 12 13 u 15 B W G

8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/G per cwt!

For ton. Per ton.

,

,

6 .

,

. 7 13
7 5
8 3

6 10

H

6

,

, S 17

,

,

8 IS
9 10

9
8 10
7 10
9 5
S S

Mr. W. O. Hughes, Conway, has been
appointed surveyor and inspector to the Bettws-
y-Coed Urban District Council.

Mr. F. Tuckey, the present surveyor and in-
spector of nuisances, has been appointed sur.
veyor of higliways, and Mr. M. Roberts, of
Castlcford, inspector of nuisances to the Castle-
ford Urban District Council, has been appointed
inspector of nuisances to the Hinckley Rural
District Council.

The commemoration celebrations of St. Anne .^

College, .\bbots Bromley, took place on Tuesday,
wlien the foundation-stone was laid of a main
block of additions (o the college buildings. The
extensions comprise a hall, mistresses' common
room, servants' quarters, kitchens, power-house,
dormitories, and matron's rooms, and will pro-
vide accommodation for ninety girls. The cost
of the additions will be about £8,500.

The fourth report of the Royal Conunission on
.\ncient Monuments in Wales and Monmouth-
shire, issued on Wednesday, refers to the
generosity of Sir Foster H. E. Cunliffe and the
Earl of Denbigh in making over to the Com-
missioners- -the former a Late Celtic bowl found
near Caergwrle, Flintshire, and the latter a
couple of prehistoric urns discovered in Flint-
shire. These objects have been presented to the
National Museum of Wales.

Mr. Richard Walters, of New-road, Llandilo,
has been appointed surveyor and sanitary in-
spector to the Llandilo Urban District Council.
The Ontario Government has appointed Mr.

Charles A. Magrath, C.E.. member of the
Canadian Section of the International Water-
ways Commission; Mr. William A. McLean,
C.E. ; and Mr. Rankin, member of the Legis-
lature, to investigate and report on the con-
struction and maintenance of public roads in the
province.

Cast-iron Columns £7 lo to f9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ Galvanised 8 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
CorruKated Iron, 31 gauge 16
Gulvauised Wire Strand, 7 ply,MHW.G 14 5 „
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised—

to 8 9 10 n 13 B W G
£10 108. £10 15a. £11 08. £U 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Ii'on Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in. 6 0., 6 S
7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra

turned and borod joints, 58. ()d. per ton extra.]
PiK Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilloshall 110s. Od. to II79 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. ., 758. Od!

Wroughtlron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists t.o.b. (plus 3i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75
Water-Tubes .SZ.............. 72*
Steam-Tubes

"
67J

Galvanised Gas-Tubea 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes ""[

63i
Galvanised Steam- lubes ; 67i

D.c.

to £21

S3 10
73

191
193

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 15
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.5 7

,, ., ., Country 3«i 3
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 36 7

,, ,, Country 37 3
Lead Piiie. Tinned inside. Town 37 7

„ Country 38 2
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 39 17

Country 30 13
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 38 7

Country 39 3
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4)in .) Town 38 7

., ,. ., Country 39 3
[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 2-1 15
CopperSheets.sheathing&rods Hi
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 71 10
Tin, English Ingots 190
Do., Bars 191 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 22 7
Sheet Lead. Town 24 17

„ ., Country 25 13
Genuine White Lead 30 5
Refined Red Lead 25 10
Sheet Zinc 30
Old Lead, against account 19 17
Tin per cwt. 11
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand Oil 6.,

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL,

YoIIow I'ine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £1,
2nd ., 26
3l-d „ 16

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10
.. .. Uiramichi 9 10
,. Boards : Swag 11

Red Deals : Archangel 1st quality 21
3nd „ 16
3rd „ 12

St. Petersburg—
.. ,. ,, 1st quality
„ ,. „ 2nd

Wybure & Uioaborg
,, Gefle, Gothenburg.

and Stockholm ...

White Deals: Crown
.. „ Seconds 11 10

Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd qualicy mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals apd
Boards 18

Lignum Vitce Per ton 7

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2 6
Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3,. 029
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,. 080
Mahoeany Gaboon [ 2 0. 023

16 10
14 10 ,

12 10

13 10
11 ,

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 IS
11
17

23
14
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FUBNITDRE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak : Bnrmose. per load, 60ft. £30 to £35

Teak : Java, per load, 50ft..

Oak Planks: U.S.A
,, Boards ,,

16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

mported 1 9 to 2

„ Prm. 3 0,, 03
„Mdm. 3 6,, 03

Re'auoia(Californian Redwood! 2 4,, 03
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3,, 02

,, sawn planks... 13,, 03
Oak ; Austrian Wainscot 7 0, 08
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 06

Walnut :Mdm 3 6 „ 4

Greenbeart : Hewn logs 3 3., 04
Cedar : Cisar box 4 9,. 056
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4., 029

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, <3

„ African, Assinoe, &c. 5 0,, 066
,, Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
,, Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
„ Gaboon 3 0,, 033

Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 12

Lignum Vita; 7 .. 14

STONE.*

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto .,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,, " „ „
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto „ " S
Ancaster, ditto „ 5 J 12
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. J JM

Hard York, ditto ,. 3 10

Ditto ditto Bin. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

*A11 P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Partdineton Depot per foot cube 1 7»

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station , 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Blma
Station .. 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30tt. average :
—

Brown White
_ ,. , , „ X Whit Bed. Base Bed
Delivered on road waggons

|
p^j. ^qq^^ cube

at Paddington Depot, I rn a 1 .£0 2
Nine Elms Depot, or

j
- *" •» = - *"

Pimlioo Wharf

.

SliATBS.

m. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20xio .

16x 8 .

Blue Bangor 20xio .

20x12 .

Firstquality 20x10 .

20x12 .

16x 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20xl0 .

20x12.
18x10 .

16x 8 .

20x10 .

18x10 .

16X 8 .

Permanent green ..

£ s.

. 12 13

,. 6 13
.. 13 3
,. 13 17

,. 13
.. 13 15
..7 5

.. 1.5 17

.. 18 7

.. 13 5

.. 10 5

.. 11 12

.. 9 12

.. 6 13

per 1,000 of
1,200 at r.stn

BKIOES.
(All prices net.)

[river

livered
at rly. stn.

Second
Colours.

£13 7 6

11 17 fi

15 17

17 17

14 17

18 17

19 17

717

QLiAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. eacn 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRIOKB.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles-
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £"£ J'
6

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,(X)0 over above excecd-

listfortheirrespective kinds and colours
f

ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4;jm.

Is. 2d. each ' by^Jin
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Palo Elastic Oak 13 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16 G

Fine Palo Maple 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale Fiench Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel ; 14
Extra Palo Paper 12 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black Japan 16 G

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement .

Ground Blue Lias Lime

6 per yard, delivered
„

s. d. Per ton.

to 41 delivered
per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27b. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry.stn.

7 perdoz. „ .,

per 1000 „ „
6 „ „ „
perdoz

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 "

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks lor
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wu-e Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, delivered in

crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 ,. ]
full truck loads

Facing Bricks ! I in London.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £3 10
31" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 3

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
3*" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoees ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each

Plain red roofing tiles... 43

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 53

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red , brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles i

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tUes :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOJperdoz
Valley tiles 3 4i

" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £39

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4J" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works

6 per 1000 .

perdoz. .

per 1000
,

6

per 1000
,

perdoz.
,

8

6 per 1000
,

perdoz.

per 1000
,

6

perdoz.

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale ,, ...

Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius ,, ...

Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S per gal

Petroleum refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel , ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,, ...

Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

.

seed Oil)
fPercwt.

Pure Linseed Oil 1

" Stority " Brand )

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10

19
3
2
3

9

10

37
30
40

5
5

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6j;

1 10
1

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 1.5oz. 21oz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d.

Thu-ds 2id. ... 3id.

Fluted Sheet 25d. ... 3id.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ; *in

6
I Figured Rolled and Repoasaine

26oz.
, 38d. .,

4M. ..

6id. ..

^/loin.

32oz.
. 48d.
5jd.

, 7d.

Hn.
3d.2id. ... 2iid.

White. Tinted
3id. ... ed.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. A. F. Scolt, F.S.I.,

architect, Norwich. Boyle's latest patent "air-

pump " ventilators have been applied at the

P.M. Church, Attleborough, and P.M. Church,
Ludham.

Railway companies are often requiring water-
proof vaults, floors, etc. Concrete, as most
readers know, can be made waterproof by adding
a small percentage of Pudlo, the powder which
makes cement waterproof. Among the large

railways using Pudlo may be mentioned the

Midland and fireat Western of Ireland.

The goodwill of the stable-fitting business of

the St. Paneras Ironwork Co. (Ltd), with all

their trade marks, etc.. is now amalgamated
with that of Young and Co., 161, Victoria-street,

Westminster, who will supply similar patterns

of stable, cow-house, and piggery fittings, as

well as their own patterns.

Eight times in as many weeks the Invincible

Talbot car has taken the highest awards in hill-

climbing open to all makes of cars, and last-

Saturday no fewer than seven more firsts fell to

them in the Leicestersliire A.C. Hill Climb,
bringing their total of Firsts this season up to

38, which shows them to be fully meriting the

title of "Invincible" conferred upon them for

their prowess in competitive trials many years

Mr. George Nicol has been appointed road

surveyor for the Garioch district of Aberdeen-
shire at i^lSO a year,

Mr, .John H. Brett, county surveyor of Antrim,
and Mr, William Allen, assistant surveyor, have
sent in their resignations.

Cardinal Bourne opened on Wednesday a new
wing at Ratclifle College, near Leicester, which
has been erected at a cost of £8,000,

Mr. Joseph A, Green, of Prestbury, Chelten-

ham. has lieen appointed highway surveyor for

the South district of the Bakewell Rural District

Council,

The Holborn Borough Council have decided to

purchase for £20,000 a site on which to erect

workmen's ilwellings in Neal-street and Notting-

ham-court, Long-acre.

Mr, Matthew Wickett, who for 48 years has

been highway surveyor to the Camelford Rural

District Council, has tendered his resignation on

account of advanced age,

Mr, W, O. Hughes, assistant sanitary inspector

to the Conway Rural District Council, has been

appointed surveyor inspector of nuisances to the

Bettws-y-Coed Urban District Council,

Mr, Michael Sullivan, of Kingston, Ont,, has

been awarded the contract for the construction

of the new military barracks at Long Branch,

Toronto, The contract price is 644,000dol,

The Hammersmith Borough Council decidei^

on Wednesday, by 21 votes to 17, to take ove,

and maintain the garden space in St, Peter'^

square in order to prevent the site being builq

upon.

It was announced to the Liverpool City Council

on Wednesday that the Local Government Boar^
has given formal sanction to the borrowing oT
.£10,000 for the purposes of the Small DweUingj
Acquisition Act, 1899.

Lord Devon nort has consented to act as arbi-

trator in a dispute in which 500 men engaged by

Messrs, Nowell and Co., contractors, on work at

the East India Docks are concerned. The men

returned to work on Tuesday.

Mr. W. A. DuS has been appointed chief

engineer of bridges for the Intercolonial Railway

of Canada, Until recently, Mr. Duff, who is a

graduate of the department of civil engineering

of the University o'f Toronto, occupied the posi-

tion of assistant' bridge engineer for the Trans-,

continental Railway.
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PILKINQTON & CO.
(EsTABLISHKU 1S:;S.)

DEPTFORD WHAKF,
190 ft 192, OB££K ROAD, D£FTFORD, S.B.

ligtalfreit Tradt Mark,

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RESISTIXG ASFHALTE.
WHITE SIUCA ^A\^Na.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Tklrphunk No8. ; New Causa 1102 (2 Idneo).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
*,' Correepondente would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the valae of the informa-
tion. ^~^—

BiEKiNr..—For the eiipoly of a 2-ton locomotive steam
crane with a radiaa of ;Uft. at the northern sewage out-
fall works, for the London County Council :

—

Booth, J.. & Bros., Ltd.. Leedrt ... £~10
Wilson, J. H.. & Co.. Birkonhead mh
Smith, T., & Sons, Rodley. Leeds- H75

• Recommended for acceptance.

Bbningtok.—For the erection of two pairs of cottages,
for Boston Rural District Council. Mr. H. Kidd,
Kirton, architect :

—
Dawson, W £757 10
Vamplew Bros. 722
Allen, H 712
Belton and Co. (accepted) 648 o o
Pett (one pair) 3(i2 o

(All of Boston.)

Bristol.—For alterations to No. 108. Whiteladies-
road, Clifton, Bristol, for Messrs. Lenaards. Ltd.,
Queen's - road, Bristol. Messrs. Bridgman and
bridgman, A.R.LB.A., M.S. A., Devon Chambers,
Paignton. Devon, architects :

—

Pamall and Sons £598
Goodway. A o^j
Htone, A. C, and Co. 475
Wilkine, R., and Sons 473 10
Ditto (amended and accepted)... 460

Beompton, S.W.— For new porches and gallerv exits to
the parish church. Mr. R. W. Knightley Ujadarrt. 19,

Buckingham-Btreet, Strand, architect, ^'uantities by
Messrs. Hicks and Lynaia, 3-7, Southauipton-dtreet,
Strand :—

Bridgeman, R.. andSon £3,799
Denne, T. T 2.57.5

Douglas, J 2.534
Dorey and Co., Lid 3,484
Webster and Cannon 2,478
Roberts, L. H. and U 2,477
Dove Bros., Ltd 2,429
Downs, W., and Son* 2.412

* Recommended for acceptance.

Camborne.—For alterations and additions to pre-
miseB, Market-square, Camborne, tor Messrs. Leunards,
Ltd, Messrs. Bridgman and Bridgman, A.R.l.B.A.,
M.8.A.. Devon Chambers. I'aigncoa. Devon, architects

Mills. F., Camborne £445
Trounsou, W. H., it Son, Penzance 4i0 o

Carkeek, A., Redruth 385
Thomas. H., and Sons, Praze,
Cornwall (accepted) 376 15

CEOssNESn, S.E.—Kor the supply of a 15-ton overhead
traveller for the new engine-house at Crossness pump-
ing station, for the l^ondon county Council ;

—
Broadbent, T.. and S., Ltd.,

Hudderfctield £795
Smith, T., and Sons, Rodley, near
Leeds '., ... 640

Booth, J., and xtroa.. Ltd., ttodley,
near Leeds" 600

" Recommended for acceptance.

Dartford, Kent.— For additions to grammar school,
for the governors. Mr. R. Marchant, A.R.l.B.A., 2.

Bedford square, London, W.C, architect. Qaatititids
by Messrs. J. 8. Paul and Son, 31, Bedford-row. W.C. :

—
Roberts, S., Plymouth £4,738 8 3
Flay, W. F., Ltd.. Dartford ... 4.491 14 U
Strand Building Co 4.430
Knight, T., Sidcup 4,366
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... 4,266
Friday and Ling, Erith 4.243
Podgerand Sons, Bromley ... 4,1J9
Ellingham, J. W., Dartford ... 4,117
Milton Bros., Graveaend 4,088 10

Smith. W., and Sons, London-
road, Croydon* 4.083 10

• Accepted subject to the approval of the Board of
Eaucaiion. These prices are lebs allowance as per No. 3
alternative.

^^LST0N. N,—For th« rooonstniclion of the hone
tramways in Bf»U'a Ponil-ro»d, between Suuth^ate-roai
fttul Kinirsland-road. for the Ixindon (kiantv Council :

—
Dick, Korr, and (Uj.. Ijtd. (recoinmondfxl for aocoptancQ

on schedule of prices), aboui. £13.350.

KAKt.suKi.n.—For the construction f^i a new oalics-
wiatiou at Karlsfteld. Mr. .1. Dixon Batlor. F.R.I. R. A..
Hurvovor to tho MotroiwUtau Police District. Now
RiHrtlaiid Yanl, S.W.. architect. QnantiticH bv MoHHrn.
ThurgntMi, Hon, and Chidgov, 8, Adolphi-torni'^o.
Strand. W.V.. —

Holloway, Bros £11,650
Perry andean 11,159
Patnian and Fothonngbam ... 10.Ut) ii

Higgs and Hilt 10.»14 o
RicoamtHoim 10.837
B^irbor, n. W., andCo 10,781)

Sahoy and Co. 10,739
Dorov and (to. 10,605
Smith and Sons 10,563
HoUiday and Grocuwood 10.418
Lordun lO.ass
Taylor. W 10,25.'.

HigRS, F. and H 10.210
AdaniHon and Sons ... 10,197
Dickons. J. W 10,189 '»

GKEKNwicn. For installing heating apparatus in

connection with the romtHlelling of the Randall-placo
school, (ireonwich, tor the London Education Coin-
mitteo :

—
Palowkar and Sous, Quoon-st. ... £1,096
Arding and Dyne, Southwark

Bridgo-rtmd 1,025
Cannon. W. G., and Sous, Ltd.,
Southwark 860

f'annou and HefTord. l*eckhain ... 852
Dftine. E.. and Real, Lul.. 3,

Monument-street' 792
The Brightside Foundry and
Rnginoering (!ompany, Ltd.,
Victoria-street (withdrawn) ... 695

(Architect's estimate. £S45.)
• Recoininonded for acceptance.

Hackvev, N.E.—For erecting two cottages, for use a^
married men's quarters, in the yard of the tlro-station

in course of erection in Rodney-road, Hackney, for the
London County Council :

—
Go<lson, G., and Sons (accented)... £625 1 3

Hackney.— For the installation of electric lieht at
HacKuey new tire station, for the London County
Council :

—
Cox-Walkers. Ltd., Darlington ... £557
Pinch and Wheeler, Ltd., West-
minstcr, S.W 254 7 9

Cash. H. .1.. and Co., Ltd., West-
minstor, S.W ... 339 7

Tredegar & Co., Victoria-8t., S.W. 196

Tavlor, G. E., and Co., Cannon-
street, E.C 162

(Chief engineer's e^iruate, £196.)
• Recommended tor acceptance.

Hammbhsmmk. W.—For construct ine roa-U aud
sewers on the eastern section of the Old Oak estate,

Hammersmith, for tne London County Coaacil

:

Latter, J., Kensal Rise £23,575 9 I

Davey and Armitage, Southend-
on-Sea 19,738

Dixon. J., St. Albans 17,363 12

Griffiths. W., and Co., Ltd.,
Biehopsgate, E.C 16.916 12 10

Wimpoy, G., and Co., Hammer-
smith 16,6^1 17 8

P'arrow. H.. Brixton 16 254 15 4
Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd , Weat-
mmster 15,554

Woodham. H., and ttons. Catford 14.259 5 1

Coxhead, F. J., Leytonstone* ... 13,1"0

Thompson. A., North Finchleyt .. 11,843 9 2

(Architect's estimate, £15,325.)
• Recommended for acceptance, f Incorrect.

Uamuerbmith, S.W.—For painting and tarring works
at Ravenacourt Park and Shepherd'a Bush Common,
for the London Countj" Conncil :

—
Chapman, W., and Sons, Black

Lion-lane. Hammersmith .. £14-5

Butlm, W. J., Ravenscourt-
aveuue, Hammersmith* 125 10

(Estimate of the chief officer of the parka
depaninent, £150.)

• Recomtnendod for acc>3p:auc3.

Hednemkokd. Stakk.s.—For building bakery, house,
and stables at Heduestord, for Mr. 8. J. Stancoa. Mr.
W. F. Edwards, 1, Newhali-atreot, Birnnagh*a.
architect ;

—
Mason, T., aud Son, Hednosford (accepted) £2,449.

London.—For the supply of five miles of 4 grooveJ
trolley wire in connection with the overhead syotom of

electric traction, for the London County Coancii :—
Price per mile.

Thompson and Co., Garlick-hill,

E.C. (providing for manuficture
in Franco £87 15

Smith. F., Jfc Co., Manchoster't ... U3 tf 8

Ditto (per ton) 8i 13 4

British Insulated A Helaby Cables,
Ltd., I'rescot, Lancashiret ... 94

Bolton, T., A: Sons, Ltd., Bisbopi-

gate. E.C 91 13

Estimated value of contract, £4.^5,

• Accepted, t 2i per cent, aiscoutit.

LoN"DON. S.W.—For tar-paving works at Bittsrsea
ParK ana Brockwell Park respectivdiy. fjrthjLoaioa
County Council :

—

A. B.

Smart, J., and Son £94 16 ... £51
Hobman. A. C. W., X Co., Ltd. 64 5 ... 37 17 4
Chittenden and Simmonde" .. 55 li 9 ... 3i 15 3

(Estimates of the chief officer of the parks depart-

department, comparable with the tenders, are fc75 and
£50 respectively.) Ail of Victoria-street, S.W,

A.—Battersea Pars. B.—Brocttweil ParK.
• Accepted for both tenders.

1.01*1)0!*, N.—For Ibo prcvuuon and tnstalmenl of
Iwo compound dirccl-Acltng Worthington pumpmg*
engines, at i!i<i Ha'lloy-rond puinpiag-stAlton, for the
Mctropolitnn Water Hoanl :

-
Simpaon, Jamon, A: Co. (accoptod) £500

London.— For altorationu aud rop&ird to Qre-lloU
'* Beta IL," for the Ijondoo County Coaii'iil :—

Reotlor. W. C. A Co., UillwaU. B. £2.095 2
Siownrl. J., and Sou, Ltd.. Billitor-

Htreot. K.C 1,409
Floichor, Sou, anrl Fearaall. Ltd.,
LimehouHo, K.* 1,055

(Chief olticor'sesltiiuito, £1,100.)

F'lr mlaptaiiun of tho vostiol for tbo u«o uf oil fuol —
KqrraoanM. Ltd.* £5J5

* Recommended for accopiauco,

LovDON.—For iho proviniou of additiontl Hwiichgear
roqaired for tho Sborodiich, CamlMrwell.and Woolwich
sub-stAtions and tho cenlral car rapair depot, for tUu
London (V)uniy (Council :

—
Royrolle. A., and Co., Ltd..
Hebburnon-ryno ... £t,397 It

Kcksioin. Hofto. and CJo.. Ltd.,
Bruughton, MancheMter ... ... 1,330 l.'f

Switchgoar and Cowann. Ltd.,
Salforti. ManchOM'or 1,1 1*) 1h 6

Furranti, Ltfl.. Hullinwood, LmDC4 l,luO 6 u
Johnson Hud PbiUipo, Ltd.,
Charlton, S.O., Konl l.OttS

Spagnolntti, Ltd., Gsldhawk-
road, N.' 090 1| O

Estimate of tbo chief olH^or of trafuwavd, £95).
* Kocomiuendod for acccpAoca.

lyijNnoN.— For the erection of convouioacoa and thq
formation of a tar-pivod enclorturo fur gtrla ai Ru/aI
Victoria Gardens, for tho London County Caua:il ;

—
Bowyer, J., and C. Ltd., Uppor
Norwood. S.E £iHi

Horawill, H. C. Forest Gate. B. .. 2l5
Garrett. J., A Son, Balham Hill ... 187 o
.N'owoll, U., Poplar, K Hi 10
Bickerton. W., Now Cross. 8 E.' 173 lo o

* Elooommonded for acceptance.

LoNDi>ir.—f>\)r tho supply of capboards and lablea for
use in certain ecbools and womon's infttiiutes, for tbo
London Education Comaittboo. Accsplod lender* :

—
BabiCA' lablos (3J0) :—

Bonnet Furaiihing Co., Ltd., Old
Kont-road. S.E. £146

Abordeontabtos, folding dining-tablet, and small
acienco cupboards:—

Bradford. T., and Co., Ltd.,
Saiford, Mancbodier 63k
Teachers' tables. 4ft. 6ia . aai 6fi., and

babies' tables (2K)) :
—

Hammer, G. M., and Co., Ltd.,
Bermondsey. S.E 307

Teachers' tables. 3ft. 6in., aud kindergarten tables: —
London Bcliool Furniture ' Co.,
Upper-atroet, N 171

No!iTH KRNrtiNOTON.— For butldiug new olomoatar/
school in Lancaster-road. North Kmsingioa, (or luj
London Education Committoo :—

Garrett. J., and Son, B«ihti n-hdt £J3,3t3
Wallis, G. B.. aud Sons, Lwi..
Haymarkot 19,071

Aupleby, J., and Sous, Southwark
Park 19,55i

Smith, J., and Sons. Ltd., Soath
Norwood 10.29J

Rowley Bros., Wood Green" ... 18.008
* Accepted.

RAUtiOATe.— For works of painting aud repairs at
vanous oonncil schools, for the Rimsgaie Education
Committee :—

Houghton. W. (accaplod) £IH 15

SiiREwsBi'BV.—For laying of sewera. gallles. and
nianholes in Garden Suburb. Diih^rtngtoa. Mr. A. A.

Williams. 12, High-street, SbroA-aiiry, architec: and
surveyor :

—
Harris. J., Bootle £i7j 3 4

Trcntham. G. Percy, Ltd.. Bir.

minpham 267 10

Pfobort, G. E., BilstOQ 2-** 3 2

Edwards, G. and W.. Shrawsbury' 214 U o
• Accepted.

SoL'THWAKK, S.B.-For tho enlargement ol the crtc<e:

pavilion and the erection of a shelter at Southwaric
Park, for the Loodoa County Coaacil :

-
Bowyer, J. A C, Ltd , Upper
Norwood. S.E £167

Horswill. U. C. Fure*t Gv.e, B. ... 158

Fletcher. F. W., Tooting. S.W. ... V*•^ 10

Newell. H.. Poplar, B IW o

Garrett, J., and Bon, Balbam Hill* 127 u
* Recommended for acceptance.

ToRgi'AV. — For building a secondary echojl at

Toniuay. for tho Devon Education Committoo :
—

Wakeham Bros., Plymouth ... £ll.'i.'»» 15 I

(Accoptod.) Lowou tender submittod.

T<^wBii Hami-bts, B. — For improring the heating of

Bette-btrcot school, St. Gaorgd-in-thd-tSaH, for the

London County Counca :
—

Palowkarand tions, Queen-street £961
dirwloA Co.. Lid, Oioabargh-st. 873

Cannon. W.(i . A Son-*. Sjuthwark 775

Yoiton, J.. A Co.. Ltd.. Lim^jnousa 74'i

May. J. and F., Lincoln's Ian
Fields 7« I'J

Brightside Foundry a. Ea^ineerinjE

Co., Ltd., 2i. Victorm-5treet ... 739

Bradley, G. and E., Laver-atreet .. 73i o

Knight. T. S.. and Sons, Great
Portland-atroet 725

Christie. J. C, Aldgate 722 10

Deane, E , and Beal. Ltd.. Moaa-
ment-streei* 69J

Grundy. J.. Ltd.. ('ity-road ... 657 u

(Archite^'s estimate, £775.)
* Kccommended tor acceptance.

{Cont%mi<d <m page X Ti.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Aug. Ii6—Cottage HomeB. Tentlnug A.J. H. Ward, Clork, Uarwith.

Sept. 1
... . - . ..^- -- -- - - --- .-- -- -.--- "

Oct. 31

Nov. 1

-Town Planning tho Borough, High Wycombe (ABfloaeors)

-Houses and Planning, York.
-Royal Palace, Sofia

1—Law Courts, Sofia

l;25. £10, £5 T. J. Rushbrooke, Boro* Bur., High Wycombe.
£100, £50, £35 P. W. Spurr, City Kngineer, Guildhall, York.

Section d'Arcbitecture an Minietero dea Travaux PublicB, Sofia,
Bulgaria.

Section d'ArchitGclurc au Ministere des Travaux PubliCB, Sofia,
Bulgaria.

No date—Laving Out Estate (50 acres) and Erecting Workmen's
Dwellings. Bradford (H. T. Hare. P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) F. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Bradford.

do. —Twelve Workmen's Cottages, Skelmanthorpe W. Fisher, Clerk, Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

1—Telephone Exchange, Alterations to, Birmingham
1— Rebuilding Kniveton Culvert, Main Road, Fenny Bentley
1—School, Improvements to, Glynarthen
2—Men's Institute, Rebuilding, Kingsand
2—Workmen's Cottages (38), &c., Darsley
2—Cinema, Cross Keys, Mon
2—tiouncil School, Alterations to, Broadstone
2— Eight Cottages, Bandon
3—CM. Vestry. Thomastown
3—Two Mission Churches, Portsmouth
3—Cemetery, Repairs, itc. at, Bebington
4—National Sluseum of Wales, Completion of Shell, Cardiff ..

4—Houses (10). Chopwell ..

1—School, Alterations to, Chatterlen
i—Villa, Woodhouee Hilt, Fartown
5—School, Improvements to, St. Alban's-road, Dartford
5— School and Teacher's Residence, Carrigrohane
•5—Council School, Repairs to. Mereham|..
5—Dwelhng Houses (26) Hemel Hempsted
5—Rescue Station, Brigham
5—School, Repairs to, North Preston, Kent
5—Coal Store, Gasworks, Egremont ,

.)—House, Ac, Northorpe
5—Technical Institute. Repairs to, Toubridge
5—Concrete Oflice Stores, Bray
r»—West Hill Council School, improvements to, Dartford
6—Ham and Bacon Factory, Additions lo, Harrow
o— School, Repairs to, Smeoth, Kent
H—Residence, Gad's Uill, Halifax
*j— Reception Siation, Castle Park Barracks, Dunbar
6— Central Library, Extension of, Dunfermline
ti—Sewage Farm Buildings, Alterations to. South Hornchurch
6— Coastwise Labour Exchange, Liverpool Docks

BTTILDINGS.
H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Ofiice ol Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W.
Derbyshire County Council W. Horton, A.M.LC.E., County Sur., County Otficea, Derby.
Cardigan Education Committee C. Dickens-Lewis, County Archt., Aberystwith.

H. A. Hoeking. Archt., Landrake, St. Germans, Cornwall.
Rural District Council A. W. Probyn, Archt., 9, Berkeley-street, Gloucester.

tlobn W. Aldiss, M.S. A., Newbridge, Mon.
Dorset Education Committee The Education Secretary, Coimty Otfices, Dorchester.

Rural District Council A. Haynes, CWerk. Bandon.
Trustees J- T. Jenkins, U.S.A., Porth, Glam.

A. E. Cogswell, Archt., Prudential Buildings, Portsmouth.
Burial Board H. C. Davies, F.8.I., Archt., 167, Old Oheeter-rd., Birkenhead.
Council .. Smith and Brewer, Archts.. 2, Gray's Inn-S(]uare, W.C.
Blaydon Urban District Council H. Dalton, Clerk, Council Offices, Blaydon-on-Tyne.
Cumberland Education Committee... J. Forster. M.S. A., 13, Earl-street, Carlisle.

Sharp and Waller, Archts,, 32, Bradford-road, Brighouso.
Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A,, Caston House, Westminster, S.W.

Hill and Son, M, R.I. A.I. , 28, South Mall, Cork.
Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, Archt., Caxton House, Westminster.
Town Council Franklin and Deacon, Archts., 21, Market-hill, Luton.
West Cumberland Colliery A. Huddart, Archt., 9, Lowthe];-street. Whitehaven.
Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Caxton House, Westminster.
Urban District Council J. Cowan, Sur., Town Hall, Egremont, Cumberland.
Mirfield Urban District Council E. Gill, Eug., Council Otfices, MirHt.ld.

Kent Education Committee W. H, Robinson, M.S. A., Caston House, Westminster, S.W.
Urban District Council P. H. McCarthy, B.E., 39, Westmorland-street, Dublin.
Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A.. Caston House, Westminster, S.W.
J. Adamson and Co., Ltd H. E. Scarborough, Archt., 22. Lowiher-street, Carlisle.

Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Caxtou House, Westminster, S.W.
Hinchclitie and Co., Archts.. Tower Chambers, Halifax.

Secretary of State for War The Director of Army Contracts, WarOtfice, S.W.
Public Library Committee J. Shearer, Archt., 1. Bounar-street, Dunfermline.
Romford Urban District Council The Surveyor, Market-place, Romford.
H.M. Works Commiseioners The Secretary, H.M. Otiace ot Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

A New Series of Large Ideal Boilers.

The No. 3 "F" Series Boilers now being made
at our Hull Works, represent a distinct advance in

Boiler Construction.

They are supplied in lo sizes both for Steam and
Water, with capacities of 1,700 to 5,200 square feet

of steam radiation and 3,000 to 9,300 square feet of

water radiation are all fitted with insulated steel

jacket can be supplied with top=firing: door if

required, and for facility in transport all sections are
made in halves.

Parlicnlars and Pricci on request. 'ideid" Nu. :;-i<'-Mi Water Uuilcr.

NATIONAL |?ADIArUR r.OMPANY 43i) ik 441, Oxtoni Street, Lo.i.lon, W.

WORKS;
HULL. York>.

Agents f BAXLNDALL ff CO.. Lid.. Miller Street Works, MANCHESTER,
csrryiiig Slocha ( WILLIAM MACLEOD ti CO., 60, 62, ff 64, Robertson SIreel, GLAb
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OUR ILLUaTBATIONS.

New Buildini!. Mitlhauk. Westminster, for the British
Aiuerican Tobacci. Comvany, Ltd. View and
plan. Messrs. (ior I'.n .ml (lunton. Architects.

INCREMENT VALUE DUTY.
THE LUMSDEN APPEAL.

"I am awaie that the construction I feel

driven to adopt has tho effect of taxin.g
builder's, profits. It is not for me to con-
sider the policy of tlio .Vet. My duty—and
it is by no means an easy duty— is to dis-
cover the true effect of the language used
by the Legislature in e.xpressing its inten-
tion.. I agree with Mr. Justice Horridge
on this point." So said the Master of the
Rolls, in dismissing the appeal in the case

f "Lumsden v. Inland Revenue Com-
iiissioners "' (Times, Aug. ]). Lord Justice
K. nnedy. in concurring with this view,
ised his judgment up.jn a statement of

lie Lord Chancellor in a recent case : "The
laty of a Court of Law is simply to take
lif Statute it has to construe as it stands.
nd to construe its words in their natural

-iiinificance." He als.i observed, "We are
ii't at liberty, to put it shortly, to depart
nom the directions of the Statute, or from
the figures stated in the special case."
Lord Justice Swinfen Eady dissented : but,
of cours.:>. the judgment of the majority
prevailed. We have quoted these observa-
tions, which give the essence of the
decision, because they show the higlily
technical legal ground on which it was
founded. Cin the other hand, the keynote
of the dissenting judgment is to be found
in the words. "I can find no justification
in the Statute for the contention that
wherever th.? price realised is greater than
would have been reasonably expected, tlie

whole of the excess in price is to be deemed
to be an increment in site value." There
we have a diametrically opposite view upon
the construction of the same words in the
same Statute, which make one think about
that old saying as t" the Law's un-
oertaintv.

Anyh.v.. tlie law has thus been declared
bv the Court of Appeal, unless and until
the House of Lords intervenes, or the Act
is amended, and it must now be taken that
the purchase prico paid for a property is

not to be considered in assessment diity.
Init that an official estimate, called the
'gross value." must be adopted, and
results worked out according to tlie Act
from these figuivs. As the Master of the
Rolls put it pithily. "To substitute actual
price for ' gross value '

.r ' total value ' is

to effect a complete change in the scheme
of the Statute." That, of course, is so.
and that is exactly what the R.:;venuo Rill
now in the Commons i.ioposes to do, with
the result of theoretically putting an end to
the present scheme of increment value duty
altogether. Now, th.:se few points taken
from the judgment .show the entirely
artificial structure of the Statute. When
it was' passing through Parliament, many

Hrujhton, Hoye. and Sussex Grammar School. Viuwa
and plans. Mr. S. B. Russell, F.B.I.B.A., Arclu-
t«ct.

Itoyal Colonial Institute. Bristol. View and iiIuili.
Messrs. Uridcuian and liridiliiian. Architects.

The Parsonak'e Farm. Kliiiiton-under-Wychwooil.
Oxfordshire. View and plan. Mr. Oswald 1',

Milne, Architect.

The rieneral Post OfDco, I.aKOk, W est Africa. View
and plan. Mr. K. CarrinKton HausOD, A.R.I.B.A..
Architect.

The Ofllcors' Muss. Lauos (West African Field
Forcel. View, elevation, and iilan Mr K
CarrinKton Hanson. A.H.I. II.A . Ar.hit'" t

lU'iuforced-Concroto Columns.

menibers objected to these varying forms of

values, and pointed out how easily they
could be juggled with otficially. All this is

now admitted, even in the judgments of the
Court of Appeal. But there is tho .\ct,

and the Lords .lustices found themselves
caught in its clauses. Nor is there any
longer any doubt that the taxation of

Ijuilders' profits was intended from the
lieginning. and that the Act was drafted
for these conjuring ])urposes. There is no
way out of tliis net of injustice but a
judgment of the House of Lords, or by an
amending Statute, and Mr. Lumsden will

not have fought in vain if such a Statute, '•

fidly iiutting an end to this freaky system,
|

is promptly passed into law.

So the legal aspect of the question stands i

at present upon the divided judgment of I

the Court of Appeal. It may be noted, as

a minor point, but as showing the
vindictive character of Mr. Lloyd George,
that the Solicitur-General insisted upun his

technical right to have an order for costs

against Mr. Lumsden. The meanness of

this action is made manifest when we note
that this was admittedly a test case, and
tliat Lord Justice Swinfen Eady agreed
with their own Referee in holding that the
Government view was wrong. From a
remark made by Mr. Pret3'man in tlie

House of Commons, it seems certain that
there will be a further appeal to the House
of Lords, the result of which will be
awaited with much interest. Tlie Law
Lords can. and often do. rise above many
things, and show a broader and bolder (uit-

look than anj- of the Courts below. They
have, before now. cut their way to the
<laylight of justice and common - sense
through worse teclinicalities and more
tangled clauses of Statutes than those seen
in the Lumsden case, and it is possible, if

not probable, that they may do so again.

The importance of tliis appeal is clear

when we remember that even when tho new
Revenue Act is passed, it is not at all

likely to be made retrospective, wliich,

indeed, would be impracticable from a

business and financial point of view. We
must, therefore, depend upon the House of

Lor<ls to C' t us out of the present muddle,
and l.iok hopefully to the promised Statute
for the future.

The facts of the Lumsden case arc simple
enough, and doubtless they have occurred
elsewhere, and will do so again. It is tlie

figures that are confusing, and the way in

which they can be juggled to bring about
results, ^fr. Lum.sden had built a house
and sho[i on freehold land at Forest Hall,

Nortliumberland. and in August, 1910, he
sold this, for business pur[ioses, at the

price of £'-'iO. .\iier the sale, in February,
1911, ho received provisional valuation

showing original site value. Later on he

was assessed at £12.5 as gross increment
value upon his sale, and 20 per cent., or
£25, was claimed from him for the lax.

The way this increased assessment was
arrived at is shown by tlie following
figures. The officials fixed upon £058 as
their view of the market price of the
freehold house and shop, clear of all

encumbrances, charges, etc. It was
admitted that the full site value was
still £228, as in April, 1909. Deduct-
ing this from the price that could
be expected of £G.5«, there remained £4.'W.
The only other allowance was £90 for
roads, which made up £.320. Then the
officials bring in the price paid, and from
this £7.50 they deduct the £.320. and thus
show £230 as the site value of tlie land on
the occasion of the sale. From that £2110
there has to be subtracted the original site

value of £105, and thus we get £12.3 as the
increase upon which 20 per cent, increment
value duty is chargeable, so bringine the
tax to £25. This result is only .-irlueved

by beginning with the official and
imaginary market value of £668, and then,
when it comes to taxation, bringing in the
real price obtained of £750,

Mr. Lumsden contended, and in this he
was supported by the Government Referee
and Lord Justice Swinfen Eady. that the
figuios should be taken in the following
way : Price obtained £750. to which must
be added admitted capital value of tithe

£33. making total gross value of fee simple
£783. Deducting agreeil full site value of
£228. we got the flifference of £555. to

which must be added £90 for roads, giving
£045, which, taken from the purch.ise
money of £7.50, leaves £105. which is the
same as tho original site value, and so
there was no increase, and therefore no
increment value duty chargeable. This

I
method of calculating deals with realities.

The figures used are facts, and not fictions,

as in the official plan. But, th.\n, as the
Master of the Rolls pointed out, to use real

,
facts and figures would effect a complete
change in the scheme of the Statute '. In
other words, to construe the .\ct upon .1

business basis would tear up the Budget

I

in regard to Increment Value Duty, and pot
I an end to those dreams of plunder out of

i
builders' profits which it was now ad-
mittedly passed to produce. But tho
question of votes has since come in. and

I

having got his legal decision. Mr. Lloyd

[

George is feeling anxious as to its working
in the constituencies.

The Chancellor of tho Exchequer is a
man of many moods, and he can be a
business-like builder himself when ex-

pedient. On April 30 of this year he had
a conference with members of the National
Federation of Buildinc Trades and the In-

stitute of Builders. He was most reason-
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able, and ready to oblige. Listen to this!
" You are business men. AVhat I want to

do now is to arrive at an understanding
which is a practical one, and which will

satisfy you as to the main principles."

Wliat could be prettier ? Then he goes on :

"I am thinking now about the general pro-

position that where a builder has exercised

his brains, his skill, his ingenuity, his

special knowledge, his experience, and by
that means has created a value whicli was
not in the land before, he ought to have
every penny piece of that value in his

pocket, and not a sixpence of it ought to go
into the Exchequer. That is what I

mean." Now this is simply beautiful in

its businesslike fullness ! it is really piled

up into the perfect phrasing of a just

appreciation ! But how will it work out
practically ? Mr. Lloyd George has so

many and various voices. limehouse we
know, and the Chancellor in the House;
but when he sets his officials to act and
assess, anything may happen. After this

briefly businesslike statement to the
builders in April there came the Revenue
Bill printed on Jlay 7. Then, later on, a
Memorandum of Jiily IS. Now that is

what is called a White Paper. To many it

will road rather like a company prospectus
or puff preliminary. There we are told of

clause 2, that it will enable a builder to

calculate his increment value not by refer-

ence to the price obtained for his land and
buildings, but by reference to the valuation
of the Commissioners. If we apply this

new rule to the Lumsden case, and take the
£520 from the estimated market value of

£6.38, we get £138 as the official

occasional site value, which, deducting
original value of £105, would leave balance
of £33 upon which the increment value
duty could alone be chai-geable.

As to whether or not Clause 2 of the
Bill will carry out the promise of the pro-
spectus, that, as Mr. liloyd George himself
told the Conference in .4pril, is always a

doubtful matter. The Bill must be di'afted

in the usual technical legal jargon, which
is in this case especially involved and arti-

ficial, as it has to fit into the extraordinary
structure of the C!reat Budget. To put
a patch of plain English into such a statute

would be like building a brick porch to

some Italianised stucco edifice of the worst
Renaissance period. However, after being
talked around and about in the Commons
last Friday night, the clause was added
to the Bill, and w'e can only hope that

when it comes up again in the Act it will

bs found to work out as summarised in the
Chancellor's memorandum. Neither he
nor we, nor anyone else, can be at all

certain of its legal effect in the muddle of

different and varying definitions and siie

values with which our land-taxation is

now so fatally encumbered. One practical

point, however, we may note in this curious

clause. As drawn, it gives the person
chargeable with duty the right to

"require" that the site value shall be the

estimated value on the date of the occasion

ofi sale, instead of that under the Finance
A'ct. Unless this requirement is made, it

follows tliat the method adopted will be

aecoi-ding to the Lumsden decision, and so

builders may find themselves in the old

trap again. In fact, nowadays men of

business must not only watch over every

step of the law in its making, but they

must also keenly scrutinise its after-

administration. The precious result of the

People's Budget is that no man with a

shilling to lose can trust any taxing official

at all, but must be advised, at every step

oi his own business, by surveyors and
lawyers, if he would escape the traps art-

fillly set in his path. Truly this is a pretty

state of things ! And when the loss to tax-

payers is added to the enormous losses

ujSbn assessment and collection of these

land taxes, the total deficiency, financially

considered, must make a record of colossal

failure hitherto unknown.
••

CAMBEIDGE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF FORESTRY.

The second progress report of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge School of Forestry, on
Tiruber Research Work, is issued.

Since the date of the last report the time
lias been cliiefly occupied in working out the
results from tlie measurements and observa-
tions made last winter in the woods at

Wobnrn and King's Lynn. The piibhciition

of these results lias been delayed longer than
was anticipated, which is due to difficulties

experienced in analysing tlie samples of soil

in consequence of the presence of iron. The
analyses have now been completed, and a

bulletin describing the Woburn sample plots

is in the press, and 'will be published, it is

hoped, some time in August.
In April last a letter was received from

the Great Northern Railway Company asking
the Forestry School to make certain investi-

gations relating to the preservation of

sleepers, and their subsequent immunity
from fungal attack, and an experiment on a

small scale, with some thirty sleepers, has
been devised, and is now in progress. Mr.
F. T. Brooks, Lecturer on Diseases of Trees
at the Forestry School, is co-operating with
us in this work.
A similar offer to test the value of different

woods and preservative processes in street-

paving was volunteered by Mr. Arthur E.

Collins, city engineer for Norwich, with the

consent and approval of the city council.

A further letter was received from the

Royal Institute of British Architects indi-

cating various points connected with timbers
used both for carpentry and joinery in build-

ings, concerning which architects and builders

feel the need for reliable information, and
desire to see research work instituted. The
most important of these points relate to the

possibility of treating the timbers to preserve

them from fungal and insect attacks, and
yet without injuring their working qualities

or rendering them less amenable to tools.

Those suggestions have been carefully con-

sidered, and efforts are being made to

organise an experiment on a semi-commercial
scale, embracing: 1. The relative mechanical
and physical durability of British timbers
suitable" for outside work. 2. The compara-
tive value of different timbers suitable for

building-work — (a) for carpentry, (b) for

joinery and decoration. 3. The comparative
value of different methods of preservation

—

(a) in preventing shakes during seasoning;

(b) in rendering the wood immune to fungal

and insect attack ; (e) the merits of the

different processes according to the subse-

quent use to which the timber is applied

—

e.g., for outside or inside work, furuilnre-

and cabinet-making, etc. ; (d) the effect of

the different processes on the working quality

of the wood, on the tools employed, on paint,

varnish, polish, glue, etc. ; (e) the compara-
tive merits of heartwood and sapwood, espe-

cially after treatment.
Tlie school is endeavouring to obtain

promises from estate-owners, agents, or

foresters to furnish supplies of all the most
important species of timber which are, or

can be, grown in this country.

The school is approaching firms interested

in different processes of preservation with

a view to co-operation in the experiment,

and, in the event of arrangements being

made, equal proportions of the timber of each

species will be treated by each different

process. It will probably prove possible to

apply some of the treatments at the Forestry

School, or before despatch of the timber from

the estate where it was felled. The sleepers

and paving-blocks would then be laid in the

railroad or street, their arrangement in the

lieds being supervised by the Forestry School.

As far as possible, all specimens would be

laid at the same time and in the same stretch

of road, so that each would be subjected to

the same conditions of climate and wear and
tear. Each lot representing a species, and

each process of preservation to which it has

been subjected, would be so arranged in the

railroad or street as to form a sequence. The

building-timber specimens would be treated
in various ways—some by being placed in a
rotling-pit, others under conditions approxi-
mating to those found in ordinary buildings.
Tlie resistance to boring insects would also
be tested, and other points to be investigated
would relate to the effect of the treatment
upon the working qualities and appearance
of the wood and upon tools, the readiness of
the wood to take paint, varnish, polish, and
so fortli.

Suggestions have been received from the.,

principals of certain teelinieal schools, as well
as from some of the teachers, to the effect
that the Forestry School would assist

students of woodwork at these schools, if it

could supply small specimens of different
woods, accurately named, which would
enable the students to study the structure
and learn to identify various species. In con-
sequence of this suggestion, a circular letter
was sent to the secretary of every county
education committee iii twelve adjacent
counties to ascertain whether, in the opinion
of education authorities, the organisation of
work on some such lines would benefit the
cause of technical education. If it was
thought likely to be of real value, the
Forestry School would be prepared to
organise a scheme, provided that the neces-
sary funds for the purpose could be raised-

From the replies received, it is evident that
such work would be appreciated in several
quarters, and efforts will accordingly be made
to distribute specimens whenever the school
is in a position to carry on such work.

CORROSION OF LEAD IN VARIOUS
MEDIUMS.*

By ElCH.tRD H. G.4INES, Chemist, Board of

Water Supply, New York.
The problem to determine what particular

metal or combination of metals is best suited
for a given purpose in engineering con-
struction is sometimes one of great difficulty.

A mistake in judgment may be at the expense
of economy or durability, or may even lead
to a disaster. The decision of the engineer,
to be correct, must be based on a thorough
knowledge of the physical properties of the
metals under consideration, and this is

generally gained by experience. In many
constructions the choice of some of the
materials is determined more by their dura-

bility under conditions of working than by
their strength or other properties, a more
expensive and weaker material being often

chosen in preference to a cheaper and
stronger one on account of superior resist-

ance to corrosion. Examples of this are
afforded by the frequent use of special

bronzes in places where, except for their

durability, the stronger and cheaper iron and
steel would be preferable.

Incidental to a recent study to aid in deter-

mining whether it would be safe to substitute

lead-lined steel pipe for bi'onze pipe where a

material of great durability was required in

portions of a water conduit, some experi-

ments were made, and facts were collected

from the experience of others bearing on the

corrosion of lead. From the data obtained

it was concluded that for the particular

purpose in view the relative merits of bronze
pipe and lead-lined steel pipe would hardly

admit of comparison. Under whatever con-

ditions lead withstands the action of water

or acids, the bronzes are similarly unaffected,

while under other conditions of service in

which the bronzes are practically untouched

by corrosive action, lead would be destroyed.

Lead-lined steel pipes no doubt have their

uses in the chemical manufacturers, and may
also find extensive application for the con-

veyance of hard waters, or acid waters of a

certain character in mines ; but they cannot

be recommended for use in connection with

city water-supplies. Owing to its peculiar

physical and cliemical properties, lead affords

a doubtful protection to iron or steel conduits

from corrosion, and under some conditions

might prove an absolute disadvantage, if

not an actual menace, to the life of the pipe.

THE .\CTIOK OF .\LKALIES.

A peculiarity of lead is that it may be

corroded either by alkalies or acids. Thus,

• From the " American Engineering Record."
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lime mortar, lime putty, and lime water will

attack lead ; if the mortar is very alkaline,

the effect will be greater. Proof of this was
established by experiment as well as from
observation of lead service-pipes in wet
concrete. The following experiment was
made to test the eiTpct of an alkaline seepage
water on lead: A weighed sample of lead
was immersed for a period of eight days in

seepage water that leaked through the
concrete walls of a tunnel. The sample was
taken out daily, washed, dried, and weighed,
and the loss in weiglit noted. At the end of
the test period it was found that progressive
corrosive action had taken place, amounting
to 0.132 per cent, in eight days, or at the rate
of about 6 per cent, a year. Several examples
of corrosion of lead service-pipes in wet
concrete were observed, one of which will

suffice to be mentioned here. In a bathing
establishment in Brooklyn two lead pipes
passed up through the concrete floor—one of

the pipes was for hot water and the other for

cold water. Owing to the free use of water
on the floor the concrete was wet much of the
time. Here the lead pipe for the conveyance
of hot water was nearly destroyed by
corrosion in five years, v.liile the cold-water
pipe was also deeply corroded. No evidence
was found of leaking electric currents in the
building to aggravate this action.

CORROSION IN CONCRETE.
A series of experiments was made to de-

termine whiit loss lead suffers from corrosion
as compared witli steel and some other metals
when embedded alone or in contact in very
damp concrete. Specimens of the following
metals were weighed and embedded singly
and in contact in damp concrete and allowed
to remain therein for two months. At the
end of the test period the concrete blocks
were broken up and the metals taken out,
carefully cleaned, dried, and reweighed, the
loss in weight representing the amount of

corrosive action in each specimen.

.SINGLE SPECLMENS.

Metal— -2, 1912.

Manganese lironze 73.6655
Steel .19.1556

Lead g-2.:M)6

Copper 73.7630
Monel metal B'2.9667

CIrams. Grams
\Vt., .Jan. \Vt., Mar. Loss

' '
4. 191-2. 2mo.
7.3.6475 ... .0180 .

39.1481 ... .0075 .

91.7146 ... .6660 .

73.727-2 ... .0.358 .

62.9646 ... .0021 .

Loss
Grams
sq.ft.

. .3-2

. .135

. 11.99

. .64

. .04

.20

.30

.08

9.08

.03

1.04

.23

.03

2.48

6.77

.31

1.68

.31

Metals in contact

—

Steel .37.0.380 ... .37.0270 ... .0110
Manganese bronze 70.6864 ... 70.6700 ... .0164 ,

Steel 37.1746 ... .38.1700 ... .0046 .

Lead 9J.0399 ... 89.5408 ... .4991 .

Steel 38.8055 ... 38.80.31 ... .0014 .

Copper 70.1913 ... 70.1348 ... .0565 .

Steel 38.6396 ... .38.6'271 ... .0125 .

Monel metal 60.109-2... 60.1074 ... .0018 .

Steel 34.,5625 ... 34.4626 ... .0999 .

Lead SS.KJQe ... 83..5163 ... ..3433 .

Copper 68.9752 ... 68.9626 ... .0126 .

Steel 34.8702 ... 34.8026 ... .0676 .

Fibre — ... — ... —
Copper 64.1247 ... 64.1122 ... .0125 .

The resulting losses show but slight differ-

ences when in contact and alone, and, there-
fore, give no evidence of electrolytic action
when the metals are coupled in concrete.
With the exception of the lead, the corrosion
loss of all the metals was small, that of the
monel metal almost nil. The action of the
lead confirms results obtained from actual
experience, and shows that this metal may
suffer very appreciably in an alkaline as well
as acid medium. The corrosive action in this
case was observed to be solvent in character,
no protective coating being formed to binder
further change. Sir William Crooks once
said tliat lead was the first cousin cf thallium,
which Lothar Meyer called the ornitho
rhyncus of the metals. This strange .Jurassic
animal possessed the body of mammal and
the beak of a bird. Whether sueli a doubtfid
order of relationship in the family of elements
is true or not. it is a fact that the chemical
properties of lead are very peculiar, and they
present some remarkable contrasts. While
lead resists the action of sulphuric and hydro-
chloric acids in a far higher degree than iron,

zinc, or tin, it is readily attacked by weak
organic acids and is slowly dissolved even by
pure water containing air.

With respect to corrosion the behaviour of

lead is decidedly inconsistent. Notwith-
standing that lead is very slightly acted on by

some of the strong mineral acids in the cold,

it is soon extensively corroded when exposed
to the action of moist air in the presence of

carbonic acid and eventually becomes con-
verted into a mass of white lead. Since
carbonic acid is produced abundantly in the

decay of animal and vegetable matter,
metallic lead is much affected when kept in

contact with such substances in the presence
of air, the oxygen cf which unites with lead
to form an o.'jide which then combines with
carbonic acid. The oldest process for the
manufacture of white lead depends upon the
corrosion of lead with decaying organic
matter in this manner. Bloxam, in his work,
"Metals and Their Properties," makes this

statement :
" In breach-loading cartridges

where grease is employed as a lubricator the
bullets have sometini-?3 become partly con-
\crted into white lead, and thus increased so

ninch i}i bulk as to burst open the copper case
of the cartridge and render it useless.

THE CORROSION OF LE.\D IN THE SOU,.

Tlie impression prevails among many
engineers that in the absence of stray
currents the corrosion of lead in the soil is

negligible. This is not always true. Tlie
facts are that while in some soil lead is very
slowly affected by corrosion, in others an
active chemical change or deterioration of

one kind or another takes place. For example,
"the lead of old coffins is sometimes found to

have become almost entirely converted into
an earthy-looking mass.of basic carbonate of
lead." (Bloxam, "Properties of Metals.")
The Russian engineer, A. N. Schensnovitseh,
of Odessa, recently sent by his Government
to New York to examine our pier and dock
system, told the writer of an interesting case
with which ho was familiar of the destruction
of lead water-pipes by corrosion that occurred
in St. Petersburg during the " seventies,"
before the days of industrial electricity or
other conditions that could give rise to elec-

trolysis. According to this engineer, in

18B0-CI, or thereabouts, a quarter of the City
of St. Petersburg was served with water by
a system of lead mains. In from ten to

fifteen years these pipes had become so pitted
by corrosion as to necessitate extensive
changes. The cause of the trouble was
attributed at the time to some local pecu-
liarity of the soil, the exact nature of which
was never ascertained. Mr. Schensnovitseh
stated that the whole system was subsequently
replaced by cast-iron pipes, which had proved
durable and satisfactory. The superintendent
of the waterworks of a suburbantown in the
vicinity of New York City told the writer
that several years ago he had occasion to

renew a number of lead service-pipes, on
account of deterioration from corrosion. As
he expressed it, "The pipes were pretty well
used up, presenting the appearance of jnsk

having passed through a severe attack of

smallpox. The lead, moreover, had the
appearance of having lost all its vitality.

There was no indication of electrolysis phiy-

ing any part here." In several cases reporled
by recent engineering periodicals accounts
are given of the lead pipe in the earth " losing

its vitality, becoming brittle and porous,
rendering renewal necessary after a com-
paratively short period of service, or the sub-

stitution of some other kind of pipe." Cases
are also reported where it was deemed neces-

sary to lay the lead pipe in wooden troughs,
to surround it with pitch, cr to otherwise
protect it from the, corrosive influence of the

soil.

THE CORROSION OF LEAD IN \V.4TER.

So far as ordinary atmospheric corrosion is

concerned, lead is cue of the most durable nf

the common metals, undergoing no change in

dry air or in water perfectly free from air.

It is, moreover, only slightly affected bv hard
waters or dilute solutions of either hydro-
chloric or sulphuric acids. The latter acids
quickly form coatings on the surface of the
metal, which protect it from further action.

Lead, however, is readilv dissolved by water
high in nitrates and by dilute nitric acid. It

is also more or less rapidly corroded by weak
oi-ganic acids in contact with moist air.

Certain waters which actively corrode lead
are those with a slightly acid reaction from
peaty swamps. There are certain microbes
associated with peat ' which are acid pro-

ducing, and which impart acidity to waters-
which have been in contact with peat. Soft
waters are particularly unsuited for con-
veyance in lead pipes, and in such waters-
containing nitrates derived from decaying
vegetation the amount of lead dissolved ^is

large. Every plumber knows that pure soft
water will attack, and sometimes destroy,
lead pipes. For this reason it has often l)eei>

found necessary to line lead pipes with tin.

When lead pipes are acted on by water the
corrosion is more or less irregular, sonie^
portions being hai'dly attacked, while in-

other parts holes 3nay be eaten. through. This'
does not seem to be due to any irregularity •

in the metal, but merely to accidental circum-
stances. Oiie authority quotes various ex-
periments to show that lead water-pipes-
should be kept full of water all the time to
prevent deterioration.

The corrosion of lead by pure aerated water
taktiii place as follows : Lead (I'b) + Dissolved
Oxygen (O) = Lead Oxide fl'bO). PbO +
Water fH,0) - Lead Hydroxide (PbO,,HJ. If

exposed to the action of clean, soft water
containing the normal quantity of dissolved
oxygen, the lead is oxidised to hydroxide,,
which dissolves. After a time this is con-
verted, by the action of the atmospheric
carbon dioxide, in the basic carbonate of
lead, iPbCo, and PbfHOl,. Lead hydroxide
is then again formed, and thus the corrosive
action may be continued. Potable water.-!

ahvays contain a certain amount of salts in

solution, and the corrosive action depends to

some extent upon the nature and quantity of
the salts present. The waters whieli act least

0)1 lead are those contaim'ng carbonate of
lime, phosphate of lime, and, in a less degree,
sulphate of lime. The waters which are most
liable to act upon lead are those obtainecF
from upland gathering grounds, waters which-
are soft and usually of remarkable purity.
When highly oxygenated the latter form no
protective coating against solvent action. On-
account cf the quantity that may he- thus
dissolved lead has always been considered a

more or less dangerous metal in connection
with water supply for drinking purposes.
Acting as a cumulative poi.son, its salts pro-
duce serious results if taken into the system,
even in very minute quantities, for any length
of time. Although indirectly related to the
subject of corrosion, the experience of certain-

of the towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire in-

England should never be forgotten where tiic

use of lead wator-pipe« is under consider.a-.

tion. In these towns lead poisoning was
prevalent for a considerable period, doing
immense damage to the health of tlie in-

habitants before its real nature was recog-

nised and its cau.se di.sccvered. Incidentally
it may be said that the compounds of lead

are poi.sojious practically in proportion to

their solubility. Thus the metal itself

and its sulphide, being incapable of

absorption as such into the svstem, are
practically innocuous, while the soluble

salts — nitrate, chloride, and acetate

—

are active irritant poisons. The oxide,

sulphate, and carbonate are much less acti\".

but continued exposure to lead fumes or to

any atmosphere in which these substances
are present in the form of dust, bring.s on
first " lead colic " and later, if exposure to

the dust cr fume is continued, a more chronic

form of poisoning called " lead palsy."

accompanied by great emaciation.

THE CORROSION OF LE.\D BY ELECTROLYSI.s-.

Instances are commonly reported of the

electroly.sis of lead pipes. In some of these

cases, such as have occurred at St. Paul,

Omaha, and Paterson. N..J., all the pho-

nomena of electrolysis w'ere no doubt
present. In others damage from stray

currents has by no means been pi-oved, whil"?

the observed phenomena i-ather suggest

ordinary chemical corrosion. In several cases-

of lead-pipe deterioration, called electrolysis.'

it was found that molecular changes of

another character liad tak-e.n place in tin

metal, similar to what^SIikon and J^arke

(Proc. A.List.C.E.) described- as decay. The
electrolysis of either lead cr lead-lined ste"!

pipe, however, is a verv real trouble, and thn

interest attaching to it here is the ease with

which it may occur and the rapidity wiili

which serious (Jamage may be done; A few •
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years (igo tlie Westingliousc Electric Com-
pany slioivpif by experiments at I'ittsbnrgli

liow reiulily linried lead pipe conld be

corroded by' eleetrolysis. 'I'liis company also

made a, series of tests in different soils to

compare the corrosive action of stray currents

on embedded lead and steel pipes. It was
demonstrated that in some soils lead pipe was
even more rapidly destroyed by electrolysis

than steel. Thi.s accords with actual ex-

perience reported from .several cities. At St.

Paul, where considerable damage to lead

water-pipe occurred, presumably from elec-

trolysis due to escaping current from electric

railway lines, cast-iron pipe in the path of

the same currents is said to have been littlo

affected by corrosion. In New York City an

engineer connected with the water depart-

ment told the w-riter that in the few instances

in which there had been any trouble from
eleetrolysis of water-pipe in Manhattan, " thn

lead joints were the first to go."

EEINFORCEDCONCRETE COLUMNS.
By Pkter Gillespie,

Associate Professor of Applied Mechanics,
University of Toronto.

The growth in the use of reinforced con-

crete constitutes the greatest epoch in

engineering of the present generation. The
comparative cheapness of this material, its

fireproofness, its adaptability, and the

general satisfaction which has attended its

use where the design has been careful and
the work reliable, have given it an in-

creasing popularity. While it occupies a

narrow, but a growing, field in the realm
of festhetics, its applications in constructive

art per se are legion. Of it, beams, slabs, and
columns, and tension members even, have
been constructed. These elements have been
fabricated into warehouses, factories, and
dwellings, dams and retaining-walls, stand-

pipes, pressure-mains and sewers, viaducts

and bridges. So rapid, indeed, has been the

progress that none but the experts have been
able to keep pace with its advancement.
The concrete column has not, in my

opinion, been accorded, in building regula-

tions, the consideration it deserves. The
demands of ultra-conservative building codes

have been such that its use has been all but
prohibited, because of the excessive size and
cost required, notwithstanding the fact that

actual failures of structures due to collapse

of concrete columns have been exceedingly

infrequent. It seemed likely, however, after

a number of preliminary tests had been made
and analysed, that the rich mixture con-

crete promised economies not afforded by the

leaner grades, and, in consequence, the

columns to which the following remarks espe-

cially apply were a series made of a II
mixture, the ingredients being equal volumes
of cement and crushed stone of size Jin, and
smaller. Some of these were plain, some
were reinforced with longitudinal steel, and
some with welded steel hoops. They were
tested at the age of six months.
Like all other materials of construction,

concrete possesses, to a greater or less

extent, the power of recovering, after stress-

ing, its original size and shape. In this

respect it bears some resemblance to steel

;

but, unlike the latter, its elastic properties

are very variable. Its rigidity may vary
from one-fourth that of steel to one fortieth,

while its strength in compression may lie

between one-twelfth and one one-hundred-
and twentieth of that of the metal. Ordinary
12-4 concrete has a strength in compression
of about 2,0(1011). per square inch, an<l a

modulus of elasticity of about 2,000,0001b.

per square inch, so that it will be apparent
that its strength, relative to steel, is one to

thirty, while its rigidity or stiffness com-
pared with the metal is one to fifteen. In

consequence, in composite members, where
the two materials compress together, the

stress in the steel will be fifteen times as

pr^at as that in the concrete, and the factor
of 9arety of the former will bo double of

that of the latter. This will indicate one
essential difficulty in employing longitudinal
steel economicallv in condjinatiou with con-
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Crete in cohunns. Clearly, the ideal con-

dition will occur when the relative strength

ratios of the two materials are equal to their

stiffness ratios. The extent to which this

desideratum has been realised in the rich

mixture column will be presently seen.

Another circumstance is that at current

prices of ordinary concrete and steel, a load

in compression "can be sustained by the

former at about half the cost incurred when
the latter is employed.

The actual crushing strength developed at

the age stated above was, in the average,

well over 5,0001b. per square inch, as may
be seen from the following table. This, in

my opinion, should warrant a working stress

in compression of 1,2501b. per square inch.

This will insure as wide a margin of safety

as that afforded when the ordinary grade of

gives the co-existent stresses in steel and
concrete in a few instances of longitudinally-

reinforced columns of the present series. It

will be observed that the factors of safety

for concrete and steel are four and six,

approximately, assuming ultimate strengths

of the two materials as 5,0001b. and 60,0()()lb.

per square inch respectively.

Simultaneous Stresses in Coacrete and
Lonfiitudinal.

Designation. Stress in concrete. Stress in steel.

M 1.250

H 1.250

N 1.'250

R 1,250

O 1.250

P 1,250

Average .... 1,250

9.000
10,300
10.040
10,100
11,500
10,301

10,200

This is a decided improvement over what
would have resulted had the ordinary
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concrete is stressed to the extent permitted

by connnon specifications.

Crushing Tests on Rich Concrete.

Specimen. Crushing Strength.
A 4,9001b. per s<i. in.

B 5,975

C 5,510

D 6,160

E 4,120

P 5,480

Columns of the aforementioned mixture,

as stated above, were made and tested, and
accurate observations as to shortening under
load were made. One of the most striking

features, in all cases, was the remarkable
manner in which the proportionality of stress

to deformation obtained up to, and exceeding
in many cases, stresses of 2,0001b. per square
inch. Anyone who has studied the records of

tests made on columns of the ordinary grade
of concrete will recall how, as the stresses

increase, the deformations increase also, but
at a much greater rate, so that perfect

recovery, except for low stresses, is im-

I possible to attain. The following record

mixture been employed. In other words,

through the utilisation of the richer mixture,

it is possible to secure a working stress for

steel one-third higher than the usual one in

longitndinallv-reinforced columns. The mag-

nitude of tlie set after stressing was also

very much less than when the poorer mixture

was emploved.
The function of hoops in columns is to

resist the lateral expansion or dilation which

occurs when a load is applied. If there were

no lateral dilation, manifestly there would

be no necessity for hoops. It is, probably,

not possible to" correctly express the relation

between the hoop stress and the axial com-

pressive stress in a formul,-.. The physicist,

however, on the assumption that the core

of concrete in the column beha\es somewhat

as a fluid would under similar circumstances,

has evolved an equation which purports to

give this relation. The equation—

L = gw;
c 2 -t- p (" - " ?)

in which f is the tensile stress in the hoops,
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c is tlie axial conipressi\'c stress in concrete,
« is the ratio of rigidity of steel to coucreto,
... is Poisson's ratio (or tlie ratio of diaiiictral

strain to longitudinal strain), and p is tlic

ratio of steel to concrete in tlie sectio.i

—

gives the relation. In ji = 9 and q = \, as
was found e.\perimental for this material, the
equation becomes

—

f - n

It is thus .seen that, for given materials,
/"/c varies only with the quantity of steel

present, and, since p is generally small with
respect to the constants involved, the varia-

tion in f\c is between narrow limits for most
eases that are likely to occur. It will be
seen that tlie ratio is in the neighbourhood

"residual stress" in the hoops. Tlie loading
ill all cases was repeated several times. After
each release, it was observed that the steel

liad not quite reco\"ered its former shape, as

was evidenced by the incomplete bacliward
movement of the mirrors. Moreover, this

residual stress appeared to be cumulative.
For instance, in one case the amount of

residual tension in the bottom hoop of one
column, after the first application of load
had been released, was found to be -lOOlb.

per square inch, while after tlie second load-

ing it was found to be 1,8001b. per square
inch. Indeed, it would seem as tliough the
residual stress were sume function cf tlie

ne-\t preceding maximum stress. It must be
remembered, too, that, after a resetting of the
instruments, any residual stress in the metal

l^^^^l

11 n
\ 9^1 loi

1

1
'in

1
'^^H ! l^^l

''^«j^H
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of 2, wliich means that, theoretically, the
tensile stress in the hoop (for ordinary "values
of /)) is only twice the axial compressive
stress in tlie concrete. The experimental
determinations were, in the main, confirma-
tory of this, as well be seen from the
following :

—

Comparison Between E.\i>erimental and
Theoretical Values oi/lc.

Column. c f fl<: flo
(actnall. (theoretical).

A 1,600 ... 2,600 1.73 1.88
B 1,500 ... .3,700 '2.46 1.88
C 1,.500 ... 2,700 1.80 3.04
D 1,500 ... 2,200 1.46 2.tt3
E 1,500 ... 2,600 1.73 2.03

-\verage 1.84 1.97

Another feature of interest is the occur-
rence of what may be designated the

would not bo apparent, and tliat whatever
residu.il stress was observed after release or
load would have to be regarded solely as an
increment to whatever existed prior to the
last previous stressing.

The significance cf tl:e plienomenon ot

residual stress will be apparent. If eacli
successive loading augments the hoop stress
left from the last preceding loading, clearly
a time must come when the metal will be
stressed to the point of rupture. This was
tested experimentally in one instance, and
the result confirmed the belief that such is

the case. A portion of column E. wliicli had
previously sustained a load of 247,0001b. (dia-
meter 7in.), was placed in the testing machine
after the cuds had been carefully ground to
a true plane. After four repetitions of the
relatively moderate load, 180,0001b., the

second hoop from the top burst, and on tlie

fifth application the upper one severed also.
Fig. I shows the manner in which the

intensity of stress in the welded steel hoops
is measured. It will be seen that a swelling
of the concrete of the column, and the con-
sequent dilation of the hoop which encloses
it, will cause the mirror to rotate. The
extent of the movement is caught on a
graduated scale, and from tin's the stress is

computed. In Fig. 2 the method of mea.suring
Poisson's ratio is shown. Again, the mag-
nitude of the diametral dilation is read on iv

scale through the rotation of the mirror. The
extent of the axial shortening is simul-
taneously observed by the mec-hanism shown
in Fig. .3. The micrometer screw and electric
contact are here en^ployed. Fig. 4 shows, in

plan and elevation, typical methods of
reinforcing concrete columns.
Tests made by Professor Talbot in 1907 on

hooped conciete columns, using a 124
mixture, showed that the ultimate strength
was increased about GC'Jlb. per scpiare inch
for each per ce;it. of hooping employed.
Similarly, tests n-.ade at the Watertown
Arsenal in 1906 show that I per cant, of
metal in the form of hoops increased the
strength cf the irember to the extent of
1,02011). per square inch. Professor Withey,
in 1909, reported that for each per cent, of
metal employed in the form of spiral rein-
forcing, the increase in ultimate strength, on
an average, was 1,3201b. per square inch for
12 4 Concrete. From the above, ami from
other tests which might bo cited, it would
seem as thonnh an additional ultimate
strength of 1 .OOfllb. per square inch for eaeli
per cent, cf hooping present might bo
figured on.

Some years ago I made a few comparisons
between the costs of columns of various
materials capable of sustaining r specified
load, taking the market prices of the place
and time as a basis. While these prices
cannot possibly apply to conditions to-day in

the Canadian West, yet the conclusions
would not be .seriously different from what
the investigation then led to, and so I

propose to repeat them here. The materials
laid down were assumed to cost as follows :

—

Ceuient, per baiTel 1.50dol.
.\ggregate, ])er cubic > aril .. 2.00

Sand, per cubic yard 1.00
Plain, reinforcing, per i)0uud 3c.

Hoopin?^. fabricated, per pD-.ind 6c.

I'^or a 1-1 cenxcnt-and -rock mixture, the
cost per cubic yard will be

—

Cement S.lOdoI.
Rock 1.58

Labour 1.00

Plain steel, 5 per cent 2.03

Total :'..... 12.71dol.

Since the metal is added chiefly as
emergency material, it will not be figured
ill the ultimate strength, which will be
taken at 5,0001b. per square inch. A 1-2 4

concrete (the ultimate strength of which,
plain, may be as-umed at 2,0001b. per
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square incli) will be rendered equivalent in

strength to the 1-1 mixture by the use of

8 per cent, of hooping metal. The cost per

-cubic vard will then be

—

Cement
Bock .

Sand
Steel hoops .

liabour

J.-S.'-dol.

2.00

.5U

1.00

Total '2a.2saol.

In addition to the greater cost, a column
of this mi.xture will not possess the stiffness,

and probably not the margin of safety against

bending stresses, which are found in the

cheaper column.
In order to compare the areas of three

different types of column, and their cost per
foot of length, it will be assumed that a ten-

story building, with dead and live floor-loads

at 2001b. per square foot, and a roof-load

•of 1001b. per square foot, is to be con-

structed. Assume also square floor-bays of

15ft. on a side.

It will be seen that the load .sustaiiied by

the cost of wliich, per foot of height, would

be—
Concrete, includlnfi 1 per cent, steel

and labour '2.5r>dol.

Forms 46

Total 3.01dol.

The third method enqjloys a 1-1 mixture,

the working stress on which will be taken

ns l,2501h. per square inch. The area
required will be 427,500 ^ 1,250 = 342 square
inches. Tliis is the area of a square of

18.5in. to the side. Allowing IJin. for fire-

proofing, a column 20in. square is obtained,

the cost of wliich per foot of height, with
one-half of 1 per cent, of longitudinal steel,

would be

—

Concrete, including
steel and latiour .

Forms

per cent, of
l.SOdol.

Total 1.6-2dol.

The areas of the cross-sections in the three

cases are: (a) 1.8 square feet, (b) 6.3 square
feet, (c) 2.8 square feet.

Arrangement of Testing Apjiaralus.

a column on the ground floor will be
427,5001b. This may be carried (a) by a steel

column, (b) by a column of the poorer grade
of concrete, (c) by a cohnnn of the richer

mixture.
A reference of the Carnegie Handbook,

p. 141, shows that a steel column consisting

of two lOin. channels and two Jin. plates \vill

-be adequate. This column weighs 1211b. per
running foot. The cost per foot of height
will be

—

Steel at .)C. per jionnd ().0.5dol.

Fireproofint-'. -in. thick ..')H

Total 6.li3dol.

A 1-2 4 concrete column with 1 per cent,

of longitudinal metal will be figured at 4501li.

per square inch for the concrete, and
450 X 15 - 6,7501b. per square inch for the

steel. The average stress will, therefore, be
450(1 -I- .14) = 5131b. per square inch. The
-gross area required will be 427,500 -^ 5,13

= 833 square inches.
Hence a column 2nin. square will be

adequate. Allowing lin,, additional for Grc-

proofing, there results a. column .30in. square.

It is thus seen that the difference between
the smallest cross-section and the largest is

4.5 square feet—an item of considerable im-

portance in districts where the rental of

floor space is high. On the other hand, the

difference in cross Eeetional aren between tlie

most expensive method of carrying the load

and the cheapest is 1 square foot. Having
regard, then, to the fact that the rich-mixtnre

column costs only one-fourth as much as the

steel structure, there would seem to be a

good deal to be said in favour of the stronger
mixture.

INFIiEENCES.

Your consideration is invited to the

following inferences to which the data at

hand seem to lead;

—

(1) For a 1-1 mixture, a working stress of

l,250!h. per square inch seems to be justified.

(2) The rich mixture is more uniform in

its clastic properties than is the loan

mixture, and for proportionate sSresses tlio

permanent stress is likely to be much less.

(3) The use of steel longitudinal fgr rein-

forcing columns gives an increase in strength

very much less than the proportionate in-

crease ill cost.

(4) The porosity at the top of the column
is likely to be a source, of localised weakness.

(5) The employment of a rich mixture in

columns permits of the more economic
stressing of the steel longitudinals.

(6) The stress in steel hoops appears to be
approximately twice the axial compressive
stress in the concrete core.

(7) An approximate increase in ultimate

strength of 1.0001b. per square inch for each
per cent, of metal employed may be figured

on for hooped columns in excess of that

existing in plain columns of the same
mixture and age.

(8) Owing to the pseudo-plastic condition

of the concrete within the hoops, the rein-

forcement does not completely recover its

unstressed conditions after the removal of

load. The residual stress resulting is pro-

bably augmented by each successive load,

and finally rupture of the hoops occurs.

REINFORCED - CONCRETE WALL-
FOOTINGS AND COLUMN FOOTINGS.
Bulletin No. 67 of the University of

Illinois, by Arthur N. Talbot, published in

London by Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

price 50 cents,_ comprises a most valuable

series of tests, which will be read and studied

with profit and interest.

Footings form an important element in the

design of m-asonry structures. The two forms

of footing most commonly used may be named
the wall footing and the column footuig, the

former projecting laterally on the two sides of

a longitudinal wall, and the latter extending

in four directions fi'om the base of a column
or pedestal block. It is usually assumed in

the design of foundations that the earth con-

ditions are such as to make tlie upward
pressure on the fcoting uniform over its

surface. Wide differences exist in methods
of designing, due to differences in the

assumptions made with reference to the

structural action of the footing. It is not

strange that these differences exist, since

little or no experimental data are available

which appiv directly to the conditions of

footings. Relatively short and deep beams
and slabs under heavy uniform loads, with

the supporting pressure largely concentrated

at the centre of the structure, may not be

expected to give the same results as have

been obtained in tests with the more slender

beams and slabs and with the methods of

support and of application of load which
have generally been used in tests.

It may seem strange, considering the wide

variations in practice, that few failures of

footings have been publicly reported. It

must be remembered, however, that these

structures are cut of sight, buried deep in

the earth, without opportunity for inspection.

A failure in a footing may effect a change in

tlie distribution of the load over the bed of

the footing, resulting only in increased settle-

ment. Possibly many instances of undue
settlement of buildings may be due to failure

in the footings. Possibly, in other cases, the

earth at the centre of the footing may be able

to take the increased load under the con-

ditions of side restraint developed. It is also

probable that many footings have been made
unduly strong.

We'append the summary of the conclusions

arrived at; but the whole Bulletin, which
covers some 120 pages, should be obtained.

It is most informative.

W.4LL FOOTINGS.

The tests of wall footings cover a variety

of reinforcement. Tlie method used to secure

a distributed upward pressure introduced

difficulties in testing. It also mads it difficult

to determine the load which should be taken

as the critical load, and the loads which have

been so specified may not always be the true

critical load. The use of the bed of springs

on the whole proved very satisfactory, and is

probably the best available arrangement' for

tests of the number and range used. The
tests bring out phenomena whicli might not

be apparent from analytical considerations

alone, or which might not be accepted with-

out pliysical verification. Variations in con-

crete add to the complications encountered in
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analysiiiR suoli a series of tosts. The tables

iiiul (liiinranis and cUseussions present infor-

mation and data of the tests in a detailed
way.

1. Wall footings under load follow tno

general laws of llexnre. The section for maxi-
mum moment, the critical section for calcula-

tion of vertical shearing stress for use in

judging of resistance to diagonal tension, and
the method of calculating bond stress, re-

ceived experimental consideration.

2. The values of the modulus of rupture
found in tiie inireinforced concrete footings

are not far from the values of modulus of

rupture obtained in simple beam tests, such
as the control beams. Inereasiug the richuess

of the uiixtnre gives the added strength which
tests of simple beams would lead us to expect.

Variations in the tensile strength of concrete
are to be expected, and considerable varia-

tion was found in the moduli of rupture cf the

test pieces, the variation being augmented by
differences incident to the method of testing.

The tests on footings of different lengths,

luulertaken to determijie whether tlie section

at the face of the wall should be used for the

critical section, do not disclose any marked
differences in modulus of rupture.

^. The results of the tests and the measure-
ments of deformation of the reinforcement
indicate that tlie critical section may be con-

sidered to be at the face of the wall, and that

the calculated tensile stress in tl:e bars at

this section is probably somewhat above the

maximum tensile stress developed. Whether
the maximum compressive stress may properly
be calculated in the same way was not deter-

mined. It may be expected that high com-
pressive stresses exist at the intersection of

wall and projection. ludicntious of high
compression and of incipient compression
failure were found at the intersection of tlie

wall and footing at loads above the critical

loads. Test pieces in which the wall was
poured after the footing had tnlcen its set

gave results which indicate that a section at

the face of wall m,\v properly lie used iu cal-

culations of moments even when the wall is

to be poured separately from the footing.

4. The calculations for bond stress, based
upon the total external vertical shear at the

section at the face of the wall and calculated

by equation (17), evidently give stresses

higher than the existing stresses. This is

shown by the fact that the values, calculated

in this way, are higher than these found in

pull-out tests and beam tests. A study of the

analytical conditions existing at this section

tends to confirm the statement. However,
as bond resistauce is so important a strengtli

element in a short cantilever beam, this

luetbod of calculation, and the use of the

working value of bond stress ordinarily

assumed in design, seems only reasonably

•conservative, and may be recommended for

general practice. Attention may properly be

called to the importance cf making calcula-

tion of bond stress in wall footings and other

beams in which the length is short relatively

to the depth. The advantage of using

relativelv small bars in such eases is also

apparent. Anchorage of bars by bending
upward and back in n long curve, or by loop-

ing the bar in .n horizontal plane, was found

to add materially to bond resistance.

.5. The tests indicate that the vertical

shearing stresses developed at the face of the

wall, calculated by the usual method, are

higher than the vertical shearing stress which
is foiuid to exist in simple beams with cou-

ccntrated lo.ndins when diagonal tension

failures are developed. It was found that

diagonal tension failures start at a point som.e

distance awav from the section at the face of

the wall. This observation and certain

analytical considerations, such as the pro-

Inible greater proportion of shear taken in

the compression area at sections near th: face

cf the wall, show that, in calculating the

vertical shearing stress which shall be used as

a basis for judging the resistance to diagonal

tension, a section some distance from the face

of the wall should be used. The tests and
the discussion indicate that a section i/ distant

from the face of the wall |V/ Ijeing the dis-

tance from centre of I'eiufcrcing bar to top

of footing) may;
,
properly be used as the

critical section for calculating the vertical

shearing stress for this purpose, and that at

this section the ordinarily accepted working
stress may properly be used for calculating
resistance to diagonal tension failure.

0. The bending up of bars at several points

along the lengtli of the projection gave added
resistance against diagonal tension failure.

Vertical stirrups also added to the resistauce

against diagonal tension failure, but were
not especially effective. Neither method of

web reinforcement would be very convenient
in construction. Generally speaking, it will

be best to try to design the footing so that the
vertical shearing stresses will be within the
limit of the working stress permitted in beams
v.ithout web reinforcement, and thus avoid
the use of web reinforcement. In large im-
portant footings, when diagonal tension is a

critical element, it would seem that some kind
of unit frame with well-formed web reinforce-

ment would be preferable to placing stirrups

or to bending up bars at the necessary in-

tervals. In stepped and sloping footings

attention should be called to the larger

diagonal tcnsio)i and bond stresses developed.
Tlie increase in these stresses over those

found in footings of uniform depth may be
sufficient to decide against the use of stepped
and sloping footings.

7. The footings having I-beams embedded in

the concrete carried high loads, perhaps
corresponding to the yield-point tensile

strength of the lower flange of the I-beams,
and more than double what would be carried

by naked I-beams. The weight of the I-

boams, of course, was greater than that of

the reinforcing bars used in the reinforced-

eoncrete wall footings.

COLUMN FOOTINGS.

The requirement of uniform load and the

presence of double-curved flexure ccinplieale

an investigation of eoKimn footings. In this

investigation methods of testing wore de-

veloped. As these are presumably the first

tests on column footings, the phenomena of

the tests and data of their action will be of

interest to designers, especially in the

directions in wdiich tests have brought out

weakncises not always recognised and usually

not guarded against. The results contribute

data toward the settlement of methods of cal-

culating of both the bending moment and the

resisting moment for square footings, and the

principles may with care be extended to other

forms. The results may not easily bo sum-
marised, but the following statements are

intended to cover the principal matters
brought out in the tests :

—

1. A square column footing under load may
be expected to take a bowl-shaped form. In

slabs subject to bendrngin two directions,

the stress in a fibre cannot differ from that in

an adjoining fibre at' the same level without

setting up longitudinal shear; and as there is

considerable resistance to variation from
equality cf stress in adjoining fibres, it may
be expected that in stiff thick pieces (as are

footings of ordinary design, where the thick-

ness is large in comparison with the length of

the projection) the deformations and con-

sequent stresses will be distributed over the

width of a cross section, and that consider-

able stress will be developed even in tlie fibres

at the edge of the footing.

2. For footings liaving projections of

ordinary dimensions, the critical section for

the bending moment for one direction (which
in two-way reiuforeed-concrete footings is to

be resisted by one set of bars) may be taken
to be at a vertical section passing through the

face of the pier. In calculating this nunuent
all the upward load of the rectangle lying be-

tween a face of the pier and the edge of the

footing is considered to act at a centre of

pressure located at a point half-w.ay out from
the pier, and half of the upward load on the

two corner squares is considered to act at a

centre of pressure located at a point six-

tenths of the width of the projection from
the given section. By equating this bending
moment and the resLsting moment which is

available at the given section, the maximum
tensile stress in the concrete or in the I'e-

inforcing bars may be calculated.

3. As is usu.illy tlie case when plain

concrete is used in' flexure, the unreinforced

footings show considerable variation iii

results. The variations were such as not to

permit a method of determining the effective

width of resisting .section to be established or
to o-btain a formula for resisting moment.
Based upon the full section of tile footing,
tlii> moduli f/f rnptur(^ obtained were consider-
ably less than the moduli of rnptnre of control
beams made with the same concrete.

4. In rcinforcedconcrete column footings,
resistance to nouuniformity of stress in ad-
joining bars will be given by bond and by
longitudinal shear in the concrete, and tho
r.nionnt of variation from uniformity of stress
in the various bars will depend upon tho
spacing of the bars as well as upon the
relative dimensions of the footing. With two-
way reinforcement evenly spaced over tha
footing it seems that the tensile stress is

approximati'ly the same in bars lying within
a space siriicwhat greater than the width of
the pier, and that there is also considerable
stress in the bars which lie near the edges
of the footing. For intermediate bar stresses
intermediate in amount will be developed.
For footings having two-way reinforcement
spaced uniformly over the footing, the method
proposed for determining the maximum
tensile stress in the reinforcing bars, is to use
in the calculation of resisting moment at a
section at the face of the pier the area of all

the bars which lie within a width of footing
equal to the width of pier plus twice the
thickness of footing, plus half tho remaining
distance on each side to the edge of the

footing. This method gives results in keeping
with the results of tests. When the spacing
through the middle of tlie width of tlie foot-

ing is closer, cr even when the bars are con-
centrated iu the middle portion, the same
method may be applied without serious error.

Enough reinforcement should be placed in

the outer portion to prevent the concentration
of tension cracks in the concrete and to pro-

vide for other distribution stresses.

,'). The method proposed for calculating

maximnin bond stress in column footings

liaving two-way reinfcreement evenly spaced,
or spaced as noted in the preceding para-

graph, is to use the ordinary boiul stress

foriiiula, and to consider the circumferenco
of all tlio bars which were used in the cal-

culation of tensile stress, and to take for the

external shear that amount of upward
pressure or load which was used in the cal-

culation cf the bending moment at the given
section. An important conclusion of the tests

is that bond resistance is one of the most
important features of strength of column
footings, and probably much more important
than has been appreciated by the average
designer. The calculations of bond stress in

footings of ordinary dimensions where large

reinforcing bars are used show that the bond
stress may be the governing element of

strength. The tests show that in multiple-

way reinforcoment a speeial phenomenoii
affects the problem, and that lower bond re-

sistance may be found iu footings than in

beams. Longitudinal eraeks form under and
along the reinforcing. bar, due tn the stretch

in tlie reinforcing bars which extend iu

another direction, and these cracks act to

reduce the bond resistauce. The develop-

ment of these cracks along the reinforcing

bars must be expected in service under high

tensile stresses, and low working bond
stresses should be selected. An advantage

will be found in placing under the bars a

thickness of concrete of two inches, or better,

three inches, for footings of the size ordin-

arily used in buildings. Difficulty may be

found in providing the necessary bond re-

sistance, and tills points to an advantage in

the use of bars of small size, even if they

must be closely spaced. Generally speaking,

bars cf ;(in. size or smaller will be fciiiid to

serve the purpose of footings of usual dimen-

sions. The use of large bars, because of ease

in placing, leads to the construction of

footings which are insecure in bond resLst-

iince. In tile tests tile column footings which

were reinforced with deformed bars developed

high bond resistauce. Curving the bar

upward and backward at the end increased

the bond resistance ; but this form is awkward
iu construction. Reinforcement formed .by

bending long bars in a series of horizontal

loops covering the whole footing, gave a

footing with high bond resistance. . ,

'

6. As a means 'of measuring resistance,_ to

dingonal tension f.ii!ure, the. vertical shearing
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stress calculated by using the vertical sections

formed upon the square which lies at a dis-

tance from the face of the pier equal to the

depth of the footing was used. This cal-

culation gives values of the shearing stress,

for the footings wliich failed by diagonal

tension, which agree fairly closely with tlie

' values whicli have obtained in tests of simple

beams. The formula used in this calculation

js ^ = yjl,jd, where V is the total vertical

shear at this section taken to be equal to the

upward pressure on the area of the footing

outside of the section considered, h is the

total distance around the four sides of the

section, and jd is the distance from the

centre cf reinforcing bars to the centre of

the compressive stresses. This stress is some-

what larger than the average vertical shear

over the section which is sometimes used.

The working stress now frequently specified

for this purpose in the design of beams, 4011).

per square inch, for 1-2-4 concrete, may be

applied to the design of footings. The

punching shear may be calculated for the

vertical sections which enclose the pier

footing, although it may be expected that

shear failure may not be produced e.\actly

on this section. The value now generally

accepted for punching shear, 1201b. per

square inch for 1-2-4 concrete, may be used

for tlie working stress in this case.

7. No failures of concrete in compression

were observed, and none would be expected

with the low percentages of reinforcement

used. The compressive stresses in the pier

of the footing were in some cases very high,

and in a few instances the pier failed and

was replaced by a cube of concrete. In fre-

quent cases there were signs of distress near

the intersection of pier and footing where

there is an abrupt change in direction of

surfaces, and where the combined stresses

are very high.

8. In stepped footings the abrupt change

in the value of the arm of the resisting

moment at the point where the depth of

footing changes may be expected to produce

a correspondingly abrupt increase of stress

in the reinforcing bars. Where the step is

large in comparison with the projection, the

bond stress must become abnormally large.

It is evident that the distribution of bond

stress is quite different from that in a footing

of uniform thickness. The sloped footing

also gives a distribution of stress which is

different from that in a footing of uniform

thickness. However, for footings of uni-

form thickness the bond stress is a maximum
at the section at the face of the pier; in a

sloped footing the bond stress at the section

at the face of the pier would be less accord-

ingly than in a footing of uniform thickness,

and a moderate slope may be found to dis-

tribute the bond stress more uniformly

throughout the length of the bar. This is not

of advantage it the full embedment cf the

bar is effective in resisting any pull due to

bond.
9. The use cf short bars placed with their

ends staggered increases the tendency to fail

by bond and cannot be considered as accept-

aiile practice in footings of ordinary pro-

portions. In footings in which the projection

is short in comparison with the depth the

objection is very great.

la. Footings having reinforcement placed

in the direction of the diagonals as well as

parallel to the sides (four-way reinforcement)

gave good tests. The significance of the

results is so ob.scured by tlie variety of

manner of failure (bond, diagonal tension,

and perhaps tension) and by variations in

the quality of the concrete, that a com-

parison with two-way reinforeenient on the

ba.sis of loads carried would not be of value.

This type of distribution of reinforcement

should 'be incUuled in further tests. JMeasure-

inents of deformation in the bars are needed

to determine the division of stress among the

four sets of bars.

The tests of wall footings and column

footings leave uncertainty in some parts of

the problem, and there are gaps in otln'r

parts. The recent development of the

portable extensometer, or strain-gauge, and

the skill and experience which have been

gained in its use in recent tests, have opened

opportunities for obtaining inforinatioii on

the stresses developed in such test pieces

which were not available when the series of

tests was undertaken. It is suggested that

some of the remaining unsolved problems

may most readily be attacked by measure-

ment of deformations in the steel and con-

crete, and that further investigation may best

be carried on by ccnstructing a form of

apparatus which 'will permit such measure-

ments to be taken under the conditions of

uniform loading.

SCHOOL OF A R C H 1 T E C T U R E,

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
In June, 1908, the Senate of the University

established an Examination in Architecture,

and ill 1912 a Board of Architectural Studies

was created to take charge of it and of in-

struction in architecture. In June, 1913, a

revised schedule of the examination was

passed by the Senate, and w^ill come into force

in June, 1914. The examination in archi-

tectural studies is open to students of the

University for completing their degree. " A
candidate" who has obtained honours in a part

of any Tripos Examination or in one section

of tiie Mediaeval and Modern Languages
Tripos shall be deemed to be qualified for a

degree of Bachelor of Arts if he lias passed

the examination in Architectural Studies and

has kept the number of terms required for a

degree." Students can, therefore, take up
the subject in their second or third year,

after having passed one part of any Tripos,

and give one or two years to the study of

architecture, either with the view to the pro-

fessional exercise of that art, or otherwise,

and Oil passing the examination in Archi-

tectural Studies they will obtain the B.A.

degree. In this manner the studies of the

University in mathematics, classics, history,

natural and mechanical sciences, theology,

ii'odern languages, and other Tripos subjects

can be combined witli training in archi-

tecture, to the advantage both of professional

and general culture. The Council of the Royal

Institute of British Architects will accept the

examination as exempting from certain

subjects cf their Intermediate Examination.

PART I.

The first part cf the examination deals

firstly with tlie scientific principles in con-

struction, and, secondly, with the theory and

practice of Architectural Drawing, Ele-

mentary Design, and Architectural Survey-

ing. The subjects of examination are five in

number; (1) I'ractical Mathematics; (2) Ele-

mentary Applied Mechanics; (-3) Strength of

Materials; (4) Construction and Elementary

Design
; (5) Architectural Drawing and Sur-

veying.
PART II.

The subjects cf examination arc five in

number ;- (1) Outlines cf the General History

of Art, including Architecture; (2) Archi-

tecture and the Allied Arts: (a) Classical, (b)

Mediteval, (e) Oriental. (No candidate is

allowed to take the questions on more than

one of these three periods.) (3) Subjects for

an Essay relating to the period chosen by the

candidate in (2) ; (41 Renaissance and Modern
Architecture ; (5) Theory of Art in Relation

to Architecture.

The crairse as a whole embraces the outlines

of the history of architecture, the general

history of art, and a more concrete and

detailed study of one of the subjects men-

tioned under (2). The object is to provide

the student with a general knowledge of the

methods and purpose of architecture and

other branches of art, and their relation to

the life, thought, and movement of each age
;

hut it is also intended that the preparation

for this examination should give powers of

draughtsmanship and a knowledge of his-

torical ornament.

RELATION OF THE EXAMINATION IN ARCHI-

TECTURAL STUDIES TO OTHER UNIVERSITY
COURSES OF STUDY.

One of the chief objects of the Examina-

tion Architectural Studies is to remove, as

far as is possible, the drawbacks which the

University candidate for the architectural

professio)i had to face. In many eases, con-

sideration of the additional time and expense

involved discouraged parents from giving

their sons a University course, even though

they might be f.illy Ljnscious oi its value as

preliminary to work in an architect's office.

It will, {herefore, be convenient to set out

in detail some of the chief ways in which the

examination may be combined with other

courses of work in the University. It should

be noticed at the outset that, for admission

to any degree in the University, residence for

nine "terms is a necessary condition. None
of the examinations mentioned below may be

taken until the University Previous Examina-
tion or an equivalent has been passed ; but

it should be noted that this can be done,

and, if possible, should be done, before the

student comes into residence. Students are

divided into (i) Honours Students, who take

a Tripos Examination and an Honours
Degree, and (ii.) Pass Student;, who obtain

the Ordinary Degree by taking either the

General Examination "(or a Preliminary

Examination in Science) and a Special

Examination, or by taking two Special

Examinations. The relation of these two
classes of students to the Examination in

Architectural studies differs verv consider-

ably.

CANDIDATES FOR HONOURS.

It is probable that the greater number of

those intending to pass the Examination in

Architectural Studies will be Honours
students, who will give at ler.st the main
part of their time at Cambridge to systematic

work for one of the Tripos Examinations.

Having passed a Tripos, or part of a Tripos,

they will begin their architectural studies

during the third or fourth year of residence.

(a) Mathematical Tripos."—Under the new
regulations for the Mathematical Tripos,

Part I. may now be taken at the end of the

first year. For the majority of mathematical
students the most convenient course would
be:—First year: Mathematical work for

Tripos, Part I. Second year: Work for

Architecture, Part I., giving' time for reading

for Part II. Third year: Work for Archi

tecture. Part II.

(b) Classical Tripos.—The normal course

would be:—First and second years: Work
for Classical Tripes, Part 1.". with some
leading in the subjects, for Arehitecturc,

Part II. Third year: Work for Architecture,

Parts I. and II. Both might be passed in the

year, or the year might be de\oted to work
for Part I., and Part II. left to the December
of the fourth year.

The Honours B.A. Degree is given for the

Classical Tripos. Part I., if passed in the

third year, and also if passed at the end of

the second year, provided in that case that

the student presents a certificate showing

that ho has during the terms r^^inaining to

be kept—that is. during the third year—
diligently pursued a course of study in the

University.

(e) Historical Tripos and Mediseval and

Modern Languages Tripos. — The normal

course would be:— First and second years:

Work for Historical Tripos, Part I., or one

section cf the Mediaeval and Modern
Languages Tripos. Third year : Work for

Architecture, Parts I. and ll". The Historical

Tripos, Part I., alone does not entitle to a

degree ; but a student who has passed it is

allowed the B.A. Degree on passing the

Examination in Architectural Stijdies.

(d) Mechanical Sciences Tripos. — This

Tripos has special relations to the examina-

tion, since a candidate who has passed the

Tripos, or has been allowed the Ordinary

Degree on it, is excused from the first three

papers of Part I. of the Examination in

Architectural Studies. A student who passed

the Mechanical Sciences Tripos at the normal
time—that is, at the end of his third year-
would have received an admirable training

in the scientific principles involved in the

Examination in Architectural, Studies, and in

much else besides. He would be advised to

take the remainder of the examination in the

December following the June in which he

took his degree. Similar courses of study

can be arranged in connection with the

Mediteval and Mo.lern Languages and other

Triposes.

CANDIDATES FOR THE ORDINARY DECREE.

Students who do not propose to read for

any Tripos may cbtciin tlie Ordinary Degree-

by passing

—
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I. The General Examination, which in

most oases only involves a continuation of
school work.

II. A Special E.xamination in each of the
following subjects:—Agricultural Science.
Botany, Chemistry. Classics. Engineering
Science, Geograpliy, Geology. History. Law,
Logic, Muthenuitics, Mil'itarv Subjects,
Modern Languages, Music, Physics. Phy-
siology, Political Economy, Psychology,
Zoology.

In an appendix the schedules for the
Examination in Arcliitectural Studies are
fully set out.

-«*^

COAL-TAR AND ASPHALT PRODUCTS
FOR WATERPROOFING.

By S. T. Wagner.
The increasing number of solid-floor

bridges, especially in cities, involving water-
proofing and the expenditure of large sums of
money, and the necessity of thoroughly pro-
tecting steel reinforcement in concrete under
certain conditions, as well as the water-
proofing of masonry in general, make the
study of the various external methods of
waterproofing of the greatest importance.
The methods referred to consist in the appli-
cAtion to the surface to be waterproofed of
eithir a membrane of felt or fabric of some
kind thorouglily cemented together with some
bituminous material, or a layer of inorganic
material impregnated with the same" sub-
stance. There can be no question but that
the bituminous material so u.sed is the real
waterproofing medium, and that all other
materials incorporated therein are simply
fillers to retain the bituminous material in
place and give it additional reinforcement of
some kind. Whether the waterproofing is

applied for the protection of the public from
drippings from an overhead railway bridge,
or is used to prevent the corrosion of rein-
forcing material in concrete construction
exposed to water, the object in either case is
to obtain a layer of durable waterproofing
material which is suitable to each particular
case. Waterproofing is expensive, it is always
ven' difficnlt and costly to repair if defective,
and it behoves the engineer to use the best
materials that he can secure and to apply
them with the greatest care to the structure,
which should be especially designed to meet
the necessary details required in good water-
proofing practice. There is much uncertainty
at the present time as to a number of points
in connection with this character of work, but
there appears to be almost complete agree-
ment that the perfect or imperfect applica-
tion of the materials determines a good oT a
bad piece of work. It would appear that,
outside of particular instances where water-
proofing is used to keep water in, the majority
of cases are those in which the object is to
keep the water out. and of these a verv con-
siderable portion of the structures requiring
Its use are essentially different, as indicated
above—first, solid-floor bridges; second,
underground masonry. In the first case the
conditions are such as to require special elas-
ticity at all temperatiires, in order that the
vvaterproofing may adjust itself to the
•vibrations of the structure, especially in the
cases of railroad bridges of relatively short
span. It is usual to have a regularly
Tjiillasted floor, wbich, if properly drained,
makes a condition for which we can say in
general that the oxidising action of the a'ir is
probably a more potent factor in the dis-
integration of the waterproofing material
than the action of whatever water may be
present. In the .second case, we may safely
say that when the masonry is covered with
even a small amount of earth, the action of
the air is negligible and that of the damp-
ness, or water, is the more serious. In some
instances water may be in con.stant contact
with the waterproofing. The materials to be
used should, therefore, have chemical and
physical characteristics which make them
suitable for the above-mentioned conditions.
There are in use at the present time two

general classes of materials for waterproofing
purposes when the conditions are as just de-
soribtd: First, compounds of an asphaltic

* Payer presented at the annual nieetin!,' of the
American Societv for Testing Materials .\tlantic
City, N,.J., .June -28, 1913.

nature ; second, coal-tar pitch. Both of these
materials have been, and are at present, used
quite extensively and with varying success,

'i'iie successes or failures in many cases ha\e
been due to proper or improper application
as niucli as to the inherent qualities of the
materials themselves, and it is believed that
the successful use of either class has often
been attributed tn this fact rather than to the
real qualities of the materials, and tliat at the
presen time the amount of reliable data as to

what is needed in the way of a specification

for the proper material to be used is woefully
lacking. To one who is not a modern chemist
and thoroughly versed in the mystic symbols
of the hydro-carbons, tlie chemistry of these
materials is alinost hopeless in its practical
application ; but it is quite evident that there
is an essential difference between them
chemically— that is. between such figures as
are usually given in chemical analyses. The
physical properties are apparently much
more interesting and useful to the practical
engineer, and it would seem that we could do
away with the chemical data unless they in-

dicate properties which, when translated,' will
enable us to distinguish undesirable, or, it

may be, dangerous, elements. We can
understand and appreciate such figures as
melting point, brittle point, elasticity at
various temperatures, and consistency, and
data concerning these properties give us a
very fair idea of the various physical pro-
perties.

The data which seem to be needed are
those from laboratory tests which will enable
us to determine the relative durability of
these products—first, when exposed to the
air; second, when exposed to water; and
third, when alternately wet and dry. Any
such test is, or woidd be. essentially an
accelerated test. It is possible that at the
present time the question of durability might
have to bo answered by practical experience
with the different materials in existing
structures. However, it does seem that some
information as to what we should aim Rt
and what should be avoided is due from the
manufacturer or the chemist. Nothing in-

spires the confidence of the user if a struc-
tural material so much as the free discussion
of the methods of niannfacture on the part of

the manufacturers. Experience in the past
with other materials has shown that this con-
fidence is not abused in the preparation of
specifications. Such information is badly
needed in connection with waterproofing
materials. From recent investigations and
research there seem.s to be a general im-
pression that when exposed to the air, asphalt
products are more durable than coal tar
products, and that the opposite is true when
exposed to water. The opinion that asplialt

products are more suitable for use on solid-

flool' bridges seems to b^ of general, tliouijh

not universal, prevalence, on account of the
greater elasticitv of this material at low tem-
peratures. In other words, an asphalt product
with a meltina-point of laOdeg. Falir.. which
will be ductile at a' temperature of 40deg.
Fahr. , or lower, can be obtained, while a
coal-tar pitch with the same properties can
not. It has been the experience of the writer
that asphalt mastics made with natural rock
asphalts, when fluxed with asphalt com-
pounds of high ductility at low temneratures,
produce mastics wdiieh are much less liable
to crack in service than are those in which
the flux used is brittle when cold. Water
to a certain extent is a solvent of all asphalts,

but from the tests of Whipple and Jackson*
it is quite evident that the question of solu-

bility is a comparative one. and the • tests

there given show that there are classes of
asphalts unon which the action of water is

verv slight. In this paper a quotation is

made from Richardsont which show's that the
fction of water upon coal-tar is about two-
thirds of that upon Bermudez asphalt cement
when expressed as the gain in weight in water
in a given time. Bermnde;; asphalt in the
tests made by Whipple and .lacksou is among
thos*^ which w^ere most affected l^v water. A
nnn'ber of cases of the durability of coal-tar

pitch in actual service in underground work

• Proceedings, Brooklyn Engineers' Club, March
8. 1900.

+ Municipal Engineering Magazine. -June to .August,
1897.

seem to indicate very positively its suitability
for this class of work. Will someone say
whether or not properly-selected asphalts are
unsuitable under similar conditions?
.Apparently the questions which need to be
answered are the following : - -

1. What kind of materials are most suitable
for general application to (a) solid-floor
bridges; fb) underground masonry?

'2. If asphalt products are used, what
should be specified?

.'i. If c(.al tar products are used, what
should be .specified?

Probably the answers to these questions
belong to the work now under consideration
by Committee D-S on waterproofing
materials ; but a general discussion of the
subject may be of material assistance to the
committee in its work.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF TOWN
PLANNING.

The Summer School of Town Planning at
the Hampstead Garden Suburb was opened
on Monday evening by the president, the
Earl of Lytton. In bis inaugural address
Lord Lytton pleaded that the festhetic con-
siderations should be given a place in the
policy of a municipal antbority. Those who
had seen what had been done at Hampstead
would never be content with the old methods
—the wilderness of ugly chimneypots and the
squalid back-yards, with all the familiar
features of town life from which the hand of
Nature was ruthlessly banished.
Mr. Raymond Unwin. F.R.I.B.A., re-

marked, ill a paper, that they would never
have satisfactory accommodation for .a family
unless a living-room was provided in wliicii

they can have their meals, and a scullery in

which to do the necessary dirty work. "What
we have to set our faces against." continued
the lecturer, "is giving the parlour instead
of either the scullery or the living room in

the houses which we set up. If the parlour
is an addition, all well and good ; but if you
try, in an ordinary way, without the scullery
and the living-room, you will not get satis-

factory living conditions. Unless a family
have a living-room in which they can have
their meals, and a scullery in which to do the
necessary dirty work. lingRer-mngger will

eventually result, and it is this which we have
to set our faces against. But, taking the
ordinary family house, one ought to have
either a big living-room and a scullery, or.

better still, the three rooms — the little

parlour, the big living-room, and the little

scullery in which to do the dirty work."
In the first of three lectures on the Town-

Plaiiuing Act of 1909, delivered at the
Garden Suburb Institute on Tuesday. Mr. E.

R. Abbott, clerk to the urban district council

of Ruislip, mentioned as /me of the
difficulties of working the Act the fact that

the terra "owner" had not been defined.

Circumstances arose when it was difficult to

snv who was the legal owner, as in the case

of a buyer under an instalment agreement.
Another difficulty arose from the definition

of "land likely to be used for luiilding

purposes." In his opinion, it was the most
extraordinary definition ever embodied in an
Act of Parliament. The Act stated that

"land likely to be used for building

purposes" might include open spaces, parks,

streets, pleasure grounds, or the execution of

works on or under roads, which practically

meant everything that a scheme was likely

to deal with.

.\n excursion to Ruislip was made in the

afternoon by the members of the congress.

The urban district council of Barking Town
have received the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board to borrow £11.316 and £684 for

building workmen's dwellings in Boundary and
Perth roads.

The King has been pleased, on the recom-
mendation of the Secretary for Scotland, to

approve the appointment of Mr. .\lcxan.Icr

Oruiistoa Curie, formerly secretary, to be
member of the Royal Commission on Ancient

Mciiuments and Constructions in Scotland ; and

the apDOintment of Mr. William M. Mackenzie.

M..\.. F.S..V.Scot., to be secretary to the Com-
mission, in the olace of Mr. Curie.
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TORQUAY. — Tlie new municipal Imilil-

ings adjoining tlie public library in Castle-
circus. Torqnay, were opened by tlie mayor
last week. The premises are in tlie English
Renaissance style, with a clock-tower, rising
lOflft. high, marking the centre of the pile,

over tlie principal entrance. As far as pos-
sible the design has been carried out in local
materials. Barton stone being nsed for llio

walling, with Beer-stone dressings, and the
roof covered with Delabole slate. Internally,
.1 free use has been made of local marble,
the principal stairca.se, with dados, to the
grand hall and corridor being of Ipplepen
and Ashburton marble, relieved with
alabaster. Different designs have been em-
ployed for the ceilings in the various rooms.
The principal entrance is in the St. Mary-
church -road, this giving access to the
reception-room (which is 31ft. square), the
main staircase and vestibule, the council-
chamber, and the various offices. The
council chamber overlooks the Lvniington-
road

; this room is .3.3ft. by 39ft., and is fitted
throughout with oak. The mayor's parlour
overlooks Castle-circus, the committee-room,
which adjoins, looking up Castle-road. The
i^lanning of the building has been greatly
influenced by the unusual nature of the site,

there being a difference in level of nearly
•Soft, between the front and back of the
building. Thus the ground floor level nt St.
Marycburch-road appears as tlie second floor
as seen from the back. The assembly-room
has a seating capacity for 1,200 persons, with
an additional .300 in' the gallery. A special
feature is the dancing-floor, a large portion
of the area being on Valtor springs. The
hall is 112ft. by 60ft., the platform being
26ft., and the gallerv 20ft. The principal
entrance is from the Lymington-road, where
there is a crush-ball, whilst underneath are
retiring- and chorus rooms. The architect is

Mr. T. Davison, of London, and the builders
were Messrs. R. Wilkins and Sons, of Bristol.

Professor Archibald Barr. Regius Professor of
Civil Engineering and Mechanics at Glasgow
University for twenty-five years, has intimated
his resignation.

Tlie portrait, by Mr. Sydney Hall, of the late
Dr. Paget, Bishop of Oxford, iiow on view at the
Ro.yal .Academy, has been acquired by sub-
scription, and will eventually be hung with that
of the bishop's predecessors in Caddesdon Palace.

The South African Minister of Railways has
informed the Union Parliament that the new
graving dock, which is to be constructed nt
Durban, will be 800ft. in length, and able to take
the largest ships. The cost will be about
i; 400,000.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of
the American Institute of Architects, held at the
Century Club in New York, it has been decided
to hold the next convention of the Institute in
New Orleans, and the date fixed is December 2
3. and 4, 1913.

The Tees Conservancy Commisioners are
arranging for contracts for the construction of

6.J miles of new carriage road, comprising a main
road from Port Clarence lo Seatou Carew, and a
branch road from Seaton Carew, crossing the
reclaimed lands of the Tees Commissioners, to
Seaton-on-Tees, near to the extensive works of
the Central Zinc Company, Limited.

At the last meeting of the Cardiff Waterworks
Committee, the waterworks engineer, Mr. C. II.

Priestly, announced that, in conjunction with
Professor Parker, he had succeeded in over-
coming the dilTiculty experienced with regard to
the growth of sponge in the pipes in the filter-
ing area at the Llanishen Reservoir. The agent
employed was a solution of common salt, and so
successful had it proved, that, so far, there was
no sign of the reappearance of the growth.

A Local Oovernment Board inquiry was con-
ducted at Wellington, Salop, the other day, by
Mr. Courtenay Clifton, inspector, into an appli-
cation by the urban district council for sanction
to borrow .£4,125 for the purposes of a scheme
under Part HI. of the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, 1890, for the erection of twenty-two
three-bedroom working-class dwellings, to be
let at 3s. 6d. per week. There was no opposition
to the scheme, and the inspector afterwards
visited .slum property and houses closed in
various parts of the town.

COMPETITIONS.
BLACKBURN.— Premiums of ,£100, £o0,

and £25 respectively are offered by the cor-
poration of Blackburn in a local competition
for a fire-brigade station, with engine-house
and firemen's dwellings attached, to be erected
on a site facing Harrison street, Canterbury-
street, Sumner-street, and Byrom-street. The
longest frontage is in Sumner-street, 397ft.
long, part of the adjacent land being
occupied by public-houses, and a spacious
drill-yard lias to be provided— all the prc-
niiated plans to become the sole property of
the town. No total price is fixed for the
outlay ; but £300 is to be the outside cost of
each cottage, there being thirty-three of
these, besides a sergeant's house, Tlie
engine-house, facing Byrom street, is for six

machines, and a washing-space to be pro-
vided, about 40ft, by 25ft., at rear of same;
billiard- and recreation-rooms on the first

floor for the men; a workshop of 1,200ft.

super, for repairing two engines at a time.
A bouse for the superintendent is to be
included. Accringtoii facing-bricks to be
employed, with stone dressings; but the
architectural style is left to competitors. Mr.
Frank Gatley Briggs, F.R.I.B.A. (Messrs.
Briggs, Wolstenholme, and Tliornely). is to
be the assessor, and the drawings are due on
September 30 next. A black-and-white per-
spective of the main part of engine house is

to be sent in. The drawings to loe to l-16iu.

scale for plan of entire premises, and |iii.

scale for the drawings of each part of the
scheme. The competitions are confined to
architects having an office within the
borough.

MANCHESTER ROYAL EXCHANGE.—
Now that the Parliamentary Bill for the ex-
tension of the Manchester Royal Exchange
over Bank-street lias received the Royal
assent, the directors of the Exchange an-
nounce that they hope to be in possession
of all the property, and have it cleared ready
for Iniildiiig, in twelve months from now.
They have decided that the plans for the re-

building shall be sought in open competition
among all architects in practice in the
Lhiited Kingdom, and, in conformity with
their request, the president of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects has appointed
Mr, J. G. Sievewright Gib.son, F.R.I.B.A.,
of Old Bond-street, W. , to be the assessor.

Mr. Gibson has already taken np his duties,

and within a month architects throughout the
United Kingdom will be engaged with the
plans for the competition. It is hoped by
the directors that the award will be made in

January, and that " in two and a half years
from now Manchester will be in possession
of the finest building used for commercial
purposes in the world." It is probable that

some of the new accommodation will be made
available before the actual completion of the

whole extension.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Designs for the

new German Embassy to be built at Washing-
ton, D.C., have been solicited from architects

of German nationality, and four prizes,

amounting to 6,250dol., are offered. The
prize jury consists of si.x prominent archi-

tects, the Minister of Foreign Affairs (Herr
von Jagow), and the German Ambassador at

Washington (Count Bernstorff). This open
competition for the Washington Embassy is

a direct result of the criticism of the new
buildings built by Germany without com-
petition, and which have not been successful
architecturally.

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE. — An
architect for Wilmington City Hall ami New
Castle County-court House, to be built
conjointly at a cost of approximately
l.OOO.OOOdol., will be selected through a com-
petition conducted in accordance witli the
principles approved by the American Insti-

tute of Architects, and under the advice of
Professor Warren P. Laird, of the University
of Pennsylvania. The programme will be
issued in the course of the present mouth.
Address Mr. Thos. F. Gormley, Secretary,
Church Building, Wilmington. Delaware, for
blank application forms.^
A new town-hall is about to be built at

Oniagh, at a cost of £3.700, frcm plans by Mr.
•). M. Kobincoa, of Londonderrv.

Corresponbena.—«-»-*

—

TOO TRUE, WE FEAR.
To llic Editor of the Building Nkws.

Sir,—As you are good enough to accept a
free advertisement, would you be so kind as
to insert the enclosed?

I have been a subscriber to the Buil.DiNO
News for more than fifteen years, and several
years ago was placed second in your
"Designing Club." Times have considerably
altered, and after many years of plodding I
find myself resorting to a free advertisement.
What we require is Registration ; but I

fear this will not come to pass in my time.
It seems to me a crime that an honourable
profession should be cut up by inefficiency.

—

I am, etc., T. D.

PROPOSED COUNCIL SCHOOL, SHIRE-
HAMPTON, BRISTOL.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to the
paragraph on p. 148 of your last week's
issue beaded "Competitions.— Bristol."

The statements contained therein are not
correct. I did not place first design marked
No. 4, nor did I recommend it for adoption.
The design I placed first was marked No. 1,

and I put second that marked No. 7b.— I am,
etc., W. L. Bernard.

26, Orchard-street, Bristol.

Sir,—We observe that in your notice (con-

tained in the BriLDixG News for this week)
of the result of the recent architectural com-
petition for this school, it is stated that "the
building is to accommodate 520 scholars, and
the estimated cost will be £4,155 if stone
is nsed for construction, and £4,255 if built;

of brick."
As the authors of the accepted design, we

beg to say that the accommodation now to

be provided is for .320 scholars only, and
that our estimates as quoted are for that
number only, and not for the total of 520 to

be ultimately accommodated.
We shall be obliged by your making the

needful correction in your next issue.—We
are, etc., Herbert J. .Jones .ind Son.

Broad-street Chambers, .32. Broad-street.
Bristol. Aug. 2, 1913.

A 25-story building, which will be unique
among skyscrapers in New York City, is being
planned by the Pan-.\merican States Association,

iMr. Francis H. Kimball has been selected as the
architect.

Messrs. W. T. Doherty and W. S. Keatinge are

the successful candidates in the first examination
held ijy the Royal Institute of .\rchitects of

Ireland for entrance into the Studentship t'lass.

Mr. Doherty has, on the recommendation of the
board of examiners, been awarded a special prize

of £i.

The Great Central Railway Company intends

doubling Its line between Doucaster and Thorne,
to meet the growing demands of traffic in the

Doncaster district. "This will be the first instal-

ment of a scheme which will eventually include

the duplication of the company's present lines

for practically the whole distance between Kiln-

hurst and Thorne.

Some months have elapsed since the City

council of Bristol adopted by a unanimous vote

the scheme for improving the bend of the river

at the Hotwells. In the interval there have been
communications with the Local Government
Board with a view to obtaining permission to

borrow the money—between £4.000 and £5,000.

The Board have now given their sanction, and
the special committee have this week given

instructions to prepare plans and specifications

for the work, in order that the scheme may be
proceeded with at the earliest possible moment.

At a meeting of the Evesham Rural District

Council, on Saturday, Mr. Holloway, surveyor,

submitted plans for the erection cf 26 cottages

at Offenham, near Evesham, under the Housing
.^ct. The council had purchased over 16 acres

of land for the scheme. The rent.i would be for

cottages with an acre of land 63. 6d. a week,

with a chain of land 4s. a week. Mr. Holloway
considered that the scheme v.culd be self-

supporting. It was agreed to ask the Local

Government Board to sanction leans amounting
to £6,3:0 for the scheme.
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€vivxtnU Calamo.

We comment fully en the Lmnsden appeal

decision in our leading article. Yesterday
week, Aviiile the stormy • petrel was sailing

back into his native hurricane," at Car-
narvon—it is Mr. Lloyd George's own apt
description of himself—the Court of Appeal,
by a majority of two to one, arrived at the

conclusion that by the Finance Act of 1809 10

the Inland Revenue Commissioners were
entitled to ta.\ Mr. Lumsden twice over on
iiis business profits—first as an ordinary
income-ta.v payer, like the rest of his fellow

citizens, and then, again, in respect of iji-

erement duty. Apparently, as far as Mr.
Lumsden is concerned, that decision stands,

unless the House of Lords takes Lord Justice

Swinfen Eady's view, and decides that a

Statute which has had to be so radically

amended had no legal, as it certainly had no
moral, right to obedience. For us, it remains
to discover what the amendment is likely to

be worth in the future. Unless the builder
chargeable is careful to • require " that the
site value shall be the estimated value on tlie

date cf the occasion of sale instead of that

under the Finance Act, he will find, in all

probability, that the ta.xing official is playing
eat and mouse with him in a fashion only

possible under a '"People's Budget."

The Memcrandum issued by the Land Con-
ference on the difficulties and anomalies of

the Land Valuation Scheme is a valuable,
temperate, and exhaustive review of the
present condition of things, and the reforms
needful. The conference, of which Lord
Clinton is the chairman, consists of three
delegates from each of the following
organisations, the combined membership of

which e.xceeds 80,000: The Surveyors' In-

titution, the Auctioneers" and Estate Agents'
Institute, the Central Chamber of Agri-
culture, the Farmers' Club, the Central
Land Association, the Land .Agents' Society,

the National Farmers' Union, the Rating
Surveyors' Association, the Central Associa-
tion of Agricultural and Tenant Right
Valuers, and the 1894 Club. The results
with reference to agricultural land, given at
length in the Memorandum, are embodied in

the following summary of the views of the
conference :

—

(1) Apart from tlie douljtful ntilitj' of the valuation
of a(;ncultiu-al lautl when obtained, tlie nncertainty
which at present prevails as to the true interpretatioii
to be placed upon many of the pvovisious of the \ct
renders me.fpedient further progress with the valua-
tion until that interpretation is authoritatively ascer-
tained, and any attempt to press forward with it in
the absence of such knowledge will aggravate the
anxiety, confusion, expense, and disturbance to
ordinary current work which within the delegates'
present knowledge is at present being caused.

(2) The feeling of uncertainty and insecurity pre-
vailing IS much increased by the absence of all
authoritative indication as to the pm-poses for which
It IS proposed that the values under the Act, when
ascertained, shall eventually be used.

(3) In no circumstances can any of the values of
agricultural land now being ascertained under the
.iet equitably be made the basisof a scheme of rating
or taxation, and it is a fallacy to supjjose that prairie
or real ummproved value can by any sound process
be deduced from them.

These views apply 'generally also to the
valuation of urban and suburban land, the
position of which under the scheme is

discussed in detail The conference are
further strongly of opinion :

—

(1) That in order to secure the maximum of
uniformity in the valuation, points at issue should
be pressed forward for authoritative decision with
all speed.

('2) That valuations which have been settled orDecome hxed should be permitted to be reopened intne event of the interpretation, upon which they have
been accepted or allowed to stand in default of

.i^'^.i'?"'
?<>''"« to receive judicial endorsement.

U) 1 hat in the event of the 'White Paper instruc-Bous proving to be a correct interpretation of the

meaning of tlie Act, steps should be taken to secure
the intentions of Parliament being effected—viz.,
that inereiiient value duty should be assessed only
upon a rise in the actual value of the site.

The appendix outlines some practical pro-

posals for carrying out the reforms advocated
in the memorial on land and taxation

reform, signed by 17G members cf Parlia-

ment, which was presented to Mr. Asquith
and Mr. Lloyd George on May 18, 1911. Mr.
Lloyd George then promised that the scheme
should have his careful consideration. It

needs and deserves it.

It is stated that the Royal Academy con-

templates the devotion of a small room to

miniatures in connection with its approach-

ing Winter Exhibition. We doubt whether
so limited a display would be worth inspec-

tion. If it is to be included, however, we
trust more regard will be paid to its artistic

and chronological sequence than was vouch-

safed to the really excellent collection wliich

formed part of the Old Masters' Exhibition in

1879, when Queen Victoria, the Duke of

Buccleuch, Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Joseph,

Lord Wharncliffe, Mr. Morrison, and others

so liberally responded. Recent winter
exhibitions at Burlington House have not been

particularly attractive, and the Royal

Academy is not receptive of suggestions.

Otherwise, it might do well to wait till 1914-

15, and then organise a really creditable and
representative exhibition of British and
foreign miniatures. Owners, however, are

little likely to lend their treasures unless the

selection is entrusted to a committee of com-
petent experts. Unless such a body is given

the task, all we shall probably get will be a

haphazard inclusion of good and bad from
private collections, which have little repre-

sentative or artistic value, recorded by a

catalogue full of mistakes.

Mr. Asquith's reply to the Channel Tunnel
deputation on Tuesday was, on the whole,

favourable, and we think rightly so. What-
ever force there may have been in the

"strategic" objections of Lord Wolsoley and
his school of military critics—and we confess

we never seriously regarded them—certainly

to-day the airmen of the Continent are far

more possible invaders than tliose who may
seek a footing on our shores by way of the

tube. And it certainly seems to us that with

a friendly France as our neighbour, our
striking power in Europe, either on her
behalf, or with her consent on our own,
would be trebled by the ease with which we
could convey troops where they were needed.
That the Channel Tunnel would immensely
benefit trade, and largely increase foreign

visitors to our shores, goes without saying.

That improved methods of traction now at

our command have removed the drawbacks
fomerly urged is evident. We trust, there-

fore, that the close of the second decade of

this country will see the long-awaited tunnel
completed, and remunerative to its patient

and persistent advocates.

There seems some chance of common-sense
prevailing at Dublin, after all, in regard to

the new Art Gallery. Last Tuesday Sir Hugh
Lane arrived in Dublin to remove the paint-
ings, sculptures, and other objects of art of

which lie had made the city a conditional
present, in consequence of the corporation
having rejected his proposals for an art

gallery across the River Liffey, where the
present Metal Bridge stands. These con-
ditional gifts, which consist of 52 oil-paintings,

16 water-colours, and 9 pieces of sculpture,
were removed from the walls of the Municipal

Gallery in Harcourt street on Thursday
week, and Sir Hugh Lane explained that they
would be returned to the city if the corpora-
tion agreed to adopt the bridge site for an
art gallery. A conference took place on
Friday urternoon between Sir Hugh and a
committee of the corporation, and as a result
Sir Hugh agreed to provide an excess over
the £45,000 which the gallery is estimated to
cost, on condition that he is to have absolute
control of the plans. It the arrangement is

not ratified by the corporation within six
weeks Sir Hugh Lane will remove the
collection to London.

It is a pity municipal councillors and others
do not assimilate facts before making state-
ments. On July 29, in the debate on town
planning which took place in the Birmingham
City Council, Mr. George Cadbury, jun., is

reported to have said " that he was not aware
that building had stopped any more in town-
planning areas than in any others." And Mr.
Fryer made a statement in. which he said
" that statistics prepared by the city surveyor
disproved the allegation that town planning
had in any way interfered with building."

Both these statements are certainly untrue as
regards the great and populous district of

East Birmingham, which was the second
town-planning area taken in hand by the cor-

poration. One leading Birmingham surveyor,
Mr. Walter R. Ludlow, F.S.I. , of 19, Temple-
street, Birmingham, writes to the Birminr//iam
Uaibj I'ust, declaring his firm were agents for
an estate in East Birmingham, and prior to

1910 were making roads and selling land upon
which from 200 to 300 houses per annum wero
erected. Since that time they have not sold

a yard of land on this particular estate, nor
have they made a new road, and his ex-

perience is only the same as that of other
surveyors in that district. A similar state-

ment is made by Mr. Richard Fowler, of 118,

Colmore-row, agent to the owner of an estate
in the East Birmingham scheme area, forty-

five acres of which was committed to two
schemes of development prior to the town-
planning scheme, upon which are ten out of

the fifteen approved roads within the scheme.
The general effect of the scheme is, as Mr.
Fowler told the Local Government Board in

May last, to discourage the building of smaller

workmen's houses, especially in the developed
areas, exactly where the houses are so

urgently wanted. Rents are much higher ni

the district already, the area having been
shut up from building operations for nearly

three years. Each year the demand for land
for building increased until the scheme was
applied for, when builders, of course, had to

finish houses commenced. Mr. Fowler has
only leased land for six houses within the
scheme area since the scheme was projected,

until April 25, 1913, when he sold some land

for another client for 10s. a week houses. On
three other estates for which he is surveyor
within the area they have only had one new
house built ; in the last three years previous

to the application for the scheme houses were
being built at the rate of considerably over

150 a year on these four estates. "For three

years," says Mr. Fowler, " I have been on my
knees to the committee, the Local Govern
ment Board, and Mr. John Burns requesting

that certain provisions, arbitrary and unfair,

and of no practical value to the scheme,
should not be put in the way of this develop-

ment, which more than complied with all the

requirements of the Act."

We know ourselves that the refusal of the

British Government to take part in the ex-
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hibitioii is due to the iact that the Exhibition

Department of the Board of Trade found that

it was impossible to induce a sufficient

number of manufacturers to incur the expense

of preparing exhibits. Manufacturers point

out that British trade is relatively small at

Sail Francisco, and little commercial return

•could be expected from sending exhibits. The
decision not to seac) exhibits had nothing to

<lo witli the Panama Canal tolls or any other

issue of the kind. The Board of Trade knows,

and we know, that British exhibitors are

tiring of exhibitions. Abroad and at home
their multiplication of late has had the effect

of degrading them into mere advertising

shows, and the genuine exhibitor sees the

game is not worth the candle.

CHIPS.

The Belfast Harbour Commissioners at their
meeting on Tuesday approved of a proposal to

construct, at a cost of 4^75,869, a new wharf for

the construction and fitting-out of vessels of the
largest size.

Mr. James Edward Anderson has been ap-
pointed works assistant to the chief mechanical
engineer of the Midland Railway, Derby. Mr.
Anderson is succeeded as chief draughtsman of
the mechanical engineer's department by I\Ir.

S. J. Symes.

At Beckenham on Tuesday a verdict of acci-

dental death was returned at an inquest on
Sydney Alfred Rcdaway, aged forty-three, of
Winchfield-road. Lower Sydenham, who. while
•working last Friday morning at the Kent House
Itrickfields. fell into some revolving inachinerv.

In the annual report of the General Board of
Cambridge University, published on Tuesday
<ifternoon. attention is called by the Professor of
Geology to the wonderful collection of building
stones presented by Mr. Watson to the Sedgwick
Museum—a collection unrivalled in the Empiio.

The new Queen's Theatre in Mile End-road.
South Shields, was opened on Monday bv the
Mayor of the borough. The building provides
accommodation for 2,000 persons. The architects
are Messrs. Gibson and Steinlet. North Sluelds,
and the builder is Mr. W. J. B., Weir, Wallsend.

The King has lent to the Victoria and Albert
Museum a model, made by Indian craftsmen, of
the Greater Throne-Pavilion used by the King-
Emperor and Queen-Empress during the con-
cluding portion of the Delhi Coronation
ceremony on December 12, 19U. The model is

on exhibition in Room I. of the Indian Section
of the Museum, approached from the Imperial
Institute-road.

At the last meeting of the executive committee
of the American Institute of Architects, the
question a.s to the payment of the competitors
in a limited competition, whicli has been liy manv
construed as obligatory, under the Code, was
debated, and it was decided that while the pav-
ment of unsuccessful contributors might be
classed with other things that are desirable, it

is not mandatory.

At the Ipswich and East Suffolk Hospital, in
Anglesea-road, Ipswich, a series of extensions
has just been completed from plans by Mr. H.
Monro Cautley. A. R.I. B. A., of Museum-street.
Ipswich. The new buildings include a casualty
theatre for minor operations, and an extension
•of the outpatients' block, involving an outlay of
^3,100, exclusive of furniture, apparatus,
and appliances provided by a snecial donation,
and an enlargement of the nurses' home, at a
total cost cf £2.265.

The Alfred East Art Gallery was publicly
opened at Kettering on Thursday in last week
Tiy Earl Spencer. Lonl Lieutenant of North-
amptonshire. The gallery, which has been built
from designs by Mr. J, Alfred Gotch, F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., was erected by the urban district
council to house a representative collection of
Tiis works presented to Kettering bv Sir Alfred
East. R.A.. President of the Royal Society of
British Artists. The collection embraces a large
number of landscapes in oils, water-colours, and
etchings, many cf which have been exhibited in
the Royal Academy and principal galleries.
Among the speakers at the ceremony was Sir
Aston Wclib, R..\. Upon the suggestion of Earl
Spencer, it was resolved to send a telegram to
Sir .Mfretl East, who is lying ill at his residen'-c
in Belsize-park, Hamnstead. deeply regretting
his absence, and conveying hearty greeting's,
with sincere •wishes f-jr his sneedy recovery. We
are glad lo hear tliai t^pre is some improvement
va Sir Alfred's state of health

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE SCOTT MEMORIAL.—In the House of

Lords on Tuesday Earl Curzon called the atten-
tion of the First Commissioner of Works to tha
report of the Mansion House Committee of the
Captain Scott Fund, in which it is proposed that
the National Memorial to the late Captain Scott
and his four companions shall be erected on the
edge of Hyde Park opposite the house of the
Royal Geographical Society in Kensington-gore,
and asked whether his Majesty's Government
would sanction this nronosal. Asum of between
£70,000 and £80.000 had been subscribed to the
Captain Scott Fund, several thousand pounds
being earmarked for a memorial to Captain
Scott and his comrades. The Mansion House
Committee recommended that, with the consent
of the Dean and Chapter, a tablet should be
erected in St. Paul's, and the bulk of the money
earmarked for the inonnraent should be devoted
to erecting a very much more imposing structure
in some public place in London. They suggested
as the site an area inside the railings of Hyde
Park and immediately opposite the house
hitherto known as Lowther Lodge. It would be
possible to place the monument on the narrow
strip of ground between the railings of the park
and the road running up in the direction of the
Albert Memorial without sacrifice of trees or ot
space available to the public. Earl Beauchamp
said the decision to be come to in this matter
•"•as guided by tile general principle laid down
by the Department. He admitted freely that if

there was a vote in the House of Commons in
the sense of demanding or aonroving a site being
given in one of the Royal Parks, it would be his
duty to comply with it. There were a good many
people who regretted very much that in times
gone by the Department was not more hard-
hearted and did not prevent the erection of some
of the memorials to be seen in our narks. With-
out such a vote as that to which he" had referred
he did not see his nay to sanction the proposal.
Earl Curzon said that he would be quite willing
for the matter to be submitted to the judgment
of the House of Commons at a later date, and
he would take no definite steps in the meantime.
ASCERTAINMENT OF INCREMENT

VALUE.—In Committee on the Revenue Bill on
Friday last on Clause 2, which provides for the
ascertainment of increment value where the
value^ of the buildings exceeds the value of the
site, iMr. Roydo moved to omit certain words,
his object being to extend the annhcation of the
clause to all land, without regard to the com-
parative value of the gross and the full site
value. The clause, he pointed out, only referred
to composite property, and would not cover
agricultural land. It would not cover property
with a house upon it unless the house was double
the value of the land, and the effect of it would
be that the permcious system of taxing land
where there had been no rise in the value of
the site would be continued, except where the
gross value was double the value* of the site.
Claims had been made, as in the Luinsden case
and the Richmond case, where there was no rise
in the value of the site. These cases had been
brought into Court, and in the Court of Appeal
Lord .Tustice Swinfen Eady had endorsed in its
entirety the line which the onnonents of this
assessment had been taking. If the Commis-
sioners had not i-ssued a White Paper with in-
structions directing the purchase nriee to be
disregarded, this clause would not' have been
necessary. At the eleventh hour they had re-
lented, and this clause was introduced, which
would make increment value be calculated on the
pure valuation, but not payable unless there w.as
a rise in the value of the site. The clause, how-
ever, without his amendment would not cover
iiLstances he had alluded to.—Sir J. Tudor
Walters argued at considerable length that
the amendment would defeat the object of the
clause, which was to prevent profit on a building
being recognised as increased 'in the value of the
site.—Mr. Pretyman remarked that the last
speaker had overlooked the real purpose of the
amendment, which was to exclude the building
altogether from the calculation of site value.
There was no reason why the clau.se should be
confined to cases in which the gross value was
mere than double the site value.—Mr. Lloyd
Georire contended that the distinction drawn in
the clause was necessary in order to meet a case
111 which land, wliich in ordinary circunlsf ances
would net be worth more than £50 or ,-£100 an
acre at the outside, rose in value to £900 or
£1.000 by rea.son of the fact that a local
authority desired to acquire it for the building
of a school or for some other communal purpose"
In such a case as Ihat the vendor whose land
had increased to this extent without his having
spent a penny on it had no right to special
treatment in respect of his liability to increment
value duty.—Mr. Pretyman argued that the fart
that a man had obtained a certain price for a
particular niece of land would be accented by the
courts cf law as evidence of its true value. Harm

was likely to be done by legislating for imaginary
cases on the supposition of the market jirice not
being the value of the land, and he saw no
reason for doing so.—Mr. Lloyd George insisted
on the necessity of words showing that the
vendor was liable to the increment value duty
in such a case as he had mentioned, and ex-
pressed his willingness to accept an amendment
so long as that object was attained. At the.
same time he could not agree that the fact that
in certain special circumstances £1,000 an acre
had been paid for land of which the real value
was not more than £50 or £100 would be con-
clusive evidence of the value of the land He
would consider between then and the Report
stage whether some form of words could not be
devised to meet tlie objection of the Opposition.
—The amendment was by leave withdrawn in
view of the promise of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer.—On the motion that the clause be
added to the Bill. Mr. Pollock contended
that the clause was altogether too limited
in scope. It ought to sweep away all the
grievances, and not only those where a par-
ticular ratio was artificially found to exist.—Mr.
Pretyman thought the clause was meeting tto
difficulty in a wrong way. The difficulty did not
arise because the Courts had ever held that price
and value were different. All the amendment
did was to give everybody, without exception,
an opportunity of proving that the value of the
bare land was not greater at the time of the
sale, or was only to a certain extent greater,
than it was on the original occasion. The clause
was added to the Bill. On Clause 3, which
provides for the relief of land from incre-
ment value duty while the land is being
developed for building purposes, Mr. Poto
moved the omission of the words in the clause
giving a discretion to the Commissioners of In-
land Revenue. If. he argued, the land was being
developed, the relief ought to be given without
let or hindrance from the Commissioners—Sir
R. Isaacs explained that all the Commissioners
of Inland Revenue would be entitled to do under
the clause would be to take care that relief from
increment value duty was not obtained by a pre-
tended development.— The amendment was with-
drawn, and the Attorney-General agreed to
accept words providing that it should be proved
to the satisfaction of the Commissioners that
land was being " bonii-fide " developed, and also
to eliminate the word "suitable" as applied to
buildings.

How long the scaffolding in Westminster Hall
is likely to remain the First Commissioner of
Works cannot say : but the examination of the
roof will be completed about October. He adds
that the hall is under the constant observation
of the day and night police, and is adequately
provided with fire appliances.

The Featherstone Urban District Council have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to purchase from the trustees of Christ
Church College. Oxford, eleven acres of land,
adjoining the St. Thomas's Church, Purston, for
£900, for the building of 159 houses under the
Housing of the Working Classes Act.

The municipal authorities of Ceuta invite
tenders for the erection of a building intended
for the town-hall. The upset price is put at
500,000 pesetas (about £18,500). Although this
contract will doubtless be awarded to a Spanish
firm, nevertheless the carrying out of the work
may involve the purchase of materials outside
Spain.

The death is announced of Mr. G. T. Howell,
architect, of South Norwood, who joined the
Society of Architects in 1895, being then i

practice in Sunderland. He was articled to a
firm of architects in London upwards of 50 years
ago. and during his long professional career had
carried out many commissions, chiefly of
domestic and business character, in various

j

parts of the country.

Mr. Albert L. Brockway, of Syracuse, N.Y..
was on Jul.y 11 elected president of the New
York State .Association of the American Institute
of Architects. Delegates from the four New
York State Chapters met and organised this

j

association, the purpose *of which is to secure,
uniform action on public questions affecting

architecture. At the meeting the new state 1

housing law for second-class cities was strong'^j
|

endorsed.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
'

the use of the Green Hall-lane Estate, Shelf, by
Halifax Corporation as a sanatorium for the

borough. To residents at Shelf, who offered

opposition at the inquiry, they have forwarded
a letter stating that they see no ground for con-

sidering that the sanatorium will be a nuisance,

or in any way a danger to health. The estate

was bought by the corporation for £6,000. and
the mansion is to be adapted to accommodate
iifty consumptives.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

BURNS STATUE Fuli STIKLING.-Lnst
week, ill the office of Messrs. Welsh and Robb,
solicitors. Stirling, Mr. Hodge, sculptor, London,
exhibited a model of the. bronze statue of Burns
which he was commissioned to execute some
months ago by Provost Bayne. The model and
photographs of the statue itself in its plastic
state show the poet in a pensive attitude, and
the flelineation is lii'c-like and true to the ac-
cepted portraits and to the best models. The
statue surmounts a pedestal and column of
tasteful proportions, 'i'he height of the whole
is 21ft. On the four sides of the columns will
be inserted bronze tablets illustrating the Muse
and scones from the poet's works, while below
the cornice will be the lines, beginning, "Still
gently scan." The town council have already
given an excellent site for the statue in the tri-
angular plot of ground between the Corn Kx-
change-road and Dumbarton-road, and if they
finally approve of the artist's design there will be
an opening from each thoroughfare. It is ex-
pected that about twelve months will yet elapse
before the statue is ready for unveiling.

The contract for the construction of the
Roundwood reservoirs for the corporation of
Dublin has been taken by Mr. JohnMackay, of
Dundee, at a price exceeding £70,000.

The Local Government Board has notified to
the Rochdale Corporation its sanction to the
borrowing of sums of £5,600 and i24,400 for the
extension of the Rochdale Corporation Electricity
Works.

The municipial authorities of Budapest have
approved the proposals submitted bv the mavor
for the enlargement of the St. Gellert and St.
Laslo hospitals. The cost of the extensions is

estimated at 4,545,7-17 kronen (£189,400).

The extension of the electric tramway system
at York from Nessgate to South Bank district
took place at the end of last week, after in-
spection by Lieut. -Col. Von Donop. of the Board
of Trade. The lines have been laid under the
direction cf Mr. F. W. Spurr, the city engineer
of York.

A new council school was opened at Goole on
Thursday in last week. The edifice, which has
cost £8,[I00, will accommodate 400 scholars, and
it is intended to extend the building to make it

a three-department school, witli accommodation
for 1,050 children. It has been built by Messrs.
Kelsey Bros., of Goole.

For the purpose of developing the Norwegian
traffic, the North-Eastern Railway Company
intends to build a riverside station near the
entrance to Tyne Dock. It will have a Customs
and mail offices, and a passenger platform with
siding accommodation. The station will have a
quay nearly 2,000ft. long.

The Blackpool Town Council on Tuesday
accepted from Messrs. C. C. Grundy and J. R. ci.

Grundy, the donors of the Blackoool Art
Gallery, a further gift of 13,000 square' yards of
land and a house for the purpose of providing a
branch reading-room and a nublic recreation-
ground for the South Shore district.

The Birmingham City Council have decided to
carry out a sewerage scheme for dealing with the
district along the Warwick-road from Stratford-
road to Acock's Green Village, at an estimated
cost of £13,500, and to purchase from Lord
Calthorpe 87 acres of land surrounding the Perry
Reservoir at £7,000, for the purposes of a public
park.

At a recent meeting of the Cleveland (Ohio)
Architectural Club, tlie following officers were
elected for the ensuing year :—President, H. D.
Hughes; vice-president. \V. R. Powell; secretary,
L. Fewsmith, jun. ; treasurer. Wm. A. Bohnard

;

librarian, W. A. Hud.son ; chairman current work
committee, E. Heyd; and chairman entertain,
ment committee, R. M. Wright.

At Tuesday's meeting of Workington Town
Council, Mr. Horace Chamberlain, assistant
engineer to the British Gas Light Company,
Ltd., of Hull, wa-s appointed gas manager at a
commencing salary of £250 per annum. Mr.
Chamberlain, who is thirty-five years of age,
is lecturer on gas engineering and gas sunnIy"to
the Hull Municipal Technical College.

Mr. A. W. Brightmore, D.Sc., M.Inst.C.E., has
held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Govern-
ment Board, at the Guildhall, York, with
respect to the application of the City Council
for power to borrow sums amounting in the
aggregate to £4,522 for public works, including
the laying-out of public pleasure- and recreations-
grounds at Glen, Heworth, Nunnery-lane, and
on the south bank of the river Ouse between
Lendal Bridge and Scarborough Railway Brid-'e,
the last-named also including piling the river
bank, to prevent erosion in the time" of flood.

(But HlUustratinns.—

—

NEW BUILDING, MILLBANK, VvEST-
MINSTER, FOR THE BRITISH-
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO., LTD.

Thi.s new building, at the corner of Dean
Stanley-street and Millbaiik, Westminster,
S.W., is being erected for the British-

American Tobacco Co., Ltd. There is a

frontage of about l,'i4ft. to Dean Stanley-
street and about 104ft. to Millbank. Messrs.

Holland and Haimeii and Cubitt, Ltd., are

the contractors, and Messrs. Gordon and
Guiitoii the architects. The structure is being

erected under the Steel Frames Act, and is

entirely supported on steel girders and
stanchions, which are encased and protected
throughout with concrete, the contractors for

the steelwork being Messrs. the Aston Con-
struction Co., Ltd. The building consists of

seven lioors and the basement, and the lieigbt

is carried to the extreme limit allowed by the

London Building Act— 80ft. from pavement
level to eaves—with two stories in the roof

above and towers at the three corners. The
floors tltroughout are formed with reinforced
concrete and tile construction. Some of the

girders supporting tliese floors are of ex-

ceptional span—over 40ft. This gives a clear

floor space without any columns or other
obstructions. The upper portion of the

premises will be occupied by the British-

American Tobacco Co., Ltd., and the lower
floors (which have an area of a considerable
e.xtent), from the third floor downwards, will

be available for letting purposes. The re-

taining wall on both fronts, with the vaults

at the back of same, have been executed in

reinforced concrete, like the large strong-

room in the basement. The whole building

will be heated with atmospheric steam, and
there will be a system of mechanical ventila-

tion to several of the lower floors. An
artesian well has been provided, and the

Avater supply therefrom has been ascertained

to produce about 4,000 gallons per hour. This
will be stored in large tanks, chiefly in the
basement, which have a capacity of more
than 25,000 gallons. The frontages to Mill-

bank and Dean Stanley-street are being faced

entirely with Portland stone, with the ex-

ception of a plinth at tlie pavement-level,
which is in polished Aberdeen eranite. The
roof will be covered with Westmoreland
green slates, and the dormers will be covered
with copper.

BRIGHTON, HOVE, AND SUSSEX
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This building stands at the junction of the
Dyke and Old Shoreham roads, on the
boundaries of Brighton and Hove. On tlie

west boundary the site has a fall of 30ft.

from north to south ; but it is level on the
main axial line of the school. To overcome
the sharp fall, the playgrounds are designed
on two levels, with two floors of play-sheds
on the dividing-line. The building comprises
all the accommodation necessary for five

hundred boys, with science and art rooms
on the second floor, over the assembly hall,

and a rifle range on the roof of the play-
sheds. Advantage has been taken of the fall

of the site to provide three floors of class-

rooms with due south light—one below and
one above, and the central one level with,
the assembly hall. A special feature has
been made of the assembly hall, which has
a groined ceiling in fibrous plaster, high
panelling, and a series of paintings illus-

trating the "History of Man in Sussex " from
prehistoric to the present time, by Mr.
Ginnett. The corridors also have groined
ceilings, and the principal one is paved with
marble squares. The classrooms have maple-
wood block floors and tile dadoes. The
exterior is in Keymer red brick and stone,
and the roofs are covered with Keymer hand-
made tiles. The sculptured tympanum over
the principal entrance embodies the coats of-
arms of the three authorities. The whole of
the floors, staircases, and roofs, as well as
the columns, with their foundations, have
been constructed by Stuart's Granolithic
Co., Ltd., of Millwall. E., and 45, Bedford-
row, W.C. The architect is Mr. S. B.
Russell, P.R.I. B. A., of Gray's Imi-square,

London ; the quantity surveyor, Mr. Simeon
Hunt, of Brighton ; the builders, Messrs.
Willmott and Sons, of London and Hitchin ;

and the clerk of works, Mr. E. Taylor, of

Brighton. The cost is approximately £20,000.

ROYAL COLONIAL INSTITUTE,
BRISTOL.

The site of this building is adjacent to the-

Victoria Rooms, overlooking the largo open
space where the King Edward Statue has
recently been erected. In order to improve
Whiteladies-road, as well as the approach
to the Victoria Rooms, a large area has been
added to the roadway by setting back the
frontage boundary-walls, so that the avail-

able space for this building is restricted, and
necessitates covering pfactieally the whole
site. The objects of ; the' Institute are-

principally to promote a good understanding
between all parts of the British Empire,
encourage trade within the Empire, and
especially to provide a non-political platform
for Empire progress and defence. On the
ground floor level the drawings provide for
a reception hall 37ft. by 25ft., with a large
semicircular bay-window facing towards the
city. The main-entrance lobby is to have
a domed ceiling lantern, and will conduct
to the grand staircase, liift. by I4ft., opened
to the I'eeoptiori-hall, with Ionic columns on
either side. Statue recesses are fonnod in
the sides, and the ceilings and walls will
be architecturally enriched. Gentlemen's-
cloakrooms and lavatories, caretaker's stair-

case, and entry approached by a side passage
occupy the remaining space on this floor.

The first floor is to comprise a salon 15ft. Gin.

high, and floor area as the reception hall. On
the second floor will be a library, 25ft.

square, writing- and smoking-room, a buffet
with servery and stores, and on the third
floor a reference-room, committee-room, and
commodious living-rooms for the carelaker.
The design has been prepared b\ Mr.
Norman G. Bridgman, .A.R.I.B..\.. of the-

firm of Messrs. Bridgman and Bridgman,
A. R. I.E. A., M.S. A., architects, of Bristol,
Torquay, and Paigntou.

THE PARSONAGE FARM, SHIPTON-
UNDER WYCHWOOD, OXON.

The Parsonage Farm has evidently, in
time past, had close connection with th&
church. The old house stands near the
church —in fact, the west wall forms the
boundary of the churchyard. This fact made
the matter of additions one of coiisnJerabl&
difficulty. The house was also closely sur-
rounded by old barns and the usual farm
buildings, which were too useful and good,
to be pulled down, and so the available
direction in which the additions eould be
made were fairly restricted. The old house
has seen many changes, and, when it came-
into the possession of the present owners,
had long been used as two cottages. The
building was of the Cotswold type- stone
walls and stone - mnllioned windows, and>
stone-covered roof. The additions have been
carried out in harmony with its style, though
in no way being a copy of the existing work.
Kitchens and all domestic offices were added
at the back, and a drawing-room, with rooms
over, have been built towards the east, con-
verting the building into a convenient and
well-appointed modern country house. The*
barns and sheds have been utilised as out-
buildings, stabling, and garage. The sur-
rounding ground, with its stone walls and.
neighbouring stream, lent themselves well to
an attractive garden scheme. This has
made much progress, and already looiis fiiirly

established. The alterations to the house
and the garden have been designed by Mr. •

O. P. Milne, architect, of London.

THE OFFICERS' MESS, WEST AFRICAN
FIELD FORCE, LAGOS, WEST
AFRICA.
The main building here illustrated by the -

perspective, plan, and elevation coinpr!>es the
mess, with its billiard-room and lounges. A'
verandah extends round the four sides, as a
protection from sun. The front verandah
is 12ft. wide, with the two corner bays, and
this forms the chief lounge. Stairs lead to-
the roof of this part of the premises, for-
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NEW BUILDING. MILLBANK, WESTMINSTER, FOR THE BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, LIMITED.

Messrs. Gordon and Gunton, Architects.

sitting Oiit after sunset. The floors of the
verandahs are kept down to allow of fan-

lights over same. All the openings to the
rooms are fitted with French casements,
opening outwards, flat against the wall, with
provision for mosquito-proof doors on the
inside. The roofs over the rooms are covered
with corrugated iron, and the verandahs and
outbuildings have flats in ferro-concrcte. The
whole of the buildings will be in brick.
cement - rendered, with all cornices and
mouldings run. The whole of the joinery
will be in Troho. The floors are in wood
blocks. The sleeping accommodation is pro-
vided by bungalows, each comprising a bed-
room and bathroom, with a 10ft. verandah
on all sides, and mosquito-proofed. One side

is divided off as a sitting-room. The work is

from the designs oi' Mr. E. Carrington Hanson,
A.R.I.B.A., of the Public Works Dep.-irt-

nient, and it is being carried out by the
Departments, under the supervision of the
Director of Public Works.

CHIPS.
The foundation-stone was laid last week of a

New Jerusalem church in Wood - street,

Middleton. Lanes. The contractor is Mr, Percy
Tetlow, of Middleton.

Mr. Sergeant Kendall, of New York, a well-
known artist, has been elected dircct.or of the
School of Fine .\rts at Yale University He
succeeds Mr. ,Tohn Ferguson Weir, who retired
this spring, after forty-four years of continuous
service.

Plans have been prepared by the urban district

councd of Hendon of a town-plannin? scheme
for an area containing no fewer than 6,000 acres,

or about three-fourths of the district.

The King visited Chichester on Saturday, and
opened the reconstructed West Sussex Hospital,

wliich has been rebuilt and renovated at a cost

of f 16,000 as a memorial to King Edward VH.

The directors of the London and South-
western Railway Company have appointed Mr
F. B, Wharton (formerly of Plymouth) as As-
sistant Docks Manager at Southampton Docks,
a:; from August 1.

A new ward and operating theatre were
poened at the cottage hospital, Cobham, by the
Duchess of Albany on Thursday in last week.
The honorarv architect was Mr. Leonard Martin,
PR IB A., if Pall-mall.

The new church of St. Ann's, at Ralian, near
C^arberry. Co. Kildare. was recently dedicated
by the Archbishop of Dublin. It is cruciform
on plan, with shallow transepts, and is built of
dove-grey Carrick limestone, the internal walls
being plastered.

A 22-story clubhouse is to be erected as the
new home of the Y'ale Club on corner of
Vanderbdt-avenne and Forty-fourth-street. New
York City, at an estimated cost of riOO.OOOdol
The architect is Mr. .Tames Ganihic UoKers. of
East Twenty-fourth-street. New York.

The Southampton memorial to the Pil:;rim
Fathers will he unveiled on Friday in next week,
the ISth inst., by Dr. Page, the American Am-
bassador. The monument has been executed at
a cost of £600. from designs by Mr. U. M.
Lucas. FRT.B.A.. of RarKate-chambers. South-
ampton, which were selected in comnetition.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Felixstowe on Wednesday by Mr H. R.
Hooper, in regard to an application from the
urban district council for Felixstowe and Walton
to borrow £4.730 for works of sewerage.

Mr. J. D. Watson, engineer to the Birming-
ham Tame and Rea District Drainage Board, has
been appointed chairman of the consultative
committee of the Association of Municipal Cor-
porations appointed to inquire into the probable
effects of {lie recommendations of the Royal
Commission on sewage disposal.

A new porch is being added to the church of

St. Alphege, in London-wall. E.C. It is in the
14th-century style, to harmonise with the ancient
tower and arches, which were built in 1327. The
architect is Mr. Henry Ling. A.RIB A . of

Charing Cross; and the contractor Mr. Downes,
who recently executed the work of restoration

at St. Helen's, Bishopsgate.

At the Army Ordnance establishment, near
Selby. a water-tower is to be erected by the
Trussed Concrete Steel Company. Ltd-, to meet
the requirements of Colonel R, D, Petrie. of the
Chief Engineer's Department of the War Office.

The tower will have a total height of about 7,5ft.,

and the foundation piles are to be driven 26ft.

below ground level. The capacity is 20.000

gallons.

Tlie building operations throughout the
Dominion of Canada for the first six months of

the year 1913 show, when compared with the

same period of 1912. a slight decline. The total

of the permits issued in the thirty-two prin-

cipal cities amounts to 79,787,919dol. for the

first six months of the present year. The total

for the same period of last year was
87.353.151dol., indicating a decline of 3 per cent.
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THE liEXERAL TOST OFFICE, LAGOS, WEST AFRICA.- Mr. E. C.ireixgton Haxsos, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

GEMEPvM P0 5r- OFFICE

LAGOS
_i * * --^ i^-

THE GENERAL POST OFFICE, LAGOS.
This public building is situated on the

water-front at Lagos. Oil the ground floor

is one large hall for the general work of tlie

Post Office, and on the first floor accom-
modation is provided for the Postmaster-
General and his staff. The whole of the work
structurally is in steel and concrete. The
first floor and roofs of the back portion of

the ground floor likewise is in ferro concrete.

The roofs of tliis back portion are kept lower
than the first floor of the main building, so

as to allow of extra light to ground floor

premises. The public are accommodated on
the main front, which overlooks the sea.

This portion of the Post Office is protected

by a colonnade. All doors and windows are

made to open out flat against the wall. The
walls are built with bricks furnished by the

(Government brickfieUls. where an excellent

brick is now made. The walling, inside and
out, is rendered in cement. The ceilings are

finished on metal lathing supplied with the

steel-construction. The cornice moulds and
bases are run locally. The floors are tiled

where wood block is not used. All joinery

will be in Troho, arul it is made locally.

Mr. E. Carrington Hanson, A.R.LB.A., of

the Public Works Department, is the archi-

tect. The work is being carried out depart-

mentally, under the supervision of the

Director of Public Works.

CHIPS.
The Local Government Board have given

authority to the corporation of Halifax to pre-

pare a further town-planning scheme under the

Housing and Town-Planning Act, 1909. The
scheme now authorised to be prepared will

relate to an area of about 655 acres, situate iu

the Bradshaw district of the county borough.

The existing part of St. Joseph's Eoman
Catholic Church, 'Maidenhead,- was built in 1884.

and has long been too small. The work of com-
pleting the church has been begun from designs

furnished by Mr. Leonard Stokes. The additions

inclnde the lengthening of the nave and the

building of transepts, sanctuary, sacristy, and a
square tower.

At the meeting of the Liverpool council, the
question of the advisability or otherwise of pur-

chasing for £76,000 a site in Love-lane for the

erection thereon of a public abattoir was con-

sidered for the third time. A long discussion

terminated in the rejection of the proposal by
56 votes to 38. Objection was raised agam to the
unhealthiness of the position, as well as to the

expensiveness of the scheme, especially having
regard to the uncertainty whether the meat
trade would be regained from Birkenhead.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries are

desirous of obtaining information upon the
. subject of the erection of rural cottages for

labourers and others. They will be grateful if

any landowners or local authorities who have
recently erected such cottages will furnish them
with particulars of the cost and the results of

their enterprises, both financially and otherwise.

Communications should be addressed to the
Secretary, Board of .Agriculture and Fisheries.

4, Whitehall-place, London, S.W., and need not
, be stamped.

The new church of St. .lames, Watford, was
consecrated by the Bishop of St. Albans last

;
week. It consists at present of a nave and aisles

only, and is Romanesque in style. The main
[

wails are constructed of London stock brick-

work, with colours and textures selected for the
external and internal dressings and facings, the

I joints in the brickwork on the interior being
raked out and left unpointed. The floor is of

wood blocks. This section of the church has cost

£4.000. The present chancel is a portion of the
temporary iron church. The permanent chancel

will cost another £1,000. The present section has
been erected by Messrs. Briglitman and Son, of

Watford. The architect is Mr. A. M. Diirrant,

A.E.I.B.A., of Southampton-street. Strand, W.C.
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ROYAL COLONIAL INSTITUTE. BRISTOL.—Messrs. Bridgman and Bridgman. Architects.
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Ifntirt0tnmunkati0n.

QUESTIONS.
ri31-29.]—WEEPING OF WATER INTO HASE-

MENT.—lu coAsequenct' of a new drainaMo s>stem
baviri(4 been i)iit into a low-lj'ing country town, and
the jointing of all pipes made quite water-tight-

-

instead of the open-joiuted s>steni which existed
previously, and which carried away both drainage
and sub-soil water—the sub-soil has liecoiiie much
more water-logged, affecting the cellars and base-
ments, and a large basement which was water-tight
before the new drainage sj'stem was put in has
developed some very slight weepings of water in
places, which necessitates the pumping out of a few
gallons of water daily, causing trouble and incon-
venience. The basement in question forms part of
large new business premises, which were built about
ten years ago, and the whole area of the basement
portion has a bed of excellent cement concrete IHin.
thick, going well under the walling, and the walls,
which are Win. thick, are built of excellent im-
pervious bricks, set in, and grouted in cement, every
course. The face of the concrete was well rendered
with a Jin. floating of cement, and sharp, washed
sand, Ihiished with ;Jin. of best asphalte, laid by one
of the best London firms, and the walls were floated
up to above water-level with cement and sharp,
washed sand fin. thick; the .slight weeping is prin-
cipally in the angle of walls and floor. I wish to
know if any of your readers can reconnnend a very
quick-setting cement, or other material which would
not be afl'ected by the slight weeping whilst it is
being used, and that would set sufflciently hard to
cure the trouble?—.\ Subscriljer to your Paper for
more than 40 Years.— ^*^

The foundation stone of a new block of
buildings to St. Anne's College, Abbots Bromley,
has been formally laid. The estimated cost is

£8,500.

The Local Government Board has acceded to
the apphcation of the Paddington Borough
Council for power to acquire The Lodge site in
Porchester-road at a cost of £20.000 for the
purpose of erecting thereon public baths.

At Hull on Friday a statue was erected by
public subscription to the memory of the late
Mr. Charles Henry Wilson, First Baron Nun-
buruholme, who died in 1907, after serving the
city in Parliament for 32 years. He was chief
proprietor of the Wilson liiie of steamships.

New police barracks and headquarters in Great
Brunswick-street and Townsend-street, Dublin,
are in course of erection from plans by Mr.
Andrew Robinson, M.V.O. The walls are built of
County Dublin granite with Ballyknocken
granite dressings. The builders are Messrs. J.
and R. Thompson, of Fairview, Dublin.

Devonport Town Council decided, at their
meeting on Thursday in last week, to apply to
the Local Government Board for permission to
borrow £105,000 for the erection of the projected
municipal buildings. An amendment that the
matter be deferred until December received the
support of not more than three members of the
council.

The Brighton Town Council have decided, by a
large majority, to purchase twenty acres of
land adjoining the new Brighton Grammar
School (illustrated in our photolithographic
pages this week), at a cost of £18,000, for the
purpose of playing-fields. A scheme for the
erection of a concert-hall at the Aquarium, at
the western end of the site, has also been
approved, subject to the removal of the pro-
hibition in the Act of Parliament against erect-
ing any building higher than the footnath of the
Marine-parade.

In Volume IF. of the report on the Twelfth
Census of Scotland, issued on Tuesday, housing
conditions are dealt with in detail, and it is

sho_wn^_that of the population of Scotland
2,077.277. or 43.6 per cent., are living more than
two in a room; 1.005,991. or 21.2 ner cent., more
than three in a room ; and 397,262.'or 8.3 per cent,
more than four in a room. Comparison with the
figures of the earlier censuses demonstrates that
the proportion of the population living in the less
crowded conditions has increased, and the pro-
portion living in the more crowded conditions
has decreased.

The crypt of the Church of St. Clemente, at
Rome, which, since 1870. has been inaccessible on
account of the subsoil water, with which it has
been filled, has now been drained at a cost of
£2,800, borne by Cardinal O'Connell. of Boston,
Mass. The plans have been prepared by Mr. C.
A. Mills, a C.E. of Rome, who has also super-
vised operations. The drain is 6ft. high, and
2ft. 6in. broad, and will be, when finished,

,
600yds. long, of which 400vds. have been com-
pleted. It starts from the old Roman drain,
which passes round the Colosseum, and it pro-
ceeds at a depth of 40ft. below the two modern
main sewers of that district. It is hoped that
the Oratory of St. Clemente. after 43 years, may
be once more opened to the public on St.
Clement's day, November 23.

LEOAL INTELLiaENOE.
i \ C R E M E N T VALUE DUTY ON

BLILDEKS' PROFITS.—Lumsden v. Inland
Revenue Commissioners. -- In the Court of
Appeal, on Thursday in last week, judgment
was given by the Master of the Rolls and bonis
Justices Kennedy ami Swinfen Eady in this
appeal from a decision by Mr. Justice Horridge
on January 13 of this year, on a special case
stated by a referee under the Finance Act,
1909-10. The appeal was heard on June 25 (see

report in our issue of June 27, p. 910). wlien
their Lordships took time to consider their
decision. They now delivered judgment, dis-

missing the appeal, with costs, Lord Justice
Swinfen Eady dissenting. As stated in the
appeal, it appeared that Mr. J. R. Lumsden
had been assessed to increment value duty
under Sections I. and II. of the .Vet in respect
of a dwelling-house and shop. No, 32, Lans-
ilowne-road. Forest Hill, Northumberland, and
a gross duty of £25 was charged in respect of

an alleged gross increment value of £125. Notice
of appeal against that assessment was given by
Mr. Lumsden. The "occasion" on which the
duty was alleged to have become payable was a
sale on August 23, 1910, by Mrs. Lumsden, of the
fee simple of the dwelling-house and shop to a
buyer, who took possession for the purpose of

carrying on a business in the shop. The sale was
of tiie property subject to the burden of tithe,

which tithe was referred to in the provisional
valuation as of the capital value or burden of

£33. On February 9. 1911, the dwelling-house
and shop were provisionally valued under the
Act as at April 30. 1909, and this valuation was
accepted, owing to Mr. Lumsden raising no
objection within the time prescribed by the Act.
The valuation showed the original assessable site

value as £105. The consideration for the
transfer on sale on the "occasion " giving rise to
the claim was £750. At the time of the sale

the fee simple of the property, if sold in the
market by a willing seller in its then condition,
free from encumbrances and from any burden,
charge, or restraint other than rates or taxes,

might have been expected to realise £658. It

was admitted that there had been no variation
in the full site value between April 30, 1909, and
August 23. 1910. and that that value was £228
on each date. It was also admitted that £90
represented the amount of deduction for roads
to be made under Section 25 (4) (b) from the
total value to arrive at the assessabk site value.
The capital value of the tithe was admitted to
be j£33. On behalf of the appellant, it was con-
tended that the increment value was either (1)

the difference Vietween the original assessable
site value of £105, fixed by the provisional valua-
tion, and the assessable site value on the occasion
of the sale, which in the present case was to lie

taken to be the value of the consideration for the
transfer on the sale to a Mrs. Stobie, subject to

the like reductions as were made under the
general provisions of Part I. of the Act as to
valuation for the purpose of arriving at the site

value of the land frcm the total value, or (2) the
difference between the original site value of £228
and the admitted full site value of £228 on the
present occasion when the increment value was
to be collected. For these reasons it was con-
tended before the Referee, on behalf of the
appellant, that there was no increment value
duty. On behalf of the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue, however, it was argued that under
Section 2 (1) of the Act, increment value duty
was exigible on the difference between £230, the
site value on the "occasion," and £105, the
original site value of the land as found in the
provisional valuation. The Referee dicided that
the contention of the appellant was correct, and
that he was not liable to pay any increment
value duty on the "occasion " in question. From
the findings of the Referee the Commissioners
of Inland Reveuiie annealed, and on that appeal
Mr. Justice Horridge held that the proper
method of calculating the increment value under
the Act was to deduct £430. the difference
between the full site value (£228) and the gross
value (£658). and the allowance of £90, from the
purchase price of £750. leaving £230. or an
excess of £125 over the original site value of
£105. and that therefore increment value duty
was payable on the sum of £125. From this

decision Mr. Lumsden appealed. Mr. Dank-
werts. K.C-. and Mr. Allen appeared fcr the
appellant, and the Solicitor-General and Mr.
Finlav for the respondents. In giving judgment,
the Master of the Rclls said ; This appeal raises

an important question as to the mode in which
increment value is to be ascertained on the
occasion of a sale of the fee simple in possession.
It involves the consideration of several terms
used in Section 25 of the Finance (1909-10) Act.
IDIO—namely, gross value, full site value, total
value, and assessable site value, and perhaps also
cf original site value. In case of a sale by an
owner cf land for a price which may be in excess
of the gross value, what is to be done? Section

2. sub-section (2) la), tells you to take the price
paid as the starting-point of your calculation;
but you are to make "the like deductions as are
made under the general provisions of this part
of the Act as to valuation for the purpose of
arriving at the site value of land from the total
value," These words obviously refer to Section 25
(4). The contention on the part of the Crown,
which has been adopted by Mr. Justice Horridge,
is that you must follow these plain and un-
ambiguous directions. The contention on the
part of the appellant, as stated in the special
case, is twofold. The increment value is either
— (u) the difference between the original assess-
able site value and the assessable site value on
the occasion; or (6) the difference between the
original full site vaUie and the full site value on
the occasion. Neither of these contentions
seems to me consistent with the express pro-
visions of the Act. The former, by reason of
the words in brackets at the end ofScction 25;
the latter, by reason of the words in Section 2
and Section 25. But another suggestion de-
serving careful consideration is made by Lord
.Justice Swinfen Eady in the judgment which he
is about to read. It is that there is no necessity
to make, and no justifical ion for making, a new
gross value on the occasion, and that when the
actual price paid has been ascertained, it is un-
reasonable to attempt to guess what the land
might be expected to realise. I am unable to
accept this view. It seems to me inconsistent
with the language of the statute. The actual
price pa:d may be either greater or less than
would have been reasonably expected. To sub-
stitute actual price for "gross value," or "total
value," is to effect a complete change in the
scheme of the statute. I am aware that the
construction which I feel driven to adopt has
the effect of taxing builders profits. It is not
for me to consider the policy of the Act. My
duty— by no means an easy one— is to discover
the true effect of the language used by the
Legislature in expressing Its intention. On this
point I quite agree with Mr. Justice Horridge.
A further argument was raised upon some words
at the end of Section 25;—"Any reference in
this .\ct to site value (other than the reference
to the site value of land on an occasion on which
increment duty is to be collected) .shall be
deemed to be a reference to the assessable site
value of the land as ascertained in accordance
with this Section." It seems to me that the
words in brackets expressly refer (inter alia) to
Section 2 (2). and negative the idea that "site
value " in that Section means "assessable value."
There are, however, certain observations in the
recent case in the House of Lords of Herbert's
Trustees v. Inland Revenue Commissioners,
which demand consideration. The question in
that case was whether "assessable site value"
can be a minus quantity, and it was held that
against the Crown a point was made under
Section 3 (5), and it was said. How can you
give effect to a provision which is intended to
give the owner a benefit, in certain circum-
stances, cf a sum equal to 10 per cent, of a minus
quantity? And it was argued that therefore
the assessable site value must be a positive
quantity. The Lord Chancellor dealt with this
argument, but with the most profound respect
I have not been able to fully appreciate his
view. Lord Atkinson expressed his inability to
solve the difficulty which may arise under
Section 3 (5). Lords Shaw and Moulton
thougiit the difi'iculty might be solved by
referring to the words in brackets as justifying
the view that "site value " in section 3 (5) means
full site value and net assessable site value. I
feel bound to exercise my own judgment, and to
iiold (hat there is nothing in this fre.sh point in
favour of the appellant. The appeal must be
dismissed.—Lord Justice Kennedy : This case has
arisen as to the application of Sections 2 and 25
of the Finance (1909-10) Act. 1910. to a set of
facts stated by a Referee in the form of a special
case. It is of the first importance that, in
seeking the solution, one should adhere to the
principle stated by the Lord Chancellor early in

the course of his judgment in the recent case of
" Herbert's Trustees v. Inland Revenue Com-
missioners." I conceive that this Court is not
entitled, because the statute in Section 2 (2) (a)

directs us to ascertain the site value on the occa-
sion by making certain deductions from the sale

price, to substitute, in ascertaining the amount
of these deductions in accordance with Section 25

(4). the sale price for the gross value which is

expressly prescribed in Section 25 (4) (u) as an
element in the process. We are not at liberty

to depart from the directions of the statute, or
from the figures stated in the special case. In

my opinion this appeal must be dismissed.—Lord
Justice Swinfen Eady, dissenting, remarked : By
Section 2, sub-section 2 (n) in order to ascertain

"the site value on occasion," when the occasion is

a transfer on sale of the fee simple, as in the
present case, you start with the value of the

consideration for the transfer. From this

amount you are to make certain deductions; and
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these ace to be "the like deductions" as are

made undw the. general provisions of this part

of the Act as to valuation, for tlie purpose of

arriving. at the site value of land from the total

value. Section 25, sub-section 4.. provides for the
deductions which are to be made from the total

value for the purpose of arriving at the " assess-

able " site value, and by the last paragraph of

that sub-section, any reference in the Act to site

value means the assessable site as ascertained in

accordance with Section 25, unless such meaning
is excluded by the words within brackets in the
last paragraph. Section 26 (1) provides that a
valuation of all land in the United Kingdom is

to be made, and the value is to be estimated as
on April 30, 1909. When once the assessable site

value or original site value has been fixed as of
that date, it has been so tised once for all, and
remains a constant quantity. "The like de-
ductions " which are directed to be made by
Section 2 (2) are therefore like deductions to
'those which are directed to be made from total
value for the purpose of arriving at "assessable"
site value, unless such meaning is excluded by
the words between brackets in the last para-
graph of 25 (4). In my opinion, the proper con-
struction of the words between brackets is—that
they should be read as meaning other than "site
value on occasion"; in other words, that any
reference to "site value" means to "assessable
site value," unless the context shows that "site
value on occasion " is referred to. I tlierefore
construe Section 2 (2) as containing a direction
to make the like deductions from the value of
the consideration for the transfer as are made
under Section 25 (4) from total value for the
purpose of arriving at assessable site value. It
will be observed that the direction is to make
"the like- deductions " and not "the same de-
ductions." The deductions are those specified in
Section 25, sub-section 4, Clauses (a) (6) (c) (cJ)

and ^t), or such of them as may be applicable.
After making these deductions from "the value
of the consideration for the transfer," the re-
mainder of this consideration is "the site value
on occasion," upon which increment value duty
is payable, so far as it exceeds the original site
value. This, in my opinion, is the true con-
struction of the statute. There is no dilBculty
in carrying out its provisions on this con-
strijction: whenever the site value on occasion
exceeds the original site value, the amount of
the increment is ascertained, and duty at the
rate of i^l for every complete £5 of the incre-
ment value is payable upon it, subject to the
reduction allowed under Section 3, sub-section 5.

The special case states that there was no varia-
tion in the " full site value " between April 30,
1909, and August 23, 1910, and that the value
was £228 on each date. It was also admitted
that £90 represented the amount of deduction
for roads to be made under Section 25 (4) (b),

and that the capital value of the tithe was
admitted to be £33. On these figures, which are
identical on each of the two occasions to be com-
pared, there is and can be no real difference
between present and past site value. This dilh-
culty is not met by saying that, in this case, the
"full site value " happens to be the same at each
date; but this is merely accidental; because it

is, in this case, where the "full site value" is

the same at both the material dates that an
increased site value of £125 is claimed. The real
crux of the matter lies in the contention that
the direction to make "the like deductions"
from the "consideration for the transfer" in-
volves a direction to arrive at a gross value of
land oil the occasion of a sale. The amount bv
which the "consideration for the transfer"
exceeds this gross value, from whatever cause
the excess in price may arise, is then said to he
increment in site value. The statute does not
contain any direction to arive at a gross value of
land on the occasion of sale, and the v.aliin of
the divested site can be arrived at without doing
so. The problem is this. On the basis of a
given figure of value, what would be the value
if divested of all structures and growing things?
The problem is the same, whether the given figure
is the consideration on sale, or an estimated
gross value. Moreover, although for the purpose
of the original valuation of all the land in the
kingdom it was necessary to arrive at a figure
of gross value, by estimation, it is quite a
different matter to require it to be done on
every sale which takes place, and when the con-
sideration for the same is known. It seems
strangely anomalous to require after a sale an
ex (post facto valuation of what the land might
(erroneously) have been expected to realise. T

say erroneously, as. unless the sum to be arrived
at differs from the sum actually realised, there
is no object in obtaining the valuation. More-
over, the defect of this method is to attribute
the whole difference between actual price
realised and what the land was expected to
lealise to an increase in site value. In the case
under appeal, the alleged increment in site value
is really obtained in the following manner:

—

The land, subject to a charge of £33 .for tithe,

was sold for £750; it was only "expected to

realise" £658, if free from tithe; therefore
there is a gain of the difference between £750
and .£658, or £92, and the £33 tithe, or .iiV25

in all. This is claimed as "increment in site

value," although the full site value has re-

mained the same, and the whole increment
entirely depends on such ' figure as the
valuer may fix upon as a new gross

value. Full effect can be given to make tlie

"like deductions" by starting with "the con-
sideration for the transfer," and making the
deduction from this amount—that is, such
deduction as is necessary to ascertain the

divested value. The fact that the full site value

was the same on each occasion, and the

deductions for tithe and for works. and capital

expenditure the same, negatives any increment
in site value, and the process by which an
apparent inci-ement was obtained—namely, esti-

mating wdiat the property, if then sold free

from encumbrances, niight have been expected
to realise, deducting this from tlie consideration
for the transfer, and claiming the diff'erence as

an incremenc in the site value, is one not
authorised by the statute. I. can find no justifi-

cation in the statute for the contention that
wherever the price realised is greater than
would have been reasonably expected the whole
of the excess in price is to be deemed to be an
increment in site value. I have only to construe
the statute by the language used. I am of

opinion that the apjjeal should be allowed, and
that the special case should be answered by
saying that the appellant was not liable to pay
any increment value cl^ty.on the occasion in

question. The appeal, was therefore, by a
majority of the Court, dismissed, with costs.

The Master of the Rolls informed Mr. Danck-
werts, K.C.. that, if necessary, he would give

leave to ajipeal.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACT AND
WOODEN HOUSES IN GARDENS.—At Green-
wich police-court on Friday Messrs. G. Hayward
and Co., of Crofton Park, appeared to a sum-
mons charging them with erecting a building at

the rear of a house in Tressillian-road, Brockley.
without giving the notice reqiiirerl by the Ruiid-
ing Act. Mr. Baxter Greig, A.R.I.B.A., district

surveyor for Deptford, prosecuted, and quoted a
case in which a wooden structure on wheels, used
as a butcher's shop fronting the street, had
been held to be a building requiring notice,

saying that the jiidg« expressed the opinion that
the wdieels had been put on to evade the Act.
The defendants contended that no notice was
necessary. The erection was carried on wheels,
was 9ft. by 12ft., and was placed in the garden,
furnished as a bedroom with two beds. Mr.
Chapman decided, with some reluctance, that
notice ought to have been given. He thought
the building was intended for use as a dwelling-
house and was not exempt. The use of wheels
was immaterial. He would not record a convic-
tion, but the defendants must pay 23s. costs. He
would grant a case if the defendants desired
him to do so.

LORD DECIES AND HIS ARCHITECT AND
BUILDERS.—In the King's Bench Division on
Thursday, July 31, Mr. Justice Bailhache, sitting

without a jury, concluded the hearing of a
dispute between Messrs. Holland, Hannen, and
Cubitt, Ltd., builders, of Gray's Inn-road, and
Lord Decies, the latter counter-claiming against
the builders, and Mr. Horace Farquharson, an
architect, and Messrs. Evill and Morle. quantity
surveyors. The case related to extensive work
done to Lord Decies' house at Sefton Park,
about the time wiien he was married in America,
the builders' bill being disputed in part on the
ground that some of the things done were
subject to complaint. The facts sufficiently

appear from the following judgment:—His lord-

ship said the circumstances out of which this

litigation arose were that in December, 1910,

Lord Decies, being on the point of getting
married to a lady in America, was desirous of

having certain very extensive alterations done to
his house at Sefton Park. The alteration in-

volved the reconstruction and practically the
pulling down and rebuilding of the dining-room,
drawing-room, boudoir, and smoking-room, and
the reconstruction of the hall, a bedroom, bath-
room, etc. He got into communication with Mr.
Farquharson, who submitted certain plans to
Lord Decies, which, in the short time that Lord
Decies had at his disposal, commended them-
selves favourably to him. Mr. Farquharson, at
the same time, or shortly after, on ,Tnly 6, 1911,

made a report to Lord Decies, in which he esti-

mated the cost of the work at from £8.000 to
£10.000. At that time it was intended that the
work should be done and finished off plainly, and
without ornamentation. Lord Decies went to
America, and the work was put in hand, and
Lord Decies, so far as he was concerned, and
while he was absent in America, was represented

by his solicitor. Mr. Anderson, who was em-
powered to, and did, sign a contract on his

behalf, wiiich was dated February 9, 1911. In
the meantime. Mr. Farquharson and Messrs.
Evill and Morle (quantity surVeyor.s) had been
busy with the builders (Messrs. Holland,
Hannen, and Cubitt) preparing a schedule of

prices. The work was to be done not according
tp specification, nor for a lump sum, but accord-

ing to a schedule of prices. That schedule of

prices, together with the contract and the plans,

formed the contractural documents in this case.

Lord Decies went to America. He sent some in-

structions while he was there, and in April or

thereabouts he returned to England with Lady
Decies, to whom in the mean time he had been
married. When he returned with his wife, they
determined that they would have considerable

ornamentation done in addition to the plain

work which Lord Decies had had in mind before

he departed to America, and in particular they

decided that they would have a great quantity of
oak panelling in the drawing-room and hall, and
they" went to South Kensington to see some
samples of oak-panelling there. They selected

some they desired to have, and that panelling

was directed to be put into this house, and was
afterwards put there. The result of this orna-

mentation was that the original estimate was
very consider.ibly exceeded. The architect did

not inform Lord Decies what the extra cost was
likely to be. and Lord Decies had apparently no
very clear idea upon the matter. "The archi-

tect's view, and the "iew upon which he acted,"

continued his Lordship, "was that money was
not much of an object, and he seems to have
consistenLly acted on that view throughout the

whole of the proceedings. What was present to

his mind, and what must be present to my mind,

in deciding this case, was that lime was of great

consequence, and everything had to be done in

the shortest possible time, so that this house
miglit be ready at the earlist possible moment
for habiiatiou by Lord and Lady Decies. On
July 27, 1911, Mr. Farquharson had got in most
of the builders' bills, and so on. and they came
then to about £17.000. He communicated this

fact to Lord Decies and his advisers, and that

was the first time that the much larger sum
which is the subject of this action was brought
forward. Nothing appears to have been said

very much about it at the time; but Lord Decies

handed the matter over to Mr. Anderson (his

solicitor), and Mr. Anderson pursued somewhat
leisurely inquiries into this bill, and into the

large and very surnrising amount of it. with the

result that, at the" end of the year 1911, a Mr.
Addis, who figures as a witness in this case, and
very prominently, was instructed by Mr.
Anderson to go thoroughly into the whole
matter, and advise Lord Decies as to whether he-

was getting good value for his money. The
£17.008, in the mean time, had increased to over

£18,000, and it now. in this action, appears as a

sum of practically £20.000. Mr. Addis, who was
a quantity surveyor, started his work early in

Janu,ary.
" He began to make inquiries, which

afterwards became very exhaustive, and in

April. 1912, he sent in a report to Mr. Anderson,

in which he reported that, as far as his inquiries

then went, he thought the value of the work.

not on the schedule prices, but on prices which
he considered fair and reasonable, was some-
where about £13,500. He reported favourably

on the work as a whole, but called attention to

one or two minor matters which, in his opinion,

required seeing to. Lord Decies had paid some-
where about £13.000 on account of this work,

and was unwilling to pay the remainder until

Mr. .\ddis's inquiries were completed. Before

Mr. Addis's report, the builders had become im-

patient, and in February. 1912. thev issued a

writ for .£19,920, giving credit for the £13,000

paid on account, and .£500 retention money, and
they claimed a balance of £6,420 r2s. They were
pressing "Mr. Farfjuharson to give them a certi-

ficate that that amount was due under the con-

tract. Mr. Anderson, on the other hand, was
telling Mr. Farquharson that he was not to give

his certificate until the investigations were com-
plete; but Mr. Farquhar.son yielded to the

request of the builders, and gave them a certifi-

cate for that sum. An attempt was made tc

obtain judgment under what is known as Order
14—an attempt which must obviously have been

known to be foredoomed to failure. The action

went on, and came before me in November of

last J ear, coming before me then on a pre-

liminary point as to deduced prices. I decided

that question then in favour of the builders.

There were many questions left outstanding

which, at that time, it was thought would
go to ai-biiration. the ease being one •

obviously for arbitration or reference, and
not a class of case whicii one ordinaril.v

tried in open Court in the High Court.'

Circumstances arose pfterwcrds which seem to

make it desirable that considerable amendment
of the pleadings should take place, and that the
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case should he tried by a Judge, and. as the
parties arranged, tried before me. Without
going into the alterations and aineiidrnent.s ot'

pleadings in detail, thej in substance amoutitod
to this; Mr. Farquharson and Messrs. l'>vill and
Morle were to be brouglit into the action, and
that, as against Iheni, there were to be allega-

tions ol collusion with the builders, and fraud,
and also allegations of negligence. So the
matter went on, and, after a great many inter-

locutory proceedings, the matter came on. and
began to be tried before me about a fortnight
ago. In the course of these proceedings, very
voluminous particulars were delivered by Lord
Decies in January, 1913, and. so far as tlie

details of the case are concerned, it is tliese

particulars with which we have chiefly to deal.
So far as the builders were concerned, the case
resolved itself into this: That there were allega-
tions of fraud against them in respect of certain
vouchers and accouuts; there were aih^gations
against them of bad work, allegations that work
was charged for and not done, and tliere were
claims to nut right things which, in the course of
the work, had been wrongly done. So far as the
architect was concerned, there were allegations
of fraud and collusion against him in this
respect, really tliat he had passed work wliich
was obviously bad. There was also an alleg.a-
tion of fraudulent representation in the report;
but these allegations of fraud against the archi-
tect could not be sustained, and they have
dropped out of the action so far as the action is

concerned. It is only right of me in my judgment
to sav that tliere is not. and never was, any
foundation at all for tliose charges of fraud and
collusion. Similar charges were made on some-
what different grounds against Messrs. Evill and
Morle. and in regard to them I have also to sav
the same thing, and I am quite satisfied that
for those cliarges there is not the slightest
shadow of foundation. The allegations of
neghgence against the architect, and quantity
surveyor stand on a different footing, and I will
deal with them in due course. The architect
made his report to Lord Decies on January 6.

1911. and in tliat report he gives a general state-
ment of the kind of work proposed to be done.
He goes on tc say this: 'As to the business side
of the matter, in order to get the best work done
in the shortest time. I propose employing a first-

class firm, such as Messrs. Holland. Hannen.
and Cubitt. of Gray's Inn-road, whose standing
is of the highest. I suggest that the work be
done on schedule prices.' '' Proceeding, his
Lordship said tlie architect estimated that the
cost of the work would be from £8.000 to
£10.000. The charge of misrepresentation in
regard to his fee was absolutely absurd. Mr.
Farquharson said that he would go into the
prices very carefully, and when the w'ork started
it would be measured up bv him or by his sur-
veyor from week to week, the builder to he paid
accordingly. The truth of the matter was that
Mr. Farquharson did not go into the prices verv
carefully or at all. He' left the question of
prices to be settled between the quantity sur-
veyor and the builders. Moreover, although he
said that the work was to be measured Ijy him or
by his surveyor from week to week, and the
builder paid accordingly, he took no steps to
see that the work was measured up week by
week, and the builder was not paid accordingly.
These were statements which obviously ought
not to have been made. There never was any
excuse or any real justification for making a
statement which was not true, and these state-
ments were untrue and misleading. His Lord-
ship said he did not want to press this too
hardly. The report was got up somewhat hastily,
and presented to Lord Decies before he left. It
was a report of a luau who was honourably
anxious to get a big job of this kind, and there-
fore he (the Judge) would make considerable
allo\yances for the report. At the same time,
the statement that the surveyor would measure
up from w-eek to week, and the builder be paid
up accordingly, was a statement which Ii.ad a
very important bearing on the case, and he very
much regretted that that statement of Mr.
Farquharson's intention was not carried out. If
it had been carried out. he could not help
thinking that a great deal of trouble in this case
w-ould have l)een avoided. Following upon that
report, a schedule of prices was agreed which
contained, among other things, a provision in

regard to night work. The charges in this con-
nection were to be on the basis that every ten
hour.s' work was to be treated as equivalent to
18 hours' day work, and special prices were
arranged in regard to measured work done at
night. His Lordship thought that the clause
relating to extra work done at niglit was inserted
after the contract wiis signed, and that it did
not support the charge made in the bill on the
basis of 18 hours' paid for 10 hours' work. "The
work." the .ludge went on to say. "was nut in

hand at the end of January, and the first week's
work ended on February 3. The work was under

the charge of a man named Turner, wdio was the
general foreman and superintendent, and it was
his duty first of all to keep a book, which he did,

in which he entered all the men who were
working, the numlier of hours they worked, and
the wages they earned. It was his duty, further,

to make out a pay-sheet, which was for the
information of his employers (the builders), and
it contained the same information as his own
little book, willi the addition of a very general
and rough—necessarily general and rough

—

description of the kind of work the men were
engaged upon. That was the sheet which he
made out for the Iniilders, wdio were also under
an obligation to make out day-sheets or vouchers
to send on to the architect or the fiuautity sur-
veyor. Tliese day sheets were made out first of

all in this way . The foreman made them out on
the job, getting materials from his little book,
and he made his descriptions of the work that
was being done, the number of men employed,
and the number of hours worked, and. of course,

obviously all tliat corresponded with the number
of men employed, and the number of hours
worked as represented in the pay sheets. These
day sheets were sent by the foreman to the
builders in Grays Inn-road, where they reached
wliat was called the surveyors' department
there. It was the duty of those in the surveyors'
department to make out vouchers, which, in

turn, were sent to the architect or the quantity
surveyor, and these vouchers purported to repre-
sent exactly the number of men who were em-
ployed, the names of the men, the hours they
worked, and the wages paid. That is to say. not
the wages actually paid by the builders, but the
wages actually paid, plus, in each case, the profit
which the builders were entitled to charge in

respect to the wages so paid. In the very early
history of this case, a most unfortunate incident
haijpened. The cose started inauspiciously with
the report of i\Ir. Farquharson. and it had not
irone on long before a worse disaster befell it.

The foreman on the job. of course, had no
accurate knowledge at all of the work done in

the yard, and the gentleman at the builders' who
was over the foreman, and had cliarge of this
work, and in whose department the work was
being carried on there, was a Mr. Donovan, who
was a perfectly competent and honest man. Mr.
Donovan, knowing that there were these yard
charges, gave some instructions to Turner with
reference to them. There is some doubt as to
wdiat the precise instructions were. Turner says
the instructions were: 'Put upon your day-
sheets something to cover yard charges.' But
Mr. Donovan says that that was not quite so.
What he says he told Turner was: 'Put a note
upon your day-sheets that there are yard
cliarges to be covered.' Whatever the in-

structions were, they were given during the first

week, and when the first day-sheet was sent up
to the surveyors' oflSce, Mr. Donovan noticed that
there was nothing upon it in respect of yard
charges. He thereupon instructed the super-
intending clerk in the surveyors' office to send
the sheet back to be altered as directed. What
Mr. Turner (the foreman) did is quite clear.
Haying this sheet back, he proceeded to invent
the names of carpenters, bricklayers, and
labourers, and to put down these fictitious people
as w-orking, of course, for a certain number of
hours. This sheet came back to the surveyors'
office, and there, apparently, without any further
question, it passed muster, and was copied on to
the voucher, and was sent forward to Mr.
Farquharson or to M.essrs. Evill and Morle as
truly representing the wages paid and the hours
worked at Sefton Park. The working foreman
was inserted as a carpenter—that might have
lieen done from some misdirection, and the time-
keeper was also inserted as a workman; but the
serious matter is the matter to which I have
already referred. There is no doubt that that
was a fraud—no doubt at all; and Mr. Leslie
Scott. K.C.. said—and. I think, truly said— that
it was a fraud of the worst kind. In matters
of business there is. in my oninion. no worse
fraud than the falsification of books. Turner
was made a party to this fraud actintr on in-
structions he had. or thoueht he had. It is no
p.art of my duty, fortunately, to ascertain with
precision where the fraud originated, or what
the precise instructions to Mr. Donovan were,
liecause there is no doubt that, however the
fraud originated, the builders are resnonsiblo in
damages for any damage that results from that
fraud so carried out. I only desire to sav at the
earliest possible moment I have had of saving
anything about it that T am quite satisfied that
Mr. Hann"n, one of the members of the firm,
was himself ahsolutelv and entirely ignorant of
Ihe fraud, and aiiite innocent of it." His Lord-
st'in added that the work w-ns done, and the finnl

bill came to some £20.000. This sum was proved
to be a very startling one. and one could well
understand that Lord Decies. having embarked
upon alterations whicb were anticipated to cost
from .£8.000 to £10.000, was startled to have a

bill for £20,0U0, nctwilhstandmg. the fact that
he had ordered very extensive ornamentation,
which he must have known would largely in-
crease the original estimate. The matter had
been inquired into from every conceivable
standpoint, and with a minuteness of detail which
exceeded any case in wiiich he (the Judge) had
had any experience. He thought it was very
much to be regretted that Lord Decies' advisers
should not have pruned down the report of Mr.
Addis as to things of which complaint was made,
and have eliminated things of no consequence or
of no serious consequence. On the question of
night-work and measure-work charges, he was in
Lord Decies's favour, and in regard to another
matter he had come to the conclusion that the
overwhelming l)alaiice of evidence in the case
was in favour of the quality and fixing of the
oak panelling. In that respect he made no
allowance. There was a very serious complaint,
and, in his opinion, the worst thing that was the
matter with the liouse was that certain sounds
from upstairs penetrated to the rooms below,
and vice versa. The worst of those sounds was
that when the plug in the W.C. was pulled, the
noise was lieard in the drawing-room, and in
some of the other rooms downstairs. That, orf

course, was a very great and almost intolerable
nuisance, and iie sympathised with Lord Decies
in his desire to have that remedied at the
expense of either the architect or the builders;
but he was unable to yield to that sympathy,
because he was satisfied upon the evidence that,
bad as the noise was. Mr. Farquharson, in the
precautions that he took, had not, fallen below
the average standard of skill which one would
have a right to expect from an architect design-
ing a house of this kind. Another serious defect
in the house was the actual vibration of certain
floors, and in that respect Lord Decies would
have the lelief to which he was entitled. Trans-
lating his judgment into pounds, shillings, and
pence, the Judge said he had decided that Lord
Decies was entitled to recover on his counter-
claim £5.121 5s. 7d. In regard to Mr.
Farquharson, his Lordship said he had used the
word negligence in its legal sense only, and
there would be judgment against him for £50.
There would be a rebate from Mr. Farquharson's
fees of £300. that being in respect of part of the
£5,121 that represented work not done, or things
of that nature. Judgment would therefore be
against Mr, Farquharson for £350. if he had
been paid his fees, and if he had not been paid
his fees it would be a matter of account. So far
as Mr. Morle was concerned, he had come to the
conclusion that, upon the whole, that gentleman
did not give Lord Decies the protection which
Lord Decies was entitled to expect from a
quantity surveyor. He was not in the least
degree fraudulent, and was not in the least
degree collusive ; he was really overawed by the
name of tlie builders, and could not imagine
that anything done 'oy that firm could possibly
be bad. His Lordship added that he would be
very sorry indeed if anything that happened in
this case afi'ected the future career of either Mr.
Donovan, Mr. Turner, or a Mr. Smethers, who
had also been mentioned. The Judge also paid
a compliment to the architect upon the design-
ing of the house, and said he thought it did Mr.
Farqtdiarson the very greatest credit. Judgment
was entered for the builders for £7.035, his
Lordship mentioning that he was taking info
account the retention money. The costs of the
action would be the builders' ; but the heavy
costs had been incurred on the counterclaim, and
the builders must pay, those. Mr. Farquharson
would pay so much of those costs—he hoped a
verv small amount—as were attributable to him,
subject to this : that he would be entitled to be
allowed, and to be paid all such costs as were
-nttributable to the charges of collusion and
fraud. So far as Mr. Morle was concerned, he
had given no damages against him, for the
reason that wherever he, by slackness or over-
sight, had gone wrong,, he (the Judge) had taken
that into account against the builders. He
thotigiit the most satisfactory thing would be
that Mr. Morle should pay his own costs,- and
nobody else's. It was intimated that the ease
micrht be taken to the Court of Appeal. >

F.-VTALITIES DUE TO COLLAPSE OF
ST.\GING,—An inquest was held on Tuesday
into the death of the three men who fell some
80ft.. owing to the collapse of the staging on
which they were at work painting the sides of

the gasometer at the West Ham Gas Works, on
Friday last. The victims were Frederick Charles
Keeling, twenty-seven, of Bridge-road, Strat-

ford ; Charles Richard Quate Smith, twenty-
three, of Napier-road, West Ham ; and Charles

Edward Minns, twenty-nine, of Priory-street,

Bromley-by-Bow. Percv Edgar Beaumont, con-

tractor, of Brcmley-by-Bow, said the three men
were working on a staging wdiich consisted of a

plank llin, wide. Sin. deep, and about 20ft.

long. It was secured at each end by a Sin. or

Zhin. rope, which was capable of holding five
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tons. He went to the works before tlie men
started, but be did not examine the stajjin;;. as

an examination bad already been made by the

porter. A pieee of the rope, showing wliere it

had parted, was handed up to the witness, and
he said it looked as if it was a pure tear tlirou^'h

overstrain. He should say the rope, by the look

of it, was bought in 1912. It seemed to have
had an overstrain, or terrible jerk, but he

failed to see where it could get the jerk

while the men were on the staging. It

stood the tremendous strain while the staging

was pulled up into position. With constant

usage a rope would last six months. The
tirni had been on this kind of work for 20

years, and this was the first accident they had
}jad.—The foreman asked witness how long tlie

rope had been in use.— I should say one season.

—The FoF^man : More like five years,— Charles

Stevens, Burgess-street, Bow, who was in charge

of the men, said he examined the ropes, and he

could not account for this one breaking.

William Marehant, the workman who was with

the three other men on the plank and who had
a remarkable escape, said he was an old seaman.
He thought "dry i-ot " was the primary cause of

the rope breaking. He added that if the rope

had been put away wet that would have caused

dry rot, and in a rope like that, they could not

tell if dry rot ixisted. — William Price,

storekeeper to Messrs. Beaumont, said he exa-

mined every rope before it was sent out. The
rope was guaranteed to carry 10 tons. He agreed

that it might have bad dry rot in one place,

and said that had been caused by coming into

contact with some chemicals at the gasworks.

He thought the test he used was a good one, and
when he passed the rope out on June 30 he quite

believed it was sound.—Thomas Stackable, an

ex-seaman, cf St. Leonard's-road, South Brom-
ley, said that between May 15 and June 24 he

overhauled all the ropes for Messrs. Beaumont
and condemned several. The piece of rope was
handed to the witness, who, on being asked what
he thought of it, replied : "Not very good," add-

ing that it seemed to have been used a great

deal. He thought it would have been better to

have tested it; that at sea they tested ropes,

new and old, by putting them round a winch.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental death,

and found there was negligence on the part of

Messrs. Beaumont and Sons for sending out a

rotten rope.

BRICKLAYER'S APPEAL DISMISSED BY
THE LORDS.—The House of Lords, on Friday,
delivered judgment in the case of Godwin
(pauper) v. the Lords Commissioners of the Ad-
miralty—an appeal from an order of the Court
of Appeal ordering that the appellant's appeal

against an award of his Honour Judge Gye, in

the Portsmouth County Court, made in an ar-

bitration under the Workmen's Compensation
Act, 1906, whereby he dismissed the man's appli-

cation for arbitration, be dismissed with costs.

The appellant was a bricklayer, and had been
employed by the Admiralty in that capacity for

20 years. He met with an accident to his hand,
and ultimately a finger had to be amputated.
The man was informed by the Admiralty that a
grant of 3s. 5d. a week had been made to him.
in respect of his injuries; but this sum he refused
to accept, and by letter demanded further com-
pensation, which was refused. He, however,
persisted in his demand, and an offer of an in-

creased allowance of 6s. 9d. per week was offered
by the Admiralty. After arbitration proceed-
ings had been begun, the Admiralty offered a
further increase, at the rate of 10s. 2d. a week,
subject to review after 12 months. The man
filed an application for arbitration in the Coiintv
Court, claiming compensation at the rate of
17s. 3d. a week under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act. The Admiralty denied that the man's
average weekly earnings previous to his injury
were correctly stated in his application, and also
stated that he had contracted with the Ad-
miralty that the provisions of a duly certified
scheme should be substituted for the provisions
of the Act, and that they were therefore only
liable in accordance with the provisions of that
scheme, and that the County Court judge had
no jurisdiction to entertain the application. ,\n
award was made dismissing the application for
arbitration with costs. The man appealed, with
the result that his appeal was dismissed widt
costs, and he thereupon appealed to the House
of Lords. Lord Shaw said, after long and
anxious consideration, he had come to the con-
clusion that the judgment of the majority of the
court of appeal was right, ami this appeal must
be dismissed, and he moved their Lordships ac-
cordingly. Lords Loreburn, Mersey, and
Parker concurred, and the man's appeal was ac-
cordingly dismissed.

«*»
The Doncaster Corporation, in order f.o carry

out a scheme of street improvement, has pur-
chased the Elephant Hotel, in St. Sepulchre-gate,
for .^12.000.

CDnr ©ffice fable.

The four modern stained-glass windows in

\VUliam of Wykehani's Chapel at Winchester
College are about to be replaced in an
attempt to get back to the coiiditioiis which
existed prior tn 1821, when the priceless
old glass was removed, and the present
examples by Evans of Shrewsbury were
inserted. The old windows were sent
by Warden Hnntiugford to Shrewsbury
for repair ; but most of the panels " were
destroyed or lost in the attempt to make the

copies that were substituted. Three of the
panels escaped the destruction, and these are
now in the Victoria and Albert Museum. A
single light, the gift of an old Wykehamist,
has been placed in the north window, near
the Head Master's stall, for purposes of com-
parison. The aim has been to reproduce the
effect of loth-Century windows, both in

design and colour, and this has led the
Warden and Fellows to decide on a restora-

tion throughout the chapel. There are forty-

six lights in the north and south walls, and
several of these have been promised by old

Wykehamists. The cost of each light will

be £70. The work is being proceeded with
during the holidays, and at the same time
the completion of the new oak panelling is

being carried out. Mr. Arthur C. Ben.son
and Mr. A. F. G. Leveson Gower. F.S.A.,
write to the Times, expressing their concern
at the proposal to remove examples of

Evans's glass-staining of ninety years since,

and pointing to William Butterfield's de-

plorable error of judgment during his

restoration of the chapel in 1875. when the

Jacobean carved woodwork w-as given to the

contractors, and after passing through two
or three hands, was sold for nearly £30,000
for the embellishment of a private house near
Winchester.

The streets committee of the City Corpora-
tion have under consideration a scheme for

improving the Cloth Fair area, betwe"en

Aldersgate-street and Smithfield. If carried

out, the cost will be approximately ,£200,000,

while it will remove what is practically the

last remaining substantial grouping of

Mediaeval Domestic architecture. The pro-

ject is to clear an area extending from Sun-
court, Long-lane, Smithfield, to Cloth-street,

at the back of the Manchester Hotel. Two
blocks of buildings in that area would be

demolished, while the buildings in Cloth Fair

abutting on to Back-court, adjoining the

ancient Church of St. Bartholomew the-

Cireat. would also be dealt with. Through
the two blocks suggested for demolition on

the other side of Cloth Fair run the

narrowest alleys in the City—Back-passage
and East-passage—and these would be built

over, while Long lane. Middle-street, and
the eastern portion of Cloth Fair would be
materially widened.

There are 329 open- and 73 Oliver-flame arc

electric lamps in use in the City. The former
cost £26 per annum each, and the latter

£17 lOs. In addition, there are 21 experi-

mental arc lamps and 45 metallic-filament

lamps. Of gas-lamps there are 2,621 in use.

The charge for gas is 2s. 2d. per 1,000 cubic

feet. The experimental lighting by gas and
electricity instituted in the City in 1910 for

ascertaining the most suitable form of

illuminant is still being continued by the

companies. A complete reorganisation of the

lighting of the City, whereby the streets,

courts, and alleys will be illuminated in about
equal proportions by gas and electricity, will

(states the City engineer) be completed
before the winter.

The 122nd award of certificates at the

Crystal Palace School of Practical Engineer-
ing ivas made on Thursday in last week by
Mr. William B. Bryan, chief engineer of the
Metropolitan Water Board. This was the
close of the first term of the forty-first year.

Mr. Bryan, in his address, said he was glad
to find that the school had furnished <is many
as 682 students who had entered the various
ranks of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
Forty of tlie.se had attained the rank of

Member, and 240 that of Associate Member,
and, besides that, many others had joined

the great engineering societies. He advised
the students that when they got into practice,
cither on their own account or under others,
not to shrink from taking some responsi-
bility, because it was the responsible man
who went up the ladder.»
MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
S.lTDKDAy (To-MOKKOW). ~ Association of JIanaBers

of Sewage Disposal Works. Midland
District Meetinti at Stratfor(l-on-.\vOD.

Monday.—Sheffield tTniversity Architectural School
Tour from Paris to Auteuil, Blois
Bourges, and Chartrts.

CHIPS.
The Normanton Urban District Council have

decided to apply to the Local Government Board
for sanction to a loan of iil6,475 for the erection
of seventy-six houses under the Housing of the
Working Classes Act.

At the Vestry Hall, I)awli\,h, on Tuesday, a
Local Government Board inquiry was conducted
by Mr. It. H. Bicknell re the application of the
urban district council to borrow £2,500 for the
purchase and adaptation of the Knowle Estate,
situated in Barton-road, for purposes of offices,
depot, file-station, and recreation-ground.

"B. A. C." writes to the Times:—"The stilling
atmosphere in the Academy of Arts is bad for
the health of thousands of visitors. The
windows in the roof are very small, and in
several rooms there are none at all. Would it

not be for the good of all to remedy this crying
evil ?

"

After a long discussion and a division, the
city council ot Exeter alopted on Tuesday a
recommendation of the housing and town-
planning committee to erect twelve cottage
dwellings on the site of the temporary play-
ground in Commercial-road, at the estimated
cost ot £2,115.

The urban district council of East and West
Molesey adopted m principle, and decided to
seek Parliamentary powers for carrying out, a
scheme for enhancing the amenities of the
Thames-side. The proposal involves the con-
struction of a riverside boulevard, extending a
distance of half a mile, from Molesey Lock to
the boundary of the parish at Hampton. It is

proposed to acquire, voluntarily if possible, but
if not, ijy compulsory powers, a strip of land
varying in width from 30ft, to 64ft. adjacent to
the towing-path, and commanding a view of one
of the most picturesque reaches of the Thames.

Two fine examples of Roman nottery, dating
probably from the middle or latter period of Jhe
Roman occupation, h?,\'e been discovered at
Eltham by ^vorkmen wiio were digging for a new
drain in connection with the building operations
on the Corbett estate. The larger of the two
vessels, both of which are intact, is a cinerary
urn, of a bluish-grey colour, about 9iin. in

height, 3I|in. in girth, and 2Un. diameter across
the mouth. It contained broken and charred
bones mixed with yellow sand. The smaller
vessel is of red clay. Bin. in height, and 12Jin.
round, the opening, or mouth, being n-16in.
across.

The Road Board have approved Mr. H. Percy
Maybury, M.Inst.C',E,, who, since 1904, has been
the county surveyor of Kent, as chief engineer
to the Board. Mr. Maybury 's salary was raised
by the Kent County Council last year from
£1,000 to £1,500 a year, as an inducement for
him to withdraw from his candidature for the
appointment of chief engineer to the London
County Council. Colonel Crompton, K.E , C B,,

will continue to act, as he has hitherto done, as

consulting engineer. The Board have also added
to their engineering advisory committee Mr. E.
Purnell Hooley, the county surveyor of Notting-
hamshire, and Mr. Alfred Dryland, the county
surveyor of Surrey.

A Committee of the House of Lords had under
consideration on Wednesday, and again yester-

day, the Government Bill for the construction

on behalf of the Post Office of an underground
tube railway, six mile,^ and a half long, from
the District Post Office, near Paddington
Station, to the Eastern District Office, Mile End-
road, Stepney, running from Paddington to a

point near the British Sluseum, then going north

to Mount Pleasant, then south again to the

General Post Office, and finally east to Liver-

pool-street Station and Stepney. One of the

tube stations is to be under Liverpool-street

terminus, but all the others are to be under
post-offices. The estimated outlay is £1.000,000.

The committee adopted a clause giving com-

pensation whore therailway passes beneath the

cellars or vaults of house. The Bdl has already

been passed by the House of Commons.
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TRADE NOTES.
Uniler llif ilirectioii of Mr. J. P. Davins, archi-

tect, Elilnv Vale, tlie "Boyle" system of ventila-

tion (natnr.-ll). embraeinfr Boyle's' latest patent

"Air-PiiMip" ventilators and air-inlets, has tieen

applied to Kbbw Vale Cottase Hospital, Khbw
Vale, Mon.

It may he of interest to onr readers to know-

that the Letters Patent Insnranre Co., Ltd.,

have granted a policy to Messrs. Kerner-flrecn-

wood and Co . in respect of their patent powiler

"Piidio" ("Piidlo " makes cement waterproof.)

Tho policy covers legal action in the event of

anyone infringing the patent.

Mr. II. C Scott has retired from the mann^ins
directorshin ot the Val de Travers .Asphalt

e

Paving Ccmnany, Ltd.. but retains the position

of chairman' a post he has now occupied for 41

vears. Mr. Thomas Dryden Cooper has been ap-

pointed to a seat on the board, and succeeds Mr.

Scott as managing director. Mr. Arthur Findlay

has been appointed manager, and Mr. Charles
William Wood, secretary, of tho company.

Extensive additions are about to be made to

the lunatic asylum at> Carlow, from plans bv Mr.
W. P. Hade, 'of Dublin.

The salary of ^Tr. .\. E. Newev, engineer and
surveyor to the Foleshill Rural District Council,

has been increased by £100 per annum.

The Roman Catholic church at Drumagarven,
Co. Derry. has just been restored at a cost of

:e2.000 from nlans by Mr. .J. V. Brennan. cf

Belfast.

The late Mr. .John .Tames Mvers. of Fleck-
burgh. Lancashire, retired architect, lanil sur-

veyor and civil engineer, left estate of the value
of' £21 ,608.

It is now prcposed that the memorial to the
late Dr. Meade, Bishop of Cork, take the form
of adding a chapter house to the cathedral, in

pbace of carryin? out interior decorations, as was
originally intended.

Messrs. William Hintoa and Sons, of Funchal,
Madeira, have obtained a contract from the
municipality to supply that city with proper
sanitary drainage, and to bring down a supply
of pure water from the mountains.

It; has been decided that the Rochester
Cathedral memorial to the late Canon Herbert
C. Pollock shall lake the form of refurnisliing
the Lady-chapel, The designing is in the hands
of the architect to the Dean and Chapter, Mr.
Temple Moore

The accommodation for the proper arrange-
ment of entomological exhibits at the Natural
History Museum, South Kensington, is

exhausted, and the trustees are considering a
proposal for a considerable extension to the
westw.ard of the main buildin;j.

The arcade from Queen-street to Werberg-
street, CardilT, is about to be improved, the en-
trances being refronted in marble and the cen-
tral island removed. Mr. W. R. ,Jackson. of
CardilT. is the architect, and the contract has
been taken at £3,500 by Messrs, E. R. Evans
and Brothers, of the same city.

Tenders for the construction of the sea-wall,
breakwater, shin-canal, and retaining wall in

connection with the $25,000,000 Toronto harbo\ir
improvement scheme have been asked for by tho
Canadian Dominion Government. The break-
water wdl extend from the eastern gap to Wood-
bine-avenue, and f.-om the western gap to the
number River, The ship-canal is to give access
to the industrial district planned by the harbour
board in AsHbridge's Bay. The cost of this por-
tion of the work will be about $5,000,000.

The work in connection with the renovation of
Buckingham Palace was begun on Tuesday, and
it is the intention to have the whole undertaking
completed in time for the return of the Court in
October. Double shifts of workmen are em-
ployed, so that the operations may be carried on
without cessation. We illustrated Sir Aston
Webb's revised design for the new facade in our
issue of May 2 last. The facing material is Port-
land stone furnished from the quarries of
Messrs. F. ,J. Barnes and Co, Lifts have been
supplied by Messrs. R. Waygood and Co., Ltd.

The new railway-station in Market-street.
Pretoria, is three stories in height, and has an
arched porte-cochere to the main entrance on
the ground floor, with a long arcaded loggia on
either side, and deeply recessed cohmiuar
features in tho centre of the three principal
fapadcs. Deep overhanging eaves protect the
walls and windows from sun and ram. On the
west side is a covered main exit porch with
granito columns. The building is entirely faced
with flatpan snndstcne frcm the Orange Free
State, and is reefed with red tiles made at
Vereeniging.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £G 2 fi to f6 5

Steel ,Joists, EnRlisb 7 10 „ 7 13
- ' - 7 5

R 2

8 10

WrouKht-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do,, Lowmoor, Flab, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do, Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles IOb,, Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, f14 to JE15 IDs. per ton.

Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft, lone, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ..,£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 89 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Hrads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 10 ,, ~
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s, £10 15s. £11 Oa. £1158. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. ()d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Dilleshall llOa. Od. to 1178. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75s, Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2§ per cent,)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.

Water-Tubes 724
Steam-Tubes 67j
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 15 to £21
Lead Water Pipe. Town 2.5 5 0,, —

„ Country 26 ., —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26 5 ,,

—
., Country 27 „ —

LeadPipe, Tinned inside, Town 27 5 0,, —
., „ „ Country 28 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 15 „ —

„ Country 30 10 ,,
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 28 3 „ —
„ „ Country 29 „ —

LeadSoil-pipe(apto44in.)Town 28 ."> ,, —
„ „ „ Country 29 „ —
[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra,]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0., —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 82 „ S3 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 71 10 „ 7-2

Tin, English Ingots 190 „ 191
Do,. Bars 191 „ 191 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt, pigs (Town) 22 5 ., —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 15 0„ —

Country 25 10 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 10 „ —
Sheet Zinc 30 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 15 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 11 .,

—
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 6 ,. —

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 32
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ., 11 10
Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

„ Boards : Swag 11 „ 13
RedDeals; Archangel 1st quality 21 0„ 24

2nd „ 16 „ 19
3rd „ 12 „ 14

„ ., St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ., 18
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

., Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
,, Gefle, Gothenburg,

and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17
White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10

Seconds 11 10 „ 13
Flooring : White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0,, IT

Pitch Pine : Prinae Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum Vit£B Per ton 7

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak; Austrian Wainscot
Mahogany ' Gaboon I. „

23
14

Per cubic foot.
5
2
2

8

2

FCBNITTIKE AND HARDW00D8.

£30 to £25
16 ., 21

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to
3 0,.

6 „
4

3

3 .,

.

3
3
2
3
3

Teak : Bormese. per load. 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load. 50ft

OakPlanks: U,S,A.. imported
,, Boards ,, „ Prm.
,, ,, „ ,, Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, sawn planks...
Oak; Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut; Mdm. ,, „
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar ; Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. eawn boards,
prime

Mahogany ; St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ,..

„ African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum VitEe

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3 4" "

. 3 3
3 3
3
1 10
1 10

2 4

3

6
5
4 6

3
2

10
8

7

3 3

n
6 a
6

4
3 3

14
13
14

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Free8tone,ditto
Ancaster. ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ I lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 3 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random si^es per foot SUP. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ., 13

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 OJ
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, 1

Nine Elms Depot, or f
Pimlioo Wharf )

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube,

... £0 3 3 ...£0 3

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 13 13 6
16 X 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 3 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

Firstauality 20x10 ... 13
20X12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka nnfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17

20x12 ... IS 7
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 12
18x10 ... 9 12

16 X 8 ... 6 12

per 1,ceo ot
1,200 at r,etn

BRICKS.
(.\11 prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 U
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 111

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic j 4 10 6
Facing Bricks ;

[riyer

liyered
at riy. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck leads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £3 10
31" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 S

Sewer Arch Brick not more than Si" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6

3S" ditto ditto through and through 2
31" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs: Octa-
gons ; 2i' and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 T 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

.\ccrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening ,

if' ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

4*

4*
4i
9"

9"

9"

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

13
18
3 1
3 6
2 1

3 11

3 9
4 6
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aiiAZED BKIOKS.
HABD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.1

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

Stretchers

—

•E13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 fi 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats-
IB 17 e 11 17 6 17 17 6 ai 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 18 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square-
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 13 7 6 23 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 fi

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 6d. each Bd. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Gill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each I5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £32 17 6

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exeeed-

list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Jin.

Is. 2d. each ' by 2jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra. .,. .„^ ,, ^

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per ya»d, aelivered

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

s. d. Per ton,

Best PoHland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ., ., ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red , brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected "Perfecta" roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,. .

Ornamental do 48 6 „ ,, ,

Hiptiles SlOfperdoz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 4i
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ ,.

Valley tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „ „

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,, ,,

HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, „
Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined , ...

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon ,, ...

Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel ,, ...

Oleine
Sperm .. ••

Lubricating U.S per gal

Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal,

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ., ...

Putty (Genuine Lin-
J ^,,,J.

Pure Linseed Oil I

" Stority " Brand j "

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for Beats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Pine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
EgRshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
Wliite Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black .Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

%xaiit Jlchis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
NORTH-WKST DURHAM JOINERS' WAGES

ADVANCED.—As the result of negotiations,

which have been pending for some weeks
between the Consett and Annfield Plain branches
of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners and tiie master builders in North-West
Durham, the employers have granted an advance
of .VI. pc-r hour npon the present district v. age
of 9d. an hour, the increase to take effect on
August 25.

OGILVIE&CO.

Teler-bocer DALSTON 13H8

Msny ypRFB connected with
the late firm of W. H.
LASCELLES ft CO,, of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardvt^oods,

APPLY TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

E28 15 Otof2g 5
26 15 .. 27 6
29 „ 30
39 10 „ 40
21 „ 21 10
46 II ,. 46 10
43 10 ,, 43
42 10 „ 43
32 5 n „ 33 5
35 n ,. 35 10
17 5 II , 19 5 B

30 n „ 31 C

7 8 C

61. 61
1 6 . 1 10 C

19 H , 1 Q C

2 5:,'
,

—
2 H .

2 4-1, —
9 ,

—
10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26o«. 33oz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 33d. ... 4Sd.

Thirds 2M. ... 3ld. ... 44d. ... 6Jd.

Fluted Sheet 2|d. ... 3Sd. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate: iin. 'Iisia. iin.

2id. ... 2M. ... 3d.

Fignred Boiled and BeDonssine White. Tinted
Sid. ... 5d.

TENDERS.
*,' Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givina

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

AsHFORD, MinDLRSEx.—For additions and alterations

to the Clarendon-road Council School at Ashford. for

the County Council of Middlesex. Mr. H. G. Crothali,

F.R.I.B.A., architect to the education committee :
—

Jordan, A £l,;eB

Pasanidge and Son 1,096

Hanson, A. and B 1.094

Fairhead. A., and Son 1.066

Lacy, W. 1,0+1
* Recommended for acceptance,

Belvee.—For alterations to heating apparatus at the

workhouse, for the board of guardians :
—

Freer, W. (accepted) £233

Birmingham. — For the erection of a weights and
measures office at the junction of Corporation-street

extension and Potts-street, tor the city council :—
Smith, F. H. (accepted) £3,315

Br.iBTOL.—For various plant at Avonmoath Docks,

for the docks committee. Aooaptod tenders :
—

Grain elevating plant :—Spencer and Co.

Steel wire and crane ropes ;— Bnllivant and Co.

Electric cable :—Johnson and Phillips.

Beoomhii.l and Ltdd.—For carrying out sea-wall

work, for the sewer commissioners. Messrs. Weldon
and Stokes. 11, Bank-street, Ashford, Kent, joint

Smith and Durrant, Pevensey ... £6,099 19

Brann, G, Broomhill, Sussex ... 3,600

Armisteart, R.. aud Co., Sheer-
ness-on-Sea, Kent (accepted) ... 2,050

Bkownhh.t.s.—For supply and erection of gas-engine,

suction-gas plant, and three-throw pump capable of

lifting 22.600 gallous per hour, for the urban district

council. Mr. R. Green, M.I.C.B., 37, Waterloo-street,

Birmingham, engineer :
—

Croselev Bros., Manchester ... £1,659
Waller and Srn, Stroud l,37.i

Rees-Roturbo Co., Wolverhampton 1,3)0

British Westinghouae, Birming-
ham" 1.276

Davey, Faxman, and Co.. Col-

chester 1,257

Mather, G. R., and Son, Welling-
borough 1,249

Campbell Gas Engine Co.,

Halifax (accepted) 1,117 17
• Excluding delivery, piping, and connections.

CREt-SAGK.—For works in reinfored concrete to the
abutments of the highway bridge at Cresaage, for the
Salop Couutv Council ;

—
Liverpool Ferro - Concrete Con-
tracting Co., Ltd. (accepted) ... £1,772

Crowborough —For installing low-prepsnre heating
apparatus in the infants' school at Crowborough, for the
East Sussex Education Committee :

—
Smith & Sons. Brighton (accepted) £104 2

CcDHAM.—For building a council school at Cudham,
.for the Kent Education Committee :

—

Honour, F. W. (accepted) £1,637

Dawi.ish.—For alterations and extension of premises,
for the Constitutional Club Co. :

—
Shapter Bros, (accepted) £335

Dei FORD.—For construction of a brick bridge of four
arches over the Bow Brook, near Defford, for the
County Highways and Bridges Committee. Mr, G. F.
Gettings, Shirehall, Worcester, county surveyor :—

Firth, B., Wakefield £2.997 4 11
Vale, T., and Sons. Ltd., Stourport 2,075 10
Higgine, W., Northampton 1,907
Currall.1 Lewis, and Martin, Ltd.,
Birmingham (accepted) 1,864 18 3

Smith, H.,Wolverley, Kidderminster 1,670

Denbigh.—For alterations and additions at HowelPs
School, Denbigh. Heaton Comyn, A.R.I. B.A., 16,

Fmsbury-circus, E.G.. architect r—
Brown and Backhouse, Liverpool £16,156
Henphaw, J., and Sons. Liverpool 15.9011

Jones, J., and Sons. Liverpool ... 15,436

Pamell and Sons. Rugby 14.898

Thornton, W., Sc, Sons, Liverpool 14,565

Norman and Burt, Sussex 13,883

Colls and Son. London 13,813
Treasure and Son, Shrewsbury ... 13,796

Parker Bros., Chester 13,328 9 9
Dallow. J., & Sons, Birmingham 13,366

Marshall, G. and H., Birmingham 12.223

Barnsley and Sons, Birmingham* 12,266
* Accepted by the Drajiers Company.

DiTHERiNGTON.—For tho laying of about 50O yards
lineal of 9in., 6in.. and 4in. sewers at the Garden
Suburb; Ditberington. Mr. A. E. William'. County
Chambers, 13, High-street. Shrewsbury, architect ;

—
Harris, J., Bootle, Liverpool ... £275 3 4
Trentham, G., P., Ltd., Birming-
ham 267 10

Probert. G. E , Bilston 23U 3 2
Edwards, G. i \V., Welsh Bridge,
Shrewsbury (accepted) 204

DoNCASTEB. — For extension of jockeys' room and
weighing room at the racecourse :

—

Wortley, Nether Hall-road ... £230
(Accepted.)

Dublin.—For the construction of reservoirs at
Roimdwood, for the Dublin Corparatiou :

—
Mackay, J., Dundee (accepted) over £7J,000

GtriLDFoRD.—For additional shedding at the markets,
for the corporation. Mr. C. G. Mason, A.M.I.C.E.,
borough engineer :

—
Swayne, T., and Son, Guildford ... £373
earn, T., Guildford 262

Wood, R., and Son, Guildforl ... 257

Hadleigh. Essex. — For enlargement of Hadleigh
school, for the Essex Education Committee :

—
Eglin, J. 0., and Co. (accepted) ... £67J

HoDDLESDEN.—For erccting 15 houses. Cams-street,

for the Co-op. Industrial Society, Ltd. Mr. C. H,
Woods, Albert Buildings, Darwen. architect :

—
Lloyd and Millward, Blackburn-
road, Darwen £t,469

(Considerable delay caused by re-tendering—only

just settled.)

Kii.OAT.—For the erection of a new school, for the

Norfolk Education Committee. Mr. John E. Burton,

Victoria Chambers, Bank Plain, Norwich, architect
:

—
Ashbv. P. W.. Ltd.. A. B,

Downham £3.450 ...£3,368

Hannant, W. J 3.2H ... 3,211

Hum, J., and Son 3,169 ... 3,123

Porter, G.. Southery ... 3,111 1 9 ... 3,069 16 5

Gill. T., and Son 3,047 ... 3,017

Collins, W. J., Downham 2,983 ... 2,933

Tofts, H. C, Hingham ... 3,926 1 4 ... 2,888 10

Youngs, J., and Son ... 3,713 ... 2,700

Shanks, R.. Chatteris ... 2.7«7 ... 2,698

Tash and Langley, Lynn* 2,E90 11 3 ... 2,535 lo 3

A.—Tiled roofs. B.—Slated roofs.

• Accepted subject to reductions. (Rest of Norwich.)

KiRKCiLDT.—For the conatmotion of the new works

of water supplv at Glontarg, for the Kirkcaldy District

Committee. Messrs. Leslie and Reid, of Edinborgh,

engineers. Accepted tenders :--

Construction of reservoirs and laying of mams ana
pipes :

—

Jackson & Anderson, Edinburgh... £61,723 5 8

For supplies of mains and pipes :

—
M'Laren, Robert .\: Co., Glasgow £S.187 3 5

Lancaster,—For the supply of two top-deck covers,

forthe town conned:— j „,,. .,

Electric Car Co., Preston (accented), £125 each.

LANGi.ETDALE.-For laying of a water main con-

sisting of 667 yards of 4in. and 1,394 yards of 3m.

diameter cast-iron spigot and socket pipes, for the

Barnard Castle Rural District Council. Mr. R. Brown,

Barnard Castle, surveyor :

—
Hedley, C, Barnard Castle (accepted), £104 8a. bd.

Llanspvddid.— For alterations to latrines, drainage,

&c., at the council school :—

Morgan, W., Brecon (acjepted) ... tU' i "

LisKE*RD.-For building a brick stack for boiler at

the workhouse, for the guardians:—
Runnalls,B.H., and Sons ... £1? ]« "

Trehane.S !»: }»
°

Bartlett F. (accepted) >> '" "
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HOW NOT TO DO THINGS-WHY ?

Is it possible for an architect to have any
liiuUling work carried out in a proper
manner by a contractor, without making
liis specification a complete treatise on
liiiiljing construction, and embodying it in

the contract? This c^uestiou has suggested
itself to us over and over again, and it has
Come to the front more persistently than
ever during the last few days, in con-
nection with such simple matters as

mortar-making and the use of lintels to

ordinary openings. Although building

work has been continuous throughout the
ages, experience affording builders stores

of knowledge; although father hands on to

son the information he has gained by doing
ratlier than talking, and technical teachers
liy talking and not doing, it is dishearten-
ing to find that even with these advantages
we liave builders with us who are as inno-
cent of the rudiments of their business as

were their ancestors of the Stone -\ge, and
they appear to multi|ily in increasing
numbers. Workm.ii are ingenious, and we
cannot help remarking at times how
demoniacal their ingenuity is when,
apparently with the best intentions, they
can do work in such a way as to be of no
value whatever for its intended purpose,
and remain quite indifferent to the fact.

Tlie distressing thing about these mani-
festations of ignorance, or indifference, is

that the only way the architect can cope
With them is to multiply the number of his

drawings, and lengthen his specification;

and this is the reverse of modern require-
ments, which look for the curtailment of

botli, as we have on several occasions
]Miinted out.

Building is a very complicated jirocess

at best; but the builder should be
acnuainted with all the ti-ades he controls.
If he is not, his work will be an ex|)ensive
failure, and it may more directly affect the
welfare of the community than a disaster
attending any other business which
ministers to its wants. Lawyers and
doctors must have certificates of ability
before they are allowed to practise ; archi-
tects are endeavouring to place themselves
under similar regulations. Why, then,
should not the builder be required to prove
his competency as such before he is allowed
to build? For his work is of as much im-
I'ortance to the public well-being as that of
tlie professions we have enumerated.
Again, whv should not builders' workmen
be required to prove tliat they have learned
the trade by apprenticeship to a master
man in the old-fa=hiiined way? For.
surely, no one in his senses could think
that att.;nding a technical scliool class will
ever make a good tradesman of anyone?
Just think of it ! Say a man wishes to

become a stonemason. He first acquires a
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River Plate House, Finshury-circus, E.C., Otoces of

the Buenos Ayres Great Southern Railway. Mr.

Richard Creed. F.B.I.B.A., Architect,

partial knowledge of how the work is to be

done. In this the technical school may
help him. Then comes the necessity for

doing the work in a workmanlike way, and

here the technical class fails, for it is only

by steady, incessant labour for years that

deftness in handling liis tools, which is the

sure mark of a finished workman, can be
attained. We have frequently tried to

work a plane surface on a piece of hard
stone ; it looked so easy to do it. But,
although we were well acquainted with the

process, and understood thoroughly all the

geometry underlying the subject, we failed

to get an inch of chisel draft, or even a
punched face the size of half a crown. We
have for some time abandoned stone-
cutting, and from our experience we are
entitled to consider it one of the most
difficult trades to learn. Joinery is a more
fascinating trade ; but it takes a lifetime to

learn it properly, with all the lines per-

taining to it. A good staircase hand must
be well up in geometry of a complicated
kind, and an ordinary bench hand must also

have a knowledge of Euclid, as applied to

ordinary building work, besides knowing
how to sharpen his tools and turn out
accurately-worked, clean joinery. Very
little consideration will show that the
equipment of every skilled building trades-
man must consist of a knowledge of the
principles underlying his work, and alhlity
to do it. The former may be acquired in

school, but the latter can only come by
Continuous practice. We might have a
mure efficient class of builders' tradesmen
if a law was made requiring a workman to

produce his indentures before lie could sue
in any court for wages. We have
Sometimes been sued for tradesman's
wages by men who were only labourers.
Surely, in such cases, it would inflict no
injustice on the workman if he were asked
to produce liis indentures, and sliow he was
what he claimed to be? AVe have had men,
on tramp, offer their services as brick-
layers, and the only tool they possessed was
a piece of a broken 2ft. rule ! When,
through sheer good nature, we employed
them, and found that they were frauds, we
had to pay them full tradesman's wages on
discharging them.

Various irregularities occur through
workmen not being registered as belonging
to some society of standing that would take
cognisance of improper conduct, or in-

capacity on their part, and employers are
frequently victims on that account. En
gaging a strange workman is like hiring .i

horse from a hotel yard that you have not
ridden before, and you know nothing of

his virtues or his vices— they are taken on
trust -until in passing a motor you are

thrown into a hedge. So with a workman.
He may prove just as unsatisfactory, and
one only comes to know of his virtues when

County Secondary School for (lirls,

L.C.C. Two views and plans. Mr. W. K. Uilev.

F.U.LB.A., Superintending .Architect.

Bristol Baiitist College, Tyiulalls Park. Vii w and
plans. Messrs. G. H. Oatley. F.R.I.B.A., and
G. C. Lawrence, A.R.LB..A., .Architects.

Birininghaui. Mr.King Edward VII. Memorial,
Albert Tofts, Sculptor.

" Harconibe," Chudleigh, Devon, for Sir E. C.
Wills. Bart. View and plans. Mr. .1. .Archibald
Lucas, A.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

Organ and Organ Loft, Whitstable Church, Kent.
Mr. .K. H. Goodsall, Architect.

Harrogate Elementary School Competition ; Selected
design. Elevations, section, and plan. Mr. C. H.
Channon, F.B LB. A., Architect.

it is too late. But to return to our inorlar-

making. We liave a bricklayer, his

labourer, a load of lime and a heap of

sand, in a yard where some brickwork is in

progress. An apprentice on a scaffold

leans against the wall waiting for mortar,

and this is how it is made in the year or

our Lord 191;-! : The lime is spread on the

ground in a roughly-circular shape, and
about 9in. deep, it is hedged round with
sand, and water is (loured on the lime.

The latter being nearly juire, that portion

which is well turned slakes at once, with
violence, giving off great heat, wliich is

allowed to escape. Sand is spread on the

lime eventually, and the whole is thrown
against a screen. All the sand, and about
one-half the lime, pass through the screen,

and the large unslaked lumps are thrown
aside to slake gradually. The lime and
sand are made into mortar in less than half

an hour after the process commenced.
Beating or "tempering" the mortar was
not thought of, for water was added to it

until tlie whole became liquid mud, or
"slosh." On our pointing this out to the

bricklayer, he said that was the proper way
to make the mortar, for the bricks were
dry, and they would take it up. The
bricks did certainly act in this way ; but
his reason for using so much water was to

save labour in making the mortar, not that

he cared anything about the bricks or the

work. Of course, rich lime slaked in this

way is always found to have a gram like

small shot ; when, it properly slaked, it

would be a powder so fine that any
mechanical grinding could not equal it.

Iiiileed, we have been so often imposed on
by this hurried slaking, that we thought of

running all lime used on the building info

putty; but this. plan would not do for lias

lime, or any other lime containing clay.

It is next to impossible to get labourers to

lieat mortar sufficiently, and on large

buildings mills are used, although we
would jirefer hand work if properly done.

The use of a wood lintel should be known
to everybody ; but few workmen have any
other idea of it than that it spans a door-

way or windows opening to carry the

superincumbent biickwork or masonry.
Many architects appear to have the same
opinion, for they increase its thickness

according to the span, not in proportion to

the actual work it has to do. but to meet
some imaainary stress that will come on it.

A wood lintel is put to the openings

mentioned for the purpose of having those

wood linings fixed to it which form the

finished soffit of the windows, and without

which they could not be fixed. Its

function, therefore, is only to hang some
light woodwork, panelled or plain; in fact,

ithas to do little more than carry itself. A
wood lintel should be fixed with this fact

in mind ; but how often do architects see
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such lintels made to do work they were
iievei- intended for? One is fixed without

a discharging arch, the wall being carried

up on the wood ;
another is made to do duty

as a centre for the discliarging arch, and as

Ihe rough coi'e which was placed on the

lintel, to turn the arch, is not removed, the

weight of the wall is transferred to the

lintel. The proper arrangement liere is a

matter of common-sense, the exercise of

which is held in abeyance during the execu-

tion of this, and many other building
operations. As the only use a lintel should
be put to is to hang joinery, it is obvious
that where there is to be no soffit lining

there need be no lintel. No one thinks of

putting panelled or plain wood linings to

the door or window-heads of labourers'

cottages, yet lintels are always fixed to

carry the imaginary woodwork, and they
have to be lathod to carry plastering to

match the jambs. It does not appear to

strike anyone tliat where there are to be
no W'Ood linings to such openings there need
lie no lintels, and the w'indow or door open-
ings will look all the better if the jilastering

is attached directly to the brick arches over
them. Another strange practice brick-

layers have is that of bedding stone

window-sills as the work is carried up, thus
insuring their fracture (the sills—not the
bricklayer!); liut this is not so common as

the absurd use of wood lintels first

mentioned. An ordinary window-sill is

from 4in. to fiin. thick, and this, if built

into the jambs, is certain to break across

the opening if it is bedded in the ceirtre.

The process is exactly like breaking a piece

of wood across one's knee; the panels go
down, but the window's back does not settle

in the same proportion, and the sill, unable
to resist the transverse strain, breaks
across. Medireval masons were wiser in

their generation than we are, for the sills

of their largest window's, even when they
spanned 20ft. oi' more, were constructed so

as to avoid the unsightly failures referred

to. With them the largest sill was built

with small blocks ; they never put in stones
reaching from jamb to mullion, or from
mullion to mullion, and the depth, often as

much as 3ft., was made up of several

courses weathered. Working in this way,
the sill might be omitted until the springing
of the window was reached ; in any case, if

the sill was fully bedded as the work went
up, the jambs might settle; as the settle-

ment would be distributed over so many
joints it would be imperceptible.
One grtat difference between Classic

architecture (Greek) and Gothic is that in

the former the stone lintel is common,
while in the latter' it is unknown. Stone is

not a safe material to subject to transverse
strain, and Mediiieval masons always sub-
'jected it to compression; the principles
of const ructicm underlying the two styles

are totally different, the latter being the
most scientific of tiie two. Mi diieval

mason work was not, however, always
perfect, for the old mason used ironwork
in connection with stone, so as to insure its

destruction. We need only point out the
mullions and jambs of many fine windows,
burst from toj) to bottom by the iron saddlo
bars and stanchions inserted in them. How

' little experience affects our conduct when
we allow other considerations to intervene

' may be seen in all those cases where iron

railings are leaded with stone or terra-cotta

jilinths, for the invariable result, after a

time, is the certain destruction of the
latter.

One of the strangest things connected
with building is the entire ignorance ot

the workmen and their employers as to

almost every fact connected with the timber
they use, dry-rot, especially, being to them
a kind ot supernatural process that it

would be useless to inquire into. ]\Iuch

has been written on building limber;

the subject has been treated exhaustively
in our columns, and still one would think
that the literature ot the subject was a
blank, so little is known about it, or that
it is too abstruse tor the ordinary mind to

grapple with. When will it be under-
stood that if ordinary timber, as it comes
from the clock, or the timber-yard, is

placed where there is no circulation of aii-

about it, wet-rot will set in, to be followed

by " dry-rot " when the process is far ad-
vanced ? We examined a church wall once,

in which there was what appeared to be a

horizontal flue Gin. square; but this turned
out to be the space once occupied by liond

timber, which completely peiishcd, leaving
scarcely a trace behind. Over and over
again we read of cases where floors have
been attacked by dry-rot, because a circula-

tion of air was not provided in them liy the
simple arrangement of air-bricks in the
walls. Again, liow often do we see joinery
utteily ruined by the shrinkage of the
wood leaving unsightly gajis in the joints?
Floor-boarding is especially liable to

failure of this kind, and, in this case, tiiere is

apparently no help for it but by laying the
boards without nailing, and leaving them
so for a year or two. They might then be
cramped together and nailed ; the skirtings
would, however, be a difficulty in this case,

if the house had to be occupied.

It is not pleasant to have work done in

such a way that the a,rchitect has no
option but to condemn it ; and this fact is

one of the most unjileasant in an archi-

tect's practice. Over and over again we
have to object to the manner in which
stonework and joinery is being executed,
and this we do to save ourselves, for if the
work is passed as lieing properly done, we
shift the responsibility for making it good
to our own shoulder.s— or, at least, our
satisfaction with the work is assumed if

we raise no objection to it, and it may be
iniiiuted to us that we did not know the
material was faulty or the workmanship
bad. The most kindly-disposed architect
will, therefore, under such adverse circum-
stances, condemn the work without hesita-

tion ; and if pulling the woik down
subjects the contractor to great loss, a

compromise may be arrived at— always,
however, with the consent of the employer.
Bad woik is an eyesore, and it remains
one until time mercifully destroys it.

THE NEW WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS
OF THE L.C.C.

By W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Etc.

We publish below an English translation
of a paper read in French by Mr. W. E.
Riley, P.R.I.B.A., M.I.C.E., R.B.A.. at the
"Construction des Villes" Session of the
Ititornational Congress at Ghent, held from
July 27 to the '2nd instant.

Mr. Rilev was appointed with Mr. A. T.

Taylor, L.C.C, F.R.I.B.A.. as the oflieial

representatives of the London County
Council at this Congress.
The title of the lecture was suggested

by Prof. Geddes, and the paper was illus-

trated by slides, the majority of which were
coloured.

Those whose acquaintance with Loudon ex-

tends over any considerable period cannot
fail to be struck with the changes which are
manifest in the appearance of the city. So
far as municipal work is concerned, this

transformation is chiefly attributable to three
causes ;—Street wideniugs and improve-
ments, the condemnatiou and clearance of
slum areas, and rebuilding due to educational
requirements. As showing the magnitude of

tliese oponitions. it may be stated that on
Metropoli tiui iniprovements alone the sum of

nearly ,C!I. ()()(), UOll has been spent in the last

quarter of a century, besides large sums in

snuvUer improvements of local importance. It

is not intended to go into the details involved
in these changes, but it has been thought that

one ns[>cet would he of spccinl interest to the

Congress viz., the erection of dwellings for
persons of the working class.

RICHOUSING THE DISPL.tCRD.

In the past 14 years more than 29,000 per-
sons of the labouring class have been dis-

placed in Loudon by the operations of the
County Connncil, who have, in tlie same
period, provided aeconimodatiou for 48,000,
either in block dwellings, common lodging
houses, or cottages of varying size. The
great improvement schemes recently carried
out, the most important of which was the
formation of Kingsway aird Aldwyeh, have
involved large rehousing obligations. This
improvement resulted in the clearance of a
densely populated area, notorious for the
meanness of its streets and alleys and the uu-
healthiuess of its moral and sanitary condi-
tions ; and also in the displacement of 3,700
persons of the working class. For these,

accommodation had to be provided elsewhere,
and for the majority within one mile of their

former houses. The mode in which this was
done may be regarded as more or less typical

of one side of nnmicipal housing in London;
L8G4 of these 3,700 persons were accommo-
dated on the Bourne Estate, of which a short

description may be given. The site has an
area of 2J acres, and was purchased for

£200.000. It is covered with blocks of five-

story dwellings, planned so that the internal

blocks lie north .and south, in order that the

maximum of sunlight may be obtained for

the living-rooiris, and each tenement has at

least one room looking on to a garden. The
type of plan designed for the buildings is an
improved balcony plan arranged so that the

living-rooms and bedrooms do not look on
any of the balconies, and have unobstructed
light. All the sculleries and domestic offices

are separated from the habitable rooms by a

ventilated lobby. The average area of the

living-rooms is I50ft. superficial, and ot the

bedrooms 100ft. The dwellings are divided

into 537 tenements, of which only 16 are asso-

ciated and the remainder self-contained. The
16 associated tenements—that is, tenements in

which the domestic offices are shared by more
than one teueineut, all consist of one room,
of which the weekly rental is 4s. 6d. to 6s. ;

for a two room teneuient, 7s. Gd. to 8s. 6d. a

week is charged; for a three-room tenement,

9s. 6d. to lis. ; and for a four-room tenement,

lis. to 13s. Accommodation for some of

those displaced by the Kingsway improve-

ment was also provided for in a lodging-house

for men, erected at the corner of Kenible-

street and Drnry lane, with cubicles for 699

men. The building is six stories in height,

and on the ground floor the lodgers' section

contains dining, smoking, reading, and
writing rooms. Fixed teak tables and seats

are provided to accommodate 360 men at one

time. The lodgers can cook their own food,

and si)dv3 are provided where food can be

prepared. The smoking-room contains fixed

teak tables and seats, accommodating 96

men, in addition to movable armchairs. The
reading-room is similarly furnished, book-

cases witli books being " provided. In the

basement the lavatory room is fitted with 68

basins, each having hot and cold water

supply. Adjoining the lavatory is a feet-

washing room, and bathrooms containung five

.slipper-baths and one shower bath, with hot

and cold water supply to each. There is a

washhoiise for the use of lodgers wishing to

wash their own garments, and also a drying

chamber. Shops are provided for a barber

and a bootmaker. With regard to the

cubicle floors, each is divided into sections

by division walls, which admit of the isola-

tion and disinfection of sections. Each

lodger has an independent cubicle with a

minimum width of 4ft. lOJin., and an area

of 36sq.ft.. and is lighted by a separate

window. The height of the stories is 9ft.,

the partitions between the cubicles being

7ft. 6in. in height, and the portion adjommg
the corridor 6ft. 6in., thus insuring ample

ventilation. Each cubicle contains an n-ou

bedstend with a spring mattress, the whole

of which can be folded back against the par-

tition for the purpose of sweeping and clean-

ing tlie floor. The charge tor the use of the

cubicle is 6d., 7d., Is., and Is. 2d. for a

sinsle night. For a private bath with hot

and cold water, one penny is charged, m-

cluding .soap and use of towel. A further
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iiistiilnient of those displacod by the Kiciys-

wiiy iinprovt'iin'ut was lehuusotl on the Mill-

biiiik Estate, Wcstmiiister, the cUnelopinciit
(if wliii'h afforils an e>xaiiiplo of veliuusiiiy on
till' sill' (if ail olil lumliiiai'k. The site of tlio

(iM Millliank piisoii was reeonnneiuied by the
liuval Commission on Honsing to be appro-
priated for lionsing pnrposes, and was sold
liy the tiovernment for £22,242. It is laid
out for 17 blocks of workmen's dwellings,
providing aecomniodation for 4,430 persons.
The planning is arranged to insnre a throngli
eurrent of air and snfficient ventilation under
all eircnmstances, and a large portion has
been left for use as a garden.

DIRECT AMRLIonATION .St'HEMKS.

'I'he dwellings already referred to can only
be regarded as rehousing those displaced in

consequence of street improvements, and do
not represent the attempts made directly for
the amelioration of the housing of the work-
ing class. The first large scheme undertaken
with this special object was to deal with the
huge slum in Bethnal Green known as the
Boundary-street area. The oeenpants of this
area were described as heathens, and
morality was literally at its lowest ebb. The
death-rate of the neighbourhood was 40 per
1,00(1, a rate nearly twice that for the parish
of Bethnal Green. The area was 15 acres in
extent, and the number of persons displaced
was 5,719. The scheme was to demolish the
old houses bit by bit; to form new wide
streets, and to construct blocks of flats for
the re-accommodation of as many persons
as was consistent with due regard to
health and sanitation. Under the laying-
out plan, tlie area is approached by
an avenue tiOft. wide, leading to a
central open space in which is a band-
stand where music is provided in the summer
months. Streets 50ft. wide radiate from this
centre. Blocks of dwellings have been
erected for 5. .380 persons, and 144 were
accommodated in cottage dwellings. There
are three public gardens between various
blocks of dwellings of an aggregate area of
nearly three-quarters of an acre. A central
laundry is provided containing troughs, dry-
ing horses, wringing machines, and mangles,
and behind the laundry is a small annexe
containing 12 hot and cold slipper baths and
a shower bath. A similar scheme which has
recently been under consideration is that de-
cided upon with reference to a large area at
Tabard-street, Grotto place, and Crosby-row,
Southwark and Bermondsey. This is the
largest clearance ever embarked upon under
the Housing Act, the area affected having a
total extent of 17 acres, being about two acres
more than at Boundary-street. The narrow-
ness of the streets, the closeness of the
Imuses, the defective planning, and the in-

sanitary condition of most of the property,
rendered it impossible to effect any lasting
benefit to the area by dealing with individual
properties. It was decided to deal with the
matter on a comprehensive scale, and a plan
has been prepared for this purpose. The
central portion of the area, about five acres
ill extent, will be laid out as a public open
space, and most of the rehousing accommo-
datioji will be provided in five-story balcony
dwellings overlooking the open space. On a
detached portion of the area as many cottages
as convenient will be erected.

THE SUBURnAN DISTRrCT.S.

The bousing hitherto dealt with has been
confined to that undertaken in the central
area, and the action taken in this direction
has been guided by conditions which are more
or less characteristic of most large towns.
The population in the central areas has, how-
ever, become stationary, or .shows a tendency
to decrease, residential buildings giving place
to those of commercial or industrial cha-
racter. The population in the suburban dis-
tricts, on the other hand, is rapidly in-
creasing, and the only practicable course
appears to be to take measures to control the
outward flow of the population. This object
can best be attained bv securing cheap and
rapid travelling facilities, and bv the pro-
vision of cottages in outside districts within
the means of the labouring classes. Given
equal conditions, there can be no question as
to the hygienic superiority and the greater
attractiveness of honsing the worker in a

cottage with pleasant surroundings rather

than in a block dwelling in a central dis-

trict, to say nothing of the saving to the com-
inuiiily.

TOOTING.

The first estate purchased by the I'ouncil

for cottage development was at Totterdown
Fields, Tooting. It has an area of about .38

acres, and 1,22!) cottages and four shops have
been built, aecommodating 8,733 persons.

The estate has been completely developed
and is fully occupied.

NniiiiUUV.

At Norbury, an estate of about 30 acres
was purchased in 1!)01. Cottages have been
erected on about l(ij acres of the estate, to

accommodate 3,472 persons. The cottages
are similar in size to tliose at Totterdown
Fields, but the elevations are varie<l in

design.

WHITK HART I.ANH, TOTTENHAM.
The largest scheme for the development of

a cottage estate near London was that under-
taken by the County Council when 22G acres
of land were purchased north of the

county boundary. The purchase price

was £90,225, or at the rate of £400
per acre. Development of the estate

has up to the present been confined
to the extreme southern portion, where roads
and sewers ha\e been constructed sufficient

to enable about 48 acres to be covered, and
on about 36 acres (including three and one-
third acres laid out as a public garden) 875
two story cottages have been erected, pro-

viding accommodation for 6,835 persons. The
accommodation provided is in throe, four,

and five room cottages, each of which has its

own front door and its own proper garden at

the rear. The three room cottages are let at

6s. 6d. to 8s. per week, the four-room cot-

tages 8s. 3d. to 8s. Od., and the five-room
cottages at 9s. 3d. to 13s. per week. The cot-

tages are ren<llly let, a relnni for the (piarter

ended March, 1913, showing that the loss by
empties was only .27 per cent, of the gross
rent. A site has been reserved for adminis-
trative buildings, and a meeting hall for

tenants. The roads are planned so that the
majority of the blocks of cottages run north
and south, and each frontage therefore re-

ceives direct sunlight. An estate garden is

provided, turfed for teruiis and bowls, and
surrounded by raised terraces and flower
gardens. The development of the remainder
of the estate will be the subject of a garden
suburb scheme. A working-class population
already predominates in the district, and it

was felt that it would bo advantageous if a

substantial portion of better-class property
could be erected on the land. Authority has
been given by Parliament for develop-
ment on the lines of a garden suburb which
will comprise various types of houses, in-

cluding .'^inall cottages at a moderate rental,

and larger bouses suitable for middle class
occupation.

THE OLD OAK ESTATR.

The estate most recently purchased In Lon-
don for working class development is that
known as the Old Oak Estate, situated on
the western boundary of the county. It

originally contained about 54J acres, but a
railway company subsequently obtained run-
ning powers for a new line across the estate
diagonally, acquiring nearly eight acres for
this purpose. Ilevelopment is now proceed-
ing on the western section, which includes
about 14 acres west of the proposed railway.
I^^ive shops and 345 cottages and cottage flats

w ill provide accommodation for 2,413 persons.
The size of the cottages will vary from five

rooms down to a cottage flat of one room.
The needs of small families of the poorer
class requiring only one or two rooms were
considered, and it was decided that as an ex-
periment a limited number of tenements of
one, two. and three rooms will be provided at
very low rents. The smallest type of one-
room cottage flat with a separate scullery
and water-closet is let at a rent of 4s. per
week. It is intended to restrict the occupa-
tion of such cottage flats to old married
couples, or to two persons of the same sex,

married couples with young children being
excluded.
The time at my disposal has only

permitted me briefly to sketch the salient

features of the great work which has been
carried out in the present century by the
London County Council, and 1 am afraid
that the subject has been treated in an im-
perfect way ; but if 1 have given my audience
the key to further investigation on the great
qui'stion of housing the poor, I am mori' Ibaii

satisfied.

**^-

KINROSS, LOCH LEVEN, AND
ST. SERF.

13y invitation of Sir Basil Montgomery, a
party of members of Kdinbnrgh antiquarian
and architectural societies, under the leader-

ship of Dr. Thomas Ross, architect, of that
city, paid u visit to Kinross on Saturday for
the purpose of seeing the niansion-honse.
Loch I^even Castle, ami the less well known
isiaml in the loch, St. Serf. In 1675 Sir
William Bruce, the well known architect of
llolyrood P.alace and of llopt^tonn House,
purchased the estate of Kinross from the
Earl of Morton, and ten years afterwards be
began to build from his own designs the
mansion-house situated on the shores of Loch
Leven. The erection of this house was an
event of considerable consequence in the
history of the domestic architecture of (ireat
Britain. It is probably the earliest example
of a type of mansion house which became
almost universal throughout the whole of the
18th century. The house proper, consisting
of a central block, with porch, and slightly
projecting wings, has at each end of the
facade a circular colonnade terminating in

pa\ilions. Internally it is divided along its

length by a wall, with rooms on each side.

This is the general plan of such mansions,
with infinite variations in scale and richness
of detail and size. In the ease of Kinross
there are two fronts of equal importance

—

one facing the long avenue from the town,
the other overlooking the garden and loch.

The party were struck with the lightness and
elegance of the ornamentation of the Classic
columns and pilasters and other details--

Adam-Iike in appearance - both inside and
outside the mansion ; and it was recalled that
the celebrated architects, Adam, father and
tivo sons, were born in the locality, and bad
been trained under the Bruce infinence. The
garden Willi at three points had also been
made a subject of architectural treatment in

order that an uninterrnpted view of the loch
may be had from the windows of the house;
ami several Classical summer houses in the
garden, as also a number of statues in lead,

are also features of interest. There is a tra-

dition that the house was built in the bopi;

that it would become a royal residence for

.James VII. of Scotland. It remained in-

haljited till the early years of the 19th cen-
tury, after which it was desolate and unfur-
nished for 80 years. It was fast tending to-

wards ruin when, some ten or twelve years
ago. Sir Basil Montgomery restored it to

something not far short of its original splen-

doni , and at the same time the gartlen and
grounds were set in order. In the house art?

several ancestral portraits by Raeburn,
Romney, Hoppner, and other masters, and
some Chippendale furniture.

Accompanied by Lady Montgomery, the
party were, after an inspection of the bouse
and grounds, ferried in motor boats to the

Castle Island, where Sir Basil Montgomery
gave an interesting sketch of the famous
fortress, and pointed out the parts of the

ruined keep and ca=itle which Mary. Queen
of Scots, occupied during her captivity here

from ,Iune, 1567, to May, 1568. This historic

castle is the pri\ate property of the lairds of

Kinross, and upon its upkeep considerable

sums of money have been expended, both by
the late Sir Graham Montgomery and by bis

son, the present proprietor. At present the

ruin is well maintained.
The party then visited the low, sandy, tree-

less island of St. Serf, where there are the

remains of a Celtic church dating from about
the 6th century. Of the ancient priory of

Loch Leven, dedicated to St. Serf, the only
remains are part of the four plain walls of a

small chancel. On the west side the nave
opening, though now filled up with masonry,
may still be traced, and at the east end. under
the grass, the foundations of an apse were
at one time said to have been uncovered. The
ruins of the nave and of the domestic build-
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GOTHIC LIVERY CUPBOARD IN OAK, FROM FARM NEAR TICKENHALL .\1A.\UK, .SUUUl'blllKE.

Foi-merly belonging to Artliur, Prince of Wales, eldest son of Henry VII. Presented by Mr. Robert Mond, F.R.8., to tbe Victoria

and Albert Mu.senni, S.AV.

ings of the priory may be noted all aronnd
in irregular heaps, covered with rank vegeta-
tion awaiting the spade of the antiqnary.
On tlie return from St. Serf Professor Bald-
win Brown and Mr. Moir Bryce thanked Sir
Basil and Lady Mackenzie Montgomery for
enabling the party to spend a day among
.scenes of such antiquarian and historical
ijiterest.

NATIONAL ART TREASURES ACQUI-
SITION HEPOR'PS.
fWITH II.I.lJ.STRATIONS.l

It goes without saying, and tbe ninth
annual report just issued confirms the fact,

that the National .4rt Collf^'ctions Fund, of
which King (ieorgc is the patron, has
hitherto accomplished, and is still doing, in
a quiet way, most excellent work by supple-
menting the occasional and none too ample

grants made from time to time by the Govern-
ment towards the acquisition of choice
examples of art for our public galleries and
national collections. Official bodies are pro-

verbially slow, and are too frequently
hampered bj' a \ariety of causes ^vhicb seem
vexatious, when speedy purchases are called
for. This possibly natural inability to act
quickly displayed by the trustees controlling
such institutions is confirmed more than
often by lack of money, precluding all chance
of acting ipiickly by seizing opportunities for
securing treasures of un(|uestioned import-
ance as tln>y occur. No donlit caution is the
indispensable duty of all trustees, and errors
incidental to precipitant judgment probably
are sometimes avoided thereby, but precau-
tion ine\itably encourages dcUiy just when
swift decision is most imperative. Some of

these authorities are too prone to predilec-
tions for some particular type of design, or a

particular period of art, while officials are

also concerned who invariably have to be

approached diplomatically, owing to personal

or other reasons which we need not here

enumerate, with the result that instead of

being able to determine each ease oji its indi-

vidual merits, the business becomes readily

involved in a controversy winch encourages

concerted opposition to anything like imme-

diate action. The Natiojia'l Arts Collections

Fund, conducted nudm- the chairmanship of

the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, aided

by a strong representative committee consist-

ing of men distinguished by their mature

judgnunit in such matters, and having the

help of Sir Isidore Spielman as acting

honorary secretary, supplies the qnalificn-

tions .so' necessary for the effective further-

ance of the initiative, and by being first in

the field exercising, as it best can, the

catholic knowledge of a body of experts ir
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tlie varied depai-tineiits of the Fine Arts. In
this way only is it at all likely that snch
treasures of artistic importance can be
secured whenever they chance to cliange
hands, either by private treaty or in the open
market, and thereby fore.stallmp other
equally alert competitors, who for tile most
part act for wealthy collectors in foreign
countries, and notably in America. Great
works of art are necessarily few in number,
and no artificial stimnlus can increase their
quantity.

During the past twelve months this Fund
has been largely instrumental in acquiring
for the nation several excellent samples of
very different kinds, though there appears to
have been no sensational acquirements com-
parable with Holbein's "Duchess of Milan,"
bought in lOnO, or of -The Adoration of the
Magi," bv Mabuse, which signalised the pur-
chases of 1!)11. We have the satisfaction of
recording the addition of Sir George Hayter's
historic large group of 180 portraits included

in the oil painting illustrating "The Trial of

Queen Caroline in the House of Lords," and
dated IS'23. This historic canvas has been
presented to the National Portrait Gallery.
Of an entirely differing interest is the pair of

marble figures from China, exported last

year, of military mandarins intended to be
used as tomb guardians. Such sculptures
are very uncommon, and were unrepresented
in the Victoria and Albert Museum. They
are most extraordinary in design. Both
.statues wear high hats with narrow
brims and elaborately embroidered robes,

their decoration being finished in modelled
detail. They are rather less than life

size, and date from the Ming dynasty

—

about the 15th century. They are

unique specimens in London of such Oriental
sculpture, and arc to be seen to the left of

the main entrance in the west hall of the Vic-

toria and Albert Museum, to which the Fund
presented them at a cost of £200. The Gothic
Livery Cupboard in oak here illustrated was

forinSrly the property of Arthur, Prince of
Wales, eldest son of Henry VII. This also
has been given to the same collection. It
came from a farm between Tickenhall Manor
and Ludlow Castle, on the borders of the
Marches of Wales, where Henry VII. built
his son a residence at Bewdley. Here the
I'rince held his court, and in this place, in
1502, only five montlis after bis marriage with
the i'rinccss Catherine of .\ragon, ho died
in tile Ifitli year of his age. The Perpen-
dicnhir Gothic traceries of this cupboard,
and its open-work panels of the front, are
alternated by single ostricli feathers, and
also the use of the letter A, very similar to
the details of Prince Arthur's Chantry in
Worcester Cathidral. Mr. Robert Mond,
K.R.S., eontribntcil this piece through the
good offices of the Fund. "Livery cup-
board," of course implies that it was employed
for food-handed (liv'ree), for the use of the
Royal Household servants. It was only
recently discovered in the old farmhouse iii

Shropsliire, as already inentioned. It
measures 5ft. 4in. high by 4tt. I in. wide, and
is 2ft. deep.

The sum of £yo purchasc-d the original
Plaster Sketch by Alfred Stevens, here illus-

trated, for the semicircular top of the over-
rnanlel in the saloon at l)orcliesfcr
House, Park Lane. The chimneyplecc
itself is executed in Carrara marble.
This exceedingly beautiful specimen of
modelling is 4ft. (iiii. long by 2ft. (iin.

tall ill the centre. In execution the
design w'as added to by candelabra pilasters
crowned by torch flames on either side, and
a winged ornament \\ as used at the top. This
example is now in the National Gallery of
British Art at Millbank (Gallery 18). Per-
haps the most important addition of English
woodwork made during the year to the Vic-
toria and Albert Museum is the Early
(ieorgian Panelled Room from 27, Hattoii
Garden. The house occupied the site of the
garden of Hatton House, Holborn, built by
Sir Cliristopher Hatton, Lord Chancellor in'

the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The Georgian
liouse in question was erected by Thomas
Miller in 1729, on laud leased from Viscouufc
Hatton. After his death in 1762 the Hatton
fiarden Estate was sold, and in 1785 this
" capital brick dwelling (exceedingly well
fitted) " passed into the family of Garle. In
1851 it was acquired from this family for the
use of the " City Orthopasdic Hospital " by Mr.
Chance, a specialist surgeon, and in 1891 the
hospitt-il trustees purchased the house, which
was pnllod down in 1907. The present room
in question was exhibited at the Franco-
British Exliihition five years ago. Its design
is attributed to .James Gibbs, and dates about
17.'J0, just after the completion of St. Mar-
tin's-in thc-Fields by the same architect. It

measures 23ft. by 22ft.. and the panelling is

of rlaik pine, elaijorately carved, specially the

chimneypieee. wall cupboards, and doorways.
'I'he Fund purchased this splendid example
(with the help of subscribers, including Sir

William Lever, who gave £25) for £400, from
Messrs. White, Alloin, and Co.. who .sold the

room for the price they paid for it.

The principal acquisitions during 1912 to

the Victoria and Albert Museum are con-

cisely reported on by Sir Cecil Smith, the

Director, in an excellent little book, with

manv illustrations, published for one sliilliug

at his Majesty's Stationery Office. This
"Review" is most interesting. The outstand-

ing purchases in the Architectural and Sculp-

ture Departments during the year were made
from the funds of the Murray Bequest,

anil among these are two beautiful

angels by Tilmann Riemenschneider and
the small wood group of " The De-
position." Little more (ban £200 was
spent out of the ordinary musenin griiut

during the year, but this included the Early

14th-century sandstone figure of a knight of

the Do Lucy family in full armour, decorated

with gesso, painted and gilt, lately excavated

on the site of Lesnes Abbey, Kent, and also

this £200 included a pair of English alabaster

figures of St. Christopher and St. Etheldreda

(?) of tlie 15th century, delicately decorated

in gold. They were made to stand as part

of an altar-piece between the usual

"Tables." Under the heading of Depart-

ment of Woodwork, the Hattoii Garden
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House panolling is described and illustrated

us one of the principal gifts to the imiseuni,

as above mentioned, and a small photograph
view appears also of the livery cup-
board already alluded to. It is entirely
free from modern restoration, and its

face still retains traces of vermilion
colouring, which in all probability
once enriched the e.xterior, like much
sculpture and architecture of the Middle
Ages. From the Design section the most
noteworthy individual purchase of the year is

a design for a Bishop's "Crosier," attributed
to Jacques Androuet Dn Cerceau (b. about
1510, d. about 1585), and it dates about 1533,
at which time this artist is known to have
made a number of designs for ecclesiastical
goldsmiths' work ; one by him of a retable is

in the Foule Collection, and is dated 1534.
This fine pen drawing of a crosier at
Soutli Kensington is quite one of the best
for goldsmiths'- work possessed by the De-
partment. It is a full-size detail, 22i,iu.

high, the crook being 7in. A sectional plan
makes it a perfect working draft, ilUistratiiig

a curious mixture of Gothic traditional orna-
ments, typical Renaissance patterns, and
architectural details. The Christian person-
ages are associated with pagan grotesques
and myths. The draughtsmanship is firm,

and clearly illustrates the designer's inten-
tions. Mr. Murray Marks has given a richly-

decorated French 14th-century oak casket of
exceptional value, with copper gilt mounts
set with armorial bearings in champleve
enamel in medallions. Dean Swift's Writing
Cabinet, illustrated in Macquoid's " History
of English Furniture," is of early 18th-cen-
tury date, in figured walnut and marquetry,
of ebony and holly, a most uncommon piece.

The Fund purchased another example of rare
character, viz., a pair of English oak doors,
painted about ].5nO with orders of angels.
They were brought from Northamptonshire,
but nothing is known of their history. Wo
can only name one further example of
cabinetwork. It is an artist's table in the
style of Chippendale (third quarter of the 18th
century), with flat strap-work, and made in

mahogany with a top ingeniously fitted with
an adjustable slope. The front pulls out,
disclosing in the interior an arrangement of
compartments for artists' materials, making
a most interesting piece, the front legs being
divided vertically so as to support the pulling
out part when open.

THE ESSENTIAL AND THE NON-
ESSENTIAL IN PURE WATER.*
Such standards of purity as have been

tentatively advanced in the past are purely
technical in character. The ordinary
sanitary analysis, on uhiili such starjdards
are based, consists of a hmg list of de-
terminations, both qualitative and quanti-
tative, and tlie usefulness of many of them is

supposed to lie in the infnrmatioii thev afford
with respect to uhether the water has ever
been polluted with- animal excrement, and
when and in what quantities. If it be
assinned that water is free of pathogenic
bacteria, and it can bo shown that mere
organic and mineral matter does not dele-
Icrionsly affect the health of the consumer,
what possible good can come from labori-
inisly and expensively analysing water for
oxygen consumed," " nitrites," " nitrates,"

"chlorine," and "total solid matter"? ivhy
would it not be much better to restrict the
ordinary chemical analysis to the really im-
portant, although simple, determinations,
such as taste, odour, colour, and turbidity,
in order to establish the range in its physical
characteristics, and for suspended matter,
iron, and hardness to furnish a line on the
really essential features of its chemical
make-up?
How many waterworks are supporting

laboratories at no snnill cost, for the purpose
of filing file after file with tlic results of
chemical analyses which not only are in-
capable of definite interpretation, but which
would be of no aid io the superintendeni in

(he operation of the works if they were? In
many eases such laboratory work is continued
as I'ontine because similiir uoi'k is done in so
many other waterworks laboratories.

* Abstract of a pauer by Mr. Gro. A. .Johnson
hofore tile American Water Works Association.

Therefore, why not pay more attention to

the recording only of such important data as
will give clear, continuous, and valuable in-

formation that any waterworks superin-

tendent can understand, and which will serve
as a reliable guide in the operation of the
works under him? It is astoni,s_hiug how
nuich really valueless information is avail-

able on the nitrogen content of waters, and
how comparatively little on colour, turbidity,

and hardness. The filtration man does not
strive for the removal of nitrogenous matters
from water, per se, but he certainly bends
every effoi't to the removal of colour and
turbidity, and very often, too, of hardness
and iron. Let us now consider briefly of

what real value is the cliemical analysis so

commonly carried out as routine work in the

waterworks laboratory, taking up each de-

termination in the order in which it usually

appears on the record sheets.

VALUE OF CHF.MICAL ANALYSIS.

Temperature obser\ations are of some
value in connection with the operation of a
filtration plant, because it is well known that
all filters do their poorest work during cold
weather, and where coagulating and soften-

ing chemicals are employed in water treat-

ment it is equally well known that the
coagulating and softening leaetions are

measurably slowed up by low temperatures,
and accelerated by high temperatures. Tem-
perature observations at different depths in

ponds, lakes, and reservoirs often furnish
valuable information with respect to strati-

fication, etc., and readily explain the reason
for the periodic unsatisfactory appearance
and taste of some waters, due to spring and
antunni " overturn."

TURBIDITY.

The ordinary citizen does not look with
favour on a water which is turbid; that is,

carries in suspension mud, silt, and clay in

quantities sufficient to impart to it a marked
cloudiness or a distinct nniddy appearance.
It is not so much a case of whether such
matter is actually injurious as that it is not
agreeable to the sight, and promotes other
resthetic prejudices such as those against
taking into the .system so much actual mud
and dirt. Therefore, in all up-to date cities

where the water-supply is turbid it is the
custom to treat it in some way before
delivering it into the mains, in the endeavour
to remove the turbidity and make it agree-
able to the sight.

COLOUR.

Many first-class water-supplies are highly
coloured. This yellowish colour originates
for the most part in vegetable extractions,
anri where stains arc usually prominent.
Such colour has no sanitary .significance,

but offends the testhetic sense of sighl , and
it has become the custom in large cities to

use every reasonable effort to effect its

removal before the water is delivered into the
mains. Bacterial decomposition of the
deposits on the bottom of some lakes
deprives the lower strata of their oxygen,
and such layers become highly coloured.
With the periodic appearance of the " over-

turn " in spring and autumn these coloured
layers are brought to the surface, dis-

tributing the colour throughout the entire

body of water. Furthermore, under the
anaerobic conditions sometimes existing at
the bottom of lakes and ponds, iron is thrown
into solution. On being brought into contact
with air this iron is oxidised, imparting to
the water a reddish brown colour. Under
ordinary circumstances sun - bleaching is

actively felt for a depth of about 1ft. below
the surface, and in a month's exposure to the
sun's rays the colour removal will amount to
about 20 per cent. By treating coloured
waters with chemicals all vegetable stains
can be rcnio\cd. Ozonisation and the use
of oxygenated compounds of calcium, sodium,
or chlorine will effectively decolourise
water; but their high cost is usually pro-
hibitive, were there no other objections to
tlu-si' forms of treatment. Fiitr.ntion of
cohinred water through clean quartz sand
will not effect measuralilc dreolnnri-ation,
and it is well known tiiat without the aid of
a coagulating chemical slow sand filters will

not consistently remove more than about 20

per cent, of the dissolved colour in water.
The most efficient and satisfactory method
of water decolouration is by coagulation,
followed by filtration.

TASTE AND COLOUR.
Objectionable tastes and odours are some-

times naturally imparted to water through
the growth of certain forms of microscopical
life, and when such are recorded in the
laboratory are followed by the taking of
prompt measures to correct them, such as
the application of copper compounds and the
like to the affected water in the lakes and
reservoirs on the collecting and distributing
system. Such tastes and odours have no
sanitary significance, but are aesthetically
objectionable. In some cases certain in-

dustrial wastes discharged into the water
above the intake will impart an offensive
taste and odour to it. The routine test at the
laboratory should furnish reliable data in

this line, and allow such odours and tastes
readily to be traced to their source, and thus
make their elimination possible.

NITROGEN.
All organic matter naturally passes through

a cycle of changes before arriving at the final

stage of nitrate or saltpetre, and free and
albuminoid ammonia, as determined in the

.

chemical analysis of water, represent the
nitrogenous organic matter in its earlier
transitional stages. The presence in water of

nitrogen in this form furnishes circumstantial
evidence of its prior pollution, since fecal
matter invariably contains such products.
The word " circumstantial " is used advisedly,
for the reason that vegetable matter from
swampy areas, although remote from
sources of animal pollution, often contributes
nitrogen in these forms in considerable quan-
tities. As such it would, of course, have no
sanitary significance. By some it is con-
sidered that the ratio between free and
albuminoid ammonia serves as a fairly

accurate guide in determining the character
of the organic matter contributing it. and
that a high free-albuminoid ammonia ratio

coincident with a low chloride and nitrates

characterise vegetable organic matter; and,
conversely, that high free ammonia with high
amounts of chlorides, characterises animal
organic matter. In a very general way this

is true ; but since by chemical analysis one
can obtain from vegetable matter precisely

the same combination in free and albuminoid
ammonia, nitrites and nitrates, that come
from the analysis of water polluted with
animal excrement, the evidence furni.shed is

certainly but circumstantial. And. after all,

of what sanitary significance is mere organic ^
matter, whether animal or vegetaVjle, in the
absence of specific germs of disease? Elimin-
ating the icsthctic phase, and the possible

effect of imagination on the human organism,
it actually has very little sanitary sig-

nificance, a" will be shown later on.

CHLORINE.

The chlorine found in water is not of par-

ticular sanitary significance ; but inasmuch
as sewage and domestic wastes contain large

amounts of salt, its presence in water-
supplies indicates that it may have come from
such sources. The water-supplies of sea-

board cities, even when unpolluted, are

normally higher in chlorine than unpolluted

inland supplies, due to the salt blown in

from the ocean. In certain inland localities

unpolluted water-supplies are high in

chlorine, due to mineral deposits in the soil.

Therefore, like nitrogen, high amounts of

chlorine in water merely furnish circum-

stantial evidence of dangerous pollution.

TOTAL SOLID.S.

When a sample of water is evaporated to

dryness the dry residue represents the total

solid matter which the water originally con-

tained. This includes, not only the matter

in suspension which rendered the water

turbid, but matters in solution. The results

have little or no sanitary significance.

VOLATILE .SOLIDS.

When the dish containing the "total

solids" is heated the .so-called "volatile"

solids are burnt up. 'I'liese are supposed to

represent the organic matters present in the

water, and some analysts attempt to eharac-'

terise these by their cliarred appearance and
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Qclour when buniiiig. Such determinations
have little or no value in water analj'sis.

HARDNESS.
Water, in its passage over an<l tlirongli the

soil, dissolves and picks up certain minerals,
among the most common being lime and
magncsinm. These gi\e to the water its

hardness. Tliero are two kinds of hardness

—

namely, temporary and pernianont. The
carbonates of lime and magnesium, held in
solution by the dissolved carbonic acid in
the water, constitute the temporary hardness
and may be almost completelv softened by
boiling. Waters which, in addition to dis-
solved carbonates, contain in solution calcium
and magnesium sulphates, chlorides, or
nitrates, cannot be effectively softened by
boiling. Such hardness is termed per-
manent.

It is difficult tp set a ma.xinnnu limit for
the amount of hardness a water nniy contain
and yet be considered satisfactory. In the
lake cities a total hardness of 100 parts per
million is considered satisfactory, yet such a
hardness in Eastern Atlantic cities would lie

considered unsatisfactory. At Columbus. O.,
where the total hardness of the raw Scioto
River water ranged from 41 to 372 parts per
million, and averaged 222 parts during the
year 1912, tlie water is softened, and the
endeavour is always to deliver to the con-
sumers a water having a total hardness of
100 parts per million or less. In 1012 the
actual hardness of the Columbus tap water
averaged 79 parts per million. Hardness
determinations are highly important, and
should be carried as routine iji all water-
works laboratories. By determining the
total hardness and the alkalinity" (the
difference generally representing the per-
manent hardness) an excellent line is afforded
on this important characteristic of water.
The records are of value in settling dis-
cussions as to the advisability of softening
the water; in soap consumption; on its
utility for various industrial purposes, and
on its suitability for steam raising. Where
a coagulating chemical is used in the purifi-
cation of a water-supply it is indispensable,
owing to tlie fact that 'a certain amount of
alkalinity is required to decompose every
grain of added coagulant ; otherwise, if the
alkalinity be deficient, coagulation will be
inisatisfactory and undecomposed coagulant
appear in the treated water; an inadmissible
condition. The sanitary aspect of hardness
will be referred to later on.

IRON.
Practically all natural waters contain iron.

The soil contains iron in the form of sulphide
or oxide. Being dissolved out in water it

may be present as an oxide, a earboimte, or
as "humic acid," the original organic com-
pound which holds ferric oxide in solution.
Ferric oxide can be removed by sedimenta-
tion and filtration ; ferrous carbonate by
aeration through the opportunity thus
afforded for the escape of carbonic acid ; and
if the iron happens to be in combination with
organic acids, the addition of alkalies will
break up the loose combination and liberate
the iron. Generally speaking, no water can
be considered entirely satisfactory which
contains more than about one part of total
iron per million parts of water. Even a less
quantity than this is desirable, as a taste is

sometimes perceptible in w-ater containing
around one part of iron.

CARBONIC ACID.

The determination of free carbonic aeid in
water is of importance, as it is well under-
stood that it is an active agent in the
corrosion of metals, particularly iron and
lead. "Red water" troubles are'often to be
laid at the door of free carbonic acid, in some
measure at least, and where it is present in
relatively large quantities steps are often
taken to remove it by adding lime to the
water. Where coagvdating chemicals are
used, particularly wjicrc lime is not cm-
ployed with the salts of iron and aluminium
which are more commonly used as coagulants,
the determination of free carbonic acid
furnishes valuable information, as with eacli
grain of added coagulant tliere is a corre-
sponding increase in the amount of free
carbonic aeid.

Eliminating from discussion for the time
being all forms of bacterial and other micro-

scopic life, let us consider the evidence
bearing on the sanitary significance of the
more conunon constituents of water, as de-
termined by chemical analysis.

riiv.sicAr. Fi:ATURrs.

Under this heading, of course, come taste
and odour, colour and turbidity. What effect
on the health of the consumer have these
features us applied to water? A water
heavily chargeil with mud will naturally
possess an argillaceous or clayey taste anil
odour, the same being intensifiedon heating.
This is not agreeable to many. Assume that
a water contains on the average 100 parts per
million of suspended matter. In a year's
time an adult W'ill consume in this way about
l-71b. of such matter, or some 51b. in a life-

time. This quantity in itself cainiot be coji-

sidered as having any sanitary significance.
Water which is naturally highly coloured

sometimes possesses a slight astringent taste,
but such colouring matters, being vegetable
stains for the most part, can have no dele-
terious effect on the health of the consimier.
Some waters po.ssess offensive tastes and
odours, due to growths in them of certain
higher forms of microscopical life, and due
to the liberation by them of essential oils in

process of their development or decay. These
are relatively small in quantity, and cannot
in themselves actually cause serious dis-
turbances in the body of the consumer. Some
waters are so heavily polluted with certain
industrial wastes as to give them a highly
objectionable taste and odour. Probably the
most prominent in this line are waters
tainted with the waste liquids resulting from
the destructive' distillation of wood and coal.
Creosotes, phenols, and similar compounds
are especially offensive and far reaching. A
very few drops of creosote will impart a
marked taste to a gallon of water.
Now as to the sanitary significance of such

substances in water. Let us assume that the
2001b. of creosotes and phenols were all pure
creosote. The medicinal dose of creosote
may safely be taken at ten drops. To get a
single medicinal dose fi-om water polluted
as above it would be necessary for one to
consume over thirty gallons of the water.
Furthermore, creosote is not a cumulative
poison, but is rapidly excreted through the
pores of the body, leaving nothing behind.
Finally, then, those physical characteristics
natural to many surface waters which lend
to them an unsightly appearance, or an
objectionable taste and smell, are of actual
injury only in so far as they may affect the in-
dividual imaginatively. This (Feature is not
to be disregarded, however, for there is no
doubt that many tliousands of people actually
have thought themselves into the grave. One
of the first lines of common-sense water logic,
therefore, is that drinking water shall be
free from perceptible quantities of colour
and turbidity, and that it shall possess no
disagreeable,' or actually foreign, tastes or
odours.

ORGANIC llATTEB.

Under this heading, although it may not l)e

precisely correct, we will include all

nitrogenous matter, such as free and albu-
minoid ammonia, nitrites and nitrates; and
carbonaceous matter, such as "oxygen con-
sumed" and the like; in short, all organic
matter found in water, both of vegetable and
animal origin, whether derived from human
or animal excrement or from the wasli of
woods and fields. It is necessary at this
point only to eliminate living bacteria from
the discussion. They will be considered
later on. There is nothing in the complex
compounds of organic matter commonly
found in water-supplies which need give
alarm to the water consumer. Prior bacterial
decomposition of such matters, doubtless, is

instrumental in producing certain ptomaines,
which in sufficient cpiantity would exert in
some degree a toxic effect on the human
organism. But while such conditions might
be cnrieeived of in sewage, in water, even
after it has received sewage up to the limit
of its powers of digestion, the dilution of
such substances is too great to warrant
serious consideration being given to this
feature.

CHT.nRINK.

The effect of chlorine on the public health

ni the^ quantities and as found in water ism
. The average individual consumes at the

table each day many times as much salt as is
ever present in a drinking water supply.

HARDNES.S.

It IS the contention by some physiologists
that those constituents which make water
hard are deleterious to the public health. In
some cases this view would seem to have
considerable merit. The traveller is un-
pleasantly reminded of the effects of abruptly
changing from a soft to a hard water, and
vice-versa

; but there are no statistical data to
prove that in general the hardness of a
water has any clearly defined effect one way
or the other on the public health. Although
it IS strongly maintained by some that various
specific diseases, such as urinary calculi,
goitre, etc., are produced by the continued
use of very hard waters, the confirmatory
data to prove out this view are lacking. It
it much more probable that the effect of
hard w-atcrs is really restricted to simple
gastric and intestinal disturbances, \yhieh are
temporary only in their effect.

IRON.

The chief objections to iron in a water-
supply, from a sanitary standpoint, arc its
undesirable taste and appearance, when
present in sufficiently large quantities.
Where it comes from the source of supply
it can readily be removed by aeration and
filtration ; and when it comes from the
service pipes, through the corrosive action
of carbonic acid or other agents, corrective
measures have to be taken before the water
IS delivered into the mains. The sanitary
significance of iron in water may be con-
sidered as nil, for when present in large
amounts its undesirable taste would preclude
its use.

MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS.
Water-supplies are examined for the

higher forms of microscopical life as a
routine procedure in but few places. In the
majority of eases siieh examinations are
carried on only at times when the water
pos.sesses objectionable tastes and odours,
the endeavour being at such times to locate
and identify the organism which is causing
the trouble. Knowing the kind of organism,
it is relatively easy to destroy it at its source
through chemical treatment.

BACTERIA.
It is the almost universal custom in water-

works laboratories to make daily analyses
of the water-supply for total numbers of
bacteria; in some the number of bacteria
developing on special media at body tempera-
ture is also determined; and in many pre-
snmpti\'e tests for B. coli are carried as daily
routine. There is no question that the
results of bacterial analysis are of more value
in determining the hygienic quality of a
water than the entire chemical and micro-
scopical data laboriously and expensively
obtained.

Bacteriology is a comparatively new
science, and by no means a precise one. It
is a matter of common knowledge that witli
the methods of analysis of to-day the bacterio-
logist can isolate and positively identify
specific disease germs only with the greates"t
effort and difficulty, and 'even then it is of
primary importance that their number and
virulence be also known before the water can
justly be condemned. The finding in water
of germs known to be associated in one way
or another with disease-producing germs
furnishes valuable circumstantial, but never-
theless, indefinite, evidence. Sometimes the
presence of comparatively large numbers of
bacteria in water has no sanitary significance
whatsoever. This is true even when the
evidence is quite positive that among the
number arc forms whose best known liabitat
is the intestines of man and domestic
animals. AVatcrs draining uninhabited areas,
and therefore far removed from opportunities
of pollution, particularly where the areas
drained are swamps, sometimes show high
numbers of bacteria.
The test for B. coli is the usual way the

present-day bacteriologist has of ascertaining
the relative purity of waters, also of forming
a judgment of the purity of an individual
water. This organism is the normal in-
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habitant of the intestines of man and some
domestic animals, and of course is always
present coincidentally with the typhoid germ
when a person is suffering from that disease.

It is eqnally true that in the vast majority

of cases where B. coli is found in water the

typlinid bacilln.s is absent. Therefore, where
B. coli is found the inference tliatB. typhosus

is or may be present funishes circumstantial

evidence purely, yet because the typhoid
bacillus may be isolated from water supply
with the greatest difficulty, and because the

reverse is true of the colon bacillus, the

presence or absence in water of the latter

organism is looked upon as the surest index

of sewage pollution available to modern water
bacteriology. But the colon bacillus found,
even if the number of coli be large, may have
come solely from the excreta of domestic
animals, or even from fish, and such animals
do not suffer from typhoid fever. Again, the

bulk of the coli may come from the excreta

of perfectly well persons, and where a water
is contaminated with city sewage this is

always the case. So its presence in water
merely furnishes evidence that it has been
polluted with animal excrement ; that typhoid
fever germs may be present, but no proof
that they are.

A water may contain a few stray eoli and
yet be perfectly safe to drink, for they all

may have come from domestic animals.
Furthermore, eoli may have entered a water
months before, even accompanied by typhoid
germs; but both of these organisms, being
out of their natural habitat in water, (juickly

become attenuated and lose their virulence.

In judging water on the presence in it of

B. coli, it is necessary to possess a knowledge
of the nnmber of these germs and of their

vitality, in order that it may be known
whether the pollution is recent, in what
relative amount, or if it occurred a, long time
in the past and the germs found represent

tlie attenuated survivors of those which
entered the water originally. The numbers
of bacteria in a water and the results of the

test for coli have definite, though limited,

value. High numbers of bacteria and the

persistent appearance of B. coli can only
mean a dangerously polluted water. Not that

it is actually unsafe to drink all of the time,

but that at any time it may become so. Low
numbers of bacteria and no eoli can only

mean a water of high sanitary purity. The
absolute value of bacteriological examina-
tions is difficult to express except in this

manner. B. coli may be present in a water
every day for weeks and months on end and
the water be perfectly safe. Almost all of the

supplies show evidence of prior contamina-
tion. The mark is there but what does it

signify? Compare Kansas City with New
York. We know that the water supply of the

former, with either its high tnrbiditv or hard-
ness, would not be acceptable to the water
consumers of New York City, yet the
bacterial results at Kansas City make a more
satisfactory showing, and the typhoid fever

death rate in the two cities was virtually the
same in 1912.

It is unnecessary to go farther in a dis-

cussion along comparative lines. A supply
which is satisfactory in one city would be lield

as unsatisfactory in another, although both
are safe to drink. (Communities accustomed
to turbid or colonrefl waters do not instinct-

ively rebel against them, but only after they
liave seen and drunk clear and colourless
waters. With hard water it is tlie same, but
in a less degree, for the householder is aware
that here lies the reason for high soap con-
sumption, and the steam raiser objects

because of the cost of keeping his boilers

free from incrustation and corrosion. But in

a general way that is all. We must acknow-
ledge that it is not feasible to obtain from
surface sources public water supplies wliich

are free from all evidences of sewage con-

tamination ; but there is no reason to doubt
the entire feasibilitv of so purifyins con-

taminated supplies that they will be safe and
wholesome. Such purified waters will still

contain in reduced quantity the original

sewage matters, but are made satisfactory to

all the senses, and from a physical and
chemical standpoint may justly be accepted
as reasonably pure and entirely wholesome
waters.

As to the bacteria ; no matter what their

signifieance, as shown by the usual sanitary

analysis, sedimentation and filtration will

reduce their original number to a relatively

small residual, and sterilisation effectively

will remove the last vestige of potential

danger which the contaiuinated water origin-

ally possesses. Therefore, what matters it,

within the limits of reason, how contaminated
the water was originally, if by purification,

which is called for in connection with practi-

cally all surface waters, we can obtain at

moderate cost a clear and colourless water,

one which does not possess objectionable

tastes and odours, and one in which bacterial

life is reduced to a practical minimum? Is

such water not to be classed as " pure ami
wholesome"? It certainly may justly be

termed " wholesome," and reasonably

"pure," since its consumption is conducive
to health, even though the strict and
generally accepted interpretation of the word
will not allow us to term it absolutely
" pure."
The writer lacks the temerity to set down

a list of standards of purity for public water
supplies ; but after what has been said above
lie does not hesitate to say that in his humble
opinion "pure and wholesome water" should

mean water which is free from noticeable

turbidity and colour, offensive tastes and
odours, and forms of bacteria known to

produce disease. Waters which in their

natural state or by purification cannot be
made to comply with this standard are

without the pale. The writer submits that

a water reasonably tree from colour, tur-

bidity, and objectionable tastes and odours
is not impossible, or even difficult, of achie\'c-

luent ; nor is it difficult to pass judgment on

a water that does not comply with these

requirements. With the bacterial require-

ment it is vastly different, for the reason that

modern methods of bacteriological analysis

are not sufficiently precise and speedy to

allow of the ready detection of disease germs
in water. How. then, is it possible to meet
this most essential requirement in the light

of the existing bacteriological methods?
Until the typhoid bacillus and other germs
which may produce disease can promptly and
certainly be detected in water, it cannot be

done. Would it be heresy to say that B. coli

may be found in a water day after day and
month after month, even in Ice. volumes,
and yet that water be perfectly wholesome
and innocuous? Such a condition can be
imagined, even realised, for to become a

pronucer of typhoid fever there would be

required among those persons contributing

the eoli persistently found in the water an

individual suffering from typhoid or con

valeseent from that disease. Indeed, the eoli

might all come from the harmless excrement
of domestic animals, the same being used as

fertiliser on the watershed and washed into

tlic stream at time of rains and thaws.

B. coli when found in water is a danger
signal. There is no doubt about that. The
more that are found, and the oftener they
a,re present, indicates increased and con-

tinuous eontamination. It docs not prove
;

it furnishes circumstantial evidence that the

water may contain germs of typhoid fever.

The greater the pollution the larger must be
the number of people contributing to the

I

pollution. Hence, by increasing the number
of jicople the danger is proportionately
increased, because of the greater number of

individual possible sources of typhoid fever.

I

Therefore, the number of coli present in a

I

water is of significance, yet with one colon

I

bacillus there may be a typhoid, and with a
hundred, none. In the New York water
supply in 1912, B. coli was found in 10 per
cent, of the Ic.c. samples examined ; in 3 per
cent, of the samples of the same volume at

Cincinnati; at Columbus daily tests of this
volume showed it to be present only
on two occasions during 1912; and at
Minneapolis and Pittsburgh it was never
present. The typhoid fever rates in

those cities that vear were 10. 7,

19. 11. and G. What absolute proof
is afforded by the above colon results with
reference to the typhoid fever death rate,

which, after all. is the surest index of the
hygienic quality of a water supply? Where
water is filtered and made satisfactory on

physical grounds, there is absolutely no
excuse for the persistent presence in it of
living B. eoli or typhoid fever germs when
hypochlorites or other effective germicides
are employed as a finishing touch in the
purification process. But. nevertheless, it

they do not appear at times the water cannot,
without other good reasons, be condemned
as unsafe to drink.

Careful filtration followed by sterilisation
presupposes among other desirable features
a water of high bacterial purity, and by these
means, provided the purification processes
are carried through with skill and continued
vigilance, everything within the reach of
modern practice has been done to remove the
impurities it may have contained ; and it is

plain that such purified water cannot be
denied a place in the class of reasonably
pure and wholesome waters.

••
WEBB'S "VALUATION OF REAL

PROPERTY."
The third edition of this well-known and

most useful manual, just issued by Crosby
Lockwood and Son, price 7s. 6d., has the ad-
vantage of revision by Mr. Arthur Hunnings,
F.S.I.. the rating surveyor to the borough
ennneil of Hackney, and whose lucid lectures
at the Northern Polytechnic Institute some of

our own readers have probably appreciated.
The changes under the Finance Act and

its amendment, ha.\'e, of course, necessitated
the recasting of the chapter on Land Values
Taxation. There is also an entirely new
chapter on Tithe Rent Charges, and
numerous minor improvements have been
effected, and several additional examples are
given.

The general result is that a work which has
always been recognised as one of the best of

its kind will deservedly obtain still wider
circulation.

«*»•

COAST-EROSION AND PROTECTION.*
Probably few but the maritime engineer

realise that the configuration of the British
coast-line is never the same for two days
together, and that while on some parts of our
coast accretion is taking place very rapidly,

on others—on the East coast especially

—

erosion is very formidable. As the borough
engineer of Bridlington, Mr. Matthews has
had many years' experience in the carrying
out of sea-defence works, and his book is

practical and thorough.
Special consideration is given to methods

of construction in reinforced concrete, and
comparisons of cost are stated ; but the merits
and demerits of all forms of sea-defences are

fully discussed.

The bdok is mainly based on a series of

articles contributed to Enr/incciimj. The
illustrations are numerous and good, and the

work will pro\e \aluable to all civil engineers
and students, and especially to those whose
lot is likely to be cast among the real

defenders of our nati\'e laud against an
enemy more ruthless than Time, and more to

be dreaded than any of the bogeys of our
panic-mongers.

• «»>»

STREATHAM COUNTY SECONDARY
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
fwiTH ILLUSTRATION.]

This school has been erected from tlie

design of Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A.,
Superintending Architect to the London
County Council. The building forms a

portion of an educational centre comprising
Training College and Hostels, Secondary and
Elementary Schools. It is situated on the
" Furzedown " Estate. Tooting, and the w hole

area comprises thirteen acres. The land alio

eated to this Secondary School is three and
two third acres, and provides space for

recreation, and also for horticultural instruc-

tion of the students. Tar-paved courts are

laid out for tennis and other games. The
buildings are of red brick with stone

dressings, and are roofed with green slates;

all floors arc of fire resisting material. The
ground floor comprises entrance-hall,

assembly-hall (which is also used as a dining-

^^ Coast-Erosion and Protection. By Ernest R.
Matthews. A.M.I.C.E., &c. London : Charles Griffin

and Co., Ltd. IDs. 6d.
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STREATHAM COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, L.C.C.

Mr. W. E. Rll-EV, F.R.I. B.A., Superinteiuling Aroliitect, L.C.C.

room), gyiniinsiiirii, cookery room, ten class-
rooms ncconirnoilating 247 students, library,
mistresses' rooms, kitclien, scullery, etc. 'I'lie

first finor cniriprises eight classrooms accoiii-
iiiodiiting 214 stiulents, chemical, physical,
and biological laboratories, and art-room,
each accommodating 30 students. The
opportunity afforded, owing to the levels of
tlie site, of placing the cloaks in a half-base-
ment was taken advantage of; they are ap-

proached from the two main staircases and
are adjacent to the students' entrances. The
sanitary blocks are in duplicate; and are
detachcfl from the main building by covered
ways; tliey arc axial with the students' en-

trances and afford exits to the playground. A
feature has beeti made of the assembly hall,

wliicli is carried up the height of the building,

and has a gallery round three sides, which
serves as a corridor on the first floor. The

building is severely plain in treatment, and
depends upon its proportions for the general

effect. Glazed tile dadoes have been provided

to all teaching rooms and staircases ; the

walls above relieved with a frieze-rail, are

plastered and distempered. A caretaker's

house and cycle-shed are provided apart from
the school building. The contractors were
Messrs. Holliday and Greenwood. Ltd., of

Loughborough Park Works, Brixton, S.W.
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TESTING SAND.
By W. B. Reinke.

li'or ajiy proposed piece of concrete con-

struction, engineers as a rule, and rightly so,

are very willing to inspect, or have inspected,

the cement to be used, accepting as a matter

of course the necessary expenses involved.

Wlieii tlie subject of sand-testing is brought

u|), however, tlie reply is generally, "Oh ! we
(hin't care about that," or " We will have
samples sent to this office and look at them
to determine their value." As a rule, they

are quite satisfied that they have taken care

of everything needed to produce a good con-

crete w'hen they write strict specifications for

the cement. I'liey "pat themselves on the

back," look pleased, and forget about the

sand, overlooking the fact that this material

is used as found in its natural state with
every chance for wide variation in quality,

and tliat it forms from two to four times as

much of the concrete as does the cement.

CARKFUL SELECTION REQUIRED.

Few specifications contain definite require-

ments as to the (piality of sand, the suliject

being dismissed with a general clause, pro-

viding that it must be clean, sharp, and free

from loam. As generally interpreted, the

word loam includes clay matter and finely

divided silica. Experience lias .sliown that

for the best results, work sand may be too

clean, that it need not necessarily be sharp,

and that under some conditions a certain

amount of cl.ay or finely divided silica is ad-

vantageous. The quality of sand is, as a

rule, judged by the eye and touch. No atten-

tion is paid as to what the mineral constitu-

ents composing it may be ; what granulo-

metric analysis it may have ; whether it may
or may not contain minerals in a combined
or free state, which will make it harmful to

the concrete; whether it is so finely divided

as, through the formation of colloids or

otherwise, to retard or inhibit hardening of

the concrete ; or whether it may contain

solulile alkalies, which may hasten the set of

the cement to such an extent that the initial

set is broken while it is still in the mixer, and
the whole mass becomes for a period, so far

as setting is concerned, so much inert or at

best feebly cementitious material.

NECESSITY FOR TESTING.

For the last two years the company vvitli

which the writer is associated has investi-

gated the reason for failure to harden pro
perly of a number of pieces of concrete

masonry. In some cases where the forms had
been removed the concrete was showing signs

of yielding to stress of its own weight, raising

a question as to its ultimate stability. In

others the liardening was being retarded,

thus delaying the removal of forms. From
knowledge gained in these in\estigations, as

well as results of maiiy tests of sands carried

on in our laboratoi'y. certain salient features

and characteristics of sands in general liaNc

heen brought so forcibly to our notice as to

make it seem imperative to pay quite ns much
attention, if not more, to tiie inspection of

sand entering into any construction, as is

naid to the inspection of cement. It there-

fore seems advisable that a committee of this

society he appointed to prepare definite speci-

fications for sand and iniiform methods for

testine it.

While tlie testing of sand is hecoining more
general, the work is heing done under more
or less tentative specifications prepared by
individuals; no two laboratories seem to

a])plv the same tests or use identical methods,

the tests heing carried out differently hy each

investigator. Most tests are made on samples
delivered to the laboratories, no opportunity

being allowed for the examination of the de-

posit or the selection of trulv representative

samples. The reason for this is chieflv one

of dollars and cents, and since the condition

olitain^ the hiboratorv must do the liest it

can with the sample submitted.

TESTS.

'I'he following are the usual tests to which

samples of sand submitted for testing are

suliiected; but it is rarelv that all are em-
plnved in any one lalioratory :

—

1. Determination of the percentage of

moisture.

2. Determination of the percentage of

voids.

.S. Grannlonietric analysis.

4. Determination of the percentage of silt.

5. Chemical analysis to determine silica

and content of clay matter.

6. Loss on ignition.

7. Volume of mortar from a given amount
of sand and cement.

8. Comparative tension tests of mortars
made from work sand and standard Ottawa
sand, using identical cement and only suffi-

cient water to produce normal consistency.

At this point it is hardly necessary to call

attention to the fact that although tension

tests are used for testing sands, this practice

would seem to he altogether arbitrary, and
has grown nut of tlie long-established custom
of making lension tests of cement, which, as

everyone knows, was instituted only on

account of convenience of having .small port-

able inexpensive machines, which could be
carried from one place to another without

much trouble.

We would suggest that all comparative
sand tests be made on cubes or cylinders sub-

jected to compression, as concrete itself is

rarely subjected to tension. This practice

has been adopted in Germany, where tension

tests of cement and sand mortars have been
largely eliminated.
To ' the foregoing tests should be added

several not, usually carried out:

—

1. Microscopic examinations, which need
not necessarily be exhaustive.

2. The effect on strength developed by the

use of different cements.
.1. Permeability of resulting mortars.

4. Weight per cubic foot as received and
dried.

5. Determination of the amount of organic

matter contained.
6. Tension, or preferably compression,

tests on wet mortars, having the same con-

sistency as used in the work.
This last test the writer believes to be the

most important, and one to which all sands

should be subjected. To the best of our

knowledge, however, it is not generally used

by laboratories other than the one with which

the writer is connected. The general prac-

tice in testing sands is to compare work sand

with standard Ottawa sand, using the same
cement, the briquettes being made from

mortars having normal consistency— that is,

the consistency of a 1 : .3 Ottawa sand mortar

when made ' according to the standard

methods for testing cement. In the test just

referred to the sand is made into a mortar

of work consistency— that is, the consistency

required in mortar to enable the concrete to

be poured.
The practice of making comparative sand

tests using wet mixtures was ileveloped in our

laboratory some years ago while we were

trying tofiiid the' reason why a sand known
to have caused trouble in a certain piece of

concrete work gave, when mixed into mortar

of normal consistency, tensile strengths

greater than those obtained from the same

cement and Ottawa sand.

The method of procedure in our laboratory

is as follows :—The sand to be tested and

Ottawa sand are first made into mortars of

normal consistencv. using preferably cement

from the work.' The.se mortirs are then

made into briqriettes, the whole operation

being in accordance with the prescribed

methods of this .society for the making of

sand briquettes when testing cement. The
amount of water necessary to make a mortar

of iiormni consistency having been found, a

new batch of sand and cement in the desired

proportions is thoroughly mixed dry and

placed in a cylinder that can be revolved,

together with a nimiber of flint pebbles, so

that the proportion of the cement, sand, and
stone will approximate that desired in the

actual work. To thi* mix is added enough
water (generally about M per cent, more than

needed for normal consisteneyl to make a

mortar having work consistency. The
cvlinder is then closed and revolved for five

minutes. The flint pebbles are picked out

by hand and the mortar is made into bri-

qiiettes. This test more closely approxi-

mates the conditions found in actual work,

and the strengths obtained from briquettes

made from such a mortar, though, as a rule.

far below those obtained from a mortar of

normal consistency, correspond to those that
may be reasonably expected from the mortar
if the sand and same cement are used in con-
struction.

AMOUNT OF WATER USED.

It is to be noted that in most cases, using
the same cement, more water will be needed
to bring a natural sand to normal consistency
than is necessary with Ottawa sand. Tliis

tlifference in the amount of water re<juired is

accounted for by the difference in grauulo-
metric grading, the work sand, as a rule,

having the greater amount of fine material,

and hence more surface to he covered and a

larger percentage of voids.

Further, it is to be noted that tlie strengths
olitained from a natural sand when made into

a mortar of normal consistency are often

equal to, or greater than, those of3taine<l

with the same cement, using Ottawa sand.

When the same natural sand and cement are

made into a mortar of work consistency,

which requires about L} times as much water
as for normal consistency, the reduction of

strength will be more or less marked, depend
ing on the character of the natural sand.

The .strength of all sand mortars is affected

by the amount of water used over that re-

quired for normal consistency. The more
water used, the greater will be the loss in

strength at early periods. The nearer a

natural sand approaches the ideal in physical

and chemical composition, the less will be

the loss in strength for eacli additional per

cent, of water added. The amount of water
required to bring a given sand to work con-

sistency forms one of the best measures of the

quality of sand. In mixtures using 50 per

cent, more water than required to produce

normal consistency. Ottawa sand and good
natural sands lose from 2.5 to 35 per cent, of

their strength up to the 28 day period, while

a poor sand may lose as much as 70 or 80 per

cent, of the strength developed when made
into mortars of normal consistency. It has

been found by experience that with two
sands, other things lieing equal, the one

having the smaller amount of fine material

will have the less amount of surface to be

covered, and when mixed with a given •

amount of cement will need le.ss water to pro-

duce a definite consistency than tlie one con-

taining a larger proportion of fine material.

Many engineers maintain that in making
comparative tests of siind. the same amoinit

of water should be used witli each sand, over-

looking the fact that in actual work one sand

will require more water than another to bring

the mortar to the consistency required by the

work. We cannot a.ssnme that the same per

centage of water will give the same consist

ency with two different sands. If this prac-

tice is followed, one sand may have too much
water and the other too little. In the actual

work where the sand is to be used, a concrete

of a certain consistency will be made with no

regard to how much water is needed to oh

tain it, an<l in order that the test give a cor-

rect indication of the strength tlie sand will

develop under actual work conditions, the

test mortars should be made of a correspond-

ing consistency. As stated before, most

natural sands take about IJ times as niuch.

water to produce work consistencv as is re-

quired for normal consistency. This, how-

ever, is not true of Ottawa sand, which

while taking le.ss water to produce a normal

consistency, requires more than 50 per cent,

addition to produce a mortar of work con-

sistency.

In general, it may lie assumed :

—
1. That the less water required to produce

a mortar of a given consistency, the higher

will be the strength developed by the sand.

'' That the coarser the sand, other things

being equal, the greater will be the strength

developed.
, ^ ,i ,

:? That the higher the silica coident. otiier

things being equal, the greater will he the

strensth developed.

4 That where it is necessary to use sands

of poor qualitv. loss in strength at early

periods can be largely overcome hy using a

drv concrete. ,

5 That the loss of strength is conhned

chiefly to short periods, being practically

overcome with time.
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BAPTIST COLLEGE. BRISTOL.-- Messrs. Oati.ky and Lawfencr. .Architects.

BRISTOL BAPTIST COLLEGE.
[with ili.u.strations.]

Tile new buikliiigs are to be erected on an
elevated site, near the buildings of the Bristol
University and the Grammar School, from
which there is a fine prospect across the city
in the direction of the Mendip Hills. The
college is to be residential, and will contain
study bedrooms (the rooms marked l.\. IZB,
etc. on plan) for 20 students. Each group of
fne of these rooms is provided with its own
lavatory annexe. The lecture-rooms, library,
and museum are near the main entrance, and
Principal's house at the opposite end, and
the dining hall and administrative wi)ig in
the centre. The museum is provided to
receive the large collection which tiie college
owns, including some of the finest specimens
of the earliest printed Bibles, numbering
amongst them the onlv perfect copy of the
first edition of Tvndale's Testament. " Old
Basnig- bricks will be n.sed for the facings
with dressings. The roofs will be covered
with hand-made tiles. A contract for the
erection of the buildings at a cost of some-

thing over £18.nnn has been entered into
with Messrs. J. Dallow and Sons, of Black
heath, Birmingham. Messrs. Oatley and
Lawrence, of Bristol, are the architects.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROJIE
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 1914.

The Scholarship in Architecture at the
British School at Rome, offered by the Com
missioners for the Exhibition of 1851. will be
of tlie value of £20(1 per annum, and will be
oriuiiarily tenable for three years. Caiidi
dates must be British suljjects,' and less than
30 years of age on July 1, 1914. The compe-
tition, which will be conducted by the Faculty
of .Architecture of the British Scliool at
Rome, will be in two stages —A. An open
examination. B. A final competition, open
to not more than ten candidates selected from
those competing in the open examination.

THE OPEN EXAMIXATION.
Competitors should notifv the lionorary

general secretary, British School at Rome",
34, Victoria-street, London, S.W., of their

intention to compete in this examination as
early as possible, and in any ca,se not later
than January 24, 1914, and with such notifi-
cation must inclose a certificate of birth or
a dechi ration as to age and nationality, duly
attested by two responsible persons. The
subject for this examination will be "An Art
Gallery," situated in the public park of an
important provincial town. The building to
have a frontage towards the south of 2a0ft.
(oil which frontage is to be the principal en-
trance), with a depth of 100ft., and to consist,
on the ground floor, of a central top lighted
hall for sculpture, with side lighted galleries
around it. The first floor to have top-lighteil
galleries. A lower floor for reserve exliibits
Mid stores may be provided, and the design
may include any terrace, steps, and architec-
tural adjuncts thought necessary for the com-
pletion of the design. The size given may be
exclusive of any architectural projections,
such as porticos or other architectural
features. The drawings required are:

—

Plans of the two principal floors, front and
side elevations, longitudinal and transverse
sections— all to a scale. of Jin. to a foot, a
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tletail of an important portion of the front to

.Vin. scale, a perspective in wliicli tlie bnilding
shall measure 18in. A short descriptive re-

port must accompany the design. The
general drawings may be finished in ink or
pencil, and the view in any manner at the
competitor's discretion. Each design must
bear a motto, and must be accompanied by
an envelope inclosing the name of the com-
petitor. Drawings must not be executed as
part of a school course, and the eompetitor
must submit a written .statement to the effect

that this regulation has been complied with,
together with a declaration that the work has
been done by his own hand. Tlie drawings,
together with the above-mentioned docu-
ments, must be sent to the honorary general
secretary, British School at Rome, c/o The
Secretary. Royal Institute of British Archi
tects, 9, Conduit-street, W,. and must reach
him on or before .January .31, 1914.

THK FIN.\r. roMPETITION.
This competition will be held "en loge " in

T^ondon, and particulars regarding it will be
announced hereafter. The successful eandi
date in this competition will be recommended
for appointment to the Commissioners'
Scholarship. The Faculty reserve to them-
selves the right, at their absolute discretion,
to alter any of the conditions, periods, dates,
or times herein specified, and to decline to
hold the final competition, or to select any
candidate for it. or to make any recommenda-
tion for the scholarship. The Faculty also
reserve to themselves the right to publish
photographic reproductions of, or exhibit,
any of the works submitted by competitors.

THE .SCHOL.iRSHIP IN SCULPTURE
will be of the value of £2fl0 per annum, and
will be ordinarily tenable for three years.
Candidates must be British subjects, and less

than .30 years of age on .July 1, 1914. Tlie
competition, which will be conducted by the
Faculty of Sculpture of the British School at

Rome, will be in two stages:—A. An open
examination. B. A final competition, open
to not more than four candidates selected
from those competing in the open examina-
tion.

THE OPEN EX.\MINATrON.
Competitors in this examination should

.submit the following works:— I. A model of
a nude figure in the round from the life, half
life size. The model to be executed by the
competitor. 2. A model in bas-relief of a

composition representing not less than two
figures, to be designed and modelled by the
competitor, and to be 2ft. 6in. by 1ft. Gin. in

size. .3. Four drawings from the life, two of
which must be of the nude figure, one of
drapery, and one of hands and feet life size.

The drawings must be the work of the com-
petitor, and must be on sheets of paper 30in.
by 20in. 4. Some drawings or photographs,
or both, of original works which have been
designed l)y the candidate. 5. Xot less than
two photographs or drawings of designs for
decoralive purposes with architectural
features, the designs to have been the work
of the candidate.
Competitors should notify the honorary

general secretarv. British School at Rome. .')4.

Victoria-street. T,ondon. S.W.. of their inten-
tion to compete in tliis examination as earlv
as possible, and in any case not later thaii
.January 24. 1914, and with such notification
must inclose a certificate of birth, or a de-
claration as to age and nationality duly
attested by two responsible persons" The
models should be cast in plaster, and, to-

gether with the drawings and photographs
fwhich must be unframed and unglazed), ad
dressed to the Honorary General Secretary,
British School at Rome, care of .James
Bourlet and Sons, Ltd., 17, Nassau street,
Jjondon. W.. and delivered at that address
not later than .January 31, 1914. The words
"Scholarship in Sculpture" should be clearly
marked on the outside of each case. The
names and addresses of competitors must be
clearly written and attached to each work.
The works must be forwarded at the eandi- '

date's expense. The works will be retnrneil
to candidates at their own expense. The
Faculty will undertake no responsibility in

the case of any damage or loss.

THE FINAI, COMPETITION.
This eonipetilion will be held in London

from April 27 to June 20, 1914. and will be
open to not more than four candidates
selected from those competing in the open
examination. The subject w'ill consist of a
design for a figure, group, or relief (as deter-
mined by the Faculty of Sculpture), for a
given purpose, and to a given scale. Eight
weeks will be allowed for the execution of the
design, and during that time candidates will
be provided with studio accommodation, and
given an allowance of £2 per week towards
the cost of models, etc. The successful candi-
date in this competition will be recommended
for appointment to the Commissioners'
Scholarship. The Faculty reserve to them-
selves the right, at their absolute discretion,
to alter any of the conditions, periods, dates,
or times herein specified, and to decline to

hold the final competition, or to select any
candidate for it, or to make any recommenda-
tion for the scholarship. The Faculty also
reserve to tliem.selves the right to publish
photographic reproductions of, or exhibit,
any of the works submitted by competitors.

THE SCHOI.AR.SHIP IN DKCORATIVE PAINTING
will be of the value of £200 per annum, aiul

will be ordinarily tenaljle for three years.
Candidates must l)e British subjects, aiid less

than .30 years of age on .July 1. 1914. The
competition, which will be conducted by the
Faculty of Painting of the Briti-sh Scho'ol at
Rome, will be in two stages;—A. Aii open
examination. B. A final competition, open
to not more than four candidates selected
from those competing in the open examina-
tmn.

,j.jjj. QPJ.J, EXAMINATION.
Competitors in this examination should

submit the following works: -1. Not less

than four drawings of the nude figure from
the life. 2. One painting of a head, and one
painting of a figure from the life in nil or
tempera. 3. Two figure compositions in

colour suitable for wall decoration (not larger
than .30in. by 22in.). 4. Sketches of designs
for decorative purposes, which should in

dude some architectural studies. Com-
petitors should notify the Hon. General
Secretary. British School at Rome. 54, Vic-

toria-street, London. S.W.. of their intention
to compete in this examination as early as

possible, and in any ease not later than
.January 24. 1914. and with such notification

must inclose a certificate of birth, or a de-

claration as to age and nationality duly
attested by two responsible persons. The
works submitted for the open examination
should be addressed to the Honorary General
Secretary. British School at Rome, care of

Messrs. Chapman Bros.. 241. King's road,
Chelsea, London, S.W., and delivered at that
address not later than .January 31. 1914. The
words "Scholarship in Decorative Painting"
should be clearly marked on the outside of

each package. The names and addresses of

competitors must be clearly written on the
back of each drawing, painting, etc. The
works must be sent unframed and unglazed.
and must be forwarded at the candidate's ex-

pense. The ^^'o^ks wuU be returned to candi-
dates at their own expense. The Faculty
will undertake no responsibility in the case
of any damage or loss.

THE FINAL COMPETITION.
This competition will be held in London

from j\pril 27 to .June 20. 1914, and will be
open to not more than four candidates
selected from those competing in the open
examination. The subject will consist of a
design for a wall decoration to fill a given
space for a given purpose, and to a given
scale. Eight weeks will be allowed for the
execution of the design, and during that time
candidates will be provided with studio
accommodation, and given an allowance of

£2 per week for models. The successful
candidate in this competition will be recom-
mended for appointment to the Commis-
sioners' Scholarship. The Facnltv reserve to

tliemselves the right, at their absolute discre
tion. to alter any of the conditions, periods,
dates, or times herein specified, and to de-
cline to hold the final competition, or to select
any candidate for it, or to make any recom-
mendation for the scholarship. The Faculty
ilso reserve to themsehes the right to pub-
lish photographic reproductions of, or ex-
hibit, any of the works submitted by com-
petitors.

EXCAVATIONS AT ETOCETUM,
STAFFS.

For some time past excavations have been
in progress under the supervision of members
of the North Staffordshire Field Club, on the
site of the Roman station of Etocetum, near
the village of Wall, and almost two and a
half miles from Jjichfield. The explorers
have had the cordial co-operation and help of

Mr. R. .1, K. Mott. of Wall House, the owner
of the site. Beginning on the spot indicated
by a fragment above ground of ancient
masonry, the exca\'ators soon unearthed a

considerable length of wall, and in the course
of time the foundations of a complete \'illa

or house were disclosed.

Everything that ha.s been unearthed has
been watched and recorded, so that there is

now a considerable collection of relics of the
Roman period on view at the temporary
nuiseum which stands on the spot. Among
the interesting finds was a rough wall stone,
low down in a foundation wall, carved with
two human heads, facing one another, and an
incised symbol, circular in form, with an
upright line through the centre of it. Coins,
bones, and fragments of plaster floors with
painted decorations were discovered in .

abnndance. There were also found fragments
of the plastering of walls with colour decora-
tion, bits of pottery and metal, glass, iron-

work, slates, incised initials on bricks, with
the marks of animals' feet.

THK PLAN OF THE BUILDING.

The dimensions of the building first ex-
cavated are stated by Mr. Charles Lvnam.
F.S.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. of Stoke-on-Trent, as,

roughly, 96ft. by 72ft. To the south-east
front there was probably an open colonnade.
In its centre was the entrance to the building
forming the main front, containing four
rooms, that in the middle being the hall, or
atrinni, leading to a quadrangle about .39ft.

sijuare. having a eo\ered corridor on all sides
al:)Ont 6ft. Gin. wide, the centre square being
open. On the entrance side, projecting into

the open court, was a semicircular apse, of

thin nibble walling, either used as a shrine
or a fountain. On the north-east side of the
square there were originally three rooms ; Init

a subsequent alteration brought a thick wall
to interfere with the corridor and one of the

former rooms. On the remaining side of the
square were the chamber for heating the
buildings by a channelled hypocaust, and.
possibly, the bathrooms of the house.

A PCULIC BATHING E.STABLIRH M ENT.

The second block of building lies to the

south-west of the villa on ground of a lower
level. It is of a larger size, being 128ft.

by 99ft. The characteristics of this btiilding,

Mr. Lynam says, point directly to the pur-

poses of a bathing establishment for public

use. The plan cannot be fully traced at

present because, unfortunately, a fence,

dividing ownerships, exists at the southern
end of the building. This difficulty can be

overcome if the public come forward with
financial support. The block consists of

first, an open colonnade to the north-east;

then a large enclosure not yet fully trenched,

followed to the west by a series of rooms of

double depth. In the north-we.st angle of the

building is the furnace, from which the

various chambers were supplied with heated
air. and which distributed it to the rooms
above by flues specially formed in the walls.

Tlie water departments are marked by exist-

ing stone drains and pipes of lead. In the

neighbourhood of the furnace chamber a

grain of wheat was recently unearthed, and
in another department was found one of the

extremely rare coins of the time of Carausius,

who rebelled against the rule of Rome, and

declared himself Emperor of the Britons.

The general situation of the buildings is

about forty yards to the north of Watling
Street, near to its junction with leknield

Street, and lying westward of Wall Church.

It is believed,' however, that the citv extended

both north and south of Watling Street, but

at present there is nothing to show what was

its total area.

The site of the ancient city is to be in-

spected by members of the British Associa-

tion next month.
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(Invvtntt Calamn.

Ml. I.lciul George, iu the House of

Comiiiniis on '['[lesday night, announced the
iibaiKioniuent of the Revenue Bill, one of the

professed objects of which was to abolish the
tax on builders' profits. The Radical Rump of

landta.xers had revolted against a proposal
to withdraw Clause 11, which deals with the
valuation of agricultural land, and Mr. Llojd
George has either connived at their action
or succumbed to it. The double-faced part
he has played from the beginning renders the
lirst supposition the more probable. Any-
way, we are doomed to si.x mouths more un-
certainty, and the hundreds of small property
owners whose laud is ripe for development,
and on which the workers are waiting to see

urgently wanted houses built, must still

crowd in the slums or travel miles to their
work. The scandalous breach of faith by a
Government that has skulked away from its

pledges till it was too late to fulfil them, and
which <lonbtless counted on it, will not be for-

gotten presently.

What, from long habit, we still call " The
Kstate Market " has been doing pretty badly.
The ofificial figures lor last month give a

decrease of just a million pounds as compared
with the sales dnrijig .July. IfllL'. Here are
the figures ;

Inly, ini-i. July, liJ13.
IheMart f.Jil.4.M i-:281,-2a5
Country and suljurljuu ... 1,.570.17") U-24,.537
Private contract 363,0-lU -290.008

Total •lAriim.) 1.495,S30

Tliis is rightly put down ii\ the Tliiirs

io "the renewal of I he menace of

legislative interference with the lanil."

Ill other words, land bursting and
Radical bluffing, although nothing has come
of it, does still frighten investing buyers.
And all this bragging will go on for months
making mischief. Thus, we read of the break-
up of estates, out of which, doubtless, many
are doing well. For these broad acres are

bought up by keen speculators, who forthwith
^plit them up and sell in lots by auction to

the occupying farmers, who are glad so to

secure their holdings. This is real business,

and it is based upon that idea of yeoman free-

iiolders and peasant proprietms whicli, in the
days of genuine Liberalism, was held to be
llic very key to the land iiuestion. But the
modern Radical will have none of it, and
aims at creating a sort of new tenancy with
official landlords, such as county councils or
iiiniiicipalities or the State, with the needless
jobbery of a Laud Court, etc., thrown in for
salaries and pensions.

Mr. William Woodward, F.R.LB.A.. in a

well-timed letter in the Timcis of Wednciday,
points out that one cause of the trouble in

the Krupp case arose from the desire of one
lirui to ascertain the amount of the tenders
ol another firm for the same work, and sa)s.

iiuite truly, that this sort of trouble is not
confined to Germany. The tenders for the
work of our own .\dmiralty and War Depart-
ments are sent in to the officials of those
bodies, and the respective amounts supposed
to be kept a secret. When the mischief of

this procedure has been over and over again
pointed out in the House of Commons, the
official reply has been that the contractors do
not like their fellow-competitors to know the
amounts of their tenders. We agree entirely
with Mr. Woodward that this official e.\plaiia-

tiou is well described by the word " bosh."
All chance of bribery and corruption in con-
nection with tendering for Government and

other work would be avoided, says Mr. Wood-
ward, by the system adopted by architects,

which i.s as follows: A stated day, hour, and
place is fi.\ed for the receipt of tenders ; the

contractors deliver their tenders at the time
fi.xed ; they are all invited to be present ; and
the tenders are opened in their presence, and
the respective amounts read out and noted
by them. We agree, but we regret to add,
aiul Mr. Woodward knows it as well as we
do, that this excellent custom is being in-

creasingly more honoured in the breach than
in the observance by some architects; and
that the attention of the R.I.B.A. was called

to it by a resolution passed at the half-yearly

meeting of the National Federation of

Building Trades Employers, as reported by
us on p. 144 in our issue of Aug. 1.

A report by the Comptroller of the London
Comity Council shows that London has paid
nearly £700,000 to the Road Board, but has
received only £23,234 back. The report

states that in view of the tact that the petrol

tax was specially designed to secure a con-

tribution proportionate to the use made of

the roads, it would seem that in the distribu-

tion of the fund some regard should be paid
to the amount contributed by a given area, as

indicating the extent of the use made by
motor traffic of roads in such area. That
view, as all of us know, has not commended
itself to the new authority. At the time it

was constituted we expressed an opinion that
it would not. Its formation was a mistake,

and its administration is a scandal. Its con-

tinued tolerated existence is one more proof
of the curious fatalistic despair with which
John Bull—grumbling all the time—surren-

ders himself to irresponsible and un-

representative oligai-chies which do nothing
but boast of their aehievements to be accom-
plished somewhere about the Greek Kalends.

The report of the Select Committee on
London Motor Ti-affic recommends that the

right to make by-laws for the control of

motor-omnibuses should be granted to the

London County Council and other county
councils in Greater London, subject to con-

firmation by the Traffic Branch of the Board
of Trade, who will hear appeals. It is also

suggested that borough councils desiring that

the Loudon County Council should make
regulations covering their districts may
appeal to the Traffic Branch of the Board to

move in the matter. The county councils,

the report suggests, may determine the routes

to be followed by motor-omnibuses, their

speeds through certain districts, and gener-

ally to supervise this form of traffic. The
Committee consider that the system under
which llu; London General Omnibus
Company now pays its drivers (so much per
journey) is an indueeinent to speed, and should
be revised. Suggestions are also made as to

more effective police control of the traffic at

crossings. The Report is a sensible one, and
the public, who have had enough of the

massacre of the iunoceuts by the motor-'bus,

and its ruin of the road.s, will resent the

efforts of those who are discounting the

recommendations of the Report with the sole

object of delaying action.

Under the terms of the proposed new
building code for New York City, when an
architect, builder, or owner desires a modifi-

cation of any provision in the building

ordinance, or a ruling on any matter not

covered by it, he must make written applica-

tion therefor with the reasons for his

request. The building superintendent must

give his decision, with reasons, in writing;

the same is to be published iu the official

"City Record" within two weeks and filed,

properly indexed, in the permanent records

of the building department. These records,

to which the public shall have free access,

may be cited as precedents. The clause

promises to set an effectual check upon
favouritism or arbitrary refusal to exercise

dispensary powers of officials, and will

protect them from inifonnded charges of

graft."

The obituary notice, as written by the

Official Liquidator, of Measures Brothers,
Limited, makes a sad story even in the

gloomy history of trading companies. This
concern, so well-known to many builders, and
which had so prosperous a period,

and did such a good business as a

company, ended in bankruptcy and ruin

all round. The Di'henture holders have
so far only had 12s. (id. in the £, but
may hope for a trifie more, 'i'he goodwill of

the business, which for many years and down
to the end figured at £80,0(10 in its balance-

sheets, was sold for £1,850. The freehold and
leasehold premises, there valued at £32,98(),

have, up to now, realised but £3,511, while

some of the property bought by the company
in 1882 for £17,000, is still unsold and seems
unsaleable. The managing director, who had
made the business and the company, is dead
after a tragedy of failure. Of course, un-

secured creditors and shareholders get

nothing. The fall in the price of iron, and
the breaking up of building business, were
contributory causes. But the salaries paid

for direction and administration were always

excessive, and towards the end of its career

they made the carrying on of the company
finaneially impossible. The final note in

this case is that there is an official debt of

.£240 for fees and costs lost by the Board of

Trade I Thus, we find here, as it were, that

insolveiicv is itself insolvent?

"The Clerk of Works." by George Metson
(Loudon : Crosby Lockwood and Son), is an

excellent handbook on the supervision of

building operations, and the duties and quali-

fications of the man who, next to the

architect, is of more ser\ice to the building

owner than anyone else. How neglect to

employ him facilitates failure and misunder-

standing many a legal case we have reported

has proved. How, as Mr. Metson points out,

in his final chapter, the penny-wise and

pound-foolish policy of paying a clerk of

works at a lower salary than that of a skilled

mechanic, any business man must surely see.

If he does not, he will probably feel—in his

pocket, sooner or later, and will deserve to.

Useful as this little book will prove to the

young clerk of works, taking his first appoint-

ment, we are quite sure it will prove quite as

much so to the building owner about to start

the erection of any structure of any size or

cost.

Keying an "ad." and paying a clerk to keep

tab on "inquiries" is good business in a ten-

cent mail order proposition, but doesn't work

out on anything bigger. We know a wall-

board man who got 480 inquiries from a farm

journal " ad.," sent out a stack of catalogues

and booklets, chased follow-up letters out ni

one-two-three order, and has yet to sell a

single foot of the board to any of the idle

curious who answered his advertising. The
same manufacturer got but two inquiries out

of an " ad." in a building magazine, but sold to

both parties.— 2'Ae Builders' Guide. I'hila-

delphia.
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FASTENING WASONUY TO CONCRETE
CEILINGS IN FACTORIES.

Many engineers and those interested in tlie

Iinilding and using of couerete ceilings for

factories, will appreciate the practical work-
ing featnres of a plan herewith illustrated

for installing threaded inserts at regular
inter\'als in ceilings when tlie mixtnre is being
poured, the threaded devices being then
available after the wood forms are reiuoved
and the concrete hardened for fastening '2 by
4's or i by 4's in any lay-out desired.

The finish is neat, and does not detract
from the smoothness of the wall, and is better

than any plan which involves drilling holes
after the concrete has hardened. The insert

acts as a reinforced hole as strong as the
ceiling itself.

The illustration shows a cut-through sec-

tion of a 4 by 4 fastened by means of the in-

serts and ordinary machine bolts. The 4 by
4 is attached every 2ft. Shafting or machinery

is then fastened to the timbers in the ordi-

nary way.
One prime advantage of including this

arrangement of inserts in plans for a factory

ceiling is that the timbers can be changed
around or replaced with little trouble, and

without drilling new holes, and greater

strength and security is obtained. --i'/ic Con-

fiacl llecord.

••
The Trail shelter on the beach at Montrose

was lormally opened on Friday. It has been
i-onstitnted for the trustees at a cost of £1.000,

Mr. John Lindsay being the builder-

Several large works are in prospect, in tiic cily

cf Wellington. New Zealand, the chief being the

new Roman Catholic cathedral (to cost

>;U0,000i. a new building for a large tommercnil
firm (about £4,0n0i, ami a new government rail

way terminus.

At Porthcavvl. the new reservoir, constructed
at a cost of £5,000, has just been inaugurated.
The reservoir has a storage capacity of one
million gallons, sufficient to supply Porthcawl
for ten days. The engineers were Messrs. John
Taylor, Santo Crimp, and Co., and the con-
tractors Jlessrs. Parkinson and Ilodgens, of

Swansea.

Aristide Sartorio, the well-known Abruzzi
painter, whose works not long ago were
exhibited in London, has executed a frieze for the
new Chi'inber of Deputies at Rome, where the
first Italian Parliament elected under universal
male suffrage law will begin its sitting shortly
The canvas is 400ft. in length, and contains some
300 symbolical figures. It has just 1k!c:i placec^

in position.

The rural district council cf Shifnal received
at their last meeting the award of jMr. Fowler
the umpire appointed to fix the price to be paid
to the Earl of Shrewsbury for the land retjnired

liy the Council for the sewage outfall works at

Albrighton, the sum fixed being £532. This sum
was stated to be much higher tlnui the ronncil's

c t'mate of the cost of the land.

The Winchester Corporation, on Ihnrsday in

last week, decided to purchase the Winchester
Corn Exchange and Market-place for £8.100.
The corporation adopted at the same meeting
plans and estimates for the i^rovision of fifteen

slipper baths and two vapour baths, at a cost of

£2,500, on a site in North Walls. For men there
wdll be three first-class and five second-class
slippei iiaths and one vapour bath, and for

women three first-class and four second-cl.iss

slipper baths and a vapour bath. The plans will

admit rf future extensions, and for a swimming,
bath 00ft. l)v 30ft.

OBI rUARV.
Mr. William Tregartlien nougla.ss.

M.I.C.E., of Airlic-gardens, Canipden-hill.
W., and 15, Victoria-street, Wcstniinster,
son of the late Sir James Nicholas
Douglass, engineer of the Eddystone Light
house, was drowned on Sunday afternoon off

Start Point. With his wife and son he was
on a visit to Lady Douglass, who is lising at

Dartinonth. He Avent out in the afternoon
with his son in a sailing boat, which capsized
when off Start Point, and sank. The son was
picked np by a pleasure steamer and taken
to Plymouth. Mr. Douglass, who was fifty

iix years of age. was inspecting engineer to

the Royal National Lifeboat Institution,

an appoiiitnient he had held for five-and-
thirfy years, consulting engineer to the

Public Works Loan Board, and the Light
house and Harbour authorities, and was the
author of several books, including "The New
Eddy.stone Lighthouse," and "Coast
Erosion."

The death occurred early on Monday week
of Mr. Wm. Ruddle, of Wood-street, Peter-
borough, the senior member of the staff of

Messrs. -John 'i'hompsoii and Co.. the well-

known church builders and contractors. Mr.
Ruddle, who was eighty-seven years of age,
appeared to be in his usual health on tlie

previous day. though during recent years his

liealth had been gradually failing. 'I'he end
came siuldcnly 'A\)i\ peacefully early in the
nioniiiig. iVIr. Rnddle was the third son of

Mr. I'^ranci-. Ruddle, the founder of the hrni

which for the past fifty years has borne the
name of Thompson. After the change he
remained with the new firm as draugbtsmaii,
and was the senior member of the staff at the
time of his death. For many years he led a

retired life in a little house behind Wood
street, where he was born, and where his

father brought his family up.

The death his occurred at his residence,
TlioriM ille. Falkirk, after a short illness, and
at the age of eighty-two, of Mr. Henry Stark,
J. P., timber merchant, Grangemouth, who
was identified with the timber trade for more
than forty years. Mr. Stark was a partner in

the firm of Messrs. .J. T. Salvesen and Co.,

until his retirement, two years ago, and was
head of the timber department of that firm.

Mr. James Donnelly, Enniskillen. has been
elected assistant county sur\eyor for Fer-
managh.

A convent chapel is about In be built at

Carrickmacross. Mr. McDonnell, of L'hlchester-

street, Belfast, is the architect, and Mr
Maginnis, of Dundalk, the builder.

A copy of Murillo's ''Holy Family," specially

painted for Bow Church, Cheapside, and pre-
sented by the artist, has been placed over the
Communion-table in a frame, carved by Grinling
Gibbons, and until recently occupied by the Ten
Commandments.

His Honour Judge Benson, at the Sheffield

County-court, has given judgment in a case in

wdiich he held that if tenants of property com-
plained of a smoky chimney indicating a faulty
ilue. then the owner of the property became re-

.sponsible for damage caused by fire through
neglect of repair. The plaintiff, a labourer,
claimed £27, and judgment was given for
£14 lOs.

The Ealing Town Council have unanimously
appointed Mr. \V. R. Hicks, at present deputy
borough surveyor, to the position of borough
surveyor, in succession to Mr. Charles Jones.
-VI.Inst.C.E., who has recently completed fifty

year's' service under the Ealing Corporation and
its predecessors, and has this

" week been
unani requested by the town council to be the
next mayor of the borough—a unique and well-
deserved honour.

The cloister. 2o0ft. in length, connecting the
east and west c&liunbaria with (he chapel
entrance overlooking the garden is now in course
of construction ai Golder's Green Crematorium,
and will be finislicd before the end of the year.
This will complete the architectural scheme of
the buildings designed bv Sir Ernest George.
A R.A . and Mt. A. B. Yeates. F.R.I.B.A.. and
will afl'oril n permanent and covered place where
works of arl in.ly be set up as memorials without
fear of damage from the weather, similar in idea
(o the Campo-SaiKo at Pisa. At the same time
the chapel is being improved by the addition of
a rose window at the south end.

®ur HUustrations.—»

—

RIVER PLATE HOUSE, FINSBURY
CIRCUS, E.C. OFFICES OF THE
BUENOS AVRES C4REAT SOUTHERN
RAILWAY, LIMITED.
This work is an exteiisi\e addition to the

original offices of the coinpany, built some
fifteen years ago, under the direction of the
present architect, Mr. Richard Creed,
F.R.I. B. A., of 5, Verulam-buildiiigs, Gray's
Inn, W.C. The site is on the north side
of Finsbury Circus (Nos. 10 and 11). and
when complete will give additional aeeommo-
datioii for the increasing business of the
company, and offices for other Argentine com-
panies, or those interested in the develop-
ment of the Republic. In addition to the
increased frontage, one story has been added
to the existing building, and as this design
was complete in itself, with a central pedi-
ment, it proved to be a somewhat difficult

problem as to bow- best to embody the new
work with the old so as to form one eft'ective

scheme. To meet this the pediment has been
removed, giving place to an entirely new
motif. The additional' story to the old

building will form a hall for shareholders'
meetings; otherwise the new work consists

entirely of adilitional office accommodation,
and strong rooms, etc. The main front is

faced with Portland stone on a brick
backing, and the general walling throughout
is of stock brickwork in cement, with white
Suffolk facers or glazed bricks. All floors

are constructed in reinforced concrete, and
Kulin partitions are extensively used. The
woodwork throughout is executed in Anttrian
oak. The clerk of works is Mr. W. Par-
mioter. Contractors : Messrs. W. E. Blake,
Ltd., of Plymouth and London. Fire-resisting

construction by Messrs. Richard Moreland
and Son, Goswell-road, E.C. Plumbing by
Messrs. Beavaii and Sons, 27, Victoria-street,

Westminster.

STREATHAM COUNTY SECONDARY
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

(For description and plans see pp. 21ti-7.1

KING EDWARD VII. MEMORIAL.
BIRMINGHAM.

The total height of this important me-
morial (which is placed in Victoria-scjuare)

scales about 24ft. The statue of the King is

in marble. His Majesty is represented wear-
ing the uniform of Field Marshal, and over
this IS dr,iped the Coronation robe. In one
hand he holds the orb. whilst in the other the
sceptre. The pedestal is made of Stancliffe

stone, set upon granite steps. At two sides

of this pedestal are buttresses, upon which
are seated bronze groups, the one a female
representing the Peace of the World, the

other Industry and Progress. The latter

shows a man w ith his arm around a boy, whom
he appears to be instructing, whilst the boy
holds ill his hands the small model of a sus-

pension bridge, thus symbolising engineering.

In the front of the pedestal is seen a compo-
sition in bronze of St. George and the

Dragon, under a canopy formed of an elabo-

rately designed crown. The whole of the

bronze work is carefully wrought out, with
inucli detail and accessories. Mr. Albert
Toft, the well-known sculptor, who executed
this work, is a Birmingham man, and son of

Mr. Charles Toft, for more than 20 years

chief modeller to Messrs. Elkington, and held

a prominent post in the works of Messrs.
Josiah Wedgwood and Sons. Mr. Albert Toft

carried ont the Victoria Memorials at Leam-
ington. .Nottingham, and India. This work
at Birmingham was recently unveiled by the

Princess Louise.

HARCOMBE, CHUDLEIGH, S. DEVON.
This house has been erected for Sir E. C.

Wills, Bart., on the site of an old farmstead
on the south side of the Haldoii Hills, with a

fine prospect through the valleys to the Dart-

moor range. The building is of local lime-

stone, with Ham Hill stone dressings, the

principal rooms having fireproof floors. The
orangery, porch, and oak verandah are

features of the south elevation, and a sundial

crowns the central bav. The roofs are
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L'<)\ero<-i with f^rev Dulaijulu slates. Tlio hall

is (if ITaiii Hill stone, with Tudor arched
iipeiiiiif^s to stairs and doors. Mr. J. Archi-
bald Lncas, A.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., is the archi-

teut, and Messrs. Woothnan and Rons the
contractors, hoth of Exeter. The followin;;

are the references to the plans;- B 1. Iniiiard

room; B, biMlroonis; B K. htnnloir; B t,

lIARt'OMBE, CHUDLEIGH, DEVON.
.1. ,\HCIIII1.\LU LUCA.S, .Architect.

Ijlanket loom; e', cloaks and lavatory; 1)1.
dining room ; IJ w, drawing-room; D _y,

dairy; E, iMigines, G, guns; H, hall, K.
kitchen; L. larder; M. morning room; 6,
orangery; 1'. pantry; S, stores; S II, ser-
vants' hall; V, \erandah; W, wine.

BRISI'OL BAPTIST COLLEGE.
(See description and plans on page liUl.)

NEW ORGAN-LOFT AND ORGAN:
WHITSTABLE CHURCH, KENT.

This new organ-loft and organ, designed
by Mr. Robert H. Goodsall, is to occupy the
south-west angle of the parish church, Whit-
stable. The work is being carried out by
public subscription at a cost of £500. As the
present building has from time to time shown
signs of settlement, and a considerable
amount of nnderpiiming in this portion of the
church has been carried out, the substructure
of the organ is arranged to be entirely self
supporting, and transmits no additional
weight to the existing walls. The lower por-
tion of tlie organ-loft is designed to form an
enclosed baptistery, the existing font being
iti this position Access to the musician's
seat is gained through the tower adjoining,
and good light is obtained for the keyboard
from the west window. The material
tliroughont is oak, the weight of the organ-
pipes, etc., being supported by enclosed iron
joists and staneliions. Mr. W. S. Taylor is

a.ssociated with tlie architect. Mr. Robert H.
Goodsall, in regard to the question of con-
struction. The organ builders are Messrs.
Lewis and Co., of Bri.xton.

NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. HARIM
GATE: SELECTED DESIGN.

This school is planned on the courtyard
.system, so as to obtain both school and play-
ground entrances to Bilton-lane, as required
by the conditions of competition, and also to
insure through-ventilation to all classrooms
by dormer lights above the corridor flat. (See
section of infants' hall as an example of this
arrangement.) None of the classrooms face
north, and tin' mixed department assembly
hall gets the sun through the clerestory
windows over the corridor flat. The play-
grounds all face south, and have convenient
entrances and exits. A teachers' door is pro-
vided in the mixed department, in close
proximity with the door of infants' school,
for easy coniniunication between the build-
ings for the staff. Teachers' rooms are pro-

Section through Infants' Seliool tlirniigh .\sseiiiblv I [all and Corridor showing through
Ventilation of llalb
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v.:.m Pt-vfSBCTvva

JIAUROGATE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPETITION: SELECTED DESIGN.

\ ideil on the first floor, above cloakrooms,
and the heating chamber is in a convenient
position for heating both the buildings. The
walls are to be built of Pateley pitch faced
stone lined with bricks, and with dressings
of Killinghall stone. The roofs to be covered
with rough grey slates. The out-offices will

be placed somewhat nearer to the school than
the block plan in the eompetition intended,
and garden space will be arranged on the

west side of the premisi^s. Mr. Sidney D.
Kitson, F.R.I.B.A.. of Leeds, a-cted as the
assessor in this competition, and Mr. C. H.
Channon, F.R.I.B.A.. of Malton, Yorks, is

the architect of the buildings now illustrated.

<«»
A council school has been built at Oldcastle, at

af! outlay of over £11.000. The plans and desigiis
are by iMr. D Pugh-Jones. architect to the
Glamorganshire Education Committee.
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ELEVATION TO' BILTOK I..ANE

A1;|;(>i;aTE KLEMENTARY SCHoiil, ((i.MI'ETlTloN : SELECTED J)ESI(;N.

Mr. C. H. ('IIANNON, F. I{. I.B. A., Ar<-liiUct.

PROFESSIONAL, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AnCH.EOLOGlCAL EXCURSIONS
FRUM DEVIZES.- On Tuesduy, a series of
excursions and nioetings fonni/cted with tlie

anialgiunated gatlierings of tlie Cambrian
AreluL'ological Souietv mid tlie Wiltsliire
Arelueologieal Society was commenced.
There are about 180 talcing part, of whom
about 10(1 are from the l^rineipalitv. Mr. B.
Howard Cunnington. F.S.A. (secretary), ex-
mayor of Devizes, is the local honorary
secretary, and the nniyor and ciu'pcM'iition

have placed the public buildings of the town
at their disposal. 'I'lie excursions on
Tuesday were made liy five large motor
charabancs an<l about a dozen motor-ears,
'rite route was to Wans Dyke and Avebury,
where the ancient temple was inspected, and
interesting descriptions given by the Rev. E.

H. Giiddard, who also descriiied the old
Sa.von church of the village, and the Dovecot
and Manor House. Silhury Hill, which is the
largest artificial mound in Europe (being
130ft. in height, and covering five acres of

land), was also visited, as was Devil's Den
and the " Grey Wethers," a large group of

Sarsen stones in a valley, where 122 acres of

laud have recently been purchased by the
Wilts Archieological Society, in conjunction
with the NatiormI Trust, for the purpose of

preserving these stones to the nation, as they
were being broken up for road repairs some
years ago. Professor Boyd-Dawkins, Pro-
fessor Sayce. and Major Godsell gave ex-
planations and details at several points of
interest. In the e\ening the mayor and
mayoress of Devizes held a reception at the
town-hall.

AJCTIO.NEERS' INSTITUTE.—The 20th
annual coinitry meeting of the Auctioneers'
and Estate .-Vgents' Institute of the United
Kingdom will be held at Folkestone early
next month. The business meeting will be
opened in the town hall on Thursday,
September 4, by the Mayor. An address
will be given by the President of the In-
stitute, Mr. B. I'Anson Breach (Messrs.
Farebrother, Ellis, Egerton, Breach, Gals-
worthy, and Co.), who will afterwards enter-
tain the members to lunch at the Royal
Pavilion Hotel. There will be a dinner at
the hotel in the evening. The programme
for the two following days includes visits to

Rye, Canterbury, and Boulogne. Canon
E. A. Stewart will conduct the visitors over
Canterbury Cathedral.

Mr. Charles Lowe, of Ast.ou, Birmingham, has
been appointed highways inspector to the
Torquay Town Council.

Mr. William Williams, first divisional engineer,
Cyprus, has been appointed to the directorship
uf public woriis. and Mr. William M. Kent has
taken up liis duties.

A new council school on Windmill Hill,

fiauncestou, was opened last week. It has cost

t5,000, and the architect is Mr. B. C. Andrew,
of St. Austell.

Mr. T. Moss has resigned the jiost of sur\c\or
to the Withnell Urban District Council in order
to take up a position as gas-manager at a town
near Melbourne, Victoria, and will leave

England on September 11.

C'hippenham Town Council propose to apply
for an extension of the borough area by the in-

clusion of the areas comprised in the sewerage
and water agreements with the Rural District

Council, and it has been suggested that repre-

sentatives of the two Councils should nu^cl ;uitl

confer.
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STREATHAM COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, L.C.C. : FRONT VIEW
ANn ASSKMRT.Y HATJ..—Mr. W. K. RiLKY. F.R.I.B.A.. Superintending Architect, L.C.C.
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KING EDWARD VII. MEMORIAL, BIRMINGHAM.—Mr. Albert Toft, Sculptor.
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UKUAN AND ORGAN LOFT, WHITSTABLE OHUROH, KENT.^Mr. A. H. Goodsall, Architect,
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GLASGOW.— The new Art Galleries in
Saiicliiphiill-street will be opened for tile ex-
hibition of the Royal Institute on Wetlnesdiiy
next, the 2(ltli iiist. 'I'he galleries ha\e been
built by the corporation at a cost of £30,0110,
exclusive of the price of the site. They
oeenpy the site, with .some extension, of the
old M'Lellan Galleries, Saucliieliall-street,
built about sixty years ago by the geiitleiiiaii

of that name to house his pictures, which in

time became the nucleus of the corporation
collection now at Kelvingrove. The galleries
extend north and .south—from Sauchieliall-
street to Renfrew-street, and east and west
from Rose-street to Rutherford-street ; but
with the exception of the back wall at
Renfrew-street, they are for the most part
hidden by the surrounding tenements. The
chief entrance is. as before, in Sauchiehall-
street, the halls being placed thirty feet above
the level of that thoroughfare. From the
entrance corridor a semicircular double stair-
ease, the well of which is thirty-six feet
across, lighted from a domed roof, leads
directly to an oblong pillared hall, to be used
for the display of sculpture. The staircase
will be lined with green Tinos marble, with
steps of white marble. From the sculpture
hall a doorway gives access to the picture
galleries. In addition to the staircase, there
is also a lift from the Sauchiehall-street en-
trance. The sculpture hall is tiOft. by 21ft.. and
on each side of it is a small gallery, 21ft. by
20ft., for the display of architecture and
works in black and white. The other six

galleries are arranged in two sets of three.
The largest of the three halls in the centre is

60ft. l)v 36ft. ; the two on each side of it are
each 66ft. by 31ft. 9iu. The main hall to the
north is 70ft. by 42ft., and the two on each
side are 42ft. by 37ft. 6iii. On the nortli
side, at the back of these halls, is a corridor
:Wf;. by Oft. All the galleries are lighted from
the top by cupolas, carried on ribbed cover-
ings. The galleries vary in height from 35ft.

to 29ft.. according to their size. The decora-
tion of the galleries includes a low 2ft. dado
and doorways of walnut. The walls have been
covered with a rich, low-toned red canvas;
the frieze and cornice are in a creamy tint,
while tile ceilings are in old gold. The floors
will be dark stained. Radiators will be
placed in the centre of each gallery, masked
by walnut settees; the artificia! lighting is by
electric pendants with reflectors. On the
Sauchiehall-street level, below the Art Gal-
leries, a suite of three bazaar halls has been
constructed. The largest of these, with a
balcony on its four sides, is 103ft. by 4Ift.
6in. ; the other two are each 44ft. 6in. by
26ft. Here are also situated cloakrooms,
kitchens, stores, and the office of the curator
and board-room. The designs for the new
Galleries have been the joint production of
Mr. A. B. MacDoiiald, M.Inst.C.E., Citv En
giiieer, and Mr. R. \V. Horn. A.R.I.B.A..
also a city official.

RAICLIFFE. NOTTS.- The new Roman
Catholic School buildings at Ratcliffe have
been blessed by Cardinal Bourne. The
original school and its church (now the
library) were designed by Augustus Welby
Pngin, and were ianilt in' 1844-7. the north
east wing and colonnade being added in

1857 8, and the south-west wing, study hall,
dormitory, and present church in 1863 7. The
present additions consist of an extension
160ft. long, of the north-east wing, and
running at right-angles to this of a further
extension 40ft. long. The entire block pro-
vides on the ground floor a dining-hall, a
kitchen, kitchen offices, a matron's room, and
a servants' hall ; on the first floor a suite of
sixteen bedrooms, and on the second floor
a dormitory, lavatory, and bathrooms. Mr.
.\rtliur Vouiig. of London, the architect, has
sought to produce a building in keeping
with the rest of the college. The
style adopted is Early Decorated. The
materials used are " red brick, with
facings and mullious of freestone. The
dining hall is 70ft. long, 27ft. wide, and 20ft.
high. Terrazzo in white, green, and black
marble has been used for the flooring. Four
beams (carried bv carved brackets, which
spring from corbels of worked stone, each of

different designl, support the pitch pine
I'eiling. It is divided into panels, with
carved bosses at the intersections of the ribs.

Solid oak panelling is carried round the room
to the height of 7ft. Oin., with buttresses in

keeping and cornice with carved bosses.
Over the chief door, of massive oak, the
panelling is carried to a higher level, and is

rich with carving, and an oak screen, of open-
work above, divided by mullious with tracery
in the heads, separates ott' the Imtlery. Above
the screen is a gallery, with front of sunk
panelling and carved cornice moulding. The
new kitchen measures 30ft. by 27ft., and is

20ft. in height. Running over the dining-iiall

and the kitchen is a dormitory. 114ft. by 27ft.,

and in height 15ft. 6iii. The isolation in-

firmary has also been enlarged, giving two
wards of eleven beds in all, with a nurse's
room. An additional cloister has been con-
structed containing a new entrance to the
church.

WELLIXGTOX. SALOP.—A scheme for

railway extensions and developments at Wei
lington has been prepared by the euigneers
for the Great Western and London and
Northwestern Railway Companies. 'I'here

will be a rearrangement of the present
waiting-rooms and other buildings on the
platform, and the island platform will extend
in the direction of .lubilee street. Part of

the scheme will be the removal of the sheds
from their present position, practically in the
railway station, further down the line in tue
direction of Wrnekwardine road, where new
sheds will be built; Wrockwardine road
bridge will be widened and extended
and a number of loop lines made.
The work outlined, and other develop
ments contemplated, will cost from
.£15,000 to £20,000. The railway station

alterations and the erection of a new post-

office ill Walker-street, where a central site

has been [purchased, will pro\ ide emplo\uieiit
for a Iar'_'e number of workmen. Between
£4.000 and £5.000 will also be spent by the
urban council on a housing scheme for work-
men's dwellings, and many new \illas are
being erected on the Forester estate near the
Wrekin and Wellington Golf Links.

The Carnegie Trustees have adopted plans by
Mr. .T. Lindsay. A.R.I.B.A.. of West George-
street. Glasgow, for an institute to be built in

Netherton Broad-street. Dunfermliue.

At Cambridge a Local Government Board
inquiry has been held into an application of the
corporation for sanction to a loan of £6.570 for

the extension of the infectious diseases hospital.

The architect is Mr. C. Chart, of the firm of

Messrs. Chart, Son. and Reading, of Croydon.

Mr. C. U. Avery, B.Sc. of University College.
London, and Mr. F. A. Eustace, of the City and
(luilds Technical College. Finsbiiry. have been
appointed to the heating and ventilating
scholarships awarded by tlie Institution of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers, tenable at

University College.

Lord Latvmer unveiled on Monday, in Mont-
rose Old rhnrchyard, a tomb which he has
erected, in place of one which had worn out. to

the memory of his ancestor, John Cont.ts. of

Fnllarton. Provost of Montrose 1677-78, 1682-84.

1687-88. Lord Latyiner afterwards presented a

mace to the corporation of Montrose.

The Local Government Board has communi-
cated with the Spalding Rural District Council
sanctioning a loan of .£14 000 for a water scheme
for the parishes of .Moulton. Weston. Pinchbeck,
and Pinchbeck West. The loan to be raised in-

cludes provision for the purchase-money of the
works of the South Lincolnshire Water Company
so far as they are in the Spalding Union area,
the purchase having been fixed at £2.000. The
balance will provide for the linking-up of the
existing mains, and for considerable extensions
to different parts of the parishes mentioned.

The half-yearly meeting of the Board of
Governors of the Institute of Plumbers, the
lieadquartcrs of which are at Manchester, was
held on Monday, in the council-chatnber at
Llandudno Town Hall. The chairman nf tlie

Llandudno Urban District Council (Mr. W.
Williams) and the town-clerk ..Mr. A. Conollyi
were present at the opening of the meeting, and
gave a cordial welcome lo the board. Mr .1. .1

.

Cox, of Knutsford (the vice-chairman), re-

sponded on behalf of the board, who then pro-
ceeded wiih llieir Inisiness. under the chairman-
ship of Mr. J. C. Rennison. of Darlington, the
nresident.

COMPETITIONS.
\A\ IGA IKIN UK nil.; I'l'i'ER RHINE.

—A conipctitioii has been organised for a
scheme for the improvement of iiavigaliou on
the Upper Rhine between Basel and
Coustauce, and prizes of £1,960, £1,.370. and
£980 arc being offered. Proposals must be
forwarded to the \'crciii fiir die SchiEf-fahrt
auf dem Oberrlicin, Basel, by December 10.

1914. The programme of the competition
may be seen, in German, at the Commercial
Intelligence Department of the Board of

Trade.
-**^-

CHIPS.
The bronze cast of Rodin's group of slatiiary.

"The Burghers of Calais," is to be placed in the
central garden of the new enibankmeut at Mill-
bank between the Tate Gallery and the Houses
of Parliament.

Some time ago the Hants County Council
decided to endeavour to obtain land on which to

erect cottages for their workmen, and on
Monday the Council authorised a start Vjeing

made by building two cottages at Shipton
Bellinger, on the Wiltshire border, at a cost of

£.500.

At a meeting of the creditors of the Richmond
Iron and Steel Company. Stockton-on-Tees, at
Middlesbrough, on Monday, the gross liabilities

were stated as £45.134. with assets showing a

deficit of £29.000. Sbortage of capital, strikes,

and foreign competition were the cause of the
failure.

The Kent County Council have decided to offer

to the county surveyor to be appointed in suc-

cession to Mr. H- P. Maybury. a salary of £800
per annum; the age of applicants must be
between 28 and 45, Mr. Maybury's salary has
recently been £1.500 a year. The appointment
will be made at the council meeting on
November 19.

B. Frederick .Tohn.wjn. thirty-six, who had
falsely represented himself to be a member of a

well-known firm of Lcudon builders. waf5

sentenced at Nottingham Quarter Sessions on
Friday to five mouths' imprisonment in the
second division for obtaining goods by fraud.

He had alleged that a firm at Wandsworth, with
whom he stated he was associated, had acquired
an extensive area of ground in Mapperley Park.
Nottingham, upon which they proposed to erect

villa residences at a cost of £20.000.

The Hainp.shire County Council decided on
Monday not to destroy the picturesque bridge
which carries the Romsey-to-Ringwood main
road at Romsey, and which is known as Middle-
bridge. On account of its steep gradient, which
prevents approaching drivers obtaining a line of

sight until they are within a short distance of

each other, it was decided to erect large warning
notices on each side, and to ask the Standing
Joint Committee to consider the possibility of

stationing permanently a police-constable on

point duty at the spot.

.^n agreement has been reached between
almost all Belgian artificial cement works for

the renewal of the "Syndicat des Ciments .\rti-

ficiels." which controls the home sale of artificial

cement. Among the 17 Belgian firms which have
agreed to renew this combination are the Societe

de Bonne Esperance at Turnhout. the Societe de

Niel on Rnpel. and the cement works of Cron-

festu. Obourg. and Harmignies. The above
syndicate has also renewed the agreement with

the German cement manufacturers for the sale

of artificial cement in the Netherlands.

The King of the Belgians presided on Sunday at

the inauguration of the monument which has

been erected at Ghent to the artist brothers

Hubert and John Van Eyck. The memorial has

been placed in the middle of the small square

wdiich separates the Chateau of Gerard the Devil

from St- Bayon's Cathedral. The pedestal is of

granite, and the figures of bronze. The monu-
ment represents the two painters sitting in the

centre of a semicircular group of allegorical

figures, the symbolism of which is the nations

glorifying the talent of the two Flemish artists.

M. Vae'rwick is the architect, and M. Verbanck
the sculptor.

New parish council offices in Slocktou-road,

Kyhope. were opened on Saturday. The building

is of two stories, and has on the ground floor a

central entrance leading to an inner hall, on one

side of which is the general office for rate-col-

lecting and clerk's room. Behind tliis is a book-

store, and on the opposite side of the hall are a

waiting-room and cloakroom. The first floor is

occupied by the council-chamber, 46ft, by 20ft.

Tlie exterior is of red pressed bricks, the eleva-

tions being treated in a Georgian style The
architect was Mr. G. Brown, and the builder Mr.

Joseph Huntley. The outlay has been £1,900.
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€orvtsponhmte.

•TOU TRUE. "

Tu the Editor of the Bi'ii.di.no .Ni;\v.s.

Sir,—Tlie letter under this lieadiug last
week is, I am afraid, typical of iiiiui)' in Diir

profession at the present time. Notwith-
standing the fact that trade is hoominf;
aecording to tile Bine Books, we. as a pro-
fession, do not seem to be sharing the
prosperity due to onr abilities. There will,
of course, always be clever men unable to
earn a decent living wage, and the ipiestion
forces itself. ' Why? Wluit is the root cause
of it all?"

In my own case, although, happily, at the
u'onient not .so badly off as your corre-
spondent (I have, however, been beam ended
twice within twelve months), I am working at
a wage of less than 40s. per week in order to
keep a family of five, in a business which,
although somewhat to my liking, does not
bring out of me the best tliAt I am capable of.
The enclosed photo and my card will prove
that my qualifications are, if anything, up to
the average.

Will ' Keyistration " help us to secure the
professional nnllenninm ?— I am, etc..

AnoTHKK.

INCREASED COST OF LIVING.
Sir, -The ever-growing cost of living has

become one of the questions of the day, ami
one is, perhaps, unwittingly inclined to
attribute the cause entirely to the wrong
source. The question is a most serious one.
It i.s more than this--it is rapidly becoming
critical, and the profoundest 'minds are
grappling with the subject in the hope of
finding some solution. Take, as an example,
the man of moderate means of to-day. He
contemplates the erection of a home, or,
perhaps, the rebuilding or enlargement of a
factory. Immediately "he is confronted with
the' increase in the price of all building
material. Timber of all kinds, which tliis

country innst import, is keeping pace with
other commodities in the price race. But is

this within the control of the timber
merchants? We venture to state that the
profits timber dealers are making to day are
less than ever before. True, the productive
labour put upon such a commodity as wood,
tracing it all the way along from the felling
of the tree in other lands, has had to be more
highly paid in recent years; but this would
account for but a portion only of the increase
in cost to the ultimate consumer. Where,
then, must we look for the balance of the
increase. Let us examine the non-pro-
ductive labour put upon this commodity—and
this merely .serves as an example for all other
classes of goods. Take, for instance, the
question of transportation. Railway rates
have undoubtedly advanced in recent years;
but as the railways are subject to the'juris-
dietion of Governmental control, no very
serious criticism is to be offered on this
score. We must admit that our goods rates
are based on actual competition. The con-
necting link, therefore, between the above
mentioned is the ocean boat. During the last
three years ocean rates Iiave jumped up
tremendously, as the following comparisons
for the years WIO and Htl.S, on timber alone,
will show :

Montreal • Increase in 1913
to over 191U.

Liverpool 54 per cent.
London 50
Manchester 50
Glasgow 50 ",

.\vonmoutli 41
Xewcastle-on-Tyne ,33

Hartleiiool 40 "
Leith ,25 ][

Dnljlin 'red iiine) 47 []

Helfast tvellow pine) 43 ,1

Sniiderlanfl 37
Alierdeen 26 1."

Dundee 41
Hull ....::: 19 ;;

It will be noted that the heaviest increases
occur to ports between which the largest
shipments are made.
There is absolutely no control over ocean

rates. The owners may demand whatever.
rates they wish, and by a pooling of business,
which undoubtedly ex'ists, the ultimate eon-

sinner lia~, HI llic last analv-i-. t.i pav tin

I xorbitaut toll.

Here, then, is the cause.
What is the remedy?
There must be immediate official control

of ocean rates, and indeed, of the entire
operation of ocean going craft. This is a
distinct obligation put upon the British
Board of Trade to co-operate with the
representatives of all our outlying dominions
and also with such foreign countries as may
be interested therein.
This need is imperative ; the application

of the remedy comparatively easy of accom-
plishment, and the public welfare demands
inimediate redress. Will the properly con
stituted authority rise to a sense of its obliga-
tion to the public?

In this connection we have to advise that
the Chief of the Board of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada has been authorised
by the Federal Government here to visit your
side for the purpo.se of conferring with the
British authorities to see if means cannot be
devised whereby some control of ocean
carriage may be exercised. 5Ir. Drayton sails

on Saturday next, August 2. His address will

be. Mr. H.' L. Drayton. K.C.. c;o The High
Commissioner for Canada, Victoria street,
Loudon.—We are, etc..

The Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Fr.^nk H.wvkin.s, Secretary.
IN. Castle building, Ottawa, Ontario.

July 29.

BARRY V. MINTURX.
Sir,—The attention of our client. Miss

Minturn, has been called to a report of this
case in the House of Lords, which appears
in your issue of the 1st inst. There are in-

accuracies in the report which we shall be
glad if you will kindly correct.

In the first case, the litigation arose out
of a party wall, not out of a " party garden
wall," as mentioned by you. In the second
place, it was never suggested by our client
that Sir John Wolfe Barry should bear the
expenses of the repairs. It was originally
suggested on her behalf that the cost of the
repairs should be borne equally between her
and the adjoining owner, and ultimately, in

order to facilitate a settlement of the dispute,
our client offered to bear the whole of til?

cost of the repair. -We are, etc.,

Reid SH.iRji.iN .\ND Whiti;.
32. Bedford-row, London, W.C.

August II.

ifntfrrommunicatton.

ie uw.ird the Kuinea to Mr. F. J. S. Robertson.

QUESTIUNS.
tt3iml -HHKWKRV. -I have a small sin«le-

piimpini; tower lirevver.v to do. Would anv reader
kindly sut!«esl a sketch plan • The onlvpoints which
I am not conversant with are the positions of the
vessels. &c.—X.

UMPLIES.
!l;U-.''.y.l-\\KEI>ING OF W.^TKR INTO lUSE-MENT. The fault here is ai)i>arently duo to the

asjihalte. and from your ionuirers account, I should
think It is due to the lack of a lillut at the foot of the
vertical lining. The best way to overcome the dif-
Hcnlty is to have the floor of the haseinent asphalted
11 it is not already done, and connected to the vertical

,' • ^ C<rt-^<>u^

FAILURE OF CONCRETE ROOF TC
KEEl' WATER OUT.

Sir, -It is not at all surprising that the
Clifton and Kersley Coal Co. have had a

failure with their concrete roof. Xo concrete
is absolutely impervious to water.

I can, however, refer any of your readers
interested to several flat roofs which have
been made perfectly watertight by means of

I'udlo, a white powder which is added to the
cement.

I will instance the workmen's dwellings,
vvhieh the corporation of Swansea did in

1908, also the flat roofs at Hardwiek Hall for
the Duke of Devonshire ; a roof at the
Ruskin College, Oxford, and also one at the
Leicestershire County Asylum, amongst many
others.— I am, etc.,

J. H. Kernf.r Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

^«*

Major George .Stuart Knox, RE-, has been
appointed .Assistant Surveyor, Survey Depart-
ment of the Federated Malay States.

Mr. .James Eastwood, chief assistant to the
borough surveyor of Halifax, has been appointed
engineer and surveyor to the Sowerby Bridge
Urban District Council at a salary of £175 per
annnin.

At tlie half-yearly meeting of the South Hants
Water Company, held at Southampton on
Thursday in last week, it was reported that the
Bishop's Waltham Water Bill, which authorised
the purchase of that undertaking by their com-
pany, had received the Royal assent. The cost
of purchase will be about "£15.000, by which a
fresh source of v^ater will be acquired, and
two detached districts of the company will be
united.

>'.•;.

by a liu. asphalte fillet a^ .shown. The floor sliould be
weighted down should the pressure of water be at all
great, or a small sump built to collect the water,
which could then be pumped out periodically.—
F. J. S. Robertson, Sec, Claridge's Patent Asphalte
Co., Ltd., '11, Surrey-street, Strand, London. W.C.

113129.1—WEEPING OF WATER INTO BASE-
MENT.—There are several methods by which the
weepin;^ in the basement referred to could be stopped,
and the>' are as follows:—(1) To put a la>er of neat
Portland cement on thefloor-s and walls which are at
present rendered. 12) To make a renderint^ of the
following materials, and float a layer not more than
^in. thick, two parts of sharp river sand, one part of
Portland cement, and 4lb. of " Castor "" to every 1001b.
of neat cement. "Castor" isa bituminous solution,
which makes the cement wat-erpr-oof. It is obtain-
able of the Castor Waterproof Co.. 110. Fenchurch-
street. E.C.. in 101b. tins, at os. per tin, (3* Lay.

a

double course of Bangor countess slating in cement,
upon a bed previously prepared, and cover with
asphalte, il) .\nother method, though perhaps not
so satisfactory as regards strength, would be a
rendering prepared of one part sand to one part
Roman cement. This would set in about a quarter
uf an hour. (5) The moi=t reliable, though un-
doubtedlj the most expensive, would be to cover the
floor with a dampcourse of asphalte. excavate,
carry through wall, and up outside to above ground-
level, and fill in externally with rubble : then cover
the floor and walls w-ith cement rendering composed
as in clause 2.—No Name.

I U31-29.1—WEEPING OF WATER INTO BASE-
MENT.—Expose the exterior face of basement wall

. where tlie water penetrates through, and rake out
I
the joints of masonr>- to form a key for the following
specified "Pudlo cement rendering," washing away
all dust. Should there be a large quantity of water
wlien the ground is openerl out, either form a
temporary sump for sanie or aljsorb, during opera-
tions, with dry cement. First sprinkle the wall with
a neat cement wash, to which .51b. of " Pudlo " have
l)een added for every 1001b. of cement- Immediately
afterwards twice render the wall, \\n. thick each
time, with a cement mixture lin. thick as follows :

—

One part best Portland cement, medium setting
<Uiality ; 5 parts granite dust or washed sand ; I4
parts Jin. aggregate, preferably washed granite dust;
.")lb. of "Pudlo " to every lOUlb. of cement—i.e., 2^1b.
of " Pudlo " to every superficial yard. The whole to
lie well mixed in a protected spot, and riddled
through a \\u. mesh sieve, the water being gently
sprinkled through a rose to prevent the "Pudlo"
being lifted out of the cement. The whole exterior
faces may be applied as above, or merely the sections
where water percolates through. Write Messrs.
Kerner Greenwood and Co.. Anns-square, King's
Lynn (sole owners' for prices of "Pudlo." which is

undoubtedly a remarkable " waterproofing" material.
—A. H. Winterburn, M.S. A.. 12. South View, Blyth-
road, Worksop, Notts.

Mr. George Cadell Stewart, of The Knowe.
Burrowstounness. timber merchant, ba.s left

personal property of the value of £4*2,002.

During the demolition of the Suu public-house,
in Oak-street. Xorw^ich. for the extension of ad
joining silk-mills, a Tudor mantelpiece of stone
was discovered in a room on the upper floor,

built in and plastered over behind a modern fire-

place. It ha.s been presented to the Castle
Museum in the city. The Sun Inn occupies the
Mte of two tenements which changed hands in

1586. anil earlier belonged to the De Norwich
family.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
IRONWORK CONSTRUCTORS v.

BUILDERS.—Redpath, Brown, and Co. v. W.
C. Shepherd and Co.—Judgment has been given
by Mr. Muir Mackenzie, the Official Referee in

(hi.s ease, in which plaintiils claimed £286
balance of amount for steelwork supplied to

defendant for City offices in course of erection
at No. 10, Colenian-street, E.C. Defendants had
counterclainied for about £700 for damages for

a month's delay in delivery. Plaintiffs pleaded
that deliveries of steelwork were suspended on
account of a dispute between the parties as to
non-jaymeut by defendants of plaintiffs' monthly
account, and also on account of alleged in-

accuracies and changes of design in the plans
and drawings of defendants' architect and steel-
\'iirk engineers. In his judgment, the Official

Referee came to the conclusion that the
plainiitfs had not failed to deliver the steelwork
as promptly as was possible, and that the sus-
pension of deliveries in February, 1913. was
justified having regard to the defendants'
failure to pay their monthly accounts, and dis-
missed the counterclaim, with costs. A stay of
execution was granted.

BUILDER'S FOREMAN OBTAINS fOM-
I'ENSATION FOR IN.IURIES.—Before his
Honour Judge Bonsey, at the Durham County-
court, on Monday, Benjamin Gomersall. of
Perryhill, claimed compensation for injuries re-
ceived whilst in the employment, of Thomas
Golightly. Mr. Mundahl. for the applicant, ex-
plained that he was formerly foreman to Mr.
Golightly, who was a builder. On April 30 of
last year applicant was engaged in taking down
a skating-rink at Ferryhill. He was working on
a platform, when he slipped, falling a distance
of about '20fl. He sustained severe injuries to
his shoulders, back, and head, and also severe
bruising. Applicant's wages were £2 per week,
and he was paid compensation until December 6
last. He had since made an attempt to work,
liut found (hat he was not in a condition to do
so. For the respondents, Dr. Johnston said that
applicant was suffering from failing eyesight and
Bright's disease. The accident would make the
disease, which was latent, become active. Mr.
Mundahl contended that if the man had Bright's
disease, it was accelerated by the accident An
;:greement was arrived at, applicant receiving
£110 and costs.

MEASURES BROTHERS, LIMITED, of 53b,
Southwark-street, London, S.E., and East
Surrey Iron Works, Factory-lane, Croydon.—The
Senior Official Receiver and Liquidator of the
above-named company intends to apply to the
Board of Trade for his release, and any objection
In the granting of his release must be notified
to the Board of Trade before the 21st inst. A
summary of receipts and payments of the Senior
Official Receiver and Liquidator is annexed: —
Keceijits—

To total receipts from date of \\iudini;-uiJ order-
viz.,

Kurnlus after deductina i'7(i,16-J
Js. lid. due to debenture-
holders and i35'2 .5s. ]0d. to
preferential creditors (esti-
mated to iiroducc per Coni-
liauys statement) fll'J.TTj 17 ''

Other receipts—
Hcgistratiou fees I 10

,, ,

To,t"! i;ll9,77fl 17 '2 i'l lu (1

Balance, beiuH aiuonut due
to the Board of Trade 2.39 B

1 ayments—
U.v Board of Trade and Court fees—viz.,
Fees m respect of i,IM^ contri-

Initories and creditors (incliid-
ins yrintins, postages, and sta-

,,'''o>'en' ilBU hi
( crccntaHe on il IDs. Od. assets
realised i (;

Court fees rt n (j

, .«,.., 186
ijaw costs of solicitor to hiiuidtttor 37 9
Shorthand writer's charges -20 '2 5
mil. r costs ; s tl 3
I osts ,if notices in Gazette and local papers '2 12 3
itiLi-lciital ()utla>- 5 6 9

£-240 10 H

I At the date of (he winding-up order- viz.,
October IS. 1909, the business of the company
was Ijeiug caried on by a receiver and manager
(Mr. Ernest Cooper) for the debenture-holders,
appointed by the Court on June 21, 1909. 2. The
receiver carried on the business for about two
years, and. with the exception of the Southwark-
street freehold, the whole of the assets have now
been realised by him. As, however, the realisa-
tions shown in the receiver's accounts filed in the
debenture action do not distinguish between
assets taken possession of upon his appointment,
and those created in the course of the trading,
the realised value of the former is not ascertain-
able. 3. J'he "oodwill of the business, estimated
to produce £80,000, realised £1,850, and the

freehold and leasehold properties estimated at
£32,986 Is. 9d. have, up to the present, realised
£3,511, the 63b, Southwark-street property,
which in 1882 was bought by the company at
£17,000, remaining unsold; it was offered at
auction in April, 1912, but without result. 4.

Distributions amounting to 12s. 63. in the £
have been paid by the Court to debenture-
holders, and there is £3,834 15s. lid. Consols to

(he credit of the debenture action. It will be
seen, therefore, allowing for the remaining pro-
perty at its original value of £17,000, that the
assets are insufficient to pay the debenture
claims, and, the surplus of assets estimated by
the directors having wholly disappeared, there
IS no possibility of any payments being made to

unsecured creditors or shareholders. 5. During
(lie course of the winding-up, questions of alleged
misfeasance by the directors in paying dividends
(iut of capital were considered by the Official

Receiver; but no proceedings were recommended.
(Ipinion of counsel was subsequently obtained by
direction of the Court in the debenture action,

which, in substance, confirmed the Official

Receiver's view, and the suggested claims were
not, therefore, further pursued. 6. Investiga-
tions into the dealings of the managing director
with the company led to criminal proceedings
against him, in which he was convicted, and
sentenced to a term of imprisonment. 7.

(Creditors and contributories can obtain further
information by inquiry at the Department of

(he Official Receivers, 33, Carey-street, Lincoln's-
inn. London, W.C.

BUILDERS FINED FOR UN.STAMPED
INSURANCE CAR,DS.-At Warrington police-

court on Thursday in last week. Charles Henry
Johnston, builder, Windyhough. Sankey, was
summoned for failing to return the unemploy-
ment insurance card on the termination of

employment of two of his workmen. Defendant
said one of the men left without notice, and did
not apply for the return of his card. The other
card was not fully stamped when the workman
asked for it, and he had not seen the man since.

X fine of 5s. and costs in each case was imposed,
He was further summoned for failing to pay the
contribution of three of his workmen, and was
ordered to pay 5s. in two of the cases, and to

pay double the amount he had omitted to pro-

vide, and £5 5s. towards the costs of the case,

—

In Dundee Sheriff-court, on Monday, Charles
Smith, builder, 20, (Constitution-street, was
charged with having failed to make payments
under the National Health Insurance Act in

respect of two of his employees. This was the
first prosecution under the Act in Dundee.
Smith pleaded guilty, and on his behalf an agent
stated that the cards of the other employees in

Smith's service were all in order. The two men
complained of were casual labourers, and it was
owing to his clerk having been taken seriously

ill that the omission was made. The Procurator-
Fiscal said the men were not casual labourers,

and accused had received a great many warnings
Slieriff Neish imposed a fine of 28s., or twenty
days' imprisonment. On behalf of the Insurance
Commissioners, Mr. .T. M. Vallance, W.S,, Edin-
burgh, moved for a civil decree for payment to

(he Commissioners of the sum of 8s, 2d,, the
'. alue of the stamps which accused omitted to

[tay. His Lordship granted deci'ee for 8s. 2d.

Tile salary of Mr, J, Chalk, assistant water-
works engineer to the Southampion C'orporation.

has been increased to £240 jier annum.

A new board school, built at a cost of £2,000
from plans by Messrs. Thorns and Wilkie. of

Dundee, has been opened at Muirhead of Liff,

Mr. Albert Hodge has completed his sketch
model for a statue of Robert Burns, to be
erected in Stirling. The figure will be of bronze.

At Ramsgate yesterday (Thursday), Mr. T. C.

Ekin. M.Inst.C.E , held a Local Government
Board inquiry into an application by the town
council for sanction to borrow £6,500 for the
provision of new purifiers at the gasworks, and
£3.456 for the erection of a shelter in the Italian

tiardens.

The well-known painter. M. Aime Morot,
died at Dinard on Tuesday. at the
age of sixty-three. A pupil of Cabanel, he
made his debut in the Salon at the age of

twenty-three, and in the same year won the
Prix de Rome with his "Captive des Juifs a
Babylone." Among his chief works are the
'Medee,'' exhibited in the Salon of 1877; the
"Bon Samaritain," 1880; the "Bataille de
Rezonville," 1886; and the "Charge des
Cuirassiers a Reischshoffen," wdiich is in the
Luxembourg Gallery, and the ceiling of the Salle
des Fetes in the Hotel de Villo, Paris. In this
year's Salon, M. Morot exhibited a portrait of
M, Paul Deschanel. the President of the
Chamber of Deputies. M. Morot was a Pro-
fessor at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
VENTILATING THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

—At Tuesday's sitting of the recently-appointed
Select Committee on the Ventilation of the
House of Commons, of which Mr. Charles
Bathurst is chairman, Mr. Arthur Patey, chief
assistant engineer of H.M. Board of Works,
described the apparatus in use for the ventila-
tion of the debating chamber and its galleries.
He stated that ozonised air is provided for the
occupants of the ladies' gallery--a boon not yet
granted to Members of Parliament. The ozone
is manufactured by electrical machinery in the
basement.

THE ARCHITECTURAL STAFF OF H.M.
OFFICE OF WORKS.—Mr. Bennett-Goldney
asked Mr. Wedgwood Benn, as representing the
First Commissioner of Works, how many public
buildings costing more than £15,000 had been
designed by the permanent staff of H.M. Office

of Works since 1906. including only such build-
ings as had been built, were under construction,
or had been sanctioned by the Government to be
constructed, and if he would give a list of these
buildings. Mr. Benn promised to supply a list of

fifty-three such buildings. The total number of

architects of all grades on the establishment of

the Office of Works was. he said, sixty-one. Of
these, three were Fellows, twenty-four Asso-
ciates, and four Licentiates of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects.

REGENT-STREET QUADRANT. -Mr. Runci-
luan, in reply to Mr. Fell, stated that, in

settling a design for the completion of Regent-
street Quadrant, it is proposed to adhere to the

recommendations of the committee which sat

(o consider the subject in essential particulars.

SHADWELL PARK MEMORIAL. — Mr.
Hoare, on Tuesday, asked Mr. Wedgwood Benn
whether the Shadwell Park memorial scheme for

King Edward VII. had been completed, and
when the work would be commenced for clearing

the site and laying out the ground. Mr.
Wedgwood Benn replied that the contract for

the purchase of the ground had been completed,
and Sir Alexander Rendel was preparing plans

for constructing a river wall.

UNDEVELOPED LAND DUTY. — In the

House of Lords on Monday, the Earl of Camper-
down complained of the unfair incidence of un-
developed land duty. He pointed out that,

whereas in town-planning schemes the use of
j

land was restricted to certain classes of building,

the undeveloped land duty on such land was I

based on a site value calculated on the un-
j

restricted use of the land, and amounting
many cases to 50 per cent, or more of the highest I

income obtainable from the land at the present!

time. Lord Strachie, in reply, stated that the]

oljject of undeveloped land duly was to prevent

land in or in the neighbourhood of great towns
j

from being held up. Land was not subject to
j

undeveloped land duty unless it could be used 1

for better purposes than agriculture. If it could I

be used more advantageously, it was only right I

that the ratepayers should get the additional]

benefit. The Earl of Selborne declared that it]

was really throwing dust in the eyes of the
]

public to say that the object of undeveloped
]

land duty was merely to prevent land from I

being held up. It was intended as a means of
j

raising money for the Exchequer, and it was idlej

to suggest that all the land subject to un-

developed land duty could be built on at once.

The Marquess of Crewe reiterated that the main I

object of the tax was to prevent laud that could
]

lie built on from being cleliberately kept out of
]

the market. Conceivably there might be cases]

of hardship; but they could be rectified on
J

appeal.

ARCHITECTS FOR THE NEW DELHI.-
Mr. King asked the Under-Secretary of Stalel

for India, on Wednesday, whether he was aware
j

of the pledge given by himself on July 30, 1912,,,

that efforts would be made by competition tol

obtain a wide field of selection of architects fori

the new Delhi; whether the policy then an-!

nounoed had been dropped by (he Governmentl
of India; and, if so. what ground could be"

given for the change P — Mr. Montagu: The
Government of India contemplate adopting the

plan of competition for buildings other than

those which have already been allotted to (lie

selected architects.

The town council of Macduff have appointed

Jlr. John Fowlie, of Cullen. to the position of

burgh surveyor and harbour-master.

The BiUericay Rural District Council were in-

formed on Tuesday that there are very few appli-

cations for the new workmen's cottages erected

by the council, though these were built in conse-

quence of complaints of overcrowding and want
of housing accommodation. It was stated that

many prefer their old and dilapidated cottages,

especially as they are being let at a low rent.
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Another attempt was made at Monday's
nipeting of the Dnhlin Corporation to npsct
(he ehoice of (he Jletal Bridge siti^ for Sir

llngh Lane's Muiiieipal Art Gallery. Depnta-
linns representing the Ontral Highways
Committee and the River Liffey Proteetion
Assoeiation attended and stated their ohjeo-

tions to bnilding upon the bridge. The Lord
Mayor, in replying, said that the responsi-
bility of approving or rejecting the Metal
Bridge site ought not to be tlirown on tlie

I'ighty members of the eorporation ; the
pnhlie ought to face the issue. The real
disposition to the .scheme appears to be the
clioice of a design by an English architect for
I he gallery.

Mr. Somers Clarke, F.S.A., calls attention,
in the Times, to the systematic exploration
of the unique and stupendous ruins of the
Temple of Karnak, whi'ch has been in

progress since 1895. at a total cost to date
of some £.30.000, which has. Mr. Somers
Clarke believes, been well and economically
expended. The excavations were begun
eighteen years ago under M. .1. de Morgan.
at that time Director-General of the
Department of Antif|nities in Egypt, and
as the walls and columns were laid
Ijare down to the level of the ancient
floors, so were they repaired and con-
solidated. This responsible task was placed
in the hands of M. George Legrain, who ha.s

continued the work with the utmost care up
to the present time, Mr. Clarke, comment-
ing on the fact that no consistent
scientific or adequate account of the
works undertaken has ever been pub-
lished, although detailed notes and in-

iiumeral)le photographs and drawings have
been made by M. Legrain, wisely sutigests
that there ought to be prepared and published
by the Egyptian Service of Antiquities:
complete plans, sections, and elevations of
the monument up to date; a short but com-
plete description (witli dates) of the course
of the excavations; a detailed account of the
unique temple of Osiris; and a detailed
account of the objects found.

Cae Gaer, near Llangurig, Montgomery-
sliire, stated by the Royal Commission on
Welsh .\ntiquities to be a Ronmn camp, has
lieen the scene of interesting excavations
during the past fortnight, at the suggestion of
the landlord (Mr, A, E. Hnmphreys-Owen.
Glansevern) and under the direction of Mr.
F. N. Pryce, M.A., of the British Mu.senm.
The camp covers an area of 2,')0 yards by
ISO yards. No Roman relics were found, but
a fine flint knife of the New Stone Ap,p. and
good specimens (if pot-boilers were un-
earthed. The pot-boilers found have a
peculiar charred and cracked appearance,
and, with the knife, are being presented to
Aberystwith College museum. The ramparts
of the camp consist of a mass of clay, 7ft. Gin.
thick and ."ift. .'iin. high, built up of narrow
layers of deep bluish clay, alternating with
thicker layers of coarser brown clay, mixed
with shale fragments. Holes denoted that
nlong the ramparts used to run a wooden
palisade, the post holes being two feet
apart; and at the south-east corner there was
:i wooden tower. The camp had two gates.
Near the centre a rude floor, 21ft. across, of
large water-worn stones, was uncovered.

The county council of Kent at their last
meeting considered a scheme proposed bv
their surveyor, Mr, H. P. Mavbury (now
chief engineer to the Road Board), for
dealing with the portion of Blnckfen-road
within the urban district of Footscray. The
section of road extends for about a mile and
a half between the Metropolitan borough of
Woolwich on the west and the Bexley urban
district on the east. The land on either side
of the i-oad is at present, for the most part,
undeveloped, and offers of such quantities of
land as will be required for the widening and
straightcTiiuff of the road have been obtained
on reasonable terms. The county surveyor
prepared plans for widening the road to a
uniform width of 4nft.. for constructing new-
footpaths and for draining and surfacing with
granite grouted with pitch, and estimated the
whnle cost of the work, including the

purchase of land and fencing, at .£13,900.

The Road Board have agreed to make a grant
of £6,8,'iS, and to lend the balance of £7,042
free of interest, and repayable by five aujnial

instalments. The council approved the

sclnMUC, accepted the (»ffer of the Road Board,
and authorised an application of the Local
Government Board for their consent to the
borrowing of the money.

The Thornton travelling scholarships which
are offered annually to workmen engaged in

the bnilding trade on gai'den suburbs have
this year been won by Messrs. W. H. Hall,

carpenter on the Brenthaui Garden Suburb ;

W. E. Cnokson, carpenter. Garden Suburb,
Liverpool ; and .T. H. Cannon, foreman
plumber. Garden Suburb Builders, Ltd.. who
are engaged in the development work on the

Hampstead Garden Suburb. Prizes to the

value of £3 each, offered through Co-partner
sliip Tenants, Ltd,, have been won by Messrs.

G. Williams (carpenter), ,1, Gvni (foreman
In-icklaver), F. G. .Tones (electrician), and F.

Prangell (plumber), all of which are employed
by the Garden Suburb Builders, Ltd.

Captain A. J. Dickinson, surveyor to (lie

Redditch Urban District Council, has just

issued a report descriptive of the work of the

surveyor's department during the past seven

years! The total cost of work actually accom-

plished amounts to £24,8G.'3, and the whole of

it was planned and carried out entirely by

Captain Dickinson, The sewage-dispo.sal

works at Ipsley, which cost £10,000, will

meet the necessities of the town's growing
population for many years to come. The
purchase of land from the Sillins estate for

£4,900 gives the council space for extensive

recreation grounds, future additions to

sewage beds, and enough ground on which

to build 177 workmen's cottages should this

be necessary. Many .street-widening improve
ments have" been made, the most recent being

in Evesham-street (£1,148), Alcester-street

(£450), and Windsor-street corner (£500), In

adilitinii, the Earl of Plymouth has laid out

two new streets at a cost of about £6,500, and
a refuse destructor has been provided for

£.3,488. The surveyor contemplates that Huire

schemes will be carried into effect i)i the n<it

distant future, and it is estimated that these

will cost £.36.780. Of this £1,000 is for the

niuch-discussed and greatly-needed bridge

over the Arrow at Beoley Brook. The new-

street on the Sillins estate, leading from

Beoley-road to Holloway-lane, is estimated at

£1,80(1, and the building of the cottages there

£3.3,6.30,

A petrol motor first-aid machine, belonging

to the Radcliffe Fire Brigade, has had its

sphere of usefulness increased by the addition

of a Merryweather "Hatfield" pump ca[)able

of delivering 350 to 400 gallons per minute.

This pump replaces the former first-aid

cylinder, but the hose and fittings belonging

to the latter have been retained, and will be

used for delivering a small jet from the

"Hatfield" pump, which is admirably suited

for such work, in addition to its capacity

for throwing more powerful jets in the event

of large fires. The drive from the motor to the

pump is taken from the transmission shaft

between the clutch and the change-speed gear-

box, a pinion being provided which slides in

and out of gear, as required, with a spur-

wheel on the pump shaft. It is interesting

to note that although the chassis is by

another maker, the Merryweather firm were

able to make a very successful job, and satis-

factory tests were held last week on the Canal
Bank," Radcliffe, under the charge of the

superintendent of the Fire Brigade (Mr. .J. H.
Heywood). It may be mentioned that the

Radcliffe Brigade also possesses a 450 gallon

Merryweather "Hatfield" motor-pump, sup-

plied in 1909, so is thoroughly well equipped
with up to-datc material for dealing with

fire.

We have received a new booklet from

Messrs. Kerner-Gi"eenwood and Co., King's

Lvnn, dealing with their patented powder.
" Pudlo " (makes cement waterproof), which
they manufacture at King's Lynn. The
booklet is most comprehensive. It shows
results of tests by experts, such men as Faija

and Kirkaldy, which prove that the addition

of " Pudlo " does not adver.sely affect the

cement nor interfere with its setting. The

most important tests are those showing that
both the tensile and the compression strains
are increased when "Pudlo" is added,
.Vmong the testimonials, one stands out very
prominently as an example of what can be
done with Pudloed Cement. A surveyor was
constructing sonfe very large sewerage tanks
in reinforced concrete, which were set Gft. in

ground heavily charged with water. The ex
cavations made water as fast as tw-o men couhl
pump it out, and twelve inches of ordinary
concrete failed to keep back the w-ater which
was forced through. .-Vfter mixing 3 per cent,

of " Pudlo " in the cement, the surveyor
reported he was able to keep back the water
and make a dry floor. There are also copies
of letters from satisfied users who have con-
structed Pudloed concrete flat roofs with
complete success. Ruskin College, at Oxford,
the coiporation of Swansea, Duke of Devon-
shire, etc,, etc., have u.sed " Pu_cllo " for

forming flat roofs with complete success. The
classes of work in regard to which "Pudlo"
offers an economical and efficient remedy
for, and peventative of, damp and water per-

colation, includes the lining of reservoirs and
baths, garage pits, stokeholes, underground
basements, vertical dampcourses, weather-

beaten or porous walls, faulty sewers, leaking

cisterns and tanks. Any reader can obtain

a copy bv writing to the makers at Ann's
square. King's Lynn.

«»

The third-year students of the London Archi-

tectural Association Day School have just

started on a fortnight's visit to Paris, under the

directorship of their new master, Mr. Robert
Atkinson.

The statue of the late Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman which is to be erected in Stirling,

the constituency represented for so manv years

In- the late Prime Minister, will be unveiled by
Mr. Asquith at the end of October. The statue

li.as been erected by public subscription to com-
memorate Sir Henry's long connection with the

Stirling Boroughs,

A monument is to be erected at Sangatte to

(he memory of the aviator Hubert Latham, -who

was the first who attempted to fly across the

Channel. The airman. %vho died last year while

luuiting big game in .\frica, will be represented

standing on a rock, a cigarette between his

fingers. At the foot of a column nearly 40ff.

high will be a figure representing aviation, and
pointing with outstretched hand towards the

English coast.

The property in Church-lane, Burford. Oxon..

formerly the old hospital, and the .T\djilee

Cottage adjoining, has been acquired by the

ffovernors of the' Grammar School, who have

Mccepted the tender of Messrs. A. Groves and
Sons, at £695, for building alteration and addi-

tions, which will include library, dormitories,

masters and senior boys' rooms. The whole will

be provided with electric light ing and hot-water

heating apparatus.

As the result of a conference held among
representatives of the Islington. Hackney, and
Stoke Newington Borough Conreils. it has been

decided to submit a proposal to the London
County Council for (he conversion of the old

mansi(5n in Clissold Park into a museum, and

an appeal has been issued asking for offers of

prints, drawings, and photographs of historical

buildings. Prior to the conference the County
Council announced its intention of transforming

the building into residential flats for occupation

hy the Council's employees.

The Mayor of Oxfordshire opened the women's

new bathing - place at Tumbling Bay. An
expanse of mud and willow-stumps has been

cleared, raised, and levelled, and a bathing,

place thus secured with a land surface of 124ft.

in length by 64ft. wide at the eastern end and

24ft at the" western end. The available water

area is 126ft. by ,52ft. The buildings consist of

two dressing-sheds, open in front, each 32ft. by

6ft four enclosed boxes 6ft. by 5ft.. and nme
similar boxes 6ft. by 3ft. 6in. The back. ends,

and roof of these buildings are of wrought-iron

framing and galvanised corrugated sheeting,

with wood partitions and fittings. Across the

river at each end of the bathing-place a screen

8ft. high has been erected of galvanised sheets

carried by steel girders and massive piles. The

plans were prepared and the works carried out

under the supervision of the city engineer's

department. The contractors for the buildings

and fencing were Messrs. G. Wyatt and Son.

of 67, St. Giles-street, Oxford, and for the

river-wall and other concrete-work Mr. Thomas
Bossom. 8. Marlborough-road. The total cost

was *'580,
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BUII.DINO TRADE UNIONS AMAT/UMA

TION.-Tlie result of the l>allot vote on tlie new

scheme for the nmalgamat.ion of the BiilUling

Trarle Unions was officially announced on Tues-

Jay. Voling took place on two proposals-one

anialgamation for trade purposes only, and the

other amalgamation for trade and friendly

benefits. The returns from sixteen Unions

showed that for the first proposal 14.279 voted m
favour and 11.483 against, and for the second

the voting was 9.611 for and 12.001 against. The

Unions in favour of the first proposal have been

invited to send delegates to another conference.

BATIjEY.—The masons and bricklayers in the

Batley district, who had been on strike for more

than a v\-eek. resumed work on Monday. The
terms of the settlement involve a halfpenny

advance of wages to 9d. an hour forthwith, and

a further similar advance as from .lannary 1.

Originally the men asked for a penny, and the

masters first offered a halfpenny now, with

another halfpenny next May.

KIRKCALDY.—The plasterers of Kirkcaldy

and district connected \\ith the t^cottish National

Operative Plasterers' Federal Union, having

failed to come to terms with their employers,

ceased work on Saturday, .^t present those in

Kirkcaldy Burgh are paid 8(1. per hour, and

those employed east of the coast from Kirkcaldy

are only paid 7.^d. per hour for a 51 hours' week.

They demand an increase so as to have common
rate of 9d- per hour nil over the district. Seven

years ago they were paid 9d. per hour, but were

reduced to 8id,. and live years ago they had a

further reduction of hd.

LEICESTERSHIRE DISPUTE SETTLED
All the men of the Mountsorrel Granite Com-
pany, at Stoney Slanton, who have been on

strike for the past month, returned to work on

Monday, a satisfactory settlement having been

arriveci at with Mr. R. E. Martin, the managing
director. Under the new arrangements the

wages of the men and boys will be ailvanced

from Is. to 4s. per week, while the wages of the

daymen are to be the same in the short days of

wiiiter as in the summer, although the hours of

labour in winter are considerably reduced. There

are also other concessions.

SELBY,—The bricklayers who struck a few

weeks ago for an extra halfpenny an hour have

begun work at an increased rate of wages.

LATEST PRICES.

7 13

7 5
8 2

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

7 10
9 5

5 5

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Barmese. per load. 50ft. £20 to f!!5

Teak: Java, per load, .'iOft..

Mr. William Slater, of Vernon-street, Derljy,

brick, tile, and stone merchant, died on

February 19, leaving i;28.202.

Excavations were begun on Monday on the

north-east rampart of the Roman camp at the

head of Windermere. Indications of the founda-

tion of walls and buildings have been found, and
also several pieces of Roman pottery, tiles,

tools, enamelled buttons, and a pair of sandals.

The Bishop of St. .Asaph dedicated at St

Paul's I Duke of Cliirence Memorial) Church,
Llandudno, on Sunday, a new stained-glass

window placed recently in the east end of the

chancel to the memory of the late Lady
Henrietta Augusta Mostyn. The subject is the
Shnnamite woman.

\ sub-eommittee of the Blackpool Corporation
has decided to recommend the appointment of

Mr. Wdliam Chew as gas engineer and manager,
in succession to his father. ^Ir. .John Chew, who
is retiring at the age of eighty-six, after fifty

years of service in the corporation. Mr. Chew
has been assista.nt engineer for several years.
His son, Mr. -John Chew, jun., is also recom-
mended for the post of assistant engineer.

At EUesmere Port on Friday, the chairman of

the urban district council laid the foundation-
stone of the first of sixty-one houses that ar-e to
be built on a town-planning scheme by Mr E
Peter .lones, ,I.P.. C.C. Twenty houses will be
built to the acre. Mr. .Tones has already erected
several hundred model dwellings for his work-
people, and the new estate adjoining these
houses. They will consist of four blocks sur-
rounding an ornamental open space.

Owing to the ignorant prudery of a pan.vli
priest, the valuable 15th-Ceiitiiry frescoes in llie

church of BenouviUe, in Calvados, have been
mined. The frescoes, which were discovered in
1895, were among the finest specimens of
15th-century ecclesiastical art. Thev repre-
sented scenes en the Day of ,Iudgment' and the
old French moral parable of the Three De.id
Men and the Three Living, The frescoes, whirh
were in good preservation, were painted in n
vigorous fashion.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2 6 to £6 .5

Steel Joists, English 7 10 „
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,,
Bar Iron, good Stafls 6 5 0.,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., 'Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,,
Beat Snedsbill 9 0,,

Angles lOs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 1,53 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs, per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. IS to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wh-e Naila (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.'W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-Iron Stanchions .. 7 10 ,, 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge Vi 0,, ~
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.0 14 5 0,, -
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10109. £10153. £1109. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 53. (jd. per ton extra.]

Pig lion— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lille9hall 1109. Od. to 1179.63
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. ,, 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72* ,

Steam-Tubes 674 ,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62* ,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57i .

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 15 to £30 17

Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 „ —
„ Country 25 15 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26 „ —

„ Country 26 15 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27 „ -

,, Country 27 15 ,,
-

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 .,

—
„ Country 30 :'> „ —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 28 ,,
—

„ „ Country 28 15 „ —
LeadSoil-pipe(upto4jin.)Town 28 „ —

,, „ Country 28 15 ,, —
[Over 4Mn. £1 per ton extra..]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 83 „ 83 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 74 „ 74 10

Tin, English Ingots 191 10 „ 103

Do.. Bars 193 10 0„ 193

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 22 0,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 10 0„ —

Country 25 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead 25 10 0,, —
Sheet Zinc 30 „ -
Old Lead, against account 19 10 0., —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ,, —

Oak Planks: U.S.A
„ Boards ,,

16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
1

3
2
2
3

9 to

6
4

3

3

2
3
2
3
2
2
8

imported
„ Prm.

., ,. ,. Mdm,
Sequoia(Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm. „ „
Greenbeart : Hewn logs
Cedar; Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2

Orham : Imp, sawn boards,
prime 2

IVIahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitee 7

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2

9
6 6
6

4
2 3
14

12
14

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2

Red Corsebill, ditto .. 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 2

Anca9ter, ditto ,. 1 10

Qreensbill, ditto ,, 1 10

Chihnark, ditto (in truck at
NineElmg) .. 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto „ 2 10

Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,. 13

All P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ., 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt. average :
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or f

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 3 3 ... £0 2

Pimlico Wharf

.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £45

in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of
20x10 ... 13 13 6 1,200 at r.stn
16 X 8 ... 6 12 6
20x10 ... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20x10 ... 13 „ „
20x12 ... 13 15
16x 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 »

20x12 ..

18x10 ..

16x 8 ..

20x10 ..

18x10 ..

16 X 8 ..

Permanent green .

15 IT
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 13
9 13
6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stock9 ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

33
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24

19
14

2nd „ 26
3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10

„ ., Miramichi 9 10
Boards : Swag 11

Red Deals: Archangel 1st quality 21
2nd ,, 16
3rd „ 13

,, ,. St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „ 18
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 13 10 „ 15

,, Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,, 13

Flooring : White and Planed

—

Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0,, 1115
l9t, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 110
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0„ 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum VitEB Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 026
Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3,, 029
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Mahogany Gaboon 3 0, Q 2 3

Second Hard Stocks 111
MildStoAs 1 9

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 I"

Pressed Wire Cuts.., 1 18

Bed Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

a^in. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic j 4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

[river

livered
at rly. stn.

( Net, delivered in

, j full truck loads
I in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £3 10

3i' ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3k" in

thickest part 2
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto thiougb and through 3

34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Iambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

44" ditto
44" ditto
44" ditto
9' ditto
9" ditto
9" ditto
9" ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works

13
18
2 1

2 6

2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6
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OLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OLAZES, (PKn 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Beat.
Rait Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

f13 7 6 £10 17 6 f13 17 6 jC17 17 6 £19 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 fi 10 7 6 13 7 fi 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Mn. Flats—

17 17 31 7 fi ir, 17 6l.'j 17 6 U 17 fi

Double Stretchers—
17 17 fi 16 7 fi 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 fi

Double Headers—
14 17 fi 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 fi 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 B 17 7 fi 21 17 6 2fi 7 fi 18 17 6

Two aides and one end. square—
19 17 fi 13 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 fi 19 17 fi

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 ir. 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers-
.5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. eacll

Double Bullnose, Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—
5d. eacll 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External AnRles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers-
.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers f22 17 g

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of amBle radius ffi per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours ) ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iio.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, i'l per 1,000 extra.
'These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to Ijondon Stations.
B. a.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast o

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

„ „ s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 273. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ..

Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57
Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 0,,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,,

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz. ,"

Valley tiles 3 4} ,^
" Rosemary " brand plaio

tiles 48 per 1000 „
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
8

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4 perdoz.
Valley tiles 3 6
HartshiU" brand plain tiles,
sand-faced 50 per 1000

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50 !i

Hip tiles 4 perdoz.
alley tiles 3 6

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to
Do., brown „ ... 26 15 „
Cottonseed, refined 29 ,,

Olive, Spanish , ... 39 10
Seal, pale 21
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Do., Ceylon

, ... 42 10 ,"

Do., Mauritius 43 10
Palm, Lagos 33 5 '.',

Do. Nut Kernel ,, ... 35 .,

Oleine
, ... 17 5

Sperm 30 ',',

Lubricating U.S per gal 7 0,,
Petroleum refined , ... 6i „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,"
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 U ,"

Baltic Oil 2 H
Turpentine .'. 2 rtl

*,'

Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

. „
seed Oil)

[percwt. 9 0,.
Pure Linseed Oil I „ „" Stority " Brand I " 10 ,,

£29 5
27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

6i
1 10
1

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2d
Thirds 2id.

.".'

Fluted Sheet 2Jd
Hartleys English Rolled Plate :

Figored Boiled and BeponssiDe

2I0Z.
3d. .

3id. .

3ld. .

iin.

2id.

26oz.
. 33d. .

. 4*d. .

. 6Jd. .

•/lein.

23d.

32oz.
. 4id.
. 6Sd.
. 7d.
tin.

.. 3d.
White. Tinted
aid. ... 5d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Suporfliio I'ule Elastic Oak .........'......' 19 6
Fine ?;xtia Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churche-i 14

Fine Elastic Carriage '..".'.','.,'.'..'.'...'.
12

Supt'rCiu" I 'ale Elastic Carriage [..,.['. 16
Finn lull' Maple 16
Finest I'alc Dui'able Copal .'.'

IS
Extra Palo French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish !!!!.!!!!!!!..!!!! 18 9
White Copal Enamel

"
14

Extra Pale Paper "..'.',".
12 9

Best .lapan Gold Size !!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!.! 10 9
Best Black .Tapan [^[[ q k; qOak and Mahogany Stain .!!!!!!!!!!! 9
Brunswick Black

[ 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting !!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'. o lo o
Frencli and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
.Mes.srs. (5eoffrey Lucu.s and Arthur Loilj,'p,

.ircliitects. have renuivnrl from 14, Harl-stree(. to

.'iiamliers at 13. (iray's Inn-square, W.C, and
Oifir telcplione numher is now Holborn S.")".

The reservoir at King Edward's Sanatorium
lias Ijcen .speoilied to lie treated with " Pudlo."
the powder wliich makes cement waterproof.
niMil.' at KiiiL:''; T.vnii hv Kerner-Greeiiwood and
(

'i.

Uiiiler the direction of Mr. Richard lleiidtT-
son. architect, filasgow. Rnyle's latest patent,
"acr-punip" ventilator.s have heen applied In
Trinity riiited Free Cliiii.li Halls, .lohnsloiif
N.B.

'I'iie business of Smitli's .Vdvertisiiif; Agency.
«liich has been establislied for thirty-five years,
lias, for family reasons, been converted into a
private limited company. The personnel of the
business will continue as liitherfo. with Mr.
Pliilip Smith as principal director.

Messrs. T E. Collcutt and Stanley Hamp, of
36. Blaomsbury-square, Lomlon, W.C. have
laken into partnership Mr, I'liilip Tildiii. a

former pupil, son of Sir William Tildeii. F.R.S..
liL.D., and will continue to practise as Messrs.
Collcutt. Hamp. and Tildeii. at the same address.

A( the Royal College of Surgeons there lias
l«-en unveiled a bust of Lord Lister, exei-uteil Ijv

•Sir Thomas Brock, K.A.

New infants' schools were recently opened at
ICnglefield-green, Egham. The architect is Mr.
William Menzies, of Knglefield-green.

The first premiiiiii in the competition for a
city police-station for Regina, Alberta, lias been
;i warded lo Mes.srs. Clemesha and Portnai.

The President of the Board of Ediiratioii has
appointed Sir Frank Short. R.A.. I'.R.K., to !>.'

Professor (supernumerary) of Etching and
Engraving in tlie Royal College of Art.

The Kent County Council have definitely
ilecided to build a central sanatorium for Kent
for tlip treatment of tiilierciilosis. Provision will
be made for lOO beds, and the capital expendi-
ture, wiiich will be borne by the council, will
amount to iie.OOO. The original proposal was
to erect more than one Imilding, willi provision
for a total of 205 beds.

PILKINQTON & CO.
{E.STAHLISHBn 1838.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
190 & 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, 8.B.

Regiitertd Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RE.SISTINO ASPHALTE,

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Tklepho.^je Noa. : Niw Cross 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardv^oods,
APPLT T1.I—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BuuhUl How, London, £.0.

TENDERS
•.• Corroepondents would in all cases oblige by j^iving

the ftddroBHtiH of tlie partios tonderine:—at any rate of
thoacci'ptodtondor; itadda to the value of the iufoniia-
tion.

Bexi.ky.—For reconBtrnction of high-teiiaion HWitch-
bcard. for the nrban dietrict council :—

Siemens Bros, and (;o., Ltd. ... jCh-J" ].'» o
(Accepted

|

Pin(;[,iiNW.4nK —For the ereclinn of a nair of CDtlatfea
Saffron -road, UigKleawado, for Mr. C Ferffnaon'
Mr. ThoniaH Cockrill. A.M. Inst. C.E., 8, Bank
BiiildiDKH, Bedford and BiRKle&wade. architect:—

Aliou, M. .!., BieRloswado jE-i'lO

Wrifiht, C, Lanpford (accepted) . vi'. 10

BniOi.EswvDF -For tho erection of tiiree cottaKos
Hitchin-ttreet Bipeleawado. for Mepsra. Hy. Krankhn
and Son. Mr. T. Cockrill. A .M.I. O.K., s Bank
Bndilings, Bedford, architect :

—

Bartio, G., I'otton £710
Wright. C. Langford 700
Allen, M. J.. Biggieswado, 68.'.

• Accepted eunjeet to araondtnent.

Bi(j(ii.Ksw\T.E.—For alterations to the Masonic Hall
Bi^Kleswado. Mr. T. CocKril), A.M.T.O.K. 8 Bank
BuiUlinKs, Bedford, architect : — '

WrighL. C. Lan^ford . ... £'2ir. 10 <(

Allen, M. J., BiRgleawade' ... •»%',

' Accepted.
BouuNEMOVTH.—For supply of farnit ire and fittini;8

at ibe now law courts, for the corporation : —
Drake and son (accepted) ^^isi \r^ «

BoiKNKMouTff —For erection of convenience in
Boecombe Gardens, for the corporation :—

Miller, J., and Son. Bournemouth t5l!t
(Accepted.)

BouRNEUoiTH. - For erection of Christ Church (West-
bourne), Bournemouth. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barkor
architect, 10. Pem bridge Mansions, London, W Ouan'
titles by Mr. G. Silvester, F.S.L, 7, Adain-street
Adelphi, London, W.C. :

—
McWilliams &. Son. Bournemouth i.M.Srtif

Bath and Son, Bournemouth ... 8.59

Lusconibo and Son, Exeter ... h,814
Fitcard and Son, Langport ... 6.770 n
Jonea and Son. Bonrneraouth ... 6,693
Fat snidge and Son. Usbndge . 6,.583 n
White, Bowman. Bournemouth .. 6,580
Cook and Sons. Crawley 6 .57p

Pattinson and Co., London ... 6, .55ft

(ioddiird and Sons, Parnham ... 6,-535
Merrick, Glastonbury 6 5i8
Jones and Seward, Bournemouth 6,476
Ellis, Guildford 6.457
Hoare and Sons, Bournemouth ... 6,436
Staines and Son, London «.3i0
.larvis and Sons, London ... ... H,280 {»

Foster Bros , Norwood 6,278
Ha.vward, W. & H,. Bournemouth' 6,275
Sunning and Co., Godalming ... 6,249
Kveriit and Sons, Croydon ... 6,214
.lenkins and Sons. Bournemouth (iil33
Franklin, Ltd., Diddington ,., 6,098
All without allowances for old materials on site.

* Accepted with ntodificatioos.

Bkhihton.— For additions to St. Andrew's Schools
I'ortslade. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, 10. Pembrldge
Mansions, W., architect. Quiintities by Mr. O
Silvester, F.S.I., 7, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C. :—

Langley and Co., Crawley
Ellib, Guildford
Goddard and Sons, Farnham
Baker and Co., Portslade ...

Penfold. Brighton
Everitt and Sons, Croydon
Foster Bros., Norwood
Rowland Bros., Horsham ,.,

Cook and Sons, Crawley ...

Saunders, Portslade
McKella and Westerman, I

Franklin, Ltd., Deddington
Sandell and Sons, Worthing
Packhum and Co.. Brighton
.Terman, Plaietow'

• Accejjted with modifications.

BRi\r..:f, S.W.—For structural alterations and
additions to premises Nos. 486 488, Brixton-road, 3.W,,
for Messrs. Moreley and Lanceley, Ltd. Mesard. T. .lay
Evans and Son, M.S. A., 34-35, High Holborn, W.C,
architects and surveyors. <.,>uantities by Messrs. Gleed,
Sons, and Co., 8 and 9 Martin's-lane, Cannon-street'
E.G. —

Griggs and Son. Cubitt Town
Haiiiday and Greenwood ...

Simpson and Son, Paddington
Courtney and Fairbairn ...

Higgs and Hill

Downs, W
.larvis and Son, Hackney ...

Falkenei* and Sons...

Adamsun and Son, Putney
Piirker and Sons Peckhum'

Accepted.

BuiuoRii.—For grammar tchool extenaions, for the
school governord :

—
Groves, A., and Sons (accepted)... £695

Burn Naze. — For the erection of a school at Burn
Na?.e, for the Lancasbire Education Committee :

—
Walton, D., &. Co., Cheveleys and
Pendleton (accepted) £2,913

(Using Burlington blue slates.)

C.vKDi^K.— Kor the erection of a lechnical institute,

fathays Park iie-iendering), for the education com-
mittee. Messrs. I. Jones and P. Thomas, 18, St. Mary-
btreet. Cardiff, architects. Quantities by the architects :

Minter. F. G., Putney, 8.W.
Thomas', W., and Co., Cardiff
Long, J., and Sons. Bath ...

Bob rts, S., Ltd.. Plymouth
Davies, D., and Suns, Cardiff
Turner, K., and Sons. Cardiff*

* Accepted.

ii.iUS n
i,9U (1

4,878
4.856
4,847
4,S'»
4.(i7u

4.596 n
4 596 n n
4,564
1,548 u u
4.4»!»

.4,.'i80 n
4,.W1 ()

4,196

£6,666 1)

6,666 n

6,377
6.287
8.260 (J

6.22J
(i.llO

6.083 a
.•>,92H (1

5,882

£17,742
16,707 10 4

46,632 u u
41,835 u
41,317 u u
43.858 u
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Cold Harbode, HAKrENDEN.—For the enlargement of

the mission rocin and eunday-echorl atCold Harbour :—
Jarvis and Co. (accepted) £194

Crewk.— For painting the exterior and interior of the
municipal buildings, for the town council :—

Fletcher & Sons, Crewe (accepted) £24i) 18 10

(Highest tender, C375 18s. 8d.)

Durham.—For the erection of workman's dwellings in

Providence-row, tor the city council :
—

Beeves and Clarke (accepted) ... £1,122 8 fi

Enfield.— For the supply of an eecape staircase at
Knlleld workhouse, Edmonton Guardians:

—

Newby and Sons, Southgate ... £163
(Accepted.)

Exeter.— For extension of West of Ent^land Blind
Institution. Mr. "3. Jerman, F.R.I. B.A., 1, Bedford-
circus, Exeter, architect:

—

Bathrooms, sick wards, &c. :—
Soper and Avers £1,217 14 10
Hooper, T. .. 1,190
Coles. W. G 1,1B9
Stile and Son 1,151

Herbert. G 1,139
Smale and Son 1,131

Lea, E.G. ,-, 1,108 o
Rveteigh, A. R 1,100 17
Woodman and Son I.IOO 10
Brealv, W 1,090
Setter, G., and Son 1,C.'10

Extension to school buildings ;
—

Smalo and Son 1,071

Hooper, T 1,070 10
Herbert. W. 1.070
Soper and AyerH 1,068
Stile and Son l,or>9

Eveloigh, A. E l.Ol.'.

Woodman and Son 1000 10
Brealv, W 995
Coles, W. G 979
Lea, B. C 957 10 H

Setter and Son ... 940 u
All of Exeter.

Faenworth.—For tho erection of fire station for the
urban district council. Mr. A. Whittle, 2, Norris-street,
Farnworth, architect. Quantities by the architect:—

Coope, J., H., Queen - street,

Farnworth (accepted) £2,375

Gloucestershire. — For painting, colouring, and
repairs reijuired iit the undermentioned council schools,

for the Gloucestershire Education Committee. Mr.
R. S. Philio, County Education Ofiicer, Shire Hall,

Gloucester, architect. Accepted tenders ;—
East Dean—Cinderford Higher Elementary :

—
Parry, C. Cinderford £39 II c

KftBt Dean—Ruardean Hill :

—

Hayward, J. W., Cinderford ... 8 7 (i

East Dean—St. Whites :
—

.lones, C, and Co., Gloucester ... 8i5 13 a

Uodborough :
—

Sutton. W. , and Sons, Stroud ... 9 9 li

Rodboron«h— Butter Row :—
Baxter, W., and Sons, Stroud ... U 19

Roilborough— Kingscourt :

—

Sutton. W.. and Sena, Stroud ... 25 9

Stroud— Castle Street, Infanta :
—

Baxter. W., and Sons, Stroud ... lit! 18

West Dean—Bream :

—

Whight, F. N., Ljdney 21 19
West Dean —Parkend :

—
Jones, C., and Co., Cloucester ... 52 3 tl

West Dean— Pillowell :--

Hayward, J. W., Citderford ... 100
Whaddon :

—
Harvey. Sons, and Co.. Gloucester 18 10 8

(Total, £404 fis. 2d.}

HiMsiERSMiTH.-For Structural work at 67-(>9. King-
street, Hammersmith, W., for Mr. W. Orton. Messrd.
T. Jay Evans and Sou. M.S. A., 34-35. High Hoi born,
W.C, architects and surveyors :

—
Lowe, W.. Barnes, S.W £132

Hammkrbmith.—For structural work at 157, King-
sttreet. Hammersmith, W., for Messrs. W. Phillips and
Co. Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son, M.S. A., 34-35, High
Holborn. W.C. architects and surveyord :

—
Lyne and Sons, Claphaoi £250
Jones Bros., Ltd., Tooting* ... 185
Lowe, W., Barnes, S.W 18} o

• Accepted,

HAMMERSiTiTH. — For mahogany ehopfront at 157,
King-street, Hammersmith, W., for Messrs. W. Phillips
and Co. Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son.. M.S. A., 34-35,
High Holborn, W.C, architects and surveyors :

—
Glover, J., Clerkenwell, E.C €185
Lowe, W. Barnes, S.W 170
Lyne and Sons, Clapham. S.W. ... 142
Jones Bros., Ltd., Tooting* ... 135

Accepted,

Hammersmith, W.—For erecting metal shopfrouts at
(J7-69, King-street, Hammorsmith, W., for Mr. W.
Orton. Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son, M.S. A., 34-35,
High Koiborn, W.C, architects and surveyors :

—
Haskins, B., and Bros. ... £805 o

Harlesden, N.W.—For structural work at 49-51,
High-street, Harlesden, N.W., for Messrs. W. Lewis
and Co. Messrs. T. Jay Evans aud Son, M.S.A., 34-35,
High Holborn, W.C, architects and surveyors :—

Lowe, W., Barnes £295
Lyne and Sons, Clapham* ... 286

* Accepted.

HoRNCHtTRCH.-For erecting eighteen cottages, Abba
Cross-road, for the Romford Rural District Council.
Mr. W. J. Grant, Victoria Chambers. Romford, sur-
veyor :

—
Wilraott. F., Ilford £3.794
Bruty and Son 3.689
Sibthorp, A. G.,and H 3,33D
Catherwood, F. C., and A. G. ... 3.222
Mors, T. W. (accepted) ... ... 3,208 10 o

Surveyor's estimate, £3,25il.

Rest of Hornchurch.

Harlesden, N.W,—For erecting metal shop front at
49-51, High-street, Harlesden, N.W., for Messrs. W.
I ewis and Co. MePtrs. T. Jay Evans and Son, M.S A..

34-35, High Holborn. W.C, arcliitects and surveyors :
—

Haskins, S., aod Bros., Ltd. ... £841 6

Ledrury.—For the installation of a new hot-water
f:5St(m at the workhouse, for the board of guardians.
Mr. Gurney, surveyor :—

Sparkes acd Houlton, Ltd., Malvern (accepted).

Ltmehouse, E.—For the erection of electricity

eerieiating fetation, for the Stepney Borough Council.
Designed by M. H. Jameson, A.M.T.C.E., Municipal
Offices. Whitechapel, E., borough engineer:—

Muirhead, W., and Co., Ltd.,

Parliament-street, S.W. £11.633
Goddard. Ma^fey, and Warner.
Ltd., Nottingham 41,530 13 4

Findlav, A., and Co., Ltd.,

Victoria-street. S.W 33,407 11 9

Wood. E.. and Co.. Ltd., Cannon-
street. E.C 33.020

Kirk and Randall, Ltd.. Woolwich 31,831 2 11

Power's and Deane Ransome's,
Ltd., CubittTown. E 31,778 11 2

Keay. E. C. and J., Ltd.,
Victoria-street, S.W. ... ... 31,(5il!»

Drew-Bear, Perks, and Co , Ltd.,

110, Cannon-ttreet, E.C* ... 29,314 10 3
* Accepted.

LoynoN, E.C.—For structural work at Nos. 175-179a.
Old-street, and 88, Bath-street, City, E.C, for Messrs.
B. Bridgland and Co, Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son,
M.S A., 34-^5, High Holborn, W.C, architects and
surveyors :

—

Jones Bros., Ltd., Tooting £286

I ONDON, W.C. — For structural alterations and
decorative work at the Welsh Calvinifetic Methodist
Chapel, Charing Cross-road. W.C. Messrs. T. Jay
Evans and Son, M.S. A., 35-35, Hish Holborn, W.C.
architects and eurveyors :

—

Lvne and Sous, Clapham £1,270
Parker and Sons, Peckham ... 1.199

Lowe. W.. Barnes 897
Griggs and Son, CubittTown* ... 727

* Accepted.

North Preston, Ken r.—For repairs and painting to

council school buildings, for the Kent County Council :
—

Fuller :ind Son £270
Whiting Bros 250
Johnson and Son 228 7 6

Old Bell, Harpenden. — For the erection of a
mission room at Old Bell, between Harpenden and
Kinsbourne Green. Mr. Stanley Salisbury, architect :—

Jiirvie and Co. (acc3pt,ed) £i35

Orleton.—For building a new classroom at the
Church Schools :

—
Turford, Ludlow £335
Boston, Orleton (accepted) ... 312

Brazier, Little Hereford .. ... 310

RocKFERRv.—For the decorating and repairing of th^

three chapels at. the Beljington Cemetery. [lo?i£ferry.

Mr. Harold C. Davies. F.S.I., 167, Old Chester-road,
Birkenhead, surveyor to the board :

—
Hughes Brothers, Newferry ... £167 3

Gregory, G.. Birkenhead 146 19

Gardner and Son, Liverpool ... 98 8 9

Manley, H.. Higher Tranmere ... 96
Taylor Bros., Liverpool 95 10

Bradshaw, E., Newferry* ... 94 10

Irvine. A., Oxton 91 17

Inglefield & Harrison, Tranmere .. 89 10

Lcdsom, J., Rockferry 69 16 .'".

* Accepted.
Note.—The schedule price per feup. yard for repairing

cement walls brought the accepted tender the lowest.

Shillelagh.—For erecting twenty-three cottages, for

the rural district council. Accepted tenders:—
Two cottages and fences :

—
Doyle, P., Parkbridge ... £328
Brennan, D., Carnew 328

One cottage, exclusive of fence :—
Connolly. P., Killabeg 160

Stokk Nkwington,— For oak shopfront at 141, High-
street. Stoke Newington, N., for Mr. T. B. Stephens.
Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son, M.S.A.. 31-35, High
Holborn, W.C, architects and surveyors :—

Haskins. S., and Bros., Ltd. ... £447
Pollard and Co.. Clerkenwell ... 42H 15

Courtney, Pope, and Co 383
Stanley Jones and Co. (accepted) 380

Stoke Newington.—For oak interior fittings at 140,

High-street, Stoke Newington, N., for Mr. l\ B.

Stephens. Messrs. T. Jay Evans and Son, M.S.A., 31-

35, High Holborn, W.C, architects and surveyors :
—

Haskins, S., and Bros., Ltd. ... £73!i

Pollard and Co., Clerkenwell ... 460
Stanley Jones and Co 451
Courtney, Pope, A: Co. (accepted) 433

Waddingham. — For the rebuilding of Blackdyke
Bridge, Waddingham, for the Caistor Rural District
Council :—

Charles, F, and Son, Waddingham £151 10

(Accepted.)

Woopmancote.—For sinking a borehole at Woodman-
cote, for the Westbourne Rural District Cjuncil. Mr.
J. Saunders, A.M.I.C.E., 86, Appleton Gate, Newark,
engineer:—

Batchelor, R. D., London £158 11 6
Potter, A., and Co , London ... 372
Brown, W., and Son, Tottenham 36J 14 H
New England Boring Co., Poter-
borough 366 5

DukOiV Ockendon, Littlehampton* 269 u
Cheeld aud Co , Caesham 2o7 2 2
Smitho, F., and Son, Gnmsby ... 2i6 12 1

Whailey and Co., Pevvaey 23116 r>

Brown, H., and Co.. Bristol ... 2:i[ 4 s
' Accepted.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham j
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors* risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the United States. £1 6s. Od.

(or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £1 6s. Od.

(or 33fr. SOc.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the
Australian Colonies or New Zealand, t-o the Cape, the
West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*t+ The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six months.

•»• Our Direct Subscription Agents for AustraUa
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co.. Printers and
Publisher.';. 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street.
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11 - 16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo ; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CIV. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII.. LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV.. LXVL, LXVII.,
LXVIIL, LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIIL,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVL, LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXL, LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV.. LXXX VI.. LXXX VII., LXXX VIII..

LXXXIX., XC, XCI.. XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV., XCVI., XCVIL, XCVIII.. XCIX.. C CI.. CTL.
cm., and CIV., may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are.

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring
any back numbers to complete volume just ended
should order at once, as many of them soon run
out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Building
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements. Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two. the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight

words "after. AU Situation Advertisements must br

prepaid.
Situations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under

the heading " Situations Wanted." free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and

special and other positions, can be obtained on

application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop order-;

for serial advertisements must reach the office by

Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

•^* Replies to advertisements can be received at

the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,

Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded

under cover to advertiser, an extra charce of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations. ')

Receiver.—C. A. A.—M. E. Co.—H. and T. D.—
' R. I C. and Co., Ltd.—J. and Co. -N. and C—
PS. P. aud Son.—H. B. Co.. Ltd.—H. aud G.—S. H.

Co., Ltd.—H. H. S. Co.. Ltd.—H. C. Co., Ltd.-
N R Co., Ltd.—E. B. D. and Sou.—G. A.—B. Bros.

—L. and Co.—B. of L. R.—W. L. E.--N. E. C-
S. Bros, and Co., Ltd.— E. aud Sou.—E. -T. B.

Veritas.—Yes.

S. H. L.—Please send.

RoMF.o.—Cannot discuss pei'soual grievances.

ViDj.^.—The clause seems clear enough to us, aud
certainly bars you.

Entanglemknt.-Your story is a plausilile nuv : Init

we do not believe a word of it.

HYDRAULic-We cannot pi-epare estimates. If bouii-

fide business is meant, any of the firms in our
" Directory " pages will respond.

Inquirer.—No general rule can be fixed. You must
alwa\s take into consideration the fact that an

architect's bu.siness is mostly more of a personal

nature tliau many others, and in average eases

ten ^ears' purchase would be a high figure.
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Reinforeed ('oncrete Buildings.

Kirbs' Hall, Northamptonshire.

PLAIN BUILDING.
Plain building holds the imagination,

and compels attention, much as does
plain speaking. Whether it be plain
column, simple aich, or bare -wall, we are
conscious of a commanding presence. The
|)o\ver of all primitive work dwells largely
in its simplicity. The origin of this power
is perliaps to be discerned in the fact that
every isolated act is necessarily more
( ffective—more telling—than where repeti-
tion and addition involve issues and com-
]>licate effects. If we throw live rings of
pl.-iin stock bricks across a void, the arch
lis such, its outline, and its shade and
shadow, stand out as one object. If we
recess the arch-rings in orders, we neces-
sarily do something that, in a sense,
destroys the splendid isolation of the bald
brick ring ; and, yet again, if we cut off the
voussoir arris, we have arch as such, order
as something else, and chamfering as a
tliird entity— three tilings claiming our
regard, as against the one simple object

—

liarren it may be, but of a majestic
grandeur tliat cannot be enhanced by
.-.dded work. Each effort to gain elabora-
tion may insure more grace, more beauty

;

but the amazing majesty of the bare, void-
spanning constructicjn loses in power to
impress.

The basic cause of these effects is well
v ;:thy of study by the designer. It may
1
ei^haps be put diagrammatically. If, oil

a. plain sheet of papei^ we make one
powerful pen-stroke, or drop one blot of
nik, it must result that anything added on
tins plain surface, while it may add
interest, must needs detract from the effect
.>f the one stroke or blot in riveting the
attention. The bare and massive railway
;irch, a mere expanse of sombre shadow,
must, on this jirinciple, more forcibly
attract our attention than the arch of the
elegant, moulded, and enriched cathedral
nave. It is the simplicity that holds; it
may not be for long, and weariness may
tpiickly supervene; but were the raihv;iy
arcli and the cathedral bay contrasted, side
by side, ou^r tirst attention, momentarily,
I>erhaps. would be attracted l_iy the i.lain
building.

There suliscquently, however, arises
another question. At first sight it clashes
with our idea. If we wish to "drive home a
nail, or close a rivet, we do not seek to
accomplish this at one blow. Each addi-
tional stroke furthers the end sought and
the ultimate effect. Two principles'need to
be correlated. On the one hand, we see
that the plain, simple act "tells" with an
eftectiveness that is inversely as the work
done

;
on the other, we find that the effect

of a ton weight is the summation of 2,2401b
Each blow upon the nail-head vastly in-
creases the value of the preceding work,

each moulding added to an arch, and each
enrichment, added to the mould,
renders the work more effective. The
monolith which we hew from the quarry
and stand on end, rugged and massive, the
plain obelisk, even bare hole-in-the-wall
"architecture" impresses us as the
measure of things not done. The cathedral
front, mounting tier on tier, arch above
arch, pillar upon pillar, budding below
and blossoming in crowning finial and
crocketed gable, is something enhanced
by virtue of sum of added labour and
endeavour—is to be measured only by the
height and depth of things accomplished.
We see the grandeur of the monoliths on
Salisbury Plain, and we know that any
attempt at ornamental elaboration would
destroy the effect of which we are con-
scious

; and all the while wo see that,
drawing many lines on a plain string-
cour.se. may originate design which, if

carried into execution, converts the bare
string into a beautiful cornice; yet— and
tlie consideration seems to assist our in-
vestigation—if we allow this stringcourse
to have equal projection with the cornice,
no doubl but that, as seen in full sunlight,
this dark band of shadowed stone will
attract our attention long before we take
special note of the grace and beauty of
cyma and corona, of acanthus scroll, and
repeated eggand-tongue.
There are here, in these apparently

antagonistic jirinciples of design, some
very important considerations for the
architect. We may decide, perhaps, that
we do not always seek that which we, by
habit, term "majestic simplicity," which
may, in unskilf'jl liands, degenerate into
rudeness. We call all early work "rude."
The employment of the term may be signi-
ficant. Powerful as they may be in sun-
light and shadow, a boorish rudeness may
reside in the ill-proportioned, bare arches
of the railroad engineer. A boor, by some
brutally frank remark, may momentarily
attract attention, eclipsing "for a time the
grace and elegant diction of the earnest
/md practised speaker; but the latter
finally wins the heart. Where the rude
exclamation startles us like a gunshot, the
refined, accomplished orator draws us
gradually to him; and, therefore, by
analogy, we may decide that, startling and
interesting, in its way, as is Stonehenge,
the gradual unfolding of interest, as "in
S,-inta Sophia, is one of the chiefest charms
of beautiful architecture.

Let ns attempt to co-ordinate these prin-
ciples. When we wonder at, and are
interested in, rude stone monuments, and,
at the same time, admire elaborate build-
ing, we suggest that all strictly severe
design requires softening—needs to be
rendered graceful and gracious; that, we

might say, the iron hand, in design, should
be always in the velvet glove, unless some
special reason demands otherwise. And, if

we accept this much as reasonable, we may
claim that simplicity in mass-form is a
means whereby we may instil some of the
dignity and severity of primitive archi-
tecture into that which is suited to a later
day. To produce light, fanciful main forms
in building is a sin against all accepted
canons so far as these may be elucidated by
study of universally-admired and generally-
accepted precedent. Therefoi-e, if we have
an outline not more elaborate than a trued
and squared Druidic monolith, something
of the power and effectiveness of such will

reside in design suited to the wants and
aspirations of to-day. In this light, the
dominating strength of the bare railway
arch may reside in every ornamental arch
struck as a circle. The rudeness is

softened by the additions, and, as a general
law, what we lose in " majestic simplicity "

we gain in elegance and grace. Let us then
seek, at all costs to preserve dignity anil
simplicity in main outlines. Thereby, our
more fanciful minor additions are neces-
sarily, by means of mutual enhancement or
"contrast," rendered the more varied and
interesting. All building, even that by
design sought to be made highly rich and
ornamental, should be plain in mass-form.
Again, the bald engineers' arch offends,
not perhaps per se, but by reason of the ill

jiroportions of the secondary attributes.
The same idea in elegant proportions may
be graceful, since, in architecture, as in all

things, it is not so much the thing done
that counts, but the manner hnw.

A more logical explanation of the
enthraldom we so often fall under in view-
ing quite plain building, is its expressive-
ness of construction ; and where, as in
Westminster Cathedral, this construction,
while in beautiful and studied proportions,
is artlessly natural—that is, was not in-

tended for sliow or direct effect—there is

indeed an inherent power in building in
simple mass that may well entrance us all.

Plain building, with intent to please, with
construction frankly revealed in all its

parts, necessarily, also, ranks high in
architectural merit, and may, indeed, be
considered to be of the es.sence of archi-
tecture, since architecture, if anything, is

the poetry of construction. And, again, it

may be I hat plain building, being innocent
of elaborate device, cannot cause offence
from the presence of specious ornament.
It may, at times, not wholly please, but it

can never offend. This is a great point;
for. not what is left undone offends, but
that which is actually committed, revolting
the eye, and nauseating our sense of that
which is decent and fit. Offence in plain
b-'ilding, if existent, is of a negative order.
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Of our several considerations, discount-

ing the effect of power inherent for reasons

liofore suggested, we would assign the

magic of jilain Iniilding to its truth and its

helf-evidcnt ronstrurliun. This is some-

llxing always doubly refreshing at the

jiresent day. when real construction is so

often hidden, and a false one super-

imposed. All iiighly - elaborated archi-

tecture seems to lose sometiiing by reason
of the less evident method of building ; and
that this is to, we have the more I'eason

to conclude, .since all stylei^, developing
into elaboration upon elaboration, have at

last lost tlieii- hold upon true construction
—have ''ruu to seed," lost expressiveness,

become mere caskets of ornament so-

called ; and no doubt it is for this reason
that the old masons, erecting in hamlet
and village, blundering copies of the old

minsters and cathedrals, yet entrance us,

where we may look coldly on the prototype.
For, in the one case, the c(jnstruction is

homely, frank, and evident ; in the other
it has become overlaid and hidden by the
growlii and ihuUipliCai inn of Fnnriful

sUyle details.
-•

REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
By Wm. G. Shipwright. Licentiate
R.LB.A., M.C.I., Chartered Surveyor (by
E.xam.)

MESSR.S. HUGHES' W.\REHOUSE, MANCHESTER.

Messrs. Chas. Clegg and Sons, Architects.

Tliis warehouse, which has just been com-
pleted for Messrs. Alfred Hughes and Co.,
Ltd., .stands on tl>e site of tlie structure
wliich was destroyed by fire in .June, 1911.

The new building, shown in the photograph
(Pig. 1) has brick eiiclosure walls, the piers

of which are to some extent employed to

assist in carrying the floor loads. That these
loads are considerable will be appreciated
from the fact that the building contains a
basement and seven stories. I

The reinforced work embodies some sub-
stantial constructions and interesting detail.

The plan of the reinforced work on the
ground floor is shown on the basement plan
(Fig. 2), and this arrangement of beams and
columns has been followed with slight varia-

tion on all the floors. From this plan it will

be seen that a series of reinforced columns
are disposed throughout the interior of the
j)nilding, whilst smaller columns are placed
in the area of the brick piers in the external
walls. These piers support the load from
some of the beams, the small columns being
employed to support part and reduce the load
on the brickwork to the necessary margin
of safety.

It should be noted in all such cases when a

series of loads are taken up in a vertical line,

and divided between two forms of support,
sneh as in this case, a brick pier and rein-

forced columns. Definite loads should be
allocated to each of the supporting agents,
which should be kept entirely separated from
each other in the construction by employing
a straight joint or other effective means of

separation. The neglect of this precaution
where materials of varying elasticity are em-
ployed will probably result in (lie member
containing the more rigid elcnu'uts ultimately

acquiring the whole of load, with detrimental
consequences to tlie building.

The beams are disposed st)mewliat on the

u.sual lines of main and subsidiary beams. A
typical example of beams used is that shown
in detail at Fig. .'i. This beam is on the

fourth floor in the position marked "A" on
the plan. Fig. 2. It runs between the ex-

ternal wall with two intermediate column
supports and effective spans varying from
14ft. to 17ft. YJin. The beam is 13in. deep

Fio. I.

9in. wide, with two stout tension rods hipped
over the columns, and similar continuation
tension rods in upper part above the columns
(Fig. 4) is an enlarged section of the beam
showing the linked hangers. Fig. 5 is a

detail of one of the cross beams running into

the beam ' A " (Fig. 3). A typical piece of

of construction. One which particularly

merits obser\ation is the detail shown iu

Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10. It will be seen from
the drawings that the ordinary square re-

inforced columns increase in area to 22in.

square on the ground floor, and is converted
into a composite construction in the base-

construction generally applicable to the
whole of these beams are the bent and linked
rods at the end. and a special detail (Fig. G)

is shown of the joint at " B." which occurs iu

the soffit of the arch. It will be seen that
the whole of tliis piece of construction is tied

by a system of three bent rods, a method at

once simple and effective.

The columns contain some unusual features

ment embodying a thick metal core inserted

in the centre, with a small annular space

filled with fine concrete, and a square

concrete casing reinforced with four rods at

the angles. The manner in which the rods

are lapped and forked at the intersection .
and

the continuity rods shown at "C," in Fig. 7.

The foundation for these columns is

also interesting, as it embodies the brick
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founclations of tho original building, around
wliich is constructed a concrete block, with
a reinforcement of rods laid in the form of

a frame. A reinforced template 9in. thick
and 25 square feet in area, reinforced with a
close lattice of rods, distributes tlie load from
the shaft over a sufficient area of the re-

^/^MS 6

inforcod foundation, whilst the area of the
foundation on the substrata is 64 superficial
feet.

Other details calling for special comment
are the staircase and roof. A plan of the
former is shown in Fig. 11, from which it

will be seen that the stairway surrounds a
square lift-well. Figs. 12 and 13 show the
construction of the (lights, with 6in. pro-
jecting strings. Each tread has two rods in
the reinforcement, whilst either one or two

DrpiiLS ly

Column

longitudinal rods are provided in the strings,
according to the position. Fig. 14 shows the
linking-in arrangements for these rods, and
also the manner in which some of the flights
are suspended from the floors. The suspen-
sion rods are bent at tlie upper ends into the
floors and carried in the form of loops below
the lower rods of the strings, forming a
simple and ingenious piece of construction.
Some of the roof construction is illustrated

in Figs. 15 to 22. Figs. 15 and 16 are a
general plan and elevation of the dormers.
Fig. 17 shows the manner in which the 9in.

|
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by 6in. concrete sill is linked up with the
floor below. Four rods linked together con-
stitute the reinforcement of the sill. Tho
slope is constructed upon an open lattice of
rods well tied into the floor, and the whole
is supported upon four round rods, shown at
"A." Fig. 17. The head (Fig. 20) is provided
with one stout rod, on to wliich the rods of
the kerb are linked.

The details, Figs. 21 and 22, illustrate the

joints, by the employment of cranked rods.
The building is one of the highest ware-
houses erected in England in reinforced
concrete, which was designed by Mr. E. P.
Wells, consulting engineer to Messrs. Stuart's

ends
/Z /o/o floor-

FIGURE

Granolithic Co., Ltd., the contractors, who
are to be congratulated on the execution of a
satisfactory piece of work, embodying many
successful innovations in detail from the
stereotyped forms of construction.

PERMISSIBLE DILUTION OF
SEWAGE.*

By Georoe W. Fuller. M.Am.Soe.C.E.
There has really been a great deal of in-

formation secured in America with regard to
the dilution method of sewage-disposal. This
is particularly true with regard to the
Chicago drainage canal, the various streams
of Massachusetts which have been reported

Dj^/l3 or DoQM£J^

junction of the floor-beams and roof-prin-
cipals, the former being the intersection at
the top story, half-way up the slope, and the
latter occurring at the story below, at the
base of the slope. A very sound and well-tied
piece of construction is secured in these

/V w Details cr
'7/78rods

Jl/MrpoM mjN ^ar"

upon by the Massachusetts State Board of

Health, the general scheme of sewage dis-

posal for the metropolitan district tributary

to New York harbour, and more recently the

' Journal of the Western Society of Engineers.
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varioii'! invp^tigations wliii'li liavp been iiiiilpr-

takpu by niiinerous large cities, sucli as

Pliiladelpliia, Pittsburgh. Cleveland, Mil-

waukee.

IIYCIKNIC ASI'KCT.S OF SHWAGE-DI.SPOSAI,.

The sterilisation of sewage discharged into

tidal waters in tlic Ki'n'^ral vicinity of shell

lish layings has within the last few years

proved an economical and. in the hands of

careful operators, an efficient means of deal-

ing with one of the important phases of the

li\°^ienic side of this ijuestion. While there

are only a few sewage sterilisation plants

now in operation, there have been a dozen or

more recommended for adoption, and it

eenis unnecessary here to say more on this

question in view of the thorough discussion

which it has received from Professor Phelps

in Water Supplv aTid Irrigation Paper No.

\>-29 of the U.iS. Geological Survey. The

author is of the opinion that hypochlorite of

lime, or some similar sterilising agent, has a

great future before it in the treatment of

sewage at places where shellfish are found

withm certain distances.

In this connection it is to be borne ni

mind that untreated surface water supplies

as a rule do not afford a thoroughly safe

drinking water. The reason of this is that

there are too many opportunities for pollu-

tion from the soil wash and indirect sewage

of small villages and hamlets, and the infec-

tioEi of the water from the casual liuntsman.

fisherman, or those who for pleasure orhusi_

ness traverse the watershed. There are, of

course, exceptions to this rule, but they are

growing fewer and fewer. This is well sliown

in Europe wliere. since the great cholera

epidemic of Hamburg some years ago, it is

an unwritten but practically effective law

that all surface water supplies shall be

filtered.

Many large cities in this country are pro-

vided with combined sewers, the entire flow

of which at times of storms can scarcely be

purified completely. It is true that hypo-

chlorite of Hine has proved to be of mnch he p

in securing an improved quality of drink-

ing water at nianv places, but the fact

remains that as a general proposition the

surface water supplies in this country shou d

be filtered in order to make them thoron.jbly

first-class in point of hvgienic character.

While it is believed that the purification

of public water supplies in this country is a

subipct that must stand on its own feet first

and foremost, it is undoubtedly true that

there are some exceptions to this rule, and

that sewage purification sometimes should be

provided to aid the neighbouring water

supply. The medical man feels that every-

tliing that can be done to destroy disease

germs should be done, and is inclined to say.

Purify all sewage and also purify all water.

This 'brings up the question of how much

practical significance of how a certain ex

penditure of money can be best applied in

the interests of the pnblic health.

Water purification should come first so tar

as the hvgienic side of the matter is con-

cerned, and sewage purification, or perhaps

sewage treatment by sterilisation, should come

into play in order' to make sure tliat "ater

filters are not overloaded if there is likeli-

hood of inferior quality of filtered water

beiii" furnished the consumers.

Bonble filtration of water supplies and the

judicious use of sterilising arrangements, and

the advantageous employment of coagulating

processes can all be brought to the aid of the

water-purification plant. Even with all of

these precautions as to the water supply,

there are times when purification of the

sewage of a neighbouring community, or of

the community whose water supply is

under con.sideration, should be carefully

provided for We shall say no more on this

ouestion of the hvgienic aspects of sewage

disposal, as it is hoped that the viewpoint

has been made plain, that the dilution method

of sewage-disposal is not barred from this line

under ordinary circumWnnces. The limita-

tions in tlie dilution method are really to be

found in relation to the nuisance question

as noted by sense and smell, and this is the

question that we shall now proceed to discuss

at length.
'

NUISANCES AS RELATED TO SEWAGE-DILUTION.

Sewage dilution is an important, rational,

and proper method of disposal of sewage if it

is properly applied and is not abused. Dis

regarding the question of disease germs,

which we have already considered, the

dihition method of disposal is a proper one

when, by dispersion in water, the impurities

of the sewage are consumed by bacteria and

larger forms of plant and animal life, or

otherwise disposed of so that no nuisance

results.

The dilution method is by far the most

prevalent one now in use in this country. As
knowledge becomes more precise as to its

advantages and disadvantages, the conclusion

becomes more clear that the metliod has not

been applied in a satisfactory way in a largo

number of instances. On t'lie other hand,

there seems to be no good reason why ad-

vantage should not be taken of this method

within reasonable limits. Between the

so called complete purification of the sewage

and the dilution method, there are inter-

mediate procedures which allow advantage in

point of econoiny to be taken of the dilution

methods, and at' the same time the nuisances

to sight and smell, which have been so

common at various places, may be effectively

pre\ented.
Nuisances attending the sewage-dilution

method may be due to the following;—

1. Floating solids; 2. Settling solids; 3.

Non-settling putrescible organic matters.

These three constituents, or groups of con-

stituents, in sewage explain most of the

difficulties that are encountered to day with

the sewage dilution method. All can recall

instances where orange-peel and other house-

hold wastes float in bodies of water around

sewer outlets. Deposits of "sewage mud'

or sludge are seen near the outlets, with a

likelihood of their decomposing and pro_

ducing foul odours, particularly at times of

low stream flow. There is also the condition

where there is inadequate dilution of the

sewage as it enters the stream, and where the

entire body of water turns black owing to

anaerobic 'decomposition or so called septic

action.
. , , 1 ,,

Clean Rivers.—There is undoubtedly a

well defined movement on foot to free

American rivers of small and moderate size

of solid organic matter and filth coming from

the flow of the sewers. This movement is a

proper one, and, when combined with

adequate purification of water drawn from

rivers receiving such sewage, the whole

question of sewage - disposal by dilution

assumes a more reasonable and favourable

aspect than hitherto. Furthermore, it does

not involve communities in the expense called

for by sewage-filtration. It modifies, how-

ever 'the limits that are permissible as to

.sewage dilution, an dcalls for a recasting oi

the engineer's views and calenlations upon

the question. This paper will outline briefly

some of the features involved in the per

missible limits of sewage-dilntiou in connec-

tion with "clean rivers."

Screens.—In America there has not been

as much progress as in Europe in tlie use of

screens or other arrangements by which fioat-

in" matters, objectionable to the sight, are

removed from sewage as it enters the stream.

In Germanv, so-called fine screens, witli an

opening of" 0.4in. or less, have had many-

warm advocates. The fine screens have not

the standing to-day that they had a few years

ago in the opinion of many engineers, ovving

to the success attending the sedimentation

devices as a cheaper and simpler means ot

keeping back floating matters, and at the

same time of removing the coarse, heavy

solids that subside. In America fine screens

have been regarded with questionable favour,

owing to the cost of their mainteuanee

Without discussing the relative merits o

different devices, it may be stated that

without question floating matters should be

removed from sewage before the latter is

disposed of by dilution in an adequate body

Sedimentation Tanks.- An examination of

the Massachusetts State Board of Health

reports, and other American data on pollu-

tion of streams, quickly shows that the

stranding of solids in the vicinity of sewer

outlets has in the past proved one of the

drawbacks to the satisfactory use of the

dihition method. Tliis is particularly true

at times of low river stages, when banks of

sewage mud " or sewage sludge are exposed
to "putrefaction" with attendant bad odours.

Some 0(1 per cent, of the total suspended

solids in the ordinary sewage are responsive
]

to subsidence, and unless the sewage is dis-

charged into a river with uniformly high

velocities, these solids arc bound to strand

or settle. The removal of these " settling

solids" is an important feature in the estab-

lishment of "clean rivers" in this country,

and, it a few of the larger streams are

eliminated the sedimentation of sewage is

going to come into general use as a pre-

liminary step in the modern arrangements

for sewage dilution.

In earlier days difficulties in disposing of

the sewage sludge or solid matters deposited

in tanks were the cause of the slow adoption

of this important improvement. It is true

that chemical precipitation and sludge

presses provided a solution of the problem,

but at nil expense that proved discouraging

to many communities, and such that in

Europe the cities near the seacoast were led

to " barging " the sludge to sea. It is believed

that septicisation. particularly as embodied
in tanks of the two-story ty'pe, will allow

this matter in the future to be handled far

more satisfactorily than in the past.

I'NIMPORTANCE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN

SETTLED .SEWAGE.

If a sewage has been clarified to such an

extent that there will be no deposits in the

stream-bed at or near tlie sewer outlet, and

if the disease germs are killed, there then

remains to be considered the sanitary signifi-

cance of organic matter coming from the

settled sewage, and diluted with large

volnmes of river water. In most cases where

the sewage is diluted so that there are formed

no offensi\c odours due to decomposition, and

where the sewage has undergone sterilisation,

it does not seem likely to us that it is

necessary, in the interests of the public

health, to go to the expense in most cases

of removing the dead organic matter ot the

settled sewage.
It is intimated by some that the germ

theory of disease, and the specific infection

of water through disease germs, does not

necessarily tell the whole story as to the

hvgienic 'disadvantages of sewage polluted

w'aterways. On the other hand, the extensive

investigations of the United States National

Board of Health, as stated in their report

for 1882, page 201, indicate tliat with sewage-

pollnted' waters, it would be necessary to

drink half a gallon at once of the waters

under test in order to get as much nitrogen

and carbon as is contained m a single

medicinal dose of strychnine, which isslatec

to be one of the most energetic of recognised

poisons. .

A similar view as to the harmlessness ot

organic matter per se was stated by the late

Or T M. Drown, in the Special Report of

the Massaclmsetts State Board of Health,

1890, Part I. page .537.

More recently a similar view has been given

bv Dr \ C" Houston, now chief water

examiner of the Metropolitan Water Board

of London, in the Second Report of the Royal

Commission on Sewage-Disposal, page _/ :

"Organic matter per se in water is seein-

i„^lv harmless; it is the bacteria likely to be

asso'ciated with the organic matter that con-

stitute the element of danger, <^>" > ''•'^[5'"'°:

scopic analysis can hope to reveal tlie kinds

ot bacteria in an effluent which are of a so t

liable to be related to disease. Chemistrv is

quite powerless in this respect ;
and, indeed,

all chemical standards of potability are ap-

parently based on an assumed relationship,

^vhich may or may not exist between he

amount of organic matter and t'-
,;?";V'^^,

and kinds of the associated bacteria. 1 M'honl

?ever stools, whether sterili-sed and innocuous

or unsterilised and highly dnii^-;'";-;--^;;

yield to chemical testing practiea !y the saiue

results as regards the nature and amount of

organic matter present."
„,ipnnate

Furthermore, where there is "''(^n
'"'«

dilution of settled and sterilised ^^^"e^"^^
river used for a water supply, it is uot

, fficnlt! as already stated, to effect a -^^

stantial removal of organic i.'atters m worws

weil adapted for water puriVation and in-
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volving coagulation, aeration, and sterilisa-
tion by powerful oxidising agents.

DliOREE OF DILFTION.
On the assiiinptioii that floating ami

settling solid matters are removed from thu
sewage, and that disease germs are killed,
where neeessary, by sterilising rhpniical.-.,

the permissible limits for the dilution of
sewage may be discussed. 'I'lie liniKs should
be such that there should be present at nil

times, and in all places, sufficient dissolved
oxygen to prevent anaerobic or so-called
putrefactive decomposition becoming estab-
lislied, and furthermore, that there should he
a reasonable margin of dissolved oxygen to
take care of fish life unless it should prove
in some instances that the question of fish
life is not of .sufficient significance to justify
consideration.
On the degree of dilution the first scientific

data in this country were obtained in the
early days of the consideration of the Chicago
drainage canal, and it is from the technical
staff of the Chicago Sanitary District that
engineers have received their latest informa-
tion bearing upon this important subject. A
few years ago. and. in fact, until quite
recently, all data as to the degree of dilution
of sewage referred to crude sewage with its
floating and settling solids. The Chicago
drainage canal was e.stablished on the legal
limit of 3 l-.3cu.ft. of water per second to
dilute the sewage of each 1.00(1 persons con-
nected with the sewers. That limit was pro
bably too low for the crude sewage of a city
which has such a large proportion of manu-
facturing wastes in its .sewage flow as is the
case here in Chicago. For a city without
manufacturing wastes it is probably a fair
limit, although some data obtained from
Massachusetts suggest that it might be wiser
to provide a somewhat more liberal volume
of water for dilution.
A dilution of -Jcu.ft. per second per 1.000

population is as close a general figure for
crude sewage as can now be obtained,
although, undoubtedly, there arc various
local factors which influence the dilution, and
may establish a range as wide as from .3cu.ft.
to Tcu.ft.

As to the degree of dilution necessary for
settled sewage, present evidence indicates
that at least 2.5cu.ft. per second per 1.000
population should be provided for residential
communities and where the diluting water is
well supplied with atmospheric oxygen. For
manufacturing cities, where the diluting
water is moderately depleted in oxygen
during the summer months, this dilution'mav
perhaps have to be doubled, that is, increased
to Scu.ft. per second per 1,000 population.
There is no precise rule now available, and

the above ranges establish as closely as can
now be done the permissible limits in the
dilution which properly should be applied to
settled sewage, in preference to raw sewage,
with floating and settling solids in it.

Dispersion. — Mixing. — One of the great
drawbacks to the dilution riiethod of sewage-
dispoal as applied in earlier years, was then
the tendency to conduct the sewage only to
the margin of the stream, and perhaps only
to the high-water shore line. This explains
the nuisances that prevail in many American
cities, where the stream-flow throughout the
entire cross-section of the river is sufficient
to provide reasonable results by the dilution
method. Ennugh has been said to indicate
that if dilution is to be advantageously used,
it should be done under conditions where the
sewage is so mixed with the stream flow that
the degree of dilution above mentioned will
be secured at all points. Naturally, streams
with comparatively high velocities allow
better results to be obtained than those in
which the velocity is reduced or checked
entirely at times by mill ponds or other ob-
struction.

RKSIDU.tL OXYGEN.
This is a ((Uestioii upon which there arc

many divergent views. Until it is put on a
more satisfactory l)asis than at present, it is
hai-dly feasible to state the degree of per
missible dilution more closely than given
above. Colonel Black and Professor Phelps
have advocated that a residual margin of 70
per cent, of dissolved oxygen should be pro-
vided for the waters of New York Bay. A
more common opinion places this margin at

50 per cent. Messrs. Wisner and Pearse (of
the Sanitary District of Chicago) have put
this margin at 2.5c.c. of dissolved oxygen per
litre, which is equal to about 20 p'er cent,
of saturation of oxygen during winter months,
and ;tO per rent, for tho summer tempera-
tures. Thp.sc genllcnii'ii, hnwover, ha\c refer
CDvi' to fish life. The author's experience is

that if stramlcd solids have been kept out
of the stream there will be no occasion for
difficulty as to anaerobic or putrefactive de-
composition, provided there is some dissolved
oxygen present in the stream at all times and
at all places. (_)iie of the earliest aiul most
important points established at the Lawrence
Experiment Station was that a little oxygen,
say 1 per cent, to 3 per cent, of that neces-
sary for saturation, would allow oxidation
and nitrification to take place as satis-
factorily, or nearly so, as if the water
were saturated with oxygen. There is no
reason known to the writer for depart-
ing from the teachings of those early
experiments at Lawrence, and he believes
that estimates of 50 or 70 per cent, for
the required residual of dissolved oxygen
can be explained only by extraordinary allow-
ances made for the consumption of oxygen
by existing sewage sludge, or by more than
liberal allowances of oxygen for major fish

life. In fact, whatever margin is needed
above a slight positive quantity at all times
and places in the stream is, in his opinion,
solely accountable for by the oxygen neces-
sary for fish.

Fish Requirements.—Data are somewhat
meagre as to the amount of dissolved atmo-
spheric oxygen which is required in the
streams to protect major fish life. The quan-
tity no doubt varies with different species
of fish and perhaps other local conditions.
In the Lower Elbe, near Hamburg, it is

stated that the margin of dissolved oxygen
during the ordinary summer periods falls as
low as 20 per cent., and the figure in the
Lower Thames is understood to be about 30
per cent. At Hamburg there has been no
serious complication as to fish life other than
during the summer of 1911, when it is under-
stood that for three or four weeks fish

actually migrated from the vicinity of the
city. This does not mean that there was any
nuisance as to putrefactive odours. It fact,
it is stated that none existed. It shows also
another point, and that is that since the fish
returned after a period of three or four
weeks, it will be quite debatable whether
once or twice in a generation it is necessary
to prevent the migration of fish, if by such
prevention there will be involved expendi-
tures of vast sums of money for the more
complete purification of the sewage.

It was told the author in Berlin last
summer that an amount of residual dissolved
oxygen, equal to Ic.c. per litre, was con-
sidered sufficient under ordinary circum-
stances in the immediate vicinity of a sewer
outlet, although 1.5c.c. were preferable.
Fungus Growth.— Professor Thumm, of

Berlin, has stated that in waters containing
a great abundance of oxygen it is possible
that offensive odours might result through
the growth of certain fungi—namely, Lep-
toniitus, Sph;erotilus, and Cladothrix. The
staff of the Royal Prussian Testing Station
have observed that these growths are said
to be characteristic of streams receiving a
lot of industrial wastes, such as come from
wood-pulp mills. The growths seem to be
favoured by the presence of much putrescible
organic matter, ample dissolved oxygen, and
a high velocity of stream flow. These
comments are not in harmony with the
author's recollections of the life-history of
these organisms, unless it be that their
growth is fostered in certain deposits which
are dislodged under certain conditions. The
question is an interesting one, and it is the
only suggestion that the writer has heard of,

which limits the permissible dilution of
sewage in other than by the dissolved
oxygen, in cases where disease germs arc
destroyed or may he properly ignored. This
is a question which needs further study, and
it may be entitled to more consideration than
is now realised in America.

COMPKEHEN.SIVE DESIGNS.
While the writer is a firm believer in the

dilution method of sewage-disposal within

permissible limits, which he has tried
roughly to outline abo\e, he is aware that
many American towns and cities are likely
to grow to proportions where the dilution
method will require more and more complete
treatment of the sewage in order to be satis-
factory, lie belie\es that it is the part of
"isrlfun to prepare designs for sewage-
disposal works, .so that if filtration is not
needed at the outset, it can be adopted as
conveniently as practicable in later years,
and without embodying too great a sacrifice
in works now undertaken. This means,
among other things, that intercepting sewers',
sites for seri'iMiing plants, and sedimentation
tanks could well be arranged with the idea
that some day filtration also must be pro-
vided. If this were done, it would probably
save considerable money that othcrwi.se
might be lost.

Relaxations.- In England the author found
the principal topic of conversation among
engineers to be the forthcoming report of thi'
Royal Commission on Sewage-Disposal, and
the disposition in that report to provide for
"relaxations." By this is meant that there
would be installed, piecemeal, works which
would provide ultimately for purification to
the degree set out by standards recommended
by the Commission a few years ago. It is
proposed now to take full reasonable advan-
tage of dilution, but to arrange the works so
that further and mor.' complete treatment
may be secured when and as required in the,
future. This is a reasonable programme, and
it IS wliat has been thought of by the writer
in connection with a number" of recent
problems in this country, and also when the
remarks above with respect to ' compre-
liensive designs " were made

SEP.IR.ITE SEWERS.
So far as household wastes are concerned,

in all new systems, and in many cases of
extensions to existing sewer systems, it will
be helpful to adopt the "separate system"
to a greater extent than has been the voguR
hitherto. The prevention of a mixture of
the sanitary wastes of the household with the
storm-water from the streets will aid
materially in minimising the expense and in
increasing the success attending sewage
purification, sewage treatment, and the
utilisation of the dilution method within safe,
practicable lines.

SUMMARY.
It is permissible to dispose of sewage by

dilution, provided that complications can be
prevented so far as disease germs are con-
cerned, and this should be best done in con-
nection with water-filtration, and further pro-
vided that offensive conditions to sight and
smell do not result.

Ill some large streams, as in Lower
Mississippi, near New Orleans, sewage which
is passed through coarse screens may, with
care, be disposed of in a satisfactory way.
In large lakes, tidal estuaries, moderate and
small streams, it is important, if not
necessary, for the success of maintaining
" clean rivers " or " clean bodies of water,"
to free the sewage from floating and settling
solids.

Permissible dilution of sewage without
treatment in watercourses with fairly high
velocities range apparently from about
3. Scu.ft. to 7cu.ft. per second per 1.000
population, depending upon the manufac-
turing wastes in the sewage and the dissolved
oxygen content of the diluting water. For
well-settled sewage, these limits become
about 2.5cu.ft. to 5eu.ft. per second per
1,000 population, according to present
information.

DRY-ROT IN WOOD.
Frederick J. Hoxie, of Pheiiix, R.I., pre-

sented a paper before the Boston Section
of the American Society of Mcc'hanical
Engineers in wliifh he gave the results of
some experiments made on the destruction
of lumber in buildings of slow-burning con-
struction. Extracts from the essay are
appended.
One experiment was to determine whether

the resin in long-leafed pine heartwood was
an important factor in resistance to fungus.
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A cubic block of dense, fine-grained wood
2iii. on a side, containing 18 per cent, rosin,

was sawed in two across the grain, and half

of it was boiled in benzole nntil practically

all the resin was removed. The solvent was
driven off, and a piece of wood containing

living dry-rot fungns was placed between the

two blocks. The whole was placed in a moist
atmosphere, and the fungns allowed to grow
for a year, at the end of which time a dense
white growth had formed over each block.

This growth was removed, the blocks dried

and weighed. The specimen from which the

resin was removed had lost 8 per cent., the

other only 2 per cent. Neither showed tlie

brown colour characteristic of rotten wood

to its black, greasy nature, its somewhat in-

creased fire hazard, and disagreeable smell.
The kyanising process of treating timber with
corrosive-sublimate solution has been used
more or less frequently, with good results.

Although its cost, corrosive qualities, and
poisonous nature have probably operated to

prevent its more general use, it appears to

be well adapted to treatment of factory
lumber. Chloride of lime appears to en-

courage the disease rather than remedy it.

The season for cutting timber seems to

have only a secondary importance ; but the
drj'ness of tlie wood, whether the moisture
be sap or rain-water, is an important factor.

Pre.serving timber under water prevents

it has been denuded of much of its glory.
Nothing remains but the foundations of the
stables, erected in 1595. Up to 1836 it was
occupied by the family; after that an ageiit

lived in the building, then a farmer, and at
last a shepherd used the Elizabethan library,

acting as caretaker. All traces of tlie

famous gardens ha\'e gone; but a consider-
able part of the mansion is fairly well pre-
served, and remains in a structurally sound
condition. The park, which contained nearly
every species of Britisli tree, is utilised by
fields, and nothing exists to indicate the
exact position of the chapel. Tlie good slate

of the fabric, more particularly in the inner
quadrniigle, is due to the excellent weatlier-

KIRBV HALL, XOirniAill'lLi.NMIJUL. t^UAl (liAXGLL, LODKLNCi LAST.

until after they had been dried for some
time.

DESTRUCTION 01'' DRV-KOT.
Dry-rot fungus, though not so common as

several other varieties, has a thermal death-
point less than lOOdeg. F., so that the prac-
tical application in the case of these fungi
is that they may be destroyed, in many cases,
by use of the building heating .system. A
badly-infected mill can be given a cure, or
one can get good results, if the heating is

applied soon enough ; but the author asserted
that the cure is not likely to affect the growth
of fungi in the ends of beams in the brick
wall, where the heat does not readily pene-
trate. It is suggested that when there is any
question as to the quality of the stock used
ill the building, heat is worth trying, and
this should be done as soon as possible after
the building is completed.

Several of tlie more common I'niigi which
destroy basement floors, fence-posts, and rail-

way ties are capable of resi.sting temperature
up to the boiling-point ot water. It appears,
also, that these fungi have strands sometimes
several feet long, capable of travelling for
some ilistance ata'oss masonry or metal fi'oni

beam to beam.
Diseases of timber, like tli.si'ases o!' men.

have excited more interest in cure than in

prevention. I'revention is by far the best
procedure, and much work lias been done
along this line on railroad-ties, telogrnpli-

poles, etc. Numerous antiseptic compdinuls
have been suggested, creosote coniponiids and
chloride of zinc being probably more
commonly used than any others. Creosote,
however, is objeetioniible in buildings, owing

fungus - growth while the material is in

storage, as fungus cannot grow without an
air-supply. It may also have some benefit
in dissolving from the outer parts of the
wood, where infection must start, some of

the nitrogenous constituents which serve as
food for fungi. Further investigation is,

however, needed along the line of the
chemistry of seasoning and heart-foundation.
Quick-growing timbers will continue to

come into more general use, owing to their
more rapid reproduction. Hai'd pine, to be
able reasonably to resist fungus in building-
construction without antiseptic treatment,
should contain about 10 per cent, of resin.

Artificial saturation of wood with resin has
been tried without very satisfactory results,

owing to the lack of penetration. It should
not absorb over 5Ib. of water per cubic foot
in twenty-four hours at 70deg F. from kiln-

dry conditions, and should weigh not less

than .381b. per cubic foot kiln-dry. These
characteristics generally accompany fine-

grained material, and with them fine-grained
material is better than coarse-grained, while
without them the fine grain does not appear
to be a saving quality.

»*^

KllJin HALL, MiKTllAMJ'TONSlllRL;.
The Karl of Winchilsea and Nottingham

has decided to sell the historic old mansion,
Kirby Hall, Nortliaiii|itniisliire, wliieli was
built by Sir llnniphrey Stafford, of Blather-
wick, whose iiaiiie figures upon two of the
panels of the parapet to the north elevation
of the inner quadrangle. For many a long
yeiir tlip (ihiee has Ikcii Ic^fl nntenanfed, and

ing stone, quarried on the estate at Wcldon,
about three miles off.

We gave a full set of measured
drawings of Kirby Hall, for wliicli

the Royal Institute of British Architects'

Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. Lawrence
G. Bright, in the Building Niiws for

March 29 and April 5, 1901. Further illus-

trations will be found in our issues for

February 25, April 7. and Mav 12. 1870;

August 12, 1882; January 23,' 1885; and
October 20, 1905. The fabric occupies a site

in a beautifully-wooded country near the

village of Weldon, and two miles from
Gretton Station, while Kettering, on the

Midland line, is within an easy motor
distance. Kirby Hall is among John
Thorpe's masterpieces, and was begun in

1570. Iiiigo .Jones, somewhere about lG-10,

completed the big i|iiadraiigle. thereby adding

greatly, of course, to the interest of the

group, which ranks as one of the most

notable examples of Early Rciiaissance

Domestic Architecture in England.
The two accompanying photographs illus-

trate the present state of the fabric, for

which wc arc inilelited to the courtesy of

Lord Winchilsea's surveyor, Mr. Joseph
Slower, of 43, Chancery-lane, W.C, in whose
hands the disposal of the property is left.

We gather from the jilaii which illustrates

the interesting particulars Mr. .Slower is

issuing, and which are well worth perusal,

that tlie precise area offered for sale is a

matter ot arrangement. The smallest area

shown is 548 acres, or a larger holding of

2,310 acres is available. Further particulars

will doubtless be given bv Mr. Stower.
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TESTS OF WATERPROOFING IN
CEMENT.

By Cloyd M. Chapman, Engineor-iu-Cliarge,
Westinghoiise, Church, Kerr, aufl Co., New
York.

So much that is eontradictory lias been said
and written concerning varions methods of
producing concj'ete whicli is waterproof, and
so much lias been claim.ed by tlie vendors of
varions compounds which have been offered
to the public as w positive solution of all

waterproolini^ problems, that it is not sur-
prising that not one ccincnt user in .ten has
any d.e.tinite or (i.\ed opinion as to how to
meet the problem of producing a waterproof
concrete. There seem to be as many
opinions on the subject as there are men
willing to express their opinions, and the
many metliods which have been used differ
greatly from each other. They arc not all

had, for some of them have been vea'y success-
fully applied. 'I'lii'v are not all good, for

iiiany failures have occurred. Every little

while a new preparation is offered, or a new
method is advocated. There seems to be no
strong tendency towards any one method of

producing a waterproof concrete. Perhaps
the reason for this continued uncertainty and
diversity of opinion among cement users may
be found in the very fact that many of the
multitude of methods advocated have, in

certain instances, proven successful, and each
success makes converts to the meHiod used.
In many cases where special compounds have
been added to a good, well-proportioned (•on-

crcte nuitic of [>ro|>crly - grafled nniterials,

there is little doubt that the result would
have been satisfactory if the special com-
pound had been entirely omitted. In otjjer

cases, where the concrete is made of

materials not wholly .adapted to the purpose,
an addition of a suitable filler or special com-
pound would have produced the desired
waterproof qualities.

To tlirow more light upon ti)e effectiveness

of the various methods of waterproofing con-
crete, a great many tests have been made by
numerous investigators. The methods used
liy these experimenters have ranged from
aiisorplion tests to high pressure tests necessi-

tating more or less elaborate apparatus.
Tlie absorption, or non pressure, tests are

made by preparing specimens of any pre-
dcterinined size and shape of the concrete
waterproofed by the particular methodii
under investigation. After the desired age
is attained, these specimens are either
innnersed in water eomplcfcly, or innnersed
almost completely, or placed in shallow
water, so that the bottom only of the spec!
men is wet ; or the specimen may be made
eup shaped, so that the water may be placed
in the depression in the specimen, or a con-

tainer for the water may be attached to the
surface cf the specimen. 'I'he two last-

mentioned forms of tests have been ex-

tensively used in the laboratory of Westing-
house, Church, Kerr, and Co.

In all these forms of tests the results are
expressed in terms of the amount of water
absorbed, or the rate of absorption. In the
pressure tests the specimen is either so nnide

that the water-jirossure may be applied to the
interior of the test-piece, or it is so made
that it may be inserted in the apparatus in

such a manner that the water-pressure may
be applied to a certain area on one face of

the test-piece. In this form of test the
results are expressed in terms of the amount
of water passing through the .specimen, or the
rate of flow through it.

Both of the aboxe classes of tests are very
valuable if carried out in such a manner that
the results nuiy reasonably be expected to

compare with results \\Iiieh njay be obtaincfl

in practical \\i)rk. To this cnfl it is dcsirabU;

that certain prccantion,s Xw ob.scrvcd in pre-

paring speciniens and efjudncting tests, so

tlial tlie results shall not be misleading or

deecivin.g.

It is the jmrpo.sc of this [lapt^r to call

altciition to some of the features of tests of

this class which should receive particular

attention, and to eniphasise more strongly

certain precautions, failure to observe whieli

may cause some of these tests to give very

deceptive data. These preeantioiis apply par-

ticularly to tests made for the purpose of

determining what method shall be used on a
particular piece of work in the field. Some
of them do not apply to tests designed only

to compare the relative efficiency of various

methods without regard to any particular
work at band.

PRFXA-UTIONS.

First: The selection of the materials to be
iLsed in making up the test-pieces. These
should be .selected from those available at the
site of the work which is to be done. This
is particularly true of the fine and coarse
aggregates. It has more than. once happened
that te^ts mad(=? with suitable aggregates have
shown a particular method to give a water-
proof concrete, but the same treatment failed

when the aggregates available in the field

were used. If, therefore, it is desired to

determine by test how to produce a water-
proof concrete for a particular job, the
materials available at the job should be used
in making up the test-pieces. It is also

important, in connection with the selection

of aggregates, that there be secured a suffi-

cient quantity of the materials to be used to

conduct the entire line of tests contemplated,
so that there need be no change ill the
materials used.
Second ; The proportioning of the

materials. This should be done with a view
to determining the proportions to be used
later on the work. The proportions to bo
used on the job should be used in the tests.

There is little use in testing only a 1:2; 4

concrete foj- watcrt iglit iiess ;iikI then use
1 : li! : 5 on tlu? job.

Third: The mixing of the materials, 'liiis

should duplicate as nearly as possilile the
mixing to be used on the work. Many a well-
mixed concrete has proven waterproof which
would have failed utterly if carelessly mi.xed.
Fourth: The coiisisteuey of the mi.xture.

This should be carefully considered, because
of its influence upon the results. A con-
sistency should be chosen which it is practical
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to use on the job under the circumstances
prevailing there. For instance, it is useless

to test a concrete of so thick a consistency
that it would have to be spaded into the
forms, if, on the job. the concrete is to be
spouted from the elevator, and therefore
necessarily of a much thinner consistency
than was used in the test.

Fifth: The monldinfj of the test specimen.
This process should imitate as nearly as pos-

sible the filling of the forms as it will be done
on the job. To make a test piece by putting
into the mould a small quantity of concrete at

a time and constantly tamping during the
filling process would probably produce a
deceiving result.

Sixth: The finishing of the surface to be
tested. This is one of the most important
points in the preparation of test specimens.
The condition in which that surface which is

to be subjected to water is left has a very
great influence upon the results obtained.
P'or instance, it is quite possible, by means of
a little trowelling, to produce a skin, or
surface, coating of nearly neat cement. This
will produce a dense surface, much more im-
permeable than the body of the concrete, and
show results far superior to aii untrowelled
specimen of the same concrete. It is recom-
mended that specimens be so prepared that
the surface e.Nposed to test truly represents
the body of the concrete. This may be accom-
panied by removing the surface of the
.•-ipeeimen after the concrete has hardened by
means of a wire brush or by chipping or
lireaking off. the surface before test.

In the case of absorption tests, this nniy be
flone with a stiff wire brush when ' the
specimen is about twenty-four hours old. In
the case of the pressure tests, only that
portion from which the water passes out of
the specimen needs to be removed. This
may be accomplished by making the test
piece with additional material added to the
surfaces to be tested, so that this additional
concrete may be broken off after the specimen
has hardened, and before the test is per-
formed. Unless some such precaution is

taken, tests of this character are liable to
shovv the efficiency of the surface of the
specimen in resisting the water-pressure
rather than the value of the mass of the
concrete in performing the same function.
One suitable form for a specimen for

pressure tests is in the form of a central disc
of suitable diameter and thickness. The out-
side surface and the outer portion of the two
faces of this disc are moulded smooth and
regular, so as to fit the receptacle, or holder,
into which it must be placed in order to apply
the water-pressui-e to a definite and restricted
area of its surface. From the central portion
of the two faces of this disc project trun-
cated cones whose smaller diameter is just
equal to the diameter of the circle which is
to receive the water-pressure. After the
specimen has hardened and is ready for test,
the tw^o truncated cones are broken off with a
blow of a hammer, leaving a disc.

By this method there is exposed to the
water-pressure a fre.shlv broken surface of
concrete which has not been subjected to
trowelling, or other influences tending to alter
the natural condition or distribution of the
constituents of the concrete. This freshlv-
brokcn surface is not only presented to the
water on the side to which the pressure is
applied, but is also provided on the opposite
side where the water leaves the specimen.
The test, therefore, is made on a certain
thickness of concrete taken from the interior
of the specimen, and the results are not
influenced by the method of finishing these
two surfaces.

There are, of course, cases in which it is
the surface permcabilitv that it is desired to
test, and in such cases this form of specimen
is nnsuitablc. But in all eases in which the
watertightness of the concrete Muiss is to be
determined the above type oF spccinien is

nnich to be preCerred.
There are also variiitieiis of this form of

test piece which will acccuMplish the same
result. Anv method which removes the
finished surface from the area to be tested is
to be preferred to one which does not remove
that surface.

Even in such cases as those in which the

specimen is moulded on a surface of glass or
other smooth material, and no trowelling is

done, there is a concentration of cement and
fine aggregates next to the surface which
must affect the results obtained if this richer
layer or skin is not removed before test.

Seventh : The curing or ageing of the
specimen. This matter should also be decided
with a view to conditions which will prevail
in the field when the real work is done. If it

is impracticable on the job to keep the
concrete constantly wet for a considerable
period, then the test specimens should not be
stored in water. If the only wetting the work
in the field is to receive is the water con-
tained in the concrete when it is placed, then
the test pieces should receive no additional
water after moulding. On tlie other hand,
they should not be allowed to dry out any
faster than would the work in the field, as
they would doubtless do owing to their com-
paratively small size if kept indoors in a
laboratory, and no precautions taken to

regulate the drying process.

The specimens have now reached the stage
when they are ready for whatever tests are to

be applied to thcni, and the methods used in

performing these tests are so varied that the
limited scope of this paper will not permit an
extended discussion of them. Those with
which tlic writer is famihar appear to be open
to little, if any, criticism. One of the most
important features is that the conditions
adopted shall remain constant throughout the
test.

If the test is an absorption or a non-
pressure test, the innnersion or partial im-
mersion should be under uniform conditions,
and for definite lengths of time in clean
water. If the test is a pressure test, the
pressure should be kept constant, the water
clean, and the method of measuring the
water passing through the concrete accurate.
As the area subjected to pressure is usually
small, and the amount of water passing is

correspondingly small, in some eases where
the measurement of the water is made by col-

lecting the drippings from the iniderside of

the test piece, the element of evaporation may
greatly affect the results. A form of

apparatus in which the amount of water
passing into the specimen is determined
eliminates this error.

In this form of apparatus the specimen is

clamped and sealed to a metal cap, which is

provided with a projecting, vertical

graduated glass tube. The cap and the tube
are filled with water, and air-pressure is then
applied to the top of the tube in any desired
amount.

TIMIi ELEMENT.

Another matter in connection with tests of
watcrproofings for concrete which seems to

have had but little attention paid to it is the
effect of time and the elements upon efficiency
of the waterproofing materials. In practically
all of the numerous tests of watcrproofings
made in the past seven or eight years in the
laboratory of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr,
and Co., it has been the custom to expose the
test pieces to the action of the weather on the
roof of their office building, after first testing
them, and then testing again after six or
twelve months' exposure. The results oF
these tests after prolonged exposure .show that
few, if any, of the materials which are
applied to the surface of concrete to water-
proof it after it is made will retain even a

fair proportion of their eftieieney. In the
ease of those methods by means of which the
entire mass of the concrete is designed to be
waterproof, there is shown sometimes
a steady improvement after exposure, and
sometimes a marked decline. In some cases
the life of the treatment is very short, and the
failure, after a few months' exposure, almost
complete.

-<Sft^>.

WORKSHOP 1<' L O O R S.

By Walter J. May.
.Not only for the phvsical comfort of the

workers, but also for the prevention of acci-
dents, the floors of all workshops should be
carefully considered, because a faulty floor
might very well lead to compensation having
to be paid. The strength of a floor has also
to be considered in relation to the class of

work which has to be done on it, as very
obviously a shop in which light optical work
is carried on does not require the same
strength of flooring as one where heavy en-
gineering is carried on. The materials of
which the floors are composed will also vary
largely, if the best floors for various classes
of work are chosen ; but, in regard to this,
local conditions ha\c to be taken into con-
sideration to some extent.
Now, in a blacksmith's shop a wood floor

would scarcely be laid down, while equally
slippery bricks or stones would be out of
place, this somewhat reducing the things
which can be used. On the one hand, it is

necessary to have a non-inflammable floor,

while on the other, it is desirable to have a
hard one which can be kept clean. Probably
good stock bricks laid on edge on a layer c{

concrete, and having close joints grouted ; :

with cement and sand, would give a capital
floor if the concrete foundation was of a
thickness commensurate with the weight of
the work done. Brick floors are, of course,
expensive, and as a fair substitute, a concrete
floor, in which the top three or four inches
consists of a concrete made with Portland
cement, and broken hard brick, passing a
^in., and being retained by a -Jin. square
mesh sieve, would provide a good, non-
slippery floor ; and where weight has to be
carried, if expanding steel lathing is used
in the construction of such a concrete floor,

almost any weight could be carried if the
foundation was sufficiently strong. Soft dirt
must not exist in concrete, however, or it

will not stand long, while sufficient time must
be allowed to allow it to harden before vibra-
tion is set up. The addition of about 10 per
cent, of the weight of the cement in clean
cast-iron borings, passing a -Jin. square
mesh sieve, tends to the prevention
of the concrete flying when heat is

applied, but this addition is not a
necessity. Floors composed of puddled clay,

are easily repaired when worn ; but they
should be covered with an inch of old foundry
sand until dry, as this makes such floors wear
longer and fills up cracks formed during
drying. When on a solid foundation, a
puddled clay or marl floor will stand a great
amount of wear, while articles falling on it

do not get badly bruised or damaged owing
to its elasticity. Such floors always want
to be kept slightly damp, however.

In the foundry, the larger part of the floor

will be of sand as a matter of course, but it

often happens that some parts are required

to be of a hard character, and where there

is no chance of molten metal being brought
on to such hard floors, they may be of stone,

brick, concrete, or other convenient material;

but where molten metal is concerned these

materials should be avoided. Where metal is

concerned, probably a puddled clay floor,

covered with floor-sand, until this is trodden
in to form a surface to the floor, would be
as good as any, as molten metal would gene-

ally fall dead on this at all times when not

damper than ordinary moulding sand ; but

on ordinary hard floors spilt metal splashes

or explodes, doing more or less damage
usually. A concrete floor with a 2in. facing

of Portland cement, mixed with 20 per cent.

of cast-iron borings and filings, passing a Jin.

square mesh sieve, when kept dry will

usually stand molten metal well without

undue splashing, but it is not fit to bear any

large quantity of metal unless coated with

dry sand. As a rule, puddled clay is best

in 'the foundry, for although possibly wearing

rapidly where there is a large amount of

traffic, clay floors are easily repaired.

In machine and fitting-shops, the best

flooring is that made with deal blocks crt

across the grain and set with the cut ends
upwards on a concrete foundation, and after-

wards grouted with neat Portland cement.

If, as should be the case, the surface is level,

such a floor is always good to walk on without

being slippery, is long-las.ting, and provided

the concrete foundation is strong enough,

will carry almost any weight without injury.

Following on this, bricks of an unglazed
kind, when laid on a good foundation and
grouted with cement and sand, mfike a good

floor, but great care must be taken that

bricks with a slippery surface are not used.

For the reason that they are liable to
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become slippery, some of the vitrified blue

bricks are very undesirable, for, although
they wear almost indefinitely, they are liable

to cause accidents where there is grease, and
the Workpeople wear nailed boots or clogs,

as such footwear obtains no grip or "bite"
on bricks or artificial stone having a slippery
surface.

A concrete floor with the top few inches

composed of broken brick and Portland
cement, as previously mentioned, would make
as good a hard floor as any, and if expanded
steel lathing was embodied in tlie construc-
tion, both tensile and compressive strength
would be great. Concrete having shingle or

fine gravel in the facing is too slippery,

especially in the presence of grease ; but if

granite chippings are used the slipperiness
is rather less at first, but this form soon
becomes glazed on the surface. Asphalte
and tar preparations make good floors for

some trades, but in the presence of oil or
grease they soon soften and become nasty,
while heat softens them very mucli.

Generally speaking, indoor floors should be
of wood blocks, thick planks, bricks, or con-
crete made with broken brick fine aggregate
as facing, or in wet trades good York
flagging may be used, although this is some-
what expensive and difficult to get. Of
course, durable floors of many kinds can be
made, but other things have to be considered
as well as durability, because accidents have
to be paid for, and one accident may very
well cost more than laying do\vn an entire

floor. Workpeople wear what footwear they
like, naturally, and tin's must be studied by
the employer if he wislies to protect himself
from possible loss.

Outside yards and roads made up with
about Gin. of foundry slag broken to pass a

lin. ring, the material being well compressed
and covered with a couple of inches of the
finer waste from the cupola, will in a short
time work down and carry almost any weight,
while the surface will wash up clean enough
for any practical purpose after a few heavy
rains. AVhere cost is not a great object, how-
c^'er, 3'ards made up with a good hard foun-
dation and paved with about 4in.

granite cubes, are first-class for all purposes,
especially where grouted with hot coal-tar

and sand, this not only preventing any vibra-
tion, but also making the whole floor water-
proof. Where there is only footwear to be
considered, concrete, artificial stone, or
brick-paving can be used according to which
is most economical ; but due attention has to

be paid to local conditions, as often good
local material can be secured at moderate
rates. In any case, however, it pays to have
good roads, and clean, well-surfaced yards.

A USKFUL BUILDERS' HANTD-PUMP.
On Monday last a demonstration was given

of a new hand-pump, the invention of Mr.
•lean Zwicky, a Swiss engineer, at 9, Belfast-
road, Stoke Newington, which embodies a
novel idea, capable of adaptation to many
uses, and will certainly be of great use to
builders.

In practically all hand-pumps, whether for
liquid or air, not much has been done in

advance of the old " bucket," or " clack,"
valves. Their loss of efficiency is enormous,
and there is almost always difficulty in
olitaining a vacuum.
Mr. Zwicky's valve is not operated

mechaiiically. but is actuated by the pressure
of the liquid dealt with, and action is certain
and instantaneous. Fig. 1 is an elevation of
a complete pump. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
longitudinal section of the central portion of
such pump, showing how the movement of
fluid is controlled. Fig. .3 is a cross-section
on the line III:— III. of Fig. 2.

In the drawings the tubular piston-rod 1 is

stationary, being pivoted at 2 upon a suitable
stand, 3. Its lower end is turned to the side,
as seen at 4, to receive an inlet hose.
Similarly, its top is turned to the side for
junction to a supply-pipe, while the vertical
column of the rod "terminates in a suitable
handle, 5, by which the pump may be
supported in use. The cylinder 6 slides on
the piston-rod, being moved ty means of the
lever .shown in operative po.srtioii in dotted

lines. In order that the pump may be com-
pactly folded to secure portability, this

liandic is constructed in two parts. A rod, 7,

preferably hollow, is pivoted at 8 at the lower

end of the piston-rod, and at its upper end is

reduced in .section, being flat on two sides,

/7^.l

J3

/\f] E/evafton ofa complete Pumh and -3

Defs/'f of tfje OfbereHnS Lever.

but otherwise conical, and terminating in a

head, 9. Upon this rod there slides a tube.

10, which is formed in two separate parts
joined by a yoke, 11, At its lower end the
tube 10 is forked, and carries spring-pressed
pins, 12. Us upper end i.s formed as a suit-

An Enlarsed Lms/ludin,/ Seelio^ cf lU Ceolnl
Por/ion o/ Such R/m/j iftaning f>oiv the Moiremcnf

<f Fluid ,s Conlnllcd

able handle, 13, and its yoke has bosses, 15,

to receive pins which pass through them and
into recesses provided on the end of the
cylinder 6.

When the pump is required for use, the
tube 10 is pulled off from the rod 7 as far as it

will go, the pins 12 engaging against the head

9, to prevent complete withdrawal, and
engaging against the flattened surfaces

beside the head, to form a pivot for the part
10. The yoke II is passed over the end 5 of

the pump into the position shown in dotted
lines, and is then connected with the
cylinder. When the pump is no longer
required, the lever 10 is detached from the
cylinder, passed over the head of the pump,
again rotated on its axis so that the pins 12

come upon the conical reduced portion of the
rod 7, and the tube can then be pushed back
over the rod to the position shown in full

lines.

The piston-rod 1 is formed in two portions,
which are joined in the interior of the
cylinder 6 by a tube section, 16, which screws
on to castings, 17, 18, which in turn screw
into the parts of the piston-rod. This tube
section has three rings of ports, 19, 20, and
21. Its interior is divided by a slanting
curved partition, 22, which is so formed that
both the ports 19 and 21 open on the right-
hand side of the partition, while the ports 20
open on the Icft'hand side of it. The outer
surface of the tube section 16 is recessed cir-

cumferentially at the ports, in order to in-

crease the port area as much as possible.
Upon tlie tube 16 there .slides a sleeve, 23,

the motion of which is limited by the castings
17, 18, or, preferably, by rubber or like rings,
24, mounted in those castings. This sleeve
has secured to it by a screwed ring, 25, or by
a split ring sprung into place, the cups of
rubber, or other material, 26, which complete
the piston and nmke tight joint with the
cylinder 6. There are two rings of ports, 27,

28, ill the sleeve 23, each of which may
register with either an end ring or the middle
ring of ports in the tube section 16, accord-
ing as the sleeve 23 is in one or other of its

extreme positions.

In a boss, 29, carried by the partition 22,
or, as ill the drawing, by a spider, 30, there
slides the stem 31 of a valve, 32, which has its

seating in the casting 18. If the pump is

intended for water, the part 32 of the valve is

conveniently formed of dermatin. There may
be a spring around the stem 31 pressing the
valve on to its seating.
The working of the pump will be readily

understood. In the position shown in Fig. 2
the cylinder G is moving downward. Fluid
is entering through the lower end 4 of the
piston-rod, passing the valve 32, and filling

the enlarging space below the piston througli
the ports 19 and 27. The fluid in the space
above the piston is passing out through the
ports 28, 20, and the top of the piston-rod.
When the direction of motion of the cylinder
G reverses, the piston 26 moves with the
cylinder until the sleeve 23 abuts upon the
casting 17, when the eonnections of the two
compartments of the cylinder to the two
portions of the piston-rod are reversed.
K short interval is occupied in this relative

movement of the piston and piston-rod. Con-
sequently, the ports 19, 27 are not closed the
instant the motion of the cylinder, and there-
fore the suction, ceases. This, however, is

not a source of loss, because the valve 32
drops upon its seating immediately suction
ceases, and so prevent the return of any fluid

that has been drawn in.

There are modifications to suit various
needs —in fact, the possible adaptations of

the pump are legion. The trials we
witnessed, however, convinced us that, a 2i
pump, capable of discharging 500 to 600
gallons per hour, can be made and sold for

£2, as against the standard iron-barrel 2^in.

copper-lined pump, with a capacity of 270
gallons, which sells at £2 17s. 6d. Moreover,
the design of the Zwicky pump, its lightness,

portability, instant adaptation for use, or for

transport, and the entire absence of any loose
parts, will commend it to all users—to

builders especially.

Its application for spraying purposes, as u

cycle hand-pump, and more or less kindred
needs, is as certain as its success, is likely, if

it is handled in a businesslike way.

-«*»

In' accordance with a report prepared by their
surveyor. Mr. G. B. Tomes, the urban district

council of Barnes. S.W., have decided to install a
slab-pressing plant at the dust-destructor, at an
estimated cost of ^3,000.
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OBITUARY.
The death took place early on Saturday

moriiing, as the result of an apoplectic

seizure, of Councillor .Joseph Boothroyd
Corby, U.S.A., F.S.I., ex-Mayor of Stam-
ford." Mr. Corby, who was 74 years of age,

was widely known in the Midlands as an

architect. He was articled to the late Mr.

Edward Browning, an ecclesiastical architect

of the last century, and, on starting business

on his own account, was engaged on many
church restorations in the country. He
designed the town house of the late Earl

Rosslyn. the Grafton House and racing esta-

blishment at Newmarket of the late Baron
de Hirscli, the hospital at Milton Abbas,
Dorset, for Baron Hanihro, the memorial
hospital to the late Ihike of Westminster at

Shaftesbury, and extensions at Uppingham
School, as well as works on the estates of

the Marquis of E.\eter, Earls Brownlow,
Westmorland, and Lindsey. Sir Arthur
Fhidyer, and others. He was one of the

senior members of the Stamford Town
Council, occupying the position of mayor last

year, and was a member of the Kesteven
(Lines) County Council. He had filled many
offices connected with Oddfellowship, was a

Fellow of the Surveyors' Institute, and a

member of the Council and Hon. Local
Secretary of the Society of Architects, which
he joined at its formation in 1884. He was
also one of the first members of the old

Volunteer Force.

The death of Mr. John Colliver, builder

and contractor, Carvoza-road, Truro, took
place at the Nursing Home, Straiigways-

terrace, in that city, on Friday morning.
Mr. Colliver was erecting the new museum
for the Royal Institution of Cornwall in

River-street, Truro, and while supervising

the work, a few days ago. a stoue fell on
to his hand, causing a slight abrasion. He
was medically attended, and the hand had
apparently healed ; but blood-poisoning set

in, followed by lockjaw, and, though the hand
was amputated, a fata! issue supervened.
Mr. Colliver, who was t)2 years of age, was
a native of St. Columb Minor, and when a

young man spent several years in America.
Returning to England, he started business
on his own account in Truro about twenty
two years ago, and since that date he has
carried out many large building contracts.

.\mong the buildings erected by him are the

Central Technical Schools, Truro; Barbis
Bay Hotel and the new wing for Falnioutli

Hotel; Beach Hotel, Seatoii ; Ship and
Castle, St. Mawes ; Lloyds Bank, Capital and
Counties Bank, and several large residences
at Nevv(|uay ; schools and bank at Fowey ; the
seawall and Worth's C^uay at the head of

the River I*'al ; and he was engaged on the
council school at Daniell-road, 'I'ruro, and
the new museum in River-street. He leaves
a widow and four grown-up children.

«i*

Tn succession to Mr. Keginald E. Middlelon,
resigned, Mr. J. Gurdon L. Stepheusou has been
elected the chairman of tiie engineering section
of the London Chamber of Commerce. The
deputy-chairmau is Mr.' F. S. Courtney.

During excavatious on the Syndale estate at
Faversham. two Roman graves have been found
containing pottery. The articles include two jars
(intact), several pieces of pseudoware, and some
fragments of a tear-glass, a glass vase, and a
bronze ornament. The estate belongs to the
taraily of Mr. G. C, H. Wheler, M.P.

.\l St. Helens. Laucs, on Friday, Mr. A M,
Bright more held a Local Government Board
inquiry into an application by the St. Helens
Corporation for leave to borrow JE2,200 for cum-
pletiiig the extension of the cemetery, and
£9,658 for the completion of the puniping-
station at Melling. Mr. T. A. Turton, deputy
town-clerk, and Mr. J. J. Lachland, water
engineer. ex|j|:iined the proposal.

The Canadian Federal Government have
awarded the contract for the proposed drv dock
at St. Joseph de Levis, Quebec, to M, P. and
J. T. Davis, at the price of 2,72L116dol . which
was rOO.OOOdol. lower than the estimates of the
Government engineers. Messrs. Davis liavc the
advantage of a large amount of plant on the
ground, as they are the contractors for the sub-
structure of the Quebec bridge, and also for the
Quebec section of the Transcoutineutal railway.
The dock will be 1,160ft. long, and 120ft. wide.

COMPETITIONS.

BELFAST.—At the instance of Councillor
W. .J. C4illiland, F.R.I. B. A., the Belfast

Corporation has decided to increase the

amount to be spent on the first section of the

proposed art gallery to the sura of £30,000,

with £5,000 for equipment. The draft con-

ditions for the architectural competition have
been prepared by Dr. Burnet, of Glasgow,
the assessor, and approved by the building

committee, subject to certain amendments to

be discussed with the assessor.

CINCINNATI. O., COURT HOUSE."
The jury of award in the competition for the

Cincinnati. Ohio, courthouse have announced
tlieir decision. Messrs. Rankin, Kellogg, and
Crane, of I'hiladelphia, received the first

premium, which carries with it the commis-
sion to execute the work. 'I'he second choice

of the jury was the design submitted by Mr.

A. Lincoln Fechheimer, of Cincinnati. The
estimated cost of the building is 2,500,000do!.

The jury of award was composed of Professor

James Knox Taylor, Profesor Paul P. Cret,

and Mr. H. Van Buren Magonigle. Profes-

sor Warren P. Laird, of the University of

Pennsylvania, was the professional adviser

to the Courthouse Commission.

MANCHESTER ROYAL EXCHANGE.

-

The board of directors of the Manchester
Royal Exchange, Ltd., invite architects to

submit designs in competition for additional

new buildings and alterations on the existing

Exchange buildings. The board have ap-

pointed Mr. James S. Gibson, architect,

0, Old Bond-street, London, W., to act as

assessor for the competition. Particulars,

instructions, and plans will be forwarded on
application to Mr. Richd. J. Allen. Master,

Manchester Royal Exchange, Ltd., Man-
chester, accompanied by a cheque for two
guineas, which will be returned on receipt

of a bona-fide design or the return of the

particulars, etc., by October 1, l'Jl.3. Designs
must be delivered on or before January 2,

1914.

NEW BOARD OF TRADE OFFICES.—
Preliminary sketch designs in competition for

the new offices of the Board of Trade to be

erected on a site in Whitehall-gardens, are

invited by H.M. Office of Works. The whole
of the houses in Whitehall-gardens have been
acquired up to the grounds of Montagu
House, the residence of the Duke of

Buccleiich. and this area and the site of the

present premises will be occupied by the new
offices. The new buildings will have a

frontage to the Embankment of 350ft.,

another to the Horse Guards Parade of

300ft., and one to Montagu House of 'J08ft.

X space will be left between the new building

and Montagu House for a much nceiled road
way between Whitehall and the Embank
meiit. The building line will be a continua-

tion of AVliitehall-court. and this will leave

a vacant space of about 150ft. deep, which
will probably be laid out as gardens. The
whole of the vacant land in front of the

houses in Whitehall-gardens is to be built

upon, and nearly one-third of the square in

front of the present offices will also be

occupied. The new offices will not have any
frontage to Whitehall, as it is not intended
to interfere either with Gwydyr House or the

Royal United Services Institution. It is pro-

posed hrst to demolish the houses which have
been acquired for the extension of the offices,

and to build on the site offices for depart-

ments already in occupation of the adjoining
premises. The assessors are Mr. Reginald
Blomfield, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., Mr. John
Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.B.,
C.V.O., R.A. The competition is open to all

British architects, and from sketch designs
to be submitted the authors of not more than
ten designs will be selected to submit designs
ill a final competition, and will each be paid
an honorarium of £300.

NEWCASTLE UPON - TYNE. — In the
competition for proposed baths at Beinvell,
Heaton, and Walker, the assessor's award in

the abov e competitions is as follows : Ben-
well First prize, .\lfred W. Cross, 40, New
Bond-street, London, W. ; second prize.

Messrs. Wallis and Bowilen, 6, Duke-street,
Adelphi, Strand, London ; third prize,

Messrs. Wright and Chapman, 38, Grainger-

street West, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Heaton
—First prize, Alfred W. Cross; second prize,

Messrs. Wallis and Bovvden ; third prize,

Messrs. Wright and Chapman. Walker-
First prize, Alfred W. Cross; second prize,

Messrs. Wallis and Bowden ; third prize,

Messrs. Wright and Chapman.

PONTEFRACT.—The Pontefract Board
of Guardians recently invited architects

practising in the area of the union to sutmit
designs for a new nurses' home, the designs

being submitted without any name or iden-

titication. After a unaniiuous decision it was
found, on opening the envelope, that the sue

cessful competitors were Messrs. Garside and
Pennington, architects, Pontefract and
Castleford. The building provides accom-
modation for twelve nurses. The architects

have received instructions to proceed at

once.

TENDRING COTTAGE HOMES COM-
PETITION. - The R.I.B.A. Competitions
Comni itt.ee desire it to be known that the

conditions of this competition are not satis-

factory, and are the subject of correspond-

ence between the committee and its

promoters.
. «»»

CHIPS.
The Wallasey Corporation have received the

sanction of the Local Government Board for

borrowing £11.040 for mains, services, and trans-

formers tor the electricity works.

Messrs Patterson and Grahame. architects,

Scottish Provident Buildings, Belfast, and Bally-

mena. are preparing plans for the erection of

110 labourers' cottages for the Ballymena Rural
District Council.

New co-operative premises erected in Railway-
street. York, for the Y'ork Equitable Industrial

Society, were opened last week. They adjoin a

block opened in .lanuary. 1912, and have cost

£9,000. Mr. H. Beck, of Doucaster, was the
architect.

Mrs. Houston (nee Miss Robertson), wife of

ex-Baihe Houston, architect. Roy Lodge, Grieve-
street. Dunfermline, was found dead in her
bathroom on Friday morning. Death is sup-

posed to have been due to an affection of the

heart.

Mr- Adolpbe Levesque. a well-known eccle-

siastical architect, recently died in Montreal,
aged 86 Mr. Levesque designed a very large

number of Roman Catholic churches and schools,

and was also consulting architect for tlie

Dominion Parliament Buildings, Ottawa.

The Great Central Eailw-ay Company have
arranged economical and attractive tours in

Holland, and by the Grimsby and Antwerp
route to Brussels, and a visit to the Inter-

national Exhibition at Ghent, which is drawing
visitors from all parts of Europe. The tours

have been arranged at inclusive fares, which
save the tourist all worry as to the essential

details whicli make or mar a holiday.

The exhibition of drawings at the British

Museum has been withdrawn since Saturday,
in view of the closing of the department
and its removal to the new wing of the

buildings now approaching (completion,

from Mr. .1. J. Burnet's designs. Messrs.

Blake, of Plymouth, are the contractors for the

extension, which was illustrated in our issues of

March 12, 19, 26. and Anril 2. 1909. and Feb. 14,

1913

The reopening of Montrose Public Library,

after extensive repairs, took place on Friday.

The building has been closed since November
last, while new floorings and dadoes, rendered
necessary by an outbreak of dry-rot, have been

placed in the lending department, reference

department, ladies', juvenile, and private rooms.

Tli.e flooring is in terrazzo. while the dado con-

sists of green tiles with the woodwork stained

green to match.

The mayor and members of the corporation of

Lyniington. accompanied by the borough

officials, borough and county justices, and othera,

assembled at the Angel Hotel shortly before

noon on Wednesday, and proceeded, headed by

the town sergeant and mace-bearers, to the new
municipal building in the High-street, where

they were met by Mrs. Ellen llewett, who had

defrayed the entire cost of the buildings. The
premises were formally opened, and a vote of

thanks was passed to the donor. The earliest-

known town-hall in the borough was erected in

1463 by a lady. The last town-hall, which stood

in the High-sueet, was demolished as an ob-

struction to the traffic in 1858.
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Curr^nt^ Calamn.

We aiv iiiforiiied by the Port i<( Loiulon

Autlinritv that the tender of Meissrs. John
ilowleiu and Co., Ltd., has been accepted
for the construction of the foundations

of the new offices on the Trinity-square site

of the Authority's new building. The
amount is between forty and fifty thousand
pounds. On applicatmn to the Authority
for the usual li.st of tenders, wc arc

inl'ornied thai it is " iu)t its cusloni " lo

publish sHcli. Wc tliijik it ought to be.

Builders invited to tender have, in our
opinion, the right to the information, and we
are surprised the Port of London Authority
withholds it. Secret tendering, at its best,

is a mistake; and we hope the R.LB.A. will,

in response to the recent communication
addressed to it by the National Federation
of Building Trades Employers, take an early
occasion to rebuke the growing practice. We
should further add that the announcement of

acceptance should have appeared in our last

issue. The communication of the Port of

London Authority is dated August 14, and
on that date, just as we were going to press,

knowing the matter was on the point of

decision, we telephoned through to inquire,

and wex'e told the result was not yet known.
The news is thus a week stale, through no
fault of ours. Prompter information is

another obligation due by public authorities

to those who respond to their invitations to

tender.

So nuicli nonsense has been written about
the roof of Westminster Hall that we are
glad to note tlie letter from Mr. W. D. Caroe
in the Times of Wednesday. For one thing,

anyone who knew the late J. L. Pearson
will liavc taken at its worth the asser-

tion that he never e.vamined the roof.

It is perfectly true, as Mr. Caroe points
out. that Mr. Pearson did what any
architect worth his salt would do whfii
he called in John Gaynier (of the firm of

Cornish and Gaymer, of North Walsham),
ill 1885, to examine the roof and report to

him. Mr. Gaymer has ranked among the
foremost of our experts in English oak and
in English Mediaeval carpentry. He made his

examination from a scaffold .slung from the
trusses at a time when the backs of the
timbers could be approached. He reported
that the roof was sound. There were
blemishes, but not such as to impair its

stability. He was critical of some bolting
and patching, comparatively modern, in 1885.

His views confirmed the opinion Mr. Pearson
had already formed both as to the condition
of the roof and to the fact, which had been
raised in connection with Pearson's proposal
to demolish them, that dormers had never
been part of the original design.

Mr. Caroe's comments on Sir Edwin
Durning Lawrence's preference for teak for

the repairs are also entirely to the point.

Mr. Caroe instances a large slab of temple
teak, in his own possession, carved by
Eastern craftsmen .some two hundred years
ago. The sapwood is riddled by worm, just
as English oak would be, but only when sap-
wood has been admitted. Properly ripened
oak is as free from worm as teak. Sir Edwin
evidently knows nothing about English oak.
which he grossly libels. When an oak roof
has stood from 1399 to 188ti in an admirable
condition of stability, to suggest introducing
loreign timber now, to repair the ravages
of the last twenty-seven years, seems to

border upon the ridiculous. When I'earsun

left the roof in 188(i. Mr. Caroe believes, and
we believe, it was as 'sound as it was when
Bavon (or was it. perhaps. Shakespeare';)

walked under its sliadow with the pint of

'Richard 11." .seething in his brain.

At Monday's meeting of the Dublin Cor-
poration, the Lord Mayor moved the sus-

pension of the standing orders in order that

the council might discuss the report of the

special corumittcc on the proposal for a

municipal gallery of inodcrn art. He asked
that the matter should be discussed and
settled, in order that a special meeting might
be avoided. On a division, the Lord Mayor's
motion was defeated by 22 votes to 15. He
then gave notice that he would convene a

special meeting of the Corporation for next

Monday. During the discnission compliments
passed. 'What interest have yon in the

matter';" asked Mr. Quaid. cxciledl\. 'The
interest of keeping works of art in Dublin,

not the hooligan's interest," responded the

Lord Mayor, hotly. Mr. Quaid :
" The

spurious interest to make a job!" Dublin
hardly seems likely to benefit by the patience

and generosity Sir Hugh Lane lia> exhibited

throughout inthis mattei\

The Duke of Bedford and other land

owners lia\e just concluded what the London
Correspondent of the Maiu/msler UuarJian
calls a sort of strike against the payment of

betterment rates. The incident arose in con

nection with the betterment system of taxa-

tion, which for the first time has been

adopted in connection with the Strand im-

provement scheme. The London County
Council, having spent five millions on the new
street from Holborn to the Strand, received

Parliamentary power to levy a toll on the

owners of adjoining property bettered b_\ the

improvement. Accordingly, the Council

scheduletl certain properties which were
thought to have risen in value. First,

Meiix's, the brewers, raised objections, and
took advantage of a remarkable clause in the

Act which enables owners who do not agree

that their property has been bettered to call

upon the municipality to buy the property

at the old valuation. If the Council refuses,

it must abandon the betterment charge. In

this instance the Council bought one of

Meux's public-houses, and left the other with

the betterment rate removed. After this, the

owners of some fifteen properties called upon

the Council to buy them out or abandon the

additional rate. These properties were

scliediiled as having increased in value to the

extent of £50,00(1 a year, and the betterment

rate upon them was £745 per annum. The

ohi xalnation was about £181,000.

Tiir Improve men is Committee has arranged

to luij some property and leave the rest with-

out the betterment rate. Four houses in

Soutlianipton-row belonging to the Duke ot

Bedford are to be bought by the Council for

the old valuation of £4.708, so in this case

the Council gets the scheduled betterment or

enhanced site value, fixed at £5,560, for

nothing. In the other cases the Committee

is not buying, but is abandoning the better-

ment rates, which amount to about £700 a

year. So the Duke of Bedford keeps his pro-

perty in Holborn and Southampton - row,

which had an initial value of £t)5.350 ; but

the Council is losing the scheduled enhaiic-d

site value of £19,200, and so the duke escapes

the paxment of the betterment rate of .tS2

per annum, based upon ."i per cent, of one-

half of the enhanced value. The Holborn
Restaurant, too, is not going to be •bought

by the Council. The freehold is held by the

Oflice of Woods and Forests, and tli^ initial

valuation stands iit £71.833. The -Council

bettered this by £l(i.ono, and levied a rate

of £240 ; but as it will not buy the restaurant,

the extra rate of £240 per aiiuuni is to be

abandoned. The betterment rate of .£60 a

year on the Victoria Club in Wellington-

street, and of £75 on the Wellington public-

house, .'151. Strand, are, too, to be abandoned.

Unsophisticated people of all shades of

opinion must, we fancy, have I'ead with

mingled ainnsement and irritation the letter

of Mr. C. E.' Price, M.P., the "Group
Chairman " of the Laud Values fanatics, in

the daily papers this week. It was that

wicked Mr. Pretyinan, Mr. Price protests,

who wrecked the Revenue Bill, and,

appTlrently, some unnamed M.P. who 'owned
a dam which was made before Domesday
Book appeared that is, somewhere about
1087." Says Mr. Price: "It is only through
valuation of agricultural as well as urban
land that any effective measures of rating

reform can be obtained, and until this valua-

tion is made it will be absolutely impossible
to give much-needed relief to the local rate

payers of the country. It was on this account
that the Land Values Group attached the

utmost importance to Clause 11 of the

Revenue Bill, and saw no reason why it, with
an increased time limit, should not have
remained piu't of the Bill. In point of fact,

the Land Values t4roup is the best possible

friend of every ratepayer in the country, and
its proposals woiild give vastly greater relief

to the overburdened ratepayer than any con-

cession in the increment duty." Of all of

which we do not believe one word. That,

however,- is beside- the question. It is a free

country, and possibly others do. V.'liat

astonishes us is the really venial obstructive-

ness of the House of Lords, if you believe

the worst its enemies say of it, compared
with the ease with which the -House of

Commons can be bullied or cozeiied into the

abandonment of Hir business for which it

really exists at Ihr will of rival plalster-

mongers.

Probably no line is as great a favourite

with the lite hnlida\ maker as the Great
Eastern ; hiMiee the dmuiurl for its holiday

literature, all of whuli can be had gratis at

any of its stations, or from the office of- the

superintendent of the line at Liverpool-

street. This is, firstly, because, by^ sea coast

or inland, the weather is- seldom so settled

in the autumn as in the pleasant district the

Great Eastern serves so well ; secondly,

because its fares are so reasonable, and its

service so good; and. lastly, because the

holiday-maker Wlust be exigeant indeed who
cannot suit his taste amid the variety of

scenes and surroundings East Anglia offers;

and whether his taste inclines to the reserve

which enhances the charms of Felixstowe, or

Cromer, or Lowestoft, or prefers the jollity

of Clacton or Yarmouth, or seeks sport on

the Broads, the golf-links, or the rivers, he

is insured anv where the best bracing air,

good homely food, and the unspoiled lios-

pitalit} of entertainers who are not yet all

foreigners, or adepts in piling up, the

traveller's bills, and little else he cares for.

It is proposed iii the next Sessipn of

Parliament to amalgamate two Bills which
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liave ah-L-eidy been introduced with the object

of improving the working conditions o£

clerks, wliose healUi is now jeopardised by

the had ligliting and ventilation of the offices

in which they are employed. Such a measure

is badly Jieeded, and lighting and vejitilating

engineers would do well to forward it by

discussion of the present shortcomings so

numerous in badly-lit and poisonous offices.

The Government itself needs looking after

badly in this respect, especially in some of

the i'ost Office establishments.

CHIPS.

Professor S. M. Uixon, Professor of Civd

Engineering and Dean of the Faculty of Science

at Birmingham University, has been elected to

the new chair in civil engineering at the City

and Guilds (Engineering) College.

The Coruwall County Council gave assent on

Friday to a scheme for the purchase at about

HT.bOh of Watergate Bay Hotel, 2.^ miles from

Newquay, and adjoining "land, for the purpose of

providing a tuberculosis sanatorium for Corn-

wall.

The town council of Burton-on-Trent has de-

cided to mcrease the salary of the gas manager
(Mr. Kamsdenl from .£200 (and emoluments) to

_£225 for the present year, and in sums of i:25

for tbe years 1914-15. making at the end of that

period £275.

New elementary schools in HorJeni-road,

Wolveihampton. were formally opened by the

.Mayor on Friday. The schools, erected on the

pavilion plan, have been designed to accom-

modate 400 boys, 400 girls, and 300 infants, and

the total cost is £13,375.

The public works committee of the Senate of

the State of Buenos Ayres has approved a Bill

providing for the construction by the Govern-

ment ofthe province of a railway system, con-

necting La Plata, Bahia Blanca, Buenos Ayres,

Sierra, Chica, Ulavarria, and Mar del Plata.

The deaih took place suddenly, at Morecambe,
on Friday, of e.'i-Alderman .John Gardner (51),

contractor, for many years a member of the

Morecambe Town Council and the old local

board. He opened out the Regent Park Estate,

and superintended the construction of the More-

cambe Sewerage Scheme. He erected the

Alhanibra Palace and other public buildings.

The White Paper on Unemployment in 1912-13

(for the year ended March 31 last), issued on
Friday, shows a decrease of applications for

relief of 18.2 per cent, throughout England and
Wales, and of 22 per cent, in London. Out of the

30,662 cases entertained throughout the country,

14,315, or 46.7, related to general or casual

labour, and 6,225, or 20.3, to the building trades.

A special service was held at Great Witley

Church on Sunday, at which the Bishop of

Worcester dedicated a new reredos. The reredos

was designed by the Countess of Dudley, and
the work has been carried out in Venice. The
reredos is composed of gilt mosaics. In the
central panel a large cross in red mosaics is

introduced, relieved at each corner with sheafs
of Madonna lilies, and-in tlie centre of the other
panels a massive sheaf of Madoinia lilies is

worked.

The great stores of the Hudson Bay Company
at Calgary were formally opened on Monday by
the Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta. The stores,

which are the finest in Canada, occupy a frontage
of 250ft. on one of Calgary's principal business
corners. The total area occupied by the six

floors is 32,500sq.ft. The structure is built of

solid steel, with white terracotta facing, and
contains a children's nursery and playing-gronnd,
a rest-room, a rendezvous, a restaurant, and a
cafe. The cost of the building was £2.50,000
sterling.

Several carved stones, which are believed to

have belonged to the ancient church of Adding-
ham, in Cumberland, or to have been used in

the burial-ground, have recently been recovered
from the bed of the River Eden. The church
and burying-ground were stdjmerged at a remote
and unascertained period; but the human hones
and fragments of masonry found from time to

time in the river bank and bed prove the verity

of the tradition. One of the stones first re-

covered seems to be the original base of an
ancient, cross now standing in .\ddingham
Churchyard. The cross, which proliably dates
from the ninth or tenth century, was itself re-

covered from the banks of the Eden some
generations ago. Another stone. 6ft. 4in. in

length, has the carving of a cross and a sword
still plainly visible.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

CAMBRIAN ARCH.EOLOGISTS AT
DEVIZES.—The annual business meeting of

the Cambrian Archfeologieal Association was

held at the town-hall, Devizes, on Friday,

under the presidency of Professor Boyd
Dawkins. Lord Tredegar was elected as a

member. Dolgelly was selected as the place

of meeting in 1914. The Rev. Canon Trevor

Jones, who has been lion, secretary for

thirty-five years, resigned, and was accorded

a hearty vote of thanks for his past services.

Mr. T. E. Morris, of Dolgelly. was selected

ill his place. A grant was made of £25 out

of the accumulated capital of £01.5 towards

the cost of the excavation at Old Sarnm, a

prehistoric camp which the members had had

the opportr.iiity of seeing that day. There

was some opposition to thi.s on the ground

that the funds of the society should be spent

for work in Wales, but the recommendation

of the coiumittee was carried by an over

uhelming majority. The president. Sir

Henry Hovortli, and other speakers, in-

cluding iliss Allen, who has attended si.xty-

seven meetings of the Cambrian Association,

paid warm tributes to the mayor and corpora-

tion of Devizes, and to the local hoii.

secretary, Mr. B. H. Cniinington. for the

arrangements made for the meetings, which

were described as the best and most interest-

ing in the history of the society. Thursday's

excursion had embraced Devizes Castle, the

churches, museum, and Bradford on-Ayon.

where the old Saxon church, lock-up, tithe

barn, were inspected and described by Mr.

ilarold Brakspeare, Mr. W. Butcher. Mr.

Cnnningtoii. and others.

']'UE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF
MASTER DECORATORS. The fifth

annual meeting of tbe London Association of

Master Decorators was held at the Holborn

Restaurant on Thursday, August 7. with Mr.

.John ."Viidersoii, the retiring president, in the

chair. During the past year thirteen new
members have joined the a.ssociation. as

against eight for the corresponding period a

year ago. Mr. Fred Dakin was elected

president, and Messrs. C. E. Wilkinson and

T. S. Rowdeii vice-presidents. Mr. .J. J.

Iloneychurcli was re-elected treasurer.

SUFFOLK INSTITUTE OF ARCH.^iO-
LOtiY.— On Friday in last week the members
of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and

Natural History paid their first \i5it to the

town of Thetford. The Abbey ruins, situated

close to the railway-station, were first in-

spected. These ruins are the remains of the

fine Cluniac Priory of St. Mary, one of the

five largest monasteries of that order in

England. The Priory was founded by Roger
Bigod, in 1104, on the Suffolk side of the

river; but in 1107 a larger site was secured

on the Norfolk side, the site of the present

ruins, and tile foundation-stones laid in that

year by Roger Bigod and .\bbot Stephen. In

1114 tiie monks took possession of their new
priory. The monastery was one of the last

to be suppressed in England, this taking

place in 154(1. The Abbey gate, which is in

the Perpendicular style, is of Late 15th-

Century work. It is "36ft. square and 42ft.

high. The abbot's fish-pond also remains.

The next visit was to the Guildhall to view

the corporation regalia, etc. Here they were

welcomed by the mayor, the deputy-mayor,

and the deputy to'wii clerk. Alderman
Milliiigton said the tw'o silver maces dated

from the reign of .James I., and bore the

arms of England. In the reign of Charles II.,

Sir .Joseph Williamson, a great benefactor of

Thetford, presented the corporation with the

handsome sword and mace. The niace was
an almost exact copy of that in the House of

Commons, and like that belonging to the

corporation of Yarmouth. The salver and
loving-cup with cover were presented by
.James Sloan in 1G98, and the silvermounted
staff was added to the regalia in 1800, when
the Guildhall was restored. In modern
times, after the restoration of the town hall,

Mr. Walter Fisoii, the then mayor, presented
the corporation with the mayoral chain. The
party proceeded to view tlie old cathedral

walls and the Boys' Grammar School. On
the site of the school, before the Norman

Conquest, there stood the parish church of

St. Mary the Great, which was rebuilt in

1078 by Bishop Herfast, and converted into

a cathedral. The See was removed to

Norwich in 1094, after which the site was

bought by Roger Bigod, who built the small

priory near by for (I'luniac monks. Later it

passed into tlie possession of the Dominieau

Order of Black Friars, who held it till the

DissoUition. The chief of the remains of the

ancient buildings on this site is a fine arch

in the Boys' Grammar School. Leaving the

Grammar School, a visit was paid to the

ruins, on the Brandon-road, of the Priory

of tlie Canons of the Holy Sepulchre, founded

by W^illiam. third Earl "Warreiine. The old

tithe-barn was carefully examined, as was

also the site, just opposite, of St. John's

Hospital and Burial - ground for Lepers.

Great interest was evinced in the font, arch-

way, and tombs of St. Mary's Church. Many
came to the cnnidusion that the carving round

the top of the font was modern. The next

visit was to the gasworks, where St.

Edmund's Church once stood, and where was

seen a fine stone coffin, discovered in a

garden, only about 18in. deep, in July, 1907.

The coffin is 6ft. Klin, long and 2ft. 7in. wide

at the head, and contains the skeleton of a

man of 6ft. liu. The next visit was to the

ohi Nunnery, now converted into racing

stables. A Norman arch is .still retained in

perfect state inside. The party passed over

the Nuns' Bridges, the site of the famous

ducking stool, where scolding wives at one

time had their tempers cooled ; and thence on

to the brewery, where they were enabled to

view the home of the Grey Friars. Built into

the wall in an upright position is to be seen

a stone coffin. The King's house, the

one-time Roval licniie of James 1.. was next

visited. In the evening Miss Nina F. Layard,

F.L.S.. of Ipswich, delivered at the town-

hall a lecture on " Prehistoric Workshops,"

and Mr. V. B. Redstone, of Woodbridge, one

on •' Suffolk Castles in History." Both

lectures were illustrated by laiiternslides.

On Friday, Enston Hall, the seat of the Duke
of Grafto'n, was visited.

«>»

The French Government has offered a granite

statue of Victor Hugo to be erected in Guernsey,

where Hugo wrote many of his works. The
.statue is by the well-known sculptor Jean

Boucher.

The old Church of St. Saviour. Sunbury-ou-

Thames, is to be used iu future as a parish

room, a new church having been erected. It is

also to be utilised as a club-room for men and

hoys, while mothers' meetings and girls' sewing

classes are also to be held there.

The London County Council are about lo com-

mence the electrilica"tion of the tramway track

in New North-road, Hoxlon. While the work is

in progress, the Shoreditch Borough Council will

take the opportunity of repaving the carnage-

way between the Sturt Arms and the canal

bridge with Jarrah wood blocks, at an estimated

cost''of £5,000.

The funeral took nlace on Thursday in last

week, al the New Cemetery. Tunbridgc Wells,

of .Mr. John Coad. aged 67. whose death occurred

at his residence. Essendine. College-road, Maid-

stone. The deceased was formerly a well-known

local builder, and a member of the town council

of Tunbridge Wells. He retired from business

nine years since, and soon afterwards removed

to Maidstone.

.\t the meeting on Salurday of the Worcester-

shire Education Committee, the general purposes

sub-committee submitted a report upon school

accommodation in Bromsgro\e. and recom-

mended that a new infants' school for about 20U

be built near Stourbridge-road council school,

and that a new school for about 400 children

(about 250 mixed and 150 infants) be provided oil

a site to be selected towards the south end of

Bromsgrove. The recommendations were

adopted after a discussion and division.

On Thiirsdav. the 14th inst., at the White-

haven Union Workhouse, the new engineering

scheme was formally inaugurated in the presence

of a laree gathering of guardians and their

friends. "The whole of the work, comprising

steam-generating plant, centralised heating and

hot-water service installations on the forced

circulation principle, also bathing and dis-

infectins appliances, has been carried out from

the designs and under the superintendence ot

Messrs. Beswick and Davis, consulting engineers,

I of Whitehaven.
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NEWCASTLE- ON -TYN'E. — Two iieu

oiiienias are beiug built in this city—one, the
(Queen's Hall, at the bottom of Xorthninbcr-
laiid-street ; the other, the Grainger Theatre,
in the street of that name. The Qneen's
Hall, which is Hearing completion, luis

entrances and e.xits in Northumberland
street, Northumberland - place, and Lisle-

street. The seating accommodation has beeji

designed on roomy lines, and the best parts
of (he liouse are furnished with armchairs in

red plush, harmonising with an interior
uhicli is outlined in white and biscuit-colours.

There will be acenmniodation for 1,500
persons, and tlie floor will be covered with
carpets in two shades of crimson. In effect,

the French style has been adopted. The
auditorium is reached from the entrance-
hall, and a broad marble staircase gives
access to the circle, which is at one end of
the building, while on cither side there is a
promenade space fitted with circular bays,
'i'he floors of the principal etitrance and
lounge are in terrazzo and niosaic, and tin-

walls are of panelled oak and marble. The
n relied ceiling of fibrous plasterwork is em-
liellished with heavy cornices and arched
L'irders in the same material. Messrs. Hope
aiul Tasker, New Bridge-street. Newcastle,
were the architects.- -The Grainger Kinema
is being built at the rear of premises utilised
for business purposes. It will have two
entrances from Grainger-street. the principal
of which will be 2.3ft. in width, executed in

Portland stone, w'ith flanking Doric columns
in light-grey granite. The theatre proper is

to be Greek in treatment. It will be sur-
mounted by a flat ceiling, with three central
domes, the height of whicli from the floor
will be 38ft. The walls will be treated in

panels and columns, and here and there there
will be figures of life-size, with interspersed
grilles. The proscenium will entirely fill one
end of the theatre, and will be flanked by
four Doric columns, and surmounted by a
group of st.itnary 20ft. in length by 5ft! in

height. Seating accommodation will be made
for 1.000 persons. Mr. Percy Browne, Pearl
Buildings, Newca.stle, is the architect.

SOUTHAMPTON.—On Wednesday week
tlie Mayor of Southampton laid the founda-
tion-stone of the new fire-station to be
erected in the suburb of Shirley, on the old
Clock House site. The new station, which
is to be erected from the plans prepared by
the borough surveyor, Mr. .1. A. Crowther,
to cope with the growing needs of the Shirley
district, provides for a ground-floor engine-
room .16ft. bv 22ft. to house an engine, and
on the first floor a duty- and recreation- room
.Tttached. The huildiiig will be fitted with
automatic qnii'k opening gear to the front
door, and a sliding-pole from the first to the
ground floor. The contractors for the works
are Messrs. A. E. .Inkes and Son, of Free
mantle, and the eo.st of the building will be
about £1.100. The old clock which was a

feature of the Clock House will be incor-
porated in the frontage of the new building.

-A new Roman Catholic school at Camberwell.
S.E.. built at a cost of £10.000. will be blessed
and opened by the Bishop of Soidhwark early in
September.

The new tramway depot and offices at
Harming, built for the town council of Maid-
stone, were formally opened by the mayor of
I hat borough on Friday.

We are asked to say that, when giving the
description of the Roval Colonial Institute,
Bristol, in our issue of August 8, it should have
read that the design and plans were prepared
by Norman G. Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A., and Walter
H. Bridgman. M.S..\., being the firm of
Bridgman and Bridgman. architects,- of Bristol,
Torquay, and Paignton.

\ stained-glass window, has just been put in
the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, at Kast
Haddon. in memory of the late Lieutenant .1 N.
S, Blacklock. who died last vear in India. The
window, which is ilie work of Messrs. Kempe and
Co.. of London, lias three panels representing
three saints, St. Michael being in the centre, and
St. George and St. .\lban being on the left and
right respectively.

^ngintijnng J^otrs.

Loxcii'oRi) niiinoK, manciikstku.
—All iinprovenient on tlie main lughwny
from Manclu'ster to tlie South is now hoiii^

uiiclL'rtaUen in the widening of Longford
Bridge, which spans the Bridgewater Cami)
on the Chester- road in St ret ford. Tlio
bridge, whieli is approached on either side

by a gradient, is too narrow to accommodate
safely the increasing traffic. Wlien the re-

eonstrnction is completed, there will be a

donhle tramway track instead of the present
single one. a dangerous curve will be done
away with, and the width will be increased
from ."Jfift. to 50ft. The bridge was built,

under an .Act of Parliament, by the Duke of

Bridgewater. in ITGO. 'J"o-day, according to

Wr. Ernest Worrall—who, as the engineer
and surveyor to the district council, designed
the alterations to.tbc bridge— 20,0(10 vehicles

cross it every week. The cost of the improve-
ment will be £8,000.

It is proposed to rarrv out works of restoration
at the parisli chnidi of Waltham Cross. Ilert';.

at a cost of £800.

The town council of Hull have decided to

extend the cattle-market by the purrhase for
JJ6.000 of properties adjoining it-

The Jhuhiersfiehl Education Committee have
given instruct ions to the borough engineer to

prepare a sketch-plan and estimate for an open-
air school nil t he Royds Wood estate for 100

tliildrcii. the scheme to include residential
arrangements for a portion of the accommoda-
tion.

The Welland Canal, connecting the _ St.

Lilwrence with the Great Lakes, is undcrgoiniT
improvements of such magnitude that thev will

total about 2,000,000dol. per mile. The canal,
vhich is 25 miles in length, traverses a loft

v

divide, over wliich it is necessarv to raise vessels

to a total vertical height of 326ft.

H.IVr. Trade Commissioner for South Africa
reports that a firm of agents in Johannesburg
and Rhodesia, in direct touch with the building
trades, is open to consider agencies for bnildiu'j

and mining material on behalf of United
Kingdom firms. Any further communications
regarding (he inquiry should be addressed to

II.M. Trade Commissioner. Norwich Union
Buildings. Capetown

The altar of Sand^ate parish church, Kent,
has been pro\ided with a clialice and paten for

use at the Tloly Commmiion. The vessels are
after a design supplied by Mr. Temple Moore,
F.R.T.B.A.. and have been wrought bv the
members of the Duchess of Sutherland's Cripples'

Guild. All the work, from the beaten cup to tlie

pierced work of the chalice-sfem and the
enamelled knoIi of the same, has been worked liy

hand.

The demolit ion of a t umble-down one-story
huilding at Barnack. known as "Noah's Ark,"
removes a link with the past, as the old building
was traditionally believed to have oricrinally

been the tool-shed of the quarriers of the famous
Barnack rag. Another old buildin? in the
Walcot plantation, just beyond the boundary
wall of the " Hills and Holes " is reputed to have
been the pay-office of the clerk of the works.
On the site of the house just pulled down the
owner is having erected a small house of Bytham
brick.

At tlie meeting on Monday of the harbour
board of Fraserburgh, Provost Finlayson
announced the receipt of a letter from the
Development Commissioners, intimating that
thev had decided to offer a free grant of £20.000,
and a loan of £20,000, repayable in thirty years
at 3.^ per cent., repayment to commence three
years hence. Both sinus will be applied to the
completion of the harbour extension scheme at
Fraserburgh, on which fully £100,000 has
already been expended.

The Great Eastern Railway Company, who
own the docks, markets, piers, and harbour
generally at Lowestoft, in response to a resolu-
tion by the town council last February, con-
template extensive improvements in the inner
harbour, which will commit them to an expendi-
ture of .£40,000. The works are to constitute
"an entire scheme," to afford more berthing room.
The railway company have just completed the
widening of the South Pier at Lowestoft, to-

gether with the provision of a new entrance-
house. The pier has been doubled in width, and
a continuous glass shelter has been constructed
along the side nest Kirkley,

(^nv miustrations.

.NEW BUILDING FOR THE "DAILY
TELEGRAPH," SYDNEY, N.S.W.

:

SELECTED DESIGN.
A competition was held some months ago

for architects' plans for this great under-
talcing, and the assessors .selected the design
of Messrs, Roliertson and Marks, of I'itt

street and Martin-place, Sydney, .N.S.W.
We now illustrate their adopted design. Tlie

working drawinus for the building are com-

" Daily Telegrapii " Building, Sytliie

Section A B.

pleted. and the work will be commenced
forthwith. The ground and first floor

facjades will be faced with Trachyte, the door-
ways being of polished Trachyte. The upper
part of the fronts above the first floor level

are to be built of Pyrmont Free Stone. The
mansard roof is to be constructed of steel,

and will be covered externally with green
slates. Reinforced concrete will be em-
ployed for the flooring, and marble is to be
used for the pavings, and also for the mural
decoration. The two small perspective views
here reproduced furnish a good idea of the
internal treatment of the board-room and ad-
vertising hall. The cost of the building is

estimated at £140.000. We include a view
of the exterior, and an elevation of the larger
front, with a section on the same double
page plate, showing the several floors, and
also indicating the machinery equipment,
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wliich will be designeil in the latest scale and
style. The four plans given illustrate the
convenient arrangements of the four lower
stages, and above these levels the other floors

are equally well laid out, though in detail, of

course, they differ very considerably. They
are all in .strict accord with the purposes of

a great printing office conducted on up-to-

date principles. The smaller section in-

cluded with these brief notes further illus-

trates the internal contrivance, and the whole

care has been exercised. The subjects are

King of Lincoln. Pusey, Keble and Liddon.
In addition to the new pulpit, a completely
new .system of heating has been installed.

INNER HALL, ELLENBOROUGH
HOUSE, ROEHAMPTON LANE, S.W.

This hall and other alterations have
recently been completed for Mr. Hugh Camp-
bell, jun. The works consist of the entire

renovation of the interior of the house, with

BOARD ROOM, -DAILY TELEiiRAPH" BUILDING, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

Messrs. Robeft.sun and Maeks, Architects.

erected at the above. The architect is Mr.
R. Hermon Crook, M.S. A., of Bolton. The
room has an entrance at each end, so that

it is easily cleared. The chairs when not

in use are stored under the stage, and
are easily accessible. Messrs. Hughes and
Stirling, of Bootle, were the general con
tractors.

THE REGENT PICTURE HOUSE,
BRADFORD.

proposal demonstrate.s the go ahead character
of n<'wspaper enterpi.se in New South Wales.

PULPIT. ALL HALLOWS' CHLTRCH.
SOUTHWARK, S.E.

Wc illustrate the pulpit recently erected
from the designs of llessrs. Chas. Heathcote
and Sons, architects, of London and Man-
chester, at this well-known church. This
forms a portion of the work of renovation
and re decoration carried out under them.
The pulpit ha"; been executed by the Broms-
grove Guild. It is of oak, resting on a Bath
stone pedestal, with handrail, newel, and
stair rods all of lironze. In place of the
usual Evangelists, where figures are intro-

duced, four modern preachers have been
portrayed. In order to represent the por-
traits and vestments of these figures, great

the addition of an enlarged vestibule, so de
signed as to leave the old dome. .-X new
inner hall has eight Ionic columns ; the walls
are panelled, modelled plaster decoration
being introduced. The palm house. 35ft. by
17ft., is now being used as a lounge, with a
new marble floor designed in Sicilian and
Belgium black marble. \ complete new
system of electric wiring, drainage, sanita-
tion, and heating was installed. The general
contractor for the work was Mr. J. Car-
michael. The architect is Mr. P. Estcourt
Holland. A.R.I.B.A., of .Tohn street. Bed-
ford-row. W.C.

NEW THEATRE AND BALLROOM,
THE SMEDLEY HYDRO, BIRKDALE.
The two accompanying plates show the in-

terior of the new ballroom and theatre

This new picture hall is about to be built

on a site with a 72ft. frontage to North
Parade, near the centre of the city, and
opposite the Theatre Royal. The front has
been designed in a Renaissance treatment,

with a central pediment and Ionic entabla-

ture. Local stone will be used. The central

entrance opening leads into a large foyer.

This gives access to the main hall, staircases,

and a specially-constructed roof-garden,

which forms part of the cafe, as shown by
the marginal plan. The cafes and lounges

are arranged on the first floor, over which
are placed the smoke-room and kitchens.

The main hall and balcony will seat about
1,400, Exits have been obtained at either

end and on both sides. The architect is Mr.

H. W, Rogerson, M.S. A., of Cheapside,

Bradford.
. ^

The total estimated value of the buildings for

which permits were issued in Winnipeg during

the half-year ended on .J>me 30 was 10,250,000dol.

The work of restoring the famous parish

church of Ashbourne has, during the past few
weeks, made substantial progress under the

joint supervision of Sir Francis Fox and Sir

Thomas Jackson,

The Belfast Cathedral Board have succeeded,

by the generosity of half a dozen members, in

purchasing a number of houses in the immediate
vicinity of the Cathedral. The clearing of the

space thus alTorded will much enhance the

appearance of the cathedral.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at the Village Hall. Penshur.st, by Mr. W. M.
Crofts, M.I.C.E., on Thur.sday in last week, into

the application of the Sevenoaks Rural District

Council to borrow a sum of i£1.525 for the

purpose of supplying water to Fordcombe.

The health committee of the corporation of

Portsmouth have passed plans for the extension

of the infectious diseases hospital at an esti-

mated cost of £25,000. Three new blocks are

proposed, with administrative quarters in the

centre, and accommodation for 84 additional

beds.

Alderman David Milner. of Danefield, Pollard-

laoe, Bradford, a well-known member of the

Bradford City Council, until recently in business

as a builder, who started life as a quarry delver,

and who died on .\pril 19. aged 75. left estate of

the gross value of £38,457, of which £2,467 is

net personalty.

The Monmouthshire County Council have in-

creased the salaries of Mesrs. G. N. Wade. C. P.

McBean. .\. H. Morgan, and W. P. .Jacob,

assistant surveyors, each to £230 per annum;
and that of Mr. S. A. Bennett, assistant sur-

veyor, to. £250 per annum on his appointment
as deputy surveyor.

The governors of the Royal Hants Hospital

at, Winchester adopted at their last meeting
plans for the improvement uf that institution at

an estimated cost of £5,750. of which £5.000 will

be met by a legacy. The items include additional

floor to nurses' block, operating theatre, kitchen

and sculleries, and lift.

The corporation of Hartlepool has in con-

templation a housing scheme which is estimated

to cost something like £40.000. There exists in

the centre of the town a slum area between four

and five acres in extent. This it is proposed to

clear completely, and. in place of the present

warren of courts and alleys, to lay out and build

streets of modern dwellings. The plans that

have been prepared provide for the erection of

about seventy houses of various sizes.

The Bristol Chamber of Commerce, in con-

junction with the Bristol and District Timber
Trades Association, approached the docks com-
mittee some while ago with reference to the

need of greater facilities for discharging and

receiving cargoes of timber at the city docks.

The deputation will wait upon the docks com-
mittee on September 1. to discuss the matter,

and will consist of the president and two vice-

presidents of the Chamber, and three repre-

sentatives of the Timber Trades Association, Mr.
A C. May. Mr Louis Bamberger, and Mr.
Thomas Hdl.
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Biilfi.rd Lc Men, Pl,nl„.

NEW PULPIT, ALL HALLOWS CHURCH, SOUTHWAKK, S.E.

Messrs. Charles Heathcote and Sons, Architects.
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THEATRE AND BALLROOM, THE SMEDLEY HYDRO, BH^KDALE.
Mr. R. Hermon Crook, Architect.
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COMPKTITIVE TENDERING.
To the Editor of the Bdildinq Nkws.

Sir.—I am obliged by your refeienpe,
mider " Currpiite Calamo," in the last issue
of the Buii.DiNO News, to my letter to The
Tititrx iv.spooting competitive tendering; but
1 am .sorry to hear that the system 1 de-
scribed is not adopted more than it

apparently is.

I liad not noticed the paragrapli in the
BtiiLDiNfi Nnw.s of the 1st inst. , setting
forth the resolution of the National Federa
tion of Building Trades Employers, which was
to be sent to the Royal Insti'tute of British
.Architects, with reference to the practice in
regard to opening tenders. When the matter
conies officially before the Council, I hope to
be able to refer to this subject, which is, I

think, a very important one.
At the present moment I see no reason

whatever why it should not be considered
proper professional practice to invite all the
tenderers to attend at the opening of the
tenders, so that the respective amounts may
be announced and noted by those present.

—

I am, etc.,

Wm. WoonwARii, F.R.1.B..\.. F.S.I.

13, Southampton-.street, Strand,
Augu.st 20.

[It is a very important one, and we are
sorry to have to emphasise it again el.sewhere
in this issue.—Ed. B.N.]

Ifnt^rcntnnramcation,

M^FLIES.
fl3130.]—BREWERY.—I do not think querist will

get many replies. First, because the work of a
brewerj- architect is more of a specialit\- tlian that of
auy other member of the professiou, and next,
l^ecause the location of the plant must to some
extent be contrived so as to suit the needs of the
client. There is. however, a good double-page illus-
tration in the BrtLDiNG News of July '27, 1900, giving
view and plans of an l8-quarter brewery at Lewes, of
which J. McMullen Brooks was the architect, and
Messrs. G. J. Worssam and Sou the engineers, which
may be found useful.—Kappa.

Additions are about to be made to the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Belfast, as a memorial to
King Edward VII. The architecls are Messrs.
Vonng and Mackenzie, of Belfast.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Walthamstow, into an application of the
urban district council for permission to borrow
£2,219 for widening and improving Forest-road.

Subscriptions are being raised for erecting in
the burgh of Hawick a Blercat Cross, to cele-
brate the 400th anniversary of the defeat, in
1514. after the battle of Flodden Field, of a body
of English raiders at Hornshole by Hawick
"callants." The memorial committee have issued
an invitation to sculptors " and others '" to
'-ubmit designs for the proposed cross.

The Leeds Corporation Development Com-
mittee have discussed a resolution in favour of
a municipal housing scheme, which was referred
to them by the city council. The committee re-
solved to get information as to the number of
empty dwelling-houses in the city suitable for
artisans, and also to have laid before them the
financial result of the houses previously built by
the council.

The cottage home extensions erected in

Chatham for the Medway Board of Guardians
were formally opened on Tuesday. The
rhildren's homes were built in 1903. when twelve
ottages and schools and a staff-house were pro-
vided at a cost, includmg the land, of £23.300.
The increase in the number of children having
made an extension necessary, four additional
cottages and a receiving home have been built,
at an outlay of £8,205. making the total expendi-
ture £31.505.

A special meeting of the town council of New-
port. Mon,. was held on Tuesday, to consider the
question of widening the station approach in
High-street, and the acquisition of properties to
enable the work to be carried out. and the prices
asked for them. The properties concerned are
the .Savoy Hotel on the one corner, and the
Cinema Theatre on the other. Eventually it was
decided by 15 to 8 to recommend the corporation
to purchase the Savoy for £26.000 and the
Cinema for £17.850.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
BUILDER AND THE INSURANCE ACT.-

At Doncaster M^igistrates' Court on Monday.
Joseph Lister, builder, of Town Moor-avenue,
Doncaster, was summoned on thirty-one counts
for having tailed to pay the Insurance .Vet con-
tributions of one of his employees. The employee,
it was asserted, had understood that all was
well, as ihe deduction was being made from his
wages. One fine of 50s. was imposed, and costs
in each case—£9 5s in all.

CORPORATIONS (OBJECTION TO UNDER-
(iROUND ELECTRK' MAINS. - A dispute
between the corporation of Bromley, Kent, and
the West Kent Electric Co., Ltd.. with reference
to a proposal by the company to lay under-
ground flerlric mains, was (he subject of :i

public inquiry by an In.spector of the Board of

Trade (Mr. "

W." Patchell) at: the Surveyors'
Instit ule. Grcnt (Teorge-street , West minster,
recetitly. Tlie local authority was represented
by Mr. W. Terry Harrison, B.A.. solicitor to the
corporation, and deputy town-clerk. Mr. C M.
Pitman appearing for the company. Mr Pitman
said that by their Act of 1902 the W.st Kent
Electric Company. Ltd , were enqunvcrfr] to

supply electricity throughout a large area in the
Heckeuham and Bromley district. That com-
pany would not be the distributors, but would
supply current in bulk to the Bromley Electric

Light Company, who would supply the public
The mains would run through Lewisham, along
the Bromley-road, thence round Beckenham,
Hayes, Orpington. Chislehurst, and eventually
back to the South Metropolitan mains. The
inquiry was held ynder Section 42 of the Kent
Electric Power Act, which stated that mains
could be laid under such streets as should be
agreed upon by the company and the local
authority, and if they could not agree, then the
matter was to be referred to the Board of Trade.
If the local authority objected to a route, they
could propose an alternative route, which should
be reasonable, and incur no greater expense-
One of the objections raised was that several of

the roads had pipes and cables under them; but,
said I^Ir. Pitman, as compared with London,
they were absolute deserts, and no engineering
difiiculties would he experienced in laying the
mains Other routes were suggested bj' the
corporation, but they were quite impracticable.
—Aid. R. \V. James. A.M.T.C.E.. an ex-mayor of

the borough, and chairman of the law and
general purposes committee, said there were two
features of objection to the company's proposed
route through Bromley High-street—the physical
obstructions under the footpath, and incon-
venience to the public if the path were inter-

fered with from one end to the other. A scheme
was got out under which the various services
under roads and pavements — gas. water,
electricity, telegraph, and telephone -were given
a delinite locatio?i by the Highways Committee
in 1899. Both sides of High-.street. particularly
that portion from the Market-square to the
public library, were quite full up now. and the
pavements were narrow. In order to get over
the difliculty. he suggested the College-road
route. Another objection to the High-street
route was that the council had before them a

proposition to lay a concrete bed and wood pave-
ment. (.)ther evidence was called on both sides,

and Mr. Patchell said he would lay his report
before the Board of Trade, which would give its

decision in the course of a few weeks.

Mr. E. E- Riddell, sanitary inspector to the
Wnt h-on-Dearne Urban District Council, has
been appointed inspector of nuisances and
budding inspector to the Ruislip-Northwood
Urban District Council, at an inclusive salary of

£140 per annum.

A Home Oflice industrial inuseum is about to

be built in Horseferry-road. Westminster, for

H,M. Office of Works." in the Estimates for

Public Buildings Act. which received the Royal
Assent on Friday, the sum of £25,000 was
allocated for this building, for which tenders are

now being invited.

Mr. Vincent Astor is having plans prepared by
Mr. Charles A. Piatt to erect a twelve-story com-
mt'icjal building on the large plot from 2 to 16.

West 33rd-street. opposite the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York City. The plot is now occu-

pied by eight four- and five-story houses con-

verted into imsiness uses. The cost of the
operation will be about 700,000dol.

The new Northumberland County Council
School at Stakeford, which has been built at a

cost of £5.325. and which provides a.-commoda-
tion for 329 children, was opened on Tuesday.
The outlay on the site was comparatively high,

so that the cost per place is £13 9s. The archi-

tect was Mr. Forrest, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Messrs. Tait and Co. were the builders, and Mr.
W. Simpson was the clerk of works.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARV
MATTERS.

EFFECT OF SEWA(;E EEFLUENTS ON
RIVER WATER. -A Blue-book was publi.shed
on Monday, containing an appendix to the
eighth report of the commissioners appointed to
inquire and report what methods of treating and
disposing of sewage (including any liquid from
any factory or manufacturing process) may
properly he adopted. The facts are embodied
upon which are based tlie recommendations of
the Royal t'ommission on Sewage Disposal, as
set out in their eighth report, and the results
are given oi stream observations carried out
from 1909 lu 1912 by Dr. <i. McGowan, Mr. Colin
C. Frye, and Mr. G. R. Kershaw. The general
bacteriological results showed that the highest
number of bacteria counted in one day was
195,000.000 finuid in septic-tank liipior at St.
Neots. The second highest number waa
77,400,000 ill crude sewage at Wye. The smallest
number discovered was 250 at Fools Dyke Beck.
Barnoldswick, and one of the points brought
out by the investigation was the striking imme-
diate eiTect a sewage pollution has on a river
water, even when ihe dilution is consiclerable.
In other words, the access of a sewage pollution
to a comparatively large volume of river water
alters markedly the bacterial composition of the
mixed liquids, the reason being that even a well-
oxidised sewage effluent is apt to be much more
impure bacteriologically than a river water of
only average purity. The results show that
sewage pollutions have a most serious immediate
effect bacteriologically on the quality of river
water, and that although improvement takes
place fairly rapidly, the river fails in most cases
to revert to its original state within the limits
of distance which, in this country, would be
likely to occur before fresh pollutions occurred.

The urban district council of Bolton-on-Dearne
have resolved to advertise for competitive
design for public baths, and to offer premiums
to the amount of about £50.

A brass eagle lectern, 6ft. in height, has been
presented to the parish council of Knares-
borough. It has been made Ity Messrs. Cox,
Lewis, and Buckley, of London.

At a meeting on Monday of the Dundee
Harbour Board, it was stated that new works
sanctioned and in progress would involve an ex-
penditure of at least £150.000 within the next
three years.

The sum of 300.000dol. was appropriated by
the United States Congress at its last session
for a modern hospital building for women. The
proposed structure is to Ite erected on the site

of the present Columbia Hospital at Washing-
ton, D.C. Mr, Nathan C. Wyeth, architect, is

preparing; the plans.

The Holywell Board of Guardians went on
Friday to the site of the new union infirmary,
near the workhouse, to witness the laying of the
foundation-stone by Mrs. Johnson Jones, of

Pistyll, a lady member of the board. The build-
ing is to cost, with furnishings, a sum of about
£7,500. Messrs. Davis, of Newgate-street,
Che.ster, are the architects.

Considerable progress is being made
with the excavations on the site of the
Roman city at Kenchester. near Hereford.
The city covers an area of twenty-five acres;

but. so far. only three-quarters of an acre has
been explored. The work is being undertaken
by the Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club, The
excavations have recently laid bare some finely-

constructed walls of buildings, probably of the
third century. A quantity of interesting ancient
pottery manufactured near the Rhine, in

Germany, has been discovered A valuable
recent lind is a large mosaic pavement
of rich geometrica design, but not intact.

This is the second mosaic pavement to be found.
The Roman altar which was recently discovered
at Kenchester has been placed on view at the
Hereford Free Library.

Mr. Burns, at the request of the Prime
Minister, has con.sented to preside at a conference
of local authoritie.^ and others interested in the
improvement of arterial road communication in

Greater Loudon. Mr. Burns proposes that the
conference should fake place in October; but
the precise date has not yet been fixed. The
Local Government Board invites local authorities

to be represented at the conference, and suggests
that not more than one or two persons repre-

senting each -authority should attend. Among
the professional bodies who have accepted invita-

tions to send delegates are the Royal Institute

of British Architects, the Surveyors' Institution,

and ihe Municipal and Comity Engineers'
Institution. A further circular will be issued
when the date. time, and place for the con-

ference have been fixed.
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The West Ridiiif; County Council are

ereetiiiH at Ilighfields, a mining village near

Uoncaster, tlie first of a new type of "open-

air" school hniUling. 'I'liis type, which has

heeu designefl by the connty council's educa-

tion architect (Mr. .John Stuart. L.lf.l.B. A.,

of the County Hall, Wakefield), will super

sede the quadrangle type of scliool Iniilding

now being erected in the Riding. It retains

tlie i|uadi-1ingle, but the classrooms are so

planned that two sides can be thrown open,

and I he children work practically in the open

air. All the rooms will be grouped around

a central open quadrangle, the classroom

windows on one side all looking out upon this

open space, which is to be laid out with grass

plots and gravel-paths. The windows of the

looms are of French casement type, carried

down to floor-level, and so hung as to open

and fold outwards, .\ccess to the rooms is

given by a corridor with sliding windows
from about 18in. above the floor-level running

the length of the quadrangle. On the class-

room side the corridor is cnt off by glazed

screens, the lower portions of which provide

cupboards and nuiseiim-cases, while above

these are casement windows and hoppored

inlets to the full height of the room. All

these screens and windows can be so thrown

open that the children will be sitting in an

open-air shelter. The scheme is on sonie-

wliat similar lines to the open-air school at

Karswick, Yorks, built from plans by Jlr.

Raymond Uiiwin, F.R.I.B.A., at the cost

of Mr. .Joseph Rowntree, and fully illustrated

in our issue of January ^1 last.

A deputation of the town council of

Glasgow has just reported to tliat authority

on the eonstruetioii of batlis and washhoiises

as n result of their investigations during visits

lo institutions in London. Manchester. Birni

inghani. and Bradford. The committee
recommend that wherever possible all the

facilities in such buildings should be on the

ground floor; that the elevations slinnld he in

terracotta brick, with freestone dressings;

tliat the internal treatment of all walls and

e(n-ridors should be in white glazed lirick or

tiles; that the floors should be in terrazzo.

and- the walls and bottoms of swimming
ponds in ferroconcrete, with a lining of

bitumen, and finished inside with white

glazed bricks. The roofs of swimmiug-poiids

should be entirely of ferro-concrete, with a

eontinuous lantern for lighting and ventila-

tion. Ponds constructed as suggested, the

committee report, expand and contract uni-

formly with variations in temperature, and
so do not develop fissures and consequent

leakage.

The fifty-eighth annual exhibition of the

Royal Photographic Society opens at the

Oallerv of the Society of British Artists,

Suffolk-street, Pall Mall, on Monday next.

'I'he private view will take place to-morrow
(Saturday), from 11 to 6, with a reception at

4 p.m. As in previous years, a series of

lantern lectures will be given on Tuesdays,
Thursdavs, and Saturdays, at 8.30 p.m. The
lirst will be delivered on Tuesday next by
Mr. .lames A. Sinclair, the subject being "A
.lournev to the Alhambra." illustrated by
slides b'y the late Mr. F. P. Cembrauo. Other
lectures are: Saturday. August .^0, "In the

Track of the Romans : Fir.st Impressions of

Rome and Naples." by Mr. J. Dudley .John-

ston ; Tuesday, September 2. " Fair Lusi-

taiiia," by the Rev. Jl. O. Feiiton ; Thursday.
September 4. " Among the Pyrenees," by Mr.
R. Gorbold ; 'I'uesday, September 9, " An
Ancient Order of Chivalry," by Mr. H. W.
Finelnim ; Thursday. September 11. "The
I'arthenon of England," by Mr. E. W. Harvey
Piper; Thursday, September 18, "Humour
;iud Pathos of the London Streets," by Mr.
A. IL Blake, and " Chartres Cathedral," by

Mr. Henry W. Bennett.

Considerable progress has been made with

the scheme for a garden suburb for Wor-
cester. A site of eleven acres has now been
secured between Newtown and Tolladine-

roads, behind Shrubb Hill Station. The land

lies high, and is near the industrial part of

the city. It is proposed that at first only

two of the eleven acres shall be developed,

tlie Dean (Dr. Moore Ede) now announcing
that there is sufficient capital to do this, or

even more. The shares and loan stock, for

which application has been received, amount
to £.3, .'188. Five blocks of houses of different

styles will be erected as a first instalment.

Tile Dean, Lord Cobliam. and Mr. Rowe
(architect) paid a visit to Bournville some
time ago. and the Dean states that he was
much struck with some houses of the

bungalow type. For such houses there was
a demand by old people. .4n endeavour will

probably be made to ascertain whetlicr there

is any demand for this kind of dwelling at

Worcester. Tenders have now been received

I luiii various builders.

'J'lie National Trust is seeking to acipiire

and preserve East Riddlesdeii Hall, near
Keighley. It stands on a knoll overlooking

the River Aire, and is now in the oeeupation
of a farmer. It dates from the middle of

the 17th century ; hut w'hile one part is habit-

able and inhabited, the other part is in a

tumbledown condition. Many of the walls

are finely panelled nearly to their complete
height, and the plaster ceilings are splendid

specimens of .Jacobean work, in the design

of which tiie Scottish lion is frequently intro-

duced. These portions of the building arc

in a perfect state of preservation. The old

banqueting hall is now used as an outhouse,

and the fireplace, with finely-carved pillars

and a cornice bearing grotesque Cavaliers'

heads, has had built into one corner a modern
' copper." where the family wa.shitig is done.

The National Trust also has an opportunity

of acquiring Filching Manor, at Jevington,

near Eastbourne. Tlie half-timbered house

goes back as far as 1,5.17, and since that date

it has been in the po.ssession of well known
Sussex families.

Mr. Henry T. Weyman. of Fishinore Hall.

Ludlow, writes to T/if '/'iwx stating that

some of the 15th-century glass removed by
Evans, of Shrew.sbnry, either from the

Cathedral or College at Winchester (which, is

not certain) was placed in llic chancel

windows of Ludlow parisli church. In 1878

Archdeaeon Lloyd, tlie vicar of St. Mary's,

at Shrewsbury, wrote in a description of his

own church, that: "In the adjoining lancet

are two figures copied from old glass in the

chancel of Ludlow parish church, which wn«
brought early in the present century from

Winchester, when Messrs. Betton and Evans,

of Shrewsbury, were engaged in filling with

mnilern glass many windows in the Cathedral

and College of that city. The figures are

those of St. Barbara and St. George." Mr.

Weyman points out that the figures of St.

Barbara and St. George are still in the

window in Lndlow church chancel, and in

the same window arc also (with others) figures

of St. Dunstan, St. Apollonia. St. Leonard,
and St. John of Bridlington, which were
almost certainly brought from Winchester,

while in an opposite window is a figure of St.

.John which came from the same city.

Among the measures which received the

Royal A.ssent on Friday were the Ancient
Monuments Protection Consolidation and
Amendment Bill, the Insurance Act Amend-
ment Bill, the Post Office (London) Railway
Bill, the Public Buildings (Expenses) Bill,

the Piildic Health (Prevention and Treat-

ment of Disease) Bill— all promoted by the

Government - and the Local Authorities"

Contributions (Crystal Palace) Bill, intro-

duced by Sir E. Coates. The many private

Bills also included ; Metropolitan District

Railway, West Hampshire Water. Metro-

politan Railway, Kent Electric Power,
Central London Railway, Southampton
Harbour, Dover Harbour. I^ondon Electric

Railway. Metropolitan Water Board. London
County Council (General Powers). London
Cnnnty Council Tramways and Improve-
ineiits. Metropolitan Electric Tramways
(Hailless Traction). Southend-on-Sea Cor-

poration, Ip.swich Dock, Reading Corpora-
tion, and City and South London Railway.

According to a patent by C. Keen and .J

T. South, 1.S8, Long-acre,' Westminster, a

plaster for internal use on walls, etc., is

nnide from ,34 parts of gypsum, 21 of chalk,

."i of ri\('i- mud or clay, and 4fl of sand or

ground flint, there being added to every ton

of the mixture Jib. sodium silicate or potas-

sium alum, 2oz. of sulphur, IJlb. of molasses.

J pint of glycerine, i gill of acetic acid, con-

centrated essence of lemon, or cream of

tartar, ^Ib. of zinc or copper sulphate, and
lib. of gum arabic or similar \egetable gum.
The burnt and crushed gypsum is first mixed
with the molasses and alum ; the chalk is

burnt after being mixed with the sulphur and
zinc sulphate ; the river mud or clay is burnt
sufficiently to remove impurities and is then

mixed with the acetic acid and a .solution of

the gum until it is of a creamy consistency.

To this is added sufficient of the chalk

mixture to absorb the moisture. The various

ingredients are then ground together. For
external work, the gypsum is omitted and one

gill of paraffin or 3oz. of naphthalene are

added to every ton of the mixture.

The exhibit of the United States Xational

Bureau of Standards at the recent Chicago

cement show demonstrated the effect of elec

trolysis (ui the reinforcing-rods of concrete.

The moisture and impurities in the concrete

set up local currents in the iron, by which
iron oxide is produced. The oxide occupies

a greater volume than the iron, and exerts

a pressui'e which eventually cracks the con-

crete. The amount of pressure was deter

mined by means of a steel cylinder with a

bore of liin., in which was fitted a steel rod

lin. in diameter, and the space between was
filled with cement. This was immersed in

water, and the iron core connected to an

electric circuit. The expansion of the outer

cylinder was measured, and it was found tlnit

tiie oxidation of the iron core produced :i

maximum pressure of 4.70011). per sqinirc

inch.
-«*»

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
'I'l KM>v\. KiiMil rliolaKnllihic Souii'tv. " A ,l(,luih-\

lo the Alliauilira.' li.\ .limit's A,

Shiclair. F.R.P.S, Callerv of lii.yiil

Society of Kritish .\rtists. Siitli.lli-

streel, Haymarket. H.:i() p.m.

\Vi;ONl'SOAV.—Institute of Sanitary I-hif^ineers. Visit

to Marconi's Wireless 'L'eleMraiih Co.'s

Works at Caiehnsford. -i.i n-m-

S.\Tuiunv {\vc,. 30.)—.Association of MaiiaKcrs of

Sewatie Disposal Works. Mirll 1

District Meeting at f'heUenhiuii.

.\ factory has been built on the side of

Malahel Mountain, in Saanieh Inlet. Vani-ouver.

B-C . for the .Associated Portland Cement Com-
pany, having a manufacturing capacity of 2.000

barrels of cement a day. In the buildings which

are now completed ferro-concrete has been em-

ployed exclusively on concrete sheet piling. The
builders were the Mc.Alpine-Robertson Con-

struction Co.

Torquay Town Council has decided to retain

the services of Mr. It. Sleeman. clerk of works

at the Pavilion, as building inspector and out-

door clerk of works in place of Jlr. .1. W.
Norman, who has been appointed engineering

assistant under the public works department.

North Borneo. Mr. Charles Lowe, road inspector

from the .\ston district of Birmingham, has been

appointed highway inspector in the place of Mr.

Peter O'Doiinell, who has secured the position of

road foreman in the road-construction works liy

the Casllebar Rural Council under the Ro.id

Board.

The tender of Messrs. .John Mowlam and Co..

Ltd.. of Grosvenor Wharf. Pimlico. has been

accepted by the Port of London Authority

for the construction of the fonndation.s of the

new head offices on the Trinil y-sqiiarc site. The
outlay under this contract for preliminary works

will be lietween £40,000 and "£50.000. The ex-

tension operations in progress at Tilbury will add

1,612 lineal feet to the south quay of the main

dock. In connection with the Royal Albert Dock
Extension (South), provision is made for the con-

struction of a dry dock 650ft in length, with a

width cf 100ft

M. Ratier. Minister of Justice, and M. I'aid

Morel, Under - Secretary for the Interior,

inaugurated on Friday at Belfort a nionnmciit

commemorating the three sieges which that town

suffered, in 1813, in 1815. and in 1870 The

monument, which represents France and Belfort

surrounded by the three soldiers who defended

it. is the last work of the .Msatian sculptor

Bartholdi. vvhc executed the statue of Liberty in

New 'S'ork Harbour, and of the Lion of Belfort

in the Boulevard Raspael. in Paris. Bartholdi

left only the maquette of the nioniimenl, which

has Ijcen finished by three of his pupils.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS
STRIKE I\ 'I'lIE LOMXlN KUII.DINCi

'rUADlv—A dispute wliic-b promise^ to Itr t^horl-

livefl, in the present case, iit any rate, has arisen

\vith rejjaril to the employment, of non-nnionisis
in the construction of tile new hotel wliieii is

l>ein'; ei-ectei.1 for tlie Stranil Hotel Company,
lyiniiletl. on an islauil site between Piceatliliy-

circus and Golden-square, by Messrs. ,Ioiin

Mowlem and Co., Ltd. Among the 350 mi-n

employed on the work are about a score non-
unionists, an<l the leaders of the movement for

anialL^amatini; the various trade unions in the
building' industry, who are endeavourin.^ to

sirpn>:ihen their position in London. nr<;ed that
.Messrs. .Mowlem and Co. should refuse to employ
tliem. The linn replied to representations made
l»y the union leaders that tliey sliould not attempt
to discriminate between mnonisls and others,
and tiiat tliey neither iiuinireil nor cared what
or-iianisations their employees belonged to. The
I'inlders' labourers therefore strtick wfu-k on
Mtuiday morning, and soon after the joiners,
bricklayers, imisons. and ironworkers ceast^l

\\ ork in sympathy witli them, and operations are
-It a standstill. Tile managing director of Messrs.
Mowlem interviewed the leaders on Wednes-
day, and, in the course of the day, it was
reported that all but sixteen, all but ten men,
and, finally, all except one man. had promised to
join the organisation of their trade. Yesterday
('I'hursday). however, it was stated tiiat two
gangers had now declined to come in, and tlie

men were accordingly still idle. The prospects
of ail early settlement are bright.

[.AIUIUR AND WAGES IN .JULY. - Tie
t^oard of 'JVade report that employment in .lul,\

continued very good on the whole; but that then
was some decline in the pig-iron, furnisiiing,
building, brickuiaking. aiul glass trades. On the
other liaud. there was an improvement in the
iron and steel, liiiplate. and pottery trades. The
engineering and shipbuilding trades reniaiur-d
very good. It is reporteil by the Laljou/
Exchanges that there was a continuance of I hr
deinamj for workmen in the building trades m
some districts. Trade Unions with a net
membership of 926,787 reported 17.935 (or I 9
per cent.) of tlieir members as unemployed al

the end of .luly. 1913. compared with 1.9 per
cent, at the end of .lune, 1913. and 2.6 per cent .

at the end of .July. 1912. The percentage of
" insured " workpeople unemployed at the end
of .July was 3.1. compared with 2.8 at the end
of .June. The change in rates of wages takiii"
elfect ill .July afl'eeted 233,000 workpeople, of
whom 229,000 received increases, t he net eSect of
all the changes being an increase of £13.700 per
week. Tlie,se included increases affecting 3.000
building trade operatives at Portsmouth. Cases
of conciliation and arbitration dealt with during
the month include building trade oneratives at
Glasgow. Rugby, and Sheffield; "contractors'
labourers. Portsmouth: and joiners and ship-
wrights. Southampton.

KIRKCALDY PLASTEREBS' STRIKE
ENDED.—The Kirkcaldy and district plasterers,
who struck work last week, have practically
secured their demands. The standard rate of
wages in Kirkcaldy was formerly 8d. per hour,
and in the district outside the "ijurgh 7Jd. per
hour. The men asked for a general rate" of 9d.
per hour, and this has been granted bv the
employers.

SHEFFIELD. By arbitration the last of
several .sectional disputes in the building trade

settled on Tuesday, the
_ ^ranted an increase of ^d. an

hour, bringing the rate of pav up to 9^d. A
special conciliation board has also been esta-
blished.

at Sheffield was
plasterers being

SPEN VALLEY PLASTERERS.~-The strike
of plasterers m thiiSpen Valley, which had
lasted eleven weeks, has been settled, the men
agreeing to resume work at ninepence an hour
on condition that they receive another halfpenny
increase next .June, making an advance of a
penny.

Ihe new Roman Catholic Church of St. Joseph,
on Potter's Hill, Pickering, is approaching com-
pletion, all but the tower and spire bein<r
erected. Mr. Leonard Stokes, of London, is the
architect, and the builders are Messrs. Oldfield
of Malton.

The commissions for the ten statues of Welsh
celebrities, to be placed upon and within the
City Hall of Cardiff, have been awarded to Sir
". Goscombe .John. R.A.. and Messrs. T M
Crock E^ G. Gillick. D. McGiU, Henry Pegrami

I li
' ,

t'omeroy, A,R.A.. Henrv Poole,
) llavard Ihomas, A. Turner, and John" Tweed.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Kelfiian and German

(ex steamer, Ijondon) per ton £fi 3 fi to £6 5

SteelJoista. Enclish 7 10 „ 7 12 6

WrouBht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 li „ R 2 6

Bar Iron, fiood Stalls 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do,,'W'elBh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South StalTs 8 0,, 81,5

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s,, Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No, 18 to 20. No, 23 to 24

6ft, to 8ft, long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 B,W,0,
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton,

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
CasVIroo Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wh-e 7 5 0., 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5

CasVIron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,.

—
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —

*

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 13 li.W.O,
£10 103. £10 15s, £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton,

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 34in. tall sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s, Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored Joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs, Od. lo 117s, (id.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. ., 75s, Od,

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount ofl

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2h per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p,c,

Water-Tubes 72.i ,,

Steam-Tubes 67^ ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 62^ ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 573 ,.

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 12 6 to £20 17 c,

Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 15 „ —
„ Country 25 10 tl ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 15 „ —

„ Country 26 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 15 0,, —
„ ., ., ., Country 27 10 „ -

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 5 ,, —

„ Country 30 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27 hi ,, —

Country 2« 10 „ —
LeadSoil-pipo(upto4*in.lTown 27 l.> ,, —

Counti-y 28 10 ,, —
[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 2Slb. bags 24 15 0,, —
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 85 ,, 85 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 74 ,, 74 10
Tin, English Ingots 191 10 ,. 193
Do., Bars 192 10 „ 193
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 21 15 ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 5 „ —

,, ,, Country 25 „ —
Genuine 'White Lead 30 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 10 0„ —
Sheet Zinc 30 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 19 5 ., —
Tin percwt. 11 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 6 ,, —

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pino Deals, Quebec, per standard :
-

1st quaUty £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 33
3rd „ 16 „ IS 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „ 11 10
.. .. Miraniichi 9 10 „ 10 10

Boards; Swag 11 0„ 12
Red Deals

: Archangel 1st quality 21 ,, 24
.. .1 „ 2nd „ 16 „ 19

3rd „ 13 „ 14
., ,, St, Petersburg—

1st quality 16 10 „ 18
.1 .. ,. 2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
,, Gefle. Gothenburg,

and Stockholm ,.. 12 10 „ 17
White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10

.. „ Seconds ii 10 ,. 13
Flooring : White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,, 11
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0,, 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boatds 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitie Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 2 6
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 039
Oak; Austrian Wainscot T ,, 8
Mahogany Gaboon _ 3 0, 3 3

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

£30 to P25
16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to 3 6

3 0., 036
2 6,, 029
3 4,, 036
2 3,, 029
13,, 030
7 0, 080
6

3 6

3 3
4 9

2 4

2

10
8
7

Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, SOft

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
,, Boards „ ,, Prm.

„Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks,,.
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks

Walnut ; Mdnl. ,, „
Greenheart ; Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham ; Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African, Assinee, &c.
,, Lagos and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vita;

STONE.*
Red Manstield, in blocks por foot cube £0 3 1

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 3 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ • 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in track at
Nine Elms) „ I lOi

Hard York, ditto i, 2 10
Dittoditto6in, sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup, 3b

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 1 3

•All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depnt por foot cube I 7^

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, U 1 oi
lieer Stcne, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft, average ;
—

Brown White

4

3 3
14

13
14

Delivered on road waggons
]

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
[

Pimlico Wharf )

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 12 12 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 20x10... 13 3 6
20x13 ... 13 17 6

Firstquality 20x10 ... 13
20x13 ... 13 15
16x 8 ... 7 5

Fureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

20K12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 12 6
18x10 ... 9 13 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 2 3 ...£0 3

per 1,000 of
1,200 at r.stn

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 1;

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wu-e Cuts.,. 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Farebam Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnoso 10
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 11

2.iin. Best Red Ac-
)

per 1,000 alongside, in
[river.

livered
at rly. stn.

(Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

crington Plastic J 4 10 6
Facing Bricks ;
" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1 ,000
Bricks £3 10

3j" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3k" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
38" ditto ditto through and through 3
38" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

.\ccrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4h" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

i^" ditto ditto
i" ditto ditto

4<

4l

4i" ditto
9" ditto
9" ditto ditto
9" ditto
9" ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto

ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works

2 1

2 6
3 1

3 11

3 9
4 6
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aiiAZED BRIOKS.
HABD GLAZES, (rER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Biitf. Cream. Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Oolours. Colours.

£12 7 6 ilO 17 B £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 b

Quoins, Bullnose. and 44in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 IB 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles-
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. eacli 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers f22 17 6
Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass b^cks, circular and arch bricks'

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour,

stretchers cut for ciosers and Nicked
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations.

8d. each 8d. each

Not
exceed-
ing Din.
by 4^in.

by 2iin.
Double

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36

Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21

B. a.
6 per yard, delivered

s. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
6. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TIIiES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Bro3eley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red. brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards! 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 ,. ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles:-Plaintiles(Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44 ,

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 ,, „

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 8
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,, ,,

Hartshill" brand plain tiles.

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,.

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale. per tun £38 15
Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon , ...

Do., Mauritius ,, ...

Palm, Lagos ,, ...

Do. Nut Kernel , ...

Oleine ,, ...

Sperm
Lubricating U.S per gal
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel , ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,, ...

Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

.

seed Oil)
(percwt.

Pure Linseed Oil 1

" Stority " Brand ) "

36 15
29
39 10
31
46
43 10
42 10

to £39
„ 27

19
2
3
2

9

5
5

10
5

8

6i
10

10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2d. ...

Thurds 2id. ...

Fluted Sheet 25d. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate :

figured Rolled and Repouesine

21oz 26oz 32oz
3d. ... 3M. ... 4|d.
3id.
3}d.

... 4»d. ... 5ld.
... yd. ... 7d.

*in. '/i8in. iin.
2id. ... 2(d. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
Sid. .. 6d.

VARNISHES} &0. Fer gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 1*3 H
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
At the exhibition in comiection with ihe

seventeenth meeting nf the Tnternaiional
Congress of Medicine, the Ronuk Company was
awarded a gold me<la! I'or (heir sanitary polishes

and appliances.

Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators
!uiv{' lieen employed at Dinnington Picture
Palaic. Dinniuirton, Yorks.

Tlie second iVorth-Kastern C'ounties Builders',

Decorators', and Sanitary Trades' Exhibition
will be held from November 11 to November 22,

at the Exhibition Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne. A
unique feature of the exhibition will be that
standholders will practically have their space
outlay returned in the form of "Free Season
Admission Tickets," these being quite in addition
to the publicity work undertaken by tlie

management.
^i» ~

Mr. S. Wilkinson, chief engineer's assistant

uid resident engineer at the Surbiton sewage
works, has resigned in order to take up a re-

sponsible position at Valparaiso, Chili.

Mr. \V. E- Warburlon. surveyor to the
Hornsea llrban District Council, has been
granted an honorarium of i^50 in consideration
of ex<ra work caused in preparing the plans and
specifications in connection with the erection of

the new pavilion-

Bishop Brindle. D.S.n . of Nottingham, laid

un Monday the foundation-stone t)f a new
Roman Catholic church at Ashby-de-!a-Zouch.
which is to cost i-13,(K;0. The church is being
erected from the proceeds of jewels which were
left to be sold for that purpose by Flora, first

wife of the Duke of Norfolk, who. before her
marriage, was a Protestant.

The Local Government Boanl have given
authority to the corporation of Liverpool to pre-

pare a further town-planning scheme under the
Housing and Town Planning Act. 1909 The
scheme now authorised to be prepared will relate

to an area of about 1 .177 acrres situate partly

within the city and partly within (he urban
district of Allerton.

The first term of the new session of

the University of London Slade School of

Fine Art will begin at University College,

Gower-street, W.C., on Monday. October 6. A
special diploma course has been Instituted,

enabling students who take full-time courses,

and who satisfy the conditions governing the

diploma course, to obtain a University Diploma
111 Fine Art. Mr. Sydney Mawson will conduct
a new course in ornamental design and historic

styles.

Speaking at Wellington. New South Wales, on
Mouday. Mr. Carmichael. the Minister of Educa-
tion for that State, emphasised the progressive

educational policy of the Go\ernment. which, he
said, aimed at the best system possible. At the
end of the year, school buildings to the value of

i^236,000 were in course of construction, of which
sum X12S.000 was being spent in the country
districts. At the present time work consisting
of the construction of new schools and of addi-
tions to and the remodelling of others was in

progress to the value of .€129,41" in the capital

and of ±'142.829 in the country.

The memorial tablet to James Burbage
(builder of the first Kiiglish playhouse! and a
number of other Elizabt-I tian actors, which has
been subscribed for liy members of the London
Shakespeare League and their friends, is about
to be placed on the north wall of the north aisle

in St. Leonard's Church. Sliorcditch. The
design, by Mr. William IL Ansell. A R.l.B.A..
consists of a tablet in white marble. 8ft. 6in. in

height, with incised inscription surrounded by a
green marl)le moulding in the style of the
l-'nglish Renaissance, as interpreted by Dance,
the pupd of Sir Christopher Wren, who designed
the church. The sole ornament is a laurel

wreath in the centre of the upper part.

OGILVIE&CO.
TtleT-hocer D.\LSTON U- --

Many years connecter!
Ihe Ute firm of W.
LASCELLES .S- "H,

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N,

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINEKY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'Vk^A'^'

FOK
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY Tn—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•*• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.
Aberdeen.—For additions to premises in Berryden-

road, for the Northern Co-operative Co., Ltd. Messrs.
Wilsons and Walker, )81a, Union-street, Aberdeen,
architects. Accepted tenders :

—
Mason :

—
Gould, B £830

Iron :

—

Sangster, J. A 633 « 10
Carpenter:—

Lyall, G., jan 2B1 1«

Plasterers :

—
Clark and Chapman 206 18

Plumber :—
Ogilvie, ri 175

Slaters :
—

Currie, G., and Co 134 3 .5

Painter;—
Buchan, A 98 10 tj

Abekdeek.—For the equipment of the Caimery refuse
tip, for the corporation. Tenders recommended for

acceptance:— Fencmg:—
Jamieson, G., and Co., Aberdeen i'U.i

Lancashire boiler;—
Wilson, W., and Co., Glasgow ... 192

BsDWELMT.—For construction of a road between St.

David's Church and Fairview, for the Bedwellty Urban
District Council :

—

Lawrence, J.. Bargoed (accepted) £1,157 3 H

Beninuton.—For erection of two pairs of cottages at

Benington. for the Boston Rural District Council. Mr.
H. Kidd, Kirton, architect ;

—

Two pairs:-
Dawson. W., Boston £767
Varoplew Bros., Fnskney 723

Allen, M. H., Wrangle 712

Belton and Co., Gipsy Bridge* ... H48

One pair ;
—

Petl, Skirbeck aS3
* Accepted.

Bi(..Gi.E.>«ADE. — For supplying and laying is,500

yards of cast-iion wator-maius, in the parishes of

Potton and Sutton, for the Biggleswade Rural District

Council. Mr. H. Carne, A.M.LO.B., waterworks
engineer:

—

Pearce, J. W., i Co., Morecambe £9,32li 16

Griffiths, W., London 8,071 7 8

Williams, H., St. Albans 7,»60 1 li

Chamberlain, C, Leicester ... 8.056 13 8

Wright, W., Chesham H.Si" 4 3

Riley, J., Cheltenham B.485 5 10

Crawford Bros., Bournemouth ... 6,472 7 II

Brebner. R. 0., 4; Co., Ediuburgh 6,398 16 8

Wilmott, W. G , Rushdeu 6.262 18 3

Ball. C, Letchworth 6.C94 6 3

Mofiat, J.. Manchester 6,060 18 I

Jackson, W., Forest Gate 6.036 9 8

Hodson, P., and Co., Nuttingbam 5,901 4

Wilson, W.. and Co., Newcastle ... "> 833 17 9

Sykes, A., Nottingham .5,81/ 9 10

Thompson, W., Luton 5,732 18 10

Patterson, W., i Hon, Bleaford ... 5,692 12 2

Bailey, F. J..andCo., Ashwell ... 5,660 1

Stavdley Iron Co., Chestortield ... 5,483 14 3

Ashley, A., Mansfielrt 5,36110
Middletun and Hopper, Langholm .'.,387 6 5

Marland,F., Ashton-under-Lyne* 6,043 18 5

'Accepted. Engineer's estimate, £5,188.

BoNciiH, Pembroke.—For clearing site, oxcavatmg
foundation and erection of cbapol house at Boncath :

—
Elias, B., Penygraig £245 10

James, T., Penygraig 245 10

Thomas, G., Nowcbapel 199

James, D., Boncath (accepted) ... 188 16

Thomas, T. G., Kilgorran 188 15

BovuNE, LiNcoi.NSHint. — For the erection of six

houses on the allotment lands, for the urban district

council ;

—

Hinson, T. U. (accepted).

Burnhau-on-Croich.—For the erection of cookery

and handicraft centre, for the Essex Education Com-

mittee. Mr. F. Whitmore, Chelmsford, county

architect ;

—

Eglin and Co., Chelmsford ... £1,296

Sharpiu, W. S., Bcw 1,368

Gladwell, H., Walton.on-Naze ... 1,341

Wallis, H. S., Fcli.-istowe 1,329 10 6

Davey and Arm itage, Southend... 1,193

Myall Bros.. Southend 1,137 10

Brown, A., Braintree 1,10" " "

Trudgott, W., Colchester 1,085

Gould, G., Bumham 1,018 10 6

Bacon, G. F., Bumham* 1,008
• Recommended for acceptance.
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BccKLisi).—For tbo orecUoa o( a bank, tor the

National Provincial Banli of England :
—

Denne. T. T 19.819

Bromley. W 8.800

Griggs, W. H. ^^.593

Haywarri and Paraiuor 8.WD
Denne, G H., and Son 8.39:<

Crowbokovuh. — For construction ot storm-water

sewers at Crowborough, for the East firmstead Rural

District Council :

—
Streeter Bros., Croydon taocepted) £lUJ 3

Ckoidon. — For enlargement of the Ecclesbourne-

road School, for the Corporation —
Smith. J., and Sons, Ltd., South
Norwood £i,.iUl n

Davey and Armitage, Southend-
on-Sea 2,575

Foster, F. and i J , South Norwood :i,64'3

Lorden, W. H., and Ron, Ltd.,

Upper Tooting 3.-19H

Bummers Bros., Worthing J,43 I 111 I

Saunders, E. J,, L'ro.vdon 2,138

Smith, W., .t Sons, Lttl., London-
road, Croydon (accepted) ... 2,39H o

DvBMiLi..—For the construction of 620 yards ot con-

crete BOa wall and apron, adjoining the main road
from Maryport to Silloth, at Dubmill, 5i miles from
Silloth and four miles from Bullgill Station, for the
Cumberland County Council. Mr. W. Finch, The
Courts, t'arlisle, count.y surveyor :

—

Middloton and Hoiiper, Aspatria... £7,510 It

Moffat, .1., Manchester 7,M4 « '>

Pearce. J. iV.,andCo , Morecaiube 7,411 9

Doloughan and Malcaster, Cleator
Moor 7,137 10

Dawson, J. Hazelholme, Cleator* 6,77.5 18 H

Brebner, R. C, and Co., Edin-
burgh (withdrawn) t>,6t>5 10 8

' Accepted. (The sum included for contingencies has
been deducted from the total amount of tender in

each case.)

East Pbeston.—For relaying the workhouse outfall

drain to the sea, for the guardians ;
—

Drake, J. C, Rustington £345
(Recommended for acceptance.)

FoLEsHiLL.—For the construction of two bridges over
stream at Holbrooke an-i Bedlam-lanes, Foleshill, and
raising the highwa.vs to the re<|uired level, for the rural

district cocuncil. Mr. A. Ernejt Newey, engineer and
surveyor:

—

Boon and Sons, Coventry ... .. £1,150 7 8

Jones and Bacon. Foleshill ... 1,143 3 7

KelleyandSon, Foleshill 1,035 16 9

White, J., jun., Handsworth,
Birmingham ... ... ... 953 3 6

Palmer, A. E., Glentield, near
Leicester 711 7

Green, W. H., Corley Moor,
Coventry (accepted) H9t> 7

Gii.i.i!*GHAM.—For extending the engine room, S^'d , at

the electric generating station, GilUngham-road, for

the town council. Mr. J. L. Redfern, borough
surveyor :—

Works Department, Gillingham .. £.1,015

Philips, H. E., Gillingham ... 1,992

Gates, G., and Sons. Frindsbury* 1,938
• Accepted.

Glem-akg.—For reservoirs and pipe laying in

connection with waterworks at (ilenfarg. Accepted
tenders :

—

Reservoirs :

—

Jackson ic Anderson. Edinburgh £61,727
Pipes :—

McLaren, R., and Co., Glasgow ... 8,187

Ltvi.AND.—For taking up the existing culvert, con-
structing a new culvert, and road widening and
improvement works in Chapel Brow, Leyland, for the
urban district council. Mr. M. H. Williinson, sur-

veyor .

—

Farrell, ,(., Bliickpool £1,013 4 5
Haves, F., Liverpool 883 10 2

Marland Bros., Leyland 731 12 9
SutcliHe, J., New Longton ... 702 10

Greyson, W., Lytham (accepted) 677 16 1

Surveyor's estimate, £697.

LiN(.oLN.— For erection of a nurses' home and an
additional ward at the Lincoln County Hospital. Mr.
W. G. Watkius, St. Edmoud's Chamber, Silver-street,

Lincoln, architect :
—

Halkes Bros., Lincoln £10,216
PattinsonA Son, Ltd., Ruskington 9,178

MaxeyandSon, Sleaford 8,810

Bow, T., Nottingham 8,88.5

Horton, S. and R., and Sons,
Ltd., Lincoln 8.528

Wright and Sons, Ltd., Lincoln* 8,184
* Accepted.

Li^. Ell.—For the erection of a new liridge over the

Barmston drain at Lissett, for the Bridlington Rural
District Council -

—
Robinson, B., Hull iBccopted) ... t)26

LoyuoN. W.—For alterations to the two electric

passenger lifts at the inlirmary, tor the Hinmersmith
Board ofGuardiauS:—

Waygood and Co., Falmouth-
road, 8.E. (accepted) £317

London, W.—For reconstructiou of R*nelagh-road
footbridge (ferro-concrete), for the Pdddin!<toa Borough
Council :

—
Wallis, G. E., and Sous, Ltd. ... £3,380

(Accepted.)
London, W.—For decorating the town hall, for tho

Paddington Borough Council ;
—

Years, J., and Co., Craven Park-
terrace (accepted)... ... ... £393 o

London, W.C.—For the erection of jtu office for the
medical superintendent at the infirmary, for the Mary-
lebone Board of Guardians :—

Lavmgton and Co., Bernera-street £183
(Accepted.)

London, S.E.—For varnishing at the infirmary, lor

the Lewisham ' ruardians ;

—
Beeney. Courthill-road, Lewisham £276 10

Ball and Stenhene, Lewisham ... 250 10 6

Maskell, Hither Green 235

Coppin, Hither Green 225

Loaeby, Hither Green 210

Finch and Finch 196

Marshall, Forest Hill 176 17

Hewene, A. ,(., High-street
Lewisham 151 15

Mack, Ewhurst-road, Brockley ... IIO

Amey Bros., Catford (accepted) ... 121 17 6

LoLGBBOKOLcH.— For Supplying and fixing a boiler

at the "electricity works, for the town cx^uacil :
—

Clarke, Chapman, & Co., Ltd.* ... £1,88]

Baljcock and Wilcox, Ltd 1,532

Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd 1,516
* Amended to £1,771 and accepted.

Li'TON.—For the erection of OBicea in Dpp^r George-
street, for the Prudential Assurance Co. :—

Pryer, G. W £7,659
Higgs, Northampton 7.388

White, C.H. ..." 7,181

Saunders, J., and Son 7,021

Drever, O. P., Kettering 6,973

Dunham and Sons 6,938

Neville, T. E 6,896

Miskin, C, and Son, St. Albans .. 6,868 cl

Hickman and Son. Market
Harborough (accepted) 6,86i>

(Rest of Luton.)

Micci.iailELD.—For the supply of furniture and
fittings, for the education committee :

—
Bennett Furnishing Co. (accepted) £5)1 6

MirciiAM.—For tho reconstractiou of the heating
luHallationatttieirworkhouse, Woitern-rjad, Mitoham,

for the Holborn Guardians :
—

Finch, B., and Co., Ltd.,

Bolvedore-road. S.E £i,72)

Ashwell and Nesbit, Ltd., Great
Jamoa-street, W.C 3,62J

Reason, W.,Ro8el)ery-avenue,E.C. 3,127

Strode and Co., Ltd., tisnaburgh-
street, N.W .3,198

Buckley's (London), Ltd., Bank
Chambers, Holborn. W.C. ... 3,165

Albion Iron Co. (London), Ltd.,

Upper Thames-street, E.C. ... 3,160

Braaley,G. and E., Lever-st.. E.C. 3,150

Lund Bros., and Co., Queen
Victoria-street, E.C 3,118 17 2

Beaver aud Sons, Ltd., Victoria

street, 8.W 2,998 15

Brightside Foundry .fc Enginering
Co., Ltd., Victoria-street, S.W. 2,070

Berry, Z. D., and Sons, Albion
Works, Rege:;c,y-8treBt, S.W. ... 2,961

Wall, B., Alice VVorks, Summers
Town, S.W 2,881 7 10

Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,

Eccleaion-street, S.W 2,875 13

Cannon, W. G., and Sous, Ltd.,

107, London-road, S.E.* 2,685

Sections, 1, 2, and 3 only.

Parker, B., Ltd., Suffolk-street,

Birmingham 1,919 11 5

Sections 1 and 5.

Drowett, .1.. and Son, London-
road, Mitch im 716

• Recommended for acoeptanca.

Park Prewetj-.—For heating the new lunatic asylum
now in course of erection at Paris Prewett, near Basing-

stoke, for the Hants County Council :
—

Korting and Co. (accepted) ...£15,853 19 3

(Lowest of four tenders received.)

Kam, v.iiE.—For painting and decorative worl^- at
Albion House, 26, AlbioQ-placo, and cottage at rear, tor

tho works committee ;
—

Jarman Bros £320
Dunn, E. R 17.5 o
iirummant. Bros, (accepted) ... 175

Reddiilh.—For the erection aud fitting of shops m
George-street, Redditch. tor the Alcester Co-op3rativ6
Industrial Societ.y, Ltd. Mr. .1. Johnson, Redditch
architect. Quantities by the architect :

—
Huius and Seden, Ltd £3,859
Surman, H 2.793

Avery, A. G. ..' 2,700

Hhrimpton, J 2,7.10

Eakins. W. H., aud Son 2,87S

Huins, C. G., and Sons 2.657 10

Huins, G., and Son (accepted) ... 2,6J0

Morgan, H., Birmingham 2,519

Rest of Redditch.

Sawukiugewukih.—For paving at Sawbridgeworth,
(or the Herts t)ounty Council, Mr. U. A. Smith,
county surveyor .

—

Day, J., and Son, Bishop's
Stortford £917 19

Inns aud Co., Stevenage 762 7 9
Glasscock aud Bon, Bishop's

Stortford 711 18 6
Wheeler and Co.. London 731 8

Free and Sons, Maidenhead ... 705 17

Catley, A. T., London 699 18
French, W. and C, Buckhurst

Hill 677 2

Hayes, F.,8eaforth, Liveriiool ... 607 4 9
Williams, H., St. Albans 681 9 7

Farley, T., Lye, Stourbridge* ... 558 1

• Accepted.
Bawbridgewokiu. — For the erection of a bridge at

Sawbridgeworth, tor tho Herts County Council. Mr.
I J. A. Smith, county surveyor :

—
Pedrette, T. W., Enfield £2,715 o
Higgins, W., Northamjiton ... 2,733 6 11

Muirhead, W., and Co., London ... 2,670 16 6

Jackson, J., Barking 2,5J0 15 5

French, W. i C, Buckhurst Hill 2,181
Paul, P. R., Waltham Abbey ... 2,213

Lowe, W., Nottingham 3,138 11

Catley, A. T., Loudon 3,020

Trentham, P. G., Walthamstow ... 1,985

Day, 8., and Son, Bishop's
Stortford (accepted) l,8il 8 6

TivETriHALL.—For the erection of Tivetehall Rector.y,

Norfolk :
—

Ludkiu, W. H., Banham £1,891 10

Young, J., and Son, Norwich ... 1,785

Rayner, A. F., Harleston l,7i)7

Baldwin, B., Woodton 1,675

Smith, B. J., Bunwell (accepted)... 1,670 o

'riaNiii-S'^VAiiE, E.C— For building the foundations
ot the new head otllces for the Port of London Authority.
Mr. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A., arctiitect :

—
Mowleai, J., and C:o., Ltd., Grosveuor Wharf,

Pimlioo (accepted).
(Amount between £l),0oO aud £50,000.)

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
We do Dot hold ourselves rcpponsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All conimunications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspoQdents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed

to the EDITOR of the BUILDINO News, Etflngham
House, 1, Arundel-street. Strand, W.C., and not to

members of the start by name. Delay is not infre-

c|Uently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.
~* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. Ot

more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than

we can insert, but arc glad to do so when space

permits on mutually advantageous terms, which maj
be ascertained on appUcation.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindiv to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

some time executed, except under special circum-

stances.

Cheques and rost-office Orders to be made payable

to THE Strand Newspaper Company. Limited, and

crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Aug. 25-

.. 37-

Sept. 1-

3-

Oct. 31-

Nov. 1-

1-

,. 18-

„ 29-

Jan. 2-

(1914)
No date-

-Cottage Homes, Tendnng
-Pauper Lunatic Asylum, Extending, Bracebrldge
-Town Planning the Borough, High Wycombe (Assessors) £26. £10, £6
-Branch Co-operative Premises, High WheatleyHiU £25, £15, £10 (Assessor)

-Houses and Planning, York £100, £50, £25
-Royal Palace, Sofia, Bulgaria
-Law Courts, Sofia. Bulgaria
-Destructor, Bchaerbeek-lei-Bru.xelles -

-Baud Pavilion, West Clifl, Folkestone (limit of cost

£20,000). (Edwin T. HaU, F.R.I.B.A.. 34, Bedford-
square, W.C, Assessor)

•Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings
and Alterations. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) ;.,

-New Offices for Board of Trade, ice, Whitehall Gardens,
S.W. [R. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Bir Aston Webb, U.V.O , C.B.,
R A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, tea will be Selected,

with £300 Hosarftrlam each

,
Haswell.

A. J. H. Ward, Clerk, Har^rich.

The Clerk, Sand 6, Bauk-street. Lincoln.

T J. Rushbrooke, Boro' Bur., High Wycombe.
The General Manager, Co-operative Society, Ltd.

F. W. Snurr, City Engineer, Guildhall, York.

Section d' Architecture au Ministere des Travaux Pub ics, Sofia.

SecUon d'Architecture au Ministere des Travaux Publics, Sohj.

Service de 1'Inger.ieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.

A. F. KidBon, Town Clerk, Folkestone.

Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

The Secretary, H.M. Offlce of Works, Storey's Gale, S.W.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Aug. 22—;

M 23-

„ -12-

,. -^2-

.. 22-

-Nevr Poet Office, Mftrypori
-Six Spmi-detached \'illas, Rugby
-Workboupe, Additions to, Bouehton Heath, Cheater
-EstendiDg Postal Stores. Islinffton , ..

-Public School. Lflundrv and Cookery Room at, Kinzean ...

-Forward Mrvement Hall. Sandfields, Abenivon
-Two Pairs of Cottages. Bacuosthorpe, near Holt
-Fire-engino House, Extension o|, Harlow
-Hoepilal, RobrovPton Estate. Gl«sgow
-One Pair of Cotiases. West Beckham, near Sheringham ...

-Coronation Hall. Ulverstcn
-Farmhoui^e, 'Additions to, Auchertyre
-School, Additions to. Greystoke
-Houses (12), Hicrhgflte-lane. Lepton
-County Court, Extending, Wandsworth :

-Bothy CroHslea
-( 'hUTch at Gellick, Liraberg, Belgium
-Pair of Villas. Wellfield-road, Marsh, Huddersfield
-Wards and Nurses' Quarters at Dispensary, Pontefract ...

-Scattered Homes. Reiiairing, Plymouth
-Four Semi-detacbed Houpcb Bingley-road, Heaton
-Infirmary, Repairs to. Cleveland-street, W
-Borough Asylum, Two Blocks ot Buildings at, Canterbury
-Workhouse. AUerations to, Epsom
-Branch Premises, Edgeley
-Two Lock-up Shops, Jack-lane, Leeds
-Council School, Alterations to, Haxby
-Two Cottages. High Dyke, Oockermouth
-Bead Post Office, Alterations to. Perth
-Gaeworks. Vertical Retort House at, Aberdeen
-Fever Hospital. Extension to, Stoke-on-Trent
-Stabling, Adswood Sidings, Stockoort
-Working-class Dwellincs (lOit), Chelmsford
-HouEe on Garden City Principle, Polkemmet
-Baths. North-Eastern Fever Hospital. Tottenham, N
-Four Working-CIasB Dwellings. Wallingford
-Wesleyan ('hurch, Reslating, Dearham
-House on ' Inrden City Principle, Bathville
-Semi-detached Artisan Dwellings, Glastonbury
-Wajne-Morgan Constitu. Club, Rebuilding, Trehafod
-Shed Extension, Brook Ambulance Station, S.E
-Workmen's Dwellings, Cumnock
-St. Clement's Sunday School, Bratiford -.„

-Pumping Station, Mostpits. Shellield
-Old Ir tirmary Buildings, Alterations to, Haslingden..j
-Workbciise, Repairs to, ( ^riffithstown, Pontypool
-School, Upper Loughor
-'* Sheffield Telegraph " Buildings, Shetheld
-House on Garden City Principle. Bents ..

-Printing Office, Cairo
-School for Blind, Additions to, Bradford
-GillJDgate Hall, Extentions to, Kendal
-Schools, Sundry Works at, Green-st.. Upton Park, B
-Guildhall Premises, Additions to, Winchester
-Coal-gas Plant, Thomas-street, Bii-kenhead
-Lodge Offices, A-c, at New Cemetery, chilcombe

BUILDINGS.
H.M, Works CommisBionors .

Park Estate Vendors
Tarvin Guardians ,

H.M. Works Comraiasioncrs .,

Birse School Board

Erpingham Rural District Council..

Parish Council
Corooration
Erpingham Rural District Council..

Cumberland Education Committee .

Urban District Council
H.M. Works Commissioners

Guardians..

St. Gilea-in-the-Fields Guardians ...

Visiting Committee
Guardians
Stockport Co-op. Society, Ltd
Improvements Committee
North Riding Education Committee

H.M. Works Commissioners ,

Town Council
Joint Hospital Board
Co-operative Society, Ltd
Corporation
West Lothian Housing Soc, Ltd.
Metropolitan Asylums Board ....

Corporation

West Lothian Housing Soc, Ltd.
E. Jardine. M.P
Committee
Metropolitan Ayslums Board ....

Town Council

Urban District Council
Guardians
Guardians
Glamorgan County Council

West Lothian Housing Soc, Ltd.
Giza Survey Department
Education Committee

St. George-in-the-East Guardians
Corporation
Corporation
Winchester Corporation

, The Secretary, H.M. Otfice of Works, Storey'ts Gate, S.W.
Franklin and Newman, Archts., Rugby.
J. H.Daviesand Sons. Archts , It, Newgatc-strect, Chester.
The Secretarv. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
G. Bennett Mitchell, Archt., U8, L'n ion-street, Aberdeen,
F. B. Smith, M.S. A.. Port Talbot.

J. T. Willis, Deputy ('lerk, Cromer-road, Sheringham.
B.Deards, Cleric, West-street, Harlow, Essex.

J. Lindsay, Town Clerk. City Chambers, Glasgow.
J. T. Willis, Deputy Clerk. Cromer-road, Sheringham.
Settle and Bmndrit, AA.R.I.B.A., Ulverston.

J. Wittet, Archt.. Elgin.

J. Forster, M.S. A., 13, Earl-street, Carlisle.

J. B. Abbey and Son, Archts., New-street, Huddersfield.
The Secretary, H.M. Oflice of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. Wittet, Archt., Elgin.
The Gouvernement Provincial, Hasselt, Belgium.
A. G. Slftddin, Archt., 39, Briggate, Brighouse.
W. J. Tennant, Archt.. Pontefract.

W. H. Davey, Clerk. Greenbank-road, Plymouth.
H. E. Prieetloy. M.S. A., 4, Bertram-road, Manninghain.
S. Afbley, Clerk, 57, Broad-street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Jennings and Gray. Archts., Canterbury.
A. C. Williams. Archt., 53, Doughty-street, W.C.
Wrathmell & Blacltshaw, LL.R.I.B.A,. St. Petcr'8-8<|., Stockport,
W. T. Lancashire. City Eng.. Municipal Buildings, Leeds.
J. C. Wrigley, Sec. County Oflices, Northallerton.

J. R. Mitchell and Sons, Archts.. Cockermouth.
H.M. Office of Works, 3, Parliament-erjuare, Edinburgh.
S. Milne, Gas Engineer. Aberdeen.
E. Jones, M.S. A., 10. Albion-street. Haaley.
Wrathmell k Blackshaw, LL.R I.B.A., St. Peter's-sq., Stockport.
P. T. Harrison, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Chelmsford.
The Secretary, 109. Hope-street. Glasgow.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E,. Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, B.C.
The Borough Surveyor, St. Martiu's-street, Wallingford.
J. W. Johnston. Derwent College, Dearham.
The Secretary. 109, Hope-street, Glasgow.
Bowring& Palmer A: Sons, Surs., fi6. High-street. Glastonbury.
Evans, Williams, and Evans, Archts , Pontyuridd,
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng-in-Cbief, Embankment, E.C.
J. Arthur, Archt., 131, West Regent-street, Glasgow.
H. E. Priestley, M.S. A., 4, Bertram-road, Mauningham.
R. Green, M.Inst.C.E., 37, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
H, Ross, Archt., l'>. Cannon-street, Accrington.
Lougher and Co., Archts., Pontypool.
The Clerk. Glamorgan County Hall, Cathays Park, CardilV.

Gibbs, Fiockton,&Teather, Archts., 15. St. Jaines'-row, Sheffield,
The Secretary, lOli, Hope-street, Glasgow.
The Inspector, State BIdga. Dept.. Public Works Ministry, Cairo.
The City Arcbittct, Town Hall, Bradford.
M. G. Shaw, Archt., 45, Higbgate. Kendal.
W. Watton, A.R.LB.A., 53 and 54, Chancery-lane, W.C.
W. V. Andereon, City Archt,. Guildhall, Winchester.
The Gas Engineer, Thomas-street, Birkenhead.
W. V. Andereon, City Archt., Guildhall Winchester.

A New Scries of Large Ideal Boilers.

The No. T, "P" Series Boilers now beiiijr made

at our Hull Works, represent a distinct advance in

Boiler Construction.

They are supplied in lo sizes both for Steam and

Water, with capacities of 1,700 to 5,200 square feet

of steam radiation and 3,000 to 9,300 square feet of

water radiation arc all fitted with instdated steel

jacket can be supplied with top-firing door if

required, and for facility in transport all sections are

made in halves.

I\riiu'ulars and /'ria.s on rv(/iusl. ' Ideal" No. ;i-P-.SO Water Boiler.

N/VnONALRADIATOKrOl^ANY 4;51) & 441, U.vl,mi Street, L,.n.l..n, W.

WORKS:
HULL, York>

Agents
I
BAXENDALE V CO., Lid.. Miller Street Works. MANCHESTER,

carrying Slocks \ WILLIAM MACLEOD S CO., 60, 62, ff 64, Robertson Street. GLASGOW.
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New Science Mnseum, South Kensington. View
and plans. Mr. li. .1 Allison, A.R.I.B.A. (H.M.
Olllce of Works), Architect.

Hiriiiiiighaul Hospital for Childrau. View.^and plan.
Mr. !'. W. .Martin, .\rchitect.

House at Steeple Aston, Oxfordshire. View and
l)lans. Mr. William V. Daft, A.K.I.B.A.. Archi-
tect.

Bow C:hurch Steeple, Cheapside. Sir Christopher
Wren, .\rchittM;t, Royal Atioflemy Silver Medal
Drawing, by Mr. William Toogood.

County of Northumlierland Elementary School.
Stalieford. Mr. O. Tophani Forrest, )jic.R.f.H..\.,
Architect.

Reinforced Concrete Buildings.
A New Handbook to Bath Abliey .

THE L.G'.B. REPORT ON TOWN
rL.\NNING.

"Part II.—Housing and Town I'Lin-
ning" (CD. 0981, Tel.) is now ready, and
may, we suppo.se, be had of the" usual
<;overninint agents througli any hook-
seller. It was, presumaldy, issued to the
daily papi rs last Friday, though when wo
rang up Wymans the day before they
'knew nothing about it," and when «e
sent to buy a copy on Saturday last, "they
\vcre all gone, and they didn't know when
they should have any more." Thanks to
j\[i'. .John Burns's courtesy, \ve got a copy
on Tuesday, so pi'obably by now it is gene-
lally available. It is well worth reading,
and on the whole satisfactory. It groups
what has been done during the year under
four lieads.

-\. -Information as to housing conditions ; reports
of medical ofBcers of health ; visits and inspections
by our inspectors, &c.
B.—.Action in respect of improvement schemes

under Part I. of the Housing of the Working Classes
Act, 1890.

C—Proceedings of local authorities under Part II.
of the .Act of 1890 (including the substituted and addi-
tional provisions contained in Part I. of the Housini;,
Town Planning, &c.. Act, 1909) ; reLoiistriKtioii
schemes: appeals as regards closing and demolition
orders, orders to repair &e.
D.—Provision of dwellings by local authorities

under Part III. of the Act of 1899; by-laws as affect-
ing the provision of houses for the working classes :

compulsory acquisition of lands ; expenses of rural
district council, &c.
E.—Complaints of default of local authorities.
F.—Miscellaneous.

The Board is evidently keeping its eyes
well open, and local authorities inclined
to shirk housing had better be careful. The
Board remembers things. For instance,
in connection with any inquiry with re-

gard, to an ap])lication for the issue of a
]>rovisional order for extending the
lioundaries of a borough or for constituting
a county l)orough, the inspector holding
the inquiry is instructed to make fome
investigation of the housing conditions of

the borough, and where his report indi-
cates that the conditions need improve-
ment, the Board avails itself of the oppor-
tunity of pressing the council to deal with
the matter. As an example, wc may refer
to the application which the town council
of Wakefifld made during the year for a
]u'uvisional order constituting the borough
a county borough. The inquiry .held

placed the Board in a position to bring
some pressure to bear upon the council
with regard to a dearth of houses for the
working classes in the borough, and in

i-esponse to a letter which was addressed
to the town council on the subject, they
have now given the Board a formal under-
taking to erect without delay at least 100
houses. The Board, too, keeps a big book
of press-cuttings, and any man who is sick

of the inertia of his local authority should

stir .things up iu that district either by
pulilic mettings or letters to the local

papers.

When building by-laws are out of date
or oppressive, the Board is alive to the
fact. More and more the medical officers

of health are encouraged to watch this

matter in their reports, on the receijit of

which the Board wakes up the local

authority and helps revision. More, pro-
bably, might be done in this w-ay, and of this

the Report reminds those concerned. For
instance, although many medical officers

of health are careful that their annual
reports should include particulars as to

the number of new houses erected during
the year or in course of erection at the
end of the year, there are very few who
distinguish working-class dwellings from
others of a superior type, or who attempt
to give even an approximate iilca of the
rents obtaining in the district in respect

of such dwellings. The Boarel is an.xious

tliat the information shoukl be as compre-
hensive and as complete as possible.

Systematic inspection is working well,

on the whole, though some authorities

still seem to fancy that the inspection

which the law requires them to make is

to be carried out or neglected according to

ihcir own view of its necessity or desira-

bility. In many districts hitherto sup-

posed to have sufficient houses for their

inhabitants, the need for additional accom-
modation has been brought to liglit. In
many more it might be. In 1909 steps

were taken in 4.")S districts to deal with,

obstructive buildings and houses unfit for

habitation ; in 1910 in 474 districts ; in

1911 in 8.50 districts; and in 1912 in

1,192 districts. Thus in 1912 action of

this sort was being taken in 66 ))cr cent,

of the sanitary districts of England and
Wales. In the year 1912 47.429 represen-

tations were made by medical otficers of

health as to houses being unfit for b:ibita-

tion. The corresponding number in 1909

was only 0,312. During the two years

ending March, 1912, 20,4.59 of the 54,009

houses in respect of which representations

were made and which were not dealt with

by notice from the local authorities to

repair have been made fit. for habitation

by their owners without the_ necessity for

resorting to closing orders. During the

year ending March 31. 1912, local authori-

ties issued notices requiring repairs to be

done to 43,781 houses in cases where,

under the -Act of 1909. an undertaking by

the landlord was impli'd that he would,

during the tenancy, keep the house in all

respects reasonably fit for human habita-

tion. Of these neitices 31,289 were satis-

factorily complied with by the landlords,

whilst the remainder were for the most
part dealt with by closing orders. During
the year under review the Boarel author-
ised 69 local authorities to borrow
£403,158 for the purpose of providing
dwelling-houses. This sum represents thij

cost approximately of 279 acres of land,

1,880 elwellings oi- tenements, and inci-

dental street works, drainage, fencing,

etc. £59,557 of the above amount was
for the purchase of 40 acres of lanel and
the erection of 331 houses by rural district

councils. The rent proposed to bechargenl
varied from 2s. to 10s. per w'eek, tiie

former sum being the rental charged for a

few two-roomed tenements at Cambridge.
The total amount sanctioneel in loans to

local authorities for this purpose since

1891 is £2,763,008. The report recognises

that progress in the provision of new
houses has not been so great as could have
been wished. In certain districts there is

still a strong sentiment in opposition to

the povision of houses by local authorities.

Figures are not available to show the pre-

cise proportion of the new houses suitable

for occupation by the working classes built

in any one year by private enterprise and

by local authorities respectively ; but it

may safely be asserted that, of the

5,528,108 "dwelling-houses shown in the

report of the Commissioners of Inland

Revenue for 1912 as being exempt from in-

habited house duty, not more than about

15.000 have been erected by local auth.iri-

ties under Part III. of the Act of 1890. -

TOWN PLANNING.

The town-planning movement is pro-

gressing, but we confess our regrets at the

absence of insistence on proper architec-

tural control are still keen. The lioard

admits that

In the first three schemes made by local authoi-ities

(viz , two Birmingham schemes and a Eochdale
scheme) the authorities did not attempt to regula-te

or control bv the schemes to any great extent the

architectural features of the buildings to be erected :

and whilst this omission has. no doubt, been a source

of regret to architects and others who had been

hoping that thev would be able to bring about some
improvement iu this direction as the result of the

Act, it is auestioual lie whether the local authonties

are not wise in leaving these matters, upon which

coi'iiorate opinion might not be entirely satisfactory,

to individual judgment and concentrating their

efforts upon matters upon which they are clearly

competent to decide. In the scheme made towarcL^

the end of the year by the urban district council of

Ruislip-Northwood, some provisions are included in

regard to architectural matters, and these will

receive our vers' careful consideration.

The Board admits that, as we have more

than once pointed out, the popularity of

town-planning is not without its dangers.

One of the most obvious of these is, per-

haps, the tendency on the part of local

authorities lo avoid the trouble; delay,

and expenso said to be involved in making
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a town-planning scheme liy making agree-

ments willi individual landowners outside

the Act. Much can, oJ course, be done

in this direction nnder the existing law,

but in these cases the consideration of

matters to which great importance is

clearly attached in I'art II. oS the Act of

1909 "is avoided. Thus one of the prin-

ciples of that Part of the Act is that the

owner of land being developed is not the

only person interested in its development.

The community and the adjoining land-

owners havo a right to give their views

upon the matter, and to have them con-

sidered. A second i}rinciplc is that of

publicity, the object Itcing that the owners,

the local authority, and tlic ratepayers

and others interested may know to what
they are being committed at each stage of

the proceedings, and its present experi-

ence of this part of the Act of 1909 has

certainly led the Board to the conclusion

that publicity and full discussion at all

stages with the landowners have been of

great beneht both to the local authority

and to the owners. There is no doubt

about that. We are quite sure the Act

never meant to make the big landowner
boss of a show called " a big public im-

provement." but really a huge develop-

ment of his own property at the cost of

the ratepayers.

Up to the end (pf March, 1913, the Board

had authorised the preparation or adop-

tion of 33 schemes by 27 local authorities,

involving a total area of more than 50,000

acres, or over 78 square miles. Four com-
jilete schemes have been submitted. Two
liy Birmingham ; one by Rochdale, and
the other by the urban district council of

Ruislip-Northwood. Among the schemes

the preparation of which was authorised

by the Board in the year 1912-13 are one

of 1,044 acres in Finchky, one of 4,26(1

acres in the borough and rural district of

Luton, one of 1,860 acres in the urban dis-

tricts of Twickenham, Heston, and Isle-

worth, and one of 1,530 acres in Waltham-
stow. In addition, 11 local authorities

have applied for authority to prepare

schemes involving some 20,000 acres, and
the Board has information that some 111

others, many of tlitm in the Greater Lon-

don area, arc considering town-planning

schemes.
We are glad to notice a summary of

variations of the Board's requirements
under the Act which are very satisfactory,

and which should be noted by all inter-

ested, and also to find that the Board has
convinced the Board of Inland Revenue
that statutory declarations required to be

made in pursuance of Art. 31 of the Pro-

cedure Regulations are not liable to

stamp duty. Taken altogether, the Re-
port is welcome testimony to the smooth-
ness with which the Act is working, in

bright contrast with the confusion which
has bemuddled the Insurance Act, and
the exasperating anomalies of thn Land
Valuers' administration of the Finance
Act. We should aU miss Mr. John Burns
at the I;.G.B. badly, but if the coming
changes in the Cabinet people are talking

about transferred him to the Treasury we
believe our own grievances and those of

others which Mr. Lloyd Geoi'g« so readily

postponed the redress of for another six

months would soon disappear under the
influence of the shrewd and practical

common sense of the President of the

I>ocal Government Board.

THE CiATHEDRALS C)F St)UTHERN
SPAIN.

It has been said by the ungrateful that
Spain has no architectural style of her
own. It is retorted by some of the more
appreciative, that, in Spain, architecture

reflects the history and character of the
people to a greater extent than in any other
country. It will be admitted by all that the
Spaniards' earliest, and strongest, and
most lasting expression in art was in build-

ing and in sculpture—even by those who
contend that the essential ideas thereof

have, in the main, been borrowed from
other nations. If the Spanish builders and
sculptors lacked creative genius, they
stamped on their works — on their

cathedrals especially -— a richness and
sjilendour which, if it did not atone for the
lack of reserve and beauty of detail, em-
Ijodied in flcnid magnificence the exulierant

life of the Spanish people.

There has been no lack of English books
on Spanish architecture, nor illustrations

thereof in our own volumes. Street and
Digby Wyatt, Charles Herbert Moore, J.

B. Waring, Henry C. Brewer, and others
have given their best of pen and pencil to

their appreciation and delineation of the
gorgeous examples that capture the
imagination of every student. One of the

most recent and thoughtful contributions,

if .somewhat limited in scope, was Mr. J. A.
Gade's volume, which we reviewed on Jan.
5, 1912, in the New Year's Number, in

which also ajjpeai'ed our reproduction in

colour of Mr. Henry Brewer's fine drawing
of Segovia Cathedral. This week we have
read with pleasure Mrs. Walter M.
Gallichan's ("C. Gasquoine Hartley")
book, published last Monday by T. Werner
Laurie, Ltd., of Clifford's Inn, at six

shillings, which, with its numerous illus-

trations, which include some of the lesser-

known examples, will interest all readers.

She has pi-eviously dealt with the Northern
cathedrals, including Burgos, Toledo, Leon,
Segovia, Salamanca, Avila, and others, and
now devotes herself to those of Andalucia,
Valencia and Murcia, Aragon and Navarre,
and Catalonia.

The Spanish type of Gothic church was,

of course, Gothic development in a land of

strong Romano-Byzantine elements, and in

many ways retained always the charac-
teristics of the old Romanesque church.
The dome or cimborio, its most striking

feature, Mrs. Gallichan contends, was not
borrowed from Fi'ance in the first instance,

as Fergusson writes, but was one of the
many Byzantine f( atures which survived in

Spain longer than in any other European
country. Similarly, we think those mis-

taken who have believed that to the Moors
Spain owed the horse.slioe arch. She had it

as early as the second century, and it was
used by the Visigoths, whose interesting

tind still little-known civilisation was of

Byzantine origin. When the Moors came to

Spain, they found the horseshoe arch
already there, and they adojjted it, exag-
gerated it, and twisted it into the graceful
and fantastic shapes which survive. It is

probable that during the 300 years of Visi-

gothic rule. S])ain attained to a higher
degree of culture than many suppose, and
Senor Gomez - Morreno believes that
between the decadence of Roman art and
the Moorish invasion Spain developed a
phase of architecture quite her own, of

which the horseshoe arch was the most
striking characteristic. That the arch
existed in Persia, in India, and elsewhere
in Asia, centuries before the Christian era,

is common knowledge. That Spain,
centuries befoi'e the era of her Mudejar
architicture, owed more to the East than
to the West is certain. In the fourth
century, Constantinople had become the
centre of the Roman Empire, of which
Spain was a province. During the Visi-

gothic jieriod, constant commercial inter-

course with (Constantinople was main-
tained, and in the seventh century we find

an important colony of Byzantine
Christians settled in Andalucia. As time

|jassrd, we iiiid the increasingly indistinct

characteristics of Visigothic art amal-

gamating with and strengthening those of

Byzantine and Roman architecture, and
developing into the Romanesque, or, as the

Spaniards call it, Latin-Byzantine. Its

birtli coincided with that of the popular

religious crusade against the Moors, and
with the great church-building period of

the Alfonso of Castile. Many of the

Romanesque cathedrals then erected were,

it is true, destroyed later, and wholly or in

part replaced by Gothic or Renaissance

structures; but Spain is still the chief

home of the Romanesque church ; and still

the style most fully expresses the strong,

sombre Spanish spirit.

In the second period of the efflorescence

of Romanesque art, during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, the pointed arch

appears, the earliest exponents of French
Gothic being the Cistercian monks, who
introduced rhe Burgundian type of charch.

The style never found favour as a whole.

Its details even of construction—were

used by the builder, not to replace the old

form, but to gain power, to support wide

vaultings, and let light in upon the dark
nave.s, in -which m.ore and more the civil

life .if the people found its expression, and
in which tire elaborate services of the

church grew in magnificence. Of such use,

the cathedrals of Lerida and Tarragona,
and the colegila of Tudela are notable

examples.

The Moorish invasion of 712 was followed

iiy four centuries of domination. Hardly
emerged in Africa from savagei'y, the re-

ceptivity of the Moors in Spain was
marvellous. It is maintained by Senor
I^amperiz and others that no new style was
brought into Spain by the Moors, but that

the "-.pecial manner in which they adapted
what they found there produced that which

is known in Spain as "el estilo Mudejar."
Certainly, even during the long struggle

between Spanish Christianity and Moorish
Islamism, the two races had close relations

in their arts. And after the reconquest,

Moorish builders were largely employed by

the Cliristians, while Christian artisans

worked under the Moorish architects. And
we find Moorish accessories—artesonado.

ceilings, stalactite ornament, and mosaics

adopted in Gothic, and even in Renaissance

buildings—take, for instance, the beautiful

tile-work on the exterior of I^a Veo, at

Zaragoza. In the Mudejar building, the

style, as in all Moorish art, is decorative

rather than constructive. Variety and pro-

fusion in ornament give it character ; and

the brick surfaces, covered with reliefs,

son,' Moorish geometrical, and some
Gothic, either sunk in the wall, or cut

round it, produce an effect under the

dazzling Spanish sky, against which the

towers and cupolas stand out, which is as

remarkable as it is peculiar to Spain. Th(%

oldest Mudejar church now in existence is

probably San Roman at Toledo. The
examjiles best known are the two syiia-

sogues in the same city, Santa Maria la

Blanca and El Transito. Those who wish

to learn how this style was modified in turn

by Roman, Byzantine, and Gothic in-

fluences should follow their researches on

geographical lines — Catalonia. Castile,

Toledo, Andalucia. and Aragon being the

chief centres. The strongest and most

s))lendid examples of Mohammedan in-

fluences ptrmcatinir Christian architecture

Siiaiu can show will be found in Aragon.

Nollung, even at Granada, can compare

with the monuments of Aragon, or with the

towers of Teruel, Daroca, and Zaragoza,

and the wonderful churches of Calatayad.

There is not much to say about latev

stvles. In the thirteenth century the

Pointed stvle seems rather to h.ivp been

liorrowed from Germany than from France,
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lilt' i'cmiiljiiii lii.';iil, .IS evidenced by the

leriiis "tiideseo" jii.l "estilo gnlico," by

whicli it is kiiouii. In the cathedrals of

(his and tlie following century, such as

Burgos, Toledo, and Leon, the design is

liinduiiientall} French ; and yet not merely
I he adojition of new and foreign forms, but
a gividiial coniljination with the Roman-
esque of the end of the twelfth century.

Tluis we find immense naves and widely-

spaced piers, quite unlike anything m
Fi'ance—of Italian affinity, Fergusson
suggests ; but all familiar with the old
Byzantine influence will recognise the real

inspiration.

the Kenaissance, or Grfeco-Roman, as it

is called in Spain, dates back from the end
of the fifteenth century. It began with a
transition which was Gothic in spirit,

although the details were Classic. Thus we
find obelisks in the place of pinnacles, and
jialniettes instead of Gothic floral orna-
ments, the elegance and delicacy of execu-
tion of which suggested works in the
precious metals, and the designation
Plateresque, from plata, silver. The florid

excesses of its later develoinents soon gave
it its better - deserved title, "estilo
monstruoso. " With the later history of

architecture, and the recent revival of

domestic architecture, Mrs. Gallichan does
not concern herself in this volume.

That she has intelligently grasped some
of the special characteristics of Spanish art

we think all will admit. Thpre is, for

instance, a practical e.xplanation of the
curious ritual arrangements of the
cathedrals, unlike anything in France or
England—notably the projection of tlie

choir into the nave, the whole ceremonial
part of the service, and the choral part
taking place in the centre of the church, in

the very midst of the congregation. All can
see, and all can hear ; and nowhere else
will the stranger have the same conscious-
ness that he himself is an active spectator
of the ceremonies he witnesses. Then
there is the Spanish comparative in-

difference to beautiful exteriors. Almost
always the cathedrals are so hemmed in

with buildings, that access is difficult to

the stranger. Use was the Spanish
builder's first consideration, and so his
churches were all placed in the midst of the
towns. Yet, almost all the towns are built
on hills, and the rising steeples and domes
give character to the surrounding town as
beautiful as it is truly Spanish. Tlicn
again, Spain is rich in building stones,
varying with the provinces. By the use of
the local materials the Spanish buildings
correspond with the colour of the land, and
the towns are part of the landscape, and
not a blot on it. Moreover, the colour effect
is lieightened by the clear, dry climate,
which preserves, but does not age, the
buildings in appearance, giving relief to
outlines and depths to shadows, and
brilliancy of tints that dazzle those
accustomed to the chilly colours of
Northern climes.

Of the eight provinces of Andalucia. the
most favoured kingdom of Spain, Mrs.
fiallichaii gives us fourteen illustrations,
necessarily to small scale, but clear and
well printed. Of Valencia and Murcia,
there are naturally fewer. Murcia
Cathedral was begun in 1.523. The
tower was not completed till 17G0, while
the dome was added after the earth-
quake of IS'29. The tower is 310ft. high,
square in plan, and so easy of ascent that
a horse might go up the "spiral staircase
without fatigue. In the centre of the
tow-er, about half-way up, is an apartment
which was a refuge for the slayers of their
follow mortals in suilden anger, who had
incurred the penalties of the law.
At Zaragoza, La Seo. the old cathedral,

was probal)ly c.unpleted in 14.32, as far as

the main fabric was concerned. The ex-

terior has been much and badly nuMlerniscd.
A new north-west front was undertaken in

1G8.'). Adjoining this pseudo-Classical dis-

figurement rises the lofty tower, with its

Corinthian columns, but showing the in-

fiuence of the T;ate Moorish style. The
present termination is modern, the tower
liaving been struck by lightning in 18.50.

Prolialily the chapter on Catalonia is one
of the most interesting in Mrs. Gallichan'

s

book. Its description of the buildings of

the spiral Catalan style, which disfigured
this district of Spain, will almost certainly
induce some I'eaders to make the two- to

four-week trip from the French border by
way of Perpignan and Figueras to

Barcelona ; thence by sea to Malorca to see
Palnia Cathedral, and thence to Tarragona,
Tortosa, and Reus, taking Lerida and
Manrosa on the w\ay home. Probably in no
other country in Europe can so many
churches be seen, in which, as Street him-
self admitted, "their architects had
evidently mastered the first great necessity
in church building—the successful treat-

ment of the interior," though he does not
seem to have grasped the fact that the
builders sought to plan so that an
enormous congregation could be in front of

one altar, and within hearing of the
service.

^^
ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S

EXHIBITION.
The fifty-eighth annual exhibition of the

Royal Photographic Society of Great
Britain, opened on Monday at the Gallery of

the Royal Society of British Artists in

Suffolk-street, Haymarket, and on view until

October 14, shows a marked improvement on
that of la.st year in the quality of the works
hung, and is one of the best in the history of

the society. The exhibits this season number
787, of which the odd 87 are lantern and
stereoscopic slides. 183 are auto'chromes, and
the remainder are framed photographic
studies executed by various processes.

" The Gondola," No. 14, a platinotype by
T. D. Ralli, is a byway canal in Venice

;

near Ijy is an attractive bromoil, "The Abbey
Courtyard" (17), by A. S. John Lewis.
"Motif d'Architecture " (24), one of half a

dozen clever oil transfers by Robert Denachy,
is a view along a paved lane of stone-faced
cottages in a French village; in the fore-

ground on the left an old peasant woman in

white cap, grey bodice, and ample sUirt, is

drawing w-nter from a street tap. The balcony
just beyond her gives the needed balance of

shadow to the composition. !' A Peaceful
Vale" (.34), a platinotype by .lohn M. White-
head, is a ferny glade between two planta-

tions of larches. Two other platinotypes
near by—Nos. .35 and 47—are early morning
studies of rising iiiLst in Rome by Mrs.
Powles, the one of the Forum, the other of

the Clinrch of Santa Maria Maggiore, and
a third by the same lady (157) shows the

"Pyramid of Cains Cestus and the Walls,"
from an unfamiliar viewpoint. " Llanwrst
Bridge" (46), a carbon by F. Humpherson,
recalls a tranquil spot on the Conway, and
the steep and narrow stone bridge over that

.stream. The making as a picture of "La
Vienne, Limoges" (50), a carbon by W.
Chater Lea, is a gnarled olive with a mass
of grey foliage projecting from the left over
the opening to a long stretch of river. The
deep shadows of "The Gorge at Airolo," just

off the southern exit from the St. Gotliard

tunnel, are recalled by a bromoil by Thomas
B. Blow (05), an admirably-selected view
point. A colour oil process by Harrop
Wright, "A Street in Caudebec " (97), just

takes in the apsidal flank of the choir of the

florid church. Horace Jackson has also been
to the Lower Seine for subjects, and gives us

in oil "The Tannery. Caudebec" (60), a

peep into a courtyard surrounded by half

timbered warehouses ; the scenery of

"Honfleur" (114), the picturesque "Rue
(I'Epicerie, Rouen" (122), and "La Porte
Noid, Rouen Cathedral " (144) ; the repro-

iluetion ol' I ho last snlijccl,, a necessarily
luiilly lighted poreli, hardly does justice, to
the weaUli ot carving and sculpture— illu-

ininatioii for the instant Ijy the much-
contemned niagui-sium flasliligiil, would have
lieon jnstilicd Ijy Ijettcr delinilion. I'i.ssenbigh

Corke, deserting his flower studies for a
while, sots up his camera in a steep side lane
on the hill off the lligli-strcet at "Hastings,"
with the ehe(|iierod tower of St. Clement's as
his objective (121), aiul makes a pictorial
success of it. John H. Gear gives a brilliant
representation in oil of " Santa Maria
Salute," the massively buttressed octagonal
white dome looming up beyond the waters of
the Grand Canal with the black prows of
gondolas sturdily upturned, like the toes of
shoes in Edward the Third's day, ns a fore-
groinul. Criming nearer home again, we have
two views in the Strand : the east end of " St.
Clement Danes," seen in a passing shower
(132), by W. 'I'homas, and the fa(;ade of the
"Law Courts" (152), given in sharp per-
peetive, looking Citywards. "Silnlight and
Shadow, Cleeve Abbey " (191), a bromoil by
•J. C. Warburg, is a view across tin; brightly-
lit courtyard of the Cistercian house from the
double portal of the chapter-house. 11. W.
Fineliam, in "Via Nassa " (199), gives as a
bionude an evening .study of the steep colon-
naded nuiin street of Lugano, with its open
stalls and .shops. Of quite another type of
subject is "At the Fountain." in bromoil, by
Mrs. Ambrose Ralli ; an elderly woman is

drawing water from a stone tank embosomed
in an undergrowth of spring foliage. "On the
'I'luiines" (214), a bromide by W. A. J.

llen.sler, and "Monarch of the City" (256), a
bromoil by J. B. Portway, Jun., are each
of them attempts to show the dignity of St.

Paul's dome, as seen over barges and piles

from the Surrey side -the former is the more
artistic composition. Another taking subject
on the margin of the City is " The Charter-
house Cloisters" (222), a carbon by F.
Humpherson. "Soinienhutte "

(2.35), a gum by
Emil R. Magyar, shoVvs on a mountain-side a
weather-beaten timber chalet on its stone
base ; next to it are two Low Country cannl
scenes wdtli stone bridges—" Old Dordrecht

"

(236), a bromoil by Alfred G. Buckham, and
"A Backwater in Bruges" (237), an ozo-
brome, by Thomas H. B. Scott. " Bolton
Castle" (241), a gum-bichromate by J.

Harold Liebreicli, shows the dark masonry of

the three battlemented towers silhouetted
against an evening sky. The interior of the
choir of Ely Cathdral as usual provides pic-

turesque topics for many cameras. Edward
Pady takes the most popular standpoint in

283. a platinotype. looking down the north
clioir aisle to W.S.W., and, turning his

camera on a pivot to E.N.E., peeps into

"Bishop Alcoek's Chapel" (699). a view that

with a little movement of the tripod further

east would have shown more of the prelate's

tomb, to the obvious improvement of the

picture; R .H. Lawton, in No. 250, looks to

W.S.W., down the "South Choir Aisle," a

inuoli less effective perspective. Of another
chiss of .subject is "Knole Park," a study
of the stems of some of Lord Saekville's

silver birches, iu bromide (251), by W.
Harold House. H. W. Fiucham givci ns

another of Ins delightful studies of " Mont St.

Michel" by moonlight (267), a bromide; he
must now^ ha\e exhausted almost all the

possibilities of photography in and around
that saudgirt islet, " half-fortress, half church
of God." " Homewards" (316) depicts a shep-

herd driving a flock of sheep at eventide from

us along a dus'ty. winding road ; it is a carbon

by Grafton Goatley. A sepia japine platino-

type (.331), by Constance B. Narsdeii. of a

w'ell known exile, "Mrs. E. Pauklmrst," who,
like a true patriot, seems to have loft her

country for her country's good, has a passing

topical interest, and is excellently posed and
oxeouted. "Glen Dochart " has yielded fine

land.soape studies to Con.^^ance Kinder (.324)

and Peter Orr (.3.37). "The Nave, York
Minuter" (696), a platinum toned work by
G. .1. T. Walford. is harsh in its alternation

of sunlight and shadow, and the choice of

detail of stiff columnettes is not by any means
a felicitous one, when the opportunities

afforded by the great cathedral are recalled.

"Carolvian Carving at Canterbury" (698), by
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William Jnnips Sniitli, is n softly-toned

Ijromido slicnviiif^ oiii* lialf npfiifd Ifal of t.lio

doorway in Christ Church gate to tho

Cathedral, with low relief foliage carving of

the Grinling Gibbon type and period; the

<-hoicc of position and technicjiu' arc adniir

uble, as is only to be expected in work by one

of the principal members of the staff of the

L.C.C. School of Photo Engraving and Litho-

graphy, Bolt-conrt. Perhaps' the most
charming architectural composition in the

gallery is " The Chapel of SS. Michael and
George" (700), a bromide by Walter H. A.

Fincfiam. The subject, taken as it is from a

little north-east in St. Paul's nave, is photo-
graphically and pictorially a difficult one

;

but the heavy teak railing in a foreground
of deep ,shado-iv, the gilded coffering of the

vaidt, the garish and painfully new banners
of the Colonial knights, all melt into a well-

schemed compositioji^_
Among the lantern slides, " St. Mary Mag-

dalene Tower," " Old House in Canterbury,"
and "Reflections, River Wharfe," by F. H. B.

Smith, and those by Edmund H. and Mrs.
Crouch, of Worthing, are among the best.

One of the most interesting and suggestive

exhibits in the scientific department is a

series of specimens by A. E. Bawtree, of

Sutton, Surrey, illustrating the insecurity of

intaglio plate printing. Last year, it may bo
remembered, Mr. Bawtree showed some
examples of the simple process by which re-

productions can be made, and this season it

is carried still further towards apparent
identity—so far, indeed, that on a sheet of

mixed, genuine, and counterfeit stamps it

seems impracticable to differentiate by the

unaided eye. The importance of this process
in relation to the possible forgery of money
orders and bank-notes is obvious, and it is

to be hoped that scientific advances in

chemistry will in turn devise a iion-plioto-

graphicable tint or surface for the protection
of baidvcrs and their clients.

^»»
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REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
By Wm. G. Shipwright, Licentiate

R.I.B.A., M.C.I., Chartered Surveyor (by

Exam.)

ST. mary',s collkge, chestkrfield.

Messrs. C. and C. M. Hadfield, FF.R.I.B.A.,
Architects.

The extensive additions to St. Mary's Col-
lege, Chesterfield, add further practical illus-

trations to the list of reinforced concrete
strnctures. The extensions are being erected
in two sections, the first of which is now
completed, whilst the second is in hand. The
buildings, which are faced in red brick and
Wheldon stone, with artificial stone tower
and balustrade, will constitute an imposing
jjiece of work, rendered more effective by
their dominant position on the crown of u
hill.

The completed b-uilding is an interesting
and instructive example, giving large clear
floor areas between the walls unobstructed
by columns. The general scheme illustrated
in Fig. 1 sliows the arrangement of beams
and lintels employed throughout the struc-

ture. The reinforced lintels average 3ft.

long by 18in. deep, usually reinforced with
four rods. This arrangement ties the piers
and walls effectively together in both direc-
tions by the cross-beams B and binders C,
which link up the whole system of rein-

forced construction.
The former of these beams has a span of

40ft., and is shown in detail in Figs. 2 and 3.

They are li4in. deep and 16in. wide, heavily
reinforced with 8 stout tension and 4 com
pression rods in the centre section. The
upper line of tension rods is bent upwards to

afford a diagonal shear resistance. The
arrangement of the alternately linked
hangers and the introduction of liorizontal

binders renders these beams eminently homo
geneous and of immense strength. The
smaller beams C are 12in. deep and Gin.

%vide, with two stout tension rods and linked
hangers at Gin. intervals.

One of the most important beams is that
occupying the portion nnirked " A" on plan,
Fig. i. This lias a span of 40ft., and sup-

ports a very heavy load produced liy the floor,

roof, and wall over. The beam is 5ft. deep,
and in \iew of the necessity of obtaining a
projection below the floor equal to that of

the other main beams (l!4in.), to secure svm-
metrieal arcliitcetiiral treatment in the room
below, this beam is constructed partly on

creased or decreased, practically without
additional cost by proportionately adjusting
the reinforcement.

Fig. 7 shows a plan of one end of the roof
construction, with hips and principals of re-

inforced concrete. T'ig. 8 sliows a detail of

ffffflMlllT^i t

'

the upstand principle, the floor intersecting

it in the position shown in Fig. 4.

The reinforcement is exactly similar in

weight to that of the 24in. beams, but five

rows of horizontal bonders are introduced

in tile positions shown in Fig. 5. on account

of the greater depth. Another interesting

/yo5

this work in c]e\ation. Fig. being a section

of the hip, showing the placing of the rods

and linking pieces. The bracing of the quad-
rant angle of the soffit and raker is also

interesting. The rods from the hips are

turned into the top beam, and all the rods

are well tied at the angles. Fig. 10 shows

20' O"
beam construction, also 6ft. deep, is shown
in Fig. 6. The comparison of these beams
affords illustration of the adaptability of re-

inforced construction to the architectural re-

quirements as to the depth and width of any
projecting beams which may readily be in-

the fixing adopted for the bolts by means of

which the wood framing is attached to the

concrete work.
The* tower, which is rather an effective

piece of work, has been constructed with

Messrs, Stuart's artificial stone facing and
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reinforced coiioreto floors to the detail sliouii

in Figs. II. 12. nnd 13 and U. Tiie lattice
of roils are lient ronnd the central opening
in the lower door, a.s shown in Figs. 12 and
\3. and the introduction of stout angle rods
jnake the floor a thoroughly sonnd piece of
work. The upper floor—wherein the rods
form a lattice, and ai'e bent at the outside

\-. ilh a, cninf)!!'!!' lattice of rods as reinforce-

ment. Fig. 1!) shows a detail of the
top kerb. Fig. 20 is a detail of the junction
at the bottom of the tank, and Fig. 21 dins-

trates the tying of the rods at the side.

I''ig. 22 sliows the connection for the outlet

pipe, for which an opening is formed in the
bottom of the tank, with a pair of small

J =
I.

i
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edges to form the core for the artificial stone
cornice of the tower— also constitutes an
arrangement, securing homogeneity in the
construction. 'I'lip plan of this piece of work
is shown in Fig. 14.

A useful piece of concrete tank construc-
tion is shown in Figs. 15 to 22. Figs. 15, 16,
17. and 18 .show the plans and section at
various levels, frcmi uhicli it will be seen
that the sides are formed in 5in. of eoncrete,

circular rods as reinforcement ; the pipe is

shaped out and grouted in cement.
The reinforced work, which forms an im-

portant addition to reinforced concrete
structures, was executed by Stuart's Grano-
lithic Company, Ltd., of 45, Bedford-row,
W.C., to the designs of their consulting
engineer, Mr. E. P. Wells, under the super-
vision of the architects. Messrs. C. and C. M.
Hadfield, of Cairns Chambers, Sheffield.

CIVIC DEVELOPMENT."
liy His Worship, Mayor Short, Edmonton.
This is a problem which may be looked at

from various points of view. First, thcr<' is
the merely physical growth, the adding of
hoiis,' to Inmsc, street to stre(!t, industry to
industry. Second, the exercise and increase
of the powers of local .self-govi-rnment ; third
the administration of the city's affairs, and
the systematising and perfecting the
maehmery for that purpose. I should prefer
to confine myself to the two latter.

THE TOWN SITi;.

To begin with, we .should ask the Govern-
ment to provide that no town site shall be
laid out or extended upon land not rea.son-
ably suitable for the purpose, and not then,
unless a reasonable water supply and
drainage facilities are possible. Throughout
Western Canada town sites have been laid
out, often with little or no regard to the fit-
ness of the site itself, or to the possibility of
securing these advantages. What is done
may not be mended. There is still nearly half
of the four great Western Provinces to be
taken care of, and let us ask Government to
do so. Per.sons putting town sites on the
market should be first required to provide
therein water, sewer, and pavements, for
these are absolute necessities of civic life.
The enormous unearned increment that has
been swept away from our citizens in the
past ten years by the exploitation of town
sites were quite large enough to have pro-
vided these improvements.

I'ROVISIO.V KOK .STRKl'.TS.

Again, there should be provided streets
not less than 80ft. and lanes not less than
20ft., the latter to carry .sewer, water, gas,
light, telephone, or oth'er wires, and these
should be laid out in harmonious relation to
each other, and there should be radials
capable of extension, .so that it would bo
possible to get to all, points of the (ompass
readily from a common centre. There should
also be boulevards wider than ordinary
.streets so as to permit of buildings of a,

public or .semi public character located to
form a view calculated to impress. There
should be parks and breathing grounds for
rest or recreation scattered regularly
throughout the town site. All spaces (if

special scenic beauty, such as the banks of
a river or a ravine with boulevards skirting
the same, should be dedicated to the pnbln-
use. Broken ground, or such places' as only
with difficulty and great expense could be
rendered amenable to general civic purposes,
should be likewise retained for parks. It

certainly seems unfortunate that lands en
tailing expense for fitting up far beyond their
intrinsic value should be allowed to Ik;

utilised for town-site purpo.ses. Provision
should also be made that certain classes of

buildings and business should in a general
way be kept each in its own location.

ADMINISTRATION.
Turning from this more purely physical

point of view, one meets the more difficult

problem of administration. This is tbediffi

culty of getting trained men. The problem
is tliat of the man. Whether the final v\
ecutive control is placed in the hands of a
board of commissioners, a board of control,

a burgomaster, or an executive head under
any other name, the problem is pretty much
the same. Separate your activities into de-

partments. Chart the duties of all wdio are
required to administer the work, but. above
all, get a good managing head for the depart-
ment. It is easy to get men who will carry
out work, but hard to get tho.se who will

carry it out I'fficiently and with economy.
Far too little do city authorities realise that
they are spending trust moneys. Far too
much do they assume that money and
economy are last to be thought of. Having
thoroughly organised, having chosen heads
who have demonstrated their integrity and
managing ability, let us then provide for a

thoronuh audit of all expenditures ; not bv
an auditor who is the equivalent of a girl

with a comptrometer, but by a real auditor
who gets to the bottom of every expenditure

* Before the Union of Canadian Mnnicipalities
Saskatoon. .July. 1913.
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and the wl.v and ulieretore. As his coniplc

ment, let "us appoint an efficiency officer

whose duty it will be, not only to see that the

work done is such that should be done, and

that it is done in the right way, but also that

we cet a hundred cents worth for every do lar

we spend. Let us standardise the method ol

keeping accounts and of doing work, then let

us ask the Government to establish a local

govcrnniont board with general supervision

Sver the activities of all cities- and towns

whose special duty it .shall be to see that our

standardisation is made effective.

LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT.

Turning again to the Government side,

one finds a new problem. Local self-govern-

ment is the legislative problem of to day.

A few years ago powers were dealt out to

cities, towns, and villages by schedule, and

only those on the list could be exercised.

From year to year new needs arose. De-

mand was made, and grudgingly powers

were widened. To-day there is a letting

down of the barrier, and it is beginning to

be realised that civic government einbraces

wider fields than were dreamed of a fen-

years ago. In the Edmonton Charter, which

"in itself is a departure, the powers ot the

city were defined as being to make laws for

"the peace, order, good govoninient, and

welfare " of the city. In effect these arc tin-

words of authority given to the Doniiiiioii

Government. The difference in exercise of

the powers is merely in the scope wherein

they are to be exercised. Under them it is

our privilege to grow, to develop in succeed-

ing years. That which seems beyond the

powers of the city will, with growing public

opinion, become entirely proper a few years

hence. What Canadian city twenty years

ago would have thought of installing and

operating water, light, telephone, street

railway system, or providing a prison farm

for the weak and neglected? Yet within

that time these powers have been granted

and acted upon, and that action is looked

upon as a reasonable and proper exercise ot

municipal authority. The people them-

selves, upon the ground, conscious of their

need, can, when charged with the duty, more

readily evolve rules and regulations to meet

the case than can a parliamentary body hun-

dreds of thousands of miles away. How,
then, shall we justify this broadening of

powers of local self-government? Let us

undertake no activity that is not clearly

within the scope of municipal adventure.

Let us obtain the right kind of men to ad-

minister the powers and responsibilities.

Here there is need of educating the public.

Too much our best men reserve their activi-

ties for the wider fields of Dominion and
provincial affairs. Too little they give atten-

tion to the possibilities of local self-govern-

ment. Let us set to work to get out our best

men.
CONCLUSION.

How, then, are we to obtain a betterment?

Will increasing the powers of a city increase

the capacity of its representatives? Experi-

ence does not seem to lend colour to that

view ; still, men strive to be representatives

of a class or clique, and still the more ex-

perienced and more capable 1)usiness men
arc unwilling to face the campaign often of

personality and misrepresentation. Until we
change that, civic development will not come
to its own. There is no system of govern

nicnt which is perfect. The best in the

world will fall down in the hands ot in-

capable and irresponsible persons. On the

(ithcr Iniiid, a crude and unscientific system

in the hands ot good men will yield good re-

sults. One conclusion seems inevitable, and

that is, that bureaucratic government i.s just

as dangerous to-day as it ever was, and that

no system should be adopted which takes

out of the hands of the people and their

elected icprescut:vli\cs lli'- iillinmte

authority.
««»

At a special meeting of Dunfermline Town
(lonncil last week, the provost, the town-dcrk.

and others executed a niortgage for £90,000, the

amount of a loan from the Public Works J.,oan

rommissioner.-i for tlie const ruction of the main
outfall spwer from the nld piirl of the liurgh

through Bosvth to llir l-'or-lli

PRIOR BIRD'S CHANTRY, BATH ABBEY.

(From a Sketch by E. M. Hick.)

A NEW HANDBOOK TO BATH ABBEY.*

The Abbey Church of Bath, although his-

torically of high interest, is, st™^t"'^'^"y

regarded, a comparatively modern edifice, tor

it has been rebuilt to smaller scale than the

original building from its foundations since

1500, and, as we know it, was only occupied

bv the Benedictine prior and his monks lor

about a generation. Mr. E. U. Hick writes

con amore as a man of Somerset and as an ar-

chitect, and in the excellent little monograph

before us. No. 82 of the well-known Home-

land series of handbooks, tells the story

afresh, and gives, from the viewpoint ot a

well-trained observer, an independent and

lucid description of the fabric. In the
|

historical section the author has wrsely

devoted attention almost exclusively to tlie

post Reformation period. The slim volume

is illustrated by a large-scale original ground

plan, in which certain errors repeated in

previous ones are avoided, by measured

drawings by the author, two ot which are re-

produced herewith, by sketches by ^I'ss M-

Cuzner, by photographs by Mr Hick, Mr.

Mowbray A. Green, and Mr. Augustus 1".

Perreii, and by a few reproductions ot old

engravings. ,

"Architectnriillx. ;i^ the anthor points

out "Bath is nnnsiuilh uitcipsluig as the

onlv cathedral bnill, altogether in Unit must

Eu'dish of all periods, the Perpendicular;

and being the last great church undertaken

• Hath Al)liev : its History and .\rchitoctin-e. By
KUWIN MORCOMBE HiCK, L.B.1.B..\. WiW: with

folded nlan and numerous illustrations from Dlioto-

graphs, prints, and di-a-wings. Is. net, paper t-overs ,

25 net, cloth lionnd. London: Homeland .\ssocm-

tion, Ltd., ir>, Bcdfovd-stl-pct, Strand ; ami Fi-cilcvH-K

Wivrne.

in this country during the Middle Ages, it

shows the -trend ot English art before its ab-

sorption in the Renaissance.' Mr. Hick over-

looks for the moment its only contemporary

rival, Henrv the Seventh's Chape ,
which,

however, is of totally diverse chai-acter.

Bath Abbey,* as we now see it, is ot very

modest dimensions, having but an area of

16,600tt. super. It occupies the site ot the

nave only of John de Villnla's eaidy twelfth-

century 'cathedral, and consists ot an aisled

nave and choir, central tower, oblong in

plan, and very narrow and shallow transepts.

Internally the fine proportions give an im-

pression ot dignity and spaeiotisness. Ihe

church was approaching completion m 154U

when it and the adjoining monastery were

seized bv the King's commissioners and the

leaded glass and bells were sold. The Abbey

was not rooted-ill ti"Bisliop Montagu

time at the beginning of James the First s

reien A restoration was carried out in lH.W-4

for the corporation, which cost aboiit

£10 000 G. P. Manners being the architect.

Between 1868 and IST.'l, under Sir Gilbert

Scott, Bishop Montagu's remarkable carved

lath-aud-plaster ceiling over the nave

and aisles was replaced by a two-

centred stone vault, a replica of that

over the choir. Mr. Hick compares

the latter vaidt to the much earlier one at

Exeter Cathedral, and shows that the in-

verted cornices of the Bath vault as

composed fit into each other transversely

• A measured sketch elevation of
«>VT'rTri-atf

Bath Abbey, before the restoi-ation, b> E. GaiiaW^

was published in onr issue of March 1 19U. and

a double-page measured drawina "'?,=
.">'*;f"'?'fi„

tnuib. 16tR, by F. .1. Robnist.n, was yuen hy us ou

Noyembevl, 1907.
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and are adjacent longitudinally ; the purely
ornamental tracery is in two orders. The
ohoir-scroen and the organ above were
removed by Scott from beneath the

crossing to the west-end, opening out the

interior, nnd tlie nave was icseatod in oak.

Among the works lately carried out under Sir

Thomas G. Jackson, R.A., have been the

thorough repair of the west front, un-

doubtedly tlie finest and most interesting

exterinil feature of the church. Tho parapets
have been renewed, a new figure placed in

the central niche below, and the upper one
furnished with a new head, while the angels

on the Jacob's Ladder on either side, which
were reduced to shapeless masses of stone,

luue lieen replaced by new ones. Sir George
l-'rampton, R.A., being the sculptor. The
(King buttresses to na\e and choir ha\e
been rebuilt, and open crocketed spirelets

with vanes have been substituted for the
solid ones built in 1835 on the turrets of the

tower and east end. A pierced parapet and
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PRIOR BIRDS CHANTRY.
BATH ABBEY.

(Measured drawing by E. M. Hick.)

gable, containing a niche and statue of St.

Peter, have been added to the north transept
gable. Other important works in progress
under Sir T. G. Jackson's direction are the
rebuilding of the organ and a marble floor

and steps in the sanctuary.
Bath is noteworthy for the great number

of its mural monuments, a feature in which
it is only exceeded by Westminster Abbey.
The six hundred memorial tablets in the
church under notice are now for the most
.part arranged below the aisle windows so
thickly as to cover the greater part of the
wall surface. The only monument of the
Mediaeval period remaining, and the finest

one in the church, is the exquisite chantry
chapel of Prior 'William Bird (1525), Bishop
Oliver King's able coadjutor and successor
in the erection of the present church. This
chantry, of which we give reproductions of
Mr. Hick's sketch and measured drawings,
has been built between the choir and tlie

south aisle, beneath the eastern bay of the
arcade. It measures 16ft. by 8ft. Pin., and
is divided into two bays. In i83:^ the chantry
was restored by Edwiird Davis under O. P.
Manners, and again by Sir Gilbert Scott
.some forty years later, and suffered much in

both operations.

LADY WALLER'S MONUMENT, BATH ABBEY.
(Photograph by E. M. Hick.)

A striking moninncnl, placed under the em!
window of the .south transept, is the altar

tomb to Jane, wife of Sir William Waller,
the famous Parliamentarian general who
commanded the Puritan forces at the battle
of Lansdown, close to Bath. In the fore-

ground the Lady Waller reclines, looking
towards her husband, who, clad in mail, rests

on his right elbow, gazing outwards. At the
ends are two children seated in chairs

;

Ijehind, under semicircular arches, are two
tablets for inscriptions, and over the grave
is a pediment carried on black marble
columns ; above the pediment again is the
family coat of arms between two reclining

draped female figures.

Happy, and yet from euv>' free,
t/earn'd without pride, witty yet wise.
Here tlie good Lady Waller lies.

The handbook is attractively got up and
well produced, and has a useful index.

THE AMERICAN CIVIC ASSOCIATION.
A tour through the principal cities of

Europe has just been completed by several

prominent members of the American Civic

Association. London being their last stop

before leaving for home. During their stay

here, they visited Hampton Court at the in-

vitation of the London Society, and through
the courtesy of the Office of Works the

galleries were specially opened to the party.

The American visitors were afterwards enter-

tained by the society at the Mitre Hotel. Sir

Aston Webb presided at dinner, and after

the usual loyal toasts, he briefly stated the

objects of the London Society, and showed
how—under careful guidance—it would
become most useful to the local authorities.

He complimented the Americans on tlieir

activities in ci\'ic matters, and said it was
largely through tlieir example that the

Loudon Society had formed itself.

Following liim, the Secretary of the

American Ci\ ic .-Xssociatimi ga\e an account
of their work in the United States and
Canada. He thought that most people in-

terested in city planning knew' the name of
Mr. Daniel Burnham, and that he had laid

down a large scheme tor the city of Balti-

more, which the authorities had now com-
menced to carry out. In New York, too, the
Art Commission had established its authority-

very completely, so that schemes for monu-
ments and buildings of importance had to

receive the approval of the Commission. He
thought that in England, now that -we have
the Town Planning Act, such matters were
better managed than in America. They in

the States had gone ahead of ns in matters
of town planning principally because they
had so many new cities to lay out. We had
to re plan a great many of our old ones,

which Was a much more difficult matter. In

conclusion, he expressed gratitude to the

Press, and hoped town planners would con-

tinue to receive its unstinted support.

The Mayor of Chattanooga (Mr. T. C.
Thompson) described the enormous strides

that had been made by the United States
since their re-birth some fifty years ago. One
hundred and eighty-six cities were affiliated

to the Association, and they were all actively

working towards the better planning of their

centres. In the course of his remarks he
touched upon the Panama Exposition, and
expressed the hope that if at all possible

England would be represented.

Sir Robert Hunter dwelt upon an im-
portant item in city planning, namely the
open spaces. He thought the outskirts of

London should be closely watched to prevent
the accumulation of isolated building sites

without any communal existence. In con-
clusion, the American Consul General (Mr.
Griffiths) expressed the opinion that England
had the most delightful climate and the worst
weather of any country he ever knew ! He
was eIof|nent also on the desirnbility of
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Eecuriiig the ro-operatioii nf woiupii in civic

movements, and stated that it was difficult

to over-estimate tlie good influence tliey liad

liad on such work in America, in spite of

some of their deliglitful inconsistencies. In
case anybody liad never heard of an artistic

American, he reminded the company of tlio

fact that the second president of the
Academy (Sir Benjamin West) was an
American, and that it was Whistler who dis

covered the Thames.

NEW SCHOOL Al STAKEKORD,
NORTHUMBERLAND,

The si'liool was opened on Tuesday of this

week by County Councillor A. McHugh,
before a large assembly. It has been carried
out from plans, under the supervision of Mr.
G. Tophaiu Forrest, architect to the North-
umberland (bounty Education Committee.
The building is of red bricks, with green

slated roof, the classrooms having wood
block floors and tilcil dadoes,

I'it workings under the site called for

special consideration in the construction, the

foundations being of reinforced concrete, and
the walls built lOin. thick, with a cavity,

and reinforced in the bed joints with wire.

The school comprises an octagonal hall for

physical e.vercise, the corridors radiating

from it and connecting up the classrooms and
entrances, the whole being arranged around
a rectangular courtyard. The cloakrooms
are placed on the opposite side to the ball, so

giving the classrooms the best aspect, south
and east. The school accommodates 284
mixed and 112 infant scholars.

The contractors were Messrs. R. and A. P.
Tait. of Seaton Delaval, and the contract
price was £4,6'lI8.

-«•
The ruins of i^'roxden .Mjbey. Staffordshire,

with the surrimridiu'i farm of A'l\ acres, have
Ijcen sold lo M,r. W. H. Verdin. of Winsford.
T'util rerrntlj, Uio site formed part of the North
SrafTordsliire estate of the Earl of Macclesfield.

The .\bliev was founded in 117ri.

Till-: TRADE IRAINING SCHOOLS.
An endeavour to improve the technique of

the crafts comiected with the building trades

by instructing the men who actually earn

their living by their labours therein is being

made at the Trades Training Schools at 153,

Great Titchtield-street. W. The .schools are

maintained by the associated Worshipful
Companies of Carpenters. Joiners. Painter-

Stainers, Plasterers, Tylers and Brick-

layers, and Wlieelwriglits, the Rev. C.

Blakesley Bartlett, of the Carpenters' Com-
pany, being the chairinau of the joint com-

mittee, and Mr. Herbert Phillips Fletcher,

F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., the director.

The report of the judges on the work of

last session states, in the Carpenters' Class,

the work generally was good, and much of

the unfinished work showed promise. In the

Masons' an improvement was manifest upon
the work of. last year. In the Painters'

Class the nnniber of students was less than

in former years, luit the attendance bad been
good, and tlie work executed of varied cha-
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\vi)i;k done i.\ the smiths' shop,
I'liillips Fletcher. F.R.I.B.A., Director; Mr.

TRADES TRAINING SCHOOLS.
F. W. Porter, Instructor.)

SPECIMENS UF WORK DONE IN THE STONE CARVERS' SHOP, TRADES TRAINING SCHOOLS.
(Mr. H. Phillips Fletcher, F.R.I. B. A., Director; Mr. A. Broadheiit. Inslruetor.)

lacter. A gnitiryiiifj revival wa.s ilisplayeil
ill tlic Plasterer.s' sliop. and regret was ex-
pressed that more accoiiiniodatioii could not
lie found for this trade. The Plumbers'
work shown was very creditable, and re-
flected the greatest credit upon all concerned.
In the Smiths' Class, the work exhibited was
ill advance of anything previously shown,
and tile cdass had the honour of obtaining
tlie Banister Fletcher medal, awarded to the
best craftsman in the school ; this medal,
with £2 in books, was gained by Harry
Collins, Alfred Taylor receiving the bronze

medal and I5s. in books. The Stone Carvers'
Class maintained its reputation, and the

work exhibited was consistently good. A
.special prize of £2 in books was given to a

former silver medallist, John William Drake,
and the silver medal and £2 in books to

I'"rederick Hedges, (We illustrate herewith
some of the work done in these two last-

named classes, under the instruction respec-

tively of Mr. F. W. Porter and Mr. A.

Broa'dbent.) In the Life Class, the work
showed con.siderable improvement, and in

that of the Tylers and Bricklayers the work

generally was (|uitc the best ever i-xliibited

in the clas.s. In the Wheelwrights' also,

the number of students in attendance was
in advance of the previous year, as was also

the number of exhibits, though there was
much unfinished work. The character and
quality of the work had been maintained.

The judges were also pleased with work ex-

hibited by the Wood Carvers' Class.

The new term of the schools, which are

open only to those actually engaged in the

trades taught, will commence on Monday,
" September 15.
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UNSATISFACTORY HOUSING, AND
ri'S PREVENTION.*

EXISTING HOUSES.

Legislation in respect, to honsing recog-
nises, apart from the sanitary antliorities,
bnt two interested parties ; tlie " occupier,"
whom generally tliere is little difficulty in

defining, and the "owner" or "landlord."
The latter term, appearing for the first time
in housing law in the Act of 1909, affords a
better clue as to the legally responsilde party.
Sections 14 and 1.5 of the Housing Act, 19(19.

provide for houses of specified rentals let

after the passing of the Act by which the
local authority uuiy require landlords to put
such houses in a condition reasonably fit for
occupation or to close them, and in" default
the local authority may after a specified time
do the work required to be done and recover
the expenses from the landlord as a civil
debt. or. if they think fit. declare such ex-
penses to be paid by annual instalments
within a period not exceeding " the interest
of the landlord in the house," nor in any case
live years with interest not exceeding 5 per
cent, per annum. The foregoing .sections as
regards property, the landlord of which is

owner in e\ery sense of the word, is all-suffi-
cient, but it nuiy safely be estimated that
with more than one-half the privately owned
cottage property in this country one of the
following conditions exists: — (1) The
"owner" has life-interest only; (2) the pro-
perty is mortgaged ; or (.3) is copyhold under
conditions that make the landlord's financial
interest of little value. Whetlier tin; owner-
ship is in fee simple and without encum-
brance or otherwise, the local authority have
the power to require repair or demolition of
insanitary dwellings, bnt the enforcement of
these powers leads to further local problems:
shortage of dwellings or hardships on the
poorer owners. The former is pro\ided in
the powers given to local authorities as to the
erection of working-class houses, but these
po\yers are not readily enforced, not neces-
sarily owing to the apathy of the councils,
more probably owing to tlie objection of the
majority of the electorate. The desire for
leniency towards the owner of little sub-
stance may be actuated by motives of policy
as well as of lunnanity ; cases are recorded
where the closing of insanitary cottages led
to the admission into the worki]Ouse not only
of the former iinnates of the dwelling, but
also of the owner. Tlie aged owner with a
life interest has little to mortgage should he
wish to raise the funds necessary to carry out
the repairs

;
possibly the next lie'ir may assist,

but he is not neces.sarily a relative.' and in
either case may be indifferent to present
needs. Under the provisions of section 257
of th.. Public Health Act. 1875. as also under
the Private Street M^orks Act. the sum re-
coverable from the owner nniv be made a
charge against the property" payable bv
annual instalments for a period not exceeding
thirty years, at an i-iiterest not exceeding 5
per cent, per annum; whilst this period can
reasonably be accepted for average qualit\
property, it is not suggested as a standard
for dwellings that will probably fall into u
bad state of repair before the final pa\inent
oil the original works of repair has been
made

; but c-ises of this description might be
met iinn-e fully by empowering the sanitary
authorities to execute the necessary works",
and declaring the cost to be an annual charge
on the premises for such period that the re-
payment of principal aiiil interest shall not
exceed a sum equal to a deliiied proportion
of the rental value. Often with mortgaged
cottages it is found that the mortgage reaches
and oceasionally exceeds the value. I,ess
than twenty years ago small speculators made
abnormal returns by buying slum property at
a nominal sum. |)ati-liing up. and mortgaging
to purchase others ad infinitum, and until the
passing and enforcement of stringent legisla-
tion in respect to housing, the rents not onh
p:iid the mortgage interest, but supplied th'c
mortgager with a good income. Generally it
13 found that tlie speculator of past years has

•A iiaiier read I.n' (1. Bkutkasi Hahti-kek. Sur-vevorto the .\ton Vrhnn District Coum-i!. at tlieonferenne lieici 1„ the Institution of Mimi,i|,al aiul
<- ounty Lnuniecrs at (ln-at VariiiDutli, .Iiilj 111 „„.! 17,

disposed of his interest at an enhaneed value
to investors poor in wealth and business
ability, and these are the people from whom
housing inspectors hear the pitiful tales that,
having paid mortgage interest and cost of
repairs required by the local authorities,
they are without an income. This mortgage
difficulty, as suggested by some authorities,
might be prevented by an Act of Parliament
limiting cottage mortgages to one half, or less
proportionati- value, or, a better .suggestion,
that with the consent of interested parties the
local authorities should have power to pur-
chase the fee simple at a fair price that would
allow a remunerative investment. The "cus-
toms " of copyhold are so varied that volmiies
might be written on their part in the problem
of housing. The "fines" in many cases are
but nominal sums, but the instance described
will illustrate how the actions of William I.

affect housing in the reign of King George V.
In the ca,se recorded the " landlord " had the
advice of an expert valuation surveyor who
had .specialised in small property, and it will
give an idea of the po,sition of the impe
cunious and unadvised landlord :

—

Konr cottat'es at death of co:i.vhoIder " valued "
ei-20

Next heir iiaid "admission" :ir,

[]
eafranchisement " i:i',

" land tax reclemption " -26

sanitary iiniiroveiiients i-20

Two cotta^ies sold freehoUl ....

valued (reserve!

.

. i'l.W

. -21.5

ftaij

i'4ai L<«s t:ii;

Assuming this property was valued too
highly in the first instance, and its value to be
£84 (12(l-;)()), the cost of.,adniittance (£3.5) and
enfranchisement (£1.35) would remain un-
changed. The essential point in the above
is the fact that had the sanitary improve-
ments been carried out before enfranchise-
ment, the latter would have cost a further
.sum of £74. as, although the lord of the
manor could insist on the copyholder exe-
cuting building repairs, lie could not require
the laying of drains, providing closets, sinks,
etc., but if done voluntarily, or under com-
pulsion by the local sanitary authority, the
value of manorial rights iiicreased propor-
tionately. Tlie copyholder, under tlie Copy-
hold Eufraiichisement Acts, can claim the
right to enfranchise, but, if in poor circum-
stances, his difficulties can clearly be seen,
and might be averted by the local" authority
purchasing his interest." It is not the pur
pose of this paper to advocate the municipal
piircliase of cottage property, but in illus
trating cases where deadlock occurs, there
appear but two courses open to local authori-
ties

: (1) to close and demolish; (2) if so em-
powered, to purchase the rights of small
owners without the means to execute suffi-
cient works, to obtain the fee-simple, and
then put tlie premises in habitable order. Tlie
great obstacle to nuinicipal ownership of pro-
perty, other than any of a political nature, is

that felt e(|ually. but in varying degrees, bv
the private owner—undesirable tenants".
Some people make a slum habitation a pic
tiire of cleanliness, others transform the best
ol dwellings into pigsties. Effective legisla-
tion is required for the tenant who can. but
will not. live as a human being. This type is

the principal cause of conflict between owners
and tenants as classes, and possibly could be
dealt with by "landlords" and their agents
establishing a system of cross noting, so as to
didect inisatisfactory tenants before letting
their houses, or requiring tenants to produce
eertificates of satisfactory tenancy from
former landlords. iMost housing iiTspectors
can point out unsatisfactory tenants, hut
often find it difficult or impossible to deal
with them. In dealing with existing houses.
It is pennywise policy to carry out half
measures. It is u.seless to close a house if

there is no other for the tenant to occupy,
else admission to workhouse or overcrowding
results. A case in point : in an isolated area
there were two cottages, one in an insanitary
condition, the other fit for habitation. Tim
closing of the former led to two families
occupying the latter, and whereas at first
there was a family in the sanitary and
another in the insanitary cottage, the action
of the sanitary authority' made two insanitary
cottages—one closed, the other occupied by

two lamilies. II IS generally adM.eated,
should the local authority acquire property,
that it be new. To be .self-supporting, this
naturally demands higher rent than old. or.
in other words, more accommodation can be
found ill older bouses for a specified rent
than in new. and when such property can be
put in order, this is th(> better course, con-
sidering the ratio of rents to wages. The
proposal for the construction of State-aided
cottages, if carried out. would increase rather
than cure the difficulties, for there is a multi-
tude of ((uestions. to which section and to
what locality slioiild State aid be given. The
lalioiirer li\iiig in his own cottage would be
worse off compared with his fellow in a State-
aided dwelling, and the employer who has
provided suitable houses for his men would
be at a disadvantage with a rival whose em-
ployees were housed by the State. The
nationalisation of dwellings would, by the
country at large, be viewed with apprehen-
sion ; but it is certain that no half measure
would in any way be successful, for the whole
theme of the proposition would be the re-
lieving of a particular industry by giving it

a bonus equal to a definite number of house
rents. National or municipal owned dwell-
ings should be let at such rents that, if not
making a profit, they be. at least, self sup-
porting

; ofttimes the cry of high rents should
be modified to low wages. If aii area covered
with dwellings be unsuitable, the condemna-
tion of the cottages is imperative; but other-
wise tliere are many dilapidated dwellings
that could be purchased at a fair value, made
habitable, and let at remunerative rents. The
common defects in these are: bad drainage,
absence of suitable sanitary arrangements,
dampness, insufficiency of light, defects allow-
ing passage of wind and water. New
drainage is greatly increased in cost when
separate drains are required for each dwell-
ing, and the author's experience, taking all

factors into consideration, is that combined
drains properly constructed should he
accepted. The insertion of horizontal damp
proof courses present no difficulties, sheet
lead, bituminous sheeting, or double courses
of slate, are easily fixed ; where vertical
damp-proofing is required, slates, cementing,
or suitable cavities are equally effective. The
provision of light should never be accepted in

half measures; the attic bedroom with
w-indow-top below 6ft. in height (often less

than 4ft.) should never be passed, whatever
the width may be. Dormers covered with
zinc, roofs, and slated sides may be made
wind and water tight at small expense ; ab-

sorbent bricks can be made impervious
according' to their condition by slating,

cemeiit rendering, or painting. A building
irregular as to vertical and horizontal lines.

I)ut not unsafe, can be rendered tight and
impro\ed in appearance by coating it \\itli

rfuighcast.

(Tn hr rolltitntcil .)

WHAT IS UNDEVELOPED LAND?
In September. 1910 (says a correspondent

of the Maiit'/n'sfrr friiarflian), I bought
the house in which I live. It forms
part of an estate near the tram
terminus in Palatine-road. It was then
quite new. building operations lia\ing

commenced in the previous February. A few
weeks ago I received a demand note from
the Inland Revenue for uiide\ eloped lanfl

duty on the property from I'ebruary. 1910.

until September. 1910—i.e., the period
during which the house was being built, and
during which 1 did not even know of its

existence

!

I replie<l that 1 tlid not hold, ami iie\ei'

had held, any undeveloped land, and there-

fore could not be held liable for any unde-
veloped land duty. Moreover, I did not

know of the existence of the property until

September, 1910, and therefore could not be

held liable for any tax on it prior to that

date. This morning I have received a letter

in which occurs the following:

—

"I am directed by the Commissioners of

Inlaiifl Re\"eiiiie to acquaint you that they
must hold you responsible for payment of

the duty outstanding, notwithstanding
that the liability attaches for a period
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prior to tiic date of your acquisition of
the land."

(I'lease note that it is a honse standing on
land that I bought—not undeveloped land.)
It is rather remarkable that it has taken the
Government officials thi'ee j-ears in which to
nnike the claim.

If a man can be held liable to pay a tax
on something which he doesn't possess, and
of which he doesn't even know the existence,
we have arrived at a remarkable stage in
Liberal finance. Also, if land on which a
house is in course of erection is called "un-
developed " land, it were well for us to have
a dictionary revised up to date.
Are the Government anxious to create

more passive resisters? If they are going to
adopt the abo\e method of increasing the
revenue, they will uudoulitedly lose the sup-
port of many of those who, in the past, have
been their firm supporters, and of whom I

am one.
[Inquiries made by the Mniir/iefler

Guardian show that the duty was levied not
as from Februarv. 1010. to September, 1910,
but from April, 1909, to March, 1910.]

MANCHESTER NEW TO\Vx\ H.W,I,
SCHEME.

A tbOO.OOO SCHEME.
The town ball committee of the Manchester

Corporation have devised a scheme for ex-
tension of the municipal offices in and near
Albert-square, at a cost, roughly estimated,
of £600,000—not a million and three-quarters,
or a million, as the London dailies, with tlieir
usual expansiveness in figures, whether it is

strikes or anything else, stated yesterday.
The committee suggest that tlie city council
.should endeavour to obtain Parliamentary
power to purchase all the land and buildings
))etween Lloyd-street, Mount-street, Cooper-
street, and Peter-street, and, after clearing
tile site, erect thereon an annexe to the
present town-hall, which shall meet the cor-
poration's needs for another half-centurv or
more. If the council agrees to this, clauses

will be inserted in the next Parliamentary
Bill promoted by the corporation.

ST.\TE,MENT liV THE CH.IIKM.AN.

At the close of the meeting on Wednesday
of the town-hall committee, the chairman
(Councillor Derwent Simpson) made the
following statement to the Press :

—

For some considerable time pa.st the town-
hall committee, as the responsiljle committee,
have litid under their consideration the
question of the provision of additional accom-
modation for the staffs in the various depart-
ments of the corporation, the present accom-
modation in the town-hall being totally in-

adequate. Even with the use of additional
premises in different parts of the town the
congestion is in no wise removed. The neces-
sity of providing some solution to meet the
difficulties involved is becoming imperative.
The town-hall committee have submitted

more than one proposal in the past, but have
failed to suggest any remedy that met with
the complete approval of the council.
They have now decided to a.sk the special

Parliamentary sub-committee to include in

the Parliamentarv Bill, which is to be sub-
mitted by the corporation iie.\t session, certain
clauses that will give the corporation power
to acquire the land and buildings bounded by
Lloyd-street, Cooper street. Peter-street, and
Mount-street for the purposes of erecting ex-

tensions to the town-hall and providing
accommodation for the various staffs. This
will also enable the corporation to carry
certain much-needed street improvements
into effect.

The scheme, if carried out, will provide
all the accommodation necessary for manv
years to come. Of course, before anything
of a definite nature is done, the whole
question of cost and the plans will have to

be dealt with by the council.
The members of the committee, we under-

stand, W'ere not unanimous in recomnipiiding
this scheme to the consideration of the city

council. But there is no doubt thai further
accommodation is neefletl. The present town-
hall cauuot be made to provide all that is

lucdcd. 1 he council chamber is an instance.
When It was built 30 years ago the city
onncil consisted of less than 70 members.
-\ow the council numbers 140. The accom-
modation for the public and the Press is also
inadequate. The sanitary department, which
i-ompriscs the medical officer of health and
his staff, has been crowded out of the build
ing, and have to rent offices in the adjacent
civic linildings. .\nd the tramways depart-
ment has. almost from its creation, had to
rent a building in Piccadilly, a«ay from the
town hall. The same remark applies to the
education department in Deansgate.

If the new scheme is carried through there
will be ample space for ii properly equipped
council chamber, fniine<l on modern lines—
that is, so that every speaker will have his
face to the chair, and there will be no need,
as there is now, for a i-onsiderable number
of members, if they want to address their
fellows, to turn their backs on the Lord
Mayor and the reporters.
On the question of cost, it is urged that

it will be relieved by the saving of several
thousands of pounds yearly now paid in rent
for municipal offices, and the improvement
committee will contribute perhaps £100,000
for the privilege of widening the streets.

THE QIESTION OF SPACE.

The area of the present town hall is 8,(i-iy

s(iuare yards. That of the land proposed to
be purchased is said to be not less but more
by a few hundred yards. The town-hall was
opened in September, 1877. Its cost was
£ 1,002,.Wo. Nine years were spent in its

erection. It is not proposed in any way to
interfere with the existing town-hall. The
streets that intersect the block of buildings
lietween Lloyd-street, Mount-street. Peter-
street, and Cooper-street will be closed, but
Lloyd-street will be retained almost as wide
as it is now, for light ami air purposes.
.Nothing, however, but passenger traffic will

be allowed in it.

.*•
At Friday's meeting of the Southmolton

Kiiral District Council, it wis decided to apply
to the Local GovernmeiU Board for sanction to
borrow JC60n for the Bisliopsiiympton water
scheme.

The official opening of the King's graving dock
at Singapore was performed by Sir A. H.
Yoinig. Governor of Ihe .Straits Settlements, on
Tuesday. Prior to the ceremony the Governor
invested Mr. J. R. Nicholson, the engineer, with
Ihe insignia of Companion of the Order of St.
Michael and St. George. The dock, which is

the largest east of Suez, is 879ft. by 100ft., and
34ft. deep.

Mr. J. Pulteney Tolland has been appointed
acting deputy-director of surveys in the
Uganda Protectorate. Mr. Tolland was trained
a.s an engineer with Messr.-;. Preston and
Johnson, of Br-idford. In 1903, when he was
cliief engineering assistant for the l>orough of
East Ham. Mr. Tolland was appointed by the
Colonial Secretary to be an irrigation engineer
in Ceylon, antl lie lias since been transferred
to the Ugaiitla Survey,

At a meeting of the Coventry City Council
on Tuesday a scheme was adopted for widening
a portion of Hill-street, just above St. John's
Church, where the rebuilding of shops is to

take place. The improvements will abolish two
of the worst courts in the district, and will give

a start to securing a widening of Hill-street.

It was also decided to purchase a strip of land
in Narrow-lane, Foleshill. iu order to widen that
a<!curately-named street.

The fourth exhibition of the Toynbee Art
t'liilj was opened in the Whitechapel Art
Gallery on Saturday afternoon, and will close

on Saturday week. September 6. Formed in

1896, the club has now a membership of over
90. Mr. David Murray. R.A., succeeded Mr.
,\lfred Parsons, R..\., last year as president of

the club. The exliibition comprises 235 works,
of which quite two-thirds are water-colours.

The other exhibits are chiefly black-and-white
drawings and studies in oils.

.\iiother step has Ijeen taken in the direction

of tile proposed Hiimber tunnel between a point
at Paidlhan Hill and Soxhill on the Lincolnshire
coast. The advisory committee, composed of

members of the Hull and Grimsby CorpoKations.

and influential merchants, have met for the

first time, and are arranging for the formation
of a syndicate to carry the matter through
Parliament. They have appointed as engineer
Mr. K. Elliott Cooper, and as contractors

Messrs. C. H. Walker and Company, Ltd., of

Westminster.
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I'lic town hall committee of the Manchester

I'orporation have decided to reconimeiid the

city council to seek Parliamentary power

to acquire the block of buildings bounded by

l^loyd-street, Mount-street, Peter-street, and

Cooper-street, near the town-hall, for the

purpose of building municipal offices. The

town-hall is too small for the ueeds of the

corporation, several departments haviug to

be lioused in other places. The scheme, if

carried out, is estinutted to cost £600,000

;

but there will, on the other hand, be savings

in the cessation of renting buildings, as now,

in other parts of the city. We regret to note

that our contemporary, the Manchrstrr

(Guardian, disapproves of the scheme recom-

mended, declaring that for the cost thereof

the corporation could put up a fine new art

gallery and free library, provide all the

additional accommodation required for

municipal offiees, redeem its promises, and

honour its past resolutions, and incidentally

save £250,000 in addition. We are not well

enough acquainted with the facts as yet to

express any opinion ; but we hope Manchester

will not have to wait for what it so badly

needs. We illustrated the present town-hall,

of which Mr. Alfred Watijrhouse, R.A., was

the architect, in our issues of July 7, 14, and

Jl, 1876, and gave a detailed plan of the

main staircase in onr number for December

11, 1888.

That somewhat obsolete institution, the

Trades Unions Congress, meets on Monday,

and the usual window-dressing has been

visible enough for the past three weeks.

Something has to be done to ginger up the

non-union woi'kman to a sense of his stupidity

in not joining the ranks of the saved ; hence

the scare heads in the daily papers about the

1.50,000 skilled workmen in the building

trades " who are to strike in support of the

painters, who have never been able to form

a strong union, and of the labourers, who say

nasty things about some of their "leaders."

The strike at Messrs. Mowlenfs job in

Piccadilly fizzled out last Monday. The

painters might have had their rise ere this

on terms somewhat similar to those which

have satisfied the carpenters and bricklayers,

but it suits some of their leaders to keep the

sore open. The Federation of the Building

Trades has been a stale sermon for a genera-

tion, and these terrible examples of the folly

of those who don't believe in it—and the

more highly skilled trades don't, one bit—are

being numufactured to point the moral and

adorn the tales to be told for the 7ith time

next week. The truth is the building trades

are more sectional than any other great

group. And the more highly skilled and

better-organised industries, while quite ready

for war when real occasion arises, are for the

most part served by shrewd and practical

luiion officials. These are not likely to waste

their funds on the tin-pot toy fights of the

badly-organised branches, which cannot

secure the adherence of their own members,

and fancy it is the first duty of the big unions,

which by courage and discretion have won
recognition, to fight the battles of the failures.

"An Imagi[iary Building Estate" is the

romance of a police report, which we give on

another page, full of mysterious morals for

the thoughtful. The mere facts were that

the accused, being hard up, took one room,

as a " surveyor," at a good address, and

thence sent out circulars to builders inviting

tenders for the general repair, from time to

time, and the upkeep of about five thousand

shops and dwelling - houses at Chelsea,

Balham, Streatham, and elsewhere, and
forming part of the " I'almer Estates." No
doubt the circular was prettily printed, and,

in a most business-like way, it went on to

say that the work was to be done according

to schedules, for which a "deposit" of one

guinea only was asked for each district.

What could be fairer? And two builders,

doubtless finding things rather slack, rose

to the fly, wrote for schedules, and sent

cheques for £3 3s. and £2 2s. Then it turned

out that the " Palmer Estates" did not exist,

and the five thousand shops and dwellings

were as imaginary as those displayed upon

the plans of Eden described in " Martin

Chuzzlewit." So the genius who conceived

the scheme was convicted and punished. But

what a commentary upon the present state

of business in the building trade! How
many architects, surveyors, solicitors, and

builders are there nowadays, we wonder, still

waiting wearily for the materialisation of an
" imaginary building estate " that turns out

later as a mere mirage?

" A Comedy of Co,sts " is the only title that

truly fits the report of a case gravely argued

out in the Court of Appeal (July 23, 1913),

There was a lease with a covenant not to

assign unless the lessor's consent should be

"unreasonably" withheld. Lessee applied

for consent ; lessor's lawyer refused any

license to assign, and then said he would take

up references. Lessee, full of fight, thereon

issued writ for a declaration that lessor had

unreasonably refused consent. Then lessor

wrote references unsatisfactory, and would

not accept proposed tenant. Thereupon

lessee executed assignment, and this bright

little action went on merrily. At the hearing,

before Mr. Justice Joyce, he held lessor's

refusal luireasonable, and granted declara-

tion asked. So far, all well. But the Court

of Appeal reversed this ruling--held that, on

the references, the lessor's declining was

quite reasonable, and that the action should

not have been brought ! Meanwhile the lessor

had knocked the bottom out of the case by

taking rent from the tenant he had so rightly

refused to accept as assignee ! So there was

nothing left but the costs, which will all now
have to be paid by the party who so light-

heartedly romped in with his writ. Truly a

comedy ; but a comedy of errors somewhere.

It seems to have been rather a pretty game
of bluff between the lawyers, aiul it went very

well so far. Even now there is the House
of Lords, if the plaintifi' is not feeling a bit

tired of the whole business.

The lesson of the Board of Trade Railway

Returns for 1912, issued last Friday, is not

far to seek. The railway companies have

put up rates and fares all roinid to passengers

and traders ; they have made a million and
a quarter more profit, and they have lost

nearly thirty-two million passengers.

Wherever possible the passenger is deserting

the railway for the motor-car, the tram-car,

and the motor-bus. It is particularly notice-

able that while the companies taxed the third-

class passengers to the extent of £631,000,

they have scared 1.7 per cent, of them away.
The traders are using motor-lorries wherever
it is possible, and will do so more and more.
It is common knowledge that the Govern-
ment—tardily, and some say unwillingly

—

will be forced sooii to consider the appoint-

ment of a Royal Commission to investigate

tlie increasing gravity of the situation. Ten
years ago we said the outcome of that inquiry

would be railway nationalisation. To-day, as

we have said more than once lately, we
incline to doubt it. The financial outlook

renders nationalisation improbable on any
paying-out basis that can satisfy shareholder

or taxpayer.

While Mr. Lloyd George is dilating on the

value of golf, the anomalies of the land duly

steadily increase. One particularly exasper-

ating case is detailed by a correspondent of

the Manchester Gvardiav. which we re-

produce on another page. The complainant

bought the house in which he lives in

September, 1910. It had just been built and a

few weeks ago he received a demand for un

developed land duty, as he says, from Feb
ruary, 1910. to September. 1910 that is, for

the seven months before he had anything to

do with the house, and while it was being

built. Our contemporary, however, states

that the demand note was for duty as from

April, 1909, to March. 1910-tbat "is to say,

for the year before building operations began.

So although the complainant's interest in the

land only began after it had begun to be

developed, he is taxed for its undeveloped

state in the year preceding his purchase. The
ease of the Inland Revenue officials is that

they have power to do that under .section 19

of the Act, which di,stinctly says that any

unpaid duty "shall be recoverable from the

owner for the time being." Anybody, so the

officials say, may be made, in fact, to pay,

)iot for himself, but for the last owner. It

was surely never meant to penalise the owner
in a case like this? The professed object of

the development duty is to stimulate building

or other profitable improvement on land of

high value for such purposes, and the dnty

was to fall on the owners of such land who
were piling up future wealth by holding land

back from profitable use. The officials seem

to have deliberately set themselves to wreck

the land taxes. Moreover, the Act says that

unpaid land duty .shall only be recoverable

from the present owner " if it is assessed

not more than three years after the expiration

of the year for which it is charged." The

year for which it was charged ended March.

1910, and the date of the demand note is

.June 25, which is outside the three years'

limit. But it seems that notices of assess-

ment were sent to the owner on February 25,

seven days within the three years' limit, but

were returned by the Post Office because

they were wrongly addressed. The Revenue

officials first violated the spirit of the Act by

trying to assess, and later, even the letter

of it, by assessing after date.

"A Building Code," by F. W. Fitzpatriek,

formerly of the U.S. Service (London:

Crosby Lockwood and Co. ; 4s. 6d.), is a com-

pilation of building regulations covering

every pluase of municipal building activity,

with special emphasis on fire - preventive

features. It is probable that here on this

side we ai-e ahead of our American brethren,

if not always beneficially, as regards the

multiplicity of our building regulations, at

least in our attention to methods of fire-

prevention, and that Mr. Fitzpatrick's

treatise of some 120 pages will be principally

of use in America. Still, an active and

intelligent observer who has seen the game

from outside, so to speak, here and all over

Europe, as Mr. Fitzpatriek has done, seldom

fails to suggest points of comparison advan-

tageously, and the volume is well worth

perusal.
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If the Daily News' "strange story" about
the " fiasco " in connection with the Crystal

PaUice " King Edward Memorial Fund " is

true it justifies the doubts which we expressed
at the time of its inception in June, 1911. It

is stated that a total of £6,162 was sub-

scribed by the public. Of this, £1,790 was
returned to subscribers who stipulated for the

return of their guineas in the event of Lord
Tenterden's scheme not going through, or

who disagreed with the council's proposal to

hand over the balance to the Lord Mayor's
Crystal Palace Fund, and have received 8s.

back for their guinea. It is understood that
.some dissatisfied subscribers who insisted

earlier got 14s. out of their guinea back. A
ohe(|iie for £,'500 has been sent to the Lord
Mayor's Fund, and it is estimated that there
will be another £60 or £70 to go to the same
fund when the King Edward National
Memorial Fund is definitely closed. The
expenses of administering amount to con-
siderably over £3,&00. A few items of ex

peaditure are given :

—

stamps .fl,:)17 Vi 8*

Printing, stationcrj', &c ROl (i 7

WaRes 4,S7 13 -I

Rent of office, *c -ina i u
.\dvertisiug 445 n -2

fjeneral expenses 1;j7 ,-, i;

In October, 1911, Lord Tenterden offered to

contribute £5,000 collected for the King
Edward Memorial Fund to the fund Lord
Mayor Sir Vezey Strong was trying to rai.ie

t.) pay a deposit of £21,000 on the purchase
price of the Palace to prevent its being sold

liy auction. He offered the sum conditionally

on the life-membership ticket promise under
which the money had been subscribed being
respected ; but the Lord Mayor declined to

receive the contribution conditionally, and
Lord Plymouth stepped in and bought the
Crystal Palace for resale to the public later.

Lord Tenterden's scheme dropped out of the

public mind until the small subscription of

£500 to the present Lord Mayor's Crystal
Palace fund has drawn attention to the very
large expenditure incurred in raising and
disposing of the £6.000 contributed to the

National Memorial Fund.

Messrs. Robert Kearsley and Company,
Limited, held their first annual convention
at Ripon on August 1.3, 14, and 15. .Although

the firm is represented in many foreign

rountries and most of the colonies, those at-

tending the convention were from the United
Kingdom only. Two interesting and profit-

able days were spent at the works in discuss-

ing various matters in connection with the

Trade. On Thur.sday evening the firm enter-

tained those attending the convention to a

dinner, followed by a smoking concert, and
on the following day the party started off

early in the morning for a long motor tour

through Wensleydale, luncheon being taken
at .4ysgarth and tea at Richmond. The in-

stitution known as a convention is one which
we owe to our American cousins, but the
value of such gatherings has long since been
recognised in the United States, and is

becoming daily more appreciated by the

more progressive British firms. Such gather-

ings, combining as they do business with
pleasure, are not only the means of creating

friendships amongst the representatives

themselves, but give added strength and
unity to a concern. One of the ideals of

Messrs. Robert Kear.sley and Company,
Ltd., in their more recent development, is

what may be described as the "team spirit,"

and undoubtedly the camaraderie which
results from such a policy, and from the

happy relations which exist between the

firm and their staff as a whole, has con-

tributed in no small degree to the striking

success which the firm has achieved of lute

years.

As a re.sult of the deliberations of the

shareholders' committee which was appointed

in connection with one of the large fireclay

combinations not a thousand miles from

Leeds, it is not unlikely that the per.sonnel of

the board will undergo change in the near

future. It is some time since the company
paid any dividend to the ordinary share-

holders, and we doubt whether the board will

find themselves in a position to recommend
any dividend when they meet to discuss the

balance-.sheet to-day. What they will also

have to consider is the resignation of the

managing director, which was handed in this

week. Considering the important part taken

l)y this gentleman in the formation and
management of the company, it will be in-

teresting to note whether his resignation will

improve matters, and whether the resolutions

which will be submitted at the animal general

meeting will, if adopted, materially improve

the prospects of the company. In any case,

we wish it a return of prosperity.

•*<to^

Barnsley Town Coimcil have decided to

arrange for an open architectural competition
for the new town-hall.

The county counoil of Cambridge liave

received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to borrow £10,000 for five years for the
reconstruction of the main road from Royston
to Newmarket.

Baroness Beaumont, of Carlton Towers,
Selhy, laid the foundation-stone, on Saturday
afternoon, of the new Roman Catholic schools
which are to be erected at Selbv at a cost of

from i:4,000 to £5.000.

Plan.s have been completed for a sumptuous
chapel for the University of Pennsylvania. The
Imilding will be placed on the campus of the
institution at Philadelphia, and is estimated to

cost at least £100,000 sterling.

Mr. J. H. Bell has just resigned his oOice as

chief sanitary inspector to the Epping Rural
District Council after 40 years' service. In all

Mr. Bell has been a sanitary inspector in

dift'erent parts of the country for 56 years.

The city corporation of Sheffield have received
the sanction of the Local Government Board for
borrowing £79.700 for the extension of the
Neepsand generating station, and £20.971 for
street improvement purposes, and £25.000 for
sewerage work.

The corporation of Southend-on-Sea have in-

structed their General Purposes Committee to
consider the provision of a new town hall and
municipal offices. The corporation sanctioned
the proposals for improvements to the pier
estimated to involve an outlay of £19,000.

It is proposed to build at Harwich a Y.M.C.A.
institute at a cost of about £10,000. It will
provide accommodation for from 200 to 250 men.
On the ground floor there will be a common
room, reading, writing, billiard and games
rooms, library, restaurant and temperance bar.

The gaunt roofless eastern and northern walls
of the 12th-century presbytery and Lady-chapel
of the Priory at Tynemouth, which form such a
striking landmark from the sea and coast, are
now enveloped in scaffolding, preparatory to
pointing and repair works, to be carried out by
H.M. Office of Works.

At the expense of Mrs. Hugh Stannus, the
widow of the well-known architect who was
.Alfred Stevens's favourite pupil, bronzes have
been cast from plaster models of boys' heads
by Stevens, and have been presented to the
Tate Gallery. Stevens's half-length portrait of
W. B. Spence has also been added to the collec-
tion in the gallery.

An inquest was held at Bowness on Friday
on Michael M, Harrison, of Lancaster, land
surveyor, aged 25, and Walter Hodg.'ion, of
Witherslack. bank clerk, who were killed on
the previous Wednesday night while motor-
cycling on the Kendal-road at Bowness by col-

lision with a motor-car. A verdict of accidental
death was returned.

PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

A. A. SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE.—
The curriculum of the School of Architecture
of the Architectural Association for this
session, 191.'M4, has just been issued, Mr.
Robert Atkinson, A.R.I.B.A., has succeeded
Mr. H. P. G. Maule as head-nuister. The
lecturer on Theoretical ami Practical Con-
struction is Mr. C. E. Varndell. A.R.I.B.A..
and the day school masters are, first and
second years, Mr. Alan Potter ; assistant,
Mr. W.'M. Keesey, A.R.C.A. ; third year,
Mr. Robert W. Cable, Ancien Elev'e de
I'Ecole de«: Beaux-Arts. Mr. .lames Buyers
Scott is the master of the evening school.
The other lecturers are : Greek and Roman
Architecture, Mr. Theodore Fyfe. F.R.I.B.A.
Media?val Architecture, Mr. Aymer Vallance,
M..4. Renaissance Architecture: Mr. W. H.
Ward, M.A., A.R.I.B..\. Professional Prac-
tice: Mr. A. O. Collard, F.R.I.B.A. Life
Class Instructor: Mr. E. Constable Alston.
Water-Colour Class, Mr. H. F. Waring. The
Registrar is Mr. B. Scott Holmes, B.A., 18,
Tufton-street, S.W. Membership of the A. A.
is compulsory for all students attending the
day or evening school or lectures. The fees
are:—Day School: First year, 15 guineas per
term. Second and third years, 16 guineas
per term, in each ca.se including all demon-
strations and lectures. Evening School

:

Preparatory courses, including lectures, 4

guineas per term. Third and fourth years,
including lectures, 5 guineas per term. Fee
for course of instruction in the Evening
School for the preparation of R.I.B..\. Testi-
monies of Study (exclusive of lectures), 2
guineas per term, or 5 guineas per session.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE FIELD
CLUB.—Some sixty members of the North
Staffordshire Field Club had an excursion to

the Ridwares on Saturday, under the leader
ship of Mr. A. Scrivener, of Hanley, a former
president of the club. From Rugeley .lunctiou
the party motored to Hamstall Ridware,
where portions of the pari.sh church date
from 1130. The visitors were met by the
rector, the Rev. ,1. O. Coussmaker. who ex-
plained the architectural details. There is

some glass in the church dating from the 14th
century, and the east window is a replica of
one now in a church at St. Heliers, .lersey,

which was awarded first prize at the Paris
Exhibition in 1869. Three windows in the
north aisle date from the time of Henry VII.
The chain with which the old Bible was
fastened is also preserved here. Near the
church are the ruins of the old manor-house
of the de Ridwares. a great Saxon family,
who preserved their possessions after the
Conquest. The property has been in the
possessioTi of the familj' of Lord Leigh, of

Stoneleigh Abbey, since the reign of Eliza-
beth. Mavesyn-Ridware Church was also

visited, the Rev. E. .lobson, rector, meeting
the party and pointing out the features of

special interest. There are traces of 13th
century work in the building. The founder's
tomb—Hugo Malveysin— is in a riehly-

motihled recess in the north wall. There is

also a tomb to a Malveysin described as a

Crusader, and another to a Malveysin killed

at the Battle of Shrewsbury, 1403.' Near the
church is the gateway of the ancient manor-
house, which tradition says was originally an
oratory granted by the Bishop of Lichfield
to Dame Johanna Malveysin,

The Longford county surveyor, Mr. Gunnis.
has decided to withdraw his resignation and will

apply for an increase of salary.

Mr. Thomas Rawcliffe, surveyor to Clitheroe
District Council and registrar of births and
marriages for Chipping, was found dead by the
roadside near the Lower Hodder Bridge,
Clitheroe. on Friday morning. An overturned
trap was about fifty yards away with tiie

horse grazing near by. Mr. Rawcliffe had
apparently been dead several hours.

(">range-street Congregational Church. Leices-
ter-square, which Sir Isaac Newton's house
adjoins, and has stood for about 220 years, is

about to close its doors. The church was built

by tlie French Huguenots, and Toplady, who
wrote "Rock of .\ges." occupied its pulpit
amongst others. An appeal is made for funds
to assist in rebuilding the church.
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NEW SCIENCE MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

The new building will be erected partly

on the site of the old museum, the eastern

portion of which has already been

demolished. The old South Kensington

Branch Post Office, accommodation for

which has been provided in a building at the

corner of Exhibition and Imperial Institute-

roads, designed for the joint use of the Post

Office and the Meteorological Office, and

some temporary structures, have also been

recently removed to make room for the

eastern block of the new nuiseum building,

which, when completed, will extend from

Exhibition-road to Queen's-gate between the

Natural History Museum and the Imperial

College of Science. The first portion to be

erected, and for which tenders are now being

obtained, will occupy approximately one-

third of the site, and the remainder will be

left for future extension. The principal

facade to this eastern block will be to Ex-

hibition-road. When complete, the exhibi-

tion space will consist of three large roof-

lighted halls, 20nft. by 100ft., with surround-

ing galleries on the first and second floors

lighted partlv from the sides and from a

central lighting well 1:26ft. by 4nft. and 78ft.

high. These large balls will be connected

by entirely side-lighted galleries. Other
galleries will be provided on the third floor

extending over the whole building. The
eastern block will contain two of the three

roof-lighted halls with a block of galleries to

the north and a portion of the connecting

galleries to tlie west. The museum offices

with a confereni-e room and an entrance from

Imperial Institute road will also be pro-

ceeded with at once, and museum workshops
with storage space for exhibits, will be pro

vided in the basement. The principal

entrance to the eastern block will be from
Exliibitioii-road. and when the building is

complete there will \>o another entrance from

(Queen's Gate. Arrangements will also be

made for a public entrance to the mnse\im

from the existing Metropolitan District Rail-

way subway to South Kensington Station.

It is intended to exhibit the larger and
heavier objects, such as locomotives and
engines, on the ground floor of the new
building. This floor will extend over the

whole area, and for the largest exhibits the

central part of the large hall in the roof-

lighted space will be available. The gro\nid-

floor galleries will be about !22ft. in height,

and the remainder about '20ft. Throughout,
the gallery windows will be about 7ft. above

floor level, to afford uninterrupted wall space

for exhibit cases. Electric lifts placed in the

staircase wells will be provided for the use

of visitors, and access to the various galleries

will be made as direct and easy as possible.

The .building will be warmed by a hot-water

system. The total floor area for exhibition

purposes to be provided in the complete
building will be about 377. ,500 superficial

feet. The structure generally will be of re-

inforced concrete with external walls of stone

and brick. The facade to Exhibition road

and part of the south front will be faced with

l^urtland stone, excepting the entrances and
tile lower balustrades, which will be of

granite. The roof slopes will be covered with
s!nall green slates, and the wiiulows through-

out will be provided with metal sashes. In

the arcbitectural treatment of the exterior

efficient lighting of the galleries was the

chief factor to be considered, and in vie\v of

the purpose for which the building is to be
erected, a simple and dignified result has

been ainu'd at bv the architect. Mr. R. .1.

Allison, A.R.I.'B...\.. of H.M. Office of

Works.

BIRMINGHAM HOSIMTAL I'OR

(IIILDUKN.

This buildiiiL', now being erected, fronts

Ladywood road. The central or principal

block is devoted to administrative purposes.

It consists of five floors. Entering <m the

ground floor, the corridors leading off a

central hall give access to secretarial offices,

committee- and board-roomg, male resident

medical officer's quarters, dispensary, sewing

department, nurses' i-ecreation- and cloak-

rooms. The main staircase leading from the

central hall gives access to the upper floors.

Upon tlie first and second floors are chiefly

allocated rooms for the female resident

medical officers, matron, nurses' dining

room, servants' recreation-room, and the

nurses' and servants' bedrooms ; whilst upon
the third floor is arranged the cookery de-

partment, comprising a large central kitchen,

around which are grouped the smaller rooms,

such as the scullery, larders, dairy, grocery

and crockery stores, cooks' rooms, etc. This

department,' being centrally situated, gives

convenient service by means of lifts to the

several dining - rooms, and also to the

patients' ward blocks. Advantage is taken

of the fall in the roadway to form a lower

ground floor to this block, which is chiefly

set apart for X-ray and other electrical

treatment. Here are also rooms for the

resident porter, cycles, and general stores.

At the rear of the administrative block, upon
the ground - floor level, is the reception

department, where incoming patients are

examined prior to entering the wards. The
wards for patients are planned in two
pavilions, inclined at an angle towards each

other, to give shelter from the cold winds.

In the centre, joining up the two pavilions,

are placed the main staircase and central lift

for conveying the patients to the upper
floors. The pavilions are three stories in

height, thus giving six ward units, three

being for medical cases, and three for

surgical cases. Each ward unit comprises

one large ward containing fourteen beds, one

small ward containing five beds, a single-bed

oljservation ward, and a small three bed

high-temperature ward for changing dress-

ings, u'iviui; a total accommodation of l.'fS

beds. With a view to the application, as far

as possilile. of open air treatment, the south

fronts of the large wards are to be fitted with

collapsible screens which will allow the

whole frontage of the wards being thrown

open to the sun and air. At the junction of

the two ward pavilions, and one .story above

the level of the top wards floor, is placed the

operating department, approached bv means

of the main staircase and central lift. Con-

venient provision is made for future exten-

sion of both the wards, pavilions, and cor-

responding administrative accommodation.

Lower down the site is a separate laundry

building, under which are placed the

heating boilers and engineering department,

whilst a small adjoining block will be

devoted to pathological work. For the

present it is propo.sed to carry on the out-

patient work in the exi.sting building in

Steelhou.se-lane ; hut sufficient ai'ea of the

new site is .set aside for the erection of an

out-patient block in the future. In the

meantime, accommodation is temporarily

provided for the treatment of out patient

minor operations in rooms set apart for the

purpose in the main administrative building.

Architecturally, the buildings will be of the

Renaissance style, executed in red sand-faced

bricks with stone dressings. Mr. F. W.
Martin, of Colmore-row. Birmingham, is the

architect.

Archbishop of Canterbury, which in

Mediaeval times met in Bow Cluuch. So

it was the title of "the Dean of Arches"
came about. The parish remains the

premier one of the Deanery, and it is exempt
from the jurisdiction of the Bishop of

London. The " Bishops-elect " of the Pro-

vince of Canterbury take the oath of

.supremacy in this church before their con-

secration. A staircase in the porch leads to

the Norman crypt, where some of the old

columns were partly walled-np, to give

strength on which to carry Wren's super-

structure; but in one portion of this .still

extensive crypt the Norman pillars are stand

ing with their arches complete. The accom-

panying illustration was reproduced from a

drawing by Mr. William Toogood. who won
the Royal Academy Silver Medal for the per-

spective delineation of this subject. The
diagrammatic projected lines on the .several

plans are accounted for by this reason. Our
photo-lithographic plate, which has been in

hand for a good while, was overlooked ; but

its value and the interest of the illustration

remain undiminished. Many, no doubt, will

be glad to possess a copy. A sheet of

measured drawings of the sister church tower

and spire of St. Bride's, Fleet street, on

which Sir Christopher Wren also bestowed

particular pains, will be fomid illustrated in

the Btjildino News for September 1, 1911.

This reference to that number will be useful

in connection with the present one.

HOUSE AT STEEPLE ASTON. OXFORD-
SHTRE.

The site for the house occupies a high piece

of land overlooking the village of Steeple

Aston, facing due south. The walls are

being built of roughly squared stone, dug on

the site, and the roof will be covered with

green Westmorland slates in graduating

enur.ses. The attics contain two large bed-

rooms and boxroom. The stables and

engine-house are in a detached building at

the rear, and separated from tlii' house by a

stable-yard. The house and stables will be

lighted by electricity, the power being also

used for pumping water from well. Instead

of bonn<larv fences, low stone walls will be

built, with ground filled up to top at back,

and box hedges planted. Mr. William A.

Daft A.R.I.B.A., of Oxford, is the architect.

THE TOWER AND SPIRE OF ST.

MARY LE- BOW CHURCH. CHEAP-
SIDE, E.C.

This famous steeple has always r.inked

among the best, and certainly it is the most

fampus, among Sir Christopher Wren's
clever and original compositions. It

measures 2.1."ift. high. Bow Bells have

always enjoyed peculiar fame, and as early

as 1-169 the Common Council of the city

ordained that a closing-time bell in the old

church tower should ring nightly when the

traders in "the Cheap" ended their business

for the day at nine o'clock at night. Only
those citizens piving their callings in the

ward of " the Cheap " constituted the true

"cockneys" in London. The great Norman
crypt of " St. Marie de Arcubns," or Le
Bow, in "West Cheaping," formed the

foundations on which Wren erected this new
c'lnn-ch after the Great Fire, and hence arose

the name of the "Court of Arches" given

to the highest Ecclesiastical Court of the

The town council of Riohmontl. Surrey, have

\inder consideration a scheme for widemng

Sheen-roail at a cost of nearly ^3,000.

\ stained-Klass window which has been placed

in Goldenhill Parish Church in memory of the

late Sir Smith Child. Bart., was unveded on

Sunday Sir Smith Child was the founder of

the church. The window, which is the work of

Messrs. Heaton. Butler, and Bayne. has for its

subject "Abraham giving tithes lo Melchi-

zedek."

According to the local press, the Board of

Governors of Cauterbnrv College (N.Z.I have

api.roved of the scheme for the extension of jlie

college buildinas at an estimated cost ot ±20,, 4b

The work includes the orovisioii ot a library and

si ore-rooms for 20,000 books, a lecture-theatre, a

physics laboratory, hot-water heating for college

block, etc.

Work has been commenced on the East

Haddoii village hall, which is beins erected by

General and Mrs Home as a memorial to tlie

late Lieutenant Blacklock. The architects are

Messrs. P. and T. Coleridge, of 1-ondon. ami he

building is being carried out bv Messrs. ";>ke-

ford and Bosworth, of Daventry. There will be

a room about 40ft. bv 20ft.. with cloak-rooms

and kitchen attached. The exterior will be rcok-

faced. with Duston stone.

Diirint' the past three years the parish church

at Trimingham, East Norfolk, has been uuder-

.'Oing restoration at the cost of about ±300. In-

cluded in this work has been the re-roofing ot

the nave and tower, re-flooring Ihe nave ana

chancel, restoring the south porch, building a

boiler house, strengthening the belfry, colour-

in.' and cleaning Ihroughont. These works

halving been accomplished, it was decided at a

vestrv meeting to repair Ihe organ ami to

enlarge the present vestry, and to niake it an

organ-chamber and vestry combined. Messrs

Norman and Beard, of Norwich, will carry out.

the works to the organ. The architect for »"

the works has V>een. and is. Mr. George Mee,

of Norwich.
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OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the (ieatli of Mr.

Charles .Tones. M.Inst.C'.R.. K.S.l.. for over
fifty vear.s tlie borough engineer of Ealing,
and recently unanimously ehosen by the town
council as the next occnpant of the mayoral
chair. Mr. Jones, who was in his eighty-
fourth year, died on Sunday, after a few
hours' illness, at his residence. The I^odge.
C'ulniington-road, I<:aling. He was ordy
recently presented with his portrait, the cost
of which was defrayed by public subscription.
Mr. Jones, wlio was a native of Beccles.
Suffolk, went to live at Ealing in IS.'iG, and
after practising as an arcliitect in the
district, was appointed in 18(5.1 the first sur-

veyor under the Ealing Local Board. He
retained his office <Inring the successive
changes of the local authority to the stjitus

of district and borough council, and dealt
with the municipal development of Ealing
in a book he wrote bearing the title "From
Village to Corporate Town." During this

long official connection with the district Mr.
.Jones had become widely known and re-

spected. Mr. Jones had undertaken a good
deal of architectural work in the Ealing
district, including the design of several
churches and the Ealing public offices, but
his chief work was that of a sanitary engineer.
During his service as engineer the local

authority laid out Lammas Park, 25 acres

;

Walpole Park, .'iO acres ; and Hanger Hill
Park, five acres; and 47 acres were added to
Ealing Common. Through the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners and other freeholders the
town was able to make advantageous
bargains, and the open ground of Ealing is

now 7h per cent, of the superficial area of the
borough. Mr. .Jones was a founder of the
Institute of Municipal and County Engineers,
and was still up to the time of his death
honorary secretary. The funeral service took
place at St. Mary's Church, Ealing, on
Wednesday afternoon, and the interment at
the City of Westminster Cemetery, Hanwell.

Mr. William Pitt Preble Longfellow,
nephew of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
and an architect by profession, died at
Gloncetsr. Mass.. .August 4. Mr. Long
fellow was born in Portland, Me., in 183(i,

and was graduated from Harvard LTniversity
in 1855. In 1869 he was appointed assistant
architect of the Treasury Department.
During the early days of the " .American
.Architect." Mr. Longfellow acted on that
journal in an editorial capacity. He was the
author of several importaut works on archi
tecture and other branches of the fine arts.

Mr. Thomas .Arrol. a director of the firm
of Sir William Arrol and Co., engineers,
(llasgow, died on Thursday in Last week from
heart failure, aged 50, at his residence in
Victoria-circus, Dowanhill, Glasgow. Mr.
Arrol was a nephew of Ihe late Sir William
Arrol, and had been connected with the firm
for over .30 years, taking a special share in
the outside constructional work. Mr. .\rrol
was a member of Council of the Institution
of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.

The death occurred on Friday at Garve,
Ross shire, his native place, of Mr. Kenneth
Cameron, chief sanitary inspector of Aber-
deen for thirty-one years, who retired oidy
a few months ago on pension. Mr. Cameron
•was .apprenticed to the building trade, and
in 1879 was appointed assistant" in the sani-
tary department of Glasgow. For three years
he served under the late Dr. Russell, and the
late Mr. Kenneth Macleod. and in 1882 was
unanimously appointed to the Aberdeen
inspectorship. For two years he held office
as president of the Sanitary Inspectors'
Association of Scotland, and also filled the
position of president of the Incorporated
Sanitary Association of Scotland. At the
Congress of the Royal Institute of Public
Health in Dublin in 1898, Mr. Cameron was
president of the sanitary inspectors' section.
He was also a member of the Board of
Examiners of the Incorporated Sanitary
Association of Scotland, and was chairman
of the Registration Committee of the Aber-
deen District Council of the National Regis-
tration of Plumbers. He was the first sani-
tary inspector in Scotland who gained the
certificate of the Sanitary Institute of Great

Britain, having passed the examination of
that body in London in 1884. Mr. Cameron
retired on account of failing health, and was
granted an allowance of £'2011 per anmiui.

<ti>

COMPETITIONS.
MANCHESTER ROVAL EXCHANGE.—

In addition to the particulars we gave last
week we should add that while the com-
petition is open (o all architects in the United
Kingdom. Hie Board of Directors have sent
special invitations to not more than twelve
architects of repute to take part therein, and
to each of these who submit a bonafide
design the Board will pay a sum of one
hundred guineas. The Board will pay a sum
of one hundred guineas to the authors of the
three designs recommended by the assessor
as worthy of that honorarium, except they,
or any one of them, have already received
that sum as one or more of tlie twelve
specially invited architects. The author of

the design placed first by the assessor will

be employed, subject to the conditions, to
carry out the work at the rate of 5 per cent,
on the cost. If the Board fail to get a tender
at not more than 10 per cent, over the suc-
cessful architect's estimate, he will be paid
£.500 for his services. All designs submitted
will be publicly exhibited after the award.
Designs must be sent in without name, motto,
or distinguishing mark. The Master will
place corresponding numbers on the designs
and sealed letters, and the envelopes con-
taining the latter will not be opened till after
the award. The designs must comply with
the building by-laws of the City of Man-
chester. The total cost of the new buildings
is not to exceed .£1.50.000, and that of altera-
tions to existing buildings not more than
£25.000. The requirements are lucidly
stated, and the conditions are clear and satis-
factory.

NEW BOARD OF TRADE OFFICES.—
Following the particulars we gave last week,
we may further state that in the second com-
petition Hie selected competitors will be
allowed four months in which to complete
their designs. The latest date for (piestions
regarding the first competition is September
27. Sketch designs for the first competition
must be sent in by December 29. or on one
of the three days following. .Any design
received after 4 p.m. on January 4. 1914. will
be excluded. The building will be erected in

two parts, at times and intervals decided by
Parliament. The first portion is estimated
to cost £280.000. and the second £290.000.
The floor areas are about 175,000ft. and
ISS.OOOft. respectively. For the external
elevations cohimnar treatment is to be
avoided except in isolated features. The
remuneration of the architect, including the
sum of £300, paid to him as in the pre-
liminary competition, will be at the rate of
5 per cent., payable as follows: £1.000 on
appointment ; £3,1100 on acceptance of tender
for the superstructure

; £3,000 more when
half the contract sum is paid to the builder;
a further £3.000 on certificate of completion
being given ; and the balance on delivery of
final certificate. The architect will then also
get £1.000 on account of the second portion
of the building, and further payment of
similar fees when it is proceeded with. The
commissioners will appoint a quantity sur-
veyor, and the architect may. if he .so desires,
nominate another to co-operate in preparing
the quantities. In the event of the death or
incapacity of the architect before comple-
tion, he or his representatives will only be
entitled to such equitable part of his unpaid
remuneration as may be agreed on. arbitra-
tion by an arbitrator to be appointed by the
Treasury being provided for in case of

dispute. The form of agreement seems a fair
one, and the conditions generally are in-

formative .and well dr.avvn.

OWEN JONES.—In this Society of Arts
competition, in which six prizes were offered,
each prize consisting of a bound copy of " The
Leading Principles in Composition of Orna-
ment of Every Period." from the "Grammar
of Ornament " by Owen .Jones, and the
society's bronze medal, the following were
the successful candidates : Frank Broekle
hurst. School of .Art. Macclesfield, for a

Design for a Silk Tapestry. Colin Davies,
School of Art. Macclesfield, for a Design for

a Tapestry Hanging. Edith Frances Harper,
School of .Art, Nottingham, for a Design for

a Stencilled Hanging. Mary Alice Marsh,
School of .Art. Dudley, for a Design for a

Coloured Embroidery Panel. Arthur
Mottram. School of .Art. Macclesfield, for a

Design for a Woven Silk Fabric. William
Edward Shearsmith, School of Art, Vernon-
street. I^ccds, for a Design for a Chiselled
Iron Lock plate. The examiners who judged
ihe works submitted report :

" The general
lev('l of merit shown last vear has been main-
tained, and the best examples are found In

the stencilled an<l woven fabrics. In em-
bididery, better designs have been submitted
than was the esse last year."

ROTTERDAM.— In the competition for
the new Hotel de Ville for Rotterdam, to be
built at an approximate cost of 5,,500.000fr.,

the jury have selected the design submitted
by Professor Evers. that by M. Jan Stnyt
being placed second, and that by M. Krom-
hout being placed third. The choice has been
endorsed by the town council of Rotterdam.
The selected design is of a quiet type of

French Renaissance.

.At the Schoolroom, New Billon, near Rugby,
on Friday, a Jjocal (Jovernnient Jioard inquiry
was conducted by Mr. F. O. Stanford, as the
result of an application from the Billon Parish
Council for consent to borrow X4,OflO for the
purchase and laying out of a burial-ground at

I'roop Hill, Bilton.

The scheme for the construction of a good
main road to Llandudno from Colwyn Bay. upon
which a great deal of time has been spent by the
Carnarvonshire and Denbighshire Conntv
Councils and the Colwyn Bay and Llandudno
LU-lian District t'oinicils. is once again blocked.
The new obstacle is a change in the point of view
of Ihe Road Board, who decline henceforth to
contribute to any but through roads.

The contract for the improvement of the
harbour at Maidens, South Ayrshire, has been
secured by Mr, M'Mofiagle, contractor. .Ayr. and
the work has been commenced. The scheme
provides for the building of a new sea-wall out-
wards to meet the little rock^' islands at the
north end of the harbour, known as Ihe Maiden
Ends, This will protect the harbour from north-
west storms. The works will co.st ilS.OOO. and
a grant of £1,500 has been contrilmted by the
Fishery Board, while the Marquis of .Ailsa has
given the remaining £1,500 required.

The I,<ocal Government Board has requested
the Corporation of Hull to reconsider their
application to borrow i'5,(K10 for the furnishing
of the new Guildhall, with a \'iew to the cost
being considerabl,v reduced. .At the inquiry, the
inspector commented severely upon the ex-
pensive nature of many of the proposed furnish-
ings, and strong opposition was ottered by
several of the ratepayers to what they described
as wanton extravagance, A contract hacl been
entered into for the furnishings, subject to the
sanciion of the Local Govermhent Board, but
(he whole matter will now be reconsidered.

.An interesting memorial, inspired by the
entente cordiale, is now being prepared for
erection upon the Great North-road at Norman
Cross, a few miles south of Peterborough. This
monument is to the memory of 600 French and
Belgian prisoners (hostages in the Napoleonic
wars), who died in the Norman Cross depot for
prisoners of war, and were buried on (he spot.
The site of the cemeterv is now pasture land.
The memorial will take the form of a pillar of

Portland stone, surmounted by a gilded-bronze
eagle with wings outstretched. The column will
stand upon a square pedestal of Portland stone,
and will be approached by steps, the first of

which will be shaped in accordance with the
palisading formerly surrounding the prison.

The thirtieth annual report of the Inspector-
General in Bankruptcy, that for 1912, states that
there was a decrease in the liabilities owing bv
builders over the preceding year amounting to
£396,799. In no other trade or occupation were
the aggregate liabilities over half a million
pounds, the largest amount being in the case of
builders—£467.270. In addition to the prosecii-

tions for offences under the Bankruptcy and
Delators' .Acts, five bankru|its were prosecuted
liv the Director of Public Prosecutions for other
offences, which were reported by the Othcial
Receivers following on their investigation of the
bankrupts' conduct and affairs. One of these
bankrupts was a builder, who was convicted of
perjury committed on an application to rescind
the Receiving Order made against him ; the
sentence was twelve months' hard labour
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DUNFERMLINE. — On behalf of the
Carnegie Trustees plans were submitted to

Dunfermline Dean of Guild Court on Friday,
showing an institute for the southern district

of tile ancient part of the city. Designed by
Mr. George Lindsay, A.R.I.B.A., George-
street, Glasgow (whose work was chosen in a
competition), the building will have a
frontage distinctly Scottish in character, to

Nethertown Broad-street. The central-hall,
lounge, and committee-room have been so
designed that they may be hereafter con-
vertible into a lending department. On the
entrance floor there are to be a billiard-

room, in which there is space for two tables,

a smoking-room, a children's room, besides
reading and other recreation rooms. The
latter rooms will be divided by a sliding par-
tition, and can be converted into a lecture-

hall accommodating .500 listeners. For
gentlemen eight slipper baths and one spray
liath are to be in.stalled ; and for ladies there
are to be four slipper baths and one spray
bath. The estimated outlay is about £8,000.

THE HAGUE.—The Palace of Peace at
llie Hague was formally opened yesterday
(Tlniv.sday). It has been built on a site

,acc|uired by the States General of Holland
for the purpose in the wooded park known as
Zorgvlied, on the north-west outskirts of the
Inwn. Tlie design is that by M. L. M. Cor-
donnier, of Lille and Bru.ssels, to which the
first premium was awarded by an interna-
tional jury from among 216 competitive
plans .submitted. There have, however, been
many modifications of the original scheme.
As executed, the Palace is of a mixed phase
of Flemish and Dutch architecture, but re-

sembling in general effect two Low-Country
hotels de ville placed at right-angles to each
other. The materials are brick and stone,
witli Welsh slates for roofing. The court-
yard in the centre of the building is 144ft. by
I lift., and there are two towers at the ex-

tremities of the building, of which the loftier
is 260ft. in height. In the basement are tlie

restaurant, staff, telegraph, and Press
offices, and heating and lighting plant. The
great a.ssembly-hall is 70ft. by 40ft., and- .3.3ft.

high, and has a gallery on three sides and a

barrel-vaulted roof. The smaller hall has
also a gallery on three sides, but the ceiling
is flat. Adjoining these apartments are
reading-rooms, consultation-rooms, and a
main roof. On the upper floor, approached
by a staircase projecting into the central
courtyard, are the rooms of the administra-
tive council and other officials of the Per-
manent Court of Arbitration, and a library
with a book-lift to the reading rooms below.
Mr. Thomas H. Mawson has laid out the
grounds. Queen Wilhemmina has conferred
on M. Cordonnier a Commandership of the
Order of Orange Nassau, while M. .J. A. G.
Van den Steur. of Haarlem, who was ap-
pointed by the committee as resident-archi-
tect, has been made a Knight of the Order
of the Netherlands Lion.

KNTGHTSBRIDGE.—Mr. James Charlton
Humphreys has granted a lease for eighty
years to Messrs. Harrods, Ltd., of about two
acres of his Knightsbridge estate, on the area
between Knightsbridge-road and Brompton-
road, and including the houses facing Trevor-
sipmre. The '/';;»<.< states that when oppor-
Iniiity offers the area will be occupied by
buildings of chambers and flats, which com-
mand high rentals in this district. By the
acquisition of premises in Brompton-'road,
Messrs. Harrods. Ltd., will establish direct
communication with their new area hy means
of an arcade, on the street level, opposite the
western end of their premises in tlve main
road, and a subway will also be provided to
connect the properties. This subway is being
made by Messrs. .1. Mowleni and Co.. I,td. ;

the new buildings, the first portion (jf which
1.S estimated to eost about £].')0,000. are to be
erected hy Mr. .lames Cormichael. of
Wandsworth, and the foundations have been
begun. Plans for the development of the re-
maining portion of the Trevor estate, ns it

was formerly called, are well advanced. The
architect is n member of Messrs, Harrods"

staff, and Mr. H. H. Dalrymple Hay,
M.Inst.C.E., of Victoria Embankment, i.s the
engineer.

MONKSEATON.—The directors of the
North-Eastern Railway Company have placed
the contract for the new railway station at
Monkseaton with Messrs. Noble and Son, con-
tractors, Dnnston-on-Tyne. The work has
been commenced, and is to be completed
within twelve months. The main station
building is to be in red pressed bricks, with
terracotta facings, and will be 250ft. long.
The length of platforms is about 600ft., and
a space 250ft. by 45ft. is to be covered in by
a half-circular span roof. Another platform
which is of the island type, will be covered
with aTi umbrella roof, 2o0ft. long, with
waiting-rooms underneath. The whole of

the work will be executed from plans, eleva-
tions, .sections, and details designed by the
company's architect, Mr. William Bell, of

Vorlj:, and carried out under the supervision
of J\Ir. .lames Knaggs, clerk of works.

PETERBOROUGH.—The alterations to
the Magisterial Court-house in Thorpe-road,
which are being executed by Mr. .lames Lucas
to the plans of Messrs. Townsend and Ford-
ham, also of Peterborough, are progressing
rapidly. The public entrance will be througli
a new hall which has been built behind the
court. This will give access to separate
waiting-rooms for male and female witnesses,
a staircase and gallery leading to the grand
jury-room above, and to the well of the
court. The public gallery is gained by an
external staircase. At right-angles to this

gallery, overhanging the dock, is another for
the grand jury, in direct communication with
the grand jury-room. The prisoners will

enter the dock by a subterranean passage
communicating with the cells. The heating
apparatus has been installed in a chamber
beneath the new entrance-hall. A barristers'
consulting and robing room is being provided.

The death took place at his residence, Hil
minster Farm, near Stroud, on Tuesday, of Mr.
Charles RatclitTe. surveyor of main roads in the
Siroud district, under the Gloucester County
Council. Deceased, who was .'56 years of age.
had been ill about a month. He had served the
county council since its formation.

The autumn meeting of the Bristol and
Gloucestershire Archaeological Society is to be
held next Tuesday at Gloucester.' the pro
gramme including visits to tlie Cathedral and
other phaces of interest in the citv. and to a few
of the adjacent villages. The Bishop of Glou-
cester, who is president of the society, will
accompany the members to the Cathedral, and
the Sub-Dean, Canon Bazelev, and Mr. Waller,
architect to the Dean and Chapter, will act as
guides.

The Engineers' Standard Committee have
issued a standard specification for sizes of
broken stone and chippings. The gauges of
broken stone are fixed at 3in., 2Mn., 2in., and
IMn.. and gauges of chippings at lin.. Jin.. Jin.,

ijin., ^in.. and ;in. At least 65 per cent." by
weight of the material must comply with this
stipulation. The maximum amount of smaller
material is limited to 15 per cent, of the bulk,
and the maximum amount of material having a
greater length than that contained in the 65
per cent, is limited to 20 per cent.

The Bishop of Truro officiated on Friday at
file re-opening, after thorough restoration, of
tlie parish church at Ludgvan, near Penzance,
at a cost of f 2,500. The work was carried out
bv Mr. George Miners, of Marazion. An en-
tirely new roof takes the place of a worn-out
and leakv covering ; the walls, instead of being
plastered, are now clean and pointed : thirteen
of the windows are new; the chancel floor is

laid with glazed tiles; brick and plaster pillars
have substitutes in granite columns for the
support of the roof, and a ve.stry is provided.

The Local Government Board have given
authority for the preparation of two further
town-planning schemes under the Housing Tnwn-
Planning Act, 1909. Tlie schemes are authorised
to be prepared bv the urban district council of
Hazel Grove and Bramall (near Stockport) and
the rural district council of Hiuisli-I . In ll-p
case of Hazel Grove .and Brauihnll I be sclicme is

to applv to an area of about 1,72,S ai-res. situate
entirclv in the urban district, and in the case
of Hiinslet the scheme is to relate to an area of
alioul 410 acres, sitimte partly within the parish
of Templenewsam in the rural district, and
partly within the city of Leeds.

WOMEN ARCHITECTS.
To the Editor of the BuiLDlNO Nf.ws.

Sir,—Being a regular subscriber to your
Building News, I read Mrs. Els'peth
Spencer's interesting article on " Women
Architects."
As a favour, I ask you to please forward

the enclo.sed letter to her address, and oblige,
yours, etc., DoRi.s Stanton Cook.
Hoskins Buildings, 3, Spring-street,

Sydney, N.S.W., July 20.

[The lady mentioned has not written any
articles in the Building New.s. and we have
not the honour of her co-operation or
acquaintance. Nor do we know her address.
But if she should see this and send it we sli.all

be glad to forward the letter.

—

Ed. "B.N."]

A WORKMAN'S COTTAGE FOR £150.

Sir,—Referring to the illustrated article

under the above heading, by Mr. Frank H.
Heaven, published in your issue of July 18
ult, it woidd have been more satisfactory
to your readers if your correspondent hail

shown in detail, instead of making the bare
assertion, that such a cottage as the cue
illustrated could be built for ,£147, how he
arrived at the estimate of cost. J

Possibly some of your lay reader.s may be I
inclined to accept this statement of cost
without careful consideration of the plans
and elevations, etc ; but if the trouble is

taken to work out the cubical contents of the
design, the total of which is ll,419cH.ft.,
which, to give a eost of £147, would mean
that the cost per cubic foot would have to

be at the rate of .3 l-9d.

To erect a single cottage in aeeordance
with the design illustrated and with such
details as are shown, even under the most
favourable conditions w-itli regard to cost of
labour, materials, and locality, it could not
be properly built for less than 4Jd. per cubic
foot, which gives a total of ,£214.

With reference to the illustration of a
design for a group of four cottages to cost
£4.50, the cubic contents of which works out
at 41,098, which, to give the cost at £450,
would mean that the cost per cubic foot
would have to be at the rate of a fraction less
than 2 2-3d. This design, as in the case of
the former, could not be satisfactorily
executed at a less rate than 4id. per cubic
foot, which gives a total of £747.—I am. etc.,

Alfred J. Dunn, F.R.I.B.A.
Clarendon Chambers, Waterloo-street,

Birmingham.

.\t Tot lies Town Council meeting on Tuesday,
it was stated llial £143 bad been saved in the
half-year by the council's tendering for work on
the roads.

After collecting rents, on Mondav, .\lfred
.Tames Wallor. aged fift v-four. a luiilder, who
lived in Falrtliorne-road, Charlton, ilied suddenlv
in High-street. Plumstead.

A new organ, built at a cost of £1.115, by
Messrs. Norman and Beard, has been placed in
the parish church of North Walsham. It has
been erected in the sixth hay on the north side,
and has an outer case.

The provision of working-class dwellings by
the Hnddersfichl Corporation is prnoeedine
anace. On Friday the town council aiitbori.sed
the erection of 500 more houses in the following
scattered districts :—Mold£rreen. Bradley. Hitrh
Kovd. Salendine Nook. Woodficld. ami Royds
Wood.

M. Rodin's "Burghers of Calais." which was
accinired for the nation by the National .\rl

Collections Fund, and is to be set up in the
Victoria Tower Garden, Westminster, is not, as
has been asserted, a. copy of the much-criticised
and mnch-belaiided eroiin at Calais, but is an
original specimen of M. Rodin's work in bronze.

Acording to a Blue-book issued on Wednesday
night, the Pnlilic Works Loan Commissioners
made 1.712 advances to local authorities last

year for sums amounting together to £4,554,683,
as compared with 1,685 advances for £3,954,899
in 1911-12, Loans for the purpose qf small
holdings and allotments amounted to £1,012,200.
against £897,313 in the previous year
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
IN liK ERNEST C'OLLINS.--At the I.oikIum

Hankniptcy Court on Tuesday, Mr. Ernest
t'ollins, C'.E.. lately of the Gables, Wedderburn-
road. Ilarnpsiead, was publicly examined. He
said, in reply to the Official Keceiver, that up
to September. 1911, he was engaged as engineer
let the Metropolitan Water Board, at a salary
latterly of ill, 750 a year. He then retired on
a pension of ,4:903 per annimi. In 19t)4 he
became a director of the British Columbia
Development Association (Limited), and acted
as such till the date of the winding-up order in

July, 1912. The statement of afl'airs showed gross
liabilities _i;29,100. while the assets were esti-

luatefl to produce a surplus of X\A79.
He attributed liis failure, among other causes,
to his having incurred liabilities on behalf of

the company referred to. The examination was
adjourned to September 16.

BUILDERS SWINDLED.-TENDERS FOR
REPAIRS to 5.000 SHOPS AND HOUSES.—
When Henry Gower, 54. described as a car-

penter, was charged on the 21st inst. at London
Sessions with obtaining by false pretences from
John Thomas Carney and Abram Clarke Chap-
pell, builders, cheques for £3 3s. and £2 2s.

respectively. Mr. Basil Watson, who prosecuted,
alleged that the accused had defrauded people
engaged in the building trade by sending to
them a remarkable printed circular dealing with
an imaginary estate. The document, which was
a concoction from start to finish, referred to
4.995 non-existent properties. The document
was headed "The Palmer Estates. Triennial
Contracts," and began; "Tenders are invited
for a term of three years for the general repairs
and alterations required from time to time for

the upkeep of about 5,000 shops, dwelling
houses, and other properties in London and
surrounding districts. Contractors wishing to
tender must send in their applications not later
than July 25. 1913. accompanied by a deposit
of one guinea for each district for which they
wisli lo tender. On receipt of a bona-fide
tender the depo^iit will be returned."' The cir-

c'dar ended: "Applications must be addressed
to J. C. Carter (Surveyor). 5, Central House,
.Mdgate." It was alleged that the "Palmer
estate" was bogus, while the office in Aldgate
was a room, 12ft. for 14ft.. for which a rent
of 10s. a week was paid. A second man was
said to be implicated, but counsel stated that
the prisoner was the chief offender. The
prisoner, in the box, denied all knowledge of

the circular, and put the blame on a man named
Carter, by whom he was recently engaged at a
salary of 10s. a day.^Mr. Basil Watson: You
agree that the "Palmer Estate" is a colossal

swindle?— I have no idea. It is Carter's affair.

I was to be his foreman of works -presumably
the works mentioned in the circular.—The jury
found the prisoner guilty of conspiring with a
person unknown to defraud, but on the direc-

tion of the acting deputy-chairman (Mr. A. H.
Spokes) acquitted him of obtaining money by
fraud. He was siiid to have undergone four
years for forgery, in addition to four shorter
terms for fraud and forgery. Detective-
Sergeant Young stated that Carter, who could
not be traced, was not capable of framing such
a circular. He was a very illiterate man. The
prisoner was formerly a manager and had had a

printing business.—The Prisoner; I deny that
I have used an illiterate man as my tool.

Carter is not badly educated. Sentence of

fifteen montlis' hard labour was passed.

LITIGATION ON SEVEN-YEARS-OLD
VERBAL CONTRACT.—At Newcastle-on- Tyne
County Court on Friday, before his Honour
Jud^e Greenwell. Absolom Gladstone, miner,
Stakeford, brought an action against Gordon
Brothers, builders, Stakeford. for alleged breach
of contract. Mr. Dix appeared for plaintiff,

and Mr. H. Mundahl represented the defend-
ants. Mr. Dix stated that plaintiff brought his

action against Messrs. Gordon Brothers for
damages for breach of a contract made between
(daintiff and defendants in May. 1908, whereby
defendants agreed, for the sum of £375, to
build complete for plaintiff a dwelling-house,
siiop. and stable. Defendants, it was alleged,
failed to complete them according to contract
and plan: the materials used in the construction
of the house were of inferior quality, and the
work was defectively carried out. Plaintiff,

who had been abroad, had saved a few hundred
poutuis. He was carrying on business as a
lish and chip merchant, and approached de-
fendants for the construction of suitable
premises for that trade. At the commencement
of the work, in 1908. plaintiff paid JE210, and
within a month of that had paid the full

amount, i-375. It was a verbal contract.
.\rnong defects alleged in the work were un-
sat i.sfaetory plastering, leaky cellars, defective
drainage, bad spouting, and inadequate
stabling. His Honour: Yet you have occu-

pied the house for five years.—Mr. Mundahl
said that plamtift' was present daily during
the building of tlie premi.ses, and raised no ob-
jection. No complaint was received until 1910,
when plain! ift called attention to a smoky
chimney and an insecurely fastened fireplace,

which defendants remedied. In 1911, plaintiff

wantcil to give up the fish and chip business
atul let the place. Accordingly he proposed
some alterations, and asked defendants for an
estimate. Defendants nuidc a proposal of about
.t70, but plaintiff raised difTiculties, and the
alterations were not gone on with. It was only
then that plaintiff commenced to raise a cata-
logue of complaints about the house. Robert
Gordon, of the defendant firm, denied the
allegations that the work had been badly done.
Any defects there were were only trivial, and,
assuming defendants were liable which ho did

not admit—he could put the house right, for ,£5.

His Honour gave judgment for plaintift' for live

guineas, with costs.

WATER StTPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

MIDDLESBROUGH. - The Middlesbrough
Corporation are carrying out works for the pre-

vention of I he flooding in the Marshes district,

which has an area of 260 acres of fully-built-up

streets. This locality is practically level witli

high tides, and consequently the sewer outfalls

during periods of heavy rainstorms are tide-

locked and filled to their maximum capacity.
New culverts, varying in size from 2ft. to 7ft.

in diameter, with chambers, valves, and ven-

tilators are to be provided. There will also be
a new pumping station, having three electrical

motors and centrifugal pumps, and provided
with an automatic valve to prevent the water
from backing into the culvert. The work
was designed by Mr. S. E. Burgess, the borough
eugineer, and is estimated to cost i^60,000. The
contract for the first section has been taken
bv Messrs. J. B. Powells and Sons, of Middles-
brough, at, £30,000.

Mr. J. C. Lyons, B.E., has been appointed
county surveyor by the Louth County Council.

Maury Diggs, a former State architect in San
Francioso, who was charged with the abduction
of a schoolgirl, has been convicted.

Mr. Baines, engineer-in-charge of the
Jacoljabad—Kushmore Peeder Railway, has
died in Karachi from heat apoplexy.

In view of the closing of the Birkbeck School
of Art, an effort is being made to induce the
City Corporation to establish an art school, if

possible, in tht- same buildings as the Guildhall
School of Music.

The death is announced of Mr. William
Latimer Collyer, builder, of Leicester, aged 51

years. He was the eldest son of Mr. William
Collyer. of Messrs. Collyer and Scott, fornu-rly

builders in Lichfield.

The Llandudno ami Colwyu Bay Tramw ay >^

Co. have decided to continue their lines west

-

waril througli the village of Old Colwyn for a
distance of nearly two miles. The construction
will begin in October.

Mr. Arthur Hacker, R.A.. and Mr. E.

Borough Johnson have joined the staff of the
London Scliool of Art, at Stratford Studios,
which is directed by Mr. John Hassall, RI..
and Mr. C. M. Q. Orchardson. R.0.1.

Messrs. Magoon and Macdonald. architects,

Edmonton, Alberta, have been awarded the first

premium of 2,000doL for the plans submitted by
them for the proposed new masonic temple in

that city. The building will be a six-story one,
and is estimated to cost 500,000dol.

Mr. Samuel Joshua Cooper, of Mount
Vernon, near Barnsley, colliery proprietor, left

net personalty £706.627. Testator bequeathed
to the trustees of the National Gallery "Hurri-
cane Before St. Malo," by Eugene Isabey. and
"Bras Breau in the Forest of Fontainbleu." l.ty

N. Diaz.

The memorial in Lichfield to the late Bishop,
Dr. Legge. will take the form of an epi.scopal

seat, with seats on each side for chaplains on
the south side of the sacrarium. A 15th-century
canopy from the former reredos (portions of

which are already incorporated in sedilia) will

be placed above it.

A factory, 90ft. by 80ft., two floors in height,

is beins built in Mount Pottinger-road, Belfast,

fi'om plans by Mr. R. Sharpe Hill, of W^elling-

ton-place. Belfast. The building is of reinforced
concrete, except the upper story, which is of

timber. Messrs. Mclntyre Brothers, Carrington-
street, Belfast, are the contractors, and the cost

will be about i:4,000.

(S)ur O^ffia fabk.

The Dublin Corporation once more <lis

eussed on Friday tlie (jiiestion of thn
site for the JMunicipal Art Gallpry
to liouse the Lane (collection of pic-

tures, and we fear finally gaAc a i|nietn.s

to the sehenie. The liOrd Mayor nnived the
adoption of the report of Ihe special conj
inittee. whieh reeoniim'nded the seleetion of

the Metal Bridge site, and of the design of

Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A., as requested by
Sir Hugh Lane, who had himself guaranteed
to pay whatever the bridge would eost over
£45.000. Various memorials for and against
till' bridge site were referred to. Aldernutn
Ireland proposed as an amendment that the
eorporatioEi be free to seleet its own site,

l)ut this, ill view especially of Sir Hugh
Lane's threat to take away the eolleetion if

tbe requirements were not nu't, was defeated.
Mr. Cosgravo ne.\t proposed that Irish arehi-
teets be at liberty to submit designs for the
new gallery. When put, the amendment was
<le<dared carried, but when put as a sub-
stantive resolution it was defeated. The
Lord Mayor, who has throughout supporled
tlie Metiil Bridge site, and Sir Hugh's
nomination of Mr. Lutyens, bluntly told the
members that the voting did not relleet any
credit on the corporation, as they had not
yet come to any decision. The Lord Mayor
has since expressed his determination to

convene no further meetings to discuss the
matter, and it seems that nothing remains
for Sir Hugh Lane but to withdraw his
generous proposals. It is to ho. regretted
that jealousy of an English architect has led
to this fiasco and depri\(>d Dublin of art
treasures which would liavic attracted
visitors and have been a niagnet. t,o draw to

tlie gallery many like gifts of pictures in the
fiitnn'.

I'Jeirl l''crrers. L.U.I.H.A., the lion, secre-
tary of the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings, points out that the
beautiful Ladyehapel of Christ Church
Priory church is in danger of being killed by
kindness. The vicar and churchwardens
have accepted a bequest of the value of

£5.600 to " restore " the chapel, which is

structurally sound, and only measures about
y6Ft. by 21ft. The interest on a tithe of tli(>

legacy, says Lord Ferrers, should keep the
building in repair to all time. And there is

no practical use to which all this money can
be put. It can only be spent to import orna-
mental niodeniisms. Unfortunately, the only

way to prevent mischief is to keep a vigilant

watch when a[)i)licatioii is made for a faculty

to deal with the chapel, and we all know what
happens when such a permit is granted to a

Lord Grimthorpe.

A well-attended meeting of the ratepayers
of Dursley was held at the town-hall on
Thursday night in last week, to consider the

parish eouncil's report on the tenders re-

ceived for erecting thirty-eight workmen's
cottages in the town prior to a recommenda-
tion being sent to the Local Government
Board. The chairman of the parish couneil

(Mr. Sidney Bloodworth) said it was origin-

ally estimated that the houses could be built

to let at a weekly rental of 4s. 6d. ; but the

lowest tender, based on a modified plan and
specification. £8,150. submitted by Mr. W. .J.

Halls, of Gloucester, would not allow of the

houses being let at rents of less than 5s. 3d.

or 5s. 6d. There was no doubt that the

houses would let readily at this rent, but the

poorer working-men for whom the couneil

wislied to cater could not afford to pay it.

A long, and at times animated, discussion

followed, and eventually a proposition

that the scheme should be referred back to

the council, with a recommendation to try

and build houses to let 4s. 6d.,was carried,

with one dissentient.

To the Llandudno Urban District Council
on Friday, the works committee recom-
mended a scheme prepared by the deputy
engineer (Mr. W. T. Ward) for an alteration

of the promenade at Craig-y-don in order to

straighten the road in the direction of Craig-

side and Colwyn Bay. which at present, at

the end of Cannen Svlva-road, has an awk-
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ward aiirl dangerous curve in it. The scheme
proposed to curve the promenade slightlv

seawards, and so avoiding any necessity (o

acquire land of adjoining property owners.

It was recommended the work Ijc carried out

in October, at an estimated cost of £1.080.

Mr. Thomas (chairman of tlie committee)
said Mr. E. P. Stephenson, cojisulting engi-

neer to the council, advised that the .scheme
be not proceeded with, as it would spoil the

crescent shape of the bay, and might cause
erosion, while the cost of construction would
he greatly increased. A discussion ensued,
in which it was .stated that the scheme was
propo.sed in consequence of the extravagant
prices asked by owners for the properties re-

quired for the .straightening of the road. It

was at length decided to refer the proposal
to the committee, who will also consider a

scheme for the extension of the promenade
to the Little Ormford prepared a number of

years ago by Mr. Stephenson.

At Bristol representatives of employers
and of trades unions were invited to meet the
special committee on corporation contract
clauses on Wednesday in last week. The
committee consists of the chairman of the
principal standing committees, with the addi-

tion of Alderman Hayes and Mr. Neale, re-

presenting the Master Builders, and Aid.
Sheppard and Mr. Senington, representing
the Labour interest. The communications
received from tlie Master Builders' Associa
tion objecting to the clau.ses sanctioned by
the council a few months ago have been re-

ferred to the committee, also the resolutions

passed by various labour organisations pro-

testing against any alteration being made in

them. It was pointed out at the council
meeting that the building trade is not the

only one affected, and representatives of

other trades offered criticisms of the clauses

at the conference. Among those who
attended were Mr. Audley Perkins (presi

dent) and Mr. P. N. Cowlin (representing

the Builders), Mr. J. M. Gladwell (Clothing

Trade), Mr. W. N. Llewellyn (Bristol and
District Association of Employers in the

Engineering and Allied Trades), and Mr. A.
Jefferies (Bristol, A\onmouth, and Portis-

bead Association of Sliiplinilding, Ship
Repairing, and Marine Engineeriiig Em-
ployers).

The value of concrete in coal mines as a

substitute for timber was emphasised at a

meeting of the North Staffordshire Mining
Institute, held at Stoke-on-Trent last Mon-
day niglit. when a paper on the subject was
read by Mr. John Gregory, of Sneyd Col-

liery. Burslem. He said he was convinced
that colliery engineers would find that a re-

duction in nnuntenance charges and in-

creased safety to life and limb would soon
repay the capital expenditure. Mr. E. B.

Wain instanced a case which had come under
his notice at Chatterley-Whitfield Colliery.

where an arched concrete roof thinly lined

with brick was made as a road through a

faulty piece of ground twenty-three years
ago. during vvliich period not a brick had
fractured. The first cost appeared enor
nious. but when heavy expenditure was in

curred year by year in the renewal of timber,
concreting was true economy.

A Sunnnary of Progress of the Geological
Survey of Great Britain has just been pub-
lished" for 19PJ. In England and Wales work
has l>een continued in the I )euliiglisliire dis-

trict, in the Warwickshire and South Staf
fordsliire district, and in the London and
S.E. district. In the Denbighshire district

progress has been made with the surveying
of the coal measures and the older and newer
rocks, while in tlie Warwickshire and South
Staflordshire district the northern portions
of the visible coalfield have been completed,
as well as the intervening area occupied by
the New Red Sandstone formation. The
original survey of Scotland has been con-
tinued ill the West Highland district (the
area surveyed lies entirely in the island of
Mulll. and in the north and central Highland
district, comprising parts of the counties of

Sutherland, Ross, Pcrtli, Inverness, and
Argyll. Revision of the carboniferous areas
was carried on in the Kilmarnock and South
Lanarkshire districts. In athlition to a sum-

mary of the results obtained during this work
there are appendices dealing with (1) palseo-

lithic gra\els near Swauscombe, Kent; (2)

analysis of water at "The Mount," Fareham
;

(.'!) a lioring at the East Anglian Ice Coni-

pany's Works, Lowestoft; (4) a boring near
Heiilow Station, Bedfordshire; (5) a boring
at Batsford, near Moreton-in-Marsh ; and (lii

the copper lodes of Inveryne and Kilfinan,

Argyllshire.

A message of great interest to the granite

trade was receixed in Aberdeen on Friday
to the effect that the tariff on granite im
ported to America had been reduced from 50

to 25 per cent, of the value of the material.

The change on iron sand is from 1 per cent,

per pound to 125 per cent, ad valorem. Since
the year ISOti the granite trade between
Aberdeen and the United States has been
steadily dwindling; but Mr. William
Edwards, president of the Granite Associa-

tion, expresses the view that the change will

bring the Western trade to a higher level

than it has ever been previously. Before the

;jU per cent, tariff was iuiposed in 1897, the

value of the export of granite from Aburdoen
to the United States was £85,000, but in sue

eeeding years the tax brought about a de
crease of £60,000. Last year the value of the

granite exported from Aberdeen was
£21,500.

The Calendar for the 118tli session of the

Royal Technical College, Glasgow, has just

been published as a substantial cloth-bound
volume of 400 pages. It gives particulars of

the day and evening classes of the courses of

study and composition fees, and the scheme
of affiliation with the University of Glasgow,
The director is Mr. Herbert F. Stockdale.
F.R.S.E., and in the department of Archi-

tecture and Building the Professor is Mr.
Charles Gonrlay, B.Ss., A.R.I.B.A., Mr.
James S. Boyd, L.R.I.B.A., being his chief

assistant and lecturer. The session opens on
Monday, September 22.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTINO WEEK.
Sati jtnvv (T"-I\IoitHowl.—.Association of RlanaKers

of SewaAe Disposal Works. Midland
District Meetins at Cheltenliain.

Tniosu.VY. — Royal Photographic Society. "Fair
LiUsitania," by the Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Suffolk-street Gailerj-. S.30 p.m.

W'eun'Esday.—.\ssociation of F.ngineers-in-Charge.
.\nnual Meeting. St. Bride's Institute.
Fleet-street. B.C.

Tiiriiso.vT.—Royal Photographic Society. " .\nioug
theP>renees." byR. Gorbold. Sutfolk-
street ttallery. 8.30 p.m.

TRADE NOTES.
The "Boyle" system of ventilation (Nalmal).

embracing Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump
"

ventilators and air-inlets, has been applied ic
A..i.-.fi.^ r',. r',...i^

LATEST PRICES.

the Hall, Aghada, Co. Cork.

CHIPS.
New halls in connection with the parish church

have just been erected in Callander, and will be
opened early in October l.ty the Very Rev. Dr.
Wallace \\'dlianisnn. Moderator of the Church of

Scotland. They are situated behind the church,
and consist of a hall seated for 260. and a small
hail with accommodation for 80 persons. There
are also a session-house, general room, kitchen,
and cloak-rooms. The cost has been j£2.000.

A new (iovei'iunent armoury, to cost
I.750.ll00dol.. is out lined in a Bill introduced in

the U.S. House of Representatives. The Bill
authorises the censtriiction, in Washington.
D.C., of an armonry for the National Guard
upon a site bounded by B-street. N.W..
B-street, S.W.. Twelfth-street, and Fourteenth-
street, in accordance with the plans of the com-
mission appointed under an act of May 30, 1908.

.\ctua] work has been undertaken on the
Prince Rupert drydock buildings by the Wine-
land Construction Company, Vancouver,
general contractors. The work includes the
power house, 104ft. by 108ft., with steel frame
chimney of fireproof coustruction, lift, in

diameter, and 200ft. in height. A shipbuilding
shed. 160ft. by 3O0ft., with lO-ton travelling
c-ranc; boiler and blacksmith shop. 76ft. by
150ft.. with concrete flooring; 1.5-ton travelling
crane; >ix 400H.P. water tnbe-boilers ; a
machine shop. 76fl. by l.'iOft.. with equipment
of tools. The architects are Messrs. F. E. Kirby
and W. 1'. Donnelly, of New York.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

{ex steamer. London) per ton £6 3 fi to £6 .'5

Steel JoiatB. English 7 10 ,. 7 13 H
Wrousht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,. 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,. 8 2 Ij

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,. 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 6 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20e. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Ii-on, tor bonding, &c,, £8 153 to £Q.

Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wii-e Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ ,, Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,. —
Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 153. £1103. £1158, £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to 6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints. 5s. (id. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 25 per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72i
Steam-Tubes 674
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 634
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 67j

OTHER METALS.
n to £30

„
10
15 „
10 „
15 ..

10 .,

5 ,.

„
15 .,

10 ,.

15 .,

10 „

15 „
0,.

10 ,

,

,

15 ,

5 ,

15 ,

10
.

5 ,

85
74

194
195

10

Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £30
Lead Water Pipe. Town 24

,. ., ,, Country 25

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25

„ ,, ,, Country 26

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town 36

„ ., ,. ,, Country 27

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 39

„ ,, ,, „ Country 30

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27
Country 28

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 45in.) Town 27

,. ., Country 38

[Over 4Jin. £1 per ton extra.l
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24

CopperSheets.sheathing&roda 85

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 73

Tin, EngUsh Ingots 192

Do.. Bars 193

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 21

Sheet Lead, Town 24

,, „ Country 25

Genuine White Lead 30

Refined Red Lead 25

Sheet Zinc 30

Old Lead, against account 19

Tin per cwt. 11

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ..
—

TIMBER.
CONBTBCCTIONAL.

Yellow pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 33
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deala: St. Johns 10 ,, 1110
Miramiobi 9 10 ,. 10 10

.. Boards: Swag 11 0,. 13

Red Deals; rchangellst quality 31 ,. 24

2nd „ 16 ,, 19

3rd „ 13 „ 14

„ „ St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ., 18

2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 13 10 „ 15

„ Gefle. Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 0„ 15 10

Seconds 11 10 ,. 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
iBt and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 0.. 1115
Ist. 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,. 11

Red Planed. 1st quaUty 14 10 0,. 17

Fitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ., 23

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0., 066
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,. 03b
Birch: Quebec Logs 3 3,. 039
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0.. 080
Mahogany' Oaboon - 2 0, Q 9 3
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PUKNITCRB AND HAKDW00D8.
Teak : Bnrmese, per load, 50ft. £30 to £35 il

Teak; Java, per load, 50ft.. 16 „ 31 U
Per cubic foot

OakPlanks: U.S.A.. imported 1 9 to
„ Boards ., „ Prm. 3 0.,

„ Mdm. 3 6,,
Hoquoia(CaIifornian Redwood) 3 4,,
Birch ; Quebec logs 3 3,,

,, ,, eawn planks... 13,,
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0.
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6 0,,

Walnut: Sldni. „ „ 3 B ,,

Oreenhoart
: Hewn logs 3 3.,

Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,,
Satin Walnut; Imp. eawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 039

Orbam ; Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0,, 033

Blahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,, 9

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5 0.. 06
IjagOB and Benin 4 6,, 06
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 04
,, Gaboon 3 0,, 03

Batinwood ; West Indian 10 ,, Oil
Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13
Lignum VittB 7 ,, 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ,, 3-
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greensbill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms)

,, 1 lOi
Hard York, ditto ,, 3 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes .. 13

• All F.O.R.London.

Batb Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddineton Depot per foot cube 17*

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD OLAZK8, (PER 1,000.)

Wbite, Ivory, and Beat.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Second
Colours.

Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 B 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose. and 4iin. Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 31 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 33 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms
Station

1

10
1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks ot 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Delivered on road waggons \ ^™'i ^"^^ .^^.se Bed
at Paddington Depot. I m ^f^l""' «'?,''«;

Nine Elms Depot, or |
- *" ^ ^ ...£0 3

Pimlico Whart )

SLATES.
m. m.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20«10
16x 8

Blue Bangor 20xio
20«13

First quality 20x10
20x13

.

16 X 8
Eureka unfading
green 20xio

.

20x13
,

18x10
.

,
16x 8 .

30x10
.

18x10
.

16x 8 .

£ 8. d
... 13 13 e

... 6 13

... 13 3

... 13 17

... 13

... 13 15

... 7 5

per 1,000 of
1,300 at r.stn.

Permanent green

.

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12
9 13
6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
IJild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 Ki
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 11

3iin. Best Red Ac-

)

crington Plastic ! 4 10
Facing Bricks )

[river.

livered
at rly. stn.

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £32 17 6

. ., Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,(X)0 over above I exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours

f
ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2Jin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full trnck loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement .

Ground Blue Lias Lime

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton,
36 to 41 delivered
21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fii-eclay in sacks 376. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 pei doz. ., „
Broseley tiles SO per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 .. .,

Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake'8) ... 46 per 1000 ,. .

Ornamental do 48 6 .. ...
Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 4i „ „ „

'* Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 „ „

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50
Pressed 47
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £39

perdoz.
,

8

6 per 1000
,

perdoz.
6

per 1000
,

6

perdoz.
,

6

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per'l.OOO
Bricks £2 10

3j" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto...............' 3 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks '.. 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3J" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks lit for outside work !!!!!! 3 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 3
3r Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ;

21" and J" radius BuUuoses ; Stock
patterns 3 ^

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 2 course deeiir each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

Accrington Camber Arches ;—
3 course deep, 45" soffit, per foot opening ...
' ^''^ "" ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto ^
6 ditto

i6 ditto
3 ditto 9"

4 ditto 9"

b ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

Net free on tail or free on boat at works

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

3 11

3 9
i 6

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined , ...

Ohve, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S per gal
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm. per barrel
Do., Archangel , ...

Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Tunientine , ...

Putty (Genuine Lin-

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
43 10
42 10
33 5
35
17 5
30

7

1

19

37
30
40

.

,

,

,

,

65,
,

31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

6S
1 10
10

2 8

seed Oil)
per cwt. 9

10
Pure Linseed Oil t

"Stority " Brand

)

GLASS (IN CBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2d. ...

Thirds 2id. ...

Fluted Sheet 2jd. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate :

Fignred Boiled and Repoaaeine

33oz
. 4jd.
. Sid.

21oz. 26oz.
3d. ... SSd.
3id. ... 4»d. .

3jd. ... Bid. ... Td
*in. ^/i6in. }in.
aid. ... 3id. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
Bid. ... 6d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Suiierftno Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Sniierflne Palo Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Palo IMaplo 16
Finest I'alo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
EgRshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan

, 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16 U
Knotting 10 U
French and Brush Polish 10

fratr^ ^etos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LU.NUOiN. Tliu fxagyHratt'd .sliilinnents in

the daily paiiei.s, with regard to the paiiiter.s'
and laljourers' strikes, and the wild talk about
"po.ssiljle developments." are ludicrous. More
paiiiter.s have come out during the week; but
many—unionists and non-unionists—have re-
turned to work with increases previously ottered
by the masters. In some instances, it is obvious
enough that Die real objective is to coerce the
non-unionists into the union. For instance, the
dispute at the .\tlieui5um Club was announced
as settled ou Tuesday. But when the men re-
turned to work ou Wednesday morning, they
found that the non-union men with whom they
liad worked up to the Ijeginning of the week had
returned also. They communicated with their
officials, and about eleven o'clock all the union
men, hfty-eiglit in iiuniljer. were called off, and
a meeting wa.s hold in the kitchen for the
purpose of compelling non-unionists to join the
society. .\fter a discussion lasting nearly an
hour, the non-unionists gave in. Each of them
look up a society card on the spot, and paid the
full cutrance-fee, 3s. 11 was agreed that none
liut union men should be employetl ou any part
of the job, and the men were then ordered by
their oHicials to return to work. At Bermondsey
en Wednesday, the "peaceful persuaders"
smashed up painters' ladders, and upset the
pamt-pots. T'lie non-unionist painters took
refuge in the house where they were employed.
Vesterday there was a conference at the (Jffice

of Wortts between Karl Beauchamp and a
deputation of the London Building Trades
Fecieration witli regard to the continuance of
non-union painters in the employ of the Office of
Works contractors. Earl Beauchamp. after the
interview, said he must reserve his decision,
which should lie made known as soon as pos-
sible. The Loiulon Master Builders and
Decorators met last (Thursday) evening at the
Queen's liall. ilolboni Restaurant, and some of
the lat>our feilerations were to demonstrate in
Hyde Park later with the aid of Mr. Ben Tillett,

who seems to have had a livoJy time with Mr.
Havelock Wilson on Wednesday !

BARKOW-IN-EUKNESS.—The refusal of

the Barrow plumljers to go to arbitration with
the employers on the wages question has re-

sulted in ail entire lock-out of all the men
engaged in the building trade at Barrow. The
Barrow Master Builders' Association have taken
this lock-out step with a view to forcing the
plumbers either to go back or to arbitrate. The
plumbers are firm, and have much trade-union
sympathy. Many hundred houses are in course
of erection at Barrow, to meet the unprece
dented demanrl for them.

GLASGOW PLUMBERS' WAGE.S.-Mr.
Robert Crawford. LL.D.. who acted as arbiter

in the dispute between the plumbers of Glasgow
and district and the employers, has issued his

award, increasing the rate of pay from lOd. to

lOi^d. per hour, the increase to date from
.September 1. The men asked an advance of Id.,

while the employers refused to concede any
increase.

LIVERPOOL.— It is reported that 5,D0<) men
are idle in Liverpool as a result of the dispute
between the bricklayers and the plasterers as to

the demarcation of work in the building trade.

GOOLE.—The bricklayers' strike at Goole
ended on Friday, the masters conceding their

demand that the rate of pay should be im-

diately advanced from 8.W. to 9d. an hour. The
bricklayers' labourers have sent in an applica-

tion for a halfpenny an hour advance, which
the masters decline to give.

vm
The urban listrict council of Scunthorpe, have

raised the salary of their surveyor from £250
to i)280 a year.
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pILKINQTOfl & CO.
(ESTAKLISHKI) 1838.)

DEPTFOBD WHARF,
190 ft 192, OBEEK BOAD, DEPTFOBD, 8.B.

Regiitered Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.

Telephone Nob. : New Cross 1102 (2 Lines).

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

AITLV TCP -

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O.

TENDEBS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cuaes oblige by giving

Ihe addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

tion.
AcTON. — I'or the con straction of a sorting room. "4,

Avenue-road, Acton, W. Mr. Percy Pratt, A.R.I.B.A.,

architect :—
Poore and Son £333 li

Ferris 330
Gaze 313
Bollom 310

Bolton 2a:) n

Perry ' -01
Mitchell ^70
Leeder and Co. (accepted) 275 17

ArHEKivroNE. — For repairs and painting at tho

grammar school, for the governors. Mr. .1. W. Simpson,
BerridKe-street, Leicester, architect :

—
Blower, T., and Son, Atherstone £183 5 -t

Hironsand Hatton, Atbcretoue ... 132 8

Bowles and Son, Leicester* ... 352
* Accepted.

Bakhau.— For the erection of a bridge at Barham,
for the Bridge rural district council ;—

Mount, C, Canterbury (accepted) £lo1

Bromsgrove.—For fixing baths in the infirmary and
master's quarters, for the guardians :—

Jennings, H. (accepted) £l:i9 1

Buckingham.— P'or the supply of engmea at sewage
works, for the town council :—

Tangye (accepted) £436

Hi'RNi.EY —For painting at the workhouse, for the
guardians :

—

Aepinall, W., St. James'-row,
Burnley (accepted) £18.:.

Hi'iHALi..—For erecting mistress's house at Buxhall
Council School, for the East Suffolk Education Com-
mittee:

—

Gibbons, A.J.,Crowfleld (accepted) f3(i6

Chedision.— l''or building additions to the council
Bchool, for the East Suffolk Education Committee ;

—
Kenny, J. A., Ipswich vaccepted) £788

CoLEHiLi..—For the erection of a Primitive Methodist
chapel, for Little Lonen Society, in the Poole Circuit.

Rev. A. W. Welford, minister. Messrs. Corbin Harris
and Son, King's Park-drive, Bournemouth, archi-
tects :

—

Hayward, J.and W £1)50

Burden, A. B. and 8. A -136

Mills and Sons 395
Habgood, N. J., Colehill* 326

* Accepted.

CoLWALL.—Forlheconstiuction of new sewers, for the
parish council :

—
Law, Kidderminster £2,931 15 4
Child and Withers, Worcester ... 2,730 1 H

Broad, Malvern 2.-173 1 2

Trentham, Birmingham '2,217 Ui

James. Colwall 2,139 17
McCann. Malvern 2,080 4 7

Duifr^LEV.—For the erection of 38 workmen's houses,
lor the Rural District Council. Mr. A. W. Probj'n,
Uloucoeter, architect :

—
Simmonds, J £'J,8B5

Lovoll, S D.187
Field, 8,900
Lister, R. A., and Co 8,415
Hoard, A. G 8,4)5 B B

Halls, W. J. B. (accepted) 8,050
Williams, S., and Son- 7,030

* Exclusive of roads and drains.

DuR.sLEY.—For erecting 38 workmen's cottages, for

tho parish council ;

—

Halls, W. J., Gloucester* £8,150
This, the lowest, being considerably above the

estimated cost, the scheme has been referred back so

that less expensive houses may be planned.
* Recommended for acceptance.

East PREt^roN.— For relaying drain in Sea-lane, East
Preston, for tho guardtims ;

—
Drake and Co £102

(Elecommended for acceptance.)

Froliingham.—For carrying out waterworks, for the

urban district council, Mr. J. Green, Council Offices,

Frodinghftm, eugiueer :
—

Kettle Bros., Peterboro' £835 17

Lane Bros., Mansfield 804 1)

Edwards and Co., Doncaster ... 710 6

Porter , S. Barnbydeen 70S 3

Yewdale, Y., Winteringham ... K77 16 2

Swift, 8., SelbV 553 16 11

Buckley, H., Bradford (aooepted) 510

H()i,Bi;ooK'.—For building a special subjects centre,
for the East Suffolk Education Committee :

—
Gibbons, A.J. ,Crowfleld (accepted) £10'.i

Leicester.—For additions to the Aylestoiie Park
Working Men's Club. Mr. J. W. Simpson, Berridge-
street. Leicester, architect :—

Herbert, H., and Sons £2,3!l7

Bowles andSon 2,35116
Sharp, W. M., and Son 2,328 II

Haskard, Rudkin, and Beck ... 2,298
ChithamandCo 2,'W4
Chapman. J., aud Sons, Ltd.* ... 2,187 2

* Accepted. (All of Leicester.)

London, W.—For wood-pavement works in King-
street and Goldhawk-road, for the Hammersmith
Borough Council :

—
Goldhawk-road :

—
Trentham, G. P., Walthamstow... £8,450
Acme Flooring and Paving Co.,

Ltd., Victoria Park 7,095 14 7

Wimpey, G., and Co., Hammer-
smith 7,093 9 2

Griffiths, W., and Co., Bishops-
gate-street 7,170 10

Mowlem. J., and Co., Westminster B,898 8 6

Improved Wood Paving Co.,

Queen Victoria-street, B.C.* ... B,s:j7 18

Smith, P., Kilbum 5,726 4
King-street :

—
Trentham, li. P., Ltd 6,'2B0

Grifliths. W.,andOo 4,887 12 8

Acme Flooring & Paving Co., Ltd. 4,765 13 B

Mowlem, J., and Co 4,740 12 8

Improved Wood Pavement Co. ... 4,5S1 13

Wimpev, G., and Co.* 4.349 4 3

Smith, P 2,537 12 11
* Recommended for acceptance.

Loui H.—For repairing the front of the town hall, lor

the corporatiou :
—

Clarke, G. H. (acceoted) £115

MAEy I'EG.—For nrivate street works at tho rear of St.

Michael's-road, for the Urban District Council :
—

' Rogers, P., Maesteg £1,241 13 2

Treharne, E., Maostog 507 5 3

Hill Bros., Swansea 681 B

Morgan, J. L., Pontypridd 671 2 8

Smith, J., Bridgend 493 tl 8
Surveyor's estimate, £383 143. 9i.

Work to be carried out by surveyor.

Maidens, South Ayushike.—For building anew sea

wall from the shore to the Maiden Ends Islets :
—

M'Monagle, J., Ayr (accepted) ... £3,000

Maktlesham. — For enlarging the council school at

Martlesham, near Woodbridge, for the Bast Suffolk

Education Committee ;
—

Bilby Brothers, Melton, VVooi-

bridge (accepted) £470

MoNKSEATON.—For building the new railway station,

for the directors of the North-Eastem Railway Co. Mr.
W. Bell, of York, architect :—

Noble and Son, Dunston-on-Tyne (accjpted).

UoFiEY.—For erecting new infants' school and
additions to the existing All Saints Council School at

Roffey, Horsham, for the West Sussex and Chichester

Joint Education Committee. Mr. H. P. Roberts,

F.B.I. B.A.. Thurloe House, High-street, Worthing,
county education architect :

—
dckendon, T., and Son, Crawley... £3,096

Baker, H., and Son 3,000

Crosby and Co., Ltd., Farnham ... 2,990

Cook, K., and Son, Crawley ... 2,987

I'eskett. A., and Co., Crawley ... 2.884

Potter, i». 2,8j0 u

Lindfleld, H., and Son 2,880

Sandell, E. and Sons, Worthing... 2,875

Munell Bros 2.841

Mitchell Bros., Shalford 2,790

Rowland Bros, (accepted) 2,719

(Rest of Horsham.)

Eothekham.—For supplying gates and railings to the

Kimbcrworth new schools, tor the town council -.—

Nicholson, W., & Son, Ltd., Leeds £156 16

(Recommended for acceptance.)

RuDGwicK,—For additions and improvements to the

Rudgwick Council School, for the West Sussex and
Chichester Joint Education Committee. Mr. H. P.

Roberts, F.R.I. B.A., Thurloe House, High-street,

Worthing, county education architect ;
—

Mitchell Bros., Shalford, Guildford £189
Thorpe, H. F., Cranleigh 475

Hammond, A. B., Lo.xwood,
liiUingshurst 450

Wadey, J., BiUingshurat 116

(.;ro8l.)y and Co., Ltd., Farnham,
Surrey 434

Peskett, A„ and Co., Crawley,
Sussex 428

Spooner, H., Loxwood 417 10

Baker, H., and Son, Horsham ... 410

Reeves and Port, Rudgwick,
Horsham (accepted) i'^5 10

duEiFiKLD.—For the supply and erection of one com-
bined indicating and recording water meter, including

steel notch tank and ftoat-ohamber, for the corporatioa :

Lea Recorder Co., Ltd. (accepted) £818

S.'JEEiH.—For the execution of repairs at tho Smeeth
Council School, for the Kent Education Committee :

—
Howland, J., and Sons, Mereham £157 10

Shippam, W., Ashford 148

Erridge, R., Willesborough* ... 141
* Accepted.

SouTHALL-NoRwoon.—For the provision of a public

convenience, for the urban district council :
—

Foster, F. and G., Norwood
Junction (accepted) £1,361

Southend.—For furnishing the nurses' home at the
sanatorium, for the town council :

—

Baxter, F. J. (accepted) £250 14

Southend.—For the suppl.v of dampers and access
doors at the sewerage works, for the town council :

—
Green and Son, Wakt Held ... £160 11 6

SuL ihend.—For supply of acombustion boiler setting

for use at the sewerage works, for the town council ;
—

Poulton i Timmis, Ltd., Reading £1,'231 3 B

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Stanley. — For levelling, paving, metalling, &c.,

Spen-street and other eight adjoining streets ou the
South Stanley estate, for the urban district councd.
Mr. A. Routledge, surveyor:

—

Wears, J., and Sons, Polton ... £1,202 12

Simpson, G. B., Newcaatle-ou-
Tyne 1,022 8 h

Armstrong, G., Whitley Bay ... 3,830 17 il

Meredith, H., Durham 3,486 12 2

Dyson, E., Pelton 3,4B3 17 I

Dyson. G., Pelton 3,312 19 B

Heel, P., Stanley 3,087 10

Birtley, R. C, Stanley 3,081 10 10

Johnson and Strong, Stanley ... 2,993 17 4
* Accepted.

Sr. Austeli..—For laying sewers ou the Poltair

estate, 8t. Austell, for tho ru ral district council :
—

Bodmin, W.B £372
Shaddock, W. H., Plymouth ... 359 17

(Referred back to committee for considcratiou.)

St. Mauychurch.—For installing the electric light

at the parish Church ;
—

Drury and Chaffe (accepted) about £ 150,

Wei.ls.next-thb-Sea,Norkole,—For building church
rooms. Messrs. Eag leton, of Lynn, architects :

—
Needs, J £699
Shanks, R B78 10 6

Uinson, T. (accepted) B59

Whii'tlesey.—For the restoration of St. Mary's tower

and spire. Mr. H. F. Traylen, A.R.I. B.A., Stamford,
architect :

—
Bowman & Sou, Stamford, about £100

(Accepted).

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
We do not, hold ourselves responsible for the orinion:i

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part ot

the United Kingdom; for the United States, £1 6s. Od.

(or edols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £1 6s. Od.

(or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the

Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the

West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•t» The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.

= 6dols. 27c. tor 12 months, and IDs. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six months.

•»• Our Direct Subscription Agents for AustraUa

are Messrs. E. T. Kilililewliite and Co.. Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.

Maruva and Co., Ltd., 11 16, Nionbashi Ton
Sanchonic, Tokyo ; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the

paper will be sent by us direct to the suhscribers'

addresses.

NOTICE.
liouud copies of Vol. CIV. are now lead^ , and should

be ordered early (price 125. each, by post 125. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,

LIII., LXL, LXII., LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI., LXVII..

LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV.,

XCV., XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII., XC'IX.,C CI., cu.,

cm., and CIV., may still lie obtained at the saiiiB

price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers reqmring

any back numbers to complete volume just ended

should order at once, as many of them soon run

out of print.

Rkceived.—L. G. M. and Co.-.l. E. M.-Ii. W. Co..

Ltd.—C. and Co.. Ltd.^K. and R.. Ltd.-h. S-—
W. P. T. and Co.—M. G. and Co.—M. and Co.. Ltd,

B. R. S.—Yes.

Vkhax.—Please send.

S, T. H.—SoiTN- ; too full up ju.st now.

U. M. J.—We shall illustrate tile biiikUiiy N ou iiwuiru

aliout next week.

tJuiNTua.—We cannot rejiroducu blue prints satis-

factorily. Black-line drawinas ou white paper,

please ; and no washes ou plans.

Fuee Situation Ads.—To Numerous Con-espondents.

—We can only repeat advertisements under
" Situations Wanted " when reiiuested, and adver-

tisers who ask for tlieir ads. to be continued till

further notice," please take note. Were we to do
' this, our coluums would soon be crnwdcd witll

ailvertiseiiientB of peoide who had alreiid.\ olitaiiieJl

tlie situation they required : and sureh it is not too

. iiiucli to ask advertisers to repeat their instructions
' each week if the^ do not set work.
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PR^MONITUS, PR.^MUNITUS.
!
a.s fruitless as the m,.rc active iiropas.-inJa

The days of hibuur and counsel are re- j

of Mr. Leonard Stokes ?

turning
;
may renewed strength for the first

[

One la.st question : Has anotlier in-
lielp all of us to seize fair ojjportunity, and

I

flnence—perhaps a disturbing one

—

courage and calm consideration inspire and
I

embodied itself in doubts during the last
guide those of us who are called to the work tw'elve months which must have afflicted
of guardini; and l)roadening the common
interest. Probably, some of us during the
brief spell of leisure which is ending, have
found the time and inclination, which the
busy days of the rest of the year deny, to
ruminate on some of the unsettled
Jjrobleins of the time which more imme-
diately concern ourselves. They abound
in all directions, and, perhaps, in far
greater degree than Eomc of us fancy, their
solution depends more on influences to
which we are blind than we recognise.
With some of us, the "want to see the
wheels go round " of the watch of Time is as
eager as that of Helen's babies. The true
perception of the hidden s|)rings of change
and action is given to few of us. In most
of us the impulses of rash self-confidence
or stubborn reaction simply tempt us to
niove the regulator fast or slow, and the
watch gains or loses far in advance, or
behind, the real time, and lands us in con-
fusion and didiculty. Once or twice in an
epoch only it seems gr.inted to tlu^ true
Statesman to undtrstand that his chance
of true service to the commonwealth comes
only with tlie translation of the energies
iji the Time Spirit into comnKin effort to
avoid the crisis of the hour, or to seize the
possibilities of the new develoinnent of cir-

cumstance. ,

There are three matters at |iresent under
consideration by those charged with the ad-
ministration of the affairs of the leading
representative organisation of tlie archi-
tectural profession, which, by common
consent, demand att.rntion. Of two. we
shall say nothing to-day. Of the tliird,

which is by far the most important, we
can only say we wish it were likelier to
come to the forefront again than is

probable. Two years ago. Registration
seemed in sight, and the amalgamation of
the two leading architectural societies
almost an accomplished fact. We all know-

some of us? Those of us who have urged
Registration during the last thirty years
have rejoiced to point to the results
achieved by organisation in other profes-
sions—notably in that of Medicine. And
we had reason. The loyalty of medical men
to their representative organisation was as
patent as the status and benefits it iiad

secured them. A crisis supervened in con-
nection with the Insurance Act, and the
loyalty of the majority of medical men
concerned broke down. We have no right
to sit as judges, and say why. But as
surely as it was so, in the not distant
future a State Medical Service is certain

—

tor good or evil, who knows? And if

Registration equally fails to bind archi-
tects, so it is quite conceivable that the
"panel architect" may hasten to secure
the wages he cannot to-day earn. Only
the other d.ay it was flung in our teeth, in
connection with a competition wliich we
had condemned, and the Institute had
t.-iljooed, that we were as big fools as the
Hommrable Society of Tooley-street
Tailors, who, liefore one of its members
made a suit of clothes, insisted that his
customer should ]i.ay a iiremium for the
pattern and cut ! So idiotically do the
ordinary guides of public opinion fail to

understand why we seek to protect the
public from incompetence and char-
latanism.

More im]ieratively at the moment,
perhaps, are wisdom and courage necessary
in the councils of the organisations that
seek to promote the interests of the Build-
ing Trades. I'or fifty years, here and else-

where, we have consistently advocated the
rights of the trade-unionist workman. We
have never employed non-union labour,
Itecause it did not pay. We have never
had a dispute with a Union that was not
amicably settled. In disputes between
other employers and their workmen we

that failure followed, as disappointingly as l
have never taken sides where questions of

unexpectedly. To whomsoever we attribute wages and the like were being fought out.
the blame, according to our sympathies or

i

But, to-day and always, we have doubted
prejudices, we ought all to take it for

|

the wisdom of the trade-unionist who
granted that they who moved the regulator

,
demands the exclusion from \voi'k of the

too fast, and they who r._t it back to ' non-unionist, and wants to coerce him into
"slow," were equally loyal and sincere.
What stopped the watch? Surely the lack
of energy of the little wheels! Is that
likely to be evoked by the report on
Registration we are awaiting? Is it more

\

likely that the coming session of the
RIB. A. will pass without the presentation
of any such report, and that Mr. Reginald
Blomfield's prc-idcncy will expire in peace

the union. " Why ? " Trade-unionists
have said to ns, " .\re you not seeking to set

up .in architectural union, and to coerce all

architects into Registration?" And our
reply, of coiirs.--, has been :

" Nothing of the
kind. We are askin;^ the State simidy to

test and license the competent architect,
and so to enable the public to distinguish
him from the chimney-rv.'ccp or under-

taker, who desires to add 'architect ' to his
other designations on his doorplate." We
seek, as it is, to exclude the blackleg archi-
tect from a competition in which he seeks
to win by underbidding our recognised
scale of remuneration

; but if a committee
or local authority is fool enough to employ
him, we have no right to proclaim a strike
when the building is begun. In most ca.sos,

the trade-unionists have done little or
nothing to insist on the competence
of their admitted members ; and
that is why, especially in scjme of
the less skilled trades, people will

employ the blackleg. That is why, among
the painters, many ^vorkmen who are as
good as any union painter, and better than
some, will not join the union because it

giycs them no protection against thablack-
leg who takes a lower wage because ne can
only do bad work. That is why stupid and
fruitless strikes are multiplying. That is

why, while during the five years 1902-0
about 11,000,000 working days were lost

by strikes in the United Kingdom, and
during the five years 1907-11 about
3:t,0U(),000; in the single year 1912 it was
over 40,000.000! That is why men ilrop

out of the unions, such as the South Wales
Miners' Federation, by thousands, in sjiite

of the intimidation of their fellows.

These words of friendly warning are
scr.'ippy and vague enough. Heaven knows'
We ourselves, doubtless, are among the
blindest of those who "want to see the
wheels go round." But we think we know
this much : Our art and its many kindred
pleasant crafts have, even as things are, the
possibility of pleasure in toil which human
beings of blood and brain and muscle are
entitled to demand. And, in the days to

come, the promise of better things, when
the canker of commercialism, and the
drudgery of the factory slave, and the
despair of the husbandman, shall be mere
memories of an evil past. But if Art, and
the beauty of the earth alone can redeem
men from savagery of life, and giye them
employment which shall guarantee self-

respect and reasonable rest, then it is as

true as when Morris said it. thirty years
ajo : "It means the propoh/ organised
labour of all men who make anything."

LONDONrnOTOGRARHS AT THE
SALON.

The fourth annual exhibition

London Salon of Photography,
opens to-morrow at the galleries

Roy.'il Society of Painters
('idours, .5a, Pall Mall Eatt, shows a

further increase in the number of works
hung—348, against 29,5 last year, and a

steady advance in the technical quality of

of the
wliich

.,f the
Water
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the exliibits. The jiames of Continental

artists predominate, although some of the

very best work is shown by Mr. F. H.

Evans, Mr. John H. Anderson, Mr. Muir
Ward, and Mr. James McKissack, all

residents in Great Britain. The feature of

this sea.son's exhibition is the development

of several new processes of bromoils, IkjIIi

in monochrome and in colours, and from
Several of these, in the skilled hands of

those working hard at the problems in-

volved, very interesting and highly artistic

results may be confidently anticipated in

the near future. The hanging of the

])ictures has been w'ell managed, and the

.idniivalile lighting gives facilities for com-
fortable inspection.

On entering the large gallery, which
is alone utilised for the exhibition, alleii-

tion is at once drawn to No. 2, " Liclit and
Schatten," by Rudolf Balogh, of Buda
I'esth, showing a maiden in white frock

standing before an easel in the open air,

her figure silhouetted in sharp definition

on the sunlit, whitewashed wall behind.

No. 7, "Rhythm," by A. Romano, of New
York, is a study of piles and scaffolding

beneath a pier, with ripples and reflections

on the wavelets of an ebbing tide. " The
Sphinx," by Alex Keighley, of Steeton

High Hall, Keighley, (8), depicts in deep
shadow that mysterious monument and the

three huge pyramids across the sands
beyond. John M. Whitehiad's "The
Haunted Mill" is a scene by dim moon-
light, shining through storm-driven clouds,

of a windmill on the highest ground of a
wide expanse of heath—evidently a clever

combination of two good negatives, as the

liorizon reveals. For Nos. J 7, IS, 19, and
20, John H. Anderson has appai'ently gone
to Lowestoft harbour for subjects— closely

packed steam trawlers, busy quays strewn
with boxes of fish, and over the water the

long, unbroken lines of railway sheds, all

exemplified in direct photogravures of the
highest quality, and of considerable dimen-
sions. In No. 58 J. H. Anderson migrates
to the cajial in Amsterdam, and in 59 gives

us a view along Lower Thames-street with
St. Magnus's cupola as the central feature.

An Australian scene is dejiicted by Harold
Cazneaux, " An Historic Cottage at

Berry's Bay." near Sydney, N.S.W. (28), a

one-story straggling but-and-ben of loose

stones and weather-boarding on a dune.
"Study," (35), by Oscar Hardee, shows the
draped head, bare .shoulders, and out-
spread hands of a young girl who leans
forward on her forearms in the attitude of

the Sphinx. Near' by is a series of half a
dozen platinum paper tn plein air studies

by (Juido Rey, of Turin (Nos. 20 t(j 25) of

women in Piedmontese costumes. Close by
on the same wall are a series of admirable
iliMuiber ])ortraits by Rudolf and Minya
Dulirkoop, of Hamburg (49-54). "The
Shiek's Tomb," (44), by A]ex Keighley, is

from Lower Egy|jt; a domed structure
enframed in palms and olives has against
its white walls on the sands a number of

Arab men, women, and children, and all

are rt fleeted in a shallow pool in the fore-
ground. R. Macfarlane Cocks, in 71, 72,

and 73, gives us three bromoils in colour;
the first is a haze at Chartres, and the
last, "The Opal Sea," shows, [uirposefully
out of focus, an old woman gathering kelp
on the rocks. One of the best of these
bromoil studies in eolcjur is skied over
these—7G, "Edinburgh Castle," seen from
so close below in the Grassmarket as to

(xaggerate the precipitous character of the
rocks; this very effective picture is the
work of Cavendish Morion ;ind Hector
Murchison. ".\mong the Clouds." (97).

shows in profile and in deep shadow a girl

seated on the edge of a liroken hillside

against a background of sunlil cumuli.

.\nna i'avlova, in ballet costume, figures as
" liacchanalia " (100) in a work by Saul
Braiisburg, and also in No. 194, by
Madame d'Ora, of Vienna. Of the ex-

cellent exhibits by Bertram Park,
honorary secretary of the Sahjn,,, the best
is 105, "The .Ta,panese Sunshade," a well-

balanced composition. An cff-ct as of a

painting on canvas is given by J. li.

Tucker's "Study of Birch Trees in

Vv' inter," a beautiful bromoil in colour

(111). No. l;tfi, by the same artist,
" <,)uimpei'le," shows in l)right hues the river

in that Brittany town, bordered by lofty

ochre-hued houses on either side, the view
closing in a stone bridge. Another colour
bromoil is "A Winter Evening" (IIG), by
Fred Judge. One looks over the bend of a
shallow river running amid sand-dunes
under n wiiiliy sky. Just beyond are 'ight

fore and hind legs of a cab horse, whose
body forms the head of the picture frame.

Beneath this, in grim contrast, the harsh
lines of Burton's "Arch at Cimstitution
Hill." with the newly-added quadriga,
stand <jut in Dr. A. R. F. Evershed's
jilatinotype. The huge supports of the

Eiffel Tower enframe a hazy view of the
" Champ de Mars " (237), one of several

gum exhibits sent in by C. Wille. The
direct print portraits with coloured figures,

Nos. 244-9, shown by Josef I'ecsi, of Biid.T-

I'esth, are of rich quality and great merit,

and other fine examples of bromoils in

colours are the two large landscapes of

sedgy moorlands, Nos. 287 and 288. the

work of Leonard Misonne, of Gilly.

Belgium.
Far and away the finest architectural

exhibit in the gallery is Frederick H.

Fig. 1.—the NEW PHYSICAL LABORATORY, TEDDlNGTfJX.
Mr. W. D. Caroi:, M.A. Cantab., F.S.A., F.R.I. B.A., Arehiteet.

platinotype portraits by Karl Schenker,

Nos. 120-7, in which a very smooth effect is

achieved. A much more simple treatment

is " Cromer Lighthouse " (165), as viewed
from the barren sandhills inland, by
Thomas H. B. Scott. Very crude
harmonies in orange and Ijrown are shown
in the bromoil studies of women's
heads, Nos. 172 and 173, by Major Haig.

No." 179 is a bromoil of "Boulogne
Harbour," with the church of S. Pierre

seen on the high ground over the

shipping ; this and No. 180, a delicate

brumido of the apse and fleche of " Notre

Dame, l*aris," faintly seen tlu-ough the

interlaced boughs of a holly bush, are by
James McKissack, of Glasgow. Three
studies of pierrots (Nos. 201-3), by Madame
d'Ora, are very effective; we like best No.

203, in which the performer contrives with
his hands, in shadowgraph, the head of a

balking dog ; the pose and treatment of

light and shade are admirable. Half a

dozen experiments in colour bromoils are

shown by Dr. Erwin Quedenfeldt, of

Dusscldorf ; of these No. 217 represents a

woman as in an early Egyptian bitumen
painting in bold and harsh contrasts of

high colour ; we shall look for further

results from these tentative chromatic
efforts. One of the approaches to the
" Tower Bridge " (220), as seen from the

foreshore, is made by F. Seyton Scott quite

a harmonious composition. An eccentric

effort is No. 230, in which Pierre Dubreuil
givfs us a view of the Arc de I'Etoile as

S( ( 11 at the end of a long perspective .along

Ihe Champs Elysees, looking between the

Evans's platiiiotypie, "Across the Tran-
septs, Westminster Abbey," a view looking
down towards the statues of Chatham and
the Cannings at the end of the north
tiansept

;
the effect of the marble monu-

ments with the arcading and rose window
above, and the vertical lines of the piers

and their shafts is that of a poetic com-
position recalling some of the late Sir

Wyke Baylis's water-colours of French
cathedral apses. F. H. Evans also shows
in 214 an attractive "Sunny Glade in the'

New Forest," but the portrayal of archi-

tectural interiors as seen with a trained

eye is his forte. Mention should be made
in this connection of J. BI. Sellers'
" Wesleyan Memorial Hall, Westmiiisl -r

"

(209), a peep at the little city of " Dol, " in

Brittany (199), by Charles Job, "Wivns
Bridge," St. John's College, Canibridgf

"

(308), by Bertram Cox, Harohl Crawfor.ls
view across the quad through the "Gale of

Honour, Caius College." in the same
'varsity (324), and "Fountains Abbev," as

seen from the south (255), by J. Harold
Liebreich. Of several attempts to reprod ii .'e

that most picturesque of walled towns,

Rothenburg, the best are those by INIr.

James McKissack (178), and Hans
Rudolphi (271). Roliert Demachy, of

Paris, shows some impressionist studies

of women (345-8), in which colour is

dexterously superj^osed by hand, and C.

Puyo, of Paris, has also in Nos. 341-4 some
excellent works. Admirable i^ortrayals oi

absolutely antagonistic subjects, Niagara

Falls and skyscrapf rs at New York, nre

given by Ward Muir in Nos. 331-4.
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Tlie beams follow the general type ; that
('iii|iloyo(l at A on Oio f;i'oniici lloor plan
(Ki^. 2), and iiliiNlraterl in details {I''ig.s. 4

and 5), l)oiiig a ^ood oxain[>Ie. It acts as a
lintel, carrying the wall above, and also

the lloor. The total depth is "llin.,

iiJi iipstand beam lor

riepth. 'J'lie reiriforic

liiin. " Kahn " aixl

being a

carry in

snpports
and it is designed ..„

abont one-halt ot this ,.

' ment consists of three

r7a^-

REIXFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
By Wm. G. Shipwright, Licentiate
RT.B.A., M.C.I., Chartered Surveyor (by
Exam.)

Thk N.^TioN.iL Physical L.\i!ok.\tory at
Teddinoton.

W. D. Carcie. M.A. (Cantab). F.S.A.,
F.R.I. B.A., Architect.

The administrative and optical wing of

the National Physical Laboratory at Ted-
dington, which was recently completed, con-
stitntes a good example of reinforced
concrete applied to buildings erected for edu-
cational purposes. The structure, which is

area occupied is abont 10,(11111 superficial feet.

The ground floor sliown on the plan (Fig. 2) is

occupied by the clinometer, optical, micro-
scopic, and accounts rooms, together with
some packing and storage accommodation.
The periscope, telescope, and binocular
rooms, with the directors' and secretary's
rooms, are placed on the first floors, whilst
the second Hoor is allocated to the lecture

rooms, joinery shop, litjrary, and publishing
rooms, with some spare accommodation for

future developnn?nt.

The floors throughout are constructed in

reinforced-concrete slabs, f)Jin. 6Jin., and
7Jin. in thickness, according to the spans and

three Jin. "rib'" bars in the eompressiou
boojn, and three l;jiu. "Kahn," one tin. and
two Jill. " rib " bars in tensioii boom. F'ig. 4

.shows the bending of these rods to

.secure shear resistance in the elevation, and
the bent and tied stirrups are seen in Fig. 4a,
together with the application of this con-
struction in Fig. ,5.

'I'he roof construction embodies the most
interesting section of the reinforced work,
and a part of the roof plan, taken in the
centre of the block, is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The arched trusses forming the principals in

\ this section of the roof are shown in the
' detail (Fig. 7). The total span is 2-2ft. Gin..

and the truss is constructed with one Hin.
"Kahn" bar carried from the supporting
walls, kneed at the intersection r.f the collar

beam, and lapped and bent round into the
concrete of the counter-principal at the
apex. An additional Hin. " Kahn " bar
12ft. .3in. long, is added in the narrow section

of the arch, and a ^iu. '"rib" bar, turned
upwards and bent across the supporting
walls.

The collar beams are formed with two 3in.

three stories high, is shown in the photo-
graph. (Fig. 1.)

The outer walls are bnilt in brick to a very
effective design, with deep purple facings
and red-brick quoins and dressings; but the
interior construction has been carried out
chiefly in reinforced concrete. The special
features in the latter work are the roof con-
struction, which had to be specially designed
to secure the required lighting arrange-

The total frontage of block is 134ft., and

nature of the loading, the scheme being
designed on the general lines shown in

Fig. 3, which forms part of the ground-floor
plan. The TJin. slabs are used in the front

portion, forniing the clinometer-room floor,

and are reinforced with ^in. Kahn '" rib

"

bars, placed at 12in. centres, and carried

continuously across the beams in alternate
bent and straight rods. The average length
of rods is 21ft. 3in., Gin. and 6iin. slabs are
used in the optical room behind, with *in.

"rib" bar reinforcement at 17in. centres.

" Kahn " " rib " bar reinforcement in the

lower part of the section, and two |in. "rib"
bars in the upper, all of which are linked

around the two upper Igin. "rib" bars in

the principals. The apex is braced with |in.
" ril> " bars, bent at both ends into the prin-

cipals, and lin. by Jin. stirrups, placed at

Gin. intervals, securely tie the whole of the

reinforcement and secure homogeneity in an

ingenious piece of reinforced construction.

The principal employed at the intersection

of the hip is illustrated in Figs. 8, 8a, and 8ji.
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Tliis beam is necessarily coiistriicteil with
solid concrete abo\'e the arched portion, ii)

order to accommodate the hips, and the
construction has, accordingly, been modihed
by employing three IJiii. "Kalni" bars for

tlie tension stresses, with an extra tie of three
£in. " rib " bars at the apex. These arch
beams also support the 4in. square hangers
for the galleries, each of Aviiich latter have

of the skylights, which are constructed with
a lattice of ^in. bars laid horizontally and
vertically at 12in. intervals.

The suspended ceiling beneath the arched
beams is shown in the outline cross section

four Ji"- >''J ^'^^ reinforcement. Tins

method of construction entirely obviates the

obstruction of the library floor by piers or

columns or the adoption of expensive canti-

lever construction. The section of the gallery

beams at the foot of the hangers is shown

in detail (Fig. 9).
.

The hip construction is shown in I'lg

Two lijin. "Kahn" bars and two Jin.

bars are used as tension reinforcement,

latter being bent up and hooked over

rods of the principal.

Fi.t. 11 illustrates a section through the

. 10.

rib
"

the
the

(Fig. 13). This ceiling, which is alcove in

form, is constructed throughout in "Hy-rib"
steel lathing and cement plaster. A detail,

shovviug the method of fixing, is given in

Fig. 14. One inch by lin. strap iron hangers

are attached to the principals at the upper

end and linked at the lower end ai-ound \\\\\.

by \\\\. longitudinal suspension bars, from

^L^_^^^^ji

workshop skyliglU^ and the supporting

lieams. The lights are open on the light

hand side, with Sin. concrete raking risers

on the left. The beams used to support these

skylights are 12in. deep, with one Jin.
" Kaliu " bar on the lower side and two ^ni.

" Kahn " bars on upper, alternately bent at

the upper end into the concrete of opposite

slope. Fig. 12 shows the walls at the ends

which 12 gauge wire is taken through the

"Hy-rib" sheeting. The metal sheeting,

which is shown in section in the detail

(Fig. 14) constitutes, in conjunction with

cement plaster, a very strong ceiling.

The foundations are reinforced beneath the

walls throughout in the manner .shown in

Fig. 1,0. One Jin. "rib" rod is usually em-
ployed at ftin. intervals transversely across
the trenches, with lattice formation beneath
the piers.

The reinforced concrete in this building in-

dicates another of the uses to which thi.i

material may advantageously be put, and
illustrates some excellent detail in roof con-
struction designed in the Kahn System by
the Trussed Concrete Steel Co., of 82, Caxtou
House, Westminster, S.W.

BOARD OF EDUCATION: EXAMINA-
TIONS IN ART, 1913.

Witli the lists of candidates who passed the
cxamiiiatioiis in liU3, the reports of tho
examining committees are given. We reprint
them because the "regrets," which agreo
with some of our recent criticisms, should bo
heeded by future candidates.
The Board regret to find that their

examiners, amongst whom were experienced
teachers in schools of art, are not able to
report more favourably on the general
standard of merit reached by the candidates,
especially in the subject of drawing. They
have reason, however, to believe that many
of the best students have been judiciously
advised by their teachers to defer entering
for the new examinations until 1914, and they
look forward with some confidence to better
results in that year. In the meantime, they
do not doubt that teachers in schools of art

will carefully study the reports of the
examiners, and take such steps as are in-

dicated by the criticisms and suggestions
made by them, as regards the organisation of

the schools and the methods of instruction.

The members of the Art Examining Com-
mittees were: For the examination in

Drawing: Mr. S. .J. Solomon, R.A. (chair-

man); Mr. H. A. Bowler, H.M.I. ; Mr. G.
P. Gaskell, R.B.A., R.E., Principal of the
Polytechnic Institute School of Art, St.

Marylebone, London ; Professor A. B. Pite,

F.R.I.B.A., Professor of Architecture at the
Roval College of Art; Professor E. S. Prior,

M.A., F.R.I. B.A. ; Mr. .1. Byam Shaw, Mr.
G. A. Storey, A. R.A. ; Professor A.
Thomson, M.A.," M.B.
For the Examination in Painting: Mr.

George Henry, A.R.A., R.S.A. (chairman);
Mr. J. W.' Allison, A.R.C.A., R.B.A.,
Principal of the Portsmouth Seliool of Art

;

Mr. J. Seymour Lucas, R.A. ; Prof. G. E.

Moira, Professor of Painting at the Royal
College of Art; Mr. F. Suddards, II.M.l'.

For the Examination in Modelling : Mr. W.
R. Colton, A.R.A.. R.B.S. (chairman); Mr.

C. J. Allen, R.B.S., Vice-Principal of the

Liverpool City School of Art; Mr. Basil

Gotto, R.B.S."; Professor E. I.anteri, R.B.S.,

Professor of iVIodelling at the Roval College

of Art; Mr. .1. Lattimer, H.M.I. ;'Mr. F. W.
Pomerov. A.R.A.. R.B.S. ; Mr. F. Dcrwent
Wood, A.R.A., R.B.S.
For the Examinations in Pictorial Design

and Industrial Design : i^rofessor Selwya
Image, M.A. (chairman): Mr. H. AUport,

H.M.I. ; Mr. Anning Bell. R.W.S. ; Mr. T.

Erat Harrison; Mr. T. Stirling Lee. R.B.S.;

Prof. W. R. Lethaby, F.S.A., F.R.I. B.A.

,

Professor of Design at the Royal College of

Art. Mr. S. J. Cartlidge, Chief Inspector of

Schools of Art, and Mr. A. Spencer, Prin-

cipal of the Royal College of Art, were also

members of each of the committees.

EXAMINATION IN DRAWING.

The examination of candidates in grouped

cognate tests, it was hoped, would tend to

raise the standard of work above that reached

in former years. It is true that there are

fewer competitors; but tlie general level ot

attainment, in the life drawings particularly,

is somewlnit lower than in recent years.

Comparatively few of the life drawings

could be considered sound. Those which the

examiners regardeil as moderately good ones,

in common w'ith a large majority of drawings

that have not satisfied the examiners (being

weaker in other respects, such as con-

strnction and evidences of a knowledge of

form), left much to be desired as far as the

attachment and drawing of the extremities

is concerned. The antique drawings arc

perhaps a triae better than the lit-- drawmgs.
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In some instances fair antiqno drawings are
fonnd in groups wliere tlie life drawings are
((iiite inmiaturc. Tliis would point to the
faut that the students have had little or no
praitiee in drawing from the living model,
or in>nffieient opportunity of sneh practice,

cr that the master is not competent to teach
that branch of his work, in the opinion of

the examiners much the more important.
Only a few of the memory drawings of the

antique and of natural objects can be con-
sidered good.
On the whole the work of the candidates

exhibits such an acquaintance with the

details of anatomical structure as is likely

to prove of service to them in their sub-
sequent studies. At this stage of their career
it is liardly to be expected that students will

appreciate the refinements in the modelling
of the figure dependent on the contrasting
effects of action and repose. It is, however,
highly creditable that most of the candidates
attempted the question which involved the

representation of a figure in violent action

anatomised so as to display its structure.

In answering this question, while the
majority revealed a knowledge only of tlie

general arrangement of the muscular masses,
a considerable number succeeded in im-

parting to their drawings a feeling of life

and "go" associated with the adaptation of

the muscular details to the action repre-

sented. It was somewhat surprising to find

that the question dealing with the sexual
dirferences exliibitcd in the proportions aufl

niodelling of the "Torso" was not more
fre((ucntly attempted. AVhcn an answer was
offered, the drawings and explanations given

were not very satisfactory. The sttulcnts

might with advantage have tlieir attention

niore particularly directed to the structural

details on which these differences depend.
.\s a whole the candidates* exercises arc

good. One or two arc excellent; and,
altliough there are several that are indifferent

and a certain number that are bad, it may
be concluded from the fact that the good and
fair exercises are in excess of the poor and
bad ones that the teaching generally is good.

The drawings, with a, few exceptions, arc

correct and carefully done, and show a know-
ledge of the working out of ordinary

problems in perspective. The drawings in

Exercise 1, Section A, are good in most
cases. The drawings in Exercise 2, where a

circle is inscribed in a square placed at an
angle (through 10 points) fail in tlie drawing
of the circle itself. Though the points are

correctly found, the curve is not continuous
aTid even. Several of the drawings in

Exercise .'i, the "Chess-board" problem, are

quite good, and show interest. In Exercise 4

showing the cast shadows and reflections of

a wedge-shaped lilock and post, the drawings
arc generally satisfactory, altluuigh drawings
in monochrome would have been preferred
to drawings in varied colours. Exercise o.

Section B: Many of the drawings are carcfid

and good ; where failures occur it is through
iiuliffcrcnt drawing of the archways and
exaggerated angles. It requires a certain

aruount of practice to draw circles and other
curves in perspective ; it is not sufficient to

tind the guiding points only.

The test in Architectural Drawing is

directed, in the first place, to architectural
draughtsmanship—namely, the power of

clean, decisive delineation in respect of

building and its ornament, .such as was prac-
tised, to take an obvious example, by .f. M.
W. Turner ; secondly, to knowledge of

dimensional architecture and of the relative

connections that exist between plans, section,

and elevation ; the knowledge, for example,
that c'onditions the art of the Dutch Masters,
and that every decorative artist must have at
his fingers' ends. As to the former, archi-
tectural draughtsmanship, a fair com-
petency has been shown in the exercises sent
in. The use of the pencil-point for the con-
\entional rendering of the boundaries of

architectural nuisses and the delineation of

ornament has been usually understood ; and,
in the second half of the paper, the con
ventional relations that flat-plane drawing
establishes between plans, sections, and
elevations have been recognised. There are
instances of slovenly line, and the faculty
of a sharp, clean, decisive stroke has not

been developed ; but, in view of this being
the first examination on the now system, pre-

paration for it seems to have been nuide in

the right direction. As to the knowledge of

the Orders, less progress has been made.
Generally, the proportions of the column
have b"en grasped, and less certainly those
of the entablature, but the facts ofcolunnnir
and ornamental reUef have most often not
been recognised, and in the second part of
the paper it is clear that in most ca.ses the
candidate has had no definite conception of

solidity in his drawing of the architectural
items; tliey have been to him simply
patterns. In the preparati<in for the drawing
of architecture it would be well for students
to be set down before actual subjects-
buildings that they can survey and measure
and make drawings from. No candidate
attenqited to show technical construction.
Knowledge of architectural construction is

not asked for in this paper, and no credit is

given on account of it.

E.V.4MIN.\TION IN PAINTING.

The examiners are of opinion that, taken
as a whole, the exercises worked in the tests

are not altogether satisfactory, and they
hope that next year much better work will

be apparent in the tests in Drawing from
Life. Painting from Life, and Figure Com-
position.

While in some cases drawings from the life

are good, they are often feeble, not only in

recording a correct statement of the outline,

but in construction, character, knowlcdgi' of

light and shade, and pose.

Ill the paintings executed in this test, with
one exception, tln^ same faults are apparent,
with added defects in colour (in some cases
quite bad). When to poor drawing is added
bad colour, a work has nothing to redeem it.

There was an imperfect perception of the
delicate qualities of colour which prevail in

the half-tones and shadow on flesh. This
defcx't was frequently most conspicuous in

the paintings in which the surface iiiodelling

harl been carefully studied.

The exercises worked in Still Life Painting
are much more satisfactory, and show in

many examples good and just appreciation
of drawing, colour, and tone. The outlook
and executive skill shown by the work iu

this class are altogether on a higher plane
than those exemplified in the tests in

Drawing and Painting from Life.

There is room for great improvement iu

the work done for the test iu Figure Com-
position. There was little seen that was
really interesting iu composition, refined in

colour, and decorative in feeling ; but iiiurh

that was positively bad. \iilgar. and trivial,

not only in design, but in colour and outlook.
Most of the compositions suffered from over-

crowding and from monotony of tone. A
failing most noticeable iu all the works sent
up is that the colour schemes are not treated
with a sufficiently decorative outlook, so as

to be in sympathy with their surroundings,
and still form the dominating note. It is

always better iu compositions of a decorative
nature, placed to be seen above the eye-level,

that the figures, while filling the panel,
should be as few as is compatible with the
size of space that is to be filled. This,
together with an appreciation of con-
structional (jualities of light and shade, is a
most important element in this form of art.

The accidents of light and shade, as naturally
seen, .should not be emphasised; but the
mother colour of each individual mass,
whether it be flesh, drapery, or sky, should
retain the local colour throughout, as is well

exemplified in the works of Uccello and Hans
Holbein. The examiners, while taking into

consideration the severe and difficult nature
of this test, which is largely experimental,
were naturally prepared for some disappoint-
ment; but they look forward to better results

after consideration by the students of the
recoiiimendations made in this report.

In History and Methods of Painting, while
a good standard is the average, there are
some outstanding papers showing careful
study of the subject, excellently written,
having clear exposition, consecutive ideas of

thought.- and felicity of expression. Tho
pity is that some of these very excellently
written papers are by students whose

executive abilities in the other tests arc of
the |)oorest. Their abilities are evidently
more of a literary than of a graphic
character.

i:.\.4MIN.iTIUN IN MODi:i,LI-\0.

The examiners feel that in the first year
of a new scheme it would be hardly fair to
accept the works submitted as a criterion of
what is to be expected in the future. Of tho
few candidates presenting themselves tho
examiners consider that only one reaches tho
standard that can be recommended for a
pass. This candidate gained distinction. Tho
examiners wish to emphasise the importaneo
of the tests in Figure Composition and in
Modelling the Figure from Life, and to point
out that a high standard of attainment lia.^

been insisted on in both subjects. On the
whole, the candidates' papers on the History
and Methods of Si'ulptnre were of a high
standard. In one case, however, a candidate
had obviously failed to realise that a certain
standard of general education is essential
in the career he had iu view.

EXAMIN.4TIONS IN PICTORIAL DD-SIGN AND
INDI STItlAI, DKSION.

The number of candidates this year, alike
for the Examination in Pictorial Design and
for that iu Industrial Design, is but small.
This, however, owing to the change in tho
conditions of examinations, is, perhaps, not
surprising. The examiuers have been struck
by the fact that at both examinations the
written answers to examination questions
have been very much better, as a whole, than
the executive work submitted to them. Tho
examiuers wish to call special attention to
this fact, which they deplore; and to state
that, while giving to written answers every
credit, they have not allowed the goodness,
or even the excellence, of these to qualify
a candidate to pass the examination when his
executed work has been generally bad.
The work submitted iu the Examinatiou in

Pictorial Design is in many ways satisfactory.
The knowledge of the figure shown is credit-
able, and some of the landscape sketches are
excellent. The more ambitious designs for
posters, however, are rlisappointing, both in

idea and execution, and the. lettering almost
throughout is poor, or often, indeed, bad. In
black-and-white designs, intended for re-

duction, in many cases sufficient thought has
not been given to the value of what the lines

would be when so reduced. The answers to

the paper on " History and Methods of
Eugraving " are, speaking generally, ex-

cellent ; there is a good fleal of accurate
knowledge shown iu them, and it is intelli-

gently expressed.
To pass to the Examination in Industrial

Design, and. first, to those crafts which in-

volve modelling. Here the work, as a whole,
was disappointing both as to quantity and
quality. Almost throughout there appeared
no sufficient consideration of the material in

which an object was finally to be executed.'
The modelling of the tiles, for instance, was
in too high a relief ; and the designs for vases
and wood-carving were clumsy to a degree.
It is difficult to understand why in this

section, considering the number of good
students in it to be found in the schools,

there should be so few candidates, and the

standard of work should be so poor. Those
who did submit work would appear to have"

been in too elementary a stage to sit for tho

examination at all. Exception, however,
must be made in favour of one design for an
enamelled alms-dish, which, alike iu its in-

vention and in the knowledge shown in its

working details, is excellent. The few
drawings sent iu for Stained Glass are ex-

tremely poor. Except possibly in one case,

they give little evidence of any apprehension
of the principles and resources of this art.

The Illuminations are but few in number,
but admirable in design and execution. In

delicacy of fancy, drawing, and colour the

best of them are quite charming. The Em-
broidery exercises divide tliemselvcs into two
classes—that in which the figure is introduced

and that in which it is not. In both classes

the technicjue of the art is well understood
and expressed, and the designs often dainty

and pleasing, though the treatment of the

figure, undoubtedly a matter of great diffi-

culty, leaves much to be desired. Several
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of the monograms also are poor and out of

harmony with their surroundings. Still, the

Embrnidery designs, on the whole, are fairly

satisfactory. As regards Iron Work, only

two exercises were .sent in. They are fair;

hut in each of them the design is appropriate

rather for a large gate than the small one

asked for; and, contrary to the specification,

they both give the appearance of being meant
to open in the middle. The four designs for

Jewelry are disappointing. Two of them are

wliolly commonplace. One of the others

shows some fancy, and one not a little

originality ; but the latter needs a good deal

more consideration of detail to justify itself.

Of Cabinet Work there are three designs.

They are competent, and the working
drawings are very creditably done. Of Wall-

paper designs there are two ; of Silk

Weaving, two ; of Damask, one. The
Bamask, except for its centre, is good ;

the

Silk Weaving moderate ; but in both cases

the candidate has exceeded the number of

colours allowed. In the Wallpapers, one is

pleasing, but wholly imitative ; the other is

poor and ugly. The subject for the original

design in Painting and Decorating was a

frieze with shields. Here, again, but few
exercises were sent in, and those ranged from
poor to bad. The heraldry, an important

feature, is in no case well xmderstood. In

Bookbinding there was only a single design.

It is neither original nor very well done ; but

it has this merit, that it is good in scale, and
based on a good, simple, old model, and so

is free from the triviality which often dis-

figures current exercises in this art. Passing

from the worked to the written exercises, tlie

examiners, in respect of these latter, would
make the following notes :

—

(a) In giving the definition of " a sprig

ornament" few candidates fix upon its small-

ness as an essential characteristic.

(b) Many seem to think that, because a

border is mostly "a follow-on," therefore

this term applies to borders only. The in-

tention of the c|uestion is to test a student's

knowledge of " a follow-on " as applied to

repeating patterns in general.

(c) Few notice that the essence of a diaper

is that, relatively to the surface ornanienteil,

it should be small in scale; which, indeed, is

its main point of distinction from other

repeating patterns.

(d) Some candidates give diagrams only,

which, though in themselves correct, are

accompanied by no written explanation.

Others give good diagrams accompanied by

poor, confused, or even contradictory ex-

planations.

In respect of the paper on "The History

and Styles of Ornament" the examiners
note :

—

(a) That little knowledge is shown of the

meaning or purpose of the abacus ;

(b) That only in rare cases is the bell shown
as a feature of Corinthian capitals ;

(e) That, as a rule, the general charac-

teristic silhouette of the capitals as a whole
is not so well understood and appreciated as

are mere details of foliage, etc.
;

(d) That many candidates take examples of

several animals or flowers, instead of, as

asked for, tracing one such through its archi-

tectural and other developments ;

(e) That hardly any candidate gives a com-
plete set of the constructional forms of the

scroll.

In several sections no candidates offered

themselves at all— e.g., in Lace IMaking,

Tapestry, Inlay, and Mosaic.
'i'he above report is in many ways, no

doubt, not on the surface of it cneonragiiig.

The examiners, however, have good hope
that too much need not be made of this. For
it can hardly be questioned that a large

nurnbc^r of students ha\'e. thrtuigh a not un-

iialnral timidity, nfrained from offering

tlieniselves for examination this first year of

the new order of things, but are likely to

offer themselves next year, when they arc

lietter prepared to meet its more stringent

requirements.

The C'amelforcl Kural District Council have
appointed Mr. S. Ford, of St. Colnmb, snrvfvor

to the council, at a salary of .0125 per anninn.

THE INSTITUTE OF METALS.
The first foreign meeting of the Institute

of Metals, held at Ghent on Thursday and
Friday last week, under the presidency of

Professor A. K. Huntingdon, was of an inter-

national character, visitors attending from
the United States, France, Belgium, Holland,
and Russia, but the British element strongly

predominated.
Most of the opening meeting was devoted

to discussing the second report of the

Corrosion Committee. The couneil. in a pre-

liminary statement, declared that the report
" showed that the experimental work which
the Instit*ite had been conducting at Liver-

pool for the past two years had yielded very

practical results, indicating clearly not only
the causes of the corrosion of condenser
tubes, but how such corrosion might be
eliminated, representing a resultant saving

to shipowners, engineers, and others of tens

of thousands of pounds per annum."
Sir Gerard Muntz (chairman of the

Corrosion Committee) opened the discussion.

The result of the report, said Sir Gerard,
was that they must revise the whole of their

preconceived theories on the subject of

corrosion of brass condenser tubes by sea-

water. The cause which in the past had
been most usually ascribed as the reason for

the pitting of the tubes—namely, the presence

of deposits containing iron and other foreign

ingredients, had now been shown to be of

little consequence, and, in fact, almost
negligible. Galvanic action was generally

considered the cause of pitting, and the

question of dezincification was little under-
stood and had been very little studied by
those iTitercsted in the life wear of such
tubes. Accurate information as to the con-

ditions of surfaces of tubes and the relating

localities of the points where corrosion took
place had been hard to obtain. Referring to

a series of causes suggested to the committee
by firms. Sir Gerard said these were very

amusing. In one case it was said that tubes

were " not now made of the same clean alloy

as formerly." That was diametrically

opposed to the facts, the copper and zinc

now used for making tubes being far purer
and cleaner, for the simple reason that fifteen

years ago it was difficult to obtain cither

i?opper or zinc which did not contain a very

eonsideralile admixture of ni.nterials. Failure

of condeiLser tubes by total dissolution or

thiiniing was rare. The cause of failure in

90 per cent, of the cases was pitting, which
meant preferential dissolution.

The discussion was continued by Mr.
Leonard Sumner, Dr. Roeidiaiii, and the

President, the latter describing a series of

experiments by himself which confirmed the

statement that lead healing of seawater had
a considerable effect in accelerating

corrosion.

The remainder of the session was devoted

to the discussion of the paper by Dr. W.
Dosenhain and Mr. D. Ewen, M.Se., on " Tlie

Inter crystalline Cohesion of Metals," and
to the paper by Dr. I. Kirke Rose on "The
Annealing of Gold."
The final meeting on Friday took place in

the Palais des Fetes of the Exhibition, and
the attendance included several ladies. Sir

Cecil Hertslet, the British Consul-General
stationed at Antwerp, delivered an in-

teresting speech showing the excellent prac-

tical benefits to Britishers of the Inter-

national Conferences already held.

Mr. J. H. Chamberlain read a paper on
' A Study of Volume Changes in Alloys."

The results of the research, lie said, showed
that volume changes obtained in alloys were
of bolli theoretical ami pra<'tical importance.

Their relation to the crvstallisafion intervals

as plotted from the equilibrium diagram was
clearly depicted in the copper aluminium
series] The force producing the expansions,

obtained in castings during solidification, was
in the ease of a eop]>er tin alloy (00 per cent,

copper), a copper zinc alloy (15 per cent,

zinc), and pure aliuninium. shown to be of

considerable magnitude. On slow heating

up bars of a copper-tin alloy (90 per cent,

copper), a copper zinc alloy (15 per cent,

copper), and pure aluminium in the electric

furnace, contractions in the length of the bar

Wire (ibtained in each I'nse. On nllnwiuL' the

bar of the copper-zine alloy to cool slowly,

a most extraordinary expansion was obtained,

far larger than that yielded on casting, and
epeating the heating up and cooling down

operations five times the bar was found to

have grown in length from lOin. to U.iin.,

and also to have increased in sectional area.

" The Specific Volume and Constitution of

Alloys " was the title of a paper by Dr. W.
M. Guertler. It followed up a previous com-
munication of his to the Institute of Metals,

in which he discussed the connection between
the electric conductivity of alloys and their

constitution. Diagrams were given to de-

monstrate tho dependence of the volume of

alloys on concentration and temperature, and
expianations were given of the influence of

mechanical treatment on the volume. The
latter effect was generally twofold where a

normal alloy was hammered or rolled— (1)

small hollows, pores, etc., closing up, and
the process ceasing when all these hollows

had closed up; (2) where the individual

crystal grains of the aggregate were broken

up the grain became finer, and the breaking

up did not cease as long as mechanical work
continued. The co-operation of those two

factors caused the specific volume first to

decrease, then to attain a minimum, and
again to increase as soon as the first factor

was removed by the closing up of all the

cavities.

A word unusual in scientific nomenclature

wa? used bv Professor Samuel L. Hoytin the

title of his paper " On the Copper-rich

Kalehoids." The last-quoted word is em-

ployed to designate the ternary alloys of

copper, tin, and zinc, as was first suggested

by Thurston. In the paper under discussion

Professor Hoyt gave the results of a pro-

longed research into the constitution of

certain kalehoids rich in copper, the per-

centage of zinc and of tin never exceeding 50

and .30 respectively. From his microscopical

analyses. Prof. Hoyt drew the general con-

clusion that the ternary alloys of copper tin-

zinc, up to the above-mentioned percentages,

behaved similarly to the binary alloys of

copper tin and copper-zinc.

"A Method of Improving the Quality of

Arsenical Copper" was the subject of a paper

by Mr. F. Johnson, hon. sec. of the Suffolk-

street School, Birmingham. In it the author

recorded the results of an investigation of

the properties of specially alloyed arsenical

copper, with a view to proving its suitability

for use as locomotive stay rods, wire for rivet

manufacture, and any material required to

have specially high malleability, ductility,

and toughness, combined with tensile

strength and resistance to reducing gases at

high temperatures. An improvement in

quality in these respects had been obtained

by adding silicon and iron to the copper in

various small proportions. It was shown that

silicon was a more efficient deoxidiser than

iron, but that iron had a greater strengthen-

ing effect than silicon. The experiments had

been backed up by works' tests on a larger

scale, and tensile tests at the temperature of

high-pressure steam showed that the specially-

alloyed bars were in no way inferior to

"tough-pitch" copper of similar arsenical

contents. The improvements had not been

gained at the expense of any of the properties

considered to be essential in commercial
" tough " copper for locomotive stay-rods.

Certain physical characteristics of the ex-

perimental bars were revealed and differences

in behaviour explained by the aid of the

microscope.
Striking differences of opinion were

elicited during the discussion of Mr. John-

son's paper. Sir Gerard Muntz condemned
arsenical copper altogether in the strongest

terms, declaring that arsenic in copper was

valueless; in fact, deleterious, except as a

deoxidiser for the use of those who did not

understand how to employ better and more

intelligent methods. He said without hesi-

tation a better, stronger, and more ductde

copper could be prepared without arsenic

than with it. He considered Mr. Johnson's

paper was vcrv much behind the time, be-

cause for thirt'v-five years his (Sir Gerard's)

firm had carried out every desideratum

named by Mr. Johnson without the use of

arsenic.
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This view was entirely eoiitroverted by
Mr. Tmiiliiison, who said that erigiupers who
had used arsenical ooppei' were ready to
speak of it as a f^iioil Iriejid. Mr. .Johnson,
in his reply, niaintaijied tliat his paper was
not behind the time, because the facts given
by Sir Gerard had not previously been nuule
public.

Mr. If. Garland eiintributed a paper on
'• Mctallographical Uescarches on Egyptian
Metal Antiriuities," in which he described
his investigations into the crystal structure
of Egyptian nuHal objects, all more than
2,000 years old, made either of bronze or
copper. He gave the interesting case of a
bronze knife 3,500 years old, in which the
original cored structure has endured until
the present day, and is still perfectly stable
at atmospheric temperatures. The view was
held that the knife was hammered cold, and
so the best cutting edge was obtained. The
crystal grains were very small, there having
been apparently no crystal growth during
the ages that had passed since the metal was
first worked. This showed either that re-
crystallisation did not take place at ordinary
temperatures, or, if it did. then mauv times
3,r)00 years was required to effect the change.
Mr. Garland, in his paper, gave other cases
of the persistence of the "cast cored"
structure in antique alloys, illustrating his
views by photomicrographs of a suuiU bronze
cinsel, sucli as would be used by a jeweller
in ancient Egypt, a copper arrow tip, and a
bronze spatula.

U.NSATISFACTORY HOUSING, AND
ITS PREVENTION.*
(Coniimlcd from poijc 290.)

NKW HOUSES.

The subjects of townplanuiug and garden
cities are often confused by the lay world,
oniiig to the latter being advertised as the
uleal of town-planning; but it must be seen
that although similar in some respects there
are \ital differeTiccs ; the garden city is
planned on open space unhampered by pre-
VU1US arrangements of streets and buildings •

in theory representing the ideal town. Towu-
plainiing as provided for in the Housing and
Towu-Plauning Act deals with existing
towns, the future road and other extensions
to which are to be planned as far as practic-
able in conformity with those existing, a far
more diffieidt task. Previous to the passing
ol the .\ct, it was realised by many that the
model by-laws in respect to new streets and
buildings were too inelastic, and whilst aimed
to prevent jerry-building, also hampered fair
trade and investment. The adoption in a dis-
trict of "intermediate" building by-laws,
whilst relieving fair investment," does not
effectually protect against jerry work. The
garden city enthusiast oftei'i illiistrates, both
in theory and practice, what can be erected
when building by-law^s non sunt, and the sub-
.sequeiit erections are good arguments in
favour of the necessity of the supervision of
the erection of new buildings by public
authorities. As in other questions "of saui-
lary reform, progress is hindered by the ex
treniist, who permits sentiment to riiii ahead
if common sense, resulting in relaxation of
supervision, walls of insufRcient thickness to
remain stable, liorizoutal weather-boarding
replacing tiles, and other unsuitable material
being inserted to make work for the repairer
in the near future. The amateur lecturing
on towu-planning fails to distinguish between
utility and economy in his twin cries—all
roads through thoroughfares ; cheap roads.
It is obvious the successful attainment of
both at the same time is impossible; in town-
plauuing main arterial roads are desirable,
even imperative, but for residential areas,
especially when strict economy must be prac-
tised, the by-ways need not' necessarily be
throughways— in fact, if cheaper roads" are
to be provided, they must be designed so as
iMit to be adaptable for quick or heavy
through traffic. Another query of the lav-
man is the possibility of constructing roads

A paper rearl by (l. BmiTnAivi HAinFRKn. Sin-
veyor to the .Vlton Urban District Council, at the
Conference held by the Institution of Municipal and
( oilnty Engineers at Great Yarmouth -liilv Ifi and 17,

in large boroughs for working class dwelling
areas at a similar cost to those in the sinaller

iirlian areas. A year ago the author took
statistics of traffic of two reasonably good
class roads, one in a small and i.solated urliaii

district, the other in a county borough ; both
were cul-de-sacs, the lengths were practically
similar, and there were the same number of
houses fronting them, and of similai4*ize.
The average niiin))er of carts calling in the
small district was 12 jier day, hand trucks ;

in the larger district the carts avcrngi'd ^O,

and baud trucks 18. This proves, apart from
any engineering argument, that, although
other conditions lu.ay be similar, there is

greater choice of purveyors in the larger
town, and consequently a larger ratio of
traffic on purely local roads. The cost of the
street in the small district when repaired
(or practically reconstructed) under the pro-
visions of tli"e Private Street Works Act -
inclnding a Gin. soil sewer, surface drainage,
12in. by 4in. kerb and elianuci, 4in. hardcore
and llnislicd thickness of 4iii. to surface metal-
ling to ISft. carriageway, .'iin. filling and 2in.

surfacing to Oft. footways—was 28s. per lineal
yard, and no further repairs were required
for five years. Although similar in most re-

spects, the fact that a street is ill or near to

a large town renders imperative, for llu!

reasons given, an increased ratio of strength
in proportion to the size of the town. The
erection of insanitary and imperfectly cou-
strncted dwellings in former years made the
introduction of building by-laws imperative.
The present cry that abnormal cost of build-
ing has been caused by the enforcement of
by-laws should be subject to modification.
The demands for sanitation led to the com-
pulsion of better-class dwellings, but wages
did not increa.se in raiio with rents, and the
point at issue is, should building by-laws be
abolished and the construction of dwellings
revert to the indifferent methods of the past,
or can building supervision be modified to

permit sanitary dwellings to be erected at a
lower cost than at present? Stability is

necessary, so that no general modification as
to foundations can be suggested, although a
hard-and-fast descriptive by-law for the wliolo
country is not workable ; each case is ti matter
for the discretion of the local surveyor, and
usually cannot be decided until the ground is

laid open. The provision of a suitable damp-
proof course is imperative, and effectual
damp resistance is not provided for by sub-
stituting inferior tarred felts for the bitu-
minous sheetings that give excellent results.

The rule as to thickness of w'alls might in

some cases be relaxed, but a minimum of Oin.

for party-walls is necessary to afford privacy,
if for no other reason, although tlie preven-
tion of spread of fire seems of sufficient im-
protance. Substituting 4?,iu. work, faced with
tiles, for plain 9iii. work is in uo way objec-
tionable for topmost story external walls not
carrying great weight, and with roof properly
trussed, but there is little, if any, saving of
cost. All by-laws as to hearths require rigid
enforcement, and the only fire-prevention
clauses that under some circumstances might
be omitted are those relating to carrying up
party-walls through the roofs; this entails
parapets and lead fia.shings, all of which add
considerably to the cost. Risk of fire spread-
ing along the slate battens, if these are
properly imbedded in mortar, is very small.
Some districts permit the abolition of para-
pets, subject to the battens being severed at

the party-walls, and the slates bedded on the
brickwork, but this leads to tilting slates after
settlement, and, possibly, indriving wet. The
author's practice is to permit the battens to

be carried through, and afterwards to lie

fiushed up with mortar. The minimum height
of Hit. for habitable looms, althonyh desir-
able in some respects, is questionable in ulti-

mate advantage, as it defeats another oliject.

Possibly in the larger towuis this minimum
height is imperative, but in smaller urban
and rural areas 7ft. fiiu. would be better, sub-
ject to windows and ventilation being as near
the ceiling as possible; and this reduced
minimum should save 10 per cent, on cost of

cottages, and would insure either a low rent
or a larger floor-space for a similar rent.

Whilst sufficient cubic capacity is always de-
sirable, there is no advantage in obtaining
heiglit nt tlie expense of floor area; suitable

ventilation is the more important factor. The
model by-laws have in many cases been the
cause of the prevention of building of rooms
in roofs ; there may be objectimis to this posi-

tion, but the important matter in working-
class housing is to obtain a sufficient accom-
modation at the lowest rent, and rooms in

roofs arc far preferable to an insufficiency

of rooms. The model by-laws requiring the
area of ceilings in roofs to equal two thirds
the floor area over a height of !lft. would,
with a reduced height of 7ft. (iin., be all-

sulTicieut, and would permit the construction
of one or more bedroom at least in the
cottage. In larger houses this by-law is con-
stantly evaded by describing rooms in roofs
as boxrooms, although destim^d for use as
bedrooms. Centralisation of manufactures is

the sole cause of excessive cost of building
ill rural areas compared with large towns at
the present day as ayainst a half-century
back, when every village had its local

sawyers, small briek-burniug undertaking,
stone cleavers or dressers according to the
materials at hand, which under those con-
ditions were obtained and prepared at home.
Modern progress has led to the establishment
of large industries that liaM> practically ex-

liiignished tlip smaller. If home-grown,
timber is felled in the country, hauled to the
towns, sawn up, and carted back. The adop-
tion of modem and continuous brick kilns

lead to centralisation and consequent cost of

haulage to isolated spots where suitable
earths are found, but no plant existing for

conversion to bricks; the large quarries have
displaced the local cleaver. In the Southern
counties strongly-built chalk dwellings of

past year.s still exist, but their building seems
to be a lost art, and the only solution advo-
cated for cheap rural cottages is wood
framing covered externally with galvanised
iron, which leaves much to be desired
(although possibly ideal week-end or summer
dwellings) from a whole-year tenant's point
of view; whilst from an ownership point of

view it is not economical practice.

EDINIUJRGH CORI'ORA'I lO.NS NEW
I'OWEIiS.

The new Act obtained by the city of Edin-
burgh came into force on August 15. The
Act deals with a number of subjects, in-

cUuling new works and lands, sewers and
drains, streets. Dean of Guild Court and
building regulations, and precautions during
building operations. The Act confirms the
agreement which was entered into by the
I'ity and the North British Railway Company
with reference to the removal of the Canal
basin at Fountaiubridge, and also makes
provision for carrying out a number of street

widenings in that district, and for construct-
ing a new street from Gardner's Crescent to

Fountaiubridge by way of the site on which
the old St. David's Parish Church stands.
Among other street alterations included in

this section of the Act is the diversion of

West Savile-tcrrace towards the western end,
with the object of ultimately providing a
through road between Ncwingtou and Morn-
ingside.

In the section relating to the Dean of

Guild Court, there is an important provision
which has the effect of regulating the
number of houses in a tenement. Under
previous local Acts the number of houses
which it was permissible to provide in a
tenement entering from a common stair or
passage within the tenement was twelve ; but
by the new statute this is reduced to nine.

Similarly in the case of houses which
builders were allowed to erect in a tenement
entering from a common stair or balcony
outside the tenements the number has been
reduced from twenty-four to twelve. It is

also provided by the Act that no increase
will i)e jieiinitted in the nniuber of houses in

an existing tenement beyond the respective
numbers specified. It has been the practice
in several cases hitherto to sub-divide large
houses, thus increasing the number of houses
in a tenement. In connection w-ith these
alterations, which might result in more
houses than the numbers specified in the old
Act becoming part of a tenement, the cor-

poration had uo control, but these will now
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be dealt with under tlic pro\isioiis relating

to the erection of new tenements.

The most important provision relative to

drains and sewers is that which prohibits the

discharging into sewers of waste or live

steam, hot water, condensing water, or other

liquid of a temperature exceeding llOdcg.

Fahr.. and grease, petrol, or other dele

terions offensive combustible or explosive

substance, except with the consent of the

burgh engineer, and subject to such con-

ditions as he may prescribe.

The question of the building line of streets

has also been dealt with under the new
statute. Under the Corporation Act of 190G

there was a provision to the effect that where
there was a continuous distance of 300 yarfls

of ground fronting a street, the corporation

had power to pass a resolution prohibiting

the erection of buildings nearer than 30ft.

from the centre of the street. In the new-

Act that provision has been amended to the

effect that the 300 yards has been reduced to

100 yards, while the provision takes imme-
diate effect without any resolution. Follow-

ing the precedent of English Acts, there is

also a provision making it illegal, without
the consent of the corporation, to erect or

bring forwarrl any house or building in any
street beyond the front main wall of tlie

liouse or building on either side of the same
street. Hitherto the Court of Guild could
only ask the applicants to fall in with their

wishes, but now, as a result of the new
statute, they have compulsory powers.

SOME INTERESTING DRAWINGS OF
EDINBURGH CASTLE.

Sir Rowaud Anderson recently presented
to H.M. Board of Works an interesting

series of large pliotngraphs of pen-and-ink
drawings of Edinburgh Castle, the originals
of which are in the King's Librarv at the
British Museum. Mr. William T. Oldrieve,
architect to the Board of Works, has now
had these hung in the outer room cf the
Royal apartments at the Castle.
The first drawing is a plan of the Castle,

signed by J. Slezcr, the author of
"Theatrum Scotia?." From some notes
which Sir Rowaud Anderson was good
enough to give to a ScDlsman reporter, it

appears that in March. 1670, it is recorded
that the Lords of the 'i'reaisury recommeiul
that the Lord 'J'reasnrer Depute should visit
the Castle and examine the ground where the
additions to the fortification are to be made,
and he was to take Mr. Slezer with him.
Mr. Slezer would make a report on his visit,
and it is believed that this drawing acconi-
panied it, as there are marginal notes which
not only specify the names of existing build-
ings, but also a number of suggestions for
improvements. This is said to be the oldest
accurate plan of the Castle which is known.
A second drawing, more pictoriallv treated,

measures 2ft. lOin. by 1ft. lOin." It is a
bird's-eye view from the south of the Castle
and its surroundings. There is no date or
mark on it to indicate who made it, or when
it was made, but it is possible to approxi
mate the date. In 1689, when the Castle
w-as held for .lames VII., by the Duke of
Gordon, the Earl of Leven was ordered liy
the Convention then sitting in Edinburgh,
to blockade the rock on the west. To assist
ni accomplishing this he dug a trench from
the West I'ort to St. Cuthbert's Church,
and this trench, clearly iiulicated, goes to
prove that the drawing'could not have been
made before ICiSSt. The drawing also shows
M tall flag pole over the Castle with the
Sct)ttish flag— the St. Andrew's saltire or
(ro.ss— flying from it—an indication that the
drawing was made before the Union of 1707,
when the Scottish flag was replaced by the
Union .lack. The drawing had evidently
been made to illustrate a big scheme of forti-
fications, to cover what is now the Esplanade,
but this project, like many others of the
same kind, was never carried out. There
nre also one or two other points in the draw-
ing of interest. The view shows that the
west side of the onndrangle had not been
built, as the plain bnildnig now on this site
is shown on a plan, dated 1709. and is called

"New Barrac'ks for tifficers." 'llie largo

cliureli of St. Mary's, which formed the

north side of the quadrangle, is clearly shown
ill the drawing. When it was disused as a

cluuH'li it was made into a storehouse, and
on this drawing it is seen that the large

poiil^d windows of the church had been
buiH''-'up. The church was used as a store

at least up to 1755, as there is a plan of that

date now in the pos.session of the Board of

Works with a design for a building to take its

place. The drawing also shows the Nor'
Loch, the site of Princes-street, and a view
of the Firth of Forth.
A third drawing, date 1746. is signed W.

Adam. This, it is thought, is William Adam,
of Maryburgh, Fife, the father of the two
brothers Adam, the distinguished 18th-

century architects. William Adam was also

an architect of considerable repute, who held

the appointment, for a time, as King's
Blaster Mason. This plan is a careful sur-

vey of the Castle as it was in 174G. and fol

lowing the scare the Hanoverian Government
received by the Jacobite rising of 17-15. it

shows in dotted lines another scheme for

fortifying the Esplanade, which was not
given effect to.

Another plan (photographed from one in

the collection of the Board of Works), is

dated 17'25. Its chief interest lies in the fact

that it shows the original arrangement on
the walls, etc., at the postern gate on the
west side, with a pathway, clearly indicated,
leading up to it from the foot of the rock.
The first notice of this postern gate goes
back as far as 1093. By it the children of

tjiiecn Margaret, it is conjectured, escaped
when the Castle was besieged by "Donald
the Fair-haired," the younger brother of

Malcolm III., who had proclaimed himself
King ; and possibly the body of Queen Mar-
garet was removed by the same way from the
Castle to Dunferniline. It was at this

postern i;ate that the interview took place,
March 18. 1089, between Viscount Dundee
and the Duke of Gordon.
Another plan dated ten years later shows

distinctlv the arrangement at the sally port.
The original wall projected considerably,
and was rounded like a tower forming a

deep re entering angle, and it was in the
recess thus formed that the postern gate of

the Castle was actually placed. It was thus
snfficicnily screened from outside observa-
tion, and well protected against any attempt
to surprise and force an entrance. Altera
tions were carried out on this part of the
wall by instructions of (ieneral Wade, who
was in Scotland from 1720 to 1748.

Other drawings included in Sir Rowand
Anderson's gift are prints of "A Prospect of
Edinburgh Castle" from the south east, and
another of the Castle from the east (both in

the same frame), sketched by "Hon. .lolin

Elphinstone, Esq., engineer." and engraved
by Parr ; as also a fine copy of the plan of
Old Edinburgh by Gordon of Rothiemurchus.
engraved by De Witt. 1047. in which the
houses in the High-street and Canongate.
then existing, are depicted with great
minuteness and fidelity.

THE HOUSING PROBLEM IN
GLASGOW.

The conditions of housing in Glasgow are
dealt with by Mr. Peter Fyfe, the chief saiii-

taiy inspector of the city, in his annual re-

port just issued. The report shows that the
population of Glasgow, as recently extended,
is 1,015,165, and that the area occupied is

19,183 acres. The density of population is

thus 53 persons to the acre, compared with
45 ill Liverpool. 33 in Manchester, 19 in
Birmingham and Sheffield. 21 in Leeds, and
29 in Edinburgh. In this connection. Mr.
Fyfe states that it will be seen that the real
day of better thingi:; has not yet arrived for
the city. "She has not yet enough of green
field whereon to expand herself, and the
dreadful congestion at her centre cannot yet
be relieved by any reasoned process of tovvn-
planning. because she has no extensive un-
built-upon area in any direction upon which
her rulers, in combinaiion with her great
manufacturer^, can project a general scheme I

of scgrcgiitioii and still retain her population

within the city's fold. It is plain that

Gre.Tter tilasgow is precluded by what
Parliament has done from exercising on her

own initiative and without coinbination with

any other authority anv such town planning

powers as are afforded in Part II. of the

Housing and Town Planning Act of 1909."

The figures in the report relating to over-

crowding .show that there are 19,573 ticketed

houses in the former city area, compared
with 20,038 last year, and that 573 ticketed

bouses in Govan brings the total to 20.146.

The number of night visits paid to these

houses was 47.751. and 3.005 cases of over-

crowding were discovered. There are 3,895

untenanted dwellings in this category, and
of these 2,223 are single apartment houses.

In view of these eircum,stances, the sanitary
inspector says, "there looms in the early

future a problem for grave consideration—
what provision must be made and where for

the people who will shortly be dispossessed?
The solution of the problem seems rather to

lie in the direction of a bold policy of wise
purchase with a view to internal reconstruc-
tion on modern lines."

TOWN PLANNING IN THE HUNDRED
OF WIRRAL.

The peninsula of Wirral. Cheshire, has the
distinction of being the first rural district to

be granted sanction by the Local CJovcrn-
mont Board to prepare a scheme under the
Housing and Town-Planning Act. In the
first instance permission was asked by the
council to include the whole of the rural dis-

trict ill one scheme, but. acting on the advice
of the Local Government Board, it was de-
cided to divide it into different areas, each
separate scheme embracing four or five town-
ships. It is expected that eight distinct
.schemes will be necessary to embrace the
whole area, of which five have already been
drawn up. In .lanuary this year the Local
Government Board signified its approval to

the rural council formulating a scheme to
include the townships of Great Sutton, Little
Sutton, Childer Thornton, Hootoii, and
Eastham ; and by gradual steps, after con-
sultations and conferences, this area is being
mapped out.

Lying on cither side of the Birkenhead
and Chester main road, with the rapidly-
growing district of Ellesmere Port on the one
hand and several well-populated villages on
the other, a nuniber of arterial roads are
required in the Sutton area before pi'oper de-
velopment can take place, and in order that
the scattered villages may become more
closely associated with .such centres as Elles-

mere Port and the two Suttons. At present
one or two of the stations on the Birkenhead
and Chester joint railway are practically

isolated, and it is intended to give more
direct communication with the railway at the
different points. By cutting a road between
Whitby corner and Capenliurst Station a
detour of over two miles through Backford
Cro,ss would be saved to those residing in

Whitbv and neighbourhood.
Siiiiihirly, it is suggested that the new wide

road now under construction between Elles-

mere Port and Eastham, where it joins tlh^

Birkenhead and Chester main road, should
be connected un with Little Sutton Station
by continuing Walker's-lane to a point on
that road. Several other roads have also

been sueaestcd. and in this \va\ an area of

over 5,740 acres, which comprises the first

schcuie. will becoinc more rapidly developed.
So far as possible, prettv spots will be kept
unbuilt upon. Schemes have also been pr^
pared in Wirral to embrace Heswall, Barn
ston, Gavtoii, and Pensby ; Bidston. Noc-
toruin, Moreton. Upton, nud Woodchurch

;

Prenton, Storeton. Landican, and Tliiiu'-

wall : and Frankley, Greasbv, Sanghall
Massie, and Grange. It will thus be seen

that the Wirral Rural Council has mapp-^d
out almost the whole of the .36.6,55 acres under
its jurisdiction. To these vvill bo shortly
added other districts in Wirral, such as

Neston, Hoylake and West Kirby, Lower
Bebington. and Hieher Bebington. Avhieli are
outside the rural district council's area,
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wliilc the iiewly-creuted borough ul' Wiillasey
has also prepari^d a Sfhciiic! lor the proper
clevo'hipnuMil, <i[ hirgc tracts ot hiiiil at prc-
st'iit iiiihiiilt upon witliiii its ovvji houiKlaries.
To I'OtiipU'ti^ the whole. BirUeiiheail and

Bronilmroiigh hiivi' still to present seheiiies,

and no dnnlit in time tin- whoh^ I'eninsnla ot
Wirra! will In; laid ont with roads which will

greatly facilitate comuuinication.

•»»»

SHOP WINDOW IJGIlTlNd.'
Ill general, tin' best example of illnmina-

tion to follow is stage work, where the light
IS diffnsed about the stage, and the sources
are hidden from the view of the andienee.
Till' main principles are that the source of
light sliouul be Middeii or fixed well above
the line of vision, and the light directed on
to the goods. Light sources should not be
fixed in too close proximity to the objects
displayed, or a patchy elteet will he ob-
tained, and liglil units of inarUedl,^ different
colours slioiilii lint be used in eoiijuiietion.
Jhe application of these principles resolves
the cinestion itself into the correct choice of
reflectors, in conjunction with the best posi-
tions of the lamps, and the correct types
i-liosen by reference to their distribution
curves. Urightly polished reflector surfaces
are not always the best ; sometimes a dull
aluminium surface gives better distribution.
For a provision window dressed flat, ol'

nearly so, the prismatic glass reflector oH'ers
the best solution, and sliould be of the in-
tensive type; the spacing and heights of such
windows rarely lend themselves to the use
of the extensive type of reflector. The
colour of light units is an important point.
To aim at daylight effects is somewhat mis
leading and not always desirable. A light
that is rich in red rays has much to recom-
mend it, particularly "in the illumination of
foodstuffs. Contrast, for instance, a butcher's
-shop using incandescent gas and one with
the old-fashioned fish-tail gas burner, and
notice the more attractive appearance of the
meat in the latter case.
Windows which depend essentially on good

lighting are those displaying fancy and white
goods, hats, dress materials, and tailors' and
furniture shops. In determining the quan-
tity of light requii-ed in individual cases, the
reflective properties of different shades must
l)e considered. A window that may alter-
nate between white and" dark goods must
have a capacity for illumination suitable for
the latter, with ample switching arrange
meiits to prevent waste when showing light
goods.

The nature and texture of fabrics affects
their refleetne values, which is largely a
function of their transparency. Jewellery,
pictures, and china ware all require then-
own treatment, influenced by the arrange-
ment and proportions of the window. Such
windows" are usually shallow, dressed from
top to bottom, very full, and close to the
glass. Outside lighting with a "trough"
type of reflector is very effective, and the
light should be concentrated rather thin
diffused, since jewellery looks best when
illuminated from a point. Millinery is best
lighted from above with a well-distributed
light. Tungsten- lamps give the best colour
effect in this case. Indirect, semi-direct, or
prismatic-bowl lighting are all erainently
suitable for this class of work.

Tailors and furriers demand high candle-
power, since the dark materials "have a high
factor of absorption. Lamps should be kept
well away from dark materials, and suitably
spaced intensive reflectors used entirely.
Outside lighting by white flame arcs with
reflectors to throw the light into the window
gives good effects, but glare results from too
much concentrated light, and the patterns of
fabrics become indistinct and blurred under
such conditions. The furniture window-
lends itself more to calculation than the pre-
\ious examples. As a rule there is ample
floor-space, and the ideal space factor can be
used, with prismatic reflectors. Again,
absence of glare is most important. Furni-
ture should show up in bold relief from its

surroundings, yet liglit should not be unduly
focusscd to over-emphasise detail. Tungsten
lamps give the most desirable eft'ects, and in-

direct lighting with white ceilings is

pleasing in result. By the ideal space taetor
IS meant the relation between tlio height
above the working plane and distance be-
tw-een centres of lighting units that gives
even illumination with a given reflector. For
instance, the space factor for holophane in

tensive reflectors with 50-60- watt -tungsten
lamp is 2 .'i, and 4 points in a window 10ft.

by loft., suspended at a height of 7ft., give
a himinar intensity on the floor of seven foot-

candles, appro.vimately, allowing for a light

ceiling. Semi indirect lighting offers special
advantages for furniture display. When a
window is dre.s.sed in representation of a
room, daylight effect is desirable, and can be
very closely approximated by having the top
rellector ol tUe semi-indirect lighting fitting

of a delicate china blue tint. Metal covers
of this colour fitted over silvered reflectors
iil.so give a near approximation of daylight,
and have been u,sed with considerable suc-
cess. The scheme is also useful in drapery
departments, where colour matching is iiu-

portant.

Outside shop lighting fulfils a two fold
purpose. Its primary object is advertise
mciit, and illuinination of the windows is its

secondary object. Metal lamps are largely
displacing arc lamps for this purpose. (.)nt-

side and inside lighting .should be carefully
balanced, particularly when dark materials
are displayed, or the window has a dark
background.
Jewellery windows with fitted show-cases

divided into small compartments present con-
siderable difficulties. The bulkiness of a

lamp and reflector make it difficult to con-
ceal them in a small ease, so that one natu-
rally turns again to outside lighting. .4re
lamps with angle reflector fittings give good
results, but the white flame should be used,
as the yellow light is unsuitable for the dis
play of precious stones. Pictures require
essentially a "soft" diffused light. A refine-

ment is to use special trough reflectors, wliieli

give excellent results when fitted to the top
of the large pictures. In conclusion, it is

well to remember that shop-window lighting
is not to .show off electrical fittings, but to

give effective lighting.

* Fi-oiii an iu-licic b\- K.
l-.uBineuriny.-

1'. -VusTlN in " Electrical

H.xM. NEW STATIONERY OFFICES,
STAMFORD STREET. S.E.

Members of the Society of Engineers (In
corporated) paid a visit, on the 2iid inst. , to
H.M. New Stationery Office and H.M.O.W.
Stores, now in course of construction at
Stamford-street. S.E., vvhich we fully illus-

trated and described in our issue of Dec. 6,
1912.

The new- structure will be in two blocks,
the larger, in Stamford-street, being the
warehouse, and the smaller one, facing
Waterloo-road, being the office portion. A
short street, Bazon-street (formerly Bond-
street), separates the two portions, but they
will be connected from the level of the first

floor and upwards by arched beams of 28ft.
span, carrying a building 40ft. wide, and
forming additional space for the offices.

The following gives the general dimensions :

Length of frontage to Stamford-street,
323ft. ; to Cornwall-road, 189ft. ; to Doon-
street, 377ft. ; to Waterloo-road, 106ft. ;

average height of main fronts above foot-
path, 77ft.

Including ground floor and basement there
will be seven floors in the warehouse and
eight floors in the office block, including sub-
ground and basement. The height, gener-
ally, from floor to floor will be lift, in the
office block and 10ft. 6in. in the warehouse.
T'he total floor area to be provided is 480.000
superfi(;ial feet, or a total of, roughly, 11
acres.

Internal areas, of which there will be two
in the office block and three in the ware-
house, will be provided to light the interior
parts of the building. The windows of the
warehouse will be provided with steel
sashes. The -working of the warehouse will
be carried on mainly by means of two
electric lifts for goods at the platforms of the

There are also

for Die offices

loading yards in Doon-street.
two liiis lor passengers, one
and one for the wareaousn.
For the office staff a dining room ;);'>it. by

23ft. will be provided on tlie top floor oi
the office bniiuing, together with kitchens,
etc., specially fitted with steam and other
cooking arrangements. In connection witii
tills part a goods lift is provided for stores
and lor service at all floors from basement.

Ihe drains inside the building will be of
cast-iron pipes laid under basement floor,
and a complete system of heating by hot
water under forced circulation will be pro-
vided. In the reinforced concrete work the
following independent floor loads are allowed
for : In vvarehou.se, ground floor, 3cw t. per
square foot; in other floors, 2icwt. per
square foot; in offices, all floors, lOOIb. per
square foot; in roofs, Uolb. per square foot.

The floor slabs are 3.iiii. thick in ware
house, and 3iii. thick in offices, and external
walls generally are 4in. and 6iii. thick. 'I'hc
boiler chimney will be ahso of reinforced
concrete, 4lt. 3iii. square inside, 1 lOft. in
height, with sides 7iii. thick at bottom and
Sill, thick at top. It will Ik; lined through-
out with firebrick set 3iii. clear of sides- and
built in sections supported by corbelling.

.\ll columns have octagonal "bases designefl
to distribute a pressure not exceeding three
tons per square foot on the foundation. The
frdnt of office block, facing Waterloo-road,
will be of Portland stone carried by the re-
iiiforced-eoncrete columns and beams, mainly
at level of sub-ground floor. The building
has been designed by, and is being carried
out under the supervision of, Mr. K. J.
Allison, A.R.l.B.A. The general contractors
for the whole of the work are Messrs. Perry
and Co. (Bow), Ltd.

AMERICAN ROAD CONGRESS AT
DETROIT.

The joint committee having the matter in

charge decided to hold the American Road
Congress at Detroit during the week of
September 29. This will mean the greatest
road assemblage ever held in the United
States, as the Congress comprises the
American Highway Association, with up-
wards of 2,000 regular members and more
than 15,000 associate members; the American
Automobile Association, with over 70,000
members ; the Michigan State Good Roads
Association, which is strongly organised in
every part of the state, and in addition to
this it is quite probable that the Ontario
Good Roads Association will join with the
others, thus making the Congress an inter-
national affair.

A commercial exhibit will be held under
the auspices of the National Association of
Road Machinery and Material Manufac-
turers, and arrangements have already been
made for the exhibition of the collection of
road models owned by the United States
Government. The President of the United
States and the Governor-General of Canada
will be urged to attend, and many of the fore-

most engineers and highway officials of the
country have accepted places on the pro-
gramme. The President of the Congress is

Mr. L. W. Page, director. United States
Office of Public Roads.

MESSRS. ROBT. INGHAM CLARK AND
CO.S THREE DAYS' CONYENTION.
Messrs. Robt. Ingham Clark and Co., Ltd.,

the well-known firm of varnish and enamel
manufacturers, held their annual convention
of representatives on August 26, 27, and 28.

The convention assembled on the first day
at the company's works at West Ham, where
they were received by the chairman, who,
after welcoming them in a short speech, in

which he referred to the substantial >aiid

sustained progress of the business, distributed
prizes to the winners of the various com-
petitions inaugurated last year. The repre-
sentatives were then conducted over the
works and show-ii the various processes of
manufacture of the famous " Britannia

"

brand varnishes, enamels, and specialities,

including "Pearline," the ideal white
enamel ;

" Abbey " white enamel, a pure zinc-
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white enamel, which is offered to decorators

iit the very moderate price of 12s. per gallon j

• OniTiilac." the special grade of copal oak

variiisli, which, although only produced
twelve mouths ago, has already won such a

name for itself ;
" Lapcine," the patent

liquid filler, which, when applied to raw

w'ood, effectually prevents discolouration of

subsequent coats of paint or enamel ; and
" Portaric," the new high-grade varnish

which, after exhaustive trials, is e.xpressly

recommended for use on front doors and all

exposed work where durability is an essential

feature.

The second day of the convention was
devoted to a discussion of various subjects
relating to the sales organisation of the

company. This took place at the offices in

Caxtou House, Westminster, and afforded

the representatives an opportunity of in-

specting the exhibition room, which Messrs.

Robt. Inghan\ Clark and Co., Ltd., are just

completing for the convenience of architects,

decorators, and others who may wish to

secure infornu^tion upon fi.iul examine, with-

out loss of time, the actual results obtainable
with the company's productions. In the
evening the representatives were entertained
at dinner at the Westminster Palace Hotel,
and afterwards at the Empire Theatre, where
seats had been reserved for them.
On Thursday, the 28th, the convention

again assembled at Caxton House, and
participated in a discussion ef tJie important
question of advertising, which concluded the
agenda of work. The party then proceeded
by rail to Henley to join the saloon launch
" His Majesty." which Messrs. Robt. Ingham
Clark an.d Co., Ltd., had chartered for

the day. A most enjoyable trip was
made down the river, luncheon and
tea being served on board, and the
party being finally landed at Maidenhead,
where a banquet at Skindle's Hotel brought
the proceedings to a close.

HUMPHRIES' PATENT SCAFFOLDING.
We are quite sure there is a lasting future

for this cheap, cleverly-designed, and easily-

used scaffold appliance, which does away

-^^n
with all poles, putlogs, and cords ; is e(|ually
suitable for repair work; requires the aid of
no special scafl'olders ; is quickly erected, and
still more (|uickly taken down ;" costs next to
nothing for cartage, takes little room for
storage, and may be used over and over
again. The invention is being made by the
Humphries' Patent Bracket and Scaffold
Syndicate, Ltd.. Osiers Ironworks, Point
Pleasant, Wandsworth, who will send fully
illustrated particulars to any reader men-
tioning this journal.
As will be seen from the sketch, it is a

steel-bracket scaffold, attachable to brick
walls at any height and anv position, by
ruking out any vertical joint between the
bricks to a depth of ,Tin. and inserting a
special hook, or grappler. to which a bracket
is liung. It is a modern improvement on the
old Scotch wall-cripple.
The Syndicate also supplies a steel pole

and putlog scaffold for new work, which has
been well received by several of the big
London builders. The big garage in the

Grosvenor-road, S.W., was entirely scaffolded

by this method. The system is being adopted
by the Great Western, L. and N. W.. and
S. E. and C. railways; by Messrs. Higgs and
Hill, Perry and Co. (Bow), Ltd., Geo. Wallis
and Son, Wm. Hussey. wlio is now re-

pairing the Downs Sanatorium at Sutton
with it, and Messrs. Hughes and Stirling,

Bootle.

The cost of the scaffold appliances, in-

cluding the two grapplers and two brackets,
is quite nominal.
The cost of the steel pole and putlog

scaffold system to scaffold a new wall, 100ft.

long by 20ft. high, using 12ft. planks, would
be as follows :

—

10 sets (no. 6) at ±'i2 £-20

9 fender board hangers at '2s. 6d 1 -2 6
9 spare putlotis at is 1 16 U

First cost f23 18 6

Labour erecting and striking i'O 10

5 per cent, depreciation, say 13
Cost to job *1 13

The general foreman of the big job in the

Grosvenor-road, S.W., mentioned above,

writes :
" Being very doubtful as to the claims

you made when you introduced your method
to my firm, I have watched the erection of

this scaffold most closely, and kept a com-

plete check on time, labour, and material.

After having had the opportunity of practical

experience for over two months, I have no
hesitation whatever in stating that a con-

servative estimate of the saving on this job

has been at least £30 per week in labour, in

addition to the quickness afforded by it in

extending the lifts, its compactness, and
minimum bulk. But for your scaffold, with

the number of men I have employed, it would
have been impossible for me to have kept

contract time."

THE TESTING OF METALS.
" Present Methods of Testing, with Special

Reference to the Work of the International Test-

ing Association," were dealt with in a paper by

Prof. H. Hubert (Liege), at the Brussels meeting
of the Iron and Steel Institute last Monday. He
said the increasing importance of the use of

metals in every description of construction both
of the stationary type, such as bridges and roofs,

and of the mobile type, such as the parts of

machinery ; the ever-increasing intensity of the

stresses metals were expected to withstand, and
of the energy they were required to transmit,

had, during recent years, necessitated a more
and more intimate knowledge of the properties

of the materials employed, and of the laws which
determined the distribution of the stresses in

the elements of the structures themselves.
It was. however, impossible to deny that the

architects who built the s\]perb monuments of

ancient times and of the Middle Ages, and the
builders who launched the warships and
mcrchanlincn of the eighteenth century, pos-

sessed a consideral)Ie knowledge of the materials

they employed, and a keen sense of the stresses

to which they suljmitted them. They did not,

however, for the most part, possess a knowledge
of accurate calculation, or of the definite laws
necessary for I he determination of the elastic

properties of tlieir materials. It was not until

the seventeenth century, in the era of Galileo,

that they found the first attempt, one made by
that great scientist, to solve the problem of the
resisi ance of materials, and that Hooke enun-
ciated the fundamental law of stability, "ul
tensio sic vis," which had ever since found
application.
Having referred to the investigations to which

the Iron anri Steel Institute had so long devoted
special attention. Professor Hubert pointed olit

that great modern industries no longer confined

themselves to the supply of their own national
markets. Standardisation, therefore, had been
one of the leading objects of the founders of the
International Association. Professor Schule, of

Zurich, speaking at the Brussels Congress in

1903, said that it seemed at the time of the
founding of the association in 1895 that such a

degree of uniformity was not only possible, but
would be attained within a few years; but at

the present day. despite the intense activity
which had pervaded the field of the testing of

materials, the views of the nronioters had not
been realised, and the association was not pro-
gressing with any rapidity towards this end.

I At Tilbury, the Port of London Authority are
adding a length of l,2I2ft to the south quay of

the main dock

OBITUARY.
The death is announced of Mr. Orlando

Baker. M.S. .4.. of Hobart. Tasmania, one of

the founder members (1884) of the Society of

Architects. Mr. Baker retired from practice

some years ago. but continued to take an
active interest in the work of the Society,

and was, at the time of his death, Local
Honorary Secretary for Tasmania.

The funeral of the late Mr. William John
Oliver, a Licentiate R,I.B.A.. of 1, Dalling-

ton-street, Wolverhampton, took place on
Saturday at the Wolverhampton Cemetery,
the first portion of the service being held

at St. .lude's Church. Tettenhall-road. The
service was choral, and a number of Free-

masons, representing four Wolverhampton
lodges, attended, together with representa-

tives of the Wolverhampton and District Ar-

chitects' Association.

The death has taken place in /Gtlasgow Royal
Infirmary of Mr. .John T. Howden, a former
president of Glasgow Trades Council, and a

respected meniber of the local labour move-
ment. Mr. Howden. who was the secretary

of the Glasgow district of the Amalgamated
Society of Carpenters and Joiners, occupied
positions on several public bodies, being a

member of the Distress Committee, a

director of the Blind Asylum, and workmen's
representative on the Board of Management
of the Royal Infirmary. He was largely in-

strumental in securing better wages and con-

ditions for the blind workers of the city.

Mr. George Horatio Larmuth, one of the

few survivors of Garibaldi's English legion,

died on Friday at Enderlcy, Bramhall, in his

76th year. When war broke out Mr. Larmuth
had just completed his apprenticeship with

a Manchester firm of land agents and valuers.

Mr, Larmuth sailed with his companions
from Harwich and was present at such fight-

ing as the Legion got; When he returned
to Manchester he establised the firm of

valuers and estate agents in St. Anne's-
square, of which' he was the head until his

death.

One of the best known members of the

Clerks of W^orks Association. Mr. John
Aitchison, has died suddenly. He joined the

association in 1884, he served for some years

as auditor, and in 1893 as president. A
fluent and well-informed speaker, at every

annual dinner he was entrusted with pro-

posing one of the principal toasts.

The Ebbw Vale Company intends to erect 600

houses on garden-city lines at Cwmcarn. The
site selected occupies the side of a hill. The
company is taking this step in order to accom-
modate the workmen who will be employed at a

new colliery in the Cwmcarn Valley.

H.M. Consul at Antananarivo (Mr. T. P.

Porter), reporting on the trade of Madagascar
in 1912. says: The sum of ^800.000 is to be

expended on the construction of deepwater
quays and harbour improvements at the port

of Tamatave. Tenders will lie invited by the

Colonial Department in Paris for the execution

of these works, which are to be commenced in

1914, and will, it is expected, be completed
within five years.

A much-needed improvement is being carried

out by the city council of Bristol at the Old

King-street end of Milk-street. The cross

thoroughfares made the spot a dangerous one,

but a strip of land has been acquired of the

Ridley Almshouse property by which the opening

portion of Milk-street has been widened by five

feet, and the corner of Old King-street

rounded off, so that the drivers of vehicles can

get a better view of approaching traffic.

At Heme Bay an Edward VII. memorial

concert hall has been built immediately behind

the East Cliff Pavilion. The hall is 136ft. Sin.

by 60ft,, and is 20ft. high. Seats are provided

for 1,500 persons. On the flat roof is a garden

and promenade. The interior of the hall is free

from columns or other obstructions, the sides

and terrace roof being supported by ferro-

concrete wall stanchions. The main roof beams

have a clear span of 60ft.. a maximum depth of

7ft 9in.. and a width of 14in, The building was

designed by Mr. F. W. J. Palmer. .\,M.I.C.E.,

the town surveyor, for whom working drawings

of the ferro-concrete construction were pre-

pared by Messrs. L. G. Moudiel and Partners,

of Westminster.
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Cnrr^nt^ Calamo.
^--4

Earl Beaiichamp. of course, lias decliiu'fl

to dismiss the noiiuiiionist painters em

ployetl at the Offiee of Works. He could not

do anything else. Government Departments

are bound, like all other decent masters, to

pay the recognised scale of wages, and abide

by all other fair eoTiditions, and attempts to

coerce them to do more are as ridiculous as

they will prove futile. The nuisters who have

acceded to the demands of the strikers are

few. and the strike will continue—after a

fashion—till the men are tired of it. A
" huge majority " have balloted again.st

.surrender—of course. One builder in a

thriving town of some 50,000 inhabitants,

twelve miles or so north of the Metropolis,

told us yesterday that all his nie?i had

balloted against the acceptance of the

masters' offers, unionists aiul non-unionists

alike lie employed about half and half, he

thought hut they were all still at work, and

one of them had told him the rest all took

strike pay last Saturday ! Possibly that was

an exaggeration. At present we do lujt think

either the Master Builders or the Master

Decorators will revise their terms. The
u[)shot will be the acceptance of what might

ha\e been had weeks ago, but for the refusal

of the men to submit the point of dispute to

arbitration. 'I'he Master Decorators offered

a penny an hour, and the men demanded
three-halfpence at once. At the finish, by

the time present contracts have expired, some
sort of a peace will be patched up, and the

Painters' Union will be the weaker in funds

by some thousands of pounds. Not very

statesmanlike trade-unionism !

overdue assessments, so that as nnicli money

in the way of arrears as is possible iiniy be

got for revenue.

(Ine of the. w<.rst features of S. 19 of tin'

I"'inanoe .\ct is that it makes the present

owner lialjlc for any undeveloped land duty

which would ha\e been chargeable to a past

owner had be been assessed. There seems
no doubt that thi.s is the legal effect of the

clause, and one result will be to add yet

another requisition on title on behalf of a

purchaser as to the pannent or assessment

of such duty by or upon the Tendor or his

predecessors in title. Nor can this diffictdty

be met by the usual undertaking, for the

section stops this hole by providing "not-

withstanding any contract to the contrary."

As is well known, the owner of an occupied

house is liable for the property tax, even

tliougli he has received no rent from his run-

away teiuiut. So now the buyer of land will

be responsible as "owner for the time

being" for any unpaid undeveloped land

duty chargeable during the preceding throe

years, but <udy assessed as against him when
the officials can find time to attend to their

business.

mede and elsewhere ; but, in any ease, it is

a famous historical house, and a small com-

mittci' which has the proposal inider con-

si<leration invites any correspondence or

suggestions from persons interested, and to

ini|nirc whether any national memorial for

lOl,') has yet been mooted. This Robert

Fitzwalter is in .some disfavour with modern
historians, but the committee is concerned

with an undoubted national achievement in

which he bore a high part. Communications

should be addressed to Mr. Hastings Worrin,

Bouihiers, Little Dunmow ; or the Rev. E.

Stiff Hobsou, Vicar of Little Dunmow,
Kelstcd.

The 'J'inirs Educational Supplement for

September 2 devotes four pages to the ques

tion of the new site for the University of

London. A whole-page map explains at a

glance how the present buildings of theUni
versify are distributed in all parts of Lon
don, and shows the claimed advantages of

concentration upon one of the three sites

now under consideration, the Bedford, the

Foundling Hospital, and the River sites.

We think, ourselves, that if the Times had
included the site in front of the British

Museum, suggested by Mr. David Barclay

Niven in the Biilding Nkw.s of March 22,

1912. it would have been patent to all that

its advantages as regards coru'entration, ea.se

of access, and opportunities of due architec-

tural treatment far exceed those of the other

three proposed sites.

The present official activity as to Unile-

veteped Land Duty shows that the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, finding that the
pounds promised on platforms to be wrung
out of the " Idle Rich " as Increment Duty
do not come in well, has turned to the pence
that can still be collected for Undeveloped
Land Duty. Some money must be got in

somehow to make the figures look better.

There is an ironical humour about the action
of a Government which has killed building
enterprise and made land development ini

possible suddenly turning round and taxing
the waste places they have created or con
tinued

! Even the vast standing army of
officials appointed and maintained at .so great
a loss under the Act cannot keep up with the
work of land valuation that has to be done.
The result is that now that a
three years has passed

An American legal decision which is worth

noting comes from Oakland, Cal., which is

recorded in a press despatch as follows:—
The decision of Judge Murphy in favour of

former Governor George C. Pardee and

against Charles Taylor, architect, it is be-

lieved, will afford the Institute of Architects

a theme for discussion. Pardee entered into

an agreement with Charles Taylor and his

father, under the terms of which Taylor was
to draw plans for a home to cost not over

2b.mMn\. After the house was built Pardee
found that he had spent 34,000dol. in its con-

.struction. and refused to pay Taylor's fee.

Taylor sued for 75ldol., and Judge Murphy
held that he should have kept the price

within the original estimate if he desired to

collect for his services under his contract.

On Wednesday the Manchester City

Council discussed the municipal bnildijig ex-

tension proposals. Mr. Derwcnt Simpson
(the chairman) laid the miiuites of the town-

hall c'omniittee before the council. The
minutes contained a recommcrulation that

the council shoidd put into its Parliamentary

Bill an application for power to buy certain

land and property for extension purposes,

and the object of this, in effect, was, it was
explained, merely the convenience of the

Parliamentary committee. It did not commit
the council to anything at all, Mr. Derwent
Simpson said, and he was supported in his

suggestion by Sir Charles Behrens and the

town clerk that the matter should be left

over, apart from this, to the November
meeting. Mr. Derwent Simpson's arguments
were that accommodation is needed for the

473 members of the corporation staff who are

now in rented buildings, that the town hall

contains 380 people more than it should, and
that the cost will not be a million pounds,

as has been said, but really only £350,000.

The discu.ssiou waiulered wide. Mr.
McLachlan's proposal that a report should

be prepared for the October meeting and the

paragraph taken out of the minutes was
finally accepted, although Mr. Bowie
suggested that the scheme should be killed

then and there, but his amendment was
defeated by 27 votes to 13.

^,By a decree of Aug. 4 it was decided to

throw open to competition (competitors of

French nationality only) the designs for the

new French nickel pieces of 25, 10, and 5

centimes which are to be issued next year.

The competition closes next Monday, and it

is known that no fewer than 96 artists have
in.scribed themselves as competitors. The
designs will be sent in under fancy names
with the real name separately sealed up,

and the jury have agreed to eliminate all

with the exception of ten designs for a final

choice. Something good ought to come of

a contest which has attracted so many to the

field. The wiinier will receive a prize of

.€800 in addition to the glory. His achieve-

ment will, in all probability, be another of

the things they manage better in Frauce,
partly, no doubt, because no such encourage-
ment is gi\en to artists here.

period of over
passed since April, 1909,

«e find the officials busy getting out their

A suggestion has been made that, with

the 700th anniversary of the sealing of

Magna Charta in the near future, some me-
morial be placed in Little Dunmow (and pre-

ferably in the ancient Priory Church) to the

Fitzwalter family, for three centuries Lords
of the Manor, and conspicuous for services

to the county and the nation. Perhaps the

family is better known by its foundation of

the ancient manorial custom of the "Flitch"
(or "Gammon") than by the part it played
throngh Robert, the third Lord, at Runny

Tlu' visit to England of Dr. Tolman, one

of the trustees of the New York Museum of

Safety Appliances, who has come here to

study the protective arrangements in oui'

factories, emphasises the fact that England
has not yet succeeded in establishing a

similar mu.seum, although plans have been

drawn up and a site in Westminster has been

secured. The New York Museum originated

in the successful attempts made by several

people in that city to prevent accidents by

teaching school children how to avoid

obvious risks of traffic and fire, and how to

enter and leave street cars in safety. With
them originated the idea of the "thiid;

button," to be worn by the child as a

reminder. They very soon found that still

more valuable work was to be done in the

factories, where the yearly record of acci-

dents was appalling, and they established a

nnisenm where manufacturers and employers

may study the various protective appliances

and gauge the amount of unnecessary risks

that have been run. In America the onus

of proof that there has been no contributory

negligence on his part lies with the employee
demanding compensation, instead of with the

employer, as in England.

Messrs. .1. C. King, Ltd., the well known
manufacturing stationers and printers, of

42-GO, Goswellroad, E.C., are devoting them-

selves to the production of a unique series of
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office lielp.s for Iniildors, and we advise all

architects, surveyors. property owners,

builders, and contractors to send a postcard,

when, if tliey mention this journal, they will

get free " King's Builders' Stationei'y Price-

List No. 60." Their Time-Books are cheap

and excellent, both for desk and pocket. So
are their Abstract Books, and Insurance Act
Wages Books. The Surveyor's Pocket-

Books and Sectional Books for the pocket

are serviceable, and the Architect's Sketcli-

Books, Dimension Books, and Certificate

Books the best and cheapest of their kind wp
have seen. Their Drawing OfTice Materials

are good \alne for the very modest prices,

much better than some which are listed by

others at far higher figures. In all the

ordinary lines of stationery of every de-

scription buyers will save a good deal of

money, and many will thank iis for tliis in-

troduction to a firm that is so intelligeiitly

and liberally meeting tlie jieeds of our
professions and trades.

Hardly as lucid as it might be, perhaps;
but it shall never be said any novel method
of construction was refused notice in our own
pages:—"Frank McGuire is building a new
house for himself on his lot on the Green-
lead-road. He is building the new house
outside of the old one, and after the new
house is inclosed he will tear the old one
down."—From the Onhmaijan Herald,
Ontonagaii. Mich.

Here is a mi.\ed metaphor wliicli descr\es

record. "That, gentlemen, is tlip marrow
of the EducatioiE Act. and it will not be
taken out by Dr. Clifi'ord or anybody else.

It is founded on a granite foundation, and
it speaks in a voice not to be drowned by
sectarian clamour."—Sir Robert Purvis to

his ex-constituents at Peterborough.

We are glad to learn that Professor William
Alphonsns Scolt, A.E..I.B.A., of Mountjoy-
square, Dublin, the President of the Archi-
tectural Association of Ireland, is convalescent
after a severe attack of pneumonia.

A miners' hall, offices, and agents' houses are
about to be Iniilt on the Red Hills Villa est.ate
for Ihc Din-bam Miners AssociaUon, from plans
by Mr. H. T. Grailon. Durham. The estimated
cxiienditiire is £16.000.

Professor Percy Groom, D.Sc, P.L.S., will
j-'ive, during the forthcoming session at the
Royal College of Science, a course of nine or
ten lectures and demonstrations on Timber for
engmeers and architects. The lectures will lie
delivered on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 2 to
3 p.m., beginning Thursday, October 9, and
laboratory work from 3 to 4 p.m. on the same
days.

Wednesday was the 262nd anniversary of the
battle of Worcester, when the Scottish Army,
which came to England to reinstate Charles it.,
was defeated by Cromwell

; and that day was
selected for the unveiling by the Earl of
Coventry of a memorial brass and a bronze
tablet (with medallion portrait) in Worcest-r
Cathedral to the second Duke of Hamilton, who
died (if wounds received in the historic fight, and
IS buried in the sacrarium of tbe C'athedral. The
memorial brass has been presented bv the Hon
.1. Cavendish Lyttelton. M.P.. eldest son and
leir to Viscount Cobham. whilst the cost of the
tatilet has been defrayed by subscription.

The centenary of the siege of San Sebastian
has licen commemorated by a monument which
was unveilcil on Sunday in the presence of the
Isiiig and Q.icen of Snaiii and Queen Maria
Uirislian. Tlie memorial. for which the
scvilptiire school of Vittoria produced the design
has cost .flD.OGO and consists of a .short
( orinlhiaii column of while marble, standing
upon a massive base, whereon are represented
episodes of the siege and of the subseouent
history of the ai\ . On the Ion of the column
is a gilt quadriga bearing an allegorical figure
with a laurel wreath. At the foot of the
monument, flanked by two lions, is a bronze
statue of Queen Maria Christina.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

R.I.B.A. STANDING COMMITTEES.—
The following appointments to the four
standing committees have been made by tbe
Council of the Royal Institute of Briti.sh
Architects under by-law 51 :

—

.4rl.—Walter Cave, T. Raffles Davison, H. 1'. Hurke
Uowniag. C. ^\'ontner Smith, Perc^ W. Lovell.
Literatui-e.—.\rtluu- T. Bolton, .1. D. Crace, F.S..\. ;

E. A. Kickards, Herljert WiBRlesworth, ,7ohn S. Lee.
Practice.—E. J. Gosling, .\lliert W. Moore. H. A.

Satchell, Sei)timus Warwick, H. A. Saul.
Science. — R. Stenhen Ayliny, Professor W. C.

irnwin, F.R.S,, M,Inst.C.E. ; A. T. Waluiisley,
.VMust.C.E. ; H. \\'. Burrows, F.G.S. ; E. Stanlev Hall,
M.A. G.\ou.

The standing committees for the new session
have elected their officers as follows;

—

.\rt.--E. Guv Dawber, Chairman; H. Heathcotc
Stathani, ^'ice-Chairman ; Percy W. Lovell and
\\'. k. Forss'th, Hon. Secretaries.
Literature.—W. Henry \\ard. Chairman; C. E.

Sayer, C. Harrison Townsend and W. G. Newton,
Hon. Secretaries.
Practice.—Wm. Woodward, Chairman ; Max Clarke,

Vice-Chairmau ; H. .K. Satuhell and Matt. Garbutt,
Hon. Secretaries.
Science. — F. R. Farrow-. Chairman ; Digby L.

Solomon, Vice-chairman : Cieorgc Hornblower and
(r. Leonard P^jlkingtou, Hon. Secretaries.

BRISTOL AND GLOUCESTER
ARCH.^OLOGICAL H O C I E T Y. — The
autumn meeting of the Bristol and
Gloucestershire Archseological Society was
lield at Gloucester on Monday, under the
presidency of the Bishop of Gloucester (Dr.
S. C. Sumner Gibson). At a meeting of tlie

council an agreement with the Gloucester
Corporation for the housing of the society's
library at the public library was sealed. Sub-
sequently the general body of members
assembled in the south transept of the
cathedi'al, where they were received by the
Sub - Dean, Bishop Mitcbinson. Bi.shop
Mitchiuson explained that, owing to the pre-
parations for the Three Clioirs Festival, their
visit would be necessarily restricted to choir,
transepts, presbytery, and Lady-chapel -to
the eastern limb of the great cathedral—but
this limitation would be advantageous if it

compelled a more careful and leisurely study
of that part of the building than would other-
wise have been the ease. Bishop Mitcbinson

,

Canon Bazelcy, and the cathedral architect
(Mr. F. W. Waller) conducted the visitors in

three sections through the several parts of

the eastern limb, and in the Boteler Chapel
Canon Bazeley gave an address on the rule
of Abbot Boteler (HST-H.-jO). and on the
heraldry, sculpture, and floor tiles of the
chapel, which is situated at the north east
angle of the choir. The reredos, which \\3A

been much injured, still contained twelve
statuettes and many heraldic .shields. Tlic
nine principal statuettes liad disappeared

—

probably destroyed or removed from their
brackets by Order of the Council in 1,')48.

The twelve remaining appeared to represent
the Twelve Apostles, including St. Paul.
.\fter luncheon the party went in motor
brakes to Tredington, Stoke Orchard, and
Swindon. At Tredington they were received
by the vicar, who conducted them over the
church, and a visit was paid to Tredington
Court, by the courtesy of the Rev. W. Surman
Mansell. At Stoke Orchard the society was
received by the rector of Bishop's Cleeve,
and at Swindon by the rector of the parish.

DURHAM ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.— The members of the Arclneo-
logical and Architectural Society of Durham
and Northumbei'land assembled at Hexham
station on Friday, to their fourth outdoor
meeting of the year. The party numbered
between 70 and 80. The buildings and places
visited were described by Mr. W. H.
Kiinwles, F.R.LB.A., Newcastle, one of the
hon. secretaries. Arrived at Hexham, the
party drove to the Chestcrs, where the
renuiins of the Roman camp of Cilurum were
inspected, and also the museum in which
there is a valuable collection of altars,
statuary, etc., brought to light at the various
stations on the Roman Wall. By permission
of Miss Cruddas, a \isit was next paid to
Houghton Castle, a pictures(|ne stronghold
which has been alternately in the possession
of England and Scotland." The first building
was erected in the 13th century by the Swin-
buriies, explained Mr. Kiiowles, "and in the

14th century the castle was made stronger by
the Widdringtons. He commented upon a
problem which bad long exercised anti
quaries, as to the use of a series of buttresses
and arches wdiich appear on the exterior of

the castle. and seemed to have no
apparent constructive use. That problem
had now been solved, said Mr. Knowles.
To tiip second building bad been arlded

vaults, and walls had been thrust out,

the walls and buttresses being followed
by the superstructure, and thus forming
the arches. Cliipchase Castle, the resi-

dence of Mr. Tom Taylor, was later

visited. The peel tower of this stately and
picturesque Northumbrian mansion is still

retained in good j)rcscr\'atioii. The present
mansion is of -lacobean style, and was built

by Ctithbcrt Heron in 1021. Mr. Knowles
gave a skidch of the growth of Mediieval
architecture as peculiar to the North of

England, and pointed out that Chipchasc
Castle was essentially a border stronghold,
the architecture followed being entirely with
a view to defence. In these days it was said

that a man's house was his castle, but in the

medifeval days a man's castle was literally his

house. Mr. Knowles also gave an interesting

description of the Jacobean front of the
castle, and also of the development of some
domestic architecture from the Mediseva!
tower.

EAST AFRICA ARCHITECTURAL AS-
SOCIATION.—We are glad to learn that
the abo\e association has been formed in

British East Africa and Uganda. The officers

for the first session are : President, Mr. R.
M. Geater; Vice-President, Mr. W. M.
Robertson ; Hon. Sec. and Hon. Treasurer,
Mr. Harold E. Hender.soii, Lie. R.I.B.A.,
Box 80, Nairobi. B.E.A.; Council, Messrs.
L'Ronx. Tate-Smith. Ciow, and Hurle Bath.
It is det=rmiiicd that as soon as practicable
bills be brought before the legislative

councils for the registration of architects in

the two protectorates, and application will

be made for alliance with the Royal Institute

of British Architects.
-••.

COMPETITIONS.
DESIGN FOR CIGAR-SHOP FRONT.

— Particulars appear in our advertisement
pages of a competition for a design for a

cigar-shop front in Piccadilly for Messrs.
Martins, Ltd.. the well-known tobacconists.
Mr. Henry Tanner, F. R.I.B.A., is the
assessor, of wdiom particulars can be had.

OTTAWA.—Sketch designs are invited
from architects practising in the British

Empire in a preliminary competition tor the

erection of Departmental and Court Build
iiigs at Ottawa, as briefly announced in our
issues of June 20. p. 8,53 and July 11. p. 40.

From the designs submitted in this pre-

liminary competition six will be chosen by
the assessors (Messrs. T. E. Collcutt, past
president R.I.B.A., J. H. G. Russell, and
J. O. Marchand) to submit more nuitured
designs in a final competition. The designs
of the architect placed first by the assessors
in this final test will lie entrusted with the
work which the Government intends carrying
out at once, and the fi\'e unsuccessful com
petitors will each recei\"e an honorarium of

.3,000 dollars. Tbe designs in the first com
petition must be delivered in Ottawa, Old.,
carriage (laid, not later than noon. Jaiiuar\

2. 1914, addressed to Mr. R. C. Desrochers.
Secretary. Department of Public Works.
Conditions for both comjndititnis ma\ be liad

on application to Mr. Desrochers. ami alsn

at the London oflici' of the High Com-
missioner for C'anadii. 17. Victoria street.

S.W.
<»»

'i'he Sincil liaiik new council school at Ijincnbi

was opened last week. The school was built

for the accommodation of 700 children in the
rapidly-growing southern district of the city.

Mr. l-'rank (iissing Debeiiliam. of Cheshnill

Park, Herts, a director of the Auction Marl
Company (Limited), lately senior partner in the
firm of Messrs. Debenham. Tewson, Richardson,
iind Co., of Cheapside. E.C., who died on
November 7, aged 80. left estate of the gross

value of .£280.391. of which the net ijcrsonalty

lias been sworn at .£97,753.
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ROBY CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
AND SCHOOLS. LONGSIGHT, MAN-
CHESTER.
These buildings in Diukeiison-road, Long-

.siglit, have been erected out of the proceeds
of the sale of the old Grovesnor-street
Chapel and Roby Schools to the Royal
Infirmary Boai'd, and have just lately been
opened for use. The church accommodates

on either side and into a short nave of about
double the depth of the transepts and into
the semicircular chancel. The interior effect

is spacious and simple and eminently suitable
for Free Church services. The building is

mainly dependent for lighting on the three
large windows in nave and transepts, supple-
mented where necessary by smaller windows.
At the main entrance in Dickenson-road
ample cloakroom accommodation has been
provided. The dome is plastered, as also

the main walls, and a tile dado has been
introduced along the walls, except where the

stitntion at an earlier age than previously,
thus giving the teachers a better opportunitv
of imparting instruction, and at the same
time being a considerable help to the child
itself. Accommodation will be provided for
thirty scholars in residence, although there
are classrooms suRieicnt for fifty, the re-

maining twenty being drawn from tlie other
school. Oil the ground lloor are classrooms,
day-room, dining-room, kitchejis, teachers'
sitting-room, waiting-room, cloakroom, and
olTiees. On the first floor are two large dor-

mitories and a number of bedrooms for

MANCHE5TEi^.

ROBY CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH AND SCHOOLS, MANCHESTER.
Messrs. J. Harold Franck and Harry B. Laycock. Architects.

fraO, with its chnrLli parlour and vestries,

leeture-hall used by senior school, inter-

mediate school with eight classrooms,
primary department, and babies' room, each
department being provided with its own
separate entrances (duplicate), cloakrooms,
and lavatories for both sexes. A communi-
eating corridor has been plainied. so as to

give access from each department direct into

the church without going outside the build-

ings. On the first floor there is a library and
men's room for social purposes, with the
necessary cloakroom accommodation. The
caretaker is provided for in a small detached
house adjacent to the school buildings. Tlie

main feature of the church is that the whole
of the 650 sittings are arranged to give an
uninterrupted view of the pulpit. This
desirable object has been obtained by roofing
the main portion of the chnrcli witli a large
dome nearly TjOft. in diameter, springing from
semi-domes at each corner of the crossing.
Tiiese semi-domes each spring from three
large stone piers carrying arches some 30£t.

in diameter, opening into shallow transepts

stone piers occur. The seating is in oak. and
is so arranged that the seats are kept away
from all outside walls. Externally, the
materials used are 2in. bricks with Alderley
stone dressings. The plan dictated the form
of the building, which is suggestive of

Renaissance work, and the elevations are the
outcome of an endeavour to give the building
.something of a monumental character.
Messrs. J. Harold France and Harry B.
Laycoek, of Chapel Walks, Manchester
(whose design was successful in a limited
competition) are the architects. The organ
seen in the apse is only temporary. The per-

manent instrument will be located on the

end wall above the corridor.

THE YORKSHIRE INSTITUTION FOR
THE DEAF, DONCASTER: NEW PRE-
P A R A T O R Y SCHOOL AND
SWIMMING-BATH.

This school is now being built at the rear

of the gardens of the above institution. It

is intended to get the children into the in-

teaehers and staff, including two bedrooms
for delicate children, adjoining the head-
mistress's bedroom, and on the second floor

storeroom and accommodation for servants
are provided. The building itself is on the
\erandah princii)le. and is planned so as to

nlitain the maximum amount of suidight and
fresh air. The exterior is in a modern style

of architecture, and consists of red brick

facings, with dressings of artificial stone.

Internally the whole of the rooms will be

finished in Marblite plaster, the downstairs
rooms lia\iui^ dadoes of glazed bricks, the

kitchens and larflers being lined with wliite

glazed bricks from floor to ceiling. All

internal angles are coved. The floors and
staircases are of fireproof construction. The
swimming-bath adjoins the existing gym
nasium. and abuts on the Town Moor avenue.
The main tank is t2ft. by 21ft., and the side

gangways are 6ft. 6in. wide, and those on the

end 8ft. There are also a slipper-bath and
shower-bath provided. The bath is co[i-

strueted in reinforced concrete and lined

with white tiles. The lighting is by side-
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Ba^^EMENT Plan

YORKSHIRE INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF; NEW PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT, DONCASTER.
Mr. Morris Thompson. A. R. I.E. A., Architect.

and roof-liglits, and a lantern for light and
ventilation rnns along the whole length of the
bath. The co-st of the building is abont
£7,000; but with furnishing, cost of land,
etc., the total cost is estimated at £8.500.
Mr. Morris Thompson, A. R. I.E. A., of Don-
caster, is the architect, his plans having been
accepted in competition, and the contractors
are Messrs. Dennis Gill and Son, also of

Doneaster.

WAREHOUSE, KINGLY STREET, AND
GANTON STREET, W.

The business premises at corner of Kingly-
street, here illustrated, have lately been

Warehouse, Kingly Street and Ganton
Street, W.

erected by Messrs. W. S. Shepherd and Co.
The building is construated with ferro-

concrete floors and staircase on the expanded-
metal system. The piers to the shop-front
are of Aberdeen granite, with the entablature
in Whitbed Portland stone, the upper part

of the walling being carried out with
dressings of red gauged brickwork and Crow-

borough bricks. The horizontal panels be-

tween the windows are made in cast lea<l.

The wrought-iron guard railing at the top

of the cornice is provided for a means of

escape from fire. The shop front is con-

tructed in mahogany, and the bays have
been arranged symmetrically and occupy part

of the site of the old projections. The
building has been planned for use as a ware-

house, and a plain treatment has been carried

out consistent with its use. The architects

are Messrs. Banister Fletcher and Sons, of

New Bridge-street, E.C.

UNIVERSITY HALL AND STUDENTS'
GALLERY, UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS,
CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA.

Lord Gladstone opened this fine Hall in

the early part of the present year. The Duke
of CoiHi.aught laid its foundation-stone in

1909. The building was started in 1905. and
w-e illustrated the exterior and gave plans

of the scheme in the Building New.s for

May 29, 1903. Delays took place, owing to

lack of funds, and this large central hall,

which forms the great feature of this

University building, was ludniilt till,

through the generosity of the late Sir Donald
Currie, sufficient money was forthcoming to

enable the University Council to complete
the undertaking. The cost has amounted to

£100,00(1. Messrs. Martyn. of Cheltenham,
carried out the stone carvings. The dome
is covered with copper, and the internal
ceiling is decorated in uaodelled plaster. The
panelling is in oak. Black and white marble
paving covers the floors where they are not

laid with hardwood. The columns in the

internal corridor are of Corsehill stone. A
big organ will be placed in this hall when
the money allows, and this instrument is to

occupy the central space in the rear wall of

the proscenium. The ground floor of the

building, besides including the Examination
Hall, is devoted to administration offices.

The Registrar's offices are on the main-floor

level, with the library, committee rooms, and
council chamber. Mr. William Hawke's de-

sign was chosen in the competition, and has
been executed with minor modifications, and
Messrs. Wimperis and East were the authors

of the third premiated plans, which likewise

were illustrated when we gave the chosen
design as above. The second prize was
accorded to Mr. J. Edwin Forbes, of Birm-
ingham. There were sixty-two designs sub-

mitted, and Sir Aston Webb acted as the

assessor. Messrs. W. Hawke, F.R.I.B..\..

and W. N. McKinlay. of Capetown, have
carried out the work as .shown by the accom-
panying photographs.

EYB'ORD PARK, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
We give a further characteristic detail of

Eyford Park, by Mr. E. Guy Dawber,
F.R.I.B.A. The first appeared in our issue

of April 4 last, and a general view and plan

of this fine house were illustrated in the

Building News for June 2, 1911.

A chapter of the American Institate of .\rclii-

teets has been incorporated at Columbn.s, Ohio,

under the laws of that State The following

are the first officers :—George H. Bulford, Presi-

dent; F. L. Packard, vice-president; J. W.
Thomas, jun., secretary.
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WAREHOUSE, KINGLY STREET AND GANTON STREET, W.
Messrs. Banister Fletcher and Sons, Architects.
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'E TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA.—Messrs. W. Hawke, F.R.I. B. A., and W. N. McKinlay. Architects.
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EniNBURGH.— In order to complete St.

Mitry's Episcopal Cathedral, Ediiiliiirgli

(which was designed by Sir Gilhert Scott iii

1874), operations have been commenced for

the erection of the western towers and their

spires. The architects are Sir (iilbert

Scott's snccessors, Mes.srs. J. Oldriil Scott

and Son, Westminster, and the contractors
for the work are Messrs. E. C. Morgan and
Sons, Glasgow, The towers at each corner
of the west end of the building Innl hitherto

only been carried np to the height of (illft.

These two towers are to be increased 4.'ift.

in height, each being snrmonnted by angle
piiniacles and a spire 10!*ft. in height. Each
tower and spire will thns be iil2ft. from the

base to the highest point. The erection of

the two towers will occupy about two years,
ajid the cost is estimated at about £11,1)00.

NEWCASTLE ON TYNE.—At the last

meeting of the Town Improvement and
Streets Committee of Newcastle Corporation,
plans were submitted on behalf of the
trustees of the late Mr. W. R. Sutton, who
left a considerable sum of money for the
purpose of acquiring land in London and
other populous places in order to erect model
dwellings for the poor. The trustees visited

Newcastle some time ago, and inspected
several places, and ultimately favoureif
Barrack-square, in the vicinity of Derby
street and Todds Nook, upon which are a
number of old dwellings. The trustees
propose to erect four rows of tenemented
buildings, with an open space 50ft. wide
between the row's to be laid out as gardens ;

also with ground for di-ying clothes at the
back of the premises. The blocks will consist
of three story buildings; the majority of

the tenements will consist of two rooms,
scullery, and yards. The number of tene-
ments to be placed on the area is 132. The
committee favourably considered the scheme,
and the trustees will now take steps to apply
to the Court of Chancery for the granting
of money to carry out the scheme.

—•-*.•

—

GUILDFORD.-At Guildford on Monday
the mayor opened the first road bridge to be
constructed entirely of ferro concrete iii

Surrey. It replaces an old narrow brick
structure across the River Wey, and with
the approaches, has cost £5,500 to build. It

is a three centred arch bridge with a clear
span of TOft., and a width between the para
pets of 40ft., with approach gradients of 1 in

32 on the east and 1 in 30 on the west. The
bridge, which has been built by Messrs.
Somerville and Co., Limited, of Victoria
street, Westminster, for the Surrey County
Council, has been designed to carry a live
load of 2001b. per sq.ft., or a test load of
three traction-engines weighing 20 tons each.
Thirteen months have been occupied to carry
out the work, ferroconcrete piles. 40ft. iii

length, having to be driven to strengthen the
foundations, which revealed unforeseen diffi

cutties.

Lord Rosebery is building a ma\isoleum and
rhapel at his residence, Rosebery, from which
his title is derived, to provide a family burying
place for himself and his descendants in the
future.

The Roger-Miller Company, of Toronto, have
been awanled the contract for the Prince
Edward Island terminal at Carleton Point of
the Intercolonial car ferrv. The figure is

950,000 lol.

The Home Otiice authorities have decided to
pull down the present Marylebone Police-court
at Seymour-place. Marylebone, and to erect an
entirely new budding on the present site, from
plans by Mr. .1. Dixon Butler. F.R.I.BA. The
work will be started immediately after the new
court at Marlborough-street is finished- During
building operations, the business of the court
will be carried on at the temporary building in
Francis-street. Tottenham 'Court-road. The
Home Office have also decided to reconstruct the
West London Police-court.

Correspondence.—^^

—

REfilST'RATION.

To the Editor of the Bdildino News.

SlK, I ha\<> received a letter from the
New Zealand Institute of Architects iid'orm-
ing me that a Bill to provide for the statutory
qualification and registration of architects
practising in New Zealand has passed the
secoinl reading, and has been referred to a
special committee of the House, The pro-
motors have every rea.son to hope that the
measure will be passed this session.— I am,
''t'-'-. C. Mc.^RTHi'i! BuTi.F.R, Secretary.
The Society of Ar.-hitects, 28, Bedford-

square, London, W.C. September 1.

A WORKMAN'S COTTAGE FOR £150.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. A. J. Dunn's letter
in your issue of August 29 last. I would be
glail if you will give me space in your valu-
able paper to reply to same. Iii the first

instance, seeing that the material proposed
to be used in these cottages is practically
new, to give specific prices in detail wiuilil

certainly create a diversity of opinion; it is

far better in such eases to let those genuinely
interested inquire for themselves, and then
form their own opinion. For myself I do
not take the general public to be so gullible
as your correspondent would imagine them
to be. I give them credit for being able to

form a fair opinion, after rea.sonable inquiry.
Mr. Dunn's working out of the cubic

contents of the cottage illustrated in my
article is not the same as my own. due,
perhaps, to the reduction in size of the re-

production, and, consequently, the estimates
of co.st vary. The actual cubic contents are
as follows :

—

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

M 3 by 14 3 by 30 3 9,834 cubic feet.
4 B Ijy ."> by 2 3 chimney 6C^ „
i 31)y 2 3 by 10 chimney 5l| „
3 9 by 8 by 1 6 bay 4.5
.". 3 by 4* bv 14 Ijreast 27.* „
i; by 9 by 8 3 door piers 37

10,048

and this, at .IJd, per cubic foot, which is the
price 1 fixed in arriving at an estimate of
cost, after a careful comparison of prices of
the various materials propo.sed to be used,
gives £147. Taking the cubic contents at

4:;d. per cubic foot, the price given by Mr.
Dunn, and the usual figure for cottage work.
this gives £188. or a difference of £26 (£214-
£188) between Mr. Dunn and myself on
ordinary construction, .so that the actual
difference between ordinary construction and
that proposed in my article is £41 (£188
£147) or 21.8 per cent. I mention 20 per
cent, in my article.

The figures given for the group of cottages
are equally erroneous, the contents being
19ft. by 2.3ft. 3in. by 17ft. 3in.—7,620 cubic
feet per cottage, and for four cottages
30,480 cubic feet, and this, at 3Jd. per foot,

gives £444 10s., as against Mr, Dunn's £747.
The saving in cost of construction has been

made in using reinforced brickwork for all

walls and partitions, at about half the cost

of ordinary brickwork, and in the tiles for

the roof, as against slates, also sundry other
items. Trusting these figures will give the
information necessary to form a true con-
ception of the proposal, I am, etc,

FR.tNK H. Hk.^ven. a. R.I. B. a.. P.A.S.I.

30. Coronation-street, Aberkenfig, Sept. 2.

**^-

Damage to the extent of about f 1.200 was
done by fire to the Cathedral tower of .\rgyll

and the Isles, Cumbrae, on Saturday morning.
It is not known liow the fire originated. The
church, which was hnilt in 1849-52 by the elTorts
nf the late Eiirl of Glasgow, is the headquarters
of the Diocese of Argyll and the Isles.

When .John Edwin Fearnley. builder, of

flasliugden-drive. Bradford, was summoned at
Lancaster, on Saturday, for furiously driving his
motor-cycle, at Ileysham. on August 12. the
chairman said that if it had not been the de-
fendant's first offence, he would have been fined
£20 and costs ; but they would fine him £.2 and
costs, and endor.se the license. The speed was
outrageous.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
HiiLiSE (iF (U.M.MONS VENTILATION.-

The (question of supplying Members of Parlia-

ment with ozone is iiis{;ussed in the minutes of

cvitlciiec taken by the Select: Committee on
lluusc of t'oinmoiis Ventilation, which was pub-
bshi-.i on Friday night. Mr. .\rthnr P. Patey-,

First ('lass A.ssistant Engineer to the Ollice of
Works, and formerly Resident Engineer to the
Houses of Parliament, in a general description
of (he system of \'entilation in force, mentioned
thai the Ladies', Members', Strangers', and Press
lialleries have for the last, few months been
supplied with ozone which is artificially manii-
taclnred by idcctricity. The Members of the
House have not yet been supplied, as the plant
has been installed tentatively as an experiment.

«»»
CHIPS.

A new college in stone and four stories in

heiglit has just been built at. Mullingar, from
plans by Messrs. O'Callaghan and Webb,
architects.

The Canadian Pacific Railway ha\e completed
their high-lc\r! britlge across the Saskatrliewan
River, from Strathcona to lidmonlou. at a cost
of slightly over 1 .OOO.OOOdol.

The late Mr. Hcnjamin Nicholson, aged 80, of
Cotton Lodge. Annan, liead of Messrs. John
Nii'holson and Co.. timber merchants, left

personal estate valued for probate at £49,27,5.

We regret to hear that, owing to arterial
troulile. Sir .Alexander Binriie. formerly chief
engineer to the Loudon County Council, has
been compelled to have one of his legs ampu-
tated. Sir Alexander is in his seventy-fifth year.

The Local (lovernment Board have given
their sanction to the application of the Ncwry
No. 1 Rural Council for a loan of £5,900 for

the provision of a water supply for the town
of Rathfriland. The engineers are Messrs.
P 11. McCarthy. M.A.. BE.. Westmoreland-
street. Dulilin. and Mr. S. Wilson Reside,
Margaret square, Newry.

Mr. C. Paulet Camborne Paynter. of Kil-

miugton Manor House, has presented to the
Borough Museum, Tudor House, Southampton,
two 13th century inlaid heraldic tiles, and a

carved panel from the 14th century rood-

screen, formerly in Netley Abbey. He has also

presented to t tie museum a painting by Hart,
of Soiithauiptiin, of tlie water-gate of the town,
demoli.shed in 1804.

The two greatest cities in Eastern Canada
show continued signs of progress and prosperity.

The amount of building permits in Toronto for

ttie first seven months of this year was
ir.057.321dol.. as compared with 15.'494.45dol..

f..r 1912. The total estimated value of the
Kndibiig permits issued in Montreal for the
corresponding period was ll,497.950dol., an in-

crease of 17 per cent, over the same seven
months of 1912.

A verdict of death from heart failure was re-

turned at an ini|iiest held on Tuesday, following

the sudden death at his residence. Westernmoor,
Neath, of Mr. William Jones, a well-known rail-

way and waterworks contractor. Mr. Jones, who
was seventy-five, carried through important con-

tracts in various parts of the United Kingdom,
amongst them being the construction of the

Cardiff waterworks and the Rhondda and
Swansea Bay Railway. He was also well known
as a contractor in Cambridgeshire and the West
of England.

Speaking at the Leith Flower Show on Satur-

day. Mr. Mnnro-Ferguson. M.P.. said that many
German towns had thousands of acres belonging
to tile community, and" while holding that land

for building purposes, they let it out for garden-

ing, sylviculture, or horticulture. He did not
see why that should not be done in this country.

In France, sometimes, whole tracts of country
were given up to gardening under a system of

small ownership. There was no reason why a

horticultural society should not hold land in

order to make it as easy as possible for town
dwellers to get the use of it.

A stained-glass window is to be erected in the
Lailychapel of .\ll Saints' Church, Oakham, and
the altHT is to be restored to the chapel of the
Holy Trinity in order that the chapel may be
used for services. The Lady-chapel on the
south side of the chancel, and its east-end and
east window under which its altar stood are
now blocked up by the altar and the choir

vestry-screen. The centre window of the three

lights in the south wall of the Lady-chapel will

be filled with stained glass, and the subject to

be represented is the Purification of St. Mary
the Virgin and the Presentation of Christ in

the Temple. The window has been designed by
Mr. J. N. Comper, who has also drawn the plans

for the altar in the chapel of the Holy Trinity.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

TKNBY (I'EMlUidKESllIRE). -The scheme
for the recojisl ruction of tlie niiiin intercepting'

sewers, sea outfall, und other works incidental

tlieret.o at, Tenby, and whicli was prepared by
Mr. T. .1. Moss-Flower, CV,.. 28, Victoria-street,

Westminster. S.W.. and Carlton-chambers,
Bristol, has been approved by the Local Govern-
ment Board, and tenders are now being asked
for, and the work is to be proceeded with forth-
with. -\ 4ft. diameter cast-iron outfall is to be
carried into the sea for a distance of 500 yards,
and this .will continually discharge the water of

the Ritec during such times as the level of the
sea will permit thereof. The sewage of the town
is to be taken out of tlie Ritec. and conveyed to

a tank-sewer. 6ft. in diameter and about 1,150ft.

long, to be constructed in brick and concrete, in

which the sewage will be stored during about
ten hours of each tide, and be discharged only
at certain states of the ebb tide. Penstock
chambers are to be erected at the sea end of the
tank-sewer, and at the sea end of the existing
culvert carrying the Ritec waters, and a water-
level recorder with indicator-board, etc.. will be
fitted np. so as to indicate the levels of the
water and sewage in both compartments of the
two Penstock chambers. A Penstock house,
constructed in local blue limestone, will be
built above the Penstock chambers. At the
upper end of the tank-sewer a screening-chamber
is to be built for the piirpose of screening all

sewage prior to its passing to the tank-sewer.
The low-level sewers, varying in size from 9in. to
21in.. are to be reconstructed, and other inci-

dental works are involved. The matter has been
before the corporation for a long time, and
several schemes have been prepared, and two
submitted to and rejected by the Local Govern-
ment Board, prior to Mr. Moss-Flower being en-
gaged in February last to deal with the matter.

WATER SUPPLIES IN CANADA : INSUFFI-
CIENT PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT
POLLUTION.—Five million gallons of water per
day is, according to latest Govermnent returns,
the per capita consumption for all purposes of
Canada's 7,250.000. The returns gave in detail
much valuable information regarding the cost,

capacity, and history of the municipal water
supply plants throughout the Dominion. The
Canadian practice is to get water for municipal
supply, wherever practicable, from rivers and
lakes, and it is to be feared that in many cases
insufficient precautions are taken to prevent the
pollution of these waters. One of the chief
rea.sons is the financial stringency. The
municipal waterworks of the Dominion represent
an aggregate expenditure of 95.000.000dol. ; but
had the same scrupulous care been taken as is

customary in Britain, the cost would probably
have been 30 per cent, higher. The total con-
sinnption of water per day is. roughly. 360,000.000
gallons. Maintenance costs abo\it 3,500.000dols.
annually. The cost per gallon varies widely in

the several provinces. Nova Scotia has the
lowest cost, about 7 cents a gallon, whilst
Saskatchewan has the highest, about 23 cents.
In New Brunswick water costs 8 cents, in Prince
Edward Island 16. in Ontario and Quebec about
9.1, in .\lberta 13. and in Manitoba 20. .\ Parlia-
mentary Committee is now sitting to con-sider
the purity and efficiency of municipal water
supplies.

WELSH WATER FOR BIRKENHEAD.—The
members of the Birkenhead Town Council, to-
gether with the officials, paid their second official

visit to the site of the corporation's waterworks
at Pont-y-Alwen, in North 'Wales, yesterday
(Thursdayl. Sinc-e their last visit, when the fir.st

stone was laid in the huge masonry dam, great
progress has been made with its undertakinu'.
which was prepared by the late Mr. G. F.
Deacon. In Januarv. 1911, the contract for the
construction of the Alwen reservoir and the dam
across the month of the vallev was let. to Messrs.
Robert M'.Vlpine and Sons, of Westminster. The
main feai\ire of the scheme is the curved
rnasonrv dam. This, when finished, will be 90ft.
in height .above the bed of the riven .\lwen. and
458ft. in length. It will contain 40.000 cubic
yards of concrete, faced on the up-stre,am side
with smooth concrete blocks, and on the down-
stream side with rock-faced concrete blocks. The
trench for the fo\indafions of the dam has been
carried down to solid rock to a maximum
deiilh of nm. below the river bed. About
6,300 jicres will drain to a reservoir three miles
long, with a maximum width of one-third of a
mile, a capacilv of about 3.000 million gallons.
and a lop-water area of 365 acres. Its formation
necessitates the excavation of over a million
cubic yards of peat, three-fourths of which has
already been removed. The water will be con-
veved to liirkenhead bv a nipe-line forty-two
miles in length. The River Dee is to be neeo-
(iated by a tunnel near Connah's Quav. I 'f the
amount of the contract (.£186.000) the sujii of

€96,465 has been paid to the contractors, while
the total cost of the scheme so far is JE281.611.
This includes the cost of land and easements, the
cost of obtaining the Act of Parliament-
amounting to .£16.000—compensation to various
authorities, and payments to engineers and con-
tractors. '

'

WORCESTER.—The Worcester sewage works
ire not yet opened, and the Local Government
Board have now entered into correspondence
with the city coimcil upon the matter.
Worcester has spent about itIOO.OOO on sewage
schemes—about £90,000 on the original scheme
for a tunnel under the Severn, and £10,000 on
a deep-level sewer to convey the sewage to the
works at Bromwich. At the meeting of the city
council on Tuesday, the town-clerk said he had
received a letter from the Local Government
Board, stating that they had considered the
report of their inspector, Mr. Hetherington.
They understood the works were to have been
put into operation on .June 15 last : but that,
because of a breakdown, the whole of the .sewage
was being discharged into the Severn without
any treatment, and the defect had not been
remedied at the date of the inspector's visit.

The Board regretted to find there had been so
much delay in dealing with the breakdown, and
asked to be informed at once as to whether the
norks had been started. Alderman Whitehead
(chairman of the water and sewerage committee)
moved that the letter be referred to the com-
mittee. He said that the city engineer (Mr.
Caink), who was away on holiday, had written
stating the only thing preventing the restarting
of the works was the roturbo pump. The alder-
man further said that correspondence had taken
place between the city engineer, the contractors,
and the firm supplying the pmnp. The motion
v.'as carried, the committee being given power to
deal with the Board's letter.

^*^-

Mr. Ralph Hedley, of Belle Grove-terrace.
Leazes, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, artist and wood-
carver, who died on .Tune 14. has left £7,516
gross.

The urban district council of Ellesmere Port
have received sanction from the Local Govern-
ment Board to borrow .£9.969 for a new road.
Messrs. G. P. Trentham. of Birmingham, have
obtained the contract.

An elementary school at Bridgend is being
built from plans by Mr. D. Pugh .Jones, F.S T..

i\I.S.A.. county architect. The estimated cost is

£10.600. The buildings will accommodate 256
boys. 256 girls, and 160 infants, and each section
has its own assen^.bly-hall.

The Great Northern Railway required iust
over five acres of land adioining their main line

a short distance north of Bawtry Station in

York.'ihire for the construction of the Tickbill
Light Railway. The owner claimed £6.932 as

compensation, and the matter went to arbitra-
tion. Under the terms of the award, the owner
is to receive £588, and he has not only to pay bis

own costs, but half the costs of the award.
A special visit to Stonehenge arid Old Sarum

will be made by members of (he Roval .Archaeo-

logical Institute on Friday, September 26 The
(rain leaves Waterloo for Salisbury at 10.50 am.
(return ticket 10s.) and members proceed by
motor-cars to Amesbury, Stonehenge, and Old
Sarum. refurniiig from Salisbury by train at
6.28, The remains will be described bv the Rev.
B. H. Goddard. M.A.. Col. Hawlev, F.S, A., and
.Mr. W. H. St. .John Hope. Litl.O,, D C.L.

The destruction bv fire of Killarney House,
the residence of the Earl of Kenmare, with
much of its valuable furniture and fittings, and
manv pictures, is greatlv to be regretted. After
the flames had been supposed to be extinguished
on Sunday, thev broke out afresh. The eastern
vving, in which the chapel was situated, was the
last ^o take fire, and the entire building, with
the exception of (he servants' quarters, which
form a one-story wing at the west side, has
been destroyed. We do not credit the assertion
made by Press agencies that among the pictures
ilestroyed were "some valuable paintings by
Inigo .Jones." The building of the house,
which was Elizabethan in style, was begun in

1878, ami completed in 1881.

The Earl of Selborne unveiled at Petersfield
on Wednesdav afternoon the restored equestrban
s(a(,ue of William (be Third, which has for a
centurv stood in the market-nlace of the old
Hampshire town. The statue was first set up in

1757. in the courtyard of Petersfield House, Tn
1793 the house was demolished, and in 1812 the
statue was moved to its present position. Three
vears ago. notice was taken of its dilapidateil
condition, and the work of renovation was
*entrus(,ed by a committee, of which Mr, II,

Inii?o Triggs. .\,R,T,B..\.. was the hon. secretary.
to Professor W. Robert Colton, A.R.A., who has
readiusled the pose of the statue, anil re-

modelled the oarls that had Tierished,

#nr mitt fable.

Hearty congratulations to Mr. Deputy
Joseph Douglass Mathews, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.S. I., district surveyor for Stoke Newing-
ton, and Mrs. Douglass Mathews, who cele-

brated on Wednesday in bast week their
golden wedding. They were married on
August 27, 1863, at 'All Saints' Church,
Northampton, by the Rev. Sydney Gedge,
M.A., vicar, assisted by the Rev. W". Britten.
The bride was Miss Sarah H. Law. eldest
daughter of Mr. E. F. Law, J. P., North-
ampton. Mr. Douglass Mathews was born in

Cloaklane, B.C.. and began the practice of

his profession in premises on the opposite
side of that thoroughfare, until they were
acquired for the extension of the District
Railway, when he removed to his present
offices in Dowgate-hill. Mr. and Mrs.
Mathews have had nine children and nine
grandchildren, all of whom are living. Mr.
Douglass Mathews joined the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects as an Associate in

1865, becoming a Fellow eleven years later;

bis eldest son and partner, Mr. Edmund J.

Mathews, was elected a Fellow in 1906.

Mr. S. A. Reay. F.R.I. B. A., who will

leave in Bristol as a memorial of his work
the improvement and extension of the Royal
West of England Fine Arts Academy, took
up his appointment as assistant director of

the architect's section of the barrack con-
struction department of the War Office on
Monday. Mr. Reay was nominated for the
position by Mr. Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A.,
P. R.I. B. A., to whom the Army Council ap-
plied. Mr. Reay was associated for o\er
twenty years with Mr. T. B. Silcock, of

Milsom-street, Bath, the firm being known
as Silcock and Reay, and the partnership
was dissolved a little while ago.

On the results of the past three years'

work the first diploma of the Aberdeen
School of Architecture has recently been
awarded to Mr. Morrison Hendry, on the

recommendation of Mr. H. V. Lanchester,
F.R.I.B.A., the assessor appointed by the

Scotch Education Department to visit the

school. Day classes in architecture came
into existence in Aberdeen three years ago,

when Mr. Harold Hughes, A. R.I. B. A., w'as

appointed to the school, and students were
enabled to receive in.struction in preparation
for the diploma. With the co-operation of

the Aberdeen Society of .\rchitects, a

scheme was recently drawn up whereby
students will spend their first two years at

the school, followed by three years in an
architect's office, continuing, during this

latter period, their school work in evening
classes. Work under this new arrangement
began at the opening of the session on

August 27.

Lady Stair's House, which was gifted by

Lord Rosebery to the Edinburgh Corpora-

tion some time ago, has been prepared for

its future function as an adjunct of the Cor-

poration Museum, and the exhibits which

have been transferred are now arranged. In

llie museum at the Council Chambers space

was becoming somewhat limited. This

transfer of certain articles will not only

relieve the congestion, but will provide an

interesting addition to the collection of the

memorials of old Edinburgh. The articles

in Lady Stair's House are mainly illustrative

of the city and of the country generally as

associated' with Edinburgh. On the ground

floor an interesting historical and arclipeo-

logical collection has been arranged. The

next floor is devoted to the Sheriff Guy col-

lection of engravings, of which there are

about 800. In addition, several water-

colours and pictures in oils are hung on the

walls. Pictures from the writings of Sir

Walter Scott are arranged in a room, and

there is also a Burns room, with engravings

illustrating several of the national bard's

works. The Bruce Home collection of pic-

tures of old Edinburgh occupies a place on

the top flat. Tile building, with its contents.

will soon !»• open for the inspection of

visitors.

The Select Committee of Local Legisla-
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timi. Ill a special roport issued uii Monday,
emphasise the suggestion tliat the time lias

arrived when an aiitliority shonld be eoiisti-

(iited to decide which roads should be the

main roads of the coiudry. and thai the cost

of mainteiianee shonld be taken off the rates

and made a national cliarge. They also ex

press the view that it is very ilesirable when
a local authority whose powers in regard to

police and sanitary matters are scattered over

a nnmlier of local Acts comes to l-'arliainent

for further powers of the same description,

that it shonld consolidate its previous

legislation.

The good work the Liviapool civic

authorities have accomplished in the direc-

tion of abolishing slums and rehousing the

dispossessed— in most eases on the same sites

as those originally occupied by the insaiii-

tar) property— has attracted the attention of

mu'iueipal housing reformers from all parts

of the Continent and America. On Friday

another party of Continental and Scoteli

municipal representatives made a tour of

inspection through blocks of dwellings in the

Burlington. Hornby, Bevington, North-

umberland, and Cirafton street areas. The
\isjtors. who came to Liverpool under the

auspices of the National Housing and Town-
riaiining Council, numbered twenty-seven,

and included representatives from Russia,

Germany, France, Italy, Poland, Scotland,

and \\ arrington. Mr. Austin Harford,

deputy chairman of the Liverpool Corpora-

tion Housing Committee, in the course of an

address, said the corporation had been deal-

ing with the problem of getting rid of the

slums since 1S64, when there were 22,000 in-

sanitary houses in the city. There were now
only 3,000 of such houses remaining. Up to

18'jy the policy of the corporation was one of

demolition only. Jii that year tliey turned

their attention to rehousing the people, and
since then had built close upon il.OOO dwell-

ings. Of that number 2. .300 were restricted

to the persons dispossessed from the areas of

insanitary property cleared away. The
amount spent on the work up to the end of

1912 was £1,135,041.

The Birmiughain City Council are apply-

ing to the Local Government Board for

authority to prepare a town-planning scheme
in relation to certain land in South Birming-
ham. The land involved in the scheme em-
braces an area of about 8,400 acres. It ad-

joins the North Yardley town-planning area

on the north-east, is bounded on the south

by the boundary of the city itself, on tlie

north it practically follows the line of the

old city, and on the west it appro.ximately

follows the line of Per.shore-road. It com-

prises the valleys of the River Cole and the

River Rea, and includes a considerable

amount of railway and one or two public

parks, notably Cannon Hill Park. The
urgent necessity of town planning the area

is more apparent, however, in the opinion of

the committee, in those portions of it which

lie close to Moseley, King's Heath, Showell

Green, and Wake Green.

The Timis correspondent in Paris throws

doubts on the efficacy of the French laws for

the protection of ancient monuments, which
were so belauded while Lord Beauchamp's
Bill was passing through both houses of Par-

liament. While undoubtedly the French law-

has been the means of preserving very many
monuments, the administration of the law is,

the correspondent says, far from satisfactory,

riie "classification" of a monument in too

many eases tails to preserve it, the funds at

the disposal of the Fine Arts Uepartment
being insufficient to ensure constant and

direct inspection by agents of the Govern-
ment. The condition of church inonniiients

in the country districts is peculiarly un-

fortunate. By the law of 1908 the Coiumuncs
became the owners of churches and their

contents. Save in a few eases the Communes
appear to be absolutely indifferent to the

iesthetic or historical value of the fabrics

entrusted to their care, and occasionally the

village priest errs in this regard through

ignorance. This goes to prove not that State

protection is inadvisable, but that the more
carefully devised legislation is useless unless

there is a strong body of public opinion

st few years in France
urged," chiefly by M.

behind it. l''or the la

Parliament has been
Maurice liiirrc's. to pass a Bill strengthening

the laws of 18S7 b\ enforcing severe penalties

upon Communes which neglect their duties

as guardians of churches and of the iiioiiu

ments they contain, and this, if adopted, will

doubtless have a beneficial effect.

A committee has been appointed bj the

council of the Arelueological Institute of

America to investigate and report on the

plan of establishing an American school of

arclueology in China; its objects being; (1)

To prosecute arelueological research in

Eastern Asia; (2) to afford opportunity and

facilities for investigation in Asiatic arehnHi-

logy ; and (3) to preserve objects of archiEO-

logical and cultural interest in museums in

the i-onntrics to which they pertain, in co

operation w'ith ciisting organisations for a

kindred purpose, such as the China iiionu

incuts Society, organised by Mr. Frederick

McCormick lii 1908 in Pekin.

At the fourth meeting of the International

Photometrical Commission held in Berlin

last week there were present 45 delegates

representing institutions connected with gas

and electric lighting and illumination in

England, France, Germany. Italy, Austria,

Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, and the

United States of America. The President,

M. Vautier, e.Nplained that the commission

had been founded by the International Con-

gress of Gas Industries, which took place in

Paris in connection with the exhibition of

1900, its object being to study the methods

to be employed in the photometry of in-

candescent gas-lights, and to organise in-

\estigatioiis calculated to lead to a better

knowledge of using gas to the best advantage.

He gave the reasons for now enlarging its

scope and constituting a new International

Commission on illumination. After four

days' careful consideration of the proposed

statutes the commission was duly declared

constituted. Its general object is to promote

the study of all cjuestions relating to the

science and art of illumination, and to esta-

blish by appropriate means international

agreement on all matters connected with

illuminating engineering. Each country is

to have only one vote and to contribute

equally to the expenses of the central office.

All countries interested in the subject of

illumination have now an opportunity of

forming national lighting committees and of

sending delegates to participate in the

deliberations of the commission. M. Vautier

has been elected president of this Inter-

national Commission, and Mr. C. C. Pater-

son, of the National Physical Laboratory,

hoii. secretary. London will thus become the

official centre from which the business of the

commission is transacted. The next session

is to be held in Paris in 1916.

%xiiU JliltJS.

WAGES MO'VEMENTS.

KlUKl ALDV. -The contractors uiid builders

of Kirkcaldy have agreed to increase the wages
of masons labourers by one halfpenny per hour

over all the diblrici, makiu;; a uniform rale of

6d. per hour. The advance took effect on

Saturday.

bO^IDoN.- The London paint. ^^ balloted this

week by "a majority of 20 lo I.' to reject the

masters' offers. The men's demands arc for an
increase of l.Ul. an hour, and recognition of their

union and of their code of working rules. The
compromises suggested by the masters on which

the men voted was a penny an hour increase,

and the reterem-e of the other ipiestious, in-

cluding the extra halfpenny , to arliilraliou. Any
reasonable men wouhl have accepted this. C)ii

Tuesday. Lord UeaiichiiTiip. Kirsl Commissioner
of Works, informed the Building Industries

I'cderation that, having regard to the terms of

the fair waees resolution of the House of

Commnns. he would not be justified in acceding

to tlie request of the federation that non-

unionist workers shouUl be dismissed.

UDDIXfiSTON. Mr. .lames Burns, towii-

clerk. Motherwell, who was appointed arbiter in

the dispute between the operative tiddingston

joiners and their employers, lias issued his

award. The claim of the men was that an imme-
diate advance in wages of Jd. i)er hour be given,

while the masters contended that consideration

of the question should be deferred until it arose

automatically under the working rules and regu-

lations of the Clydesdale district in February,

1914. Mr. Burns decided that the question of an
increase in wages must be deferred until

February 1. 1914. under Rule II of the rules and
working" regulations between the Clydesdale

District Master Wrights' Association and the

operative joiners in the Clydesdale ilislrict. The
master Wrights in Uddingston. before this claim

was made, had joined the Clydesdale District

Master Wriudits' "Association, and are therefore

bound bv its rules and working regulations.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Sanitary lusiiectors' .\sbOciatiou. .iuuual

Conference at Llandudno.

TCESDVY. — Eoval Photographic Society. " .\n

.\ncieut Order of Chivalry.' l>y H.
W. Fiucham. Sufi'olk-street Gallerj-,

Havmarket, S.W. 8.30 i).m.

^^KDNKSUAY.

TUCUSOAY.

—.\uuual Meeting of British Association
opens at Birmingham.

Royal riiotograpbic Societj'. " The
Parthenon of England," l)y K. W.
Harvey l^iper. Sutfolk-strcct (rallery,

Haymarket, S.W. 8.30 ii.iu.

Salon of Pliotography. ' \ W inter

Tour through Italy and Sicily," l)y

T. B. Blow, F.L.S. .5a, Pall Mall.

East. S.W. 8 p.m.

SlinKDAY ISkpt. 13).—.Innior Institution of Kugi-
neers. Visit to Works of R, Way^ood
and Co., Ltd.. Falmouth-road, S.E.

UI.:Wft.m.

The Cannock Board of Guardians have ap-

pointed Mr. Anluir Worrall, L.R.I.B.A,. of

Queen's - chambers. North - street, Wolver-

hampton, as their architect.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the urban

district council of Redditch, the surveyor was

instructed to prepare, quantities and advertise

for lenders for the erection of twelve workmen's

cottages on Beoley-road. this being part of a

scheme already adopted by the council for the

provision of thirty-six houses.

Tlic death is recorded of Mr. R. Davidson, who
was many years ago borough surveyor of

Sheffield.

A Local Government Board incpiiry will be

held at Loughborough, Leicestershire, on Tues-

day next, into an application of the corporation

for sanction to a loan of £5,325 for widening and

improving New-street, and for the construction

of a new street from Church Gate to Rectory-

place, including the widening of Rectory-place.

A new choir school, in connection with West-

minster Abbey, is in course of erection in

Dean's-yard The architect is the resident sur-

veyor lb the Abbev. Mr. Arthur G. Wallace, and

the general contractors are Holliday and Green-

wood, Ltd. Workshops for the Abbey staff will

be included in the building. The cost is esti-

mated to be £20,000.

For the construction of a dry dock at St.

•Joseph de Levis, near Quebec, the tender of

Messrs. M. P. and J. T. Davis, of Quebec, has

been accepted bv the Dominion Government.

Mr. .\. E. Hoar"e will superintend the execu-

tion of the work. The site consists of solid

rock which will lie removed by blasting for a

depth of 61ft., a width of 60ft., "and a length

of 1,200ft.

At the last meeting of the town improvemenl

and streets committee of Newcastle Corporation.

it was reoorted that this time last year there

were 1.061 emuly houses, now there were only

665. being 996" fewer than the previous year.

The reason attributed to the decreased number

of empty houses was the prosperity of trade, and

few buildings having been erected during the

twelve months.

The Mayoress of Wimbledon, on Saturday

afternoon," formally opened an open - air

swimming-bath which has been constructed in

Wandle Park, one of the corporation's recrea-

tion-grounds, situated in the midst of a thickly-

popvdated district of low-rated houses. The bath

has been so constructed as to permit of it being

used for mixed bathings if that should be con-

sidered advisable.

In the course of instalhng new lightning-

conductors on St. Paul's Cathedral, Messrs. J.

W Gray. Leadenhall-street. have discovered

part of "one of the original iron-bar conductors

fixed over 140 years ago, under the supervision

of Benjamin Franklin, the inventor of the

lic'htning-conductor. The bar was in a good

state of preservation, as it had been inside a

tower, and, consequently, not exposed to tne

weather.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £G 3 6 to £6 5

7 5
R 2

8 10

Steel ,Joists. EngliBh 7 10
Wroueht-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 3
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6 5
Do., Iiowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do, Welsh 5 1.5 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to SSi.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10a. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 30. No. 22 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points do Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 a 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.O.
8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/S percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9 n

Rolled-Iron J'encing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0,, —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised
0to8 9 10 11

£10 10s. £aO 15s. £11 OS. £11 5s.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6
4in. to6in 6
7in. to24in. (all sizes) 5
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od

turned and bored joints, 5s. (id. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilloshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrovight-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)^
Gas-Tuhos 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 724 „
Steam-Tubes 67j „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 624 ,,

Galvanised Steam- rubes 67g ,,

13 B.W.G,
£11 15s. per ton.

a 8 to £6 7
„ 6 5

7 6 „ 6
per ton extra.

9 to 3 6

3
3
3
3
3

FURNITURK AND HARDWOODB.

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. £30 to £35
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported 1

„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3

,, Mdm. 2

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2

Birch ; Quebec logs 3

,, ,, sawn iilanks... 1

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Walnut : Prime boards and
planks fi

Walnut : Mdm 3

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3

Cedar : Cigar box 4

Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3

IVIahogany ; St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5

„ Lagos and Benin 4 6
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
Gaboon

3 9

9
6 6
6

4

3
14

13
Ratinwood : West Indian 10
Rosewood Per ton 8
Lignum Vitte 7

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4

"
;i

J

n
1 111

1 ij

a

3
3

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red FreeBtone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto
CJreenshill, ditto
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ I 13j

Hard York, ditto „ 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, I'addington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;—
Brown White

Delivered on road waeeone ) ^*^e^rfoot^cube^'^
at Paddington Depot.' 1 er toot cuDe.

Nine Elma Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

a

.£023 ... £0 3

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £21 1 :! to £31 3 9
Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 „ —

„ Country 35 15 ,, —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 36 „ —

„ Country 26 15 „ —
Lead Piiie, Tinned inside. Town 27 0,, —

„ Country 27 1.5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 „ —

„ Country 30 5 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 28 „ —

Country 28 15 „ —
LeadSoil-pipe(upto44in.)Town 28 „ —

,, „ Country 28 15 „ —
[Over 45in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 8i; 0,, SH 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 7r, 10 0,. 76
Tin, English Ingots 301 10 „ 303
Do.. Bars 203 10 „ 20:i

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 22 0,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 10 0,, —

Country 25 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 10 0., —
Sheet Zinc 29 0,, —
Old Lead, against account 19 10 0,, —
Tin percwt. 11 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 6 ,.

—
TIUBER.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—

1st quality £38 to £45
2nd ,. 26 „ 33

, 3rd „ 16 „ 18 10
Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,, 11 10

Miramichi 9 10 ,, 10 10
Boards : Swag 11 „ 13

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21 ,, 34
2nd „ IS „ 19
3rd „ 13 „ 14

,, „ Bt. Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10 ., IS
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

,, „ Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „ 15
• Gefle, Gothenburg,

and Stockholm ... 12 10 ,, 17
White Deals: Crown 14 ,, 15 10

Seconds 11 10 „ 13
Flooring : White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0,, 1115
lat, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,, 11
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0,, 17

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boarfs 18 „ 23

Lignum Vit» Per ton 7 0,, 1400
„ „ „. , ,

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pme Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 3 0,, 026
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 039
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Mahogany Gaboon 3 0, 3 3

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20xio ... 13 13 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor 20x10... 13 2 6
20x12 ... 13 17 6

Firstanality 20x10 ... 13
20x12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

20x12

per 1,000 ol
1,200 at r.stn.

Permanent green

.

18x10
.

16x 8 .

30x10
.

18 X 10 .

16x 8 .

15 17

18 7
13 5
in 5
11 12
9 13
6 13

BRIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 111

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks S 14

24in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic

j 4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

[river.

livered
at rly. stn.

QLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PKIl 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Beat. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Second
Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers—
£13 7 6 £10 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £22 17 6

, ,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours \ ing 9in.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, I by 44in.

Is. 2d. each ' by 2Jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H waders, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
tc London Stations.

8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G "ound Blue Lias Lime ...31 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London,

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Beat Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks » 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 3

3J" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

3r ditto ditto through and through 3
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and J" radius BuUnosea ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course . 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4J" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto
5 ditto
« ditto
i ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

13
1 8
3 I

2 6
2 1

3 11

3 9
4 6

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge P'ireclay in sacks 37a. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. d. DIvrd. at

perdoz.
6

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. etn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broselcy tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles \ perdoz. „ „
Ruabon red , brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plam tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hip tiles 3 104 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 ,. ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tilea 43 6 per 1000 „ ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000

Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental do 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz.
alley tilea 3 6

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 6 i

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish ,, ...

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos , ...

Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine , ...

Sperm
Lubricating U.S per gal
Petroleum refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel ,, ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

»

seed Oil)
fpercwi.

Pure Linseed Oil
j," Stority " Brand f

26 15 , 37 5

29 n „ 30
39 10 « „ 40
21 „ 31 10
46 n „ 46 10
43 10 „ 43

43 10 „ 43

33 5 „ 33 5

35 n „ 35 10

17 5 n „ 19 5

30 „ 31
7 , 8

R», 6i

1 6 n ,
1 10 U

19 6 ,
1

a 5 „ —
3 8 „ —
3 7.t,

—

10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 1.5oz,

Fourths 3d
31oz.
3d.

26oz.
32d. .,

Tbii-ds 2id. ... 3id. ... 4Jd.

Fluted Sheet 2Jd. ... 3id. .....6id. ,

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin. '/i6in.

aid. ... 23d.

Figured Boiled and Reponselne White. Tinted
aid. ... 6d.

32oz
48d.

Sid.
7d.

iin.
. 3d.
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TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Messrs. Edward Snewin

and Son, surveyors, Worthing, the Boyle system
of ventilation (iiatural), embracing Boyle's latest

patent "air-pump" ventilators and air-inlets,

has been apphed to Broadwater School,

Worthing.
^4^^

Tenders are being considered by Glasgow
Corporation for the erection of a large hospital

at llobroyston at an estimated cost of £60,000

The death i& announced of Mr. F. RuduUy.
clerk of works at the Notts County Lunatic
Asylum. }Ie has been a member of the Clerks

of Workb Association since 1903.

A receiving order has been made in the case

of Henry St. John Dix. lately carrying on busi-

ness under the style or firm of Pethick. Dix. and
Co., at Victoria-street. Westminster, Bucclciich

House. Richmond, »Surrey, and London-wall, con-

tractor.

Orange -street Congregational Church, in

Leicester-square — the oldest Nonconformist
church in Westminster, is about to be de-

molished and reconstructed, at a cost of £5,000
The last services in the present building were
held on Sitnday. It was erected by the

Huguenots 2*20 years ago.

After sailing up the River Hull on Saturday
night in a motor houseboat, with a son and
brother, whom he met in Hull, Mr. William
Haymond Swinburne, master carpenter, of

Grimsby, fell overboard whilst attempting to

land at Weel Ferry, near Beverley, and was
drowned. He was 43 years of age.

Lord Burnham. who recently offered to the
urban district council at Beaconsfield a free gift

of land upon wliiih to erect workmen's dwellingb,

has waived the purchase price of £100 per acre

of adjoining land in order to facilitate the
Council's housing scheme. His offer has been
accepted with thanks by the council.

John Munday, englneer-in-charge of the
boring operations in connection with the
Berwick new joint water scheme, received severe
interna! injuries on Friday, while unloosening a
part of the machinery, owing to a lever slipping

and striking him on the abdomen. After being
medically examined, he was removed to Berwick
Infirmary.

At Tuesday's sitting of the Trade Union
Congress, held in Milson Hall, Manchester, the
following motion, brought forward by the Agri-
cultural Labourers Union, was adopted: "That
this Congress instructs the Parliamentary Com-
mittee to consider the question of security of

tenurt- in regard to rural labourers' cottages,
and to take any action they may deem ad-
visable."

OGILVIE&CO.

Telerhote: DALSTON 13t-^

Many ypRrs connected with
the late firm of W. H,
LASCELLES A CO., of

Bunhill Row,

Mlldmay Avenue. |SLINBTON,N.
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. '"fk"E^"^»

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TSNDEBS.
•*• CorreBixmdentB would in all cases oblige by givinp

the addresseB of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

Blakdford.—For the erection of ten cottagee in St.
Leonard 'a-avenue, for the Blandford Housing Aaao-
ciation. Meefcrs. G. Hunt and Sons, Blandford,
arcbitecls :—

Elcock £3.209
Spiller 3^163
Norman and Sons 3,003
Jonea and Seward 2.860
Wilson Bros 2,760
Burt and Vick 2,700
Jones and 8ona 2,620
Francia 2^455 o
Gappy and Sons ... 2.263
burden Broa 2.132
Penny 2,100
Bascombe, Broadstone (accepted) 2,000

Harwich.—For the fcupply of pumps in connection
with the electiiticatiou of the feewajre pumping station,
for the town council :

—

Rees-Roturbo Co. (accepted) ... itl.tys

Hautden r^i;k.—For ortctiQu of a new Presbyterian
church at Hampden Park :

—
Martin, M,., and Son, Eastbourne (accepted).

HovT.dND.— For alterations at Hoyland Common
school for girls, tor the education committee :

—
Roper and Sons, Sheffield 1'n10

(Accepted.)

Keigulev.— For the supply of a Bennis atoker to one
ot ihe Lancabhire boilers at the electricity works, for
the town council :

—
BenniB K., andUo., Ltd., Bolton ... £ViO

(Accepted.)

Keti EEiNG.— For inetal'ation of a dieiofector boiler,
for the urban district council :

—
Manlove, AlUott. and Co £4*7 6 H

(Accepted.)

LiNcoLK.—For erection of a laundry at the work-
house, for the guardians:

—

Gloee, H. S. (accepted) X'1,663 11

LoNGH'ii GHTox.—For the erection of two semi-
detached dwelling houses at Loughoughtou. Mr.
M. T, Wilson, 4,1. Narrowgate, Alnwick, architect.
Accepted tenders :—

MaEon :
—

Downey, W., Alnwick i;355 10
Joiner :

—
Murray. G.. Leabury Ii>7

Slaters and Plasterera :~
Purdie, 18, Duke-street, Alnwick Ul it 8

Plumbers :—
Wilkin and Co, Bondgate Without,
Alnwick ... 50 2 6

Ltdd.—For the construction in clay of a sea-wall
al>out l'27 yftrde in length Hcross the Holmstone BeaUi
at LydO, Kent, to connect the existing sea-walls in tho
Brooks and Wick, for the Commissioners of Sewers for

the Level of Denge Marsh and Southbrooka :

—
Catley, A. T., Lloyd-8<fuare, W.C. £2,200
Brann, G., Sussex li.lOO

Paine. T. W., Lydd 1,995

Sbelboume, J., and Co., Mark*
lane. K.C 1.738

Baker, P., Lydd (accepted) ... 1,600

Eastern Half.
Pope. H.. Lydd, Kent 871 10

Western Half.
Baker. F 775

M.^AM.—For the erection of a steel briice at Maam.
Oonnemara. for the Oaghterarrt Rural District

Councd :
—

ManietyA Co., Dundalk Ironworks £800
(Accepted.)

;Mereham. — For the execution of repairs at the
Merebam Council School, for the Kent Educ.*tioa
Committee :

—
Owitinelt. T. S.. Aahford £17*; 18

Master, H. Ashford 150 17 9
Howland, ,T., and Son, Mereha-n 1-49 t

Shippam, W , Ashford (accepted) Itl

N.\As.—For improvements at the Chf-istian Brothers'
School. Mr. Hall, Naae, town surveyor —

Warren, E. W £'i67

Dawliuir.T. 312 18

Corcoran, D. Naaa (accepted) ... liOS 10

Londrura.B 294
Doyle, P 29.1

New^h.*m.—For additions and alterations to the New
Delaval and Newsbam Co-operative Society's premises
in BHiott-strect, Newsham. Mr. R. H.' Hogg, 21.

Winehij>-etit'et, Newsham, architect :

-

Murray, J. W,, Hunter-avenue ... £7i5
Cook Brother.'^. Cowpan Quay .., 7l:i

Tebbles, J. W.. Goshen-streef ... 710
(Architect's estimate. £700.)

' Accepted. All of Blyth.

NcNEAioN.—For the erection of a bridge, for the
corporation —

Kicharde, Leicester (accepted) ... £l84i

Okpingion.— For the execution of repairs at the
Orpiuptou Wellington-road council school, for the
Kent Ediii'aiion Committee:—

Lar«o, R . Orpington £386
Haywanl 343 10
Knight, T.,Sidcup 29110
IVaaterandSon 289
Matsup, H., Orpington 280
Taylor, W. R., Orpington 267
Knight, F.. SidcQp (accepted) ... 257

PoKTsMourH.—For erection of the mission churches
of St. Saviour, at Stamshaw, Portsmouth, and the
Ascension. Stubbington-avenui. Portsmoath, for the
vicar of the parish of St Mark'i*. Mr. A. B. Cogswell;
Prudential Buildings, Portsmouth, architect:—

Ghnrch of the AscensioD ._
Pftjne, Portsmouth 4:6,3.50

Porter, Landport 6.150 u
Gregory, Emsworth .-) 936
Sprigrings, E. and A., Stamshaw... 5,017
Wakeham Bras., Plymouth and
F'ortsmouth ri.690 9

Jay and Co . Landport .5.650

Croekerell, Southsea 6.610

Jories, H.. and 8oq, SoQthsea 5.600

("road, Portaea 5,560

Privett, 8. J., Soathsea and Hasle-
mere 5,557

Salter, S., Southeea (accepted) ... 6,187

Church of St. Saviour :
_

Porter 5,523
Payne 5.400
Croekerell 5,346
Jay and Co 5,3)0
Sprigings, E. and A . 6.277
Wakeham Bros 6,169 n
Privett, F. J 5,087
Croad 5.040 n
.iones, H., and Son 4,9U0
Baiter, 8. (accepted) 4,897

pF.NYGiiAiii.— For the erection of a church at
PeuygraiL', tor the Rev. D. H. Simon and Building
Committee. Messrs. A. O. Evans, Williams, and
Evans, I'ontypridd, archts :

—
Lloyd and Niblett, Cardiff ... £3,200
Daviea, D., and Sons. Cardiff ... 2,99)

.lonea Bros. Treharris 2,896

.Tonkins. C. aad Son. Forth ... 2,8i5
Cox. W., Llaudaff 2,787

Knox and Welle. Cardiff (accepted) 2.477
Julian, A. W. Pontypridd 2,39^

Rcf.nv. — For e.\teneion8 to the electric - lighting
installatiun at the central store premises, Chapel-street,

for the Rugby Cu-opuraiive Society, Ltd. :

—

Lmuoliana Son, Ltd., Ra^br ... £161 15

Marsh. S. P.. Rugby 16J

Lee, A. K., A.I.E.E., Hackney-
street, Rugby (accepted) ... U» 10

SiiJOiH.— For aea wall, mcluding groynes, for the
Holmo Cultram Urban District Council :

-
Duloughan and Mulcaster £},293 2 9

Brolmor, U. C. and Co 2,812 13 5
Pearco, .1. W., andCo 2,731 3 3

Moffat, .1 2,270 13

Consideration of tenders pijdtponcd.

Stu 1 H^E.^.— For shops in Elm Grove, Soiithsea. Mr.
A. K. Cogswell, Prudential Butldinga, Portsmouth,
architect -

Croad, Portsea £1,096 o

Light. W. R., and Sons, Laudpirt 1,031

Salter, S., York-strodt 1,027

t'rockoreU, Victoria-road North ... OJl
Tanner, J., Castle-road 960
Davis. G., Cottage Grove H77 10
Privett, F. J., Soathsea and
Haslemere 869

Jones, H., and Son, Broad-street* 81J
• Accepted. Rest of Southaea.

Stoke A>h.— For the erection of council echoal for the
East biiffolk Education Committee :

—
Kenny, G. A,. Ipswich (accepted) £808

SiK^rKOMD.—For eewer construction, for the urban
district council :

-

Naylor, N.. & Sons (accepted) ... £336 9 6

W.\r,i.sEND-ON-TrNE.— For the conversion of Foff'ier

closeta, tor the town council .

—

Wetherall, J. W., (accepted) ... £iii

Yaxlev, Hunts.—For rebuilding a house and shop
recently destroyed by tiro, for ilr. a. W. Beetoii :

—
Crane, J., Peterborough (accepted).
(Lowest ol five tenders received.)

mtm

TO OO&KESPONDENTS.
We (Jo not hold ourselves responsible for the opinion.s

of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bluldino News, Effingham
House, 1. Arundel-street. Strand. W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

•»• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
wo can insert, but are glad t^ dn so when ^pace
permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
he ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams ;
" Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Ri-:iHivi-:n.—C. B. and Sons.—E. P. A. and Sons.—
H. .!. H.-R. T.—D. Bros.. Ltd.-H. B. and E.. Ltd.
-H. M. O. \V.—W. F. S. and Co.. Ltd.—A. G. P.—
.1. H. and Co.—Dr. B.— K. W. C—R. A. S. and Co.—
\\'. L. P.— .1. Mc. D.—H. H.-F. and J.—A. S. and S.

—A. D. D. and Sons. Ltd.—H. -T. C—T. T.—
G. S. and Co., Ltd.—C. A. A., Ltd.—O- E. Co.. Ltd.

-J.G.

A. Z.—Yes.

F. R. S.—Thanks, no.

B. G. F.—Please send. -X We are not sure, but will

reply later direct.

FLATursH.—The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
was bcMnn by G.'Basevi in 1837. and completed by
Coekerell souie years later.

C.— We ai'e not sorry to hear it. If "architects"
will respond to competitions of the sort they well
desire any scurvy treatment they get.

LiMEUUK.— .\ series of articles on "Theatres," by
Ernest A.. E. Woodrow, .\.R.I.B.A., appeared in the
BriLiUNti News, for July 15 and -29, Aug. .'i. 12, and
19. September. -2. 16, '23, and 30. October -21 and 2*>,

November 18, December -29 and 30, 1892 (Vol.

LXIV.t; .January 27. February 10. March 10 and 24.

Aprill4, Mav 26 and June 23 (Vol. LXV.), July 14,

August 4 and is. September 8. '22, and 29, November
10, December 1 Hiid 2^t, is9i (Vol. LXVI.t ; January
19 and 26, Februar\- 2.J, March '23, April :30. May 18

(Vol. LXVII.), July 13, 20. and '27, August 'li,

September 28, October 26, November 9 and -23, and
December 7 and *28. 1894 (Vol. LXVIII.) All the
issues have long since been out of print, but a few
bound volumes are still in stock. At an earlier

period, :\Ir. James George Buckle contributed to

our pages a course of papers on "Theatre Con-
struction and Maintenance." which are also out of

print. Both series were republished by the authors
iu book form.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Sept. ^2—Wc'rkJCg*J)atB UoueoB. CJcatorMcor £5 58. (mercert in conimissiou) H. Rotuery, (Jlork, Clealiur M,ojr,

Qj.^ 6—Front for Cipar Shop, Piccadilly. tHonry Tanner,
F.R.I.U A., VS, Hepfnt-ttrfot, W., ABEeeeor) £50 Martins. Ltd., "ZS, Ulieapmle, TC.O.

:il— Houfee ard Plflnnicff. York iilOO, £50, £25 F. W. Spurr, Oity EnKinoer, Gmldhall, York.

Hqy^ 1— Royal Palace. Fntia, Bulp^aria Section d'Architecturo an Ministero dea Travaus. Publics, Sofia.

1—Law Courts. Sofia. Bulgaria - Section d*Architecture au Minietere des Travaus Publics, Sofi*.
** 18— Deetructor. 8cb»erbeek-le/.-Brnxolle8 Service do I'lngociour, 30, Rue de la Ru^bo, Brussels.

29—Baud Pavilion, West Cliff. Folkentone (limit oC cost

£20,000j. (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.; 31, Bedlord-
Equare, W.C., Aeeeseor) A, P. Kideou, Town Ulerk, Folkeetouc.

Ucc 2!t—New Offices ior Board ol Trade, &o., Wbitehall Gardens,
S.W. [R. Bloroliold. M.A. (Oxon), A.U A-. P.R.T.B.A.

J. Belcber, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B..

R.A.. Aseessore] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,

lyil. with £300 Hnnurarium each The Sourotary, ti.M. Utlico of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Jan. 2— Mancbestcr Ro.\al Fxcbange Additional New Ruildint;s

and Atterations. Op3n to all architects in U.K Not
more than 12 architects ot repute have been specially

invitpd ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guinf as each. Author of desien placed lirst will ho
appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., APFCeforj . . Kich. J. Allen. Ma-iter, Royal Exohauge, MauuliesLur.

,, 'J-Uepartmenlal and Courts BuUdiji^s. Ouawa (T. E.
CoUcutt. J. H. G. Uussell, and J. O. Marcband,
AfsesFors). Double Competition. Hvo unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive y,000dol8. each / R. C Uesruchers, Dei)artnienl ol Public Works, (lUawi Ojt.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Sept. 5—New ScLool, Hellilield West Ridinpr Eilucation Committee The Education Architect, CouDty Hall, Wakelield.

„ 6—Home Office Museum, Horseterry-road, S.W H.M. Works Commiseioners The Seerelary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 5—Workmen's Dwellings (la), Southwold Corporation The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Southwold.

„ 5—Meter House. Fairlee-road. Newport I sle ot Wight Rural District Council H. B. Cnllin, Brookliinds. Wootton, t.W.'

„ S—Two Lahonrers' Cottages, Ballinglanna Clonakilty Rural Dittrict Council ... W. H. Spiller, Clerk, Clonakilly.

,, 6—Bettws Council School. Additions to. Ammanford Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. Morgan. A.R.I. B. A., Conniy Education Offices, Carmarthen.
„ 5—Soar Chapel, Renairs to. Seven Sisters, Neath •!• Morgan, Post Office, Seven Sisters.

„ 5- House, Park-road. Birkdale. Dawsbury Kirk. Sons, and Ridgway, Archts., Market- nlace, Uewsbnry.
„ .'i—Central School. Additions to, Harwich ...'..... Education Committee G. D. Hugh-Jones. Sec, Harwicu.

,, .')—Carlton School, Alterations to, Rothwell West Riding Education Committee .. The Education Architect , County Hall. Wakefield.

., 6— School, Stainland Holywell Green... ^ West Itiding Education Committee... The Education Architect, City Hall, WakeSeld.
B—Tramway Offices. Additions to. Walsall Tramways Committee J. Taylor, Boro' Eng., CouncU House. Walaall.

li- Council School, Additions to, Newport Pembrokeshire Education Authority O. T. Thomas, Archt., County Education i iffices, Uftvorlordwc.it.

,, (i—Nurses' Lecture Room, Ruchill Hospital, Glasgow ... Uorooration J. Lindsay. Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.

,, H—County School for Girls, Extension of, Camborne Cornwall Education Committee Sampson Hill, Archt., Groon-laue, Redruth.

,, 11—Council School, Additions to. Orielton Pembrokeshire Education Authority o T. Thom;i'3, Archt., County Education Offices, Haverfordwest.

,. li—Secondary School. Falmouth ,
Cornwall Education Committee S. Hill. Archt., Green-lane, Redral.h.

11—Medicinai and Swimming Baths, Torquay Town Council A. .1. Taylor, Archt.. M.S. A., 18, New Bond-street. Hath.

,, li—Council School, Additions to, Kt. Ishmaeis Pembrokeshire Education Authority O.T.Thomas, Archt., County Education Offices, Haverfordwest,

,, 8—Stamebaw Council School. Temporary, Portsmouth Education Committee A. H. B one, Snr., Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth.
8—Workmen'sCottBges (12), Droitwich' Town Council H. Hulse, M.I.Mun.E., Boro' Bur.. Droitwich.

„ 8—Motor 'Bus Garage, West Bridgford, Notts ,
Urban District Council W. Pare, Public Office. West Bndgford.

„ 8— Powder Magazine, Shincliffe, Bank Top Curtis and Harvey, Ltd., London ... H. T. Graydon, Archt., Market-place. Darham.
„ 8— St. James's Church, Demolition ot, Milton, Portsmouth Rev. J. Fowler, Milton Vicarage, Portsmouth.
., 8—Dispensary, fabinloely Rathdown Guardians P. H. M'Carthy, BE., 39, Westmoreland-street, Dublin.

,, 8— Miners' Institute and "Hall. I'arkgate, Rotherham Yorkshire Miners' Assoc. Trustees .. J. Platts, Archt., High-street, Rotherham.
,, 8-Four Workmen's Cottages, Beach-street. Dover Town Council W. C. Hawke. Boro' Eng., Maison Dieu House, Biggin-8t., Dover.

„ 9—Drapery Dept., Alterations to, Chestergate, Stockoart Industrial Co-op. Society, Ltd Wrathmell Jt Blackshaw. Archts,, St. Peter'8-;i|aare, Stockport.

,, 9—Temporary Iron School (130 places), Eppleton Colliery ... Durham County Council A.J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham.
„ 0—Forest-road Infants' School, Walthamstow Education Committee H. Prosser, M.S. A.. High-street, Walthamstow.
„ 9—Depot Shed, Ryde 8t- Helens (I.W.) U.D.C A. S. Lilley, Sur., Council Offices, High Park, Ryde.

,, 9—Inlants" School. Victoria Park, Stretford Education Authority Woodbouse and Howard, Archts., 88. Mosley-st.. -Manchester.

„ 9—New Branch Post Office and Telephone Exchange, Moseley H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

,, 9—Temporary Iron School CJOO places), Fishburn '.. Durham County Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham.
9—Head Post Office, Alterations to, Perth H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office ot Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

„ £— Working Men's Club. P'lockton-grecn. Wakefield F. Fitton. Arcbt., Middle^towu. Wakefield.

„ 9—Van Shed and Stables, Doughty-road, Grimsby Watch Committee H. G. Wh.yatt, M.I.C.B., Boro' Eng., 170, Victoria-st., Griiuiby.

„ 'J— Repairing Buildings, SonthernOattall Works, Crossness... London County Council G- W. Humphreys, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
,, 9— Workhouse, Alterations to, Tredegar Bedwellty Guardians H. J. C. Shepard. Clerk, Tredegar.
„ 10—Pour Cottages, Aslackby

,
Bourne Rural District Council The Surveyor's Office, West-street, Bourne.

,, 10—Eight Cottages, Castle Bytham Bourne Rural Dietriot Council The Surveyor's Office, West -street. Bourne.
„ 10— House, Waingato, Berry Brow, HuddersHeld J. Berry and Sons, Architects, 3, Market-place, Uuddorslicld.

,, 10—Four Cottages, Creeton Bourne Rural District Council... The Surveyor's Office, West-street, Bourne.
„ 10—Four Chronic Blocks, Kirkburton Asylum West Riding Asylums Board W. E. H. Burton. Archt., The Asylum, Wakefield.

„ 10--Grange Hostel. Alterations to, Headingley The Education Department, Calverley-street, Leeds.

,, 10—Crow's Nest Chapel. Repairs to, St. Cleer, Cornwall J. Lampey, Ternouth Uill, St. Cleer.

,, 10— Four Cottages, Uacconby Bourne Rural District Council The Surveyor's Office, West-street, Bourne.
„ 10— Eight Cottages, Storthes Hall Asylum, Kirkburton West Riding Asylums Board W. B. H. Burton, Archt., The Asylum. WaKetteld.

„ 10—Two Cottages, Kirkby I' nderwood Bourne Rural District Council The Surveyor's Office, West-street, Bourne.
„ 10—Four Houses, Brynmenin H. Williams G. F. Lambert and Son, Architects. Bridgend,
,, 11— Six Houses, Martock. Yeovil Rural District Council Better and Warren, Archts., Church-street, Y'eovil.

,, 11- Parish Hall, Rowland's Castle, Hants G. Vernon-lnkpeu, M.S A.. 10, Commerciftl-road, Portsmouth.
,, 11—No. Is, Peas Hill, Rebuilding, Cambridge Town Council ^ The Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Cambridge.
,, 11—No. 1, Aberfan-road, Additions to, Aberfan T. E. Rees, M.S.A., Bank Chambers, Merthyr Tydfil.

,. 11—St. John the Baptist's Church, Vestries t>t Narthex, Clayton T. H. and P. Healey, Archts., i2, Tyrrel-street, Bradford.

,, 11—Theatre, Henrj -street, Dublin Premier Picture Palace(DubUn)Ltd. B. Crowe, 76, Shaftesbnry-aveiiuo, W.
,, 11— Chemicii

I Laboratory, Bochdale-road, Manchester Gas Committee F. A. Price, Siipt., Gas Dept., Town Hall, Manchester.
,, 11—School, Llanflhangelynnhowyn, near Valley Anglesey Education Committee J.Owen. P.R.I. B. A., County Archt., Holyhead.
,, 12—Ruling Machine Works, Scotgate-road, Honlcy J. Shaw and Sons 1'. N. Brown, Architect, Hawthorn Bank, Holmfirth.

,, 13- Boys' Industrial School, Laundry at, Sunderltind Committee G. W. Bain, Hon. Sec, 4(i, John-street, Suaderlaad.
„ l.'j—Two Houses, Wetheral .' R.Thompson J. H. Martindale, P.R.I. B. A., Castle-street, Cirliilo.

,, 13— Eight Cottages, Knockroe and Temolemartin Bandon Rural District Council A. Hayncs, Clerk, Workhoase, Bandon.
,, 13—Hospital, Gildredge Underhill .' Eastbourne Sanitary Committee W. Chapman Field, Boro' Archt., Town Hill. Eastbjuruu.
,, 16— Working-Cliiss Dwellings (22), Watford , Urban District Council D. Waterhouse, Eng., Council OHlJCi, W*tfori.
,, 16—Workmen's Cottages (12), Station-road, Potworth Rural District Council E. H. Stallurth, Clerk. Avenings, Potworth.
,, 15—Liberal Club, Newton Abbot Building Committee J. C. Beare, A.R.I.B.A., ti, Devon-squire. Newton Abbot.
„ 15— School (."lis places), Livcrpool-road, Irlam Lancashire Education Cjmmitceo ... H. Littler, Archt., 16, Ribblesdale-piace, Prjstoa.
> 15—Ten Houses, Flockton, Y'orks

, Urban District Council W. Diokinson, Clerk. 18, Westgate, Wakefiaul.
,, 16—Workhouse, Additions to Boiler House, Croydon Guardians - H. Berney. Archt., 101. George-street, Croydou.
„ Hi—School (1,200 places). Old Shildcn Durham County Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Uarham.
,, Hi—Kitchin Accommodation at Infirmary, Additions to Lambeth Guardians

,
J. L. Goldspin k. Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-road, S.B.

„ l(i—Two Galvanised Iron Sheds, Douglas, I. ot M Tramways Committee The Tramway Offices, Strathallan crecent, Douglas, I, ot M.
" '"-^'^'^ool, Alterations to, Middlestone Moor Durham'county Council : A. J. Dawson. Clerk, shire Hall, Darhinn.
,, Hi—Kebuilding Station, I'enshaw North-Eastern Railway Co „..;... W. Boll, Archt., Westgate-road, Neivcaitle-oa-Tyuc,
,, Itl—South Norwood Baths, Additions to, Croydon Town Council The Borough Engineer. Town Ball, Croydoa.
„ 1«—Engine Sheds, Dairycoatos, Hull N. B. Railway Directors W. Bell, Archt., Paragon Station, Hull.
„ IB—School, Alteration to, Ncwbottlo Durham County Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham,
„ Iti—Gas Works. Clcckheaton Uroan District Council J. H. Linfield. ClerK, I'owa Hall, Oioosu Jiton.
" 1'— t^oW^R^s (U8), Leigh, Lanes Corporation T. Hunter, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Leigh.
" 1'—Three Police Dwellmg-Housos, Tilbury F.asex Standing Joint Committee ... F. Whitmore, County Archt., Duke-street, Chelmsford.
,, 17— Public Baths, Exlcnsiuns to, l.oigh. Lanes Corooration T. Hunter, Boro' Bug., Town Hall, Leigh.
„ 17-Siore and Lock-ui) Shop. King Cross-stroot, Hiilitax ludustrial Society, Ltd Clement Williams & Sons, Archts., Post Office Bldgs., Halila.v.

,, 18—Stiibles at Corporation Depot, Alterations to, Dorchester... Town Council The Borough Engineer's Office, 31, North-s'iuire. Dorchester.
I'J—Labourers' Double Cotiiiges (3(i), Belfast Rural District Council Tne Ciori, tijUHi,
2C—Cemetery, Greenhouse at. East Finchloy ', Islington Borough Council J. Patten Barbjr, Bare' Eag.i Town Hall, l,pper-st., Islington, N.
30—Orango Hall, Ballyclare J. M'Connell, Si;., Hotijtor S erv ice's, Jl ain-st., Ballyclare.

).i
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A Non-Rosideniial College for a CnivcViity Town-
Hoyal College of A>'t Travelling Studentshiii in
Architectui'e. by Mr. J. H. Farrar. Double-page
view and single-page plan.

House. St. George's Hill. Weybridge. View and
l)lans. Messrs. Tubbs, Me.sser, and Ponlter,
Architects.

Hostel. Vincent-square, for King's College. Mr. A. C.

Martin, Architect.
Insurance Office. Toronto. Messrs. Darling and

Pearson, Architects.
Detached Villas, Park-avenue, Morley. Views and

jilans. Messrs. Walter Hanstock and Son.
Architects.

Conditions for Competitive Designs of Government
Buildings. Ottawa.

SAFETY WITH ELECTRIC LIFTS.

Ill the ubstiioe of definite Guveriiiiieiil

regulations on the use of electric lifts, the

safety of passengers is a matter which does
not always receive the attenticjii which it

deserves. Of course, the standard niodeiii

practice of the leading manufacturers is

almost beyond reproach in this resjiect

;

but, now and then, one encounters a relic

still doing strvice which, from various
causes, is a veritable death-trap, only re-

quiring the occurrence of a certain possible,

if not probable, combination of circum-
stances to cause injury to persons, and.
perhaps, loss of life. When firms, whose
uractice in this matter is not very definite,

are on the list for tendering, architects and
engineers will do well to pay particular
attention to the safety devices when draft-

ing specifications. There are, of course,

differences of opinion as to the extent to

\\liicli money should be spent in precluding
the possibility of somewhat improbable
accidents ; but the best specifications err on
the side of safety in covering every possible
contingency. The majority of lift acci-

dents appear to be due to the absence of

efficient gate intt rlocking. For the safety
of p, rsons on the landings, it is imperative
that all landing doors or gates should be
kept closed except when the car is in a
position opposite, and to prevent persons in

the car receiving injury through coming
into contact with the sills, lintels, or walls
of the well, it should be impossible for the
car to be travelling while its gate is open.
These conditions are fully met by a
combination of automatic electi-ic and
mtchanical locking. The electric locking
is tfffcted by taking the control current
for the lift through a series of contacts

—

one on each gate—so that the current can
only flow, and the lift be started, when all

the gates are clostd. This method is

practically universal
; but for mechanical

locking of the landing-gates thei'c are
various systems in use. The simplest, but
one which can only safely be used with
Solid wood doors, and then only with the
employment of regular atendants. is to fix

a swing latch on the inside of the doors,
which is manually operated by the
attendant the last thing before closing the
car gate on leaving a floor. Automatic
locking of landing openings is usually
fitted to quick-service lifts, such as arc
installed in hotels and offices, and is suit-
able alike for doors and collaiisil)le gales.
The action is .-xlniost invariably dependent
upon the motion of the cage, a projection
on which, operating through a striker-
arm, liberates the particular gate to which
it is opposite. There are many types of

mechanical locks in use. every maker
having his own standard design, and

among them some very ingenious devices
are to be found, in many cases the
electrical and mechanical locking being
performed by one piiece of mechanism.

In a quite recent design of gate-lock the
makers have gone one ste[i further than
the almost universal system. In the latter

the car unlocks each gate as it comes
opposite those on intermediate landings
jiassed on the way. as well as those at

which it stops. The unlocking, where not
desired, is, of course, only momentary,
but might allow wilful interference with
the working of the lift liy a (lerson standing
on the landing, although not to the danger
of passengers. With the system in mind,
the projection on the car which unlocks
the gate is withdrawn at the first operation
of starting the lift, and is thus out of

action until the control-switch is thrown
into the "off" position for stopping, when
it is again projected and unlocks tlie gate.

The fixing of an efficient system of gate
interlocking renders a lift safe so far as

accidental interference by passengers is

concerned ; but. in addition to this, it is

necessary to guard against the failure of

|Mirtions of the plant. With careful main-
tenance, in which all parts are periodic-
ally inspected, the breaking of the suspend-
ing ropes is very improbable ; but, on
most passenger-lifts in this country, such
a contingency is provided for by fixing a
safety gear on the car, which comes into

operation on the failure of the ropes and
clutches the guides, so preventing the
cage falling to the bottom of the well. In
.America, various alternatives to this

arrangement are in use, one of the crudest
being to ])rovide a ]iit at the bottom of the
well of restricted area, into which the cage
is a rough airtight fit. The size is

gradually opened up to the full area, the
idea being that a falling cage would be
gently arrested in its descent by the nir-

cushion S(j formed. The sensation of the
passengers jirior to the arresting process
with this system are more easily imagined
than envied, and the simple "gri))" device

would seem to provide a more pleasant
rescue in case of accident.

In lifts where the balance-weight travds
to "earth," there is little need for pro-

viding it with a safety gear (although tlir

careful architect may ask for this where
jirico is a secondary consideration); but

when the will stops short of the lowest

floor in the building, and there is a pos-

sibility of persons passing to and fro under
the balance-weight, a safety gear is

desirable. In order to limit the travel of

the car, and prevent it being accident.illy

run up into the overhead gear, or ilowii

on to the buffers, limit switches are pro-

vided. These are operated automatically

by the cage in its travel or by the winding
gear, and cut off the current when the car
reaches a certain point above the top floor,

or below the bottom floor. With certain
lifts, in which the motor and gearing have
a high efficiency, "overhauling" may take
place. That is, with a heavy load
descending, or an empty car ascending,
the Velocity may increase even with the
power switched off, and, in this case, the
brake must be depended upon entirely for

checking the speed. If. through any
tlefect in the electrical circuits the brake is

not applied, a serious accident may occur,

and, to guard against this, an emergen':y
safety device should be provided in the

form of a lever in the car, operating direct

on to the brake through a flyrope. This
can be depended upon for stopping a run-
away car manually and independent of

every other agency.

In addition to special devices, there are

many minor points in the design and con-

struction of electric lifts which affect thi-

safety of passengers and attendants. <*r.e

which is sometimes overlooked when
specifying lattice-gates, is the necessitv of

allowing two or three inches between them
and the edge of the well, in order there

may be no danger to the toes of persons
standing on the landing. The relative

position of the cage and balance-weight on
the ropes is also an im|iortant matter, as,

by careful adjustment, the landing of the

balancj-weight before the cage can |)ossibly

foul the overhead joists, and the landing

of the cage on its buffers before the

balance-weight hits the top of the guides

can be insured. This reduces the risk of

fatality should the limit switches fail to

stop tlie cage when travelling beyond its

normal limits. It can be truly said that,

considering the number of electric lifts in

use, the cases of accident are remarkablv
few ; but, with strict attention to such

maters as are mentioned above, they could

be reduced still further, and the electric

lift made as safe a means of transit as

exists. ^
THE DANGERS OF DUST.

Ill his presidential address at tlie opening

of the Sanitary Inspectors' A.ssociatioii

eonlerenee at Lh'iiidudiio on Tuesday. Sir

.James Cricbton-Browne dealt principally

willi the dust problem. Du>t in the right

place, and in the right quantity, and of the

right quality, is. he observed, not a bad

thing. We owe to it the blueness of the sky,

which is due to the reHeetion of light from

powderv particles floating in the air, wliieli

fiu-m the nuclei on which watery vapour con-

denses, giving us clouds of all kinds, haze,

mists, fogs, and rain. But it is not the in-

fiiiitasimal natural atmospheric dust that
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give? us our sappliiie linuiiiiieiil that has any
relatiou to public health ; but it is dust pro-
duced by huniiiu iigeiicy that is productive
of disease. Modern civilisation is one vast

^riud, attrition is almost synonymous with
progress, and in the process of attrition many
noxious kinds of dust are generated. It is

industrial dusts that have hitherto attracted
most attention—and these are of many
different kinds, mineral, vegetable, and
animal. The mortality of the principal dust-

producing industries comparetl with that of

agriculturalists, who li\c and work in what
is practically a dustle.ss atmosphere, is still

e.xcessive to a startling degree. CJrcat im-
provement, as regards protection against in-

dustrial dust, has been effected, but in-

dustrial dust is still responsible for no little

sickness and death. It is, however, being
vigorously dealt with by your allies, the
factory inspectors, and, beneficial as have
been the operations of these inspectors in

many directions during the last decade, in

not one have they been more fruitful of good
results than in the removal of dust from
factories and workshops. Not only have the
means of localised ventilation been improved,
but they have been e.xtended to many new
branches of industry. The difference be-

tween the industrial dusts, with which the
factory inspectors have to contend, and the
municipal and domestic dust, whicli fall

under your supervision, is that the latter,

while generally less concentrated, are of

more complex constitution. Municipal or
town dust varies enormously in composition
in accordance with local, seasonal, and
meteorological conditions, one of its most
universal and objectionable constituents
being carbon particles or soot, derived from
coal combustion. It is. however, as a carrier

of disease germs that nnmicipal dust is most
to be feared, and no doubt pathogenic spores
and bacilli of many kinds, which are resistant

to drying, may be wafted about in it. In all

kinds of dust the danger of implantation of

any disease germs, fresh or desiccated, which
they may contain, seems to be greatly

. pnlianced when there is associated with
them chemically corrosive or mechanically
wounding elements. In various occupations
in which dust containing free crystalline

silica is contained there is an excessive

phthisis mortality. Whether the action of

silica and other mineral particles in dust be
chemi.cal or mechanical, the iiuportant point
to note is the risk that attends them when
they are associated with disease-causing
organisms; and they are thus a'ssociated in

that road-dust which has become such a wide-
spread and in some places intolerable

nuisance, calling for prompt abatement.
Whatever the material used for road-making
may be—granite, whinstone, sandstone,
shingle, slag, or clinkers—the sharp-edged or
acrid mineral particles are there, and with
them, in dangerous companionship, arc
almost invariably pathogenic germs derived
from organic sources. We still need accurate
returns as to tlic composition of road dust of

untreated roads in different districts of the
country, and as to their injurious effects on
human beings, but we need not wait for these
in order to condemn that dust in all its

varieties as abomina))le and hazardous to

health. We all know the discomfort it

causes, and its choking properties; and al

though its pathological consequences have
still to be worked out, it is already evident
that it is responsible for cases of conjuncti-
vitis, of oral sepsis, of sore throat and ton-
silities, of bronchitis, and pneumonia. The
chief danger attending it is, liowe\'er,

tetanus, or lockjaw ; a rare disease, but one
the death-rate from which shows a decided
increase. 'J'he fatal organism of tetanus lives
in the alimentary canal of the horse, and hence
is to be found in any soil. dirt, or dust wliieh
eoTitains horse manure. 'J'he hazard attending
this will be scarcely diminished by the im-
provement in road construction that is being
so vigorously pushed on, so long as the same
roads are used by horse-drawn traffic and
automobile vehicles. Additional force is

thus given to the snjigestion that all houses
and collages should be built henceforth with
a broad belt of garden ground intervening
between them and the highway. In the
meantime, all motorists and dwellers on the

Ingliway should lie warned that they should
keep covered and free from road dust all

cuts, wounds, or abrasions on the hands or
face, and that they should seek immediate
treatment when road dust has found its way
under suspicious circumstances into one of

these. The suppression of road dust is a
matter of primary sanitary importance and of

ever-growing importance, owing to the great
increase of motor traffic that is going on.

Road dust is not an original inx'cntion of the
motor-car, but it has been m\dtiplied by it

to a portentous degree. Road nudiing is the
question of the hour. Road-making as a

science and art for it is both— is i[i a tran-

sition stage, and daily taking big strides in

advance; but whatever advances it may
make, tar-nnieadam wdll rcnmin its basal

idea for a long time to come. The best and
most dustless roads are those which owe their

virtues to tar, bitumen, or petroleum pitch

in some combination, and it may be well,

therefore, to allay the anxieties which the

scaremongers have begun to conjure up. We
have lieen told that the extensive use of tar in

roadmaking must lead to a great increase

of cancer, which is already so sadly pre-

valent. It may be safely affirmed that there

is not the remotest risk of the dissemination
of cancer by the use of tar in road making.
Tarred roads well made are practically free

from dust, and in badly-made roads, these,

even if. as is highly improbable, they con-

tained the noxious material, would hold it in

such attenuation as to be harndess. A great
many different processes are in use in the

application of tar to road construction, and
we have not yet, perhaps, arrived at the best

method of employing it so as to secure a

smooth and impervious surface. The whole
business is in the experimental stage, and
well-devised experiments are being carried

out at Sidcup under the direction of the Roa<I

Board with its Engineering Advisory Com-
mittee ; and also by road-paving manu-
facturers on their own account, many of

whom are trying new material. The Road
Board has not been idle. The advances
made out of the road improvement fmid np
to .Jmie no last have amounted to £3,4(10.2.12,

£1.07.3,037 having been paid for road-crust

improvement and £118,006 for widening
roads and taking off curves. We must look

to it for authoritative information as to those

kinds of roads that are as nearly dustless as

possible, and also for guidance in the

sorinkling of chloride of calcium, akonia,

Tarva, and oil, or other adjuvants in dust-

suppression in dry weather

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
The meeting of the British Association

commenced on Wednesday at Birmingham.
We give abstracts of some of the papers

likely to interest our own readers.

MKTAL.S FOK STRUCTURES.

By A. T. Walmisley, M.Inst.C.E.

Birmingham from an early date has been
recognised as one of the chief seats of

industries in metals. Such alloys are not

mere mechanical mixtures, but homogeneous
eondjinations, secured by fusion, possessing

distinguishing qualities for special purposes.

Copper possesses the clement of con-

ductivity. It is always economical to use tlie

purest copper obtainable commercially,
especially for electrical purposes.

Zinc is applied for coverings. Galvanised
sheets can be tested with sulphate of copper,
wliich will adhere to any exposed surface of

the iron not coated with zinc. The dura-
Ijility of zinc depends nntinly on the spelter

from which it is made.
Lead has no elasticity, but is useful for

girder .seatings, where the wiMght is sufficient

to crush the lead so as to produce uniformity
of pressure upon the bearing. It is also

serviceable for roof coverings and for

ilashings.

Bras.-!, consisting of copper and zinc, is

employed for lubricators and pumps, while
Muntz's metal— also an alloy of copper and
zinc—has superseded copper for sheathing
\essels.

Manganese-bronze, an alloy of copper and
fcrro-manganesc, is serviceable for propeller

Idades, on aec'cmnt of its l(jughni'ss
; and

ordimiry bronze—an alloy of copper and tin

—is found to possess sufficient fluidity for
satisfactory nudting, condjined with slight-

ness of contraction on solidifying.

Phosphor-bronze, by the addition of phos-
phorus, excels ordinary bronze in hardness,
density, and tensile strength, and is used for
friction bearings, especially when liable to

shock ; also for sliding surfaces in the case
of steel shafts, as a steel or wrought iron

shaft would grip a certain bearing.
Gunmetal, another alloy'of copper and tin,

takes its name from its employment as the
metal from which large guns were formerly
made, while bell-metal and delta-metal also

possess characteristics described in the
paper.
When one metal less oxidisable than

another comes in contact galvanic action may
be set up. In the case of mild steel and
wrought iron in metallic contact the steel

may oxidise at the expense of the iron. Iron

rivets have been found to become slack in

steel plates withput any special wa.sting in

the steel plates, while the iron has wasted
somewhat.
The durability of materials is one of the

leading questions of the day.

NOTE ON THE STRENGTH OF FREE ENDED
STRUTS.

By Andrew Robertson, M.Sc.

This paper gave an account of experiments
made on mild steel struts to ascertain the

law of variation of strength with length when
special precautions were taken to secure

(a) axial loading, (b) straightness, (e) freedom
of the ends from constraint. The conclusions

are :

—

1. That Euler's law is followed down to

the length for which the load per square

inch given by this law is equal to the stress

at yield.

2. That below this limit collapse occurs

when the load per square inch is equal to the

yield stress.

3. That for round struts of length less than

five diameters there is no definite ultimate

load. The transition from the elastic to the

plastic state is marked not by collapse of the

strut, but merely by a sudden deformation

of appreciable magnitude.
In all the cases in which the collapsing

load per square inch was equal to the yield

stress the specimens were bent, and on

relieving the load and again testing them they

failed under a load smaller than the first

collapsing load. This is probably due to the

existence in compression, as in tension, of a

condition immediately after yield in which

the stress that the material will sustain is

less than that required to initiate the yield.

The effects of eccentricity of loading and

initial curvature were investigated, and a

number of tests of struts of ordinary com-

mercial section compared with the theoretical

results.

THE TRANSPORT AND SETTLEMENT OF SAND

IN WATER, AND A METHOD OF EXPLORING

SAND BARS.

By Dr. John S. Owens, A. M.Inst.C.E..

K.G.S.

This paper, illustrated by experiments,

dealt with certain phenomena accompanying

the movement of sand in water. Sand ripples

were shown travelling under the influence of

a current. The grains being swept by the

current from the back of the ripple and

deposited on its face, the ripple form thu^

nuned forward with the current by a process

of erosion of its back and accretion of its

face. This was demonstrated by means of a

trough with semicircular ends and a longi-

tudinal partition in the middle, thus forming

two channels. The water was made to

circulate up one channel and down the other,

and the movements of the ripples were seen

on the sand forming the bottom. The forma-

tion of quicksands was illustrated by means

of a tank containing ordinary sea-sand, and

it was shown that when water was caused to

flow upwards through the sand the latter

acquired all the properties of a quicksand

and swallowed lieavy bodies placed thereon.
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Tile cIToct of obstacles lyiii^; on ;i sandy bed
ill the path of a eiinviit was ikiiioiistratcd
by moans of a inodel. Stones, iiuulels of
piles, and improperly-iinulo groynes were
placed on sand in the path of a cnrrent in a
small glass tank, and loealised erosion
aroiuKl the obstacles resnltod in each case.
This was due to the deflection and increasing
local velocity of the current. The curious
effect of suspended matter on the specific
gravity of water «as illustrated by means of
a gla.ss cylinder containing water in which
sand was shaken up ; it was shown that while
the sand was suspended the specific gravity,
ineasured by a floating hydroincter, was
raised above that of water. The influence of
such a rise in specific gravity in increasing
the intensity of impact of the water, and, coii-

sequently, its erosive power was indicated.
A tall glass tube filled with water was ex-
hiliited ; In this bodies of different shape were
allowed to sink; in every ease, whether discs,
rectaiif^nlar plates, or rods, the bodies settled
in the position offering the greatest resist-

ance to movement. It was shown that tliis

property might result in more rapid settle-
ment in running than in still water, and also
in a cleavage in sedimentary rocks. A model
of an instruinent for exploring sand bars and
river beds was shown. It consisted of two
tubes arranged concentrically, coiniected at
the top. but separate at the bottom. A cock-
and-hose attachment was fixed on the upper
end of the inner tube, and a second cock,
with a spout, communicated with the top of
an annular space between the two tubes. At
the bottom the inner tube ended a short
distance above the end of the outer tube.
Water, if forced down the inner tube, must
pass out at the bottom when the cock to the
annular space is closed; in this ca.se the in-
strument sinks if placed on a sandy bottom.
When at any desired depth the cock to the
annular space is opened the water returns up
the outer tube, carrying a sample of the sand
with it, and delivering the sample from the
spout. By means of this instrument the
depth and nature of bars and shoals may be
easily ascertained.

HARBOUR PROJECTIONS AND THEIR EFFECT
I'PON THF, TRAVEL OF .SAND AND SHINGLE.

By Krnest R. Matthews, F.R.S.E.,
A.M.Inst.C.E.

The author pointed out that any seaward
projection on a coast, whether it "be in the
form of a groyne extending merely to LWOT
or LWOST, a breakwater, a liarbour-arm
projection 1, 000ft. or more, or a promontory
such as Flamborough Head or Spurn, ex-
tending seaward some miles, has the effect
of arresting more or less, according to the
magnitude of the projection, the travel of
the sand and shingle on such coast. In the
case of harbour projections run out at right
angles to the coast-line this obstruction,
especially on a sandy coast, impounds the
travelling material on one side of the
harbour, and often causes alarming erosion
on the other. He gave excellent e.\amples of
this in the case of the Yarmouth. Shorehara,
Lowestoft, and Madras harbours, at each of
which millions of tons of sand, representing
aeres in area, are being held up by the
harbour piers. The sea-front at Yarmouth
may be said to have extended seaward during
the past half-century at an average of 300ft.,
due almost entirely to the construction of
the harbour; while at Madras 650 million
cubic feet of sand have accreted on the south
side of the harbour within a distance of three
miles of the harbour, and 450 million cubic
feet of land has been eroded on the north
side within a similar distance, and the autho-
rities there are now contemplating an ex-
tension of the harbour seaward, which is

estimated to cost about £.3.000,000. They
consider it is necessary to do this in order
to reduce the extent of the silting up of the
harbour. The author referred to the New-
haven, Bridlington, and Whitby harbours,
and that at Hastings, which is only partially
constructed, and described their effect upon
the coast. He also described the effect upon
the coast of headlands vvhieli run out
at approximately right angles with the coast,
and those wOiieh form an obtuse angle with
the coast. He suggested that the question

will naturally be asked: AVhat is the remedy,
or partial remedy, for this trapping of the
travelling sand and correspoiiiriiig erosion on
the leeward side of a harbour? and explained
that previously the only method of escaping
from the imponnded material .seems to have
been to periodically extend the arm of the
harliour further seaward, as proposed for
Madras. This means a tremendous cost, and
the results are often not satisfactory, for as
the pier is advanced the shore also advances.
It has been suggested that instead of doing
this o|)enings sliould be left through the
shore ends of the harbour arms for the sand
to pass through ; but this suggestion is not
practicable, for immediately the travelling
material passes through the opening the wave
behind it doivs not possess sufTieient fore(> to

move the material through, especially where
the width of the harbour is considerable.
The author suggested that in order to

modify this trapping of the sand the ground
plan of the harbour, instead of .showing the
piers to run out at right angles to the coast,
or approximately so, should show that on the
side facing the direction of the travelling
material to project from the coast at an
angle of 45deg. ; the additional area thereby
enclosed by the harl)Our piers could be
utilised, among other purposes, for that of
whnrfage. The travelling material would,
he stated, pass around the harbour projection
if the plan of the harbour was on these lines,

and would supply the coast on the lee side
of the harbour with a natural protection of
sand and shingle. He illustrated the various
points referred to by numerous diagrams and
photos, and stated that in arriving at his
concUisions he carried out numerous experi-
ments, which he descril)ed in the paper. He
made the suggestion that where it can be
proved that erosion has occurred, and is still

taking place, owing to the projection of

harbour piers, or the lengthening of such
piers, or the construction of a spur break-
water from such piers, the harbour autho-
rities should be called upon to contribute
towards the cost of the protection of such a
coast as far as the affected area is concerned.
He also suggested that in the granting of

powers by Parliament for tJie construction
of new harbours it should be made com-
pulsory that contributions shall be made
towards the cost of the prevention of erosion,

where it can be proved later that protection
works are necessary, in consequence of such
harbour projections.

niRMINOHAM, SNOW HILL STATION
ALTERATIONS.

By F. Gleadow, M.Inst.C.E.. and C. E.

Shackle, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

The railway, station buildings, and plat-

forms recently removed from this site were
erected in 1870 on the site of a still older
station. It consisted of two principal plat-

forms in direct connection with the streets

on either side. The platforms and railway
lines between the buildings on either side

were covered with an iron roof, with crescent-

shaped girders of about 92ft. span. The site

of the new station, as well as that of the old,

is bounded on the south by Colmore-row, on
the east by Snow Hill, and on the west by
Livery-street. The building adjoining Col-
more-row, formerly a hotel, is now con-

verted into offices, restaurant, etc., and an
entrance has ))een made through it for foot-

passengers, leading to the high level

booking-ball. Entrances and exits for

carriages are provided on the Livery street

and Snow Hill sides. From the above-
mentioned booking-hall stairways lead down
to the two main platforms, and lifts are pro-

vided for dealing with passengers' luggage.

Th" roof over the main entrance and circu-

lating area consists of steel arched ribs of

about 70ft. span, with glazed screens at the

east and west sides. Over the main platforms
and buildings thereon the roof is of the

"ridge and furrow" type, carried on steel

girders, and resting on steel columns, cased,

for appearance sake, with cast iron. Beyond
this length of platform, and where the width
of platform becomes much less, the type of

roof is again changed to one generally known
as the " umbrella " type, on account of it

being supported by .single -Inl <oluniiis,

anchored below platform level into concrete
blocks. 'J'he buildings have been freely
treated, from an architeetnral point of view,
the material used being principally glazed
red bricks, with buff coloured terracotta
dressings externally, and Carrara-ware
dressings internally. The whole of the steel-

work in the roof is designed to withstand a
wind-pri'ssure of -lOlb. over the whole surface,
and any individual portion of it to withstand
a local gust of 501b. to the square foot. Under
no conditions can any of the steelwork be
stressed to over six tons to the square inch
in tension, or five tons in compression. Tlie
pressure upon the base of any foundation
does not exceed three and tliree-<|iiarter tons.
The whole of the steelwork has been made by
an open licartli process.

A NEW TYPE OE WEIGHING-MACHIKE.

By H. S. Hcle Shaw, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.

The object of this paper was to de.seribe a
new type of hydraulic weighingmachine and
to give a sliint aceouutof the results obtained
with it. In the first place it must be pointed
out that weighing-machines are of two main
typos— viz. ;

(1) Suspended or Crane Weighing-
Machines.

(2) Table or Platform Weighing-Machines.

The chief difficulties with hydraulic
machines common to both the above types
are two in number:

—

The first and most serious results from the
use of packing for the hydraulic pistons, or
the employment of diaphragms. The second
is in connection with the recording gauge, or
other contrivance, the indication of which is

necessary to measure the weight being
recorded ; and beyond these two <lifficnlties

there is yet a third which is peculiar to the
machine of the platform type—viz., the
necessity of dealing with the number (gener-

ally four) of different pressures at different
points of the table or platform.
The means by which in the new machine

the first diffieuity is overcome is by taking
advantage of the modern development of

grinding, by which accurately - fitting

cylindrical parts can be obtained at com-
paratively small cost, so that when oil is used
as a fluid, cylinders and plungers can be em-
ployed to work together under very great
pressures with comparatively small leakage,
and with no appreciable friction. It may be
said at once that if the condition of the fit

of the plunger and cylinder are such as to

insure a layer of oil between them, and
thereby to avoid the friction whicli would
otherwise occur between solid bodies in

contact, there must inevitably be some slight

leakage of the working fluid, and the chief

feature of the new machine is a device for

dealing with this leakage. This device

allows a certain period of time during which
weighing can take place, and when the limit

of this period is reached it is merely neces-

sary to take off the weight, and pick it up
again in order to restore the oil which has
leaked away, and thus bring the machine to

its normal condition. There are two
cylinders which take the form of caps, and
which work respectively on two plung&rs

joined co-axially together.

The amount of the load- is recorded by a

pipe coninuinieating witli the gauge or its

equivalent from the larger cylinder. The
object of the small cylinder is as follows :

—

The load is applied in such a way as to force

the two-cap cylinders together, and it is

obvious that there must be a greater pressure

per square inch in the cylinder of smaller

diameter. If there were a direct connection

between the two cylinders through, the

stepped plunger itself it is clear that the

small cylinder would be forced at once
against the end of the stepped plunger

adjacent to it, all the oil passing into the

larger cylinder. If, however, the communica-
tion between the two is cut off when a certain

desired position is obtained, it is clear that

the large cylinder will be kept relatively in

that position to the end of the plunger

adjacent to it until the oil is exhausted from
the smaller cylinder—that is to say, the
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leakagp bptwopu tlio riul of tlu- Inrgpr

oylindpi- and tlio portion of tlie plunger

working in it will be made up by the flow

from the smaller cylinder. Sooner or later,

according to the' design, the supply is

exhausted into a common reservoir from both

cylinders, and the recording portion ceases

to act.

The normal condition of the machine is

regained as follows:—There is a spring be-

tween the cap of the smaller piston and the

adjacent end of the stepped plunger. Tliero

is also a small ,inlet-valve communicating

from the waste reservoir to the smaller

cylinder. When the limit of weighing is

reach'-d the load is remo\ed, and innnediately

the above spring forces out the smaller cap

piston, filling it with oil. When the load is

again taken the high pressure of oil in the

small evlinder at once causes the plunger to

travel to its limiting position in the large

cylinder, thereby restoring the normal

position of the contrivance. It will be noted

that the spring in the smaller plunger does

not in any way come iiito the problem of the

total amount of fluid pressure, and, there-

fore, does not in any way affect the accuracy

of the machine, and 'merely operates to

restore normal conditions.

With regard to the other spring portions,

the hydraulic weighing machine lends itself

to the employment, if desired, of a .steelyard

method of giving the results, though the in-

dicator springs that can be u.sed are now
made of very great accuracy, and their

reading can be relied upon, especially as in

cases such as the present one, where the tem-

peratures are normal ; and it may further bo

pointed out that the use of oil has the great

advantage of keeping the working pistons

always under the same conditions, and pre-

venting any corrosion of the working parts.

The machine further can by a very simple

process be put out of action when weighing

is not required. From observations already

made with both the suspended and platform

types of machines it is clear that very accu-

rate movements of a passing load can be
recorded, since the inertia of the system is

very small, while shocks appear to have no
injurious effect on the machine, and as the

plungers and pistons are submerged in oil,

these parts can be made of cast iron, and the

whole machine produced at a very low cost.

perfectly stable, and when above a certain

critical velocity eddies tend to form, ami
turbulent motion results, and the temperature
of the material undergoing extrusion rises.

The method of carrying out the experiment
was as follows:—The various die-blocks were
made in two halves, definitely registered, and
strongly bolted together and fitted with

pistons, the sections of the die-blocks being

parallel to the direction of flow. The lead

cvlinders for the experiments were similarly

formed in two halves, which were compressed
in the die-blocks by the pistons, with the

orifice plugged so as to render the lead per

fectly homogeneous and free from the possi-

bility of local motion. 'J'lie face of inie of each

pair of semi-cylindrical blocks thus formed
was then grooved at regular distances apart

by grooves parallel to their axes. Tin wires

were then placed in the grooves, and the

pairs of semi-cylinders again compressed in

the die-block with the orifice plugged, which

had the effect of fixing the wires securely in

the grooves by compressing the lead round

them, after which the plug was removed from

the orifice, and the extrusion of the lead

cylinder carried out. The compression and

extrusion of the lead cylinders was done

under the compression heads of a fifty-ton

testing machine, which allowed stress-flow

curves to be taken at various speeds of

extrusion. The tin wires retain their position

in tlie lead blocks, and show clearly the

direction and general conditions of flow. The
flow of lead in a cylinder with sudden con-

centric enlargement in the direction of flow,

also the flow past a solid of revolution, was
investigated, and in both cases the motion

was found to be of stream-line order, as in

the case of extrusion from an orifice. The
efl'eet of punching a solid block with and
without shearing out the wad was also in-

vestigated, and the streamline flow deter-

mined. The behaviour of other metals under

suitable conditions was investigated, and the

same results were found as with the lead.

THE STREAM-LINE FLOW OF SOLIDS.

By Thomas Reid,

The geometrical laws that govern the de-

formation of plastic materials are mainly
based on assumptions made in connection
with the experimental researches of the late

M. Tresca. In his experiment on the for-

mation of a jet by the plastic flow of lead
from an orifice in the end of a cylindrical die-

block from which the lead, in the form of a
cylinder of superposed discs, was forced out
by means of a piston sulijected to pressure
in a hydraulic press, the lead flows radially

towards the axis of the cylinder, displacing
a coi'c, which forms the jet by the concentric
contraction of the cylinder. The author
would point out that, although the lead under
tlie particular conditions of the experiment
referred to must flow in that manner, be-
cause the cleavage planes between the discs
produce discontinuity in the material in the
direction of the axis of the cylinder, and thus
prevent flow taking place in that direction,
it does not follow, however, that the flow of
a solid cylinder of lead must be the same.
With the object of determining the nature of
the flow of solids, the author lias carried out
a scries of experiments, which he believes
prove that the flow in every case below a
certain critical velocity consi.sts of molecular
irrotntional and rotational motion, the
direction of the flow being stream-line, and
lliat the flow is steady, .straightline motion
until the stream ehangcB its course in con-
verging towards the orifice, ami in the ease
of the extrusion of solid lead from an orifice
there is no radial flow or concentric con-
traction, as has been assumed, until the
stream lines begin to converge towards the
orifice. In fact, the solid material behaves
exactly as a noneonipressible \iscons fluid.

When the motion is very slow the flow is

DUBLIN TO LOSE SIR HUGH LANE'S
PICTURES.

We regret that Sir Hugh Lane's munificent

offer to present his collection of pictures to

Dublin, and to give £45,000 towards the erec-

tion of a gallery on the site of the dilapidated

Metal Bridge across the Liffey, which at pre-

sent disfigures the view from O'Coiinell

Bridge, was finally rejected on Monday at a

special meeting of the Dublin Corporation.

Another meeting is convened for Monday
next to reconsider the cjue,-.tion, but in the

present spirit of the majority of that body

there seems little hope for a reversal of last

week's decision.

Councillor Miss Harrison moved a i-esolu-

tion guaranteeing towards the expenses of

the gallery a sum equal to the difference be-

tween £22.000 and £45,000, approving of the

Metal Bridge site and of Mr. E. L. Lutyens's

designs for the gallery, and accepting Mr.
Lutyens as architect in view of Sir Hugh
Lane's offer guaranteeing any sum o\cr

£45,000 that may be required.

An amendment that no proposal for the

erection of a municipal gallery could be con-

templated which excluded Irish architects

from competing was put, and 21 voted for

and 21 against it. Several members objected

to the employment of an English architect,

and questioned the intrinsic art value of the

pictures. The original motion was then put,

and 21 voted for it and 23 against. The reso-

lution was therefore lost by a narrow
majority. The question has given rise to

much coricspondence in the Dublin news-
papers. One of the writers, Sergeant Sulli-

van, hit the nail on the head when he said

that if the opponents of the scheme were con-
sistent, they would admit no picture to the
gallery that was not painted by a Dublin
member of the Union of Painters and
Glaziers.

Dublin's loss will be London's gain— Sir
Hugh Lane's collection of foreign pictures
will he a welcome sight at tlie National
(Jallery to all who care for modern art. It
has been the reproach of the National collec-
tion that no examples by Manet, Daumier,
Puvis de C'havannes. and inauv other modern

French ma<'ter:~. can be seen there or in any
other public gallery in London.
The pictures which Dublin lias lost include

some of the finest examples of these and other

modern Continental painters. The coUcction

probably numbers about forty pieces, many
of considerable size. The following list of

the chief examples will probably be found to

be fairly accurate:—
Manet : The large portrait of Eva Gonzales

seated at an easel, and the beautiful Tinterus
Garden.
Degas : Group of a woman in a striped

dress and a child seated on the sands.

Puvis de Chavannes: The large "Le de-

collation de S. Jean " and a small, hut very
beautiful, toilet scene.

Daumier : Don Quixote.
Corot : "Palais des Papes, Avignon," and

a small green landscape.
Rousseau : A moonlit landscape.
Boudin : A seapiece.

J. Maris: The Birdcage— an early picture.

Courbet: The snowstorm, one of bis

strongest works, a forer.t scene, and another
piece.

Monet ; A snow scene.

Renoir: The large group "Les Para-
pluies."

B. Morisot : A portrait.

A. Stevens: A picture of a lady seated,

touching a grotesque lion.

There are also several small pieces of

sculpture by Rodin and Carpeaux.

SYNDICALISM IN CHICAGO, AND
ITS LESSONS.

Just now, when the somewhat feebly-con-

ceived attempt of the Painters' Union to

enforce its demands by enlisting the aid of

perfectly contented members of other trades

IS fizzling out, some recent experiences at

Chicago, given in the Master Builders' Asso-

ciation of Boston July Monthly Letter, are

not without interest.

At Chicago a strike, and consequent lock-

out, in the building trades has been settled

through a conference of representatives of

the Building Construction Employers' Asso-

ciation and the Building Trades Council.

The trouble arose as the culmination of a

long series of strikes, which have been un-

mercifully annoying the contractors of

Chicago, most of which resulted from juris-

dictional figlit3 between various unions.

Another irritating condition which for

several years beset builders in that city was
the question of "maintenance men." These
were men whom the Union of Electrical

Workers demanded should be "employed"
upon a building under construction ostensibly

to see that the electrical equipment was
maintained in working order. The custom
first began in caisson work, where it was the

plea that the safety of the workers demanded
it. Tlie custom then spread to other branches
of electiical work, so that two or three men
wouhl be employed on the larger buildings

with apparently nothing to do but draw their

salaries. One or more other trades had
made attempts to secure "maintenance men "

also.

.As long ago as October. 1009, the Builders'

Asioeiation passed resolutions refusing to

accede to the demands of the electrical

workers for maintenance men, and last spring

this resolution was re-affirmed and concurred
in by the Chicago Masons and Builders' Asso-

ciation, the Carpenter Contractors' Associa-

tion, and the Building Construction Em-
ployers' Association. As a result of this

united action, and the discharge of "main-
tenance men" on one of the larger jobs,

there was a sympathetic strike of other build-

ing trades, it being claimed, however, that

they were striking in sympathy with marble
setters, who had been out since March 1.

The Building Construction Employers' Asso-

ciation thereupon notified the Building

Trades Council that if the men in the trades

involved did not go to work within forty-

eight hours that they would lay off all men
in their employ. As the men did not return

to work, the lock-out, involving many thou-

sand men. followed, and continued several

weeks, being terminated bv the agreement
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arrived at by tlie joint coiifcrciicc committro

above referred to.

According to tlic terms of the agreement,

(a) many jnrisdictional dispntes are settled.

(b) the "electrical "maintenance men" arc

not to be forced npon a contractor against

his will, (c) the marble setters and helpers

secure an increase in wages of i') c(>nts and

15 cents per day respectively, and (d) a per-

manent joint arbitration board is to be

formed to settle any future disputes which

may arise. Those interested in Chicago build-

ingaffairs are congratulating themselves upon

the successful conclusion of the matter, and
appear very optimistic, feeling that a new
era has been entered npon in the building in-

dustry favoui-able to both employer and em-
ployee. It is our sincere wish, continues the

"Monthly Letter," that the future may see

this expectation realised, and that some
failure of the parties to fulfil the agree-

ments does not upset the apple-cart again.

In passing, it may be noted that trades which
struck sympathetically with the marble
workers in Chicago did so in violation of

agreements wliereby they obliged themselves
to work continuously, and to refer all ques-

tions in dispute to a standing committee of

arbitration for definite adjustment! Will
history repeat itself? The maintenance of

such compacts is precarious. This results

from the fact that industries are organised
in separate camps, which too easily put on
an attitude of hostility to each other. This
is fundamoitallv wrong. The manual work-
man and the director of his energies (i.e..

the employer) arc factors of one trade, each
absolutely essential to the purpose of the
trade, and therefore they should be united
in one organisation, making a perfected
trade union at peace within itself. That
this sort of thing is possible the "Massa-
chusetts Societies of Masters and Crafts-
men " have successfully proved.
Another point enipliasised in connection

with this Chicago strike is illustrated by the
following te.xt extracted from the Monthly
Bulletin of the Building Construction Em-
ployers' Association ;

—

arihitcc-t ha\c l>ecu informed that this asso

cialion will not permit its member to be

al)used, but, will dcfcinl him to the nllnniost

through the courts.

The arcllitects of the city whose work was stoijped
by reason of the difficulty sliould he extended a great
dea! of praise for the manner in which the>' treated
the members of the association. In no instance did
they fail to assist and leave things alone when it was
))ut up to them, and in many instances without
haviiif* to call their attention to it, they just left
" matters alone."

This illustrates the all-powerful weight of
the owner's influence in lalxmr difficulties in

general, for the architect is simply the
owner's agent, and the attitude of the owners
is reflected in the statement above. They
were educated up to a rational view of the
situation, or at least were amenable to

reasoning from their advisers, the architects.
.Apropos of the abo\e. continues the

"Monthly Letter," is it not a pity that
owners do not always take a positive stand
iu opposition to the persistent, irrational,

and totally unreasonaljlc attitude of trade
niiioiis, especially iu what is called "sympa-
thetic action?" Instead of doing so, owners
quickly and weakly succumb to pressure,
and, worst of all, they frc(|UeTitly attempt to

crow<l or discipline the very party they
should strenuously uphold. One of our mem-
bers has recently been subjected to this
troatment. This member had contract for
certain work on a public building for a near
by city; he was performing his work entirely

in accordance with the contract ; the work-
m.en in other trades engaged on this building
simultaneously stopped work, acting nn^lcr

direction of the officials of their \arious
unions—the "reason" given being that our
member was "working open shop." The
mayor of the city aiul the architects there-

upon proceeded to jump npon our member
instead of jumping upon those who had
stopped work. A concern that was li\ing up
to its contract was singled out for punish-
nicnt. Officials aiul agents of the city per-

sistently tried to compel our member to

unionise his work; iu other words, to aban-
don authority in the conduct of his business.
It is pleasant to record that up to the pre-
sent time this wholly unworthy attempt has
been frustrated by and through the agency
of this association. The mayor and the

AMERICAN" (QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
The August iMouthly Bnllctiu" of the

(Quantity Surveyor," which is conducted

under the auspices of the American Institute

of (Quantity Surveyors, is small in size ; but

there are worse crimes than that in the world.

We were all small once. What a good thing

it was we gi'ew I The "Quantity Surveyor"
is not being run for profit, but to support a

principle.

Any architect, contractor, engineer, or

other interested person who is in favour of

better estimating methods, is eligible as an
associate member of the American Instituto

of Quantity Surveyors. The total expense

will not exceed three dollars a year, in-

cluding this Bulletin service every month.
Natiou-wide co-operation of friendly character

is cordially invited. The success of such a

movement means greater confidence between

all concerned, and better work on buildings,

as the principal gambling element, under
present methods, will be removed.

A number of San Francisco architects,

engineers, and contractors held a preliminary

meeting at the Palace Hotel on Tuesday
evening, August 12, for the purpose of con-

sidering matters of interest appertaining to

the quantity system of estimating, aiul to

arrange for a San Francisco Council of tho

.\incricaii Institute of Quantity Surveyors, a

national association now in course of being

cstahlislie<l by persons interested iu this

subject throughout the United States. The
meeting was called to order by Mr. William
Mooser, who opened the proceedings with a

brief outline of the present conditions of

bidding, and the principal aims and objects of

those who are interesting themselves iu an

effort to bring about a better method of esti-

mating throughout the United States.

Organisation was eifected, and the following

temporary officers were elected to serve until

by-laws 'were framed and adopted— viz. :

President, William Mooser; vice president,

G. Alexaiulcr Wright; secretary and

treasurer, William H. Ferguson. Working
committees will be appointed by the chair.

The objects of the society are to encourage

better methods of estimating and dealing W'ith

bids, and to provide a forum where architects,

engineers, contractors, and others may, as

associate members, meet upon conimou

ground and discuss methods of bidding upon
contract work, and similar problem.s affecting

the cost of buildings. The following report

was then read, outlining the efforts made in

the past to call attention to the necessity for

ailopting more modern estimating methods,

and containing some suggestions for further

action, 'i'lie society will meet on the third

Wednesday in each month, and notices will

be .sent to each member. Eighteen applica-

tions for mciubership were received, and wo
understand that other applications have since

been made. Some members present seemed
to think that any system would be better than

the present method.

"It was iu February, 18!tl." said Mr.
Mooser, "over 3) years ago. in this city, that

I received my first impressions of our esti-

mating methods. Stranger as I then was to

many things, some of which I afterwards

partially learned iu the University of Ex-

perience, I was astonished to find what an

enormous waste of time and effort was in-

curred by contractors in figuring ' Quan-
tities,' with. I may safely say. a looseness of

method and a guesswork that was truly

appalling to one fresh from an older com-

munity, where every item in a building, down
to a solitary mitre on a 1 by 2 moulding,

would be taken off and accounted for iu an

estimate.
"To-day we find conditions have improved

so far as relates to the demand for greater

care in the contractor's estimating depart-

ment, the ' hub ' of the whole business, from

which should radiate the proper cost of work,

ready to be handed to the architect in the

form of a bid, and which is. or sliould be,

an exemplification of three important ele-

ments-first, accurate quantities; second,

living unit prices; and, thirdly, a Icgitimato

profit. But these conditions arc even now
seldom fulfilled. The competition in esti-

mating so called, between bidders is still

based largely upon the quantity of material

required, and 1 am more convinced to day

than I was twenty years ago that a complete

change is necessary iu our methods of esti-

mating and handling bids, in the interests of

all concerned, for with all our boasted

progress we are still away lichiifH the times m
our estimating practices.

"It is, nevertheless, encouraging to find

that among those architects, eontractors, and

engineers who have taken the time to con-

sider the question, it is now recognised that

the method iu uso is simply an inheritaneo

that has come to us from past ages when
the master mechanic leisurely did his figuring

at night by the aid of his tallow caudle, and

when there were no such things to bother

him as numerous blue-priuts or long type-

written specifications. It is no wonder, then,

that such ail obselcte, wasteful process is

tottering to dav, and must eventually give

way to those newer, better, time saving, and

saiier methods such as are demanded by

American progressiveuess, and by the neces-

sities attending improved methods of con-

struction, which follow each other iu rapul

succession. Ami so a change of sentiment in

this particular has of late years been develop-

ing. Slowly, perhaps, but none the less

surely, and. gentlemen, the time is approach-

ing when owners must take heed of tho

' writing on the wall,' a notice from the boua-

fide contractors, which will read, 'In the

interests of all concerned, we decline to give

free bids any huiger, unless accurate bills of

quantities are furnished for our use.'

"And this change will be brought about

largely by the justice of it. for the protection

of both owner and contractor, accentuated

to some extent bv national development and

our characteristic desire to progress, a faculty

with which we, as individuals, are endowed,

and usually use, when we appreciate the

direction iu which the best results are obtain-

able. And then there is that ever-present

desire to save time, effort, and unnecessary

expense.
" One may be excused just here, perhaps,

for mentioning, for the information of those

gentlemen who are not already acquainted

with the fact, that to Sail Francisco belongs

the credit, or whatever you may choose to

call it, of being the very first city in the

United States in which systematic effort was

ever made to sui)plaiit the old style of figur-

ing, for the modern one of estimating upon

bills of quantities, for it was in May, 1891.

when, ill the exuberance of comparative

youth, I suppose, the writer was first tempted

to address a body of contractors in this city

upon the subject of (luantities, and. perhaps

unwisely, undertook to point out to theso

gcntlem'en the 'error of their ways '
!

^

Well,

as I said to the General Contractors' Asso-

ciation the other day. I escaped with my life.

But there were a few present, very few, wdio

thought there might bo something iii this

quantity business after all, with the result

that some carefully prepared bills of quan-

tities were secured by one or two bidders,

and some of the largest and most profitable

contracts ever awarde<l iu those days were

afterwards obtained as a result of these quan-

tities. It was also in 1891 that I was invited

to address the San Francisco Chapter of the

AAA. upon this quantity system, and which

I did. The educational process thus com-

menced, interest was aroused, and was

destined to continue. For some years after

that 110 opoortunity was lost to talk quan-

tities to every architect and contractor in

this city who had time to. or cared to, listen.

Many letters and some literature were sent

broadcast. Articles appeared iu the pro-

fessional Press and building papers, and

manv were the letters received from Eastern

contractors, and from architects also,

approving my efforts and urging that the

fight be continued for better conditions. This

was the situation then, early in 1906, when I

was about ready to suggest to certain gentle-

men (some of whom I am glad to see here to-

night) that a Quantity Surveyors' Society be

organised, so as to bring about some better
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methods of estimating and dealing with bids.

Something, however, which occurred on the

morning of April 18 in that year, and which

some of us can still recall," somewhat dis-

turbed my plans and arrangements. My
dream of better methods had a rude awaken-

ing. The objects of such a society were in-

tended solely to encourage higher ideals and

business truth. These being fundamentally

sound they were bound to survive, even earth-

quake and fire, and as tliey will still continue

to do. And so, as opportunity permitted,

the good work was resumed, until to-day the

subject of ' better estimating methods ' and

the adoption of some form of the quantity

system, adapted to American sentiment and
practice, has become a frequent and popular

theme from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.

A word of appreciation must be expressed to

those building journals, trade and pro-

fessional organisations throughout this

country, who have given serious thought and
publicity to this subject, and are now dis-

cussing the feasibility of adopting this method
of submitting bids.' Scores of letters have

been received endorsing the system which I

have advocated for so long, and which must
eventually prevail, as soon as contractors,

architects, engineers, and owners once realise

its great benefits to each and every one con-

cerned.
"A national society, the 'American In-

stitute of Quantity Surveyors," is now in

course of organisation, and a movement to

establish branches, or councils, in all large

cities. Very shortly such councils will be at

work in New York City. Chicago, and Seattle.

As the movement grows other cities will un-

doubtedly have similar councils. It is pro-

posed that the chairman, vice-chairman, and
secretary of each council shall represent

their council in the national body, and that

one additional member of each conncil for

every ten members it possesses in good
standing, shall serve upon the national board,

to insure efficient representation. The matter
of constitution and by-laws is receiving con-

sideration. When adopted a copy will be
sent to each council. As conditions, trade

customs, etc., vary in different parts of the

country the by-laws will be largely suggestive,

leaving each council free to make changes
that local conditions and self-government may
seem to justify.

" Each council to have upon its board a

competent local attorney who has had ex-

perience with the Legislature of the State,

and who may be willing to act in an honorary
capacity. The services of such a gentleman
practising in New York City willing to serve

on the national board as chief counsel, have
already been secured. The objects of each
council to be :

"
(1) To encourage better methods of esti-

mating and dealing with bids.
" (2) To provide a forum where architects,

engineers, contractors, and owners (as asso-

ciate members) may meet upon common
ground and discuss estimating, contract, and
similar problems.

" Councils will be expected to take up the
local standardisation of measurement in the
various trades, so that all local engineers,
architects, quantity surveyors, contractors,
material men, etc., may adopt uniformity in
descriptions and measurements. Encourage-
ment should also be given to the standardisa-
tion of all specifications, thereby reducing
their length, without loss of efficiency. It has
been suggested that the attorneys of councils,
in conjunction with the chief counsel on the
national board, will constitute the legal de-
partment of the institute, having the follow-
ing, among other objects, in view:

" First.—To promote Bills before the State
Legislatures making it compulsory that when
l)ids are invited for new State buildings, etc.,
tliat guaranteed bills of quantities shall be
furnished to each bidder, and that siu'h
<|nantitics shall represent (he (puuitilv iif

work to be contracted for.

"Second.—To also promote licensing Bills
providing for the examination and regis-
tration of persons who desire to practise as
quantity surveyors.
"Third.—To" protect the interests of the

institute and its councils. .\rraugements
have been made for the publication, under
the auspices of the national socii'ty, of :i

printed bulletin of information about the

quantity sj-.stem of estimating, and which will

be mailed to each member each month.
' Such, then, are some of the objects which

it is considered can be attained. The whole
trend of the quantity system of estimating is

to promote confidence between owner, archi-

tect, and contractor, and which should always
exist. It is, in the long run, against the

interests of an owner to put a number of

contractors to the trouble of figuring out

quantities for a building which he may, or

may not, ever build. A contractor cannot
consistently be blamed for trying to break,

even after a contract is signed, when he finds

that certain quantities have been omitted.

Our wretched 'methods,' and not the eon-

tractor, should be criticised in such cases.
" A great deal more might be said, but it is

believed that the time has arrived when most
men who think right, and wish to do right,

can see that a change in our present esti-

mating system is now necessary. Some way
whereby a common understanding which shall

form a fixed and true basis of a contract

shall be adopted. Any person who approves
of this much should be eligible for associate

membersliip in the local councils of the

American Institute of Quantity Surveyors."

Readers who approve of the concerted

effort being made to bring about better esti-

mating methods, as suggested, are requested

to communicate with the secretary, 571, Cali-

fornia street, San Francisco.

CONDITIONS FOR COMPETITIVE
DESIGNS OF GOVERNMENT BUILD-
INGS, OTTAVFA.

Some time since the Public Works Depart-

nu'ut of the Dominion of Canada decided to

add to the present preliminary and depart-

nu'utal buildings and provide for complete

departmental equipment and courts build-

ings. In the courts building it has been de-

cided to provide for the Supreme Court, the

Exchequer Court, and the Royal Commis-
sioners' Court. The new buildings are to

stand on a bluff of the Ottawa River and the

west of the present departmental group. Mr.
Edward White, the English landscape archi-

tect, prepared a ground plan which has been

accepted by the Government. In order to

provide for the necessary buildings, it was
decided to arrange for the submission of com-

petitive plans, and Mr. T. E. Collcutt, past

president of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, together with Mr. J. H. G.

Russell, president of the Royal Architectural

Institute of Canada, and Mr. J. O. Mar-
chand. A.D.G.F., member of the Royal

Architectural Institute of Canada, were ap-

pointed assessors to draw up the conditions

and instructions to the competing architects

and to select from the preliminary sketches

six designs. The authors of these designs

are to be invited to submit final designs, and
each of the five iinsuccessful architects sub-

mitting a design in accordance with these

conditions will receive an honorarium of

.3,000 dollars.

CONDITIONS.

Promoter.—The Govcrnnu'nt of the Do-
minion of Canada promotes this competition,

and is hereinafter referred to as the Govern-
ment.

General Plan.—The Government invites

architects to submit preliminary sketch de-

signs in competition for the erection of cer-

tain buildings, which are to be included in

tlie scheme for the development of complete

departmental and courts buildings. The
ground floor area of the departmental build-

ings must cover a space of about 200,000

superficial feet, this superficies to include all

w.alls, outer and inner, corridors, staircases,

lavatories, etc., the entire scheme to be

shown on the block-plan, together with the

hiy out of the adjacent grounds as terraces,

footwalks, etc.. etc.

Buildings to be Erected at Once.—It is the

intention to build at once a certain portion

of this complete scheme, viz. :— The Supreme
Court, the Exchequer Court, the Railway
Commissioners' Court, and the necessary
offices in connection with these courts, as

hereinafter scheduled, also a block, or blocks,

of departmental buildings covering a ground
floor area of about 100,000 superficial feet,

and providing about 500.000 superficial feet

of floor area, including all walls, etc.

Scheme of Site.—A scheme dealing with
the site which is acceptable to the Govern-
ment is shown. This plan, however, need
not be considered as a final solution of the

question.

The Government desires the competitors

to have a perfectly free hand in the develop-

ment of their designs.

Competitors. — The competition is re-

stricted to architects who are British sub-

jects, practising in the British Empire.
Delivery of Designs.—The designs in the

first competition must be delivered in

Ottawa (carriage paid) not later than twelve

o'clock noon, second (2nd) of January, 1914,

addressed to the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Public Works, Ottawa, Out., and
any design delivered later than that date

shall be excluded from the competition,

except only where delay is proved to the

satisfaction of the Minister to have arisen

in transit. The date for sending in the

designs in the final competition will be de-

termined hereafter, but a period of at least

three months will be allowed for the pre-

paration of such designs.

Award.—The award in the preliminary

competition will be made within twenty five

days of the date fixed for receiving the

designs, and a similar time will elapse be-

tween the time for receiving the final designs

and the award to the successful architect.

Return of Drawings.—The whole of the

designs submitted in the first competition

will be returned to their authors, and will

be seen only by the assessors and the

Honourable the Minister of Public Works
and bis Deputy. No description or illus-

tration of these designs shall be published or

in any way made public.

Exhibition of Designs.—The final designs

shall be publicly exhibited in Ottawa, with

the names of the authors marked thereon,

for seven or more days immediately sub-

sequent to the award, and they shall be the.

property of the Government.
Inquiries.—All inquiries regarding the

competition shall be addressed to the Secre-

tary of the Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Ont,, and all such inquiries must be

tvpewritten and submitted on plain paper,

without heading or signature, and nuist be

received on or before September 12, 1913.

They will be answered by identical com-

munication to all competitors.

Exclusion of Designs.— No competitor shall

submit more than one scheme for the solution

of the problem in this competition.

Any design that does not give substantially

the accommodation asked for will be ex-

cluded. The submission of drawings under

these conditions shall signify the acceptance

of all the conditions hereinbefore and herein-

after set forth.

Drawings Required.—The designs in the

first competition are to be illustrated by

plans, sections, and elevations drawn to a

scale of Ifift. to lin. (excepting block plan),

and must include the following plans;

—

a) Plans of each floor, except where one

floor is the duplicate of another floor.

(b) Three elevations.

(c) Sections on such lines as may best show
the elevation of the floors of eacli group of

buildings affected by the varying levels of

the site.

(d) A detailed drawing to a scale of 2ft.

to lin. of some portion or bay of the building

as may best illustrate the general design,

such detail not to exceed in length 30ft. or

35ft. on the plan.

(e) One perspective drawing not longer

than ,3riin., which must conform in all par-

ticulars with the elevations and also with the

terraces, etc., as may be shown on the block

plan.

(f) A block plan, to the same scale as the

plan of the site enclosed with these con-

ditions :

—

This block plan to show the whole

scheme, as stated in clause two of these

instructions.

A design would not be excluded from the

competition should the authors exceed to a

I
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modei"ate extent the outside line of cliff

cither for the building or the terrnces sur-

rf'uiidiiig it. The extra cost nt any such
projection, entailing, as it uould. the

building of retaining wall.s, etc., must bo
considered, liowever, as of much import-
aiice.

It .should be borne iu min<l that some of

the .streets leading into "Wellington street

may iu the future be developed into im-

portant thoroughfares.
.\ space of at least .300ft. must be main-

tained between the proposed l)uildings and
the present Departmental building. This
space can be formed into terraces, etc., as

competitors may think it necessary for the

proper development of their designs.

Designs.—The second competition to be
illustrated as before-mentioned in Clause
No. 15, and to consist of:—

(a) Plan of each floor, except where one
floor is the duplicate of another floor.

(b) Three or more elevations illustrating

the principal fronts.

(c) At least three sections, as ref|uired. to

fully illustrate the designs.

(d) Detailed drawings of one external and
one internal bay to a scale of 2ft. to lin.

(e) One or two perspective drawings of the

exterior. The length of such drawings not

THE SITE .\S IT IS .\T PRESENT.

walls in plans and sections to be of a darker
tint. A flat grey tint may be put on the
door and window openings of the elevations
and sections, if desired. No ornamental
features, such as cornices, floor patterns,
etc., to be shown ou the plans. Pencil or
light grey, wash may be used at will to present
work on different planes, openings, shadows,
and the texture of materials iu the elevations
and .sections.

All rooms and corridors shown on the plans
shall have dimensions figured thereon,
The titles of drawings shall be in Roman

capitals, all other lettering, notes, and (igures

shall be in plain block type. The perspective
drawing, or di'awings, may bo rendered in

pen and ink, in pencil, or iu moiujcbnnne
wa,sh, and nuiy have a margin, not over Sin.

in width. The drawings shall l)e sent in a
plain portfolio.

Report and Schedule.—Each design to be
accompanied l)y a short descriptive report,

unsigned, either priutefl or typewritten on
plain white paper of folio size, briolly do-

scribing the arrangement of the buildings
and the materials to be used. The com-
petitor shall present a schedule giving the

total area and cubic contents of each block
of buildings. The basis of the calculations

for the cubic contents shall be taken from a

point 2ft. below the finished floor of the

envelope supplied with these conditions.
Form of declaration required is enclosure
No. 5. The case, and each of its cojitents as
are unpacked, will be marked by an officer of

the Department pf I'nblie Works with a
number for identification; but no dis-

tinguishing mark, motto, or device is to be
put ou t|ie drawings, report, envelope, or
case by the competing architects or their
agents. 'I'he sealed envelopes will not be
opoied until after the award has been made.

Disqualification.—Any infringement of
these regulations, or disclosures of identity
of authorship to the assessors indivittnally or
collectively, or through any member of the
Governunnd, shall be held sufficient ground
for exclusion from the competition.
Employment of Successful Architect.—The

author of the design placed first by tlie

assessors in the fiiuil competition shall be
employed by the Government as arehitcet
for the work to be done at once, as set forth
in clause three of the.se conditions, provided
that he can satisfy the assessors as to his

possession of sufficient experience and ability
to undertake and carry out the work to a
successful issue. In case of his inability to

so satisfy the assessors, it shall be within
the power of the Government to call upon
him to nominate, and he shall nominate, an
associate architect, whose professional status

THE SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS.

to exceed 36in. Perspective drawings must
conform in all particulars with the eleva-
tions, and also the position of terraces, etc.,

as may be shown on the block plan.
(f) A block plan as before described.

Description of Drawings.—The whole of
these drawings may be on paper or tracing
paper (except in the case of the final designs,
which must be on paper) ; all to be mounted
on cardboard and without margin. They
may be in India-ink or pencil. The floors to
be coloured a light tint of India-ink. The

lowest story used for offices to a height of
5ft. above the level of the topmost ceiling.
The cubic contents not to include terraces
or terrace walls.

Name of Author.—The design, together
with the descriptive reports, nuist bo sent in

anonymously, and the author's name and
address, together with a declaration that the
design has been prepared by himself aa^l his
staff' in bis own olflce. with the exception of
the perspective (which m.ay be prepared out-
side), must be enclosed and sealed in the

and experience shall be such as to satisfy the
assessors, and who shall be remunerated by
the Government; but the amount of such
remuneration shall be deducted from the
commission otherwise payable to the success-
ful architect.

Office.—The successful architect nuist

maintain an office iu Ottawa during the
progress of the work.

Architect to Revise Drawings.—The archi-

tect who shall be awarded the work shall,

if required, make such changes in his com-
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to meet
pctitinn plans as shiiU l>e necessary

(lie views of ilie Honourable the Minister of

Piiblie Works.

The Architect's Services.- After the plans

have been finally accepted. Die iirehitect shall

prepare working drawings and specifications

and shall supervise the construction of the

buildings, and. subject to the approval of

the Honourable the Minister of Public

Works, he shall have control of all matter.^

of arrangement, design, and execution.

Drawings and Specification.—All drawings

and specifications, ss "instruments of ser-

vice," shall remain the property of the archi-

tect, but one record copy on tracing linen

of all contract drawings, together with a set

of specifications, all amended to correspond

with the work as carried out, shall be fur-

nished to, and be the property of, the

Honourable the Minister of Public Works on

the completion of the work. Whenever the

Government decides to erect other buildings,

as set forth in .section 2 of these conditions

or otherwise, the Government shall have the

ab.solute right to use such drawings and

specifications in any way it thinks best.

Clerk of Works.—The architect shall ap-

point one or more clerk of works, approved

by the Honourable the Minister of Public

Works. The architect shall regulate the

duties of each clerk of works, and shall have

power to discharge him. Each clerk of works

shall devote his whole time to the works, and

shall be paid by the Government.

The Engineers and the Arcliitect.—The

Honourable the Minister of Public Works
shall appoint a professional engineer, or engi-

neers, to install the power plant, heating,

ventilating, and illuminating systems. The

fees of such engineering, entailing advice,

specifications, and siiperintendcnce of the in-

stallation, shall be paid by tlie Government.

The architect shall consult with the engi-

neers on the general lay-out of their equip-

ment and the construction of the ducts,

foundations, and other matters incorporated

in the architect's drawing and specifications.

The architect shall receive 2i per cent, com-

mission on the cost of all the contracts for

the aforementioned engineering work as a

recompense for his services in consulting

with the engineers and meeting their require-

ments in the arrangement of the building, as

shown on his plans and described in his

specification.

The Architect's Commission. -The archi-

tect shall receive for bis sersices the usual

commission of 5 per cent, on the whole cost

of the building proper, as distinct from the

engineering work above described. If no

instructions are given him to proceed within

twelve months from the date of his selection,

or if the proposed works are abandoned bv

the Government, the selected arcliitect shall

receive payment for his services in connec-

tion with the preparation of the competition

drawings (including the changes provided

for in sections 23 of these conditions) of a

sum equal to one and one-fourth per cent (li

per cent.) on the amount of the estimated

expenditure. If the said architect shall bo

subsequently employed, the one and one-

fourth per cent. (11 per cent.) previously

paid to him shall merge in his ultimate com-

mission.
Character of Proposed Building.—The

style of the building is left to the discretion

of the competitors. The construction shall

be fireproof throughout. The precise

materials to be employed can only be deter-

mined later. The competitors, however,

shall prepare designs for Iniildings to be

faced with Canadian stone. The buildings

generally are not to exceed five stories in

height. Vault accoiniiiodation for storage

and space for power plant need not neces-

sarily be considered, as there will be ample
space in the haseinents. It will not InMicces-

sary for competitors to show a basement or

sub-basement plan, as this space is to be in

excess of that called for in the schedule.

TOTAL EKQt'IREMENTS FOR \l,h THU DKPART-
MENTAL milLDINOS TO BE EVENTIIALLV
ERECTED ON THE PROPOSED SITE.

A total floor area, including all walls,

corridors, lavatories, etc., of about 1,00(1,000

superficial feet. The arrangement of offiees

to be ill large units for sub division or re-

arrangement, as may be required.

REQUIREMENTS FOR COURTS BUILDING.

The competitors must use their discretion

s to placing court rooms
round or first floor.

Githcr on the

SUPBEME COURT.

Courtroom 1

Conference room, near Court room, and
to contain bookcases lor Judges'
Liibrary 1

Registrar's room 1

Eegistrar's stenograph, adjoining Regis-

trar 1

Clerk ol the Court, adjoining Regis-

trar -i in all

Vault in connection with above
Registrar's Court (Chambers) 1

.liulge's private rooms C

Reporters' room ^

Sheriff 1

Secretaries to Judges '-

Waiting room, for Counsel to consult

with lawyers, must be close to Court
room t

Barristers' and Counsel's room, ward-
robes, basins, &c 1

Messengers' room 1

Library, for the several branches and to

have gallery •- 1

Clerical stali - 3

Dining-room and kitchen 'i in all

— 2,5(X)

WO
400

3(X)

8(10

IW
600

3,HI10

WKI
MX)
8(J0

UK)
100

8,000
l,'2O0

.iOO

EXCHEQUER COURT.

Courtroom - 1 -~:

Judges' private rooms 3 300

Registrar's private olfice 1 —
Registrar's public office 1 —
Chief Clerk, adjoining Registrar 1 —
Vault in connection with above offices... —
Registrar's Court (Chambers) 1 —
Deinity Registrar 1 —
Stenographers 1

Messengers' room 1 —
Lunch room and kitchen 'J

—
Waiting room 1 —

RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Court room 2,500

Commissioners' offices and liln-ary 12,000

Secretary's and assistant Secretary's offices and
record room 10,000

Traffic Department, including record room 7,000

Chief Engineer's and .Assistants' offices 5,000

Fire Department 2,000

Chief Operating Officers' Department 5,000

Law Department Offices - 1,500

Cieneral offices 5,0(X)

Total 50,000

Note.—Provision to be made in addition to above
Hoor area for corridors, staircases, elevators, lava-

tories, &c.
«l»

A WARWICKSHIRE TOWN PLANNING
SCHEME.

Mr. Thomas Adams, a Local Government
Board inspector, conducted on Friday the

final inquiiy under the Housing and Town-

Planning Act, at Bromsgrovc. into an appli-

cation made by the North Bromsgrove Urban
District Council for the board's approval of

a town-planning scheme with reference to

certain lauds within the growing village of

Ruljcry.

The scheme was explained in di-ttiil by Mr.

F. T. Levcns, clerk to the urban council. The
present proposals provided for tlio construc-

tion of fifteen roads, the width of which was

to be 42ft., with footpaths and green spaces

on either side of the 18ft. carriageway. No
wide arterial roads were suggested at pre-

sent. The scheme provided for either the

council making the roads and charging the

owners of the land according to their

frontage, or for owners themselves to carry

out the work. The amount recoverable from

the owners where the council did the work
was up to £1 l.'is. per yard. The period at

which the conncil should take o\cr the main-

tenance of roads made by private owners was
when 50 per cent, of the frontages had been

built upon. The number of houses proposed

to the acre was a niaximum of twenty and an

average of twelve.

Mr. R. Green, consulting engineer, gave

evidence ill support of the council's suggested

roads. The present population of the area

was 701. In his .sewerage scheme he bad
pi'ovided pumping arraiigemonts and purifiea

tioii works for 1,760, but sewerage works for

from 25,000 to ,30,000, as it was expected
Rubery would develop rapidly in the next
twenty years.

Mr.' G. Salway Nicol stated that the

scheme had been considered by the council of

the Birmingham Architectural Association

(of which he is president), and they congratu-

lated the promoters of the scheme upon the

way in which the site had been developed

iintler the scheme. The technical and other

requircrnciits were practicable. The scheme

did not interfere with any special view or

natural beauty, and after carefully examining

the lay-out, the council of the association

found 'the roads had reasonable gradients,

which were suitable for natural development.

The council, however, suggested improve-

ments at the corners of some of the junc-

tions bv the setting back of the buildings

beyond the general building line, and by the

reservation of certain plots for the purposes

of public buildings, or, preferably, open

spaces.
Mr. T. Bryan (secretary of the Chadwiek

Estate Company) said his company owned
over 250 acres in the area, and the directors

were of opinion that the average number of

houses to the acre should be reduced to ten,

and the maximum to eighteen.

On behalf of Mr. Eboral, a local owner,

Mr. Smith called Mr. Osborne, architect, of

Birmingham, who deposed that Mr. Eboral

would by the scheme be debarred from dis-

posing (if his land on the same lines as ho

had already developed part of the estate. Mr.

Eboral did not require roads for the develop-

ment of bis land, and by the time he had
paid for the construction of roads his loss

would be £120 per acre.

. <*^-

AUCTIONEERS AND THE OPERATIO.V
OF THE FINANCE ACT.

The annual meeting of the Auctioneers and
Estate Agents' Institute was held at Folke-

stone on Thursday and Friday in last week.

In his presidential address Mr. B. I' Anson
Breach referred to the proposed Registration

of Auctioneers. He mentioned that a Bill

had been drafted with a view to the esta-

blishment of registers in England and Wales,

Scotland, and Ireland, of persons dealing

professionally, as auctioneers and estate

agents, with Veal estate. It proposed to con-

stitute a Board to be composed of repre-

sentatives nominated by the Board of Trade,

the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' In-

stitute, and the Surveyors' Institution, and

a certain number of co-opted members. It

was proposed, after the expiration of a period

long enough to allow of all qualified persons

entering tlieir names upon the register, to

prohibit unregistered persons from acting

professionally as valuers or auctioneers of

land and buildings; but the Bill did not seek

to restrict anyone from carrying on any other

branch of auctioneering or estate agency.

Persons possessing the necessary professional

and personal qualifications to practise would

be entitled to registration. The object of tlie

measure was to provide a guarantee to the

public that persons holding themselves out to

act witli regard to real estate valuation, sale,

and agencv, should be liotli competent and

trustworthy.
THE LAND TAXES.

Speaking of the developments arising out

of the Budget of 1009, Mr. Breach said that

tliev would all agree that there was scope

for'real reform of taxation -not a mere effort

to wring money out of a particular class by

methods which seemed devised to penalise

them-but the sooner an attempt was made
to bring the procedure into accord with

common-sense and the teachings of ex-

perience, the better it would be both for the

Exchequer and the taxpayer. In a single

month, that of Julv last, the realisations

officially registered 'at the Estate Exchange

were, roundly, one million sterling less than

in July of last year. That decrease was, to a

large extent, attributable to inability to sell

ground rents and other urban investments

owing to the prevailing uncertainty and

irritation arising in connection witli the land

taxes. Under the head of ground rents alone

the depreciation of property must have

amounted to many millions of pounds. The
future was fraught with possibilities which

buyers and their advisers regarded with grave

misgiving. They knew that it was next to

impossible to dispose of building land. In

one week recently every lot offered at Token-
.
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house Yard failod, with one small exception,
to cliange hands, and that was a eoninion ex-

perience. The need for an aniendrnent of the

Revenue Bill of I'Jl.'i \yas imperative. Tlie

suggested amendments of the Finance Act
contained in the Revenne Bill, as it stood at

the time it was dropped, did not go nearly
far enough. For example, provisions were
inserted with a view to the exemption of the
small owner, whose income was under £160
a year, from the payment of increment value
duty on sales of property of less than £500
in value. This seemed like a sop to working-
class purchasers who had bought through
building societies. The working-man, who
escaped Income-tax. and whose position

enabled him to participate in various kinds of

State aid. was favoured ; while the man with,
say, £200 a year from trade or comparatively
precarious employment, from whom Income-
tax w'as taken, remained sidiject to the
operation of the tax if he had to sell a pro-

perty. Enormous damage—ruin in some
cases - had been bronglit about during the
last few years. The building trade and all

the industries connected with it had suffered
to ail alarming extent, and vast sums lent on
mortgage had been withdrawn. All this had
been foretold by practical men. w'hose views,
it might have been thought, would have
carried some weight in the early stages of

this legislation. The avow-ed aims of the
promoters of the Finance .4et had not been
realised. The taxes had yielded little or
nothing to the State ; they worried owners,
and inflicted heavy losses upon them; and
they had not stimulated, but had restricted,
dealings in property. Prices had declined,
but even at the lower level buyers were not
eager. The tangibility of real estate made it

fatally easy as a target of taxation. Given
the machinery, there would be an irresistible
lemptation to future Chancellors of the Ex-
chequer to use property in making up
deficiencies. The national liabilities were
increasing by leaps and bounds, the money
nuist be found somewlu^re. and these factors
were naturally taken into account by buyers
of property. The sensitiveness of the market
was shown in the falling off of Sales at the
Mart during the second quarter of the year.
The returns showed a decrea.se. largely
attributnble. in his opinion, to the anxiety
of owners and investors as to the "land
campaign " being resumed. It was to be
hoped that the Revenue Bill of last session,
which contained certain amendments, but
which had to be dropped, would be intro-
duced early next session, and he hoped it

would contain a comprehensive series of
amendments to the Finance Act. The need
was imperative.

PROSPERITY OF THE INSTITUTE.
On the subject of Registration of Title, the

president remarked that further legislation
was desirable, on the lines of the" recom-
mendations of Lord St. Aldwyn's Com-
mission, and this was promised iii the Lord
Chancellor's Real Property and Con-
veyancing Bills. The Institute continued to
flourish. Its membership was close upon
•l.OOO. and it was financially in a very sound
c'ondition. Its branches now numbered
fourteen. He concluded by urging the
members to act up to the high ideals of the
Institute, and to see that their practice
coincided with their implied beliefs and
obligations as members.

*Ofr

STATE-OWNED RAILWAYS.
Much information regarding state-owned

railways is given in a return published by the
Board of Trade last Friday. Regarding
British possessions, it is stated" that in Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, and Soutli Africa the
policy of State ownership and operation of
railways has been adopted, with the result
that private railways plav a part which is
relatively extremely sniafl. In Canada, on
the other hand, although the Dominion
Government has owned and operated rail-
ways since the Confederation. State railways
have hitherto formed a comparatively insig-
nificant portion of the railway system of the
Dominion. In Newfoundland by far the
greater portion of the railways are State-
owned, but leased to a private "company.

Canada had in 1911 26,278 miles of

pri\ ately-owned and operated lines, against

2.018 miles Stale-owned and operated, and
102 miles owned by the State and privately

operated. Australia had 16,079 miles State-

owned and 1,9.14 privately owned, South
Africa 7,548 miles State-owned and 545 pri-

vately owned, New Zealand 2,808 miles
State-owned and 29 privately owned, and
Newfoundland 723 miles State-owned but
privately operated, and 47 privately owned.
India at the time had 32,8;J9 miles of rail-

ways, of which 6,874 were State-owned and
operated, 18,245 State-owned but privately
operated, 1,662 owned and operated by native
States, and 1,648 owned by native States but
worked by companies. In 17 other British
colonies and Protectorates there were 3,525
miles of railways privately owned, 2,351
miles of the latter belonging to the Rhodesian
Railway operating in Rhodesia, the Bechu-
analand Protectorate, and Portuguese East
.-Vfrica. The only colonies and Protectorates
possessing railway systems in which there
are no Government-ow'ued lines are Bar-
bados, British Guiana, Nyasaland, the
Bechuanaland Protectorate, the Settlement
of Labuan, and Rhodesia.
Forty-two foreign States are covered by

the return, in 32 of which the railways are
owned, either wholly or in part, by the re

spective Governments. As regards work-
i[ig, the general rule is for the State itself

to operate tlie lines it owns, but in the
Netherlands and Peru the whole of the State
lines are operated on lease by private com-
panies; this is also the ease with the larger
part of the Brazilian Government lines. On
the other hand, in Australia and Hinigary a

large extent of privately-owned lines are
operated by the State railway administra-
tions. The United States is not covered by
the return, but it is stated that that country
has 249,902 miles of i-ailway in operation, all

privately owned and operated. The returns
show a total of 174.917 miles of lines OH'ued
and operated by Giovernments, and 424,233
miles owned and operated by private enter-
prise.

Belgium. Bulgaria, Egypt, Germany, Italy,

Japan, Nicaragua, Panama, Roumania,
Servia. and Siam are given as the countries
which have practically only State systems

;

those in which the State-owned lines are pre-
dominant in extent but private owned lines
form an important part are Chile. China,
Denmark. Honduras, the Netherlands, Peru.
Russia (with Finland), and Switzerland

;

while the countries in which privately-owned
lines are predominant but the State-owned
lines form an important part are the Argen-
tine Republic, Austria-Hungary, Brazil,
Costa Rica. France. Portugal, Sweden, and
Turkey.
Most of the railways in the British posses-

sions included in the return show surpluses,
but the only .systems where the financial re-

sults are tabulated are those in India, where
of 25 lines 17 showed a gain on the year's
working, while the others showed decreases
ranging up to £247.201 in the case of the
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway.

THE WOOD MARKET.
Messrs. Deiniy. Mott, and Dickson. Ltd..

report that business during August was of a
dull and dragging character, for which the
holiday season is perhaps sufficient explana-
tion. At the same time the impression that
the slackening in the general demand is due
to the trend of the volume of trade to recede
is gaining ground.
Teak.—The landings in the docks in London

during August consisted of 195 loads of logs
and 331 loads of planks and scantlings, or a
total of 526 loads, as against 350 loads for the
corresponding month of last year. The
deliveries into consumption were 53 loads of
logs and 268 loads of planks and scantlings

—

together 321 loads, against 1,199 loads for
August, 1912. The dock stocks at date
analyse as follows :

—

Logs: Burmah and Siam, 2,363 loads, as
against 1,892 loads at the same date last year

;

.Java, 254 loads, against 307. Planks and
Conversions : Burmah and Siam, 3,109 loads,
agaiust 2,432; Java, 266 loads, against 486.

Total, 5,992 loads, against 5,117 loads at the
sanu; date last year. As shown by these
figures, the inquiry for logs during last month
was practically negligible, and although a
very modest amount of planks went into con-
sumption, the market as a whole was in a
very inanimate condition.
Mahogany.—This market remained very

firm during August, very high prices having
been paid at auction for the moderate supplies
to hand. The demand, if not great in volume,
remains more than suflieient for the present
rate of imports. For all descriptions during
August : The landings in the docks in London
were 7,071 logs; and deliveries from the docks
in London were 2,156 logs; whilst the stocks
in the docks wore 19,941 logs.

Canadian Timber.—For Waney Pine the
market remains very quiet, with few in-

quiries. The shipments of contract timber in

Oak are coming forward slowly owing to the
difficulties experienced in getting supplies
down to Quebec. There will be no surplus
over contract commitinents, and the market is

very firm. The shortage in supplies of Elm
is very marked, and the position of holders
of stock is a strong one. In Spruce, owing to

the Riga strike, and the partial suspension of
shipments from there, combined with the
firmer freight position, prices are stronger,
but the demand leaves much to be desired.

Pitch Pine.—The market is decidedly
stronger, and increased e.i.f. prices are being
asked by shippers. Freights continue firm,

and with the deckload season coming to an
end, higher rates are being asked to U.K.
Stocks, especially in the North, are still heavy
and selling prices remain at an unremunera-
tive level, owing to keen competition ; but
with lighter imports the position should im-
prove during the next few months
Oregon Pine.—Prices are firm and supplies

are in no quarter excessive. The demand,
although not large, is encouraging and the
general outlook is sound.
Odessa Oak.—There has been a fair

demand for wood from landed stocks and
prices remain very firm.

Baltic and White Sea Goods.—The past
month, owing to holidays, has been somewhat
quiet as regards spot goods ; but the imports
have been considerable, with exceptionally
big deliveries overside. The market remains
very firm, and it now seems fairly certain
that there w'ill be a tendency for prices
generally to advance. Shippers stock-notes
are small, and the effect of so much stock
being lost by the series of fires, mostly in

the White Sea district, will certainly
strengthen the position of holders on this

side. Freights remain steady, but boats are
more plentiful, which points to rates being a

shade easier before the close of the season.

PREVENTING EARTH AND RUCK
SLIDES.

One may well believe that earth and rock

in the natural slopes of hills or mountains
have been a long time in reaching equilibrium,

subject, as such materials may be, to the

effects of precipitation, freezing, thawing,
and other atmospheric influences. That such
equilibrium can in many eases be easily over-

thrown, engiueers very well understand, and
especially railway engiueers. The cutting of

a roadbed into the natural slope of a hill, or

into the toe thereof, has very frequently re-

sulted in the sliding of large quantities of

material from the slope above, and usually

repeated sliding, and the clearing out of such
slides has cost railroad companies countless
sums of money. A like cause—removal of

material essential to maintain equilibrium

—

in the Culebra cut of the Panama Canal has
resulted in slides of enormous quanti-

ties of material into the excavated
channel, and the nature and extent of the

trouble which these slides will cause in the

future, if thfey continue (and there is no
reason to suppose that they will not continue
unless a remedy can be found), is a matter of

no small concern to engineers and others who
have given the subject careful thought.

In a paper on "Suggested Methods of Pre-

venting Rock Slides," presented before the

Western Society of Engineers during May
this year, Mr. Geo. S. Rice proposes certain
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iiieUiods u( (icatiiig subUTnuieaii strata to

prevent rock slides. The particular in-

stances of heavy sliding which he cites as

illustrations are "the sliding of the whole side

of Turtle mountain upon the town of FranU,

Alherta, ten years ago, and the recent slides

into the Culebra cut of the I'anania Canal.

In both of tlicse instances the sliding material

was rock, ami the cause of sliding was the

disturbance of equilibrium by the hand of

man. While in most cases of trouble to rail-

roads from slides the moving mass has been

earth of .some sort (usually clay), or a ini.\

tare of earth and rock, especially in tunnels

and in deep through c-uts, yet wc think that

these proposed remedies and the discussion

of them found in the paper may be of interest

from the standpoint of the railroad engineer.

Briefly stated, the methods which Mr. Rice

proposes are, in one case, the cementation of

Hssures or other cavities in the rock, which

has been practised to considerable extent

surrounding the lining of tunnels and shafts;

and the anchoring of toewalls into firm

material beneath the slope, by means of

strong rods placed in drilled or bored holes.

The holes are sprung at the bottom, by shoot-

ing, and then filled up with concrete. From
a construction standpoint there is nothing

very difficult or hold in this latter method,
the main consideration in the prosecution of

the work being that of the e.spense involved,

and the efficacy of such a method should be

demonstrable by experiment.
The anchoring of a retainingvvall at the

toe of an unstable slope in a railroad cut

could be undertaken by this method, and in

many ca.ses the material at workable depths

below the level of sub grade might be fciiind

firm enough to hold the wall thus anchored
;

otlierwi.se it might not be able to withstand
the lateral pressure of material that has a

tendency to slide. In many situations of this

kind, piles have been driven at the foot of

slope to serve as backing for a timber
cribbing, and usually such constrnction

suffices to hold the slope. In some cases,

however, the pressure has been found too

great for piles to withstand unaided by .some

means, and in a few instances of the kind
piles so dri\"en have been backed up by lieavy

timbers placed underneath the track, to act

as stmts between piles at the foot of slope

on opposite sides of the track. Drainage
applied to subterranean strata of earth or

rock is a method commonly resorted to by
engineers to lessen the tendency of slopes to

slide; but in some in.stances drainage is not
feasible, and in any case Mr. Rice's methods
would seem w'orthy of consideration. -

JiaUirnij and Eitginifrinij J?cview.

TIMBER BORING INSECTS.*
These in.sects, a considerable variety "f

which make our houses their foraging
quarters, are well Icnown, and one of the
most important sections is that of "Wood-
Borers." Wood-Borers often cominit great
depredations in the beams and other wood-
work^ used in the framework of houses, as well
as in floorings, articles of furniture, etc., and
produce the result known as "Worm-eaten."
The external indications of the presence of

these destructive insects are usually two-
fold

; small circular perforations in the sur-
face of the wood, and little heaps of yellow
dust on the ground beneath them. The per-
forations are the entrances to, or rather exits
from, long cylindrical tunnels traversing the
wood in various directions, generally in that
of its length, and often to so great an extent
as to lerve the narrowest of partitions be-
tween the tunnels, and so reduce the whole
inlcuor to a mere network, which is so
fragile that it will crumble away on the
slightest touch, while the outsidi- " still re-
mains intact except for the few perforations,
and gives the wood the appearance of being
almost as sound as when fir.st put up. The
beetles are not very often seen, as they spend
fi large proportion of their life in the burrows.
During the course of their life, they pass
through a series of transforniatiou, which is

• A iini.i r read before the lioyiil Victorian Institute
ol .\rcliitci:ts by Chahlks Fhknch, .u-n., Uovorn-
melit EnloinoloKifit, .June :), 1913.

called collectively "metamorphosis." I'irst

of all is the egg, .secondly the lava, grub, or

caterpillar, thirdly the chrysalis or pupa,
and fourthly the perfect insect or imago. I

will first descu'ibe the most important
timber-boring insect of the whole variety-

\iz.. the I'uriiitnrc or Powder Post Beetle
(Lyctus brnnnens. Stephens). This small

beetle, which is dark brown, and .sometimes
almost black, in colour, measures 2 lines in

length. It is unfortunately too well known
to timber merchants, architects, builders,

householders, furniture manufacturers, to

need much description. The female deposits

her eggs on the outside, underside, and ends
of the timber; the eggs hatch very quickly,

and the larva? at once commence to work into

the wood. 'I'he.se insects arc easily detected,

as when boring through the timber they pass

sawdust through tliem. which is usually col

lected in small heaps. One instance where
it is almost impossible to fletect them before

the damage is done is when they commence
boring underneath the boards, joists, etc., of

buildings. They cannot l)e noticed until the

timber begins to fall to pieces. It is difficult

to say with accuracy how many broods of

these insects there are in a. year, but from

byctus lirunncii.s (" Furuitnrt

my experience I should say that there are

four. However, careful consideration will

have to be given to this matter before it can

be definitely settled. The perfect insects are

found in the timber all the year round.

Occasionally in hot weather they may be .seen

emerging in large numbers from wicker-work
aiifl rattan fiirnitnr,'. and thence transferring

their attention to any kind of timber that is

handy. The back of book-cases, cupboards,
and the inside woodwork of pianos are par-

ticularly liable to attack. Ordinary table-

legs and wicker-work furniture seem to be
favourite breeding-places for these insects.

Should these insects be noticed in nuinhers

on the curtains and blinds of houses, it would
be advisable before they commence their

boring operations to have the whole place

fumigated with hydrocyanic acid gas or

bisulphide of carbon. Several houses have
recently been treated with this process, and
the results have been most satisfactory. It

would be advisable when using these
cheniicals to obtain the services of an expert,
as great care is required in using them.
During the last few years, this insect has un-
doubtedly made much headway in many parts
of Australia, and in this State we have had
our share of its depredations, principally
owing to the fact that badly-infested timber,
tool-handles, bamboo furniture, etc., have
been allowed to be imported into Australia.
It has been stated in the Press and by others
that imported timber on arrival here is in-

fested on the wharves, but such is not the
case, as I have examined large shipments of
timber on arrival here, and found them to be
badly infested with these insects. This
beetle is found in most parts of the world,
and has been known to scienci' since 18(12. It

was proljably first introduced into Australia

in wicker-work, rattan, or bamboo furniture,

tool handles, or timber from abroad. 1 have
seen wicker-work baskets absolutely

crumbling away through the work of this

borer, and it is from sucli articles that houses

are often infested, and no cud of trouble

caused. Not long ago I was asked to \isit

a house to see a clothes-basket, which I was
told was full of grubs. On visiting the store

room where the basket was kept. I noticed a

sawdust like material falling from the basket,

and on pressing the sides it completely col

lap.sed. The insects had eaten out the centre

of the wicker-work, leaving only the shell,

and had thence transferreil their attentions

to something else. As coconut matting was

oil the floor, it was removed to see if the in-

sects had started on the flooring boards.

Nothing could be seen on the top of the

hoards, hut on opening the cellar and

examining the underneath part of the boards

it was found that they were completely

riddled with these insects, and in a short

time would have collapsed. These in.sects

prefer to work in the ilark, much after the

manner of white ants, and it would be ad-

visable to have manholes in the ceilings of

all buildings, so as from time to time an

examination of the roof supports could be

made. One fine house in particular, which

[ visited close to Melbourne, had nearly

every joist in the roof attacked. After

attacking the joists, the borers had trans-

ferred their attention to the furniture in the

liming and other rooms. In this instance the

wood had been affected before it had been

placed in the building, as the house had only

been erected a short time. However, all the

nifested timber had to be taken out, and

replaced by the builder at his own expense.

In my opinion, all timber, tool handles,

bamboo blinds, wicker-work, and other furni-

liirc arriving here from abroad should be

examined on arrival, and if found to be badly

infested with borers, it should lie condemned

and destroyed; but if only slightly affected,

it should be treated with some of the remedies

which I will enumerate at the end of these

notes. It may not be generally known that

the Furniture Borer (Lyctus brunneus) is

proclaimed under our Victorian Vegetation

Diseases Acts, so the departmental inspectors

will sooner or later be called upon to make

.in inspection of the timber yards in Mel-

bourne and the suburbs, as the borer is cer-

tainly on the increase, and is causing con-

siderable damage to public and other build-

ings in the city and elsewhere. Architects,

builders, and others should carefully examine

all timber for building purposes. All the

hardwood timber that I have seen affccte<l

with these insects has only had the sapwood

attacked, so if our Victorian and Tasmanian

timber merchants see that the sap is le-

moved from the hardwood, builders and

others need have no fear in using this fine

timber. I wish to make it clear to all that

the furniture Iiorcr attacks almost any knid

of timber, especially the softer kinds, and

does not confine itself to the sapwood only.

As stated above, hardwood timber appears

to be one of the very few timbers in which

the sapwood alone is "attacked. These borers

often attack old timbers in dwellings, and in

a very short space of time reduce them to

sawdust. Examples of infested timber

taken from dwellings can be seen at the

Entomological Museum connected with the

Department of Agriculture. Many state

nients have been made that borers only

attack hardwood, but such is not the <'ase.

They will attack almost any kind of timber,

sucli as hickory, cedar, N.Z. kauri, black-

wood, ash, deal, oak. and many others, 'ihe

beetles and their larvfe feed in the timber

As the results of the Powellised wood pro

cess against white ants have been so suc-

cessful, there is no doubt that the same pro-

cess would be successful against timber

liorers. The difficulty experienced in de-

'troving the different' kinds of wood-boring

beetles in the various stages of their exist-

ence is very great, because in some cases the

damage is done before the insects are noticed.

In some cases the wood is infested with the

TarviC of the beetles before it is cut up and

used for building purposes, or made into
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iiiniiturr. All tiiuhur slmiild be tlried as soon
as possible, aiifl not allowed to remain elosely

paeked in tirnbei' yards for any lenptli of

lime. Unfortunately, some tindjer merchants
all(^\^ the timber fresh from tlie forest to ije

pai'ked ^vith tindier wliieh has lain in the

\ard for a eonsiderable length of time. 'This

IS a bad habit, as it is sometimes from siieli

places that infestation occurs. A good
system, which is adopted in Tasmania, is to

allow the timber to remain in the open air

for a period of about 18 nM>ntlis. This allows
the hardwood to get thoroughly dried. In

\'i(toiia, there is a puicess ol artifii-ially

seasoning tind)er, which is called the House
I'roeess. The in\entor, Mr. House, of the
Korest IJepartinent, Melboiirru', states that
the process comprises an insulated chamber
into which the stacketl timber is run on
Irucks, and subjected to nniist and dry heat
Irom a system of steam pipes and cells, the

, temperature and humidity being regulated
by drop doors and ventilators. T'he cluunber
and its accessories form practically an easily
adjustable luaehine, saturating the timber,
washing out the free water in the cells, and
the other chemicals of the sap of green
limber, and so doing Nature's work of five

years in sixteen days. From the time the
tiudjer is cut from the tree until it is dried
leady for use occupies a period of from 12 to
Hi days-the former for lin. planks, and up
to the latter for l^in. planks. Naturally the
lime required varies with the thickness of
the timber. Personally, I know little of this
process, but Mr. J. Mann, of the University
Mngineering School, aTi expert regarding
limber matters, .says, "tliat the timber dried
by this process does not appear to be
ilamaged in any way, the colour being good,
ami the fibres normal. I consider the results
efpial to anything yet put on the market in
I he way of artificially .seasoned timber for
(loiiiing boards." Another source from
uhich clean timber imported from the other
States and abroad is liable to infestation is

in .some of our own timber yards. I have
.seen several yards with the timber badly in^
fe.sted with these insects, and as the tii'nber
iiierchiiiits in the other States, especially
rasiuania, are taking every precaution to
remo\e all sapwood, and send us absolutely
clean timber, it behoves the timber mer-
chants in Victoria to do their utmost to keep
their yards free from the borer trouble,
otherwise the fine imported timber which we
now receive will become infested. This
would create another scare, and do a great
injustice to our inter-State neighbours; In
connectioii with 'I'asmanian timbers, no doubt
some of the members of the Institute of
.4rehitects are aware that recentlv I was re
quested by the Tasmaniaii Governmeut to
visit Tasmania to examine the forests, timber
yards, and sawmills there to see if I eould
find any trace of the borer. After a thorough
examination I forwarded a report to the Tas
maiiian Government, and, amongst other
items, I stated that the borer trouble existed
only in three timber yards, and this only to
a small degree. l'>om what I have seen at
the various sawmills and timber yards, with
the exception of the three mentioned above,
everything is most satisfactory. I saw many
fine hardwood logs being sawn up. and the
greatest care was exercised that no sap re-
mained in the wood. This is a very satisfac-
tory fact, as I have found the borer only in
the sap of Tasiuanian hardwood. The saw-
millers and timber merchants in Tasmania
have at present at their disposal a magnifi-
cent lot of timber which is absolutely free
from pests of any kind, and which I caii with
confidence recommend to Iniildcrs, timber
merchants, and others. As Mr. Little was
in Tasmania at the same time as my.self, and
his mission being also to inspect the timbers.
I will not say anything further regarding
Tasmanian timbers, as Mr. Little will no
doubt give you some interesting information
coneerning them. As the bark on the trees
is a favourite breeding-place for most wood-
boring insects, it should be removed as soon
as the tree is felled. Firewood cut in thn
forest and left on the ground is often attacked
by borers. This timber is placed in sheds,
rooms, etc., and is often the cause of timbers
aud furniture being attacked. Telegraph

[lulcs, Hooring boards, nunc props, etc., if

attacked, or to prevent attack, should be

treated with one of the following chemicals:

—Corrosive sublimiitc, linseed, or other pro

servative oils, kerosene, benzine, creosote,

white ant preservuti ve, carbolic acid, white
ant (•xtcnninator, benzine mixed with car-

bolic acid, and carboliiiium, etc. Axe,
spade, and other tool-handles, spokes, etc.,

infested by borers should be treated by being
soaketl in pr(>ser\ ati\c oil for 24 hours. l*re-

servative oil is highly recommended by Mr.
\V. W. l''roggatt, (iovernmcnt Entomologist
of New South Wales, who states that Hoor
joists, after they are laid, slioukl be
thoroughly dressed with the oil, to which lias

been added one pound of arsenic to one
gallon of oil. Per.sonally, 1 do not like re

commeiKling arsenic for treatment of timber
against borers (especially in buildings), but
as my frieiiil Mr. I''roggatt, who has had a

long experience with timber borers, has re

romineiided this treatment for years, anti no
liariii has been flone to those using same, I

iun quoting liim. I have used preservative
oil without the arsenic, and the results have
been very satisfactory. The oil penetrates
into the timber, and destroys any insect in

the tunnels. Flo<n' joists that have been
creosotetl are immune from the attacks of

borers. Dr. A. D. Hopkins, in charge of

Forest Insect Investigations, Department of

^^^s»e»h.fc

.\iinl.Mum Do^K^^!^lllll (" I'iiiliule liurcr.")

Agriculture, U.S.A.. who has devoted much
time to the study of forest in.sects, writes as

follows :
—

TIMBER.S AND WooDVVoKK IN STRUCTll RK.S.

(I) Use nothing but heartwood for the con

eealed parts most likely to damage. (2) If it

is necessary to use any part sapwood
material, attack can be prevented by treating

the sap portions with kerosene, coal-tar,

creosote, or linseed-oil. Facilities for future

treatment can be provided wherever the

rough or finished woodwork is exposed, as in

out-buildings, bridges, etc., if care is taken

to expose the sapwood. (3) If the untreated

timbers and woodwork in old buildings show
evidence of attack, the affected portions

should be given a liberal application of

kerosene.

THE PI.N-HOLE HIJRER (.4NOBIUM).

Another insect which causes considerable
daiiiiige to timbers, etc., is the "Pin hole
Boi'er." It is scarcely one-sixth ol' an inch
long, of a dark brown colour, and. like most
of its allies, has the head well sunk in the
thorax, which causes it to resemble a hood
or cowl. When viewed sideways it has a
most quaint appearance, and reminds one of

a bonnet almost enveloping the head. The
adults of this class of wood-boring insects

place their eggs on the wood. The minute
worms hatching from the eggs bore directly

into the wood, forming at first holes so small
that they are scarcely visible to the naked
eye. They do not stop in the sapwood as
some kinds do. but extend their burrows to

the heart of the tree or further, each worm
making for itself a separate burrow, in which
it reiinii'is until matured. The borings, ex-

crements, and surplus secretions from the
wood are pii-sned out from the original

entrance by the borers, as they move back-
wards and forwards, which they must fre-

(|Uently do. both for the purpose mentioned,
and in order that they may each time slightly

enlarge the burrows to accommorlate the in-

cieasing size of their bodies. Thus the holes

made by these insects are found to vary in

size, aud to extend several feet through the

wood. In its larval condition this insect is

a thick, fleshy grub, somewhat curved and
swollen at each end. It is of a whitish
colour, as might be expected in a creature
which spends its time in the darkness of a

tunnel. Thisc larvie arc very seldom seen,

as in order to get at them the wood in which
they arc domiciled must be pulled to pieces

;

Ijut to destroy the insects in Hic wootl various
cliemieals can be used to penetrate through
the wood. Their food consists of the wood
itself, which, by their powerful though tiny

jaws, is bitten oil in minute particles, many
of which are left uneaten, and either clog up
the burrows or are ejected at their openings,
where they constitute the tiny heaps of yellow
dust relerrcd to above. No wood is so old
and dry that they cannot extract nourish-
ment from it; in tact, the older and drier it

is the better they like it. They become a
chrysalis in their burrows, and envelop them-
selves ill a silken cocoon in which are the
interwoven particles of the dust they make.
1 he tunnels ma<lc by these insects arc about
twice the size of. those made by the "Furni-
ture Borer," and look as if tliey had been
bnriit out. At times this I'iii hole Borer
bor(\s right through the timber, the holes
made by them often being so straight that a
string could easily be passed through the
openings for several inches. When found in

woodwork out of doors, the direct damage
insects of this kind do by the actual excava-
tion and devouring of tlie wood is not the
only injury for which they are responsible,
for damp air enters the substance of the
wood through the burrows, and meeting with
the excrement, which is stoi'ed in great
(puuitities ill the burrows, renders it a good
basis for the growth of fungi, whereby the
decay is rapidly accelerated. These beetles
have been knovvii to attack red gum, ma-
hogany, beech, oak, deal, red pine, etc. I

fully agree with Mr. J. Mann, of the Uni-
versity, who has carefully studied the borer
question, that very few timbers are totally
iminnne from the attacks of these in.sects.

The prevention and remedies recommended
for the Furniture Borer will suffice for this
species also. In coiicliision, I wish to state
that I shall at all times be pleased to assist
any member of the Institute of Architects
with information regarding timber insects,
and further to inspect any timber intended
for building purposes, which is thought to be
infested with borers or other insect troubles.
At the Entomological Museum in connection
with the Department of Agriculture, we have
a most complete collection of limber boring
insects from all parts of the world, and
should any member of your institute care to
inspect same, I shall be only too pleased to
show him the collections, and afford any in

formation I can on the exhibits. Some of
the interesting notes contained in this short
paper were obtained from the works of
Messrs. E. A. Butler and W. W. Froggatt.

The corporal ion of Bridlington have decided
I o expend .£50,1100 on the extension of the
t'rinces-parade and the erection of a floral
pavilion.

The New Club. Mansfield, lias had a basement
floor, which stood in waterlogged ground, suc-
cessfully treated with a Pudloed cement render-
ing on the top of concrete.

In our issue of the 5th inst.. under "Engineer-
ing Notes." we cientioned the opening of the
Wood Bridge. Guildford, on Monday w'eek. but
omiiled to mention, because we did not know it,

that this was designed by The Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Ltd.. and that the Kahn System of
Reinforcement was used in the construction.

In the gallery of the old church of S. Maria
del Soccorso at Livorno there has been dis-
covered an " Assumption of the Virgin " by
Andrea del Sarto. Professor Calza. the Govern-
nient representative, estimates the value of the
picture at £8,000. It is much damaged from
damp, as it has been lying in the gallery of the
church for sixty years.

The vicar and cliurchvvardens have suspended
the ringing of Oswestry church bells, in con-
sequence of the dilapidated state of the
venerable tov.-er. w liicli is of Norman founda-
tion, with walls as thick as 7ft. 6in. in the lowest
story. The ringing of the bells is much missed,
and. at a recent wedding, their place was taken
iiy a gramophone, which was concealed in a
tree. Mr. Basil Stallybrass, architect, reports
that if the restoration of the tower is not carried
out at once, most serious injury will result.

The work, which is estimated to cost about £600,
will be commenced at an early date.
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JvOTES ON ELECTRIC LIFTS.

We may fiiipliasise our general remarks

elsewhere" this week on safety with electric-

lifts by the reminder that, as there stated,

the architect and his client are safe enough

with the standard makers, and the recom-

mendation to all not to iniss the fourth

edition of Messrs. Smith. Major, and

Stevens' "Notes on Electric Lifts," just

pnblislied.

No leading makers have had a more ex-

tensive experience in all classes of elevators,

and their remarks on the respective merits

of hydraulic, belt-driven, and electric lifts

will
'

be read with interest, especially as

regards economy of power and maintenance.

Messrs. Smith. Major, and Stevens have

recently built new works at Northampton,

which have four times the capacity of their

London premises. If the goodly list of

buildings, etc.. of the first class m which

their lifts are installed grows as it has done

lately, and is doing, as evidenced by the

numerous illustrations in their " Notes,' they

are likely soon to need to enlarge botli their

premises and equipment, and deservedly.

For to no firm are English users more

indebted for the perfecting of an appliance

which. American in origin, and imitated in

Germany, they have brought to a type in

which si'mplici'ty of design, sturdiness in con-

struction, and 'continual and successful im-

t have combined to insure satis-provemen
faction

The remains of the round Church of the

Kuights Templars, on the Western Heights at

Dover, are being restored by H.M. Office of

Works.

New premises are about to be erected in

Russell-street for the Institute of Chemistry.

The contractors are Messrs. Higgs and Hill,

and the amount of the contract is £14,000. Mr.

J .1. feurnet, A.R.S.A., of 1, Montagu-place,

Bedford-scjuare, W.C., is the architect.

In memory of the Dorset poet, the Rev.

William Barnes, B.D.. an eagle lectern has been

placed in the parish church of Stnrminsler

Newton. Surrounding the shaft below the eagle

are figures of the Four Evangelists under

canopies. The lectern has been executed by

Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

The definite rebuilding of the Loggetta of

Sansovino. at the foot of the Campanile in

Venice, has been begun. When the new

Campanile was inaugurated, a portion only ot

the Loggetta was ready. The missing sides were

substituted by wooden imitations painted to

resemble marble. The whole is now being

rebuilt in marble. The work will take nine

months to complete.

The Church Army's modern men's lodging

home at Middlesbrough, which contains 105

separately-lighted and windowed cubicle rooms,

is just out of the builders' hands, and ready for

its occupants. A kitchen, writing-, recreation-,

reading-, and bath-rooms, and a chapel are

among the conveniences included in the cost of

3s. a week for residence. This is the twenty-

fourth ot the society's lodging-homes for inde-

pendent working-men. It is heated throughout

with hot water.

The Electricity and Tramways Committee
recommend the Corporation of York to carry

out further extensions to the electriiied tramway
system, inchiding a new track from a junction

with the existing system at Nessgate. proceeding

along Coppergaie, Piccadilly, Walmgate,
Lawrence-street, and Hull-road, the terniinus

being at the Bees Wing Hotel. The estimated

cost, including equipment and cars, is £20.220.

It is also proposed to extend the present

terminus at Acomb to the centre of Acomb
village and Haxby-road terminus to White Cross

Hill. It is proposed to apply for powers to run

j.rackless trams to link up Heworth, and from
Nessgate via Hunlington-road to Haxby-road.

Considerable additions have been made to the

e(iuipmenl of the London School of Tropical

Medicine at the Royal Albert Dock, partly

tlirongh funds subscribed by the public, and

partly through the Exchequer grant made by

the Board of Education. New buildings have

[peen erected, consist.ing of a laboratory accom-

modatinj; 60 students, and of a hostel with pro-

vision for 25 residents. The new laboratory is

continuous with the old one. and is a square,

single-story building', liehted by a weaver roof

The acconimodation set free by it has rendered

possible the formation of special laboratories, of

preparation-rooms, of the director's room ••''

of iucubalion-rooms.

OBITUARY.
We regret to record the death of Mr.

George 'rimvortli. suddenly on Wednesday,
on his way home from his studio at Messrs.

Doultoiis. He was in his seventieth year,

j

liaving been born on November 5, 1843. Of
Ills humble origin and indomitable per-

severance many stories have been told. Of
his works our own back volumes have many
illustrations. He leaves no family, and his

later years were overshadowed by the severe

illness of his wife, who survives him.

The death of Mr. Ernest Edward Briggs,

R.I., occurred at his residence. Dalbeathie

House. Dunkeld, on Tliursday in last week.

Mr. Briggs, who was in his forty-eighth year,

was educated for the profession of mining

engineer. Abandoning that career, however,

he studied art at the Slade School under

Trofessor Legros and in Italy, and in 188'J

exliibited his first picture, a water-colour, at

tlie Royal Academy. Since then he has been

a regular contributor at Burlington House,

and also of recent years at tlie Royal Institute

of Painters in "Water-Colours, of which he

was a prominent member. Mr. Briggs's

subjects were generally of river scenery in

the Highlands of Scotland. This year one of

Mr. Briggs's drawings was included among

the Cliantrey purchases.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr. A.

E. Geary, manager and director of Messrs.

Ellis Geary and Co., Ltd. Mr. Geary was

probably one of the best-known wood-block

flooring contractors, having been in business

as such nearly thirty years. Mr. Edward
Evans, who was co'manager and director

with Mr. Geary, will continue to carry on

the business.

We also regret to have to aniiounce the

deatli of Mr. F. Pasbwood, the secretary of

tlie Incorporated Clerks of Works' Associa-

tion, which occurred at his residence, 2.

Littledown-road. Bournemouth, on Wednes-

day morning, the lOtli inst., after a long

illness.

.*««-

and

CHIPS.

Mr. C. Whitworth. of Melton Mowbray, lias

been appointed by the Spilsby Rural District

; Council inspector of nuisances and sanitary sur-

' veyor for No. 2 (Burgh) district at a salary of

I

,£150 per annum.

The Bridlington Town Council have decided to

increase the salary of Mr. E. R. Matthews,

borough surveyor, from £350 to £400 per annum
from Jan. 1, 1915; and that of Mr. A. J. Becket^t,

borough electrical engineer, from £350 to £375

from ,Liii. 1, 1914.

The formal opening of the new boys' school

in connection with St. Bede's Roman Catholic

Church, South Shields, took place on Sunday.

The cost of the building and site has been

.£7,000, and the school, which has been built to

ihe designs of Mr. James Page, South Shields,

provides accommodation for 500 children.

Mr. T. Powell, surveyor and sanitary inspector

to the Wem Urban District Council, has just had

forwarded to him from the War Ufiice a medal

for the Zulu Campaign of 1879. Mr. Powell

served in that campaign as a member of the

King's Dragoon Guards. The medal carries with

it a pension of 7s. a week after the age of sixty-

five.

The last authorised section of the electric

tramway extensions of the Birmingham Corpora-

tion, that along the Hagley-road, is on the eve

of completion. The length of the line of tram-

way from Five Ways, wdiere a junction is formed

with the Ladywood system, is two miles 308

yards. The contractor is Mr. George Law, of

Kidderminster.

M the New Palace of Peace at the Hague, on

Friday. Sir Alan Johnstone, the British Minister,

unveiled a bust of King Edward Vll. The bust,

which is executed in white marble, stands in the

main gallery on the first floor of the Palace, and

represents his Maiesty in evening dress, wearing

ihe Grand Cordon of the Victorian Order. Mr.

.\. Bruce-Joy is the sculptor.

.\t the last meeting of Dumfries Town Council,

tlu! question of a new traffic bridge being erected

at the south end of the town, to span the river

\ith helween Dumfries and Maxwelltown, and

to replace the present suspension-bridge, was

again discussed, and it was eventually agreed by

thirteen votes to seven to proceed with the

erection cf a new bridge, in coniunction with

Maxwelltown, at a cost not exceeding £5,000,

COMPETITIONS.
HOUSING SCHEME. LOW WALKER.

—The Newcastle upon-Tyne housing com-

mittee and their assessors have made their

award. The first premium has been awarded
to a local firm of architects, Messrs. E.

Cratiiey and S. Kaye, who receive £50 ; the

second premium of £30 goes to Mr. Malcolm
Bennett, of Brighton ; and the third, of £20,

to Messrs. Slater, Andrews, and Wheeler,

of Colchester. Tlie winning design shows

the lay-out of the eighty acres entirely

on garden-city lines, in which careful con-

sideration has been given not only to aspect

and traffic facilities, but to the future de-

velopment of adjoining land, so that ulti-

mately it becomes one harmonious whole.

The main roads run generally S.E. by N.W.
across the contours, and owing to the

proximity of Walker Park it has not been

thought 'advisable to devote any portion of

the estate to open spaces. Altogether it is

proposed to erect 1.195 houses in blocks of

two. tliree, four, five, and six. Three types

have been adopted, containing one, two, or

tliree bedrooms respectively; the principle

of providing one large cross-ventilated

living-room, with small scullery adjoining,

lias been used throughout. Baths are pro-

vided in all the houses, and in those of two

and three bedrooms separate bathrooms have

been placed on the first floor, thereby in-

suring complete privacy where there are

families. A covered yard for washing

purposes has been provided in the larger

houses, thus enabling the sculleries to bc!

kept small and prevent them being used as

living-rooms. All doors, windows, finishings,

and fittings are standardised throughout the

whole scheme, which keeps the cost down.

Due care has been given to the upkeep, and

it is proposed that the liouses should be

built with llin. hollow walls faced with hard

local bricks luirnt grey, with arches, sills,

and dressings in red sandstocks ; roofs, which

are in simple straight lines, would be covered

with Green's French pantiles laid to a 4iin.

lap. All foundations would be of Portland

cement concrete. Internally all walls are to

be plastered and distempered, and the finish-

ings simply designed, so as not to harbour

dust and to permit of easy cleaning. The

chief idea underlying the proposals is to

provide houses of varying types with suitable

garden ground attached, at rentals which

will be within the reach ot all.

S L O U G H. -Mr. Winter, architect,

Sheffield, has been awarded first place

in an open competition for designs for new

Primitive Methodist church at Slough. The

church is to cost £13.500 and to seat 350

persons.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between

S Devitt and H. Dowdeu, carrying on busmess

as builders and decorators, at Brookdale Hall,

Brookdale-road, Catford, under the style of

Devitt and Dowdeu, has been dissolved.

The Featherstone Urban District Council bay)

decided to approve the surveyor's estrmate in

rcsnect of the housing scheme near St. Thomas s

C:hurch. Purslon. and submit it to the Local

Government Board. They intend building 14S

houses. Borrowing powers to procure £vil.i"3

are to be sought.

Mr W H. Collin, an inspector of the Local

Government Board, conducted on Tuesday and

Wednesday in last week housing inquiries at

Corfe Castle and Langton Maltravers. and sal

at the schoolroom, Studlaud. on Ihursday, to

inquire into the application of the Wareham and

Purbeck Rural District Council tor leave to

borrow £2.400 for the purpose of budding houses

for tlie working classes. The plans, since the

last application, had been prepared, and were

explained by Mr. W. W. Fookes, architect and

sanitary inspector to the council.

The new dock now being constructed for "'e

I'ort of London Authority south of the Albert

nock, will cost over £2,000,000. I w'" have a

water area of 65 acres, and a depth ot 38ft.. ana

will be entered by a lock 800ft Ions between

s;ates. and 100ft. wide. Its length W be about

4,500fi.. tapering in width from lOOtt. at I e

eastern end to 500ft. at the western end. Ihe

north side will have a straight length of quay ot

nearly 4.000tt.. and on the sou h side there will

l,e seven jetties. The new dock and the Albe"''

Dock will be connected by a passage lOOtt. in

width.
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Currents Calamo.

The iiuetioiiocrs seem sanguine tliat their

Registration Bill will pass ere long. They,

of course, only seek to prohibit unqualified

persons from acting as valuers or auctioneers

of land and buildings. That is certainly

lu^cessary for the protection of the public-

more so now than ever, in view of the

vagaries of some of Mr. Lloyd George's sur-

veyors. Mr. Breach, the President of the

Auctioneers' Institute, also dealt fully last

week, at the annual meeting at Folkestone,

with the present depressed condition of the

real estate uuirket. We give the gi.st of his

remarks on another page, and have already

commented on the facts he rehearsed. The

worst of it is. landholders are comparatively

so few that the rest of the community do not

yet realise their coming share in the mischief

that will result from the phenomenal depre-

ciation in the most tangible form of property

which Mr. Lloyd George's legislation has

wrought. When the next slump in trade

comes, the masses will find out what it means,

and one result is certain — reduction of

national expenditure somehow, or the ta.\a-

tiiin of tlic masses, at last, on a—to them—
luinonsly high scale tliat may provoke

revolution.

We hear tliat the stupid failure of the

Dublin Corporation, after five years looking

a gift horse in the mouth, will probably

result in the loan of such of Sir Hugh Lane's

pictures as have not absolutely been given

to Dublin, to the National Gallery, London,

hi an interview on Monday with a rcpre-

si'iitathe of the M<inrlirxhr /,'iianliaii. Sir

Hugh Lane said that he hoped that the

exhibition in the National Gallery might lead

111 till- reiili-.ati(in of the establishment in

l.iiiiihin dl' a pernianent collection representa-

tive of modern international art, including

the work of living men. This question has

been discussed between him and Lord

Curzon, and Lord Curzon has suggested that

the loan exhibition in London might be the

starting-point of a movement to this end. It

is possible an appeal may be made to the

public for funds, and that in time we may
have an international gallery worthy of

London. Discussing the Dublin negotiations.

Sir Hugh Lane complained of the vacillating

attitude taken up by the Dublin authorities,

and pointed out that in the early part of this

year the corporation actually decided to

accept the bridge site. It was difficult to

understand the objection that the erection

nf a beautiful art gallery across the river

would spoil the view. He indicated that he

was not particularly impressed by the view

acro.ss the Liffey as it exists at present.

As regards the architecture of the new

Art Gallery, in Sir Hugh Lane's opinion the

only architect competent to design a modern

art gallery, having regard to the beauty of

the outside and to the planning of the

interior construction, was Mr. Lutyens. He
had therefore insisted that Mr. Lutyens's

design, which we published in our issue of

July 4 last, should be adopted. He has been

greatly impressed by the two galleries erected

from Mr. Lutyens's plans—the Johannesburg

gallery and the gallery which housed the art

section at the Rome Exhibition. He did

not consider it practicable to accede to the

request made by the Dublin authorities that

there should be an open competition in which
Irish architects should be allowed to take

part along with Mr. Lutyens. For one thing,

it is doubtful whether Mr. Lutyens would

compete under such conditions; for another,

he was not greatly impressed by the

"patriotic" argument, and he pointed out

that the most beautiful and chnracteri.stic

buildings in Dublin, erected in the times of

Irish Independence, wei'e, almost without

exception, the work of English architects.

Sir Hugh Lane mentioned that it had been

his intention to have paid Mr. Lutyens's fees

liimself. He dwelt upon the difficult question

of the redistribution of the flLOfiO which

had been already raised for the building nf

the proposed Dublin art gallery.

If the report, on another page, for which

we are indebted to the Halifax (I't/ardian , is

correct, we are glad the case it refers to has

l-.een adjourned for a month, because we

cannot but think the "nominal penalty" il

is intimated may be imposed will lie fnniiil

uncalled for. We certainly do not under-

stand the assumption in the report that if

the corporation allowed the projecting eaves,

which are 10ft. Gin. above the level of the

footpath, to remain, they could not subse-

qnently object to another projection in the

same building — say of a bow - window

—

beneath the eaves. Litigation about com-

parative trifles is always unwise; but it seems

to us that if a conviction follows, this is

really a ca.se that should be carried further.

We understand and admire the determina-

tion of the Halifax Corpoi-ation that no

favours shall be shown to their own coun-

cillors ; but we venture to submit that slight

deviations of the kind in question—some
seven inches more than shown on the plan,

and made solely to save unsightliness and
spoiling the appearance of the road—are well

within the legitinnite discretion of any

.-Authority.

The Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners is now taking the ballot on

political action under the Trade Unions No. 2

.Act, and the voting is being attended with

bitter controversy regarding the policy of the

Labour Party. Criticism against the party

is most concerned with its support of the

Insurance Act, and in the London district

hundreds of members are making their dis-

approval of the party's attitude the excuse

for voting against political action altogether.

This feeling is not confined to the joiners.

In other unions, where the same trouble has

cropped up, feeling in favour of excluding

polities from trade - unions altogether is

steadily growing. Mr. Robert Williams, of

the Transport Workers' Federation, some
time ago placed himself at the head of a

movement having for its object the divorce

of the political and industrial functions of

trade-unionism, and this policy is now com-
mending itself to many union leaders, who
see that the continual wrangling over the

merits or demerits of the Labour Party does

not make for harmony and progress in the

societies.

The New York skyscraper will rival Babel

soon. To forestall the possibility of new
building by-laws which might limit future

construction, the Pan-American States Asso-

ciation has prepared the plans for a structure

that will overtop the present world's record

(the Woolworth Building) by I50ft. That is

to say, it will rise fully 900ft. from the

ground. Its main section will have thirty-

two floors, and above them the floors will lie

narrowed, as is usual in the most recent sky-

scraper schemes, into a lofty tower. It is

estimated that the building will contain

21,000,000 cubic feet of material, and will

cost from £1,700,000 to .£1,800,000. Its chief

function will be to provide a permanent place

for the exhibition of products of Latin-

American countries. Space will also bo

devoted to showing the products of the

United States for the benefit of visitors and

buyers from the countries to the south.

I'here will he abundant office - room for

exporters and merchants engaged in Latin-

.\merican trade, and, of course, the usual

equipment of dining-rooms, conference-

rooms, club suites, etc. The projectors hope

to have the building ready for opening

simultaneously with the Panama Exhibition

at San Francisco in 1915.

The Life of Robert Fulton, 'Engineer and

Artist." by Mr. H. W. Dickin.son.

A.M.I.M.E., Assistant Keeper of the

Science Museum, South Kensington, which

Mr. John Lane, of the Bodley Head. \'ign-

street, W., has just published at half ii

guinea, is interesting. It is possible that

neither' here nor in .America are people con-

cerned sufficiently about l'"ulton to care much
whether he was more genius than charlatan,

as most of his biographers have labelled him
- according to their American or British

prejudices. In all probability he was

neither ; but, as Mr. Dickinson says, a cosmo-

politan who, born a British subject in a

British colony, spent the seed-time of his

life in England, of which the fruition took

place in France, and the harvest was reaped

in America. Fulton died early— in his fiftieth

year, on February 15, 1815. He certainly

seems to have had a keen and proper eye to hi.s

own interests—perhaps that was why lie was

more generously dealt with by the British

A<Imiralty than most native inventors. He
certainly was a better engineer than artist,

in spite of advantages which may have

facilitated his early career, derived from his

relationship to Sir Benjamin West, who was

his uncle. Why, indeed, he threw up art

so suddenly is not clear. Probably he knew
there have been few Leonardo da Vincis.

and that he was not one of them. On his

subsequent career Mr. Dickinson throws a

good deal of fresli light, and. while Fulton

hardly always shines to advantage, he seems

to have regarded the world as his oyster,

with, at any rate, as much warrant as some

who more successfully made bonnce do duty

for Ijrain.

Two American engineering works, which

are probably known to some of our readers,

l-.ave reached their fourth editions. Both

are p\iblislied here by Messrs. Chapman and

Hall, Ltd., 11, Henrietta-street. W.C. The
first is Wolcott C. Foster's "Treatise on

Wooden Trestle Bridges and their Concrete

Substitutes." according to the present

practice on American railroads. The price

is a guinea, and a good deal of new matter

is added. The other is Professor G. F.

Gebhardt's "Steam-Power Plant in Engineer-

ing," first published in 1908. It is issued at

seven shillings. Many chapters h.ave been

added or rewritten, and over three hundred

new illustrations are given. The rapid

development of steam plants, even here,

where owners and users are more conserva-

tive, but perhaps less really economical, than

ill America, will insure this book its welcome

by students, and should that of_engineers in

practice.
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We iu-e glad to aiinounui- tliat tlie Cam-

bridge University Press will shortly publish

the series recently contributed to these

pages by Mr. C. F. Innocent, A. R.I. B. A.,

expanded into a "History of English

Building Construction," for a new Cam-

bridge Technical Series which is forth-

coming. The articles were much appreciated

by many readers, who, we are sure, will be

glad to possess the volume.

P'

TRADE

The borongh council of Mount Eden, New
Zealand, have adopted a scheme for the^ pro-

vision of a drainage system at a cost of £27,100.

It is proposed to begin the restoralion of llie

,,,-ish church of Graveney, Kent, half the esti-

mated amount required, £2,000, being in liand.

Mr. W. D. Carcie. F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., is the

architect.

The Government of Western Australia have

accpiired Savoy House, at the corner of Savoy-

street, Strand' for the erection of new offices,

and will take possession of the property at the

end of this month.

Mr. John Richard Clayton, of Broamfield

House, Fairfa\-road Ilampstead, head of the

firm of Messrs. Clavton and Bell, glass painters,

who died on July 5, has left £74,682. Testator

left £100 to the Artists' General Benevolent

Institution.

Miss Slandering is undertaking the erection in

the north transept of Selby Abbey Church, of a

St. Germanus stained-glass window of seven

lights. Miss Standering is the last surviving

member of the old Selby family of shipowners.

The cost of the new window will be £1,000.

The "Falls of the Rhine at Schatfhausen," one

of the finest of Turner's early pictures, has

recently been secured for the Mnseinn of Boston,

Mass. Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1806.

it was purchased by Sir .John Leicester, after-

wards Lord de Tabley, in whose family it has

i>een ever since.

At a soecial meeting of the county council

of Holland Lincolnshire, held at Spalding

the other day. sanction was given for the

borrowing of '.£27,235 for the purchase of live

farms at Fislitdft, Brothertoft. Kirton, and
Tydd St. Mary, with an aggregate area of 573

acres, for small holdings.

Mr. Samuel Beal. of Tulse Hill. S.W., a

Liveryman of the Plumbers' Company, and a

member of the Court of Common Council, chair-

man of Messrs. Edward Dean and Beal, Ltd..

engineers and brassfounders, left estate of the

gross value of £22,101, of which the net per-

sonalty has been sworn at £14.971.

Statistics are given in Vol. XIX. of the Pro-

ceedings of the County Councils' Association of

Scotland, of the cost per mile for maintenance of

the roads of Scotland, and the road rate for each

Scottish county. The cost varies from £4 15s. 6d-

in .^rdarmochan District. Argyll, to £214 10s. in

suhiirlian Midlothian, and the road rate from
2d. in the Cambrae District, Buteshire, to 2s- in

Sutherland.

The old town-hall, a prominent feature of St.

Mary's-street. Cardiff." is now in process of

demolition. The site has been acquired by the

local co-operative association, for a new building.

The town-hall, which has a stone frontage,

Greek in character, is one of the principal works
of the late Sir Horace .Tones, a former architect

to the City Corporation of London, and presi-

dent of the Rova'l Institute of British Architects

from 1882 to 1884.

The linking-up of the District Railway, the

Bakerloo, and Hampstead and Highgate Tubes
at. the new Charing-cross Station now being

built on the Underground, at the Embankment,
has made considerable progress, and it is ex-

pected that the works will be completed by the

New Year. The Hampstead and Highgate Tube
is being extended from its present terminus in

the courtyard of the Charing-cross Station of

the Soutu-Eastern and Chatham Railway to the

Kmliankment.

Devcnish Church, Co. Fermanagh, was
recently reopened by the Bishop of Clogher after

I'xtensive improvements, A carved oak reredos

has been erected, A stained window, designed

by Miss Geddcs, and executed at Miss Pnrser's

w'orks in Upper I'endiroke-streel, D\tblin. has

also been placed in the nave ,is a memoriaL
Tlie church was designed by Sir Thomas Drew,

and is dedicated to St. Molaise. patron of the

parish. The stone nmllions of the east window
of the 15th century Island Church are incor-

porated in the plan, and the ancient font is also

in use.

PROFESSIONAL AND
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASKOCIATION.—
The following is the list of papers to be read

at the meetings of the Architectural Associa-

tion at 18, Tufton-street, S.W., during the

ensuing session, I9I3-I9I4:

—

1913, Oct 27—Annual General Meeting. President's
Address and Distrilnitiou of Prizes.

W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A.

Nov. 10—" Nationality in Art." by H. M. Fletcher,
M.A.. F.R.I.B.A.

Nov. 20—Conversazione at 8 ii.m.

Nov 24*—"Our Debt to the Greeks," by L. March
Phillips.

Dec. 8—" Portufluese Architecture," by ^V. H. ^^'ard,

M.A.. A.R.l.B.A.
ini4, .Ian. 19*-" The Neo-Greek Movement in .Archi-

tecture in the Eigliteentli and Nine-
teenth Centuries." \>\ l*rofessor

C. H. Reilly, F.R.I.B.A.
Feb. 2—Subject to be announced. Professor \\ . R.

Letha1>y, F.R.I.B.A.
Pel) 16—"The Serious .\rt of Thomas Rowlandson,"

by Professor Selwjn Image. M..\.

March 2 — " .\rcliitecture and Environment," l)y

\V. S. Pnrchou, A.R.l.B.A.
March 16'-" The 'Wonder of "Work," .Toseiih Pennell.

"Comliiued meeting with the Camera, Sketch, and
DelJate Club. The above Lectures will be illustrated

by lantern slides.

TASMANIAN ASSOCIATION OF
ARCHITECTS.—The annual meeting was

held at Peterson's Chambers, Hobart, on

.Inly 1,5. A satisfactory balance-sheet showed

a credit balance of 'about £20. only two

members being unfinaneial. The annual

report stated that legal advice had been

obtained as to the possibility of a Bill being

passed through Parliament to obtain

Registration for architects, with the result

that it was recommended to submit a Bill as

Government measure. Failing Registra-

Peasant Arts and Industries" (with sketch

illustrations). At the evening .session a

lecture will be delivered on "The Future of

Decoration as Applied in the Form of Paint."

by IMr. John Scott. On the second day,

VVednesday, the 24th inst., the annual

general meeting will take place at 10. .30 a.m.,

when the annual report, balance-sheet, and

treasurer's statement of finance will be

adopted and officers will be elected for the

ensuing vear. In the afternoon Professor

W. R. Lethaby. F.R.I.B.A., will give a

lecture on "House Painters' Work

—

Ancient and Modern." In the evening the

annual dinner will be held at the Regent

Hotel. On Thursday, the i5tb, an excursion

will be made to Oxford.

SANITARY INSPECTORS AT LLAN-
DUDNO.—The annual conference of the

Sanitary Inspectors' As.sociation was opened

at Llandudno, under the presidency of Sir

.lames Crichton-Browne, whose suggestive

address on the dangers of dust we summari.se

elsewhere. The general council, in their

report. record a net inerea.se of

membership during the year of over one

hundred, the total membership in all classes

now amounting to 1,7.37. They stated that

the Local Government Board has decided to

place the society's certificate on the same

level as that of any other certificate for a

similar purpose, tluis showing the Board's

appreciation of the practical .standard of

(|nalificatiou required by the association.

Next year's conference will take place at

Leicester.

a

tion being obtained in this direction, a

private Bill could be got through, incorporat-

ing the institute as a company. Tw'O public

competitions were held during the year, for

which the conditions of competition were

drawn up by the institute. A protest was

lod,ged with' the Minister of Public Works
against public works officers undertaking

private work, wdiich elicited an assurance

that such practice would be prohibited. The
resignation of the hon. .secretary, Mr. F. .1.

lleyward, owing to ill-health, was received

with regret, and thanks were tendered to the

hon. treasurer (Mr. R. W. Kocli) for carrying

on the duties during Mr, Heyward's absence

from Hobart for several months. Three new
members were elected as associates. The
consideration of amending the rules, etc.,

was held over until the next general meeting.

The following officers were elected for the

ensuing twelve months :—President. Mr. R.

W. Koch, F.R.V.I.A. (Licentiate R.I.B.A.) ;

vice-president, Mr. Tbos. Tandy (Laniices-

ton) ; lion, treasurer, Mr. R. W. Koch ;
hon.

assistant secretary. Mr. A. H. Masters

(Launceston) ; council, Messrs. A. C.

Walker. A.R.l.B.A.; H. R. Hutchison, and

R. F. Ricards. F.R.V.I.A. On the suggestion

of Mr. Walker. Mr. Kocli agreed to act as

hon. secretary pending the office being filled

at a future meeting.

ASSOCIATION OF MASTER HOUSE
PAINTERS AND DECORATORS. -The
twentieth annual convention of the National

Association of Master House-Painters and

Decorators is to be held the week after next

at the town-hall. Leamington. On the

opening day, Tuesday, the 23rd inst., there

will be, at 10 a.m., a reception of the

members and visitors, by the president and

officers, in the town-hall, and an inspection

of the work sent in for the Apprentices' Ex-

hibition, and the work execid.ed in Italy by

Stanley R. Sleep, Plymouth, and Ernest

Sandei-.son, Burnley, in fulfilment of the

Travelling Scholarship. At the subsequent

business meeting greetings will be conveyed

from the Association of Master Painters in

Scotland bv Mr. T. Kershaw Bonnar. of

Edinburgh.' president; and from the corre-

sponding association in Ireland by Mr. W.
Morrow, of Belfast, president. The annual

reports from the secretary, treasurers, the

education committee, the paper hangings and

materials committee, the adjudicators on the

apprentices' competition, will be received

and considered. In the afternoon an address

will be given by Mr. Howard C. Cleaver,
" First Impressions of Russia and her

The memorial-stones of an enlargement of the

Wesley an schools at Earls Barton have been

I'ormally laid. The buildings will cost £1,000.

Messrs.' Ellson and Knight, of Earls Barton, are

the contractors.

The contractors. Messrs. Thompson and Co., of

Peterborough, have commenced operations for

makiu" additions and improvements to the

Great School at Oundle, at an estimated cost of

£15.000.

The Isle of Wight Chamber of Commerce has

passed a resolution in support of the proposal of

the Cowes Harliour Commissioners to construct

a breakwater across the Shrape Bank for the

protection of yachts and other shipping m the

harbour.

In the Wandsworth Bankruptcy Court, on

I lie application of John Wright Hallett,

Lyvedon-road and Furzedown Market, Mitcliam-

road Tooting, builder and contractor, the

riebtor's discharge has been suspended for two

years as from June 10, 1912.

The parish church of Ladyvan. Cornwall,

which has been restored at a cost of £2.500, has

been formallv opened. Messrs. St. Aubyn and

Wadliug, Lamb-buildings, Temple, EC., were

the architects, and Mr. George Miners, ot

Marazion. was the contractor.

A new elementary school for the town of Holy-

well, built bv the Flintshire Education Com-

mittee. IS neirlv com_pleted. It will replace a

school, budt some 50 years ago, which has

become unfit for use. The new edifice is of

brick with stone ornamentation, and has cost

£5,000.

On Friday some 300 members of the Edin-

bur<'h Association of Science and Arts inspected

the "new Usher Hall, now approaching com-

pletion, under the guidance of Mr. John Darge

the clerk of works. The constructional and

decorative work in the entrance-halls, main

corridors, and crush-rooms in the three levels of

the building is practically finished, while con-

siderable progress has been made in the orna-

mentation of the ceiling and other parts of the

hall It was originally intended that the hall

should seat some 3.500 people; but .alterations

have been made which will reduce the seating

accommodation to provide for 3.000 people.

The corporation of Wallasey have under con-

sideration a revised scheme for the erection of

workmen's dwellings prepared by the borough

engineer. The proposal is for the erection, on a

site between Poulton-road. Gorsey-road, ami

Lateral-road, 51,912sq.yd. in area., of from 80

to 100 houses, the greater proportion of whicli

will be rented at 4s. 3d. per week, all c ear

The houses are to be built in pairs; but without

having the appearance of flats. Kach house will

have a separate entrance, one fannly )ccupying

the two upper rooms, and another family the

two lower ones. A separate garden for each

will be provided, together with recreation-

grounds in common.
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R.C.A. TRAVELLING 8TUUENTSH11'
I'RIZE DESIGN FOR A NON RESI
D E iN T I A L COLLEGE FOR A
UNIVERSITY TOWN.
Tlie subject was a non-resideiitiiil college

ill a University town, to embrace Faculties

ill Art, Philosophy, Classics, Theology,

Languages, and Mnsie. Tlie site, on the north

bank of a river, is assinned to have a slight

f:ill froin north to scuitli. In d.lcrinining the

iiiilnrai colour. The roofs are to be covered
Willi hand made rough sand-faced tiles of

(lurk colour. The work will shortly be put
ill band by Mr. W. G. Tarrant, who will also

lay out the gardens and grounds to the design
of the architects, Messrs. Tubbs, Mes.ser,

and Ponlter, Woking and Bexhill.

'I'HEOLOGICAT- HOSTEL, VINCENT
SQUARE, S.W., FOR KING'S
COLLEGE. LONDON.
The contractors for the foundations of this

building were Messrs. Dove Bros., and for

the superstructure, Messrs. Foster and

DEI'ACHED VILLAS AT MORLEV.
These buildings arc to be erected on a plot

of ground with a frontage to the Morloy
Public Park, and practically facing due
south. The ground Hoors are rai,sed about
2ft. above the road level. The materials em-
ployed are ; ground-floor height in local screed

wallstoues, the ivinaining height being in

dark brown pebblcdashing. The roofs are

covered in dark red rooling tiles. The porches
and vestibules arc nnished in -Vustrian oak,

and the internal face panelled in the same
material. The sitting balls and staircase halls

arc (iiiishcd in half tinibi'i-cd work, of pine

•FIRST n,OOR PLAN-
THEOLOGICAL HOSTEL, VINCENT SQUARE, S,W., FOR KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

lay-out, the central, dominant position of the

large auditorium hall, and the subordination
of the lines of the various blocks to this

effect, have been of primary consideration.

Circular in plan, and following in type the

Classic amphitheatre, the hall has a seating

capacity of 1,000. A suspended velarium pro-

vides against acoustic difficulties, and lighting

is from the top. The approach is by the

entrance-hall, centrally placed in the north
front. The College of Art forms the north
wing of the court of which the hall occupies
the central area, while at the east and west
ends respectively are the common- and
dining-rooms and gymnasium and swimming-
bath. The general class- and staff-rooms are
situated in two parallel wings extending
south from the hall, and enclosing a terraced
forecourt ; these wings are marked at their

extremities by porticoes, being entrances to

lecture theatres, chapel, and library. The
buildings for the most part comprise two
stories within the Order, and a lofty rusti-

cated basement, in the latter being accom-
modate 1 the administrative and general
oflifes.

.J. H. Farr.^r.

HOUSE ON ST. GEORGE'S HILL,
WEYBRIDGE.

This house is to be erected on the St.

George's Hill Estate. The walls are to be
of white roughcast, the chimneys will be of
2in. grey stock bricks; all the woodwork is

to be of English oak, left rough and its

Dicksee. The materials u.sed are as follows:

Facing bricks are S^in. by 9in., varying in

colour, with red quoins. The stone is brown
i'ortland. The Hostel is intended for resi-

dential purposes only, and no lectures will be
given there. Each of the sixty students has
a bed-sitting room, while there are ample
comiuon rooms and a large dining-hall on the
ground floor. The east block, which is now
being erected, contains a private house for

the Warden and rooms for two resident tutors

are provided in the main building. The west
block will contain another ten rooms, a large

library, and, on the top floor, a chapel.
Funds do not allow of all this being built

yet. The foundation-stone was laid on
May 6 last by H.R.H. Princess Louise
(Duchess of Argyll). The building is to be
open for the students on October 1. Mr.
Arthur C. iMartin, F.R.I.B.A.. II, Hart-
street, W.C., is the architect. The founda-
tions rest on concrete piers reaching to ballast

found 16ft. below ground level. Basement
level. 5ft. below ground, was as low as was
possible, on account of the shallowness of the

sewer. This drawing was shown at the Royal
Academy this .snmr.ier.

INSURANCE O; FICES, TORONTO.
This drawing was exhibited at the recent

Royal Academy Exliibition, and shows a fine

block of offices proposed to be erected in

Toronto. Messrs. Darling and Pearson are
the architects, who, up to the time of going
to press, ha\e not sent us any particulars.

stained. The ceilings throngbout are

panelled with fibrous-plaster panels. To all

lavatories, kitchens, sculleries, etc., tiling is

extensively used. The fireplaces are to be of

a simple character and quiet in design. The
decorations are intended to be finished in self

colours, with all paintwork finished unglazed.
The electric lighting will be carried out

throughout in a system of semi indirect light-

ing, alabaster bowls being used in the ground-
floor rooms. The external painting is to be
finished in white and bright green. The
grdeiis are intended to be laid out with tennis

court at the back, with an open space between
the two villas. The borders benig finished in

herbaceous bedding, and the front part,

which is .slightly sunk, will be laid out as a

rose garden. It is inteded to trellis the lower
part of the houses, and plant with crimson
ramblers and veitcbi. Messrs. Walter Han-
stock and Soil, of Batley, are the architects.

«»
Mr. William Edward Kerby. of 26. Hill View-

road, Oxford, retired builder, who died on April

10 last, aged 75 years, left e-state of the gross

value of i:i,038 13s. 7d.. of which £209 8s. Id. is

net personalty.

At Redland, Bristol, a new girder bridge was
substituted on Sunday in three hours for one
which has done duty since the opening of the
Clifton Extension line forty years ago. Tlie new
bridge, which has a footway adjoining the
parapet, has been constructed and erected by
Messrs. E. Finch and Co.. Ltd.. of Chepstow,
Mon., with Mr. T. W. Ellis as contractor.
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A NON KESIDENTIA]. COLLEGE Eoli A UNIVERSITY TOWN.
(Royal College of Art Travelling Studentshi|> Drawings. By Mr. J. H. Farbaii.)
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1BmI5ing Untelligenc^.

BRISTOL.—A now workhouse infirmary is

being built at Southmead for tlie Bristol

Board of Guardians. It occupies a site

behind the old buildings, which are to be
principally set apart for convalescents, and
are being altered with that intention in

view. The new infirmary consists of ad-

ministrative block and three blocks for

patients, each two-storied buildings. In the
angle are the children's wards, and at right

angles stretches a double block, with a

maternity ward adjacent. The administrative
department provides a new boiler-hou.se,

engine-room. Iiattery-room. and an extension
of the laundry. 'I'lierc will be a new heating
installation both in the old infirmary and the
new. and the whole of the l)nildings will be
lit by electricity manufactured on the
premises. Rainwater is collected in a

reservoir now being made. The new build-

ings, which are built of local Pennant stone

with brick facings, stand on somewhat
elevated ground. Mr. W. S. SkinTier, of

Bristol, is the architect, and the builders

are Messrs. Pettard and Sons, Langport.

MAinSTONE.—The new county hall is

designed in the Renaissance style. Sur-
rounding the entrance archways and the
plinths up to the ground floor there is rusti-

cated work in grey granite ; while the central
three-storied portion is faced witli Portland
stone, the wings of the building and the
whole of the fronts facing the inner court
being constructed of Kentish rag and Port-
land stone. The internal construction
throughout is fireproof, the floors being in

reinforced concrete and the staircases in

stone. The council chamber, 52ft. in length
and .inft. in width, is placed at the north
corner of the site on the first floor, and is

approached by a stone staircase. The groiuid

floor of the right wing is occupied by the
elementary and higher departments of tlie

Education Committee and the school archi
tect and staff. On the first floor the office of

the clerk of the county council is placed at

the eiul of the wide corridor, liis staff being
in the centre building adjoining. The edu
cation secretary's office is in the right wing,
with the general office and finance depart-
ment beyond. Two rooms for the land agent
have also been provided in this wing. The
left wing is occupied Ijy the county
accountant's department, and that of the
medical officer of health. Pesigned l)y Mr.
F. W. Ruck, of Maidstone, the county archi
tect, the bnllding has been erected by Messrs.
Wallls. of the same town.

PKRSIIORE ABBEY.—At the Shire Hall.
Worcester, on Saturday, the Ear! of

Coventry, Lord Lieutenant of the county,
presided at a meeting arranged to appeal for
funds for the preservation of Pershore Abbey
Church. Fresh and serious danger has been
found by the architect for the restoration,
Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A.. A.R.I.B.A.,
of Corsham, and in order to place
it in a thoroughly secure position a sum of
£4,0110 is required, towards which fLiiOO has
been subscribed. The presbytery of the
Abbey, which is almost unmatched in
beauty, has an Early English arcade of
five bays and a unique treatment of
trIforliMTi and clerestory. LTpon the 13tli-

centnry walls there is a 14th - century
stone vault which has no rival in
F.ngllsh churches. It is in this part that the
danger exists. Some ribs are loose and, in

at least one place, are almost ready to fall.

Last year £2,000 was asked for in order to
nuike secure the lantern tower and the Early
Norman south transept, and most of the
work is completed, or nearly so. About
£1.5.10 has been paid or promised. To make
secure the presbytery roof will require
another £2,000, so that £2,470 has still to be
raised.

WALLSEND. — The workmen's hotel
which has been erected by the Simpson's
Hotel Company, of Newcastle and Glasgow.
on a site in Buddie-street. Wallsend. and
near to Messrs. Swan Hunter, WIgliam
Richardson, and Co.'s shipyard, was ()pened
on Monday. The hotel has accommodation

for :)50 persons of the artisan class, wliUe It

will also be utilised as a restaurant. The
bnihllng Is constructed of fireproof material,

heated by steam, and has electric light

throughout, including each separate bed-

room. The electric power is generated by

plant in the building. There is also a

laundry, dining room, billiard - rooms,
reading- and writing-rooms, sitting rooms,
bathroom, and la\atory accommodation. The
building was designed by Mr. Percy L.

Browne, architect, Newcastle, and the con

tractor was Mr. T. Lumsden, of .Jarrow.

CHIPS.
The city council of Liverpool have received the

formal sanction of the Local rjovernment Board
to the borrowing of i;iO,000 for the recon-

struction and iiupro\-ement of the Prescot-street
Police-station.

A city mission-hall is being built in liOrd-

street. Belfast, from plans by Messrs. Young
and Mackenzie, of Donegall-sqiiare West,
Belfast. The builder is Mr. W. Dowling, of

Cromwell-road, in the same city.

The Much Woolton Urban District Council,

on Monday evening, accepted with thanks the

offer of the chairman (Mr. Arthur S. Mather) to

restore the village cross in front of the council

offices, and to defray tlie whole cost of the same.

The Clacton Urban District Council have
decided to purchase and improve the Pier Gap,
and erect a bridge over it at a cost of over

£8,000, and are considering the question of pro-

viding a floating bathlns pavilion off the East

Cliff.

Major .1. Stewart. R.E.. on behalf of the Local
Government Board, has held a public inquiry at

the Sevenoaks Urban Council Chamber regard-

ing the conncd's proposal to Ijorrow £938 for

works for storm-water drainage. There was no
opposition to the application.

The Improvements at Piarl's Court now In pro-

gress for the District Railway Company, at a

cost of ±'70,000, are nearing completion. Three
hues are being provided each way instead of

two, to obviate crossing over; one set of lines

will. 111 future, be raised o\er the others. The
tunnel between Earl's Court and West Kensing-
ton is l>eing removed, and will l)e replaced by a

girder bridge.

The Eastern District Conimiltee of Dnmhartoii-
shlre County Council decided on Friday to

apply to the Local Government Board for

authority to prepare a town-planning scheme
for an area extending from the burgh of Dum-
barton to tlie Glasgow Ijoundary. excluding the
f^urghs of Clydebank and Milngavie, and in-

cluding the villages of Milton. Bowling. Old Kil-

patrick, Duntocher, Drnmchapel. and Bearsden.

At the last meeting of the Spalding Urban
District Council, the principal item of business
was the consideration of the surveyor's estimate
for the construction of new sewerage works, at

a cost of £23,843. The council, after discussion,

decided to apply to the Local Government Boaro
for sanction to borrow the money required: also

£5,400 cost of land, and .£306 cost of borrowing
the money, making a total loan of .£29. .550.

Mr. W. M. Cross, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an Inquiry at Bewdley
relative to an application by the town council to

borrow £3,000 for an extension of the water-
works. The town clerk (Mr. S. H. Hemingway)
said the present waterworks were constructed in

1901. Mr. E. W. Berlngton. the engineer, out-
lined the scheme, ami said it would effect a
saving of over £300 a year over the existing
plant.

A Presbyterian Church is to be erected in

Oxford on the site of the old Mitre Stables in

Alfred-street. The edifice, which is to be in the
Tudor (lothic style, ^rom the designs of Mr.
T. Phillips Figgis, F.R.I.B.A., Old-square,
Lincoln's-inn, will consist of a nave and chancel,
accommodating 250 persons. Provision has been
made for an organ-chamber, a vestry, and a
committee-room. The site and church are esti-

mated to cost £9,500. and towards this the sum
of £6,200 has already been promised.

At Chelmsford a Local Government Board
inquiry has been held by Mr. Edgar Dudley as
to applications to borrow £6.575 for wood-paving
and £267 for the Ri-ctory-lane Improvement..
The town clerk (.Mr. G. Melvin) said the subject-
matter of the first portion of the application was
for laying down wood-block paving in High-
street. MouKham-strect. and Springfield-road, to
be carried out under the direction of Mr. P. T.
Harri.^on. the borough surveyor. The tender of

Messrs, (iriffiths and Co. has been accepted at
£:6,775.

Inkrtotnmunication.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

tills column.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

Judgment is tlnat.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and witfi eacti reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

.\iiy number oj replies can be sent, but a coupon of

ttiis date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any neces.sary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves ot replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no

reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.

[13131.1— SCHOOL LAUNDRY CLASS-ROOMS.—
Would some reader of experience in the arrangement
of small laundryciass-rooms.suitableforsay, twenty-

four pupils, be good enough to give a plan showing
how best to arrange the washing tubs and ironing

tables for efficient supervision and tuition in this

BuUiect? If the tubs are set against the walls under
the windows, the instructor is always behind the

siluilar at a disadvantage, and if there is a gangwaj
behind tlie range of fixed tubs, much space for il'oii-

ing tables is lost, just where room is most necessarN'.

In " Domestic Science Centres" it is uncommon to

find laundry class-rooms provided, particularly in

girls' secondary schools, where the subiect has
toolishU' been hitherto treated as iF it were of less

eonsequeiice than cooking. Laundry classes in

elemeutar\- scliools are common enough, but ver\-

few examples of such an arrangement for more
advanced children are to be seen, therefore a good
ilUistrated answer to this enquiry would be valuable

to many besides myself.—F.ducationalist.

Mr. Sydney Ford, surveyor under St. Columb
Rural District Council, was on Friday appointed

surveyor of Camelford Rural District at a salary

of £r25 a year.

The Norfolk County Council have agreed to

apply to the Local " Government Board for

sanction to borrow £30.000 for rebuilding

damaged highway bridges.

The Barnet Board of Guardians have in-

structed Mr. Williams, their architect, to pre-

pare plans and specifications for building a home
for the children under their care. The building

IS estimated to cost £12,000, and the board have

decided to advertise for a quantity surveyor,

.\t the Dewsbnry Town Council meeting on

Friday, a recommendation to enter into an

agreement with the National Electric Con-

struction Company for the construction and

leasing ot tramways to Shaw Cross and Dews-

bury Moor was adopted by a large majority.

The Darlington Corporation have appointed a

special conunittcc to consider the provision of

additional accommodation for the staff. At

present the routine work is very often dis-

organised by the fact that the various depart-

ments are scattered all over the town, and are

totally unadapted for carrying on the work.

The town council of Worthing decided on

Tuesday night, by 21 votes to 5. to purchase the

Beach House estate as a winter garden. The

house has a spacious lawn overlooking the

English Channel, and its acquisition will

enable the council to extend the marine

drive along the sea-front. Provision will

also be- made for additional bowling-greens

and tennis-courts. The price asked by Sir

J-klmund liOder for I he estate of 18J acres

was £'20, 000. But the net cost, after allowing for

re-sale of land and other contemplated receipts,

is estimated at about £10,000.

The professional connection as an architect

and surveyor of the late Mr. J. B. Corby,

MSA, of' Stamford, has been succeeded to by

Mr. William Pywell, F.R.I B. A., of Hanwell

Mr. Pywell, who is a native of Stamford, and

was articled with Mr. Corby, has carried on his

profession In London for about 33 years, his

works including the restoration of Hanwell

parish church ;one of Sir Gilbert Scott's earliest

'•hurches) after fire, the church of St. Lawrence,

Brentford (consecrated in .Inly last), the erection

of the Church of St. .lames. Ealing (accommoda-

tion 750), and the building of schools for the

Middlesex County Conned.
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LEGAL INTELLIGKNOE.
A liUILOER ACQUITTKD <>F MAN-

SLAUGHTER,—Benjaniin Jewell, IniiKler, of

Stroud (Jreen-road, Stroud Green, snrrotidered

to his bail at the Central Criminal Court on
Monday, before Mr. .Instice Rowlatt, to answer
an indictment charging him with the man-
slaushier of his daughter Nora. He pleaded Not
Guilty. Mr. A. H. Bodkin and Mr. Percival

Clarke prosecuted, and the defendant was repre-

sented by Mr. G. C. Kingsbury and ilr. H. H.
Curtis BonneK. The case for the prosecution

was that the child, who was seven years of age,

was suffering from diphtheria, and that the
defendant, a Thristmn Scientist, had failed to

call in medical aid. Mr Justice Rowlatt, on the

ground that the medical evidence showed that
the chiUl wa,s stiffering from an uncommon form
of the disease, anil that no symptoms indicating
her condition to be serious had appeared,
directed the jury to return a verdict of Not
(luilty. The defendant was accordingly dis-

charged, the judge beseeching him to be more
rigidly careful in any future case of illness,

HALIFAX BY-LAWS AND AN ALLEGED
BREACH.—An interesting case was lirought
liefore the Halifax Borough Bench last Monday
morning, when Councillor C. H. Smithson was
summoned at the instance of the Halifax
Borough Corporation, for a breach of the
building regulations in regard to the house
Fentercroft, Savile-road, Halifax. Mr. James,
assistant solicitor to the corporation, appeared
for the prosecution, and defendant was repre-
sented by Mr. E. W, Norris, of Messrs. Hill and
Norris. Mr. James, in opening the case, said the
proceedings were taken under Section 58 of the
Halifax Corporation Waterworks and Improve-
ment Act. 1868, the defendant having built a
house which was not in accordance with the
plans approved by the town council. Section 63
of the same Act provided for a penalty of i.'5

for each otlence. Councillor Smithson. (hrou.';h

his architect, submitted plans for a new house
called Tentercroft. in Savile-road, on March 25,

1912. Those plans showed the house, and also a
motor garage which was going to he built, and
alnitting on Savile-road. The roof of the garage
was shown to be the ordinary roof, and slightly
projecting over the road. The plan was ap-
proved, and the building operations were com-
menced. Some time in March of tliis year the
liuilding inspector paid a visit to the building,
and found that the roof of the garage had not
been built in accordance with the plans, the
eaves projecting about 18in. over the pavement.
The defendant's attention was drawn to the fact
in a letter from the borough engineer, and the
architects were asked to remedy the defect.
Although every opportunity was given to have
the work carried out. nothing was done, and the
council decided to take proceedings. It put the
council in a somewhat difficult position if they
pa.ssed it over, because, in that event, they
would not have any logical reason to prosecute
in any breach of the by-laws when the occasion
arose. It put them in a difficult position in this
case especially, seeing that the defendant was a
councillor and a member of the borough corpora-
tion. There had been a considerable corre-
spondence between the parties: but he w*ould
only refer to two letters. On May 21 the
borough engineer wrote to Messrs. Walsh and
Nicholas, the architects, stating that the house
had been inspected, and calling attention 1o the
fact that the motor garage roof had not been
constructed in accordance with the plans which
had iieen approved. On September 1. Messrs.
Hill and Norris replied, stating that it did not
appear to them that there had been any breach
of the by-laws, nor was there any inconvenience
to the public, or any interference with the public
rights. To remove and remedy the roof, as sug-
gested, would make the house unsightly, and
would detract from the appearance of Savile
Park-road. That letter would seem to show that
the defendant admitted he had constructed the
building not in accordance with the plans. Those
were the facts of the case, and. if the Bench was
satisfied that a breach if the by-laws had been
committed, they w-ould have no alternative than
to convict. The defendant's architects had ad-
mitted that there was a breach, because, some
time after the buildings had been finished, they
sent in an amended plan, showing the projecting
eaves. These plans were disapproved by the
council. Under Section 63 of the Act he had
referred to. the Bench were given power to
impose a continuing penalty for the offence until
the oilence had been done away with. He was
going to ask the Bench to impose a continuing
penalty until the roof had been made in accord-
ance with the plans. Otherwise it would pay
people to commit breaches of the by-laws, and
then come to court and pay whatever fine the
Bench might impo.se. if it ended there, and they
need do nothing further. Mr. Norris: Are you
going for the continuing penalty, or just a

penally for the offence. I do not wish to take

any objection to the jurisdiction; but I raise the
point that we are charged in the summons with
having built this roof within the last six months.
The roof was constructed before the last six

months. — Mr. J ames : The expiration of

the six months would not debar us from going
for the continuing penalty. We can only find

out about a house when the house is finished,

and we get the architect's final certificate. That
is the only day we can fix— the date of the final

certificate.^The Clerk: The time will run from
the date of that certificate.—Mr. Norris: 1 shall

not go into the details now; but I should like to

know what my friend is going for. and then 1

shall know what I have to defend.—Mr. James:
We are going for a penalty for the offence, and
a continuing penalty as long as it is not
remedied.—John Saville (Joldihorp, building
inspector to the corporation, said the plan of

the house in question was first disapproved by
the improvement committee on March 9 last

year. It was afterwards amended and ap-
proved. The roof of t he motor-house was an
ordinary roof, with roof troughing 4.^in. to Sin.

wide. He inspected the house the day after the
notice of completion was received. He found
tliat the eaves of the motor-house overhung the
pathway to the extent of I8in. The eaves had
projected some 7in. on the approved plan. Cross-
examined: He agreed that the projecting eaves
of the motor-house did not make the house any
less fit for habitation, and did not contravene
the by-laws made under the Public Health Acts.
— Mr. Norris; The effect of the borough
engineer's letter is that the house cannot be
granted a certificate as fit for occupation P—
Witness : He could not sign the certificate

because the approved plans had not been con-
formed to.—Vou think that this is a material
reason for refusing to certify the house as fit for

occupation P^Yes ; because where one was
allowed to do it, many others would come along
and want to do it. They would say ; "If a coun-
cillor is allowed to do this, why can't we?"

—

Then you think it is material because a coun-
cillor is concerned?—No; but that fact makes
it more material.—But leaving out that ques-
tion, do you consider that the deviation from the
approved plan by the spouting projection about
lOiii. more than in the approved plan is a sub-

.-tanliai and material deviation from that plan?
—Yes: in a main road.- Do you know that tlie

house formerly occupied by Mr. J. T. Riley in

the same street projects a great deal more than
this one?—The gal>le there is a great deal higher,

and the roof would have to project 4ft. or 5ft. to
project as much proportionately. That house
was also built before the existence of the present
bv-laws.^Mr. Norris: Not before the date of

this Act, 1868?—Witness: No.—Mr. James: have
you known plans to be passed with eaves pro-

jecting like this since you have been here?—No.
—How long is that ?—Fourteen years.— I think
your objection is also based on the fact that if

the corporation allowed this to pass, they could
not object to another projection in tlie same
building—to the putting in of a bow-window,
for instance, below this projecting roof?—That
is so.—Mr. Norris submitted that the deviation
in the plan was not a substantial or material
one, the only deviation being the projection of
the roof troughing a few more inches than was
shown on the plan. It was at the discretion of

the Bench under the Summary Jurisdiction Act,
if the matter was trivial or trifling, to dismiss
the case without proceeding to a conviction. In
this case, it was admitted that the only devia-
tion that was taken exception to was the slight
projection of the roof, which he submitted was
not a material deviation. Mr. Norris cited
several cases in support of his contention. The
witness Goldthorpe had practically admitted
that if it had not been on the street side, he
himself would not have considered it a material
deviation at all.^After consultation the Bench
decided (o adjourn the case for one month. If

in the meantime the roof was made in accord-
ance with the plans, nothing further would be
heard of the matter. If the work was not
carried out, then they would proceed to impose
a nominal penalty.

PEACEABLE PICKETING.—At Westminster
Police-court on Saturday, before Mr. Francis,
Walter Alexander, forty-two, of Kensington-
buildings. Earl's Court-road, was charged with
assaulting Edward Roche, of Sotherton-road,
Hammersmith, by presenting a revolver at him.
The prosecutor, a painter and decorator, said he
was on strike. About mid-day on Friday, he
was at Prince's-gardens, South Kensington,
interviewing a member of his Trade Union who
had broken away from the organisation. The
defendant was apparently at work at the house.
—Mr. Francis: What right had you there?—The
prosecutor: T was appointed a delegate from
the Hammersmith branch of my union. What
ijusiness had you to trespass there ?^I went

there, and sent a message upstairs. Surely that

IS not trespass. I was discussing the matter
with the foreman, saying he had done wrong in

gong back to work. The foreman said he was in

an awkward position, lie asked me if I had
interviewed any of the other foremen who had
broken away, and I said I had. While we wore
discussing—^ Was this on the premises al

Prince's-gateP—Exactly. I wonder they didn't

kick you out.—While we were discussing, the

defendant intervened with some na.sty remark
concerning Trade Unionism. He said he had
stood down for a week on principle, and got

nothing for it. 1 told him 1 was not aware that

a man who acted on principle wanted anything
for it. The defendant then put his hand in his

pocket, pulled out a revolver, and .said: "I will

shoot your brains out." Not knowing whether
it was loaded or not. 1 thought it advisable to

call in a police-sergeant who was in the vicinity.

The defendant handed him the revolver, and 1

afterwards preferreil a charge of threatening to

shoot uw. On being examined, the revolver was
found to hv unloaded. The defendant, on being

asked if he wished to (pieslion the prosecutor,

replieil: "I don't think it is worth while. He has
told a parcel of lies. He threatened to smash
my face in. I told him 1 would not leave work
for him or anyone else. He called me a dirty

dog." The prosecutor: I slioiihl not call him a

dirty dog. because that would be a libel on dogs.

—Mr. Francis: This shows tlie sort of individual

we have to deal with.—The defendant: My idea

was simply to frighten the man ; I have been
worried and annoyed so much. T knew the
weapon was quite harmless.^Police-sergeant
Ash said when he was called to the scene, the

defendant at once handed over the revolver—

a

seven-chambered weapon^and witness saw that

it was unloarled, and that the hammer was
broken. The defendant said nothing when
charged. The witnes.s added thai the painters

hail bef-n hohiing a meeting thai day at Rutland-
gate, to protest against the action of the firm in

whose employ the defendant was. So far as

witness "^ould learn from the men, they were
being paid a halfpenny more per hour than the

strikers demanded; but the masters refused to

sign any agreement. It was in consequence of

this that the bother arose.—The defendant,
from the witness-box. said he had recently

joined the Painters' Union. That afternoon the

prosecutor came and endeavoured to persuade
them to leave their work. The foreman said he

had a good job. and hardly knew what to do.

He (the defendant) said he would not leave the

job under any conditions, as he was receiving

lid. an hour. The prosecutor told him he was
"a dirly dog," and threatened to smash his face

in so that he would not be able to do any work
at all. As the prosecutor raised his hand, he
(the prisoner) took the useless revolver from his

pocket, and held it up. simply to frighten him.

This was the first day he had carried it : but he
had been much annoyed by these people. Mr.
Francis dismissed the charge, and the prisoner
was discharged. Mr. Francis: And I am not at

all sure that the prosecutor is not a person who
ought to be bound over. The employer of the

prisoner, who was prepared to give him a good
character, said the men in his employ were
awkwardly placed, and hardly knew what to do.

— Mr. Francis: Yes. T dare say Alexander would
have been justified in asking for a summons for

threats. But I can only deal with the matter
before me.

LITIGATION OVER TILES.-Sheriff-Substi-
tute ('iuy has issued judgment in an action at

the instance of the Marsden Tiles (Limited),

Fairfield Works. Burslem. Staffordshire, against

Allan and Sons, marble and tile merchants. 3,

George-place, Leith-walk. Leifh, for payment ol

the balance of an account for tiles supplied by
the pursuers to the Royal Scottish Academy.
His Lordship had granted absolvitor, with ex-

penses. In a note, his Lordship said that the

pursuers supplied the tiles on the instructions of

his Majesty's Board of Works. The pursuers
chose to supply the tiles to the

order of the Board of Works. and
they now took up the position—possibly for

the purpose of securing further orders—that the
Board of Works were not their debtors. If that
were so, and their attitude were businesslike

throughout, they ought themselves to have made
someone responsible by agreement. They did
make inquiries as to who the contractors were;
but the persons whom they were informed were
the contractors were the defenders. The letter

of the defenders asking the pursuers to send
invoices to them was. in his opinion, not suffi-

cient to infer liability for the whole, or, indeed,
any part of the account.

LONDON. - After interviewing trade-union
delegates on Tuesday, the Lon<lon Master
Builders' Association passed a resolution agree-

ing to meet the painters with regard to working
rules; but only on condition that all existing
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strikes sliall first cease, and work be resumed,

and no strike to take place in future until the

dispute has been submitted to the Conciliation

Board. The strike committee considered the

masters' resolution the same night, but arrived

at no definite decision. Yesterday a meeting of

I he strike committee discussed a scheme of settle-

ment, which is being ballolted on to-day, and

the result will be made known to-morrow.
Meanwhile the London Labourers' Council, a

liybrid body which the Master Builders have
never recognised, and from which the United
Builders' Labourers' Union withdrew twelve

months ago, is looking for trouble. The United
Builders' Labourers are not in the least likely to

strike to please the rest of the half-dozen or so

unions with which they have little in common.
The conviction of the Master Builders, that all

this unrest is simply the work of agitators, who
are making capital out of the professed desire to

coerce all non-unionists into the unions, is justi-

fied, and if any really serious trouble ensues,
whicli is not likely, they are ciuite ready to resist

that demand to the uttermost.

The Winnipeg Municipal Council has passed a

by-law involving the expenditure of 13,000,000dol.

for the construction of a water system from
Shoal Lake.

Mr. George N. Abernethy, engineer-in-chief to

the Fraserburgh Harbour Commissioners, has
been appoiute 1 consulting engineer to the Public
Works Loan Board.

The day and evening schools of the Glasgow
School of Art, of which Mr. B'rancis H. Newbery
is the director, open on Tuesday next, the 16th
ilecided to apply to the Local Government Board

The foundation-stone has been laid of a
Wesleyan chapel in Pellon-lane, Halifax. The
architects are Mes.srs. Hebblethwaite and Utiey,
of Halifax, and Messrs. Parker Bros., of Hipper-
holme, are the luiilders.

The death is announced of Mr. .losepli

.lohnson. A.R.I.B.A.. 47, Mark-lane, E.C. Mr.
Johnson, who had been an Associate of the
Institute since 1882, was the architect for the
Grave.send .Tubilee clock tower.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
.1. M. Gething and .1. M. Gething, carrying on
business as architects and surveyors, at Kidder-
minster and Stourbridge, under the style of
Gething and Son, has been dissolved.

The Worcestershire County Council received
on Monday a i-eport from the Small Holdings
committee, stating that they had agreed to pur-
chase 41a. Ir. 28p. of land at Offienham. for the
sum of £3,750. It was proposed to sell this land
under the provisions of the Small Holdings and
Allotments Act to local applicants who would
pay down one-fifth of the purchase money, and
the balance within a period of forty year.s, with
interest at the rate of £i per centum per
annum.

The town coimcil of Cheltenham have secured
Ihe sanction of the Local Government Board to
I lie propcsed purchase for .£5,500 of five houses
in the Promenade, with a view to their adapta-
tion as municipal offices. It is estimated that
the alterations will involve an outlay of another
.t4.500, and should this prove somewhere near
the mark, the town willobtain adequate and
efficient accommodation under one roof for all
its dei)artmenls at, a yearly cost no larger than
IS now being expended by way of rental on
scattered premises.

At Peasedown St. .lohn, on Monday, the
Countess Waldegrave opened the new council
schools. Provision is made for 655 children, but
four additional classrooms, sufficient for a
further 208 children, can at any future time be
a.dderi at a very low cost. The amount of the
contr.xct, including teacher's house, was £7,250,
The actual ccst of the building, excluding the
teacher's house and the conversion of other pre-
mises at the rear, was £6,515, equivalent to
.£9 19s. 3d. per head for the present accommoda-
tion, anti the building worked out at 5Jd. per
cubic foot-.

PoUokshields Parish Church, near Glasgow,
was reopened on Sunday, after extensive altera-
tions, including a new organ given as a
memorial. The instrument has been erected by
Messrs. Harrison and Harrison, of Durham and
London. It has been divided and enclosed in a
carverl oak case, designed bv Mr. H. E. Clifford.
F.R.I.B.A., St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. The
organ, with ease, co.'it £1.800. Mr. Clifford has
also designed and carried out the other altera-
tions to the church. These include the forma-
tion of a chancel pavetl with rich marlile, and
the entire renovation, repainting, and relighting
of both church and halls. This work has cost
£1,200,

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

SPALDING. -A special meeting of the
Spalding Rural District Council was held on
Monday to consider tenders for the laying of

water mains, in connection with the council's
water scheme. The works purchased from the
South Lincolnshire Water Company include the
bore at Pinchbeck West, and a section of 7in.

main already laid from the borehole to Pinch-
beck Hall; also a similar main through Moulton
Parish. To bring the scheme into operation it is

necesary to carry out further work in various
parishes, according to plans and specifications
prepared by Mr. E. .1. Silcock, water engineer,
of Leeds, The tenders ranged from £10,518 to
£14,870. After discussion, it was resolved to
further consider them at another meeting.

CHIPS.
A receiving order has been made in the case of

Joseph Bickley, Lillie-road and Seagrave-road,
Fulham, builder and contractor.

The new joint secondary school and technical
institute at Waterfoot, which has been erected
at a cost of £26,000, to serve the boroughs of
Bacup and Rawlenstall, is now completed.

The fifty-second annual exhibition of the
Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts will
be opened at the Galleries, 270, Sauchiehall-
street, Glasgow, on Monday week, the 22nd inst.

The Wesleyan chapel at St. Day, Cornwall,
was reopened on Friday, after renovation and
reseating, carried out at a cost of £400, from
plans bv Mr. Sampson Hill, architect, of St.
Austell.

A L'ongregational chapel, built in Poplar-road,
Tredegar, at a cost of £1,000, has been formally
opened, Mr. A. F. Webb, of Blackwood, Mon!,
was the architect, and Mr, Rees Edwards, of
Tredegar, the contractor.

Tlie corporation of Plymouth were informed
on Monday that the sanction of the Local
Government Board had been given to the
borrowing of £8.000 for tlie widening and im-
provement of Weston Park-road.

The Queen's Hall C'inema, in Northumberland-
street. Nevvcastle-on-Tyne. was opened by the
Lord Mayor of that city on Monday. It has' been
built from plans by Messrs. Hope and Tasker,
architects, of New Bridge-street. Newcastle.

Water was let in at ihe new joint dock at
Hull last week, and the dock, which is the largest
on the East Coast, will be open to shipping
shortly. It has been constructed by the North
Eastern and Hull and Barnsley Railway Com-
panies, at a cost of £2.000.000.'

The Minnesota State Board of Control have
been notified that Mr. Clarence Johnson has
been .selected by the State Historical Society as
the architect for its new building at St, Paul,
Minn,, for which the Legislature has appro-
priated 500,000dol,, plans of which will be af
once drawn.

In connection with the water supply scheme of
the Leeds Corporation, it was announced on
Tuesday that the waterworks committee pro-
posed to supply not only the town of Doncaster,
but also several rural districts in the West
Riding, including Tadcaster. The construction
of Colsterdale reservoir is to follow that of
Leighton reservoir, which is now in progress.

The wooden highway bridge over the River
Ouse, connecting the villages of Magdalen and
Watlington is being reconstructed in iron for the
Norfolk County Council. The new liridge will be
of three spans, and will cost over £6.000. Messrs.
Archibald Dawnay and Son, of London, are the
contractors, and the lesser contract, for the
temporary wooden bridge, was taken by Mr.
William A. Bardell, of Lynn.

The Bridlington Town Council have unani-
mously decided to proceed forthwith with a sea-
ward extension of the Royal Princes' Parade,
in accordance with plans prepared by their
borough engineer, Mr. E. R. Matthews,
A.M.Inst.C.E., F,R.S.E., and at an estimated
cost of £50,000. Mr, Matthews designed and
carried out the last extension of the parade,
which cost nearly £40,000,

President Woodrow Wilson has sent to
Congress a report by the commission of fine

arts, outlining a plan for beautifying the
Panama Canal, This includes two monuments
and impressive architectural features at the
entrance. Mr. Daniel C. French, the New York
sculptor, and Mr. Frederick Law Olmstead. land-
scape architect, of Boston, Mass, spent two
weeks on the isthmus, and the report submitted
is based on their recommendations. The com-
mission does not find the canal construction
work to be of architectural beauty.

(Bnv (BBte fable.

Remarkable evidence of the lack of

adequate office provision in the Sheffield

town hall was given at a Local Government
Board inquiry on Tuesday, fonductefl by Mr.
R. H. Bioknell, IVI.Iiist.C'.R., inspector, 'when
sauetioii was .sought for the borrowing ol

sums amounting to over ,£,^0,0(10, of wliicli

nearly ,i; 4.3, 0(10 was for extensions to the town
hall, from plans prepared by the city architect.

In support of this particular application,
.\ldermaii Stephenson said lie regarded the
extension as overdue. He believed that an
undue amount of sickness in the town-hall
staff was attributable to the overcrowded
conditions in which they worked. The staff

numbered 458, as compared with 220 in 1897,
after the building was opened. Mr. G. H.
Wilkinson, chief assistant overseer, said it

was not infrequent at specially busy times for

members of the staff to faint, and within tlie

last eighteen months two had had to be

carried out. There were frequent complaints
from people who experienced long delays
when paying their rates, and the place was
.soniotinies ,so crowded they could not pass
out. The original cost of the site and
building of the town-hall, which was built

from the designs of the late Mr. E. W. Mount-
lord. F.R.I.B.A.. selected in open com
petition, was £187,587.

Mr. Thomas Adams. Local Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry on Monday
into the application of the Birmingham City

Council to prepare a town-planning sclienie

for North Yardley and Steehford. The town
clerk stated that the scheme dealt with an
ai'ea which included .1,176 acres, of which
2,065 were in Birniingliani, 1,10S acres in

the parish of Castle Bromwich, and three

acres in the parish of Minwortli. Several
portions of the area mentioned were not

likely to be built upon for some years. The
village of Steehford had been excluded from
the scheme as being already built up. i nd
another area of 48^ acres near the Coventry
road had been excluded for similar reasons.

Mr. Neville Chamberlain, chairman cf the

Birmingham town-planning committee, gave
evidence in support of the scheme. Mr. Joy,

barrister, pointed out that, while the owners
of property might be willing to fall in with

the towii-planning scheme, they would like

to know what the corporation proposed to

do. Section .56, sub-section 2, provided for

co-operation between the local authority and
owners interested in the land proposed to he

dealt with under a scheme. The inspector

promised to convey the council's representn-

tiou to the Board.

The University Extension Board have
arranged for the delivery during the coming
session of a fully-illustrated course of from
ten to twenty lectures on " The Art and
Craft of Architecture," to be given at the

Central School of Arts and Crafts, South-

ampton-row, W.C.. on Thursday es'eniugs at

8 p.m., beginning on October 2, when Pro-

fessor W. R. Lethaby. F.S.A., will occupy

the chair. In the Michaelmas term Mr. S. C.

Kaines Smith. M.A., will deal with the

growth of decorative arts from 10.50 A.D. to

1550 A.D. These will be followed by twelve

lectures on the art and craft of English

architecture, by Mr, Theodore Fyfe.

F.R.I.B.A., in which, from an historical

point of view, the application of stonework,

woodwork, and brickwork to decorative uses

in English buildings will be fully dealt with.

A report by Mr. F. C. Eeles, ecclesio-

logical expert of the Royal Commission on

Ancient Monuments in Scotland, .shows that

the ancient church of St. Cormaiiell. Buittle.

Kirkcudbrightshire, is in a condition which

makes it imperative that steps should be

taken at no distant date to save this interest-

ing old building from further decay. In all

probability the church, which dates back to

the 13th century, is one of the many build-

ings which Galloway owes to the Lady
Devorgilla, mother of King John Baliol. It

is an exceptionally line example of a

mediaeval parish church- certainly the finest

ill Cialloway or Dumfriesshire—and its^ de-

cadence to absolute ruin would raenn an irre-
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parable loss. An application to H.M. Board
of Works to take the churcli under its cure
was made without success some months ago.

Since Mr. Eeles's report was received

another application has been made to the

Board, but should this second petition be in

vain, an appeal will be made to the public for

I'unds for the preservation of the church.

The present Government of the Common-
wealtli of Australia do not intend, as had
been asserted, to reverse the policy of their

predecessors in regard to the establishment
of the Federal capital at Canberra. The
Federal Ministers accept the main principles

of the scheme for laying out the city adopted
by the expert advisers of the Home Affairs

Department, with such modifications as may
be considered advisable. They will en-

deavour to introduce such economies and
businesslike supervision as may be expected
to make the capital pay for itself in the end.

Although the work is still in its infancy, con-

siderable progress has been made at Can-
berra. The expenditure on the territory,

which covers nearly 567.000 acres, is already
approaching half a million pounds. At the
end of June the total outlay was over
£4:20,000, while contracts in course of execu-
tion at that time involved about £90,000.
The present revenue derived from the terri-

tory is about £5,000. over half of which
comes from rates. The total expenditure
mentioned includes the outlay in connection
with the naval and military colleges.

Mr. Cook, the Prime Minister of Australia,
states that Mr. W. B. Griffin, the Chicago
architect, who won the £1,750 first prize
offered by the Commonwealth for the capital
city designing competition, has been invited
to visit Australia in order that all doubts
may be removed as to whether the plan pre-
pared liy departmental officers is really the
best that could be secured, and to review his

scheme in the light of local circumstances.
Mr. Cook points out that the " accepted

"

plan was really a collection of what were
regarded as the best points in each of the
premiated schemes, which had been re-

arranged and adjusted by officers of tlie

Home Affairs Department. The various
stages of development of Canberra already
provided for are as follows:- First: Country
roads and bridges, railway connection with
Goulburn-Coouia line ; brickworks, lime-
kilns; timber (first instalment), generation
antl transmission of power for construction.
Second : Water-supply, storm-water drainage,
sewerage outfall works, main sewer, sewerage
district for workmen, timber (secoud in-

stalment), railway bridge over the Molongo
River. Third : Street tuiniels, power plant
(permanent station and distribution), con-
struction of housing for workmen, service
reservoirs, impoiniding weir on Cotter
River. Fourth : Public buildings (offices for
use during construction), gasworks, com-
pensating weir on Queaubeyau River, rail-

way to Hall (Queaubeyau to Yass line), im-
[)ounding weir on the Molongo for ornamental
water, erection of public offices and build
ings, erection of Parliament House, com
pletion of city roads.

Last year cremations in the United
Kingdom" numbered 1,064— the largest
number recorded since cremation was first

practised in this country in 1885. Of these
15 were at Woking, 149 in Manchester, 44 in
Glasgow-, 52 in Liverpool. 27 at Hull, 15 at
Darlington, 14 at Leicester, 521 at Golder's
Green, 40 in Birmingham, 24 at Leeds, 32
at Ilford, 12 at Sheffield, and 9 at Bradford.
Since 1885 the total number of cremations
has been 11,047—namely, at Woking, 3.565;
Golder's Green, 3,486; Manchester, 1,733;
Liverpool, 603; Glasgow. 435; Birmingham,
270; Hull. 254; Ilford. 167; Leeds, 143;
Leicester, 131 ; Sheffield, 91 ; Darlington, 87;
and Bradford, 82. The first crematorium in

England was opened in 1885 at Woking,
where three bodies were cremated. Several
large cities afterwards at interyjls established
crematoria, and the Golder's' Green Crema-
torium was opened in 1902. The City of
London Crematorium at Ilford was esta-
blished in 1905.

The Municipal Council of Venice will hold
next year, from April 15 to October 31, its

Eleventh International Art Exhibition. It

will contain pictures, sculptures, miniatures,
drawings, engravings of all kinds, and, on
special invitation, a collection of specimens
of decorative art. The exhibition is founded
by, and is under the administration of, the
municipality. It will be divided into Italian,

Foreign, and International rooms. Artists
who ha\e figured prominently in national and
foreign exhibitions are invited to the ex-

hibition, and their works are not submitted
for examination by the jury of admi.ssion,

as are the works of artists not so invited.

The municipality, with the liberal aid of

public administrations and i)rivate citizens,

will allot a considerable sum for the purchase
of works of art, which will be placed in the
International Gallery of Modern Art of the
city. Works intended for exhibition must
be notified not later than .January I, 1914,

and exhibits nuist be delivered at the
premises of the exhibition not later than
March 10, 1914. .411 communications should
be addressed to the Secretary, Office of the
Exhibition. Munieipio di Venezia.

By a recent enactment of the legislature of

the State of Massachusetts, every city of the
Commonwealth and every town of over
10,000 population is authorised and directed
to create a city planning board. The Act
outlines the duties of the board, in the
making of studies and investigations of re-

sources, possibilities au<l needs of the dis-

trict under their control, with particular
reference to any conditions that might in-

juriously affect rented dwellings. The board
is further empowered with reference to

proper housing conditions. In cities the
boards are to be appointed by the mayor,
subject to confirmation by the common
councils, while in towns the members of the

board will be elected by the voters at the

annual meetings.

The liirl-eJihead Adocrtisrr last week cele-

brated its diamond jubilee, the first number
having been issued on September 3, 1853. In

commemoration of its sixty years' existence,

the proprietors and publishers, Messrs. B.

Haram and Co., issued a handsome souvenir
along with the ordinary publication of the

newspaper. The history of the " Adver-
tiser" is practically the history of Birken-
head, which, sixty years ago, was a very in-

significant place. During the whole term of

its existence the newspaper has nmintained
a go-ahead policy, and has been identified

with the remarkable progress of the town
throughout the past half-century. The his-

tory of the town is sketched in an interest-

ing manner in the souvenir, and there are
numerous reproductions of old prints, show-
ing the quaint character of the streets and
river front in the early davs. Portraits of

makers of Birkenhead, past and present, are

also given, together with a photographic fac-

simile of the first issue of the "Advertiser."

Messrs. E. and P. N. Spon. Ltd., send us

the twenty-seventh edition of " Molesworth's
Pocket-Book," which is enlarged to 944 pages
and issued at 5s. Also " Building Super-
vision," by G. W. Grey (2s. 6d. net), which
relates some funny, but useful, stories about
the " Reinforced Concrete Specialist " and
others, and is generally well worth reading.

Also the third edition of Mr. D. B. Butler's

well-known book on '" Portland Cement

"

(16s. net), which was last issued in 1905, and
naturally needed bringing up to date.

A council school at Glossop, built at a cost of

£7,000, has been formally opened. Mr. H.
Cooper Anderson was the architect.

The town council of Gillingham. Kent, have
decided to increase the borough surveyor's salary
to £450, rising to a maximum of £500 by
annual increments of £25 per annum.

The first meeting in connection with the town-
planning proposals of the Smethwick Town
Council was held at the couiicil-cbamber on
I'uesday night. The area proposed to be dealt
witli is 330 acres, and llie suggestion is to follow
the borough boundary on the west side from
ThirnbleiniU-lane, along West Smethwick Park,
and on the other side down Devonshire-road and
Cooper's-lane, so that the area will practically
adjoin that which is to be dealt with m town-
(ilanuing lines by the Oldbury District Council.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
S.VTUHO.VV I'L'o-JloiiKowi. -.luuior lusUtnliuii ul Ku-

iiineers. Visit to Works of R. \^a^'iiood

and Co., Ltd., fahuouth-roud, H.V'..

10.:)0u.m.
Nortliern .Xrcliitectural Association.

I'^xcursion to the Gatcsliead .\syhun,
Stauniu^tou. To assemble at Morpeth
Station on arrivnl of '2.27 p.m. train
from Newcastle.

S.VTcno.vv ilSi'.i'T. 'JOl.—Uoyal I'holoyraiihic Society.
"Geologising with a Caniera," l>y !'.

Martin Duncan. Suffolk-street Gal-
leries. Hayiuarkct. 8.:J0 p.m.
Institution of Mimicipal and County

Kngineers, Eastern District Meeting
at Houuslow.

The salary of Mr. Percy Horsley, borough
engineer, of Itarllepool, has been increased by
t40 per annum.

A new higher elementary shool at Pontardawe,
built at a cost of £12,500, has been formally
opened. The contractors were Messrs. R.

Wilkius and Sons, of Bristol.

.\t Monday's meeting of Aberdeen Harbour
('ommi.ssioners, the salary of Mr. Hugh R. Barr,
assist ani harbour engineer, was raised from
t;250 to £300 per annum, with a further advance
nf £50 next year.

-\t Bangor County-court, Edwnrd Foulkcs,

now a joiner, and formerly a builder, oi Colwyn
Bay. was granted his discharge in bankruptcy
on Monday, subject to judgment for £50 being

entered against him,

Tlie directors of the Associated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, 1900, Limited, announce
a dividend on the ordinary shares—the first

since the company was formed—of 5 per cent.,

for the year ended .June 30.

The corporation of Stockport have received

sanction to borrow £49,2.54 for the extension of

the sewage-disposal works: £3,927 for machinery,
sprinklers, etc. ; and £7,f)00 for ferro-concrete

work, and for piling the river bank.

l,ack of cottage accommodation was discussed

al Wednesday's meeting of the Bpsom Rural
Council, and an offer from the Tattenham Park
band Co. to sell 2^- acres of land in Station-road,

Tadworth. at the rate of £250 per acre as a

site for dwelUugs, was accepted.

'I'he Board of Trade has sanctioned the Rhyl
Urban Councils plans for a new landing jetty

on the foreshore, and the town-clerk is in com-
munication with the Board as to the charges to

be made for using the jetty. Tenders have been
received, and it is hoped to get the structure

ready for next season.

The building committee of the National

Miiseum of Wales at Cardiff met on Tuesday al

the Westminster Palace Hotel. London. Four
tenders for the erection of the shell of the

southern block of the new buihhng were received

and considered, and that of -Messrs. Henry
Wilcock and Co., of Wolverhampton, was
accepted at £65,895.

The Bristol City Council adopted on Tuesday
a report of the docks committee recommending
that Parhamenlary sanction be sought for

spending £45,000 on new berths at the City

Docks. It was explained that the amount does

not include equipment. The expenditure of

£25.000 on another berth at the Royal Edward
Dock at .\vonmouth. to acconunodate a new-

branch of the oil trade, was also approved.

The 4001 h anniversary of the death on Flodden
Field of .James IV.." who founded Ladykirk
Parish Church, Berwickshire, was celebrated at

Ladykirk on Monday by the dedication of a new
churchyard and gateways. The King, in grati-

tude for his army's safe passage of the Tweed
at Ladykirk, when they advanced to sack

Norham Castle, vowed a chnrch to the Virgin

Mary, and founded Ladykirk in 1500.

The excavations al the Roman ampitheatre at

Dorchester, the cost of which is borne by public

subscription, have been again renewed for the

fifth year under the direction of Mr. St. George
Gray, of Taunton Castle. Some remarkable finds

have been made, the chief feature being a deep
pit or well cut in the virgin chalk on the edge
of the arena. Mr. Gray is having the cavity,

which is about 4ft. in diameter, cleared out and
thoroughly ^iearched.

The members of the Royal Commission ap-

pointed to inquire into the housing of the in-

dustrial population of Scotland, rural and urban,
and to report what legislative or administrative
action is, in their oinion, desirable to remedy the

existing defects, visited Moft'at and Beattock on

Alonday and Tuesday, in the course of their

inquiries. The members of the Commission were
presided over by Sir Henry Ballantyne, Peebles.

Other parts of Dumfriesshire have been visited

during the subsequent days of this week.
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%vaht ^ilns. LATEST PRICES.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
CRICCIETH.—Tlie unrest among carpenters

and joiners, which has resulted in a strike at

Holyhead, is making itself felt also at Criccieth.

The master builders have received formal notice

from the local carpenters and joiners that, owing

to the continuous increase in the cost of living,

they will with reluctance stop working on

November 3 next unless their wages are ad-

vanced by ind. to a minimum of 5s. 4d. a day.

OXFORD.—The builders' labourers' section of

t lie Workers' linion at Oxford went out on strike

on Monday morning. Employers have had a

month's notice with regard to the application

for an increase of wages by Id. an hour and

new working rules. They olfered a id. rise in

November. The recognised rate is 5.U1. an hour.

The men say that, owing to bad weather stop-

pages, the average amount earned all the year

round is from 17s. 6d. to 18s. a week instead

of 24s. In cousec|Uence of the strike. I he bong-

vai'alion work on various colleges, ami the new

buildings for I'lisey House are at a standstill.

About 400 men are out.

DISPUTE IN THE GLASSWORKERS'
TRADES.—Under the auspices of the Eondnn

Labour Conciliation and Arbitral ion Boanl,

frieudlv conferences have been held between the

London Employers Plate Glass Trades' Associa-

tion and the National Amalgamated Furnishing

Trades' Association (Glassworkers' Section), at

the offices of the London Chamber of Commerce,

Mr. C. E. Town, assistant secretary of

the London Chamber of Commerce, at the

reciuest of the parties, occupied the chair.

As a result of the discussion of the various points

in diifereuce, an agreement has been arranged

by w-hich all the points in dispute have been

settled by mutual consent. The agreement,

signed by the parties concei-ned, provides for the

future conditions of employment in the Glass-

workers' trades, fixes the number of hours, the

rates of wages, payment of overtime, allowances

for meal-times, number of apprentices, etc., pro-

vides for the settlement of future differences

lietween the parlies, and remains in operation

for \'i months, subject to due notice of termina-

tion thereafter. The men who have been on

strike for the past six weeks returned to their

employment on Monday morning.

The death is announced of Mr. Charles Rat-

cliffe. surveyor of main roads at Stroud.

A large laundry has been built at Wymond-
ham. Norfolk, from plans by Mr. .1. W. Fisher,

of that town.

An intermediate school for girls at Aljerdare.

built at a cost of £14,000, has been formally

opened. Mr, J. H. Phillips, of Cardiff, was the

architect, and Mr. S. F. Howells, of Cardiff, was
the contractor.

Mr. C. F. Wike, the city engineer of Sheffield,

has prepared a scheme for covering over the
River Sheaf in connection with the new street

work and markets improvements. The estimated
cost is i:]0,489, ami instructions have been given
for the work to be carried out.

In Carlisle Cathedral ou Wednesday the
Speaker of the House of Commons unveiled a
memorial bronze medallion of Sir James
Graham, of Netherby, a leading statesman and
Member of Parliament for Carlisle and Cumber-
land constiuteucies, whose death occurred fifty-

tw-o years ago.

Mr. Henry Criswell, who has held an appoint-
ment on the engineering staff of the county sur-
veyor for West Sussex, has been appointed chief
roads engineer to the Peruvian Government at a
salary of £1,200 per annum. Mr. Criswell, who
has signed a three years' contract, sailed for
Peru on Wednesday.

The municipal school of art at Nottingham is

about to be enlarged from plans prepared by the
city architect The plans of the extension have
been approved by the Board of Education, and
the council have sanctioned I he expenditure of
£3,500. The city architect is at present engaged
in getting out the (conditions of contract, so that
Lhe work may be undertaken within -a very short
time.

The session of the Glasgow School of Archi-
tecture, which is under the superintendence of a
joint committee representative of the Royal
College and School of Art, opens on Tuesday
next, the 16th inst. The director of architectural
studies is Professor Eugene Bourdon, B.A. ; Mr.
Alexander McGibbon, A,R.I.B.A., is the Pro-
fessor of Architectural Design ; and Mr. Charles
Gourlay. B.Sc, A.R I.B.A., of the History of
Architecture, assisted by a large staff.

IRON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5
- - -

7 j3

7 5

8 10

5 17

8 1.5

g 10

Steel Joists, English 7 10
WrouBht-Xron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,,
Bar Iron, eood Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 .,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0.,

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 1.5s to £0.

Ditto galvanised, f14 to JE15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. IS to 20. No. 22 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

!to7 8 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.O.
8/3 8/3 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 per cwt.

I'er ton. Per ton.

nast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
9
8 10
7 10
9 5
5 5

B.W.O.

Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,

,, ,, ., Galvanised 8 15 ,

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 ,

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wii-e, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 U 13

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 58. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
ICoatod with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 72* ,,

Steam-Tubes 67i ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62* ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57i .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £21 1 ;J to £31 3 9
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.5 0,. —

„ Country 25 15 „ —
Lead BaiTel Piiie, Town 26 .,

—
„ Country 26 15 „ —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town 27 „ —
, Country 27 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 30 5 „ —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 28 ,,
—

Country 28 15 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4*in.) Town 28 „ —

,. „ Country 2S 15 „ —
[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]

fjead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, 8heathtng& rods S^.i

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 7K

Tin, Enghsh Ingots 201 10

Do.. Bars 202 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 23
Sheet Lead, Town 2110 0„ —

Country 25 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 .,

—
Refined Red Lead 25 10 0., —
Sheet Zinc 39 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 19 10 0., —
Tin per cwt. 11 ,. —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ,.
—

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

Ist quality £38 to £45
„ „ „ 2nd „ 26

3rd „ 16
.Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10

„ ., Miraroichi 9 10

„ Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21

„ „ „ 2nd „ 16
3rd „ 13

,, „ Bt, Petersburg

—

„ „ „ 1st quality 16 10
2nd „ 14 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10
,, Gefle, Gothenburg,

and Stockholm ,.. 12 10
White Deals: Crown 11

,, ,, Seconds 11 10
Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Fitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 6 0,, 06
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 02
Birch : Quebec Logs 3 3,, 03
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 08
Mahogany Gaboon _ 3 0, 03

PURNITDRE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per load, .50ft. £30 to £35
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3 6

„ Boards „ ,. Prm. 3
„Mdm. 3 6

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4

Birch : Quebec logs 3 3

,, ,, sawn planks... 13
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6

Walnut :Mdm 3 6
Greonheart : Hewn logs 3 3

Cedar : Cigar box 19
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prirue 3 4

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5
Lagos and Benin 4 6
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3

,, Gaboon 3
Satinwood : West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitee 7

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per toot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,.

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

Closebnrn Red Freestone,ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Clreenshill, ditto .,

Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „

Hard York, ditto ••

Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ..

* All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddincton Depot per toot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9j
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,. 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

n

3 6
3 9
3 6
3 9
3

8

6 6
4 6
4

5 6

3 9

2 3

9
6 6
6

12
14

4

2 3

14

3 4
3 3
3 3
3 1)

1 10
1 IJ

1 m
3

3 8

1 3

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or f

Pimlico Wharf /

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

..£0 2 3 ...£0 3

SLATES.

.S!) 10
79
202
203

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

in. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 .

16x 8 .

Blue Bangor 20x10 .

20x13 .

Fu-st quality 30x10 .

20X12 .

16X 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 .

30x12 .

18x10
.

16x 8 .

20 X 10 .

, 18 X 10 .

16x 8 .

£ 8. d.

12 12 6
6 13 6
13 3 6
13 17 6
13
13 15
.750

per 1,000 of
1,300 at r.stn.

Permanent green

.

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 13
9 13
6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

Iriver.

livered
at rly. stn.

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11
17

33
14

First Hard Slocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Kecond Hard Slocks I 11

Mild Slocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for

Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Bed Wu:e Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 6

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2*in. Best Red Ac
crfngton Plastic \ 4 10

Facing Bricks
;

j
4 10 6 „

I

Net. delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £'2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part '^ " 9
3l" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

si" ditto ditto through and through 3
34" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i ' radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4*" sotfit, per loot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

1 3
18
3 1

2 6
3 1

2 11

3 9
4
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Second
Colours.

17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

21 7 6 H 17 H

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

Wliite, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream, Other
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.

St^re^tcher^s-
^^ 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

"n T7 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats

1.5 17 6 II 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers— . . „ .,,,_.
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 2i 7 6 17 17 b

Double Headers-
It 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6

Splays and Squints— ,, . ,.

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 21 17 fi 17 7 h

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each Id. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers-
, „. w

8d. each 8d, each 8d. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and Kxternal Angles—
, ,,„ .

1/3 each l/'2each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each

Clll Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers-
,5d each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. eajjh

Blajoiica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers •;• ^"^ "
IQuoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C uu'pass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours > ing Om.

C imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in.

Is. 2d. each V- ;:,.•,• L ^X ^^LT
stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Hmder8,£l per 1,000 extra.
.^ . , „. , , ,

• These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

tc London Stations.

VARNISHES, &o. Per Ballon

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak ]"

Superfine I'alo F.lastio Oak IJ

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak • lU

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 11

Fine PMastic Carriage. |^
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage

Jy
Fine Palo Maple

J^
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Kxtra Palo French Oil 1 »

EggsheU Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1
J'

Extra Pale Paper I*

Best .Tapan flold Size " 1"

Best Black .lapan lb

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black lb

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast o

B. d.

Best Portland Cement
G ound Blue Lias Lime

6 per yard, delivered

c
8. d. Per ton,

to 41 delivered
per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. B. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

KooMi. Market House, New-

TRADE NOTES.
Under the dini'linu of Mr. .T. L. Peacock,

eugiiieer, Newt ownarils. the "Boyle" sysli'in

of ventilation (nalural), embracing Boyle's latest

patent, " air-piMiip " ventilators, has been applied

to the Boarrl
t.ownards.

The most valuable trophy offered in motoring
competition has just been won by a Talbot car.

This is the Diinlop 200-guinea challenge cup, the

principal prize iii the Rosslare Speed Trials pro-

moted by the Irisb .\utoniobile (liili on Sept <

and 6. The competing Talhots had a remark-
able run of success, for (he ISH.P.. ISH-P., and
25H P. cars won each of the three open events

they contested, followed by the unusual

spectacle of the winners' event for the 200-guinea

cup iieiiig contested by three ears of one make.

The l.'iH.r. Talliot proved the winner on

handicap, this being the third occasinn on which

Talbot cars have won this coveted (rophy.

d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry.stn.
7 perdoz. ,, ,,

per 1000 „ „
6 „ „ ,,

perdoz

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles SO

Ornamental tiles 53

Hip and Valley tiles i

Ruabon red , brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles ;—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz
Valleytiles 3 4i

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILiX

Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz. ,

per 1000 ,

6

per 1000 ,

perdoz. ,

8

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz.
,

6

per 1000
6

perdoz.
6

pILKINQTOfi & CO.
(ESTABLISHKD 1838.)

DEPTrORD 'WHARF,
190 ft 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, 8.E

Registered Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTINO A8PHALTB.

•WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Sejssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.

Telephone Nob. : New Cbobs 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish ., ...

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos „ ...

Do. Nut Kernel ,, ...

Oleine , ...

Sperm
Lubricating U.S perga).
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel ,, ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine ,, ...

^""^'S'ou) ":!":[•—'
Pure Linseed Oil I

" Btority " Brand ) "

26 15
39
39 10
21

46
42 10
42 10
32
35
17

30

1 6

19
3
2
2

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

1 10
1

Olivers'

Seasoned
HardAVOods,

TU-
WM. 0L1"VER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, London, E.O.

10

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d. ...

. Thirds 2ld. ...

Fluted Sheet 2id. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ;

Figured Rolled and Reponesine

21 oz. 260Z. 33oz.

3d, 3Sd. ... 48d.

3»d 4M ... 6id.
3jd. ... 6id. ... 7d.

^in. ^/inin. iin.

2M ... 2id. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
Sid. .. 5d.

TENDERS.
.• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

c'iKDiiF.—Forthe erectionof the shell of the southern

block of the National Museum for Wales .

—
Pittard, H., and Son, Longport £73,500

Mmter, J. G., Putney 70,756

Turner, E,, and Sons, Ltd., Cardiff 66.649

Wilcock, H., and Co., Wolver-

bamplou (accepted) 65,80a

Ckewe.—For constructing four steel girder bridges

required at the sewage disposal works, for the town

council :

—

rt
„

Hayes, P., and Sons (accented) ... i.195 o "

(Highest tender received, £238.)

gpsnM.—For the erection of labour sheds and altera-

tions to buildings at their workhouse at Bpsom, for the

guanlians. Mr. A. U. Williams, 63, Doughty-street,

London, W.C, architect ;
—

Peddle, B
Crosby and Co.
Fletcher. P. W
Smith, W., and Spns
Burberry aud Wooidridge ...

Cropley Bros
Death, J
Isorrington, C. J
Taylor. W
BaU6e, H
Pasteifleld and English ...

Foster, F. and G
Impson, W, H.
Roll and Taylor
Lown, L., and Co

£1,053
693
990
970 10

950
949
947
9W 13

926
911
898
881
878
877
86*

£l,'265 17 1

933 16 10

SM U 10
827
8J3 13

775
763 13 8

648 18

593 U 4

Ekiih.— For tbo execution of certain re|>airs and
redccorations at the technical institute, Erith, for the

Kent Kduc^tion Couimittos :
—

Chandler, H. K., Bolvedaro ... £2H
Buckley, T. C, Erith if? 10

McLean, A. V., EritU 23) 1«

(The committee will not proceed with the work this

year.)

FiNEBoK. -For replacing the pressure gas plant at

the pumping station with a suction gas plant, for tin

urban district council

;

Central Machinery Co. (accepted) iiioo o

Ki.KEi, LiNCOLNsHiKE.—For iiniiroTomonl* at Woud-
lane council school, Fleet :

—
Bean, A. (acceiited).

Fmm'.—For the erection of a bakehouse, with store,

rtwrns and stables, for Flint and Oakenholt Co-opera-

tive Society, Ltd. Mr. F. A. Roberta, M.8.A.. Earl

Chambers. Mold, architect :
—

Huxley, H.(i £1.7 n
Wright. G. H 1.731

Jones, A 1.70"

Rogers, y. 8., and 8oM< 1,98!

Lloyd, A. B., Flint (accopu- 1) ... 1.6)0

Foi.EsHii.i. — For alto^alion^ at the workhouse, for

the guardians ;
—

(iibson, Beuworth (accepted) ... £787

Fei.BorKN.—tor the outside iiainting of the Fulbourn

Asylum, Cambridgeshire. .Mr. A. Paul McAlister,

F.R.I. B.A., 20, St. Androw'a-Htreet, Camliritlge,

architect ;
—

Richards, ). 1., Brixton, S.W. ...

I'nderwood Bros
Nortbtteid, B. C
Coulson and Lofts
Leach, F. R., and Sons
Negus, A., and Sons
Jones. A. R., and Bailey
Scott, C. Cherryhinton
Bennett and Blowers (accepted)...

Rest of Cambridge.

FivAMi.iNGH.^M.—For crectiou of a storm-water tank

at sewage works :
—

James and Ling £215 15

Bennett, F., Ipswich (accepted) ... 165

OiM.iM.HtM.— For the erection of new buildings, for

the New Brompton Co.operativ6 Society, Ltd. :
—

Watts, C, and Co., Church-end,
Finchley

Monk. A., and Co., R6gentst.,W.
Gates. G., and 8oni», Rochester ...

Seager. L., SittingDourno
West Bros.. Rochester
Walhs. ti. K.. and Sons, Ltd.,

Miiidstono
Hanson, A. and B., SjutbiiU

Skinner, C. E., Chatham
Phillips, H. E., (iulingham
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ...

Ellmgham, J. VV., Spital-stroet,

Danford (acceiited) 'i.VJi

GLAS4MS1AN.—For water extensions at Glanamman
and Gainant, for the Cwmiiman Urban District

Council :
—

flanney. E. I., Swansea £231 12

(Accented.)

Hai.iux.—For the supply of 200 tons of steel girder

tiHm-rails and seven tons of steel fishplates, for the

tramways committee :

—

Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., Ltd., £7 par ton

(accepted).

Halton.-For providing and laying 470 yards of

surface-water drains at Halton, for the Hunslet Rural

District Council :—
PuUett, F. C i^i^-' S

Briggs. G. L , and Son 113 15

Pullar, H.C., Halifax 135 3

Scbofleld, A 133 13

E-nery.G., Birmingham 13J 16

Rex, A }30 _
Wilson, A. (accepted) ... ... 113 1 '

(Rest of Leeds.)

of a vicarage, for the

g,i«s

8,1 JO

8.1 (.3 1)

7,979
7,937

7,933

7,893 U
7,820 U u
7,817
7,731

Hambleio.-).-For erection

vicarage committee :

—
Preston (accepted) £1.3.^0

Hatheld.— For construction of a surface-water drain

in Mortnary-lane, for the rural district council

:

Dunham, P., Hatfield £235

Johnson, S., Sou, aud Marsh.

Strand. W.C
Naden. J., Hatfield

Williams and Son, Potter's Bar'...
• Accepted.

7

135
97
92

11, and 12,

Sidney-Dlace.

W. Brooks'

London. — For rebuilding Nos. 10,

Leiceoier-street. and Nos. 3a and
Leicester-square, W.C, for Messrs. Stagg and Mantle,

Ltd. Mr. Ernest H. Abbott, 6, Warwick-court, Gray s

Inn, W.C, architect. Quantities by Mr. C
Vernon House, Bloomsbury, W.C :—

Bywaters and Sons, Ltd £19,4*0

Holland and Hannen, and
Cul.itts. Ltd 19.2"

Higgs and Hill. Ltd 18,982

Carmichaol, J. , '.?,
Dove Bros., Ltd 18,650

Hall, Beddall, and Co 18,.73J

Newcaotle-on-Tyne.—For the construction

single-story shed at No. 2J Block, Quayside, tor the city

Darlington Construction Co., Ltd. £1,706
(Accepted.)

Shobeham-bt-Sea.—Forktrbing and making-np the

fcuifacesot tbe vaihs if the choichjaid of St. Mary s

churth, Bhoreham-b.v-Sea:—
Gates, W. A., and Sons £163 u

Cheesman. C. U \f^ ,? "

Weed, G., London, 8.W 133 18 «

Curd, t. H 1^3 1?

WUlet, W. (accepted) 99 i.) u

(Rest of Shoreham-by-Sea.)

of
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£8,8117

8,8 i6

S.74SI (1

8,7115

8.689 11 II

8,«3i

8,593
N5Ht (1

8,480 II

8,470 IJ

8.461
8,435
8 433 II

8 310
8.247

PalmerV Gueen.—For the erection of a Con-
gregational church and schools. MeasrB. Bainea and
8one, 5, Clemente - inn, Strand. London, W.C.,
architects —

WiDiams, H. J.. Ltd.
Dove Bros., Ltd
Mattock Bros.
HoIIidav and Greenwood ...

Higgp, F. and H. F
Akere and Co...-

Mattochs and Parsons
P^airhead. A., and Sou
Battley, Sons, and Holnefs
Carmicbael, J.

Roome, E., and Co
Goddard and Sons ...

Hammond, W.
Smith and Sous, Ltd.
Dorey and Co.'

* Accepted with modifications,

Si.EAFOKD.—For making alterations and additions to

the Corn Bscange :
—

Banks, J. J., and Son.Sleaford (accepted).

SroNDON, Notts.— For carrying out works of

SGweraee in the village of Spondon. for the Shardlow
Itural District Council :

—
Barry, H. H.. Radcliflc-on-Trent £7,550

(Accepted.)

Toiivi Av,—For the erection of a secondary school for

34a pupils, for the Devon Education Committee. Mr.
Percy Morris, 1, Richmond-road, Exeter, county edu-
cation architect. Quantities by Mr. 8. W, Haughton,
H, I ieorge- street. Plymouth ;

—
Vanstcaie, T., and Sons
Wilkins, R,, and Sons, Bristol ...

Debnam, A. R., Plymouth
Watson, W., and Son
Williams. R. C, Holbeton
Pittard, H.. and Son, Langport ...

Lea, E. C, Exeter
Narracott. R. E
Lapthorn and Co.. Plymouth
Turpin. G. B., Plymouth
Weetcott, A ustin, and White,
Esetor

Pratt, N.. &. Sons, Clyst St. Mary 12.515 18
Pove.v, E. P., and Bons
Pollard, G.. and Co.. Ltd., Taunton
Badcock, F. J., Ashburton
Small, F, and E., Taunton
Jackman, H. C
Wakeham Bros., Plymouth*

' Accepted. Rest of Toniuay.

£14,'.00 2
13.812 19 1

13,784 19

13,678 :i 3
13,335 17 1

13,125
13,(190 1

13,035 3 9

13.963
12,568

12,541 1.) 7

12,515 18 4
12,367 6
12,310 1 II

13.070 13 3
11,067 18 s

11,899
11,074 15 4

Walthaustow. — For alterations and additions to
Forest-road Infants* school, for the Walthamstow Edu-
cation Committee. Mr. H. Proseer, M.S A., architect
to the committee. (Quantities by Mr. G. W. Francis

Knight and Son. Tottenham
Thomas, .1., Enfield
Russell, E. A., Leytonetoae
Hammond and Son, Romford
Crisp, A. G., Walthamsitofl'
Horswill, H. f!., Forest Gate
Brand, Pottit, and Co., South
Tottenham

Santls. .T., Walthamstow
Coxhead, F. J.. Leytonstone
Feun, A. M., Woolwich
Maddison, W. J., Canning Town ..

Dean, J. and J., Walthamstow' ...

* Accepted.

WitrcHEsTEU.—For various works, for the city council.

Accepted tenders ;
—

Extension of guildhall premise"? ;

—

Hunt, J £5,360
Lodge offices and conveniences at the new cemetery :

—
Hunt, J. 975

Parquet danctng-lloor for the guildhall :
—

Savage, E. W 179 18

£1,112
1,037
999 II II

910
895 10
890

830
748
737
737
736
730

TO OORBESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

Telephone: Garrard 1'20I.

Telegrams :

'* Tiuaeserver, Estrand, London."

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Situations Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situation:^
Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisements muat be
prepaid.

Situations Wanted.

AdvertisementK not exceeding Thirty W<irds,
Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading " Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
appUcation to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

*«* Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office, Effingham House, 1. Arundel - street.

Strand, W.C. free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rkckived.—N. and Z.—L. and N. \V. Rly. Co.—
j'C. A. Co.. Ltd.—W. J. ami Co.—\V. Ltd.—Lt. B.—
H. C. B.—W. F. S. and Co., Ltd.--C. L. and Son.—

_.M. K. C.—a. M.—B. Bros.—R. F. W. and Son.—
ccH. and G.—J. W. and Son.—D. and Co., Ltd.—

S. Bros., Ltd.—(J. R. and Son.—H. and B.—E., Ltd.
—C. N.-L. and Co.—S. E. C—R. and Son,—J. (f. L.
—R. S. Co.. Ltd.-G. v.—K. A.—C. and Co., Ltd.—
T. B. B.,Ltd.

F.—Yes.
D. S.—Thanks, no.

Q. R.—Sorry, no room just now.

PiiACTiCvVi.—You might as well ask us to oat jour
dinner or get your hair cut for you.

Iky.—We dare not. Think of the possible conse-
(luences if architects caught your complaint, and
took to writing their specifications in verse 1

A. J. M.—The articles on "Ornamental Brickwork"
appeared in our issiies of April 1'2, 19, 26, May :i, 10,

17, 31, June 7, 14, '28. July r^, 1*2, 19. -26, 191-2. Fonrtet-n
numbers in all: price 4.s. 8d., or post free -^s. :kl.

The series has not been issued in book form.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Sept. 22-

Cot. 6-

,. 31-
NoT. 1-

1-

,. 18-

,i 29-

1914.

Jnu.

-Woiking (Jlasa Houses, (Jleator Moor £6 68. (merged in commission) U . RotUery, Clerk, Cleator Moor.

-Front for Cigar Shop, Piccadilly, i Henry Tanner,
F.R.I.B.A., 12. Regent-Btrcet, W., Assessor) £50 Martins, Ltd.,_25, Cheapaide, B.C.

F. W. Spurr, City Engineer, Guildbali, York.
Section cl'Arcbilectuie an Minietero des Travaux Publics, Sofia.

Section il'Archilccture an Ministero des Travaux Publics, Soli*.

Service de ringer.ieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.

-Houses and Planning, York .. £100, £50, £25
-Royal Palace, Sofia. Bulgaria
-Law Courts. Sofia. Bulgnria
-Destructor, Schaerbeok-le/.-Bruxelles ..

-Band Pavilion, West Cliff, Folkestone (limit of cost
£20,000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. 31, BedforJ-
Eiiuare, W.C, Assessor) ." A. F. Kidsou, Town Clerk, Folkestone,

-New Offices lor Board ol Trade, &c., Whitehall Gardens,
S.W. [R. BlomfleUl, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B.,
R.A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
with £300 Honorarium each

-Manchester Royal Exchange. Additional New Buildings
aud Alterations, Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially
in\ited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will ba
appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.IlB.A., Assessor) Rich. J.Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

-Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E. .

Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dols. each R. O. Desroohers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

The Secretary, U.M. Uttice of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Sipt. 12— Ruling Machine Works. Scotgate-road, Honloy
,, 12— Boys' Industrial School, Laundr.y at, Sunderland
,1 13—Two Houfes, Wctheral
,, 13— Eight Cottages, Knockroe ami Templeraartin
., 13— Billiard Saloon and Shops, Commorcial-st., Nelson, Glam,
., 1.3— Rcuglicasting Three Houseg, Fosdvko
, 13— Hotpital, Gildredge I ndorhill

,, 16—Working-class Dwellings (22), Watford
,, 16-Workmen's Cottages (12), Station-road, Petworth
,, 15—Liberal Club, Newton Abbot
,, 16— School (.M6 places), Livcrpool-roatl, Irlam
„ l,"i—Ten Houses, Flockton, Yorks
,, 15—House, Asbbrow-road, Huddersfield
,, IS—Council School (.JOO places), Sirhowy, Mon
„ 15—Drill Hall. Looe, Cornwall
,, 16—Workhouse, Additions to Boiler House, Croydon
„ l(i—School (1,200 places). Old Shildou
,, Hi—Kitchen Accommodation at Infirmary. Additions to
,, 16—Memorial Library, Renovation of, Clydach Vale
II 16—Two Galvanised Iron Sheds, Douglas, I. of M
.1 16—School, Alterations to, Middlestone Moor
,, lt>—Rebuilding Station, I'enshaw
I, 10—Covered Way, Talywain
,, 16—South Norwood Baths, Additions to, Croydon
11 16—Engine Sheds. Dairycoates. Hull
It 26—School, Alteration to, Newbottle

BUILDINGS.
J Shaw and Sons 1'. N. Brown, Architect, Hawthorn Bank, Holmhrth.

Committee G. W. Bain, Hon. Sec, Hi. John-street, Sunderland.

R. Thompson ............"...!.! J. H. Martindale, P.R.I. B.A., Castle-street, Carlisle.

Bandon Rural District Council... A. Hayncs, Clerk, Workhouse, Bandou.
W. T. Pngh, Archt.. Nolson.

Hoiland Countv'Council" E. Christie, County Land Agent, Market-place, Boston, LincJ.

Eastbouriio Sanitary Committee W. Chapman Field. Boro' Archt., Town Hall, Eastbourne.

Krban District Council D. Waterhouse, Eng., Council Offices, Wattord.

Rural District Council E. H. Staffurth, Clerk, Avenings, Petworth.

Building Committee J. C. Bcare, A.R.I.B.A., 13, Devon-square. Newton Abbot.

Lancashire Education Committee ... H. Littler, Archt.. 16, Ribb lesdale-place, Preston.

Urban District Council W. Dickinson, Clerk, Itj, Westgato, Wakefield.

J. H. Hall A Sons, Archts., Exchange, Market-st., Huddersneld.

Education CommittBe" '.'.'....'. J. Bain, P.R.I. B. A., County Council OfHces, Newport, Mon.
Terr. Force Assoc O. R. Caldwel'., Archt., Penzance.
Guardians H. Bernoy. Archt., 101, George-street, Croydon.

Durham County Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham.
Lambeth Guardians J. L. Goldspink, Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-road, B.E,.

Library Committee R. 8. GrillUhs, M.8.A., Tonypandy.
Tramways Coinmitteo The Tramway Offices, Strathallan Crecent, Douglas, 1. ot ii.

Durham Couutv Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, DurhaTi.

North-Eastern Railway Co W. Bell, Archt., Westgate-road, Newca-stle-oo-Tyae.

Abersychan Co-op. Soc., Ltd. The Society's Office, Higb-straet, AOsi'jyohaa.

Town Council The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Croydon.
N. E. Railwav Directors W. Bell, Archt., Paragon Station, Hull.

Durham County Council A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham.
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Roehampton House, Roehanii'ton. S.W. view to
Roehampton-lane, and plan. Mr. Edwin L.
Lutyens, .\.R..\.. Architect.

House at Craig-y-Parc, Pentyrch. near Cardiff. The
entrance and garden fronts, with plan. Mr. C. E.
Mallows, F.R.I.B.A., .Architect.

Strand, W.O.

West Front ami Steeple, Church of St. Martin-iii-tlie-
Fields. S.W. l.liuiies (iiblis. ..\rchiteet,) Koyal
Aca<ieniv Silver .Medal Drawings by Mr. A.
Bryett.

Country Residential Club. Weybridge, Surrey. View
of entrance front and block plan. Messrs. Geoflfry
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A.. and Arthur Lodge, A.B.I.B.A.,
Architects.

New Churcli, Finchley, Middlesex. Interior view
and plan. Messrs. (ieolfry Lucas, F.R.I.B..\..
and .\rtluir Lodge. .\.U.I,B.A., in conjunction
with Mr. .lohn I'age. .Architects.

Central Fire Station, Hendou, N.W. View and plans.
Mr. Herbert A. Welch. A.U.l.B.A., Architect.

City of Cardiff Technical Institute. Selected design,
view and plans. Messrs. Ivor .Jones, .A.R.I. B.A.,
and Percy Thomas, Architects.

Stables at Ncwchai)el, Surrey. Mr. Charles W.
Bowles, .Architect.

THE PROTECTION OF CONCRETE
SURFACES.

Few queries reach us oftener than those
embodving requests for some effectual

means of rendering concrete uniformly ini-

permealile to water, or for suggestions as to

making it amenable to decorative treat-
ment. No replies, so far, can be considered
entirely satisfactory. We have from time
to time given hints derived from our own
experience, and many readers have obliged
with theirs ; but still the requests come.
Undoubtedly, in many cases, the fault is

due to the want of care in preparation and
workmanship, whether as regards solid or
reinforced work. Probably the same may
be said with regard to the kindred com-
plaints of annoying efflorescence, and the
want of uniformity in colour resulting from
the use of different materials.
As regards impermeability, attempts, so

fai-, to ensure it have ranged themselves
under four heads. First we liave the
various waterproofing comjiounds in liquid
or powder, which are supplied to nii.\ with
tlie concrete' as it is prepared. These are
often helps; but it must be confessed some
of them", at any rate, are oftener failures.
There is, first of all, the difficulty of
ensuring proper and regular distribution
throughout the concrete. If that is not
secured—and it is not always the fault of
the workmen that it cannot "be— the use of
such preservatives is simply a useless addi-
tion to the cost of the work. Some, again,
even wlien, as far as can be made certain,
proper distribution is effected, do not
render (he concrete entirely impervious to
moisture. OiIuts have been huind without
question to weaken tlie tensile strength of
the concrete. Few improve the appearance
of the work. With most, if not all, the
protective effect deteriorates with age-
sometimes ine.\plic.ibly in varying degree.
It is in this connection that one learns to
distrust specimen blocks and the like sub-
mitted by manufacturers, which have, to
all appearances, stood the test of time. Not
once or twice we have found no such
deterioration in one face of the work, after
the lapse of years, or in parts thereof,
while elsewhere the presence of water was
annoyinsly patent.

Secondly, we have the treatments advised
preparatory to the use of linseed-oil paints.
These are in no degree more satisfactory.
Tliey are comparatively little used here;
but seem to be more in vogue in America
and Canada, and we have been interestedm the remarks of Mr. G. D. White, a
writer in the Canadian Contract Itccord,
who has evidently had much experience.
Dealing with three of these treatments—
viz., the use of hydrochloric or muriatic
acid wash, the application of a wash con-

sisting of a solution of zinc sulphate and
watei', and of another wash made up of

ammonium carbonate and water—he con-

fesses to tlieir inefficiency ; carefully

recording his disclaimer of any intention

to blame the master-painter or chemist who
recommends their use. As he truly

remarks, the painter or chemist advising it

relies thereon simply in the absence of any-
thing he has found better as a means which
has in some measure helped him. As INfr.

White adds, from a chemical standpoint,
muriatic acid, no matter in what strength,

nor what the character of the concrete, is

not only less than useless as a remedy, but
detrimental in its action. Master-painters
who have endeavoured to put it in

practice have discovered to their sorrow a

confirmation or a demonstration of a

chemical theory. In the manufacture of

chemicals and chemical colours, we can
standardise our solutions by the use of

molecular formulre, and thus produce the
product sought without a waste of any
single ingredient, except, perhaps, watei".

Unfoitunately, in preparing concrete sur-
faces to receive paint, we have no means of

determining what strength of solution
should be employed. Were such a deter-
mination possible, we should have to make
it for every different piece of concrete, and
in cases of blocks for every block, because
we could not be sure of uniformity. Even
with the requiied strength of solution, we
still lack a method of application that will

ensure the ];roper neutralisation, and so
'iniformity of results is uncertain. Zinc
sulphate and ammonia carbonate as
applied to concrete, unless fully satisfied

by the jnestnce of calcium hydroxide, are
still soluble in water, and thus offer

dilTiculties of a serious nature. The
neutralisation of calcium hydrate ami
calcium oxide appearing on the surface of

concrete does not always mean that the
surface will remain neutral. Moisture
finding its way from the inner portions of

the lilock or wall carries with it alkali—the
foe to linseed-oil paints. The treatment
with zinc sulphate or ammonium car-
bonate, even though successful, docs not
offer a solution to the |iioblem, because a
linseed-oil jiaint is unsuited for either
exterior or interior painting of concrete.
The gloss robs the surface of the appear-
ance of stone or masonry. Linseed oil has
water-absorbing, and lacks water-resisting,
jiropcrties. It cannot be applied over a
damp or wet surface, which means that
following a rainstorm or rainy season a
painter must wait weeks and perhaps
months before he can commence work on
or com|)lete a contract already begun. A
wash of zinc sulphate or ammonium car-
bonate has been found a help in some

instances, but the lack of uniformity in

results, and the low degree as well as non-
permanency of im[jrovement, have demon-
strated its inefficiency to cope with the
important problem.
Of the colourless liquid coatings many

favour, some may be of some value or
service in retarding moisture, absorption,
and efflorescence, but they are all alike,

and emphasise any defects in, or difference
in, colour of concrete construction. They
impart to concrete a soggy, water-soaked
appearance. They do not render imperme-
able to moisture for any length of time

;

and they are net decorative.

We lune ourselves inore than once said
that the concrete-builder needs a special
paint for the coating of concrete surfaces.
Discussing the matter with paint-makers,
we have seldom got farther than a more or
less exact statement of the requirements of

such a [laint, the reply to which has
usually been that, like the jierfect man, it

is not likely to be found in this world. It

should certainly be a durable luotectiun,
resisting disintegration of concrete by the
elements. A jireventive of dampness
through resistance to water and moisture.
A paint that can be applied directly to the
concrete surface without any previous
treatment. It must he economical. After
weathering, it must offer a good surface
for repainting. It must be adapted to

receiving and holding a plaster coat. It

must be so constituted that it will be
pleasing to the eye^ Its consistency and
nature should be such that it will spre.-id

easily, work well under the brush,
jienetrate the voids, fill and cover hair
cracks, and act as a bond of connection
iietwccn the concrete and succeeding coats.
Not only must it penetrate and fill up the
voids, but it should, in a measure, level uji

the rough portions of the surface. It
must be suited to painting over damp and
wet surfaces, and dry even when sur-
rounded with moisture. When dry it must
adhere to the surface, be sufficiently elastic
to conform to changes in temperature, ami
remain hard in the presence of moisture
or water.
We agree witli ^fr. White that, as in

paints for wood or iron, the vehicle oE .a

liaint for concrete is a very important
factor. It should be difficult of saponifica-
tion, and of low saponification number.
^^r. White is convinced that some kind of

varnish product, peculiarly adapted to the
purpose, is required. The pigment, as in

linseed oil paint, has its function to

Iierform. In opposition to some we think
this pigment should not be cement for

reasons that are self-evident and self-

apparent. It must be. for the first coat,

at least alkali -pro'jf. Not only must it
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dLfuiiik', iniL il must I'loUcl, Ihu XL'hiclo,

and. ill Cdiijumtiuu «itli llic vehicle, the
Burfiice co:itecl.

Mr. AVh;te oilers no suggestion as to the
composition oj such a paint, and our own
experience in paint preparation and the
chemistry thereof has been too limited to

enable us to attempt it. Most certainly
paint consisting of both pigment and
veliicle working, in unison^- with the
minimum of opposing forces, easy of

ap|Jic;ition, serviceable under exposure,
re.sisting water and moisture, and econo-
mical to the consumer, would be a boon to

the concivto builder, and a rcnuineralive
business for the pai'nt-iiiaker fortunate
enough to compass his requirements.

^»*^^

ENGINEERS' VISIT TO MESSRS.
WAVGOOUS WORKS.

Tlie members of the Jujiior Institution of
Eiigineers spent an instructive and very in-

teresting foi-ei!oou on Saturday in a visit to

the works of Messrs. R. Waygood ajid Co.,
Ltd.. the well-known lift -makers, in Fal-
mouth road, Greut Dover-street, Suntliwark.
The party, who included Mr. Percy L.
Young, past vice-president, and Mr. Swales,
sperSary,' were fortunate in having as their
guide" one of the "clireetors of the eompanv,
Mr. H. Cecil Walker, cbief eleetrieal
engineer to the company ami son of the
managing director, who conducted them on a
tour embracing every section of the works,
and courteously replied to the innninerable
ijuestions raised as to the details of

operations.

The business, which now occupies premises
in Ealmouth-road having a cubic capacity of

one and three-quarter million cubic feet,

besides a foniidry at Coventry, and employs
over a thousand hands, was founded in 18.3.3

by the late Mr, Richard Waygood, who began
in his native village of Beaminster as a maker
of hot-water appai-atus and stoves, and having
built up a good connection, tr.ansferred it to

London in 1840. Here he was joined by Mr.
.J. M. Day, his foremnn in Dorsetshire, and
by his nephew, Mr. W. R. Green. In 186.3

the firm's premises were acquired by the
London. Chatham, and Dover Railway Co.,
and a fresh factory was built on a small
piece of ground in Roberts-place. Falmouth-
road. Two years later, Mr. II. C. Walker,
now the chairman and managing director,
entered the service of the firm, and devoted
himself specially to the manufacture of lifting

apparatus, for which he foresaw a large
possibility of development. In 1894 the
business was converted into a limited liability

company. Tlie employment of electric power
for lifting purposes has been a marked
feature of the progress of the firm, who
exhibited what is believed to have been the
first electric lift made in this country at the
Crystal Palace in 1800. Step by step the
works have been enlarged, the latest ex-

tension being the new three story Idock.
2.30ft. in length, built by Messrs. G. Parker
and Sons from plans bv Mr. Marcus E.
Collins, E.R.I.B.A., of 'Old Broad-street,
E.C., and opened in July, 1912. Further
enlargements and reconstructions are, we
understand. under consideration by the
directors. The firm hold the Royal Warrant
as lift-makers, by appointment to 11. M. King
(ieorge V.. having liehl a similar appcnudnent
from II. M. King Edward VII. and 11. M.
Queen Victoria.
The visitors having assembled in the

olTices, Mr. Cecil Walker welcomed them in

the name of the directors, and invited
attention to a framed ])hotograph, dated
18(54, of the staff and men of "Waygood's
Newington Iron Works," comprising a group
just over thirty in number. Below it was a
series of photographs of the works, staff, and
employees at the present day, demonstrating
the extraordinary development of the firm's
operations. Mr. Walker then led the way
through the various departments, explaining
that necessarily the route of inspection cnnld
not follow, in every case, the order of con-
struetion of the varimis parts of a lift.

Passing from the yard into the assembling
shop, a great number of lift machines were

seen in process of bein^ fitted together. 'Mic
various parts are, as far as is practicable,
designed to be interchangeable, and il was
shown that the greatest nicety in accuracy of

fit is secured. Special facilities have been
presided to enable every maehinc to be tested
under as nearly as possible working con-
ditions by connecting them to actual cages,
which run np and down in a series of testing
towers. At the end of the asseinbly-sbop
the party found themselves in the machine
shop, where the large tools for cutting and
boring are all driven by electric motors fitted

underground. Amongst these were noticed
high-class tools of the latest manufacture,
eniploycd lav cutting the worm - wheels
anil milling worms from the solid steel.

I'roeccding by lifts to the first Uoor,
the party were shown smaller - sized
machines being fitted and assembled, the
(inn having to deal with a demand tor sizes

ranging from JH.P. to SOIL;*., necessi-

tating a large aniount of stock. The members
next proceeded to a gallery on the second
fioor, wlusre _ the electrical controllers and
fittings were being manufactured. The
winding of the magnet spools on very simple

and effective machines of the firm's own
design was seen ; these spools Iiave to receive

.searching tests for faults, and in reply to

questions it was elicited that only a very

siiiall percentage were rejeeted for electrical

defects. Having seen the varnishing and
polishing departments on the upper floors,

the visitors returned to the central store

and inspected the woodworking shops. In

the main carpenters' shop the operation
of a peiubdnm saw, devised by a member of

the firlii, attracted attention. Suspended
from a beam and worked by electric motor,

this saw has a perfectly free action, and
rapidly and with the greatest accuracy cut

through the beams brought beneath it. In

the stores it was seen that every one of the

many hundred parts which go to make up
a modern lift bears a distinctive number, and
is a.ssorted into one of a large series of

metal bins or open lockers, each marked with

the same identifying number. In the iron-

working shop the frames or platforms of lifts

were seen in course of eonstrnetion and
fitting together. The final departments
inspected were the forge and the hydraulic

machinery shops.

Before" leaving, Mr. Percy Young ex-

pressed, on behalf of the members of the

society, their hearty thanks for the manner
in which the entire works had been thrown

open for their inspection and the lucid ex-

planations given by Mr. Walker at every

stage, rendering it possible for them to

realise the .splendid organisation of machinery

and the way in which every detail of the

complicated problem presented by the

modern lift had been worked out with the

most painstaking accuracy by Messrs.

Waygood.
•*»-

THE PLANNING OF SCHOOL HOUSES
AGAINST THE FIRE HAZARD.*

By FK.4KK Irving Cooper, Architect,

President, Massachusetts Society Heating

and Ventilating Engineers, Boston, Mass.

Architects have the greatest knowledge of

l)laiiiiing and construction ; they know the

fire resistance of materials, and have the

greatest chance in planning new buildings to

convince the eonuuittee in charge, of the

necessity of the best protection against fire.

It is to the interest of every arcliitect that

his building shall be constructed in the best

possible way, and that his public .shall know
why it is the best. In ease of accident due

to poor arrangement it is the architect who
receives well-deserved public censure.

riliST CL.\SS nUILDINOS NOT .M.WAVS
possim.E.

While all school buildings should be

erected of fireproof materials throughout,

such construction is usually prohibitive by
reason of its fir.st cost. Even the City of

Boston now builds its outlying school huild-

ings of second class construction, and con-

ditions justify the architect who designs this

' A iiaijor read before the International Congress
GU School H^•gicne, BiilTalo. .\iif;, 25, 1013.

class of hiiildings. But no areliitcet ami no
school authorily can be justified who omits
such simple and inexpcnsise methods of con-
struction as are herein recommended, which
insure a building which will resist fire a
sufficient length of time to allow complete
emptying even without previous fire-drill

practice. This paper will consider buildings
of second class construction, these being 90
per cent, of all school buildings erected.
The small number of first-class construction
buildings are in large towns or cities, and
are adequately protected by building regu-
lations. In planning the school building the
architect should aim to use the simplest form
or skeletmi. The skeleton is determined by
the main halls and corridors of the building.

The stairways are fixed by considerations of

convenience in going from floor to floor,

safety in case Of fire and ea.se of exit. Mr.
II. F. .1. Porter, the authority on fire drills,

has said that it is impossible to limit the

number of people per story to the capacity

of a stairway. Safety must be insured by
having two sets of egress of ample propor-
tions, one set located on each side of a
division wall, but each accessible from every
part of each floor.

I'lRE D1VI.SION WALLS.

Fire division walls in the modem school

building are a proposition which the school

authorities are slow to accept. It has been
my experience that school authorities are

difficult to impress with the necessity of pro-

viding against fire. In one of the largest

high-school buildings in Massachusetts,
whose main corridor is over 300ft. long, two
cross-partitions of wired glass had been de-

signed to divide the building into three sec-

tions. These partitions were removed over
the architect's protest because the school

authorities claimed the corridor monitor
could not have an unobstructed view of the

centre corridor if these fire partitions re-

mained. How far the authority of a school

monitor could control that corridor in ease

of panic is a question for the mothers and
fathers of children who attend this school.

While it is difficult to plan for fire division

walls in school buildings, it is usually pos-

sible to provide two independent ways of

egress from the schoolroom to stairways

situated far apart, and so separated that no

fire is at all likely to occur which will affect

both stairways simultaneously. This method
of providing' escape has been approved by

the Massachusetts State Inspectors. Tlie

high-school building at Bennington, Ver-

mont, is planned to meet Mr. Porter's

method of providing horizontal escape by

having across the main corridors doors which

are held open by a chain with a fusible link.

The chain runiiing from this link is also

attached to an electric catch which is re-

leased by the same current that sounds the

fire-gong's. Sounding the fire gongs closes

the door across the corridor, thus dividing

the Imilding into two sections, each with its

independent stairways. This will allow of

safe escape for a much longer period than

could be had with the usual open corridors

and staircases.

STAIRWAY ARRANGEMENT AND CON-
STRUCTION.

Staircases should always be in plain view

and the architectural treatment of corridors

at stair points should be such as to suggest

the way of exit. All stairways should dis-

charge "directly to the outside of the build-

ing, and not" into corridors. The outside

walls at point of discharge should be brought

to the etige of the door-frame, doing away

with the anjile which in many cases of panic

has caused loss of life. Staircases should be

built in wells shut off from corridors by

doors glazed with wired glass; these doors

•should have no locks nor latches, should

swing out onlv. aiid should have self-acting

door-closers. 'Both stairs and their supports

should be fire-resisting; neither slate nor

n.arhle should be used for treads, unless

supported under their entire width and

length. Turns in stairs should always be

aecouiplished bv huulings or platforms. No
winders should' be allowed. There should

never be less than three nor more than

fifteen risers between platforms, nor should
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a phUforin or laiiiling be less than 4ft. wide.

Ill large school builtliiigs stairs should ex-

tend to the usually flat roof, from whieli

there should be a separate escape to the

ground. The /((.-/ ihiiIx of a building to sue-

ciiiiib to fire should be the stairs.

rOORS .\ND K.MTS.

All doors should iinariably suing in the

direction of the outgoing passage. Doors to

stairvVnys should have automatic closing de-

\iees; exit doors should have an approved

type of push-bar device that will unlock the

IJolts bv pressure against the bar. Some
authorities have omitted all locks on class-

room doors, and there is much in favour of

this method wherever it is not necessary to

sicure rooms against misdemeanours. All

locks tl) schoolrooms, closets, and exit doors

should be those that can never be locked

against the outgoing person. Book lifts

should ahvavs be inclosed by solid walls, or

should be 'lined with metal from top to

bottom.
FURRING AND FIRE STOPS.

While, from the point of the fire engineer,

wood furring should never be employed, yet

the difficulty of securing damp proof, solid

walls, whenthe plastering is plaCed directly

on the outer masonry wall, and the cost of

metal furriiigs or tilelining frequently neces-

sitates wood furring as the only method left

for the architect nnder the appropriation.

Wood furrings should be stopped off by

[ilaster at the floor and ceiling and midway
between. Even metal furrings should be

fire-stopped to prevent the spread of fire by

draughts of superheated air or flaming gases.

The easing of walls with wood sheathing

should be entirely done away with, not only

because it is a help to the spread ot Arc, but

on account of its unhygienic properties,

harbouring germs and making places for the

lodgment of dust. Its place should be taken

by hard plaster, to which is glued burlap.

'I'lie well-designed modern school building

has all ornamental woodwork omitted, and
the necessary wood trim about doors,

windows, and blackboards reduced to a

minimuui. Cast-iron construction members
if unprotected are considered unreliable by
fire engineers, and should not be used. The
aichiteet should advise against pitched roofs

for school buildings, not only because it is

difficult to design such a roof in a fire-resist-

ing manner, but also on account of the tend-

ency of school authorities to make use of

the attie space, which is liable to be stored

with rubbish and cast-away furniture. The
roof covering, if possible, sliould be of tile

or slate imbedded in a suitable roofing com-

position. After this comes metal roofing

over heavy asbestos paper, or composition

gravel or slag, using Sfllllb. of slag or -lOOlb.

of gravel per lOOsq.ft. of roof.

FIRE E.'CTINGUISHERS OR SPRINKLERS.

All school buildings should be equipped

with chemical fire extinguishers of a type

approved by the National Board of Fire

Underwriters. Additional protection should

be planned for by providing an efficient

standpipe of 2Jin. or 3in. pipe connected to

the public watermains, and located at some
central point, and having hose connections

on each floor, including the basement. As n

matter of precaution a small jet cock should

be placed on this standpipe to allow in-

spection of water service. \i each hose con-

nection fliore should be a sufficient length of

Underwriters' hose with play pipe to reach

any part of that particular floor. This hose

should be supported by a swinging rack in

which the hose is folded layer by layer, or

else by a rack where the hose is looped over

wooden pins, which drop out when the hose

is run out. The necessity of safeguarding

large property values from destruction by

fire caused " automatic sprinklers to be

invented. They are chiefly used in factory

buildings, and have reduced the average loss

per factory fire from over lO.OOOdol. to

265dol.. and, so far as records show, no life

has ever been lost in a sprinkled building

when the sprinklers were in order and
workiiig. There is nothhig sensational about
the %vork oT antoinatie sprinklers; they save

lives by striking at the fire itself and checking

it before it has l>ecome a d^Tiamic force for

devastation. At the same time they sound
an alarm warning everyone that they are

lighting lire somewhere in the building.

Slalistics show that every week ten school

bnihlings are destroyed by lire in the United
States. The CoUinwood fire, with all its

horrors, may bo repeated any day. so little

have the lessons taught by that lire been
heeded. V;-t antoiiiatii- sprinklers install(Hl

in school buildings would practically render

such a catastrophe impossible. .V rapidly-

spreading fire costs many lives. No fire can
spread rapidly under sprinklers. That the

automatic sprinkler has become known and
approved by school authorities is shown by

the example of the City of Buffalo, where
its public school Iniildings, Nos. 1 to Vvl in

elusive, its (^'ntlal High School, and ils

Lafavette High School, all have the base

meiit protecteil by autinuatie sprinklers. In

addition to the usual alarm gongs about the

building there should bo an alarm to the

Fire Department. This can be effected by

having a standard alarm-box placed within

the building, or. as in the case of the Boston

schools, an auxiliary to the gong alarm may
connect the school alarm with that to fire

headquarters. The system allows ringing

the scliool gongs without notification to the

Fire Department, but the Fire Department
cannot be called without sounding the school

gongs.

BOILER- AND MAMAL TRAINING ROO.MS.

Boiler rooms should be placed outside of

the buildings. When this is not possible

boiler- and heater-rooms should be isolated

Sy means of brick walls having thoroughly

fire-resisting doors, with automatic closing

devices. Should the floor over the boiler be

of ordinary wood joint eonstuction on account

of a necessarily small appropriation, the

joists should be" filled in solid with mortar

or mineral wood and the ceiling should be of

thick plastering on metal lath, wired to metal

furrings. All ceilings of cooking- and

manual-training rooms should be treated in

the same manner as the ceilings over boiler-

rooms.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT AND PROTECTION.

Professor A. D. F. Hamlin has said that

•' the schoolhouses of any community are

gauges of its enlightenment"; also "it

requires only diffusion among the people of

correct information on the subject to secure

from them all that is necessary for the

erection ot suitable and creditable edifices."

While I believe this is true, yet it is difficult

to put conditions plainly before the people

and to secure their action. In one New Eng-

land town a high school building of three

stories was being built with wood laths for

plastering. The committee in charge of

erection would not permit the change to

metal lath on account of expense. A public

appeal to the townspeople, however, made it

clear to the committee that the safety of the

children against the saving of l.OOOdol. was

not to bo considered. Wire lath was then

voted. An informed and awakened public

will demand that an architect shall design

school buildings which shall meet the

demands of the educators and protect the

lives of the school children. When 'the law-

holds him criniinally responsible for faulty

planning and construction reform will be

immediate. How the position nf the architect

is now controlled by public opinion was

clearly stated bv Mr. 'Win. George Bruce in

a manual published in 1903. He says,

" Schoolhouse designs are made to be

accepted rather than to educate public taste.

The architect must try to please the taste

or fancy of prospective patrons. When he

is thrown into close competition he cannot

afford to deal in ideals, he must meet con-

ditions." And Mr. E. M. Wheelright, in

his book on school architecture, published

two years before the above, stated. "In one

large" Ohio citv, where the authorities pride

themselves upon the low cost of schools, there

is a building four stories in height, with stud

interior partitions, furred walls, and no fire-

stops. No metal or brick ducts are provided

for ventilation ; the foul air is supposed to

find its wav through the hollow spaces in

floor aii.l waifs to the space between root

and the ceilings ot the upper rooms and

from thence through ventilators to the outer

air. A more imperfect system of ventilation

and a more ingenious firctrap could not well

be devised." Mr. Whcclright's book was
largely distributed, and without doubt was
in the hands of many Ohio aniliorities ; but.

nothing was done to compel safer school

buildings until one March morning came a

fire in the CoUinwood schoolhouse. Vou all

know the result; l(j,'i of the ihildrcn in that

school were burned to death. Yet it is stated

in "Insurance Engineering" that "within

three months after the CoUinwood fire plan.s

for an exact duplicate of that building were
submitted to the Ohio authorities."

**^

I'lIF. EFFECT OF SATURATION OM
THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.'

By .1. L. Van Ornim, M..\m.Soc.C.E.

The paucity of recorded information con-

cerning the treatment of concrete specimens,

with regard to moisture conditions during

their storage while awaiting the test for

strength, seems to indicate a general suppo-

sition that this feature has no considerable

effect on results. Apparently corroborating

this attitude is the statement in the recent

report of the Special Committee on Concrete

and Reinforced Concrete, in which, while

specifving the exact dimensions, mixing,

consistency, age, etc., of tflst specimens, the

only requirement designed to control

moisture treatment during their curing

seems to be that they shall be " stored under

laboratory conditions." It is the purpose of

this paper to invite attention, not only to

the great importance of specifying and

standardising the moisture treatment of

specimens intended for testing, but also to

the further fact that similar conditions, as

they act on the finished structures, will

affect their strength considerably, and,

therefore, should be considered in specifying

the proper unit stresses. It is evident that

this factor should not be ignored when great

variations in strength, to an amount of

perhaps 50 per cent, above or below a mean

value, result from differences in moisture

conditions.
During the last six years this question, at

times, has been the subject of investigation

in the Washington University Testing

Laboratorv. Different features have been

explored experimeutallv. as work on gradua-

tion theses, since 1907. bv Messrs. Treloase,

Feiuberg, Harris, Start, Bank, Caplan,

Bryan, and Keller. Although these tests

leave the greater part of the field still un-

touched, the writer believes the results thus

far obtained to be so definite in their show nig

of a decided influence of moisture conditions

on strength, and so significant in their

"eneral indications, that he offers this

summarised statement of experimental

results to the engineering profession for its

consideration.

The most important part of the investiga-

tion is that of the effect, on the compressive

strength of concrete, produced by varying

systematically the relative length of time of

exposure in air and in water. Ihe test

specimens were cylindrical, Sin. m diameter

and 16in. high.' The materials were: a

standard brand of Portland cement which

fulfilled thoroughly all the requirements of

the standard specifications; a clean sand of

good quality, weighing about 1101b. per

cubic foot wiien dry, and having 36 per cent,

voids ; and a washed river gravel ot the same

weight, varving in diameter from quite small

up to Hill.", and having 33 per cent voids.

The proportions were the usual ^-\- Yj
volume; the mixing was done thoroughly by

hand, and the quantity of water used was

such as to give a moderately wet consistency,

which allowed a thorough compacting by

stirring with an iron rod and a slight

tamping. All details of fabrication, curing,

• To be presented to the American Society of Civi'

Engineers. Nov 5, 1913. These papers are issued

befoi-e the date set lor presentatiou and discussion^

Correspondence is invited from those who cannot be

present at the meetinR, and may lie sent bv i a; t"

the secretary. Discussion, either oral or «M""':
will be published in a subseyuent nmubel ot t'ro-

ceedinKs." and when finally closed, the Paper^-
:j
*

discussion in full, will be pubhshed lu lian»

actions."
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aiul testing were plannetl so ns to spciirp

Kiicli coinplpte uniformity as is prapticalile to

obtain in all regards rxicpt tliP one for

wliiuli tile controlled variation formed the

particular purpose of the experimental study.

The cylinders were removed from the
moulds when two days old, and were tested

at an age of six weeks. The intervcnini;

forty days constituted the period in which
the duration of their immersion in water
was varied systematieally from nothing to

the full time. The average results of the
240 tests thus made are plotted on the
diagram. Fig. 1. on which the abscissas
represent that number of days (after the two
days in the moulds and the time of exposure
to air) during which each set of specimens
was placed in water before crushing them

;

and the ordinates give the percentage of
strength which each set of immersed
cylinders (standing in water for the indicated
number of days) was found to have, taking
the compressive strength of the dry specimens
from the same mix as 100 per cent. Thus, at
the extreme left is represented the basis of

comparison, or those which were not im-
mersed at all ; those specimens ^vhich were
cured in air of ordinary liumidity for .'il! days
a?id then immersed for 8 days are shown by
the black circle to be 86 per cent, as sti-ong

as the air-cured concrete; those in air for 12
• lays and therefore finally cured in water for
28 days have gained 9 per cent, strength

;

and those submerged for the entire 40 days
exhibited an average compressive strength
fully 50 per cent, greater than the air-cured
specimens. (Some other experiments have
also shown that concrete aged entirely in

water is considerably stronger than when
left continuously in air, as reported by
Kafter, Withey, and the Watertown
Arsenal.)

An average curve for the plotted poijits has
been drawn as a full Inie, showing the
systematic increase in strength as the time
of submergence is lengthened beyond 2 days;
but there exists the significant fact that
specimens of the dimensions used, decrease
rapidly in strength when stored in air for
38 (or more) days and then placed in water
for the remaining 2 days (or less). This par-
ticular feature of the rapid loss of strength
on first exposure to water, and the active
but slower recovery of strength as soaking
continued, required a multiplication of tests
to determine satisfactorily the locus of the
curve in this region, and, consef|Uently. more
than half of the experiments were con-
centrated in this descending and the adjacent
rising portion of the plot.

It thus appears that the compressive
strejigth of concrete exposed only to air may
be reduced nearly 40 per cent, whcji
saturated with water; but that this loss is

actively regained as the treatment is con-
tinued. The word "saturation" is used
advisedly, because the ntininuuu strength was
found to coincide practically with the length
of time required for water to penetrate to
the middle of the specimens. Very plainly,
this loss of strength has no relation to the
percentage of contained moisture, as it is not
only regained, but much exceeded, if the
.saturation is continued long enough. Perhaps
the reduction in strength is purely a tem-
porary physical phenomenon which is gradu-
ally counteracted and finally dominated by
continued saturation permitting the im'
perfectly developed chemical processes of
hardening to proceed actively. If this be
true, concrete would regain something more
than its original strength if dried out as soon
as completely saturated ; but this \alue would
be less than that attainable by a continuance
of the water treatment; also' a repetition of
soaking after such an experience would again
temporarily leduce the strength, but less than
Iiefore. These questions, as well as others,
such as the duration of saturation necessary
to prevent the temporary relapse of strength
described, the corresponding effects of other
periods of treatment similar to that dis
cussed, of alternating the exposure to air and
water, the result of different dimensions,
proportions, materials, etc., all offer a large,
interesting, and fruitful field for investiga-
tion. .

In a series of experiments (;:i the factors

affecting the strength of bond between
concrete and embedded steel 74 tests

were mad(^ lo determine whether there
existed the bamc tendency of rapiil

weakening at first and a following
recovery of strength when the dry specimen=i
were immersed in water. The concrete was
of the same character as already described,
and the test specimens were partly of the
notched beam type transversely loaded, and
partly of cylindrical form, in which the rod
was pulled fi'om the embedding concrete. All
care was used to make the methods of testing

such as to minimise all variables except the

particular one the etfect of which was sought.

The results indicate clearly, for both plain

and deformed bars, that the bond strength
values, similarly, decline rapidly and then
increase after saturation is complete, as is

the case with the compressive strength;
;ilthough the average minimum observed was
only about 75 per cent, of that of the speci-

mens cured entirely in air. Whether or not
this percentage really marks the greatest

weakening of bond produced by immersion
:it an age of six weeks is somewhat uncertain

;

perhaps additional tests for intermediate
periods of soaking would have developed a
further reduction in strength. At any rate,

a similar behaviour characterises the bond
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values obtained during the first few days of

saturation.

Thirty-two beams were made of such
dimensions and amount of longitudinal re-

inforcement (without any web reinforcement
whatever) that failure would always occur
through the effect of the excessive web
tension in the concrete. The materials were
of the same quality as those already de-

scribed, and Cfjual precautions were taken to

secure reliable results. The.se beams were
also tested at an age of six weeks, but the

small luimber re.stricted the investigation to

lengths of immersion designed to detect only
the early loss of web tensile strength and its

subsequent increasing value, without tracing

it throughout successively lengthening
periods of exposure to water to the limit of

forty days. The characteristic effect is again
the same, the lowest average found being
again practically three-fourths of the strength
of the air cured specimens. It may be that,

in this case also, the minimum value was not
detected.

A series of experiments on concrete prisms
when seven years old, to determine any
change due to age in elastic properties, has
been discus.sed previously by the writer.
('Transactions," American Society of Civil
Engineers, Vol. LVIII., pp. 312-1.3.) It may
be stated, in reference thereto, that the
modulus of elasticity of these old prisms
exhibited a practically constant value
throughout the repeated loadings equal to

the maximum before found, which was about
80 per cent, greater than the final constant
value as then reported for prisms of ordinary
age; or a value of 4,000.000 in comoression
for that 1:3:5 limestone concrete. In these
experiments two specinuuis were immersed
in water mitil saturated and then carefully
tested ; the resulting compressive modulus of
elasticity for wet concrete was 60 per cent.

of that observed on the same specimens when
dry. This lowering in value refers, again,
only to the effect produced as soon as the
saturation is complete ; and has no reference
to a continuance of the e-xposure to water,
.^uch as is reported on certain other tests

("Bulletin." No. 175, University of Wis-
consin, p. 17), where the figures given for the
compressive modulus of elasticity of concrete
specimens cured entirely in water for twenty-
six days are about one-fourth greater than
those cured only in air.

As the various strength values of dry
concrete are temporarily reduced from 25
per cent, to 40 per cent, by saturation, it

would seem that this fact should be given
definite consideration in fixing the working
stresses used in tlie design of structures
which may be thus exposed, or else con-
ditions should be eontrolled in such a way
as to prevent the weakening thus produced.
\o such effect occurs in concrete constantly
under water or in moist earth from the time
of its fabrication ; but construction above
ground, and. therefore, exposed to dry air for

a time and then to a heavy rain or other
source of rapid wetting, presents coiulitions

under which this reduction in strength exists

temporarily. Fortunately, the remedy is

simple and inexpensive. It is to keep the
exposed material thoroughly wet (uitil its

enclosure by exterior walls and roof render
its saturation by rain impossible. The case
of parts not thus protected, or those for
which enclosure is tlelayed, is not so simple;
because the length of time of saturation
which will make the concrete safe against
serious reduction of strength is uncertain.
The systematic wetting of concrete is a well-
known principle of good construction ; but
the writer's observation and experience
suggest a very considerable tendency to
regard that procedure as abstractly correct,
but practically rather specious or trivial.

One purpose of this paper is to present the
facts in such a way that the frequent,
thorough, and faithful wetting of all parts of
such concrete structures .shall henceforth be
no more ignored than is now the jirotectiou
from freezing or disturbance while setting.

Probably this treatment should be continued
for a length of time .substantially greater
than that heretofore indicated—perhaps for

a period expressed in weeks instead of days.
Undonbtetlly. carelessness in a thorough

control of this kind is a frequent con-
tributing cause of weakness which is some-
times sufficient to result in failure. Very
evidently, this temporary weakening of

concrete by saturation is amply covered by
the factor of safety required by good
practice, if it be the only fault; but the
materials may be considerably below
standard, or the workmanship may be
defective, or the design may encroach on the

reserve of safety, or the occasional overload
may be imposed ; and if the material umn,
the construction superintendent, the

designer, and the u.ser of the structure
should each rely on the others to meet fully

the requirements, in the expectation that his

own delinquencv will be safely covered by
the factor of safety, it would not require an
impossible coincidence of such conditions to

cause disaster ; especially in view of the fact

that considerable variations from the average
strength values, which form the basis of

design, necessarily exist in different parts of

the structure. In fact, the failures which
have occurred are generally a result of

several such contributing causes. The
writer believes that the considerable
weakening produced by the saturation of dry
concrete has invariably been a contributing

factor in all those instances in which there

was an active wetting of dry. or partly dry.

concrete when subjected to essential stresses.

This general proposition furnishes one
more evidence of the remarkable responsive-

ness of concrete to variations in its treat-

ment. The fact that differences in control

(which to the average artisan are seemingly

unimp(U-tant) actually do exert a positive

inlluence on its essential characteristics con-

stitutes a definite warning against entrusting

it to the uncertainties of irresponsible or

sceptical supervision, and assures ampin
reward for a competent control which is
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correctly aclaptetl to develop its capabilities.

The susccptil)ility of steel to the infliicnce of

phosphorus and sulphur, of details of its heat

treatnieut, and of other conditions oceurring

in the process of inanufacturc have resulted

in restricting its production to the scrutiny

of expert superintendence. Equal reason

exists for, and commensurate advantages will

follow, a thoroughly discriminating control

of both the initial fabrication of concn'te,

and the details of treatment during its

hardening, in order to realise the great

possibilities inherent in this newer material.

The treatment of steel is not alwaye

complete as it coiucs from the rolls, as is

shown by such effects as the changes in

strength produced by the cold-twisting of

steel rods; unicli n'orc important in relation

to the resulting quality of concrete is the

nature of its treatment after fabrication,

both because its attainnrent of strength is a

relatively slow process and for the reason

that the" nature of the prevailing conditions

provided during this period affects so greatly

the development of its essential properties.

The notable responsiveness of concrete to the

character of its treatment is a direct appeal
for thoroughly trustworthy and expert

control.
. ^

STABLES AT NEWCHAPEL, SURREY.
The masonry is local sandstone, hammer-

faced, and the brickwork is of thin, sand-

faced, hand-made bricks from two or three

selected fields. The tiles are old sand faced.

The oakwork iji the half-tiniberi[ig is adzed
on tlie quarter, drawbored, and pinned to-

gether in the old manner. The stable fittings

to be in oak and elm. The architect is Mr.
Charles W. Bowles, of Staple Inn, Holborn.

LANDLORD AND TENANT
PARTNERSHIP.

Sir Richard Paget read a paper before
the British Association last Tuesday on
' Partnersliip in Agriculture between Land-
lord and Tenant." After paving a tribute for

their help to Mr. Charles "Bathurst, M.P.,
Mr. Christopher 'Junior, Hon. Edward Strutt.

and Mr. T. G. Spyers, he went on to say

that agriculture must be classed among the

sick industries of the country, ami land-

owning as an expensive hobby for the rich.

The farm was for the man with capital ; there

was no chance for the man whose technical

skill was his only security. Agriculture in

England at the present time, save in quite

exceptional eases, was conducted on un-
commercial lines. The ordinary landlord

and tenant agreement secured no conimunity
ol interests between the parties, no division

of protits, aiul no opening for outside capital.

Farming as a profession was consequently
limited to the relatively small class of

farmers who have sufficient capital of their

oun. If agriculture wanted more capital, in

order that it might be carried ou in its most

profitable manner, it must be brought within

the pale of the industries, and must offer to

capital a fair share of the profits. Eiirming
on a share of produce in lieu of rent—such as

the metayer system on the Continent, or
"farming on shares" in Canada, the U.S.A.,
and Australia—certainly gave an opening
for capital and enabled a farmer to operate

without capital of his own ; but it had the

objection that the landlord was only in-

terested in the yield of the crop (of which he
got a half, a third, or other agreed pro-

portion), not in the cost of producing it, since

the cost of labour fell on the tenant. The
interests of the parties were not identical,

and the system did not tend to encourage the

most intensive culture.

The ideal system would appear to be a

business partnership wherein the landlord

invested the land, the tenant invested what
capital he could, and the balance necessary

for the most efficient cultivation was invested

by the landlord, or it might be borrowed by

the partnership on the fceurity of its assets

and the guarantees of the partners. Sir

Richard went ou to give particulars of a

scheme into which he had entered on a farm
of his own near Wolverhampton. The land-

lord was credited, for the purpose of division

of profits, with the agricultural value of the

laud, and the tenant was credited with a

nominal capital representing the capitali-ed

value of his skill and services. In estimating

the amount of tenant's capitalised value it
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\s-aa nssumed tliat, if the partners each pro-

vider! half tlie cnsli capital, the tenant's share

of profits ill rctnrn for his services should bo

equal to the landlord's in return for his land

and for such services as he might be able to

render to the partnership. If. therefore, tlie

land was valued at. say. £4.000. the tenant

would also be credited with £4,500, as repre-

senting the capitalised value of=his services.

It the capital required were £1,000, and, in

the first instance, the whole of it were

supplied bv the landlord, the landlord would

be credited with £4.500, plus £1,500, equals

£6.000, as against the tenant's £4,500, and

would, therefore, receive four-sevenths as

against three-sevenths of the divisible profits.

In estimating profits all expenses for repairs,

tithes, taxes, and insurance, etc., were

charged to the partnership. The tenant was

given the right to invest from time to time up

to the total amount of the cash capital, thus

buying out the landlord's capital iriterest,

other than his interest in the land. The

landlord would then receive three-sevenths

of the profits and his money back, while the

tenant would receive the remaining four-

sevenths of the profits. Where the landlord

was willing to sell the freehold he might be

bought out altogether. The_labourcrs on the

farm in question got a bonus according to

their wages and the percentage of profits.

It might be objected that under such a

scheme a partnership meant risk, but it was

the man who counted, and no landlord coiihl

be considered as having done his due by his

land until he had secured that it was culti-

vated by a competent and honest farmer.

Bad farmers sliould be driven out ;
good

farmers would make good partners. Com-

paring the proposed partnership tenancy

with the present system of tenure, Sir

Richard said that the partnership system

would tend as follows: (1) To make agri-

culture an industry comparable with other

industries. (2) To encourage commercial

methods, the keeping of proper accounts, and

more scientific methods. (3) To give to agri-

culture the advantage of better credit and

cheaper money, by the association of the

landlord's credit with that of the fanner.

(4) To encourage landlords or other capi-

talists to invest in agriculture. (5) To enable

properly-trained farmers to start farniiug

without capital of their own, and to give

them an opportunity to invest their savings

in their farms. (H) To facilitate systematic

profit - sharing w^ith labourers on farms.

(7) To give landlords a business interest in

their farms and so place them in the position

to secure co operation between farmers, to

obtain information and technical advice, and

generally to use their intelligence and in-

fluence for the good of the industry.

Mr. Alfred Mosley, in opening the dis-

cussion, said that Sir Richard's system

means "Heads I win, tails you lose." The
tenant who entered into that agreement

stood to win everything, and the landlord to

lose everything. Assuming that the experi-

ment was" a success, the tenant would first of

all buy out the share of capital put in, and

then gradually buy out all the land and take

all the profit. If the experiment was a

failure tlie tenant lost nothing; but the land-

lord would have lost his capital, and have

got nothing in the way of rent.

Mr. Christopher Turnor said he hoped

people would think seriously of the possible

development of the partnership system. We
were spending a great deal on agricultural

education, but many young men who passed

our agricultural colleges were not able to

remain in England. He thought the partner-

ship system would be a valuable means of

keeping them there. He owned a 300 acres

farm, in bad condition, worked on that

system, and he had actually made more out

o't the land than ever before. His partner

seemed to be satisfied. For the first year he

had to forego the rental, but since then it

had been paid.

Mr. G. P. Hughes said that the great draw-

back with many of the landlords was that

their land had' lieeii mortgaged up lo the

capital value, and if the fact was taken into

consideration that land had diminished in

v.alne from 30 year's' to 20 years' purchase, it

would he foii'uil thai landlords could not

'carry out the scheiiic II. advised everyone
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who adopted copartnership to choose a man
with a clear head, and to take an active part

in the management of his estates.

THE TENANT'.S VIEW.S.

Mr. W. Allsebrook said he was associated

with Sir Richard Paget in the experiment

ho had described. One of its great ad-

vantages was community of interest between

owner and tenant, and he thought the scheme

would be a great incentive to have the prac-

tical interest of the landowner in his work.

While travelling in the United States, in the

Argentine, and "in Brazil, he had been greatly

struck bv the number of young men, of agri-

cultural 'training and great ability, who had

emigrated because they had no capital. They

would not have left England if able to farm

at home. This country did not produce any-

thing like the foodstuff it should, because

land was not cultivated as intensively as it

might be. We were losing a great deal of the

flower of our rural population ; one in four

was emigrating every year. If Sir Richard

Paget's proposals could be brought into more

general vogue a great many of those men
could be saved to the country.

Mr. C. R. Fay (Cambridge) said it was un-

desirable that the landlord should be reduced

to the position of a rent-charger. His

function must be made more active than it

was now, exactly on the lines suggested by

the reader of the paper. He also thought

that an attempt should be made to better

the position of the agricultural labourer.

Sir Richard Paget, in reply, said that as

regards " Heads I win," etc., if you wanted to

get increased dividends you must take in-

creased risks. At presen't the landlord had

great security, but the absurdly small

dividend of oiie or two per cent. He did not

consider that he was running any more risk

than if he was letting his farm to a tenant.

<t»

A RATIONAL FORMULA FOR ASPHALT
STREET SURFACES.*

By J. Alden Griffin, Ass'oc.M.Am.S.C.E.

Every now and then the question is raised :

" What is the proper crown to give an

asphalt street?" and there is a discussion as

to which of the many formulas of to day

gives the best results. Having been asked

' A nailer contributerl to tlie Ainerir-all Society of
( 'i\il MiiMineers.

this question many times in the past few

years, and especially while connected with

municipal improvements in Los Angeles,

Cal., the writer has given the matter careful

investigation, and, by a comparison of the

surfaces proposed by the various formulas,

has arrived at the conclusion that the crown

rise should vary with the cross-fall as well as

the grade of the roadway, and that a crown

considerably lower than that proposed by

the well-known formula of the late Andrew
Rosewater, M.Aiu.Soc.C.E., should be used

on streets having a cross-fall between the

gutter grades. The writer even favours one

which is slightly lower, where there is no

cross-fall in the roadway ; and, having

reached these conclusions, he proceeded to

determine the proper amount of reduction to

make in the crown for varying cross-falls.

After a great many experiments he adopted

the following modification of Mr. Rose-

water's formula. This gives the best results,

using one-eighth of the eros.s-fall plus ^in. as

the reduction factor, but some may wish to

change 0.12H in the formula to 0.10 H. -r

even O.OS If. in order not to reduce the erowu
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quite so nuicli ; howi'vei', tlii' foUowiiif? is re-

commended :

—

C = W (100 -Jjj _ (0.12 H + O.OC)
5,000

ill which W = the widtli of the roadway be-

tween curbs, in feet; jd ^ tlie porccntage of

grade longitudinally ou the .street; II = the

cross fall of the street, or the difCerouce of

elevation between the high and low gutter.s,

in feet; and C = the height of the crown
above the mean gutter grade, in feel.

It will be noticed that on a roadway having

a very steep cross-fall the upper gutter will

not liold water, which, in the majority of

such extreme cases, will do no harm, and will

very often save a cross-gutter at the iiiter-

sectiou ; however, it may be desired at some
time to hold the water in the upper gutter,

and this may be accomplished, without in-

creasing the side slope of the surface, by

shifting the crown to the upper side of tlie

ceutreof the roadway, as shown in Fig. -J,

which indicates a special cross-section at

that point.

Table 1 is compiled from the formula for

the more common roadway widths in Los
Angeles. Figs. I and 4 illustrate the com-
parison between Mr. Rosewater's formula
and the modification herein proposed on a

4flft. roadway having a 1 per cent, grade.

Fig. 1 is for no cross-fall ; Fig. 2 for a cross-

fall of Ift. between the mean gutters, and
Fig. 3 is an extreme case with a cross-fall

of 2ft. between the mean gutters. Fig. 4

illustrates a .section in which the lower half

meets the foi-mula and the upper half is

modified to hold the water in the upper
gutter.

**^-

ventilation': artificial ou
natural;

By r.WL W. GoLDSBURY, M.D., Warwick,
Mass.

To .ceeure a texture of air indoors that more
nearly resembles that outdoors is the

ambition of sanitary engineers who have any-

thing to do with buildings or their con-

struction. To live indoors and .still enjoy some
of the purity of the air that is to be found
in the open is a matter of vital concern to

the average worker, for the greater part of

his day is passed under roofs and inside

walls. Civilised man has been dw-clling in

his house for ages, adding comfort to comfort
with apparently little regard as to what such

confinement cost him in health and vigour.

His eyes, however, have been suddenly
opened, and that within a bare generation,

for he has seen and known of the response

w^hieh the " white plague " sufferer has

made living under clear skies. He is learning

something of the coiniection between the

shut-in-ness of bis office, shop, and sleeping

apartment and his occasional ills and ail-

ments. Ho is being persuaded that where
the real sick ai'e doing so well there must be

something worth while for him in the air

tinted and coloured by the sun and toned

and perfumed by lake and stream, forest and
field.

The human race has always needed shelter

;

a roof is wanted in all climates, either to

protect from the rain and snow, or to shiehl

from the light and beat of the sun. The play

of the elements and the changes of tem-

perature require walls also set so close as to

shut away winds and cold. Tlie house has

been divided into compartments. Rooms
afford individual privacy or establish limits

necessary for business or housekeeping
interests. In a thousand and one ways has

the home and the school, stores, factories,

and all sorts of buihlings been made snug,

comfortable, or divided up so as to anticipate

every little thing which has to do with use-

fulness and service. The occupants have

been protected from the struggles of the

elemeiits out of doors, and the changes of the

seasons, and the structures have been more
and more adapted and furnished and made
to serve the man in his work, his studies, his

whims, his pleasures. But the finished, the

complex building is seen more and more to

complicate and obstruct the free circulation

of air. Man is so occupied with his art, his

craft, his own creation, that he has forgotten

till' ph.Njical brcatli of life. The genius of

the scientist and physician, the skill of the
engineer and builder, all added to the con-

cern and diligence of the janitor, have not

met satisfactorily the problem of fresh air.

The patient sufferer of tuberculosis, though
compelled to lie still, has been forced to

listen to the stiller voices of Nature, and
learned lessoiis from her heart i>n"d Ways
which must become known everywhere.

All sorts of ventilating systems have been
used and devised to introduce, purify,

moisten, and change the air. To continually

bring the large quantity of air necessary in

factories, schoolhouses, and large public

buildings, to wash out the dust, to heat, and
at the same time keep up the humidity.

CLitails an expense which seems prohibitive

in the case of smaller buildings and dwelling-

houses. The demands for sufificicnt moisture

where eloth fabrics are woven have long been

realised and have been met by tlie in-

troduction of elaborate apparatus for

humidifying the air. The popular recognition

of the demands of the human fabric for

moisture conies long after. To heat, to

moisten, to remove tlie dust, and to supply

the quantity of oxygen considered necessary

for each iiidividu.il," is only tackling a part

of the proldem in giving him the kind of air

he needs. Students who were endeavonring

to serve the public in providing better ven-

tilation have met with success in a measure.

Things might have been worse. They have

had to fight organised greed and that race

for wealth and competition which produces

crowding and congestion, a tide very difncult,

to stem. These students, in tlie practical

application of the results obtained in their

laboratories, have been preparing the way

and educating the public in ventilation. But

it remains for those compelled to live in the

open to carry forward such labours. Man's

workshop is filways more or less restricted,

but the laboratory of Nature has practically

no bounds.

How much people can be herded and boxed

up together and not impair both their own

health and the efficiency? The summer

camp furnishes a marked contrast to the

stuffy office and the winter apartment as to

the tonic qualities of the free and fragrant

air. Many of the newer banking and trust

eonipanv offices show an evidence of a con-

cession 'to that elemental fact that breathiiiL;

space is nccessarv. The height of their

ceilings :cems to indicate something of a

protest against the low-ceiled rooms of the

day It must be also a matter of good buH-

ness policy to afford the high officials of such

and other large institutions elbow-room on

all sides where they have important affairs to

transact. Frecision in work and clarity in

mind and thought must be nourished by a

generous amount of atmosphere. There arc

virtues in the high-vaulted cathedrals m the

space afforded the heated and fouled air to

rise and escape.

Two hospitals* about the city of Boston

have found t|uite a helpful suggestion from

a very primitive source of architecture whicii

they have adapted to their own needs. The

Indian tepee emphasised some very ordinary

lessons in physics. The Indian is said to

live in his own chimney; at any rate, he lias

more or less fresh air coming in the door^

way or under his walls, and much of the bad

air'mnst, of course, foUo.v the natural drift,

rise and escape with the smoke of his lire

at the apex. Windows are seldom kept open

at the very top of a room, and even if they

were the ordinary ceiling is horizontal, so

that there are pockets or largo spaces where

the air is not changed. If the ceiling or root

slopes, then the air as heated tends to flow

upward all the time till it finds an outlet.

Now the ceilings in these hospital buildings

slope so as to allow the air from the rooms

to drift into that uppermost space (in this

case about Sft. across), under the ridge run-

ning the length of the building between the

gabTcs at the ends of the roof. In fact, that

part of the root is raised so as to allow

windows to be put in on either side. One is

immediately struck in going through these

buildings, particularly if any windows are

• Massachusetts Hospital School, Canton, anrl

Children's Hospital. Longwoocl.

opcnei-i below aiul abo\e, at the freshness of

the air. 'I'lie currents from the ordinary
levels to those under the apex of the roof
seem to establish such a circulation that
even the harmful odours and gases are
wafted upward and entirely out of the build-
ing. When the air is still outside, that from
within will come out of the windows opened
on both sides of the roof. But with a wind,
those on the leeward side, away from the

direction from whicli the wind comes, only
arc opened. In that way, instead of the air

being driven back in at the roof, it is sucked
out. The genius of the while nuiii has gone
the Indian one better on that point. Of
ciHirse, in such an arrangement the quantity
of air passing in and out requires an extra
amount of heat, but there are compensa-
tions. The response of the patients treated
in these sanatoria seems to warrant the

added cost of fuel.

In a broad study of all these considera-
tions of purity of air and ventilation, one
reaches the conclusion sooner or later that
health is a matter of space, of variations in

the character of the .air, •'ind that unob-
structed nature fs a master teacher in these

arts. Consider how the movements of the

sun, the rotation of the earth, produces the

ciianges in temperature, and add to these

the outlines and area of land and water, hills

and valleys, all the geographical and topo-

graphical considerations which aB'cct tho

direction of air-currents, their moistness and
dryness. The earth in its geological out-

croppings and chemical strata affect the air

"electrically," one might .say. The life of

the woods," the fields, the sea, add to tho

character and aroma of the air. By all

these forces playing in and out freely. Nature
can present all sorts of faces and moods

;

she revitalises the atmosphere by gentle or

more abrupt gradations. Can artifice ap-

proximate all these physical variations';

The hospital structure above described,

with ample grounds about it, should be

thought of as at a stage about midway be-

tween the regions where the elements are

free and imtrammelled and the pretentious

office building in the heart of a large city.

In the latter no expense may be spared to

introduce air from a strata or level beyond
the range of the ordinary pollutions of the

atmosphere. Such air may be furtheu

washed and cleansed, moistened and heated,

but imagine it in the long and circuitous

channels and conduits through which it is

introduced into the building as robbed of

many of the virtues which it may have pos-

sessed. The walls of this long route must
more or less taint it or cause it to lose its

varying character. It must seem to the

occupants to have pretty much the same
smell all the time. Is it actually or only

scientifically pure? Scientific men are

already coming to recognise that some of the

standards formerly set up as necessary for

a safe atmospheric condition' are not so abso-

lutely essential. Air may even have a high

carbon dioxide content and not be so in-

jurious, providing it is not in so stagnant a

condition, but is subject to waves and cur-

rents and shows variations wdiich react upon
the skin and sensory nerve fibres, giving evi-

dences of tonic and harmonic changes. Air

must be conceived of as offering continu-

ously impressions to the nose and skin,

which gauge its value.
;

The problem of ventilation is rendered

more and more complex where there is

crowding, where the natural is replaced by

the artificial. 'The trend of city develop-

ment, the skyscraper, makes fresh air costly.

Health is very costly, but life, after all, can

not be valued. Is 'there not, then, an im-

passable wall in city life? Must not the city

sooner or later disintegrate in favour of the

country? Health must in the end be the

measure of real efficiency. The artificial

must bow sooner or later to the natural

forces. The laboratory student, with all his

earnestness, zeal, and ambition in this

behalf, has not as much at stake as the poor

invalid who has to take to the woods for his

life. The sensibilities of the latter are

keyed up to protect his waning vitality, and
may register discoveries beyond the delicate

instruments of the former. " Nature in all its

nakedness and wildncss must more and more:
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lie courted wlicii uwd wliei'o it can best dc

\elop ttiose seusibiliticy.

In all this, Nature but compels man to

return to her own side for instruction and
life. He lias placed his laboratory too near

the market-place, too near congested centres,

and, tliougli he must study these conditions

at close range, his scientific vision becomes
lilurred—the atmosphere, the fumes, the

fret of the environment hammer too much
upon his perceptions, and .so warp his con-

ceptions, his results. He must know the

life and various complications by experi

ence. His conclusions, taken from one side,

are sure to include error. His viewpoint
must be ventilated, clarified by .some of the

lessons 'which those compelled to flee to the

country are not only learning, but are happy
for the life and all it affords and are desirous

of' sharing the good things.

—

The Lancet-

Clinic.
«•

DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL
CLUB, W E Y B R I D G E.

[with illu.steations.]

This was a design prepared to a client's

instructions for a proposed Country Resi-

dential Club at Weybridge. The plan con-
sisted of a large number of public rooms,
with service department, and twelve self-

contained residential two-storied sets of tea-

roomed chambers, with usual con\'eiiiences

and small private kitchens. The general
walling was intended to be of unpicked brick-

work, and, as maintenance was an item to be
considered, the windows were designed with
stone dressings and lead glazing in iron
casements, 'i'he roof was proposed to be an
asphaltc Hat behind a parapet. 'I'he intended
site was a knoll with magnificent views to
south, west, and north, and towards these
the principal apartments faced, while the
entrance court was to the east. The design
was prepared by Messrs. Geoffry Lucas,
F.R.I. B.A., and Arthur Lodge, A. R.I. B. A.,
of 13, Gray's Inn-square, W.C., and the
drawing was hung in this year's Academy.

«* •

DRAINAGE AND SANITATION.*
This is a substantial and somewhat stodgy

volume of over 500 pages. But the treat-
ment of the subject is systematic ; it is not
a series of puffs of mannfacturers'
specialities; every ilhistration has been
drawn for the book, and on disputed points
of practice - as reuards ventilation, sewage
disposal, and the like- the author is fair and
unprejudiced. Here and there we take
exception to his statements, and, generally
speaking, we think the book might have been
condensed with advantage. Noah's Ark may
have been glazed with translnccnt oyster-
shells, and the Emperor Caligula may' have
"neglected his duties of State" to supervise
the substitution of glass in liis windows for
sheets of talc; but as these, and a few other
contingencies of the like sort, are hardly
likely to tax the energies of 20th-century
architects or candidates for sanitary exa-
minations, the information is hardly '

likely
to benefit others than examiners hard up for
irrelevant questions wherewith to floor
neophytes.

Mr. Blake deals in (piite proper order,
firstly, with the environment of a building,
then with its )ilanning and construction,'
damp prevention, etc., and follows on with
ventilation, lighting and warming, water-
supply, the mains in the streets, and another
dealing with the details of the laying on of
hot and cold services to buildings.Tlie water
being laid on to the various sanitary fittings,
these are next riealt with, together with their
outlets and waste pipes. Then follov.-
chapters co\ering the drainage of various
kinds of buildings, with examples of drainage
plans, sections, etc.; .sewerage and sewage
disposal, as afl'ecting both large and small
coinmnnities.
The iinpurtanrc of a knowledge of the

materials used in sanitary work is not over-
looked, and a chapter " is devoted to it;
similarly with sanitary surveys and reports,

• Drainage and Snnitation. Hv K H Blvei;
K.S.I., &c. London ; B. T. Batsfoi-d. 10s.

6ftK

exaiiiplus being given. A furtiicr clmptcr
duals brieHy with refuse disposal, cleansing

streets, disinfection, and smoke abatement,
and the work is completed by a chapter on
tile hiw affecting the most important branches
of sanitation, incidentally dealing with no
less than thirty-five legal decisions.

There is a good index ; if a little prolix, as

we have hinted, the author is lucid, and we
can recommend the volume to all interested.

CHIPS.

Plans prepared by Messrs. Gibbs, Flockton,

and Teather, of Sheffield, have been adopted for

a new quadrangle at the Sheffield University in

Western Bank.

A new grammar school is in course of erection

at Stockport from nlans by Messrs. Snaldin? and
Theakston, of King-street. E.G. The builders

are Messrs. D. Eadie and Co., of Stockport.

The Kent County Council have approved the

widening of part of the main road from Chatham
to Maidstone, at an estimated cost of £423.

Towards this sum the Road Board will con-

tribute £317, and the county council will pay
half the balance.

Mr. Andrew G. Mcrrilees. late burgh surveyor
and sanitary inspector of Denny, has been pre-

sented with a gold albert by the town council

and officials on the occasion of his leaving to

take up a similar position under the North
Berwick Town Council.

The Wakefield Corporation have resolved to
apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £22,792 for a supplementary
water main from Balne Lane to Waindyke, to
improve the supply of water to Castleford, Nor-
manton, Featherstone, and other districts.

To the Keighley Town Council, on Tuesilay
night, the town clerk reported that the Local
Government Board had sanctioned the borrow-
ing of £2,587 for the purchase of lands near
Lower Holme Mill and Castle Mill for allolmciit

gardens and approaches, and £63 for fencing.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Oldham into an application of the Cor-
poration for permission to borrow £1,635 for the
purchase of property and the erection of fire-

men's dwellings in Chanel-street. The architects
are Messrs. Winder and Tavlor, Union-street,
Oldham.

A New York State College of Forestry build-
ing is about to be added to Syracuse University,
near MechanicsviUe, N.Y.. from plans l)y Mr.
Frederick W. Revels, professor of architecture
at the university. The Legislature has appro-
the north nave aisle and south porch will be
begun this autumn.

The roofs of ihc parish church of North
Minims have been stripped and retiled. The
timbers which were tlefcctive have been replaced,
and the whole has been rebonded. The indoor
tracery has been restored, and other repairs
executed. The rontractors were Messrs. Cornish
and Gaymer, of North Walsham, and the outlay
has been about £1,000.

Good progress is being made with the rebuild-
ing of the first section of St. Martin's Church,
Overstrand, near Cromer, which has long been
in ruins. It consists oF the nave and the
strengthening of the tower at the west end. and
will cost £3,2o0. The second section will include
organ-chamber, vestries, and heating-chamber
on the north side of the chancel, and after that
the north-west aisle and south porch will be
undertaken.

The foundation-stone of the new Church of

St. Mary Magdalene, Winton. near Worsley, was
laid on Tuesday by the Earl of Ellesmere. The
architect of the new church is Mr. R. T. Beckett,
of Chester, and the style is a free rendering of
the Perpendicular. The whole design is not to
be carried out in the first place, but eventually
the church is intenrled to accommodate about
600 worshippers. The portion of the fabric to
be new erected, which will be built of Runcorn
stone, will accommodate about 350, and the ccst
IS estimated at £6.500.

At Bishop Auckland, on Tuesday. Mr, R. IL
Bicknell. M.lnst.C.E.. Local Government Board
in.spector, held an inquiry into an application
on bohalf of the urlian district of Bishop Auck-
bind. thi' tiiwiishin:-; of .\uckland. SI. Andrew's.
Hnichi-st t-r. ('(iiiiujon (JiatiL't-. and Nfwfon Cap.
and Ihc i)ansh of Pollard's Lands, for consent
It) borrow £2.710 to defray their respective pro-
portions of the co.^t of the extens'ion of the
existing joint burial-ground. Mr. J. T. Proud
(clerk to the Bishon Auckland Burial Board)
explained that the extension proposed was
9 acres. 19 perches, and 16 ^ijuare yards. There
was uo opposition. 1

OBITUARY.
The death oeeurrcd on Thursday in last

week, at his residence in Albert-place, Ken-
sington, of Sir Frederick Alexis Eaton, who
had been secretary of the Royal Academy
since 1873. He edited several of Murray's
Handbooks, and was joint author with Mr.
J. E. Hodgson, R.A., of "The Royal
Academy and its Members, 17t>8-1830." Sir

Frederick, who wa.s knighted two years ago,

had been a widower for the past twenty years
and leaves no family.

Mr. A. W. Lewis, of London, has been
appointed by the CuUen Town Council chief

engineer in charge of the harbour extension
works, in succession to the late Mr. W. T.

Douglass.

At Tumble, Carmarthenshire, a new council

school, built from plans by Mr. W. Vincent
Morgan, at a cost of £4,000. has just been
opened. The builder was Mr. Thomas Morgan,
of Tumble.

Mr. C. Whitworth, sanitary surveyor and in-

spector nuisances to the Melton Mowbray Rural
District Council, has resigned in order to take
up the appointment of sanitary surveyor and
inspector of nuisances to the Spilsby Rural
District Council.

The Secretary of Stale for India has selected

Mr. J. Oliphant Foster as assistant architect to

the Government of India, in place of Mr. Ernest
Montague Thomas, L.RI.B.A., who has been
deputed as consulting architect to the Govern-
ment of Madras.

The Local Government Board have given

authority to the corporation of Sheffield to

prepare a further town-planning scheme under
the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909. The
scheme now authorised to be prepared relates to

an area of 1,619 acres t^ituate at Ecclesall,

Abbeydale, and Norton Woodscats within the
city.

The town clerk of Salford has received a
letter from the Local Government Board
stating that the Board, having carefully con-
sidered the report of their inspector, are pre-
pared to sanction a loan for the acquisition by
the Salford Corporation of land at Rose Hill,

Marple, as a site for a sanatorium for the treat-

ment of cases of turberculosis.

The annual sports of the Architectural Asso-

ciation Athletic Club will be held on Saturday,
October 4. on the club ground at Elstree, begin-
ning at 2.30 p.m. There will be a display of

hammer and discus throwing under the manage-
ment of Mr. F. A. M. Webster, of the Amateur
Field Events Association. Mrs. Curtis Green,
wife of the president of the association, has
kindly consented to give away the prizes.

Tlic work of enlarging, restoring, and beauti-
fying the church of St. Margaret, Drayton,
Norfolk, has been steadily carried on since
Canon Spencer became rector. From 1906 to
1911 the sum of £1.350 has been spent in repair-
ing the fabric, providing additional seating
accommodation, and introducing a new system
of heating and lightning. An organ chamber
was recently erected on the north side cf the
chancel, at a cost of £220. and is now occupied
by a two-manual instrument built by Messrs.
Norman and Beard, of London and Norwich.

All Saints' Church, Southampton, which has
been undergoing extensive repairs and rc-

decoration, was reopened on Sunday. The chief
improvements are a new colour scheme, the en-
largement of the choir vestry, the utilisation
of the space formerly occupied by the organ in

the west gallery for a morning chapel, and the
placing of a picture at the east end of the
church. Mr. E. Brantwood Maufe. Lincoln's-inn,
W.C'., was the hon. architect. The contractor
has been Mr. W. A. Fussell. The painting at,

the east end depicts the *'Good Shepherd
"

scanning the hillside for the "Lost Sheep" as
the shades of evening begin to fall. It is the
work of Miss Lilian Lancaster, cf London.

\ stained-glass window has been placed in

the south aisle of St. Mary's Church. Lichfield.
The theme is the Pilgrim. A youthful warrior.
in an attitude of worship, clad in armour, is

depicted with an empty scabbard by his side.
The riglil-hand light contains the figure of a
militant ronipanion and an angel who is sup-
porting the rohe of the Saviour. The Christian's
Streiiglli occupies the centre light. The bark-
ground is compo.sed of the River of Life, the
Vision of the Heavenly City, from whence arc
issuing the "Shining Ones" and the Heavenly
host. The work has been executed by Mr. T. F.
Curtis (Ward and Hughes). 67. Frith-street,

Soho-:;quare, W.
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The t-orpni-iitioii oT Bnnilrv st'iiiis to luiM'

ai-biti-ary ideas about its rifjlits tn diptiite to

pi-operty nwiiprs wliic-li arc not piicoiiragiiig

to arehitt'Cts and l)iiild(>i's witliiii its juris-

diclioii. Mr. .J. I''. Laiipastcr. Lic.R.I.B.A.,

arcliitect and surveyor, l)ec-anii' tlit' owner of

premises in Engine-street in December. 1012,

wlieii, as dwclUngliouses, tlie property luid

been closed pursuant to an order obtained

by tbe corporation. Wbiii Mr. Lancaster

acquired tlie promises be liad not, and has

not now, any intention of using tbeni as

liouses. His intention was to convert them

into \varehou.ses or storerooms not babit

able. He submitted a phin to tbe corpoi-a-

lion, showing the removal of the division

walls, etc., the plan also .showing the in-

tention to build over tlie site of Engine-court

a similar warehouse of two floors, with an

entrance also from Engine-street. The cor-

poration on May 17 last disapproved of the

plan on tbe ground that it showed "an

intention to build on a highway." No
meutiou was then made of demolition of the

former houses. Mr. Lancaster denies that

Engine-court is a public highway, but with-

out prejudice to that he submitted a further

plan showing Engine-court left open. This

was, however, disapproved on August 14 on

the ground " that it shows an intention to

retain and alter buildings in respect of whicli

demolition orders have been made under the

Housing aiul Town-Plauuing Act, 1909."

It was only after the first plan had been

submitted that Mr. Lancaster received a

notice from the corporation of their intention

to consider the making of an order for the

demolition of the "dwelling-houses." As

these were never intended in the future to

remain dwelling-houses, and the plan ex-

plained as much, this action seemed un-

necessary and arbitrary. Mr. Lancaster next

attended before the health committee and

fully explained that it was intended to use

the pi'operty for commercial purposes only,

and for which they could be easily adapted.

He strongly objected to the demolition under

the circumstances. The solicitors who had

the matter in hand when the closing order

was made stated that they had never heard

of a "demolition order," and that under the

circumstances the opposition to alterations

was "a most iniquitous proceeding." No
allegation has been made that the buildings,

used as warehou.ses or storerooms, would be

a nuisance or dangerous to health, and yet

the corporation insist that the property must

be demolished.

Surely this action of the corporation of

Burnley is as high-handed as it is ridiculous '.

To close houses unfit for human habitation is

legitimate enough. But to prevent the owner

from altering them to warehouses or store-

rooms, on the strict understanding that there

shall be no habitation, is certai[ily unjust, if

no sanitary or similar reason is not forth-

coming. The case is aggravated by the fact

that not only is this objection made, but the

corporation are insisting on the property

being demolished, thus putting the owner to

the expense of rebuilding, although tlie

property will not be used at all for dwelling

houses. So serious a matter for property-

owners generally is it that we hope the

attempt will be resisted. Unless there are

very serious reasons for insisting on the

demolition of property, an authority ought

not to compel anyone to pull down and

rebuild when, by alterations, houses are

utilised for commercial purposes, and we

shall be surprised to hear that. the Courts

endorse such unreasonable demands. We
know of no precedent by which such action

can be sustained.

'1 he great fall in rental values that has

taken place almost everywhere is serious for

all owners of property. But it is upon lease-

holds that it comes most heavily, and,

apparently, most unfairly to those who do

not understand. Of course, the reason is

that ground-rents, which were fairly fixed at

one-fifth of the rack-rentals when the houses

were new—say fifteen years ago—are now

out of all proportion to the rents that can

be obtained. Take a leasehold house letting

at £50 when bought new of its owner, with

a ground-rent of £10. Say this rent is now

£40, and at once the proportion is all

wrong. When, therefore, a buyer comes

along it is not only that the lease is, say,

fifteen years shorter than when the vendor

bought, but there is that ground-rent of £10

to be faced, with a great probability that

the rack-rent will go still lower. For ground-

rents never fall and cannot be reduced, and

so it is that "good leasehold investments,"

especially in pi;ivate dwellings and in some

localities, are now turning out to have been

such bad bargains.

So many people nowadays are seeking to

sell their houses, which they bought in better

times and at better prices than they are

likely to get again, that the artful dodgers

who are always with us are finding the fact a

means of raising money. So we see an old

man recently charged at Croydon for obtain-

ing small sums by false pretences. A lady

at Norwood wanting to sell her house, the

prisoner called to " view the property." No

doubt he soon agreed to a fair price and

expressed his intention of buying. Then,

under some excuse, he borrowed a few

shillings for a pressing need, and somehow

he actually did the same trick .several times,

raising £1 17s. (id. out of this house-owner.

Then she grew suspicious and gave him into

custody. At the court it turned out this

was not the only charge, for it seems the

old gentleman had, in the same way,
" borrowed " os. from a builder who was

negotiating with him to sell a house, and

who we would have expected to be more

wary. This novel enterprise in exploiting

the desire to sell houses is now stopped for

a time with a sentence of three months' im-

prisonment.

School competitions have a rather bad

name this side, but we are hardly so sure as

our good contemporary the American

S'thodl. Biiard Journal seems to be, that com-

petition scandals in the United States will

be bettered by such a contribution towards

better methods as it details in its last issue.

It is called the "Invitation Method." This

is the little catechism the City of Parkers-

burg, W. I'a., is sending out to architects:

—

THi: INVIT.VTIUX.

1. The city of Parkersburji has voteJ iWU.OOOilol. in

bonds for improvements in its public schools.

2.. It is intended to expend about 2-i5,OOOdol. of this

amount for a liiyb-scliool building.

3 The board of education desires to secure the
services of a comi)eteiit architect, aud this uotice is

sent to you for tbe purpose of inviting you to appear
before the board ou July 10, 1913, if you desire to be
considered in connection with the architectural work
of this building.

4. Tbe board has, in a preliminary way, decided on
the kind of buildiug that will meet thereiiuirements.

). I'reliminary sketches for the proposed building
are not desired at this time. The board expects to

select the architect who is best (luahtied to do the
work.

(i. If you appear before the board on the above
tlatc, the board would ask you to be prepared lo
answer the following (inestions:

7. How long have yon been engaged in your. pro-
fession as an architect?

K. What lias been your training and cvitericnceV
Included in this (luestion tin; hoard desn-es infonna-
tion as lo wbat buildings >ou ha\'e designed, in-

cluding buildings otiicr than scbool l)nildings.

0. Tbe board would be iileascd to sec photographs
of SOUK? of the more iiiu'ortant buildings which yon
have planned and erected.

10. (live the approximate cost of the various struc-
tures which yon present as examples of your work.
.Vlso state the names of the general contractors for

such buildings, aud state whether or not you had
charge of the supervision of the construction.

U. (live an outline of your methods of doing
business ; how your plans are prepared, how detailed

.

how many copies of plans you furnish. Hubinit
samples of working plans, details, aiul sifecifications

of at least two jobs.
1-2. X brief i-eference to your methods of handling

work would be desirable.
13. Wbat are your facilities for handling work of

this kind? Have you in your employ conniet(nit

designers and engineers and building superintcn
dents?

14. (live such other information as you >'ourself

w-ould like to have if you were about to employ an
architect for a building of this kind.

l.'j. Tbe above information should be submitted in

writing, which should be left with the board : but the
board desires you to appear iiersoually at the above
date if yon are interested in this work.

10. .\fter the board has decided on the architect to

whom it thinks this commission sho\lld be given, it

will expect him to prepare preliminar>' sketches of

the proposed building and develop such sketches
until a satisfactory plan has been evolved. Should
the architect appear to the board to be incomiieteut
to prepare plans for the kind of building desired, then'
tbe board would expect to be at liberty to take the
matter up with some other architect, and would be
under no obligation to the first party.

17. The architect chosen for the work will be
expected to- enter into a proper contract with the

board. The fee for full professional services will be
per cent. Other conditions of the contract will

be in accord with the usual practice, and must be
satisfactory to the board.

18. After you have appeared before the board on
the above date and have submitted to it in writing

the information requested, the board expects lo make
a thorough investigation of all applicants before
calling in one of the number to prepare preliminary
plans.

Clause 14 probably includes the colour of the

architect's whiskers, the date of his vaccina-

tion, the name of the particular brand of

lager he fancies, and unconsidered trifles of

that sort. Clause 16 is possibly a dodge for

obtaining plans gratis successively from all

the architects who respond, and "combining

the information."

The statistics of the British trade-union

movement, now in course of compilation,

show that in the last two years, while trade

-

union membership has increased by over

one million, accumulated funds have shrunk

from £8,000,000 to £6,000,000, a decline

attributed to the abnormal strikes of the last

two years. Fortunately, our own trades have

to no great extent shared in the troubles

which are slowly depleting the resources of

the trade-unions to benefit agitators aud

bring in the weak and comparatively un-

skilled workers to be a burden on the funds

of the rest. Nobody will regret more than

we shall if "Syndicalism" succeeds in

forcing by "Federation" the stable aud

sensible unions to " hold the baby " of the

blacklegs, whom the self-interested aud

short-sighted agitators want to coerce into

organisation they are incapable of, and lo

saddle their more prudent and provident

brethren with the cost of subsidising their

own laziness and iuefReieiicy.

The great pressure exerted Ijy the

expansion of wood when soaked with water

has been illustrated during the flood at

Dayton, Ohio. A quantity of oak dashes

veneered with maple were stacked to within

one inch of a reinforeed-coiicrete girder in

the basement of the factory of the Maxwell

Motor Car Co. This girder had a cross-

section of 12in. by 19iii., and supported a

Gin. reinforeed-coiicrete floor. The basement
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wu^ flooilcd, ;iii(l aftfi- the vatrr receded it

was found that the girder, together with the

concrete floor which it supported, had been

lifted Sin. Ten weeks after the flood the

girder still rested on the dashes, but it had

settled about ^in. Large cracks developed

in this girder, starting at the edge of the

pile of dashes ajid extending upward and

outward. These cracks extended from tlie

bottom to the top of the .section at an angle

of about 30deg. with the horizontal. It was

necessary to replace this girder and a icetion

of the floor.

o»

The salary of Mr. ShoUo Douglas, surveyor

and sanitary inspector to the Kenilworth Ihtiari

District Council, has been increased by iiW per

annum.

A Congregational school-chapel, built at a cost

of £2,520, has been formarlly opened at VVigaii.

Mr. Silcock was the architect, and Mr. Dolan

the contractor.

A faculty is sought by the churchwardens of

St. Mary's Church, Putney, S.W.. for the

eerction of a vestry at a cost of f 1,000, and
extending the chancel and reconstructing the

organ at au outlay of £2,000.

In the erection of King's College Hotel, St.

Vincent-square, illustrated last week, the con-

structional part of this building was on the

design of the Trussed Concrete Steel Co., Ltd..

and Ijuilt in the Kahn system.

Shoeburyness Urban District Council has

under consideration the provision of a harbour

and quay for a fish-raarket on the foreshore, at

a cost of £90.000. estimated to produce a

revenue of £10,000 per annum.

Mr. J. M'C. Lyons, B.E., has been appointed

surveyor to the county council of Louth. He
was trained in his father's science classes at the

school of Civil Engineering, Dublin, and has

since been assistant surveyor for Co. Louth.

The Acting British Consul at Colon (Mr. J. R.

Murray), in his report on the trade of Panama
in 1912, states that a proposal has been made to

construct a large private hotel in Panama City,

and a preliminary contract has been made by

the Government with British capitalists.

In connection with the proposed approach to

the Great Central Station from the centre of

Sheffield, the city engineer, Mr. G. F. Wike.
has prepared a scheme for covering over tlie

River Sheaf at an estimated cost of £10,439, and
he has now received instructions to proceed with
the work.

The remains of Mr. Thomas Corkhill, who
passed away on the previous Sunday at his
sou's residence, 3, .lubdee-avenue, Broadgreen,
at the age of 69 years, were laid to rest on
Friday in West Derby Cemetery. Mr. Corkhill
was for many years on the budding surveyor's
staff of the Liverpool Corporation.

A riverside promenade is about to be pro-
vided at Newport, Mon., by the construction of
an embankment and wall on the bank of tile

Usk. The wall will be built with ferro-concrete
on the Hennebique system, from designs by Mr.
H. Tremmelling, the borough engineer. The
contractors are Messrs. Cowlin and Son, of
Bristol.

The Lord Mayor will lay the foundation-stone
of the new building of the Institute of Marine
Engineers at the corner of the Minories and
Tower-hill, on October 29. The premises are
being erected from designs by Mr. Victor
Wilkins, of York-buildings, Adelphi, and were
illustrated by plans and double-page perspective
in the Building News for December 6, 1912.

The .Admiralty have recently taken over the
new high explosive magazines which have been
built at Bercnham, in the upper reaches of
Portsmouth Harbour, at a cost of £100,000. The
magazines have by extensive dredging been
made accessible by warships, and a railway has
been constructed connecting the place with the
Stokes Bay shore.

An inquiry has been held at the iirliau district
council offices. Ham, by Mr. Thomas Adams, an
inspector of llie Local (iovernment Board, into
an application hy tlie Mam CeiMieil for authority
to prepare a town-planning schtnie, by which it

is sought to preserve the amenities of tlie river-
side extending from below Twickenham Ferry
to the Kingston boundary, a dislancc of three
miles. Tliere was no olijeclion to Ibe stheme as
a whole, bid the Dysart Trustees Ihoiight the
riverside land on the opposite bank at Tcd-
dington should be scheduled so as to preserve
the amenities on both sides of the river.

Hlnt^rcotttmunication.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for wbat
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editor's
judgment is final.

This coiTipetitiOD is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal , brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the richt to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

\N'e award the tjuinea to Mr. C. Holl'maan.

[13131.]—SCHOOL LAUNDRY CLASS-ROOMS.—
Replying to " Edvicationalist." submitted is a sketch
for the arrangement of a small laundry for class

teaching. The tubs and ironing-tables are arranged
in two rows with a centre gangway, enabling the in-

structress to have full control and constant observa-
tion of the pupils. Whilst the notes thereon make
the sketch comparatively clear, a brief description
may help to a greater extent. The approach to the
laundry class-room from the main building is through
a corridor, an open lobby preventing any steam
entering the corridor from the laundry, and an
emergency exit is provided in the furthermost corner.
For Vioiling purposes a copper is provided with a
rinsing trough adjoining, as in this case it would be
inadvisable to introduce steam boiling to the tub-
ranges as is sometimes done. The stoking of the
copper, together with that of the boiler, takes place in

the heating chamber, thereby keeping all dirt

occasioned by tires away from the laundry. The
dr>ing closet, with sliding horses, is heated from the
boiler, which also provides water for the tub-ranges,
a service being brought along the back of each range

or the scliolars? For laundry purposes no light is so
good as the direct front light, therefore the t-hildren
must have that light on their work. To)) light casts
sha<lows downward, so that will not do. Place the

washing-troughs, therefore, along the window walls,
wjth a supervising passage if money will allow. This
passage, however, will raise the super, area per cliild

above the Board of Education's allowance. Sketch
herewith.—Frank Wilson. A.R.I.B.A., 2-a5, Notting-
ham-street, Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

[13131.1—SCHOOL LAUNDRY CLASS-ROOMS.—
I herewith submit a sketch-plan of class-room for

laundry instruction, which nia>' suit his require
ments. The plan speaks for itself ; but the chief
advantages are that, whether washing or ironing, the
scholars are always facing the instructor, who can
also go round the whole class for inspection without

^^

Plan
M I I I I

-
50 rECT

ScAi.r.

with diHW-otf taps in-ovided to eacli tub set. and a
similar cold water service. An independent boiler of
hi«h efficiency is to be recommended, cither with
lar«e water capacity or with auxiliary c^•lillder. The
ironint; stove (Kas heatedl is placed ad.jacent to boiler
tine, a pipe into the latter carrying away objection-
able fumes ; in addition two extract ventilators in the
roof serve to keep the atmosphere pleasant. — C.
HolTiiiaii, Wl, Edward-street, Wrexham, N. Wales.

113131.] -SCHOOL LAUNDRY CI..\SH-liOOMS.--
Uuerlstwill recoKuise that, the eriieiul iiuestion here
to he settled is, who shall have the liiilit— the teacher

lieint: behind the scholars. Of course, the plan
could be nioditied if necessar>".—H. Kendrick.
Ulverlej- Green-road. Oltoii. Warwickshire.

113131.]—SCHOOL LAUNDRY CLASS-ROOMS —
The plan submitted herewith has hteii de^i^iu-il so
that the sinks and ironing- table may he placed axially
from the centre of the teacher's dais. Hy thisarrant^e-
inent easj- supervision is ensured, not only over the
scholars at the sinks and ironing-table, but during
" classes "' and over the entrance to class-room. The
tloor near sinks should have a regulated fall to
channel, and the tloor and dados constructed of suit-
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able impervious materials. Special attention sbouliJ
he directed to the ventilation, and provision made
for the speedv removal of steam. Volume No. 6 of
" Modern Buildings, &c.." by Mr. G. .\. T. Middleton.
.\.R.I.B..\., gives some very useful data on laundries
and laundry tittiuMs. As this example, however, is

merely for 24 scholai's, elaborate fittings would not
i>e necessary. Moreover, for ordinar\' domestic train-

ing the sinks and tables. Ac. are better if designed
on similar lines to those met with in the usual
domestic sphere.—A. H. Winterburn. M.S.A., 1'2,

South View, Blyth-road, Worksop. Notts.

113131.1 —SCHOOL LAUNDRY CLASS-ROOMS.—
Laundry work is seldom, if ever, included in the
curriculum of secondary schools in this district,

the subject generally being provided for after the
elementary stage in either the higher elementary

^Vai^ &]x»t ban

for demonstration purposes the gangway would
be rather useless, as the teachers and scholars
would lie opposite handed. Let "Educationalist"
try to explain a drawing to an assistant from the
opposite side of tin- table, and then try to show any
kind of manuHl work which may have to be copied
exactly, and then lie will realise the difficulties. The
regulation.s of the Board of Education require a
superficial area of '2.5ft. super, per scholar, which
seems ample if pro))er!y arranged. The laundry itself

should have windows on oi)posite sides, and have a
louvred lantern for the escape of steam ; and as it is

not likely to be used continuousb', the washing and
ironing can be done in the same room, if arranged
as shown on the accompanjing plan. The classes

do not want to be too large for practical work ; and
as each scholar recpiires 3ft. of table when ironing,
1 would suggest that the room be of suflicieub size to

A3^cT/oyr

-A'

schools or in the domestic or home-making centres,
added to which it does not seem to l>e necessar>'
with so many model laundries in the different towns.
No doubt the reason for placing the bins against
the wall ib that it is easier for drainage and water
supply, and also better tor lighting i)urpo.ses. whilst

/^/r -r±: ^a

accommodate -24 scholars, with the bins arranged iu

four groups, as shown, for eas>' supervision. The
sciiolars will not be ironing the clothes until they
have washed and dried them, an inter\al being
required for this operation. Covers could be itut

over the Ijins and kept in position, as shown, thus

serving as ironing-tables. The water taps would
hardly be in the way, as tlie irons used would not be
gas-heated, and the only n))i>aratus required would
be the mangle. The dr.xinucloset woulil be provided
more for facilit>' in the work thaii as imrt of the
equipment of the modern house. —K. H. Read.
Lecturer on Building Construction, Gloucester and
Stroud Technical Schools.

ii;il31.1 SCHOOL LACNDRV CLASS-ROOMS.—
Hy usmg double wash-tubs, as shown in sketch, a
good deal of space can be saved, and by this arrange-
ment the lecturer can obtain a front view of all the

r~
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imi'ils. and can t,'nt to any iiarticular one with ease,
from the platform. The cross denotes position of
pninl at the tiiV). This same arranKement could
be adopted in the ironin(,'-rooin hy usint; double-
ironinK tallies.—Ernest E. Sutton, 7. Daemar-road,
-Alexandra Park, London, N.

.Mr. Henry Hey, surveyor and waterworks
m.inager to the New Mill Urban District
I ouncil, has been appointed workin;; surveyor
.in.i inspector of nuisances to the Hunsworth
^Tl^an District Council.

i'lie thirty-seventh annual Lireen Book of the
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Sociely, just
published, states that there is a total luember-
sliip of 175, of whom 29 are honorary members,
75 members, and 75 associates.

The death took place on Thursday in last
week of Mr. .John vVilliam Andrews, J.l'., of
Kbenezer House, Murston, Sittinfjbourne, after
a few weeks' illness. Mr. Andrews was the chief
engineer of a local brick-makini,' and cement
firm.

A Lucal Government Hoard inquiry will be
held at Palmers Green on Wednesday, nilo an
application of the urban district council of
Soufhgate for permission to borrow .t7.800 for
the extension of the council otiices at Palmer's
Green.

Jjeiitenue was passed at San Francisco on
Wednesday in the case in which two citizens of
California were brought to trial on the charge
of a violation of the \Vhite Slave Law by eloping
with two schoolgirls to Reno, Nevada. N. J.
Uiggs, a former State architect for California,
who was one of the accused, was "sentenced to
two years' confinement in a penitentiarv and a
line of 2,000dol.

Mr. .John B. Thorp. 98, Gray's Inn-roatl. VV.C,
IS presenting to-day to the Royal United Service
Institution a lai'gc model he has just finished of

the Palace of V\ hitehall, as it appeared in the
reign of Charles 1. It has taken a consid-erable
amount of searcliing to get all the particulars,
and the model has turned out well. It is to be
permanently exhibited at the Royal United
Service Institution (luigo Jones's Old Banquet-
ing Hall).

In reference to a paragraph recently published
concerning the repairs to the ancient Keep of

t'arnham Castle, the residence of the Bishop of

Winchester, v,e are informed that the work has
been proceeding for some time on behalf of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, under the direction

of their architect. Mr. W. D. Caroe. Beyond
the fact that Sir Francis Fox reported on the
condition of the structure in December, 1912, he
has had no further connection with the work
which 15 in hand.

The new Brighton, Hove, and Sussex Grammar
School, erected in the Dyke-road by the cor-

poration of Brighton and Hove and the East
Susse.< ('oiinty Council, at a cost of .£25,000, was
opened on Wedne.sday. The architect is Mr. S
B. Russell, F.R.I.B.A., of London, and his design

was selected in a limited competition by Mr.

.John Bilson. F.R.LB.A.. of Hull, the assessor.

The hostel and headmaster's house, part of the

scheme, were ilustraled iu our issue of March 7

last.
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KOEHAMPTOX, S.W.

Wr licrc rt'proiUiue one of the iimst ic

iiiarkalily iiitpivstiiiy drawings sliown at tin'

Roval Acafloniy Exliibition this year. It

ilhistrates the extensive work now in course
of execution from the rlesigns of Mr. Edwin
L. l^ntyens, A.R.A. The original portion of

|llatruu the groniHl fails rajnrlly to tlie sonth.
Ad\antage lias l)een taken of this to form the
gardens in a series of four levels, the first of

which is occupied by the terrace, the second
by the crotjiu't law n with sen'icircnlar rose-

gardens at each o.ud, the third and fourth by
a tennis lawn, with wild gardens on each side

and the lowest by water gardens. In order
to show the plan of the house more clearly

we have been obliged to omit the lay-out of

the gardens, which are extremely well con-

trived by the areliitect. The materials for

of a iia\e with galleries round ; the ceiling is

elliptical, as Gibbs considered this form
lietter for sound than semicircular, though
not so f)eantiful. It is decorated with low-

relief phisterwork by two Italian artists,

Signori .'Vrtari and Bagutti. who were much
employed by the architect. Portland stone
was used for the building generally,

(jeorge I. was churchwarden here, and on
being elected to this post gave .tK.'idO for the

acquisition of the organ. James Gibbs was
born in Aberdeenshire on December 26, liiS'2.

ROEHAMPTON HOUSE, ROEHAMPTON, S.W.—Mr. Edwitv L. Li tvens, Architect.

KoeluULipton H'ousc, which is shown hatclied
on the plan, was built in 1711i by 'I'lionnis

Archer, and is constructed in bitiwnish
bricks, with pilaster strips, bauds, window
aprons, and quoins of red facing-bricks. The
centre bays and balustrading are of stone.
The snuxll arcades on the west front were
built at a somewhat later date than the
central portion, and connected the latter to
small two-storied wings, which have since
been demolished. The new additions, shown
black on the plan, now being built, bear out
the general character of the old work. The
house is approached from Roelmmpton-hiue
by a double "lime" avenue, ruLuiing north
and south, and terminating at either end in

a lodge and gates. The plan explains the
several parts, both old and new, and the
perspective view gives the grouping of the
nuinsion towards Roehaniptoii lane. The
length of the building as compared with its

height necessitated a very long picture, thus
incurring a considerabli' rednctiiui of the
drawi[ig to accommodate it to our double
page plate size: otherwise we should have
preferred to show' the work to a bigger scale.
The water-colour itself is handled in a
suggestive and uuisterly fashi<ui ; hut the
sketchy style adopted by the artist does not
li'ud itself to very satisfactory reproduction
without, colour.

CRAIG V I'AIJC, PENTVIUII.
The house and its extensive gardens are

about to be carried out at Pentyrch, near
Cardiff, for Mr. Thomas Evans. The site is

an unusiuilly beautiful one at the north-east
angle of a wooded hill. It has a southern
exposure and fine views across valleys to
ilistant hills in every direction. There is a
snuill plateau at the north-east corner where
the house is to be placed, and from the

the hcuise are local stone quarried on the
site for the external walling, and old local

graded stone slates for the roof. The prin-

cipal rooius are planned around a cloister,

the east and we.st walks of which are wide
enough for open-air meals. The north walk
is connected with the hall by a large bay
window. The upper part of the east and
west sides have been planned in direct con-

nection with the bedrooms, for the purpose
of open-air sleeping. The drawing which we
illustrate was in this year's exhibition of the

Royal Academy. Mr. C. E. Mallows,
F.R.I.B.A., is the architect.

MEASURED DRAWINGS OF THE
T O W E R AND P O R T I C O OF ST.
MARTIN-INTHE-FIELDS.
KOYAL .\CADKMV SILVER MEI).\I. 11RAW1N«S.

The Church of St. Martin-iu-tbe-Fields
was built on the site of an old church which
had existed since *the time of Henry VIII.

This church being much decayed and in

danger of falling, besides being quite in-

ade)|nate for the increased parisli. the

parishioners obtained an Act of Parliament
for rebuilding it at their own charges. The
Commissioners for the erection of fifty

churches in London appointed James Ciibbs

as one of their surveyors, and in this capacity
he designed the present church. Several
plans were prepared, including a circular one
95ft. in diameter, which was appro\ed by the
Commissioners, but laid aside on the ground
of expense, although, as Gibbs says, "it was
more capacious and convenient than that
which they pitched upon." The foundation
stone was laid on March 19, 1722, by the
Bishop of Salisbury, then Lord Almoner,
ami the church was consecrated on
Oetolier 2(1. 1720; the t<ital cost of the
building was A;y2,IMI0. The inlerior consists

and look his M.A. degree at Maresclial

College. He travelleil in Italy ami studied

in Rome under C. Fontana the younger, and
returned to England in 1709. He died on
August 5, 1759, and was buried in the parish

church of Marylebone ; a marble bu,st of hiui

by Rvsbracb may be seen in St. Martin's

Church.
"

A. Bryett.

DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL
CLUB, WEYBRIDGE.

(See description on page 390.)

CARDIFF TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
The building is situated in Cathay s Park,

on a splendid site having frontages to King
Edward VIl.-a\enue, College-road, and the

North-road, whilst the building is set back

on the south-east side to allow ample light

and air when the vacant plot between it and

the County Hall is utilised. The area of the

site is approximately li acres. The drawing

given was shown at the Royal Academy this

year. The building forms, roughly, three

sides of a quadrangle (the fourth side being

reserved for future extension), and consists

of three floors, the lower ground floor (about

5ft. below the road level), the upper ground

floor, and the first floor. On the lower

ground floor the interior of the quadrangle

is occupied by the t:ip lighted workshops,

asseniblv hall," etc. Tlu- main entrance is ir.

the centre of the King Edward VII. avenue

frontage, and leads through the vestibule to

the eutrance-hall. On one side of the ves-

tibule is the principal's room and on the

other the inquiry oHiee. porter, waiting-

room, clerks' office, etc. At the end of the

cntranee-hall, facing the entrance, is the

assembly or examination ball, with platform,

retiring" rooms, and emergency exits at rear,

and on cither side of the entrance-hall are
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CRAIGA'-I'ARC, l-ENTYRCH.—Mr. C. E. Mai-lows, F.B.I. B..A... .Vrolutect.

cloakrooms and the main staircases. This
hall, etc., (loor is almost on a level with the

iivrniie, and short, wide flights of stairs lead

down to the lower ground floor and up to

the upper ground floor. On the lower ground
(loor are electrieity and magnetism labora-

tories, dark-room, senior physics laboratory,

elementary physics laboratory, mechanics
laboratory, electrical engineering laboratory,

two classrooms, building trades' lecture-room,

architectural and building trades' drawing-
rooms, museum for building trades, three

engineering drawing-rooms, engineering
lecture room, plan room, two large work-
shops for mechanical engineering, large

workshops for carpentry and joinery, and for

plumbing and gasfitting and bakery, together
with room for head of department. In the

basement are tlie male students' lavatories,

etc. Four store-rooms, large bicycle room
(with inclined way from outside), and the
heating chamber. On the upper ground floor

are rooms for commercial practice, type-
writing, five classrooms, four lecture-rooms,
one large lecture-room, reference library,

students' common-room, male teachers'
eommon-room, female teachers' common-
room, room for head of department, male
students' lavatories, etc. Lavatories, etc.,

for teachers are placed on mezzanine floor,

between the upper ground floor and the first

floor. The lecture-rooms are provided with
folding partitions, enabling each lecture
room to be converted into two classrooms.
On the first floor are the art and chemistry
departments, the former containing rooms

for drawing from life, antique, design, and
art needlework, moilelling in clay, casting
rooms, painting and decorating, art lecture-

room, oil and water-colour, elementary art,

and rooms for dressmaking and the women's
technical department. The chemistry de
partment contains senior chemistry labora-
tory, junior chemistry laboratory, chemistry
lecture-room, preparation room, balance
room, and natural science room. On this

floor are also two rooms for the heads of de-

partments, art store, chemistry store, and the
female students' cloakrooms, lavatories, etc.

The building will be constructed generally of

brickwork, the whole of the front and both
side elevations being faced with Portland
stone. The roofs are to be covered with
slates and flats with concrete and asphalte.
All floors and staircases are to be of fire-

resisting construction, and the floors finished

with wood blocks, Terrazzo, or Granolithic.
Xorth light is provided for the art depart-
ment and for the engineering drawing offices.

The windows of the upper and lower ground
floors are continued right up to the level of

ceiling, and top light is providerl for most
of the rooms on the first floor, with dormers
for cross - ventilation to the chemistry
laboratories, etc. It is proposed to warm the
building with a low-pressure hot-water
.system of heating, on the accelerated system,
ventilating radiators being placed against
the outside walls and fitted with regulating
\al\es to control the air-supply. The \itiated

air \\\]\ be extracted at the ceiling level and
ennveved bv flues and ducts fornu^d in the

upper part of the corridors to the fan
chamber over the main staircase, which will

l)e provided with electrically-driven centri-

fugal fans, sepai'ate fans dealing with the

main buildings, the assembly-ball, and the

lavatory block. Fireplaces are provitled to

all rooms for the teaching stalT and to the

students' common - room and reference
library, offices, etc. Messrs. Ivor Jones and
Percy Thomas, of Cardiff, are the architects.

Messrs. E. Turner and Sons, Ltd., of Cardiff,

are the builders, and the cost, exclusive of

furnishing and boundary walling, is £43,8.i9.

DESIGN' FOR PROPOSED CIHRCH,
XORTH FIN'CHLEV.

Messrs. Geoffry Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., and
Arthur Lodge. A.R.I.B.A., of 1.3, Gray's Inn-

square, W.C., prepared tliis design, in con-

junction with Mr. .John Page, B..\., for the

above church. The aim of the promoters of

the scheme was to secure a large preaching
area : hence the wide nave, which at the same
time would enable the building to be erected

over an existing iron structure occupying the

site. The roof was intended to have steel

principals, with a decorated wood ceiling

nnder. A small bell-turret was designed at

the west end, in the projecting base of which
the font was placed. Tlie drawing was hung
in this year's Royal Academy Exhibition.

HENDON CENTRAL FIRE STATION.
The architect of this building is Mr.

Herbert A. 'Welch, A.R.T.B.A., of New-
S(|uare, Lincoln's 1 W.C, who was placed
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HENDON CENTRAL FIRE STATION.— Mr. Hhrrekt

first in a limited oompetition. This drawing
was liiiMf;, at- this year's Royal Acadpiiiy Ex
liibitioii. The grouud Hour consists of

engine-room (with accommodation lor three

motor engines), workshop, watoli room,

washhouse, stores, etc.. with drill-yard at

rear. On the first floor, approached by stairs

in tower, is placed the recreation-room, dor-

mitory, and mess-room for four single men,

with tjathroom, w.c.'s, etc.. and the chief

officers' quarters. On the second floor are the

quarters for married men. The tower is

provided for the purpose of hose-drying, and
serves also as the staircase connecting with

the various floors. The elevations, which
were required to be in harmony with the

adjoining council offices, are executed in

Portland stone and red bricks, with iron

casements to windows and green Tilber-

Ihwaite slates for roof. It is hoped that the

building will be completed this year.

•«**

The sorting post-oftiee at Shrewsbury is being

enlarged at a cost of £5,000.

R.l.B.

The Trade Commissioner for Souih Africa has

leporled that the resident engineer at Table Bay

Harbour is in favour of the construction of a

south breakwater of concrete Mockwork at Algoa

Bav The breakwater would be S.OUOft. long, and

would cost about £1,500,000.

A new Roman Catholic church is being built

:it .\shby-de-la-Zouche. The site is iu Station-

road, on the Burton and Ashby Light Railway

line. The building will be in the Norman style,

of Weldon stone, and is being erected from the

designs of Mr. F. A. Walters. F.«.A., West-

mraster. The estimated cost is £25,000.
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NEW CHURCH, FINCHLEY, MIDDLESEX.— Messrs. Geoffry Lucas, F.R.LB.A.,

and Arthur Lodge, A.R.LB.A., in conjunction with Mr. John Page, Architects.
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CORK.— It wns proposed to raisp £2,(100

as a memorial to the ln(e Rif^lit Rev. Dr.
Meade. Bishop of Cork. Cloyiie, and Ross,
and to apply it for the decoration of the
choir of the cathedral chnrcli of St. Finn
Barre at Cork, bniit from the designs of the
late William Bnrges, .A.R.A. Oidy £8(10 has,

ho\ve\er, been sniiserilied. and the com-
nuttee ha\e decided to abandon (he dei'<ira-

tion scheme and to make a strong effort to

complete the cathedral fabric liy building
from Mr. Bnrges's original design the
chapterhouse. This addition, which is

sorely needed as an a.ssendjiy and robing-
room for the clergy, would cost £l..'iOO. The
contract has been provisionally given to

Messrs. .John Sisk and Son. and the work of

construction will be superxised by Mr. W.
H. Hill. F.R.I. B.A., of Cork, the diocesan
architect.

DUBLIN.—New Land Registry offices are
being erected in Chancery-street. Dublin, for

H.M. Board of Public Works, from designs
by Mr. I'entland. R.H.A.. of Dublin, one of

the principal surveyors to the Board. The
site has a frontage of 128ft. and a depth of

41ft., and the offices consist of four floors.

The style i.s Classic of the Georgian type
familiar in Dublin. Fire-resisting con-
struction has been employed throughout, the
floors being formed of concrete supported on
transverse steel beams and steel stanchions
encased with expanded metal. The roof is

I

similarly constructed, with an asphalte
surface, while the floor surfaces are of

parquetry. The main staircase is of re-

inforced concrete, with Doulton's silicon

treads. The external facings are of cast
1 concrete, the tw'o lower stories being of

! concrete blocks with alternate projecting

I

courses. The upper portion of the fai;ade is

carried out in concrete bricks. The windows
are fitted with steel sashes, in which hopper
ventilators are provided. The internal walls
of the ground-floor apartments and the stair-

case walls are lined with enamelled brick.
An electric passenger-lift and hook lift have
been erected by Messrs. R. Waygood and
Co.. of Falmouth road. S.E. The contractors
are Messrs. .J. and R. Thompson, Ltd..
I'hilipsbnrgh-a venue, Fairview.

GLASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
EXTENSION: The scheme to be pro-
ceeded with. —At the last meeting of the
town council of Glasgow a discussion took
place on the r|Uestion of carrying out forth-
with the extension of the Municipal Build-
ings. It will be recollected that for this
undertaking the plans of Messrs. Watson and
Salmond, of St. Vincent-street, Glasgow,
were selected in May last by the assessor,
Dr. J. .1. Burnet, A.R.S.A., and were illus-

trated in our issues of May 2 and 9 last. The
architects' report on the scheme now sul>-

mitted to the councillors showed that the
alteration and additions to the existing
buildings included an enlarged council
chamber, with members' cloakrooms and
lavatories, this .structure to project from tho
present frontage. The new buildings, in-

cluding a new Burgh Court Hall and accom-
modation for staffs of departments, would be
erected at the rear, on the opposite side of

lohn-street. On a vote, the minutes were
adopted by 45 votes to 42.

LOWESTOFT.—The new Roman Hill
School at Lowestoft was opened by the
mayoress la.st week. The school is situated
in the west end of the borough, and accom-
modates 500 boys. A new type of plan has
been adopted, in which the assendjlyhall is

flisconnected from the classrooms. The hall
is placed in the centre of the school, and the
classrooms arranged in two w'ings, one on
each side of it. Each wing has six class-
rooms, three on either side of the central
corridor, with cloakrooms, lavatories, and
two entrances. Two teachers" rooms are
provided. The buildings are warmed by a

low-pressure hot water system, and lighted
throughout by electricity. The architect was
Mr. Abel Round, of Birmingham, and the
builders were Messrs. G. and H. Marshall,
of Birmingham.

ST. LEONARDS ON SEA.—The new
Roman Catholic convent school at Bexhill
on Sea for the Sisters of Providence of the
Institute of Charity was blessed and opene<l
by his lordship the Bishop of Salford on
Saturday last. The building is situated on
high grounil at (hi> corner of Sea road ami
Buckhurst road, of four acres in extent.
Facing socdh, it commands lieautifnl views
of the Channel. Plans are being prepared
for very considerable extensions, including
a convent chapel, which are likely to be
executed shortly. The architect is Mr. .lohn
S. D. Hicks, of St. Leonards on-Sea, and
the conlraitors are Messrs. Banks and
Gearing, of Sidley.

CHIPS.
A statue of white uiarljle. erected l>y public

subscription to the rurmnry of (lie late Lord
Nunburuhohne, the founder of (he Wilsnn
Shipping bine. opposi(e (he Guililhall a( Hull,
was unveiled on Friday by Earl Brassey. The
si-ulpior was Mr. F. Derwent Wood, .\.R..4.

The Bishop of Beverley has iledicaied a
memorial and rnmmemorat ion window erected
in the eas( end of (he parish churcli of Heeley,
Sheffield. It contains five lights, the rent re one
represen(ing Chris( as (lie bight of the World,
(he odiers (he Four Kvangelisls. In the (racery
aliove appear (he sacred monograms and angels
be.Triug the (raditional symbols of the
Evangelists.

A public abaKoir, erecied by the Relfa,st Cor
poradon a( a cost of jLSaOOO. has been formally
opened by the Lord Mayor. The abattoir has
been constructed upon (lie system of (he one in
Berlin, which cost il .000,000. while several
other features have been adiled. The slaughter-
ing-hall has been designed on the lines sug-
gested in the report of the Admiralty Com-
mittee on the Humane Slaughtering of
.Animals.

Tiie Brighton Town Council propose to spend
i'1.500 upon alterations to the interior of (he
Royal Pavilion, transforming the "Fed
Drawing-room " into a lounge, and improving
(he cloakroom accommodation. The work,
which is to be completed in time for the ball
season, will be carried out in harmony with the
style of the structure. The exteiior of the
Georgian building is to remain untouched.

Mr. Conrtenay Clifton, an inspec(or of the
local Ooveriiment Board, is engaged making an
inspection of the Foleshill rural district, w-hicli
comprises about a rloxen parishes, for the
purpose of obtaining particulars in reganl (o
the housing oondiiions. The inspector is makincf
exhaustive inf|iiiries as (o whether the supply
of workmen's dwellings is eipial to the demanrj,
to what extent overcrowding exists, and if it is

necessary for the Foleshill Rur.al District Counril
to miilertake a building scheme.

Sir TI, David Erskine, of Cardross, K.C.V.O.,
president of the hoard of directors of Stirling
Royal Infirmary, opened on Friday the new
wards at that infirmary. The new' wards and
alterations which have been carried out have
cost tlO.OOO. The old buildings have been
modernised, and a number of wards have been
constructed, providing accommodation for a
tolal of fifty-eight beds. .A wing has also been
added to the infirmary buildings" for the .accom-
modation of the officials, nurses, and servants.

The boring of the second gallery of the
Simplon Tunnel is adv;incing steadily. 1 .SG7
workmen being employeil in the (unnel itself,
and 816 outside it. The work is in the hands
of the Swiss Federal Railways, who are their
own contractors, and is being supervised, as
chief engineer, by Herr Rothpletz. wdio was also
(lie chief engineer of (he Lotsclibersj Tunnel.
The (otal length of the second Simplon Tunnel
is 12 miles 555 yards. Of the whole tunnel, 11.2
per cent, was completely blasted out at the
end of July.

Construction is to coninience at once on the
.SS mile section of the proposed railroad along
the Cotpiehalla River, from Hope, British
Columbia, (o the summit of the Hope range,
for the joint irse of (he Kettle Valley and
Great Northern Railroads. This 38 mile road
is expected (o cos( over .'i.nno.OOOdol . part of
it exceeding 100 OOOdol. per mile. Twelve
(unnels will be constructed in this section of
the line, and a waggon-road for getting in
cfiuipment and supplies is estimated to cost
2flO,OI10dol. The tender of Messrs. Mac.Arthur
Brothers and Co. of New York, has been
accepted for the whole of the works, bein? the
lowest submitted. The chief engineer is Mr A
McCuUoch.

COMPETITIONS.
BlRMlNtJHAM. - Design- are invited

from Birmingham aiibitects only iu com-
petition for the new Church of St. (Jermain,

Kdghastnn, and shoidd be made by letter,

with .£2 P.O. deposit, to Mr. Chas. E. Bate-

man, {''.R.I.B.A.. assessor. 18, Bennett's

hill, Birmingham.

BRIDPORT COTTAGE HOSPITAL
COMi'KirnON.-Thc assessors in this

rompetiiion. Messrs. Frederick Wheeler,
F.R.I.B.A.. and Sydney Searle. A. RIB. A.,

have placed first the design submitted bv
Messrs. F. H. Shavler. F.R.I.B.A., and E.

R. Rill. M.S.A., of Wrekin Hotel Chambers,
Wellington. Salop. 'I'hirty three designs

were submitted.

HINDLEY, LANCS. Mr. Herbert Wade,
of St. Anne's and Blackpool, has bepn chosen
in com])e(itioii for a new <-ouiicil school at

lliiidley. providing accoinmodal ion for 2.i0

senior scholars and 200 juniors, with infants.

Several of the members of the education com-
mittee were of the opinion that "charity

began at Wigan "—that the architects

nearest should have an opportunity of

sharing the work. The cliairnian of the com-

mittee said be ilid not know Mr. Wade, but

be was the architect for the schools in

.•\rgylc street, which had been very successful,

and, therefore, it was not business to go out-

side wdieu they had another job and give it

to someone else after Mr. Vk'ade bad given

that satisfaction. The committee agreed and
appointed Mr. Wade.

.1 A M.M(^\.- Hearing no news of the

result of the recent competition held ill

regard to new Municipal Buildings. Kingston,

.lamaica, we renewed our inquiry as to the

award. The London agents. Messrs.

.Alexander Young (London). Ltd., inform us

now that the council has not forwarded the

result, and they add. " we have reason to

believe that no decision was arrived at."

PROPOSED NEW GOVERNMENT
BUILDINGS, OTTAWA.—The High Com-
missioner for Canada informs us that a noti-

fication was recei\cd by cablegram on

Wednesday from the Department of Public

Works. Ottawa, that the date for receiving

inquiries from competitors has been extended

to October 30.

VERf)N.\.—Designs are invited to be sent

iu by Feb. 15 next for a new Savings Bank
to be erected on a site bounded by the Piazza

della Erbe. Via Camera di Comniercio, Via

Portici. and Via Mazzini. Two premiums

of .'in, 00(1 lire and 15.000 lire, or about

£12.000 and £fi,000 are offered. The Presi-

dent of the Savings Banks, and four others

to be nominated by the Council of Admiuis-

tratiou, will act lis assessors. Applications

should he addres.sed to the secretary of the

Institution. I. Via Garibaldi. Verona.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

IN RE ERNEST COLLINS.—The adjourned

public examinalion was held on Tuesday, before

Mr. Regislrar Linklaler, of Mr. Ernest Collins,

civil engineer, laiely residing a( Wedderburn-
road. Hafnps(ead. w"ho was adjudged bankrupt

on .Augiisl 5. His liabilhies were estimated at

i:29.100. of which £5.607 were unsecured, and
his assets were valued (o produce a suri>lus of

i:i.4"9. As we reported at (he (inie of the

previous examination, the bankrupt was formerly

in the employment of (he Metroiiolitan Waler
Board, and retired two years ago on a pension

of -1'904 a year. He attributed his failure to

liabilities incurred on behalf of certain Canadian
land ilevelopmeni companies, of which he had
been a director. The examination was closed.

.\ street-widening that will be of good effect in

(he improvement of traffic conditions in part of

the middle of the city of Manchester is shortly

(o be nndcr(akeu. It has lieen under considera-
(ion for some years. .As things are. a portion of

Cross-si reel, from King-street to Albert-square

—

is wide enough only to admit of a single line of

tram lails. Part of the street between the two
points mentioned has already been widened by
setting back the frontage of the property on the
north-western side, and the improvement com-
mittee, together with the tramways committee,
has now purchased property so as to widen the
remaining section of the thoroughfare.
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The Dublin Corporation are still fooling

over the Art Gallery. Another special

meeting of the forporation to consider the

proposal to erect the gallery on the bridge

across the River Liffey, to honse the collection

of pictures conditionally presented to the

city liy Sir Hngli Lane, was to have l)ecn

held on Monday, bnt only eighteen members
attended, and, there not being a quornm, the

meeting fell through. The time limit of six

weeks appointed Ijy Sir Hugh for the cor-

poration to reach a definite decision expired

last Friday ; but it is understood the pictures,

which are valued at about £65,00(1, have not

yet been removed from the city. When the

town clerk was calling the roll many members
remained outside the council chamber, and
did not answer to their names. Councillor
Byrne protested that there was intimidation

going on at the barrier, and that members
were being stopped from entering. A
requisition for another meeting, to be held

to-day (Friday) nt 1 p.m., was handed in.

In reference to the meeting the town clerk

lias written to each member of the corpora-

tion .stating that the lord mayor is of opinion

that in the intei'ests of the good name of the

municipality this matter should be disposed
of imjuediately, in one way or another, and I

am, therefore, to state that, irrespective of

whatever views you may hold upon the pro-

posal, he would be glad if you would be
present, so that the decision arrived at mav
be one carrying with it finality."

An inquest was held at Wandsworth last

Friday on Mr. George Tinwoth, the sculptor,

who, as we announced in our last issue, died
suddenly at Putney Railway Station on
Wednesday week. Mr. TioAvorth was sixty-

nine years of age, and had been employed at

Donlton's for over forty years. Miss Ellen

Dogweed, his si.ster-in-law. told the coroner
that he had suffered from a cold for some
time. Mr. Tinworth was found in a railway

carriage with his head between bis knees.

A porter moxed him on to the platform, but
when a doctor arrived he was dead. Death
was due to heart-failure on account of old

valvular disease, possibly accentuated by
hurrying, and a verdict was returned
accordingly. The funeral took place on
Monday at Norwood Cemetery, maiiy of his

old co-workers at the Royal Lambeth
l*otteries and other friends attending. The
numerous wreaths included some from New
South Wales. In Southwark, his native

borough, the flag at the town-hall was half-

mast high.

Sir John Aird, the second baronet of that

name, has decided to dissolve and close down
\he w'orks of the famous engineering firm in

(Jueen Anne's-gate, Westminster. Existing
iiintracts will l>e carried out. Init no fresh

ones will be undertaken. It was in 1848 that
the firm was established. John Aird, a

Scottish ma.son from Ross-shire, settled in

London, and was for twenty years the
superintendent of the Phoenix Gas Com-
pany's station at Greenwich. With the ex-

perience tluis gained he started a contracting
iinsiness for himself, laying down mains for

many gas and water companies in London.
At this time, .Tohn Aird the younger, after-

wards Sir .Tohn, was fifteen years of age. On
bis eighteenth birthday he joined his father's
business, which has since been known as
lohn .\ird and Sons. One of the principal
iniderlakings of the firm was the erection of

I'axtoii's glass-house in Hyde Park for the
18.')1 Exhibition, and its removal to Syden-
ham. Messrs. Aird constructed the Man
Chester Ship Canal, the Royal Edward Dock
at Avonmonth, and the Tanjong Pagar Dock
at Singapore, reservoirs at Hampton and
Staines, the Ueekton ])laut of the Gas Light
and Coke Company, the first waterworks at
Amsterdam, and others at Copenhagen and
Berlin ; and gasworks at Copenhagen,
Moscow, and elsewhere in Russia, I^'rance,

Italy, and Brazil. They were associated with
liras^ey and \\'ythes in constructing the
Calcutta waterwiirks, with Sir John Kirk in

building the Millwall Docks, and with Peto,
Brassey, and- Betts in civil engineering

works in Sardinia. The late Sir .lohn Aird,
M.P., who died in .January, 1911, leaving an
estate of £1,101,480, will be best reniem
bered for his great work of damming the

Nile at Assouan. The work, begun in April,

1898, w-as finished in 190'2, a year before the

stipulated time.

The new session of the Central School of

Arts and Crafts begins September 22. The
classes in the School of Architecture will

particularly interest our readers. Design,
drawing, and museum study are directed by
Messrs. MacDonald Gill, \llan Davidson,
and S. B. K. Caulfield, F.R.I. B. A. ; building
construction by Mr. F. H. Mansford ; struc-

tural mechanics by Mr. Percy J. Waldram,
wood-carving by Mr. George Jack, stone-

carving by Mr. Richard Garbe. With the
exception of the South Kensington Museum
class (Saturday morning and afternoon) all

the above are held in the evenings. Other
departments provide for students of nearly
every craft, and they include many day
classes.

The classes of the Westminster Technical
Institute, Rochester-row, begin on Monday
next. The principal is Mr. J. Stuart Ker,
B.Sc, A.M.Inst.C.E., assisted by a large

staff, inclnding, in the department of archi-

tecture and construction, Messrs. F. G.
Steed, A.R.C.S. ; W. J. Wilsdon, Licentiate
R.I.B.A. ; F. C. Webster, A. R.I. B. A. ; M.
J. Dawson, A. R.I.B.A. ; W. T. Benslyn,
A. R.I.B.A. ; L. Liekis, F.S.I. ; E. H.
Sprague, A.M.Inst.C.E.; W. T. Cresswell,
F.S.I., Licentiate R.I.B.A. ; P. J. Waldram,
F.S.I. ; A. Haysom, R. Smerdon, Honours
Medallist, and H. Last. The beadmaster of

the Westminster School of Art is Mr. Mount
Loudan ; this school established in the

Royal Architectural Museum, was transferred
to the Westminster Technical Institute in

190.T, and now forms an integral part of the

institute. A new building, containing
studios, lecture- and classrooms, drawing
offices, and woi'kshops, was opened in 1908

as an addition to the old building, to provide
greatly increased and improved accommoda-
tion for the various art and teehnical classes.

The Lanca.shire and Cheshire branch of

the Roads Improvement Association is

organising a special inquiry into the narrow
and dangerous nature of many of the canal

bridges in the two counties. At the last

meeting of the committee of the branch it

was reported that in many instances the

bridges do not follow the direction of the
fipproaehing roadways, being at right-angles

across the canal, while the approach roads
frequently join at an angle of 45deg. It was
mentioned that the finances of most of the

canal companies would not stand the cost

of rebuilding and strengthening these bridges,

and. therefore, road users must seek other
machinery for getting them improved. The
matter is to be considered at the next
meeting.

At the Glaslyn Rural Council on Tuesday,
Mr. Fowden .lones proposed that the Local
Government Board should be asked to re-

consider their refusal to sanction the appoint-
ment of Mr. David Llewellyn, a young
farmer, as sanitary inspector. The Board,
he said, had no conception of the difficulties

which small rural councils had to contend
with. The Rev. Collwyn Morgan said the
Board's refusal was an insult to farmers. Did
the Board think it required less brains to be
a farmer than to he a joiner or stonemason?
I'^armers had made most comjietent sanitarv
inspectors in other districts. Eventually the
council resolved to ask the Board to give
Mr. Llewellyn a year's trial.

A scheme for improving the existing
arrangements for the protection of Ely
Cathedral against fire is now being carried
out by Messrs. Merryweather, tlie well-
known fire engineers. With a view to
assisting the Ely Fire Brigade to get to work
quickly a system of dry mains is being laid,

starting from the corner of the Lady-chapel
on the north side, and continuing round the
east end up to the main roof level, and to the
lantern roof. Fifteen hydrants will be fixed
ipii this main at various points. Should it lie

necessary to bring the Ely steam fire-engine
into action considerable time will be saved

owing to the fact that the provision of this

dry main will obviate the necessity of laying
out long lines of hose-piping, as it will merely
be necessary to connect a short length of

delivery hose from the engine to the outer
end of the main, and then attach a length of

hose to the hydrant which is nearest the
scene of the outbreak. A similar dry main
has recently been installed by Messrs.
Merryweather at St. Paul's Cathedral,
London. The pressure of water obtained at

the triforium level from the mains on the
north a)id south side of the Cathedral wai
of \'ery little use, and, accordingly, specially-

designed hydrants, with pressure aiigmenters
fitted thereto, will be fixed at these points,

in order that the best advantage may be
obtained from the Council's service of water,
as, of course, it would be unwise to rely

entirely on the Ely steam fire-engine, seeing
that it; is within the bounds of possibility

that the engine might be elsewhere engaged
at the time that its services were needed at

the Cathedral.

MEETINaS FOB THE ENSTTING WEEK.
S.vTraoAT (To - morrow). — Koval riiototjraiiliir

Societv. " Geolofiisiu^ witli a Camera,"
iiy F. Martin Duncan. KnH'olk-strcet
flalleries, Hayinal'ket. 8.;j0l».in.

Institution of Municipal and Counts"
Entiineers, P^asterii District Meetinf^
at Hounslow.

TuKSPAT.—Rosal I'li<itr)t;rii|)liic Society. " To Greece
witli a CanR-rH," l)v R. Harvey W'yatt.
Sntt'olk-street (Talleries, Haymarket.
8..30l).ni.

TurRsnAY.—Royal Photographic Society. " Tliroufih
Russia, the Caucasus, and the
Crimea," I>y the Rev. T. T. Nervate.
Suffolk-street Galleries, Hayniai-ket,
8.30 p.m.

FliinAY.—Royal Archa^oloKieal Institute. Special
Visit to Stoneheuf,'e. Train from
Waterloo Station 10..^) a.m.

Satdrdat (Sept. 27).—Institution of Municipal aiul
County Engineers. Soutli - ^^'l*sterlI

District Meeting; at Tiverton. IO.:t(ta.ni.

Mr. W. C. Eddowes has resigned his position

as borough surveyor of Shrewstiury. wliirli lie

has held for nearly thirty years.

The Bishop of London will consecrate the new
church at Knocke. Belgium, which has been
built by English visitors, on Friday in next
week, tiie 26th inst.

The highways committee of the Sunderland
Town Council have decided to recommend the

paving of the Newcastle-road with Durax paving
at an estimated cost of £4,830 8s.

At the parish church. Goole, a new pulpit and
screen have been dedicated. The new additions

are part of an extensive scheme for the lieautify-

ing of the church inaugurated by the vicar of

Goole,

It is reported in the Press of Massachusetts
that the partnership now existing between
Messrs. Cram. (Joodhue, and Ferguson will soon

be dissolved. Mr. Goodhue, it is stated, will

remain in practice in New York City, while Mr.
Cram and Mr. Ferguson will continue in Boston.

Warrant has been granted at Edinburgh Dean
of Guild Court for the erection of a new picture-

house at 249, Gorgie-road. The house will have
seating- accommodation for 1,000 persons, and
the estimated cost is lietween £3,00(5 and £i.nO()_

Messrs. Brauil and Lithgow. Glasgow, are the

architects.

The death occurred suddenly, on Monday, nf

Mr. A. H. Samuel-Yates, ,T.P.. principal of the

firm, the Highfield Paint and Oil Works in

Leeds-street. Liverpool. Deceased, who was
69 years of age, succeeded many years since to

the business, which had been established by his

father. Mr. Lewis Samuel, in 1849.

The formal opening of the Masonic Hall. Tviie

Dock, has been extensively enlarfjeil. The
extensions have been carried out by Mr. IMilton

Swales, contractor, of South Shields, to the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.

.1. H. Morton, F.R.T.B.A., Newcastle and

South Shields. The additions consist, on the

basement level, of a bancpiet ins- room,

approached by a staircase from the hall on the

ground floor. On this floor are placed (he cloak-

rooms and lavatories, the club, and kitchen de-

partment, and on the upper floor are the

members' room and anie-room for robing, leading

to the new lodge-room or M.asonic temple. The
decorations have been carried out by Mr.

Wm. AUon. of Burrow-street. South Shields, (he

lodge-room being treated in the Pompeian style.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LuMjoN. The piiiiilers' ballot Uxl SaUiiila.v

•suited by a vote of three to one to accept I lie

ofl'ered Vi.v the Master Decorators' Assoeui-

nrm. which the men had refused a fnrlMit;ht

liefore bv a vute of twenty to one! The Master

liinlders' Assoeuition is no party to the settle-

nienl, lia\ ins; onlv ottered at present a halfpenny

an liour lucuease", while the Master Decorators'

liave conceded a penny, and further discussion of

ihc proposed new "rules, which the Master

Decorators have accepted. As the busy season

IS practically over, any inconvenience is at an

end. I hi Wednesuay, the Master Builders' Asso-

iialioii met the United Kudrlers' Labourers'

I'niou. to discuss ilie men's deuiamls for a penny

,\n hour increase, and a code of working rules.

The Master Builders' and the Labo\ir men dis-

, nssed the rules, wliich provide amon<; other

I hnit;s for pen.dlies for breach of agreement, and

iiftcrrd a hMlfjieuny per hour increase six months
from dale of acceptance of the rules. Another

UH'oting was held yesterday: but the result had

uol reached us as we went to press.

BAHKOW PLUMBERS.- After being out mi

sirike for lifteen weeks, the Barrow plumbers

came to terms on Friday with the employers,

who have conceded an advance in wages from 9d.

in summer and 9,ki. in winter to 9ijd. per hour

all the year round". Winter hours are to average

tr; in nlace of 49 per week. The men resumed

work on Monday. "Following this settlement of

the plumbers' dispute, the whole of the other

trades, in accordance with a decision at a

Sunday meeting, refused on Monilay morning to

return' lo work, and there is still nothing doing

m I hi' building and allied trades. These trades

claim that the agreement was broken by tlu'

iniployers, and they demand an increase of id.

per lioiir all round. The rate of pay at. present

is: Bricklayers, 9d. : nla.sterers, 95d. ;
joiners,

njd. in summer and 9.\d. in winter: masons,
9.',d.; and painters, 9Jd. per hour.

SL'EN V.\LLKY. -The masons ami bricklayers

of the Spen \'alley, who have been on strike

since August 1 for an advance of wages from
K.'jI. to 9i^d. an hour, have agreed to accept i'li

offer of an immediate advance of a halfpenny, ori

condition that another increase of a halfpenny
is conceded in March.

THIRSK. -The bricklayers and labourers at

Thirsk went out on strike on Friday night for

advances in wages. The bricklayers, who gel

6d. an hour, are now asking for 7d.. and the
labiiiirers for 4.'!d. The masters have offered 6.id

an hour to bricklayers and 4Jd. to labourers, but
the men have refused these terms.

LATEST PRICES.

li to f(i

H

127
7 r,

8 3
8 10

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) ]>er ton i'li 'i

SteelJoistB. EnKlish 7 10

WrouHht-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, good Staff? B 5 U ,,

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 n „

Do., Welsh 5 la ,,

Boiler Plates. Iron

—

South StalTs 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0,,

.Anglos lOs,, Tees 20s, per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, 4c,, i'8 l.'js lo £fl.

Ditto galvanised, i'14 to £15 lOfi. per too.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 .„ f 13 10

Best ditto 13 ,.. 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B,W.O,

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton

5 17

8 \r,

9 10

Teak
Teak

rOnNlTCBK ANU UAnUWOOUB.

Burmese, per load, .Wtt. £10 to £Vi

Java, per load, .''lOft.. It; „ 21

Per cubic foot.

Oak Planks: U.K. A
,, Boards

imported
,. Prm.
,, Mdm.

Ro'quoia'(Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

sawn planka...

Oak; Austrian Wainscot
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks

to £9

B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £1 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

BolIed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,
Galvanised 8 15

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised
0to8 9 10 U 19

£10108, £10153. £1108. £1158.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in,to6in 6 0,, 650
7in, to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
tCoated with composition, 58, Od, per ton extra.

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.)

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117a. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oH
Standard Lists f .o.b, (plus 2i per cent,)—
Gas-Tubes '5 P.O.

Water-Tubes 72i „
Steam-Tubes f'ti ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62J ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 574 ,,

OTHER lIIETA.IiS.

Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 r,

Lead Water Pipe, Town 25
Country 25 15

26
26 15
27
27 15

Walnut: Mdm
Grcenbeart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boarda.
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African. Assineo, Ac.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Capo

Lopez
Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitfc 7

to

1

2
11

V2

14

STONE.*

Red Mansfield, in blocks por loot cube £0

Darley Dale, ditto ..

Red Corsebdl. ditto .. 9

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto „
Ancaster, ditto >. 9
Greenshill, ditto , "

Chilmark, ditto (in track at

Nine Elms) ..

Hard York, ditto ..

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot oup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Parirlini!ton Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. U

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station .
Ditto, delivered at Nino Elma
Station ••

I Local flovernment Board int[uiry at Shcf-
tlie Koads Improvement Association sup-
I Ihc application of the corporation for
nil to raise loans for widening and im-
ig ail alternative route between Chester-
and Shefheld, and for improving three

erous corners in the district.

to £31
ii,.

„
..

„
„
„

„
„
„
„
„
,.

s;iii,-l

|)ro\ i

Held
dan

An organ is being erected in the large hall of

liie Bishopsgate Institute by the governors. It

is a four-manual instrument with 92 stops,
costing upwards of i£2.300. It is Ijeing built by
Messrs. Brindley and Foster, of .Sheffield, under
tlie ad\ice and supervision of Sir Frederick
Bridge, and it is to be completed by October 21,

The case has been designed by Mr. Franklin
tiadsdon. architect to the governors, and is being
made by Messrs. Ogilvie and Co., of Mildmay-
avenue. Islington. The organ will be Idowii by
an electric motor.

.\n alarming accident to a picture palace in

course of erection occurred at Small lleatli,

liiriningham, on .Saturday afternoon. The
structure, which was situated at the corner of
Green-lanes aiul Victoria-road, suddenly col-

lapsed at aljotit two o'clock; but, fortunately, no
one Wits injiived, as the forty men engaged in

tlie liiiilding had left at dinner-time. Operations
were commenced about three months ago, the
contractor Ijeing Mr. E. Garfield, Birchtield-road.
and it was anticipated the work would have been
completed in a montli. All that is left standing
arc the front and rear walls. The structural
work hail been (ini.shed, and the electrical fittings
installed. The hall, which was 6llft, wide, and
S8fl, long, was lo accommodate 880 persons. 'Die
side walls were 151t, in height, and 14iii. thick,
and were supported at intervals by columns. On
these walls rested the span roof, which w^s sup-
ported by six iron principals, placed at intervals
of lift, Mr, Garfield, the contractor, inter-
viewed on Saturday, said it was certain from the
appearance of the remains of the building that
the collapse was due to the iron principals giving
way in the centre.

1 Id
1 1)

1 nj
a

8

3

7^
ai

u

6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
„ .. , , „ , Whit Bed. Base Bed
Delivered on road waggons

] p j^gj cube
at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or f

Pimlico Wharf /

,£023 ... £0 2

SLATES.

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town
,, ,, ,, Country

Lead Pirie, Tinned inside, Town
„ ,, ,, ,t Country

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10

„ ,, „ „ Country 30 5

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 2S
Country 28 15

LeadSoil-pipe(upto4iin.)Town 28
Country 28 15

[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ -
CopparSheeta. sheathing &rod8 SI „ K!! 10

Cooper, British Cake and Ingot 7H „ 79

Tin, English Ingots I'.Xi 0,. 1^16 5

Do., Bars 197 „ 1'.I7 5

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 22 0,, —
Sheet Lead. Town 2110 0„ —

Country 25 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 „ —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 19 10 0,, —
Tin percwt. 11 ,, —
Cut nails (per cwt, basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ., —
TISCBER.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
Ist quality £38 to £4.=

2nd „ 26 ,

3rd ., 16 ,

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 .

Miramichi 9 10 ,

Boards: Swag 11 ,

Red Deals: rcbangel 1st quality 21 ,

2nd „ 16 ,

3rd „ 12 ,

,, ,, Bt. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ,

2nd „ 14 10 ,

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10

,, Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals: Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,. 13

Flooring: White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ., 11 15

1st, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 110
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0„ 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum VitsB Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 02
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0., 080
Mahogany • Oaljuon _ 2 0, 2 J

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor

in, m,
.
20x10

, 16x 8
, 20x10

,. 20x12
First qaaiity 20x10

20x12
16x 8

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

20x13
18x10
16X 8

Permanent green

.

20x10 .

18x10 .

16X 8 .

f B.

,,. 12 12

... 6 12

... 13 2

... 13 17

... 13

... 13 15

... 7 5

... 15 17

... 18 7

... 13 5
,,. 10 5

11 12

9 13
6 12

per 1,000 ot

1,200 at r,atn

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24

18
15 10
15

First Hard Stocks
Second Hard Stocks 111
Mild Stocks 1 9

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 .">

Flettons 1 111

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Farebam Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ,,. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

34in. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic M 10

Facing Bricks J

Accrington Best Red

BRICKS,
(.\ll prices not.)

£1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

[river.

livered
at riy, stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London,

Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £'i 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 U
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks .,. 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 2
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

ai" ditto ditto through and through 2

si" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns

Accrington Air Bricks, 9'x2coursedeep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4h" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

'4-
4*"

4i"
9"

9"

9"

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or Iroe on boat at worku

2 11

3 9

4 6
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Hecond
Coloui-B.

GLAZED BRIOKS.
HABD GLAZES, (PKB 1,000.)

Wbito, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Bnff, Cream, Otlier

BeRt. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.

"ill' T^'TxiO 17 6 £13 17 6 JE17 17 6

Headers— .„ o ,,f

11 17 e 10 7 6 13 7 6 17

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Jin. Hats-

15 17 S 11 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 fi 16 7 6 20 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6

Two Bides and one end. square—
10 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17

Splays and Squints—
.

17 7 fi K 17 fi 31 17 K 21 17 fi 17 7 (.

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5il each 4d. each fi<I. each fid. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
6d. eacli 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each '" '

Bounded Internal AnBles—
id. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers-
, „, , „. ,

8d. endi 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External AnRlos—
, , ,„ ,.

1/2 each IB each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each

Maioiica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers •••.. -£22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

£12 7

11 17

15 17

17 17

11 17

18 17

19 17

5d. each

4d. each

Not
exceed-
ingOin.
by 4ji

by2!i

C impasB bricks, circular and arch bricks

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

C imber arch bricks, any kind or colour,

Ir ''f^ CIljCll --- ,,...-..

stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Haaders.il per 1,000 extra. .^

. , „ ^ ,, j
' These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

to London Stations.
8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, dehvered

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,.

8. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

G -ound Blue Lias Lime ...31 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

8. d. Dlvrd. at

•Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 59 fi ,, ,, .,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Buabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ ,, .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz. „ ,

Valley tiles 3

Selected "Perfecta" roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 fi

Hiptiles 3 lOS perdoz
Valley tiles 3 4j
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8 „ ., ,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42 fi per 1000 ,, ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ .,

Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,, .,

Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced '. 50
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

per 1000 ,,

6

perdoz. ,,

6

OILS.
Bapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29
Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish , ...

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel ,, ...

Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S pergal.
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine , ...

Putty (Genuine Lin- I .

seed Oil) )
iwr owe.

Pure Linseed Oil 1

" Btority " Brand I

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10
32 5
35
17 5
30

7

1 6
19
2
2
2

10

5
5

40
31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
68

1 10
10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : l.'joz.

Fourths 2d. ..

Thirds 2id. .

Fluted Sheet 3;d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate :

I'lgarud Boiled and Buponsslnu

21 oz.
3d.
.M.
Md.
iin.

2Jd.

16oz.
... aSd. ,

... 4jd.

... 6Jd.
'/i6in.

... 2jd.
White. Tinted.
?ia. ... 5d.

32oz.
,. 4Sd.
.. Pjd.
.. 7d.
Jin.
3d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Palo Oak Varnish £0 8

Palo Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 fi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Palo Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Palo Fiench Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9
Best -Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black .lapan 16

Oak and Maliogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Uniler the direction of Messrs. Blaiichard and

Wht'alley. ai'chiiecis, Hull. Boyle's latest patent
"air-pump" ventilators have been applied to the

(.'liapel. Wootoii, Lines.

We learu that t.lic engineer for the new hMi:,
at South Norwood, which are liein^ erected for

the Croydon (.'orporafion, has specified Pudlo for

making cement used in the construction entirely

w aterproof.

Messrs. J. B. .Joyce anil Co.. Ltd., Whitchurch,
Shropshire, have received instructions to make
two large tower clocks for China. Each clock

will have four large illuminated dials, and
striking the hours. The .^ame firm have also in

hand a quarter-rhime clock for Sir Wdliani
Watkin VVynn. Bart.. Wynastay, Ruaboti, N.
Wales, and also another one for Seaforth,
Ijancs.

The Irish A,C, have revised their award of the
Goff Challenge Cup offered in the Flving Mile
event The Talbot 2,5H.P. competed in this,

accomplishing the fastest time at a speed exceed-
ing 107 miles per hour -on a sand course! After
tlediu'ting the handicap allowances, the 15H.P.
Straker-Squire was announced the winner, but
tlie official timekeepers overlooked the fact that
after allowing for the 6 l-5sec. start this car
received from the 25H.t'. Talbot, the latter's net

handicap time resulted in a dead-heat. The
promoting club has now confirmed this by
declaring the 15H.P. Straker-Squire and the
'2.5H.P. 'I'albot to be the joint holders of this

trophy, presented by Sir W. G. D. Goft', the
doyen of Irish motoring.

CHIPS.
The city council of Nottingham have receivf d

a grant of .^3,000 for imnroving Derby-road anfi

Niittall-road. from the Road Board.

.\t Friday's meeting of Camelford Rural
District C'oiincil, the surveyor was instructed to
|)ic|T;tre estimates for improving Trewarmett-
hill. Tintagel, one scheme Ijeiiig to fdl in a
valley, and make the road straighter, the other
to widen the road at a dangerous bend.

The stained-glass window which has been
placed in the south aisle of Holy Trinity Church,
Maidstone, to tlie memory of Dr and I\Irs.

Furber, was unveiled on Sunday. Executed by
Mr. Arthur Moore, of Southampton-row,
London, the window has as its subject "St
Luke, the Physician."

Accortliug to their annual report, the Public
Works Loan Commissioners during the financial
year 1912-13 made 1,712 advances for sum;>
amounting together to =f;4,654,683, as compared
with 1.685 advances for i3, 954.899 in 1911-12
Of the sum of £4,554,683. £3,984,111 was
advanced on security of local rates, and
£570,572 on security of property. The average
rate of interest was £3 lis. Id. per cent.—

a

penny less than the previous year's average.

On the 31st ult. a stained-glass window was
unveiled and dedicated in St. Peter's Church,
Wallsend-on-Tyne. The window is from the
works of Miss's. Purser, A.R.H.A.. at 24, Upper
Pembroke-street, Dublin. It has been designed
and executed by Mr. Michael Healy, one of the
artists working in connection with Miss Purser,
It is a small, three-liglit, perpendicular window.
In the centre light stands a figure of St. Patrick,
till' right liglit is St, Peter, and in that to the
left is St. Luke.

Notable facts with regaid to lunising in

Glasgow were discloseil at (he Congress of the
Scottish Sanitary Association in that city on
Friday. Dr. McConnell, chairman of ihe
Glasgow Health Committee, saiil the Glasgow-
poor mostly lived in 21.000 tenement houses,
where they passed their lives in misery and hope-
lessness. Yet it would be cl'iiiiiiial to dishouse
them without preventing a house famine.

OBILVIE&CO.

Telephote; DALSTON lJ^~.

Man; ycarB connected with
the Idle firm of W. H.
LASUELLEN A CO., of

Funliill How.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ENTIMATE8

tREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLY TU-
WM. OLIVER & SONS

Hard^voods,
Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, £.CJ.

TBI4DBBS,
•** CcfrrcpiKindente would in all cases oblige by givinir

the addreaecB of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
Lhe accepted tender ; it adds to the valae of the informa-
tion.

Aldekhhot. — For niakioR-up Hiphfield-avenue,
between Church-lane and Bridge-road, for the Alder-
hot Urban District Cuuucil. Mr. F. i;. Urea, sur-

veyor:—
ruiner, T. C, Blackwater
Free and Sons, Maidenhead
Ripley, Sironp, and Co.. Parn-
borouph

Kfrap, G., and Co., Aldershot ...

Norris, W., Farnhara (accepted)...

Alnwiik,— For fencing the reservoir, tor the urbin
diBtiicL council ;

—

Wilkin and Co. (accepted) £133 9

A.KBEOATH.—For construcUou of screening chfttnb if

and renewal ot the outfall sewer at Dangerpoint, for

the drainage committee :
—

Fife, A., Arbroath £520
(Recommended for acceptance.)

AsHFOKD, Ken I.—For the rcdecoration of the work-
ouse, for the West Ashford Board ot Kuardians ;

—

JE6ti9 11

.53) 17
6

B06 18

«7 i
9
8

External- Internal. Total.

Gwinctt, 1. 8., Asliford—
£1311 10 ... £63 10 . .£J03

Richardson, J. J., Brixton

-

150 ... i-i .. 193

Di.von, H., Headcorn—
I« 9 6 ... 46 15 8 .. 191 6 3

Shipnam, W., Ashford—
116 ... 41 .. 190 U

Godden, D., and Sons, Ham-slreel—
108 0.. 37 .. 145

Honland, Sydney H., ABhford—
104 ... 39 .. H)

Thomas, (J. R., Hytho—
96 ... 40 .. 135

Southey, B. W., Folkestone—
106 ... 29 .. 135

Bowles, B. J., Ashford*-
95 ... 40 .. 135

£856 3

676 16

10

671 9

640 9
639 10
634 6

621 9

6

7

• Accepted.

Balby.—F or alteiationp and extensions at the sewage
works, for the Balby-wilh-Uexthorpe Urban District

Uouncii :

—

Knight (accepted) £1,898 5 6

Barnstaple.—For repaying on existing foundation

lhe carriageway of a imrtion of High-street and Bout-

Dort-streei with croosoted deal blocka (total area

l,2"9ei| yds.l, for the town council. Mr. B. Y. Saunders,

M.R.8.I., borough surveyor :
—

8Ice and Son, Barnstanle
Griffiths and Co., London
Improved Wood Paving Co.,

lK)ndon
Shaddock, T., Plymouth
Acme Paving Co., Middlesex
Duke and Son. Plymouth
Shaddock. W. H., Plymouth"- ...

' Accepted.

Bakuow.—For surface-water drainage, for the town
council :

—

Pearce, J. W.,an<lUj..Ltd. ... £1,753 8

(Accepted 1

Belkast.—For a vertical retort installation Cipable of

caibonising 480 tons of coal per day, for the gas coai-

mittee :
—

West's G&sImprovementCo., Ltd. £70,950

(Accepted.)

BisHor AicKLAND.—For the makine-up of private

streets at Eldon-lane and Busty-terra 36, m the town-

ship of Auckland St. Andrew, for the Auckland Rural

District Council. Mr. C. Heslop, 9, Cradock-street,

Bishop Auckland, surveyor :—
„,,„„,, „

Denham, J., Bishop Auckland ... £1,368 17 B

Bowerby, F., Bishop Auckland ... 1,067 3 2

Hudson, W., Bishop Auckland ... 1.014 16 9

Elliott, W., Cockton Hill, Bishop
Auckland (accepted)

CuirPEMHAM.—For proposed drill-hall at Chippenham,

for the WUiehirc county Aesociaiiou. Mr. R. 1/.

Bnnkworlh. f.d.l , M.8.A., Bath, architect. Quau-

litiee by the architect :— __ ,

Parsons. F. B., Ba-.h

Hayward acd Weoster, Bath

Light, W., Son, and Co., '

l^hippenham
Long, J., and Sons. L'.d., Bath ...

WilK A., and Son", BatU
Downing i Rudman, Chippenham
Lmzey, E., and Sou, Trowbridge'

• Accepted.

9t 3 4

Ltd.,

775
729

729
726
720
671
627
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Cheki'set —For pftintJiiK. cleaning, and wbito-

washinp the iuaicle of the infirmary at the wurkhouee,
Ottershaw. Cherteey, for the ^uardiaoB :

—
SwaneborouRh, K. Farnconibo ... £'275 15

Brown, 8., ami Sons, Weybridge 2X9 10

PottertOD, E 32J 10

(Jooper and Sons. Godalming ... 19tt

Gaze's, Walton-on-Thames ... 169

Barker, Cbertsey 1H5 7 i>

Blayney, C, Chertsey (accopted) 135

Uheistchukch, N./i— For the supply of converters in

connection with (he Lake Coleridge fcxipply, for the city

council :
—

TurnbuII and Jones (acceptoi) ... £3,070

Cot.cHKsTEK.—For the erection of a chapel al

Severalls Asylnni. for the asylum commiaee :
—

Kidman and Sons, CambridKO ... £6,175 U it

(Recommended for acceptauce.)

P\ KEN re.—For cleaning, painting, and repairs al the
Darenth inchistrial colony, for the Metroiwbtan
At^ylums Board —

' Finch and Finch, Hither Uraen ... £8.7i8 13

H u s 8 e V, W., Albert Ball
Mansions, S.W 5,604

Rummer Bros, , Old Kent-rd., 8.E. o.H'O

Inns. A. H., Camomile-street, EC. 5,3?1 5 !•

Proctor. E., and Sons. Pmmstead 5 27i U) 7

M. McCarthy Claphani Park ... 5,26t
Kazak, L., Radway - place,
Belvedere {accepted) -l.Olit

Engmeer-in-chief '8 estimate i;5, ISo

Gkahtham.—For erecting four cottages, to be built in

two pairs, under the Housing and Working Claewes
Act, near 'tracthara. Lines, for the district council.
Mr. H.Cecil Rudkm, A.R.San. I., i, St. Peter's Hill,

Grantham, architect ;

—

Bland, T £765
(Teigg. W 736
Walker Bros 710
Read. F 679
Parke and Son 600
Clarke, W.G. (accepted) 594

Grisi^bv.— For erecting police-van shed and stables,
for the watch committee. Mr. H. Giibart Whyatt,
M.Inst r.E., Municipal Buddings, 170, Victoria-street,
Grimt-by, borough engineer and surveyor :

—

HipkiD,(i. H £31116
Gilbert, W 310 6 6
Marehall.E 310 O
Bomll andCheesman 305
Swaby and Walsham 2'J7 15
Thomnson, H. and C 294 11

Smith. E 284 10
Edwards and Rajnor 275
Marrows, H 274
Seamer, D 269 14 6
Emerson Bros. 268
Taylor and Richardson (accepted) 248 15

LuioN.— For erection ot school buildings iuToimysoa-
road. for Luton Ethicatioii Authority. Messrs. J. R.
BroHD and Son, architects. Quantities by the archi-
tects :

—
Dunham. W,0., and Sons £7.913
Siiundcrs, .!.. and Sons 7,560
Drever, () 1' , and Son 7,191

Higgs, T., Northampton* 7,085
* Accepted,

Maektro.—For the erection of public oflicea, for the
urban district council :

—
Thomas Bros., Pontydwr £5,454 14
Herbert, H. J., and Co., Nowjwrt 5.290
Bowon and Davies, Maesteg ... 4,87.» 8 7

Lewis, W. T., Maestog 4.833
Jones. W. A.. Bridgend 4,699 13 6
Evans. D.. and Son, CarditT .. 4,600
Gay lard. I'., Bridgend (ac<;tptcd) t,3ti3

MiLNKow.—For coating Buckley-hill lane with tar
macadam, for the urban district council —

Shepherd, J., and Sons, Mdkstone, near Rochdale.
(Accepted.)

Newc4sti,b-<.n-Tyne — For building a tratnway-shod
at the foot of Brighton Grove, Pontetaud-road, tor the
city council :—

Kirk and Brown (accepted) ... £»2 II 7

Newcastt.e-on-Tvne.—For the erection of Crudd>iri
Park School, for the Newcastle Education
Committee :

Robson & Waddle, Blyth (accepted) £11.52) 13 9
(Lowest tender rcceivel.)

PEiEitsnT.n.—For the erection of a new ward and tor
additions to the administrative block at the Peterdtield
Isolation Hospital. Mr. H. T. Keatea. M.8.A., High-
street, Petersfield, architect :~

Deine, h.C, & Son, Midhurst ... £2,286 17
rH?8ar, A., and Sons, Liphook ... 2,273 9 5
Holder, A. L., Peterstield 2 343 18 8
Pattinson.W., A: Sons, Westminster 2,241
Mould, W., Peterstield 2.2il 6
Longley, J., and Co., Crawley ... 2.198
Crosby and Co., Farnham 2,024
Fry, U., Godalmmg (accepted) ... 1,978

Poole.— For supply of a steam engine, luachinery,
and shafting, for the laundry at the workhouse, Loog-
rteet, Poole, for the guardians -.—

Djrset Ironfoundry Co., Ltd.,
Poole (accepted) £133 4

Rhymnet Vali.ev.—For supply of a pump in con-
nection with a scheme for a gas supply in the Rhymney
Valley portion of the council's area, for the Bedwellty
Urban Council :

—
Mather and Piatt (accepted) ... £i\7 15

Salforu.—For the installation of electric light in the
police department, at the Salford Town Hdll, for the
Corporation -.—

Halliwell and Co., Manchester .. £512 7

(Accepted.)

Khet,i .—For tlio erection of the sanatorium at Shelf,

for the Hatira.\ Town C/Ouncd. Accopted tenders :
—

Mason and contractor :
—

Raynor, G., Free Sohool-laue ... £914 H 5

.loiqers and buiidera :
—

Fielding. J., and Sou. New-road,.. 589
plumber and cla/ier :—

Pollard, A.. 27. Queeu's-road ... 557 10 7

Slater and plasterer :
—

Poliard, A. Old Cock Yard ... :U7 14 2
(All of Halifax.)

Hhootd:': Hitj.. S.E.— For road renairs at Brook
Hospital, for ihe Metropolitan AsyluraB Board ;

—
GrtftlthP, W.. and Co.. .i.Ul.,

Bifhopsgate, E.C. ... £637
Wall, E., Rummerstown. 8.W. ... 488
Wheeler. W. H.. and Co., Ltd..
Black friare-road. S.E 330

Woodhara. H.. and Son 8. Cftiford 270
Pcarco. W., Forest Hill 268
Pflvey and Armitage, Southorid-
(in-Hca (accepted) 180

Engineer-in-chief's estiraaie, il80.

Roi'iinMi'TON.—For erecting addiiton'il pivdion at

the Isolation Hospital, for the corporation ;
—

Nichol,.! , Southampton £1,812
( Accept eil.

I

(In lieu of tender for £1.792 from H. Lawrenoe,
withdrawn since acceptance.)

Sr'AT,rnNO.—For carrying out work of water supply lo

the parishes of Pinchbeck. Moulton. and Weston, for

the Spalding Rural District Council :
—

Ashley. H., Mansfield Woodhou^e tlo,7Kl

(Accopted. Three higher and two lower tenders
received.)

Rioke-ov-Tl;kn I.—For carrying out alterations and
additions (o the administrative block of the isolation

hob-piia', fir the Htoke-ou-Trent Joint Hospital Board.
Mr. Elijah Jones, Hanlev. architect:—

Moss, J,, and Bon, Milton, Staffs... £6.280
(Accepted.) (Lowest of thirteen tenders received;

highest, £7,476.)

SrOKE-ON-TiiBKT. — For furnishing the staS block
extension and a patients' pavilion, for the Stoke-on-
Trent Joint Hospital Board. Mr. Elijah Jones, Hanley.
architect ;

—
Hopkins. G. Tunslall (accepted)... £565
(Lowest of sis tenders received ; highest, £739.)

DsBnTDGE—For the conetruction of a ladies'

lavatory, for the goardiane :
—

Curtis ... £33J 7 H
Pratt, H. E. and 1 340
Winch 315
Fassnidge and Sons 369
Aston, L :i63

Wdliamson, W. J. (accepted) ... 288

(Continued on page X 1 1',)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

,.
30-

,,
30-

Oct. 4-

„ 6

Kov
31-

1-

1-

18-

29-

Sept. 22— Working Clafcs Houees, Cleator Moor
Fire Station, Blackburn (F. G. Briggs, F.R.I.B A... Black-
burn, Assessor)

Edward VII. Memorial Sanatorium, North Wales (£2ii,t)iii

limit)

Lajing-out 50 acres Estate and Working Class Drt-eUingi.
Bradford (H. T. Hare F.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

-Fiont for Cigar Shop, Piccadilly. i Henry Tanner,
F.R.I.B.A., 12, Regent-street, W., Assessor)

Houees and Planning, York
Royal Palace, Sofia, Bulgaria
Law Courts. Sofia, Bulgaria
Destructor, Scbaorbeek-lez-Bruxellea
-Band Pavilion, West Cliff, Folkestone (limit of cost

£20,000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.; 34, Bedford-
e'luare, W.C, Asseseor)

Dec. 29—New Offices lor Board of Trade, Ac, Whitehall Gardens,
S.W. [R. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B,,
R.A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,

1914. with £300 Honorarium each
Jan. 2— Manchester Rojal Exchange, Additional New Biiddingb

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more tban 12 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

„ 2 - Departmental and Courts Buddmgs, Ottawa (T, E.
Collcutt. J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dols. each

Feb. 15— Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessora)
No date—Twelve Workmen's Cottages, Skelmanthorpe

£5 68. (merged in commission) H. Rotuory, Clerk, Cleator Moor.

tlOO, £5', £!5 The Town Clerk. Town Hall, BU^kbirn.

£100, £.'.), £30 Th9 Secretary, Municipil 0£j33, Westgate-st., CirJiff.

F. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford.

£60 Martins, Ltd., 25, Oheap^de, E.G.
£100, £50. £25 F. W. Sparr, City Engmeer, Guildhall, York,

Section d'Architecture au Ministere des Travaus Publics, Snfl>i.

Section d'Architocture au Ministere des Travaux Publico, Sorti.

, Service de I'ln^et.iour, 30 , Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.

A. P. Kidson, Town Clerk, Folkestone.

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

R. C. Dearochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.
£1,200, £8J0 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

,. W. Fisher, Clerk, 8kelmahihorpe.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Sept. 19— Infants* School. Extonsums to, Llwynpia
„ 19— Labourers' Double Cottages (36), Belfast
,, 19— Primitive Methodist Church, Alterations to, Hull
„ 19— Old Isolation Hospital, Repairs to, Harrogate
1, 19—Boys' School, Extension to, Bodrimgallt
„ 19—Town Hall, Wallasey
,, 19— Parifh Church, Repairs to. St. Teath
,, 19— Thermal Batha Improvement, Buxton
,. 2C—Cemetery, Greenhouse at. Eabt Finchley
,, 20—Botanic Gardens, Additions to Men's Bothy, Glasgow
„ 20—Orange Hall. BallscUre
„ 20-Two Additional Rooms. The Grove, Shardlow
„ 20—Ainsworth Hospital, Additions to. Bury.
„ 20— Mill and Concentrating Ptant Premises, Tincroft
,, 22— Refreshment Rooms and Offices, Londonderry Station
n 22— New Church. Basford, near Stoke-on-Trent
,, 22- Alice Briggs Home for Girls, Additions to, Heaton Merssy

BUILDINGS.
Ilhondda Urban DifctrictCouncil .

Rural District Council .

Joint Isolation Hospital Committee
Rhondda Urban District Council
Corporation

Urban District CouncU
,

Islington borough Council
Corporation

Guardians
Joint Hospital Board
Carn Brea and Tincroft Mines, Ltd.
Great Northern (Ireland) RIy. CJo. ...

Maucheater Education Committee ...

J. Rees. Aicht., Hiilbide Cotlaje. Pentre.

Tho Clerk, Bolfisi.

T. B. Atkinson, Archt., 11, Trinity House-lane, Hull.

J. T. Taylor, Clerk, Municipal Offices, Harrogate.

J. Rees, Archt., Hillside Cottage, Pentre.

Briggs, Wolstenholme,and Tliornely, Archts., Liverpjil.

The Vicarage, St. Teath, Cornwall.
F. Langloy. M.I.M.C.E.. Town Halt, Busbon.
J. Patten Barber, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Uppsr-st., Islington N.
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers. Glasgow.
J. M'Conuell, Sec , Houston Service's, Main-st., Ballyclare.

J. Shelton, Archt., Darley House, Long Eaton.

J. Settle, Boro' Sur., Bank-street, Bury, Lanes.
F. A. C. Starling, Sec, Carn Brea.

T. Morrison, Sec, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin.

Austin and Paley. Archts., Lancaster.
The Education Offiuas, Dsausgave, Mim^hsUer.
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BVllj'DlNGS—cuiifuuicd.
, „ , (treat Southern & We8tern RIy. Co. R. Uranford. Sgc. Kmgsbndee Termvaus, Dublm.

Sopt- 31!-HouflC8 (i:>). Tralee ----
Tivernoor Select Vestiv G. W. Coster, Olerk. Pariah 01H^39, Brownlow-UiU, l„ver|.'wl.

: „ 23-SuporiDtoDilenfs House, Add.l.ons t«, Wayertroe
Vllrt?^^ j f„bt„,e Demrt.nent The Town Clerk. Pearl Buildings. Load,.

;:
liei^S'£f;n5;S^rBo^eNor^-.en-:::^2^^

„ a2-Poorhouse, ie.. Addition, to. Meriyllatts, L.ovan . .^... ,o™bination 1 arish l^ouncu
Dalrvmple, Gen. Mnn.. IH, Bath-street, filasaow.

„ a2-0lllce Block. Denuistoun Depot. Alterations to, Glasgow .. Corporal on .
. ^^^1 ^ Cl^^^ Cit ohambers. Glasgow.

, 23-Bain.f.|uare Wash-house. Additions to, Gl^'go" •; wZlo^Un^Commiii^ The CountV Architect, Duke-street. Chelmsford.
„ 23-Council Schools, Additions to, La.ndon Hills, tsse-x

^i",",^%'
r°

nomuo i W Harpnr. M.I.C.E. City Bna., City Hall, Cardiff.

„ 23-CottBges Vm. Canton .....^ ,;-,,•; ^"^ Corporation ^^^^
^^I^

^^^^^ Archts., Hudderiifidd.
„ 2:!-Ee-erection &nd .idditions to Works Ueadwaters ......... •^•-,„;-,V-;-" :V ;

'

o. J. Dawson. F.R.T.B.A., Clock House Chambers. Barking.
23-WorkiEen's Dwellings. Keith-road, Barking Urban Uistrct counci w f™,1«nn PArish Hall Uessle

;: 23-wCrking.Class Dwellings, Beverley-ro«i,Hessie Urban Distnot Council
S" J CoomkL, E% -Arc^^^^^^ Belgiu.u.

„ 23-8t. Martin's Church Tower, Comnletion ot \ pre*
wil.VwArKs'r'omm'itteo

''' The Waterworks Manager's Office, Town Hall, Morloy.
„ 23-Withen8 Clough Eescryoir, Buildings at, Cra^e Vale Waterworks Committee

M Carette, Archt., Courtrai.
„ 23-WeBikerke Roxem Church Reconstructing, W. Flanders .. :•,•-•-„:.,:„,

c-uncVi .;..;'..'..., Donnelly and Moore. 36, Nassau-street, Dublin.
„ 33-Working.class Houses (I,), Blackrock,. Urban District Council

^^ r. Qwynne, Olerk, Edgbaston House, Wellington, Salop.
,, •24~Edgba6ton House. Repairs to, We linaton ., ixuardians^.

McOoU, Cleansing Superintendent, Cochrane St., Glasgow.
•J4-Oorrupated Iron Shed. Dalmarnock Stables Glasgow Corporation -•,•

,v,;;/-^,;ire"RaiiwaT R C Irwin. Sec , Hanfa Bink, Manchester.
-l.-tlldbam.roadGoodsStation,B.xten8ion to, .Manchester ... Lancashire atidlorkshire Kailwav g' VV ""^°'

"^(i'^^gi, oait^js, Lymm.
24-Steam Disinfecting Station Isolation Hos,ntal, Lymm ... "^ba^ District Councd

w\t? Hatch,'MTSE.rBng -in-Chief. Embankment, E.G.
„ -ii-Scbcolrooms, &c., yueen Mary's Hospilal. Carfhalton Metropolitan Asylnms Board w.^. uato

. ^ .^^^^^g^^ Marychurch, Torquay.
„ 21-st. Anne's Institute, External Repairs to, Babbacombe ... ••—••,•"

F Harris Baro' Sur Penryn.
;, M-Vettry, St. GluviasChnrch, Enlargements at, Penryn.... V.oirand Charchw,irden5 f Twetb M-8 i , ArchtrBlaokwood, Hon.
„ 24-MiSHOn Church, Bstensions to, Abertysswg

M„rth' rTodHVT'ornnration The Waterworks Engineer, 101, High-street, Merlhyr.
„ 2D-Filter Houfe, Ncuadd Reservoir, Torpontau

Health Commttee
"

Tbe City Architect, Town Hall, Sheffield.

„ 25-AtterclifIe Baths, Alterations to, Slielheld Health Committee
Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Earnoss.

„ 26-Public Baths, Abbey-road, Barrow-in-Furness nlu^ Coimittee
,:;'.'.' Tbe City Arehitect, Town Hall, Sheffield.

„ 25-Batb8. GloEEoproad. Alterations to. bhefheld . ...^...... Health Committee
Leahy, Archt., Cullinagh, Newcastle West.

„ 26-WorbhouEe Hospital, Two Annexes to, Newcastle West... G^a/amns :-. .^......j. ..^^^^^^^

„ 2.3-Hc8pital, Additions to Nurses' (Juartersat, Purdysbarn ... Belfast P ublic Health t^ommittee ... '^''"K^^^^^
A.R.I.B. A., Aberystwith.

„ 25-Church Tower, Repairing, Llanfihangel-y-Creuddyn
MoVrnnni;;»nWaterBoar'd

'.' The Chief Engineer's Department, Savoy-court, Strand, W.C.
„ 2ti-Water Tower, Botany Bay, Bnheld Metropolitan Water Board^

Atkinson A M I.C.K., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, StockpDrt.
2«-Sheller, St. Peter's-square, Stockport ^.. .^

General Purposes Coinmittee J.
^'''^,°f,™' ^'^oV'oV-Eni.. B^ebange-row, Mansfield.

26-CaTnegie Free Public Library, Additions to, Mansfield
^^f L''':»ji;X?or War TLe Secretwy H.M. Office of Works, Storey's GUe, S .W.

„ 26-Labour Exchange and Probate Registry, Bristol Secretary of State for War lueoe y.
Talbot-road, Port Talbot.

2B-Eleclric Theatre. Forge-road, Port Talbot
g"?*f P±''„'"nt?Gtvernmeni Gouiernementl^ymcial du Bribant, Braxelles.

„ 'ie-School Buildings, Turvueren .-. .^. ^ Brabant Provincial Gjvernment ^ Vernon Rowe, Archt., 3), Foregate-street, Worcester.
37-Tubeicn)0HS Patients' Pavilion, Hill Top, Bromsgrove ... HosDitalCommittee .. S' g Griffiths M S A fonyoandy.

;; 27-A6.embly Hall ard Class-rooms, PantyfJynon Hendre CM, Church
?he Secretary," WeM End Club, Amble.

„ 27-West-End Club, Additions to. Amble
.•••••pV:;',;;ViVo;' C L. Cowlard, Olerk, Council Offl^es, Bodmin.

„ 27-No.l,Penlu-terrace, Additions to. TuckingmiU Tuberculosis C J umitto? * Tanis Clerk Town House Fraserburgh.
27-Liteboat House, Braserburgh ... Harbour Commissioners A. Tam.^^ Clerk To^nji^se^t^^^^^^^^

„ 27~Giand Stand, Victoria Field Football Ground Street ...
^

Football
'-'"'i ••v;-v--^"; The Director of Barrack Construction, 80, Pall Mall, S.W.

, 29-Rojal Aircraft Factory, Additions to, Sonth Farnborough Secretary of State for War t P Collinge aTm.I.C.E., Boro' Eng , Exchange.row. Manslield.

,
2il-Brocmhill Schools, Additions to, UansSeld Education Committee I; ^ ^^ ™|°'„''n olerk, Municipal Buildings, plisley.

„ 2!l-8wimming Pond, Stone-street, Paisley .... Town Conned
Georg" sin, and Davies, Solicitors, Cardiian.

„ 20-MaenllwjdHouse. Renovation of, Newport Mrs. James .....^
The Surveyor Town Hall, Paignton.

;; 30-Machinery and Storage Depot, Well-street, Paignton Urban District Council
?he tount^ Surveyor's Office, Londonderry.

„ 30-Court Hou-e, Limavady ^ ....^.... „ „ Hicis. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Bng., Town Hall, Ealing, W.
„ 30-BraiichLibrary, Extension of. West Baling lown CouncU

h'Ross a R.I.B.A., 15, Cannon-street, Accrington.
„ 30-Girls' Homes and Mortuary, Hashngden Guardians... ..... .^.... • jj^^jg Bng., East Challow, W.mtlge.
„ 3C-Four Workmeri's Dwellings, Wantage

Rl™\"wRradv Moore B D Cancelior, Archt., 12, Jewry-street, Winchester.
„ 30-Schools, Additions to, Kimpton, Hants Rev. J. W. Brady Moore

t>,„ pi. morgan County Hall CardiEE.

:: 30-TwoPigst,es,Highfield,Llantwit Major Glamorgan County Council
^^'e sLrSigrArcSC Town M^^

,, 30—Manual Instraction Room, Troedyrhiw ... ^ ,. , Haward, Archts., (Meen-street, Great Yarmouth.
„ 30-NurBes Home at Workhouse, Additions, Great Yarmouth Guardians ThoPitv Architect Town Ha i Sheffield.

llcJ. l-Atiendants- Cottages, Redmires and Low BradlUld Shethe!d Water Comm,tte3
^''J.^Yxon M I C E Boro' Eng.! To^^^

„ 1-Old Town Hall, Alterations to, William-street, Woolwich Borough Council -i. g-"'^" |\^^ Pub ic OEttcaa, Hampton, Middlasjx.
2-Fire Station, Enlarging, Hampton Urban District Council ...^

B. C^^«°^, '.iwk, ^"^i^
y

, j^^ '-^^^^^^ Kent,
;; 3-Oouncil School (230 places), 8ntl.on Valence Ken Education Committee p

-M-GrveriS Hon Sec Bowbng Club. A:nnan.
„ 2-Bowllng Green, Extendmg Pavilion at, Annan Bowling Club

F Co/ens Clerk Public Offices, Hampton, Middlesex,
2-Reading Room, Hampton Hill Urban District Counci

fai^il Richards: Archt" 10, Q Gate, Westminster.
„ 4^Drill Hall, Addiiionsto Guildford ... Surrey Terr. Force Assoc

H^fttleiConnry Archt., 6, krbblesdale-place, Preston.
„ 4-Girl8' Secondary School (210 places), Leigh Town Council .^..... lUewelVin Smith Archt. Aberdare.

e-Semi-Detached Villas (18).Cwmaman 1 enybryn Building Club JenXs and Gray, Arc^^^^^^ Margaret's-st., Canterbury.
„ 6-Cottage Homes, Eastry, Sandwich Guardians

rL^ewl'iru Smith. Archt., Aberdare.
„ 6-House, Cwmaman ,

Mrs. M. Wilson j O 'Ma ley B.A, B.E., Archt., 10, Glentworth-street, Limerick,
„ 6-'rheat re, &c., 77 and 78, George-street, Limenok M. W. Shanly ,

J." p .'ffi^uf '^ La Archt Tonypandy.
, 7-Parc Gwyllt Asylum, New Block at, Bridgend Visiting Committee ..

R- 8. ^^^'^ -'^"^.^f-Xttie-street, Hou,htin-le-8priag.
„ 7-Houses(52),NewTown,Houghton-le.Spring Urban District Council

The BrcmwvHMOfflcVof Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 10-New PostrofHce, Bulford Camp

Ji-''*-,7°'^^^
Commissioners The

Be=;^i'»g'^J'i^^f/^^„'e° ^obbj p'int, Pembroke Doc'i.

„ 22-Repairs to Forts (8.x Months), Millord Haven War Department WG Coles cSsur 29, St. Andrew'i-square, Edinburgh,
No date-House and Steading, Tregalloin, near Dumfries **•

,j,; , ^^ Weston, Archts., Unity-street, Bristol.
do. -Workmen's Dwellings (21), Tuttley, Gloucester t^ , „, e*ief Sur., 28, St. Andrew's-tquare, BdinburgU.
do. —House and Steading, Denbie Mains, Ruthwell n.i'„ D.,..r,i, Hr,r Ciiidhull Grantham
do. -New Council SchooT, Grantham Education Committee

^nnns Ind I lacewe^A c'htsTBarbbamber^^ Bingley.
do. -GreenhillHouse.Additionsto.Micklethwaite, Bindley - •••

p S^ilonJh Thrwil ows Bamfurlong.
do. -Six Houfes, Stubshaw Cross, Bamfurlong Bryn Gates Co-op. Soc. Ltd

FreemaTsirand (Srken A^cSL^ li, Carr-lane, Hull.
do. —Bungalow, Willerby Rnsser Archt Wilding's Chambers, Newbridge, Mon.
00, -Residenpe, Ebbw Vale, Mon A. C. Fend.ck W. Rosser, Arcnt.,

^^"J
°Sp

j^ Buildings, Belfast.
do. -Six Workmen's Houses, Greenhall Anthony Cowdy and Sons H. Ho™rt *rcM

f
co'ti^n^^^^^^

Hull.
do. -Church Institute and Schools, Withernsea J- g" gSn wSey, MaMfleld.
do. -Pair of Cottages, Wha ey ^^^- gjeel, 'and Caws, Archts., 22, Fawcett-street, Sunderland.
do. —St. Mary Church, Buxton

v,
•^;--- w Rosaer Archt Wilding's Chambers, Newbridge, Mon.

do. -Residence Ebbw Vale. Mon. N. Roberts W.
gX^','^X:,8^tttoh Provident Buildings, Belfast.

do. —Methodist Manse, Alterations to, Moy "^^ '^o""'"" '"^
•

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Boro' Elec Bng., Bradford-place, Wigan.

'T ^2i?Si^^S;i^naid:ro^:EdhVbn^h -;:;::;::::::;:::::.:;•:; ^r^:..:==::::-:: ISSSfe^'Ss sw
:; 23-High-Tension Switchgear, Greenwich, 8.E London County Council ^"1^ BeU "C Ld Man 8°,''F^ha^^ W.
„ 21-Cables, Hammersmith, W Borough Conned....... ...^.^... G. G. *» ', fing. and Man

., yuambers. Dundee.

:: riiZiriJ^^^iT^!!^.'^!!:!!^.:::;;:;;::;:::::;::::::;::;:- SX5^ '^^rZ^T!^^!:^ J^fS^SrSs^S^^'^"^"'"'^-
;: r?;?ofe,^rrDocks;TheP^^us:;::::.:.::::::::::;;:;::::::::::::^^^^^

"t ^iSfSi^^-S^S^SSr^^'S^ ::::;:::::::::::::;: u^i^n D^trict'co^ncr-:::::;:::::::::::: g^-S'-SjSSi loria-stre. s w.
M-Cable Diet?il>uting Boxes (iSo), Melbourne Danuty Po3.,ma.t.r.Geaer.tl 'The High GommiBsioner tor Austrata^^^^^^ o.w.

NiV. ^ttJ^ltS M;^i^e"!"r'?°-..Z::Z:=-^^^ m^l^l^.!^:^::^- S|i^^?=ir^^ia^r5?";.ir:s.reet,S.W.
„ 12-Two Aiicn.ating-current Voltage Regulators, Dunedin ... City Corporation

S^Sepu^ty PostiSt^er-General^

„ 16-Overhead Electrical Equipment, Melbourne Suburbin Railways Merz and McLeUan, Engs,, 33, Victoria-street, ».w.

T'NGINEERINGr

Sept. U!-Sta-wall Works, Brcomhill and Lydd Sewer Commissioners
'. Weldon and Stokes, Joint Clerks, II Bank-stroot, Ashlord, Kent.

,. Hi-Foundations for Gasholder Tank, Haverfordwest Town CouncU J. Gibbon, Gasworks, Havertordwest.

„ 2U-A.|ucducts, Squillace and Valleftonta, Italy ^''^ P*'*''''? ^"?"Po^'.?i «) tJ,;,,,!^ rmv RirmiuL'ham.
„ 20-Ctaven Arms Waterworks B.xtension Ludlow Rural District Council Willcox and Eaikes, Civil Bn.gs.,

''^J«f''^-™"^!,/^X„
">''*"'•

„ 20—Piling and Rubble I'llchine, River Dcarno, Darfield West Riding Highways Committee .. F. G. Carpenter, West Riding &ur. J^o"f''y";* '",*''''''-'"

„ 20-Bridge, Shelfangtr '. Depwado Kural Dutriot Council A. E. Scarlett, Clerk, Pulham Workhouse. Harlestou.

„ 20-8and.fchiekls on Promenade. Ljlham lJrb.in District Council The Surveyor, Lytham.

,, 20— Rails for Electric Gantry Cranes, Southampton Harbour Board E. C. Poole. A.M. I.(3.E., Southampton.

,, 22-Gas CmupresBing Plant, Dundee Gas Commissioners A. Yuill, Eng. and Man., Gasworks, Unndee.

„ 22-Bailwav(rom jSmillatoCieza The General Directorato of Public Works, Madrid,

„ 22—Vertical Retort Plant. Dundee Gas Commissioners A. Yuill, Eng. and Man., Gasworks, Dundee.

„ 22—Heating St. Paul's Church, 'I'aviBtock The Vicar, St. Paul's Church, Tavistock.

„ 22—Healing Infant School, Englelield Green Schools Managers The Vicarage, Egham.

„ 22—Dredging (216,00Ucu.yds.), Aberdeen Harbour Comm issioners R. G. Nicol, Harbour Eng., Aberdeen. „,^„„j w
„ 21-Coal-Uanoling Plant, Hammersmith, W Borough Council G. G. Bell, Bng. and Man 85. f.'^l'iam Palaoo-road, W.

. 21-FivcCoal Stofage Tanks, Hammersmith, W. Borough Council H.Mair. M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur.. Town Hall, Hammersmith, w.

„ 2J-Widcuing Bridge in Stone. Beostou Cheshire County Counoil H. F. Bull, County Bridgmastcr, The Castle. Chester.
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ROOFS, GABLES, AND COPINGS.
The gables of churches and public build-

ings are usually linished with stone
copings, and private houses, in some
localities, are treated in a similar manner.
Where oolite of almost any thickness may
be obtained self-faced, as in the Cotswuld
Hills, stone copings are common on
dormers as well as on tlie main gables of

farm buildings, the whole roof-covering
being thin slab.s of the same material.
Again, in Yorkshire, where sandstones may
be obtained self-faced, of any thickness,
slabs of this material are used for roof
covering and for copings. The " old Red "

of Herefordshire, and some of the adjoin-
ing counties, have quarries which yield
self-faced slabs of an inch thick and
upwards, and these were extensively used
for rooting ; but, owing to the walls in that
district being what is known as "half
timber " stone copings were never placed on

them. Before the introduction of rail-

ways, builders had to rely on local re-

sources for their materials. Hence the old

roofs were covered with stone slabs, where
they could be obtained near at hand, in-

stead of with rail-carried slates and tiles,

as at present. The oolites of the Midland
Counties (Stonesfleld and Collyweston)

;

the C " " -•-
-

OlXrll

Beds
Red '

yield

arlioniferous Sandstones of Yorks m
quarries and mines ; the Wealden
of Kent (Horsham); and the "Old
of Herefordshire (Stockley Hill) ; all

self-faced thin sbabs, which make
picturesque and efhcient roof coverings as
long as they last. These thin flags are
sometimes called slates

; but they are not
true slates, for the latter are always ob-
tained from clay rocks, and they split into
leaves at some angle with the bedding of
the rock. But stone slabs split with the
bedding, and never at an angle with it.

Slate is composed chiefly of silica and
alumina, and its durability depends on the
relative iirojjortions of these minerals. Too
much alumina makes a soft, earthy slate,
which the frost of a few years will destroy

;

its presence is sometimes indicated by' a
blackish colour, and always by a dull
sound when the slate is struck smartly
by the knuckles. Some recently-imported
American "Bangor " slates, which a builder
tried to use on buildings being erected by
us, were of this latter description; pos"-

sibly they might last for ten or fifteen

years ; but not hmger.

Roofing-slabs—not true slate— are fissile

sandstones, sandy indurated clays, or thin-

bedded oolites ; they vary in tliickness from
v.in. upwards, and a square of roof covered
witfi tliem will weigh from llcwt. (Cidly-

weston) up to 23cwt. (sandstone), as against
.')].cwt. for ^Velsh slates, all laid to a 'Mn.

bond. The best Welsh slate requires the
lightest roof timbers, and it is the most
enduring; but in this climate its good
qualities are negatived by its bad ones, for

it is such a poor conductor of heat and cold,

that apartments in a roof covered with thin
slate are unbearable in summer as well as

in winter. The ajipearance of such a root is

monotonous in tlie extreme, and not com-
|iarable with stone tiles, which grow mosses
and lichens ever-changing in colour on a
roof slope strongly marked in courses by
the thick slab edges. There are these dis-

advantages, however, in using stone tiles :

they are heavy to cart and Lay; they
require strong roof-timbers; and their chief

chanu. the over-changing vegetation with
which ihey get covered, soon destroys
them. and. if it is not periodically removed,
the end soon comes.

From a constructional point of view, pro-

bably the best slate roof would be made
with Bangor " tons "'

; they are about ."ift.

by 2ft., varying in width, and strong
-enough to stand walking on, or ladder-
carrying, without breaking. The size is

considei'ed objectionable, for they dwarf
any building on which they are used.
When slating is laid dry, snow will be
driven up Ijetween the slates, and in wet
weather rain will fill these spaces, so that,
in a strong wind, blowing in gusts, water
will be driven into the roof, and ceilings
which catch it will be stained. Rendering,
therefore, becomes necessary ; but its use is

universally misunderstood, for the mortar
IS jilastereil all over the underside of the
slate, where it is of no use; indeed, it

generally falls off, and tlie joints are left

ojien. Tlie sole object of rendering would be
attained by carefully pointing the joints of
the slates on the inside, and leaving the
slate surfaces uncovered. It is obvious
that when slates are laid on felt or on
boarding, they cannot be rendered ; but in

such cases, whex-ever there are open joints,
rain and snow will drive throueh them,
though no sign of such leakage will be seen
on the ceilings inside.

It is not easy to say what becomes of

the rain and snow driven into such roofs,

we have never seen any sign of leak.'ige

in these cases. Possibly any water runs
down the felt and drops into the gutters,
or it evaporates. We have often noticed

that when slates are to be nailed to battens
ti.xed in felt, if rain falls, tlie felt is not
waterproof, for the rain will drop from
every hole made by the batten-nails. If,

therefore, such a roof is to be made water-
Jirocjf, before the slates are laiil it should be
tarred all over the battens and felt. With
regard to the bond of slating, it is obvious
that the steeper the shqie of the roof, the
less bond the slates will reipiire; and the
flatter the slope, the greater that bond
must be. But we have never seen any
w.'iy suggested f(U- finding what that bond
!;hould be for various slopes. Having the
jiroper bond for any one slope ti.xed, we
have therefore worked out an easy way of

Solving this questiofi for every pitch. By
common consent, the bond for a slope of

GOdeg. is .'Un. What, then, w.iuld afbjnl

similar protection in a roof of 45deg. ? If

a slope of GUdeg. is plotted, and Sin.

measured along the slope, it will be
equivalent to 2'dn. measured on a vertical

line. If, now, this 25in., upright is pi-o-

jected against a line sloping at 4.'Jdeg. , it

will measure 3Jin.—the bond required ;

and for every other slope, if a vertical

height of 23in. is projected against it, the

length measured along the slope will give

the bond equivalent to 3in. in a slope of

OOdeg. The figures given are only appro.xi-

mate, and were obtained by plotting—

a

process near enough for all practical

purposes. For strict accuracy, trigono-

metrical calculation would be necessary.

.\ccording to this reasoning, if a wall is

weather-slated vertically, the bond shoul.l

be 2'yin. ; but we have never seen any
experiment made to ascertain what the

minimum vertical bond should be to mak?
the Work weathertight, so that," after all,

much of our work in this respect is quite

in the dark, and our calculations are only
by " rule of thumb."
At seaside places, where walls, usually

on the first floor, are weather-tiled, the
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111.- Ir.uil;. (.f livii'U-

thafc tile tiles must
9iti ns the

nulls are dnveii iiiln

work underneath, so

have a bond of :!?.in., or ot L'ln., as

tiles are lOin. deep, and the bricks :iin.

Tiles must be nailed to an ujjright wall-

face ; but they should be liung only to

battens on sloping roofs, and never nailed.

Every builder knows that slated eaves

must be started with an extra under-

course, and speoihcation-writers apparently

do not know that the dejith of this course

must be the weather of the slating

generally, plufe the bond, for they usually

Aptx 3uocv^

specify a tixed depth, regardless of the size

of the slates. Now, the depth of the under-

eaves will always depend on the length

of the slates used.

Slating is jicculiarly liable to be stripped

by wind along the eaves : hence it is, usual

to bed the eaves-course in mortar, and to

give the lower courses a " bell-cast " by

nailing a tilting fillet to take the tail of

the first course of slates. This closes the

tails of the second and third courses close

on the backs ot the slates immediately

under them. In Mediteval w^ork this

" bell-cast " is given by sprocket-pieces

which run for 3ft. or 4ft. up the rafters.

and project from 18in. to 2ft. beyond the

walls. These are fixed at a flatter angle

than the rafters, to the backs of wliich

they are nailed. The sprockets are shaped

where they project, and a line of tilting

fillets is nailed along the extreme edges

before the slating or tiling is commenced.

A most important thing to be attended to

in roofing is beam-filling between the

rafters and from the wall to the slates.

If this is not done^ birds will build in the

roof, and the noises they make render the

rooms in the attics unbearable. It has

often been a inizzle to us to know how to

finish hips on slated roofs—whether with

lead rolls and lead flanges dressed over the

slates outside, or with closely-cut slates

over lead gutters formed underneath on
each side of the hip rafter. We have seen

both stripped in storms, even where the

sloping slates were cut from specially large

sizes so as to avoid the use of small

triangular pieces. Some architects like the

closed hip, others the lead roll ; and it is

probable that, in many cases, appearance
will lie tliouglit of more than the security

of the sla(es.

In cottage-building there is a tendency
to make the rni.f lil the walls exactly,

giving a minimiiiii id' iirojection at the
eaves, and none along the gables. A
cottage without a bold jirojecting cave is

like an eye witliont an eyebrow, and when
there is no liarge, or verge, and pro-

iection, the fable is like a hat with the
brim torn off. If only for appear.^nce'

sake, therefore, the roof should seem to

cover the house completely; and for the
protection of the walls it is absolutely
necessary that it should do so. When the

eaves project, they should be boarded on
the rafters or under them. In Ihe latter

case the boards may be nailed to the under-

side ot the ratters, or they may be secured

to horizontal bearers let into the wall at

one end, and nailed to the rafters at the

other end. In all cases there must be

eave- boards. The gable - slates should

project 3in. beyond the finished wall-

surface, and, as they would luoliably strip

in heavy gales, it is usual to bed a course

of narrow slates, say 9in. wide, under the

battens, and projecting 3in., like the

slates, the space between the upper and

under slating being afterwards filled with

Portland ctrment. ' This treatment will

give a thick, w^ell-detined projecting line

along the gable, and it will afford a most

efficient protection for the walls.

To return to gable copings ; the object

sought in using them is to secure the

slating or tiling from being stripped by

high winds. The edges, where exposed,

catch the wind, and if they are not pro-

tected in some way, the roof soon suffers.

Copings, too, project beyond the wall face,

and they protect "the wall from damage by

rain. Stone coping is generally set on a

"rising wall," so called because it rises

(5in. or more above the roof covering, and

its object is to raise the coping sufticiently

high to fix lead flashings under it. These

flashings are always in two separate pieces :

one to go under the slates, and turn up

against the wall (it is usually 9in. wide),

and the other to be set under the coping,

and turned over the flashing first describei

(its width being about Gin); 51b, lead is

used in each case. A rising wall requires

protection on the top from both rain and

frost, hence the coping is worked specially

to cover it. The width of the coping is ntit

fixed ; but it will depend on the thickness

of the rising wall, whicli may be 14in. if

of lirickwork, and ISin. if of stonework. In

the first case, the coping will be 20in. wide,

and in the latter 2ft., 3in. ])rojtction each

side being given to the cojiing, which is

generally 4in. thick. All copings should be

throated. The edge towards the gable may
be moulded, and that towards the slates

left plain. The whole arrangement is

therefore necessitated in this way : First,

the slates are secured from being wind-

stripped along the gables by being butted

against a "rising wall"; the rising wall

coping worked on one end, in the solid,

the otiier end being tailed into the gable,

so that the coping cannot slip without

drawing the bond out of the gable, and this

would btf impossible. It has been said that

a top flashing is always bedded under the

coping ; but this could not be done where
bonds occur, tor the coping is worked in the

solid on them. In sucli cases it is neces-

sary to sink a groove in the stone under the
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coping on the roof side, to take the top

flashing, which is pinned in with lead

wedges or slate. The joint made by one

piece of coping with another is usually

straight ; but it is sometimes rebated, for

the fancied secui'ity such a joint would
give against soaking rain. 'Coping is often

laid directly on the slating, wliich, in

such cases, is carried out flush, with the

gable face. Here it is usual to sink the

coping an inch where it is bedded on the

slates, the unsunk part overhanging the

gables, and the i-ebate makes a watertight

joint. Gables frequently show traces of

leakage from the top, for the copings are

badly set, badly jointed, broken, or the

slates underneath are imperfect where they

are laid directly on them ; the lead flash-

ings, too, may be imperfect, and only a

careful search for all possible contributory

causes can trace where the defect is.

Where roof slates abut against a rising

wall, the joint is made watertight by a

small lead gutter, or by "soakers." In the

former case, a slating batten is fixed

jiarallel to the galile, and Sin. away from

it; the lead, in lengths of .5ft., or there-

abouts, is dressed on this latter, drawn to

a jiiece of board fixed under it, and then

up the rising wall, where it is covered with

the top flashing already described. Soakers

are pieces of lead about 9in. wide, and the

length of the weather and bond of the

slates ; one ot these is worked in with each

course ot slates, half the width being set

under the slates, and the other half turned

up against the rising wall.

to

st

bv

must be high enough to allow llasiiiii

be properly inserted ; the wall itself niu

be protected on the top from damage
rain and frost, and this end is secured by

the cojiing.

tJables slope, and it steps were nnt taken

to prevent it, copings w-ould soon slip down
and come to the ground. To guard against

this, bond-stones form part ot the coping
;

they are worked in at starting at the eave,

every 5ft, or Gtt. along the slope, and,

finally, an apex-block closes both sides of

the coping with a solid angle. The first

stone laid at the eave is called the
" kneeler," or " summer stone "

; the others

are "bonders." Each bond has a piece ot

ORNAMENTAL TILE-WORK.—I.

The endeavour to "copy" Classic prin-

ciples, features, etc., with moulded bricks of

11 set size, and, therefore, quite niifltted for

most work, i." hardly calculated to appeal to

the genuine architect. Neither is it correct to

carve and twist up bricks into all sorts

of queer-looking shapes, curly pediments,

etc., borrowed from tlie Media-val (it not

prehistoric) cabinet-makers — forms wliieli

belong to early grotesque woodwork and not

to the domain of real architecture. It is

difficult to define which is worse, the latter

or the pretentious pseudo-Classic villa, with

its coatiiiR ot false cement bays, porch, etc.,

which, after all, only presents the appear-

ance of nieces of ornate Roman ruinspieces
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Ijolsterod up with brifkuoiU. It is qiiitr time

materials were more generally stiuliod from

a true basic standpoint as general niati'rials.

nut merely as individual ones, applieahle

FlQ. 1.

alone to certain set positions and governed by
suppositious restrictions.

it is. strangely enough, habitually the

custom to regai'd any particular nuiterial or

speciality—such as tlie tile, for instance—to

be wholly or only utilised in certain carefuUy-

(Trz

FiQ. 2.

defined positions, mainly for roof work, face
and gable weathering, or for pavements. To
take such a limited view of a material is quite
erroneous, instead of viewing it. as an
advanced architect should, on the broad

FiQ. 3.

grounds of general constructive utility, com-
bined with many fresh possibilities of design
and artistic effect. It is a constructive
medium adaptable to many other depart-
mejits, where it may fdl a useful cojistrnctive
position with all due strength and safety, at

Fia. 4.

the same time fill an ornamental one also.
\ iewed from this aspect, by their intro-
duction more into general work, it is possible
to produce many good, original designs and
some beautiful ones.

Tiles are most useful where it is requisite
to produce a more refined effect in matters

of design, either as a lillet course introdu<'ed

in sitigle or double line to the projecting

bricks oC a plain cornice or other similar

I

-2^ gnft-il „, TfioRgftjIcrr'

Fig. 5.

features. Used almost, or entirely, alone,
with roughcast, or in concrete construction,
they form the most valuable and ready-made
accessory for decorative work in many types
of design. Most of the customary "roofing

hanging, or even rough paving, tiles are
readily adapted to, and combine Iiarnioniously
with, elevational brickwork, producing more
refined designs. Although at first glance,
perhaps, the use of thick paving tiles, for

instance, might hardly appear correct to

TT'ioraigijIar' '
'
.'

.

m.

Fio. 6.

some, there is no reason why they should not

be so adopted and used. Especially as they

have the added recommendation of cheap-

ness, combined with utility, in dispensing

with a great deal of costly cutting, which
would certainly prove the ease were similar

effects carried out in brick. On the other

liand, there is usually a great difficulty in

satisfactorily adopting the ready-made

Fig. 7.

moulded brick on customary lines of design,
so much so that it often involves the pro-
duction of specially-moulded bricks where
the architecture is at all carefully considered
and studied. The latter ideas are very
evidently the reasons which prevent any real

attempt at studied design in the decoration
of a great many brick, roughcast, and
concrete structures at present.

LINING, G.IUDEN, AND PIERCED WALUNGS.
AYith the iutroduction of tiles, lining,

either continuous or broken, raised and sunk

Fig. 8.

work, panelling, massed backgrounds, etc.,

can be improved by the thin band produced
by tiles in continuous coursing. Similar
designs can also be carried out in tile-work
alone, thus producing a finer system of

design. A simple design for garden walling,
somewhat of this character, is illustrated by
Fig. 1. This should show clearly enough the

general principles of adaptation referred to

previously, without more elaboration or
further illustrations based on the previous
work. The tile has so many possibilities of

its own which require illustrating that it

would probably prove merely a waste of space

to trace out very similar variations more

Icnglhily. In pii'rcc.l wallings the tile is

admissible for the composition of nuiny bold
designs, possessing a large amount of effect
in •imple patterns, and ahso with the added
advantage of simplicity and quickness iu coii-

Fig. 9.

struction. such as illustrated by Fig. 2., based
on the diamond patterns. The triangular
spaces top and bottom being filled with tiles,
or two or three rows of tiles with a course of
bricks in a dillerent colour, run alternately,
could also be used as a further relief. A
somewhat similar type is illustrated by
Fig. 3, with tile details. The diamond
pattern here forms a sunk panel, with smaller
perforations formed on a pointed brick, and
short lengths of earthenware piping of any

Fig. 10.

convenient diameter. 'The latter could be
left in or withdrawn, as preferred. Such a
wall could be easily and readily con.structed

in concrete, with roughcast on face. The
roughcast in the panels being of a finer

texture, would produce a further variation in

design. Fig. 4 forms a bold design which is

very cfl'ectivc, though simple. The upper and
lower portions of the perforated panel course
being formed witii four-and-a-half brick, with

Fig. U.

a centre projecting course in broken line, as

shown. The brickwork to panels, behind the

tiles, might be either stepped to them or
simply built up straight, toothed, and filled in

with roughcast. Fig. b illustrates the adapta-

tion of the tile to triangular perforations,

which produce a somewhat novel but pleasing

effect in conjunction with a little I'aised

brickwork. A further variation of same, in

large and small perforations, with a pointed

lirick introduced as a key-block, is- seen in

i''ig. 6. Groups of small diamonds, on an

equilateral basis, with a single tile in the

:„gisp;.;.-,B

p3TOi.--: EiWqi ;icSi3; .-.laID)— at.

Fig. 12.

centre, as a little rustication, also have a good
appearance, either by perforations or intro-

duced as sunk panels, illustrated by the

angle pillars on Fig. 7. The same method,
extended into a lozenge-shaped panel by tiles

forming straight sides, produce other pleasing

variations. These can again be rendered more

effective by tile quoins or ru.stications, as illu.s-

trated by Figs. 8 and 9. Such panels could,
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()i LOiirse, bi' carnud iiuicli fiirtliin- in n

similar scheme of decoration l)y iiitrochicing

raised and sunlv work of various designs,

eitlier in bride or tile, or a combination of

botli. Anotlier in<'tliod of simple effect is

that produced by irregnlar rustication, after

the style illustrated by Figs. 1(1 and 11. ( Ithcr

Fig. 13.

forms, more suitable where a somewhat
formal aspect is desirable, are illustrated by

the designs on Fig. 12, the angle squares

being put in with small-size tiles. These can

again be varied by filling in the sides be-

tween the smaller square with straight tiling,

as indicated. The same pattern could also

be used on the diagoLial, with the further

slight enriclnnent produced by the intro-

duction of pointed bricks in the angular

:ez

FlQ. 14.

spaces tluis formed. Stepped panelling also,

with tile rustications or quoins, prove very

satisfactory, as illustrated by Fig. lil.

Circular patterns are very useful for many
positions, and can be readily formed, after

the nature seen in Fig. 14.

W. G. KEniiv.

WHAT RAIN-FLOODS CAN DO.

The engineer in England is comparatively

immune from the catastrophes which wreck
his work in other countries; but, even this

year, one or two signifieant warnings have
been given of what abnormal rainfalls can
do; happily, nothing of the nature which
prostrated a great American railway system
last spring, t!ie results of which arc, perhaps,
hardly yet fully recorded.
There is a water-shed running north-east

and south-west through the northern part of

Ohio. To the south it drains by the valleys
of several rivers into the Ohio River.
Dayton, Zaiiesville. and Columbus are the
three piincipal cities in these valleys. Each
one had the flood of its e.xistence. In Ohio
alone there were destroyed 22,000 houses,
while ii5,000 were seriously damaged by
water. A few miles above Zanesvillo the
Muskingum produced a raging lake fifty-one

miles long, and this o\er the main line of

the I'eiiiisylvania system, between Pittsburg
and Columbus. On the north was formed
another east-and-west lake of a length of

thirty miles, and this covered the main line
of tlie Pennsylvania between Pittslnirg and
Chicago.
These "lakes" were anything Imt pacific

creatures. They were filled with riishiiig,

boiling currents so powerful that, during tlie

zenith of their existence, no ordinary lioats

ciudd live in them. They tore out embank-
ments, carried steel - girder bridges long
distances, and eroded away tlie soil of

thonsands of acres of fertile land, depositing
in its place sand and gravel and stones.
Governor Cox, of Ohio, in the early davs

of the flood, gave out a statement to the
effect that the disaster would prove to be
a greater one than the San Francisco earth-

<iuake. This was regarded, in some quarters.

as one of the wild reports emanating from the

Hooded district. It has proved more than
literally true. It should be borne in mind,
too, that there was no insurance against the
kisses occasioned by the flood. Even after

ttie abolition of temporary relief, some 1(5,000

families required financial relief in order to

return to housekeeping.
Generally speaking, there fell on this Ohio

water-shed, in less than three days, more
than three months' normal rainfall; and it

came when the ground was thoroughly
soaked, and every river and stream filled to

its limit. The only wonder is that the
damage and the lo.ss of life were as small
as tliey were. Governor Cox says that in

Ohio alone tlie population afTccted nunibcrcd
a million and a (juartcr 'souls, and that the
direct money loss was above .•!00,000,(l(IO(lol.

This was the situation that confrcnitetl the
Pennsvlvania Railroad in the last week of

March', 1013: Its lines .all through Ohio,
running from east to we.st and from north
to south, were literally shot to pieces;
bridges were gone, tracks and embankments
swept away—holes in a thousand places; no
through line anywhere. Its telegraph and
telephone system, too, was a temporary
wreck. Pa.ssenger and freight cars were
marooned, and above 1,250,000 human souls

were dependent upon the railway as a means
of bringing them the aid and succour they
needed in the shape of food, medicines, and
the ordinary necessities of life.

Tn go into detail of the Pennsylvania losses

will hardly fnrnish an adequate idea of 'the

losses as a whole; but it may be interesting
to give a few details, only suggesting that
the problem met would not have been a
simple one had the damage been eoncentrated
instead of lieing widely scattered, and coiisc-

i|iieiitly very difficult to get at efficiently:—
Number of bridges lost, 24 ; number of

britlges damaged, ,50 ; number of spans lost,

•10; number of spans damaged, 48; bridges
lost- length in feet of road, 3,597; bridges
lust length in feet of single track, 4,318;
bridges damaged—length in feet of road.
4,189; bridges damaged— length in feet of

single track, G,239. The estimated cost of

replacing these bridges is 1.01i7.11(idol.

Length of trestle built for single track, in

miles, 1.94; length of track built for double
track, ill miles, 0.96 ; length of trestle built
for three tracks, in miles, 0.02 ; length of

trestle built—miles of road, 2.92; length of

trestle built e(|uivalent to miles single track,
3.92. The estimated cost of these trestles is

33G,144dol.

Length of single-track road requiring
repairs, in miles, 88.7 ; length of double-track
road requiring repairs, in miles, 41.1; length
of three track road requiring repairs, in

miles, 2.5.; length of four-track roail requiring
repairs, in miles, 2.8 ; length of road requiring
repairs, in miles, 1.35.1; length of road
requiring repairs, equivalent to miles single
track, 189.6. The estimated cost of these
repairs to the road is I,.39G.290dol.

In addition to the above, damage to

stations and other buildings was 70,900dol

;

to equipment, 84,285 ; and to telegraph lines,

107,505dol. The direct property loss to the
I'cnnsylvania is estimated at 3,000,000 in

round numbers.

OUR INLAND WATERWAYS AND HOW
TO UTILISE THEM,

A TRIP ON THE W.iRWICK C.iN.4L.

At the invitation of the executive com-
mittee of the Waterways Association, a
imiiiber of gentlemen interested in the
municipal and commercial life of Birniingham
enjoyed an excursion last Saturday afternoon
on tlie Warwick and Birmingham Canal.
This canal forms part of the waterway route
betueeii IJirniingham and London, and the
oliject of the trip was to stimulate interest in

the qnesticm of the improvement of the water-
ways of the conntrv. The company, which
included men of different schools of thought
interested in economic and hibour r|Uestions,

went by train from BirmingliMiii to Lapworth,
where, at the Navigation Inn Wharf, they

inspected a fleet of steam and motor barges.

The steamboats have been in use for many

years, Imt the motors, of 15H.P.. are a com-
paratively recent introduction. The visitors

were surprised to learn that the motors wei'e

of Swedish make, installed because motors of

English iiKinnfacturc \vere found in practice
to be less satisfactory in every way than those
from Sweden. After the inspection the
company embarked on a canal boat, which,
in halt an hour, was towed by a motor barge
as far as Rowington Wharf, a distance of

about a mile and a half. There the visitors

were enabled to enjoy the hospitality of tlio

execntive committee, tea being presided over
by Councillor Neville Chamberlain.

ADVANTAGES OF CANAL TUANSPORT.

Advantage w'as taken of this interval in the
programme by Mr. F^rank Impey to explain

the object of the excursion. The canal, he
pointed out, was one of the four arms of " the

Cross," which the Royal Commission recom-
mended for development to connect the ports

on the Ilimibcr, the Mersey, the Bristol

Channel, and the Thames, It commenced at

Birmingliam and ended at the Paddiugtoii
basin or at Brentford on the Thames, and
would, with the whole of "the Cross," be

improved to the 100-ton standard, which
would permit on any part of the waterway
the use of 100 ton barges, with locks capable
of passing three such barges at length in one
operation, or six 40-ton barges in pairs

abreast. The length of the route from Bir-

mingham to Brentford was 13.5 miles, with
KiO locks ; but if the development of tlie canal

were nndertaken the distance would be

reduced to 128 miles, with 31 locks and 15

lifts. These alterations would afford oppor-
tunities for enormous economies in time and
cost of transit. At present steam barges
occupy sixty hours in the journey from Bir-

mingham to liOndon, but owing to the siz9

of the locks and the construction of the canal,

small advantage could be taken of mechanical
haulage. Whereas now one man was em-
ployed for every 7i tons of cargo carried, if

the recommendations of the Royal Com-
mission were adopted one man would be able

to deal with 15 tons. Then, instead of the

160 locks which had to be passed through,

there would only be 31 locks and 15 lifts. In

this way a great reduction in time would be

effected", while, moreover, the boats would
be able to travel faster, securing a saving in

time pf from 25 per cent, to 33 per cent. The
present engine power, added Mr. Impey.
would, with an efficient waterway, instcail of

hauling one barge carrying 28 tons, haul

three, and only a slight increase in the size

and power of the engine would be necessary

to enable a boat train of 220 tons to be

hauled, if the 100-ton standard canal were
provided.

Councillor Neville Chamberlain, in reply,

said the Royal Commission reported in

favour of centralising anil unifying tlio

control of the four routes of what was known
as "the Cross." The Waterways Association

were endeavouring to induce the Government
to take up those principles, for they believed

tliat the appointment of a Waterways Board

to have control of tlie various routes would

give a great impetus to canal tralfic. If such

a board were appointed he did not think they

would stop at unifying the canals ; they would

proceed to improve them. He did not suggest

tliat they should begin by spending a vast

sum of money in trying to make the four

routes into four ship canals, but they might

with eiiormous advantage spend a com-

paratively small sum every year in strengthen-

ing the weak points in
" the chain. The

benefit from that expenditure, he thought,

would quickly be made manifest in the very

considerable increase which would take place

in the through traffic by canal. The
nationalisation and improvement of " the

Cross" would be of great national benefit

and add to the prosperity of the whole

country. The Waterways Association was a

national organisation, and they_ wanted the

support of local authorities. They woiil.l

naturally have to meet with strenuous oppo-

sition from the railway companies, and a

great deal of spade work would have to be

done in educating public opinion before they

could get the Government—no matter what

party it belonged to—to move in the matter.

One' criticism" against the expenditure that
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Would bf incurred was that, while pai'tiuidai'

IxciUi'irs woidd be benefited, the whole
iNMnitrv woidd have to bear the expenditure.
aiitl that there did not appear to he any
Oispositioii on the part of the local antlui

rities who were going to derive the greatest
benefit to bear any part of the cost. So far
as Birmingham was eonterned he intended to

propose a resolntion at the next meeting (!'

tln^ city council, fir.st of all in favour of a
^eneral approval of the principles of the
Royal t'oinmission, and then the acceptance
by the city eomicil of the principle of .a eon-
trib'.ilion towards the cost. The four arNis

T H K () L 1) V A R M 11 O U S i: I \

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAH.
.Mi'>srs. Heal and Co., Ltd., have issued an

interi'sting illustrated description of the old

Georgian farndiouse which still exists in their

delivery yard, written by Mr. Ambrose Heal.
Tlw land on which the house stands was
known as Cantelowc Close, and the farm
was called Capper's Farm', after the family
which long held it as tenants of the Dukes of

Bi'dford. One William Mace, ii carpenter,
appears to have built the house, which has
slood until the present year. For on

THE FRONT Ut)(.)K\VAY, Willi i'AKiSli UCLNDAKV MARKS.

of "the Cross" converged on a rough circle

which included Birmingham, Wolverhampton,
Walsall, Dudley, Bilston. and the Black
Country generally. Whoever benefited from
the proposals of the Royal Commission the

area included in that circle must benefit
most, and if Birmingham could hasten
forward the project by accepting the prin-

ciple, witliout committing themselves to any
details, sum, or method of guaranteeing
interest or gi\ing a contribution, they ought
to do so.

The company then ve-endiarkcd on the
canal-boat, which, from Rowington Wharf to

Hatton was drawn by a horse. The distance
was about three and a half miles, and this

was accomplished in an hour. The total

distance of the canal excursion was abcjut live

miles, and it. was an exceedingly pleasant and
interesting trip. There were no locks to bar
the way, but there was Shrewley Tunnel,
about a quarter of a mile long, to pass
through, and this was a novel experience to
most of the \isitors.

March 22, 1776, a lease for seventy-eight
years was granted to him at £7 a year by
Gertrude Dowager Duchess of Bedford—

a

great figure in 18th-century Society, as

readers of Horace Walpole will remember

—

her son-in-law, George Duke of Jlarl-

borough ; Caroline Duchess of Marlborough,
his wife ; and Robert Palmer, agent to the

late Duke of Bedford, as trustees under the
duke's will, " in consideration of the great
expense he hath been at in erecting a farm-
house on part of a field known as ' Cantelowe
C!lose,' and that he, the said William Mace,
shall build proper and convenient sheds and
other outhouses for the accommodation of

forty cows at the least."

The house stood on the old boundary be-

tween the parishes of St. Giles'-in-the-Fields

and St. Pancras. as is testified by the
boundary nuirks—St. Giles, 1784. and St.

Pancras, 1791— let into the wall above the
doorway. (See illustration.) Until the year
1900 . the ancient custom of beating the

bounds was kept up by the parish officers

iuul the schoolboys of the neighbourhood.
I'he prenu.ses arc now, however, entirely in
the parish of St. Giles.
Meanwhile the furniture trade, for which

'I'ottcnham Court roafl has won uorkl-wide
renown, was I'oming into existence. In 1810
.lohn Harris Ileal, who had previously been
in business with a firm at Savile House,
Leicester-square, on the site of what is now
the Empin; Music Hall, set up business as
feather dresser at ,'(.'), Rathbone-plaee, on the
north side of ( )xford street. In 1818 he moved
to 2().'i, Tottenham Court-road. After bis

death, in IB.'i.'i, his widow carried on the
business, taking her son, John Harris Heal,
into partnership in the following year, and
trading as Fanny Heal and Son. (See
Tallis's Street Views, 18.37.) Fanny Heal
died February 2(5, 1859, and was buried in

St. Pancras Cemetery at Finehley.
In 181(1 .lohn Harris Heal the younger, wdio

was the oidy son of the founder of the firm,

purchased "Miller's Stables" and erected
the buildings which- as No. 19(j, Totteidiam
Court-road were the nucleus of the premises
now occupied by Messrs. Heal and Son, Ltd.
In I8(i4 the increase of business nnido larger

premises necessary. Nos. 197 and 198.

I'ottcnliam Court- road were acquired. The
present premises and the adjoining cabinet
factory were erected, for by this time to th,'»

feather bed and mattre.ss maiuifaetory had
been added the m.aking of bedsteads and all

other bedroom furniture. In 1871 the old
cowhouses and nntlniildings were burnt down
and packing rooms and a factory put up in

their stead.

Ambrose Heal. jun.. and Ralph Heal,
great grandsons of the original .John Harris
Heal, had been admitte<l into partnership
in 1898 and 19II.J respectively. In 1907, for

family reasons, the firm was transformed into

a small limited liability company, with
Ambrose Heal as chairman and his two sons,

Ambrose and Ralph, as managing directors.

In 1912 Maurice Brewer, son of Alfred
Brewer, joined the board of directors. During
the last six years the business has doubled in

volume. This inerease has necessitated a
corresponding enlargement of premises,

which is now in progress. Fresh land, ad-

joining the original site, has been secured

in Alfred-mews, and additional frontage in

Tottenham Court road. It is now proposed
to rebuild the old shops, in order to bring

the new and old into line, and construct at

the rear a new mod(d bedding factory, which
will involve the demolition -regrettable, but

inevitable—of the old Farmhouse. The
architect of the reconstruction of the

premises is Mr. Cecil Brewer, of the firm of

Messrs. Smith and Brewer, of 2, Gray's Inn-

square, W.C.

«»«'

SIR HUGH LANES OFFER TO DUBLIN'.

The Dublin Corporation had once again,

and apparently for the last time, before it

last Friday the question of the municipal art

gallery and the conditions of Sir Hugh Lane's
gift. On Monday week, as we stated in our
last issue, a quorum was not formed at roll-

call, and Friday's niceting was convened on

a similar requisition. The lord mayor had
himself sent out a circular letter to the

members, asking them, for the credit of the

city, to attend and decide the matter once

and for all. In response to this appeal there

were fiftv members present at roll-call.

Miss Harrison moved the following reso-

lution :
" If the Mansion House Committee

guarantees towards the expenses of tbo

erection of an art gallerv a sum equal to the

dilTerence between £22,000 and £45,000, this

council approves of the erection of an art

gallery on the site near the metal bridge, and
further approves of the designs from Mr.
Lutyens; and that this council, in view of

the special circumstances of Sir Hugh Lane's
guaranteeing auv sum over £45.000, as well

as the architect's fees, agrees to accept Mr.
Lutyens as architect." She said they should

not refuse a gift the like of which had never

been offered to Ireland, or perhaps to Great
Britain, within the memory of man.

.\lderman Maguire seconded.

Mr. Ireland, a Lfninnist member, moved an

amendment to the effect that, while grateful
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to Sir Hugh Lane for liis gift of pictures, the

council %viis of opinion that the bridge site

was most unsuitaljle and impracticable, and
requesting Sir Hiigli Lane not to insist on

the bridge site, bnt leave the selection of a

site and the inviting of designs for the site

to the discretion of the council. Ninety per

cent, of the citizens of Dublin, he said, were
opposed to the bridge site. It was unkind
and ungenerous of Sir Hugh Lane to make
th? stipulations he had made with reference

to the acceptance of the pictures. He pro-

tested against the appointment of an archi-

tect who was not an Irishman. It was not

the time to bring forward this project when
they were in the midst of an industrial

calamity.

In a discussion Mr. Quaid said he had evi-

dence that the pictures were not worth
£5,000.
Mr. Cosgrove, who seconded the amend-

ment, strongly objected to the exclusion of

Irish architects from competition when it

was a question of putting down £60,000.

Alderman Vance, another Unionist
member, thought it a degrading thing that

the donor of a gift, however valuable, sliould

put a pistol to the head of the recipients and
say, "You must accept my conditions as to

site and architect."

On a division the amendment was carried

by 32 votes to 25, and when put as a sub-

stantive motion it was carried by tlie same
majority. * —

-

MASTER HOUSE PAINTERS' AND
DECORATORS* ASSOCI.4TION.

CONVENTION AT LEAMINGTON.

The twentieth annual convention of the
National Association of Master House
Painters and Decorators of England and
Wales opened at Leamington last Monday
night with a reception by the president (Mr.
Thomas Sharp, of Leamington) and Mrs.
Sharp, in the town-hall. The attendance in-

eluded Mr. J. Iligson, of Manchester, chair-
man of executive and president-elect ; Mr.
Thos. Foster (Burnley), hon. treasurer; Mr.
W. G. Sutherland (Manchester), secretary;
Mr. A. J. Teall (Birmingliain), and others.
There was an exhibition of work sent in

for the apprentices' prizes, and work done in
Italy by Stanley R. Sleeps, Plymouth, and
Ernest Sanderson, Burnley, in fulfilment of
travelling scholarships.
On Tuesday the president, Mr. T. Sharp,

gave his inaugural address. He said their
association was educational, and it spent a
large sum of money each year in prizes for
their apprentices' work, and on a travelling
scholarship of fche value of £50.
Mr. W. G. Sutherland (Manchester, secre-

tary) reported that the year had been
memorable for the large number of disputes,
in some cases resulting in strikes, and in all

cases increases of rates of pay liad taken
place. It was many yeai-s since there had
been an equal amoimtof change. In almost
every case tlie demands included rates of pay
and alteration of working rules. In some
oases these were settled by the parties to the
disputes without reference to an arbitrator.
In other cases where agreement was not
reached a reference to the arbitrator brought
about a settlement ; while at Chester, Derby,
Altrincham, Darlington, and London matters
went to the extent of a strike, causing much
im onvcnionco and loss to all concerned.
Oldham exhibited the promptest settlement
of the year, and this was achieved at a single
meeting by wise statesmanship and mutual
concession. The men were granted an in-
crease of pay and certain modification of
rules, and the masters gained tlie point, which
they considered of great value, of a later hour
of starting work, breakfast lieing taken first.

Altrincham p^j^senled the remarkable feature
of no settlement. The strike dragged on in-
definitely, the men drifting away and others
taking their place.

Mr. H. Vigurs Harris (Plymouth) said llirir

opportunity of flnaiieing their business hv
reasonable profits was eiieroaehed upon bv
drapers and furnishers, who set out model
rooms. Leading architects had awakened to
the importance of artistic decoration, and
were bestirring themselves to linve a school

of decoration in London. The mistress of the

house was now genuinely interested in the
decoration of her home, and to a certain

extent she linfl inffirmed herself and knew
what she wanted. That was an advantage.
But a little more attention should be given
to the practical experience and judgment of

the man who had given all his life to the

work.
The report was adopted.

The Mayor of Leamington offered the asso-

ciation a civic welcome. Mr. T. Kershaw
Bonner, of Kdinburgh, tendered the greetings
of tlie master painters of Scotland, and Mr.
Sibthorpe (Dublin) and Mr. W. Morrow, of

Belfast, those of the master painters of

Ireland.

RUS.SIA AND HER PEASANT ARTS AND
INDUSTRIES.

Ill the afternoon Mr. Howard C. Cleaver,
of London, gave an address on " First Im-
pressions of Russia and Her Peasant Arts
and Industries," with sketch illustrations.

He complained of the profusion of terracotta

at the Winter Palace and other prominent
buildings in Moscow, and jocularly suggested
that members of that association could give
the Russians useful hints regarding decora-
tion of public buildings. Russia was essen-
tially a religious country, and the domes of

the cathedrals were generally of solid gilt.

If one wanted to enter a trade in Russia the
trade of the gilder must be the most lucrative.

The columns of the church were of gilt or

precious stones, and the walls covered with
mosaic. The decoration was in the Florentine
style.

The art of Ru.ssian peasants was in-

digenous ; but there had recently been a great
revival of Renaissance art. The colour
scheme of the Russian peasantry was simply
barbaric; when examined in detail it was
fearfully crude, but when seen at a distance
it had a pleasing effect. The houses were of

wood, and there was no attempt at painting.

The buildings were of a silver-grey colour.

The houses wei'e rotten for want of paint,

and it seemed to him there was a consider-

able opening for members of that association

in Russia.

THE NEW IIOCSE DECORATION.

At the evening session, Mr. John Scott
read a paper on " The Future of House
Decoration in Painted Work," in which he
incjuired what in the immediate future
should be the prevailing manner by which
beauty should be given expression to through
the medium of applied paint ; and he en-

deavoured to throw some light upon the
important changes which had taken place in

style and direction. When the Trade Guilds
were abolished their power did not imme-
di.ately cease; the hereditary influence of

their tradition clung for many 3'ears to the
craft ; but by degrees it was almost quenched,
making way for the dominant sway of that

objectionable overgrowth of civilisation. The
first and absolutely essential character of a
house decorated in the new style was that it

must have no part of the structure relieved
or decorated by applied painted ornament in

any sliape or form. Was that not strange in

an age in which the standard of education
w'as extremely high—in an age which made a
most elaborate parade of its worship at the
altar of beauty.

If they simply ignored the craving after a
" national " style on the one hand and the
wishing for correctness of style on the other,
and worked with the sole object of procUicing
tliat which pleased themselves and their
clients, he belie\'cd they would be mncli more
correct in spirit than they were in being

—

what must appear to many—pedantic in style.

Another bugbear was to wish to give ex-
pression to the spirit of the age. In com-
bating the evil of arrogant and dogmatic
"teaching," he said that association had
treated the subject as if they ought to teach
I he public what they ought to like. The
|iiiblic had been taught until they were tireil

of all ornamental teaching and work, and
that the most fatal of all errors had been
made, in that to ]n-ove the correctness of
their style of workiiiansbip they had made
a great deninustratiiui of the mode of work-
ing; indeed, that had been carried so far that

they had practically made a little paper god
of the stencil.

The doctrine of honesty in decoration had
gone through many and \'aried (iliases since

its great outburst in the^Vietorian days; even
when it was built on- reason and common-
sense it w'cnt much too far. A great cause

of the exclusion of painted ornament was the

perfectionist, who, providing that which was
in every detail mechanically and technically

perfect, had eliminated from it that quality

of personality which would have endeared it

and made it comforting to the heart of man.

THE BEAUX ARTS ATELIER.
OPENING OF THE WINTER SESSION.

An informal gathering was held on Wednes-
day evening la.st at the Atelier, 16, Wells
mews, Wells-street, Oxford-street, W., among
those present being the Right Hon. Lord
Saye and Sele, and Messrs. H. V. Lanchestcr,
F.R.I.B.A. ; A. R. .Jemmett, F.R.I.B.A.

;

Arthur Davis, .1. P. Chaures, R. Goulburii

Lovell, A.R.l.B.A. (honorary secretary);

Percy B. Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A.; F. E. Billerey,

Leslie Wilkinson, A.R.l.B.A.; J. S. Gibson,

F.R.I.B.A.; C. E. Mallows, F.R.I.B.A.;
Harold Sanders, and others.

The drawings on view comprised those

executed for the twelve hours Esqiiisse

Esquisse, the subject being "The Pedestal

of a Bronze Equestrian Statue," and for the

projets, " A Town Residence for a Wealthy
Art Collector" and "The Principal Elevation

in a Courtyai'd of a Royal Palace," the latter

sets including the rough Esquisses and the

finished Rendus. There was also a large

number of water-colour holiday sketches of

architectural subjects, in competition for

prizes to the total value of £10. The patron,

Mr. Arthur Davis, gave a criticism of the

architectural designs, explaining the reasons

in detail which led the jury to make the

various awards. He was followed by Mr.
Lanchestcr, who dealt with the water-colour

sketches, bringing out the salient points to be

observed or avoided, in an exceedingly useful

manner.
The awards of the jury were as follows :

—

" The Pedestal of a Bronze Equestrian

Statue" (mention), L. Sylvester Sullivan,

A.R.l.B.A. "The Principal Elevation in a

Courtyard of a Royal Palace" (mention), L.

E. Carreras. " A Town Residence for a

Wealthy Art Collector" (first place), W. C.

W. Tirrell and L. H. Bucknell, A.R.l.B.A.

Holiday Sketches (cash prizes), W. .1.

Newton, M.A., A.R.l.B.A. (£4); L. H.

Bucknell, A.R.l.B.A. (£31, Wilfrid Hoyle,

A.R.l.B.A. (£2); Bryan Watson, A.R.l.B.A.

(£1). Besides the competition drawings there

were a number of water-colours, not neces-

sarily architectural subjects, sent for ex-

hibition purposes by menibers of the Atelier,

including a number sent by one of the

Atelier's members in Paris, Mr, H. Bartle

Cox, A.R.l.B.A.

HOW THE CHANNEL TUNNEL WILL
BE MADE.

At a meeting held at Marble Arch House
on Tuesday, Baron d'Erlanger, the chairman

of the Channel Tunnel Company, gave some
interesting details of the probable returns

of the tunnel. Ho thought the tunnel would

capture at least 65 per cent, of the Con-

tinental passengers, who at tlie normal rate

of yearly increase would number 2,000,000 at

its opening, if construction were at once

begun. At a fare of lOs. per head, that

would secure an income of £650,000. The
transport of luggage would add 10 per cent.,

or £65,000. and the postal service a further

£10.000. It was not too sanguine to put the

goods traffic at £800,000, and this would give

a total of £l,fi.55,000, while the total working
expenses would not exceed £420,000 per

annum, leaving a net profit of £1,1.35,000 on
a capital of £16,000,000. In this estimate,

however, no a,ccount was taken of the in-

crease ill passenger traffic \A'hich would result

from the construction of the Channel Tunnel,
and if they were to transport .3,000.000

passengers in a year, it was easy to see how
eiinriiiniisly the profit would lie swelled.
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thonph tlio fares would be substantially
rediieecl.

Sir Francis Fox, engineer to the London
"Tubes," who dealt with the technical
aspects of the tunnel, said the grey chalk
through which it would be bored was excel-
lent material for the purpose. The main
tunnels would consist of two single-track
circular "tubes," each 18ft. in diameter, and
thus large enough to accommodate the rolling
stock of the British and French main lines,
except their locomotives, for which would be
substituted electrical locomotives. Including
the junctions with the main lines in England
and France, the total length of each tunnel
would bo 31 miles, the actual length under
water being L'4 miles. The tunnels would
be 36ft. apart, lined throughout by cast-iron
segments, and covered with cement to
prevent leakage into the tunnels and pre-
serve the plates from corrosion.
Assuming that seventeen yards per day

could be bored for six days "per week, the
annual progress would be about three miles
at each face, so that the work would occupy
four years. Ventilation would be secured by
blowing air in the direction in which each
train was travelling. To keep the tunnels
pure and fresh, it would be necessary to
supply 4.^,000 cubic feet per minute on each
line of way. travelling at a velocity of 6ft. per
second, which was equivalent to a very light
breeze.
To prevent fire, no inflammable material

w^ould be used in the rolling stock, and as
the motors of the electric locomotive would
be "armoured" against fire in case of short-
circuiting, no danger would arise as regards
the electrical working, even from the employ-
ment of ordinary rolling stock. Assuming,
however, that, in spite of precautions, any
stoppage should occur in the tunnels, the
passengers would readily pass along the
tunnels in the rear of the train, where there
would be a footpath, clear of the electrical
conductors. The passengers would thus be
free from smoke, in consequence of the direc-
tion of the current of air always blowing
from the rear of the train toward.s the front.
The tunnels would be lighted throughout by
electricity. A separate circuit would be pro-

jMded, so that, in the event of the main 1

traction current failing, the lights in the
tiirniels would not be extinguished. Carriage-

'

lighting would be independent, eacli vehicle
carrying its own store of liglit. i

Referring to the fears expressed about the
tunnel destroying the- defence which the sea
afforded. Sir Francis Fox pointed out that
the great nations of Europe had not hesitated

to construct liridges across tlie rivers

bet\\ecn their resprcti\e countries, anfi had
e\cn allowed Alpine and other tunnels to be

j

built lUKJer ranges of mountains which were
looked upon as initural frontier fortifications.

j

He concluded by supporting the view that
the tunnel would solve the food problem in

I time of war, as a succession of food-laden
trains could be brought through from the
Continent in such nniubcrs as might be
required.

-•.•.

WHITEHALL AS IT APPEARED IN THE
REIGN OF KING CHARLES 1.

MR. JOHN B. THOKP'S MODEL.

In our issue of last week we inadvertently
stated that the model of the above was pre-

sented to the United Service Institution by
Mr. John B. Thorp. We now find that he
received a commission from Lieut. -Colonel
Leetham, who presented it to the Institution,

to work out and construct the model.
We now give an illustration of the central

portion of the model. On the right hand of

the picture is tlie Banqueting Hall, the first

portion of Tuigo Jones's .scheme for the re-

building of the Palace. To the left of the
Banqueting Hall is Holbein Gate, and in the
centre is a Tennis Court, which was bviilt by
Henry VIII. A snmll archway can be seen
at the right-band side of this building, which
was the entrance to the Cock Pit, a si[uare

building in the background. To the extreme
left was King-street Gate, and in the centre
of the picture is shown the Privy Ciardens.
The long lead-roofed building, facing the
Privy Gardens, is the Stone Gallery. The
whole of the buildings in this view have
disappeared, with the exception of the
Banqueting Hall, which, as roost of our
readers will know, is know"n to-day as the
United Service Institution.

Mr. Thorp, whose well-known models of

Old London are now permanently exhibited
at the London Museum, has made a special
study of the topographical history of the
City, and he is now engaged on a large model
of the Tower of London in the year lUOO,

which will shortly be seen at one of our
leading London museums, and should be of

very general interest.

**^-

LOGGING BY ELECTRICITY.
An interesting paper was presented at the

meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, held at Vancouver, B.C.,
September D-ll, on "Logging by Elec-
tricily." by Mr. E. .1. Barry. ' The paper

described the electric logging machines in-

stalled in a timber district in Idaho, and
gives the residts of tcslsof these machines.
The carrier system is known as the " skyline

"

system, which is especially adapted to steep
hillsides, aiul as the logs are carried with
only one end trailing on the ground, rock
and gravel do not become embedded in the
bark, thus avoiding disastrous results to the
saws in the mill.

The estimated saving of the electric over
steam operation for this installation is at
least 50 cents per 1,0(10 log-feet, and tbo
electric drive also cud)races many collateral
advantages, which are enumerated. BrieMy :

\o fuel required, with consequent wastage of
good lumber averaging about 1,000ft. (304. 8ni.)

per day for each engine. Elimination of fire

risk in the forest. Lower labour costs ; no
firemen or woodcutters required to supply
fuel. No freezing of boiler-tubes in winter,
and, consequently, no charge for night watch-
man in cold weather. Maintenance costs less

than with steam ; boilers have to be washed
every two weeks, and engines with recipro-
cating parts are harder on upkeep. No water
required. This is often a serious item, it

being necessary in many cases to pump water
for a distance of two miles. No delays to
get up steam and no shut-downs through
failure of pressure, a frequent happening on
\ery long hauls. No danger of boiler ex-

plosion. Greater adaptability in regard to

speeds, which can be increased beyond
standard engine speeds at present in use. The
output of each machine c:in be standardised
readily. The output of steam donkeys will

vary in ratio to the attention paid to proper
firing. It is estimated that a saving of at
least 50 cents per 1,000 log-feet would be
eft'ected. During 1911 the St. Paul and Tacoma
Lumber Co., between contracts and camps,
hauled 81,000,000ft. (24.688,850m.), log scale.

On condiined operations the gross saving
would bo 40.500dol., from which the cost of
oncrgv would have to be deducted.

DANGEROUS TIMBER IN CHIMNEY
FOUNDATIONS.

The inquiry at Workington on Tuesday
into the deaths of the five men caused by tho
fall of the steel chiunicy at the Moss Bay
works on September 16 should bo noted by
all responsible for the erection or main-
tenance of tall chimneys.
The steel chimney in question seems to

have been built about twenty years ago, and,
according to the designing engineer to the
company, ttir- fouiidaticms were of concrete,
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and brick and timber were also fotiiid. tlie

latter being in the condition of charcoal.

Excavations for soaking pits had taken place

18ft. from the outside of the chinniey.

Mr. WilUam Blair Hughes, a consulting

engineer, c.\pressed his opinion that the

charring of the timber between the two
la^'ers of concrete in the foundations was tlig

cause of the collapse. The timber, which
consisted of four rows of pitch-pine, said Mr.
Hughes, nuist have been in the process of

slow combustion, kaving a cavity underneath
the concrete. Tlius deprived of any support

the concrete would give way and the stack

would fall. Mr. Hughes, in answer to

questions, said he did not approve of the

insertion of timber in chimney foundations.

He thought it nnist have been put ni with
the notion of distributing the weight. He
knew of no other chimneys at the works
which wci'c built on foundations like those of

the overthrown chimney.
Questioned later by the solicitor to the

Steel Smelters' Association as to how tlic

timber could have become charred. Mr.
Hughes said he could not see how the heat of

billets from the heating furnaces when
chnnped on the ground near the liase of the

chimney could have been transmitted to the

timber in the foundations, because the

surface of the ground was covered with sand
and gra\el. and these were non conductors.

He scouted the theories that the collapse

might ha\e been due to water in the ground,
to the vibration of the rolling plant, to ex-

cavations for new soaking pits, or to an
explosion of gas in the flues. Even if such
an explosion hafl" occurred it would have
followed the line of least resistance and gone
up the chimney shaft.

The coroner said the evidence showed that

these theories were fallacious. It was clear

that the accident was brought about by the

charring of the timber. It was satisfactory

to know that no other chimneys at the works
were built on this principle

THE ASSOCIATED PORTLAND
CEMENT MANUFACTURERS (1900),

LIMITED.
The thirteenth annual report of the

directors, to be submitted to the fourteenth
ordinary general meeting of the company, to

be held at Winchester House, Old Broad-
street, London, E.C., on Monday next, is as

follows :
—

The balance brousht forward at .Julv 1,

1912, was i;37,S33 3
The profits, after deductions, which
include £1-24.789 2s. Id. for repairs and
renewals, amount to 627,258 1.5 7

From which have been deducted

—

Directors' and trustees'
fees i:6„500

Debenture stock, mort-
gage, and other interest 23.5,116 2 7

Depreciation and sinkinj;
funds 51,291 13 10

Discount on realisation
of securities 35,313 17 1

£665,091 15 10

328,221 13 6

£336,870 3 4
.\n interim dividend on the preference
shares to December 31, 1912, was paid
on March 31, 1913 62,109 17

Leaving a balance of £274,760

M'hich thev recommend should be
appropriated as follows—

To the general reserve and
depreciation account ... £65,000

To the payment of a final
dividend on the prefer-
ence shares to June 30,

1913, at the rate of 5A
per cent. ])er annum,
amounting to 62,109 17

To the payment of a
dividend on the or-
dinary shares for the
year ended June 30,

1913, at the rate of
5 per cent, per annum,
amounting to 96.116

223,22.5 17

Leaving to he carried forward.. £51„534 H 4

The directors report a substantial improve-
ment in the company's trading results for the
past year, which permits of the payment of a
dividend on the ordinary shares. The revcnne
from investments also shows a large increase
as compared with the previous year. Trade
during the period under review has been

active, and prices for ccincnt have liccn satis-

factory. Cost of manufacture has, however,
shown a marked increase, owing to various

causeSj including the higher price of fuel and
increased wages. Tiie new works in British

Columbia, referred to in the last report, are

now practically completed, and manu-
facturing operations have commenced. The
Tolteca Company of Mexico, in which the

company holds practically all the share

capital, has yielded a substantial return

during the past year, notwithstanding the

disturbed state of that country. Works are

now being erected in South Africa in which
the company has a large interest.

The amount of fir.st mortgage debenture
stock redeemed and cancelled during the year

is £19,207. making a total reduction of this

stock to June 30, 191.'?, of £198,491, and
following the practice of the past two years,

the expenses in connection with the issue of

the second debenture stock have been written

down to the extent of £8, .3-14, by transferring

that amount to the debit of the (irst mortgage

debenture stock redemption fund. Out of the

profits for the year the sum of £;i.'i,.'554 Os. 4d.

lias been provided for the sinking funds of

the first and second debenture stocks, and
further amounts aggregating £17,9.'?7 l^s. tid.

have been reservecl in respect of barge de-

preciation, chalk and clay, sacks, etc. The
directors recommend, in addition, that a sum
of £65.000 be carried to the general reserve

and depreciation account (as against £'3,000

last year), bringing that account to £3.'!,"),000.

The total charge for the year for depreciation

and sinking funds will then amount to

£116,291 13s. lOd.

LOW-TRUSS STEEL HIGHWAY-
BRIDGES.*

By G. M. Braune,

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering,

University of Cincinnati.

The plans for small country highway-

bridges are usually made by bridge-

company agents, and experience proves that

the majority of county commissioners will

accept almost any plan so long as the price

is low enough. A great number of these

bridges are, indeed, doing service to-day for

ordinary light traffic ; but should the

members be stressed up to the amount tor

which they were "designed," the chances are

that they will refuse to carry the loads. The
peculiar thing about the situation is, more-

over, that the collapse of such structures,

and even the publication of these occurrences,

seems to -have small effect upon the future

construction of similar structures.

The writer has knowledge of the collapse

of a bridge built in one of the Southern

States some years ago. The top chord Avas

made of two angles and a web-plate, in the

form of a T-section. In this case, however,

the bridge had been accepted by the county

commissioners, and it was not until a few

days after the acceptance that it collapsed

under a drove of horses.

PRECArTION.S WHEN USING A HEAVY
CONCRETE FLOOR.

Concrete floors are rapidly replacing the

former light wooden floors; therefore, the

actual dead-load stresses occurring in the

bridge members are a large percentage of

the maximum computed stresses, and the

details are seldom designed to properly take
care of these large actually occurring

stresses. The design of the details is too

often turned over to a young, inexperienced
draughtsman, whose knowledge about the

distribution of stresses is generally somewhat
meagre.
Not very long ago the writer was shown

the shop drawings for a 7f)ft. pony truss
"designed" to carry a heavy concrete floor.

A splice of the bottom chord (made of gin.

material) was attempted at one of the lower-
panel points, and the draughtsnian had in-

tentionally, although ignorantly, neglected to

provide snfticient splice material to eciiuil the
area of the cut chord, 'The correct number
of rivets had, however, been provided to take

* Abstracted from an article in the "Engineering
News."

care of the stresses in the different members
that were attached to the giii. gusset-plates.

When the error was called to the draughts-

man's attention, he was inucli surprised, and
informed the writer "that was their usual

method of designing splices," Luckily the

bridge had not been shipped, and the cor-

rections were made in the shop.

Since heavy concrete floors have come into

fashion, resulting in large dead-loads and
large reactions, it is very essential that the

ends of the trusses should be provided with

pin bearings, although this detail is to a

great extent ignored, not only by a number
of bridge companies, but also in some of the

recent textbooks. Owing to the uneven dis-

tribution of the reaction over the bearing-

plate, large secondary stresses will occur in

the memlaers designed to take only direct

stress.

The writer is personally acquainted with

an accident which happened some years ago

to a heavy low-truss bridge in which this

detail was omitted. As the bridge was not

provided with end pin bearings, large bending
moments occurred in the bottom chord, and
also, of course, in other members of the

truss. One day, when a heavy electric car

was crossing the bridge, the bottom chord

parted near the end-panel point. Computa-
tions showed that the member was carrying

a conservative direct working stress, and
faulty material was not the cause of the

failure, as was shown by subsequent tests.

Low-truss bridges 100ft. long and over

have been constructed in Europe and in this

country which, from a standpoint of strength,

stiffness, and aesthetics, are all that could

bo desired. The computations of the stresses,

make-up of the sections, and the design of

the equally important details require, and
always will require, however, a certain

amount of intelligence and experience.

POINTS ABOUT SOME OF THE DETAILS.

The lateral forces acting upon the top

chord of a low-truss bridge, whether from
external causes or resulting from column
action, can be cared for without the addition

of unsightly floor - beam knee - braces, by
designing tlie vertical posts or diagonals of

a form (say, two angles and a webplate, or,

if the design requires it, four angles an<l

a plate) capable of resisting bending and
shear. The overturning effect of the lateral

forces can then be transferred into the floor-

beams Ijy riveting the vertical posts to the

floor-beam web, or tlirongh the diagonals

into the gusset plates, and thence, by means
of a diaphragm, into the floor-beams.

The bending moment in the verticals and
diagonals, and hence the resulting indirect

shearing action on the rivet connections,

would be obtained by multiplying the

assumed lateral force by the distance between

the centre-line of the top chord (position of

application of lateral forces) and the centre

of the group of rivets connecting the floor-

beam to the vertical posts. The rivet con-

nections should be sufficiently strong to take

care of direct shear, and also the shearing

action resulting fi-oin the bending in the

posts and diagonals. The top chord should

be of an inverted-trough section, sufficiently

wide to allow the vertical posts and diagonals

to be inserted between the gusset plates.

Pin-connected pony trusses should not be

tolerated.

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION.

As long as intelligent supervision is not

had over the design and construction of

highway-bridges, we will hear of occasional

collapses, and there will also occur numerous
failures which will not be brought to the

notice of the engineering profession. The
question before us is. How can an improve-

ment of this state of afl'airs be brought

about? Some engineers honestly believe that

by licensing the practice of engineering good

I'osnlts could be secured in this direction
;

others hold, however, that this would not

overcome the evil—on the other hand, it

might make matters worse, for. an engineer

holding a license would be per se, in the

eyes of a great many county commissioners,

a' competent bridge engineer, whereas we all

know that this would not be the case.
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(Invvtntc Calamo.—-•-

—

lli'iv IS ijiii' 111' till' iiiaiiy iiisliuiccs wliicli

we suppose will Fail to eoiniiici' those wlio

helped to smother the Hoiisiii;; Bill hist

spring that the (k'arth of houses in the rural

ilistriets is a scaiulul. At Liiiipsfiekl, Surrey,

on Monday, a Loeal Ciovernuieiit Board

inquiry was held into the applieation of the

loeal eouucil for permission to borrow £300,

the price of an acre of land to be purchased

from Mr. Charles Levesou-Gower, the lord

of the nuiuor, as a site for ten cottages to

be erected under the Housiug Act. The

shortage of cottage accommodation, the

council'.s surveyor said, had been accentuated

bv the closing of insanitary houses and by

the conversion of labourers' thvellings into

week-end cottages for middle-class people. A
house-to-house inspection luifl revealed con-

siderable ovei'crowdiug. They were still un-

able to close some overcrowded houses

because there were no cottages for the out-

going tenants to occupy. Mr. H. M. Baker,

chairniaii of the housing committee, and Mrs.

Marjorie Pease, a member of the council,

also gave evidence, the latter stating that

there were still twenty-seven applications for

houses by people employed in the village.

Mr. R. Slindley opposed the application on

the ground that it was unfair for a public

authority to compete with private enterprise

by being able to borrow money at a lower

rate of interest—although earlier witnesses

had stated that it was impossible to get the

cottages erected by private enterprise. The
inquiry was closed. We shall watch whether,

in the interests of "private enterprise," the

Local Government Board will refuse an

application like this.

'I'hose who recall our comments on this

page in our issue of August 8 last will hardly

be surprised to learn that one of the big

town-planning schemes which are being

developed in Birmingham has been arrested

as the result of a conference between the

local authority and the landowners on

'I'uesday. Strong exception was taken to the

procedure, which contemplates formal assent

to town planning by persons concerned

before particulars of the scheme have been

submitted. This ended on Tuesday in a

negative vote on the proposed town planning

of 85,000 acres in South Birmingham pending

an amendment to the regulations, and the

pa.ssing of the following resolution:—"That
this meeting strongly eoiideinns the pro-

cedure laid down by the Local Government
Board which requires a meeting of owners
to be held to consider a town-planning
Scheme before such a scheme has been pre-

pared, and strongly urges that the procedure
be altered so as to allow the local authority

to prepare all details of a proposed .scheme

and submit them to the landowners interested

at a conference or conferences before the
first inquiry by the Local Government
Board." Surely that is only fair and reason-
able. As one speaker remarked at Tuesday's
meeting, "co-operation" is a luring word;
but when landowners have once consented
to plans, the thin end of the wedge has been
put in, and cannot be withdrawn. The
speaker (Mr. Richard Fowler) said he well
remembered the same cooing note at the
inception of the East Birmingham town-
planning scheme. The result was well
known, and business men were not likely to
imitate the fly-and-spider business.

.\ long and animated discu.ssion took place

al Mmiday's meeting of the city council of

.Ncwcastle-on-Tync on the question of the

desirability or otherwise of building a new-

tow n hall. It was stated that for thirty-nine

years proposals have been brought forward,

and successively rejected, for providing a

more adequate and commodious town-hall.

In the end an ainendment providing for the

consideration l)y a committee of the plans to

be prepared by the property surveyor was
carried by ,'il votes to '22, the original reso-

lution inviting competitive plans from archi-

tects, in accordance with the scheme sub-

mitted by Professor Beresford Pite, being

rejected, as was a further amendment to the

effect that ;i sihrinc should be presented for

the recon^iiiiitiiiii in sections of the present

building as modern offices, together with, if

desirable, pro\isi(ni for a commercial ex-

change, and that llic ollices be used by the

municipal staff' pending the erection by the

council of ail ade(|uate town-hall and

municipal oflice.^ (d.sewli(;re. It seems hardly

likely that this timeworn question has been

carried a step nearer solution by Monday's
debate. Eveiitnally the Newcastle Corpora-

tion will ha\e to face the question of pro-

viding dignified municipal buildings, worthy

of the city, in a broader-minded and more

liberal spirit. The canny toon must not

"ca' canny" in this fashion!

is that corporate l)odies or " Approve I

Societies" should also be regulated by those
who issue printed forms called "Admini-
strative Orders," as they do in Ru.ssia !

A curious impasse has occurred in regard

to the urgently-needed enlargement of the

Municipal Hospital of Philadelphia. In

order that additional buildings might be pro-

vided as expeditiously as possible a certain

firm of architects was selected and instructed

to prepare plans. When, however, the

approval of the contract between the city

and the architects was asked for, the city

solicitors objected on the grounds that the

directors of the hospital had no authority

to employ any other person to discharge the

duties of the duly appointed city architect.

That official asserts his willingness to plan

and superintend the erection of the buildings,

but states there is no appropriation available

for the euiployment of draughtsmen nor the

necessary office force to perform the work.

What about a little subscription to provide

these, so that we may see the legal aspects

of the right of the municipal official to shut

out outside architects duly threshed out?

" A Tricky Lot," was the terse term used

to describe the present Ministers of the

Crown by a strongly critical speaker at the

recent National Conference of Friendly

Societies. This sounds almost treasonable
;

but that is no reasou why it should not also

be true. Naturally, these old societies, who
have been doing good work for so many years

for the thrifty poor, do not like the officious

edicts of that mushroom body, the Com-
missioners under the Insurance Act. The
humour of it is that these concerns have been
passed as " Approved " Societies by the new
bui-eaucrats, and yet they are constantly

being bullied wliile doing their own business.

But they seem to have been going too far,

even in the sacrosanct province of Wales,
where a strong public opinion has forced the

Welsh Commissioners to give way over some
absurd regulations they had made forbidding
meetings of societies or branches in licensed

premises instead of in Sunday-schools. This
teetotal tyranny was more than gallant little

Wales could stand. Still, we seem to be
getting on. Individual freedom is a thing of

the past, and of the textbooks. Now the idea

Tiiket-of-Ieave " is the opprobrious, if

not appropriate, name which a defiant

engineer recently gave to that symbol of the

Bond of Brotherhood established by the

National Insurance Act, and commonly
called " the card," with or without adjectives.

But this was a man who would probably

have spoken disrespectfully of the Equator.

He simply would not obtain an Unemploy-
ment Book and deposit it with his employer,

as required by the Act, he being within the

Schedule of Insured Trades, which includes

mechanical engineering. When summoned
before the magistrate he was full of that old-

fashioned freedom which nourished, say, in

the brave days of .John Bright. Ho had
means of his own, and was willing to pay his

bit. but he " would not be put under a miser-

able little Act and be put on ticketof-lcave."

While admiring the survival of this healthy

sort of British spirit, the magistrate pointed

out that the law must be obeyed. So the

engineer, still declaring he would die in the

last ditch, or, in other words, would rather

lose his job than take out the Lloyd George
ticket, was fined 20s. Of course, he was all

wrong. But, after all, should we be surprised

that men who regard their freedom and earn

good wages think they may be trusted to use

or save their money as they like, and so

object to being made thrifty by statute?

Readers who are Freemasons ])robably

know that at Leicester there is a "Lodge of

Research," and in the Transactions for the

year 191213, edited by Bro. John T. Thorp,

there is a valuable contribution, written by

the editor himself, upon "Freemasonry

—

Gleanings from the Past." He traces the

pilgrimage of the early operative masons
from the East to the West, and states that

they were known in England in the first

century. Mr. Thorp says th.^ 12th, 13tli,

Hth, and 15th centuries were the golden age

of operative masonry in England. After

that period came the decadence, due in great

measure to three causes—namely, the im-

poverishment of the country in consequence

of the Civil War, the dissolution of the

monasteries, and the rise of Puritanism. The
lodges lost their best members, and turned to

the ordinary nobility and gentry for support.

'J'liey undertook the erection of castles,

mansions, and country residences, and

examples of their work still survive.

More might be done to develop the useful-

ness of our canals, in these days of rising

railway rates, and many of our own trades

would be immensely advantaged thereby.

The excursion trip on the Birmingham and

Warwick Canal, which we report on another

page, most usefully called attention to the

facilities which comparatively small ex-

penditure would add to cheap means of

transit between London and Birmingham and
the various towns on the route. Builders

and other users of heavy goods ought to

support that excellent body, the Waterways
Association, in its efforts to induce the

Government to appoint a Waterways Board,
not merely to unify, but to improve, our
canals. The railway companies, of course,

will vigorously oppose all such efforts ; but
it only needs the co-operation of all con-

cerned to disarm their interested obstruction.

.4s Councillor Neville Chamberlain reminded
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bis liearers on Saturday, a Royal Coiniiussioii

has already reported in favour of unifying;

the control of the four routes known as " the

Cross." But legislative work of huindruni
but most cxteiidcd usefulness has little

attractions for the ordinary politician iiowa

days. All the more reason is there for prac-

tical people to bestir themselves vigoi'oiisly.

Next Wednesday, for the first time for

nearly seventy years, there will be a change
in the well-known cover design of Punch.
The celebrated drawing by " Dicky " Doyle
will still continue to be used, but it will in

future be printed in two colours. The cover
will be printed on nuich better paper than
liitherliO, and it will be produced on the

finest art printing presses. Few of us

recollect Punch in any other cover than his

familiar garb. He has, however, as a matter
of fact, had a number of coats, not less than
seven, to be precise. For the first three years

of his existence it was the custom to change
the cover design of the weekly issue with
each half-yearly volume. The first number
of Punch was issued on July 17, 1841, m a

cover designed by A. S. Henning. The
second cover was a graceful design con-

taining many figures, by Hablot Knight
Browne ("Phiz"), a contributor to Punch
for a long number of years. The third design
was a pretty one by William Harvey, the

Shakesperian illustrator. Sir John (jilbert

was commissioned to draw the next cover : a

fine design, which was subsequently used for

a great number of years as a wrapper for the

I'anch monthly parts. Six mouths later

Kenny Meadows produced the fifth cover,

which was followed by a first design by
Kictuird Uoyle— a drawing in essential

respects the lorerunncr of liie now familiar

Uesigii, wluch latter was produced by liini

for the beginning of the next volume, and
was used for the first time in January, 184!J.

There is no better-known cover design in

the whole world than the famous drawing
of Doyle's, and the appearance of which the

addition of the second colour now proposed
IS said greatly to enhance, making the defight-

ful figures vvliich it contains stand out with
greuLcr clearness and vividness. May jt, u.^

neretofore, long cover—not a multitude oi

sins, like charily, but an endless succession
of volumes, each rivalling its predecessor,

and proving to the world that "Punch isn't

as good as it was "—but better !

The tower of Redbourii parish church is now
undergoing restoraliou, Mr. C. M. Oldnd Scott,
of the firm of Messrs. Uldrid Scott and Sons,
being the architect. The estimated expenditure
IS about JEl.OOO.

Sir Walter Phillimore has offered to dedicate
to the piibiic 4,600 square feet of land for the
purpose of eflecting an improvement in tlie

public way at Campden lllU-road i hu Kcnslug-
loii Borough Uoimcd's VVurks Coiniinttce has
(iecitled to recommend acccptauce of the oBcr.

Leeds Corporation Parliamentary Committee
have decided to seek powers to annex Pudsey,
Calverley, Parsley, Yeadon, Horsforth, Rawdou,
Itothwell, Drigluiiigton, Uildersome, parts of
East and West Ardsley, .\del, AUvoodley,
Middleton, Onlton, Thorpe Stapleton, Temp'le
Newsbam, and Austliorp.

The new Primitive Methodist Cliapel at
Ludham, Norfolk, was formally oneiied on
Tuesday week. Built of brick, with stone
dressings, the ehapol is in the Early Enghsli
style. The inside dimensions are 38ft. 6in. by
18ft. Oin., and the otiices, adjoining the west end",
cover an additional length of Mft. A screen
partilion at the cast cnil provides separate
Sunday-school space. The hmcet-lieaded windows
contain linted glass, and the roof is stain-
limbered. Messrs. Sparkes and Latten, Norwicl:
were the contractors, the architect Ijein

A. F. Scott, of Norwich.

THE UTILISATION OF SEWAGE l.\

AGRICULTURE.*
Some of tlie greatest industries of the

present time owe their existence to the
utilisation of by-products wliicli at some time
were considered a nuisance; and sewage,
which is file largest by-product, may in like
manner become a valuable commodity. The
total value of the nitrogenous matter, phos-
phates, and potash compounds contained in
Its liquid part is equal to twenty million
pounds per annum. The value of' its solid
matter, termed sewage sludge, is about two
mfllion pounds per annum, and the author
has succeeded in designing a practicable
method by which this amount can be made
available. At present the process only deals
with the sewage of Oldham, a town of
150,000 inhabitants. It is based on the
reasoning that the highly unsatisfactory
results which have up to the present been
obtained with sewage sludge in farming are
attributable to the fact that it contains fatty
matter, due chiefly to soap and kitchen refuse,
and that if these fatty matters, which render
the soil impervious to water and air, and
which, by enveloping the active chemical
ingredients, prevent them from being dis-
solved, were removed, a residue of manurial
value would remain. By the author's process
the dried sludge is mixed with a small per-
centage of acid and subjected to the action of
superheated steam, which carries off the fatty
matters (which are condensed in water) and
leaves an inodorous brown powder, com-
pletely sterilised, which contains, on an
average, 1.5 per cent, of nitrogen. 3 per cent,
of phosphate of lime, and 0.5 per cent, of
potash, distributed in almost niolecnlar state
over from 30 to 40 per cent, of organic matter
similar to humus, and mixed with a certain
amount of carbon in an extremely fine state
of division. The results obtained from the
residue mixed with phosphates and potash
compounds are beyond what might be ex-

pected from calculations l)ascd on the units
of the active principles. The procos does
not add to the cost of sludge disposal, is

automatic, and works day and night without
a break, and with only such labour as is

required to attending to the fires under the
drying machines and boilers, and to me
chanical movements. There is no smell from
any part of tlie apparntiis, and the men do
not handle the sludge from beginning to end,
as everything is carried on in closed vessels.
The solution of the problem of sewage-

sludge disposal should place the much larger
problem of the application of liquid sewage
to farming within closer reach of solution.
Up to the present the tendency in sewage
treatment has been to reduce the amount of
sludge, as in practically every place it has
been a source of great expense and nuisance.
It is now possible, and even advisable, to

produce more sludge, and, by doing so, to
obtain better effinents with reduced purifica-

tion plants. So far. the great drawback in

.sewage farming has been that the sewage
has had to be used whether the land required
it or not. With a system of reiiio\ing the
solid matter (including the fatty compounds)
from sewage without extra cost, the efficiency
of the sewage purification plant would be
greatly improved, and arrangements could be
made by which the sewage could be, at any
time, either sent on the land or dealt with
in the purification plant, and as the soil

could take up more liquid matter without
becoming waterlogged, larger quantities of
sewage could be used on a given area. The
enormous strides which have been made in
the last seventy years in engineering,
chemistry, and agricultural science, the use
of oil- and gas-engines, improvements in

pumping nmcliinery, the distribution of elec
tricity, the improvements in motor traction,
all seem to point to the fact that within a
measurable distance we shall be able to
utilise, if not all, at any rate a considerable
part of the sewage which is now wasted, by
having in connection with municipal sewage
works a system of irrigation which would
enable farmers to draw upon the effluent
when they can profitably use it on their land.

and that the time has arrived when experi
nionts on a fairly large scale in that direction
should be carried out; such experiments
should be made at the cost of tlie Govern-
ment, as neither corporation.s nor individuals
can be expected to undertake such work, and
it is to be hoped when the recommendations
of the Royal Commission on Sewage are acted
upon, and a central authority appointed to
deal with the sewage question', they will give
their attention to this matter.

OBITUARY.
We regret to have to announce the death

of Mr. Thomas Harnett Harrisson, architect,
of 53. Rodney-street, Liverpool, which took
place on Monday, at the age of seventy
years, at 4, s'helton-road, Liscard. Mr.
Harnett Harrisson was in his early days a
renowned athlete, running, rowing, and
boxing as a middle-weight being among the
exercises in which he excelled. As an archi-
tect and civil engineer he had been in prac-
tice since 1873. In the early years of Liver-
pool University College, now Liverpool Uni-
versity, Mr. Harnett Harrisson lectured to
students of architecture and civil engineer-
ing. Another position which he held for
close on forty years was that of engineer to
the River Alt Commi.ssioners. He was once
president of the Liverpool Architectural
Society, with which he was for many years
closely associated. The funeral took place in
Bebington Cemetery on Wednesday after-
noon.

The death has occurred at Claeton-oii-Sea
of Mr. Frederick Moore Gordon, .\.R.C.A.,
head-master of the Arts and Crafts Section
of the Technical College, Colchester. Mr.
Moore Gordon, who was only 31 years of age,
was a native of Staffordshire, and began his
career as a designer at the Malkin Tileworks,
Burslem. He was a student of the Bursleni
School of Art from lilOO to 1905, and gained
many awards in the National Competition,
including a bronze medal for modelling from
life, and another for designs for pottery. In
1U05 he won the Staffordshire County
Council Arts Scholarship, value £150, and,
entering the Royal College of Art, South
Kensington, passed through the schools of

architecture and design, studying especially
design as applied to textiles, woodwork, and
metal work. He there won the travelling
scholarship of the School of Design, and left

the college as an associate. In 1909 he was
appointed director of the Arts and Crafts
Section of the Bulac Technical School,
Cairo, and inspector of art to the trades
schools in Egypt; and in I<'ebruary, 1912, he
was appointed head-master of the School of

.\rts and Crafts at Colchester Technical
College.

The death occurred on Saturday at Mont-
real of Mr. James Ross, engineer, railway
contractor, rnd capitalist. Mr. Ross was
born at Cromarty. Scotland, in 1848, and at

the age of 20 went to the United States,

settling in Canada a few years later. Taking
up railway work, he held numerous appoint-

ments as engineer and manager on several

roads, and subsequently took up contracting

work on the Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr.
Ross early saw the possibilities of the over-

head tramway system, and became actively

assoeiateil with iiiany coiiipanie> in Canada
and elsewhere, including those in the city of

Birmingham, which v\as afterwards taken
over by tlie British Electric Traction Com-
pany, and has now been acquired by the

corporation.

icn,
. ,, 1 . ,
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tamily. the new site, including tlie conn

Ml". ' c„,./i„^'];?'H,°',V-f-"?'' A*""'
''®.'°'''' ,the AHricnltiual office, cost £2.300. The baths will include plun]

,

Section of the British Association by Dr. J. Ckoss- eighteen .dipper, and brine baths.

New classrooms have just been opened in

connection with SS. Peter and Paul's Church
Schools. Teddington. They have cost £950, and
have been built from plans by Mr. M. Hains-
worth. surveyor to the urban district council,

who acted as hon. architect.

The Local Government Board have intimated

to the Northwich Urban Council their sanction

to the loan of £11.732 for the erection of public

l>aths. The scheme, wliich met with severe

oppQsition, has been necessitated by the sub-

sidence of the old baths given by the Verdiii

family. The new site, including the council_ _. . , ,^

PPc
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

LOXDOX MASTER BIMLDEKS' ASSO-
CIATION. /I'll,' (irsl ordiiiiiry luei'tiiiK (it

tile council after the siiniiiier vaciition was
held at the offices of the association on
Tlnir.sday, the 18th instant, the president,
Mr. Walter Lawrence, jun., being in tlie

chair, and there was a large attendance of
members. Important business which had
come before nnnierons special council meet-
ings and committees during the interval was
reported and considered. The position in

respect to the strike of painters was stated
to be unaltered since the commencement of
the month, when all the members of the asso-
ciation were notified of the grant of id. per
hour increase upon existing rates, in accord-
ance with a rcsohilion of the council on
May 15 last, earlier announcement of vvliicli

had been delayed on account of negotiations
which w-ere proceeding with the London
.\s.sociatioii of Master Decorators. From
reports received members of the association'
are experiencing very little difficulty in

getting all demands supplied. New rules
with the plumbers' societies have been
agreed to. The United Builders' Labourers'
Union have been met in conference, and a
code of rules with that society, which claims
to consist of men engaged only in the build-
ing trade, has been offered, and upon the
acceptance the matter will be submitted to

the members of the a.s,sociation in general
meeting at the earliest opportunity. The
reports of the tinance and special rules com-
mittees and proceedings of conciliation
boards were received and adopted. The
award of the Board of Trade conciliator re

the plasterers has been already reported.
Correspondence in reference to trade
matters, etc., was considered and instruc-
tions given.

THE ROiMAN CITY OF CORSTO
PITUM. --Members of the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne Society of Antiquaries ou Saturday
visited Corstopitiim, Corbridge-on-Tyne, to
view the results of the e-tcavations which had
been carried on during the past year under
ilic supervision of Mr. R. H. Forster. F.S.A.,
upon the site of the ancient Roman city there.
The excavations were begun in 19(16. Mr.
Forster explained, by the Northumberland
County History Committee, and the Cor-
bridge Excavation Committee was formed
and took charge of the work in the following
year. The discoveries include the position
of the great road from the bridge over the
Tyne a road which has acquired the name
of Watling-street, but which was known in

mediaeval times as Dere-street ; a large but-
tressed building which has been named
storehouse." but which, it is conjectured,
was designed to form the Prai^torium of n

legionary fortress which never reached the
stage of actual existence ; 48 gold coins and
a gold ring, wrapped in a piece of sheet-lead,
prob.nbly deposited where the hoard was
found about A.D. .38.5; several altars, a vast
quantity of pottery, a bronze pig containing
Kill gold coins ranging from Nero to Marcus
Aurelius ; the well-known Corbridge Lion,
found in a tank in the courtyard of a house ;

a smithy, where arrow-heads and other
articles of iron had been manufactured ; ii

potter's kiln, a fountain, and a furnace eon
taining an ingot of iron weighing .Sicwt.

SCOTTISH BUILDING TRADES FE
DER.\T10N.—The nineteenth annual meet-
ing of the Scottish Building Trades Federa-
tion was held at 123. George-street.
Edinburgh, on Friday. Mr. .James Gray.
jun., Inverness, pi-esident of the federation,
occupied the chair. Among tho.se present
were included Mr. William Forrest, J.P..
president of the Etiinbnrgh \ssociation. and
vice pi-esi<lent nf (he federation; Mr. .lame-
Far(|uluirson and Mr. Lvall. Aberdeen; Mr.
VVm. Pollock and Mr. 'Thomas Lyon, Kil-
marnock; Mr. Hector MacVinish. Inverness;
.Mr. Baxter, president of the Glasgow Master
Wrights' Association; Mr. J. M. Laird,
solicitor, secretary ; Mr. V>. Smith and Mr.
George Menzies, Kirkcaldy: and Messrs.
Crowe, Aligns. Drysdale. " .lames Millar.
Currie, Kennedy, Carrick, nuncan. Bain,
and Pratt, representing the Edinburgh Asso
ciatiou; and Mr. Thos. Ferguson, solicitor,]

secretary of the federation. A report on the
state of trade showed a general improvement
throughout the country. A rise in wages
had taken place in almost every branch of

(he trade, due in a great measure to the ab-
normal emigration which had taken place
and to tile increased cost of living. It was
reported that the claim by the Scottish eon-
tractors for repayment of insurance contribu-
tions under the triennial contracts with the
OlTice of Works had not yet been finally con-
siileied. 1( is understood that a decision
will depend on the result of an arbitration
which is pending in a similar contract affect
ing Lomloii contractors. A correspondence
with the Office of Works re Government con-
tract conditions was submitted to the meet-
ing. (^'er(aiii concessions bad been granted
in connection with pen entages alloweil upon
prime co.st values, and in place of the tri

eniiial schedules it is proposed to substitute
a schedule specially adapted for the valua-
tion of those variations on a new works con-
tract, which cannot be valued on the basis
of the bills of qiuintities. At the request of

the contractor also separate copies of the
account will be supplied in respect of each
trade. A proposal to revise existing contract
conditions and to adopt a universal mode of

lueasiirement. applicable to Scotland, was
consiilered. and a committee was appointed
to deal therewith and to report to a fiilure

meeting, 'i'be financial report was sub
mitted bv the treasurer, and adopted. (JiTice

bearers for the ensuing vear were appointed ;

—President. Mr. Wm. Forrest. J. P.. Edin
burgh ; vice-president, Mr. George Lyall.
jun.. .\berdeeii ; .secretary and treasurer. Mr.
Thos. Ferguson, solicitor, 12.3, George-street.
Edinburgh.

S C O T T I S H ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOIETV AT IXCHMAHOLME.— On Satur
day members of the Scottish Ecclesiological
Society and friends from Edinburgh.
Glasgow, and St. .Andrews, meeting at

Stirling, motored sixteen miles to the Lake
of Menteith, with the view of inspecting the
niiiis of the Priory. Queen Mary's Garden,
on the island of the lake. Mr. Hippolyte
Blanc, R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.. of Edinburgh,
who was accompanied by his son. acted as

guide, and gave in detail a sketch of Inch-
maliolme. 'the island of rest." The priory

was founded in 12.38 as a religious house for

men of the Order of St. Augustine. The
chnreli consists of nave and choir only; in

accordance with the practice of the Order,
it had no tran.septs. The choir contains
^edilia for the use of priest, deacon, and sub
deacon. The west doorway, with its slender
shafts and delicately moulded arch of three

orders, is very graceful, and is the finest relic

of the priory. The choir, which is still used

as a place of sepulture, has stones in niemory
of the Stewarts, Grahams, and Drnmmonds
of early times. One slab has in relief a re-

cumbent knight. Walter, the first Stewart
Earl of Menteith (1295) and his Countess
Marv ; the feet of the fisiures rest on dogs, the

symbol of fidelity. A monument (about 1.300)

hears the effiyy of Sir .Tolin Druniinoiul, the

feet resting on two lions back to back, with
tails entwined. A stone vaulted chamber has
a fireplace, and in the window recess can be
seen a " spill sink." The latter suggests

"idler kitchen or refectory, although the re-

fectory of a priory most frequently occupies
the first floor. A building on the south-east
side is designated the chapter-house. The
apartment over it is said to have been the

prior's lodging, and is interesting historic-

ally as believed to have been occupied by
Mary Queen of Scots during her brief retire

nieiit (of probably only three weeks) on Inch
maholme. a period of her eventful career
rounrl which much romance has been woven.
To (he La,ke of Menteith (he Queen came for

refnu'e after the battle of Pinkie, aceom-
Diinied by her protectors. Erskine and
Livingstone.

ST. ANDREW SOCIETY IN PAISLEY
ABBEY.— .A party of sixty members of St.

.\iidrew Society, comprising representatives
from Glasgow. Paisley, Greenock, and Dum-
barton, visited Paisley on Saturday and were
shown over the -Abbey—which is about to be
restored—by the Rev. A. M. MacLean,
minister of the first charge. He sketched the

early history of the monastery and church
from its fonndalion in lICi.'l. its rciniilding,

after being burned by Edward 1., in KiOV,

and the eUorts in moderu times to completely
restore it. No less than £50,000, he said,

had been spent on that work, and the
restoration committee were now about to

proceed with their scheme. The party after-

wards proceeded to Blackball Ca.stle, the
original seat of (he Stewarts of Blackball
and Ardgowan, which was given to the first

of the family by his father, King Robert 111.

COMPETITIONS.
A BANNER COMPETITION. -The cen-

tral executive committee of the Victoria
League is offering a prize of ,t2a for the best
design for a banner, which shall be held for
a year by that branch of the league in the
British Isles which shall have been awarded
the best certificate for all-round work during
the previous 12 months. Designs .sent for
comp(!ti(ion must be received not later than
October I, 1914. All designs and correspond-
ence respecting them should be addressed to
the secretary, tlu! Victoria League, Millbaiik
House, 2, Wood-street, Westminster, Lon-
don, S.W., and marked "Banner Compe-
tition."

B H 1 G II r O .\.—A special committee
appoinled by the Brighton Town Council to
consider the remodelling of the .Aquarium, in
order to provide a permanent liome for the
increasingly popular orchestra, decided on
Wednesday (o recommend the corporaliou to
advertise for competitive designs for an
attractive concert hall at the western end of
the building, with seating accommodation for
2,,')(l(l persons. No recommendation is made
as to the <-ost, hut it has been roughly esti-

mated at £20,000. Alderman CaVden's
scheme to demolish the Royal Pavilion and
buikl a Kursaal in its place is deservedly
severely criticised.

LIVERPOOL.—Thirty sets of plans have
been received for the tuberculosis sanatorium
to be built at Fazakerley. The.se designs
were exhibited in St. George's Hall, when
the first meeting of the special sub-com-
mittee met last Friday under the chairman-
ship of Dr. \'. Hing" Mr. Henry Hartley
has been appointed assessor, and will report
the award to the Port Sanitary and Hospitals
Committee shortly.

PORT AU-PRINCE. HAYTI. — In the
open competition for designs for a national
palace to be built at Port-au-Prince, in the
island of San Domingo, W.I., the Govern-
ment have awarded the premium to and
adopted the design sent in by M. G.
Baussan. a Uaytian architect. Tenders are
now invited for building the palace, the esti-

mated cost of which is about £70,000.

THE ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN
SCULPTURE. -The Royal Commissioners
for the Exhibition of 1851 have awarded the
Rome Scholarship in Sculpture to Mr.
Gilbert l^edward, on the recommendation of

(he Faculty of Sculpture of the British
School at Rome. This scholarship, which is

of the value of £200 per annum and tenable
at the British School at Rome for three
years, is open to students of British
nationality under 30 years of age. Similar
scholarships are offered annually in archi-

tecture and decorative painting. Mr. Led-
ward. who is 25 years of age. and who has
been a student at the Royal College of Art
and Royal .\eadeniy, is the first sculptor to

win the scholarship.

The Brighton Town Council have decided to
.spend £1..5nn on interior improvements to the
Royal Pavilion.

.\t a special meeting of the Malvern Urban
District Council on Friday, Mr. W. H. Johns,
resident assistant engineer and superintendent,
Saltley Gasworks. Birmingham, was appointed
gas and electrical engineer to the Malvern
Council, in succession to Mr. W. .1. Rendel!
Baker, who has been appointed gas and water
engineer to the llansfiel.-l Corporation. Two
olher rnndidates were interviewed by the
council, out of forty applicants—Mr. F. H. G.
Godwin (Salfordi and Mr. H. Marsdcn (Honley).
The salary is £350 per annum—rising to £400.
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CorresponDeiue.

I'llK rUOTKC'I'lON (IK CEMENT
SURKACES.

To iluj Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Having read witli imicli interest

your article on Uie above matter in the last

issue of your journal, we vin\\\d like to state

that the Patent (1!»00) Concrete and Ceinent

Specialities inanul'actnred by Messrs, 'loch

Brothers, of Toronto, Canada, and New
York, for the past seven years has been used,

both integral and surface treatments, for

concrete and cement, also a complete line of

high-grade gloss and flat paints and enamels

which can be applied to these surfaces with-

out injury.

Their method of integral waterproofing is

with a dr\. whitisli powchn- called "To.xe-

meiit," which is of the nature of a double

resinate and silicate of calcium and

aluminium. This material, when incorporated

in cement or concrete, combines with the

calcium hydrate present in the cement,

assembling the concrete in a dense mass, and

it will not saponify.

Among the structures which have been suc-

cessfully waterproofed with this material are

the following: Dallas Oak Cliff Viaduct,

Tt.xas, 4.778ft. between abutments, tiOft. wide ;

the New York City Athletic Club Swimming-

Pool; and New York Navy Yard Dry Dock

No. 4, 70,3ft. long. l.'iOft. wide, by 42ft. deep.

Messrs. Tocli Brothers' method of surface

treatment is with a material called "Toxlox

pore." This is in a liquid form similar to

guttapercha, and is a transparent positive

waterproofer for any cement, concrete, or

brick surface. Further, it combines with

any free alkali present without injury.

'i'he Cement Kloor-Paint and Liquid

Konkerit are gloss and fiat paints respect-

ively. These are intended for the protective

and decorative treatment of concrete,

cement, roughcast, brick or stone surfaces

becoming integral with the surface to which

they are applied, filling the pores, and pre-

venting the penetration of moisture. These

coatings, being made with a medium which is

alkali and acid proof, are totally unaffected

Ivy atmospheric conditions.—We are, etc.,

Spicer Brother.s. Ltd.,

Sole agents for Messrs. Toch Brothers.

I'J, New Bridge-street, London, E.C.,

September 22.

shaved his head, applied cupping-glasses and

ice to it. and put mustard-plasters on his

feet. They tried all possible restoratives.

The students tbemsel\es stayed with the

supposed corpse, and tried to revive it. All

hopes were in vain, and the arraugements

were made for the funeral, when snddcnlv.

and without any apparent cause, the dead

man awok(-, exclaiming, "I— I live!" lie

had been con.seious all the time, and had

heard and inuler.stood all that had been said

and done in his presence; he know all that

was taking place, and lived in the greatest

fear that lii' should be buried alive.'"

From these and numerous similar instances

it is quite evident that cases of suspension of

life occur in which no array of medical

talent, or any tests they may apply, can

detect the presence or absence of life; and

it cannot be too strongly urged that putre-

factive decomposition i.s the only really un-

equivocal proof of death. This is the

matured opinion of all medical authorities

who have carefully investigated this painful

but seriously important subject, and yet de-

C(miposition is not often waited for before

burial, cremation, or embalming takes place.

To those of your readers who are interested

in premature-burial prevention, I should be

happy to send literature relating to it free on

receipt of an envelope, stamped and

addressed. Thanking you for your kindness,

—Yours, etc.. j.is. R. Wii.t.hm.son.

1011, Chedingtoii-road, Upper Edmonton,
London, N., Sept. 19, 191.3.

CREMATION AND PREMATURE
BURIAL.

Sir,—With reference to the interesting

report on cremation in your excellent journal

of 12th inst., may 1 venture to remark that,

although the regulations of the various

cremation societies for medical inspection of

persons supposed to be dead is a great pre-

vention of the burial or cremation of people

in a condition of trance or catalepsy, the

security thus afforded is by no means
absolute'/ In the case of the terrible death
of an Italian .stationmaster, Signor Castaldi,

from suffocation in a coffin a few years ago,

it was stated in the Press that the medical
witnesses testified, at the inquest held pre-

viously to his removal to the cemetery
mortuary where his agonising death occurred,
that Signor Castaldi had died from heart-

disease ; and it was only at the second
inquiry, after the tragedy happened, that
the doctors discovered that the man they
had certified dead had been in a state of

catalepsy. In a valuable monograph entitled
"Premature Burial," p. 18. Dr. Franz
llartmann says: "Dr. E. Altschul writes:
' .\ young .student was brought into the
liiis|>ital of the University of Prague suffer-

ing from pleuropneumonia. The inflamma-
licm subsided, but a pleuritic e.xndation
remained for a long time. One day the
patient arose and stepped with bare feet
upon the cold floor, wbcMi he immediately
fell down "dead." The attending physicians
found the body cold and without pulse, the
pupils dilated and in.sensible to any stimulus.
A venesection was made ; but only a small
quantity of blood could be obtained. They

The lirst portion of the new permanent parish

church of St. James, in the western district of

Claeton-on-Sea. was consecrated on Tuesday by

the Bishop of St. Albans.

The Cowes Harbour Commissioners have

decided to make application for a. provisional

order to empov\er Ihem to construct a break-

water in the harbour mouth.

An adjudication has been made in the case of

Jabez Evelyn Daw. Oxford-street, W., and
residing at "St. Marysville-villas, St. Leonards-

road, Thames Ditton. surveyor.

Mr. W. H. Johns, resident engineer and super-

intendent of the Saltley Gasworks, has been
Hppointed gas and electrical engineer to the

.Malvern Urban District Council, at a salary of

.£350. rising to i^400 per annum.

The Bishop of Taunton dedicated on Tuesday
a vestry, which has been added at a cost of £900
to the church of St. Mary Magdalen, Taunton, as

a memorial of the late vicar, the 'Ven. W. H.

.\sk\vith, Archdeacon of Taunton.

Great Yarmouth Port and Haven Commis-
sioners have appointed Mr. F. G. Turner as resi-

dent engineer in succession to Mr. J. Green,

retired on a pension after many years' service.

The commencmg salary is £300 a year.

Sir W. H. Lever has let the contract to Mr.

Bentley, builder, of Horwich, for the rebuilding

of his bungalow on Rivington Pike slope,

recently destroyed by suffragettes. It will

be on the site "of the bungalow burned down,

but will be of new design, and more substantial

character. Improvements in the grounds are

also being pushed forward.

k fatal accident, the first during operations,

occurred on Tuesday during the work of altering

the front, of Buckingham Palace. Men w;ere

engaged in lifting a roll of roofing-lead, weigh-

ing 3cwt., to a truck, when one of them,

Charles Clark, slipped, and the lead fell on his

head. He died on the way to St. George's

Hospital. Clark was a plumber employed by the

contractors.

Regarding the proffered contribution of the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners to the proposed

motor relief road scheme at Croydon as in-

sufficient, the Local Government Board has

arranged a conference between the commissioners
and the Crovdon Town Council. The latter body
has olTercir £30,000 towards the total cost,

£60.000, and the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
£5,500, in addition to the land required.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Kidsgrove on Wednesday week, by Mr, P, M,
Crosthwaite, M.I.C.E.. with respect to an appli-

cation of the urlian district council for sanction
t<v borrow a further sum of £1.000 for the com-
pletion of the water supply works for Newchapel
Ward and Packmoor, ()wing to unforeseen diffi-

culties which were encountered in the sinking
of ilu' well, and the necessity for laying more
mains, the original estimate, £4.550, has proved
insufficient to cover the cost of the scheme.

OBur ilUuatrationa.—

—

IKK M.M'PIN TERRACES. ZOOLOGICAL
( 1 A R DENS. R E G E N T ' S PARK,
LONDON, N.W.

This notable addition to the attractions of

the Zoological Gardens has been presented

by the late .lohri Newton Mappiu, bead of the

lirni of Mappiu and Webb. Ltd. The plan

is in the form of a quadrant, with tiers

rising one above another to a range of hills

in the background, and on cither side a wide

staircase leading to the public paths on each

tier, A tea pavilion, with spacious terraces,

raised about 10ft. above the general level,

forms the apex of the lay-out, in front

of which is a lawn, with ponds for

waterfowl. Beyond this are pens for deer,

with shelters underneath the first terrace

path, as shown by the sectional diagram.

A broad ditch 'separates this pathway

J'roiii the bear enclosures, which also

communicate with dens carrying a pathway

at a higher level. The walls ni front of

these paths are pierced, so that the public

may view the enclosures below without being

seen by the other spectators, and behind

each ti"er of dens are corresponding galleries,

with a system of steel doors, so that the

animals iiiay be conveniently fed from the

spaces beneath. From this higher level,

about 30ft. above the general level, the hills

rise to a lieight of about 70ft. These arc

divided by valleys, to allow of various

species of 'mountain sheep, goats, etc.. being

shown. Each of the bear enclosures has a

swimming-tank of large capacity, which can

be filled from a storage-tank at a higher

level, and under the hills are storehouses and

other necessary accommodation. The work

is executed in ferro-concrete, with brick and

stone facings, to imitate rockwork, and the

fittings are all of steel, no wood wbatc\c>r

being used iu the construction. Messrs. .John

Belcher. R.A.. and J. J. Joass, FF.R.I.B.A.,

are the architects. The view^ given by our

double-page plate was exhibited at the Royal

Academy Galleries which clo.sed last month.

NATIONAL GOLD MEDAL DESIGNS IN

BLACK AND WHITE FOR BOOK
ILLUSTRATIONS, BY MISS NOEL
L.4URA NISBET.
•• The Polite Prince " is the title of a

children's fairy-book, and the accompanying

series of drawings is designed to represent

incidents of this tale. The hero of the story

is shown in the first picture, in the upper

right-hand corner of our plate, setting out on

his eventful journey over the hills and far

away. The second scene, below the last,

depicts the magician of the fable changing

the rival of the prince into a raven, and

this transformation is effected with manifest

annoyance to his soldiery, who give vent to

some excess of militancy, and display no

small degree of threatened violence, not

perhaps unnatural under such untoward

circumstances. In the lower left-hand

subject the scene is shifted, for here a prince

has failed in his endeavour to di.senchant the

heroine princess, whom the Fates have

destined to remain personified as "The Blue

Bird," in which form the lady, thus en

chanted, but none the less enamoured, is

represented by Miss Xisbet's fourth picture,

flying away with her lover. " the polite

prince," who is being carried "off his feet.'

so to speak, and, indeed, he is seen high

above the tree-tops, while the sun in the

distance is setting beyond the western hills,

next the horizon. What subsequently

happened we cannot tell, being unacquainted

the
with the seipiel of this picturesque roma

When reviewing the exhibition of

National Competition works and drawings

shown at the Victoria and Albert Museum m
our issue for August 1 last, special reference

was made to this gold medal set of four

drawings by Miss Nisbet. They are men

tioned in tlie official report of the examiners

-Messrs. George W. Eve, R.E. ; T. Erat

Harrison, and Coiumendatore Walter Crane.

R.W.S.. in the following terms :" A gold

medal has again been awarded to Noel Laura

Nisbet, of London, Wandsworth, L.C.C.
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THE MAPPIN TERRACES," ZOOLOGICAL CiARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.

Messrs. .Joh.n Belcher, R.A., ajid .1. J. .Joas.;. K.R.LB.A., Architects.

Clapham School of ,\rt. who shows great

advance in technique. The two designs of

the warrior crowd show great skill in pen-

drawing and fine .sense of black-and-white

effect, and are distinguished by their ex-

cellence of design and drawing carried into

details, besides being fnll of character and
dramatic expression."

"CROSS HOUSE," XEWCASTLE-UPOX-
TYNE.

This building stands on the site of some
old brick houses of the 17th century, which
were cleared away for street widening. The
effect of this improvement was to leave a long

wedge-shaped site, difficult of satisfactory

treatment, financially if not architecturally,

owing to its narrowness and its great extent

of prominent frontage. The building is a

ferroconcrete skeleton structure, with wall-

ing of Portland stone and concrete backing

only 12in. thick over all. This contrivance

of walling solved the difficulty of obtainini;

adequate floor space for office purposes, and,

commercially, the result is successful. The
contractors for the building were Messrs.

Davidson and Miller, Newca.stle. The lift

was made by Messrs. Wavgood and Co. The
architects are Messrs. Cackett and Burns
Dick, FF.R.I.B.A., Newcastle, the work
having been supervised by Mr. W. Bnocock.
clerk of works. The drawing reproduced to

day was shown at the Royal Academy this i

year.

BOY AND GOOSE," BY BOETHUS OF
CHALCEDON, 204 B.C.

Nation.w. Gold Med.^l Sh,\i)ed Drawino
FROM THE Antique, by Mr. Wm. H
Stevens.

Authorities differ as to the precise in-

tention of this group, which belonps to the

commencement of the Hellenistic Age.
Common agreement, lu)wever, assigns the
work to Boethus, a famous artist of the

Alexandrian school, which was distinguished

for its decorative sculpture and for the

minute excellence of many beautiful works
wrought in silver and other precious metals.

CROSS HOUSE, NEWCASTLEON-TYNE.
Messrs. Cackett and Dick, Architects.

The date of this statue is not later than
240 B.C. and it is remarkable as a subtle

piece of genre, replete with the fascinating

charm of intentional humour, conceived in a

free spirit of playfulness, iTidieative of that

sense of characteristic mockery so em-

blematical of a period which found expression

in its reaction against the long-prevailing

irksomeness of a too-elaborate civilisation,

and as a revolt against the culture of the

.ittic school. The particular charm of this

individual work is due to its marvellous truth

and .skill of execution. Some experts descril)e

its subject as a parody on the first "labour"
of Heracles, when he strangled the Nem.-an

Lion ; but, on the other hand. Professor

Gardner, with more discrimination, points

out that to properly understand the subject

it must be remembered that the goose was a

regular inmate of a Greek house, a model

and companion of a good housewife, and the

playmate of the children in the home ; it

occupied, in fact, much the same position ns

in a modern household is assigned to the

domestic cat. The playmates are here repre-

sented quarrelling, and that in good earnest,

while the reality of the conflict is exemplified

by the mock-heroic attitude of the boy as he

plants his feet widely apart, in order to

wrestle with the miwieldy bird, almost as

big as himself, and tightly grasping his com-
panion with both arms round its neck. The
subject evidently had a great vogue, and this

work of Boethus is referred to in the Mime
of Herondas, which describes the visit of

two ladies of Cos to the Temple of .^ilsclepins.

Many copies were made of it, and one is to

be seen in the Louvre at Paris, Adapta-

tions found favour for use as fountains, the

water being made to issue from the beak of

the goose. It was repeated again and again,

with endless variations ; one of the most in-

teresting is a small silver statuette from
Alexandria in the British Museum, where a

boy is seated and grasps a smaller goose

round the body while it bites his ear. Two
other statues of children by Boethus are

recorded, one of the infant Asclepius and
another of a seated boy, gilt, and probably of

bronze, which was set up at Olympia. It
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THE MAPPIN TERRACES," ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, REGENTS PARK: GENERAL PLAN.

Messrs. .JuHN Belcher. R.A.. ami .T. .J. JoASs, F.R.T.B.A., Areliitpcts.

may be added tliat there is no evidence for

associating this boy, as has been done, with
tlie " Spinario " of the Capitol, or with the
Hellenistic version of the same subject now
in the British Museum. Professor Gardner
further remarks concerning these juvenile
representations that they were the product
of the same assumed simplicity whicli marked
the pastoral tendency of Hellenistic reliefs

when the people, cooped up in towns, amidst
the conventions and restraints of a highly

refined and artificial civilisation, experienced
a craving for country life and manners, from
which they were isolated by the dreary level

of the Delta, in the crowded streets and
squares of Ale.\andrm. The Greek sculptors

of the 4th century had made no attempt to

render chiUIren with any truth to nature, and
when a child formed part of a group, as in

tlie Hermes of Praxiteles, with the infant
Dionysus, the treatment accorded to tlie baby
is merely that of an accessory. The pro-

portions of childhood were ignored by these

masters, and they represented the body
simply like that of a full-grown man on a

smaller scale, while the faces show no study

of childish forms. Exceptions, of course,

may be quoted, such as the 4th-centnry head
of a boy from Paphos and that of Cephiso

dotus in a stela from Lerna ; but even these,

though they show more of an attempt to

catch the characters and expression of child-

liood, certainly do not imply a recognition of

the rounded and chubby figure and un-

developed proportions that properly belong

to young children. The Hellenistic age

changed this state of things, and from that

time on the chubby, babyish Cupids which

Late Greek and Roman art rendered with

truth to nature become familiar, and,

indeed, .such a choice was frequently made
with especial predilection as a subject for

sculpture. It seems as if the age of innocence
in children, like the imagined innocence of

rustic life, had a peculiar fascination for

those w'ho felt themselves oppressed by their

too complicated surroundings, and this

feeling is equally emphasised in the more
ornate work of the Renaissance.

WORKING DETAIL, XXXI. WEYMOUTH
STREET. W.

No. .31, Weymouth-street is an example
of a town house with full accommodation
which has been erected at moderate cost. It

is constructed pai-tly over an archway leading
to premises at the rear, and advantage has
been taken of this to provide a fine drawing-

room on the first floor, about .'ioft. by 20ft.

The fai;ade is entirely of Portland stone, and
the walls of the principal rooms are panelled

and painted white, with the doors and finish-

ings in mahogany. The illustration was
reproduced from the outline detail drawing
exhibited this year at the Royal Academy.
Messrs. John Belcher. R.A., and J. J. Joass,

FP.R.I.B.A.. are the architects.
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A Local Government Board inquiry will

held at BriiUington on Tuesday next, into

application of the corporation for sanction

borrow £600 for the purchase of property in

Portland-place tor depot purposes ; i.600 for the

purchase of Centre House for the improvement
of Market-place: and £4.600 for the widening
and improvement of Cardigan-road.

The present exhibition of Pre-Raphaelite

pictures from Lancashire collections at the Tate
Gallery will close on Sunday next, and from
October 16 onwards initil .fainuirv a collection

of works by William Blake will be on view at

Millbank. "Besides about tbO of the most im-

portant paintings, drawings, and books, by
Blake, a few pictures by his contemporaries and
pupils, Flaxm'an. Fnscli. Stothard. George Rich-

mond. Calvert, Linnell. and Palmer, will be

exhibited, with a view to showing Blake's in-

fluence on British art of the period.
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"CROSS HOUSE,'- NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Messrs. Cackett and Dick, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.
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"BOY AND GOOSE," BY BOETHUS OF CHALCEDON, 264 B.C.

NATIONAL GOLD MEDAL SHADED DRAWING FROM THE ANTIQUE.

By i\[r. \Vm. H. Stevens.
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HAMILTON.—The new Auiideiiij LTcrtrd
ill Auoliinciiiiipbcll-roiicl bv Hamilton Seliool

Board, at a cost of, with efinipnieiit, .to'i.OdO,

was, on Monclav afternoon, fonnally opened.

The new Iniihling is the fonrtli sueeessor of

the old Granimar-schoyl of Hamilton,
fonnded by the dneal family of Hamilton

I

early in the 16th century. U stood near the

: old churehyard adjoining the present Palace,
and was endowed by John, Lorfl Hamilton, in

1,')S8, witli ,t20 Scots. The present biiildiiif-,

which is three stories high, with basements,
has three front entrances, and in its general
arrangement provides for the ordinary class

• rooms to the front, and the technical school

classrooms, with separati' outside entrances,
to the rear, and the art rooms on the npper
lloor. The central hall is. perhaps, the most
important arehiteetnral featnre in the

building, and will be used for special

purposes. It extends through two stories,

and is lit by six large windows, each having
leaded and stained glass, with figures repre-

senting literature, science, art, music, techno-
logy, and gymnastics. The other departments
of the Academy include a leeture-hall, six

laboratories, manual-training room, art

rooms, engineering laboratories, gymnasium,
etc. The building has been erected to plans

by Messrs. CuUeu, Loehhead, and Brown,
areliitects. Hamilton. We illustrated and
fully described their design, which was
selected in competition, in our issue of

I, November 2fi. 1909.

' HEBBURN.—The formal opening of St.

Oswald's new mixed school at Helilmni
('nlliery took place on Monday. The school,

hich accommodates about 250 scholars, is

I single-story building, consisting of five

I
classrooms, opening ofiF a wide corridor, with

I boys' and girls' entrances and cloakrooms at

each end. By means of collapsible parti-

tions, three of the classrooms can be thrown
into one large room for parochial purposes.
The work has been carried out by Mr. W. D.
Allison. contractor. Whitburn. to the
designs and • under the superintendence of

Mr. J. E. Morton. F.R.T.B.A.. Newcastle and
Smith Shields. The heating is on the low-
pressure hot-water system, and natural
\eiitilation is obtained by hopper sashes in

the lower, and pivot hung sashes in the
npper. part of the windows, which ai-e steel

insements throughout. The lighting is liy

t'leetricity. Externally, the building has
been treated in a simple manner.

^**-

;\Ir. Frank T. Verity. F.R.I.B.A., who holds
the appointment of architect to the Lord Cliarn-
berlain's Department, lias received the honour of
election as corresponding member of the Societe
Archeologiqiie de France.

The fire which broke out on Friday night in

the Franciscan monastery at Ragusa destroyed
the biteresting Early 14th-Centiiry pharmacy,
with its contemporary vases for preserving herbs.
Tlie church and library were fortunately saved.

New York architects have been asked to

submit competitive plans for a building that will

be more than twelve stories high, which will be
erected at Second-avenue and Second-street, in

that city, for the Essex Market Police-conrI

.

Plans are to be submitted by November 1.').

The urban district council of Llandudno
approved on Saturday, after long considcran()n
n committee, plans prepared by Mr. .\rthnr
Hewitt, architect to the Pier Company, for

•videning the pier, an<] constructing a new
entrance. The council w-ill construct a new
•oncrete jetty under the overhanging portion of

^he pier extension, the company agreeing to con-

ribute to the cost.

.\t a meeting of the urban district council of

Wellington, Salop, on Friday, a communication
was received from the Local Government Board.
^auctioning a loan of £3.125 for the purpose of

providiniT workmen's houses under the Housing
of the Working Classes Act. The Board pointed
out that the rent. 3s. 6d. a week, appeared to

be too low for the class of house proposed to be
erected, and intimated that, having regard to
the number of houses closed in the district, a

further sclieme should be embarked upon. The
letter was referred to the sanitary committee

• consideration.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
F.\LL OK A .MANIELPIECE: COTTAGE

l..\.NDL()KOS OBLIGATIONS.—An important
case alV'-cting the liabilities of owners of
working-ciass house property to their tenants
under the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909,

was tried by Judge Mellor, at Manchester
County-court, on Tuesday afternoon, when
,Vrthnr Mitchell, the owner of Cowlishaw's-
buildings, Garrett-strect, Oldham-road, was sued
by John Isherwood, general broker, a former
tenant of one of the houses, who claimed £.50
damages for injuries sustained as a consequence
of the defendant's alleged failure to comply with
the section of tlie Act requiring houses of that
class to be kept by the owner reasonably fit in
all respects for human habitation Mr. Walter
Cobbett. for the plaintilT. said plaintiff bad to
patch up the flagged floor in the kitchen. The
next thing was that a piece of the bedroom
ceiling fell in. ami then the housekeeper was
taken ill with diphtheria, and had to be removed
to the hospital. While she was there, the local

authority served notice upon the landlord, re-

quiring him to take up and relay the yard, which
was in a very defective and apparently in-

sanitary condition. Shortly -after the house-
keeper returned from the hospital, the plaintilT

was standing in the kitchen, when the stone
mantelpiece fell upon and seriously injured him
.\s a result, he was prevented from following his

employment. His Honour gave judgment for
the plaintitT for £20.

KIRKCALDY BUILDER'S BANKRUPTCY.—
Ill Kirkcaldy Bankruptcy Court, on F'riday,

.\iexandcr Welsh, juu.. was examined in bank-
ruptcy. He stated that he commence<l business
five years ago as a speculative builder. He had
then £20 capital. He had built at least fifty

houses. His liabilities amounted to £1.796
,'Js. lOd., and his assets to £98 18s. l.W. He
accounted for the large deficit in five years to

the state of tlu^ property market.

FATAL FALL FROM SCAFFOLDING —An
inquest was held at. Bristol on Friday, on
Thomas Walter Bryant (27). of 14, C.illowhill-

street, St. Paul's, a labourer, employed by

Messrs. T. Lovell and Sons, of Bath-road, in that

city, who met his death on Thursday as Ww
result of a fall from some scafl"olding. William
Phelps, of 9, riilwards-slreet. Upper Eastville, a

plasterer. em[)loyed by Messrs. T. Lovell anil

Sons, said that, the deceased and he were taking
down strutting' on a ledge at Mark-lane, St.

-Vugustine's. They were both standing.? on a 9in.

plank reeling on the window-sills of two houses

facing each other across the lane. The plank

was quite tirm, and could not move. The strut

suddenly came loose, and caused Bryant to fall,

and with him a quantity of the timbering on

I lie house. The witness said that the only thing

that they had to support them was the 9in,

plank. riiere was no guard-rail fitted to the

phink. nor were there any edging-boards. Cross-

cxamiueil by Mr. Metcalfe, the witness said that

the plank was 9fl. long, and although he had
worked on similar saffolding many times, he

had never seen a guard-rail or edging-board

used. J. O'Connell, who erected the scatTolding,

and was there at the time of the accident, said

that the cause of the accident was the knocking
out of the strut, which caused the two uprights

to lean forward, and so disturb the low<!r

timbering, bringing the wliole down. A verdict

of "Death from concussion of the brain caused
through lieing involved in a falling scaffolding

"

was returned.
**'» -_

Mr. .1. H. W. Park, late colonial engineer in

Hrilisli Guiana, has been appointed Director of

I'ul)lic Works in Jamaica, in place of Mr. P. R.
.\. Willoughby, and has assumed dut.y.

The Bristol Board of (iuardians decided at their

meeting on Friday to obtain on a twenty-one
years' lease the tenancy of premises adjoining

St. Peter's Hospital, and instructed Mr. W. S.

Skinner, architect, of Bristol, to prepare plans

for the necessary alterations to the new
jiropcrty, including the reconstruction of the

first floor, to form additional offices for the
clerk's department.

.-\t the Sessions House. Spalding, on Tuesday
week, a meeting was held of the Holland Roa^ls

and Bridges Committee. The death was reported

of Mr. J. R. Smart, examiner of the urban main
road claims to the committee, and his partner.

^Ir Joseph Stevenson, of Peterborough, was
appointed to the position. The principal busi-

ness was the appointment of a. South Division
main roads surveyor, in tiie place of Mr. T. J.

Peacock, of Spalding, resigned. Originally there
were 46 applicants; but these had been reduced
by a sub-committee to four, from among whom
Mr. .\rthur William Lloyd, assistant surveyor to

Black Sluice Commissioners, Boston, was elected.

The salary is £150 a year.

'WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

LANARK EXTENDED WATER SUPPLY.—
In May. 1906. the town council began to make
additional provision for the water supply to the

burgh as follows:— 1. A new service reservoir at

Lanark. 2. A 9in. main pipe from the Clench

Burn to Lanark to utilise at once the water of

that stream on which the proposed reservoir was
to be situated. 3. S. storage reservoir on the

Clench Burn. 4. Filters and clear water tank at

the Clench reservoir. 5. Filters and clear water

tank at (lie existing Lochlyock Reservoir on the

Blyth.sgate Burn. The construction of the service

reservoir at Lanark and the new main pipe were
completed at the beginning of 1910. Imme-
diately after the arrangements were made for

carrying out the remainder of the works contem-

plated, and the operations were begun about
two years ago. The Clench Reservoir is situated

on the Cleu-h Burn, near the junction of a

tributary stream, and is about a quarter of a

mile distant from the Lochlyock Reservoir. The
area draining into this reservoir lies mainly on

the western slope of Tinto The reservoir will

have a capacity of about 22 million gallons, and
the top water level is 1,030ft, above mean sea-

level. The greatest height of the embankment
is 47ft.. and the maximum depth of water is

38ft. The scheme was originally reported on by
Mr. RadclilTe Barnett, C.E., now of Keighly

Waterworks, under who.se direction the first

portion was carried out. The latter portion has

been carried out under the direction of Mr. T.

O. Niven, C.E.. Glasgow, the contractor being

Mr. Wm. Wilson. Hamilton. The cost of the

whole scheme will be about £30,000. The works
were opened on Thursday.

ROCHDALE.—The first section of the exten-

sions at the Roch Mills sewage-disposal works of

the Rochdale C'orporation was opened on Thurs-
day in last week. The full scheme which Mr S.

S Piatt, the borough engineer, designed and
submit led to his committee anrl the council in

Ihc early part of 1910 involved an outlay of

C.'i4.0flO. The council decided to provide only

half the installation at this stage, the Local

Government Board giving its sanction on the

understanding that the second portion also is

completed by May. 1915. Expenditure on the

works now carried out amounts to about
C32.fl00. leaving ,£22.000 still to be laid out to

finish the scheme. To provide storm-water tanks

for the sudden outfall. Mr. Piatt has utilised the

existing tanks erect eri in KSS.S. which have been

inadequate in capacity for their original purpose,

.After chemical preci|)itation. a fifth of the tank

liquor will be dealt with on 45 acres of land

already laid out for filtration, the remainder of

the dry-weather flow passing by gravitation to a

pnmp-well. where it will be treated upon
thirteen percolating filters, each 9ft. deep. After

passing through the filters, the flow from the

tanks is taken by channels to two humiis tanks,

through which it p.asses slowly. The hurnns

tanks are in duplicate, to allow periodical

cleansing. The filter effluent, having passed

through these tanks, can. if necessary, be dealt

with on the adjoining fine ash beds 2^ acres in

extent, and hitherto used as secondary contact

beds. The pump-house is one story high above

ground, and is finished in Accrington facing

bricks, with Yorkshire stone dressings. The
power is here, as for all the new work, electrical.

There are also in connection with the scheme
catchpits. screening and raking apparatus, and
chemical mixing plant. The electrical part of the

scheme has been designed and supervised by the

electrical engineer. Mr. C. C. ..\tciiison. acting in

co-oneration with Mr. Piatt. The constructional

work of the extensions has been carried out

under contract bv Messrs. J. Bentley and Co.. of

Bradford.
«»

A new council school has been formally opened

at Gartheli. Cardiganshire. Mr. Dickens Lewis,

of .Aberystwith. was the architect, and Mr. J.

(")wen. of Lampeter, the contractor.

Plans of Newcastle-on-Tyne Corporation's

town-planning scheme in Craghall Dene area

mav be inspected at the town-hall for a period

of 21 days, commencing from the 17th inst. The
laud covers an area of 52.^ acres, half of which is

situated within the city boundaries, and the

remaining portion in the urban district of

Gosforth. The land lies to the north of High
West Jesmoiid. and is very pleasantly situated.

The King Edward memorial at Northampton
was unveiled on Saturday. The memorial, which
is the work of Sir George Frampton. R..\.. is

placed at the corner of Cheyne-walk and Billing-

road, and consists of a bronze bust on a pedestal
approached by steps. Behind is a curved screen
wall of masonry, surmounted by a group of

St. George and the Dragon in bronze. The cost
has been £1,150.
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Tlie University Extension lectures this

session include two courses of great interest-

one on • Ancient Architecture " and another

on "Renaissance Architecture," by Mr.

Bani>ter Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., the author of

A History of Architecture ou the Com-

parative Method." The lectures, illustrated

hv lantern-slides and models, will be delivered

in the British Museum and Victoria and

Albert Museum respectively. They deal with

the beautifying of our cities, the building of

the home, "and they trace the evolution of

architectural styles, and will supply the

knowledge necessary to identify the periods

and characteristics of buildings both at home

and aljroad, while there will be a unique

opportunity of visiting the Museum exhibits.

The interest in this subject is steadily in-

creasing, and Earl Curzon of Kedleston has

joined the committee for these lectures on

architecture. Particulars can be obtained

from the hon. sec, 10, Wobuni-square. W.C.

The autumn exhibition at the City Art

Gallery, Manchester, includes, among the

comparatively few portraits, that by Sir

Hubert von Herkomer of Viscount Morley of

Blackburn in his academical robes as

Chancellor of the Victoria University of Man-

chester (a canvas presented to the University

bv Convocation), and another by Arthur T.

Nowell of Sir .Alfred Hopkinson. first Vice-

Chaiicellor of Manchester University,

attracts attention. Mr. Briton Riviere's

' Androcles and the Lion " has been given a

topical interest by Bernard Shaw's absurdity.

The best snow scenes are John Lavery's

".Tnngfrau." Byron Cooper's "The Alps

at Dawn." and "The Solemnity of Winter,"

by Harry W. Adams. Other noteworthy

landscapes are George Smith's "Benbecula

Ford"; "A Lancashire Valley," by Sir

Alfred East; W. M. Frazer's "Flowing to

Loch Tay"; and Ogilvie Reid's "On the

River Sp'ean." The foremost genre work is

T. C. Goteh'.s "Return from the Pageant."

In a letter to the Timf.'<. "An Intending

Competitor" draws attention to the manner

in which the new Board of Trade offices in

Whitehall are to be built. He points out

that a line has been drawn across the centre

of the building site, and architects are

invited to consider the southern half of the

site as the portion to be built over first, par-

ticulars of the accommodation required being

given for that half only, with a vague state-

ment that the other half may be assumed to

|)(. essentially similar in arrangement. To
divide a site across the centre in this way.

and make two jobs of it, is, as he says, to

place a serious difficulty in the way of

evolving a great and comprehensive archi-

tectural scheme. It would surely be wiser

to allow the competing architects to work
out the plan and design as a whole, and

afterwards consider how much of it can be

carried out in the first instance.

The Hollingbourne Rural District Council

considered at their last meeting a letter from

Messrs. L. J. Clark and Co., explaining why
plans had not been forwarded for approval

before the commencement of a building, in

the course of which Messrs. Clark wrote that

they hoped it would suffice if the plans were
iipproved by the council, acting on the report

of the sanitary inspector, as "for private

reasons we would prefer that they were not

presented to the plans committee." Mr.
Wood, a member, pointed out that an in-

spector had no authority to pass plans, and
suggested Messrs. Clark and Co. should be
censured for writing such a letter as that.

The sanitary inspector reported that the

plans did not comply with the by-laws, inas-

much as they did not show the block plans,

scale, or dampcourse. Mr. Roseveare moved
that the council accept Messrs. Clark's

explanation of why the plans were not

deposited with the council before. Mr. Wood
proposed that proceedings be taken against

Messrs. Clark for not complying with the by-

law. There was no seconder of Mr. Wood's
amendment, while seven voted for Mr. Rose-

veare's resolution, whicli was carried.

A Local Government Board inquiry has

been held by Mr. C. H. Sykes, in.spector, at

Loughborough, Leicestershire, with reference

to the corporation's application for sanction

to borrow £5,325 for the widening and im-

provement of New-street, and the construc-

tion of a new .street from Church-gate to

Rectory-place, and the widening of Rectory-

place. The town clerk, Mr. H. Perkins,

explained that there were two separate

schemes. A loan of £800 was required to

carry out the improvement in New-street.

a narrow private street with a poor

class of houses on both .sides. It was pro-

posed to sweep away the whole of the

property ou both sides of the street, and to

make a 40ft. road. With respect to the pro-

posed loan of £4,525 for the Steeple-row im-

provement, the scheme consisted of making a

street 40ft. wide from Churchgate to Toot-

hill road. This would involve pulling down
the whole of the property in Steeple-row,

and the widening of a considerable portion of

Rectory-place. On each side of the new road

there would be ornamental grounds 28ft. in

width.

The Building E.xhibition in the Zoo
Buildings. Glasgow, organised by Messrs. H.
Greville Montgomery and Hugh C. Mont-
gomery, was declared open on Saturday by

Sir John Ure Primrose, Bart., and includes

examples of practically everything that goes

to make the ideal modern house—building

materials, devices for the lighting and
heating of houses, appliances for the better

sanitation and the " weather-proofing" of older

houses, roofina and flooring materials, and
"washes" and other treatments for walls.

Over 600 firms are showing, and the exhibits

include types of machinery, implements,

building materials, gas and electric-lighting

appliances, fire-resisting flooring, damp-
proof roofing, bathroom fittings, ranges,

stoves, etc. In addition, there is a model

cottage which has two rooms, kitchen,

scullery, cupboards, a fair-sized lobby, etc.

The exterior is treated in the Scottish style,

and the interior washed in a simple colour.

Such a cottage could be erected for £2.50. At

the opening ceremony Sir John Ure Primrose

said that the exhibition was designed in the

highest sense as an educative exhibition

—

educative to the architect and to the

builder, and as giving some idea of what
resources were now in their hands for the

building of desirable dwellings.

In the course of a correspondence in the

nirminf/Iiam Daih/ Post upon the duty of

licensing justices to endeavour to safeguard

the public by insisting upon receiving details

of constrnction of picture palaces, Mr. T.

Salwav Nichol. the president, and Messrs.

Holland W. Hobbiss and John B. Surman,

the hon. secretaries of the Birmingham .\rchi-

teetural Association, write expressing the

opinion that immediate steps should be taken

to .strengthen and extend the city by-laws so

as to include street construction. This should

apply not only to cinemas, but to every type

of building erected. They add that the

association will gladly assist the city council

in any steps they deem necessary to take.

Another correspondent, writing from West
Bromwich, draws attention to the way in

which many of the sub-contracts for

structural steelwork are let in connection

with picture palaces and other buildings. In

many cases the architect's drawings only in-

dicate the work required by thin blue lines,

representing roof trusses, girders, stanchions.

.
etc.. no scantlings being given. The general

contractor, when sending in his tender for

the complete building, makes more or less a

rough calculation of the probable cost of the

steelwork from information supplied to him
indirectly. If he is successful in obtaining

the contract, he then sends out to various

structural firms for prices, and, of course,

accepts the lowest. The writer refers to

eases where a contractor has made use of the

lowest tender received to bring another firm

(not vet invited to tender) still lower in price

by the offer of the contract. A construe

tlonal engineer often finds that his price is,

perhaps, .50 per cent, liigher than that of the

successful firm, the fact being that the suc-

cessful firm's steelwork is correspondingly

lighter in design. He suggests that it would
manifestly be better for the architect, when
making plans, to send out for competitive

designs and estimates for his steelwork, and
consider the prices in conjunction with the

merits of the designs submitted. The firm

whose tender was accepted could then supply

stress diagrams and calculations to justify

their scantlings, and these the architect could

submit along wilh his plans to the city

surveyor.

The State of California has under con-

templation the erection of l,164,500dol. worth

of buildings. Fifty thousand dollars is to be

spent for the erection of a Home for the

Adult Blind in Oakland ; H5.000dol. for addi-

tional buildings at Agnews. uO.OOOdol. for the

construction of a gymnasium at the Cali-

fornia Institution for the Deaf and Blind at

Berkeley ; 3.3.000dol. for shop-building and

T.OOOdol. for farm-building at Folsom State

Prison; 185,000dol. for Fresno State Normal
School ; lO.OOOdol. for glass plant at Mendo-

cino State Hospital ; 20,000dol. for group of

cottages at Napa Asylum ; 25.000dol. for

laundry at Napa ; 12,060dol. for the erection

of a hospital building at the Preston School

of Industry ; IT.OOOdol. for cottage for

epileptic patients at Sonoma State Hospital

;

2,000dol. for restoration of old Sonoma
Mission at Sonoma; 19.000dol. for erection

and furnishing of nursery building at

Sonoma; lOO.OOOdol. for construction of four

cottages at Southern California Asylum:
2.50.000dol. for site and new buildings for

new Southern California Hospital ;
76,000dol.

for new buildings at Stockton Asylum and

Farm; 15.000dol. for assembly and library

building, and l.'^.OOOdol. for general repairs,

at Veterans' Home. Yountville.

-••
MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
FainAY iTo-DATl.—Royal .^vchieoloKical Institute.

Special Visit to Stonehenge. Train
from Waterloo Station 10.50 a.m.
L.C.C. vy.stmiiister Technical Insti-

tute. " RiiiifoiLiil Concrete DesiHu,"
l.yPercy.I. Waldiaui. 7.1'. li.ni.

SATtiEPAT (To-MOBHOW).— Institution of Municipal
and County EuHineers. Soiith-\V'esterii

District MeetinK at Tiverton. lO.IXla.in .

MciNn.vv.—Society ot Engineers. " Hitihways," by

C. H. Cooper, M.Inst.C.K. Institution

ot Electrical Eugiueers. Victoria

Eniliaukmeiit. E.G. 7.31) p.m.

WinixisSPAT. —Institute of Sanitary EuKiiieers-

OpeiiiiiK Sessional .Meetins. Caxton
Hall, Westminster. 7.;K1 p.m.

THriiSlvvY.—University Extension Ijecture, L.C.C-

Central School of .\rts and Crafts.

Southampton - row. " The .\rt and
Craft of .\rclntectnre." l>v S. C.

Kaiues Smith, U.A.. H p.m.
lloval Photographic Society.

"Cliartres Cathedral." l>y Henry \\ .

Henuctt, K.R.P.S. Suffolk - street

(lalleries. Havinarkel. H.» p.m.
London Salon of Photography.

"The Kinti's Highway," IJV A. H.

make, M..\., .'la. Pall Mall. Ka'I.

Hp.m.

The Rhondda Urban District Council has

appoinle.l Mr. .1. M. Boviinau. a1 preseni chief

engineer of the Hertford undertaking of the

No"rth Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.,

to the position of engineering clerk of works ;n

connection with the council's electricity under-

taking.

A statue, entitled "Labour Awakening." was

unveiled on Saturday at Unity House, Euston-

road. N.W.. the headquarters of the National

Union of Railwaymen. by the sculptor. Mr. Cyril

Chitly. The statue represents fiahonr as a iiinle

young man rising from a recumbeiil push ion

and throwing off a .set of shackles.

X Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Durham, by Mr. Cross, on Friday, into an

application by the city corporation to borrow a

further .^l.SliO in respect of the sewage works.

The expenditure is in connection with a scheme

for dealing with the sewage during heavy rain-

storms. There was no opposition.

The contract for the new Lothian railway, to

facilitate the traffic between the Lothian coal-

fields and the port of Leith. has been placed by

the North British Railway Company with Hugh
Symington and Sons, Ltd.. railway contractors,

filasgow. The amount of the contract is

.£165,000. and the line is to be completed within

eighteen months. There will be three ami Ihrec

ipuirter miles of double track, and two ami

Ihree-iinarter miles of single track, and also

six miles of sidings.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Ji(.lNDON. - A disorderly meeting of llie

lielerogeneous Ijodj styled the " Ijoiuloti

Labourers' Union " was held last Sunday after-

noon at the Ring. liUwkfriars. at which, amid
much noise and confiiston, the following resolu-

licui was declared carried: "This meeting of

ilic Loudon Labourers' Council, having heard the

report of the deputation that waited upon the

Master Builders' Association, hereby resolves

that the ort'er of the Master Builders' Association
IS unsatisfactory, and we advise our members
not to accept the new rules unless the employei-s

agree to an advance of .\d. per hour, beginning

the third week in October, and grant the over-

time rates from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. on ordinary
weekdays at the rate of time and a quarter, time
and a half for Saturday afternoons from 12 to 4,

and all o\ertime rates to apply equally to night,

anil day workers. Failing a satisfactory reply

to these deuia/uls by Wednesday next, we
delegate authority to the London Labourers'
Council to arrange for notices to be handed in

on that day." It need hardly be said that the

United liuUders' Labourers' Union, which is a

genuine and respectable society, on perfectly

friendly terms with, and quite recognised by, the
llaster Builders, had delegated no authority to

the outsiders who want it to carry them on its

back, to do anything of the sort. The United
Builders' Labourers' TJnion is still discussing
terms with the Master Builders' Association, and
another conference is to be held up next
Monday. The demands of the Builders' Union
have a substantial basis of reason and justice.

There is nothing ridiculous about them, like the
recent, attempts of the painters to boycott non-
unionists. The outcoine should be a settlement
on the lines of give and take, and that will pro-

bably be eflfected.

«4*

TRADE NOTES.
To iusui'c. I be flal roofs and parapets of the

new counly schools at Langport, Somerset,
being leakproof, the powder Pudlo, which makes
cement waterproof, has been specified.

The National Gas Exhibition opens on October
1 at. the International Exhibition Halls, Shep-
herds Bush, W., and will remain open during
t he month. Conferences and lectures will be
held daily.

The asphalte to the superstructure of the new
Stationery Offices. Stamford-street, will be sup-
plied and laid by Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co.,

Ltd.. 21, Surrey-street. Victoria-embankment.
London, W.C.
Under the direction of Mr. G. E. Maynard,

architect. Bexhill-on-Sea, the "Boyle" system of

ventilation (natural), embracing Boyle's latest
patent " air-pump " ventilators and air-inlets, has
been applied to the Picture House, Silver Hill.

St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., Ltd., Whit-
church, Shropshire, have received instructions
to make a large clock, striking the hours and
Cambridge quarters, for Norton Church,
Evesham ; also a clock striking the hours, and
showing time upon two dials each 5ft. diameter,
for Caerwys Church. Flintshire.

The hill-climbing triumphs of the Invincible
Talbot <.'ar are not confined to Britain alone-
After winning over 40 highest awards in the
classic events promoted by the principal
motoring associations of this country, Talbots
have just demonstrated their prowess in an inter-

national hill-climb held at Biarritz.

Mr. F. G. ilager has been appointed to act as

executive engineer at Perak.

The salary of the surveyor to the Montgomery
County Council has been increased by £150 per
annum.

The work of regilding the ball and cross above
the dome of St. Paul's and the pine-cone
terminals of tli^ two campanili has now been
completed by Messrs. J. \V. Gray and Son, of

Leadenhall-street, E.G., who will now proceed
with the regilding of the golden gallery. The
work has been executed in double English gold.
The same iirm are overhauling the lightning-
conductors of the cathedral.

Mr. Thomas Wounacott, F.R.I.B.A., of Devon-
shire House, Fairlield, near Farnham, who is in

his 80th year, has just celebrated his jubilee as
a lay preacher of the Wesleyan Methodist
Church. Mr. Wonnacott joined the Royal Insti-

tute of British .\rchitects as an Associate in 1870,

becoming a Fellow six years later, and retiring
from practice eleven years ago. He carried out
a large practice in London.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel .ToistB.Helgianand Gorman

(ex stoamor, London) per ton £6 3 (i to £6 ."j I)

Steel .loists, Knfilish 7 10 ,. 7 13 H

WrouKhtrlron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 fi

Steel Girder Plates 7 2 8,. 8 2 ti

liar Iron, Rood Staff? B 5 ., 8 10

Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 ,.

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Soutli StiUI's 8 0,, H 1,'i

Best Sncdshill 0,. SI 10

Anfiles lOs., Teea 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, i*8 1.5s to i!0.

Ditto Kalvanised. £11 to £15 103. per ton.
Galvanised CorruRated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 32 to 34
6ft. to 8ft. lone, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauRo £1.3 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... H
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 11 15 B.W.Q.
8/3 8/a 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £0

8 10

7 10
5

5 5

12 B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
RoUed-Iron FcncinR Wire 8 5
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, .. ,, Galvanised 8 15
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
CorruRated Iron, 21 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

11 B.W.G 14 5
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

0to8 9 10 U
£10 10s. £10 158. £1108. £11 5s

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 21in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. ()d. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. ,, 753. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2h per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72j ,,

Steam-Tubes 67j ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57j .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 1,'. to £21 U
Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 „ —
a„ .. „ Country 25 15 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26 .,

—
„ Country 2fi 15 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 27 ,.
-

.. Country 27 15 ,,
-

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 .,

—
„ ,, ,. .. Country 30 5 0,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 2S ,.
—

Country 28 15 ..
—

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4*in.) Town 28 ii „ —
Country 38 15 ,.

—
[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 24 15 0.. —
CopperSbeets.sheathing&rods 91 0.. ^(1 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 .. 79

Tin. English Ingots 104 13 0.. 105

Do., Bars 195 15 ,. 196

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 23 0., —
Sheet Lead. Town 24 10 „ —

Country 25 5 .,
—

Genuine White Lead 30 15 ..
—

Refined Red Lead 25 ,,
—

Sheet Zinc 29 ,,
—

Old Lead, against account 19 10 0.. —
Tin per cwt. 11 ..

—
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 .. —
TIMBER.

CONBTRUCTIONAIv.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality -£38 to £45
2nd .. 26 ,. 33
3rd ., 16 ., 18 10

10 ,. 11 10

„ ., Miramichi 9 10 ., 10 10

,, Boards : Swag 11 ., 12

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21 „ 34 u
2nd „ 16 „ 19

,. .. .. 3rd ., 13 ,. 14

St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ,, 18

„ „ .. 2nd .. 14 10 ., 15 10
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,. 15

,. Gefle, Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ., 17

White Deals : Crown 14 ., 15 10

,, ,. Seconds 11 10 ., 13
Flooring: White and Planed—
1st and 3nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ., 11 15

lat. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ., 11

Red Planed. 1st quality 14 10 17 n
Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,. 33

Lignum "Vitee Per ton 7 .. 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 ., 5 6
Pitch Pine Logs 2 ,. 2 6

Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3 2 9
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7

a
„
,

8
9Mahogany * Gaboon - 3

{Continued on next oage.)

THE BEST BOOK

MODERN
BUILDING.
ByG. A. T. MIDDLETON, A R.I.B.A.

•'Mudorn Buildings: their riaiuiing, ''on-

strmtion, and Kquipmcnt," aims to put bcforu
its readers all the essential parts of a modern
building, to describe modern methods of i>lanniag
and of con.struction consecutively, and as they
occur in the actual work.

It explains all possible .wrt« of I'.iiildings,

whelhor of the simplest or of Iho most coui-

pliciited character, and supplies elucidative

illustrations by the leading architects of the
day. And it gives the principles that iiiidcrliu

building jiractico as it is undertaken in Groat
Britain .and in the Colonies.
The aim of the Publishei.s and Author has

been to make this work indispensable to all

who ;tre

Practically concerned with the
Building Trades.

The construction of buildings as well as the
subject of finishings and fittings, from the
simplest to the most elaborate, is detiiiled in a
manner equally useful to the artisan ;us to the
architect. The tools used arc described, as well
as the methods of using them.

Attention is given to .shoring, under-
pinning, and dialing with dangerous structures
— ;i matter Ih.it is of increasing importance
to builders whose businesses lie in our great
cities.

Exaiiiplis are included in this work of woll-

writtun specifications, such :us are now in use

for small and large works.
X\\ information concerning the heating and

ventilation of buildings, the introduction of

electric light, and of gas lights of many new
forms, on the combination of steel and concrete
for large buildings, on the principles of drainage,

on dilapidations, easements, etc., etc., is found
here.

No point that concerns builders and building

has been overlooked, and it is safe to say
that this work, which is issued on terms
that bring it within reach of everyone inter-

ested in the Building Trades, will save its

cost when it has been in use a very short

time.

TWO OPINIONS.
Mr. F J. FORSTER, -Vrihilect and Surveyor, Great

Jaraes Street. London, W.C. :

—

" The plates are models of what architectural
draughtsmanship shuuld be. I think the detailc 1

treatise on ln-ickwork must be the best to be fimnd
anywhere.''

Mr. JAMES S. STEEL, Builder and Contractor.
Uoiiruck and Greenock:

—

" As :i practical builder and teacher nf buiUlinf^ con-
struction. 1 am of opinion that the work is swond to

none, first in its object, and more particularly in it*

careful production."

A FREE BOOKLET.
To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

130, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, and without

any obligation on my part, your illustrated

booklet on "Modern Buildings.'' and par-

ticulars of your plan by which the work is

delivered complete for a first payment of Is. (id.,

the balance being paid by a few small monthly
payments.

NAME
(t-'end this form or a postcard.)

ADDRESS
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FUHNITDRE AND HAIIDW00D8.

Teak: BnrmeRe, per load..50tt.

Teak: Java, per load. 50ft

£30 to £'m n

IB „ 21

Per cubic foot.

OakPlankBi U.S..\..

,, Boards ,, 3
3
2
3
1

7

6
3 6
3 3
4 9

3 4 3 D

imported
.. Pnn.
.. Mdm.

fioquoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec loga

,, sawn planke...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: ardiu. ,, ,,

r.reenlioart : Hewn lofifl

Codar ; Cigar box
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Dominco.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African, Assinee, &c.
,. Laflos and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lienum Vitee

STONE.'

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsebill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto
Ancastor, ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nino Elms)

Hard York, ditto
DittodittoBin. sawn both sides,
landinRs, random sizes per foot uup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered oa read
waggons, Paddintiton Depot per foot cube 17^

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elma Depot „ 1 Oi
Boer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average ;
—

Brown White

GLAZED BRIOKS.
UAUT) GLAZES, (PEIl 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Second
Colours.

n fi n ,. 9
n n 11 .. 8 6

4 6 ., 6

n 3 n ,, 4

2 n „ a 3

in 11 ,. 14

B (1 n ., 13 C

7 u ,. 14

foot cube £0 a 4

3 :i

2 U
a 1)

1 1(1

1 n
1 !0j
2

Delivered on road wafieons 1

at PaddinBton Depot, I

Nine Elma Depot, or
[

Wbjt Hed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

... £0 a 3 ... £0 a il

Pimlico Wbart"

.

SLATES.
in. in. £ h. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 ... 19 la 6 1

"

llix 8 ... 6 la 6
Blue Bansor 30x10... 13 3 6

20x13 ... 13 17 6
First duality 20xio... 13

20x13 ... 13 15
16x 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 IT 6

., „ 20x13 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent Rreen ... 20x10 ... 11 13 6
18x10 ... g 13 B
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Kecoud Hard btocks 111
Mild Stocks 1 U
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 6

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...5

Best Blue Pressed
Staflordsbire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3 tin. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic
J
4 10 ti

Facing Bricks

[river.

livered
at rly. stn.

I

Net, delivered in

\
full truck loads
in London

.\corington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £3 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks Ill g
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arcli Brick not more tban 34" in
thickest imrt 3

3i" Chimney Bricku fit for outnide work 3
3b" ditto ditto througli and through a
3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Ocla-

fiouB ; 3i" and V radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x2coursodeop, each 6 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

6

7 6

Ka crington Camber Arches ;—
3 30urse deep , 45" soffit, per foot opening ..

4 ditto 4i" ditto
4*" ditto

ditto ditto ..

B ditto ditto ditto ..

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto .. (1

3 ditto 9" riilto ditto ditto ... (1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... n
6 ditto 0- ditto ditto ditto ...

Net free on rail or tree on boat at works.

1 3
1 8
3 1

3 6

3 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

17 7 B 11 17 6

31 7 6 l.g 17

20 17 6 31 7 6 17 17

17 17 6 31 7 M 17 B

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 fi

24 17 R 17 7 6

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 R 10 7 6 13 7 6

Quoins, BiillnoKG. and 4Mn. Flats
15 17 B n 17 fi 17 17 B

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 B IB 7 6

Double Headers

—

It 17 6 13 7 R

One fiido and two ends, snun.re

—

18 17 6 17 7 B 21 17 6
Two sides and one cod, square

—

10 17 B 19 7 B 33 17 6
Splavs and Sfpiints^

17 7 B 15 17 fi 21 17 R
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

^(\. ea.i'li Id. each 6d. ea(;h Rd. each 5d. each
Dnnhle Bulln^Re, Round Ends. Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each
Rounderl Internal Anglos

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BItlCKB.

stretchers and Headers-
fid, each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Ittternal and External Anglos

—

1/2 ea.ch 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
C>11 Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each
Mniolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £33 17 B

Quoins and BullnoRo... 37 17 B

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricksA Not
of single radius ,£6 per 1,000 over above f exceod-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing Oin.

C imbor arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 3d. each ' by 3iin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

II ?aders, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

tn London Stations.
6. d.

Tiianios Sand 7 B per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,.
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,,

a. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G "ound lilueLias Liuie ... 21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 fi to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Oil. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
b. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn-
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. ,, ,,

Broseley tiles -50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 53 fi ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Ruabon red , brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57 fi per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do fiO ,, ,, ,,

Hip tilos 4 perdoz. ,, „
Valleytiles 3 „ „ „

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,. ,, .

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz
Valleytiles 3 ih

Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 ,, „

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tilos 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „ ,, .

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,,

Hand-uiado sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 6

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ ..

Pressed 47

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Suportino Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
F'ino Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Harddrying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Suporfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Fixtra Pale Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

PILKINQTO^ & CO.
(K.STAHLI8IIKI) 18jS.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
190 a 19a, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFOKD, S.E.

Registered Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTlNtt ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINQ.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Tf,lf,ph(ine NtiR. : New Cross 1102 f2 Lineal.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

B

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles

alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale.per tun£28 15
Do., brown ,, ...

Cottonseed, refined , ...

Olive, Spanish ,, ...

Seal, pale , ...

Cocoanut, Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
E^alm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel ,, ...

Oleine , ...

Sperm , ...

Lubricating U-S perga),
Petroleum refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine „ ...

Putty (Genuine T-'iQ- I ner cwt
seed Oil) f

PercwL.

Pure Linseed Oil I

"Stority " Brand i

GLASS (IN CRATES),
English Sheet Glass

;

Fourthfl ,

Thirds
Fluted Sheet ,

Hartley's English Ro

Figared Rolled and Reponesinu Wliite. Tinted.
3id. ... 5d.

4 perdoz. „ ,

3 B .. .

ei28 13 to £29 6

26 15 27 5 u
29 , 30
39 10 . 40
21 „ 21 10
46 II

, 46 10
43 10 , 43 n
42 10 n . 43
32 5 , 33 5
35 n , 35 10
17 5 , 19 5 I)

30 , 31 u
7 II

,
8 11

6S. Hft

1 6 .. 1 10 1)

19 6 , 1 (1

2 3i., —
3 H ,

—
3 Uj ..

—
9

10

IflOZ. 21oz. 260Z. 33oz
ai. . . 3d. .. SSd. . 4Hd,

2i.l. . . 3ld. .. 4*d. .. fid.
2id. . . 3jd. .. 6id. .. 7d.
Plate »in. =/,6in. iin.

2Jd. ... 2Jd. ... 3d.

HardAvoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

il.on- 7

878 11 :i

609 3 ()

1% f)

482 17 «

490 n
489
450
45 1 10 3

433 11

370 7

361 15

TENDERS.
**• t^urresputjileuts would in all cases obhge bygivinc

the addresses of the parties tondenns—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; ii adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

AnEKiAif.— For cemetery cxlcusiou, fur the MerLhyr
Corporation :

—

LIov<l, R., Merthyr
Bond, G , Cefu
Murray, J.. Dowlais
Jones, D.. Dowlaie
Davios. K. P., Oowlais
.louca, D . Brecon
Rees, R. K., Aberfau
Morris, G., Cardiff
Brothcroo, H., Merthyr
.lames, .1. T., Merthyr
.Sutherland. J.. A.bercvnou
Evans, T.. Troedvrhiw (accepts!)

BiiO0MHi[:t- AND Ltud.— For carrying out sea-wall
works, for tbe sewer comiuisbionera. Messrs. Weldon
and Stokes, 11, Bank-street, Ashford, Kent, joint

Price. A R, .J.. Strood, Rocheater £5 308 17 6

Braun, G.. Broomhill. Sussex . 2,70.1 U

Gillett. H. G., and Pope, H.,
Lvrtd, Kent (accepted) 2.49J

Catier A, F., 33, Lloyd-sq., W.C. 3,480

BusHEY.— For the construction of DO lineal yards of

Ihn. diameter cast-iron pipe sewor, for the Bushey
Crban District Council. Mr. E. K. Ryder, Rudoiph-

road, Bushey, surveyor :—
Stockman, Finchley
Surveyor, Urban District Council

Trentham, Birmingham
Bliss, BuabGV
Halsey and Sous, Rdgwara
Bailey and Sons. Bushey Heath*...

Accepted.

Cheahle.— For Inyuig a I'm. sewer
Cbeadle, for the rural district council :—

Alcock, W. {accepted) £105

CoKWEN.— For carrviug out work at the homes, for

the ^'uardiane :
—

Hugh. W.O..Tygwyu
Owen, H., Corwou (accep'ed)

CKOYnoN.—For alterations and additious to the

boiler-house at the workhouse, for the guardians :
—

Potilton and Tinuis. Reading ... X'l,773 U ^•^

Sharp, W. J., Whitehorae-lane ... 1,464

Gatty, W., Bromley 1.378

Bacon, H., and Son, Thornton
Heath and Couledon 1.297

Wttrrmgion. '1'.. Hyde
Barker, D. W., & Hon, Croydan ...

Smith, W., Si Son, London-ruad ..

Bventc, G. E., &. tjoDS, Windmill-
road 1.170

Honour. F. W., Warlingham* ... 1,113
* Accepted.

£323 19 K

a20 U
209
193 17

174 t Ii

157 19 :s

in Lid lane.

k. )8.i

3(i7

1,297
1,35)
1,198

1,191

1,170

1,113
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DovEKCouRT.—For crcctiDfr etables and dairy, Dover-
court, for the Harwich, Dovorcourt, and Parkenton
('o-opcrativo Society, Ltd. Mr. F, G. Vincent Brown,
A.I.8.E., tlrwell-torrftce, Dovercourt, architect :

—
8ape, .1. R., and Son, Wix il./BS
Kenneit, P.. Ipswich 1,765
Downea and Sape 1,735
Fit-her and Woods 1,^24 fl

Newton. E. E.. Harwich l,oH5

Saundera, E. (accepted) 1,535

(Reet of Uovercourt )

EDiNBt'KGH.—For the erection of a golf clubhoiiee
and tea rooms. Cockciizie, tor the Port Seton Tea
House Co., Ltd. From plane by Mr. A. Murray Hardie,
L.R.I.B.A., 20, Goorgo-street, Edinburgh. Accepted
tenders :

—
Plumber ;

—

Munro, A., Preetonpans £1,7*J6

Masons, joiners, plasterers, and slaters :
—

Wilson, J., and Son, Tranent ... l,50i

Exeter.—For alterations at the Pari«-street school,
for the Exeter Education (Jominittee. Mr. J. Jerman,
F.R.I. B. A., 1, Bedford-circus, architect :

—

Stephens, J £275
Eveleigh, A. E 33a 18 tt

So()er and Ajers 239 10 o
Baker, W 316 10
Castle, J. W 198
Brealy, W. ^accepted) 187

All of Exeter.

Eye.— For work at new infirmary, Eye, Suflolk. Mr.
Herbert J. Greeu, 31, Castle Meadow", Norwich, archi-
tect :

—
Roade, W. C, Aldeburgh £ls,!)98 10 'J

Bennett. F.. Ipswich 18,700 8 7
Grimwood, G.,and Sons, Sudbury 18,t!54 15 1

Catchpole, E., and Sons, Ipswich 17.987
Scarles Bros., Norwich 17,414
Hhanks, R., Charteria 17,398
Grimwood, G,, and Son, Ltd.,
Ipswich 17,349 (1

Clarke, E.. Thetford 17,085 6
Youngs, J., and Son, Norwich ... 16,996
Hmith. E. J.. Bunwell 16,633
Gibbons, A. J., Crowfield* 15,&t2 16 H

* Accepted conditionally.

Fecksnham.— Forrepairs to White House Farm, for
the county small holdings, &c., committee :

—

Barley, Inkberrow (accepted) ... £382 16

FoLBsHiLL.— For culvcrting the brooks in Holbrooke-
lane and Bedlam-tano, for the rural district council :—

Green (accepted) £697 7
I

Gi AsiONBCRY.— For theeupply of pumping machinery
at the frewage diepoeal works, for the town council.
Messrs. Cotterdl and Carr, engineers ;

—
Hunt, A. M.. Bristol (accepted) ... £700

GKANTHA5I.— For crcction of four workmen's cottages,
for the rural district council. Mr. H. C. Rudkin,
A.R.8.I., 4, St. Peter'B-hill, Grantham, architect:—

Bland, T £755
Cragg. W 736
Walker Bios 7lO

\

Read, F. 679
Parks and Son 600
Clark, W. G. (accepted) 594

Greenwich. 8.E.—For forming and paving East-
brook-road as a new street, forthe borough council :

—
Gnftiths. W., and Co.. Ltd. ... £779
Fry Bros 7oH
Woodham, H.. and Sons ... ... 748
Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd." ... 7J9

•Recommended for acceptance.

Gkebnwich, 8.E.— For supply of bookcases, Jtc, to
the central library, for the borough council :

—
Mills, E £197 15
Shorter, J., and Co 197 11 H
Gorham, P. J 152 15 11
Mills, W., and Sous, Ltd 137 4
Bruin, D.. and Sons 130 13
Libraco, Ltd 113
Hammer, G., and Co., Ltd.* ... lol 10

* Recommended tor acceptance.

Hackn ET, N.E.—For high-tonaioa ring main con-
duits, for the borough council :

—
Dick. Korr. and Co., Ltd £33.835
Grifliths. W., Ltd 20,773

Foot and Milne. Ltd.* 16.019
• Recoro mended for nccoptanco.

Hackney. N.K.—For supply of hand-operated travel-
ling cranes, for the Ijorough council :

—
Smith. J., Keichlev £669
Chatteris Engineering Works Co.,
Ltd 6i3 13

Holt and Willets 445
Morris, H., Ltd., (a« spocifiod) ... 4.37 5

Ditto (standard design)* ... 389 5
• Recommended for acceptance.

KiNRSKW, W.C.—For the heating, ventilation, and
hot water supply for Imperial UnildincH, a block of
offices and business promises, froutiug on Kingsway,
now in course of erection liy MoHsrs. King and Arnell,
Ltd. Mr. A. H. Barker. conauHmg engineer :

—
Wembley Heating Co., LUl. (accepted).

Lehr.—For the construction of the Lothian railway,
for the North British Railway Co. :

—
Symington, Haigh, and Sons, Ltd.,

I

Glasgow (accepted) £IH.t,000

MiDDLEsnnorr.H.—For providing a plant of 72 Collin
regenerative coke ovens, with by-product plant on the

' direct jirocoss, also benzol and tar distillatidn plautK of
a capacity of 3,000 tons each week, for Messrs. Bell
Brothers. Ltd. :—

I

Coal Distillation Co., Ltd., Middlesbrough (accepted).

Heigaie.—For private eiroet wnrk« to be executed in
Ringley-avenue, Horley, for thT Reltra-.e R irii District
Council. Mr. A. J. Heal, ii, Hi-jh-^trear.. Rgigate,
surveyor :

—

Whitmore, W., Victoria - road,
Horley (accepted) £329

RiviNGTOK Pike, Harwich.— For rebuilding for Sir
W. H. Lever. Bart, a bungalow on Rivingtoa Pike
Slope, recently destroyed bv incendiarr euflragatte^ :—

Bentley. of Horwich (accepted).

TiLsTONE.—Forth-) erection of an organ in St. Jude's
Church :

—
Conachers, Huddersfield (accaptedj £365

Walsall.—For alterations and additions to the
tramway offices. The Bridge, for the town council :—

Letts aud Airston, Walsall ... £1.585
(Accepted.)

Wai.tham^tow.—For heating Folkestone-road Hall,
Walthauistow :

—
Davies, F., Murchinson - road,
Leyton. Esses (accepted) ... £112 '

Wellingboicough.—For alterations and additions to '

the Doddridge Memorial Church. Mr. F. H. Allen,
A. R.I. B. A., architect :

—
Chapel.

Green, E £1,635
Archer, E., and Son 1.5ti5

Chown, A. J 1,575
Higgs 1,498
Powell, J. T 1.474

Hawtin, A. P. (accepted) 1,419 o o
Schools.

Green, B £4.08.5

Archer, E., and Son 3,99[) o
Chown, A. J 3.902
Higgs 3,789
Powell. J. T 3,758
Hawtm, A. P. (accepted) 3,669

Wetmoii H.— For the construction of cast-iron and
stoneware sowers and manholes at rear of Argyle-road,
for the owners Mr. G. A. Andrews, Weymouth,
engineer and surveyor :

—
Knell and Son £166 10
Stone and King 147
Parsons. Ltd 133 16
Jesiy and Baker 92 10
Conway, Ltd. (accepted) 89 19 6

All of Weymouth,

TO OORRESPONDBNTS.
We do not hold our.selves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondent.^;. All cotntmitiication.i should
be drawn up as briefly as |M)ssil>!e. as there are
many claimants upoa the £pacc allotted to
corre.>^I)ondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustratioDS or ht«rary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the KDITOR of the Bt'ltPlNO News. Ellingham
House, 1, Arundel-strcct, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the stati by name. Delay is not infre-

(jueutly otherwise caused. .\1I drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for. unsought contributions.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
I»ortant public and private buildings, details of old
hikI new work, and good sketches aro always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, hut arc glad to do so when spacn
permits on mutually advantageous t*rms, which ina>
be ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
artrhitccts are asked kindly to slate how long the
huilding has been erected. It docs neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
aonie time e.\L'Cuted, except under special circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CI V. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XU.. XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII.. LXI.. LXII., LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX.. LXXr. LXXII.. LXXIII..
LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII.. LXXXIIl.. LXXXIV..
I,XXXV.. LXXX VI.. LXXXVII.. LXXX VIM.,
LXXXIX., XC. XCI.. XCII.. XCIIT.. XCIV..
XCV.. XCVI.. XCVII.. XCVIII.. XCIX.. C. CI.. CII..

CIII., and CIV., may still be obtained at the same
price; all the other bound volumes arc out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are.

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring

any back numbers to complete volume just ended
should order at once, as many of them soon run

out of print.

Rf.c EiVKD.—W. M.—W. .r.. Ltd.-C. .I.W.—C. and Co.

D. C. A.—.J. B.. Ltd.—J. K. and Son.—H. A. C—
i' O. Q.—T. T. G. and Son.— Z. P. M. and Co.—
J. \V. and Son.—E. H. S. and Hro.. LUl—O. and Co.
-F. F. Co.. Ltd.—B. A. R. Co.—W. B. T.—E. N.
and Co.—J. B. J. and Co.—H. H. and Co., Ltd.

C. J.—No.

R. S. S.—Please send.

Canadian Subs.—Best thanks. We hope so.

Scalpel.—A sprat to catch a mackerel, we expect.

^'on might waste a penny stamp in reply, and send
us the result.

Dodo. — Thanks, no. 3. Very likely ! We quite
expect to see some day. among that Body's
examination questions, a demand for suggestions,
plans, speciacatiou, and model tender form for

Noah's Ark I

RuTHEKHAM.—We should not go so far afield. Put
yourself in the hands of a good builder in Sheffield,

such as F. Naylor. Ltd.. Abbeydale-road.

L. B. (Banburyl.—An e.xcellent system of timber
dryinji was described by us not long ago. Send
for the free catalogue of the Sturtevant Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. .Vsk

for B. 1115.

I Jonas.—You cannot do better than Messrs. Coulter
and Co.. of Batley, Yorks, for the Stone Scabbling

' Machines.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
ept. 30—Fire Station, Blackburn (P. G. Brings, F.R.I. B. A.. Blaok-

burn. Assessor)
„ 30—Edward VII. Memorial Sanatorium, North Wales (e*i>,oO)

limit)

Oct. 4—Lavine-ouL :>) acres Estate and Working Class Dfvellingi.
Bradtord (H. T. Hare, F.R.I. B. A., Assessor)

,. tj—Front for Cigar Shop, Piccadilly. (Henry Tanner,
F.R.I. B.A., 12, Regent-street, W., Assessor)

,. 31—Houses and Plaunins, York ..

Nov. 1—Royal Palace, Sotia, Bulgaria
,, 1—Law Courts. Sofia. Bulgaria

,

,, 18— Destructor, Schfterbeek-lez-Bmxelles -..

,. 29—Band Pavilion, West CliS, Folkestone (limit of cost
£20,000j. (Edwin T. Hall. F.R.I.B.A.. 31, Bedford-
square, W.C, Assessor)

New Offices lor Board ot Trade, &c., Whitehall Gardens,
8.W. [R. Blomtield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.
.1. Belcher, R.A., and Bir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B..
R. A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
with JE300 Honorarium each

Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings
and AJterationa. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed, (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

II 2 - Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.
Collcutt. J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchaud,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,0iX)dols. each

Feb. 15—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assetiaors)
No date—Twelve Workmen's Cottages, Skelmanthorpo

£100, £51, Mid The Town Clerk, Town Hall, BUckbarn.

£100, £5), £30 The Secretary, Municipal Otlices, Wostgate-st., Cardiff.

F. Stevens, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Bradford.

£50 Martins, Ltd., 25. Choapaide, B.C.
£100, £50, £25. F. W. Spurr, City Engineer, Guildhall, York.

Section d'Architecture au Ministere des Travaux Publics, SoSa.
Section d'Architecture au Ministere des Travaux Pablics, Sofia.

,,. Service de I'lngoLieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.

Dec. 20-

19U.
Jan.

A. F. EidBon. Town Clerk, F-jlkestune.

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester,

, R. C. Desrochere, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.
£i,2O0, £«'J0 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garioakli. Verona.

W. Fitthor, Clerk, Skeluiauihorpu.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINaS.
Sopl. :i7—TuheruuloBia I'aliouU' ravilioii.'Uill Tod, Brouiafrovc ... Hoauital Committee A. Vornou lUjwc, Ai-cbl.,iU, Furogatc-BlrGoL, WurcoBtur,

„ 37—Assembly Hall and ClaBS-rooms, rantytVvnoa Hendre CM. Church R. S. Griffiths, M.8.A.. Tonvoandv.

,^ 27—West-End Club. Additions to, Amble .' The Secretary, Wost-End Club. Amble.

„ 27—Two Blocks ol Houses, (^tueoustown ,
A. H. Allen and Sua, 1, Westbourne-wlacc. Queoustuwu.

„ 27—House, Midgloy G. W. Moxon, Archl., lirotton West, near Wakolield.

„ 27—Vicaraee House. Additions to. St. George-tbe-Martyr.Doal Wardens The Wardens. St. Geortje-tbo- Martyr, Deal.

,, 27—No. ], renlu-torraco, Additions Lo. TucknigmUl Tuberculosis CommiLtee C. L. Cowlara, Clerk, Council Ollicea. Bodmin.

,, 27—Litobuat House, Fraserbureh Harbour Commissioners A. Tarray, Clerk, Town House, Fraserburgh.

,, 27—Grand Stand, Victoria Field Football Ground. Street Football Club F. Simpson, Sec, HiKb-streot, Street, Somerset.

„ 29—Royal Aircrait Factory. Additions to, Soutb Faruborougli Secretary of State lor War The Director of Barrack Construction. 80, Pall Mall, S.W.
„ 2!l—Broomhill Schools, Additions to. MansBeld Education Committee ,.. T. P. Collin^e. A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Ene., Exchanco-row, Maustield.

,, 211-Swimmiuf: Pond. Storie-street, Paisley Town Council F. Miirtm, Town Clerk, Municipal Buildings. Paisley.

„ 29—Concrete Floors at Generatina Station, Dundee Corporation H. Richardson. M.I.E.E., Dundee.

„ 29—Workhouse, Repairs at, Wicklewood Poreboo Guardians W. I'artridgc Smith, Clerk. Wicklewood, Norfolk.

,, 2fl—Maenllwyd House, Renovation of. Newport Mrs. James George, Son, and Davies. Solicitors, Cardigan.

,, 30—Machinery and Storage Depot, Woll-stroot, Paignton Urban District Council The Surveyor, Town Hall. Paignton.

„ 30—Court Houwe, Limavady The County Surveyor's Othce, Londonderry,

„ 30-Branch Library, Extension of, West Ealing Town Council W. R. Hicae. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eag., Town Hall, Ealing, W.
„ 30—Girls' Homes and Mortunry, Haslmgden Guardians H. Ross, A.R.l.B.A., 15, Cannon-street, Accrington.

,, 30—Four Workmen's Dwellings, Wantage Rural District Council J. W. Harris, Eng., East Challow, Wantage.

„ 30—Schools, Additions to, Kimpton, Hants Rev. J. W. Brady Moore B. D. Cancellor, Archt.. 12, Jewry-street, Winchester,

„ 30—Houses 121), Dockfiold, Shipley A Urban District Council W. H. Dawson, Sur.. Manor House. Shipley.

,, 30—Two Pigsties, Highfiold, Llantwit Major Glamorgan County Council The Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

„ 30—Manual' Instruction Room. Troodyrhi'w The Borough Architect. Town Hall, Morthyr Tydtil.

,, 30—Reroofing Barn. Gargroave Farm, Kirby-in-FurneBB ; J. Barton, Gargreavc, Kirky-iu-Furneas.

,; 30— Residence, LuscAJuibo Estate, Dawlish S. Dobell. Archt.. 7!). (.,iueen-Htroet, Esotcr.

,, 30—Nurses Home at Workhouse, Additions, (ireat Yarmouth Guardians OIley and Haward, Archts., <,'ueen-atreet, Groat YarmouLb.
Oct. 1—Attendants' Cottages, Rcdmires and Low Brudlield Shelbeld Water Committee The City Architect. Town Halt, Sheffield.

,, 1—Old Town Hall, Alterations to, William-street, Woolwich Borough Council J. R. Dixon, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Had, Woolwich.
,, ]—Drill Hall, Lampeter LI. Bankos Price, Archt, Doldrcment, Lampeter.
,, 1—Hot-Water Pipes, Victoria Park Museum, Keighley Corporation The Borough P^ngineer, Keigbley.

,, I—House, Main-etreot, Kesh J. Elliott . Merchant. Kesh.
,, 1—Ebenezer Hall. Additions to. Trccynon. Aherdare Ebenezer Con. Church Trustees J. LI. Smith, L.R.I.B.A., Aberdare.
„ 1— School, Teacher's House at, Mereaide, Ramsey Hunts Education Committee The Surveyor, Education Com., Markct-placo, Huntingdon.
,, 1—Red Cottage. AtUlitions to, Rhosneigr, Anglesey J. E. Webb ' J. Owen and Thomas, Archts., Exchange Chambers, Holyhead.
,, 1— Stabling Accommodation, Lawley-stroet, Birmingham ... Midland Railway Co The Engineer's Office, Derby Station. Birmingham.
,, 2—Workhouse Laimdry. Alterations to, Barnstaple .'. Guardians W. C. Oliver and Sons, Archt., Barnatapio.

,, 2—Houses (Iti). Glebe Estate, Bedwaa Cinema Building Club , W. E. Lloyd, 2, St. Barrog's-terrace. Bedwas.
„ 2— WorkiBg-Class Dwellings, Belfast Public Health Committee Chillingworth and Levie, Archts., 11, South Mall, Cork,

,, 2— Premises, Extensions to, Ryhope, Durham Industrial and Provident Soc.Ltd. W. and T. R. Milbum, FF.R.I.B.A., 19, Fawcett-st.. Sunderlaud.

,, 2—Plre Siatioii, Enlarging, Hampton Urban District Council E. Cozens. Clerk, Public Offices, Hampton, Middlesex,

,, 2—CouncU School (230 places). Sutton Valence Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House. Maidstone, Kent.

,, 2—Bowling tireen. Extending Pavilion at, Annan Bowling Club P. M'Giverin. Hon. Sec, Bowling Club, Annan.
,, 2—Reading Room, Hampton Hdl Urban District Council E. Cozena. Clerk, Public Offices. Hampton, Middlesex.

„ t— Drill Hall, Additions to, Guildford Surrey Terr. Force Assoc Jarvis .t Richards, Archte., 10, f^iueen Anne's Gate, WestminatOf.

,, 1— Girls' Secondary School (Jin places), Leigh Town Council H. Littler, County Archt., 16, Rihblesdale-place, Preston.

,, 1-Beeorc Farm, Additions to, Kenwyn, Truro Cornwall County Council J. Davis, (!^oimty Land Agent, County Hall, Truro.

,, H—Semi-Detached Villas (IH), Cwmaman Penybryn Building Club J. Llewelliu Smith, Archt., Aberdare.

,, H— CottHge Homes, Eastry, Sandwich Guardians Jennings and Gray, Archts., I, St. Margaret's-at,, Cautcrbury.i

',, H—Garage, Workshop, arid Showrooms, Halifax Motor Exchange T. L. Patchett, Archt., George-aiiuare, Halifax.

,, II—Houae, Cwmaman Mrs. M. Wilson J. Llewe'.lin Smith, Archt., Aberdare.

,, (J—Theatre, Ac, 77 and 78, George-street, Limerick M. W, Shanly J. (VMalloy, B.A., B.E., Archt., 10. Glentworth-strcot, Limonck.
,, 7—Pare Gwyllt Asylum. New Block at, Bndgend Visitmg Committee R. S. Grilhtha, M.S. A., Archt., Toaypaudy.
,, 7—Houses (52), New Town, Houghton-le-Spring lirban Diatrict Coimcil J. W. flolbrook, Sur., Newbottle-street, Houghton-le-8priag.
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Chelsea Hospital for Women : New Building. View
and iilans. Messrs. Keith D. Vouug. E.lt.I.B.A.
and A. W. Hall, A.K.I.B.A.. Architects,

No, 60, St. .lames's-street, S.W. Mr. Leonard Martiu,
F.ll. I. B.A., Architect,

No, 56. St. -lanies's-street. S.W. Messrs. Klpckbart
and Guthrie. ,\rchitects.

National Cold Medal Prize Shaded Drawingt) from
tile Nude. By Mr. .Arthur Mason.

Charing Cross District Hailway Station. Victoria
I'^nihankment, W.r. Elevations, sections, and
lilans. .Mr. H. W. Kord. Architect,

National Bronze Medal Drawings for Book Illustra-
tions : The .Jew's House, Lincoln, and the Star
Inn, .\lfristou. Susse.K.

DICTIONARIES; COPINGS, AND
QUOINS,

A pressing want of the present time is

a standard work on Ijiulding construction,

ill wliich that subject would be exhaustively

treated. There is no lack of primers
wi'itten for technical school pupils, and
tilt re, are others, mostly pot-boilers; but a

monumental work on the lines of Rondelet,
Kraft, or Emy has yet to come.

It seems strange that a hundred years
ago a book on building should have been
jiublished in tliree volumes quarto, with
one volume, atla.s folio, consisting of

eugraved plates, while our best effort is

exhausted in three volumes demy octavo
and no plates. One wotikl have thought
that process jjrinting, (ilacing, as it does,

such a marvellously cheap way of repro-

ducing the architect's own drawings, would
have led to the publication of works of

greater value and interest than any pro-

duced before; but this is not the case.

Indeed, none of our modern books on
building are in jioint of illustration equal
to Peter Nicholson's Dictionary of 1813.

But he was a Classic man, and no trace of

any llediseval work can be found in it ; in

fact, Gothic architecture was not dis-

covered at the time. Nicholson was a
voluminous writer. He explained much
that he was well acquainted with, and he
seldom attempted to write about what he
only knew at secondhand, unlike many of

our modern authors, who aro most dis-

cursive oil thosi' subjects they know least
about. The only would-be mediieval work
alluded to by Nicholson is the Gothic groin
rib, and he makes the very natural
mistake of describing it as an elliptical
curve, whereas it is well known that all

such ribs were aics of circles, some with
the centres above, ;\nd others below, the
springing. No curve generated by any
section of a cone forms part of a groin
rib, except, of course, one parallel to the
base, when it is at right angles to the
axis. We have tried many such ribs by
means of ordinates projected on a base,
and in every case the curve, when plotted,
was found to be circular. The earlier
Building Dictionary, by Richard Neve, in
one volume, was intended to be a work
"which a sentlenian surveying his wr.rk-
mcn, or walking round his grounds, might
comniodioiisly cany about with him, and
refer to as occasion renuired." That a
country gentleman, taking his walks
abroad, should carry about a dictionary of
building work, to while away the time,
argues much for a state of society in
primitive intioconce; for our part, v?
should. under similar circumstances,
prefer a handy volume of Herrick or

Byron—and if wo only had the choice of

Neve or Browning, we would almost

take the latter. This early one-volume
dictionary was soon followed by another in

two volumes, "faithfully iligested from the

most approved writers," much to the

ilisgust of Neve, who said that it would be

lasy for him "to follow the fashion in an
age of index and dictionary le.iriiing— i.e.,

to plunder all the authors who have wrote
oil the subject." Neve denounces this ;is a

to those in stono; but in brick districts

copings are generally built with two
courses of roof tiles, on which a coursci of

brick on edge in cement is bedded, the tiles

[inijecting at eacli side to cover and protect
the wall in which they are laid, the latter

being always a brick thick. In Thanet, and
other places where flint facings are framed
in brickwork, the galiles. instead of being
straight from eaves to ridge, are usually
worki d up in curves of contrary flexure, the

'>^

Fio. I.

re|)reliensiblc practice, and we are in

accord with him ; but what annoyed Neve
most was that the pirates obtained the
blessing of Nicholas Hawksmoor, John
James, and James Gibbs on their work,
which they were not slow to jmblish in

their preface. A book on building, to be
of any value, would need many con-
tributors, each dealing with what he was
best acquainted with, and an editor whose
qualifications should be an accurate
general knowledge of science and that
experience of building which comes only
by a life-long service to it in many places.
These remarks were occasioned by a refer-

ence to some recent pulilications on build-
ing construction, and it was evident that
in some cases the author had no iiractical
knowledge of what ho was writing about.
In an article on copings Ave referred chiefly

co|jing following these lines. This kind of

work W'as well illustrated by the late .John

P, Seddon, in his "Ancient Examples c.f

Domestic Architecture in the Isle of

Thanet," 1S72, now out of print. When
the co|iings are of brick, it is not usual to

flash them with lead, the tiling is made
good to the rising wall by a filleting of

mortar, or tiles are bedded in it, and this,

when carefully done, makes a water-
tight joint; ceiiieiit-mortar should be
used. In the Middle Ages, when a roof

met a vertical wall of some height, as for

instance a nave roof against a tower wall.

it was usual to cover the joint by building
a weathering of stone into the tower.

Porch roofs striking against nave or arch
walls were protected in a similar manner.
The actual joint must have been made with
mortar; for, in our experience of these old
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light, roofs were made to a

)ilch, and they frequently

weathering, which may still

.j.cting from the east wall of

Flattening the pitch of the roof

wall with them. Wo have dealt with cases

where buttresses came away from an aisle

wall, bringing ]iart of t!ie wall with tli.iii.

A l)Uttress, to lie of use, slionhl give

ellicicut suiiport to any wall to which it is

attaclied, tliis being necessitated by some
outward tlirust of an arch or roof touching

against tlie upper part of the wall. The
thrust of stone or brick arches must be met
by buttresses ; but that of ;i wooden roof is

niost economically dealt with by tying in

the walls with beams or iron rods. A wall

is generally designed to carry a dead
weight, and a buttress to sustain a thrust

which may turn it over on its base, hence

the principles affecting the design of each

differ much. A skilful builder will

ascertain if there is a thrust against a wall,

and its amount ; ho will then calculate the

weight of the necessary buttress, and its

base area. But many buttresses attached

to modern Imildings do no work - tliey are

sham— aufl they might be removed willuuit

injury to (he building. In carrying up
slonu walls, the internal as well as the

external angles shoulil have quoins,

efficiently Ijonded. Stones of nearly the

same length should work as headers and
stretchers alternately, the header of one

face being the end of the stretcher on the

other face, and the height of a lieadcr

should never exceed its width on the bed.

regularity, biil willi haril slone Ihis is not

possible, and special care should be taken

to see that the worke<l surface and angles

are true, before the stoiie leaves the

lianker.

In carrying up the door-jambs of iniblic
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necessitated the use of lead for its covering,

as neither slates, tiles, nor shingle would

keep out the rain, and it is singular that

quickening the pitch, as in the spire at

Godalming Church, and others, had the

same effect ; but, in such cases, slates and

tiles were not used to avoid cutting along

the hips, though shingles were frequently,

for they lent "themselves both to nailing

and cutting, and, unfortunately, to

siditting. Lead covering makes a trouble-

some kind of roof, for lead stretches in a

iiot sun and slips down. The expansion is

not much ; but, as it is recurring, and it

never slips up, in the course of years, the

lead along the eaves hangs down a foot or

more. We have removed the old lead

from roofs for this fault. As it is used

in building, the term weathering is a vague

expression, for it is applied to the slopes

of a buttress, the fall of a window-sill, or

a projecting course of stone to cover

slating. Generally speaking, any stone,

slate, or tile fixed to a slope, to throw off

FiQ. 3.

rain, is a weatliering. I'hurch buttresses

are usually weathered with stones having
the slopes worki'd in the solid ; but in many
Essex churches brick buttresses have Sin.

stone weathering, or the work is weathered
by setting the brick courses at right angles
to the slope. In jiassing it may be well
to remind the reader that though
buttresses are usually attached to a build-
ing for ornament, it is advisable tlial they
should be carried up from a secure founda-
tion, for, if not, they are sure to come
away from the wall to which they are
apparently bonded, or they may bring the

Quoins in Gothic work, where they occur

in scabbled walling, are frequently doubled
;

a single (pioin will take about IJcu.ft. of

stone, a double quoin 2Jft. , and an inner
angle l-^ft., per lineal rising foot. It is a
common practice to cut the back of quoins
to a wedge shape, and get two out of a
rectilinear block ; but, in good w'ork, such
a practice should not be allowed. The tail

end of quoins, on the face of a wall, should
be cut straight from top to bottom, whether
square-ended or raking, and they should
never be notched out to take rubble
walling, a style much jtractised by railway
engineers. Quoins should have their beds
marked to a true plane; that is, out of

winding. A very simple way to ascertain

if this has been done is to place two
straight edges along the opposite margins
of the bed, then, by looking across these,

the eye can see at once if the surface is

trulj' marked. It is assumed that any
intermediate place on the bed will stand
the same test. Close joints are required in

masonwork, upright jambs to doors and
windows arc also necessary ; but neitlier

will ever be obtained where the beds of the
stones are not worked to true (jlanes, and
the faces, moulded or otherwise, squared
from these planes. It is painful to see

stone-setters trying to make badly-worked
stones fit closely, and it is a waste of time.
Such stones should be returned to the
banktr. and, if luist mending, they might
be destroyed. We have just had a hard
stone-moulded-doorway worked, and one
of the jamb stones had a bed of more than
'.in. in one ]ilace. and not l-32in. in another
place. If the Ain. was closed down to

l-32in., the upright mouldings would over-
hang the base ; so the stone had to be re-

worked. Disaster is always sure to follow
badly-worked stone. Soft stone may bo
chiselled and dragged to some kind of

buildings, provision should be made for

securing the door-frames to them, and this'

is best done by letting gunmetal dowels

into the top beds of stone, where they are

required. These dowels are wedge shaped,

and jagged on the angles where they enter

the stone ; they are also leaded. The pro-

jecting part may be ijin. in diameter, and
screwed at the end ; about six are enough
for any ordinary door-frame. When the

latter is ready it is put up against the

dowels, and the exact position of these

being marked on the frame, it is removed,

and the dowel holes bored in it. When the

frame is fixed the bolts cannot be seen, as

the nuts are sunk ^in. in the wood, and
covered with a piece of the same stuff. In

church work the doors are sometimes hung
direct to the stonework—there being no

frame. But this arrangement does not

exclude draughts as a frame does ; in this

latter case hanging-hooks must be fixed in

the jambs as they are raised. The w'ord
" bed " has been used above, and it is well

to recollect that a bed of stone, say, in a

quarry, is the stone itself ; but here it is

taken" to mean two of the bounding surfaces

of a worked stone : that on wdiich it lies,

and that which carries the stone next above

it. The expression "quarry bedded"
means that a worked stone is set on its

natural bed, it is "ioint bedded" when set

J3E_ODlMq

Fig. 6.

on end with the quarry bed vertical, and il

is "face-bedded" when set on the original

quarry face. In sandstones and oolites it

is of importance to set stones in a building

on their quarry beds ; but for hard stones,

like carboniferous limestone, it does not

matter in the least how they are set.

THE SPANISH OLD MASTERS
EXHIBITION.

All serious students of Spanish Art will be

grateful to the Committee which has

gathered together the very satisfactory

collection of nearly 200 examples of Spanish

Art, now on view at the Grafton Galleries.
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We hiivp liail imthing like it. in Tjiinddii

before, and we congratulate its promoters
very heartily on its sco]io. The pictures

shown cover a lengthy period of (iOO years,

the earliest dating back to 1'250, when
Cimabue was a hoy of ten, and sixteen

years before Giotto was horn.

The committee frankly acknowleilge they

have not been able to compass the

impossible. They failed to obtain the loan

of the famous exani])les by Velasquez from

Grosvenor House, Kingston Lacy, Long-

ford and "Woburn ; but photographs of the

others, belonging to Mr. Laurie Frere and

Sir George Donaldson, are shown ; by

Murillo, from Aynhoe and Somcrley ;
by

Ribera, from lekworth and Langton ; and

by Goya, from (.,)uanlock.

On the other hand, the lliree largest .lud

most representative colled ions of Sp;inish

pictures, outside the National (iallery,

have been ]ilaceil unreservedly at the dis-

pcjsal of the t'omniittee. These are the

Bowes Museum at Barnard Castle; the

collections formed by the late Sir William

Stirling-Maxwell (now divided between

Keir and Pollok in Scotland, and London) ;

and the Gallery at Doughty House, Rich-

mond, belonging to Sir Frederick Cook
(Visconde de Monserrate). The committee

also acknowledge the co-o]ieralion of several

SiKinish collectors in Mailrid and else-

where, and particularly of the well-known

French collector. Dr. t'arvallo. The King
has lent five portraits from the private

.apartments at Buckingham Palace, and
King Alfonso has honoured the Exhibition

by becoming its patron.

The pictures are most satisfactorily

hung. The first room contains Eai-ly

S])anish jiaintings, ranging from 1250 down
to Jlorales (1509-1580). A few Early

Portuguese pictures are also shown. The
general influence of Flemish Art is con-

spicuous. The first tw<i walls in the large

gallery are hung with examples of

Velasquez and of his masters Herrera and
Pacheco, and of his immediate follower

Del Mazo. The dais and other wall display

luitstanding pictures by Murillo. and the

portrait-painters Alonso Sanchez Coello.

and Pantoja de la Cruz. The next gallery

contains a further representation of Coello

and of Murillo, and works by Zurbaran.
Valdes Leal, and other masters ; one wall

is entirely devoted to El Greco, of whose
art there are 10 examples. The next room
is mainly filled with pictures from the
Bowes Museum at Barnard Castle. The
end gallery contains miscellaneous
1 xamples, with one wall devoted to Goya
(12 in number"), and his follower, Eugenio
Lucas (1824-1870).

The catalogue is a model one, and too

much praise cannot be given to the .able

secretary to the exhibition. Mr. Maurice
W. Brockwell. for his scholarly and dis-

criminating introduction. It goes without
saying that the attribution of all the
pictures is that of the owners who have
lent them. Many will doubt some of the
statements ; but it is no part of our duty to

challenge them. The catalogue fairly and
fully quotes the opinions of comjvetent
authorities, and supplies all possibly
obtainable data. There is cert.;iinly no wall
space wasted on rubbish, and the com-
mittee have been fortunate in securing
some rare and hitherto unexhibited
examples.
The oldest, as we have said, is No. 9. nn

altar-front of the Early Catalan school
(a.d. 12.50), lent by Mr. Roger Fry, with
Christ in the centre of five divisions.
Distinctly Catalanian in style, Byzantine
and Moorish influences are yet visible. It
is without doubt one of the oldest pictures
painted on wood, in any country, now in
existence. To the third decade of the
]5th-Centurv is assigned the four panels
(Nos. 7, 10, 12, 1.5), illustrating "The Life'

of St. Ursula," by some unknown Catalan
painter. Soon after, worked Juan de
Burgos, whose " -\nnunciatiori " (No. 25)
belongs approximately to the yejir 1150.

Nos. 14, 17, 20 give an adequate idea of

the art of Fernando Gallegos ; all of abinit

I t.so. Correa's "Meeting of Joachim and
.\iiiia" (No. ;t;)) is a w(irk of the tran-
sitional period of about 1.550. Two years
earlier the Netherlandish painter, Pedro
Campana(No. 28) extended his travels from
Italy to Spain, residing for a long period
in Seville, where Luis de Vargas was born
in 1502. Luis de Morales's "El Divino "

is seen to advantage in his Pietk (No. 31).

His "Christ Bearing His Cross" (No. 10)

renders I he nalioiial tendency to (lio

sombre .-uid tlu> tragic, painfully and ilis-

tr.ictiugly. Willi .[iian de Juanes, who
liveil oil iiiilil Iweiity years previous to the
birlh of \'i>l;isquez, we close th.i study of

lirimitive Art as here shown.
Sanchez Coello is exceptionally well re-

presented by eleven jiortrails, incluiling

three lent by the King. A notable
example of the art of .Iiian Pantoja do la

Cruz, who succeeded Sanchez Coello as
Court painter to Philip III., is the
" Margaret of Austria, Queen (^onsort of

Philip III." (No. 75), from the Buckingham
Palace collection. Vicenzo Carducci, of

Florence, naturalised in Spain as Vicente
Carducho, is represented by his "Self-

Portrait " (No. 1). Juan Fernandez
Navarrete, better known as "El Mudo,"
has tw'o pictures catalogued under his name
(Nos. 110, 17.3). Domenico Theotocopuli.
or EI Greco (1548?-iei4). was a Cretan by
birth, as is attested by signatures on four
of his 10 pictures exhibited. Traces of the
influence of the works of Titian, Tintoretto,
and Bassano are visible in the early
" Christ Driving the Money Changers out
of the Temple'" (No. 110), lent" by Sir

Frederick Cook. By 1577 he had left Rome
for Toledo, where shortly afterwards. Mr.
Brockwell thinks, he must have painted the

"Christ Led to Calvary" (No. 122). To his

second Toledan period are assigned Lord
Yarborough's "Christ and the Money
Changers" (No. 118), Senora Dona de
Iturbe's " Salvator Mundi " (No. 120). and
Captain Archibald Stirling's "Christ
Bearing His Cross" (No. 125). Greco's
assistant and imitator, Luis Tristan, is

rarely seen out of Spain ; but a gruesome
" Martyrdom of St. Andrew " (No. 13.5) is

attriluited to him.
In 1599 Spain gave birth to her greatest

painter. Diego Rodriguez de Silva y Velaz-

quez. Velazquez worked first under Fran-
cisco Herrera the Elder for a few months,
and then for five years under Francisco
Pacheco. by whom there is a portrait of

".A. Knight"of Santiago" (No. 40). Of the

27 pictures by Velazquez catalogued, cer-

tainly with varying degrees of certainty as

to their authenticity, we may probably
assign the hitherto unknown "Kitchen
Maid" (No. 41). the "Two Young Men at

a Meal " (No. 45), the " Omelette " (No. 47).

and "The Water-Carrier" (No. 49) to this

period. In 1025 Pacheco introduced Velaz-
quez to the Court, and the youthful full-

length "Portrait of Philip tv." (No. 01)
in the collection of Sir George Holford
belongs to that time. About 1040 seems
to have been painted the "Spanish
Gentleman " (No. 02). in the collection of

the Duke of Wellington, in whose collec-

tion also is found the "Innocent X." (No.
.59). .luan Bautista Martinez Del Mazo,
Velazquez's son-in-law' and assistant, is

only credited with a single work, " A
Corregidor " (No. 08). but quite possibly
other pictures shown are by him, wholly co-

in part.

Jusepe Ribera, called also Lo Spagno-
letto. probably painted "The Blind
Sculptor" (No. 190), while his "Astro-
nomers " (No. 101) has not been previously

exhibited. Zurbaran is represented by
his largo "Martyr Bishop" (No. 98), one
of the 10 pictures lent by Dr. Carvallo.
I'edro de las Cuevas is unrepresented, but
there are works by his pupils Antonio
Pereda (Nos. 89, 101, 104) and Juan
Carrcno do .Miranda. 'J'he latter was the
master of Mateo Cerezo, "The Penitent
-Magdalen" (No. i09), and of Juan Martin
Cabezaleii), whose "St. Jerome" (No. 187)
is a signed canvas by an exceedingly rare
painter. Antonio de Puga, "St. Jerome"
(No. 191), seems to be known bv only one
other picture, "The Itinerant Knife-
Grinder," in the Hermitage Gallery. Fray
.Juan Rizi, a Benedictine Monk in the
monastery of Monserrate, in Catalonia,
may possibly have painted his own por-
Ir.iit in the " Madonna of Monserrate, with
;i Donor" (No. 102). which comes from the
I'.owes .Museum at liarnard (Visile. His
younger brother; Francisio Rizi, Court
Jiainter to I'hilip IV. and Charles II., is
now credited with the largo " Belshazzar's
Feast" (No. 104). long attributed to
Carreno. (Ine of tlie many versions of the
"Immaculate Conception" is by Antolinez
(No. 1.55). Claudio Coello painted the
romantic portrait of "Ivan de Alarcon."
in the collection of Senor A. de Beructe
(No. 170).

Juan del Castillo, the master r.f Alonso
Cano and Murillo, the author of "The Holy
Family " (No. 107), probably taught better
than he painted. Murillo is represented
by 23 canvases, ranging from 1045, the dale
of the "Two Franciscan Monks" (No. 77)
and the "St. Giles" (No. 1.50), down to a
late period in his career. Murillos rival
in Seville, Juan Valdes Leal, has 10 works
assigned to him in the Catalogue. Always
a f.ivourite in England, he will probably
divide the honours with Velazquez as far
as the general visitor is concerned.

«**- .

THE EVOLUTION OF ARCHITECTURE.
Mr. Banister Fletcher, P.R.I.B.A., gave

the first of tweuty-foiir University Extension
lectures on " Ancient Areliiteeture " at the
British Mueum yesterday (Tliur.sday). During
the coming winter he wi'll trace the evolution
of areliiteeture in Egypt. Assyria, Greece,
Rome, and Byzantium, with .special emphasis
on its influence on all subsequent styles
down to our own day. In a comprehensive
and lucid address the lecturer pointed out
that architecture was not only the visible
exponent of civilisation, but that all present-
day buildings were founded upon ancient art
adapted to modern needs. The study of
architecture W'as thus necessary for archi-
tects, craftsmen, and students, authors,
journalists, photographers, and antiquaries,
and the teaching profession now adds to the
interest of history by referring to dwellings
and temples constructed by different nations
for their social, religious, and political
requirements, while for the general public a
knowledge of the nioiuinients of the past adds
to the enjoyment of travel and the under-
standing of our own surroundings. The
lectures will be illustrated by some twelve
hundred views, so that during the twenty-
four hours thus spent students will study
what would require in actual travel at least}

as many months. Mr. Fletcher gave an illus-

trated review of ancient architecture, and
referred to the different influences—geo-
graphical, geological, religious, climatic,
social, political, and historical—which aided
in the evolution of building. He passed in
review the world-famous Sphinx, a .sentinel

of the past ; the massive temples and tombs
of the Egvptians. the palaces of the
Assyrians, the temples and theatres of the
Greeks, the monumental buildings of the
Romans, such as the Baths of Caraealla, the
stupendous Colosseum, and the Arches of

Triumph, as well as the dwellings at
Pompeii. the churolies of the Early
Christians, and the peculiar types of build-

ings erected under the influence of Byzan-
tium. Obviously the British Museum, which
contains the world's richest collection of
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National Bronze Medal Drawings for Book Illustrations. By Miss JoAN M. Brewer.

ancient art, is an ideal place for such
lectures, as there the exhibits can be studied

in the class, after the lecture. This course

is recognised in qualifying for the diploma in

the History of Art given by the University of

London. The lectures are delivered on
Tliursday afternoons at 4.30, in the Assyrian
Saloon of tlie British Museum. The subject

of tlie ne.\t lecture will be " Egyptian Archi-

tecture." Particulars can be obtained from
the hon. sec, lU, Woburn-square, W.C.

NATIONAL BRONZE -MEDAL DRAW-
INGS FOR BOOK. ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE JEW'S HOUSE AND STEEP HILL, LINCOLN.

Every student of Engli.sh architecture is

more or h'ss familiar with the Jew's Hou.'.e

at Lincoln, because it is one of the best-

known and celebrated of the Domestic
remains of the 12th century still standing in

this country. The accompanying sketch, by
Miss Joan M. Brewer, of Brighton, formed
one of the series for which a medal was
accorded her in the National Competition
this autumn.
The lower part of the Jew's House facade

has from time to time been changed, and
now a mid-lDth-century shop-front is seen
on tlie left-hand of the great Norman door-
way. In Parker's "Domestic Architecture,"
by T. Hud.son Turner (p. 411), an earlier and
more Gothic arrangement is .seen, with
wooden lintel exposed, and corbelled out
at tli(> ends between old stone (|Uoins. Tliis

was illii.strated from a drawing by Wm.
Twopeny, who has always been esteemed as
a most reliable draughtsman. The .small
eijs])ed lancet window on the first floor,

al.so introduced in his representation, luas

.since been removed to give place to a sash
op much larger diinensi()ns and of sqn.are
proportions. The chimney above the fire

place breast, corbelled out over the big door,

iias now been taken down to the eaves-level.

This portal is the most distinguishing

feature of the house, and its enrichments
are very similar to Bishop Alexander's work
in Liocolo Cathedral. No reason is afforded

for the supposition that an original fireplace

existed on the ground floor; indeed, it

appears that the principal room was on the

upper floor, so tliat this apartment must
have been approaclied by a Norman stair-

case. Each of the windows had two lights,

with a central shaft, so very characteristic

of the period, under a semicircular arch of

the usual type. The dwelling consisted of

only two apartments ; iiut the interior may
have been divided by partitions or screens.

At pi'esent the inside has been denuded of

its original features, and so the exterior,

fairly well intact, is the main attraction.

The so-called " John o' Gaunt's Stable,"

of the same date as the Jew's House, and
also in Lincoln, formed the Hall of St.

Mary's Guild, or was possibly the Jlerchants'

Hall. Being located on the other side of the

street to John o' Gaunt's I'alace,* it became
known as "the Stable." This popular
error about its designation is supplemented
by the terms "Sweep's House" or "Malt
House," as both terms long survived locally

owing to the different uses at various times
to which the old building has been put. For
a long while, however, it has been utilised

as a set of tenements. The part immediately
next the burial-ground of St. I'eter's-at-

Gowts may quite likely have been a separate
house. Near St. Benedict's Church there
is, or was, another Norman House with three
perfect and fine doorways ; ))ut these may
have been tampered with. On the other side

* A Piit,'iii drawing of the oriel in this Palace, by
.Tames McLaelilan, aiipeared in our issue of Nov. 29,

lllOl.

of Steep Hill, higher up the road than the

Jew's House, there is a further example, we
believe, of a 12th-century dwelling, enriched

with a string and other Norman details, also

having the same arrangement of a doorway
thickened out over to support a fireplace to

tlie upper chamber. Miss Brewer's pen

drawing furnishes an excellent idea of the

present condition of the Jew's House as seen

when looking up Steep Hill.

1 THE .STAR INN, ALFRI.STON, SUSSEX.

There is no more remarkable little town
I 'midst the South Downs of Sussex than the

14th-century "Allston," now familiar as

Alfriston, in the Rape of Pevensey, and
situate near the River Cuckmere, passing

1 through a fertile valley, where many antiqui-

ties found in the parish bear evidence to

its cultivation from the earliest times.

British gold coins of the rarest types have

been discovered here, and Roman coins in

I

plenty and of much variety. Alfriston

vicarage - house, in half -timber post-and-

,

panel, is quite famous as a sample of the

i

modest abodes of our pre Reformation
clergy. The mutilated market - cross still

stands among .several Medianal remains in

the town, and the Star Iini, shown by Miss

Brewer's sunny sketch, is a very ancient

liostelry, with three pretty oriel windows
in the oversailing upper story. The numerous
original carvings aliout this building are of

Kitli c'cutnry date, and represent St. George

and the Dragon, the badge of Sir Richard

of Chichester, St. Giles, and the supporters

of the Dudlevs, who were great folks in

Sussex when Henry VII. sat on the throne.

There is an Easter sepulchre in the church,

besides a sedilia and piscina of uncommon
character, the fabric being of Hth-eentury

date, and probably built on the site of a

very ancient church conjectured by Mark
Antiiiv Lower, the well known Sussex
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National Bronzi

THE STAR L\X, ALFRISTON,
Medcil Drawings for Book Illnstration^

SUSSEX.
. Bv Miss JoAx il. Brewer.

arflueolofiist, to have existed here in vvluit

was eallrcl Alfric's Tnn, and lield from Ear!
Godwin. Tlio Dnke of Devonshire and
Viseount Gage are now the chief landowners.^

BRITISH PAINTING.
" British Painting " was the subject of a

lecture given at the Nottingham University
College on Monday evening by Mr. J. E.
Phythian. Tlie lectnrer deprecated the little

iinportaiiee attached to the fine arts in

Englisli education, and suggeted tliat per-
haps that was the reason wliy we lived in

such ugly surroundings. One explanation
was tluit there was no money attached to art,

and that that in which there was no money
made little appeal to Englishmen. Mr.
Phythian pointed out that English painting
had not progressed since the Middle Ages
without a break, as was the ease on the Con-
tinent, for at the time of the Reformation
the Church ceased to encourage the art, and
nniral painting declined. Since then there
liad been little mural painting in England.
There was no real school of painting in this
conntiy initil after the 17th century, which
began with William Hogarth. Hogiirth was
pugnacious and tenacious in the theory he
put forward—namely, that painters should
not simply follow the Old Masters, but
strike out for themselves. He chose for the
subject of his art not the mythiilogical and
historical subjects hitlierto fashionable, but
scenes taken from contcmporar\ life, which
he usually invested with satirical, moral
purpose. As an example of Hogarth's
originality of method, the lecturer exliibited

a slide of the picture of the shrimp-girl, and
expressed regret that in British art there
w'ere not more studies in which men and
women were carrying out their callings. This
especially applied to women, for nothing was

more wearying than the average modern
portrait of a lady. After Hogarth's time the
foreign painters went more and more in the
background, and British painters became
very iunnei'ons. Mr. Phythian paid a high
tribute to early English portraiture, but
characterised the contemporary historical

and religions painting as mediocre. The art

of Richard Wilson, who belonged to the

classical school of Poussiu, and of Claude,
Gainsborough, Ramsay, Reynolds, and other
well kiiovvn masters, was briefly described,

aiul reproductions of their most striking

pictures wvvc thrown upon the screen antl

analysed by the lectnrer.

•BUILDl.N'G NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

AWARD OF PRIZK.S FOR SE.S.SION 10112 Ull').

The past year's record of the Building
Nnws Designing Club included the subjoined
scries of practical and attractive subjects,

niost of which taxed the skill and ingenuity

of the members sufficiently, no doubt,
but this standard, however that may
be, resulted in the members ranking
above the level of an easygoing, ele-

mentary class of design, because by thus
working out problems of everyday needs
which were sninnitted by the monthly com-
petitions, an opportunity was afforded for

the display, not only of sustained endeavour,
wltich alone is of the first consequence, but
for the application of personal knowledge in

construction and lay-out of planning, as well

as by the exhibition of good taste in building
design. The work done each time demon-
strated that throughout the course it was well
sustained, with satisfactory results. This
may best be judged by the illustrations which
appeared in our pages of the . selected

schemes. The competitors were invariably

given work to do which possessed more merit;

and permanent value than any dictateil by a
mere passing interest, while all th^^ tasks set
before them were calculated to greativ
advance their etfucation as professional
students aiming at a true architectural
efficiency, even though necessarily com-
paratively small things were attempted.
At the same time every precaution on
our part wa.s exercised in .so deter-

mining each set of conditions in such
a manner as to keep the competitors
as nearly as possible within defined limita-

tions, so as to secure equal contests in every
instance, without needlessly restricting the
imagination of anyone taking part in either

of these little essays thus set as trials of

skill in a variety of directions.

M(Mnbers from all parts of the country in

this way obtained an ei|nality of footing, and
month by month an occasion was furnished
during tlie session for boiui-liih' work of tin"?

most suitable sort, intentionally devi.scd

for comparatively - speaking unpretentious
subjects, tasteful in character, but avoid-
ing ideal conceptions of nionnuiental
projects by slecring clear of abstrac-t

attempts at architectural style for its

own sake. Such work as that is more
advantageously dealt with in regularly-

equipped schools of architecture, under tho
persniud ilircction of whole-time professors
and expert visitors of acknowledged repute.

The BllLDiNd News Designing Club
advisedly co)ieerns itself with no' such pre-

tensions, and self-help, after all, is a factor
always encouraged. 'I'he success of our club
during long years' record is largely due to

that unambitious programme, coupled with
a practical experience of its precise purpose,
which is unique in that this scheme of oiu's

affords facilities to everybody who has the

enterprise to join, no matter at what distance
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individuals may happen to be from London
or how freqnently they may change their

address.
Those who have taken part in the mutual

work conducted in this way for more than a

generation by our Designing Club on sueh
simple principles do not, of course, need to

be told these facts; but for intending con-

tributors it may be advantageous to point

these features out. The few necessary rules,

which are reprinted at the end of this report,

will be found to supply all the conditions
which liave to be complied witli by those who
decide to join, and in the fii'st number of the
Building News issued each month while the
competitions are in progress, the members
will find full information regularly published
as to the subjects in hand. It will be noted
that four clear months of the year are left

free for holidays and recreation, as we are
perfectly alive to the obvious need of work
being interspersed by Jjlay— in fact, every
man can do better work by occasional
relaxations. The tendency to grow slack
ouglit to be thus overcome ; but those who
drop out of the running when immediate
success is not accomplished never will

succeed, as they are incapable pf renewed
effort, and so fail to .secure the advantage of

personal experience by throwing away their
opportunities at a critical time, just when
failure is best forestalled. The history of the
club has rendered it necessary to repeat this

otherwise trite warning. Those who com-
menced near the bottom most appreciate the
value of onr club; but tlii'U this is due to the
fact that they persevered till they coueUided
their membership after nearing the top of

the ladder which we thus set up to all comers.
The year's programme was thus made up

:

Subject A, "A Terrace of Seaside Houses in

the Georgian Style "
; Subject B, ' A Block

of West-End Shops with Offices Over and a

Gallery at the Rear"; Subject C, "A Motor
Garage, with Chauffeur's Lodge and
Entrance Gates to Park"; Subject D, "An
Automobile Sliow Honse "

; Subject E, " A
Parish Hall and two Cottages, one attached
to a Small Village Post Office"; Subject F.
"A Small School for Arts and Crafts";
Subject G, "A Country Rectory with a
Parochial Library combined"; Subject H,
"A Boat - house and Gymkhana Club
on a River Site." We illustrated all these
subjects and reviewed the designs sent in, so
tiutt members know how they stand ; why the
winners won and the losers lost. The pro-
ceedings were marked by the almost un-
broken advantage gained on his merits by
one competitor, " Cinq Villes," thus made it

difficult for his confreres to overtake him.
and, of course, we had to decide impartially.
It is happier when neck-and-neck running
takes place, for handicapping is out of the
question. No doubt can be entertained as to
the fir.st position, but tlie second and tliird

places very nearly lesnlted in a tie. " Shv-
loek's" marks working out at 37, aiid

"Revil's" at .35; "Cinq Villes" standing at
78.

AWARD OF THE PRIZES.

Tlie first prize of £10 10s. is awarded to
"Cinq ViHes," Mr. George Hollins, jun..
Market Place, Newcastle, Staffs.

The second prize of £5 ."is. is awarded to
"Shylock," Mr. J. A. Howell, County Offices.
Cxford.
The third prize of £3 3s. is awarded to

"Revil," Mr. George Wright, jun., 73, Ash-
grove, Wavertrec. Liverpool.
Hon. mention is awarded to " Everest,"

Mr. D. O. Harris, Market Square Chambers.
Pontypridd; "Gem." Mr. .J. R. Williams.
110, Queen's-gate. Bolton; and to "Baccy,"
Mr. Edward Adams, Carfax Chambers,
Oxford.
The three prize-winners are requested to

make application for the same, ami, after
confirmation, clic(|ues will be sent to them
on October 'M.

SESSION 11113 l!)l-4. DKSKiNTNf! (LVB RULES.
1. Drawings to be sent within twenty-ciglit

days after the publieatiou of the particulars
of each subject.

2. One or more subjects will be given every
month, from which a competitor may choose.

3. The drawing to be executerl in firm black
lines on white drawing paper, in sheets of Ibe

absolute size of 24in. by I8in., unless an
exception to this rule is named, when the
subject to which the deviation applies is set.

No washes or tinting in colour whatever.
Outline to be the first consideration ; but
drawings may be slightly shaded with
shadows executed wholly in line. Sectional
parts to be shown in neat " hatching," or
blocked in. The scale to be used will be
given with each subject, and this scale must
be drawn on each sheet.

4. Drawings to be forwarded, prepaid, un-
mounted, by post, care being taken to pack
tlie roll so that the drawings are not crushed
through the post. With each set of drawings
a coupon must be enclosed, cut from our front

page. This competition is for buyers of the

paper only, and not for casual readers
thereof.

5. On entering the class (which may be
done at any time) each competitor is required
to furnish his name and addiess. which must
be written legibly on tlie back of each
drawing, as a guarantee of good faith, the
nom de plume the author intends to adopt
being boldly marked on the front of each
separate drawing.

6. Prizes of £10 10s., £5 5s., and £3 .3s. will

Ue awarded to the best series of designs. Our
decision to be final.

7. The same prize cannot be awarded more
than once to the same student, and those who
have taken a first prize cannot compete again.

8. We reserve the right of arranging the
drawings for publication in any manner we
deem necessary.

9. A critical notice of the designs sent in

of each series will be given in an early issue

following the receipt of the drawings. All
drawings are returned when done with.

10. Plagiarism, in any one design, if any
charge of the kind is established to our satis-

faction, will disqualify an otherwise possible
prize-witnior, no matter however many
previous marks he may have secured.

First List of Subjects,

a hlock of almshouses, with small chapel
AND HALL.

A.—The site for this project is level in

contour from north to south, but the land
falls in an even gradient from west to east,

one in twelve. The main block is to include
seven cottages. The central house and the
two end ones are to have two floors each, the
four intermediate ones in the row are one-
story buildings, the whole forming one con-
tinuous, simple elevation, long binlding,
facing south-east, parallel to the highway.
The end houses and the middle dwelling arc,

however, to project two or three feet in

front, so as to diversify the main line of the
frontage, which is set back 8()ft. from the road.
Both the terminal houses to have a staircase

to give a separate approach to the dwellings
on the first floor. There will thus be accom-
modation for four old men on one side and
four old women on the other, the central

house being quarters for a man and his wife
as master and matron. On the ground floor

of their cottage a small room adapted for the
occasional use by the charity committee, but
otherwise to be used by the occupiers, who
will ha.ve two bedrooms and a bathroom on
the first floor. Each other dwelling to have
a living- or keeping-room of the area of 12ft.

Sfjuarc, and a sleeping-room, larder, scullery

place, and w.c. More similar houses will

eventually be built towards the west, as

separate blocks, but these do not require to

be shown now. The rear elevation of the
present block, with its needful projections, to

be considered in relation to these extensions.
There is to be pro\ided, as part of the present
scheme, a pair of detached buildings (sepa-
rated approximately from each other by the
length of the out - to - out dimensions of

the faijade of the central block), one
to be used as an as.sembly - hall, towards
tlie south, and the other as a chapel,
towards tlie north, and each standing aliout
Gft. in front of the end houses, at right-angles
with the main front. The assembly-hall to

seat fifty persons, clear of a small platform,
which will be removable when not required
for use of entertainments. There is to be a
large open fireplace on the south side,

fitted with settles for three persons on

either hand, within the recess. The
chapel to also seat fifty adults, as the

hamlet people will use the building till

the other houses are erected. There must be

an organ recess on the north side ot the

chapel, and at its eastern end a small

screened-off chancel, with priest's prayer-

desk, altar pace, and altar. No vestry is

needed. The chapel and hall entrances to be
set back towards the rear end in each case

and to face the (|nad. both having a porch, to

serve as a wind-lobby. These projections

may come within the out-to-out dimensions
before mentioned. No pulpit in chapel,

as the preacher will speak from the chancel

steps. Roofs of both buildings to be open-

timbered, simply treated. Chapel heated by
radiators, and boiler place and fuel store

below the organ recess. Features to be made
of the chimneys. These two blocks will

be similar in size, but otherwise they

will differ in treatment of detail. The
style to be Georgian, in brown bricks,

with red - brick quoins, window - aprons,

and strings. Painted white wood cornice

to eaves of houses, double - hung sashes

with bars. Roofs covered with tiles.

Chapel and hall to harmonise, but to have

brick gables and stone mnllioned windows.

Level of the ground floor to be 12in. above

ground line, and the height of rooms in

cottages to be 8ft. 6in. from floor to ceiling.

Outbuildings or projections loss. Comfort

for the old bodies to be considered and wind-

lobbies needed. Verandah in front objected

to. An elevation of the whole front required,

but part only of back need be shown, and

one end and two cross-sections of house

block. Plan of whole arrangement to be

given. Two elevations ot chapel and hall.

Three if space will allow and one section t f

each. Scale, 8ft. to the inch. Small block

plan, if room to include one. View of part

of houses' facade and including either chapel

or hall. All drawings on one sheet of paper,

24in. by 18in. Drawings to be sent in (with

coupon's attached to the back) on or licforo

November 1 next.
. ^**-

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE R.I.B.A. KALENDAR, 1913-1914.

Members and Licentiates are requested to

notify the Secretary of any changes ot

address or telephone numbers not later than

Monday, October 6.

THE EXAMINATIONS.

The Preliminary Examination will bo held

on November '25 and 26. 1913. Applications

must be sent in on or before October 4 (to-

morrow).
The Intermediate Examination will be

held on November 21, 24, 25, 27, and 28,

1913. Applications must be sent in on or

before October 4 (to-morrow).

The Final and Special Examinations will

be held on December 4, 5, 6. 8, 9, 11, and li),

1913. Applications must be sent in on or

before October 11.

The Testimonies of Study, etc., with the

necessary fees, must accompany the applica-

tions, all ot which are to be addressed to

the Secretary, R.I.B.A.
Examinations lor certificates of competency

to act as district surveyor under the London
Building Act, 1894, and as building surveyor

under local Acts and authorities, will be held

in London on October 23 and 24, 1913.

Applications will be received until October 9.

Full particulars and forms of application may
be obtained from the Secretary, R.I.B.A.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.

The next Examination of Licentiates

desiring to qualify for caiulidature as Fellows

will take place in January next. Applica-

tions for admission to the examination must
be sent in on or before November 30. Full

particulars may be obtained on application

to the Secretary, R.I.B.A.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF BELFRIES: EFFECT OF
VIBRATION ON BUILDINGS.

The Science Committee of the Royal Insti-

tute have under consideration the subjects of :

1. The construction of belfries.

2. The effect of vibration on buildings.
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III \ icw of tilt' iiicrea-sing use of Iiua\y road
traffic and inaeliinerv, and tlioir injurious
effect on buildings, the Committee are
desirous of collecting useful data and in-

formation, with a view to the issue of a
guiding memorandum on the snliject.

Members and Licentiates of the Royal Insti-

tute are invited to forward any particulars

or statistics

—

(a) As to the measured swing of brick,

stone, and timber belfries, tall chimneys,
or similar erections.

(b) As to the amount and extent of vibra-

tion in buildings.

(c) As to any precautions taken to deaden
or minimise the effect of such vibrations or

oscillations.

Particulars, drawings, or statistics would
be greatly appreciated, and should be

forwarded as cai'ly as possible to the Hon.
Secretary of tlie Science Committee,
E.I.B.A., 11, Conduit-street, London, W.

ENGLI.SH 0.\K AND OTHER ENGLISH TIMBER.

Architects desirous at any time of pi-o-

cnring ELiglish oak or any other English

timber are invited to write to the Honorary
Secretary of the "English Forestry Associa

tion," Farnham Common, Slough, Bucks.
This association is not a trading association,

and does not buy or sell timber. Its objects

are to assist consmners and those desirous of

procuring English timber to do .so with the

least possible trouble, and to remove some of

the handicaps from which English timber at

present suffers. The Honorary Secretary

will welcome any inquiries from architects

or consumers, and give all possible informa-

tion as to where supplies of English timber

can be obtained, or on other points relating

to the commercial utilisation of timber.

SE.SSI0N.4L P.4PERS.

The following is the programme for tlic

ensuing .session, 101.3-14, of the Royal

Institute ;

—

.—rresident's Opening Address.

.—The New Wesle>an Hall ; Taper by Jlr.

H. V. Laiichester.
,—Business Meeting-
—The Repair of .Xnciont Huildinss : Papor li\

Mr. W. X. Forsyth.
—Business INteetinf^.

—London Triiflic Problems: Paper >)y Colonel
Sir Hurhert .lekyll, K.C.M.G. Aiuiounci'-
nient of award of Prizes and Studentships.

Feb, a—E.xbibition of E.I.B..4.. Prize Com-
petition Drawings.

—President's Address to Students ; Presenta-
tion of Prizes and Studentships.

,—London Railway Stations : Paper by :\Ir.

Paul Waterhouse.
.—Business Meeting : Election of Royal Gold

Medallist.
—On Borrowing in .Architecture ; Paper by

Mr. L. JIarch Phillipps.
—Professional Practice and Conduct ; Paper

by the Practice Standing Committee.
.—London's Bygone Building Acts and the

Development of London : Paper by Mr.
\V. R. Davidge.

—Eightieth .\nnnal General Meeting.
The London Societ>- and its .\ims : Paper
hy Mr. T. Raffles Davison.

Business Meeting.
—Presentation of the Royal Gold I\[edal.

"SMOKE PROOF" BUILDINGS.

A fireman of long and varied experience in

the service of the New York City Fire De-
partment recently stated that of the bodies

recovered from burned buildings, a sur-

prisingly large number showed no visible

effect even of being slightly scorched by the

flames, which means, of course, that a large

proportion of the fatalities are due to simple

asphyxiation. In the Park Avenue Hotel fire

of some ten years ago, most of the guests

who lost their lives were found, if we
remember rightly, without a visible mark of

fire upon their persons or clothing.

So far as the fatal effects are concerned,
the poisonous gases that accompany smoke are

as deadly to Iniman life as flame. Hence, if

the lives of the inmates of a tall office

building are of greater value than the
structure itself, remarks the Scientific

Amtriran, we should take greater pains to

protect human life against asphyxiation than
we do to protect the steel and masonry
building against fire. But to secure both of

these results, it is necessary, not merely to
construct the l)iiilding itself of incombustible
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material, but to sec to it that everything of

a combustible nature in the way of fittings
aiul furnishings be most rigidly excluded. If

the ton.s of wooden furniture in the lower
stories of a three or four-hundrod-foot
high building were ablaze, and the products
of coinbnstion, the smoke and gases, were
weeping upward through stairways and
elevator shafts and filling the various
corridors, what eartlily chance would the
inmates of the upper stories have of getting
out of the building before they were over-
come by suffocation?

All of which considerations give great force

room would involve an extra expense, so, con-
sequently, this room is seldom used. There-
fore, I think that if they are provided with a
large and comfortable parlour fitted with a
range, a scullery in which to do their
washing, and sundry other necessary things
which render a kitchen rather unpleasant to
live in, three bedrooms, and, if possible, a
bath room, larder, coals, and w.c, they
would be more contented than if a small
sitting-room was squeezed in and their
kitchen reduced in size.

The above design provides for a parlour
lift, by lift.; scullery, Iflft. .-iin. by 8ft.;

Fin5T Yi.m Vlvsa 3EgTlo/l . H.B

<• ',.
I , ,
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A WORKMAN'S COTTAGE FOR £165.

to the protest w'hich has recently been made
by Mr. A. G. Patton, manager of the Special

Hazards Department of the New York Fire
Insurance Exchange, against the plan of the

Board of Estimate to equip our new
nuinicipal building with wooden office

furniture. We have buildings from four
hundred to seven hundred feet and more in

height in New Y'ork to-day. They are fire-

proof—that is to say, incombustible—it is

true; but what about their contents?
By all means let the Board of Estimate

rescind its action and provide for making
our ninnicipal building fireproof not only in

itself, but as to its contents.

A WORKMAN'S COTTAGE FOR £165.

Having read with interest the article in

your issue of July 18, by Mr. Frank H.
Heaven, under the head of "A Workman's
Cottage for .£150, I now venture to send yon
a design for a workman's cottage, to cost

£165, which, I think, meets with the require-

ments of the working man— i.e., a convenient
house giving the necessary aceonnnodation
for a small family, and, at the same time, one
that can be let at a low rent.

There is a great demand at the present
time for houses to .suit the working man. The
working class, to a great extent, prefer
sitting round their kitchen fire of an evening.
The liL-'liting of a fire in their small sitting-

hall, 7ft, 9in. by 8ft. ; larder, coals, and
w.e. on the ground floor, and three bedrooms
and bathroom on the first floor. Each bed-
room is capable of taking a double bed. The
bathroom is fitted with an enamelled iron
bath, the w-ater supply being from the
"Rapide" heater, that can be heated with
either gas or oil, as supplied by the Patent
Tip-Up Bath Co. If preferred, a tip-up
bath could be fitted in the cupboard under
stairs, thus leaving the bathroom to be used
for boxes.

The house is constructed of bricks and
tiles, the lower half faced with dark-red
facing bricks, black pointed, and the upper
part rendered in cement with clean pebble-
dash. The exterior walls are llin. hollow-
walls tied with galvanised iron ties.

A house of this description would cost
£165, or, if the position was suitable, and
9in. solid walls were substituted for llin.
hollow ones, £160.
From the above we can see that the

working man may attain a convenient house
for a moderate rent, as a house of the above
design could be let at the low rent of 5s. per
week, giving a return of 7.87 per cent, on
outlay with which to pay rates, etc.

Oscar F. Turvill.
2.3, Dunstablc-road, Richmond.

Mr. .Tolin H. Brett, county surveyor for
.\nlrini, has tendered his resignation.
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PEACTICAL PROBLEMS OF HOUSING
REFORM.*

W. E. RiLEV, F.R.I.B.A.,By Mr
Superintending Architect, London County

Council.

In the first Chadwick Lecture, delivered on

Wednesday, Mr. Riley dealt with unhealthy

areas, illustrating the subject by reterenco

to the housing operations earned out by the

London County Council, by whom aceom-

niodation has been provided lor 55,5/7

persons, as against 45,562 persons displaced.

Mr Riley briefly referred to housing legisla-

tion whi'eh practically eommeneed when the

late Earl of Shaftesbury called public atten-

tion, in 1851, to the deplorable condition of

dwellings inhabited by the labouring classes

throughout tlie country, followed by the

Torrcns Acts of 1868 and 1879, and those for

which Viscount Cross was responsible in 1875

and 1879. The principal Act dealing with

the subject was passed in 1890, with later

amendments. The lecturer traced the causes

of oyererowding, which are frequently the

result of the necessity for the labouring

classes to live near their work. Mr. Riley

referred to recent inquiries made in London

as to the necessity for certain classes of

workmen to live in immediate proximity to

their employment, whether the rents they

have to pay "are excessive, and what steps can

be taken to remedy the evil. In Bcthnal

Green, 1,067 persons were found to be

engaged in 109 different forms of employ-

ment, and, ill the four areas considered, 21

to 40 per cent, found it necessary to live near

their work. The average weekly rent of

single room houses in tenement blocks varied

from 3s. 5id. to 5s. l^d., and the rents of

the two room, three-room, and four-room

houses ranged from 3s. 3d. to 2s. 5d. a room,

the average being 2s. Oijd. a room. Mr. Riley

mentioned a case, at Windsor-court, in which

a women refused to leave an insanitary and

overcrowded tenement of two rooms, although

better accommodation was offered on one of

the County Council estates. The result of

the Council's inquiries was that the rents

for working-class accommodation in the dis-

tricts affected are high, and as a considcralde

proportion of the workers belong to the

classes of labour which receive the smallest

remuneration, the rents are particularly high

in proportion to the wages received. As to

whether the municipality can house at lower

rates, the lecturer pointed out that the rents

charged are tliose wliich are only possible

after the sites have been written down to

their housing value. For example, the actual

cost of the site of the Bourne estate was
£201,000. This was written down for

housing purposes to £44.000, the difference

of £157,000 being equivalent to £103 per

room. The rents now charged are conse-

quently oidy sufficient to meet about 55 per

cent, of the total cost of site and dwellings.

Oil financial grounds, it is practically ini-

))ossible to provide housing accommodation
in the central districts at rents appreciably

lower than the rents ruling in the neighbour-

hood, unless further charges are placed on

tlic rati's ; and the remedy appears to be
<'licap and rapid transit to suburl>an areas.

Mr. Riley outlined the duties placed on

luithorities by Part I. of the Act of 1890,

under which proceedings are initiated by
representation from a medical officer of

healtli, and a scheme is eventually allowed

by tlie Local Government Board. The
Kcbeme must provide for the dcinolitiou of

the old houses, and the provision in suitable

dwellings of accommodation for the dis-

placed pcrs(^ns of the working class. The
dwellings must be on the area or in its

vicinity. The scheme may also provide for

widening or closing existing thoriHitllifares.

and ff)r the eonstructioii of new roads. 'I'he

lecturer illustrated the procedure by a *]e-

scription of the Tiouudary-street scheme, in

which a huge slum 15 acres in ext(>ut was re-

eonstrueted by tlie Loudon County Council.

Mr. Riley showed by slides how the area has
been laid out with an avenue, 60ft. wide,

leading to a central open space, from which

tree planted streets 50ft. in width radiate.

Twenty-three blocks of tenement dwellings

were erected, and 5,524 persons were re-

housed, or only 195 less than the number
displaced, and 824 more than the scheme
required. Mr. Riley referred to the

Boundary street scheme as a pioneer effort

to improve upon the tenement accommoda-
tion already provided, and described the

various stages in the evolution of the latest

design for this class of dwelling. Mr. Riley

referred to a scheme at Nightingale-street,

St. Marylcbonc, where an area had been re-

constrnc'ted by the local authority and the

owner acting in co-operation, and also

described what is the largest clearance ever

embarked upon under the Act—viz., the

scheme dealing with Tabard-.street and
Grotto-place. Bermondsey, and Southwark.
The area has a total extent of 17 acres, the

number of persons of the working class

affected being 4,552. It has been decided

that the central portion of the area, or about
5 acres, shall be laid out as a public open
space, and the requisite rehousing accom-
modation shall be provided in five-story

balcony block dwellings overlooking the open
space, with as many cottages as can con-

veniently be erected. The total net cost of

the scheme is estimated at £389,000.

• Chadwick Public Ijectiire, GlasBow, 1913. In the
Botany (.'lassrooiu. University of GlasKow, Wotl-
nesday, Octoiiur I.

LECTURE II.

In the second lectui-e, yesterday, Mr. Riley

dealt with unhealthy houses, improvement
scheme, and common lodging-houses. He
referred to housing operations under Part II.

of the Housing Act. 1890, under which autho-

rities may undertake schemes for clearing

unhealthy areas which are too small to be of

general importance, and to the duty of in-

spection of dwelling-houses. He mentioned
the difference in expert opinion as to the

comparative utility of proceeding under
Part I. for the clearance of an insanitary area,

or under Part II. (Section 38) for the

removal of buildings which obstruct the light

and air to adjacent dwellings. Advocates of

Part I. contend that nothing but an improve-

ment scheme can effectually remedy the con-

ditions in a particular area, and that the

demolition or repair of isolated obstructive

buildings only produces a patchwork result

and aggravates insanitary conditions else-

wlicre. Loudon and Liverpool were quoted

as examples of the benefits conferred by

Part I. procedure. On the other hand,
supporters of Part II. point to the heavy
expense involved in Part I. operations ; to

the experience that the population displaced

does not return to the new houses, and that

by dealing with individual houses only bad
pi-opcrty is repaired or demolished. The
lecturer Avas of opinion that whether Part I.

or Part II. shall be applied to any particular

area must always be a problem for deter

mination, according to the special circum-

stances of each locality. He illustrated the

difficulty by reference to a case recently

under consideration in London at Brady-

street, Bethnal Green, where the local

authority suggested dealing with an area of

about seven acres under Part I. The central

authority, how-ever, proposed that the local

authority should proceed under Part II., and

has postponed a final decision until the exact

form of foreshadowed legislation is seen. Mr.

Riley illustrated by slides the work accom-

plished in Birmingham under Part II. The
example of a small clearance scheme under

Part II. at Mill-lane, Deptford. wa,s given,

particularly as it included the provision of a

common lodging-house for men. The lecturer

gave particulars of the acconimodation pro-

vided and the charges made at the men's

lodging-houses, three of which have been

erected in London, and referred to the

problem of providing similar accommodation
for women. The erection of such an in-

stitution was considered in London by the

County Council, but w-as abandoned. Apart
from the social prolilcni iiivohed, the

necessity for the adoption of a small number
or unit adds greatly to the cost. Mr. Riley

alluded to the recent erection of such an
institution in London under the Ada Lewis
Trust, of which particulars were given. Mr.
Riley described the principle adopted in regu-

lating the finance of municipal schemes in

London. The rents charged are not to exceed

those ruling in the neighbourhood, and are

so fixed that, after providing for all out-

goings, interest, and sinking-fund charges,

there shall be no charge on the county rate.

The commercial value of site in central areas

is written down to a housing value, and as

an example the lecturer stated that the cost

of a three-room cottage at Tooting, a

suburban district, was estimated at £263 10s.,

and the actual cost of a three-room tenement

on an estate in the central area of Holboru

was about £760, the land alone costing £454.

A family of six could thus be housed at

Tooting 'for about five-eighths of the cost of

the land alone in the central area. Mr. Riley

described the development of the Bourne

Estate, by the erection of twelve block

dwellings, containing 764 tenements, for the

accommodation of 3,902 persons. A de-

scription was also given of the MiUbank
Estate, which has been laid out on the site

of Millbank Prison, and accommodates 4,430

persons in seventeen blocks of dwellings.

LECTURE in.

In the third Chadwick Lecture, delivered

to-day, Mr. Riley dealt with municipal

housing accommodation in London provided

voluntarily, and not in order to comply with

statutory "obligations. Estates have been

purchasj'd on the outskirts of the county,

where land has a low value and cheap and

rapid travelling facilities exist, and there

cottages have been erected. The lecturer

pointed out that an essential difference in

these operations is that they must bo self-

supporting, the cost of hind being taken into

account at purchase price, and the scheme

must show financial equilibrium after bear-

ing all charges. Mr. Riley showed a diagram

indicating the proportion of the average rent

per room which is available for the buildings

and plans. Thus at Tooting, out of an average

rent per room of 2s. 5d., the capitalised value

of only lljd. is available for buildings and

plans, "the remainder going in rates, taxes,

repairs, water-supply, insurance, manage-

ment, and sinking-fund. Mr. Riley pointed

out that the conditions in London are more
or less characteristic of other large towns,

the population in the central areas tending

to become stationai'y, or even to diminish,

and to rapidly increase in the suburban

districts to which cheap and easy access is

possible. He illustrated the relative cost of

living in the central as against the suburban

districts in London by two tables. In the

first, the rent of a three-roomed house in new
dwellings in a central area was compared

with tlic rent of a three-roomed house in a

suburban district, plus one workman's return

railway fare. A workman in Bethnal Green
would save Is. .5d. per week in rent by living

one and a half miles outside the county

boundary at Tottenham ; but it would cost a

workman at Westminster 9d. per week more
to live at Croydon. The second table allovved

a tramway fare of Is. per week, and a saving

in rent by living in a suburban rather than

a central district, is almost invariable. The
attractions of air space and pleasant sur-

roundings can. therefore, be secured at prac-

tically no extra cost for rent, or even, in the

majority of cases, with some reduction of

expense. It nuist be borne in mind that the

saving would take place only when one rail-

way or tram fare is necessary. Mr. Riley

stated that there could be no question as to

the hygienic superiority and greater attrac-

tiveness of housing the worker in a cottage

with pleasant surroundings, rather than in

tenements in the central district. He referred

to the passing of the Town-Planning Act as

a distinct .step in the solution of the problem,

as well as an attempt to cheek the unordered

growth of cities. The Act provides not only

for the proper design of streets, but also for

the limitation of the number of houses and

the provision of adequate light and air. and

denies the right to overcrowd large masses

of ])opulation. Mr. Riley mentioned the work

already been provided for 3,482 persons in 472

worth," Port Sunlight, Bournville. and other

places, and gave particulars of the develop-

ment of cottage estates in London by the

County Council. The first was at Tooting,

and comprised 38i; acres in extent. Its

development has been completed and 1,129
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cottages erected, aceoiimiodatiiig nearly £1,(100
persons. The first estati? bought outside tlic
county was at Xorbury, whore about ,'iO acres
w^ere acquired, and" aeeouiinodatiDn lias
already lieen pro\ ided lor .'i.-lHli persons ijj 472
eoltuges. Further accoiuuiodation will be
provided for li.dl!) persons in 2!I0 cottages and
two shops. The largest estate purchased bv
the County Council for housing purposes was
at White Hart-lane. Tottenhani. where liL'C

acres were bought, at the rate of 1:40(1 n^r
acre. Owing to diflieulties in develdpiiienl
consent has been obtained for the sale of the
northern portion, but the southern part is
being built (ui, and aeconiinodation has been
provided for 6,835 persons. Mr. Riley stated
that I'arliamentary sanction has been
obtained to an experiment on part of the
estate by laying it out as a garden suburb.
It has been thought that it would be to the
advantage of the district if a proportion of
better-class houses could be erected, and this
will be done under the Garden Suburb
scheme. The estate last purchased by the
Council comprised alxiut ,')4 aen^s at Haiiimer
smith, and development is now proceeding.
Mr. Riley illustrated the lecture bv photo
graphic slides (many of which had bee'n photo
.graphed in natural colours) of the cottages.
The lecturer also referred to the question of
whether the cost of constriietioii can be
cheapened, either by the employment of new
materials or by a reduction in the standard
of construction or design. Mr. Riley ex-
pressed the opinion that" any such reduction
should be very seriously considered before it

is made, and referred to the recent Report of
the nepartmental Committee appointed hv
the Board of Agriculture to consider Small
Holdings as bearing on the subject. Mr.
Riley concluded by giving statistics of the
extent of municipal housing operations in
London.

•»*»

111; I

Berlin was reduced from 43,141 to 39 137 in
the period from June. 1012, to .June, 1913.
The whole article from which we quote

appears in the i;la„,oir //rrald of
Septeml>cr 2b. and is well worth serious
study.

BUILUING TRADE SLUMP IN
GERMA.W.

According to the (ilasijuw Herald's Berlin
correspondent, the greatest distress prevails
in the building trade in Germany, where the
extent of unemployment varies from 12 to
30 per cent, in different parts of the country
In Berlin, where 23 per cent, of the builders
are without work, the present distress is due
to the excess of building in recent years.
There has been an over-speeulation in pro
perty building, resulting in about 4 to 5 per
cent, of all dwellings and shops (about 30 000
to 40.000 in all) standing vacant. The stand-
still in the building trade exercises, of course
an adverse influence upon a large number of
allied industries, such as painters, joiners
glaziers, paperhangers. locksmiths, slaters'
and plumbers. The position of the slaters
IS particularly bad. the number of the un
employed being estimated at 30 per cent.

_

The distress in Berlin would be verv grave
indeed If it were not for the favburable
position of the electrical engineerino
industry, which employs a verv large numbei^
In most of the other cities in Germany there
IS also a slump in the building trade. In
Munich, out of 70,000 members of the trade
unions engaged in this trade, over 6,000 were
out of xvork in July, and 1,624 had been
without work over six weeks; and to these
must be added the non-unionist builders

•1 oo, ""?'' Builders' Association granted
Jl,-.84 marks for the aid of the unemployed
"iKl the municipality granted a further 90 000
"larks. making in all over £6.000; but even
this did not suffice to remove the distress
i" the first SIX months of 1912 the Munich
munieipal soup kitchen provided 198,000 free"". Iters; but in the .same period in 1913 it
di

had to provide 260,000.
In Nuremberg, the Siemens Schuckert

\\orks have not had such a bad period for
•I .long time, and there are 6,000 trade-
"Mionists ,n the city without work. InBres a„ ]j„t „,„„j,, j^^,^^ artisans in the'"ddmg tnnle were without employment;
•"d 1,1 Hamburg, of 11.000 builders, anW "^T^"^-^''.""

'" •''™"
I"-'- '"f"'"' "i-e «ork-

ess. It IS further interesting to note, as

o4rnf"-S ''!'' ''«'', ^'^'^ i" the wood-orking ndnstries. that the membership often woodworkers- sick - insurance clubs in

THE SOUTH Ah'RICAN INSTITUTE UE
(QUANTITY- SURVEYORS.

.\ .sT.v.vD.vKU svsri;.M ok mka.suki.vo
liLll.Ui;i(s' WORK.

We ha\e received from the honorary
.seca-etary and treasurer, Mr. J. W. Cowling
Kh.l., ol Pretoria, a copy of the "Standard
System of Measuring Builders' Work in
bonth Africa," which has been adopted by
the above Institute, and accepted bv the
Aational I'ederation of Building trade
Employers in South Africa, the Public
Uorks l)c|)artment of South Africa, and
other pubhe bodies. U will, therefore,
cnnhtless come into universal use in South
Atrica.

Schedules of quantities in South Africa
•lave m the past been prepared by methods
widely differing in principle and in detail
depending mainly upon the per.sonal charac-
teristics of the persons controlling their
preparation. An endeavour was made by the
Iransvaal Society of Quantity Surveyors to
improve matters, and, so far" as the "Trans
vaal Province was eoneerned, a greater
degree of niiiformity was arrived at bv the
issue of a system of measurement. Conse-
quent however, upon the incorporation <,f
ohe South African Institute of (Juantily
Surveyoi-s, together with the ainalgamation
"t the Iransvaal Society of ynantitv Sur
veyors, and the greatly extended practice of
builders tendering for work (in all parts of
the country), the need for a universal
system was made apparent. The South
African Institute of Quantity Surveyors have
theretore compiled this standard system of
nieasuring.

Generally, the system provides that- (a) All
materials and workinan.ship should be fully
described, so as to give a clear idea of the
character and cost; everything shown on
the drawings and described in the .speeifica-
tioi, should be embodied in the quantities
and i.oMung .should be left to a.ssumption.
(b) AH work should be measured net as fixed
111 the hnilding; no allowance made for waste
except where otherwise defined

; passings to
be measured as hereafter defined in the
various trades; the term "measured net" is
to mean the finished surface or quantity-
i.e., all openings deducted, and no allow-
ance made for laps except where otherwise
defined (e) Where work is unusually eon-
struoted or elaborately detailed, a "sketchmay be inserted in the bill to illustrate it.
(d) The work of each trade is to be given
separately, and billed under the trade
headings and items as described, exceptin-
ill the case of provisional work, where the
various trades may be brought together
under one heading, (e) Unless described as
stock, all work is to be considered as

executed from detail drawings, or vice versa'
(f) AH Items in each trade (unless otherwise
desenbed) are to include for all patterns
templets labour, and materials pertaining to
that trade required in making, deliverin»
getting in, hoi.sting, and fixing the article
HI position, (g) Constructional ironwork-
such as joists, girders, columns, stanchions,
etc.-_-should be kept separate to each floor
brickwork, masonry, and concrete should bekept separate where fixed at a height exceed-ug 50ft. above ground - level, or otherdefined level, and from thence upward inranges of 20ft. ,h) Any work the' quanti yof _whieh IS uncertain should be described
as provisional.' and remeasured as execute<l

Ann."''" \'"'?'^ comprising material andlabour quick and "flat" sweeps should

.„ ,
P*/?.^™*'"

!
a '•^'di.'s of TOft. and overto be flat, and under lOft. "quick."

WEIGHING THE SOOT-EALL OE OUR
CITIES.

Wednesday last witnessed the commence-
ment of an organised and systematic attempt
to measure the soot- and dust-fall in many
of the most important towns and cities of the
United Kingdom.
The movement for a more scientific

examination of the character and extent of
air-polhition has .sprung from the appoint
ment of a committee appointed at the Inter
national Congress on Smoke Abatement held
in London in March and April, 1912. The
committee—of which Dr. W. N. Shaw, of the
Meteorological Office, is chairman— has held
five meetings in London during the past
twelve months, and has drawn up the
specification of a standard soot-anddust
gauge for these observations, together with
regulations for its use, and rules for the
chemu-al examination of the solid and liquid
deposit.

The principle of the apparatus and method
that has been selected by the committee,
after careful examination of all that have
been tried for the purpose, is that of catching
the soot and other impurities that fall bv
their own weight in a given area in a .specified
time, or are carried down by the rainfall.
This method does not give the amount of
solid matter suspended in the air at any
given moment of time; but there is a close
relationship between the amount of solid
matter that falls, or is carried down by the
rain, and that in su.spension ; and the former
may be taken, without serious error, as an
index and measun' of the latter. The
apparatus used is. therefore, simply an en-
hirged rain-gauge, the catchment area being
increased to four ,square feet, and several
large bottles being provided to hold the
collected solid and liquid matter. The
official description of the gauge is as
follows :

—
"The standard gauge consists of a galvan-

ised - iron stand, supporting a circular
enamelled-iron gauge vessel of four square
feet superficial area. Projecting above the
gauge-vessel is a wire screen, open at the
top. intended to prevent birds from settling
on the edge of the vessel. The gauge-vessel
IS conical at the bottom, and communicates,
by means of a glass tube and rubber con-
nection, with a group of three or more
bottles connected together, and designed to
hold one month's rainfall. The rain and
deposited matter falling on the gauge are
collected in the bottles, and are removed
once a month for analysis."
The instructions for the use of the

standard gauge state that it should be placed,
if possible, on the ground-level, in an open
space, free from abnormal dust or wind
eddies. The bottles containing the water and
deposit are to be removed on the last day
of each month, and are to be replaced bv
thoroughly cleaned empty bottles. Befor'e
removing the bottles, the" gauge-vessel is to
be wa.shed down with some of the collected
water, a brush and rubber squeegee of
standard pattern being used to remove any
adherent matter. A chemical analysis of the
water and deposit is then to be made by a
standard method, details of which will be
provided by the committee.
The soot- and dust-fall observations already

made in Loudon by this method have givei'i
totals varying from 195 tons per square mile
per annum at Sutton, in Surrey, to 650 tons
per square mile in the East End of London
I he experiments at Leeds gave totals
ranging from 242 tons in the centre of the
city to 539 tons at Leeds Forge, while
Glasgow and Coatbridge have beaten these
figures with totals of 1,330 tons and 1 939
tons respectively.

On the site of the old General Post Office St

in^'tn",! 'f
""''

'h'" '' '" b« erected, acc-'o c

I

ng o the designs of Sir Henry Tanner, architectto the General Post Office, a building to accommodate the Accouutant-General and his staff

The gramt^ statue of Rameses U.. recently un-earthed at Armanf. in Upper Egypt, is now onview at the Cairo Museum. Th'e statue ^atesfrom B.C. 12o0. and is in excellent condition.

ti ^'' J .u°''u'
Government Board, having sane

tioned the borrowing of £18.600 for the widenin-and improvement of the Western Esplanade"
Southend, the borough engineer. Mr E .T
tltord. has given instructions for the commence-ment of the work.
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OBITUARV.
The death o( Mr. John Dodsley Webfeter,

F.R.I. B.A., head of the firm ol Messrs. ,J.

D. Webster and Son, architects, of St. .James

street, Sheffield, and diocesan surveyor for

York, took place at Sheffield on Weciaesday
last. Mr. Webster had been a L'linren

Burgess for nearly nine years, and held the

office of Capital Burgess ni 1910. He was the

last surviving founder of the Sheffield

Children s Hospital, and was oluurman of the

board for several years. He had been since

1873 a Fellow of the Royal Institute uf

liiitish Architects, and was also an acti\e

member of the Sheffield Society of Architects

and Surveyors.

We regret also to aiiiiouncc Uic death of Mr.
Robert Singer Hyde, M.S. A., of Worthing,
on Wednesday, 2oth ult., at St. Ethelstan s

Nursing Home, Teddington. He was for

many years partner with the late Mr.
Edmund Seott, F.R.I.B.A., of Brighton,

before he opened his practice in Worthing.
During this partnership St. Bartholoinew s

ChurcU and the Chapel Royal, with many
other well-known Bngbton buildings, were
erected. In the year 1882 he commenced at

Worthing, and there continued until the time

of his decease. The following are some of

the principal works carried out to his

designs : St. Botolph's Church and additions.

Heene, St. Matthew's Church, restoration ol

St. Paul's Church, internal decorations and
alterations to Christchurch, the Methodisi
Church, Holy Trinity Church spire, the

Sussex-road and Little High-street Schools,

Heene Church Schools, Holy Trinity Church
Schools, together with alterations and addi

tions to nearly all the Church schools of the

town, the Worthing Post-Ufficc, and new
wing. Worthing Infirmary. He also developed
and planned several estates at Broadwater
and West Worthing, on which many
beautifully-designed houses have been
erected, and also many other works in the

.tow'n, and county of Sussex. The deceased
architect was borough surveyor during the

year the borough was incorporated.

Sir Alfred East, R.A., P.R.B.A., the

popular landscape artist, died on Sunday
evening at his residence in Belsize Park,
N.W., after an illness of several months.
Alfred East was born at Kettering on
December 15, 1849, and was thus in his sixty-

fourth year. He began life in a Glasgow
counting-house, but speedily quitted his desk
to study in the Government School of Art in

Cilasgow, and to atteud the night class con-
ducted by Mr. Greenlees. Then he went to

Paris, where he received further training at

the Ecole des Beaux Arts under Tony
Robert Fleury and W. Bouguereau. Alfred
East had been a constant exhibitor in

London, the provinces, and Paris since 1883,
in which year three of his works were hung
at the Royal Academy. His work done in

.Japan during his trip round the world in

1889 brought him wide recognition. He was
elected an Associate of the Royal Academy in

1899, aiid attained full membership last July.
.\ little over seven years ago, on the death of
Sir Wyke Bayliss (who had succeeded
Whistler in 1809), he was elected President
of the Royal Society of British Artists. Since
1903 he had been an Hon. Associate of the
Royal In.stitiitc of British Architects. His
"Evening in the Cotswolds " is hung in the
Carnegie Art Gallery at Pittsburg, his
"London by Night" at the Milan Modern
Ciallcry, his "Passing Storm" in the Luxem-
bourg, his "Nene Valley" at Venice, and his
"Haunt of Ancient Peace" at Buda-Pesth

;

but no work by him has been selected bv the
Chantrey Trustees. Birniingham Corporation
Art Gallery has "Hayle from Leiant "

;

Leeds, "The Golden Vailcv"; Preston, "An
Idyll of Spring"; Hull, ""Evening in the
Cotswolds"; Oldham, "Autumn in the Ouse
Valley"; Manchester, "The Silent Somme "

and "Autumn"; Liverpool, "Gibraltar from
Algeciras"; and Leicester, "Autumn in the
Valley of the Seine." On July 31 last a new
gallery at Kettering, built from plans by
Messrs. Gotch and Sanders, of that town,
was opened by Earl Spencer, containing a
selection of his pictures in oil and water-

colour, which he presented as a thank
offering for recovery from his illness, two
years ago. It will form a fitting memorial of

one of our leading landscape painters.

Another landscapist and seascapist of dis-

tinction who has just passed away is Mr.
James Campbell Noble, R.S.A., who died
suddenly on Ihursday last at Ledaig, Argyll
shire, aged 67 years. He was placed, at the
age of fifteen, in the office of Mr. J. O.
Brown, lithographic draughtsman, in George-
street, Edinlinrgh. where he worked for four
years, chiefly upon architectural drawings.
When his f-inplover gave up business, he
gained a scholarship in the school of the
Scottish Board of Manufacturers at Edin-
burgh in 18(12. and afterwards studied in that
city under J. f. Chalmers, W. McTaggart, aiifl

Hugh Cameron. At first known by his idyllic

studies of Scotti.sh country life, his later
works showed the rockboinid coast of

Berwickshire under glowing skies, the
shipping on the Clyde and its estuary, and
canal scenes in Holland. In 1879 he was
elected an Associate of the Royal Scottish
Academy, becoming a full Academician in

1892. For three years he served as Presideid
of the Scottish Arts Club.

The decease of Mr. 'William Gibson,
surveyor to the Amble Urban District
Council, has occurred with great sudden
iicss. A meeting of the Amble Burial
Board was in progress, when Mr. Gibson,
who w-as its clerk, was .seen to lean
on the desk in front of him and lay his

head on his hands. An official found him in

a state of collapse. A doctor who was sent
for ordered Mr. Gibson's immediate removal
to his home, where he died a quarter of an
hour later. Mr. Gibson had held public
offices in Amble for very many years. He
was born at Lowick, near Barnburgh, in 1830,
and was first employed at Whittle Dene
Waterworks. When this was completed he
turned his attention to road-construction.
When he removed to Amble--at that time
a very small village—its government was in

the hands of the Alnwick Rural Authority.
Efforts were made by a few puldic spirited
men to secure the establishment of a local
board. Tlie.se were eventually successful,
and Mr. Gibson not only conducted the first

election held in Amble, but at the first

meeting of the newly-constituted board he
was appointed its clerk, a position he held
for many years, and only relinquished it to
take up the posts of sanitary inspector and
surveyor under the same local authority. He
resigned the post of sanitary inspector about
three years ago, but held the surveyorship
up to his death. His one aim was for the
good sanitation and general cleanliness of
the town. Mr. Gibson held many other
public offices in the town and district;.

We are sorry to hear that Mr. John
Grover, head of the firm of Cirover and Sons,
Wilton Works, Islington, and formerly of
Woodberry Down, N., died cm Tuesday morn-
ing at his residence. Heather Bank^ Hind-
head, in his seventy-seventh year. Mr. Grover
was the third generation of the well-known
firm of builders and contractors founded by
his grandfather. He entered into partnershiji
with his father in the "fifties." and
streiniously a|q)lieil himself to the business
initil his retirement, some thirteen or four
teen years ago. Among the buildings which
Mr. Grover erected in London were New
Scotland Yard and factories for Messrs.
Siemens in Woolwich. He had lived for
many years at Hindhead, where he built
three Congregational churches at his own
cost, and also founded an electric light com-
pany. He is survived by his widow and a
family, of whom the eldest son, Mr. Benjamin
Grover, is the present head of the firm. The
funeral takes place at Grayshott Church, near
Hindhead. this (Friday) afternoon.

Mr. Richard Roberts, J. P., who was, with
his brother, the late Mr. Lewis Roberts,
engaged in the building trade in the
Metropolis, and was one of the original
members of the London County Council, was
killed in a lift accident on Monday at the
Hotel Metropole, [''lorence. where he had
been staying with one of his sons. Mr.

Roberts, who was shortsighted, was working
the lift himself. At the second floor of the
building he tried to leave the lift while it

was moving; but he misjudged his step, and
fell about 50ft. He was insensible when
picked up, and on being taken to the nearest
liospital was found to be dead. Mr. Roberts
sat on the County Council, as a member for
South Islington, "from 1889 until 1904, when
he and his colleague were defeated by Mr. G.
Howell Williams (also a master builder) and
by Mr. Dew. ^
Mr. William Clia.-^en Ralph, architect, of Thorn-

hill, Standish. formerly of Chester, left estate
valued at £2,201,

The will of the late Mr. Henry Thompson,
architect and surveyor, 1, Adelaide-terrace,
Blackburn, has been proved at £11,232.

The Municipal Residential Training College,
which has been erected on the Cottinghara-road,
on the outskirts of Hull, at a cost of £49,000,
has been opened.

The urban district council of Weston-super-
Mare have decided that public abattoirs be con-
structed under the direction of the surveyor, at
an estimated outlay of £11,000.

The Local (Tovernment Board have sanctioned
the nlaiis of the Nanlvvich Rural District Council
for the const ruction of sewage-disposal works for
Haslington at a cost of over £11,000.

Hartlepool (_orpqration has in contemplation a
housing scheme, which is estimated to cost
£40,000, and will take the place of a slum area
between four and five acres in extent-

At Wakefield, on Monday, the re-modelled
sew-a,s;e-disposal works at Ca'der Vale were
opened. The cost has been £30,000, bringing up
the total cost of the undertaking to £106,000.

Owing to the present crowded condition of

their institutions, the Lambeth Guardians have
under consideration a report of a special sub-
committee, which suggests the erection of a new
infirmary at Tulse-hill, at a cost of £200,000.

The mendiers of the Yorkshire Archseologicai
Society held their annual outing at Pfuitefract
on Fritlay, and at the local dispensary inspected
the ancient hermitage within the grounds. After-
wards, the part.v proceeded by motor char-a-
bancs to Darrington, Womersley, and Campsall,
and spent an interesting time examining the
ancient parish churches in those villages.

The work of repairing the plaster above the
clerestory of the six Norman bays within the
nave of St. Albans Cathedral has now been com-
pleted, and the scaffolding removed. The
defective condition of the plaster was first made
manifest bv the fall of a comnaratively small
portion of it upon the stalls, and when the work-
men >;ot to work upon it there was disclosed the
necessity for much more extensive repairs than
were at first anticipated.

The new ceiling at the Comedie Fran^aise. in

Paris, was unveiled on Monday. The ceiling,

which is the work of M- .\lbert Besnard, Director
of the Academy of France at Rome, represents
Tragedy and Comedy looking on at the eternal

drama of life. Above them is Apollo in his car.

accompanied by the Muses, who are in act of

placing wreaths on the busts of four great
masters of French dramatic art, Moliere,

Corneille, Racine, and Victor Hugo.

The chapel of the new King's College Hospital

at Denmark-hiU was dedicated on Friday by the
Bishop of Soutlnvark, chaplain of the hospital.

The chapel, which is entered through a narthex
behind the main staircase of the liuilding, has
seating accommodation for 250. The roof is sup-

ported on ferro-concrete piers. The organ, which
was brought from the chapel of the old hospital

in Portugal-street, Lincoln's Inn-fields, has been

enlarged, and the stained-glass windows, the

pulpit, and some of the seats have also been
transferred from the old clianel. The nicture by

.Tuan Bautista Juanes (I523-l,')79), which was
formerly in the old chapel at Portugal-street,

has been nlaced in a recess at the north end of

the new chapel.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Pebworth, Gloucestershire, on Friday, by Mr.

K. Leonard, respecting an application from the

rural district council for sanction to borrow

£2.140 for the ourchase of land and erection of

ten cottages at Pebworth. Mr. E. HoUoway.
surveyor and sanitary inspector, said twenty-

two ~&f the cottages in the parish were in bad

repair, and five totally unfit for habitation and

three badly overcrowded; but closing orders

were not i.ssued, owing to the lack of accom-

modation. It was proposed to erect four cottages

with two bedrooms at 3s. 6d. a week, and six

with three bedrooms to let at 4s. a week, and

(here would be a deficiency on the scheme of

£9 16s. oer annum.
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With regai'fl to the rpliuilrlmg of the

Regent-street Qiiacli'aiit we are enabled to

state, thanks to offieial information jnst to

hand, that " it is certain tiiat easnal erections

of individual design to fit tlie ideas of shop

liolders. withont forming part of any well-

conceived and matured scheme worthy of tln'

position, will not be allowed in the Quad
rant." Various unauthorised statements to

the contrary have appeared. As a matter of

fact designs for the completion of the

(Quadrant are at the present time under con-

sideration by the Office of Works, Whitehall,
lint for the moment we are unable to say

and probably it is not yet decided - what
course will be taken with regard to them.
Whatever is decided on. it is to be hoped and
expected that the general lines of Nonuaii
Shaw's design will not suffer mutilation.

Some minor revisions of his scheme may be

demanded by changed circumstances and
desirable in matters of detail. The con-

clusions arrived at in the Report of the Com
mittcc appointed by the Government, and
recently published, were not too clearly

stated ; and it is satisfactory to be able to

convey the intimation we have quoted above
to all honestly interested in the architectural

amenities of the Quadrant.

The Coventry City Council on Tuesday
resohed to erect a new technical institute

on I'ool Meadow-, at a cost not to exceed
£30,(100 with furnishing, the architect

selected to receive an inclusive fee of £1,U00.
The proposed building is "to be of a utili

tarian character, and the committee will

consider no plans the total cost of which
exceed £25,000, exclusive of furniture." Mr.
Howells, "speaking as a practical builder,"

urged that illiS.OOO was too much to spend ;

he thought £17,000 enough. The recommen
datioii was adopted with one dissentient.

How the architect is to be selected does not

yet appear. If the City of Coventry is

resolved to begin by sweating the architect

we might save it trouble by publishing the
address of the gentleman who works on the
cheap, as described by Mr. Thornely in his

letter on another page this week.

Manchester will not enlarge its town-hall.

When the council had the minutes of the

committees before them on Wednesday,
Councillor Derw^ent Simpson stated that the

town-hall committee did not wish at present
to go forward with the scheme ; not because
the necessity for increased municipal accom-
modation did not exist, for the council would
have to come to the town-hall committee
some time to solve the problem. He added
that if the council would proceed to erect an
art-gallery on the Piccadilly site, and use the
present art-gallery for municipal purposes, it

would give them the accommodation they
required. Many of the critics had been in

the position of a jury passing a verdict with-
out hearing the evidence. There had been
wild guesses at the cost, having as a basis the
sum a.sked for the civic buildings ; but the
price asked for a particular part of a site was
an unreliable basis on which to fix the price
for the whole, especially as the proposal was
to seek powers for a compulsory purchase,
which meant arbitration in the absence of
agreement. There was another suggestion-
he did not know whether it was meant
seriously or as a joke—that if the various

committee rooms and offices in the town-hall

were rearranged they would have onough
room for ten or twenty years to come. Mr.
Alderman Turnhull said he made that

suggestion seriously, and adhered to it as a

business proposition. Mr, Derwent Simpson
said: "I simply deny it. and say it is all

moonshine. No one who knew anything
about the condition of the building would
make such a suggestion."

.-\nothcr instance of the hardship of th,>

Undeveloped l,and Tax is reported by the
Timps from l''arnhain. In 1012 Mr. E. .1.

F^e Clercq. of Middle Bourne, l''aridiam,

bought a piece of land which be immediately
developed liy building (b.>reon. During .June

of this year the Inland Revenue antlnn'ities

sent him a demand note for undevelopcnl land
tax for four years, dated from 1909. lie

referred them to the previous owner for

settlement, and, legal proceedings being sub-
sequently threatened, he paid the amount
chiimed under protest. The Commissioners
of hdaiid Reveinie, in the course of a letter

to Mr. Le Clercq. state they are advised
"that wherr hmil has been sold, and the duty
is not paid b.-rnrr the sale, the liability for

the duty attaches to the new owner; this

appears to be the plain meaning of the pro
vision of Section 19 of the .4ct that duty is

recoverable from the owner of the land for

the time being. It also follows from this

view that the owner for the time being is

liable (o I he Crown for the duty, notwith-
standing any contract to the contrary as

expressly provided by the section. .Any

apportionment of the duty between a vendor
and a purchaser is, therefore, a matter tf

private arrangement between them, and does
not concern the Revenue, which has a right

to recover the duty from the actual owner."

We lather shrink from saying anything
Unit nni\ be attributcil to interested motives;
init we think there is a good deal in what
iinr eonteinporary the S'tim-i/ar says, in its

last issue, about the transformation of

"Proceedings" of professional societies into

".Journals," and accepting adverti.sements

for such. It would seem that the InstitntiiMi

of Municipal and County Engineers contem-
plates such a change. The Siirrei/iu- urges,
Ml what it believes to be the highest interests

of the Institution, that the acceptance of

advertisements for the periodical record of

the deliberations of such an organisation is

certain to lead to misinterpretation cm lli,-

part of advertisers, may lead to imputaticjiis

when surveyors recommend their authorities
to avail themselves of the goods or services
of such adverti.sers, and is lowering to the
status and dignity of the profession. We
do not say this /s so; but we do know in

other directions it is thought to be .so by
some advertisers who have resented pressure
it is not easy to resist.

A postal referendum has been taken of

1,330 members and a.s.sociate members of the
Institution, with a view^ to eliciting their
opinions regarding the policy of the new-
departure. The questions put were: (1) Arc
you in favour of the substitution of a

periodical Journal for the annual volume of
"Proceedings"? (2) Are you in favour of
advertisements being included in your In-
stitution's official publications? So far 640
replies have been received, of which 411
answered the first question in the negative
and 188 in the affirmative. To the second

question the negative replies were 391 ami
the aflirnialive 160, while 57 were neutral as

regards one or the other, or both. Readers
can firaw their own inferences. We believe

a similar result would follow- a similar appeal

to their iiK'iubers by some of the other pro-

fessioinil societies, whose none too abundant
resources are taxed by the less sustained by

Jouriml ' publishing, in spite of the coii-

Iributions coaxed out of advertisers.

W'c think those exhibitors who have written

reminding us that Monday last was the

"Press view" of the National Gas Exhibi-

tion, and enclosing particulars of their

exhibits, had a right to expect we should

have had the opportunity of drawing
attention thereto. We can only say we had,

not. Not a single exhibit was ou view, nor
could any have been, in the unready state of

the building. The building itself seems well

calculated to facilitate an attractive display,

thardts to the excellent arrangements of tho

consulting architects, Messrs. Septimus
Warwick and H. Austen Hall, FF.R.I.B.A.,
of 13, Sonth-S(|uare, Gray's Inn. In many
respects-as regards light and easy access,

especially it is one of the best we have seen.

The catalogue, of which we managed, after

several attempts, to obtain a copy, is a
voluiiiinous and, in some respects, an
interesting one. It is not, in oui; opinion,
well arranged. If the "List of Manufacturers
Contributing to the Kunds of the Exhibi-
tion "- there are about 120 of these, and they
are relegated to "Appendix G," the last five

pages of the book- is that of the exhibitors,

wc think they deserved more prominence, as
the interest of the public will mainly be in

the exhibits, and not, so pre-eminently in the
long list of patrons, etc., which occupies the
forefront of the volume.

"Increase in auctions," writes our ever-
liopeful Saturday chronicler of the E.state

Market. But we know those auctions, and
have been there. They look like business,

and the man in the rostrum is an expert at

bustling a bit. It is often very well done
indeed. The waiting company hear a desir-

able freehold property running up rapidly by
imaginary bids from different parts of the
room, and they feel like being at a good play.

Then when some fixed figure has been
reached the auctioneer smilingly says, "Not
sold" after he has knocked it down with
emphasis, and ri'pcats his patter over the

next lot. ir an im mi- will pay the expenses
of bills, etc-., he can Innc his auction, and
certainly this gives him a better chance of

selling privately afterwards. There are
many such later sales nowadays, for our
present public is nervous, even of auctions.

Yet the realisations show that the Property
Market, though bustling as if busy, is still

rather stagnant. The total got in at the Mart
during the present year by auction and
privately is only now £6,251,754, as against

£7,119,546 for the same period of 1912. Two
well-established firms of auctioneers, one at

the West End and one in the City, have just

amalgamated, and we should say that this

plan of combination, which may cut down
expenses, is likely to be popular.

"London Street Names " should be a grand
subject for anyone who wanted to make a
book. The material is all in that one red and
imposing volume, the Directory. It can be

done historically or anecdotically, from an
antiquarian, a literary, or an artistic point
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of \ie\v. Now and then we do get a good

new name, such as " Aldwyeh " or "Kings-

way," but this is seldom. The British public

will have names for its roads, and would not

|)u( up with numbers and the compass, as

they do in America. Certainly, this habit

does turn out some weird-looking addresses

;

but, when understood, it makes for clear-

ness, and prevents repetition. Some

builders have been quite brilliant in naming

new streets on their land. Not only did they

please a large suburban public by dubbing

them "gardens" or "avenues," but they

also found novelty in the names given. One

we know used up all his favourite artists in

this way, and ran gaily down from "Gains-

borough" to "Landseer," and even "Dore,"

which often came to grief over the final

accent. Another got in the meres and glens

of his native county, and put up "Amble-

side," "Thirlmere," "Gleneldon," and

others. But when it comes to finding suitable

titles for each of some hundreds of red-brick,

stained-glass villas, the best thing to do is to

consult the nearest asylum !

The Cambridge University Press will

shortly pnblisli the first part of a series

of architectural and building - construction

plates. The first part, now being published,

consists of a set of thirty drawings for the

use of students of the elementary stages of

building-construction. The second part, to

be puljlished later, will consist of a similar

number of drawings covering an advanced

course in the subject. The author is Mr.

Walter R. Jaggard. A.R.I.B.A. To meet

the requirements of all classes of students,

the plates will be published in two forms

—

e.g., the complete set of thirty drawings,

with title - pages, list and de.seription of

plates, contained within a stiff-covered port-

folio, at a net cost of six shillings ; and in

si.\ sets of five plates each, within a thick

paper portfolio, at a net cost of one shilling

each set. The publication of these plates

forms a part of a new series of textbooks on

various technical subjects, to be published

by the Cambridge University Press, under
the general editorship of Mr. P. Abbott.
B.A.

The New River, London's famous aqueduct,
completed its 300 years of age on Monday.
It was on September 29. 161.3, that Sir Hugh
Myddelton and his brother. Sir Thomas, rode
with the Lord Mayor of London to what is

now called Rosebery-aveime, Clerkenwell,
and opened the river. It was in the reign of

James I. that Sir Hugh persuaded the

Common Council of London to give him per-

mission to tap the waters of Chadwell
Springs, in Hertfordshire, and bring a new
water-supply to London. Li celebration of

this anniversary there has been on view at

the Clerkenwell Public Library this week an
exhibition of contemporary prints and books
illustrating the enterprise. Sir Hugh was a

goldsmith l)y trade. He spent nearly all his

means on the scheme, and probably benefited
his fellow-citizens aiul tlieir descendants in-

finitely more than most subsequent philan-
thropists. To him. or whoever was
responsible, wc have always felt grateful for
the lesson taught how engineering schemes of

tlie .sort might l)e made to enhance, and not
spoil, the beauty of the country. Looking
now in the early morning September sunlight
across one of the North London water
storages, inherited from the New River
Conqjany by the Metropolitan Water Board,
and its lake-like surroundings, one reveres

the memory of the nnm or men who knew
better than to blast the charms of a lovely

district by the perpetration of an ordinary
" reservoir."

««*

CHIPS.
The Dumfries Town Council have decided to

erect a refuse destruclor at a cost of about
i;4,000.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Liverpool on Friday into the application by
the. city council for sanction to borrow £4,100 to

lay out the Rupert-lane barracks site as a public
recreation-ground.

The Tendring Rural District Council. Essex,
have engaged lUessrs. Taylor and Wallin, civil

engineers, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Birming-
ham, to advise tliem respecting the sewering and
sewage-disposal of Great Bentley.

There has been a gratifying expansion in the
liniestone-miniiig industry of New South Wales,
including the manufacture of lime and Portland
cement, liic output for 1912 being valued at
£412,758, or £64,271 in excess of that of 1911.

The death of Mr. .7. H. Rowe, for many years
past the road surveyor for the eastern division
of the St. Austell Rural District Council,
occurred at his residence at Verecroft, Watering
Hill, St. Austell, on Thursday evening in last

week, after an illness of some weeks. He was
55 years of age.

Cattle lairages have been erected, at a cost of

£6.000. between tlie railway station and the
harbour at Greenock, by the Glasgow and
Soiith-Western Itailwav Companv. The buildings
consist of five sheds, each 1 70ft. by 51ft. The
buildings are of brick, with timber roofs covered
with felt, and they are lighted throughout by
electricity.

The Lord Mayor and Sheriffs opened St.

.Andrew's Hospital, on the crest of Dollis Hill,

VViUesden. on Friday. The anonymous gift of a
French Roman Catholic lady, her object is to

provide for people who are unable to pay the
fees charged at other hospitals and nursing-
homes, i'he new building has accommodation
for 100 patients, but at present only 50 beds are
occupied, and has cost £40,000. Mr. Robert L.

Curtis is the architect, and tiie builders were
Messrs. Fatman and Fotheringham.

The English church at Stockholm was con-
secrated on Sunday by the Bishop of London.
The church was originally built in 1863 in

another part of the town ; but has been removed
to the present site, and considerably enlarged.
It is a Gothic structure in Swedish granite, with
simple pointed arches, and a high steeple. The
present site, granted by the Swedish authorities,
IS an open space near the Royal Fark. Djur-
jrarden, close to the British Legation in course
of construction there.

During the past week Messrs. jVrmstrong.
Whitworth. and Co.. of the Elswick Works,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, have commenced the initial

stages of laying out the 900 acres of land which
they have purchased at the \illage of Barlow,
near Selby. for the development of their
aviation machine business. About seventy work-
men are employed by the contractors in clearing
the extensive estate for road-making, and the
work, which is under the care of the resident
engineer, Mr .Tones, and Mr. Quartronos, of the
Ordnance Department, is being pushed on with
all speed.

The Earl of EUesmere recently laid the
foundation-stone of a new church in the district

of Winton, in the parish of Worsley, near Man-
chester. Lord EUesmere has given the site, and
is building at his own expense the chancel,
chapel, vestries, and tower— i,e., everything
cast of the chancel steps. The congregation are
contributing the three bays of the nave, which
it is proposed to erect at this time. The church
will accommodate some 300 people at present,
and, when the nave is extended, will seat 600.

The architect is Mr, R, T, Beckett, of Chester,
whose plans were selected in a competition
adjiiiiicated upon by Mr. Caroe.

The Glasgow city engineer has prepared plans
for cottages and tenements on ground at Kenny-
hill which has been acquired for the purpose of
erecting dwellings for the poorest classes. The
plans provide for eight three-story tenements of
two-apartment dwellings, and seven two-slory
blocks ot three-apartment cottages. The esti-
mated cost of the tenements, including site, is

-i;9.270; and the cost of the cottages, inclusive
of site, is estimated at ,£6,540. if is proposed
to charge rents of £9 5s. and £6 lOs, for the
tenement dwellings, and £16 for the cottages;
an<l the tenement scheme shows a deficiencv of
income of .£25 lOs. on the first year, while" the

1
cottage scheme is expected to clear expenses.

PENKRIDGE.—The completion of the

erection of a new gas-holder at Penkridgc
Gasworks to cope with the increased demand
for gas in the locality since the undertaking
was acquired by the Stafford Corporation,
was celebrated on Thursday in last week.
The new gasholder consists of a steel tank
and single lift, and lias a capacity of 6tl,(M)()

cubic feet of gas. The holder has been so

designed that at a very small cost a further
shell can be put between the existing lift and
the tank, and thus double the capacity of the

holder. The tank, which is built entirely

above ground, has been erected on a founda-
tion of 2ft. Gin. concrete spread over the

whole area. The tank is constructed of five

tiers of steel plates, and also has a steel-plate

bottom, the thickness of the sides varying
from |iii. up to ^iii. The bottom of the tank
is constructed of rectangular plates {'n\.

thick, laid on the top of the concrete founda-
tion, and the sides of the tank are finished off

with an angle curb. This tank is filled Avitli

water, and contains two million gallons. The
thickness of the side sheeting and crown of

the holder varies from 10 to 14 Birmingliani
gauge, and the crown is supported by sixteen

main rafters and sixteen secondary rafters

and four rows of angle purlins built up in

umbrella form. The gasholder is guided by
eight latticework standards, to which the

channel iron guide-run is riveted. Tlie top

of each standard is eoiineeted by eight lattice

girders forming one continuous tie. The
holder has been designed and constructed bv
Messrs. C. and W. Walker. Ltd., Midland
Ironworks, Donnington, under the super-
vision of the Stafford Gasworks engineer and
manager. Mr. W. M. Valon. The prepara-
tion of the concrete foundations was executed
by Messrs. F. Espley and Sons, of Stafford.

WALLSEND.—Good progress is being
made w-ith the construction of the new
graving dock at Wallsend for Messrs. Swan,
Hunter, and Wigham Richardson, Ltd. The
work was commenced in March last, and the
dock is to be completed by June of next year.

The dock will be 490ft. in length, 70ft. "wide

at the entrance, and 27ft. Gin. in depth.
About 70,000 square yards of earth have to

be excavated, and the trenching, which re-

presents about 26,000 square yards, has been
completed. The work is being carried out by
Messrs. R. McAlpine and Sons. Ltd., of

Glasgow, the builders of the Hebburii dock.
Mr. J. Conacher, M.I.C.E.. is chief engineer
for Messrs. McAlpine and Sons. Ltd., Mr. D.
McKenzie manager, and Mr. E. N. James
assistant engineer. Mr. T. Manning,
M.I.C.E.. Newcastle, is consulting engineer,
and Mr. Woodger resident engineer for

Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and Wigham Richard-
son. Ltd. The work of lengthening No. 1

dock by 25ft. is to be proceeded with. The
total length will then be about 500ft.

Mr. .John Lund, for many years borough sur-
veyor of Bedford, died on September 17, at the
age of 85 years. Among those present at the
funeral was Mr. N, Greenshields. the present
borough surveyor.

Mr, Robert Tyler, who recently died at Adilis-

combe, was for over 35 years connected with a
well-known firm of South Lomlon liuilders, but
retired some seven years ago. Three and a half
years since he was stricken with illness, and
died after an attack of pneumonia,

Mr, H. R, Hooper, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inc|uiry at the Leeds Town
Hall, on Friday, into an application by the Leeds
Corporation to borrow £168.500 for the develop-
ment of their electricity undertaking. It was
stated bv the town clerk that of the .sum

applied for .£28,000 was for machinery, £100,000
for mains, and .£30,000 for sub-stations, trans-

formers, etc.

The South-Eastern and Chatham Railway
Company have decided to make an extension of

their line, in order to open a new station at the

Cliftonville end of Margate. The new section of

the line will branch oft' at Margate East Station,

and the Cliftonville Station will be situated at

the corner of Northdown-avenue, close to the

front. The construction of the new line will

begin shortly.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

GLASGOW BUILDING REGULA
TIONS.—The opening meeting of the session

in connection with the Architectnral Crafts-

men's Society was held last Friday night in

the Technical College. Glasgow. Mr. T. G.
Gilmour occnpied the chair, and in his presi-

dential address dealt with the l)y laws in

Glasgow muler the Bnilding Regnlations
Act, 1000. He discussed the varions sections
in detail, and pointed ont where he thought
improvements might he effected. He also
referred to the omission of by-laws relating
to skeleton steel structures and reinforced
concrete buildings, and stated that the
London Connty Council had admirable
regnlations in this respect wliich Glasgow
might well on the first opportunity in-

corporate. The Dean of Guild Court had
power over structural stability and sanitary
matters relating to buildings, but he
regretted the absence of control over the
aesthetic effect of the plans presented to the
court. Such control would greatly improve
the architecture of the city. It was a
common fallacy to suppose that a building, to
possess the qualities of good architecture,
should have an abundance of ornament
applied to it.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—The council have arranged the
following syllabus of meetings for the session
1913-14: October 8 (Wednesday next),
address by the president, John" Brooke,
F.R.I.B.A.

; October 22, paper by A. E.
Richardson on "The Development of the
Theatre "

; November 12, paper by Page L.
Dickenson on "Dublin Architecture in the
18th Century"; Novendjer 26, paper by
Lawrence Weaver on " Small Country Houses
of To-Day " ; December 10, paper by T.
Fyfe on " Some Aspects of Greek Archi-
tecture " ; .January 14, 1914, paper by J.
Beaumont, jun.. on "Roman Architecture";
January 28, paper by Arthur Dixon; Feb-
ruary 11, paper by L. B. Bndden, M.A.

;

February 25, paper by W. G. Newton
;

March 11, paper by Grey Wornum ; March 25,
paper by J. Harvard Thomas (sculptor).

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS AT TIVER-
TON.—The Institution of Municipal and
County Engineers met at Tiverton on Satur-
day. A reception was given at the town hall.
\vhen the Mayor of Tiverton (Mr. A. T.
Gregory) welcomed the members and visitors
on behalf of the town council and in-
habitants. Mr. J. Siddalls, borough surveyor
of Tiverton, read a paper on "Municipal
Progress in Tiverton." Mr. Chapman said
it was false economy and bad policy to carry
on street improvements by loan instead of
ont of revenue. They would have to come to
some method of treatment of road materials
that would render them fit for the present
traffic. In Somerset they were trying to do
this with the assistance of the Road Board.
Mr. Harpur, city engineer. Cardiff, in con-
gratulating Tiverton in having a free water-
supply, said that was due to the population
not going ahead. In growing places the pro-
vision of water was a serious and expensive
matter. Mr. S. Hutton, Exmouth, humorously
remarked that he regarded a municipal debt
as a sign of respectability. It showed that a

town was progressing. If Tiverton's
municipal debt had been larger, he thought
the population would have been larger. Mr.
H. A. Garrett, of Torquay, questioned
whether Tiverton working-men would be able
to pay the rents to be charged for the
ninnicipal cottages now in course of erection
unless their wages were raised. Others who
took part in the di.scussion inchided Messrs.
T. Moulding, of Exeter; D. Edwards, of

Taunton ; .Tames, of Sherborne; and F. Parr,
of Bridgwater. Mr. Parr could not see why
fourteen municipal cottaees were wanted in

a borouah the size of Tiverton. In Bridg-
water the housing problem had been
rendered less acute by emigration to

Canada. Mr. Siddalls. replying to the debate,
said the Tiverton housing scheme was to be
self-.supporting, and the hou.ses were to be
built as regiiired. Houses were badly
wanted, and the effect of the scheme would
be an increase of population. One of the

I

applicants for a cottage was a young woman
v,ho had been waiting three years to get
nnirrii'd. 'I'hanks were accorded Mr.
Siddalls for his paper, and to Mr. llolgate,
who read a paper dealing with the town's
sewage works. The members and visitors
were subsequently entertained to lunch o?i

the imitation of the mayor. After luiu'h
visits were paid to the Tiverton waterworks
and service reservoir; to the adit at Warni-
cornbe and .service reservoir there, iiiid to the
sewage disposal works.

ROYAL AHCHITECTl H \l, INSII
TUTE OK CANADA.- The annual conven-
tion of the Royal Architectural Institute of
Ciinadii was held in Calgary, Alberta, on
Monday and Tuesday. September 15 and IG,
under t-he presidency of Mr. J. II. G. Russell,
of Winnipeg. .\<ldresses of welcome were
delivered at the opening session by Mayor
Sinnott and others prominent in the civic life

of Calgary. The annual report disclosed a
most satisfactory year's work, with tlie

institution in good financial standing.
Interesting papers were delivered by Pro-
fessor Brydone Jack, of the Civil Engineer
ing Department of the University of Mam'
toba, and by Mr. F. Goldie Engholm. of
Vancouver. The delegates were entertained
at a smoker given by members of the Calgary
Builders' Exchange. The annual dinner of
the Institute, which was a most successful
riinction, was held at the Alexandra Hotel.
The arrangements reflected the greatest
credit upon the local orgamsers, Messrs. L.
M. Gotcli and G. M. Laing.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—
The " house list " of nominations for officers
and Council for the ensuing session of the
Society, 1913-14, is as fo!lows''(the scrutineers'
report will be made at the special general
meeting on October 16) :—President ; Percy
B. Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A., London. Vice-
Presidents: R. Goulburn Lovell. .A.R.l.B.A.,
Eastbourne; E. C. P, Monsou, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.S.I., Londo'i. Honorary Secretary; Col.
F. S. Leslie, R.E. (ret.), Woolwich,
Honorary Treasurer: Chas. E. Jackson.
Hon. Librarian: Henry Adams, M.Inst.C.E..
LondoTi. Past Presidents; George E. BoTid,
J. P., Rochester; Ed. J. Hamilton. Brightim.
Councillors : P. M. Beaumont. -A. M.Inst.C.E.,
Maldon

; .James A. Bowdeii. London ; Henrv
A. Cooper, Kettering ; R. Cecil Davies,
Chester ; Geo. E. Dickens-Lewis, Shrews-
bury ; Harry Gill, Nottingham; Gilbert A,
Harrison, Oxford; R. A. .Jack, London;
Herbert W. Matthews, London ; Wm. H.
May, Plymouth ; George H. Paine. London ;

E. J. l>artridge. F.S.I., Richmond; J.

Herbert Pearson. London ; Edwin .J. Sad-
grove. F.R.I.B.A., London; Chas. E.
Salmon, Reigate ; A. Alban H. Scott.

M.R.San. Inst., London; Noel D. Sheffield.

London ; Alfred J. Taylor, Bath ; B. R.

Tucker, M. R.San. Inst., " London; Thos.
Wallis, London.

Lord Ribblesdale on Saturday opened a new
elementary school, erected at Gishurne by the
West Riding County Council, at a cost of £1,721.

The Emsworth Urban District Council have re-

appointed Mr. H. W. Stringfellow as bnilding
and highway surveyor and inspector under the
Petroleum Acts.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
Messrs. R. .7. H. Leeson and N. E. Tieeson, carry-
ing on business as architects and surveyors at

Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-npon-Tyne, under the
style of Oliver Leeson and Sons, has been dis-

solved.

It is ainionnced that Messrs. Debenham.
Tewson, KirlianlMm. and Co.. of 80. Cheapside,
have amalgamated with Messrs. Chinnock,
Clarke, and Chinnock, of 11. Waterloo-place,
Pall Mall, and will practise under the title of

Debenham, Tewson. and Chinnocks.

Forms and specifications have been issued by
the Canadian Dominion Government for

the construction of a public dock between
Salisbury and Commercial drives in Van-
couver, on Burrard Inlet. The dock will

be of reinforced concrete. with a con-

crete superstructure, having a length of 800ft.

and a width of 300ft. The public works depart-
ment have iust awarded the contract for the
project to Messrs. Henrv. McFee and Mrnonald.
at the snm of l,250.000dol.

COMPETITIONS.
BLACKBURN. For the new fire-station

at Blackburn the corporation have received
ele\'en sets of plans, ami the assessor, Mr.
F. G. Briggs (of the firm of Messrs. Briggs.
Wolstenholme, and Thornely, of Blackburn),
has started on the work of adjudication. We
shall, therefore, be shortly able to give the
mimes and addresses of the preniiated
architects.

KOLKESTONK. Mr. Edwin T. Hall,
I'.K. I.B..A.. lias been appoiid,ed assessor in

the competitioii for a bajnl pavilion, Folke-
stone, which is to be erected on the West
ClifT. The cost, to include the approaches,
is fixetl at £20^000. November 29 is the date
on which plans have to be sent in.

SUNDERLAND TRAINING COLLEGE.
— .41 the Snnderlan<l Education Committee's
last meeting it was reported that the archi-
tect appointed by the President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects to act as
assessor of the training college designs had
declined to undertake the work at the fee
fixed by the town council. He desired that
the fee should be in accordance with the
Institute scale, which was over £70,
whereas the council had offered twenty-five
guineas, Aldernuin Bruce said the committee
were anxious to compronii.se in the matter,
and for that reason they a.sked for authority
to negotiate. Councillor Lawson said it was
a pity they ever approached the Royal In.sti-

tute. It would he a lesson to them in the
future, and they woidd be wise to get the
Board of Education to deal with plans in the
first instance on another occasion. The
works committee were given power to effect
the best terms po.ssible.

TENDRING. — The Harwich Board of
Guardians received twenty-seven competitive
designs for the model pair of workmen's
cottages asked for. The board referred three
sets of plans to an assessor, who made his
award upon their merits; but now the
guardians have instructed the same expert
to examine all the schemes submitted, and
shortly his decision is expected.

Ai a special meeting of the Accrington Town
''ouncil on Friday night, it was annoimred that
Mr. Tom Bullough had written offering 50 acres
of land on the Springhill and Higher Antley
estate for a public park and recreation-ground,
in memory of his grandfather. Mr. .lames
Bullough. the inventor of the weft fork. A
statue of the inventor will be olaced in the
park. The council accepted the gift.

An extensive building prcgramme is contem-
plated by the Liverpool education committee.
The schemes crabrace'new schools in Wellington-
road, Dovedale-road, and Tovvnsend-lane, and
important alterations and enlargement of the
Windsor-street Wesleyan School. The con-
struction of a large school in West Derhv-street
to take the place of St. Silas's School, which will
be closed, has been checked by the building-trade
dispute.

The new church hall, which has been built at
Duffield. was formally dedicated on Wednesday
week. The building,' which cost £1.740 with
furnishings, is built of red brick with stone
facings, while the boundary walls are of Ideal
stone. The main hall seats ahont 1,50 peonle. A
red brick dado surrounds the interior, and above
this the walls are plaster, distempered cream.
The interior woodwork is green stained and
varnished. ,\t one end of the hall is a larse
white screen of plaster built into the wall for the
purpose of lantern lectures. Owing to the slope
of the site, a basement hall is provided, seating
70 people. The architects were Messrs. Naylor
and Sale, of Derby, and the builders were
Messrs. Walker, of Wirksworth.

Three applications to borrow money were
heard the other day by Mr. T. C." Elkin.
M.lnst.C E , on behalf of the Local Government
Board, in the council-chamber, at the .\ndit
House. Southampton. They were: £16.720 for
purposes of the electricity undertaking, £4.400
for the erection of a refuse destructor at the
Portwood Sewage Farm, and £3.500 for the
purpos-^ of the water undertaking, including the
execution of works in the parish of Otterbourne.
in the rural district of Hin-sley. Evidence in

support of the applications was given by Mr.
11, F, Street, borough electrical engineer. Mr. ,T.

\ Crowther. borough engineer, ami Mr. E. C.

Iforlil.T, waterworks engineer.
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ABCH^ffiOLOGICAL.

TINTERN ABBEY.—The iiiiuty-first

annual report of the Commissioners of Woods

and Forests states that during the year 1912-

13 works in connection with the west front

and the great west window of Tintern

Abbey have been completed. This work did

not inolude what is needed to the north-west

angle of the building and the return on the

inside which formed the connection witli tlie

north arcade before its fall. It is a matter

wliich requires attention. On the sonth side

of the nave centring and .shoring in connec-

tion with the arcade and clerestory will

shortly be finished. Some stonework has

fallen during the operations, which have

proved even more difficult and dangerous

than had been expected. So far as can be

ascertained, the state of the structure,

especially the clerestory, is very bad indeed.

The centre shore of the north transept arch

has been wedged up in position, and minor

works have been carried out.

A special committee of the node Urbnn
Council recommend the erection of a three-story

building in Market-place, Goole, for mnniripal

offices. The bnildins; is estimated to cost £8.000

Ti, is recommended by the baths committee of

tlic Wandsworth Borough Council that the

council should ask the Local Government Board

to sanction a loan of £11.000 for the construction

of public baths at Balliam.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between

T. W. N. Ohver and F. L. Oliver, carrying on

business as railway contractors, at Victoria-

street. Westmnister, under the stvle of Thomas
Oliver and Son, has been dissolved.

A new conncil-chamber and addition.al offices

are about to be built at the rear of the mnin-

cipal buildings. Maiden. Surrey, for the nrb.nn

district council. The contractors are Messrs .1.

Smith and Sons, lamited. wlio.se tender was
accepted at £2,057. Twelve tenders were re-

ceived, the highest being £2.687. and the lowest

£1.984.

At the last meeting of the City Corporation,

the Bridge House Estates Committee reported on

the neeotiations with the Ijondon County
Council for the acquisition by them (for a fire-

station) of a piece of vacant land at the corner

of the southern aonroach to the Tower Bridge

and Queen Elizabeth-street, for £6,000. Tlie

report was adopted.

Extensive works of protictioji of a part of tlie

coast between Marvport and Silloth. facing the

Solway Firth, are in progress at Dnlimill Point,

alioul'l} mill norlh of .Mloiiby village. From
plans by Mr Wdliam Finch, the county surveyor
of Cumberland, a concrete retaining wall ninl

apron are being constructed at a cost of £8.300

Mr. James Dawson, of Cleator, is the contractor.

Sir .\nrel Stein, K.C I.E., superintendent of

the Frontier Circle of the Archa>ologic,il Survey
of India, lias Ijeen deputed by the (lovcrnmeiil

nf India, with the sanction of the Secretary of

Stale, to resume his archseolopical and gco-

grapliical exjilorations in Central .\sia and
westernmost. China, in continuation of the woik
he carried out between 1906 and 1908. Sir Anrcl
Stein will again he accompanied by Rai Bahadur
Lai Singh, who, with a second surveyoi", will

assist him in topographical work.

The count.y council of Fife, at Cnp;i.i', on

Friday, adopted the convener's committee's
rcconnnendation fo purchase the farm of (Jlen-

lomoud, near Mawcarse Junction, as a site for a

sanatorium for the treatment of consumptives.
The purchase price is ,£2.000. and Sir Ralph
.\ust rather, who presided, said about £1,000
will have to be spent on a road of access, and
.Ll.OOO on water supply. Mr. Low, convener of

the connnittce in cliarge of tlu^ prelirninarv

arrangcmerds. said the buildings will probablv
cost about L'20,000. Messrs, Bruce and Proud-
foot. Cupar, were a]>pointed engineers, and Mr.
A. C. Dewar, Leven, architet^t,.

A lunv junior and infants' school and manual
iraining-room in Northfield-road, Ncthcrtnn, the
largest outlying ward of the borough of Dudley,
was opened last week. 'I'he school is arratu/i'd

to accommodate 460 scholars, exclusive of the
manual training room. The amount of the con-

tract was £.5,450, inclusive of the manual
training room, which, with its accessories, cost

Cl.Iitin, The total cost of the remainder of the
liuildiug has been .£4,090. ecpiivalent to

£8 17s, 8d. per head. A special feature of the
school is the quadrangle, which is provided so

that one-half of the scholars can he taught in

the open air in the summer.

(^rxv Illustrations.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR -tt'OMEN :

NEW BUILDING.
This hospital, together with a nurses'

home, will shortly be erected on a large site

in Chelsea. The building will be built

throughout of fire-resisting materials, all the

floors being of reinforced concrete ; the

elevations will be simple in treatment, of red

brick and Portland • stone dressings ; the

roofs, where not flat, will be covered with

green slates. In the basement will be an

out-patient department, with large waiting-

hall, dispensary, etc., stores-receiving depart-

ment, general and mattress .stores, Jews'

kitchen, etc., and boiler-room and coal-

store, also accommodation for three porters.

The ground floor—a plan of which is given

—

is devoted to administrative offices, board-

room, ,secretary's office, etc. ; residential

quarters for two medical officers, with sitting-

room ; the main kitchen block, with hu'ge

.scullery and larders; nurses' dining-room,

and servants' hall ad,]aeent ; and in rear

centre block, four single-bed wards for

special cases, with operation-room, batli

room, ward kitchen, etc. On first ami

second floors (which are similar) are the

wards propel-—a plan of first floor is given.

Accommodation is provided on each floor for

thirty-six beds, with all the usual adjuncts, a

light iron balcony and escape-stairs being

provided at each end of bnililiiig. The first

floor also has the principal theatre block,

consisting of theatre, changing - room,

sterilising and wash-up rooms, anaesthetic

room, surgeons' room (with bathroom
attached), and nurses' room, also small

gallery for visitors, entered direct from

main corrjdor. The whole of this depart

meiit will be arranged to satisfy the latest

requirements of surgical science. The flat

roof will be used as a roof-garden, available

for convalescent patients, who will be taken

up by the large lift in centre block. The
finishings thronghout will be the best

po.ssible to insure economy in working and

upkeep. The architects for the hospital arc

Messrs. Keith D. Young and Aliier W. Hull,

of Southampton-street, Blooinsbnry. W.C.
The view reproduced was shown at the Royal

Academy this year.

NO. LX. ST. JAMES'S STREET, S.W.

These premises were erected by the late

Lord Fnrness for his offices, with hirgi>

board-room. etc. A portion of the building

is occupied by Messrs. Fnrness, Withy, and

Co., while the upper floors are let off as

high class bachelor flats. Externally, the

building is of Portland stone. The general

contractors were Messrs. G. E. Wallis and

Sous, of Broadmead Works. Maidstone.

Kent, and the architect was Mr. Leonard
Martin, F.R.I.B.A., of Sevmonr House,

in Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, S.W. The
drawing was shown in the Royal Academy
.Architectural Gallery this summer.

LVI. ST. JAMES'S STREET. S.W.

The late William Flockhart. F.R.I.B.A.,

•rchitect, designed this interesting building,

svliich has been completed under the super-

vision of his partner, Mr. L. Rome Guthrie.

A.R.I.B.A. This structure consists of six

(loors and a basement. From basement to

second floor it is in Cornish grey granite,

the upper part being faced with Portland

stone. The accommodation comprises a

shop and basement : four residential flats on

the first, second, third, and fourth floors;

and caretaker's rooms on fifth floor access

to the residential flats being by separate

entrance and staircase. The general con-

tractors were Messrs. Wm. Johnson and
Co.. Ltd.. of Wandswoi'th Common. This
elevation was exhibited at the Royal
Academy during the past season.

NATIONAL GOLD MEDAL SHADED
STUDIES FROM THE NUDE BY MR.
ARTHUR MASON.
These delicately-handled studies from the

Life obtained the only Gold Medal awarded
for this subject in the National Competition,

1913. Their author, Mr. Arthur Mason, is

a student of the Margaret-street School of

Art, Birmingham, and the examiners who
made the award were Messrs. .1. Seymour
Lucas, R.A.. John Byam Shaw, R.I..

A.R.W.S., and S. J. Solomon. R.A. These

drawings, of which we reproduce one sheet

to-day, well deserved this distinction, espe-

cially as the general standard of merit in

this "cla.ss was much higher than last year.

The good modelling which they display, and

the freedom of Mr. Mason's draughtsman-

ship, contrast most unmistakably with the

old stippling methods so long in vogue as

the orthodox rule of the Science and Art

Department. He has also avoided too much
blackness in his shadows, and in the majority

of his delineations a careful treatment of the

extremities is shown. The second sheet will

appear later.

CHARING CROSS STATION.

The new Charing Cross Station of the

Underground lines on the Victoria Embank-
ment is now making rapid strides towards

completion. The designs have been pre

pared by Mr. H. W. Ford, architect, of Ohl

(^)neeustreet, Westminster, who for many
years was the resident architect for the

District Railway Company, and has carried

out most of their recon.structions since the

electrification of the railway. The new
building, above the ground-level, is of Doric

design, and will be faced entirely with Port

land stone. The booking hall, which forms

the principal feature of the building, is 20ft.

wide, and furnishes a suitable entrance to

the combined railways underground, in-

cluding the Bakerloo and Hampstcad Tube
systems. The roof will be supported on

columns faced with Doulton's Carrara. The
centre of the hall will be surmounted by a

large leaded glass dome. The booking-office

front will be of polished oak with "antique
"

tile dado. On the eastern side of the station,

where the exit - stairs come out on to the

surface, there is provided a passageway

which forms not only an exit, but a right of

way connecting Villiers - street with the

Victoria Embankment. From the District

Railway platforms a short flight of steps will

lead to moving staircases commnniciitiiig

with the Bakerloo and District Railway

tubes below. Two escalators to each tube

will be provided, and a communication

passage also, below the District line, and,

in addition to same, at the deeper level there

will be a long corridor leading from the

Hampstcad Tube station to the present

Bakerloo platform. The former line will be

perfectly straight. The site of these exteii

sions formed part of the bed of the river up

to 1860. and, owing to much water being

present in the Thames ballast, the execution

cf the work now done bad to be perfiu'iiied

in compressed air, and special linings were

needed, both within and without the tubes,

for the escalators, and also for the room

required for the electric sub - stations.

Duplication of the machinery for working

has also been necessary. Extreme pre-

cautions had to be taken to prevent the clay

lied of the river from being blown up by

the great pressure of compressed air used in

the tunnels. Massive piers of brickwork and

masonry have been built on the eastern side

of Hungerford Bridge up from the level of

tlic Embankuieiit foundations to carry any

extension of the South-Eastern Railway

high-level bridge in future, and where earth

was removed, stone or brickwork was used

to rc|)lace it. The loop line runs (Uit under

the river about 60ft. Mr. Ford also has in

hand the reconstrnction of the Temple

Station, drawings of which we hope to be

able to publish shortly, which is also to be

entirely faced with stone, and which will

make a very considerable improvement to

the Victoria Embankment. The contractors

fur the Charing Cross Station are Messrs.

Perry and Co. (Bow), Ltd.. of Victoria-

street. S.W.

The Robinson Memorial Mission - hall, at

Mendlesham. Suffolk, was opened last week It

is ,1 brick and skated building, with kitchen and

porch, and is seated for 200 people, Mr, .\

I Baker, of Mendlesham. was the builder.
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Mr. TI. W. FORB. Arehitpct.

CHIPS.
The promoters of the Barnoldswick (near

Colne. Lanes) to Gisburu Light Railway have

received a letter fron^ the Light Railway Com-
missioners sanctioning their scheme, subject to

the withdrawal of
" the short junction-line

described as No. 3.

Professor Ashley. Dean of the Faculty of Com-
merce of Birmingham University, recent Iv

opened a new County Mining Institute, which
lias been erected and equipped by the Stafford-

shire Education Committee at Chasetown, at a

cost of £3.500. The institute i.'; a two-story

building, with basement, in which there is an
electric installation for lighting the building,

and also for driving a sirocco fan intended for

testing air measurement. On the ground floor

the rooms include a chemical laboratory, with
accommodation tor 24 students, and a lecture-

hall of similar size. Upstairs there are a staff-

room, chemical store-rooms, physics lecture-

room, and a surveving-room.

Extensive additions are to be made to the
Newcastle-on Tyne asylum at Coxlodge. The
contractor is Mr. Pringle. of Gateshead, and the
architect Mr. J. W. Dyson, of Blarkett-street

.

Newcastle. The estimated cost is £21.000.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Rtanway, near Colchester, into an
application of the Lexden and Winstree Rural
District Council to be permitted to borrow
£2.200 for water-supply works for the parish of

Stauway. Mr. H. H. Sands, of the firm of

Messrs. Sands and Walker. Milton-street.

Nottingham, is the engineer.

With the exception of the oak panelling, the
new Gresham College, at the corner of Gresham
and Basinghall-streets. is now practically com-
plete. In all probability, the formal opening
will take place during the first or second week
of December. The joint architects are Mr.
Dendy Watney. surveyor to the Mercers' Com-
pany, and Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S.A., the City
surveyor.

The foundation-stone of the new church of St.

Marv Magdalen, Winton. Lanes, has been
formally laid. The architect is Mr. R. T.

Beckett, of Chester, and the cost will be £6,500.

The Park Commission of San Francisco has
instructed Mr. Lewis P. Hobart. architect, to

prepare drawings for the proposed museum of

sciences in Golden Gate Park, and plans are

being made for the structure. The cost is esti-

mated at 120.000dol. The building will have a
steel frame and reinforced concrete walls, floors,

and roof, with either a cut stone or terracotta
exterior.

The gas committee of the Dundee Corporation
have instructed their gas engineer and manager.
Mr. Alex Yuill, to proceed with the preparation
and specifications for the the installation of

vertical retorts. Mr. Yuill recommends a plant
suitable for a make of 2^ million cubic feet per

twenty-four hours, including telpher arrange-
ments for dealing with the coke, and estimated

the cost at between £32.550 and £35.500.
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Imliimg Untellig^ncB.

CAMBERWELL. S.E.-A new suite o

oalleries lias been added to the C amberwell

School of Art 111 Peeldiam-road, and will be

opened by the Right Hon J A Pease,

President' of the Board of Education, 01

October 23 The rooms on the top floor will

be devoted to dressmaking, dress design,

embroidery, and the lite class for drawing

and painting. In one of the life rooms there

i<; a bay window, where the model can be

placed for open-air studies. Accommodation

is provided for classes in modelling, decora-

tive plasterwork. stone-carving, and archi-

tecture. Adjoining the architectural room is

the library, and both can be turned into one

lar'^e gallery for lectures and lantern exhibi

lions. On the ground floor will be housed

the classes for pottery, cabinetmaking,

iewelry, silver-siiiitliing. enamelling, and the

study of live animals, and here, also, is a

small gymnasium. A new kitchen and

dining-room are provided. An attractive

bridge connects the old and the new

buildings. The architect is Mr. W. E. Riley,

superintending architect to tlie London

County Council.

CAMBRIDGE.—Lord Moulton will lay,

on Saturday, the 18th inst., the foundation-

stone of additions which the governors of

the Leys School, Cambridge, are making to

that building. At present, the chapel, the

great hall, and the north block form three

sides of a quadrangle, leaving at present the

fourth side- that parallel with the mam road

—open. It is now proposed to complete tlie

quadrangle by erecting on this open side an

ornate gateway, which will become the mam
entrance of the school, with classrooms on

either side, while on an upper floor will be

a library and reading room extending the

whole length of the building, which will be

surmounted by a turret and clock tower. Sir

Aston Webb! R.A.. is the architect, and

Messrs. George Corderoy and Co. are pre-

paring the quantities and specification.

CLAPTON.—The Salvation Army Mothers'

Hospital. Lower Clapton-road, N.E., will be

opened by the Duchess of Argyll on

October 18. The site has a frontage of 250ft.

to Lower Clapton-road, and contains about

2?, acres, w^ith its axis east and west. The
existing buildings on the frontage line have

been adapted for the purposes of officials,

waiting patients, and nurses' accommodation.

New buildings have been erected in the rear,

comprising ward blocks for fifty beds, in

separate blocks of twelve beds each, and

isolation block of two beds, together with

administrative and laundry blocks. A unique

feature is the distribution of the ward buiTd

ings on the site, each of one story, witli

north and south axis, whereby each block has

ample provision of air and sunlight, and in

favourable weather beds can be wheeled into

the open. The scheme has been carried

through under the expert advice of Dr.

Dnnald Mackintosh. M.B.. M.V.O., of

Western Infirmary. Glasgow; and the build

ing was designed and erected under the

superintendence of Mr. Alex. Gordon, archi

tect. F.S.I., 97, Queen Victoria street, E.C.

The work has been carried out by Mr.

Coxhead, builder, Bulwer-road, Leytonstone,

and Messrs. Dolby and Williamson, consult

ing engineers, of Westminster.

EXETER.- The bishop has laid the

foundation stone of a church institute for the

p;irisli of Holy Trinity in course of erection

iit I'riar's Green, I [olloway - street. The
building, which is to be two stories high,

will be of red brick, with Bath - stone

drcssiims, and the lool' is to be covered with

Delabole slates. Owing to the site beinu'

"maile ground," the foundations are enrrieil

out on the Kahn bar system of reinforced

concrete. The aceommodation on the ground

floor consists of a hall .Wft. by 27ft., with

stage, elassi-oom, infants' room, kitchen,

hall, vestibule, and lavatory. The height of

the ground floor is l.'ift. from floor to ceiliuL'.

The first floor comprises a second hall, with

stage. On ground floor, class and caretakers'

rooms and ladies' lavatories. The architect

is Mr. J. A. Lucas, under whose direction

the work is being carried out, the contractors

being Messrs. G. Herbert and Sons, of

Bartholomews-street West, whilst the heating

and plumbing are being executed by Messrs.

Godsland and Son, of South-street— all of

Exeter.

NORTHWICH.—The Local Government
Board have sanctioned the application by the

urban council for a loan of £11,732 for the

erection of public baths in Victoria-road.

The scheme provides for the erection of a

swimming pond 75ft. long by 30ft. wide, and

varying in de])tli from 3ft. to 6ft. Gin.; 18

slipper baths (four first and fourteen second-

class), three waiting-rooms, an establishment

laundry, boiler house, and coal store,

superintendent's office, and ticket office, with

the necessary entrance and staircases to the

gallery.

ST. ALBANS.—A parish hall and Sunday-

school are to be built for St. Pauls Parish.

St. Albans, at the rear of the church, in

Bhindford road. The plans, prepared by Mr.

Percival Blow, of St. Albans, provide for a

main hall fiOft. by .39ft. ; in front is an infants'

classroom 25ift.'by ICft. ; to the left of that

a small hall 17ft. "by 19ft. ; and to the right

three classrooms and a kitchen. Behind the

main hall is a room for a men's club and

vicar's room, and above them a room for a

women's club. The buildings are to be in

Gothic style, so as to harmonise with the

church, aiul the roof will be of red tiles.

Messrs. Miskin and Sons, of St. Albans, are

the contractors.

SUNDERLAND.—Memorial stones were

laid on Friday of the Jeffrey Memorial Hall,

for the parish of Ven Bede. Sunderland. The

building is being erected on a site in Monk
street on a part of the old Monkwearniouth

foundry site. A hall. 75ft. by 38ft.. will be

provided, giving accomnmdation for 450 to

500 person's. It will be u.sed as a parochial

hall and Sunday-school. At the rear of the

hall there will b'e an institute. This will have

girls' and women's rooms on the ground floor,

and men's accommodation above. There will

also be several smaller rooms. The buildings

are to be of brick, with cast conereti>

dressings. The contractors are Messrs.

Golding and Ward, of Villette-road, Sunder

land, and the architects Messrs. Frank Caws.

Steel, and Caws, of Sunderland. The esti-

mated cost is £2.250.

VULCAN MOTOR WORKS, CROSSENS.
—Contracts have just been let for further

extensive additions to the Vulcan Motor

Works, Crossens, near Southport. These

additions will be used for the body building,

upholstering, and painting departments. One

portion is one story in height, similar to the

existing works, an'd the other two stories,

finished with a water-tower, covered with

green slates. The two floors are connected by

a large electric lift. A new heating chamber

is als^'o being provided, with a timber-drying

room over.
^ The walls facing roadway and

railway will be faced with pressed bricks,

with 'terracotta dressings, the whole in

harmony with the existing buildings. The

roofs a're slated on one side, with patent

"lazing on the other. The roof principals are

of steel, with steel stanchions and girders.

The water-tower will rest on a grillage foun-

dation. .also the main steel stanchions. The

offices, which have become inadequate in size

owing to the increase in business, are also

l>eing extended at the same time. The whole

of the buildings will be lighted by electric

light, and heated by hot water on the low-

pressure system. The contractors for the

work are Messrs. Clough and (iaskell. of

Wigan. The whole of the work is being

carried out from the designs, and under the

supervision of, Messrs. Prescott and Bold,

architects, of Wigan and Southport. Mr. W.
Hampson is acting as clerk of works.

CorresponDencc.—•--•

—

CHEAP DRAUGHTSMANSHIP.
To the Editor of the Building New.s.

Sir, -1 wonder if a copy of the enclosed

circular letter has yet reached you? If not,

it .seems to merit a' corner in your paper, so

long as the name is omitted. Please take

particular note of the prices, including
• effective little perspectives at 3d. each."

The free offer merits attention if only for

the promi.se to supply an eighth scale

<lrawing. 30in. by 22in. Assuming the pro-

posed building o'lily had a frontage of, say,

20ft., the generous donor seems letting him-

self in for difficulties !—I am. etc.,

H. L. Thornely.

11, The Crescent, Plymouth, Sept. 30.

Dear Sir,—I sliall esteem it ft favour if Noii vyiU

forward me the very rout'liest sketch of any huildiug

von think of erecting, fts I shall he only too pleased

to suDply you with au i-scale drawing 3Um. by '22in.,

tracing, photo.-copy, and perspective free of charge.

After this free trial, my charges for any further

work are as follows :—ii-scale drawings froni rough

sketches. Is. (one shilling) each sheet, 30m. by 22iu

Tracings on linen, 9d. (ninepence) per sheet. .Win. by

2'iu Photo.-copies, black lines, 9d. (ninepence

eauli. Effective little perspectives, 3d. (threepence)

each Shall be exceeding obliged with a rough

sketch, so as I may send you the free specimens,

which will be quite suitable to supply to your

L-lieiit.—Yours faithfully,

\t Gartan narish church a new aisle has been

teilicated by "the Bishon of Derry and Raphoe,

and also a stained-glass three-light window in the

cast wall of the chancel. The window represents

!he Banlism of Cohimbii, the saint's landing at

loua. and his death. Mr .T F, Fuller. F.S.A. of

Great Brunswick-street, Dublin, was the archi-

tect.

HINDLEV SCHOOLS.

Sir,—In your edition of September 19,

under' the heading of •Competitions," you

state that the New Council School at llindley

had been given to Mr. Herbert Wade. Black

pool, after competition. We may say. m
fairness to other architects in Wigan. that

there was no rompetition, the work being

given to Mr. Wade without any competition

nhateyer.—We are, etc.,

Prescott and Bold.

8. King-street, WMgan, Sept. 30.

THE PROTECTION OF CONCRETE
SURFACES.

Sir —In your journal of September 19,

under' the heading of "The Protection ot

Concrete Surfaces," mention is made .d

waterproofing compounds which are supplied

to mi.x with concrete, and the writer makes

use of the expression, "some of them, at any

rate, are often failures." Further on he states

that some have been found to "weaken the

tensile strain of the concrete,' and ' few-

improve the appearance of the work and

that -with most, if not all, the protective

effect deteriorates with age." I cannot write

authoritatively for all waterproofing

materials, but I certainly can furnish proofs

that my powder " Pndlo " has not any of the

defects' mentioned.
, , r c ,„

-Pudlo" has been on the market for h\e

years, and one of the first jobs done with

• Pudlo" was the construction of the cement

roofs of a row of workmen's dwellings for the

Corporation of Swansea. This was done in

1908 and the roofs have since been absolutely

damp - proof. Further. Faija analysed

• Pudlo.'' and reports :
" Sojar as we can see

there is nothing in it which would be likely

to react detrimentally on the cement aftei

prolon^al periods." (The italic?
f^ """^;^)..

^With regard to the strength of '.P"d°

with cement. I should like to mention tha

1 have had luimerous tests made, not only at

,nv own experimental works, but at the

la'boratories of Messrs. Faija "'"' ^''.'l^H^

all of which show gams, not only f" t^"='';

strength, but for crushing strain. I he lat er

est IS very important. Before had this

compression test I was repeate^dly told by

concrete experts that if " P"<llo would

make cement waterproof and not '.'->'-
™;;;

the crushing strain, there would be an

enormous future-for it.
„ n„,ilr,

-

Take the appearance of the work. 1 udio

gives a much denser and stonehke appear

auee. The cement face more closely re-

sembles stone, and one large firm of con-

creters use "Pudlo" solely to »"P^ove the

appearance of the work. They have p r^

chased many hundredweights for this
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piiipose. The arrises are more pronounced,
and as the wet cannot penetrate, the cement
never becomes .sodden and dirty looknig.

Finally, " I'ndlo " has never failed when
the work has been done according to our
simple directions. " Pndlo " is being speeificil

now by the leading architects of the United
Kingdom for every class of cement work.

—

I am. etc.,

.). 11. Kr:RNER Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

toerrommuniration.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

W'e ofter a prize of oin' sni'i^H every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this rohiinn, which we deem worth insertion.

lieplies must he sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editor's
jixl^nient is flnal.

This competition is restricted to buyers of tlie paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
[laije must he enclosed.

Any nuniher of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

.\ll else being ecpiai, brief replies will staml the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spon(Jents ijincire the fact that querists want terse
facts, not lonj" essays. Any necessary illustrations
must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duceil. We are unable Ui avail ourselves of repUes
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
hy first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who uiso claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QU£sno^'^s,

[13132.I~SE\VAGE DISPOSAL.—I have a septic
tank in the sardeu in front of my bouse (size of tank
8ft. by 4ft. by 3ft. t, population 30. The tank dis-
charfjes into a pit about 4ft. by 4ft. by 4ft.. sunk in
yravelly soil, and is lined with dry walling. This
arrangement has worked well for the last nine or ten
years, but of late the filter pit has overflowed. On
opening same. I found it about half full of shid^ie.
which w-as removed about three montlis ago. The
pit, however, is again overtiowing, which points to
the fact of the ground being water-logged. The
septic tank has not been opened for eleven years, the
etflueiit is clear, and I therefore cannot account for
the sludge in the pit needing same. I may say that,
owing to the proximity of the house, 1 want to avoid
the usual filters for treating the efflueut from the
septic tank, as there is generally smell arising from
sauie. Only practical advice is solicited—not that
of readers who know everything—from books !—
Excalibur.

The Plyraouth borough surveyor, Mr. James
Pat on, submitted on Friday a scheme to the
Hoe, parks, and cemetery committee for layinii
out the Tolhill Recreation-ground, an area of

15J acres, at an estimated cost of £10,491. Con-
sideration of the matter was deferred until after
November.

The chairman (Lord Barnard) and members of
the Agricultural Committee of Armstrong Col-
lege. Newcastle, with others interested in

forestry, inspected the work in progress at
Chop well Woods, on Tuesday, accompanied by
Mr. Huncirnan. as Chief Commissioner of Woods
and Forests. The inspection of the w'oods
was under the guidance of the adviser
in forestry. Mr. John F. Annand. M.Sc, and the
assistant lecturer in Forestry. Mr. J. McLaren.

The new buildings of Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge, are rapidly being completed. The last of
the old houses in Emmanuel-street are being
pulled dow-n this week. Some 28 sets of rooms
are to be occupied this coming term in the runv

buildings; but the whole block will not be ready
for occupation before tlie end of the Ma}' term.
Progress will be made in the comim,'
session with the new Cheshunt College at Cam-
bridge. St. Catharine's College also is contem-
platins Ibe construction of an additional block
of l)uilding.s.

The Ipswich Corporation, at their last meeting,
decided to purchase for the provision of baths
and other purposes, the premises for some years
occupied by a dealer in antique furniture,
standing on the angle between London-road and
Clarkson-street, and facing the w ide space
known as Barrack-corner. The corporation
also have under consideration a scheme
for purchasing property in Northgate-street.
for many years occupied as a boys' school,
and building thereon a new central public
library. The existing free library in High-street.
built in 1887. will be dismantled, and thrown
into the municipal museum buildings adjoining

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BEESTON SEWERAGlv- The Local Govern-
lloard inquiry into the application of the
Beeston Urban District Conned to borrow the
sum of .£27.000 for sewerage and sewage-disposal
works was held at Beeston last week by Mr H
G. Hethenngton. the Local Government Board
inspector. \n injunction having been granted
requiring the council to take immediate steps to
prevent the sewage backing up the .sewers and
damaging property, the council had instructed
Mr W. 11. Radfnrd. C.K., of Nottingham, to
prepare a scheme. The main outfall sewer will

be relaid with improved- gradients, atjd several
new sewers constructed. A new brick storage
culvert will also be constructed at the new
pumping-station. giving a total storage capacity
of 192.000 gallons. The present pumping-station
is too near the population, and will be disused.
At the proposed new pumping-station the sewage
will be raised frojn a sump by two 6in. and two
Sin centrifugal pumps, according to require-
ments, the total capacity of the pumps being
160.000 gallons an hour, which equals more than
fourteen time.s the dry-weather flow. \ two-cell
destiuctor would be installed to burn the night-
soil and dry ash refuse, aufl provide steam for
pumping the sewage and make clinker for the
fiher-heils. After the sewage has been screened,
d wnidd bo pumporl into three large circular
I>ort [uund I anks. of special design, having a
very long length of weir, to obtain quiescence,
these tanks hohlmg 301.000 gallons. The total
cost of (he works is estimated at £22,000. the
remaiiuler of lllo loan providing for the pureli:i<:'^

of the disposal site, engineer's fees, legal
expenses, etc.

BUNGAY WATERWORKS The Bungay
Urban l^isfrict Council have had under con-
sideration the question of a w ater supply for

their district for a considerable time, and at the
last meeting of the council decided to engage the
services of Messrs. Taylor and Wallin. civil

engineers, of Newcastle-on-Tyne and Birming-
ham, to examine and report upon the matter in

detail. The water will probably he obtained
from a deep borehole.

HITCHTN.— It has been decided by the urban
district council to abolish the sewage-disposal
works at the southern end of the district, and to

enlarge those in the nortliei'u district- Two new
outfall sewers will be pro\ided, one for the
northern portion of the town, to replace the
existing inadequate sewer, and the other for the
southern portion of the town. Both these sewers
will deliver by gravit at ion to the site of the
existing northern works. The sewage from the
low-level, or southern ihst riot, sewer will be
dealt with by adapting anti enlarging the exist-

mg tanks and filter>^. and that from the high-
level sewer, or tlu' northern district, will be
treated in new work> consisting of detritus and
screening-chambers, sediment at ion-lanks, perco-
lating hacferia-beds. and humus-pits. The esti-

mated outlay on the scheme is £14.000, and the
main contract has been taken by Messrs. Inns
and Co., of Stevenage, for "£13.167. The
engineer is Mr. K. J. Silcock. M.T.C.E.. of West-
minster.

MANCHESTER SEWERAGE WORKS. The
Manchester Rivers Committee will submit a

report to the city council at its next meeting on
the extension of the sewerage works at Davy-
hulme. at an estimated cost of £189.000. Pro-
vision, they say. has to be made at Davyhulme
at present for fully treating a total of 27,157,000
gallons per iwenty-four hours, or forty-five

gallon.'^ per head per day of the present popula-
tion; 24.150,000 gallons can be treated on the
present forty-six acres of primary beds. If the

26^ acres of storm beds are made equal in depth
to the primary beds—as can be readily done

—

they can deal with a total volume of 14.043,750

iialions. making a total amount dealt with by
single contact of 38.193.750 gallons, or a dry-
weal her flow of two-thirds of this, approxi-
mately 7.351.500 ijallons more than the present
dry-weather flow. The problem resolves itself

into finding wavs and means for the final treat-
ment of the above-mentioned volume of primary
effluent— i.e.. a daily dry-weather flow of
25.469.000 gallons from a population of nearly
850.000 persons. The report gives details of the
various methods of dealing with the sewage, and
the recommendations are summarised as
follows: The Davvhulme works must be
brought more into line with the Local Govern-
ment Board's requirements, in order that thev
may be capable of treating the present dry-
veather flow, their present capability being a

drv-woather flow of sixteen million gallons for

first and second contact treatment. If the above
course is adopted, and the present storm beds
used as primary bed<: I'v the 3 Edition of 1ft to
Ih'-' present depth. a"d the effluent raised into
the existing carrier, . then a total dry-weather

flow equal to twenty-five million gallons can
receive primary treatment. In order that the
above dry-weather flow may receive secondary
treatment, it will be advisable to convert the
whole of the Bent Lanes area into percolating
fixed spray filters, and to construct humus tanks
at the outlets into the Manchester Ship Canal.
The finance committee offer no objection to the
proposal to obtain borrowing powers for carrying
out this work.

WAKKFIELD —The corporation have invited
tenders for providing and laying an 18in. cast-

iron water-main, seven miles in length, from
New Scarborough (o Waindyke. through the
urban districts of Stanley. Allofts. and
Normanton lo Waindyke Bridge. Steel pipes
w ill be used where I he main crosses the River
Calder, (he Aire and. Calder Canal, and some
streams. The pipes over the River C^alder will

be carried across the existing toll-bridge owned
by the Aire and Calder Navigation, ami a light
steel bridge of 90f ( . span will be thrown across
the Aire and Calder Canal.

The municipal harbour and depots, for canal
and river traffic in the east of Berlin, con-
structed at a cost of £680,000 .sterling, were
Inaugurated on Sunday.

Mr, W. Beard has been appointed by the
Epping Rural District Council as chief sanitary'

inspector and surveyor for the whole district, at
a salary of £220 a year.

Mr. W. D. Caroe. F.S.A.. F.R.I. B.A.. has been
elected Master of the Plumbers' Company, in

succe-ssion to Alderman Sir T. Vezey Strong
The new Wardens are Dr. E. J. Waldo (City
rfiroiier) and Mr. Kdmond Knight.

The Local Ciovernment Board have sanctioned
the scheme proposed by the Croydon Corporation
for wiilening the bridge at West Croydon carry-
ing the London to Brighton thoroughfare over
the Brighton Railway Company's lines.

The council of the University of Sheffield have
decided to proceed with the extensions of the
arts, pure science, and chemical departments.
which may eventually involve an expenditure of

;ibout t50.000. The first portion of the work will

cost about £18,000

The reopening took place last week of the
parish church of Drumachose. County Derry.
after restoration of the chancel and the con-
struction in Bath stone, of a new chancel arch.

Mr. R. K. Buchanan, of Londonderry, was the
an'hitect. and Messrs. Purdy and Millard, of

Belfast, have executed the carving both in stone
and oak.

The urban district council of Broadstairs
decided to carry out an extensive widening of the
Ramsgate-road, in continuation of an improve-
ment efl:"ected by Mr, Yarrow on his own lainl.

The surveyor. Mr. H. Hurd. was directed to pre-

jMire plans for the widening of the thoroughfare
for a length of 87f I . bv an average increase of

lift. 4in.^

The new county schools at Tottenham were on
Saturday declared open by Mr. J. A. Pease.
Minister for Education. The Middlesex County
Council and the Tottenham Urban District

CouiumI have built the new school in High-street,
leaving,' the Polytechnic free for technical in-

struction. The two authorities divide the cost of

the school, which, including laml. has been about
£21.547.

Several new pictures have just been added to

the permanent collection in the Manchester Art
Gallery. Thcv include a small portrait of the
Rev. F. H. S. Pendleton, with violin, by Ford
Madox Brown: "Jean. Jeanne, and Jeannette,"'

by the late Stanhope Forlies; a portrait of John
liorne Tooke. by the IHth-century artist Richard
Brompton: "The Smithy." by Eugene Isabey

;

and a church and river lock by B. W. Leader.

In a new process for wood impregnation
described by a Canadian engineer- diatomaceous
earth, a silicious material, is finelv ground until

92 per cent, will pass through a 200-mesh s4-reen.

This is mixed with uudted paraflln and naphtha-
lene, and timbers immersed in this mixture for

four hours by open-vat process. Treated wood
is said to resist marine borers as well as decay.
The cost of material is said to be about 5 cents
a cubic foot.

The Plymouth Water Committee received

reports from Mr. Howarth. C.E.. the water
enginer. and Mr. Ellis, the town clerk, on the
prospective water requirements of the borough,
and the best means of extending the supply from
Burrator to Roborou^h. and the committee re-

.'olved that the time had arrived when steps
should be taken to supplement the existing
means of conveying water from Burrator to
Roborough by means of a second conduit, and
instructed the sub-committee to report as to the
best method of achieving that object.
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LEGAL INTELLIQENOE.
FATALITY AT BUCKINGHA^r PALACE.~A

fatal accident, at Buckingham Palace on Tuesday
week to Charles Clark, aged forty-one, of Mili-
nian-sqiiare. Islington, employed" by Messrs.
Leslie, contractors, was the subject of an ini^uest
held at Westminster on Friday. Edward Stephen
Taylor, a plumber's mate, stated that lie was
engaged with George Burgess and Charles Clark
in removing a piece of lead from a van to the
Koyal mews. The job was not connected with
the refacing of the Palace, but was part of the
ordinary work. The piece of lead weighed four
or five cwt. Witness and Clark were picking it

up to put it on a truck, when Clark slipped and
fell, and the lead fell on him. He was taken to
St. George's Hospital, but was dead on arriving
there. Mr. Bright (for Messrs. Leslie) expressed
.sympathy with the relatives, and said that after
the accident a telegram was sent to the King,
who replied expressing his sympathy and regret.
—A verdict of "Accidental Death" was
returned.

FATAL SCAFFOLD ACCIDENT. - The
Deputy Coroner investigated at Leeds, on
Friday, the death of Albert Green, aged forty
years, a painter, of Hert field-place, who had died
in the infirmary from. injuries sustained by a fall
from a scaffold, on which he was oainting! at the
Steel Wheel Works at Newlav. Witnesses stated
that he was sitting astride a plank, but that he
changed his po.sition, over-balanced, and fell a
distance of 30ft. The Coroner remarked that if

the plank had been supported by two ropes

—

one at either end—instead of by one in the
middle only, the accident would not have
occurred. It was obvious that the removal of
(he balance of weight, in one direction or the
other, would cause the plank to tip up. The
jury returned a verdict of "Accidental Death."
but added a rider that, in their opinion, thi.';

kind of scaffold should not be used in future.
The foreman in charge of the work said he would
undertake to see to that.

ASPHALT MANUFACTURER'S AFFAIRS.-
Edwin Brad.shaw. 4. Upper Byron-place. Clifton,
asphalt manufacturer, lately" trading as Brad-
shaw and Son, Chapel--stree't. Bristol. Beaufort
Quarries, Chepstow, and Bairn Head, Exeter.
The receiving order is dated September 9. The
gross liabilities are returned at .£4.650. of which
£2,967 are exoeeted to rank. The net assets are
.£3.066. and the deficiency £29. The Official
receiver states that large claims are being made
against the estate in respect of certain covenants.
The debtor, who is sixtv-five years of age, is

suflering from heart affection." In the special
circumstances of the case a special manager has
Iieen appointed to carrv on the debtor's business.
The debtor was formallv adjudicated a bankrupt
at Bristol on the 24th nil. Mr. Arthur Collins
was appointed trustee, and a committee of three
elected.

<i» .

Mr. W. N. Rule, chairman of the Sheerness
Urban District Council, on Saturday cut the first
sod in the excavation on Southdown Hill, Sheer-
ness East, of a reservoir to store a million
gallons of water. The scheme will cost £25.000

The contract for the excavation of the
Hudson's Bay Company's department store at
Victoria. British Columbia, has been awarded to
Messrs. Luney Bros., of that citv. and it is ex-
pected that the contract for theconstruction of
(he building itself will be made while the excava-
tion is in progress. The proiect involves the ex-
penditure of 450.000dol.. exclusive of the site.

A committee has been formed for the purpose
of arranging for the erection of a memorial to
the late Commander Edward John Smith
R.N.R.. the captain of the Titanic. It is pro-
posed that it should take the twofold form of a
monument, with inset medallion, at Lichfield, in
the county in which he was born, and of a
stained-glass window and tablet in the new
cathedral at Liverpool.

To encourage excellence of workmanship by
students in nlumbing classes in the North of
England. Mr. J. B. Wilkinson, of Sunderland
has presented to the district council a merit
shield for competition. The shield has been
designed and executed by Mr. R. Appleby Miller,
of Newcastle, and is modelled and ca'st in bronze
with enamelled coats of arms fixed on shield, and
ten silver tablets for names of siircossful classes,
finished with oak background.

The Hendon Urban District Council have
decided to appoint an ussislanl engineer to Mr.
S. Slater Grinilev. it having been nointed out
that works involving an expenditure of nearly
one quarter of a million pounds are con-
templated. These include the erection of a dust
destructor, an extension of the sewage works,
and w-ood paving in the main roads from
Ctolder's-green to Edgware-road, necessitated bv
the largely- increased motor omnitius traffic.

®nr (©ffic£ fable.

Widespread gratificatioii will be felt by his

fellow-member.s in the profession at the well-
earned baronetcy conferred upon Sir David
Burnett, F.S.I., the Lord Mayor, on his
retirement from office. Sir Uavid, who
became alderman for Candlewick Ward in

1902, and was knighted in 1908, is a member
of the firm of Messrs. Edwin Fox. Boiisfield,

Burnett, and Baddeley, the w'ell-knowii
surveyor.s. He was sheriff iu 1907-8. He has
been a fellow of the Surveyors' Institution
since 1881. He is the fourth member of the
profession to be Lord Mayor, his predecessors
in the chair having been Alderman Fare-
brother, Alderman Musgrove, and Alderman
•Sir Whittaker Ellis. He is an ackno%vledged
authority on land values, and is surveyor to
a number of public authorities, including the
Board of Trade, by whom he has been
engaged for the last quarter of a century. In
1875 he married Emily Rebecca, daughter of
the late Thomas Sleap, and has one son and
five daughters.

A very interesting two hours' \isit of in

spection was paid to St. Paul's Cathedral
yesterday (Thursday) morning, at the in-

vitation of Mr. Mervyn E. Macartney,
F.S.A., architect to the Dean and Chapter,
by the Council and officers of the Society of
Architects. The purpose was to see the
operations in progress for grouting the
masonry, under the direction of Mr.
Macartney and Sir Francis Fox, consulting
engineer, now being carried out by Messrs.
.John Thompson and Son, of Peterborough;
and the works of regilding and decoration to

the ball and cro.ss, the golden gallery, and
western eampanili, in course of execution
by Messrs. ,1. W. Gray and Co. The
visitors, who included Mr. Percy B. Tubbs,
F.R.I.B.A., President; Mr. E. C. P. Mason,
F.R.I. B.A., Vice-President; Mr. C. E.
.lacksnn. Treasurer; and Mr. C. McArthur
Butler, Secretary, and a full muster of repre
sentatives of the members of Council, were
received at the nortli-west entrance to the
crypt by Mr. Halley, of Mr. Macartney's
staff, who explained that for some time it

had been observed that the fabric was sinking
towards the south-west, partly owing, it had
been ascertained, to original variations iu

the subsoil, causing from the very first un
equal subsidence, and partly due to the fact
that, probably because of Wren's difficulties

in procuring sufficient stone from Portland
he only employed that material for facing
purposes, filling in the core with bricks or
masonry from the burned Cathedral, or with
poor oolitic stone from Biirford, Oxon. At
present Messrs. Thompson's workmen were
drilling holes in the masonry of each pier in

the centre of the edifice, into W'hich cement
grouting was forced until no more could be
retained. Mr. Halley showed the drilling

and grouting machines at work, and the
dated tell-tale strings on the piers, which
demonstrated that movement was still in

progress. The operations in the south-west
of the crypt were inspected with great
interest.

Proceeding to the ground-floor area of the
Cathedral, the visitors observed that the deep
western pier iu the south transept is enclosed
by hoarding, and going behincl the barrier
the party inspected, from ladders and
scaffolding, the wide fissures in the masiury
to be seen here in the haunches of the south-
west vaulting. Passing down to the south
west end of the south nave aisle, the visitors

followed Mr. Halley up the Geometrical
Staircase and along the gallery over the aisle,

and there examined the springing of the
dome. Here still more extensive cracks were
apparent, and the friable nature of the Bin-
ford stone was very evident. A long tunnel
like aperture, only 15in. by i21iu.. leading
through to the brick cone between the outer
and inner domes, and approached by a

ladder, was illuminated, it being explained by
Mr. llalley that only ai'chitects' assistants
and young workmen were able to worm their
way through. The members of the Society
appeared to take it for granted that times
were ton prosperous to allow them to explore

a corridor of such limited dimensions, and
closer inspection was "taken as read."
Passing np by wooden and iron staircases to
the open eye at the crown of the internal
dome, a bird's-eye view was afforded of the
ground area, and it was also seen that the
upper part of the inner dome is of brickwork
in English bond, afterwards rendered in
cement, and that the panels, the festoons
within them, and the modillions above,
are, like the elaborate Heme vaulting over
the nave of Milan Duomo, merely effects of
scenic painting in fresco. A visit to the
golden gallery, now in the painters' and
gilders' hands, and to the interior of the
ball, gave opportunities for seeing how
thoroughly the regilding works are being
executed. At the close, Mr. Tubbs. as
President, suitably voiced the cordial thanks
of the visitors to Mr. Halley for his lucid
explanations and to Mr. Macartney for giving
the opportunity for so detailed an inspection.

A course of three public lectures on "The
Physiological Principles of Heating and
Ventilation" is to be delivered under the
auspices of the Chadwick Trustees, by Dr.
Leonard Hill, at Bristol University, on
Thursdays, October 23 and 30," and
November 5. On November 4, 11, and 18
Sir George Newman, M.D., chief medical
officer to the Board of Education, will give

three Chadwick lectures at the LTniversity of

London, South Kensington, on "The Place of

the Open-Air School in Preventive
Medicine," and at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, Gi'eat George-street, S.W., Mr.
W. Addington Willis, LL.B., will give three
lectures on "House Drainage Law" on
Mondays, November 17 and 24 and
December 1. Information concerning other
Chadwick lectures may be obtained of Mrs.
Aubrey Richardson at the offices of the Chad-
wick Trust, 8, Dartmouth-street, West-
minster.

The third interim report of the Royal Com-
mission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments and Constructions of England,
issued on Saturday, deals with the northern
half of the county of Buckingham. The
southern part of the county was described in

a former report. The northern half of the
county contains 126 parishes and 1,222 monu-
ments, as compared with 102 parishes and
1,5.35 monuments in the southern half. Two
schedules are appended—one containing a list

of the monuments and constructions anterior
to the year 1700, and the other containing a
list of those especially worthy of preserva-
tion. Among those thus scheduled for pre-
servation is the parish church of St. Mary,
Bletchley, which contains an unusually fine

15th-century alabaster effigy of a knight in

armour. In St. Laurence Church, Bradwell,
are the remains of 13th-century dedicatory
inscriptions on the chancel arch, and two
bells by Michael of Wymbis, c. 1300. At
Chetwood are the remains of a priory church,
"with fine 13th-century windows at the east
end, and unusually good glass of the 1.3th

and 14th centuries in the south window of

the chancel." In the parish church of St.

Mary, Clifton Reynes, is the Reynes glass of

1428. At Creslow. the manor-house and
chapel are scheduled. The chapel is notable
on account of the twelfth-century remains;
the house is a survival of 14th-century
Domestic architecture ; the crypt, the
remains of the roof of the hall, the tower
and stair-turret, and the traceried windows
are remarkable. The 17th-century doors and
staircase are good examples of woodwork of

that date. Gayhurst House is the finest

example of Domestic architecture of the late

16th century in North Bucks. The pari.sh

church of St. Mary. Hardwick, is notable on
account of the pre-Conquest date of the nave
and the 14th-century windows of the south
aisle. In the parish church of All Saints,
Hillesden, the late 15th-century glass, the
early 16th-century rood - .screen, and the
Denton tomb of 1560 are noteworthy. The

'

chancel, nave, and tower of Lavendon
parish church are good examples- of late- pre-

Conquest work, and the 13th-century mural
paintings in the parish church of St.

Nicholas. Little Horwood. are interesting.
The only visible survival of Roman structural

i i
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work ill tlie L-ouiity is the tesselliited pavement
ill the (Queen's Temple at Stowe I'lirk. At
Winy is iiii almost complete example of a

. Imreli of eoiisicleralile size, and of a date not

later than tlie lOtli eeiiturj'.

The eleventh annual report of the Rural

Housing and Sanitation Association, issued

on Monday, states that the year I'Jlli-l.'i has

yi\en remarkable evidence of the eontinned

increase of the public interest in rural

lionsing. Building liy rural district councils,

it is observed, does not appear to have put a

ihcek upon voluntary building ; but, though
all signs are hopeful, it cannot be denied,

says the report, that difficulties are still

fomiidable. and call for earnest and united

tuiiately, the hope of direct help from the

State by grants in aid of rural housing, which
during the past year became very widespread,

has acted in a manner that was probably

never contemplated by those advocating the

grant. Althougli the Housing Bills based

upon a State subsidy which have been intro-

duced into Parliament during the past year

have not been carried through, many rural

district councils have decided to postpone

all consideration of building pending the

fulfilment of further promises made by
members of both political parties." Notwith-

.standing this, however, a certain amount of

progress continues to be made ; the utility

of the Act is steadily increasing, and its pro-

visions are becoming more widely known and
appreciated.

A new railway-line, for passengers and
goods, from Ponteland, Northumberland, to

the Darras Hall estate, more than a mile

distant from Ponteland, was opened on
Saturday by the Lord Mayor of Newcastle.
The railway has been carried out from plans

by Mr. William Bell, of York, Mr. J.

Oliver, of Newcastle, being the assistant

engineer. The railway cost £9,000, and the

station is in Middle Drive in the centre of the

estate. Darras Hall estate, comprising 1,010

acres, was bought in 1907 by the representa-
tives of allottees, among whom it was divided

in parcels of about five acres each. Some
eight miles of roads have been constructed ;

the land has been fenced, sewers and water
have been laid, and provision has been made
for lighting the estate by electricity. The
trustees have caused a bridge to be built at

Ponteland. Ten acres have been reserved
for a recreation ground, and land for a

public hall. Several villas and cottages have
already been erected, and others are in

progress. The estate is the sixth bought and
laid out by the Northern Allotments Society,

who initiated the project some five-and-

tweiity years ago. The trust deed stipulates

that not more than four houses are to be
built to the acre.

The public health committee of the
Bethnal Green Borough Council in their

report criticise the action of the London
County Council with reference to the houses
in the Brady-street area. The County
Council have informed the borough council

that they are not at present prepared to

undertake an improvement scheme in this

area under Part I. of the Housing of the

Working Classes Act. 1890. The public

health committee of the borough council state

that it is acknowledged that many of the

houses in the Brady-street area are in as

hopelessly bad and decayed a condition, and
as incapable of being made fit for human
habitation, and as deserving of destruction,

as those in the Tabard-street area. They
express regret that the County Council for

some considerable time failed to deal with

the representation made in 1904 on the

ground that there was an immediate prospect

of the area being developed by private enter-

prise. There was no substance in that

.suggestion, and the County Council were so

informed. The committee " are satisfied that

to ground further postponeinent of the dis-

charge of a most important public duty,

affecting the lives of thousands of inhabitants

of Bethnal Green, upon the mere possibility

of legislative efforts resulting in means of

dealing with the area ' in a more satis-

factory manner.' is a course in which this

council cannot be recommended to acquiesce.

The Local Government Board has decided

to hold a local inquiry into the matter.

The Chorley Rural District Council was
informed on Tuesday night tliat a mistake
made by the Lancashire County Council had
involved the Lcylaiid Hundred in a loss of

AlliU.OOO. About four miles of main road be-

tween Chorley and llorwich was to have been
covered with tar macadam, but the county
authorities put down granite .setts, wliich cost

UK), 0(10 more and meant the loss of

£10,000 grant from the Roads Board. The
county authorities said they made the change
because the Calico Printers' Association

complained that tar macadam would pollute

effort. It is further remarked; "L'nfor-

their water-supplies. The association, how
ever, denied that they had made any such
complaint, and stated that their water would
not have been affected. The rural district

eouiieil decided to ask the Chorley Board of

Guardians to deduct from the county call

their share of the £26,000.

At 'I'uesday's meeting of the eity council

of Bristol an important report of the Museum
and Art Gallery committee was agreed to

without serious opposition. It is proposed to

acipiire the site of the Ride Drill Hall for

tlie joint purposes of the University and the

museum and art gallery, and to provide a

new drill-hall on the site of the old sugar
refinery in Old Market-street. Part of the

Queen's road site will be occupied by the new
University buildings, and the remainder will

be a\ailable for extending the museum and
art gallery premises. The cost of the site

and buildings in Old Market-street will be

£31,000. and the arrangement is that the

corporation and the University shall share the

expense in proportion to the respective areas

assigned to each, the proportion of cost

allotted to the corporation being .£19,000.

It is not proposed at present to put up new
buildings for the museum ; but it is felt that

the opportunity of securing the site ought

not to be lost. The University authorities

are. however, desirous of starting their new
buildings as soon as possible.

Sending cardboard models of schoolhouses

by parcel post is the latest device of the

United States Bureau of Education for

arousing interest in attractive school build-

ings at low cost for rural communities. The
models are made to fold flat and are shipped

by mail to local authorities, normal schools,

and other agencies, for use during a limited

period. A number have already been sent to

points in the west and south-west. Models

for one. two. and four room schools are pro-

vided. The buildings are planned especially

for rural communities, where low cost is the

first essential. The buildings \vere designed

bv Dr. F. B. Dressier, of the Bureau of Edii

cation, and then worked over by two well-

known firms of school architects. Cooper and

Bailey, of Boston, and W. B. Ittner. of St.

Louis'. The models show all the details,

within and without, and they are constructed

to scale. It is believed that these models

will be of great assistance to school autho-

rities in small rural communities who cannot

afford to engage a school architect, yet are

ambitious to have their schoolhonse up to

date in everv particular. With one of these

models to w'ork from. Dr. Dressier asserts,

any carpenter will be able to build a sehool-

hoiise for his district that will meet every

modern requirement.

^i»

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FuiDAY (To-day).—Incorporated Institute of British

Decorators. Treatment ot \\ ooti-

woik in Decoration.' l)y I;-.,;}-

Sbuffre\-. Painters' Hall, Jjlttle

Trinity-lane. K.C. 8 ii.m.

.lunior Institution of Enuineurs.

"The TestinR of Gas EnKines," by
W. .\. Tookey.

MOSDIY.—Hritish Museum Lectures, by Hanister
" Fletcher, F.B.I.B.A. Introductory

Address of a course upon ' Renais-

sance Architecture." .^) p.m.
Society of EnBineers. Highways,

by C. H. Cooper. M.I.C.E. 7.3() p.m.

Wednesday. -Manchester Society of Architects.

Presidential Address by .lohn Brooke.

F.E.I.B..\- lli. St. Mai-y's Parsonage.
Manchester. B.30 p.iii.

^I»

Mr. .1. R. N- Charter has been appointed

assistant conservator of forests, for the

Federated Malay States.

Wvaht Jliius.

WAGES MOVEMENTS
LCJNDON: ICMl'LUVEKS CuNCE.S.SK iN T(l

BUILDEKS' LAbOUKliRS The coufcrence
between the London Master Builders' Association

and the United Builders' Labourers' Union, held

at Koh-i-Noor House, Kinjjsway, on Monday,
under the presidency of Mr. Walter liawrence,

jun., resulted in a settlement on reasonable lines,

as we anticipaled it would last week. In I he
previous negotiations, a code of working rules

l;ad been drawn up, most of which were mutually
a.i^reed upon. The masters had promised ^d. per

hour increase in wages, to lake eiTect in six

months' time; but the men urged that the in-

crease should begin in the third week in October.
The men also a.sked thai overtime should begin,

as was already the case with skilled workers, at

5 p.m. on week-days, and at noon on Saturdays,
.^t the end of (he conference it was intimated
that the masters were prepared to make a cvxi-

cessiun on the latter point, and to pay time and
a halt for overtime between noon and 4 p.m. on
Saturdays. In the evening, at a conference
at the Trade Hall, Black friars-road, of the
executive council and the members and secre-

taries of the London branch of the United
Builders' Labourers' Union, it was agreed to

accept the terms offered by the Master Builders'

Association, and instructions were given to the
delegates to sign the code of rules.

LONDON; PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS'
DISPUTE.- Mr. B. Francis-Williams, K.C,
Recorder of CardilV, sat as the Board of Trade
Arbitrator at the Industrial Commissioner's
Othcc. Old Palace-yard, on Tuesday, to meet
the representatives of the Master Decorators'

.•Vssociation and the National Amalgamateil
Society of House and Ship Painters and
Decorators, to consider the matters in dispute

in connection with the recent painters' strike.

The London Master Builders' Association and
the Painters' Federation also applied to be

heard ; but the arbitrator ruled that as they were
not parlies to the dispute he could not hear

them. The only matter now outstanding is the

quesiion of a code of rules. Both sides pre-

sented their case in detail. The arbitrator

announced that he would make his award as

early as possible.

SUNDERLAND.-The joiners on the North-

East Coast, who applied for an increase in wages
of 4s. 6<i. a week, have been offered by the em-
ployers an advance of Is. 6d. At Sunderland the

men expressed their willingness to accept this

offer. «»
It was decided by the Chelsea Borough Council

on Wednesday evening that the section of the

Embankment between the Albert and Batlersea

bridges should be paved with wood, at an

estimated cost of JE6.000.

Canon S. C. Armour visited on Wednesday the

Merchant Taylors' School, Oreat Crosby, near

Liverpool, where for forty years he was head-

master, for the purpose of opening an extension

erected at a cost of .£6,000.

Rusthall Church, which has been enlarged and
lengthened westwards, at a cost of £3.600, will

be dedicated by the Bishop of Rochester on

Wednesday next. The nave has been extended

westward," and new baptistery and vestries pro-

vided.

At Balliol College, a new block of buildings,

completing the east side of the Garden quad-

rangle, has been erected. The extension contains

seventeen undergraduate sets of rooms, a junior

common room, and an underground extensiou

of the library.

Following th(t collapse of a nearly-completed

picture-palace at Birmingham, the licensiug

justices have decided that all applicants for

licenses for buildings wiih iron or steel roof,

floor, or gallerv should submit a certificate from

a competent engineer that the building would be

properly constructed.

The executive committee appointed at the

recent conference at the City Guildhall of local

and road authorities in the Metropolitan 1 ohce

area on the subject of the motor-ommbus traffic,

met again at the Mansion House on Tuesday,

under the chairmanship of the Lord Mayor lb

was resolved to prepare statistics in regard to

the sugnested contributions which should be

paid to the highway authorities by the Road

Board to cover the cost of the reconstruction ot

roadways caused by the increased wear and tear

and damage set up by the motor-omnibuses

When these and other details have been collated

and tabulated, the Prime Minister will be in-

vited to receive a deputation, and hear the views

of the authorities.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteelJoistB. Belgian and German „ .„ ,« ,

(ex steamer. London) per ton £6 3 6 to f6 5

Steel Joists. English 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 U

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, good Staffs b 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

Square
Do., Welsh
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs
BestSnedshill

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ f8 153 to £0.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to f15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton

gauge -£13

Best ditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8/3 8 9 0/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/b

Per ton. Per ton

Cast-iron Columns £"! 10 to f9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9 U

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 lU

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights S

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 08. £11 5s.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Bin, diameter £6
4in. to Bin 6

7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5

[Coated with composition. 5s. Od

No. 23 to 34
Per ton.

... £13 10

... 14

15 B.W.G.
13/6 per cwt.

7 10
9 5

5 5

13 B.W.G
£11 15b. per ton

Teak
Teak

FrBNITURE AND HARDWOODS,

Burmese, per load, 50ft. £30 to £25

Java, per load. 50ft..

OakPIanks: U.S.A.
,, Boards ,,

imported 19
„ Prm. 3

„ Mdm. 3 6

Se'quoia(Califor'nianRedwood) 2 4

Birch ; Quebec logs 3 3

sawn planks... 13
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Walnut; Prime boards and
planks 6

Walnut: Mdm. „ „ "36
Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3

Cedar : Cigar box 4 9

Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African. Assinee, &c.

Lagos and Benin
Bekondi and Cape

Lopez 3

Gaboon 3

0'

16 „ 21
Per cubic foot.

to

GLAZED

3 9

3 3

a
6
6

4

3
14

13
14

3 6 to £6 7

„ 6 5
7 6 „ 6
per ton extra.

turned and bored joints, 56. 6d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— P®^* *o°-

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. fid.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount ott

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes ^5,P°'
Water-Tubes '3J „

Steam-Tubes 674 ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 "
Galvanised Water-Tubes 63* ,,

Galvanised Steam- Tubes 573 ,.

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 to £31 r,

Load Water Pipe, Town 24 15 „ —
Country 25 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 25 r> ,.
—

—„ „ „ Country 26 10 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 1.') 0,, —

Country 27 10 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 5 „ —

Country 30 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27 15 ,,

—
Country 28 10 ,.

—
LeadSoil-pipe(upto4iin.)Town 27 15 „ —

Country 28 10 „ —
(Over liin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,, —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods III „ 91 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 7k 1.") 0„ 79 5

Tin, English Ingots 19.; 15 ,. 193

Do.. Bars 193 15 „ 191

I'ig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 21 15 .,
—

Sheet Lead, Town 21 5 0„ —
Country 25 „ —

Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,,
—

Rolinod Red Lead 25 .,
—

Sheet Zinc 20 0„ —
Old Lead, against account 19 5 0., —
Tin per cwt. 10 l"* 0,. —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 6 ,. —

TIMBER.
0ON8TBUCT10NAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to £4.1

3nd „ 26 ,

3rd „ 16 ,

Spruce Deals ; St. Johns 10 ,

„ ,, Miramicbi S 10 ,,

„ Boards : Swag 11 ,

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21 ,

2nd „ 16 ,

3rd „ 13 ,

,, „ St. Petersburg—
„ ,. „ Ist quality 16 10 .

3nd „ II 10 ,

„ „ Wyburg & Ulcaborg 13 10 ,

,, Goflo. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 ,

White Deals : Crown 14 0,
,, ,. Seconds 11 10

,

Flooring: White and Planed—
let and '2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
let, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10
Fitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 33

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 „ 14

Satinwood ; West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitffl '0
STONE.*

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3

Darlev Dale, ditto .. i

Red Corsehill, ditto .... .. i

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto „ u
^

Ancaster, ditto .. j

Oreensbill, ditto .. 1

Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at

Nine Kims) i-
Jj

Hard York, ditto ..

Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes >•

* All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stono, delivered on read
waggons, PaddinBton Depot per foot cube 1

7J
Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 16

t'ortland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

4

3
'I

1 10
1 n
1 104
3

1 3

Second
Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6

36 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 19 17

21 17 fi 17 7

BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PEK 1,000.1

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.

Stretchers-
£13 7 6 £10 17

^"uT'e 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4*in. Flats-
15 17 6 11 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers-
17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square-
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

cm Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers -£23 17 6

Quoins and BuUnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricksX Not
of single radius A'6 per 1,(XX) over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4»m
Is. 3d. each ' b^^iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra. ,, ,

» These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.£023 ... £0 3 4;

SLATES.
in. m.

Blue I'ortmadoc ... 30x10 ..

16x 8 ..

Blue Bangor 20x10 ..

20x12 ..

First quality 20x10 ..

20x13 ..

16x 8 ..

Bureka unfading
green 20x10 ..

20x13 ..

18x10 ..

16x 8 ..

30x10 ..

18x10 ..

16 X 8 ..

Permanent green ...

£ 8.

12 13

6 13

13 2
13 17

13
13 15
1 5

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 13
9 13
6 12

pur 1,000 ot

1,200 at r.stn

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36

G -ound Blue Lias Lime

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton.

to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks
s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

.... 13 6 to 14 delivered
sacks 37s. Od. per ton at

Grey Stone Lime
Stourbridge Fireclay
railway station.

TILES.
d. DIvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.

7 perdoz
per 1000 „ ,,

6
perdoz

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside

in (1

33
18 10 11

11 10
10 10
13
24
19
14

18
\n 10

15

17 q
15 10 (1

13

11 15
11 r

17

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed WireCuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 11

Best Fareham Rod 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose i

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

•aiin. Best Red Ac
crington Plastic \ i 10
Facing Bricks

Id
friver.

livered
at rly. stn.

ic
j
4 10 6 „

j

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London

Plain red rooflng tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 60

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " rooflng

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOJperdoz
Valleytiles 3 44 „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles *B

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3

Staflordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3

HartshUl" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILS.

Bapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29

6 per 1000

perdoz. .

„

per 1000

6

per 1000

perdoz.

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz.
,

6

per 1000
6

perdoz.
6

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £3 10

36" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 36" in
thickest part 3

3k" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
3«" ditto ditto through and through 2
3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 3i" and 4" radius bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Mahogany ' Gaboon ~

Per cubic toot.
5 0.,

„
3 „
„
,

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 44" sofllt, per foot opening .

if ditto ditto ditto .

4V ditto ditto ditto
48" ditto ditto ditto .

9" ditto ditto ditto .

9" ditto ditto ditto .

9" ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto
B ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
6 ditto
6 ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

1 3
1 8
2 1

3 6
2 1

2 11
3 9
4 6

26 15

39
39 10
21
46
43 10
43 10

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish ,, •
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos >, .-•

Do. Nut Kernel „ ...

Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S pergal.
Petroleum refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Lin-

seed Oil)
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand

OLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d. ...

I Thirds 2jd. ...

Fluted Sheet 2|d. ...

Hartley's BngUsb Rolled Plate

:

Figured Rolled and Reponssine

19
2

27
30
40

5
5

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5

31

65
1 10
1

per cwt. 9

10

21 oz. 26oz. 32oz.

3d.
'.'.'.

ild.

... 4|d.

3»d. ... 6Sd.

33d. . . 6id. ... 7d.

Ain. =/i6in. iin.

2id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
Sid. .. 5d.
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VAKNISHES, &o. Per Rallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish ^0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak la 6

Pine Extra Hard Chinch Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats o{

churches QUO
Fine Elastic Carriage " ^^

S
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maplo 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Extra Palo French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 110
Extra Pale Paper 1'3 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Mr fir.uKO II.. Wciiyon. archilect, has changed

Ills Loniioti address to 5, lirafton-street. Old
Rond-streol. \V. : telephone. Regent, 1146. He
-still retains his address in Vant^ouver. B.C.

Boyle's latest patent "Air-Pninp" ventilators

have been employed at Radfonl t'hurch, Rad-
tord. Co\on1fv.

OGILVIE&CO.

TelerbOte: DALSTON KlSb

Many yearn connected with
the Isle firm of W. H.
LASCELLES A CO., of

Bunhil! Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardv^roods,
APPLY To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
',* CorresiTOUdents would in all cases oblige by ^[ivinp

the addresaes of the parties tendering—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa.
tion.

ArBOCRK, LiNcs.—Fer the erection of a new sluice

with three iron djaw-doors, and the reparation of the
brickwork at the Auliourn Mill. For the Lincoln Com-
miBsioners of Sewers. Accepted tenders ;

—
Doors and fixing :

—

Duckering, O tU8
Builder's work :

—

Lucas,.C. R 31)

Total, £137.

Cefn Mawk.—For new manse for the Tabernacle
Cbuich, Cefn Mawr. Mr. Geo. M, Tune, Wcod Bank,
Trevor. Llangollen, architect :

—
Coward. W., and Co.. Llangollen fJ83
Roberts. F., and Sons, Trevor ... 7!)3

Humphreys, W. F., Uefn Mawr .. 7ti9

Jones, J. T., Cefn Mawr* 600
Davies, LI., Rhos 587 17

* Accepted,

Clifion, Bkistol.— For heating and ventilating the
R.C. Cathedral, Clifton :—

Crispin and Sons, Bristol taccepted).

£375
373
360
300

£ in,1198 in :i

18,700 K 7

18,HW 15 1

17,087
17,411
17.398

17,249
17,085 s
I«,996 (1

1«,523
16,813 16 H

(.'HAR iFvn.i.p;.— For altoratious and aHditiona to

reeiaence veur (Jbarlevillo. co. Cork. Mr. W. F. Maye,
C.E., Fermoy, architect :~

K^nv, J., and Bonn, Lunferick ...

Murray, W.. and Sont*. Youghal...
Glceton, W., Fedauiore'
CoDnell.C. andT. O., Charleville

• Accepted.

(. HEADLE.—For laying a fiiu. sewer With manholeBon
land off Lid-lane, Chtadle, for the rural difitrict

council :—
Alcock, W. (accepted) JtJlOS

Ekith.—For erection ol new fencinp at the sewage

-

diPpOBal worke, for the urban district council :

—

Horton. B.. and Bon, Lewieham
Budge (accepted) JKU8

Eye.— For erecting infirmary, for the Hartiamere
Union Guardians. Mr. H. J. Green, A. R.I.B. A.,
Norwich, architect :

—
Reado. W. C. Aldoburgh ...

Bennett, F.. Ipswicli

Gnmwood, G., & Sous, Mudbnry
ratchpole, E., .t 8oua. Ipswich
Rcarles Bros.. Norwicli
Shanks. R., Chattoris
Griinwood, G., A: Sons, Ipswich
c Darke. E.. Thotford
Younge, J., and Son, Norwich
Smith, B. J., Bunwell
Giljbons, A. J., CrowfioUl*...

* Accepted conditionally.

Gr.ASGOw.—For the varicue works in connection with
the erection of tic new builriiDgs on the west side of
High-street, for the corporation. Accepted tenders:

—

Digger, raaeon, and brickwork —
Train and Taylor £11.103 3 I

Wrigbtwork :
—

Buchanan, D., and Son 1.941 7 o
Cast-iron and steel works :

—
Maclellan, P. and \V., Ltd. ... 3.im 13 3

Plumbers and Gat titters :
—

Paterson, J., and c:o 98.'>

Plasterer :—
Bathgate, H. 8 eu 10 7

Painter:—
Anderson, A. ... ... IT!t

A&phalt:—
Bradshaw's Asphalt Co., Ltd. ... HO

Glazier :—
J. P. M'Phie 37a 18

Tilers :—
Brown, R., and Son, Ltd.... ... 253 1 7

Gkeenuich, S.E. — For forming and paving that
portion of Woodville-road which extends from Hervey-
load fouthwards, for the borough council :

—
Griffiths, W.. and Co., Ltd ... de402
Fry Bros 387
Woodbam.U., and Rons 375
Mowlera. J., and Co.. Ltd.* ... 300

* Recommended for acceptanco.

Greenwich, S.E. — For lorraing and paving that
portion of Hervey-road which extends from the western
8ide of Woodville-rofttl to Shooters Hill-read, for the
borough council :

—
Griffiths, W., and Co., Ltd..
Bmhopsgate £2.691

Woodham, H., and Sons, Catford 2,642
Fry Bros., Greenwich 2,697
Mowlom, J., AUG., Ltd.,Grosvenor
Wharf, Westminster* 2,560

"* Recommended for acceptance.

Hackney, N.K.— For eupply of sub-station bwitch-
gear and cunnections, for the borough council :

—
Ferranti. Ltd £0,832
British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Swiicbetar and t'owans. Ltd.
Britith Thomeon-HouBton Co., Ltd.
Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Ltd

Reyrolle. A., and Co., Ltd.
Electric Construction Co., Ltd. ...

Central Electric Co., Ltd
Johnt-on and Phillips, Ltd.'

• Recommended for acceptance, with extras £it42 7s.

2d., making a total of £5,090 13s. 8d.

6,313
6,985
6,008

5,778 0.
5,759
5,633
5,187
4,748 6 6

£1.890 9 6

1,819 10 5

1 ,685

1.13.5 16 3

Hin BIN.—For the construction of sewerage and
sewapodiaposal works, for the Hitchin Urban District

Council. Mr. E. J. Silcock, M.I.C.E., Sanctuary House,
Tothill-street. Westminster, engineer :

—
Coles, A. N., Plymouth £17,212
Bentley, C, Leicester I.i.79l o

Smart, T.. Nottingham 15.791 o

Bell, G.. & Sons. Ltd., Tottenham 16.74ti

Langley and Johnson. Slough ... 15,W7 o

Pedrette. T. W,, fiouthend-on-8ea 15,146
Powdnll. A. .1., Luton 15,047
Dickson. J.. St. Albans 14,998
Middleton and Hopper, Langholm 14,995
Ashley, H.. Mansfield 14,808 n

Price,' A. U.. and Co.. Nottingham 14,8.53

Brigg. W,. Eccleshill 14 680

Moss. W.. & Sons. Lough Iwrough 13.553

Thompson, A.. Finchloy 14.436

Inns & Co., Stevenage (accented) 13,167 o

King's LANGt.RY.— For the erection of a council echuol,

for the Herts Kducation Committee. Mr. U. A. Smith,
M.I.C.E., county surveyor :

—
Pickrilt, N., Woaldstone ...

Lown and Co., BoUoway ...

Brightman and Son, Wattonl
A Men, M. J., Biggleswade*

* Accepted.

Launcbsion.—For the erection ol 32 houses lor the

working classee, for the town council :

—
Race Hill.

Pethick Bros., Bude.
Soper, R.. and Dawe, Launceston
Shorland, E., and Son. Launceston
Stanbury, F. J., Devouport
Debnam, A. R.. Plymouth
Westcntt, E. H. Exeter
Bennett. W. E., Bodmin

St. StopheuB.

Debnam. A. R.
Stanbury, F. .1

Pethick Bros. .

Soper. R., and Dawe
Westcott, E. H
Bennett. W. E.
Strike, G. H., Launceston

Whole contract.
Rendell, E.

{Deferred for further consideration.)

Perry Bakk.—For the erection of a council school

at Perry Barr, for the Staffordshire Education
Committee :

—
Willcock, Henry, and Co., Wolver-
hampton (accepted) £1,085

£6,.575

6,117 .7 6
6,068
5,951
5,602 (1

5,5.50 It

6.307

£4,1.56 n

4,016
3,896
3,741) 6 6

3,680 1)

3 600

2,253

9,061

£.=i89

408
407

PoPMK. E.—For the supply of wet-air tillers for

two 3,1'Oukw. turbo-alternatorrt, for the borough
council —

Ueenan and Froude
Balcke and Co.
Sturtevant Engineering (*o.*

' Recommended for acceptance.

Porr.AK, E.—For the supply of girders for boiler

foundations, for the borough council •—
Rodpalh, Brown, and "Co £90
Fairweather and Ranger* 83

Peirson ana Co. 79
• Recommended for acceptance.

Popi.au, E.— For the supply ot ewitchgear m con-

nectiou with l,000kw. converter at Millwall anb-stattoa,
for the borough council :—

Johnson and Phillips, Lid. ... £42i
Ferranti, Ltd 397
British Westinghouse Co 307

General Electric Co.* 267
• Recommended for acceptance.

ToKyi'iY.—For new entrance and billiard-room,

Grand Hotel, Tor'[uay. Mr. Francis C. R. Johnson,
8, Strand, Torijuay, architect i

—

Narracott, R. E
Wakehaiu Bros.. Plymouth
Hamptons, London
Bovey, E. P., and Son
Pittard and Sons, Langport
Jackmann, H. C
Wilkins and Son
Watson, W., and Son
Yeo, R. F., and Sons*

• Accepted suUiect to reduction.

(Contimied on page XIV,)

£2.127
2,120
3,050
1,898

1,989 u

1,919 14 3

i,86y U
1,837
1,498

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Oct.

<*^^^

4—Laying-out .50 acres Estate and Working ('lasa D-voUmgi,
Bradford (H. T. Hare, F.R.I. B. A., Assessor) F. Stevens, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Bradford.

6— Front for Cigar ^hop, Piccadilly. (Henry Tanner,
£50 Martins, Ltd., 25. Cheapside, E.G.
£100. £50, £25 F. W. Spurr, City Engineer, Guildhall, York.

Section d'Architecture au Minietere dee Travaux Publics, Sofia.

Section rt' Architecture au Minietere des Travaux: Publics, Sofia.

Service de I'lnger-ieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.

, Assessor)..F.R.I. B. A., 12. Regent-street, W
,. 31—Houses and Planning, Y'ork

Nov. 1—Royal Palace, Sofia, Bulgaria
,, 1—Law Courts, Sofia, Bulgaria
,, 18—Destructor. Schaerbeek-lez-BruxcIles
,, 29—Band Pavilion, West Cliff. Folkestone (limit of coat

£20,000). (Edwm T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. 34, Beiford-
square. W.C.. Assessor) A . F. Kidson, Town Clerk, Folkestone.

Dec. 29—New Offices lor Board of Trade, Ac, Whitehall Garaens,
S.W. TR. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B.,
R.A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten wilt be Selected,

1914. with £300 Honorarium each The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Jan. 2—Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one .hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A.. Assessor) Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

„ 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.
CoUcutt. J . H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, live unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol8. each R. c. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

Feb, 15—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £l,20J, £6J0 The Savings Bank, 1*. Via Garibaldi, Verona.
No date—Twelve Workmen's Cottages, Skelmanthorpe

,.. w. Fisher, Clerk, Skelmanthorpe.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
3-Lfibuuror'8ColiftRe, BalliUKlftuua Clonakilty Rural District Coaiicil

'<—T.RlinnrRr'R Oottacro Liesard (jlonakilty Rural District '"ouncil „ ,

; -RcroofingroS:&;™^^^^^^ clonakilty Rural District Council ... W. H. Spi lor. O erk. Cork.

3_,:„t!a.es, Repairs to, Tralon. and Knockea 9 -?!';? ^^iFf™' '^™°"' -
Y^r^^'. TrS^^X'^A^c^

W. H. Spiller. Clerk, Cork.
W. H. Spiller, Clerk, Cork.

nnSlHall Additions to Gni^^^
'."'.'.. Surrey Terr. Force Assoc JarviB & Ricbards, Archts., 10, Quoou Auue'sGate. Westmmster.

.. tS™ii,^L1^"scCi ^iII'Xb)-. Leigh-:;:;:::;;:;;;:;::::.. Town-counci, h. L.ttier, county Archu i
,
mbb esda^^^^^^^^^ ivostoc.

l-Bakcry Porlknockie .
ProTOBt Addiaon W. Hendry. Arcnt^ .u, west i^nurcn-at., buckil.

;; l-to'er House Aspfey Dyework8:-Hnddersfieid::: J- Ainloy. ArcUt.. Cbapel-stroet, Slaah^aite

-l-tiasworks Welsh Office, Re-erectine, Brierfleld Nelson Gas Committee A. M. Fyfte, C.E Ens. and Man.. Gas Offices, Nelson.

i_Shpd Bast r.er Kirkcaldy Town Council W. L. Macin.loe, Town Clerk, Kirkcaldy.
"

l-Besore Farm. Additions to, Kenwyn,' Tnii^' Cornwall County Council .T. Dayis, County Land Agent County Hall. Truro.

6_8emi-DetachedVnia8(18).Cwmaman PenyOryn Building Club J Llewellin Smith, Archt., Aberdare. „,,,.,
B-Cottage Homes, Eastry, Sandwich Guardians Jonmngs and Gray. Archts.. 1, St. Margaret s-st.. Canterbury.!

6-Garage, Workshop, and Showrooms, Halifax Motor Exchange T. L Pa chott, Archt., George-square, Halifax.

6-House Cwmaman Mrs. M. Wilson J. Llewellin Smith, Archt., Aberdare.
"

6-Theatr'e, &c.. 77 aiid78,George-'8trcot,"Limerick M. W. Shanly J- O'MaUey, B.A., B.E.. Archt., 10, Glentworth-Btrcet, Limerick.

B-Four Day Shelters at Sanatorium. Baguley Manchester Sanitary Committee The Ci'y Architect Town Hall, Manchester.

7_Workhouse. Plastering Work at. West Didsbury South Manchester Guardians F. H. Oyermann. P.M.8.A., 19, King-street, Manchester.
' 7-Parc Gwyllt Asylum. New Block at, Bridgend Visiting Committee R. 8. Griffiths, M.8.A. Archt., Tonypandy.

,

7-Hou!.es (621, New Town. Houghton-le-8pring Drban District Council J. W. Holhrook, Sur Newbott e-stroet Houshton-le-SprinK.

7-Car-repairing Shops, Abbey Park-road. Leicester Corporation B. G. Mawbey, M.I.C.E., Boro Eng. Town Hall, Leicester.

,. 7-8ix Cottages at Station, Portskewett, Mon Great Western Railway Co A. Bolter hec, Paddington Station W.
7-Tbre'3 Houses. Reinwood-road, Lindley Lunn and iMiye, Archts Milnsbridgc.

7—Root to B Warehouse. Chandos-street, Landport Timothy White and Co A. E. Cogswell, Archt., Prudential Buddings, Portsmouth.
" 7— Cottages (131, Beoley-road, Redditch Urban District Council A. J. Dickinson, Eng., Council Offices, Redditch.
", 7-MaBonic Hall, Additions to, Poitgordon 'k

^,'"''"''
•^-''^'^d't^J,^'."' ,„ , ,.„.,>, ,, j.„

7-Tabernacle Chapel. Additions to. Barry Dock D. Morgan, F.R.I.B. A., Charles-street Chambers, Cardiff.

7_'['i.ft(jea Hall. Daw Bank. Stockport Spinners' and Weavers' Aseooiation Swann and Stockton. Archts., St. Peter's Cbmbrs., Stock])ort.
" 8—Cottage, Tre'dogan Farm, Penmark :;: Glamorgan County Cooncil The County Hall. CardiS.

8—Six Cottages. Angelton Visitors Committee W. D.Morgan. Archt.. 191, Ystrad-roid, Pentrc.
" 8—Cottages (12), Markfield Market Boaworth R.D.C W. M. Sykes, Sur., 163, Melbourne-road, Ibatock.
" 8— Asylum. Ten'Cottages at, Pare Gwilt Visitors Committee W. D. Morgan, Archt.. 191. Ystrad-road, Pentre.

8—Workhouse Nursery, Alterations to, Southampton Guardians A. J. Waldon, Clerk, Workhouse, Southampton.
H_ Workshop. Carnarvon 0. H. Moore and Sons R. Davis, Sons, and Tilling, 125, High-street, Btngor.

," 9—Completing School, MenaiBridge J- Owen, P.R.I. B.A., County Archt., Menai Bridge.

9—Weaving Shed. Queen's Mill. Lockwood, Hnddersfield A. Shaw. Archt.. Golcar.

9_Eight Houses. West Coker Yeovil Rural District Council Petter and Warren, Archts.. Church-street, Yeovil.

", 9— Queen's-road 'open-Air School;' Kitchen, &c., at. Barnsley E. W. Dyson, L.R.I. B.A.. 10. Regent-street, B»rniley.

10 School. Additions to, Treeton West Riding Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.
" 10—New Post office, Scunthorpe H.M. Works Commissioners .. The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W,

II 10—Council School, Additions to, Normanton Common West Riding Education Committee... The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

10—New Post-office, Bulford Camp H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.

II 11—House. Garage, and Offices, Carbis Bay, Cornwall Grylls, Hill, and Hill, Cross-street, Helston.

., 11— Secondary School, Falmouth Cornwall Education Committee 8. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Redruth.

„ 13— Restoring the Eglise Saint-Jean-Biptiste, Tongres... Gouvernement Provincial M. Gouverneur de Limbourg, Haaselt, Belgium.

„ 13—Workhouse Laundry Block and .Mortuary, Paringdon Guardians H. Glynn Warne, London-street, Paringdon, Barks.

.. 13—Test House. Foundations. Aircraft Factory. S.Farnborough Secretary of State for War The Director of Army OjutracLa. War O'i. S.W.

„ 13-Infectious Diseases Hospital, Thorpe. Basington Rural District Council H. T. D. Hedley. Archt., 10, Frederick-street. Sunderland.

,, 14— District|Engineer'8 Offices. Darlington North-Eastern Railway Co W. Bell. Archt.. York.

,. 14—School, Lowbourne. Melksham Wilts County Council J. G. Powell, County Sur.. Trowbridge.

„ 11—School, Extensions to. Dean Bank Durham County Council W. Rushworth, Archt., Shire Hall. Durham.
„ 16—Bandstand, Clacton-on-Sea Urban District Council Daniel Bowe, Sur., Town Hall Buildings, 01acton-on-3ea.

,. 15—Cottages (30), Clitheroe Corporation A. R. Bleazard. Boro' Eng., Clitheroe.

,, 16—Gymnnsium.&c, Royal Military College. Sandhurst Secretary of State for War The Director of Army Contracts. War (Office. S.W.
„ 16—Pavilion, Vauxhall Park, S.W Lambeth Borough Council The Borough Engineer, Lambeth Town Hall, Brixton Hill, S.W.
„ 16—Council School, Additions to. Little Coates I.indsey Education Committee Scorer and Gamble, Archts., Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln

„ 16-Head Post-office. Extending, Cardiff H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's G»te, S.W.
„ 18—Workhouse, Terrazzo Floormg at, Cardiff Guardians A. J. Harris. Clerk, Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.

„ 30—Council School, Grantham Education Committee The Borough Surveyor's Office, Guildhall, Grantham.
,, 30—Workhouse, Laundry at, West Hill. Darcford Guardians Tait and Hobbs, Archts.. Lowfield-atreet. Dartford.

., •30—New Post Office, Bolton H.M. WorkBCommissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate S.W.

,, 32- Repairs to Forts (Six Months), Milford Haven War Department The Royal Engineer Office, Hobbs Point, Pembroke Dock.

,, 28—Council School, Additions to, Aldingbourne H. P. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A., Thurloe House, High-st., Worthing.
,, 29-Various Buildings. Cavalry BarracKs, Bedford Secretary of State tor War The Director of Army Contracts, War Office, S.W.

No date— No. 4, Scale Villa, Alterations, &c., to, Seascale J. Hartley, Timber Merchant, Station-rd., Wigton, Cumberland.
do. —Covered Stand, HiUary-ot. Ground, Walsall Football Club ;;::...:....; Jeffries and Shipley, Archts., 34, Bridge-street, Walsall.
do. — Pump-houee and Storage Tank, Besom Hill, Oldham A. Andrew, Gas and Water Offices, Greaves -street, Oldham.
do. — Residence, Killiimarsh "\ '' W. C.Jackson. M.S.A., 6, Stephenson-place, Chesterfield.

do. —National Palace. Port-au-Prince, Uayti Admin'i's. Principal des Finances ... G. Baussan. Archt.. Hayti.
do. —St. Patrick's B.C. Schools, Alterations to, Cleator Moor R. and E. Robertson, Archts.. Cleator Moor.
do. —Beckett-street Car DejMt. Extension of. Leeds Tramways Committee 8. D. Kitson. F.R.I.B. A., Lloyd's Bank Chamliers, Leeds.
do. —bbops and Offices. Silverdale Equitable Co-operative Society, Ltd. The Secretary, Victoria-street, Silverdale, Staffs.

do. —Paper WorKs. Re-erection of, Barnsley Charles Marsden and Sons, Ltd E. W. Dyson, L.B.I.B.A.. 10, Regent-street, Barnsley.
do. — Renovatmg Hotel, Aberfan D. P. Pritchard, Ltd C. M. Davies, M.8.A., 113, High-street, Merthyr Tydfil.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Oct. 3—Wiring WorKhonse Infirmary, Eastbourne Guardians A. Hurat, Clerk, Avenue House, Eastbourne.
" J—Telephones at Poorhouse. Craiglockhart Edinburgh Parish Council

'.'

R. M. Cameron, Archt., 5:1, Great King-street, Edinburgh.
„ 7—Electrically Driven Machinery, Melbourne

, The Deputy Postmaster General, Me. bourne.
„ 7—Generating and Distributing Plant, Ilkley Urban Diatrict Council ';.:'.;'.;'.;'

': F. S. Eckei-sley, Clerk, Town Hall. Ilkley.
„ 8-CableB. Melbourne City Council Mcllwraith, McBacharn, & Co. Ppty.. Billiter-sq. Bldgs., E.G.

" °~L''"-"'=°8ion Feeder Cable, Waithametow Urban District Council G. B. Spurr, Electricity Works, Pnory-avenue, iValthamatow.
" Jf—E'e^ric Cables, Brussels Post and Telegraph Service Hotel des I'ostes, Place de la Mounaie. BruaaalB.

„ 13—Switcbgoar. Suburban Railways, Melbourne Agent-General for Victoria . Merz and McLellan, 32, Viotoria-st.. Westminster, S.W.
" ,

'"Cable Distributing Boxea (lOU). Melbourne Deputy Postmaster-General . . The High Commissioner for Australia, 73. Victoria-street, S.W.
• }- Sr.*",'"'

Warrington Electricity and Tramways Com P. V. L. Mathias, Tramways Bug., Howley, Warrington.
" ;.^—i.i"'''™<= (".'"'"-kw.). South Shields Corporation H. S. Ellis, Boro' Elec. Eng., South Shields.
' J,i,°"'l'™°'-' '°»"'"™''nt8, i-c, Wellington, N.Z The Public Works Office, Wellington, N.Z.
,, 31—Machinery and Plant, Damanhour Egyptian Ministry of the Interior ... Mens. Le Directeur, Ministere de I'Interieur, Cairo.
" J-'n^'ato™. Melbourne Deputy Postmaster-General .. The High Commiasioner for Australia, 72, Victoria-street, S.W.
" J^^d"" ,'.""'"""''°'^'"'"'''''°'' ^"""R"' Ksgulators, Danedin ... City Corporation The Town Clerk, Dunedin. N.Z.
" |f~°'"'™™ard, Adelaide The Deputy Postmaster- General, Adelaide.
" 1;"^'''' La™!". Melbourne Victorian Railways Commissioners The Chief Storekeeper, Victorian Railways Offices, Melbourne.

I."
'("""""be"-" Electrical Eciuipment, Melbourne Suburban Railways Merz and McLellan, En gs., 33, Victoria-street, S.W.

Dec. 11—Swiichlwaid, Wellmgton, N.Z Uity Corporation The Electrical Bngineer, Harris-street, Wellington, N.Z.

,, , ., „ . „. ENGINEERING.
oa. 3-Koiiovating 1 lersaud Breakwaters, Naples The Ministerio deiLavori Pubblici, N aples.

iw^,! "" j"'^?''' '''«™e''9 The Municipal Chambers, Bisoeglie.
3-WaterworK».Alsagcr. Stalls Urban District Council F. W. Stocka, F.S.I., Eng.. Town Hall Chambers, Middlowich.
4 naierworKs, Frodingbam Urban District Council J. Green, Eng., Council Offices, New Prodingham.

r u; ,io '"u'T' ^''"'°''" Urban District Council K. W. 8. Stanton, C.B., 3, Victoria-street, Westminster, S,W.

« p. i.Tf-wl ?*,;;>
""!" «'i"'«™bury L. & N.W. \ G.W. Joint Rly. Co C. Chitty, Sec, Euston Station, London.

K Knwf, nf, S r' "'jV'^'""".
Hear Adisham E. A. Boit-, Boro' Eng., Grosvenor-place, Margate.

K
S"'"*;'"*:,

,
*= '*"'''y * '^'''^"''™'''> '''*''''™ Urban Diatrict Council T. N. Wilson. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Lisburn.

7 H,llVuru\'lV-'''^'t • "JT'^'
I^'y

,• The Opere Marittime, Ministero dei Lavon Publicci, Homo.

7Zw°rtL,,n^sl,Vrii^ 1'?^"™''^'^''''''!?*='°^ ^ ^'^<^'- Western Railway Co A. E. Bolter, Sec. Paddington Station, W.
7 (w Jit^l, w^?ll V,

"'"'Ke, Brant Broiighton Clajpole Rural District Council P. A. Wat ford, District Sur., 13. Milner-street, NewarK.

7_w«,;rL,?ri^ M "' '*'*""g'''° Urban District Council V. J. Conquest, Eng., CouncU Offices, Sandgate.

H t?mirlrn„nr:.,„ u ^ '

' ,

.^ ^ °"'' Witchford R.D.C A. W. BroKcr, A.R.8.I., Wimblmgton, March.

8lwiJr;:»ork« K rw *=
;>

",'','^'' Asylum Committee R. M. Butler, Archt., 27, DawBon.street, Dublin.

B T «„Hfr,f Ml ;
'\'™'V„C'"blow Wetherby Rural District Council H. A. Johnson, M.I.C.E., v.. The Exchange, Bradford.

» Mo^nri; ivT;i,i
' " "iphouse. Fowey Harbour Commiaaioners H. Bulteel, Eng., Whimple-atreet, Plymoutn.

luTwo Hr,„ „ n Vi

"""'""•y- Kaine-streot, B St. Gcorge-m-lhe-Eaat Guardians ... W. Watson. A.R.I.B.A.. 54, Chancery-lane, W.C.
filPl (v,,r,,r,,:ln, iS'

'""'«"'"^'' County oouncil J. J. Quaid, Sec, Conned Offices, Limonck,

1 H?^„r ,n Vh,,r^H'
^""'"B""' ^i , Corporation W. 8. Hadaook, General Man., Warrington.11—Bouer m Church, Holboton, near Plymouth ClmrchwardenB M. R. Bow'on, Keaton, Holbeton, near FlymoutU.
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Ornamental Tile-Work.

AUCHITKCTURAL DETAIL.
The necessity fm- tliat which we term

''detail" in architecture suggests some
underlying cause that leads us, almost by
instinct, to decorate and ornament at
certain jiositions. We may, perhaps, make
the assumjition that these enriched points
are positions wliere the eye may rest,
momentarily, possibly, in that ceaseless
wandering which seems its nature and
instinct. If we imagine ourselves faced by
a smooth plaster wall, finding there no
nbject of interest to hold our attention,
and becoming quickly weary of the feature-
less surface, we should doiibtless fall into
a state of menial introspection, becomino
absorbed in our own reflections. An acci-
dental splash of cohiur on such a surface
wiiuld, no doubt, under the circumstances,
attract our aUentifm, and bring our eye to
an anchor. It would be "trying" to have
to keep the attention upon one line of a
lailway track, and we might expect to find
oui'selves aimlessly looking up and down
the line. Should, however, a gay-pluma"ed
bird alight upon the rail, the necessary
pciint of detail eniicliment would steady
the ;;aze—incidentally, it would soothe the
nerves, which is a fact worth noting.
Under the circumstances assumed, un-
doubtedly rest would be afforded, for tlie
eye is strictly nomadic, continually movinn
from jinint to point. It passes from flower
to fl(jwir, and rests not on the snow, but
u|ion the ;,nowdrop. Plain surface and
monotone enrichment, such as diapering,
should, therefore, rather be regarded asa
foil, than a.s affording rest. It would be
intolerable lo have to look long at, as
distinct from through, a sheet of^polished
plate-glass, and we can well imagine the
relief afforded should a gorgeous Imtterfly
suddenly alight ujion the surface. Phvsio-
logically, somewhat the same soothing
nerve action would take place as when a
delayed train again moves forward.
These considerations, if admitted by the

reader to be just, are of considerable assist-
ance in the endeavour to discover the
rationale of ornamentation and significance
of archi!;ectural detail. They at once sub-
stantiate that whicli we discover by experi-
ence—that a very little detail work, if of
the best kind, in design and execution, is
nuite siifticient to give a note of finish' to
that wliich otherwise would be naked bald-
ness; and this must be considered t,, apjdy
equally to all art, and not merely to archi-
tecture. The plain book cover, with its
simple, lettered title, has, say, a shamrock
device impressed in gold. Though
apparently so insignificant, it is astonish-
ing to note the effect of such simple orna-
mentatpju. Small as is the objtrt, lost

almost in the relatively enormous cover,

the device steadies the eye, and prevents
its vague wandering over the whole
surface. Its very solitariness gives it a

magnetic power, such as that of the first

primrose of spring, starlike, a tiny point

of yellow ill the yet leafless woodland.
Richness in architecture is a summation of

such points. How arduously then should
we strive to render them truly beautiful,

that we may not find disgust, like a bee

does in a nectarless flower-cup. The
thought provoked is that not so much plain

building is attractive; that there is, at any
rate, in such an aSsence of all possible eye
offence.

The general argument advanced that
ornament and "detail" constitute a real

oasis for the eye in a desert of monotonous
surface is most clearly evidenced in massy
pictures—that is, such as are void of parti-

cular interest, but which, at first, power-
fully arrest our attention, by their glowing
'.vealtli of colour, and their brilliant illu-

mination and broad light-and-shade effect.

So soon as we have taken and tasted, as it

were, these broad general effects, we
anxiously look for some point or points of

special interest, something the beauty and
interest of which may hold and occupy our
attention. Failing this,' weariness quickly
supervenes. The impressionist holds us
for the moment ; the bald building, by its

bold masses, entertains at first ; but both
lack that rallving point round which the
mind, through the eye, may find satis-

faction of its natural appetite for detail
and elaboration, lie it liut a single, elegant
coat-oF-arins on an expansive facade. All
alisolutely bald building fails in this
rcsptct, arrested as we may be at first with
its majestic simplicity. One enriched
point, on which we may focus our
attention, is a saving grace. A galaxy of
marble mosaic and gold is not necessary to
this salvation. Homely carving or simple
painting suffices.

The modern impressionist water-colour
may be interesting or uninteresting,
according to whether there is among the
general vagueness some definite point on
which the eye can rest. A well-executed
point saves the picture

; but where we fail
to find such, we quickly tire. The number-
less buildings rendered interesting by just
this one piece of true detail is remarkable,
and seems to establish the truth of the
general argument that the eye seeks to rest
on the enrichment, and doe's not, as often
•mpposed, find this rest from plain surface,
which seem.s rather comparable to the
meadow, which forms a backgmund, and is
the foil to the buttercup and the daisy,
whereon, did we long confine attention in

the grassy surface, our gaze would linger.
Such, then, being assumed a basic fact of
the ethics of that which we term archi-
tectural detail, it is to be noted that all

traditionary points of enrichment in archi-
tecture are " strong " points—the end of a
column, the top of a wall, the springing
and culmination of arclung rib, and the
summit and angle of the pinnacle. If this
is so, then tliere is not only the attraction
of the detail itself, but the natural attrac-
tion of the eye towards strong positions.
t)ur regard is naturally towards the end
.md summit of things, where all ages have
culminated adornment. It is natural to
run one's eye from plinth upward; we do
not naturally review a sj)ire from the
weathercock downwards. Moulded piers
and the flutes of columns mass as a con-
generics of lines, and their terminations
bring up the eye with "the round turn."
It is just as natural for the draughtsman
to draw vertical lines away from his tee-
square, and all having a sense of beauty
and grace no doubt feel that they should
dot or dash the end of each line as com-
pleted, in the manner of Samuel Trout, or
of Turner in his powerful sketches. The
desire is for a graceful ending, as though
at every termination of the pencil stroke
one exclaimed : "Finis coronat opus !

" If,

therefore, we have little detail to spare,
and no clear idea where to place it, we may
always safely have regard to termination",
head and summit. An impo.sing cornice is

well placed as the final crown to a wall,
where, apart from its practical service as
coping, the eye is more powerfully
attracted than to any other part of the
general mass of a plain fayade. If we
"stop" a moulding, a certain jiractical
service is pt rformed in masonry

; but, apart
from this, our eye, running along the
mould, is brought up sharply at its ter-
mination, and here, therefore, it seems
reasonable lo place some note of adorn-
ment.

The principle does not explain enrich-
ment running along a feature. Enrichment
here simply enhances the architectural
construction, and should dignify it ; as
when ball-flower, on clustered-pier hollow,
emphasises the clustering, itself a beautiful
act of design ; or dog-tooth runs round th-
archivolt, bringing out and giving in-
creased value to the arch construction:
and dentil or bracket beautify a. cornice,
much for the reason that a dotted line—if

not more beautiful — is plainly more
interesting than a hard line, or a row of
pearls or beads more beautiful than the
string upon which they are threaded

; and,
if we alternate bell and pomeeranate. the
alternation itself give; p.s enrichment upnu
enrichment.
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ORNAJIEMAL ] ILK WUKK.— 11.

THU I'SK OF THE PANTILH IN DESIGN.

Kroiii wveral points nf view the pantile is

perhaps tlie most artistic, productive in its

nsp of a great variety of highly original

Fia. 1.

designs, combined with fresh, hut, neverthe-

less, many perfectly sound, methods of con-

struction, when introduced in garden walling,

either panelled or perforated. Used either

as simple heading-pieces, somewhat after the

style illustrated in Fig. 1, or with -corre-

sponding pantiles at the bottom also, they

have a remarkably good effect. At the saine

time, by their use a good deal of labour is

furnis an exci edingly free design fur a nai-ruw

frieze, as indicated 'also on Fig. U. .Both of

these e.-iamples would be particiiUii^ly adapt-

able and useful for many positions in other

schemes of design than those illustrated. The

use of such tiles on a further extended scale

is productive of quite beautiful and original

work in this stvle, such as illustrated by

Fig. 7. The centre pattern especially pro-

ducing an exceedingly light and graceful

design, which can be termed quite flower-

like in form, bearing as it does a marked

resemblance to a pansy blossom in outline.

Such freer forms would prove a decided

acquisition in areliiteetiiral treatment; their

£^

'J'ile work, on these principles, cuuld be
easily and readily applied to concrete con-

struction, either in slight raised patterns of

single, double, or treble lines, or as flush-

-7 - 9an.TT|£.

Fig. 2.

saved- which should be recognised at once.

By the simple reversion of this tile, at slightly

different angles, and the introduction of key

tiles, many other pleasing designs may be

formed, as illustrated by Figs, i! and 3. The
introduction of the pantile in this manner
admits the formation of a large variety of

picturesque designs, relieved from the stiff-

ness produced by the totally straight lines

given by ordinary tiles or bricks, excepting

where the latter might be moulded. In

Fig. 5.

value for such positions as terrace walling,

etc., backed with flower-beds, should be

recognised, in preference to many others of

stiff conventional design, mainly based on

stereotyped stock patterns of various de-

scriptions. Architecture in general would

prove far more artistic by some such deyelop-

nients in other branches. There is certainly

the possibility of producing quite a new style

by various combinations and development.

Fig. 8 illustrates a couple of other panel

Fig. 8.

face patterns, producing a slight colour relief,

alone. Such patterns might be varied by
'

being set with a wide joint, thus forming

broken reliefs, similar to the broken line

system. This system, in most cases, produces

a softer effect, which is lacking in the con-

tinuous-line patterns ; the latter often proving

Fig. 9.

somewhat harsh in character when neces-

sarily confined to geometrical outlines.

Again, the slender nature of the tile would
enhance its value in these methods of

ornament, producing, as it does, pattern-

work of a somewhat delicate character. This,

in many instances, would prove far more
valuable than the heavier types, formed, or

mainly formed, with brick.

Fia. 3

ornamental tilework the pantile might very
well take the position held by the moulded
brick in "Brick Ornament." Although it has
only the one form, nevertheless the patterns
which can be designed by its medinmship are
practically ininimerable! By its use alone
panels which are quite free in character can
be designed and readily constructed, as
shown by the succeeding figure (No. 4).
Another variation, giving quite a different

Fig. 6.

designs ; the outer ones also being free in

character, partake largely of some of the

best forms produced by Gothic work. Fig. 9

illustrates further variations possible, and
such as can be produced with the introduction
of a little raised brick, etc., giving a more

W. G. Kerby, Architect.

Fia. 4.

design, is shown by Pig. X^. the introduction
of key-tiles, etc., at once producing a certain
amount of stiffness or formality which is not
po.s3essed by the preceding example. Slender
panels, with a large amount of graceful
contour in their design, can also be formcl
and used in many combinations, as illustrated
by Fig. G. Tlie same pattern, reversed, also

Fig. 7.

decided and stronger character to this class
of design. Whilst the designs in these first

two sections have been shown as mainly
applied to the particular branch of pierced
walling, to which they are admirably
adapted, many of them " are, nevertheless,
applicable to other positions. Either singly,
as line ornaments— frieze-work, etc.— or
grouped in larger set patterns for gable
work, Ihey would prove a decided relief from
the monotony nf many overworked forms.

RURAL HOUSING FROM THE LAND-
LORD'S VIEWPOINT.

In a paper read before the Church Con-
gress at Southampton on Friday, Lord Salis-

bury discussed the problem of rural housing.

They could not up to now rely upon building

a good cottage for less than £150. Six per

cent, on the outhy, if the cost of repairs was
included, was the least that must be charged

for rent if the cottage was to be a com-
mercial proposition. Six per cent, on £1.')0

meant a rent of £9 a year, that was of just

under 3s. 6d. a week. To this must be added
rates, bringing the total weekly outgoing to

about 4s. a week. But the current cottage

rent ill many parts of England was 2s. or

i!s. Gd. a week, and in some places less.

Therefore, to meet an expenditure of nearly

4s. a week the owner only got about half the

value of the cottage. Two conclusions fol-

lowed— (1) It was clear that cottages could

only be built on these conditions at a dead
loss. (2) It was not surprising that there

was a dearth of good cottages. He denied

that everything that was wrong in the

countryside was due to the rapacity of the

squire. A twin martyr of the squire was
that most wrongly abused man the specula-

tive builder, who if his brother, the squire,

had insisted on an economic rent, would have
stepped into the breach and provided the

supply. To rai.se the labourer's wage would
be altogether insufficient, the primary need
was to cheapen the conditions under which
cottages were prtiduccd. Cottages were
probivbly never built to pay. Certainly good
cottages had not, in fact, paid for genera-

tions. And now that the old cottages
became not good enough and the new cot-

tages not lunnerous enough, the squire,

though willing that the old uneconomic
.system should continue in respect of existing
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cottages, was iieitlior willing iiur able to ex

tend it. and to multiply tlu> buikliiig of cot-

tages at a (lead loss. And if tlie squire was
not willing they mighl be sure no one else

was.
Of two possible remedies one was to

transfer the necessary loss to the sbonlders
of the long-snlteriug ta.\payer. it might come
to that, but there were t\M> formidable ob-

jections. l''irst, it was the fiiml abandon-
ment of building cottages by private enter-
prise. Secoiully. there seemed to be no limit

t:) tlie amount of the public burden so to be
inidertakeii. The other possible remedy vvas

to accommodate the conditions of labourers
and of cottage buikling to economic laws, so

that the difficulty might disappear ; in other
words, to prevent cottage property being
necessarily a dead loss. In the first place, in

parts of the country where the labourer was
underpaid he might be paid a better wage

;

but no conceivable rise of wages which would
not cripple the agricultural industry would
suffice to enable bun to pay a higher rent.
Therefore, the remedy would be to reduce
expense by means, first, of cheaper credit
provided by the use of the State credit;
secondly, by co-operation among landowners;
and, thirdly, by cheapening cottage con-
struction.

Here an atmosphere of common-sense was
most important. It was downright lunacy
to say that tbey must not use wood for
building in the country because in towns
wooden buildings might lead to disastrous
fires; or to say that all rooms must be 8ft.
high, when these small rooms, if the window
was shut, were like tlie Black Hole of Cal-
cutta, whether they were 7ft. or 8ft. high,
while if the window was open tbey were, in
any case, all right. Overcrowding, it was
true, was unhealthy. But, except damp,
there was generally nothing else in housing
which mattered to the health of the
occupiers. There must be comfort ; but.
above all, tbey must cut their coat accord
ing to their cloth. Neither baths nor
parlours were the saving of souls, nor did
they make any substantial difference to the
public health." Only by expenditure reduced
to a minimum could they reduce the diffi-
culty to economic conditions. It needed no
exiMtion to demand public money, or to gush
about the comforts of the poor; "but to cheek
uneconomic impulses and to give personal
attention to organisation and to petty
details of construction was laborious. It
was, however, the better way.

HOME INTERIORS.*
The small householder, at a rental of from

£25 to £75 a year, has not had much done
for him yet, as far as good advice as regards
the economical and effective decoration of
his home is concerned, and the result of Mr.
Lovell's twenty-five years of research and
study will prove a boon to decorators and
designers of such dwellings, and all con-
cerned in their adornment.
The suggested decorative treatments are so

designed that they can be carried out at
little or no greater cost than tlie ordinary
methods now in vogue, and in most cases they
are treated as tenant's fixtures. The schemes
are based on actual rooms, the most usual in
size and shape, and such as are to be found
in the houses of rentals quoted above. To
determine upon an appropriate scheme, and
to enable one to judge of the efJect when
completed, most of the rooms are represented
by two large fae-simile water-colour plates,
reproduced from originals, one of which
shows a perspective view of the whole room,
while the other shows the treatment of the
windows, the arrangement of curtains,
draperies, and casement blinds, and their
surroundings.
Accompanying these colour plates, each

room has one or more plates of working de-
tail plans, with carefully written notes, ex-
pbnnmg the principles governing the scheme,
with full uistrnctions, so written as to enable

"Home Interiors: a Practical Work on Colour,
decoration, and Furnishing. By R. Goulbukn
i;ri,™';^h-'^''r'?-^- ^^^^- London: Caxton Pub-bshing Co. Ltd., 130, Surrey-street, London, W.C.
oectiou 1. irjs.

u capable craftsman to carry out the work
without skilled supervision.
A special feature of the work is a series of

colour charts and revolving discs, which pro-

vide an exact method of (letermining the most
I'lTective colour contrasts and combinations,
and. what is c\en more important, an equally

effective means of a\uiding bad ones. Tliese

colour charts and discs will enable even the
tyro to determine the most original and
striking colour combinations. For example,
given the redeeoration of a room in which the
furnishings possess a certain dominant
scheme of cfilour which cannot be altered,

by means of the colour charts it is possible

to arrive at the colour scheme which will best

harmonise witli the furuisbings—a result

which is always one of serious concern, and
of very doulitful success if arrived at under
haphazard conditions.

Mr. Lovell briefly explains the theory of

colour production, and encourages greater
boldness in tlie use of colour in the decora-
tion of the home. It is quite true, as be
says, that in these Northern climes there is a

shrinking from the dignity of pui'e colours,

a fear that they may be termed gaudy ; there
is a general lack of courage in applying any
colour to one's surroundings excepting
tertiary tones and greys. Already, however,
the " colour sense " is awakening, and the

feeling for pure colour is growing. The
movement is one which is likely to be acce-

lerated year by year ; may it be governed by
taste and judgment. The main barriers are

the want of accurate knowledge of colour
combinations and the lack of courage in their

use. inducing restraint and limitation to

drab greys and sombre shades.

There are over thirty-eight large facsimile
water-colour plates, embodying schemes for

tlio decoration of dining^ rooms, drawing-
rooms, living rooms, bedrooms, bed sitting

rooms, nursery, parlour, halls, study, bath-
room, passages, etc., executed in various
schemes of colour and decoration. Each
scheme is accompanied by a complete set of

half full-size detail drawings of every item
of constructional detail shown iu the scheme,
and complete working instructions are given,

which are clearly written. In each of the

colour schemes there is a colour plate de-

voted to the important and often difficult

proldcin of window draperies.

We can cordially recoinmend the work to

all, and we trust it will obtain a far more
general circulation than is usually the case.

Its educational value to the house-dweller
should prove gratifyingly satisfactory. By
the designer and decorator its worth will at

once be recognised.

ON HIGHWAYS.
By C. H. CoopicB, M.Iust.C.E:

In a paper read on Monday before tlio

Society of Engineers, the author directed
special attention to the failure of local

authorities to realise the necessity of pro-

viding highways sufficient for present-day
traffic. Central control has become a neces-

sity ill this country, where there were no
fewer than 1,88.3 highway authorities, while
tliree Government departments have a voice
either in granting loans or regulating traffic,

but have practically little control over the
authorities mentioned. The law of highways
is founded on the Highways Act of 18.35,

modified by 27 subsequent Acts (and various
orders made thereunder), only four of which
have reference to motor-driven vehicles. It

is time that all these should be replaced by a
single Act that should incorporate provisions
to meet present-day requirements.
Although road crusts are as a rule care-

fully constructed, the indifferent manner in

which excavations for mains, etc., are filled

iu has a destructive effect. The author is

strongly of opinion that all trenches should
be filled in by the local authority at the ex-

pense of the undertaker.
The increase iu the tonnage of traffic

during the last Seven or eight years has
naturally increased the cost of maintaining
liighways, but owing to the introduction of

flexible tiros this cost has not increased in

proportion to the increase in tonnage. If

only flexible tires were used, one of the great
difficulties of the road engineer would be
eliminated.
On the first introduction of the motor ear

it was chiefly a luxury of the rich, and the
demand for its taxati"on to provide for the
iMiiinlcnance of the roads seemed reasonalile.
The motor-'bus, traversing the Metropolis
and its suburbs by no fewer than 89 routes,
may fairly be considered a democratic
vehicle, and it is surprising to find such an
outcry for increased taxation on these
\ebicles.

The capability of the road crust to support
traffic is greater if the rain that falls on the
surface can be prevented from penetrating.
'I'his condition can only be fulfilled in the
case of crusts covered with a considerable
layer of tarred macadam or asphaltic com-
positions, or by the use of wood or asphalte
with a layer of concrete beneath.

The difficulty in forming economic road
crusts is the uncertainty as regards the
traffic to be carried. A crust that can be
formed at a total cost of say 7s. per yard
super, is quite incapable of "carrying rapiil
heavy traffic such as motor omnibuses; in
fact, wood paving laid on 6ii>. concrete, which
is an expensive paving, can no longer be con-
sidered reliable for such a class of traffic,

the concrete having to be increased to at
least 9in. in thickness.
Nations may now be considered more or

less trading concerns competing one with the
other, and unless a nation is provided with
efficient internal eommunication. it cannot
maintain its position in the world.

-««^

HARROGATE — ITS SEWERAGE AND
SEWAGE-DISPOSAL WORKS.*

The borough of Harrogate is situated on a
high tableland between the rivers Wharfo
and Nidd, in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
It comprises an area of 3,276 acres, with an
estimated normal population of 34,000,
whicli, during the height of the season, is

increased to a maximum of about 45,000. 'I'he

number of inhabited houses is about 7,500.
giving an average number of persons per
house of 4.53 and of 6 during the season. The
rateable value is £269,202 (1912). The death-
rate for 1912 was 9.3 per 1,000. The average
rainfall is "29.65111.

Si;\VER.\GE AKI) SEW.\GI': DlSPO.S.il..

The sew-age of the town was formerly
treated on several irrigation farms, the prin-

cipal of which was a farm of some 300 acres

on the northern boundary of the borough,
and the remainder consisted of five small
farms adjoining various parts of the borough
boundary. Owing to the inefficiency of the
large farm, due to the unsuitability of the

land by reason of its clayey subsoil and
proximity to the town, the town council

decided in 1900 to embark on a more efficient

method of sewage disposal, and Mr. E. W.
Dixon was instructed to prepare a scheme on
up-to-date lines. An excellent site was
selected abiuit six miles to the south of the

town, midway between the villages of

Spofforth and Ribston, and it was the original

intention to gravitate the whole of the sewage
to this point. The liorough lies approxi-

mately oil a ridge running east and west, and
in order to drain the northern slope of the

town to this site it would have been necessary

to have driven a tunnel to the south side.

There would, however, have been a certain

amount of risk in carrying out tliis work of

endangering the mineral springs on wliich

Harrogate's prosperity depends, and acting

oil the advice of au eminent geologist who had
ail intimate knowledge of the district, it was
decided to abandon the idea of draining the

northern portion to this site and to find a

site for the treatment of thij section to the

north of the borough. A .sjtS.was chosen on

the borough boundary adjoinius the river

Nidd and about two miles from the centre of

the town. The greater portion of the district

is drained on the partially separate system.

Speaking generally, the surface water from

* From a paper read by Mr. C. E. RrvEKS. Borough
Enfiineer of Harrotiate, at a District Meeting of tlie

Institution of Municipal and County Engineers at

Harrogate, on Oct. 4.
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thp front streets, tlip gardens, and front

portions of tlip houses is drained into sepa-

rate surface-water drains, and tlie rear

portions of tlie lionses, back-yards, and baelv

streets are drained into the sewers. Ihc

soutliern system of sewerage drains appro.xi-

matelv a " normal population of 10.500, iii-

eluding that of the parish of I'annal (which

is under the jurisdiction of the Knares

borough Rural District Council). It varies in

level from 600ft. to 210ft. above Ordnance

datum, and evolves itself into two main

sewers connecting at Biiton Court, on the

Wetherby-road, and thence to the southern

disposal "works by a .33in. brick sewer, with

two inverted siphons, and a minimum

gradient of 1 in !)3;i. The level at the outfall

is 175ft. above Ordnance datum. The

northern system drains approximately a

normal population of 18,200, varying in level

from .')20ft. to 205ft., and eventually be-

eomiiig a sewer of 30in. diameter, with a

minimum gradient of 1 in 1,000. The level

of the outfall is 202.Cft. above Ordnance

datum. A number of storm overflows arc

vidod on each system, which are fixed at

uted maximum dry

T.VBLF,.—.\11 Kesnlts are iu Parts per

Physical Characteristics.

Liiiuid

Sediment

Odour •

Reaction

Eesults of Analysis.
Total solids
Solids iu suspension (dried at

100° C.I

Solids in suspension—ash
Solids iu solution (dried at

100' C.I

Solids in solution—asll -

Chloride (in terms of sodium
chloridel

Aminoniaoal nitrogen
AlbuiiiiiK'id nitrogen
Ovfiiiiiic iiilrtiMen

Nitric nitrogeu from nitrates

Oxygen absorbed iu four
hours at 2(5.7' C

Hardness (in terms of CaCOal
Total...

Crude Sewage. Tank Effluent.

Turbid dirty
grey.

Some dark grej-.

Sewage.
Slightly
alkaline.

76..3

25.9
AM

MA
27.9

11.7
4.130
0.49.5

1.426
Nil.

5.49

38.8

Turbid brownisli
grey.

Some dark grey.

Sewage.
Very slightly

alkaline.

9.5
1.4

46.6
28.0

11.0
4.04
0.25
0.44
Nil.

3.G6

22.1

Filter Effluent
after Humus Pit.

Clear.

Small brownish
grey.

Slightly earthy.
Very slightly

alkaline.

58.2

1.2

0.6

Final Effluent.

Clear.

Vei-j' small
greyish.
Slight.
Slightly
alkaline.
61-''

( ash

37.0
28.0

9.75
0.010
0.038
U.U99
2.67

8.25

0.007
0.009
0.022
1.74

0.49 0.09

18.3 36.0

prov
six times the estimated maximum
weather flow. The majority of the manholes

in the town are fitted with sealed covers, and

ventilation is provided by means of about 110

standard ventilating shafts 30ft. and 40ft. in

height ; but where they would be objection-

able, on account of tiie height of the sur-

rounding buildings, or for other reasons.

Webb's patent ventilating lamps are erected.

Harrooate being a seasonal town with a

fluctuating population, the dry-weather flow

(}f the sewage varies considerably at each

works, the How to the southern works varying

from 050.000 to 7-30,000 gallons per 24 hours,

and to tlie northern works from 750,000 to

!I20,000 gallons per 24 hours. During tlie

census of 1911 there happened to be a dry

period, and this gave an opportunity of

arriving at the dry-wcatber flow per 24 hours

per head of the population, which worked

out at about 42 gallons. Tins is somewhat in

excess of the water consumption, which is

estimated at 35 gallons per bead per diem.

The site upon which the southern outfall

works have been eonstructed has an area of

74 acres. The soil is of a light friable

character overlying magnesian limestone, and

is excellent for effluent irrigation; in fact, iu

a dry period it has absorbed the greater part

of the effluent, only about 20 per cent,

reaehing the Crimple, a tributary of the

river Nidd, into which the effluent sewer
discharges.

Tlio sewage, on first entering the works,

flows through a detritus chamber provided

with a sloping Moor for the deposition of the

mineral matter and grosser solids. This

chamber is in duplicate for cleansing

purposes. Between the outfall sewer and the

detritus clmiiiber is a fixed weir over wbicli

nil tlie sewage exceeding in volume three

times the dry-weather flow passes on to a

storm-wnter irrigation area of about 11^

ncres. This area is underdrained to a depth

(if 4ft.. the drains discharging eventually into

the main cfllueut sewer. From tbe detritus

chambers tlie sewage flows through dis-

tributing cliaunels to four continuous flow-

tanks, which have a capacity of 200,000

gallons each. These tanks have a depth of

7ft. to top water level, and each tank is pro-

vided with three inlets and outlets sub-

merged 3rt. Gin. Only two of these tanks are

being worked at the juesent time, as it is

found that the best tank effluent is produced
under these conditions, due, no doubt, to the

Rcwngc arriving nt the works in a partially

septic slate, owing to its long transit from
the town and its passage through about a mile

of inverted siphons. The tank effluent passes

into three measuring and dosing chaiubers

provided with rceording gear and Candy-
\Vliitaker siphonic dosing valves, 'i'hc per-

eolting filters, five in miniber, have n

diameter of 108ft. each and a depth of filter-

ing medium of Oft. 3in. 'I'he beds arc dosed

intermittently at the rate of about one gallon

per super, yard of area per dose, and are

treating a maximum dry weather flow at the

rate of 70 gallons per cubic yard per 24 hours.

Tbe distributors are of the Candy-Whitaker

1 in 4. The medium is coarse in character,

graded from 5in. to LJiii.; two of the beds I

are of bard burnt furnace clinker, two of old

slag from the Middlesbrough district, and the I

fifth a mixture of the two materials. Tbe
medium shows no signs of disintegration, and

no trouble lias been experienced with pooling

or clogging. The fly nuisance, however,

exists, but has not been excessive. From the

filters the effluent passes to a set of humus
tanks, and thence by carriers to the irrigation

area of about 50 acres. With tbe exception

of one or two points this irrigation area is

not underdrained ; but an intercepting effluent

sewer is laid along its lowest levels with half-

jointed pipes at an average depth of 4ft. The
final affluent is discharged into the Crimple

at a point about three quarters of a mile from

the works. About seven acres of arable laud

are reserved for the disposal of the sludge,

the sludge problem at these works up to tbe

present time being a fairly easy matter. The

tanks are sludged out five times per annum.

The supernatant water is not decanted, and

the whole contents of a tank are gravitated

to and carefully irrigated on this area. This

particular area of land has been used for this

purpose since 1005, and at the present time

shows no signs of being overdosed. The
;

crops usually raised are mangolds and turnips,
;

and are of excellent C|uality. A manager's

house, together with stabling, etc., is erected

on the site, and the total cost of the works

was £22,000. The cost of administration is

low, amounting to £200 per annum.

The site of the northern outfall works has
|

an area of 53 acres. The works and treat-

ment are very similar to that at the southern

works, and \aries chiefly in the treatment

of the storm-water and "the disposal of the

sludge. The storm-water— all sewage ex-

ceeding three times and under six times the ';

dry weather How— is eondncted to either or

both of two stand by sedimentation tanks !

which are connected t<i a rectangular perco-

lating filter-bed 4ft. bin. iu depth, the effluent

friuii uhiih is discharged direct into the

stream. 'I'he sludge from the whole of the

tanks IS gravitated into a sludge well-, and is

then pumped on to high-level land into a

number of shallow lagoons. 'I'hcse lagoons

are constructed on a bed of bard furnace

clinker about 15in. in depth covered with a

layer of fine clinker breeze. The lagoons

are then filled with a depth of Oin. of sludge,

which, in a week of ordinary dry weather, is

reduced to about 4in.. and is then removed
and dispcsed of to the neighbouring farmers,

who are now beginning to appreciate its

value for manurial purposes. The liquid

draining from the lagooned sludge is gravi

tatcd back into the main sewer. The power
for pumping purposes is deri\ed from the Oak
Heck, a stream passing through the works
which receives tbe greater portion of the i

final efiluent. Prior to the .sludge being

valved off from the tanks, the supernatant
1

water is decanted by meiias of a siphon, and
!

is treated on the storm-water filter. The
table gives a recent analysis of samples of

bnovant Ivpe. fitted with mercury seals, 'i'he sewage and effluents from the sontberu works

walls are of slag, Imilt dry, with a batter of ' made by the staff of the West Riding Rivers

Board, and kindly supplied by Dr. Maclean

Wilson. The san'iples of crude sewage were

taken half-hourlv for 24 hours, and mixed

proportnuuitely to the How, and the samples

of tlie effluents were taken every three hours

during the same period.

«»
THE REPAIRS TO ST. MARK'S.

The Rome correspondent of the Moriiiinj

l',}sl describes a visit to St. Mark's, Venice,

accompanied by Signor Mazangoni. the archi-

tect in charge of the repairs, and bis

ussist.ant, Signor Ottolinc. It is expected

that ill December the angle of Sant' Alipio—

the portion of the fabric most iu need of

repair—will be finished. This corner of the

building, which is nearly opposite the

entrance to the Merceria, was found to rest

on the mo.st flimsy foundations. These have

now been replaced by supports no less sub-

stantial than those of the new Campanile.

In the course of the work various important

discoveries have been made. A cemetery

full of human bones, dating from the 9tb or

10th century, came to light, and tliese re^

mains have "been placed iu a large coffin and

rcburied in situ. Many portions of the two

older churches which preceded the present

basilica have been found. At the angle of

Saiit' Alipio a capital of this second church,

dating probably from the time of tlie Doge

Domenico Contarini in 1003, is now visible.

It will not, however, long remain so, for iii

a few days' time its former shell of marble

will be replaced over it so as not to destroy

the symmetry of the basilica, and pboto-

-raph's alone" will tell posterity what it was

Tike. For a similar reason two splendid

Byzantine peacocks have been reinterrcd in

the wall, because, unfortunately, they were

carved at the back of another richly worked

stone. Inside St. Mark's the ponderous

scaffolding still stands beneath the Arch of

the Apocalypse ; but work is now going on

there, and "in two years' time, if all should

be well, it will be removed. There is only

I one other part of St. Mark's which :s still

being repaired. This is above the chief door

leadnig into the Atrium, where there is a

huge crack in the wall. In order to repair

this it has been necessary to remove the

mosaic, but this will be shortly put back in

its place. In the case of two other designs

iu mosaic—the Death of the Virgin and the

Raising of Lazarus—new walls have been

substituted for the old and cracked masonry

without removing the mosaic covering at all.

Behind several of the cupolas also new

mortar from Casale Monferrato, similar to

that u.sed for the new Campanile, has been

substituted for the old and crumbling stuff

which scarcely kept the bricks together. At

present 34 wo"rkmen and 10 workers mmosaie

are being employed on the repairs of St.

Mark's.

Tbe Logetta of Sansovino. at the base of

the Campanile, is not quite finished, for one

end. that towards the lagoon, is not com-

pleted. Otherwise the new tower has been

finished since April 25 of last year. Some
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five or six other Venetian thuri;lies besides

St. Mark's are still under restoration,

notably Zanipolo (SS. Giovanni e Paolo),

and at Toroello Santa Fosca is not yet

finished.

^»»

PURITY OF WATER SUPPLIES.
Mr. Joseph Parry, waterworks engineer,

Liverpool, read a paper last week at Glasgow
at the annual meeting of the Municipal
Waterworks Association on "A Standard of

Purity for Public Water Supplies" at the
afternoon sitting. He said tliat the law re-

quired undertakers of waterworks to provith?

a supply of water that was pure and whole-
some. In the strict meaning of the word as
expressed bj' H 2 degrees, there was no pure
water to be found on the face of the globe.
He agreed, however, that the highest pos-
sible standard should be aimed at, leaving
the interpretation and application of the
standard to the varying circumstances of
each case in the light of practical e.^iperience,

and in accordance with the advance of
scientific knowledge.

Suggestions had been made, chiefly in

Germany, as to the total number of bacteria
permissible in public water supplies and as
to the percentage that ought to be taken out
by filtration systems. These generalisations
were misleading, especially for comparative
purposes. It could not be too clearly under-
stood that no such standard could safely be
set up so as to be capable of general applica-
tion. There was room for great diversity of
opinion in regard to standards of quality," but
he thought there could be no difference of
opiiiion among those who understood the
subject as to the desirability, indeed the
urgent need, of adopting standard methods
of analysis.

The question of the uniformity of methods
was of still greater importance when they
came to bacteriological examinations, for
there the confusion was still greater. Inter-
national standardisation might be remote,
but there was no reason why British stan-
dardisation should not bo adopted without
delay.

•DIRECT" MUNICIPAL LABOUR IN
AMERICA.

The Master Builders' Association of

Boston congratulates its members on the
secretary's monthly letter that the member-
ship is very nuich larger this year, with the
fiscal year only one-half expired, than it has
been any year for the last twelve years. The
total membership to date is 282. The
average for the past eleven years preceding
I9I2, when systematic solicitation for mem-
bership began, is 244; the lowest in anv year

(1904), 222; the largest in any year (1911),

259. The question of whether it is advisable
for a municipality to undertake to execute
public iTuprovements by "direct labour''
rather than Ijy a competitive contract system
has lately been the subject of an investiga-
tion by a committee of the Builders' Ex-
change of Cleveland ; and the report made
to the board of directors, reports the secre-

tary, "has been placed in my hands by Mr.
Edward A. Roberts, secretary of the Ex-
change. The document is interesting, and
the subject an important one. Not mucli
evidence was obtainable in favour of the
direct labour method, and the conclusions of

the committee in objecting to this system
were as follows :

—

" First, inquiry .shows that this plan results

in increased cost. With the City [Cleve-
land—Ed.] handicapped for funds, every
effort should be made toward conserving tlie

public treasury. Second, changing adminis-
trations endanger the success of improve-
ments and result in loss of efficiency in their
conduct. Third, the temptation by direct
labour cmphiyrnent to conserve political ends
is such as to disturb the business aspect of

ailministration. Fourth, it is obvious that a
municipal works department cannot be suc-
cessful unless it is constantly employed. It

is also clear that work cannot or should not
be created with the sole object of keeping
such a department employed. Thereby is a
temptation created to make work last as long

as possible. Fifth, in the municipal conduct
of improvements there is every opportunity
for expense to mount and no safeguard to

prevent it. No limitations are fixed for the

expenditure as at present conducted. Sixth,

when depreciation of equipment, time of

officials, and other overhead charges are in-

cluded, we believe it will be apparent that

city governments as now constituted are not

properly organisc<l to conduct projects re-

quiring technical skill and knowledge gained

by experience,'

"While the results of the committee's in-

vestigation are not surprising, and, in fact,

are what might be expected, it is important

to consider that the question of 'direct

labour' as applied to the execution of work

in private lines may be viewed much more

favourably. By 'direct labour' I here mean

to indicate theexeention of work on a ' per-

centage basis,' or on that of 'cost plus a

fixed sum,' in distinction to the ordinary

competitive contract. In the matter of

public improvements the case for ' direct

labour' falls to the ground through several

defects, as the objections of the Cleveland

committee clearly show. One of the most

important of these is the lack of personal in-

tegrity in the human element. This serious

defect is one which is hard to escape in any

nuuiicipal plant, but when we turn to the

side of private enterprise we find a more

hopeful situation. There the personal con-

tacts are more intimate, and it is possible

for owners to utilise a ' direct labour ' system

to great advantage by the selection of capable

and conscientious builders, to whom they

may confidently allot the work upon a per-

centage or cost plus fixed sum basis, feeling

sure that it will be done efficiently and

eeonomically. I say that this is possible

—

I do not mean to say that it would be pos-

sible to do all work upon this basis, because

it requires ' selected stock ' in the matter of

contractors and owners as well. But it

should be increasingly possible, as the years

go on, to find contractors and owners

equipped mentally and morally for the execu-

tion of work upon the plan indicated. It is

an ideal in the building industry toward

which our faces should be set."

THE INSIGNIA OF THE MAYOR OF
COLCHESTER.

The town of Colchester is probably better

known by reason of its possession of the

Oyster Fishery of the Colne and Pyfleet and

other creeks in the vicinity than because

either of its ancient history (which links with

the earliest Roman occupation of England),

or by reason of the extensive garrison housed

within its borders.

The oyster layings have from time imme-

morial belonged to the corporation, and

although they have not always been the

source of wealth which they are now, yet

the corporation possesses the evidence of

early affluence in an insignia of particular

importance acquired by purchase and gift,

principally during the last two centuries, and

it includes a large and massive silver gilt

mace, 4tt, lOin. in length, wrought by

Edward Jennings, a London goldsmith, in

the year 1728, it being recorded that over

200 ounces of corporation plate was disposed

of to defray the cost. The mace is certainly

an imposing affair, and is in constant use.

There are also four snuiU silver-gilt maces.

The mayor's gold chain of office is particu-

larly handsome, and was presented in 1765

by Leonard Ellington, of Loiulon. There is

ail attached pendant, too, with the chain,

added nearly a century and a quarter later,

in 1887, by" the mayor of that year, Mr.

Horace G." Egerton Green, in commemora-
tion of Queen Victoria's Jubilee. The
loving cup, of silver-gilt, is displayed at the

annual oyster feast. It is indicated in

ancient records as the gift of a certain

Abraham Johnson in 1673. The mayor's

silver "Theatre Ticket," which is probably

unique in this country, dates from the erec-

tion of the first theatre on a site Ijchind the

Moot Hall in 1764. The well-known silver

oyster bears the London hall mark of 1804-5,

and there are two oyster gauges of brass.

There are two silver oars appurtejiant to tho

office of water bailiff, and they date from
the year 1804, but these oars probably re-

placed older ones. They are emblematical
of the Admiralty Jurisdiction conferred
under a Charter of Charles I. A very mas-
sive silver salver was presented to tho cor-

poration by a loyal burgess in 1844, and a

silver cup was bequeathed to the corpora-
tion by the late Major Newell. The
treasurer's key, indicative of the control of

the town resources, was presented by Mr.
C. R. Gurney Hoare. .1.1'., on his relinquish

ing the office of borough treasurer, and it

makes an interesting modern addition to the

collection. There is also a mayor's silver

seal, a handsome niothero'-pearl and gold
snuff box, two silver snuff-boxes, a silver

inkstand, and the silver gilt key of the late

town hall, the present town hall being an
architecturally fine modern structure erected
about fifteen years ago.

The silver "Theatre Ticket" is among the

least usual of the items, it having for 150

years been permitted to frank the mayor's
use of the reserved box in the theatre. It is

believed to have been made and the privi-

leges attached to it granted at the time of

the erection of the first theatre, a century
and a half ago. Apparently the original

edifice was demolished and a second building

erected 70 or 80 years ago.

The present building is a landmark in tho

town. It is built of brick, with a severe

Classic front, possessing spacious reception

and crush rooms and a wide stage, while the

auditorium has three tall tiers. It is situ-

ated in the St. Botolph's (piarter of the town,

which is the ancient part of the borough
abutting on the garrison field, and has not

only enjoyed many successful theatrical

seasons, but has been the scene of niany a

romantic celebration of departure and return

of troops.

The freehold theatre is to be offered for

sale by auction by Messrs. Weatlierall and
Green in London on October 21 as a going
concern. The building is substantial and
the theatre prosperous, and having regard

to the fact that the site can point to 150

years' continuous theatrical use, it is antici-

pated and hoped that whatever changes may
occur in the building, there will still be a
continuance of the use by the mayor of the

silver "Theatre Ticket."

RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE.

Mr. Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., de-

livered on Monday the first of '24 University

Extension Lectures on "Renaissance Archi-

tecture" at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
He described the nature and scope of the

subject, which has become a necessary part

of a general education ; for architecture is a

material exponent of civilisation, a record of

human aspirations and activities, and modern
design is founded upon ancient precedent.

Thus a knowledge of architecture, more
especially of the Renaissance style which

comes down to our times, should form part

of the equipment, not only of the architect,

but of artists and craftsmen, antiquaries and

connoisseurs, photographers and journalists,

and even of authors, for a story without the

mise-en-scene supplied by buildings is like

a play without stage scenery. Teachers now
realise that architecture is more necessary

than dates for understanding general history

and the social life of our ancestors. For tho

traveller, too, such knowledge is essential to

appreciate the purpose and design of tho

buildings and ruins that he visits, while those

who cannot travel will be transported by the

aid of some 1,200 lantern views to the actual

buildings and their surroundings. Mr.
Fletcher reviewed the evolution of ancient

and Medineval architecture that led to theRe-
nais.sance style, which at this very moment i.s

being used for the refacing of Buckingham
Palace.
He dealt with the influences of the period,

such as the writings of Dante, Petrarch, and

Boccaccio, the ncwly-discovercd MSS. of the

classic authors, the fall of Constantinople,

the inventions of gunpowder, the mariner's

compass, and printing, all of which helped
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1 tl.nt iipw ^nil-it of inquiry which

l^d'to'TleV o .,;':r.o,/. From Florence the

new sty e/pread in the IGth ccMitury through

Europe modified by local influences, such as

cUmate material, and historical events. Ihe

lecrrer showed Renaissance buildings in

Ital France, Germany, Belguun, Spam,

and Kngland. and said that he shouU en^

deavour to introduce the atmosphere of he

Renaissance, and show the connection be_

t^veen history and architecture and hoped

t at at tiie end of the course they would so

appreciate old buildings and their associa-

tions as to help forward the improvement m
En-lish architecture. The remarkable ex-

amples of Renaissance architecture in the

Museum will be sjstematically stud ed, and

thus the utility of the Museum will be de-

'^.The lectures are given every Monday at

5 :p m., in the Lecture Theatre of the Vic-

toi-ia and Albert Museum, South Kensington,

S W The next lecture will be A Com-

parative Analysis of Medieval and Renais-

sance Architecture." Particulars can be

obtained from the hon. secretary, HI,

Woburn-square, W.C.

-••-

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
CAMERA, SKETCH, AND DEBATE
CLUB'S EXCURSION TO CHARTRES
AND DISTRICT.

We left on Thursday evening, July 24, at

Waterloo for our annual foreign excursion, in

the best of spirits, and after a pleasant

crossing from Southampton we found our-

selves at Havre. From there tt'e took the

boat up the Seine to Rouen. We only spent

Friday afternoon there, and so only had a

general rush round the town. Most of the

party had been there on former occasions,

and "so only made for certain buildings they

specially w'anted to see again. Next day we

took the train to Chartres. Sunday and

Monday were spent in Chartres, visiting its

various architectural sights. The cathedral

naturally proved to be the chief attraction.

It is indeed a wonderful building, tlie pro-

portions being so good, and at the same time

some of the carving is marvellous. The west

front is very dignified, and both the transept

entrances are a mass of carved statues and

statuettes. The 13th-century glass is very

tine, containing so many of those good, rich

colours. Of tlie churches of Chartres, that of

Saint I'ierre is the best. It is of the lltb,

12th, and l.ltli centuries, and has some very

good flying buttresses. There are also twelve

interesting enamels on copper, representing

the Apostles, in the choir of this church.

The Church of Saint Andre, now much
destroyed and used as a lumber store, has a

line Roinancs(|Ue west front, with some good

capitals to the doorway. The Maison du

Docteur is an interesting house, with a good

Renaissance exterior.- 'J'hcre are a good many
(lid Gothic houses iu the town, but most of

them had been severely restored. The Hotel

du Ville and Museum is a 17th-centiiry

building, and is quite a good example of the

use of brickwork for the decoration and
stonework for the surface. Tlie Porte

Guillaume, the only remaining gateway of

the town, is u good example of military archi-

tecture of the 14tli century.

On Tuesday we visited Maintenon. On the

way we (lassed through the village of Saint

Piat, and the church there contains an Early

Christian sarcophagus of the 4tli century.

The carving is very good, and in a good state

of preservation. The chateau at Maintenon
was the chief attruetion. It was built during

the IGtIi and 17lh centuries. It is very

prettily situated, with the river at the back

mid along one side. In the grounds at tlie

back of the chateau is the aqueduct com-

MK'iiced bj- Louis XIV. to conduct the water

iif the Uivcr Euro to his gardens at Ver-

sailles. 11 «as, however, never completed,

and is now in a state of ruin.

We left Chartres on Wednesday for

Chatenudun. The first part of the journey

was taken on a tram ns far as Bonneval,

passing through fairly good scenery.

Bonncvnl proved to be a nice old village,

with, however, nothing of special nrchi-

leiliiriil interest. The ehnteau was the most

interesting building at Chateaudun, and o. t

of the day was spent there. It was built

during the' 12th and 15th centuries, and is too

well known to require any further eomme.it

There are several interesting old timber

houses in the town, especially the one in the

Rne Saint Lubin, and a house called the

Maisou des Architectes has a peculiar

Renaissance tower at the back. There was

not sufficient time to visit the churches but

thev looked quite good from the outside.

Thursday was spent in Chartres taking photo-

graphs a"nd making sketches.

On Friday we went to Rambouillet, to visit

the official Palace and its grounds. It con-

tained some good panelled rooms o

Louis XIV. period, and a small room called

Marie Antoinette's bathroom, completely

finished in Dutch tiles, giving a very pleasing

effect. Two members of the party rode back

to Chartres, and were well repaid for then-

extra exertions by passing through a small

village called Gailardon, which has a very

good" church. The 15th-century choir is

raised about 5ft. above the nave level, and is

built in a stone of a nice blue-grey colour,

which shows up against the rest ot tlie

building, which is ot the usual stone colour.

There is also a very good half-timbered hon.se

in the High-street, which has some interest-

ing carving on its front.

Saturday saw the first break up of our

party, one member leaving for another part

of France. The rest spent the day at Dreux

a town which contains many architectural

buildings of interest. The Cburcb of Saint

Pierre is a good exmple of 12th and loth

century work. The west front is very

pleasing, with good doors, delicately carved.

The Hotel de Ville (1512 .37) is an interesting

example of the blending ot the Gothic and

Renaissance work. There are several in-

teresting houses, especially a building called

the Hospital. The modern Chapel Royal,

built for the family of the Orleans, was not

visited because it was on the top of a hill,

and no member felt inclined to mount the

incline. On our ride back to Chartres we

passed through an interesting town called

No"ent le Roi. The church was qnite good

with interesting bits ot Renaissance work

tacked oil to the Gothic building.

Sunday morning was spent in Chartres,

and during the afternoon we went for a

bicvcle ride round, passing through a very

fine forest. We broke up our party on

Monday, some going to various parts of

France, and the rest took the tram to Havre

and crossed by the night boat, after having

spent a very pleasant week in France.

W. Harold Jone.?.

ns to do what we can to promote liarmoiiy

and good feeling amongst all our members.

Reviewing the work done by the society

•during the last session, I think we have every

reason to be satisfied. We have had a series

of excellent papers of an instructive and in-

teresting character, and the secretary is to

be heartily congratulated on his success iii

providing lecturers of sueli high standing and

ability. Another gratifying feature of the

last session was the excellent work done in

the classes of design. Personally, I was much

impressed by the quality of the designs sub-

mitted, and 'also the draughtsmanship gener-

ally, which I do not believe has ever been

equalled previously. I can only hope that this

high standard and enthusiasm will be main-

tained in the coming session. As your repre-

sentative on the Council ot the R.I.B.A., 1

have taken much interest in the work affect-

ing the profession generally. I have been

struck by the enormous amount of work

ieh is 'done, and the businesslike way in

PRESENT-DAY ARCHITECTURE AND
THE POSITION OF THE ARCHITECT.*

By John Brooke, F.R.I.B.A.

Ill my address to you this evening I must

first express my sincere appreciation of the

honour you have done me in electing me as

your president for a second year. The Man-
chester Society of Architects is one of the

most important of the provincial societies,

both as to the number of its members and

the area of its province, and has, I believe, a

record of good work second to none amongst

the allied societies. Fortunately for its

president, much of the responsibility attached

to his position is relieved by the ready and

effective assistance which he receives from

the members of the couneil and members
generally. We are also most fortunate in the

fact of our being in a very sound pecuniary

position, thanks to the tlioiightfu! benefaction

of one ot our late members. We are thus

enabled to do many things which would be

otherwise impossible if we were depiMidcnt

on the contributions of the meiubcrs only, and

we are able to provide excellent premises

and all the aceoinmodalion of a club, from

which the members greatly benefit. We have

also an excellent library, which contains a

most valuable collection of books, to which

the members have access, so that in all

respects the society has good reason to be

proud ot its position, and it behoves nil of

•The I'residcntial Address to the Manchest<
Society of .\rctutocts. Delivoi-ocl Oct. 8, I'.iUi.

which the affairs of the Institute are con-

ducted. I have found the greatest considera-

tion paid to the opinions of the represen-

tatives of the various allied societies, and an

earnest wish to consider the interests of the

provincial members of the Institute. I feel

that it is only fair I should state this, as I

have so often seen complaints ot neglect of

the provinces and suggestions of an over-

riding Metropolitan influence.

Many very important questions affecting

the welfare of the profession have been under

discussion during the last session, inckuUng

that most difficult problem— namely, the pro-

posed Registration Bill. As a member of the

committee I can speak of the strenuous effort^s

which have be(?n made to prepare a Bill which

would be in the best interests of the pro-

fession and be accepted by Parliament. A
draft Bill has now been completed, in spito

ot little encouragement from counsel and

others who have been consulted as to its

chances of becoming law. We are advised

that in the present condition of Parliamentary

affairs a Bill ot this nature is not at all

likely to bo successful. In the face of these

difficulties many ot the Council feel that we

liad better rel'y on our powers under the

existing Royal" Charter, which powers are

recognised by the I-aw Courts, and, it is

thought, are sufficient for our purposes.

Personally I am inclined to take this view,

nor do I see that the profession would really

gain much by an Act ot Parliament. Iho

object of acquiring an Act is primarily for

the prevention ot unqualified men practising

as architects; but, on the other hand, an Act

of Parliament would mean giving authority

and position to many unqualified men who

have at present no recognition as qualified

The medical profession have an Act cf

Parliiimeiit for their protection against un-

• lualified practitioners, but they are by no

means free from quacks and patent luedicino

vendors, who continue to flourish. Iho

R I B A. is probably the best means for our

government, and its By-laws and regulations

will sufficiently uphold the best interests of the

profession. 1 have dwelt rather long on this

matter ot Registration, as I feel it to be one

of absorbing interest to our prolession am

I am anxious that the present position should

be as clearly as possible understood. ilic

preparation of a Revised Scale ot Protessiona

Charges has also occupied the attention ot

the R.I.B.A. during the last session. It is

now completed, and as soon as it is approve,

bv the general body ot members will be^put

into force. As a member of the U.I.U.A.

Conneil I was invited, with other mcmber.s

to inspect the work which is being done at

St Paul's Cathedral, with a view to securing

the safety of the structure, owing to serious

sc'ttlcments which have taken place. In

eompany with the Cathedral architect, Mr.

Macartney, and Sir Francis ! ox, tic

engineer 'specialist, who are in charge of tlm

work, a very thorough examination ot a large

portion ot 'the building was made, and the

nature of the damage which has ocenrrecl

was pointed out. together with the metliods

which are being adopted to remedy tlic

defects. The source ot the danger is

supposed to be the bed of quicksand which

occurs in the subsoil at a depth of about _IHt.
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Ijulow the fouiulatiuiis, and Uiore is tlocti-

mentary evideiico to show that about fifty

years npo this ruijiiiiig sand was tapped
during the construction of a deep sewer in

close proximity to the Catliedral, thus
causing the settlements which liiive occurred.
The question is whether this sewer is

not pernianontly extracting water from
the sand and causing furtlier settlement.
Apart from tlie question of the exist-

ence of this quicksand, it w'as discovered
that the construction of the walls was
very defective. The main piers support-
ing the dome are composed chiefly of loose
stone rubble, with a thin outside casing of
bedded masonry, averaging .Tbout Oin. tliick,

whicli easing was practically carryijig the
whole of the enormous weight of the super-
structure of the dome, a total of some 7,000
tons, carried on ei?lit piers about 30ft. by
8ft. respectively. With a view to strengthen-
ing these piers liquid cement grout has been
forced at high pressure into the cracks and
through holes cut in the outer casing of tlit!

masonry into the rubble filling, with the
object of converting the whole pier into a

monolith or homogeneous block. Examination
of portions of the work which have been com-
pleted showed most satisfactory results, aiul,

I fully believe, will result in the removal nf

all danger of collapse. The time at my dis-

posal this evening is too limited to enter more
fully into the details of this most interesting

examination, in which 1 feel it is a great
privilege to have taken part, and the result

of the examination was to remove my anxiety

as to the future safety of the structure and
to thoroughly approve of the methods which
are being carried out with such great care

and thoroughness, and it is to be hoped that

funds will be forthcoming to complete this

most necessary work, and remove all danger
in the future.

Having given an account of my steward-

ship, I will now refer to more general

matters affecting the welfare of the pro-

fession. The Battle of the Styles has ceased

for the present, and the Goth has sur-

rendered to the Greek and Roman forces,

and Classic architecture holds the field.

Some of us will remember the time imme-
diately succeeding the previous reign of the

Classic style born of the Dilettante Society's

labours, and followed by the beautiful and
scholarly productions of Professor Cockerel,

Sidney Smirke, and their compeers. Through
the influence of Ruskin, this most interesting

period in Classic architecture terminated and
gave way to a Gotliic revival which swept
like an epidemic through the country, infect-

ing everyone. Both the clergy and laity were
moved to enthusiastic, not to say feverish,

activity. Nearly all the cathedrals and
churches in the country were placed in

the hands of Gothic experts to restore

or rebuild—alas ! unfortunately, in most
ca.ses, to destroy and ruthlessly remove
the poetry and tradition which the original

builders and time had bequeathed, leaving in

their place lifeless productions of the un-
sympathetic hardness which belongs to cast

iron. Beautiful stained glass was removed
for meretricious substitutes, and very much
of what was best was swept away in the
Gothic flood. Oh, the pity of it ! To say
nothing of the waste of money which might
have been spent to so much better purpose.
The Gothic treatment was applied to all

sorts of buildings for which it was quite
unsuited. No wonder that a reaction took
place, and that Classic architecture has once
more successfully asserted its claims, and has
gradually taken firm hold in present day
design.

In the last decade drastic changes have
taken place in the methods of architectural
teaching, and the old system of pupilage has
largely given place to the academic. It is

to be hoped the result will be satisfactory
;

but there is no doubt there is loss as well
as gain in the change. The danger of
academic education is the individual and
dominating influence of the teacher, whicli
is calculated to produce stereotyped similarity
of design, and stifle individual effort and
inspiration. There will also be a loss in the
business capacity of the future architect,
which is so essential a part of his training, in

his own interests, antl for the proper pro-
tection of those of his clients. It behoves us,

therefore, to see that this academic nietiind

of teaching shall be placed in the most
capable hands, and directed from the Royal
Institute of British Architects, rather than
by those educational bodies which lack the
necessary architectural knowledge and ex-

perience. In view of these changes in the
methods of teaching. I would ask the
question whether satisfactory progress is

being made in architectural design. There
has, I think, been improvement in the design
of our public buildings in recent years, both
as to planning and a greater breadth and
simplicity of outline, and in the omission of
unnecessary features, improved treatment of
the wall-spaces, and the effect of contrast is

better understood, and there is a greater
absence of meretricious ornament.
The use of iron and concrete construction

has changed tlu' character of our commercial
linildings, and a skeleton framework of steel

has now become almost a universal method
of construction in our business premises and
warehouses and factories. No doubt there
are many facilities in this mode of construc-
tion, which had its origin in America, and
it has enabled buildings to be ci'ccted of a
much greater height than formerly, and ahso
to economise floor-.space and the area of the
site. Perhaps the greatest improvement in

design is to be found in small houses for the
use of the middle classes, as seen in what
are called "garden cities," and in the
suburbs of large towns. It is quite a new
development, and has taken the place of the
old semi-detached villa, on which it is, need-
less to say, a great improvement. It has
provided tlie opportunity for much origin-
ality of treatment, and the results are, as
a whole, highly satisfactory. There is much
yet to be done in the provision of dwellings
for this very numerous portion of the com-
munity. The increasing difficulties in
domestic service point to residential flats

with a co-operative service, and I expect to
see in the near future considerable develop-
ment of the residential flat .system. With
respect to the dwellijigs for workmen, little

real progress has been made, owing to the
question of cost as compared w-iih the rents
which can be paid. These difficulties liave
been seriously increased by recent legislation,
whicli has for the time being checked the
career of the speculative builder who in
times past has provided this class of house.
The dearth of suitable duellings for the
working classes is becoming very serious in
many districts, and something will liave to
be done, either by Parliament or the local
authorities, to supply the want, in the
absence of private enterprise. As regards
the architectural development of our towns
and cities, efforts to improve them are sadiv
hampered by narrow views which resist all
attempts at broad treatment. I fear, in citv
improvements, the narrow and patchwork
niethods generally prevail ; but these narrow
\iews are by no means synonymous with true
economy, and a great bar to progress.
Locally, we .suffer seriously from these
causes, and the opportunities for the in[
prrnements of our citv are tlir.>wn away.
The position of the individual architect ha.s

inuch changed in the last few vears, and ho
is beset with difficulties that a ifew years ago
did not exist. The specialist has trespassed
upon his domain, and the enterprising and
advertising •furnisher and decorator" no
longer hesitates to usurp the position of the
architect and to provide plans " free of cost,"
which a credulous public have been taught to
believe. The protective authority of the
architect has been gradually, but surely,
luidcrniined. I would again sound a note of
warning against being too ready to take part
III the lottery of public competitions. The
public have discovered our weakness in this
respect, and are exploiting the profession for
their own benefit. The only kind of com-
petition which is reasonably fair is the
limited competition in which all who
take part, are paid their out-of-pocket
expenses at least. As an illustration of
the effect of this species of gambling I

would refer to the recent bankruptcy of an
architect of ability, who gave as a cause of

his insolvency having taken part in the last
six or seven years in fifty-eight public com-
petitions. He had been placed first in four,
but in only one or two eases had he been
allowed to carry out his design, "owing to
the action of the committees concerned being
in favour of local men." In granting his
discharge, the Judge commented on the un-
lemunerative result of competition work as
follows :

" He knew that competitions were
about the most expensive form of business an
architect could indulge in, because, even if

ho were at the top, it did uot follow that he
would get the contract, for there were so
many influences at work." I trust this

warning will not be thrown away, and that
we shall spend our time more profitably than
gambling in public competitions.

In conclusion, I would impress upon
assistants and younger meiiibers of our pro-
fession who are called upon to spend many
hours ill the close atmosphere of an ofiice

the necessity for preserving their bodily
health. Open-air exercise must not bo
neglected, and I woufd strongly recommend
the cultivation of outdoor sketching, which
will combine the necessary exercise and fresh

air with mental improvement. The old motto,
" Mens saiia in corpore sano " is for ever true,

and healtli once lost is not easily regained.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
SCULPTORS, PAINTERS, AND
GRAVERS.
This exhibition is, in some respects, an

improvement on the more recent shows of

the Society. There are fewer eccoutricities,

and we do get, in the case of some of the

loading painters, actual pictures, and not

mere plans and sketches of pictures that

might, could, should, or would be made if

the artist deigned to fa\our us with more
than suggestive ideas.

In some cases, it is true, it is as difficult

to interpret the meaning of the pictures as

it has been impossilile to guess that of past

"impressions"! There are Mr. Strang's

"The Worshippers" (70) and "Bal Suzette
"

(131), for instance. The fitter title for the

first would really seem to be "More Injustice

to Women," and it seems unfair that the

artist, the soldier, and the other comfortably

clad males should be so suitably and season-

ably attired, while the one nude female sit?

without a rag on to receive their devotions.

What the second means, we give up guessing.

Nor is one much more gratified with Mr.
Charles Riekctts' "Bacchus in India " (84),

or Mr. Glyii Pliilpot's "CEdipus and the

Sphinx" (78). There is a good "Head of

a Man" by M. T. Couture (69), and most
people will like M. Charles Cottet's "Mer
Sauvage, ile d'Oussaent" (75). There is

good . work in M. Blanche's "Mere du
Peintre" (02).

Ill the Long Gallery, we like best Mine.

Berthe Morisot's "Picking Flowers" (130)

and Mr. Gerald Festus Kelly's portraits (129

and 133). Another good work is Manet's
beautiful little "Portrait of a Lady" (174).

"The Mudlarks" (H.'i), by the lat« C. E'.

llolloway, and Mr. H. Bishop's "Sirocco"
(IISJ) are both welcome, if seen before. "A.

Passing Storm" (9G). by Mr. P. H. Padwick.
deserves mention, and one of the most satis-

factorv works in the exhibition is "An
Interior" (138), by Mr. William Orpen,
A.R.A.. lent by Sir Philip Sassoon. "The
Hearth" (143), 'by Mr. Francis N. Ne\\berr\.

is pleasant to contemplate, and creditably
rendcretl.

There is little new in the Corner Gallery.

The anonymous "Tennyson Reading Maud"
(149) is new to us. In the Small Gallery, we
like Mr. Jo.sepli Pennell's lithographs of

Greek architecture i'207—211). There is little

sculpture. Mr. David Edstrom's plaster

"Envy" (192) and the "Baby's Head" (193)

in bronze are good, and so is Nicoliiii's

"Satyr" (88). M. Rodin has two excellent

bronzes. "The Secret" (87) and "Monsieur
Geffrey" (249) — both lent by Mr. John
Lavery, A.R.A. ^
Mr. J. R. Taylor, surveyor of the Lunesdalo

Union, lias been appointed surveyor of the
Clitheroe Rural Council.
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OBITUARY.

Mr. George Edward Orniistoii. M.I.C.E.,

late chief engineer, Bombay Port Trust, died

at 9, Mclhury-roiid, Kensington, on I''nday

ill his 70th year. Mr. Ormiston was cdncated

at Glasgow Academy, and was trained as a

civil engineer under the late Mr. John

MacConochie, M.Inst.C.E., at the Cardiff

docks. He joined the Bombay Port Trust

as assistant engineer under his eldest

brother, the late Mr. Thomas Ormiston,

CLE. , then chief engineer. On the latter's

retirement shortly before bis death in 1882,

Mr. Ormiston succeeded liim and was chief

engineer till his retirement in 1891. Mr.

Ormiston married in 1888 Elizabeth Mary,

elder daughter of the late Mr. Alfred Burges,

and niece of the late Mr. William Burges,

A.R.A.
^t*

The name of Mr. Oswald Barker Wliitehcad,

of Middlewick, contractor and sanitary engineer,

has been placed on the commission of the peace

for Cheshire.

Ilford Urban District Council has applied to

the Local Government Board for sanction to a

loan of £21.110 for the provision of new
swimming-baths.

The new public library presented to Clydebank

by Mr. Andrew Carnegie was formally opened on

Friday night. The building was erected at a

cost of £10,000. The architects are Messrs.

Gardner and Whyte, of Vincent-street, Glasgow,

whose design, selected in competition by Mr.

.lones Miller, the assessor, was illustrated in our

issue of November 17, 1911.

On Thursday in last week, the new vestry and
sanctuary screen at Paston Church, near I'eter-

borongli, were dedicated. Tlie vestry replaces a

lean-to brick building, and is built in keeping
with the Late Decorated style of the church
itself, whilst the screen is in oak. A new altar

and reredos and choir-stalls were recently added
lo the chancel fittings of the church.

The trustees of Upper Canada College, the

historical piibhc school of Canada, have sold the

buildings and grounds at Toronto for £220,000
sterling, and have decided to erect new buildings

at Norval, 26 miles cast of the city. There the

trustees have acquired 500 acres of land, forming
part of the original grant in 1827 to King's

College, which developed into Toronto Uni-
versity.

The streets and buildings committee of Edin-
burgh Town Council considered on Friday a re-

committed report recommending approval of the
proposed diversion of Seafield-road and the
temporary road proposed to be constructed in

connection witii the new Lothians railway. Tiic

first proposal was to make the Seafield-road 45ft.

wide; but the committee now agreed to recom-
mend the town council to contribute the sum of

£2.000 towards making the road and new bridge
50ft. wide.

The foundation-stones were laid on Saturday
afternoon of two new churches to be erected in

the narish of St. Mark's, Portsmouth. Dr.
Randolph, suffragan Bishop of Guildford, laid

the foundation-stone of the Church of the
Ascension, in Stubbington-avenuc, and the
Bishop of Southampton performed the ceremony
at the Church of St, Saviour, in Twyford-avcnuc.
The two churches iogetlier are to cost, witll

fiirnislHiig and ctjuipment, between £14,000 and
£15,000.

At the meeting on ^loiiday of tlie lowu cnuucil
of Clieltcnharn, a committee reported that ihe
Local Governmcnl Roarcl liad sanctioned the
raising of a loan of- £5,500 for tlie purchased of 22
to 26, Promenade, repayable in thirty years, for
conversion into municipal olTices. The Board
intimated that the plans for adapting the houses
were satisfactory, subject to the modification of
the planning of the council-cliambcr and subject
to the provision of an external iron staircase at
the rear of No. 26 ; but they asked for a revised
estimate based on the lowest satisfactory tender.

The streets and building committee of Edin-
burgh Town Council, for the first time, put into
operation on Friday one of the new powers con-
ferred upon the local autlioritics by the recent
Edinburgh Corporation .\cl. Under Chinse 79 of
tlic .'\ct. no new tenement is to have more houses
entering from a comnnui stair tlian nine without
the special sanction of the town councib At tlie

streets and buildings committee meetings there
was an application on behalf of a proprietor of a
tenement in Buccleuch-st reel to increase tlio

separate houses in a tenement there by one

—

from 14 to 15. Tlie committee, however, decided
to recommend the town council to decline to

sanction this.

Imlbing Blntelligence.—^^

—

BRISTOL.— The Royal West of England

Academy at Bristol was reopened on Monday

after extension, restoration, and redeeora-

tion. The new front, which occupies the site

of the original external steps and approaches,

is of Classical character, forming a base to

the upper part of the original building,

which remains practically unaltered, except

that the old loggia, which formed the en-

trance, has been thrown into the new stair-

ease hall, and windows inserted in the

original openings. A central doorway,

flanked with fluted Doric colunuis, sur-

mounted by an entablature and parapet,

forms the p'riiicipal entrance, and on either

side are the doorw^ays giving access to the

municipal school of art and the studios re-

spectively. Over the central doorway are

the Royal Arms, carved in stone ; it is the

work of Mr. Lindsey Clark, R.B.S. At each

end of the building are stone screen walls,

with low parapet walls at right angles to the

front. The stone used is Bath stone, from

Coombe Down. The entrance doorway gives

access to a lobby open to the entrance ball,

wdiicli contains the principal staircase, the

secretary's ofRce. and ladies' cloakroom. The
floor of the hall is of marble, and the walls

have a dado of polished Hopton Wood
marble, with black marble bands, the upper

part being lined with Esealctte marble. On
either side of the staircase are piers formed

with square fluted Doric pilasters of Pias-

traccia marble with capitals and bases of

statuary, and standing upon Hopton-Wood
marble pedestals. There are engaged

pilasters of the same character upon the

walls. The staircase is polished Hopton-

Wood marble, with black marble handrail,

balusters, and plinth moulding. Upon the

level of the first landing is a niche, contain-

ing the bronze bust of the late Lord Winter

stoke, modelled by Mr. Havard Thomas. On
the first floor the walls are lined to the full

height with Arni-alto, arranged in large

panels. At intervals upon the walls are

fluted Ionic pilasters of Piastraceia marble.

The central compartment is covered with a

pendentive dome, having enriebed caissons.

The ceiling treatment of the first floor hall

provides four wall lunettes, 24ft. wide and

7ft. Bill, high, and these are filled with deco-

rative paintings. An open com|)etition was

instituted for the designs for these paintings,

and Mr. Walter Crane, R.W.S., was suc-

cessful in securing the commission. The
subjects chosen are the arts of "Painting,"

"Craftsmanship," "Architecture," and

"Sculpture." The first two are completed.

The original plans were the last work of Mr.

H. Dare Bryan, F.R.I.B.A., of Bristol, but

these had to be remodelled by Mr. S. S.

Reay, F.R.l.B.A. The contractors were

Messrs. J. Dallon and Son, Birmingham,
and the clerk of works Mr. E. J. Trotman.

CORSTORPHINE, N.B.—The new church

of St. Anne at Corstorphine was dedicated

and formally opened on Saturday afternoon

by the Moderator. Tlie church is built of

stone, and is designed in the Romanesque
style. There is a nave with a space set apart

for the choir at the east end, and further to

tltc east a semi-circular apse for the Com-
munion table, with an arcaded bench round
tlie walls for the minister and elders. The
floor of the apse and choir is laid with lona
marble. Tlie side aisles are simple passages,

leading to broad aisles or chapels on the

north and south sides. The principal light-

ing of the church is from overhead, from the

28 clerestory windows. All the pews and
doors of the church have been executed in

oak. The pulpit is a gift, and is of oak,

richly carved on the front, and set upon four

colnmns. 'J'lie Communion table is also

riclily carved. Tlie exterior of tlie church is

designed on simple lines, and natural faced

low courses without specially dressed stones

are emploved. The architect is Mr. P.

M'Gregor Chalmers, Glasgow.

OXh'ORD. -The two new blocks of build-

ings at Soiucrville College, Oxford, were
ouencd on Saturday afternoon by the Vice-

CliauccUor, Dr, C. B, Hcberden, Principal

of Brasenose College. The additions, which

have been erected from the design of Mr.

Edmond Fisher, are in the Georgian style, in

red brick, roofed with Corfestone tiles, and

consist of the Maithind Hall, containing the

dining-hall. 70tt. by :).'jft., witli offices and
coinnion rooms below it, and of a residential

block with accommodation for two tutors aiul

twenty students. The two buildings are con-

nected by a loggia and terrace, from which

a view of the garden is obtained. The
builders were Messrs. S. Hutchins and Sons,

of Oxford.

PENSHAW.—The contract for rebuilding

Peiishaw Station, destroyed by fire, has been

placed with Messrs, Stephen Fcnwick and

Co., Northumberland-road, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. The buildings are to include a book-

hall, 71ft. by 27ft., booking and parcels

offices, 30ft. by 15ft., stationmaster's office,

etc. Detached from the main buildings are

the general waiting room, 25ft. by 12ft., also

first class ladies' and geiitleinen's. rooms,

each 12ft. by 10ft, stores, and conveniences.

Tlic whole of the work will be completed in

six months' time, from plans by Mr. William

Bell, of York, the architect to the North

Eastern Railway Company.

PAISLEY ABBEY.~~A meeting of the

abbey restoration conimittee was held at

Paisley on Friday (Sir C. B. Renshaw, Bart.,

ill the chair) to 'consider the report of Pro-

fessor Heiu-y Adams, consnlting engineer,

London, upon the structural stability of the

liuildiiigs proposed to be erected, which

showed that an ample margin of safety had

been allowed for. In stibinitting the designs

for the choir for the approval of the heritors,

the committee had reserved the position of

the organ-chamber for further consideration.

The designs as amended were submitted to

th.e heritors, and received their approval.

The building comiuittee went on to state that

letters had been received from Mr. J.

Stewart Clark increasing his gift towards the

choir restoration from £3(1,000 to .£40,000,

and from Mr. Robert Allison, who had

promised £8,000 towards the original esti-

mate of cost of restoring the central tower,

raising that amount by £2,000, Mr. Murray,

the measurer, having now estimated the

outlay at £9,918. The committee recom-

mended the acceptance of the following

offers, subject to final adjustment; which

were in every case the lowest in the several

departtuents ; — Mason-work: W. and J.

Taylor, Glasgow, £37,692 12s. 5d. Wright-

work; Wvlie and Loclihead, Ltd., Glasgow,

£758 7s. lid. Pluinlier-work; A. Forsyth and

Son, Paisley, £1,034 9s. Id. Glazier-work;

Win. Meikle and Sons, Glasgow, £339 6s. Id.

Adequate sums had been set aside for carved

work ill stone and wood, for architect and

measurers* fees, heating, oak furniture, and

other necessary expenses, and the total cost

of the proposed works would amount to

about £54,000, The conimittee recommended

the appointment of Mr. James Murray, of

Crossflat crescent. Paisley, to the post of

clerk of works. The report was adopted.

<»»

Mr. Frank Pritty, of the city engineer's stafE,

Glasgow, has been appointed burgh surveyor and

master of works to the Prestwick Town Council.

A new West Riding Council elementary school

was opened on Thursday in last week at Car-

croft. The accommodation is for 1.000 scholars

—namely. 320 boys, 310 girls, and 370 infants.

It is built on the quadrangle principle, similar

to the schools opened last week at Edlington and

Baltiy. from plans prepared by Mr. John Stuart,

L R I B.A., of the Wakefield County Offices.

A joint committee of the corporation of York

have had under consideration tihe claims of the

Leeman-road district to be brought into more

direct communication with the centre of the city,

anil having examined alternative schemes pre-

liarcd liy the city surveyor. Mr. F. W. Spurr,

liavc dccideil to recommend the council to

include 111 the Bill proposed to be promoted in

Parliament power for the carrying out of the

construction' of a single-snan bridge over the

River Ouse at Cliflonscope, Section No. 2 of the

roadway to connect the bridge with Lincoln-

street, and the roadway connecting Salisbury-

terrace viith Waterworks-lane, at an estimated

cost of .£33,350, such amount being exclusive of

the cost of any land to be acquired.
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The Miiiiclic'stt'i' Society of Arcliitoi'ts is

islways fortuiiiite in its prpsidRiits, luid Mr.

.loliii Brooke's iulilress on Wednesday cnening

last adds another to the timely and level-

headed utteranees by whiuh our brethren of

Cottonopolis have of recent years been

edified. Vfc. are particularly glad Mr,

Brooke emphasised the present-day evils of

architectural gambling, for that indeed is

what our system of public competitions has

become. His illustration— a timely one,

wliich all his hearers must have taken to

heart—is bne of many on which we have

recently commented. While architects allow

unscrupulous authorities and individuals to

exploit them for their own benefit, it is

u.seless to hope for better things. Honest
winners will be shunted mercilessly in favour
of local men, and the advertising furnisher

and decorator will sweat "specialists" and
provide plans "free of cost," prepared by his

"young men upstairs." In no other calling

of equal rank and usefulness has this canker
eaten so deeply. In no other will it so

inevitably lead to worse evils if architects

are deaf to the calls of honour and their own
legitimate interests. We trust others will

speak out as boldly as Mr. Brooke has done,
and that men who fail to recognise their first

duty to themselves and their fellows will be
treated as they deserve. A man who engages
in a competition that has been blacklisted by
llie R.l.B.A. has forfeited the right to its

niendjerSiip, or that of any architectural

siioiety. and a client that depends on such
an architect has little guarantee that a man
who is blind to his first responsibilities will

discharge honestly those which appertain to

his calling.

The annual Inland Revenue Report issued

last Friday will rank hereafter as one of the
most damning records of the ineptitude of

any Finance Minister, British or foreign,

ever chronicled. There may have been other
iuinisters who have rivalled Mr. Lloyd
George in' their unwisdom, and as regards
injury to trade by mistakes in ta.xation

:

tliere has never been one which proved itself

such a fiasco as regards results. This was
our speculative Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer's forecast for the four financial

years commencing with 1909-10 :

—

Duty. Year Yea,r Year Year
Increment 1909-10. 1910-11. 1911-1'2. 101-2-13.

Value Duty ... fiO.OOO i''20,0(» iSO.OOO .CW.OOO
Keversion Duty OO.Oa) SW.OOO 50,(XX) ViTiXW
Undeveloped
Land Duty ...

Mineral Rights
Duty 3.50,000

140,000 iaO.OOO* -200,000 100,000

700,0001 400.000 'igo.aKi

Total HOO.OOO 1,090.000 700,000 545.000

• Includint! £140,000 arrear.s for 1009-10. I Inclnding
i3.30,OOU an-ears for KKB-10.

The Inland Revenue Commissioners explain

that tile Act imposing the duties only re-

ceived the Royal Assent o[i April 29, 1910.

and that it was not until the autumn of that

year that the administrative machinery was
sufiiciently athanced to permit of an effective

start being made with the general valua-

tion of land and the assessment and collec-

tion of duty. They point out that for these

reasons "Payments into the Exchequer" did

not commence until 1910-11, when they

amounted to £520,000. In 1911-12 these pay-

ments aggregated £481,000, aTid in 1912-1.3

£455,000, including a sum of £20,000 paid

into the Exchequer in respect of Mineral

Rights Duty before the end of the financial

year, but which could not be brought into

account under the appropriate head of duty

pending the completion of the assessments.

The net receipts of the several duties has

been as follows :

—

Duty. Year. Y'ear, Year,
Inm-emont Value 1010-11, 101I-1-2, 101'2-13,

Duty il-27 ... i'B,l'27 ... i'lS.OBl

UevL-vsion Duty -257 ,.. ii.lHl ... 47,974

Undeveloped Land
Duty 2.3,51 .,, -28,917 ... 97,8:52

Mineral UiHlits Duty rm.'M) ... 43n,]9:i ... -273,915

Total .509,025 493,HHH 43t>,7-22

The excuses are flimsy. The ditTcreiu'es

between the "Budget Estimates" and "Net
Receipts" are attributed partly to the delay

in the passing of the principal A<-t and

partly to the absence of reliable data on

which to base any satisfactory estimates of

the yield of these new taxes. The Commis
sioners allege that the Increment Value

Duty, the Reversion Duty, and the Unde-

veloped Land Duty are becoming annually

more productive as the work of valuation

progresses and arrears are overtaken. The
Bulk of the Mineral Rights Duty for the year

1909-10 and a substantial portion of the duty

for 1910-11 were received during the latter

year, and the collection of this duty reached

a normal condition towards the end of the

year 1911-12, the receipts of which year in-

clude considerable arrears relating to tlie

years 1910-11.

Even if the Commissioners' explanations

are accepted, the fact remains that every

item w-as overestimated to an extent that few

bubble-company prospectus writers have

dared to rival. Nor is that all. It is "ex-

plained." as regards the Mineral Rights

Duty, wliich contributes the bulk of the re-

ceipts, and is really not a land values duty

at all, that the reduction in the amount

assessed for last year, as compared with pre-

vious years, is due partly to the fact that the

statistics are incomplete, certain assessments

not having been made until after the close

of the year; partly to a reduction in the

amounts returned for assessment owing to

the loss of mineral royalties during the Coal

Strike of 1912, and a similar reduction due

to the assessments being based on the net

rents and royalties after deduction of income

tax instead of on the gross rents as in pre-

vious years. The latter deduction, which

was made in conset|ueiice of the decision of

the High Court in the ease of "The Duke of

Beaufort v. Tlie Commissioners of Inland

Revenue" (since confirined in the Court of

Appeal), will be permanent in character,

and with income-tax at Is. 2d. in the pound

will adversely affect the yield of Mineral

Rights Duty to the extent of about 6 per

cent, per annum. Considerable repayments

of tax overpaid for the years 1909-10, 1910-11,

and 1911-12 will al.so have to be made during

the year 1913-14. And all the time the

valuation of the land, which is being con-

ducteil at enormous cost, 'is proceeding,

though at the end of last March only four

and a half millions out of a total of approxi-

mately ten millions of hereditaments had

been valued. The actual amount spent last

year on the valuation does not appear to be

given in the report.

We are glad to see there is to be an inquiry

at the Town-Hall, Burnley, next Tuesday by

the Local Government Board into the closing

order made by the corporation against Mr. .J.

F. Lancaster, Lic.R.I.B.A., the owner of the

premises concerned, on which we commented

on this page in our issue of September 19. It

is stated that the gentleman appointed by the

Local Governincnt Board to conduct the

inquiry is the same who granted the closing

order. If this is so, we have no doubt that be
will impartially discharge his duty; but it

seems strange that the Local Government
Board is empowered to act as arbitrator

under its own At't, and property-owners

generally will, we think, watch the further

progres.s of this ca.se with interest not

altogether unmixed with apprehension. Wc
shall probably have more to say—we hope in

congratulation to all concerned—when the

result of the inquiry is made known.

The comments of the Glasgow newspapers

on Mr. W. E. Riley's three " Chadwlck " lec-

tures on the " Practical Problems of Housing

Reform," which we gave last week, are

numerous and appreciative. The Glas(ji>w

News commends their timely incidence and

helpful tendency, especially at a time when
Glasgow is imperatively faced with the urgent

necessity for some solution of the problem.

There, as elsewhere, unfortunately, as

our Scottish contemporary briefly remarks,

the disposition is manifest "to deal with the

housing question less as a practical problem

for truly practical treatment, than as a singu-

larly opportune arena for the exploitation of

the crudest and wildest sort of politico-

economic theories." Glasgow, anyhow, has

had the wisdom to li-sten to one whose prac-

tical knowledge and experience have been as

diverse and extended as his expositions

thereof last week and at other times have

been wholesomely free from the fads of the

dilettante and the whims of the crotchet-

monger; and we should like to see the widest

circulation given to the publication of Mr.

Riley's lectures in extenso in a form calcu-

lated to insure their possession and study by

every authority in the three Kingdoms
charged, or likely to be charged, with the

better housing of the people.' Here in Lon-

don men of all parties thankfully and unani-

mously acknowledge that, thanks to his energy

and knowledge, the London County Council

has to the very utmost of its powers and

means discharged its responsibilities credit-

ably and wisely, and it is no mean tribute to

the London County Council that its super-

intending architect has been selected to ex-

pound the methods his position has enabled

him to carry out.

Mr. Riley was very fortunate in his chair-

men last week at Glasgow. Sir Donald

MacAlister, K.C.B., the erudite Principal of

the University of Glasgow, the Lord Provost,

and Dr. Chalmers, the able medical officer

of health of the city, are each as pre-eminent

in their respective spheres as they were happy

in their introductions each night of the lec-

turer. Dr. Chalmers, it is true, on Friday

night found himself comically set at defiance

by one arch-enemy, and utterly unable to

follow his own excellent advice,' " Kill that

fly," and " Do it now !
" During one of the

most interesting passages of Mr. Riley's con-

cluding lecture, and just as one of the most

telling slides of plans and views had been

thrown on the screen, an intruding house-fly

got somehow into the lantern lens, and as the

Glasgow Ileiahl puts it, "struggled into Mr.

Riley's parlours, magnified many times his

'

size, with Gulliver-like immensity, or strode

' magnificently like an aeroplane over the roofs

'

of Norbury and Tooting, The author of ' Do

it now ' (the respected medical officer of

health) sat on his chair more or less horrified

at the insect's audacity, helpless to carry out

his advice. By-and-by Mr. Fly seemed to

have had enough of town planning, and
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hastily retired from tlie

cheers of the audieuce."

show, amid tlie

While we should hardly like to say, with a

correspondent of the Times, that a faculty is

always "a quasi-private transaction between

the individual parish and the Chancellor,"

we do think the whole procedure is mostly an

anachronism, and often little more than a

gossip between good people who know
little, and ought to be responsible for

less, of matters they are dealing with.

In part, no doubt, this was perceived

by the Joint Committee on Ancieiil

Monuments, and the publicity therein recom-

mended was wholesome. But as we pointed

out at the time, the nictiiod prescribed would

cost money ; and the '" small committee '" oi

three architects would probably hesitate some-

times to condemn or praise the suggestions of

the architect engaged. The Times corre-

spondent wants an "Advisory Board in every

diocese, which must be consulted before a

faculty is i-ssued for altering the fabric of

any church, and which should consist of re-

presentatives of archaeological societies

within the diocese, the diocesan architect,

and the archdeacons." This hardly seems to

us likely to improve matters. The one solu-

tion would probably be found, as in other

cases, in connection with the appoiiitnient

uf a Ministry of Fine Art, responsible to

public opinion, whose trained inspector

would publicly inquire into all restoration

schemes, and hear objections, just as his col-

league of the Local (jovernment Board does

in regard to matters within its purview.

respectful alik^/ to the University and the

Royal Commission. The joke of the situa-

tion, however, lies in the fact that this com-
mittee has never met.

Uii Tuesday ne.\t, at a meeting of Convo-
cation of the University of London, at the

University, South Kensington, Jehangier

Hall, Dr. R. Mullinen.\ Walmsley will

move ;
—

" That this House is of opinion

(1) That whenever arrangements are made
in connection with a new site for the

University they should expressly provide

that his Majesty's Government shall

continue to provide adequate and suit-

able accommodation for the University,

free from expense for rent, rates, taxes, and
structural repairs, as it has done from the

foundation of the University, and now does.

(2) That no such arrangements can be made
or entered into until it is known whether
Parliament makes any and (if so) what
change in the constitution and functions of

the University. Since the last attempt to rush

the purchase of the unsuitable and costiv

Bedford site, according to the Daily A'ews,
its promoters have approached the City com-
panies with a view to obtaining their support.

But this has been refused. The companies
are in no mood to contribute to the purchase
of property at a figure three times in excess
of the value put upon it by tlie London
County Council. The Senate of the Uni
versify is to hold its first meeting after the
vacation on the -'2nd inst., and it is expected
that a conference will then be arranged on
the site question between tliat body and the
London County Council. One of the curiosi-

ties of the situation is provided by the De-
partmental Committee which was appointed
by the Board of Education Inst July to sec
the various parties concerned and to report
as to how effect might be given to the recom-
mendations of the Royal Commission on the
University, The appointment of the com-
mittee was not relished in some quarters,
and Sir Wm. Collins, in conversation with a

/Jriili/ Xews representative on Tuesday, de
scribed it as a very unusual procedure, (lis

In March last the London County Council

were asked again to consider the desirability

of applying the name of "Tottenham Circus"
to the open space at the junction of Totten-

ham Court-road and New Oxford-street. 'The

Holhorn Borough Council has received a

reply stating that the L.C.C. are of opinion

that to apply tlie name Tottenham would

tend to create false local history, and they

have therefore again decided to take no

action in the matter. Most sensibly. In

addition, it would confuse thousands of

strangers yearly, and serve no conceivable

purpose except the gratification of freakish

lad-mongers.

The death of iWr. .1. W. Fairbrother, a well-

known estate agent, of Harrington-street., Liver-
jiool, took jjlaee at his residence, 79, Clamiiug-
street. on Aionday.

'I'he Board of Trade have conlirmed the older
made by tlie Lig;ht Kailway Commissioners,
Hutlioribing the const rueliou ot a light railway
in the borough ot SouthwolU, bufi'olk, connecting
Sonthwoid riarbour with the Southwold Kail-
way.

Ill memory of the late Rev. F. E. Home,
rector of Drinkstoue from loti5 until his death
on February 11, 1913, there has recently been
placed in Uruikstone parish church some oak
panelling and leredos. with an oil-painting inset,

represeniing the Saviour crowned with thorns.

The Lord Mayor will, uii Wednesday, October
29, lay the foiiiHlation-stone of the new building
of the Institute ot Alarine Engineers, which is to

occupy an island site on 'lower-hill. The main
elevations will be binlt in I'ortland stone. Mr.
Victor Wilkins, ol VZ. York Buildings, Adelphi,
is the architect, whose tlesigu was illustrateO lu

our issue of December 6, 1912.

The King has been pleased, on the recoin-
meiutation of the Secretary tor Scotland, to
approve of the appointment of i'rofessor
JoUn Dewar Cormack, D.Sc, M.lnst.C.E.,
Jl.l.iVlech.K., Professor of Kngiueering in Uni-
versity College. London, to t.lie Chair of Civil
Engineering* and iVlechaiiics ill the University ot
Vtlasgow, vacant by the resignation of Professor
Barr.

Dr. F, K. Fairbank, F.S.A., whose death
uccurrecl on Friday at Caversham, Oxfordshire,
m his seventy-third year, was consulting surgeon
of the Doncaster Royal Infirmary, and a corre-
sponding member ot the British Archaeological
.\ssociation. He was the author of "Memorials
of Old Surrey," "Memorial Brasses of Surrey,"
"I'he Abbey of Bermondsey. " and other works
of an anticjuarian character.

At Saturday's meeting of the Birmingham
Town Planning Committee, it was announced by
the chairman i,i\;r. Neville Chamberlainl that an
intimation had been received from the Road
Board that they had made the committee a
grant of 1:20.000 towards the construction of so
much of the ring road winch is to encircle the
city as is comprised in the Harborne and Quinton
and East Birmingham town-planning scheme.

Lecturing on Tuesday evening at the Gas
hxhibition. Sheiiherd's Bush, on "The Evohition
of (ias Lighting and Heating," Professor Vivian
B. Lewes observed that the smoke curse that in
the last half of the 19ih centnrv fell upon the
City, and by tog, lilth, and cutting down the
hours of sunshine, injured the people to the
extent of many millions in monev, and untold
misery in health, was slowly being conquered as
the use of gas as fuel steadilv advanced. He
claimed tliat not only in the home, but for power
in thr taclory, coal-gas was the ideal fuel as well
as an illuminant.

Lord Guthrie, in the Scottish Court of Session
at Minburgh on Friday, granted decree' in a
petition at the instance of the Local Government
Board against the town council of Dunbar as
the local aiilhority, ordaining the latter to
provide a new simply of water to meet the needs
of the burgh, in terms of the Burgh Police
(Scotland

1 4ct, 1892. The town council of
IJunbar have been in negotiation for some time
with a view to providing a new supply of water
troin the Lammernniors, and thev have been

I

orrlamed to submit a scheme to a man of skill
w II Inn two months.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIKS.

THE ART OK HOLMAN HUNT. -The
lirst of a series of Ogdeii Trust lectures,
arranged by the Crompton Higher Education
Cominittee, was given in the Co-operative
Hall, Shaw, Lanes, the other night, by Mr.
J. L. Paton, M.A., high master of the Man-
chester Grammar School. The subject was
"The Art of Holmaii Hunt.' The lecturer,
who mentioned that he had enjoyed the per-
sonal acquaintance of Holmaii limit and his
family, pointed out that Holmaii Hunt was
the conceiver of a new movement in art as
the founder of the Pre Rapliaelite brother-
hood. At the age of IbJ lie conceived the
lines of a drastic revolution in English art.
It was encouraging to think he was bom in
the centre of London, being the son of a
warehouseman. At the age of twelve he was
a sort of glorified office-boy to an auctioneer,
and in IbVi he became London agent for
Richard Cobden's firm of Manchester calico-
printers. His spare time was spent in the
British Museum and National Gallery, where
he came in touch with the great masters of
the past. He entered the Academy School,
and here a wonderful comradeship was
formed which revolutionised art. From
Raphael, art had been ilonunated by con-
vention ; but Hunt led the wav back to God's
own nature and the open air. Mr. Paton
described "Rieiizi, Ihe Hireling Shep-
herd," " 'I'he Wandering Slieep," " The
Light of the World," "The Scapegoat,"
"I'he Shadow of the Cro.ss," "The Flight
into Egypt," "Disputing with the Doctors
in the lemplc," and other pictures. The
lecturer ccnitended tliat Holmaii Hunt would
always stand as one of the greatest spiritual
forces of the Victorian era.

THE BASTIONS OF LONDON WALL.
- Before the British Arclia;ological Associa-
tion on 'I'hursday night, in the lecture hall of
the Royal Society ol Arts, Mr, I rancis VV..
Reader gave a paper on 'i'he Bastions, or
Wall Towers of London." 'I'he president, Mr.
Charles E, Keyser, occupied the chair. Mr.
Reader said that tlie bastions were placed at
intervals on the outside face of the walls so
as to coinmand the length of the wall sepa-
rating them. 'I'hey exhibited the method of
mural foundation known to the Romans, but
not used by them in the early occupation of
this country. The bastions formed no part
of the original defences, as they were of dif-
ferent construction, varied considerably in
size, and had no bonding courses. That the
bastions were later additions to the wall was
clear from the masonry, and also because
they were built against the wall and not
bonded into it. Some of the bastions were
solid, others were hollow and filled with
earth. The first definite description of them
was that of FitzStephen in the 12th century.
The position of 20 bastions had now been
ascertained, and probably more remained un
discovered. There was only one possible
alternative to the theory of the Roman origin
of bastions, and that was that they were
built by the Saxons, who found a convenient
quarry in the Roman buildings that were left,
but there was no warrant for believing that
the Saxons had anything to do with then-
erection.

THE P R A C r 1 L' A L VALUE OF
ENGINEERING MODELS, — The presi-
dential address to the Association of
Engineers-in-Charge was given by Dr. R. T,
Glazebrook on Wednesday evening, at the
St. Bride Institute. Much valuable informa-
tion could, he urged, be gained from experi-
ments and observations on models, for in
iiiaiiy instances full-scale experiments were
impossible. In illustration ot his argument
he referred to the work at the National
Physical Laboratory on wind pressures. The
ob.servatioiis showed a positive pressure on
the windward side and a negative pressure or
suction on the leeward side, and whereas for
the positive pressure the results did not
depend greatly on the form ot the plate, the
negative pressures were greatly influenced by
it. In the case of aeroplanes the positive
pressure on the underside was much less than
the suction on the upper side, the suction
effect at its maxiimini being some three times

I
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as great as the pi'i'ssMii' t-H'iTt. The practical

\alue of the experiiiiciits wt-re ileinoiistrateH

by the fact that the Armv aerophiiie known as

the B. E. t3pe «as evolved from earlier types
by meaus of tlie inforiiiatioii afforded by
experiments coriflucted on models in the air

channel of the Xational Physical Laboratory.
The intimate knowledge ac(|uired of the
resistance of various forms of struts, of the
chassis, of the hofly, of the wires and cords
used for stays or warp wires had all been of

the utmost value. The Government had
authorised the erection of two more air
channels, one 7ft. square in section. Much
important and useful work has al>o been done
in connection with shipluiildin;; al the experi
mental tank. At the present moment there
were some twelve ships built or building from
lines determined by experiments in the
National Physical Laboratory tank.

HONNING PALACE. The British

Archfeologieal Association inspected on
Friday the excavations now being carried
out by the president, Mr. Charles E. Keyser,
on the site nf the Bishop's Pahue. in Holme
Park, Sonning, near Reading. The presi-

dent, the Rev. P. H. Ditchfield, and Mr.
Harold Brakspear, gave descriptions of the
results of the digging. Mr. Brakspear re-

marked upon the similarity of the building to
the palace at Lincoln. The hall at Sonning
was aisled, something like St. Mary's Hall
at Winchester, and in tlie middle was a
liearth. of which some of the tiles remained.
The kitchen, beyond the buttery and pantry,
had two enormous fireplaces with tiled backs,
and on the east side of the hall was what he
thought would develop into a square court
with a passage round it like a little cloister.
There was also another building, which
would probal)ly be found to contain a chapel.
There seemed to be no building of any great
size between the 13th century and the 15th
century, when the place was enlarged owing
to the bishop making it his faiourite seat.
The visitors afterwards proceeded to Sonning
village, where a museum of relics from the
exca\ation.s has been established. These in-
clude a large nuinlier of moulded stones,
pottery, encaustic tiles, a fragment of a bottle
bearing a coat of arms, some 15th-century
ruby glass, horseshoes, buckles, spurs, and
tobacco pipes.

The Secretary of State for India has appointed
Mr C. G. Blomfield to be architectural
draughtsman at Delhi in connection with the
work on the new capital

Mr. William Roi.in.son. of daklands, Boevey
Tracey. managing director of the Boevey
Tracery Potteries, has been appointed a magis-
trate for the county of Devon,

.\t Norwich on Tuesday an inspeclor of the
Local Government Board will hold an inquiry
into an application of the cilv corporation for
permission to borrow £5.470 'for widening the
Ki\er Wensum.

St. Nicholas's Church. Worcester, which was
rebuilt m 1730. and has recently been restored
was reopened on Sunday. The work has cost
about A'SOO. Beneath the nave is a spacious
vault, which constituted the floor of the previous
church, beheved to have been built on the return
of the first Crusaders.

The Prime Minister vnW visit Stirling on
November 1. to unveil the national memorial to
the- late Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman. The
sculptor IS Mr Paul Montford, who executed the
characteristic bronze bust of (he late Premier
which has lieen placed on the wall of the north
aisle at Westminster Abbey.

A small church has just been erected at
larbax. a growing mining district in the
uplands of T.anarkshire, It is a simple rou"h-
cast building, with pitch-pine open timber roof
in the interior. There is accommodation for •J04
persons. The architect is Mr, P, M'Gregor
t-halmers, Glasgow. The church was dedicated
on Saturday,

At a meeting of the Tees Conservancy Com-
missioners at Middlesbrough, on Monday
tenders were accepted for the new road from
heaton Carew to Port Clarence, and the con-
struction of bridges over certain parts of the

+?wo7/°-'' 'i'f
™ad-mak.ng the" tender of

*..iS.J/b OS. 9d. of Messrs, .John Moffitt. of

i-ifi"7«n''f
'„''"'' *'°'' ""= '"'"^S^* the tender of

±16.760 of Messrs. Head. Wri;htsou. and Co., of
Ihornaby-on-Tees. was accepted.

COMPETITIONS.
GKftMA.N EMBASSY' BUILDINGS AT

WASHINGTON. D.C. The competition

held in Berlin, and restricted to (ierman
architects, for an embassy building to be
erected in Washington. D.C has been won
by Professor Bruno Moehring. a prominent
German architect. The competition marks
the hrst attempt on the part of a foreign

power to erect an embassy building at the

national capital of the United States that

will be fiistinctly typical of the nation it is

intended to serve:

NORTH WALES. Thirl.\ three designs
have been sent in for the King Edward VII.
sanatorium, which is to be erected bv the
VA'elsb Memorial .\ssociatioii. whose offices

are at Cardiff. The premiums are £100,
t.5n. and .£.'10. Only those architects whose
names were sent in last year, when the com
petition was first advertised, were allowed
to submit plans. The site is bisected by a
public way, anri the land varies considerably
in its levels. The distance from a railway to
the site is likely to add to the cost, and the
sum provided in the conditions seems small,
considering the larue amount of accommoda
tion required. The award is expected
shorth. The assessor is Mr. Edwin T. Hall.
K.R.I.B.A.

The bewisliam Borough Council have sub-
mitted to the Local Government Board plan.s and
estimates for the tuberculosis dispensary which it

proposes to erect on a site adjoining Ladywell
public baths at an estimated cost of ±:i.0OO.

Dundee Gas Conimittee resolved last week to
accept contracts for the construction of vertical
retorts at a cost of -i:32.869. It was announced
(hat coal could he carbonised by these retorts at
5d. per ton. compared with lOd. per Ion by
horizontal retorts.

The new churcli al Myshall. Co, Carlow. re-

cently completed as a memorial by the late Mr,
.lohn Diiguid, was consecrated on Monday in
last week by the Bishop of Ossory. It "is a
cruciform edifice, and has been built from plans
by Messrs. Ashlin and Coleman, of Dublin.

A public inquiry was held by .Mi A G. Drury.
Local Government Board inspector, at the Maid-
sloni- Town Hall, last week, with lefereuce lo
an application by the corporation for power to
borrow .£1,900 for the enlargement of their
sewai^e-disposal works at Aylesford by the
purchase of UJ acres of additional land and for
additional plant.

A memorial to the late Mr, John Parker, a
well-known Buckinghamshire historian and
archaeologist has been placed in the chancel of
the parish church. High Wycombe It consists
of figures of SI, Hugh. 'St, Wulfslan. SI,

Friedswide. and SI Catherine, who were identi-
fied with the church at Wycombe, or with the
diocese w-hen incorporated with Lincoln.

A new wing which has been added "to the
Hospital of St, .John of God. at Scorton. near
Richmond. Yorks. was dedicated by the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Middlesbroiish last week. The
buildins is a plain structure, .Jacobean in style,

and raises the accommodation from 100 to 200
beds. The cost has been £14.000, The con-
tractors were Messrs. O'Neill, of Sheffield;
Messrs Richardson, of Darlington : Messrs,
Braithwaite. of Leeds ; and Messrs, Rowell. of
Newcastle.

The Tron Kirk. Kdinhurgh. was reopened for
worship on Sunday after having been closed
for eleven weeks, dtiriii;; which time it has been
renovated and various imorovements have been
instituted. The electric lighting installation has
been renewed, and a new system of ventilation
has been introduced, while the interior of the
church has been redecorated. In addition, the
console of the orsran has been removed to the
area of the church.

.\s pari of the scheme of restoration of the
church of St, Bartholomew the Great, West
Smithlield. the 17th-century boys' school, which
for many years past was in the occupation of
the late Mr. .John Hope, is being adapted to
serve as a vestry for the clergy and the servers.
On the south side of the church, the schoolhouse
built by the rector, the Rev. .John Abbiss, in
1849 for girls' and infants' schools has been
pulled down, exposing the foundation of the old
south chapel. On this site is to be built a choir
vestry, the cost of which, about £500, has been
undertaken by Mr, G. D. Atkin. a member of
the restoration committee. The demolition of
the house has revealed the old brickwork round
Prior Bolton's door.

€ovvts^onhmce,
—-•-•-

—

ANOTHER WORKING MAN'S
COTTAGE.

'/'n Ihe Editor of the BuiLDINO NEWS.
Sir, 111 last week's BfiLuiNG News Mr.

lurvill gives sketches and a description of a
workman's cottage to cost £I()U. Has Mr.
Turvill built a cottage answering to his
drawings, and if so, where is it'/

When a family is confined to one day
room, call that room what you will, it should
be capacious, and if it is ou'ly lift, wide, with
a large fireplace projecting into it, it cannot
be so designated.
How long does Mr. Turvill think that an

enamelled iron tip-up or other bath, with
approved gas or nil water-heater, will last in
a rented bouse'?

He specifies materials without regard to
locality. Rendering in cement, with clean
pebblediishing, is. or is not. cheaper than
dark red facing bricks; if it costs more, why
not use brick'/ And if it is cheaper, why not
dash the whole cottage'/

I suppose if we built another cottage like
this, and close to it, the upper story should
be faced with dark red brick, and the lower
story with pebbledash.
The purlin in the roof supports the rafters,

but what supports the purlin '/

The width of the concrete foundations

—

'!ft.—suggests loose soil. Why not build on
hard ground and dispense with concrete?

—

I am, etc, X. Y. Z.

Lord Ro.sebery is having an addition made to
the buildings on his Mid-Lothian home at Rosc-
bery in the form of a private chapel and mauso-
leum. The new buildings are to cost about
£8.000.

The urban district council of Leek have elected
as electrical engineer, in succession to Mr, Carr,
retired, Mr. .John Bemrose. of Tnnbridgc Wells.
at a salary of £225 per annum, rising to £275
by annual increment^ of £10

The urban district council of Festiniog re-
solved on Friday to ask Mr. R. C. Jones, a
local architect, for his fee for preparing a plan
and estimate of new offices and council eliamber
at the rear of the present premises.

The Local Government Board has approved of
the Prestatyn Urban District Council scheme to
build fifteen workmen's dwellings. The houses,
which are to be begun forlhwith. will be built
in two blocks, and the larger ones will have a
bathroom.

The death is announced at Clajighton, at the
age of 74. of Mr, Robert Edward Johnston, a
civil engineer, formerly of Shrewsbury, Mr.
Johnston became chief superintendent "of the
Hooton and West Kirby Branch Railway, and
also of Ihe Hooton and Helsby Railway, .After-
wards he was stationed at Shrewsbury!

Harpenden parish church has just received a
gift from Ihe hands of .Mr, Frank O, Salisbury,
the artist, who is leaving his native village to
reside in London, in the form of a fresco depict-
ing the Nativity of our Blessed Lord, the .Adora-
tion of the Shepherds, and the Worship of the
Magi. The fresco, which is placed on the north
wall of a side chapel, measures lift, by 8ft.

The \vater committee of .Aberdeen Town
Council linanimously agreed on Friday that an
increased and improved water supply for the
city ohould be provided from the River Dee. in
terms of the engineer's report : but before asking
the council to come to a final decision upon the
scheme. resoIv>-d that the question be submitted
to the electors at the ensuing municipal election.

The foundation-stone was laid on Thursday
by Sir Henry Lopes of a western porch, which
is to be added to SI John's Church. Horra-
bridge. The cost will be .£300; Messrs. Hockin
and Sons are the builders, and Mr, Pomeroy is

Ihe clerk of works. The architect is Mr, G. H.
Fellowes Prynne, F R 1 B A., of London, from
whose plans the chu-''ch was built about twenty
years ago.

The Mayor of Reading on Friday presented
Mr. Thomas .\itken. foreman at the Tilehurst
Waterworks, Reading, with a cheque for ten
guineas from the Carnegie Hero Fund, for a
conspicuous act of bravery , in rescuing Mr.
Lowthian. the consulting engineer, who fell

down the wateiworks well Mr .Aitken recently
received a medal at the hands of Ihe King for
his gallantry.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
OXIDISED LETTERING. -Oil Friday, at tlie

Clerkenwell Couutv-court, a claim was made by

the Brilliant Sign 'Company (1907), Ltd., Gray's

Inn-road, VV.C, against John M. Stewart,

builder, of High-street. Sydenham, for £2 6s. 6d.

Mr. Symes, solicitor for plaiutift, said the

defendant, who was doing some alterations to a

chemist's shop, gave plaintiffs an order for

supplying and fixing some oxidised brass

lettering. For the defence, it wa.s contended

that the letters were not uniform in size, and

that they were not affixed correctly in line. The
evidence" on behalf of the plaintiffs, including

experts, testified that the letters had been

affixed in a workmanlike manner. The workman
who carried out the fixing said that when he had
finished the chemist came out, and expressed

himself quite satisfied. Experts stated thai in

tlie casting of oxidised brass letters there was,

in cooling, a greater shrinkage in some letters

than in others. Defendant's foreman said that

after plaintiffs' man had finished the work,

witness telephoned to defendant, describing the

letters as "an odd-and-even lot." Defendant
said his customer declined to have the work as

supplied by plaintiffs. The spacing, the unequal

size of the letters, and the alignment were
grounds of complaint. He obtained new letters

and new boards from elsewhere, and had
counterclaimed for £3 10s. 6d. in respect of the

extra expense incurred. His iionour said he was
unable to find that the plaintiff's work was
satisfactory. The deviation in some of the

letters was such as to strike the eye. His
judgment must be for defendant, on the claim

and counterclaim.

BUILDER LIABLE TO A PENALTY OF
i;i,320.—At Bromyard, on Monday. William
James, a builder, of Church-street, Bromyard,
was summoned by the Board of Trade for failing

to comply with Part 2 of the National Insurance
Act by not stamping the iin£mplo,yment books of

four workmen in his employ. Sixteen summonses
were considered, four each in respect of the

following workmen: Alfred Hinksman, Albert
Bridgwater, William Gardiner, and John Henry
Hollings. Mr. Tree, of Worcester, who
prosecuted on behalf of the Board of Trade,
stated that in all 132 weeks' contributions had
not been paid by the defendant, and defendant
had made himself liable to a penalty of £1,320;
but the Board of Trade had decided to prosecute
in respect of four weeks of each workman,
making sixteen summonses in all. Mr. Tree
explained that an officer of the Board of Trade
called upon Mr. James on August 16 with respect
to the payment of unemployment insurance, and
he was informed by the defendant that he did
not intend to pay for juveniles, but he might
pay for Hollings. After the summons had been
issued, Mr. James wrote to the Board of Trade,
stating he would pay the insurance of each of
the workmen if they would withdraw the case;
but the Board replied they could not. Mr. Tree
said he was willing to leave the matter with the
magistrates if Mr. James would undertake to
pay up all the contributions he was liable to.

—T'he magistrates considered this a very reason-
able offer, and advised Mr. James to accept it.

Defendant declined the offer, and said he wished
to have the case gone into, and the magistrates
to decide it upon its merits.—Mr. Muir, an
insurance officer, of Birmingham, having given
evidence, defendant, on oath, said he objected to
stilmp the unemployment cards of any workman
under twenty-one years of age on principle,
because it was no use to the workman, as he got
nothing from the Act if he was out of work. He
was not a resistor, but hail u|>held the Act since
it came into force. In liis opinion it was a most
trumpery charge, and he liojicd the magistrates
would, in dismissing the case, say it was one the
Board of Trade should not have brought
forward.—The magistrates retired, and, on re-
luming, the chairman said they understood Mr.
•lames was willing to pay up all the arrears, and
that being so, and considering it was the first

prosecution that had taken place at Bromyard,
and hearing in mind I hat it was a difficult Act to
understand, they would impose a small fine in
each case. If any further cases were brought
before them they would not bo treated in so
lenient a manner. Defendant was fined 10s. and
costs in respect of each of the workmen Hollings
.ind Bridgwater, 4s, and costs in respect of A.
Ijink.Kman, and 5s. and costs in respect of W.
(iardlner. Only one summons was dealt with in
respect of each workman, and the other
summonses were dismissed on payment of the
costs.

nr miustrations.
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MARY'S CHURCH, HARROGATE.
is church, of wliicli we give two repro-

oiis oC the drawings shown this year at

Royal Academy, with the plan, is so

ly illustrated as to need little descrip-
' There is a founder's cliiipel adjoining

deep cornice. It was considered desirable to

I'arry on the line of this cornice, and certain

of the stringcourses. The result is very

satisfactory, the two buildings serving as a

complement one to the other. Mr. Gerald
C. Horsley. F.R.I.B.A., is the architect of

this work, and the contractors were Messrs.
Iliggs and Hill. Ltd.. of Crown Works,
South Lanibeth-road. S.W. The Keating,

plumbing, and hot-water work was executed

Mr. Lanccloi ,S. Charleton. of Wavford Wood,
Stalham. and Wye Agricultural College, has
bi>cn appointed lecturer in agricultural survey-
ing and building cdnstniction at Aspatria Agri-
cultural t'ollege.

rjfcr/r r^TJiAZ/CE

FORREST LODGE, KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE,— Mr. G, R.iMSAY Thomson, Architect

the south transept, in addition to the ordi-

nary morning chapel, disposed in a line with
the aisle on the same side of the nave. Over
the crossing a scjuare tower, with a belfry,

crowns the composition, and a feature is

made of the two vestries placed east of the

chancel. The second vestry is made to con-

form with the building line, a symmetrical
shape to its interior being contrived by the

introduction of a lobby and lavatory in the

north wall, the splay of the apsidal end being
externally varied on this flank for the above
reason. T'he north chancel aisle is seated
choir-w'ays, and the font is situate at the

west end of the nave in its orthodox position.

Both transepts have screened entrances, and
there arc north and south porches, with a

good space narthex-like at the west end of

the building. The aisles are wider than in

most modern churches, making the big
windows of the clerestory a nece.ssity. The
sturdy plain piers of the arcade have the
arches prettily <lesigned, without caps of any
kind,, and a richly-traceried screen, beyond
the crossing, incloses the choir. The walls
externally are of stone, the treatment being
massive and simple, rather flat roofs cover-
ing the aisles, in contradistinction to the
high ))itcli of the roofs over the choir and
ua\e. At tile east end of the nave over the
tower arch a large field for colour decoration
is provided, as shovyii by the interior per-

spective. The architect is Mr. Walter
Tapper, F.R.l.B.A., of London.

X, AND XII. BISHOPSGATE, E.C.

This excellent building,' designed for
offices, has recently been erected in Bishops-
gtitc. Itis immediately next to the well-known
bank by Mr. Norman Shaw, which has a

by Messrs. Burn Bros., and the electric lift

by Messrs. Waygood and Co. Our illustra-

tion is reproduced from the original, which

was exhibited at the Royal Academy this

year.

FORREST LODGE. KIRKCUDBRIGHT-
SHIRE.

This house, of which we give a view and
[ilaii. is situated in a moorland district. The
drawing was exhibited at the Royal Scottisli

Academy. The materials employed are local

whinstone, roughcasted. The facings are of

Creetown granite, the roofs beiug covered

with small sized Burlington slates. The
interior woodwork is of Kauri pine. Mr. G.

Rani.say Thomson, of Dumfries, is the

architect.

THE ROYAL NATIONAL EISTEDDFOD
OF WALES, 1913: PRIZE DESIGN FOR
A WELSH VILLAGE INS'lTTUTE.

The assessor in this competition at Aber-

gavenny was Mr. Harold Hughes, F.R.l.B.A.,

of Bangor, and the author of the design

chosen for the prize is Mr. C. Owain ap

GrnlTydd, 6f Hereford-street, Bayswater, W.
There were twenty competitors, and we
illustrate the selected plan. The following

particulars have been sent us by the archi

tect. who was the prize-winner for the design

of this year's Bardic chair at the Eistedd-

fod:—"in designing this building, the

general .social side of the village was duly

considered. The site for which it is intended
is an open one fronting on to the main road
through the village. A forecourt is arranged
so as to allow of the villagers being able to

congregate and discuss the topics of the day
without interfering with the traffic in the
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ROYAL XATIOXAL EISTEDDFOD OF WALES.—A WELSH VILLAGE
Pi-ize Design by Mr. C. Owain-ap-Gruffydd. Architect.

INSTITUTE.

High-street. The plan explains itself, <and

c.vternally the materials are to be local
random walling, with dressed angles and
mnllions. the roof being covered with small
local rongh slates, valleys to be swept, all

the ridges being in stone. Internally, thr
woodwork to be red deal slightly oiledl Tht
foreconrt or courtyard is intended to be
paved with random slate and stone slabs
intermi.ved."

<t»

CHIPS.
The Hanwell Urban District Council have re-

ceived .sanction from the Local Government
Board to borrow £870 and £450 for the purpose
of street improvements by the widening of
Boston-road and Church-road respectively.

The new spire of St. Cuthbert's Church,
Cotherstone. Co. Durham, is nearing completion.
The spire was designed by and has been erected
under the supervision of Messrs. Clark and
Moscrop, architects, of Darlineton. The con-
tractor is Mr. R. Wilson, of Barnard Castle.

The Fiuchley Urban District Council have re-
ceived the sanction of the Local Government
Board to loans of £5,410 for the purchase of
Brook Farm Estate, Whetstone, for purposes of
public walks, pleasure-grounds, and allotments.
The council propose to set aside fourteen acres
for allotments.

The new Roman Catholic school at Grime-
thorpe, to serve the needs of that place and the
adjacent villages of Brierley and Shafton, was
opened on Thursday in last week. Built at a
cost of over £l,000l it provides accommodation
for 150 scholars. It consists of three class-
rooms, wliich can be converted into one for
assembly purposes.

Mr. Stanford, Local Government Board in-
spector, has held an inquiry at Carlisle into an
application for sanction to borrow the si;m of
£8,034 for an extension of nlant at the city
electricity works, and £4,300 for the installation
of a high-tension supply to the outer areas of
the city. The inspector also inquired into the
corporation's application for borrowing powers
for £6,500 for the sewering of Batcherbv,
Durran Hill, and Harraby. three of the districts
taken into the city under the recent extension
order.

Major C. E. Norton. R.E., an inspector under
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry on
Tuesday in the council hall. Amble, with refer-
ence to the application to the Local Government
Board by the Amble Rural District Council for
sanction to borrow the sums of £243. £585, and
£452 for w^orks of water supply for the tonwships
of Hauxley, Togston, and Warkworth, re-
spectively, including the execution of the work
in the townships of Birling, Buston Low,
Sturlon Grange, and Woodhouse.
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The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan of £13.830 to the town count;il of
Tenterden for carrying out a sewerage scheme.

The tramways and electricity committee of the
Leicester Corporation recommend the immediate
construction of a line of tramways from the
West Bridge along St. Augustine-street and
King Richard's-road to Fosse-road. The esti-

mated cost is £30,000.

Operations on the largest reinforced concrete
bridge in Canada were commenced at Saskatoon
last week, when Dr. Murray, president of the
Saskatchewan University, turned the first sod.
The bridge will be 1,600ft. long and 63ft. wide,
having a 45ft. roadway. Mr. R. .1. Lecky is the
contractor.

Mr. Charles Frederick Selby, of Ravensbourne,
Stoke Fleming, has been appointed on the com-
mission of the peace for Devonshire. Mr. C. F.
Selby is well known in the Three Towns as a
former partner in the firm of Corderoy and
Selby, of Plymouth, Government (piantity sur-
veyors. Mr. Selby carried out important duties
at Dartmouth in connection with the building
of the Royal Naval College, and afterwards
went to Stoke Fleming, near by, to reside.

' Mr. \Iichael A. Manning, builder, Dublin, has
: been appointed by the South Dublin Board of

Guardians clerk of works, at a commencing
' salary of £117. rising to £169 per annum.

At a special meeting of the teclinical in-

struction committee at Cookstown. Ireland, it

ha.s lieen resolved to invite competitive plans for

the building of the proposed new technical
school.

At the last meeting of the town council of

Edinburgh, it was reported that Mr. John Bryce,
architect, George-street. Edinburgh, has pre-

sented a bust of David Bryce. R.SrA., 1803-1876.

I

to the corporation museum.
I The Evesham Rural District Council have

j

applied to the Local Government Board for
I sanction to borrow £86.350 for the ' .?hase of

land and the erection of cottages at Offenham
near Evesham, under tlie Housins- of the
Working Classes Act, 1890. and Mr. ET Leonard,
an inspector of the Local Government Board,
has held an inquiry as to the schema at OtTeu-
ham. The surveyor. Mr. HoUoway. said it was
proposed to build 26 cottages, to let with an acre
of land at 4s. 6d. per week, or with a chain of
land at 4s.
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LLANELLY COUNCIL SCHOOLS:
SELECTED DESIGN.

These buildings provide accommodation for

456 infants, 432 girls, and 432 boy.s. in two
separate blocks, together with a separate
block for domestic subjects. Tlie site is in

Stcbonheath terrace. Llanelly. The follow-
ing principles have been followed as far as
possible :— Isolation of the assembly-hall;
south lighting to classrooms; cross-ventila
tion throughout ; isolation of cloakrooms for
teaching section ; direct access to and from
classrooms to cloakrooms and entrances, and
well-shaped and sunny playgrounds.. The
buildings are treated in a simple and in-

expensive manner throughout, and will be
built with local common and facing bricks,
and the roofs covered with a Welsh slate,
the dressing to sills, copings, strings, and the
like being a vitreous grey terracotta. The

Main Building.

Ĵ
,^-^:-:.:-'^|^^ :.:..,:

:~-

.^ENTWtfct IIIAI 1.

liongitudinnl Sectioji.

Cross Section.

classrooms on the ground floor will be hud
with wood blocks, while the assi>mbly halls
and the classrooms on the upper floor,' which
will be in concrete, will be laid with patent
jonitlcss flooring. The internal joincr's-work
wdl be iii pitch-pine, the dados throughout
assembly-halls and classrooms being tiled.
The windows throughout the teaching-rooms
will have pivoted sheets above trans-
somes. Teachers' rooms are not provided.
The amount allowed by the Conditions for
the completed school buildings, including an
amount for furniture, was C12 per child
Messrs. .J. H. Woodlmuse. F.R.I.B...\.. and
B. Sngar Dean, Licentiate R.I.B.A.. of King
street. Manchester, are the architects, and
their design here illustrated was chosen in
the recent competition.

TKTKfiNre.-

SELECTED DESIGN, INFANT SCHOOL, LLANELLY.
Messrs. J. H. Woodhousk. F.R.I. B.A,. and B. Sao.^r Dean, Lic.R.I.B.A.. Architects.
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No. X. HISHOFSGATE, E.C.—Mr. Hi i,m i. C. IIuksley, K.R.I. B.A., Architect.
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Untercomnraniration.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We ullci- a prize 01" one guinea everj week lur what
we deem the bt*st reply to any query appearing in

this column, which w'e deem worth insertion,

Keplies oiust he sent in over real name and address.
\o others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment is final.

Tills competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, hut a coupon of
thi.s date must accompany each.

.All else beiui; equal, brief rei)lies will stand the
best chancf . We t-mphasise this, as some corre-
spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Anj necessary illustrations
must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of rephes
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by rtrst post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Kditor. who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea between Mr. J. Bromley, Mr.
C. Hoffman, and Mr. H. G. Latham.

Jt^FLIES.

[131.32.1—SEWAtJE DISPOSAL.—Havinj; had many
years' experience of country house sewage systems,
in my opinion, "' Excalibur's " tank requires clearinj;

nut, by pumping or otherwise, according to the
arrangementvs made on the top of tank. The fact

of his septic tank and pit system having worked
serenely for eleven years, and then the tank pit,

after thr^e months' clearing out. again becoming
choked, conclusively proves this. To lengthen the
life of this cleaning-out process, the tank at bottom
(if not already so) should he formed as per longi-

tudinal section A, and the tank-pit (the bottom and

irrigation drains. In the upper layers of earth,
bacteria are present in considerable numbers. It is

now realised that all methods of purification of
sewage are forms of bacteriological purification.
This is so. whether the sewage is purified by beina
run over land, where the bacteria are present in
the interstices of the soil, or whether it is run
through especially-formed filters. When sewage is

discharged into a .sub-irrigation system the bacteria
quickly transform it into simple and harmless con-|
stituents and in a form that may readily be

because at each discharge of the siphon the effluent

would flow with great force directly to the lower end
of the disposal area, and burst through the upper
.soil. This difficulty can be overcome by ramping
between each branch.— If. G. Latham, M.U.S.I.,

A.M.I.H.V.E.. Certified Sanitary Inspector. Honours
Diploma in Plumbing and Sanitation, City and
Guilds of London Inst.. Registered Plumber. Penn
House, Rudall-crescent. Hamp^tead, N.W.

(1.3132. j—SEWAGE DISPOSAL—I think, from the
description given, that the trouble is not so much

r-i"» r^-/<'.ii

C^^J. 3Vm.< .-

assimilated by plant life. On account of the number
of bacteria which are present in the upper earth, it

has been termed the " living earth." and nearly all

the purification hy a soil is done within the upper
three feet; below this depth, little purification is

effected by a soil, and a depth is soon reached
where organisms do not appear to exist. The
accompanying sketch depicts a simple system of sub-
irrigation, arranged so as to distribute the effluent
from the septic tank sn that it can he absorbed
by u given area of land. The drains sh<^uld be kept
as near the surface as practicable, and the effluent
requires to be discharged so that every part of the
prepared area receives its quota. For the purpose of
effecting uniform distribution of the effluent, a given
volume must be discharged at one time; this method
lirevents the overdosing of isolated parts of the area,
and allows the bacteria to better perform their work.
The septic tank installation receives the sewage
from the drain leading from the house. The purpose
of the septic tank is to liquefy as far as possible the
organic soliils in the sewage, in order tiiat the latter

surroundings which have, no doubt, become
sewerage sick) lowered to the depth as shown at

B. which, according to the past basis of operations.

i> already proven. With the existing size of tanks
on plan, lowered as per suggested depths, with a

population of 3U, should give " ExcaUbur " complete
rest from cleansing operations for a period of a

quarter of a century, at least.—James Bromley.
Rothwell Estate Office, Miller-arcade. Preston. Lanes.

113132.1—SEWAGE DISPOSAL.—I know from
experience that sand, gravel, and chalk subsoils are

practically useless for the filtration of sewage
effluent. With regard to the gravel subsoil named, it

will be found that the mean natural water-level is

considerably above the bottom of the pit. Therefore,

the pit should be cleaned tuit and carefully steined
with cement and puddled outside, and an over-

flow pip« fixed near the top, and conducted to a

secondary " soak-away '"
pit. The septic tank has

a rapacitv for about 20 gallons per person per day.
which shoulil be ample, providing storm-water does
not enter, and that the discharge allows for periods
of rest for anierobic action to take place. It must,
however, be understood that should the nature of
the sewage have altered within the period named by
the correspondent, an analvtical specialist's advice
ought to be sought, as in such a case the system
would have to be augmented h\ further chambers, or
beds. My e\)ierience is that gravel subsoil water
acts like the tides, and invariablv drives back surface
water and matter. Messr=. Tuke and Bell. Ltd.. 07.

Leadenhall-street. E.C.. have adopted a smart scheme
of " secret " filtration. ah=:olutely void of smell
should initial expenditure he no detriment.—A. H.
Wint^rburn. M.S. A., 12. .South-view. Blyth-road
W.irk^op. Notts.

113132.)—SEWAGE DISPOSAL.—The mo^t effective
method of renderinc the effluent from the septic
tank innocuous is hy installing a system of sub-

will be in a better condition for percolating into the

earth. A septic tank, when once in working order,

should not be emptied; but provision should be
made for removing anv irreducible matter which
accumulates in it. The effluent passes from the
septic tank into the dosing chamber, the size of

which should be 4ft. by 4ft. by 3ft. The chamber is

fitted with a plenum automatic siphon for dis-

charging its contents into the sub-irrigation drains.

To the outgo of the siphon a pipe should be Joined,
which serves the purpose of an overflow for the
chamber, and also as a ventilation-pipe for the field

drains. As the .septic tank is located in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of a building, it may be
advisable to dispense with the disconnecting trap on
the drain, and ,to ventilate the installation by means
of a .soil- and ventilating-pipe. or other convenient
ventilation. A layer of earth should be placed
upon the roof of the chambers, that ari> escaping
gases may be deodorised in passing through. A 4in.
main stoneware distributing drain, with Portland
cement joints, conveys the effluent from the dosing
chamber to the disposal area. About everv 2ft. 6in-,
V branches are placed: from these run lines of 5in!
land drains, which should he laid from 12in. to iRin.
below the surface of the ground, if possible. The
land drains should be surrounded with stones, for
the purpo.se of preventing the entrance of earth, and
to permit aeration. The fall of the main distributing
drain must not he more than lin. in 2.ift., and that
in connection with the land drains which branch from
same not more than lin. in .".Oft. The lensth of land
drain required in a cravelly soil is ift! for each
irallon of effluent discharsed from the dosing
chamber. As the capacity of the dosing chamber is

300 gallon?, which is estimated to be half the dav'r
flow, the length of the land drain? will he .300ft.
When it is necessary to arrange the disposal area on
a hillside, the main distributing drain cannot he
laid to follow the natural surface of the ground.

that the ground is water-logged, as that the sides

of " soak-away " tank are clogged by the greasy
sludge. Clean out the tank, clearing the sides, and
making sure thai the joints of walling are well

open, it is a gooil plan to remove the soil all round
for a foot or so. and fill in with stones or brick

rubbish, also to open one or more trenches radiating
from the tank ami away from the house; anything
to give a larger area for tlie effluent to get away
into the gravel, where the filtration is accomplished.
Vou say the effluent is now clear: it looks as if at

some time the sejitic- tank was not working properly.

It should be properly trapped off and airtight, and
should not he disturbed when working properly. I

can speak from experience, having treated several
tanks in this way with satisfactory results.—
Practical.

I131.32.1-SEWAGE DISPOSAL.—The system has
become clogged, there is but little doubt, and It

must also be borne in mind that the septic tank only
prepares the sewage for purification. An arrange-
ment the writer has found to answer the purpose
well, and under somewhat similar circumstances, is

shown hy the accompanying diagram. In the first

place, the grease should be removed: secondly, the

septic tank shouhl bo divided by a partition wall,
and two small screens fixed intermediately ; and,
thirdly, the pit reconstructed and converted into a
filtering chamber, with perforated distributing pipes,
three feet of fine to large rulible, or other porous
material, packed upon an expanded metal platform,
with channel beneath leading to outlet consisting of
open jointed drain-pi|)es. The revised system here-
with illustrated will not clog, or in any way become
a nuisance by giving off olYensive smells.—Charles A.
Longley, 52, Ivanhoe-road, Denmark Park. London.

[131.32.]-SEWAGE DISPOSAL.—Querist states that
a septic tank, situate in his front garden, has
worked well for eight or nine years, but is now
less efficient than formerl> . The present population
is given as 3U ; hut the querist omits to state what
was the population when first the tank was con-
structed. For a population of 30, the queri.st will
see from the following calculations that the tank Is

much too small to fulfil modem requirements :

—

Capacity of tank = one day's flow of sewage = 30
persons at 30 gallons per head = 900 gallons = 900
gallons X .10 cubic feet = 144 cubic fee^t. Present
tank capacity = Sft. x 4ft. x 3ft. = %ft. (cu.). It is

therefore obvioiis there is a greater flow than
formerly, either from increased jiopulation, or from
-some other supplementary .source. Have any of
the family recently taken up photography? Or does
the querist allow the wast-e water from his garage to
enter the drains? Either of these would render the
tank inoperative, and the sewage would form sludge
instead of being broken up by septic action. If the
ground was water-logged the surroundings would
^how dampness. Do they? Perhaps the joints of the
open masonry have become clogged, and prevent
the effluent percolating the soil. Nothing definite
can be stated on the information supplied, excepting
that the tank is too small : all else can only be
surmise, without making a personal examination.
Look up Bi'iLDiNij News for February 24. 1911.—
Frank Wilson, 225, Nottingham-street, Sheffield.

[131.32-1-S EWAGE DISPOSA L.—Answering
" Excalibur." it Is evident that the trouble ex-
perienced arises from the septic tank, which should
have been cleaned out ere this. My explanation of
the present condition of the sewage system is that
the size of the septic tank (Sft. by 4ft. by .3ft.)— viz..

96cu.ft.. is too small: it would not be full to the
top. but holding, say. some ^riis sallons. Assuming
that 20 gallons per person has to he treated daily
hy the tank, this would give a total of 600 szallons.

showing that the tank is taxed to its fullest capacity
at least once under 24 hours. Therefore. I consider
the efficienc\ of the septic tank is not adenuate to
properly reduce the crude =ewace before it passes
into the soak-awav. The effluent mav be clear to a
certain degree; but i- this so when a heavy discharge
is received into the septic tank? No doubt when
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tlie soak-away (lit. l>y 4ft. by 4it.j was Il^.^t. con-

structed, and during the next lew years, the over-

flowins sludge permeated the walls and surrounding

.soil ; but. as the latter became choked, the present

trouble arose. There are two methods I would
suggest for rendering the system efficient. The fir-st

\r to increase the size of the septic tank to a holding

capacity of at least 750 gallons, and utilise the

s<iak-away filter in its present size and form to

dispose of the eRluent. which would then be perfectly

liarniless. This, of course, would depend upon whether
:iiiy ptirosity is left in the -loil surrounding the soak-

away to iiermit permeation. The other method,

which I illustrate with a sketch, and consider would

he more efficient, is that of utilising, after cleaning

out, the jtresent septic tank without any alteration

in size, cleaning out the soak-away and cementini:

around .^ame, making it into a settling chamber, from

which the effluent can be taken through earthen-

ware lield-pipps (,as shown), laid with open joints, the

liquid escaping through these and into the soil

without causing any inconvenience by smell, etc.

;\Iessrs. Burn Bros., whose address appears in the

Lord Biirghclere, the ehairmau of the His-

torical Monuments Royal Commission, states

that every monument scheduled in the iii-

ventoires now in course of pulilicatiou is

being photographed, and, together with tlie

"card-^ of record" of the investigators, may
lie inspected by students at the Commis-
sioners' office at Scotland House, and later

on will be removed to the Record Office in

Fetter-lane. The descriptions of the monu-
ments in the inventories, although, the

chairman trusts, adequate, are luiturally

limited in extent for obvious reasons of

space ; but the fullest descriptions, together

witli plans and drawings of detail, are. he

^///////////////////mM.
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" Bi!i!,niNii News T)irector> for Arcliitfct-s,*' ?peci.ili'-t-

in t.hi.s sort of wnrk. and no doubt would be pleaseil

to pive you (mther information, if nece.?sary.—C.

HoUman. M.S..\.. CO, Ethvard-ftreet, Wrexliani. N.

Wales.

113132.1—SEWAGE DISPn.SAL.—Without doulit the

septif; tank require.*^ to lie cleaned out. the suspended

matter passed on from the tank heins too " heavy
"

for the [lit to deal with, thus forming the sludge,

which, on account of tlie liquid uoins to the orifices

HI the dry walling, has eventually closed same, and
formed a" watertight lining to the pit. I would
recommend that the tank be cleaned out. and. if

liossihle. he made deeper, as I consider it too shallow

for its area, the pit to be rebuilt with new material,

when the system will again be found to work quite

elllriently. "Excalibur " should also remember that
leu years is too long a time to have a tank in use

withmit cleaning out. when he comes to think of

the amount of uuitter such as paper, etc., which has
to he discharged.— K. H, Read. Lecturer on Building
Construction. (iloncester anil Stroud Technical
Schools.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

FAVERSrT.\M The sewage-disposal works
have been completed. The scheme had to be
embarked upon by the corporaiion as a result of

the aclion of tiie Faversham Oyster Fi-shery Co.

to restrain thcrn from discharging crude sewage
into (he Creek. Tiu' carrying out of the scheme
has occupied I wo and a half years, and has cost

C40,()00. The sclieme has been engiiu'ercd by
tiie borough surveyor, Mr. S. Percy Andrews,

The urban district council of Melton Mowbray
have adopted revised plans by Messrs. Dawson
and Mansficlil for the extension of the refuse
rlostrnctor luiildings and plant at an estimated
cost of .-02.000.

The sieel lighthouse. 110ft. high, on Alibots-
cliff, nover. wliich was erected about 30 years
ago by Sir Edward Watkin as a landmark to
show the shore end of the Channel Timncl works,
is at present being demolished.

At the National Gas Exhibition. Shepherd's
Push, a conference was hold yesterday (Thurs-
dayi on the fpiestion of "Coal Smoke Abatement,
in Cities." Sir W, TT, Rennet t delivered a

presidential adrlress dealing with the loss to
liealfh and pocket caused by the smoke
nuisance; Professor Vivian B. Lewes read a
paper on "The Oas Tiulustry in Relation to
Smoke Abateuu'id." aiul Dr. .-\, Dos Vceux.
founder aiul hon. treasurer of the Coal Smoke
,\batemenl Socieiy. exnlained wlial his move-
ment has done, and what it proposes to do.

points out. open to the inspection of students,

and form the true National Inventory of

Monuments in England, wdiieh, by the terms

of the reference, it is the Royal Commis-
sioners' primary duty to make. It would be

well if there were also deposited in the

museum or free library of the capital town
of each county copies of the records and
representations of the historical monuments
to be found in that county. At present the

accessibility of documents stored at the

Records Office is not made known to students

by public announcement.

The Royal Commission on the Ancient and
Historical Monuments in Wales and Mon-
mouthshire have just published an inventory
of the ancient monuments of Radnorshire.
The county is not rich in prehistoric remains :

but it possesses several examples of meini
hirion and stone circles. The Commissioners
think that the number of defensive structures
inventoried, ranging from the simplest form
of bank or ditch surrounding the top of a

hill, to the great camp of Burga, will come as

a revelation to anti(|uarians. The gradually
accumulating weight of evidence trends to

wards the conclusion that these great hill

fortresses were constructed not long before
the advent of the Romans, and perhaps even
in conserpience thereof, and that some of

them were almost certainly occupied during
the struggle of the British tribes with the
Romans. In Castell Collen. near Llandrin-
dod Wells, the county possesses a Roman
station wdiieh is at present in course of exca-
vation. The Commissioners describe twenty-
one Inount castles, where the mount and its

bailey are unmistakable, while there are
seven or eight more with moats that lack all

sign of enclo.sures. Much interest attaches
to some of the old churches of Radnorshire,
though most of them have been restored to

such an extent as to have lost their local cha-
racteristics and air of extreme rudeness. The
cross in Llowes Churchvard vies with the font
of Old Radnor in the ilistinetiou of being the
oldest Christian emblent in the county. The
form of the earlier of the crosses cut upon
the Idowcs slab and its affinity to the early
crosses of Cornwall and Ireland carry it back
into the indistinct period prior to the Norman
Conquest. .

-

In a lengthy decision just made known,
the Supreine Court, of the State of Wash-

ington lias aftiriiu-tl tin- King Cuiiiitv Superior
Court in the s-uit of A. W. Gould- and others
against R. C. MeCormick and wife, appel-
lants. The lower tribunal awarded the
architects' damages in the suni of 7,2.'i9

dollars and 1,500 dollars for attorney fees,

as the result of the appellants discharging
them before the new nine-story hotel they
were building in Seattle was completed. The
court rules that uuder the terms of the eon-
tract the owners had no right to discharge
the architects in an arbitrary manner, and
agrees with the lower court that no reason-
able grounds for their discharge were shown.
The Delegates for Forestry for Oxford

University have appointed Mr. Bertram B.
Osmaston to be Forestry Adviser to private
proprietors in the Counties of Derby,
Stafford, Leicester, Warwick, Oxford, Berks,
Bucks. Hants, Dorset. Surrey, Kent, and
Sussex, from July 1. 191.*!, in succession to

Mr. Sam Carr, retired. The Diploma in

Forestry has been awarded to the following
students, who passed the First and Second
Examinations for the Diploma, and have
undergone a course of practical training at
appro^'ed places in England. Germany,
France, and Switzerland; 1. M. M. Ali Beg.
iion-collegiate; 2, E. W. Carroll, B.A., Hert
ford College ; .1, R. Dhanukoti, non-collegiate

;

4. A. E. Eden, New College; 5, H. M.
Gardner. B.A.. Merton College; 6, G. G.
King, Wadham College ; 7, W. S. Shepherd,
Trinity College ; 8, C. E. Simmons, St. .John's

College; 9, H. Trotter. St. John's College.

The Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate have
just issued to the Senate of Cambridge Uni-
versity their first report on the Marlay be-

quest. The late Charles Brinsley Marlay he-

((ueathed to the University of Cambridge his

large collection of pictures and other works
of art, and the sum of £80,000 to be used
in housing and arranging his collections, and
in providing salaries for a curator or cura-

tors. The syndicate now recommend that

the financial board be authorised to negotiate

with the Master and Fellows of Peterhonse
for the purchase of the site adjoining the

Fitzwilliam Museum on the south, and known
as Grove Lodge. They recommend that

superintendence of the Marlay collection

shall be added to the duties of the Director
of the Fitzwilliaiu Museum, and that his

future stipend shall be at the rate of £850 per
annum.

The special features of the forty-third

autumn exhibition at Liverpool are the loan

collections of pictures by the late Sir

Laurence Alma-Tadema. and the cabinet

paintings bv 19th-century Dutch and French
artists. The place of honour in the centre of

the long w-all at the Walker Art Gallery is

Leiehton's "Daphnephoria." lent by Sir

William I^eNcr. Amonu the chief landscapes

arc woi'ks bv David Murray. Huahes-Stan-
ton, Finlav Mackinnon. and Arnold Priest-

man, and the late Sir Alfred East. The last

named is represented by his "Rivington
Pike. Bolton," recently on view at Bur-
lington House. Among the portraits are

characteristic works bv Sargent, Orpen,
T,iverv. Solomon, and Cadogau Cowper.
Two of the pictures acouired this year by the

Chiiutrev Trustees, by Charles Sims and
.T. W. West, are separated bv a landscape
("Villcneuve ") by Oliver Hall. The water-

colour drawings comprise >vorks bv Carl

Hagedon, K. R. Barker. Claude A. Sheppcr-

son. and W. R. Flint.

The workmen who have been engaged
during the past six months, under the

ausnices of H.M. Board of Works, on the

walls of the Arbroath Abbey ruins, with a

view to their preservation, have just dis-

covered in the west of the exterior wall of

the soutli transept two recesses, with a 12iu.

pier between, which had been built up solid

from the bottom to the height of 2ft. 6in..

and surmounted bv a modern brick wall,

built up to the under side of stone which
fornted the lintel of the recesses. Both brick

and stone work have been removed, and the

recesses, which are in a cood state of pre-

servation, are now exposed to view. A
series of arches, se\'en in number, which had
been covered up and faced with small stones

ami lime, have also been revealed in the
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same wall by the operations of the workmen.
Hitherto these aruhes were not known to

exist. The west wall of the south aisle has
been treated similarly to that of the south
transept, and now presents an appearance
uniform with the old surrounding work. The
east side of the south transept also contains
seven arches, similar to those found on the

west side, in a fine state of .preservation. The
men will continue operations for another
week. The work will be carried on year by
year until the whole of the masonry of the

abbey has been cleaned and pointed.

Ur. R. W. C. Pierce, medical officer of

health, has reported to the Guildford liural

District Council on a weather-board cottage
recently erected by Mr. J. St. Loe Strachey
on Merrow Common, near Guildford. He
commends the precautions taken against

damp by the laying of the floor-boards on
the ground floor in pitch on cement concrete,

and states that without doubt well-con-
structed weather-boarding will effectually

keep out the wet, and walls constructed on
the plan of this cottage are likely to remain
much drier than walls made of cheap and
porous brick. The defects, such as the width
of window-sills and ventilation of the larder,
are not intrinsic. While the wooden cottage
can, apart from those defects, be passed as

satisfactory from a health point of view, he
does not recommend the general adoption of

this type of cottage in rural districts. A
more artistic and substantial structure
should be aimed at, even at an increased cost.

The difBeulty. caused by the disparity be-
tween the high cost of construction and the
low wages of the workers, should not be
bridged over by the erection of unsatisfac-
tory dwellings which in a few years time it

may be necessary to supersede.

'"Agricultural Drafting," by Charles B.
Howe, B.E. (London: Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., Henrietta-street. W.C, 5s. 6d.) will be
found useful by all students of agricultural
engineering and surveying. It is not a cast-
iron scheme of study, and therefore—espe-
cially under the guidance of a judicious
teacher—will be found to cover the needs
and variations of local conditions, and more
completely so with the aid of the supple-
mentary loose leaf sheets which can be had
of tile publishers.

The 12th-century Yorkshire village church of
Thorpton-le-Street was reopened last week after
restoration and internal decoration.

Messrs. Perry and Fowler, architects, Van-
couver, have been commissioned to prepare
plans for the proposed Dominion drill-hall, to
be erected in Grandview, Vancouver. The
buildin;; will be of fireproof construction, cost-
inj; about 200,000 dollars.

^ The statue erected in Kelvingrove Park,
Glasgow, to commemorate the hfe and scientific
achievements of Lord Kelvin, was unveiled on
Wednesday by the Right Hon, Augustine Birrell.
Lord Rector of Glasgow University. The statue,
which is the work of Mr, A, M, Shannan,
.\.R.S..\., is of bronze, and stands on a pedestal
of granite

; it depicts the subject in his
University robes, holding in one hand a pencil,
and in the other a notebook,

Tu the Faculty of Science at Birmingham
University, Profe,ssor Frankland succeeds as
Dean Professor .S, M, Dixon, who has been
appointed Professor of Civil Engineering at the
Imperial College of .Science and Technology,
London, Dr. F, C, Lee will succeed to the cha'ir
vacated by Professor Dixon. Dr, Lee was for H
vcars lecturer in engineering at the Imperial
I ollege, and for the last two years has been an
in.^pector of technical schools under the Board of
Education,

.\ Local Government Board inquiry was held
at .Middlesbrough this week by Major C. E,
Norton, R,E,, for sanction by the corporation to
the borrowing of .£3,575 for' wood-paving works
required. The plan.s and proposals were ex-
plained, and evidence in support of the applica-
tion given by Mr, S, E. Burgess, JLInst.C.E.,
borough engineer. .\t the conclusion of this
inquiry, an appeal by frontage-owners against
apportionment charges for private street im-
provement works was also heard by Major
Norton. In this case also, evidence by the
borough engineer was given in support of the
works as carried out. The inspector, in due
course, will make his report to the Board,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTING WEEK.
Fhid.w t'l'n-DAV L—(Hasf^DW .\rcliilei-lural t'lafts-

iiii'n's Societ>-. '('it^ Churches," I>v

,\lexander tlardner. I..\. H p.m.

TcKSD.w.— Institution of Heating' and Mining Kiif^i-

ueers, .\utuinnal Meeting' in tlie

Botanical Museum, T'iiiversit>' Col-
lege, Gower-strect, W.C, " Tem-
perature Guarantee and the Heat
Loss Factor," by Gt^oryo Chasser

:

" .Vccoloratod Cu'culation," by .VlfreU

K, Wheeler, 7 p.m.

Thuush.vy,—Society of Architects. " Church Plate,"
by Christopher A, Markhani, F.S.A.
2S, Bedford-square, W.C. 8 p.m.

rnivevsity College, Gower-street.
' The Work ttt the F.ngUsh Arcliitects
of the IKth Century and of the Neo-
Classic School of the ISHh C'eiitury,"
by A. K. Ricliardson. li p.m.

FulD.^Y (Oct, 171,- -.Junior Institution of Kngiueers'
" F.ducation : Some Random Ketlec'
tions." Ijv George Evetts, 39, S'ictoria'
street. S,W,

Koyal Sanitary Institute, Pro'
\'incial Sessional ^Meeting in the Town
Hall, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, Discussion
tui " Housing Problems in a Northern
Industrial Towu," to be opened by
Dr, S, .7. Clegg. 7,30 p,m.

.\t St. Peter's Church, Plymouth, on Sunday,
two memorials, a stained-glass window and a
mural painting, were dedicated.

The Leyton Urljan District Council are apply-
ing to the Local Government Board for sanction
to a loan of .£5,000 for the building and site of a
new iire-stalion at Harrow Green,

Mr. T. \V. Darby, until recently sub-agent for
the Dorset County Council, has been appointed
agent for the East .Suffolk County Council and to
the Felix Cobbold Trust Estate,

The new secondary school for boys, in The
Crescent, Croydon, will be opened by the Mayor
on Wednesday evening next. The architect is

Mr. H. Carter Pegg, F.R.I.B.A., of Croydon.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Middlesbrough into an application of the
corporation for sanction to borrow £2,640 for the
erection of a divisional police-station in Dacre-
street. Market-place. Mr. S. E. Burgess, the
borough engineer, prepared the plans.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Belfast Harbour
Board, the tender of Messrs, K. L, Kalis, Wzoon,
and Co., was accepted at .£44,264, for carrying
out important dredging operations in the
harbour. The works include the extension of the
deep-water fitting-out wharf to accommodate
new ships of the Olympic class for the White
Star line.

The Corporation of London have decided to
consult Mr, J. P. Gilsoii, Keeper of Manuscripts
and Egerton Librarian at the British Museum,
and Sir H. C. Maxwell-Lyte, Deputy Keeper of
the Records, upon the appointment of a Records
Clerk to the Corporation in succession to Dr.
Reginald Sharpe, who is retiring. There are
about forty applicants for the position.

In the Town Hall, Manchester, on Tuesday, a
Local Government Board inquiry was held by
Mr, Thomas Adams into the application by the
Manchester Corporation to prepare a town-
planning scheme for North Manchester, No
opposition was offered by the Property Owners'
.\ssociation, and the application was supported
by the Chadderton Urban District Council,

At Tuesday's meeting of Stafford Town
Council the gas committee were authorised to
make an application to the Local Government
Board for power to borrow a sum not exceeding
£50,000 for the purposes of the gasworks. Power
was also "iven to the waterworks committee to
make application for a loan of £10,000 for the
waterworks, it having been decided to extend
the mains to Doxey and Colwich.

Mr. Frederick James Barnes, of Weymouth,
stone merchant, chairman of the Southern Seas
Fisheries Committee, and a leading member of
the Dorset County Conned, a marine biologist of
some distinction, and the principal private
quarry-owner at Portland, from whose quarries
most of the stone for the refacing of Bucking-
ham Palace is being produced and worked, and
who died intestate on July 14, left estate valued
at £15,274 gross, with net personalty nil.

Mr. H. R, Hooper, an inspector from the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at the
Council House, Walsall, on Tuesday, respecting
an application by the town council'for sanction
to a loan of £4,840 for the provision of addi-
tional plant and buildings 'at the borough
electricity generating-station, and for approval
to the appropriation for the purposes of the
electricity undertaking of additional land
forming part of the Wolverhamptou-street
sanitary depot.

%vabt ^tivs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS,
l.d.NDoN,—Mr. Benjamin Francis-Williams,

K.C., who was arbitrator in the recenl dispute
between the London painters and the masters,
issued his award last Tuesday, The principal
features are:—Working hours in the summer
to be 50 for 35 weeks, and 44 hours for 17 weeks -

of winter. Rate of wages to be 9Jd, to lOd. per
hour, this representing a penny advance in each
case. Overtime until 8 p.m. to be paid at time
and a quarter, from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. time and
a half; after 10 ilouble time. From 12 noon on
Saturdays until 4 o'clock time and a half; after
4 double time, Sund:iys and Christmas Day
double time. Men in night gangs to be paid 2d.
per hour over ordinary clay rates, shifts not to
exceed nine hours without overtime rate. From
Saturd.ay .nidnight to Sunday midnight double
time. Provision for country expenses to be at
the rate of 6s. 6d, per week. Time worked to be
two hours in excess of London time. The London
district to be 12 miles radius from Charing
Cross. The rules came into operation on
.Monday, and may be terminated or altered after
six months' notice on either side.

CLAY WORKERS IN EAST CORNWALL,—
The strike of Cornish clay workers, which lasted
ten weeks, has come to "an end. For the last
week or two the position of the men has been
weakening, owing to defections, and on Sunday
the strikers unanimously agreed to go back to
work on the old terms! 'fhe employers have
decided to reopen the clay pits on Tuesday next;
but as many of the works are flooded it will be
impossible to reinstate all the men at once. It
IS estimated that during the strike the men have
lost between £60,000 and £70,000 in wages.

HINTS TO EMIORANTS.~The Emigrants-
Information 0,ffice, in its October circular of
advice, states that in Canada there is no
demand for mechanics, and a great many,
especially in the building trades in the West, are
out of work. In South Australia a large amount
of money is being spent on railways and other
public works. There is no deinand in the
building trades, and many men in all branches
(except masons.l are out of work. In Western
Australia competent mechanics in the buildin"
trades can generally get work. At the Cape
there is a demand for a few skilled carpenters
and upholsterers. At Durban a few first-class
carpenters, cabinet-makers, French-polishers,
and painters have been wanted.

LIVERPOOL.—The ;irbitration inquiry into
the dispute between the operative bricklayers
and plasterers of Liverpool, which opened on
Friday at the offices of the Master Builders'
.Association, was concluded on Saturday evenin"
before Alderman T, Smith, of "Leiceste?!
arbitrator appointed bv the Board of Trade
I he arbitrator reserved his decision. The
operative bricklayers resumed work on .Monday
mornuig, on the understanding that no rough
concrete blocks for partition work be fixed
pending the decision of the arbitrator. The ten
weeks' dispute has cost the Manchester Unity of
Bricklayers and the Operative Bricklayers'
hociety about £5,000 in dispute pay. That the
crisis m the building trade is still critical is
shown by the fact that ballot-papers have been
issued to Liverpool lodges of the Operative
Stonemasons Society and lodges in other parts
of the kingdom as to whether the society shall

°J
'11,'''","°' withdraw from the National" Board

of Conciliation. Mr, Grift Jones, a Liverpool
delegate of the society, who some time ago was
appointed one of the principal organisers of the
union, has issued a protest in favour of the Con-
ci lation Board, and against the strike policy,
ihe Conciliation Boards, he declares, are "a
success.

Mr. John Williams has resigned his positions
as surveyor and sanitary inspector to the Llan-
gollen Rural District Council.

Mr. G. E. Beaumont has resigned his positions
as sanitary surveyor and engineer to the Wortlcy
Rural District Council.

The urban district council of Felixstowe have
adopted a scheme for the improvement of the
Hamilton Cliffs by the provision of upper and
lower terraces, a spa-room with terraced roof,
and a sea-water bath-house, at a cost of about
-£4.000. Mr. E. C, Frere is the architect.

The building contract for the King Edward
Memorial wing in connection with the Royal
\'ictoria Hospital, Belfast, has been taken "by
Messrs. McLaughlin and Harvey, Ltd,, Castleton
Building Works. Belfast. The architects are
Jlessrs. Y'oung and Mackenzie, Scottish Provi-
dent Buildings, Douegall-square West, Belfast.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(es Bteamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5

SteelJoistB. English 7 10 „ 7 12 6

Wrougbt-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs B 5 „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 33 to 34

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 560
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

OtoB 9 10 11 13 B.W.G.
£10108. £10 15s. £1108. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 a 6 to £6 T
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6., 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. ()d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od.
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72j „
Steam-Tubes 674 ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i ,,

Galvanised Steam- lubes 57l ,,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 to £31 :>

Lead Water Pipe. Town 24 10 „ —
„ Country 25 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 10 0„ —
,, Country 2H 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 10 0„ —
„ Country 37 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 „ —

„ Country 29 15 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27 10 ,, —

„ „ Country 28 .5 ,. —
Lead Soil-pipe (ap to 44in.) Town 37 10 ,.

—
,, ,, „ Country 28 5 .,

—
[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 0,, —
CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 01 0,, '.11 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 70 ., 79 10
Tin, English Ingots 187 0.. 1X7 10
Do., Bars 183 o 0„ 188 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 21 10 ,,

—
Sheet Lead, Town 21 0,, —

Country 24 15 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,, —
Refined Red Lead , 25 ,,

—
Sheet Zinc 29 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 19 u ., —
Tin per cwt. 10 10 0,. —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 6 ,. —

TIUBER.
CONSTKUCTIONAI.

.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;-
1st quality £38 to
2nd „ 36 „

,. • ., ,. 3rd „ 16 „
Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 0,,

Uiramichi 9 10 .','

,, Boards: Swag ii 0,,
Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21 0„

2nd „ 16 ,,

3rd „ 13 ,,

,, ,, St. Petersburg—
Ist quality 16 10 ,,

„ ,. 2nd „ 14 10 „
Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,,

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „

White Deals ; Crown 14 ,,

„ Seconds 11 10
Flooring: W hite and Planed—
1st and 3nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ,,

Ist, 3nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 6 "
Red Planed. iBt quality 1110

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum VittB Per ton 7 0,,

., ., T.. r Per cubic
Yellow Pme Logs (waney board) S „
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,,
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3 ',

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 ,!

Mahogany Gaboon _ 2

£4S
33
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
34
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

33
14

foot.
5 6
3 6
2 9
8
8 3

PURNITCBE AND HARDWOODS.
£30 to £35
16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.

3
3
3
3
1

7

2 6
3 6
2 9
3 6
2 9
3

8

6
3 6

3 3
4 9

2 4

2

6 6
4 6
4

5 6

2 9

3 3

4

a 3

Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

OakPlanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards ,, ,, Prm.
,, ,, ,, ,,Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, sawn planks...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. ,, ,,

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitte

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3 4

Darlev Dale, ditto „ 3 3

Red Corsehill, ditto .. „ 3a
Closeburn Red Free8ton6,ditto ,, 2 1)

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ IIJ
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto ,, 3
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes ., 13

*A11 F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :
—

Brown White

3
3

10
8

7

14
13
14

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot.
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 a 3 ... £0 2 I':

SLATES.
m. in.

Blue Portmadoc ... 3Oxl0 ...

16x 8 ...

Blue Bangor 20x10 ...

20x13 ...

First quality 30x10 ...

20x13 ...

16 X 8 ...

Eureka unfading
green 30x10 ...

30x12

£ B. d.
12 12 6

6 12 6
13 2 6
13 17 6
13
13 15
7 S

per 1,000 of
1,200 at r.stn

Permanent green

.

18x10
.

16 X 8 .

20x10
.

18x10
.

16x 8 .

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 12

BRIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In
[river.

livered
at riy. stn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10 ()

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridgo
Firebricks 3 11

iiia. Best Red Ac-

)

crington Plastic I 4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

Bricks £2 10
3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto ..' 2 3

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 IT

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34° in
thickest part 3 q

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work !!!!!! 2 6
Sb" ditto ditto through and through .... 3
3k" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2r and 4" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns

3 ^
Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 3'cour8e deeiireach

Net. delivered in
full trucli loads

. - . .in London.
Accrmgton Best Rod Plastic Facing per 1,000"

6
3

6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

.Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4*'' soffit, per foot opening .

4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
6 ditto
6 ditto

Net free on raii. or free on boat at works.

13
18
3 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3
i 6

GLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD OLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6
Headers—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 H

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRIOEB.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cil! Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £22 17 6

, ., Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above I exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each ) by 2iin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

tc London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0..
Thames Ballast 6 „

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G 'ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6
Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do. 48 6 ,, ,, ,

Hip tiles 3 lOJ perdoz
Valleytiles 3 4$ „ „ „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles i perdoz. ,, „
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brmdled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, „

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiles.
sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Pressed 47 6 ,, ,. ,,

Ornamental do 50 ., ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ .,

alley tiles 3 6 ., .,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, pertun£28 15 to £39 5
Do., brown 36 15 „ 37 8
Cottonseed, refined 39 ,, 30
OUve, Spanish , ... 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 31 ,. 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 46 ,, 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 ,, 43
Do, Mauritius 42 10 ,, 43
Palm, Lagos „ ... 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,, 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ,. 19 5
Sperm 30 ,, 31
Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6J ,, 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 ,, 10
Linseed Oil pergal. 2 3},, —
Baltic Oil 2 6,, —
Turpentine , ... 3 74 ., —
Putty (Genuine Lin- [ , „„t r, n r.

seed Oil) fPerowt. 9 0.,
Pure Linseed Oil I n in n _" Stority " Brand ) " 10 „

QLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 3d. ... 3d. ... 3id. ... 48d.
Thirds 2id. ... 3*d. ... 44d. ... 6jd.
Fluted Sheet 2jd. ... 3jd. ... 6}d. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : 4in. 'heia. iin.

2.M. ... 3jd. ... 3d.
Figured Rolled and Reponeslne White. Tinted.

Bid. ... Sd.
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VARNISHES, &o. Per Rallon.

Fine Pale Oak VarniBb £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Snpoiflno Pale Elastic Oak '. 1'2 6
Pine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14

Vine Elastic Carriage 13
BuiJerfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

EKRshell Platting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
E.\tra Palo Paper 12 9
Best .Tapan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brash Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. P. N. Brown, archi-

tect. Holmfirth, Boyle's latest patent "air-
pump " ventilator has been applied to the Free
Methodist Church. Wooldale.

On the flat roof for the new infirmary, Bristol,
(he powder Pudlo. which makes cement water-
proof, has been specified. This powder included
in the final rendering obviates the necessity of
any other material being used on the top of
concrete to make a roof watertight.

The Stiirtevant Engineering Co., Ltd., of 147,

Queen Victoria-street, have acquired the business
of Messrs. Galsworthy, Otovacum. Ltd. The new-
design of vertical turbine cleaner, as made by
Messrs. Sturtevant. is a considerable advance on
the old type, many improvements being
embodied, securing larger volumetric capacity
per HP,, and con.Nequently more rapid cleaning.

PILKINQT0;1 & CO.
(ESTABLISHBD 1838.)

DEPTrORD WHARF,
190 ft 192, OREEE ROAD, DEFTFOBD, S.B.

Rf^tstered Trnde Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESIBTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.
Telepho-vr Nuh. : New Cbosb 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O-

TENDERS.
•»• CorreeiK)udenta would in all caees oblige by giving

the artdre886B of the parties tendenne—at any rate, ol
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

Bakkstaple.— For work at the lauudry, for the
laundry :-

Coles and Woodman £37:J 2
Karslake 359
SiUifanL 359
HarilB 3.52 10
Hill ... 341
Carter and i:o. a.j? 10
Garland (accepted) :;69

(Architect's estimate, 4,'2Hi 7d. 6d.)

Batile.—For installation ot the electric light at the
workhouse, for the guardians :

—
6afct.v Light Co. Ltd jesil
Messru. Ruseell 415 o
Page and Miles 438
tijuirreil aod Co 374 u
Bruce and Co 365
Newbaidandco 33J
Frenih, J. L 315
Rtterred to a committee, with power to accept.

Belfast.—For extending the deep-water fittmg-ouc,
wharf ana other dredging operations, tor the harOour
board:—

Kalis, K. L., Wzoon k Co. £44.261
(Accepted.)

BiDBFOKi>— For the supply of 1.600 tons of broken
granite tor road material, tor the urban dibtnct
council :

—
toaistr aud Buns (accepted) 8^. 4d. per tou.

Bkistot, —For steel and trpupral constructional work
and additions to and n^odificatmn* of the peneral
panitary arraneRiiieiitB at the lieail-inartRrs of the
Hrtstol. West of Eneland. and South Walo** Operatives
Pnciety. Mr. T.J, MoPS-Flower. A.M. Inst-CE.. Carlton
f'hHmbers, Bristol, and 28, Victona-street,Westminster,
8.W. :

—
Gluyas, T. C. Bristol.*

•Tender accepted on basis of so much per cent, profit
on net coet.

Bkomi.et — For thf prpcfinn nf a now pnhce station
atBromlev. Mr. .T. Pixnn Rutler, F.R.I.R.A.. t^urvfiyor

to the Mctropohtan Pobco district. New Sc«')and Yard,
S.W.. nrchitpct. Quantitiea by MRBPrs- Thnreood Son,
and Ciiiiippv, 8, Adelphi-terrace, Strand. W n. :_

Knight £l2,9fi!t n
Wiltshire and Son I2,fli'i (I

Mitcbell and Son 13 850
Arnaud and Ron I2,8T3
Crossley and Sou 1*2.750

Lawrence and Son 12.425
(iraham and Sons 12.390
Kent. H 12.163 n
Duthoit. F. P. ... 12,063
Fairhead and Son 11,962 (>

Thomas and Edge 11.8W1 o o
Adamton and Sons n.87fi n o
Prestige and (^o 11.822
GroverandSon 11.674 n
Smith and Sons Il,6i5

Duns lAHi.E.- For the construction of a storm-water
conduit, cmnpnsmg about 1,1M) j-ards of 15in., 12in.,
and iiin. Btoneware pine conduit, for the corporation :

—
Catley, A. T., Lloyd's.p(|uare ... i;l,039 o o
Wright. W.. Chetbam 894 5
TrenthHiu. G.P., Birrainehara ... 884
Baleey, W. and Sons, Edeware .. 874 7 10
Powdri!),t;., and Sons, Luton ... h57 17 i
Jukes anH Co, Tipton 77h 19 11
Wood, G. S., Princes - street,
Duuptahip (accppted) 769 15

(Surveyor's estimate, £758 16i. 8d.)

Earsdok.—For providing and laying about 725 lineal
^ardsof 18in. earthenware pipe spwer at Earedon, for
the Earpdon Urban District Couni-il. Mr. J. R.
McMillen, Council Offices. Shiremoor, survpvor :

—
Young, M. D.. Whitley Bay ... £828 14
Edear. E.. Gosforth 766 14
Wood, .1. A- R., Brandon. Durham 711 10
Usher, J., ard Co.. Newcastle .. 568 in 3
Armstrong, G., Whitley Bay ... 630 ]-5

Henderson, .f., (_k)sfonh ... 524 II 11

Thompson, J.. Goeforth 496 18 9
Robfon, W., Heaton (accepteO) ... 482 19 (

Engi.ei lELD Gkeen —For beating by bot water tbe
infant school, for ihe managers of the Englefleld
Green echools —

Wellirian Bros.. Windsor £ US
Wembley Heating Co., Wembley Mi 10

Hernnt: and Son, Chertsey ... IHi
Kvans. S. W., Bagshot 13^ IH

Watkin, W., and Bon, Wood
Green lit 8

KbnninitTon-road, S.E. — For alterations m con-
nection with additional kitchen accommodation at their
infirmary. Brook-street, for the Lambeth Board of
Guardians -.--

Laviuotou, Ltd., 1, Bemers-st.,
W. (10 weeks! £2^8 4 H

Nunn, L. E., Crompton-street, W".

(5 weeks) 2''8 O
Castle Bros., Borough, S.E. (10

weeks) 191

Wall, E., Alice Works. Summers-
town, S.W. (7 weeks)* 185

* Accepted. Surveyor's estimate, £127.

LEir.HioN Br/^Ai-n.— For additions to St. Barnabas'
Church, Lmslado. Leighton Buz^ird, Bucks. Mr.
Geo. H. Fellowes Prynne, P.R.LB.A.. architect.
Quantuies by R. Henry Hale, F.S.L, 6, QueenAnne's
Ciate. S.W. :

—
(roddard and Sons. Dorking ... £1,596
Dawson, H. P., Leighton Buizaro 1,492 \S 3

Dickens, W. J.. Ealing 1,418
Bonour, J., and Son's, Tring ... 1,394

Bowman, A. W., Bournemouth ... 1.373 10
Webster and Cannon, Aylesbury 1.318 o n

Yirrell. T., Linslade... ' 1,298 o o
achooley and Sons, Finsbury ... 1,U4
Franklins, Ltd., Deddington* .. 1,137 10

* Accepted.

liiJiTF. He.mh, Heetj.—For the construction ot

certam roadt* at Little Heath and Nonb Mymms, 'or
the St. Albans Rural District Council ;~

Catley, A. T., Lloyd-tquare ... £2,597
Denman, R. W., Nortb Finchley 2,4U 17 6

Farrow, H., Brixton 2,337 15 11

Inns and Co.. Stevenage 2,313 16 A

Trentham, G. P.. Ltd., B'ham ... 2,268 6 3
Thompton, A,, North Finchley ... 2,217 4 7

Adams, T.. Wood Green 2,216 11 6
Judge, W., ana Son, Watford ... 2,160 6 2
Bell. G., & Sons. Ltd.. Tottenham 2,164 13 8
Worboye, e.. Potter's Bar 2.U9 19 7

Johnton, 6., Son, & Marth, Strand 2,135 11 7

Wilhamf, H., St. Albans 2,U52 14 4
Batts, E. J., Enfield (accepted) ... I,9u9 u 7

LivERtJEDGE.— For repairs to the Hightown Council
school playground, for the Education Committee :

—
Kershaw, Keighley (accepted) ... £16H

Li.wTNTPiA. — For repairs and renovation of tbe
library aLd mbtiluto, Llwjnypia, for the Llwynypia
Uorbmen'b Library and Institute Committee. Mr. R. S.
GnttiihB, M.B.A., Tonypandy, architect :

—
Lewis, E. B., Punt>prida £249 10
Allen and Fletcher, Fenarth -.. 2.17 17 9
Colb, VV., Trealaw 21U
Barrison, F. A., Llwjnypia ... 206
Cohen. Pentre 188 5 u
Ihomae, C. and G., 23, Eleanor-

street, lonypandy (accepted) ... 185 In

Absalom and ijovell, Cardifl; ... 17u u u

:\Iii)t>i.ESBKour.H.—For tbe foundations of the new
road from Heaton Carew to Port Clarence, and the con-
struction of bridges in connection therewith, for the Teee
Conscr vatcy Coroiniesioners. Accepted tenders ;

—
Road-Making :

—
Moflitt. J., and Co., Manchester.. £38 276 5 9

Bridees

:

Head , W riphtson and
Thornaby on Teee...

Co..
. £16,780

Pai.^lev.—For the restoration of the choir and
tower, at the Abbey Church. Accepted tenders :

—
Masonry —

Taylor, W. and J., Glasgow ... £37,69* 12 5

Plumbing ;
—

Forsyth, A., and Son, Pamley ... I,6j4 9 10

Wright work :—
Wyho and Lochhead, Ltd.,
Glasgow 75S 7 10

Glaxier work :
—

Meikle, William, and Sou,
Glasgow 3.39 H I

Penhhau. — For robuilding tbe railway station,
recently dest royed by fire, lor tbe North Eastern Rail-
way Co. Mr. William Bell, of York, architect :

—
Penwick, Stephen .V Co., Northumberland-road,

Newcastle-on-Tyne (accepted.

j

Prtwokth.—For erection of 12 workmen's cottages in
the Station-road, Petworth, for the Petworth Rural
District Council :

—

Boxall, J., Petworth £J,52)
Murretl Bros., Horsham 1 5m
Baker, H.. and Son. Crawley ... 2 464
Sandall and Son. Worthing ... 2 150
Peskett. H., and Co., Crawley ... 2 391 o
Lindrield and Sou, Horebam ... 2,?99
Cooper, H.. Petworth 2 290 8
Adams. P., Liphook ... 2. 2*6 8
Joyes, W., Biiiinehurst (accepted) 1.99i» lo
Hobl'sBros., Havant 1.981

PoNTVPKiDi).— For erection of a raurluary and noat-
mortem i-oom at Mill Field. Mr. W. E. Lowe, Municipal
Buildings. Pontypridd :

—
Evans, E. R., and Bros £738 13 11

Jones. E 734 15
Julian, A. 722 7 8
\yilliam8 and James . 700 o
Evans, W. B., Cardiff (accepted) 655

PwLLREM —For rebuilding Salem Chapel, Pwllheli,
recently destroyed by fire :

—
Jones, Evan, Carnarvon (accepted), £J,2iH.

Sedgefiei.d.— For extensions at Isolation Hospital.
Mr, J. Stones, Union Offices, Sedgefield, surveyor :

—
Earnthaw, A. H., Leadenhall,
Darlington (accepted) £515 10

Snodi.and.— For the conptruction of tanks and a
roadway at Snodland drainage works for the Mailing
Rural Dittnct Cotmcil ;

—
Davison. J. A. £354
Brattle and Sons 345 10
Lanendge, R .337

Wilford and Sons 330
Pearce, G.,and Sons, Maidstone' 328

• Accepted.

SuVTHAMprorr. — For the supply, delivery, and
erection at the electricity works, on foundations
provided by the corporation, of one boiler, superheater,
and mechanical stoker, in accordance with specification
and conditions prepared by the borough electrical
engineer :

—
Babcock A Willcox, Ltd. (accepted) £1,661

St. AndkewN, N.B.—For reconstructing the harbour
gates. Messrs. Stevenson and Co., Edinburgh,
engineers :—

Adams and Co., Glasgow (accepted).

SruKE-oN-TKENr.— For electric working and fittings
at the Central Schools of Science and Technology,
Victoria-road, for the Stoke-on-Trent Education
Committee :

—
Barnett & Sons, Stoke (accepted) £794 n o

Weltvyn.—For Isying ICO yards ot 6m. sewer m
School-lane, Welwjn, for the Welwju Rural District
Coimcil. Mr. T. E. Moore, surveyor:—

French, W., Hitchiu £305 n

Ray, J., Letchworth 171 9 5
Jackeot!, W., Forest Gate 17<i 19 3

Thompson, A,, North Finchiey, N. 166 13 7
Catley, A. T., LloydB-equare.W.C. 16B o u
Power. G., Hackey, N.c* 164 o o

Darby, W.. Knebworih 1«0
Newton. F., Hitchin .. .. U9 U

• Trentham, G. P., Ltd., Victuria-
e-jaare, Birmingham (accepted) 139 10

Surveyor's estimate. £162.

Wei BiaoGiuBu. — For erection of a motor 'bus
garage, for the Urban District Council :

—
PilJatt, G. A £1,880
PickardBros 1,8> 6

Goodchild, A. 1 749
Uarry, R. A 1.675 6
Dennett and Ingle l.titjO o
Rolley, J,, and Son 1,650
Taylor and Brittle 1,650
Bosworih and Lowe 1,630 o
Bow, T 1,590
Gilbert and Hall 1,589
Warner. G.W 1,585

Belts, J. A. (accepted) 1,575 10

All of Nottingham.

West Bridgiord.—For paving footpaths and form-
ing the carriageway of central-avenue, WestiJridgforU,
tor the urban district council :

—
Bower bros.. West Bridglord ... £131
Ba^nor, A.andCWest Bridgford 124 16 6

bouierfield, E., West Bndgford*... 1 13 19 8
• Acctpicd.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
-««

Oct. 31—Houses and PlanDing. York £100, £50, £25 F. W. Spurr, City Engfineer, Guildball. York.
jjov, 1—Royal Palace, Sofia, Bulgaria Section tt 'Architecture an Minietere des Travaux PubliOB, Sofia.

„ 1—Law Courts. Sofia, Bulgaria Section d'Architecture au Ministere deB Travaux Publics, Sofia.

,, 18—Destructor. Scliaerbeek-lez-Bruxelles : ,
Service de I'lngcciour, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Bruaaele.

,. 29—Band Pavilion, West Cliff, Folkestone (limit of coat

£30,000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I. B.A.. 31, Bedford-
square, W.C., Assessor) A. F. Kidsou, Town Ulork, Folkestone,

Dec. li!)—New Offices for Board of Trade, &c., Whiteball Gardens,
S.W. [R. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , U.B.,
R. A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,

11)11. with £300 Honorarium each ,

Jan, 3—Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings
and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J, Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester,

,, 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings. Ottawa (T. B.
Collcutt. J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand.
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dolB. each R. C. Dearochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

Fcb.'[15—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1,' ViaGiribaUli, Verona.

The Secretary, H.M. Otiice of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

10—First Portion of St. Luke's Church, Darlington
11—House. Garage, and Offices, Carbis Bay, Cornwall
11—Secondary School. Falmouth
11—Shelter m Park. Selby
11—CM. Schoolroom. Additions to, (Jatehouae
11—School, Duke-etreet, Chorley
)3—Public Baths, Govanhill. Glasgow
13—Electricity Supply Station. Store-shed at, Edinburgh
13—Restoring the Eglise Saint-Jean-Baptiste, Tongi-es
13—Workhouse Laundry Block and Mortuary, Faringdon
13—Test House, Foundations, Aircraft Factory, S.Farnborough
13—Infectious Diseases Hospital, Thorpe, Easington
13—Workhouse, Chopping Shed at, Newcastle-on-Tyne
13—House and Buildings, Additions to. North Kyme Fen
11—District Engineer's Otfices, Darlington
11—School, Lowbourne, Melksham
11—School, Extensions to. Dean Bank
11—Headiiuarters, Plympton
11—Offices, Ac, at Sewage Disposal Works, Crewe
11—Fire Station, Navigation Grounds, Mountain Ash
15—Boys' School, Estaimpuis
15—Bandstand, Clacton-cn-Sea

,

15—Pair of Houses. Horseforth

BUILDINGS.

Cornwall Education Committee
Urban District Council

Corporation
Corporation
Corporation
Gonvernement Provincial
Guardians
Secretary of State for War
Rural District Council
Guardians
Keeteven County Council
North-Eastem Railway Co
Wilts County Council
Durham County Council
Devon Territorial Force Association
Town Council
Urban District Council
Hainaut Provincial Government
Urban District Council

Clark and Moscrop, FF.R.I.B.A., Feethams, Darlington.
Grylls, Hill, and Hill, Cross-street, Heiston.
S. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Kedruth.
B. Gray, A.M.I.C.E., Council Ollices, Selby.
Rev. D. Lloyd Jones, Gatehouse, near Bangor.
Shaw and Vowles, Archts., 35, St. James's-street, Burnley.
J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
J. A Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., Public Works Office, Edinburgh.
M. Gouverneur de Limbourg, Baaselt, Belgium.
H. Glynn Warne, London-street, Faringdon. Berks.
The Director of Array Contracts, War Oce, S.W.
H. T. D. Hedley, Archt., 10, Frederick-street, Sunderland.
G. Walker, Clerk. 127, Pil grim-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Jesse Clare, County Archt., Sleaford.

W. Bell, Archt., York.
J. G. Powell, County Sur.. Trowbridge.
W. Rushworth, Archt., Shire Hall. Durham.
F. A. Clark, Archt , 83, Old Town-street, Plymouth.
G. Katon-Shore, Boro' Sur., Earle-street, Crewe.
W. G. Thomas. Sur,, Town Hall, Mountain Ash.
M. Clerbaux. Archt., Boulevard des Narviens, Touruai.
Daniel Bowe, Sur., Town Hall Buildings, Clacton-on-Sea.
D. Rhodes, Newlay-lane, Horseforth,
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IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION
October 'j U) 25, 1910.

L I G N I T I N E
Permanent Oil Varnish Stains
have been exclusi\cl\- uied in the treatment of the
woodwork of the " Daily Mail '" Cottage, at Olympia,
and no one should miss the opportunity of seeing the
pleasing effects obtained 1)y the use of this specialty.

Varnish and Stain m one operation
in an\- Coluur^Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, etc. Call at the
"Cottage" or write us for particulars and full information

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK c\: CO LTD
6 CAXTON HOUSE WESTMINSTER SW
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Brick Construction.

BRICK CONSTRUCTION.
Any ai-chitect who has had an extensive

jinivincial practice must, un looking over
his sketchbooks,, be struck with the fact
liiat certain modes of "Construction are
|ieculiar to some localities, and these
modes are themselves practically dependent
'>n the niatenais used. -This influence of
material on form was probably -not strong
enough at any- time to evolve what is
known as an architectural style; but that
material influences style to a great extent
cannot be gainsaid. In counties like

FlQ. 1.

Voiks and Gloucester, for example, a
totally different class of domestic work
was developed from that found in the
timber counties of Hereford and Oloucester
l-lays suitable for brick- and tilc-makincr
have given us the half-timber, weathei-
tiled cottages of Kent and .Surrev, as well
as the important brick buildings'of Essex
wiiere brick tracery is even found in many
church windows. But to go no farther
iiom London than the Laligdon Hills a
Late l.jth-Century church, now abandonedmay be seen with brick tracery in the three-
liglit east window. Nearer to' London, and
close to Barking-at Eastburv-will be
toiind the handrail sketched in Fia I and
a most ingenious piece of brickwork 'it is
meriting the closest examination The
towers standing in the courtyard of this
i>ui ding were carried up beyond the
roofs, illustrated in the Building News
November 2,% 190G. Thev contained
circular staircases, and this handr.ail was
worked round the walls in tlie solid It
will b.j noticed that none of the constituent
parts of the work are bii^ger than an
ordinary brick, and the r.dl wliich takes
the hand is flush with the wall-face bein<T
set in a deep hollow. The whole buildin-
IS niost interesting, illustrating as it doel
'iietiuds of construction peculiar to thenckwork of Elizabethan times

; for here
he waidow- sills, jambs. transomes,
mulhons, and heads are of bricks the.

usual size, whilst in many other mansions
of about the same date, oak frames with
sills, niullions, and transomes are
common. Where clay and oak were
found, both were combined in building;
but where oak was scarcer, brick was then
extensively used for windows, witii lead
lights and wrouglit-iron casements, the
wood frames being dispensed with. It is

hard to say when combinations of rolled
steel and concrete will fall in line with
Eastbury and similar buildings which we
admire so much—perhaps never; but we
may hope that the day will come when
architects will think in steel and concrete
instead of in small stones and in bricks,
and devise some way of dealing with our
new materials rather than in burying them
out of sight.

Professor Owen, or any skilled
naturalist, could from a fossil bone con-
struct the whole animal from which that
bone was taken. So can the arcliitect,

from a stringcourse or an architrave, re-
construct the building to which these
belonged

; and the same holds good of any
detail from such a building as Eastbury :

a moulded jamb-brick gives a key to the
whole structure. To one accustomed to
brick buildings, in towns where Flemish
bond and English bond are used nowadays
without discrimination, it is a pleasant
change to mark how jiersistent English
bond is in all old buildings; indee<l, it

may be called a telltale bond, for we have
noticed buttresses to old buildings, of
Flemish bond, and these were by this
means found to be comparatively modern
additions. Brick bond is, therefore, of
great value in fixing a date before or after
which certain work must have been
executed. As a matter of constructive
detail, it is of importance to notice that
at Eastbury the window transomes and
heads are built with moulded bricks on
edge, and these are supported by iron bars
let into the under side of the bricks, which
are not noticed unless they are specially
sought for. The brickwork here is well
worth study, for there is no imitation of
stone -construction anywhere: it is all
carried up with such bricks as might be
moulded and burnt in the locality. Crow-
stepped gables arc not so common south
of the Tweed as tliey are on the other side
of it. Scotch Baronial castles are usually
finished in that way. the material being
wrought stone

; but sometimes crow-steps
are built with brick, and we illustrate
some as found at Hatfield, near Leo-
minster, in Herefordshire, in Fig. 2. Here
it will be seen th;it the steps ^and their
weatherings are all cut from ordinary
bricks— a mode of construction that would

be considered anything but permanent;
yet the gables were in good condition,
though the constituent pieces were
bedded in ordinary mortar. Here the
bricks are 9Jin. by 4iin. by 2^in. ; in the
old church on the Langdon Hills, five
courses rise exactly 12in. ; but five courses
at Hatfield rise nearly loin.

It may, however, be taken for granted that
the old bricks were thinner than modern
bricks, the former being seldom more than
2Ain. thick, whilst the latter are usually
3in., unless specially made thinner. lii

Fig. 2.

[L'tssing. it may be said that the thickness
of a brick has nothing to do with the
stability of the work ; but thin bricks are
supposed to look better than thick ones.
If, however, the width of a brick is not
exactly one-half its length, less the thick-
ness of a mortar-joint, then good work
cannot be done with it. How the material
.selected may influence the style of building
in any locality can be judged from the
appearance of those streets and squares
lying north of Oxford-street and as far
west as Edgware-road, where tlie well-
known London "stock" has been used for
facing. The London stock is no longer
made in London, all the brickfields having
been covered with houses. It differed
from other bricks in that the fuel
necessary for burning it was contained in
the brick itself. Islington was a celebrated
place at one time for the manufacturo of
London stocks. It took 170 yards of the
mild earth found here to make 100.000
bricks, the value of the earth being about
2s. Gd. per thousand. A moulded- made
40,000 bricks in a week, for which he was
p.aid £8. It took eight chaldrons of breeze
mixed with 100.000 bricks to burn them.
Coal and wood to st.-irt tlie fire cost about
10s. extra, making the total cost of the
bri.;ks 2.)S. per thousand. A chaldron is
an old-fashioned measure of capacity con-
taining about 36 bushels. If the London
stock does not make a very bright-looking
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front, it makes <a practically indestructible

one, for we never beard of a deca3'ed brick

being found in iuk' nt tbeni. We have
often wondered liow Irue in size these

lirirks are, considering the varying nature
of the clays from which tliey were made

;

but an old brickmaker at Canonbury let

us into the secret. He said there w-ere

different-sized moulds made to suit the

clays, which were classed as "'mild clay,"

\
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Fig. 3.

"strong clay," and "very strong clay."

The moulds for these varied— fin. in

Uuigth, lin. in width, the thickness

remaining the same in all. By Act of

Varliament, the maximum size of the

mould was not to exceed lOin. in length,

.5in. in width, and 3in. in thickness ; and
as there was a duty of .5s. per thousand
on bricks in 1823, reduced to 3s. 9d. in

183.J, allowing one-tenth for waste, the

makers naturally made the bricks as large
as the Act allowed, and in this way the
present thickness of a brick (3in.) became
fixed. The size of plain roof-tiles (lO^in.

by Gin.) was also fixed in a similar manner,
for they were liable to duty, too. The old

London brickmakers had some quaint tech-

nical terms of their own which it in;iy be

(MOl-U.*,NO Pxrsp.p^)-

^

C"

Fig. 4.

of^ interest to rescue from oblivion.
"Skintling," for instance, meant moving
bricks in the kiln and so arranging them
as to allow for a through current of air.

"Crouding" was running the bricks from
the hack to the kiln .-md setting them in
it. "Burn-overs" were imperfectly burnt
bricks which were r.-lnirnt, and "stri])-
ping" was taking off the casings of tlic
kiln and stacking the bricks.

In clay districts bricks are made to do
duty for much that in other i>laces would

be of stone. Coj)ings are so liable to be
destroyed by rain and fi-ost that it would
.seem imperative they should be of stone,

so as to have as few joints as possible; luit

this is not so, and all over the clay counties
copings flat and saddle-backed may bo
seen. In the latter case the bricks are
cut to the slojie required, and, though .set

in ordinary mort;ir, th(-y a]>pear lo make

purpose : we refer to windows where th,^

jambs, mullions, and tracery such as it

is, are built up with ordinary, liricks. The
tracery of evt ry window must be drawn
full sizi', so as to l;iy down the joints on
it. .-md in this way deline what ai-e known
as the "face moulds," two of which are
shown in the sketch. These and the
"joini mould" make up all the templates

s^ e oT-1 o>i*

Fm. 5.

an efficient wall-covering. Fig. 3 is an
example of the latter coping from East-

bury—an old one. Fig. 4 is more recent,

but the same kind of thing, from Kensing-

ton, whilst the example below is modern,
and also constructionally good.

Some fine old cojiings may be seen in

the country around Upminster, in Essex,

and Uxbridge, in Middlesex. The forms
are pleasing, and such as the bricks would
suggest, the design being in no way forced.

In our notebooks we find stonework con-
stantly jostling brickwork; and here, after

leaving the London distiict, we find our-
selves on the borders of Wales with what
we shall call a "squinch." This is, as

the reader will see, an expedient for

changing a square tower to. an octagon.
" Squinch " and " sconce " are supposed to

moan the same thing, according to

Wdlson's Glossary of Technical Terms used
in (lothie Architecture, and "sconce" is

there defined to mean "an arched buttress
at the corner to strengthen a spire." But
our sketch illustrates nothing of this kind,
so that the statement of its being a
" squinch " must be taken with all reserve.
Our sketch shows a very common-sense
arrangement of corbelling with an arch
spanning the whole, so that at the upper
level an octagonal base is arrived at to carry
a s]ure. The two segmental covering
segments of the arch exercise an outward
tlirust on the walls; but the latter arc so
thick, as a rule, and the materials used
are so rigid, that the construction, though
apparently fa\ilty licre. is found "in
practice never to fail. The stonework is
shown to be ashlar on the drawing; but
in reality the cut stonework is restricted
to the corbels and the arch, the rest being
rul)l)le-work, so that in this respect the
sketch must be taken as being more or
less diagrammatic. Fig. G is a three-light
tracery window in stone from Salop, and
it is given here for comparison with a
three-light window in brickwork, which
will be illustrated in our next article.
Those early windows do not lend them-
selves to be carried out in brick with such
facihtv as the later windows do, with
straight upright bars instead of circles in
the wiiiilow-heads; and tracery worked in
brick IS, to a stonemason, a thing almost
iMcunju'ehensible. When we say that
tracery has been worked in brick," we do
not mean in blocks specially cast for the

or patterns the mason will require. It

will be seen that the joints in any curved
bar of the tracery always radiate from the
centre of the curve, and if that joint
strikes another curve of a different radius
then the joint-line must be diverted from
the centre of the new curve. Such joints

are shown just above the springing in the
sketch. When there are " eyes " or
"pockets" in the tracery, it is usual to

open them by flattening the curves a little,

or there would be no glass in tliese small
compartments in many cases. Face-moulds
for one-half the windows need only be
made ; for these, reversed, will give the
other side. It is not an easy matter to

lit the three circles into the heads of the

pointed arches. A pupil could not get

a better example for copying to a large

scale and making the necessary face and
joint moulds.

-••

THE STUDY OF KENAISSANCE
ORNAMENT.

By H. Davis Richtek.*

Before passing to an analytical survey of

the English Renaissance styles of ornament,
it will, perliaps, be well for us to determine
exactly what we mean by the word
"ornament." I tbinlc we may take it that

ornameut is something absolutely necessary
to the complete happiness of man. This may
at first sight seem over-asserting the import-
ance of the subject ; but qn closer examina-

* A lecture given at the L.C.C. Camberwell Scliool
of Arts, Oct. 0, 1913. Copyright reserved by the
autlior.
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tion we shall find that wherever man has
existed oniainent is to be found. In fact, it

is sometimes historioally of the utmost value
as recoidiug the habits of wliat would other-
wise be prehistorie times. 1 think ornament
must originally lni\e been tin' oulcoinf of

gladiK'ss. Man foiuni the world gooil to live

in, and he recorded his impressions of the
things he loved. Thus wc have rude
carvings, or scratchings, on bones illus-

trating the delight of the chase, bird ami tree
forms, t'tc. If in this world wc were simply
given life, without forms to satisfy the eye,

1 feel that we should not have the desire
given us to ornament our useful articles

;

but, on the other hand, we are given a beau-
tiful world, with an ever-changing sky,
lovely flowers and trees to look upon, and
thousands of things that are not absolutely
necessary for life ; and in like manner we
have that gift within us that makes us desire
to ornament our useful objeits, and to make
them things of beauty as well as of use. Con-
sider for one moment a world all of one
colour; a never changing leaden sky; a Hat,
barren landscape without a tree or flower.
Should we then have the desire for orna-
ment? I think not; but the world is far
otherwise, and it is given to man, in his glad-
ness for such a sumptuous fare, to respond.
As designers, I must say vo you, Let that
response be with all your heart; make it

as worthy as you can of the gifts given ; do
not degrade your work to the "stock
pattern" type; but let it be e.\pressive of
the best that is in you.
Remember that all true ornament is

the natural outcome of the material, put
there because the designer felt it must be
so. It is not something applied as an after-
thought, or to make the article cost more.
Such work is not ornament at all, but an
outrage on art ; it is merely commercialism.
Style in ornament may be regarded as the
embodied character and history of a people,
more or less perfect in proportion to their
technical attainments; or, to put it in the
words of Owen Jones, in speaking of archi-
tecture, "It is the natural expression of the
ii'aiits, the farul/ii-s, and the sfniimciifs of
the age in which it is created." I should like
you to make a note of this, as by it von mav,
to some extent, determine true style or bad
work. Thus a style should be expressive of
the age. and generally is so: otlierwise it

becomes merely an afi'ectation. Depend
upon it. Solomon's Temple was as expressive
of the period as a gorgeous Louis XV.
state apartment is typical" of the luxury of
tlie period, or a lofty Gothic cathedral of
the religious aspiratioTTs oT that time. At
the present day, we are surrounded with
examples of all styles—Egyptian, Arabian,
Chinese, Indian, etc. Yet for us to imitate
or reproduce any one of these styles would
be merely affectation on our part, and not
expressive of our nature or present-day
mode of life. Naturally, with the ever-
increasing intercourse of the nations, a
mingling of .style is likely to come to
pass ; but if it is a true style, ex-
pressive of the mingled people and of
modern thought, it will not be an abject copy
of any one style, but a fusion of several.
From the same reason, all attempts to revive
Gothic architecture as a national style have
resulted in failure. The spirit of that age
is dead. Gothic architecture is no longer
the outcome of the thought of the day. The
Church has lost that absorbing command on
the thought of man. We must be thankful
for the wonderful outcome of the Gothic
period ; but to produce modern buildings in
this style would be as incongruous to us, as
a nation, as a luxurious Eastern palace is

unsuitable for the home of a recluse or a
scholar.

,
From the end of the 14th century we have

returned to Classic tastes in literature; this
in turn influenced the arts of architecture
and ornament throughout Europe, and it is

to this period that we shall have to confine
our attention during this eour.se. To study
other styles would be interesting and ex-
tremely useful to the designer ; bnt to do so
would take several courses of lectures. We
shall this evening endeavour to gain an im-
pression of Jhe chief factors influencing the

growth of the English Renaissance style from
the beginning of the Ifith to the middle of the

IHth century, covering a period of three
hundred years, rich in the evolution of our
present day artistic outlook, ranging from the

majestic grandeur and impressive mass of th.\

I'^li/abcthaii and .lacobHa.n mansions, with
their sturdy furnishings, full of virile super-

abundance of strength, often coarse and ill

considered in detail—surely the expression of

a people eonfident in themselves, self-reliant,

and a little boastful of (heir strength and
might, and not o\cr-rcliiied in their mode of

expression. Turiung from this to the end ol

our period, we find a marked dift'erence in the

tiainty and dandified Adams style, eminently
elegant, stilted in its phraseology, with an air

of borrowed artificiality in the ornament, laid

upon a true construction basis. Take, for an
instance, the painted ornament of the day on
well-designed or beautiful cabinetwork, con-
sisting of so-called Arcadian and pastrjral

scenes, depicting shepherds and shepherdesses
in Court dress, tending very artificial and
playful sheep, and .surrounded by wreaths of

roses, 'i'lie \'ery application of paint in this

manner is a debased and artificial ex
pression ; thick, sticky oil paint is essentially

a meiliuin for big and broad treatment, with
a techiiii|ue of its own. showing the method of

building up and brnshwork employed by the
artist. In the example under consideration
the whole body of paint is destroyed by
papering oft and French polishing o\er, to

give an unbroken surface to the panel. Such
treatment is suitable for staining, bnt not for

painting. In the character of this ornament
and the method of expression employed we
may see the reflex of a people masking their
true nature under an afiectation of elegance
and refinement which is by no means to be
foiinil under the surface of this corrupt and
immoral period, when only vices that were
discovered mattered.
The English styles have been, from time to

time, greatly intiueneed by the arts of other
countries. In saying this I do not wish to
convey the impression that we have no
national art ; on the contrary, each style we
shall study is essentially English: though it

may be inspired by others it is never a

copyism. The rendering is English. Thus,
as we proceed, we shall find the Italian
car\ers working in England during the reign
of Henry VIU., grafted their ornament upon
a purely English Gothic foundation ; the
ornament they introduced rightly belongs to

a slightly earlier period of Italian, and it is

more to be associated with the terracotta
relief medallions, etc., used by Luca della

Robbia (1400-148:i) and Andrea della Robbia
(H.'-ti") 15-51. I'his may be attributed to the
influence of I'Letro Torrigiano, who executed
one of the most important pieces of work of

the period— the tombs of Henry VII. in W^est
minster Abbey (1512-I5I8)—in marble and
bronze was also a worker in terracotta. This
period of English work is very similar to the

French style of Louis XII. and early Francis
the First, but is not traceable to them. .4t

the death of Henry VIII. we find the Italian

influence dying out, and for a short period
the English work reverts to the Gothic and
Tudor style ; but with the Elizabethan and
.lacobean periods—1558 to 1620—English
Renaissance art becomes firmly established ;

but influenced by Dutch, Belgian, and
German artists. The first portion of this

work, executed by Dutch and German
craftsmen, is necessarily similar to their style ;

the later work, during the reign of James I.,

is executed by Englishmen, and becomes more
national in character. Continuing the
development, the work of the Charles I. and
Commonwealth periods becomes more
Classical, aiul is entirely influenced by
Italian models, rendered by the masterlv
hand of an Englishman, Inigo Jones (1573-

1651). This phase is, in turn, succeeded by
the work of Wren (1032-172.3), from the reign
of Charles II. (1060) to that of Anne in 1714,
during which period the constructive work
retains the Italian influence, while the orna-

ment adverts slightly to the earlier French
work of the Louis XIII. period. This is, no
doubt, traceable to the French Court feeling

introduced by Charles II. and to Wren's
studies in France.
With the Early Georgian period the

architectural biisis becomes still more
formally Classic in its proportions, while in

furniture, small ornaments, hangings, etc.,

an extravagantly over-decorated period pre-

vailed of French Roc'oco and Chinese style,

rendered by Thomas Cliip[)endale and his

followers. The later styles owe more to

Grecian ornament, and to the painted
decorations at I'ompeii and to French
rendering of this period. Thus we find in

the Adams style purely Classic detail, with
oriiaiMental [)la<ines lA china. cr)nsisting of

figures and heads iiiod(-llcd in low i"clief. the

relief-work being white and the groundwork
blue. The surromidiug ornament is com-
posed of honeysuckle and anthemion, together
with the Greek key, used in much the same
way as in Louis XVI. work. W'ith the

English rendering of the F'rench Empire
style there is still greater insistence on
severe and simple Classic forms.

THE LIGHTING OF SCHOOLS.
A conference of c<lucationists was held on

Sa.tiirday a.t the National (iiis Exhibition at

ShepliiTtl's Bush, the object bi-ilig the tiis-

eiission of the healing, lighting, and ventila-

tion of schools. Sir George W . Kckewich,
who presided, observed that very little re-

gard was paid, whether in elementary or
secondary schools, to proper lighting or sani-

tary arrangements. It was absolutely inipos

siblc to educate a child in an ill-veutilatcd,

improperly heated, or badly lighted school.
With regard to ventilation, he maintained
that in every school the window-heads should
be taken up to the ceiling. The reason this
was not generally done was because such
windows did not look pretty, and thus sani-
tation and comfort were sacrificed to appear-
ance.

Professor Silvanus P. Thompson read a
paper on "Some Considerations on the
Brightnesses of Lights." In a school the im-
portant point w-as to ascertain whelher sufli-

cieiit illumination was afforded at the places
where the .scholars read and wrote, and
where the teacher wrote on the blackboard.
During the last two years the Illnminating
Engineering Society had had valuable reports
prepared for it by three special committees.
One of these reported on school lighting, and
reconnnended that for ordinary work in
reading and writing the minimum illumina-
tion at any desk should not be less than two
candle feet, some members of the committee
favouring a minimum of 2A candle-feet. For
special work, such as drawing, stitching, and
the like, the minimum recommended was 4ft.-
candles. For blackboard illumination two
candle-feet was admitted to be sufficient only
for small classrooms where the students were
within 20ft. The lamps for lighting the
blackboard should be screened from the eyes
to prevent glare. The committee laid .some
.stress on the use in general of shades or
globes which diffused the apparent brightness
of the source over a considerable area, so as
to reduce the glare caused by lights that were
too concentrated. The committee favoured
the use of indirect lighting, in which the rays
of the lamps were intercepted and thrown
upon ceiling or walls only, so that a soft
diffused light alone reached the eye. The
disadvantage of this method was that it was
almost shadowless. For reading and writing
this was good, but the visibility of solid ob-
jects and rai.sed surfaces greatly depended
on the presence of shadows, and for such a
direct illumination was preferable. The
good lighting of a room depended not only on
the disposition of the lights and on their
proper shielding, but on the nature of the
wall surface on which the light fell. Few
people knew how much light was wasted and
thrown away. A whitewashed wall absorbed
from .30 to 40 per cent. ; an ordinary yellow
or buff wallpaper usually wasted 50 to 60 per
cent. ; the deep scarlet and crimson wall-
papers now fashionable for dining-rooms
wasted from 70 to 75 per cent. For economy
in artificial lighting, and for comfort in the
daylight lighting of large rooms, the ceilings
should be invariably white, and the walls, if

not white, should be of the palest tints.

A paper by Mr. Leon Gaster, hon. secre-

tary of the Illuminating Engineering Society,
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\v:i'. rp.nil in lii-. alisriicv hy JMi'. Duw. In tlie

iiiattpr of sfhiiols. lie said, it was known tliat

fvniall type nnd involvod diagrams wprodonbt-

less tlic oausc ot nuicli pyo ti-onlil<> among
young cliildren. Much of the elieap litera-

ini-p read by eliihlren was printed execrably

i>ii very poor papi-r. with resultant damage
to the e\es of ehililren. who were apt to read

them more or less effectively in corners

where they would not be interfered with, but

where illumination was usually poor. The
scheme of medical inspection of school chil-

dren should include a study of the lighting

conditions.

^tO'

EOAD BOARD GRANTS TO HIGH-
WAY AUTHORITIES.

During July, August, and September. 191.'!.

the Road Board have made advances amount-
ing to £.'i40,6()7 from the Road Improvement
l''und to county councils and other highway
authorities as follows :

—

Road cru.st improvements l'-2ni,.531

Koad widenings and im]>rovement of curves
and corners 1.5,348

Road diversions .'J,.'JVJ3

Reconstruction and improven^ent of bridges .'j.77.'3

Construction of new roads and bridges 22,420

The total grants up to September ,1(1. 191.1,

are a.s follows :

—

Road crust improvements i'l.::J)i2,'261

Road widenings and imi)rovement of curves
and corners 13.^,H47

Road diversions . 33,92H
Reconstruction and improvement of Ijridges .'}9,.337

Construction of new roads and bridges 83,498

During the same period advances hy way
of loan have also been arranged to the sum
of .t;i26,467, making the total sum arranged
to be advanced on loan up to September 30
Al.1.5(j,110. In addition, further advances
ainonnting to £I,59.1,8()(i lia\e lieeii indicated
to highway authorities towarils works of road
construction and improvement.
The total amount paid into the Road Im-

provement Fund from the constitution of the
board up to September ,10 amounted to

,£,3,930,606, and the total advances made and
promised up to September 30 to £3,G2i!,787,
leaving a balance now available for grants
and loans of £.107,819.^
CHANGES IN WAGES AND HOURS
OF LABOUR IN THE BUILDING
TRADES.
According to a Board of Trade Report

published on Tuesday (Cd. 7080. lli<l.),

after a long period, commencing about" the
year 1902, during whieli wages in the build-
jug trades had sliown little movement either
up or down, there was a marked upward
tendency in 1912. All the changes recorded
in this group of trades during 1912 were in-
crea.ses, and they amounted in the aggregate
to £8,360 per week on the wages of 95,653
workpeople. In 1911, 16.891 workpeople re-
ceived a net increase of £1,6(19 per week,
and in 1910, 4,970 received £377 per week!
The proportion ot the total number employed
in the building trades whose wages were
changed in 1912, so far as ascertained, was
about 10.6 per cent, as compared with pro-
portions varving from 0.3 to 5.0 per cent, in
the years 1902 to 1911.

Employment in tlie building trades is de-
scribed as "fair on the whole" in 1912, the
percentage of trade union carpenters and
plumbers unemployed being the lowest since
1902. That, unfortunately, us we have
before pointed out, is a very unreliable basis
ol calculation.

The principal increases during the year
affected 1.3,50 painters at Newcastle, Sunder-
land, and other north-east coast towns; 2,111
bricklayers, masons, carpenters nnd joiners,
slaters, plasterers, and labourers at Hull ';

1,000 carpenters and joiners at Leeds; 5,850
bricklayers, carpenters and joiners,
plumbers, and woodenttiup niachiiiists iii

Manchester and district; 5,9,10 bricklayers,
slaters, painters, labourers, etc., at Birming-
hniu

; 2,8;55 bricklayers, masons, carpenters
and joiners, plumbers, plasterers, painters
labourers, etc., at Bristol; I, .123 bricklayers]
earpenters and joiners, plumbers, plasterers]
and labourers at Covcntrv; 1,048 brick-

lavprs, masons, carpenters, plumbers, plas-

terers, painters, and labourers at North-

ampton ; .1,.50fl masons and 20.000 earpenters

and joiners in London; 2.70(1 bricklayers,

masons, carpenters and joiners, plumbers,
plasterers, painters, and labourers at Car-

difl'; 1,490 bricklayers, masons, carpenters

•t\\n\ joiners, plasterers, anil labourers at

Newport, Mon. ; 1.140 masims, carpenters

and joiners, and slaters at Aberdeen; 1,04(1

bricklayers, masons, joiners, slaters, and
painters at Dundee ; 3,225 masons, carpenters

and joiners, and painters at Edinlnirgli and
Leitli ; and 6,490 joiners, slaters, pluinbers,

and painters in Glasgow and district; all of

whom received an increase of -Jd. per hour.
In addition, 1,100 carpenters and joiners in

Sunderland and district, 1.000 labourers at

Bradford ami Shipley, and 1,600 labourers
at Dublin received ^d. per hour; 2,000
painters at Liverpool received Jd. per hour,
and labourers numbering 2,000 at Liverpool
and 2,500 in Manchester and district had
their w.ages increased in both cases to Od. or
6.vd. per hour.
The extent to which each of the occupa-

tions included in this group was affected is

shown in the following table:

—

Net Net
Total.Increases. Deer aases.

v >> 0) >i CD 0) a

o P. Jti a ^
<D

-^ S'? S c ^% pa &%
2S

|i Ota

„ O

0. %:$
o ^s tS^ ?* i.-'-

No. £ No. £ No.
Bricklayers. H,.597 375 — — 6..597 375
^[asons 6,708 ,592 — G.708 .592

Cari>enter3
& joiners 43,321 3,649 — — 43,321 3,649

Slaters 999 97 999 97
Plumbers ... 4,692 449 4,692 449
Plasterers... 2,ia5 215 2,185 215
Painters &
decorators 14,609 1,448 — 14,609 1,448

Labourers .. l.'j.643 1,4.50 — — 1.5,643 1,4.50
Others 899 a5 '

— — 899 a5

Total 93,6.53 8,360 - - 95,653
1

8,360

The changes affecting carpenters and joiners
accounted for 45 per cent, of the total
number affected, and for 44 per cent, of the
total weekly increase,

CHANGES IN HOIRS l)F I..ABOUR.

In 1912. 47.288 workpeople in the building
trades bad their hours changed, as compared
with 6,150 in 1911 and 12,918 in 1910. Of
these, 46,403 had reductions amounting to
.17,890 hours per week, and 885 had their
hours increased by 384 per week. The net
result of all the changes was thus a reduc-
tion of 37,506 hours per week, as compared
with one of 3,658 in 1911 and 4,209 in 1910.
The principal reductions were those affect-

ing 2.100 bricklayers and 3.000 carpenters
and joiners at Manchester, 2,000 painters at
Liverpool, 8,250 bricklayers, masons, car-
penters and joiners, wood-cutting machinists,
plasterers, plumbers, painters, and labourers
at Birmingham, and 3,500 masons and 20,000
earpenters and joiners in London.

MODERN TECHNICAL DRAWING.*
This is a useful handbook describing in

detail the preparation of working drawings,
with special attention to oblique and circle-
on-circle work; orthographic, isometric and
oblique projections, practical perspective,
and freehand drawing, and "setting out."

Nearly 300 examples are illustrated, and
these should enable any beginner to prepare
a working drawing "

in a workmanlike
fashion, and not in the slipshod style too
common in architects' and builders' offices.
The chapter on lettering included deserves

study, and we heartily wish all would confine
themselves to the few alternative examples
Mr. Ellis gives, and we should not break our
hearts if they neglected \os. 2. 6, and 7.
The fantastic fashion in which some
draughtsmen wilLwrite-in titles, etc., is as
ridiculous as it is often perplexing.

I

• Modern Teclmical Drawing. By Qeobge Ellis,
I London : U. T. Batsford. Os.

AN AMERICAN CATHEDRAL NAVE.
Mr. Ralph Adams Cram, who was recently

elected as consulting architect, of the new
Episcopal Cathedral of St. John the Divine,
which has long been in course ot erection
on Mornington Heights, New York, has just
given a description of the propo.sed new
nave, for the hastening of which work Mr.
Cram personally snbscribcil a thouiand
dollars.

The cathedral was designed by Messrs. G.
L. Heins and C. G. I^a Farge, of New York,
and its erection was begun in 1892, and after
some delay the first section—consisting of the
choir, with circular-ended ambulatory and
a clievet of chapels beyond, together with
the crossing temporarily roofed in above the
capitals ot the tour great piers—was opened
in May, 1911. This section exhibits intentional
asymmetries ot dimensions and plan, there
being purposeful variations in the sizes
ot tlie arches, the height of the piers and
their capitals, and the spring of the piers,
while the choir arcades are not parallel, but
slightly converge towards the east. The
architects' original design tor the cathedral
was illustrated from a model and a per-
spective drawing in our i.ssue of December 14,
I90G, and photographs ot the work in pro-
gress, taken by Mr. Harry Hems, in the
same number, and ot the Belmont Chapel
in that for December 28, 1906. An earlier
photograph ot the choir at the time was pub-
lished in the Bdilding News for Januarv ''3

1903. '

Mr. Cram says: "Here we have already a
new idea of a cathedral—that is, it is not the
normal cruciform plan with its congested
crossing and central tower, and its forest of
columns, dividing the whole space into nave,
transepts, and choir, with its subsidiary and
multiplied aisles. It is rather, so far as it
has gone and so far as it promises for the
future, a series of great squares of varying
sizes. It is a people's cathedral, not a
monastic church

; it is not primarily con-
ceived for magnificent ceremonies and long
and splendid processions; but it is for the
people in their common worship, with great
open spaces from which all can see and in
which all can hear. This general idea,
already well fixed, must be carried out here
in the continuation ot the work. We could
not retain what we have, stop where we are,
and then add a narrow 300ft. nave like that
of Canterbury or Amiens or Wells. Instead,
St. John's must be in principle a continua-
tion of the type already laid down. We nuist
get our groat square spaces, our solid piers
of supporting masonry, and our simple com-
binations of inas.ses and of light and shade.
That is an inspiring thought—the working
out ot an entirely new plan that shall do
no violence to the principles ot Ciothic art;
and, frankly, I think this new plan will be
developed, though I may be prejudiced.
Now, the nave, on this plan, consists ot a
series ot these great squares, 50ft. across,
working out towards the west, and separated
by great piers, some 18ft. square,
pierced laterally by ambulatory open-
ings. Then die sides ot these squares
are subdivided each by a single shaft,
a clustered column that rises from the pave-
ment to the springing of the vault, a sheer
hundred feet in height, and without lateral
buttressing or supports. These sequent
squares will be buttressed by solid masonry,
roofed by sexpartite vaulting, nnd with the
clustered shafts, 6ft. in diameter and 100ft,
high, taking the cross ribs ot the high vault.
"As you come into the nave from the west

you will see at first only this great range of
alternating piers and shafts, with all the
play of light and shade, rising high into the
air and then curving into their ribbed vaults
1,50ft. abofe the pavement. No windows will
be visible except the central window over the
high altar, with its flame-elotlied figure ot

Our Lord in Glory.
"But as you come down toward the east

each ot the side bays will open out. disclosing
one window- after another, all filled, I

hope, with glass like that of Bourges or
Charties. And at last, as you stand under
the great crossing with its colossal domical
vault. 100ft. in span and 250ft. to the apex,
the transepts will open out right and left,
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,'iOOft. broiul. and at eitlirr ciiil an oiiornioiis

rosp, like thai of Notre Uaiiic. and tiiniiiip

yoii will see tlie third rose at the farthest

West. That is. after all. the final tiling, the

classic thing—the three roses at the end of

the cross."

MOTHERS' HOSPITAL. LOWER
C L A I^ T' O \ ROAD; I' L A N OF
MATERXnV WARD BLOCKS.

The Duchess of Argyll will open the new
hnildings of the Salvation .\rniy Mothers'

Hospital tomorrow, the 18th inst. We gave
some particulars of the scheme as exeentcd

in the Building News of October 3, and wo

old Post Office, and will be carried ont by
the City Corporation. St. Martin'sleGrand,
whii'h at present varies in width, for this

.'MHIft. frontage to he dealt with, from
bAh. 2in. to lillft. !)in.. will, after the altera-

tions have been effected, have a uniform width
of 80ft. It is also proposed to increase to a

uniform width of 50ft. the portion of

Gresluuustrect adjoining the site, the

width of which at present varies from
24ft. .'iin. to :i'2St. 4in. At Sweeting's corner
Cheapside will be widened to 00ft.

The Education Ctunmittee reported that

in connection with the Valhnu'e-road site.

Whitechapel, on which school buildings are

about to be erected, a hoarding has been

I 4j

QQHI

'^"^

MOTHERS' HOSPri'AL, LOWER CLAPTON" ROAD: PLAN OF MATERMTV
WARD BLOCKS.— Mr. Alex. Gordon, F.S.L, Architect.

now give a copy of the plans of the wards
which form the unit of the general arrange-
ment, these wards being identical in plan,
and are connected by an open corridor, each
block being complete in itself. There are
to be six of these buildings, besides an
isolatiou block to the rear, and the admini-
stration blocks, erected near the front
buildings, where there is a good laundry.
Four of these bungalow blocks, out of the
half dozen just mentioned, have already been
completed. Their external treatment archi-

tecturally is plain and merely utilitarian.

])r. Donald Slaekintosh, of the Western
Infirmary, Glasgow, advised upon the details

of the planning of their arrangements. The
architect is Jlr. Alex. Gordon, F.S.L, of

Queen Victoria-street, E.C., the builder
being Mr. Coxhead. of Leytonstone, and
Messrs. Dolby and Williamson consulting

engineers for that part of the undertaking.
The frontage extends to "JoOft. and the site

covers 2J acres, with its axis east-west.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the meeting on Tuesday last of the

London County Council, it was decided,

after considerable discussion, to make a

contribution of one-half, not exceeding
+;77.500. of the net cost of the widening of St.

Martin's Ic-Cirand and Gresham-strcct, at

t'.ie site of the Old General Post Office, and
ef Cheapside at Sweeting's Corner. The im-

provements result from the demolition of the

constructed for the Council by Messrs. Higgs

and Hill, Ltd.. the contractors, but having

regard to the provisions of section 3 of the

Education (Administrative Provisions) Act,

1011, and to the fact that the lioarding is re-

quired for the purpose of erecting a school

according to plans approved by the Board of

Education, no application was made to the

Stepney Borough Council for a license under
the Metropolis Management Act. The
borough council subsequently issued sum-
monses against the contractors in respect of

their failure to apply for a license, and the

Education Committee endeavoured to arrive

at an amicable settlement of the question,

offering without prejudice to give notice, and
take out a license in respect of hoardings on
the public way round school sites in the

borough of Stepney, provided the borough
coiuicil waived the payment of fees. The
borough council did not see its way to agree
to this course, and on the hearing of the
summonses the magistrate decided that the
hoarding required the borough conneil's
license, and could not be said to I)e any part
of the bnilding to be erected, and stated that
he did not feel disposed to give such a de-
cision as wo\dd upset the practice of many
years' standing. Notice has been served
upon the magistrate, aiul he luis expressed
his Avillingncss to state a case for the opinion
of the High Court. The decision raises an
iniportant f|nestion of principle, and the com-
mittee reeonnncruled that the notice given to

the magistrate to state a case for the opinion
of the High Court should be proceeded with.

On the rpeomnnMidation of the sanui com-

mittee the seal of the Council was alTixed to

a deed of assignment by W. Johnson and Co.,

Ltd.. of their contract for remodelling the

Randall-place L.C'.C. School, Cireenwich, to

W. Lawrence and Son.

It was reported that the total of the

accepted tender of Messrs. Holliday and
Greenwood for the erection of the Mandsley
Hospital had been agreed after examiinition

by the ipiantity surveyors to he Jt l.'i,;V.J(i, in-

stead of £43,'205, as reported on .July 8 last,

and the contract is being entered into on the

basis of the revised total. It has been
arranged that Messrs. C. John Mann and
Son, tlip quantity surveyors for the Mandsley
Hospital, slnall measure variations and make
u[) the accoiuits in connection with the erec-

tion of the building at tne rate of l^J per

cent, for additions ami I', per cent, for omis-

sions. Mr. J. 15. Johns has been appointed

clerk of works for the erection of the hos-

pital at a salary of four guineas a week.

For the provision of new and enlarged
workshops at Colney Hatch Asylum, a
special vote of .CI,580 was passed, and also

about £.300 for the enlargement of the front

lodge at this asylinn.

Tlu' Fire Brigade Committee reeommcnded
that the fire station at Camden Town, which
was built in 1885 at a cost of £7,300, and has
not since undergone structural alteration, be
reconstructed as soon as possible at an esti-

rnatefl (Uitlay of £7,000.

The Improvements Committee recom-
mended that settlenu'iits. aiiuiunting to

£44,044 lis., of claims in connei'tiini with the

Ball's Pond-road. Bromley road, Sonthgate-
road. ami Green lanes. New ,\'orth road,

Canoidinry-road, and St. Paul's road,

1/ondon road to Park-road, High-street,

Wandsworth, High i;oad, Kilbnrn, C'ressy-

road and Agincourt-road, Dorset-street and
Southgate-road, Borough High street and
Westminster Bridge-road improvements, bo
referred to the Finance Committee with a
view to payment.

The Housing Committee reported that they
had considered clause 8 of the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, I9I3, which wa.s

withdrawn after having passed second read-

ing in the House of Commons. The clause

purposed to give powers to the London
County Council to exercise under agreement
with any metropolitan borough council of

any of the powers of such borough council

under Part II. of the Housing Act of I8!J0.

The povvers referred to were those relating

to closing and demolition orders and the re-

moval of obstructive buildings. The com-
mittee are strongly of opinion that the vigor-

ous enforcement of the provisions of Part II.

of the Act of 1890, as extended by the Act
of IU09, relative to closing and demolition

orders and the removal of obstructive build-

ings, would do much to ameliorate the evils

existing in many unhealthy areas and groups
of insanitary houses, which are, unfortu-

nately, far too numerous to permit, on
account of the excessive cost, of their being
dealt with in a complete and comprehensive
manner by means of improvement or recon-

struction schemes. They therefore recom-
mend that steps be taken to consider at the
meeting of the Couru'il on Thursday, the

28th inst.. a proposal that it shall take
measures for prtuiniting in the session of

Parliament of 1914 legislation relative to

closing and demolition orders and obstructive

buildings. At the same meeting the Council
will consider a further proposal to take the
measures for promoting in the session of

Parliament of 1914. legislation with a view
to powers being obtained to enable part of

the cost of acquiring insanitary property for

the purposes of a new school site to be
charged against the Dwelling House Im-
pro\'ement Fund and to enable ,i metro-
politan borough council to contribute to-

wards the cost should it deem it desirable to

do so. The Housing Committee also
ported that the work comprised in the con-
tracts entered into fen- the erection of 98
cottages on the Tower (jartlens section, and
five shops along the Lordship lane frontage,
W'liito Hart-lane estate, has been completerl.

The cottages contain accommodation for 660
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pe altogether accommodation for

has now been
rsons, and

6,835 persons iu 875 cottages

provided on the estate. The first contract

tor bnilding work oa the western section of

the Okl Oak estate. Hammersmith, has also

been completed. The contract comprised the

erection of 103 cottages and 26 cottage flats,

containing accommodation for 810 persons,

and two shops. The work under other con-

tracts for the erection of cottages is ap-

proaching completion, and altogether accom-

modation for 1,563 persons in 232 cottages

has now been provided on this estate.

The Housing Committee further reported

on the policy to be pursued with regard to

the very large displacement of persons of the

working class involved in the acquisition of

property over which compulsory powers of

purchase for purposes of the education ser-

vice were obtained last session. So far as

can be ascertained at present, the number of

persons who will be displaced iu various

parts of the country amounts to upwards of

6,500. of whom about 3,000 are resident in

the four eastern metropolitan boroughs of

Poplar, Stepney, Bethnal Green, and Shore-

ditch. The committee are averse from re-

commending the erection of any further

dwellings in the central and thickly-built-

over parts of London. The Council .should

rather, in their opinion, meet the require-

ments of the situation created by this exten-

sive demolition by the provision of cottage

dwellings in the siiburbs. Having regard for

the somewhat controversial nature of the

proposal to provide the new accommodation
at a distance from the area of displacement,

they think it would be well, in the first in-

stance, if a deputation of members of the

Council were to wait upon the President of

the Local Government Board in order to lay

before him the Council.'s views upon the sub-

ject. The committee suggest developments
in connection with the remainder of the

Council's White Hart Estate at Tottenham.
A scheme for the development of the

southern portion has been prepared which
provides for the erection of working-class

dwellings on 62 acres and for the sale or

lease of 43 acres for better-class houses, the

rcniaining 19J acres being devoted to public

buildings, open spaces, etc. The estimated
expenditure is £-148,500. The committee
state that they regard with favour a sugges-

tion to develop the remainder of the estate
I)y allowing larger plots for the working-
class houses, which could then be let at some-
what higher rents. The land would then be
more rapidly developed and made rent-pro-

ducing, and that less capital expenditure
would be required.
This recommendation gave rise to an

animated discussion. The reference of the
reeommeiulation back was moved by Mr.
llobson, who urged that a number of people
could not be displaced without causing in-

convenience in the whole neighboui'hood. He
asked if housing on. the White Hart-lane
Kstate could possibly meet a deficiency of

accommodation in Poplar? The amendment
was seconded by Mr. I'hilliinore. Mr. Sebag
Montefiore, supporting the recommendation,
urged that people should be encouraged in

every way to leave the congested districts for

the suburbs. Mr. P. A. Hams expressed the
opinion tliat too niucli latitude was already
gi\en by Ihe Lot-al Go\eniment Board in

tliis iruitter. Mr. Cyril Jaekson urged the
desirability of learning the policy of the Local
Government Board on the question. Mr.
Bernard Holland, the Chairman of the Com-
mittee, admitted that there was a good deal
in the argument that many ol' the people
who would be turned out could not go to

live in tlie suburl)s. They could not go to

Mr. Burns with » definite selieme ; they
wished to know whether, under the special
eircnmslances. he could lake llie facts into

special c(nisidei*iition. The amenflmenf was
defeated on a division by 63 to 45, and the

recommendation was approved.

THE COTTAGE PROBLEM.*

The object of this paper is not to put the

writer forward as a supreme authority on how

cottages should be built or what accommoda-

tion they should afford, nor as the possessor

of some occult knowledge concerning the

erection of cheap cottages. Many have

claimed these distinctions, however. My
object is to elicit the experience of those who

have been associated with the building of

labourers' cottages in various parts of the

country for years past, and, living m their

midst, must 'know the requirements of the

farm labourer. The question of how to house

the farm labourer at a reasonable cost has

reached an acute stage. The country is being

drained of the best part of its rural working

population from two causes, low wages and

want of proper and sufficient dwellings. With

the former we have nothing to do ; but we

are interested in the latter in having erected

many new cottages or reinstated many old

ones. Books have been written, plans have

been published, and meetings have been held,

all with the one object of attempting to solve

the enigma of how to build labourers' cottages

that can be let at an economic rent. The

only persons, apparently, who have nothing

to 'say in the matter, "but who sit on the

fence quietly waiting developments, or

migrate to the large towns already over-

crowded, or emigrate to the Colonies, are

the lal)ourers themselves. I am not going

to exploit the feasibility of the £100 cottage;

this has been done by many during the last

fifty years, but only the exploiters seemed to

have solved the problem, and then only in

their minds—not in practice. I tried building

pairs of cottages halt a century since, the

plans of which gained a £50 prize, for

cottages to cost £200 a pair; but whether

built of brick, stone, or concrete the result

was always the same—nearly £350. Readers

of, and listeners to, the exponent of the cheap

cottage are often misled by the bare state-

ment that a good cottage can be built, or has

been built, for £100, or some other fabulous

sum, and what I have just stated is a fair

example of the result when attempts are

made in that direction.

\ secondary school for girls is being biiilt at

Hereford, near the recently-comploted secondary
boys' school. Tlie latter ImiUling cost £10.500.

and the contract for the girls' school has been
taken by Messrs. Bowers and Co., of Hereford,
at X9,344 lOs.

GOVERNMENT I,0.\NS.

The Local Government Board intend, it is

said, to loan money for the erection of

cottages only on condition that they measure

10,000 cubic feet, and this is usually what

good cottages, built in pairs or otherwise,

large landowners provide, but exclusive of

outbuildings. In this case the £100 cottage

will be entirely out of the running. It has

already given way to £150, and this promises

to follow in the same direction, and .£200 take

its place as a minimum, if building materials

continue to increase in cost. I am afraid that

Mr. Leo Straehey's laudable wish that

means may still be found to provide a good

country labourer's cottage for £100 will not

be realised for many years to come, if ever.

By 10,000 cubic feet I am assuming that

external measurements is meant, the heiglit

taken from top of foundations to floor level

at 2ft. and thence to half-way between wall

plate to ridge, and that the height of rooms

in all eases is 8ft. from floor to ceiling. I

believe the IJeparlmental Committee of the

Board of Agriculture, in their report on

Small Holdings, took for the purpose of com-

parison 2ft. as the height from tloor level to

top of concrete foundation ; but 1 submit that

if the concrete is made with cement 1ft. is

sufficient—at any rate, this lias been my
practice generally. The rule to arrive at

cubical capacity by taking half the height of

the roof is, of course, incorrect, but is a

recognised custom, and is a simple process in

calculating and comparing measurements,
roofs not always being of the same pitch.

CONFMCTINr. OPINIONS AS TO COST.

Mneli that has been read in the pa]iers con-

eerMJug the cost of cottages is of a condicting

naliirc, sometimes amusing, and generally

misleading. These statements produce an
infinite amninit of mischief; they lead land-

owners to believe that their own architects

or clerks of works are incompetent, so far as

economical construction is concerned, to

* .\ jmpor voafl before the Society of Estate Clerks
of Wcirlts, by 'I'liOMAs PoTTF.n.

build cottages at the same price as others are

able to. Mr. Runciman stated in the House

of Commons that he had seen a five-room-and-

batbroom cottage near York tlie total cost

of building which was £89. A large land-

owner showed his surveyor the published plan

and particulars of the cost, and asked for an

explanation. The latter commenced by

pointing out that the whole of the carting

was put down at £1 4s. The owner required

no further information. Mr. Runciman at a

later date said in the House of Commons
that " a good cottage could be built for £150.

and that he was not talking through his hat."

Assuming this is practicable, some kind of

outbuilding in addition is absolutely neces-

sary, and drains (if any), land, fencing, toot-

ways, and water-supply are all items to be

taken into account when an economic rent is

the object in view. The Departmental Com-
mittee of the Board of Agriculture came to

the conclusion, after examining a large

iiuniber of witnesses, that £150 was the

minimum cost of a labourer's cottage, and
one of the Committee has since stated that

during their tour of inspection they found

that in some eases the builders declined to

build more for the same price, in others the

builders became bankrupt, and in others

builders obtained gravel or sand near

the site free which elsewhere would
cost five shillings a cubic yard, but for

which they allowed nothing in their esti-

mates, and these cottages, therefore, could

not be taken as examples of cost. It is some-

times said that certain cottages have cost so

much to build by contract. This statement

may be correct, but it does not follow that

it was the cost to the builder, which is another

matter. Some small builders who are not

adepts at quantity taking and estimating for

new buildings arrive at the value in curious

ways. On one occasion I asked a small

builder who was not addicted to close cal-

culations how he came to submit an absurd

tender for some cottages, and liis reply was

that his brother knew a man who had built

some very similar for the same money

!

Statements of cost must always be taken

"cum grano salis," unless there is an absolute

certainty and a proof of their correctness.

On one occasion I was told the low cost of

certain cottages, and was offered the prime

cost statement of expenditure. I found

therein slate and other materials absent, and

was told after that the cause for this had

been inquired into, and that they came from

another job. where they were not wanted,

and having been already paid for, could not

be charged again. The owner was unaware
of this. Mr. Clare Sewell Read, a large

landowner and at one time M.P., wrote to

the Field " that be had erected a large

covered yard, the dimensions of which he

gave, at an absurdly low cost, and I was

asked it I could build a similar one at the

same price. I could not but write Mr. Read,

asking if be would kindly supply me with

some details of the cost. He replied that,

unfortnnatelv. when writing the letter he was

unaware that his steward had not charged for

the timber which was cut down on his own
estate, nor the carting which was done by the

estate horses.

CUBING THE CONTENT.S.

Tiie custom to calculate the approximate

cost of buildings at so much per foot cube is

at its best only a speculative method, and

may be describe'd as scientific guesswork. The
cost of cottages only a few miles apart may
be widely different.' Some may be near a

brickfield, quarry, limekiln, sandpit, and

railway station—an unusual combination, 1

admit'; others may be distant from either,

and this makes all'the difference. The weight

of bricks, lime, and sand for a pair of

cottages approximates alone to 100 tons, and

stone to more. This shows what an important

factor in cost haulage means, an item which,

when cheap cottages are under discussion, is

often altogether ignored. 'I'lie result is that

the cost cannot be standardised ; it is a.

question of locality. For cottages of an un-

pretentious character 4d. per cubic foot seems

to be the recognised estimate, and if we take

the Board of Agriculture's view of the

minimum amount of capacity which the Local

Government Board inav insist on in the case
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of loans— 10,000 cubic feet—the cost would be

£333 a pair, to which has to be added the cost

of the land, drains (it any), and fences and
w^ater-supply, so that possibly a total ex-

penditure oi' £400 would be near the mark.

ACCOMMODATION.

There is no great divergence of opinion

as to the accommodation a labourer's cottage

. should afford, altliough more seems to be con-

sidered necessary in the North than in the

South of England—not in tlie number of

rooms, but in their area. In the South, the

living-room or kitchen, as it is called in the

North— averages 14ft. by 12ft., including

chimney-breasts, or IGO to 170 superficial

feet; the scullery 12ft. by 10ft., larder 7ft.

by 6ft., and lobby or passage sufficient only

to allow for the doors leading therefrom

—

about 6ft. lj>- 4ft. The scullery may be con-

sidered too large; but it is the wife's work-
shop, and altliough a smaller one is sonic-

times advocated, to compel the family to

occupy the living-room for meals, and not

make it a parlour, it may happen that the

family is a small one, and the wife prefers

to keep the living-room tidy for her husband
after ho has finished his day's work, and on
Sundays. It seems a little unreasonable that

tenants should not be allowed to make what
use they like of their rooms, if with a view

to their own comfort and convenience. If,

however, the scullery lias to be used as a

wash-house as well, and to contain a copper

and a bath. 12ft. by 10ft. is none too large
;

and three bedrooms are a necessity, occupy-

ing together the same area as the ground
floor. To obtain this amount of space, if

the outside walls w-ere llin. hollow brick, a
pair of cottages would require to measure
36ft. by 24ft. approximately, and, taking the

mean height— if all rooms were 8ft. from
floor to ceiling—from 2ft. below ground floor

to half the height of the roof, at 23ft. we
.should get 9.936 cubic feet eaclv cottage. If,

however, the copper, the bath, coals, e.c.

and many other etceteras are to be found
room for and taken out of the .scullery and
larder area, a good cottage otherwise is

spoiled.

AN INDEPENDENT OtlTnUILDING,

either attached to, but not opening into, it,

or some distance therefrom, is the most
valuable asset to a cottage. It should form
the wash-house, and contain the washing-
boiler and bath, and provide room for the

wheelbarrow, perambulator, garden tools,

washing-tubs, winter potatoes, paraffin-can,

pig-meal (it a pig is kept), and other things

which otherwise have to be kept in the
scullery, the larder, and under the stairs.

W'liile the bath will be packed to its full. If

only on hygienic grounds, most of these
things are better away from w'here food is

prepared, and people live a great part of

their time, and entirely separate from the
cottage itself. The outbuilding should com-
prise also <a fuel-house to hold a ton of coals
and an e.c. or privy at the extreme end,
altogether forming a, l^nilding about 16ft. by
9ft. out to out, and costing (at, say, 3d. a

cube toot) about £20, or, with fittings, in-

cluding boiler and bath. £24—equal to a
rental of about 6d. per week. Unlike a town
wliere coals can be purchased by the
lunidredweiglit, the cottager has usually to
buy bis by the ton. It is often the practice
for his employer to haul them free when his
waggons return empty from taking corn to

market or to the railway-station. We know,
of course, that cottages in towns do not
contain the accommodation described ; but
the conditions are altogether different. Food,
fuel, and other necessaries can be purchased
near at hand. In villages remote from
towns it is otherwise, and, owing to the high
price of land in most towns, cottage accom-
modation and the outlay on the buildings
have to lie restricted to compensate for its

cost, and even then, with a rental of 4s. to

hs. a week, return but a small interest on
the outlay. The agricultural labourer, with
his present wages, is unable to pay more than
half that amount.

PLAN.

It is more economical to Iniild cottages
in pairs than singly, and still more so to

build them in blocks; but there are
objections to the latter in country places,

and in a general way pairs are more often
adopted. A square plan, all sides being
equal, is the best for a single cottage- it

reduces tlie amonnt of external walling and
internal wall-plastering to a minimum—but
is not so well adapted for a pair of cottages
as an oblong or parallelogram. The latter

admits of bettor internal arrangements, and
lessens the span of the roof. Where the
frontage is equivalent to four, and the ilepth

to threes or thereabouts - that is. if the
frontage measures, say, 36ft., and the depth
24ft., approximately—we get the best results.

As an instance of how deviating from a
.square plan affects the amount of external
walling, 36ft. by 24ft. takes about \2h per
cent, more than a square plan with a similar
area, and .VJft. by 16,Ut. 20 per cent, more,
although the same area. Many of the
cottages erected by owners of large estates
who possess the means and inclination to

make cost a secondary consideration must not
be taken into account when dealing with the
cheap cottage problem. I know an agri-

cultural village where the cottages are built

in pairs, each cottage having hot- and cold-

water supplies, bathroom, and a quarter of

an acre ot garden. The co.st per pair of
cottages and fences was £800, and the rent
is Is. a week. On the other hand, there are
many owners, not millionaires, who possess
only a life-interest in their estates, but who
recognise the necessity ot properly housing
the labourer—the cheap cottage, were it

obtainable, being the only remedy. I knew
one who said: "My predecessors saved their
money, and did not improve their estates. I

must either build a limited number of
cottages with some pretensions to appear-
ance, or a larger number containing similar
accommodation, but with no regard to
appearance." He chose the latter. He was
probably of the same opinion as Lord Brassey
with regai'd to ironclads, who once said, in
reply to a remark that they were specimens
of ugliness, that "the beauty of a thing con-
sisted in its best adaptation to the purpose
in view." Many old, picturesque cottages are
only so by reason of the walls being covered
with evergreens or flowering plants, which,
if stripped, would disclose only rough, plain
walls, with stone-muUion windows and lead
casements. The latter will never form an
item in cheap cottage construction, and so
Nature must be left to do its best, in the
way ot appearance, to new ones as it has
done in the past to old ones.

•SUPPLYING QIANTITIE.S.

It is not a big job to take out the quanti-
ties tor a cottage or a pair ot cottages, and,
with a knowledge of the price of materials,
tlie cost within 5 per cent, can be. assured.
It is desirable, if only tor the sake ot the
brick merchant and timber merchant, that
the quantities should be supplied to the
builder. If built by contract, it is his own
fault entirely then it he prices them below
prime cost. I do not agree with the remark
I once heard that it is not advisable to supply
inexperienced small builders with the quanti-
ties, as in framing their own estimates they
miss things, and in this way send in low
tenders. This is accountable. I suppose, in

a measure, for many builders' bankruptcies
in country districts.

INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT.
Local customs vary in different parts of the

country, and a suitable internal arrangement
of cottages in some parts is not considered
as suitable in others. At the Letchworth
Show there were plans ot from thirty to forty
cottages erected on landed estates in
different parts ot the country, many of which
sliowed clever arrangements for economy in
construction and good planning; but either
the building in which they were pl_aced was
in an obscure position or the exhibitors were
the obscure factor; I don't know which, tor
they obtained but slight recognition.

FOUNDATIONS.
The first cost in building cottages is the

foundations, and here a considerable saving
may be sometimes effected in this way; a
l.iver of concrete o^er the entire area is

always considered necessary, to prevent damp
ground air from rising, and is often com-
pulsory. If the loose earth or natural soil,

which is sure to contain some form of plant
growth, is removed for a few inches in depth
and dry. coarse rubble is deposited in its

place and rammed, and 4in. or 5in. ot cement
concrete (1—5) is laid thereon and well
beaten, and, it the .subsoil is not of the best, a
few Jin. rpinforeing rods embedded therein,
no better foundation is necessary. The
cnnerete must be of a sottish character—coke
breeze, boiler ashes, or crushed soft brick
debris, for instance. This is not a new idea,
but has been practised tor many years, and
is called a raft foundation. If even the raft
subsides somewhat, it does so uniformly, and
no cracks in walls or partitions result. The
raft foundation provides a base to which
floorboards can be nailed for living-rooms,
and granolithic paving for the remaining
portions. 'This method makes a floor that is

vermiu-proot, fireproof, and rot proof, and
surely that is better than an expensive wood-
joistcd floor on sleeper walls, which is neither.

But linoleum must not be laid on floors of

this kind— it will quickly cause dry-rot in

the boards. The concrete must be dry before
the boards are nailed thereto, and, as a rule,

there is ample time for this while the building
is in progress. The Departmental Committee
say a layer of bituminous material between
boards and concrete is necessary. It may be
so where the subsoil is a bog, but I have never
known a case where it lias been necessary, nor
have I ever had a failure, so far as I know,
and I believe I was the first to adopt the
system, twenty-five years since. I have heard
of failures, and on inquiry found that the
concrete bad only been laid a week or two,
instead of the necessary month or two.

WALLS.
Wnlls form the largest and costliest factor

in cottage building, and is the one about
which much disputation has taken place.

jMany kinds, other than those wc are familiar

with, have been suggested or patented within
the last thirty years, and which consist
chiefly of wood framing to which concrete or
composition slabs are fixed ; but they appear
to have dropped out of use almost entirely ;

they offer no special advantages either in cost
or otherwise. 1 built some cottages at one
time ot light steel standards, to which small
iron bars were attached and expanded steel

lathing fixed thereto on both sides and
plastered. There was not much difference in

cost between those walls and ordinary 9in.

brick walls—about 10 per cent, less—but the

weight was only 10 per cent, ot brick walling

and the walls were always dry. The difficulty

was, and is, that a man used to fixing metal
lathing is required, and for remote districts

this is a disadvantage. Possibly something
of this character could be developed worth
consideration and experimenting with. So far

as I know, the only materials for walls in

common use now are bricks, concrete, stone,

and timber. No one would think ot using
galvanised iron, and the saving in cost would
be but little.

MEASURING WALLS.
In connection with the measuring of and

estimating for cottage walls it would bo much
simpler—more especially for comparisons ot

cost—to adopt the superficial yard as the

standard, instcafl ot the complicated caleula-

lions necessary with the standard rod, cubic

y;u'd and other local forms. Brick walls Oin.

(hick— or llin. with a 2in. cavity—take 100

bricks per superficial yard, and if they can
be delivered at. say, 3(ls. per thousand, lime
12s. per cubic yard, sand 4s. per yard, and
labour and scaffolding costs Gos. per standard
rod, the prime cost works out at about fjs. 2d.

per superficial yard.

STONE WALLS.
The cost ot stone walls is more difficult to

get at ; the stone may be hard to work or the
reverse, carriage may be a large item, or it

may be obtainable near at hand. It rarely

works out at the cost ot brickwork. Owing
to the unavoidable thickness ot stone walls,

the cubic capacity ot a building is increased
to obtain the necessary inside accommoda-
tion. If they are 17in. thick there is a loss

of 6in. compared with llin. brick walls, and
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whicli, at 4d. per foot cube, amounts to Is. Gd.

per superficial _yard of walling.

CONCRETE WALLS.
Concrete for walls of cottages is not so

popular as it was thought at one time it

would become, and for various reasons,
whether built with cast blocks or monolithic.
The latter is where the material is poured
into moulds or frames of a temporary nature
made of wood. Both block and monolitliic

walls are easier of construction and cost less

where there are fewer breaks and a lesser

number of doors and windows tiian cottages
require—as, for instance, farm buildings and
others of a similar class. All window- and
door-frames have to be built in, and with
cottages these openings lessen the measure-
able area of the walls considerably, but in-

crease the labour. It is not unusual in an
estimate to include all openings in the super-
ficial area of the walls, to compensate for
the trouble and cost of fixing window- and
door-frames. This applies to both block and
monolithic construction, and as a result com-
parisons of cost are often in favour of brick
or stone. The cost of the timber and fixing

and striking of wood forms for monolithic
walls is considerable, and this can only be
lessened if a number of similar or dissimilar
buildings are required in the same neighbour-
hood, .so that they may be used over and
over again. Practically, it. does not pay to
build a pair of cottages with concrete walls
without there are others to follow or some
other buildings to erect near at hand, and a

capable and tru,stworthy carpenter foreman,
who must be always on the job, is available.

. Concrete construction must be made a
business of if it is to be satisfactory in every
way. It has its advantages, however. Seven
inches thick is ample for cottage walls, whicli
are dry internally, and of enormous strengtii,
so mueh so that it often costs less to build
a concrete wall than to remove it. Two to
three days for a labourer to cut a doorway
through a 9in. wall, with steel chisels and
bammer, is about the average, in my ex-
perience. Other advantages are that
materials are to be found in almost any neigh-
bourhood, even where this seems to be very
unlikely. I built a pair of two-story cottages
more than twenty years since—for want of
anything else available—with concrete made
of soft chalk dug on tlie site and with concrete
bedroom floors. They are perfectly dry, and
always have been.

WOOD WALLS.
Wood framing weatberboarded on the out-

side and lathed and plastered on the inside
has been advocated for cottage walls. Foreign
timber is becoming worse and worse in
character and higher in price, and some of
the commoner qualities possess the elements
of dry-rot wdien imported— in fact, dry rot is
becoming an epidemic, and once it attacks
wood in a building there is no telling to what
extent it will spread. Walls of this kind
require a brick or concrete ba.se above the
natural groinid. Built with sound wood of
good quality, the cost at the present time
would be about .Is. to 3s. Bd. per superficial
yard, and the brick or concrete base to add.
Then there is the cost of periodical painting
or tarring, inside lathing, which a brick or
concrete wall does not require, danger from
fire and dry rot, extra cost of insurance, the
dilTicuIly of selling or ohtaining loans on
mortgage, and providing a harbour for rats
mice, and other pests. Roughly, the super-
ficial area of the walls of a jiair of cottages
is 240 yards, and if the difTerence in first cost
between brick or ooncrele walls and wood
walls IS Is. Gd. a yard, the total savin" i,,
first cost would be 240 by Is. (id. " ,£18! or
.p a cottage

; but the probability is it would
be on an average considr.rably jess. So far
a.s my experience goes tliere are no materials
known at present for agricnltural labourers'
cottage walls, all points considered, more
suitable than bricks or concrete. Bricks arc
never likely to cost much less than at
present, and any cheapening in walls points
to the adaptation of concrete in some form
or other, and this might result if the subiert
matter was thoroughly gone into in a
systematic way and at some co.st. At present;
the high price of cement is against the use of
concrete ; but as it is far and away greater

than its cost this will ultimately, no doubt,

find its own level.

PARTITIONS.

Inside partitions of cottages should, if

possible, be solid. All hollow places in

cottages should be avoided : one never knows
what may find its way there. The only

exception is hollow-brick walls externally.

Concrete slabs 2|in. thick, for the ground

floor, are of ample strength to carry the wood
floors over, and 2in. do very well for the

upper floors. They should be madi- of coke

breeze, if procurable, owing to its lightness,

and to which door-jambs and other wood-

work can be nailed, without building in wood
bricks or using wood plugs. The prime cost

is about Is. 6d. to 2s. a superficial yard for

making, and .3d. to 4d. for fixing, which com-
pares favourably with half-brick walls, which
cost 2s. 9d. to .3s. (id. a yard, and, in addi-

tion, there is a saving in space. They are

easily made in wood moulds, and can be
finished smooth enough to render plastering

unnecessary where economy must be prac-

tised. Wood - stud partitions lathed and
plastered are the worst features in a cottage ;

they are easily damaged, dangerous in case

of fire, and afford a retreat for domestic
pests.

ROOF-COVERINGS.
For roof-coverings, slates and tiles hold

tlieir own, as a rule. There are tiles made
of patented materials, and many kinds of

sheet coverings; but unless there is evidence
of at least twenty years' wear and tear free

of maintenance cost, it is doubtful whether
any great saving can be effected. Unlike
huge buildings with large root areas, the

area of a. cottage roof is insufficient to

practise methods which may be good enough
in many ca.ses, but risky. Cost of main-
tenance is an important feature in labourers'

cottages, which have to be let other than at

an economic rent.

CONCRETE ROOF.
Flat concrete roofs have been suggested

and tried for years past, and if they could
be relied on indefinitely to keep out water
without being asphalted, roofs of this

character would cost less than wood and slate

or tiles. There is ample testimony that they
have remained sound for several years ; on
the other hand, they have failed in most
cases, and eventually had to be asphalted.
Asphalte firms have much experience in this

direction, and the cause is this: concrete,
like all other building materials, expands
and contracts with change of temperature,
and this is estimated to be an eighth of an
inch in every 30ft. for a variation of 50deg.
of temperature. But this can be controlled
to a. great extent by inserting some form of

reinforcement therein, which, being less

exposed to climatic changes, is not affected
so readily, and this prevents, in a degree,
the effects of temperature changes on the
concrete. But temperature changes are con-
trolled in another way—by superimposing
heavy loads on the concrete. To illustrate
my meaning, concrete walls of buildings
seldom give evidence of change of tempera-
ture by reason of the heavy load of floors and
roofs which they support, and if they do, it

is usually near the top, where the load is

least. This is proved in the case of en-
closure and otlier walls <if moderate height
carrying no load. Temperature cracks in-
variably commence at the top, and die away
before reacliing the bottom, owing to being
controlled by the weight of the upper
portion. The cau.se of this puzzled nie for
a long time. Concrete roofs, not being
loaded, or only to a small extent, are prac-
tically slabs of concrete uncontrolled by any—or but little—superincnmbeiit load, and. in
addition, are iiuire exposed to climatic
changes than walls. Reinforcement saves the
roof from cracks resulting from temperature
changes for some time; but eventually, the
constant stress having a weakening influence,
cracks ensue- ))erhaps not for some years

—

and nothing will ever prevent tbese cracks
from opening and closing with climatic
changes. Evidence given before the Depart-
mental Committee was to this effect, and the
remedy .stated was to tar and sand the roofs
--a common practice, but which lasts only a

limited time. Cracks in flat slabs of a similar

character—such as in footpaths, paving, etc.

- arc to be seen e\crywhere. If there is one
tiling that is needed in a cottage, it is being
watertight, and no liberties should be taken
in this direction with the roof.

SKIRTINGS.
Skirtings in cottages should be of cement.

Wood wants painting, cement does not.

Wood is apt to get dry-rot, and mice easily

bore through it. The only objection I ever
heard to cement skirting is that it is liabli!

to get damaged and come away from the

walls. This is not my experience. But wood
or cement angle-fillets about lijiii. square,

and chamfered, do equally as well as skirt-

ings, the only object of which is to protect

the plastering from damage by chair- and
table-legs. This is another small economy.
Where cement - slab partitions are used—
which are practically undamageable — both
skirtings and fillets can be discarded, pro-

vided they are not plastered.

DOORS.

What are known as 6ft. Gin. by 2ft. Gin. by
Hill, square-panel doors are the best for

internal purposes ; they are less subject to

warp, twist, and shrink than ledge doors, and
cost but little, if any, more.

CrPBOARDS.
A hanging cupboard, in an angle, in each

bedroom is an advantage.

DRESSER.

A snuill dresser with drawers and shelves

over, a. dwarf cnpliinird (if means permit),

and a. fall-down tai)le against the window in

tlic living-room are all well worth their small
cost. The fall down table is extremely useful

for many purposes, and affords the house
wife, when employed thereat, an opportunity
of seeing the bright side of things througli

the window.
SHELVING.

Sufficient shelving is necessary in the
scullery and larder, and a peg-rail with
school board hooks in the lobby, and also in

the scullery. If these are not provided, the

doors will be utilised by driving nails therein

for hanging coats and cloaks thereto.

LARDER.
In planning, the larder door shoultl not

be in the scullery or living-room—which is

almost invariably the case—but in the lobby.

Soft foods, such as butter and cheese and
milk, rapidly absorb impure gases generated
where food is cooked, perhaps washing is

performe<l. and the rooms are occupied for

hours at a time by the family with all doors
closed. A towel-roller on the back door and
blind-rollers or curtain-rods to the windows
are essentials.

WINDOWS.
Windows may be the ordinary sash or case-

ments. My experience, in occupying at

various times cottages with windows of each
kind, is that casements are more draughty,
more difficult for keeping out drifting rains,

and more readily damaged ; and children are

apt to sustain injury through the casements,
when open and left unfastened, being blown
to by a sudden gust, when their hands are

resting on the sills. At Braintree, lately, the

council built some cottages with casement
windows, and, being unable to let tbeiii,

sought the cause from various women who
were wanting cottages, and was told that one
reason was. they flid not like casements. A
lady, some time since, spent some months in

inspecting the cottages and ascertaining the

views of the tenants in connection therewith

ir.i numerous villages in the eastern counties,

and invariably she was told they preferred
snslies.

SINK.

A- Sink in Ihe scullery should be fixed on
iron brackets. If siipporte<l by brick piers,

corners and angles are the result ; these

hold dirt and dust, and between the piers is

a convenient hidden place for the slop-pail,

houscflannels, scrubbing-bru.shes. etc. Iron
brackets expose these to \iew. and a better
place is, as a result, found elsewhere.
Canadian latches are suitable for all inside
doors. Cement jambs and frieze and w-ood
mantel to the living-room, and cast-ii'on grate
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iiud uiiuitt'l ui <tiie pieL-e tor betirooius, of the

cheapest deSLTiptioii. as they are rarely used
e.xeept in cases of sickness ; and for tliis

reason fireplaces are only necessary in two
bedrooms—another economy.

VENTILATION.
The plea that fireplaces are wanted for

ventilation is negatived, in my e.vperlenee, by
finding bags of straw pushed up the fines to

prevent down-draught. So with ventilation,

whether in walls or ceilings : 1 never saw one
yet but which w'as covered with paper.

CHIMNEY.
If one chimneystack is arranged to serve

all the fireplaces of a pair of cottages, brick-
work is saved, and the chimneys are less

liable to smoke than if in outside walls.

DRAINS.
Drainage is entirely a matter of circum-

stance, frobably the best arrangement is for
a large bucket to be placed outside and under
the sink outlet-pipe, to be emptied over the
garden when full. Hidden drains to a
labourer's cottage, except there is a main
sewer, are always a trouble and a nuisance ;

but rural by-laws have to be considered.

WATER-SUPPLY, ETC.

Water-supply is a local consideration, and
whether a privy or an e.c, is still very much
a matter of opinion as it always has been.

BUNGALOW.
The bungalow form of cottage is finding a

good deal of favour in some parts, and
possesses many advantages over the two-story
cottage. It costs no more, usually somewhat
less. To the housewife its advantages are that
there are no stairs to scrub and for children
to fall down, and as, according to Dr. Vivian
I'oore, the labour of raising the body vertic-
ally is twenty times that of walking on the
level, each time she goes upstairs she has
expended as much strength as would be
necessary in a straight walk of 180ft. There
being no wood-joisted floors and no wood
partitions, there is less danger from fire and
dry-rot. A gruesome feature of a two-story
cottage, with its narrow stairs and winding
treads, perhaps both at top and bottom, is

the difficulty of getting a coffin down from a
bedroom, in some cases almost a revolting
spectacle to those who may be looking on.
There are many other advantages, and I

speak from a twenty-years' experience in
living in a concrete bungalow. Whether Mr.
Runciman's scheme for the Government not
only to supply plans for cottages, but to
become builders' merchants and supply the
materials, will be a success is open to
criticism. According to Mr. Chiozza Money,
M.P., builders' merchants and manufacturers
make a profit of 30 to 40 pi^r cent, on the
materials they supply—news which will cause
some of that class to open their eyes. As a
matter of fact, the principal materials

—

bricks, stone, tiles, sand, and lime—are local
products, and to those who can pay prompt
cash are obtainable at prices which leave but
a moderate profit, and which are, as a rule,
purchased direct from the manufacturers,
without the middleman's profits. How the
Government can supply them for less, esta-
blishment expenses included, if the business
is to be run on commercial lines, seems some-
what of a puzzle. The windows, doors, and
other joinery and the ironmongery seem to be
about the only things in which aprofit could
be made by buying wholesale. The joinery
of a pair of cottages, including ironmongery,
costs about £38, and washing boilers, baths,
ranges, bedroom grates and mantels, e.c.
fittings, sinks, etc.. £20. together £29, per
cottage, and at present cutting prices it is

doubtful whether the Government could
compete in cost with merchants who deal in

those classes of goods, when carriage and
establishment expenses, as with every other
business, are taken into consideration.
Foreign timber merchants say that their
business is cut so fine now, owing to com-
petition, that prices are at the lowest. It is

not probable that it would an.swer the
Government's purpose to import timber and
establish timber depots in various parts of
the country only for the purpose of supplying
it for cottages and small holdings, and if

from one depot the carriage to remote parts

of the country wonid prnliatih make it cost

more than timber importers can supply it at.

with no niiddlcman's profit to deal with, and
with, in many cases, very much less carriage
to pay.

The time allotted for this paper and the
discussion thereon only allows sufficient for

skimming the subject, otherwise there are
many points in connection with labourers'
cottages which might be profitably dealt with.

COXUliM.VED DWELLINGS.
CAN THEY B» 1 SBD AS WAREHOttSES?

Mr, W, H. Collin, an inspector for the
Local Government Board, conducted the
inquiry at Burnley on Tuesday into an appeal
lodged by Mr. John Fielding Lancaster,
architect, against an order of the Burnley
Corporation for the demolition of six

dwellings in Engine-court. Tlie same official

conducted a public inquiry last year, wlicn
the then owners of the property appealed
against a closing order by the corporation.
T'he Local Government Board then confirmed
(he closing order. Later Mr, Lam-aster pi'ir

chased the six small dwellings.
Mr, Southern, solicitor for the appellant,

said Mr, Lancaster last May subinittcd a plan
for the con\ersion of the property into ware-
house room, for which there was a con-
siderable demand ; but the improvement com-
mittee of the corporation disapproved it on
the ground that it showed an intention to

build over a highway, Mr, Lancaster was
quite willing to give an undertaking that the

property would not l;ie let for human habita-

tion. Having paid £200 for the cottages, in

entire ignorance that although tliere was a

closing order against the property there was
any chance of a demolition order being made,
and having; since spent an extra £100 towards
preparing the block for warehouses, it would
lie liard on him to lose all his money.
Evidence was called on behalf of tin-

appellant that there was no necessity for

the property to be pulled down and rebuilt,

and that it w-as not a nuisance ordangerous
to the public health.

The town clerk argued that the step the

corporation had taken in issuing a demolition

order was obligatory upon them, and sai<l

they should not be called upon lo bear the

costs of the appeal, even though the Local

Government Board were prepared to vary or

revoke the order, which he did not tliink it

had the power to do.

The inquiry lasted five hours. The In-

spector intimated that he would view the

property and report to the Local Govern-

ment Board.
-«*^

The salary of Mr. R. Blanchard, surveyor to

the Cannock Urban District Council, has been

increased to f"260 per annum.

The partnership hitherto existing between

T. Bower and E. H. Edleston. carrying on

business as architects at Nantwicl). Cheshire,

under the style of Bower and Edleston, has been

dissolved.

The Dover memorial to the Right Hon. George
Wyndham, who represented the tovi-n in Parlia-

ment for nearly twenty-five years, is to take the

form of a portrait, to" be placed in the Maison

Dieu Hall. The picture is to be painted by Mr,

Harold Speed.

The Northwich Urban District Council has con-

firmed the housing conimitlee's recommendation
to apply to the Local tiovernment Board for

sanction of a loan of dS;8,,500 for the erection of

forty-eight houses suitalile for workers. The
houses will be let at 4s. 6d. weekly.

The committee of the City Corporation w lio

are considering the question of the Cloth Fair

improvement have decided not to recommend
it in its entirety, and propose that the ncitter

be referred to the sanitary committee, in order

that certain houses may be dealt with under the
powers given to medical officers of health. The
object of the reference to the committee, there-

fore, which was primarily to close Back-passage
ami Back-court and certain other narrow alleys

which are alleged to be insanitary, will not
liave been accomplished. The committee were
considering a clearance of a large area around
the Church of St. Bartholomew's-the-Great. a
straightening of Cloth Fair, and the rebuilding
of the area under the Town Planning .\ct. The
cost was estimated at £200,000.

OBllUARV.
By the death on Wednesday of Mr. Ernest

Augustus Kuntz, F.R.I.B.A., l''.S.l., of lil,

Victoria-street, S.W., a well-known and very

capable architect has passed away, after an
illness of over a years duration, following
upon a serious operation. Mr. Ruiitz was the

sixth son of the late Mr. J. .). Runtz, of Stoke
.Newington, and younger brother of Sir John
Runtz. For some years he was a junior
partner in the firm of Walker and ttuntz,

of Moorgate-street, surveyors and estate

agents, and afterwards joined lUr. G. L.
I'ord, F.R.I.B.A., in partnership. He
designed a number of important buildings
ill London, including the .Norwich Union
Assurance C'o.'s oflices at the corner of

I'iccadilly and St. James's-street ; tlie Anglo-
American Oil Co.'s premises in Birdcage-
walk; and the Baptist Church (St. Giles's

Christian Mission) ni Wild-street, Kingsway.
He was one of the selected competitors in

the final, and abortive, competition promoted
by the London County Council for the

buildings to be erected under the Strand
improvement scheme, and produced, it will

be recalled, an otiose and dignified design,

which attracted much attention. Of late

years Mr. Runtz was best known as a

planner and designer of theatres. The Gaiety

Theatre at the corner of .-ildwych and the

Strand was designed by Mr. Runtz in con-

junction with the late Mr. Norman Shaw,
R..-^. ; another of his works was the Crown
i'heatre in Peckham-road, and he also

carried out the redecoration of the Adelphi
Theatre in the Strand, and many otiier

London and provincial theatres. He had
been a Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution

since February, 1889, and of tlic Royal In-

stitute of British Architects since 1908. He
leaves a widow and family.

We regret to announce the death of Mr.
Joseph Corbett, borough engineer of Salford,

which occurred on 'Thursday night in last

week in his 72nd year. Mr. Corbett, who
lived at High Legh, Whaley Bridge, was
born at Pendleton in May, 1842. He was
educated at the Society of Friends' School,

Penketh, Warrington, and the Stand
Grammar School, and afterwards entered
the engineering profession, becoming a

member of the firm of Corbett and Raby, and
later of that of E. Corbett and Sons, sani-

tary engineers. In August, 1887, he was
elected a member of the town council of Sal-

ford, and sat for five years. In 1892 he was
appointed borough engineer in succession to

.\Ir. Arthur .Jacob, and he held the office

until his death.

We ai'e also sorry to learn that Mr. Ambrose
Heal, of Norver Hill. Pinner, who since 1907

has been the chairman of Messrs. Heal and
Son, Ltd., the well-known furnishers of

Tottenham Court-road, died suddenly on
Friday at the Lochiel .\rnis Hotel. Banavie,
near Fort William. Mr. Heal, who was
06 years of age, and leaves a widow- and
family, was the great-grandson of .lohu

Harris Heal, who removed from 33, Rath-
bone-place, Oxford-street, to. 203, Tottenham
Court-road, He was the author of the inter-

esting illustrated description (reviewed in

our columns on the 26th ult., p. 429) of the old

Farmhouse in the firm's delivery yaril, which
is now unavoidably being demolished to allow

of the extension and reconstruction of the

premises. Since the transformation of the

firm half-a-dozen years since into a limited
liability company. Mr. Heal's sons, Mr.
.\nil)ro.se and Mr. Ralph Heal, have been-

managing directors. The funeral took place

at Pinner Cemetery on W'ednesday afternoon,

Mr. A. W. Krauss, contractor, of Bristol,

died at Rio dc Janeiro on Tuesday, Mr.
Krauss was returning to his hotel from a

visit to the Minister of Public W'orks when
an accident to the motor-car in which he was
driving caused his death. Mr. Krauss was
born at Bristol in 1873. and at an early age
became a member of his father's firm. Krauss
and Son, which carried out many important
contrai'ts for works in various part^ of Eng-
land and Wales, Mr. Krauss had carried cut

many large railway and other engineering

contracts in Mexico. .Argentina, Brazil, and
Uruguay. For several years past he has
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been the managing director of the Sontli

American Railway Construction Conipaii\.

which is carrying out for the Brazilian

Government the construction of 1,000 miles

of new railways in the north of Brazil. Mr.

Krauss leaves a widow.

CHIPS.

\ new county school at Tottenham High Cross,

built by the Middlesex County Council and the

urban district council of Tottenham, at a cost

of i;21,547, has been formally opened.

A presentation took place the, other day at the

works of Messrs. Hunter and Smallpage,

Limited, Goodramgate. York, on tiie occasion of

Mr. William J. Pound, their cabmet works
manager and foreman, leaving York to take up
his residence in Sheffield. The presentation took

the form of a gold watch.

The water supply of Oswestry has been for a

consitierable period causmg the town council

anxiety, and with the intention of improving the

existing state of things it had been decided to

lay a new main by the side of the old one for a

consideraldc distance. At Monday's meeting of

the council, it was agreed to accept a tender for

cast-iron pipes, at a cost of i^808, and a tender
for laying the pipes at a cost of .£429.

Mr. R. W. Hiam, chief draughtsman, has been
appointed to be engineering assistant. Engineer-
ing Department, federated Malay States Rail-

ways, in addition to his present duties. Mr. K.

C. Caldicott has been promoted to the post of

district engineer, Grade 111., Federated Malay
States Railway. Mr. Guy Cyril Bedington iias

been appointefl assistant engineer. Public Works
Department, Federated Malay States Railway,
and has assumed duty.

New staiths are being constructed by the
North Eastern Railway Company at West
Dunston, about a mile and a half to the west of

the older staiths, at Dunston, and on the south
bank of the river, opposite Paradise. They
extend for some 600yds. along the river front,
and provide three places for the shipment of
coal. Each will take the largest class of vessels.

The shipping places will be furnished with two
gravity spouts and one conveyor each. Adjoining
these will be formed a tidal basin, 30ft. in depth
and 20 acres in area. The contract for the
staiths is being carried out by Messrs. Mitchell
Bros., Glasgow.

At a meeting held in Bristol on Monday of

the council of the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archseological Society, a report of a committee
was presented, thiough Mr. Francis Weare, of
excavations which have been made at Druid
Stoke, by permission of Mr. Featherstone Witty,
for the purposes of examining a cromlech there.
Mr. Weare reported at length on the results of
the excavations, and it was decided, on the
recommendation of the committee, not to take
any steps to restore the cromlech to its former
position, as there ajipeared to be some un-
certainty as to what that position was. It was
stated that an old cobble" path had been dis-
covered which was used by pack-horses in going
to and from the Passage.

n. is feared that the rebuilding of Rowley
Regis Parish Church, which was recently
destroyed by tire, will have to be postponed,
owing to the danger of mining subsidences. The
building committee have called in Mr. .7. Bailey,
a well-known mining engineer in the Black
Country, who has intimated that it will be
advisable to defer the erection of the church
uniil there is a complete settlement of the
ground underneath the site. He is supported in
this view by Mr. H. S. Pitt, of the firm of
Messrs. II. S. Pitt and Co. Including the
insurance money, amounting to Jt:4.45fl, there is

already in the bank .£4.8V4, over ,£60 more than
the accepted tentler for erecting the church
fabric as it was before the lire, together with the
scaling and heating.

Works of renewal arc about to be carried out
on the Forth Bridge, which was designed more
than thirty years ago. It has been decided at
once to proceed with a trial section, to be fol-
lowed by a reconstruction from end to cud of
the bridge. The operations will include the re-
laying from end to end of part of the floor and
the troughs carrying the inner rails in both up
and down lines. It is estimated that it will
involve 2.500 tons of structural steel for the
renewal of troughs and floor from end to end of
the bridge. The directors have arranged for the
carrving out of the work by the oriL'inal
builders. Sir William Arrol and Company, lild..
Glasgow, and Messrs. Baker and Hurtzig' will he
the engineers for llie work in association with
the engineer-in-chief of (be North British Rail-
way Comnany, Mr. W. A. Fraser.

IBmlding Untdligenrc.

DUNDEE.—The new engineering labora

furies of the University of St. Andrews, at

the University College, Dundee, were opened
by Sir Alexander B. W. Kennedy, LL.D.,
l''.R.S., on Tuesday. In 19011 10 "plans for

the new building were prepared by the archi-

tects, Messr.s. Sir Rowand Anderson and
Paul, in conjunction with Professor Gibson.
The building, which has been erected at a

cost, including equipment, of about i;itj,000,

forms an L shaped block. The main build

iiig, forming the north side of a i|u:idraiigle,

is of two stories in height, treated in a

Domestic phase of Classical design and
roofed with a steeply-pitched root of grey
slate. This contains the lecture rooms,
drawing offices, library, private rooms, and
hydraulic laboratory, with two rooms set

apart for a possildc future architectural de-

partment, 'i'he central tower, 80ft. high,

accommodates the fan and maeliinery for the

forced ventilation of the building, and also

contains a storage tank of 10,000 gallons

capacity. In the east wing are the heat
engine laboratory and boiler-house, the

strength-of-niaterials laboratory, the cement-
testing room, and workshop.

DURHAM.—The old Blue Coat Schools
were formally reopened on Thursday last,

the yth inst., by the Marchioness of London-
derry, after remodelling by H. T. Gradon,
A.R.I.B.A., of Durham, at a cost of about
£4,000, including a row of shops to the street
front. Messrs. Jackson and Sons, of New-
castle-on-Tyne, were the contractors. They
now give accommodation for '294 hoys and
'J94 girls. The old infants' school is now
abolished, and accommodation for infants is

arranged for elsewhere.

EDINBURGH.—A beginning has just
been made with the erection of the south-
west tower of St. Mary's Episcopal Cathe-
dral, designed by the late Sir Gilbert Scott,
and built between the years 1874 and 1879.
Mr. Charles Gilbert Scott, grandson of the
original architect, is superintending the
present works. The contract price is £5,000,
and it is hoped that the spire will be com-
pleted in a year. The towers on both sides
of the west doorway were constructed up to
a height of tilift. when the cathedral was
built. The first .stage of the new work will

be the belfry, on each side of wdiich there
will be a receding double-light open window,
with shafts surmounted by a triple arcading.
A gable over the buttresses of the tower,
and octagon pinnacles at the angles bring the
building up to the level of the base of the spire,

which, starting from here, rises to a total

height of liOlift. including the fUft. of the
tower formerly erected. About half-way up
there is a two-light window on each face

;

at a higher stage a one-light window, and
atop is a vane. Angle rolls run up the whole
Iieight of the spire, which horizontally at
five different stages is ornamented with a
lozenge mould. The central tower and spire
of the cathedral is 303ft. in height. Mr. R.
M. Searle is the clerk of w'orks.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. -At, the monthly
meeting of the town council of Hemel Hemp-
stead, the sanitary committee reported; "It
will be remembered that in February last the
council accepted the competitive designs sub-
mitted by Messrs. Franklin and Deacon, of
Luton, for cottages to be erected in Wood
lane, for the housing of the working clas.ses.

The committee felt that additions to the
accepted plans might be made with advan-
tage, including the provision of baths and
the erection of houses of more than one type.
Tenders were invited, and on being received
It was found tliat the cost of the building,
as then suggested, would be prohibitive— the
lowest tender being equal to a cost of £230
per house. It was eventually decided to pro
vide for the erection of 26 houses of the
original type. The accommodation pro-
vided by the scheme now submitted will con-
sist of a living-room, kitchen, sr'ullerv, nnd
till bedrooms. The committee recoinmend
the acceptance of the tender submitted by
Mr. Higgs, Northampton, nmounting to
£4,682, being ecjiia! to about £180 per

house." It was decided to apply to the
Local Government Board for. permission to
obtain a loan for building the cottages.

IPSWICH,—The new engineering works
of the Consolidated Diesel Engine Manufac
turers, Ltd., situated on a twenty-acre plot
between the Hadleigh and the G.E.R. Yar
mouth branch railway at Ipswich, are now
completed, and about 300 hands will be em
ployed. Next the Hadleigh road are the
offices, a two-storied building having on the
ground floor the clerks' room, mail-room,
two dining rooms, and a kitchen, and on the
first floor the drawing-rooms, private offices,

strong-room. and conference hall. The
works portion include the two foundries,
drying ovens, smithy, machine shop, fettling

shop, and fitting shop, a separate two-
storied building occupied as pattern shop,
and pattern stores. The water tower
stores 10,000 gallons, and is supplied from
an artesian well on the site. As nearly all

the workmen li\"e on the opposite or town
side of the Gipping, negotiations are in pro-
gress for permission to erect a bridge over
the river. The works were laid out by Mr.
Bonier.
MOLD.--The work of restoring the parish

church of Mold, in progress for three years,
has been completed, and the church was re-

opened last week. The cost of the work
has been £8,000. It has included the re-

leading and refixing of the stained glass in

the window in the south aisle near the main
entrance. The glass, which is mainly
heraldic, dates from the end of the 16th
century, and indicates who were the chief
benefactors. Emblems and crests of the
Derby and Stanley family are plentiful in

this window. The porch facing the main
entrance has been overhauled, the old
folding-doors of deal being renio\ed, ami
doors of oak substituted. The western tower,
whicli was added to the 15th-ceiitury church
in 1734, formed the subject of a sketch by
Mr. Edward Cratney, of Williiigton-on-Tyne,
published in the BUILDING News for

April 12, 1907,

TAMWORTH. — The Countess Ferrers
opened on Wednesday week the new build-

ings of the Tamworth Crirls' High School
recently erected by the Staffordshire County
Council. The school occupies a site in Upper
Gungate. commanding a fine view of Hopwas
Wood and the neighbouring country. The
main building, which provides accommoda-
tion for 121 pupils, consists of a single story,

and is laid out in the form of the letter E,
the assembly - hall oecupving the centre.
This hall, which is 40ft. by 25ft., has been
fitted with apparatus so as to also serve as
a gymnasium. There are. besides, five class-

rooms, a laboratory for teaching chemistry
and physics, a combined cookery and dining-
room, a cloakroom and lavatory for pupils,
also private rooms and lavatories for the
staff. Premises for a caretaker have been
provided. The buildings are in the Renais-
sance style, consisting of brickwork relieved
Ijy stone dressings, and snrmotnitefl by a roof
of tiles. The scheme was designed and
carried out under the direction of Mr. J.

Hntchiic's, architect to the Staffordshire
County Education Committee.

WINCHESTER.— The improvements to

the interior of Winchester College Chapel,
with the exception of a rearrangement of the
electric lighting, are almost completed. The
walls have been panelled in oak to the lieight

of 13ft.. and the whole is crowned with a

cornice of carved work. Each panel con-

tains a shield, and those on the south sitle

the arms, badges, or inonograms of past

wardens are commemorated. The gallery,

which was erected at the west end of the
chapel a few years ago to provide extra
accommodation, has now been completed by
the insertion in the four \:icant niches of

bronze figures of famous Wykehamists who
reached episcopal rank. These figures ha\p
been executed by Lady Scott, the widow of

the Antarctic explorer. Mr. W. D. Cariic,

F.S.A., is the architect.

The Birkenhead ( 'ornor.ntion have dend'Ml to

ernct a small-pox bosnital at Tiunewall. at nn
estimated cost for buildings of ,£8.000.
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Mr. Lloyd George at. Brdforcl on

Saturday last contrived to say as little

as any man could have said about

the intended policy of the Govern-

ment. He dealt entirely with generalities,

and, therefore, easily spoke at large without

fear of any criticism of his proposals

seriatim. His chief concern seemed the

pressing need of the Government for some

scheme which shall divert the mind of the

country from Marconi scandals and Insur

ance Act anonnilies and the Home Rule block.

That may succeed ; we do not think it will.

If it does, we hope Mr. Lloyd George will

not blunder again. The pressing need of

the agricultural industries seems to us free

trade in land and the removal of the stupid

encumbrances of law and custom. If Mr.

Lloyd George is going to help the agricul-

turist as he " helped " the builder by

doubling taxes on his chief raw material, we

shall not aid agriculture much, or the

millions who depend on it for their liveli-

hood.

written, much of it was "spite without the

sparkle" of former efforts. It has gone out

already as a damp squib, and we still await

the coming of some statesman who shall

treat the land laws economically, and not

merely as a svibject on which to slang the

landlords and sportsmen in order to catch

doubtful \()tes.

The only practical point made by Mr.

Lloyd George in his great oration of over

two hours at Bedford was as to the last

Patents Act. In this statute, which was

passed when he was at the Board of Trade

(where many people think he should and

could have remained with much advantage

to the country), a section is criticised under

which the foreign owner of a British patent

must, within a certain time, adequately

manufacture the article patented in Great

Britain or lose his patent. As this had long

been the law in every other European
country and in the United States, it was a

very easy thing to do, and, of course, the

Lords passed it with approval. Such a pro-

vision is obvioush' their protection, as angry

Radical faddists have often said. But the

clause has done a great deal of good by com-

pelling many German and American
patentees especially to manufacture in Great
Britain, and this good is growing. It has

brought wages to some thousands of English

workers. It has also employed architects,

surveyors, contractors, builders, etc., who
were chosen to build the factories and work-
shops required, and heljied landowners and
the rest who sold the ground for these manu-
facturing purposes.

But it was merely a platform trick to try

and compare the monopoly given by a patent
to what the Chancellor calls the monopoly of

land ownership, for there is no analogy what
ever. No one disputes that the land might
and should be better used, and labourers

better paid and housed. Most of us

have been saying so for years. Everyone
knows that Free Trade, while good for the

majority, was bad for the farmers. To raise

agricultural wages would be to lower the

numbers at work. To have Land Courts to

settle fair rents would be to increase those
rents, which now only pay some 2 per cent.

on the capital value of the land farmed. The
Conservative Housing Bill would have done
great good, and brought business to all con-
cerned in the building trades, but it was
killed by the Cabinet. The land question is

really a matter of economies and finance, of
which the Chancellor has plainly proved he
knows nothing. For the rest, his speech,
delivered through a muzzle, was Limehouse
watered down by onler, and, as someone has

The Report (Vol. I., Rural) of the Land

Inquiry Committee was published on Tues-

day. It covers 500 octavo pages. It insists

on the need for improved housing in country

districts, maintaining that at least 120,000

new cottages are now needed. It recom-

mends public loans at a minimum rate of

interest, and for long periods, and declares

that every labourer should have a small piece

of land, and that the security of tenure and

fair rents should be given small holders by

the establishment of a Land Court. " Drastic

remedies " in regard to the game laws are, it

is stated, called for, and complete security

of tenure subject to certain safeguards, is

advocated for tenant farmers. State-aided

purchase is discussed and adversely reported

upon. It is suggested that Land Courts

should be established in England aiul Wales

to iix rents and compensation, and to super-

vise compulsory purchase by public bodies.

Xot a word is said abuut tin- real reason

at the present time for the lack of fit houses

and cottages for the people. For that, as we

have insisted time and again. Mr. Lloyd

George is himself in great part responsible.

As Mr. J. Stanwell Birkett, of 4, Arundel-

street. Strand, points out in a letter in the

Times of Wednesday last, at the present time

the rise in the cost of building is a far greater

difficulty than the cost of the land. Some of

Mr. Birkett's facts we have before given.

They are worth repeating. A return dealing

with the increased cost of school buildings in

the country, and quoted in a report of the

Lancashire Education Committee, gives the

average increase in the cost of building

materials during the last two years. The

figures show an increase ranging from 14

per cent, for common bricks to 60 per cent,

for cast iron goods, and that the average

advance all round is no less than 25 per cent.

Two years ago a five-roomed cottage could

be built for £200, of which 53 per cent, or

£106, represented the cost of the materials;

these materials now cost £132 10s., an in-

crease of £26 10s. In a garden city twelve

of such cottages would be placed on an acre

of land (gross), so that the increase in cost

per acre from this cause alone is no less

than £318. Under present by-laws forty of

such cottages can be placed on an acre, when

the inci-eased cost per acre from the same

cause amounts to £1,060. In other words, if

a landowner now gave his land free the house

would cost more than if two years ago he

had sold the land at £300 an acre to a

garden city company, or at £1,000 an acre to

the ordinary speculative builder. What
legislation can give us the houses and

cottages we all know are wanted, in the face

of figures like these?

districts, but the corporation most properly

declined to consent, on the ground that

property owners have complained of the dis-

figurement and the depreciation of property

caused by the presence of the standards. It

was suggested that the wires should be

placed underground, but the Postmaster-

(ieneral, of course, refused to adopt that

course, and under the Telegraphs Act a test

case was referred to the stipendiary magis

trate for decision. After two days' hearing

the case was .settled by consent, an under-

taking being given on behalf of the Post

master-General to lay underground wires in

five cases whore overhead wires were likely

to detract from the amenities of the districts

concerned. We hope every authority con-

cerned will follow Birmingham's example

and stand up squarely to the Postmaster-

General in regard to this matter. It will

take a good many years yet, we suppose, to

convince our rulers that the chief duty of the

Post Office is not to grind millions into the

Treasury yearly, but to treat the public

properly and pay its servants fairly.

We congratulate the City of Birmingham

on having stopped the Postmaster-General

from spoiling all the suburban districts in

which he insisted on sticking up his tele-

graph and telephone poles. The test case

was tried last Wednesday and Thursday
week before the Birmingham Stipendiary

Magistrate, Lord Ilkeston. The Post Office

wanted to erect 19 poles in various suburban

Public authorities and other bodies who
believe that architects' fees are exorbitant

will be interested in a communication

directed to the editor of the Brooklyn Eagh
by Mr. WoodrulT Leeming, apropos of the

commissions to be paid for the proposed New
York County Courthouse. Mr. Leeming
writes: "The cost to an architect of pre-

paring his drawings and specifications and
seeing that they are properly carried out, in

offices run on the best business basis, is at

least one-half of his commission. This, how-
ever, applies only to the general class of

building, and not to public and nionuniental

work. The cost is then as high as 75 per

cent, of the architect's commission. The
United States Government prepared a state-

ment which was submitted to Congress

(Senate Document 916, Sixty-second Con-
gress, second session), which gave the

average cost of preparing drawings and
specifications alone, exclusive of superin-

tendence or any other field expenses, for the

years 1905 to 19II, inclusive, to be 6.2 per

cent. This was for preparing the drawings
for the buildings erected by the United
States Government and done by the super-

vising architect of the Treasury, a man
known for his great executive ability, and
therefore done with the greatest economy
possible. Reports have been submitted by
the State Architect of New York showing
that the cost to the State for preparing the

plans and specifications made in the State

Architect's offices exceeds 6 per cent. The
cost to the New York Central Railroad for

preparing the plans for their new station has
exceeded 6 per cent. Therefore, an archi-

tect who is able to prepare the plans for a

10,000,000 dollar building at a cost to him
of less than 6 per cent, of the total cost of

the building must run his office in the most
economical manner possible, and take his

chance that the work may cost him more
than his entire fee."

There are people, of course, who fancy

that an architect makes a few sketches

taking a few days of his time, and for this

work receives an enormous fee. The fact of

the matter is that to prepare the plans and
carry out the work of a 10,000,000 dollar

courthouse will require the services of from

twenty to thirty high-priced draughtsmen
working for a period of at least five years;

will require a large office at a large rental.
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;iik1 with IliP most eooiioiuic adiniiiistration

iiis «oi-k will L-ost about 400,000 dollars. This

will leave liim about 200,000 dolUirs profit, oi-

about 40,000 dollars a yuar. •VVliat busiiiess

mail." asks Mr. Lecniiiig, "is there who is

willing to head a 10,000,000 dollar corpora

tiou with a salary of less tliau 40,000 dollars

a year? What corporation is there of this

size that pays its couiisel less than this

aniountr Such men, however, receive these

.salaries without investing any of their own

money to obtain it. The architect must

invest about 400.000 dollars in .-ctual cash

paid out to receive his profit of 200,000

dollars. All of the above has nothing to do

with the profe.ssional training and skill of

tlie architect, and for which he reasonably

expects compensation. He mii.st, therefore, not

only invest his own money and run a large

business office with a chance of running it at

a loss, but he must give his skill in designing,

his knowledge of engineering and construc-

tion, and his training in sculpture and mural

decoration in order that he may obtain

his fee."

On the ground that the practice is " unjust

and injurious to working journalists, and

therefore contrary to the spirit of trade

unionism." the finance and general purposes

committee of the Institute of Journalists on

Tuesday decided to ask the Parliamentary

Committee and the executive to use their

influence to put a stop to the growing prac-

tice of trade-union and Labour members

supplying information and contributions to

t]ie general Press for payment. How far this

practice prevails we do not know ;
but our

readers will remember that more than once

lately we have commented on the ridiculously

exaggerated statements in the daily Press

with regard to the painters' and labourers'

disputes, and can guess for themselves by

whom they were inspired.

£2,300 has been granted by the lload Board

for road improvements in East Denbighshire,

and £374 for like purposes in the western part

of the county. Most of the money will be spent

en the main thoroughfare between Wrexham
aiul Bwlchgwyn, which has been rendered into a

very bad state, owing to heavy motor traction

traffic. The work will include also the extinction

of a dangerous corner at Bwlchgwyn.

Nine months ago unsuccessful attempts were

made to sell the famous Jezreel's Temple on

thai ham Hill, which was originally erected at

an enormous cost as the temple of the New and
I,atter House of Israel. Now it is being con-

verted into a picture palace. It is a cube of

aliout 144ft., and \N-as begun, for it was never

really finished, in 1882 by an ex-soldier uanied
White, who proclaimed himself the prophet of a

new religion, anrl adopted the name of James
II(;rshow .Tezreel. This man attracted many
followers, and a prosperous colony of farms and
wnrksliops sprang up around the temple. The
object of Ijuilding the tower was to accommodate
5.000 of the faithful, out of the 144.000 who were
to be saved when the end of the world came,
.lezreel himself was to live for ever, but managed
to die while the great tower was still unfhiishcd,

and after £44,000 had been spent nnon it.

The Canadian Pacific Railway recently de-
po.sited plans for four additional stories to the
cetUral portion of the Hotel Vancouver, Van-
couver, and for the east wing fronting on Gran-
villc-street, estimated to cost l,100,000dol. The
estimated outlay on the work of reconst.ructing
the central |)ortlon of the hotel, calling for
twelve stories, was 800,000dol.. so that, with the
ailddion of the work now proposed, the ultimate
expenditure will not be far short of 2,000, OOOdol.
According to the plans, the central part of the
.structure will he sixteen stories in height, and
the east wing will be eleven stories, with the
exception of the centre, midway between
fieorgia-strect anil the (Iriiheuni Theatre. Here
a large bani|uet iim-hall will be provided. The
entrance to this hall will be 87ft. by 69ft , and
will be from (iranville-street. The whole
structure will be of reinforced concrete and steel
construction, faced with pressed brick.

COMPETITIONS.
B.-^HNf^I'E^ • Till' special loiiimittec of

tlie Barnslev Borough Council are recom-

mending tluit architects should be invited to

submit designs for a new town hall, to cost

not more than £20,000. Premiums of £100.

£50. and £26 are to be offered for the three

best designs.

BRADFORD.- -The council has received

fiftv eight designs for the working-class

dweilii7gs and 50 acres estate scheme at Brad-

ford. The date for sending in was extended

from the 4th inst to Saturday last, the 11th

inst. Mr. Henry T. Hare. F.R.I.B.A.. is

the assessor.

FOLKESTONE.- Some sixty architects

have applied to the town clerk of Folkestone

for tlie conditions of the competition for de-

signs for a band pavilion which the corpora-

tion propose to erect on the Leas. The last

day for sending in designs is November 29.

HIGH WYCOMBE.- This town-planning

competition will be determined on Tuesday

next, the 21st inst., as the adjudicators have

sent in their award, and the envelopes con-

taining the names and addresses of the archi-

tects will be opened at this meeting of the

council, the plans being on private view for

the inspection of the members. The public

will be admitted to view the drawings on

Wednesday, the 22nd, and Thursday, 23rd,

at the public offices, between the hours of

11 a.m. and 7 p.m. The premiums are £25,

£10, and £5 respectively.

OSWALDTWISTLE. - Mr. W. II.

Duncan, F.R.I.B.A., of Butterworth and
Duncan, architects, Rochdale, is acting as

assessor in the Carnegie Library Com-
petition, Oswaldtwistle. —
NEW BOARD OF TRADE OFFICES

COMPETITION.- We have received a copy
of the questions and answers just issued to

architects in this competition, and the

queries and replies number 107, though, of

course, several items rank as repeats and
are of very minor importance. The complex
requirements of a big scheme such as this are

necessarily manifold ; but in this instance are

really more involved than usual, owing to the

fact that only about half the entire project

will be erected in tlie first case, the existing

premises on the site being retained in the

meantime, and, besides, the crypt, to which
much importance is attached, is to be per-

manently preserved. Its top level is some
3ft. above the normal specified ground floor

for the new buildings; besides which, no

doubt, this crypt comes very awkwardly on

the land, set as it is towards the corner on

the N.W. side, where it closely approaches

the building line, moi'eover it will necessitate

at least six steps np and down, thus interfering

badlv with a continuity of the lay-out. The
Replies leave no doubt as to the principal

apartments and big library being needed in

the first portion to be erected, and, con-

sequently, the main entrance must be pro-

vided at the outset, whereas the roadway
behind the Chapel Royal, and more par-

plans are reviewed. Some competition

authorities are very chary - in affording

facilities to the Press, and on occasion

decline to even supply copies of their con-

ditions, preferring to surround the business

with mystery, instead of treating public

competitions in au open-handed manner. Thus

suspicion is fostered quite needlessly, unless

in instances where it so happens things are

not so straightforward as they ought to be.

ticularly to the rear of the United Service

Institution, as well as Gwydyr House.
is comparatively restricted. The facjade

overlooking Montague House faces a

relatively narrow private road, which
is to be enclosed bv permanent gates.

Nevertheless Reply Iti permits an entry
being located on this front; but several door-

ways, it is said, are to be avoided, while in

any event the principal entrance is not to

occur on the Embankment front. The two
st,orv new part of Clwydyr House will pro-

bably be removed ; but the house itself in

W'hitehall is to stay, and so it will further
hide the new elevation of the Public Offices

on the west and also curtail the width of the
roadway behind, as already alluded to. It

would serve no practical object by going
fnrtiier into the details of these questions and
answers just now. and, of course, the copy
supplied at this stage to the Press is not
intended for criticism; but we may take the
opportunity of saying that the fui'nishing of

such information to the professional journals
beforehand is always highly desirable, in

order to insure more accurate comments

CHIPS.
Mr. .lames Vine, of The Kims. Elm-avenue,

Eastbourne, builder, who died on June 25, has

left £43,940.

A staiiied-glass window in three lights, repre-

senting incidents in the Resurrection of our

Lord, has been placed in the east wall of the

parish church of East Lopham. Norfolk, as a

memorial, aiul was dedicated on Friday by the

Bishop of Norwich.

The trustees of the estate of the late Mr.

Edwin Francis Gvde, who died at Ebley House.

Stroud, ill 1894, and left £100.000 for the build-

in" and endowment of almshouses and an

orphanage for blind and deaf and dumb children

at raiuswick, have lost no time in undertaking

the work of carrying out the wishes of the

testator. The ground for the new orphanage is

marked out ready for building operations, the

sit,e being on the Gloucester-road, Painswick,

and above the almost completed ten almshouses,

which were commenced several months ago.

The Mont d'Or tunnel, 3^ miles long, on the

Frasne-Vallorbe line, in the French Jura, which

is now under construction, was pierced last

week. The tunnel has cost about £1,480.000,

and is one of four to be pierced on this railway,

which will be about 16 miles in length. It wdl

unite Frasne on the Dijon-Pontarlier hne ni

France, and Vallorbe on the Simplon hne, in

Switzerland. At one point, the new railway is

carried upon an embankment constructed in

oround so marshy, that even when soundings to

a depth of 230ft. were taken no firm bottom was

found.

The new bridge across the river Suir at Water-

ford, constructed for the corporation, has now

been comoleted. The former wooden toll bridge

was purchased by the corporation for an amount

fixed by arbitration at £63,885. In the new

brid"e, which is toll-free, the distance from

shore to shore is about 700ft.. and this is

covered by reinforced concrete spans of 40ft. on

either sid'e of a clear 80ft. opening span con-

structed in steel. The abutment spans vary

from 10ft. to i2ft., and are designed as canti-

levers, so as not to be dependent on the old

masonry abutments of the demolished wooden

bridge." The opening span is built on the canti-

levei-ed Schertzer principle.

The extensions of the docks at Buenos Aires

were begun about a year ago, and the con-

struction of the concrete walls and piers inside

thet dam surrounding the site of the first basin

will be be'Min shortly. This basin will be 1,130ft.

in length,' and over 450ft. wide, and will accom-

inodat'e five large steamers. The dam to the

second basin will be begun in the near future,

and will accommodate seven of the largest

vessels trading with the port. The first portion

of the new breakwater between the basins and

the river is nearing completion; it is 4,250ft. in

length. The first two-thirds of the extension to

the present breakwater has been finished, and

the remaining third is in progress.

The Cambridge University Press has published

(he first of a series of forestry bulletins by Mr.

E R. Burden, investigator m timber, and Mr.

A P. Long, assistant investigator. The first

number deals with the production and utilisa-

tion in Great Britain of Scots pine, a tree vvhich

.rives comparativeTv quick returns, and is

especially suited for certain classes of poor sod

where few other trees will grow. Many extensive

areas of derelict land exist where Scots pine

would probably prove the most suitable, if not

the only suitable, tree to plant. Large areas of

such laiid are to be found within easy reach ot

Cambridge.

The British consul at Leghorn reports that the

new inner dock is practically finished, dis-

charging having already taken place at the

southern quay, while the northern quay is to be

ready for delivery at the end of this year. The

dock" has a length of 1,476ft., a width of 262tt,,

and a deoth of 28ft.. and is approached from the

Mandraccio basin. The work in connection with

the new supplementary port is well under way.

The new harbour is situated to the north of the

existing port, and exactly faces the site of the

old Porto Pisanio. which was long ago left high

and dry bv the receding of the sea. The depth

f the'new harbour will be 29ft. 6in., and the

I being ultimately made, when the competition I date of its completion is given as July, 1918.
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THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE AND NEW
OFFICES SOUTH OF STATE
LIBRARY. BARODA, INDIA.

Mr. Alfred H. Coyle. of Baroda, is the

arebitcct of both these extensive Indian
buildings, of which key-plans are attached to

the accompanying views, illustrated from the

pair of water-colour originals exhibited at

the Royal Academy this j'car. The Technical
College has. we understand, been already
completed, and the Library Offices are about
to be commenced. We have not yet received

any further particulars of either of these

works.

NATIONAL SILVER MEDAL DESIGN
FOR A PAINTED FRIEZE,
•ENGINEERING LABOUR." BY MR.
GEORGE NOBLE.
The .several incidents included in the

subjects of this Silver Medal painted frieze

were studied in a large engineering works
yard, to illustrate and realise decoratively
the slow and heavy work of the engineer's

labourer in moving material from one depart-

ment to. another; such, for example, as the

gang or teaip of men handling a trolley

load of iron moulding-boxes from the foundry
or taking steel-girder joists to auother shop.

This first work is shown by the uppermost
section of the frieze reproduced on our plate.

The central subject is devoted to a set of

labourers carrying ii long length of shafting
from tile iron store to the lathe. A group of

platelayers, seen on the line near the works,
comes below, to the right of the sheet, and
the other panel shows the ironmoulder
running his easting. Without indulging in

too naturalesque .a manner of treatment on
the one hand, or adopting a rigid coiiveiition-

alisin on the other, the work of Mr, George
Noble, the autlnn- of this capital scheme, is

instinct with the true i|Ualities of decoration
adapted to conteniporarv application and
at the same time dealing with every-
day transactions. The original design
gains much by the use of subdued tintings
broadly handled, and the incidents chosen
for the drawings are .so directly treated that
they really need no further description.

ST. JOHN'S PARISH CHURCH,
WOKING.

This drawing, which was exhibited at the
Royal .\cademy tills year, shows additions
which are about to be started to the east end

of the church. The existing building .stands

on a small hill, and is surrounded by a

churchyard. The space available for

enlargement was very restricted, and several

graves exist near to the old church. It has
been found necessary to pull down the whole
of the chancel and buildings east of the nave
and to rebuild the chancel, vestries, organ-
chamber, and basement, to obtain the

requisite accommodation. The work now to

be done provides a tower for bells and a

ringing chamber. This has been placed over
the chancel, being the only available space.

The extension will give hlG sittings and a

good organ-chamber, two vestries, heating
chamber, belfry and ringing chamber, and
one new porch. The materials to be used
will be as follows : Externally the walls will

be of Bargate stone, with Bath stone
dressings and windows. The roof will be ef

thick green slates. Internally the stone

dressings will be carried thrn'iigb to show,
and the remainder of the walls plastered with
rough-sanded plastering. The roofs and
woodwork will be of oak left in its natural

colour. New oak clergy- and choir-stalls and
oak seats in the nave will be provided. The
floors in the nave will be lowered and laid

down in wood-block, having the passageways
of the aisles laid with large marble sipiares.

Pl:.-

COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS, ASlUNCiTON IIIRST, \()K rilUMBERLAND.
Mr. G. ToPH.iM Forrest. Licentiate K.l.B.j\., .Architect. .
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COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS, ASHIXGTOX HIKST,
NORTHUMBERLAND: BLOCK PLAN.

Mr. G. ToPHAM Forrest. Licentiate R.LB.A.. Architect.

Similar marble siniares will be used ill tlie

chancel, with York stone steps. Messrs.
Tnbbs, Messer, and Poulter, of Wokinfj and
Bexhill. are the architects.

•OAKLANDS." CAERLEON, MON
MOUTHSHIRE.

"Oaklands" is built on a hill overlooking

the River Usk. An old house without
interest of any sort stood on the site. This
was demolished, and the stone so obtained

was used in the substructure of the new-

house. The upper part of the walls was
hung W'ith elm boarding, and the roofs are

covered with pantiles. These tiles seem to

harmonise better with the local stone than
anything else, except perhaps stone slabs.

greater width. The central hall is common
to both departments, in accordance with

Section A, Rule 2, of the Board of Education
regulations for the planning of schools. The
hail is easily accessible from both depart-

ments, and has cross ventilation as well as

lighting. The necessary teachers' rooms are

provided with lavatory and w.c. accommoda-
tion adjoining each room ; but the con-

veniences are separate from their apart-

ments. The buildings have been erected with
red pressed facing-bricks and covered with
Westmorland green slates. The contractor

was Mr. .Jno. Douglass, Hepseott. The
buildings were designed by, and carried out

under tlie superintendence of the Education
Committee's architect. Mr. G. Topham

T.

GOo^ND Plan

-f-

COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS, ASHINGTON HIRST, NORTHUMBERLAND.
Mr. G. ToPHAM FoRRE.ST, Licentiate RT.B.A., .4rchitect.

which in this case it was not possible to use.
Compactness of arrangement was aimed at,

as will be seen by the plan given on the
drawing, which was exhibited in the Royal
Academy this year. Both the house and
garden were designed by Mr. O. P. Milne,
architect, of London.

COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS.
ASHINGTON IIIHST, XORTHTTMRER
L.\ND.

These schools were opened recently by Sir
Francis Blake, Bart., chairman of the North-
umberland Education Committee. The
buildings form an interesting example of the
C|undrangle jirinciple, as adapted to ele
mentary schools, and arc the first of this kind
erected in the North of England. The school
provides accommodation for 700 mixed and
.362 infant children, and occupies a site of
nearly two acres, as shown by the block
plan. A feature of the arrangement is the
shape of the classrooms, which have been
desiuned so that the distance between the
window walls and the walls opposite to the
same has been retluoed from the customary
24ft. to 21ft., thus insuring considerably
more liaht to the back rows of desks than is

afforded in the earlier type of classrooms of

Forrest. Licentiate R.I.B.A. Mr. J. P. Bell,

of Newbiggin, acted as clerk of works.

BUSINESS PREMISES. OXFORD
STREET, W.

This new building immediately adjoins
Frascati's Restaurant in Oxford-street, W.
The erection was carried out by Messrs.
Leslie and Co., the builders. The facade is

entirely in Portland stone, and the building
is fireproof throughout. It comprises shops
on the ground floor, an extensive showroom
on the first tloor, and offices occupy the
upper part of the premises. The architects
are Messrs. Henry Metcalf and Thomas R.
Greig, of Kingsw-ay, W.C.

The following candidates have satisfied the
examiners of the University of Oxford for the
diploma in Forcstrv (Part I'l.) :—M. M .\Ii Be",
non-Collpfjiale: lv"\V. Carroll. B.A., Hertford
College; H. M. (iarilner, li.A,, Merton College;
O. G. King, Wadham College; W. S. Shepherd,
Trinily College; II. Trotter. St. .John's College.
The following candidates satisfied the examiners
111 Valuation. Management. Protection, Utilisa-
tion, and .\dniinistraJion iForestry, Part II):—
R. Dliaiiiikoti. non-CoUeuiate ; A. E. Eden. New
College; D. L. Sathf, B,A., Lincoln College;
C. E. Simmons, St. John's College

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

GENEV.\.—The Protestant Reformers' Monu-
ment at Geneva, which is being executed at

a cost of ^32.000, is approaching completion.
The background of the memorial is an immense
wall, while the immediate foreground is a
promenade, in front of which are some fine

trees. The central group consists of the figures

of the four chief Reformers—Calvin and Knox,
and Farel and Theodore, of Beza. The figures

on each side of the central group of Reformers
are those of Gaspard de Coligny. William the
Silent. Oliver Cromwell, Roger Williams,
Frederick William the great Elector, and
Etienne Bocskay, Prince of Transylvania.
Besides these side figures there are eight bas-
reliefs, one representing Knox's first sermon
before the Court of Mary Stuart. All the
sculptures are being executed by two French
Roman Catholic sculptors. MM. Paul Landowski
and Henry Bouchanl, neither of whom is yet
forty, while the designers of the monument are
all Swiss: MM. Jean Taillens, Charles Dubois.
Alphon.se Laverriere, and Eugene Monod—all of
Lausanne and district. Neither Luther nor
Zwingli are to be commemorated by statues, but
merely by mural inscriptions, as will also be the
case with the precursors of the Reformation:
John Huss, John Wirkliff, and Valdo.

Wakefield House, in Cheapside and Friday-
street, IvC, which has been rebuilt from plans
by Mr. T, H. Smith, has just been completed.
It is five stories in height, and has been built by
Messrs, George Trollope and Sons and Colls and
Sons, Ltd.

Damage estimated at £3.000 was caused to
machinery, buildings, and stock, on Wednesday
morning by a fire discovered just after two
o'clock at the sawmills of Messrs. Gwilt, timber
merchants, Loampit-vale, Lewisham. The fire

is attributed to the overheating of the boiler.

A statue by M. .lean Boucher, of Paris, of
Victor Hugo, is to be erected in Guernsey, near
the memorial to Sir Godfrey Carey, and will be
unveiled in ,Iune next by President Poincare.
The French (Government is defraying the cost of

the statue, about .£1.200.

Colonel James Gore Booth, R.E.. died at his

residence. Artarman, near Helensburg, on
Wednesday, in his 74th year. He was instructor
of fortifications at Woolwich for seven years,
and carried out important improvements at
Edinburgh Castle. He held the appointment of
consulting engineer to the Secretary for Scot-
land.

An imposing building of eight stories is to

be erected in Buckingham-gate. S.W., adjoin-
ing the fine building of the National Insurance
Commissioners, of which Messrs. Palgraye and
Co. were the architects. The new building, by
the same architects, is to be built for another
(^lOvernment Department, and will follow some-
what the same lines in elevation as the adjoin-
ing building.

The Longtown (Cumberland) Rural District

Council have for some time had under considera-

tion the provision of a satisfactory water supply
for the district of Bolton Pell and Moss End.
After inviting applications from engineers, it

was decided, at their meeting on Tuesday last,

to instruct Messrs. Taylor and Wallin. of

Cathedral Buildings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to

make a survey of the above district and report
fully upon the matter.

The Knowle Picture House is the latest addi-
tion to the places of amusement in Bristol. It

has been erected according to plans prepared
ijy Mr. W. H. Watkins. F.R IB.A,. Clare-street.

Bristol, and is situated on the former site of

Nos. 109, 111. and part of 113. Wells-road. The
building, which was opened on Saturday, is a

structure of brick and stone, having fireprofo

floors throughout. The front elevation has been
executed in Bath stone, the design being Re-
naissance in style. The auditorium is 32ft, by
30ft., and accommodation is provided on tlie

ground floor tor about 4B0 persons.

The north-western corner block of the Savoy,
having a main frontage in the Strand adjacent
to the building which the late Edward M. Barry,
R..\,, designed for the Art Union of London
some forty years ago, has been taken by the
Government of Western .Australia, and Messrs.
.John Wm. Simpson and .\yrton. the well-known
architects, have been engaged by the Colonial
Government to convert these corner premises
into their head London offices. Light is obtained
not only on the two street frontages, but also
towards the south, overlooking the Chapel
Royal burial-ground. These changes will add to
the architectural interest of the Strand, and
marbles will be employed for the ground-floor
fai^ade.
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BUSTNf;SS I'liKMISKS, < iXFoKl) S'l HF.K I', \V.—Messrs. Metcalf and Oreig, \irliiUcls.
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ST. JOHN'S CHURCH. WOKING. -Messrs. Tubbs, Messi:r, and Poulter, Architects.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCH.^OLOGISTS AT ST. ALBANS.
—Mr. Charles H. Asliilowii oouclnctpcl a visit

to St. .-Vlljaiis on Saturday of tlie iiieiiibers

of the London and Middlesex .'Vrehipologioal

Society. The cathedral, Mr. Ashdown re-

marked, might not be .satisfactory outside,

but was fairly so within. Some of the

Norman work in the edifice dated from 1(177.

The rf-asoii the frescoes appi^nrcd so fresh

was that (or tliree centnries llicy were pro-

tected under whitewash. Mr. .Ashdown told

the story of a worknnm who. losing his

balance, drew his hand ronghly along the
ceiling and rnbbed olT .some of the white-
wash, and by this means disclosed a mag-
nificent series of Media>val paintings dating
from the 14tli ccnlnry. They represented the
arms of the relatives of Edward IIL The
greatest treasnre within the cathedral was
the shrine of St. Albaii. Under Mr. Ash-
down's guidance, the members afterwards
inspected the great gatehouse of the abbey

;

the "Fighting Cocks." said to be the oldest
inhabited hostelry in England ; the remains
of the British and Roman city of Veru-
lamiuni ; the clock-tower; and St. Michael's
Church, much restored by Lord Grimthorpe,
but .still containing the grave of, and a monu-
ment to, Francis Bacon.

BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—The opening meeting of the session was
held on Monday evening at Messrs. Fortts,
Ltd., No. 0, Royal Promenade, Clifton. The
meeting was the occasion of a presentation
of a badge of office bv Sir Frank W. Wills,
F.R.I.B..\., ex-Lord ' Mayor of Bristol, a
former president of the society. In the course
of his remarks. Sir Frank Wills urged the
younger members to adorn a noble art by
avoiding everything degrading, by integrity
of conduct, and by encouraging only a manly
and honourable rivalry. In asking the
society's acceptance of the badge. Sir Frank
pointed out that the majority of the societies
allied to the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects now possessed this insignia of office;

further, that the Bristol Society was held in

great esteem by the Royal' Institute of
British Architects as one that was doing
Hxcellent work in the provinces. The presi-
dent (Mr. G. H. Oatley, F.R.l.B.A.) having
lieen adorned with the emblem of office,

thanked the donor for this latest expression
of interest. The jewel, which is in the form
of an ellipse with a gadrooned moulded frame
enriched with architectural symbols, is of
gold, with a centre of enameljed work con-
taining the city arms, and the inscriptions:
"The Bristol Society of Architects," "Allied
to the Royal Institute of British Architects."
Two links of the chain contain the names of

past presidents, and amongst these appear
Messrs. W. L. Bernard, Frank W. Wills, G.
H. Oatley, Mowbray A. Green (Bath), .1.

Foster Wood, and the late .loseph Wood and
H. Dare Bryan. During the evening a
musical programme was rendered.

LIVERPOOL MASTER BUILDERS'
ASSOCIATION.—At the annual meeting of

the Liverpool Master Builders' Association,
held on Monday, Mr. H. E. Cubley was
elected president for the ensuing year, in

succession to Mr. Thomas Rimmer. "The past
year, it was stated, liad been a strenuous one,
owing to the prolonged dispute between the
bricklayers and plasterers, and a feeling of

satisfaction was expressed that the trouble
had now been satisfactorily ended. There
had been the abnormal number of 1,^4

meetings during the year, and in recognition
of his services, Mr. Rimmer. the retiring

president, was presented with a bound
volume of the minutes. This was a departure
in the history of the association, which the

ex-president suitably acknowledged,

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTI-
TUTE OF CANADA. — The sixth annual
convention of the Royal Architectural Insti-

tute of Canada was held in Calgary on
September 15 and IG. The meetings were
presided over by Mr. J. H. G. Russell, of

Winnipeg, President of the organisation.
The freedom of the city and a hearty welcome
were extended to the visitors by Alderman
W. J. Tregillus, the Acting Mayor. Mr.

Roland W. Lines, of Edmonton, as president
of the Alberta Association, in a brief speech,
made the visitors welcome, and at the same
time gave a short resume of the business.

Mr. R. A. Brocklcliank. president of the
Calgary Builders' Exchange, extended a
cordial invitation to the Institute to be the
guests of the Builders' Exchange at a
"smoker." The reports of the secretary (Mr.
Alcide Chausse, of Montreal) and of the
treasurer (Mr. .John W. H. Watts, of
Ottawa) showed the Institute to be in an
excellent linancial condition, with a total
membership of fjoS, of whom 491 are active
members by virtue of being members of pro-
vincial associations associated with the
Institute. The principal business was the
consideration of certain amendments to the
by-laws, together with a proposed code of
ethics, a .schedule of minimum fees, and
regulations governing competitions. A lecture
on "Cement and Concrete." by Professor
Brydone-.Iaek, of the Engineering School of
the University of Manitoba, occupied the
main portion of the first afternoon. The
most radical change in the by-laws of the
Institute as adopted was that changing the
method of paying dues to require each pro-
vincial association to pay in to the treasurer
the sum of two dollars for each accredited
member. Another change was that which
requires the election of other than active
members to be unanimous by letter ballot
of the Council. In the matter of the code
of ethics and the rules governing competi-
tions, the President was directed to name
a committee to deal with the proposed code
and rules presented to the convention before
final action should be taken. By unanimous
vote the convention rejected the .schedule of
fees proposed, at the same time voting to
revert to the schedule formerly in effect.
The election of officers and members of
Council for the coming year resulted in the
re-election of Mr. Russell as President, and
of Messrs. Chausse and Watts as secretary
and treasurer respectively, and of Messrs.
Roland W. Lines (of Edmonton) and M.
Ouillette (of Quebec) as vice-presidents. The
members of Council from Alberta are Mr.
G. M. Lang (of Calgary), Mr. Jas Hender-
son, and Mr. Roland W. Lines (of Edmonton).
The next place of meeting will be the City
of Quebec, in 1014. On the evening of the
15th the sixth annual banquet of the Insti-
tute was held in the .\lexandra Hotel, with
the President (Mr. Russell) as toastniaster.
Those responding, among others, were Pro
fessor Brydone-.Jack, of the University of
Manitoba ; Mr. H. A. Sylvester, Superin-
tendent of Buildings for the City of Calgary

;

Dr. Tory, PresidcTit of the University of
Alberta ; and Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P.. the
Canadian author. On Tuesday, September 10,
the members were guests of the Alberta
.Association at a luncheon served at the estate
of Mr. .lolni Hextall, on the outskirts of the
city, in Bowness Park, one of Calgary's
beauty spots. .A.bout sixty were preseiit.
following a tour about the city.

ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—The second meet-
ing of the session in connection with the
Royal Technical College. Architectural
Craftsmen's Society, Glasgow, was held on
Friday evening. October 10. Mr. T. G.
Gilmonr (president) in the chair. Mr. Alex.
Gardner, F..4.. delivered a lecture entitled
"The City Churches of Glasgow." He dealt
with the nine churches controlled by the cor-
poration, who, he said, collected all the seat
rents, and were responsible for the stipends
and other expenses. He traced the origin
and followed up the history of each. The
lecture was illustrated bv lantern-slides,
which included plans of old Glasgow and a
view of Glasgow Cathedral as it was hefore
the western towers were removed.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON ANCIENT
MONUMENTS OP SCOTLAND. — A
meeting of the Roval Commission on the
Ancient Monuments of Scotland was held at
15. Queen-street. Edinburgh, on Friday. Sir
Herbert Maxwell. Bart., chairman of the
commission, presiding. The proof of the
completed inventory of monuments in the

Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, which is to be
issued shortly, was laid on the table. Mr.
W. H. Mackenzie, the secretary, reported
tliat the revised inventory of the monuments
of Berwickshire was in an advanced stat(>,

and that its publication would follow the in-

ventory of the Stewartry. A report was sub-
mitted on the survey of the monuments in

East Lothian, which had been completed,
and it was further reported that the survey
of the prehistoric monuments in Mid-
Lothian had been completed this summer.
The commissioners propose to overtake next
year the architectural survey of Mid-Lothian,
and to commence the survey of the archipo-
logieal remains of the Western Isles. There
were laid before the meeting reports by Dr.
Ross on the "Cannon Ball" house, Edin-
burgh; on CouH'ie Castle, in Perthshire; and
on .\rd Tornish and Kinlochaline Castles, in

.Argyllshire. Communications were sub-
mitted with reference to the conditions of
the following ancient i)nildings ;— Inverkip
Tower, Gilbertfield Castle, Lanarkshire; and
the old church of Eve, Stornoway.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—
Subject to any alteration necessitated by the
discussion haying to be carried over to a
second meeting, the following papers will be
read on the dates indicated :— N'ov. 10, IHl.'i,

"The Opening Address," by the president,
Mr. W. Edwd. Woolley ; Nov. 24. " Some Geo-
logical Aspects of Roadmaking," by Mr. W.
G. Fearndale, M.A., Sorby Professor of
Geology, Sheffield University; Dec. 15,
" Modern Science and Modern .Agriculture,"
by Professor Ainsworth Davies, M.A., Prin-
cipal of the Roval Agricultural College;
.Jan. 12. 1914, "The Law of Dilapidations,"
by Mr. Graham Mould, .Associate, barrister-
at law : .Jan. 26, " Measuring and Quantity
Surveying," by Mr. George Corderoy, Fellow-.

SHEFFIELD SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—At the opening monthly meeting
of the new session in connection with the
Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors, on October 9, the president (Mr.
A. F". Watson, F.R.l.B.A.). in the course
of his address, referred to the loss the society
,i,iid the city generally had sustained throngji
the deaths of Mr. W. H. Lancashire and Mr.
.J. D. Webster. The society had now a total
membership of 117, including lay members
and honorary members. Referring to the
education of the younger members, the presi-
dent said the present rising generation no
doubt had many more attractions than was
the case in the young days of their older pro-
fessional brethren to tempt them to shirk
giving up their half-holidays and the long-
lighted evenings to sketching. Let them
remember, how-ever, that it was a grand
thing to be well enough up in their profession
to be fully competent to design and carry
out an important edifice when the oppor-
tunity occurred for them to be entrusted
with such a work. The Town-Planning Act
was now in force in Sheffield, and he hoped
good would come of it. Much care was
required in its administration, however, or
great loss and hardship would fall on owners
of property, and loss would be entailed to
the city generally. The new building by-
laws for the city had at last been approved
by the corporation, after years of considera-
tion ; but already difficulties had arisen in

connection with their administration, and
some of the clauses were already under con-
sideration with a view to their amendment.
"I often think." said Mr. Watson, "that if

many officials would pay more attention to
the defective materials used in the construc-
tion of buildings, more good would be done
to the community at large than by hampering
work which clients intend executing in the
best manner and the most modern type of
construction possible, and of which some of
our so-called inspectors have little or no
knowledge," With regard to the Finance Act,
which had played such havoc with the
building trade, it remained to be seen what
the Chancellor of the Exchequer was going
to do to lift the burden from the builders'

backs, the incidence of which Mr. Lloyd
George had hitherto so persistently denied.
The Land Duties Act continued to give the

greatest annoyance to owners and agents.
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and many failed to see what good would come
of it, for no matter what value was put on
land, if there were no buyers—which was too

frequently the case at present—the assessed

\a\nt' would not help anyone but the army
of officials, who no doubt had often a very

difficult task to perform. A vote of thanks
was accorded the president for his address.

The salary of Mr. Woodisse. highway sur-

veyor to the Shardlow Rural District Council,

has been increased to £250. rising to £300. per
annum.

The Osram Lamp Works, Brook Green-road,
Hammersmith, are about to be enlarged by the

erection of additional stores. The architects are

Messrs. J. .Salmon Quilter and Son, of London.

The late Mr. George Tinworth (70), 8, Maze-
road, Kew, Surrey, scidptor and modellist, for

over forty-live years employed at Doulton's
Royal Pottery Works at Lambeth, left £549.

At Rothesay improvements are to be carried
out al the corporation gasworks at an estimated
outlay of £19,650. Of this £10.000 is allotted
for vertical I'elorts, and £7.700 for a new gas-
holder.

Al Britford Church, on Stniday, a i-hancel

screen of oak. Perpendicular in style, was dedi-
cated, and also electric fittings. The screen was
the work of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of
Exeter.

The well-known riverside estate known as
Ditton House is to be developed, and artistic

villas and bungalows are to be erected thereon.
Messrs. Palgrave and Co. are the architects for
t he developments.

At a largely attended meeting of Convocation
of the University of London held on Tuesday,
Sir Edward Busk presiding, an instruction was
carried to tlie Senate to negotiate for a fitting

site for the University.

A Local Government Board inquiry will be
held at Poole. Dorset, on Tuesday next into an
application of the corporation for sanction to
a loan of £11.835 for street-improvement works
in High-street and Towngate-street.

.\t Crovdon. veslerday (Thursday), Mr. H.
Shelford Bidwell. an insnector under the Local
Oovernment Board, conducted an inquiry into
an application from the corporation for sanction
to borrow £97.550 for works of water supply
,'ind town's water drainage.

The urban district council of Willesden have
referred to a sub-committee the question of
llie extension of the municipal offices. Two
schemes, estimated to cost respectively £22,000
and £29.000. have been prepared by Mr. P.
Claude Robson. the surveyor to the coimcil.

Sir Aslon Webb has now completed the work
of the new reredos al Harrow Parish Church:
Imt the altar-rail has still to lie provided. The
reredos has been erected, by subscription, to the
memory of William Oxenham Hewlett, a
Master in Chancery and a distineuished
Harrovian, and to his father. Dr. Thomas
Hewlett, surgeon to Harrow School.

The new Territorial drill-hall in Mainridtre.
Boston, erected by the Lincolnshire Territorial
Force Association, at a cost of £1,800, for the
C Company, 4th Battalion Lincolnshire Regi-
ment, was opened bv Maior-General Bethune
CV.O.. C.B.. on October 2. The hall has been
erected bv Messrs. J. W. Pinder and Son, of
Boston, and Messrs. Scorer and Gamble, of
Lincoln, were the architects.

The city council of flarlisle agreed on Momlay
lo accept an offer made by Mr. Robert Daltoii
lo .sell to the city 743 square yards of land for
£350. for the purpose of constructing a cross-
street from Queen-street to Broad Guards, in
the Caldewgate district, with the object of
enabling the council to demolish a qnantitv of
propertv which had been condemned by ' the
medical officer of health under the Housin" Act
The new street will be constructed by the cilv

"I'^VZ"^''^
"^'''^ "' ="' estimated further outla'v

of ,£535.

_
A special meeting of subscribers to the British

School at Athens will be held at the Rooms of
the Society of Antiouaries. Burlington House
on Tuesdav week, the 28lh. at 5 pm The
chair wdl be taken by Ihe Riglil Hon .Tames
Bryce. O.M. The Director of Ihe Sdiool, Mr.
R. M. Dawkins, will describe his highly suc-
(fes.sful excavations at the Kamares cave, in
Crete—a site which gave its name to perhaps
the most striking class of early Cretan pottery
Mr. F. W. Hasluck, the Assistant Director, has
already returned to Asia Minor to pursue his
epigraphical and historical studies.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

KIDDERMINSTER SEWAGE-DISPOSAL.—
A special meeting of Kidderminster Town
Council has been held to receive a report from
their engineers. Messrs. Willcox and Raikes.

When the borough was extended, demands were
made by the Worcestershire County Council as

to sewage not being treated within a certain

distance of Stourport and of the main road,

and that, tank treatment should be adopted,
with the result that the Kidderminster Cor-

poration entered into a contract with the Earl

of Dudley to purchase two additional farms
adjoiiung the sewage farm. W^hen the scheme
was sulunitted to the Local Government Board,
lliat Board objected to the acquisition of so

much land, and suggested liacterial treatment
of the sewage. Messrs. Willcox and Raikes now
reported on the alternative s.vstems of land and
bacterial treatment, and advised that land
treatment be continued, having regard to its

financial advantages, to the large area of land
available, and to its special adaptability for

the purpose. Bacterial treatment would be
al)out double the annual cost of land treatment,
and. while land was a, considerable asset, the
capital spent, on a liacterial system could not
be realised again. The council considered the
report, and it will be forwarded to the Local
Government Board.

LEGAL, INTELLIGENCE.
TRESPASS WITHOUT NOTICE TO AVERT

DANGER. —Kirhy v. Chessum. — Mr. Justice
Avory and a jury heard on Tuesday an action

for trespass brought by F. .T. Kirby. the land-

lord of 47. High-street North. East Ham.
against J. Chessum and Sons, builders, who
were engaged on the extension of the premises
of the branch post-office on the adjoining site,

under contract with H.M. Office of Works, who
were ioined as third parties. Mr. Colam, K.C.
for plaintiff, explained that, in the course of

excavations for the new post - office, the
defendants removed the soil from under part
of the north wall of tlie plaintiff's house, and
put in a foundation of lirickwork and concrete.

They liad no right to do this work without the
previous consent of the owner of the propertv.
E^-idence to this effect was given bv Mr. C. .T.

Dawson, P.R.T.B.A., of Barking, and Sir John
Rethell, M.P.. surveyor, the agent for plaintiff's

property. For the defendant. Mr. Acland. KC.
.argued that when a liuilder realised that some-
thing which had been done was likely to cause
danger to himself or liis workmen, or to adjoin-
ing premises, he was entitled to take such steps
as might be necessary to avert the danger. The
prima-facie right of the owner was then over-
ridden by the duty to preserve life and property.
For this contention the cases of "Kirk v.

Gregory." "Cope v. Sharpe." "Angus v.

Dalton." and otiiers were quoted. Mr. .Justice

.-\vorv pointed out that in all the cases cited

tlie danger was not caused bv the person who
took the steps to avert it. Mr. John Ruther-
ford, an architect under H.M. Office of Works,
and Mr. F. ,T. Lawrence, quantity surveyor,
gave evidence for the defendant. The jury re-

turned a verdict for the plaintiff, and assessed
the damages at £20: they also found that the
danger to the plaintiff's premises was not so
imminent thai it was reasonably necessary to do
the work of underpinning without first obtain-
ing the plaintiff's consent. Before j\idgment is

entered, further argument will be heard by his
Lordship on the legal point whether an amend-
ment of the pleadings was necessary before
plaintiff could recover.

-«*»^

A licensed building, to be known as the Park
Lane Hotel, is about to be built at the corner
of Piccadilly and Brick-street, from plans by
Mr. Charles W. Stephens, of Hans-road. S.W.

'

A Local Governnient Board inquiry has been
held at Bristol into an application of the cor-
poration for sanction lo borrow £27,542 for
the provision of public baOis in Gloucester-road,
Horfield. The plans were prepared by Mr. L. s!
McKenzie, the city engineer.

The Bishop of Chichester dedicated on Satur-
day, at Bexhill. the Malet Memorial Institute,
which has been erected by Lady Ermyntrude
Mahfl in memory of her late" husband. Sir
Edward Baldwin Malet, formerly British
Ambassador to Germany.

The offices of the Hearts of Oak Benefit
Society in Euston-road are about to be extended
eastwards, to front that thoroughfare, Church-
way, and Grafton-place. The architects for
the original premises, Messrs, Nicol and Nicol,
of Colmore-row, Birmingham, are carrying out
the enlargement.

(But (BBa fabk.

Mr. Haldane Macfall, lecturing on Friday
evening in the Walker Art Gallery, Liver
pool, in connection with tlie Autumn Exhi-
bition, gave a penetrating study of art. True
art he defined as the power of conveying to

others the feelings and impressious one had
experienced. The power which raised man
above the beasts was the power of com-
munion with his fellows, to make them feel

what he himself had felt, either by means of

words, paintings, or even make-believe. It

was through art that man had been raised

above the beast, and if he was to rise higher,
tlien it must be still through art. It was the
first impulse of a crying child to make one
feel by facial expression or action something
of the pain it might be feeling. Speaking of

modern art, Mr. Macfall said that whenever
a nation began to pay their greatest atten-

tion to old masters and to neglect new
artists, it was a sign that that nation was
coming to its extremity. People could not

rise to great things unless they could utter

great things.

Mr, Banister Fletcher, in a lecture on
"Egyptian Architecture," delivered at the

British Museum on Tliursday afternoon in

last week, remarked that all art came from
the art of the ancients, and if we would
understand the most ancient of the arts

under its most ancient conditions in Egypt,
we must realise the humanistic side of the
Egyptians and the national life in which art

had its roots. We must try to enter into the
spirit of their religious beliefs and to under-
stand their social conditions, besides giving

due importance to the unusual geographical
and climatic conditions of that strange land.

The beginning of art might generally be
traced to the desire to give material expres-
sion to some ideal or to enslirine some deep
belief. This was specially true in regard to

Egyptian craftsmanship. The Pyramids, the
greatest monuments of antiquity that had
come down to us, were the result of the
Egyptian belief in immortality and a future
state. Under those everlasting mounds of

masonry they sought to preserve the body for

tlie return of the soul. Then, too, the
powerful priesthood with an unlimited
authority upheld the traditional, mysterious,
and unchangeable religious rites which were
reflected in the plan, building, and wall deco-
ration of the temples within an enclosing
wall to keep the common people outside the
precincts ; though in the absence of public
iiuildings, the outer court was used as a

market and place of assembly.

The new session at Edinburgh College of

Art has now been opened. Rapid progress is

now being made with the laying out of the
grounds of the college. The sculpture hall

and museum are now open to the public on
Saturdays, and the animal studio is open
four days a week for drawing and painting
and one for sculpture. The temporary
bronze-easting shed is being replaced by a

new building at the west end of the college,

beside the animal studio. The scheme of

decoration, too, is fast advancing towards
completion. Several changes in the per
sonnel of the staff have taken place, these
being as follows:—In architecture, Mr.
Bailey S, Murphy, Lie. R. I.E. A., in place of

Mr. Ramsay Traquair, day classes; Mr. T.
-iikman Swan. A. R. I.E. A., in place of Mr.
William Davidson, Lie.R.I.B.A. ; lecturers
ill architecture, in place of Mr. Traquair.
Messrs. Frank C. Mears and Sidney H.
Miller; design and crafts. Miss Kathleen S.

Burns, formerly teacher of embroidery, has
been .succeeded by Miss Louie M. Chart,
London; and Mr. William H, Terris, as
teacher of illuminated writing.

The town - planning committee of the
Oldham Corporation has held a special
meeting, at which a report prepared by the
borough surveyor and Mr. F. Thorpe, arclii

lect, was presented. It was stated that in

I lie Limeside area 140 acres of land were
scheduled, in Roundthorn 227 acres, in

Waterhead 545 acres, and in Moorside 69G
acres. The mayor explained that if they
adopted the Tow-n Planning Act they would
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have power to limit the number of houses
ail acre, and thereby prevent overcrowding.
Thev could have an area round the buildings

without any great cost. At the present time,

for a small length of land in High-street they
were paying as much money as would carry
out the whole of the present scheme. He
thought that it was quite possible that in the
near future town planning would be made
compulsory. They need not de\elop the

whole of the area at once, and the cost of

adopting the Act was very small compared
with the advantages to be gained. The com
iiiittee recommended the town council to

grant permission for the preparation of a

scheme.

Colonel G. K) ffin-Taylor, M. P. (chairman),
presided at the final meeting for the current
municipal year of the Liverpool Housing
Committee, held on Friday. In reviewing
the year's work, he remarked that it had
been a period of unexampled progress. .\

block of new buildings bad been opened in

Northuml)er!and-street. In December last a
contract was entered into for the erection of

78 dwellings in relation to the St. Aiiiic-

street scheme, and considerable progress has
been made in the rebuilding. Unfortunately
the strike in the building trade has suspended
this work. Nine schemes approved by the
council last year have now received the ap-
proval of the Local Government Board. As
to three of these schemes, the whole of the
properties have been acquired, and plans for
rebuilding have been approved in respect of
two of the schemes. The completion of these
schemes will replace 747 insanitary dwellings
—most of them of the baek-to-back type-
by good .sanitary houses. The number of
houses of the back to back type still remain-
ing to be dealt witli is about 2,700. At pre-
sent the Liverpool Housing Committee Inne
2,747 dwellings under their control, repre-
senting a gross rental of .£27,51P, and of these
only 128 dwellings are unlet.

The challenge made by Mr. J. St. Loe
Strachey at the inauguration of his weather-
lioard model cottage which he built at a cost
of £150 on Merrow Downs, near Guildford,
that if anyone could build a cottage, on land
which he "would provide, for £100 he would
buy it for £110 if it stood a year, has been
accepted and won. Speaking' at a meeting
at Guildford in support of Copartnership
Garden Suburbs, Mr. Strachey said that his
own little effort had been entirely super-
seded. Mr. Arnold B. Mitchell, an architect,
had accepted his challenge and had put up a
cottage in brick and tile which had three bed-
rooms, a kitchen-parlour, scullery, and
offices. It was so obviously stable that he
had waived his right to wait a year, and had
drawn a cheque for £110 for 'Mr. Mitchell
last Wednesday. The cottage, \yhieh is near
Mr. Strachey's £150 model, was built in
seseti weeks by a London firm. At the same
meeting Mr. Strachey replied to the criticism
of the medical officer of health for the dis-
trict (Dr. Pierce) to the effect that it would
have been much better to have improved the
model cottage from the artistic point of view,
even if that had involved a certain amount
of extra cost. Admitting, for the sake of
argument, that his cottage was the ugliest
in the world, Mr. Strachey contended that it

would be a monstrous thing to increase the
cost of cottages in order to get better artistic
effect, because if public opinion forced
cottages to be put up more artistically and
expensively, the only result was to force
working men to pay for the pleasure of their
eyes. Higher rents ought not to be imposed
on the working men in that form, especially
as there were so many different views as to
what was artistic.

An interesting feature of the ideal cottage
at Olympia. designed by Mr. Ralph
Knott, was the Lignitine oil varnish
stain, matt finish, which was used on all the
interior woodwork, and is a product of the
well-known varnish and enamel manufac-
turers, Messrs. Robt. Ingham Clark and
Co., Ltd., of 6, Caxton House, Westminster.
This stain is also made with a glossy finish
to match exactly the various kinds of wood,
such as mahogany, walnut, oak, etc., so that
when used on soft wood or deal it produces

the exact appearance of the better class

timber. It is applied in the ordinary way
with a Ijrnsh, thus enabling the work of

staining and varnishing to he carried out in

one operation, and is useful for renovating
articles of furniture. All who are interested
are recommended to write to Messrs. Robt.
Inghani Clark and Co., Ltd., for full par
ticulars and prices.

The city council of Bristol discussed at

their meeting ou Tuesday for nearly three
hours the new clauses proposed to be
inserted in corporation contracts. Several
months ago the council appointed a com-
mittee, of which Mr. Whitefield was chair

man. to draft new clauses, and these were
adopted at a subsequent meeting of the

council. Then there came an objection from
the Master Builders' Association to sign

contracts under the altered conditions laid

ilown, and on the matter being again brought
Ix^fore the council a fresh committee was
.nppointed to go into the whole matter, with

the result that clauses containing modifica-

tions of the conditions previously imposed
upon contractors were now brought forward.
One of the modifications was the deleting of

the provision that persons entrusted with

contracts must have paid trade union or

standard wages three months before the date

of such contract. The Labour Party had
asked for six months, and the shorter period

had been adopted as a compromise. Mr.
Whitefield sought to have the three months'
condition restored, but though he pleaded

hard for it, and was supported by his

colleagues and others, the council declined

to accept the amendment. He was successful

in his effort to get clerks as well as work
people brought within the operation of the

clauses, and in regard to another amendment,
that the clauses should apply to work
executed on corporation properties outside

the area of the city. Alderman Pearson pro-

mised that before another meeting he would

endeavour, in conjunction with Alderman

Sheppard. to frame a clause which would

meet cases in which work was executed on

property adjacent to the city, providing that

the men engaged there should be paid the

Bristol rates.

The refusal of the Local Government

Board to sanction the loan of £8.000 for the

furnishing of the new guildhall at Hull created

a lively debate at the last meeting of the

city council. The Local Government Board

considered that the electrical fittings were

too costly, and that considerable saving could

be effected in the furnishing. Alderman

Hall, the chairman of the property com-

mittee, said that the matter was being re-

considered with a view to a reduction in the

cost. Mr. Fussey declared that one third of

the original estimate could be saved. Mr.

Emmersoii, of the Labour party, eliided the

members of the committee with not having

the pluck to defend their actions. An
attack having been made on the aldermanic

bench. Sir Alfred Gelder. M.P., F.R.I. B.A.,

said with emphasis that no man who had in-

dulged in cheap sneers would refuse the gown
if it was offered him. If aldermen were to be

subjected to sneers and insults, they would

find it a difficult matter to get experienced

men of integrity to retain their position or

come into the "council. An amendment to

place the furnishings of the guildhall with a

specially .selected committee was defeated.

Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.. Hen-
rietta-street, are the English publishers of

two useful American te-xtbooks. The first is

"The Elements of Specification Writing"
for .students in civil engineering, by R. S.

Kerby, C.E., which is published at 5s. (id.

The second is "Graphics and Structural De-
sign," by Professor H. D. Hess, M.E., of

Cornell University, issued at 12s. 6d. The
latter includes much that will help designers
of all structures, and not merely of machines.

The National Radiator Company, Ltd., is

represented at Olympia by Mr. Thomas
Potterton, who. in conjunction with the
South Metropolitan Gas Company, is exhibit-
ing one of their No. O-B-4 sectional water-
boilers, fitted with "Ideal" regulating
adjustment, including Sylphon damper regu-
lator; also a No. 101 Premier water-boiler

and a No. 12-D "Ideal" domestic boiler for

hot-water supply. In addition, there are
sliowii several "Ideal" radiators, including
the new "Ideal" plain wall radiators and
No. 8 " Ideal " towel-rail. .Vt the National Gas
Exhibition, four radiators are shown in the
"town house" e(|uipment. and in addition
a working apparatus with gas - boilers for

warming schoolrooms by low-pressure hot
water.

«*»^

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
1kii>\-i I'll ii\\i. .huiior In^UtiUi'.'ii "I Dnt^lneer .

" Kducation . Some Kutidoiii Keflec-
tious," by George Kvetts. 39, Victoria-
street, S.W.

Satchd.w (To-Moaaow).- Institution of Mimicipal
and County Engineers. Soulh-Eastern
District Meeting at the PaviUon,
Brighton. 12 noon.

W'miNKsn.w. — Manchester Societ5' of .Architects.

"The Development of the Theatre."
by A. K. Rit:hardsou.

TucKsn.vY.- Institution of Civil Engineers. .James
Forest Lecture. " Progx-css of Marine
Construction." by Alexander Gracic,
M.V.O. UD.m.

Architectural .\ssociation of Ireland,
['residential Address bs' Professor W.
A. Scott, A.R.I.B.A.

Kuio.VY (Oct. -n't.—Glasgow .\i-chitectural Crafts-
men's Society. "The Execution of

Reinforced Concrete Work," by Robert
Park. 8 p.m.

Mr. Edwin Seward. F.R.I.B.A . has been
appointed architect to the Llandough Hospital.

Cardiff.

The salary of Mr. G. C. Copestick. architect

iv> the Derbyshire Standing Joint Committee,
has been increased to £255 per annum.

The man who is "going to do some adver-

tising next year—maybe" gets his advertising,

in the end, in the shape of an obituary.

Leatherhead School is being relmilt after the

recent fire, and Mr. Leonard Martin. F.R.I.B.A..
is the architect. X good library will form part
of the undertaking.

The hospital for women about to be erected
lit Clapham will be staffed by women in all

departments. The site is near the common,
and Mr. M. E. CoUins, of Old Broad-street, E.G.,

is the architect.

The Local Government Board have given
sanction to the application of the Dawlish
Urban District Council to borrow £2,500 for

the purchase and adaptation of the Knowle
Estate for municipal buildings.

Mr. Charles Lock, of High Wycomije. valuer
of the .-Aylesbury and Buckingham district under
the Finance Act. iias been appointed land agent
and surveyor to the Essex County Council Small
Holdings Committee at a salary of £300, rising

to £400 per annum.

Mr. R. Stephen Ayliug. F.R.I.B.A.. who has
actively associated himself with the advocacy
of better accommodation and provision of public
abattoirs, is working out an extensive under
taking of this character for Callao. a port of

Peru, South America.

The first of a series of University Extension
lectures on " The History and .Architecture of

London " was delivered in St. Peter's Church,
Cornhill, on Saturday afternoon, by Mr. Allen
S. Walker, who pointed out that the cross-roads
at that point marked the centre of the original

Roman city. TJie church was largely rebuilt
in the 15th century, afid was again reconstructed
Ijy Wren after the Great Fire.

Extensive additions are about to he made to
the Convent of the Sisters of the Holy Faith
in Clarendon-street. Dublin. Mr. P. J. Munden.
Exchequer-street, Dublin, is the architect. The
new wing of dormitories and reception-room will

have a frontage of 42ft. to the street, will he
four stories in height, and will contain twentv-
apartments, while ou the first floor there will

be an oratory and sacristy. The addition to
the existing building will be faced with stock
brick and buff brick dressings.

The alterations and improvements to

Wednesbury town-hall and municipal offices,

which have been carried out at a cost of nearly
£4,000, are now practically completed. The
improvement scheme included the enlargement
of the municipal offices by taking in the old

education offices, the construction of a new
facade to the town-hall of stone- and brick-

work, tile redecoration of the interior, and the
provision of a new floor for the hall. .Additional

accommodation for the borough ofhi-ials. which
was badh' needed, has been provided.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, BelHian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £S 1 6 to £6 5

Steel Joists. EnRlish 7 10 7 13
7 5
8 1

8 10

WrouKbt-Iron Girder Flatea 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 3

Bar Iron, Rood Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 .. 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron—
South Staffs 8 0.. 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,. 9 10
Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 30. No. 33 to 34

6ft. to 6ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £0
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

Eolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
Holled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ., ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5

. , 9
n . , 8 10 n
n . . 7 10 n

. , 9 5

. , 5 5
1) ,

—
u , , —

.

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised—
13 B.W.G.

£11 15s. per ton.

3 6 to £6
.. 6

7 6 .. 6

to 8 9 10 11

£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 5s.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6
4in.to6in 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. C)d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. .. 758. Od

Wrougbt-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 3i per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 72i ..

Steam-Tubes 67i ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 63i .,

Galvanised Steam- rubes 579 .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 15
Lead Water Pipe. Town 24 10

.. Country 25 5
Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 25 10

.. ,. ,. Country 36 5
LeadPipe. Tinned inside. Town 26 10

„ Country 27 5
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town
.. ., .. .. Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town...
,, ,, Country

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4Mn.) Town
„ ,, „ Country
[Over 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods ni

Copper. British Cake and Ingot I'.i 10
Tin. English Ingots 1S7 5
Do.. Bars 1,S3 5
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 31 10
Sheet Lead. Town 34

Country 24 15
Genuine White Lead 30 15
Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 29
Old Lead, against account 19
Tin per cwt. 10 10
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
ravy brand 11

29
39 15
27 10
28 5
27 lU
38 5

to £21
0., —

„ —
„ —
„ -
„ —
.,

-

„ —
„ —
„ —
„ —
,. —
.. —

.

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

,

.

,

.

•M 10
80
187 15
138 10

6 ..

TIUBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :-
Ist quality £38 to
2na ., 26 ..

„ " •• .. 3rd „ 16 „
Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,,

.. ,. Miramichi 9 10 ,','

., Boards : Swag 110
Red Deals; rchangel 1st quality 21 !!

" .1 2nd ., 16 ',',

>• •• •• 3rd „ 13 .,

•. „ St. Petersburg-
" •• .. 1st quality 16 10 „
'• " „ .• ?°'l • II 10 „
• „ Wyburg & Uluaborg 12 10

Gefle. Gothenburg,
,_ . „ and Stockholm ... 13 10 ..White Deals: Crown ij o

Seconds n ig o
Flooring: White and Planed—

Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
Ist. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 6 "
Red Planed. 1st quality 14 10 '

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ..Lignum Vit£B Per ton 7 ..

,, ,, „. _ , Per cubic
^ ollow Pine Logs (waney board) 5
Pitch Pine Logs 3 *

liirch : (Jiiobec Logs .'. 3 3 '.'.

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 o"
Mahogany

' Gaboon _ 3

£45
33
18 10
11 10
10 10
13
34
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

33
14

foot.

3
3

8
3

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

£30 to £25
16 ,. 21

Per cubic foot.

3
3

10
8
7

4

3

Teak : Burmese, per load. 50ft.

Teak : Java, per load. 50ft
I'er cuDic roo

OakPIanks: U.S.A.. imported 1 9 to 3 6

.. Boards ., .. Prm. 3 0., 036
„ Mdm. 3 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3., 029

sawn planks... 13.. 030
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0.. 066

Walnut: Mdm. .. ., 3 6 ., 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3.. 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9., 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4., 039

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 3 0.. 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...060,, 090

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5 0.. 066
Lagos and Benin 4 6.. 060
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
.. Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitte

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 3 3

Red Corsehill. ditto ... .. 3a
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ., 3
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 110
Cbilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto ,. 3
Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

• AH P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :
—

Brown White

3
14

13
14

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or
j

Pimlico Wharf }

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

per 1.000 of
1,200 at r.stn

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20xio ... 13 12 6
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Bine Bangor 20x10 ... 13 3 6
30x12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20x10 ... 13
20x12 ... 13 15
16 X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 30x10 ... 15 17 6

20x13 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 30xio ... 11 13 6
18x10 ... 9 12 6

16 X 8 ... 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 114
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose ...... 4
Best Stourbridgd
Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic 5 4 10 6
Facing Bricks I

[river.

Uvered
at rly. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per' 1.000
Bricks £2 jg Q

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto...............' 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34' in
thickest part 3

ol"
CWmney Bricks fit for out'si'de work'!!!"! 3 6

3ft ditto ditto through and through 3
3ft Beaded, Ovolo and Kovel Jambs ; Octa-
gons

; 2i" and J" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns

3 7
AccringtonAirBrick6.9"x2cour'8e'de'ep, "each 6
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course .

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, ih" soffit, per foot opening
4 ditto '^ —
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

3

Not free on tail or free on boat at works

3 11

3
4 6

2 6

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OLAZKS, (PER 1.000.)

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose. and 4iin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 31 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 B
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICEB.

litvotchors and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers—
.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £33 17 6

.. Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C mipass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above
[

exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin
Is. 2d. each ' by2ftin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Haaders, £1 per 1,(X)0 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
8. a.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,,
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,,

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G-Ound Blue Lias Lime ...31 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tilea 43 per 1000 ry. stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,. ..

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,. ..

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. .. ..

Valleytiles 3 „ .. ..

Selected '* Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 .. .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,. ,, ,

Hip tiles 3 lOj perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 4J
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ., ..

Ornamental tiles 50 ,. .. ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 .. .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 .. ., ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6 „ ,, „
Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 .. .,

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do 50 .. ,. ..

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, pertun£38 15 to £39 5
Do., brown 26 15 „ 37 5
Cottonseed, refined , ... 39 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 46 ., 46 10
Do.. Ceylon 43 10 ,. 43
Do.. Mauritius 42 10 ., 43
Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 10
Oleine 17 5 .. 19 5
Spei-m , ... 30 ., 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6S ,, 6j
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 .. 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 2^.. —
Baltic Oil 2 6,, —
Turpentine 3 7*,, —
''""^'S'edTir)':!°:|p—'• " ^ » .. -

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n _
' Stority " Brand ) " D 10 ..

OLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 3d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4id.
Tbii-ds 2id. ... 3M. ... 4»d. ... 6ld.
Fluted Sheet 33d. ... 3W. ... 6}d. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : *in. '/isin. iin.

2}d. ... 3jd. ... 3d.
Figured Boiled and Reponseine White. Tinted

3id. ... 5d.
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VARNISHES, &0. I'er Ballon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Supeiflne Palo Elastic Oak 13 8

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Palo French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal lOuamol 14
Extra Palo Paper 12 9
Best Japan Ookl Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

«»
TRADE NOTES.

Tlie aulliorilifs iU (iuys Hospital, London,
are rendering the basement walls of the hospital

with I'udloed cement to make them damp
proof.

Messrs. Powley and Padtlon. the iiOndon
representatives of Muribloc (Partition Slabs),

Ltd., have removed their ofiBces to Garlick
Chambers. Garlickliill. Cannon-street, E.G.

Under the direction of Mr. J. E. Teare, archi-

tect, Douglas, Isle of Man, the Boyle system
of ventilation (natural, embracing Boyle's latest

patent "Air-pump " ventilators and air-inlets).

has been applied to Sidby Chapel, Isle of Man.

OeiLVIE&CO.

Telephone: DALSTON l.t"-^

Many years connected with
the Ute firm of W. H.
LASt.EM,ES A CO., of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^Th"e%^^'

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLY TO-
WM.

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O

TENDERS.
•»* Correepondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.
Crossness, S.E.—For the supply of steam, exhaust,

feed, and circulating water pipes and valves at the
enlarged portion of Crossness pumping station, now
approaching completion, for the London County
Council ;

—

Le Has, E., and Co., London
Boving Hud Co., Ltd. , London
Alton and Co., Ltd.. Derbv
Proctter, F. M., & Oo., Ltd., Sale
Spencer, J., Ltd., Wednesbury ...

£7.9.50
e.ssii

5,805 u
6,800 (1 ()

5,570

Coi.cHEsTET;,—For the erection of Hamilton-road
conned school, for the Colchester Borough Education
Committee. Mr. Duncan W. Clark, A.R.I.B.A.,
P..\.8.1., ;J, High-street, Colchester, architect. Mr.
J. B. H. Low, (J.S.A,, 71, Duke-stroot, Chelmsford,
i|uanlitv surveyor :

—

A. B. C. D.
Smith J., and Son. 8. Norwood:—
*9,770 ...£6« ...£1,109 U ...£11,523
Roper. C. iDSwich i—

9,317 ... 637 ... 1,127 ... 11,111
Beaumont, R., Loxden :—

9,213 ... 589 ... 1,087 ... 10,889
Dobson, G., and Son, Colchester :—

9,173 ... B30 ... 995 ... 10,787
Ward, T. J.. Colchester :—

8,;i79 ... 568 ... 1,111 ... lO.H.is

Parren and Son, Earith, Hunts ;—
8,698 .) ... 57ti ... 1.090 18 ... 10,565 3

Smith, H., Clacton -on-Sea :
—

8,966 ... .S73 ... 1,008 ... 10,637
Kidman and Sons, Cambridge* :

—
8,836 . 690 ... 9.-,0 ... 10.375

• Recommended for acceptance.

A.—Mam buildings. B.— Latrines and playsheds.
C—Boundary walls, fences, and playgrounds.
D.—Total. Alternative tenders :

—
A. B.

Smith, J. and Son, S. Norwood iH3 ... £10
hoper, C. Ipswich -48 10 ... 13 10
Beaumont, R., Lexden 21 7 ... 32
Dobson. G., and Son, Colchester 41 0.. 26
Ward, T. J., Colchester 18 « ... 35 U
Parren and Son, Earitb, Hunts 104 13 ... 23 8 6
Smith, H.,Clacton-on-8ea ... Hi 6 .. H)

Kidman and .Sons, Cambridge .. 60 ... 25
A.—Estimate No. 1 :—If pla/.ed stoneware coping is

used in lieu of brick on edge to boundary walls, add.
B.—Estimate No. 2: — If artificial stone coping is used
in lieu ot brick on edge to boundar.v walls, add.

(Contimied on page XJ )'.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Oct. 31-

Nov. 1-

„ 1

..
18-

.. 29-

19U.
Jan. 2-

-HoueeBand riannrnp, York £100, £50, £25 F. W. Spurr, City Engineer, liuildhall, York.
-Royal Palace, Sofia, Bulgaria Section d'Architecture au MiniBtere dee Travaux Publics, Sofia.
-Law Courts. Sofia, Bulgaria Section d'Architecture au Ministero des Travaux Publics, Sofia.
-Destructor, Schaerbeek-lez-Bruxelles Service de ringerieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.
-Band Pavilion, West Cliff, Folkestoae (limit of coat

£20,000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., 34, Bedford-
square, W.C., Assessor) .*

.'. A. F. Kidson, Tovrn Clerk, Folkestone.
-New Offices lor Board of Trade, &c., Whitehall Garaene,

8.W. [R. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.
.T. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb. C.V.O , CO.,
R.A.. Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
with £300 Honorarium each The Secretary, H.M, Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

-Mancheeter Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings
and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 13 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

-Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. B.
CoUcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive 3,000dol8. each R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont,

-Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1," Via Garibaldi, Verona.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Oct. 18—School, Additions to, BowHng Back-laue, Bradford
,, 18—Workhouse, Terrazzo Flooring at, Cardiff
,, 18— House, Clark's Farm, Madford, Hemyock
,, 18— Infants' School. Midland-road, Bradford
„ 20—Asylum, Extending Male Airing Court at, Beverley
„ 20— Council School, Grantham
,, 20—Workhouse. Laundry at. West Hill, Dartford
„ 20—New Poet Office. Bolton
,, 20—Councd School, Upcer Loughor
.. 20—shop and Billiard Hall. New Dock, Llanelly
,, 20—Tufccan Vdla, Alteraiions to. Workington
,, 20— New L'epartroent, Westem-rd. Council School, Sheffield...
,, 20—Dye House. Albion Mills, Morley
,, 20— Cart Shed, Extension of, Trade-'streot, Cardifi
,, 20— House, Titness-street. Buckie
,. 20—Houtcs (14). Pontygwindy-road, Caerphilly
,. 20—Five Shops and Billiard Hall, Llanelly
,, 2P—School Extecsions (3U0 places), Rhiw-Syr-Dafydd
„ 21—Cottages (130). Tilbury
„ 21—Gorton (Temporary) Labour Exchange, Manchester
,, 21— Stores, Extensions to, Skelmanthorpe
», 21—Sanatorium, Heath Charnock, near Chorley
,, 22—Workhouse, Additions to, lae Hill, Sundridge
„ 22—Cottage at Sacaionum, tenelf, Yorks
,, 22— Repairs to Forts {Six Months), Milford Haven
,, 22— Sheltered Banaetand and Pavilion, Clacton-on-Sea
,, 22—Carnegie I,ibrary, Didubury
,, 22—Culture HouEG at Howell's County School, Llandaff
„ 22— Price's School. Additions to Master's House, 1^'areham
,, 23—Gjmnasium at Technical School, Workington
,, 23—Chimney Stalk, Waterloo-street Post Office, Glasgow
,, 23—Council School, Repairs to, Olovelly

„ 23—Chimney at Stoves Depot, Cambridge-street, Manchester
„ 23— Cottages (14), Repair of, Mnuver-st., Blackfriars-rd., 8.E.

,, 23— Operating Room at Infirmary, Additions to, Rotherhitbe
,, 24— Drill Hall, tixten&ions to, Granby-street, Loughborough .

,, 24— bchool, ftaddleworth Frie.;Iand

„ 24—Vicarage, St. Wiifnds-road, Lidget Green, Bradford
,, 25— I'own Hall and Technical School, Omat^h
„ 25—Two Shops, Aberkentig
,, 25—Primary Hall and Uiuh-rooms, Fairlight Hall, Tooting ..,

,, 27—Cottages C-*'). OJtenham
,, 27— Drill Hall, Glastonbury
,, 27—Masonry Archway, Trelewis ,.,

,, i7—Workshops and Glass Sheds, Warwick-road, Kensington
„ 28—ChUdren'B infirmary. Alterations to, Upper Norwood, S.E.

BUILDINGS.
Education Committee

Education Committee .

Education Committee
Guardians
H.M, Works Commissioners .

Glamorgan County Council .

Mrs. Byerb
Education Committee
R. and J, Horsfall
Corporation
G. Oowie
Co-op. Grarden Village Society..

Monmouthshire Education Com. ..

Urban District Council
H.M. Works Commissioners
Industrial Society, Ltd
Lancashire County Council
Sevenoaks Guardians
Halifax Health Committee
War Department
Urban District Council
Manchester Libraries Committee

Price's Charity Governors
Cumberland Education Committee .

H.M, Works Commirisionors

Gas Committee
bt. Martin's-iu-Fields Trustees
Guardians
Leicester Terr. Force Assoc
West Riding Education Committee
Trustees
Urban District Council
J. T. Jones
Ragged School Union, &c
Evesham Rural District Council
Territorial Force Association
E. Lewis and Sons
Borough Council ;

Lambeth Guardians

The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.
A. J. Harris, Clerk, Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.

.T. Carter, Madford. Hemjock.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford,
R. H. WhiteiDg. Archt., Ladygate, Beverley.
The Borough Surveyor's Office, Guildhall, Grantham.
Tait and Hobbs, Archts., Low field-street, Dartford.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate S.W.
The Glamorgan County Hall. Cardiff.

O. P. Bevan, Archt., Express Chambers, Merthyr,
W. G. Scott and Co., Archts.. 2. Park-lane, Workington.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Sheffield.

T. A. Buttery, L.R.I.B.A., Queen-street, Morley,
The City Engineer, City Hall, Carditl.

W. Hendry, Archt.. 91, West Church-.'street, Buckie.
A. H. Moitram, Archt., i, Park-place, Cardiff.

O. P. Bevan, Archt., Express Chambers, Merthyr,
J. Bain, F.R.J.B.A., County Council Offices, Newport. Mon.
Pepler and Allen, Archie., 1, Arundel-atreet, Strand, W.G.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
J. Berry and Sons, Archts., 3, .Market-Dhice, Hudderefield.

J. B. Jolly. Archt., 9. High-street, Chorley.
E. Pawley, F.R.I. B.A., 14h. High-street, Sevenoaks'.
J. Lord, M.I.C.E.. boro' Eng., Town Hall, tlalifax.

The Royal Engineer Office, Hobbs Point, Pembroke Dock.
Daniel Bowe, our.. Town Hall Buildings, Clacton-on-Sea.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester.
C. E. baliiday, F.S.A., 10, Labtle-aireet, Cardiff.

W. Cobbett. Archt., Wett-street, Fareham.
Clark and Motciop, Archts., Feethanis, Darlington.
H.M. Citlice of Wcrks, -i, Parliamont-fc-iuare, Edinburgh.
J. Loit, (Jorrespondent, Cioveily.

F. A. Price, Bupt., Gas Department, Town Hall, Manchester.
A. A. Kekewick, M.S. A., 12, Norfolk-street, Strand.
A. H. Newman. F.R.I.B.A., Railway-ap.. London Bridge. S.E.

A. H. Walker, Archt., Town Hall, Lougnborough.
The Education Aichitect, County Hall, Wakefield.
Woolfali and Eccles, FF.R.l.B.A., hi). Castle-street, Liverpool.

J. M. Robinson. Archt., 7, Market Buildings. Londonderry.
P. J. Ihomas, Archt., Bridgend.
W. E. Johnbon, Archt., 14, fleathdene-road, Streatham, S.W.
S. H. Wadams, Clerk, Union Offices, Evesham.
A. J. Pictor. A.B.I.B.A., Bruton.
W. Kinsman, 3, Taff'-street, Pontypridd.
The Borough Engmeer, Town Hall, Kensington.
J, L, Goldspiuk, Clerk, Brook-etreet, Kennmgtou-road, S.E.
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Oct. 28-

^, 28

,, 28-

28-

,^ 58-

20-

,,
29-

j^ .11-

j^
31-

,^ 81-
Nov. o-

^1 11-

No date-
(io

do
do
do
do
do
do

Oct. 17-

J,
111-

ai-
2:f-

,j
28-

^^ 2:1-

„ 31-
31-

Nov. J-

,, 12-

jj 12-

,,
12-

1^ IB-
17-

^
18-

Dec. 3-

^,
11-

Mar. 18-

Uct. 17-

»'

18-

,1
18-

ji 18-

J,
20-

J,
20-

„ 20-

1^ 21-

„ 21-

,j 22-

,, 22-

J, 23-

^
23-

^,
23-

ij 23-

,,
23-

ij
2.1-

M 26-

BVl'LJyi'NGrS—continued.
-Nine Pairsof Cottaees. Fiphpoud-lane. Holbeach Urban Discnct Council

-Buildirgs. Ksteneion of. Warrington Electricity and Tratawaya Com
-Three Schools. Vieille Rne de la Porte du Sae, Ghent -
-Coftapes and Farm Bnildinga. Lakenheath West Suffolk County CouuoU ...

-PouDcil School, Additionft to. Aldinebonrnft
-Various Buildinps. (Cavalry Barracks, Redford Secretary of State for War
-University, Kxtension of. Sh<^ffield

-Kew Wards. Cottat^^e Hoppital, Tredegar
-Saron M.C. Chapel. Penycae, Port Talbot Chapel Trustees
-Sorting Office. Rnlaraiuer. Rotherbithe H.M. Works Commissioners
-Hoppital. Additions to. Aketon. Normanton Joint iRoIation Hoepital Com
-Rebuildine No. 18. Peas Hill. Cambridge Town (Council

-Eflf-tern Valleys Brewery. Alterations at. Pontnewynydd Phillips and Sons. Ltd
-H0UFP8 (Itil, APhton-road, Castieford Industrial Co-operative Soc. Ltd. ...

-Warehoiipp. Alterations to, London, E.('

-Weeleyan Church Additions to. Mabletborpe
-Vicarapc Rouse. St. Hilda's Church, Halifax
-Parish Hall. Ardwick, Manchester Bishop of Manchester's Commission
-New Bjja, Bridlington.
-Greenmeadow Inn, Additions to, Llangeinor

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
-Extra High Tension ('ables, Shanghai Municipal Council
-Telephone Cables. Malines
-Electrical Works, County Buildings, Dumfries County Council
-Storase Battery, Sale ... Urban District Council
-Plant, Warrington Electricity and Tramways Com
-Sipam Turbines. Condensers, &c., London. K.C East India Railway Co
-Telephone Instruments, ice, Wellington, N.Z.....
-Machinery and Plant, Damanhour .. Egyptian Ministry of the Interior ...

-In&ulators, -Melbourne Deputy Postmaster-General
-Two Altertiiting-current Voltage Regulators, Danedin ... City Corporation
-Switchlx)ard, Adelaide
-Arc Lamps, Melbourne Victorian Railways Commissioners
-Overhead Electrical Equioraent, Melbourne Suburban Railways
-Plant, Pernik Slate Coal Mine. Sofia

,

-Electric Crane tor Discharging Coal. \'aiencia Harbour
-Electric Motor. Melbourne Victorian Railways Com
-Switchboard, Wellington, N.Z City Corporation ,

Switchboards, Sydney, N.8.W .'.

F. Burdett Ward. M.S. A.. 8. South Brink. Wisbech.
, S. P. Silcock, Archt., 6, Egypt-street, Warrington.
Bureau dea Travaux. Ghent, Belgium.
A. A. Hunt. M.S.A-. Archt.. Abbeygate-gt., Bury St. Edmunds.
H. P. Roberta. F.R.I.B.A., ThurloeHouFe Higli-st., Worthing.
The Dirpctor of Army Contracts, War Office, S.W.
Gibbs. Flocktnn. & Teather. Archts., St. James's-row, Sheffield.
A. E. Webb M.a.A., Blackwood. Mon,
D. L. Evans. Arcbt., Courtland Chambers. Port Talbot.
J. Rntberford. H.M.Otficeof Works, a2. Carlisle-place, S.W.
A. Hartley. Archt., County Chambers, Castleford.
The Porougii Surveyor, Guildhall. Caraliridge.
Swallwell and Havard. Archts., 202. Dock -street, Newport, Mon,
GarHide and Pennington. Archts., Pontefract.
C. \ . Stevens and Co., oti, Buckingham Gate, Westminster,
A. E, Lambert, Archt., 28, Park-row. Nottingham.
Jackson and Fox. Archts., Rawson-street, Halifax.
K. H. Lingen Barker. Aichiiect. 78. JKing-atreet, Manchester .

Freeman, Hon, and (iaskell, Archts., 11. Carr-lane, Hull.
Cook and Edwards, MM.S.A., Bridgend.

Preece. Cardew, and Snell, 8. Queen Anne's Gate, S.W,
Hotel des Postes. Place de la Monnaie, Brussels.
W. Arnot, Elec. Eng.. 163. Hope-street, Glasgow.
C. .T.Wood Electricity Works, School-road, Sale.
F. V. L. Mathias, Elec. Eng.. Howley, Warrington.
C. W. Young, Sec , Nicholas-lane, E.G.
The Public Works Office, Wellington. N.Z.
Mons. Le Directeur. Ministere de I'Interieur, Cairo.
The High Commissioner for Australia, 72, Victoria-street, S.W.
The Town Clerk. Dunedin, N.Z.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Adelaide.
The Chief Storekeeper, Victorian Railways Offices, Melbourne.
Merz and McLellan, Engs., 32, Victoria-street, S.W.
CommissioQ d'Adjudictition. Sofia, Bulgaria.
Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade. 73, Basinghall-st., E.C.
The Secretary, Victorian Railways Offices, Melbourne.
The Electrical Engineer. Harris-ttreet, Wellington, N.Z.
The Deputy Postmaster-General, Sydney, New South Wales.

-Waterworks. Diest, Brabant
Bridge Repairs, Durham
-Heating System, Workhouse, Cardiff
-Water Supply, Swinelleet
-Motor Ambulance, Wimbledon
-Harbour Works. Porto Alegre. Brazil
-Repairing Footbridge, Glanyant, Pengam
-Fire Hydjants, Brussels
-Irrigation Works, Loughborough
-E.xtension of Water Mains, Mettet, Namur
-Extension of Chatelineau Water Service, Mons, Belgium
-Biidgework, London, E.C '.

-Water Softener, !cc.. at Inhrmary, Rotherhithe, S.E
-Quay and Breakwater, San Leonardo, Ital.y

-Pier Improvement. Southend-on-Sea
-Heating and Electric Lighting Hospital, Motherwell
-Timber Groynes, Silloth
-Water Extensions, Stanway. Evesham
-Relaying Main, Elmdon

ENGINEERING.

County Council
Guardians
Goole Rural District Coaacil
Corooration
Public Works Department
Gellygaer Urban District Council

Corporation

Gouvernemeut Provincial
Nii!;am'B Guaranteed State Rl.y. Co.

Corporation
Lanark District Committee
Holme Cuitram U.D.C

,

Joint Water Committee
Saffron Walden Rural Disi. Council.,

Bonrgmestre et EchevLns de la Ville do Diest.
W. Crozier. A.M.I.C.E., County Sur., Shire Hall. Durham.
8. W. Allen, M.I.M.E., Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.

G. England, Cterk, Bank Chambers, Goole,
A. S. Sheldon. Town Clerk, Wimbledon.
Directoria da Viacao Fluvial, Porto Alegre.
F. Read, A.M.I.C.E,, Council Offices, Hengoed.
The Director, 91, Rue Ducale, Bruxelles.
A. Walker, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Loughborough.
The Secretariat Communal, Mettet, Belgium.
M. le Gouvemeur de la Province dn Hainaut, Mons, Belgium.
M. T. Walker, Sec, Winchester House. Old Broad-st., B.C.
E. Pitts Fenton, Clerk, 283, Tooley-street, S.E.
The Ministry of Public Works, Rome.
E. J. Elford, M.I.C.E., Municipal Buildings, Southend-ou-SBa.
W. E. Whyte, District Clerk, District Offices, Hamilton.
J. C. Boyd, A.M.I.C.E., IH, Bauk-street, Carlisle.

Willcox and Raikes, 63, Temple-row, Birmingham.
J. A. S. Baily. Clerk, Saffron Walden.
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IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION
October ') to 25, ]'>].].

L I G N I T I N E
Permanent Oil Varnish Stains
have been e.xclusiv el\ used in the treatment of the

woodwork of the " Daily Mail " Cottage, at Olympia,
and no one should miss the opjiortunity of seeing the

pleasing effects obtained by the use of this specialty.

Varnish and Stain in one operation
Ml .in\ Colour—Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, etc. Call at the
"Cottage" or write us for ]iarticulars and full information

ROBT. INGHAM CLARK c\: CO LTD
C A XT ON HOUSk- WESTMINSTER SW
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Grosham's School Chapel, Holt, Norfolk. \iew and
plans. Messrs. John W. Simpson. F.R.I.H.A.,

and Maxwell Ayrton, A.R.I.B.A., Architects.

Strand, W.O.

New Cluh-houae, Toronto, Canada, for the Toronto

Hunt. Messrs. Darling anrl Pearson, Architects,

New (Jathedral, Tai-an-Fu, Shantung. North China.
View and plan. Messrs. .1. Francis Uoyle and
Sydney W. Doyle. Architects.

Lennards' Holiday Home, Weston-super-Mare. View
and plan. Messrs. Bridgman and Bridgman,
•Architects.

Details of The Big Seliool, Haileybury. Messrs.

.lohn W. Simpson, F.H.I.15.A., and Maxwell

.\yrton, A.U.1.B..A., Architects.

Concrete Ice-House for the Northern Pacific liaihuiy

at Pasco, Wash.

Construction Generally, and Arches in Particular,

CONSTllUOTION GENERALLY, AND
ARCHES IN PARTICULAR.

Building construction, as a science, has
been evolved in the technical development
of monuments erected to satisfy the
requirement.s of various ages in which they
were built ; hence the work in them is

typical of these ages. Modern construction
should express modern ideas, in modern
materials, and it is obvious that this con-
struction must of necessity, where it is con-
sistent, be original, for we cannot find any
precedent for present conditions in olden
times.

Before the invention of the loco-

motive, building construction was largely
a matter of locality

; but, in a small
country like this, rail transit distributes
material at a comparatively small charge,
and special types of building can no longer
be regarded as characteristic of localities

which originated them. Where oak forests
grew, "half - timber ' construction w-as

legitimate enough
; but to parody such a

method of building to-day in the suburbs
of London, where no oak has been grown
for ages, is absurd; and if the supposed
oak is cement, or, what is worse still, a
Swedish batten, the work is beneatli
contempt. Builders mercifully restrict this
kind of construction to house gables,
seldom venturing to treat wliole walls in a
similar niannei', so tliat the folly is not so
intolerable as it might be.

The expression "half-timber" is now
applied to any wall built with wooden
framing, and panelled with brick, or
stuccoed

; but the term was originally only
applied to houses the lower lialf of whicii
was wholly of stone or brick, wdiilst the
upper stories, which jn-ojected beyond the
walls, were necessarily oi timber fr.iming,
with iianelling as described. Trutli in con-
struction is one of tlie chief tilings to be
aimed at in building; but, judging from
the actual work of strenuous advocates for
this, they appear never to have known the
truth, or. if they did, they deliberately
ignored it. Men Iiave assured us that tliey

iiated shams m building, and when we
asked why they lined a cement surface to
look like stonework, the answer was: "to
break the monotony of the surface." But
they forget that this did not necessitate
the blocks "breaking joint" in the courses.
Really, of course, the idea was to make a
cheap material look as if it were a costly
one. This imitation of costly things by
clleap substitutes, is a weakness of human
nature, catered tor on all hands. It is to
be observed in our houses, the furniture wc
place in them, the pictures on tlie walls,
and even in the clothes we wear. Honesty
in building construction, especially the

speculative part, is a virtue seldom

practised nowadays, partly from ignorance,

and sometimes from sheer neglect.

In the old times men, wc are told, loved

work. To-day they love strikes, and the

increased cash which they bring, unfortu-

nately, only to be badly spent in many
cases, and to be wrung from the worker

by the taxgatherer disguised as a State

philantbroiust. In the middle of the last

century, it was claimed by the Goths for

their architecture tli.at it was at once

noble, grand, and true. Renaissance work

being neither of these. Fiigin maintained

this, and Riiskin asserted it with his usual

vehemence; and one was a great architect,

and the other an art critic of the lirst

magnitude; but the infallibility of Gothic

architecture, as manifested in its works, is

clearly an assumption witliout reasonable

grounds, and a captious critic of that style

might point out as many absurdities in it

as in Chissic work, or in its progeny the

Renaissance. In a Gothic parisli church

oE cither period, a striking feature is the

arcading which divides the nave from the

aisles. Now, has it ever struck the critics

what an absurd piece of construction this

is? Here are a number of solid triangles,

each with its apex set on the top of a

column, the whole l)eing in such a state of

unstable equilibrium that it would go over

in a gale, unless it was supported in some

way until the roofs are put on to hjdd it.

It will be said that this is mere assumption

—and that there is no danger wliatever of

such a wall going over. But, as we liavo

built several arcades, we know from experi-

ence that this is not the case, and we

always find in practice what theory would

clearly indicate—that the danger in such

cases increased with the span of the arches

wliicli formed the arcade. As a study in

liuilduig construction, take, for instance,

the Norman piers, arches, and walls over

them in either of the cathedrals, and com-

pare the stability of such work with that

of the Ihirteenth century and later. Even
"the man in the street" can see at once

that immense strength is the characteristic

of Norman work, while the later buildings

are unquestionably weak. Things arc not

all they seem to be. and these ponderous
masses of masonry, though they satisfy the

eve, have frequently failed under a more
distressful trial—namely, that of (he

weight they were meant to carry in safety.

To build a pier Oft. or 8ft. in diameter,
faced with cut stone regu!;irly coursed,
would seem to be an easy matter, anil so it

would be if every course was worked up in

cut same to suit ihc facing. Bui; the^v
piers were not built in tliis way. Soft stone
facing, concealing a heart filled witli

rubble, was all the Norman could do;

hence the hearting sunk away from the

facing, there being so many mortar joints

in it; and this facing, not iiaving strength

enough to carry the superincumbent
weight, cracked from capital to base. The
Norman idea of building was niagnilicent ;

but the thing itself fell sadly short o! tli.at

which such a lavish use of material pro-

mised. The Normans, too, were bad judges

of the weathering properties of stone, and
their immediate successors made the same
mistake. They used soft stone, often

carrying it immense distances, and to

places where better local stone could be

obtained.

When writing on building construction,

authors generally forget that for practical

])urposes there are two kinds of stone, and
that each requires separate treatment in

the specification and quantities. The
labour in working a hard stone, which can

only be cut with a toothless band, supplieit

constantly with sand and water, is, of

necessity, totally different from that which
can be cut with a tooth-saw and carpenters'

chisels. The Normans liked the latter best,

and if anyone interested in the suljject will

take a turn in one of tho many galleri(>s

which pierce the Lower Chalk Hills between
Reigate and Godstone. he will get some
idea of the trouble taken by the old

builders to obtain an easy-working stone.

which had the great defect of losing three

or four inches of its face after an exposure
of .jOO years. Soft stone is valuable for

inside facings, whore it is necessary that

moist air should not have jts moisture
condensed by striking against it ; but, fcu-

outside work, a hard weather stone should
always bo used. Hardness is, however, no
guide to the weathering property of a stone.

I,iar. limestone, for instance, is hard, but it

ir, c. bad weather stone.

We quoted authorities in support of tlu!

truthfulness of Gothic architecture; liut,

though they agreed on that point, they

were hopelessly in conflict about many
others, for Ruskin held " scarlet and
candles" in contempt. while Pugin
worshipped them. Ruskin said that not

only was Pugin "not a great architect, but
he was one of the smallest possible or con-

ceivable architects," who ought to be put

under a pyx and left there ! Pugin, like

Ruskin, was a good draughtsman ; but

neither of them was a practical builder.

Gothic men hated shams; they were con-

tinually denouncing them. Yet that did

not prevent them from having such jiut

up all over the country, for they tailed to

recognise in their own work what w.as so

apparent to them in the work of others.

Why not gr-t out of all this trouble about

styles by admitting at once that there is

a fashion in architecture, as in dress, and
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Iliiil, tho niifl of a CiTok Iniiplp forming tlie

finiil of ;i rilipiii;ilogr;ijili l.lio;i,(,rp is nnl"

iriorp iiiroiisislpnt tliaii ii. liolibln skirt, cleft

to the knoe? The men wlio built Greek
and Roman temples must have worked out
some basic ideas when they raised such
structures ; liut what conceivable thing can
a man be possessed of, except it be a
demon, when, in this twentieth century,
he copies such a thing, even for a. place of

worsliip, with its "egg and dart" phallic
emiilems. and the skulls of oxen, redolent
of .sacrifice to Jupiter, or some other

'NJii-irMocK

equally shady Roman divinity of a

thousand years ago.

After this digression from practical

work, we will return to the latter, and
examine the accomjianying illustration of

a Mediasval tower wall live feet thick,

spanning about ten feet. (See Figs. 1 and
2.) The whole of this arch is cut stone in

a series of recesses, with chamfered rings,

the outer chamfer running down thr
jambs to the floor-level, constituting this
part of the work, responds. This mode of

construction gives the idea of great
strength, and if the chamfers were broken
up into recessed hollows and boltels, they
would have the effect of apiiarently
weakening the arch considerably. It will

be observed that each ring, though jointed
from its own proper centre, has no ioint
in line with any one of the next ring—they
" break " in fact ; but in jambs, even where
the mouldings are carried down, the hori-
zontal joints are always in line—they do
not break. Large stones do not look well
in work of this kind, and if the courses in
the jambs do not rise inoro than 9in., or
tlui-rabouts, it will look all the better for
it. Proper centres are necessary for arches
of this sort. They should be amply strong,
and made so that the stone-setter can see
his joints all round. .Unlike Classic work,
there is no keystone in a Gothic arch ; the
mitre at the head, where chamfers or
mouldings intersect, is always a joint.
When the inner ring in this example is
set, it forms a centre, on which the other
members arc turned. A very important
thing ill connection with centres is, that
they may bo "struck" without disturbing
the work resting on them, and this must
be borne in mind when arranging their
supiwirls. AH centres shcnild droji
V(>rtically, and in many cases thev might,
with advantage, llrst be eased, lo'note"the
behaviour of the work they support, before
they are completely rrnioved. Brick
arches over cellars and tanks are usually
very flat, and when thev arc built with
mortar joints, they settle down consider-
ably. Once, in our experience, the brick
ari-h c.-ime down with the centre. A good
plan 111 turning brick arches of such span
is to turn tlieni dry; that is, fitting brick
tri iM-ick in the centre, anil then, wdien all
tlii> bricks are laid, grout them thoroughly
with cement mortar. Th.re is, however, a
dilhciillv in doing this, for unless the grout
is very thin, it will not run into the joints—
and when it is thin it will run thnuigh the
joints, and it is lost; but, with c:\]v, the

work can be done. If, when the bricks

are being ))l;iced in the centre, a strip of

cement mortar is run along each joint, on
the centre, it would make the arch grout-

jiroof ; but the main consideratiim is, that

the joints in the brickwork of a flat arch

should not be filled with a. mortar that will

squeeze flat and let the arch iluwn wlieii Iho

centre is struck. In turning the stone

arches of nave arcades we were always com-
pelled to stiffen the centres laterally, to

prevent the whole of the stonework, and
the centres, from swaying backwards and
forwards by wind pressure, or even b.y the

workmen moving on the scaffolds.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH
ARTISTS.

This year's exhibition of the Royal
Society of British Artists is respectably

above the recent average, and almost free

from the eccentricities of the impressionist.

There are some good )iortraits, and the

water-colours are better than usual, and
some of them well worth study.

Naturally a melancholy interest attaches

itself to the portrait of the late President,

Sir Alfred East, painted by himself for the

UlFizi (jallery at Florence (11), and to his

autumn landscape, " CJlowing October " (-10).

The first is decidedly better than most
self-portraits, and the second is quite

equal to some of the deceased artist's

better-known works—perhaps in one or

two essentials better. The Secretarj', Mr.
^V. M. Palin, has three works of consider-

able merit. His portrait of Mr. W. E.

Riley, F.R.I.B.A., the Treasurer (21) is

good; and "Silvery Grey" (115) and "A
Hazy Morning" (142) may cliallenge any-
thing in the exhibitiiui of similar cha-
i-acter. Mr. W. E. Riley himself has three
welcome exhibits, "A Summer Shore"
tl5:!), "Dorset Shore" (ISo), and "The
Barrel-Maker's Quay, Ghent " (222).

In the Long Gallery the most notable
works are "Childhood" (3), by Mr. Frank
O. Salisbury ;

" Slidst Tree and Bracken "

(4), by ]\Ir. H. Charles Clifford; and "A
Midland Slag Bank" (12), by Mr. H.
Davis Hichter, jjcrhaps a romantic but
certainly a powerful idealisation. His
"T'rue Harmony" (16), "The Window"
(117), "Iceland Poppies" (143), "Yellow-
Daisies" (170), and "Roses" (182) are all

excellent. Few flower-piece painters of

to-day can rival Mr. Davis Richter's
rendering of real flm-al beauty. Of Mr.
Frederick Whiting's five exhibits we like
best his " Sybil in Red " (22) and " The
Green Boat" (in.S). Mr. A. W. Elpliin-
stone's "Trouville-sur-Mer " (29) is a
rougher, sterner in-esentation of the gay
v.atering-place we all seek sunsjiine ;it.

but no one ran fail to be struck by its

jiowcr. His "Sicilian Village" (144) and
"The Storm Clourl " (20,S) are good, and so

is his etching in the vestibule of "A Street
in Dijon" (323).

In the South East Gallery the two most
noticeable pictui-cs are "In Snowdonia"
(Ml), by Mr. W. Wortley Manning, and
I\[r. F. F. Foottet's Jewish immigrant,
"The Stranger Within the Gate" (6r>), in
which genuine .symjiathy is displayed
which will touch many a beholder. We
like Mr. Horace Middleton's "Memories"
(!)G), and Mr. R. G. Eves' Portrait of Sir
C. Clenienti-Smith (109).

In tlie North West Gallery Mr. W. T. M.
Hwksworth has a quiet but very satisfac-
tory view of "The Town Hall, Lynn"
(171), and another of "London River, from
Southwark Bridge" {ier>). "TheEstuarv
(.f the Taw, N. Devon " (188), by Mr. J. W.
Schofield is worth notice, and so is

"Assisi" (214), by Mr. Lewis C. Povvles.
In the North East Gallery, "The Mill"

(231), by IMr. Edward B'rown ; "Lewes
Downs and the Newhaven Valley " (234),
by Mr. Vivian Rolt ; Mr. F. Hamilton
Jackson's two subjects, "Boats Going to
Torcello" (236) and "In the Old Part of
Viterbo" (237); "Waiting for the Boats:
Fishergirls of Zeeland " (248), by Mr. J.
Finnemore; "The Hours of the Evening"
(254), by Mr. R. J. Enraght Moonev ; and
"Stratford Lock" (2C3), by Mr. Walter
Burroughes-Fowder, all 'well deserve
mention. ^
THE SOCIETY OP ARCHITECTS.
A special general meeting of the Society ot

Architects, the first gathering for the present
session, was held on Thursday evening in last
week at 28, Bedford-square, 'W.C, the eliair
being occupied by the President, Mr. Percy
B. Tubbs, P.R.I. 'B.A.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AXD COUNCIL.
The President read the report of the scru-

tineers (iVtessrs. Herbert Freyberg, T. Stewart
Inglis, Sidney Marsland, and E. W. Haryey
Piper) of the ballot for the election of
offieers and Council for the ensuing session.
They stated that they had received and
examined 193 voting papers. Of these seven
were rejected on account of absence of a
signature on the envelope, two because posted
too late, and one as being signed on the
ballot paper, a total of ten found invalid. The
yotiug was as follows:—President: Percy B.
Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A., 183 votes (unanimous) ;

Vice Presidents (two) : R. Goulbnru Loyell,
A.R.1.B..\., 183, and E. C. P. Moiison,
P.R.I. B.A. , 182; Past-Presidents (two):
George E. Bond, J. P. (Rochester), 183, and
E. J.'Haniilton (Brighton), 183. lion. Secre-
tary: Col. F. S. Leslie. R.E. (Woolwich), 183.

Hon. 'I'reasurer : Charles E. Jackson, 183.

Hon. Librarian: Henry Adams, M.lnst.C.E.,
183. Members of Conneil (eighteen seats,

twenty nominations) : Edwin J. Sadgrove,
F.R.LB.A., 175; Gilbert A. Harrison
(Oxford), 174: E. J. Partridge, F.S.I. (Rich-

mond), 1C9; R. Cecil Davies (Chester). IfiS;

R. A. Jack, 108; Herbert W. Matthews, IDS;

Gi'Oi'ge H. Paine, 10."); .1, Herbert Pear.son.

Kil; Noel D. Sheffield, 1,09; George E.

Dickens-Lewis (Shrewsbury), 1,58; William
H. May (Plvmontli), 158; P. M. Beaumont,
A. M.lnst.C.E. (Maldon), 154; B. R. Tucker,
M.B.San. Inst.. 154; Henry A. Cooper
(Kettering), 153; A. Alban H. Scott.

M.R. San. Inst., 153; Harry Gill (Notting-

hani). 148; James A. Bowden, 146; Thomns
Wallis, 146; and Charles E, Sahnon (Rei-

gate), 143. The scrutineers added: "It will

be noted that Mr. Bowden and Mr. Wallis

received an equal number of votes, and it

remains, therefore, under the Articles of

Association, No. 49, section 7, for the

members present at the special general

meeting to ' decide, by giving the casting

vote, or votes, necessary to remove the

equality and complete the election.'
"

The names of tlie candidates affected were
then snhmilted to the meeting, and. on a vote
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being taken, Mr. Tliouias Wallis uan
'loclai'ofl plf-ftpfl.

Tlie scnitiiicors' report was then adopted,
niul a hearty vote of tlianlii accorded to tliciii

Tor tlicir >cr\iccs,

I'lUUClI IM.ATi;.

Mr. Christopliei- A .Markliaiii, l''.S.A., of

Northampton, then read a paper on "Chnrch
Plate," iihistratcd Ijv a coUection of photo-

graphs and a nnndjer of original drawings.
In this paper it is proposed to follow the

elassifieation of Messrs. W. H. St. John
Hope and T. N. Fallow, which cannot \)c

improved.
Taking first the chalice, ns the mor<t im-

portant of the two vessels, we ought first

to consider the tlireo parts of a Mcdianal
chalice. First, there is a small howl for
the wine ; secondly, a stem to connect the
bowl and foot, with a knot in the centre, by
which the vessel was held; thirdly, the foot
on which it stood. Each of tiiese parts
changed its siuipc as time went by, the plain,
simple form developing into the beautifnl
and elaborate chalices nsed immediately
before the Keformation. And first I should
like to say a word about coffin chalices. The
oldest chalices now in existence are those
which were fonnd in the graves of ecclesi-
astics. The treatment of this subject
would form a paper for itself, and therefore
can here lie but lightly touched on. It

appears that during the "twelfth and subsc-
(|uent centuries it was the general custom
to bury with an eeelesiastie, as a symbol of
his calling, a small chalice and paten. For
bishops and the higher dignitaries of the
chnrch these vessels were made of silver,
while for the parish priest tin or pewter was
nsed. All these coffin chalices are of the
very earliest shape, with round feet. I may
describe one set which was found iii

Northamptonshire, in a grave in the north
aisle of Nassington Chnrch. In this grave,
with the skeleton of a man. there were three
escallops, or palmer's shells, each pierced
with two holes for hanging on the dress.
These shells were the privileged sign used by
persons returning from the Holy Land. This
little chalice and paten are of "pewter. The
chalice has a shallow, bell-shaped bowl witn
slight lip

; the stem is slender and cvlindrical,
witli knot in the centre ; and the foot, which
has been much damaged, was circular. The
paten has a single circular depression, witli
rather broad edge. These are of tlie earliest
type, and may be assigned to the middle of
the 13th century.

Returning to Mr. St. John Hope's
classification of chalices, we find that there
are four types with round feet, known as A,
B, C, and 1), and the same number w-ith
polygonal feet, known as E, F, G, and H;
and these 1 propose to mention in tlieir
proper order, taking first tvpe A, which
was in use circa 1200 to cina 1250, and of
which there are only three principal
examples remaining. Of these, the most
important is the chalice which was until
quite recently in the church at Berwick St.
James, 'Wilts, and is now in the British
Mu.seum. This is of the early part of the
Lltli century. It- is parcel gilt, and quite
small, its height being onlv ojin., and the
width of bowl and foot 4|in. The bowl is

broad and shallow, with slight lip, as in all
early chalices, a cylindrical stem, with
circular knot in the centre, and broad
spreading eireidar foot, the whole being per-
fectly plain. Type B, circa 125 to circa
1275. has a broad and shallow bowd, the
.stem and knot being worked separately from
the bowl and foot, and either the stem or
the knot, or both, being polygonal, the foot
being plain and circular. Examples of this
type occur at York, Lincoln, and Exeter.
Typo C, circa 1175 to circa 1.300, still has
a broad and shallow bowl, the stem and knot
being as in the previous type, and the foot
being still circular, but with its spread
worked into ornate lobes which radiate from
the stem over the surface of the foot.
Chalices of this type exist at York,
Salisbury, and Chichester. Type D, circa
1300 to circa 1350. — Chalices of this
type have a deeper and more- conical
bowl than those of earlier date ; but

the other parts arc as before described.

There appears to be only one specimen of

this type, which was found in the supposed

grave' of William of Melton, at York, who
was Archbishop from 1317 to 1310. (Jn the

foot of this chalice is engraved a criicilix,

whicli is the earliest example of such an

addition. This brings us to the middle of

the Htli century, and the drastic change
from the round foot' to that of polygonal

shape. The change was no doubt intro-

duced because at this period a custom
obtained in Western Europe of laying the

chalice on the patmi to drain after the cele-

bration of the High Ma.ss. Now, a chalice

of the round-footed type would be very liable

to roll when laid on its side, and therefore

the foot was made with points, so as to

prevent such tendencj- to roll. The hexagon
was, at the same time, chosen because its

points arc further apart than any other prac-

ticable .shape. Another result of this custom
of draining the chalice was that the bowl
was made conical in shape, so as to allow

of its being nioi-e easily drained when laid

on its side. After these few words of

explanation, we must return to our classifica-

tion. Type E, circa 13,50 to circa 1450, is

the earliest with a polygonal foot. The bowl
is deep and conical, as in the previous type;
the stem and knot are uncertain in shape

;

the foot, however, is always of six points
or lobes. The earliest chalice of this type
is at Hamstall Ridware, in StatTordshire, the

date of which is about 1350. The l>owl of

this is deep aiul conical ; the stem and knot
are circular, the latter being formed of

sections twisted spirally ; the foot is formed
of six points, with a beaded pattern running
round the lower edge. Another example, at

Goathland, in Yorkshire, is about a hundred
years later tlniii that previously mentioned

;

it has an hexagonal stem with plain knot,
having the same number of sides, and on
one compartment of the hexagonal foot is

engraved the "I.H.C."
Type F, circa 145(1 to circa 1510. The

chalices of this period have the bowl deeper,
more conical, and usually quite plain,

though sometimes with a text round the
edge. The stem has six sides, and is longer
than in previous examples, and is sometimes
covered with tracery, having buttresses at

the angles. The knot is more ornate, and
usually beautifully worked with angels'

heads, flowers, or other designs; and,
indeed, it reminds one of a boss on the
ceiling of a building in the Decorated style.

The foot is usually plain and flatter than
before, and the points ai'e sometimes worked
into trefoil knops, and a crucifix is usually
found in one of the compartments. There
are at least a dozen chalices of this type
still remaining. Type Ct, circa 1510 to circa
1525.—The clialiccs of this date liavp further
developed, but hardly for the better. The
bowl is somewhat shallower and more square
at the base ; the stem and knot are as before

;

the foot, however, is quite different, as the
points have become large lobes, thus making
it sextoil in plan, with a vertical edge. There
are three of these chalices, the earliest and
best being Bishop Fox's gold chalice at

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Type H.
circa 1525 to circa 1540.—This is tlie

'

last

distinct variety before the Reformation, and
four examples still remain, which are more
architectural in character than anything we
have previously noticed. The bowl is broad
and shallow-, being more like the earlier
hemispherical forms, and it generally has a
legend or text round the edge. The "stem is

more ornate, and strengthened at the angles
by buttresses or ealde moulding. The knot
is wider and flatter than in the preceding
type. There is a kind of piercecl parapet
which connects the stem with the upper part
of the foot, and this in its turn has a sort
of buttress at each angle. The lower part
of the foot is quite flat, and may be
described as a wavy-sided hexagon, and there
IS generally a crucifix in one of the panels,
and also a legend round the foot.
So much for the Pre-Reformation chalices,

and now for the patens, which appear to be
somewhat older, and of which a greater
number remain, oyer eighty example^ being
known. Patens again are divided by Mr. St.

John llopi: into two main classes: First,

those which have a circular depression, with
an inner depression multifoil in outline, and
which form the greater number. Secondly,
those \vhieli lia\o only one dcprcssuni, which
may be cither circular or multifoil. Almost
c\cry pat<'n has sonic design in the centre,
those of the earlier dale generally have the
" Miiiius Dei," or Hand of God in the Act
of Blessing, while those of the later date
ha\'e the " Vernicle," or Face of Our Lord.
Sometimes, however, the Holy Trinity, the

Holy Lamb, the Sacred Monogram, or other
symbol is found. These patens are divided
into seven types as follows. Type A, circa

1180 to circa 1200.—These patens have a

cirenlar depression, with an inner depressed
qnatrcfoil, of which several examples
remain; one has the "Manns Dei," another
(he Holy Lamb, and a third the figure of a

bishop. Type B, ii?Tn 1260 to cj;<a 1300.

The patens of this period have a lower, or
single, depression octofoil or multiple, and
they generally bear the "jManns Dei." The
most remarkable example of this type is the

paten still in use at Wyke Church, near
Winchester, which is parcel-gilt; the first

depression is circular, the secontl octofoil.

and the third again circular, with the symbol
of the Holy Lamb roughly incised. Its date
is about 1280. Type C, 'circa 1.300 to circa

13.00 and later, has the upper depression
circular and the lower sixfoil, with the
"Manns Dei" or the "I.H.C." in the centre.

Type 1), ci7-ca 1430 to circa 15.30, comprises
some half of the existing patens, and is

similar to the last-named, except that the
spaiidrils of the .second depression are

ornamented with a kind of raised leaf. The
central ornament is various, but the
'Vernicle" is usually employed. Type E,
circa 1450 to circa 1510.—The patens of this

type have a single circular depression, and
usually the sacred initials " I.H.C." or
" I.H.S." are engraved in the centre.

Type F, circa 1525, resembles type D, with
varying central tievice, which, however, is

surrounded by a glory of rays, and there is

usually a legend round the edge. Type G,
circa 1520 to circa 15,35. is an elaboration of

type E. The patens of this period liave a
single circular depression, with a device
surrounded by a glory of long rays, aiid the
rim has an engra\ed legend. No doubt in the
eases of bolrh chalices and patens, as in archi-

tecture, these types overlapped each other,

and the dates given by Mr. St. John Hope are
only approximate.
Having sketched the history of Communion

plate before the Reformation, we must now-

pass on to say a few words about that very
disturbing period of English history. But
fir.st I would draw- your attention to the grand
display of plate w-lueh might have been seen
in our abbeys, cathedrals, and parish
churches in the Middle Ages. Even in the
smaller churehes there would always be two
or more chalices, each with its paten, gener-
ally gilt or pareel-gilt, and often enriched
w-ith precious stones ; always two or more
candlesticks, crosses, ehrysmatories, pyxes,

and censers—the latter often in the form of

ships. Flagons do not seem to have been
used, but frequent mention is made of cruets.

In Pre-Reformation times, as now-, cluireh

plate was almost always the gift of an in

dividual, and oeeasionally one comes across

a bequest in a Mediaeval will or some other
reein-d of such a gift. Thus in 1240 King
Henry the Third gave a chalice for the

Church of All Saints, and smaller vessels for

the other parish churches in the toAvn of

Northampton. The Rev. Thos. Lufwyck,
rector of Burton Noveray, Co. Leicester, in

1390. by his will gave to Lufwyck, or
Lowick. Church, in Northamptonshire, his

"best silver zone to make a chalice." Edward
Brndenell. of Deene, in Nnrtbaniptonshire,
by his will, dated .lune 21, 1425. beoncathed
to St. John's Hospital. Aynho. in the same
county, his missal and a chalice. W'illiam
Holt, of East Carlton. Northamptonshire,
bequeathed by his will, dated August 24. 1497,

"To the house of the Abbey of Sand all my
plate, there to remayne and abyde for ever.

. . . I restore to the Chappell of Holtt a
chalys of selver." I do not propose to treat

the period of the Reformation at ftny length,

as this paper only professes to deal with the
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fashion aiul flesign of Communion plato.

Suffice it to say tliat after the year ir);i4 the

work of spoliation commenced. an<l has ever

since been going on merrily. First came
Henry VIII., who in 1539-40 suppressed all

religious houses tliroughout the realm, and,

of course, appropriated their possessions ; at

the same time, lie appears to have taken
many of the silver vessels from the parish

churches, instructing his commissioners to

leave only sufficient lor the use of the church.

As showing the completeness of the sweep
made at the time of the Reformation, I may
mention that in the .3.30 parish churches in

Northamptonshire there is but a single piece

of Mediaeval plate. This is a little silver-gilt

paten five inches in diameter, with the centre

sunk in a circle and sunk again in hexafoil,

with plain spandrels, and the "' Manus Dei "

in a circle in the centre, and it is of the

approximate date of 1.3.30. When incumbents
and churchwardens found how the matter
was going they also began to dispose of their

church plate. Between the years 1.^547 and
15i)2 great numbers of churches were repre-

sented as having been broken into and the

plate stolen. No doubt, in many cases, this

was a pretence, to account for the disappear-

ance of the silver which had been thus

alienated. In 1552, when King Edward gave
orders to make an inventory of the Church
goods and seize certain for his use, the com-
missioners were still instructed to leave "one,
two, or more chalices or cuppes, according to

the multitude of the people." The inventories

then made are still extant for many parts of

the country, and a number of these have
been printed in the \arious county histories

of church plate. At this time the King also

ordered that '" all monuments of feigned
miracles, pilgrimages, idolatry, and super-

stition" were to be destroyed, and all

chalices coming under this clause were
melted up and fashioned into .cups. It is

supposed that about the year 151)2 .some

general order was issued in London as to the
shape of these cups, for almost all the cups
in England made between 1562 and 1570, or
a little later, are practically identical in their

outline, though they all vary in minor points.

No such order has been found, but unless
some such regulation was passed it is im-
possible to account for extraordinary simi-

larity between the cups of this period,
whether found in Gloucestershire 'or Cheshire,
in Suffolk or Monmouth. It appears that this

is a similar matter to the vexed question of

low side windows. It seems to me that a
general order was also issued during the
reign of Henry VIII.. directing that all such
windows should be walled up, and that under
this order low side-windows from one end of
England to the other were closed by brick or
stonework. But here, again, no such order
has been found. I should like to mention, in

passing, that at the present time it is quite
improper to speak of a "chalice," the correct
word being "cup." Indeed, the word used in

the Book of Common i'rayer is invariably
"cup," except in one side-note, where the
priest is " to lay his hand upon every vessel
(be it chalice or flagon) in which there is any
wine to be consecrated." This. I would
suggest, is to meet the case of a parish wliirh
was the possessor of a .Medi.Tevnl chalice. It

must be understood that in the following
remarks I am dealing more with the church
plate of Northamptonshire than any other
county; but. in any case, this county is quite
a typical one, except with regard to Pre-
Refornnition plate, of which it only possesses
the solitary pal<'ii previously mentioned. At
Clapton, in Northamptonshire, there is a very
fine silver-gilt cup and cover paten which',
as it is the earliest, is also the most beautiful
in the county. This was made in the second
year of the reign of EiKvard the Sixth, and is
probably the second earliest Post Uefnrma-
tion cup in England. At Great Houghton
there i.s another cup, also made in the reign
of Edward, though live years later than
that at Clapton. This, it will be noticed, is
more like the regular Elizahetlmn type,
which is found from one end of England to
tlie other. The lines and ornamentation of
this cup are very good. There are two cups
somewhat like that last described, at Clip-
stone and Kislingbnry. which were made

about the year 1562. They are of hammered
metal, and were perhaps by a local maker,
as they liear only the maker's mark. Then
come a splendid series of cups, each with its

cover paten, made between the years 1568

and 1570, of which there are 120 in the

county of Northampton. These are all much
alike, but no two are identical, the form and
ornamentation differing in each, and some of

them have the stem without a knot. The next

series are standing cups with covers, which
were not intended to be used as paten, of

which we have good examples. The Corby
cup is entirely silver-gilt and richly orna-

mented, and is of beautiful design and work-

manship ; the p^nrtho cup is also gilt, and is

covered with a very curious ornament. Tiiere

are only two beakers in the county. That
at Upton is probably of German mann
facture, and, curiously enough, the other is

at the adjoining parish of Sutton, and
was probably made by a local work
man on the pattern of that at Upton.
At Cottesbrook there is a cup which was
made in 16.35, and is in the form of a pre

Reformation chalice. This has a small

conical bowl; a tall stem, with knop in the

centre, both with six sides, and a spreading

six - pointed foot — altogether a very rare

shape for that period. In the middle of the

seNenteenth century another type of cup was
introduced, of heavier design, with bowls of

great capacity and clumsy form, thick stems,

and plain feet. The vessels now at Lodding-
toii, which were made in 1671, were, perhaps,
originally domestic, and afterwards given to

the church. One is like a small porringer,
or candle-cup, with two handles, and the

other like a mazer. The curious little

\essel at Plnmpton, made in 1694, might
serve either as enp or paten, but is now used
as the latter. It is of quaint design. A few
good pieces of Communion plate were made
early in the 18th century by that celebrated
artist Paul de Lamerie, and after that time
the forms of the patens, cups, and flagons

degenerated very much, and nothing can be
less artistic than the vessels made in the
18th and 19tli centuries. Flagons do not
appear to be earlier than the beginning of

the 17th century. The first made in

Northamptonshire was hallmarked in 1605,
and is at Great Brington, and it is quite
plain. The very beautiful flagon at Easton
Neston was made in 1735; it is entirely gilt,

and is a good specimen of the work of Paul
de Lamerie. Many of the flagons of this
period are of great size, and tlio.se at Peter-
borough Cathedral weigh over one hundred
ounces each. Alms - dishes are not. in

general, of much interest, though sometimes
they are of fine design. At Peterborough
Cathedral there is a very beautifnl alms-dish,
silver-gilt, 19Jin. in diameter, which was
niade about 1050, and weighs 54oz. It is

druamented round the edge with fruit and
flowers, representing Peace and Plenty, in
repousse-work. At Finedon there is an alms-
dish, 2in. high and 14,lin. in diameter, which
is composed of about 350 pieces of motlier-
of - pearl, which are curved and riveted
together in a very beautiful and accurate
manner. This is probably of foreign work-
manship. Of christening'-bowls we find a
few at difl'erent villages. For instance, at
Fniedon there is a christening-bowl which,
like the almsdish at the same place, is com-
posed of mother-of-pearl, the sides being
formed by fourteen curved sections, each of
which is a shell. The whole is riveted
together so accurately that the bowl will
hold water. A number of small dishes will
be noticed, of which I have drawings of two.
The.se are generally used as bread-holders.
In Northamptonshire there are some half-
dozen strainer-spoons, the greater nundier
of which are modern and unimportant; but
that at Dnllington is an Apostle spoon which
was made at York in 1.597. I shouhl say a
few words about pewter ves.sels. of which
there is a great quantity all over England
much of which still continues in use. In
Northamptonshire there are some sixty six
flagons of pewter. The earliest dated
example is that at Werringtou, which is
in.senbed 1609. Some of these flagons are
largo and hand.some, some are quite plain
and some battered out of all knowledge. At

Warkton there is a curious old pewter paten,
on a foot, with the remains of a co\er. '['here

are se\eral pewter christening bowls, and
also one pair of pewter candlesticks. Several
hundreds of plates still remain, of all sorts,

sizes, and shapes, most of which have
received considerable damage during their

long years of service. Some of these have
been used as patens, the upper surfaces
having been much cut, while others have
been used as alms - dishes. At Stanton
Wyville Church, in Leicestershire, there is

a complete and very handsome set of Com-
munion plate, which was made in 1699. This
consists of a good-sized cup, a paten on foot,

a tall fiagon with lid, and a very large alms-
dish.

Mr. S. W. Kershaw, M.A., F.S.A., in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to Mr. Markham.
emphasised the importance and necessity of

insuring the safe custody of plate belonging
to churches, and of prohibiting its being
disposed of in any unlawful manner,
Mr. Herbert Freyberg, F.S.I., seconded

the motion, observing that there was con-

siderable scope for the architect as treasure

hunter as well as designer in this matter.

Messrs. B. R. Tucker, A. H. Salisbury, and
F. Dendy Wray also spoke, the last speaker
severely criticising the design of some modern
church plate, which he regarded as de-

plorable. Many cups were merely copied

from those in old pothouses, and were totally

lacking in beauty of line and proportion.

Mr. Markham briefly acknowledged the

vote of thanks, which was carried by acclama-

tion.

^*^

VALUATION TABLES.*

The compilation of this volume must have

been a work of much careful and intelligent

labour. That, of course, might be bestowed

by any intelligent author versed in his sub-

ject, but Mr. Parry's illustrations and
examples are quite above the capacity of the

average compiler, and are most valuably

suggestive.

The passing of the recent Finance Acts has

probably convinced most valuers of the in-

sufficiency of existing tables that are avail-

able, and they will gladly avail themselves

of this more extended and comprehensive

series, arranged as it is in such convenient

order.

The extension of the valuation tables con-

sists mainly in the figures of years' purchase

being given at rates of interest ranging np
to 15 per cent., and worked out in all cases

complete from 1 to 100 years. The figures

given are worked out not only on the basis

of the assumption that capital can be re-

deemed by the investment of an annual sink-

ing fund at the same rate per cent, as that

at which interest is required, but also on the

assumption that sinking funds can only be

invested at such low rates as 2^, .3, ,3i, and
4 per cent. The present value of £1, the

amount of £1 per annum, and the amount of

£1 are given in all cases at rates np to 15

per cent., and for terms np to 100 years,

and the annual sinking funds at twelve dif-

ferent rates ranging from 2 to 5 per cent.

The Life Tables are based on the Carlisle

and Northampton Tables of Mortality. Mr.
Parry's partner. Mr. B. W. Adkin, whom so

many successful aspirants remember with
gratitude and esteem, has written the ex-

planation of the use of the table of years'

purchase for the enfranchisement of copy-

holds.

The volume will take its fitting place in

every valuer and surveyors' office as the text-

book of its time, and few architects or

liuilders can afford to dispense with its often

needed and reliable help.

Conncillor C. Winkley. master bnilfler. of

Clapton Common, has been selected by the
Municipal Reform majority at Hackney to be
the new mayor of that borough. He is a native
nf Hackney, where he was born fifty years ago.
and has had a large share in the development
of property in Bethnal Green, Shoreditch, and
Spitalfields.

* Valuation Tal)les. By RicHABn Parbv. H.Sc.
(T,nnrl.>, F.S.I. .A.M. I.e.E.,Barrister-at-Law. London :

Estates Gazette " office, 7s. 6d,
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THE A. A. ANNUAL REPORT.
The annual report of the Council of tlie

Architectural Association, published in the
familiar "Brown Book" this week, states
that the Association completed its Gtith ses-

sion on May 31, 1913, and the membership at
this date was 1,555. Sixty-five new members
were enrolled during the session, and one ex-
member was reinstated. The losses by re-

signation and death amounted to 117. It is

with regret that the Council chronicles the
death of a number of members : Messrs.
P. R. Bradford, J. F. Bull, A. Huntley, E. B.
I'Anson, T. E. L. James, A. L. Levy,
\V. G. B. Lewis, R. F. MacDonald, J. Oldrid
Scott, S. A. Stanger. W. F. Unsworth, T. H.
Watson, and J. M. Whitelaw.
The Council report that the school is in a

flourishing condition, and the number of
students has increased. The new third year
day-school course, under the direction of Mr.
Robert Atkinson, has been very well sup-
ported, and a number of the students are con-
tinuing for a fourth year. The keenness shown
by the third-year men and the admirable work
they have produced prove the value of an
additional year in which the elements of

monumental design form a part of the train-

ing. The Council have to announce the re-

tirement of Mr. H. P. G. Maule from the
head mastership of the school. They wish
to place on record their appreciation of the
excellent work which Mr. Maule has done
during the past ten years on behalf of the
school. During this time be has made it the
largest and most successful school in the
country. The Council feel that they are ex-

ceptionally fortunate in obtaining Mr. Robert
Atkinson to succeed him. The funds at the
disposal of the Council for prizes have been
re-allocated and adjusted to the present
needs of the students, and it is believed that
in their new form they will be of greater
educational value. A new Henry Jarvis
Scholarship has been placed at the disposal
of the Association by the trustees of the
Henry Jarvis Bequest. Under the will of

the late Mr. William Glover the Association
received a legacy of £200 Consols. It has
been decided to place the interest received
annually from this legacy to the prize fund.

The Council again thanks the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects for its annual
grant of £100 towards the educational work
of the Association, and for their subscription
of twenty guineas to the Royal Architectural
JIuseuni.

During the session exhibitions were held
of work by past students of the school ; of

drawings of London ; of drawings by the late

Mr. R. Norman Shaw, and of French arelii-

tectural drawings and work by students of
I'Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris.

The Council, early in the session, gave con-
sideration to the position of architectural
assistants under the National Insurance Act.
and, having concluded that it would be to the
advantage of architects' assistants to form
an approved society, the Council approached
the Royal Institute of British Architects, the
Surveyors' Institution, the Society of Arclii-
tects, and the Quantity Surveyors' Associa-
tion, with a view to securing their co-opera-
tion.- As a result, the Architects and Sur-
veyors' Approved Society was founded. Con-
siderable financial support was afforded by
the various institutions concerned in the for-
mation of the society, the Association making
a donation of £20, and iii addition to this
granting the new society the free use of an
office on the Association's premises. The
Council understands that the society, which
has a committee of its own of representatives
of the two professions concerned, is working
very suceessfullv, having a membership of
upwards of 1,800.

The scheme for alterations and improve-
ment of the premises embarked upon at tlic

end of last session was completed dnriiit; the
school summer vacation. The cost of the
alteration has been met out of the general
fund. The ordinary meetings, which were
re<lnced to eight in number, were well
attended, and papers were read bv Mr.
Gerald C. Horsley, F.R.LB.A. (President),
and Messrs. Lawrence Weaver. F.S.A., .1. A.
Marshall, Horace Cubitt, A.R.I.B.A., W. R.

Colton, A.R.A., R. Canllicld Orpen, B.A.,
P.K.I. A. I., W. R. Lethaby, F.R.I.B.A., and
Edwin Gunn, A.R.I.B.A. Visits were paid
on Saturday afternoon to various buildings
in progre.ss.

«»
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London
County Council, Mr. Cyril Cobb, the ehair-
inaii, made the annual review of the work of
the Council. He stated that the Council's

course suggested, subject to Treasury sanc-
tion being obtained as to costs. The estimate
of the net cost of the improvement amounts
to £115,000. The committee recommended
that the (iovernment be requested to proceed
to seek ParliamerLtary authority for the com-
pletion of the improvement in accordance
with the seheuLc already approved.
The Improvements Committee further re-

ported that the Council on March 13 last
agreed to undertake the widening of Bromley-
road at an estimated cost of £22,500. lu
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I'lff. 1—l'\>undalIon Plan of lielnforced Concrete Ice House for Northern Fucllic fly., nt
'

Pasco, Wnsli.

tramways carried 512,652,729 pas.sengers
during the year ended March 31 last, while
the income from the tramways amounted to

£2,251,729. The estimated cost of the damage
caused by fires attended by the Fire Brigade
during 1912 was £427,144. as compared with
£789,003 in the previous year. This figure is

the lowest since 1904. Applications dealt with
under the London Building Acts increased
from 2,885 in 1911 to 3,139 in 1912, while
nearly 7,000 dangerous and neglected
structures were dealt with during the same
period, as compared with 6,400 in the previous
year. The number of applications for music
and dancing licenses was 544, 46 in excess

of that in the previous year. Mr. Cobb
mentioned that the erection of the Maudsley
Mental Hospital at Denmark Hill will be pro-

ceeded with as rapidly as possible. The
hospital will add 108 beds to the total accom-
modation available for the county. The
assessable value of the county on April 6

was £45,023,091. While the annual increase

in the next few years is not expected to be

great, there will, it is anticipated, be a sub-

stantial growth in the rateable value of

London for some years to come.
The Council, after some discussion,

approved a plan for the laying out of the

remainder of the southern section of the

White Hart-lane Estate at Tottenham and
Wood Green for development on the lines of

a garden suburb, for the accommodation of

persons of the working class and others, the

Road Board to be asked whether it would bo

prepared to make a contribution towards the

cost of reconstructing a road 100ft. wide on

the estate, to form part of a suggested new
main arterial thoroughfare between London
and Cambridge.
The Improvements Committee reported

that the County Council recently de-

cided to undertake, in co-operation with

the Government and the Westminster City

Council, a scheme for the completion of the

Mall to Charing Cross improvement, and the

opinion was expressed that, should a Bill be
necessary, it would be advantageous for the

measure to be promoted by the Government
rather than by the County Council. The
committee of the Council reported that the

Government is prepared to agree to the

coniieetion with tlie erection of new premises
in the thoroughfare, an opportunity has
occurred of continuing the widening for a
distance of about 730ft. The cost of
acquiring the additional land required and of
executing the further works involved is esti-

mated at £1.050, and the committee recom-
mended that the additional improvements be
carried out.

The same committee recommended the
approval of drawings submitted of the build-
ings proposed to be erected on a site at the
junction of Mansell-street and King-street,
Tower Bridge northern approach, which the
Council agreed, on July 1, to let on lease
to Messrs. Barlow and Roberts for ninety-
nine years. The elevation will be dark stock
Kent bricks with red-brick dressings, the
ground floor having glazed-brick piers and a
fascia in Portland stone. A portion of the
White Hart-lane estate having an area of

4:i acres has been sold for £3.000 for the
Tottenham and Wood Green Burial Board.

It was agreed to sanction an advance of
£16,327 to the Lewisham Borough Council
for paving Bromley-road (Rushey Green to

Beekenham-lane) with creosoted deal wood
(4in.) on 9in. and 12in. concrete foundations,
in place of macadam. The work proposed
is to be carried out concurrently with the
construction of the council's electric tram-
ways along Bromley-road. Widenings are
necessary, and in connection therewith the
borough council will carry out various works
to the roadway.

It was intimated that sketch designs for
the proposed new courthouse for quarte^
sessions to be built at Newington had been
approved by the Home Secretary, and that
additional land had been purchased for
£3,000.

In June last Messrs. John Mowlciu and
Co., Ltd.. the contractors for engineering
jobbing works, gave six months' notice to
terminate the contract. T'he notice was given
consequent upon recent increases of wages,
and the General Purposes Committee directed
the chief engineer to negotiate with Mowlem
and Co. with a view to arrangements being
made for the continuance of the contract.
The committee now submitted proposals for
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tlie coiitinuanee of the contract vvitli \nri;i

tions which they were advised were ec|iiital>lc.

Tlie Education Committee reported that
work is proceeding in connection with tlie
erection of eleven new elementary school.s
and one new secondary school, and tlic
enlargement of five elementary schools and
two secondary .schools. The total additional
accommodation tluis provided will amonnt
to 10.5.37 places, at an estimated cost of
.-£269.448. Three schools are heing strnc-
turally improved by the provision of halls at
a cost of ,£41,.T25. and twelve schools are
lieint; rclinill, at a cost of C1!l(i.2.1f). Tlii>
crcclicin of the l''nrzeilo\vu Training l'ollef;c
and hostels. Wandswoilii. of hosti-fs in coTi-
neelion witir Ihc .\\ery liill Iraininf; Coilci;,..
Woolwich, anil of a new trade school lor ^irls
in connection with the L.C.C. Ihimmer.smitli
School of Arts and Crafts, are iji pro^i-ess,
the amonnt of the acei'|)led tenders heiTic
£47.488. ,C41.M4I. and CID.hVJ respectively^
Four .special .si'hools an<l two handicraft
Ceritres and a gymnaslnm aiv in eonrse of
T^^ecffon, the totnl estimated cost of the worl;

lieing £.39.178. The committee have en-
trusted to local contractors the execntion of
minor improvements to the estimated value
of £4,817, and of heating-work to the esti-

mated value of £6.088. They have also
authorised the invitation of tenders for im-
proving the heating arrangements at five
schools and for carrying out minor works at
three schools. Electric lighting work at two
technical institutes, one .secondary school,
and two elementary schools, and the installa-
tion of fire-alarm bells at one elementary
school and one industrial school, are being
carrird unt by (lie direct employment of
laboni".

CONCItETK ICE IIOliSE EOT! I UP!
NOKIHER.N I'.XCII'IC KAII.WW .\T
PASCO. W,\SH.
The Northern Pacific Railway has had

under <-onstrnction tliis s\nnmer,' at Pasco,
Wash., a reinforced - concrete ice-house,
designed for an equipment of elevators to be
operated by electricity. The building is

480ft. long by 93ft. wide, and 50ift. high to

the main portion of the roof. Fig. 1 shows
the foundation plan and the drainage

arrangement. Tlic building is divided into

bays of 40ft. width, and in each of these

the floor slopes from all of the four sides

to a 2ft. by 3ft. cateh-basin at the centre.

These catch-basins are then connected by a

6in. tile drain. Fig. 2 shows a side elevation

of the house, with the doors and the track

platform. Fig. 3 shows an end elevation and
a longitudinal cro.ss-sectiou.

The floor is a 4in. rcinforced-concrete slab

on a bed of cindci's Ifiin. deep. The roof,

which alsit is of I'einforced concrete, is watci"-

proofeil with pitch and gi-avcl. 'J'lic lower
ciu)rti of the steel roof (,i*nsses cari'ies a 4in.

reinforced - concrete slab over llu^ whole
house, to insulate tlu; ice-bays frttiu the
heated space under the roof. This in turir

is overlaid with "I'CRranulated " cork, which
is hoarded over. The sides of the house
consist of rcinforced-concrete columns, with
intermediate reinforced-couerete plates 4in.

t.IiieU, and in sections 4rt. high. There arc
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Vlg. i.—Transverse section ot Concrete Ice House, N. p. By., Pasco, Wash.

double sets of plates, outside and inside, with
a lOiu. space between, filled with "re-

grannlated " cork. The partitions between
the bays are siaiiilarly constructed. Under
the eaves of the roof, all around the house,
there is a row of ventilators, full panel
Vi'idth, made of g.alvanised-steel bars or slats,

as shown in detail in Fig. 3. Various details

of the reinforcement appear in the transverse
sectional view. Fig. 4. The design of the
massive doors, .32ft. high, constructed of IJin.

by lOiii. fir planks, with air and regrannlated
cork insulation between, is shown in detail

in Fig. 6.

The hoisting of the ice is done with elec-

trically operated elevators designed by Mr.
('. A. I'. Turner, consulting engineer, of
Minneapolis. The details of these appear in

l-'igs. 7 and 8. The lay-out of the chutes and
details of the design appear in Fig. 6.

This work was begun inider the super-
vision of the late W. C. Smith, chief
engineer of maintenance of way. The con-
tractors are Decks and Smith, of St. Paul.

OUR XEGLRCTRD WATERWAYS AND
HOW TO SAVE TIIEJM.

BIRMINGHAM TO THK RKSCL!i;.

At the meeting of the Birmingham City
Council on Tuesday, Mr. Neville Chamber-
lain proposed:—"That this council approves
of the recommendations of the Royal Com
mission on Inland Waterways, 1909. for the
appointment of a central waterway board to

accpiirc and )naiutain the four routes known
as ' The Cross,' but without acting as

carriers thereon ; and further, should the

Government appoint such a board and decide
on its recommendation to carry out the ini-

provements to the ' Cross ' suggested by tlie

Commission, is prepared favourably to enter-

laiu a proposal that local authorities should

bear some part of the cost of such improve-
ment ; and that the town clerk be, and he is

hereby, instructed to forward a copy of this

resolution to the Prime Minister, the Mem-
bers of Parliament for the City, and the

secretary ot the Waterways Association."

Mr. Chamberlain said the first part asked
the council to approve of certain recom-

mendations of the Royal Commission on

Inland Waterways, and he did not anticipate

that in a business community like Birming-

ham he would have much difficulty in

securing their assent to a proposition which

routes. Anyone who began to investigate

the conditions of the w-atervvays was struck

with the extraordinary diversity of owner-
ship. Not only were the four routes ownefl

by different bodies, but sections of the same

« i-Jfp-4- //.•
: !;
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Fig. 5—Details of Door Construction, Concrete Ic c Ilonsc, N. P. Ry., Pasco, Wash.

had so many and such oli\ ions advantages.
The second part of the resolution went
further, iinrl inviti-d the council to accede to
the principle of local contributions to the im-
provement of the waterways. Waterways
existed at the present time connecting up
Hull. Liverpool. Bristol, and London, and
they converged towards a central area, some-
what oval in sliape, in which Birmingham
lay. It was not proposed by the connuission
to make any new waterwavs on the four

route were also

different bodies.

owned or controlled bv

KO rNII'-oRMITV.

The result was they got every possible kind
of difference in width, in depth of the main
channel, in the size of the locks, in the

heights under the bridges, and, in short,

there was no uniformity whatever bclween

different sections of the same through canal

route. .Tnst as the strength of a chain was
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iiifMisured by tliat of its weakest link, so the
carrying capacity of a canal was measured
by that portion of it which could carry least.

It was not the slightest use for one body to
improve its section of the canal if the section
on either side remained nnimpp-ovcd. And.
then there was this further point abont the
ownership, that in nearly every case they
would find some section owned or controlled
liy a railway. Railway authorities goierally
denied they had done anything to strangle
truflic on the canals. They said that ob-

viously it was not their interest to keep their

property in an inefficient and non-revenue
earning condition. But nobody who bad had
much to do with canal transport, and who
was not himself a raihvayiinm, would endor.se

that contention. It would be obvious that,

these being the facts, the first stej) towards
improving the waterways would be to unify

ownership. So long as the ownership re-

mained in its present divided condition it

was hopeless to expect any kind of radical
improvement. How was the ownership to bo
unified? Some people said "Leave it to

private enterprise." He thought it perfectly
obvious that no private individual or private
body would obtain the statutory powers
necessary to expropriate the railways, and
there was the further objection to private
enterprise—that they tliemselvcs would
always be liable to be bought up or to be
controlled by one of the existing railways. It

seemed to him the Royal Commission were
perfectly right when they stated the only way
in whicli that unification of ownership could
be brought about was by means of the inter-

vention of the State. That, then, was the
first proposition whicli be asked the eoinieil

to appro\'e. It was luit jiroposcd that the

State having acquired the canals should

become carriers upon them. Sometimes he

thought that point was lost sight of, and
people thought State ownership of canals

would be like State ownership of railways.

One of the proposals of the Commission was
the constitution of a waterways board, wliich

would be constituted something like the port
of London Authority. It would acquire four

routes and some of the principal feeders, and
would issue to the various canal owners of

the present time waterways stock, tlie

interest on which would be guaranteed by the

Go\crnment.

CA>,AL IMPROVKMliPiTS.

But, of course, they coidd not expect the

wat(U"\vays board to stop at acouisition. One
of the first things tliey would do wlien they

had ac(juired the canals would be to start an
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iiu estigiitioii (It. to tilt' best methods of im
proving them. The Commission itself took

u good deal of e\"idence on this point, and
they compared estimates for improving the

waterways np to two different standards

—

one standard being capable of taking very
mneh larger boats than the other. They
were careful to say they did not want to ex-

press their own opinion as to which of these

standards was the better of the two, but they

pointed out that the larger standard would
mean a very considerable e.xpenditure of

money, and they therefore thought it con-

venient to assume that the smaller one. for

practical reasons, would be the most likely

to be adopted. The smaller one was called

the 100 tons standard, and meant that canals,

improved to that standard, would be capable
of conveying a barge of 100 tons carrying capa-

city along it, and that locks would be made
sufficient to accommodate three such vessels

one behind tlie other, or six of the forty-ton
,

barges in use at the present time. He him
self thought that for a long time to come
these smaller existing barges would probably

lie much more used than the 100-toii barges.

Ill the first place, no one would want to scrap

his existing plant if he could help it. and in

the second place they were so much more in

the habit of making up into small cargoes

that he doubted whether they would see the

free use of the 100-ton barges, except in

trades like the coal trade. Assuming the

100-ton standard was taken, the Commission

estimated that the cost of improving the four

routes to the standard would be about \1\

millions sterling. That was 'a very large sum,

but it was important to point out to the

Council that it would not be necessary to
j

spend the whole of the 17| millions at Once,
j

It would be quite possible to spend a com-

parativelv small sum each year in strengthen-

ing the weak places, and it would then be

open for everybody to see what impiovement

followed upon that expenditure, and whether

it was such as to justify the further expendi-

ture of the whole amount. As to the in-

creased tonnage that would follow^ such an

improvement, it was extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to give any kind of reliable

e.stimate. but he had one or two figures con-

eeriiiiig Continental experience which he
thought had an important bearing on the
case, because the two instances were some-
what analogous, and extremely encouraging.
The total tonnage carried on British canals
in 1905 was 40,000.000 tons, and when they
considered the disadvantages under which
the canals laboured, and the derelict condi-

tion of many of them, and the diversity of

ownership and dimensions, he thought that

figure was a remarkably large one. But it

had been about the same figure for the last

twenty years. What had happened on the

Continent? There the Governments of the

principal countries had been extremely go-

ahead in the matter of their inland water-

ways. They had spent considerable sums on

developing and improving their w-atarways,

and making new ones, with these results:

In France during the same period of twenty
years the tonnage carried had increased by

73 per cent., in Belgium it had increased by

114 per cent., and in Germany—Germany
was always at the top in these cases—it had

iucreiised' by 274 per cent. During that time

our own tonnage had remained almost sta-

tionary; if anything, it had gone back a

little." It might be said, "'Yes, but this in-

crease in tonnage carried on the canals has

been at the expense of the railways." That

w-as the suggestion of railwaymen themselves,

but it was iiot the case. If they took Belgium

as an example, they would find that while the

canal tonnage there had increa.sed by 114 per

cent., and the railway traffic had increased

61 per cent., in this country the canal traffic

was stationarv, and railway traffic only in-

creased 04 per cent.—only 3 per cent, more

than in Belgium. Ho thought these figures

were sufficient to indicate to the council that

the fears of those who thought the railways

would be injured by improved canals were

entirely unfounded.

WHAT THE COUNCIL WILL TSK .\SKKD T(l DO.

The council would want some sort of idea

as to what thev would be asked to do in the

future. He tluiught there were two things.

One of them w^ould be to provide their own

terminal facilities -to provide wharves, and

cranes, and accommodation for empty boats.

He did not know at all what the facilities

would be in Birmingham, but he took it that

if provided by the corporation, the corpora-

tion would also have the collection of dues
charged for boats, loading or unloading. He
thought the dues would be sufficient to pay
the interest on the amount of capital ex-

penditure involved, so it did not appear to

him that the provision of terminal facilities

offered a formidable aspect. The second
thing was to find the guarantee, and some
part of the expenditure upon improvements
within their own boundaries. The estimates

that were prepared for the Royal Commis-
sion were made by Sir J. Wolf Barry and
Parkers, and in response to his inquiries they

had been good enough to furnish him witli

the amount of money involved actually within

the boundary of the city of Birmingham. The
total sum, excluding the cost of acquisition,

and certain additional land, which he did not

count because of the Government being the

new owners of the land, was £756,625. To
that sum he added the cost of a cut, wliieh

was proposed by the Commission, to connect

up the Worcester and Birmingham Canal and

the Warwick and Birmingham Canal. That

cut lay entirely within the boundaries of the

city, and the cost put down by tlie Royal

Commission was C35(l,000. The total ex-

penditure within the boundaries of the city

would be £1.106.625. They would be asked

to provide some portion of that sum, or to

guarantee the interest upon it, but in con-

sidering what the annual charge upon the

city in consequence of that capital expendi

ture would be they must take into account

the increased rateable value of the canals

themselves, owing to the increased expendi-

ture. He understood the canals were rated

practically upon their net rental. He had

not got the net rental of the improved canals,

but on the estimate of the Commission the

rating would anunint to £12,628, and they

must deduct that sum from the charge put

upon the citv as the interest on capita! ex-

penditure. He thought no one could say it

would be a verv formidable amount. He did

not tliink. for instnnee. it would be as much

as -'d in the pniind. What had they to
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gain? He did not hesitate to say that the
position of Birmingham as a manufacturing
centre would be enormously improved if the
improvements on those four routes were
carried out, as the Commission proposed.
To-day manufacturers in Birmingham were
so severely handicapped that some large firms

had removed their works from the Midlands
district down to the sea, and he knew some
other firms contemplating a similar migra-
tion. In conclusion, Sir. Cliamberlain
pointed to Manchester's e.vpeiiditure of five

millions upon the canal, and said Manchester
men considered it woud have been worth it

if the cost had been double that sum.
After an appreciative discussion of the

motion by the leading members of the City
Council, Mr. W. A. Cadbury said there were
two matters in the resolution he was not quite

satisfied about. The first was the expression
" to carry out improvements to the ' Cross

"

suggested by the Commissioners." That, he
thought, would commit them to the accept-
ance of the whole of the Commission's very
voluminous report and its recommendations,
some of which many members of the council
had never studied in detail. The other ex-

presion was, " is prepared favourably to

entertain a proposal that the local authorities
should bear some part of tlie cost." He was
satisfied, however, after what had been said,

to accept the recommendation that without
such a course—the payment of part of the
cost—the resolution would be of no effect.

As Birmingham was very much the biggest
town on the route they must expect their
share of the cost would be very much larger
than that of any other place. One reason
why he should prefer not to commit himself
to the recommendations of the Commission
was that obviously their shortest way to the
sea was by Gloucester. There was already a

canal for 300-ton boats as far as Worcester,
which was more than half-way. They could
get to the sea at an enormously less cost by
improving the canal to Worcester than by
committing themselves to the large scheme.
Therefore he would move the following
alteration in the resolution ; Delete the words
" To carry out tlie improvements to the
' Cross " suggested by the Commissioners."
and substitute the words "To unify and im
prove the waterways named."
Mr. Neville Chamberlain accepted tlie

amendment. There was only one point, he
said, in Mr. Cadbury's speech to wbicli lie

would like to refer. He suggested it would be
much cheaper to take one route ; to proceed
nn that suggestion, .said Mr. Chamberlain,
would at once nuik;' the scheme a local and
not a national one. If Mr. Cadbnt\
suggested that Birmingham itself should
undertake the whole of the expense, tlien lie

doubted very mueli wliether that would be a
i-heaper scheme than that suggested by the
Royal Commission.

I'hr motion ;is aiiiciMled ^\a^ niianimon.slv
larrinl. amnl applans.'.

TARRED ROADS A SUSPECTED CAUSE
or RIVER POLLUTION.

Complaints of injury to fisheries by
pollution of streams reached the Board from
niany quarters, says the report of the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries on the salmon
and freshwater fisheries during 1912. In one
ease discharges from a disused lead mine
caused very extensive destruction of the
young of salmon and trout, and in another
the exceedingly poisonous outflow of waste
product from tar works killed great numbers
of both salmon and trout on the point of
spawning. In both these instances the county
council concerned took the matter up, and in
other cases the Board's officers suggested
means for preventing a recurrence of the evils
complained of. Nevertheless, representations
arc constantly being made by fishery boards
to the elfect that adilitional powers are neces
sary to enable them to deal with pollutions
effectively.

Thongli coming naturally under the general
heading of pollution, the' question of road
tarring and of the effects attributed to it

presi'iits special features. The complaints of
iiijnrv to fish from this source originated
principally iii (lie Southern counties, where

mortality and disease (especially blindness) in

trout and other freshwater fish were attri-

buted to tlie washings from tarred roads. As
a result of representations from fishery

owners some of the road authorities in these
districts have agreed not to treat their roads
with tar, tar compounds, or other chemical
substance until March. 1915. It will be in-

teresting to observe whether the mortality of

fish in the Southern clialk streams will be in

any way influenced during the interval.

Mortality among fish is often too readily

attributed to circumstances which have little

connection with it. This fact is well illus-

trated by the mistaken diagnosis of the mor-
tality of fish in the Hertfordshire Collie in

May of last year. This mortality appears to

have been attributed without hesitation to

the inflow cf storm-water from tarred roads.

Inquiry proved, however, that no road-

tarring had been done in the neighbourhood,
and subsequently the injury was traced to a

leak from an old gas-holder tank which had
been discharging gas-water directly into the

river. The Thames Conservancy successfully

prosecuted the gas company, and the maxi-

mum fine of £20 was imposed. The damage
in this case cannot be computed at less than

several hundred pounds. The case, there-

fore, provided an illustration not merely of

the readiness of the uninformed to draw too

hasty conclusions, but also of the insig-

nificance of the maximum penalty which can

be imposed, even under the comparatively

stringent by-laws made by virtue of the

Thames Conservancy Act.

Up to the present, so far as the Board is

aware, absolute proof of the poisonous effects

of washings from tarred roads is still wanting.

Great care and promptness have to be exer-

cised in the collection of samples of water,

and it frequently happens that means of

collecting these samples properly are not

available at the particular moment when they

might be of considerable value as evidence.

The Board is in communication with certain

road authorities, and the question of a ]oint

investigation into forms of tar preparation

and their effect upon fish-life is under con

sideratioii. from which, perhaps, sometliing

of value will materialise.

The urban district council of Melton Mowbray

have adopted the revised plans of Messrs.

Dawson and Manfield for the erection, at an

estimated cost of £2.150. of a refuse-destructor

on the site of the old sewage works.

The Colne Corporation recently applied to the

Local Government Board for permission to

borrow i;4.000 for new recreation-grounds at

.ludge Fields, owned by Lord Derby. At
Friday's inquiry the town clerk stated that the

earl had agreed to sell the land to tlie corpora-

tion at one-fourth of its value, which for build-

ing purposes was nearly £1,000 an acre.

The design and price ,siilimitted by the

English firm of Sir John Jackson, Ltd.. tor a

further extension of the harbour works at Rio
de Janeiro have been accepted l)y the Brazilian

Minister of Public Works, About one million

and a half sterling is the estimated cost of the
works. The great harbour which is now to be
extended, and which was inaugurated in 1904,

was also constructed by a British firm—Messrs,
C. H. Walker and Co., of Westminster.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Chesterfield, before Mr. Edgar Dudley,
inspector, as to an application from the corpora-
tion for sanction to borrow £1,950 for the
wulening and improvement of Newbold-road,
and £2_100 for the purchase of land and the
construction of a new road from Derln'-road
to Boythorpe-lane lat its junction with iSacon-
lane). and for approval of Mip appropriation of
the Three Tuns <-orporate ])rnperl v between the
Market place and Markham road, for the
purpose of a new street.

The death of Sir Alfred East creates a peculiar
.-iluation at the Royal Academy. He was
elected to fill the place left vacant by the retire-
ment of Mr. Yeanies ; but as his diploma had
not been signed by the King, Sir Alfred was
recognised merely as an Academicianelect. He
was practically an .\ssociate. Therefore, there
arc not two vacancies in the membership— only
the one caused by Mr. Yeanies's transference
to the pension list ot the Academy ; so that on
November 19 an Associate ami a' member fall
to be elected in place of Sir Alfred East and
Mr. Yeanies.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Michel M. Le Brun, of the firm ot

N. Le Bnui and Sons, architects. New York,
died at his residence in Montclair, New
Jersey, on September 27, after an operation.

He w-as fifty-six years of age. Mr. Le Brun,
together with his brother, Pierre Le Brun,
wdio survives liiiii, retired from practice on
the completion of the Metropolitan Tower, in

New Y'ork, of which they were the archi-

tects. Mr. Le Bruii was an Associate of the

Institute of American Architects.

The death occurred on Sunday at his resi-

dence at Caliie, of Mr. Henry Herbert Smith,
F.S.I., land agent for the Wiltshire Estates
of the Marquess of Lansdowne, of Crewe,
Mr. Charles Awdry, and others. Mr. Smith,
who was 02 years of age, was the son of Sir
William Smi'th, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., the
lexicographer, and was educated at Charter-
house. He was a vice-president of the Sur-

veyors' Institution, of which lie became a
Professional Associate in 1875 and a Fellow
in I88I, and he bad been a regular attendant
at its meetings, and frequently took part in

discussions affecting the ownership and
management of land. He was an authority
on all questions of land arbitration. He was
a member of the council of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, a Commissioner
of the Lea Valley Drainage, and Gilbey Lec-
turer on the History and the Economics of
Agriculture, Cambridge University, 1900-

1903. He was also a member of the Land
Surveyors' Club and • the Land Agents'
Society. Mr. Smith, who was the author of
a work on "The Principles of Land Estate
Management," was chairman of the Calne
Petty Sessions, a member of the Calne Board
of Guardians, county secretary of the Red
Cross Society, and a governor of the Calne
Secondary Schools. Mr. Smith married
Emily, daughter of Mr. Arthur Hall, of the
East Indian Civil Service, and leaves one
son and two daughters. The funeral took
place at Derry Hill, near Chippeiiliam,
yesterday (Thursday) afternoon.

The death occurre?! suddenly on Saturdnv
of Mr. Andrew Thomson, Fife-Keith, for
forty years head architect of the Duke of
Richmond and Gordon. Mr. Thomson had
suffered from heart disease for a considerable
time, but had been able to attend to his work,
and was at his usual duties up to Friday
night. He was found dead in bed on Satur-
day morning. He was seventy-three years
of age. Mr. Thomson was a native of Bncbaii,
and began life as a carpenter, .\ppointed an
inspector of works to Messrs. Matthews and
Mackenzie, architects. Aberdeen, he sub
sequeutly became chief assistant to the firm,

and passed through his hands many of tlie

present day well known architects, including

Dr. Marshall iMackeiizie, A.R.S.A. He was
then appointed head architect to the Duke of

Richmond and (iordon. His duties as such

covered a very wide district, and entailed the

preparatitui of plans and specifications often

luvohiu'; an expenditure of about t.'lO.OOO.

Mr. Thomson is survived by a widow, a son,

and three daughters.

The National Council of the Club and Insli

tute Union propose to build a convalescent

home at Grange-over-Sands. at a cost of

£15,000,

The plans of Messrs. A, Price and Sons have

been adopted by the Cheshire Education Com-
mittee for a council school to be biiill at Holme
Chapel.

A wing consisting of a billiard- and ladies'

rooms has liecn added to the Church Institute

at Sleights, near Whitby, at a cost of £600.

Mr. G. Wilkinson was the contractor.

Mr. Francis 11. Kimball, of New York, is

announced as the architect selected to design

the new building of the Pan-American States

Association in that city. The stiiu-ture will be

twenty-five stories high.

The Great Western Railway Company have
accepted the tender of the Cleveland Bridge
and Engineering Company. Ltd.. Darlington,
for the construction of a jetty for the shipment
of china clay at Fowey Harbour, Cornwall, The
jetty will have a length of 342fl, and a width
of 49ft., and will be carried upon eighteen 6ft,

cvlinders.
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Curr^nfi; Calamo.

It is worth notice, in further confirmation of

our remarks on this page last week, that in

connection with tlie " hundretl-and-tenpounci

cottage," of which a good deal has been heard

lately, the Times last Saturday gives tho

following particulars as regards cost. The
annual cost has been calculated on the basis

of a 4 per cent, charge for interest and

sinking fund on £110, the value of the land

being taken at £40 an acre, and as each

cottage is allowed an eighth of an acre of

land for a kitchen garden, this works out at

£5 per cottage, or a ground-rent of 4s. per

annum. The full particulars of cost are

stated as follows :

—

.\nnual charge.
Cost. fUO, at 4 per cent £4 8
Site, one-eishth acre of land at MiO
per acre 4 (1

Hepairs 15
Insurance 1 (i

i'5 8 B

Perhaps Mr. Lloyd George will tell us in his

ne.xt speech what more he is going to do to

" make the land available for cottages" when,

as at present, the ground-rent of an eighth of

an acre of land works out at four shillings a

year I Double the builders' transfer duties,

nr something of that sort, as he did in 1909-

19III'.'

local firm nf surveyors, uiid the then presi-

dent of (me of the sanitary societies. The

L.G.B. insisted on a public inquiry, which

Mr. Arlidge refused to attend on apparently

reasonable grounds. Later on Mr. Arlidge

obtained an order from the Divisional Court,

directing the L.G.B. to show cause why their

order dismissing Mr. .Arlidge's appeals

should not be quashed. In December la>t

year the rule was argued and discharged.

Mr. Arlidge went to the Court of Appeal, and

the case was argued last July before Lord

Justices Vaughan Williams, Buckley, and

Hamilton. Judgment was postponed till

after the Long Vacation, and last Thursday

the Court of Appeal decided by a majority

to allow the appeal, quash the Order of

February, 1912, and send the ease back to

the L.G.B. to determine in the manner pro-

vided by law.

His speech at Swindon on Wednesday in-

eluded a budget of promises, but only one

point deserves consideration, and that is a

very serious one indeed. A new " Land

Ministry," wfech is only to cost us £80,000

a year, is to, raise wages, reduce rents, and

enable everybody to buy land at his own
price. The State is to build cottages if

owners don't, and as for the money required,

Mr. Lloyd George says ;

—

We have t4ot a ver>- nice little fund at hand—the
insurance reserve funds. (Loud cheers. t \Vc are*

^^oinfi to give the first ciit of the .loint to the agfi-'

cultural labourers. (Cheers.)

This is robbing Peter to pay Paul with a

vengeance! This "very nice little fund"

now nearly reaches ten millions, and has

been rapidly accumulated out of con-

tributions from the insured, in return for

which they have not had, and w ill never have,

one penny benefit. We have two cases at the

moment under personal notice in which those

who have been forced to pay, and we with

them, and for them, could not, and cannot,

choose their own doctors, as Mr. Lloyil

George promised they should, and are now

paying their own medical man out of their

own pockets, except for a serious operation

which one is undergoing in hospital. Such is

the perversity of human nature that these,

and thousands of others like them, do not see

why servants and working men in the towns

should be sweated to provide Mr. Lloyd

George's " first cut off the joint !

"

Mr. J. F. Lancaster, of Burnley, and

others who are experieuciug difficulties with

regard to closing orders, and their legal

adviser;, have doubtless noted the judgment

of the Appeal Coui't given yesterday week in

the case of Arlidge v. the Local Government

Board, which has been dragging its slow

length along these two years. In January,

1911, the Hampstead Borough Council made

a closing order against Mr, Arlidge in respect

of S'i, Palnierston-road. on the ground that

the premises were unfit for habitation. Mr.

Arlidge appealed to the Local Government

Board, taking up favourable reports as to

the state of the house fi'om a highly reputable

It was pleaded by the L.G.B. that it only

followed its ordinary rules of procedure in

respect of these documents ; but Lord Justice

Buckley properly pointed out that its rules

might be inoperative because ultra vires or

inconsistent with natural justice. " It is one

thing," said the judge, " to depart from the

procedure adopted at common law, and

another, and a very different thing, to adopt

a procedure which is inconsistent with the

principles of natural justice on which Eng
lish law- is based." "Of course," said the

judge. " an Act of Parliament may be so

worded as expressly to authorise a procedure

inconsistent with the principles of justice

recognised by the common law of England

—

Parliament is omnipotent." We know that

by this time, unfortunately ; but even Parlia-

ment is not likely to defy the principles of

common justice for ever. The battle is

coming—sooner than some of us expect—and

iit may prove a sterner one than our fathers

bad to fight against other despotisms. It is

worth while, therefore, to hearten ourselves

with words like those of Lord Justice

Buckley.

Employers are under a sort of statutory

duty in regard to their safe custody of the

Insurance Cards of the workers while in their

possession. This arises out of regulations

made by the Commissioners under the Act.

These provide that an employer shall keep

the card of an employee during the current

week of service and up to the affixing of the

stamp. They also state that by consent of

the worker the employer can retain the card

during the current cjuarter. In this way

large contractors and builders have the

custody of hundreds of cards, which they

must hand over to the contributors on the

termination of the services or at the end of

the current quarter, or when requested. Now,

the legal meaning of this " safe custody
"

has not yet been determined. We know of a

case in which burglars broke into the premises

of a large firm, and, finding no better booty,

carried off a lot of these duly-stamped In-

surance Cards. We are told that the official

inspectors co^isider these employers are liable

to make good the stamps thus stolen. The

firm, of course, refuses to pay insurance taxes

twice over. The Government have already

had the money for the stamps once, and we

should say that the workers' accounts could

be cleared up by some proper certificate. But

in law it would seem that an employer's duty

as to the safe custody of these cards would

be discliarged if he took as much care of

them as he did of similar documents of his

cnvii. Ill' would, of course, be liable, as a

bailee without reward, for gross negligence

causing loss, but he can hardly be held re-

sponsible for an unforeseen burglary.

.\lr. G. Bernard Shaw said several very

useful things at the Three Arts Club on

Monday in his lecture on "The Three Arts:

Music. Art, and Drama. " It is perfectly true

that the anomalies in the \aliie of people are

staggering. The artist takes himself or her-

self to the market and finds that competition

is intensified by the blackleg—by the young

artist, for instance, who, really kept by his

parents, or living on the competence inherited

from them, does work for naxt to nothing

—

nay, even pays the sharks w!io employ him

to do that work. To some extent, as Mr.

Bernard Shaw said, the man or woman who
can cultivate their talent to the point of

special ability may despise and disregard un-

fair competition. But they are few. For the

rest of us the only way of escape is by com-

bination—by the methods of trade-unionism.

We must make up our minds what is a sub-

sistence wage, and in no circumstances accept

less. We must make it a point of honour not

to take less, and must try to enforce that by

every means in our power. That, with our-

selves, is the fundamental principle of the

Registration Bill.

We confess we are hai'dly surprised that

Camberwell and Croydon, and possibly other

boroughs, are indisposed to pay big con

tribntions towards the saving of the Crystal

Palace till more information is forthcoming

as to future prospects. The general scheme

for the management of the Palace under the

Board of Ti'ustees which is to be constituted

proposes that the purchase shall be com
pleted in the names of the Lord Mayor for

the time being, Sir David Burnett, Sir William

Treloar, and Sir Richard Stapley, who will

hold the property in trust, and carry on the

scheme, as far as possible, till the Palace and

park are vested in the corporate trustees

under the Act. Funds for the first year of

management will be found by creating a

mortgage on the ground-rents of the estate.

The trustees propose to carry on and develop

the existing Schools of Art and Engineering,

with a view to the ultimate establishment of

other schools of a similar character, such as

a School of Architecture and a school for

training young persons for life in the British

Colonies. The trustees will enter into

arrangements for the usual fetes and gather-

ings to be continued, and, except for those

occasions, limited to fifty a year, the park

will be open free to the public. The admission

charge to the Palace on ordinary days is to

be sixpence, as against Is. at the present time,

and season tickets will be issued. All this

is good in its way, but we cannot see that

the prospects of success are bright, and we do

not like the policy of mortgaging the grounds

to start with. It seems to us only too likely

to prejudice the future rights of the public

in the Palace and the park.

On the whole we are not sorry to see it

stated that it is liighly probable there will be

no winter exhibition at the Royal Academy

this year, in consequence of the death of Sir

F. Eaton, the secretary. It will be recalled

that a show of miniatures and pictures by

foreign artists working in England—such as

Holbein, for example—had been projected.

We had understood, as we stated on this

page in our issue of August 8 last, that such
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Hii exhibition would probably be confined to

one room, and we expressed our doubts then

wliether so limited a display would be worth

seeing, as it was extremely unlikely owners of

objects of real beauty and value would lend

unless the selection was entrusted to com-

petent experts. On the whole, the R.A. had

better take a season's rest and wait till its

new secretary gets into harness. Then, we

I rust, a little more wholesome activity and

prompter recognition of the needs of the

times will be manifested than we have been

used to of late years at Burlington House.

West Ham is leading the way with its

electrical undertaking, and all interested

should get a copy of its " Bi-annual Bulletin
"

for the current month, which is published by

its Electricity Department. The borough,

among other things, now charges electric

vehicles for all owners, and it is stated that

the cost of energy at current rates varies

from one-third to one-half the cost of petrol

required for motor vehicles of the same

carrying capacity. If this is so, surely, ere

long, in every Metropolitan borough West

Ham's enterprise will be emulated, and we

shall soon see the last of the stinking, noisy

motor-'buses and other destroyers of our

roads and dangers to human life? In addition

there are fully-illustrated particulars of the

use of electricity in factories, laundries, etc..

wherever it is being substituted for gas and

steam, with considerable economy of cost

and space. Appended to the " Bulletin

"

there is a list of vacant factories and factory

sites in West Ham. which many of our

readers would do well to study. There ivrc

few businesses it would not pay well to move

into West Ham, with the exceptional

facilities for cluap power this up-to-date

borough offers.

We are very glad that at the Birminghain

City Council on Tuesday Mr. Neville

Chamberlain's resolution, approving of the

lecommendations of the Royal Commission
on Inland Waterways for the appointment of

a Central Waterway Board to acquire and
maintain the four canal routes known as the

Cross, but without acting as carriers; and,
further, that should the Government decide
to unify and improve the waterways named,
the cou.ncil would be prepared favourably to

entertain a propo.sal to bear some of the cost

of iuiprovements, was carried unanimously.
Birmingham, as Mr. Neville Clvimberlain

pointed out. being 100 miles from the sea, is

greatly handicapped owing to the high rail-

way freightage rates. Unless Birmingham
was prepared to take the lead, and to say to

the Government and the country that they
were in earnest by undertaking to put their

hand in their pocket, they would have the

whole thing shelved, and another generation
would pass before another opportunity
occurred. Biriuinghain and Midland firms

are moving to the coast, and others will

follow nidess some such scheme as that re-

commended by the Royal Commission is

carried out. So will manufacturers and
traders in other inland towns have to do if

sectional interests are allowed to block the

waterways a past generation provided. We
need hardly point out what such a series of

migrations mean to property owners; and
that is why we recommend to all concerned
the serious study of Mr. Neville Chamber-
lain's speech on Tuesday, from which we give

as lengthy extracts as our space will bear on
another page.

The current number of the "Cambridge
Magazine," an undergraduate production,

contains an allegory which we must leave our

readers to interpret for themselves. The

Rich Man died, and found himself in a

luxurious smoking-room. He touched the

bell, and a perfectly-trained flunkey brought

him a wonderful cigar and the most delicious

white wine he had ever tasted. He lazily

noticed that the room had no windows, and

he thought he would like a little fresh air.

He passed into the next and equally mag-

nificent room, and there, too. he found no

windows. By now he had a distinct desire

for the open. In the third room also there

were no windows. He began to walk faster.

He wanted to see u cloud, although never in

his life had he experienced such a desire. He

started to run through rooms and rooms;

there w^as no end to them. He grew frantic,

and rushed headlong, as it seemed to him.

for miles. At last he sank exhausted into a

seat in a room papered in pale green, and

hung with oil paintings by Royal Academi-

cians, framed in costly gold. He rang an

electric bell feverishly. Another perfect

waiter appeared. " I want to go into the

garden. Show rae the way, quick." "Sorry,

sir. but it's against orders," was the respect-

ful answer. " Against orders ! ! ! What, isn't

this Heaven'/ " "No. sir !

"

COMPETITIONS.

BATH SECONDARY SCHOOL.—At the

last meeting of the City of Bath Education

Committee the town clerk reported that the

President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects had nominated Mr. H. T. Hare,

F.R.J.B..A.. as assessor for the designs of the

new secondary school.

BLACKBURN.—With regard to the plans

submitted in a local competition for the new
fire-station for the Blackburn Corporation,

the adjudicator, Mr. F. Gatley Briggs,

F.R.I.B.A., of the firm of Messrs. Briggs,

Wolstenholme, and Thornely. Central Build-

ings, Blackburn, has made the awards as

follows: First premium of £100. Mr. W.
Stirrup, F,R.I.B.A.. \i. Richmond-terrace,

Blackburn; second, of £50. Mr. .lohn Hay-

hurst, Richmond-terrace ; and third, of £25,

Mr. Fred Parkinson. Richmond-terrace.

BRADFORD.—Respecting the designs

received by the Bradford health committee

in the architects' competition for the laying-

out of the Southfield estate at Odsal~an
estate of 50 acres—on whieh the corporation

propose to build 600 houses for the

working classes, of four types of dwelling,

with twelve shops in addition, the adjudicator.

Mr. Henry T. Hare, F.R.I.B.A.. Gray's Inn-

square, has made the awards as under: First,

£300 premium. Mr. Hubert S. East,

A.R.I.B.A., 14, South-square, Gray's Inn.

W.C. ; second, £200, Messrs. Geoffry Lucas

and Arthur Lodge, in conjunction with Mr.

P. Badcock. 13. Gray's Inn-square. W.C. ;

third. £100. Mr. 'Patrick Abercrombie.

Di.partmeut of Civil Design. University of

Liverpool. Fifty-nine ilesigns were sent in.

The site is a somewhat irregular one, bounded
on the south by Hali Fax-road, and with an
outlet to the north to the High-street, and a

main road was suggested in the conditions, in

a more or less settled positicni. joining up
these two roads. The winning design, we
understand, is planned on somewhat sym-
metrical lines, with a central semicircular

open space, around which th'e shops are

groupetl with some of the better-class houses,

'hie less-important niads more or less lead

up t<i the centre, and have small open spaces

or playgrounds at the angles. The scheme
provides for ,j94 houses of the various types

grouped in blocks of two, four, six. and
eight. It is proposed that variety of appear-

ance will be obtained by the different treat-

ment of roofs, gables, and wall .surfaces, and
a varying building line, some of the blocks

being'set back 15ft. from the road, others as

much as 20ft. and 25ft. respectively. Back
roads are provided to all the houses, as
required by the Bradford by-laws. It is

calculated that some .1:125,000 will be required
to complete the whole of the buildings.

DE.XBIGH.—The erection of the North
Wales Sanatorium for tuberculosis patients
will be proceeded with as early as possible.
The sanatorium is to be built" on a hillside
site, about three miles from Denbigh.
Designs for the sanatorium were invited from
architects, and out of thirtv-three sets. Mr.
Edwin T. Hall. F.B.I. B. A.. London, the pro
fessional assessor, awarded the first place
to Mr. T. Taliesin Rees, F.R.I.B.A.. Liver-
pool, and this choice was endorsed
unanimously by the council of the Memorial
Association. The sanatorium is to cost
£20,000. and will give accommodation for 184
patients— 154 adults and 30 children, and
will be arranged so as to allow accommoda
tion for a further 100 patients at some future
date. The buildings will consist of eight
blocks. There will be the administrative
block, with the dining-room and kitchen
accommodation behind ; two nursing wards,
one for men and the other for women ; and
two ambulance wards for patients who arc
able to walk about. Then there will be a

children's ward and open-air classrooms.
There will also be a medical superintendent's
residence and rooms for the two resident
physicians, and a laboratory. A laundry and
a power station to produce electric light will

complete the series of blocks. A filtration

scheme of drainage will be provided, and the

water-supply will be drawn from a reservoir

formed by damming a brook which runs
through the estate.

HENDON.—The urban district councd
propose to erect a swimming bath and public-

hall adjacent to the public offices at the

Burroughs. Hendon, and in connection there-

with have decided to institute an open com-
petition among architects for designs, the

premiums to be fixed at £100, £75, and £50.

Mr. R. Blomfield. A.R.A.. President of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, has been

asked to nominate an assessor.

HIGH WYCOMBE.—This town-planning
competition has been settled. The envelopes

containing the names of the competitors were

opened at the meeting of the town council

on Tuesday, and the authors of the designs

placed first, second, and third by the adjudi-

cators were found to be ;—First. E. W.
Turner, L.R.I.B.A.. Sheffield. £25; second,

S. P. Tavlor. Harrowon-the-Hill. £10; third.

A. J. Dexter, High Wycombe, £5. The plans

are on view at the Guildhall from II a.m. to

7 p.m. to-day.

WARRINGTON.—At the meeting of tlic

education committee for Warrington on

Monday night, the .sites and buildings sub

committee submitted a report recommending
that a resolution inviting competitive designs

for the school to be erected, at a cost of

£14,000. in Lonely-lane, be rescinded, in

order that the competition might be re

strieted to local architects, the committee to

adjudicate on the plans. It was pointed out

that this would save the appointment of an

assessor and his fee. Several members

opposed the principle of limitation, and the

opinion was expressed that they could only

get the best possible plans by throwing open

the competition. The proposals of the sites

and buildings subcommittee were defeated

by the easting vote of the chairman (Mr. H.

Roberts), and the competition remains, there-

fore, an open one.

Tlie 14isliop of Thetford dedicated last week

and opened the new infants' department of the

Cliiiroli schools at KasI Dereham. Accommoda-
tion provided is for 144 children. The architecl

was Mr. John Burton, of Norwich, and the

builders were Me.ssrs. \V. and J. Larner. of East

Dereham.
The dilapidateil wooileii bridge over the

River Ouse at Magilalen, six miles south of

King's I,vnn, is being replaced by a bridge in

Uirce spans, of 100ft. each., of lattice steel

girders, designed by Mr. John Russell. The
work is being carried onl by Messrs. Archibald

D. Dawnay and Sons, Ltd., for the Norfolk

County Council at a cost of £6.000.
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CHESTKK. ri„. llydid Klctnntv \V..His
were opeiuMl on lloiulay bv tlio iimvor. The
woi-Us stiiiid nil Uie site of tile fiuimiis old
l)oe Mills, iieai- the bridge across tlie river.
Tlie eorn mills, first mentioned in a deed of

I 111' period of the N'ornian Conquest, have
bi'iMi burnt down on four ocensions. the Inst
lime in 189."). and. as thev had become
"lisnlete, they were finallv" discarded for
nulling purposes in 1908. 'The mills and
ualer rights were accpiired hv the i-orpora-
Iniii of Chester in 1895. and were dismanllod
in January. 1910. While the large water-
wheels were exposed to view it oeeiirred to
Mr. S. E. liritton. tlie eitv electrical
engineer, that the water power might be used
for generating electricity and thus supple-
ment the city's steam-power installation. Ho
drafted a scheme which ho submitted to the
ecn-poration. who in turn consulted Mr. A, C.
Ilnrtzig. of London, with the result that the
works were erected. Messrs. .James (ioidon
and Co. were the contractors.

CRO'V HON. - The new secondary school
fur boys in The Crescent was opened bv the
.Mayor of Croydon on the 1.0tli iiist.

' The
school. provides accommodation for 414 pupils,
and is designed on the central-hall plan, the
hill) being 69ft. by 38ft.. with a balcony 7ft.
wide extending round two sides, giving access
to the upper rooms. The whole of the class-
rooms are grouped round this central hall,
and most of them open directly out of it. Cut
off from the centre block by corridors and
screen doors are two wings, which contain
workshops. gymnasium, chemical and
physical laboratories, and a dining-room anrl
art room. The ground floor corridors art
paved with terrazzo, the upper floor corridors,
laboratories, kitchen, and dining-rooms with
a special noloment jointless lloor; the hall,

classrooms, and other floors being paved with
grooved and tongued polished pitch pine
blocks. Mr. H. Carter Pegg, F.IM.B.A.,
was the architect. The heating has been
carried out by Messrs. Rosser and Russell, of

London, and the electric lighting by Mr. E.

C. Price, of Croydon. The building coijtract
with Messrs. Wm. Smith and Sons, of

Croydon, amounted to £14.49.3; and the fur-

niture, in Canadian oak, has been supplied by
Messrs, Bradford, of Manchester.

SARRATT.— On September 14, the dedica-
tion festival of Sarratt Church. Herts, the
bells were "reopened," after having been
retuned and rehung by Messi\s. Warner and
Sons, of London. They have been retuned
upon Canon Simpson's five-tone principle,
and rehung in a neat steel frame of unique
design, and quite independent of the walls
of the tower ; the old frame of oak, which
was rotten and was vibrating against tlie

tower walls, having been cleared, out. In
the new frame two empty bays are in readi-
ness for the addition of two smaller bells, and
it is to be hoped that they will soon be forth-
coming.

-«*»

A new Wesleyan Sunday-school has been
opened at HelUfield. Mr. W. Sunderland, of
.Settle, was the contractor.

The urban district council of Cleethorpes have
decided upon a scheme for a marine lake of
about 22 .acres extent to be constructed along
the King's Promenade.

The Prestwick Town Council has appointed
Mr. Frank Pritty, C.E., of the city engineer's
staff. Glasgow, to the post of burgh surveyor
and master of works. There were over eighty
applicants for the position.

Arrangements are being made to return to
the donors £1,200 subscriptions sent to the
Dublin Mansion House Committee to help the
corporation to secure the gift of pictures offered
by Sir Hugh Lane. Owing to the action of the
corporation, the gift has been finallv with
drawn from Dublin.

The church of St. Peter, Shaldon, near
Teignmouth. which was consecrated only eleven
years ago, has been condemned by Mr'. W D
Caroe, architect to the Ecclesi'astical Com-
mission, as being in an unsafe condition.- It is
estunated that about £3,000 must be spent on
the church to make it secure.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES,

liLAStioW I.NSinCTE OF AKCHI-
TEC IS, The (piarterly meeting of the
(ilasgow Institute of Arcdiitects was held on
Friday, the 17th iiist.. in the secretary's
chambers. 11."). St. N'iiiceiil street, Mr.
A. N. Paterson. A.ILS.A., pii'sident, in the
chair. The secretary reportcil the proceed-
lugs of the council with regard to the matters
considered and dealt with siiici' the previous
general meeting, and of which the following
were the principal items:- (1) Ancient Monu-
U'ents in Scotland The I'irst Commissioner
of Works and the Secretarv for Scotland bad
been memorialised, and the representations
of the institute had been given elTect to; |2)

eorri'spondcnce with the town clerk in re-

gard to proposed new bridges, alterations at
the Troll Steeple, and new tramway shelters,
and with the Merchants' Hou.se in support of
their action in connection with the proposed
demolition of the Briggate Steeple

; (3) agree-
ment as to certain matters regulating build-
ing contracts entered into lietwcen the insti-
tute and the Glasgow and West of Scotland
Hnilding Trades Employers' Council ; (4) the
laying out of Cathedralscpiare

; and (5) with
regard to the lectures intimation was made
that definite arrangements regarding the first
two had now been concluded. Mr Lisle
March Phillips, of London, and Sir John
Stirling Maxwell, Bai-t., have undertaken to
address the institute on Wednesdav De-
cember 10, and Friday, January .10 On the
recommendation of the eouncil'the followin"
were unanmiously elected fellows of the insti"
tute. VIZ. :—Me.ssrs. Gorge F. Boswell 19
v\ aterloo-street

; and Andrew F. Bryden 14?'
Hath sti'eet.

vJft!1
INSTITUTION- (,F CTVIL ENGI-NLKRS^ -The council of the Institution of

tivil Engineers have made the followiu"
awards for papers published in the Proceed-

i'mo,mo'""'l
f''^™*^«'"". ''"''iML' the session

iniO-i9i3,_.4 Telford gold medal to Mr.
•James Mackenzie (Johaiiiiesbnrg) • Telford
premiums to Messrs. H. Hnwg'ood (Los
Angeles), J. K. Robertson

I Bombay) G S
Perry (Sydney, X.S.W.), and (lervai'se Pur-
cell, B.A. (Los Angeles); and the Crampton
prize to Mr. William Ma.son. Jf.Sc. (Liver-
pool). The council have made the following
awards in respect of students' papers read
before provincial associations of students
during the past .session :—The James Forrest
medal and a Miller prize to Mr. P. M. Chad-
wiek. B.Se. (Birmingham); and Miller prizes
to Messrs. A. .1. S. Pippai'd (Bristol) T P
Geen (Bristol). C. E. Hollowav, B.Sc.
(Bristol). J. W. Burns (Gla.sgow). a'lid B. A.
E. Heilig (Birmingham).

IXSTITUTIOX OF MUMCIPAL
ENGIXEERS. A special meeting of
members of this institution is to be held at
-No. 4, Southampton-row. W.C. at 1 p.m., on
Friday, November 7, to consider some im-
portant proposed amendments and additions
to the by-laws. These alterations were
approved of at a special meeting held on
April 2.3 last, and were also approved by the
council on September 24. Under the" pro-
posed amended by-laws, if finally adopted, a
mutual aid and defence fund will be created
and a new class of Associates formed, who are
defined as "persons who. although not
engaged in the profession of municipal
engineering or eligible for corporate member-
ship, are, by their connection with the
sciences and arts, or otherwise, qualified to
concur with municipal engineers in the
advancement of professional knowledge."
Associates will not be entitled to the
privileges of corporate membership. The
new by-la%ys are to come into operation, if

approved, on January 1 next.

I'ools," and while it is impossibl.- as ut to
say anything definite about subsequentinect
iiigs among the subjects under considei-alion,
the following will probably be brought for
waril:- "'I'ests on Gas-Engines," "Some
Modern iVIethods of Welding," and the " De-
velopment of Road Locomotion." The insti-
tution has been extending its prcmi.ses, and
in the course of the session a reception to
celebrate the opening of the extension will be
given by the president. Sir H. Frederick
Donaldson, and Lady Donaldson. Papers to
be read licfore the Graduates Association of
the Institution include "Modern i\Ietliods of
Steam Raising," by Mr. R. D. McGroarty
(November 10); " Sl'iipbuilding and Shipyard
Practice," by Mr. W. J. Drummond (De-
cember 8); and "The Arrangement of
Modern Engineering Shops," by Jlr. H. C.
.Armitage (.lanuary 12).

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO
CIATIO.N'. -The ordinary meeting of the
council was held on the Ifitli instant at Koh-i-
Noor House, Kingsway, W.C. the president.
Air. Walter Lawrence, jun., being in the
chair. The reports of the committees and
proceedings of the conciliation boards were
received and adopted. Several new mem-
bers were duly elected, and applications for
membership received. Correspondence re-
lating to trade matters, etc.. was eonsidei-ecl
and instruetions given. Since the last meet-
ing of the council a working rule agreement
ha.s been made with the United Builders-
Labourers' Union.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.-The board of architectural
education of the Royal Institute of British
Architects announce that the designs sub
mitted by the following students who are
qualifying for the final examination have
been approved :—Subject X.— (a) Design for
a Classic Villa ; Messrs. J. W. Bull G W
Callender, A. D. Clare, C. Diekeson S
Fernyhough, E. Fineham. J. C. Powell. G. E
Francis, R. Lone,' A. E. Maxwell, C G
Ripley, (Miss) M. Shewen, F. Williamson'
W. C. Vouiig. (b) A Pier at a First class
Watering Place: Messrs. F. A. Barley -\ .1

Wood.

THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
E.N'GINEERS.— This society opens its pro-
ceedings to-day with a paper hv Mr. R. B.
Creak, on "Modern Flour Mill 'Machinery."
General meetings have been arranged on
November 20 and 21 in Manchester and Lon-
don respectively, at both of which a paper
will be read by Professor William Ripper on
the "Cutting Power of T,ithe Turninj

THE ROYAL ARCH.EOLOGICAL IN
SriTUTE.- This institution opens its ses-
sion on November .") with a paper by Mr. A.
Hamilton Thompson on "Pestilences of the
14th Century in the Diocese of York." and
lias eight meetings between that date and
July 1. On December 3 a paper will be read
by Mr. F. E. Howard on "Medieval Roofs,"
and the only other papers definitely fixed are
hy Mr. R. H. Forster on "The Excavation of
Corstopitum (Corbridge) in 1913" (February
4), by Dr. A. C. Fryer on "Nicholas Stone's
School of Effigy-Makers" (March 4). and by
the Rev. C. E. Laing on "The Inscription's
Discovered in the Excavation of Bardney
Abbey, Lincolnshire" (April 1). The siimme'r
meeting of the institute is to be held for
eight days next year at Derby, from which
place as a centre a series of" excursions to
places of arehseological and architectural
interest has been planned. Among the
arrangements already made by the British
.Archaeological Association mention may be
made of the paper on November 6 by Dr. T.
Cato Worsfold on " Constantinople 'and the
Balkans from my Camera, with Scenes from
the Recent War." and of that on December 4
by the president. Mr. Charles E. Keyser, on
"The Three Churches of Ampiiey Crueis,
Ampney St. Mary's, and Ampney St". Peter's.
Gloucestershire." The London" and Middle
sex Ai-chteologieal Society has already held
several meetings, and only two more will be
held this year, in the first of which Mr.
Walter G. Bell will describe the origin and
growth of the Fleet-street area, which is to
be visited by the members, and in the second
of wdiieh Mr. C. W. F. Goss will lecture on
"The History and Antiquities of Bishops-
gate." The "Historic London" Club pro-
poses to visit, under the direction of Mr.
Allen S. Walker, several of the City Com-
panics, and is also studying the southern
borough.s, its programme including Lewis-
ham, Lee, Bermondsey, Rotherhithe, and
Deptford.
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nr HUnstrations.

GRESHAM'S SCHOOL CHAPEL, HOLT,
NORFOLK.

Sir Thomas Gresham founded this well-

known school in 1555. and the buildings were

entirely reconstructed in 1902,' since when
developments have taken place with such

success that now there are 230 boys in the

school, and if further buildings were avail

able the numbers would reach 300 pupils.

Up to now Sunday services have been held

in the school hall ; but the foundation-stone

of the chapel was laid last year by Sir

Edward Busk, chairman of the Governors
and Prime Warden of the Fishmongers'
Company, who are the trustees of Sir John
Gresham's estate. The accommodation pro-

vided for in the cliapel forthwith to be

erected, including the antechapel, will on
special occasions seat about 600 worshippers,
the usual stalls in the chapel proper allowiiig

for about .360. The organ - screen, stalls,

panelling, seating, and doors are to be of

oak. The cvterior is to be faced with stone
inid flint in the manner so characteristic of

Norfolk work, while the roofs are to be covered
with red handmade tiles. The perspective
drawing here reproduced also .shows plans
which are in execution to be somewhat
modified. The tenders for the work are to

be received in the course of the ne.\t few
weeks. Messrs. John Wm. Simpson.
F.R.LB.A..and Maxwell Ayrton. A.R.I.B.A.,
of Vernlam Buildings. Gray's Inn, are the
architects. Later on we may possibly give
some details of the work as actuallv carried
out.

NEW CLUB HOUSE, TORONTO,
CANADA, FOR THE TORONTO HUNT.
These picturesque and extensive premises,

belonging to the Hunt Club, Toronto, are
illustrated by the bird's-eye view which was
hung on the line at the Royal Academy this
year. A feature is made of the porte cochere
and tower, which masks the principal
entrance. Considerable accommodation is

provided, befitting so important a rendezvous
for the meet, besides the equipment of a first-

class club. Up to the time of going to press
the further promised particulars of the
buildings have not come to hand. Messrs.
Darling and Pearson, of Toronto, are the
architects.

NEW CATHEDRAL: TAI-AN FU,
SHANTUNG, NORTH CHINA.

The site for this building faces one of the
most important streets of the west suburb
of Tai-An-Fu City, Shantung, China. The
church consists of nave, north and south
aisles, narthex. chancel, chapel, clergy and
choir vestries, and organ - chamber, the
bishop's vestry being situate in the north-
east corner of the church. There are two
main entrances, on the north and south sides,
besides a special entrance to the chapel.
There is also a separate entrance to the
bishop's vestry on the east side. The font
is by the narthex. The heating is by means
of hot water, ventilated by means of
radiators, with fresh air inlets "in the walls,
and extract ventilators are placed in the
roof. The exterior is to l)e of random rubble
local stone obtained from the river-bed, and
the dressed work of local blue-grey lime-
stone. The interior will he faced with
random-course stonework. All columns to
tlie aisles and tower will be in local blue-
grey limestone. The roof will be covered with
red pantiles. The following are the principal
dimensions:—Nave: length, 77ft. lOin
breadth 25ft., height 45ft. from floor to roof!
total width across nave and aisles 48ft. Sin.
chancel: length 40ft.. width 25ft.. height
43ft. 6in. from floor to roof. A Norman
style of architecture has been adopted by
the late Mr. J. Francis Doyle and Mr.
Sidney W. Doyle, architects." Harrington-
street. Liverpool.

* Illustrations of the Oresliam School wi'i-e Kiveu
in the Btiil.niso Nrws tor .VuKUst l.l, l'M)Z. Mv.
Howard t'hutteild Clarke was the architect, and he
holds the capacitv of consultinR architect to the
chapel committee now

C'.^THKDK-AL C'llL'Rl'M

I'ai -.xn-' Fv

Shantung

Ground PL.^^

LENNARDS' HOLIDAY HOME, WESTON-
SUPER-MARE.

This building is in course of completion by

the contractors. Messrs. H. W. Pollard and
Son, of Bridgwater, and is intended to be

occupied by employees of Messrs. Lennards,

Ltd., who may be in need of rest and
recuperation. The west front abuts upon
the Promenade, or Beach-road, and the south

main entrance on Clifton-road. The position,

shape, and height of the building is restricted

by the existing building-lines and rights of

light to adjoining premises, so that the

accommodation is necessarily confined to a

narrow plan. The site is 41ft. by 145ft., and
was given by Mr. Sheriff T. J. Lennard.
J. P., of Bristol. Each floor is provided with
similar self-contained apartments, with entry

from the common staircase, which is con-

structed of concrete and glazed-brick-faced
walls. All floors are of reinforced concrete,

and the internal finish throughout is arranged
for simple, inexpensive, but homely treat-

ment and labour-saving. The cooking, hot-

water services, and lighting will be by gas-

fittings. The walls below the plinth are faced
with limestone, and otherwise with local red

brick, relieved by biscuit-coloured terracotta
dressings, supplied by the Hathern Station
Terracotta Company, of Loughborough, The
main roof is covered with Delabole rustic

slates, the porch and flat concrete roof being
finished with asphalte. The floors of the
staircase, hall, and balconies will be paved
with marble terrazzo. Messrs. Bridgman and
Bridgman, A.R.I.B.A.. M.S. A., of Bristol,
Torquay, and Paignton, are the architects.

DETAILS OF THE BICi SCHOOL,
HAILEYBURY.

These working drawings comprise excellent
details of this work as now being carried
out. The general views and plan of the Big
School were published in our issue for
August 23 last year, with several particulars
of the general scheme, and these exterior
perspectives, which we then reproduced,
were .shown in the Royal Academy exhibition
last summer. The sheet given herewith is

one of three which the architects. Messrs.
John W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A.. and Maxwell
Ayrton. A.R.I.B.A.. have kuidly placed at
our disposal. The masonry is all in selected
Whitbed Portland stone. " The scale of the
existing buildings, with which the new work
so admirably harmonises, is being followed
in the columns alid other details of these
additions. The buildings thus added to
formed the old East India College, and were
converted to the use of the present founda-
tion in 18G2. It is interesting to refer to the
fact that the columns of this old work are
very fair copies of those of the Erectheion.
f(nd those in th? new buildings are being

carved from a cast of the actual capital in

the British Museum. The first block of the.se

extensions is now approaching completion,

and the Big School itself is well in hand.

The details represented on the accompany-
ing double-page are so fully worked out in

the drawing as to be perfectly clear, and, of

course, are eminently practical and are very

useful.

<t»

Mr- Claude Beynon. assistant surveyor to the
Langport Rural District Council, has been
appointed road surveyor to the Cheltenham
Rural District Council,

A Church school has been formally opened at

Dallington. East Sussex. Mr. j'. Wall, of

Bexhill, was the architect, and Messrs. Rogers
and Son. of Bexhill. were the contractors.

The partnership hitiierto subsisting between
E. F. Hill and B. W. Thomas, carrying on
business as architects and surveyors at New-
bury, Berks, under the style of Hill and
Thomas, has been dissolved.

Plans prepared by Messrs. Settle and
Brunditt for the sanatorium for tuberculosis

patients which the Lancashire County Council
propose to build at Pennington, adjoining the
High Carley Hospital, have received the
approval of the Local Government Board. The
estimated cost, including cost of site, is

£16.000.

Mr. James Clark. J. P.. house-painter and
decorator, of St. Agnes. 18. Greenhill-gardens,
Edinburgh, late of 124. George-street. Edin-
burgh, formerly secretary and president of the
Master Painters' Association, who died on
July 26 last, left personal estate in the United
Kingdom valued at £3,585. of which £3,302 is

in Scotland.

With the enlargement of the city boundaries,
the Birmingham Corporation have found it

necessary to undertake the rebuilding of six

bridges in various parts of Greater Birming-
ham, of which one—that in King's-road. Hay
Mills— is completed. The work, which will cost

£30,000. is being carried out under the super-
vision of the city surveyor. Mr. H, E. Stilgoe.

A contract will shortly be let by the
municipality of .\ntwerp for building an
annexe to the Palais de Justice abutting on
to the Avenue de I'lndustrie and the Rue de
la Justice, The work includes the construction
of courts for the Conseil de Guerre, the
Auditorat Militaire. Justices of the Peace, the
Conseil des Prud'hommes, and the offices of
several administrative services.

The archEPological faculty of the British
School at Rome will hold its uiinnal meeting
at the Society of Antiquaries' Room's, Burlington
House, on Tuesday. November 4. at 5 p.m. Sir

Rennell Rodd. British Ambassador in Rome,
will preside, and Mr. .\rthnr Smith will read
a paper on "The Endymiou Sarcophagus of
Felix Hall." Good progress is being made with
the buildings near the Villa Borghese. destined
for the reconstituted institution.
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Messrs. Bridgman and Bridc;man, Architects.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

TRESPASS WITHOUT NOTICE, TO AVERT
DANGER.—Kirby v. Chessum.—In this action,

reported in our " last issue {p. 564). judsTment

was entered for the plaintiff for i:20. but Mr.

Justice Avorv granted a stay of execution. The
question of the liability of H.M. Office of Works,

who had been joined as third parties, was

areued on Friday. Mr. Justice Avory. in his

judsinent. said that the order for the work of

uiuferpinning the plaintiff's wall was given by

the architect, who represented the Office of

Works. If the order was to do the work irre-

spective of the consent of the owner of the land,

the act was manifestly tortious, and no

indemnity could be implied within the principle

in "Sheffield Corporation v. Barclay" (1905).

If the order was given subject to the owner's

consent, as he found was the fact in this case,

the defendants had not obtained that consent,

and were responsible for the damage. The
claim against the third parties must therefore

be dismissed.

FATAL ACCIDENT AT BUCKINGHAM
PALACE.— At Westminster Coroner's Court, on

Friday. Mr. Ingleby Oddie held an inquest on

Maurice Woodhouse, 55, a painter, of Field-

road. Fulhani. who was employed by Messrs.

Leslie, contractors for the rebuilding of the

front of Buckingham Palace, and was killed

while at work on Tuesday morning. It appeared
that Woodhouse, instead of going down from
one staging to another by the scaffold ladder,

which was only five feet away, took a short cut

and attempted to go down by using his own
ladder. He must have stepped on the loose

end of some scaffolding that was being removed,
causing the other end to tilt up. He fell

through a hole only 2ft. 9in. wide. The foreman
at the works said there were no instructions

for rapidity over the job. There were plenty

of men to get it done in time. A verdict of

"Accidental death" was returned.

HOUSE - OWNERS AND THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOARD. — Arlidge v. Local
Government Board. — This appeal, in which
judgment was given in the Court of Appeal on
Thursday in last week by Lords Justices

Vaughan Williams, Buckley, and Hamilton, was
argued last sittings. The Court was asked to

decide whether the owner of a house which had
been condemned as unfit for human habitation
was entitled to see the report of the local

inspector appointed under the Act, nnd to be
heard before his appeal to the Local Govern-
ment Board again.st the closing order was
decided, or whether the Board had power to

deal with the matter on the reports to them
of their local inspector, following his public
inquiry. Mr. William Arlidge is the owner of

a house at Hampstead as to which a complaint
had been made, and a closing order asked for,

under the Housing and Town-Planning Act,
1909. The local inspector held two public
inquiries, at which Mr. Arlidge gave evidence,
and duly made reports to the Hampstead
Borough Council, and they decided that it was
a prima-facie case for a closing order. There
upon Mr. Arlidge appealed to the Local Govern
nient Board. Before his appeal came on for
iiearing. however, he was informed that the
matter had been considered by the Board or
some person properly appointed, who. acting on
the information in the report of the local
inspector, had decided to dismiss the appeal and
confirm the order. Mr. Arlidge. who had spent
a considerable sum in repairs, obtained a rule
7iisi for a certiorari to bring up the closing order
to be quashed, on the ground that he had never
I)een allowed to see the inspector's reports, and
had not been heard, and therefore the order
was improperly made. He desired to be heard
as to the repair.s executed since the notice had
been served on him. and to show that the
premises were no longer insanitary. The
Divisional Court (Justices Ridley, Coleridge,
and Bankes) were of opinion that the Local
Government Board were not bound on an
appeal to hear the appellant and liis witnesses,
and that it was competent to the Board to
determine the question before them as to
whether or not the closing order should be con-
firmed or discharged solely on the report of the
inspector who had held a public inquiry, and
on the perusal of written statements of the
parties. The Court therefore discharged the
rule Mr. Arlirlge appealed. Counsel for the
applicant were Mr. Macmorrnn. K C . Mr.
Upjohn. K.C.. and Mr. Brook Little; for the
Local Government Board the Solicitor-General
{Sir John Simon. K.C.) and Mr. Branson; and
for the Hampstead Borough Council Mr. S G
Turner.—By a majority of the Court the appeal
was allowed. Lord Justice Hamilton tlissenting.
and the matter was referred back to the Local
Government Board for reconsideration. In his

judgment Lord Justice Vaughan Williams ex-

pressed the opinion that if an appeal was
entered, the Local Government Board must
decide it in their capacity of a statutory appel-

late tribunal in some more judicial way tfian

merely sending a notice stating that "after an
impartial and careful consideration " they dis-

missed the appeal. The refusal to give the

appellant inspection of the reports on which
the Board rested their decision was certainly

wrong, and perhaps was the strongest evidence

that could be given in support of a claim for a

certiorari. The Local Government Board de-

fended this refu.sal on the ground that reports

to a public department were privileged from
inspection, but it was contrary to natural jus-

tice that a man shoulij not have an opportunity
of knowing the contents of a report when there
was a decision against him based on that
report. In his opinion, following the judgments
of Lord Loreburn in "Board of Education v.

Rice." 1911, and of Lord O'Brien and Mr.
Ju.stice Madden in "Rex. v. Local Govern-
ment Board." 1911. the appeal must be
allowed.—Lord Justice Buckley concurred,
stating that it was of the first importance that-

such proceedings should be conducted in .such a
way as to command puldic confidence. He
thought very strongly that the appellant here
was entitled, before a closing order was made,
to be put in possession of the facts alleged
against him on which the Local Government
Board acted, and was entitled to an oppor-
tunity of upsetting them if he could. The
report upon a public local inquiry was a public
document, and it was quite wrong to aver that
it was a privileged communication. The ap-
pellant was certainly entitled to see the in-

spector's reports. The appeal must succeed on
that ground, and the closing order quashed. A
decision of a Government Department was like

the judgment of a Court. Not only must the
proceedings be conducted openly, but the judge
could not give his judgment with closed doors.
—Lord Justice Hamilton read a dissenting
judgment, in which he regarded the Local
Government Board as " a statutory tribunal
anomalous as compared with common law
courts, created by the Legislature for a special
class of appeals, and endowed by it with the
power of formulating its own procedure."

A TRINITY SQUARE SITE-VALUE
APPEAL. — An appeal against a provisional
valuation made by the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue, under the Finance Act. 1909-10, of
land in Trinity-square. E.C.. was heard at the
Surveyors' Institution on Wednesda> by Sir
Alexander Stenning. sitting as a Referee. The
appellant was Miss M. E. Matthews, of Hove,
who was until 1910 the owner of the freehold
property. 5. Trinity-square, 1, Muscovy-court,
and 11 and 12. Savage-gardens, Tower-hill, which
was in that year purchased by the Port of
London Authority as part of the site for the
new offices they are erecting. Mr. W^. Allen
represented the appellant, and Mr. J. H. Shaw
appeared for the Commissioners. Mr. Allen
stated that the appeal involved the gross value
of the property on April 30. 1909. The pro-
visional valuation served in Mav. 1912, placed
the gross value at £20,250. The" full site value,
the total value, and the assessable site value
were all fixed at the same figure, and the appeal
was against the total and the site value, on the
ground that the gross value fixed by the Com-
missioners was insufficient. In July. 1910. Mr.
R. A, Ellis, acting for the Port of London
Authority, agreed with the representatives of
Miss Matthews to purchase the property for
£26.322 10s. and pay the vendor's costs, making
in all £27.000. Not until the conveyance was
it disclosed for whom he was purchasing. When
tlie provisional valuation was served, the Com-
missioners had been informed of the sale; but,
despite the fact that within about a year of
April 30, 1909. the property had realised ie27,000.
they placed the value at £20.250. Gross value
was defined under Section 25 of the Act as the
amount which the fee simple of the land, sold
at the time in the open market by a willing
seller, free from encumbrances other than rates
and taxes, might be expected to realise This
" gross value " had been interpreted by the
Hou-se of Lords, in the case of "' Herbert's
Trustees v. The Commissioners of Inland
Revenue." to be the full market value, free
from all burdens, charges, and restrictions. The
difference between the price at which Miss
Matthews sold and the Commissioners" valuation
was £6. 750. so thai Miss Matthews would be
liable to pay increment duty of £949 for the
rise in the value of land in a single year. The
site, which had an area of 5.0OO square feet,
stood at the corner of Trinity-square, with a
return frontage to Savage gardens. In 1898.

when the property produced a total rental of
£830 a year. Sir David Burnett offered to rent
the site on a building lease at £800 a year.

while Messrs. S. Walker and Sons offered

£20,750, plus an annuity of £150, representing
another £1,800. and the owner's costs. He con-

tended that the property was worth quite as

much-probably a little more-- as a cleared site

than with the buildings that were upon it.—In
support of the appeal, Mr. R. A. Ellis, who
purcha.sed the property for the Port of London
.\uthority. said he had advised Lord Devonport.
the chairman of that board, that £27,000 was
the market value of the property. Sir David
Burnett. F.S.I.. the Lord Mayor of London,
considereil a fair value for the property in 1909

was t;2.">,000. Mr. Samuel Walker valued the

site in 1909 at £24.750. and Mr. J. R. Cooper
estimated it at £25,725. -For the Commissioners,
Mr. R. Ashford Dash. Superintendent Valuer of

the London district, stated that the forecourt

areas not being available for building, the
authorities based their valuation on the estimate

of £4 10s. a foot for the remaining 4.50Dft.,

giving a total of £20,250. No one would have
gone beyond, or even upt to. £4 10s. a foot in 1909.

before the Port of London Authority came on the

scene as possible purchasers.^Mr. C. A. Lang
said he valued the property at £20,250 in 1909,

when it was worth less than some years pre-

viously. Owing to the Government's land

taxes, property had depreciated as regarded
selling since 1906.—Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke,

F.S.I.. estimated the value of the site at

£19,500.—Mr. Shaw, for the Commissioners,
argued that the conditions of the sale in 1910,

and also the offers made in 1898. in no way
corresponded with the conditions laid down for

the valuation of property under Section 25 of

the Act. It was not for sale in the open market,
and the owner was not a willing seller.

Section 25 contemplated, not the price a person

could obtain from the necessities of a person

who wanted to buy, but the price which, if a

person wanted to sell, he could obtain in the

open market.—Judgment was reserved.

Mr. T. C. Ekin, Local Government Board
inspector, held a public inquiry at the town-
hall. Maidstone, on Thursday in last week, with

reference to an application by the town council

for power to borrow a sum of £6,120 for

extensions to the electric-lighting plant. The
town clerk (Mr. S. L. Monckton) and the elec-

trical engineer (Mr. E. E. Hoadleyl explained

the proposals. It was stated that a profit of

£1.182 was made on the electric works last year.

A delay has occurred, owing to recent strikes

in the North of England, in the carrying out

of the experiment of strengthening the founda
tions of St. Paul's Cathedral by cementing the

subsoil of sand. Experimental borings have
been made on the site of the old Post Office in

St. Martin's le-Grand. where steel tubes will be
sunk. The work will be put in hand as soon
as possible; but the result will probably not be
known until the middle of January.

Mr. Arthur H. Baxter has been appointed
head of the art department of the Battersea
Polytechnic at a salary of £300 per annum,
rising by four annual increments of £15 and
two of £20 to £400 per annum, in place of

Mr. A. H. Andrews, who has accepted an
appointment in India. Mr. Baxter has been
for twelve years master in charge of designs

and crafts in the Liverpool School of Art. He
has had practical experience in designs for

craft - work and the interior decoration of

buildings and steamships.

The members of the rural district council for

Liskeard discussed on Saturday a report received
from their surveyor stating that they could not
carry out their contracts with the county council
of (Cornwall unless the roadmen had cottages.

It was pointed out that if they decided not
to build houses for the men working on the
main roads, they would have to face the fact

that the county council might take them over.

It was eventually decided, for the present, to

build six cottages for the district roadmen

—

viz., two at St. Neot. and one each at Bos-
connoc. St. Martins. Morval, and Talland.

Whilst excavations were being made for the
drains for the new gymnasium in the course
of erection in the grounds of the Simon
Langton Schools. Canterbury, last week, the
workmen unearthed a good specimen of a
Roman tessellated pavement. Unfortunately,
before they realised the value of the find, the
mosaic had l.)een considerably damaged by the
pick. Excavations on four previous occasions in

the school grounds have reached, at a uniform
depth of 7ft. from the present surface level,

similar portions of tessellated pavement, the
last occasion being some seven years ago The
original buildings of the monastery of the White
Friars were evidently built on the site of a
Roman villa.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, iScc.

THE BATTLE OK LEIPZIG^- Tlio nuiiuiinent

erecled about tliree miles from Leipzig to com-

memorate the centenary of the Hattle of the

Nations was dedicatea on Saturday. Ihe

foundation-stone was laid just forty years ag;o

;

but the project huns fire for twenty years, when

a youns; Leipzig architect named Clemens

Thieme "decided to do something towards the

realisation of the scheme, and founded the

German Patriotic League. Thanks to his deter-

jnination and perseverance, in 1895 prizes were

offered for the best designs for a monument.

Xone of the designs submitted was considered

satisfactory in every respect, and Professor

Bruno Schmitz, the designer of the Kyffhauser

monument, was requested by the committee to

sulimit plans. Work on the memorial was com-

menced on October 18, 1898, the foundation-

stone being the same stone laid in 1863. The

monument, which stands on an artificially-

formed eminence, is ju.st 300ft. high. It takes

the form of a four-sided truncated pyramid,

and is constructed of huge blocks of granite

and porphyry quarried in the neighbourhood,

lu the centre of the base, in front, is a carved

ll'Mire of St. Michael. The archangel stands

lesting on a shield, with his sword pointed

down, while on his right and left hand in relief

are the furies of war, carrying torches. Above

I ho furies are figures of eagles, symViolising

Victory, and Freedom. The only in.scriptions

on the' memorial are the words " Gott mit uns
"

and "18 Oktober, 1813." In the interior of the

monument is a crypt to the honour of the

heroes who fell in the fight with Napoleon. The

idea is symbolised by the figures of sixteen

warriors, each on one side of eight pillars, re-

presented with their heads bowed, their hands

resting on their swords. Above the crypt is

a hall of glory in which are four figures sym-

bolising the virtues and qualities the possession

and application of which resulted in the re-

awakening of Germany. Each figure is 32ft.

high, and is carved out of solid granite. In

front of the monument is a large oblong

artificial piece of water.
-«*••

Paddington Borough Council, at its meeting

on Tuesdav, decided to expend 4;20,000 on the

provision of public baths for the borough on a

site near Manor-place, Harrow-road,

The Belfast Harbour Commissioners, at a

meeting on Tuesday, decided to expend a sum
of £45,000 in the erection of new wharves and

jetties in the INIusgrave Channel, adjacent to

Queen's Island, for the fitting out of new vessels

after they are launched. The expenditure is

in addition to the sum of .fTO.OOO which the

Commissioners some time ago agreed to spend

in the construction of a new deep-water wharf.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Loughborough, Leicestershire, into an

application of the corporation for sanction to

borrow £14,000 for extensions to their electricity

works. The scheme has been prepared by Mr.

\V. H. .Mien, the borough electrical engineer.

Messrs. k. E. King and Co.. Baxter Gate,
Loughborough, are the architects for the

buildings.
^

The engagement is announced of Captain
Art,hur L. Mackinnon. Cameronians (Scottish

Rifles), son of Brigade - Surgeon Charles
Mackinnon. late A.M.t).. and Mrs, Mackinnon,
of 18, Grassington - road, Eastliourne, and
grandson of the late Major - General .lohn

Nisbett, B.S.C., and .\nne Frances, daughter
of Mr. A. Marshall Mackenzie, A.R.S.A.. LL.D.,
F.R.I.B.A., and Mrs. Mackenzie, of CouU.
.\berdeenshire.

As an alternative to the new road from
Kingston Vale to F.sher advocated by the Road
Board, and to the cost of which it has promised
to contribute. Kingstou-on-ThamcsTown Council
is suliniitting a schenui for the widening of the
existing main road from the top of Kingston
Hill to the tramway junction at Eden-street, a
distance of approximately a mile and a half.

Twenty years ago Kingston spent many
thousands of pounds in widening this road, but
motor traffic has now rendered a further widen-
ing imperative.

The death took place at Aberdeen on Sat.ur-

day night, after an illness of seven weeks, of
Mr. Percy Bate, director of Aberdeen Art
Gallery. Ho was educated at Maid.stone
Grammar School. After being senior assistant,

at Maidstone Museum, he was appointed curator
of Holburne Museum, Bath. In 1900 he went
to Scotland as acting secretary of the Royal
Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts, which post he
held until Decemlier. 1911. when he was
appointed to .Aberdeen Art Gallery as lecturer

and author. Mr, Bate was forty-five years of

age, and leaves a widow ,uk1 one son.

O^nr mitt fable.

Mr. John W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., secre-

tary of the British section, writes that at the

Assembly General of the International Per-

manent " Committee of Architects, held re-

cently in Paris, it was resolved that the tenth

international congress of architects should be

held at St. Peter.sburg in the .spring of 1015.

The preliminary programme of subjects for

discussion is as follows :

—

(II The Responsibilities of Architects. (21 Archi-

tects' Scliedules of Remuneration. (3) The .Appoint-

ment of Official .Architects to Government and Muni-

cipal Departments. (4) Copyright as affecting Archi-

tects. <.')l Women as Architects. (6) The Duties and
Privileses of the Architect's Profession. (71 National

and International Public Competitions and the Posi-

tion of an Architect placed first in an International

Coinpetition or entrusted with Work in a Foreign

Country. (81 The " Staffelbauordnung," or Regula-

tions affecting Building Construction applicable to

the Respective Zones or Districts of a Town. (9)

Cheap Dwellings. (10) National Characteristics in

Architecture. (11) The Evolution of the Theatre
during the last Twenty Years. (I'Ji The Preservation

of Historical Monuments, and its Compatiliility

witli the Economic, Hygienic, and Social Require-

ments of Towns. (13) .An E-xhibition of Plans and
Jlodels of Modern Theatres, (11) An F.xhibitiou of

Ancient Russian .Architecture,

Of the foregoing proposals, Nos. 1.1 and 14

have been definitely accepted, and intending

exhibitors in this 'country are requested to

communicate with Mr. Simpson, 3, Verulam-

buildings, Gray's Inn, W.C.. as soon as eon

venieiit. Observations and suggestions which

which may reach him with reference to the

other matters for discussion will be con-

sidered by the British section with a view to

their definite adoption by the International

Committee at its assembly in May next. The
congress promises to be of great interest,

and Mr. Simpson will be glad to hear froin

British architects who may wish to contri-

bute papers on any of the subjects above

mentioned.

Mr. Mervyn Macartney, in a letter to the

Times, calls attention to the slow progress

which is being made by the Royal Commis-

sion on Ancient Monuments, over whic^h

Lord Burghelere presides. It has been in

existence just five years, and during this

period has completed the survey of two

counties. At this rate its labours will not

be- brought to a close before the year 2080,

wdieii by far the greater part of the historic

monuments will have ceased to exist. Mr.

Macartney urges that a policy of decentral-

isation should be adopted, so that a uniform

and complete survey of the United Kingdom
may be made within a reasonable time and

a permanent record issued.

"The Houses of the Egyptian Dead" was

the subject of Mr. Banister Fletclier's

second lecture at the British Museum, on

"Egvptian Architecture." given on Thursday

afternoon in last week. By means of lantern

views the author illustrated and described

the Roval tomb chamber in the heart of the

Pyramid of Cheops. The Pyramids, he re-

m'arked, were the most extravagant of all

ancient buildings ; for the relative return in

the higher beauties of art was small com-

pared with the labour, expense, and amount
of material ; small, too, was their utility, for

they failed in the object for which they were
designed. The governing idea in the various

houses of the Egyptian dead, whether
pyramid, mastaba. or rock-hewn tombs, was
to provide for the permanent preservation of

the body until the time when it should be

once more rejoined by the soul. The peculiar

pathos which attached to the Pyramids was
that they were so soon rifled by Persians,

Uoinans, and Arabs. The mortuary chapels

attached to the Pyramids were full of sig-

nificance in the light they threw on the

religious rites in connection with the dead.
Of the thirty-nine rock-cut tombs in the

Thoban Mountains, the tomb of Kh)iem
Hotep was of special interest; for its archi-

trave, cut out of the living rock, ami its .six-

teen-sided, fluted, and tapering eolinnns had
been oonsidcrecl to be an imitation of tree

trunks, and in their turn the prototype of

the Greek Doric order.

In the course of an address given at the

opening of tile .\rts and Crafts Rxhiiiilion

at the town hall. High Wyeonibc on Monday,
Professor W. R. Coltoii, A.R.A., member of

the standing committee of ad\iec for educa-

tion in art, remarked tliat England was abso-

lutely blind to modern fine art, unless it was
grossly eccentric, anil indifferent to develop
meiit in modern industrial art. Wlintc\er
prosperity our art industries miglit have tn

day was obtained either by turning out cheap
goods indifferent in design and execution, or

by making imitations of the old examples.
No organised assistance was given us by the

State. Wc had no Ministry of Fine Arts,

and no museums of modern industrial art.

The I''reiich Go\ernmeiit was Ijotli practical

and imaginative in looking after the serious

business of art. In England, on the otlier

band, no public funds were available to buy
modern examples of fine or practical art ; we
had neither money to buy modern examples
nor room to exhibit anti warehouse them.
The Victoria and Albert Mnsenin had gradu-
ally divorced itself from modern and living

work, and was becoming a museum of

examples of certain periods rather than a

catholic collection of the fine examples of all

periods useful to the modern designer. He
urged the desirability and importance of

fonndiiig museums of modern industrial art

in London and the great provincial towns.

Tlie urliaii district council of Broadstairs
received at the last meeting a letter from
Mr. A. Foster, a local architect, in which he
advanced reasons, quoted illustrations, pro-

duced photographs, and enclosed plans, on
behalf of the substitution of a model clause

issued by the Local Ciovernment Board for

the present building by-law No. 27, which lays

down that the party-wall must be carried

through the roof. He favoured the substitu-

tion of the model clause on the grounds that

(1) the party-wall as at present built consti-

tuted a irciiaee to health, as it was very diffi-

cult indeed to make the same weather-tight.

Dampness arose owing to the rain soaking

into the wall and passing on to the internal

plaster and wood. |2) Architecturally it was
bad. as it was practically impossible to de-

sign houses of artistic appearance owing to

tlie harsh division made by the party-wall

dividing a part of the house into units which
must be treated separately instead of as a

whole. (.3) Although the p'resent by-law was
primarily for protection against fire. -it was
debatable whether the same was efficient

unless the height was greater than 15in., and

in any case fire could easily pass from one

building to another by means such as bal-

conies. Sununing up, the writer pointed out

that the danger of dampness was greater

than fire ; many seaside towns did not insist

upon a party-wall being carried thfough the

roof ; and there were many reasons for alter-

ing the by-law in order that the buildings of

the town'conld be made more weather-tight,

healthy, and artistic. The chairman agreed

with much in Mr. Foster's letter on the sub-

ject of beauty and the question of fire, and

suggested that the letter should be referred

to the general purposes committee. This

was carried.

At a meeting at Newfcastle-on-Tyne last

Saturday, a demonstration of the new elec-

trolytic treatment of eases of industrial lead

poisoning was given by Mr. T. Maltb\

C'lague. of Newcastle. The investigations

had been undertaken by Sir Thomas Oliver.

M.D., whose knowledge of lead and other

industrial poisonings had made his name
famous. The old treatment of pads in an

electric bath had the defect that they did

not know how much of the current passed

through the man. and how much was lost in

the water. The new method was to have two

baths, one for the feet and another for the

hands and anus or other parts of the body.

By this method they secured a controllable

i-urrent to pass through the body, and tliey

had succeeded in getting out considerable

quantities of lead from all the men whom
they had treated. Sir Thomas Oliver also

gave an address on the subject of lead-poison-

ing. He suggested that instead of the

weekly hot-water bath for leadworkers after

work required by the Home Office, there

should be substituted an electrolytic bath.

He stated that, under this treatment, tile blue

I
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Imu lii till- yuiub. wliicli uaa u LhariiLteiistiu

iiitlicntioii of Icad-poisoniug. ctis.ippearecl.

I lii' iiK'Hibei's of till' instituU' afterwards
\i!.itr(l till' li-atiwiu-ks of Motors. Walker.
TarUcr. aiul Co.. I-td., Newcastle. The
nieinljers weri' eiilertaiiierl to liiiieliooii Ijy

111!' sanitary eoiiiiiiitlee of the Xeweaslle Cor
poratioii. I'he lord ma\or, in siiliniittiug tin-

toast of "The Royal Sanitary Institute."

s.iid that the inendiership was now 4, .500.

Ihc Ruislip Manor Cottage fSoeietv

.

lornied to lay out the estate of King's Col-

lege. Cambridge, at Ruislip. Middlese.x. eoin

prising some 1.300 acres, has developed into

the National Cottage Society, with offiees at

33. Henrietta-street. Covent Garden. The
society is being registered for the purpose of

taking up land, and buiUling. letting, iind

.selling small houses and cottages, on the
same lines as at Ruislip. so that the pleasant
surroundings, which in most towns and vil-

lages are obtainable only by the well-to-do.
can be secured for those earning small
salaries or weekly wages. It pi-oposes also
to form local cottage societies and to act as
the agent and builder for the erection of
cottages for landowners and others, as well
as a clearing-house or intermediary in the
case of persons or societies desiring to avail
themselves of the financial aid granted by
the State under existing or future legislation
for the promotion of cottage building. The
.1 reinfect of the society is Mr. Courtenay
.\I. Criekmer, who won the prize design for
:. pair of workmen's cottages at the Ideal
Home Exhibition. The cost of the cottages
v.ould vary in ditTerent localities, but .£175
each is an estimated average price.

Owing to the prompt action of the official
m charge at the offices of the Law Land
Compaii\-. Ltd.. at Norfolk-street. Strand.
>\hat might have been a serious fire was
averted. Shortly before 7 p.m. on Sunday
evening an outbreak of fire was caused by
ii defect ill the electrie-light main. Imme-
diately im Ihis occurring the attendant called
Ihc brigade on the private fire telephone,
which connects the company's offices with
Hie Whitefriiirs Station. ' Within three
iiunnles a large force of the brigade and
sahage corps was in attendance, and owing
to tlieir skilful work the fire was confined to
the basement of one building.

The new catalogue of the .National Radiator
Company. Ltd.. 439 and 441. Oxford-street,
London. W.. is a most useful compendium
lor architects and the heating trade. A great
iiuiiiber of iiew^ goods are shown, among
which we may mcMtion the following: Steel
bafHe plates for ventilating radiators (pp. 20
and 27) ; vento heaters for indirect heating
and ventilation (pp. 40 and 41); Ideal
radiator tops (p. 43). No. 3F series boilers
(pp. 82-87)

; these are the first of a new type
of "Ideal" boiler, of which there will" be
three smaller series available within the next
few months. These will range from 10 to 100
.sr|iiare feet of heating surface : all the boilers
ill this series will be completely insulated
with steel jackets. Smoke pipe and elbow, as
made at the Hull works (p. 91). Wall
radiators fitted in storage cylinders (p. 103) ;

the convenience and economy of this method
of hot-water supply are e'xplained. Ideal
loiieealed regulating-valve (p. 108l ; the sim-
plicity, neatness, and convenience of this valve
will be recognised by all architects and
engineers. There are also included some
additional data at the end of the book, and
all the information, as far as possible, is

brought up to date. The pocket size, which
is found very convenient by so many
customers, is wisely retained, and the limp
eloth adds to the usefulness f)f this business-
like booklet.

It was announced by the Lord Mayor uf

Dublin on Monday that the Chief Secrnl:iry
intends immediately to appoint a Departmental
Commission to int|iiire into the hoiisini^ of
workers in Irish cities and towns.

The rural district council of Whittlesey
appointed at their last meeting Mr. Ruddle, of
Peterborough, as architect for the twelve work-
men'* dwellings thcv decided to build on land
purchased from the trustees of the United
t'liarities.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FniD.vy ITo-day). — Glasfiow Architectural Crafts-

mon's Soeiet>'. " Tlie Kxocutioii ol

Keinforcocl Concrete Work. ' by Roliorl
I'ark. 8 ji.ni.

SiMM\. iMa,Vo0crs" Club. " .\bout CJinenms," b>
Sir Huljcrl von HerUomor, R,A. '2(1,

('rniil)onrn-street, W.C. 8 ii.ni.

jMi'Mp.w. Societ>' of Kn;iiiiecrs. "Accretion at

l'',stuary Hnrboiirs on South Coast of
l'",n«land." by (tcralcl O. Case.
7.:in 11.111. .

.\rcllitcctunil .\ssociHtion. .\iinuHl

Alcctiiiy. .\ddrcss tiy the President,
W. Curtis (-li-oen, K.H.I.B.A., and Uis-
Lrilmtiou of Prizes. 8 p.m.

I''kii>a\ tui'i. :lli. .fuuior Institution of I'hiHinecrs.
"

'L'he DifTercncc betwi'cu a Drain and
ji Sower." h\ liouald Kelsey --tones.

SvrciiliAY (Nov. II.- Institution of Municipal ami
<\miitv Knsincors. Mctropolitmi Dis-
trict Mcctiiif^. \"isit to the Houses of
Parliament uiid to 'Vaiin'ty Island,
Hampton Court, tia.m.

Mr iiimes M'Vitle. of Whalley. near Black-

burn, lias been appointed burgh surveyor of

Langholm.

Mr. .T. S. Wooddisse. liighway surveyor to the

Shardlow Rural District Council, is to have his

salary increased to .£250. rising to ^300 per

annum.

The parish church of Leek. Kirkby Lonsdale,
was destroyed by fire early on Wednesday
morning. The damage, which is estimated at

-£5,000, is covered by insurance.

.\ large [lermaneut circus is about to be
erected in the Euston-road. opposite to King's

Cross Station. Building operations will be com-
menced almost immediately, and tlie house is

to be opened at Christmas. 1914.

Tile progress with the work of refronting

Buckingliain Palace has been so good that it

was found practicable at the end of last week
to dispense witli night work. The remainder
of the operations will be concluded in daylight

only.

The contract for the second section of the
new Wetland Canal has been awarded to Messrs.

Baldry. Yerburgh. and Hutchinson, of 21. Queen
.Anne's - gate, S.W.. and Arlington House,
Quarry-lane. Mansfield. Xottiughamsbire. The
lender was accepted at £1,100.000.

A fjocal (TOvernnieut Board inquiry has been
held into an application of the Chertsey Rural
District Council for sanction to a loan of i-1.770

for the purchase of land at Chobham and the

erection of working-class dwellings thereon.

Mr. H. Beeney. sur\eyor to the toiincil. has
prepared the plans.

Prince .\rthur of Connaught will open the
new Middlesex (iuildhall on December 19. Mr.
.lames ,S. (tibsoii was the architect, and Mr.
James Carmichael. of Wandsworth, tht^ con-

tractor. The building was illustrated, from Mr.
Gibson's selected design, in our issue of

February 3, 1911.

Lieut.-Col. G. E. Holman, V.D.. L.R.I.liA,,
of Messrs. Holman and Goodrliam. architects,

6, King's Bench-walk, Temple, late Colonel Com-
manding 17th Battalion County of London
Regiment, is now slowdy recovering from the
operation, and expresses grateful thanks to the
numerous friends who have written, tele-

graphed, called, or sent messages.

Mr. A. C. Madge, sanitary inspector to the
Rochford Rural District Council, presented at

the last meeting a scheme of sewerage and
sewage-disposal for the populous portion of

Rochford, Such scheme jirovided for a popula-
tion of 2.600. and was estimated to cost i^8.142.

The proposal was referred to the sewage-
disposal committee for consideration.

The deatli has occurred at Bridgend of Mr.
Theophilus Creswick, who was among the oldest
civil engineers in the country, and one closely
identified with the early development of the
iron and coal industries of South Wales. For a
time he was ail ironmaster and colliery owner
in West Glamorgan, and until recent years was
consultant engineer to the Cardiff Railway
t'ompany.

The Arbroath Town Council have resolved to
construct an ornamental island on Brothock
Bridge, the widest thoroughfare in the burgh.
The island will be placed exactly in the centre
of the Square, will be oval in form, and the
fountain which has long stood in a corner of
the St|uare is to be removed from its present
position and put in the middle of the island.
The suggestion has been made that the proposed
Burns statue might also be set up on the island.
The cost of the improvement will be over
^'I L'OO.

Wvaht J^ehis.

WAGES MOVKMENTS.
WAKhllKlJV nwm- m i i,< ;^ood offic-e^ of

Llie mayor. Mr. K. L. Hirst. Hie plumbers" strikr

in Wakefield has been settled. The standarH

rate of wages will be 8.^d. an hour iin to

June 3(1. 1914. and 9d. an hour from Julv 1.

1914.

IPSWHIi. The prolongerl strike of

carpenters, bricklayers, and builders' labourers

at Ipswich, which be<|jan at the end of June,

and has caused consideralile trouble in the town,

ended on Friday. The men's wages have been
increased by a halfpenny an hour, and I lie men
resumed work on Monday. Sir Geor;;e Askwith
obtained the assent of both parlies to meet him
at Ipswich, and as a residi a spttlemenl w;is

effected on this basis. Abmn 700 wmkpf-oph-
were directly concerned.

Mr. E. M. Lacey has prepared a report on

an electricity scheme for Teignmoutli and
Shaldon involving an expenditure of .£20,800,

At t).\t'ord University, Mr. R; S. Troup, of the

Indian Forest Service, has been appointed as

assign nl to the Professor of Forestry (Sir

William Schlidii during the present Michaelmas
Term.

An (wiiibitiun ot" drawmgs by students of the

Manchester School of Architecture is now on
view at the room.'^ of the Manchester Society ot

Architecture in the Geographical Society's build-

ing at 16. St, Mary's Parsonage, in that city.

Mr. Robert Maynicke. of the firm of Messrs.

Maynicke and Frank, architects, died at

Bedford Hills. Mass.. on September 29. in his

sixty-fifth year. Mr. Maynicke had been pro-

minently identified with architectural practice

in the city of Xew York for a number of years,

and was an active member in the councils of

the Architectural League.

The City Corporation had under consideration
ill their last meeting the Cloth Fair improve-
ment. The Improvements and Finance Com
mittee reported that tJi^y were of opinion thai

it was not desiraVile to enter on the largf

sclieme suggested. They recommended that the

Sanitary Committee should deal with the matter
and report to the Court. This was agreed to.

The David Livingstone centenary celebrations

U)uk place at Barnet on Saturday. A memorial
consisting of a bronze portrait of Livingstone

in high relief, set in a circular panel upon a

carved mural tablet, was unveiled by Mrs.
Livingstone Wilson, the only surviving daughter
of David Livingstone. The memorial is fixed

on the front of the house in Hadley Green
where Livingstone lived in 1857, and where he
wrote his " Missionary Travels and researches
in South Africa."

Mr. Kvacustes A. Phipson. of Hog Hill. Rye,
Sussex, writes pointing out that the corporation
of Coventry have bought a large timber house
at the corner of Jordan Well and Whitefria;rs-

street, in that city, which they are about to

rlemolish. Unless some man of energy and
labile comes forward. Mr. Phipson fears that it

will be torn and hacked to pieces in the usual
wanton manner, and sold for firewood or what
not; whereas, the oak being still sound, it could
be once more put together, and last as many
more centuries as it has already stood, and thai
probably at a less cost than to build an ordinary
flimsy framework of common deal.

Mr. T. C. Ekin, one of the inspectors of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry last

week at the (Juildhall into an application by the
corporation of Norwich for consent to liorrow
.£25,000 for purposes of their electricity under-
taking, and £5,470 for the purpose of widening
and diverting the River Wensum. The necessity
for extension of the electricity plant and work
was explained by Mr. F. M. Long, the city elec

trical engineer. The town clerk explained that
al a point just below Duke's Palace Bridge the
River Wensum makes a sharp turn and almost
forms the letter S, and is 53ft. wide, and at
this point the contemplated rivi^r widening and
straightening, the subject of the inquiry, was
intended. It would be carried out from plans
prepared by Mr. A. E. Collins, the city
engineer. From New Mills to Cow Tower, a
point just above Bishop Bridge, there were
buildings upon both banks of the river, but
above and below these points there was low-
Iving ground, which was at intervals disas-

trously flooded. On the last occasion 3.650
persons were aft'ected, representing a population
of over 15,000, and parts of four blocks ot

buildings just above Duke^s Palace Bridge fill

into the river.
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LATEST PRICES.

7 13
7 5
8 9

8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

IRON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 2

Steel Joists. Enelish 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, eood Staffs.^. b s

Do ,
Lowmoor, Plat, Round, or

Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron—
South Staffs 8

Best Snedshill ^. 9
Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.
"""^

Ditto galvanised, il4 to i'15 lOs. per ton

Galvanised Corrugated Sheetjron-
^

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge •*13 ° "

Best ditto ...^....,...... 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
9 10 11 12 13 14

9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6

Per ton.

9
8 10

No. 22 to 24

Per ton.
... £13 10
... 14

15 B.W.G.
13/6 per cwt.

13

7 10
9 6

5 5

B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

6 to £6
.. 6

6 „ 6

7
5

3 to 7

8/3

Per ton

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9

Cast-iron Stanchions , I ^? ° " ^ "

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire.^.„^^
^,1

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge lb

Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply,
,, _ „

14BWG 14 5 U

B B Drawn Teiegraph Wire, Galvanised-

'oto8 9 10 „11
£10 lOs. £10 158. £11 08. £11 5s.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes—
Sin. diameter »o

4in. to6in "

7in. to 34in. (all sizes) 5

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.)

^'^old Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s Od. ., 75b. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes JSi"
Water-Tubes '|? •

Steam-Tubes °''
'

Galvanised Gas-Tubes o5
,

Galvanised Water-Tubes bM .

Galvanised Steam- rubes alt .

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £20 10 to £31

Lead Water Pipe. Town 24 IJ ,.
—

Country 25 10 .,
—

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 25 15 0.. —
Country 26 10 ..

-
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 2(i 13 0,. —

Country 27 10 ..
-

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 5 ,.

—
„ Country 30 DO,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 27 15 „ —
Country 28 10 ..

—
LeadSoil-pip6(upto4*in.)Town 27 15 ,.

—
.. Country 28 10 ,.

—
[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0.. —
CopperSheets. sheathing cSc rods .hu 0.. 89 10

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 79 10 .. 80

Tin. English Ingots 188 17 6,. 189 2

Do.. Bars 189 17 6., 193 5

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 2115 0., —
Sheet Lead. Town 24 5 ..

—
.. Country 25 .,

—
Genuine White Lead 31 15 .,

—
Retined Red Lead 25 ..

—
Sheet Zinc 29 ..

—
Old Lead, against account 19 5 ..

—
Tin per cwt. 10 10 ..

—
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand on 6.. —

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
let quality £38 to £45
2nd ,. 26 ., 32
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 .. 11 10
„ ., Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

boards: Swag 11 ,, 12
Red Deals: rcbangel 1st quality 21 ,, 24

2nd ., 16 „ 19
3rd „ 12 „ 14

., ., St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ., 18
2nd .. 11 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uloaborg 12 10 ,, 15
Gcflo. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

Wliile Deals; Crown 14 ,, 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ,. 13

Flooring: White and Planed—
l8t and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0.. 1115
l8t. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,, 110
Red I'laned. Ist quality 1110 0,, 17

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,. 23

Lignum Vitee Per ton 7 0,. 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Loss (waney board) 5 0., 066
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0.. 026
Kirch : Quebec Logs 2 3.. 029
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0.. 080
DIabogany • Gaboon 2 0. fl 3

PURNITDBE AND HARDWOODS.
£20 to £25
16 .. 31

Per cubic foot.

1 9 to 3

,. 3

6 „ 2
4 .. 3
3 „ 3
3 ..

3
2
2
2
1

7

Teak : Burmese, per load. 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load. 50ft

Oak Planks: U.S.A.. imported
.. Boards ., .. Prm.
.. ,, .. .. Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ., sawn planks...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut; Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. ,. ,,

Greenheart ; Hewn logs
Cedar ; Cigar box
Satin Walnut; Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam ; Imp. sawn boards.
prime

Mahogany ; St. Domingo.Cuba.
and Honduras ...

,, African. Assinee, &c.
.. Lagob and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

,, Gaboon
Satinwood ; West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitse

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 3 4

8

6 6

4 6

4

5 6

2 9

2 3

9
6

6

3
2
10BOO

7

4

2 3

14
13
14

2
2

3
i

2
1 10
1 IJ

1 lOj
2

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill. ditto ...

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto
Ancaster. ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark. ditto (In truck at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 1

' All P.O. R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,.

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
£0 2 4-^

1 7»

1 9i

1

Delivered on road waggons ^

at Paddington Depot, 1 en n, ^
Nine Elms Depot, or

f
- *" ^

Pimlico Wharf )

SLATES.
in. in. £ s.

Blue Portmadoc ... 30x10 ... 12 12
16x 8 ... 6 13

Blue Bangor 20x10 ... 13 3
20x13 ... 13 17

First quality 20x10 ... 13
30x13 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unlading
green 20x10 ... 15 17

20x12 ... 18 7
18x10 ... 13 5
16X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 12
18x10 ... 9 13
16X 8 ... 6 13

per 1.000 of
1,200 at r.stn

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 11

22in. Best Red Ac-

)

crington Plastic
\
i 10

Facing Bricks

.

[river.

livered
at rly. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £3 10

34" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
3ft" ditto ditto through and through 3
3s" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J"" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, O'x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4S" BOflit. per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
6 ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
Net free on rail' or free on boat at works.

ditto
ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto

1

2 1

2 6
2 I

3 11

3

4 6

Second
Colours.

21 7 6 17 17 6

21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 17 6 17 7 6

QLAZED BRIOKS.
HARD GLAZES. (PKR 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 fi 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose. and 4iin. Flats

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers-
17 17 6 IK 7 6 20 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end. square—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4(J. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose. Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRIOKS.

Stretchers and Headers-
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £23 17 6

., Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours j- ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by Ijin

Is. 2d. each / by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H.gaders, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
tc London Stations.

Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36
G -ound Blue Lias Lime ... 31

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.

7 perdoz
per 1000 ., ,,

6
perdoz. „ ,,

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and "Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 53
Hip and Valley tiles i

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOJperdoz
Valleytiles 3 44
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

"Valley tiles 3
Staffordshure (Hanley) Beds or

Brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 60
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale. per tun £38 15 to £39

6 per 1000

perdoz.
,

per 1000
,

6

per 1000
,

perdoz.
,

6 per 1000 .

perdoz.
,

6

per 1000
,

6

perdoz.
,

6

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
Ohve, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut. Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S pergal.
Petroleum refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine

^""^'rd^ol?)^":!"— '•

Pure Linseed Oil I

" Htority " Brand ) "

26 15
39
39 10
21

46
42 10
42 10

19
3

.

31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

1

1

_

6i
10 1

Q 10

QLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz. aioz. 26oz. 33oz.
" -•

3d. ... 38d. ... 4id.
3M. ... 4»d. ... Bid.

3ld. ... 6id. ... 7d.

4in. '/i6in. iin.

2Jd. ... 23d. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
3id. ... Sd.

Fourths 3d. ...

Thu-ds 2Jd. ...

Fluted Sheet 2id. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ;

Figured Boiled d Bepoasslne
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TKADE NOTES.
tTntler the direction of Mr. G. M. Tune, archi

ted. LliiTisoUen. Boyle's latest, patent "Air-
pump" ventilators have been applied lo IV M,
church schools. Chirk.

The report of the British Uralite I onipanv
(19081. I,t(l., suhniittuig the balance-sheet anil

accounts (o June, shows that the company has
made a profit of i)3,691 8s. 7d.. compared with
-t;2,881 the previous year.

CHIPS.
At the last meeting of the Liverpool

Education Committee it was agreed to borrow
Jtll6.275 for the erection and furnishing of a

council school in Xethertield-road, £7,896 for

additions to the school in Windsor-street, and
i!4.150 for the purchase of a school site in

VVhitelodge-road. and also to build a permanent
school for 1,200 children in Barlow'slane.

Plans have been completed for the erection
of an addition to the museum and art gallery at

Paisley. The new building will measure 115ft.

by 44ft.. and will be situated to the east of the
existing gallery. It will be divided into four
compartments, en suite, and will be lighted
from the roof. The late Mr. Peter Coats had
offered to meet the cost of the new structure,
and his trustees, being satisfied of his intention,
are giving effect to it.

The parish church of Ramsholt. on the bank
of the River Deben. East Suffolk, an aisleless

edifice with a lofty round tower, was reopened
last week after renovation. The walls have
been replastered. a new roof has been placed
over the nave, new oak doors and other wood-
work provided, and the churchyard has been
laid out afresh. The builder was Mr. Wright,
of Walton, near Felixstowe. The works have
been carried out at the cost of the Dowager
bady Guilter, whose estate agent, Mr. Peter
Hay. supervised operations.

PERSONAL.
T lEUT.-OOL. G. E. HOLMAN. T.l).
J_i (of Messrs. Holman and Goodrham. Ar.hitei^ts, 4H. Temple,
i.AX late Colonel Conim;indin2 17th Battalion I'ountv of London
Re?t , I- no«-, by the btes^ing of God, slowly RECOVERING from the
oppration. an.! iviahes to relieve the anxieties of the friends who have
« ritten. tele;irai.hpd. L-aUed. or -ent messages. Thev are so numerous
that It ha- heecmi.- iinpossibte to answer each one 'separately at thi-.
-l;iire. althuuirh it is hoped that, on complete recovery, everv sinclf

|^*';|^j'g'^ " receive its reply. He expresses his fateful' thank>

PILKINCTON & CO.
(ESTABLISHBD ISoS.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
100 & 192, GREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, 8.B

Rrgtsterrd Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RE8I8TINO ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.
Telepho.vr Nob. : New Cbob h 1102 (2 Linee).

FOR
-

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hard^voods,
APPLY TO- '

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O

TENDERS.
•»• CorresiK)udeuts would in all cases oblige bygiviuK

Ihe addresses of the parties tenderine—at any rate of
the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion. _

Batier-e.^. S.W.—For the iustaUatiou of heatine
apparatus at the Northcote-road fire etacton, lor the
Lomlcn County Councd :

—
May, J. and F ... j;i4i ^ y
Coiiiyn, Chmg, and Co., Ltd. ,., 135 d
Deaue, E., and Beal, Ltd. ... ... 130 9
Davies, Bennett, and, Co, ... .." 125 15 h
Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.* ... 1J5

' Accepted.

Baher^ea. S.W.—For the equipment of thegymnasium at Northcote-road fire station, for the
London County Couacll —

Spencer. Heath, and George, Ltd. i;i3S i 10
A.vres. F. H., Ltd. ... 135 17 10
Bussey, G. G., and Co. (accepted) 13J 13 tj

BKo.tDsTAiKs.—For roakjng-np York-avenue, for the

Broailftairs ami Pt. Peter's Urban District Council :
—

I'aramors. Ltd., Margate £'J9l H

Mav. J. T.. Broadstairs lO-'i n

Griggs, G., iJumiJton Farm ... l"'.

Surveyor's estimate, £153.

CrEKKKNWEt.t., N.—For rebuildmg a wart of the

Clerkenwell tire-atation, for the London County
Council I—

Holliday and Greenwood. Ltd.,

Battereea £lfl.477

Monk, A., Lower Kdmonton ... 18.135

Afehby and Horner. Aldgate ... 17,008

Godeon. G., and Sons, Kilburn-

lane. W l«,8i>B

Bowyer, .1. and C, Ltd , Upper
Norwood 16,310

Grover, J,, and Son, New North-
road. N. ... 16,326

Downs, W., Walworth 16,177

Kerridge aad Shaw, Cambridge' 15.242
• Accepted. (Architect's estimate, £16 518.)

DocKHELD, Phii'ley.— For the erection of twentv-one
houses, for the urban district council. Mr. W. H.
Dawpon, Manor House, Shipley, surveyor. Accepted
tenders :—

Masons :—
W. Pitts and Sons. Leyburn -grove, Shipley.

Joiners :

—

Crjer Bros.. Market-street, Shipley.
Plasterer :—

Holmes.W.. Baildon.
Plumber :

—

Firth, H.. Teale-court, Shiple.y.

Slater :—
Thornton, T.. OHey-road. Shipley.

Painter :—
Midgley, J. R., Shipley.

DuNiEKsii,iNE.— For tbe erection of a central library,
tor the public library committee. Mr. J. Shearer,
1. Rounar-sireet, Dunfermline, architect. Accepted
tenders :

—

Mason and brick :—
Baxter, J.. Tnverkeithing.

Steel —
Fleming Bros.. Glasgow.
Carpenter and joiner ;

—
Anderfon ard HPDderEon, Glasgow.

Glazieri? :
—

Smith, U. R., and Co., Dunfermline.
Plumbers ;—

Thoraeon, A,, and Co.. Dunfermline.
Aspbalte —

Bradshaw's Asphalte Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Slater —

Robertson. J.. Dunfermline —
Plasterers —

Wemye, G. R.. Gla«eow,
'Tile and Marble :

—

Field, W., Edinburgh.

Enhei u,—For water tower and tank at Botany Bay,
Enfield, for the Metropolitan Water Board —

Construction of water tower :
—

Wall. C, Ltd i;l.SHi iri H
Lorden, W. H., and Son, Ltd. ... 1,853 n ii

Colea, A. N 1.740 8 in

Moss. W.. and Sons, Ltd 1.698 17 7

Fairhead, A., Jc Son (acceptedl ... 1.624 13 h

Supply and erection ot steel tank —
Pigaott. T.. anil Co.,Ltd 515
Thompeon, .1. -198 10
Walker, C. and W.. Ltd 496
Blakeley. F.,Sone andCo.. Ltd.* 350

' Accepted.

Fakmukld.— For tire protection works at the "'arm-
field Reformatorv, for the London County Council -.—

Tarring, B. B.. Weybridge ... £104
Wallace. R., Merstham 89 n
WickGn8,T..Charlwoodi,accepteal 7^i 10

Architect's oBtiraat*. £83.

Ken nintt HALL, NoKtuLK.—For hot-water System with
radiators, to be erected in the parish church :

—
Gunton. Sons, andDyball. Norwich (accepteil).

Ketn.-ham.—For works of sewerage in Albert-road,
lor tbe urban district council :

—
Thomas, J., Roch-road, Keyns-
ham (acceptedl £247 10

{Lowest tender received.)

London, W.C.—For fitting a ahopfront at No. 61,
Leather-lane, Union Buildings area, for the London
County Council ;—

Sims and Woods, St. Pancras ... tlOO
(Accepted.)

MANbFiELD.—For additions to Bruomhill schools, for
the education committee. Mr. T. P. CoUinge,
A.M.I.C.E., Exchange-row, Mansfield, borough sur-
veyor. Quantities by the surveyor :—

Fallance and Blythe. Mansfield ... £558
(Accepted.)

MAwynEiD.—For additions to Carnegie Free Library,
for the Free Library Committee. Mr. T. P. CoUinge,
A.M I.C.E., Exchange-row, Mansfield, borough sur-
veyor. Quantities by the surveyor -.^

Greenwood, J., Mansifield £939 n

(Accepted.)

NEWcA.^iLE-ON-TrsE.— For orectiou of nuraes' home,
two villa hlocks, and isolation ho^mtal at the City
Asylum. Mr. John W. Dyson, 2i. Blackett-street,
architect. Mr. 8. Addison Smith. Emmerson Buildings.
Newcastle, MUautity surveyor :

—

Kirk and Brown £22,249 18
Ferguson, J. C 21,980
Middlemiss Bros 21,813
Weir, W. T 21.5f)0

Lowry, J, and W 2 1.989
Davidson, 8. F 30,928 15 6
Lumsden. T 20,890 9
Douglass, G. * 20.739 13 4
Mauchlen, G. H. 20,6.50 o
Pringle, A. (accepted) 20,325 o

All of Newcastle,

Nottwoon Pakk, S.W.—For the provision of con-
veniences at Norwood Park, lor the London County
Council :

—

BowyL-r. J. and C, Lt<l.. Upper
Norwood (arceuto(i) ... ... £«ll

In lieu of tender from another linn which has gone
into li'iuidation since acceptance ot its tender at £589.

Pakk Preweii.— For the superstructure of the new
flfylum at Park Prewett. near Basingstoke, for the
Hampshire Joint Asylums Visiting Committee.
Meefrra. George T. Htne and H. Carter Pegg. West-
minster, architects. Quantities by Mr. L. A, Francis.
8, John -street. Adeljihi, W.(;.

:
—

Pethick Bros.. Ltd.. Pivmouth .. £311,m
Leslie and Co.. Ltd., Kensington-

ec|uare 317.7Ui
Perry and Co, (Bow), Ltd.,
Westminster 309,000

Holloway Bros., Westminster
Bridge 29it,790

Allen and Co., tirosvenor-road,
Westminster 2! '7 000

Thomas and Edge. Woolwich ... 295.857
Bowen, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Birmingham 290,400

i^orden, W. H., and Sons, Ltd.,
Upper Tooting 290,265

Lovatt, H., Ltd., Darlington-
street, Wolverhampton ... 289,it50

Foster and Dickeee, Ltd., Rugby 289,000
PattineoD, W., and Sons, Ltd.,
Westminster 286.443

MussellwhiteJfc Son, Basingstoke 282,00J
Willcock, H.. and Co., Wolver-
hampton 281,190

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Maidstone 273,940

Moss. W., and Sons, Ltd., Lough-
borough 271,941

Blake, W. E,, Ltd.. Bloouisbury 267,641
Roberts. S., Ltd., Plymouth ... 265,512 o
Rowbothaiu, T., Birmingham- ... 258,777

* Accepted.

Rf.uokd.—For rebuilding the Packet Inn, for the
Workfeop and Retford Brewery Co., Ltd, Mr. W,
Southall, M.S. A., architect. Quantities by the archi-
tect ;—

Dennis, GUI, and Son, Doncaster £2.337
Hopkinson.T., and Son, Retford... 2.326
Leverton. C. A., Worksop 2,290 .

Palmer, H., Retford (accepted) ... 2,210
Plumbing (separate) ;

—
Markham, C, Retford 272 7 3

Green, T., Worksop (accepted) ... "J5u 1 lu

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opimon.4
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bcildino News, Effingham
House, 1, Anindel-street, Strand, W.C.. and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

*»• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do so when spai-t-

permits on mutually advantageous terms, which maj
be ascertained on application.

Rkcxived.—R. K. and Co.. Ltd.~\V. G. B.—G. E.
and Son.—W. H. S. and Son.—S. W. F. and Co..
Ltd.—J. K. and Sons, Ltd.—G. J. and Son, Ltd.—
•T. M. and Co.—B.. Ltd.—S. H. T.—R. C. and C. Co..
Ltd.-W. F. M.-A. H. and Son.—J. C. M.. Ltd.-
E. S. and B.—S. D. and Co.—E. P. A. and Son.—
W. and K.—B. of S.—O. E. Co.. Ltd.—F. \V. M.

A. M. S.—Yes,

M.\soN.—Thanks; no.

U. T. \V.—That is the proper charge.

Ab.\cus.—The method is correct enough, but very
old.

Partner.—The only course open seems to be arbi-
tration .

'

P. C. A.—We really have no time to make tests of
uiaterials.

J.\coBus.—Vou will find a list of works on concrete
advertised on p. vii. this week.

BriLDER.—It is imported by Messrs. G. and T. Earle.
Wilmington. Hull.

I. T. T.—Write the Sun Insurance Co., Ltd.. Thread-
needle-street, E.G.

Bono.-The five issues published this jear contain-
ing reproductions of Albert Dtirer's drawings can
be had from our office for Is. lO^d. post free.

W. H. Wood.—The only thing that can be done is to
{:;eti as much of the bloom off as possible with a
hard brush, and then apply a solution of hydro-
chloric acid in the proportion of half a pint of
acid to a pailful of hot water, well washing off with
hot water, finally applying a coat of naphtha. With
some bricks and tiles, an application of either
acetic, tartaric, or citric acid is fpund more
successful. The subject has been treated many
times in these paj;es. and more hints may be
i^leane.d from pp. .586 and 6-21. Vol. LXXII. : p. 956.
Vol. XCIX.: p. 6JS, Vol. C; p. 79S, Vol. CI. ; and
p.:a:. Voi. cm.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
<H

Oct.
Nov.

1914.

Jan.

I''oij.

-HouseB and rianniUfi, York
-Royal Palace, Sofia. Bulgaria
-Law Uourtfi. Sofia. Bulgaria
-Destructor. Schaerbeek-le/i-Bruxullos
-Band PavOion, West Cliff, Folbestoae (limit of cost

£20,000). (Edwin T, Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. 31, Bedford-
equftre. W.C., Aeeessor)

-New Offices lor Board ol Trade, &.C., Whitehall Garrtens,
S.W. [R. Blomlield, M.A. (Oxon). A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aeton Webb. C.V.O , C.B.,
R.A.. Aeeeeeors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
with JE300 Honorannm each

-Manchester Rojal Exchange, Additional New BuUdinRt;
and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.li Not
more than 12 architects ot repute have baea speL-ially

invited ; aach ol" whom will receive one hundred guinea'^.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.LB.A., Assessor)

•Departmental and Courts Buildings, Octawi\ (T. B.
Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors}. Double Competition, tipo unsuccessful
competitors in second to receive S.OOOdols. each

-Municioal Technical Institnte, Pool ileaiow, Coventry ...

-Savings Bank, Vorona (Five Assessors)

£100, £50, £25 F. W. Spurr, City Kngmeer, Guildhall. York.
Section d'Arcbitecture au Ministere dea Tmvaux Publics, Sofia.
Section d'Arcbitecture au Ministere des Travaus Publics Sofia
Service do I'lngccieur, 30, Rue de la Rucho, Brussels.

A. F. Kidsou, Town Clerk, Kolkuatonc,

The Secretary, ti.M. Office ot Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Kxchauge, Manchester.

'. R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.
G. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office. 44. Bayley-lane, Covwntrv.

£1.200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

*4f—Three Cottages, Brattou Clovelly. Ukehamptoa
25—Town Hall and Technical School, Omagh
25—Two Shops, Aberkenfi^
25—Primary Hall and Club-rooms, Fairlight Hall, Tooting ..

37—Cottages (26). Otlenham
27— Drill Bali, Glastonbury
27— Bakery, Green-lane. Stannary, Halifax
37—Masonry Archway, Trelewis
27—Work8ho]>8 and Glass Sheds, Warwick-road, Kensington
27—School for Defective Children, Dimdee
27— Tresselled Approach to Bridge, Deeoing St. Nicholas
27—Waunllwyd School House, Alterations to. Ebbw Va'c
27—Additional Classrooms. Branksonie Heath School, Poole...

37—Refuse Colleciing Depot, Poynernook-road, Aberdeen
37—House and Siables. South .Stack, Holyueid
28—Lunatic Asylum, Alterations to Laundry, Jersey
28-St. Richard's School, Holbeck
28—Children's Infirmary, Alterations to. Upper Norwood, S.B.
28—Nine Pairs of Cottages, Fit«hpond-lane, Holbeach
28— Buildings, Extension of, Warrington
28—Three Schools, VieiUe Rue de la forte du Sas, (Sheut
28—Preacher's Parlour, Wesleyan Church, Praze
28—Workhouse Infirmary, Alterations to, Birkenhead

BUILDINaS.
Rural District Council F. J. WorUeu, Archt,, Town Hall, Okehampton.
Urban District Council J. M. Robinson. Archt., 7, Market Buildings, Londonderry.
.T. T. Jones P. J. Thomas, Archt., Bridgend.
Ragged School Union. &c W. E- Jobufcon, Archt.. 1 i, Bealhdene-road, Streatham, S.W.
Evesham Rural District Council E. H. Wadams, Clerk, Union Offices, Evesham.
Territorial Force Association A. J. Fictor, A.R.I.B.A., Bruton.

Walsh and Nicholas, Archts., 10, Harrieon-roaa, Halifax.
E. Lewis and Sons W. Kinsman, 3. Taff-street, Pontypridd.
Borough (.Council The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Kenbington.
School Board Maclaren, Sons, and Soutar, Archts,, 10, Reform-at., Dundee.
Spalding Rural District Council W. T. Smith. Sur , I'lnchbeck.
Education Committee H. Waters, M.S. A., Market Chambers, Ebbw Vale.
Town Council S. Newman, F.R.I.B.A., Boro' Sur., Muiicipal Buildings, Poole.
Town Council W. Dyack. M.I.C.E., Burgh Sur., Aberdeen.

Nee and Gordon-Roberts, Bank Chambers, Holyhead,
... . The States Engineer's Otfice, Jersey.

Simpson and Sons, Archts., Cunhlie-ter,, Manningham, Bradford.
Lambeth Guardians J. L. Goldt-pink, Clerk, Brook-street, Kennineton-road, S.E.
Urban District Council F. Burdett Ward, M.S. A., 8, South Brink. Wisbech.
Electricity and Tramways Com S. P. Silcock, Archt., t>, Egypt-street, Warrington.

Bureau dea Travaux. Gnent, Belgium.
Goodman and Phi'.p, Stewanls, Praze, S.O., Cornwall.

Guardians K. Kirby and Sons, Archts., 6, Cook-etreet, Liverpool.

A New '* Ideal" Catalogue.

A new " Ideal " catalogue is just ready

will be sent to the Architects and Trade

during the next few days. If you do

not receive a copy, one will be gladly

sent on receipt of Professional or Trade card.

iDLALx Ideal
Iradiators*-^ 1 Boi LC«S

For wnrminK houses rials hotels

shwps puhiic buildings, etc

tyhotwatcrorslcam

Onr new catalt)j;uc.- contains :

—

40 i)aj;us of informatidn about Ideal Radialurs,

5') paf^'es about Ideal Boilers anil Accessories,

45 pa^es of Valves, Tools, Fittings, Registers and Wiitilators.

62 pages of Data of great \alue to Architects and lin-meers.

N iVriONALRADlAlUKrQPlPANY

WORKS: HULL, Yorks.
LIMITBO,

4jy c\: 441. Oxioi-d Street, London, W.
Telephone Nos. : M.\yfair 2153 & 2154.
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Kowloon-Canton Railway: I'.ritisli Section Terminal
Station at Kowloon. View and plan. Mr. A. 11.

Hubback. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Strand, W.O.

The Canons' Stalls. Hrisbane Cathedral. Mr. Frank
L. Pearson, K.K.I.H.A., Architect.

New Municipal I'.uildings. Stirling. Views. elevation,
and |)lans. Air. .1. Gaff fiille.spio, F.K.I.H.A..
Architect.

Details, Haileybury College Bij{ Scliool. Messrs.
.John W. Simpson. F.R.I.B.A., and Maxwell
A^rton. A.K.l.li.A., Architects.

ImiK-'rial House, Kingsway: Controlled by the Law-
Laud Co.. Ltd. Messrs. Trehearn and Norman,
Architects.

New Promenade at Hnnstanton. Designed l)y Mr.

J. C. Walker, Town Surveyor.

Ornamental Tile-Work.

I

MACHINERY AND JOINEUY.
Although there is a science of compara-

tive anatomy, well organised, and having
its professors and textbooks, there is not

one of comparative building construction

on similar lines. Yet, what a necessary
science this is, and how valuable a work
on such a subject would be to the archi-

tect ! As the biologist must trace the
growth of an organism from its rudi-

mentary beginnings to its highest known
stage of development, and compare the
complete structure of one animal with
smother of u different species, so, if we wish
to know all that can be known about our
jiresent modes of construction, wo must
acquaint ourselves with the causes which
originated them, the various changes they
have undergone, and the wants they were
made to satisfy. In Nature, the study of

the origin of living things is by some still

hopelessly nii.xed up with, and fettered

by, so-called supernatural considerations

;

but, fortunately, the study we now
advocate is based on no higlier considera-
tion than the work of human hands guided
by human ingenuity.

Of old, rooms were " wainscotted "— that
is, the walls were lined with wood
jianelling. in framing, from floor to

ceiling. Why was this way of finishing
a loom aljandoned for the modern one of

covering the walls with stamped paper?
.\gain, why is the old plan of wood
panelling nowadays reverted to in some
cases, ;is may be seen in illustrations m
this journal from time to time? Old
methods of constructicjii pass away and
leave us their technical terms, and these
we apply to other methods having noihing
in common with them. For instance, our
wallpapers at Is. Gd. or 2s. a piece have
their "dadoes " and their "friezes." though
these are nothing like what gave origin
to these names. Habit enslaves us
mentally as well as physically. It is only
a mind of an original cast that can realise
things were not always as they are, and
that what we are accustomed to under
certain conditions may be wholly in-

applicable under different circumstances.
We once laid an inexliaustible supply of

water from a hillsi{le lo a country mansion,
and it became a duty to "waste" the
water in Hushing w. c."s and sinks. Yet
a young plumber who liad been brought
up in a city asserted that we were not
"practical" because we refused to ailojit

wattr-waste preventers and other ajipli-

ances of a similar kind, the use of which
was enforced by water corporations where
water is scarce. Similarly, when we
decided to have a woodm dado in an

entrance hall instead of a paper one, the

paperhanger said we were copying the

paper one in wood, not knowing that the

name "d.-ido" was copied from the old

wood i)anolling which the paper displaced.

Again, in the tools used by workmen in

the building trades, what a change from
the rudimentary flint flake, fixed with a

thin strip of skin into a wooden handle,

to the " general joiner " of the shops [ Yet
the connection between them can be traced

in successive steps. Or, not to go beyond
hand tools, compare an axe of the Stone

period with a universal plane ! Fifty years

ago a good joiner had his tool-chest titled

with a complete set of "hollows and
rounds " for moulding. Now one tool will

do the work of fifty such planes. A
circular saw running two miles a minute,

reckoned on its circumference, is several

steps in advance of a primitive bone saw
;

yet all these can be traced in a continuous

and consistent series. At first sight there

is little apparent connection between a

field plough and a joiner's plough—the
horse in the first instance making it appear

that there was really no connection ;
but

this is not so, for in colonial days in New
England, New Y'ork, and Pennsylvania,

the plough plane was worked by two men'
or a horse fastened to a staple fixed in

front of the plane to pull it, one man
guiding the plane. This way of ploughing

was generally used when the wood was oak,

and the grooves wide and dee]). Even
technical names are frequently derived

from something not obvious at once. Sawn
timber in America, for instance, is called

"lumber." This name was first used in

Eijston in 16G3, because the shijis when
unloaded lumbered the quay with it. there

being no timber-yards at the time.

It is claimed for these early colonists

that they built and worked sawmills before

there was one in England, where [lit

sawing was a common industry. Certainly

until after 1768 machine sawing was not

done here, because mobs destroyed the

machines, so that sawyers should not be

thrown out of work. Chippendale furni-

ture, wainscot panellings, and the cabinet-

work of the leading English mansions were
constructed befoi'e a sawmill was erected

here. The first sawmill was of rather

curiiuis construction, the saw being held

on the upward stroke by a spring pole

overhead, and it was worked up and down
by a beam, called "the pitman." which
was attached to a crank on the mill-wheel.

For two hundred years this arranrrenient

persisted, and. the capacity of a mill was
limited to one upright saw, the jiower

being either water or wind. Compare the

production of a primitive mill of tliis kind

with that of a circular saw Uft. in dia-

meter, and driven by an engine indicating

l.-jOir.P. Here over oO.OOO square feet of

lin. yellow-pine boarding will be turned

out in ten hours, wasting 25 per cent, of

the wood ; or if a band-saw is used, with

one-half the power, the turn-out ,
will

be close on 40,000ft., with a waste of only

12 per cent. Every reader, of course,

knows that with a very thick log an over-

head saw must be used, > and. as it is

next to impossible to fix it exactly over the

saw running in the frame, the waste of

timber will lie greater than when one saw
only is used. In calculating the waste of

wood from any saw. the sawdust produced

is not only to be taken into account : there

is also the waste in planing and tying-up

the stuff after, and this is much less with

a Iiand-saw than with a circular saw. The
laliour is also less, for the cut is more
nearly a piano surface. I,t is obvious that

frequent sharpening and gumming will

reduce the diameter of a circular saw :

hence the invention of inserted teeth,

which preserve the diameter. From a very

rude beginning—merely square pieces of

steel— these have grown to be chisel-

pointed, with rotary locking holders, so

that worn teeth can be knocked out and

new ones inserted instead in a few

minutes. In this country it is not usual

to saw a frozen log ; but it is common
enough when winter comes in the States,

and, as the work is much harder, the

chisel-points and swaged holders are made
a gauge and a half heavier than tlie saw-

plate, to stand the increased strain. Saw-
buckling is common wdth frozen timber,

for there is a tendency to run out of the

cut, and tlie saw may become damaged by

being strained. Ri turning to joiner's work
and tools, it may be said that the principal

hand-saws are known as "cross-cut" and
"rip." What is the difference between

them? Disston defines the perfection of

a saw to be that which cuts the fastest

and smoothest with the least exertion on

the part of the workman. We need not

quarrel witli this definition, and we also

agree with him that many good mechanics
cannot file a saw properly. "Rip-saws"
have from three to five and a half points

to the inch, and "cross-cuts" from four

to twelve points. To I'ip properly, the

saw tooth must be. filed- straight across,

and the saw thrust sliould be at an angle

of about 45deg. with the
. wood. Th-^

"cross-cut" has no ])itch. In filing each

tooth, it is double-bevelled to about 4odeg.

,

this bevelling being reversed on every

alternate tooth. It is generally supposed
that hand-saws are 2Gin. long, and rip-saws

iTSin. : but this is not so, the names of these
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s;nvs having rrlal ion to tlu-srl ol llir t.clli,

and not to thr length ,.f blade. A i.aiiel-

saw is ail oidinarv hand-saw sliovter than

26in and with teeth set for cross-cutting.

\ tenon, or hack, saw is used for line

liench-work and in mitre boxes, the teeth

beiii" set like those of the 'cross-cut."

Haviii" noted some changes in wood-

lii>t pl.ici , a lioM |iiojnctiiig verge to tlie

n.of; Lheii a lioanl, siqiported by brackets,

forms a weathering to the first horizontal

jiiece of framing. It throws the rain oft

the wall-face, to drop on the other

weatherings or to the ground. Again, on

the next stage of the framing there is

another weather-board, sujiported by three

brackets, and finally there is a shed-roof

of tiles which projects sufficiently to cover

a. bay-window on the first floor. All this

is old work, and it shows what pains were

taken to insert weatherings and shed-roofs

where possible, so as to keeji the walls

dry. There were several gables like this

liere. and every one of them was protected

in the same way. It is a matter <if the

utmost importance that, even in stone

buildings, the copings of gables or jjarapets,

the cornices, strings, and window-sills

should all be designed to throw off water

ri-,)m llie N\.ill-facc. The oak rraming in

became a " double - batten " door. 'Jhe

principle involved here was that any

decorative work should be |)lanted on, and

that there should be no mortising and

Fig. 1.

working tools, the construction of some

carpenter's and joiner's work—which has

varied, too—may now be dealt with. In

our issue of the 3rd inst. we illustrateil

a " Thanet " gable as develoi-ied in flint and

brickwork, and we now give a Worcester-

shire gable in oak and plaster on brick.

Few builders are aware of the fact that

over two thousand gallons of water fall

as rain on one hundred square feet of

horizontal surface every year in England,

and that it is necessary, if a house is to

be a dry residence, that provision be made

for carrving oft this rainfall. A few days

ago we "noticed a public building where

there was no protection for the walls such

as we suggest, and vi-ater streamed down
them from the gable copings, parapets,

and window-sills ; in fact, the whole of

tenoning—apparently to save labour. Our

illustration (Fig. 2) shows a 15th century

door which is jiractically a batten

door. Fig. ^ being the back of it. and

Fi^g. 4 the moulded transom t(j a larger

scale.

ORNAMENTAL TILE-WORK.- III.

AKCHES.

The spariii" «n(\ iudicious use of a little

tile-relief

background

;
and judicious use

arch-work, whether in

of briek or rouglieast.

a

a main
can be

the fronts facing the south and south-west

wei'e deluged with rain. Now examine our
sketch (Fig. 1), and note the precautions

taken to protect the walls. Here this was
absohifely necessary, much of the exposed
wall-face bring of oak. 'I'here is. in the

Fig. 3.

our sketch was .5in. by 5in. in section.

That in a suburban house is usually of

"deal" 4in. by lin., and this probably

sainvood. It is therefore sham, and it is

seldom protected from driving rains by a

weathering of any kind. The little shed-

roof over the window, and the weather-

boards and verges, in our sketch were not

designed to look jiretty : they were necessi-

tated by the construction of the gables.

We shall now proceed to consider the

construction of some good doors ; but

before doing so, it will be necessary to

explain what a " liatten " door was a

hiindied and fifty years ago; for though

it has completely disappeared from modern
work, its construction was to a great

extent copied—unconsciously, we think

—

by architects of the Gothic revival. A
batten door, according to an tdd dictionary,

is one that seems to be wainscot, but is

not; in other words, it looks like a framed
(hior, but there is no framing about it.

There are stiles and jianels just like a

modern framed and panelled door; but the

panels are not let into grooves in the stiles

and rails, and the whole thing is, in fact,

sham. ]nch-and-a-half boards are, or
were, glued-up to the full size of the door
—as if the workmen were making a

drawing-board — and on this board they

nailed imitation stiles and rails, without
any real framing whatever. When this

sham p.iiii lling was fixed to one side of a

tloor. il u.is a "single-batten" door, and
\\hi'ii biitli siiles were decorated alike, it

?
fX'

-4*)-l«^ -J—I-

fidf
^alt

made the means of affording quite a strong

variation in materials, both simple and

pleasing in result. Fig. 1 illustrates a com-

bination with briek by the formation ot seg-

mental panels in the centre portions of Uie

arch, between two Oin. rings of brick-

work. Eipialitv of spacing can practicatly

be obtained by' the Sgin. ends of the lOJm.

tile, presented towards the face. In a .Hn.

wall the slight projection of the tiles on the

inside can be used as a key for plaster—an
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occasinnal
iiiid left \vi

this respcc-

oin- having tlic pikI UiiiK-kcd off

th rough ctlgo, as a further aiil in

t. It also admits of a sh'ght pro-

fif.Z

Q bread f\lt^ar^t]Qfch,
oiffc fItiTcd effccf. V

jortiou l)L'iug aUowod thp tile panel on I'acn,

it' desired, thus alTortiing a little more relief

and promiueuee. The projeetion of alternate

tiles in the latter manner, producing a
I'ustieated effect, affords another pleasing

lito flIleTb.

method of dealing with arch-worlc of thi.i

character. The centre of the kev blocks can
also be readily picked out with a little tile-

work in a similar manner, as shown. The
.same segmental system of tile panelling, but
within 4Mn. rings of brickwork, is illustrated

hy the succcediug figure, No. 2. The tile is

here shown with the greatest length towards
the face. If occurring in Oin. work, the S^in.
depth given is very little difference to that
of the brickwork, "and can be readily filled

with pla>li r. .\nother nirlhod is to recess

the whole tile panel, on face, the oild ijnarter

of an inch. Although slight, it is i|uite

enough to afford further variation witliout

too coarse an effect. The customary raised

or recessed efTects of either brick- or tile-

work are, as a rule, often too much, thus
producing a coarse feeling in design. Very
little projection or recession is cpiite suffi-

cient, with such ornament, iu obtaining the

Jig: 5.

rtMpiisite break of light and shade. The
hitti'r type of tile panel would also look well

with alternate tiles sunk as shown by tin^

illustration. The same system appli(>d to the
broad tile (|Uoius of an archway or a vertical

[land is productive of quite a large amoinit
of simplo decoration, the feeling produced
lieing very similar to that of norii: tinting,

when judiciously u.sed. Simple tile wiirk of

this nature can be readily used at little more
cost than plain I)riel\\\f>rk ; at the sam<^ time,
it affords a large amount of relief from the
monotony produced by plain brick alone. Us
value as an harmonious adjunct of the same
material—differing merely in shape, form,
or low tones of colour—cannot be over-
estimated. It is this principle of what might
be termed a species of half- and quarter-tone

am.
"iV-.

relief in ornament, as compared with brick,
which uudces the tile such a delightful ami
vidiniblo accessory. It is capable of so much
slightly graded variation, when carefully
used, without possessing any of those
.stronger contrasts too often coarse in effect.

Such as produced by brick and stone, etc.,

or even brick, when the latter is too violently
contrasted in lurid colours. These facilities,

carefully considered, admit the production of
architectural work in modulated tones of
harmony which have certainly not been sufli

eiently appreciated by the generality of prac-
titioners.

l''ig. 3 illustrates a simple type of arch.

with a frieze and headpiece of slight pro-
jection, a greater variety of effect and relief

lieing obtained by the simple method of

reversion of the tiles, apart from that
obtained by slight projection as well. These;
are points worthy of special note and
adoption, on other lines of development, in

tile decoration. Such work is particularly
attractive, forming simple, but nevertheless
extremely pleasing, features, set either in

brick or roughcast. Deep brick arches.

divided right through by U< \ l)li>eks of tdi-s,

the intcrnicdintc spaces containing smaller
tilc' pamds, also alTorils one of the best
methods of relief in Ibis section, such as
illustrated by Fig. 4.

Another method for simple flat arches

C0,^? Tltt rfelitC » OrtJ>ej

Fio. 8.

consists of introducing a single tile between
each brick, as illustrated by Fig. .">. A
further extension of this principle is shown
hy the succeeding illustration. No. G. A
couple of tile-ends appear on face, either
(Jhiii. or 8£in., thus breaking in from the Din.

brick, producing a rusticated appearance.
Used also in clusters of tliree or four tiles

about a brick width, as shown by Fig. 7,

with slightly .serrated inside edge, it produces
another design. Fig. 8 ilbistrates a little

)ll*'

simple tile relief of the latter description by
an elevation as applied to a small bay in con-
junction with ornamental brickwork. Some
of the most effective results, however, are
obtained by arch - construction carried out
entirely in tile-work, set either in brick-
work or roughcast. The form illustrated by
Fig. 9, with slight occasional quoins or
rustications, forms a simple but plain varia-
tion. Herring-bone arches carried round in
continuous line also afford a further species
of relief in this material. A better method

l"'i?:j6.

and relief of this character is shown by illus-

tration No. 10, diamond-shaped key and
impost blocks being introduced by reversed
tiling.

Tile relief of the nature generally illus-

trated here would be particularly adaptable
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to I'dllL'll C'OllCl-l'tc-ljlllcU %VOrU. wlilcll Cdlild

ill many instances be covered with ronglicast.

A gre.it (leal of the tile-work as illnstrateil

conhi also be set in cement, prepared in

blocks, previons to triiiisniission to the site;

all ready for qnickly working np and incor-

porating with the concrete blocks. As a

matter of fact, so used it would be particu-

larly adaptable to concrete sectional work,

and might very well solve the problem for

a good deal of decoration or relief in this

medium also. The latter is one which will

without doubt be largely utilised for many
classes of work in future. It certainly

requires, at the same time, some considera-

tion for a system of simple relief and orna-

ment which cannot be obtained in the natural

material itself to a fine scale.

W. G. Keeby, Architect.

(T'o be continued.)

- LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
.4t Tuesday's meeting of the County

Council the General Purposes Committee
reeommended that authority be sought in the

next session of Parliament in the Council's

General Powers Bill, to enable Metropolitan

borough councils to include in any estimate

of the expenses of the cost of paving, sewer-

ing, repairing, and flagging works carried out

in connection with new streets a commission

not exceeding £o per cent, in addition to the

estimated actual cost. It was further pro-

posed that powers be sought to enable the

Council to charge part of the cost of

acquiring insanitary property for the purpose
of a new school site against the Dwelling
House Improvement Fund, and to enable a

iUetropolitan borough council to contribute

towards the cost.

The recommendation of the Improvements
Committee that the Government be requested

to undertake the promotion of a Bill seeking

Parliamentary authority for the completion
of the Mall to Charing Cross improvement,
in accordance with the scheme approved by
the Council, was agreed to. Mr. Dawes, M.P.,
withdrawing a hostile amendment.
The Highways Committee reporteil that ox-

peiuliture had already been sanctioned on
capital account not exceeding £18.GOO in

respect of the trackwork required in con-

nection with the construction, on the undor-
grdund conduit system of electric traction,

of the authorised tramways in High-street,
Wandsworth, between Putney Bridge-roail

and York-road. The new bridge over the
Waudle, on the route, is being executed
mider the direction of the Improvements
Committee by Messrs. John Mowlem and
Co., Ltd.. and is now, well advanced. The
ConLuiittee recommended that the short

length of conduit track work over the Wandle
briilge be laid forthwith, in order to avoid
disturbing tln^ new carriageway paving which
IS ahold, to l>e laid down. As a result of

negotiation, Messrs. .lohn ilowlem and Co.,

Ltd.. who. in addition to the work of recon-
striictiug arid widening the bridge in questi<m,
are at. present executing tramway work for

the Council in Bromley-road, are prepared
to construct the tramways on the bridge, and
between the bi'idge and a point near Garratt-
lane (about lUO yards in length) on the basis
of an additional charge of I.t per cent, on
the contract rates for the Brondcy-road tram-
way works. They reconunended that this
offer, amounting to about tl.l.^O, be accepted.
The Improvements Committee recom-

mended that the widening of Tooting lice

road between Bromleyroad and Ehubourne-
road, begun in 1911, be completed by the
acquirement of further property, at a cost of
£3,085. The entire widening will increase
the width of this nniin thoroughfare for !J50ft.

from 4(lft. to .'itft. Thev also reeommended
a continuation of tlie widening of Wardour-
street. Oxford street, which has already cost
£28.100. at a further outlay of £2.700, the
object being to make this street of an ulti-

mate uniform width of .'iOft. It was reported
that the widening of Clnireh-street. Ken-
sington, has been completed nt a cost of

about £fifi..'iOO, and the Kensington Boron«h
Council was authorised to proceed with the
works of laying pipes and paving.

The Improvements Committee reported

tliat there was let in .Inly last to the Kings-

way and Central Estates Company, on lease

for ninety nine years, at an aiunnil rent of

£2.900, a' site oi'i the east side of Kingsway.
at its junction with Aldwych. Negotiations

ai-e also proceeding for the letting of the

adjoining site. Tlie Committee has had
before them elevations submitted by the

architects to the intending lessees of the

buildings proposed to be erected on the sites

in question, and on the adjoining plot ex

tending eastward to Houghton-street. In

view of the importance of securiiig that the

buildings to be erected on these sites shall

be of such a character as to be worthy of the

exceptional position which they will occupy,

and having regard to the important bearnig

which the design of the buikhng must neces-

sarily have on the treatment of the building

to be erected on the opposite corner of

Kingsway and Aldwych, they recomniended

the employment of Sir Ernest George,

A.R!A.. as' consulting architect at a fee of

£700.
The Committee recommended the approval

of the drawings submitted for buildings pro-

posed to be erected on a site between Kings-

way and Kean-street. with elevation in Port-

land stone; of buildings to be erected in

Mare-street, Hackney (elevations in red

brick and Portland stone or Carrarawarc),

and Queen's-road, Peckham (elevations in

artificial stone and red brick).

The Parks Committee recommended the

extension of Kilburn Grange by one ad-

ditional acre, at a cost of £-1,350. The
Finance Committee, however, reporting on

the proposal, stated that, having regard to

the liigh cost of the land in question, and
the relatively small addition to the park, the

Council would not be justified on financial

grounds in agreeing to the proposal.

The Council have approached the City

Corporation on the question of a further ex-

tension of trams in the City. The Council

desire to proceed with three schemes: (1) To
continue the line from Farringdnn-road along

Farringdon-street to Ludgate Circus ; (2) to

continue the Whitechapel route as far as

Aldgate, outside the liletropolitan Railway

Station ; (3) to run a branch line down
Mansell-street and proceed by way of Tower
Hill to Mark-lane Station. "The committee

of the Corporation is willing to recommend
the first scheme to the Court of Common
Council if the London County Council will

make a widening between Charles-street and
Charterhouse-street. As to schemes 2 and 3

the Corporation would consent if the hay

market were abolished and the Council with-

drew the portion from the Tower Bridge

Approach to Mark lane. Negotiations are

also proceeding between the London County
Council and the Stepney Borough Council

for the removal of the existing tramway ter-

minus at Whitechapel High-street, Aldgate,

and the extension of the tramways to Mark
lane liy way of Mansell-strcet, ' which will

need to be further widened..^
THE EVOLUTION OF ARCHITEC-

TURAL ORNAMENT.*
This is a reprint of a series of articles pub-

lished in the New York Arrhilvrhiral

ll'-rord, to which an appendix is added con-

sisting of a chapter on some Alexandrian
capitals which the author sketched in 1911.

There are no less than 235 illustrations,

many (piite new, and all selected with intel-

ligent reference to. the subject-matter.

Jlr. Middleton has adopted a classification

by means of which each of the principal types

of ornament may be traced in sequence. This
is a workmanlike and satisfactory method

—

far better, in our opinion, than the not un-

usual attempts to treat the subject historic-

ally, period by period, or country by
conntrv, taking one phase or style at a time,

and dealing simultaneously with all the
various types of ornament used during the

same epoch. It is easy, perhaps, for the
trained architect to follow the last method,
but. as Mr. Middleton says, ornament is no
mere matter of concern to architects alone,

but enters the province of all who work in

• The Evolution of Arcbitectiu'al Ornament. By
(i, A. T. MlDlil.ETON. ,\.R.I.B.A.. M.S. A. London:
I'"raueis Griftitlis, 34, Maideu-lano. W.C.

the field of decorative design, whether on
buildings, nr in jewellery, or china, or dress,
or glass. All such will, we are sure, prefer
the classification Mr. Middleton has chosen.
Mr. Middleton begins with ornament

which lias a foliage basis, dealing in turn
with the anthemium and the acanthus, and
so on with all the forms of the Classic and the
Giithic schools that were derived from foliage,
tlnnigh not unseldom having no apparent
connecticm with it now. Tlien we go on to
ornament with a linear basis, and then to
that based on animal forms, minor enrich-
ments being left to the last.

The labour spent on the volume must have
been considerable, even with the assistance
of several collaborators, whose services the
author acknowledges. Of its value there is

no doubt. Others might have given as much
work and time to the task, but few would
have dealt with so plentiful a store of
material with such lucidity. That charm,
however, and the refreshing absence of fan-

tastic theories and purposeless digressions,
is only what wc ha\e all come to expect,
thanks to its characterisation, of all Mr.
Middleton's contributions to the current
literature of architecture.

BERMUDA CATHEDRAL.
The main fabric of the cathedral. Hamil-

ton. Bermuda, which was designed by Edin-
burgh architects, and largely louilt by Edin-
burgh workmen, is now nearly finished, and
plans of the subsidiary buildings, including
vestries and cloisters, are in course of pre-

paration. The building of this cathedral
was brought about by a fire in 1884. which
completely destroyed a church which pie-

ceded it on the same site, known as Trinity
Church.

,

The work was entrusted to Messrs. Hay
and Henderson, architects, Edinburgh, who
prepared designs for a cruciform church of

an Early English type. AV^hen the church was
designed it was not known that it was to be
the cathedral of the diocese, and the arrange
ment of planning was consequently not on a

cathedral scale. The nave was finished and
dedicated in 1894, and on the death in 1900
of Mr. Henderson, the surviving partner of

the architects' firm, the completion of the

work was entrusted to Mr. H. O. Tarbolton,

F.R.I.B.A.. of Edinburgh. It was then

decided to raise the church to the distinction

of a cathedral. With this in view, the

planning of the eastern portion of the edifice

was considerably changed, and Mr. Tarbolton
was invited to visit Bermuda, and arrange for

the necessary remodelling of the plans, and
,

to give, his advice regarding the completion
of the work and the decoration of the interior

of the building. The length of the cathedral

from east to west is nearly 200ft., and across

the transepts about 90ft. The tower is 143ft.

high, and .32ft. square. Both the external and
internal facework of the building are of native

limestone, built in courses a\cragiiig 2ft. long

by (iin. high. This stone, which constitutes

the geological formation of the islands, is a

natural grey coral, which cuts easily when
first quarried, but hardens when exposed to

the weather. The dressed stone and main

piers throughout the structure are from

quarries in Nova Scotia. The stone used for

the interior moulded work has been quarried

in Caen, Normandy, with the addition of

Indiana limestone,' which harmonises with

the Caen stone, but for positions of special

exposure is more suitable. Numerous

monetary gifts to the cathedral have enabled

portion:;' of the oak screens, choir-stalls, and

sanctuary fittings to be provided, and the

marble work in the chancel and^ chancel

aisles has been executed and laid. The high

altar is of bronze, with a marble reredos

over, containing a bas-relief in Carrara

representing the Ascension, supported by

niches containing statues of the Disciples.

About £80.000 has already been expended over

the cathedral, and a considerable sum is still

necessary to complete it and provide for

further internal decoration.

. -s>«c— —

The Union Jack Clubhouse opposite Waterloo

Station, S.E.. is about to be further enlarged

from plans by Mr. Walter Cave, F.R.l.B.A.
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liMPERIAL HOUSE, KINCSWAY. CONTROLLED BY THE LAW LAiND CU., LTD.

Mr:j! v:;. Tklheakn aiiil Nokman. Arcliitects.

IMPERIAL HOUSE. KINGSWAY.
This building, which is one of the many

eligible premises controlled by the Law Land
Company, Ltd.. consists of a basement,
ground, and eight floors above, especially

designed for showrooms and offices. Tlie

whole of the .space of each floor, which on
the lower part of the building covers over

7,000 square feet, is available for letting with-

out the obstruction of columns and piers

which often hamper a tenant in setting out

his offices. The building is Portland-stone
faced, and was designed by Messrs. Trehearn
and Norman, of Sardinia House, Kingsway.
and erected by Messrs. King and Arnell. of

West End-lane, Hampstead. The situation,

which is midway between Kendile street and
Aldwych, on the west side of the street, is

certainly the best in Kingsway, and the ad-

vantage of the building having its back on to

Kean-street will be readily appreciated when
taking into consideration the advantages of a

through light, and, moreover, in the case of

tlie ground floor, a back entrance can be
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obtained. Tl>e entranco-liall is an exception-

ally fine one, and leads dii'eetly on to the

main staircase and passenger-lifts, of which
there are two, both driven by electricity, and
rnnning at a speed of over 320ft. per minute.
'I'he light and air wells are exceptionally

large, and the maximnm amount of liglit is

obtained by the use of white glazed bricks.

Lavatory accommodation has been carefully
considered, and amply provided for. The
building is heated by a system of hot-water
rarliators, with a separate system for the
l:i\atories, so tiiat hot water is obtainable liotli

winter and siunmei'. The whole of the con-
structional .steelwork has been made and fixed

bv Lindsay's Paddington Ironworks, Ltd..
Xorth Wharf. Paddington. W. The lifts are
by Messrs. Smith, Major, and Stevens, Ltd.,
nf Battersea, S.W. All plans and quotations
can be obtained either at the building itself,

or from the office of the Law Ijand Company,
Ltd., at 30, Norfolk-street, Strand.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The sixty-sixth annual meeting of the

Architectural Association was held on
Monday evening at the headquarters, 18,

Tufton-street, Westminster. The new Presi-
dent, Mr. W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A..
occupied the chair and wore the beautiful
silver badge and blue riband presented at the
close of the last session by his predecessor m
office, Mr. Gerald C. Horsley, and executed
by Professor Lanteri.
Forty nominations for membership having

been read. Messrs. O. H. Collins, .J. A.
.Johns, and W. H. Whitehead were elected as
members. On the motion of the President,
and amid loud applause, Mr. Reginald Blom-
field. A.R.A.. P.R.I.B.A., was reinstated in
membership. A vote of condolence with the
widow and family of the late Mr. Ernest A.
Runtz. for more than a quarter of a century
a member of the Association, and an active
worker in the old Lyric Club, was proposed
by the President and agreed to in silence.

THE DI.STRIHHTION OF PUIZHS AND
(_'HKTIFIC.\TE.S

gi\en ill till' Day and Evening Schools during
the past session was then made by the Presi-
dent, in accordance with the following list :

—

D. E. Cruiksliank—Hanistcr t'lftcln-r Hursai-y.
.\. S. G. Butlor— .\..\. TravclliiiM StmUntsliiii.
W. W. Locke—.\ndrew Oliver I'rize ise.nnd nlace

.\..\. TvavcUins; Stndentslii])).
R. M. Pitiyott li;3U) and K. C. Clark (i'-20)—Saxon

Sucll Scliolarsbii).
Piet De Jonfi—Herbert Batsford Prize.
W. H. Lloyd—History Prize and Freehand Prize,

lioth first year Day School.
F. P.M. Woodhonse—Constrnction Prize, first year

Day School.
F. A. Hsohawzior—Studio I'rize, first year Day

School.
N. F. (;. Day—Special Vacation Work Prize given

by Mr. H. P. G. Maule. first year Day School.
.1. liin-ford—Travelling Studentsbifi, second year

Day School and A. A. Two Years' Certificato.
A. Stanhope I'^orbes—Special Prize given by Mr.

H. P. G. Maulc in connection with Travelling
Studentship, and A. A. Two Years' Certific^ate.
M. T. Waterhouse—Knd of session stndy, second

year Day School, Sjiecial Prize given by Mr. H, P. G.
Manle, and A.A. Two Years' Certificate.

R. S. Wallace -Travelling Stndentsliip, third year
Day Scliool, and Second Prize Test Snbjeot, third
year Day School.
H. ,1. H. Dicksue—Whmer of .(arvis Scholarship

value i'lO; Second Prize, third year Day School.
Travelling Studentship Prize ; Materials Lecture
and Prize. Hj'giene Lectures.

\i. llaig Philp -First Prize, Test Subject, third
year Day Scliiicil, and Prize. Internal Construction.

II. .1. Teliliult— Prize for Greatest Progress, third
year Day School ; Prize, .\dvancod Construction,

F. A. Addey—Second Prize tor Progress, third year
Day School.

I'l. A. D. Tanner—First Prize, Evening School;
Prize, Keiiaissance Architecture.

h. Claydon— Second Prize, first year I'lvening
Scliool ; Prize. Elementary Pliysics ; Prize. F.le-
nicntnry Construction ; l>rize, Greek and Itoman
Architecture.
H. A. N. Medd—Scliolarsliip. second year Evening

School. Free Pass to third year; Prize, Medireval
.Vrchitectnre.

D. .1. Gordon—Travelling Stndentshi|), fourth year
Kvcuiug School, Ccrtillcatc Hoard of Architectural
I'Utucalion (four years).

.T. B. M. \\alch—First prize, fourth year Evening
School.

U. George—Prize Medin'val Architecture; A..\
Two ^'ears' Certilicate.

A. S. Murnott- Prize. Steel (.'onstriictinn.
P. Butt. C. .1. Brooks, .1. II. .lacoli. A. S. Furncr

D. C. L. Derry, II. F. Ctossling, and M. D. N. Koeli
'

.\..V. Two Veal's' Certilicates.
II. 1). .\rcher, A, B. Lloyd Roberts, H. I''ellowcs

PrNnne. W. Harkess. and T. W. Dowsett-Boarfl of
.'Vri'hitectuval Fdiu-iitioii Certilicati'S (four .\'ears).

Mr. Curtis Green then delivered

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

Since the founding of the Architectural

Association in 1847 it has been, he remarked,
the custom to give up the first evening of the

session to talk about ourselves and our in-

terests, about the work that is done and that

which is yet to do. The handing on of the

traditions of the Association undiminished
and. if possible, enriched, is a trust in which
we are all concerned ; they are part of the

ci-eed of a great body of English-speaking
architects.

CHANGES IN THE COUNCIL.

By changes in the House List the Council
loses the services of Messrs. Tapper, Brewer,
and Bolton, who have given generously of

their ability -and time to the affairs of the
Architectural Association. Mr. Brewer con-
tinues on the editorial staff of the " Sketch
Book," and also remains on the School Com-
mittee. The Council is strengthened by the
return of Mr. F. D. Clapham and by the
addition of Mr. Slater and Mr. Mackenzie.
Mr. Slater has succeeded Mr. Cart de La-
fontaine in the arduous labour of editing the
Journal, and Mr. Cart de Lafoiitainc becomes
an ordinary member of Council.

A LESSENED MEMDERSHIP.
Our membership shows a decline ot hfty

during the year. We have lost by death ii.

number of distinguished members. To tliosc
losses we must add the annual drain—un-
usually large this year—of those who fall out
by the way, either through ill-fortune or
because they have found more congenial out
lets for their activities. We have enrolled
sixty-six new members, and our membership
is now 1,55G. Any calling has its waves of
popularity. It is noteworthy that archi-
tecture is no longer the easy means of liveli-

hood it was for a time, and that as the
staiidai-d of education goes up the number of
recruits to the ranks goes down and their
qua'lity improves. Parents are now suspicious
of the tag, "And if your son of dulness yon
suspect, a parson make him or an architect."
And as the nature of the calling is understood
the winnowing process will be more thorough.

FINANCE.
As regards finance the position of our

school in this respect is very difiereiit from
that of others. Other recognised schools of
architecture have behind them the resoui-ees
of a University, ot a Government Depart-
ment, a county council, or a wealthy corpora-
tion like the Royal Academy. The jVssocia-
tion has obligations to its members, wider
obligations to maintain its School of Archi-
tecture at the highest pitch of efficiency, and
has obligations to those who man the ship
and are dependent upon it for a livelihood.
Its resources are practically limited to the
annual guinea and half-guinea that its

members pay as their subscription, and this
is absorbed by general working expenses.
Tlie school is" not profitable, so that the
margin of expenditure over income is far
smaller than it ought to be. We are able to
pay our way by careful- perhaps too cai'eful
-—stewardship; but we are unduly hnmpei'ed
in many directions in the school' by lack of
funds. We have the cordial support of our
pai-ent. the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, in carrying out tneir programme of
education, and we feel confident that they
will eventually see their way to making an
adequate grant towards that work. We are
allied by mutual concessions with the Royal
Academy Areliitectni'al School, and are the
reservoir from which the scliool draws its
talent and its prize-winners. The Associa-
tion provides the material, the environment,
and the necessary freedom for natural de-
velopment. It has bnilt up the most con-
sidei-able school in the country, and it is of
inestimable value to the proressioii as the
only representative school tliat is managed in
tile intere.sts of architeetni-e by architects,
w-ithout outside control, F.udo'wed institu-
lioiis 111 I,ondoii liave tucked on to their other
eilucal ioiial raeilities schools and classes in
architectni-e; but with them architectural
education is a matter of pure sceondai-y im-
portance. It has l)eeii left to nrchilects to
build lip fcir t liemsches the most cousider-

.ajile scliool in the country. They have seen
that, within certain limits, and with the
fatherly guidance of the leaders of the pro-
fession, a great school of arcliitcctui'e can
only be run by men who are still students
themselves. The allocation of part of the
Henry Jarvis Bequest to the school by the
trustees, at the recommendation of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, and the
legacy of the late Mr. William Glover, are
events that we gratefully record this year.
We have made several fniiior improvements
to our premises during the session out of tho
general funds.

AN ENLARGEMENT OF PREMISES
FORESHADOWED.

The Council has for two years been giving,

consideration to the question of premises,
which will become acute with the expiration
of part of our lease in two or three years'

time. This will give us the opportunity to

put our house in order and extend and re-

arrange the space, which is now insufficient

and inconvenient, whether we consider it for

school purposes or for our own meetings. Tho
Council has invited Mr. H. Austen Hall, who
has already done so much for the Architect-
tural .Association, to prepare a schonie for

extending and altering the premises. Wo do
not think the present time is one in which
we can begin a campaign for this purpose;
but our policy is to know what we want and
to be ready to put forward a definite pro-

position when the time is ripe. The work
that is done here will sooner or later receive

the recognition it deserves.

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE.

There are now sixty-four students in the

Day School. The two events of the school

years have been the addition of a Third
Year's Course in the Day School, and the

retirement of Mr. Maule from the bead-

mastership, a position he has filled with so

much advantage to tlie school for the last

ten years. 'I'he Couneil are happy in having

secured Mr. Robert Atkinson to take his

place, and believe that the work which Mr.

Maule has laboured at so strenuously and
with such unselfish devotion will be carried

forward by JMr. Atkinson one step further

towards the end we have in view. Mr.
Atkiinson has begun under the happiest

auguries. The Third Year Course, for which

he has been responsible from the first, has

Ijcen an unqualified success ;
beginning with

twelve students, it now numbers twenty-

three, two of last year's men having decided

to stay on for anotlier year before passing on

to the R.A. Schools and to office experience.

I feel sure that as the work done in the third

year becomes more known men will join it in

increasing numbers. Mr. Atkinson is for-

tunate in his staff— in Mr. "Varndell, from

whose work here we are learning by ex-

perience to expect great things ; in Mr. Alan

Potter, Master of the First and Second Years ;

in Mr. R.W. Cable, who pilots the Third Year's

men; and in Mr. Buyers Scott, in charge of

the Evening Scliool. I do not suppose the

history lectures have ever been in bettef

hands than those of Mr. Theodore Fyfe, Mr.

W. H. Ward, and Mr. Aymer Vallanee. The

Council attach gi-eat importance to the water-

colour class, under Mr. II. 1''. Waring's

guidance; having decided that it was advis

able to limit the number of those attending

it, they joined almost to a man, so that it was

last year im|)nssiblo for anyone else to take

adviaiitage of it. Another event in the

liistory of the School must be recorded—the

appointment of a Registrar. Our Registrar,

Mr. Scott Ilnlmes, has had to create this

position no easy task for a layman un-

acquainted with a school of architecture. It

is eai-ly days for us to reap tho benefit of

Mr. Scott Holmes's labours; we arc begin-

ning to do so, and I feel sure that the

Registrar will become indispensable to the

Association and to the cause of architectural

education. 1'hose who, in the service of art

ni-e giving the best of themselves to education

are, in spite of the discouragement through

which they can only just "slog on," doing a,

great work; they are laying a foundation for

others, and perhaps for them.selves, on whieli

achievement may securely rest. We wish
all success to these gentlemen, and particii

liirlv to Mr. .\tliJiison in his new duties. They
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have, niul we must let them feel that they
have, every member o£ the Association
backing them up.

Tlie exhibitions have been \ery successful,

particularly the exhibition of Frencli
drawings, held in May. It is possible that
the .Association will pay a return visit to
Paris next year on the occasion of an ex-
hibition of Knglisli drawings which it is pro-
posed to hold there.

The library has been more used this

session. Mr. \V. G. Xenton, the hon.
librarian, has initiated a change whereby the
larger and more valuable books now in the
reference library are to be moved to tin-

bookcases in the upper gallery, where there
will be a large table and a good light. Acting
upon Mr. Atkinson's advice, the Council is

spending considerable sums on books for the
use of students of the School.

VISITS AND EXCURSIONS.
The Spring Visits Committee arranged a

number of ijiteresting visits to new buildings,
finished or in course of construction. These
visits keep us acquainted with one another's
ideas and methods, and are healthy occasions
for all concerned. The annual excursion in

August made their headquarters in Kouon. A
foreign programme is a pleasant variety every
few years ; I am afraid it involves much more
work for the indefatigable lion, secretaries,

Mr. Talbot Brown and Mr. Hennings. to

whose assistance Mr. C'lapham has now come
as London lion, secretary. To those like

myself who were present it is a pleasant one
to look back upon. The younger men, I am
afraid, regard the excursion as little more
than an expensive week's travel, and do not
come in any number ; if more of them put
this to the test of experience they would find

there are compensations even for comfortable
quarters and a well-arranged programme.
Just as it is well to play games with those
more skilfid than oneself, so it is better to

visit great buildings witli those who bring
a trained and mature mind to bear on them.

INSl'RANCi;.

Early in the session the Architects' ami
Surveyors' Approved Society was founded.
Considerable financial support was afforded
by the various institutions concerned in the
formation of the Society, the Association
making a donation of £20, and, in addition
to this, granting the new Society the free use
of an office in these premises. The Council
understands that the Society, which has a

committee of its own of representatives of

the two professions concerned, is working
very successfullv, having a membership ol

upwards of 1,800.

I have already spoken at some length of

our affairs, which cover a \\ ide field ; I have
not touched some of the most interesting
sections, such as the Camera, Sketch, and
Debate Club, where men are encouraged to

give expression to their views in debate, un-
hampered by the ordeal of seeing their utter-

ances in print. The club does much to

stimulate students with their cameras ami
sketch-books. Then there is the Athletic

Club, with all its branches, which looks after

the holiday and sporting side of our exist-

ence—one of the utmost importance, for the
work that we can do is dependent upon
proper recreation. If future legislation is to

encroach upon our personal liberty, I should
like to see it take the form of prohibition of

all work on Saturdays, and enforced attend-

ance at the cricket or football field, unless on
exeat for sketching and measuring. (Pro-

longed applause from the students at the back
of the meeting hall.) Architects are nothing
if they are not good sportsmen ; if we sit

down and consider it, we are conscious of

neglected personal talent which only needs

the right atmosphere to develop. The right

atmosphere can be found on our club ground
at Elstree. The club has secured delightful

grounds of its own, and built a spacious

pavilion ; from what I have seen of it it is

admirably managed by the committee. It is

in a very flourishing condition, save only that

it is in urgent need of handsome donations to

pay off the debt on the ground, amounting to

several hundred pounds.

THE ESSENTIAL QUALITIES OF THE STUDENT.

I might now follow, as a shadow, Pa.st-

Presidents of the Association, and discourse

on what an architect should be, what he
should know, how the technical knowledge
shnuld be gained, and how the artistic

ijualities necessary to the formation of an
architect may l)e developed. I shall not

attempt this; tin; modern studenl chooses his

own school and goes to the founlain head of

the school for knowledge. Moreover the facts

be has to master may be I'cad in the syllabus

of the Hoard of Architectural Kdueation,

This syllabus embodies the wisdom of a long

line of distinguished men, and deserves the

closest attention ; it is a bare statement of the

qualifications ni'cessary for the practice of

architecture, and is silent on the qualities

necessary in tlu' man. It supplies the (hdails,

but not the background. It is of this back
ground that I jiropose to speak, bearing in

mind that wo are living in tlie '2til\\ eentnry
- a time of apparent contradictions and nil

solved problems. Nowadays e(|uipmcnt is

only a matter of proper guidance and of con-

tinuous hard wcu'k, and, in the words of

Pericles, "Our trust is not in the devices of

material equipment, but in our good spirit.-

for battle." A limpet like tenacity to hold on
through disillusion and failure, the courage

to face the facts and to use th(}m. combined
with that huiuility of mind which wins thi'

confidences of the Mistress Art, are necessary

to those whoso destiny it is to serve her, for

ari'hitecture is not merely an exacting

mistress, she is elusive, rejecting sometimes
e\en those having on the wedding garment.
" Many knock at this door and ask for her

and turn away in despair." and this, perhaps,

from not realising that if we are to vitalise

tradition it must be for new uses and by

bringing new gifts. The goal lies ahead, not

behind.

THE WliAICXESS Ol' AUCIIITECTlllAL KF.VIVAT.S.

Outside our own ranks there is little super-

ficial encouragement. The Indian poet might
have had arcliitecture in his mind when he

wrote :
" It seems that there is a break in the

chain of light, and that one of the stars has

been lost." And, after describing the search

for that which, through neglect, was lost to

sight, he continues, "Only in the deepest

silence of night the stars smile and whisper

among themselves. Vain is this seeking !

Unbroken perfection is over all." That is

no bad suggestion of the position following

after the fall of the first of the arts from her

preeminence. It is noteworthy that archi-

tecture touched the lowest point during the

most remarkable century in history. In the

19th century channels of thought and method.-'

of work changed fundamentally. It became
the turn of science and invention to advance

the race. The 19th century moved to a new
impulse— scientific, not artistic ; the scien-

tific mind necessarily regards tradition with

suspicion, yet, serene as ai-e the heights of

science, she cannot supplant the arts in their

ultimate supremacy over the mind. Mr.

Thompson, the scientist, writes; "Routine
skill, scientific skill, and artistic skill form

an ascending series of human power and

activity. For true art, in whatever occupa
tion it may be developed, is the final and

highest expression of our whole character,

powers, and personality—whether the artist

l)e a handicraftsman, a headcraftsman. or

both." T'liat is a generous admission from

science, and one that, I think, would not have

been made sixty years ago.

With every considerable change, however
•jcneficent it may ultimately be, there is

always an evil time to live down ; such a time

of change we are passing through, and the

sacrifices involved sometimes appal us.

During this time there have always been men
in perfect correspondence with architecture,

though their output has been small compared
to what it might have been had they lived

at a time .secure in the possession of a tra-

dition and assured of a constant demand and
constant appreciation. It is early yet to see

clearly what the 19th century has done for

art ; it may be, in the words of Walter Pater,

writing of the 15th century in Italy; "By
hastening the decline of art by withdrawing
interest from it, and yet keeping unbroken
the thread of its traditions, it had suffered

the human mind to repose itself, that when
day came it might awake, with eyes

refreshed, to those ancient, idea forms."

The new industrial system, the most far-

reaching product of the last century, has yet
to make good, if I may use an Americanism.
It replaced wherever possible the delicate

skill of the human hand by inhuman
maciiinery, and the best craftsmen of the
day turned all their great ability to perfect-

ing these new inaehines, to the apparent un-
doing of tile older arts; in the lOtli century
came the books, in the 19th the machine.
Both were revolutionary, both have come to

stop, and have to be hitched to the star of

architecture. We do not give way to pessim-
ism, or undervalue the opportunities that
are ours. We are confident in the certainty of

the ultimate supremacy of art.

In the revivals of the last century there

w^ere both a necessity and a weakness—the

necessity of satisfying a need and of express-

ing new thought in forms to which the eye was
by happy association accustomed, and the

\veakness inherent in human nature of

looking backward instead of forward. In a

country with a history like that of Europe
the tendency is to live on the past, first on
one phase of it and then on another. The
changes were at such a pace that even culture

tended to regard all things and principles of

art as inconstant modes or fashions. .Ml that

is of the past. We are recovering our
balance ; we have learned that revivals are

merely stop-gaps ; that a thing can only be
done once, and that we cannot recreate the

past. That curious haunting sense of magic
surrounds and is inseparable from the life as

well as the art of the Greeks, the Media>val

craftsmen, and the masters of the Renais-

sance. Those who still put their hope in

revivals are not in love with architecture, but

with their own idea of what architecture

ought to be. "When the half gods go the

gods arrive," for it is our experience that

there is always something better than we saw
at first.

AVe are hoping for the time when we shall

express ourselves in a common language,

though it is possible w'e attach too much im-

portance to this; and, in the meantime, it is

well to recollect that other centuries have in

periods of transition expressed themselves

without the slightest cohesion of style. When
the time was ripe, these experiments gave

place to a common outlet congenial to it.

Who is to say that the world is not the richer

for the experiments of transition? We have

for some time been seeking a common outlet

by turning our attention to

THE SOURCES OF OUR INHERITANCE.

Anatole France predicts that; "The ages

to come will repeat that fruitful art came to

the sterile West from Atheus and Rome, and

those among us whom the voice of the day

exalts will "to-morrow be forgotten, because

they ignored this. The hackneyed path which

they press in crowds leads them to fortune

and applause, but noble thought and noble

language will not be trampled upon by them
without taking their revenge."

THE CLASSIC SPIRIT IN ART.

The American artist, Kenyon Cox, has

shown us how much easier it is to find a new
way of being bad than to master the old way
iif being good, and that the new bad thing is,

at any rate, sure to be noticed. He, too,

pleads for the classic spirit ; he says, " The
classic spirit is the disinterested search for

perfection ; it is the love of clearness and

reasonableness and self-control ; it is, above

all, the love of permanence and of con-

tinuity.'' Fortunately, history is now being

writte"n and taught as a continuous develop-

ment ; the old w'atertight compartments have

broken down. Pagan and Christian art are

no longer harshly oppo.sed ; we observe the

identity and continuity of European culture.

To this deeper view, the periods of quiescence

or transition are not full stops; we have only

recently learned that Greek art was the cul

mination of centuries; we have still some of

us to realise that the Renai-ssaiice was the un-

interrupted effort of the Middle Ages, and

that Michelangelo and Piranesi were

Romanticists on one side of their nature.

The classic spirit, then, embraces the

whole field of excellence; it breathes alike in

the classic temple and the Christian elnireli,

and pervades the best of our own work; it is
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above- the frailty of processes and systems,

theacciclents of time and material. That the

evolution of style must be slow is obvious

;

to assume that it will be a return to any past

phase of expression is illogical ; to believe

that it will be connected with all that is noble

and lovely in the works of the past is reason-

able. If "ours is not a time congenial to the

arts, it is one full of possibilities ; we only

pleased, too, to hear the President's plea

that they should be sportsmanlike. The
artist, like the sportsman, should learn to

play the yame for its own sake, Ijccausc ho

enj'oved it, and not solely for its ultimate

material rewards. This was of the essence

of the architect's aim. Moreover, he should

display tlie keen sense of honour and the

comradeship that it engendered. Depend

7 — im imrt^iilI *^ 3 ' ~;-^

xMEW PROMENADE AT Hl'NSTAN

advance because difficidties present them-

selves. We do not want for opportunities

;

rather do we want powers equal to our oppor-

tunities. If it is true that genius leaves no

mark of effort, it is equally true that effort

marks the great periods of art. We havo

precious gifts placed in our hands. Culture

has been back to its sources to be clarified

and corrected ; it no longer represents this or

that phase of the past. It is a conscious

tradition representing the sweetness and
liglit of the Classical world and the strengtli

and daring of the Middle Ages. It is ni-

dcbted to science for a wider horizon and, in

a comple.\ world, for the certain knowledge
of the interrelatedness of things, and. not

least, for a sense of pervading order to

support our faith. Pater has said that the

basis of all artistic genius lies in the power of

conceiving humanity in a 3iew and striking

way; of putting a happy world of its own
creation in place of the meaner world of our
eonimon days. That view has, perhaps, given

too much prominence to the personal view of

art, which characterises every transition

stage. To close in the same didactic vein as

I have fallen into, I will quote two verses of

Mr. Roger Heath's:

Preserve our age from every eccentricity.
From subtle decadence and false aesthetic.

That we may follow Ijeauty and simplicity,
Kuowinf^ the truly pleasant and poetic.

And lest tlie powers of darkness should allure us
Svith popular ideas and siren rumour.

Give us this triad that shall save and cure vis :

Fresh air, cold water, and a sense of humour.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield said, as the junior
member of the Association, he esteemed it a
great privilege to propose a hearty vote of

thanks to their President for his most admir-
able and c.<:traordinarily suggestive address.
Seldom had he listened to more pregnant
sentences, more full of thought and common
sense tlian tliose whicli fornu>d the latter part
of the presidential remarks. It had come
upon him as a surprise that the Association
had been in existence since 1847; it exhibited
none of the characteristics of old age, and
was evidently prosperous and progressive.
One sign of growing youth was the appeal
made to the Institute as the parent body for
a larger allowance. 'Well, llie parent body

!

- ^ , ,, . . tt
had nmnv and heavy responsibilities, and ! ^ J"^^"
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..,i.:i., ;i .: .!„.. ;i_ 'i.!.!... _ :,i 1 . desigiu'd by and cnrru^d out under tin:

ivii.ii li\ Mr. .1, r. 'Walkeh, Town Surveyor.

upon it, the student would have many oppor-
tunities of cultivating these sportsmanlike
qualities in his after professional life, and
they would add much to its enjoymeTit and
success. He agreed with the President's
advocacy of a classic spirit ; the essential

factors in classic art were a simplicity and a

directness of purpose directed by a certain

serenity, and perfect balance of mind. If

these suggestions were laid to heart, students
would avoid the dullness of mere classic

academics, and also the hustling and striving

for originality for its own sake.

Mr. Gerald C. Horsley. ex-President.

seconded the vote of thanks. Tlie part of

the address dealing with the work and policy

of the Association had been most valuable,

and this had been followed by a character-

istic exposition of the way in which archi-

tecture should be studied, put in a fine

literary setting. The influence of that

address would not be confined to the crowded
audience that evening, but would be
circulated by the Press among students
throughout all English-speaking countries.

Mr. E. CJuy Dawber, past-President, also

supported the resolution, o'oserving that the

address had been full of interest, suggestion,

and thought. He believed that tlie Associa-

tion and School would make great strides

forward during Mr. Curtis Green's
occupancy of that chair.

Ml-. H. Austen Hall said they had heard
none of the petty details of office work, such
as they sometimes listened to, but the I'resi-

dent had risen at once to the consideration of

main principles. It was true the Association

had attained to considerable years, but there

were evidences all round of vitality and
progress.

The vote of thanks liavinc been carried by
acclamation, the President responded,

observing that they came to Mr. Blomfield as

representing the parental Institute with tlie

plea of Esau: "Hast thou not also a blessing

for me, O mv father?"

HUNSTANTON NEW PROMENAJ-iE.

The illustration here given shows the new
promenade, with shelters underneath,

tantoii. It was

wliile it regarded its children with pride and
genuine sympathy, and rejoiced in their
welfare, he could not say more than that the
Institute would consider the case carefully,
and that he hoped llio appeal would not he
made in vain. He must, however, point out
that the A. A. School of Architecture was not
(he only one in London .solely controlled by
architects, for the schools" of the Royal
Acaflcniy were run upon similar linos. One
or two points in the latter part of the address
called for commout. It was a vital suggestion
of the President that the architectural

direction of Mr. J. C. Walker, the town
surveyor. It has been built entirely of re-

inforced concrete, without a steel or timber
beam or similar support.

The shelters are 20011. long, lljft. wide, the

reinforcement being steel rods and Lock
woven mesh. There arc five 4nft. spans, each
span being subdivided into four divisions.

The root to the shelters, which forms the
promenade, was coiistructcfl of Gin. concrete

;

the first oiii. was proportioned 4 to 1. tlie

aggregate being all beach shingle earcful'y
student must look not to the spirit of the washed and graded, w-liilst the top was
age, but to the spirit of the ages, for inspira- finished off with three parts ',in. granite
tion. The student had not to take the line of

|

eliippings graded down to dust to one of
his own day. but tn fall into the line of a

|

cement, and 51b. of " Pudlo " to every lOOlb.
great succession. looUiny to the great past as i of cement,
well as forward into the fnlurc. He was It was decided to liiiish cff the concrete

with the addition of the waterpropfing

powder " Pudlo," and the result is most
satisfactory. It will be seen that the p;o-

menade and shelters are a decided iiiiprovo-

meiit to the sea front.

The parish church of Wooler has just been
enlarged, at a cost of .^2,300. from plans by
Mr. A. B. riummer, F.R.I.B.A., Newcastle oii-

Tyne.

A council school is to be built in Oxford-road,

Horsham, at an estimated cost of dt!5,000, from
plans by Mr. Roberts, architect to the Educa-
tion Committee.

A Territorial drill-hall h,as been opened at

Barry, Glam, Messrs. Teathcr and Son, of

Cardiff, were the architects, and Messrs. D.

Davies and Sons, of Cardiff, the contractors.

The cost was £5,000.

At the last meeting of the city council of

York it was resolved, on the recommendation
of tlie tramways committee, to seek Parlia-

mentary powers for extensions to be made to

Hull-road, Heworth. and Huntington routes,

and for the extension of the Acomb route to

Acomli. and of the Haxby-rcad system to White
Cross-hill.

An Order has been made by the Local Govern-
ment Board for Scotland authorisnig the Edin-

burgh Town Council to prepare a town-planning
scheme, under provisions of the Housing anil

Town-Planning Act, in respect of an area of

land situated partly within Edinburgh and
partly within beith. at Craigentinny. The tri-

angular area of land referred to coi-crs 7^ acres.

At a special meeting of Dundee Town Council

objections were taken, on behalf of property

owners in the east end of the city, to a pro-

posal to establish, in connection with the gas-

works, a tar-distillation undertaking. A coun-

cillor. Mr. W. H. Buist, said the proposal would
interfere with the town-planning schemes, and,

indeed, kill them. Mr. R. M. Noble, the gas
convener, and Mr. Alexander Ynill, the gas

engineer, declared that there would be no smell

from the works. By 18 votes to 5 the council

agreed to proceed with the scheme.

After much delay, a site has at last been
found at Godalniing for the memori.-il to Jack
Phillips, the chief wireless telegraphist on the

ill-fated Titanic, who was a native of ihe iowii.

The site chosen is glebe land near Godalniing
parish church, and is three acres in extent, the

greater part of ' which will be utilised by the
corporation as a recreation - ground. The
memorial has been designed by Miss Gertrude
Jekyll and Mr. Thackeray Turner, and will take
the form of a rectangular cloister 120ft. square.

It will cost between £600 and £700.

At a cost of itl.SOO, extension and recon-

struction work on the fabric of North Esk
Church, Musselburgh, having been completed,

reopening services took place on Sunday. In

place of the former hall and rooms at the rear

of the church, a main hall with accommodation
for G^O persons, and a smaller hall to acccui-

modate over 100, with other rooms, havo been
erected. An organ recess having been added
to the church, ninety addition.al sittings have
been provided, as well as rendering practicable

sixty more, which tlie projection of the organ

had previously "blinded."

The new Grad:iate College at Princeton

Uaiversity. and the Grover Cleveland Memorial
Tower, which forms part of the croup of college

buildings, were dedicated on Wednesday with

impressive ceremonies. There w-as a large

gathering of present and past students ami pro-

fessors and teachers from all sections, besides

representatives of English. German, and French
learned institutions. The gifts for the erection

and endowment of this new Grailnate School

amounted to nearlv £600.000. The tower w:i-.

presented to the University by the Cleveland

Monument Association, which received con-

tributions from all parts of the United States.

The new Central Carnegie Library at Stock-

port, built at a cost of £15,000, has just been

opruied. In the lending library the open-access

system has been adonted. and there is room
for 40.000 volumes. The general reading-rocm

has stands for SO newspapers, and tables and
seating for about 100 readers. The reference

library h.is shelving-space for fi 000 vohini'-;;,

and seating accommodation for 40 readers. In

addition, there are children's reading - room
(capable of seating 120 children), a ladies'

reading-room, n magazine - room, and two
lecture - halls. The architects are Messrs.

Bradshaw and Gass. of Bclton. whose design,

selected in competition, wns illustrated and
fiescribed in our issues of October 28 ami
neccmber 9, 1910.
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(Inntntt Calamo.

L'lii' dpcliiiL' (if meiuberslup of tlu Arclii-

ti'tliinil Assoi'iatioii to the exteut of ii loss of

fifty as compared with hist year is, we trust,

as Mr. Curtis Green said on Monday iiif;ht,

only one of " the waves of popnUirity " ; and

it is true, of course, tliat for more than one

reason architecture at the moment is not the

most attractive of pursuits to young men and
tlioir parents. But we liad rather not have
liad to chronicle u decrease. A membership
of 1,556 is altogether inadequate to the ad-

vantages the A. A.—and the A.A. alone

—

offers. Every young man entering the pro-

fession ought to make it his first care and
pride to belong to it. It is true that endowed
institutions in London and elsewhere have of

late tacked on to their curriculum classes in

architecture which, doubtless, attract local

students, but not one of these has the

prestige, the environment, or the good fellow-

ship of the A. A. ; neither can any other offer

the close association with the men at the

front which it enjoys. Moi-eover, this year it

has one of the best of the many excellent

Presidents it has ever elected to its headship,

who refreshingly combines an utter freedom
from the cant of the impressionist critic with

the lucidity of the really well-informed and
cultured elder student, round whom, what-
ever else be their defects, young English

hive to rally, and from whose firstfruits of

accomplishment they derive encouragement
and inspiration. Any hitherto unattached
\onng man whii. after reading Mr. Curtis

Green's address last Monday, fails to seek

admission to the genial companionship which
is proud of him as their chief, will not do
much hereafter, or, if he does, he will

confess, one of these days, how mucli he
missed during the early years of struggle for

lack of the sympathy and fellow -guidaiice he
failed to avail himself of.

For, as Mr. Curtis Green truly said on
Monday, nowadays equipment is only a

matter of proper guidance and hard work
;

and certainly half the battle of life is won
by good spirits for the fight, and, whatever
the pessimist may say about the un-

congeniality of the times to the arts, or the
mere phrase-monger may Ijeut out into

nuianingless counsels of sophistry, the in-

spiring truth is as fresh and invigorating as

ever. Men and nations perish, but Humanity
lives on for ever ; and he who best conceives
its highest needs, and strives to meet them,
careless of dead systems and styles, but re-

sponsive in every nerve to the vision of the
happier world that might be if men could
but realise it. will never add to the mean-
nesses which re\olt him and dwarf his
energies. Comparisons are odious, but when
we recall tlie raptures of some of the A. A.
young men who, longer years ago than we
care to remember, harangued their fellows
so eloquently over the super-e.\cellencies of

the Gothic revival, and its pursuit as the only
path of salvation, we hail with gladness Mr.
Curtis Green's clear and inspiring definition
of duty: "That the evolution of style must
be slow is obvious ; to assume that it will be
a return to any past phase of e.\pression is

illogical ; to believe that it will be connected
with all that is noljle and lovely in the work
of the past is reasonable."

Column elsewhere. The facts, of course, are

familiar to all readers. The nuiterial point

was that it was proved to the hilt, and

accepted by the Crown, that between Mr.

Lumsden's purchase of the site and his sale

of the property the vahu^ of the site had not

altered by ono halfpi'nny. In spite of this

increment duty was demanded which practic

ally levied an Income-tax of four shillings in

the pound on his legitinuUe profits as a

builder. Lord .Justice Svviufen-Eady, who
dissented from the .other two judges in the

Court of Appeal, took a rational view of the

case, and even the Master of the Rolls ad-

mitted that the construction of the Act ho

felt bound to adopt did tax builders' profits.

We reviewed the judgment at considerable

length in our issue of August 8 last, and if

any reader missed that number during

holiday-time we advise him to get a copy

while it is in print. On the decision of the

Lords more hangs than nniny yet realise.

Even so far nothing within our memory has

dealt such a tleadly blow^ at our industries.

We are glad there is no doubt that the
Lumsden case will be taken to the Lords.
Particulars will be found in onr Le"al

A Royal Commission has been appointed
to inquire into the relationship between the

Railway Companies of Great Britain and the

State in respect of nuitters other than safety

of working and conditions of employment,
and to report what changes, if any, are

desirable in that relationship. The following

are the Royal Commissioners :—The Earl
Lorebiirn, G.C.M.G. (Chairman); the Earl
of Derby, G.C.V.O. ; Right Hon. Sir H.
Primrose, K.C.B. ; Right Hon. F. Huth
Jackson, late President of the Institute of

Bankers; Sir F. R. Upcott, K.C.V.O., late

Chairman of the Board of Indian Railways
;

Sir W. Plender, late President of the In-

stitute of Chartered Accountants; Jlr. A.

Balfour, late Master Cutler of Sheffield;

Mr. R. E. Prothero, M.V.O. ; Mr. D. J.

Shackleton. Mr. E. W. Rowntree, of the

Board of Trade, will act as Secretary to the

Commission. All good men in their way.
But the absence of any names of railwaymen,
or of publicists who have studied railway
questions—especially railway nationalisation

—suggests that the appointment is either

mere window-dressing, or that the Govern-
ment, like ourselves, is less disposed to take

over the railways than some were inclined to

do, say, ten years ago. Probable develop-

ments in other directions rather suggest that

other modes of traction are likely, year by
year, to prove more and more formidable
rivals.

Mr. Edwin Lutyens and Mr. Harold Baker,
the architects selected by the Government; of

India to prepare designs for the more im-

portant buildings in the new Imperial capital,

and to act generally as its principal archi-

tectural advisers, leave London on
Xovember 13, says The Times, to embark in

the mail steamer Egypt at Marseilles en
route for Delhi. The designs they have had
in preparation for some time past will then
be discussed with the V'iceroy, and final

decisions may be expected. Offices for them
and for the engineering staff have been built

on the Rasina hill, in proximity to the central
point where Government House, the Council
Chamber, and the large blocks of secretariats

are to be erected. Sir Swinton Jacob, who
was appointed in January last to assist

Messrs. Lutyens and Baker, and to furnish
advice as to Indian materials and the
employment, where possible, of Indian crafts-

men, has resigned on tlie grouiul that at his
age he prefers to be free of official responsi-

bilities ; but he will be in India this cold

weather, and has undertaken to give

honorary advice and co-operation. It is the

intention of the Government of Iiuliu to

select in his place an Indian master crafts-

man of architectural experience and repute.

It is also proposed that the studio at Delhi

for indigenous architectural work should be

in Indian hands, as far as practicable. The
decision that the expansion of the modern
city should be southwards beyond the walls

from the Ajniere to the Delhi gate has given

much satisfaction locally, and many applica-

tions have been received for ground for

buildings within the prescribed area.-

Sir Hubert voji Ilcrkonicr's paper last

Sunday evening at the Playgoers' Club on the

future of the Cinema was a valuable and

suggestive one. Most people will agree with

him that the public are getting sick of the

sham sensationalism and " hair breadth

escapes," and that it is time the " drug of the

film " was banished from the cinema
theatres. All will echo his commendation of

the wisdom and good taste which have

already combined to give us better things,

such as the representatious of standard

drama, pictures of the Old Masters, natural

history, and the marvels of science. We are

not so sure that the " fine theatres " Sir

Hubert alluded to are as yet by any means
as common as they might have been. Things

are improving, certainly, in that direction.

We hope ourselves next week to illustrate

one of the best antl most complete cinema

palaces yet designed, which includes some
novel features, and in \^hich the convenience

of the public has been iEitelligeatly studied.

The German Emperor seems to have in-

terfered drastically in the final stages of the

recent competition for the uew £200,000

building for the German Embassy at

W'ashingtou. Yesterday week the official

Xoi-th German Gazette briefly auuouuced that

the Embassy will be built according to plans

of the Court architect, Herr von Ihue. It

seems that when Count von Berustorff, the

German Ambassador at Washington, had an

audience with the Kaiser in Berlin on

Tuesday week, his Majesty informed him
that he was so displeased with the award of

the prize by the jury which recommended the

design of Herr Moehring, one of the best-

known architects in Germany, that he had

decided to consign the award, as well as 271

other designs viewed by the jury, to the

waste-paper basket, and simply commission

Herr vou Ihne to draw up uew plans.

The jury whose award has evoked the

Emperor's disapproval included the Foreign

Secretary (Herr von Jagow), Count von

Berustorff, and some of the leading archi-

tects of the Empii-e. The Emperor said Herr
Moehring's design was "not suited to

Washington." The German Press predicts

great dissatisfaction among architects over

the Emperor's action, which is attacked not

only on account of its unconventiouality, but

also because the Court architect is not likely

to do better. Herr von Ihne, who is said to

be a personal favourite of the Kaiser, is

architect of the new royal library and Kaiser

Friedrich museum in Berlin.

Herr von Ihne, the architect whom the

Kaiser has summarily entrusted with the

new £200,000 Embassy—after sweeping the

designs of 272 competitors into the dustbin

—

is really half an Englishman, seeing that his

mother was of our nation, and that he himself
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was bcini at Li\ei"pool, wlure Ins I'atlicr was

for long a teacher of German. After that

the father became Professor of English

Literature at Heidelberg, where he had a

picturesque residence on the right bank of

the Xeckar, over against the old Schloss. It

was with him that Princes Eddy and George

—now the King—spent some time in learning

German after their cruise in the Bacchante.

In this way young Ihne was introduced into

Court circles at Berlin, and he became an

intimate of Count Seckendorft, Chamberlain

to the Empress Frederick.

Bonny Scotland goes one better than the

Scribes and Pharisees of old. Their father.s

slew the prophets, and they built them

sepulchres. Who built the sepulchres of

Scotland's past men of niigiit and valour we
do not know, but in the Highhinds to-day out;

District Committee, at any rate, breaks them
up to pave the roads with. A local paper thus

describes an "interesting discovery made in

the wild and mountainous pass of

Drumoehter, some three miles to the south of

Dalwhinnie, where Glasgow contractors are

carrying on operations on that part of the

Badenoch District Committee's roads in con-

nection with the Central Road Board grant.

The stones in a large cairn close by the

Great North Road, between Perth and Inver-

ness, were being utilised for road-inetalling

purposes, and while engaged in removing
these stones the workmen, etc. . . .

Further operations revealed a stone cist, or

coffin, in the centre of the cairn. . . .

The cist was formed of a large rough slab

supported by rows of upright stones, sugges-

tive of Pietish origin." Professor G. Balduiii

Brown quite rightly declares in T/ic 'J'iines

that this naive description ought to have been
lieaded, ' Disgraceful Act of Vandalism," and
reminds us that the Royal Commission on the

Ancient JMonuments of Scotland has
constantly appealed to public bodies that
have the control of the roads to forbid sucli

intolerable acts, and has been constantly
assured that orders are given which should
make them impossible, yet here is a con-
tractor allowed calmly to destroy to the
bottom this notable prehistoric structure,
belonging to a class that the Go\cniiiicnt and
the coiuTtry generally are bent on preserving.

In Boston by the City Ordinances of 1912,
chapter !), it was ordained that in future,
after a given date all builders would have
to be licensed, first having to pass an
examiuatioii. According to the last

"Monthly Letter" of the Master Builders'
Association of Boston, the Board of
Examiners of the Building Department arc
now engaged in the e.\ainniation of builders
for "persons to have charge and control of
work." 'J'he indications are that before long
the Board will determine, under section 9 of
the ordinance, "that a sufficient number of
persons have been licensed under the various
classes." After thirty days have elapsed
following posting of notice of such determina-
tion in the offices of the Building Depart
ment, and publi.sliing of same in the "City
Record," applications for permits to build are
liable to be refused by the building coinmis
sioiier unless the application contains the
name of a duly licensed person. Contractors
are advised to attend to this matter
promptly, and thus avoid annoyance and
delay later on. Our own builders' .societies
would do well to note that civic or State
action of a similar nature is sure to come
along here some day.

'I'lir (.-ontrast between C!()\ erninental and
municipal activities as regards publicity here

and on the other side increasingly strikes us.

Here proffers of information are as rare as

they are refreshing, and when it falls to our

lot to solicit it, it is not seldom refused ; fre-

quently given grudgingly ; and sometimes in

a fashion after which the Almighty might
condescend to enlighten a blackbeetle. They
know better across the Atlantic, and that is

one reason why American and Canadian
cities forge ahead. Among the many friendly

little budgets we get every week, one is on

our desk now from the Saskatoon Board of

Trade, which is issued weekly, and which

almost induces the resolve to emigrate there

at once. From the rest we pick out a few

items in our own line this week. For the

first nine months of the present year, Saska-

toon's building permits aggregate upwards of

three million dollars, not including the big

Doniinion Interior Ele\ator, which will cost

2,000,000 dollars, and the 25tli Street Bridge

over the river, which will involve an expendi-

ture of over 400,000 dollars. Our brother

builders evidently feel their bigness, for the

Saskatoon Builders' Exchange has just

passed a resolution requesting that the city

council do hereafter submit to the exchange

for their approval or improvement any pro-

posed by-laws likely to affect builders. " It

was felt that builders ought to have some

say in such matters." Imagine the horror,

here, of some of our sapient local Bumbles at

such ideas ! There are big jobs on in Saska-

toon, too. Messrs. Thompson and Croekart,

architects, have just received instructions to

notify contractors to proceed with the con-

struction of the new premises of the Bank of

Nova Scotia "and to rush work." The

building will be of brick and stone. It will

have a 25ft. frontage and a depth of 80ft.,

and be three stories high. Its total cost will

be 30,000 dollars.

A inain-drainage scheme for Swansea is under
the consideration of the corporation. The co^t

IS estimated at £344,500, as against the

£225,000 of the former scheme. IVIr. Midglcy
Taylor is the engineer.

At the convention of the American Society of

Archaeologists recently held in St. Louis, K. P.

Thompson, of Dayton, Ohio, was elected presi-

dent, and General Bennett Henderson Young,
of Louisville, Kentucky, vice-president.

The housing committee of the corporation oi

liury. Lanes, decided on Friday to invite

design, specifications, and tenders for ten pairs

of semi-cietached dwellings. The town already
possesses a number of municipal dwellings.

At Douglas Consistory Court, on Tuesday,
the Vicar-General of Sodor and Man granted
a faculty to the vicar and wardens of St.

Matthew's Church, Douglas, to erect a reredos
in the church and a side-chapel on designs sub-
mitted to and approved by the Court.

The church tower at Ardee, built one hundred
years ago to replace a frontage erected seven
nundred years earlier, has been under repair.
The work has been entrusted to Hargrave
Brothers, the representatives of a firm con-
nected with the parish during upwards of two
hundred years. Mr. John Hargrave, while
superintending the erection of scaffolding,
suddenly expired on the bell-loft of the tower.

The Birmingham Corporation, at their
List meeting, gave authority to the Public
Works Committee to proceed with the con-
struction of that portion of road No. 2
formiu" part of the Quinton and EdRb.iston
town-planning scheme which lies between Lonls-
wood-road and Balden-road, aiul the widening
of Lordswood-road and Balden-road to Elrn
Tree-road, at an estimated cost lo the corpora-
tion of .£10, .120. He pointed out that the land
for increasing (1,,. width of the roads had been
given by the landowners, and that a grant from
the Koad Board, amounting to .£4.419, had been
allocated to the cost. The committee also
received authority to carry out schemes for the
improvement of the sewers in Stratford-rc:ui
Washwood Ilcath. and Stechford.

EDINBURGH.—New chemical labora-
tories have been provided for Heriot-Watt
College, in the building formerly occupied as
an art school. A new bridge has been thrown
across Scott's Close to give direct com-
munication between the main college building
and the lalioratories. The building as re-
constructed is three floors in height, a goods
and passenger lift giving communication to
each floor. Professor Gibson and Mr. John
Anderson, superintendent of works, George
Heriot's Trust, collaborated, in the design of
the new laboratories. The cost of the altera-
tions, fittings, and new apparatus has been
about £ti,000.

KNOWLE, BRISTOL. -The open - air
school at Knowde was opened on Monday by
the Lord Mayor of Bristol. The building is

planned as the letter L, with the dining-
room, classroom, and rest shed facing a
little south of south-east, and screened by the
administrative portion of the building, which
faces north-east. The school comprises a
classroom and rest shed 50ft. by 25ft., dining-
room 20ft. by 25ft., bathroom, nurses' and
teachers' rooms, clothes store, boys' and
girls' cloakrooms and offices, kitchen, larder,
and stores for fuel, rest chairs, and tools.

The south-east side of the classroom and
rest shed is open, the end and iiortii west
side being enclosed and fitted with windows
and French caseiuents respectively. Open-
ing fanlights, carried up the full height of
room, are fitted over the French casements,
so that on all of these being thrown open, the
classroom and rest shed become practically
an open shed. The dining-room is fitted with
similar doors and fanlight,^, and thorough
cross- ventilation is obtained by the use of
the latter should the doors be closed. The
dining-room is divided from the classroom
and rest shed by a swivel-hung glazed par
tition, which folds back to each side of room,
thus obtaining an unimpeded floor-space of

l,750s(j.ft. The contractor is Mr. E. C.
Norris, Bath Bridge, and the architect is

Mr. B. Wakefield, L.R.I.B.A., 14, Orchard-
street, Bristol.

NORTH BERWICK. The Edington Con-
\alesceiit Home, erected under the trust dis-

position and settlement of the late Miss
Elizabeth Edington, of Ethendune, North
Berwick, was formally opened last week.
The home has a frontage of over 100ft., and
it consists of a main front block, two lava-

tory wings, and kitchen block. There are
five wards, matron's parlour, dining-room,
operating-room, matron's bedroom, nurses'
bedrooms, kitchen, scullery, larder, etc., and
two large bedrooms for servants have been
placed over the kitchen block. The architect
was Mr. W. Ross Young, burgh surveyor.
North Berwick, now town-planiiing engineer
for Mid Lanarkshire. The building and
furnishing cost about £.3,500.

ROSVTH, N.B.—The Admiralty have
entered into negotiations with a large English
syndicate for the erection of workmen's
houses at Rosyth and near the Crombie Ex-
plosive Works. In agreeing to part with
their 300 acres of land available for building

at Rosyth, the Admiralty made it obligatory

on the syndicate to secure other land from
Lord Elgin, in order to complete their

building design ; but no difficulty on this

point is anticipated. The houses will be upon
an English model village pattern, they will

be built of 9iii. bricks, roughcast, the wall.^

will be hollow, and the ceilings 8ft. in height.

Most of the dwellings will consist of two
apartments, and in order to give plenty of

play for light and air no more than ten to

the acre will be allowed. The scheme for

Rosyth and Crombie is estimated to involve

the erection of about 4,000 houses.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—The opening of

the new nurses' home and administrative
block just added to the Borough Sanatorium
in Balmoral-road, Leigh-road, took place on
Wednesday week. The new portion has been
created from the plans of the borough
engineer (Mr. Ernest .1. Elford). The build-

ing is at the Balmoral road entrance to the
sanatorium. The L.G.B. sanctioned the
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borrowing of £8.500 for a compreliensivc
scheme of culniiiiistrative bioek. mirsiiif^

home, mortuary, launclrv. adclitioii.-il pavilion,

aiul discharge block. The latter i.s not yet

erected. Messrs. E. and B. H. Davcyscenred
the contract for the block opened last week.
their tender being for £4.800. The adinini

strative group comprises on the ground door
the main entrance and hall, from which
access is gained to the offices, matron's room,
nurses' aay-room. nurses' messroom. with

kitchens, servants' hall, and stores. On the

first floor there are ten bedrooms and the

matron's room, with linen stores, bathroom,
and lavatory accommodation. Fourteen bed-

rooms occupy the second Hoor. with boxroom.
bathroom, and lavatory. The whole block is

bnill of brick, with stone dressings and slated

roof. It is ventilated throughout by Boyle's

system. iMr. C. Milnes was clerk of the

works.
««*

Lord Haldane opeued on Saturrlay the new
buildings of the -\pplied Science Department of

Sheffield University.

At Primrose Hill. Hnddcrsfield, a new United
Methodist church, built, at a cost of £3,000,

from plans by Mr. W. Cooper, has just been

opened.

The negotiations for the purchase of Cassio-

bury I'ark by the Watford Urban Distrii^t

Council as a public park have been satisfactorily

completed.

A parish hall is about to be built in South-
street. Lancing, from plans by Mr: Otto Doll.

A.R.I.B.\.. of North-street, Brighton. The
estimated cost is £1.250.

The city council of Bristol have adopted a

report by the city engineer, and will reconstruct

the Brislington Bridge across the Feeder River
at a cost of about £2,200.

The enlai-gecl church at Stoncgravels. near
Chesterfield, was consecrated by the Bishop of

Southwell on Friday. The extension has cost

£2,000, and tlie clun-ch now accommodates 500
persons.

A Territorial ilrill-hall in Mendalgief-road.
Newport. Mon., has been formally opened.
Messrs. Maples Linton and .Alan Davies were
the architects, and Mr. C. H. Reed was the
contractor.

The foundation-stone has been laid of a
\\'esleyan Methodist chapel in North-street,
Lulon'. Tlie architect is Mr. \V, 11. Guest
iluhViard, and the contractor Mr. T. Higgs. of
Northampton;

The fafade of the new premises for the
British School at Rome, in what was the British
I'avilion at the Exhibition of 1911, whither the
;M:hool will migrate when its present lease at

Palazzo Odescalchi expires in March, 1915. is

nearly hnished.

The Bishop of Exeter, at Devonport, recently,
consecrated the new church of St. Philip,
which is the eleventh that has been built
out of the fund of about £60,000 raised for
church extension in the three towns of Ply
mouth. Devonport. and Stonehouse.

The Finchley Urban District Council have
decided to apply to the Local Government
Board for a loan to purchase 36 acres of land,
of which there will be allocated 6 acres for a
new elementary school, 5 acres for open spaces,
and for workmen's dwellings and gardens
25 acres.

The Hemel Hempstead Joint Hospital Board
prcpcse to build at Bennett's End Hill an
infectious-disease hospital, and, arising out of
their application to borrow £6,000 for this
purposie. a Local Government Board inquiry was
held at the town-hall on Thursdav before Mr.
F. St. George Mivart, M.D. The architects are
Messrs. Snell and Spurr.

A new synagogue for the South Manchester
congregation was consecrated last week bv
the Chief Rabbi, the A'ery Rev. Dr. J. H.
Hertz. The synagogue stands in Wilbraham-
road. Fallowfield. It is a Byzantine building
which has cost £7.000. It will seat 500
worshippers— 300 men and 200 women. The ark
is of marble ornamented with gold mosaic.

The public health committee of the West Ham
Town Council have reported, in connection with
the plans for the erection of new baths at
.Silvertown. that the borough engineer had
called attention to the settlement of the build-
ings which has taken place in the district, and
the committee recommended that the erection
of the baths be deferred for the present. The
council agreed.

COMPETITIONS.
UmMINGlIAM. - I'hc guveruurs of the

Bluecoat School, Birnnnghum, at their

meeting on Tuesday adopted the award ol

tlic assessors, Mr. G. 11. Hunt and Mr.
Charles li. Bateman, in the recent double
competition for a design of a new school to

be built at Kdgbaston. In the preliminary
open competition twenty-three sets of designs
were submitted, and the designs prejiared
by Mr. .1. 1^. Ball. Messrs. Garrett and
Simister, and Mr. Marcus O. Type were
selected. In the final competition iWr. J. L.

Ball's design has. been accepted, subject to

any alterations or modifications that may be
found necessary. It is. hoped to obtain the
approval of the Board of Education, and
commeiice building operations as soon as
possible on the new site. The buildings will

provide afcommodation for 180 boys and 90
girls. The main building will consist of

recreation rooms, a large assembly-hall, and
a dining-hall, besi<les a school on the ordinary
iues of an elementary school. There will

be houses for both the secretary and the
head master adjoining the main block of

buildings. The school will lie eipiipped with
a laundry, and the scholars will have the
advantage of swimming-baths. The engineer-
ing department will be fitted up with
mechanical materials, and there will be con-
nected with the institution an infirmary
joined to the main building by a covered
way. Nine dormitories will be provided, and
an extensive playing-field will be eoiineeted
with the buildings. The school and the ad-
joining buildings will be severely plain.

Especial attention has. ho\ve\'er, been paiil

by the architect to light and ventilation. The
cost of the new buildings will be about
£50.000.

HENRY JARVIS STUDENTSHIP.—The
Council of the Royal Institute of British
Architects have aw'arded the Henry .Jarvis

Travelling Studentship in Architecture to

Mr. Louis de Soissons, student of the Royal
Institute, on the recommendation of the
Faculty of Architecture of the British School
at Rome. Mr. de Soissons, who gained a
prize at the Royal Academy Schools five

years ago for a design for .An Entrance to a

Walled City (illustrated in the BriLDiNO
News for February 5. 1909), and was also the
Tite Prizeman for 19112, is the first winner
of this studentship, which is open to Asso-
ciates and Students of the Institute under
thirty years of age, and is of the value of

£200 per annum, tenable for two years at

the British School at Rome.

"OWEN JONES" PRIZES FOR IN-
DUSTRIAL DESICiN.~The Council of the
Royal Society of Arts hold a sum of £-100. the
balance of the subscriptions to the Owen
.Tones Memorial Fund, presented to them
by the committee of that fund in 1.876, on
condition that the interest thereof be spent
in prizes to "students of schools of art who,
in annual competition, produce the best
designs for household furniture, carpets,

wallpapers and hangings, damasks, chintzes,

etc.. regulated by the principles laid down
by Owen Jones." Competitions, under the
terms of this trust, have been held annually
since 1878. The next award will be made in

1914. when six prizes are offered for com
petition, each prize to consist of a bound
copy of " The Leading Principles in Com-
position of Ornament of Every Period,"
from the "Grammar of Ornament," by Owen
.Jones, and the Society's bronze medal. The
prizes will be awarded on the report of the
examiners in the National Competition of

the Board of Education. Designs submitted
for these prizes must be sent in with the
other works forwarded for the National Com-
petition. They must be marked " In com-
petition for the Owen Jones Prizes," and
must comply with the rules governing the
National Competition as issued by the Board
of Education. No candidate who has gained
one of the above prizes can again tiike part
in the competition.

TUK ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN ARCHI-
TECTURE.—The Royal Commissioners for
the Exhibition of 1851 have awarded the
Rome Scholarship in Architecture to Mr.
Harold Chalton Bradshnw, on the recom-

mendation of the Faculty of Architecture of

the British School at Rome. The com-
petition for this Scholarship was divided into

three stages, the final contest being held "en
loge " in the three weeks from September 15

to Oct. 4. The first preliminary stage of the
competition was for a design for a " Mauso-
leum on a Rocky Islet in a Lake," and the

second for a "Technical University in the

Outskirts of a Large Industrial Town." From
the results of these, seven students, two of

whom were Liverpool men, were chosen to

work in London "en loge" for three weeks
at a design for a " Public Place Surrounded
by tlovernment Buildings," including a

Foreign Office, of which building details were
required. The work of all these seven
students, together with the designs for the
pre\'ioiis competitions, will be publicly ex-

hibited at the end of the year, together with

the work executed in the final competitions
for the scholarships in Sculpture and
Decorative Painting. Mr. Bradshaw is the

first winner of the Rome Scholarship Archi-

tecture, which is open to British subjeets

under thirty years of age. and is of the value

of .£200 per annum, and tenable for three

years at the British School at Rome. He was
born on February 15, 1893, at Liverpool, and
received his early education at the Holt
Secondary School. After some training as

private assistant to the Roscoe Professor of

.\rchitecture of the University of Liverpool,

he entered, in 1911. the Scliool of Archi-

tecture as a student with a special grant from
the L'niversity. where he is at present
working as a third year student. In July of

this year he obtained the Holt Travelling
Schoiarship and the University Certificate

given at the end of the first two years of the
course. .At the University he has already
gained several prizes, including the Lever
Prize awarded la.st year for the best, design

for a new river front to Liverpool. He is a

registered student of the Royal Institute of

British .Architects, and he obtained second
place and honourable mention in the last

competition feu- the Soane Medallion for an

excellent design for a railway station. He
has also received the distinction of having
one of his drawings, submitted as a "Testi-

mony of Study," sent by the Royal Institute

of British Architects to the Allied Archi-

teetural Societies of the country as a speci

men of draughtsmanship. The Faculty for

Architecture, or jury, was Mr. Reginald
Blomfield. A.R.A., chairman; Professor W.
R. Lethaby, Mr. E. L. Lutyens, A.R.A. ;

Sir

Robert Lorimer. Mr. Ernest Newton.
A.R.A. ; Mr. C. H. Reilly, Mr. J. W. Simp-
son. Mr. Leonard A. S. Stokes, and Sir

Aston Webb. C.B., R.A. When it became
evident that the candidate from Liverpool

had reached the final stage, Professor C. H.
Reilly declined to vote.

TENDRING UNION AND RURAT-
DISTRICT COUNCIL.—The plans of Mr.

N. J. Dawson, architect, of Chelmsford, for

cottage homes, were accepted by the

guardians on Wednesday week. Mr. J.

Shewell Corder, architect, of Tower-street,

Ipswich, was the assessor.

TORONTO.—The Imperial Trade Corre-

.spondent of the Board of Trade reports that

a competition of designs for a Masonic
Temple building to be erected in Toronto has

been announced by the Masonic Temple Cor-

poration. Designs will be received, up to

January 20. 1914. by Mr. W. H. Best, 181,

.Avenue-road, Toronto, from whom further

particulars may be obtained. The first prize

will be the commission for designing and
supervising the erection of the building.

Three other prizes of 750dol.. oOOdol., and
250dol., respectively, will be awarded. The
estimated cost of the building is to be about

250.000dol. (£51,400).
•**»•

A new and ornate pulpit has just been erected

in Ripon Cathedral. It was dedicated on

Sunday. The design is by Mr. Henry Wilson,

of St. 'Mary's Piatt. Kent.

Tenders will be invited early in November
for the first section of the proposed new
buildings of University College. Dublin, the

cost of which is estimated at £95.000. The
quantities ha\e Vieen prepared by Messrs. Morris

and Kavanagh, of that city.
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PKOFESSIONAL, AND TKADE
SOCIKTIKS.

AKCUITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IltELANl-).— Oil Oct 23 a general meeting
ol tlie Aroliitectural Association of Ireland

was held in the rooms in 15. South Frederick-

lane. Professor W. A. Scott, A.R.I.B.A.,
president of the society, occupied the chair.

Some nine names were proposed for mem-
bership, and the nominations were accepted.

Professor Scott then delivered his inaugural

address. Referring to the disappearance of

old Dublin mansions, he said that the

Georgian Society had done a great service in

reviving interest in tlie work of that period.

They, as architects, slunild endeavour to do
their part in trying to maintain these high

ideals. The speaker regretted that, owing to

the want of sufficient support, their annual
excursion fell through this year, and sug-

gested that young students in their profes-

sion should seize every opportunity of seeing

buildings in the course of erection, as the

skeleton of a building was more instructive

than when one saw it finished. Tlie student

is thus better able to arrange his design, and
design often falls short from a lack of know-
ledge of the material. In fact, an architect

was always a student, and more so than in

any other profession. He suggested the esta-

blishment of a library of modern design,

where young students could study with ad-

vantage, and in referring to the proposed art

gallery, said that although Sir Hugh Lane's
gift would have been of immense benefit,

they had no right to barter away the rights

of the citizens on such a project. He greatly

admired tlie design of Mr. Lutyens, but it

would have resulted in the blocking out of

light and air, and obstructing a delightful

view at any .season of the year. Dealing with
the housing problem, he advocated bettor and
mori- sanitai-y dwellings for tln^ people, and
ad\(jeated the planting of trees ami plants

wheri^ t'lpy would enliven present depressing
surroundings. Tlie chairman expressed his

indignation at what, he termed the vandalism
"f tliose who altered the appearance of

aicieiit Dublin dw'ellings, by taking away the
okl limestone and snlistitnting l*ortland stone

insteatl. He denounced the practice of wash-
ing down the public statues in the city, and
re-dressing them, which he considered as in-

jirrioiis and inartistic. There was never a

better time or greater need for taking action
intliis matter. Mr. Frederick Hayes, vice-

president. Iiaving taken the second chair, Mr.
r. .1. Lynch. F.R.I. A. I., proposed a vote of

tliaidis to I'rofessor Scott, which was
seconded by Mr. R. Caulfield Orpen. Mr.
Kfye-Parry,, in supporting the vote of

Ihanks, said there was a great deal of infor-

mation contained in t.lu' president's address,
for wliich tliey should be most grateful. Mr.
Ilndman also supported the vote of thanks,
and suggested the use of steam to cleanse the
pnblie statues in the city. It would save the
)iractice of washing, scrubbing, and chisel-
ling the statues which "had been adopted of

late. Professor Scott having replied to the
vote of thanks wliii'li had been passed witli

acclamation the proceedings terminated.

ISIi;.\n\(!IIAM ARCIIvEOLOGICAL
SOCIFTV. Mr. .1. A. Cossins presided at
the animal meeting of the Birniingliam
Arehieological Society. Iield at the Midland
Institute on li'riday night. The annual report
of the eommittee stated that the mi'inbership
liad increased from 186 to 207 during the year,
and file (iiiaiicial statement showed a surplus
on the year's working of .£!) 17s. lOd. The
report was adopted, and the officers were
elected as follows t -President, Mr. .1. A.
Cossins; hoii. secretary, Mr. II. S. Pearson;
hon. librarian, Mr. F. B. Andrews; hon.
exenrsioii secretaries, Messrs. P. B. Chatwin
iinil .1. Humphreys, .\fter the business of the
meeting liiid been transacted Mr. Cossins
read a- paper on the society's excursions to
Claverley. Maxstoke. and "Shrewsbury and
Uriconinrii, and Mr. Philip B. Chatwin.
F.U.I.B..\., >pokc on (he excursion to Kyre
Wyarrl.

B I U M I N G H A M ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION. The opening of the session
of the Birminghani .\rcliiteetiiral Association
took the form of a smoking enncerl at tin'

Imperial Hotel on b'riday evening, ami was

the more interesting by the fact that there

was a presentation to the past president, Mr.
Charles E. Bateman, F.R.I.B.A. The pre-

sentation consisted of a portrait of Mr.
Bateman. and the gift had been widely sub
scribed to by meinliers. and was painted by
Mr. Wainwright, a well-known local artist.

The gift was regarded as a slight recognition

of the great services Mr. Bateman had
rendiSred to architecture generally, and par-

ticularly as an expression of the feelings of

his colleagues in Birmingham. The pre

seiitatioii was made by Mr. G. Sahvay Nicol,

tlie president.

'f'HE LAW RELATING TO CORRE-
SPO.N'DEXCE.—A paper on this subject was
read before the Auctioneers' and Estate

Agents' Institute on Friday evening (the

president. Mr. B. I'Anson Breach, presiding)

by Mr. W. E. Singleton. LL.B. The subject

was one of great importance to auctioneers

or estate agents, who, it was estimated, spent

one-fifth of their working day writing letters

and reports. On the subject of contracts
made by letter, an important one from the

point of view of the purchase and sale of

estates, Mr. Singleton dealt with letters

which constitute agreements. A contract was
entered into where there was an un-

conditional acceptance of an offer. An
acknowledgment of the offer and the aeeept-

nuce of the terms were all that was required
in such cases. Anything beyond this was
dangerous it a contract was desired. The
party accepting an offer and introducing a

new condition was not allowed to waive that

condition afterwards for the purpose of

establishing the contract. A particular case
was instanced where an applicant for a lease

of certain premises agreed to take them at a

certain rent. On receiving the letter eoii-

tainiiig the offer the landlord took up the
applicant's references, but had not finished

liis iiK|iiiries when the latter found a place

that suited him better. In this case the

applicant was not bound, because the land-

lord had not replied to the letter or \erbally

accepted the oft'er.

PREHISTORIC EGYPT. — Mr. Percy
Haiulcock, formerly of the Egyptian and
.Assyrian Anti<juities Department of the

British Museum, lectured on Saturday at that

institution on " Prehistoric Egypt." The
early pre-dynastic Egyptians, he pointed out,

were neolithic, and the Hints of their work-
manship were the finest wrought flints in the
world. Later on copper came into use. and
by the time of Aha-Meii, one of the earliest-

known kings, gold was also known. Iron was
known as early as the Fourth Dynasty, and
Mr. Handcock referred to an isolated example
of the use of lead, in the shape of a small
figurine of the time of the First Dynasty.
The dynastic Egyptians made undoubted
contributions to the progress of civilisation,

notably in regard to the development of the
hieroglyphic system and tile practice of

metallurgy; but, in the main, they built upon
the fonndatinns of their predecessors. The
painting on early Egyptian pottery showed
that the people knew how to build and navi-

gate sailing as well as rowing boats from the
earliest times. The lecturer compared the
forms of human beings on Egyptian pottery
with those on pottery fragments reeentiv dis-

covered at Susa. and suggested that the simi-
larity seemed to affoi'd evidence of an early
connection between the Susan and Egyptian
ci\ilisations.

ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
A RCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGO'W.—The third meeting
of tlie session in connection with the Royal
Technical College .Architectural Craftsmen's
Society, Glasgow, was held on Friday,
October 24, Mr. T. G. Gilmour, A,R.I.B.A.,
in the chair. Mr. Robt. Park delivered a
lecture on "The Execution of Reinforced-
Concrete Work." After giving a definition
of concrete, the lecturer said tliat there were
great differences of ojiiiiioii as to which was
the best system of reinforeed-eoncrete con-
struction. In his opinion there was more to
fear from bad workmanship than from design.
All sy.stems were equally good. He regretted
that architects did not seem to realise the
rapid ailvanee of this form of construction
toward more general nsc. The development

of this system was left to the firms engaged
in the work, who offered designs and esti-

mates free of charge, and, as far as Glasgow
was concerned, it was high time architects
were becoming alive to the fact that
specialists were stealing a march on them.
Mr. Park said that for good work there mnst
be good and capable management, and
labourers also must be trained to the work,
as any sort of casual labour would not do.

He emphasised the importance of thoroughly
understanding five points—namely, drawing,
timbering, placing of steel, mixing and
placing of concrete, and finisbing surfaces.
The timbering must be absolutely correct,
and Jin. in 6ft. allowed for sinking. The
best level to use is the water level. To plane
the sheeting makes for economy and good
work. The best method of finishing the
surfaces is to polish them with carbonindnm.
and then fill up all the voids with cement
mortar rubbed in with a wood float. Mr.
Park had splendid models of timbering and
steel work, and was, therefore, able to de-

monstrate his various points very clearly to

his audience.

TEMPLES OF THE PHARAOHS. -

In bis lecture at the British Museum on the

great temples of Egypt. deli\ered on Tlinrs

day last, Mr. Banister Fletcher showed how
the cliief building activities of Egyptian
kings from B.C. 3700 down to the first cen-

tury of our era were directed to the erection

of temples. There were the normal types of

temple, mortuary temples consecrated to

religious rites for the dead. Mammeisi
temples dedicated to the mysteries of Isis.

and stupendous rock-cut temples, of which
the quarry was itself the temple site. In all

these the purpose controlled the plan and
the component parts. The grandest and
most impressive were the normal temples, in

which tile whole building was designed to

lead up through avenues of crouching
sphinxes, past obelisks and ro}"al statues, by

successive, diniinishing stages of gigantic

pylons, forests of columns, hypostyle halls to

the hidden inner sanctuary or royal oratory,

to which only kings and priests might pene-

trate, while the common people could not

pass beyond the outer court. Thus their

(lurpose, and consequently their plan,

differed from Greek temple. Christian

church, and Mohammedan mosque. The
great temple of Amnion of "hundred-gated
Thebes" gradually grew to its magnitude

and imposing character by the additions of

successive kings, much as an English

Mediicval cathedral was slowly developed.

This temple was endowed by Rameses the

CJreat. He also not only built the Rames
seum and the temple of .'^bu Sinibel. but

everywhere he ad<led to other men's build-

ings, and even effaced their inscriptions and

replaced them by his own, and was thus not

only the great building king of Flgypt. but

the' most successful advertiser in the world,

-«**-

The full-sized model for General Sir Alexander

Taylor's statue for Delhi is now complete, and

can be seen to-dav and to-morrow, between

2 and 4 p.m.. at
" Mr. C. IlartweU's studio.

62, Acacia-road, St. John's Wood.

The .^.ssocial ion of Municipal Corporations, at

its autumn meeting in I.omlon an Friday,

passed a resolution approving of th(^ recom-

mendations of the Royal Commission for the

State acquisition of canals, but without the

Stale becoming a carrier, and for the appoint

mcnt of a Waterways Boaril lis the controlling

authority to manage and gradually to develop

our canal system.

At the parish church of Stuttoii. on the

Siifiolk bank of the River St our. the Bishop

of Norwich has dedicated the peal of five bells,

which have been recast, and an additional treble

liell, which forms a memorial to the late Rev.

T. Hill Jones, iuciimbeiit. The work of re-

casting and providing a fresh hell has been

carried out by Messrs. Bowell and Son, of

Ipswich.

Mr. Stewart. Local Goveriimenl Board
inspector, held an inquiry on Saturday into the

Northwich Urlian District Council's application

to borrow i:8,500 for the purchase of the site

and the erection of forty-eight workmen's
dwellings to let at 4s. 6d. per week. The clerk

said the council were unwilling builders, but for

seven years the medical officer had reported a

dearth of labourers' dwelliniis and overcrowding.
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K (1 W L O O N - C A N T O N RAILWAY,
15 R I T I S H SECTION, T E R
AllXAL STATION, KOWLOON.
This tormimis is in course of constniotioa

on Kowloon Point on the maiiihind, opposite
the Ishiiid of Hong Kong, for the Britisli

Seetioii of the KowlooM-Ciintoii Railway.
Tlie aeconimoflation provided hy tiii^; station
ecnnpri.se.s Cnstonis. E.vaniination Hall,
coiieonrse niid hookingofifices. lavatories,
refreshment-rooms, and the nsual station
ofilees on the ground floor. The whole of the
railway administration offices arc on the first

floor. The fact that the whole of the site is

reclamation ground has made the foundations
very expensive, and expenditure had, there-
fore, to be curtailed on the building itself.

The brick.s u.sed for facing are red Canton
bricks, and eolumns and dressings are in a
local grey granite. When the main lines in

China are linked up this station will be the
.Asiatic terminus of the line from Calais
across tlie Continent, Siberia. Manchuria, to

llong Kong. The architect is Mr. Arthur li.

Hnbback. F.R.I.B.A., Government Architect
to the Federated Malay States, who was
specially engaged by the Government of
Hong Kong to design this station.

TtlE CANONS' STALLS. BRISB.WE
CATHEDRAL.

The first portion of the choir-stalls, con-
sisting of three canons' stalls on each side of
the choir, have been erected recently in

Brisbane Cathedral from the designs of Mr.
Frank L. Pearson. F.R.I.B.A., the architect
for the Cathedral. When the scheme is com-
pleted there will be ten canopied stalls on
each side, with choir-stalls in front. The
work has been carried out in teak at Exeter
by Messrs. Luscombe and Son. the sculptured
figures being by Mr. Nathaniel Hitch, of

Kennington. We gave an interior view of

Brisbane Cathedral in the Building Nf.w.s
for May 1.3. 1910. from the drawing then in

the Royal Academy Exhibition, and we also

printed some particulars of this fine church
supplied by the architect. Mr. Frank 1-.

l*earson.

NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
STIRLING.

We give illustrations of the selected design
for the new municipal buildings to be erected
in the Corn Exchange, from the designs of

Mr. .1. Gaff Gillespie. F.R.I.B.A.. who
gained the premium of one lunulred guineas
awarded by the town council. The estimated
cost of the complete scheme is over £30,00(1,

but it is only intended to proceed uoav with the

portion next the Back Walk, which includes
the new council chambers, with offices for

the town clerk and the other depart-
ments. The plan has now been con-
siderably amended, as described below,
and the immediate cost is to be about
C21.000. The municipal buildings, as

originally planned a few years ago. were esti-

mated to cost £12,000. These buildings at

the present time woukl cost £14.550. and as

the accommodation required now is almost
one-third more than originally contemplated,
a proportionate sum must be expended to

give a proper building, worthy of the town.
The following offices are now provided on the

different floors, as will be seen by the plans
here ri'produced :—Ground floor— Assessor's

office. i3ft. by lift. ; collector's private room
and strong room, public office. 25ft. by 19ft..

near the public entrance in Corn Exchange-
road ; the chamberlain's private and public
offices, with strong-room, are placed in the

base of the tower; to the east of the public

entrance are grouped the electricity depart-
ment, public office, and private room for

sanitflry engineer, and. communicating with
this department, but w'ith a side door to the

eonrtvard. are rooms for medical officer and
health visitor; the reception-room is 41ft.

by IGft.. facing Corn Exchange-road. First

floor -The conneil chamber is 41ft. by 30ft.

wide and 24ft. high to the arched ceiling. A
small gallery for the public is arranged at

the end opposite the chair. The light is

obtained from three large windows in the

-i_ I r
:~~"'

NEW MUMCll'.M. HUILDIN'GS. STIRLING: FIRST FLOOR I'L.W.

Corn Exchange-road wall. The coniinittee
room adjoining is 25ft. by 24ft.. with an oriel

window projecting over the council entrance.
The rooms for council cloaks, lavatory, etc.,

are in a wing projecting into the courtyard.
The corner of the first floor is occupied by
the town clerk's office and private room

;

adjoining this are the provost's room, in the
tower, and a room for the town's officer.

anil as seen from the Back Walk end of Corn
Exchange. When completed the block will

include the firj- station and police buildings.
f)nly the portion to the left of the central
doorway will be erected at present, as already
described. 'I'he view from King street when
the whole scheme is carried out will show
not only a well-balanced pile of buildings,
but an eminently picturesque group, in which

NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS. STIRLING: GROUND PLAN.
Mr. .J. G.4FF GiLLKSPiF.. F.R.I.B.A.. .'\rcliitect.

Second floor—The master of works' depart-

ment occupies the second floor, and the

remainder of the Corn Excliange front is not

carried over the first floor. Third floor—The
officer's house of three rooms and kitchen
occupies the third floor, and the flat concrete
roof over the staircase could be used as a
drying space in connection with the wash-
house provided. The upper stories of the
large tower are fully utilised as council
stores. A hose-drying room conld be formed
in the height of this tower, also balconies at

intervals on the courtyard side, to be used
by the firemen in practice with the scaling-

ladders. Space for an electric lift is given.
The walls in general to be warm coloured
sandstone from Blaekpasture quarry. The
design is based on Scottish architecture of

that period when the finest palaces and
castles were built with simplicity and
strength in the mass, and a hint borrowed
from France in the detail. The roofs will be
covered with stone slates, part from York-
shire and part from Caithness. The per-
spective view accompanying these notes
shows the buildings somewhat foreshortened

the tow^er will play a most important part,

adding, as it does, much dignity to the sky-

line of this capital addition to the corporate
arcliitectural works of Stirling.

DETAILS, HAILEYBURY BIG SCHOOL.
Last week we published the first sheet of

working drawings selected for illustration of

the Big School at Haileybury College. To-day
we give the second double-page. The general
drawings and plans of these buildings will be
found illustrated in the BriLDiNG New.s for

.August 23. 1912. when some particulars

appeared. The work now is approaching
completion. Messrs. .John W. Simpson,
F.R. [.B.A.,and Maxwell AyTton, A.R.I.B.A.,
of Gray's Inn. are the architects.

The Mayor of Coventry opened last week
three branch free public libraries at Earlsdon,
Sloke, and Foleshill. The scheme was made
possible by the gift of iElO.OOO by Mr. Carnegie.
In each library there is a lending department,
news-room, and children'.s room. Each building,

which is eipiipped with 12.000 hooks, will form
a centre for school libraries.
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DETAILS. llAlLKVI'.rUV COLLEGE BIG SCHOOL.—Messrs.
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V. Simpson. F.R.I.B.A.. and :M\x\vkll Ayrton. A. R.l.U. A.. Architects.
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SIDE DCBK TO
MUNICIPAL OFFICES

MAIN WTKANCE-
TO COUNCIL CHAMBER.

10 s o ** So

iTTlirinTl SCALE

NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, 'STIRLING.—Mr. ]. Gaff Gillespie, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.
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BLACKBURN NEW FIRE BRIGADE

STATION.

To the Kditor of the BuiiDiNQ News.

Sir,—I have inspected the designs sub-

niitted in competition for the above, and nni

foioibly strnck witli the following fact.

C'lansp'C of the conditions reads as follows ;

—
Althon«h the following instructions must be

ailliereil to as fur as possible, it is not nitended to

liampi'r the comiietitor with the exact euforcenient

of tile particulars laid down. The comiictitor must,

therefore. us<> a reasonable discretion in preparing

\ plan of the site with all levels is supplied to each

comiietitor. and trial holes are sunk on the site to

show the nature of the foundations at various poults.

The whole of the site within the red line is available

for the imrpose of these bnildiuss. though if found

possible to reserve a portion of the site, after pro-

viding au adeipiate drill yard, it would bo considered

a point in favour of the design.

Naturally, ten of the eleven competitors

luive gone for this 'point," in many eases to

the siiorifice of other advantages, and it

seems strange that the only competitor to

ignore the above suggestion, and utilise the

whole of the site, has been awarded first

nreniinin. Whv not have left the matter

.ptional?— I ani. etc., InterestkI).

Tlie town council of Leigh. Lanes, are apply-

ing to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow i;23,D56 for tlic erection of I'-iO

cottages.

Mr. Herbert D. Searles-Wood. F.R.I.B.A.,

President of the London Architectural Associa-

tion in 1888-89. has been elected Master of the

Painters' Company.

The Irish KuiWrr mentions that the Right

lion. Sir Edward Carson is the son of the late

Air. Eilward Carson, architect, of Harcourt-

ireet. Dublin.

The Stockport Town Council decided on

Friday to purchase for £5,000 the Woodville

p^t.ate. Reddish, in order to provide hospital

accommodation for consumptive patients.

Tlie Kaleudar of the Liverpool Architectural

Society has just been issued in anticipation of

the opening meeting of the sixty-sixth session,

to be held on Monday week, November 10, when
the inaugural address will be delivered by Mr.

Hastwell Cravson. M.A., F.R I.B.A.. the presi

l.-nt.

Application has been made to the town
. nuncil of Winnipeg for a permit for the

Manitoba new Parliament buildings. The plans

involve an estimated expenditure of £571.950.

We illustrated the selected design, by Mr. Frank
W. .Simon. F.R.I.B..\.. in our issue of

September 27. 1912.

The' new Prudential Assurance Company
buildings at the junction of Hall Gate and
Silver-street. Doncaster. have been formally

opened. The architect was Mr'. Paul Water-
house. M.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. Staple Inn Buildings.

London, and the contractors were Messrs. C.

Sprakes and Son, of Doncaster.

At the Notting.iam Corporation gasworks at

Radford, an installation of continuous carbonisa-

tion in vertical
^
retorts will be inaugurated

to-day (Friday). With forty - eight retorts,

arranged in six beds, it has cost £26.000. and
is part of a larger scheme which will involve a

total outlay of £50.000. The retorts have been
placed in the old retort-house, the walls of which
have been raised from 20ft. to 40ft.

The corporation of Southend - on - Sea have
resolved to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £866 for widening
Southchiirch-avenne. £275 for making up and
pavin*.' the northern end of North-street. Prittle-

well. £4.336 for making up Eastwood lane, and
£875 for widenin? Hadleigh main road. Private
street works will be carried out at Silversea-

drive. Imperial-avenue. Southchurch-esplanade.
Fairfax - drive. Quebec - avenue, and Tyrrell-

drive.

At Sheffield.

Kin^ Edward
statue of his

on Tuesday, two memorials to

were inaugurated. A bronze
Majesty has been erected in

Fitzalan-square. and au institution provided for
the treatment of crippled children. The st.itue.

10ft. hicjh and staildin? on a 15ft. pedestal, is

the work of Mr. Alfred Drury. A.R.A. The late

King is represented in the uniform of a Field-

Marshal, wearing the Order of the Garter and
a cloak. The cripples' home, the site for which
was given by the Duke of Norfolk, is situated
in the Rivelin Valley.

ilnttrrommuniration.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

\Vc oll'iT a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing ia

this coliniin. which wo deem worth in^ertiou.

Keplics must he st'iit in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Kditor's

judgment is llnal.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our trout

page must be enclosed.
_

.\ny number of replies can bo sent, but a coupon of

tills date must accompany each.

.\ll else being equal, hrief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want ter.'^e

facts, not long essays. .\iiy necessary illustrations

must be in lino only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by llrst post on Tuesdays.

The right t^) withhold the prize in the event of no
rejily being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Kditor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.

I
i:ii:i3.]—CARRYING CHIMNBY-BREAST.-I have

to carr>- a chiniue>--breast over the centre of a room,
ffift. wide, .Mft. long, and 13ft. high, the approximate
weight of which is i5 tons. Broad flange girders
will support the same. The inner w-all is of 9iu. hard
brickwork iu cement mortar, and is stiffened by the
chimney-breast of tlie large room under. There are
no openings that need be considered in this wall
The outer wall will be of rubble masonry in lias

mortar '2ft. thick. The stone being of a slat>' nature
is tla',--bedded. Tlie windows divide this wall into

liiers 9ft. wide. Reinforced concrete lintels will be
adopted, so the piers will be connected at their heads.

.\s expense is au object, I wish to avoid the cost of

steel stauchions for reinforcing walls if possible. I

forgot to add that the walls will be stayed at intervals

of aljout I3ft. Gin. by the girders carrying the floor-

joists : also that the footiugs will be taken down to

the rock bottom. .\ practical reply will be wreath'

esteemed.—Builder.

113134.J—STRONG -ROOM.—Having a temporary
strong-room to build, shall be pleased to hear from
BuiLDiNti News readers who have practical ex-

perience of such work—the most economical system.

Size about Oft. by 7ft., and lift. bin. high.—An Old
Subscriber.

11313.0.1-REFUSE DESTRUCTOR.—'^Vould au^

of your readers give figured sketches for a small
destructor capable of dealing with a maNimiini of

five tons- of houseliold refuse per day '.' It is not

desired to utilise the heat for aUN' purpose, nor the

residue. The site is well above the town, and awaN'

from buildings, so that a tall chimney, on that

account, is uuneeessars'. X simple form of furnace

that can be clieapU' erected, without skilled labour,

is the point iu view.—Country Town.
.«-

Mr. Bertie Crewe is the architect of the

permanent circus to be built in the Euston-

roail. opposite King's Cross Station.

The name appears in the list of adjudications

of George Ca,stle. described as of Albemarle-

street. Piccadilly, and Ashwood. Manorlane,

Lee. Kent, surveyor.

Architects who turn contractors do well to' be

sure aliout payment ! With reference to our

recent notice relative to tenders for a National

Palace at Port-au-Prince. H.M. Charge d'Affaires

at that place reports that the contract has been

awarded to Mr. G. Baussan. the Haytian archi-

tect who designed the building. He is now

negotiating with the Government in order to

obtain suitable guarantees for payment for the

work.

The new stables at Nechells and Lifford which

have been erected by the stables and refuse

ilisposal committee of the Birmingham City

Council for the accommodation of the corpora

tion horses were opened on Friday. Provision

has been made at Nechells for twenty-ei^ght

horses, and the co.st of the building was £1.711 ;

while at Lifford. where there is accommodation
for forty five horses, the cost of the stables and

depot was £3.458.

The Cheshire coroner held au iiuiiiiry at

Frodsham on Friday into tlie ilealli of Thomas
Stringer, contractor, of 231. Wilderspnol road.

Warrington. Stringer visited Frodsham on the

previous Wednesday to inspect operations at

some sewage-work that he was carrying out for

the Runcorn Rural Council at Netherton. He
had been in the most cheerful spirits all the

morning. Mr. Hallbrooke, a farmer, of

Kingsley. told the coroner that Stringer had
only just said to him. "Oh. I am up to the
knocker! " when he fell on his knees, and then
on to the station platform, where they were
slanding. -\ doctor attributed death to sudden
failure of the heart. A verdict in accordance
with the medical evidence was returned.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
SUBCflNTKACTOKS POSITION" UNDER

AN ASSIGNMENT: A HARD CASE. -In the

King's Bench Division, on Monday, before Mr.

.Justice Channell, the hearing was eoncbnled of

the action brought by Messrs. Babcock and
Wilcox. Ltd.. boiler manufacturers, of Renfrew,
against the Metropolitan Waler Board to

recover a sum of £3,134. balance of (he price

of goods sold and delivered, or alternatively for

money due under an agreement between the

Thames Ironworks and Sliipbuilding and
Engineering Company and the defendants,

which agreement the defendants said was

assigned to them. The plaintiffs' case was that

they sub-eontraeled with the Thames Ironworks

ami Engineering Company to supply the boilers

al the new reservoir which the defendants were

making at Walton-on-Thames. Later on, the

Thames Company's interest in the contract, so

far as atlected the plaintiffs, was assigned to

tliem, and they therefore claimed the amount
in question under such assignment. The
defendants admitted the amount, but said they

had received notice from the Receive runder

which all moneys due as between the Board and

the Thames Ironworks were to be paid to him.

They submitted that in this case, the plaintiff's

being sub-contractors, they (the Board! had no

power to pay them. His Lordship said the docu

menis did not show there was an assignment,

and plainliffs had therefore no right to receive

the money. The grievance arose in this instance

from the operation of the bankruptcy laws, and
was one in which he could give no relief. There
must be judgment for the defendants, with

costs.

IN RE H. ST. JOHN DIX—The public

examination of Mr. Henry St. .lohn Dix. who
was adjudged bankrupt on September 26,

described as of Buccleugh Hou.se. Richmond,
and lately carrying on business under the style

of Pethick. Dix. and Co.. contractors, Victoria-

street, Westminster, took place before Mr.

Registrar Hood on Thursday in last week. A
st,atement of the bankrupt's affairs had been
filed showing gross liabilities amounting to

£71.146. of ttdiich £39.752 was expected to rank
for dividenil. anil assets £50.628. including a

concession for a railway in Hungary, valued at

£40 000 The examination was adjourned until

Dei-pinber 18.

THE LUMSDEN CASE TO BE CARRIED
TO THE HOUSE OF LORDS.—The Land Union
have decided to carry the " Lunisden case,"

involving an alleged anomaly under the new
land t.axes. to the House of Lords. It will be
remembered that Mr. Lumsden, a Newcastle-
on Tyne contractor, in 1909 built a shop an
land which he had then recently purchased.
The btiildiugs and land were sulisequently

valued at £625. In 1910. about three months
later, he sold the house and land for £750. He
was thereupon served with notice that the incre-

ment was £r25, and duly of £22 was claimed.

He [rave notice of objection, and the Referee
decided in his favour, and the case being carried

by the Tax Commissioners to the High Court,
and thfu to the Court of Appeal, the decision

of the Referee was reversed. The material
point was that it was stated in evidence, and
accepted by the Crown, that the- site had not
altered one halfpenny in value. It was con-

tended on behalf of Mr. Lumsden that to

impose increment duty was practically to levy

an additional income-tax of 4s in the £ on a
portion of the profits a builder might legiti-

mately make in the course of his business. In
the Court of -\ppeal. Lord Justice Swinfen
Eaily. who dissented from the other two .Judges
who heard the case, said that when the actual
price had been ascertained, it was unreasonable
to attemnt to guess w-hat the land might
erroneously have been expected to realise, and
he added that he could find no justification in

the statute for the contention that, whenever
the price realised was greater than would have
been reasonably expected, the whole of the
excess in price was to be deemed to be an in-

crement in site value. The Master of the Rolls,

iu his judgment, stated that he was aware that
the construction he felt driven to adopt had the
effect of taxing builders' profits, and he added :

" It is not for me to consider the policy of the
Act."

PICTURES IN CHURCHES.—The Chancellor
of the Diocese of London (Sir Alfred Kempe)
delivered judgment at a Consistory Court at St.
Paul's Cathedral, on Friday, in the case of a
petition brought by the rector of Hayes. Middle-
sex, and one of the churchwardens, for the
granting of a faculty to confirm the action of

the rector in placing a small copy of -Albrecht

Diirer's "Crucifixion " on a column in the parish
church, immediately adjoining the pulpit. The
application was opposed by Mr. George Fulford.

the other churchwarden, who asked that a
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faculty might be granted for the removal of the

picture. The Chancellor said that the intro-

duction of sacred pictures into churches had

not been sanctioned by authority, and no one

had any right to condemn conscientious

objections to them. The petitioners had failed

to satisfy him that any desire for the picture

existed, and the adverse vote at the vestry must

not he disregarded. He declined to grant the

confirmatorv faculty, and a faculty authorising

llie rector and churchwardens to remove the

picture was decreed. The petitioners were

ordered to pay the opponents' costs.

LIVERPOOL DECOR .'iTORS^ FAILURE.—
.\t the Liverpool Bankruptcy Court, on Monday,

tlie public examination took place, liefore Mr.

Registrar Cooper, of John Muir, who had traded

at "33. Hardman-street. Liverpool, under the

style of Muir and Company, as a painter,

decorator, and plumber. The liabilities were

returned at .£1.793 15s. 7d.. with assets of

£74 15s. 2d. Replying to the Official Receiver,

he said that in 1900 he commenced business in

partnership with Mr. H. E. Cubley at 11,

llardman-street, under the .style of Muir and

Culdey. each partner p\itting into the business

£200. The debtor had previously been a

painter's manager, and the £200 represented his

savings. The partnershi|i was dissolved at tlie

end of 1907. Mr. Cubley taking over the assets

and lial)ilities and paying the delilor £330. In

the following January the debtor began business

on his own account at 33. Hardman-street. under

the style of Muir and Company, having as his

capital the £330 received from his late partner.

The debtor ascribed his failure to bad trade,

lo lack of capital, to the illness of his wife,

and to law costs attendant upon a consideralile

number of writs issued I^y creditors. He
acknowledged that he had been aware of his

insolvency for some three years past, and that

he had subsequently contracted debts. His
explanation was that he had hoped the business

would improve. The examination was adjourned
lo November 10. to allow of an amended state-

ment being put in.

The Yorkshire Archaeological Society is cele-

Virating its jubilee this year, and a very suc-

cessful celebration dinner was held in tlio De
Grey Rooms, York, on Thursday night.

Leek Churcli. Kirkby Lonsdale, where the
Brontes used to worship, was completely burnt
out last week. Messrs. Austin and Palev. archi-

tects, of Lancaster, are preparing plans for

rebuilding the edifice from the foimdations.

To the adult school erected a vear ago in

Stanhope-row, St. Albans, Mr. F. O. Salisbury.
R.B.A.. has presented a decorative panel,
painted by himself, entitled "Aspiration." The
pane! fills a semicircular space at the back of

the rostrum in the upper room of the building.

The yearly meeting of the Court of Governors
of the National Museum of 'Wales, in Cardiff, on
Friday, was informed that an additio'nal

£70,000 in contributions is necessary before the
Treasury grant can be secured. The accepted
tender of Messrs. Henrv WiUcock and Co..
VYolverhamnton. for building the shell of the
southern block, including the principal eleva-
tion, amounts io £65,895.

The following have been appointed representa-
tives of the University of Manchester on the
advisory committee of the Manchester School of
Architecture:—The Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Cheel-
ham. Dr. Schuster, Professor Tail, and Mr. P.
S. Worthington. The newly-apnointed repre-
sentatives of the local Societv of Architects on
the advisory committee are Mr. John Brooke.
F.'R.I.R.A., the president, and Mr. Paul Onrdo,,,

F.R.I.B.A.

Sir Asion Webb's new facade to Buckinghnm
Palace having been completed by Messrs. Leslie
and Co.. the King has arranged for a cnm-
memorative dinner to be given to all workmen
in the employ of the contractors who were
engaged for three weeks or upwards at the
Palace. The dinner takes place this (Friday)
evening at the King's Hall. Holborn Restaurant.
and it is expected thai nearlv 500 workmen will
be present. The Hon. Sir Derek Keppel, Master
of Ihe Household, will, it is under.stood, pre.sidc.

The death occurred on Friday night, at his
residence in the Strathbungo district of Glasgow,
of Mr. Hugh Maybcrry, property and estate
agent. A native of Drumore, Wigtownshire,
Mr. Mayberry was 69 years of age. As a house
and properly valuator he had an extensive
connection, and he represented, among other
properties. Ihe Blantyre and Barrowfield estates,
lie formerly acted as arbiter for two of the
railway companies. A good many years ago
Mr. Mayberry was a member of the town
council.

STATUES, MEMOKIALS, &c.

KING EDWARD MEMORIAL.—A meeting of

the advisory committee of the King Edward
Memorial Fund was held on Wednesday at the

Mansion House. Alderman Sir Vezey Strong

presided. Among those present was Mr. Leonard

Stokes, Past-President R.I.B.A. The fimd was

reported to amount to £76,126, exclusive of

certain promised donations which would bring

up the lotal to £112.000. £70.000 was the esti-

m':iled cost of the purchase of Shadwell Market
from the corporation; £10.500 the expense of

the erection of Kmg Edward's statue, by Mr.

Bertram Mackennal, A.R.A.. with pedestal, in

Walerloo-place; and £15.000 the cost of the

river-wall protecting the park from the river.

The cost of laying out the market site has yet

to lie ascertained. It was computed that to

meet all requirements a sum of about £2,5,000

would have to be raised. A plan of the river-

wall and frontage at Shadwell. prepared by the

firm of Messrs. Rendel. Palmer, and Tritton,

civil engineers, who had consented to act as

honorary engineers to the committee, was sub-

mitted and "approved. It was decided to take

steps to obtain a plan and estimate for the

laying out of the Shadwell site as a park, of

which the wall in question is to be the river

boundary, and to consider them at the next

meeting of the committee. Mr. Edwin Lutyens,

A.R.A.. had consented, in an honorary capacity,

to advise the committee on the architectural

features of the scheme.

The City Corporation are about to spend
,£2.243 on works and furniture at the Mansion
House, including the redecoration of the saloon,

vestibule, and main entrance, and the restora-

tion of antique furniture.

X new council school at Lisvane. Glamorgan,
has been formally opened. The architect was
Mr. D. Pugh-Jones. the county architect, and
the contractor was Mr. John Makin. of Cardiff.

The cost has been £1.650.

At Wednesday's meeting of the Stepney
Borough Co\mciI the mayor stated that the sub-

committee on office accommodation was con-

sidering sites in the Viorough for the purpose nf

erecting a new town-hall and municipal offices.

Mr. A. H. Brightmore held an inquiry at the
town-hall. Ilklev. on Tuesday, in respect to the

Ilklev Urban District Council's application to

the Local Government Board for sanction to

liorrow £9. ,500 for purchasing and laying-out for

Tdeasure-grounil purposes 44 acres of land in the
Middleton township known as *' The Holmes."

The borough engineer of Folkestone. Mr. E. .\.

NichoUs. has presented to the town council a

scheme for the prevention of floodings in the
affected areas of the town. The work, he esti-

mates, will involve an expenditure of £20,000.

vVfter a long discussion, it was decided to call

in an expert to express an opinion on the

proposals.

At a meeting of the Belfast Harbour Board
it was decided to erect new wharves and jetties

in the Musgrave Channel, close to the Queen's
Island, at a cost of £45.000. This is in addition

to the construction of the new deep-water wharf
decided upon some time ago, at a cost of

between £70,000 and £80,000. The harbour
engineer is Mr. Kelly, of Belfast.

The Secretarv of State for India in Council
has appointed the nine undermentioned gentle-

men to be assistant engineers in the Indian
Puldic Works Department, in addition to the
twenty-three gentlemen appointed in June last :

Messrs. W. E. Bushby. W. G. Came, T. F.
Carter. F. E. Cormack. W. A. Evershed. G. W.
Maunsell. B. St. J. Newton, J. B. Nottage.
B, L. Subarwal.

The fine arts committee of Brighton Municipal
.Art Gallery have purchased for the permanent
collection a painting. '"Flare and Flutter." by
Mr. Arthur Hacker. R.A.. a work which show-s

Piccadilly-circus by night. They have also
acquired "The Chinese Fan." a study of a
Chinese ladv. by Mr. Howard Somerville. The
director of the gallery. Mr. Henrv D, Roberts,
is visiting Madrid to arrange for the exhibition
of modern Spanish art to l:ie held next spriuii

at Brighton.

A new Roman Catholic church at Lostock.
Hull, has been opened by the Bishop of Salford
It is Gothic in style, and is built of brick and
Rainhill stone, from the designs of Mr. D.
Powell, of Liverpool. It has a seating capacity
for 400 people. The belfry rises lo a heiglit
of 70fl., and below is a niche which, if desired,
can be used for statuary. The floors are of red
tiles in the transepts, and pitchpine in other
parts of the building. The windows are of
stone tracery, with pointed heads, filled with
lead-glazing. The cost has been £4. .500.

(Bm ©fBa fable.

We reported last week an appeal against

the C'nnimissiouers of Inland Re\enue \alun-

tion of land near Trinity-square. K.C.
recently acquired by tlie I'ort of London
Authority, on the ground that the estiniair

of gross value was quite inadet]uate, <is the

vendor will be mulcted in nearly .£9,50 duty,

one-fifth of the assumed increase in the worth
of the property in a single year. On the other

liand, auctioneers and estate agents state tluit

the Government valuations are frequently

absurdly high, and that thoy cannot obtain

in the open market any approximation to the

.sum at which properties have been assessed

for probate duties. A case in point is an area

of 27 acres of undeveloped land at Sharn-

brook recently offered at auction by Messrs.

.1. R. Eve and Son, at Bedford, 'fhe upset

prices of the lots were based on the valua-

tions rendered by the Commissioners luider

the Finance Act! 1910. Full details of the

negotiations between the autliorities and the

owner in arriving at the official figures were

set out ill tlie Particulars of Sale. Lot 1,

offered at £2,02.1. was withdrawn at .£250.

and lot 2, at an upset price of £730, also

remained for private treaty at the last bid

of £150.

H.iM. Office of Works has decided to pre-

serve intact, in arranging the conditious of

competition for the new Board of Trade
Offices to be built in Whitehall-gardens, one of

the few remaining portions of the old Palace

of Wbiteliall. The apartment, wliich has a

low vaulted roof, is dubiously claimed to

be the wine-cellar of Cardinal Wolsey, and at

present it forms part of the refreshment de-

partment at Whitehall-gardens. It is clearly

figured in Fisher's ground plan of the Royal

Palace of Whitehall, published in the reign

of Charles IT., and is situated immediately

behind the Great Hall, in close proximity to

the pantry, the kitchen, and other offices. At

the instance of Lord Beaucbamp's depart-

ment, a portion of the wall was laid bare

some time ago. with the result that the

original brickwork was found to be in perfect

condition, while further investigation behind

the rude stucco was the means of bringing to

light the Cardinal's arms carved in stone.

It was from Whitehall Stairs that Wolsey

entered his barge and was rowed to Esher

after his disgrace at the hands of Henry VTTI..

at which period the Palace passed into the

possession of the Crown.

M. Delanney, Prefect of the Seine, has

elaborated an ambitious scheme for the

enlargement and development of Paris, and

the provision of the public gardens so much
needed, which, if adopted by the Municipal

Council, w-ill involve changes approaching

in magnitude those effected by Baron Hauss

mann under the Second Empire. M.

Oelanney's scheme proposes to extend the

limits of the capital so as to include all the

suburbs which cluster round the circuit of

the fortifications, and to efface the long-

dismantled inner fortifications which have

choked the growth of the city. The extension

of the municipal boundaries is suggested to

an average distance of about four miles from

the present walls, enlarging the area of P.aris

by sixfold. The main purpose is to provide

more light and air for the overcrowded

population bv forming new open spaces. At

present Paris possesses some 2.000 acres of

avenues planted with trees and rather more

than .5flft acres of public gardens, without

counting the Bois de Boulogne and the Bois

de Vinceiines, wdiich lie outside the fortifica-

tions. It is now proposed to aujimcut these

open spaces by the construction of some

fifty gardens 'scattered about the capital,

covering an area of 275 acres. The sup

pression of the fortifications and military

zone would provide 1..500 acres of parks and

playing fields. Barracks, hospitals, and

markets are to be banished to the outskirts

of the city. It is further contemplated that

fifty miles of new thoroughfares should be

planned and 225 miles of existing streets

increased in width.

During some works of repair now in
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|)nigrfss at Great Bookliam Church, Surrey,

uuilur the superiuteudeuee of Air. I'liilip M.
.Johiistuu. F.S.A., K.R.I. 13. A., ot Londou,
two little wiudows dating from tlie latter

part of the lltll century have been discovered

and opened out. They occur in the spandrels

of the iiorth arcade ol"tlie nave, which arcade

\\a.s pierced through the original e-xternal

north wall to form an aisle about 1180. The
windows were then blocked up, and one of

them, tile easternmost, on being opeiied out,

was found to be completely covered with

elalnuate coeval painting, in patterns of bo.\

pleating, zig-zags, and bands, which, owing

to its having been walled iu for over 700

years, is almost as fresh as when it was
executed. It is hoped that careful search

will bring to light more paintings, and, per-

haps, other blocked up windows. The little

painted window is one of the best and most

perfect examples of its date and type that

can be seen anywhere. Great Bookliam
(.'liurch was a pos.session of Chertsey Abbey,
whose great building abbot, ,loliii de Ruther-

wyk, rebuilt the clianeel in 1341. as is attested

liy the dedicatory inscription cut in a stone

in the east wall.

Mr. W. D. Cariie, M.A., F.S.A.. who is

ilaster this year of the Plumbers' Company
and architect to the Ecclesiastical Com-
iiiissioners, recently addressed a meeting in

Glasgow on "The Work and Responsibility

of the Plumber in lloderii Times." He main-

tained that sonietliing more tliaii the regis-

tration of plumbers was needed to insure

complete efficiency. Something was required

Iu lix responsibility, if only in order to assert

prcnidly the skill and efficiency of the work
man. He advocated a system of marking the

work done, so that each man's work might be

idi'iitified by liis own registered number.
That would be a sufficient guarantee of

Nuundncss. The work of tlie plumber had
increased vastly in quantity and complexity,

and his responsibility had increased prn-

Ijortionately. Craftsmen should claim, he

lield. the privileges of the craft iu which they

i\cre employed, and qualify for registration;

architects and public authorities should give

a preference to registered plumbers; the

svstein of marking should be adopted in all

public and private works ; the General
Couueil for the National Registration of

IMiiuibers should, when funds permitted,

enqiloy a paid organiser to visit the various

centres in turn, and assist local secretaries;

local education authorities should provide

technical and practical instruction in

liarmuny with the registration scheme; and
apprenticeship should be encouraged.

Suljseqiiently the General Council passed a

series ot resolutions to tlie same general

effect.

A good exhibition promoted in the Zoo
Buildings l)y the Electricity Department of

Glasgow Corporation was opened by the

Countess of Glasgow on the 23rd inst. Lord
Provost D. M. Stevenson, who presided, said

there had been a number of exhibitions con-

nected with gas and electricity as applied to

lighting and heating, but that was the

first exhibition in the city at which elec-

tricity formed the sole subject. It was most
appropriate, as that was the twenty-first

anniversary of the foundation of the corpora-

ticni electricity ilepartmeiit. They wei'e

anxious that electricity should be used as

lunch as possible, in order that the smoke
friun factories and domestic fires might be
got rid of. The Countess of Glasgow, who
was received with applause, said there was
11) doubt whatever that the universal use of

electricity for domestic and industrial pur-
poses would be the solution of the smoke
liroblem in great cities. That is undouijtedly
true, and it is a pity more up-to-date autli<u"i-

ties like Glasgow and West Ham do not
exert themselves to hasten the time.

The Council of the Royal Institute of

i'ublic Health auuounce that they have
iireepted the offer made to them by Professor
William R. Smith, IM.D., to present annually
a gold medal of the value of £20, " for con-
spicuous services rendered to the cause of

preventive medicine within the British

Empire." It is intended that eligibility for

the award siiall be confined to medical
officers of health or other medical officials-

naval, military, or civil— within the British
Empire, Overseas Dominions, or spheres of

British inlluencc, discharging public health
duties connected with the State ; and that
such award shall be made to the official who,
in the opinion and upon the nomination of a
special committee, shall have rendered the
most valuable services in any department to

the cause of the public health— the publica-
tion ot any notable contribution to the
literature of the science receiving in addition
full considerntiou in the bestowal of the
award. It is proposed that the first award
shall be made in 1914. We hope others will
follow Professor Smith's example and enable
the Royal Institute similarly to stimulate
others in kindred fields of service and
research. The Royal Institute is the recog
iiised corporate body of sanitary science and
the one really representative of the vita!

interests it .so well watches and promotes.

Tlie Cambridge University Press is publish-
ing in six parts, at Is. Sd. each, or the whole
series complete for 6s., a verv useful .series of

drawings by Mr. W. R. Jaggard. A.R.I. B.A.,
of "Architectural and Building Construc-
tion Plates," prepared by the author as

a basis for a series of lectures, and covering
.an elementary course. The work includes
clearly- and accurately-figured drawings of

all details of brickwork, excavation, masonry,
carpentry, joinery, roof-coverings, plumbing,
standard steel and iron sections, etc.

Teachers will find the plates especially use-

ful, particularly if supplemented by models
made from the data given, and young archi-

tectural and building students will, we are
sure, fully appreciate the series.

Messrs. Wm. Dawson and Sons, Ltd.,

Cannon House, Bream's-buildings, E.C.,
are issuing a most useful subscription price
list, which will be of considerable value to

many of our readers, putting them in touch
with a reliable agency from ^vhonl they can
olitain their British and foreign journals.

Our papers are listed. Messrs. W. Dawson
and Sons distribute 25,000 of these catalogues
in all parts of the world, and we know they
are luueli valued, especially abroad, by all

who have applied for them.

"Mechanics for Builders.— Part I.." by E.

L. Bates and F. Charlesworth (London:
Longmans, Green, and Co., 3s.), is another
excellent volume of Longmans' " Technical
Handicraft Series." It is just the volume we
should recominend against the day when all

builders will have to pass a compulsory exa-

puination before being allowed to build, as

has just been ordained by the civic authorities

of the City of Boston. U.S.A. ^'ery wisely,

the book is not overloaded with the heavy
cargo some teachers and textljook compilers
insist on piling on to the back of the student,

and the authors confine themselves to those

principles of applied mechanics which are

actually essential to the design and execution of

work. Part I. covers a one evening attendance

a week first year's course, and Part II. will

cover a second year's course. Any intelligent

student, however, will easily take both

courses in a year, if he is in earnest and pre-

pared to give reasonable time apart from

that spent in class or laboratory.

American architects have an effective way
of dealing with professional men who take

part in competitions when the conditions are

deemed to lie unfair. At the receni monthly

meeting of the San Francisco Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects, Mr.

Mooser, for the subcommittee on compe-

titions, reported that a member of the

Chapter, Mr. H. W. RatclifT, bad been

announced as the winner in the competition

held for the Berkeley Elks Hall, the pro-

gramme of which had been disapproved by

the Chapter. The secretary was directed to

communicate with Mr. Ratcliff, advising him
that his participation in an unauthorised

eompetition had been brought to the atten-

tion of the Chapter.
There is coming into use in Germany a

cheap and I'eady method of asphalting a

stone-paved street which is showing good

results. The spaces between paving blocks

are cleaned out to the depth of about an

inch, and then a layer of melted asphalt is

flowed over the street surface, the depth of

the layer being about liii. Before it is

cooled, sand is sprinkled on and the surface
is smoothed. At Frankfort a section of this

kind is now laid, and it appears to stand the
wear remarkably well. Should the method
prove a success in general practice, it will

afford an (ixcelleiit means for deadening the
noise of city traffic at a small expense. It is

quickly carried out. and it need not stop tlin

circulation on narrow streets for any length
of time. Moreover, repairs are easily made.

Surface finish for concrete was given
attention by the Board of Water Supply of

the City of New York in connection with
bridge construction on the Catskill aqueduct,
and of several methods examined for
securing even, clear! textures the use of

selected aggregate of pink granite for mortar
facing was successful in special cases, accord
ing to the board's annual report. The
mixture was poured by the aid of a sheet-
iron diaphragm, moved as the backing was
poured, the facing and luicking being thus
placed as a monolith. Experiments showed
that the most practical ways of treating
concrete surfaces were by pneumatic hammers
and by sandblasts.

Some twelve months ago the .New South
Wales Government carried out a scheme of
State housing in the form of a garden city
of workmen's dwellings in a suburb of
Sydney. The report of the Housing Board
on the project has just been received. The
Board speaks well of the first year's ex-
perience of the sclieme. The land allowed to

each dwelling is liberal, varying from 38ft.

to 4;")ft. frontage, with an average depth of

133ft. There are no front fences; there is

merely an ornamental kerb, and there is a
wire dividing-fence between each garden.
The rents charged by the Government arc
from \h to 20 per cent, cheaper than those
charged by private laiidlords for similar
acconimodatiou in suburb.-> about the same
distance from the centre of the eiiy. The
cottages are lighted throughout by electricity

and gas laid on for cooking purposes. The
cottages are constructed of bricks from the
State kilns of the New South Wales Govern-
ment. Over 600 applications were received
for the houses within the time fixed, and
since then a further considerable number
have been sent in.

A public document, recently issued by the
American Senate, describes works of art in

the United States Capitol at Washington,
Nearly 140 paintings and 120 pieces of

sculpture have been catalogued. This valu-

able accumulation represents portraits by the

most famous .\iiierieau painters, from the

davs of .lohn Singleton Copley down to

artists of the present generation, while his-

torical painters whose works are in this

collection are men who have added the
highest lustre to American art. It is sig-

nificant that the greater part of the collection

has been acquired by gift froiii private in-

dividuals interested in the preservation of tlie

historical, biographical, or pictorial art of

the nation, and but a small portion by gifts

from the various States or by actual purchase

by the Government. At the present time

there is no specific appropriation available

for the purchase of works of art.

Australia is, according to a note from the

High Commissioner, taking up the question

of irrigation seriously. A conference of

engineers representative of the Australian

States through which the River Murray
passes, was recently held to consider the

question of the control and distribution for

irrigation purposes of the water running

along that course. It was then stated that

there were five million acres suitable for

irrigation along the Murray and its tribu

taries in New South Wales. This comprised

first- and second-class land bordering the

Murray, the Murrumbidgee, and the Darling

rivers." Victoria required water to irrigate

one and a half million acres, and South .Aus-

tralia had about two million acres. So that,

given an adequate water-supply in the three

States, there were over eight million acres

of land in proximity to the main waterway

that might be used to settle many thousands

ot settlers. The engineers, representing New-

South Wales. Victoria, and South Australia,
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estimated the cost of their scheme to make

tlie maximum amount of water available for

navigation and irrigation purposes at

£6 117 nno The appointment ot a Board ot

Control is urged. The supply of water to the

three States is to be regulated by locks and

weirs.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUINO WEEK
Fkiiiav it

liie ui
a Sewer." by Ronald Kels

piYl—.Tunior Institution of EnRinecrs

The Difference between a Drain and
.Jones.

MOND.\Y.-

Satckday (To-mobbow).- Institution of Mnniciiial

and County F.iiRineei-s. Metroiiohtan

District Meeting. Visit to the Houses

of Parliament and to TagK's Island,

Hamilton Court. 11 a.m.

-Roval Institute of British Architects.
' Ouening .\ddross by the President.

Keginald Blomtield, .\.R..\. 8.30 p.m.

Society of Engineers. "Accretion

at Estuary Harbours in South ot

England," by Gerald O. Case.

7.30 li.iu.

—Institution of Civil Engineers. Address

by Anthony G. Lyster. President, and
Presentation of Medals. 8 p.m.

_St Paul's Eoclesiological Society.
'• Old Church Plate." by the Rev. E. C.

Hopiier, M.A. Chaiiter House. E.C.

8 li.m.

Friday (Nov. 7).—Institution of Municipal Engineers.
'

Annual Meeting, 4. Southampton-row.
\V C 12 noon. Presidential Address

by Frank Latham, M.Inst.C.E.. Pen-

zance. 2A5 p.m.
,

Incorporate Institute ot Britisli

Decorators. "Stencilling," W vi,-

Stewart-Greene. Painters Hall. E.C.

Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. "Needle-Shoring." by D. S.

Pringle : and " Underpinning." oy

Robert T. Anderson. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.

—»-*-*—
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

SCARBOROUGH.—The operative paiuter.s.

at a meeting held on Friday evening, deculeil

to "ive notice to the employers for an increase

in Hieir wages from 7Jd. to 9d. per hour from

February ! 1914- The operative plumbers ot

Scarborough have already served notice on the

master plumbers demanding an increase from

8d. to 9Ad. per hour, the notice to take effect in

March next.

CHIPS.
University, Mr.

appointed
.John N.
Assistant

5 17

8 15
9 10

Mr R P. Pearce. of Trowbridge, has-been

appointed as surveyor to the Melksham Urban

District Council.

Mr Orson Wright, of South Wigston,

Leicester, builder and contractor, who died on

April 10, left £167,281, "so far as can at present

be ascertained."

The General Board of Studies of the

University of Cambridge will shortly proceed to

appoint a University Lecturer in Surveying and

Cartography. Particulars may be obtained ot

Professor Stanley Gardiner, Zoological Labora

tory.

The foundation-stone of a new chapel, which

is estimated to cost £850, has been laid at

Whittonstall, Co. Durham. The architects are

Messrs. Lamb and Knowles, of Newcastle-on-

Tyne, and the contractors Messrs. Ayton, of

Blackhill.

In the south transept of St. Anne's Church,

Upperton-gardens, Eastbourne, a bronze tablet

was unveiled on Saturday in memory of

Captain Laurence E. G. Oates. who accom-

panied Captain Scott on his Antarctic cxpcdi

fion, and went out to die in the blizzard.

The approval of the Local Government Board

has been given to the town-planning scheme of

the town council of Richmond, Surrey, one

object of which is to preserve the amenities of

the river frontage. The scheme will relate to

an area of about 514 acres in the borough and
in the urban district of Brentford.

At the Municipal Buildings. South Shields, on

Tuesday, Mr. P. C. Ekin conducted a Local

Government Board inquiry into an application

liy the corporation for sanction to borrow
£33,305 for the purpose of carrying out certain

extensions to the plant and buildings at the

corporation's electricity works.

Messrs. Nicholas and Sproat, architects, of

Vancouver, B.C.. have put in a claim to the
Winnipeg Board of Control for SOOdol. for plans
for a new city hall which they submitted during
the recent open competition ihere. The plans
did not win a prize, and while on their way
back to the Vancouver firm were lost in transit

by fire at Medicine Hat. The architects hold
that the city is responsible.

Mr. F. O. Stanford, A.M.I.C.E.. Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at West-
bury on Thursday in last week into the
application of the urban district council for
sanction to a loan of £14,000, in order to carry
out a sewerage scheme for the town. The
scheme was presented by Mr. W. H. Radford,
of Nottingliam, the engineer to the council, who
stated that, owing to the irregular surface of
the district, there were great difhculties in the
way. which would make the scheme a very
expensive one.

At Manchester
Hollingworth has been
Lecturer in Electrical Engineering.

Mr. F. O. Stamford. A.M.I.C.E., has held a

Local Goveiument Board inquiry at Clevedon,

Somerset, into an application of the urban

district council for sanction to borrow £3,500 for

works of sewerage at Green Beach.

Alderman Richard Hind, of Spring-street,

Stockton - on - Tees. plumber and electrical

engineer, twir:e mayor of the town, and Master

of the Plumber.?" Company in the City of

London from 1902 to 1904, who died on July 14,

aged 74, left £17,240.

The death occurred very suddenly on Thurs-

day night, at Masham, of Mr. William Rcdferii

Finlayson, painter and decorator, of The
Square, Masham. Deceased, who was a native

of Masham, was in his seventy-first year. He
suceeded as a youth to his father's business over

fifty years ago.

At a special meeting held on Friday, the
Endowed Schools Governors of Southampton
decided, after a long discussion, to purchase the

Highfield Uplands site for the purpose of build-

ing a new Taunton's school, subject to the

approval of the Board of Education. The site

will cost £5,000. and the outlay on building the

new school, for 400 boys, is estimated at

£20.000.

The Church Institute in Hood-street. New-
castle-on-Tyne. was reopened on Tuesday by
Mrs. Stratoii. wife of the Bishop of Newcastle.
An extensive scheme of alterations has been
carried out, the contractors being Messrs. W,
Nicholson and Co., and the architect Mr. Charles
.S. Errington, Grainger-street West, Newcastle
The ground floor and basement have been
entirely remodelled.

The funeral of Mr. William Henry Bolt look
place in the Christ Church cemetery, Brentor,
Devon, on Saturday. The deceased had been
highway sur\'eyor ftu- the northern district

under the Tavistock Rural District Council, suc-

ceeding the late Mr. .John Northey some five or

six years ago. Vp to last .Saturday week he
had discharged his regular duties. Mr. Bolt

was born at Sandford fifty-nine years ago, and
was for many years highway surveyor under
the .Sevenoaks Rur-al Council, and returned to

Devon for the benefit of his wife's health.
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The new- vicarage at Askrigg was opened by
the Bishop of Knaresborough on Thursday in

last week. It provides a sitting-room, dining-
room, and study, all facing south, and eight
bedrooms, approached by an oak staircase. The
architects are Messrs. Connon and Chorley,
Leeds, and the contractors -Mr. J. Pickard.
Carperby, stonemason; Mr. W. H. Burton,
Askrigg. joiner; and Mr. T. H. Kassell, Hawes,
plumber. The site was given, and the cost of
construction has exceeded £2.000.

The new Territorial headquarters in Clare-
street, Northampton, were opened on Monday
by Major-General Bethune, C.V.O., C.B., the
Director - General of Territorial Forces. The
premises occupy the site of the old Military
Stores, which have been reconstructed from
plans by Messrs. Talbot Brown ami Fisher;
of Wellingborough, the contractor being Mr. \.
P. Hawtin, of Northampton. The new drill-hall
is 140ft. long by 70ft. wide, and the riding-school
is I50ft. by 56ft. In front of the building arc
oflTices and stores, two floors in height.

The 12th-centiiry church of SS. Peter and
Paul. West Clandon. the Surrey home of the
Onslow family, was the scene of a serious fire

on Monday, resulting in the complete destruc-
tion of the spire and considerable damage to
the tower. The main fabric was saved, though
I he roof was damaged by falling debris, and Ihe
interior was badly flooded. The fire originated,
from an unknown cause, in the belfry above the
flint-faced tower, surmounted by a timbered
spire loOfl. high, wdiich had recently been
renewed and recovered with oak shingle. Five
of the six bells, reining a few years ago. have
been destroyed.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
.SteelJoists, Belgian and German

{ex steamer, Londonl per ton £6 3 fi to £6 5

Steel .Joists, Englisb 7 10 „ 7 13

Wrougbt-Iion Girder Plates 7 0,, 75
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 82
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 810
Do.. Lowmoor. Flat, Round, or
Square iffl .,

Do.. Welsh 5 15 .,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0,,

Angles 10s., Tees aOs. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. cSrc, £8 15s to £9.

Ditto galvanised. ±'H to £15 10a. per ton

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron— m .„ i.No. 18 to 30. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton

gauge •£;>;

Best ditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 1.5 B.W.G.

8/3 8,9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/fi per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns fj 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

RoUed-Steol Fencing Wire 7 .5

Galvanised S 15

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 '•>

Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G U .5

B B Drawn Telegraph Wire, GalvaniBed-
q'.q 8 9 10 11 13

£10 10s. f10 158. £1108. £1158. £11158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
,c <i k to *R 7 n

3in. diameter £6
n n k I n

4in. to6in c S 2 " con
7in to aiin. (all sizes) 5 7 b ,, b u

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints. 5a. Od. per ton extra.!

Pip Tron— P^'' t°°-

"cold Blast, Lilleshall HOs. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. pd. .. 7.)S. Od.

Wrouglit-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount otl

Standard Lists f .o.b. (plus 3* per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes toi
Water-Tubes ';?? "
Stcam-Tubea °'' ••

Galvanised Gas-Tubes "g, ••

Galvanised Water-Tubes o^J ••

Galvanised Steam- ruboB. =" •'

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 34 1j

,. Country 35 10

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 20
1"

„ Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

,, ,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town

,. Country
Compo's'ition Gaa-Pipe. Town...

„ Country

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in .) Town
,, Country

t'Over 4'4in. ^1 Per ton extra.)

Lead Shot, in 381b. bags.... 24 1.5

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods m
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 7';i 10

Tin. English Ingots
Jj' J-^

Do.. Bars . .; ^^ }'

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pige (Town) 21 la

Sheet Lead. Town ^i f
„ Country 25

Genuine White Lead JU 15

Refined Red Lead '" "

2K 10

26 1:-)

37 10

29 5
30
27 15

28 10
27 15

28 10

to £21

..
—

,.
—

,,
-

„ -
.,

—
,,

—

„
„ —
„ —
,.

—
,.

—
,,

—

Sheet Zinc. 29

91 10

80
188
ISO

OldLead. against account ...... 19 5

jjQ per cwt. 10 10

Cut nail's (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand " ^^ i' ••

TIMBER.
OONSTBUCTIONAIj.

\

Tallow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;—"""
1st quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26

;; !! „ 3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10

33
18 10
11 10
10 10
13
24
19
14

,
Miramichi 9 10

" Boards: Swag .:•• 1]

Red Deals; rchangel 1st quality 31

3nd „ 16
" "

„ 3ra „ 12

St. Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10

2nd „ 14 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10

Gefle. Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 13 10

White Deals; Crown "0
Seconds H 10

Flooring: White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards .- 18

Lignum VitSB Per ton 7

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 05
Pitch Pine Logs ° ? 2" S n
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, u i

Oak; Auatrian WaiDBCOt 7 0,, OH
Mahogany Gaboon - 2 0. J

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

23
14
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FUBNITUHB AND HARDWOODS.

£20 to £25
16 „ 91

Per cubic foot.

3
3 6
2 4

3 3
1 3
7

2 9
2
8

6

3 B

3 3

4 9

2 4

3

6
.5

4 6

3
2

10
8
7

6 6

4 6

4

5 6

3 9

3 3

9
6 6

6

4

3 3
14

12
14

Teak : Bnrmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
,, Boards ,, ,, Prm.

,,Mdm.
Beqiioia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. ., „
Oreenheart : Hown logs
Cedar : Cigar bos
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. eawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,. African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin

,, Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitffi

STONE.'
Red Mans&eld, in blocks per toot cube £0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 3 J

Closeburn Red FreeBtone,ditto ,, 3
Ancaster, ditto..... ,, 110
Greenshill, ditto ,, IIJ
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) 1 lOj

Hard York, ditto ,, 3
Dittoditto6in.6awn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station „ 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :
—

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons ) '^^'i, ^"t^-

.^^"^ ^""^

at Paddington Depot, ,„ 2^% ^i/) d 4i
Nine Elms Depot, or [

- *" ^ ^ ... £0 3 4S

Pimlico Wharf }

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 ... 12 13 6 1,200 at r.stn
16x 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 30x10... 13 2 6 „ „
20x13 ... 13 17 6

First quality 30x10... 13 „ ,,

,
20x13 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17 6

20x12 ... 18 7 6
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... 30x10 ... 11 13 6

,
18x10 ... 9 13 6
16 X 8 ... 6 13 6

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... il 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1110 ,, ,, [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for livered
Facings 2 5 ,, at rly. stn.

Flattens 1 10
Pressed WlreCuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13 „
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 „ ,,

'

,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 ,, ,. ,,

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

ajin. Best Red Ac-) (Net, dehvered in
crington Plastic 5 4 10 6 „] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ; ( in London.
" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3J" in
thickest part 2

3J" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
fi" ditto ditto through and through 3
3^" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4A" soffit, per foot opening „. 13
4 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4r ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BRIOKS.
BARD OLAZEH, (PEK 1,000.)

W^ite, Ivory, and Best.
Salt aiazod. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £19 T 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BullnoRO, and 4iin. Flats

—

15 17 « 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 21 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 fi 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 11 17 «
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, sfiuaro

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 B
Splays and Squints^

17 7 B 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 fi 17 7 B
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. oacli 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. eacli 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Cill -Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each ."id. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £22 17 6

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C impass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above I exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours ) ing 9in.

C imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each I by 2?rin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H ?aders, £1 per 1.000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

B. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
G .'ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 11 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 97b. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. ,, ,,

Broseley tiles 60 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 Ope/doz. ,, ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 B ,, „ ,

Hip tiles 3 lOj perdoz
Valley tiles 3 4$
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8 „ ,, ,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6 „ „" „
HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6
Ornamental do BO ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 ,, ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 IS to £99 S
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 31 „ 9110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43

Pahu, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleine 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6i „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal, 2 3* „ —
Baltic Oil 2 5,, —
Turpentine , ... 9 'J ,,

—

^""^'ariu) ':":['-«-' 9 -
Pure Linseed Oil I

" Btority " Brand i
10 ., —

GLASS (IN CRATES).
EngliBh Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4id.
Thirds 2id. ... SM. ... ihd. ... Rid.
Fluted Sheet Hd. ... 3|d. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate ; *in. Viein. iin.
2id. ... 2M. ... 3d.

Figured Boiled d Repoaseine White. Tinted
aid. ... 6d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per Rallon.
Fine Tale Oak Varnish ; £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
KuDorflne Pale KlaHtic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfino Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churcliea 14

Fine Klastic Carriage 19
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Palo Maple 16
Finest Pulo Durable Copal 18
Extra I'ulo French Oil 110
K«fiHtic>lI Flattinfl Varnish 18 9
White Copal Knamel „ 14
Extra Palo Paper 13 9
Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Host lilack Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Prunswiok Black 8
Horlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

^#»

TRADE NOTES.
Messrs. Clarid^'c's .Vsphalle Conipariy, Ltd..

are exhihitinj; at tiie Hrtnvers' Kxliihitlon, Royal
Agricultural Hall, N., which opens tomorrow
(Satuniay).

Under the (lij-cct ion of Messrs. Henry and
McL'lellaii. archil eels. Edinburgh. Boyle's latest

patent "Air-pni»ip" ventilator has been applied
to Corstorphinc^ Church, Kdniburyh.

The iiehningt on-row Hospital, t'o. Ourham, is

lieinjL; supplied wit h Shorland's double fronted
patent iVlaiiclu'ster stoves with descendinj^
smoke-flues, patent Manchester ^'rates. patent
exhaust roof and special inlet vent ilators, by
Messrs. K. II. Shorland and Brother, Ltd., of
Failsworth. Manchester.

Pudlo, the powder which makes cement water-
proof, is making rapid strides in oversea
markets, as well as in tlie British Isles. One
of the largest London shippers to Japan have
liad cabled instructions from their Japanese
house to secure the .sole Japanese rights for im-
porting Pudlo. in consideration of their placing
a contract for a large quantity to be shipped *

over a period.

^*^

Tlie general purposes committee of the
Swansea Corporation have appointed Mr. A. C.
Bromhead, of Nottingham, to the position of
quantity surveyor in the architect's department
at a salary of X250 a year.

At the quarterly meeting of tiie Northampton
shire County Council, the roads committee
reported that the Local Government Board have
consented to the borrowing of .iilO.OOO, free of
interest, from the Road Board in respect of the
widening of the main road between Old Strat-
ford and Weedon, about three miles of whirli
is complete!.!

OGILVIE&CO.

Tcle-bote- DALSTON l.i»B

Many yrars connected with
ihe lat* firm of W. H.
LASCELLES 4 CO., of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'l\?A^^'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardivoods,
WM. OLIVEB & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O

TENDERS.
•.* Correepondents would in all cases oblige by givinp

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the valae of the informa-
tion.

bisHOPsGATE, E.G.—For adapting the ladder shed at
the Bishopp^ate fire-station for use as a gymnasium,
for the London County Council :

—

Bowyer, J. and C.. Ltd.. Upper
Norwood £1.396

Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 1..5.50

Roberts, A., and Co., Earl's
Court-road 1,B30

Grover, J., and Son, New North-
road .. 1,413

Godson, G,, and Sons, Kilbnm-
lane, W 1,391

Marsland, J., and Son, Walworth 1,358
Holloway, H.L.. Dentford ... 1,313
Triggs and Co., Clapham* 1,294
Mather. J. C, 38, Northampton-
street, Islington (withdrawn) ... 1,193

* Recommended for acceptance.
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Kow.—For the erection of a new police-statioa house
at Violet-road, Bow. Mr. J. Dixou Butler. P\R.r.B.A..,

New Scotland Yar<l, S.W., architect. Quantities hv
Moeers. Thursrood, Son, and Chidgey, 8, Adelphi-
tcrrace. Strand. W.C :

—
Todtland Newman £in..l23

Tumbutl and Sons !l.737

IliffffH. F. and H y,720
Sheffield Bros i),«Oy o
Terrvand Co 9.500 i) ii

Holliday and Greenwood 9, 4-15 o
McCortnick and Sons 9,393

larvis and Sons 9.380 n

Dove Bros 9.160 o
flabey and Co. 9.140 (i

Roomo and Co, 9,121

Patman and Potherinjjham ... 8,fl43 n

Syme, A. E 8 898 d

Bkoadstairs.—For the supply ol 500 tons of granite
macadam, tor the urban district council :

—
Per ton. Total.

Uoad Maintenance and Stone
Supply Oo 188. od. ... —

Mauocl, E. and F 18 ... tlSO (I

London Granite Co 17 11 ... 447 18 !

Fry Bros 17 9 ... U'i 15 n

Uoweand Mitchell 17 7 ... 439 11 8
Mowlem, J., and Co 17 1 ... —
Brooks, Ltd 15 2 ... 378 3 i

Cooper, H. L., and Co 13 3 ... 331 5

Cahtleioim).—For erecting 16 houses, Ashton-road,
lor the Industrial Co-operative Society. Ltd. Messrs.
Carside and I'enninffton, Pontefract. architects.
Quantities by the architects :

—
Lister, Brook, and Co., Brighouse,
Yorks (accepted) £:{,3i;i

Chelse\.—For heatlDg the County Secondary School.
Chelsea, for the London Education Committee -.—

Palowkurand Sons, (.^ueeu-street £1,256
Bngbteide Foundi'y cV Kngineering
Co., Ltd., Westminster 1,031

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark 998 fl

Yetton, J., &. Co., Ltd., Limehouse 960
Deane, E., &, Beal, Ltd., Monu-
mont-street 932 Id

Christie, J. C, Mdgate 909 9
Cannon and Hellord, Peckhaui ... 828 o o
May, J. and F., Whetstone Park .. 739 n
Gray, J., Ltd., Uanvers - street,
Chelsea (accepted) 700 o

Architect's estimate, i-'340.

Coi.HE\ Hatch.—For the erection of a house for the
medical superintendent at Colney Hatch Asylum, for
the London County Council —

Parker, G., and Sons. Peckham ... £2,746
Rowley Bros., Wood Green ... 2,729
Greenwood, J., Ltd., LondonBridge 2,6H7
Groves, J., anil Son, Islington ... 2,628 i)

Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill ... 3,592 U
Lawraiice, E., and Sons, Ltd.,
City-road 2,543

Mattock Bros., Wood Green. N.* 2,443
* Accepted.

Ciio^iSNB^s, S.E.—For the supply of a fuel economiser
at the Crossness pumping station enlargement, for the
London County Councd ;

—
The Clay Croes Co., Ltd., Chester-

field £503
Economisers, Ltd.. Queen Victoria-
street, E.C 593

Green, E.. & Son, Ltd., Wakefield .'>73

Lowcock, A,, Ltd., Shrewsbury ... 536
Amended tenders to fresh soBcification :—

Green, E., and Son, Ltd. ... ... 591 o
Lowcock, A., Ltd. (accepted) ... 571

l»ErTioKii, 8.E.— For works of painting and tarring
at Depttord Park, for the London County Council :

—
Watson and Ellwood, DuUvich ... £32.j
Harding, K., and Son, Bri.\ton ... 206
Garrett, .!., and Son. Balham ... 113
Lino, H., Peckham (accepted) ... 83

Bbtimato of Chief Ofticer of Parks, £90.

EiJiNHUHt.K.—For carrying out (a) furniahmgs, and
providing (Ij) chairs tor upper tier at the Usher Hall,
lor the town council :

—

Jcnne'r, Charles, iind Co., Edinburgh (acceptedi, tor
both (a), £1,110 17a. 3d. : and (b), £510.

Eliham, S.E. — For heating Avery-hill Training
tloUege Hostels, tor the London Education Committee :—

Aiding and Dyne, Southwark
Bridge-road £3,987

Deane, E., i't Beal, Ltd., London
Bridge 2,957 10

Palowkarand Sons, (Jueen-street 2,874
Yetton, J., A, Co., Ltd., Limehouse 3,570
Cannon, W. ti., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark 2,i60 o

Christie. .I. C, Aldgato 3,400 u
Bradley, (J. and E.. Lever-street... 2,393 o u
Cannon and UefEord, Peckham ... 3,216
Cash, H. J., k Co., Ltd., Wost-
minwer :>j28

Brightsido Foundry & Engineering
Co., Ltd.. 28, Victona-st., West-
minster ^accopted) 2,119

(Architect's OHtiniate, £2,i;.o.)

EiauAM, S.E.—For fixing two new boilers lor heating
tho winter garden at Avory-hill, and for the supply and
fixing of piping, tor the Lon<lon County Council ;—

May, J, & F., Lincoln's Inu-fiolds' £i09
Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
London-road, S.E. lUl, q o

Bradley, G. K E.. Lever-st., E.C. 159
Doane, E., and Bciil, London
Bridge (accented) 16i o

^Estimate of tho chief enginoor, £17u.

GuAVBSENn.—For the supply of a motor fire-engine,
with reciprocating pump, for itio town t-ouncil :—

Morrywoather and Sons, London £1,100
(Accepted.)

LIDCRTYs
TlLO-LeUM
a new floor covering. A substitute for the
picturesque cottage red tiles, at one quarter

the cost

Soft and resilient to the tread and extremely
durable. Fixed (in London) at 4/- a square yd

LIBCRTY&CO RCGenT5T, lohdou

FiNsBURv Pauk, N.—For works of tarriug and
painting at Fi nsbury Park, for tho London County
Council :

—
Constable, Hart, and Co., Arthur-

atrcet West £99 l.j

Chittenden and Simmons. Maid-
stone (accepted) 8') 7 6

(Estimate of chief otficer of parks, £85.)

Hammeksmuh.—For the erection of 14 additional
cottages on the western section of the Old Oak Estate,
for the London County Council ;

—
Row.ey Broa £3,800

(Recommended for acceptance )

Kennington, S.E.— For the rebuilding of factory
premises. No. 186. Keuningtou Park-road, 8.E., for
Mr. W.Smith, gas-meter m:iuufacturer. Messrs. Briant
and Son, 3U0, Kennington Park-road, survevors :

—
Lowe, W £1,465
Cooper, W. H 1,437
Ansell, C 1.42't

Rice and Son 1,185
Marsland, J., & Sons. Walworth* 1,089 6

• Accepted.

Kn.HUKN, N.W.—For oak boarding and fencing to
enclose the gymnasium and playground at Kilburn-
grangc, for the London County Councd ;

—
Bowen, W., Halstead ... ... £105
Stenning, W.. and Son, Redhill ... 93 o
Agate, J. and S., Horsham ... 9J 15 3
Horton. B., and Sons, Lewisham
Bridge 89

Stenning, .1., and Son, Clement's
lane, E.C. (accepted) 83 11

^

LrnLEBOuouGH.— For laying a cable from Victoria-
street to Joseph-street, for the electricity comrai&tee of

j

the urban district council :
—

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Co , Ltd., London (accepted).

Little Coates.—For additions to council schojl, lor
Lindsey Education Committee. Messrs. Scorer and
Gamble, Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln, architects ;

— i

Ion, W., Grimsby £3,4)0
I

Thourius and Goodhand. Grimsby 2,337
Swaby and Walsham, Grimsby ... 3,277 10

I

Markwell, Holmes, and Co., Ltd.,
Grimsby 2,238 10

Horton, S. & R., .tSons, Lincoln... 2,216
Jarvis, J., and Sous, Ltd., 353,
Hackney-rd., London, N.E.' ... 2,200

I
• Provisionally accepted.

Lewisham, S.E. — For providing and fixing heating
apparatus at Lewisham Bridge School, for the London
Education Committee :

—
May, J. and F. (accepted) £669 o o

In lieu of tender of £617 from Hayward Brothers
and Eckstein, withdrawn since acceptance, on account
of error.

LoNDOir.—For the installation of sliding poles anil

the execution of certain minor wofks at the Lewisham,
North Kensington, Stoke Newingtou, and Stroatham
fire-stations, for the Loudon County Council ;

—
Lole and Co., Chelsea, S.W. ... £2,063
Thorne. F. and T., Isle of Does, E. 1,930
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 1,895

Triggs and Co.. Clapham 1,740
Downs, W., Walworth 1,693

Kerridge and Shaw, John-street,
Adelphi, W 1.643

Roberts, A., and Co., Ltd., EarPe
Court-road, W. (accepted) ... 1,500

(Architect's estimate, £1,600.)

London.—For the erection of the third section ol tho

tramways central car-repair depot, for the London
County Council :

—
Downs, W., Walworth-road ... £30.7:.0

Bowyer. J. & C, Upper Norwood 39,889 U

Munday, G., and Sons, Botolph-
lane, E.C 38,151

Holland and Hannen, Bloomsbury 39,066

Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd.,

Lambeth 28,000

Uiggsi; Hill. Ltd., South Lambeth 27,848

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finabury
Circus

Wallis, G. E.. and Sons, Pantoa-
street, S.W

Rowley Bros., Wood Green
Godson. G., A: Sons, Kilburn-lane 27,291

Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea- 25,69J
(Architect's estimate, £27,600.)
* Recommended for acceptance.

O-swESTKY.—For furnishing the secondary school for

boya, tor the Salop Education Committee. Accepted
tenders :

— Scnoolroom fittings :
—

North of England Furnishing Co.,
Darlington £226 3 10

Oak desks (one hundred) ;

—

Addison, H., and Co 108 15

37,773

27,760

, 196
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

"The Athenanim," Grays luu road, W.C. Messrs.

.lames A. Howden, M.S.A., and A. St. Hill Brock,

.\.H.I.B.A., Architects.

Strand, W.O.

National Gold Medal Prize Shaded Hrawings Of

Figures from the Nude. By Mr. .\rthur Mason.

New Church, Woodlands, near Doncaster. Views
and plan. Mr. W. H. Wood, F.K.I.B.A., Archi-
tect.

The Hippodrome and Cinema, Hull, Messrs. .lames
A. Bowden, M.S.A., and A. St. Hill Brock,
A.IM.B.A., Architects.

Details of the Big Sc^liool, Haileybury College. Messre.

.lohn W. Simpson, F.R.I.B..\., and Maxwell

.\yrton, .\.U.I.B..\., .\rchitects.

Parr's New Bank and Premises, Bishopsgate, E.C.
Mr. Stanley H. Burdwood, Licentiate U.I.B.A.,

Architect.

Proportion.

I'RO PORTION.
It may bo .stated, in general term.s, that

aicliitecture should not only be related to
coiisti-uction, but it should be based on
It, .so that, although a man may have a
literary, a scientiHc, and even an artistic
education, if he is ignorant of building
(Mustruction he cannot be an architect, and
liis pi-onouncements on that subject, so far
as tliey depend on his own knowledge, i'le

•mpty as a sounding brass or a clanking
cymbal. Arcliitects of the Middle Ages
were not University men, nor were they
associated with a ' Department " whicii
bestowed honours and medals on tlieni

Ijocause they were jmificient in draughts-
inansliip and theoretical knowledge. Yet
everything the Mediieval men dealt with,
even to a door-hinge, was replete with
interest. There is, of course, no reason,
however, why an architect should not be
a University man. He is none the worse
for it, neither is he always anything the
lietter as a student of architecture; for

though he may be proficient in the
classics, and have gained some degree of

culture, these are only things to talk
about, and not to build by. It is abso-
lutely certain that taste can exist without
what we call education : the experience of
the past ages proves it. The freemason of
idd, w-ho was illiterate compared with our
)irofessional men, displayed a taste in
building which we all admire, even though
none of us may approach it. If this is

true, an architect's education clearly
should begin on a building, under the
sujierintendence of a competent workman,
and not only in a draWing-ofilce ; aiul it

shcuilil be continued where the pupil will

d.al in spaces of three dimensions, and
not with that of two diinensi<ins, because
space is deceptive as seen on a drawing-
board. There are numbers of able men
in our profession ; they have many advan-
tages their predecessors had not, and it is

)iainful to see their talents wasted in pro-
ducing work which has well been charac-
terised as ' fussiness and fluster," wilh
tha strange idea that these were the hall-
mark of oi'iginality. There was a time
when architecture was replete with
intei'est—not in exceptional cases, but
i;en! rally— say, during the period extend-
ing from the time of Harold to that of
tho TudiH's, when it became debased, as if

smitten with a disease from which it

suffers to this day. The revivals of art.

whether (iothic or Classic, which passed
current as architecture were really only
studies in archaeology, without any basic
principle of art or construction.
We are assured on liigh authority that

Sir Christopher Wren had "little of the

abandon " of the purely artistic genius.

This assurance was superfluous, for Sir

Christopher never laid claim to anything

of the kind, and in reality there does not

appear to be much opportunity for its

display in the style that Wren made his

own, for in it we are told that proportion

is I'vi'i-ything, and the Calculus takes the

place of that unrestrained license attri-

buted to the (iothic men. But though
Wren did not lay claim to that peculiar

accomplishment, it cannot have been

altogether extinct in him, for he described

Inigo Jones's Corinthian portico, aflixcd

Ijy him to St. Paul's Gothic Cathedral, as

being "a miracle in itself." If this did

not testify to the highest type of

"abandon," what could do so? Wren's
college days were spent in acquiring a

knowledge of mathematics, as a professor

of astronomy, and in making telescopes.

Charles II.—whose knowledge of archi-

tecture and architects was probably as

good as that of the German Emperor, at

any rate—gave Wren his first job : the

important one of l)uilding the Palace at

Gi-eenwich. Anything Wren knew of

.architecture at that time he must Jiave

picked up from Jones or Weblj in theory,

and his practical knowledge of building

was derived from his experience in repair-

ing St. Paul's, which was sadly knocked
about by those ubiquitous ]icople' the

Cromwcllians. As Palladian was the archi-

tecture of .Jones, so it was of Wren. That
style Palladio did vot originate, for he was
born, at the earliest, in 1508—some say

bjl8--and there are tombs in that style by

(^orreggio (one in the RnUs Chajiel, and
two in Westminster Abbey) dating from
about lolC. Palladian architecture must,

therefore, have been introduced into

England before Palladio was born ; but

this is not strange when we recollect tli:u

the Italian Renaissance was begotten by
Krunelleschi, fostered by Sansovino, and
bioucht to maturity by Palladio. His per-

sonality is, therefore, projected backwards
in giving an English name to the style i>f

architecture nractised bv his predecessors.

Sansovino affected the Lombardic ty]ie of

work, and he built many churches in

Rome and in Florence. He was born in

1479, and died in lo'Q. The cupola of the

cathedral at Florence is Brunelleschi's
chief work, and he gets credit as being the

first of this trinity of architects who
endeavoured to build in a pure stvle. He
was born in 1377, and died in 144G.

The dates of the births and deaths of

such men, though apparently of little

interest, are in reality valuable, for by
means of them we may correlate their work
with that practised in England during the

same period. With us. Perpendicular

Gothic was contemporaneous with Brunel-

leschi
;

probably it \yas well developed

before he was born, for there is in the

clerestory of the choir of York Cathedral

a tive-iight window dating about Ki70, and
it has vertical tracery of what is called

two "orders," with horizontal transoms.

Our best Perpenilicular work was being

done whilst the Italian was putting liis

cupola on Santa Maria ilel Fiore, building

the I'alazzo Pitti, and the churches of San
Spirito and degl' Angeli in Florence. He
also carried out important works in Milan
and' I'isa, and he drained the country

round Mantua. AsWilli.am of Wykeham
was making his mark on Winchester
Cathedral fi-om 1370 to 1400, we may
compare his work and the jirogress of the

Per|iendicular style with that of the

Renaissance in the hands of Brunelleschi

during the dates given above. In Sanso-

vino's time our Perpendicular gradually
lost its characteristic features, and it

became debased ; for there are few really

good examples of this work to be found
dating after 1.520, which we may fix as the

time of the building of Dundry Churcli

tower, near Bristol. Broadly speaking,

then, it may be said that Gothic archi-

tecture died out in England soon after

Henry VII. 's death. Italian features then
cr( pt gradually in, and in such a flood

that they completely swept it away.
Even to architects it became as a thing

unknown, and they derived their inspira-

tion solely from Classic works. When the

two styles of Gothic and Classic were
lighting for supremacy, they became
mixed, and they passed through the

various phases known as Elizabethan,
.Tacobian, and "Queen .Anne." But as
thesi' were really jumbles of Greek.
Roman, Gothic, and Italian, there were
cons., quentlv no real styles — unless,

indeed, we invent a new one, and call one
or the other the Mongrel style. Yet in

these degenerate times some good work was
done— as, for instance, the stone staircase

at Christ Church. Oxford, which we are

told was built bv " one Smith, an artificer,

of Tyondon." Whatever may be said of

Gothic, it is certain that it was an
exclusivelv Christian stvle, and that if our
early work was d.:'rived from Normandy,
f;ui-vaulting and the wooden roofs of the

loth century were trulv English. During
the last century, millions were spent in

endeavouring to revive Gothic ; but the

p.ttemjit must now bo reckoned a failure,

for it would be difficult to point to any
Tnodern building in that, style which can
be pronounced altogether satisfactory

;

a'.id this is the more inexplicable from the
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fact that there are no tixed rules in it. as

there are in Classic, to fetter the imagina-

tion or paralyse any sense of beauty a

designer may possess. FurthernKjre, it is

a style adapted to our climate, and this

cannot be said of forms imported from

(Jreece and Rome. It would be interesting

to discover why a national architecture

should run a certain course and die out.

]'frha]>s it is because the mind likes

changes, and if architecture does not

rules of proportion, one must know where

the canon is to l)e found, and it should lie

infallible, and of universal a|iplication, or

it will be an unsafe guide. For our part,

we are susjiicious of infallible guides. True,

if the canon of jiioportion is like another

infallible canon that we know of, it may be

accepted unhesitatingly, for one of its pre-

rogatives is the right to contradict to-

morrow what is said to-day. without suffer-

ing loss of prestige. The first canon of

11 sponil to tills reijuirement it stagnates

anil dies of neglect. When the public gets

tired of TalladJan, what other style

remains to be tried — Egyptian or
.Assyrian? Assuredly not, lest the same
niisha,]! befalls us which hapjiened to

.lonali. Perhaps, when the next change
comes, it will be to a new style based on
the possibilities of steel and cement, and
that we shall not need to turn Via-^k again
to the secondhand splendours of Home or
the constructive methods of the Greeks
500 years n.c.

We arc told by men who tliink they
know, that until our modern architects
understand the way to build by proportion,
.as Jones and Wren knew how. we shall never
liave architecture; and it has also been
declared, as we said above, that until they
contract "abandon " in some way, probably
by infection or inoculation, they cannoi.

produce anything worthy of the attention
of the connoisseur. Poor architects! th(>y

are in a precarious position if some of their

present-day critics are right. How are they
to extricate themselves? To satisfy lli.'

l'ol_\kleitos,as well as that in writing, have,

been irretrievably lost. After all, it is well

to know that sculptors dread the rules oi

geometry ; and they can design on the scale

of nature, or on a colossal scale, with no
other canon than the eye. There appears
to be no such thing as a standard of pro-

])ort!on that may he used universally, and
that will commend itself to everybody ; for

one living in a house with low rooms will

proportion that we know of is that called

after Polykleitos ; he flourished in Argos
and Sikyon about 452-412 B.C., and
although there is some uncertainty about
his canon, there is none about his

"abandon," for he was in the habit of

balancing his statues on one leg. Our old

friend Vitriivius has given us a version of

the canon ; but it does not help us in archi-

tecture, as it deals solely with the human
figure. As a canon of this kind is neces-
sarily based on measurements which can
vary little, one would think that as the
human figure was always available for its

correction and adjustment, it must be as
a standard beyond dispute. But such is

not the case, for Leonard da Vinci did not
hold with it, and he made use of liis own.
illustrating it with the well known figure of

a man standing in a circl(> with his arms
extended. This improved canon came to be
disputed in its turn, and Boiiomi, Lepsius,
Clarac, M. Blanc, Winckrlmann, and
others fought over it, quoting Plato and
Diodorus Sicuhis, w-hich makes us regret
ihat the canon in marble left us by

come to look on them as well proportioned,

whilst someone else, accustomed to high

rooms, will think them much too low.

Again, as we cannot vary the height of

our ceilings to preserve a due proportion

to the length and width of our rooms, which

are always varying, and as no one suggests

that such a thing should be done, it is clear

that jiroportioii applied to buildings is as

shadowy a thing as taste, when we come

to define it by rules.

According to Wren's admirers, he could

do what no living architect can do—that is,

to make a building beautiful by proportion

alone. The question is, did lie ever try to

do this, and if so, where? Proportion

obviously relates to the disposition of

mass and void in a structure, and if it is

a property necessary to beauty, how is it to

be defined mathematically when it belongs

to the Pantheon porticoes, as w-ell as to—
say—any Norman arcade in our old

cathedrals? These are pronounced to be

beautiful by persons of taste, Avho do not

wait to compare solids \yith openings, but

who are impressed at once by the fact- of
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till' liliu'ss uf IjciUi fur llu' |iur|M>si'S Ijy

wliich tliey \vei'« evolved. We illustrate

iiiie ut' AV Ten's doorways, and the niouldinf^s

f six others, and we do ntit liesitate to say
that neither the proportions nor tlie orna-
ments support the statements made about
his work, for the doorway is too low for its

width, and the mouldings are connnon-
jilaee. The broken pediment, the base for

,
a bust, and the tablet without any in-

scription, hreaking into the arohiteetural
frieze and cornice -all require explanation.
We have already illustrated a loth-century
Gothic door, and for rational construction
jt is far al)ove this.

SKETCH CLUE EXHIBITION, ROY.VL
COLLEGE OF ART.

Hidden away among the old irtjn

temporary sheds at the back of the Natural
History Building, with a sole approach
now from Queen's Gate, Kensington, a
very creditable and representative collec-

tion of students' essays in black and white,
oil-paintings and water-colour sketches
as well as portraits, has just been
on view to the public, though few
beyond interested friends have pro-
bably sought out Block C in its
obscurity. The show closes to-morrow.
The adjudicators included Sir George
Frampton, R.A.. Mr. George Clausen,
R.A., Professor Selwyn Image, and other
authorities in the various branches of the
arts,

The "Club prize," enhanced in value by
Mr. D. Du B. Davidson, for a landscape
in oils, is taken by H. E. Gooding, whose
.spirited and dexterous seascape, with
loUers stretching along a rocky shore, is

bi-ightly and transparently handled. L.
Fnderwood's harbour or quay sul)ject (23),
v.ith the overhanging waterside shanty
towards the landing-stage in front, and low^

cottages in the rear, is a very pleasing
study of greys and blues, giving, too, an
adroit atmospheric effect and a fine sense
of space, within its circumscribed limita-
tions, though the somewhat over-large
lad, with a blue blouse and a truck, in the
foreground might be thought to quarrel
with the scale of the scheme ; this hardly
happens, and the author well deserves the
" commendation " accorded him. Professor
Gerald Gloria's i)rize for "A Holiday
Scene" is only competed for by five. The
hard, if graphic, group of none too graceful
trippers in varied costume here winning
the post of honour may have been directly
managed and painted with little hesita-
tion, but it lacks any intrinsic beauty.
The "Nocturne" subject, if better com-
jieted for, looks tame compared with the
florid pigments of the last-named studies
hanging hard by. For sketches in oils, the
Club prize w-as contributed to Ijy the
principal, Mr. .1. ,T. Shannon, R.A. H.
Hendrie takes it with his architectural
liainting of an Italian Cliurch Portal
(I3S), carefully delineated, and expressing
the design very closely, ccnisidering the
medium employed. There were eighty
competitors, and these included not a
few clever paintings. "The study of

architecture in combination with land-
scape" attracted twentv-two entries, and
W. M. Keesey, A.R.C.A., easily won,
as also in the contest for the best " set of

sketches in black-and-white." W'e gave
some of Mr. Keesey's capital pencil
sketches of architecture two years ago,
when they attracted much attention. The
present assemblage includes views in Cam-
bridge aiid some from Normandy or French
studies (364-36G). Following not far behind
comes F. C. Richards (.381), for this com-
petition is one of the strongest. "The
Caricature of a Student '' contest hardly
rose to the occasion, and the " Studies of

.\nimals from Nature, " though lucbidiug

liainstakmg work, are scarcely inspirmgly

done, and, at their best lack suggesticm of

adaptation for conventional designs. E. .\.

Benny, in his framed drawing of a tiled

design, done in black and l)rowns, included

animal forms (507) intended to be applied

to a plastic medium. His work is loo full

of detail, and the creatures represented are

not big enough in treatment. They should

have been simpler, and of more ide;ilised

fashion, not mere naturalesquc representa-

tions. The Arch of Titus, and a Roman
doorway, 'midst other partially - coloured

but dextrous pencil-studies, touched in

with pale tints, furnishing subjects from
N.-iples and Florence (332-4), deservedly

carried off a prize supplied by Mr. Runci-
man, I\LP. , in the class of "Outdoor
Studies in Water-colours," H. Youngman
being the jirize-winner, and clever as his

facility of draughtsmanship is, we arc not

quite sure that slight washes quite come in

correctly under this class, though
moderated in definition iiy a sub-section

as "sketches in colour." E'or an architect,

no doubt such tintings are sufficient

and suggestive emuigh. The drawback
is that they leave off where tlie

water-coloiirist's real difhculties begin
when architecture is the subject. No.
22G is the head of a girl in oils 'midst the
"Figure Subjects painted out of doors."
Mr. G. Heywood gave the prize, and Esther
AViiloughby won it, for this study, which is

pleasingly handled with clear shadows over
the face of the model, who wears a be-

coming hat nicely drawn and cleanly

executed. H. Hendrie, already named,
figures several times in the gallery, and
exhibits among the non-competitors ; but,

at the same time, he has secured Mr. E. W.
Tristram's prize for a "Set of Studies of

one form of artistic craft," by his clever
drawing (No. lO.o). The craft-work, in

glazed showcases, seemed equal to the
average work done under the direction of

Professor W^. R. I^ethaby in the Royal
College of Art, and the prize offered w\as

given by him.

There were also some pieces of jewelry,
samplers, modelling and pottery designs.
AVe were interested in a set of photographs
of a Dutch pageant held at the Hague last

August, to commemorate the return of the
House of Orange to the Dutch Throne,
designed liy Kathleen Turner. Gladys
Thompson, John Adams, and Pliilip Cole.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The opening meeting of the eighteenth
session of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held at the galleries, 9,

Condiiit-.street. W., when there was a full

attendance of members and visitors, the
latter including several ladies. The Presi-
dent. Mr. Reginald Blonificld, A.R.A.,
wearing liis eliuin and badge of office, and
the Royal Gold Medal, oi.'cupied the chair,
and Sir Ernest George, Sir Aston Webb, and
Mr. Basil Clniiiqmeys, also wore tile bine
riband of Royal Gold Medallists.

The President was heartily received on
rising to read the following opening address:

THE OUTLOOK OP ARCHITr.CTlIRE.

In an address which I had the honour of

giving in this room on a recent occasion I

reviewerl in a very cursory way the ups and
downs of architecture in this country during
the last hundred years. 1 bronglit my survey
down to the rise and gradual failure of the
(iothic Revival. To eonqiletc the main out-
lines of the picture it is only necessary to
remind you of the reappearance of Classic,
and its gradual eonsolidation within the last

twenty years. At the moment of its triumph,
Neo-Gotliic was already underinined by the
rhetoric of its advocates, and even liy the
adventurous spirit of some who had been

(rained in llir sljntr^l s.rl of tli.- i'harisees.

It is now many years since raiding expeditions

into the territory of the Renaissance were
made by Dcvey, Nesfield, and Norman Shaw;
and these have been followed up liy a
systematic study of Classical Architecture
which has resulted in the recapture of some
at least of the scholarship of the art. Un-
doubtedly interest in architecture is more
widespread than it was, and our literary

friends are well to the front, telling us of our
failures, what we ought to do, and bow to do
it. Experienced architects are not very likely

to be turned from the course they have set;

themselves by criticism and clamour; but the

rising generation may feel some doubt and
perplexity, and 1 tliink the time has come to

take stock of the situation so far as it is

possible to do so. It is not an easy tiling to

do, and I must ask for your tolerance if I

seem to you to misread the signs of the times.

It is difficult to appreciate contemporary art

with any certainty. One cannot get far

enough back from it to place its features in

right perspective. The tendencies that result

in history do not lie on the surface, and what
appears to be a new light may be ouly the

will-o'-the-wisp of a passing fashion. More-
over, the problem of architecture is very
complex, and as the power of literary ex-

pression is seldom in ratio to technical know-
ledge and alnlity, our guides and critics may
possibly misapprehend the situation, and
leave unnoticed those strong impulses in

artists themselves which must be the founda-
tion of any real progress in the future. Our
critics do not always grasp the continuity of

architecture, and its solid basis in facts, and,

I believe, it is this omission which explains

their hankerings after new styles and their

clamour for origin.ality, no matter whether it

is good, bad, or indifferent. For some
generations art criticism has suffered from a
certain feverish impatience, which has

blinded it not only to the intimate and neces-

sary eonneetiou of the architecture of to-day

with that of tlie past, but also to the germs of

future development, latent in that con-

temporary art which it is the common prac-

tice to minimise and di.sparage. It is only a

few years back since critics, whoso training

should have given them more insight, com-
plained of a lack of initiative in those who.
through good report and evil, steadily

pursued our national tradition of Classic

architecture. Time has justified those men,
and a very few years have shown the practical

certainty of disaster that waits upon jumps
into space. Tliat point of view has been

dropped by serious critics, and our pro-

fessional writers arc too well informed to

believe in the value (U- even possibility of any
violent cataclysm in architecture, such as

that now being attempted by the

FUTURISTS AND THE CUBISTS

in painting and sculpture. We, at any rate,

know that architecture is too serious an art

to pay any attention to quack remedies.

Meanwhile, architecture, or perhaps I should

say architects, are attacked from another

quarter, and the attack, I do not know
whether consciously or not, is a repetition of

the polemic of the N'co-Golliie enthusiasts of

the "seventies." .\ clever writer in the

Murnin<i I'osl has drawn a charming picture

of those glorious days when Gothic archi-

tecture was run entirely by the Guilds : when
the workman was unchecked by the architect

and liis T-square, working his own sweet will

as a free and glorious artist; when the

building craft was the greatest in the world,

and the Guilds were its embodiment, store-

hou.ses of knowledge. " the vat," if I may
quote his words, '" into which the experience

of all ran." The master masons, he asserts,

were " cultured men, the associates of princes

and scholars; they built with extraordinary

and:u-ity and imaginative resources." We are

now tobi that architecture has lost this fount

of inspiration, and we are bidden to throw

over our scbolarsliip, our draughtsmanship,
our powers of design, our trained technical

ability, and watch the "felicity of action and
latent understanding" with which "a mason
tosses and turns a brick." (1 may mention iu

passing that the Bricklavers' Union would

very soon be on his back if he did!) The

writer, Mr. March PhilHpps, is so haunted by
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the idea of an niclutoct tliiit lie goes so far

as to say tliat he never met a man, other

than an architect, who Iiarl a good word to

say for the architecture wliich ranges from
the reign of James I. to that ot George V.

I think he must Iiave forgotten (irccnwich

Hospital and Hampton Court, St. Paul's

Cathedral and Somerset House, an<l without
tlesiring to enter into controversy one is com-
pelled to question the historical accuracy of

Mr. Phillipps's charming idyll. I seem to

detect the trace of an ingenious theory which
a few years ago was spun round an obscure
association known as llie Comacine masters.

Were the Guilds tlie last refuge of the build-

ing art? the high-minded guardians of all

that was noble and beautiful in architecture,

thrust out of place by an arrogant intel-

leetualisni? Were they not in fact so hope-

lessly corrupt in their latter days that the

"adverse legislation," as Mr. Phillipps calls

it, became an absolute necessity of intelligent

government? I would ask also, were the

Mediaeval workmen the cousunnnate masters
of the building art that our critics would
have us believe? Is it not also an historical

fact that many of them built extremely badly,

that church towers of the l.'jth century ha\'e

sirnplv collapsed in France, that some of

their most ambitious ventures in construction,
as at Beauvais, failed almost at once, and
had to be precariously maintained by a net-

work of iron bars? Those who have had the
handling of old l>uildings ha\e had it driven
into them again and again that the average
building of the Middle Ages was inferior

rather than not. I am talking simply of

building, not in any way of design and details

of ornament, and I say deliberately that at

the beginning of the lOth century most of the
master-builders were had builders, and if our
critic has any doubt on the matter. 1 would
remind him of what happened in France in

the reign of Fran5ois I., and of the con-
temporary evidence of Fliilibert de rOrnic on
the master-builders of his time.

EXTERNAL CRITICI.SM OF ARCHITECTUUE.

Our critic imagines a divorce between the
modern architect and his uorknien that does
not e.xist. "Labour," by which is meant the
skilled labour of the building trades, is not in
" the state of helpless ineptitude and dull im-
potence " which Mr. Phillipps supposes. The
architect is not a truculent and arbitrary
tyrant, any more than the workman is a
heaven-born but downtrodden artist. They
are both, let us say, honest men trying to do
their allotted work, and some of tliem do it

exceedingly well. All good architects value
a good workman ; the uiisynipathctic attitude
of architects is wholly imaginary, and the
phrase "the imtravelled workman" which
Mr. Phillipps imputes to me, was, if 1

recollect aright, the invention of a somewhat
intemperate champion of the art-master, and
I am not conscious of ever having used it at
all. Mr. Phillipps makes a distinction be-
tween " creative construction " and " imitative
construction"; the first lie identifies with
(iothic architecture, the second with Classic.
Surelv this begs the whole question ; this dis-
tiiiction, which is to be the key to the archi-
(eeture of the future, is only ii repetition of
the outcries of Ruskin. Nobody, no prac-
tising architect, at any rate, ever thought
aljout such things before his time. The idea
is of purely literary origin, it has no justihca-
tion in history; on the contrarv, it makes the
serious error of overlooking" the work of
tradition in both Medieval and Classical
architecture, that slow and almost un-
conscious moulding of architectural forms
from generation to generation. It is an idea
that has arisen from the habit of regarding
tlie details of architecture as arehitecturo
itself, of concentrating attention on words
rather than cm language. Nor, as a student
of the history of architecture is one in the
least disposed to accept the assertion that
flic architect is the " fons et origo malornin "

in architecture, and that he is so by reason
of Ins trained ability, for that is what the
charge amounts to. The more closely one
studies certain contemporary criticism of the
arts the more coiniiiced oiie is that it is
inspired by the dictum of the celebrated
"Capability Brown." that "knowledge
hampers originality." Mr. Phillipps savs

that in Mcdi;cval building there was not "a
sign of a dictate, automatically delivered

and passively accepted," but he has himself

to admit that in more " important opera-

tions " the work would bo "supervised by
some craftsman of more than local repute."
Indeed, unless huuiaii nature was different in

kind in Mediioval times from what it has been
both before and since, building operations
could only have resulted in Towers of Babel,
unless there was somebody in control whose
dictates were both delivered and accepted.
That he was not equipped as a modern archi-

tect we are all agreed, but that he was a

person of superior knowledge in control of

the woi'kmen is also certain, and this knocks
on the head the engaging theory of the work-
man and his own sweet will. We have to get

back to the facts, and I have dealt at some
length with this criticism of modern archi-

tecture, because Mr. March Phillipps writes
so well that some danger to the right under-
standing of the art lurks in his well-turned
sentences. The views that he advances are,

I think, off the trade of history. No .serious

advance is to be made by turning our back
on the inimediate past, or blinking the facts

of the present and trying to jump the
centuries. This idea that the hope of archi-

tecture lies in the untrammelled (not un-
travelled) genius of the British workman is

the merest " ignis fatuns." Anyone who has
first-hand acquaintance with the condition of

modern building, with the methods of modern
construction, with the qualillcations of the
modern builder, and the temper of the
modern employer, knows that the suggestions
of our critics are impossible in practice, and
that even if they were possible the result
would probably be an exaggerated version of

the efforts of the speciilati\e builder. 'Plie

man of genius who fir'st made popular this
delightful dream of Mediaeval art had the
excellent sense to call his message "News
from Nowhere." Morris's theory of archi-
tecture was just the expression of his own
temperament, and the logical corollary of
his personal conception of architecture as the
drudge and \eliicle of decoration on the one
hand, and of practical necessity on the other.
This view is constantly reappearing in

modern criticism ; but I would remind our
critics that architecture is the greatest of the
plastic arts, and that it is not its function to
sit at the feet either of the oriiamentalist or
of the engineer. I do not think that architects
were seriously alarmed as to the future of
their art. They will agree heartily with Mr.
Phillipps in his search for simplicity and
sincerity of statement. Where they will
entirelv decline to follow him is in his
subordination of architecture to the ignorance
and incompetence of "average labour" (the
ohrase is Mr. Phillipps's. not mine). So far
I have endeavoured to put before you what I

may call external criticisms of architecture.
We cannot entirely disregard them because
they are widely read by the general public,
and as they are usually stated in excellent
English, tliev may have a far-reaching and
unfortunate iuHuence, against which we have
to lie constantly on our guard. The diffi-

culties ill which the art was landed bv the
unbalanced eloquence of a great writer in the
last century are a matter of common know-
ledge.

ARCTlITECTl'IiF, FROM AN AIICHITECTURAr.
POINT OP VIEW.

Now let US consider the art frniu our own
point of view. Anyone who lias studied
history knows how slow and gradual has been
the growth of architecture, by centuries in
Media/val times, by half-centuries from the
dawn of the Hciiaissance down to the end of
the 18th century. These advances, too, have
been made not bv deliberate intention, but
almost on compulsion, in order to meet the
changing needs of a constantly expanding
civilisation. Looking back on 'the past we
can trace the successive steps, we can show
the development of construction and the
uradnal perfecting of technique, and we can
follow more obscurely the trend of artistic
Ihought, the gradual consolidation of those
impulses which lie at the back of vital move-
ment in the arts. The road is unbrokeii -

where we miss it. there is no hiatus in fact,
but only in our knowledge of the facts, and

if there is one thing more certain in history
than another it is that ot all the arts archi-

tecture is the most steady and consistent
mover. The idea of the Futurists that archi-
tecture will ad\ance V»y being turned upside
down is not worth the consideration of serious
students. On the other hand, the arts do not
stand still, architecture least of all, because
it is essentially a practical art. Fresh
problems present themselves in planning,
provision has to be made for the ever-
widening range of applied mechanical science,
new methods of construction have to be con-
sidered, the practice of architecture becomes
more difficult every year, and the modern
architect has to deal with a range ot subjects
which would have paralysed his grandfather.
The question we have to consider is how far
these changed conditions are likely to affect
design, and how we architects should set our
course if we do not wish to drift on to the
quicksands of futile experiiiicnt. It has .some-
times beiMi suggested that the future of archi-
tecture lies in a resolute reflection of all the
accepted forms of architectural expression.
What we are to do after this I am not quite
clear, because some of our critics tell us that
we should leave our steelwork and reinforced
concrete just as it is, and others want us to
spin new forms out of our inner couscions-
iiess. Our critics are so dreadfully impatient,
architects may well say, like the unfortunate
debtor, "Have patience with me and I will

pay thee all." But that is just what we are
not allowed to do. because our public is never
(|uite sure whether we are the enemy of
society, or the "Dens ex maehina" who can
resolve every conceivable difficulty. The past
fifty years has seen some desperate endeavours
to in\'ent something new, experiments in

various styles in the past, and experiments in

what is fondly believed to have no relation
to the past. I think it is time we gave up
these conscious and artificial attempts at
originality, and let it find itself. Where our
critics go wrong is in demanding a new
language when they ought to be demanding
new ideas. The old language will do very
well if we are masters of it ami have the
brains to use it to the full. Meanwhile
history has been making itself, and making
itself in a rather curious waj'. If we g*»

back to the last quarter of the lOtli century,
we find that the orthodox Classic of the older
school had dwindled away to dullness and
ilecrepitnde. the (iothic revivalists had
broken loose in all directions and afterwards
lost their clue, having condensed into some
thirty years all the variations of an art that

had taken fi\'e centuries to run its course.

The more original among these men had for

years been feeling their way out with ten-

tative excursions into the Renaissance ; Nes-
field at Kinmcll, De\'ey in many a picturesque
country house, Norman Shaw, who, with all

his genius in design, reached his Classic too
late in his career, and close on the heels of

these came men who, I am glad to say, are
still with us, and who won their spurs when
some of us were still in our articles. Mean-
while a generation has grown up no longer
content with odds and ends of detail, liowe\er
picturesque, but anxious to get to the heart

of things, and to grasp the informing spirit of

Neo-Classie architecture. The technique of

the art in its widest sense, not only in

nuances of detail, but in the larger aspects

of planning and composition, rhythm and pro-

portion, has recei\etl in recent years a study
and attention such as had not been given to it

since the days of Cockerell. and we have now
before us versions of Neo-Classie which
deserve to be taken seriously, and out of

which, I believe, may ultimately develop that

standard manner which is essential to the

appearance of any such \'ernacular art as

existed in civilised Euope in the first half of

the 18th century. I think all close observers
of modern architecture will admit this real

advance, and this gradual "rapprochement,"
as I have to call it, of the ablest designers
that we have. It exists .so far in a common
point of view rather than in an identical

manner, because we have varying versions of

Classic all worth taking seriously—the
attempt to pick up the thread of Cockerell's
tradition -a possibly somewhat dangerous
leaning towards the fashion of our colleagues
in France— and the ii'.orc sober manner based
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on oiir own Classic of the earlier part of tlie
18tli century. Tlmt any one of these
should sweep the field entirely is neither
to he expeeted nor to bo desired. Sueh
a result would he alien to the genius
of our raee for individualism and its
robust dislike of pedantry. \or would
it be a eoiuplcte syntliesis of all the factors
ill the case, for eee'lesiastical architecture has
yet to he taken into account. Our Eiif^lish
clergy still cling to I^ngin's totally unhistin-jcal
elaini that Gothic is the only possible form
of religions architecture, and, Classical
churches being ruled out of court, our archi-
tects have to persevere with Neo-Gothic. Let
nie say at once that some of tlioni design in
It with great ability, and that, so far as mv
observation goes, the architects of tliis
country are the only ones who have got
within range of tlie subtle elusive spirit of
Mediaeval art, so far as it is possible for any-
one to do so. Then, too, there is that
Byzantine strain \vhich found such wonderful
expression in Bentley's church at West-
minster. Its influence is less marked tlian
it ^vas, but it has been a valuable factor in
the advance of architecture, because in its
austerity and reserve, in its feeling for surface
oriiaiiieiit and the value of abstract form, it is
akin in spirit to the purer forms of Classic
art. .411 these elements the wise artist has
to note, and in spite of their different idioms
he may find a certain bond of kinship in their
constant effort after simplicity of statement,
and e\en the most ardent Classicist may learn
a lesson from the elasticity and resourceful-
ness of Gothic. Let nie say at once that I
am not advocating the eclecticism that has
done duty for design in the past. Every
artist has to find his own personal method o"f

expression
; but the wider and deeper his

range of study the more flexible and the more
assured will be his art. Craftsmanship in the
sense of the dexterity of hand acquired In-
specialised work in one direction and on one
material is an admirable thing, but it is not
architecture, nor does it represent the aim
and ideal of an architect in regard to his art.

THE ONLY EFFECTIVE SOURCE OF DEVELOP-
MENT IN .4RCH1TECTT.IR.4L FORM

must be new conditions of building, and this
will be very different from that new and
original style for which our critics hanker.
The fashion of ornament may change, but the
problem of architecture does not lie with
ornament, and the epoch-making discoveries
in the art have arisen from practical neces-
sities handled in the most direct and even
nncomproniising manner. Witness the
Colosseum and the dome of the r'antheon.
The designers of these great buildings did
not trouble their heads about inventing fresh
detail; wliat they found to hand was good
enough for them. Where tlie Roman archi-
tect was so great, greater even than the
Greek, was in the masterly handling of a
great conception, in that power of bringing
the mind to play on the actual facts. The
American skyscraper is also an example of a
new form arising from new necessities,
though the solutions have not always been
happy, because the essential elements of
tower design have been forgotten. It comes,
I tliink, to this, that although new archi-
tectural forms in the sense of new outlines,
new groups, and masses will naturally
develop out of the changing problems of
civilisation, no necessity arises for anxious
effort to change the ordinary vocabulary of
architecture. Perhaps of all futile experi-
ments in originality the competition for a
new French order to glorify Louis XIV. was
the most gratuitous and the most ridiculous.
The (jucstioii still remains how we are to deal
with inventions siicli as reinforced concrete
when used for the exteriors of buildings. Are
we to adlicre to the shibboleth of the Gothic
revival, and show our construction naked an<l
unashamed, and are we to suppose that our
aesthetic sense will alter so materially that we
shall presently find pleasure in ranges of
"ptMiings supported and separated by the
thinnest piers to which the engineer can
reduce our points of support? What mav
happen to our aesthetic sense in the future
no one can say, in view of the chronic assaults
made on the sanity of the public. The only
evidence is what has happened in the past.

and that evidence shows that thougli from
time to time there have been eccentric
alierrations. the orbit of taste has ranged be-
tween fairly determinable points, and those
points have not included such skeleton
building as is of the essence of reinforced-
eoncrete coiistrnetion. If, as I incline to
think, our dislike of it springs from some
deeper instinct than mere unwillingness to
change, we imist reserve onr freedom to use
inventions such as reinforced concrete as
mere instruments of building, in the same
manner as we use steel coiistrnetion, or as
the Romans used their .system of brick ribs
and arches. 1 see no reason why, in dealing
with this and similar methods, we should not;

avail our.sehes of all the weapons in onr
armoury, translating our eonstrnction into
such forms as will best express the central
conception of our design. In other words, we
are not compelled to subordinate our design
to the instruments we employ. There is

always a touch of the aristocrat about the
mistress Art. What conclusion is to he drawn
from the considerations I have endeavoured
to put before you? What is it we should aim
at, and how far arc we likely to realise onr
aims? We have to accept the fact that we
are at

THE END OF 150 VE.\R.S OF ECLECTICISM.

The last geniiine tradition died with
Chambers. His successors carried on his
manner, but other elements had come into
play, the Romantic movement on the one
lumd, and the age of archa'ology on the
other. .Architecture, most unfortunately,
came within the literary net, and it has not
.yet escaped it. Hitherto—that is, till the
latter part of the 18th century—architects
had studied old work assiduously, but it was
with the object of perfecting their technique.
The archieologists have worked with quite
different objects, and though they have done
invaluable work in extending and correcting
our knowledge of the past, their labours have
had the curious result of placing architecture
on the wrong issue, and of reducing archi-
tects from time to time to a state bordering
on imbecility from the very profusion of the
details at their disposal ; a fact that will need
attention in tlio conduct of the new British
School at Rome. From this state of things I

think we are emerging; the limits and tlio

relation to each other of arehitectuBe and
archaeology are becoming clearer, and the
conviction has been steadily growing in the
mind of architects that details arc but the
outside of the cup and platter, and that their
value is conditional on the use that is made
of them. This is the first step towards t!io

reorganisation of architecture, and its

recovery from the chaos of the Ulth century.
We cannot escape the difficulty of modern
architecture, that we are offered too wide a
choice, that there are too many wefls to

draw from in the interiuiiia):)le issues of

pliotographs and illustrations, and also that
there are too many fashions set by irre-

sponsible people. The temptation to yield

should be met if our architecture is to be
robust; and the way to meet it is to shape
differently at the problem of design, to

search for the idea, and let the form develop
out of it. A master idea carries with it its

own expression, and to a mind well stored
with the language of architecture the form
follows the idea so closely as to be almost
inseparable from it. I am not going to

attempt any prophecy as to the future of

architecture in this country. My own view
is that genuine progress is likely to be made
only along lines already laid down, by the
skilful use of opportunities as they occur in

plan and construction, and by the watclifnl
care of all elements in design that pull the
same way—namely, in the direction of
strength, refinement, and sincerity of state-

ment. Our French colleagues, I am told,

deprecate our ventures in monumental
Classic, and would urge us to follow the
models of Late Gothic or even of .Tacobean
architecture. I can only suppose that these
gentlemen are unacquainted with the work
of Wren and Vanbrngh. Ilawksmoor, Gibbs,
and Chambers. In the work of all these men
there is latent a tradition, still unexhausted,
still capable of development and application
to the problems of modern architecture, and '

this question of tradition is of the first im-
portance. We ourselves are, I believe, slowly
inoving towards the only possible standpoint
in gradually concentrating mi the tradition
of Knglish architecture of the IStli century,
and onr French critics seem to me to lia\e
shown little wisdom in deserting the splendid
legacy of the Gabriels. What can be done by
working on the lines of national architeetiuu
has been shown in some of the buildings of
tliac accomplished architect Ludwig Hoff-
man, of Berlin; perhaps a little over-accen-
tuated, a little over-strenuous, but, as far ax
I understand it, stamped with the genuine
impress of the traditional architecture of the
German States.

OLK COURSE, THEN, IS CLC.\R.

We are not to be rushed by the outcries of
our critics, or moved to hurry by frantic
attacks on architects, made sometimes for
reasons quite unconnected with architecture.
We should |)ursiir our steady way, strong in
onr knowledge of the past and in onr faith
in the future, and in that enthusiasm which
is the privilege of creative artists. I'or this
kinship of artists should be the real bond of
union between architects, the source of that
honourable fellowship, without which in-
<lividual efforts must too often fail. And in
conclutling my remarks I would urge tlie

value, and, indeed, the necessity, of this
esprit de corps. The career of an architect is

by no means an easy one. Unforeseen diffi-

culties may arise in his way, and ho may
need that helping hand which, I hope, will
never be refused by his colleagues. In all
such cases we should stand by onr brethren.
Moreover, there are intricate and difficult

questions to he determined by the profession
in the near future, one in particular which
has blocked the way for a generation and
which has for years received the anxious con-
sideration of successive Councils of this In-
stitute. I have every hope that at a near
date your Council will be in a position to
offer you its considered suggestions for the
solution of that question. I will only remind
you that such questions can only be settled
by pulling together. You will recollect
^Esop's fable of the bundle of sticks. It is

not to be supposed that any method can
be devised which will be wholly acceptable to
everybody. But when the solution to which
I refer is suggested to you, I feel sure that
this esprit de corps will have the full scope
and bearing that it should have in a great
profession such as ours, and that we shall
not trust in vain to this same honourable
sense of fellowship.

Viscount Milner proposed a vote of thanks
to the President for his address, which had
touched, with literary grace and a
captivating charm of expression, upon a
variety of subjects. Upon those which wero
controversial, the speaker felt he had no
right, as a laynian, to treat, but he might be
permitted to express his admiration of the
breadth, the conciseness, the courage with
which the President had dealt with these
points, not without a certain piquancy, but
with never a trace of acrimony. Tlie Presi-
dent's loyalty to the Jlistress" Art, and liis

enjoyment in her service, were obvious. Of
all the arts, the most indispensable, and the
one of greatest service to mankind, was
architecture. Many men passed through life

without being influenced by other arts, but
there was no escape from architecture—all

were exposed to its power, for better or
worse, and anything calculated to raise the
standard of ou» architecture, and maintain its

highest ideal, was of the greatest importance
to the State. While he would not do any-
thing to repress individuality in art, thcie
seemed a good deal to be said for the
aiipointment of an iedile, and the esta-
Ijlishnient of a Ministry of Fine Arts, not to
control art, but to protect tlie public
against unworthy buildings. There had been
a scheme launched for building about 120,000
cottages throughout the rural districts. He
realised the necessity for more cottages in
the countryside, but there arose a necessity,
lie thought, for some public control over the
design. It would be a lamentable and
terrible thing if our lieantiful country was
dowered with 120,000 cheap, yellow-brick
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boxes of a uuifonu type. He granted the

necessity for more cottages and that

economy was an important '
factor, but he

held it would be well for this wealthy nation

to expend, say. £50 to .C60 additional upon

each cottage without a pecuniary return, to

obviate the erection of unsightly and un-

suitable houses. Tlie charm of rural

England was largely due to the picturesque

okfmansions and cottages sprinkled over it

;

they were an iiivalnable national possession,

and to spend a few extra millions improving

them, and on making the new cottages

beautiful and seemly, would be a wise

investment.

Mr. Cyril Cobb, Chairman of the London

County Council, in seconding the vote of

thanks, referred to the excellent services the

President had rendered in helping to settle

the conflicting interests involved m tie

formation of an adequate approach to the

Mall from Cluiring Cross. Had not Mr.

Blomfield been a distinguished architect he

would have shone as a distinguished

diplomat, and he bad successfully smoothed

over and reconciled many difficulties in this

thorny controversy.

The President, in acknowledging the vote

of thanks, which was passed by acclamation,

said Lord Milner would not succeed m
drawing him into pronouncing an opinion as

to the desirability, or otherwise, of appoint-

ing a Minister of Fine Arts, a question which

promised, ere long, to become a burning one.

The Institute was seriously considering

whether statutory powers should be obtained

to distinguish between those who were

qualified, and those unqualified, to practise

the art of architecture, and he hoped that

when the scheme of the Council was sub-

mitted to the members, it would receive

candid and unprejudiced consideration from

the members of the profession. As to the

proposed rural cottages, he trusted they

would not be restricted to a minimum cost,

but would be reasonably substantial and

well-built.
. ^>»

KEINFORCED CONCRETE IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE.*

By Mr. Alexander Melville, C.E.

There is no necessity at the present day

to explain what reinforced concrete is. It

has been most successfully boomed ; but,

unlike many things which have been boomed,

it has Justified its use, and time has shown

that it is more universally applicable than

was at first supposed. The use alone of the

component parts of reinforced concrete is

very ancient history, but it was not until

recently that their combination was employed
deliberately for the purpose of curing

economically their individual defects. Plain

concrete is a most excellent material in many
ways, and ideal, tor instance, for such struc-

tures as engine-foundations, where weight is

essential ; but it has a serious deficiency in

its inability to resist anything but the lowest

tensile stress. Also, such tensile sti-ength

as it has is easily destroyed by vibration.

By the employment of steel to take the

tensile stress, we get a fabric at the same
time low in cost and applicable to structures

in which plain concrete would not have been
• used. How varied are 'its uses you will find

by looking over the advertisements dealing

with reinforced concrete. There you w-ill find

it is employed in almost any typo of structure

—even boats, incinerators, and tombstones.
But one must not take advertisements too
seriously. I speak from personal experience.
Many things to which it i.s applied are, I

presume, by way of experiment, and one
must recognise tliat by experiment to a very
Kreat extent the boundaries of its uses may
be extended. But it is unfortunate that ex-

perimental uses should be put on the market
and advertised as the soundest metliods of
construction for certain needs. By allowing
their cnMnishisin to run away with clear
judgment, ccrtiiin advertisers have advocated
the buikling of classes of structures wliich
have proved failures, and have done rein-
forced concrete decided harm. ^Vhatever it

^ A lecture Kivon at the Northern J*olyteclnuc
Institute. Friday, Oct. 31, 1913.

may be used for in the future, at the present

state of knowledge of design it has limita-

tions, and is not a universal salve for all

structural ailments. It has often been advo-

cated for things which proved unsuitable,

uneconomical, and faddish. One must not

forget, of course, that applications which

appeared wrong a number of years ago have,

as a result of experiment, consequent better

design, and improved methods of working

now been accepted as right, and are esta-

blished. I think there is too much talk about

".systems." It makes for confusion in the

mind of one who does not understand the

principles underlying all designs. There are

a great many who claim a new system and

take out a patent by virtue of cranking a

bar in some new place. But perhaps this is

only natural in the rush to sell at the

beginning of the demand. Unfortunately,

the older civil engineers were disinclined to

take up seriously a method of construction

apparently—possibly because, for the purpose

of design. Molesworth was—useless. But as

reinforced concrete was a fabric of un-

doubted value, a new branch of the pro-

fession was of necessity created. Designs

got into hands of specialists, and as the

younger engineers were at first as shy of the

new fabric as their elders, .staffs were not

transferable, and the specialists had to call

on the University men as their assistants.

Thus were the numbers in an already over-

stocked profe.ssion increased. Work in this

country for the engineer was becoming less

plentiful, and younger members had visions

of being exiled abroad — stranded, in all

probability, in some lonely quarter without

another European resident. This was not

pleasant, I know. I was one of the

visionaries. We became less dignified, and
considered reinforced concrete not such a

bad thing, after all. It was worth consider-

ing as an alternative to exile. A more
cheerful vision formed before the eyes of

younger members of the declining pro-

fession ; they became enthusiastic, and a rush

took place for patents, and engineers again

hoped to make a fortune. Commercial
gentlemen joined in the rush. It was they

who became expert in talking of engineering

matters. I recall the case of a gentleman
being ushered into my room as the credited

agent of a well known firm who have a

"system." He was unaware that I was an
engineer, and hoped to impress by a con-

tinuous strain of talk and an unending
variety of photographs. When I managed
to get in a question or two and a few con-

tradictions, he looked at me, sized up the

situation, and became brutally frank.

"Look here," he said, "I know nothing
about this subject. I travelled for cigars

before. 1 wish you would give lue a few
tips." He had been recently appointed, and
he asked me to give him a few of the

questions he was likel}' to be asked, and
what the answers should be. There is

nothing wrong in this type of traveller;

only, their principals should not make the

mistake of advertising them as engineers.

This does illimitable harm to the principal

in the long run, and, what is worse, reacts

on the use of reinforced concrete. But to

get back to the rush for patents and its

result. Some of the systems are indicative

of hasty consideration, and are beginning to

assume different form now, when considered

.

in cool and sober sense. However, the old

patent is there, and allows one to talk of an
exclusive system. The fact of having a

patent also, I find, impresses a certain class

of individual. 1 cannot but think, also, that
not a few specialists make a difference in the
placing and the cranking of bars and the
form of stirrups deliberately for the purpose
of being able to talk about "a .system." I

believe that gradually so-called .sy.stenis will

disappear, and work will be carried out to

the designs of engineers, as it was before
the days of reinforced concrete. Before this
comes about, however, I am afraid we will

have to listen to the advantages of the
various .systems from their biassed advocates
for nuiny years. In listening to tliem. I

would advise you never to allow yourself to
bo impressed at the time, but to consider

erything coolly, and alone, next day. I

If there is something you are not quite clear

about, ask the representative to call again.

He will run to you. Generally speaking, you

will be on safe grcmnd if yon clear him out

as soon as he has answered your queries.

In starting to consider any of their designs,

remember that it does not matter what the

particular system is, or whether it has a

name in hieroglyphics ; there is nothing

mysterious about it, except, possibly, the

special advantages claimed. The same
principles underlie, or should underlie, all

designs. Indeed, the most difficult problem

is one which engineers and architects have

studied, and without the use of a book on

reinforced concrete—namely, the determina-

tion of the stresses in a member of a

structure. When comparing various designs

for the same structure, one finds, as in

dealing with any other structural material,

that there is every possible degree of

goodness or badness, and in this lies the

clifference between the various systems as

carried out. The various so-called systems

are legion. I have not time to explain their

individual advantages, or discuss the claims

that are made for them, or even describe

their particular fads. Some I dare not

describe, as I would be apt to confuse them.
There is nothing wrong with any well-known
system, because there is nothing wrong
fundamentally with the combination of steel

and concrete. I know a builder who under-

took to erect a small single-story building

in reinforced concrete without the help of

a specialist. When the walls were half-up,

he proudly asked me to inspect his work.
To my astonishment, I found an extra-

ordinary disposition of bars appearing out

of the concrete. They were twisted in all

fashions, and brazed at junctions, without

any apparent reason. Gradually I under-

stood, and could not restrain my laughter.

But I did not offend the builder. "Yes,"
he said, "so far the walls arc built entirely

with ends and other scraps of bedsteads." I

may say he disdained patenting his system,

and yet that building has been standing for

a number of years. I do not know that I

could unreservedly recommend this bedstead

system; but yet it has its use, and it must
have been a very economical design.

WHAT ONE OUGHT TO DO,

in comparing competition designs, is never

to think of a system at all, but look for good

design, and remember that all designs we
look at are. or ought to be, based on the

same fundamental principles. Another thing

one should do is to find the amount of steel

and concrete employed by each designer, and

if you find one which is considerably different,

look into his design most carefully, for it

stands to reason that, in well-designed work,

if the same loading factor of safety be taken,

there can be very little variation in the

quantities of these materials. It is advisable

also to see that the quantities given ai'e

approximately those that go into the work of

the successful tenderer. There is a type of

construction which I find some are apt to

place under the heading of reinforced con-

crete ; but a little consideration would show
it is something quite different. I refer to

tlie fii-eproofing of steel structures by en-

casing in concrete or fireclay blocks and
slabs. These blocks and slabs are not

intended to be stressed, but are used merely

as a protection of steelwork against damage
by fire. I pointed out earlier that structures

had been erected in reinforced concrete

wliich were not suitable for its use in the

present state of knowledge. I would like to

name now a few structures to which it is

admirably adapted, if well designed and well-

constructed. First of all, a word as to its

advantages. It forms a monolithic struc-

ture, and thus makes a mucli sounder

building than the old disjointed method of

Iniilding steelwork loosely into stone- or

brick-work. It is fireproof in varying

degrees, depending on the aggregate used in

the concrete and the cover of the steel.

It is economical, both in first cost and in

maintenance. In such structures, where
steelwork is exposed, the cost of frequent

painting is saved. If properly embedded in

the concrete, the steel will not corrode under

find "this a most excellent principle to follow. ' water. A consideration on expensive sites.
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also, is the possible saving of room in the
thickness of the walls. For bridge-work,
reinforced concrett^ is atlniiralily adapted. It

is economical, particularly in upkeep. In
few cases but that of a high viaduct over a

river, with much traffic, is the erection
expensive. Again, 1 thiidc it is much more
capable of ardiitectural treatment than a

steel structure. It is a highly suitable
material for piles and for jetties generally.

There is no corrosion of tlie steel, and no
rotting as in timber. Torcdos find it

indigestible. It is also highly suitable for

retaining walls and for tanks, in both eases
being economical and saving considerable
room compared with stonework. In tanks,
also, there is not the maintenance that is

chargeable to steel. It is being used with
increasing frequency, and is thoroughly
satisfaetorj', for such structures as silos. In
floors, columns, and girders in factory and
public buildings it is also employed satis-

factorily; but I do not know that it is to

be recommended for walls in tlie nnijority of

buildings. Walls can be made thoroughly
Bound aiid very much thinner than is the
case with the older methods ; but I am afraid
that the architect with a reputation for a
good elevation—and this is the only part
of a building that later generations consider
— will wish something more than strength.
For factory walls it is all right if there is

no intention of future extension ; but if there
is, anti openings for doors, etc, are to be
cut, or the face of the buihling taken down
for the purpose of joining, T am afraid one
would be faced wilh a tricky problem. It

would be almost necessary, also, to employ
the same experts for the extension, as an
aeeurate knowledge of the position of the
reinforcements and the original method of

design would be essential for safe working.
It would also be necessary to employ him.
so that responsibilitv for any damage to the
old building could be fixed. We shall find

the most popular type of public building in

the future will be a reinforced-eoncrete-
framed structure with reinforced-conerete
floors and stone or brick thin walls. For
raft-foundation work, reinforced concrete is

invaluable, even although it is impossible to

do more than guess the external forces
acting on it. (Competitive designs for a raft

would be excellent in indicating who are our
bold engineers and who are our timid.)

THE CONTR.^CT.

When an architect has a structure in

reinforced concrete to carry out, he employs,
either through choice or compulsion, a
specialist, and says: "Look here, your repre-
sentative is the most superb talker I have
come across. I want you to design some
work for me." They look pleased, and give

him quantities and drawings, which be
submits to all contractors in sundry, or a
few of unimpeachable character, and the con-
tract is fixed as the result of a competition
in price only. lii the second case he deals
immediately with the contractor, and the
contractor sends the inquiry to his pet
specialist, or to the specialist to w'hom
he has tied himself under money
penalty. In this case the contract is fixed

as the result of a competition in price
and design. But in this case design is merely
a question of quantities, as no specialist

does, or has time to, make cnnqilete drawings
for the job in the short time at his disposal
l-)efore it is tendered for. Thus it looks as if

the first method would assure the best job

being made. There is, however, another
point to consider. By dealing with the con-

tractor, you have only one man to deal with ;

but by adapting the first method, you are

at one corner of a triangle, and if anything
goes wrong with the work, you rather wish
you w'ere at the cud of a straight line leading

direct to one on whom you could fix re-

sponsibility. This, however, is not a point

to be much afraid of if one is careful to

select a thoroughly capable firm of specialists

to design the work, and, what is quite as

important, to allow only tliosc contractors

to tender whose workmanship is beyond
suspicion, and who' have a thorough under-
standing of the importance of keeping strictly

to the working drawings, although they may
show, in certain places, very awkwaril pieces

of construction. Do not on any account
allow plasterers or others whose knowledge
of concrete work is based on the putting in

of concrete foiuidations, specified at to I,

executed at 10 to 1. If it is their first tender

for reinforced-concrete work, their prices

will be alluringly low, and if there is a good
clerk of works on the contract, they will

have to be a firm of substantial standing to

witlistand the monetary loss. Another very

importaiit factor is the cmploynuuit of a

thoroughly good clerk of works—not an
habitual growler, or one who spends all his

time makijig test-cubes, but a nuin who really

understands the class of work. A good clerk

of works is a blessing to a job and to the

contractor. He will not keep work back, but
will do his best to help a contractor to get

ahead quickly. He will lie decided as to

his reading of the specification, and he will

stand no attempt at scamping or inferior

workmanship. His ad\'iee will be given
freely as to the schenu^ of operati(Uis, and
it is often invaluable, as he has had experi-

ence of the methotls of work of \arious con-
tractors, and is in a position, if he be an
intelligent man, to compare them and see
clearly what are the best. A good contractor,
having secured a ccuitract. studies the plans
thoroughly to cf>nsidcr bow he can df) the
work mf>st expeditiously and econi)mica!ly.

The first point he must decide is the lay

out of the job—where his plant is to be
placed ; whether his steel is to be assembled
on the job or in his yard; whether to use
hoists, cranes, or a movable mixer and spout.

CARRYING OUT THE WORK.
His next consideration will bo the

arranging of a staff. This, of course, will

depend on the nature and size of the work.
If the job is of considerable size, he will

have a resident manager directlv responsible
to his office for the carrying out of the work.
Directly in touch with the manager will be
those in charge of the various departments
of the work—carpenter foreman, steelwork
foreman, concretor foreman, excavator fore-
man, timekeeper, and bookkeeper. In touch
with these head-f(neinen will be sidi-foremen
or gangers over each squad. Having settled
his staff, the que.stion arises how the work
is to be carried out— every part to be tackled
at once, or in sections, and which section
fir.st—with a view to continuous employment
of a full stafT of men throughout. This is

often one of the most difficult parts to
manage. Take the case of a building of two
wings and a cross-building—a U on plan.
A good method to adopt in this case would
be to make a start on one wing first, and then
put the Joiners on to the other while the
steel is being laid and concreted in at the
first wing. It would not be difficult, if this
method of working the various trades on
alternate wings can be carried out, ta carry
on the work at full bore throughout. This
is, of course, a simple case. Others I have
come across are very difficult to plan. If

work is carried on in a spasmodic fashion,
as in the instance already taken, if hnth
wings were carried on simultaneously with the
same trade, a contractor would never nuike
a satisfactory job. He would continually
be taking on complete gangs, and would thus
find it difficult to get a good set of men.
Work would be slow, and, being carried out
by casual labour, not of first-cla.ss order.
Having made all preliminary arrangenu'uts,
tlie contractor must consider the method of
timliering to be employed. If he is wise, he
will send a tvpical drawing to the job,
showing generally how the foreman is to plan
his work. This typical drawing is nsuallv
sufficient, and an efficient forema?i will

adopt the nu>thod shown to all details of the
work. In fixing on a method, the two nniin
points for consideration are "ease in striking
and adaptability to alteration." Such a
thing as a wall-form need only be considered
from a point of view of ease in handling and
strength for continual re-use. But in the
case of column-casings, one must consider,
as well as the foregoing, adaptability to

alteration. The columns on the second story
of a building are invariably of smaller cross-
sectional area than those immediately below
them, so that if the casings arc to be u.sed

over again, thev must be built with a view

to saving as much labour as possible in

alteration. We find the sanie problem in

beams and in floor-slabs, due to alteration

in beams, but not to the same extent as wc
come across in colnnms. When a floor is

concreted, the order in striking is: columns,

beam-sides, and floor-slabs the under side

of beams being left until long after the rest

has been cleaned away. This is the order

that must be considered when oiu: is planning

the timbering, .unless he is prepared to use

the job as a timbcr-.store. When a floor is

struck for the purpo.se of using the timber

above, there are no struts left but those

under the beams. It is therefore in-

advisable, when timbering for the next floor,

to place struts anywhere but above the

beams, the concrete" in the floor-slab being

too green to take much load. Thus it

becomes advisable to support all the timber-

ing on stmts above the beams, and this is

the method of support almost universally

employed. As a rule, a cross-head is placed

on the top of the strut, and on this the beam-
side forms rest. Among the side of the forms

a runner is fastened, and on this rnnncr rests

the joists for the floor-slabs. It is thus

possible to strike everything else without

disturbing the struts and timbering of the

uTuler-side of the beams. Unless great care

is taken, considerable damage is done to the

timbering—particularly that for the floor-

slabs—when striking. A method sometimes

employed in America, but which I have never

seen liere, is to use a double horse for lower-

ing forms. This consists of a light movable
framework not unlike an inverted four legged

taljle. These legs reach close to the ceiling,

and between each end pair is stretched a

rope, into which the timbering is placed.

The ropes run through pulleys, and are then
passed down, and the forms are lowered with

motherly care. I have fouiul quite a suc-

cessful method is to make our built struts

composed of No. 2, Gin. by 'J.Jiu., with "-'iin.

distance-pieces every 4ft. or so apart. When
striking, a hiindy scafTold can be formed by
placing runners through the struts, support-

ing adjoining beams, and resting on the

distance-pieces. On planks placed on these

rnuTieis the men striking can work, and

hand the forms down carcfidly.

TIMBERING
is a verv heavy item in reinforced-concrete

work, and one w'hich is a considerable drain on

a contractor's resources, as it has to be used

over and over again, until it is scrap, before

he gets a full return for his expenditure.

When their accounts are due, merchants will

not be put off the way contractors are by

quantity surveyors. A contractor naturally

tries to save as much in his timbering as

possible. Some try to save by using material

of small scantling ; but this is false economy.
There is relatively more value to be got out

of material of stouter section, particularly

with hoards. A standard thickness for these

should be IJin. Anything less is liable to

mnch damage in striking. Beam bottoms,

particularly, should be 2in.

STEELWORK.
.\ contractor has also to consider handling

steelwork in the most efficient and least

costly wiiy. Let us hope, for the sake of

his finances, that he has not estimated on

the figure specialists inform us the labour

cost is. For ease in working, the steel should

be laid out in separate stacks of the various

scantlings, and where po.ssible in separate

stacks of the various lengths as well. The
workers can then find any bar that is

required immediately. This takes some
labour on the arrival of material, but it pays.

Before it is placed on the forms, all the

steel has to be bent to some shape or form,
and this is most conveniently executed with-

out the use of any power-driven machine.
There are many useful hand machines on the

market, such as the "Kennedy," but all I

have come across are slow when dealing with

large sections. For bars of lin. diameter
and down they are handy and make a good
job. Above that they are usually worked
by means of a ratchet, which is slow work,
or, if not, the strain is such that some part
is apt to give way. A stoppage is an
expensive matter, and one cannot always
keep n complete stock of spare parts, T find
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the simplest and most effective method of

dealing with all sizes except the highest is

by employing tubes with strong ferrules at

the ends. 0[ie merely slips the tubes over
the rods so that the end coincides with the

position of the bend, and pulls the other

end round to the recjuired angle. Those
tubes are of varying lengths and strength,

depending on the diameter of the bars to

be hent ; but a handy length for bars up to

l^iu. diameter is lift. They are not ex-

pensive, and a stock can be kept. Their fault

is that they tend to burst at the ends, so it

is wise to have long strong ferrules screwed
or shrunk on. For bending stirrups, a small
tube 18in. long may be used as already
described, or, wdiat is probably the most
handy, a steel claw. This claw is like a two-
pronged fork, the prongs being shaped on
side view like a mark of interrogation.
When the steel is bent, and the stirrups
made, say. for a beam, the various parts have
now to be a.ssembled. This is best done on
trestles, so that men may work all round
it with ease. The beam being built, it is

placed in position on the shuttering already
prepared for its reception. It is necessary
to keep the steel from resting on the boards
when concreting, and a convenient method
of doing this is placing little wedge-shaped
pieces of concrete on the forms to begin witli,

and then resting the steel on these. These
blocks are made of rich concrete in moulds,
and in lengths corresponding to the widths
of the beams in which they are to be placed.
In section they are about Jin. deep, and
varying in width from 1-Mn. at the top to lin.
at the bottom. Being of concrete, they are
juit removed, but are concreted in, and, being
wedge-shaped in section, there is no fear of
tlieni falling out on removal of the centering.
When the steel is all placed in position, the
next process is concreting.

THK MIXING OF THE CONCRETE
should be done by a mechanical mixer of the
batch type, which gives the most satis-
factory results. From a contractor's point
of view, also, it is the most economical, and
allows of much more speed in working than
mixing by hand. From the mixer the con-
crete must be conveyed rapidly to where it
is to be deposited, and this may be done by
b.arrows and hoists, cranes aiid skips, or
lifting-buckets direct from the mixer, deposit-
ing into a bin at the level required, or into
the funnel of a spout. The mixer may be
stationary or movable. Each method h,-is its
merits, depending on the nature of the par-
ticular job, the main thing being to deposit
it rapidly and without dropping from a
height.

TAMPING THE CONCRETE.
The concrete must be well tamped in posi-

tion, and carefully worked round the rods,
so that it will adhere everywhere. Most
tampers in the market, I find, are much too
heavy for gencr.al work, and tend to tire the
men and induce them to scamp the tamping
whenever they are not watched. It is ouite
possible to make as good a iob with a light
tamper, if nsed well, as with a heavy one.
For beams, I find the best type of tamper to
be a Jin. rod bent at aboiit 2in. from the
I)ol torn at right angles and slightly feathered.
With this, the concrete can be well worked
round stirrups and rods. To make a good
face on walls of beam sides, there is nothing
better than a shovel worked up and down
against the shuttering. F"or floor-slabs a
ein. plate Gft. by 6ft. riveted to the end of
a handle answers well. Another good method
IS to use a w^ooden roller, which has tliis
adv.antage— that it is not so apt to jnr the
work by causing vibration in the forms.
When filling columns and walls, it is
desirable to hammer the form with wooden
mallets. This aids in giving a dense con-
crete, and helps to make a smooth finish. In
concreting floorslnbs and beams, it is well
to start at the farthest point from the hoist
when it is being deposited from liarrows. so
that no wheeling will be done over green
concrete. It is advisable also to have an
experienced man stationed underneath to
watch for any deflections, so that work can
be stopped at once, and extra staying or
wedging executed before initial set takes
place. In few jobs is it possible to finish a

floor throughout in one day, so the question

arises, how and where to make a stop. These
should be made as near as possible to the

centre of the span, and the stop should be
made vertical against a board placed on edge
for the purpose. When starting next day,
this joint must be thoroughly wetted and
brushed before depositing fresh concrete,
and ill some cases coated with a rich mortar,
or, if necessary, the face roughened. Before
depositing any concrete, the forms should
be well yvatered, and of course it is necessary
also on deposited concrete for about a week
after laying. It makes a sounder concrete,
and pre\ents cracks due to quick drying.
Wliere a floor is finished, and joiners have
erected the cases for the columns above, and
more so when coUnnns and walls have been
concreted, and joiners start to lay the
boarding for the floors, shavings and saw-
dust accumulate on the top of the concrete
of columns and walls. No temporary handy
covering I know of will keep the concrete
free from this. The best method to get rid
of it before concreting is started—and it

must be got rid of—is to form traps in the
column-cases and the wall-shuttering at the
level at which the concrete was stopped. The
concrete surface is then swilled with water,
and the shavings float off through the traps
or doors. If plenty of water is used, a
thoroughly clean surface can be obtained on
which to start depositing the fresh concrete.
It is, of course, advisable to see that the
gang is not too quick. I have now covered
a fairly large field in reinforced-concrete
work, and tried to express how it strikes a
contractor who has been in the midst of its

troubles for a considerable number of years.

CEMENT, CONCRETE, AND BRICKS."
There may be other experts in the kingdom

who know more about one or other of the
three materials dealt with in this excellent
textbook, but there is no one who combines
so intimate a knowledge and long experience
of all three as its author, whose many
previous books on one or the other are
familiar to all readers. The insight thus
gained has enabled him adequately to grasp
what is really almost a keystone principle of
construction, and that is the intimate
relationship which exists between the three.
That at once renders the book of more value
to the architect than nine out of ten kindred
works of its kind. For it is only the in-
telligent recognition of this principle that will
facilitate further lines of study of all three
materials, and indicate the advaiitages of their
wise u.se in conjunction with each other, or
apart, as necessity dictates. Given that, and
we shall see fewer and fewer and fewer of
the abortions perpetrated in either material,
and the real architect will increasingly
develop powers of design that will give us
true architecture, and not the mere copyism
or distortion of old forms.

It is well noted by Mr. Searle liow different
has been the insight displayed of those con-
cerned into the need for scientific research
in connection with the production of the
three materials. Till very recently, with a
few exceptions, the mass of the brickmakers
of this country have gone on working by
rule of thumb, and equally neglected the
complex problems connected With their craft
and the duty of pressing on those concerned
the advantages of using the products of their
maiiiifaeture. Very different has it been with
(he cement-makers. Tliey had the wisdom
from the first to enlist the scientist and to
spend largely on experiment, and to lose
no opportunity of impressing architects,
engineers, and builders with the advantages
of their material. In a lesser degree—and
in some instances with something like
charlatanism—the same may be said with
regard to concrete. Had the brickmakers
spent a tenth of the pains and money in
making the best of their opportunities," and
letting architects and builders know it, tliat
the cement producers and concrete specialists
have done during the last ten years, many
of them would not have had to"deplorc the
dull times they have had, and the—sometimes

—quite unwise and uncalled for abandon-
ment of brick for cement and concrete, often

simply because their advantages, real or
imaginary, were more ably demonstrated to,

or more cle\erly pressed on, users.

Mr. Searle is fair to all ; and the architect

or builder who assimilates the contents of

his book will find himself able to discriminate
between the advantages of either in speciH'-'

cases, and to distinguish between the trutli

and falsehood of the claims made for same.
He deals successively with the raw materials
for cement, the methods of its manufacture,
its chemical and physical changes, and those
which occur while it is setting and harden-
ing; methods of testing, etc. Then he
proceeds to consider the preparation of

concrete, reinforced concrete, and its special

properties and most reliable tests. Lastly,

on similar lines he deals in equal detail with
bricks.

The book is adequately illustrated, and will

be pernninently valued as a reliable con-

tribution to the literature of a subject which
of current date is not very attainable, except

at the hands of those immediately interested.

49fr

• Coinent, Concrete, and Hricks. By .-VLFREr) B.
Skaklk. London : Constable and Co., Ltd. 10s. 6d.

ACCRETION AT ESTUARY HARBOURS
ON THE SOUTH COAST OF
ENGLAND.

By Gerald O. Case.

At a meeting of the Society of Engineers
(Incorporated), held on Monday, November .T,

a paper was read by Mr. Gerald O. Case on
" Accretion at Estuary Harbours on the

South Coast of England." After considering

the sources of supply of material which
accumulates in estuary harbours, the author
outlined the causes of the travel of shingle,

sand, and mud. On coasts where there is a

predominant littoral drift in one direction,

and a large supply of material, shingle or

sand spits are built out from the mainland
on the windward side across a tidal estuary,

and salt marshes are almost invariably

formed on the sheltered land side of such
spits, while vegetation plays an important
part in organising and controlling the accre-

tion, causing it to take place at a mnch more
rapid rate than it otherwise would. The
foreshore plants slow down the currents and
cause mud. brouglit down by the river, and
sand brought in by the tide, to be deposited.

The remains of the plants and the numerous
animals which dwell among them help to

'.orm a fertile soil. As soon as grassed-over

salt marshes have been formed in the estuary,

and built up to about high tide level, the

neighbouring owners have, in most cases,

built earth banks to reclaim the land.

The author referred in detail to the avail-

able historical and documentary evidence

which enabled him to give a considerable

amount of information on the rate of accre-

tion. Particular reference was m.nde to the

estuaries of the Stour and Rother; tlio

formation of a shingle spit between Fairlight

Cliff and Hytlie ; the harbours of Lyme,
Hytlie. Romiiey, Appledore, and Rye; the

formation of Dungeness Point and the

erosion of the adjacent coast ; and the Adur
estuary. The principal conclusions drawn
by the author were :

1. That wliere there is a plentiful supply

of littoral drift a spit of shingle or sand is

built out from the windward shore across the

mouth of the estuary harbour.

2. That salt marshes are formed under the

shelter of the spit, vegetation playing a very

important part in collecting the mu<l and

sand brought down by the river, and the

sand brought in by the tide.

.3. That while the prolongation of the spit

increases the tidal scour at the outlet, the

formation of the salt marshes decreases tlie

scour.

4. That in places w^here the ebb tidal an 1

river currents are sufRciently powerful to

hinder littoral drift, an apposition type of

shingle spit is forinrd on the windward side

of the outlet, erosion occurring on the Ire-

ward side.
.'">. That if the supply of littoral drift is cut

off during tli(> process of prolongation of a

spit, the end is turned round towards the

land, forming a hooked spit.

C. That if the adjoining coast is being
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NEW CHURCH. WOODLANDS, NEAR DONCASTER.- Mi . W. H. Wood, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

erntled. tlipii a narrow spit will be moved
inland over the .salt marslips at the same
rate, keeping more nr less in line with the
coast.

««»
NEW CHURCH. WOODLANDS.

This church, recently consecrated, of which
we give herewith an exterior, and an interior

and plan on another page, has been bnilt to

serve the needs of an entirely mining popula-
tion. The village of Woodlands is liuilt on
Garden City lines, and the church stands on
a corner of the village green. The church
is built of brick, with red stone dressings, the
roofs are of red tiles, and the spire is in

white stone. The church accommodates 500
persons, and consists of nave, with north and
south aisles, with tower and spire at the
nerth-west corner, a chancel witli sacristy,

choir vestry and organ chamber and morning
chapel. Messrs. Jlullins and Richardson, of
Doncaster, are the builders. 'I'he architect
is Mr. W. H. Wood, F.R.LB.A.. successor to

the late Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, I'^.S..^.. of

Newcastle-on-Tvne and Durham.

The Bishop of Stepney rededicated on Monday
night the peal of bells in St. Leonard's parish
church, Shoreditch. They have been repaired
and rehung bv Messrs. Warner, of Spitalfields.

This has cost £500.

The extensions which have been made at the
Glasgow police barracks for unmarried con-
stables, in East Clyde street, have been
formally opened. There is now accommodation
for eighty men in the buildings, and the im-
provements include a billiard-room, a reading-
loom, and extended dormitories and bathrooms.

JHE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL,
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council, tlie Highways Committee
submitted its legislative proposals for tlie

Parliamentary Session of 1914. The view-

was expressed that the construction of a

number of tramway sections to consolidate

and link up the existing system is necessary,

and closely concerns the future of the tram-
ways undertaking, but that the failure which
has attended the efforts of the Council in tlie

past to obtain some of these powers makes it

desirable to proceed with tlie utmost care.

The Committee is considering the prepara-

tion of a comprehensive scheme for linking

up and the extension to approved traffic

points of the present tramway system for

submission to Parliament in Ihe season of

]9],'i. The Committee. Iliererori'. now
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limited iTcommentlatioiis to four schemes,

eitlier special in character, or involving com
parativelv little expenditure. The schemes
recommended comprised an extension from
the Farringdon-road terminus (at Charles-

street) to a point nearer Ludgate-circus ; an

extension from the Aldgate terminus to

Mark-lane Station, via Mansell-street and
Tower-hill ; from the same terminus to

Aldgate Station; and from Lee-green to

Mltham. via Eltham-road and Eltham High-
street. The total length is under six miles,

and the total cost of the four schemes is

estimated at £125.880. In connection with

this recommendation the Improvements Com-
mittee recommended that application be

made to Parliament for authority to widen
Eltham-road and Eltham Higii-street, and
Mansell-street at its junction with Aldgate.

It was reported that the contracts with

Messrs. Nicholls and Son (now Nicholls and

Son, Limited), for the erection of 147

cottages and cottage flats and five shops on

the western section of the Old Oak estate.

Hammersmith, which were entered into in

October. 1911. have now been completed.

Owing to additional works ordered during

the execution of the contracts, and to allow-

ances made to the contractors in respect of

increased wages paid to workmen, the total

amount of the contracts (£27,71.'j) will be

exceeded by about £532.

It was decided to invite fresh tenders for

rebuilding part of the fire-station at Clerken-

well, Messrs. Kerridge and Shaw, whose

tender was recently accepted at £15,242,

having intimated that they find themselves

unable to undertake the work, and Messrs.

W. Downs, who submitted the next lowest

tender, having also declined to accept a

contract, owing to increases in rates of

wages.
The Building Act Committee submitted for

approval a .series of new by laws for the

regulation of lamps and signs overhanging

the public way. and recommended that steps

be taken tn secure the sanction of the Local

Government Board.

H.M. Consul-General at Tangier reports that

tenders are invited by the Commission Generate

des Adjudications et des Marches for the con-

struction of a building for the Controle de la

Dette at Casablanca at an estimated cost of

44.000fr. (£1,760). Tenders will be received by
"Mens, le President de la Commission Generate

des Adjudications. Dar En Niaha." Tangier, up
to 11 a.m. on December 6.

The Australian Government has established

State-owned brickworks in connection with the

building of the Federal capital at Canberra.
The first quarter of a million bricks have been
produced. These are to be used in the con-

struction of the main brick-kilns, shortly to be
erected. The plant for the transport of

materials from the railway station to the
various works has been augmented. It now
comprises six steam traction-engines and thirty-

four road waggons.

Messrs. Baldry. Yerburgh. anil Hutchinson,
of Westminster and Mansfield, have obtained
the contract for the completion of the second
section of the Wetland Ship Canal between
Ijake Ontario and T,ake Erie. This section of

the canal will be about four miles and one-third
lonjT. and will take nearly four years to com
]dete. There will be two locks on the section,

which will permit the passage of very much
larger vessels than the present canal between
the tw-o lakes is alile to accommodate. The
.'imonnt of cold raci is stated io be about
f i.ino.non.

The citv council of Chester decided at their
last meetinK to purchase for i;2.n00 a plot of
land, 12.|, acres in extent. lying between
Cliveden-road. Iloush Green, and lioberls-lane.
SaUnev. as a site for workmen's dwellings. It
was slated that land should he laid out on
garden-village lines, with recreation-grounds,
and a garden allotment for each tenant who
desired it. .\ tramway from the city runs to
within a hundred yards of the estate. The
houses will he proceeded with fifty at a time.
Building houses at twelve to the acre, the cost
of the land will be B^d. per square yard, or
,-£'23 p'^r house, and. assuming that a house may
cost iC200. the total cost will be £22.') per hou.se.
nnd these can be let at Bs. per week, and be no
lo.ts to the rates. Houses will, it is estimated,
be built to let at from 3s. 9d. to 5s. per week.

—*-•-•

—

ALEXANDRIA. VALE OF LEVEN.—
H.R.H. Princess Louise. Duchess of Argyll,

cut on Friday the first sod and planted the

first tree on the site of a garden village about
to be erected at Alexandria for the workers
employed at some local motor works. Limited
to twelve per acre, the houses will number
about 250 in all. sites lieing reserved for

halls, etc. The first houses are to be grouped
in blocks of four, each containing two rooms
and kitchen, with bathroom, scullery, pantry,

and other conveniences, the sizes of the

apartments being : Room (including octagonal

oriel end), 17ft. 6in. bv lift. Oin. ; kitchen.

14ft. Oiii. liy lift, flin.'; bedroom. 10ft. fiin.

by 8ft. ; bathroom. 7ft. by 5ft. ; scullerv, 8ft.

by 5ft. fiin. ; and pantry, 4ft. by 3fl." The
total cost of each house is estimated at £250,
and the rent is to be 7s. 9d. per week, in-

cluding rates and taxes, or £20 3s. per
annum. Messrs. James Salmon and Son.

F.R.I.B.A.. Glasgow, are the architects of

the scheme.

BECCLES.—The mailings and sweating
kilns at Beccles belonging to Messrs. John
Crisp and Son, Ltd.. which were damaged by
the fire that occurred last year, are being

reinstated. Two of the maltings. together with
the sweating kilns, are already finished, and
are now in work again, various alterations

ha\ing been made, and up to date machinery
has been installed, together with an electrical

plant. The contractor for the buildings is

Mr. W. C. Reade, builder, of Aldeburgh.
The architect is Mr. F. W. Skipper, 55.

London-street, Norwich, who has had a wide
experience in the building of maltings.

BEDMIXSTER. BRISTOL.—A branch
free lil)rary fc)r South Bristol has been built

on the site of the Temperance Hall at Bed-

minster, to riplacc a dark and inadequate

institution, at a cost of ,£St.OOO. provided by

Mr. Cieorge A. Wills, The new building is

102ft. in depth and 90rt. in width, and has

an ornamental tower rising to a height of

(!3ft. The main entrance is in the centre of

the building in East - street. Facing the

entrance-hall, which has a groined ceiling, a

corridor divides the library into halves. On
the right hand is a newspaper room. 102ft. in

length, with a section for juveniles at one

end. A tile dado is carried to a height of

four feet around the interior. To the left of

the corridor are a stack room for the storage

of the books, a magazine and reference

room, and a librarian's room, which, the

divisions consisting of glass screens, com-
mands a view of practically all parts of the

building. There is also a room for the repair

of damaged books, and beneath this is the

heating apparatus. On the first floor is a

lecture-room 78ft. by 33ft.. with a waggon-
head ceiling. The walls, as well as the

ceiling, are treated with ornamental plaster-

work. There is a stage, with a retiring-room

on each side. The floor, of concrete covered

with maple flooring, is fireproof. There is

also a mess-room for the staff on the first

floor. The walls are of brick with stone

dressing. Sir Frank Wills and Sons are the

architects, and Messrs. A. Dowling and Son.

also of Bristol, the contractors.

BENENDEN.-The ancient chapel at the

cast end of the south aisle of St. fieorge's

Church, Benendcn, has. during the la.st three
months, been undergoing a careful restora-

tion. The Viscouidess CJoschen lately offered

to restore the chapel as a memorial to her
sisters. Mr. C4eo. H. Fellowes rrynne,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Westminster, was consulted,

iiiid j)rcpared the necessary designs. The old

seats have been removed and the chapel has
been refloored to its original levels. The new
communicants' and altar steps are of white
Sicilian marble, and the paving of the
sanctuary is of polished liebt and dark green,
grey, and white marble. The central passage
is of similar material, while the flooring

under the chairs, now facing east, is formed
of oak blocks. An inlaid and polished
marble altar is placed in a central position

under the east window, and is surmounted by
a blne-and-gold damask dossal and hangings.
The lower part of the walls are covered with

carved oak jianelling, and oak parclose

screens fill the two arches between the chapel

and the chancel. Oak clergy stalls are placed

on either side of the sanctuary. The restored

chapel was dedicated on Friday. Oct. 31.

EDINBURGH.—The Episcopal Church of

St. John the Evangelist, which occupies so

commanding a site at the west end of Princes-

street, and is rich in ecclesiastical associa-

tions, was built in 1816-18 from designs by

William Burn, at a cost of £18.000, and is

Gothic of the type then in vogue. Works of

renovation have just been carried out at

an outlay of about £3.000 from plans by
Messrs. Peddle and Forbes Smith, of Edin
burgh. The chancel has been rearranged ; a

new floor in black and white marble has been
laid down ; increased accommodation has

been provided for the choir ; new bench ends
have been fitted on the choir stalls ; an oak
chancel screen of East Anglian type has been
erected, and the whole of the chancel and
sanctuary has been panelled in carved oak.

into which several mural memorials have
been adjusted. Dean Ramsay's old pulpit

has been raised, over it has been placed a

sounding-board, and new brass rails have
been provided for the chancel. The dusky
terracotta walls of the nave above the level

of the window-sills have been repainted white,

the fan-vaulted roof is now resplendent in a

scheme of wdiite and gold; the dark varnish

which covered the pews and panelling of the

nave has been scraped off, revealing the

natural grey tint of the oak ; while the old

gallery at the west end, wdiich extended

across the whole breadth of the church, has

been set back with a carved front, to within

the w'idth of the nave, leaviiig the aisles

free. The west end of the south aisle has

been converted into a baptistery, where has

been set up a marble baptismal font pre-

sented in 1857 by the wife of Dean Ramsay.
Over it has now been placed a cover in oak.

in the form of a (iotliic tabernacle of Englisli

14th-century type, finished with a crocketted

steeple, and surmounted by a gilded dove,

symbolical of the Holy Spirit. The carving

of the oak panelling in the chancel is varied

in character and has its inspiration in the

carved stalls of pre-Reformatinn date—about

1520 - still existing in the chape! of King's

College. Old Aberdeen, erected by Bishop

Elphinstone. The oak work has been carved

liy Mr. J. S. Gibson, of Edinburgh. The
external pinnacles and other stonework an-

being repaired.

HOVE.—A new parish hall, built an<l

furnished by Mrs. Stephen Ralli as a

memorial to her husband, was dedicated on

All Saints' Day. The hall, which stands

immediatelv outside Hove Station, is in the

Georgian stvle. It includes an apartment for

entertainments, with stage, dressing-rooms,

and gallery, seating in all about 350 people,

and is provided with a fireproof compartment

for cinematograph and lantern displays. On

the floor below, which, owing to a difference

in levels, is lighted by daylight, is a gym-

nasium, bathroom, lavatory, and clubroom

for boys, .\bovc the hall are the committee-

room and rooms for the use of girls' clubs.

Bv a separate entrance on the ground floor

access is given to a reading-room and

billiard-room for the men's club. The archi

tects are Messrs. Read and Macdonald. of 10.

Cork-street, W.. and the contractors were

Messrs. Chapman. Lowry. and Puttick, of

Grayshott. Hants.

LIVERPOOL.—The Earl of Derby in

augurated on Monday the Students' Unjon at

Liverpool, the cereniony taking place in the

Gilmour Hall of the new buildings erected,

at a cost of £18,000. on a commanding site

near the junction of Brownlnw hill and Bed-

ford-street North. The Idock is devoted to the

purposes of men's club, women's club, and

debates. In the centre, between the two

suites of eluhrooms, is the hall given by

Captain Gilmour, of West Kirby. The whole

buildiu" has been erected from the designs

of Professor C. H. Reilly. M.A.. F.R.I.B.A..

of the Liverpool School of Architecture.

Mr. P. .T. Neary. architect. Newry. has been

appointed town surveyor of Warrenpoint in the

room of Mr. Wade, resigned.
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dntvtnU Calamo.

If a iii'W "Apologia" for arcliileLturi' is

really our greatest need at the moment,

certainly Mr. Blonifiekl gracefully and lucidly

made it in his presidential address at the

R.I.B.A. last Monday night. Whether the

latest " familiar friend " who has worked him-

self up into imitation " polemics of the Neo-

Gothie enthusiasts of the ' seventies ' " over

our own loss of the "'fount of inspiration,"

and the "helpless ineptitude and dull im-

pcitenee of Labour," was worth the Presi-

dent's paternal powder and .shot is doubtful.

One lilows fluff away with a breath, not with

cannon, and mere fluff and nothing else is

the external criticism of the sort Mr. Blom-
field devoted half his address to. As for its

effect on " the general public," our own ex-

perience is that the public pays about as

much attention to it as the world did to the

Vicar of Wakefield's son's paradoxes. For
the rest, denunciation is the stock in trade of

the fledgling critic, whose little soul never

swells with such vanit\' as when the states-

man, the artist, or the man of letters wastes

time on remonstrance with the self-con-

stituted censor, who imitates the tub-thumpers
in the Park, who know, if they make noise

enough, some sort of an audience will

gather.

Architects tliemselves are doing too good
work to-day to heed this sort of thing. We
say this with the knowledge and opportunities

of comparison accumulated and utilised

during a larger close acquaintance with, and
oliservatiou of, architects and architecture

than most can claim. Moreover, not only

never was better work being done than now,
but never were architects less disposed to

waste their own time over wrangles about
styles, or to notice the jeremiads of the dis-

tillers of Rnskin and water. And, most hope-

ful sign of all. never in our memory was real

lielpful criticism more thankfully welcomed
)iy architects; never in their own friendly

mutual interchange of experience was it

more real and yet more considerate. It is

only the fool who prophesies : the man of

action and achievement forecasts, and Mr.
Blomfield's pitliy embodiment thereof

admirably sunnned up the prospects of all

real progress likely to be made in the future.

Beyond all question the coming architects

are. and will be. those who, genuinely alive

to the lessons of the past, skilfully seize

opportunities as they occur in plan and con-

struction and material, concentrating all

their power of design on the achievement of

strength, refinement, and sincerity of ex-

pression.

Changes in the conditions of life and
eirenmstance over which the architect has
no more control than his fellow men—and
that is not much—must, of course, be
vigihmtly studied, as they ever were by the

great designers of the past. Even when such
study is genuinely fruitful, recognition will

come slowly from the mass of the people.

That v'i/l come ; but first must come that

which we and those we work for have equally
the right to demand—that the charlatan and
the incompetent shall not do our work and
leave us to be blamed for the result. Till

esprit de corps has taught us to close our
ranks and stajid by each other, architects will

be exploited, and architecture left to the
mercies of the universal provider. We are
glad to learn from the President's few words
of reference to the matter, that the Council

of Ihc R.I.B.A. will "at a near dnle" \u- in

a position to offer its considered suggestions

for the solution of the problems which bars

l/ic initial step towards the just recognition

of the rights and qualilieations of the archi-

tect. We are free to confess a little more

about that and one or two other kindred

pressing needs would have been more

welcome than much of the fore part of Mr.

Blomfield's otherwise instructive and in-

teresting address.

Sir Aston Webb's tribute to the British

workman at the dinner given by the King

last Friday was well deserved. Well

directed, well paid, and well employed, the

British workman need fear no comparison.

That he has been well employed at Bucking-

ham Palace must be patent to everybody.

What we mean is that when skill to devise

and ability to carry out work like the job at

Bnckinghani Palace are forthcoming, "the

methods of the builder" are as fully conipe-

tcTit as ever to insure the best work in the

shortest possible time, without any "bring-

ing more closely into line" with those of the

engineer, whatever tlie writer who does the

notes for the Time-f "Engineering Supple-

ment" means by that. That slack builders,

slack engineers, and slack workmen are as

unprofitable to the Commonwealth as the

rest of its incompetents goes without saying;

and we heartily and loyally tliank the King
that he has practically preached so excellent

a homily on his well-remembered text.

"Wake up, England I

" But the King— un-

like some of the smug hypocrites who preach

to the workman, and the builder, and the

architect—did what some grumbling clients

neglect to do. He picked the best architect

and builders for his work, thoughtfully gave

them all reasonable facilities, and has gener-

ously acknowledged the manner in which

they have been utilised, not foi-getting

the skilled service of the good workmen who
ai-e always to be had when treated well and
directed by tho.se who know how lo organise

and manage them.

It is unfortunately the case that where
things are better in the building trades it is

due not to the increase of ordinary work,

but to the fortunately greater tuimber of

pidjlic buildings that are in course of erec-

tion as compared with the years immediately

preceding this. The Lord Dean of Guild of

Edinburgh emphasised this last Monday in

his Annual Report. This time last year he

had unfortunately a dismal tale to tell with

regard to the building trade of the city,

when the value of the work pa.ssed through

the Court amounted to oidy £.32.3,385, the

smallest value recorded since the year 1904,

which year represented tlie high tide of

building prosperity, the value then being not

far off a million sterling. This year a con-

siderable improvement has taken place iii

the value of the building work in the city.

the estimated sum being £521,003, an in-

crease over last year amounting to £198,278.

But when one comes to look into details, one
is struck with the fact that things are not

quite so rosy as they appear. In explanation
of this, the Dean called attention to the fol-

low'ing figures as to the warrants granted
this year and the preceding year—From
November to October. 1!)11-1912, the number
of villas was 20, as compared with 20 in 1012-

1913; self contained houses 80, as compared
with 10 in 1912-1913; alterations 752, as com-
pared with 150 in 1912-1913; public or other
buildings, 09, as compared with 61 in 1912-

1913; tenements 8. as ccinipinvd with none in

1912-1913; shops in tencnu^nts f, as com-

pared with none in 1912 1913. Except with

regard to villas, where the rumiher was the

same, and public buildings where the number

only lagged behind by 8, the bulk of the busi-

ness during the past session was a long way
short of what it was in the previous one, and

he thought it nnist l)e a unique condition of

matters when they found that not a single

new tenement came before the Court during

the twelve months. How came it, then, that,

notwitlistanding this stagnation with regard

to residential property, the total value of

building operations so largely exceeded that

of the previous year? It was accounted for

by the number of public buildings on which

large expenditure had been incurred. As

examples of these, he quoted the Labour Ex-

change, Lauriston ; the Veterinary College,

Summerhall ; Agricultural College, George-

square ; and additions to the Museum. The
above four buildings accounted for £133,000.

Picture houses in various parts of the city

accounted for £00,000. New schools

accounted for £.55,000. These items alone

amounted to £218,000, and as the total sum
for this year only amounted to £521,GG3, thi>

comparatively small sum of £273,003 was all

that was left to represent the cost of build-

ing so far as the residential and trading

interests of the citv were concerned.

It is the same to a great extent, of course,

here in London, and in several of the pro-

vincial towns, and we need be thankful it is

so. New public buildings and colleges and

schools and picture houses are no doubt very

important requirements in their respectfve

ways, but we cannot go on indefinitely build-

ing such uidess the general progress of the

country, both in popidation and trade, keeps

pace in something like the same proportions.

No wonder, therefore, the Dean a.sked what

was going to happen when the town was

satiated with colleges and .schools and

museums and picture hou.ses. What, then,

was going to l)e fouiul for the building trade

to undertake"/ We all know well enough

what is waiting to be done and why no one

begins! The legislative disturbance of the

past three years, and the crushing burdens

placed on property owners and builders have

simply paralysed the ordinary building

trades.

By the way, we are glad to see that Lord

Dean Carter, who has resigned, is succeeded

by a good man whose name is familiar to

most of our readers. Mr. Henry, who was

appointed Dean of Guild on Monday, is

senior partner of the firm of Messrs. Henry

and Maclenium, architects, well known in

Edinburgh. He is a Fellow of the Royal

Institute of British Architects. His work

has been of a varied nature, comprising

church work, new halls, and important en-

largement and reconstruction schemes, the

costs varying from £4.000 to £8.000.. Many
of his works in Edinburgh are well known,

such as the Mid-Lothiiin County Buildings,

which cost over £40,000; the Royal British

Hotel, over £20,000; the Palace Hotel Buihl-

ings. Princes-street, twice reconstructed and

altered at a cost of over £20,000 ; while at

three other hotels in Princes-street large in-

ternal alterations were made, costing over

£.30,000; also large additions to public

buildings, private houses, shop and ware-

house work. On many country estates in

Perthshire. Argyll.shire, Haddingtonshire,

Dumfriesshire, Berwickshire, and Mid-

Lothian, he has carried out important w-orks
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in tlie shape of now mansion-houses and pk-

tensivo additions and alterations, new

lodges, and other estate work, in several

i-ases the cost running from £10,000 to

£20,000. He has also had eoiisidei-able ex-

perience of valuation work. Mr. Henry has

heen for the last nine years a member of the

Dean of Guild Court, Edinburgh. He is an

e.\ Moderator of the High Constables of

Holyrood House, president of the Edinburgli

Burns Club, and of the Edinburgh Perth-

shire Club, Rutland-square. For many years

he took considerable interest in Free-

masonry, having been one of the founders,

and afterwards Master of Lodge Dramatic

anil Arts, and Grand Architect to tlie Grand
Lodge of Scotland.

It .seems possible that the architect of the

eoniing new Houses of Parliament in Dublin

whoever he may be—will have to in-

corporate iii his design various features

which, when the Act of Union was passed,

and the old home of the last Irish Parliament

was dismantled, found their way somehow all

over the kingdom. Suggestions are now made

that when Ireland once more has Home Rule,

these relics of the earlier senate should, for

sentimental reasons, be returned to Dublin.

Liverpool, it is said, would have to surrender

a set of historical statues. Four in number,

these are the symbolical figures which now

surmount the I'eal balcony of the town-hall

and look down on the Hags. Under what

circumstances they came to occupy their

present position is not very clear, but, it is

asserted locally, there is no question that

they did once adorn the old Senate House

in College Green, Dublin.

The lecture dclu.Mvd hist Friday by Mr.

Alexander Melville at the Northern Poly-

technic Institution, which we give on another

page, is one of the most sensible and prac-

tical we have read. The cautions given with

regard to the pretensions of the exploiters

of some (if the 'systems." and their

plausible methods of pushing them, are

needed. We have confined ourselves in these

pages to the illustration and recommendation
of really reliable systems. There may be

others. There certainly, as Mr. Melville

says, are some which have proved failures,

and instances arc not far to seek where
reinforced concrete has been unsuitably, un-

economically, and capriciously used. What
the trained architect or engineer will do is

to look for good designs based on the

fundamental principles thereof, and to con-

sider carefully the best means of insuring

that his design is ])roperly carried ont. All

Mr. Melville's cautions under this head are

valuable, and the many hints he gives for

guidance while the work is in progress are
practical and to the point.

Where property is mortgaged the amount
of the mortgage must be taken into account
in assessing the site vane for the Land Taxes.
It is now clear, from a recent decision
of the Court, that where there is more
than one mortgage they must ;iil be
considered in that valnatioii. In the case
to which we refer the property was mort-
gaged in 1801 for £12,500; in 1897 there was
a further charge of £4,000, and in 1830 still

aiiother charge for £1.000, making total
mortgages of £17,.'')00. The Commissioners
in ion assessed the site value at .£7,000. thus
leaving a good margin upon which to charge
increment value duty upon a subsequent sale :

On application, under the .\et, for a sub

stitutfd site \alue, tliey increased it to

£7.300, taking into account, as the value on

the "occasion," the one first mortgage. The

owner contended that they must consider all

three mortgages, and the Referee supported

this view. The Commissioners appealed, but

on coming into Court tlie Attorney-General

gave it up by admitting that all the mort-

gages .should be taken into accomit, and so

the appeal was dismissed with costs against

the Commissioners, who must now assess over

again. The point of principle involved is of

much practical interest to builders as well as

to property owners, because cases of further

charges after u first mortgage are numerous,

for various reasons.

The encouragement of enterprise in

building, and thus the betterment of builders'

business, was one of the avowed objects of

the Undeveloped Land Duty in the Finance

Act. Incidentally, of course, the effect of

using such urban land for building would be

to raise assessments and so increase the yield

of both rates and taxes. This duty, there-

fore, becomes, in fact, a fine upon owners

who keep their land from being put to its

best use as regards the community. But

where such land was found to be let for a

term or a tenancy under some lease or agree-

ment it was clear that to tax an owner for

not doing what he was unable to do would

be unfair. So the Act provided that where

land used for agricultural or similar purposes

was held under a lease giving the owner

power to determine the holding, the earliest

date at which this could be done should be

taken as that from which the duty should be

charged. In a recent case {Tiviex. Oct. 31)

some agricultural land at Southend-on-Sea

had been assessed with this duty. It was

held under a lease giving the owners power

to resume possession of the land whenever

they wanted it for building or other purposes.

They did not wish to build upon it, and

make roads, etc., but the Court, confirming

the Commissioners, held that the desire of

the owners not to determine the tenancy did

not affect the question. They had power to

do so, and, therefore, under the Act duty

was chargeable until they did. So it is pro-

bable that this laud will now be profitably

developed for building purposes.

St. James's Hall, Great Portland-street. W. -

which was built in 1907-8. from plans by Messrs.

Joseph and Smithem, on the site of the disused

church of St. Paul—after being closed for over

six months, will, redecorated and reupholstered.

and rechristened "The Philharmonic Hall," be

reopened on the 20th inst. The new hall vkIH

seat 1.200 people, thus coming in capacitv

between Queen's Hall and the Bechstein Hall,

which accommodate respectively 2,500 and 600

persons.

Some time ago it was resolved that by way
of decoration for the corridors of the Usher
Hall, Edinburgh, a series of portrait medallions
of Scottish poets and song-writers and repre-

sentative musicians of world-wide fame should
be placed over the doorways. The number
selected up to the present includes twenty-foi^
representative poets and musicians, and a few
others remain to be chosen by a sub-committee.
The commission for the execution of the
medallions has been entrusted to Mr. K. S,

Gamley, A.R.S.A., sculptor. Edinburgh.

Messrs. Warren and Wetmore, of New York,
have Viecn appointed architects to draw up plans
for the new Canadian Northern Railway
Company's station to be constructed in con-
nection with the Mount Royal Tunnel and the
proposed electric-train .service from Montreal to
the Model City. Construction of the .station will
not be commenced until the spring. The same
railway company have let the ctiMlracI for the
electrification of the Mount Roval Tunnel aiul
terminals to the Canadian (leneral Klectric
Company. Toronto, the cost lieina about
SOO.OOOdols.

OBITUARY.

Mr. Wm. Xewton Bakewell. M.Inst.C.E.,
of Streatham, S.W.. died at Keswick on
Monday last, aged sixty-eight years. He
was the contractor's engineer at the erection
of tlip Forth Bridge, and when the freedom
of Durham was conferred on the late Sir
William Arrol the latter acknowledged that
to Mr. Bakewell's care and accuracy in the
setting-out of the work was due the uniform
correctness with which all parts of the
bridge met so completely. JMr. Bakewell was
afterwards employed upon the setting-out of

the Tower Bridge. Subsequently, at the
request of Sir Benjamin Baker, he went to

Egypt, where he was engaged at the building
of the Nile dam. He was also connected
with other works, notably the building of the
English bridge at Cairo, and with schemes
of irrigation in Asia Minor. His last work
before retirement, which took place two
years ago. was the survey, for Sir John
Jackson, of two harbours on the Black Sea

—

one at Trezibond arul tlie other at Samsuii.
Mr. Bakewell's improvements to the theo-

dolite have proved of great practical utility.

After twelve months' illness Mr. George
Ford, city surveyor of St. Albans for a

period of nearly thirty-four years, passed to

his rest at his residence, " Minterne,"
Gombards, St. Albans, on Saturday, Mr.
Ford, who was in his seventy-fifth year, was
the son of Mr, George Ford, of Hampstead,
and having been connected with the building

trade in various places, went to St. .\lbaiis in

1871 to take up a position with Messrs.

Miskin and Sons, builders and contractors.

He remained with them for eight years, and
then, a vacancy occurring for the post of

city surveyor, he applied and was, on

December 10, 1879, appointed. That year.

1879, marked the extension of the city

boundaries prior to that now in progress.

Mr. Ford carried out the extensive scheme
for the efficient sewering of St. Albans
undertaken about that time, and was re-

sponsible for the laying-out of the sewage
disposal works. Up to 1907, when Mi-. A.

Eade was appointed superintendent, he had

tliose works under his personal control. His

chief work was the laying-out of the Clarence

Park and recreation-ground, the gift of the

late Sir J. Blundell i\Iaple to St. Albans,

declared open on July 23, 1894. by the late

Duke of Cambridge. ' Ten years earlier he

had laid out the public cemetery, in which

his remains now rest, and the chapel and

cemetery superintendent's bouse were erected

from his designs. The plans for the

diphtheria hospital were also prepared in his

department, as were those for the city police-

station, the fire-brigade station, and other

public departments. A great volume of addi-

tional work fell upon him in connection with

the present city extension scheme. He
resigned owing to ill-health on Lady Day of

this year. He is survived liy Mrs. Ford and

two daughters.

The oldest house in Montreal—the Lacroix

mansion, built about 1636. on a site granted

to a wealthy merchant of those days by Paul

de Chomedy, Sieur de Maisonneuve. first

governor of 'the city—has been saved by the

efforts of the Numismatic and Antiquarian

Society from the encroachments of the street

extension campaign.

The growing necessity of shortening the route

between Madrid and Seville has induced the

Spanish Minister of Public Works to invite

tenders for the construction of a railway 7.i

miles in length from Puertollano to Cordoba.

The Government will assist in the work by

granting a subsidy of £2.160. and by a return-

able loan of £280 for each mile of line con-

structed.

\ crippled children's nursing home at Marple.

Imilt at a cost of £5.000. was opened by Earl

Derby on Friday. The home is. with the

exception of the isolation ward and certain staff

rooms, a one-storied building, anil has wide

verandahs. In the grounds there is an oppor

t unity for extension in the way of open-aii-

slcepins-sheds. which can be put up very

cheaply. Two wards in the building contain

thirty' beds—fifteen for girls and fifteen for

boys. The site of the home is on a cliff over-

looking the River Goyt, aurl contains two acres

of land.

t .J
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PARKS NEW BANK AND PREMISES, BISHOPSGATE, E.G.—Mr. Stanley H. Bikdwoud, Liuei.tiatf R.I. B. A.. Arfliiteet.

BANK AND BUSINESS PREMISES.
BISHOPSGATE.

i'lle^e Ijuiklings liave the principal frontage

in Bisliopsgate. E.G., witli the return

Irontages in Pindar and Primrose streets.

'I'hey are being erected for Mr. T. Richards,

of 31, York-place, Portman-sqnare. on land
111' has recently acqnired from the City Cor-

poration. The" bnilders are Messrs. Rice and
Son, of Stockwell. The shops vary con-

siderably in depth, and at the moment none

are dealt with except the corner, which has

been let on a long lease to Parr's Bank, Ltd.,

ab a branch ; they have also acquired the

next shop, for the purpose of an extension, if

necessary. The buildings are being built of

lire-resisting construction throughout, and
Hid client is also acquiring the adjoining

block, starting at Pindar-street, on which he

is going to erect another block of buildings,

starting at the corner with a fully-licensed

liiiuse known as the King's Arms, the license

from the old one being transferred to the

corner. Mr. Stanley H. Burdwood, Licentiate

R.I.B.A.. M.S. A. .'of York-place, "W., is the

arc-hitect.
^t*^-

CHIPS.
llM 'I'l.ulc ( nmnussioner for South .\frica

ri'porls that the ratepayers of Oudtshoorn, Cape
Province, have decided to erect a new town-hall

•,a a cost of £30.000.

The Bishop of London will take part in the

formal inauguration of the new hostel in

Vincent -scinare on Thursday, February 26. The
residential pari will be complete, but lack of

funds forbids the building of the chapel and
library wiug. The architect. Mr. Arthur
Marl ill. has provided both large pulilic rooms
and a greal number of small bedroom studies.

.\rraiigenieuts are in course of conclusion

whereby tVie custody of Jedburgh Abbey will

shortly be assumed by the Commissioners for

.\ncient Monuments, acting under his Majesty's
Board of Works. Under the arrangement, the
property rights remain in the hands of the
Mari|uis of Lothian, and facilities of access to
the abbey and its precincts are secured to the
public.

The Scarborough Town Council hiive decided

to proceed with additional work at the South

Cliff Gardens this winter, at a cost for labour

of *3.420. The work includes the making of

"an invalids'" path for bath-chairs leading

across the whole of the gardens.

New works of sewerage for the village of

Withyham, carried out for the East Grinstead

Kurai District Council from plans by their

engineer. Mr. Charles Turton, were inaugurated

last week. Mr. James M. Vine, of Tunbridge
Wells, was the contractor, and Mr. John E.

1 Foster the clerk of works.

The town council of Bridhngton is about to

extend the Prince's Parade at a cost of £50.000.

Messrs. R. Field and Son, Ltd., have submitted

plans to the council for extensions and improve-

meids to the Esplanade Lounge, or Cafe, which
will involve an expenditure of =£12,000 (esti-

mated), and the New .Spa and Gardens Company
have in hand the erection of a new concert hall,

!
with balconies, to accommodate over 4,000 addi-

j

tional people under the dome.

Mr. Groom, Minister of Trade and Customs,
speaking on Friday at a dinner given by the

Chamber of Manufacturers, declared that the
primary and secondary imiustries of Australia

iiad grown tremendously since the Federation.
The factories of the Commonwealth in 1912

numberetl nearly 15,000, employing 327,000

hands—increases as compared with 1911 of

nearly 4,000 and 130.000 respectively. The
factories' wages liill in 1912 amounted to

.£31.296.000—an increase iti five years of

.£12.972,000. The value of plant in 1912 was
£69.272.000—an increase in five years of

4;i9.772.<>00.

The electric-lighting committee of the Edin-
burgh Town Council have imder consideration
the necessity of an addition to their generating
plant, the question to be decided being whether
extensions shoidd be carried out on the vacant
ground at M'Donaid-road generatiug-station, or
whether a new station should be erected. S
preliminary report in regard to a new station
was submitted by Sir Alexander Kennedy, and
a sub-committee has been appointed to go into
the merits of the whole question. In the mean
time the committee have accepted tenders
amounting to .£12.000 for the supply of plant
to meet inmiediale needs at M'Donald-road
station.

A Conservative clubhouse was opened at Felix-

stowe on Friday. It is Georgian in style, and
two stories in "height, and is situate near the

town railway-station. The clubhouse was
designed by Mr. H. \V. Buxton, of The Parade,
Felixstowe, and has been erected under his

personal supervision by Mr. W. R. Andrews, of

Cobbold-road, Felixstowe.

The monument to Cscar Wilde by Mr. Jacob
Epstein, in Pere Lachaise Cemetery, was un-

veiled on Wednesday by Mr. Alesteir Crowley,

in defiance of the Prefect's authority. This
Assyrian-like monument, a nude figure, with
powerful nijlifted wings, which was illustrated

in our issue of May 31. 1912. has remained
hidden from public gaze since its erection by
order of the Prefect of the Seine, on account of

certain features which were considered to be
objectionable.

The cost of the proposed new secondary school

for girls at Parkfields Ceders, nlanned by Mr.
G. H. Widdows, A.R.I.B.A., of St. Mary's-gate,

Derby, the county education architect, was
shown at the last meeting of the Derbyshire
Education Committee, to compare favour-
ably with that of similar buildings in

other towns in the county. Replying to

questions, the secretary, Mr. W. Cooper,
stated that it worked out at £46 15s.

per scholar, as against .£70 at Stockport, £64
at Chesterfield. .£60 at Ilkeston, £57 at Rother-
ham, and .£56 at Heanor.

At Sheffield Town Hall, on Tuesday, a Local
Government inquiry was held before Mr.
M. K. North, as to applications from the city

council for sanction to borrow sums amounting
lo £29.793. for various works of improvement.
The to\^n clerk iMr. VW E. Hartl. explaining
the first application, for permission to borrow
£19.993 for xiaving in Holme-lane. Loxley-road.
Main-road. Darnall- and Sheffield-road, Tinsley,
said this formed part of a scheme covering
twenty roads, and costing £40.000. The Koail
Board had promised a grant of £17.000, and the
balance would be paid out of revenue. The
town clerk and Mr. C. F. Wike. city engineer,
also explained applications for leave to borrow
£2,000 for the construction of a railway siding
at the .\ttercliffe goods yard ; £3,030 for

alterations at Attercliffe Baths; and £3,270 for
the purchase of land in Staniforth-road, Rushby-
street, and Crookes as sites for proposeil

district baths.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ASSYRIAN PALACES.—Mr. Banister
Fletcher delivered a lecture on Tbursdiiy
in last week at the British Museum
on " The Palaces of the Assyrian
Kings." The Assyrians, he observed, built
neither temples nor tombs except in the
Early Babylonian period, which ended 1:290

B.C. Their architecture differed from
Egyptian in purpose, as also in cliaracter,
for it was vaulted, and nut trabeated, as was
iiievitable ni an alknial country which
supplied clay for the making of bricks to be
used in \aults. but no stone for Hat beams.
German excavations had unearthed plans ni

asphalt of the 'Temple of Baal and number-
less towers, as well as remains of irrigation,
which suggested that here might have been
the hanging gardens near the Palace of
Nebuchadnezzar; while the towers of Baby-
lon expressed a natural desire to break the
monotony of a flat country. The enormous
Palaces of the Kings were the dominating
features in tlie valleys of the twin rivers
during the Assyrian period. The inciseil

wall-slabs recorded nothing of religious rite."-,

but were devoted to war and the chase. The
perishable brick material had mostly
reverted to its original clay, but some of the
stone door architraves and many incised
alabaster wall-slabs remained. British ex-
cavations at Khorsabad had revealed the
Palace of King Sargon as a royal town of
twenty-five acres in itself, and there were
long, narrow apartments suitable for roofnig
by brick arches. The great interest of
Assyrian architecture was that the Greeks
obtained from it. by way of Asia Minor, the
Ionic scroll, and also the palmette aufi

honeysuckle ornament, as well as their use of
colour in decoration .

BRITISH SCHOdL AT ROME.^~The
thirteenth annual meeting of the British
School at Rome took place at Burlington
House (U) Tuesday e\iMiing. Sir Uennell
Rodd, the British Andiassador in Rome, in
the chair. The report stated that there were
over eighty students and associates on the
books of the school, an increase of twenty
on last year's figures. Mr. A. H. Smith (bon.
treasurer) read a paper on the Endymion
sarcophagus, founri in a vault at Os'tia in
1825. Though the sculpture was not perhaps
of the highest class, the work was of its kind
admirably complete and characteristic. The
sarcophagus was sold at Christie's in .July,
and was purchased for \ XM) guineas for 'a
Chicago collector.

GUILD OF A R C H I r E C T S'
ASSISTANTS.—The annual report of tlie
Guild of .Architects' Assistants states that
the position of vice-president, vacated liy the
resignation of Mr. Max Clarke, is now filled
by Mr. George Hubbard, F.S.A.,
V.P.R.I.B.A., and Mr. J. E. Winfield has
been appointed lion, treasurer in succession
to Mr. Gerald Large, who has left London
for Birmjiigham. The' council accentuate the
fact that the Guild renniins neutral on the
question of Architects' Registration, and
repeat their contention that unless the
interests of assistants are protected it will
prejudice thcni.

LIKE IN ANCIENT EGYPT. Mr. P. S.
I'. Hancock delivered on Saturday aftenicnn
a second lecture on Ancient Egypt at the
British Museum. After a survey of the
arehitectiiral achievements of the eighteenth,
nineteenth, and twentieth Dynasties, be
referred to the child • life of the popula-
tion. The Ancient Egyptian children
played with dolls, balls, and toys just
as modern European children ; when at
scliool they were instructed in accounts,
geometry, and mensuration, and wrote
exercises on papyrus, limestone, or white-
washed boards. 'I'he material used for
elotliing WHS linen, uool lieing regarded as
unclean. This fail markedly contrasts with
the use of wool as a material for garments by
the early Snmerians of Babvlonia. Both meli
and women decorated themselves with
jewelry of gold, lapis lazuli, tnrf|noise, and
amethyst. The camel must have been known
in Egvpt as early as the I'l-e-Dynnstie period,
as a terra<iit(a fiu'ure of one hasbccn fonni!
ill a grave of thai time. Mr. Hancock •!.

-

si.i'jhf'il the exea\ati(ui> (allied on by
Harvard University at the I'wannds. and the
archseological results that ha\e attende<l

them. The \'alley temple of Menkaitra, tlie

builder of the Third I'wamid. has bean
entirely uncovered, and a slate group of

Menkaura and his Queen lias been bronghtr

to light, together with alabaster heads ol

Menkaura and his son Shepses Kaf, the last

King of the 4th Dynasty. We now know
definitely that the Pyramids of the 4th
Dynasty had valley temples, in which offer

ings were made and ceremonies performetl
on behalf of the Royal personage buried in

the Pyramid itself. The Sphinx Temple is

now known to be the valley temple of the
Second Pyramid, the Tomb of Khafra, while
the similarity of the newly-discovered
statues to the Diorite statue of Khafra, and
also to the head of the Sphinx, has finally

disposed of the arguments urged in support
of a later date for the one and the other.
The best early example of the work of the
coppersmith is a life-sized statue of King
Pepy of the Gtli Dynasty, and a smaller
figuiv of his son.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OK ARCH I

'TECTS. — At a meeting of the student
members held on Friday. October 31, a paper
on '"Architecture and Personality" was read
by Mr. J. H. 'W'orthington. M.A., Professor
A. C. Dickie being in the chair. Following
is a brief resume of the paper: In studying
all past styles it is essential to get behind
the mere facts and to see things all round, to
study the life and conditions that promoted
them. It is no use slavislily taking bits from
books or buildings unless one has first tried
to understand why and how these bits

originated. Tlie liistory of architectural
styles should be studied as Greek and Latin
are in schools, not to talk Greek or Latin,
but to educate the mind. Taking things too
literally is to be avoided ; one needs to think
nver and digest one's reasons for doing
things, to learn why Greek is Greek, Roman
is Roman. I^ikes and dislikes in Art are for
the most part teniperamental. .Just as some
prefer Bach to 'Wagner, or Meredith to
Wordsworth, so others would prefer Pruzzi
to Semmichele. There is also need for more
imagination, for imagination is one of the
first (|nalities in art ; cultivate it by reading
poetry, and good books, and going to good
plays, and hearing good music, mostly by
studying past periods of history, for the
study of lives of others more than any-
thing else broadens the sympathies and
strengthens the imagination. The value of
the Renaissance lies not only in its actual
achievement—for, as compared with Greece
and Rome, this was small—but because great
art was produced under conditions much like
our own. The Roman Renaissance school
combined a number of geniuses, all working
under the same limits and towards the same
goal, yet each expressing his own particular
personality in his work. Peruzzi and San
Gallo are quite distinct individuals. The
best Renaissance work teaches us to restrain
Roman megalonuinia and apply Classic ideals
to ordinary, everyday practice like our own ;

one does not want to take it too literally, but
-Anglicise and nioderni.se it—get the spirit of
it rather than the letter. Study principles
rather than facts. The works of all great
architects show that personality tells more
than knowledge in art ; as a man'is so will his
work be: his work cannot be greater than he
is himself. Art is the expression of a man's
physical, mental, moral, and spiritual being :

therefore one should try to educate oneself
all round, to read and mix with people and
become citizens of the large world, and by
keeping in touch with its highest ideals, pre-
pare oneself to express these in our works.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHITECTS OF IRELAND.—A genera!
meetins of the above liody was held at .31,

South Frederick-street. Dublin, on Thursday,
October .30. The nresidcut, Mr. A. E. Murray,
R.H.A.. occupied the chair. There was a
good attendance of members. Prior to the
nieeting the council received a deputation
from the Architectural Association of Ireland,
consisting of the president. Professor W. .A.

Scott. Messrs. H. G. Leask. H. .1, Luiidy,
and 11. AUbcrry, in connection with a scheme

of architectural education promoted by the
association. The proposals of the deputation
were welcomed by the council, who agreed to

co-operate in several material respects. Some
suggested alterations to the by-laws of the
institute were discussed, and were sub-
sequently referred to council for further con-
sideration.

COMPETITIONS.
BELFAST. -The City of Belfast is about

to erect a new Public Art Gallery and
Museum in the Botanic Park, and invites
designs in competition. Mr. John J.
Burnett, A.R.S.A., LL.D.. will act as
asse.s.sor. The competition is open to all

architects. The author of the selected
design will be entrusted with the work,
unless, in the opinion of the corporation,
" with the ac(|uiescence of the assessor, after
coiisultatioii with him, there are imperative
reasons to the contrary." The author of the
design placed second w ill receive £100 ; of
the thiril, £75; and of the fourth, £50.
Should the selected design not be carried out
the second premiated architect will be given
the work, and in that case the author of the
originally-selected design will be paid £100.
If from any cause the work is not proceeded
with within twelve months, the selected
architect will be paid four hundred guineas,
to merge in his commission if. and when, the
first section is carried out; if the work is

abandoned altogether he will be paid two
hundred guineas more, making altogether six

hundred guineas. The corporation will

exhibit the designs, which must be sent in on
or before Friday. Marcli 24. 1014.

COVENTRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
—Members and Licentiates of the Royal In

stitute of British Architects are advised that

the conditions of this competition are not in

accordance with the Institute Regulations for

architectural competitions. The Institute

Competitions Committee al'c in corre-

spondence with the promoters, with a view
to getting them amended.

CAPETOWN.—The competition for the

official residence for the Governor-General
of the South African Union has been closed,

but the results have not yet been announced.
There are four assessors : Messrs. Herbert
Baker, P. Eagle (Government architect), W.
H. Stueke. and E. H. Wangh.

The Pudsey Town (.'ouiicil have adopted a.

proposal that the jtS.OOO voted some months ago
for the erection of pntilic baths and fire-brigade

station on land owned Ijy the council should be
increased to i^S.OOO, and should include the

purchase of a new motor fire-engine.

Mr. E. T. Batstord will publish early in

December Mr. Louis Aniljler's book upon the
"Old Halls and Manor Houses of Yorkshire."
which has been some years in preparation. The
volume will be profusely illustrated by collotype
plates, photographs, and drawings. Mr. Ambler
is a Y'orkshireman. and has devoted considerable
study to the domestic architecture in his native
county. Mr. Balsford intends publishing in the
book a list of subscribers whose names are
received up to the end of November.

Mr. T. C. Ekin, M.Inst.C.E.. Local Govern-
ment Board Inspector, at the Town Hall.

Darlington, on Monday, inquired into an aii|)li<-a-

tion hy the Darlington Town Council for

sanction to borrow £21.190 for the electricity

undertaking, and £2.168 for the widening and
improvement of Woodland-road. This thorough-
fare, it was explained by the town clerk, now-

varied in width from lift. Sin. to 50ft. 9in.. and
it was proposed to widen it to an average of

65ft.

Work Ml connection with the London and
South-Western Railway Company's scheme of

electrification of their suburban lines has been
I)egun at Teddington. The foniulation uf the
power-house, winch will cover an area of 250ft.
by 210ft,.. have been laid at Wimbleilon,
immediately to the east of DurnsforrI
road sidings. and (he current will he
transmit led to nine sub-stations, each 83ft. Iiv

50ft,. in various districts. It is (he iTitenlion
to begin electric working on the Kingston
circular route, and this line will be in operation
before (lie end of next year. Electric services on
the Hampton Court and Shepperton branches,
and on the Honnslow loop line, will be added as
'-con af tcr\v ards as possible.
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O^nr HlUnstrations.

niE ATHEN.15UM, GRAY'S I\\ ROAH
This buildiiif!, shortly to hu preL'ted on a

very fiiip site, will acooiiinioclatt' upwards of

I'.OOO persons. 'I'lie reiiil'orccd-coiicrete

KiiUery, aeeoininodatiiif; 8.M). owing to its

Hreiit siz(>, will, in addiiion to the cntraiuies

on tile top tier, ha\e fonr eiitrunees in the

centre. The landing forms a handsome foyer,

with tea-room adjoining it. formed under the

centre of the gallerv. Messrs. James A.
Bowden. M.S.A.. and A. St. Hill Brock,
A. R.I. B. A. .of theAdelphi, are the arehiteets.

NATIO.NAl, (idj.l) .MEDAL PRIZE
SHADED l)liA\VI.\(;S OK KRiUKES
FROM THE NUDE.
We ha\e already given one double page

plate of Mr. .Vrthnr Mason's Gold Medal
Studies from the Nude in our issue of Oet. 3

last, when we quoted the judges' special
references in their official report, highly com-
mending his work. The recognition of grace
in line, to which we referred in our previous
remarks, seems to be particularly well illus-

trated liy the accompanying drawing of the
reeunibeiit figure in the centre of this second
sheel, reproduced today, the pose being
realised with fidelity to initurc and much
skill ami ver\e in the modelling of its forms.
The drawings were nuide in the Margaret-
street School of Art. Birmingham.

THE lIli'l'ODROME AM) CMNKJIA.
HULL.

This liuililing is the reconstruction of an
existing music-hall of that name, which had
old-fashioned side-galleries. The building
was entirely gutted, leaving only the side
walls and roof ; the premises have been re-

constructed in such a maiiner as to secure
a capacity of 1.680 seats, of which number
550 are accommodated in the capacious
gallery, which is constructed of reinforced
concrete. The fa(,'ade lias been entirely
rebuilt as .shown. Messrs. James A. Bowden,
M.S. A., and A. St. Hill Brock, A.R.I.B.A.,
of the Adelphi, are the architects.

DETAILS. NEW BIG SCHOOL. IIAILEY-
BURY COLLEGE.

This double-page reproduction from the
architect's working drawings completes the
series of three sheets, two of which have
appeared during the past fortnight in illus-

tration of the Big School at Haileybury.
Taken together and compared with the
general drawings which we published in the
BiiiLDiNo Nf.w.s for August Ll.'i, 1012, these
carefully shown details really illustrate them-
selves, as, of course, all working drawings
should do. and every part is fully liguved. also

the aeeonipanying notes" attached make all

points obviously clear, nothing being left un-
certain or unexplained. The architects are
Messrs. John W. Simpson. F.R.I.B.A., and
JIaxwell Avrton. A.R.I.B.A.. of Grav's Inn.
W.C.

—

-

RI.ACKBURN competition for NEW
FIRESTATION, ETC.

To Ike Edilor of t/ie BuiLDlNO News.

SiK,—In conversation with several of the

competing architects in the above com-
petition, I find that a general impression is

prevalent that justice lias not altogether

been meted out. The main grievances

appear to be that the conditions of the com-
petition have in instances been altogether

ignored by certain competitors, and that the

full assessor's report has never been pub-

lished in the local Press or elsewhere, which
is the nsnal procedure in such cases.

Further, the reports and estimates of cost

of the various competitors were not open
for perusal -which is also the general rule- -

at the time the designs were on view% and
when one considers that the average Cost of

the ten schemes, other than the winner, was
£2(1,000, and that of the winner ,t;'J5,000,

surely the assessor's report aiul the esti-

mates of the various cimipetitors should have
been open for perusal, and thus have given

the unsuccessful a chance if only for future

professional guidaiu-c of comparison of

specificatiou and cstimati's uith tlie re-

spective designs.

Snatches of the assessor's reporl appeared
in the local Press, but conveyed nothing

beyond that " too much notice had been

taken of the suggestion that if a portion of

the site could be reserved it would be a point

in the competitor's favour," and also " tliat

the winner was the only competitor who had
the courage to state the cost of the lire-

engine station proper."
In the majority of cases I understand the

cost was stated in exactly the same manner
as that of the winner—which the Conditions

asked for—and as i-egards the reserving of

a portion of the site, why was such a sugges-

tion made if it had not to be taken notice of?

The reserving of a portion of the site in this

locality means a considerable item. Take,
for instance, a plot of 2,000 yards—about
which size mo.st of the competitors I'eserved.

This has a market value of £1.200 to £1.500,

which is, in reality, a saving off the cost of

the scheme. Therefore the winner, who was
the only iiuupetitor to utilise the whole of

the site, must have this capitalised value

added to the cost of his scheme.
All the above matters, taken along with

the fact that the competitors' plans have

been returned without a word of acknowledge-

ment or thanks from anyone for the month
or six weeks' real hard work they each

entailed, and no assessor's report having

come to light other than the "snatches"

referred to above, one cannot help but think

that there is rea.son for a certain amount of

dissatisfaction.—I am, etc.,

NON-COMPKTITOR.

'i'lie contract for tlie bnililiiigs iiii« in course
of erection for Cheshunl College, in Bateman-
street and Brookside. Cambridge, from plans
prepared by Mr. I'. Morley Horder. F.R I.BA.
(selected in limited competition), has been
given to Mr. W. Saint, of Cambridge, who has
undertaken to complete the first section bv the
early autumn of t914. About £40.000 will be
needed for the completion of the whole scheme,
iiiclufing cost of site and furnishing. Nearly
.i^lS.OOO has been given or promised, so thai
aliout £2.'),000 is still required. The college was
illustrated by a bird's-eye perspective in our
i.ssue of June 6 last.

The parish church of St. Mai-y, Roiigliani,

Norfolk, was rededicated by the Bishop of
Norwich last week, after restoration and the
addition of a north aisle. The works, which were
the gifts of Colonel North, were executed by
Messrs. Cornish and Gaymer, of North
Walsham. the architects being Messrs. Nichol-
son and Corlette. of Tjoiidon. Besides the aisle

they include the complete flooring of the church
with oak blocks, a new altar of oak, font
cover of oak, a new oak roof throughout,
and new lamjis for the building. There is also
in course of construction a new rood-screen,
which w dl be added in tlie near future.

Mr. W . Burton, inspector of nuisances, has

also lieeii appointed as surveyor and water

engineer to the .\inble Urban District Council.

Mr. Charles Jones, of The Lodge, Culmington-

road. Ealing, civil engineer, for over 50 years

surveyor to the Ealing Local .\nthority. and
mayor-designate of the borough for the muni-

cipal year beginning on Monday next, who died

on August 24, left £26,072 gross, with £3.994

net.

The Bishop of Southwark concluded on

Monday a ten days' visitation to the rural

deanery of Caterham. during which he dedicated

the new Church of St. Barnabas, at Iliglier

Drive. Conlsdon. dedicated the new vestries of

Christ Church. Parley, and cut the lirst turf on
the site of (he new Church of St. Andrew, to be
Iniilt ill W'oocicole-grovoroad. Coulsdon, at a
cost of £6.200.

Mr. Lewis II. Bereiis. for eleven years hoii.

treasurer of the English League for the Taxa-
tion of Land Values, and hon. director of the

Land Values Publication Department, has died
at his residence in Dawsoii-place, Pembridge-
sqnare. Mr. Berens. who was formerly in busi-

ness in South Australia, was one of the earliest

to be influenced by the teachings of Henry
George's "Progress and Poverty." He retired

from business at an early age. and returned to

England, devoting his energies to the land values
movement. He leaves a widow and one son.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

STIRLING On Sadirday tlu- Prune Minister

unveiled at Stirling a statue of the late Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman, who was Member
for (he Stirhng Burghs for forty years. 'I'lic

statue depicts the lale Premier in the robes of

the Order of the P.alh. The figure, which is ot

bronze, is 9ft. higii. and, with the pedestal, the

monument reaches a height of 21ft. It is the

work of Mr. I'aul .Monlford, of London, who
executed the bust of Sir Henry in Westminster
Abbey. The statue oc^ciipies a comniandiiig site

at the foot of a wooded back-walk leading round
what were oncc^ the walls of Sdrling Caslle.

Opposite is the ('arnegie Library. On the

pedestal, which is of Westniorehuul granite, are

the words: " CampbelUBanncrnian. 1836-1 90S
"

Below is a recuinbenl female figure, represent-

ing "Peace.'' wi(h the inscriptions: "South
Africa" and "An Empire's tribute."

-«»*

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
IN RE ROBERTS, ADLAKD. AND CO -At

Baukrii|ilc,\ Buildings creditors met on Monday
under a rcceiviri"; order iiiade against Mr. .\rthur

Charles David and Mr George Charles Johnson,
who lately traded in partnership as slate

merchants, under (he s(ylc of Roberts. Adlard,

and Co., at Bcrmoiiilsey-wall. The business was
established in 1803; Mr. David and Mr. Johnson
joined the board in 1889. and had been sole

parlners since 1904. On .Viigust 13 last the

partners, with a view of raising further capital,

transferred it to a private company, of wJiich

(hey became directors. The tiebtors do not

admit (hat they are insolvent, and attribute

their present position to the long-continued and
exceptionally severe depression in the building

trade. The accounts hail not yet been filed, but

proofs of debt amounting lo £13.187 had been
lodged. Mr. A. F. Whinney, accountant, was
appointed trustee, with a committee of in-

spection.

ENFIELD BUILDER'S APPEAL—Master as

Worker.—A Divisional Court of the King's

Bench Division, composed of Justices Bray and
Lush, had before them on Thursday. November
6. (he case of Thomas v. Carr. a builder's appeal
which raised an interesting iioint. The plaintiff,

Mr. Thomas, builder and decorator, of Enfield,

moved to set aside a judgment of the Official

Referee, Mr. Muir Mackenzie. The action was
originally brought lo recover £117 10s., repre-

senting the balance of an account between the
parties for work done. The plaintilf a builder

and decorator, and the defentlant the owner of

a house at Winchmore Hill. The defendant paid

£50 into coiiri. and entered a counter-claim

The (jtficial Referee felt that the account stated

should be reopened, because of various dis-

crepancies in the account, and plaintiff

applied for leave to amend the writ,

which application was granted. The Official

Referee then found for the plaintiff for

£103 10s. The defendant had paid into

court another £55, making a total of £105, and
the plaintiff only recovering .£103 10s., no
question being raised as to the counter-claim,
he ordered the plaintiff to pay the costs.

Plaintiff now appealed on the grounds of mis-
direction by the OfHcial Referee, and the ex-

clusion of interest for a period of about six

months or more. The Official Referee had
reduced the plaintiff's claim by £15 10s.. wjiich

the plaintiff claimed partly for work ilone by
himself, and partly for superintending. He was
his own foreman, and he worked as well, and
he claimed to be entitled to charge this amount
under the contract as work. Further, the

Referee also disallowed 30s. which plaiutifY

claimed as interest, and these items reduced tlie

claim to under the aiuonnt x^aid in by defendant,
with the result that the plaintiff had to pay
the defendani s (axed costs.—Mr. Justice Bray
said this was a claim by the plaintiff to two
items that had been disallowed. In regard to

the £15 10s.. which represented the price of

work done by the plaintiff himself, he did not
think the Rieferee's decision to disallow was
correct. In regard to the question of interest,

plaintiff was not by contract entitled to interest

beyond -Tune 25. :ind he could not say that the
Official Referee's decision on this point was in-

correct. He thought the interest ought not to

be allowed: bul there ought to be added to the
£103 10s. the sum of £15 10s.. so that the result

would be. he would recover more than the
amount paid into court. The appeal would be
allowed with the costs of the appeal, and
judgment entered for £119. with the costs of the
action, except so far as they had been specially

dealt with by the Official Referee.*•
The extension of (lie Young Men's Christian

Association buildings at Brighton was com-

memorated on Monday. About .£2.600 has been

I

e.xpended on the work.
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ilntirrnmmnniration.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We otTcr a prize of one guinea every week fur what
wc deem the best reply to any query appearing io

this column, which w'e deem worth insertion.

Rephfs must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editofi
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted iu buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can he sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. Wc emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received jworthy of it is reserved by the

Kditor. who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

Wu divide thu fhiuinea between Mr. Win. 11. Adams
and Wr. Eric Wiseman.

ri3136.J—RETAINING WALL.-What is the best
way to aiTive at the thickness of a wall of a bviildinti

where the road gets 5ft. above the ground floor and
15ft. aijove the cellar floor'.' The wall is over 45ft.

long and 39ft. high, and can scarcely be called a
retaining wall.—Park.

)13137.j—OUTFALL DRAIN.— An outfall drain
din.) for slop-waters of some houses is to be dis-

charged into the sea at low-water mark across about
HO yards of shifting sand>' foreshore, of which 30
yards is between high and low-water marks, in which
drain must be sunk and covered. Fall of foreshore
only about 1 in 80. What is the best construction to
adopt for drain, and also at the point of discharge,
having regard to the following considex'ations?^
Burying of pipes in trench sunk in sand ; corrosion
by sea-water: clogging of drain and outfall by sand
and seaweed ; laying between tides.— \\'. M. P.

REFLlEiS,

tl3133.]—CARRYING CHIMNEY- HREAST.—This
question aijpeals to me as one requiring some simple
architectural treatment on lines suggested by the
sketches submitted. The rolled steel joists would,

<

I

of course, be bolted through Ihr stone cap. :ind
through a forked bed-phite in tliejiicrs. The Mutiny-.
to pilasters and pier may I>e formed in the plaster
rendering. 1 have assumed that a s(iuarc jiiur.
ti'eated architecturally in the centre of the room,
will not be obiccted to by (luerist. The construction
-'UgKcstcd is simple and comparatively inexpensive.
The bricks for pier, however, snould be hard and
carefully bonded. T'ho wall pilasters are proposed
to complete the arcliitecturul treatment, and assist
in tailing ilown Ibe tension. iV.'c.. rods as shown.
A. H. Winterl>urri. M.S.A.. VZ, South-view, Blyth-
road. \\'orksop. Notts.

1131331 - CARRYING CHIMNEY - BREAST.
(.)iierist does not state if in old or a new buildjnti
he re(|uires this detail information. Sketch here-
with shows method of dealing with the problem.
The wall is carried by a Uiin. by 6in. by 8'21b. R.S..T..

having two 'Jin. by "sin. steel plates; joist to have

7'^.

^iK£0 Off TWO Jc?'- /^"3'/OMO^/«£S

fUP'^/orr 51^/70^ Of JJf/VB 3£cr/or/

I

TF

Secr/£>/f J//£m//<f nicy's^ CS/£//f^

+]

pLflfl

in. bearing (at least* on walls at each end. The
wall being '2ft. wide, and divided into Oft. piers, is

ample to carry the load required. There should be
padstones on wall 30in. by IHiu, by I'2in. By the use
of .5ft. by 3iu. and lllb. R.S.J, cantilevers and con-
crete, the old-fashioned brick trimmer arch is dis-

pensed with. Additional sketch shows a Hush
ceiling.—Frank Wilson, i2iI5. Nottingham-street.
Pittsmoor, Sheffield.

—U3133. 1 -CARRYING CHIMNEY-BREAST.—It is

gathered from the particulars given that a single
chimney-breast is to be carried centralb', and that
iH-oad-flanye beams resting on a Oft. by '2tt. pier in

f/F/F^A( y^y/J-^A ^4^^^

by S^in. by 5ft. long broad-tiange beam is provided as
a template for the former beams, the space lietween
the flanges tilled in with brick on edge. Half the
load will be liorne by this template^viz.. 12^ tons,
and will be distributed over an area of 3» square feefc.

producing approximately a load of 3^ tons per foot
super, on the brickwork. As stock brickwork in

cement is calculated to carry a safe load of 5 tons per
foot super., the above bearing is ample, lateral
stability being gained by the bonding-in of the
ground-floor chimney-breast. To use a similar tem-
l)late in duplicate on the stone wall would, perhaps,
not prove as satisfactory ; therefore as reinforced
concrete lintels are to Ije emitloed. it would make a

Plam
-,c"o<c of rvgr

tlic miit-r stoiR' wall, and on a Din. I)rick-iu-cemeut
wall alont; the inside, will be used for can-ying the
load. The aeiumipanyinM plan andseetions show tlie
breast built (together with screen partition) upon two
lliu. by nin. broad-tlantle iieanis. each capable of
earrvind a concentrated load of 14 tons over a span of
'2.^>ft.. the wood floor joists beinj; trimmed iu each
bide. For the beariuti on the 9in. brick wall. an8l.in.

-\ 1 r

sound iob to construct a reinforced concrete template

as shown. 5ft. lou«. 1ft. Hiu. broad, and lit. deeu.

bavins three iin. diameter steel rods emljedded

This would carry the other half of load safely, and

distribute it at the rate of just over U tons per foot

super., the concrete having previously bedded itself

evenly upon the stone duriliK construction. 1 he

stone wall should take with safety i tons iier loot
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s. James A. Bowden and A. St. Hill Brock, Architect?.
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super.; tlieiffuio llu- hi'i-h ic.\i>n'tl by tin- t.inplaU-
should sutticc. C HoHnian, M.S. A.. W). Pkhvurd
street. \\ rexlmm. N. "Wales.

Il313;il-CARRVIN(; CHIMNKV - BHKAST.-In
reply to '*

Biiililor. " I do not tbink in the circum-
stances lie can d<> better than adopt the uiethud
designed by me heiewitli. which is ccononiicRl, and

Ataie fr«f^

would make a thorou;4hh' sound jol:i. The ends ol
tht! two broad rtauKf beams to be bolted to tlie top
of 7in. by 7in. broad riantie beams of lentitlis shown
with No. 4 inch bolls. The bedstones need not be in
one lensth, in-ovided they are liedded perfectly true
to uiiper surface. Felt jiads should be introduced
between the bedstones and Tin. Ijy Tin. joists. The
first-rtoor girder each side of new girder must be tied
in at both ends with Uin. dog-ties, taken through
\\alls, threaded and secured with one 18in. by 18in.
nun plate and nut. The iron plate eould be let into
lace ot rubble wall and concealed.—\Vm. H. Adanis,
Council House, Romford, Hlssex.

1 13133. [—CARRYING CHIMNEY-BREAST.—When
\isiting the Cit>- Tea House at Gloucester about a
fortnight ago, where alterations and additions are in
progress, a similar problem was shown to the
students. I fail to see how the use of stanchions can
be avoided, as in the first place the inner wall is only
''in. thick (true, it is strengthened by the chimney-
Ineast. but does this come directly under the one
end of the broad-tiange beams?*, whilst there is only
ii rubble masonry wall at the other, a most unsatis-
factory material at the ijest of times for a concen-
trated load. The question of the length of the room
dites not enter into the matter at all. "Builder"
wants to think of the mechanics ot his prol>lem. and
treat it as an inverted pair of scales, the standard
being the chinmey-breast and the pans the supports
-unless equilibrium is maintained, there will be

Juovement. I would recommend that stanchions be
used on both sides (or if used on one side only, an
allowance of, say, sin. be made for the compressi-
bility of the mortar-joints), and sufhcient area given
to the loose plates and their foundations, say, Sft.
super., with the rock taking 3 tons per foot super.,
allowing .") tons for stanchions and fuumlations.
More will be necessary if the broad-tlau^^f lieams,
with the necessary separators, are not included in the
2n tons. Remember that care now may save endless
bother later, and also a reputation. -K. H. Read, i

Lecturer on Building Construction, Gloucester and
|

Stroud Technical Schools.
i

,(13133.J—CARRYING CHIMNEY-BREAST.-Carry
|

chinmey-breast on steel girder, marked A. as shown. .

The end of girder A. supported ultimately byOin.
wall, bears on a distributing girder B. which in turn
bears only at ends and in centre on York bedstones
Win. deep to secure the distribution of reaction of 13
tons from girder A along the wall as far as necessary.
The bearing of girder A on the 9in. wall sliould. if

possible, come over chimney - breast below. The
maximum stress is on the top of the wall, and not
greater than l.H'2 tons per s<iuarc foot, which is jiuiply
safe for Llie lieiglit of 13ft. The end of girrler A sup-
purLed ultimately on tlie '2ft. walls bears on distri-
buting girder C, which in turn bears on York bed-
clones Din. deep, as shown, along one of tlie piers 9ft.
wide. The pressure on the flat bedded rubble is

,/;-// /jV-"

113131.1—STRONG-ROOM.—Build the walls with

bricks in cement 18in. thick, tied together with hoop-

iron, the roof to be 6in. cement concrete, reinforced

with 3in. by lAin. rolled steel joists, fixed Tin. from
centre to centre, or old iron metals fixed I'in. from
centre to centre. If the walls are not carried above
the level of strong-room, roof ends of joists to be

fixed down with ^iu. by ^/sin. iron straiis built 15in.

down into brick walls. Floor to be Kin. cement
concrete resting on ground; but if there is a space

lielow floor, it should be reinforued with iron,

similar to roof. Strong-room door and frame to

form doorway. At any time the building is iiiilled

down, most of the old materials can be used again

for other work.—J. \^'. Shaft, Guildford-road,

Woking.

fl:jl;^4. 1—STRONG - ROO:\I. Your qut-rist. "Old

Pu/trr

.

9 i^oMnon

hftTfl 3 '/>*<• AT S/0£i»

TCP *^rrcM

.

whole iTOuld be constructed for about £40.- H-
Kendrick. Ulvaluy Green-road. Olton. near Bir-
mingham.

11:3134.1- STRONG-ROOM. For temporary re.piin-
ments. tpierist eould not do better than form a

strong-room with steel plates bolted together on the
inside by means of lugs and flanges, so that no boll
heads are visible externally, and having a steel lininu
also built up in sections with the intervening space
tilled in with slag- wool, or asljestos, for lire-resist-

ance. The plates would var.\' in thickness, from \\x\.

upwards, according to the resisting qualities letiuired.
It is advisable to see that the floors are capable of
sustaining the increase<l weight l>efore proceeding
with the work. Tlie advantage of this method of
construction is that it can be moved from position
to position at k!i> timi- iti sections, whereas a safe of

1^ rffZcCLAY

.

'Se.cjy'iOff^

Subscriber," does not state wlulhei' In- waTit.s a lire-

rebisting or burglar-i)roof strong-room. If he only
wants it tire-resisting, one of the cheapest methods

^^ ^
9'/flfC/i tV^zz\— i5<rcrA7/v—

-

?*,' 1. -1 ,n
-••1

7<^-C '9' 9 p'i^^r -/rff*' w.
—_il£cr

Vl£W^ JhOWINC WeiCMT DiJTKIBUTED ALOrtC I fOOl W^LL——

1 ton ])er square foot, which is a safe stress for the
height. The maximum stress in girders is 7.7 tons
per sipiare inch, which, as the load is entirely dead,
is suitable.—Eric Wiseman, County Surveyors* Ollice,
Chelmsford.

of construction, especially as it is only to be a
temporary one. would be to build as shown in
accompanying sketch, and tit with a fireproof door of
approved make. The door could be reused for the
permanent strong-room when same is readj'. The

large dimensions would be awkward to manipulate
around stairs and landings, and also through door-
ways. To build a temporary strong-room of brick-
work, a good foundation of concrete is retiuired ;

hence they are usually placed in the basement ; llin.
brickwork in cement, with the ceiling or roof of eon-
ci'ete. with small R.S.J, or T-irons at very close
intervals, say, l'2in.. and having a proper strong-room
door and frame, upon which will be the necessary
lugs for building in the walls. The head can be
formed of concrete or stone. Querist would do well
to consult the manufacturers under the heading of
"Safes," in the " Directory " of this week's "B.N."—
K. H. Read. Lecturer on Building Construction, A'c.,

Gloucester and Stroud Technical Schools.

1 1313-".. !—REFUSE UESTRTCTOR.—According to
the site, and the kind and (juantity. of refuse a two-
cell destructor, on the single-row system, as herewith
Illustrated, forms a scheme to meet there(iuirements.
The npjier or line diagram is the complete plan
showing the lay-out and arrangement of the plant.
A, two furnaces 5ft. by 5ft. : B, boiler ; C, eeonomiser

;

D. 6H.P. engine pump and fan; E, .screen and dust
catcher; F. chimney: G. tipping platform leading
from the approach road to the charging openings ; H.
clinkering floor and approach to road ; I, stores ;

J, stokehold, &c. ; K, yard. The lower diagram
shows a section througli the destructor, which is

constructed of solid brickwork throughout, the
several chambers being lined with firebrick, heav>
iron furnace doors with weights to the charging aurl

withdrawing openings. L, main flue or combubtion
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c-haiuber, linally WnduvA Ui Ibt- cljminey ;
M, lilasl or

lorcod drauKlit air tiiu- ; N, flue to Ihu Ijoiler tubes ;

exhaust or outlet Hue; P. grate bars; Q, side air-

box'- R, dryins hearth: S, ash pit; G, chnkennt!

floor- H, teedins bin and tipjiing floor. The chimney-

iiuist'bc Soft, high, and should be ei-eetcd upon a

eoncrete foundation. -Jft. 6in. deep and l-2ft in

diameter, octagonal in shaue. The shaft should be

of ordinary bricks in two lifts with a diameter at top

of'-iTin and in nin. work, increasing by kin. at each

lift, and with a battiu- of :',in. to e\crN- foot in height,

and lined with tiin. tirebrick. and tinished with cap

and lightning conductor. The InuldiiiR should be so

arranged as to permit the refuse carls being emptied

right on to the tipping platform, where a provision

should be made for storage accommodation, as the

feeding of the chambers should be continuous

throughout the 24 hours. The temperatm-e of the

fm-naees is kept high, and reaches its ma.\imum m
the combustion ehaiubev. where it is maintained at

1 800° Fahr. The linal process takes place in this

cii amber, which also receives and consumes the

E?AD

\
:-'

1
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leases generated iu the respective furnaces. Dust
Dterceptors, constructed on the spiral principle, are
placed near the base of the chimney to prevent the
escape of fine dust, or carbonised paper, which, on
account of the great draught necessary, would be
cari'ied off into the atmosphere. They also inter-

cept the heat, and being themselves invariably in an
incandescent condition, any unconsuniud gases from
the chamber are rendered innocuous l»efore reaching
the chimney. By the vitrifying operations the
organic substance of the putrescent or decomposing
uiatter is converted into water vapour, carbon
dioxide, and nitrogen, all found in the ordinar?>-

atmosphere. The residuals consist of ashes, cinders,
tin, iron, and so forth, and amount to about 3-5 per
cent, of what is passed through the cells. The clinker
forms from 5 to 80 per cent, of the i-esiduals accord-
ing to the refuse and thoroughness of vitrification,

and is a mass of incombustible slag. — Chas. S.

tiongley, 5'2. Ivauhoe-road, Denmark Park, London.

A Wesleyaii chapel in Holdeniess-roacl, East

Hull, liuili from designs by Messrs. Renton and
Harry, of Land o' Green Ginger, Hull, has just

been opened. The cost was £6.500.

The restoration of Paisley Abbey was
inaugurated on Friday by the laying of the
foundation-stone for the new choir. Mr.
McGregor t'hahners, of Glasgow, is the architect,

and all the funds needed have been contributed.

Plan.s for a comprehensive sewerage system
for the whole northern half of the city of

Toronto, including old North Toronto. Moore
I'ark, aiul Cedarvale, have been completed by
the works dcparlim^nt of tin; city council. It \^

estimated tliat 1 lu' rust of the work will run into
several million tlollars.

The Salop ('ounty Council, at their meeting
held at Shrewsbury on Saturday, agreed, on the
recommendation of the Main lloads Committee,
to increase the salary of the iissis1;mL county
surveyor (Mr. M. S. Stobbs) from .£200 to ^£250
by yearly increments of £10, and to raise the
salaries of the six divisional survevors at the
discretion of the committee from £200 to £225
by two-yearly iiirrcuicnls of £12 10s.

The small-lioldings connniltci! reported to the
Shropshire County Council on Saturday that the
arbitralor appointed by the Board of Agri-
culture liad tixcd £8.164 as the amount payable
by the roumil fr>r the fee simple of the Crow-
moor Farm, Shrewsbury. II was agreed that,
.subject to the approval of the Board of Agri-
culture and tlu' liOcal Government Board, the
clerk be authorised to enter into a contract \vit,h

the Siirewsbury Corporation for iiie sale to them
of about 5a. 3r. 29p. of the land for £1,187, and
an option of leasing an additional _ce of land
for allotments.

(But ©ffia tabk.

'I'lie lieu is.siie ol the ' Kaleiidar " of the

Ko\al Institute of British Architects shows an

inen-iisc in bulk to oO'J pages. 'I'lie member-
ship roll reveals a steady inercase in the two

principal classes o! practitioners. The number
of Fellows at the beginning of the present

session is 851. as against 826 a year ago; the

list of retired Fellows has been reduced by

death from 32 to 24. There are now l,G2l

As.sociates. as against 1,578 a year ago, but

as is inevitable with a closed list, there are

2,089 Licentiates, in lieu of the 2,119 re-

corded last year. The Honorary Associates

number 53. against .55, and the Hon. Corre-

sponding Members 67, against 66. We note

an impi-ovement in the indexing, and the use

of bolder type in the lists showing the local

distribution of members, and in other minor
particulars.

The T'reasury has conceded the point as

lo its contribution to the improvement of the

Admiralty Arch, and the cost will be divided

ei|nally between the Government, the West
minster City Council, and the London
County Council. The estimated net cost of

the improvement is £115,000. The Govern-
ment Bill will provide for the acquisition of

the whole of the site belonging to the Liver-

pool and London and Globe Insurance Com-
pany, at 56. Charing Cross, and parts of 55,

Charing Cross, and 17, Spring-gardens ; for

that of the Phoenix Insurance Company's
premises at 57, Charing Cross, and 15,

Spring gardens ; and that of Messrs.

Anderson's premi.ses at 58 and 59, Charing
Cross, and those in the rear at Nos. 11 and
13, Spring-gardens. The proposal is to com-
plete the circle as far as possible by the

aef|uisition of premises, which will increase

the width of the approach from about 65ft.

to 90ft.. and to give a vista from the Strand
through the triple arch along the Coronation
.Avenue to the Victoria Memorial and the

Palace behind.

The annual dinner of the Builders' Bene-
volent Institution will be held in the White-
hall Rooms, Hotel Metropole, Charing Cross.

nn Thursday, the 27th inst., at 6.30 for 7 p.m.

The president, Mr. Fred Shingleton (Messrs.

Leslie and Co.. Ltd.). will occupy the chair.

In presenting the sixty-sixth annual report of

this excellently-managed institution, the

committee of management express their

thanks to Mr. F. G. Minter for his services

as president. During the last twelve mouths
three male and three female pensioners have

been added to the pension list. A grant of

£5 was made in one case, and burial money
in anothei-. There are now on the pension

list thirty male and twenty-seven female

pensioners. One male and one female

pensioner, both of whom were elected in

December. 1911. died during the past year.

The committee tender their thanks for

valuable assistance to the trustees (Mr. F. J.

Dove. Sir Arthur C. Lucas. Bart.. Mr. Frank
May. .J.P.. Mr. T. F. Rider, Mr. T. Stirling,

and Mr. .John T. Bolding). and to the

honorary auditors (Mr. John T. Bolding and
Mr. Hubert S. Ward. K.C.A.). The ne.\t

delation of pensioners will be held in

December.

Lecturing before the Leeds Camera Club
on Monday night on "Yorkshire Minsters,"

Mr. C. B.'Howdill, A.R.I.B.A.. of that city,

who showed many inleresting coloured slides,

said it was rather refreshing to him as an

architect to find that the jerry-builder was
not a jiroduet simply of the 20th century. In

the restoration of the south transept rif York
Minster, in 1870, it was discovered that the

top portion of the wall was filled in with dry

nilible. and it had to be pulled down and re-

built solidly. This was the work of 13th

century builders, and if it had been done by

lilth lir 20tli-century bnildei's. it would have

liecn characterised as jerry-building.

A report which is being presented to the

city council of Birmingham by the gern>ral

purposes committee constitutes an un-

pleasant reminder that the two council house
extensions of 1911 and the present year are

going to cost (Kmsiderably more than was ex-

pected three years ago. When the first ex

tension w-as authorised, it was estimated that

the building proposed to be erected could be

put up for £150,000. It was explained that

tins sum would not include the cost of

"desks, furniture, and fittings," nor that of

certain incidentals. As a matter of fact, the

builders' contracts have amounted to

£162,000, fittings and furniture ha\e ab-

sorbed £34.749, architects' and other protes

sional fees some £19,000 luore. the total

amounting to £218,678. The increase of out

lay over the original estimate is accounted
for partly by the substitution of granite for

Darley Dale stone on the lower floor

(£3,5-11); partly by alterations and addi-

tional work found necessary in the various
departments during the progress of the work
(£3,980); and partly by the greatly increased
cost of materials and labour since the archi-

tects' estimate was made four years before.
The second extension of the building was
estimated to cost £53,350, and actually in-

volved an expeinliture of £58.800. The cor-

poration will be asked on Monday mjxt to

sanction tlie borrftwing rjf ,£66.157 to clear up
accounts.

Some remarkable disclosures were made at

St. Austell Rural District Council meeting on
Friday concerning the Mount Charles and
Charlestown sewerage scheme, carried out a

short time ago at a cost of about £6.000, The
sanitary inspector (Mr. W. H. Moffatt)
reported that a short time ago he received a

complaint that a branch sewer at Slades was
choked. Upon examination he found that
from a point about midway along the length
of the sewer in rpiestion the sewage was
Howing backwards. He had the road opened
up in various places and took the le\els of

a section of about 75ft. length. He found
that the pipes in this section had been laid

w'ith a fall in the reverse direction to the
remainder of the sewer. Also, upon in

vestigating a similar complaint at Watering
Hill, he found that a manhole communicating
with the choked sewer had been constructed
without any invert channels—the bottom
being simply roughly made in concrete and a

junction branch brought in at right angles.

With such w-ork as that in existence little

wonder that the .sewers were choked from
time to time. He presumed that the council
employed a i-lerk of w-orks to supervise the
contractors who carried out the work, and
w-hile not desiring to cast any reflections on
that official, whoever he was. he (Mr. Moffatt)

must say that gross neglect and incom-
petence were shown in passing such work and
certifying payment for the same. The dis

cussion of the subject was referred to the

sanitary committee, a member urging that

the cost of rectifying the alleged errors, if

proved, should be charged to the contractor.

Out of fifty-five applicants for the post of

county surveyor in Kent, in succession to

Mr. H. P. Maybury, the following six were
selected to interview the bridges and roads
committee at a meeting at Maidstone ; Mr.
Hei-bert Turlay Chapman, county surveyor
and road engineer to Somerset County
Council; Mr. Herbert Wm. Bowen. county
surveyor of West Sussex; Mr. Ernest John
Elford. borough engineer and surveyor,

Southend-on-Sea ; Mr. Charles Frederic
Gettings. county surveyor of Worcester-
shire; Mr. Herbert William Longdin, sur-

veyor to the Penge Urban District Council ;

Mr. John Andrews Manning, divisional main

road surveyor to the Hampshire County
Council. The two first-named were selected

in the order in which their names appear, for

the final choice of the county council, on

November 19. Mr. Chapman has been county

surveyor and road engineer for Somerset-

.shire since 1908. His previous appointments

have been : County district surveyor and

assistant county surveyor, Lancashire, 1898

1908; county district surveyor of main roads

and bridges, Derbyshire," 1895 1898; and

assistant surveyor of West Sussex, 1892-1895.

Mr. Bowen was appointed ecmnty surveyor

for West Sussex in 1907. his previous

appointments having been : Assistant county

surveyor of main roads, East Sussex, 1900-

1907 ; engineer and surveyor, Wigniore

District Council and North Hereford main

roads, 1897-1900; assistant Shropshire com-
bined districts, main and district roads. 1890
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1897. The salary attached to the Kent
appointment is £800. Under the Somerset
Connty Conncil Mr. Cliapinan is receivini.-

tdOO per annum. exclnsi\e of travelling arifi

out-of pocket expenses. Mr. Rowen's salar\

heing C4nO and £270 allowances.

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son. 7,

Stationer's Hnll-court, E.G., have [iidilished

a second edition of their most useful and
liandy help, "The Pulilic Works Calculator."
the tables of which show at siglit the cubic
contents of square or round l)ricks, stone,

etc., and the siipcrficial inensurcnient and
weight of mild steel bars and angles. The
"Calculator" can be carried in the breast

pocket without feeling it. and will save years

in the life of every estimator who uses it.

The present edition is enhanced in value Isy

the addition of tables for olitaining the super-

ficial measure in square feet, to be obtained
without calculation.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I'uiliw ri'o-nvY).— IlistiliiLioil itt .Muiiirilml i;n;;i

neors. .\nnnal Meetiuf^. 4. Southainii-
Ion-row, ^V.C'., V2 noou. PresiitentiHl
Address li>- Frank liatbani. M.I.C.l^.,

Pcn/.anre. -J.-l.") p.m.

Incorporate Institnte of British
Decorators. " Steucilliufi," by \V.

Stewart-Greeue. Painters* Hall. K.C.
H p.m.

Glftsfjow Arcliitectnral Craftsmen's
Society. "Neetlle-Shorinff,'* by I^. 8.

I'rinyle ; and " Linderinnninf,'," by
Hobert T. .\nderson. H p.m.

MoN'nAV.—Aroliitectnral .\ssociatjon. " NationaUt>
in Art,' by H. M. Fletcher, M.A„
F.U.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Societj-.

Opeuinf; .\ddress by the President,
Hastwell Grayson, M.A., F.R.I.B.A.
H p.m.

TrF.SDAT.— Institution of Civil Engineers. " The
Construction of the White Star Dock
and adjoining Qnays at South-
am))ton," h\ Francis Ernest Went-
worth-Shields. H p.m.

^^'I'.p^•^'.s^>AT. — Manchester Society of .\rchitects-
" Dublin .\rchitecture in the
I'iiiihteenth Century," by Patie L.
Dickenson.

THTiitsnw.—Societ\' ot Architects. Address by the
President, Percy B. Tubbs. F.R.I.B.A.
JS. Bedford-square, W.C. S p.m.

• -«*»^

LATEST PRICES.

8 10

S 17

R 15
<.l 10

No. 22 to 24
Per ton.

... £li 10

... 11

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BERWICK-riN-TWEED. — Wages in the

linililing trade at Berwick have iteen increased

Id. per liour.

TODMORDEN.—Labourers in tlie genera]

Imilding trade at Todmorden have formed them-
selves into a union, and given tlie masters six

months' notice of a demand for an increase of

wages, the minimum to be 7d. an hour.

DALKF.ITII PLUMBERS.- A further advance
of \d. per hour lias been conceded by the master
plumbers 1o their employees—the increase to

date from Monday last, the 3rd inst. The new
wage will be 9id. per hour, ihe rate having been
raised to 9d. in .Tuly last.

«•
Mr. David Galloway, St. Andrews, was

appointed on Friday night to the joint office of

liurgh engineel' and sanitary inspec^tor of

Inverkeithing, There were 31 applicants for the
post.

Mr. VV. L. Michael, of Crickhowell. has been
.ippointed surveyor and inspector to the New-
castle Enilyn Urban District Council, in suc-

cession to the late Mr. Thomas Williams, of

Drefach.

The Secretary of State for India in Council
has appointed Mr. Rupert William Palmer as

an Assistant Superintendent in the Geological
Survey of India, to fill the vacancy notified in

March last.

On Thursday in last week, at Harrogate. Mr.
T. C. Ekin held a Local GovcrnmenI Board
inquiry respecting the application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £9,439 for the
purposes of the electricity undertaking.

The first sod in connection with the building
of a new church in Woodcote-grove-road.
Ooulsdon, has been formally cut. The architects
are Messrs. Greenaway and Newberry, of West-
minster, and the contractors are Messrs. Grace
and Marsh, of Croydon. The cost of the section
now in course of erection will be £6.200,

IRON.
Steel .Toists, Belgian and German

(ox steamer. London! per ton ffi 1 fi to £(\

Steel .Toists. F.nglish 7 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Platen 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2
liar Iron, good Staffs B ,'i

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30

Do., 'Welsh r, 1,5

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8
BestSnedshill 9

Angles lOs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c,, £B 1.58 to ft).

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton
Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 19 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton
gauge £13

Best ditto 13
Wire Nails (Points do Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 it 10 11 12 13 14 1.5 B.W.O.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 111- 11/9 12/6 13/fi percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 ID „ 9
Boiled-Iron Fencing 'Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights ,5 0., 5 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised "W'ire Strand. 7 ply,

14 B.W.O 14 5 0,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 11 12

£10 10a. £10 153. £11 08. £11 59.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6
4in. to 6in 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5
ICoated with composition, 5s. Od _

turned and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1179. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 24 per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 P.O.

Water-Tubes 73j ,,

Steam-Tubes 67j ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 624 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 574 ,,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Bilesian Per ton £20 7 i; to £20 1.! r,

Lead Water Pipe, Town '2r, „ —
„ Country 2.5 1:, „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 26 ..
—

„ Country 26 15 (1 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27 (i ,,

-
„ Country 27 i:.

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
„ ,, ,, ,, Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town...
,, I. Country

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town

B.W.G.
£11 159. per ton.

2 6 to £6 7

„ 6 5
7 6 „ 6

per ton extra.

27 i:

29 10
30 :-.

2.S c)

as 15
2S
2S 1,-.

,, Country
[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
01 10
SO
180 10
IH7

CopperSheets, sheathing & rods 01

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 71) 10

Tin, English Ingots 186

Do., Bars IHG 15

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Digs (Town) 21 15

Sheet Lead, Town 22

„ „ Country 25 5

Genuine White Lead 31 15

Eieflned Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc '29

Old Lead, against account 19 10

Tin percwt, 10 10

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,,

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL. i

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per stand'ard :—
1st quaUty £38 to £45
2nd „ 26
3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals : St. ,Iohns 10

„ .. Miramichi 9 10
Boards: Swag 11

Red Deals: rcliangel 1st quality 21
2nd „ 16
3ra „ 13

,, ,, St. Petersburg

—

,, ,, .. 1st quality
2nd

,. ,. Wyburg & Uleaborg
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ...

White Deals : Crown 14

,, „ Seconds 11
Flooring ; White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
lat, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 „ 14

Per cubic foot
yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,,
Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3,,
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany Gaboon _ 3 0. (I

Teak
Teak

FURNITURE AND HAHDWOODB.

Burmese, per load, 50ft. £20 to £25
.lava, per load, 50ft..

OakPlanks: U.S.A.,
,, lioards ,,

16 „ 21
Per cubic foot.

1 9 to 2
3 0,.

imported
„ Prm. 3
,.Mdm. 2 6

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4

Birch : Quebec logs 2 3

,, ,, sawn jilanks... 13
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6

Walnut :Mdm 3 6

Oreenbeart : Hewn logs 3 :i

Cedar : Cigar box 4 9

Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,, African, Aseinee, Ac. 5

Lagos and Benin 4 6

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,,

,, Gaboon 2 0,,
Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13

Lignum Vit86 7 U U

.STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0

14

Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto .,

Closeburn Red Freestone.dilto .,

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Greenghill, ditto ,.

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto .,

Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot Bap. 2

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 1

All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot ,, 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station .. 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elma
Station ., 1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Brown White

1 10
1 IJ

104
I

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico 'Wharf

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 3 3 ...£0 3 r.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10 .

16x 8 .

Blue Bangor 20x10 .

20x12 .

First quality 20x10 .

20x13 .

16x 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

.

20x12 .

18x10 .

16 X 8 .

20X10
.

,
18x10 .

16x 8 .

Permanent green

.

f s.

12 13
6 12
13 2
13 17

13
13 15

, 7 5

15 17

, 18 7
13 5
10
11 12

, 9 13
6 13

per 1,000 ot

1,300 at r.stn

6

BRICKS.
(.\11 prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside

16 10
14 10
13 10

13 10

10

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
13
24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

Kecond Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 in

Pressed W^ire Cuts... 118
Red Wu:e Cuts 114
Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

24in. Best Red Ac- \

crington Plastic j 4 10
Facing Bricks )

[river.

/lelivered
at rly. stn.

::i

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in Ijondon,

Accrington Host Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £'2 10

3S" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 '2 ti

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 ti

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3&" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

3i" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bovel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius BuUnoses; Stock
patterns 3 7 fi

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x'2course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xl course .

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4^" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

4V-

9"

9"

9"

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free nn rail or free on boat at works
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QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Bn£f. Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

^'ilt°'7'"'6~ei0 17 6 f13 17 6 £11 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers-
j^ ^ ^ 13 7 6 17 7 fi II 17 6

Ouoina, Bullnose, and Urn. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 1.5 17 fi

Double Stretchers— ,. ,. „
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 fi

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 fi

One side and two ends, square-
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 13 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 6 K 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 1.

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 6d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BEICKB.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
.5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each Bd. each

Maiolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers f22 17 6

, ,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch brick8^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each ' by 2jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in fall track loads

to London Stations.
s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,.

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

G--ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station,
TILES.

s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn-

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red , brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, .,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 0,, ,. ,,

Selected " Pertecta " roofing
tiles;—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ .

Ornamental do 48 fi ,, ,. ,

Hiptiles 3 lOjperdoz. „ ,,

Valleytiles 3 44 ,

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 fi per 1000 ,, .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6
HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced .50 per 1000 ,, „
Pressed 47 6

Ornamental do 60 .. ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

alley tiles 3 fi .. ..

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, per tun £28 15 to f39 B
Do., brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined , ... 29 ,, 30 U
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ., 40
Heal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 46 ,. 46 10
Dn,, Ouylon 42 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43
I'alm. Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel , ... 35 „ 35 10
Oleine , ... 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm , ... 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,, 080
I'otroleum refined 63 ,, 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6 u ,, 1 10
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6 ,, 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 2',, —
Baltic Oil 2 5" „ —
Turpentine 2 '.tj'.,, —

''""''fe?dTif)':!°:}p<'"-'- 9 0.. -
Pure Linseed Oil L n in n
"Stority Brand) • 10 „ -

GLASS (IN OBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4Sd.
Thirds 2ld. ... 3M. ... 44d. ... fiid.

Fluted Sheet 2,id. ... 3Sd. ... gid. ... 7d.
Hartley's English Boiled Plate : iin. ^/isin. iin.

2id. ... 2i!d. ... 3d.
Figured Rolled d Repoassine White. Tinted

Hi. ... 6d.

TRADE NOTES.
Pudlo. the powder which makes cement water-

proof, lias been u.^ed on a swimming-bath al

the Kfndal Grammar School with great success.

Under the direction of Mr. S. G. Scales, archi-

tect, Eastbourne, Boyle's latest patent "air-

pimip" ventilators have been applied to the

Presbyterian Church, Eastbourne.

The Amberley Roman Catholic Schools,

Sussex are beinj warmed by means of

Shorland's patent "^Manchester stoves, supplied

by Messrs. E. H. Shorlaud and Brother, Ltd ,

of Failsworth. Manchester.

Amongst the manv new tower clocks in con-

struction, or recently erected by Messrs. .1. B.

.foyce and Co.. Ltd.. Whitchurch. Shropshire,

are the following: Quarter-chime clocks for St.

Thomas's Church. Chester; Daresbury Church.

Cheshire; Llanddulas Church House. Wynstay

Park. Ruaboii: Norton Church, Evesham. Hoiir-

strikin" clocks for Caerwys Church. N. Wales;

Shanghai. China (two clocks with four dials

each). Non-striking clocks for new premises at

Seaforth (for Mr. W. Asliworth), Me.ssrs. John

Stanning and Son, Ltd., Leyland. and another

for Huelva. Spain.

Wembley is the latest suburban town to

decide on the adoption of motor fire apparatus,

the type selected 'being the well-known Merry-

weather "Hatfield" fire-engine, which, it may
lie noted, will be fitted with a new design of

pump. The pumping capacity will be 250 to

300 gallons per minute, and. in addition to ample

accommodation for hose and gear, a fire-escape

will be carried. Arrangements will also be

made for the pumo to throw a first-aid jet for

dealing with small fires, so that the macliim-

will embody a complete fire-extinguishing and

fire-escape equipment on one chassis.

Messrs. Stephens and Carter, Ltd., Greeu-

street. Paddington-green. W.. are issuing an

excellent new illustrated price-list, which they

are publishing at the commencement of the

New Year, whicti fully figures and describes

their specialities in ladders, steps, barrows,

trestles, scaffold-poles, and putlogs. Tn all of

(liese. as some builders seem siiU not to kno\\'.

suitability of design saves labour and cost, not

merely in the actual cost of (he appliances, but.

io a far greater degree, on the job. These ends
Messrs. Stephens luid Carter have kept well in

view, and a perusal of the list will convince ,nll

that., at lowest prices, their goods are service-

able, up to date, and in the best sense of the
word economical A capital folding caterer's

table, strong, rigid, and cheap, suitable for

bazaars, etc.. is figured on p. 17.

A new Primitive Alethodist chapel was
opened at Attleboroiigh. Norfolk, last week. Mr.

A. E. Scott, of Norwicli. is the architect, and
Mr. Kldon J. Smith, of Bunwell. the builder.

At Wandsworth, on Tuesday. Local Govern-
ment Board inquiries were held with respect to

the borough councirs applications for sanction

to borrow £I1.00!J wherewith to construct a

swimming-bath in Elmficld-road. Balham. and
£5.000 for the laying out of seven acres of land
as an addition to Putney Vale Cemetery. The
jiopulons district of B.i)ham at present has no
public baths.

TENDEBS.
•»• Correspondents *pould in all cases oblige liy givinir

the addresees of the parties tenderiner—at any rate, of

the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the informa-

tion.

Bethwal Grern. — For reraodelUnff Virginia-road

School, for the London Education (Jommittee :

—
Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood £12,042 17 5

CbesBum, J., aud Sons. 7a. South-
place ILS.'JS 16 !)

ghurmur- W., & Sons, Ltd., Upoer
Clapton 10,431

Perry i: Co . Bow, Ltd.. Victoria-
ttreet, Westminster (accepted) 10,414

Architect's estimate, i;l0,645.

Bristol.—Tenders accepted by the Bristol Docks
Committee :

—

For spare siarter for motors at the Granary, Royal
Edward Dock, Electric Construction Co., Wolver-
hampton.

For additional compr^ssinff machinery for the cold

storage on the upper Iloorof Transit Slied No. 1, Avon-
mouth Dock, Linde British Refrigeration ('o , Ltd.

For reconstruction of grain-shed on the west side of

Portiehead Dock, and supply of timber bulkheads,
Perkins, J. and Son, Bristol.

For 2Mn. indiarabber hose, India Rubber Co.
For permanent-way fittings. Railway and Enj^ueerir 1

Co., Ltd.

Bristol —For alterations to premises adjoining St.

Peter's Hoppital, for the board of guardians :
-

Pickard 4 Son, Bristol (accepted) £1,861

Cambeewell.—For erecting special school in Marl-
boroush-road, for the London Education iJommittee ;

—
Rice and Son, Stockwell-road ... £8,7B0
Parker, G., ond Sons, Peckham ... 7,998

Downs, W., Walworth-road ... 7,9H
Bowver, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 7,823

HoUiday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Baltersea 7,7.'5

Garrett, J., and Son. Balham Hill 7,6tit (I

Wallis, G. a., i Sons. Ltd., Hay-
market 7,532

Akers, W., and Co., Ltd.. South
Norwood 7,489 n

Smith, W., & Son, Harleyford-rd. 7,46) o
Triggs and Co., 92, The Chase.
Clapham (accepted) ... 7,170 n

Architect's estimate, £I7,25U.

Ci.APHAii, S.W.—For adaptirg the disused premisss
of the old fire-station facing Clanhani Common, for use
partly as a tenement for the head-keener and partly a^
an othce and store, for the London County ('ouncil :

—
Bickerton, W., Oatford 1 299 10

Rice and Son, Brixton 'iOS

Harding, R.,:iml Son, Brixton Hill 288 10

Triggs and Co., Clapham 279

Fletcher. F. W., TootiQi;' 227
Estimate of the architect, £249.
* Recommendtd for acceptance.

Hackney,—For sanitary improvenieuts at Millfield^-

road School, for the London Edncation Committee :
—

Smith, F., ,s Co., Abchurch-lane £8.'.)

Finch B., .t Co., Ltd., Belveilere-

road 830

Symea, A. B., Stratford 822
Horswill, H. C, Forest Gate ... 81'.

Ashbv ana Horner, 8, Aldgate ... 79J
Ball, F., Upper Clapton 791

Thorne, P. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 77.t

Beattie, W., 8, Lower Orosvenor-
place 763

Price, C. R., 87, Bishopsgate ... 761

Silk. W., and Son, Homerton ... 7:M

(rriggB and Son, CnbiLt Town ... 65u
Vigor and Co., l.'i. King-street.

Poplar (accepted) «'!•

Architect's estimate, £676.

IsLiNOTOK.—For new school, ^Vilfioa-Btreet, for the

Lonoon Education Committee :

—

Leslie and Co., Ltd., Kensington
Sriuare £39,678

pILKIKQTOff 8i CO.
(Established 1838.)

DEPTFOBD WHABP,
leO & 192, GREEK ROAD, DEFTFORD, S.E

RfgiiUrtd Tradt Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTINa ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAV^NO.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Trlicphonk Nob. : Nbw Cbobb 110'2 (2 Lineal.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLY TO-
WTH. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, London, E.O.

BOwver, .T. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 27,472

CbesBum, J., and Sons, 7a, South-
place 2f<,4,92 11 7

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,

Haymarket 211.217

Lawrence, W., and Son, Finsbury-
ciicuB 25,4i8

Brand, Pettitt, H. Co., Tottenham 25,4 1 1 u

Mccormick and Sons, Ltd., Kssex-
road (accepted) 24,tJ8;i i>

Architect's estimate, £2t!,0(iO

Isi.iNOTOs.—P'or remodelling GifTord-street aclionl,

lor ihe London Education Uommittee :

-
Cariuicliael, !,, Wandswonh
Common £2B,089

Bowver, ,1. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 26,112

liolliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

liattereca 24,787

CheBBum, J., and Sons, 7a, South-
plitce 21,107 16 7

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,

Haj market (accepted) 22,969

Architect's estimate, £22,740.

Islington.—For building a temporary school in

Shebbon-Btreet, Islington, for the London Education

Committee :— A. B.

Hygienic Constractiona and
Portable Buildings. Ltd. £1,603 ...

—
Harrison, J., ana uo. ... l,24li ... 1,1-30

MciUanUB, .1 *1.171 14 4 ... 1,184 7 3
* Accepted. Architect's estimate, £1,27.'..

A.—For building in corrugated iron studding and
asliestOB cement linmg. B.— In concrete slab con-

struction.
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Lkwi^ham.—For builtlinK m tomporary school at
Hurnt ABh-hill, for the London Kilucatiou. Com-
mitteo :— A. B.

llTeionicConatructioiiaand (Dot'cKor

Portable Buildings, Ltd. t' !,(!(! i (1 (Jonetrnction.)

Humphrcvs, Ltd 1.3H!» ... £l.;i51

MacMftnus. .1 1.1H2 17 4 ... M.182 16 2
* Accepted. Architect's eatiiuato, £1,105.

A.—For corrngated iron conatruciion. B.—For con-
creio slab constroction.

l.iTTi,E Hampofn.—For proposed new house at Little

Hamiiden. Great Misaenden, for Captain T. Trevor-
Kattye. Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynno, P.R LB.A.. 6,

Queen Anne's Gate, S.W., architect. Quantities by Mr.
R. Henry Hale. F.S.I. . 6. Queen Anno'sCJate. S.W. :

—
Dickens. W. J., Ealing £*i,2(17

Honour. J., and Sons, Ltd.. Tring B.239

Bowman, A. W.. Bournemouth .. 5.89fi

Fi-ankhn, Ltd.. Deddington 5,748

Schooley, R . and Sons. Finabury 5,690

Web8terand(!annon, Aylesbury,.. 5,668 fl

Biggs. G., A Son, High" W\ eombe 5.185

Blake. W. E.. Bloomsbury 5,15iJ

Giheon, (i. H., and Sons. High
Wycombe 5,0t0

Wrisht. H. J. and A., Great
Misiienden .. 4/155

Waldeu A: Cox, Henley on Thames' 4,!151 2 5
• Accepted.

London.—For the supply of 200 cast steel driving-

wheel centrea for electric cars, delivered to a siding at
Charlton, 8.E., for the London County Council : —

Baker, J., and Co. (Kotherham), Ltd., Each wheel.
RotherhamT l;2 7 t(

The Springfield Steel Co., Ltd.,

GlHSgow 2 6

Hadfield'a Steel Foundry Co., Ltd ,

Ticsley. Sheffield 2 3 3

Fried. Krupp Aktiengeselltchafc,
Eesen-Rubr, G.:Tmany+ ... ... 2 2

The National Steel Foundry, Ltd.,

Leven, Fife 1 Iti 9

Socii-ti- Anonyine Acii'-ries et

Fonderiea d'Art de Hfline-Saint-
Pierre et Metallurginue, Lilloiso ... Ill

Estler Bros.. Dowgafe Hdl, E.C. ... I \i

The British Griffin Chilled Iron and
Steel Co., Ltd..Barrow-in-FurnessT 11)0

Usines Gusinve Boel, Belgium ... 1 5 2

Socii'ii- Anonvme LTeines et AcitTies
Allard, Belgium* 14 6

Per ton.

Tennent, R. B., Coatbridge. Scotland 3 10 o
Firth, T., and Sons, Ltd., Sheffield ... —
Hurst, Nelson, and Co., Ltd.,
Motherwell 3

The tllasgow Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Glasgow 2 15

t Not to specification. * Recommended for iiccepianco.

London, S.E. — For proposed alterations and
decorative work, Nos. tl and 16, Harleyford-road, S.E.,

for the owner. Mr. Gordon Wilson and Co., I , Vaughan-
avenue. (ioUibawk-rd, Hammersmith, W., architects :

—
Constrnctionai Work, lighting, heating, and ilrainage

(including adjustment on drainage) :
—

Smith, W. S. and ^ons £872 » 1

Galpin, J., and Son 855 H

Solway, J., andSons 852 1 4

Sims and Sons (accepted) 79J 18 o

Painting and decorating :—
Selway, J., and Sons 149 1 3

Galpiii, J., and Sons 124 18

Sims and Sons (accepted) 124 15 4
Cooke, H 105 6
Smith, W., and Sons 98

LowBorRNE, Wilts.—Por building !i new council
school at Lowbourne, near Metksham, for the Wilts
Education Committee:

—

Sturgeaa and Co., Andover ... £l,3iiJ

(Accepted.)
Mancheste;;.—For the erection of Parochial Hall,

&c., at Ardwick, for the Bishop of Manchester's Com-
mission. Mr. E. H. Lingon Barker, 4, Moscow-court,
W., architect. Qaantitiea by Mr. C. Silvester, P.S.I.

,

7, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C. :--

Parish and Co £3,765
Peace and Norquoy 3.725
Norraanton ana Sons 3,614
Burgees and Salt 3.650
Thorpe and Son 3.439
Moore, J. F. (accepted) 3.40J

(All of Manchester.)
Norwood.— For enlarging school, Gipsy-road, forthe

London Eaucation Committee :—
Holhday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea £bi,297

Wallis. G. E.. and Sona, Ltd..
Haymarket 11,626

Appleby, J., and Sona, Ltd.,
southwark Park 13,9)1 9

Bowser, ,1. and C. Ltd ., Upper
Norwood (accepted) 13 854

Architects estimsite, £13.S!)0.

Norwood.—For the erection of a .-chool for mentally
ilefective children, Gipsy-road, for tiie London Educa-
tion ('ommittee :

—

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

Battofsea £1.121 fl

Bowyer, ,'.. and C. Ltd., Upoer
Norwood 3.986

Wahls, G. E., and Sona, Ltd.,

Hayraarker 3.955

ApDleby, J., and Sona, Ltd.,

oouthwarK Partt (accepted) ... 3.822

Architect's estimate, £3,814.

Poplar, E. — New school for infants, Woolmore-
atreet, for the London Education Committee :

—
Bowyer, .T. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 7,575

ChesBum. J., and Sons, 7a, South-
place 7.490 17 4

Sjmes, A. E.. Stratford 7,416
Patman and Fotheringbam, Ltd.,

Park-street, Islington (accepted) 7,2?3

Architect's estimate, £7,746.

St. P.vNrnAs.—Por enlarging central school, Kavor-
fitock-hill for the London Education Committee :

—

Stevens an<l Sons, Crouch-hill ... £4,132 11 1

Bowser. .1. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 4,069

Lawrence. W., and Son. Pinabury-
circna 3.firo

Ford and Walton, Ltd., Kdburn ... 3 8H » 7 4

(.^dson, G., and Sons. Kiihurn ... 3,7SS i) (i

Roberts, A., and Co , Ltd., Karl's

Court -road 3,74'. fl

McCormicA Sona, Lt<l., Essex-road 3,ttHj

Willraott, .1., and Sona. Hornsey,
N. (accepted) 3,561 14 5

Architect'a estimate, £3.665.

Sutton Valence.—For the erection of Sutton Valence
council achool. for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.
Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S. A., architect to the com-
mittee ;—

Holmes, .I., and Son, Catford ... £^t.895 10 «
Fenn. A. M.. Woolwich 4.129
Cox Bros., Maidatono 4.049
Parren and Son. Kiirith 3.932
Friday and Ling. Knth 3.927
Barwick, R. F., Dover 3,838
tJodden, D., and Son, Ashford ... 3.768
Shippam. W., Ahhford 3.748
Bowles, E. J., Ashford 3.742
PoQger. J., and Sons, Bromley ... 3,695
Wallis, G. E.,and Sons, Maidstone 3,561

Burrows. W. T., Maidstone ... 3.499
Wood, J., and Son, Boughtou

Monchelsea (accepted) 3,473

Swansea.—For the supply of the whole of the timber
reiiuired for the building of the show yard at Swansea,
for the Bath and West iind Southern Counties Society :

—
Gregor Brothers, of Swansea (accepted).

Wandsworth, — For enlarging Brandlehow - roai
school, for the London Edocation Committee :

—

Smith, F., and Co., Abchnrch-lane £3.954 Iti

Garrett. J., and Son, Balham Hill 5,153
Rice and Son. StocKwell-road ... 5,099
Bowyer, ,1. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 4,895

Wa.lis, (i. E.. and Sons, Ltd..
Haymarket 4.750

Kent, H., Hither Green 4,660
Triggs and Co., Clapham 4,310 2 1

Fletcher, F. W., Tooting 4.287
Dickens, W. J., Ealing' 4.131 6

* Accepted, with terracotta dressings, at £ I 136 lOs.

TO OORBESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly u3 possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or lit-erary

matter, books for review, etc.. should h^ addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bihldinq News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors* risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable

for. unsought contributions.

Rkceiyf.d.—\V. and W.—D. Bros.. Ltd.—Lt. P..—

A. G. T., Ltd.—M. and Co.—L. L. Co.. Ltd.—B. P.—
P. and Co.~W. C. M., Ltd.—G. P. A.—F. B. and Co.

—C. L. Co.—E. T. W. L.—E. H. S. and Bro., Ltd.—
B S Co.. Ltd.—O. S.—J. W. and Co.—H. Bi'os.-
A. W.—C. B. M.—B. O. Co.— \A'. H. S. ami Son.

M. G. and Co.—R. H. M.

Chronos.—Yes.

S. B. L.—We are not sure.

Turner.—Out of our line. Take in our otlier iiaiier

—the " English Mechanic."

Bricco.—We do not know if the firm still exists. It

does not aiipear in onr '* Dii-ectory ' or in our advt.

pages.

.1. Hfn.aiES.—Questions as to examinations ai'e quite
Iieyondtlie scope of "Intercommunication." W'f

think ourselves you ought to have no dilhculty ;

but a few lessons from a good coach familiar with
Southern practice would be advisable.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
DRAWiNiiw HKfKlVF.n.-" Keot," "Bevac," "Coral."
" Kinti Cole," " Norvic," "Corinth," "Tweenie, '

'* Roy," " Keystone," " Youngster," " Pinto." " If."
" Because," " Infant." " Aruo."

A. Archku Bkth-\m.—1. The printed descniitiiin

(p. xiv. Oct. 31> is ijuite t-orrect as to number nf

stories for the house—viz.. four stories, inclmling
the firoiind Hour. The basement makes a lifth

tloor ; but that is described more for the purpose of

giving competitors an idea of how the accommoda-
tion specified for that part is to be accounted f<n-

:

otherwise tliey might put a coal-place in the roof
or on the ground 'ttoor. The problem niainh- is

concerned with the ground, first, second, and third
floors. The section need not show the basement
if the sheet of paper does not afford room. The
best way to lay out the sheet to advantage is to

sketch out roughly the various elevations, plans,
and section to the scales specified, and then cut
them out and la^' these items down on the final

sheet, so as to judge liow they will best fit in and
make a good-looking sheet. -2. See Rules, Build-
ing News. Oct. 3, lfll3, p. 4fi5. for size of paper, A'o.

3. The lift to have one carriage over another, not
a pair of lifts side by side. 4. The site out-to-out
is 74ft. deep by 40ft. wide ; from depth take 14ft. for
forecourt. All as stated in the Instructions, p. xiv.,

Oct. 31.

An Absolutely

Unique Work on

Decoration

By R. GOULBOURN LOVELL, A.RI.B.A.

"Home Interiors" is an absolutely uniiiiii'

work for all interested in any way in tin-

applitiition of n.loar tf) internal dceoration.

Not only does it contain a series of :i.S large

facsimile water-colour drawings, providing in

complete detail, suggested decorative schemes
for all sorts of houses with full half-size detail

plans, instructions, etc. It does much more
than this.

Patented Colour Charts.

It provides, for the first time, the means of

drawini; up similar schemes, and, indeed, colour

scliemus of any kind n-it/i absnlutf un-ni-iinj. For
this purpose, it includes a series of patented

mechanical colour charts, designed for the

selection of colour schemes and harmoniaiag
colours. By the use of these charts, the exact

CMmplementary of any given (colour is at once

disclosed, and at the same time not only those

other colours that can be used to produce any
desired scheme, but also the proportion of each

that must be used to give the best possible effect

Those charts teach, moreover, in a particulftrlj'

valuable manner, the whole theory and practice

of colour.

Large Water-colour Drawings.

But apart even from this unique invention,

the many large facsimile water-colour drawings

of specimen rooms would be extremely valuable

as showing practical and economical schemes of

decoiation that will appeal as being decidedly

novel and at the same time in the bi'st of taste.

Jloreover, these plates are the first large-size

plates which show how windows can be treated

effectively and without obsciirins; light.

Full Working Details.

Each plate, moreover, is accompanied by ful

half-size details, as well as complete explanatory

notes, explaining its principles and objects, and

pointing out an alternative scheme where, for

any reaBOn, it cannot be adopted in its entirety.

BUILDING NEWS, October Uth, says :—

"The small householder, at a rental of from
t'^:, to £7.j a year, has not, had mucli done for

hiui ^et as regards the ecoiioniical and effective

decoration of his home, and ' Home luteriors

'

will prove a boon to decorators and designers

of such dwellings and all concerned in their

adornment. We coi-dially recommend the work
to all.'

The work, however, is so unlike any other

ever published that a clear idea can better be

given by the

FREE BOOKLET,
which will b.' sent free of charge, and %vithout

,any obligation, upon receipt of this form.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

1.30, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, booklet on
" Home Interiors " and your offer to deli%'er the

work as published for a first payment of 2s. 6d.

only, the balance being paid by small monthly

payments.

NAME
(Send this form or a postcard.)

ADDEESS ,
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

vt™ 12—Elemcntarv School, Donby - lOnd, Luton (United „.,,-, . „ . ^ ,,,,,,ivuv. li
^o^pgtjfion) The Educauon Secretary, Town Hall, Luton.

13-Tliree Pairs oC Workmen's OottaBeB.'Neeiib^^ ... 5g8 R. M. Cook. Clork, 0. ProvidBnccstraet, Inawich.
"

iH-^DeBtructor. Scliaorbeek-lez-Bruxcllea Service de 1'lnger.ieur, 30, Rue do la Rnolic, BruaaolH.
" 20—Band I'avilion, West Cliff, Folkestone (limit ol' cost

£20,000). (Edwin 'I'. Hall, P.R.I. B. A., 31, Bedford-
. „i,-, ™, ,„ , ,. „

fquare, W.C. Assessor) A. F. Kidson, Town Clerk, Polkeslonc.

Pec on—New Offices lor Board of Trade, ic, Wbitehall Garuens,

S.W. [R. BlomOeld, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.

.1. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb. C.V.O , C.B.,

R.A.. Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected, _ ,, „,

ini t. with £300 Honorarinm each Ihe Secretary, Ii.M. Oflioo of Works, Storcy'.s fiate, S.W.

Jan. 2—Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially

invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be

appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J. Allen, Miister, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

''0—Masonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated cost, about ,€51,400) Five nnsuccesstul oompatitora to
'• " receive 7.50dol., SOOdol., and

250dol. respectively W. H. Best, 181, Avonue-road, Toronto.

Feb 1—Municipal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry O. Sutton, Clerk, Education office, 4-1, Bayley-lane, Coventry.

1.5—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Aaeessors) £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

mi',, 'lo— I>ublic Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,
\RSA fjj D Assessor) Selected Architect to carry out work

;

' '
/ second, £100; third, £75; fourth,

£80 R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa ('I'. E.

Collcutt, ,). H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchaud,
Assessors). Double Competition, live unsuccessful

competitors in second to receive :!,000dol.;each R. C. Desrochors, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.

No date—Wesleyan Church, Findochtv Rev. J. Whitaker Bond. Wesleyan Manse, Portessie, Buckie.

do —Technical School, Cookatown, Ireland lOga L. Bradley, Director, Mount Royal. Dunganmn.
do. -Cottages, Loughton, Bucks C. W. Powell, Clerk, Newport Pagnell.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
9—School (1.36 places), Fazeley Staffordshire Education Committee Graham Balfour, Director of Education, Pazeley.
ft—Cemetery Chapel and Lodge, Ludlow Ctorporation W. G Lane, Boro' Eng., Ludlow.
S— Cottage. Merrifield, Holsworthy Devon County Council D. Ward. 7, Courtenay-street. Plymouth.
8—Council School, Camelford Cornwall Education Committee B. C. Andrew. Archt., Biddick's-court, St. Austell.

8 -ElFctric Lighting Station, Extension of, Rathminea .. Urban District Council Beckett and Medcalfe. Sure., 0, Clare-street, Dublin.
8— Golf Club House. Caatlerock, County Derry Robinson and Davidson. Archts.. Richraond-st., Londonderry.
8—Drnmwhindle Public School, Alterations to. Ellon W. Davidson. Archt., Ellon.

8— Farmhouse. I'ppaton Farm, Milton Abbot. Devon County Council D. Ward. 7. Courtenay-street. Plymouth.
8— Public Bath House, Cage-lane. Walton. Suffolk Felixstowe and Walton U.D.C H. Clegg, A.M.I.C.E., Sur., Town Hall, Felixstowe.

8—Six Cottages, Repairs to. New Yard, Workington T. W. Ward and Co., Ltd W. G. Scott and Co.. Archts., 2. Park-lane. Workington.
10—School Works, Chelsford Pratts Bottom Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinaon, Archf ., Caxton House, Westminster. S.W.
10—Cottages (3ill, Fairfax -avenue, Selby Urban District Council B. Gray. C.E., F.R.S.Edin.. Council Chambsrs. Selby.
10—Training College, Caerleon, Monraouthsnire Education Committee A. Swash and Son, FF.R.I.B.A.. Newport, Mon.
10—Workhouse. Infants' Wards at. Huntiugdon-roiid. York ... Guardiana 8. Needham, l.s. Coney-atreet, York.
10—Teacher's House, 'Townhead Scliool. Kirkcudbright School Boird A. Cavaii, ('lerk, Kircudbright.
10— Voluntary School, Aildittona to, Sapiston, Suffolk -Managers 8. Naiah, M.S.A., 7, Hatter-street. Bury St. Edmunds.
10—Engineer's Smithy, Extension of. Dundalk Great Northern (Ireland) Ry. Co. ... T. Morrison, SfC. Araiens-street Terminus. Dublin.
11—Smallpox Hospital, Renovation of, Haine, Ramsgate Joint Hospital Board , H. B. Langhara. Archt.. Bank Chambers, High-at., Broadstairs.
11—Swimming Bath, Elmfield-road. Balbam, S.W Wandsworth Borough Council The (Council House. East-hill, Wandsworth.
11—House for Station Master, Twi/ell North Eastern Riilway Co W. Bell, Archt , York.
11— Rebuilding No. 18, Peas Hill, CMmbridge Town Council The Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Cambridge.
11— Parish Church of Saint Vincent de Paul, Ghent M. H. Geirnaert. Archt.. 26, Ottogeacht.
II—Workhouse Infirmary, Alterations to, Birkenhead Guardians E. Kirby and Sons, Archts, ."-, Cook-street, Liverpool.
11— Schoil, Traflord Park, Old Trafford Stretford Education Authority Woodhouse and Howard, Archts., 88, Mosley-st., Manchester.
II— Stationmaster's House. South Milford North-Eastern Railwa.y Co W. Bell, Archt.. York.
12— WorKhouse Hospital, Nurses' Home at, Firvale, Sheffield Guardians ". Potter and Sandford, Archt«., 16. St. James'-row, Sheftleld.

12— School of Art, Extenaions to, Waverley-st., Nottingham... School of Art Committee W. J. Board. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Nottingham.
lli-Eight Houses for Working Classes, Brigg Urban District Cotmcil E. K. tllark, Sur., Brigg.
12—Glebe Farm Buildinga. Sutton Veny Harding and Son, Archts., ."i8. High-street, Salisbury.
12—Two Semi-detached Houses, Skipton-avenue, Fartown J. Berry and Sons, Archts., 3. Market-place, Hudderefield.
;2— Five Houses, Sackup-lane, Darton Crawshaw and Wilkinson, Archts., 13. l{egent-at., Barnaley.
13— Public Baths, Neleon-atreet, Kingaton Glasgow Corporation J. Lindsay, Town clerK, Cit.y Coambera. Glasgow,
13—Houses (113 blocks), Belfast ........'. Public Health Committee Chilliogworth and Levie, Archts., Belfast.
13—Engine and Boiler Houses and Coal Stores, Tweedmouth Berwick-on-Tweed San. Authority.. Gray and Bo.yd, Archts.. Berwick.
13— iDlirmary, Alterations to, Bancroft-road, Mile End, E. ... Guardians B. J. Harrison. Archt., 9, t^ray's Inn Pt|Uare, W.C.
13— Pieraiees. Additions to, Low Field Houae, Churwell Working Men's Club T. A. Buttery, L.R.I.B.A.. Queen-street, Morley.
1 1—Pair (f Cottages iinu Shop. East Stoke W. W. PooRes, Archt., Nortn-atreet, Warehain.
In—Pendomer Bouse, Alterations to. West Walks Dorchester Dorset Municipal Charities P. T. Maltby, Archt., Dorchester.
1.1—Infectious Illsfases Hospital, Sandy-lane, Hindloy Urban District Council O. P. Abbott. Council offices. Hi ndley.
15—Swimming Bath, Slaljbridge Corooration J. N. White. Boro' Sur., Town Hall. Stalybridge.
17— Cottages (16). Pmvin. Pershore Rural District Council Dicks and Waldron, Archts., Evesham.
17— Isolation Hospital, Additions to, Shirley Southampton Corporation The Borough Engineer. Southampton.
17— Eight Workmen's Cottages, Beach-street. Dover Town Coiincil W. C. Hawke , A.M.I.C.E., Maison Dieu House, Dover.
17—Technical School. Extensions to, Leigh, Lanes Town Council H. Littler, 16 Ribblesdale-place, Preston.
17— Fire Station, Additions to, Alroy-road, Harnngay, N Hornsey Town Council B.J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng.. ^[anicipal Offices, Highgate, N.
17—Two Cottages, Llantilio Crossenny Count,y Council W. Tanner, P.S.I., County Sur., Newport. Mon.
17—Isolation hospital, Hinekle.v '. Heaton and Walker, Archts., 3, The Boro, Hinckley,
17—Gendarmes' barracks. Arlon Direction des Ponies, 1, Rue de I'Athenee, Brussels.
17—Two lotlages, A.spatria, Cumberland W. G. Scott and Co., Archts., 2, Park-lane, Workington.
18—Council School, Additions at. East Howie Durham County Council W. Rushworth, Shire Hall, Durham.
18—Workmen's DwellinHs, Rectory Estate, Rushden Urban District Conned W. B. Madin, Sur.. Council Buildings, Huahden.
18—Traiiiwiiy Ottlcca, Additions to, Seaview-road, Wallasey ... Corporation W. H. Travers, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Palkland-rd., Egremont.
18—Seven Workmg Class Houses, Ueare '. Wells Rural District Council Petter and Warren, Archta., Yeovil.
18—Two Cottages, Alterationa to, Heckmondwike Liversedge Urban District Conned... A. Rothera, M.I.M.C.E., Sur., Liversedge.
18—Subways at Sick Asylum. Bow, E Poplar Sick Asylum Diatrict J. and W. Clarkson, Archta., 136, High-atreet, Poplar, K.
l.H— Inlan.l Revenue Otllccs, Pulling Down, Birmingham U.M. Works Commissioners J. Tosh, H.M. Office of Works, 42, Paradise-street, Birmingham.
1.8—Council School (Still places). High Sjjen

: Durham County Council Liddle and Browne, Archta., Aldon-SMuare, Newcaatle-on-Tyne.
in-Workmen'a Mouses (22), Wellington, Salop ... Urban District Council J. Littl ewood. Clerk. Bank Chambers, Wellington, Salon.

>'i' o f" 'f '
'*'""'""' '.'uarters, Newbridge, Ireland Secretary of State tor War The Director of Barrack Construction, vii. Pall Mall, S.W.

biif '

*'"'™"""'""' '"'"'"'""'' '^""'"'*" "^^^^ Riding Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

",i o v'"'''""'"""'
^^'""''''"°' '''"'''"™'' Warwicuahire Terr. Force Assoc. ... S N. Cooke, 117, Colmore-row, Birmingham.

vv B p'
'»""™-8troet, ArdwicH, .Manchester Education Committee The Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester.

.,.,,",," Council School, Additions to, Pembroke Education Committee K. McAlpin, Archt., Pembroke Dock.

r,';~D ,'
""''^'^'''"''"'"''^^''•'™ P- Pulton, Arcnt.. Porres.

.l—rolico Station, Dacre-sireet. Middlesbrough Corporation S. B. Burgess, M.I.C.B., Municipal Buildings, Middlesbrough.
1—BouBes and farm Buildings. Ridley Kstato, Nantwich W. H. Lancaster, Land Agent, V.i, Northgate-street, Chester.
3— worklicmc. Buildings at, I'leck-roiid, Walsall Guardians H. B. Lavender and Son, Archts., Bridge-street, rtTalsall,
6- Deljt Control Ollices, Casablanca, Morocco ... President de la Commission, Dar En Niaba, Tangier.

KA-.i.J'"?,"",'""' *u. '• ,"'""'
Y,'"**-''* Chester-le-Street R.O.c; J. H. aole, Sur., Chester-le-Stieoi,.no (late—St. Joseph a Bchools, Wolverhampton Managers .; Fleeming and Sons, Archts., lu, Queen-s.|ciare, Wolverhampton.

10, -Shop (.rove-road, Boulhsea S. iSvelana Uted, F.S 1., 6. Mertou-road. douthsea.
no. —*cur Houses, elation-road, Fcathorstone Hon. J. C. Lister W. H. Kearnley, Archt., Station-lane, Featheratoiie.

.
—5'"^':" Store, AUdiiions to, Dudley Hill Birkenshaw Industrial 80c., Ltd. ... A. T. Verity, Arcnt.. Kirkgate-terrace, Birkonahaw.

do. -Workhouse Inllrnmry, Flooring Throe Wards at, Dudley Guardians E. Allen, Clerk, St. ,lamea'-road, Dadiey.
,

—'en,Cottages, Keiiioval ol, liourncville Cadbury Broa., Ltd Cadoury Bros., Ltd., Bourneville Works, Beurnevillc.
,

—Wesleyan Sunday School, Uoroury Oaraido and Pennington. Archts., Pontefract.
' • ~J"° Hotisea. Scotchman-lijno, Batley A. Jacuaon, Howley Park Colliery, Batley.
ilu. —Niw I o-opcmtiveStorea,Wlie,iiicy Hill, Co. Durham J. Wiiaoa Uiyj, Architect, Uj Djr.nji.
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Benovation of a 1.5tli-Century Dining-Hall in France.
By Mr. Leslie B. Cook, Architect.

London ComUV and Westminster Bank, l'aliner'5

Green. View and plan. Mr. .\. Sykcs. F.U.M'...\.,

Arcliitect.

New Fire-Brigado Station and Firenien's Dwellings*
Blackburn. Selected Design. Mr. Walter Stirrup-
F.U.I.Ii.A., Architect.

A Shop at Kastbourne. Mr. A. Sykes. F.R.I.B A.,

Architect.

The W'hite House, Kdfiware, View and plans. Mr.
.1. E. Dixon Spain. .\.U.I.Ii..\., Architect.

BuiLblNa Nr.WH Designing Club : A Block of .Vims-
houses, with Chapel and Hall. 'J'hree Selected
Designs.

Ornamental Tile-Work.

"CHARTERED ARCHITECTS," (1R
STATUTORY REGISTRATION ?

Tlio R.I.B.A. Council has appaivntly
determined to abandon the Registiatioii
Bill. Its report and recommendations,
which arc now in the hands of all members,
will be considered at the special general
meeting to bo held on Dec. 1. We trust
that meeting will be fully attended, for
the occasion is a momentous one, and
nothing will be more disgraceful to
all concerned, or, possibly. more
disastrous to the profession, if accept-
ance or rejection of the Council's pro-
posals is the work of a mere handful of
members. Let us add here, at the outset,
that it is not very creditable to the Pro-
vincial Architectural Societies which have
been asked for their opinion, that out of
nineteen consulted si.\ "have not yet com-
]ileted their consideration of the Report,"
altliougli over seven months have ))assed
since this question was submitted to them

;

and it is not reassuring to note the absence
of unanimity among these allied societies
\\huh li.ivo sent in replies. It is
iiinst emphatically tlie business of every
architect, and of evei'y association rif

aichitects in the Kingdom, to have an
"pinion on this matter at the present junc-
tui-o, and to express it. Let us, at any
rate, do all we can by recalling recent facts
and explaining tlie present position.

On March -1, 1907. the R.I.B.A. was
definitely committed by the resolutions of
a General Meeting to the policy of en-
deavouring to obtain the Statutory Regis-
tr:ition of Architects. The ultimate out-
come was the submission by the Council on
•Jan. S. li)|2. to a General' Afeeting of prn-
lio^^als f.,1- the absorption of the Society of
Aichitects and the promotion of a Regis-
tration Bill. Those proposals were re-
ferred liack by the General Meeting to the
Council for further consideration. The
Couneil thereupon appointed a Committee,
which included representatives of the pro-
vincial societies, to consider the whole ipies-
tion and report to it. That Committ. ,.

spent more than twelve months over the
business, and reported to the Council on
March 28 last. 'J'lie Committee first sub-
mitted "a complete case for Registra-
tion as it stands to-day" to Messrs.
Markby Stexvart and Co., solicitors, and
Mr. John Kennedy, Parliamentary Acent,
who advised the Committee that a Bill on
those lines appeared to them to bo im-
practicable; fust, because that the prin-
ciples established were not suitable
material on which to frame a Bill ; that it
was contrary to public policy and I'arlia-
mentarv practice to create such a monopoly
as would result; that the R.I.B.A. had

failed to include the whole of the prac-

tising architects in its membership, and
could not now do so, as file Class of Licen-

tiates was closed ; and that if such an Act
were passed the Licentiates would be

liable to statutory control without repre-

sentation on the K.T.B..\. governing body.

It will bo observed that no indication is

given in the Committee's report of the
scope and purpose of the "complete case

for Registration as it stands to-day." If

it embodied proposals to make the
R.I.B.A. the sole qualifying authority, we
can quite understand the objections urged
by tlie solicitor ami Parliamentary agent.
However that may bo, tlie Committeo then
proceeded to consider the Draft Registra-
tion Bill of 190o. that "having been recom-
mended to the Committeo by Messrs.
Markby Stewart and l\h\ Kennedy as

a suitable measure of this kind." This,

now "and largely revised and brought up
to date," the Committee submitted to the
Council, expressing the opinion that there
is little prospect of any Bill of this nature
becoming law in the near future, and re-

commending the Council to call a Gener.-il

Meeting to receive tlie Solicitor and Parlia-
mentary Agent's Reports, examine the
Bill as now drafted, and decide whether
elTorts should be m.ade to pass the Bill, or

whether some alternative course, apart frpm
Registration, sliould be determined on, such as
obtaining by a new Charter the recognition by the
Privy Council of the compulsory Examination of the
R.I.B.A. for all intending architects, and of sn(;h a
scale of charges as the Privy Council may approve.

The Ciuincil thereu|)on appointed a

"Constitutional Committee" to consider
the Registration Committee's Report. We
presume the result of that Committee's
labours is embodied in the decision the
Council has come to, realising the
restrictions embodied in the present
Charter as recognised in their Report, to

abandon any further present action in

respect of Registration, and to apply for

a new Charter extending the privileges and
powers of the Institute and enabling it to

"distin'^iiish persons qualified to [ir.-ictise.

"

Tin; NEW CIIATITEU

is to enable all members of any rank

—

Fellows, Associates, or Licentiates—to
have tile exclusive right of calling them-
selves "Chartered Architects," and the
Institute is to maiufain a Register of all

such. The Institute is also to control
"all examinations"—of outsiders as well
as members, wo gather— for qualification
an "Chartered .\rchitects."

Tlie rest of the proposals with regard to
the New. Charter are mainly domestic.
Associates are to' vote on all matters in the
future, and 10 per cent, of the Licentiates.
The Council is to bo enlarged and made

more representative, and the Institute is

to bo empowered to inirchase and liold a
hall of a value not exceeding £5,000 per
annum.

'I'he pith of the scheme, of course, is the
value of tlio qualification the Institute
pro])oses to seek the power compulsorily to

impose, ;ind the probability that the Privy
('ouiicil will give that power to the Insti-

tute exclusively. V\'o doubt it. The
Society of Architects and tho Universities

will urge that no such single qualifying
body has been recognised in the other pro-

fessions. Sujiposing it is granted either
to the Institute exclusively or in conjunc-
tion with other (lualitying bodies, if it is

largely responded to by outsiders, it will

certainly affect the status and probably the
membership of the Institute itself. With
the general ])ublic a "Chartered Archi-
tect" will be as good as a "F.R.I.B. A.,"

and the Institute will have given him the
same status as its own examined and sub-
scribing irchitects. On the other hand, it

will afford him no more protection against
the charlatan or the incompetent than it

gives him to day and the public will be ;is

much at the mercy of the interloper as it

is now.
Honestly, wo wish the new proposals

seemed more workable. The Institute has
done so much during the last eight years
to advance the interests of architecture
that it deserves all possible support. As
things are to-day, our feelings would
[irompt its legal recognition as tho sole

compulsorily qualifying body; and had the
absorption of the Society of Architects
been completed, and tho admission of the
Licentiates been more general. |iossibly

Parliament might have made it so ulti-

m.-ifely. What Parliament certainly would
refuse the Privy Council will hardly grant.
State control is the inevitable price of

State recognition ; and State control will

never be iiermitted to be exercised—at any
rate, in any such effective fashion as tlic>

G.M.C. controls medicine, with the <c.ii-

junction of only one qualifying body.

«**
ORNAMENTAL TILEWORK. IV.

PoKMIES. DUOUWAVS, AND IHioDS.

One of the best positions to introduce a
little oruaiueutal relief with the greatest
effect is undoubtedly that of tlie porch, par-
tieuUirly where tlie nature of the work does
not admit of nuicli decoration, and, in coii-

.sequence, has to be sparingly appied. Li
such cases it is far better to mass it in some
particular feature than to "coat" .i building
with a species of cheap " decoration," either by
means of ready-made moulded bricks, etc..

or otherwise. A little tile-work, coinbined
with brick relief, massed, something after the
stylo illustrated in Fig. 1, has a far better
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result. Witli tlie top of a Ijuildiiig treated

also in a somewhat similar manner, and a

heavier cornice on similar Hues, it would give

a large amount of picturesque architectural

effect. At the same time, generally speaking,

it would be far lower in cost than many
systems of decoration, inasmuch that it does

not involve any special materials. The arch-

Plofs:—
Fig. 1.

•

It

• ©ri(^

P^fail,—

"

FiQ. 2.

\yays can be treated either in a square out
line, as .shown by the front, or as depicted by
the side elevation. The cornice has broad
dentil blocks formed by a couple of tiles

superimposed, with a brick course introduced
in the centre, the blocking course over being
also formed with a course of bricks and a
couple of rows of tiles flush with same, as n
capping-pioce. set in cement.
Small panels of vertical fluted tiling (as

described in previous article) arc introduced

Side Elevation of Side Elevation of

Fig. 1 Fig. 2.

T'oinfed ferfcl^Opin.!^.^

in the frieze, on either side of the arch, witli

a slightly-raised header brick in the centre.
Raised rusticated bricks are also introduced
on the inside of the front piers, between the
tile quoins, with one in each base-plinth. On
plan, broad stoTie steps or other material are
shown, with a large tile centrepiece, having a
row of tiles on edge in the middle, intro-
ducing a fnrtlier variation here. Fig. 2 illus-

trates a still simpler method of using tile

Fig. 4.

relief in a restrained manner, for such
positions. At the same time it possesses a

good deal of effect. The detail sketch on this

figure shows a method of forming the tile arch
blocks, which dispenses with the more ex-

pensive rubbing involved by arch-bricks. A
couple of short tiles are inserte<! at the top

(between the long double lengths), whilst a

single short one is again inserted at the end
of these, thus obtaining the taper, as shown.

A cavetto moulded brick is introduced to

alternate with the tile blocks. The two side

elevations, as contrasted together, well illus-

trate the varied feeling which can be im-

parted to work in a simple, yet really refined,

architectural manner. Far different from
results often observed by the endeavour to

erect showy structures of a Renaissance or

other character from ready-made stock

moulded bricks, etc., which are nevertheless

only too often coarse in effect. A class of

work usually wearing a strongly pronounced
makeshift appearance, the various members
looking clearly enough as though they had
dropped out of some other building— or just

been used up in an emergency, but were

evidently not "designed" for the position in

VC^V.

Side Elevation.

Fig. 3.

which they were found. Fig. 3 illustrates a

larger porch of a different type, with small

side-windows or openings. Although there is

a fair amount of brick cutting to the

spandrel ends at the sides of the arch, such a

method of introducing a deep splay arch has

a fine effect. The small square recessions

illustrated in the tile-frieze, although slight,

are quite sufficient to just break the

monotony without possessing undue pro-

minence. A point worthy of special con-

sideration with brick or tile relief. These

small squares are formed by spacing the

narrow cuds of the tiles and filling with

cement. It preferred, the little cement

pointing required to these can be coloured

to match the tiles and slightly pressed in to

form the shallow recession illustrated by the

details on the side of Fig. 11 This method,

with a single or double row of tiles, par-

ticularly is rather effective where some further
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or slight viiri;ilii)ii iiiiglit In' rnjiiiipil In

lireiik the monotony of a long band of tiling.

A very simple bnt effective method of tile

relief in roughcast work, which can also be
readily adapted to concrete work as well, is

Half Section, side.

Fig. 6.

illnstrated by the succeeding figure—No. 4.

A couple of designs for alternative arches
which would go well with this class of work
are illustrated by No. 5. The variation of
plain brick and tile with the triangular ends
of pointed coping-bricks, as shown, afford
quite a decorative appeai-ancc. The small

FiQ. 7.

diamond ornament under the impost blocks
are also formed with the pointed coping-
bricks, the upper one being slightly pro-
jected. The combination of tiles in hood-
work is also capable of producing quite a
large number of exceedingly original and
good designs, when carefully studied. Merely
two or three methods are illustrated by the

^

Fio. 8.

succeeding sketch designs. Fig. 6 shows the
use of a couple of thick tile brackets in
supporting a wooden hood of a sufTicient pro-
jection to be .serviceable as well as orna-
mental. Groups of two or three tiles, backed
together, for forming the brackets, also afford
a further variety in' place of thick, single

llli>. .\ siilMiuliat slialliiurr illilhiii'l cjI riill-

structi[ig tile-hoods, but, nevertheless, one
which can be given a good projection, quite

sufficient to form a very serviceable weather-
ing to the door-head, is illustrated by Fig. 7.

Two courses of projecting tiling are here
shown, worked in a semicircular manner,
with a series of single-tile dentils. The bracket

piece to each end being formed with a small

fillet composed of one or two tiles, with n

projecting course of four or five more over.

The same method i-an also be adopled in

obtaining a, triangular Tiood of the open
pediment type, as illustrated by the rough
sketch design, Fig. 8. The use again here of

vertical tiling at the ends, with each alternate

tile, or pairs of tiles, slightly recessed, form-

ing fluting, gives the appearance of a triglyph

with quite a satisfactory result. The method,
too, of dressing out the roughcast so that it

curves gradually and dies into the wall over,

is one which always has a picturesque and
good appi'arancc, the feeling being imparted

that the hood is partially suspended, as well

as supported from under.

W. G. Kkrby, Architect.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A BLOCK <)V .\LMSHOU.SE.S, WITH CirAPIil, .\M)

HALL.

This subject manifestly connneiided itself

to the inmgiuation, tlumgh at the same time,

some special attention to its individual parts

no doubt, the scheme naturally demanded
in order to insure an economic solution. A
group of almshon.ses, anyway, ought not to

bo a very difficult problem. Unfortunately,

the ideal has not been quite realised by the

competitors, so we cannot claim on their

behalf that the result is by any manner of

means really satisfactory, and no model plan

was forthcoming. "You can no more have

poetry all gems than a midnight all stars."

Perhaps we ex|)eeted too much ; but while

acknowledging the industry and serious work
of several of the contributors, the sum-total

of their efforts scarcely reaches the standard

established by very many years' experience

of our Designing Club. This is a nmtter of

regret, specially when considering, as wo
may, the advance made of late in the direc-

tion of architectural training on all hands
in most of the great towns as well as in

London.
The primary attractive-looking proposal on

this occasion is, perhaps, the design sub-

mitted by "If." who, however, is much too

casual in his setting out, notwithstanding
the surplus labour obviously devoted to his

drawings by the filling-in of the brickwork,
as he has done it, brick by brick. Tlic

spacing of his windows does not agree with

those on the plan in all cases, aiul we remain
in the dark as to the utility of the second
floor over the middle house, its first floor

not even being drawn out. Ample room for

it might have been fbiind by omitting the

title-scroll. He has also not adhered to the

instructions by failing to project the hall

and chapel, as we specified, "about six feet

in front of tlic end houses, at right angles

with the main front." "If" has seemingly
read this instruction to mean that the fore-

most ends of these "detached buildings"
were to be set forward six feet ; but then
he omitted to observe the stipulation as to

the porches of the hall and chapel being
made to face the quad at the rear end of both
these two buildings. Besides this oversight,
"If" has taken a very free view of what is

more generally iniderstood as being asso-

ciated with the "Georgian stvle, in brown
bricks, with red-brick quoins." This is an
oasilv-recognised type of old work, and we
laid it down for the guidance of the members
when we set this subject. In a competition
of an educational kind, like this, such dis-

crenancies, perhaps, need not exactly place

"If" out of the running, but they certainly

do preclude the author from taking the
premier position. We have commenced our
review in this negative way because, in our
iudgment, this design by "If," w^ith all its

failings, displays more fancy, and better
avoids mere conventions of style, than any
of its fellows, opening out, as " If " does,

SHIM)- chance (it pci'scinal <'\pri'ssiori in the
handling of these problems. Possibly this
freedom of his leaves too nnich to chance;
bnt, at the .same time, we wish to recognise
till' possibility of a broad view, instead of
laliiinring too critically liy adopting a stricter
judgment and over esteeming nnnor i.ssues

by following a lifeless adherence to circum-
scribed details. There is a limit in all

things, and perhaps "If" has trifled with the
limitalions of decorum, and thus risked his
chances by doing so. We urge him to he
more judicious in future.

"Enfant" is not brilliant, anil nnu'h
remains for him to learn in tlie way of

design ; but he has followed the layout which
wo set down as the one to he adopted. This
is clear from his ground floor and block
plan. We suppose the elevations may be con-
sidered approximately "Georgian." or suffi-

ciently so to pass muster as a free rendering

;

but his "Flandjoyant " traceries in the
chapel windows look incongruous enough,
ami in themselves are none too shapely.
The double-hipped roofiiig over the central
dwelling suggests the need of rainwater-
pipes: a pair woiild be required, as one
might look odd. "Enfant" shows nothing
on this point as to his intentions. " Enfant's "

plan is probably the best part of his pro-
posal, and we consider him, on the whole.
better justified to take the first place. "If"
ranks second, and "Amo" third. In con-
sidering the premier plan as a plan, we could
easily pick it to i)ieces ; hut, on the other
hantf, our initial purpose is to recognise its

merits. The ehapel and the hall are very
superior to "Amo's" buildings; but we
prefer "If's" ideas and .shapes for these two
structures. The vv.e. and lavatory in the
chapel, and al.so in the hall, as shown by
"Enfant," would be likely to prove a
troublesome nuisance. The chaplain might
not require such a convenience in the chapel,
and the old folks' hall mo.st assuredly would
also be sweeter without one. The isolation
of the larder from the w.c. in these houses is
a distinct gain, and the wind-lobby in all
cases is placed external to the keeping-
rooms. We do not like the staircase
immediately facing the front door in the
middle house, while the outside stairways to
the first-floor end dwellings make a doubtful
arrangement for old people's use when
slippery in frosty, and in any rough weather
are too exposed." " Enfant " has not .shown the
upper floor of the master and matron's resi-
dence, though we can make out. by the aid ot
section AA, pretty much what he intends.
He has not, at any rate, wasted space on
scrolls, but he miglit have, perhaps, omitted
one section to make room for this plan.
"If" has already had a good amount of

space allotted him, liut we have one or two
more things to add about his plan. Six
houses have lifting baths, though the two
end upper ones are without them, and we are
not told how the master and matron fare
in this respect. Tip-up baths, anyhow, are
not suitable for aged men and women to
manage, and, in practice, baths for old
isolated folks are a source of danger. The
w.c, larder, and scullery place in the end
houses are not well arranged, and the living-
room of the middle house is too big, being
made so in disproportionate regard to the
very occasional use of the committee, and at
the same time leaving nowhere for the
"master and missus" to keep in meanwhile
other than in the scullery or bedrooms. The
wind lobby here is very awkward. The
segment pediments over the intermediate
cottage doorways are ugly and out of place,
w.c, larder, and scullery place in the end
The circular porch in the midst is made an
unduly important feature, and no way is

afforded to reach the balcony on the top. To
bring the big middle gable line right down
over a void, as happens above the flanking
windows, is not commendable, and such a
structural device should be avoided. The
chimney caps are overweighted, while the
central one has no capping like the others.

For brown-brick and red-brick dressings of

the ordinary sort of commonplace Georgian
type, "Amo's" design is more befitting, but
he has failed to appreciate good proportions,

and the doorways also lack interest, even if
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utility claims them for its own. The niid-

2)ositioii of the entraiire in the keeping-rooms

spoils the comfort of tlie oecnpiers who have

to live there. The pantry cnpboarcl withont

air and light wonld not be a good place to

keep food in. The inside .staircase np to the

end houses located on fir.st floor is a gain, and
we rather like the unsophisticated look of the

three windows above stairs in all the three

projecting pavilions. "Amo " has not showji

how the master and matron are provided for,

and how these windows are allocated in their

house. The staircase out of their keeping-

room makes them less well off than the

ordinary single dwellers, and they ha\'e no
cupboard for their food. The fireplace iii

their living-room happens to be more
capacious than that in the assembly hall,

where the ingle nook is too small for comfort.
There seems to be no reason why it should
have been pinched up in this way. 'J'he

chapel also is enormously too big. and the

sanctuary arrangements are very liadly con-

trived. The window over the altar is horrid.

"Amo's" inset perspective, w'ith its cobweb
sky, rather puts one off his schonio, to which
ho has thus done sparse justice. Evidently
he ought to do so much better.

"Because," placed fourth, has in many
ways a very good elevation, and sends quite
tlie !)est perspective view received, besides
which, the individual parts of the planning
seem above the average ; but he has miseon-
strued the lay-out to the e.xtent of placing the
chapel and hall parallel to the rear elevation
of the almshouses, which mistake does away
with the suggested semi - quadrangular
arrangement of the forecourt. He scatters
his plans promiscuously all over his sheet of
paper with a most awkward result. The
treatment adopted well becomes brown
facings and red quoins. The wind lobbies to
the single-floor houses project and form an
ingle nook for the alms - people to crone
in over the fire, but there are no ex-
ternal doors provided to these lobbies,
a fault observed already i)i other plans.
The lobby between the bedroom, coal-
place wall, scullery, and larder is dependent
upon a borrowed light, and in the master's
house the w.c. door faces immediately that of
the larder. The chapel is not a success,
though tlie hall seems befitting its purpose,
subject to the objection of location already
spoken of. The staircases to the end first-

floor dwellings have a bull's-eye window, put
high np under the eaves, which provision is

none too ample for lighting the cjitry on the
ground floor. The bedrooms of tliese two
flats are not well arranged for locating the
bixi conveniently.
The desolate-looking perspective showing

"Pijito's" scheme detracts from the appro-
priate sense of homeliness which the eleva-
tions no doubt possess. Why the plan should
have been drawn in this fashion the wrong
way up on the sheet we cannot imagine. The
hall ingle is set out at one end matching the
chapel sanctuary, as shown on the block
plan. The organ recess is not put on the
flank wall, as specified, but is contrived at
the entrance end of the chapel with a
wasteful double lobby. The three pavilions
of the two fronts of tlie main building have
twin hipped roofs divided by a central gutter,
and no rainwater pipes, or any good place for
thcni in cither block, nnless these tubes were
duplicated. Why the chancel should be at
the west end, and the porches at the front
end of both hall ,aud chapel, is not clear, for
It is contrary to instructions on this point.
"Youngster" complies with the designated

lay-out and recognises the style of design
asked for, working out his proposal with
care, but omitting to send a perspective
sketch as he was asked to do. He entm-s his
lionees by an open porch with an .nrched
opening to every pair, and the stairca.se to
the upper tenancies is covered in The
middle hnuso has a portico. Somehow, the
Kroup reminds one of a stable block with
houses for the grooms at the ends and centre
J ho planning of the dwellings is good in
detail, and tlie general result is more tasteful
than some others.

"Key.stone" draws capitally for clear re-
production, but his dranglilsmanship lias
perhaps, an overdone and restless effect sueli
as the executed work would probably present

with the fancifully-sliaped Dutch gable in the

middle of the fai^ade. We think this plan,

however, is quite one of the best. Wiiulers

for the aged folks upstairs, and set-offs on

dark landings, are not only blameworthy, but

actually dangerous. The choir-seating in the

chapclis pretentious, and the organ-chanibi-r

is not well placed immciliately flanking the

sanctuary. The wimlow over the altar is

merely ii counterpart of the stage window
in the hall, and so looks incongruous. The
quoins are drawn as if stone would be used,

and not red brick.

"Roy" sends an incompleted perspec

five. His elevations are neat enough, and
the plan, in some points, is not tlissimilar to

"Youngster's" scheme—such, for example,
as the entrance portals set between the

tenancies. Neither hall nor chapel is

high enough, and the hall ingle nook would
roast the folks seated on the settles there.

The elevations of the houses are neatly

finished, and evince patience, and some quiet

taste. The end buildings look like railway-

station designers' work. Space is sacrificed

to corridors; such things are out of place in

model almshouses, which should be compact,
and more simply arranged.
"Tweenie " is just the sort of draughtsman

who cuts a dash without very much recogni-
tion of propriety, though his facade, in a
general sense, balances well, and the accom-
modations of the tlwellings is nicely thought
out. He has put his accessory buildings im-
mediately in front of his two end houses
without rhyme or reason. The chapel and
hall ends have twin treatments, in the main
recalling too much a school building. The
way in which the windows are partly blacked
in is a premeditated conceit carried out in an
erroneous manner of delineation, producing
a very false impression. The view is devoted
to the hall, and it is well done, so far as it

goes.

"Corinth" is poor, not to say common-
place. The bedrooms have a recess for the
bedsteads. This is got by carving the wind-
lobby out of these apartments. We dislike
his chapel, and the end tenements are too
much like villas. The grouping suitable for

a series of almshouses is not realised at all

well.

"Norvic" sends his design on a wrongly-
shaped sheet of paper, and he does not
allocate any particular spot for either his
chapel or hall. It is to be inferred, however,
we presume, that these features extend right
and left of the main block because the entrance
approaches to the end houses are attached to

the flanks of both chapel and hall under .a

covered way. We do not like "Norvie's"
plan, but his facades are more in accord with
almshouses than any of the others. He has
not shown how the sides of the chapel and
hall are treated, but the large circular
windows in their end gables allow a fine

expanse of brickwork, unmolested with
trumpery detail, .such as some benighted
writers on brickwork seem to consider the
chief consideration of taste in the u.se of that
material, a consummate mistake peculiar to
the eclectic inanities of the latter half of the
Ulth century. "Norvic " sends no block plan
nor perspective.
There is an absence of regal grandeur in

"Old King Cole's" performance which, so
far, is right, and his plans resemble others
fairly closely in several particulars, such as
the double approaches out of one open porch.
The elevations strike one as indifferent, if

neat. In execution, possibly, the effect would
be more interesting than the drawing
suggests.

"C'oral" puts bis chapel and hall parallel
to the front of the' main block instead of
their being yet at right angles to it. His
sheet is in outline, giving a utilitarian
appearance. This ordinary character is in-
creased liy a knowledge that next the front
entrances a w.c. can be seen in the porch,
and, indeed, this might easily be mistaken
for the principal doorway to another house.
"Hevac" submits a quiet and comely-

looking scheme, with bands of light brick or
stone, which help to pull the facades
together, with the villas set out at either
ends. "Bevae" is by no means inspiring,
though he is very neat, and eminently pains-
taking.

"Scot" has a pediment emblazoned by big
numerals, recording the year of erection, to
avoid confusion. His elevations have a
peaceful air about them, and are compact,
looking homely enough for the purpose. The
lancet lights to the chapel are quite impos-
.sible features for good effect, and the
straight pointed archivolt of the big window
over the altar lowers this part of the scheme
beyond recall. The elevations of the alms-
houses, ne\ertheless, are considerably more
appropriate than some of the designs placed
higher up in order of merit. A rambling
sketch shows a view of the whole facjade, and
a plan for proposed extension. We have no
choice but to accord "Scot" this position,
taking one thing with another.
The following is a copy of the instructions

to competitors :

"The site for this project is level in
contour from north to south, but the land
falls in an even gradient from west to east,
one in twelve. The main block is to include
seven cottages. The central house and the
two end ones are to have two floors each, the
four intermediate ones in the row are one-
story buildings, the whole forming one con-
tinuous, simple elevation, long building,
facing south-east, parallel to the highway.
The end houses and the middle dwelling are,
however, to project two or there feet in

front, so as to diversify the main line of the
frontage, which is set back 80ft. from the
road. Both the terminal houses to have a
staircase to give a separate approach to the
dwellings on the first floor. There will thus
be accommodation for four old men on one
side and four old women on the other, the
central house being quarters for a man and
his wife as master and matron. On the
ground floor of their cottage a small room
adapted for the occasional use by the charity
committee, but otherwise to be used by the
occupiers, who will have two bedrooms and
a bathroom on the first floor. Each other
d\\'elling to have a li\ing- or keeping room
of the area of 12ft. square, and a sleeping-
room, larder, scullery place, and w.c. More
similar houses will eventually be built
towards the w'cst, as separate blocks, but
these do not require to be shown now. The
rear elevation of the present block, with its

needful projections, to be considered in rela-

tion to these extensions. There is to be pro-
vided, as part of the present scheme, a pair
of detached buildings (separatcil approxi-
mately from each other by the length of the
out-to-out dimensions of the facade of the
central block), one to be used as an assembly-
hall, towards the south, and the other as a
chapel, towards the north, and each standing
about Gft. in front of the end houses, at right-

angles with the main front. The assembly-
hall to seat fifty persons, clear of a small
platform, which will be removable when not
required for use of entertainments. There
is to be a large open fireplace on the south
side, fitted with settles for three persons on
either hand, within the recess. The chapel
to also seat fifty adults, as the hamlet people
will use the building till the other houses are
erected. There must be an organ recess nu
the north side of the chapel, and at its

eastern end a small screeiied-off chancel,
with priest's pr.ayer-desk, altar pace, and
altar. No vestry is needed. The chapel and
hall entrances to be set back towards the rear

end in each case and to face the quad, both
having a porch, to serve as a wind lobby.

These projections may come within the out-

to out dimensions before mentioned. No
pulpit in chapel, as the preacher will speak
from the chancel steps. Roofs of both
buildings to be open-timbered, simply
treated. Chapel heated by radiators, and
boiler place and fuel store below the organ
recess. Features to be mafle of the
chimneys. These two blocks will be similar

in size, but otherwise they will differ in treat-

meat of detail. The style to be Georgian, in

brown bricks, with red brick quoins, window-"
aprons, and strings. Painted white wood
cornice to eaves of houses, double-hung
sashes with bars. Roofs covered with tiles.

Chapel and hall to harmonise, but to have
brick gables and stone ninllioned windows.
Level of the ground floor to be I'iin. above
ground line, and the height of rooms in

eottagec to be 8ft. 6iu. from floor to ceiling.
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Oiitlniildiiigs or projections Icsk. Comfort
for the old bodies to be considered, and wind-
lobbies needed. Verandah in front objected
to. An elevation of the whole front required,
but part only of back need be shown, and one
end and two cross-sections of house block.

Plan of whole arraugcnicnl to lie ni\eii. 'iuo
elevations of ehapel and hall. Three if space
will allow, and one section of each. Scale,
8ft. to the inch. Small block plan, if room
to include one. View of part of houses'
facj-ade, and including either chapel or hall.

All drawings on one sheet of paper, 24in. by
18in. Drawings to be sent in (with coupons
attached to the back) on or before
November 1 next." The second subject con-
ditions for a Town House appeared on
page xiv. BriLDiNO Nbw.s, October ."I, liUo.
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THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

Presidential Address by Mr. Percy B.

Tubes, F.R.I.B.A.*

As a profession we must stand united

;

there must be unanimity of opinion and

unity of action in all matters pertaining to

the general welfare of the profession.

Granted that, for purposes of better admini-

stration, subdivision into numerous associa-

tions and societies is desirable, yet in all

matters of general importance to the pro-

fession we sliould work as one harmonious

whole. Until we get a united profession, it

is almost impossible to deal effectually with

such questions as the education and registra-

tion of architects, the proper government of

architectural competitions, and the fixing of

a scale of charges, which questions affect all

architects, whether members of any insti-

tution or not.
REGISTRATION.

I thing that a very good starting-point for

this policy is the question of Registration.

The Society during the last few months

have inaugurated a press campaign in the

interests of the compulsory registration of

architects, and, from the wide publicity

given to the matter, we have been able to

secure the keen interest of influential

Members of both Houses of Parliament, and

of others deeply interested in the subject

;

but we are sadly handicapped through the

lack of unity in the profession. The benefits

that would "accrue from statutory education

and Registration must be patent to all. as

in protecting the interests and raising the

status of the trained and fully-qualified

architects, not only would the public have

a guarantee of professional ability, but it

would do more than anything else to get rid

of those who. to the detriment of the public,

do not hesitate to poach in a domain which,

by education and experience, we ought to

have the right to regard as strictly our own.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIETY.

In view of the rapid growth of the Society,

the Council thought it desirable last year

to revise the Articles of Association, not only

providing for present needs, but more
particularly for its future development, and
in doing so to form a new graduate class

intermediate between the junior section and
full membership. Entrance to the new class

to be by examination only. It was felt

desirable, in dealing with tlie junior class

of membership, to set before them the

necessity for qualifying for one of the higher
classes as quickly as they reasonably could,
and, failing that, to advise them to turn their

attention to some other calling, as they were
evidently not desirous of taking the pro-
fession up in earnest. The result of this

policy is just beginning to bear fruit, for the
Council have found it necessary to intimate
to a considerable number of students that
their connection with the Society must lapse
unless they are prepared to take things more
seriously. Personally, I am of opinion that,
although this will entail some financial loss
and apparent decrease in the total member-
ship, yet it must tend very greatly to
.strengthen the Society and to raise the
standard of admission. A situation naturally
has arisen for which it is difficult at the
moment to suggest a remedy, inasmuch
as, in the absence of statutory registration,
such persons cannot be prevented from
starting in practice as architects, although
they may be only partly trained, and not
possess the full qualifications necessary for
the position. On the other hand, the action
which the Council has taken may result in
arousing them to a sense of their responsi-
bilities and induce them to further qualify
for readniission into this or some other archi-
tectural body. At any rate, it is obvious
that the action of the Council in this matter
is entirely disinterested, and is in the best
interests of the profession. The additional
disciplinary powers reposed in the Society
by the new arti<-les will enable the Council
to effectually enforce tlie main principles laid
down in the eotle of ethics adopted by the
Society. All this must tend to the better-
ment of the Society as a professional body,
and to the advant.nge of its members.

• Delivered Nov. 13.

I'ROFES.SIONAL DEFENCE.

I am glad to see that the example set by

this Society in promoting a professional

defence fund and the machinery for its

administration is being followed by kindred

institutions, not only at home, but abroad.

The Society up to tlie present has not been

called upon to take up any case ; but the

knowledge that such a fund exists has been

of great service to members, who have been

able to call attention to the fact that the

fund is actually in being, and that a very

influential committee has been formed, ready

to advise on any matter affecting the

interests of architects. The very existence

of this fund is evidence, I think, that this

Society is desirous of affording its members
every possible assistance in protecting their

best interests, and consequently the pro-

fession generally. I sincerely hope, and

feel, that your Council will see their way
to add to this fund from time to time, so

that, in the event of our having to fight a

case, we can see it right through without fear

of being crippled through any lack of funds.

ARCHITECTllRAL EDUCATION.

The part played by this Society in placing

upon a worlcing basis tlie proposals for the

introduction of the Beaux Arts metliod of

educating architects into this country

resulted, as you all know, in the formation

of an influential committee to consider the

whole matter. That committee, which is now
an entirely independent one, is working on

a scheme which strikes at the root of the

whole matter, and your Society will always

be entitled to the credit of supporting a

pioneer movement of such great potentiali-

ties. Apart from what the Atelier has
accomplished for the advantage of those who
have placed themselves under its guidance,

the Society has achieved its aim in enabling

the committee to call attention to a fault

in the present system of architectural

training, and to point to a remedy with such

effect as apparently to cause architectural

educational bodies seriously to consider the

question. The result of all this is that we
now see strong evidence of the main lines

of the committee's proposals being adopted
so far as circumstances permit at the

moment. It is most earnestly to be hoped
that all educational authorities will see the

advantage of adopting Beaux Arts methods
in the near future. The Atelier in Wells-

mews is being most enthusiastically sup-

ported by the students there, and one has
only to attend the various exhibitions of the

students' work that are held from time to

time to see the marvellous strides that have
been made in these few months in archi-

tectural composition and design.

MINISTRY OF FINE ARTS.
Last year I expressed the opinion tliat the

time was fast approaching when architecture
will come into her own again, and resume
that place in the public estimation which is

her due, and which she enjoys in more
favoured countries ; and we see evidence of
this in a movement whicli has recently been
started. A committee will, I believe, shortly
be formed to consider fully the question of
a Minister of Fine Arts. Personally, I wish
tlie movement every .success, and I hope this
Society will offer the movement any support
in its pow'er.

OFFICIAL ARCHITECTURE.
In my address last time I had a good deal

to say about official architecture, and I

pointed out the desirability of every public
building being designed by the one man in
the country wlio was best able to solve the
particular problem involved ; and this one
man can only be discovered by a properly
organised competition. If we are to get the
best possible design and solution of a par-
ticular problem, competitions should be left
as free and unfettered as possible, and tlie
programme should set forth the require-
ments and make what suggestions are
thought fit ; but it should contain the fewest
possible number of binding conditions. It
follows that if a competitor did not adopt
the suggestions, he inigiit possibly prepare
an infinitely better scheme by' working
entirely on his own ideas; hut "this would
mean that he would have no chance of

success at all if the conditions were binding,

instead of, as I propose, making them merely

suggestions.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

If the promoters knew exactly what they

wanted, there would be no necessity for a

competition ; but, as a rule, they have but a

vague idea what their requirements are, and

it an architect, by departing from their

suggestions, can show them a better scheme,

it surely is in the interests of the promoters

to see such a scheme. Therefore, the com-

petitor should have as free a hand as

possible. There is a very great deal of useful

work that could be done by the various

architectural societies throughout the country

in connection with competitions, in the

direction of the proper organisation and
regulation of architectural competitions.

This is another very strong reason for unity.

I have yet to learn that it is a good thing

for the "profession that architects competing

should have their designs published in book
form and sold at the rate of four a penny.

It seems to me that this has only to be

carried far enough for people to cease

altogether to require the services of an

architect when they contemplate the erection

of a small country residence, house, cottage,

or other building that can be easily adapted

to suit any site.

AN IDEAL LONDON ON PAPER.

Town-planning schemes are being prepared

ill a great many districts round London, and
if steps are to be taken to provide a boulevard

on the outskirts, there is no time to be lost.

Another point which I should like to

emphasise is the question of improvements
to be carried out in our big cities. It seems
to me that if a committee of architects could

be formed to consider the maps of the

various towns in detail, and to lay down on
tlie maps the street - improvements which
should ultimately be carried out when the

opportunities arise — with due regard, of

course, to the preservation of ancient monu-
ments and fine old buildings— our towns and
cities would ultimately become as beautiful

as possible, and we should be all the time

working to that end. What we, as archi-

tects, should try to do is to beautify our
cities as opportunities arise. We could

make a start by giving all the support

possible to the smoke-abatement movement.
This would tend to purify our atmosphere
and give us more frequent opportunities of

seeing our buildings under blue skies and
brilliant sunshine, and enhance the charm
of architectural beauty.

CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Another very important matter, which
should receive careful consideration, is that

of the encouragement of craftsmanship. As
an example, one way of bringing this about
would be to increase the responsibilities of

the men entrusted with the work. I should
like to see the man actually in charge of

the work take his own particulars from the

job, carry it out himself, and fix it at com-
pletion. A great deal of the interest which
we see in Mediieval buildings is due to crafts-

manship. In those days the craftsman had
a fairly free hand, and worked out his own
scheme for the particular work assigned to

]iim. and it was left practically, with all con-

fidence, in his hands by the master mason
or the architect, for the man entrusted with
the work was known to be a competent
craftsman, and his individuality was recog-

nised and appreciated ; but now, if a fine

piece of worli is carried out, the firm which
is employed takes all credit for it, and the

name of the actual individual craftsman
rarely transpires.

••
TEMPORARY BUILDINGS IN

RELATION TO BY-LAWS.*
By T. C. Barralet, M.R.San. I. (Member).

This short paper deals with those struc-

tures the external walls of which are not
constructed (to use the familiar language of

the Model By-laws) of "brick, .stone, or other

• A imper read at the .\nnnal General Meeting of

the Institution of Municipal Eu^ineers (Loudon),
Nov. 7, 1913.
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hard and iiicoiiiliiistiblo material." The
fraiiKu-s of tlie ilodcl Series, issued in 1877,
which still forms the liasis of most of the
regulations throughout the country, recog-
nised the fact that certain exemptions were
necessary, and expressly exempted such
erections as plant -house, orchid - house,
summer-house, poultry-house, or aviary,
under somewhat hazy conditions. Now, most
of us are not trouI)led about orchid-honses
and aviaries, but the course of years has
brought into existence a number of other
excrescences whieli the well-meaning gentle-
men of 1877 did not foresee. The bicycle
brought the cycle-shed, amateur photography
dark-rooms, the motor-ear private garages,
while the open-air craze has brought outdoor
sleeping-sheds. Many local authorities have
tried to keep pace witli these modern develop-
ments of extending the scope of the exemp-
tions

; but I do not know of one sufficiently
up to date to contemplate aircraft sheds.
True, the old model series does make pro-
vision for buildings not being dwelling-
houses which are detached, and at specified
distances from other buildings or premises,
and not exceeding a certain cubic capacity.
Such are allowed, if eovl>red externally with
galvanised or sheet iron. This admits of
worksliops, temporary churches, chapels, and
mission-rooms, and, as we are aw-are, has
been largely taken advantage of. The stipu-
lation as to iron covering was doubtless in-

spired by the fact that no other incombustible
material was then in the market, and has
led to the architectural monstrosities in

galvanised iron which obtrude themselves
even amidst the most rural surroundings.

Since the introduction of "Uralite" and
similar incombustible sheets, which lend
themselves to more architectural treatment, a
number of local authorities have amended
the regulations to admit of their use; but
iron is generally rigidly insisted on. I have
no brief for any of the alternative materials
mentioned, but strongly hold the opinion
that galvanised or sheet iron is a most unsuit-
able walling or roofing for any building, both
upon hygienic, architectural, and con-
structional grounds, and no by-laws should
exist which enforce its use. The complexity
of modern life has brought into existence a

class of buildings which, while not requiring
the stability and durability of dwelling-
houses, are sufficiently permanent to require
something better than the usual timber
studding, matchboarded within and lined
with galvanised iron outside. Such erections
as sports pavilions, clubrooms, and drill-

halls are illustrative. If any part of such
building is intended or adapted to be used
either wholly or partly for human habitation,
or as a place of habitual employment, in

most districts it is not an exempted building,
and the external walls have to be constructed
i)i accordance with the by-laws. It is well
known that steel framing filled in with thin
concrete or vitrified slabs is a far cheaper
and more expeditions method of building
such structures

;
yet the by-laws in force

throughout the greater part of the country
take no cognisance of this method of con-
struction, though for the purposes named it

is eminently suitable and satisfactory. A
case in point has recently occurred in my
own district, where it was desired to erect
a gold pavilion and a clnbroom half a mile
away from any other building. But for one
fact it would have been an exempted build-
ing, and could have been built in the usual
galvanised-iron style. That fact was that
there wore two caretakers' rooms, which it

was held brought it within the by-laws. The
architect was naturally averse to disfiguring

the Surrey Hills by a hideous iron structure,

and proposed steel framing filled in with
" Frazzi " slabs. The by-laws did not admit
of this, and there was a deadlock until the

fiordian knot Avas cut by the building being
licensed as temporary, with a liability on the

part of the owner to remove it at six months'
notice. As it was to cost £800, his hesitancy
to sign such an agreement can be appre-
ciated. Fortunately the Local Government
Board ha\e now awakened to the fact that
brick, stone, and monolithic concrete are not
the last words in wall-eonstrnction, and have
adapted a series of Model By-laws to meet
such cases as that referred to.

The Public Health Acts Amendment Act of

1907, section 27, wisely recognises the in-

evitableness of temporary buildings, and
gives to local authorities a wide discretion
with respect to them. The Act, however, is

an adoptive one, so that there are large areas

in which it is not in force, and it would have
been advantageous if it had contained a

definition of the term " temporary," as it is

somewhat a misnomer when applied to

buildings that are intended to stand for more
than a geueraticni. Perhaps, however, the
temporary buildings which give the surveyor
the most trouble are those which are
obviously temporary—little wooden shanties

on vacant plots of ground, snmll work.shops in

the rear of cottages, antiquated tramway
cars and omnibuses dumped in unsuspected
places. Whether these come under the regu-

lations or not is largely governed by what
they are adapted or intended to be used for.

If a cottager puts a superannuated omnibus
in his back garden and calls it a summer-
house, it is probably exemj)t, but if he uses
it as a workshop it is contrary to the by-laws.

From the fact that such things are put in

back gardens, some time elapses before they
come to the surveyor's notice, and it six

months has elapsed ho cannot take action

under the by-laws. It used generally to be
thought that a building on wheels was under
any eireumstanees exempt from building by-

laws, and in my career many impositions of

this nature hav<' been attempted. If it were
so. it would defeat the objects of all reason-

able building regulations, and it now appears
to be accepted that wheels have no effect in

determining whether a building comes within
the by-laws or not. The niaJTi objections to

the type of flimsy temporary buildings under
consideration are: (1) Reduction of air-space

in the rear of houses; (2) danger from fire;

(3) unsightliness and untidiness. The first

and second can be met by making retro-

spective the by-laws requiring a clear space
of 15ft. in the rear of all domestic buildijigs,

as many authorities have done, and pro-

hibiting all leans-to and sheds abutting on
houses. In many country districts the ex-

crescences which in course of time grow up
round a cottage often cover more space than
the original structure. First, perhaps, a

fuel-shed is attached, followed by a green-
house; then comes a nondescript structure,

alleged to be a potting-shed, flanked by a

chicken-run. An inspection a year or two
after reveals a donkey kept in the fuel-shed,

the greenhouse transformed into a scullery,

the potting-shed into a workshop, and the
chicken-run serving as a lumber-room. For
the purposes for which they were originally

constructed such buildings as those described
would probably be exempted from most
building regulations, and the surveyor has
little or no control over the uses to which
they are subsequently put, until they become
structurally dangerous. Perhaps the best

remedy for these tmsightly temporary
structures is the frank recognition on the

part of builders and designers of small hon.ses

—especially those in country districts— that

the average householder requires, in addition

to rooms for living and sleeping, covered
accommodation for such of his possessions as

cannot reasonably be kept in a house. It is

exceedingly rare to see a small house built

with any accommodation for such everyday
articles of use as perambulators, bicycles,

garden tools, etc. ; even a coal- or wood-shed
is often conspicuous by its absence. li

should be part of the design of every cottage

that adei|uate provision of this kind should
be made. During last year I made an in-

spection of a number of cottages at Letch-
worth, and many of the tenants bitterly com-
plained that the regulations of the estate did

not permit of their erecting the usual ram-
shackle outbuildings to which they were
accustomed, and that thi^ buihlers did not

provide any suitable substitute for them. In

some of the newer type of cottages the need
had been recognised, though to a very slight

extent. It would add very little to the cost

of a cottage to provide at least 100 square
feet of covered space in a safe vicinity, and
thus remove the temptation tenants are
always under to disfigure their premises with
hideous and insanitary surroundings. It is

generally the more satisfactory class of

tenants with harndess hobbies who indulge

in this sort of thing, and these are frequently

in a state of veiled hostility to building regu-

lations, under the impression that they are

nmde for their special harassment.
On the whole, therefore, it would seem

desirable to frame by-laws in such a manner
as to admit, and even encourage, the build-

ing to dwellings of appurtenances which
conduce to the comfort and convenience of

the occupier, provided it can be done with-

out detriment to health or undue damage
from fire. Previous to the Act of 1907, many
local authorities, to meet apparent cases of

hardship, had accepted the plan of yearly

licenses for buildings which did not comply
with the requirements of the liy-hiws as to

structure and thickjiess of external walls,

with the condition attached that the building

should be removed by the owner after a

specified notice from the local authority.

This is open to the objection that a local

.•luthority have no legal dispensing power in

the matter of building regulations, and,

further, that there is a grave doubt as to

whether the conditions made under any such

agreement could be enforced. It would be

of interest to know if any member of the

institution could instance such powers being

enforced in the case where a building, ad-

mittedly contrary to by-laws, had been
allowed.

»*
THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.*

THE OPENING ADDRESS.

By W. Edw.\kd Woolley (President).

.\fter a retrospective review of recent land
legislation, and some anticipations with
regard to that with which wc are threatened,

the President addressed himself as follows

to the
HOUSING QUESTION.

The housing question is not less difficult,

and is greatly complicated by the large in-

crease in the cost of materials and labour
which has taken place during the past

generation. Apart altogether from the value

of the land, most surveyors will. I think,

bear me out in saying that a pair of five-

roomed cottages, with fencing, water-supply,

and conveniences, cannot he built now for

less than £400, and would have to be let at

from .'!s. 6tl. to 4s. a week in order to secure

even 4 per cent, on the capital expended.
Clearly then, except so far as they are a
necessary part of the equipment of the farm
or estate, there is little inducement to choose

the erection of cottages in rural districts as a

direct form of investment. But the subject

is too wide a one for me to attempt to follow

through its many ramifications in the time

at my disposal, and I, therefore, venture to

submit the following broad principles for

your consideration :

—

1. Housing in rural districts should

primarily be a matter for the landowner, on
whom might be imposed the duty of pro-

viding, at his own cost, a sufficiency of

houses to accommodate the labourers and
others regularly employed on his estate. A
similar responsibility should be placed in

such districts upon railway companies,
county councils, and other similar employers
of labour.

2. If there is a demand for houses beyond
the above, the landowner, if willing to

provide them, should have facilities afforded

him for obtaining the use of cheap money.
In such cases proper conditions as to the

maximum rents to be charged and the extent

of the gardens should be enforced.

3. As the provision of garden ground does
something to overcome the difficulty of

obtaining an adequate return on the cost of

building, labourers' cottages, provided by
such means, should have from an eighth to

a quarter of an acre of land either adjoining
or near to.

4. Although, even with the advantage of

cheap money, the standard of rents in rural

districts would seldom permit the erection of

cottages to be remunci'ative. I believe that,

landowners would usually be found willing to

meet any demand which might exist, and.

* Read at the Ordinary General Mueliug of the
Surveyors' Institution, Nov. 10, 1913.
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indeed, tliey are in the better positiou to do
'so, as they have the less need to consider
the value or cost of tlie sites. Sliould, how-
ever, tliey object to do more than provide
the acconnnodation necessary for their own
and tlicir tenants' employees, the (h\t\ of
providing the extra aceomniodation needed
should be thrown upon the local authority.

5. In such cases some ine.xpensivc method
sliould be devised for enabling the local
authority to obtain the sites required, if

necessary by compulsion. And I would ro so
far as to say that, a site for a house being a
first necessity for man, it is the duty of an
owner, where all the land available belongs
to one person, to provide sites at the lowest
possible cost. If, therefore, apart from such
demand, the value of the land would be
merely agricultural value, the price paid
should be little in excess of that value, plus
damage, if any, by severance, etc. But the
influence of our profession could do much to
obviate the need for any compulsion, and I

hope it may be uniformly opposed to the
shortsighted policy of placing difrieulties in
the way of providing sites for houses
wherever required. Sites for such a national
purpose should be readily available in every
village in Great Britain on a demand arising.

6. A lessening of the cost of erection being
of vital importanee, something should bo
done to standardise doors, window-frames,
staircases, and other timbers, and fittings.
This would enable them to be turned out at
a cheap rate without destroying individualitv
of elevation and design.

7. An appeal should be permitted to the
Local Government Board when the erection
of houses is restricted l)y unsuitable by-laws.

8. A consolidation of the existing Housing
Acts should be made a part of any new
legislation.

I am aware that a good deal has, and is
being done, under the 1908 Act in the way of
finding land for small occupiers as tenants
under county councils, and I am also aware
that the inevitable failures which must from
time to time occur give rise to occasional
.ndverse criticism. But this, it seems to me,
does not affect the main principle -viz., that
it is to the national advantage that the
prospects of advancement held out by a
country life should suffice to retain the best
men on the land. Whether this should be
done by means of ownership or tenancy has,
unfortunately, become a party question, the
advocates of the one and the other definitely
occupying different sides of the House. Bu't
I would suggest that there is room for both,
and that those who desire to become owners
should be given the opportunity of doing so
equally with those who wish to become
tenants. I do not mean to say that owner-
ship presents no difficulties. There are many,
such as the possibility of charges being
created in favour of children, etc., and of a
number of such holdings being again
absorbed under one ownership. But these
arc matters for the statesman, and, I have
no (hniht, could be overcome. In saying
this t do not wish to seem to advocate 'one
system at the expense of the other. Both
have their advantages and disadvantages-
one will be found suited to the neetis of some
eases, while the other may better fit the
requirements of others. But I eertainlv fee!
that purchase by reducible mortgage offers
the best way out of the difTicnlties eonfrontiii"
farmers on the break up of estates,

TRANSPORT.
The last proposal 1 have to deal with that

transport facilities should he improved is
less controversial

; though even here I notice
timt .Mr. I.loyd George has been eondemned
liy an eminent representative of the railway
companies for saying that preferential treat-
ment IS undoubtiMllv affordnl (o f„rei..n
produce, the Heporl of the Deparlmcnt'al
Committee of lOOfi on Railway Rales bcii,..
quoted as absolving the eompaliies from such
a charge. But most agricnltuiists, I think
feel that that Report does not altogellier
mc'l the ease, for while the railway officials
see that, service for .service, no pr^fc-ential
treatment is given to any particular traffic
tins affords no satisfaction to the English
farmer, who sees produce trains tearing at
express speed by his holding, bearing com-

peting foodstuffs from all parts of the globe

at charges a fraction of tliose he is himself

called upon to pay. It may be that the con-

ditions are entirely different; but the fact

that they are different, and apparently can-

not be brought into line, has the effect of

giving the foreigner an advantage, which, in

my opinion, calls for some counterbalancing
preferential treatment for home produce in

both rates and facilities. Mr. Haygarth
Brown's Minority Report deserves far more
careful attention than it has hitherto

received. But the railways cannot be
expected to put themselves out in order to

afford greater facilities and cheaper rates

unless the industry concerned so organises

itself as to be in a position to take the

greatest advantage of anything which is done
for it. The work of agricultural organisa-

tion is being actively undertaken by the

Board of Agriculture in conjunction with the
Agricultural Organisation Society, and 1

have no doubt that this important matter,
which will increase in importance as agri-

cultural methods become more intensive, is

not being overlooked.

OUR WATERWAYS.
Before I leave this question I should like

to express my satisfaction that the develop-
ment of our waterways traffic is again
attracting attention. The subject was on the
agenda of the British Association at their
recent meeting, and an interesting discussion
took place. Thei'e are existing 4,tJ70 miles
of canals and navigations in the United
Kingdom and Ireland, and there is reason to
believe that the railways would suffer no loss

were a considerable volume of low-class
traffic diverted to the canals, and the capital
of the railways employed in the development
of the higher-class and better-paid traffic.

The regrettable fact remains that, owing to

apathy, lack of unification, and other causes,
our originally well-conceived scheme of
navigable canals and rivers docs not take
that part in our national organisation which
those who recognise its possibilities could
wish. Time will not permit me to deal in

detail with these influences; but all having
the prosperity of our rural district at heart,
and knowing how dependent is that pro-
sperity on ready and cheap access with
market centres, must see the advantage of a
method of transit which, by its cheapness
and iiulependenee of stations and sidings, can
stand comparison with more favoured
methods of transit in the ease of all bulky
and non-perishable goods. I do not wish to
lalinur this point, but should like respect-
fully to submit that a joint conference of
the Board of Agriculture, the Board of
Trade, and the Development Commissioners
might find it worthy of their consideration.
And when they have completed the re-

organisation of transport facilities, which
has been promised by Mr. Lloyd George, I

sincerely liope that our waterways, equally
with our roads and railways, may bo found
to form part of one complete, co-ordinated
scheme.

I must now turn for a few moments to
more intimate matters. My uncle, in his
address in 1883, referred to the additional
responsibilities imposed by the Royal
Charter, which had then but newly been
granted to the Institution. I venture to say
that these responsibilities are not less
exacting now, for it is the view of the
Council that the Charter imposes upon the
Institution a wider duty than, that merely of
promoting the interests of its members or
their clients, important though that be. They
feel that the possession of the Charter
requires the Institution in its corporate
capacity to place the national interest first

in the many problems which come up for
consideration, and upon which its advice may
be sought. As representing the Institution',
Iheri'furi', tlii'V ha\e endeavoured to take up
a slrictly judicial position, and to use their
lechnical and professional knowledge in
dealing with each questicm from the broadest
slandpoint. Possibly members nniy not in
all cases have understood this attitude; but
then- will. I think, be substantial agreement
that a willingness to take up the cause of
one interest or another, which would lie alto-
gether justifiable in the individvial, or an

association of individuals, would be quite
improper in the case of a chartered body,
unless it coincided with the national intercbt.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The .second meeting for the sixty-sixth

session of the Architectural Association was
held on Monday evening at 18, Tufton-street,
S.W., the President, Mr. W. Curtis Green.
F.R.I.B.A., in the chair. Three nominations
for membership having been read, the follow-
ing forty architects were elected as
members:—Messrs. H. D. Ainsworth, A. N.
Battle, C. J. Brandon, A. G. Brian, H. C. B.
Brundle, R. E. Bush, O. Campbell Jones. S.

Clark. R. A. Cooksey, P. Dangerfield, H. E.
J. Davidge, A. Bade, C. J. Hall, A. B.
Hamilton, A. St. B. Harrison, A. K. Hewitt,
P. M. Hill, A. Hodges, P. S. Hudson, S. K.
Irwin, N. K. Jackson, P. V. E. Mauger, K.
S. Meager, Hon. A. P. Metbueii, H. E. Mills.

E. L. Moore, R. T. Moore. D. G. Howat,
V. Newton-Moss, A. H. Page, R. W. Pite, J.

A. Russell, J. A. Selbv-Bigge, W. E. de
Sousa, H. R. Steele. '

"W. Steer, F. C.
Webster, A. S. Whitburn, W. P. Wiggles-
worth, and L. T. Wire.
The adoption of the Council's annual

report, and the balance-sheet for 1!)12-13, was
moved by Mr. H. Austen Hall, and seconded
by Mr. W. Percy May, and was unanimously
agreed to.

Mr. G. L. Elkington, Hon. Secretary,
announced that the annual conversazione will
be held at 18, Tufton-street. on Thursday,
the 20th inst., at 8 p.m., when there will bo
an exhibition of architects' holiday sketches,
painted work, and furniture by "architects,
old pewter, etc

THE LATE MR. JOHN BELCHER, R.A.

The President said he had heard with
much regret while entering the meeting of
the death of Mr. John Belcher, R.A. He
felt that all would wish to unite in sending
a letter of condolence to the relatives of this
distinguished architect. The motion was
agreed to in silence.

Mr. H. Martineau Fletcher, M.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., read the following paper ou

NATIONALITV IN ART.

We are a body of architects. Whether
already practising or as yet only learning
our art, every one of us is, and will be for the

term of his natural life, a student of archi-

tecture, and so, naturally enough, our discus-

sions centre mainly upon technical matters,

the substance of our daily thought and our
daily work. They keep us in touch with
reality, and in them is room enough for

difference of opinion and the clash of minds.
It is vital to us as architects to know what
we think, or think we think, about the
influenec of materials on design, the ventila-

tion of workhouse wards, the profiles of the

Parthenon mouldings, the relative positions

of the lartirr window and the fresh air inlet

to tlR' tiraiii. An architect has so much to

learn in so short a life that he is apt to fear

lest the consideration of subjects not directly

bearing on his work be a waste of precious
hours. But there may, after all, be some-
thing gained by the exploration of such
abstract questions as that which I venture to

bring before you this evening. I mean that

it may result in the establishment of

principles, whereas technical discussions can
hardly go beyond the laying down of rules.

Grasp the broad principles, whether of an
art or of art itself, or of life itself, and you
can make your own rules, or, better still, can
do without them. Rules are cramping

;

principles are liberating. Rules are par-

ticular, and may even, outside their own
sphere of influence, be misleading

;
principles

arc universal, and obtain in every branch of

human endeavour, so I will not apologise for

asking you to give an evening to the con-
sideration of what may seem a vague and
n on -architectural subject.
To begin with, let us try to lie sure what

we are talking about. "Nationality" is

pi'etty clear, so we will leave it at that. But
"art"

—

ye pods, what is art? Where
Tolstoy and Ruskin and a hundred philo-
sophers of esthetic have failed to define, bow
shall we hope for success? I think we must
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lie t'oiiteiit, instead of iletiiiiuy, to lulopt some
limited nieaiiing for tliis evening's discussion
only, and leave the general ([iicstion on owv
side. Indeed, the word "art" is a drcadfnl
word by this time—is it not?— carrying with
it the associations of so much loose thinking
and fluffy chatter that I believe the world
would benefit if it were cut out of the
\ouabulary of all civilisations for a season of

thirty years. During that time other expres-
sions would Inive been appropriated to nH>st
oF the outlying ideas now lazily raked
together under the general term "art," and
tlie word itself could, with some reasonable
hope of lucidity, Ije reinstated for the other-
wise inexpressible residue. In the mean-
while, we must put up with it and use it as
seldom as we may.

ART .\.S IMAOIN.iTIVi; INSl'UC'TIO.N.

For present purposes, then, let us define it

as "imaginati\e work." 1 know that, if we
cliose, this definition would launch us on tlie

ecjually stupendous inijuiry, "What is

imagination?" But, with your leave, He will
not so choose. The treatment of tangible
materials—paint and canvas, nnirble. glass,
stone, lead, wood, plaster, and the like—if it

IS to have any value, must be inspired by
innigination or a power of commune with
the unseen, which, in its lowest terms, is a
power of conceiving final results before work
is begun. But in consideriTig the effect of
nationality upon such treatment it will not
hinder ns, and nniy be helpful, if we throw
our net wider and include the treatment of
the intangible in literature and music, to
see if these also are not affected by racial
en\ironnient. That is why I ask fo"r a de
finition of "art" no less cojuprehensive than
"imaginative work." Indeed, we might go
further. Stevenson, writing on Velasquez,
asserts temptingly that "technique is art,"
and eertaiidy techni(|ue is the first essential
of art. If we adopt this inaxiin, we jnight
make "art" c-o-extensive with "hun)an
work," "hunnm" being taken to imply
"purposeful," as contrasted with the repeti-
ti\e work of a machine, or the instinctive
work of birds and animals, for. although the
faculties bronglit into play the media or
ULaterials acted upon and the ends in view
riLay be widely different in different depart
ments of hunnm endea\our. as. for instance.
I he painting of a fresco, a difficult surgical
operation, the drafting of an internatiomil
treaty, the conception of a new town plan

—

\et it you take a broad view of life these
differences are not vital. Have the ends to
be attained been kept resolutely in view from
start to finish, the media or materials applied
in the fittest manner for the attainment of
tliose ends, and the faculties of the worker
concentrated to the utmost of his power upon
those media or materials? Here are the
really vita! questions. If these conditions
have been fulfilled, whatever be the affair in
hand, be it fresco, operation, treaty, or town
plan, the result will be, in a sense, a work of
art, a piece of masterly craftsmanship; and
there is more spiritual' kinship between the
great painter (the artist, that is, in the
narrower sense of the phrase) and the great
surgeon, the great diplomatist, the great
town-planner~in a word, the leaders, the
men who know their job in all branches of
activity—than between the same arti.st and
the men who are doing futile work in his own
line. It is the first-rateness that produces
kinship, not the occupation.

THE PERFECT FITNESS OF THE MASTERPIECE.
For one who is sensitive to quality, it takes

little experience in any department of human
work to recognise when he is in the presence
of something first-rate. You know the feeling
- -an impulse to catch and hold the breath
while you watch how it is going to work out

;

a sense of the difficulty of the undertaking
;

a feeling that one fal.se step may mar every-
thing, then a growing confidence in the easy
mastery of the performer; a tlirill'of silent
delight from the depths of your being at the
perfect fitness of means to end ; the almost
unconscious realisation that what you con-
template is taking the very shape, and no
other, that it ought to take'; and. as a final
conclusion, a perception of the infinite sweep
and power of spirit over matter. Even where

the sidjject is solenni or tragic, to those whose
keenest interest is reserved for treatment,
the emotion aroused by meet handling is far

nearer to delight than to pain, and Othello.

Keats's three or ft)ur most perfect odes,

certain essays of Bacon that seem to contain
the distillation of all wisdom in a page and a

half, the glass at Chartres, Karsavina's
dancing. Wren's houses at Chichester and
Salisbury, Beethovmi's "Coriolanus" over-

ture, till' silk painting of t'hinese geese at

the British Museum, different in scale and
importance, and mutually incomparable as

they may seem, do yet,, to use a vulgarism, all

"get there " alike, do all rouse that delighted
recognition by doing what they set out to do
so fully and e{)neisely that you cannot con-
ceive it so well done in any other way.
Now. this rare (]iuility of ini?vitablencss, of

perfect fit, of saying exactly wliat you want
to say, ca[i only be attained by a large gift of

selection and rejection exorcised upon many
similar but slightly varying alternatives, and
the power of justly weighing the values of

these alt(*rnatives depends upon a familiarity

dating back beyond the days of special

training into childhood itself, and therefore
wor';;;ig in accordance with racial bent or

nationality. This is seen most clearly, of

course, in the case of literature, where the
words, the \ery tools which the artist uses,

are entirely different according to his

nationality. In the French translator's

introduction to Tolstoy's "What is Art?"
there is an interesting passage which bears
on this point. Tolstoy insists that only those

works of art can be called great whose appeal
is universal, and the translator protests :

"There is another objection which I

cannot help very respectfully putting to

Count Tolstoy, and also to his French
readers. He tells ns himself that, although
universality must be the mark of true art,

'yet the finest oration, spoken in Chinese, will

remain unintelligible to one who does not

know Chinese.' And elsewhere he admits
that the artistic worth of a work of art

abides neither in its substance nor i[i its

form, but in a perfect harmony of form and
substance. Now. this being so, I am per-

suaded that, even if I knew Chinese, the true

artistic worth of a Chinese oration would
remain beyond my understanding. 2 should
understand its substance, or, rather. 1 miglit

suppose 1 understood it, imt this very sub-

stance could be truly understood only by
virtue of its harmony with the form ; and
this harmony would always escape me
l)ecause, not being Chinese, being able to

think and feel only in French, I should be
without the power of understanding the form
of the Chinese phrases. To judge of tlie

mutual agreement of substance and form in

a literary work, to estimate its artistic wortli,

yon iinist be accustomed not only to under
stand tlie language in which it is written,.but
also to think and feel in that language. I

am willing enough to agree to Count
Tolstoy's dictum that the ideal of art is

universality; but for literature, at all events,

until Volapuk has dri\en out the languages
of the different nations, the ideal of a

universal language can never be anything but
a chimera of a generous dream."

THE MAGIC OF NATIVE ART.

The truth of this cannot be denied by any-
one who is sensitive to form, and we can
confirm it by an example from our own litera-

ture. Swinburne wrote poems in French, as
well as in several other languages. A pro-
found French scholar, a lord of language,
with the most sensitive ear in the world, he
must have been equipped for the task as no
other Englishman in our history. What is

the result? Frenchmen say that they could
not tell that his French verse was not written
by a Frenchman, but there is no magic in it.

No magic I Now listen :

Wlieii the houuds of sprinji are ou winter's traces.
And tile mother of months, in meadow or piain,

Fifls tlie shadows and windy places
With iisp of leaves and riiiple of rain

How is it done? What is the seeret of it?

Fills the shadows and windy places.

There is not a word in the line, or, for that
matter, in the whole stanza, that a child
might not use a hundred times a day, but a

million children could not weave them into
that incomparable texture of sound and
rliytlim. Cienius, of course; but genius
working on material so familiar as to give
absolute mastery—working, that is, in

concert with, and not in contest against,

nationality. Using a foreign tongue, even
Swinburne cannot work such a miracle as
that, liecaiise he has not inborn, and can
but laboriously and partially accpiire, the
instinct for the values of the words he uses,

the labyrinth of subsidiary and related
ineanings they may suggest, the exact effect

on the auditory nerves of sensitive hearers
that different combinations of vowels and
consonants will produce. And what is in-

eontestably true, almost truistic, of literature

is, I think, true in varying degrees of other
arts. There are certain tuggings at the in-

most fibres, stirrings of the lieart-strings,

which are and can be caused only by sights,

sounds, thouglits, and ways so familiar that
we have lost all sense of our first acquaint-
ance with them; nay, more--that our
faniiliarify is innate in us, arising from the
familiarity of unnnniliered generations of our
fathers. The Danish painter, Hammerslioi,
on a visit to England, was fascinated by the
fires he saw' the crackle, the glow, the life in

the flames, the leaping and cliaiiging re'Sec-

tioiis on walls and ceiling. "Well." said his
host, "yon ought to study it, make pictures
of it." "Oh. but I cannot," said he; "you
see, I don't /.noiv it I

" All the firelight he
had known as a child was imprisoned in a

blackleadeil stove, with a dull glimmer
through a talc door.

If we turn to music we shall hardly find

one of the greater composers whose work is

not nuirkedly national. Innovators they have
all been, working out tlieir own means of
expression and their own treatment to de-
velopments which lead them far from their
fellows even of their own race, so that it

needs no special gift for a lover of music to
recogni.se the national idiom, or twang, with-
out hesitation.

(To be concluded.)

Professor W. R. Lethaby, F.S.A.. pro-
posed a vote of thanks to the lecturer,
remarking that he was entirely and wholly
in accord with all that Mr. Fletcher had
advocated in his convincing paper. There
had been of late a great acceleration in the
rate in which fashions in art became obsolete.
A phase or style in art at one period lasted
for fifty years, then it was popular and was
discountenanced in twenty and in ten years,
and now it hardly attracted attention for six

months. The present craze seemed to be for

a style and training that were essentially
French, and could not be assimilated by us.

Mr. Halsey Ricardo. in seconding the
motion, referred to the literary charm of the
paper, and the humour which enlivened the
argument. Mr. I«"letcher had argued that
students might give up the u.se o^ rules.

They might when they had thoroughly
mastered them. The man who thoroughly
understood the conventions wliicli bound his

art broke through them, and his work was
regarded as an advance. It filled one with
despair to see how often art retrograded in

its evolution. One entered the long gallery

devoted to Egyptian art at the British
Museum and noted the tame and common
place statuary of the year Anno Domini, or
thereabouts, and walking backwards up the
gallery one saw a gradual improvement in the-
eharaeter of the work to about, say. 7000 n.c.

.^s to nationality in art. this was a very
complicated story, and the difficulty was that

the eoii(|uered people often produced art of

a far superior type to that of the invading
race. There was no fundamental difference
in climate, and little in races, between
Pieardy and Wiltshire to account for the
inimense diversity between Salisbury and
.\miens. two cathedrals in progress at one
and the same time. It was curious to see
how the influence of the art of the Egyptians,
who loved animals passionately, scarcely
extended beyond the banks of the Nile,

whereas that of the naturally cruel and
callous Chaldeans had permeated Byzantine
lands, and had percolated as far as Southern
Spain. On the other hand, the art of the
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virile and dominant Romans was not to be

compared with that of the Greeks.

Mr. C. F. A. Voysey thought we did not

sufficiently discriminate between the result of

human eflort aud what was Divine in origin.

We ought to recognise that much of our

national peculiarity was due to our insular

position, our climate, and our geological

formations. We were apt to ignore our

natural environment. R. L. Stevenson's

dictum that technique was art was most
ridiculously false ; he might have said with

equal truth that language was thought. If

men could look away from modern col-

lectivism, they would get national feeling, or

at least a national style, but this seemed im-

practicable.

Mr. Maurice E. Webb said Mr. Fletcher's

paper was of great value to the student, for

it made him think. He absolutely disagreed

from a great deal of what Messrs. Letliaby

and Voysey had said. Mr. Fletcher had been

compelled to admit that he had to select and
assimilate the good things that he found on

his travels. The more architects travelled

and observed, the better it would be for their

art. We could learn much from the work of

Frenchmen and other neighbouring jiations,

aud they, in turn, could not fail to be
influenced by our art.

Mr. W. G. Newton thought the student did

wisely to borrow as much as he could from
as many sources as possible. The whole
point of Beaux-Arts teaching was to enable
the student to benefit by the traditions of the

schools, and by the work of others.

The President, in putting the vote of

thanks, which was carried by acclamation,
remarked that they had listened to a paper
of exceptional excellence, full of thought, and
finely expressed. Architectural students had
to study the art of many countries, firstly, to

obtain a wide knowledge of art, and,
secondly, in order to obtain an insight into

the motives and thoughts of the people who
practised that art. Till the student had
mastered the principles of his art, he was
useless and helpless. At the summit, all art

was not so much comparable, but one. When
men were learning the art of other countries
there was always a sense of disillusion and
disappointment, but as time went on, and the
mind expanded, this gradually wore off.

Mr. Fletclier, in reply, said it was useful to
the student to cultivate a practical frame of
mind, and refuse to look at a subject from
many points of view. The young architect
needed not only to learn rules, but to com-
prehend the principles on which they were
founded.

In closing the proceedings the President
announced that owing to Mr. L. March
Phillips being unavoidably prevented from
reading his promised paper on the 2-lth inst.,
Mr. F. C. Eden had kindly undertaken to
read a paper, entitled, "Some Architectural
notes frcftn Piedmont."

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE "WHITE
STAR" DOCK AND THE ADJOINING
QUAYS AT SOUTHAMPTON.*

By Fr.\ncis Ernest Wentworth-Sheilds,
M.Inst.C.E.

The new works described in this paper
consist of a tidal basin, in shape a parallelo-
gram about I,70Oft. long and 400ft. wide,
opening direct on to the estuary of the River
Test. The depth at L.W.O.S.T. is 40ft., and
at H.W.O.S.T. 53ft. The works also include
three quays facing on the river-channel jnst
outside the basin, and a curved jetty which
forms a guiding stage for ships entering or
leaving the dock. The depth at the outside
quays ranges from 25ft. to .35ft. below
L.W.O.S.T. The river-channel has been
deepened to 35ft. below L.W.O.S.T. to form
an approach to the new basin and adjoining
quays. The site of the new tidal basin was
for the most part occupied by mudlands,
covered at high tide and bare at low water!
These mudlands had been surrounded with
a bank of chalk, within which excavation was
carried out m the dry to a depth of from 30ft,
to 45ft. below quay-leve l. The foundations

• .Abstract of a i)ai>er read at tlie Institutiou of
Civil Engineers, Tuesday, Kov. 11, 1&13.

for the concrete quay-walls were then taken
down to their full depth of 73ft. in timbered
trenches. These trenches had to be carried

through beds of sandy clay and of fine silty

sand, both of which were rather difficult

materials to sink through, and formed un
satisfactory foundations for heavy walls.

The quay-wall for the portion of the dock
built in the dry was designed to meet tliese

conditions, having a long projecting toe re-

inforced with old rails and a sloping base.

Various difficulties which were encountered
while sinking the trenches for these walls are

described. At the southern end of the dock
near the enclosing bank trenches Avere

sunk from the ground-surface, and attained

a depth of over 70ft. They__were carried out

in lengths of about lOOft., each length being
surrounded by sheet-piling driven to a depth
of about 35ft. Below this the trench was
lined with timber runners. One such length
was flooded by blows of water and sand
which rose up through the floor, whereupon
excavation had to be stopped when it had
only reached dock-bottom level. The wall-

foundation was put in at this point by sink-

ing reinforced-concrete caissons through the

Hooded trench. These were lowered,
weighted, and sunk by grabbing out inside

them, until the tops of the caissons were at

dock-bottom level, the cutting edges being
15ft. lower. The wall was then built up upon
these caissons for a height of about 3ft.,

partly with concrete blocks fixed by divers,

and partly with mass concrete deposited
through water. The space in front of the

wall was then covered with a blanket of

puddle clay, after which the trench was again
pumped out, and work was resumed in the

dry. After all the walls within the enclosing
bank had been constructed, the liank was
cut through and the dock was flooded. Ex-
cavation was then continued down to 40ft.

below L.W.O.S.T. by means of three ladder
dredgers with attendant hoppers, which also

excavated the approach-channel in the river

to 35ft. below low water. All excavated
material had to be taken out to sea, a

distance of twenty-five miles. The portion of

the dock wall which lay outside the enclosing

bank, together with two of the quay-walls
facing the river, were constructed entirely

under water, with the aid of helmet divers.

The base of these walls consisted of mass
concrete, and the upper portion of 6-ton and
8-ton concrete blocks at front and back, with

a hearting of mass concrete. To construct

them a cut was first made by a dredger
throughout the length of the wall down to

about dock-bottom level. Below this a

trench w-as sunk, the sides of which were
supported by sheet-piling, strutted with
waliugs and struts fixed by divers. Inside

this trench the mass concrete of the base
was deposited through water. The concrete
was then carefully levelled to receive the

concrete blocks, which were built up in

lengths of about 60ft. and two courses high.

The mass-concrete hearting for each length
was then deposited before the next lot of

blocks were laid. The relative ad\antages
of block-work and mass-work in this situation

are discussed in the paper. These walls were
backed with specially-selected material, con
sisting of broken concrete and ships' ashes,

so as to reduce the lateral thrust and the

consequent load on the foundations as mucli

as possible. The trench-piles wore not
drawn, but the front ones were bored off

under water at dock-bottom level. The jetty

which forms the guiding-stage at the entrance
to the dock was formed of creosoted Oregon
piles, braced together with creosoted pitch-
pine struts and walings above water, and
with iron ties below water, the latter being
fixed by divers. The structure is covered
with a timber decking, and at intervals the
jetty is stiffened by buttresses of mass
concrete, extending from about dredging
level to low-tide level. The site of each
buttress w-as surrounded with sheet-piling, and
the pocket thus formed was grabbed out and
filled with concrete deposited through water.
The remaining quay-wall, which fronted on
the river, had to be built in the heart of the
enclosing bank already mentioned. It was
built in a dry trench sunk through the bank,
and through the strata beneatli it. These
consisted for the most part of running sand,

which made the sinking of the trenches ex-
tremely difficult. To minimise damage from
the trenches being drowned out by blows of

water and sand, the wall was designed as a

pier-and-arch structure, each pier being con-
structed in a separate trench sunk from about
low-water level. The piers are connected by
arches at this level, and also by curtain walls,
which retain the earth between them. Above
the arches is a continuous face-wall, the
whole being built of mass concrete. In spite

of these precautions some of the pier-

trenches were flooded by blows.

«*»

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's sitting of the London County

Council the Improvements Committee re-

ported that there has occurred a favourable
opportunity for completing the widening of

Piccadilly between St. James's-street and the
Green Park by setting back the frontage of

Nos. 157 to 160, Piccadilly, on the eastern
corner of Arlington-street, immediately ad-

joining the new offices of the Royal Exchange
Assurance Company. The property in

question, with Nos. li and 3, Arlington-

street, forms the estate of one freeholder.

The total cost of dealing with the several

interests under compulsory powers and of

executing paving works is estimated at

£20,800. W^idenings of Piccadilly have been
effected from time to time by the Council
in co-operation with the Westminster City

Council, and they recommended the Council

to seek Parliamentary powers for the execu-

tion of the improvement now proposed, which
forms the completion of the widenings
already executed at the part of Piccadilly in

question. The report was adopted.

It is proposed that the Council should

acquire the ground in Poplar formerly known
as the Millwall Football Ground, to be

devoted partly to the purposes of playing

fields for schoolchildren and partly as a

public open space.

The result of the experiments with self-

propelled petrol electric cars on the route

between Tooley-street and Greenwich have

not been such as to lead the Highways Com-
mittee to recommend their use on the

Burdett-road and Grove-road tramways.

The Council was i-ecommended to accept

the offer of the Kingsway Offices Company,
Ltd., of £2,270 yearly rent on a 99 years'

lease, for a site at the junction of Kingsway
and Akhvych. The land has an area of 9,000

square feet, and a frontage of 90ft. to Kings-

way.
By section 2 (1) of the Advertisements

Regulation Act, 1907, the Council is em-

powered to make by-laws for the regulation

and control of hoardings and similar struc-

tures used for the purpose of advertising,

when they exceed 12ft. in height. The
Building Acts Committee in a report ex-

pressed their opinion that it is desirable that

the Council should exercise this power, and

submitted draft by-laws for approval.

It was reported that settlements amount-

ing to £32.000 had been agreed upon in refer-

ence to claims arising from the widening of

the Strand between Adam-street and Durham
House street.

It was recommended that Parliamentary

authority be sought next session to enable

the Council, when acquiring insanitary pro-

perty for any purpose, to take advantage of

the 'procedure under the Housing of the

Working Classes Act. 1890, whereby the com-

pensation to be paid shall be assessed in

accordance with the principles laid down m
that Act in acquiring insanitary property.

A competition is about to be held by the city

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for a courthouse

annex and city hall combined. The programme
has been prepared by Mr. Cass Gilbert, consult-

ing architect for the city council. Plans must

be filed by noon, December 20.

The Local Government Board, after the

inquiry into the application of Bewdley Town
Council for a loan to add to the machinery at

the waterworks, have consented to the spending

of £561 for sinking a new bore-hole and £110

for an electric indicator. When the bore-hole

has been sunk the Local Government Board will

further consider the question of a loan for new
machinery.
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(Invvtntt Calamo.

Miiii' work for surveyors if Mr. Lloyd

George lias liis way, and tliere are no more

elections like Reading and West Lothian

!

He told his hearers at Middlesbrough last

SatnrdHV that the first condition of urban

land reform was the setting up of a cheap,

expeditious, effective, and reliable procedure

by which nuuiicipalities could acquire land,

not merely for specific public purposes, but

in anticipation of development. There must

he a judicial statutory body, and it was pro-

posed that the Land Commissioners should

have the power of adjudicating upon the

\alue of land and of ascertaining what the

market value of the land was. It was also

intended to make a national .survey of the

whole of tile housing accommodation in the

country, which would include an inventory

of all the slums, and which would be the

basis of all future operations against slums

and overcrowded houses. And then doubt-

less, "'I'hcre shall l)e in England seven half

peiniy loavis sold for a penny, the thrcr

hooped pots shall have ten hoops, and 1 will

"uike it a felonv to driiik snuiU beer!"

tenancy, as circumstances favour, all but the

"land-burster" must agree. Ownership does

sonuHimes present the difficulties he refers

to, and, with recent experience, we are not

so sanguine as he is that these could be

overcon\e by "the statesmen." It is, as he

says, simply beggiuf^ the <iuestiou to assert,

as the Report of the Laud Imiuiry Com
mittee does, that if the State aids purchase

on sound financial linos, the farmer would

be worse off than he is now. In some cases

he would, and might reasonably prefer a

secure tenancy. In others, his annual pay-

ments on a reducible mortgage would little

exceed his present rent. Mr. WooUey's
reimirks on Transport are sensible and

sound.

other advertisers who
similar communication.

have received

Distinctly above the average of the

ordinary contributions of its kind, Mr. H.

M. Fletcher's paper on " Nationality in Art,"

at the A. A. last Monday, was an enjoyable

contrast to some of the recent shallow

criticism the President of the R.I.B.A.

thought it worth while to notice last week.

Xot, by any means, that we are prepared to

endorse all Mr. Fletcher said so well ; but

that where we might differ we should feel all

the more thankful to have had fresh matter

for thought so well presented. Life is so

short, and there is so much to learn, and

rules seem so rigid and cramping, and the

exploration of abstract questions is so

attractive to the young, and the paradoxist

and the pseudo-critic are so glib of speech at

the parting of the ways which lead severally

to the firm high ground of experience, and

the sloughs of conceited self - negation,

that it is good once again to find a guide who
knows the safe limits of profitable inquiry,

and whose discretion is, nevertheless, not

the barren dullness that shrinks from the

problems that fascinate inexperience. The
stimulation of thought is the prerogative of

the real teacher, and more than one young

X.\. student will own in the years to come

of well -won success that some seeds sown

last Monday by Mr. Fletcher helped more

than most things to enrich his life's harvest

of work and endeavour.

"This is an unfortunate litigation," said

the Lord Chancellor, when beginning his

judgment in the action of "Ramsden and
Carr v. J. Chessum and Sons " (delivered last

Monday, Nov. 1]). Then he went on to say, in

the terse manner of an old nnister of the

law, "This is a simple case." Certainly it

was at first only an action for goods sold

and delivered by the plaintiffs to the

defeiulants, who are builders. But. seeing

that it had already been differed over by t^ie

Judges of the High Court and the Court
of Appeal, its simplicity does not seem
obvious to men of business. The present
position is that the House of Lords has
finally confirmed the judgments of Mr.
Justice Hamilton and Lord Justice Kennedy
for the plaintiffs, thereby reversing the views
taken by Lord Justice Vaughan Williams and
Lord Justice Buckley in favour of the

defendants, as reported in our issue of Nov. 8,

1912. Thus in the end two Common lawyers win
as against two of the Equity side. The Lord
Chancellor laid 'out the case like a theorem
in Euclid, as this: "If A brought goods to

B, to be used upon work which B was doing,

and B knew that those goods were not
brought as a gift, but were meant to be paid
for, and B then used the goods upon his

work, the inference to be drawn from these

facts w-as that there was an implied promise
on the part of B to pay for the goods." In

this deadly and elementary way did the
House of Lords dispose of all the argument
and erudition wasted in the Courts below,
and leave the builders, architect, and owner
to fight out amongst themselves any other
question. It really reminds one of the
higher criticism in a difTerent line of

thought.

A plea which reaches us from Teignmouth,

signed by numerous artists and others,

directed primarily "hv West Country men
to the W'est Country," for the retention of

thatch on our rural cottages and farms, and

the abandonment of corrugated iron, which

of late years has so hideously and wastefully

supplanted it, has our heartiest endorse-

ment. We know well one or two of the

districts named where the unrivalled beauty

of the surroundings has been marred with

out advantage to anyone. Not only is good
thatch more lasting, but it is more snug
and weathei proof. As regards comfort there

is no comparison. Stock, moreover, suffer

terribly beneath an iron roof in the freezing

winter and scorching summer, and so does

the breeder's pocket. The only two draw-
backs to thatch are that it harbours vermin
and is liable to destruction by fire. Both are

easily guarded against. There is, of course,

the further inconvenience that mi some
districts good thatching is a lost art. .\ more
general demand would .soon revive it, and
there is little dilliculty even now in getting

the work done properly. In the few cases

where thatch is impracticable, some of the

roof coverings like Ruberoid, Uralite, and
others might be used with advantage every
way instead of iron. But for the cottage and
the farm, thatch has no rival iu practical

economy, and one has only to visit some of

the places where it has been used— in such

cottages as those built by Mr. E. L. Lutyens
at Asliby St. Legers, for instance—to realise

the charm it adds to the structure it adorns
and covers. We solicit the further co-

operation of all artists interested with this

appeal, and assure them that any encourage-

ment or suggestions will be gratefully

received and considered by Mr. L. M.
Keunaway, St. Helens, Teignmouth, who is

distributing copies thereof.

The opening address of the President of

the Surveyors' Institution on Monday night

dealt largely and informatively with matters

which secondarily interest our own readers
;

but the portions we have given .elsewhere

should be read, especially that Which deals

with the bousing question. All of us who
are not ideal cottage builders, or prize-

winners for pretty designs, will agree with

him that a really habitable cottage cannot be

built for the total in two figures some claim.

Recommendations Nos. 5 and 7 we Iieartily

eiidor.se. About the sixth we are not so sure.

Where the work is done locally, and the

cottages p^it up are few iu number, there is

really less saved by using ready-made timbers
and fittings than appears on paper, and the

increasing difficulty of securing sound wood
in such is a drawback. With Mr. Woolley's
temperate readiness to accept ownership or

We commented recently on tins page on
the unfair pressure that is being exerted on
advertisers in certain cases, which we know
they resent. Is this another instance, or is

it not? We should be glad to have opinions.

We quote verbatim, only omitting names:

—

Nov. 11. 19U.
\\ e tinclerstaiul from a reliable source that your

name is mentioned with reHard to the work in
conneutiou with the
Perbai>s >ou are not aware that the editor of this

imiier, Mr is the architect for Ihe
buildiiiBs, and we feel sure if you were to place an
order with us for a series of advertisements, it would
lie the means of keepiny your name prominently
before the above-named Kcntleinan. We five you
the information, aud trust j-ou will treat the matter
confidentially.

^^'e enclose advertisement rates, tOAiether with copy
of the current issue, and hope we may be favoured
with your instructions to insert a (luarter-i)at'e space
for a series of twenty-six insertions.

The gentleman named is a F.R.I.B.A. We
cannot believe the above is being sent out
with his knowledge or concurrence. If we
thought so we should have persuaded the

advertiser who has received it to send it on
to tluit gentleman's clients, and to the

R.I.B.A. We shall b^ glad to hear from

South Africa — uiiblest by Mr. Lloyd
George and Finance Acts— is enjoying as

big a boom in the building industries (surest

proof of all of real prosperity) as Canada.
The British and South African Export
Gazette prints some very interesting details

given by Mr. Charles H. Leake, the senior

managing director of one of the big

Johannesburg firms, who is now in England,
his London representatives being Messrs.

Geo. Reid and Co., Queen-street, E.C.

Asked as to which class of work is most
active, Mr. Leake says: "Well, in the main
I should say a four-roomed house or cottage

—bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, aud scullery

—at a rental of about £(i or £7 per month,
is mo.st in recjuest. The fittings, both

interior and exterior, must all be Of the

most up to date character, and the latest

improvements introduced at home are

eagerly embodied iu the houses. Indeed, the

extent to which building supplies of all

descriptions are required in South Africa

may be gauged from this invariable desire

to be up-to-date; and," added Mr. Leake,

"these fittings, etc., are mostly of British

origin. At least, by far the greater bulk

of the importations handled by my firm are

English, and I think you may take it for

granted that home manufacturers have an
excellent hold on the market, and by still

greater efforts can undoubtedly even extend

their present operations." In other direc-

tions opportunities abound for enterprise.

"The chief essential at the present time is
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to be ready for developments, and tlie man

who anticipates the direction of tlie new

demands is the man who will get the

business. The building industry of South

Africa has a great future before it, and all

classes of building supplies and fittings will

be required to keep pace with the apprecia-

tion and adoption of the latest ideas in the

building and allied trades."

The Sites Committee of the University of

London had a meeting with the Committee

for Higher Education of the London County

Council yesterday week, when the questioji

of the future housing of the University was

discussed. No decision was arrived at ; but

there is reason to believe (so the Times says)

that the alternatives most favourably enter-

tained w'ere those of some riverside site

—

possibly Somerset House, which was men-

tioned—or continuance at the Imperial

Institute, with powers of extension, in

accordance with the terms of the Treasury

Minute of February 16, 1899. This minute,

after setting forth the accommodation at the

Institute buildings available for the Uni-

versity at that time, went on to say, "and
also such provision as may hereafter be

needed for the full extension and develop-

ment of the University under the statutes

and regulations made by the Commissioners
appointed by the Act."

A movemeiit has been inaugurated by the

architects of Portland, Ore., to discontinue

all preparation of tentative plans in com-
petition for public and private buildings.

They hold tliat the so-called competitions are

of no real value to prospective clients in

that plans so submitted can rarely be used
without radical changes ; that they are not
a true test of the architects' fitness and
experience for the work, and that they are
a drain on the profession which ultimately
prejudices owners of buildings. They
urge that the expense of competitions to

architects is enormous, and one not imposed
in any other profession or occupation.
Evidence of experience and integrity, it is

claimed, should be incorporated as a require-
ment in every competition. It is the best
man. not the mo.st finished drawling, that
should be selected. All very true, of course

;

but ei|ually so, and the worse for us all, that,
so far. no other method has suggested itself

for the discovery and encouragement of un-
known ability. A laudable intention enough,
which has been prostituted by competition
promoters to baser ends.

Plans for the proposed erection of fifteen
dwehngs, suitable for the housing of the
workiny-classes have been api)roved by the
tlland Urban Council Building Committee.
A ciuem.'itograph-hall is to be built at the

corner of Rye-lane and Choumcrt-grove, Peck-ham, from plans by Mr. II. Courtenay Constan-
tme, A.K.I.U.A., of Mortimer-street, W.
Brighton Town Council liavc decided to

promote a Bdl in the coming Session of Parlia-
ment, with the object of converting the present,
Aquarnim into a hydropalliic spa and medical
baths, something after the style of the Kurhaus
at Weisbaden. No plans or actual scheme have
yet been formulated.

David Livingstone's association with Barnet
has been fittingly commemorated in the
centennial year of his birth. A memorial tablet
has been affixed to the front of Livingstone
Cottage on Iladlcy (ireen, tlie cottage in "which
the famous missionary resided when in England
in IS.")?, and where he wrote "Missionary Travels
and Researches in South Africa." The memorial
consists of a Ijronze portrait, in high relief, of
Livingstone, set in a circular pane upon a carved
mural tablet of an nrchitectnral character, and
executed in Portland stone.'

FORGE PLANTS AND FORGES.
There are still not a few establishments in

wliich, while modern conditions have been

effectively studied, and up-to-date methods
have secured efficiency and economy, where
the smithy is still a smoky den, in which men
are called' upon to work under enfeebling and
unhygienic conditions, which make for

nothing but bad work.
Those who have seen one of the Sturte-

vant smoke- and fume-exhausting installations

know how economically this can be remedied.

Those who have not should get the new book
just issued by the Stnrtevant Engineering
Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria-street, E.C.,

which illustrates some recent installations

and fully explains this excellent system,

which consists of a carefully - designed

arrangement of smoke hoods and piping con-

nected to a centrifugal exhausting-fan. By
means of the fan a .strong suction is main-

tained around the edges of, and inside, the

hoods which are fitted over the fires, the

smoke and fumes being thus drawn tlirongli

the piping and discharged into the atmo-

sphere. The point of discharge is selected

to suit local conditions, being quite in-

dependent of the positions of the fires. The
carrying of numerous smoke-pipes through
tlie roof is tlius entirely avoided, the whole

of the smoke being extracted by the fan and
discharged through a single outlet.

Smoke-exhausting and forge-blowing fans

can be driven by belt from existing shafting

or by direct connected electric motor or

steam-engine or turbine, as desired.

The catalogue also figures and describes

the firm's efficient and durable "steel-plate"

forges, which are immeasurably superior to

the old east-iron types, and their handy and

well designed portable forges.

A parish hall in connection with St. Alban's

Church is about to be built in M.argravine-road,

Fnlharn, from plans by Sir Aston Webb, R.A.
Seating accommodation will be provided for 350

persons.

Mr. .John Todd, M.S. A,, district surveyor for

East City, Hamilton House, Bishopsgate, has

been formally declared elected as a Guardian for

Bishopsgate M'ard. to fill a vacancy caused by a

death. Mr. Todd was returned without opposi-

tion.

Foundation-stones of new Baptist Sunday-
schools were laid at Woodend, near Blakesley,

Northamptonshire, on Thursday in last week.

The schools commemorate the centenary of the

adjoining Baptist chapel, and will cost £300.

The architect is Mr. G. H. Farley, Q.S.A., of

Blakesley, and the builder Mr. Constable, of the

same village.

The annual convention of the Institute of

American Architects will be held in New Orleans
on December 2. 3, and 4. The Grunewald Hotel
has been selected as headquarters. The
principal topic to be considered at the con-

vention will be the enactment of a law by which
the government may secure men of the greatest
ability in the architectural work of the United
States. The Secretary of the Institute is Mr.
Glen Brown. The Octagon, Washington, D.C.

The memorial-stone of the corporation
museum and gas showrooms for Burton-on-Trent
was laid by the mayor on Thursday in last week.
The building will consist of three stories r the
stiowrooms for gas and electricity fittings being
on tlie ground floor, the museum and art gallery
on the first floor, and the caretaker's residence
at the top. The contract price for the building
is .-t^CC.^l'i. and the premises occupy the site of
the old police-station in Station-street. The
Natural History and Archasological Society has
olTered its collection of exhibits, and numerous
offers to loan art and other treasures have been
made. The architect is Mr. H. Beck.

The Ilur.sley Rural District Council received
at their last meeting a report upon an amended
scheme of drainage for Chandler's Ford, pre-
pared by Messrs. Weston and Burnett. Soiith-
iiniplon. The scheme has been enlarged by tlie
aildition of a separate installation for Mount
Pleasant, for which the selected site is a dis-
used gravel-pit about lialf an acre in extent.
Alterations were m.ide in the original scheme by
the enlargement of the disposal works, to treat
the sew;ac:c of 1,700 population in place of 1,500.
as originallv proposed. Some changes were also
made in the route for the main sewers. As
ami-nrlcil, the council decided to submit the
plans for approval to the Local Government
Board.

OBITUARY.
THE L.\TE MU. .JOHN llELCUliU, It. A.

The aunouiicenient of the death of Mr.
John Belcher, R.A., the architect of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants, and
of Colchester Town - hall, and a past-
President and Royal Gold Medallist of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, will

have been received with regret by all

members of tlie profession. Mr. Belcher,
who died at the residence he had planned for

himself nearly a generation since at Red-
holm, Champion Hill, on Saturday, was
seventy-two years of age, and was the son of

tlie late Mr. John Belcher, an architect who
practised for many years in Adelaide-place,
London Bridge. His earlier work was greatly
influenced by that of the Gothic revivalists,

as is evident in the premises of Messrs.
Mappin and Webb, at one of the most
prominent angles in the City, the junction of

Cheapside and Queen Victoria-street — a
eommissioii carried out in association with
his father, iiiid illustrated in our issue of

•July 4, 187.'1 from a working drawing by
Mr. Maurice B. Adams. Other buildings
planned and executed by Messrs. John and
.lohii Belcher were the Royal Insurance
Offices ill Lombard-street, the Commercial
Fire Office in Coriihin, City premises in

Cannon-street, King William-street, East
cheap. Poultry, Cheapside, and Newgate-
street; paper-W'orks at Dartford and many
factories and warehouses; studios and
stables, Weirleigli, Kent; studios, Melbury-
road, Kensington ; Holcombe Wood, near
Chatham ; Morden Grange, Blackheatli

;

Mark Ash, Abingdon ; Endalls Manor,
near Wargrave ; Bearroe, Berks; Stowell
Park,' Guildowii Grange, near Guild-
ford; Bamptoii House, Oxon ; Pang
bourne Towers ; and other mansions
at Northleach, Epsom, Windsor, Gomshall,
Shirley, and Royston ; the Curriers' Co.
Hall, London-wall (illustrated in the
Building News for July 2, 1876); Norwood
Cottage Hospital ; convalescent home at

Chatham; church restoration. South Mar-
ston ; new stalls and decorations, Pye-street
Church, Westminster; cluirch and alms-
houses at Northfleet. In the late Mr.
Belcher's more recent works, after a
season of study in Italy, supplementing
earlier sketching tours in France, a revival of

the best traditions of the Renaissance move-
ment is apparent, allied, where the clients'

good will and length of purses allow, to

admirably - executed sculpture by leading
practitioners. Among these later examples
of Mr. Belcher's art are Morden House,
Blackheath (illustrated by us October 11,

1902); Chateau Mauricien, Wimcreux, near
Boulogne ; Cornbury Park, Oxon ; Tetley
Park, near Instow . North Devon ; Royal
Insurance Co.'s premises, corner of St.

.James's-street and Piccadilly ; Mappin and
Webb's Oxford-street premises (see illustra-

tion May 4. 1900) ; Royal Friendly Society's
premises, corner of Finsbnry-s(|nare and
Moorgate-street (illustrated April 22, 1904) ;

Eastern Telegraph Co.'s premises, Finsbury-
pavement (illustrated May 4, 1900) ; Eleetra
House, Finsbnry - pavement; Winchester
House, Broad-street; Messrs. Whiteley's new
premises, Queen's-road, Bayswater ; No. 88.

h'leetstreet
;
premises, Hanover-square ; the

Institute of Chartered Accountants (illus-

trated January 2(i and May 4, 1894), unfor-
tunately located in an obscure back street
known as Moorgate-place, where, as Mr. T.
E. Colleutt once remarked, "it shines like a

good deed in a naughty world " (for this

work, by the way, Mr. Belcher assured Mr.
Mervyn Macartney that he drew out every
particular and detail) ; the admirable town
hall at Colchester, illustrated February 8,

1900, and May 16, 1902) ; the Exhibition
Buildings, Shepherd's Bu.sh and Uxbridge-
road (illustrated August 2.3, September 13,

October 11, 1907, and May 22, 1908) ; and the

Asliton Memorial, Williamson Park. Lan-
caster (illustrated Jan. 1, 1909); the statue

of General Gordon, Trafalgar-square, and
its very appropriate pedestal (executed
by Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A.) ; and a

memorial fountain in Park-lane. In 1907

Mr. Belcher took into partnership Mr.
J. J. Joass, who had long been associated
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witli liiiH ill his worli, unci aiuuiiy (ho works

of tlie firm are some biiiUliiigs nheady meii-

tionpil, as well as the Royal Society of

M.'difine, Henrietta-street (ilhistrated May
IL!, 1912); the dressmaking premises of M.

Wortli, of Paris, in llanover-sqnare ; Holy

Trinity Chnrch. Kingsway (illustrated April

29, 1910, and October 18, 1912); the

Mappin terraces in the Zoological Gardens,

now in course of erection for the executors

of the late John Newton Mappin (illustrated

September 2G. 1913); and No. 31, Weymouth
street, W. (also illustrated September 2G.

1913). Among notesvorthy and unexecuted
competition designs by Mr. Belelier may be

named those for the completion of the

South Kensington Museum, 1894, a work
executed by Sir Aston Webb ; for the new-

Sessions House, Old Bailev (illustrated

July 6, August 3 and 10, 1900), the com-

mission for which was carried out by the late

E. \V. Mountford ; for tlie University of

Wales, Cardiff, 1904; the Palace of Peace at

The Hague, 1907; and the Guildhall, Cam-
bridge (illustrated April 28, 1899), which

was adopteil by the corporation, but has never

been carried (int. Mr. Belcher was for many
years an active worker at the Catholic

Apostolic Church, Gordon-square. From his

drawi[igs the reredos and other decorative

features were added, and the capitals carved,

in that masterpiece of Raphael Brandon's
powers, and it is to be regretted that the

fine designs he prepared in 1885 6 for com-

pleting tluit remarkable edifice by adding

a new west front and the upper portion of

tlie tower and its spire have never been

translated into masonry. Mr. Belcher

designed the Catholic Apostolic C'liurch in

f'amberwell New-road (illustrated in our

p.nges of March 31. 1876). Mr. Belcher was
not only a rapid and clever draughts-

man, producing a variety of elaborate detail

of marked freshness and originality, but

was also a skilled musician. His consider-

able literary abilities were manifested in his

addresses, lectures, and papers, and in bis

scholarly volume, "The Later Renaissance

in England," published eleven years ago in

collaboration with Mr. Mervyn Macartney,

and in bis more recent essays on "Essentials

in Architecture." So far back as 1869 lie

joined the Royal Institute of British Arelii

teets as an Associate, and became a Fellow-

iii 1882, and, after serving on the Council

and as Vice-President, was President from

1904 till 1906. In the latter year he acted

as President, with conspicuous tact and
ability, of the seventh International Congress
of Architects- the first gathering of the kind

in this country. In the follow'ing year he

received the Royal Gold Medal of the Insti-

tute. Somewhat tardily, the merits of his

work were recognised in 1900 I>y election as

an Associate of the Royal Academy, and full

membership followed nine years Inter, when
be deposited as his diploma work a bold

perspective of the Ashton Memorial, repro-

duced, as already mentioned, in our New-

Year's number of that year. In our issue

of February 14, 1890, we illustrated by a

photograph Mr. Hamo Thornycroft's bust of

Mr. Belcher, then a characteristic and ex-

cellent likeness, and in our number for

July 13, 1906, will be found a more recent

portrait. Mr. Belcher leaves a widow, but
no family. The funeral took place yesterday
(Thursday), at noon, at Norwood Cemetery.

provision for payment of the purchase money

for the telephones and the transfer of the

National Telephone Company's staff, and

also of tlie Telegraph Construction Act in

the same year, authorising the Post Ollice to

carry telegrapli-wires across railways without

consent under certain conditions. Sir

Robert, who was twice married, was in his

sixty-ninth year.

Mr. William Willett, senior, the founder

of the famous building firm, and father of the

originator of the Daylight Saying Bill, died

at Hove on Sunday in his seveiity-seventh

year. The son of a Colchester coal merchant,

lie was apprenticed originally to the building

trade, but when he came to London in the
' sixties " he interested himself in a silver

business. In a few years, however, he began

operations as a builder, his first work being

tlie erection of a shop at Hampstead. By

degrees the firm extended its operations,

chiefly in Hampstead and Kensington. One
of the biggest .schemes undertaken by the

firm w^as that of the purchase of Clifford's

Inn (now being acquireil by the Office of

Works for the extension of the Record

Office) for CI 00,000. Mr. Willett ceased to

be an active partner in the business nearly

twenty years ago. and finally retired in 1900,

being' succeeded by his son and namesake.

The unexpected death of Sir Robert
Hunter, K.C.B.. soon after bis retirement

from the post of solicitor to the Post Office,

deprives tlie executive council of the National

Trust of their chairman and most energetic

supporter. He wrote a well known book,

entitled "The Preservation of Open Spaces
and of Footpaths and Other Rights of Way."
He was also one of the vice-presidents of

the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Exten-
sion Fund. During his official career as

adviser to the last thirteen Postma.sters-

General, Sir Robert Hunter carried out the

drafting and supervision of all the postal

regulations, and the negotiations connected
with the compulsory acquisition of land for

Post Office purposes in London and the
country. Sir Robert was in charge of the
Telegraph Transfer Acts in 1911, making

COMPETITIONS.
DEVONPORT.—The rumour which has

reached us from more than one quarter to

the effect that the municipal buildings at

Devonport, for which the recent important

competition was held, are not to be carried

out. is entirely incorrect. The council

unanimously resolved to apply to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow

the sum of £1.')0.000 for the purpose of erect-

ing these buildings, and the project is now-

awaiting the usual inquiry to be fixed by

the Board. The authorities, therefore, are

at a loss to understand currency being given

to such a report. We illustrated the first

premiated design in the Building New.s for

July 25 last. Messrs. H. V. Ashley and

Winton Newman are the architecis. and Mr.

Ernest Newton. .^.R.-A., acted as the

assessor.

THE BAKER SCHOLARSHIP. — The
trustees of the Herbert Baker Scholarship

annnonce that, having considered the report

of the assessors on the work sent in by the

two competitors, and having considered the

work, they have decided not to award the

scholarship for the present year. The
scholarship is of the value of £250, and is

open to any British subieet who has spent

seven years in the study and practice of

architecture, w-ho is under thirty-five years

of age, and who has spent at least two-thirds

of his architectural career in South Africa.

The River Wear Commissioners adopter! on

Friday proposals for improving traffic facilities

at Tliid.son Dock North, estimated to cost

£14,000.

Mr. John Parker, F.RT.B.A.. 19, Hout-street,

Cape Town, has been selected as the first mayor

of the amalgamated town council of Greater

Cape Town.

The beautiful parish church of St. Margaret,

Str.ke Gokling. near Nuneaton, was reopened by

the BishoD of Leicester after partial restoration

on Saturday afternoon.

The premises of Messrs. Waterlow Brothers

and Layton. Limited, Birchin-lane, EC, are

about to he reconstructed in steel, with Portland

stone facings. The front of the ground floor will

be of .Aberdeen granite. Mr. William Wallace is

the architect, and Messrs. John fireenwood.

Limited, the contractor.

The Mormons of Southern Alberta have under
construction at Cardston a tabernacle which is

estimated to cost .£200.000. On the walls of one

hall the earth before the entrance of sin will be

denicted. In another hall the Garden of Eden is

painted. There will be a secret "sealing

room." where the rite of "celestial marriage"
will be celebrated. In another sealing room
ceremonies for the dead will take place.

Between the two sealing rooms the Holy of

Holies will he situated. It will be elaborately

finished, and the entrance will be guarded by a

pair of sliding doors.

ALNWICK. -The new parish hall, which

lias been built at the junction of Canongate

and Walkergate at Alnwick, in memory of

the late Duke of Northumberland, by his two

sons, was formally opened yesterday (Thurs-

day). The principal room, for eiitertain-

me"nts, is 44ft. by 26ft. and about 20ft. in

height. At one end a platform is erected.

The walls up to the window-sill are panelled

with Corree pine. The hall is lighted by large

traceried windows. The billiard-room is

28ft. bv 18ft. and lift. high. There are also

cloakrooms in the vestibule, and a classroom,

23ft. by 16ft. and 10ft. in height. At the

other end of the large ball there is an ante-

room, lift. bin. by 14ft., and lOtt. in height.

Two liedrooms, a' sitting-room, kitchen, and

bathroom are provided for the caretaker.

The building is heated throughout with hot-

water pipes laid in trenches under the floors.

The contractors were Messrs. J. and G.

Green, Warkworth. It occupies the site of

four teneniented dwellings on Painter Hill.

near St. Michael's Chnrch, and is built of

endurable stone from the Deuwick quarries.

MONVHULL.—The foundation stones will

be laid to-day (Friday) of three buildings

for defective iniuded children to be added

to the colony at Monyhull, while there are

being built six more homes for adult

epileptics. The Moiiybnll Hall estate and

an adjoining farm were purchased by the

Birmingham Board of Guardians a few years

ago, the site secured extending to 185 acres.

A first instalment of six homes, with admini-

strative buildings, was provided, and in 1908

the Monyhull colony was opened, with

aecomnuKlation for 252 inmates. The total

capital cost was approximately £48.000 on

the accommodation for adults, and the

children's quarters yvere now being pro-

ceeded with. Messrs. C. Whitwell and Son,

of Birmingham, are the architects, and the

contract has been let to Messrs. B. White-

bouse and Sons. In the children's section

there will be eight homes, accommodating 76

epileptics and 270 feeble-minded. The new
administrative block will consist of a

receiving home with 20 beds, a school with

300 places, including separate classrooms for

epileptics, a band laundry for the girls, and

workshops for the boys. The six additional

homes bring the total number of places for

adults up to 504. The administrative build-

ings for adults are also being enlarged. "The

capital expenditure involved in the extension

is £96,000.

TAUNTON.—A dozen municipal work-

men's dwellings have just been formally

opened in String-lane, Taunton. They are

erected in blocks of four. Each house con-

tains living-room (with fixed dresser), 12ft.

by 13ft., and scullery on groiind floor, 1.5ft.

Ii'v 8ft. 9in.. in yvbich there is a bath with

f.-'ilding table over; food pantry, 3ft. by 2ft.,

fuel-store, 3ft. by 2ft., wash-up and w.e.

(witli outside entrance), together yvitli three

bedrooms above, each respectively 13ft.

(average) by 9ft., lift. 9in. by 7ft. 3in., and

9ft. by 7ft." 4in. The houses are faced with

red brick on the ground floor, with roughcast

above, extending to the two gables which

surmount each four houses. All the outside

walls are llin.. hollow. The cost per house

has been £142 I3s. 4d., iuclusiye of sewers,

streets, and fencing, the cost per cubic foot

being 4d. inclusive. The rent to be charged,

incUisive of rates and taxes, yvater, electric-

light (one light in living-room only), is 4s.

per week. The area of garden at the rear

of each house is lOOft. by 17ft. The bouses

are set back 7ft. 6in. from the street-line,

and are bounded by a 9in. brick wall with

capped pillars. The tyvelve houses are built

on three-quarters of an acre of land, the

cost of which was £75. The dw-ellings were

designed by Mr. D. Edwards. A.M.I.C.E.,

the borough surveyor.••
Lieut.-Col. G. E. Holman, T.D., is slowly pro-

gressing towards recovery, and hopes to leave

I-ondon on the 17th inst. Upon his return,

towards the end of December, all the numerous
friends who have sent expressions of sympathy
will receive an acknowledgment.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

ECCLESIASTICAL SVMBOLISM.-Tlie
first of tlie Edinburgh College of Art lectures

for this season was delivered last night by

Professor James Cooper, D.D., Glasgow, on

"Ecclesiastical Symbolism." Mr. F. Morley

Fletcher presided. The lecturer described

the main symbols of the Trinity, of Christ,

of the Church, the Sacraments, the Holy

Scriptures, the Apostles, and Evangelists,

explaining the reason of each, and illus-

trating his remarks by a series of slides

showing how each Christian symbol had been

used and pietorially treated from the "Cata-

comb days" of the Church at Rome down
to the title-page on the Authorised English

translation of the Bible in 1611. He closed

with some remarks on ecclesiastical sym-

bolism in Scotland since the Reformation,

instancing the curious "Covenanter's cod,"

or pillow, attached to the skull on 17th-

century gravestones, and the more pleasing

figure of the dove with the olive-branch sur-

mounting the pulpit canopy in churches of

the 18th and early 19th centuries. A vote of

tlianks, proposed by Mr. G. Washington
Browne, F.R.I.B.A., was heartily accorded

the lecturer.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The opening lecture of

the session of Edinburgh Architectural

Association was given on November 6 by
Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.R.I. B. A., F.S.A.",

who cho.se as his subject "The Homes of

Queen Elizabeth's Courtiers." Sir James
Balfour Paul. Lyon King of Arms, presided,

and among those present were Sir Robert
Lorimer. Dr. Ross, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc.
R.S.A., and Professor Baldwin Brown. In

the course of his lecture, which was illus-

trated with limelight views, Mr. Gotch said

the homes of Queen Elizabeth's courtiers

marked an epoch in housebuilding. Pre-
viously defence had been the great aim in

the building of houses ; but gradually the
necessity for defence had become less and
less. When Queen Elizabeth came to the
throne, her firm rule produced a state of

quietude which enabled the great nobles of

the time, enriched as they were with the
spoils of the monasteries, to build large and
beautiful houses, constructed with a view to

a fine appearance, and not merely as shelters
and places of safe retreat. Both inside and
out they were picturesque and dignified.
Symmetry played a very large part in their
disposition. Inside the houses, the rooms
were highly decorated. The ceilings were
treated in a very distinctive manner, and
the walls wei-e either panelled or luing with
tapestry, and everywhere the arms of the
owners were displayed. Outside were
gardens, with flights of steps, long terraces,
statues, and stone ornaments.

THE FACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF
SCOTLAND.—At a special general meeting
of tlie mendjers of the Faculty held in the
Architectural Association's Rooms, 117,
George-street, Edinburgh, on the 6th inst.

(Mr. Forrest H. Lightbody, President of the
l''aculty, in the chair), a nnndjer of applica-
tions by practising surveyors for admission
in provision of tlic terms of the Charter were
submitted, and twenty-five of the applicants
were elected as mendiers. In addition to
tlie.se, five applicants who had previously
passed all the examinations of the Society of
Ordained Surveyors were admitted.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY. -The opening address of the
sixty-sixth .session was di'livered on Monday
evening by Mr. Ilastwell Grayson, M.A.,
I'\R.I.B.A., the president, in the Law Asso-
ciation Rooms. Mr. Grayson severely criti-
cised the architectural planning of the picr-
hend, describing its present aspect as
"merely a sea of jarring details." The area
l)nilt upon possessed neither main nor cross
axis, and no vi.sta. A dignified treatment
of this important spaee was possible, he
said, if there were brought to l)ear upon the
Subject a little of the pnljlic spirit that luul
been transforming the great cities of
America. He was very sorry that the Liver-
pool School for Tnwn'Pl iing had thought
fit tn publish some cxtrenndy naive effo'rts

by the students for extending the pierhead
area. That the students should work at
schemes showing how^ much better the
city might be planned if it was to

be rebuilt cle novo, like Imperial Delhi, was
perfectly right ; but to publish the plans was
to needlessly alarm the ratepayers. A sue
cessfnl solution of tile problem must, he
thought, recognise that the pierhead was a
double square, which should liave well-
defined boundaries, a long axis, and at least
one cross axis. The river must not be
hidden.

ORIGIN OF BABYLONIAN CIVILISA
TION.—At the British Museum, on Satur-
day afternoon, Mr. P. S. P. Handcock
delivered a lecture on "The Assyrian
Empire." After describing the rise of the
empire, he went on to show that thi' whole
of her civilisation was derived from Baby-
lonia, the originators of who.se culture were
the Sumerains, of non-Semitic stock. The
racial affinities of these Sumerians was one
of the many unsolved problems of Assyrio-
logy. Many years ago Dr. C. J. Ball
called attention to the similarity between
some of the Sumerian and Chinese roots and
hieroglyphs, and in his monumental work,
"Chinese and Sumerian," now in the press.
Dr. Ball adduced an overwhelming amount
of evidence in support of an ultimate racial
connection between the ancient Sumerians
and the Chinese. After referring to the
recent German excavations at Ashur, the
ancient capital of Assyria, the lecturer pro-
ceeded to sketch the leading epochs of her
history from Tukulti-ninib I. (about 1275
B.C.), who effected the conquest of Babylonia,
to Ashur-banipal. who reduced the capital
of Egypt (B.C. 666).

REASON IN GOTHIC ARCHI
TECTURE.—The first of a series of lectures
on "Reason in Gothic Architecture" was
given on Friday night at Bristol University
by the Rev. D."H. Granage, D.Litt., F.S.A'.
The Vice-Chancellor (Sir Isambard Owen)
presided. Dr. Granage first pointed ont that
architecture was regarded from different
points of view. In many instances the
romantic, or historical, or symbolical points
of view claimed the attention, and those
aspects .sometimes overwhelmed, in their
thoughts, any mere architectural detail. He
wished, however, to speak of reason in
Gothic architecture, because for nearly all
the developments which took place in archi-
tecture from time to time, from the first
century onwards, there was a definite struc-
tural reason. He wanted to emphasise the
point of the rational basis of Gothic archi-
tecture, and would take his examples almost
entirely from England and France, partly
because they were familiar to his audience",
and partly because the Gothic architecture
of England and France was greater than that
of any other country, and he would confine
himself almost entirely to churches. With
the aid of the lantern. Dr. Granage ex-
plained features of numerous buildings in
Eiigland and France in early times, and the
development of their construction.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS. — The
opening meeting of the 160th series of the
Royal Society of Arts will take place on
Wednesday next, when an address will be
delivered by the Chairman of the Council,
Colonel Sir Thomas H. Holdich, K.C.M.G.,
K.C.I.E., C.B., D.Sc. Among the papers
to be read at the meetings before Christmas
will be one by Mr. Thorne Baker on "Appli-
cations of Electricity to Agriculture," and
another on the question of the Channel
Tunnel, to be brought forward by Mr. Arthur
Fell. M.P. There will be five courses of
Cantor lectures. The first, by Prof. Coker on
"The Measurement of Strains in Materials
and Structure," will comprise, amongst other
matters, the results of his own investigations
into the application of polarised light to the
U'easurement of stresses. The second course
will be by Sir Charles Waldstein, who will
dea generally with the subject of Indus-
trial Art; the third, by Mr. Joseph Pennell
on Artisdc Lithographv. The subject of
tlie fmirth course will be announced laterThe last will be by Mr. William Burton, on
Recent Developments in the Ceramic

Industry." A course of lectures will also be
delivered under the Cobb Trust, established
from the surplus of funds subscribed for a
memorial to Mr. Francis Cobb, who died in
1901.

R.I.B.A. SPECIAL COMMITTEES.—
The Council have made the following
appointments to the undermentioned Board
and committees in accordance with By-law
-10:— /?oorr/ of T'lofrxs'wnal B'ftnre: Max
Clarke, T. Edwin Cooper, H. O. Cresswell,
E. Guy Dawber, Wm. Dunn, Percival M.
Fraser, K. Gammell, James S. Gibson,
Edward Greenop, Edwin Gunn, Edwin T.
Hall. Henry T. Hare. George Hubbard, C.
Stanley Peach, Edmund Wimperis. Pro-
fessional QiiPslions ('ommUtfP : Walter Cave,
Max Clarke, Horace W. Cubitt. Frederic R.
Farrow, K. Gammell. E. J. Gosling, E. Guy
Dawber, Edwin Gunn, George Hubbard, C.
Stanley Peach, H. A. Saul, H. D. Searles-
Wood. Herbert Shepherd, E. R. Sutton, W.
Henry White. William Woodward. Srhechilp

of Charges Committer : Alfred W. S. Cross,
E. Guy Dawber, James S. Gibson, J. Alfred
Gotch, Edward Greenop. Henry T. Hare,
George Hubbard, C. Stanley Peach, Sydney
Perks, A. Saxon Snell, H. D. Searles-Wood,
Herbert Shepherd, W. Henry White, Wm.
Woodward.
ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY, GLASGOW.—The fourth meet-
ing of the session in connection with the
Royal Technical College Architectural
Craftsmen's Society, Glasgow, was held on
Friday evening. November 7; Mr. T. G.
Gilmour, A.R.I. B..A., in the chair. Mr. D.
S. Pringle read a paper on "Needle-
Shoring." He said the first precaution to be
taken is to thoroughly examine the building
before commencing operations, and if there

are any cracks, to fill them up with stucco,

so that, should any further settlement take
place during the progress of the work, it will

be seen at once. Mr. Pringle described the

various methods of shoring, and the purposes
for each. Thereafter Mr. Robert T.
Anderson read a paper on "Underpinning,"
and explained that sometimes foundations
are required deeper down, either because of

the erection of an adjoining building on a

lower level, or because a basement is wanted,
and this is obtained by underpinning. The
work is carried out in .sections about .Sft.

long, commencing at each end, and leaving

out alternate sections, which are filled in

afterwards. Care must be taken to see that

the courses of brickwork are kept on the

same level, and that the wedging-up under
the old foundation is carefnllv done.

Correspontrencf.

UNFAIR TREATMENT WITH REGARD
TO TENDERS.

To the Editor of the Buil.DiNO NEWS.

Sir,—Your colninns have on more than
one occasion called attention to the unfair

manner in which some builders are treated

in respect to tenders. The following recent

experience of ours will possibly interest you.

We were invited, with about five other

builders, to quote for a job at Beckenham, a

few miles from here. There was one other
Bromley builder, the remainder being of

Beckeniiam. We received the plan and
specification in due course, and submitted
our tender at the appointed time and place,

these being all opened in quite approved
manner before all the tenderers or their

representatives. We were lowest by about
£40. We have heard nothing further of the

matter, and our inquiry of the secretary has
had no reply. We now find that the work
has been given to a Beckenham firm, on the

plea that the committee desire to keep the

work in Beckenham. Why it was necessary
to ask two outside builders does not appear
clear.

The position is all the more interesting as

the work is at the Liberal Club, which pre-

sumably advocates Free Trade !—We are.

etc.. Pkarce Bros.
Sherman-road. Bromlev, Kent.
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®nr Illustrations.

REXOVATIOX OF A FIKl'F.ENTH
CENTURY DIXIXGHALL IX FRAXCE.
This water-colour clnnviiig by Mr. Leslio

B.- Cook, which he sent to the Royal Academy
from Paris, was exhibited in the Architec
tural Gallery at this year's Exhibition. It

illustrates the renovation of an old dining
hall, in which the walls and cliijuney picci'

are of stone. Originally the apartment was
hung with tapestries, and probably had I

banners al.so. The timber beams are a little
|

cambered and are of oak. like the casement
|

shutters to some of the windows, which have
carved lineiipatterned panels. The floor

has unglazed tiles and slabs of stone ; but

similar apartments were more usually, Mr.
Cook says, either flooreil with wood or with
richly patterned tiles like those found at the

Chateau de Langlais.

LONDON COUNTY AND WESTMINSTER
BANK. PALMERS GREEN.

This branch banking premises is about to

be commenced oti a corner site next The
Drive, as shown by the accompanying plan.

The walls will be of red and purple brick

facings, with a Portland stone circular porch
on tlie angle of the site, and the roof will be
covered with tiles. The architect is Mr. A.

Svkes, F.R.LB.A.. of Finsbnrypavement,
E.C.

NEW FIRE BRIGADE STATION AND
FIREMEN'S DWELLINGS, BLACK-
BURX.

SELECTED DESIGN.

This plate gives a general view of the iji-

tended new buildings, from the selected

design in the recent competition, when Mr.
Walter Stirrup. F.R.I.B.A., of Richmond
terrace, Blackburn, was chosen architect for

the work, the contest being restricted to local

firms. Mr. Frank Gatley Briggs, F.R.LB.A.
(of Messrs. Briggs. Wolstcidiolme, and
Thornely) acted as assessor. The site is

enclosed by Harrison-street, Canterbury-
street. Sumner-street. and Byron-street. The
two first-named frontages are 18:ift. and
234ft. long respectively. The last-named
frontages are 397ft. and 163ft. The area is

thus very extensive. The station provides

an engine-house for six motor-engines, with

all necessar\' stores, watch-room, office,

battery - room, superintendent's house,

sergeant's house, large drill-yard, stables,

etc., with thirty-three firemen's dwellings.

The total cost will be about £25,000. Pre-

miums of £100, £50, and £25 respectively

were offered, and eleven sets of plans were
sent in. The engine-house was to face

Byrom-street and to cover 3.2-10 feet super.

Accrington bricks and stone dressings were
stipulated. The cottages were to cost £300
each.

A SHOP AT EASTBOURNE.
This corner block is now being built for

Mr. J. Sainsbury. as a provision shop, in

bricks of two shades of red with some Port-

land-stone dressings and mosaic panels,

the roof being tiled. The accommodation in

LONDON COUNTY AND WESTMINSTER BANK. PALMER'S GREEN.

Mr. A. Svkes, F.R.LB.A., Architect.

the upper part of the premises is for a

manager and bis large staff. Mr. A. Sykes,

F.R.LB.A.. of Finsbury-pavement, E.G., is

the architect.

THE WHITE HOUSE, EDGWARE.
The point aimed at in the arrangement of

the plans of this house is complete privacy,

and, consequently, none of the rooms look

out on to the front of the building, which

faces north, and this omission of windows
adds greatly to the breadth of the fa(;ade.

The elevation is set back about 40ft. from

the road, giving a forecourt enclosed by walls,

part of which are shown in the sketch. The

garden, on the south side of the premises, is

commauded by the living-room windows.

The walls are of brickwork and the roofing

of tiles. The plaiis explain the lay out of

the building, which is to be erected shortly.

Mr. J. E. Dixon Spain. A.R.I.B.A., is the

architect, and the drawing here icproilnced

was exhibited at the Royal Academy this

year.

A BLOCK OF ALMSHOUSES. WITH
CHAPEL AND HALL.

(For the assessor's award in this Bl'lLDlNO

News Designing Club competition see pp.

679-81.)

THE WHITE HOUSE," EDGWARE-—Mr. J. E. Di.xoN Spain, A.R.I.B.A., Architect,
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GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearinR in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Rephes must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no

reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

AVe award the f^uiuea to Mr. Arthur S. Cruinpler.

REPLIES.

[13136.]-RETAININGWALL.—Inreplvto " Park."
it is presumed the road is situated as showu on
accompanying sketch. Thus the portion of the wall

below ground floor would in a sense be a retaining

wall, though, of course, no better could be intro-

rlni'frl. The thickness of wall at base is taken as

I

•; CONCK&TC

quarter of height of wall, and diminishes to 2ft. 3in.
The wall should be packed round with rubble, and
an open drain laid at base to take away surface
water,—Arthur S. Crumpler. 20, Alexandra -road,
Hemel Hempstead.

' li31.37.J^OUTFALL DRAIN.—Points for considera-
tion :—Burying of pipes in trench sunk in sand will
be *met by laying 4in. strongest quality cast-iron
pipes in 9ft. or 12ft. lengths, jointed with lead-wool
to within ^in. fron end of socket, and completing

protected by a liinged steel flap (secured to tlie end
of pipe outlet), the pivots of axle ends of same to be
encased in ball-bearing sockets, so as to secure easy
opening when the flow of liquid is in operation ; the
oiling of same to receive periodical attention to

secure a constant and efficient working. Assuming
expense is not to be taken into account, then a
.^rflgal. automatic flushing cistern (such as Burn's or
Doultou's) should be fixed at the head of drain for

flushing and thoroughly clearing away all accumula-
tions, which will gather when the tide closes the said
outlet-flap, and prevent the due discharge of drain.

To secure the said line of pipes from being shifted by
the tide in the thirty j-ards l)etween high and low-
water mai-ks, I would suggest that lOiu. by lOin. elm or
pitch-pine piles be driven at every fourth joint in a
zig-zag manner, as sketch A. Laying between tides :

Lead-wool or Ribbonite joints, and a 4in. expanding
drain-stopper will enable the plumber to keep intact

his line of pipes irrespective of the tide. The second
scheme (B) I would suggest is as per plan herewith.—
James Bromley, Moorville, Lower Bank-road, Ful-
wood. near Preston, Lanes.

ll.'?137.]—OUTFALL DRAIN.—The best material for

the drain-pii)es would be iron, and if expense is no
great objection, I should use the long steel tubes,
which can be obtained up to tJOft. in length, and are
protected externally with a kind of tarred taj)e. By
this method the number of joints would be con-
siderably lessened, and it would be possible, no
doubt, to lay one tube between each tide, At the
outfall, which, from the information given, would
appear to be visible at low water, a tidal flap must
be provided, and the end of the pipe anchored Iiy

means of a pile of sufficient depth to withstand any
movement. As the outlet is not below the water at
certain times, the seaweed, sand. &c.. could be
cleared away, periodical inspections being made, At
the same time it would be advisable to keep the
outfall a little from the present bed, say 3ft. At the
inlet, a penstock should be used to ])revent the back-
flooding at high tide. Whilst dealing w-ith the dis-

charge, " W. M. P." has two methods, either to make
liis drain large enough to hold the daj's amount, or
to make a tank to collect the amount ])rovided
before, and then to discharge the whole in one Ijulk

when the tide is going out. I believe that the former
arrangement is in use at Weston-super-Mare, and the
latter at Pljinouth ; but. of course, on a much larger
scale, either being preferable to discharging in

driblets. I should only use the ordinary iron pipes,
coated with Dr. Angus Smith's solution, for cheap-
ness. The tubes can be bent to quite a fair radius,
whereas the iron pipes have more joints, which add
to the labour, and cannot be bent.—K. H. Read,
Lecturer on Building Construction, Gloucester and
Stroud Teclinical Schools.

[13137.]—OUTFALL DRAIN.—The sewer referred
to by " W. M. P." could be constructed by either of
the following methods with equal success:—(1) By
using cast-iron pipes laid on a bed of concrete, and
to prevent corrosion they should be coated with
Angus Smith's solution. (2) Another method would
be the adoption of concrete pipes, and these would
be absolutely free from corrosion, and these can be
obtained constructed on the Bonua s> stem, or with
expanded metal, and stand practically the same pres-
sure as cast-iron pipes. The trench would be strutted
in the usual way, except that vertical poling boards
with splayed ends would be introduced. Whichever of
the two methods mentioned above is adopted, as the
discharge is between the high and low-tide mark, it

would be undesirable to discharge the sewerage
either at low tide or when the tide is coming in, but
to discharge at the ebb tide, consequently provision
must Vje made for the accumulation of sewage at
outfall. The provision sliould take the form of a
storage tank, w-hich should be oblong in shape, in
the nature of widening out the sewer, and it would
then discharge into a penstock chamber, which is

fitted with a penstock valve, wliich consists of an

I

orifice corresponding in size and shape to the pipe to
he closed, a sealing-plate to close the above-men-
tioned opening, and the n^oving gear by which the

this portion wMtli molten lead, well caulked up-
Corrosion by sea-water will be best served by having
the jtipos prepared liy Dr. Angus Smith's process of
heated solution of pitch, tar. and linseed-oil. Clog-
ging of dtain and outfall by sand and seawood :—To
prevent this occurring the end of drain should be

sealing-plate is regulated. By this moans the
sewer ago could be regulated to discharge at ebb
tides, and then there would be no seaweed to clog
pipes; ebb tides usually occur twice in 26 hours.—
Arthur S. Crumpler, 20, Alexandra-road, Hemel
Hempstead.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
CLIFFORD'S INN AUBITRATION—Arbitra-

tion in connection with the acquisition by H.M.
Commissioners of Works of part of Clifford's Inn
for the purpose of the extension of the Record
Olfice took place at the Surveyors' Institution on
Friday and Saturday before Mr. Philip E.
Pilditch. Mr. William Willet4, jun., the owner
of the property, claims £53,430 as purchase
money. Mr. Balfour Browne, KC-, for the
claimant, explained that in 3903 Mr. Willett pur-
cliased tlie property for £100.000, it being ad-
vertised as a building site, containing 38,000sq.ft.
The total area to be acquired by H.M. Office of
Works amounted to 7,900ft., and claimant was
asking £53,430 plus the value of the land occu-
pied by the party-wall, which belonged half
to each. An important block of property had
been sold to the Knights Bachelors, and another
portion (o the Law Union and Rock Insurance
Company. Mr. Charles Augustus Lang, of
Messrs. James Lang and Co.. called by the
claimant, estimated the total claim at £50,596,
excluding the land covered by the wall, and
other witnesses estimated the land to be worth
£5 per foot. The Attorney-General, referring
to the selling of the property to Mr. Willett by
the Trustees ten years ago, said he could
scarcely believe that they were so morally negli-
gent and criminal as to part with it at
£2 12s. 6d. per foot, when all responsible and
reasonable persons now realised its worth at
£5 per foot. He thought it curious, too. that a
f»roperty should bo so seriously depreciated in

value because a portion of it was sold. He con-
tended there was no damage caused by sever-
ance. Crown witnesses valued the land at from
£13,000 to £17,737. 'J'he arbitrator reserved his
decision.

RETAINING AN INSURANCE CARD.—
Before .ludge Smyly. at Shoreditch County-
court on Friday. Alexander Edmeads. labourer,
Oaklands - rise, Higham - liill. Walthamstow,
brought an action against Benjamin Goodman,
contractor, Haggerston-road, Dalstou, to re-

cover £2 8s. Id. for damages for alleged breach
of statutory obligations under the National
Health Insurance Act in failing to deliver up to

the plaintiff his contribution card under the
National Health Insurance Act, whereby
the plaintiff was unable to obtain or com-
mence other employment for a period of
nine days during which the card was retained.
He claimed nine days' wages—77 hours at the
rate of 7^d. per hour—£2 8s. Id. Judge Smyly
did not think that the plaintiff was entitled to
more than two days' pay. seeing that he could
have applied to the ofTice for the cards. He gave
i he pbiititiff the right to enter judgment for

12s. 6d. in the High Court if it was there founil

that, damages were recoverable.

LTVREY SCENE IN A COUNCIL-CHAMBER.
—On Friday, the Goole magistrates were occu-
pied all tlay in hearing a charge of unlawful and
malicious wounding preferred by Mr. William
Jackson, the vice-chairman of tlie Goole Urban
District Council, against Major Cecil Gustav
Bradley. C.E., the surveyor to the council.

There was a remarkable array of witnesses,
which included all the members of the Goole
Urban Council except one. who was not present
when the alleged offence took place, and all

the chief olTicials of the council. Mr.
Harold Newell, liarrister, appeared for the
complainant, and Mr. T. E. Ellison, barrister,

defended. Mr. Wm, Jackson, who is sixty years
of age, said he had been a member of the Goole
Urban Council for a number of years, and for

two years was its chairman. Some time ago the
council proposed to erect a temporary slaughter-
house, and witness suggested that a certain firm,

Blakey and Co., of Liverpool, should be asked to

send in a tender.' The surveyor demurred; luit

Mr. Jackson persisted, and handed in the name
of the firm. Three weeks later, and on October
29, the night of the assault, tlie subject was
before a committee meeting, and witness asked
some questions, he having had a letter from the
Liverpool firm stating that they had not been
asked to tender. At witness's suggestion a

letter-book was produced, which contained a

copy of a letter which had been sent to the firm.

k letter despatch-book also showed that a letter

apparently had been sent, and an office-boy

who was called said he had posted the letter.

Witness then expressed the opinion that the
letter had either not been posted, or had gone
fistray in the post. A member then suggested
that ho (Mr. Jackson) should apologise. The
ilefendani then said that if he did not apologise
he would make him. Defendant was sitting four
yards away, wdien he jumped up. approached
witness like a lion, and struck him two or three
blows in the face. They were very heavy
blows, his lip being cut, and his teeth dis-

lodged. The blows caused blood to stream
down his coat and waistcoat. In cross-

examination, the witness denied having made
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LONDON COUNTY AND WESTMINSTER BANK, PALMER'S GREEN.
Mr. A. SVKKS, F.R.T.B.A.. Architect.
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A SHOP AT EASTBOURNE.—Mr. A. Sykes, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.







RENOVATION OF A FIFTEENTH CENTURY DIN I
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HALL IN FRANCE.— Bv Mr. Leslie B. Cook, Architect.
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vile Insinuations in the council-chamber against
the surveyor. He had not said to members of
the council that he would leave no stone im-
turned until he removed the surveyor; hut he
had said he was not suitable for Goole. and that
it was time he was removed.—Mr. Ellison; Are
you still of the opinion that the letter was not
sent?—Mr. Jackson ; Yes.—And that the copy in
the letter-book was a forgery?—No. T don't say
so.—A sensation was then created by Mr Ellison
producing a letter received from Me.s.srs. Blakev
and Co., dated October 31. and which stated
that they expressed deep regret that the co\incirs
letter, which had come to hand all right, had
been misplaced.—Mr. Ellison; Now will you
apologise?—^Ir. Jackson; Yes; I am very glad
the letter has turned up.—.And you are very
.•orry that you made insinuations against Mr.
Bradley?—\'es, I am—Councillor BIyth, J. P.,
said that one of the remarks made by Mr.
Jackson on the night in question was that Mr.
Bradley was bluffing him. and that he had
bluffed him before.—Mr. Bradley then left his
chair, approached Mr. Jackson in a fighting atti-
tude, and rained blow after blow on Mr. Jack-
son's face. Blood .streamed down complainant's
face and flowed on to the carpet.—Councillor
F. B. Glew, the chairman of the committee
meeting at wliich the assault occurred, con-
sidered that there was not sufficient provocation
for Mr. Bradley to strike the complainant.—For
the defence, Mr. Bradley, the defendant, gave
evidence. He stated that he was appointed sur-
veyor to the Goole Urban Council in 1908, He
was a civil engineer, and he possessed the
highest qualification. He was also a major in the
5tli Volunteer Battalion of the King's Own
Y'orkshire Light Infantry, anil he served as an
officer in the King's Own Lancaster Regiment
during the Boer war. About four years ago he
prosecuted the local firm of Jackson and Oates.
builders, whose principals were relatives of
Coimcillor Jackson. Since that time com-
plainant's attitude towards him had been one of
hostilitv. Immediately preceding the assault.
Councillor Jackson intimated that the letter to
Blakey and Co. had never been sent, and that
he (defendant) would bluff him no longer in the
manner that he had bluffed the other members.
A little later Mr. Jackson said he had a drastic
resolution which he should move at the next
council meeting. Witness admitted that he lost
his temper, and gave as his reason for striking
that complainant's manner was most insulting,
and reached the limit of human endurance.—
The chairman said : The magistrates are satisfied
that an assault has been committed, and have
no alternative but to commit the defendant for
trial at the next Assizes. We shall admit him to
bail in one personal security of £25.

BUILDERS' LIABILITY TO SUB-CON-
TRACTORS.— Ramsden and Carr v. Chessum.

—

In this protracted litigation over a sum of £142,
judgment was given in the House of Lords on
Monday by the Lord Chancellor and Lords
Kinnear. Dunedin. and Atkinson, in an appeal
from a decision of the Court of Appeal reversing
a decision by Mr. Justice Hamilton. The re-

spondents, Messrs. Chessum and Sons, of South-
place. Finsbury. a firm of builders, took the
contract for erecting the Cinema House. 225.
Oxford-street, and the appellants, Messrs.
Ramsden and Carr. of Seymour-place. South
Kensington, were makers of door furniture, and
supplied to the order of Mr. Melville Seth Ward,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Victoria-street. S.W., the archi-
tect to the London Cinematograph Co., furniture
valued at £142 13s. for the picture-theatre.
The appellants sued the respondent builders and
the architect for this sum. and alleged that the
architect acted in this transaction as the agent
of the respondents. This agency was denied by
the respondents in their defence. In the original
trial. Mr. Justice Hamilton gave judgment for
liie appellants for the amount claimed, on the
grounds that the user of the goods by respondents
raised an implied promise to pay for them. He
further held that appellants " had failed to
show that the architect had acted as agent for
the respondents. This appeal was reversed by
a majority of the Court of Appeal, Lords
Justices Va\ighan Williams and Buckley (Lord
Justice Kennedy dissenting), judgment being
given for the respondents. We gave these
judgments in fidl in our issue of Nov. 8. 1912,

p. 667. In the House of Lords on Friday, the
Lord Chancellor upheld the original decision of
Mr. Justice Hamilton, reversing the order of
the Court of Appeal, and restoring the judgment
of Mr. Justice Hamilton for the appellants.
Lords Kinnear. Dunedin. and Atkinson con-
curred.

mtm
A railway. 65 miles in length. 3ft. 2in. gauge,

and estimated to cost £560.000. is about to be
constructed in the island of Sardinia. It will
connect Iglesias with Marrubbiu, passing
through Fluminimaggiore. Arbus. and Guspini.

(But O^ffire fabk.

A useful and readable primer on
" MeditPval Wall Paintings," by J. Charles
Wall, is published by Talbot', 13, I'ntor

noster-row. at half a crown. It is meant for

the general reader interested, and the illus-

trations, of which there are no less than
ninotysi.'i, if small, are probably sutficienl.

Mr. Wall brings his usual clearness and com-
pleteness of description to bear on bis

subject, nnd our own readers will find much
in the handy and interesting volume they
will miss in more ambitious works on
Mcdiseval wall-painting.

Owing to the recent falling off in the
demand for window-glass, the Belgian
Window-Glass Makers' Syndicate has been
obliged to curtail considerably its ontput,
wliich a few months back was put at

.•!G,000,000 square feet. Conser,ucntly, this

year's production may now be reckoned at

about .30,000.000 square feet. At the moment
the demand may be described as normally
active, especially for foreign account, so that
it is hoped there will be no need to take
any steps toward.s the further limitation of

production, the more so as it is anticipated
that the new American Customs tariff will

have the effect of stimulating exports of

window-glass from European countries to the
L'nited States.

Mr. T. Adams, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at

Harrow on Thursday in last week, into the
application of the urban district council for

sanction to prepare a town-plannirig scheme
for Harrow and for certain bortlering lands
in the parishes of Pinner (in the rural

district council of Hendon) and Northolt (ui

the rural district of Uxbridge). The only
opposition entered to the scheme was by the

Hendon Rural Council, who objected to any
part of their district being handed over to

Harrow. Tlie clerk of the Harrow council

(Mr. .1. Strachan) said they had included
1.720 acres in the scheme, of which 110 acres

were in Pinner and 100 acres in Northolt.

Mr. .J. Percy Bennetts, engineer to the

council; said the chief object of the scheme
was to obtain suitable w'ide through traffic

roads, and there were four of these, the

principal being a new main road connecting
Harrow and Pinner. These roads were 00ft.

wide. The undeveloped land was ready for

building purposes, and the greater portion of

the already developed land included in the

area was that on which good-class property

had been erected. Mr. .1. A. Smith, chair-

man of the Town-Planning Committee, also

gave evidence.

Twelve months ago the New South Wales
Government carried out a scheme of S.tate

housing in the form of workmen's dwellings

in a suburb of Sydney. The Agent-General
for the State. 'Mr.' T. A. Coghlan, has
received the report of the Housing Board on
tlie project. The Board reports well on the

first year's experience of the scheme. The
land allowed to each dwelling varies from
.38ft. to 45ft. frontage, with an average depth
of 133ft. The cottages are constructed of

bricks from the State kilns of the New South
Wales Government. There are no front

fences ; there is merely an ornamental kerb,

and there is a wire dividing-fence between
each front garden. The rents charged by the

Government are from 15 to 20 per cent,

cheaper than those charged by private land-

lords for similar accommodation in suburbs
about the same distance from the centre of

the city. The cottages are lighted through-
out by electricity, with gas laid on for

cooking purposes. Over 600 applications were
received for the houses within the time fi.xed,

and since then a further considerable number
has been sent in. The garden-city plan has
been adopted in this experiment.

The annual report of Mr. Charles F.

Wike, the city engineer of Sheffield, for the
year ended March 25. 1913, notes that the
state of trade in connection with new-

buildings and the laying out of new streets

in the city, during 1012. %vas not quite so

good as in Iflll. in which there was a con-
siderable decline as compared with many

previous years. The number of plans sub
mitted during the year was 974 (viz., 963 for
new buildings, building work, or drainage,
and 11 for new streets). This is 28 less than
the 998 submitted iu 1911. Of these plans
nearly 90 per cent, were approved. The
number of street and sewer plans approved
during the year was II, showing aggregate
lengths of 1..367 yards of streets, 1,454 yards
of sewers, and 266 yards of watercourses.
The figures for 1912 sliow a decline as relates

to the construction of streets and sewers of

about 43 and 49 per cent, respectively, as
compared with 1911. The number of new
houses shown on the approved plans were
704, being a decrease of .'37.52 per cent, below
the number (1,125) of liou.se8 approved in

1911. and .30 per cent, below the number
(1,099) approved in 1910. The number of

houses erected and certified for occupation
during the year was 703, as compared with
the number, 866, certified in the previous
year, being a decrease of 163 houses, or 18.83

per cent. These houses were mainly erected
in the High Hazels. Fuhvood, Walkley lane.

Banner Cross, Abbey lane, and Firth Park
districts. The number of ruinous and
dangerous buildings and wall.s and dangerous
places dealt with during the year was 275.

being 54 more than the number dealt with in

the pre\ious year. These dangeous struc-

tures and places were either d^molished,
secured, repaired, or protected to secure the

safety of the public or occupiers of the

neighbouring buildings. During the past year
the sewage disposal exfension .scheme sub-

mitted to the Local Government Board in

1904 has made considerable progress, and
will probablv be completecl w'ithin the next

twcdve months. The works proposed were
then estimated to cost £270,369, but the

work will probably he carried out for the

sum of .C"202.993. showing a saving of £7..370

on the estimate, notwithstanding the fact

that costs have largely incVeased. especially

for labour and materials.

What seems to be a very valuable deposit

of gypsum has been found iu Western Aus-

tralia. A company has been formed to work
an area of 10.000 acres at Cowcowing Lake.

The company employed the services of an

analyst, who put down bores 'iPtt. in depth,

and ou this calculation he estimated roughly

that there were four hundred million tons of

high-grade gypsum suitable for the manu-
facture of plaster of Paris and gypsum
products. The analysis of the gypsum is

reported to vary from 85 per cent, to 97 per

cent, pure gypsum. It is stated that all the

plaster of Paris used in .\ustralia is at

present being imported from .America and
Germany. and amounted Inst year to

in3.153cwt.. valued at £22.754. and the West
.\ustraliau imports alone amounted to

8,4.39cwt., valued at £1.374.

So far. the Land Value Duties have yielded in

the .first six months of the current financial year

£225.000. against £73.000 in the corresponding

half of last year.

Mr James Foote. a member of the .\berdeen

Parish Council, has been appointed by the

Government as works engineer at the Harbour
of Refuge. Peterhead, and will leave Aberdeen
this week to take up his new duties.

.\ new fire-station is being built in Station-

road, Ashington. Co. Durham, which is to be the

fire apparatus depot for over 20 collieries in the

district, and has cost nearly £3.000. More than

30 men will be stationed on the premises.

Mr. R. L Roberts, of Abercarn, is the archi-

tect of a new institute at Cwmfelinfach, which
has been erected at a cost of £11,000. The
building provides a swimming-bath, reading-

room, library, billiard-rooms, and offices.

The Presiilent of the Board of Education has

appointed Dr Aubrey Strahan, . F.R.S., to be

Director of the Geological Survey and Museum
in succession to Dr. J. J. H. Teall, F.R S , who
will retire on January 5. Dr. Strahan, who was
born in 1852, was educated at Eton and St.

John's College, Cambridge. He is president of

the Geological Society and one of the assistant

directors of the Geological Survey of England
and Wales. Dr. Teall. who was born on .Tanuary
5. 1849. has been Director of the Geological

Survey and Museum since 1901. He is the author
of "British Petrography; a Description of the

Rocks of the British Isles," 1888.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
MoND.VT.—Eoval Institute of Bi-itisli Architects.

"The New Wesleyan Hall," by H. V.
Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A. 8. p.va.

Institution of Sanitary Engineers.
" The Sewerins of Towns " by F. W.
Cable, A.M.I.C.E. Caxton Hall, West-
minster. 8 p.m.

TuESD.W. — Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on " The Construction of the
White Star Dock at Southampton."
8 p.m.

Wfpnkhpat.—Society of Architects. Concert of
Chamber Music, under Direction of
Noel D. Sheffield, M.S.A. i8. Bedford-
sfiuare, W.C. 8 ]».m.

Roval Society' of Arts. Opening
Address liv Col. Sir T. H. Holditch,
K.C.M.G., K.C.I.E., C.B., Chairman
of Council. 8 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
" The Architecture of Normandy," by
the Rev. R. S. Mylne, F.S.A. St.

Paul's Chapter House. 8 p.m.

Thurrp.vt. — Architectural Association. Conver-
.sazione. 18, Tufton-street, S.W. 8p.m-

FltlPAY (Nov. 21).—Glasgow Architectural Crafts
men's Society. " Electrical Installa
tion for Domestic Purposes," b^ \V
T. Peddie. 8 p.m.

SATUTtD-\T (Nov. 2-2\ — .\ssociation of Builders'
Foremen and Clerks of Works.
.'Vnnual Dinner at the King's Hall,
Holborn Restaurant. (i.^O p.m.

»««»-

Mr. C. wi. Broarlliead, who has for several

years been quantity surveyor in tlie Nottingham
city architect's department, iias been appointed
to a similar position under the Swansea
Corporation. ,

The city council of Peterborough have adopted
plans by (he surveyor. Mr. Walsham. for laying
out and fencing the new cemetery on tlie

Newark road (an area of nine acres) at an esti-

mated outlay of £10,210.

Mr. E. W. Lyons Hawkins. A.M.Inst.C.E., late
of the Public Works Department of India, has
died suddenly at his residence in Earl's Court-
road. .Mr. Hawkins was appointed to the Civil

Service of India in 1873 tie was employed on
irrigation works in the North-West Provinces
and Oiidli. He became an executive engineer in

1884, and retired in 1906.

Tlie presentation of prizes gained by the
evening-class students of Glasgow School of Art
during the 1912-1913 session took place on
Thursday. The prize-winners were :—Silver
Medals. — Drawing and Painting — Andrew
Carson. Peter Lindsay. George Ternent: Model-
ling-Peter Ramage. Bronze Medals.—Draw-
ing and Painting—.T. A. Hill, Wm. Stewart.
David S. Hixon ; Design—Mary C. Higgins.
Monthly Competitions.—Design " Section—Wm.
C. Mackle, ,Tas. B. Davidson.

The annual meeting of the Institution of
Municipal Engineers took place on Friday, in
their rooms in Southampton-row, when Mr.
Horace Boot. Westminster, consulting engineer
lo Tiinbridge Wells Corporation, was elected
president. In the evening the president held a
reception at tlic Holborn Restaurant, the guests
Including the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress,
Sheriff and Mrs. Painter, the mayor's and
mayoresses of various London boroughs, the
presidents of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, the Society, of Engineers, and tli^ In-
corporated Municipal Electrical -Association, and
Sir .lohn Gavey.

The Durham County Council, at their meeting
on Friday, sealed contracts for the erection of
new schools at Station Town (lo cost £2.798).
Etherlev (£4,416), Dubmire (£2,888), and Green-
croft (£10.273), and for alterations at Collierley
(£6,962). Middle-stone Moor (£1,084), Spenny-
moor North Road (£2.338). It was agreed that
new schools be provided at Rvton at an esti-
mated cost of ,£4,794 1 Birtlev' (estimated cost
£623Si. Boldon Colliery (£3,900), and Tndhoe
(£6,S,-)0), and that the Spennvmoor Higher
Llemr-ntnry School be enlarged at an estimated
cost of £3,600 A new building will be built for
the Bishop Auckland Grammar School on a site
witlim the present plaving-field.

Mr_ Leopold Salomons has purchased on
behalt of the public 23,'i acres of Box Hill The
land will be vested in the National Trust, and is
lo be permanently maintained as an open area
The land thus saved takes in the entire rid"e
and stretches in an unliroken line from Burford
Bridge to Upper Box Hili Farm, the River Mole
forming the western boundary. It comprises on
the north-east not only Box llill proper, and the
fine valley up which the zig-zau military road
climlis; it includes the bold slone above this
road with its clumps of forest trees rising from
hanks of stunted scrub, against the serried line
of closely.planted pines wdiich frame the picture
seen from the ridge of Box Hill

Wtaht ^tim.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
CRICCIETH, - In .onseqiience of a demand

sent in by the local joiners, two months ago, for

an increase in wages of lOd. a day. a joint meet-
ing of master builders and workmen has been
held at Criccieth. The vice-chairman of the
urban council (Mr. W. R. Hughes) was accepted
by both sides as chairman. After a long dis-

cussion, it was agreed that tTie men should
resume work forthwith at tlie same wages as

before until present contracts were completed,
and thereafter the wages arc to be by the hour,
at 6h\.

DUNDEE.—A strike among the glaziers of

Dundee, which has lasted since the middle of

October, has been settled by the Dundee Con-
ciliation Board. The men demanded an increase
of Id. per hour, which was refused. Both parties
to the dispute agreed to refer the matter to the
Conciliation Board, and, under the terms
arranged, the men are to receive an immediate
advance of hd. per hour, and the employers are
to take into consideration the question of a
further advance in May next.

WREXHAM.--The bricklayers and builders'
workmen at Wrexham have struck work for an
advance of a penny per hour, and shorter hours
of labour.

The salary of Mr. Arthur G. Bradshaw,
borough surveyor and water engineer to the
Lancaster Town Council, has been increased by
-£30 per annum.

Strong opposition was evident at the Local
Government Board inquiry held at Chard on
Monday by Mr. Courteney" Clifton. M.Inst.C.E.,
into the application of the town council lo
borrow the sum of £1,200 for the purchase of
seven acres of land upon wdiich to erect work-
men's dwelling's.

Willi full Masonic ceremony the Duke of Port-
l.Tiid, Provincial Grand Master of Nottingham-
shire, laid last week, the memorial-stone of the
new wing of Mansfield Hospital, a memorial to
King Edward. Tlie new wing will increase the
accommodation from 56 to 109 beds. The cost is

estimated at £12,000.

The designs for the Royal Colonial Institute's
new building in Bristol have been prepared bv
Messrs. Bridgmau and Bridgman, A R I.BA!,
M.S..\.. architects, of Bristol, Torquay, and
Paignton. A contract was signed last week for
its erection by Messrs. Wilkins and Sons, of
Bristol, at a cost of £4,800.

The twentieth annual dinner of the Associa-
tion of Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works
(.56, Old Bailey, E.C.) will be held on Saturday
evening in next week, the 22nd inst., at
6 30 p.m.. in the King's Hall. Holborn
Restaurant. The chair will be occupied by Mr.
William Nicholson, of Messrs. Wm. Nicholson
and Sons. Limited. builders and timber
merchants, Leeds, and Cannon-streel , E.C.

In connection with the preliminary work of
I lie foundation of the Australian capital city
Canberra, there is at present a good deal of
actjvily being displayed, and the Department of
Home .\ffairs of the Commonwealth in Mel-
bourne has issued specifications and conditions
of contract for the water-supply pumping-plant
at Canberra, tenders for which close on the 26th
inst. Copies of the plans and specifications may
be seen at ihe office of the High Commissioner
for the Commonwealth of Austr.alia, 72, Victoria-
street, London, S,W.

At the last meeting of the Colchester Town
Council it was decided to take immediate steps
to preserve the foundations of the ancient main
gateway of the Roman city of Camuloduuum,
which was recently discovered in the borough
by the Morant Cliili. The council also decided
to afTord facilities to the public to view the
ruins, which the Morant Club declares to be the
most perfect example of a Roman cifv gate
remaining in Britain. Some Roman coins and
fragments of Roman pottery were also dis-
covered in the course of the excavations.

The new parish church of Whiteinch, N B .

was formally dedicated and opened for public
worship on Sunday by the Most Reverend the
Moderator, Dr. Wallace Wiliamson. Some years
ago Ihe congregation had just completed the
erection of a suite of halls to accommodate
1,000 persons, when it was found that the exist-
ing church, built about fiftv years previously,
\v.is insecure. It was condemned and taken
down, and although Ihe halls had cost £4,000,
the congregation immediately set about build-
ing Ihe new church, now comploled. The church
accommodates 900 persons, and has cost £5,500

LATEST PRICES.

, 9 n
, 8 10

. 7 10
') , 9 5

, 6 5

12 B,W,G,
£11 153, per ton.
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IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5
Steel .loists, English 7 10 ,, 7 19 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Stalls 6 5 0., 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton,

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 34
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 .., £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wii-e Nails (Points de Paris)—
!to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B,W,Q.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 13/6 13/6 per owt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ ,, ., Galvanised 8 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
iDorrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16
lalvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0..

li.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

to 8 9 10 11
£10 10s. £10 159. £11 OS. £11 58.

Oast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to 6in 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

-urned and bored joints, 5s. (Id. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOa. Od, to H7s. 6d,
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od, „ 759, Od.

Drought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c,
Water-Tubes 72J
Steam-Tubes 674
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 624
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 574

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 12 6 to £20 17 6

Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 5 „ —
„ Country 25 „ ,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 5 ,, -

„ Country 26 „
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 5 0,, -

Country 27 0,.
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 Li „ -

,. Country 29 10 U ,,
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27 5 0,, —
Country 28 ,.

-
bead Soil-pipe (up to 44in.) Town 27 5 ,.

—
Country 28 ..

—
[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.

j

Lead Shot, in 281tj. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheet9,sheathing&rod9 60 0,
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 ,

Tin, English Ingots 1H5

Do., Bars 186 (I

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 21 5 ,

->heetLead, Town 2:1 15

Country 24 10

Oenuine White Lead 30 15

Itefined Red Lead 25

Sheet Zinc 29 ,

Old Lead, against account 18 15 (J,

[iu per cwt. 10 5 0,
Cut nails (per cwt. ba9is, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,

TIMBER,

8fl 10
79

1.85 10
186 10

CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per stahdard :—

Spruce Deals

1st quality £38
2nd „ 26
3rd „ 16

St. Johns 10
Miramichi 9 10

,, Boards : Swag 11

Ked Deals: rchangellst quality 21

2nd ,. 16 .

3rd „ 13

St, Petersburg

—

1st quality 16 10
2nd „ 14 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10

Gofle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10

Vhite Deals: Crown 14

Seconds 11 10

I'looring : White and Planed—
l9t and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

fitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18

lignum Vitae Per ton

to

„
.,

„
.,

„
„
,,

,,

„
.,

„

„
„
.,

„
.,

„

£15
32
18 10
11 10
10 10 U
13
34

19

14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15

11

17

,,

7 0.,

Per cubic
Yellow Pine Logs twaney board) 5 0,
Pitch Pine Logs 2

liirch : Quebec Logs 2 3,

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Mahogany • Gaboon 2

14

foot.
5
2
3

S
9
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FCRNITnRE AMD HARDWOODS.

£20 to fas
16 „ 21

Per cubic foot
I

3
2

2
2
1

7

H

3 fl

3 3
4 9

2 •!

2

6 11

-1 li

10
5 r>

a

3 3

8

7

9
6 6

6

4

14

12
14

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

OakPlanks: U.S.A.. imported
,, Boards ., ,. Prm.

,. Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
lUrcb : Quebec loRS

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot....
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm. ,, ,,

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : CiKar box
Satin Waluut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. sawn boerd?,
prime

Mabogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,. African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian ......

Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitee

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube fo
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,.

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,.

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Greenshill. ditto .,

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) ..

Hard York, ditto .,

Ditto ditto Bin. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot liup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 1 3

•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 Th

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 9J

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Wbit Bed, Base Bed

Per foot cube.
... fO 2 3 ...£0 2 4^

a 1

2 3
2 i

2 1)

1 10
1 IJ

1 lOi
2

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor

m. in.

. 30x10
. 16 X 8 ... 6 12 6

. 20x10 ... 13 3 6

. 20x12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20x10 ... 13

„ „ 20x12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10

20x12

£ 8. d. per 1,000 ot
12 13 6 1,200 at r.stn

Permanent green

.

18x10
.

16x 8 .

20x10
,

18x10
,

16x 8 .

15 17 6
18 7 6

13 5
10 5
11 12 6

9 12 6

6 12 6

BBIOKS.
(AH prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 3

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2lin. Best Bed Ac-l
crington Plastic > 4 10 6
Facing Briclia )
• Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in

thickest part 3
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

34' ditto ditto through and through 3

3r Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and i" radius Bullnbses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening .

( Net, delivered in

, j full truck loads
[ in London.

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

4*" ditto
ii' ditto
4*" ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

1 3
1 8
3 1

3 6

2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

QLAZED BKIOKS.
BAUD GLAZES, (PEK 1,000.)

While, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

Stretchers—
, „ . ,

£12 7 6 flO 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 i; 11 17 a

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 M 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Doulile Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 31 7 6 17 17 i;

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 II 17 i;

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 18 17 li

Two sides and one end, square—
19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 fi

Splays and Squints—
17 7 B 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 B

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5tl. each 4d. each ekl. each fid. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MODLDED BRICKS.

Strotrhers and Headers

—

8d. each 8fl. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. oacb
Ititernal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers^

5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each .5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £32 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose .. 27 17 6

C )iupass bricks, circular and arch bricks\ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing Oin.

C iml^er arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each ' by 2Sin.

stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H >nders. £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
6c London Stations.

8. d.

Tliamos Sand 7 6 per yard, ileliverod

Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 C .,

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 3B to 41 n delivered
G -ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. B. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Limo 13 6 to 11 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz. „ „
Broseley tiles .50 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 fi ,, ., .,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 .. ..

Ornamental do 60 „ „ ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, „ .

Hip tiles 3 104 perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3 4j „ „ „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8 „ ,, ,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ., ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,.- ..

Valley tiles 3 6,, ,, ,,

Harts hill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,. ,,

Pressed 47 6 ,, .. .,

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
alley tiles 3 6 .. ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed. Enghsh pale,pertun£28 15 to £39 6

Do., brown 26 15 ,. 27 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 30

OUve, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40

Seal, pale 31 „ 3110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10

Do., Cevlon 42 10 „ 43

Do., Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Do. Nut Kernel 35 0,, 35 10

Oleine „ ... 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating U.S pergal, 7 0., 080
Petroleum refined 6j ., 65
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Do., Archangel 19 fi „ 10
Linseed Oil pergal. 2 2,, —
Baltic Oil 2 .-) „ —
Turpentine , ... 3 '.I ,,

—

P""^'^eed"0if)^!°:lP«'<="'- " 3 •
"

Pure Linseed Oil t n in n —
"Stority" Brand) " " m u „

GLASS (IN CBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 48d.

Thirds 2Jd. ... 3Vd. ... 44d. ... Bjd.

Fluted Sheet 2id. ... 3ld. ... 6Jd. ..., 73.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : iin. ^/isin. iin.

2id. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Rolled d Repoaesine White. Tinted
Sid. ... 5d.

VARNISHES, Sec. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10

Suiierflne Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple ; 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil I 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal lOuamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain U 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black IB u

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Tlif "Boyle" sy.stem of veiitilalioii (natural),

euibraciii;; Hovle's latest paleiil " air-puuip

"

veiidlator.-i and air-inlels. lias lieeii applieij to

Kiisehill Workhouse. Carlisle.

The Hislioii .Viiikland Tiudle Crcsceut Hospital
IS heinj^ supplied wilh .Shorland's douhle-frouteil
patent Maiiclu'stcr stoves with descending sinoke-

tlue-s. patent Manchester j;rales, pal cut exhaust
roof ventilators, and special inlet veiitilator.s by
Messrs. 10. II. Shorland and Brother, Ltd., of

Kailswortli, Manchester.

The plans of Mr. F. Uowartli. .M.S.A ,
lia\c

l.i'pu adopted for (lie new day- and .Siinday-

hchools whicli are to he erected in Ribhlcloii-

aveiiue, Preston. TIi-.: estimated cost of the

work is £4.000.

The new town-hall at Clare. West Suffolk,

limit on the site of the old corn exchange, has
liien forniallv opened. The architect was Mr.
I' .M Bcauiiioni. MSA., of Maldou. ami tin-

((intractors were .Messrs. (i. (Irimwood and
Sons, of Sudbury. The outlay has been £1,050.

The urban district council of Clacton-on-Sea
havr derided to carry out themselves the work
of building tlie amphitheatre, which is to hold

ihe bandstand, in consequence of the unexpected
high prices of the various tenders. The sur-

veyor's estimate of the work is £11,500, which
is nearly £3,500 below the lowest tender.

.\t the annual meeting of the Biruiingham
Corporation the Lord Mayor introduced the

report of the Oeueral Purposes Committee,
winch recommended that the FinaiKo Committee
should be instructed to borrow £66,157 for the

completion of the council-house extension. This

proposal was criticised by several members, and
an ainendineni was eventually carried referring

tile matter back to the committee with instruc-

tions to furnish the council with further and
belter particulars with regard to the amounts
paid for fittings and furniture, and to the archi-

tects, quantity surveyors, and clerks of works.

06ILVIE & CO.

Tele71i<ice DALSTON 138S

Many veara connrct*'! with
Ihe lale firm of W. H.
LASCEI.I.ES .t CO., of

BunhiU Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'Vn^^:'^''

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
HardAvoods,

APPLY Tn-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDBBS.
•,' Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givinu'

the addresses of the parties tenderini;-at any rate, ot

the accepted tender ; it adds to the vnlae of the informa-

tion.
Bristol.-For the erection of Royal Co onial

ln>titute, Whitelafiies-road.ClifiOQ. Messrs. Bridgman

and Bridgman. A.R I.B.A.. XI.3.A , Bri^iol. Toni lay,

and Paignton, architects and snrve.vord. Qmmitiej by

Mr. W. G. Seally Harri», Paignton :

—
Long, J., and Son. Bath
Cowlin, W., Bristol

Thomas and Son, Bristol

Pollard, W. H, and Son, Bridg-

water
Pittard and Son, Langport
Wilkins.R., and .Son, Bristol' ...

• Accepted—plus £35J for proposed extenaion of tbe

bailding.

E5,486
5,3 ill

4,850 u

4 691
4 495 11

4,4; I)
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EuyxON-noiD, N.—For the erection of the new
huildinp, for the HesrtB of Oak Benefit Society. Mesare.

Nicol and Nicol. 117, Colmore-row. Birmintcham,
architects. Mr. O. W. Brookes. F.B.I. , A.R.I. B.A.,

Verron'Hcase. BlcomBbury, riuaiitiLy surveyor. Details

of ibe ferro-concrete work supplied by Mr. G. F.

Wells :—
Contract No. 1.—Excavations ;

—

Mowlem, G., and Co. £2 935

GadeandSon ... ,, 2 827

Trollope and Colls 2810
Forteeque and Son 2.772

Holland and Hannen and
Cnbitts, Ltd. 2,727

Bo.yer 2,680

Cattermole and Son... 2,6(10

Godeon and Son (accepted 2,525

For the build ing :
— Months.

Cowlin, W, and Son ., £13,01.5 . 18

Willcock, H..and Co. 39,450 . . To be arranged
Perry and Co., Ltd. ... 38,308 . . Two years
Thompson, J.,&Co.... 37,763 .

—
Patman S Fothering-
ham, Ltd 37,682 u . . To be agreed

Carmichael, J. 37,.582 . 17

Kingerle eand Sons ... 37.370 . 20
Smith, J., and Sons ... 37,170 . 20
Lorden. W. H., & Sons 38,8.53 . 16

Holland and Hannen
and Cubitts. Ltd. ... 35,6611 . . To be arranged

McLaughlin & Harvey,
Ltd 3S,C90 u . 18

Dove, Bros 36,796 u . 20
Wallis, G. D., & Sons,
Ltd 35,630 . 18

Leslie and Co 35,281 15 10 .. IH

Godson, G., and Son 34,998 .. 18

Prestige aol Co. 34.1110 .. 18

Trollope anil Colls ... 34,680 . M
Bowens. .1., and Sons 34,4K3 . 16
Blake, W. E., Ltd. ... 33,9!I7 (1 . . To be agreed
Williams, H. J., Ltd. 33.037 . 1«

Hiegs and Hill 33.804 . IH

Foster and Dicksee*... 33,333 u .. 16

* Accepted.

Epsom.—For the installation of heatinp and hot-water
plant at the eleventh asyluoa, for the London Coun ty
(loancil :— A. B-
Haden, G. N., and SonB, Trowbridge—

£26,194 ... —
Ashwell and Nesbit, Leicester—

24,4(^7

Strode and Co , St. Pancras—

I
23,890

.£25.697

( 26.290

I 26,475

Griftilhs, D., and Co , Liverpool—
I

23.293 13 ... 23,206 14

Korting Bros., Weatminater—
22,789 7 ... —

Brighteide Foundry and Bngineerine Co., Sheffi ild —
'21.760 ... 21,760

' Accepted.

' A.—To asylnrae engineer's specification. B.—Ten-
derer's alternative schemes.

Fort AuGUSTrs.—For opening and closing 1,000yds.
ot pipe track, providing and laying 11 tons of 2^in.

cast-iron pipes, and construction of concrete reservoir

at the Inverness-shire sanatorium, Fort Augustus.
Mr. J. Wedderepoon, C.E., The Castle, Inverness,
engineer :

—

I

Smith, J., Fort Augustus
Clark and Chapman, Aberdeen ..

Thomson, A..,&Co.. Port Augustus
Urquhart, F., Beauiy

i

Macdonald, T.. Inverness*

j

* Accepted.

Fryston.—For the erection of ten houses at Fryston,
[for the Wheldale Coal Co., Ltd. Messrs. Gardide and
: Pennington, Pontefract and Castleford, architects and
! curveyors. Accepted tenders :

—
Builder :—

Wilson, G. H., Castleford ...

Joiner :
—

Gallagher, J. L., Castleford
Plumber :—

Nicholson, R., Castleford ...

Plasterer :—
Shaw, J., Pontefract

Slater :—
AlliHon. W. P., Castleford ...

£3.655
3.258
3 088
2,mo

8,861 15 8

£393 6 8
351 6

345
284 5 1

279 13 10

£1.146 1 7

533

216 a

135 10

13)

FuLBOURN. — For heating the greenhoates at the
asylum, for the visiting committee :

—
Macmtosh and Son (accepted) ... £!i8 11

Hertford.—For constructing water mains, for the
corporation. Mr. J. H. Jevons, A.M.I.C.B., The Castle,
Hertford, borough engineer :

—
EkiDS and Co., Hertford ...

Catley. A. 8.. London
Bell, G., and Son, Tottenham
Ball, C, Letchworth (accepted)

,

Islington. N.—For new school for mentally-
,
defective children, CoUbrooke-row, for the London
Education Committee :

—
Bowyer, J. and C . Dpper Norwood £8.HK4

1

Galbraith Bros,, Ltd., Camberwell
Green

Lawrence, W., and Sod, Finsbary-
circus

Downs, W.. Walworth-road
I

Patman and Fotberingham, Ltd.,
Islington

Byrnes, A. E., Stratford
Cheesum, J., and Sons, 7a, South-
place

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
I Essex-road

I

Willmott, J., and Sons, Horneey*
Architect's estimate, £8,391.

' Accepted to revised specifications at £7,348.

Kennington.— For redrainage at school, Priory
' grove, for the London Education Committee ;

—
Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd..

[

Haymarket
I King, W. A., Brixton

Finch, B,. and Co., Ltd., Lambeth
Smith, F,, and Co., Abchurch-Iane
bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

HoUingsworth, H. H., Peckham ..

Triggs and Co., Clapham
Akers, W., and Co.. Ltd., Soath
Norwood

Beattie, W. , Lower Grosvenor-
place (accepted) f

Architect's estimate. £750.

{Continued on page XIV,)

8,749
8,668

8.443
8,383

8,370

7,897
7.858

£830
805
800
760

749
744 (I

730

677

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Ncv. 18-

„ 22-

Dec. 29-

1914.

Jan. 3-

„ 20-

Feb. 1-

., 15-

Mar. 20-

April

No date-
do. -

do. -

Destructor, Schperbeek-lez-Bruxellea
Laying Out Two Gardens. St. Annes-on-the-Sea. £50. £25 (each competition)
MaeoDJc Hall, &c.. Bridge-street, Manchester
Two New Elementary Schools, Uhelrab'ford (Architects

Practising in the County of Essex only. Twelve Archi-
tects to be Selected for Second Limited Competition)

Band Pavilion, West Cliff, Folkestone (limit of cost
£30,000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., 34, Bedford-
e<iuare, W.C., AsBessor)

New Offices lor Board of Trade, A,o., Whitehall Garaens,
S.W. [R. Blomfield. M.A. (Oxon). A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.
J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B.,
R.A., Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
with £300 Honorarium each

Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New Buildings
and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 13 architects of repute have been specially
invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.
The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed, (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

Matonic Temple, Toronto (BlBtimated co»t, about £51,400} Five unsuccessful compstitors to
receive 750dol., 500dol., and
250dol. respectively

Municinal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry
Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £i.200. £600
Public Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J, Burnet.
A.R.8,A.,LL.D., Assessor) Selected Architect to carrv out work ;

second, £100; third, £75 ; fourth,
£60

Departmental and Courts Buildings. Ottawa (T. E,
Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
AsBeefors). Donble Competition, five unsuccessfal
competitors in second to receive 3,U00dol.^each

Weslejan Church, Findochty \ ,,

-Technical School, Cookstown, Irelaud lOgs
Cottages, Loughton, Bucks

Service de ringecieur, 30, Rue de la Ruche, Brussels.
T. Bradley, Clerk. Public Offices, St. Anu6i-on-th6-S3\.
R. Verney Clayton, 9, Cooper-street, Minchester.

G. Melvin, Town Clerk, Mun. Offices, London-rd., Chelmsford.

A. F. Kidson, Town Clerk, Folkestone.

The £,ecretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Rich. J. Allen, Master, Royal Exchange, MancheBter.

W. H, Best, 181, Avenue-road, Toronto.
G. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office. 44, Bayley-lane, Coventry.
The Savings Bank, 1. Via Garibaldi, Verona.

R. Meyer, Towu Clerk. City Hall. Belfast.

R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.
Rev. J. Whitaker Bond. Wesleyan Manse, Portessie, Buckie.
L. Bradley, Director, Mount Royal, Dungannon,
C. W. Powell, Clerk, Newport Pagnell.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Nov. 14-

,, 15-

„ 1.5-

„ 1.5-

,. 15-

,. 15-

,. 15-

.. 1.5-

„ IIS-

„ 17-

.. 17-

1. 17-

.. 17-

,. 17-

,. 17-

,. 17-

., 17-

,, 17-

,. 17-

., 17-

.. 17-

.. 1

„ i:

,, 17-

f li(d at EUcltieity Works, Ratbinines
Tiacbcr'e House. Council gchool, Slockenham Huccombe
Ptndoiner Houto, Alterations to. West Walks Dorcbester
Infections Diseases Hospital, Sandy-lane, Uindley .........
•6i liool (73M places), Newbiggin Colliery
Council Schools, Works at. Zeal Monachoram '.

.

'

•Presbyterian Church, Willington, co. Durham ...

Bwiniming Hath, StalybridKO
-Hcpitttl (-aint^-lean, Arldition to. Maristraal',' BruEes
-(otlaceH (lli). Pinvin, Periihore
-Itolaiion Hospital, Additions to, Shirley .'...

-Eipbt Workmen's Cottages, Beach-street, Dover.....
'.'!

-•ttbnital School. Extensions to, Leigh. Lanes ...

-Fire Station, Auditions to. Alroy-road, Harrmeay N-Two CotlageB, I.lantilio Crossenny
-Isolation Hospital, Hinckley

\

-GcLdarmes' barracks, Arlon ',..'.

-Ty Person Fann. Ailenitions to,' LiantwitFardre".'.'.!'.'.
-Branch Workhouse. Kooairs to. Now Maiden
-Workhouse. Alterations at, Tuginutton-lans, FarnbiVoii'sh
-Girls' .School, Gouvy
Two Cotlapcs, Aspaliia, Cumberland

—Shop in Covered Market, Alterations to, Warrington
'

— Infants' Schoo', Higginshaw

BUILDINGS.
Urban District Council F. P. Fawcett. Clerk. Town Hall, Rithmines.
Devon Education Committee The Architect's Office, 1, Richmond-road, Exeter.

Dorset Municipal Chanties F. "T. Maltby, Archt.. Doi-cheater.

Urban District Council O. P. Abbott, Council Offices, Hindley.
Northumberland Education Com. ... O. Williams, Sec, Moot Ball. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Devon Education Committee The Architect's Office, 1, Richmond-road, Eseter.

J.W.Hays. Archt., Wingate, co. Durham.
Corporation J. N. White. Boro' Snr., Town Hall, Stalybridge.

Administration. 1, Rue des Chartreuses, Bruges, Belgium
Rural District Council Dicks and Waldron, Archts., Evesham.
Southampton Corporation The Borough Engineer. Southampton.
Town Cotincil W. C. Hawke, A.U.I.C.B., Maison Dieu House, Dover.

Town Council H. Littler, IK, Ribblesdale-place, Preston.

Hornsey Town Council E.J. Lovegrove. Boro' Eng.. Municipal Offices, Highgate, N.

County Council W. Tanner, F.S I., County Sur., Newport. Mon.
Heaton and Walker, Archts., 3, The Boro, Hinckley.

Direction des Ponies, 1, Rue de I'Athenee, Bruaeels.

Glamorgan County ijouncil The Clork, Glamorgan Count.y Hall, Cardiff.

Kingston-on-Thames Guardians C. Dash, clerk. Union Offices, Coombe-rd., King8ton-on-Thame>.
Guftrdiana F.Smith, A.R I. B. A. . PArliamgut Mansions, Victoria-st., « w.

M. Cupper, Archt., Limerie, Ijusemburg.
W. G. Scott and Co., Arcbta., 2, Park-lane, Workington.

Uorporatiou The Borough Kngmear's Olflcs, Town Hall, Warrington.
Oldham Education Committee Winder and Taylor, Archts , 61, Union-street, Oldham.
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BUILDINGS-«,«(.«««/. ^ ^ Rohinsoo Archt.. ScBsiOM House. MaiOstoao.

<ov. )8-RpmtviiiB School Gal1orie8.Chi8lehur8t-ril..Orpin(rt.on •'>""';
''™^*'"n,XavU^^ '."." A.'b. Bo Iter, Sec, PaddinKton Station. W

,. 18 -OfficeR, Alioratinns to. Uevon-plaoe. Newport, Men Great ^^^s'^™ "* ^"'^ ^°
H. (. ScTOmi;. Archt.. Court Ohambors, (.nmaby.

„ IS-Srbools. CloaKronm«at, Griiu«hv S Tt™ ?„,,n,i ('nnnnii W. Rmlnvorth. Shire H'ill. Durham.
„ 18-Cnnr,cil School. Art.lit.oi.a at. Ea«t Howie

V."L n?,Sic.VriSnciT W. B. Madin. 8ur.. Council BuildmK», Bafhde"- _, _
;, ls-Wrrkn,pn'BnwelIini.8. RcrtorvK»tate. Ru8lHl«n Trhan District Council W H. Travel, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Enp.. Falkland-rd., ERromoilt.

.. IS-Trnrowav Offices. Additions to. Soaview.road, Wallasey ... '
"jlir!™""", nVVrictCouncii

'.'".'.'.'. Petter and Warren, Archts., Yeovil.

„ la-Seven Working Claea Houses. Meare .. ...

^fj'^ p-T °
nt7?oundl C. E. V: Copaman. Clerk, County Hall March.

„ 18-BsnfonmoorFarm, Alterations. Ac, to. March J"' ° h rli?.„ Twrirt Council A. Rothera. M.I.M.O.E.. Bur.. ijiversedKe.

18-Two roltSBes. Alteralione to. Heckmondw.ke oTTs^kAsvlum I .Strict J «nd W. Olarkson, Archts., 136, Hich-street Poplar. E
18-Subw«vs at Sick Asvlum. Bow. E . S ?f Work. Commiss^ne™ '":::;: ! Tosh, H.M. Office of Works. 42 P^radiBCstreet, Birmingham.

.. IH-Iniand Revenue OlHcos.PullinE Down, Birmingham H.M. Works oommiBBioners
.lohnson and Richards, Archts., Menhvr TjdBl.

., 18- Shops BBd Bilhard-ball, Aberanian '^""'^"l- p'?,;,," rouncil Liddlo and Browne. ArchtB.. Aldcn-r Muare, Newcaelle.on-Tjne.

„ is-courcil School (560 places). Hu-hSpen Durham County Council
,1. Baneom, P.R.I. B.A., Liskoard.

., 18- BcpninnB Tower oK-hurch.Talland
,t,k„V,' nislrici Connoii

'.'.'."
J. Liltlowood, Clerk, Bank Chambera, Wellinet^n, Saloo.

,. IP- Workmen's Houses (2il. Wellincton. Salop nrhan
'''"'""X for War The Director of Barrack Construction. 90. Pall Mall, 8.W.

,. 19-Mairied Soldiers' Quarters. Newbrideo. Ireland
o°''''ii u- rCv to rolliorieB'ud"" Gareirte and Pennincton. Archts., Pontefract.

., 1!.- Dwelling Houses {,:>), Fil.william, Hemsworth South
j^

^.^''^ • *r^ W S RlvB The EnRineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchoster.

,
IP-Goods Shed, Fenifcowles i'^VT h (."nreW-nSaUo™' Society Owen and Thomas, Archts., ExchanKO Buildings. Holyhead.

;; lii-Prince of Wales Sailors' Institute. Holyhead British and boreign Sailors booiety uv
^ (^^^^^,^^„_ B„ro' EnE., KmE-street West, Wisao

„ -iO-Pemberton Hospital, Additions to, Billinge-road. Wi<an Corporation •

g^„j,„^jj g^^^ (^ickton, Archts., Bargate, Nowars-on-lront.

,, '^n-Reeidence. Ume-erove. Newark , '^ ;„„i«,',V«rnr«iriK'(Vonncii M. O'Connell, Clerk. Listowel. „,,„,, „,,
„ 3''-CottaEC8. Dirha West and Kvlattallin ^r'^'^nvi J FM,,oa7fon Cot^ iitVee The Education Architect. County Hall, Wakefield

„ 21-Scbool, Alierationsto. Sionrt^n. Rnthwell West R'diuE Education Committee
^°«^^,;5^ ^ M'Millan. Archts., 105, Crown-street, Aberdeen,

„ 21-8chool. Addition to, Gallowhill, Alford .. School Boaru
8.' Shaw, F.R.I. B.A., Kendal.

,. 21—Eight-Roomed Bungalow. BriEsteer, Kendal __ 't"v,V™ Torr'''i'nVoB'Aaiioc 8 N. Cooke. 117, Colmore-row, Birmiuaham.

„ 21-Head.iuarter8. Wood-lane. Harbome Warwickshire I err. force ABBoo. ... ^ j,„„j,gg„,g,| ^.3.4,. Treharris.

,, 21— Renovation of Mount /.ion Church. Troedyrhiw ... • •_-.
n' ^'^VtVoo The Education Offices, DeanSBate, Slanchestor.

„ 2'2-.=chool. Naneen-street. Ardwiok. Manchester 5'*° n°T„, Pnroe Amm O. R. Caldwell, Archt.. Penzance.

,, 22-RilieRanpo. Bishop's Wood, ne.ir Truro Cornwall 1 err. ( ores absoo
^ Lindsay, Town Clerk, Glasgow.

„ 52— Belvedere Was-h-houee,Bxten8ionof,London-rd., Glasgow Corporation ^ C'omelins. M.S. A.. Archt , Truro.

„ ;2-Bef]aence. Towan(;roes, near Porthtowan ^•""VTr;;"i:'nro'B'ABMC '. F.'t. Maltby, Archt., Dorchester.

„ 0;-- Drill Hall, Ohidecck ?h .l.inn rommfftTe K. McAlpin, Archt., Pembroke Dock.

,, 22-FaBt End Council School, Additions to, Pembroke Education Committee
p Pulton. Archt.. Forrea. ,. , . , 1

„ 22-Tno Collages. Granfjegreen - •; S B. Burgess, M.I.C.B., Mnnicipal Bui'dings, Middlesbrough.

„ 24-Police8lBl,on.Dacre-8treet. Middlesbrough
^•'!IP°''Rrnk-'Directora'L'td' '.:. Blackwood and Jury. MM. B.I.A.I.. 11, Donegall-place. Belfast.

„ 21-F8nkingPrcmiPC8, Kilkenny I, later Bank Directors, L,ia
^ ^ AHerton, Town Clerk, Municipal 1 ithces. Worthing.

,, 24-Flectriciiy Station, High-street, Wonhine „?''''°'^S _i 'n ;;^'.;;'i-o',Vnoii F A. Ward, Eng., Roseneath. EddinEton.

24-Enjine House, MaV -street Cross, Reculver Blean Rural Diatnct Council *•
^'/^^J^^eg ^-.r.I.B.A.. W, New Bond-street, W.

;, '24- Swimming-bath, Finchley Urban District Council
^ B. Halliday. F.S. A.. 10, Castle-street. Cardifl.

„ 24- Howell's School. Dormitories at, LlandaCE o'j''' ,i'.;iHR,V,iV ni«tVi'oV'ronncir'' J. Stones, Bur., SedgeHeld.
, 5H-HouEes 12,-.). Trimdon Grange Sedgeheld Rural DiBlrict Council ...

^-
Jinnimery. Archt.. 13, Fit/.ro.y-s.iuare. W.

„ 26-rba6e Farm Schools. Alterations to, Enfleld S*^?,"" ° „o So7-^?v rirt G. Moriaon, Archt.. IB. Talbol-road, Wrexham.
-'T-Ware Rooms Wrexham Co-Operative Society. Ltd

Thrseoretkrv H M Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W.

;; 7- Labour Exchange Offices, klterationsto. Manchester H.M Works Commiss.onerB
|^'wh1tmo?eTbounty Archt., 73. Duke-street, Chelm.ford.

„ 28-School (120 places). Messing. Esses Lexden and Winstree Sub-Com
The Clerk Pmv. Authorities of Noordbrabant, Hertos;enbo30h.

„ 28- Lunatic Asvlum, Wnensel, BoUand W H. Lancaster. Land Agent, iv, Northgate- street, Cheater.

Dec. 1— Houses and Farm Buildings. Ridley Estate, Nantwich P 'g ^ntiig and Son, Dravcott. near Derby.

1— Liberal Clnb, Additions to, Spondon -
;-V;"'."vi"nAnnoVl H R. Bird, St. Thomas's Gate, Brentwood.

l-lsolalion Hospital. AdditiouBto, Billericay S""? o. n^r.i TliSrioiT'onnoil H. H. Simon, Stowmarkct.
•2-Wcrk,ng-cla88Cottag08,Comb8, Old Newton, S Wctherden East Stow Rural DiBtr.ct Council

"he Director of Army Contracts, War office, 8.W.

; 2-Lecture Hall. Xc. Staff College, Camberley .secretary of State for War ^
e^_

Lavender and Son. Archts., Bridge-Btreet, Walsall.

3- Work be use. Buildings at. Pleck-road. Walsall Guardians ^-
j_ jongg, M.8.A., Talbot-road, Port Talbot. „ .

, ,

„ .5-lndcpendeiit Chapel. Alterations to. bryn -; v,ji„;'';i™r„mmit,tae"" m'. H. BobinBOn, M.S.A., Archt., SeBsions, House, Maidstone.

„ 5-Spec.al Subjects Building, Edenbridge Kent Eelucation Committee
j. B. Mann. Withycombo. ^ ^

6—Two Cottages. Withycombe. Tedburn St. Mary President de la Commission, Dar En Niaba, laiisier.

6- Debt Control Offices, Casablanca, Morocco A.l'V'i'ai'.^i^f'ii'n'i' j. H. Mole. 8ur., Chester-le-Street.

„ l.i-Houses (1131. Pelton Village Chester-lB-Street K.u.u
C^rside and Petnington. Archts., Pontefract.

No date— Weelevan Sunday School. Horbury A, Jackson. Howley Park Colliery, Batley.
ii„,if„H

do. -Two Houses, Scotchman-lane, Batley
;;:".i""";;""oi„'v," Walker and CollinBon, Archts.. Exchange Baildiags, braurora.

00. -Holiday Home, Bradford UndereUft uiuo
j Wilson Ha.ys, Architect, Co. Durham.

do. -NewCo-cperativeStores.Wheatley Hill. Co. Durham ™'.i--''J'n:'n,U.~ti;,o RooiBtv
'

Ltd C. P. Ayres, Archt., 5. Platt's-avenue. Watford.

do! -Business Premises at Maeon's-avenue, Wealdstone Watford Co-Operative Society. I.ta.
)^^^^^^^^^ Doseor. .t Wellsted, it A. Easton, Assoc. Archts.. Hull.

do. —Territcrinl Headquarters, Pocklington
.1. W. Hays, Archt., Wingate, co. Durham.

do. -I o-Operative Store. Wheatley Hill, co. Durham
wA'^^nnVhshire Te^''Fori>^'Ai^oc"

'.' Habershon, Fawckner. & Co.. Archts-. High-st.. Newport, Hon.

eo. -Winiainie Rise Range, Abercam Monmonthshire Terr, (orce Assoc. ..

^ g^j^sjle, see , Rooms-lane, Morley.

do. -Zirn Independent Chapel. Alterations to. Morley
c""jr.V'i" W H. Mann, 16. Grove Hall-drive, Beeston, LeeOB.

do. -Club Premises, New-road. Earby Band ciu»

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
^ ^,_ ^^^^, ^,^^_ ^^^_ ^._ P^,^^^ Palace-road, W.

Nov. M-Arc Lames, Hammersmith ••. Borough council ......^
The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.

.. 16-Electrital Installation at Technical College. Bradford hducation Committee ^o
y^ McLellan, Engs., 32, Victoria-street, 8.W.

„ 16-Overhead Electrical Equipment, Melbourne Suburban Kailwayfl ^ ^ Benson, Metal Exchange, Fishor-street. Swansea.

„ 1.5-In6tallation at Working Men's Club, Swansea Commission d'Adjudicnlion, SoBa, Bulgaria.

., 17- Plant, Pernik Slate Coal Mine, Sofia
V^'v^'-'niiiVi^V'rnnnoii F. Garside, Electricity Works, Laburunm-road, Adershot.

., 18-Cable, Alderchot Urban District Council
Com. Intel. Branch Board of Trade, 73. BaBinRhalLst.. B.C.

„ IS— Electric Crane for Ditcharging Coal. Valencia Harboar
^^^^ Deputy Postmaster-General. Perth, Western Australia.

„ lo-Eeciargular Dry Cells (3.000) for Batteries. Perth
'tt'U;" n;«;;oV"fv,nnoii E. H. Wright Electricity Works, Rhyl.

„ lO-Diesel Engine Set. Rhyl • Urban District Council
J" -^^^^^^^^^ ^own Clerk. City Chambers. Glasgow

„ 21— Electrically-driven Sewage Distributors. Dalmarnock — •_
•••• „ ^ Allen chief Ene.. Commerciai-road. Wolverha-npion.

., 24-Rotary Converter, Wolverhampton f'^"""'!:?
"'^P*,,™""

J G'omall, Clerk, County Asylum, RainhiU.

., 24-Eleetric Wiring. County Asylum, RainhiU I'*'-" V?S,T^n" nenartment R. J- Strike, A.M.I.E.B., City Bug.. Launceatou, Tastnanm.

;. 24-Transformers. Launceston, Tasmania Electnc Lightmg Department n.
^ ^^^^^j^ ^^^ ^^ Agents. St. Dnnstan's Hill, E.O.

„ V4—Electric Light Fittings, Town Hall, &c., Johannesburg V'"j "^^.'A'-Vi'rAn^ioiV g'. W. Humphreys, County Hall. Spnng Gardens, 8. W.

., 26-Elcctncal Installation. Trade School. Hammersmith London Cou_ty Council
The Deputy Postmaster-General. Hobart. Tasmania.

Dec. 1- Rectangular Dry Cells (2.500). Hobart. Tasmania
V,'";"""„' n.:;'i™„'isf'nm Tho Secretary. Victorian Railways Offices, Melbourne.

„ 3-Electric Motor, Melbourne ^,""^^1 A.VthoriHes The Burgomaster, Hotel-de-Vilie, Antwer|).

,, -l-lwo Elec. Passenger Lifts at Industrial School, Antwerp Municipal Authorities
Electrical Engineer, Harris-street. Wellington. N.Z.

"
11-Switchboaid. Wellington. N.Z Oity Corporation

^^^ ^^ Postmaster-General. Melbourne. Auetralia.

„ 16- Switchboard, Melbourne
pX;;mastGr's'Oei;eral'8 bMartmen't The Commonwealth Office, 7A Victoria-street, London, 8.W.

„ 31-In6ulators, Brisbane -• S "*,if AnthnrftiM
"^P*""""

The Burgomaster, Hotel-de-Ville, Antwerp.
.v, „„,„„

Jan. 26-fcix Electro Canes, Bassin-Canal Extension, Antwerp Mumcipal Authorities ine
^ « Postiaster-General. Sjdney, New South Wales.

fRrSbane
'.'.:".".'.':" Postmaster's.Oeneral'B Department

nc Canes, Bassm-Cans
Mar. 18-8witchbcard6, Sjdney, N.8.W.

RelPiaJf^tSe Ra^lwf^s^*'' The Departement des Voiee et Travaux, Antwerp.

Nov. 14—Aqueducts, Calmplhout Belgian state nauwajs
,^^^ Italian State Railways Authonties, Rome.

,. 16—Section of Direct Railway, Minturno-Naples
o.;:'.;yo™',;;i;;oo The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester.

,. 16-Lanca6hire Boiler. New Quay-street Baths. Manchester ... Baths committee
The County Surveyor, Newport. Mon. ^ ,jfl„, 1

,. 15—Steel Bridge over Rumney. Bedwas • W A H clarry. A.M.I. C.B.. CouncU House, Sutton Coldneiu.

,. 16-Eefute Destructor, Sutton Coldfield p"^'"™
i'!'2,;;R„'iiWav« The Department de Voies et Travanx ,

Bruxelles.

,. le-Briages and Subways, Forest and Forest-formation „ '^\*° t*;!i ni.,T,orr™;,oii h Pritchard, 18, -Nicholas-street. Burnley.
. ,„ ^ ,„,

17- Reservoir Work, Whitemoor. Foulridge g"™'"-!, '*"'?'.?'Tn'S?»n» D B Iccmfie d, Lleik, Guardians' Office, All Saints', Manchester.

17-CalorifierB at Sanatorium. Plas Uchaf, Abergele
|°°tst^w Rural DiJnScSuncu";:: ?.' Taj ?o" ^ Sons, Civil Engineers, Caxton House. Westminster.

„ 18-BorEd Well and Pumping Station. Combs f
*"

, n .Jfo, t'nnioii H A. Badham. Clerk, Tewkesbury.
18-Water Main (« miles), Ashchurch, Tewkesbury Rural £'8tric Council

..^^. The Secretary H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate 8.W.

;, 19-Engineenng Lateur (Three Years), Dover H.M. Works Oommissionors
a w Biadiey M.I.C.E,. Bora' Eng., St. Helens, Lanes.

„ 19-HeatiEg Library and Chapels in Cemetery, St. Helens k°™°''*'if'Jj-.V-lrtVa'ns
"

a'. Ga'rd, 19. St. Anbyn-street, Devonport.

; 2i-Fire Appliances, Workhouse Inflnnary, Ford SS'^P"" e*?™ ,^ ?,p1 P J Gill Archt., Lloyd's Bank Chambers. Smethwick.

„ 21-Heating Installation at School, Smethwick „ , ."'"c ,^^?,,i.ok' The Department des Voies et Travaux, Liege.

21- Bridge and TankB, Pepinster and Melreux Stations Belgian Stale Rati>™yB 1"=
SheWon M.I.C.E., County Snr., County Offices, Chelmsford.

„ ri- Reconstructing Ferry Bridge. Walthamstow .^.•..-•:;- 5^';^, r"''™,,,"^ J 'Goniall, Clerk. County Asylum, RainhiU, Lanes.

„ 24 Three Ventilating Hospital Stoves at Asylum Rainhdl ... Visitora Committee .....^^_..
The Secretary, Dept. of Home Affairs, Russel-st.. Melbourne.

:; 24-Waterworks Pumping Plam, Canberra. N.8.W
SZ^CommUtee''*""' '••.;::::;::: J. OomaTl cferk, bounty Asylum, RajnhUl, L.nc.

., 24-Laundry Machinery at Asylum, Ramhdl X'*;'°"f!lt^r?,^»n, The Administration Geuerale. Canea, Crete.

. 24-Five Steam Road Boilers, Canea Cretan g"'^"'''?^"' -
;;; ;; w^": Graham, M.I.C.E.. 5. Queen Anne's Gate. Westmmster.

„ i4- Pumping Plant. East-street, Epsom.
vLitors uomm'^'^e

''"..'.".'.
J. Gornall. Cle^k. Conmy Asylum, Ramhill, Lanes.

„ ;4-Cookmg Apparatus at Asylum, Ramhill m m?,™ ^""TniMrioi'rouncii A w. Freeman, Clerk, Gate-street, Maidon.
„ 26-Water Supply, Purleigh ....

Fleo^noitv Lommmee '. F E. Hughes. Sec. Electricity Dept.. Town Hall. Manchester.

., -s-TwoWattr-tube Boilers, Manchester Electricity Committee r.
. g • g u^st Grinstead.

^9-Rtfuse Destructor, East Grinstead
Snrt^„i^it Mai^Tilway m^erteYtyre^us Konflor. Norsk Hoved-Jembane. Christianift.

Dec. 1-Machinery, Christiania Norwegian Mam Railway
The Chief Inspector of Roads, 3, Walo-street, Cape Town.

1-Iron and Steel Pontcon. Malagas, Cape Provmoe ................. ......^
, morrisoii, M.I.C.E., Commercial-street, Sheffield.

,; 2- Retort Fittings. Grimesthorpe Works, Sheffield United GasHgUt Co
'T-he Secretariat Hotel de VUle, Antwerp.

„ 5-Two Lifts, Municipal Ecole luduttrielle, Antwerp
pV,V,VioWnrk8D'rDi"NS W The PubUo Works Department. Sydney. N.S.W.

., 8-Bteel Bridges, C^ioperabung and Piper's Creeks
Mi^ivinshtv

"^ '
8r. C'oronel Intendente Municipal, Rio Grande do Sal.

„ 15—Water Supply, Rio Grande, Brazil Mumcipauiy
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Dec.

Jan,

ENGINEERING—TO«^«««?.

15—PumpiDB Machinery Sydney Water Sunnlv & Sewerage Board The President, 341, Pitt-street, Sydney, N.S.W.

IS-High-lift Tnrbo Pumps. Hastines. N,Z Borough CounoU The Town Clerk, HastinKS, New Z-ialand.

26-Railway Workshops, Santiago ue Chile Siih-Socrctariadel Ministeno de Perrooamles de Chile, Santiago.

30—Basin Antwerp Munic ipal Authorities The BurBOmaster. Hnfel-de-Villo, Antwerp.

30—Railway between La Quiaca and Topiza, La Paz MiniMerio de Gnbierno y Pomento. La Paz, Boliyia.

7—Pumping Bath Glen, Orange Free State Union Tender Board The Director of Irrigation, P O. Box 399. Pretoria.

10—Uestinctor, 8baw Crompton Urban District CouQCil ... F. F. Gartside, Bur.. Town Hall. Shaw, near Oldham.
"

13--Aerial Ropeway, Brisbane .. Metropolitan Water Board The Secretary, Albert-street, Brisbane. O.aeenaland.

No'date—Tunnelling through Beds of Limestone, Maidstone Tunnell, Smith's Bookstall, Maidstone West.

FENCING AND WALLS.
Nov. 15—Fencing, Sim Carr-lauo, Shibden Halifax Corporation

17_Setting Back Boundary Wall, West Didabur.y Manchester Corp-iration

17-Iron Fencing, Lower-place, Harlesden Willesden District Council

17—Iron Fencing Dog-lane, Neasden Willesden District Council

18—Fencing Materials. London, E.U. Bo-nbay. Baroda, aul C.I. Railway
lO—jencine 22 Workmen's Houses, Wellington Urban District Council

,, 21—Homes lor Aged Poor. Shotley Bridge Gateshead Guardians

>4o date—Rebuilding Wall, Swinton, Yorks Urban District Council

J. Lord, M.LU.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax.
The Surveyor, Town Hall, West Didshurv.
O. C. Robs'on, M.I.C.E., Dyne-road. Kilburn, N.W.
O. C. RobFon, M.I.C.E., Dyne-roBd, Kilbnrn, N.W.
C. Crommelin, Sec, Uo, bifhopsgate, E.G.
J. W. Littlewood, Clerk, Bank Chambers, Wellington, Halop.
G. Craighill, Clerk, Poor Law Voion Offices, Gateshead.
H . Birks, Sur., Council Offices, Swinton, Yorks.

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Nov. 15—Desks (Two Years), Durham pjducation Committee A. J. Dawson, Clerk, Shire Hall, Durham.

20—New Infirmary, Carnarvon Guardians J. H. Thomas, Clerk, 14, Market-street. Carnarvon.

]] 26-Desks to Public Schools (Three Years), Hertford County Council The Clerk, Education Department, Hertford.

Nov. 15.

„ 17-

., 17-

„ 19-

„ III

,.
2'-

,, 21-

„ 28-

Nov, 16-
15-

17-

17-

17-

17-

I7-

17-

18
19
19-

19-

20.

21
2)'

24-

21
24-

24-

24-

24-

29-

Dec. 3-

No date-

PAINTING.
-House. t>3, Lawkholme-Iane Keighley J. C. Dawes, Chief Sanitary Inspector, Town Hall, Keiglilc.

-Girls' Secondary School, Fawcett-road, Southsea Education Committee A. H. Bone, Archt., Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth.

-Schools. Portsmouth Education Committee A. H. Bone, Archt., Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth.

-SewageDisposal Pumping Station, Bracebridge Worksop Urban District Council G. H. Foatherstun. Clerk. Council Offlcos, Worksop.
-Schools, Hull Education ''ommitteo .1. T. Riley. Sec. Education Office, Albion- street, Hull.

-Council'scbooisiPentre Rhondda Uibln District Cjuuoil J. Rees, Hillside Co'tage. Pentre.

-Workhouse. Pontetract Guardians T. J. Amies, Clerk, Union OHices, Pontcfract,

-Caorau Library, Maesteg O. D. Davies, Archt
, 8. Court-street, Maestog.

-Paving Union-street, Hightown. Whitwood Mero
-Making-up Pendarves-road. Pen/>ance
-Improvement Works, Woodstock-road and Arinitage-road
-Street Works, Edmonton
-Making-up Green-lane, Hendon. ,

-Making-up Brewery-road, Spennymoor
-Street Works, Blackburn
-Paving \'ariou8 Districts ( Three Years), Bristol

-Street Works, St. Helens, Lanes
-Road Works, Cholmele,y Park, Honisev
-Street Works, Chester-ie-Strcet
-Road Improvement, Belmont Village, near Bolton ...

-Widening Main Road, Grindloford
-Street Works, Prestwich
-Constructing Street, Shrewsbur.y
-Making-uD & Paving Fernwood-avennc, Streatham. 8.W.
-Street Works, Bacui>
-Making New Streets, Sidney College Estate, Cleethorpss
-Asphalt Paving of Public Streets, Madrid
-Roadway Paving, London, 8.E
-Flagging, i;c.. Main Road, Southowram
-Widening Bishopsteignton-rd. and Mill-lane, Teignmouth
-Street Works, Chesham
-Macadamising Foster-street, CrossHatts, Bingley

ROADS AND STREETS.
Urban District Council

Hendon Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Hendon Urban District Coancii
Urban District Council
Highwa.ys Committee
Sanitar.y & Improvement Committee
Corporation
Town Council
Urban District Council
Turton Urban District Council
Derbyshire County Council
Urban District Council
Corporation Act Committee
Wandsworth Borough Council
Corporation

Corporation
Camberwell Borough Council
Urban District CouQcil
Urban District Coancii
Urban District Council
Urban District Council

A. Hartley, Consulting Sur,, County Chambers, Castleford.

O. Reginald Caldwell, Sur., Pen/.ance.
S. Slater Grimloy, M.I.C.E., Council Offices. Heudon, N.W.
C. Brown, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Lower Edmonton.
S. Slater Grimle.v, M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Hendon, N.W.
C. R, Spencer, Sur., Spennymoor.
W. Stubbs, A,M.I.O.B., Municipal Offices, Blaokbnrn.
L. S. Macken/.ie. A.M.I.C.E., City Eng . 83, Queen-si),, Bristol,

A. Bradley. M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, St. Helens,
E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng., Mnnicipal Offices, Highgatc.
W. Ridley, Sur., Council Chambers. Cligater-le-:Jtrdet.

V. W. Laithwaite, Sur., Council Offices, Bromle.y Cross, Bolton.

J. W. Horton. A.M.I.C.E., County Sur , Djrby.
The Surveyor's Office, Council Offices, Prestwich. Lanes,
W. C. Eddowes, Boro' Sur.. The Sf|uare, Shrewsbury,
P. Dodd, M.I.C.B., 6(1, Kast-hill, Wandsworth. S.N.
W. a. Elce, Boro' Sur., Bacup.
Thomas Lamming. 46. Victoria-atrcat, Grimsby.
The Clerk, Council Offices, Madrid.
W. Oxtoby, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Cmbarwell, S.K,
J. ¥. Oates, Sur., Council Offices, Southowram,
F, Vf, Knight, Sur., Town Hall. Teignmouth.
1", C. Dormer, Eng ,

Council Offices, Chesham,
H. Bottomley, Eng., Bingley.

A New 'Mdeal" Catalogue.

A new "Ideal" catalogue is just ready

— will be sent to the Architects and Trade

during the next few days. If you do

not receive a copy, one will be gladly

sent on receipt of Professional or Trade card.

IDEAL X
I
DEAL

1 RADlMORi'^ 1 BOI LESS

For wnrmmH hou?,es. Mais hotels

ih©ps public buildings, etc

by hoi water or Mcam

Our new catalof.;uc contains:

—

40 pages of information about Ideal Radiators,

59 pages about Ideal Boilers and Accessories.

45 pages of Valves, Tools, Fittings, Registers and \ Ciitilators.

62 pages of Data of great value to Architects and Engineers.

N ATIONALRADlATORrOMPANY 439
WORKS:

LIUITSD,
HULL, Yorks.

<& 441, Oxford Street. London, W.
Telephone Nos. : Maylair 2153 & 2154.
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Ornamental Tile-Work.

METHODS AND MEMORANDA.
One of the most important things in

rnnnection with tile practice of an architect
IS the habit of taking notes, whicli is. un-
fortunately, seldom done at present in a
systematic ancK thorough manner. We do
not refer here to notes taken in the
ordinary C(jurse of business, and which
c.-mnot be dispensed with, but rather to
ihose pertinent to biiihling work in
g.iieral, when useful information is stored
lip fur future reference, or guidance. In
'ur iirofession, as in every other, e.x-

jHiience is the great teaclier, and if the
neophyte will only keep his mind receptive
.ind his eyes open, to note all that his
work brings him in contact with that may
be of interest, a rich liarvest of knowledge
will be his, that cannot be garnered in any
it her way. B(OTks on building coil-
ed uction do not exhaust the subject.
Specifications supposed to be all-
imbracing are, after all, only collections
of skeleton clauses to be interpreted by
the experiences of the architect and the
builder, so that, in the last resort, all
• iigaged in building work must rely for the
iHicient discharge of their duties' on that
)oacticaI knowledge which each has
acquired for himself. Plans and specifica-
tions are supposed to tell all worth telling
about a building; but, suppose that the
lawyer who drew up the contract had in-
structions to carry out the work with no
oilier assistance than that of his cl.'rk, in
Aviiost. hands the ilrawings and specifica-
tions are placed, what would the result be?

\eiy little consideration will prove that
I'.yond anything shown, or that can be
shown on drawings, or described in sjiecifi-
cations, to work efficiently, builders must
have a practical knowdedge of the work,
and this can only be obtained by each
individual for himself, and frequently by
years of patient study and hard work, or
shall we say, for the professional man,
"studious application"? To write a
siiecification and make drawings that
would bo intelligible to any who had never
seen such documents before would be im-
possible. So that all our building contract
documents are prejjared on the supposition
that they are for trained men, whose know-
ledge of the subject will enable them to
supplement that given by the architect,
whether by drawing or by writing. This
fact is frequently lost sight of in lawsuits'
and documents are supposed to be so
perfect when issued from an architect's
office, that all the most careful scrutiny
wiU^ detect is, that their i's want dotting
or t s that require crossing. An architect's
specification is written bv a specially-
trained man, and to submit'a dispute as to
Its meaning to the decision of a man who

has had no such training is an alisurdity;

but it is done every day in our law-courts.

What would be said about the wisdom of

submitting some purely legal question to

the decision of an architect who knew
nothing about law, and who was expected
to decide on evidence much of which was
contradictory? The practice of an architect
and the business of a builder bring them
constantly that kind of knowledge which
Ciin only be obtained by actual contact
with the work—this is known as practical
experience—and a man's services will be
valuable just in proportion to his
acquisition of it. An architect is neces-
sarily a judge by profession, for he is called
on every day to decide as to the quality
of the workmanship and material in his
buildings. Indeed, before the work reaches
the contract stage, he has to weigh in his
own miml, and decide what materials are
best for use under the circumstances.
Again, is not the architect frequently made
a Judge, from whom there may be no
appeal, in all dispute? arising out of a
contract ?—a position complicated by the
fact that one of the parties to the dispute
is the architect's employer; whilst in
some cases the position is even more per-
plexing, for the architect may be called on
by the builder to decide a case involving
some alleged omission from the plans and
specification. Building is a complicated
(u-ocess, (u- combination of processes, ,1nd
it requires ,a clear head, as well as great
experience, to know exactly what words
and phrases mean when they come to be
embodied in a specification.

The .ludicature .Act provided a triliiin.-il

that should be satisfactory to both archi-
tects and liuilders in the settlement of their
disputes—namely, an assessor, who is to be
associated with the .ludge at the trial, and
who will advise him on all points not
strictly legal. In such a case, the assessor
will, of course, be an architect of repute, or
a Iniilder, agreed on by both parties to the
action. We once tried "this plan, and found
it eminently satisfactory

; but we have not
heard of others working in the same
direction, although it is obviously a sane
way to settle a dispute fairly.

Note-taking is a direct method to enla-^e
one's experience. What is gained in this
way is seldom forgotten

; for the im-
pressions made on the mind are more or
less permanent, and the brain grows in con-
sequence to acquire other branches of
knowledge with great facility. To decide
fairly on the various points" of difference
that may arise during the working out of
a building contract requires the exercise
of patience, intelliBence, honesty.' and
practical knowledge of the work. Yet how
often do we see one of these wantin" in the

would-be Judge? Perhaps the strangest

tiling about the profession is the little

repute in which ;in architect's opinion is

held by the majority of people. A medical
doctor will visit a patient and prescribe for

him : no one having the temerity to suggest
a change in what he orders. His decision

as to what is best to be done is final. Again,
a veterinary surgeon will examine an
animal that is ill, and he will give
directions for its treatment, and here no
other— the owner nor anyone else—will

think of interfering. But when an architect
comes, the steward, the butler, the wood-
man, the gamekeeper, and all the work-
men connected with the estate are ready to

give him their advice on every point con-
nected with a building, and they look on
themselves as being possessed of knowledge
in every way superior to that of the ni.in

who has undergone a lifelong training in

that work. Drains are surely .within the
province of tlie architect, and sanitation is

daily becoming one of the ends of all good
building ; but how seldom do we see an
architect in practice appointed as officer of
a sanitary authority comjiared with the
numerous appointments of medical men lo
the same post. Within the last few months
an M.D. sanitary surveyor entered pre-
mises belonging to a client of ours, and, on
his sole authority, he ordered Gin. sewers,
traps, and grids for iuyty houses, his order
being conliriued by the magistrates. Yet
the Work involved the exjiendidire of £100
for a sewer that would be a dangerous
nuisance in a few weeks after its coin-
plilioii, thnr being no water supply to
lliish it. This case is the more extra-
ordinary, for there is no sewer in the public
street, and the urban council refuses to
construct one. So that the sanitary
authority has ordered the making of a
common sewer through private yards, with
the outfalls to the main from forty houses !

Here the sanitary surveyor dictates terms
to the architect, and the latter is powerless
to resist. Wc have seen somewhere a good
definition of modern sanitation, and we
cannot resist the temptation to give it :

"Sanitation, an abstruse modern science.
Sanitary engineers require no diploma, are
self-elected, and of a heterogeneous order.
A knowledge of sanitary construction by no
means necessary to become a good sanitary
engineer

;
in practice it is not a point fo'r

consideration. A sanitary engineer is a
person appointed to find oiit defects where
none exist, and vice-versa."

While on this subject, we may mention
that, as in other matters, so in "this: Ex-
perience teaches. In some places, where
there is no public water supply, with a
faulty sewage system, and the very lowest
class of property is dealt with, it is far
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better tu dispose of " niglitsuil '' and slojis

on an open heap in the corner of a yard,
than to fijrce tliem into a covered sewer,

with no water supply to flush it. The
whole question of sewage requires con-
sideration. We have been taught from our
youth up that sewer-gas is deadly ; but we
see in London, and other large cities, that
men are constantly working in the sewers,

and breathing this deadly gas, without ex-

periencing any ill effects. Much capital has
been made out of sanitation ; some of the
appliances invented for combating its

abuses are of the most complicated kind,
and of more than questionable value ; many
that were boomed for more than they were
worth are now resting on the scrai^-heap.
Much zeal and little discretion usually
marks the progress of the sanitary sur-
veyor. We advocate note-taking on every
opportunity, and it will add to the value
of any that may be i-eferred to afterwards
if the date and name of the building is

affixed to each. Above all, it is necessary,
when dimensions are taken, that there are
too many rather than too few, for it is

exasperating to discover a sketch, made
some hundreds of miles away, of little

value because one dimension is forgotten.
We must plead guilty to having been
neglectful in this respect ourselves, for we
find important sketches without the dates
when they were made, or even the place
they were taken, and, only too frequently,
dimensions missing also. Methocl is of
great value in making surveys, and some
system of procedure must be arranged and
worked to, if nothing is to be overlooked.
At one time we had several dilapidation
surveys to make, and we invariably took
the dilapidations in the same order in each
house. It was in this way :

" Windows,
doors, fireplaces, floors," thewords forming
a rough rhyme, not easily forgotten, and
we found this very simple, and a great
help. It may perhaps be necessary to
explain that " windows " included the stone
sill, wood sill, pulley stiles, casings,
linings, parting beads, shutters, backs,
elbows, soffits, capping, freeing beads, and
architraves—in fact, every item belonging
to the window under examination, not
omitting the pulleys, cords, weights, and
sash-fasteners. The various items under
the other headings, which need not be
enumerated here, were also taken in the
same detail and order ; in fact, what looks
so complicated at first became so simple by
the application of this method, that we
frequently made a survey, or, rather, part
of one, mechanically, and without a
thought, the result being correct in every
case. This kind of surveying is the best
possible practice' for a beginner, as it
brings to his notice in the most direct way
the endurance, under stress of time and
weather, of the various materials used in
building. If the house is, say, fifty years
old, or over, he will probablv find that the
wood window-sills are decaved where they
rest on the stone sills ; the' bottoms of the
pulley stiles aro in the same state • some-
times but not so often, the sash-sill will
:dso bo found decayed, the remainder of
the window being sound, except the glass
which may be broken. Inside donrs are
generally m good condition ; but the locksmay be out of order, and the kevs lost
1 hey sometimes fall away from the'hinges.
and they will not shut without easing If
this process is continued for years, the top

]ining.s, the lock and bottom rails bein"
planed completely out of shape by a con"
tinuation of the process. The bottoms of
outside doors aro nearlv always decayed
and so are stiles of the frames. Notbinc;
but an open porch appears to protect this
part of the woodwork. To examine and
note the condition of a floor may be trouble-
Some, for it involves taking down skirtincrs

and pulling up flooring-boards, both of

which are necessary to examine the wall-
plates and the ends of the joists. The
boards are invariably worm-eaten where
there is sapwood on the edges of them, and
they rip up in thin splinters from washing
where they have been cut tangentwise with
the annual rings. The shrinkage of boards
will be noted, and although a simple way to
avoid tliis nuisance is to lay the boards,
and not nail them until they are dry, this
plan is seldom adopted, on account of the
trouble it involves. Where boards are kiln-
dried, this objection does not hold good.
One of the strangest customs in building at
present is the use of floor-boards of narrow
width—some down to 4in. One builder
assured us that tlie narrower the boards
were, the betfer the floor they made. With
him, numerous joints looked well ! The use
of narrow boards came in with imported
prepared flooring; for when we cut our
boards from deals, or from the log, they
were never less than 9in. wide, and they
were sometimes 11 in. and 16in. wide, over
an inch thick, and rough one side, being
thickened only where the joists came.
Builders like narr(^w boards, though there
is more labour in laying them, than if wide
boards were used, for they shrink less in
proportion ; but this reason is not good
enough for the architect. It is obvious
that if a floor could be laid in a single
sheet, and without joints, it would be more
effective than one with joints, few or many.

In examining rooms, the state of the
timber generally should be noted, for where
there is sapwood there is worm-eaten
timber. This may be called dry-rot, to
distinguish it from rot brought on by rain,
and this latter may be seen along the ridge,
or the ends of the rafters ; the wall-plates,
too, may be decayed. Ridge-tiles require
constant attention to keep them water-
tight, and, as this is not given, the ridge
and rafters both suffer. In making
measured notes of an existing building for
alteration or restoration, we thought
that plans, sections, and elevations to
scale should be made at and on the build-
ing, and in this way dispense with the
ordinary notes. In order to do this, we
took the drawing-board and plotted, while
two assistants, with the tape, called out
tho dimensions

; tlie result was satisfactory
in every way but one, and that was in the
total absence of all figured dimensions—
which are really the backbone of such a
survey. It may be said that the drawings
were to scale. This is so ; but to read off
afterwards by scale from a plan what was
in figures in the first instance, we find to
be a mistake, for it cannot be done
accurately. Full-size drawings made on
the spot are all right, and those to lin., or
any scale above it, may answer fairly well

;

but to take dimensions from an eighth scale
drawing we found to be unsatisfactory. So
that in our practice now we plot on the
building, when it is an important one, and
we figure each dimension as we plot it, so
that tlie record is perfect. We strongly
recommend other architects to adopt this
practice, for we have had over and over
again to make rough guesses at what a
dimension was, on account of an oversight
in the survey.

ORNAMENTAL TILE-WORK.—V.
THE TREATMENT OP GABLES.

Although there are only two main methods
of gable construction— viz., tliose of the
parapet wall and projecting eaves—there are
many fresh methods whicli can be applied to
those in their finish, by means of tile relief.
TIii.s is particularly the case with regard to
tho study of such relief as applicable to
rnnghoast or concrete construction, or a com-
bniatinn of these two. Fig. 1 ilhisti'nfes a
simple finish, with the slight relief formed

by tile key and arch blocks to a centre bull's-
eye window, witli a vertical row of tiles over.

A similar doublo-baiid edging to tlip outside
tile brackets, and a single-tile quoin. Fig. 2
illustrates quite a different type of design, as

produced by irregular relief. The effect here
is far more free and picturesque than that
obtained by rigidly adhering to straight,

Fig. 1.

equibalanced lines, in the customary manner,
similar in character to the first figure. Tho
somewhat stiff, harsh, or mechanical feeling
of the latter is quite broken up and elimin-
ated. The tile diamond in the apex of the
gable would, of course, be stepped in the
customary manner, as in brickwork.
The triangular relief to the angular centres

of the gable are formed in brickwork, a
couple of coping-bricks being backed to-

FiG. 2.

gether, thus forming a larger pattern. A
tile arch, with key block, and a tile label
course, completes the main relief. This
system, too, of merely picking out the upper
portion of the building angle with a few tile

quoins gives them more value as a relief than
if they were repeated mechanically all the
way down. The top of a structure, slightly

accentuated with any ornament, a little more,
so massed, at the top of lower-story bays or
porches, usually has a far happier effect than
if a facade were coated witli it in the
customary orthodox uniform manner. The
latter system merely produces monotony of

ornament by repetition, instead of giving it

the real ornamental value it might have when

Fig. 3.

well contrasted with plain spacing. Gables
treated in a very simple manner, something
after the style of the succeeding figure

—

No. 3—would be well suited to a great deal of

plain work, at a very slight expense. One
of the most picturesque forms of gable is

that of the crow-stepped parapet. It is one
in which the tile can be used with very
simple, but. nevertheless, effective results, as
sliown by Fig. 4. There are also many
methods or variations of forming the project-
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iiig L'iivos-yiiblu ill tiles. 'I'lii- pi-iiuiplt , illus-

trated in Fig. 5, is fairl)' woll known. The
method of tilting the ontsidi- battens to the
tiling, by means of a deeper or raised end
riifter. serves a double purpose. Whilst
imparting a decided!)' pietiirest|iie or piquant
air ti> a roof end, it also has the advantage of

FiQ. 4.

a greater degree of practical utility by
throwing the water back on to the roof, and
so down to the gutters, instead of so much
dripping over the gable end. wliich occurs
with the customary straight roof, often run-

ning in streaks when of plaster or rough-
cast. Broad, tile dentils, either in single or

.
| .. h i|..|i.l

be}),

siiniewhut alter the Mime style, is illiisl rated

by Fig. 7. The value of a, pointed coping-

brick, introduced in the manner shown, will

be seen by the avoidance of fine cutting to

'i Vfaff Cctjfvf. =•<

Tilts ""ad^.^

mm

OtexMs,
'.' dad

the tiles, which would occur if they were con-
tinued to the end. Its place could also he
taken by a triangular-shaped cement block,
roughcast, if preferred. This would in-

Fig. 6.

••)2)ic!L

double course, also have a very good appear-
ance with this style. A few other original
designs for tile treatment are illustrated by
the succeeding figures. No. 6 shows a deep
course, formed with tiles on edge. By slightly

projecting them towards the ends, and

Tik3„

£.d)5£._^

<Poia'Rx3(9pi(sq{*^

finishing with a pointed coping-brick on top
of the tile bracket, a slight curve of a Gothic
character can be produced, affording a
further distiiict variation. Another method,

troduce a little further variation in colour,

not at all unpleasing. By the use of a few
combined courses of tiles. After the methods
shown by designs Nos. 1 and 2 on Fig. 8,

quite a large degree of Classic feeling can be

imparted to a building, and that, really, in

Fig. 8.

a very simple manner. Small gables simi-

larly constructed, with these ends, would also
look well in porch work.
Another feature in this section which has

possibilities rii roiisiilenible (le\ elopment for

relief ill this style is that of the oriiaiiiental

centrepiece to gables, where a blank wall
wonid otherwise occur, which is often the

case. A further design, showing another
variation of the giible (inisli, with a tile

centrepiece introduced, is illustrated by
Fig. 9. Such work, with careful study, can

Fig. 9.

t

be reiiiiered very effective, introducing quite
a large number of fresh designs of striking
architectural originality. 'I'liere are many
methods of dealing with tiles on these lines,

for such positions. Merely a few other
designs are illustrated by the succeeding
figure, No. 10. The first one on this sheet
indicates the centre-line, emphasised with
grouped tile key-blocks at the top and
bottom, whilst in the middle a little raised
or sunk brick relief can be arranged. Header
bricks are shown in projection between the
single tiles, arranged in a circular manner.
No. 2, again, indicates the freer and some-
what more rustic character introduced by
the more loosely-disposed tiles. A slightly

less hard or mechanical spirit, as introduced
in this example, is usually to be preferred.

Nos. 3 and 4 illustrate the wide range of out-

line designs possible with a geometrical
basis ; they should suggest many patterns
which may be similarly formed with a little

studv. Nos. 5, G. and 7 indicate smaller and

^.¥9i

m
3- if^- n- .-^.^

f2?5

Fig. 10.

simpler, but somewhat similar, designs, such
as might be more satisfactorily utilised in the

apex of a gable—for instance, taking the
place of the diamond pattern shown on
Fig. 2. They are merely formed with a few
tiles and coping bricks ; such patterns as

these could be easily arranged, with scarcely

any trouble. No. 6 indicates a patterned tile

inserted flat between four coping bricks,

placed on the diagonal. As a further colour

variation with this style the former might

often be introduced in some plain glazed tint,

such as is in use for interiors, fireplaces.
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hearths, etc. Judiciously iitihspd iu tliis

raanuer, with regard to" a general colour

scheme, it might ^ be productive of many
new and charming effects, particularly

with suburban and residential work. For

instance, low tones of colour in such

tile - work, introduced ni fine or medium
white roughcast, with roofing of the

greea Westmorland slates, would pro-

duce some remarkably nice colour-work,

quite on new lines. Such colour-work is well

worthy a large amount of consideration,

either used in single tiles or grouped

patterns. A great deal of centrepiece

work, as illustrated, could be readily con-

structed in concrete blocks, stepped to the

courses arranged for, all ready for quickly

erecting on the site. The latter work,

generally, might also very well be used to find

employment inside, when tlie weather does

not permit of working on the site.

W. G. Kkrby, Architect.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The second meeting for the present session

of the Royal Institute of British Architects
was held on Monday evening, the chair being

occupipd by Mr. A. W. S. Cross, Vice-

President.

THE LATE MB. JOHN BELCHER, K.A.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber, Hon. Secretary, said

it was with very great regret he had to

announce the death of Mr. John Belcher,
R.A., a • distingui.shed Past-President and
Royal Gold Medallist. As the President of

the' Institute it fell to Mr. Belcher's lot to

preside over the Inter]iati(nial Congress of

Architects, held in London in lilOO, and those

who were then present would recall the

admirable manner in which he discharged
the onerous duties of his position and the self-

sacrificing devotion with which he threw him-
self into the task of making the gatherings a

success. His architectural achievements won
the admiration of all members of his pro-

fession, and never had the judicious use of

sculpture been more successfully applied than
in his buildings, notably at the Institute of

Chartered Accountants. Having referred to

Mr. Belcher's collaboration with Mr.
Macartney in the penning of " The Later
Renaissance in England," Mr. Dawber con-
cluded by a resolution expressing deep regret
at their Past-President's decease, and in-

structing the .secretary to forward a letter of

condolence and sympathy to the widow of

their late friend.

I'rofessor Beresford Pite, in seconding the
motion, observed that Mr. Belcher well main-
tained the refined Cla.ssicism and high
business reputation of his father. There
were in the Past-President's character many
delightful traits, a warmth of nature, a quick
sympathy with the student and the worker, a
refinement and modesty, while he was in-
genious in <lesign and ingenuous in charm.
Underlying all was a deep charity which gave
liberally and without display. "He was not
alone a friend to the sculptor and painter and
to the young student, but also converted the
builders who carried out contracts under his
direction into personal friends. In lii.s works
his response to the calls of art and his appre-
ciation of the beauty of all its forms could
be detected, and they evinced a refined
feeling and a syrnpatl'ietic originality. His
enjoyment of beauty in all the arts, iirduding
music and poetry, was very obvious. He came
on to the Institute Council somewhat late in
life; but he speedily made his influence felt
i;i ejttending its artistic sympathies. His
pre.sidency was notable for the personal
influeiice he exerted in bringing into the In-
stitute ranks men who were of growing repu-
tation, including Messrs. Reginald Blomfield,
Ernest Newton, AV. R. I,etbal>v (and others
of the Art Workers' Guild), E. S. Prior,

Mervyn jMacartney, G. C. Horsley, E. J. May,
Ilalsey Ricardo, "Thackeray Turner, F. W.
Troup, Ambrose Poynter, Walter Cave, E.

L. Lutyens, Detmar Blow, and others. As
visitor to the Royal College of Art his .sym-

pathy with, and influence over, the students

was remarkable. The end of a vigorous life

came very swiftly, and he passed away when
apparently in good health.

The chairman put the motion, which
was agreed to in silence, the members rising

in their places to express their sympathetic
concurrence.

It was announced that, acting under
Section 140 of the London Building Act, the

examiners had granted certificates of com-
petency to act as district surveyors in London
to the following four candidates—William
Edward Brooks, Associate ; John Percival

Edwards, Frederick Snowden Hammojid, and
Hubert Cowell Sands, Licentiates.

THE WK.SLEYAN HALL, WESTMINSTER.*

A paper descriptive of this building was
read by its joiiit architect, Mr. II. Vanghan
Lanchester. It was illustrated by a large

series of full-.scale working drawings hung
upon screens, and by about five and twenty
lantern views. Mr. Lanchester mentioned
that for the hall there was a double compe
tition. Sir Aston Webb being the assessor.

In the preliminary competition Mr. E. A.

Rickards and he submitted alternative de-

signs, one with the axis from south-east to

north-west, the other with a direct axis from
east to west. The latter scheme oidy was
one of the nine selected for the second stage,

but it liore little relation to the ultimate de-

sign, as by the final conditions the large hall

had to be placed on the first floor. The east

or main front was cramped by the proximity

to Westminster Hospital, and he suggested

that when the hospital is replaced by other

buildings, the Government would do wisely

to give land now mostly occupied by the

Stationery Office, so as to allow- the frontage

to be set back. The Wesleyan Hall site was
very limited, considering the accommodation
stipulated for, and the various floors had to

be partitioned, he would admit, without rela-

tionship to a proper and definite architec

tural scheme appearing at each level from
foundation to roof. In order to provide ade-

((uate exits from the great hall, spacious

foyers were placed around it. the scale being

extended into the main staircase and en-

trance hall on the ground floor. The main
staircase proved a very difficult problem in

planning. Reinforced concrete on the Kahn
system was extensively used in the interior,

tiie Kahn method being chosen as providing

a bar that once in position was visibly ad-

justed to take up the strains provided for

iiefore filling in commenced, and he had not

Imd the slightest reason to regret the selec-

tion. The only points where slight cracks

manifested themselves were when steel sec-

tions were resorted to. so as to economise

depth. A steel raft was provided under each

pair of main piers carrying the eight-sided

dome, and under the remainder of the build-

ing was a reinforced concrete raft of varying

thickness. The internal dome above the

large hall was 50ft. below the external dome.
A stone ejector was put in to lift the dis-

charge to a safe level. The electric lights

had to be arranged on two independent
circuits, and the heating was by low-pressure
steam.

Sir Aston Webb, R.A., in proposing a vote

of thanks to the lecturer, with whose name
he coupled that of Mr. E. A. Rickards, ob-

served that as assessor he had not till now
known that Messrs. Lanchester and Rickards
sent in alternative designs, a course which he
personally discountenanced. He well re-

membered the slight and sketchy design
which seemed to him to possess considerable
promise, and which he put among the nine
submitted to the Trustees of the Wesleyan
Twentieth Century Fund as those to be
chosen for the final competition by their

authors. He had no difficulty in the second
stage in picking out the design which, on his

* Messrs. Lanchester and Rickards' selected design
for this building was iUustrated in our issues of
.Tune <23. .Tulv 2fl. and August 25, 19a5 ; and photo-
graphs and detailed drawings of the reinforced con-
crete constructional work iu progress appeared in
our issue of Dec. 30, 1910.

recomniendatKui, was selec-ted l)y the Trus-
tees and carried out. The issue demonstrated
the utility of a double competition, for each
of the chosen architects set himself to the
narrowed problem of a main hall to be
placed over the offices and minor rooms. As
assessor, he made only one suggestion with
regard to the selected design—that the
main entrance might with advantage be en-
larged—and this point the architects adopted.
He might in passing mention that his friend
Mr. Ingram Bell once told him that the late

Eden Nesfiehl was preparing a design for a
mansion, and the client, on looking at the
sketch, exclaimed, "What a delightful and
handsome entrance !

" Directly his back was
turned, Nesfield erased with indiarubber the

feature so admired, explainiiig to Mr. Bell,
" I hate handsome entrances." Westminster
Hospital was about to be removed, and if in

the rebuilding, as had been suggested, the

Government would give some of the compara-
tively valueless land at the rear now occupied
by H.M. Stationery Office, which was also to

be transferred to a fresh site, so as to enable
the new buildings facing Broad Sanctuary to

be set back, it would not only be beneficial

to the Wesleyan Hall, but would be a great

public improvement of national benefit. The
constructional methods adopted at the hall

were of great interest and very bold and suc-

cessful, but the use of reinforced concrete

was still in its infancy, and he would much
like to hear the lecturer's privately expressed
opinion of the material, its merits and de-

fects. As to the architectural treatment
adopted, a dome of irregular octagonal form
was obviously the best outline to be adopted
on a site where any more usual treatment
would invite conjparison with the great public

linildings around it. It had the character

and appearance of a great institutional build-

ing ; he only regretted that the towers were
not completed, and that a portion of the

fabric had been leased to a banking com-
pany. He hoped eventually that the nioney-

changers would be driven out of the temple.

This was not the occasion for criticising the

design, but for congratulating its authors

upon having successfully carried out a noble

conception on a most important site.

Mr. George Corderoy, as one of the

trustees, seconded the vote of thanks, re-

marking that on every ground they had
reason to congratulate themselves on having

obtained by competition the monumental
building that they would have desired. The
problem set was not an easy one, and it had
been successfully solved, although in the end
office accommodation had to be sacrificed to

provide space in the great hall. The rein-

forced concrete work had been most satis-

factory, and the methods of construction had

been to himself of the highest interest. Mem-
bers would be interested to learn that the

cost of the building worked out at just one

shilling per cubic foot, and after long and

great experience in this matter he would say

that it was the cheapest building he had
known of its class.

Mr. Dove, the builder of the hall, said he

had admired the bold treatment of the de-

sign. He must allude to the happy relation-

ship which subsisted between architects and

builders from beginning to end of the con-

tract. Every detail fitted iu perfectly, and

there were none of the discrepancies between

working drawings, plans, and specifications

which caused .so much friction. The fact

that the hall was not set back so as to widen

Broad Sanctuary between the hall and the

hospital was due to the dilly-dallying of the

London County Council.

Mr. William Woodward and Mr. Henry

Poole, the sculptor employed on the work,

also supported the vote of thanks.

In replying to it, Mr. Lanchester expressed

his satisfaction that not a single serious acci-

dent occurred during the construction of this

large and loftv building, and renewed his

plea that the Government should take steps

to widen Broad Sanctuary, one of the

narrowest main approaches to Westminster

Abbey. o»

A sanatorium is about to be built at Muir-

burn, Strathavon, for the joint burghs of

Lanarkshire, at a cost of about £30.000. Mr.
John Steel, of Wishaw, is the architect.
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THE \KED FOR STAN'OARDISA TION
IN DRAINAGE DETAILS.*

Hy Akthur I'Ai.MER, P.A.S.I., M.R.San. I.

(Member).

The object of this paper is to put forward
a series of queries, in the siiieere liope of

eneoiiragiiig u good and breezy diseiissioii

from whieh lielpful notes ean be obtained
and new ideas formed. Sucli object, how-
ever, is by no means original, for in the
interests of this Institution Mr. Henry C.
Adams has always been a great advoeate of

merely advaiuing a thought or phrase upon
practical or technical points for the purpose

to e\eji falls throughout, right-angled eon-

nections only being allowed where inaidioles

e.\ist in the road to reeei\(' them. One of

the nuuiy incorrect methods is also shown
from actual practice, although it would be

unfair to mention the district from which it

has been taken. Further points for dis-

cussion, also illustrated -(1) A minimum
depth (where possible) for connection at back
of path of, say, 5ft. or 6ft., in order to allow

of gas, water, and other mains above, and
to prevent the interlacing of sewer con-

nection with other 'mains, as shown on

section. (2) Correct sized obliqtu! " saddli-

"

junctions, with careful cutting or special

a greater Hush slmuM lie nsi'd or a newly-
designed interceptor should be put upon thr:

market, inasmnih as the greatest blow dealt

at the trap by the Local Government Board's
report was that it has become a frequent
cause of blockage, etc." So far only an in-

timation of a new patent by Mr. Shone has
reached us by means of one of the contract
papers, and the appliance might be too costly

for general use. In a paper written, but not
read. cJititled "The Defence of the Inter-

cepting 'I'rap," the writer upholds its con-

tinued use optionally on the part of the owner
in districts where circumstances permit, or

enforce by the local authorities through

/^•f ^aite^vAf^et^

If

foOTV.

1

r

Tnrorrect method.
Showing the square
r Rfldle, whinh, m thp
Mlitor'aTiew.Rhnul'l

be avoidcc?.

-K-.-

Concct methods.
With rjMinne saddlc-pipc.^ or jiinction-hloclif". \
or } rircle-pipe bends rnuld V used to RTtat ad?aDt*
Bgiv Qimrter-bends and kimckk-s should be avoided
in all ciisea. Should the eewer be a ^towsre pipe,
a new "Y" junction, with ^perial in:ieruon-i>iccc

18 preferable.

Fig. 1.

THMMrBiInc the prinrirlo for incrf'nsrd hi/D of intrrrppfmff ebambpr
flssuiiiinK the angle of 160 d-y. tee. onable foi clearing and iirre«R pnrro8ep«.

Fi6. D.

Fii?. •' A " iUustratp"' n sewer-entry from actual practice, and Fi^- " B " Lh?
ndvantage which could have been oljtaiiieil by keeping intcrcepting-tliambtr
deeper and further bar''

Sewer Entry Dehils.
(No. lA.)

Fig. 3 illustrates a manhole from actual practice, antl Fig. 3 tlie

method the author would have adopted in building the same manhole,
obtainins an angle of less resistance when using the rods for clearing

purposes.
Interceptor Chamber Details.

(No. 2.A.)

of discussion, even without a written paper

at all. The following notes are dealt with

under two headings— viz. :

(a) Details affecting the sewer side, or that

of the municipal authority, (b) Details affect

ing the drainage side, or that of the pri\ate

owner, with the assumption that the work
has been carried out to the authority's

approval.
SEWEK connections.

The first question to which your attention

is drawn is that of the actual connection to

the sewer from the intercepting-chamber.

These connections invariably run direct

from private properties at right-angles to the

sewer, and in many districts the concrete

beds to such connections are omitted. In

contrast to this, in every minor drain of the

private owner, connecting with his major, or

main trunk, drain, "leads," or very easy

bends, are enforced, and in many districts

under London County Council Model By-

laws, or the Public Health Acts, 6in. of Port-

land cement concrete has to be provided.

Evidence of consistency would appear to be

lacking, but the writer's opinion in the

matter, particularly as the cost of such con-

nection is borne by the owner, is that the

whole (drains and connection) should be dealt

with similarly and under by-law staiidarii m
every respect. Rough sketch diagrams (No.

1a) illustrate the writer's views of correct

methods for proper " leads " to the sewer, laid

• .\ paper read at the Annual General Meeting
ILondon) of the Institution of Municipal Engineer-s.

Nov. 7, 1913.

their use insisted upon, since in many cases

the right-angled saddle, owing to bad joints

and much cement work, is a weak spot, for

blockages in small pipe sewers which the in-

terceptor has probably been unduly credited

with in clause No. 4 of the Local Government
Board Committee's report.

intercepting traps and chambers.

The second query is that of our old and
inueh-debated friend the " Interceptor," and
apologies are due to this meeting for once

again introducing it; but, so far, beyond
sundry opinions of a most varied nature

regarding its use or otherwise, there appears

to be very little on record as to definite

decision or action, and, so far as the writer

knows, since the Local Government Board's

Committee report on the question, the in-

terceptor has neither been condemned nor

substituted, and is, therefore, still in force,

the by-laws which recognise it being con-

siderable in number. The writer purposely

places this under Section (a), since he feels

that with standardisation access and con-

structional rights should be given to the local

governing authority, owing to the great

affinity between the intercepting chamber and
insertion pieces, should be standardised, and

the sewer, also to the time, fast approaching,

when the needs of the future will require

deeper consideration, and the statistics of

chemical analysis of liquids flowing into

sewers will require greater accuracy of

location. As pointed out by Mr. I'ercy

Boulnois in his paper read before the Royal
Sanitary Institute in November last, "Either

the advisory powers of their engineer where
circumstances are otherwise. In the latter

case a " regulation or universal " trap should

be used, with special by-laws relating both
to it and to the construction of the inter-

cepting chamber, although, whether the in-

terceptor was used or not, the chamber, as

access to the connection and the sewer,
should be insisted upon for reasons before

stated. It will, therefore, be seen that the

writer's view is that reform in standardisa-

tion or uniformity is the essential need of

the present day. and this we, as an institu-

tion, should strive to obtain as an advance
upon the present varied views of even neigh-

bouring boroughs and authorities. In the

writer's district, the area of which is about
.3,855 acres, and the population about 115,000.

there have been surprisingly few interceptor

stoppages during the past ten years, and this

good record is \ery much due to the selection

and enforcing of truly good-shaped inter-

ceptors, with roomy and adequately designed
chambers. Submitted are sketch designs

explanatory of the theories set forth, and a
full discussion is awaited ; but the writer's

design for the "Regulation Interceptor" i.s

of the "reverse reducer" form, after

Doulton's Fig. tiS style ; hut of their h'ig. 4G
pattern for easy access (which, unfortunately,

is not stocked on the " reverse reducer

"

principle). For every 4in. and 6in. private

main drain there should be a 6in. diameter
sewer connection, and for 9in. and 12in-

drains a 12in. connection with special
" reducing " channel pipes for the larger

drains as necessary. Slight increase of cost
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may be urged against such system, but there

would be a greater tendency to use smaller

and more self-cleansing drains than there has

been heretofore, and considerable expense

would, in the end, be saved. A further point

IS not to have too deep a seal in the trap,

but an easygoing design, and I specially

advocate no perpendicular drop being made
at the mouth, which is so usual in most traps.

Such drops, to my mind, impede the flow

considerably, and rob one of at least 2in.

"play" in the fall, whereas the fall to the

central channel pipes of the chamber could

be kept greater, to increase the velocity

sufficient to clear the trap entirely of its

contents. Another point to watch is the first

joint between trap and sewer connection,

which is almost unapproachable and very

difficult to make. It should, therefore, be a

good patent joint of some sort. Very often

it is found that a piece of rough cement is

left at the invert here, becoming an excellent
" hat-and-coat " hook for flannels and similar

causes of trouble. I further maintain that

the stopper should be chained, provided with

a patent joint, and made of cast glass, and
sufficiently small in diameter to pass through
the trap should it manage, through any un-

foreseen reason, to fall into its mouth. The
idea of the cast glass is that in case of resist-

ance to releasing the cap or stopper by the

chain (perhaps when the chamber is full) it

could be smashed from the surface level above
and easily renewed. The intercepting

chamber itself should be at least 3ft. 6in.

by 2ft. 6in. (increased according to height,

as shown), allowing fair room for a man
to perform necessary cleaning and general

inspection. The cover in the chamber should

be at least 2ft. by 2ft. 6in., and placed at

the opposite end to the trap, allowing the

best obtuse angle for reaching the trap direct

from above, a point frequently overlooked
in many districts. The fresh-air inlet should

be placed fairly high, and well out of danger
should it act as an " outlet" creating a

nuisance, which is contention No. 2 of the

Local Government Board's Report, and the

chamber side of the inlet should be con-

structed low down, as near the channel-pipe

as possible. Where the intercepting trap is

not used the writer suggests an open chute,

as shown. Appended is a list of advantages
claimed for the suggested " Regulation Trap,"
with illustrations of both chamber and trap ;

but the writer does in no way pretend to

have solved the whole difficulties raised

against the interceptor, nor does he wish it

to be understood that he is wholly and solely

a believer in the trap in all circumstances.
Upon this point much has been said in the
past, and trial practice and gradual improve-
ment would seem to provide far more useful
data than all the chemical and bacterio-

logical theory on which so much of the Local
Government Board's Committee's report
seems to have been based.

ADVANTAGES CLAIMED FOR THE " REGULATION
TRAP."

(1) No sharp bend or drop at D, as is usual
in most intercepting traps, but a very easy
bend direct from a sharp fall in the channel
pipes giving all soil and matter greater
impetus on entry to the trap to reach the
sewer side direct.

(2) No stoppage of trap possible, since its

shape increases in diameter and area from
house-drain side to sewer side; therefore,
whatever has cleared the house-drain must
clear the trap.

(3) Easy access from mouth of trap to at
least three parts through for cleansing and
clearing purposes. Owing to either a deep
seal or drop in most traps (or even both in
some) a half-way access only is possible.

(4) Cast-glass stopper chained so that if it

be blown out by any sewer-gas pressure it

cannot fall into the mouth of the trap, and
even if stoppage should exist and the chamber
become filled, the stopper could bo easily
smashed from above the manhole. The
stopper is also small enough to pass through
the trap.

(5) A patent adjustable joint at C, where,
in the ordinary way, joints are most im-
perfectly made, owing to their inaccessi-
bility, and become hence a frequent source of
stoppage.
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Suggested " Regulation " Trap.

(6) Tlie overthrow of the recent contentions

of the Local Government Board's Committee
against the interceptor—viz., "that of

blockage, with other minor accompanying
defects."

MOTOR SPIRIT in SEWERS.

This undoubtedly is a difficulty of a grave

nature, which is facing every engineer and
drainage expert. The deadly inflammability

of the spirit calls for immediate action, for at

all costs it must be kept from entering sewers.

The following cases speak for themselves.

The first was reported in 1912, and we then

have one reported as recently as August last.

The report runs :
" The serious danger of

leave the tunnel. Several reeled like drunken
men, and others were so affected that they
had to be led or half-carried to the shaft.

The engine was stopped, but a sort of after-

damp remained, and last night about thirteen

men were forced to give up their work. One
was brought up unconscious."

It is believed by the writer to be authentic

that at one time the specific gravity of motor
spirit was much lighter than that of water

;

hence the theory advanced even by the

London County Council in 1907 (to which
many engineers gave credence) that, if large

and deep-seated gullies (illustrated) were pro-

vided, the oil or spirit would float and

Illustration of au(r?estion, advanced by the London County Council in 1907,
to hf used additionally to tlie usual repulationa and drainage by-lnwBin force,
reduced or enlarged according to circumstances.

Sankey's or Doulton's
deep seal pot gull;.

Brick or concrete gully with stonewaje bends.
Illnatrations of methods adopted m various districts for minor garages, bnt,

as will be seen, both {and all) aim at deep seals and large areas consistent
with the London County Counei,l'a suggestion

Petroleum Interception ; Systems Generally Adopted.

throwing even a cupful of petrol down the
sewers, already pointed out by our daily
papers, is enipliasised by the Lancet to-day.
It has been calculated that one gallon of
petrol, if vaporised into air, will produce
something like 50 cubic yards of explosive
mixture. A medium-sized sewer, running
half full, would only require one gallon of

petrol to produce sufficient vapour to blow
up some fifty yards of sewer. Serious loss
of life has occurred owing to this objection-
able practice, and private householders are
warned against it." "Thirty men, working
at Kilburn, in a tunnel 90ft. deep,
forming part of the Bakerloo extension
of the North-Western Railway, were partly
overcome, owing, it has been stated,
to the smell and fnmes of a petrol motor-
engine, and work was suspended on a section
late last iiiglit. The engine was used for the
first time one day last week, in place of pit

ponies, and several men had to leave their
work. It was used again yesterday with a
different kind of oil. 'The men began to show
signs of giddiness, and about a dozen had to

evaporate from the surface. Such is, how-
ever, now disbelieved, or, at least, doubted,
since the specific gravity of the spirit is said

to be the same, or almost the same, as that

of water. This means that mixing is actually

taking place between the two liquids ; hence
our special gully system, deep seal or not,

becomes useless. The question for the

municipal engineer is : Should garages be

drained at all? If not, what is to become of

the washings when cleaning cars, considering

(so we are told) that one man takes nearly

three hours to hose and clean a fairly large

car down, leaving out of the question 'buses,

motor-vans, lorries, and other large com-
mercial vehicles? It is hoped that discussion

will ensue upon these remarks, and it is to be

noted that in one of our Metropolitan districts

the old soak-away system has been reverted

to in motor-garage drainage, although it is

doubtful whether such system is not

—

(1) Bad in principle, out of date, not per-

mitted by any of the Public Health Acts, and
again.st the intent and meaning of the London
County Council Model By-l.aws for area
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drainage, sanctioned by the Local Govern-
ment Board. June, 1901.

(2) Bad lioth for foundations construction-
ally, and dampness from health standpoint,
nwing to concentration of many gallons of
water in one spot.

(•'1) Bad owing to the connection being liable

(o future inadvertent misuse for soil drains.
For the moment, however, even admitting

I he soak away to be a means out of the diffi-

culty, what would be the best course in clav

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

FifJ. 1 illustrates method of redrainage adoiited
in ISOH, and Fifi. 2 an " amendment " which could
have been made to the advantages of 20ft. less
drains, less bends (other than open channel), and
better access throughout.

House Di!.\in-age Details.

or such soils, where soak-aways are quite out
of the question? The writer, however, feels

that the municipal engineer is amply sup-
ported by both Public Health and Metropolis
Management Acts in the prevention of
dangerous fluids from entering sewers, even
to the extent of not allowing drain con-
nections from motor garages at all, and that
if they are allowed he should have the legal

right to control its point of entry. Illus-

trations are given from practice of motor
spirit interceptors in different districts.

HOUSE-DRAINAGE DETAILS.

Under this heading the writer intends to

deal generally, and not so much upon the
relative merits or otherwise of various sani-

tary fittings, of which so many are on the
market. Fittings of good shape, quality, and
guaranteed durability can be obtained from
most of the leading firms ; but my quarrel is

with the great diversity of opinion existing
between sanitary inspectors, engineers, and
others, to which I liave already referred.
Instead of broad, genera! principles through-
out the Metropolis (and outside, for that
matter), there is at present a terrible mixture.
Again, speaking generally, when the London
inspector issues his notice of drainage defect
and requires a redrainage, he has apparently
no power to open up further trench w^orks in

order to obtain a better system, or. if he has
the power, he seldom uses it. He simply re-

lays, perhaps with Portland cement joints

instead of clay, and witli stoneware pipes
instead of earthenware ; but if the old system is

found to be of a most curly-whirly, .serpentine

type, down goes his redrainage after the same
order and pattern, with but very little im-

provement. The writer illustrates instances

of this, and could refer to many others in

more than one district ; but surely it is time
that junctions (other than those upon the

main trunks, where they can be got at) were
done away with ; that our pipes (other than
those received by manholes) all had one
direction only, and that towards the How;
and that the horrible ramps and different

falls between sections and the old-fashioned
bends of large radius made with straight

pipes were done away with. As recently as

1904 the writer can record a redrainage of

40(lft., with two clearing eyes only, and no
other access whatever to traps or junctions.

Such methods are, to the writer's mind, quite

out of date. The aim should be to get the

soil and drainage from premises to the sewer
by the shortest possible route and with as

few bends as possible, and with the provision
of ample access.

The meeting will, I think, realise the need
for standardisation in such matters. For
instance, well understood although it may bo
that under the Dairies, Cowsheds, and Milk-
shops Orders, 1855 and 1880, dairies should
be drai]ied from an outside gully, .some in-

spectors chose to include stables under this

category ; while the writer has known gullies

to be built and rebuilt within. Again, in the

Model By laws of the London County Council
a watercloset should be efficiently lighted

and ventilated by a window of at least "Jft.

area, and additionally assisted by constant
means of ventilati(m (such as that afforded by
aji air-brick), and if the watercloset be
entered internally it must be via a well-

ventilated lobby or landing, and not via a

living-room, workshop, or other habitable

apartment. In practice, however, the air-

bricks are ofttimes wholly omitted by some
inspectors (relying upon the opeiiing top and
bottom of door) and by others insisted upon.

The windows are often very large and not

applicable to a reasonable or proper opening
(at any rate, while in use), which could be
obtained by the fixing of non-fastened,

pivot-hung sashes, hung slightly out of centre,

or by double-hung sashes in which the meet-

ing-rails were kept apart by means of blocks.

There is little need to burden the meeting

further with such details; but there is still

the debatable question of combined drainage,

and the extent to which such systems should

he allowed, owing to the spread of disease

through vitiated soil from one house-drain to

another. Some authorities allow interception

for every four houses, others more or less.

The writer's hope is that after open dis-

cussion consideration may be given to the

formation of a standardisation committee for

drainage by the Institution. He feels that if

an ideal is "set up by means of a code of rules

or regulations (dealing with the work which

the regulated by-laws do not touch upon)

some effective good would have been accom-

plished, even if acted or looked upon as a

guide only.
««^ •

NATIONALITY IX ART.*

{Coiii'luded from hist week, pape 685.)

It would be tedious to make a catalogue of

all the arts in this w.ay, but there may be

some interest in recalling some of the most

marked characteristics of the different races.

We must leave the East on one side foj- to-

night—the question is too large—and also

the semi-Eastern, Slavonic, and Balkan

peoples, who have only within the last

century begun to make their mark upon the

artistic history of the world. After all, the

nations that count for most with us are the

five great nations of Western Europe— Italy.

Spain, France, Germany, and England—and

I do not think it is too much to claim that

they count for most, and will continue to

count for most, with the world at large. The
first broad division, and the one that goes

deepest, is that of Latin and Teutonic,

which, in artistic matters, corresponds per-

sistently throughout the ages with the divi-

sion between the classic and romantic ideals

—the art that concerns itself with types and
the art that concerns itself with individuals.

In connection with art it may be that Greek
would be a truer race-name for the Classic

ideal than Latin, for Greece is the fountain-

head. But though the artistic impulse is

Greek, the actual mixture of Grecian blood
in these modern peoples is negligible, whereas
the Roman descent is direct and clear. And
on other sides of civilisation—law-giving,

engineering, civil polity, and many others

—

Rome was so much of an originator, has
stamped her mark so heavily on the Medi-
terranean states, that it is convenient and

* By H. Maktineau Fletcheb, M.A., F.K.I.B.A.
A paper read before the Architectural Association,
Nov. 7, 1013.

not inaccurate to keep to the usual term. In
Greek art this Classic ideal, this searching
for a type, is paramount. We sec the Gi'eeks
possessed of the doctrine, most clearly

expressed by Plato, that for each class of

object in the world of sense there exists, in

the realm of the absolute, the world of mind,
a "type"- -what Plato calls an "idea"

—

which manifests in the highest possible per-

fection all the qualities by whose posses-

sion individual oljjects of each class in the

world of sense belong to that class ; in a
word, a pattern by their likeness to which
individuals in that class approach perfection,

and by their unlikeness exhibit a falling

away, Thus an eagle is by so much the raoru

an eagle as it approaches in every respect to

the perfect likeness of the typical eagle, the
"idea" of an eagle, and so with a chair, a
hor.se, and what not, working up to what, in

their eyes, was the most important matter of

all—a state. I do not mean that Greek
artists in earlj- times, or perhaps appreciably
at any time, worked con.scion.sly under the
sway of any such elaborated philosophical
doctrine as this -it is not the way of artists,

or a sound basis for artistic production—but
the formulation of the doctrine shows us
what were the conceptions floating about in

(he society where it was formulated, and the
general tendencies of the workers. Now it is

clear that, if such was the tendency, it made
not so much for the expression of strong indi-

vidual characteristics as for the constant
search after perfection, the effort moro
nearly to realise the ideal by means of im-
provements in detail on the imperfect realisa-

tions of former attempts. And this is,

accordingly, what we find. The general form
of the Doric temple was early decided upon,
and from the rude beginnings at Corinth and
Olympia—themselves only the stone deriva-
tives of much earlier wooden original.s—there
is a constant advance by slight alterations,

changes iii the number of columns, refine-

ments in their spacing and in the profile of

mouldings, the substitution of curves for

straight lines to correct optical illusions.

greater delicacy and more exquisite placing
of enrichments, till we reach the final glory
of the Parthenon, the closest approach to the
"idea" of the Doric temple attainable by
human imagination and handiwork. But
through it all the original conception
persists.

So with sculpture, you can watch the slow
development, the gradual realisation of god-
head from the grinning idols of the early ago,
step by step, line upon line, here a little,

there a little, but without any violent break
or marked change, up to the miraculous con-
summation of the Olympian Apollo and the
Phidian Athena. And this

PREOCCUPATION WITH THE TYPE,

rather than with the individual or the
peculiarity, is the hall-mark of the Classic or
Latin school of art. Take French Gothic
architecture. In the common acceptance,
"Gothic" is the antithesis of "Classic," but,

though diluted with the Gaulish, Frankish,
and Norman strains in France, the Latin
genius tells clearly throughout. See the
gradual development, by variation in detail

rather than in conception, of the great
cathedrals of Notre Dame, Chartres, Amiens,
Rheims. Contrast it with the almost wilful

individualism of Wells, Salisbury, Win-
chester, Lincoln, so different one from the
other, so experimental. The logical French
mind early satisfied itself as to the most
excellent method of covering a space, and
you find the simple quadripartite vault per-
sisting all through the Middle Ages, almost
to the exclusion of other vaulting systems.
Our individualist tendency leads us, having
used this simple method once or twice, not to
bo content with exploring its further possi-

bilities, but to wander off into something
quite different, so we cover our vaults with
a maze of subsidiary ribs, not so much for
structural expression as in order to do some-
thing individual and different, until almost
by happy accident they evolve themselves
into a new structural method, the great fan-
vaults of Westminster. Windsor, and Cam-
bridge. Again, the French decided that
height was a virtue in a cathedral ; and
again you .see the same gradual development
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from Notre Uiinie (Unit.) imd CliaitiTS

(106ft.) to Rlieims (125tt.), Aniicms (14Tft,),

and the eliinax in Beauvais (107ft.), wliere

vaulting ambition at last "o'erleapcd " itself.

Enolisli Ijuildci-s, of course, did not aim at

height, so that we can make no comparison

of value here except to note, in general, how
little reference, compared to the French,

they made to what had gone before, striving

rather to make each new building, and even

each new part of a building, a fresh creation.

Even the effect of length, which they un-

doubtedly valued, seems more often to have

been got by accretion than of set purpose.

So it continues down to the present day.

The great architectural school of the Beaux-

Arts has continued in almost unbroken pro-

gression and imperceptible change since its

foundation by Richelieu—was it not? What-
ever ideas it has imported, it has always

translated into French. The Colonnade of

the Louvre, the buildings in the Place de la

Concorde are results of the Italian Renais-

sance, but they are as definitely French, as

distinct from contemporary Italian buildings,

as Amiens from Milan. The Gothic outburst

of the 19th century was sporadic, and has
practically disappeared, because it was out-

side the main line of development. We for

the last hundred years have organised a

series of piratical expeditions to Greece,
Media3val France, Venice, Holland, Byzan-
tium, and have brought home and hung
the bleeding trophies all over our
buildings in the shape of crude and un-

translated details, forms, and decorations.

The latest raid has been on the Beaux-Arts
itself, and we see the usual result in an out-

crop of steep roofs, zinc crestiugs, Greek
profiles, and Union Jack glazing. The robber
chieftains arc waving the flag, as usual, like

their predecessors, and calling out that they
really liave got the right thing at last. So
did all the others, but they hadn't. Nothing
is the right thing for us until you have
translated it into the terms of its surround-
ings and made it English. In a dozen years
the latest fashion will be what its conveyors
probably call "vieux jeu." Look at Gros-
venorplace and be warned in time.
Devotion to logic is indeed, perhaps, the

leading note of the French genius. In litera-

ture it manifests itself in exquisite clearness,
symmetry, conciseness—all tlie qualities that
delight us in the best French prose. Read
"Candide"; the merciless logic makes it a
cure for too easy optimism that reminds you
of the modern treatment of rlienmatism by
bee-stings. And this devotion to logic finds
its outcome in conduct with a thoroughness
impossible to the more good-humoured, less
theoretical Euglish nature. Our race has
never produced, and I doubt whether it can
ever produce, so perfect a theoretical and
practical logician. It .seems a heavy price
to pay for a high racial development of the
reasoning faculties, but it is easy to recognise
in it the temper of mind that biiilt Beauvais.

It would be interesting to speculate how
far climate, and especially atmosphere, is re-
sponsible for national traits. The air of
Greece is what Shakespeare calls "nimble";
there seems to be nothing between you and
the sun—outlines are expressed vvith the
divincst purity, the rocks an<l marbles and
hills seem to beat back all the light that
comes to them from the sky. Cross the
Adriatic to Italy. There is a kind of
sumptuousness in the very atmosphere that
clothes the mountains vvith colour and
answers to, or causes, the sumptuousness that
is the note of the Italian genius. And with
ns, throughout our artistic development the
most curious thing, considering what manner
of men we are in other respects— empire-
builders, freedom-lover.s, constitution-makers
—is our love of the pretty, the small, the
homely. Is not this to be traced to the small
scale of the Euglish landscape, divided by
hedgerows, linnndi'd with woods and copses,
changing at every county with the geological
variety of the soil, and limited for many days
in the year by the moist atmosphere that cuts
off everything beyond a range of two or three
miles?

THE V.II.TJK OF >-ATIO>;ALITy

.

Well, what is to be done about it all?
What is to be the outcome? Is nationality

a Naluablc factor in art? Are we to foster

it by coopiug each nation up in its own box

till inbreeding produces a weedy brood of

insularities and provincialisms? Or shall vve

let loose a flood of washy cosmopolitanism

that will break down all barriers and pro-

duce an average man and an average art all

over the world? Science is seeing to it that

the first alternative shall not come about. No
barriers are proof against Marconi and the

flying-man. To guard us against the second,

whicli, to my mind, is far more disastrous,

and would indeed take much of the gusto out

of life, we must trust to human nature. Half

a century ago it seemed as though the deluge

might come to pass. Was it not Macaulay
who looked forward with a pleased certainty

to the extinction of the smaller nationalities

of these is'ands, if not of the whole world,

and the final victory of the English language

over all others? Happily, as it seems to me,
these utilitarian prophecies have not come
off, and vve live in the midst of a strong and
quite spontaneous revival of national feeling.

Ireland, Scotland, and Wales each is as.sert-

ing herself and laying claim to her own in

language, history, institutions, and arts.

The world is so full of a iiunibcr of things.
That I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings,

sings Stevenson's little boy. If we had to

add in a footnote that the "things," instead

of being delightfully various according to the

country in which wc found them, were all

turned out of the one mould of the Beaux-
Arts or the Academy, the happiness of the

average king is just about what we should
feel ! What fun ! How stimulating to come
across brasswork from Birmingham in

Japan ! Do you know that fascinating book
on a fa.scinating subject, Pierre Loti's " Un
Pelerin d'Angkor"? It is a description of

what, ever since I first read Fergusson, has
seemed to me one of the most astonishing
and mysterious buildings in the world, the
great temple of Angkor or Nakhon Wat,
hidden away in the jungle of Cambodia.
Fergusson himself, not exactly a passionate
writer, is stirred to eloquence by the
accounts he had heard of it, and the photo-
graphs he had seen, and an artist in travel
and language like Loti is not likely to

minimise its romance. The whole book is

absorbingly interesting—the journey up the
river and through the jungle ; the half-ruined
temple, inhabited for centuries only by a
handful of chanting Buddhist priests ; the
cloisters, 800ft. square, their back walls
covered from end to end with huge bas-
reliefs of mythical battles and dancing girls

;

the great bats that hang from the vaults ; the
many hundred yards of sculptured cornice,
formed of the gaping jaws of myriads of
three-headed snakes. But the passage I am
going to quote does not deal with Angkor,
but with another temple which he saw in

the earlier part of his journey at Pnom-Penh,
the capital of Cochin China. It runs as
follows :

"To-day, on a solitary prowl as the sun
rose at half-past six, I passed through the
gate of a courtyard of the palace, a great
white-paved courtyard. Alone in the middle
of the brilliant empty space a graceful white-
and-gold pagoda, its roof bri.stling with gold
points ; alone on the sides of the little soli-

tude two tall and surprisingly-pointed golden
belfries, based upon rockwork adorned with
orchids and rare plants. Not a soul to be
seen. But the silence that prevails wears a
character of its own ; a rustling, like a drone,
mingles with it, but disturbs it not—a vague,
airy music, not immediately to be defined.
It is the chiming of the little silvery bells
that hang from every point of the belfries
ami roof ; the lightest breath sets them
faintly ringing. This pagoda is quite
new ; it blinds you with the whiteness
of its marbles and the sparkle of its

gold. The window - heads arc of gold
filigree, clear - cut like jewel - work on
the snowy background of the wall, and
topped with pointed spirelets. Its roofs,
covered with gilded tiles, have horns at every
angle—long, long horns that bend down-
wards, curve up again, threaten in every
direction! Compared with these horns, those
of the Chinese pagodas would look quite
rudimentary, barely protruding. Many

giant bulls, you would say, must have been
despoiled to ornament this strange temple.

The various peoples of the yellow race have

been possessed for ages with this idea of

horned roofs for their religious buildings, but

the Cambodians lead them all in extra-

vagance. Steps drawing near, heavy steps.

Ah, three elephants! Without noticing one
they cross the court. Full of purpose they

seem and of business, like people who know
what they are about. The sound of their

tramp and of the bells on their collars breaks
for a minute the feolian chime that falls so

gently from above, and then, as soon as they

have passed, again the musical silence. It is

.adorable here in the semi-cool purity of the

morning. The open doors of the pagoda
invite one to enter. The ceiling and the

walls are all glistening vvith too brilliant

gold, and my steps echo on the brand-new
sheets of silver with which it is paved all

over. So even now, in our own age, there

are still countries imbued with the idea of

building such sanctuaries as this!"
Now, can you conceive, or, having con-

ceived, can you welcome, a cosmopolitanism
which would overspread these countries with
bastard European buildings, and turn their

designers and craftsmen into hangers-on of

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts? Yet under
present tendencies it is a very real and
imminent danger.

THE STYLE FOR THE NEW DELHI.
Of all problems connected with nationality,

it is hard to imagine one more baffling than
that of the new city of Delhi. Is it capable of
an ideal solution? Probably not. The con-
ditions fight against it. The traditions of the
two races arc too radically different ; the
form of administration, the government of a
conquered nation by migratory alien officials

is contrary to the spirit of continuity and
goodwill essential to any co operative form of
art. Add to this the usual conflict between
the stateliness of a great capital and the out-
cry of modern commerce for convenience at
any price, the utterly different angles from
which all questions will be faced by designers
and workmen, the Office of Works' attitude
adopted towards all buildings by the Im-
perial authorities. No European, one must
remember, goes to India just because he is

an artist and sees there an opportunity for
his life-work. Such artists as may from
time to time be found there are mere birds
of passage on the look-out for artistic
"copy," studies of intense light, vivid
colour, native costumes, and the like. Those
who make their life there are soldiers or men
who care about problems of administration,
roadmaking. justicf, questions of conflicting
religions, famines, bridges. There is an in-
finite deal to do, too few men, and too little
to do it. Moreover, the type of mind which
grapples gladly with work of that kind is one
to which artistic questions make little appeal,
so that when you have got your architects
out and set them to work, they will find the
surroundings far from sympathetic. Are
they to work in a European manner, or a
native, or a compromise? The questions have
been raised, and, in the absence of any
details of the final scheme beyond the ground
plan, we may still discuss them. If the first,

they must give up the hope of enthusiastic
help from their workmen, and resign them-
selves to the uncongenial task of imposing
their own ideas from above. The second
alternative—a Mohammedan, Jain, or
Dravidian style adapted to the complexities
of modern planning by English architects
may be abandoned after one shuddering
glance. Conceive a whole city of Brighton
Pavilions! One can, however, imagine, as a
sort of compromise, a city of pillared porches
and verandahs laid out, as to its main lines
and masses and structure, in accordance with
the published plan, but with all details of
marble, stone, cement, or plaster left to the
native workmen

; and if there is any remnant
of the old skill and sense of style left, one can
imagine this finally shaping into something
sumptuous and suited to the climate and the
light. If fertility in conception can insure
success, Mr. Lutyens should succeed. But
there are limits to human optimism when
one pictures all the struggles to be gone
through between idea and realisation, archi-
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Icitiu'c, ami oHiiialisiii ; ami if lu- (lops

Mii'L-erd, I (U'clare liu will deserve deifieatioii,

« illi a speeial sect devoted to his cult, like

John Nicholson after the Mutiny.

NO PROTECTION NEEDED BY NATIONALITY.

1 am not advoeating any hidebound con-

servatism in regard to nationalitj- in art. The
nationality that retpures to be cosseted and
guarded rmm the sight or touch of any other

nationality is probably not worth keeping. I

do not curse the Renaissance, the greatest

remover of luitional artistic landmarks that

I he world has known till the age of science.

I''ri-e intercourse in ideas adds a further

I'ipeniiig and fortifying to a nniture and
strong nature. Stagnation is death, and
intercourse is life; but .surely highway
rnbbi'ry is a morbid form of intercourse. "I
take my good things when I find them," said

.Molicre. Ves, but he transformed them into

his own before he gave them to the world.
Let us study the art of France, of Italy, of

•lapan.ifyon will; but oidy on condition that

\\hate\'er we take from them we transmute in

nur own crucible. A very old passage in
" Paradise Lost " thus describes the Tower of

r>;il>el:

God ... in derision sets
1

' pen tlieir touf^ues, a various spirit, to rase
Uviite out their native lant^uKfie. and instead
To sow a ian^'Ii^^ nois(i of words unknown.
Forthwitli a iiideous gabl;)le rises loud
-Ynionn tile Ijuilders, each to other calls
Not understood, till hoarse, and all in raf^e
As mocked the>' storm : j;reat laughter was in

heaven.
And. looking down, to see the hubbnl) strange
And hear the din ; thus was the building left

liidicnlous, and the work Confusion named.

Well, the beijuest of that Confusion to

posterity has been, among other things, the
t'inples of Karnak. the Parthenon, and
t'hartres Cathedral, perfectly different and
differently perfect. The bequest of the
unanimity that preceded it was a misbegotten
lower that failed even of its silly object.
Which will von choose?

HOUSE-DRAINAGE LAW.*
By Mr. W. Addington Willis, LL.B.

LECTURE I.—THK PIPE OF DISSENSION.

Mr. Walter Hunter, M.Inst. C.E., member
of Conncil. kindly took the place of Sir

Maurice FitzMaurice, C.M.G., Chadwick
I'rustee, in the chair at this lecture.

The law of sauitary drainage, said the

lecturer, is scattered piecemeal among many
.\cts of Parliament, some relating to the

City of London, others to the remainder of

the Metropolis, and others, again, to the

provinces, and even here the law is not the

same for all parts, since, besides numerous
local Acts, there are adoptive statutes which
may or may not be applied to a given

district. These various statutes, and the

decisions thereon, constitute a puzzle of un-

certainties, inconsistencies, and sometimes
absurdities. After a brief sketch of the

history and evolution of the present law the

lecturer proceeded to a consideration of the

rteriHil question of "'Sewer or drain?" The
([uestion is of practical importance. Upon
its correct answer depends the liability of

maintenance; and if the pipe in question is

a sewer on private land the owner's pro-

prietary rights are affected by the council's

rights of access and the prohibition against

building over sewers without the council's

consent, which it is in their power to give or

withhold, and for the giving of which terms
and conditions may be imposed. Owners
frequently hesitate between the alternatives

of present financial relief coupled with future

possible restrictions on building, and a

present liability to maintain the pipes with a

free hand for developing their property in the

future. As a rule, however, the bird in the

hand of present financial relief is the most
welcome, and the owner seeks to establish

that the pipe in question is a sewer vested in

the authority.

The existing uncertainty in the law, or in

its application, is to be deplored, and is due

1 to the Legislature having attempted to be too

specific and precise in defining terms. The

* Chadwick Pulilic Lectures, Delivered at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George-street,

Westminster, S.W., on Monday. November 17.

comuuin sense view is that what a nnin con

strncts on his property for his own con

venience ought to be kept in order by him.
This couMuon sense view was the one adopted
by previous generations in the local Acts
b'cfore 1848, and in the Model Act of 1817

relating to the subject. In 1848. however,
the Legislature set out to define the terms
"drains" and ".sewers" for all times ami
circumstances, and repeated this in later

statutes. The lecturer next proceeded to

discuss the definition of "drain." so far as it

is common to all areas. 'I'he definition is so

cast that any pipe which does not exactly

coincide with the definition falls into the

category of "sewer." The explanation of the
word "curtilage" was assisted by the ex-

hibitiiui of dingranis representing the systems
of drainage in the three leading castas. If

premises are separately occupied and sepa-

rately rated they will not be considered as

"premises within the same curtilage," merely
liecanse there may be common access and
common accommodation.

Drains may be used for rainwater only,

and. ace(U'ding to the cases, nniy include the

staekpipcs on houses. All drains which are

not "drains" are "sewers." But as it is

essential that a sewer should, generally
speaking, carry its contents away, pipes

which end in a cesspool are not sewers, not-

withstanding the apparent decision to the
contrary in " I'innock \*. Watc^rworth." This
proposition was illustrated by two or three

eases— "" Meader v. West Cowes Local
Board," "Button v. Tottenham U.D.C.,"
" Pakeidrnm v. Ticehurst R.D.C.," and
diagrams were shown to explain these

decisions.

One of the most interesting and far

reaching discoveries of modern times is that

a sewer, vested in the council, may exist

entirely on private property, and it was the

establishment of this principle which has

given rise to many of the anonuilics and hard
ships (from the ratepayer's point of view)
existing at the present time. The law of

tiraiijage has its doctrine of con\ersion, for

where two drains from separate sets of

premises meet they generally constitute a

sewer from the point of juncture. These
joint sewers nuiy be made lawfully or un-

lawfully. The astonishing feature of this

floctrine of con\'ersion is that, broadly
speaking, if a private individual effects a

combination of drainage surreptitiously and
without authority, the law rewards him, or.

at least, his successors, by throwing the

liability of maintaining the unlawful con-

nection on to the ratepayers. A few illus-

trations were given of what the individual

can accomplish in the way of getting rid of

the expense of maintaining his house
draiiHige. Eight boroughs in London spend
on an average annually £2.100 each in

repairing these unauthorised sewers. The
catch-phrase, "Once a sewer always a

sewer" must be used and received with

caution. A recent case has shown one ex-

ception, at least, to this—namely, when a

Metropolitan council exercise their power to

compel a wrongdoer to restore unlawfully

constructed drainage to its proper condition.

Even if it formerly became a sewer by such

wrongful acts it does Tiot continue to be a

sewer after the restoration.

The lecturer concluded with a considera-

tion of the question whether a rainwater-

pipe fixed to a house can be a sewer. Mr.

.lustice Channell in one case regarded the

suggestion as ridiculous, but at the same
time admitted that dcr-ided authorities gave

support to it. Ridiculousness is not a fatal

ti'rniination to a proposition in drainage law.

If this were entirely new ground anyone
would hesitate to answer the question in the

affirmative, and so probably would the

Courts, if they were not bound by decided

cases. After stating the facts ami decision in

" Selles V. Fulham Borough Conncil," the

lecturer pointed out that the provision of

u'utters and stackpipes was the subject of

by-laws and statutes for sanitary purposes

just as much as was the provision for the

tlrainage of yards. Once it was admitted

that the definitions of "drain" and "sewer"
in sanitary legislation extended to pipes con-

veying fresh or rainwater only, it seemed im-

possible to draw a distinction in principle

between a horizontal pipe and a vertical one,

or between one affixed to the building arul

one carried on a concrete bed beneath or at

the side of the building. Some day an enter-

prising and litigious householder will claim

dauuiges from a council for injury done by a

leaking stackpipe, or call upon them to repair

it. The Court of Appeal may then have an
opportunity of distinguishing, if they can,

such a case from the decisions already given.

The next lecture will relate to the rights

and responsibilities of citizens and councils,

iiotli in the provinces and in London, par-

ticularly with reference to drainage of new
and existing huihlings, the provision of out-

falls for drains, and the maintenance of

drains. It will conclude with an illustrated

description of the manner in which the

central authority in London have discharged

their statutory duty of dealing with sewage
so as to prevent its discharge into the river

Thames. It will be given at the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Great George-street, on
Monday, November IM, at 8.15.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council a report was received from
the Improvements Committee recommending
a scheme for the widening of East Hill and
Wandsworth High-street, in connection with
the proposed tramways from York-road to

the existing terminus at the top of East Hill,

to a total width of 6Uft. The net cost is

estimated at £68,000. of which the Wands-
worth Borough Council has agreed to con-

tribute a third.

The Museums Committee reported that a

lecture-hall and library had been added to

the Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, at a

cost of £4,750, entirely borne by Mr. E. J.

llorniman.
The Main Drainage Committee recom-

mended that experimental works be carried

out in connection with the treatment of

sewage at the outfalls and an examination
of the river water, at an estimated outlay of

about £1,780.
The Asylums Committee recommended tlie

approval of plans for providing additional

accommodation for nurses at Cane Hill

.\sylum, at an estimated cost of £2,410.

THE LEEDS FIRECLAY CO., LTD.

There was a very large attendance of

shareholders at the thirty-fourth annual
meeting of the Leeds Fireclay Company—the

first since the re<oiistruction of the directorate

held in the Philosophical Hall, Leeds, last

Monday. Mr. C. F. Spencer, of Halifax,

presided.

The chairman said it would be within the

recollection of everyone that after the last

annual meeting a number of shareholders got

together with a view to forming a share-

holders' protection committee. The work of

that committee took concrete form in Feb-
ruary of this year, and as a result of it the

late chairman of directors, Mr. Alfred

Barrett, resigned all his offices and had now
absolutely no connection with the company
beyond being agent for a few insurances.

When Mr. Barrett resigned the committee
had asked him (the chairman) to fill the

vacancy, and he had done so. Then Messrs.

W. H. ".411en and B. J. W. Lone had resigned

their seats voluntarily, and made way for

Messrs. H. A. Eastwood and F. H. Brooke.

The balance-sheet before him was made out

by the late directors; but the new members
of the board neither accepted it nor assumed
aiiv responsibility for it, therefore it would

be necesary for him to deal with the various

items almost seriatim.

liALANCE-SHEET CRITICI.SED.

Turning to the Creditor side of the balance-

sheet, the chairman said that the item "By
freeholds, buildings, fixed machinery, etc.,

£720.041," showed an increase of £1.544. as

compared with the last balance-sheet. The
amount was made up as follows :

Wortley

works, £.341.931; Burmantofts, £194..378;

Fieldhou.se. £141,402; Elland-road. £42.946;

Hipperholme. £"284. The second item,

Leaseholds, buildings, fixed machinery, etc..
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£38.3-)l," was made up of the cost of tlie new
pit at Fieldhoiise, £3,600, and at Hipper-
liolme a sum of £34.741. which represented
the vahie of tile leaseliohl. Since last year
£545 of depreciation liad been debited to

Hipperholme, and £500 liad been written off

in respect of a new fan at Fieklhouse. The
iiiiiin item going to make up tlie £21,196 of

expenditure on New Worlds account was
£13,794 for the new works, site, etc., at

Geldard-road. Tlie fourth item, " Investments
in shares and freeliold properties. £314.223,"

was one whicli the sliareliolders liad always
wanted more information upon. From what
he could gather, the late board had seen fit

to add together the investments in freehold
properties and the imestments and reserves,

but tliat did not mean an increase of assets,

but the amalgamation of the two for the
purposes of the balance-sheet. These in-

vestments were not made by the late board,
but were a relic of the past, and he did not

think that they showed the really true

position. He did not think that many of tlieiii

would realise 50 per cent, of tlieir cost. The
£101,000 debentures, etc., invested in an
industrial concern had turned out exceedingly
satisfactory, and resulted in a profit. Many
of the other assets were, from the building

point of view, not worth anything like the
amount stated, and from a mineral point of

view, also, they were a good way behind the
value set against them, so that the money
which at one time might have been realisable

could only now be obtained if a beneficent
Government came along and took tlie assets

on terms similar to those on which the Low
Moor Company offered land to Mr. Lloyd
George.

It would have been better, he proceeded, if

the company had not been saddled with such a

great amount of land asthey held at present.
The gross yield in property only came to 2.1

per cent. With regard to the item of £30,673
for movable plant, horses, waggons, etc., he
pointed out that £2,500 of the sum repre-
sented the value of patents w-hicli had expired,
and ought, therefore, to have been written
off years ago. The debenture discount
account of £3,939, he said, represented the
difference between realised value and face
value—between £80 and £100 and the
£3,187 for minerals paid for but not yet
worked applied to a period of four years yet
to run. 'I'jie balance-sheet gave the stock in-

trade value as £143.889—a reduction of about
£18.000 as compared with last year's balance-
sheet. The new members of the board were
of opinion that the stock had not been valued
on the correct or healthiest basis ; but time
would prove whether they were right or
wrong. When they came into office in Sep-
tendjer they found that a hillside had been
counted in as clay, and that had to be written
off. The item of £73,221 owing by sundry
debtors represented good concrete assets, but
£.'j,1.35 had been lost as a bad debt to a

Canadian firm.

A "diminishing" reserve fund.
Turning to the other side of the account,

the chairmaa commented upon the fact that
the reserve fund (£29,846) was a gradually
diimnisliing (|iiaiitity. and (leaving out the odd
figures) mentioned that the sales last year
had increased by £42.000, and the stock had
decreased by £18,000, so that the goods made
liad increased by £24,000 in value. The coal
consMuiption had increased by 34 per cent.,
while the sales had increased "by 17 per cent!
- -a discrepancy that ought not to exist. As
prices had increased bv 2i per cent, the real
iiicrea.se of sales was Uj per cent. The in-
creased cost included £9,011 in increased
wages, £14.376 in increased cost of fuel,
£5,104 more for carriage, and £769 more for
packing. Altogether the cost of production
had risen from £184..3.i2 to £217 904-an
increase of £33,552, or 18 per cent.
The position of the eompanv was exceed-

ingly difficult to explain; but 'it was better
t lan it had been for some years past, and
they were in a position to get all the liquid
casli they rei|nired for developing the foreign
and colonial trade. The conipany had a very
good name for its supplies. They had set up
a standard of (pialitv unsurpassed by any of
their competitors; in fact, their competitors
had in the past (radeil npmi thr finaiicial

position of the Fireclay Company, but they
might do that as much as they liked in the
future. The chairman went on to mention
the method adopted by the new hoartl for the
reorganisation of the company, and though
he said that he could not be too optimistic, he
was sure that they were now on the right

lines.

The report and balance-sheet were adopted
after some discussion, and the new members
of the board of directors were formally re-

elected to office. Messrs. Beevers and Adgie
were reappointed auditors.

The corporation of Northampton have in-

structed the borough engineer to prepare plans
for the erection in Bath-street of district liaths

and waslihouses, to be built at an estimated cost
of £3,700.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the Sliipley Urban Council's application for

borrowing powers in respect to tlie erection of

twenty-one liouses at Dockfield. suitable for the
working classes.

Blocks of working-class dwellings are about to

be built on the south side of Warner-street, near
Camberwell New-road Station, from plans by
.Messrs. .Joseph, and Sniithem, of Queen-strcct,
Gheapside, E.C.

The foundation-stone of St. Jude's Church lias

been formally laid at Swansea. Mr. E. M.
Bruce Vanghan, F.R.I.B.A., of Dumfries-place,
Cardiff, is the architect, and Messrs. Lloyd
Bros, are the contractors. The cost will be
£7,784.

The foundation-stone of the new Roman
Catiiolic church at Billericay, Essex, has been
tormally laid. Mr. Edward Goldie, F.R.I.B.A.,
of Upper Fhilliniore-place. Kensington, is the
architect, and Mr F. VV. Jarvis. of Brentwood,
che contractor. The cost will be £1,300.

The Ilford Urban District Council have
decided to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to a loan of £27,500 for

carrying out works of road improvement in

High-road and Ilford-lane, and to a second loan
of £'21.578 for installing a refuse destructor.

Definite steps have now been taken with
reference to the Engine-room Heroes' Memorial
;i,t Liverpool. The agreement, after being
approved of by the Sites and Designs Com-
mittee, in whose hands the matter was left, has
iieen signed by the sculptor. Sir William
Goscombe John, R.A. The work is to be com-
pleted within two years.

St. Andrew's mission church at New Earswick,
which was dedicated last week Ijy the -.Xrch-

bishop of York, has been erected on the high
ground on the Hnntington-road side of the mode'
village, which it overlooks. It is built of reil

brick, and measures 120ft. by 30ft. Mr. Crombic.
Huntington, is the architect, and Mr. Wm.
Bellerby the contractor.

The city corporation of York have been in-

formed that the Local Government Board hjve
granted their sanction to the borrowing of the
mm of £2.600 and £278 in respect of the muni-
cipal school for girls, and have also sanction to
he borrowing of £2.500 for the piling of the
river bank and the laying out of the land
'letween Lendal Bridge and Scarborough Bridge.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan for providing a screening and dredging
apparatus at the new sewage works. Durham.
VVhen this apparatus is installed, these works
will be one of the mo.st modern and up-to-rtale
sewage - disposal works in the Northern
Counties. Tenders are to be invited at an early
date. The engineers are Messrs. Taylor anil
Wallin, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

The University of Bristol has made a regula-
tion whereby the Batli .Municipal Technical
School will be connected with the Faculty of
Engineering of the University, which is pio-
vided and maintained in the Merchant
Venturers' Technical College. It will be pos-
sible for a student to take the preliminary and
intermediate courses for the University certi-
ficate in engineering, either in whole or in part,
m evening classes in the Bath Technical School,

A Local Government Board inquiry was con-
.-lucted at, Whitby last week by Mjj'or Nurtnn,
C.E,, and Mr. R. C. Maxwell, into the ajiplica-
tion by the Whitby Urban Council for a Pro-
visional Order to empower them to effect im-
provements in the town. The powers sought are
for the purchase and regulation of the Spa
'.'rounds, and the re-erection of buildings, the
purchase of the cliff front and foreshore, the
'onstruction of the continuation of the North
Terrace-roart. and the taking over by gift of
the Chniih Hill Estate as pleasure-grounds.

OBITUARY.
Charles Babcock, I'rofessor Emeritus of

.'irchitoeture in Cornell University, and the
last surviving founder of the American In
stitute of Architects, died at his home in

Ithaca, N.Y., on August 27, in his eighty-
fifth year. Professor Balicock was born at
Ballston Springs, N.Y., on March 29, IS'Jf).

He was graduated from Union College in

1847, after which he studied architecture
under Mr. Richard Upjohn, was early
admitted to a partnership with Mr. Upjohii
ami his son, Richard M. Upjohn, and shortly
thereafter, in 1853, married Mr. Llpjohn'-
daughter, who still survi\es him. In April.
1857, in conjunctioii with Richard Upjohn,
Richard M. Hunt, and Leopold Eidlitz, he
united in organising the American Institute
of Architects. Of the group of thirty men
who founded the Institute nearly every one
became famous in later years. Soon after the
founding of the Institute Mr. Babcock retired
from active practice, took orders in the
Episcopal Church, and was rector of the
church at Greenwood Ironworks (now Ardeii),

N.Y., from 1863 to 1871, when he was called
to the newly-established Chair of Archi
lecture in Cornell University. At that time
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
had the only scliool of architecture in the
United States that had attracted any atten-

tion from the profession ; but the new depart-
ment at Cornell gained recognition and
support from the beginning. Within a few-

years architecture had grown from a depart-

ment of engineering to a department of the
University, and in 1896 the department of

architecture was made a fully organised
college with Professor Babcock as its first

dean and director. In 1897 Mr. Babcock
retired, yielding his position to one of his

own pupils. He had rendered valuable

service to the profession as consulting or

advisory architect on a number of important
works, and be continued to hold the position

of advisory architect to the University until

his death. In recognition of his service in

research work he was in 1892. elected an
honorary and corresponding member of the

Royal Institute of British Architects.

The death is announced of Mr. Jaine*

.Jerdan, architect, senior partner of the firm

of Messrs. J. Jerdan and Son, of Castle-

street. Edinburgh. Mr. .Jerdan, who was a

native of Roxburghshire, went to Edinburgh
about thirty-eight years ago to fill an appoint-

ment with Messrs. Wardrope and Reid,

architects. Twenty-five years ago he started

business on his own account. He designed

some important building's, particularly

mansion-houses, in his day. He was for

twenty-five years lecturer on architecture and
building construction at the Heriot-Watt
College, which position he resigned, on

account of failing health, at the close of last

session. One of his sons is an architect and
another a surveyor.

Mr. R. Gerald TroUope died suddenly from

heart-failure on Monday at his house,

Chiltern End, near Henle'y-oii 'I'liames. Mr.

Trollope. who was in his sixtieth year, had

been a partner in the firm of Messrs. George
Trollope and Sons for many years. He leaves

a widow and one son—Mr. R. J. Trollope.

The death occurred at Sunderland on

Tuesdav, in his eighty-sixth year, of Mr.

Robert'Scott Briggs, j'.P.. senior member of

a firm of timber merchants. For thirty-two

\ears he was a member of the River Wear
Commission, as representitive of the local

landowners. He was vice-chairinaii of the

traffic committee, and eventually succceilcd

the late Sir James Laing as chairman of the

commission. Up to the time of his death be

held the office of chairman of the Income-tax

Commission for the Sunderland district.

The almshouses for the aged poor in Old

Market-street. Bristol, founded by Fenwick

Richards in 1672. have just been rebuilt frnin

plans by Sir Frank Wills and Sons, of that city,

city.

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son. 7. Sta-

tioners' Hall-court, have just issued a new
illustrated catalogue of their scientific and
technical publications, which they will send a

copy nf post-free to all interested.
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ilnvxtntt Calamo.

I lie principal value of thp letters \\c piib-

li-^li to-day, and aoy others that may follow,

on the proposals of the Council of the

R.I.B.A. and Registration, lies, we think, in

any encouragement they nuiy afford to really

full discussion at the coming meeting oji

Dec. 1. There was no such adequate discus-

sion at the meeting on Jan. 8, 1912, at which
the proposals for the absorption of the

Society of Architects and the promotion of

a Registration Bill were "referred back."

Those who will refresh their memories by

reading the report of that meeting, which we
were not able to publish till March 1, 1912,

will find that after the moderately expressed

and informative .speech of Mr. J. S. Gibson,

uho proposed the adoption of the recom-

mendations of the Council, and the well-pnt

pleas on their behalf by Mr. A. Needham
Wilson, who was the seconder, not a word
of support thereof was uttered subsequently

by any other member of the Council, or in

reply to the attacks that followed. During

months of deliberation the then members of

Council must have arrived at the conclusion

that their recommendations were legitimately

benefieial. At the outset the president

aiuiounced that it was in no way the work of

the Council to hurry the consideration of the

matter; and again, at 10 p.m., he said "it

would be the simplest thing to adjourn

"

then. Yet five minutes later he put the

amendment to the vote, and there was an

end of the fruit of the Council's work.

Possibly that may be so ne.\t Monday week.

If so, it will be a pity. Some will say—quite

unfairly, perhaps, that Registration has once

more been got rid of by a side-wind, pur-

posely blown hot in favour of proposals it

was known would never be adopted. Such
imputations, and others, will be best avoided

by full and fair discussion, properly taken

part in by a fairly representative number of

members of the Council which is responsible

for the present recommendations. We shall

also hope to hear the reasons for their accept-

ance— if there are any, of those who practic-

ally killed the proposals nuide at the meeting

of Jan. 8, 1912. We trust also that ordinary

non-partisan memljers, who have no ends in

view but the real welfare of the profession,

but who have not always the glib speech of the

more practised debater, will insist on being

heard, and that they will be listened to. In

our opinion it would be far better if the pro-

fessioind journals were admitted to the meet-

ing and enabled promptly to report it for the

benefit of the nuiss of members who cannot

be present, instead of keeping them waiting

a month or six weeks. All we can do, unfor-

tunately, is to insure opportunities for some-

thing like free discussion beforehand.

Whether water supplied for the restaurant

business carried on in a public-house is water

for domestic or trade purposes was a question

the House of Lords was last Friday asked to

answer under the Metropolitan Water Board

Act. The contention of the Water Board

was that water used by a public-house for its

restaurant was not for domestic purposes

within the meaning of the Act, but for a

trade purpose out of which the occupant of

the public-house nnide a separate profit. Tlie

actual sum sued for was only five shillings,

but the principle at stake was aii important

one from the point of view of the Water
Hoard, as. if thev are successful in their con-

tention, it will mean an addition to their

revenue of from £81), (100 to £1(111.dOO per

annum. The County-court .Judge upheld

the contention of the appellants that the

water used by the tenant of the public house

in question came within the definition of

water used for trade purposes, for whicli the

Board was entitled to charge over and above

the 5 per cent, on the rateable value of the

house for the supply for domestic purposes.

Both the King's Bench Division and the

Court of .Appeal nnaninninsly reversed the

decision.

It was urged before the House of Lords

that, as the decision stood, it might be con

tended that it would cover even the case of a

laundry. Lord Halsbury considered the con-

tention of the Water Board had been carried

to an aljsnrd extent. If an old lady had
someone in to tea, for which she made a

charge, the water might be said to be for a

trade purpose. 'I'he same would apply in

the case of a person keeping lodgers. To an

inquiry by Lord Dunedin if there was any

trade in whiclf no water was used, counsel

instanced tailoring. "Oh," remarked his

Lordship, "even a tailor sometimes requires

to damp his sponge." Lord Dunedin also

put a series of awkward questions from the

appellants' point of view. It is not difficult

to guess what tlie decision of the House of

Lords will be, for at the conclusion of the

ease for the appellants. Lord Halsbury an-

nounced that if their Lordships considered it

necessary to hear arguments for the re-

spondent, intimation to that effect would b(>

made.

We are glad the Dean and Chapter of St.

Paul's have made it known that no further

memorials of the dead can be placed on the

main floor of the Cathedral. The decision

does not apply to the crypt, where there are

more memorials than above ; and where also,

we imagine, it will be necessary ere long to

limit, and ultimately to refuse, admission. Of

course, as the Bishop of Rochester poiiited

out a few days since, and we have often re-

marked, if cremation became general, and

memorial-erectors would be a little more

modest in their requirements, our churches,

and St. Paul's among them, might for many
years to come suitably house the great dead

and sufficiently record their memory. Snrely

a more fitting use of tlie "ashes of our

fathers and the temples of our gods" than

the degradation of the latter to the level of

show-houses of what are often mere ceno-

taphs?

The travels and vicissitudes of some of the

railings formerly round St. Paul's Cathedral

will be noted with interest by the archieo-

logists of future centuries, and may
puzzle .some of them. Some of them, it

seems, found their way to Toronto, according

to a correspondent of the Erii/ineer :

" X Dortion of tlie railings are in this city in Hijxli

Park, where they were placed by Mr. .T. G. Howard in

1H7.'), round tlie tomb which lie built in the park, and
where he and his wife are buried, .\fter their removal
from St. Paul's, the railings were purchased by Mr.
Mountcastle from Mr. Hogarth and sent on the
steamer 'Delta' for Toronto in 1874. The ' Delta '

went ashore five miles from Cape Chat Light. Some
of the railings were recovered from the wreck and
sent to Montreal. They were brought from Montreal
by Mr. Howard, and repaired by the St. Lawrence
Foundry before being erected in their present
position. The following in,scription was placed on
the railings by Rlr. Howard, and is still in position ;

—

" St. Paul's Cathedral for 160 years I did enclose.
Oh, Stranger, look with reverence:

^lan. Man, unstable man.
It was thou who caused the severence.

" Nov. 18, 1875. ".J. O. H."

Toronto. October 28th, P. W. Bakxks.

As a matter of fact, it was the increasing

traffic which compelled the restriction of the

churchyard. But they were good railings,

anyhow ; atid whoever was responsible at the

time might have made legitimate use of them
however, and saved them from the clutch of

the ocean and the orthography of their

purchaser.

One of the pleasuutest memories of the

week has been a brief but cordial visit by Mr.

S. Brandt Walsh, of the United States

Supervising Architect's Office, a Department
analogous to our own Office of Works, which
has the design and control of all Government
buildings throughout the vast area it

administers. Mr. Walsh was accompanied
by bis charming wife, who assured us she

had enjoyed every minute she liad spent in

England. Mr. Walsh had been specially

desired to call by his chief, Mr. Ginder, and
convey his kindly appreciation of the

Building Niiws, which, we are glad to

know, is regularly read and appreciated in

the office as the chief British architectural

journal. As may be judged, tlie activities of

the American Supervising Architect are

tremendous, and the energies of its inside

staff and its " Pield-Force " are pretty

heavily taxed, the work being generally

brisk and at widely-distant centres. In spite

of recent increases here, we gather that the

cost of building materials in the States is at

Ica.st double the average here, and require-

ments being generally exigeant, it was not

as often as might be wished that money
could be spared for due architectural treat-

ment externally. We hope, at an early date,

by Mr. Ginder's courtesy and Mr. Walsh's

good offices, to give our readers some illus-

trations of one of the largest Governmental
buildings now nearing completion, with

some interesting details of its construction.

To correspondents who have addressed us

on the unpleasant subject referred to in our

fifth paragraph on this page last week we
can only say as yet that we are collecting

further evidence. Whether we shall publish

that presently depends on events, over some

of which we have no control. At the present

moment it may be inadvisable to do so. If

others more concerned than we ourselves

think so, evidence of all the facts will be

carefully preserved against certain contin-

gencies, when it may be produced amid quite

different surroundings than those of our own

columns.

Part of the shipping facilities of Sydney
Harbour is to be remodelled at an expenditure

of i;6,500,000. Extensive additions to the

wharfage are also outlined for other parts of

the harbour. The new wharf frontage will be

42,600ft., and will provide accommodation for

seventy-one vessels, each 600ft. in length.

A scheme for the widening of the bridge over

the railway at High-street, Putney, is being

deferred, in the hope that the Ko-ad Board will

contribute to the cost—i;6. 000. The London and
Couth-Western Railway Co. are willing to pay
iS75, and the London County Council one-third

of tlie remainder. The Road Board has hitherto

refused to make a grant ; but the Wandsworth
Borough Council will resubmit the scheme to

the Board for further consideration.

The memorial erected in Cranbrook Church
to the memory of Lieutenant Boyd Alexander,

Rifle Brigade" who was killed on his trans-

African expedition, and to Captain Claud
Alexander. Scots Guards, who died on a former

expedition in Nigeria, will be unveiled by Lady
Scott and dedicated by the .\rclibishop of

Canterbury to-day (Friday). The memorial
consists of a panel in white marble, bearing

medallions of the brothers Boyd and Claud

Alexander, designed and executed by Mr. Robert

Colton. A.R.A.
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•' CHARTERED ARCHITECTS " OR
STATUTORY REGISTRATION.

To the Editor of thu BuiI.DINO Nliws.

SiK,—Tlio publication of your article on
tliis important subject in last week's
BriLDiNG News opens the way for a little

public discussion of the matter before the
K.l.B.A. meeting on December 1, when the
proposals which have been made are due for
formal presentation. There is a good deal
to be said for tiie adoption of this course, at

least so far as the wider aspects of the matter
arc concerned, the smaller and more
parochial aspects—such as the effect which
would be produced upon the status of present
Fellows and Associates, and the obvious
malignity of the proposed omission of
members of the Society of Architects from
the list of the "Chartered"—being left for
consideration within closed doors.
Thus limited, there appear to be three

questions which, above all others, would be
the better for open discussion— viz. :

Are the proposals practicable?
Are they likely to promote architectural

advance?
Are they more likely to do this than any-

thing else that could be devised?

For my part, I greatly doubt their prac-
ticability. It would, I feel sure, take a great
deal to persuade the Privy Council to advise
the King to grant another Supplemental
Charter so soon after that of 1909, especially
if it contained any controversial matter, or
were met with any organised opposition
whatever. It would take a great deal more
persuasion to obtain Charter sanction for
the issue of a scale of fees payable to
"Chartered Architects" under the regis cf
the Privy Council, and so to convert these
folk into a trades-union of the worst
description.

I also doubt whether any substantial gain
would accrue to architecture. A voluntary
and bogus degree, such as that of " Chartered
Architect" would be. obtainable by passing
a low grade examination, would neither be
of educational value nor add to the dignity
of the profession. It is not in the least the
ideal at which Registrationists are aiming,
whcli is the formulation of a sound examina-
tion, gradually rising in standard as time
goes on, and highly educative, which every-
one would in future be compdUd to pass
before being allowed to earn his livelihood
by the practice of architecture.
This answers my third question. If the

solicitors and Parliamentary agents con
suited by the R.I.B.A. have reported un
favourably to the prospects of the successful
promotion of a proper Registration Bill

—

well, I, for one, would like to know the exact
wording of the case submitted to them. Yon
have yourself, Sir. put your finger upon a
point which may have been uiinecessarilv
included, for it is fairly common knowledge
that the R.I.B.A. Council wishes to be the
sole controlling body of the profession, while
the precedent of other professional organisa-
tions is for tlie creation of an independent
(ieneral Council, on which the Privy Council
is strongly represented. If, added to tliis,

the legalisation of a Scale of Charges was
included as an essential, an unfavourable
report was a foregone conclusion. Other
mistakes also may have been made. Anyhow,
after thirty years' experience of the matter,
1 am as firmly convinced as ever that
Statutory Registration is within the range of
the practicable. Having waited so long, I

think it worth while to wait a little longer,
encouraged by the fact that at length the
entire architectural profession has come
round to my views, rather than to tamely
accept an ineffectual substitute.— I am, etc.",

G. A. T. MiDDI.ETON.

Sir.—As they say in America, "we are up
against a tough proposition." and no doubt
when the meeting at Conduit-street takes
place on December I nianv nieinbers will
want to have a say. More than likelv some,
for the good reason that all cannot speak at

ouce, will be prevented from joining in the
debate. It can do no harm, therefore, to

ventilate a few opinions beforehand, in order
to clear the ground. Whatever happens, it is

well to remember, in the face of so much
diversity of views, that there is no bond of
union so strong as the bond created by
common dangers faced in common.
The exclusion of the Society of Architects,

however difficult the details of that union of

forces may have been, was, I venture to say,
not only an error of tactics, but it was
foolishly shortsighted. I hold no brief for
that body, and, unlike some who have been
more or less associated with its membership
and yet opposed the inclusion of the Society,
I have never had any dealings with it from
lirst to last ; but I foresaw what the Council
of the Institute now appear to have passed
over in their report, that the cause of Regis-
tration must be jeopardised by any such lack
of union as this necessitates, be the Society
what it may.
According to the report, which we are

called upon to consider at this Special
General Meeting, the Institute now proposes,
rightly or wrongly, to create "Chartered
Architects." who may, if they like, remain
outside any professional body whatever,
while, at the same time, no mention is made
of the Society. When the proposal with
regard to the fusion of that body was
" referred back for further consideration by
the Council" on .lanuary 8. 1912, I, for one,
eertainly did not understand that this
reference was intended to cover what appears
to have happened by dropping this project
entirely. Some who spoke at this meeting
seemed to be actuated by the spirit expressed
by the President of the United States, when
he said, as I saw reported .somewhere.
What, make gentlemen chum with rankers

and degrade the nobility of Pork by associa-
tion with muckers?" Be that as it m.iy, if

one thing is more clear than another, it is

this, that if ever Registration is to be secured !

the Government will take care that every
Tom, Dick, and Harry calling themselves

j

architects will be recognised by statute,
whether we like "rankers" or not. I

"But what of the Chartered Institute of'
British Architects?" say some, as if that

[

covered the scope of tlie question, and so
they recall Sir Boyle Roche's speech in the
Irish House of Commons. " Mr. Speaker,"
said he. "if we once permitted the villainous
masons to meddle with the buttresses and
walls of our ancient Constitution they would
never stop or stay, sir, till they brought
down the foundation-stones tumbling about
our ears on the top of one another, and
throw our bleeding heads upon the table to
stare us in the face." This may be only very
typical of St. Stephen's Green, but at
bottom is the exclusion of the Society of
Architects less farcical? I doubt it when we
consider what we are setting out to accom-
plish, for in union alone consists our
strength. Without it Registration is nowhere.

In so far as the Institute itself is con-
cerned, is it likely to increase the aggregate
of the Fellowship by allowing the Associates
equal voting power with the Fellows? What
will remain for the Associates to look
forward to if fall privileges in this way are
accorded, and what inducement remains to
inspire them to join the higher grade? Prac-
tically none. We all know how lethargic the
.\ssociates already are in this respect, and
how times and again Presidents and others,
including myself, have endeavoured to induce
.Associates in full practice, who have long
outstayed their membership as such, to take
up the Pellowship. As a matter of domestic
economy I very much doubt the wisdom of
thus allowing the comparatively few (851)
Fellows to be outvoted on crucial questions
by the 1,621 Associates.
Now the Licentiates are also to have 10

per cent, voting power, and these gentlemen
number 2.089. If the scheme advocated so
clearly and so well by Mr. .1. S. Gibson on
January 8 last year jiad been adopted, this
proposal, as now put forward, would never
have been made ; but he was not supported
by tlie Couneil at that time as he should have
been, while it remains to add that the
majority who referred this question back
mostly comprised the younger men present.

I have never been a keen Registrationist, but
I did advisedly vote in the minority on this
occasion in loyalty to the Council, after what
I had learned as a member of that body, the
principle of Registration having been pre-
viously adopted by the Institute. Is it so
certain now that the minority on January 8,
1912, was wrong?—I am, etc.,

Maurice B. Adams.

Slii.— If some architectural Carson does
not spring into the field I shall be surprised.

It seems to me that all the objections
Ulster has to Home Rule will be analogous
as far as the Society of Architects' probable
hostility to the new proposals of the
R.I.B.A. is concerned.

Possibly, too. that of the Universities and
the Irish and Scottish architectural institutes.

Other unpleasant possibilities suggest them-
selves. In America the licensing of architects
is almost entirely by the State or the munici-
pality. See vour own recent issues, pages
303. 661, 839, "etc.. Vol. CIV.

I am sure the strong British provincial
societies will not like these latest proposals
of the R.I.B.A. What is to hinder Man-
chester, Liverpool, Bristol, and other strong
societies seeking Licen.se. Registration, or
"Charter" from their own local authorities?
Most of the work of their members isjocal.

and qualification of any sort is mainly of

local value.

The R.I.B.A. is sowing dragons' teeth.

—

I am, etc.. Hon. Member S.A.

Sir,—I advise all interested, before they

speak at the R.I.B.A. meeting on Monday
week, to read carefully Mr. Sydney Perks's

valuable remarks at the meeting of Jan. 8,

1912, as reported in vour issue of March I.

1912.

Mr. Perks said then :
" We are going on

with that [Registration], with or without the

Society of Architects." I hope he is still

of the same intention.

I feel certain, anyhow, that the opposition

to Registration he then predicted on the part

of the Civil Engineers, the Surveyors, and

other powerful bodies of their sort will be

redoubled against the new proposals of the

R.I.B.A. Council.

As Mr. Perks pointed out, their new
Charter-making "is a very serious thing. It

might lead to an inquiry ; but it is not a good

thing to have an inquiry about a Charter."—

1

am. etc..

An Insignificant Little Flapper.

COVENTRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.

Sir,— I applied for the Conditions of this

competition before they were declared to be

unsatisfactory by the R.I.B.A. I have now
returned them to the promoters, accom-

panied by a letter to the effect that I should

be w^illing to compete if they were amended.

As mv deposit of £1 Is. has been sent back

to me without a word of explanation, 1 can

only assume that there is no intention of

making any revisions. I take it that the

competition" will, therefore, go forward, in

spite of members of the R.I.B.A. being con-

spicuous by their absence. It can be taken

for granted that a large number of designs

will be received, and particularly so as those

competing will know that, under the circum-

stances, they have a much better chance of

success than would otherwise be the case.

The Coventry Education Authority will,

therefore, be" thoroughly satisfied with the

response in point of numbers, and so long

as a certain quantity of designs are received,

the question of their quality will not trouble

them.
This is not an isolated case, and it is a

deplorable fact that architects outside the

Institute can be found to take advantage of

such unfair circumstances. I cannot help

thinking that it is time the R.I.B.A. sent

down a representative to the exhibition of

drawings in connection with any competition

so promoted, in order to take the names
of those submitting designs ; and under no
circumstances should anyone competing be

eligible for future membership of the Insti-

tute, either as a Fellow, Associate, or

Licentiate. The Institute can °»ell afiford
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to bail those ulio will not conrorm to the
ordinary standards of profi-ssional loyalty
and etiqnette. It woidd, at any rate, at once
pnt a black mark against sncli "blacklegs."

In any ease, the state of affairs that is now
so frec|nerdly oeenrring in connection with
competitions is surely another forcible argu
nieiit ill favour of liegistration, even if we
get no more than "chartered architects" as
the outcome of it all. I take it that the
Council of the R.I.B.A. would then have the
power to strike any offender off the rolls
who competed in face of a prohibition, and
though it is possible that competition pro-
moters might receive a certain number of
designs in spite of uusatisfaotorv Conditions,
they might, perhaps, then realise that the
work would eventually be carried out by an
unqualified man.- I am, etc.,
Nov. 14. 191.3. F.R.I.B.A.

[It seems rather a pity the City of Coventry
did not adopt mir suggestion on p. 471 iii

our issue of October ,3! — En. B.X."]

TH.\TCII IN COUNTRY DIRTRICTS.
Sir,—The excellent support given by yon

in your issue of the 14tli to the movement
for encouraging the use of thatch in country
districts will have laid all lovers of scenery,
as well, I hope, as farmers and landowner's,
under a debt of gratitude.

In this district reed is at £5 per hundred
nitches (in North Devon I understaiul it is

considerably cheaper, and in other parts of
the coimtry, no doubt, it will varv somewhat
ill price!

; adding the cost of labour, a fair-
sized cottage or outbuilding can be thoroughly
well thatched, to last thirty years, at a cost
of from £13 to £15. Larger buildings, of
course, in proportion. Not a great sum to
pay once in a generation for a covering
which is warm, cool, weather-proof, and a
joy to the eye.

Ill some parts of England. I believe,
thntchers are hard to find; but in many
districts (this neighbourhood, for instance)
there are a number of good tliatchers. and
it is needless to point out that the supply
would increase with the demand.

1 shall be very glad to send a copy of the
pamphlet to anyone on receipt of a postcard.
-I am, etc., L. Mark Ki:nnaway,

St. Helens, Teignmouth, Nov. 18.

In our list of tenders for JJie Hearts of Oak
extension, Euston-road, lasfweek, the details of
ferro-concrete work, it-was stated, were supplied
!iy Mr. G. F. Wells. It should, of course, have
been Mr. E. P. Wells, consulting engineer.

Mr. J. B. Thornley. of Darwen. has been
appointed architect for a new Wesleyan school
which is to be erected af Pilling, near i^t.

Anne's-on-Sea. It is expected that the work will

commence in the early spring of next year.

Premises for tlie Munster and Leinster
R,Tnkiug Company are being built at Athloiie
from plans by Messrs. McDonnell and Reid.
architects, of Dublin. The contract has been
taken, at about £2.000. by Messrs. McLaughlin
and Harvey, Ltd., Dublin.

The death is announced of Mr. Alfred
Williams. M.Inst.C.E.. who was for many years
engineer and manager of the Harbour Board
of Sydney. N.S.W. Mr. Williams, who was a
brother of Mr. B. W. Leader. R.A.. and of the
late Sir E. Leader Williams, was in his eightieth
year.

The sovernors of the Royal Grammar School.
High Wvcombe, have accepted the fender of
Messrs. Hunt and Son. of that town, at .£9,533.
for the erection of a new school on .Amersham
Hill, on a site purchased from the Marquess of
Lincolnshire. The entire scheme, including the
master's house and accommodation for boarders,
will involve an expenditure of between £18,000
and £19.000.

.\t Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan
Water Board. Mr. Vesey Fitzgerald stated, in
reply to questions, that he was not in a position
to renort what steps would be taken to remove
I lie Board's central ofhces to Rosebery-avenue.
He and other members were under the im-
pression, when it was decided to remove to the
avenue, that the site was available at any time
and practically no expense. This was not the
case, and the site was not yet available. A
report on the matter might he presented at the
next Board meeting. '

©ur illlnstrations.

HKill ALI.U;, ST.
t'lllKCll, Sdllll

RERKIJOS TO THE
C Ul 11 B ERl • S
KENS I NO TON.

This unusually large altar-sereeii, .some
.")Oft. in height, is just -now being erected,
almost entirely filling the east end of the
lofty chancel of this well-known church in

I'liilbeach gardens. S,W., near Earl's Court.
The work as herewith illustrated is

already approaching completion. though
hidden from view. It has been carried
out ill oak, with the statuary and figure-

panels in lime - wood. The elevation is

28ft. wide. The architect is the Rev.
Ernest Geldart, of Woodside - Felday,
near Dorking, who, prior to his taking
orders, qualified as an architect by eight
years' experience in the offices of the late

.A.lfred Waterliouse. R.A. We gave a double-
page in our i.ssue for October 23. 18!)!, of
the stalls by Mr. fieldart in Clumber Church
for the Duke of Newcastle — the church
being, of course, one of the notable buildings
by Bodley and Garner. The style wbicdi Mr.
Geldart has adopted in this particularly
elaborate example of ecclesiastical woodwcirk
at Kensiiigton is a late phase of "Spanish
Gothic," thoroughly followed out in detail,
and in accord with historic precedent. The
"motif" of the design is the worship of the
Redeemer, with incense and lights, as illus-

trated by the central part of the composition,
devoted to the Majesty. The statues include
the Twelve Apostles and Four Major
Prophets, also the Four Doctors of the
Western Church. The Evangelistic beasts of
the Apocalypse are appropriately introduced
as emblems of perpetual worship. Messrs.
Taylor and Clifton sculptured the figure
reliefs and statuary, while Messrs. Boultou
have made the structural framework and
architectural canopies, traceries, and other
parts of its enrichment. The weight of the
wdiole structure was so considerable that
steel girders were introduced, we niider-
taiid, to insure a solid and sufficient
foundation in the sanctuary where it stands,
the altar being somewhat recessed. The
cost, closely approaching £3,000. has been
provided for by subscription, in recognition of
the long and successful incumbency of the
Rev. Henry Westall. who has been the vicar
for over twenty five years. The Church of
St. Cuthbert was erected from the designs
of the late H. Roumieu Gough. An illustration
of the nave and choir will be found in the
Bi'ii.DiNG Nf.ws for .lune 10. 1892. when we
illustrated the priests' stalls.

CATHEDRALS OF NOTRE DAME.
ANTWERP. AND ST. ROMBOLD,
MALINES, BELGIUM.

WATER-rOLOfR SKETCHKS I!Vsketchks
ga.scovm:.

MR. CHARLES

These two delightful brush drawings were
recently made during a trip to the Nether-
lands by Mr. Charles Gascoyne. and their
primary intention was to record impressions
of different tours, and not so much as archi-
tectural studies, although the buildings of
the towns visited furnished the chief attrac-
tion of this itinerary. These impressions do
not lay claim to rank as the kind of drawing
which implies detailed informntion by way
represented, but are published as sketches,
represented, and are published as sketches.
As such, our readers will, we know, be glad
to have them, and we hope soon to be
enabled to give some others by the same
capable artist, whose architectural drawings
of contemporary buildings have formed so
notable a feature in recent exhibitions at the
Royal Academy.

ANTWERP CATHEDRAL.
This church is the most beautiful and

largest example of its kind in the Nether-
lands. .Jean Amel or Appelmaus of Boulogne
superintended the work when it was com-
menced in 1.352. and he was succeeded bv
Jean Tac and Master Everaert. whose work
extended to 1449. The choir, chapels, and
tower up to the first gallery belong to this
period~-1.3.52 1449; the south aisles, 1425-72;

and the north aisles, 1472-1500. Herman Van
Waghemaker, who died in 1503, supervised
llie building, and was followed by Dominic,
his sou, who was responsible for the church
architecturally during the early part of the
Kith century, when he did flij dome above
the crossing and the Late Gothic upper part
of tile north tower, the first pinnacle ilating
probably from 1592. The south tower, as
seen in Mr. Gascoyne's sketch, was left un-
finished, and only a third of the contem-
plated heiglit was reached in 1474. The
aisles were viiiillcd when the groining of the
nave was carried out. between 1611 Hi. Fire
and pillage did much havoc to the idinrch
oil three occasions 15.33. 151)6 (by Puritans),
and 1794 (by French Republicans). Fr.
Durlet was the architect of the restoration
executed about thirty-six years ago. He died
ill 1876. K. Fife coiitinued'the repairs, and the
main front and part of the north side were
opened out; but old houses of no very special
interest hem in the cathedral badly. Fr.
Baeckelmaiis long took his .share in looking
after the building as the cathedral architect.
The north tower and spire measure 402ft.
high, and the graceful and elaborate "open-
work" was compared by Charles V. to
Mechlin lace. Five hundred and fourteen
steps lead to the first gallery, and one
hundred and two more to the .second and
highest. The chimes are very beautiful, and
long remain pleasant in the niemory of those
who know "their Anvers." Tliev "consist of
forty hells. The largest, cast in 1507. weighs
eight tons. At its consecration, Charles V
stood godfather. Such are a few leading
facts of historical interest; but we do not
propose to describe the building, which is
cruciform on plan, with triple aisles and
ambulatory.

MALINES CATHEDRAL.
The second study is in the ancient town

of Malines, on the River Dyle, with its
thirty-hve bridges over various tributaries
Howing through the. city, "midst a host of
quaint and interesting old liiiildings The
e^itiedral faces the remodelled 13th-ceriturv
Hotel de \i le (1715). The dedication is to
St. Rombold. and the work commenced at
the end of the 1.3th century, being completed
'" K :,.-^ '^'^ happened in 1,342. so that
the building was to a great extent recon-
structed during the Hth and 15th centuries
Since 1560 it has been an archiepiscopal
metropolitan church. The tower is ,324ft
high, but was intended to be huce with a
spire rising to 46nft. from the ground-coii-
siderably higher than the famous tower and
spire at Antwerp. The clock-face on the
tower IS 4!)ft. in diameter. The cost of the
church was almost entirely paid by the alms
of pilgrims who flocked to Malines to obtain
the indulgences issued by Pope Nicholas V
during the Hth and 15th centuries The
length of the chureli is ,3n6ft., the nave is
S9ft. high and 40ft. wide. The pulpit, like
mo.st of those in the chief Belgian churches
IS carved in wood, the work of Boeckstuyn.s
of Malines. It represents the Conversion of
St. Norbert. The organ-choir is elaborately
carved. During recent years the cathedra']
has undergone the process of what is called
"restoration." These few notes will suffice
as supplementary to our double-page plate-
but Its interest consists in the charm of the
drawings, recalling impressions left in the
mind of those who have been to Malines and
remember, probably. "Mechelen beer" foam-
ing hke champagne, hut leaving a ta.ste not
soon forgotten.

STABLES AND COTTAGE TO A HOUSE
IN OXFORDSHIRE.

These stable buildings were built of brick
faced with field flints. The cottage is con-
structed entirely of half-timber, with lath-
and-plaster filling only. The oak used for
this was green oak split and worked in the
adjoining woods on the property, and the
work was erected immediately' after the
felling of the trees. The two plans and pair
of views illustrate the arrangements. The
whole of the casements, hinges, etc.. were
made in the locality, and the builder was
Mr. T. W. Winkworth. of Woodcote. Reading.
Messrs. .John W. Simpson. F.R.I.B.A., and
Maxwell Ayrton, A. R.I.B.A.. were the
architects.
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BROOKLYN HOUSE, SHERBORNE.
DORSET.

The two views of tlie hall sliow a portion

of the recent alterations in this old building,

the half-timber treatment being adopted to

overcome tlie difficulty presented by the old

and new plastering, the timbers being merely
stained, without varnisli, and the plastering

Mniply whitened. Tlie work was carrierl

out to fit the building as an office and resi-

dence for Mr. Edward C. H. Maidinan,
Lie.R.I.B.A., and ex-vice-president of Edin-

burgh Architectural Association, who has

recently removed from that city. The
builder was Mr. H. Gillingham, and the

pliotographs from the studio of Mr. W. M.
Chaffin, both of Sherborne.

BLOOMSBURY CENTRAL BAPTIST
CHURCH ALTERATIONS, 1913.

The termination of the lea.se of the Baptist
Institute premises in New Oxford-street has
been the occasion of a somewhat novel
departure in chnpel building. After un-
succes.sful negotiation for adjacent sites,

it was decided that the necessary
accommodation should be provided above

for the use of the new story. All the

secondary beams and slabs of the floor, the

stanchions supporting roof, and the whole of

the roof are constructed in reinforced

concrete on the Kahn system. The floor is

designed for a live load of Icwt., and has
also to carry a large part of the roof-load,

the wall-loads of the hall above being
supported on becondary beams. The slabs,

lift. Gill, centre to centre, are SJ-in. thick,

reinforced with ^in. Kahn rib bars on Sin.

centres. Continuity is provided by -Jin. rib

bars also on Sin. centres, and also across

the main composite girders, which are cased
solid with concrete, temperature bars being
placed transversely along the major axis of

each panel. These main girders, two in

number, are 42ft. from centre to centre, and
the hall, 27rt. wide, is placed centrally above,
the cross-girders carrying the roof-point loads,

and the containing walls are borne by
secondary concrete beams, 14iii. by 9in..

reinforced with two ain. rib bars for both
tension and negative bending over girder
supports. A hole 2ft. square is formed in

the centre panel, in connection with the
chandelier lighting the chapel below. The

BLOOMSRTTRV CKNTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH.

the auditorium of Bloomsbury Chapel.
This familiar structure, after the Loin
bardic style in treatment externally, was.
when erected in 1848. indirectly con-
cerned with the enterprise of Sir Morton
Peto, the famous builder, and it was carried
out from the designs of the well known archi-
tect John Gibson (1819 1892). The building
was roofed in one span with timber trusses
having a span of 04ft. Gin. The problem
that presented itself was how best to carry
the additional .story while keeping the body
of the auditorium below reasonably free of
iron columns. This has been effected by
concentrating the load on four main 12in. by
12in. stanchions following the line of the
towers, the treatment lending itself suitably
for this square type of plan. The span's
lietween the columns, being over 42ft. and
.34ft. respectively, necessitated unusually
heavy .steelwork, the space between the floor-
slab and the false ceiling being utilised for
ventilation - trunks. The new floor is con-
structed of fcrro - concrete on the Kalin
.system. It is approached by two stairs and
a lift, one staircase being entirely reserved

internal supports of the roof consist of t\\'0

rows of concrete columns of irregular section
;

three on either side are formed as twin
pilasters, and provide the main architectural
feature of the hall interior, those of the
angles on each side being single. The
anchoring of these stanchions to the steel

girders is provided for by passing |iii. splice-
bars through the compression webs and
bolting on the under side. These stanchions
are reinforced with from four to twelve |in.
rib bars, according to their shape and duty,
bound with 3-16in. wire at 9in. centres, and
are rebated to hold the panels between, which
are formed of Kahn Hy-Rib lathing and
cement plaster to a thickness of 4in. where
solid, and Gin. in the case of double walls.
All the partitions forming the corridors and
offices on either side and at the vestibule end
are also constructed with Hy-Rih. The roof
is a complicated piece of work, on account
of the splay occurring at both sides, while
the part over the hall is raised, with a long
top-light

; the whole, including dormers on
each side, is entirely carried out in reinforced
concrete. The double-angled beams of the

nuuisard, the curved beams of the coved hall
roof, together with the triminiiig beams to

top light, and the beams of the flat over the
front portions, are all formed with Kahn
and rib bars, with extra stirruping at tlie

angles and curves, where such occur. The
three coved beams over the hall, as seen from
below, are double, and follow the lines of

the pilasters aforementioned. They are 18in.

deep and 42in. wide, each twin-beam being
reinforced with four IJin. rib bars in com-
pression, and two IJin. rib, with one l|iii.

Kahn bars in tension, and liii. by Jin. flat

double vertical binders every 9in.. increasing
to every Bin. at the bends at each end.
These beams are 26ft. Gin. ^pan. The
cranked beams of the mansard are 18in. by
12in., reinforced with two l^in. Kahn and
two 3in. rib bars, with lin. by Jin. binders
at the angle, the soffit of which is

rouiuled. Anchor-bars of §in. rib extend well

into the external dwarf columns on which
they bear. The roof slabs are 4.|in.. with the

exception of the front flat, which is 5,^in.

They are reinforced with fin. and Jin. ril>

bars at varying centres, according to the

spans, and transverse bars for temperature
are spaced approximately at 2ft. Gin. centres.

Hy Rib ceilings are suspended over the

chapel and the hall abo\e, hangers of 3-16iii.

wire every 2ft. Gin. being cast in the floor or

roof for this purpose, while the coving to the

upper hall was formed by IJin. by iin. flats

bent to curve. The concrete was the ordinary

reinforced concrete specification—namely. 1

part of cement to British standard require

ments, 2 parts of clean washed sand, and 4

parts of crushed ballast to pass a Jin. mesh.

The work was carried out to the designs of

the Tiaissed Concrete Steel Co., Ltd., of 82.

Caxton House. Westminster, who were the

consulting engineers for this part of the

work, and who supplied the Kahn System re-

inforcement and Hy-Ril). Considerable

alterations have also been made in the lower

portion of the premises in the provision of

additional classrooms, lavatories, etc. The
total cost of the work, including new organ,

will amount to nearly £in,nOO. Mr. H. F.

Mnrrell, A.R.I.B.A.. has this alteration in

band, as shown by the accompanying plans,

section, and elevation.

HASWELL CO-OPERATIVE PROVISION
SOCIETY, LTD: WHEATLEY HILL
BRANCH.

(.SELECTED DE.SION.)

This building is about to be erected on the

site of the existing premises, and is to be

built in sections, so that business will not

be interrupted. The scH&me provides a main
building for all departments, a stable block,

and a manager's house. The main building

is to be of ferro-concrete, with a front of

artificial stone. The plan is an attempt to

insure an ideal co-operative store for a

colliery town. The position of the manager's

office and the loading-benches and balcony

are features of the scheme. Steel doors and

windows are to be used throughout. A roof

garden is arranged on the flat covering the

main block. We give the two main plans.

Mr, J. Wilson Hays, the architect, Wingate,

Co. Durham, was placed first in open com-

petition lately.

The extension of the nurses' home at Harton
Workhouse, South Shields, was opened on

Friday. Sixteen bedrooms have been added,
providing a total accommodation for forty

nurses, together with classrooms, sitting-room,

and writing-room. The hospital kitchen has also

been extended.

The proposal of H.M. Office of Woods and
Forests to build a concrete wall on the inner
side of the towpath which protects the Old
Deer Park from Thames floods has aronseil

protests from the local authorities of Ricliniond.

Twickenham, and Isleworth. The park adjoins
Kew Gardens, and part of it is leased to the
Mid-Surrey Golf Club by the Crown. During
heavy floods, two or three of the golf-greens
have been flooded, and to prevent this the Office
(if Woods and Forests propose to build a 3ft -

hi^h wall along the whole length of the park
nctt the towpath. The cost will be over £3.000.
and the Government Department suggested that
Richmond should make a contribution towards
the outlay.
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Ul.()(..MSIiUUY CKTrUAh BAVTIST fllURCII.- M.. John Gii.son. K.R.I.B.A., 181!MS!I-J -\n.l,il,.et
AIt,T,ilH.,,s. l!i|;!, M,.. 11. F. Muium.i., A.R.T.B.A., Architect.
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THE HALL OF AN ARCHIThXTS HOUSE, SHERBORNE,
Mr. Edward C. H. Maidman. Architect.

DORSET.
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(Bnginrmng jEtotes.

BLFCKIE HARBOUR EXTENSION
CONTRACT.--A special meeting of Buckie
Tiiwii Council was held on Friday night,

^\lii>n till' c'OutriK't for the second extension of

Buokie Harlioiir with Messrs. Charles Brand
and Sons, Glasgow, was signed. The con-

tract inclndes ,i;;i:i,(IK(l for the north-west pii'r

extension. £0.344 for the east jetty, £14,4;)0

for excavating the inner harhour, £4,57G for

the south (|uay and roadway. £4,945 for the

east (|nay and roadway, £0,7(1(1 for slipway
fin- steam drifters. £1.118 for jetty extension.

£1,11111 for east pier extension, and £7,550 for

a new enihankment in West Bay. The total

contract amounts to £88,1.54. Three and a

half years are given to finish the work. Docu-
iiu^nts were also signed for a loan of £10,000
from the Public Works Loan Board.

COMPETITIONS.
riCCAOlLI^V. W. Tlie following is the

nsult in this recent competition, in which
iMi-. Henry Tanner, F.R.I.B.A.. acted as

the assessor, £50 being offered fin- the best

design for a shop front at 1210, rieeadiliy, for

Messrs. Martins. In spite of the fact that

ni ai'ly 2(10 designs were sent in, we are told

iHit one of them fulfilled all the requirements,
I'lhsequently the £50 prize has not been
awarded. Both Mr. Tanner and Messrs.

Martin realised, however, that some mark of

appreciation of the serions attempts made by
f^n many competitors was due; consequently

tin- £50 has been split into five solatium
clicques of £10 each, and sent to the follow-

ing competitors: " Ponrposter," Chelsea;
'-Oh! I say." New Cross; "Corona-Corona,"
Bloomsbury, W.C. ; -Buttercnp." Putney,

:S.W. ; "Nestor." New-castle-on Tyne. Next
.week we shall illustrate one of tlie designs,

which we think has merits of a high order.

REIGATE.— Eleven designs have been
received in the limited competition for the

new infirmary at Reigate, to be bnilt by the

union of that locality. All the firms chosen
to compete have, therefore, responded, but
fui'iy applications were originally received;

(. ildOO is the price laid down for the cost of

the- work, and the architect's payment is fixed

lii i:.'iOO, besides travelling expenses; £21 will

be given as a premium to the author of the

ilf^ign placed second.

SUMMIT.—In a limited competition for

tlic lay-out of a garden suburb at Summit
for Mr. A. G. C. Harvey. M.P., the scheme
of Messrs. S. Butterworth and Duncan.
FF.R.l.B.A.. of 2.\, BaiUie-street, Rochdale,

has been accepted, and they have been in-

structed to prepare the designs for the

houses.

TORONTO.—Mr. Chas. S. Cobb has been

awarded first prize in the competition for the

design for the new registry office building at

Toronto. Mr. Cobb will receive 1,000 dollars

as winner of the first prize, and the terms of

the competition provide for his supervision

of the erection of the building. Second and

third prizes of 600 dollars and 400 dollars

respectively go to Messrs. Chapman and

McGiffin "and" Messrs. Symonds and Rae.

The assessors were Messrs. A. R. Denison,

C. H. C. Wright, and R. H. Bowies.

ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN DECORA-
TIVE PAINTING. — The Royal Com-
missioners for the Exhibition of 1851 have

awarded the Rome Scholarship in Decorative

Painting to Mr. Colin Gill on the unanimous

recommendation of the Faculty of Painting

of the British School at Rome. Mr. Gill,

wlio is twentv-one years of age, is the son

of Mr. George .J. Gill, of Cudham, Kent.

Leaving St. Dunstan's College. Catford,

where he began his studies in art under Mr.

A. W. Carter, in 1908 he became a pupil of

Mr. W. H. Caffvn. the illustrator. Mr. Gill

entered the Slade School in 1910 and studied

under Professors Frederick Brown and

Henry Toiiks. He won the Sladc Scholar-

ship (value £70) in 1911 and the British In-

stitution Scholarship (value £100) in 1912.

He completed his course at the Slade School

tliis summer, and was among the youngest

of the competitors for the Rome Scholarship.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

COURTRAI AND BELGIUM SACRA
MENl' HOUSES. The Rev. Professor

Cooper, D.I)., Glasgow, lectured to the Ediu

burgh members of the Scottish Ecclesio-

logical Society on Saturday afternoon in St.

Cuthberfs Hall on " Courtrai, with Notices

of Some Sacrament Houses in Belgium." He
referred to the close likeness existing be-

tween certain edifices in the Low Countries

and those of Mcdinnal Scotland. This was

brought home to him very strongly when
visiting Courtrai. a town' in West Flanders,

near the French frontier. The faijade of the

Church of Notre Dame recalled the west

front of the Old Aberdeen Cathedral, and in

Vpres the magnificent Cloth Hall bad plainly

suggested to Sir Gilbert Scott ideas for the

front of the Glasgow University. In the

great Church of St. Martin. Courtrai, he

found a stone Sacrament House (the recep-

tacle for storing the reserve Sacrament)

much grander than any they could boast of

in Scotland, but still erected for the same
use. aliout the same period, and set in the

same position in the chancel as the Sacra-

ment Houses in the old churches of the

northern Low-lands of Scotland. This, and
another one in Louvain, were Gothic in de-

sign, elaborately carved, and surmounted by

an openwork pinnacle, the latter rising to .-i

height of 50ft. Tliese Sacrament Houses

came into existence in the end of the 15th

and the beginning of the Ifith century. They
superseded the hanging pyx. which was used

for storing the Eiicharistic bread and the

cup, and probably had their origin in the

idea which was tlien prevalent that the laity

were again to be allowed to communicate in

both kinds. On the other hand, he was

bound to point out that certain Sacrament
houses had been erected after the Reforma-

tion when that idea had been finally aban-

doned.

EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.^The
twenty-seventh general meeting of the Egypt
Exploration Fund was held at the rooms of the

Royal Society, Burlington House, on Fridav,

Lord Cromer presiding. The report of the

committee for the year 1912-1-3 referred to the

resignation of Mr. J. S. Cotton, who had

served the society as hon. secretary for more
than 16 years. Mr. H. R. Hall has accepted

the position. During the past year, in the

absence of sufficient means to carry out the

excavation of the Osireion, the work at

Abydos was confined to a campaign among
the cemeteries, under the leadership of Mr.

T. E. Peet, wdio had the assistance of Mr.

Loat and Professor Whittemore. Altogether

the season's work was successful in the dis-

covery of a good number of objects suitable

for inuenms. Mr. (iriffith reported that

the Archaeological Survey had been active

both in publication and in the collection of

material. An interesting volume, entitled
' Five Theban Tombs," was the work of Mr.

N. de Garis Davies. their former surveyor.

.At Meir last winter Mr. Rlaekman completed

his copies of the Xllth Dynasty tomb of

Senb. and the memoir was now- almost ready

for publication. Meanwhile Mr. Blackman
had returned to Egypt for further copying,

and the remarkable Necropolis of Cnsae at

Meir would no doubt provide him with

U'aterials for several memoirs. The finance

of the fund continued to be a subject of

anxiety. There had been a loss on the year's

working, after charging the survey with its

share of the office expenditure, of .£193,

leaving a balance in hand of £607. With re-

gard to the coming season, the committee

state that the obvious duty of the fund is to

carry to a completion the work at the

Osireion of .Abydos. which w-as undertaken in

1910-11. Professor Edonard Naville gave a

lecture on the progress of the excavations at

the Osireion of Abydos, under his direction,

and expressed the hope that the work would

be completed next winter.

HELLENIC ARCHITECTURE. — Mr.

Banister Fletcher gave n preliminary lecture

on this subject at' the British Museum on

Thursday in last week, and in his opening

observations referred to the almost startling

suddenness of the beauty of Hellenic work.

The rough Mvcensean wall-vyork was trans-

formed bv the subtle Greek spirit into the

perfect fo'rm of the Golden Age of architec-

ture. This was a temple-buililiug period,

and the transformation was the more marvel-

lous when we remcml)ered that the proud

Temple for the god had its origin in a humble

little room for man. Mount Pentelicus was

a veritable fairy godinolher to Greek archi

tectnre at its birth, and out of her marble

treasure were produced the purity of line,

smoothness of surface, and closeness of joints

which gave such mysterious beauty to the

buildings. Greek building sites w-ere gene-

rally near a bill for safety, and some of the

building centres were Olympia, Delphi, and

Athens, and there on the Acropolis after the

fii-eek triumphs over tlif Persians 480 B.C.

the Athenians began a votive temple to their

guardian goddes Athena. 'I'lius rose the

i'arthenon.

LIVERPOOL BUILDING MATERIAL
TRADES ASSOCIATION. The fourth

annual diuner and smoker of the Building

Material Trades Association. Ltd., was

held on Tuesday evening in the Hotel St.

George. Lime-street, Mr. H. (iordon Roberts,

.J. P., presiding over a large attendance,

which included visitors from kindred trades

and as.sociations. After dinner the chairman

proposed the toast of the visitors, and dwelt

upon the necessity of the kindred trades and

associations working together for mutual

benefit. In responses from Mr. T. Belcher,

chairman of the Liverpool Plumbers'

Merchants' Association ; Mr. .lolin Collier,

representing the timber section: Mr. B. B.

Moss, secretary of the Master Builders'

Association ; an'il Mr. Phillips, of Messrs.

Wyndham and Phillips, pipe manufacturers,

this proposal was cordially supported.

Suggestions were made that representation

should be put forward to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer for an amendment in the law

relating to landowners and speculative

builders; also that further effort should be

made to obtain a reduction of conveyance

duty to 10s. per cent.

NEWCASTLEON-TVNE.-At the open-

ing meeting of the Northern Architectural

Association on Wednesday night, Mr.

William Milbiirn, F.R.I.B.A., the president,

remarked that the association had been in

existence fiftv-five years, only one society in

England having been inaugurated at an

earlier date. The number of members had

remained fairly steady since 1906, but the

number of stnileuts had diminished during

that period about 50 per cent. This was a

matter for regret ; but it was to be accounted

for, he thought, by architects not desiring

to take pupils, owing to the continued de-

pression in the building trade, and not, he

hoped, by a want of appreciation of art as a

profession by the younger generation. The

cheap artisaii's house was, in his opinion, a

thing of the past. He well remembered the

day when a good three-room, one story

cottage could be built in the towns for £100;

but now. owing to the increased cost of pro-

duction and greater restrictions by local and

other authorities, the cost had increased

practically 50 per cent. In the planning of

great institutional buildings, particularly

hospitals, there had been considerable

advance in simplicity and in arrangement of

the various parts and units. Wards had been

reduced in size, centralisation improved, and

the general working in the institution kept

in view ; and although he was no great lover

of the competitive system now so popular, he

believed that the great simplicity and im-

provements in the planning of recent public

institutions were in no small degree due to

the w-ork of competitors. He did not think

that most of their materials had been so

greatly improved by the present-day methods

of working and manufacturing them. While

the use of stone had decreased in some cities

and terracotta had taken its place, there had

of necessity coniC to the front a new class of

craftsman and artist, who gave many ex

cellent effects in light and shade and beauty

of line ; hut he must say that he preferred

the texture of the bolder effects obtained by

the use of stone.

ORGANISATION OF D R A I N A G F

AREAS.—Mr. F. W. Cable. A.M. Inst. C.E.,

in the course of a paper read on Monday
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night in Caxtou Hall. London, before the
members of the Institute of Sanitary
Engineers, referred to the rivalry of adjoin-

ing local authorities in providing separate
drainage systems for their respective areas.

This, he said, raised the question as to the
advisability of establishing drainage boards
to control the various geographical drainage
areas throughout the country, and although
they had been tried with indifferent success
in some cases, it was a national question of

a magnitude which warranted the most
serious consideration, and if carried out to a

logical finish, including a combined system of

treatment at one site, it would result in tlie

saving of an enormous sum of money both in

capital outlay and annual expenditure.

RECENT DISCOVERIES IN PALES-
TINE.—Mr. P. S. P. Handcoek delivered
on Saturday afternoon the last of a course
of lectures at the British Museum. He de-
scribed the excavations carried on at Tell
el-Hesy. The mound contained the remains
of eleven cities of Lachish. ranging from
about 1700 to 400 B.C. The ruler of the
earliest city owed allegiance to Egypt. In
the first three cities only bronze implements
have been found, but in the fourth city iron
weapons were discovered, while the presence
of scarabs of the XlXth Dyiiasty rendered
it probable that this was the pity taken by
•Toshua. The sixth city was besieged and
captured by Sennacherib. As a result of the
excavations carried on at Tell ej-Jezer
(Gezer), we now know the history of the
latter city goes back to the Neolithic age.
Mr. Handcoek also described the German
excavations at .Jericho, explaining that there
still exist very substantial remains of the
ancient city walls, which .Joshua dramatic-
ally .states (according to the Authorised
Version) in Chapter vi., "fell down flat." (As
tlie Revised Version shows, the corrected
Hebrew text avers that "the wall fell down
beneath itself "—i.e., sank bodily into the
soft subsoil.) Recent American excava-
tions at Samaria resulted i]i the dis-
covery of the remains of the building
works of Omri and Ahab. At Samaria
various small relics were brought to
light, of wliieh the most important was a
collection of ostraka bearing old Hebrew
inscriptions, written in ink with a reed pen.
They were possibly the earliest examples of
Hebrew writing, and in amoimt far exceeded
all the ancient Hebrew inscriptions yet
known. The majority of them seemed to
have been labels affixed to jars of wine or oil.

Unf^rrmnnmnkation.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

PERSHORE ABBEY. — The Earl of
Coventry makes an appeal for the Reparation
Fund of Pershore Abbey Church, in which
he remarks :—What remains of the Bene-
dictine abbey church is of singular interest,
and presents some features almost or quite
unique among English churches. The south
transept and tower were both found to be in
peril last year. The work of securing them
IS nearly complete; £2,000 was held to be
ncces.sary for this work, and local effort has
succeeded in raising about £1..')40. In July
last a careful examination was made of the
Decorated vaulting of the presbytery, and
very serious danger was disclosed. Owing to
decay of the great oak tiebeams which sup-
port the outer roof, these have slipped from
llu' wall-plates, and have brought so great a
pres.sure upon the stone vault that it has
cracked badly, and the walls have bulged out-
wards. It is estimated that the repairs of
this latter mischief will need a further sum
of ,C.3,0n0. The work of repair has begun,
and IS under the direction of Mr, Harold
Brakspcar. F.S.A.

Kingsthorpe Parish Church. Northamptonshire
w.ns reopened yesterday (Thur.sdav) after ex-
tensive restoration.

Blocks of working. class dwellings are abont to
he built for I lie Guinness Trustees on a site with
frontages to Keniiington Park-road. Pcnton-
phire. and Cantcrbury-mews. Newlngton, S E
from plans liy Messrs' Joseph and Sniillie'm

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearins in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editor's
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts not long essays. Any necessary illustrations
must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be reiiro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.
[13138.] — FBRRO-CONCRETE LINTELS.—What

is the best method of reinforcement for9iu. by4in.
concrete lintels, placed on the flat, for inexpensive
work, such as cottage windows, &c.? Span about
7ft.. distributed load, say, 30cwt. Will some really
experienced reader give sketch-section showing the
position of the metal in reference to the neutral axis
of the lintel, &c. ?—T. H. W.

LEGAI, INTELLIGENCE.
CURIOUS LEGAL QUIBBLE AS TO A

CLOSING ORDER. — Morgan v. Kenyon and
Another. — In the King's Bench Division, on
Friday, this special case, cited by the magistrates
of Bolton, was heard liefore Justices Darling,
iVvory, and Atkin. Mr. Gordon Hewart. K.C..
and Mr. Foley, instructed by the town clerk of

Bolton, appeared for the appellants, and Mr.
Acton for the respondents. Mr. Hewart said
that Mr. Morgan was tlie borough surveyor of
Bolton, and that the respondents were the
owners of certain property. The justices dis-

missed an information before them which
charged the respondents with having erected a
new building without giving proper notice to
the corporation, and without leaving plans and
sections at the borough surveyor's office. The
justices appeared to have misdirected them-
selves. The premises had been the subject of
a closing order because they were stated to be
unfit for human habitation, and the justices
seemed to have been of opinion that the closing
order took away from them the power to object
to plans. In April of this year the respondents
Ijegan by structural alterations to convert
them into a considerable warehouse for
their own use. If the houses were dwelling-
houses, it was contended, the respondents
ought not to have begun this work of
conversion without complying with the
requirements of the law. If they could do
this, it followed that a man had only to let
premises fall into an insanitary state to be able
to carry out changes without asking anybody's
approval. Reconstructions could then go
through without any inquiry, for instance, as
to stability of the floors.—Mr. Acton contended
that the only question was a question of fact.
His friend had suggested a rediictio ad
ahsurdum; but there was an actual hiatus in
the regulations, and the respondents had done
nothing in conflict with the hy-laws. The
premises might legally have been altered as they
were without submission of plans to the cor-
poration. — Mr. Justice Darling delivered a
written judgment, in which he observed that
these houses were closed as dwelling-houses.
They had not been reopened as dwelling-houses,
neither was it proposed that they should be!
Closed as dwelling-houses, they ceased to be
such. They were then used as a shed or ware-
house, and he saw nothing in the by-laws which
said that was the erection of a new building.—
Mr. Justice Avory said that he had come" to
a different conclusion. Houses could not be
changed from one class into another without
resubmission of plans. These houses remained
houses of the dwelling-house order, and he
thought that the magistrates were wrong in tlic
conclusion to which they had come.—Mr. Justice
Atkin concurred, and the appeal against the
justices' decision was thereupon allowed.

ARCHITECT'S AUTHORITY TO VARY
CONTRACT. -E. Forrest v. Scotti.sh County
Investment Company. Ltd.—Judgment has been
riven at Edinburgh, in the Outer Court of

Sessions, l>y Lord Hunter, in an action li\

Elpliinstone Forrest, builder and contractor,
12, Dixon-street, Glasgow, against the Scottislj
County Investment Company, Ltd., 155. St.
Vincent - street, Glasgow, for payment of
£633 16s. In March, 1911, the pursuer secured
the contract for the digger, mason, and brick-
works of four tenements to be erected in
Garnock-road, North Kelvinside, Glasgow. The
contract price was £3,495 15s., subject to dis-
count. During the progress of the work he
received instalments of the contract price
amounting to £2,708. The amount of the com-
pleted measurement was £3,341 16s., the balance
being the sum sued for. The defenders refused
to pay, on the ground that the work executed
by the pursuer was not in conformity with the
contract in various material respe'cts. Lord
Hunter gave decree for the sum sued for, with
expenses, under deduction of £5 claimed by
the defenders. His Lordship said that reliance
was placed upon two decisions in which it was
held that approval of the architect afforded no
justification for a deviation from the contract
not sanctioned by the building owner; but the
deviations founded upon were treated .as

material, and not merely in detail. His Lord-
ship could not think that either of those cases
was an authority for the proposition that an
architect who understood con.struction. and wdio
was acting for a proprietor of ground who did
not understand construction, could not alter any
of the innumerable details of a schedule of work
which was primarily intended as a basis for
pricing without formally applying to his priu
cipal. At all events, the builder was entitled
to assume, as appeared from the evidence to be
customary, that the architect had authority to
give instructions as regarded details of 'con-
struction.

CHIPS.
The Bathgate District Committee of Linlith-

gowshire County Council have just completed a
new bridge of 50ft. width on the Edinburgh and
Glasgow road at a point where it crosses the
Union Canal at Broxburn.
The centenary of the birth of Sir Isaac Pitman

was celebrated in his native town. Trowbridge,
yesterday (Thursday), when a marble bust \vas
placed in the town hall. It is a replica of the
bust executed by Sir Thom<as Brock. R.A.. and
presented to Sir Isaac in 1887, the jubilee year
of phonography.

At the annual meeting of the Court of Bristol
University, on Friday, a report was presented
stating that Messrs. George Wills and Henry
Wills had given £15.000 to erect a block of
buildings as a memorial to their late father.
Mr, Henry Overton Wills, first Chancellor of
the University. They had further undertaken
to bear the cost, not exceeding £25,000. of the
immediate extension of the site and original
buildings, and also to provide an extra endow-
ment of £5,000 for upkeep.

Mr. James Paton has resigned his position as
superintendent of the Glasgow Corporation art-
galleries and museums on the ground of
advancing years. Born in 1843, ami educated
at Edinburgh University, he obtained in 1861
an appointment in what is now known as the
Royal Scottish Museum of Science. In 1877,
wdien he was chosen for the post at Glasgow
Art Galleries, he had only one assistant, whereas
there are now over fort^y under his authority.
He compiled an excellent illustrated catalogue
of the corporation pictures.

Mr. .\mbrose Heal, of Nower Hill. Pinner,
and of Messrs. Heal and Sons. Ltd., of Totten-
ham Court-road. W.. cabinetmakers, uphol-
sterers, who died on October 10, aged sixty-six,

left estate of the gross value of £73,501, 'with
net personalty £64.991. He left his books,
prints, pictures, and articles of curiosity and
virtu, and the cases belonging thereto, so far
as relates to St. Pancras. to the corporation of
St. Pancras. to be kept in the free library or
council chambers, and. should they decline the
gift, then to the British Museum, whom failing,

to the City of London for the Guildhall library.

The third annual meeting of the Bristol and
District Branch of the Auctioneers and Estate
Agents' Institute of the United Kingdom will

be held at Bath to-day (Friday). The business
meetinr; will take place in the Guildhall, and
be followed by a luncheon at the York House
Hotel. In the afternoon there will be visits to
the Bath establishment, under the direction
of Mr. Hatton, and to the Roman baths and
antiquities, an explanation of which will he
given by Mr. A. J, Taylor. M,S.A, The members
have been invited li.y the Mayor of Bath to take
tea with him in the Roman Promenade. Mr.
H. T. Bruton is president of the branch. Mr.
•J. E. Pritchard being the hon. treasurer, and
Mr. E. \. Young the hon. secretary.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

HtlUSlNG CONDITIONS IN DUBLIN.-
IcsMs. C. H. OTonor, J. F. MacCalie, and

1. I'. DeUiiiy. opened an iniiuiry in the t:ity

hill IJwljlln.'oii Tuesday, into the liousmg con-

it inn>. of tlie working classes in Dubhn. Mr.

)'l(>iK)r presided. The Lord Mayor, the first

i-itiiess, said that tradesmen's wages in Diibhii

.i^'ed from 30s. to 40s. weekly, those of un-

id workers in regular employnieut from Ms.

•Jr)s., and those ot' casual lalionrers from r.is.

Ijs. woeklv. Skilled workers numbered 30,

n>kdled workers 30. casual workers 25, and the

poor 10 per cent, of the population. Where

CDur (DfRa ®abk.

.VII'

ki

out

loss.

At
niid

to

.;eiu>ral

Ashooiutes,

,hc weekly income was 50s. the rent would be

roiTi 8s. to 10s. a week, and where the income

,va- only 10s. weekly not more than Is. or

Is. lid. could be expected. The price of the

no-i dilapidaleil area near the centre of the

;it> would run to from i;4,000 to £10,000 per

icrr for purchase and clearance. In order to

luce the loss in dwellings on such sites, there

> a tendencv to overcrowd cottages or to build

bliH-ks. It was impossible for the municipal

council to clear slum areas and build houses on

them for the workers at reasonable rents with-

involving the ratepayers in a substantial

.\ii attempt to carry out this policy had

cost I he ratepayers about ".€12,000. A stringent

application of "the Housing Act would compel

the owners of slum dwellings lo sell them at

reasonable rates. -Mr. C. J. Murray, the chair-

man of the Dublin Housing Committee, outbned

a number of schemes suggested by his committee

for dealing with the housing question in Dublin.

—Jlr. Patrick Tobin. the joint secretary of the

housing committee of the Dublin Corporation,

was called on Wednesday and said that the

general idea of the committee was to build

houses in the centre of the city, near to the

places from which the people had been put out.

Thr unskilled labourer, whose wages averaged

from 14s. to 18s. weekly, could pay a rent of

ab"ut 3s. weekly, and there would be a loss of

2s. 6d. a tenement on these houses. The
economic rent of a three-roomed cottage wouM
be OS. 6d.—Mr. Eyre, city treasurer and joint

secretary to the housing committee, deposed that

average deficit on housing schemes in the

represented a levy of between 2^d. and 3d.

in the pound. The average casual labourer

could not pay more than Is. weekly for rent.

For this class! houses should be built in the city:

but there would not be much difficulty in pro-

viding for artisans on the outskirts of the city.

He was opposed to building in blocks.—Mr.

Patrick Dillon, an officer of the corporation,

explained that there is a great demand for cor

poration houses, and a tendency among tenants

in blocks to apply for cottages.—Sir Charles

Cameron. Medical Officer of Health for Dublin,

stated there were at present 5.712 houses in thi'

city let in tenements. By-laws dealing with

overcrowding had not been strictly carried out.

There was less overcrowding in Dublin than in

most other cities. Further evidence was given

yesterday (Thursday), and the inquiry was again

adjourned.

CHIPPENHAM RURAL DISTRICT
COUNCIL (WILTS) WATER SUPPLY.-At a

meeting of the council, held on November 17.

Mr T .1 Moss-Flower. C.E.. 28. Victoria-street.

Westminster. S.W.. and Carlton Chambers.

Bristol, attended and explained the scheme of

water supply he had. in co-operation with Mr.

H. Lanham. the council's surveyor, prepared

supplying a large part of the council's area

the

citv

assembly of Acadcniicians

, held last evening, Mr.

Edward Alfred Briscoe Drury, sculptor, was,

locted a Uoval Academician, iii succession

Ur. W. F. Yeaiiies. retired, and Mr. H.

Hui-lics-Stautou, landscape painter, was

elected an Associate of the Royal Academy

ill the stead of Sir Alfred East, an

Acadcmiciai.-elect. Mr. Alfred Drury was

born ill Lmidon. and was educateil at New

College School. Oxford, afterwards stiulymg

at the Oxford School of Art, at South Ken-

sington, and in Paris, under Dalou. He ex-

hibited at Burlington House in 1883 with

-Tlu' Triuniph of Sileiuis," a terracotta, aiu

this siinimor showed four works at the Royal

Academy, "Lilith," "Unity," "The Spirit of

Solitude"," and " Charming with Childhood s

Frank Simplicitv." One commission be

executed was the" decoration of the late Mr

William Young's War Office building, which

was followed by his work on Sir Aston

AVebb's new entrance to the Victoria and

Albert Mueuni. Mr. Drury has also executed

.statues of Queen Victoria- for Bradford,

Portsmouth, and elsewhere and of King

Edward. Mr. Hughes-Stanton is a son of

Mr William llngln'S. the painter, and was

born in 187(1. lie lirst exhibited iii 1880. and

since then has constantly exhibited at the

Royal Academy, the Paris Salon, and else-

where. Three of his pictures have been pur-

chased for the Luxembourg Mnsenin, Pans\

the Chanlrev Trustees bought in 1908 " A

Pastiira"e Aiiiong the Dunes" from the New
Galleryr and works by him have been

acquired for the niunicipal galleries of Man

A
for ...,,^ ^ - ^ .

with water, including Chippenham Without

Hardenhuish. Langlev Burrell. Kington Langley.

ott Cerne. Sutton Benger. ChristianDr,.,.„,.

Malford, etc. The scheme involves the sinkin?
rayC'

of a deep well and boring, provision of engines

and pum'ps. laving a cast-iron rising main some

2} miles long." construction of a large storage

reservoir, and some 12 to 14 miles of distributing

mains. 'The scheme was adopted by the council,

and instructions were given for the making of

tile necessary boring.

Chester, Liverpool, and Aberdeen, the Royal

Mnspuiu. Florence, the National Gallery at

Rome, and the Sydney National Gallery.

Mr. A. C. C. Trotter, of Busli and Dryden,

Midlothian, has bequeathed to the National

Gallery a bust portrait of Mrs. Robert

Trotter, painted by George Romney, as

Messrs. Ward and Roberts record, in 1(88-89.

The picture represents the lady of thirty iii

mnsli.i and a large hat. trimmed with blue

ribbon, and is an excellent specimen of

Romney's women portraits. Mrs. Trotter was

Ann onlv daughter of .John Trotter, of

Castleshieis. Berwick, and Hortoii. Surrey

Born in 1759, she married Robert 'I rotter, o

Bn^h and Castlelaw. in 1787. Her husband

was Postmaster-General for Scotland. She

died in 1827. The portrait was shown at the

Grafton Gallery in the autumn of 1900.

An important conference of Western

Counties local authorities will take place at

Bath next month to consider the question of

the administration of the Housing and Town-

Plannino Act. It will be held under the

auspices" of the National Housing and Town-

Planning Council. The conference will

consider practical points in the administration

of the chief sections of the Act of 1909.

Reports embodying sets of plans of .schemes

of both urban anil rural housing for carrying

into effect by local authorities will be sub-

mitted, and "there will also be a report

d.

-.n.,^^ iMiildiniT 111 various Darts i

In the
II

The Sutton Trustees are about to build 100

model dwellings for the poor in Barrack-road.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. from plans by Mr. E. C. P.

Monson. F.R.I.B.A.. V.P.S.A., of Finsbury-

pavement. E.C.

At Carlisle Consistory Court, on Tuesday,

Chancellor Prescott refused to grant a faculty to

empower the vicar of Hawkshead Parish Church.

Lancashire, to enlarge the chapel in the church

to make room for a recumbent efSgy, costing

.£1.500. in memory of the late Colonel Sandys,

M.P. Opposition to the proposal came from

seventy parishioners, and the Chancellor refused

the faculty on the Eround that it meant grievous

interference with the architecture of an ancient

church.

dealing with the question of urban and rural

cottage building in various parts of the

country, with designs and estimates,

preparation of this report the assistance will

be available of three architects, including

Mr E C. P. Monson. the architect to the

Sutton Trust. The conference will also

consider the question of by-laws, the extent

to which the cost of building can be reduced

bv the standardisation of materials, and the

u"se of new types of material, and the best

lines to adopt in the actual preparation of

town-planning schemes, after the permission

of the Local Governmciit Board to prepare a

scheme has been granted. Special considera-

tion will be given to the question of cottage

building in rural districts.

In connection with the proposal to form a

new roadway from the west end of Glasgow

to a point "beyond Old Kilpatrick. a con-

ference was held in the City Chambers on

Friday Glasgow Corporation, the County

Council of Lanark, and the Town Council of

Clydebank were represented, and Bailie J.

... Stewart presided. General approval was

given to a scheme for a road, at least 100ft.

broad, to extend from Annieslaiid to a point

midway between Old Kilpatrick and Bowling.

Several proprietors have offered the neces-

sary ground free, and one proprietor, in

addition, has offered a park of 100 acres,

another proprietor offering a park of smaller

area. There will be broad footpaths, and at

least two rows of trees, so that (he road will

not interfere with any of the town-planning

selienies, of wdiicli there are several, between

the city and Old Kilpatrick. The total length

of the" roailway will be ten miles, and the

scheme will only be proceeded with in the

event of a grant being obtained from the

Development Cominissioiiers. It was remitted

to the master of works of Glasgow Corpora-

tion and the surveyors of the other two

bodies represented to go over the proposed

route, and report to a future meeting.

Ill their private Bill, to be promoted next

session, the urban district council of St.

.•Vnne's-on-Sea will seek powers to acciuirc

by purchase and to lay out gardens on the

.North Promenade (as" they have already

bought the South Promenade and also St.

(Jeorgc's Gardens). They also seek very

wi<lc powers for dealing with the foreshore,

including the authority to erect a pavilion

and bathing bungalows and construct

gardens. Additional powers are sought in

regard to by-laws dealing with ferroconcrete

buildings and sanitation. One of tlie most

important is a clause making ovvners of

houses drained by a combined drain liable

for the repair and maintenance of such drain.

Parliament will be asked to define what are

combined drains, a point which has involved

much litigation. A supply of sea-water,

similar to the supply in Blackpool, is the

object of another clause. The council ask

for power to maintain pumping stations and

works tor public street washing and private

supply of sea-water.

A seventeenth edition is published of

"Practical Sanitation." by Dr. George Reid,

by Messrs. Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.. at

6s. The sixteenth was only published

eighteen months ago; but changes are so

rapid nowadays — whether it is always

'progress" we are not so sure —that, as the

author says, alterations and additions have

already become necessary.

Professor N. Clifford Ricker's "Simplified

Formulas and Tables for Floors. .loists,

Beams. Roofs. Rafters, and Purlins." pub-

lished ill this country by Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., at 6s. 6d.. will be found useful. We
gather from the preface that the old incon-

venient formulas for rupture and deflection

are still common on the other side, so that

Professor Ricker's transformation thereof

must have come as a godsend to many.

" Practical Surveying and Elementary

Geodesy," by Henry Adams, M.I.C.E., etc.

(London: Macmillan and Co.. Ltd.. 4s. 6d.),

is another manual for students preparing for

examination. Its author's experience has

been wide both as a practical surveyor and

teacher. Many men who are excellent as

either fail to grasp the difficulties experienced

by beginners. There are over 'JOO illus-

trations, a good set of (|uestions. and some

branches are not forgotten— astronomical

surveying, for instance— which are not

always included in manuals of the sort.

A "Textbook of Highway Engineering." by

Prof. Arthur H. Blauchard. C.E., etc., and

Heiirv B. Drowne. C.E. (London: Chapman

and Hall. Ltd.. I9s.), will be useful to many

a Briti.sh road authority and road engineer.

Much that it contains" will, of course, be

familiar, and even now, in some parts, the

roads of the United States are rather monn-

mcnts of well meant struggle under difficulty

than standards of perfection. Still, here and

there, our own more recent perplexities --

regard to dust and the idiosyncrasies of the

road-hog and the motor-'bus, will incline us

to study expedients we may not hitherto have

had recourse to.

The timber trade of Victoria, Australia, is

shown by the returns compiled by Mr. John

Layer to have assumed large dimensions;

152,925,000ft. super, of soft wood (all
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imported) was consumed in 1912, ot wliicli

41,000,000 each of dressed flooring stuff and

Ore"on are sliown in tlie returns. Pacific

nine" 17,768,000, N.Z. white pine 15,404,000,

redwood 12,866,000, kauri 9,280,000, spruce

and white deal 5,654,000, red deal 4,705,000,

sugar pine and door stock 4,102,000, make up

a total three times greater tlian the yearly

imports from 1895 to 1900. Tlie stock usually

in hand is 65,000,000ft., about equal to five

months' supply.—

.

••*»-

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
Friday (To-dat).— Glasgow Architectural Crafts-

men's Society. " Electrical Installa-

tion for Domestic Purposes," b^• \V.

G. Pedclie. .S l).m.

SvxruDAY (To-MOKBow).—-Association of Builders'

Foremen and Clerks of Works.
.\nnual Dinner at the King's Hall,

Holborn Restaurant. 6.30 r.ni.

Monday. — Architectural .Association. " Architec-

tural Notes in Piedmont, " by F. C.

Eden. 8 p.m.

Roval Institute of British Archi-

tects. Special Business Meeting to

Contirm the Revised Scale of Pro-

fessional Charges, 8 p.m.

Surveyors' Institution. " The Part

Played by Water in Macadam Road
Construction," by William G. Fearu-

sides, M.A., F.G.S. 8 p.m.

Chadwick Lecture on " House
Drainage Law," by W. Addington
Willis, LL.B. Institution of Civil

Engineers, Great George-street, S.W.
8.15 p.m.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers, Dis-

cussion on " Dock Construction at

Southampton." 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Societj- of Arts. " Zoological

Gardens," by P. Chalmers Mitchell,

M.A., D.Sc. 8 p.m.
Manchester Society of .Architects.

" Small Country Houses of To-Day,"
by Laurence Weaver, F.S.A.

Tuursday. — Builders" Benevolent Institution.

Annual Dinner, Whitehall Rooms,
Hotel Metropole. 6.30 for 7 p.m.
Victoria and Albert Museum.

"Etching and Engraving," by Sir

Frank Short, R. A. 8.30 p.m.

Tlie Lanarkshire Asylum at Hartwoorl is being

enlarged by the erection of a separate admission

hospital, which will provide 200 more beds, and

will cost £30,000.

Mr. John Hartley, J. P.. chairman of the

Wigton Urban District Council. Cumberland,

and senior partner in a local firm of timber

merchants, died on Saturday. He had been a

member of the council for fifteen and a half

years.

The plans for the new Jubilee Hospital at

Victoria, B.C., as amenrled by the architect.

IMr. Loring P. Kixford, have been finally passed

by the directors. The esl imated cost, on a basis

of 28c. per cubic foot of building, and including

architect's fees, is 399.84fldol., or about £80,000
sterling.

Mr. Herbert Turlay Chauniau. county surveyor
and road engineer under the Somerset County
Council, was appointed, at Maidstone, on
V\%!dnesday, counly surveyor for Kent, at a
commencing salary of £800 per annum. There
were originally 55 candidates for the post, and
these having been winnowed down to six, were
further reduced to Mr. Chapman and Mr. H. W.
Bowen. county surveyor of West Sussex, for

final selection by the Kent County Council.

After many years, the Mungo Park Monument
in Selkirk is being completed according to the
original design of the sculptor, Mr. Curric. of

Darnick. N.T^. On the oc(;asion of the (;entenary
of the explorer's death, eight years ago, bronze
pancds illustraling scenes from Park's travels
in the Niger regions were inserted in the
pedestal, and unveiled by .Sir Harry Johnston.
With the surplus funds subscribed, allegorical
life-size figures, typifying Peace, War, Slavery,
and Home Life in the Niger, have been placed
at each corner of the pedest.al. which supports a
central full-size statue of Park.

The Middlesex County Council will apply next
session for Parliamentary powers to make and
maintain certain new roads and to widen exist-
ing roads in the western suburbs. The scheme
includes the making of a new roadway beginning
by a junction with the Balh-roail and tei-'-

minating by a junction with the Highroad,
Chiswick, at a point near Gunnersburv-lane ; the
widening on both sides of Syon-lane, Islcworlh

;

and the constnidion of a new road in the same
pari.sh, beginning by a junction with Syon-lane
and terminating at or near the junction of
London-road with Twickenham-road at Busch-
corner.

%vaU ileitis.

WAGES MO'VEMENTS.
LABOUR AND WAGLS IN OCTOBER. -The

labour returns for October show that employ-

ment continued good, although there was some

dechne from the high level recorded in October,

1912, especially in the principal metal industries.

Changes in rates of wages showed a decrease

owing to the fall in prices in those industries in

which wages are governed by prices. There was

a seasonal decline in the building, woodworking,

and brick industries. It is reported by the

Labour Exchanges that in the budding trades

there was still a scarcity of certain classes of

v\-orkmen in some provincial districts.

Mr. W. H. Barker, of Barnstaple, has been

appointed assistant architect to the Monmouth-
shire Education Committee.

The New EnglLsh Art Club opens its fiftieth

exhibition on December 1 at R.S.B.A. Galleries.

The Press view is on Friday night.

Sir Joseph Lyons is about to liuild a new

restaurant at the corner of Craven street and

the Strand, at a cost of over £70,000.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Hahfax on Friday into an application by the

town council for sanction to borrow £7,000 for

new sewers.

The town council of Crieft'. Perthshire, have

received a report from the town clerk showing

that the net cost of widening the High-street has

been £4,790.

Mr. James Barron, of Aberdeen, has been

appointed by the Down County Council con-

sulting engineer for the extension and improve-

ment of Kilkeel Harbour.

The death occurred suddenly, at Patriatia, in

the Punjaub, on the 11th inst., of Mr. Herbert
Septimus Harington, M.I.C.E., of Simla, late

chief engineer of the Railway Board of the

Indian State Railways, at the age of fifty-nine.

Mr. W. Henry Kesteven, M.R.C.S., writing

from Norbiton, points out that there is on Ham
Common a most interesting specimen of the

Roman altar. It is, he says, at present quite

disregarded, and is used as an ordinary roail-

post.

Liabilities estimated at about £60.000 were
reported on Friday at a meeting in the London
Bankruptcy Court of the creditors of Charles

Edward and W. Bertram Allen, builders and
contractors, of Grosvenor-road, Westminster.
The assets were estimated to yield a surplus,

and the meeting was adjourned.

The architect for the Massachusetts State
Building at the Panama-Pacific Exposition will

be selected by a State-wide competition. Pro
lessor James Knox Taylor, of the Department
of Architecture of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, has been selected by the State
Board of Managers to act as advisory architect

in this competition.

The estimated cost of the electric tube railway
which it is proposed to construct under the Tyne
between North and South Shields is £225,000.
The plans provide for a single-line tunnel, the
length of wdiich will be about three-quarters of

a mile, with entrances from Bedford-street.
North Shields, and Mile Endroad, South
Shields.

The town council of Ramsgate having applied
10 the Local Government Board to borrow
£1.700 for the provision of plant for making
stone flags and ,£287 for the purchase of land
for the widening of High-street, Ramsgate, an
inquiry was held on Friday by Major C. E.
Norton, R.E., the inspector." Mr. T. G. Taylor,
the borough engineer, explained the proposals.

The new Church of St . Ambrose at White-
hall,, near Bristol, was consecrated on Saturday.
It is Late Perpendicular in style, and consists

of nave, with north and south aisles and western
narthex, chancel, and a lofty square tower on
the south side of the choir. The total cost has
been £13,300. Messrs. W. V. and A. R. Gough,
of Bristol, were the architects of the edifice.

which is complete.

A verdict of "Suicide whilst of unsound
mind " was returned at an inquest at Hamp-
stoad on Tuesday on the body of Alfred Thomas
Diirley, sixty-one, builder. Holtham-road, South
llampstead, who was found hanging on Friday,
The widow stated that her husband had been
troubled about his business, and was anxious
about some property he had bought . Whenever
the door-bell rang, he thought it <vas the
inspectors coming in.

LATEST PRICES.
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6 ,

,

7 13
7 5
8 2
8 10

6

6

,

. 6 17
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,

8 15

9 10

IRON.
Steel Joists. Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 6

SteelJoistB. English 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2"
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 "

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs e

Best Snedshill 9
Angles 10s., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 158 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. IS to 20. No. 39 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 111- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wu:e 8 5"
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5

Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wh-e Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

, 9

, 8 10

, 7 10
, 9 6
, 5 5

13 B.W.G.
£11 153. per ton.

to 8 9 10 11

£10 10a. £10 159. £11 Ob. £11 5b

Cast-iron Socket Pipes- ,„ . „
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58, Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5b. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes '5,P°-
Water-Tubes \2i

Steam-Tubes °'i

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 67i

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 1-2 6 to £20 17

Lead Water Pipe, Town 2:) 10 „ —
„ Country 24 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 10 0,. —
Country 25 5

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 25 10 0,

,, ,, ,, Country 26 5 ,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 ,

Country 28 15

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 10

Country 27 5 ,

Lead Soil-pipe Inp to 4jin.) Town 26 10
27

34 15
8i;

,, ,, Country
(Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10

Tin, English Ingots 1»4

Do Bars f85

Pig Lead, in Icwt. piga (Town) 20 10

Sheet Lead. Town J''
0„

„ Country 23 15 „

Genuine 'White Lead 30 15 „

Refined Red Lead S n n"
Sheet Zinc •

?S " S "

Old Lead, against account lb o o ,,

(fin per cwt. 10 5 „

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,,

TIMBER.
CONSTBUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per ataindard ;-

1st quality £38 to

2nd „ 26 „
'.; ','.

., 3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „
Miramichi 9 10 0„

Boards: Swag H 0,.

Red Deals; rchangellstquahty 21 „
2nd „ 16 ,,

". " ,. 3rd „ 12 „

6t, Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10 „
2nd „ 14 10 „

,',
'.'. Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 „

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ..

White Deals: Crown 14

Seconds 11 10

Flooring : White and Planed—
let and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15

iBt, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards Ig

Lignum Vitae Per ton 7

Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,

Pitch Pine Logs 2 IJ „

Birch : Quebec LogB
„ „

"

Oak ; Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,

Mahogany • Gaboon .- 3 0,

,s(; 10
7tl

181 10

185 10

„
,.

„
„
,.

,.

„

£45
33
18 10
11 10
10 10
13
24
19
14

18

15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

23
14

foot.
5 6

2 6
2 9
8
3 3
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FCRNITUBE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. £20 lo £'2r, (1

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 31
Per cubic foot.

OakPlanks; U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 3 6

„ Boards „ ,. Prm. 3 0,, 036
„Mdm. 3 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch ; Quebec logs 2 3,, 039

sawn planks... 13,, 030
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0. 080
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks 6 0., 066

Walnut : Mdm. „ „ 3 6 ,, 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9.. 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4,, 039

Orbam : Imp. sawn bo8rd3,
prime 3 0,, 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ...0 6 0,. 9

African, Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
,, Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,, 040

„ Gaboon 2 0,, 033
Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0,, 13

Lignum VitiB 7 ,. 14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cabe £034
Darley Dale, ditto ., 3 3

Red Corsehill, ditto „ 3a
Closeburn Red FreeBtone,ditto „ 3

Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10

Greensbill, ditto „ 1 IJ

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 3

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

'All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on read
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

T^ ,. , , , Whit Bed. Base Bed
Delivered on road waggons) por foot cube
at Paddington Depot,! m , , m n j.

Nine Elms Depot, or [
- " ' ^

- '" ' ^
Pimlico Wharf ;

SLATES.
ID. in.

Blue Portmadoc ... 20x10
16x 8

Blue Bangor 20xio
20x12

First quality 20xio
20x12

.

16X 8
Euxl,.,. auihuing
green 20xio

20x12
18x10
16x 8
20x10
18x10
16X 8 ,

£ B. d.

. 12 12

. 6 12 6

. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

. 13
13 15

.750

per 1,000 of
1,200 at r.stn

Permanent green

.

.. 15 17 6

..18 7 6

.. 13 5

.. in 5

.. 11 13 6

.. 9 13 6

.. 6 13 6

GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD OL.\ZE8, (PF.R 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bull. Cream. Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

Stretchers

—

., , _ «
£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose. and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 8 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 8 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 11

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Gill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers £22 17 6

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

C impass bricks, circular and arch bricksA Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

Cimber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn
Is. 2d. each by 2Jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
H jaders, £1 per 1.000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations.

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

Fii St Hard Stocks. .. £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard stocks 1 11 „ ,, [river
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13 „
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ., „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Fhrebricks 3 14

2lin. Best Red Ac-

)

(
Net, delivered in

crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks J I in London.
" Accrington Best Red Flastio Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 2
3^" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course ,,003

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4V' soflit, per foot opening ... 13
4 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto ih" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail or free on boat at works.

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast o

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od
railway station.

TILES.

Best Portland Cement
G ;ound Blue Lias Lime

36
21

delivered
per ton at

d. DIvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.
7 perdoz. ,, .,

per 1000 „ ,,

8
perdoz

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 53

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red. brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 10*perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Rede or

Brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Hartsbill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 fi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard^irying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carnage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal IS

Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 13 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black .lapan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

«•»

In the Birmingham Court, of Bankruptcy, on

Monday, Mi. Kegistrar Whitelock made a

receiving order in the matter of Eli Whittaker.

J. P., lately residing at "The Nest." Pineapple-

road, Hazelwell. and carrying on business as a

builder at York-roail, King's Heath, Birming-

ham.

The extension of the Hotel Le Peletier de

Saint Fargeau. which contains the Paris

Historical Library, is now practically finished.

The whole building forms the northern half of

a Ijlock. the southern portion of which is the

Musee Carnavalet . the historical museum of

Paris. Between them stands the I.ycee Victor

Hugo, which will eventually be acquired by the

ninuicipality.

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz.
,

per 1000
,

6

per 1000

perdoz.

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz.
,

6

per 1003
,

6

perdoz.
6

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined
OUve, Spanish
Seal, pale ,, ...

Cocoanut, Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm. Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm „ ...

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel , ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Liu-

1

^
seed Oil)

fpercwt.

Pure Linseed Oil I

" Stority " Brand )

26 15
29
39 10
21

48
42 10
42 10

19
2
2
3

to £29
27
30
40

5

5

21 10
46 10
43
43
33 S
35 10
19 5
31

8

1 10

1

10

GLASS tIN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 36oz. 32pz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3ld. ... 4gd.

Thirds 2id. ... 3M. ... 4*d. ... 6jd.

Fluted Sheet 23d. ... 33d. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : 4in. ^/isin. lin.

2|d. ... 2|d. ... 3d.

Pignred Boiled and RepouBBine White. Tinted
Sid, ,.. 5d.

PILKINQTOH & CO.
(Established 1838.)

DEPTEORD WHARF,
190 & 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, S.B.

Regiitered Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTINO ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Aspbalte direct from the Mines.

Telephone Nos. : New Ceoss 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hard^voods,

APPLY Til—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O

TJiNUJSKS.
',' Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendenne—at any rate, of

the accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-

tion.
Benwell.—For sanitary imnrovements at South

Benwell Council School, for the Newcastle-on-Tyne
Education Committee :—

Rutherford, James (accepted) ... £1,147 18 "

Buckie, N.B.—For the extension of Buckie harbour,

for the town council :

—

Brand & Sons. Glasgow (accepted) £88,154

Cauboene.—For carrying out works of sewerage at

Nonhcljfi, for the urban district council :—
Section No. 1 :

—

Carkeek, A. (accepted) £11,700
Section No i—

Duke (accepted) about £U,000

C.^MDEir Town.—For fitting up installations at Great
College-street School, for the London County Council :

—
Lawiance, E., .S; Sons (accepted) £1.30

CHELSEi, 8.W.—For installation of heating apparatus

at the new county tecondary school for girls, Chelsea,

tor the Lonaon Loonty Council :

—
Cannon and HeHord (accepted) ... £828

[In lieu of tender of James Gray, Ltd., of £700,

withdrawn since acceptance, and of the next lowest

tender J. and F. May, £729, also withdrawn.]

CoLWALi,.—For sewerage works in the parish of

Colwall, for the Ledbury Rural District Council :—
James, W. (accepted).

GL.1.ST0SBLET,— For 6ewat,c-dispo[ al works, tor the

town Council :
—

Hunt, A. M.. Bristol (accepted) ... £700

High Wycombe.—For building on Amersham Hi)),

High W.^combe, of a new Royal Grammar School, for

the governors :

—

Hunt and Son, High Wycombe ... £9,533
(Accepted.)
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Hampton.—For proposed readinp-room at Haiupton

Hill, extension to fire-station, and painting works at

fire-Ptation No. 2. for tlie urban district council :—
Stokes and Sons, Thames Ditton £ 11" 10

CollinBonandCo.. Teddineton ... 31>ti

Sineleton, J., and Sons, Hampton
Hill ;i!>5 3 (i

Pullen, A., audCo., (;hi8wick ... 381) 5

I'otterton, B., Bast Molesey ... 392

Hidden, F. D., and Co.. Ltd.,

Brentford 3H!> n o

Wright J., and Sons.Hampton ... 3^8 17

March, H., Hampton 3o3 13

Ide and Son, Kingston (accepted) 315 10

Lf.'i'c. Hwou'i H.— For erection of church and schools.

Mentra. A, F. Scott and Son. A.R.I.B.A., 12, Holborn
Hall, W.C., and Norwich, architect :

—
Charch and School :

—
(nll.T., and Son £4,560
Younps. J., and Son 4.50n o

Kidman -1 45!i

Openshaw and Co 4,H8
Redhouse and Son 4,318 I ;i

Ray. J 4,300

Huret 4,150

Shanks, R 4,150
Oollins. A 4,1 13 17 9

Brignell 4.0i(l 4

Souster, G. W 4.080
Clark 4,071
Beckley and Turpie 4.000 o
Porter. G. W 3,9U5

Reddiner ... 3,978
Drever. O. P 3,93!)

Oarke, Melton Mowbrfty(acceptod) 3.795
Infants' School ;

—
(Jiarke (accepted) aio o

Portico :

—

Clarke (accepted) 430

Leyton,—For supply of one mile of
cable, for the urban di^trict council :—

General Electric Co
Pirelli, Ltd
Conotly Bros., Ltd
Electrical Engineering and Equip-
ment Co

Glover, W. T., and Co
General Cable Manufacturing Co
Siemens Bros, and Co
Callender's Cable, xc, Co.
Johneon and Phillips, Ltd,
Union Cable Co., Ltd.
B.I. and Helsby Cables. Ltd.
Henley's, W. T.. Co.. Ltd.
Standard ('able Manufacturing Co,
Western Electric Co.
Todd, K. R. (accepted)

LoMJuN.— For the supply of such iiuantities of irou
and mild steel as maybe rc'iuired until March 31, as
per schedule of prices, tor the Metropolitan Water
Board :— Staffordshire iron :

—
Miles, Druce. and Co. (accepted).

Mild steel :
—

Buck and Hickman (accepted).

LorfuoN,—For the supply during six mouths ot clean
river ballast for Tramways department (Metropolis
wharf, schedule No. 74a), for the London County
Conned :

—
Sabey, H., and Co, 7-8, South
Wharf, Paddington, W. about £3.ji;

(Accepted.)

London.—For the supply of 80 movable platforms for
car-washers at the Cressey-road tramcar-shed. and 3ti

such platforms tor uae at the Camberwell car-shed
extension, for the London County Council :—

Hayward, G., and Co., Ltd. ... £875 u
(Accepted.)

Mai;(,aie.—For the redecoration of the smallpox
liuapital, for the Isle of Thanet Hospital Authority.
Mr. Langham, surveyor:—

Houghton, W., Ramsgate £129 15 o
Ballard, W. J., Ramsgate 127
Ross, A. it Co., Weetgate-on-Sea 125
Fuggle, G. H., Broadetairs ... 118
Baker, J. E., Margate 87 17 6
White, J. E.. Ramsgate H3 15
Roger, F., Ramsgate (accepted) .. 44 13

(Surveyor's estimate, £65.)

MuRToy.—For the erection of working-class hoasea at
Murton, for the Easiiigton Rural District Council ;

—
Pitt, H., Sunderland (accepted) £20.tiOt) o

Neston.— For private street works in Olive-road, for
the urban dietrict council :

—
Flathor, .1. W, l;506 19 4

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Newhottle.—For alterations to the school master'd
house, for the Durham County Education Commictoo -

Harrison, R. D. (accepted) ... £l:»3 o

Nbvwngton Green, N.-For alterations to drains
ana other sanitary improvements at Newington Green

Cou^u'-
"' lelington. for the London County

Munday, G., and Sons. Eastcheai) £I,5lH
Murchant, Hirst, A Co., KentiaU
Town ] --y

^J Q
Finch. B., & Co., Ltd., Belvedere-
road

1,350
Boattic.W., Lower GroBvonor-placo 1*250
Hull, F., Upper ClaptoQ \ 0-17
Stevens and Sons, Crouch Hill ... i*o.iO
Koborts, C. P.. & Co., Ltd., Tysaon-

strcot, Dalston" 958
Architect's estimate, £1,091,

• Recommondea tor acceptance.

Nottingham.—For the construction of the Scalaciuoma theatre and cafO in the Market-place :-
Barlow, J., and Co.. Nottinpha n £5,4i7

(Accepted.)

.i,?n""L^'*~^?''
^^-Pftving the school playground, lor

the Durham County Education Comnutteo —
Clarkeou, E. (accepted) £171 1- (j

Peterhead.—For extension of the baths, for the

town council. Accepted tenders :

Masons :
—

Low. R., and Co £250
Carpenters :

—
Webster, A. and J.. Ltd 81 10

Plumber :—
Davidson, J 178

Plasterer :—
Shand, W 117

I»,,(,i,K._Por rebuilding the Hsh-markot, for the town
council :

—

Pearcey, E. P. (accepted) £734 10

PooLE.—For works in Crescent-roai, for the cirpo-a-

tion :
—
Maidment, G. (accepted) £370

RiiMtonri. — For adapting, enlarging, and enclosing

building in Heath Drive. Gidea Park, Romford, for use

as a fire station, for the Romford Urban District

Council. Mr. H. T. Hidge. assistant survevor :
—

Butterfield, J., and Co., Oik-st. ... £28^ 17

Hammond, .1. S., i Son, vlain-rd. 185

Cooke, J. P.. Hare-street ... .. 179 10

Lingwood. W., jun., Oshorne-rd ,

Hornchurch 179

Davey and Makings, North-street 15K

Partridge, A. G., North-street' . 153

Surveyor's estimate, l;l5t.

Rest of Romford.
* Accepted.

RoMKOiti). — For works of street improvement in

Kingeton-roftd (from Jonctiou-road to the cast side of

Errol-road), for the urban district council. Mr. H. T.

Ridge. Council i.)ffice8. Market - place, Romford,
assistant surveyor :

—
.lacscson. W.. Forest Git.e. K. .. £)>73 13 5

Free, E., and Sons, Maidenhead .. 630 u u

Hale, B. H.. 15. Globe-rd., Born-
church (accepted) 5!ii 11

Lingwood, W., jun., Osborne-road,
Hornchurch ."»39 7

Surveyor's estimate, £570 5s. 4d.

KorHERRiTHE.—For remodelling the Southwark-
park school, for the London Education (Inmmittee :

—
Rice and Son, Stockwell-road ... £7.692
Parker, G.. and Sons, Peckham ... 7.210

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd , Upper
Norwood 7,037

Akera. W.. and Co.. Ltd.. South
Norwood (accepted) 6,560

Architect's estimate, £6,^51.

Shefeield.—For extensions to the printing deoart-
mentat " Westville," Sheffield, for Messrs. J. G. Graves,
Ltd. Mr. P. Blair Frost, P.A S.I., 23. Gleoalmond-
road, Ecclesall, Sheffield, architect, ;—

Contracts A, B. C :
—

Lougdeu. G., and Son, Ltd.,

Sheffield (accepted) £l,99li

Contract D, E :
—

Boot, H., and Sons, Ltd.,
Sheffield (accepted) OtiS

Skegness —For making -up Wilford-grove, (Uifcon-
grove, Trafalgar-avenue, Marine-avenne, Lifebjac*
avenue, and Sea View-terrace, for the urban dutric.
council :

—

Pearce and Co., Ltd. £J,829 7 9
Knight, E 2,708 2 10

Barper, T, H 2.663 1 11

Lane Bros 2,536 4 II

lies, E. and B 2,558 11 2
Bristowc and Co., Ltd 2,539 14
Palmer, A. E 2,610 11 1

Dunkley, G., and Son *2,500 6 8
Pullar, a. C, andCo 2,314 7
Thornhill Bros, (accspted) 2.268 12 2

Tootinu, 8.W.—For providing and tixing two Liu-
cashire steam boilers in connection with the erection of
the Furzedown Training College, for the London
County Council :

—
Wilson. W., and Co., Glasgow ... £1,390
Tetlow Bros., Oldham 1,34)
Galloways. Ltd., Manchester ... 1,315
Brigktside Foundry and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Sheffield 1 297

Adameon, D., & Co., Dunkinfield 1,290
Clayton, Son, and Co., Leeds ... 1,212
Tinker, Shenton, and Co., Ltd..
Manchebter 1 ,200

Yates and Thom, Ltd., Blackburn 1.19J
Thom])30n, J., Wolverhampton ... 1,155
Do. (alternative estimates, £1,0h,'> and £1,165.)
Hewitt lV Kellett, Ltd., Bradford* 1,U0 U

Architect's estimate, £1,055.
• Recommended for acceptance.

ToKQUAY,—For the provision of medicinal a*im(nia.(-
baths, for the corporation :

—
Bovey, E, P., and Sou £14,912

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Wali-send.— For the construction of a now rjal, for
the corporation :

—
Robson, W., Newcastle (acc3D-,ei) £J2i 16

Wallsend.—For the construction of a sewer from
the secondary school site to the cemetery entrance, for
the corporation :

—
Robaon, W., Newcastle (accepted) till 13

Walsalf,.—For laying a length of cable from
Bridgman-street sub-station to the corner of Queen-
street, for the corporation :

—
Callender's Cable Co. Ltd. ... £123 17 2

(Accepted.)

Wauminster.—For pulling up existing drains, laying
now drains, constructing inspoctioii chambjrd and
Hushing chambers, for the Warminster Guardiani.
Mr, C. C. Hancock, 25, High-atreot, Warminster,
surveyor :

—

Holdoway and Cockell, Westbury £53)
Butcher, E., and Son, Warminster 4'J8

Ireland, E., Bath (accepted) ... r>9

Weli,inguoeoui;h.—For the erection of wall and
fence in Union-lane, for tbe grammar - tcaool
governors :

—
Stevens (accepted) £lHi i;{ i;

TO OORBBSPONDKNTS
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc.. should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buildino News, Effingham
House, 1. Arundel-street. Strand, W.C.. and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

•,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits on mutually advantageous terms, which maj
be ascertained on application.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CIV. arc now ready, aud slionld

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.,
LIII., LXI., LXII., LXIV.. LXV., LXVL, LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII.. LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII.. LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXXVI.. LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX- XC. XCI., XCII., XCIII.. XCIV.,
XCV., XCVI., XCVIL. XCVIII.. XCIX.. C, CI.. CII.,

cm., and CIV., may still be obtained at the same
price; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring

any back numbers to complete volume just ended
should order at once, as many of them soon run
out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BuiLPiNu
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained

from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the nnited Kingdom; for the United States, £1 6s. nd.

(or 6doIs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £1 6s. (id,

(or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the

Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the

West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•i' The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.

= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and lUs. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six mouths. Our Direct Subscription .\gents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd.. 302. Shaughnessy
Huildiu{4s. McGill-street, Montreal, who will roceive

uhscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

V:. .1. H.—H. aud S.—H. L.-K. C. C. -L). It. and Co.—
T. R.—S. P. and Sons.—B. 1. and Co., Ltd.—T. H.—
W. W.. Ltd.—C. S. I. C—K. G.—W. F. J.

Veknon.—Yes.

T. L.—Yes, if to the point.

Smiffie.—We do not know; but H. T. liatsfurd, Ul.

High Holborn. W.C, will be sure to know, and
possibly be able to supply at second-hand price.

Rkstive.—We think our note last week covered the

points. It is useless to discuss the idiosyncrasies

of judges. Our opinion all along was that Justice

Hamilton was right.

D.—Thanks; we are always glad to publish from a

t,'ood photograph when it is possible. In the
majority of cases it is not. Our illustrations,

though they include from time to time some
executed buildings of which photographs can be
taken, ai'e primarily given as news from architects

and builders.

D. H. H.—We think a reservation of the kind you
object to is prudent and justifiable. Character aud
experience, after all, do count for something in tbe
qualitications of an architect, as well as brilliancy

of design. In some cases—comparatively recent
instances will occur to all—in which clever young
men have won big competitions, it has been found
practicable to associate men of proved experience
with them, and to advantage; but that is not
always practicable.

VicAU.—Vvhat is sometimes called " builders' acid."

which is equal parts of muriatic acid aud water,
will remove spots of mortar on Ijrick or ston e-work,
Imt is not the right material for cleaning stone
that is begrimed from smoke and dirt. To accom-
plish this, apply to tbe surface, with a long-handled
ttbre brush, a strong solution of caustic soda or

pearl ash. Let it remain on for about fifteen

minutes, then wash several times with clear water,
using a stiff brush or broom for tbe purijose. If

this is not effective enough, scrub the stone with a
stiff ftbre brush, using soft soaj) and Louceutrated
lye and sand, allowing this to remain fin the stone
until nearly dry, then rinse witli eU-ar water, using
a, brush.to remove tbe cleansing material. I'rotect

your hands with rubber gloves.
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Dundee University CoUige. The Gugineerini!

De]>artnienl. Messrs. Sir Kowand Anderson,
LL.I)., Ili.S.K., I- U.l.n.A., and Paul. Archi-
tects. View and plans,

.\ Prize l)(!sign for New Shop Front. 210, Piccadilly,
W. Mr. K. J. Heppel, A. K.I. B. A., Architect.
Details and plans.

Royal College of Art Sketch Club. The Club I>iize
Set of Sketches in Iflack and White from Cam-
bridge, by Mr. W. M. Keesey, .\.K.C.

New Girls' High School, Tamworth (Staffordshire
County Council). Plans, Klevations, and Sections.
Mr. J. Hutchings, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

A Bronze Tablet on a Cottage at Chestertleld.
Designed and Modelled by Commendatore Walter
Crane, R.W.S., and cast by Mr. .Alexander Fisher,
R.C.A.

ON CHURCH BELLS.
Up to the 12tli century the architects

)f Christendom were as ignorant of Gothic
irchitectiire as were the men who built
he Pantheon or the Parthenon. In the
arly part of the last century the origin
f (jothic architecture afforded a fertile

uliject for discussion with the dilettanti.
nd whether the pointed arch was suggested
ly the branching of trees over an avenue,
jiiiught fully developed from Palestine, or
lecessitated by the intersection of circular
roins, is still an unsettled point with
jme. It is certain, however, that Gothic
rchitecture flourished for about four
undred years, and it then died out,
iiobably as a result of that intellectual
haos which preceded the Reformation.
Cliristianity — we might almost say

iiithic architecture—has given us, in the
liurch-bell. the organ, and the Gothic
athedral, three well-developed expressions
f religious sentiment, the first of which
e arc only concerned about at jiresent.

t would be heresy to say that Paulinus,
ishop of Nola, in Campania, was not
le first to_ introduce bells into churches
'bout A.D. 400), for this is the common
tlief. So we are heretics, for we believe
lat the earliest use of campante was as

ite as A.D. 60.5, and this innovation was
casioned by an order, of Pope Sabianus,
ho directed the same to be fixed in

lurches, that the canonical hours might
r- distinguished on them.
Small bells, of course, were very ancient.

<!• we are told that Jewish, priests and
ersian kings wore them on their clothing,

here were bells in Ireland when St.

atrick banished some of the snakes from
lat country. If they were all like the
lint's bells, they were hammered metal
shioned like square boxes four or five

dies aci-oss, there being none like the
st bells of later date. The shape of a

ece of metal has much to do witli its

norous qualities, and it is possible to cast

en lead in such a way that it will give

it a clear metallic note when struck with
hammer, and from this it is supposed
at our modern cast bells are an evolu-
inarv product of solid metal blocks,

iristians- having -been a proscribed sect

early times, they were not allowed by
e Roman Government to have bells, and
ey had to content themselves with
loden rattles—^" sacra linga "—to call the

thful together. We not onlv have a liell

our churches, we have bells, as many
ten being hung in some of our cathedral
wers, while many jiarish churches can
ast of eight. These bells are rung, and
imed ; in the former case they are
ung. and in the latter they are struck

with a hammer, fixed inside or outside the

bell, while they are at rest. Authorities

differ as to the best place for these

chiming-hammers ;
• but the ajiparatus is

distinct, ropes and all, from the peal-

ringing wheel and rope.

Though fixing a chiming apparatus may
not be considered as being part of. an
architect's professional work, there can be

no doubt but that the tower floors and the

framing to carry the bells aro within liis

legitimate province, and they should be

designed by him. As we saw it was with
sanitation, so it is with this work : there

are charlatans ever ready to tell the archi-

tect that he knows nothing of bell-hanging

or bell-framing, ami that he should hand
the work over to others who do know.
Hear what a clerical gentleman says on
this subject : "I have three or foi'r towers
in mj' eye. In one, every timber fixed by
the architect for the bell-work had to be
hacked and cut away ; in another, the
whole had to be removed." Again : "With
all respect for the professional members
'of the Institute, I would beg leave to

suggest that architects in general would
do well to avoid having anything to do
with the arrangement of bells, or procuring
them, or hanging them. All they should
do is to take care that a substantial oak
floor of 2in. stuff be provided for the bell-

chamber." The architect is then informed
that the joists in this floor should be 8in.

square, and any beams l'2in. at least, with
the ends resting on corbels, or a set-off

of 12in. all round, while the general public
is advertised of the fact that the bell-

founder is the proper party to construct

the cage for the bells, "independent of the
general contractors"—and, of course, of

the architect. Architects are long-suff.^ring.

They meekly put up with colossal im-
pudence of this kind, and they make no
sign of resenting it. Now, if in this case

their mentor knew what he was talking
about, it might be an excuse for his

tcmeritj' ; but we may well ask how it came
to pass that a parson knew more about
an oak floor and a simple piece of oak-
framing than a man specially trained to

deal with both.

We have heard of tlie architect who built

a hciuso and forgot the staircase; of

another who forgot the hall-door; and of

a third who forgot to put any windows in

a room. In an .American building paper
we found this piquant story : V man built
.•\ house, and it was so iiely a friend asked
him if he killed the architect. He replied

that he did not ; ho did worse—he "made
him live in it." In connection with bells,

we have been told on more than one
occasion that it was impossible to get them

into the belfry without cutting away (ho
floor: "the architect made; the opening in

it so small " ; but on inquiry wc found that
in either case the architect had not
received any instructions about bells, and
though it was understood that a btjll, or
bells, might some day be hung in these
towers, the probable size of any of them
was not mentioned. To hold an architect
responsible for a trap-door in a floor being
too small to take a bell the size of which
was not determined for years after is

absurd. .\ belfry-floor is trimmed twice

;

there is a small opening by one of the walls

to give access to the bells, and a largo
one in the c(mtre to allow the bells to pass
through. Both are furnished with tr;i))-

doors. To frame the lielfry-ffoor, it is

necessary to know what the diameter of the
largest bell is. and trim the main beams
accordingly. Surely there is ,no mystery
about forming an opening, say, 4ft. square
to admit a 3ft.- Gin. bell? Yet clergymen
talk as if an architect, on being told what
the size of the bell was, would be so foolish,

as to hav'e the opening made too small to

let it pass through. Where the framing
of the belfry-floor is 'not ~seen. from the
church, the opening may be where most
convenient in the floor; but whcre\tlie

ceiling of the floor is a feature in tho
church, then it should be in the centre,

and the bell-cage designed to suit "it—that

is, none of the beams must lie across the

opening. The cage-framing should stand
clear of the ti-ap. i

This is not a treatise on the hanging of
•'

bells, so that the subiect. cannot be ti'eated .'

at length. We will, however, ,iii the,'

space at our disposal, show howbells are

usually hung, and the way the framing is

arranged tci swing them in safety. The
number of changes that can be rung on a

peal will depend on the number of bells,

and then it is ascertained by a sinijd.^ sum
in arithmetical progression ; for instatiqe,

the change that can be oVitained with three

bells, are 1^2^3 = 6, whilst the- numlK^r
with eight will be l-x 2 x 3 x'4 ^ 5 x G >= 7

X 8 = 40,320. ^ A smaller or greater number

-

of bells can, of- course, have their changes
calculated in the same way," the number
increasing rajiidly with ithe addition of

each bell ; thus a peal of ten will afford

85 million changes, which would take y<^ai-s

to ring! .Professional ringers .have .

technical names for this change-ringing,
.nnd if the architect wishes to pursue this

fascinating exercise, any skilled ringer will

initiate him into the mysteries of "Treble

Bob Major," "Treble Bob Roval," "Grand-
.

sire Triple," " Steadman's," and others,

not forgetting "Caters." One of the first

things an architect should see to is the
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lioight of the chamber in wliich the ringers

stand, for an inexperienced ringer may be

entangled in his rope, and n liell, if swung

completely round, would take u\> L'Uft. of

it, with the ringer on the end, to test the

strength of his head against the oak floor.

It is therefore wise to arrange the ringing-

chamber to be of a height that will exceed

three times the diameter of the largest

wheel. Some ringing-cliambers, even in

two to three tons, the tenor being over

lOcvvt., and seldom exceeding 15cwt. A
]ieal of eight bells will weigh from 3 to

r,}^ tons, and the tenor may vary from

b^cwt. to .30cwt. The diameter of the bells

in a peal of six will vary from 45in. to

'28in., and in a peal of eight from 54in. to

2Sin.' In the matter of the weight and size'

of bells, and the framing necessary to carry

them, Messrs. Warner are infallible

guide's, and the architect may place the

utmost confidence in their advice. We
have the pleasantest recollections of the

assistance they afforded us, some time

back, in hanging a peal of small bells in

the window-jambs of a church tower.

When a bell is hung in a bell-gable, or in

will not be transferred to the tower-walls.

Amateurs talk much about the virtue of

using corbels; but the chief use of these

is to support a beam, even', if the end is

rotten, in a wall. In this climate espe-

cially the corbel is for this purpose

valuable, though in many cases it is used

because it is^'supposed to be ornamental.

Our first illustration shows a bell

"tucked up" in the stock. It is carefully

drawn from one cast by Rudhall, of

Gloucester, in' 1749, and it has this inscrip-

tion : "I to the church the living call, and

to the grave do summon all." To give an

idea of the scale to which this sketch is

made, the greatest diameter of the bell

may be taken as being 3ft. Bin. Fig. 2

FiQ. 2.

cathedrals, have chambers mudi lower
than this ; but they are dangerous,
especially tor amateurs who do not see the
necessity for keeping clear of the bell-rope.

An architect must bo furnished with the
sizes and weights of the bells for which ho
is to provide framing ; but we give some
memoranda that may be useful at all times.

A peal of six bells will probably weigh from

a window, there is always the danger of the

clapper being thrown—it has happened ; so

that a periodical examination of its fixing

is imperative. When the architect knows
the number of bells, their diameters, and
the sizes of their wheels, he can design a

cage for them. To this he need not involve

himself in any elaborate calculations, for

he will find the prolilem already worked
out in numerous churches all over the
country, and he cannot do better than
study a few of them. On this study he may
safely base his design.

There is no mystery about the hanging
of church-bells ; the work is extremely
simple, and the framing required is not
more elaborate than that in an ordinary
kingpost roof ; in fact, it is on the same
principle, the bellstock being treated as a

ridge in an ordinary I'oof. The framing
must be of English oak, and it should be
free from knots ; for, wherever they are, the
wood will twist in drying, and give trouble.

It should, therefore, be cut from the butts
of large trees, and below the first branches.

In putting the frame together, it should
be draw-bored and pinned. If the wood
is not thoroughly dry, it will shrink, the
joints will open, the frame become rickety,

and wcdging-u]i will be necessary—which
is bungling work, and to be guarded
against. The framing should rest on an
offset in the tower-walls, or on corbels.

There is no reason why the bottom beams
should not be fixed ; but the topmost ones
must stand clear of the masonry every-

where, so that the vibration of the framing

shows the hanging-straps to a larger scale,

also the crown of the bell, the canons, and

the mode of hanging the clapper. The
sound-bow is 2iin. thick, and the indenta-

tion made in it, after 160 years' ringing,

is 3-16in. Fig. 3 shows the same bell

raised and set, ready for pulling off. The

bell would go completely over but for the

stay and slider. The former is shown

caught against the latter in our sketch.

When the bell goes back again, it swings

into the position shown by the dotted lines,

the stay pushing the slider against the

notch shown on the right of the sketch.

This prevents it going over, and holds it

in position for pulling off again. It will

be noticed that the bell-rope is held in the

shrouding of the wheel by the deep groove,

and kept in position for pulling the bell

off by a " fillet " bolted through the

shrouds. We may illustrate the framing

of a cage, and its adaptation to the belfry,

in another article.
. ^t^- —

THE NATIONAL LOAN EXHIBITION.

On its own account, as well as in the

probable absence of any winter exhibition

at the Royal Academy, the very interest-

ing loan exhibition of "Woman and Child

in Art " at the Grosvenor Gallery will

certainly be the success of the season, and

the delight of all lovers of the very best of

its kind in pictorial art. Moreover, the

visitor will have the double satisfaction of

seeing many works of the first rank never

before exhibited, and of contributing, by
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his visit, tij the i.>staljlishiiU'nt of tlie fiiiij

it is suiiglit to raise for the acquisition oi

contemporary British works for the
national collection, an object which
scarcely needs commendation. It is not

very creditable to British buyers that
Paris is richer in contemporary British

pictures than London. Surely, as Mr.
Robert Ross aptly points out in his excel-

lent introduction to the catalogue, when
any Biiton of taste ami knowledge realises,

as he may do at this exhibition, how easily,

and without shock, his eyes ma}- pass from
foreign masterpieces to those of our own
Country, he will come to the conclusion
that it is time private enterprise and
enthusiasm did something more to

encourage the many English artists who
are neither dead nor Royal Academicians

;

yet who, while their works are bouglit and
prized by the rest of the world, are, with a

few rare exceptions, absent from the cata-

logue of the National Gallery of British

Art.

The determining motive of selection in

this exhibition has been " Woman and
Child," and it certainly emphasises a

mai'ked gap in the history of British art

where there is no Madonna till the days of

Alexander Dyco and the Pre-Raphaelites,
tliough, of course, the gap is more than
filled by the Mond collection Titian (47),

"The Madonna and Child," and the
Cowper Raphael (35) of 1508, also a
"Madonna and Child." But all will agree
with Mr. Ross that, except, perhaps, in
Italy, no school lias treated motherhood
and childhood with such tender sympathy

;

and that Raeburn, if he had been a pious
Catholic, would have most adequately de-
lineated the Virgin and her Divine Child.
Romney certainly nears the mark in one
or two of his portraits, notably in his
"Duchess of Gordon and her .Son." There
may be exceptions, and possibly Charles
Lamb was right, and the ladies of

Reynolds are too much like professional
mothers, and their offspring look as if they
had been brought back from the farm just
to be painted with "mamma." Still, all

the British children are delightful—those
of Lawrence and Raeburn especially so

—

and compare well, with their mothers, at
any rate in physical beauty with those of

the sitters of most of the foreign masters.
Entering the gallery, one is glad to re-

cognise, first, Lord Leighton's "Lady
Florence Herbert" (1), and next, Sir
Edward Burne-.Iones's "Aurora" (2), with
its background and surroundings de-
veloped from a sketch done in 18G7 from a
bridge near the railway-station at Oxford.
The next sumptuous jiicce of decoration,
fascinating by its semi-barbaric simplicity,
is a "Portrait of a Woman " (,S), said to be
the work of some unknown Persian
painter. It was exhibited in 1909, at the
" Fair Women Ex]nl)ition." as " Roubadah,
Princess of Cabul." bv Omar Jleherab.

In the I,arge Gallery are three Rae-
burns never previously exhibited :

" Mrs.
Simpson " (6), a three-quarter length
young and pretty w-oman ; "Mrs. Alex-
ander McCrae and Children" (8), mother
and girl in wdiite, and boy in red jacket;
and "Clementina, Lady Perth, and her
Daughter " (28), neither before sliown.
There are no less than ten of Sir Thomas
Lawrence's pictures altogether, several not
hitlierto exhibited, and others which will

nrobablv be new to some—"Caroline,
Fifth Duchess of Richmond " (7), and so
will be the "Countess of Dvsart " (29).

There are three Hogarths, till now nn-
exhibited : "An LTnknown Lady" (9),

"Portrait of a Lady " (11), "The Hon.
Edward Jlontasu as a Boy" (82). Six
Gainsboroughs include some of his best
work. "Portraits of his Three Daughters"
(10) will be familiar to most, and also

" .Maiy Bruce, Ducliess of Richmond " (12).

There are no less than thirteen of Sir

Joshua Reynolds's works, most of them
well known, but "The Hon. George
Seymour Conway as a Boy" (103), "Miss
Catherine Bishop " (108), and " Lady
Gordon and Her Son " (112) are new, as far

as exhibition goes. Eight Romneys, only

ono of which has been ])reviously shown,
thougli most of the others are mole or

less well known, include liis "I'ortraii of

Mrs. Oliver" (14), "Lady Hamilton as the

Ambassadress" (2C), a sketch of "Lady
Hamilton" (86), and "Miss Farrar" (89).

John Hopjuier lias seven paintings

attributed to lum, nearly all hitherto un-

exliibited, the most interesting being
"Elizabeth, Countess of Derby (Miss
Farren) " (15), and "Lady Paget and
Child" (16). A single example by Isaac

Oliver, "Equestrian Portrait of Henry
Prince of Wales, son of James I." (18),

well deserves its inclusion, and will be seen

by most for the first time. The picture is

a large one, 92 by 92 inches, and the

Prince, clad in a suit of mail, is mounted
on a white horse, the trappings of whiclx

are richly embroidered and jewelled.

The Small Gallery is mostly devoted to

foreign masters. There is one Andrea
del Sarto, "The Holy Family" (31), a

repetition of the picture in the Louvre;
and one Veronese, "A Venetian Woman as

Venus " (32), the originality of which is not

established. Bernardino Luini's "Portrait
of a Lady " (33) was last exhibited in 1899,

and is believed to lie the only portrait by
him left, except the founders in two of

his altar-pieces at Como. There is a " St.

Catherine " (34), by El Greco. Of the two
Titians, one is the wonderful Mond
"Madonna" (47), before-mentioned. The
other is "Tobias and the Angel" (49).

Three examples of the Flemish school by
Xntonio Moro are the "Duchess of

Parma" (44), "Eliabeth of Valois " (17),

Philip the Second's third wife, and "Mary
of Hungary" (19), the two latter being
hung in the Large Gallery. Of the two
Rubens, one, " A Nun " (45), has not
been hitherto shown ; the other is " A
Daughter of Gerbier" (50). The one Tinto-

retto is "Leda and the Swan" (52), said to

be the most authentic of the three versions,

and not before exhibited.

Sir David Wilkie is represented in the
Long Gallery by one example, " Lady
Lyndhurst" (85). In the same room is

Opie's "Mrs. Reynolds," the wife of the
well-known engraver. Here also is the

solitary Velasquez, "Isabella of Bourbcm "

(95), and Vandvck's- "Marchesa Balbi

"

(100). George Watson, at one time Presi-

dent of the Royal Academy, is shown by a
portrait of his son (107).

The only lady artists represented are
Angelica Kaufmann, whose "Lady
Caroline Darner" (110) has not before been
shown, and Mrs. Maria Cosway. whose
"Hon. George Lamb as a Child" (116) re-

]iresents an infant Bacchus holding grapes,
witli len])ards on either side of him.

ORNAMENTAL TILE-WORK.-^VI.
CHIMNEYS.

Considering the prominence of the ehiimiey
as a striking architectural feature, it is

rather a wonder that there is comparatively
so little endeavour made to make it even
presentable on the majority of buildings.
Even w'ith the simplest cottage work it is

possible to transform it into quit? a
decorative feature, by very inexpensive
methods indeed, if only a little thorough con-
sideration is given to it. The large-size tiles

— viz., lOJin. by 6Mn.—are also of such a

character that quite good projection can be
given a few oversailing courses in the for-

mation of the most simple cornices, which
possess a large amount of architectural effect.

For iustaiiee, sonietliiiig after the nature of

Figs. .'! and 8. For very plain work, however,
a few simple, projecting courses of tiles, one
u.sed singly as a fillet course, with two or

three rows over. A similar blocking i-ourse,

with a single tile set on the angles, sur-

2^^
~~*'^,^^^

Fio. 1.

mounted with splayed cement or roughcast,

such as illustrated by Fig. 1 forms a pleasing

variation from so much plain brick over-

sailing work. Simple tile-work is no more
costly than brick ; at the same time it has
not the coarse or heavy character of the

latter. Being of a far finer nature, it is thus

more particularly adaptable to roughcast
work than the former, which usually affords

a somewhat too violent contrast, unless care-

fully combined with tilework, to break its

harsher effect. The narrow relief of the tile.

worked mainly on a flush-face style, in brick-

work also affords another system of slight

relief in a plain manner, l^articularly when
the brighter red of the tile is cojitrasted with
brown, stock, or buff bricks, as illustrated by
Fig. 2. The slightest of brick relief is also

introduced, in combination, at the centre of

these two stacks, merely composed of pointed
coping-bricks of shallow projection. The
brick angles to these can be easily taken up
with the ready made chamfer-bricks, so that
no special cutting need be involved here.

The bolder projection given by the slight

Fig. 3.

tile cornice—illustrated in the succeeding
figure. No. 3—with its course of double-tilo

dentils and angle-necking, forms a very
simple, but nevertheless effective, chimney-
stack, well suited for work of a rustic or
suburban character. Fig. 4 illustrates some-
thing more approaching the customary type
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of moulded top. in general effect. A few

courses of tiles so disposed, in a conibiiiatiou

of single, douljlc, and treble rows, ete.,

po.ssess all the effect of an elaborately-

luonlded cornice-piece wlieji seen from the

ground or a distance—the position from
which such are mainly viewed. The simk-

bricli relief panel in this figure is simply

formed with the bull-nosed brick, filled with

poiiited copings and cement, which can be
coloured, if desired, to match the brickwork.

The latter decoration can be replaced with
tiles, set to many designs, in a liner systeni

of ornamentation, such as the diamond
pattern, illustrated on the next figure. No. 5.

The points to the diamond are started with

Fia. 4.

pointed coping-bricks, to eliminate fine

cutting, which would occur with tile-ends.
The course of pointed coping-bricks to the
top also affords further enrichment, although
(|uite simple in construction. The splayed
coping of cement over it being again sur-

mounted by a single-tile course, as seen.
Fig. 6 is also based mainly on the ordinary
conventional lines, but still affords a some-
what more picturesque appearance, merely
by the introduction of single-tile quoins of
slight projection. A more picturesque and
original appearance is given by Pig. 7,

although there is far less work iii its con-
struction. It is merely composed by a slightly
projecting, heavy blocking course on ii

double tile band, the latter being further
supported on two or three double-tile dentil-
blocks. A slight necking course is also

Fig. 5.

merely suggested by the insertion of single
tiles on the angles. The latter could be
carried across, if preferred, and a course of
tile quoins inserted, as in the preceding
example, to form another variation. Others
might bo formed by introducing tile
diaiiionds. ns in Kig. 5, or different made up
f dp patterns. Although these all represent
distinct variations, quite different from the
majority of such work in vogue, it is quite
Jiossible to produce many other types on more
original li„e, still, after the character illus-Inded by Fig. 8. The broad, projecting
cornice member, as previouslv mentioned is
one winch is particularly effective and wellworthy of .special note. The shallow, canted
angles, treated at the top with a few pro-
.lt|c-tiiig tiles on «dgc, forming brackets. They
afford quite a large amount of variation

which is thus
manner. A pa
^.llort tiles, with
arc introdncetl

attained
nel con
pnintctl

on the f

in the ii

iposed of

bricks in

ront and

ost simple
long and

the angles,

sides, with

Fig. 6.

a drop piece in a brick or projecting base of

the same material. The top is finished with
a fine coating of cement. If preferred, the
tile brackets could be sloped off at an angle,

which would prove more effective, well worth
the little cutting and rubbing involved. This
sketch merely illustrates to a slight extent
the possibility of a great deal of work on
somewhat similar lines. Work wliicli might
all be made equally as original, varied, and

Fig. 7.

distinctive in character, if given a little

thorough study of the application of the tile

in its ornamental capacity. Unfortunately,
space does not permit of carrying any par-
ticular style or type further, or to the extent
possible. Such work, as shown by the two
latter figures particularly, might very well
be arranged in concrete construction. A
different method of frieze treatment, as

Fig. 8.

applied to the chimnev-stack, is illustrated
by the succeeding figure. No. 9. It is here
broken up into smaller panels by slightly-
projecting vertical tiles. A central band of
white, buff, or other tinted roughcast—of

rather a fine character—forms a middle line
to the frieze itself. The centre of each panel
is formed with a patterned tile, placed Hat,
with |)ointed lirieks arranged round it. The
top and bottom courses adjoining these being
formed with the ready-made chamfer-brick to
a\oid cutting. There is also the possibility
of introducing a little colour relief here witli
considerable effect, by utilising subdued tones
of glazed tile-work in place of the central-
patterned ones, to the small panels. A more
elaborate finish to a large stack, somewhat
similar, is seen in illustration No. 10, broad
tile quoin-blocks to the depth of a course of
brickwork, being used. Broad triglyphs to
the frieze are formed with alternately pro-
jected tiles on edge. The intermediate

^^--^7^-

_-_ -_ — -4'

Fig. 9.

panels could either be patterned or in colour,
as suggested for the former example. The
dentil course over is formed with pointed
bricks, the nnder ones being slightly
recessed. It should be noted with this class
of ornament, as applied in the two latter
instances, how far more refined it is than
brick relief alone. Used in conjunction with
brick, it is really possible to execute work of
pi-actically equal refinement to some of the
best Classic examples, although in quite a
different style of ornament. A chapter on
this section would hardly be complete with-
out calling attention to the particular
qualities of the last illustration (Fig. 11). Al-
though based on an old-fashioned principle.

Fig. 10.

it is, nevertheless, an extremely good one,
which it is a pity not to see in more general
use. The flat top prevents both wind and
rain from driving directly down from various
angles. The angle-blocks themselves also
deflect these forces considerably from various
other angles. The smoke, in consequence,
being drawn out of one or the other of these
openings even during very high winds. As
a smoke-preventer it has long been recog-
nised in many localities of a bleak and open
character, v\here the full force of heavy gales
are felt. Generally speaking, its qualities
are evidently not widely known, or, at any
rate, certainly not adopted to anything like
universal use. Its simple, but picturesque,
qualities are also a further recommendatiou,
IKirticularly in lieu of the majority of
chimney-pots, which are often of a reverse
nature. It is quite apparent that the
chimney-stack, whilst forming a really im-
portant feature—one of the most striking and
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proTionncod on any building when roiilly

studied from the
" point of areliiteetural

desij^n, is too often ill-considered. Even on

bnildinf^s wliieh show a greut deal of study

and thought in the main design or general

composition it is more often evidently con-

sidered that anything will do for the chimney-
stai-ks ; any old stock-patterned type. No
matter whether they happen to suit the par-

ticular structure or not. That this is a great

mistake, (|nite spoiling any genuine con-

tinuity of design throughout, which should he

the chief endeavour for really satisfactory

work, anyone can easily discern for them-
selves merely by looking around in their own

Fig. 11.

vicinity. A badly-designed or unsatisfactory

stack forms one of the strongest conHicting
notes possible on any sti'uctnre, from a

genuiiio architectural point of view. It

.should, therefore, be given quite as nuich

study and consideration as the lavishly

decorated facade, porch, or any other in-

dividual feature which goes to make up the

whole. Even if it occasionally happens to

come in an awkward position for treatment,

it will still be found that, with proper
attention, it can be made an equally as

decorative and ornamental feature as any
other upon the building.

W. G. Kkrby, Architect.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fortnightly meeting of the Architec-

tural Association was held on Monday
evening at 18, Tuftou-street, Westminster, the

chair being occupied by the President, Mr.

W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A. Four nomina-
tions for membership were read, and Messrs.

S. D. Felkin, F. Saxon Snel), and G. W.
Widmark were elected as members. Mr.
liconard Elkington, hou. secretary, an-

nnnneed that at the meeting of the Camera,
Sketcli, and Debate Club, to be held on
Thursday, December 4, Mr. W. J. Palmer
Jones would read "Some Notes on Egypt,"
illustrated by sketches.

ARCHITICCTURAL NOTES ON PIEDMONT.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by
numerous lantern slides, was read by Mr.
V. C. Eden. Having referred to G. E.
Street's denunciatory criticisms of the art of

the Italian Renaissance, in the preface to his

"Brick and Marble," penned in 1855, as in

absolute contrast to the viewpoint of the

present day, the lecturer admitted that

Piedmont, and particularly the byways
into which he proposed to guide bis

audience that evening, was by no means
noted for pre-eminence in the arts. He
proposed to keep upon the lower steps of

that great mountain theatre of which I'icd-

mont forms the stage, with Turin as an
appro.ximato focus. He should pay a short

visit to the Val di I'esio. Saluzzo is our
next stopping-place, at the foot of the
I/Othian nips, of which the inagnificent

pyramid of Monte Viso is monarch. A short
turn follows up the Valley of Susa. to visit

the Sagra di San Michele. From here the
railway takes us in a north-easterly direc-
tion, passing by the famous valleys of Lanzo.
Aosta, and Gressoney, to Biella, at the foot
of the Apeiniines, and thence to Orta, where

Piedmont is left behind. The situation of

the Certosa, or Charterhouse, of Pesio, is

enclninting, and still seems pervaded by an

air of monastic serenity and recoUectedness.

High walls rise from a steep grassy bank
over tlie impetuous torrent of the Pesio. A
covered bridge adorned with paintings spans

the river in a single arch, and is the only

means of approacli to the convent grounds.

Opposite th(> bridge is the main entrance,

through which one passes to the cloisters,

which arc of vast extent, and still show nmny
Muirble shafts and carved capitals, dating

from the end of the PJth century, when the

monastery was founded. At Saluzzo yon un-

expectedly come across the absolutely pure

Freruh (iothic choir. It was b\iilt about the

middle of the 15th century by Ludovico, first

nuirquis of that name, of a fine dark grey

.stone, which still retains every minutest
iTuirk of the tool on its delicate carvings. A
mcnujrial of an earlier marquis, Federigo II.,

is the Castle of Verzuolo, a few miles out of

the town. It dates from about a century
earlier than S. Giovanni, and is a great four-

square pile of brick, now in private hands,
and perhaps rather too trim and fresh. The
town itself contains interesting works in the

same material, of which the fat^ade of a dese-

crated church is a fair sample. A 19th

century worthy, the Marchese Taffarelli

d'Azeglio, was a great bciiefnctor to the

town. Besides presenting it with the Casa
Cavassa, a very fine specimen of a Cinque-
cento house, retaining much contemporary
<Iecoration very well preserved, he endowed
the hospital with lands at Laguasco. On
this property are two so-called castclli, less

like castles than deserted villas, facing one
another across a grassy court. They contain
painted wooden ceilings, chimneypieces,
floors of good old glazed aTul patterned tiles

(rather rare in Italy), aiid many scraps of

detail suited to find a place in an architect's
sketchbook. In approaching Turin by the
Mont Cenis route, one sees in the valley of

the Dora, to the right shortly before passing
the station of S. Ambrogio, an abrupt moun-
tain jutting into the valley. Wooded below,
precipitous and rocky above, it is surmounted
by what looks like a castle staiuling among
mined outworks. It is not, however, a

castle, but an abbey, the Sagra di San
Michele. Some time before the middle of

the inth century a recluse from Ravenna
had built a small oratory on the top of Monte
Pirelli iaiio, as it is called. At the end of

the century a Frenchman, Silvester II., was
Pope. By his advice or command Hugo di

Montboissies, an Auvergnat noble, acquired
the site and founded thereon a Benedictine
monastery. As the institution increased in

numbers and importance, the church was
found insufficient, and the buildings we now
see belong to a later period. Of the early
oratory part still exists embedded in tlif walls
at the far end of the crypt, as well as one
wall of the primitive hermitage. Hugo's
church, with its three apses, is to be traced
under the floor of the present church, and
part of it still stands outside the present west
wall, and is known as the Old Choir (Coro
Vecchio). This dates from about 100'2. To
the time of Hugo also belong the monastic
buildings on the south side of the church,
surrounding a small irregular cloister. The
extensive outbuildings to the north, now
entirely in ruins, and of uncertain use, date
from the second half of the lltli century, as

well as the likewise ruined guest-house near
the entrance. Hugo's church extended to

the limit of the available building space, so
when enlargement became necessary an arti-

ficial platform had to be formed by the erec-

tion of an enormous substructure of brownish
grey gneiss, upon which to build the eastern
limb of the church. This was begun about
the middle of the l'2tli century. The former
church was demolished by degrees, and it

was not till tlie next century that the western
bays of the present church were completed.
The precincts are entered by a fortified gate-
lionse ; a steep double rarhp leads to a small
terrace, whence it is a further climb of about
seventy steps to the main entrance. The
chureh itself is clearly distinguished from the
basement, both by its apsidal form and green
hue, the material used being an aniphibolite,

found in erratic blocks scattered about the

mountain top. The whole interior of the

space below the church is occupied by a stair,

the Scalone dei Morti, in part cut out of the

living rock, surrounded by huge sepulchral

recesses, the whole strangely impressive in

its grim dignity. Some of the recesses con-

tain sarcophagi, hut one is grated, and is

occupied by a huddled group of skeletons,

clad in tattered monastic habits. At the top

of the stair is a fine Lombard doorway, richly

carved witli signs of the Zodiac and mytho-
logical monsters. After passing through
this doorway you turn sharply to the right

and mount a temporary wooden stair through
what was formerly a library and sacristy, but

is now practically a ruin owing to a besotted

"restoration," still in liand, though it has

been suspended for twenty years or more.

The door of the church is richly moulded,
and apparently of 1.3th-ceiitury date. In its

present deplorable state it is difficult to ap-

preciate the church. Biella is reached in

between two and three hours from Turin. It

consists of an upper and lower town. In the

former are several houses of mediaeval date,

with terracotta stringcourses enriched with

Gothic foliage showing through later trap-

pings. At tile end of the only street of the

upper town is a Renaissance gate, above

which the buildings of Oropa may be descried

perched on a mountain shelf more than

2, (100ft. above. About the middle of the 4th

century S. Eusebius, Bishop of V'ercclli, built

at Oropa a rough votive chapel for an image,

and this, which still exists, forms the nucleus

round which the whole immense structure

has clustered. Though the buildings of the

church and hospice are of Renaissance date,

and .some very late, the sanctuary can boast

a very respectable antiquity. From the Sth

century till 1170 Benedictines were esta-

blished here, and were followed by Cis-

tercians, who remained till 1450. The pre-

sent church was begun at the end of the IGtIi

century, and was consecrated in 1600.

Shortly after this a design for a hospice for

the accommodation of pilgrims was prepared

by the architect, Negro di Pralungo, and the

part adjacent to the church was begun. In

1G14 the block inclosing the quadrangle on

the entrance side was started, and in 1720

the facade was erected fi-om designs by the

celebrated Filippo Juvara. The forecourt is

entered througli iron gates between the

terminal pavilions of two immensely long

wings. The ground slopes up to a finely

designed stair, which lands you about level

with the fourth story of the pavilions. The
ground floor on each side of the entrance is

formed of open arcades, extending the whole
depth of the front block. This loggia, which
forms such a striking feature of the design,

is strictly utilitarian— viz., to shelter the

multitudes of pilgrims from the weather. For
how much of the facade Juvara was re-

sponsible, one is unable to say—certainly for

the grand stair and the central pedimented
feature ; whether the fine conception of the

open ground story was his is doubtful, siiicu

this side of the quadrangle was begun, as we
said, in 1644, nearly eighty years before he

comes upon the scene. The great (|uad-

raiigle measures about 420ft. by 230ft., and is

surrounded by a cloister walk, for the most
part arcaded in that pleasant combination
of arch and lintel falsely attributed to

Palladio. There is a scheme on foot for

nearly doubling tlic size of the already

enormous establishment, including the cree

lion of a huge domed church in the high

ground at the back. A beginning has already

been made after designs by an architect

named Golletti, who flourished, as all archi-

tects do, about the year 1750. From Biella

to Orta, which is on the extreme confines of

Piedmont, if, indeed, it is not actually in

Lombardy, it is a lovely drive of about eight

hours. 'I'lie little town of Orta, consisting of

a single street, is full of good things. The
town iiall at the end of the piazza is a most
picturesque object, adorned with fading

heraldic frescoes. Ju.st off the piazza on the

way up to the church is the Palazzo GenicUi.

a striking unfurnished house, with a great

pointed cove under the eaves, the piano

nobile being defined by a band of cherubs
below the windows, and representations of

the four continents above. The entrance

door is a refined piece of work, somctliing
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moru than reminiscent of Vignola at
Caprardia. The detail is an improvement on
Vignola's doorway at the Farnese Palace in
some respects—e.g., instead of the metopes
being charged with ratlier dullisli ornament,
they are plain, and filled in with the dark-
green serpentine, of which such excellent use
is made in the buildings of the Sacro Monte.
In front of the palazzo is a broad paved and
balustraded terrace, terminating in a pretty
arrangement of steps. The principal attrac-
tion to architects at Orta is the Sacro Monte,
which consists of a series of chapels contain-
ing representations of scenes from the life
of S. Francis.
At the close a short discussion took place,

in which Messrs. Alick Horsnell, A. G. R.
Mackenzie, Geoffry Lucas, T. C. Vates, John
Williams. C. W. Bowles, and the President
took part, and a hearty vote of thaidis was
accorded to Mr. Eden.'

and scenes by Mr. F. W. Yerbury. Iji

the gallery on the second floor were hung
drawings by the students in the A. A. School
of Architecture. During the evening an ex-
cellent programme of music was carried out
by the Blue Imperial Orchestra, conducted
by Mr. A. H. Pitman.

THE A.A. CONVERSAZIONE.
The annual conversazione of the Archi-

tectural Association was held at the Royal
Architectural Museum and the adioinin<»
schools, 18, Tufton-street, VPestminster, on
Thursday evening in last week, and passed
off most smoothly and successfully. The
guests were received by tlie President Mr
W. Curtis Green. F'.R.I.B.A., and Mrs.
Curtis Green, supported by tlie Vice-
Presidents, Messrs. H. Austen Hall and E.
Maurice Webb; the Treasurer, Mr. Arthur
Keen (a Past-President) ; the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. G.Leonard Elkington, and the members
of the Council. Among those present were Sir
Ernest George, Messrs. Leonard Stokes and
Gerald C. Horsley (Past-Presidents). Robert
Atkinson, F. Dare Clapham, F. T W Gold-
smith. Alan Potter, J. B. Scott, R W
Stoddart, and F. R. Yerbury (Secretary).
The great feature of the exhibits was the
large collection of framed holiday sketches
hung ni the lecture-room on the first floor.
Sir Ernest George contributed some delight-
ful examples of his work from North Italy
and France; Mr. Reginald Blomfield sent a
large pencil sketch of Coutanees and another
of La Rochclle; Mr. C. E. Batcman, of
iJirmingham, pen-and-ink drawings of
the Chateau Villandry, Amboise, Charlton
and Wiuchcomlie village; Mr. E G-iv
Dawber lent a drawing of tlio Broletta atComo; and Mr. Frank L. Emmanuel one of
the Hotel de Ville at Brussels; Mr. H M
Fletcher views of Chartres ; Mr. D J
Gradon a water-colour of Wymondiinm
Church; the President of the Association,
water-colour sketches of Venice; wliile a verv
remarkable and excellent series of works in
tlie same medium were lent bv Mr /Arthur
Harrison, of Birmingham, from'tields of studv
so diverse as Caudehee, Laon, Hoorn",
Midd eburg, Voleudam, Caen, Amiens
Haarlem Mniiackadam. Bruges, Malines

pi"!,,' ""'' Cirencester; pencil sketches
of St Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside, and Brams-
hill Honse, Hants, by Mr. W. G. Newton

;

Mr. C. W outlier Smitli showed a perspective
of <ouiitains Hall

; and Mr. G. Vey a series of
etchings of buildings in progress in Waterloo-

&,r; ^ "";"'"*"'"*• "'"' "''"'• London
streets. Other exhibitors in this class in-
eluded Messrs. Brake Baldwin, Cecil CBrewer, F. Dare Clapham. A. B Knann-

r'r "•«»'"';','''• ^"""- M^1^'"'"1J Gill, A.
I. Gnmth Kdwin T. Hall, Stanlcv Hamp,AlickG. Horsnell, P. (^..-t ,l„ LaYontaine

r'li *Jf"^^'""'z'e. G. S. Nieol, G. H
1 ellowes Prynne, Christopher M. Shiner:
I

. J. Wcstwood, L. Sutton Wood,
Waring, and Maurice

H. F.
,, , - ,. -- -^- E. Webb. Anioni'the decorative work lent by Messrs. Ann,"as a bedstead ,i, cedarwood, decorated byMiss .lessie Boves. and other works wereshown designed bv Messrs, .Arthur T
Alfred H. Powell, and Allan i'

collection of choice

were
Bolton,

Vigcrs, A
, ., .

°"' objects 111 neuter

MlTn/A"r'" v-^'
''^"''^'•'- « St'p'-

Ailing, A. I., de Navarro, and A, B. YealesIhere was n huge display in frames of phnto-
graphs aiui sketches from the Vallev of the

tlTu fn ^r:
^^'- "<-">'"«- ""'1 othermembers of the Camera, Sketch, and Debate

r ,.•
,"'"'"' ''"«P impressionist phntograpl

of Volendani A,.,,i i ,' r.K.Amsli'i-dam. and canal folks

ON THE PART PLAYED BY WATER IN
MACADAM-ROAD CONSTRUCTION.*
By W. G. Feaen.sides, M.A., F.G.S.

(Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge, and Sorby Professor of Geology in
the University of' Sheffield.)

Water, left to itself, will, in time, dissolve
a little of almost any road material. Natural
waters have at one time fallen as rain, and
in their passage through the atmosphere have
taken up carbonic acid and oxygen from the
air. Water as a solvent cleans the surfaces
of the mineral particles which aggregated
form the road-stones, and brings the car-
bonated and oxygenated water into chemical
contact with the bare surface. If all the
mineral particles of the stones are of such
composition that none of them react with the
aerated waters, all is well, and neither rain
nor water-carts can work chemical damage
to the road. Usually this is not the case,
and, except in the cas'e of flints, and perhaps
some quartzites, there is reaction between
atmospheric waters and some or other of the
mineral constitueuts of the road-,stone, which
ill time leads to the disintegration of the
stone. Any rock which contains felspar—
and the best road-stones, granites, syenites,
diorites, basalts, and the like, consist largely
of felspar—will have the felspar gradually
attacked, and the less silicious the felspar
tlie more soluble does it prove. Any rock
which contains a mineral rich in iron in the
niioxidised (that is, in the ferrous state) will
have that mineral rusted as well as partially
dissolved. Any rock which has a mineral
rich in lime will have that lime mineral
transformed to calcium carbonate, which in
continuation of the same process will surely
be dissolved. Any sulphide mineral will in
time be in part oxidised to snlpliate with the
production of some free sulphuric acid, a
substance which may be trusted to disturb
the equilibrium of its .surroundings and
greatly to further the disintegrating process.
The rate at which stones in a road-crust
suffer chemical disintegration is not in
general great as compared with the rate of
mechanical abrasion by traffic; but in the
under, or foundation, layer, where "out of
sight is out of mind," and the stones are left
to stew in water—sometimes percolating,
sometimes stagnant—for whole seasons to-
gether, chemical solution is the process which
counts. On ordinary road-stones solvent
action is most destructive and rapid when it
attacks carbonate of lime present as a cement
holding other and less soluble mineral grains
together. The hard cement-stones of the
Lias and the Oolite clay districts of the South-
eastern Midlands often go to pieces from this
cause. Corallian calcareous grits of York-
shire and Dorset, Upper and Lower Green-
sand of Devonshire and the Wcnld, and even
the famous Kentish Rag in its less compact
condition, should be protected from the
solvent action of water, and when buried are
never free from suspicion. Bastard lime-
stones, much used for second-class roads in
the Pennine District, as well as in parts of
Devonshire, Shropshire, and North V/ales,
also suffer solution changes; but with the
increase in the percentage of lime carbonate
the dissolving waters become saturated at the
surface of the stones, and the danger of
actual disintegration by partial solution is
reduced.
Igneous roeks, when eonipnct and fresh

arc attacked so slowlv that through the
space of one man's life ihev may be con-
sidered as immune. If alreadv p'orous and
partly weathered in the (juarrv. they geucrallv
contain some carbonate of "lime, and ma'y
quickly go to pieces when subjected to eon-
tinnous soaking within the ro.a'd. In certain
i-egions, such as the English Lake District,

•Read at the OnlhiaiT Ocncral Meetin« of theRin-veyors- Institution, Monilny. Nov. 21, IflKl.

the Breidden District, the mountain district
of North Wales (including a certain section,
now proverbial, of the Holyhead Road) it
often happens that this type of altered igneous
rock is the only rock which the casual labourer
has skill enough to qiJarry, and though ex-
cellent material is avai'lable at no great
distance, these, and these only, are used upon
the roads. Of all road ni'aterials now in
common use those that are most rapidly
affected by the solvent action of water are
the slags. Slags upon a road-crust can be
observed, and though after every shower the
characteristic aroma of their reaction with
water can be smelt, it is a matter for argu-
ment whetlier their cheapness does not com-
pensate for the rapidity with which they
disintegrate, whether linder the action of
atmospheric water or under traffic. Placed
beneath the crust to act as a go-between and
weight-distributor from the road surface to
the foundations, no slag is ever safe ; and
numerous are the eases known to me where
road estate roads made up with slags and
dressed with satisfactory coatings of the best
macadam have developed crop after crop of
potholes by reason of the spasmodic and
irregular, sudden or gradual, disintegration
of odd pieces of the slag which lie invisible
and soaking continuously in the ground
waters below. Turning now to the physical
characteristics of water in a road, we will
first take the property by which water wets
the solids with which it comes in contact.
The primitive concept of a liquid as a fluid
which wets things is widespread. Certainly
the liquid water does wet—that is, spreads as
a film over the surface of most common
solids; but it is not difficult to mention a
score of liquids which, when sprinkled upon
the surface of common solids, refuse to wet
them, and which, instead, curl up into
globules and remain as scattered drops upon
the surface. This difference of behaviour is
due to intrinsic differences between two
cla.sses of liquids, and the physical property
which controls it can be numerically
evaluated and tabulated, and is known under
the name of "surface energy" or "surface
tension." For a liquid to w'et a solid there
must be a degradation of energy when the
two surface films (solid-liquid and liquid-air)
are substituted for the one surface film (solid-
air). When, on the other hand, a liquid
refuses to wet a solid, there is indication
that the energy value of the solid-liquid plus
liquid-air surfaces would be greater than the
energy value of the existing single surface
film of solid-air. Glass is a solid readily
wetted by w-ater. When two glass plates are
brought close together with one or more
drops of water between, the two plates stick
together, and the force required to drag them
apart is considerable. I do not propose here
to attempt the mathematical analysis of the
manner in which the force which resists the
parting of the plates is developed— it is dis-
cussed in Poynting and Thomson's "Pro-
perties of Matter "—but will merely say that
it is determined by (1) the surface tension

—

i.e., the skin strength of the water; (2) the
curved water-air surface, which, by reason of
its surface tension, the water in the narrow
space lietween the plates develops ; and (3)

the difference of pressure inside and outside
the water film which the curved skin of the
water renders possible and necessary. The
net result is that two glass plates with a
water film between require a force almost
equal to the pressure of the atmosphere
(about l.'ilb. to the square inch) to begin to
separate tliein. We may repeat this experi-
ment, using plates of mica instead of glass,
and find that the force required to drag
apart the wet mica plates is slightly greater
than in the case of glass. We may pile
together a whole series of damp mica plates
and find that in order to break the column
of the mica pile we have to employ force
almo.st as great. Tn order to obtain the
maximum tensile strength of piled plates it is

essential that the plates should be flat-sided
and in parallel position. Plates with water
drops between and kept from parallelism by
a match-stalk wedged in at one edge are not
difficult to separate. To separate curved
surfaces of glass with water-drops between
requires some expenditure of energy; but the
plates come apart quite easily. The experi-
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ments just iiuliciited exactly reproduce tlia

behaviour of water-bouud " materials iu a
road. The road materials which, bound witli
water, are most strong are those which break
into pieces with fiat faces, and whose con-
htituent minerals break with a cleavage into
fiat-faced grains, and are readily wetted by
water. Derbyshire limestone, for instance,
breaks into "

fiat sided, tetrahedral pieces
which will pack, and its powder consists of
the flat-faced rhombohedra of calcite. With
the right amount of water Derbyshire lime-
stone binds magnilieently. Our" experiment
was made with mica. Sorby, Hutchins, and
others have proved that most clays consist
of minute flakes of mica. Clay makes ex-
cellent bricks, which, when dried, are strong
enough to stand one upon another to the full
height of the kilns even before they are
burnt. This strength is the strength of the
water films between neighliouring mica
plates, strength exactly analogous to the
strengtii of water-bound macadam. If our
e.\perimental pile of mica plates, or our
brick dried ready for the kiln, be dropped into
water, the air w-ith which the water shares
the narrow places between the mica flakes is

displaced, and the strength of the aggregate
so diminished that the mica pile becomes
" weak as water," and the brick " falls to
muddy clay," like, but more muddy than, the
clay from which it was made. I mention this
beliaviour of bricks to suggest that, by
making briquettes of cruslied road-stone, we
can (|uiekly obtain an excellent indication of
the binding power of the road-stone.

I have tested the strength of briquettes
made from road-stones which have been
collected at various places, and have found
that ill general those rocks which have the
lowest silica percentage, when briqnetted,
give the greatest tensile and crnshing
strength. With certain rocks, such as flint,

I have failed to make briquettes, except with
the addition of a quantity of clay-binder, ami
I have found that when powdered flint is

added to clay the strength of the briquette
is that of the clay only. I have made
briquettes from fresh road-stone (Clee Hill
dolerite) freshly powdered by myself, and
from road scrapings taken from a water-
bouud road of Clee Hill stone which was well-
nigh worn out, and I have found that the
strength of the briquette of the rond
scrapings is less than one-quarter that of the
freshly-crushed rock. I also tried to make
briquettes of road sweepings from a tar-
bound road of Clee Hill stone, and was rather
astonished to find that these sweepings failed
to bind. Now I recognise that spent tar and
pitcli belong to the class of solids which water
does not wet, and from the similarity of the
behaviour of powdered flint I am inclined to
group raw flint with these as the one common
rock which water does not wet, and which,
therefore, it cannot bind. Thus far we have
considered tlic strength of a water-bound
aggregate as an absolute property which is

deterinined by the form and composition of

the particles bound. As a matter of fact,

with one and the same aggregate of rock
fragments mingled with different proportions
of water, the strength (that is, the stress

which the aggregate can accept without
coming asunder) varies enormously. We all

recognise that stone dust when dry has no
strength, and tb.at, when fully wetted to the
state of miul, its strength similarly is nil.

In the intermediate damp stages the strength
is considerable and characteristic. We may
conveniently express this in the form of a
curve, which passes through the origin, rises

very rapidly to a definite maximum, and then
falls away again.

The most important characteristics of the
curve are (!) the height of the maximum (i.e.,

the maximum strength)
; (-) the distance froni

the origin (i.e., the percentage of water) at

which the maximum occurs. Powdered mica
gives a high maximum very close to the
origin

;
powdered quartz a low maximum

rather far away. This curve shoidd lie

determined experimentally for each road-

stone used in large quantity. I should infer

that rocks whose strengtii attains a maximum
with little water are suitable for use in dry
climates, while those in which the maximum
is far from the origin are more suited to the
damp atmosphere and frequent showers of

the hills, and I think that experience on the

roads confirms this inference. Quartzite and
flint roads are undoubtedly at their best after

rain or in damp weather, at which times
water-bound limestone roads become almost
impassable. I have laboured these details of

the origin of the strength of water-bouud

Percentage by weight of water.

aggregates at .some length, because, both
from observation and from experiment, I

conclude that it is the statical strength of
the road-crust that determines its resistance
to wear. If the passing loads distribute
stresses which can be taken up by elastic
deformation there is no grinding of "stone on
stone within the road-crust, and the work
done in deformation is dissipated without
altering the conformation of the road aggre-
gate. At their best most roads are strong
enough thus to carry their loads without
serious internal wear; but who, in wet
weather, or after a frost, has not heard the
"scrunch, scrunch" of internal grinding of
the stones beneath the wheels of a waggon as
it passes along a road? The importance,
therefore, of maintaining the quantity of
water in a road at a proportion not far
different from that required for the condition
of maximum strength is considerable. To
this proportion I shall hereafter refer as the
"optimum." The subject of potholes is

closely related. Potholes, I take it, are
areas where, by faulty or non-homogeneous
construction of the sub-crust, or by some
other cause, the road-crust is maintained or
remains damp for periods longer than in the
areas adjoining. Hence, when, after a
wetting, the average of the road in drying
passes from a condition of weakness to a con-
dition of comparative strength, the place of
the pothole remains weak, and the passing
traffic continues to grind stone upon stone
within the crust at times when over the rest
of the road this type of wear has ceased. Two
years ago I came across an old road-mender
on the Cambridge-London main road, at his
wits' end to cure a crop of potholes in front
of the entrance to a patron's estate. The
subsoil at the place is coarse gravel, and the
road has been mended several times without
remaking. It seemed to me, therefore, that
this was a case of water standing in puddles
in the sub-crust. I therefore persuaded the
old man to drive a bar or spike down to the
gravel in the midst of each of his potholes,
and passing the place this summer I rejoiced
to be informed, and to see for myself, that,
though the strip of road has not yet been re-

dressed, the potholes are no more.
If I am right in my explanation of potholes

it follows that a uniform and complete sub-
crust drainage will entirely prevent them, and
that there can be no cure for existing pot-
holes as long as water in the sub-crust dis-
tributes itself irregularly. It also follows
that there can be no surer method of securing
the development of potholes than to put upon
a worn-out and insufficiently scarified road a

thin dressing of new macadam. Road
surfaces, by the crushing of the surface
stones, become fairly impervious, and each
de])ression or rut which is covered by the
new coating is a cup to hold water longer
than does the rest of the road, and hence
the over-rapid wear of the road-crnst above
it is assured. The distribution of sub-crust
water-pockets and their resulting potholes is

a long and complex subject, and with the

comment that over-watering in the dusty
season is one of the most effective methods
of keeping the water-pockets supplied with
water, I must pass to other matters.
Not only does water give strength to

macadam, but it is water which holds
together the particles of which the weaker
of the road " site-rocks " (or ground founda-
tions on which the roads are built) consist.
Site-rocks from the point of view of the road-
maker may be divided into three classes :

—

1. Kocks which consist of compact pieces
of hard material separated one from another
by joints or open spaces which are wide
enough to allow water to pass freely through
them under gravity. These give no trouble
to the road-maker, and beyond the clearing
away of irregularities and the removal of soil,
the sites which they afford require no pre-
parations for the road-crust coating.

2. Rocks without open joints, in which the
constitnent mineral particles are fairly large
and the pores between them wide enough for
water to filter slowly tlirough. Road-sites on
these foundations are sufficiently well pro-
tected from the accumulation of excess of
water by the provision of adequate lateral
drains.

3. Rocks fine-grained and argillaceous.
These, the clay rocks, consist in large part
of minute flakes of mica, and owe such
strength as they possess to the air-water films
which bind them. They have mostly
originated as mud upon the sea bottom, but
as found in mines and deep cuttings, by
reason of the pressure of overlying strata,
they have lost much of their water and
become strong. Exposed to the atmosphere
for long periods, in the soil, or kept in

contact with water, they " fall " to slime or
incoherent mud, and while they are "falling"
they develop the properties of a viscous fluid.

Kept dry, they retain their strength, and some
of them, if laid bare in dry weather, may
increase in sti-cngth. By reason of the fine-

ness of their grain they are well nigh im-
pervious to the percolation of water, and
any water which comes upon them either is

absorbed, to the diminution of the strength of
the clay it wets, or, diverted by the im-
pervious surface, flows away under gravity.
Though the process of absorption is more or
less slow, it is continuous and sure, and
whenever a load is borne upon a surface of
clay which is kept constantly wetted there
must eventually come a collapse.

Landslips generally occur on hillsides
where a clay foundation supports more
massive rock, and, becoming wetted by
trickling water, can withstand their load no
longer. Road sites of argillaceous rock must,
therefore, be guarded with special care from
the action of water. Lateral drains are the
best preventive against the water from out-
side ; but the American method of shaping
clay road-sites with a plough and compacting
them to a camber with a steam-roller, before
making up the road at all, is one which
commends itself to the geologist as a means
of conducting away the water which enters
from above. Upon the cambered clay
surface sufficient of a coarse-textured make-
up layer must be provided to distribute the
pressure of traffic over a wide base, and to
act as an open drain to the water which
sipes in through the road-crust. Many of
the worst roads I know are along outcrops
where pervious and impervious rocks meet,
and it would be well if those whose pro-
fession it is to plan new roads could avoid
such localities. Springs occur at these
places, some of them with continuous flow,

others rising intermittently as bournes only
when the level of ground water in the porous
strata comes to the surface, and if here the
road be founded upon a clay rock which loses

its strengtii by wetting, trouble must ensue.
In any case, the access of ground-water to
the road-crust cannot do other than impair
the wearing power of the road. Turning
to the important variation in the pro-
perties of water with change of temperature,
we notice first the changes of vapour pressure.

By reason of the changes in the miximum
pressure which water vapour can sustain we
lia\e the phenomena of dew and lioar-frost,

and, for the matter of that, all the

phenomena which accompany and control the
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liuiniclity of tlic atniosplicre and tlie pre-

cipitation of rain. The.se. and tlic induence

tliey e.xert on the production and laving of

.surface dust, so force tliemselves on the

notice of road-makers that they are always
watched for, and, as tar as possible, kept in

cheek by the surveyor's arrangements for the

disposal of excess, and for the supplementing
of any deficiency of water.
Before leaving this subject I wish to draw

attention to the influence which the surface

form of the water has upon the temperature
of saturation. This influence has been well

studied in the ease of raindrops, but seems to

have passed unnoticed in the case of the water
surfaces among the crannies of stones, where
films of water are giving strength to clay or
binding macadam together. The dew-point
for convex surfaces is lower than that for

flat ones, and, again, the dew-point for

concave surfaces is correspondingly high,
rising the more in proportion as the curvature
(that is, the narrowness of the cranny) is

increased. Who has not noticed that the
large pebbles on a beach dry more quickly
than does the sand? Who does not know that
a sandy soil remains damp less long than a
field of clay? It is all a matter of curvature
of the water-surfaces. For the same reason
a new-coated road, in which all the surface
particles are still large, remains unaffected
by dew or incipient fog long after an old and
well-trafficked road has been reduced to a
condition ideal for a skid. Flint, as we have
already seen, behaves as a material which
water does not wet, and between flint frag-
ments the water stands in globules. Flint
roads, therefore, do not become slimy under
the action of dew, and despite its excellence
as a " puncture mixture " there is no more
efScient material than flint grit for sprinkling
on wet and dirty roads to reduce the slipperi-
ness. There is also the important question of
sub-crust dew, which " droppeth " not " as the
gentle rain from heaven." but rises or tran-
spires from "the waters under the earth,"
whenever the outside atmospheric tem
perature falls below that of the rocks within.
Like normal dew, when it arrives at the
cooled surface it precipitates itself upon the
water films, and destroys the strength
of the road crust. Each autumn we see water-
bound roads which have been strong all the
summer going to pieces from this .cause ; they
seem as if they will never dry. Roads dry
and good before a frost are notably wet and
unpleasant wlien the thaw comes, and this
whether or not rain has fallen in the interval.
Tar-painted and other roads with waterproofed
surfaces are just as bad as unpainted ones
with respect to this, and, indeed, the over-
wetting of well-drained water-bound roads
after a frost is only rendered possible by the
sealing of the outward ends of the air
passages by ice. a sealing which by design is

already accomplished in the process of water
proof painting. As to means of preventing
the ravages of sub-crust dew I have nothing
to suggest; but jusi; in proportion as the
source of the warm underground water is easy
or difficult of access, so is the process o'f

surface condensation immediate or delayed.
Kfficient sub-crust drairuige is therefore im-
portant, not only for keeping up the general
strength of the road crust, but also because
it delays the arrival of the winter's damp, and
so secures that the proportion of days when
the road's- optinnim strcncth is reduced is
kept as low as possible. The phenomena of
frost are well recognised. Frost swells the
wafer which is contained in narrow places
and whether the narrow places are cracks
within the stones or crannies in which the
water is at work binding the stones together,
the water must expand, and the cracks must
open. In well drained roads, in whicli tlio
watercontent does not far exceed theoptimum, there is generallv ample room for
the ice to expand between the stones.
VV here however, by the choking of the snb-
<Tusf drainage, or by continued condensaticni
of snb-erust dew, the air spaces in the rond
are more completely flned with water tlie
fnizen crust has to expand, and. expanding,
detaches itself from the rest of the road and
rises as the cavernous blisters which we know
so well. Then comes tlic thaw, and the
bursting, disintegrating, and disarrangement
work done by frost becomes evident; but

mneh of the winter damage ascribed to frost

is really the work of sub-crust dew, and can

be minimised by the provision of a proper

porous make-up layer in which water does

not accuinuhite.

The discovery of Macadam was that road-

stones so broken that they would pack are

held together by films of water. Makers of

modern roads follow Macadam in preparing

road-metal aggregates by breaking stones to

a more or less uniform mesh ; but with the

coming of motor traffic and its attendant dust

they have had to find binders stronger than

water, in order to hold their stones together

under the increased stress of traffic. Except
for raw flint the road materials known to

Macadam were all substances which water
wets with avidity; but in these modern days

this is altered, and materials which water

cannot bind have now to be reckoned with

upon our roads. When carbonaceous binders

are new laid they are viscous and resilient,

and yield under stress without breaking ; but
when with lapse of time by differential

evaporation of the tempering oil they become
hard, they break under the hoof or wheel, and
make a mud, or, rather, an emulsion, which
is devoid of strength. When looked at with

a lens, spent tar or pitch, which has been
scraped from a wet road and laid on blotting-

paper, shows the water curled up as globules

between the pitchy splinters, and without
raising the temperature nil my attempts to

make it into briquettes have resulted in

failure. Water will not bind it, and if a pro-

portion of it be mingled with powdered road-

stone, the strength of the water-bound
mixture is diminished as the proportion of

the powdered pitch increases. Users of cars

have learnt to respect the iniquities of the

churned-up mud which in certain places

accumulates on tar-painted or pitch-bound
roads. Mud rich in animal or vegetable

refuse has similar characters. There is also

another side to this question, and this

involves the success or otherwise of these

carbonaceous binders. Water does not wet
the binder, but water does wet the stones,

and if water has spread itself as a film over
the surface of the stone the carbonaceous
binder cannot "wet" the water, and, there-

fore, get into this contact with the stone.

Even if by drying the water lias been removed
from the stone surface, it is likely to remain
in the narrow cracks and capillaries, and
when the carbonaceous binder spreads over
and adheres to the general surface it fails to

make contact with the damper spots, and its

hold upon the stone. is incomplete. I have
watched with interest the Road Board's trials

along the Eltham-Sidcup road and elsewhere,
and have visited the trial strips at a good
many stages of their history, and have
studied the interim reports. Were I to make
a special report of my own I should say that
the success of eacli individual strip has
depended, and depended only, upon the hold
which the binder has maintained upon the
stones. Some of the strips are most certainly
worn out, but in every ease it has been the
binding which has ceased to liold the stones,
and not the stones which have collapsed
witliiii the binder. In these trials, and, in-

deed, elsewhere, the patent "Tarmac" made
up of furnace slag (a road stone which, as a

geologist, I could never place higher than
tliird class) takes a high place, and I opine
that the chief reason for its success is to be
found in the circumstance that the slag,
cooled directly from the state of fusion, can
never have had any water spread or con-
densed upon its surface. Other successful
aggregates are those in which the stones have
been heated above the boiling point of water
before tliey are mixed with the binder. By
this heating the stones must of necessity be
made dry, and hence, if the binder will spread
upon them, a successful junction is assured.
Next best are the processes by which boiling
tar, pitch, or bitumen is mingled with cold
stones ; but the removal of water by this
means is never complete, anil the method, as
a rule, is not quite satisfactory. And now for
conclusions :

—

1. Tlie cheinieal action of water upon
materials in roads is small as coinparcd with
tlio rate of mechanical wear; but care should
be exercised in choosing materials which arc

to be buried in road foundations. Furnace
slag for this purpose is not above suspicion.

2. The power of water to bind is an effect

of surface tension, and for maximum strength

and efficiency it is important that the pro-

portion of water should be kept at the

optimum; "as dry as it can be drained" is

the first approximation to the optimum for

most water-bound road materials. Potholes
grow by wear of traffic at those place where
by local water-pockets the proportion of

water is kept above the optimum.
3. Certain site-rocks, the argillaceous or

clay rocks, owe their strength to water-

binding, and are subject to the same con-

ditions of optimum water-content. The im-

portance of cambering and draining the site

is therefore equal to that of arranging the

configuration of the road surface.

4. The effects of dew, more especially the

dew which distils from below, are note-

worthy, and in this, as in the question of the

strength of the road, the importance of com-
plete sub-crust drainage is to be emphasised.

0. Water among solids which it does not

wet acts as an insulator, and in the making
of tar, pitch, asphalt, or bitumen macadam
should be rigorously eliminated before stones

and binder are brought together. The
feasibility of chemical drying by adding to

the partially-dried stones a suitable pro-

portion of quicklime or unslaked cement is

suggested.

Summarily it is concluded that for each

and every road aggregate there is a charac-

teristic optimum proportion of water, which,

for efficient service of road user, the road-

maker cannot afford to disregard.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London
County Council, Mr. I. Salmon, chairman of

the Establishment Committee, stated, in

reply to Mr. Edward Smith, that Messrs.

Wall's contract for the building of the sub-

structure of the new County Hall had not yet

been completed, but they had now vacated

sections A and B in such a way that tlie con-

tractors for the superstructure were now
proceeding with those .sections. The number
of men at present employed on the ground
was 510.

The Improvements Committee reported

that the agreement with the Dominion
Site, Limited, for an option for three

years of the central portion of the crescent

site between Aldwych and the Strand pro-

vided that no conveyance shall be made to

any person other than the official repre-

sentative of some Dominion, Colony. State,

or Dependency of the British Empire with-

out the express consent of the Council. It

had now been stated, however, that it might
be found desirable in connection with the

execution of Lord Grey's scheme to devote

part of the site to the erection of buildings

not strictly for Dominion purposes, but for

purposes ancillary thereto, such as buildings

to be used as lianks. insurance offices, and for

similar commercial purposes. The committee
did not think that any objection need be

taken, and they proposed to vary accordingly

the agreement, which is for a ninety-nine

years' lease at an ultimate rent of £50.000 a

year. The Council was advised to agree to

these proposals, and the Committee added
that there would then be every prospect of

the matter being brought to a conclusion

immediately.
The Improvements Committee also

reported that, owing to the further develop-

ment of a portion of the Duchy of Cornwal!
estate, an opportunity occurred of continuing

the widening of Stamford-street, which was
started when the first portion of the estate

was remodelled last year. The average width
of the street is about ,50ft.. and the committee
considered that, having regard to the volume
and ininortance of the traffic using it. the

width should be increased to at least 65ft.. by
setting back the frontage on the south side of

the street below Waterloo road and Cornwall-
road. .\t present it is only intended to widen
the footway at a cost of £4,0.50. lint it is

hoped that as the remainder of the estate is

developed from time to time it may be
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A BRONZE TABLET OX A COTTAGE AT CHESTERFIELD.

Designed and Modelled by Commendatore Walter Crane. R.W.S., and Cast liy Mr. Alexander Fisher, R.C.A.

pu.ssiljlo to continue the widening, the cost of

completing which will be about £13,000.

The Council was recommended to accept

Ihc offer of the Crown Agents for the Colonies
of t:i'.i,.5(l() for the freehold of the plot of laud

in JlilUiauk which intervenes between the

site which has already been accjuired by th?m
and that let to the British American Tobacco
Company. The plot has an area of about
5,040 square feet, with a frontage to Millbank
of about 41ft.

It was recommended by the Local Govern-
ment Committee that Mr. James Lawrence,
the son of the late freeholder of No. 59,

Lincoln's Inn-fields, be allowed to purchase
for £250 an old mantelpiece originally fitted

in one of the ground-floor rooms of these
premises. The mantelpiece was the work of

Isaac Ware, and was designed about 1751-2,

while it is probable that the design of the
bear and beehive on the mantelpiece was
fashioned by tlic sculptor Collins of that
period.

The same committee reported tliat No. 35.

St. Martin's street. Leicester-square, is about
to be demolished. According to Wilmot
Harrison, Sir Isaac Newton lived there from
1720 to 1725. two years before his death at

KcusiuKton, and Dr. Burney afterwards lived

in the house, wliere his daughter Fanny was
born and wrote " E\eliiia," her first novel.
The coiiunittec say that Sir Archibald Geikie,
Dr. Flinders Petrie, and otiiers have urged
the Council to take steps to preserve Newton's
house, but unfortunately it is not possible for
this to be done. The building has been care-
fully examined and has been found to be in

such a had and even dangerous condition that
any attempt to preserve it would be hopeless.

.\ contract for the demolition of the premises

to the first-Hoor level has been entered into,

and all the iTiterior woodwork and much that

was interesting by reason of its association

with Newton's residence in the house has

already been removed. The committee, note

with great regret the disappearance of this

interesting house.

In July last the Council decided to apply to

the Local Government Board for relief from
the obligation to provide rehousing accom-

modation for 1,311 persons of the working-
class, to be displaced by the clearing of sites

for the erection of sixteen elementary schools.

In addition, it is proposed to acquire forty-

eight other sites, involving the displacement
of 5,2.33 more persons of the class named.
Recommending the Council to apply to the

Local GovernmcTit Board for release from
the re-housing obligation in these cases, the

Housing of the Working Classes Committee
calls attention to the fact that the total

accommodation provided, or about to be pro-

vided, by the Council for re-housing the

persons of the working-class whom it has dis-

placed, or proposes to displace, added to the

aceommodatiou which it has voluntarily pro-

vided, exceeds, to the extent of 11.689 persons,

the total of the displacements effected or

proposed by the Council up to the present

time, but not including the displacements
now reported.

••
The partnership hitherto subsisting between

F: Gibson and J. P. Williams, under the firm

of Gibson. I'arry Williams, and Company, at

the Capital and Counties Bank Chambers.
Pontypridd, in the business of architects and
surveyors, has been dissolved.

A BRONZE TABLET ON A COTTAGE,
CHESTERFIELD.

This memorial has just been erected

through tlie initiative of the Rev. George
Ford, of Whittington Rectory, Chesterfield,

who raised subscriptions from the whole
locality. The work was -designed and
modelled by Commendatore Walter Crane
and cast in bronze by Mr. Alexander Fisher,

R.C.A. As an example of excellent lettering,

quite apart from the interest of the in-

scription itself and the subject of the

memorial, the illustration will be valued by
our readers.

^*^

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

Oil Monday next the combined archi-

tectural schools of King's and University

Colleges in London will commence work in

the new and capacious building which has
just been completed in Gower-street from
the designs of Professor F. M. Simpson,
F.R.l.B.A. The school has been on view to

the public during this week, and in our next
issue we hope to illustrate the building.

More than a hundred students can be

accommodated, and there is no doubt that

both for scale and equipment this is the most
complete School of Architecture in the

kingdom, as it is the first which has been
specially erected independently for this

precise purpose. In saying this we are

in no w-ay detracting from the Archi-

tectural Schools connected with the Royal
-Architectural Museum at Westminster,
where advantages peculiar to that in-

stitution as a whole are unique, owing to
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its close iiieorporatioii with the Architectural

Association and the collection of easts and

examples housed in 'J'ufton-street. At Gower-

street, however, there are three large and

particularly welMighted studios, fitted with

permanent working tables for architects, to

be used by ordinary and advanced classes,

and above, at the top of the building, a

capital sky-lit studio provides space for

drawing from the east or models. The
lecture-theatre is on the ground floor. The
entrance is from the quadrangle of the

college, and the new buildings are en suite

with the Slade School, but also isolated from

it. There are private rooms for the pro-

fessors and lecturers, while on the first floor

are the library and museum for building

examples, models, and appliances. These

are being amplified and brought up to date.

Modelling studios are to be built with

funds furnished by the benefactor who pro-

vided this architectural school. The cloak-

rooms and lavatories are in the basement.

The staircase is very nicely designed, and

the fireplaces are worked out in a tasteful

way. being also quite simple and un-

pretentious, but, like the rest of the work,

quite suitable for such a building, which is

primarily a workshop for artists. The ex-

terior, ail in stone, harmonises with the other

Classical buildings of the college, as well as

with the part south-west of the quad built

some time since in Gower-street.
-t>*^'

HOUSE-DRAINAGE LAW.

By W. Addington Willi.s, LL.B.

The second Chadwick lecture was given at

the liistitution of Civil Engineers, Great

George-street, Westminster, S.W., on

Monday last. Sir Henry Truennin Wood,
M.A., Chadwick trustee, in the chair.

RIGHTS .iND RESPONSIBILITIES 01' CITIZKNS

AND COUNCILS.

The lecture dealt with the rights and re-

sponsibilities of citizens and councils. It

commenced by showing the manner in which

obligations in respect of drainage were

distributed, the power of councils to nuike

by-laws, and the power of the London
County Council to regulate the building o(

houses in low-lying lands.

The lecturer then started with a bare plot

of land, upon whicli he assumed a citizen

was seeking to build. He showed thi'

statutory requirements as to drainage, the

obligation of the individual to <leposit plans,

and the duties of the Council i)i considering

them. In this connection it was shown that

a provincial authority, passing plans for the

joMit drainage of several houses belonging to

the same owner, could not adequately pro-

tect themselves by an agreement on the part

of the builder that he and his assignees

would for all time repair the joint pipes as

if they were drains, and not sewers. Such
an agreement was not enforceable against

the assignees, even, if they bought with
notice of it.

'I'he nninner in which the work was to be
carried out after the plans had been
appi-ovi'd was next discussed, the by laws
Ix'iug divided into those directed against the
evil of damp and those regulating the con-
strnetion of the drains themselves. It was
shown that the authority could not compel
or authorise the connection of drains in any
way which involved carrying them throngh a

stranger's land without his ciinsinit, t;v<'n

though the distance traversed was hut a few
inches. In the event of no suitable sewer
being available within the statutory radius,
cesspools may be made, but they nuist eon-
form to all the by-laws relating to them, and
a by-law which rci|nired the cesspool to be
a certain distance from the honsi- was not
unreasonable, because in a partienlar case it

was impossible to comply with it. The
powers of a council to require the adequate
drainage of existing houses cannot he
exercised to compel an alteration of the
drains rendered necessary by the introdnc
tion of. or change in, the system of sewerage.
or by the discontinuance of a sewer. 'I'his

was succeeded by a consideration of the
rights of the citizen to connect his drains
\yith the sewers of his district, and the ol)liga-

tions of the cnnneils to provide such sewers.

The maintenance of drains was the next part

of the lecture, showing the powers which
councils have to require defective drains to

be remedied, and nuisances in them to

be suppressed. After short references to the

powers and duties of councils in respect of

sewers, the lecture concluded with a descrip-

tion of the manner in which the Metro-

politan Board of Works and their successors,

the London County Council, have, by means
of intercepting sewers, prevented the sewage
of liOndon from flowing into the Thames
witliin the Metropolitan area. The whole

lecture was supplemented by an exhibition of

diagrams, plans, and pictures.

The third lecture will be given in the same
place at 8.10 on Monday. December I. The
chair will be taken by Sir Wm. Collins,

M.D.. M.S., B.Sc, etc., and admission is

free. The subject is "The Combined
Drainage Problem " as it exists both in the

provinces and in the Metropolis.

^«^
OBITUARY.

Sir William Henry Bailey, the well-known
engineer, and one of the originators of the

Manchester Ship Canal, died on Saturday
morning at the Savoy Hotel, Strand, aged

seventy-Rxe. He was the eldest son of the late

iMr. John Bailey, of Pendleton, was born at

Salford in 1838. and was educated at the

Manchester Grammar School. His father in

early life was manager of the experimental
department of the Atlas works of Messrs.

Sharpe and Roberts, and had much to do

with' the mechanical inventions of Richard
Roberts. He was the founder of the Salford

Ironworks, which Sir William Bailey had
greatly developed. By the time he was
twenty-one William Bailey had brought out

several successful patents. He was tlie

inventor and patentee of a great variety of

pyrometers, testers, and pumps, besides other

mechanical apparatus used in blast furnaces,

mines, torpedo-boats, and waterworks. He
designed the testing apparatus for the

concrete and cement used in the Eddystone
Lighthouse, and since employed for other

public works, and also recording instrnments

for irrigation and drainage works in India.

He was one of the original promoters of the

Manchester Ship Canal, and was knighted

ill 18!14 by Queen Victoria on board the first

ship which passed through the Canal, being

then Mayor of Salford. Sir William Bailey

was Past-President of the Library Associa-

tion of Great Britain, a life Governor of

Rylands Library, President of the Manchester
Shakespeare Society, and Vice-President of

the Manchester Literary Club. He was also

President of the Manchester Association of

Engineers, and a member of the Iron and

Steel Institute and the Society of Mechanical
Engineers. The funeral took place at Brook-

lands Cemetery, near Manchester, on

Wednesday.

We much regret to have to announce the

death of Mr. Frederick Thomas Cntbill.

which took place on the 22nd iiist., at his

residence at Beckenham, at the age of

78. Mr. Cutbill had been a director of

Claridgc's Patent Asphalte Co., Ltd., for

thirty-nine years, ever since its incorporation

as a limited company.

Mr. Aaron William Lee, surveyor of bnild-

iiigs to the corporation of Birmingham, was
killed in a taxieab accident in Birmingham
on Friday nijilit. He was crossing Paradise-

street from Ratcliffe place, when a taxieab

knocked him down. He was at once con-

veyed to the General Hospital, suffering from
severe internal injuries, and died soon after

admittance. At the inquest, held on Monday,
a verdict of "Accidental death" was re-

turned. Mr. Lee was very well known in

the city, with which he had been oonuceted
ill an official capacity for many years. He
was responsible for designing many of the

new district police-stations — notably the

Digbeth office. The deceased leaves a widow,
but no family.

' «*»

The Independent and Primitive Methodist
chapel at Glemsford, near Sudbury, was re-

op'jned last week, after enlargement and altera-
tions I'arried out by Messrs. Graham and
UrockHcll, of Cavendish.

COMPETITIONS.
BATH.—The Bath Education Committee

finally settled the conditions of competition
for the city Second Day School. A special
sub-committee reported that they had had an
interview with Mr. H. T. Hare, F.R.I.B.A.,
the assessor for the new schools. It was
resolved that in the instructions to architects
relating to the competition a clause should
be inserted requesting that competitors, if

they should consider that the whole of the
work could not be completed for the sum
available, should indicate on the plans what
portions of the building could be erected at

the price. It was further resolved, on Mr.
Hare's recommendation, that no preniinm be
allotted to the architect whose plans were
selected, but that the premium of 50 guineas
be awarded to the competitor whose plans
were placed second on the list.

OSWALDTWISTLE.—The assessor ap
pointed by the Oswaldtwistle Urban District

Council to adjudicate on the plans submitted
in competition for the proposed free library

has made the awards as follows :—First pre-

mium of £.30, Mr. F. G. Farmer, Stalybridge
and Liverpool; and second premium of £20,
Mr. Leonard G. Hannaford, Rock Ferry,
Cheshire.

REIGATE.—The new infirmary, for which
twelve designs have been received in the

pending limited competition at Reigate will,

it seems, be adjudicated upon by the

guardians themselves after the assessor,

nominated by the Inspector of the Local
,

Government Board, has reported. This
gentleman, who is described as an " in-

dependent architect" in the works com-
mittee's recommendation, has been in-

structed not to point out which is the best

plan in his opinion, but to report upon the

advantages and disadvantages of every
several plan. The guardians are under the im-

pression that, "having obtained that iid'orma-

tion, it would be quite easy for the committee
to say which plan would suit the purpose of

the board." That all depends, and we doubt

the wisdom of such a reservation of the

award by laymen. The assessor must either

give a decided lead as to his preferences, or,

regardless of his personal choice, leave the

guardians in a quandary, with all the pros

and eons, fairly stated. The assessor's name
is not divulged.

TORONTO.- With reference to the com-

petition of plans for a Masonic Temple at

Toronto, the Imperial Trade Correspondent

at that city (Mr. F. W. Field) has now
forwarded a circular containing answers to

various points raised by competitors. Designs

will be received, up to January 20, 1914, by

Mr. W. H. Best, 181, Avenue-road, Toronto,

from whom further particulars may be

obtained. The first prize will be the com-

mission for designing and supervising the

erection of the building. Three other prizes

of 750dol., 500dol., and 250dol. respectively,

will be awarded. The estimated cost of the

building is to be about 250.000dol. (about

£51,400).
•«*^-

In ihc case of David .lohn Vaughan. residing

at Dromore. and carrying on business at Com-
mercial-buildings, Tredegar, builder and con-

tractor, the order of discharge has been sus-

pended for three years.

In connection with the widening of Fleet-

street and Leadenhall-street, the City Corpora-

tion is to exnend a further £2,575 on acquiring

premises in "Fleet-street, and about £16,000 on

various interests in Leadenhall-street.

Mr. W. R. Lethaby delivered a lecture on

"The Architecture o'f Westminster" to the

members of the London branch of the Historical

Association at University College on Thursday

evening in last week. Henry 111. concentrated

his ill-gotten money on the Abbey, which was

rebuilt at enormous expense. It was hardly

enough realised that the Abbey was history

itself. Why ronld they not bnild such great

architecture now as that which characterised

the Abbev? They could, for they had quite as

good men as then; but the mind was a little

lacking just at present. Great architecture

required an enormous volume of common energy

thrown into it for a long space of time. If they

could have that common endeavour and appre-

ciation they should certainly have a noble

architecture again.
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dntvtnte Calatno.

The prevailing wish in many letters we
have received this week, thanking ns for the

spiue we have given dnring the last two
weeks to the discussion of the new proposain

of the Conneil of the R.I.B.A. with regard

to Registration, and which are to be con-

sidered at the meeting on Monday ne.xt, ^s

that free and full discussion thereof will ho.

encouraged. We hope so. Nothing could

lie more disastrous than any such alirupt

termination thereof as occurred at the

meeting of .January 8, 1912. We are glad the

.Associates have taken early action. They
held a meeting last night at the Westminster
Palace Hotel, at which a proposition was
submitted to form a representative com-

mittee to watch and protect their interests.

The meeting ended too late for us to report

it, owing to the early hour at which we have

to publish on Friday mornings, but we Iiave

little doubt that the proposition was agreed

to. Possibly the Licentiates will adopt a

similar course. But whatever actioti of the

kind is taken, either within the Institute or

elsewhere, we trust, above all things, that

the supreme interests of the whole profession

will be tlie first consideration of all, and that

defeat may await any ill-judged attempts of

those who foolishly imperil them by unwise

jealousy or by ignoble mischief.

In this connection it is worth noting that,

as will be seen from the letter of the Secre-

tary of the Society of Architects in another

column, it has not taken long to pass a

Registration Act in New Zealand. The Bill

was introduced into the House there just a

year ago. and read a first time. It passed

the second reading last July, was referred to

a Special Committee on Law, and has now
liecome law. The architects of New Zealand

knew what they wanted ; there was no

cleavage in their Institute; nor, apparently,

any wreckers about. It is probably true

that, even under the most favourable circum-

stances, businesslike promptitude of this sort

is hardly to be expected from our legislators

at St. Stephen's. But we are convinced that

it only needs a little common sense, energy,

an<l the unity of the profession here at home
to pass a reasonable Registration Bill, all the

assurances of faint-hearted doubters to the

contrary notwithstanding.

The regulations just issued for official use

as to the scope, details, and administration

of Examinations in Art by the Board of Edu-
cation for 1914 are substantially identical

with those last published, so we presume the

reforms advocated by Mr. Reginald Blomfield

are considered to apply primarily to the Royal

College of Art, or do not concern national

producers of teachers of art throughout the

country. Perhaps sufficient time has not

elapsed for the consideration of the changes

suggested, or possibly the authorities have

decided that no material alterations are

needed. The last conclusion seems warranted

by the fact that the only difference con-

templated i]i the present publication is

confined to the proviso that after 1915 no

account will be taken of successes obtained

under the former scheme of art examinations.

\t present the "candidates must take the

examination as a whole, and marked success

in one test will be allowed to compensate for

comparative want of success in another. The
fact that a candidate has passed under the

former scheme of art examinations in any
section of a subject covered by the sylhibus

will not excuse him from entering for all the

tests comprised in such examination ; but the

success then obtained will, if it be to his

advantage, be specially taken into aecount.

and the Board will not credit any candidate

with a less measure of achievement in any

section of a subject of the new examination

covered by a previous success than that which

he had reached at the time of the earlier

examination." If this is the extent to which

reform is intended it is certainly infinitesinnil.

Tliosc not intimately conversant with regula-

tion detail will not find it easy to discover

what this change actually means.

The syllabus now printed is not modified

in any important particular, and the subjects

remain rightly enough, so far as that goes,

in the following order : Drawings from the

Antique, Drawing from Life. Drawing from

Memory, Anatomy, Perspective, and Archi-

tectural Drawing. The syllabus for " Paint-

ing " is, of course, amplified into various

sections, and so with examinations in

"Modelling," as well as in "Pictorial Design."

Then follows a list of crafts to be dealt with

under the syllabus of examination in "In-

dustrial Design"; but in this iin)st im-

portant branch of the art of teachM)g no

changes are indicated, neither are any

developments suggested. The one subject

which appears to be altered is Architectural

Drawing, and we confess to some surprise at

the qualification thus introduced, inasmuch

as it provides that the "candidates will not

be required to show any knowledge of what is

ordinarily called Building Construction or of

.Architectural Design." We presume that

when a candidate depicts a human being or

any other form of animal life, he is expected

so to represent his subject as to display .some

knowledge "of what is ordinarily called

Anatomy." It seems, however, that those

who are to teach architectural drawing under

the Board of Education need not know much
about the anatomy of a building ! Surely this

is fundamentally wrong, and even absurd.

The requirements for examination here set

down are : (A) To draw from memory to a

given scale one of the Classic recognised

Orders, architrave, frieze, and cornice,

with a column to a given height ; and (B) to

set out to scale of 8ft. to the inch the plan,

sections, and elevations of a building to given

particulars, with numbers and positions of

tile openings, thickness of walls, and block

sections of the roof, as supplied. Design and

construction are thus eliminated ; but without

a true expression of what obviously con-

stitutes in every respect the art of archi-

tecture, is it not manifest that all such archi-

tectural drawings must be devoid of any real

value, because they cannot be even pictorially

reliable? A teacher of the art surely has to

inculcate true principles to elementary

students, and should be able to guide his

pupils in the initials of his art if it is to be

of any true ultimate use. This mistaken

system of dealing with such a practical

subject costs a lot of money. Would it not

be far better to give up these amateurish

methods entirely, and leave the teaching of

architecture and its representation to really

qualified masters? Such education as this is

wastes the time of pupils, and, indeed, often

it sets them going on wrong lines at the

crucial period of their lives, besides

encouraging not a few to follow an art for

which they possess no natural capacity.

To a representative gathering of artists,

architects, and others at the R.I.B.A. rooms

nn Mondav, Mr. Wvnfovd Dewhurst, the

originator of the idea of the establishment of

a Ministry of Fine Art, which we first com-

mented on at some length in our issue of .Inly 4

last, explained fully the details of his scheme.

Mr. David Murray, R.A., presided, and

ainong others present were Sir G. Frampton.

R.A.; Mr. Calton. R.A.; Sir Frank Short,

R.A. ; Mr. Henry T. Hare, F.R.I. B.A. ; Mr.

E. Guy Dawber, F. R.I. B.A. ; Professor

Lanteri, Mr. C. Staidey Peach, F.R.I. B. A. ;

and Mr. Reynolds Stephens, the chairman of

the Imperial Arts League. After some two

hours' discussion a small subcommittee was

formed to elaborate a scheme suitable and

likely to meet the ciigencies of Parlia-

mentary conditions, for further consideration

by a full committee, to be electpd later on.

The first nu'cting of the subcommittee will

be held on December 8. We wish the earliest

and most complete success to Mr. Wynford
Dewluirst's project. For years we have

pointed out the evils it is destined to remedy,

and which it alone can grapple with. We
trust that the unanimous support Mr. Wyn-
ford Dewhurst has received from all our

contemporaries will be sccondetl by early

and judicious action of the united repre-

sentatives of every phase of art, and by the

adhesion of evei'y num and woman in the

realm concerned. One thing alone can

endanger early success—the cleavage that

splits movements of the kind into impotency.

usually the result of sectional jealousies, or

the attempts of interested adherents to make
personal capital thereout.

We hope our first article this week
will help to second the effort the R.I.B.A. is

very properly making to gather together some

infornnitujn with regard to belfries. The
Science Coniinittee desires to investigate

—

(1) The construction of belfries, and (2) the

effect of vibration on buildings. In view of

the increasing use of hea\y road traffic and

machinery, and their injurious effect on

buildings, the committee are desirous of

collecting useful data and information, with

a view to the issue of a guiding memorandum
on the subject. Members and Licentiates

of the Royal Institute are invited to forward

any particulars or statistics—(a) As to the

measured swing of brick, stone, and timber

belfries, tall chimneys, or similar erections

;

(b) as to the amount and extent of vibration

111 buildings
;

(e) as to any precautions taken

to deaden or minimise the effect of such

vibrations or oscillations. Particulars,

drawings, or statistics would be greatly

appreciated, and should be forwarded as early

as possible to the Hon. Secretary of the

Science Committee, R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit-

street, Loudon, W.

Mr. John Burns always likes his little joke,

and we confess we rather enjoy his latest at

the Arterial Roads Conference on Tuesday.

We have always doubted the Road Board

from its inception, and our experience of ad

hoc authorities has never been of a kind to

stimulate a wish for more. We agree heartily

with Sir Aston Webb that another central

authority was, and is, unnecessary. Sir

George Gibb, the Road Board chairman, who

was present, of course pleaded poverty, as

usual ! He is past cure, we fear. There is

seldom any hope of betterment for that phase

of dementia to which the aged are liable,

and which afflicts the richest with the dread

of impecuniobity. If there is any chance of re-

covery for Sir George, we think Mr. Burns

has discovered it, and that "a happy settle-

ment would be for Sir George Gibb and
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Colonel HoUard to OLx-iipy bay wiiitious in

the offic-e of the Local Goveninient Board.

No one would be more happy than he to

welcome such a result. If that did not

happen, something else like it must."

One of the most useful of its kind we have

ever received is the excellent and com-

prehensive Report to the Education Com-

mittee of the County of Southampton of their

architect, Mr. A. L. Roberts, or, rather, to

a special sub-committee appointed by that

body to consider the possibility of reducing

the cost of school buildings without impairing

their efficiency. We congratulate the com-

mittee on the response. Of its value as

regards the sphere of their own control they

are the best judges ; but they have certainly

evoked a contribution to the general

literature of school building, which, pub-

lished in the ordinary way, takes first rank.

We advise its perusal by all Mr. Roberts's

colleagues throughout the country who have

the opportunity. His general observations

on the cost of labour, on estimates, new
materials, etc., are most valuable and e.\-

hanstivc. The general conclusions arrived

at are that large schools cost less per head

to build than small scliools. and that the

respective average costs have been £13 3s. 9d.

and £14 Os. lid. per head. Further, con-

sidering large and small schools together, it

has been shown that if and when the future

extensions which were planned to many are

carried out, the average cost will drop lo

£12 12s. per head, all things beiiig equal.

Mr. Roberts doubts whether any saving

would be made by substituting the verandah

for the corridor plan ; but cross-ventilation

by means of windows, which is the main
point claimed for the former plan, cannot be

so well arranged in the latter. It is claimed

for the verandah school that adequate ven-

tilation can be secured without the intro-

duction of extractors and other ventilating

devices. It must, however, be borne in mnid
that the effectiveness of window ventilation

depends entirely upon the teachers, who can

open and close the windows at will, and
stringent regulations are no guarantee that

ventilation will always be obtained by them.

As to the heating of a verandah school, the

cost is probably about twice that of a

eorrid(]r school, but it lias not been possible

to obtain definite figures to prove this. The
increase in the cost of building since VM'.i

has been carefully traced, and shown lo be

between l,j and 20 per cent.

One wonilei-s whether it is with their

tongues in their cheeks that some of our glib

politicians are promising cottages for the

liiillion, and State aid to build them, seeing

that the State, where it has full powers, and
where it might legitimately help to house
working men homeless through no fault of

their own, always shirks its duty shame
lessly. The Admiralty is one of the worst of

sinners in this respect. At a meeting of the
Strood Rural Council last week a letter was
read from the Admiralty witli reference to

the pressing need for housing accommodation
for the workmen employed at the powder
magazines and other Government works
within the council's district. The Admiralty
said, in reply to a suggestion which had been
made by the council that their lordships

should themselves erect cottages, that only in

very special eireumstaiices could they under-

take the provision of housing accommodation
for workmen employed in their establish-

meiits. So far as they could see, 400 men

would be regularly employed at the Naval

Ordnance Depots, and the Admiralty hoped

that if the council could not see their way to

adopt some scheme of providing cottages they

would do their best to stimulate local enter-

prise. It was stated that the uncertainty

about the continued occupation of the

cottages was an insuperable obstacle to local

enterprise, and it was mentioned that some

years ago the Government started to build a

"railway within the eouncil's district, but

suddenly abandoned it, after spending

£80,000 upon the project. Some of our

readers will remember this well, and other

flagrant instances in different parts of the

country of the fashion in which Govern-

ment departments "stimulate" local enter-

prise !

Here is another instance of apparently

quite forgotten past land inquiry. A Royal

Commission was appointed at the instance of

Sir George Trevelyan, in 1892, to inquire

what land in the counties of Argyll, Inver-

ness, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland, Caith-

ness, and Orkney and Shetland, then used

for sporting purposes, or for grazing, was

capable of being cultivated to profit, or other-

wise advantageously occupied by crofters or

other small tenants. The final report was

presented in 189.'"). The Royal Commissioners

scheduled various lands which, in their

opinion, might be brought under some form

of cultivation, and these scheduled lands were

shown on coloured maps which were issued

along with the Report. In Caithness-shire no

fewer than 6,100 out of 7,000 acres belonging

to the Dorrery estate were coloured brown

on the map, signifying that they were deer

forests and sheep grazings suitable tor farms.

The point is that this land was then, and

still is, the property of his Majesty's Com-

missioners of Woods and Forests, and the

Government are advertising Dorrery, through

their agents, as a " sporting estate." Properly

grasped by the working men of Wick and

South Lanark, that, no doubt, will send more

" land bursters " to the House of Common^,

to help tickle the ears of the groundlings !

«»

Mr. J. Emerson, road foreman in the employ

of the Stockton Rural District Council, has

been appointed surveyor to the Whitby Rural

District Council.

In the case of the application made on behalf

of Alexander Pirie Springcroft-aveuue, Fortis

dreen-road, East Finchley, builder, the order of

discharge has been suspended for three years.

A new church, dedicated to St. Luke, and

estimated to cost £4,200, is being built in

Corporation-road. Darlington. The contractors

are Messrs. R. T. Snaith and Son, of that town.

A new town-hall is about to be built at Simla,

from plans by Mr. John Begg. consulting archi-

tect to the Government of India. It wdl replace

one erected many years ago. at an expenditure

of £33.000, which has of late necessitated an

average outlay of £1,000 per annum in repairs.

The new town-hall will cost £40,000, will be four

stories in height, and will occupy an area of

200ft. by 86ft.

The town-planning committee of the Roch-

dale corporation have recommended that

authority to apply to the Local Government
Board for authority to lay out a district for

town-planning on the Kdenlield side of the

town. The area embraces 2,000 acres. Of this

1,500 acres are in the Rochdale borough, 200

acres in the Norden district, and 300 acres in

the Bury Rural District Council area.

The annual convention of the Texas State

.\ssociation of Architects, held in Dallas, was
closed on October 23. .\t the annual election of

oflicers. H. A. Overbeck, of Dallas, was elected

president; O. J. Loraine iHouston), C. D. Hill

(Dallas), H. C. Frost (El Paso). M. J. Dielman
(San Antonio), E. Stanley Field (Fort Worth),
and Roy E. Lane (Waco), as the six vice-

presidents; and D. F. Coburn (Dallas) secretary-

treasurer.

(Bngineering Jiotes.

BEVERLEY.—"Hull Bridge," one of the

picturesque landmarks of East Yorkshire,

has disappeared, and the new swing-bri<lge

of steel, erected by the East Riding County
Council, at a cost of £11,000, has been

declared open by Lady Nunburnholme. 'I'he

new bridge has two fixed spans of 15ft. each,

and a central-opening span of 30ft., the latter

being rolled back towards the Beverley side.

The reconstruction has been accomplished

under the resident engineer, Mr. J. Martin

Clark, representing the firm of Sir John
Wolff Barry, Lyster, and I'artners. Messrs.

Braithwaite and Kirk, of West Broniwich,

were the contractors.

CHIPS,
New premises on the site of the old building

are being erected for the London City and Mid-
land Bank in Oxford-street, VV., from designs by
Mr. T. B. Whinney, F.R.I.B.A., Old Jewry, EC.

Mr. Henry Young, for 50 years with the firm

of Messrs. Thomas Rider and Son, builders,

Union-street, Southwark, S.E., died on Thurs-

day in last week, at 20, Roseberv-road, Clapham
Park, S.W., in his 85th year.

The Parish Church of Kempley was reopened

on Friday by the Lord Bisliop of Gloucester,

after restoration. Kempley is situated near

the Herefordshire border, and the church is an

edifice of stone in the Norman style, consisting

of chancel, nave, south porch, and a western

tower.

The corporation of Nottingham has decided to

purchase properties in Exchange-row and the

Poultry for the widening of these main
thoroughfares. It is possible that the corpora-

tion may in the near future erect an adequate

town-hall on the Exchange site, a large portion

of which now belongs to the city.

An appeal for £1,200 for the resloation of the

interesting Norman church of Leonard Stanley,

Gloucestershire, has been issued. The chancel

was restored under the direction of the late Mr.

G. F. Bndley, R.A., by the late lord of the

manor, Mr. Dennison Jones, and it is now pro-

posed to restore the transepts and nave.

As a result of the protests of the Richmond

Town Council at the threatened disfigurement

of the riverside walk to Kew by the erection

of a concrete wall along the Old Deer Park

boundarv, the Office of Works have officially in-

formed the council that they have abandoned

the proposal, "though they think the elfect of

the suggested wall "upon the amenities__of the

district has been much misrepresented."

The Staffordshire Education Committee

accepted on Saturday the offer of a site for the

proposed farm institute for the county. Ihe

land, which is freehold, consists of 148J acres,

and the purchase price is £6,250. The site is

on the mam road from Stafford to Stone, and is

near the North Staffordshire Railway. Two-

thirds of the land is arable, and one-third

pasture. The Board of Agriculture are making

a grant of 75 per cent, towards the cost of

buildings and equipment, and also a liberal

allowance for annual upkeep.

On Saturday, the Bishop of Lichfield dedi-

cated the new school which has recently been

erected bv the Dean and Chapter for the

Cathedral'choristers at Lichfield, on the site ot

the ohl school, near the precincts ot The Close.

The building, which is of simple design, com-

prises a schoolroom on the ground floor, J/tt.

by 16ft.; an entrance porch, cloak, lavatory,

aiid store-rooms. In the upper story are

a recreation-room and a book store. The huild-

in" which will accommodate 40 choristers, has

be!en erected by Messrs. Thorneloe and Smis, ot

Lichfield, to plans prepared by Mr. F. I. Beecn,

of Wolverhampton, diocesan surveyor.

Mr F S Baker, of Trades' Bank-buildings,

Toronto, in an open letter to the mayor,

appeals for an amendment of the Ontario

Architects Act to such a degree that it will

insure the efficient registration of the arehi-

tectural profession. This is apropos ot tne

appointment of a new city architect—an un-

necessary official, Mr. Baker maintains, it the

architectural profession were properly qualihecl

and answerable to the public for the safety ot

their structures. At present, Mr. Baker says,

the city architect's staff, which is a very large

one. IS employed in checking plans and specin-

rations prepared bv architects who are pre-

sumably qualified. This he considers an expen-

sive and unnecessary duplication.
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HOURXEMOUTH.- The fmiiulation-stoiio

iif a new pliurch in the Aliiniliurst-road, in

till' Westhoiirne district, was laid on the 25th

iiisl. U is to be faced witli Piirbeek stone

and will be covered with green slates. Its

lofty spire, when completed, will be a con-

spienoiih object both from hui<l and sea,

standing a.s it will on the West Cliff. The
contract has been taken at ,£0,.'?40, by Messrs.

Cj. and W. Hayward, of Bonrnemouth. and
the plans have been prepared by Mr. E. H.
Lingen Barker, of 4. Moscow-court, London.

CHIRK.—The Primitive Methodist Church
Hall, which has been erected at Chirk, is the

first portion of a scheme which, when com-
pleted, will include church, school, and
manse. The hall, the foundation-stone of

which was laid on May 20 by Mr. E. T. John.

M.P.. was opened on the 26th inst.. and will

serve for the time being as a school chapel.

The style is Gothic, and has been carried out

in Ruabon facings, with sand-faced terracotta

dressings, the internal woodwork being in

pitch-pine and mahogany. The cost of the

building is upwards of £1.000. and has been

carried out from the design, and under the

superintendence of, Mr. Geo. M. Tune, archi-

tect. Trevor, Llangollen, the general con-

tractor being Mr. T>. W. Ellis, builder.

Gobowen.
DEVONPORT. - The new cluirch of

St. Clement at Warleigh-avcnue. Keyhani
Barton. Devonport. was opened by the

Bishop of Exeter on Saturday. The architect

was Mr. C. Cheverton. and the builder Mr.
Stanhnry. Devonport. There will be seating

accommodation in the full church, which is

a plain edifice of brick with sparingly-used

stone dressings, for about 400 persons. Pro-

vision is made, however, whereby a portion

of the church can he screened off. and. this

being done, the seating accommodation will

be 120. Two schools are attached—one for

infants, on the ground floor, and the other

for senior children, on the .second floor. All

the interior fittings are of oak. The total

cost, including the site, has Iieen o\er
.£4.000.

DUBLIN".—A committee of the wliole house
of the Citv Council of Dublin was held this

week to consider the plans and specifications

for the new Municipal Offices to be erected
on a site in Lord Edward-street and Castle-

street. It will be recollected that as far back
as .April last Mr. Albert E. Murray, president
of the Royal Institute of Architects of Ire-

land, selected from the nineteen designs sub-

mitted by architects practising in Ireland the

one submitted bv Messrs. McDonnell and
Reid, of 20, Ely-place, Dublin. Xow. after

seven and a half months' delay, this selection

has been confirmed, and Messrs. McDonnell
and Reid have been appointed architects for

the building, the cost of which is estimated

at f.W.OOO. As we explained in our review

of the competitive designs, iti our issue of

April 11. p. 499. the chief problem before the

architects was whether to retain or demolish

Xewcomen's Bank, in which the city archi-

tect's and rating departments are now
housed—a lofty Portland-stone building

erected by Thomas Irving in 1781. In the

design now adopted the bank buildine is left

untouched, the ground floor being utilised as

a labour bureau. The new premises, to the

west of this block, will be treated i)i an Ionic

manner, with a clock tower 128ft. high.

LONDOX.—The Mary Cnrzon Hostel for

Women, erected from the designs of Messrs.

Lovegrove and Papworth. .374-8. Old-street.

E.C.. as a model common lodging-house for

women, bv the Duche-ss of Marlborough and

Earl Curz'on of Kedleston. in memory of the

late Lady Curzon. was opened by Queen

Alexandra on Saturday last. The building is

in King's Cross-road, close to King's Cro'.s.

and consists of three upper floors of bed-

rooms and cubicles, apartments for the

matron, storerooms, and linen cupboards.

The entrance-floor, raised slightly above

pavement level, contains the office, the large

general kitchen and dining-room, the general

scullery, the "day-room." which serves as a

sitting-room, and lavatories and water

closets. In the basement are bathrooms,

steel-locker room, laundry, changing, and

drying rooms, the beating chamber, and the

bu'ndle room. A feature of the lavatory

accommodation is the provision of a number
of enclosed "cabinets," containing a foot

bath and lavatory basin. The building is con

strnctcd of Mre-'resisting materials tlirongb-

out, all the floors are covered with jointlcss

flooring, and the walls up to the first floor

level are lined with glazed bricks or tiles,

above with plaster painted with a dull

stippled fini.sh. The general contractors were

Messrs. .Tohn Grnver and Son, Wilton Works,

Xew Xorth road. The sanitary goods were

supplied by Messrs. Xicholls and Clarke.

MAIDSTONE.—The members of the Kent

County Council met for the first time in the

new council chamber at Maidstone on Wed-
nesday in last week. The County Offices are

now practically completed w'ith the exception

of fitting up the analyst's laboratory. The
whole of the fittings in the council chamber

and throughout the building have been

carried out by the general contractors.

.Messrs. Wallis rind Sons, Ltd.. of Maidstone,

from the designs and under the supervision

of Mr. Ruck, the county architect. The
Portland stone used was specially selected

at the quarries and worked by the con-

tractors at their own yard. The corridor

floors are in Terrazzo marble mosaic, and

the entrance halls and corridors to council

chamber in marble mosaic, the whole being

carried out by Messrs. Carter and Co.. of

London. Messrs. Engert and Rolfe laid the

aspbalte roofs and floors. Mr. C. H. Mullis

has acted as clerk of works, and Mr. C.

Standing as general foreman for the con-

tractors.

CHIPS.

The projecting block of plain red brick build-

ings on the South side of Piccadilly, between the

Green Park and St. .James's-street. is about to

be demolished by the London County Council as

part of the widening operations in that

thoroughfare.

At the annual meeting of the San Francisco

Chapter of the .\nierican Institute of Architects

the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year:—President. W. B. FaviUe : vice-

president. E. A. Mathews: secretary-treasurer.

Svlvain Schnaittacher : trustees. Henry A.

Schulze and George B. McDougall.

Mr. J. H. Marshall, civil engineer, Fochabers,
has been appointed chief architect to the Duke
of Richmond and Gordon, in succession to the

late Mr. Thomson. It is intended to dis-

continue the Keith office, and to manage the

whole of the architectural work from the

Fochabers office, under Mr. Marshall, with a

staff of assistants.

.\cting upon a representation by Dr. Cooper
Pattin. their medical officer of health, the citv

council of Norwich are about to deal with
Ravner's-yard. near St. Martin's Church, as an
unhealthy area. The district has an area of

6.900 square yards, and the estimated net cost

of clearins it and nroviding new working-class
dwellings is £9.000."

The London County Council have ajreed to

contribute one-half, not exceeding £77.500. of

ilir net cost of the widening of St. ]\Iartin's-le-

Grand and Gresham-street and of Cheapside, at

Sweeting's Corner, which the Corporation are

about to undertake. The improvement is con-

sequent upon the demolition of the old General
Post Office, and the width of the road when it

has been carried out will be 80ft.

The Oxford University Press is about to

publish an important work in two quarto
volumes by Mr. Francis Bond, author of "Gothic
Architecture in England." under the title of

".\n Introduction to English Church .Archi-

tecture." The work deals in particular with the
history of the parish church in villages and
towns, and contains 1.400 illustrations, mostly to

large scale.

The controversy over the proposed extension
of the Massachusetts State House, at Boston, a
building designed by Bulfinch. has at last

reached a setllement. The State House Com-
mission has voted to employ Mr. Robert D.
.\ndrews. Mr. R. Clipstone iSturgis, and Mr.
William Chapman, as joint architects of the
new lateral wings. The plans prepared by the
architects have l)een approved by the Boston
Avt i.'omniissiDU and tlie Boston Society of

.\rchitects.

(lovvtsij^onbma.

CIIAK lEREl) ARCHITECTS OR STATU-
TORY REGISTRATION".

To Ihe Editor of Ihe Blildino Ni:w.s.

Sir,—For nearly thirty years the Society of

Architects have promulgated and pioneered

a movement for the Statutory Registration of

.Architects, and have from time to time pro-

moted a Bill in Parliament, on lines which
provide for the protection of all present

vested interests, for the attainment of that

object. For the past two years or so the

Society have temporarily suspended their

activities in this direction, for reasons which
I think have been generally appreciated ; but
in view of recent developments, they have
lecided to take immediate further action.

The Society's draft Registration Bill, which
has been in the meantime revised and l)rought

up to date, has been placed in the hands of

an eminent counsel for completion, and all

arrangements made for again introducing the

Bill into Parliament at the first opportunity.

The Society invite the support of all archi-

tects who favour the principle of Statutory
Registration.— I am, etc.,

G. E. Bond,
Chairman of the Regis-
tration Committee of the

Society of Architects.

28, Bedford-square. London, W.C.

REGISTRATIOX OF ARCHITECTS IX
XEW ZEALAXD.

Sir.—With further reference to my letter

of September 1. 191.3. last Monday mornina
I received a cable from the Xew Zealand
Institute of Architects to the effect that the
Resistration Bill has passed.

The brief history of its Parliamentary
progress is that just a year ago it was intro-

duced into the House by the Honourable
Mr. Herdman. the Attorney-General, and
was read a first time. It passed the second
reading in .Inly, and was referred to a

Special Committee of the House, and it has
now become law.—I am, etc.,

C. McArthur Butler, Secretary.

The Society of .Architects. 28 Bedford-
square. London. W.C.

CHEAP COTTAGES AND FLAT ROOFS.
Sir.—In your issue of the .3Ist ult. Mr.

Thomas Potter remarks that the Government
Departmental Committee for the investiga-

tion of the building of cheap cottages say " a

layer of bituminous material between the

floor-boards and concrete is necessary." I

quite agree with Mr. Potter, that unless the

subsoil is damp, this is not necessary. From
what I remember of the report. I think it

was more of a suggetion than an actual rule

which they laid down.
Mr. Potter says that flat roofs are liable

to crack, owing to the change of temperature,
unless there is some means of controlling

the change of temperature. In my book I

recommend joints to be laid in large cement
roofs, the work to be done in sections, the

joints to be filled with hot bitumen ; but the

Swansea Corporation had a range of Pudloed
flat roofs done over five years ago. and these

have not leaked up to the present time, and
there is no expansion joint. Five years is a

fairly long test.

I can point to many dozens of flat roofs

which have been done with Pudloed cement,
all of which are perfectly waterticht. There
is another advantage which Pudloed cement
has in varying temperatures, and that is the

repellins action against frost. I have sent

out to Winnipeg forty-four tons this year for

the new reser\'oir there, and Professor

Brydone-Iack. of the Manitoba Lfniversitv.

was chosen to test my powder, along with

about n dozen other methods of waterproofing

reservoirs, and he came to the conclusion

that Pudlo was best, because it stood everv

climatic condition which occurs in Canada
better than any other method. The first in-

' dicatinn I had was the order that was cabled

to me for the material, sn this is a very

I
unbiassed opinion.
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Some of my customers have tried Pudloetl

cement for pointing in tlie winter, during

lieavy frosts, and speak well of it. They say

that wliereas nonPudloed cement has

dropped out of the joints, the Pndloed
cement has always remained intact. If

I had reason to fear the cracking of a

roof. I slioiild advise coke-breeze or shingle

on the top of the cement flat. Coke breeze

is very light, and a very coarse mixture of

Ijreeze, cement, and sand would make a

porous but binding concrete and a very good

door. I have known tliis to be done in hot

climates with very good results.

Mr. Potter was the first man in England to

seriously adopt concrete as a constructional

material. That was before I was borji, so

that he is now an old man. Since the pub
lication of his well-known book on "Concrete"
he lias been termed " the father of concrete."
— I am, etc.,

J. H. Kernkr-Grrenwood.

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS AS
CO-ASSESSORS.

Sir,—In your leader of the 2Ist iust. you

mention the Judicature Act, with reference

to an architect or a builder sitting with a

Judge in building actions. You go on to

say, "We once tried this plan, and found it

eminently satisfactory; but have not heard
of others working in the same direction."

I have rather a large experience in building

actions, and am strongly of opinion that ;i

Judge with an assessor is the best court, and,
further, that the case is better tried without

a jury.

I sat as assessor here in the High Court, and
sat with the late Mr. .Justice Wright in rather

a heavy case. The case w^as " Hill v. County
Councils," and was tried in April. 1906, and.
so far as I could judge, both Court and
litigants were satisfied, and the time occupied
was much shorter than being tried witli a

jury and without an assessor. I am sure it

would be an advantage if assessors in building
cases were more recognised and appointed,
as they are in the Admiralty Court.

I have made some inquiries, and from what
I can learn, the Courts have no objection to

assessors ; but the .Judges cannot appoint
them without an application to them to do
so. The .Judicature Act (Encrland) of 1873
was adopted in Ireland in 1877, and pro-

cedure is laid down under Order .^0, Rule .18

(Rules, 1905).

I am under tlie impression that in Italy

the Courts have a list of architects who thus
approve, and ask them to report, selecting

the man most suitable to the job.— I am, etc..

Aliif.rt E. Murray, R.H.A., F.R.I.B.A.

37, Dawson-street, Dublin.

[A very practical letter. Why should not
tlie R.I.B.A. take this matter up, and apply
to the Courts, asking that assessors should
always sit? We feel sure the judges would
often be glad of such help.

—

Ed. " B.N."]

Conference on a new educational scheme for
architectural students in Dublin is in progress
between the Koyal Institute of .\rchitefts of
Ireland and tlie Architectural Association of
Ireland.

New Primitive Methodist Sunday-schools in
Gilkes-street, Middlesbrough, have been formally
opened. The architect was Mr. T. W. T.
llichardson. of .Stockton-on-Tees, and the con-
Ir.n-lois were Messrs. W. A. King and Sons,
Ltd., of North Ormeshv. The cost has been
about JLI.a^O.

The Widnes transporter bridge, which
connects Widnes with Runcorn, was reopened on
I'riday, after havinp; l,ccn closed for two
months for important alterations. The altera-
tions were designed by Mr. Basil Mott. C.E., of
London, and the work was executed bv Sir
William Arrol and Sons, Olasgow.

The parish church of Creswell, Notts has
been reopened after the widening from 3ft. Sin
•° '.'''!' '•""'' "f 'he north and sonlli aisles
Additional seiiling accommodnlion has been pro-
vidcd for 200 iicbilts at a cost of £1 ino The
architect is Mr Louis Ambler, F.R.I B A of
Temple-avenue, E.C.. from whose designs it is
proposed to add to the church a morning chapel
an extension of the nave one bay westwards
and a low square tower on (he norih side of the
new bay.

nx minstrations.

DUNDEE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ; NEW
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

The new buildings for this department at

the above college have been recently com-
pleted in accordance with plans prepared by
the architects, Messrs. Sir Rowand Anderson,
LL.D., and Paul. It has been designed with
a view to its forming part of a quadrangle of

University buildings. I'lie main block of the
new Engineering riepartment forms the north
side of the quadrangle. It is of two stories

in height, broadly treated in a Domestic
form of Classical design, with a steeply-

pitched roof of grey slate. It contains the
lecture-rooms, drawing offices, library,
private rooms, and hydraulic laboratory,
with two rooms set apart for possible future
Architectural Department. An architectural
feature is provided by the central tower, some
80ft. high, which accommodates the fan and
machinery for the forced ventilation of the
building, and also contains a storage-tank of

10.000 gallons capacity, from which the mains
in the hydraulic laboratory are supplied. The
lower story of the principal elevation to the
quadrangle is built of a cream-coloured stone
and the upper story of red Dumfriesshire
stone, the whole being designed to harmonise
with the recently erected Physics building,
which forms the west side of the quadrangle.
The east wing of the building contains the
heat engine, laboratory, and boiler house,
the strength of material laboratory, the
cement testing room, and workshop. We
give two plans, as well as the view of the
quad.

A PRIZE DESIGN FOR NEW SHOP-
FRONT, CCX. PICCADILLY, W.

A prize of £50 was offered by Messrs.
Martin for a design to be carried out at 210,
Picca<lilly, for their new shop-front, and Mr.
Henry Tanner, F.R.I.B.A., acted as assessor
in the competition. There were some two
hundred designs sent in, and it was decided
to divide up the premium into five, so that
£10 was given to that number of coin-
competitors. The present illustration gives
one of these prize designs, the author beiii"
M. F. H. Ilcppel, A.R.LB.A., of Wintborpe-
road. Putney, S.W. The scheme embodies
the idea of emphasising a decided vertical
treatinent, it being desirable, in the author's
opinion, to scale with the adjoining premises,
where a Classic order is employed. To do
this a pilaster arrangement was decided on.
including the ground and mezzanine floor,
the height of the piers being appro.ximately
the same as the order used for the adjacent
frontage. The whole of this shop-front, with
the exception of the window, was to he
executed in oak, encasing the steel supports,
the windows being in bronze. The maximum
amount of window-space is obtained, given
structural lines to afford evident support to
the superstructure.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART SKETCH
CLUB.—"THE CLUB PRIZE" SET OF
SKETCHES IN BLACK AND WHITE.
Mr. W. M. Keesey, A.R.C.A., of Bedford

Park, won " the Club Prize " for a set of
pencil sketches, of which these four are our
selection to-day. The subjects are all well-
known ones from Cambridae— viz., Clare
College Gate, "The Backs"; St. Sepulchre's
Church (the famous round nave), and two
views of Clare Bridge. We shall give others
from the .same series shortly, including some
foreign subjects sketched by Mr. Keesey.

NEW GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL,
TAMWORTH.

This new school occupies an excellent site
on high ground, in the direction of Wigginton,
close to the town, commanding a fine view
of Hopwas Wood and the neighbouring
country. The main building, which provides
accommodation for 121 pupils, consists of a
single story, and is laid out in the form of
the letter K, (lie assembly hall occupying the
centre. In order to seciire the maximum of
sunlight, and to insure enicienl ventilation in
the various apartments, the premises have

been designed with rooms on one side only
of the corridors. The latter face north and
east, and so form a screen against the cold
winds, and leave the warm aspects and best
views for the windows lighting the principal
apartments of the building. Jloreover.
wherever practicable, specially - designed
windows have been placed on opposite sides

of rooms, opening on the one hand directly

outside, and on the other into a corridor, by
which means ample through ventilation is

secured. In the case of the assembly-hall,
laboratory, and cookery-room, both ranges of

windows are in external walls. The central
a-ssembly-hall (lOft. by 25ft.). whilst providing
an area for collective gatherings, has been
fitted with apparatus, in order that it may
also serve the purpose of a gymnasium. The
remainder of tlie premises consists of fi\e

classrooms, a laboratory for teaching
chemistry and jihysics. a combined cookery-
and dining-room, a large cloakroom and
lavatory for pupils, also private rooms and
lavatories for the staff. Suitable premises
for a caretaker have been provided adjoining
the rear of the north wing, and the offices are

placed in such a position as to be easy of

access, either from the school or the playing
field, and are connected to the former by
means of a co\-ered \erandah. The slope of

the ground is utilised to obtain a basement
partly out of the ground, which contains the

heating apparatus, boiler, a cycle-house, and
a large general store. The buildings are in

a plain Renaissance style, consisting of brick-

work relieved by stone dressings, and the roof

is tiled. The grounds have been planted and
laid out with walks, flower-beds, and playing

yard. The front of the building opens upon
a broad terrace : a grass tennis-court has been
formed on one side. aiifl,the remainder of the

space is to be used as a hockey-field. The
interior finish is plain but substantial. Walls
are plastered and prnvid-ed with dadoes .of

wood or patent composition, floors are of

wood block or some form of hard paving. A
low-pressiu-e hot-water heating apparatus,

consisting of pipes and radiators, designed on

the most approved principles, and of ample
capacity, has been provided, and lighting by
incandescent gas has been installed through-

out. The school was designed by. and carried

out under the superintendence of, Mr. J.

Hutchinss, A. R.I.B.A.. architect to the

Staffordshire County Education Committee.
Mr. Ernest Dent, of Tamworth, was the

principal contractor, bis tender being £6,143.

«»
Mr Charles Henry Dancey. a well-known

local antiquarian, died at his residence in Mid-
land-road, Gloucester, on Saturday, aged 75.

The western ward of Summerfield Hospital at

Aberdeen is about to be extended, at a cost of

i;i,400, from plans by Messrs. Jenkins and
Marr, of Aberdeen.

Invitations for tenders for the new buildings

for the University College, Dublin, contain the

following provision:
—"Sealed tenders should be

left, at the offices of the Secretary of University

College on or before a date to be announced on

the termination of the present labour dispute in

Dublin."

An agreement was entered into on Friday

night by the Rochester Council and the Chatham
Town Council for the carrying out of a joint

scheme of main drainage for the two towns at a

cost of .-t300,000. The work will extend over

seven or eight years. The sewage-disposal

works will be at Motley Hill, on the banks of

the Medway. five miles from Cliatham, and
pnmping-stations wil be provided in each town.
Mr. W. H. Radford, of Nottingham, is the
engineer.

The works of restoration at Euston Station,

which are being carried out bv Messrs. Perry
and Co.. of Bow, at a cost of £40.000, will

probably be completed by next siimnier- A new-

wall is being built across the entrance court-

yard of the terminus about 30ft. in front of

the existing wall, and in the space thus enclosed
new central booking-offices will be built. The
design adopted for tlie exterior of the new front

to the station is Portland stone with Shap
granite bases, while the inferior will be of

Ancaster stone, with oak panelling and arched
roof. Ttiis work has just been put in hand.
From the new front of the station a flat pitch

roof in four bays, carried on two main girders,

has been extended to cover an additional 70ft.

of the courtyard.
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PROFESSIONAI, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—All ordinary meeting of tlie

Architectural Association of Ireland was held

on November 20 at the Rooms, Sontli

Frederiek-lane, Professor W. A. Scott pre-

siding. The following were admitted members
of the Association:—Messrs. Arthur Hill,

F.R.I.B.A. (Cork), Noel E. Scott, Wm. N.
Spence, F. A. Stuart King, James Bruce,
Harold Britton, L. H. Deane (architect

L.G.B.), James J. O'Donnell, and J. D.
Fole}'. Mr. W. Kaye-Parry, B.E., delivered
a lecture on Sanatoria, and he illu.strated it

by a number of photographs projected on
a screen. Starting with the selection of the
site—which .should be always on high ground
sloping to the south, with, if possible, porous
subsoil, and sheltered from cold winds and
driving rain — Mr. Kaye-Parry went into
details of the plans, from the central admini-
.stration buildings to tlie pavilions, the size
and aspect of the sleeping-apartments for the
various classes of patients, accommodation
for the staff, water supply, drainage, isola-
tion wards for observation of fresh cases,
operating-theatre and sterilising-room. dis-
pensary, open-air schools, chapels, ligliting,

etc. No detail of a well-equipped modern
.sanatorium was omitted. The lecture was
followed by considerable discussion.

ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS' FORE-
MEN AND CLERKS OF WORKS.—The
nineteenth annual dinner of this association
(until quite recently known as the Builders'
Foremen's Association) was held on Saturday
evening at the King's Hall, Holborn Restau-
rant. The chair was occupied by Mr. William
Nicholson, of Messrs. W. Nicholson and Sons,
Ltd., of Cannon-street, E.C., who was
supported by Messrs. Percy B. Tnbbs,
F.R.I.B.A., President of the Society of
Architects; W. Coupland, E. J. Dixon", W.
T. Farthing, F. Fox, H, Vaughan Lanchester,
H. W. Wills, and other architects ; B. Carter,
Walpole Collins. W. Etteridge, H. Jenks, L.
Lindley, W. E. Ollis, F. Pnrtin, C. P.
Roberts, T. Evans (president), A. Field (vice-
president), Benton Rees (secretary), etc.
Every seat in the large hall was occupied by
members and guests. The after-dinner
speeches were interspersed with an excellent
selection of songs, including two by the secre-
tary of the association, who efficieiitly carried
out the duties of musical director. In pro-
posing the toast of the evening, " Success and
Prosperity to the Association of Builders'
Foremen and Clerks of Works," the chair
man referred to the change in the name of
the association which had been considered
desirable by the committee, as many
members changed their occupation from
foremen to clerks of works, and those already
established as clerks of works sought to join
their ranks. The association, to whom
he was personally indebted for having
sent him two rattling good foivmen, wa.s in a
prosperous condition, and now numbered
over IGO members, and what was perhap"
more important, had about £2.000 in hand.
Established in 1894, its sphere of usefulness
was greatly extended in 1905 by the establish-
ment of a pension fuinl for the benefit of old
members who were in failing health or liad
fallen >ipon evil days, also for their widows,
and already it had done a great work in
alleviating the anxieties of many worthy
members of these classes. All connected witji
the building trades had much cause for
grundding during recent years; but, taking n
long look ahead, he could see signs of return-
ing prosperity, or, at any rate, of improve-
ment. He should like to I'lnphasise the
necessity that existed for a return to the
apprenticeship system in the building trades.
There ought to he in every house a sufficient
number of apprentices, for the man who
learned his trade as an apprentice was worth
far more than the one who had had what was
known as teclnneal edvication, which should
be regarded as the coping-stone, not the
foundation, of a builder's training. He himself
started as a joiner's apprentice, and had
never regretted the training. Indeed, the
youth who began in this practical way
acquired something that nothing but ill-health
or death could rob him of. He was liimself a

trade-unionist, and believed that one

apprentice to one foreman would be the

proper number of apprentices for any shop.

The master builder was in an unfortunate

position ; every other professional man and

tradesman expected to get a profit out of what
he supplied except the builder, who was not

sure of a profit when he tendered for a job.

The cost of building operations was steadily

increasing, largely owing to recent legis-

lation. A few years' insurance against

accidents cn.st 4s. lOd. per workman per

annum; the Workmen's Compensation Act at

once raised this to 15s. ; but this sum proved

quite inadequate to meet chiinis. and to day

the rate was not less than 47s. Gd. Then the

National Insurance Act and the high price of

labour had recently greatly augmented the

outlay on all building works. Reverting to

the topic of the association, the chairman
concluded with an urgent appeal for liberal

support, remarking tliat it not oidy provided

the pensions for aged members and their

widows, but gave legal assistance in cases

connected with trade, assisted those who
were seeking employment to obtain fresh

berths, and made a funeral allowance for

members who had passed away. Mr. T.

Evans, the president, in responding, asked
members to use their influence to get the

younger foremen and clerks of works to join,

and so strengthen the association financially.

Too many did not come forward for mendier-
ship until nearing the limit of age for

admission—forty-four. The position of the

builder's foreman was very insecure, owing
to fluctuations in trade, and at the average
age at which men rose to be foremen it was
impossible to pro\ide an adequate pension

paid out of members' subscriptions, so that

he felt no hesitation in appealing to builders

and builders' merchants for support by
donations or subscriptions for this purpose.

The remaining toasts were " Tlte Building
Trade." proposed with much dry humour, by
Mr. II. V. Lanchester, and acknowledged by
Mr. C. P. Roberts; "The Architects and
Surveyors," given bv Mr. H. .Jenks, of

Messrs. Hicgs and Hill, Ltd., and responded
to by Mr. Percy B. Tnbbs; "The Visitors,"

proposed bv Mr. ,1. W. Sawyer, and replied

to by Mr. T. Bosun; and "The ChairmaTi."

given by Mr. B. Carter, of Messrs. Stephens
and Carter, and received with musical
honours. The chairman's list of subscriptions

and donations amounted to £105.

ATAVISM IN ARCHITECTURE.—At
the Birmingham and Midland Instit>ite on
Monday evening Mr. Reginald Blonifield,

A.R.A., President of the Royal Institute of

British .Architects, lectured on " .\tavism in

Architecture." He said he was convinced
that the whole explanation of any great

movement in art, such as the rise of Gothic
on the one hand, and the Neo-Classic on the

other, was not to be found in technical de-

velopments. That materials and climate,

social, political, and local conditions, and
manners and customs had had a profound
influence in the shaping of architecture
one admitted at once. It was comparatively
easy to trace the technical development of

Western architecture. Yet, however ably
this was done, the final mystery remained
where it was. Explanations would not tell

them what was at the bottom of it all, what
spirit inspired and expressed itself in Gothic
on the one hand, in Neo-Classic on the other.

As in all art, the last word rested with
temperament, and that was where the

iiuniense difficulty came in.

CORHOSION OF WATER MAINS.—

A

meeting of the Midland branch of the
Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers was held at the Council House,
Birmingham, on Friday, Mr, A. T. Davis
presiding. Mr. William Ransom (assistant

city engineer, Worcester), read a paper,
entitled " Some Notes on the Corrosion of

Water Mains." The subject was one of

great importance to waterworks engineers,
who naturally desired to obtain as long a life

as possible for their water mains, and also

wei'e anxious to use such materials as would
not impart any impurity or deleterious
property to the water in the course of its

distribution. The need for investigation and
conference on the subject could be realised,

and its practical importance better under-
stood, when he mentioned the recent case of

a South African town where a new steel

water main had become so pitted with rust
that it was necessary partly to replace it

with a cast-iron maui. It was found that
the damage was due to the sulphuric acid In

the soil, resulting from the oxidation of

pyrites in the soil. Mr. Ransom had his
attention drawn to the subject in coruiectioM
with some investigations he made with regard
to a town water supply, which not only cor-
roded the mains, but deposited a brown pre-
cipitant upon exposure, and caused an
objectionable discolouration of domestic
utensils, while at times an unpleasant smell
was noticed when the water was drawn from
the mains. Mr. Ransom went on to discuss
the causes of rust, and remarked that its

production, especially in water-service
pipes, was often much Accelerated by
electrical action. It was hydrogen, liberated
in the process of chemical action, which gave
an unpleasant smell to the water.

EARLY MONUMENTS OF YORKSHIRE.
—At tlie last meeting of the Y'orkshire
Architectural and York .Archaeological
societies, in the Tempest Anderson Lecture-
Hall of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society,
York, Mr. W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., con-
tributed a paper on Early Sculptured Jlonu-
ments of Y'orkshire." The Rev. A. A. R.
Gill, M.A., vicar of Market Weighton,
occupied the chair. Mr. Collingwood ex-
plained that between 500 and GOO different
monuments exist, chiefly in fragments, in

Yorkshire alone. They form a great mass of

material which has waited long for treatment.
He hoped to lay before his hearers the result
of ten or twelve years' study, in the course
of which he had seen, studied, and drawn
nearly all the stones. He had come to the
cnnclnsion that stone-carving was first prac-
tised in England soon after the middle of the
7t!i century, and chiefly in the busy
monasteries, perhaps rather to the North, in

Northumberland and Durham County, then
ruiniing down the great Roman road. They
had in Yorkshire crosses, which he felt able
to date older than about 700, whilst some of

tliose to the north of the Tees might be
older. In the 8th century we see curious
reflexes of Italian design in Anglian work.
English artists hafl always gone to Italy and
France for their inspiration. But the appli

cation of this art to grave crosses was chiefly

an English discovery. At least, we did not

find such crosses elsewhere until in a rather

later period the Irish and other Celts took
up the style and elaborated it.

HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT
ARCHITECTS' ASSOCIATION. — Pre
siding at a meeting of this association at

Winchester, the president. Sir Wm. Portal,

Bart., referring to the progress of the asso-

ciation, mentioned that its membership was
now seventy-four. Sir Willam referred to

the completion of the work at the Cathedral,

and heartily congratulated their friend,

Thomas G. Jackson. R.A., on the well-

deserved honour which his Majesty bestowed

upon him last year by creating him a

baronet, arid Sir" William hoped that he

would long be spared to adorn the great pro-

fession to whicli they belonged. Speaking
of the students' competition, Sir William

Portal stated that five competitors entered,

four of whom submitted work in accordance

with the ndes, and the fifth one failed to do

so by misdirecting his drawings. Mr.

Norm"an C. H. Nisbett and Mr. II. L. Hill

judged the drawings, and awarded tlie first

prize of £3 3s. to Mr. S. G. S. Harris, of

Bournemouth, for drawings of the porch of

Christchurch Priory ; the second prize of

,£2 2s, to Mr. A. Frohook. of Southampton,

for drawings of the Undercroft at South-

aniptnn ; and the third prize of £1 Is. to Mr.

L. G. Worth, of Bournemonth, for drawincs

of St. Stephen's Church. Bournemouth. Sir

William concluded by stating that it was

proposed to print (he year-book in a still

more ornate form, and also to illustrate it.

The members having previously inspected the

minor repairs which are being carried out

at Winchester Cathedral, Mr. Nisbett

exhibited several plans and drawings

illustrating them, and said that what haa
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.11 .li.nr had been the re-covering with

:iil III' suiiu- of the roofs (postponed owing

I lie larger work of the oi\theilnil prepiun-

111), the necessiiry stengtlieniiif; of the okl

M if timbers where these were found to be

eayed or insecure, the releiiding of old

;i^s ill the windows, and the repair of the

>:ived stonework on the east gable. Mr.
1'. Chisholni, F.S.A., remarked, with

^jril to the niKlerpiniiing at tlio oathedral,

I' re was one point that might he looked

I with satisfaction—he noticed a button

ited the tenth month of 190G. He examined
II- spot with a microscope, and could sec

II sign of even a hair's crack. Mr. R. M.
as (lion, secretary and treasurer) in-

r. Hilled the meeting that Sir William I'ortal

had kindly promised £3 3s. to be awarded
a^ a special prize in some way next year.

LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHI-
II'.CTURAL SOCIETY. — At the opening

j4, iiernl meeting and smoking concert, held

at the Queen's Hotel on Thursday. Novem
her 20. the president. Mr. A. E. Kirk,

iieiupied the chair. Prizes were presented
III the successful students in the society's

I iinipetitions as follows:— President's prize

I if IJ.^ .'is. and silver medal for measured draw-
iiius awarded Mr. Norman A. Blackburn for

drawings of Oakwell Hall. Y'orks. A second
|inze of ,£2 2s. was awarded Mr. R. L.

I'almer for drawings of Sherbourne Church,
\iirks. In the design competition Mr. L.

I.n

1 'lister was awarded the first prize of £3 3s..

and Mr. Harold Beard second prize of £1 Is.

I'.ir sketching, Mr. L. A. Elsworth was
awarded the society's prize of £3 3s., and
also the Sketching Club prizes of £2 2s. for

hlack-and-white sketches and detail studies.

Mr. Eric Ramsden secured the Halden prize.

\aliie £4 4s.. for the best set of testimonies

iif study required by the R.I.B.A. for the

Intermediate Examination. Mr. C. B. Chad-
wick was awarded the prize of £3 3s. for

the best set of notes and sketches prepared
in the study of architectural history for the

R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examinations. The
I'resident in his address referred at some
length to Registration as follows;

—"Regis-
tiation, I regret to say, has not made sucli

pi'dgress during the year. The special com-
iiiittee appointed by the R.I.B.A. has at last

issued a report, the sum and substance of

wliieh is that the time is not opportune to

[iromote a Bill, on account of the enormous
amount of work before Parliament at the
[iresent time. Since then the R.I.B.A. have
issnefl a further report on the subject, and
have called a meeting of members for

Keeember I to consider same. Although
ijiost of the replies from the allied societies

are in favour of proceeding with the Bill

of Registration, the Council are strongly

impressed by the reluctance of others to take
such a course. In other words, when will

the profession be unanimous? The latest

irmve is not to promote a Bill, but to ask
the Privy Council to grant a new Charter, so

tthat all members of the Institute shall ha\e
the distinctive title of ' chartered archi-

tect.' The scheme suggested wants very

larcful consideration; but I think you will

a'^ree that if new powers are granted, it will

he a means of safeguarding the public and
lourselves to a certain extent. If we cannot
get the whole loaf, half is better than none.
^|lllr Council will give it their serious atten-

lion. Until they have discussed it. I will

not offer a definite opinion." Mr. T. Butler
Wilson concluded a most pleasant evening
with one of his very cheerful speeches, and
proposed a vote of thanks to the artistes, to

which Mr. Bowman responded.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION.—The ordinary meeting of the

innncil was held on Thursday, November 20.

at Kohi-Noor House, Kiiigsway, W.C.. when
Mr. Walter Lawrence, jun., president, occu-

pied the chair, and there was a large

attendance of members. An important dis-

i-ussiou took ])lace upon the prevalence of

strikes against the employment of non-union
labour, and a resolution was carried dealing
with the point, and instructions issued in

accordance therewith, details of which will

be shortly placed in the hands of all

' members. A uniform plan of dealing with
a standard rate of charges for day-work was

carefully considered, and referred to a

special practice committee to report thereon.

The question as to painters' rules was again

discussed, and the suggestion put forward by

the Society of Operative House and Ship

Painters, that the rules agreed between it

and the London Association of Master

Decorators be adopted, was unanimously

rejected. Reports of the Special Rules Com-
mittee. Law and Parliamentary Committee,

and Conciliation Boards were received and

adopted. Several new members were elected,

and nominations for member.ship received.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.—At a students' meeting, held on

November 21. at the society's room, a paper

was read by Mr. .1. "W. Herford on
" .\meriean .Architecture." The lecturer

pointed out .America's disadvantages in

iiaving no traditions, as indicated by the in-

feriority of the domestic, ecclesiastic, and
college buildings, and then pa.ssed on to

public and mmiicipal work, where America
meets other countries on more equal footings.

The rise of modern .Vmeriean architecture

was traced in the work and study of sncli

men as Hunt and Ricliardson. Mr. Herford
then dealt in detail with the work of Messrs.

McKim. Mead, and White, emphasising the

broad Classical lines followed. The paper

was followed by an animated discussion as to

the suitability of scale of some of the

buildings.

MEDICAL OFFICERS AND SUR-
VEYORS' DUTIES.—At a meeting of th"

Northern District of the Institution of

Muncipal Engineers, held at the town-hall,

\ewcastIe-on-Tyne on Monday night, Mr.

William Finch', county surveyor, Carlisle,

was elected chairman for the ensuing year,

in succession to Mr. John W. Moncur, of

Sunderland, who retired on account of

pressure of work. After a long discussion,

in the course of which it was complained

that medical officers in several districts were

taking over duties that properly belonged to

surveyors, the following resolution w-as

passed :
" That this district considers that

the whole of the duties in the construction,

maintaining, and cleansing of roads and

sewers, together w-ith the removal of hou.se

refuse, are solely the duties of the surveyor

of the district, and in support of such

opinion it refers to the Local Government
Board Order of .July 25, 1903. where refer-

ence is made to administration by direct

labour." It was agreed that the resolution

should be sent to headquarters and that the

central body should ask the President of the

Local Government Board to receive a

deputation on the subject.

THE ORIGIN OF GREEK ARCHI-
TECTURE.—Mr. Banister F. Fletcher.

F. R.I.B.A., considered in his second

lecture on Greek Architecture at tlie

British Museum, delivered on Thursday in

last week, the Greek invention of the Orders

of architecture and the origin and evolution

of the Doric Order on the mainland and in

the colonies in Italy. Sicily, and the ^Egean

Islands. In all Greek colonies there were

temples for the gods and theatres for nieri. At

least seven centuries before the birth of

Christ the artistic, beauty-loving Greeks ad-

justed the proportion of the column and

entablature, which make up the Orders so

delicatelv that they could no more be

seriously violated without loss of harmony
than etiuld the proportions of the human
figure. The Orders had successfully chal-

lenged competition through the centuries

;

they had invaded all countries, and had just

been unveiled on the front of Buckingham
Palace. Mr. Fletcher balanced the prob-

abilities as to the origin of the Doric Order,

which was grave, severe, and sturdy, akin to

the character of the colonising Dorians. Had
it a litliic or a wooden origin? Was its proto-

type to be traced to the Egyptian rock-cut

tombs of Beni-Hasan or to the prodomos of

the wooden hut? So far, there was none

that answered; but the older the column the

stouter, stumpier, and sturdier it w'as, as

was suitable for granular stone, while the

sloping mutules above, with their peg lik

guttfe," suggested the use of fibrous

Mr. Fletcher therefore concluded that

columns might conceivably be of stone

origin, while the roof-part might be

explained by the wooden theory of origin.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AliCHITKCTS. — The Board of Architec-

tural Ediieation of the Royal Institute of

British Arehileets announce that the designs

submitted bv the following students, who are

qualifying for the Final Examination, have

been approved :—Subject XI. (a).—Design

for a County Club: Messrs. C. W. Craske,

W. R. Davison. V. Dyson. H. N. Jepsoii,

P. J. Adams, H. Andrew, W. Alison, J. S.

Fyfe, A. Nishet, J. M. Brown. J. A. Clarke,

S. W. Ackrovd, G. A. Rose. H. T. Cooksey,

and H. M. "^Vhitehead. Subject XI. (b).—

Design for a Clock-tower: Messrs. A. E.

Maxwell, G. W. Callendcr, A. S. Burnett,

N. S. Robinson, A. Silcock. T. T. Jenkins,

C. C. Cheek, A. W. Robertson, jun., A. R.

Shiblev, G. M. Eaton. A. J. Wood, E. B.

Mnsmi'inn, W. E. W. Terrell, W. B. Biuiiie,

A. F. Hooper, R. S. Wallace, R. H. Philp,

F. Jenkins, F. A. Addev, A. A. Foote, A. P.

Stoner. E. B. Norris. H, S. Triscott, F. H.

Ghizebrook, and E. R. F. Cole.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITEC'I'URAL C R A F T S M E N'S
SOCIETY. GL.\SGOW.—At a meeting of

the above, held on Fridav. the 21st inst.. Mr.

T. G. Gilmour. A.R.I.B-.A.. presiding, Mr.

W. T. Peddie gave a lecture, entitled

" Electrical Installation for Domestic Pur-

poses." He said the cost per unit had been

very considerably reduced in recent years,

and electricity was now largely taking the

place of gas. The points to be considered

were cost of installations, cost of supply,

suitability, fire risk, and health. In regard

to installation there is very little difference

enmpared with gas. Where cost of supply is

a matter of consideration, as is generally the

ease in tenements of the cheaper class, the

favour w^onld he to gas. as the gas bill would

he about a half less than for electricity ;
but

where gas is used the co.st of upkeep for

interior decoration and cleaning would he

much greater. In point of suitability, elec-

tricity has great advantages over gas. as any

desired effect may be obtained by electric

light. Electric light is also better from a

health point of view. Mr. Peddie described

in detail the nature and fitting up of tubing,

wires, and other fittings, and also the pre-

cautions to be taken. In a country house an

engine and dynamo might be required, and

also provision for storing the electricity.

Electricity may be used for domestic pur-

poses other than lighting, such as heating,

ventilating. cooking. working washing-

machine, knife-cleaner. vacuum-cleaner,

coffee-grinder, boot-cleaner, and many other

labour-saving devices.

wood,
the

The new town-hall at Chaddeston, Lanes, has

been formally onened. Messrs. Taylor and

Simister, of Queen-street, Oldham, were the

architects, and the outlay has been about

£8,000.

The Bishop of Mashonaland has issued an

appeal for funds to enable the building com-

mittee to proceed with the first part of the new
cathedral. The cost of erecting in local granite

the eastern nortion of the cathedral, with a

memorial chanel of St. George and vestries, will

be £13,000. £7,500 of this sum has been raised,

mainly by local effort.

After negotiations extending over three years

between the Portsmouth Corporation and the

War Onice as to the repair and maintenance of

the sea protective works at Southsea, the Secre-

tary of State, at an interview with the Mayor
nf Portsmouth, has agreed that, irrespective of

legal liability in the matter, all necessary works

to"prevent further damage or risk should be put

in hand at once, and instructions have been

given accordingly.

New headquarters have been provided at The
Friars, Stafford, for the accommodation of the

Staffordshire Yeomanry and the 6th Stafford-

shire Battery of the Royal Field Artillery. They
were formally opened tlie other day by Earl

Dartmouth. The new drill hall has cost £3,000.

The building is constructed of brick, with stone

dressings, and is provided with orderly-rooms,

store-rooms, harness-room, gun-room, and drill-

liall. The rooms for officers and non-com-
missioned officers are on the first floor, together

with a recreation-room.
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GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

in i-iu-h imir of stinu|)
stirrup reiniired-

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for wliat

we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

tills colnnin, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must he sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received ^worthy of it is reserved by tht;

Hditor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We award the guinea to Mr. R. (Jraliaui Keevill.

UMFLIES.
[13138.]—FERRO-CONCRETE LTNTELS.—If this

lintel was reinforced for tension only, the deptli
would have to be Bin. for working stresses in the
steel of 16,0001b. per square inch, and in the concrete
fiOOli). per square inch. For the size of beam given
it must be reinforced for tension and compression
in addition to shear. The most economical way is.

therefore, to put in sufficient steel to take all

, and insert six pairs,

:..53 = .lO.'jsii.in. required.
4 X li

Sav tlat-hooped steel liu. x ^/r-Jn. The spacing of

the stirrups obtained from the shear diagram is as

shown. The neutral axis for this reinforcement will

he practically through the middle of the lieam

.section. This lintel should be increased in depth to

at least .')in.. in order to comply with the usual rule

that the ettVetive depth shouhl not be less than ono-

twentieth the span, and this de)itli would give better

"cover" to the steel, which, in this case, is very
bare.—R. Graham Keevill, A.M.I.M.E.. M.C.I.,

7. Palewell Park, East Sheen.

[1313S.1—FERllO-CONCRETE LINTELS.—In reply

to *'T. H. W.," a typical .section for lintels such as

he requires would he as sketch herewith. The
reinforcement should be kept at least lin. from
bottom and sides, as a protection against fire.

Sufficient strength would be obtained for carrying

the load specified over a 7ft. .span by using three

r^
— -'

4" ^

r^-Mjfe/errJrarrjc -^

— ^V —>

better formed as two lintels, each with two rods.

If a number are required, tlie mould sliould l)e

formed with a loose side to act as a support until

?.in. round steel rods spaced as shown. For cottage

work generally, however. I make my lintels as

follows:—Size, 6in. thick, and of width of wall;

concrete mixed one part Portland cement, one part
sand, and five parts of clean broken brick, to pass
a |in. mesh, and sufiicient fine boiler-ashes added to

fill interstices. Reinforcement for openings up to
3ft. span lengths of galvanised .'•trand wire (seven

well set. Wet the mould, and render the seen faces

' with about iin. cement and ochre lor stone colour,

! and back up with a 4:2:1 mixture just wet enough

I
to adhere together, placing the steel in the i)osition

I
shown, well punning and marking top. Turn the

mould on to its loose side, and the other portion may
be removed and used for the next casting. The
concrete should be well watered regularly throuch a

rose for two or three days, and not allowed to dry.—
Frederick Dyer, P..\.S.I., 70, IJndley-street. York.

[1313S.]—FERRO-CONCUETE LINTELS.-A dejith

of 4in. would be insulTlcient for a lintel to a 7ft.

span. A depth of 7in., or about two courses, would
be better; but as some of the lintels will probably
have to carry portions of the floor, a depth of Hin..

or about three courses, would be best. The re-

inforcement mav consist of three -in. diameter steel

I

->u/i ^
I

I

f
2i'

Z G'U

->n

Cross Sec-^/on- 'A /"fl Sit,e

/ ?i

'rods buff- '3/,Cciic: rodZ
SfyciainS of S/\rrup%

I

- id —•>•

coniin-ession stresses. WorliinK stresses : — Steel

,

IB.OUOU). per s<iuare inch. = ( for tension and coni-
Iiressum, 12.00011). iier snnare inch = (, for shear.
U = moment of resistauuo. B,. bendinR monjent at
centre of span for snuported beam, A = area of steel.
a - lever arm, S = max. shear, p = distance from
mid-span to snpport, e = span, Aj = area of steel for
shear. Loads :—

Snpep load = SOcwt. = 3,3601b.
\\ t. of beam = 7' x .75' x .33 x i.501b. = 26011>.

\\' = S.KJOlb.

B,.= iy = 3,620x7xl.2_^,,„„.,^,,

Therefore—
"*

A ^
/ X a

_ __ 38,010

IG.OOO X 2.5
= .9.'>sq.in.

Wri^'r\J? ^^'r?"> °*" compression, say two
Shear :- *

''''^' *'''''°^^ ^**^'^ ^« «^'«'^"y in excess).

= S = l.HlOlb.

A. _ S X 7>

/ ^ X a

required to take all the shear

— = •2..')3sq.in.
12,0()0 X 2..'>

strands), No. 2 size, one length for each half-brick of
thickness of wall. For spans over 3ft., and up to
.5ft., I use ^in. round steel rods, and for spans from
5ft. to 7ft., ^in. round st^el rods, spaced as sketch.
Sometimes I use barbed wire in place of the strand
wire: it affords a better grip with the concrete. I

have just finished a job in which I used some old {in.
galvanised-iron water-tubes as reinforcement to the
lintels of 5ft. span, and they are standing all right.—
Frank H. Heaven. A. U.I. B. A., P. A. S.I.,' 39. Corona-
tion-street. Aberkenfig.

[13138.l-FERUO-CONCRETE LINTELS.—The depth
liroposed by " F. H. W." is far too small for
economical concrettt construction, and would require
two 3?,in. by iMn. rolled steel joists. The simplest
method suitable for single reinforcement, utilising the
full allowable stresses in steel and concrete, is

obtained from the following formuhe:—

,1 = I ^^^»y 9.5'' X H

A, = (< d X 0.0067.5.

In the case given, and assuming the weight of lintel

to he 4cwt.

''J-
,80Rlh. X 84JD.

fl.'j X 9 X H
- say Tin.

A, ^ n X 7 X O.00B75 = 0.424sq.in. = 4— giu. rods.

Tliero are four areas

The shear = W 3.808

2''tlx0.88 2x9x7 x0.H8

= .S.'jlb. per sq.in.

Tills is well within the safe limit on concrete, and
the rods neeil not be cranked. With this rorniulie

(he N. axis is ..30 </ from the top. For convenience in

casting, handling, atul forming a reveal, it would be

rods running longitudinally Sin. above soffit of beam.
The two outer rods should not be less than IJ.in.

from outside vertical face of beam. In a span of

this size the shear strain may be disregarded,
although the ends of the centre rod may be bent up
obliquely for about 2ft. (iin. length each end, it"

desired. The ends of the rods should be hooked or

forked, and the lintels should have a slight camber.
A suitable proportion for cement and aggregate
would be five and one.— A. Seymour Rccve.s. fifi.

Newhall-street. Birmingham.

[1313S.1—FERRO-CONCRETE LINTELS.—Reinforced
concrete, in the true sense of the expression, cannot
be used at all economically for the lintt'l in question.

Although the lintel would doubtless be fixed in

many positions with ends partially fixed, yet there

is a chance of its being fixed in positions where its

ends would be free. Therefore, in order to obtain

a lintel applicable to all the situations in which il

is likely to be used the greatest bending moment—
viz., W //8, must be taken. To the .super-load of

SOcwt. must be added the weight of the lintel

itself. So that

Total load = (30 x 112)+ (7.75 x .75 x ..33x l.-K)) lb.

= 3,646.51b.

And this gives us a bending moment of—

W! ^ 3_A46JL.7-75_>L12 = 42,.384in.lb.
8 8

No matter where the neutral axis was placed in the

lintel under consideration, the bending amount of

42,3S4in.Ih. could never be resisted with .single

reinforcement. If the fpiestion of clouhle rcinfnrrc-

nient be next considered, it is found th.it :i ver.v

nneconomieal .amount of steel reinforcement would

be required, as the steel placed in the compression

area could onlv be stressed to fifteen times the per-
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iii-.siblr stress in thir concrete—viz., 15 x COO
- tt.oOoUi. a square inch, instead of Ki.OOOlb. a square
iiL-h. Thus a great waste of steel would result,
n:uiisL- the excess hendinu inonierit over single
"iiiforcement to be taken hy ^uch double reinforce-
iient is so e.vcessivf. Further dia^nnal t'Cnsion. or
lirar htress to the amount of nearly -JtiOlb. at the
iliiitrneiits, would have to be taken by Insertinj;
hciir-stirrups. It will thus be seen that the I»in. h>
ill. linl^l in question is very clearly one of tlio-.e

a.-.(A where reinforced concrete, as properly under-

-9 —

AyaCr>

CBQ^ytCTlON UN10L

-I noil, w.nihi be most unpractical. I muuUI ailv!->c

querist to usa a Sin. by 3in. by 8ilh. H section,

riiilit-diliij in the concrete, as shown hy sketch. .\

lurther advantage would be to increase the size of
Miitfl to Kin. by fiin., tlius giving a better cover to the
t rnhedded steel, and also giving a dimension which
will work to brickwork.—Henrv O. Warren,
\.i:.I.H.A.. Claremont, Ottery St. Mary.

I i;n:3H.l-FERR0-C0NCRKTE LINTELS.-Total
kTigtli of lintel will be 7ft. Oin., and taking weight of
ri'iiiforeed concrete as 15U1I). per S(].ft., weight of
liiitol is lin. X 9in. x 7ft. f)in. x I'jOlb. = -i^Ulb.. there-
luic it must support 30cwt. or 3.360Ib.+2911b.= 3.6.5111).

\ similar hntel. l-2iu. wide, would have to carry
:,(ioi X l'2/9 = 4,8t)81b., and bending moment

_ \V L _ 4,868 X 7^ X 12
: 56.590

Therefore-
-v bending moment = 238 approx.

Now the area tensile reinforcement or A/

= .002261 ^B.M.

rhL-refore— kt = .002261 x 23H = .738118

or for lintel Oin. in width is ^i
x .738118 = .&>35vS9.

The reinforcement must have a total area of

o O

^ It' -^ C -J^ a" -J^ i" 4-'i'->

J

ii535Hi) S(iuare inches. The bars should not have a
liirge section, as lintel is so shallow, ^\e find that
tour rods, each AUi. in diameter, fulfil above
louditious, and should be spaced as shown in sketch,
witli their centres lin. above bottom of lintel.

-

11. -L Wilson, A.R.LB.A., Cumbergate, Peterborough.

LEGAL INTELLIGKNOF.
<'LAIM BY A PAINTER.—An action brought

in the Bow Gounty-court on Friday last, the
^Ist inst., by a member of the Society of
* 'perative House and Ship Painters and
ni-corators against a member of the L.M.B.A.,
lo establish a claim for an extra ^d. per hour
beyond the rate recognised by the L.M.B.A.—
i.e., 9d. per hour—was decided against the
'hiimant. with costs.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

MSS.—A Local Government Board inquiry
\\;is lield at Liss on Tuesday, the 18th inst.. by
Air. \V. M. Cross, M.Inst.C'.E., into an applica-
iion of the Petersfield Rural District Council
for a loan of i;7,750 for a new scheme of
-' werage and sewage-disposal—the latter being
"ri bacterial lines—for Liss. There was a
numerous attendance of ratepayers at the
inquiry, the plans meeting with very general
approval. Messrs. Chambers Smitli and Adams,
53, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W., are the
engineers for the scheme.

A new gasholder and tank, with a capacity of
Jri2.000cu.ft. was inaugurated at Harwich last

nrek. Tt has been built at the works at Bath-
side, the contractors being Messrs. S. Cutler and
Sons.

Additions to the Radcliffe Infirmary at
Oxford, carried out at a cost of over £25.000,
were formally opened on Wednesday by Earl
Curzon of Kedlesfon, Chancellor of the
University.

©nr O^fc fable.

.\t till' fdrtlicDiuiiiy mooting of tlic (jrand
Lodge of Freemasons a resolution will be
subiiiitti'd that the Masonic luemoi-ial to his

late Majesty King I'Idward VII., M.W.
Grand .Master from 1875 to UIOl, take the
form of an e.itension and improvement of

Freemasons' Hall, to be named " The King
Edward VII. Memorial." The resolution

further instructs the board of general
purposes to have plans prepared for the
purpose and to proceed with the work.

.-Vnotber step was taken on Wednesday
towards the settlement of the problem of a

new site for London University. The offer

of four plots of land, intersected by roads, on
thi^ Duke of Bedford's estate at the rear of

the British Museum having been rejected,
five other sites were considered by a sub-
committee of the Senate of the University,
those of the Imperial Institute, the Foundling
Hospital, two on the south bank of the
Thames, and Somerset House. At the meet-
ing on Wednesday of the London Education
Committee the Higher Education Sub-corn-
niittee recommended that the Lo[idon County
Council should approve generally of the sitc^

of Somerset House as the most suitable for
the University buildings, aiid should join
with the Senate of the University in asking
the Government to receive a joint deputation
on the question. This was, after mueh dis-

cussion, adopted by 24 votes to 3. The site

has an area of between five and six acres,
and is eminently accessible. Sir William
Chambers's masterpiece has great archi-
tectural merits, but would require much in-

ternal reconstruction to adapt it for its new
uses, and even then we have grave doubts ot

its suitability for the purpose, and its appear-
ance is certainly not suggestive of a Metro
politaii University. 'I'he latest scheme
savours of makeshift parochialism. Surely a

specially-designed edifice on an isolated site

sliould be the ideal aimed at by the Education
Committee.

Under the terms of the Mall Approach Im-
provement Bill, to be introduced by the
London County Council next session, the
following street widenings are specified :

" A
widening of Spring-gardens on the northern
side thereof, between the centre line of the
existing Mall Approach and a point one and
a half chains, or thereabouts, westward
thereof. A widening of the Mall Approach
on the north-western side thereof, between
Spring-gardens and Charing Cross. A widen-
ing of Charing Cross on the southern side
thereof, between the centre line of the
existii}g Mall Approach and a point one and
a half chains, or thereabouts, westward
thereof."

At the last meeting of the Devon Education
Committee, held in the Castle, Exeter, a
special report was presented re the archi-
tect's staff and office by a sub committee, who
recommended that the staff be strengthened,
and that certain additions be made to the
salaries of existing officers, the whole in-

volving an additional annual charge upon the
rates of £,'3.31. Sir Henry Hepburn, in moving
I he adoption of the report, said that since
Iflin certain work had been done outside the
department, at a cost of about £100 a year,
relieviiig to some extent the pressure in the
office. But. in spite of this, the arrears in

the office had been increasing continuously
during the past three years. As to the staff,

there were at present two grades of draughts-
men, and the recommendation was that three
grades of draughtsmen should be established.
Another proposal was thaj there should be
an additional clerk of worE's, making three in

all. Increases of salary were proposed to be
given to men who had been employed for
more than three years, many of them a great
deal longer. As to Mr. Morris, the architect,
in the report he drew up he did not .say a
word about himself, and he had explained
that he would far rather not ask for any in-

crease for himself if that endangered the
carrying out of the rest of the scheme. The
buildings sub-committee, however recom-
mcTided that Mr. Morris, who had been the
architect foi' ten years, be granted an ad-

ditional £50 ii year, nuiking his salary £500
a year. An amcndnu'ut was proposed
directing that all work to secondary schools
be entrusted to outside architects; but this

was rejected, and the report was eveutuully
adopted.

The first annual report of the Durham
County surveyor, dealing with the year
ended March 31, 1913, has just been issued.

It mentions that the nmin and subsidised
roads under the direct control of the various
authorities (08.71 miles of which are repaired
by urban district councils, including 33.08
miles under contract; l!'J2.yO miles by rural

district councils; and 61.80 miles by the
county staff) have, with very few exceptions,
been maintained to a fair standard. The
expenditure on "special works," such as tar
treatment aiid foundation works on the whole
of the main roads was, for the year ended
March. ]<J12. £3,-10i; ; and for l!)'l3, £0.0:iO.

The amount sanctioned in respect to appli-

eatious for similar work for the current year
is £!),.53u; but there will be, in addition, a
considerable amount of such work carriefl

out in the improvement of the Great .North

Road, under the Koad Board scheme. It

has been observed that tar spraying, if

repeated ajinually oji a good macadam
surface, has been very beneficial and has
withstood the increased motor and other
traffic during the summer, in addition to

abating the dust nuisance. It is proposed to

extend the amount of tar-spraying to be done
next year. In September of last year a
scheme for various improvements was sub-
mitted to and approved by the Road Board,
lo the amount of £86,000 ; grants were
offered amounting to £.'}5,.333. with loans for
live years amounting to £l,'j,0OO. and the
county council accepted the offer and gave
instructions for the work to be proceeded
with. In construction of Lnmlcy Bridge,
over the River Wear near Chester-leStrcet.
at a cost of £10,000, good progress has been
made. Sketch plans and estinuites for new
police courthouse at Seaham Harbour police-

station, and alternative schemes for either
rebuilding .larrow police-station on an ex-

tended site, at a cost of £10,000. or a new
police-station and courthouse on an entirely

new site, at a cost of £14,000. have also been
prepared.

Under a general scheme for research work
in forestry, the Board of Agriculture has
offered a grant of £500 a year for a period ot

two years to the University of Cambridge to

enable investigations to be undertaken on
questions relating to the structure of timber,
etc. The main points of the .scheme are as

follows:— (1) A comparative study of home-
grown pine and spruce and of foreign timber
of the same classes, with the object of ascer-
taining to what extent the former, when
grown under proper conditions, might be sub-
stituted for the latter ; (2) an inquiry as to

the capal:)ilities of hoiue-grown timber for
use as pit-props, railway sleepers, paving
blocks, etc.; (3) a special study of certain
trees, as elm, poplar, chestnut, which are of

importance in the Eastern counties; and (4)

a survey of wood-using industries in the
Eastern counties. Under the grant of £500
a year from the Board of Agriculture for
advisory work, the committee have appointed
Mr. Charles Hankins as adviser. There has
already been a large demand for advice on
the management of woodlands, from land
owners in the Eastern counties. A total
area of about 1.600 acres has already been
reported on on 12 different estates. The whole
of the necessary £5,500 has now been sub-
scribed for buildings, and a beginning was
made with the new building in the spring.
The building will probably be finished by the
beginning of the next Easter term.

On October 25. Congress Hall, in historic
Independence-square, in Philadelphia, the
building where the Senate and the House of
Representatives of the United States sat from
1790 to 1800, was rededicated with patriotic
exercises, in the presence of President Wilson
and the French Ambassador to the United
States. The occasion marked the completion
of the restoration of the Hall to almost its

original appearance, a work carried out by a
committee of architects without remunera-
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tion, as a labour of love. The Philadelphia

Chapter of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, through its president, Mr. Milton B.

Medary, is now arranging with the city for

the restoration of the old City Hall, the

building in the Independence Hall group at

the end opposite to Congress Hall. The re-

modelling of Independence-square is in

progress under the supervision of Mr. Horace
Wells R. Sellers.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJING WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects.

Special Meeting to Consider the
Report and I^ecommendations of the
Council in reuard to the Statntorj'
Registration of Architects. 8.15 p.m.

Society of Engineers. " Corosion
and Rusting of Iron," by Eric. K.
Rideal. 7.30 p.m.

Royal Society of Arts. " Measure-
ment of Stresses in Materials and
Structures," Cantor Lecture No. 1, ij,\'

E. G. Coker, M.A., D.Sc. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " Tlie
Transandine Railway," by Brodie H.
Henderson, M.I.C.E. 8p.ni.

Wednksuay.—Royal Society of Arts. " Perfunien,"
by J. C. Umney. 8 p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers.

" Reminiscences of a Sanitary Engi-
neer," by H. Percy Boulnois, Presi-
dent. S p.m.

Thursday.—Concrete Institute. " The Differential
and Integral Calculus of Structural
Engineers," by W. A. Green. 7.;iUp.m.

A..\. Camera, Sketch, and Debate
Club. "Some Notes on Egypt," t>y

W. J. Palmer-Jones. 8 ii.m.

^^
Victoria and Albert Museum.

" Wood - Engraving," b>- Edward F.
Strange. 8.30 p.m.

-Edinburgh Architectural Asso-
ciation, " Gardens," by Lawrence
Weaver. 8 p.m.

Fkiday (Dkc.

Institution of Civil Engineers.
Students' Meeting. " The Livei-pool-
street Extension of the Central
London Railway," by H. V. Hntt.B.Se.
8 p.m.

Glasgow .\rcliitectural Craftsmen's
Society. " The Great Church of Santa
Sophia at Constantinople," by Pro-
fessor C. Gourlay, B.Sc, .\.R.I.B.A.
8 p.m. ••

A stained-glass window has been placed in All
Saints' Church. Wolverhampton, in memory of
Miss Oldacre. The window represents St.
Ceciha.

Sir F. Carruthers Gould will open the Arts
and Handicrafts Exhibition to be held by the
Hampstead Tenants' Social Council in the
Hampstead Garden Suburb early in December.

The Chairman of the L.C.C. Fire Brigade Com-
mittee (Mr. Fred H. Carter) opened on Wednes-
day night a gymnasium at the Northcote-road
Fire Station. Battersea, which has been provided
at a cost of i;i,,500. The gymnasium is the first of
its kind to be provided in connection with a
district fire-station.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch has held a public inquiry
at Featherstone into the anplication of the
Featherstone Urban District Council to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
±5,806 for private street improvements in the
Ivorth Stone-lane district. There was no
opposition.

At a meeting of the town-planning committee
of the Birmingham City Council, on Friday, Mr.

,' ^: *-' ^'ash, rliief engineering and town-
planning assistant to the borougli of Newcastle-
on-Tyne, was appointed chief town-planning
assistant in Birmingham, at a salary of £300
per annum.

Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and Richardson are
leii.'Uieiung their graving dock at Wallsend from
.ijUtt. to 575ft., and adjoining it are construct-
ing a second graving dock, 490ft. Ion" 87ftwide ,„„de, 70ft, „.ide at entranc? and

tt, ''«'=P "/'^'- the ciU. Both contracts arebeing executed by Messrs. Robert McAlpinc andSons, of Glasgow. The new dock walls will
consist of 5 to 1 concrete, with granite quoins.
eills, steps, and altars of granite chips.

The Delegacy of London University haveappointed, in succession to Dr T F Siblv

TZ^n'^
Professor of Geology at the University

o South Wales, Qjrdiff, Mr. W. T. Gordon^M. A. D.Sc., F R.S.t., as Lecturer and Head ofhe Geological Department. Mr. Gordon hasbeen Lecturer m Palieontology and Assistant in

qiO ''L^ u''*
University of Kdinbnrgh since

P^lLl .
'
J"""^^

extensive researches in

'rJnhi. l"^^ i""*
'"""^ '°^estigations in Strato.

graphical Geology.

LATEST PRICES.

I BON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton ^6 9 6 to £6 5

SteelJoists, English 7 10 „ 7 13 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 760
Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staff? 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 90 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,. 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 30s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c„ £8 15b to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10b. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 O ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0., 660
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Oa. £11 5s. £11 15a. per ton.

Cast-Ii-on Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6.. 600
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra.

burned and bored joints. 5s. Od. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lilleshall 110a. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75a. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2A per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.

Water-Tubes 72*
Steam-Tubea 67J
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Steam-rubes 67j

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 1'2 H to £20 17 B
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2:i „ —

„ Country 23 15 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 21 0,, —

„ Country 24 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 0,, —

,. ., ,. .. Country 2.. 15 .,
—

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 10 ,.

—
.t ., .. .. Country 28 5 ., —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 „ —
Country 26 15 ,, —

LeadSoil-pipe(upto4Mn.)Town 2); 0,, —
,, ,, „ Country 26 15 ,,

—
[Over 43in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 34 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 86 0,, 86 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 „ 79
Tin. EngUsh Ingots 183 0,. 183 10
Do., Bars 184 (I „ 184 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 20 U ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 10 0„ —

Country 23 5 „ —
Genuine 'White Lead 30 15 ,, —
Refined Red Lead 25 ., —
Sheet Zinc 29 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 17 10 0,, —
Tin percwt. 10 5 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 ., —

TIMBEB.
C0N8TBUCTI0NAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;-

1st quality £38 to
2nd „ 26 „

„ ., „ 3rd „ 16 „
Spruce Deals: St. Johns 10 ,,

„ ., Miramichi 9 10 ,,

,, Boards: Swag 11 0,,
Red Deals; rchangel 1st quality 31 ,,

., ,t .. 2nd „ 16 „
3rd „ 12 „

,, ,, Bt. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 „
2nd „ 14 10 „

., ,, Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0„
Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 „

White Deals: Crown 14 0„
,, ,, Seconds 11 10 ,,

Flooring ; White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,,

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 ..

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,,

Lignum Vitie Per ton 7 0,,

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS,

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

23
14

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch ; Quebec Logs Q
Oak: Austrian Wainacot
Mahogany • Gaboon _

Per cubic foot.

„ 5
,.0 2
.. 2

..0 8
2

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft.

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

OakPIanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards ., ,, Prm.

., Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch: Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. ,, „
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp. sawn boerdi,
prime

Mahogany ; St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African, Assinee, &c.
,, Lagos and Benin

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

,. Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitas

£20 to £25
16 „ 21

Per cubic foot
1 9 to 2
3 0.. 03
2
3
2
1

7

6

3 6

3 3
4 9

2 4

2

2 9
3 6
2 9
2

8

6 6

4 6
4

5 6

2 9

3
2
10

8
7

9

6

6

4

2
14

12
14

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster. ditto ,,

Greenshill, ditto „
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „

Hard York, ditto ,,

Dittoditto6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .,

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White

3 4

3 3
2 t
a or
1 10.
1 ij

1 m
3

3 8

1 3

Delivered on road waggona

'

at Paddington Depot,
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 2 3 ... £0 3 4J

SLATES.
in. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20x10 .

16x 8
Blue Bangor 20x10

20x13
,

First quality 20xl0
,

30x12
.

16x 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 .

20x13 .

18x10 .

16x 8 .

30x10 .

18x10 .

16x 8 .

£ s. d.
12 12 6

. 6 13 6

. 13 2 6
, 13 17 6

. 13

13 15

.750

per 1,000 of
1.200 at r.stn.

Permanent green

.

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5

11 13
9 12
6 12

BBIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9 U
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wure Cuts... 1 18
Red Wure Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2jin. Best Red Ac-
crington Plastic \ 4 10
Facing Bricks

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Net. delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 36" in
thickest part 2

dh" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
31" ditto ditto through and through 2

Si" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 21" and i" radius BuUnoaes ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 3 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9'xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening ... 13
4

- - - - -

5
6

3
4

6

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto
Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

1

2 1

2 6
3 1

2 11

3 9
4 6
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QLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconda, & Bronze. Colours. Coloars.
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 8 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Plats—

15 17 6 14 17 B 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 B
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 B
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 B 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 36 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 I',

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOnLDED BRICSB.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles-

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each fid. each fid. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

,, Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C >mpa8s bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £fi per 1,000 over above
[

exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin
Is. 3d. each I by 2jin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,,

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Qj'ound Blue Lias Lime ...21 per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. B. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 dehvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles BO per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, „ .,

Hip and Valley tiles i perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 ()

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles:—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 „ ,

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,, .

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 4i „ „ „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,.

Ornamental tiles 50 ,. ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 8 ,. .. ,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 ,, .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill" brand plain tiloB,
sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Pressed 47 6 ,

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Hapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £39 5
Do., brown „ ... 26 15 „ 37 5
Cottonseed, refined 39 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 31 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 4fi 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 „ 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 ,. 43
Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 ., 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S pergaJ, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined , ... 6J ,, 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0., 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 3 3* ,.

—
Baltic Oil 2 fi ,,

—
Turpentine 3 9i „ ,

—
Putty (Genuine Lin- 1 J n q n _

seed Oil)
fpercwt. u a u „ —

Pure Linseed Oil I n in n" Stority " Brand f ••
u lu U ..

—

QLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 33oz.
Fourths 3d.... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... 4id.
Thhrds 3id. ... 3M. ... 4*d. ... 6Sd.
Fluted Sheet 23d. ... 3jd. ... fiid. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : 4in. ^/i6in. iin.

2id. ... 2id. ... 3d.
Figared Boiled and ReponBBine White. Tinted

aid. ... 5d.

VARNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 fi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9

Best Black .lapan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

<l»

TRADE NOTES.
The "Boyle" system of Ventihitioii (natural),

iiiibracing Boyle's latest patent "air-pump"
ventilators and air-inlets, has been applied to

gihe Picture Theatre. Kirkby-in-.-Vshfield.

The Meifod National Schools are being sup-

plied with Shorland's warm-air ventilating

patent Manchester stoves by Messrs. E. H.
Shorlaud and Brother, Ltd., of Failsworth,

Manchester

The architect for the extensions to the

Epileptic Hospital for Manchester and District

at Wlialley, near .\ccdington. has specified the

powder 'Pudlo" to be used with the cement on

the roughcast walls of the institution.

Mr. (ieorge A. Lansdown, F.R.I.B..\.. archi-

tect. 9, Regent-street, Waterloo-place, has

admitted into partnership Mr. Wm. E. A.

Brown. .^.R.T.B.A.. M.C.I.. who has been with

him for the past 21 years, and the practice will

in future be carried on tinder the title of Georyc
Lansdown and Brown, at the same address.

«»
..\. memorial tablet to the late Admiral Sir

Harry Rawson has been placed in the crypt of

St. Paul's Cathedral, and will shortly be
unveiled.

.\l3erdeen Town Council will include in the

Provisional Order to Ije applied for next session,

powers to widen St. Nicholas-street, and also

to borrow i;20.000 for the purpose of defraying
the cost of repaying or recausewaying streets

within the city.

The town council of Nairn are applying for a

provisional order to reconstruct the east pier,

and to build a sea-wall at the harbour, at an
estimated cost of £23,000. Of this sum, the
Development Comniissioners will L'ive £7,000.

and lend another £9.000.

During blasting operations for the foundation
of a new barracks for the fire-brigade at

Meneghetti, Monaco, a cavity, probably an
ancient tomb, was unearthed, in which
fragments of an amphora, a bronze vase, an
earthenware lamp, and the debris of glass
ampullae, probably used for holding perfumes,
together with other small articles, and a marble
slab bearing an inscription in Latin, were fonnd.

A meeting of the Hexham Urban District
Council was held on Monday night, for the
purpose of appointing a surveyor, sanitary in-

spector, and superintendent of the cemetery, in
place of Mr. George L. Murray, who has resigned
on receiving an appointment at Somerset
Strand, near to Capetown. Out of 98 applicants
for the post, the council had selected six to
appear personally before them. They were all

present, and, after being interrogated, the
appointment was given to Mr. C. F. Moorhouse,
iit present surveyor of Rothwell, near Leeds.

OeiLVIE&GO.

Tele7hofie: DALSTON lii^"

Many years connected with
the late firm o{ W. H.
LA9CELLES * CO., of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue. |SLIN6T0N,N.
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. "'J^Ve^^^

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO—

WM. OLIVEK & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Kow, London, E.C-

TENDBBS.
«• Correapondents would in all cases oblige by givinK

the addreBses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the valae of the informa-
tion. —^^^
AsHLHi'miH.—For laying water-mains extension at

Aehchurch, for the Tewkesbury Rural District
Council :

—
Herarainsr Bros., Swansea £2.778 11

Saunders and Son, Cirencester ... 3,.'iin n

JukoB and Co., Tipton 2 2i»3 -1 7
Walker and Sons, Tewkesbury ... 2,223
Riley, Choltenhara 2,198 19 1

Armstead, Chorlton 1,052 8 7

Kmery and Co., Aston 1.888 1

Kearsley A; Son, Leigh (accepted) 1,701 11 9

Balham, R.W. — For the erection of an elementarv
school for 9Hi) children in Balham High-road, for the
London County Council :—

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich ... Ci3.8»a
Garrett. J., and Son, Balham HUl 23,790
Bowycr, .1. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 22.968

Downe, W., Walworth 22,497
Wallie,G. K., x Sons. LUl., P&nton-

street, Haymarket* 23.2H9
Architect's estiraato, £22.971.

• Recommended for acceptance.

Baskoiu).— For making-up two streets, for the rar*
district council. Sir. ii. W. Hawley, survevor :

—
Smart. T £1.2;j'J

Sykes, A 1.199
Lewiii, J., Nethertield 1,066 n

lireenwood. J,, Mansfield 981

Somerfield. E 951
Belshaw. G 933
Raynor, A. and C. (accepted) 906

(Rest of Nottingham.)

Bedhami'Ton.—For erection of a detached house, and
for laying about 1.500ft. of subsoil drainage at Bed-
hampton, Havaut. Mesi^re. Wakeford and Ross,
A.I.8.E., Cosham. Hants, architects and Burce^ors :

—
Lown, L., and Co., HoUoway, N. £1,215
Gregory, J.. A; Son, Southbourne l,)o-i

Croad, J., Poriaraouth 1.152 M
Scadjell and Son, Emsworth ... 1.097 U 10
Draper. T., Fareham 1,08J
Sandell, F., and Sons. Worthing... I,(i61 10
Edwards, J., i Son, WaterloovUle ;i7U

Hobbs. Bros., Havant 943
Munday, H., Havant 896 15
Clear, A. H., Purbrook (accepted) 8U IJ

Beacklby.—For alterations to heating apparatus at
the workhouse, for the guardians :

—
Maule and Son, Baubary £233 15

(Accepted.)

Bu CMLET,—For construction of a wash-house at the
able-boaied test house, for the board of guardiaas ;

—
PearceBros £250
Graty, W., East-street 231
LownandCo., Holloway 211
Peddle, E., West Norwood 2J8
Podger and Sons 206
Woodhftms and Sons (accapted) ... 183

Rest of Bromley,

Bkosii.ey.—For provision of fittings at the general
store, tor tbe board of guardians ;

—
Pearce Bros £3e>l

Peddle, E., West Norwood ... 298
Podger and Sons 298
Graty, W 293
Woodhams and Sons 279
Lown and Co., Holloway* 26J

(Rest of Bromley.)
* Accepted.

Cromweli., neac New.^rk.—For the restoration of the
tower, also new vestry at Cromwell Church, near
Newark. Messrs. Bbeppard and Lockton, Bargate,
Newark, architects :

—
Shelbome, H.. Newark £353 7

Moss and Sons, Loughborough .. 345 5 10
Brown and Sons, Newark 333 10
Smith, W., Newark (accepted) ... 297

Architect'u estimate, £350.

Eltham.— For the supply of bureaux to the new hostel
at Avery Hill Training College, for the London County
Council ;—

Simpson &. Sons, Ltd. (accepted)... £413
(Eight tenders received.)

Letchworih.—For erecting Wesleyan Church, &.c.

Messrs. Greorge Barnes and Son, 5, Clements Inn,
Btrana. W.C., architects:—

Roome. E. A., and Co £6,600
Newion, F 6,499
Collms, A 6,427
Beckley and Turpie 6, -425

WiUmott. J., and Sons 6.335
Battley Sons and HolnesB 5.951

Dorey, J., and Co., Ltd 6,926
Hurst, H 6,896
Goddard and Sons 5,890
Openshaw and Co 5,851
aouster, W., and Son 5.750
Bnghtman and Sons, Ltd.* ... 5,687

' Accepted wiih modifications.

London. — For the supply of 13 tons of standard
Hanged tread plate, tor the London County Council :

—
BUlingham, J., Cradley Heath ... JE198 18

(Accepted.)

London. — For the erection of conveniences and a
shelter at Northbrook Part, for the London County
Council :

—
Bickerton, W., Catford. S.E. ... £^28
Pollock, W. Eltham 470
Bailey, W., East Greenwich, S.E.* 456 u

Architect's estimate, £434.
• Recommended for acceptance.

{Contintted on page XI J \)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Nov 28—Band Pavilion. West Cliff, Folkestone (limit of cost

£20 000). (Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A... 31, Bodford- ...,„, m ,« .. , .

tmaro WC AssesBor) A. F. Kidson, Towu Olerk, Folkestone.

Doc. l.^-WaJer SuDplV.'Beverloo UmirarK .';.";:.'...'....
...V.V Commandant du Genie, Camp de Beverloo, Limlrarf;, Bolgmm.l

2ii_New Offices lor Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens,

S.W. [R. Blomfield. M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.

.T. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb. U.V.O , U.B.,

R.A.. AseesBora] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,
, ,., , .„ , ,. , uw

P.IM. with £300 Honorarium each 11"! Secretary. H.M. Otbcoof Works, btorcy's Oate, fa.W.

Jan, 2—Manchester Ro.yal Excbange, Additional New BuildinKS

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects of repute have been specially

invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred ^aineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be „. t .,,.. i, . o. , .< i

'

,

appointed. (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

20—Maeonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated cost, about £51,400) Five unsuccessful competitors to
"

receive 780dol., 600dol., and
250dol. respectively W. H. Best, 181, Avenue-road, Toronto.

Fob 1-Municinal Technical Institute. Pool Meadow, Coventry 0. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office, 41. Bayley-lane, Covoutry.

15—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) ... £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

Mar. 20— Public Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,

ARSA LL D Assessor) Selected Architect to carrv out work
;

second, £100; third, £75 ; fourth,

£50 R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 3—Departmental and Courts Buildings. Ottawa (T. E.

Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful

competitors in second to receive 3,000dol. each H. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.

No date—New Secondary School. City of Bath (Henry T. Hare, „ ,, „, j, „, „, , r. .ji. ,t „ .,

F.R I.B.A., Assessor) F. D. Wardlo, Town Clerk. Guildhall, Bath.

do — Defective Children's Schooiriilakc Hail, near Durham The Clerk, County Education Committee, Shire Hall, UurUim.

do. —Clcck Tower, Queen's Park, Cost (including Clock), £1,000 H. Talbot, Clerk, Town Hall, Brighton.

Dec,

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
28—Drill Hall, Wavertree, Liverpool West Lanes Terr, Force A Sios. J.C.Walker, Archt., Westminster Chambers, Liverpool.

28—No. 89. Eccles Old-rd.. Structural Repairs to, Pendleton ... Guardians... F. Townson. Clerk. Eccles New-road, Salford.

28— School (120 places). Messing, Esse.x Lexden and Winstree Sub-Corn F. Whitmore, County Archt.. 73. Duke-street, Chelmsford.
28—Scbrol.AMerntions to, West Fountainbridge, Edinburgh... School Board J. Stewart. S.S.i:.. Clerk, School Board Offices, Edinburgh.
28—Drill-hall, Wellington-road. Wavertree, Liverpool West Lanes Terr. Force Assoc J. C. Walker, Westminster Chambers. Liverpool.

28- Lunatic Asylum, Woensei, Holland ,
The Clerk. Prov. Authorities of Noordbrabant, Hertogenboach.

28-Pretli.vtery, Balgerhoeke-Eecloo M. Geimaert, Archt.. Jti. Ottogracht. Ghent.
2!i—Sarnm-liil'l School, Alterations to, Basingstoke Hampshire County Council A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Castle, Winchester.

211—Workhouse, Repairs to, Towcester Guardians Jackson. Stops, and Co., Towceater.
2:i— School, Extensions to. Aberdour, Fife School Board C. Scott Gullen, Aicht., Aberdour, Fife.

29—Bungalow, Aberporth J. T. Davies, Barry T. J. Williams, Archt., Napier-street, Cardigan.
30—Central Post Depot, Malines, Brussels Hotel des Postes, Placode la Monnaie, Malines, Brussels.

1—Houses and Farm Buildings. Ridley Estate, Nantwicn W. H. Lancaster. Land Agent, V,l, Northgate-street, Chester.

1—School. Trefolin, near Aberavon Glamorgan County Council The Architect, County Hall, Cardiff.

1—Liberal Club, Additions to, Spondon F. 8. Antlifi and Son, Draycott, near Derby.

1—Garrick Inn, Additions at, High-street, Stratford-on-Avon Town Council E. Dixon, Boro' Sur., Municipal Offices, Stratford-on-Avou.

1—Cemetery Chapel, Burnley G. H. Pickles, M.I.C.B., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Burnley.
1— Electricity Sub-station, Queensgate, Burnley G. H. Pickles, M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Burnley.
1— School. Repairs to, Brithdir .' Glamorgan County Council 'The Architect, County Hall. Cardiff'.

I—Isolation Hospital, Additions to, Billericay Rural District Council H. R. Bird, St. Thomas's Gate, Brentwood.
1—Pcbool, Manual Instruction Centre at. Blaenllynfi Glamorgan Count.y Council The Architect. County Hall. Car.liff.

1— School Buildings. Repairs to (Two Years). Nottingham ... Kducaiion Committee A. Dale, City Architect. GaiUlhill, Nottingham,
1—PrtperlieB, Minor Repairs (Two Years), Nottingham Estates Committee ' W, Smith, Estates Sur., GuildhaU, C^ottingham.
1— Pavilion and Laying Out Belle Vue Garden, Penarth Urban District Council E. I. Evans, A.M.I.C.E., Sur., Council Offices, Penarth,
1—Langside Library. Glasgow Corporation J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambars, G asgoff.

1— Rectory, Newtownbutlor •. J. Potts, C.B., Greenbink. Clones Newtownbatler.
1— Schools, Various Towns. Hayti Departement de rinstruotion Pnbliiiue, I'ort-au-Prnce. Hayti.
1—Cotlage, Veal Down, Bridestowe Barclay Ptrkins, Archt., 33, Emma-piace, Stonehouse, Plymouth.
1—Workhouse. Additions to, Kingston-on-Thames Guardians C. W. Dash, Clerk, Coorabe-road, Kingston-on-fhames.
1— Retideiice, Beaton, Bradford A. G. Adkin, Archt., Bank-street, Bradford.
1—Infants' School. Heating Chamber at. Bargoed Glamorgan County Council The Architect, Count.y Hall, Cardiff.
2—Nurses' Home, Workhouse. Pontefract Quarlians Garside and Pennington, Arehts., Poatefract.
2—Workhouse, Additions to. West Didsbury, Manchester Guardians P. H. Overmann. F..\I.S.A., 19, Kmg-street, Manchester.
2— Fire Station, Additions to, King-street, Wakefield... Corooration A. C. Allibjne, Town Clerk, Towu Hall, Waketteld.
2—Working-class Cottages. Combs, Old Newton, i Wetherden East Stow Rural District Council H. H. Simon, Stowmarkst.
2-HobpiIal. Extending Admin. Block at. South Ealing Town Council W. R. Hicks, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Ealing, W.
3—Lecture Hall, Stall College, Camlieriey Secretary of State tor War The Director of Army Contracts, War Otfiee, S.W.
2—Workhouse Houpilal. Alterations to. Ashton-under-Lyne Guardians J. Baton. Sons, and Cantrell, Arehts., Ashton-under-Lyue.
2—Two Shelter Seats upon Parade, Hastings Corporation P. H. Palmer, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Hastings,
2— Quarters for Officials, Iselles, Brussels The Secretariat dea Hospices, Brussels.
3—Workhouse Infirmary Root. Reslating, Aylsham Guardians H. J. Gidney, Clerk. Aylsham.
3- School, Wiggenhall St. Mary Magdalen Norfolk Education Committee J. E. Burton, Archt., Victoria Chambers, Bank Plain. Norwich.
3—Hospital, Covered Ways at, Conway Joint Hospital Board T. B. Farrington and Son, Arehts.. Tnnity-si|uare. Llandudno.
3—Workhouse, Buildingsat, PIcck-roiid, Walsall... Guardians H. B. Lavender and Son, Archis., Bridge-atroet, Walsall.
1— Swimming Bath, Western Esplanade, Southend-ou-Sea ,. Corooration B. J. Blford, M.I.C.B.. Clarence-road, .io uthend-on-sea.
1—Two Shops and One House, St. Thomas's-rd., Huddersttold Corporation K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., 1, Peel-st., HuUderoficld.
•1—Star Rooms, Alterations to, SpringUold-rd., Southborough Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
5—Independent thapol. Alterations to, bryn D. J.Jones, M.S.A., 'Talbot-road, Port Talbot.
5—Special Suh.iects Building, Edenbridge ' Kent Education Committee M. H. Robinson. M.S. A., Archt., Sessions, House, Maidstouc.
0—Barm Buildings, Additions to. Bushton, Cliff Pypard Wilts County Council J. George Powell, County Sur., iTowonago.
I>—Bowling Green Shelter, Walker-rd., Nowcastle-on-Tyno .. Town Moor Committae The City Engineer, Town Hall, Newcastlo-on-T.vne.
—Corner House, Alterations to, Uowlais '. Giles and Harrap C. M. Davies, M.S. A., 112, High-street, ilerthyr.
o—Boiler House at Schools, Evoljn-str.ot, Warrington Education Committee The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Warrington.
i)-OutbuiluingB, Westwood, near Trowbridge Wilts County Cjuacil J. G. Powell, County Sur., Trowbridge.
5-Indejiendent Chapel, Alterations to, Llanelly D. J. Jones, M.S.A., Talbot-road, Port Talbot.
5— School, Rue do 111 Pailie, Brussels ... College des Bourgmestre et Echevins, ViUe de Bru.velles,
li~'Two Collages. W ithycombo, Tedburn St. Mary J.B.Mann Withycombo.

''-J ™V^'''^
''"'"''' ""'"'idiug. Cefn-Coed O. M. Davies, M.S.A., 112, High-street, Merthyr Tydtil.

«—school K.Mcnsum, Camborne Cornwall Education Committee S. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Redruth.
o-lJcl)t control olhcoH, Casablanca, Morocco President de la Commission, Dar En Niaba, Tangier.
8-1 riniitive Methodist Church, tiakdale Village, Blackwood A. F. Webb. M.S. A., Blackwood, Mon.
B-uuiloings lor blab-Making Plant, Morilake Barnes Urban District Council G. B. Tomes, A.M.I.C.E., Sur., High-street, Mortlake. S.W.
o rairsol cottages lor li.nginemen, bath Corporation W. U. Radford, C.E., Albion Cham Ders, King-st., Nottingh*iu.

H R!.>^!>L^„u ",."'"'
v'l'

'^'^".''li'"" Chertsey Rural District Councd H. E. Paine, Clerk, no, Guiidlord-sireet, Cnertsey.

«_lfS ,,i^ ?• 11?l' ^''?,'' Vearn), Greenock H.M. Works commissioners 'The Seer etary, H.a. Office of Works, storey's Gate, S.W.

tt li,,„,, , 11 "P.
°™°,°'' Various Works, Bridgwater Borough Education Authority F. Parr, A.M.I. C.E., Boro' Sur.. Mun. BIdgs., Bridgwater.

s_li^,,« !^^,
Uui dings (.hree ^ears), Edinbm-gh H.M. Works CommisBioners The Secretarv , H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.

H l»;,n i^,,?i , ? iS" : 'L°
Years), Glasgow H.M. Works CommisBiouers I'ne Sucretarv, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

8~He »,r^^n 1^ ?,?;,n 'Ir^
Esiato, Uelsby Hf. H. Lancaster, Land Agent, 19, iSorihgate-street, Chester.

8-Ri « rK o 11 ^1^**^ If v"-*''"''
Aherdeon H.M. Works Commissioners The secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

"-lul ^™lnK,B I'LJ fnn , h
"*'• """"""K H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

-iXnts wch?,oi iVn, ,?i'„^i^T
?" 'u Coruoration J. H. Dickson, I'own Cierk, 'I'own Hall, Chester.

LGa^Xm^Jfh!rt}^o^t^^' "" '*"""' Durham County Education Uept. ... W. Rushworth, Arcnt.. shire Hall, Unrbam.
9- AORr.i.VL 1 »;v!^,rTl^^ .y 'n »'<»" Western Railway Co The Resident Engineer, Snow Hill, birmingham.

"-Banu lan,^ Ck lane W.^l^ev"*""' "•"• W"^"" ^'•"mmis.iioners The Secretary, R.A. Office of WurKs, Storey's liate, S.W.

l"-btm,Tn^r)l^^u^!il^^^^^^ ••"k-'h °''''»° District council C. R. W. Chapman, Eng., Public Offices, Wembley.

i-'Tw^Cotla,zerirnZ™Jer,n^^^^^^ *'<"''"''" '^""O" Vuiage, Ltd W. B. ReoB, Archt. 3. OumfriOB-piace, Cardiff'.

• -ionncffiin^ rft^™?,^^^^^^^
l'""" '^<>''°<'" W. L. C. Tiirner, Boro' sur.. Town Hall, Tenterden.IJ-Louncil School, Alterations and Auditions to, Uoadoorn... Kent Education Committee W. H. Kobmson, Archt.. Sessions House, Maidstone.
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PALLADIO.
The st.ir of Palladio loomed on our

honzon over a decade ago, and as it is still

111 the Ascendant, we may, before its
l»<clination sets in, as it surely will,
^|i''culate on its appearance in our latitude,
iiiid endeavour in some way to account for
Its rapid motion across the sky. Palladio
was a star in our firmament before

; that
IS. when Classic architecture was intro-
duced by Jones and Wren; but ho was
.rlipsed by them at the time, and there
wt-ro no institute.s, associations, or pro-
fessors to clear away the shadows which
obscured his presence, as there are at
present. When art and construction were
inseparable, as in the Middle Ages, called
also the "dark ages," though apparently
tliero was light enough to build well,
ancient art-forms were not selected and
applied to ecclesiastical or other buildings
indiscriminately, so that these Mediieval
workers were not reckoned as " stars " in
their profession, nor did they recognise as
stars any of their fellow-worki-rs who were
masons and carpenters, and nothing more.
The age of star architects set in with tlie

decay of Freemasonry and the advent of
tlif Renaissance, and not one of the
• iiitliors of that art-revival were architects;
they were either stonemasons, like
Palladio, or sculptors like Bruneleschi.
As soon as the success of this movement
was assured, the differentiation of the
.-n-chitect. as distinguished from the chief
workman. was complete, the mason

1 1. coming a tradesman, and those who
made designs for him being architects.
The work on which Palladio was engaged
Ill-ought no inspiration with it. the feeling
for art-forms to h.' imposed by him on
Ihn material in which ho worked was dead,
his soul yearned after patterns to guide
him. so he sought in Roman \vork that
inspiration which was denied him at home.
Like others who went before him on the
same path, he soon found that the best
examples Rome could afford were hope-
lessly obsolete, and of no value exccjit as
aivliieological curiosities, until they had
undergone such a radical change as would
bring them in lino with the advanced
civilisation of his time. He therefore
copied Roman buildings with the greatest
accuracy, and ho adapted forms which
were reminiscent of the Cstsars for his
clients' buildings, and for the gratification
of Jiis own fancy. No art pro<;ress is

possible when men take uj) architectural
forms knowing little, and caring less, about
the relations of such fcjrms to constructive
use, and perhaps knowing nothing at all of
construction itself; or who. if they do know-
it, deliberately set its principles aside, that

it may not hamper them in giving
" abandon " to their work.

Really, there are no principles to be

ti'aced in much of our modern work. In
some cases, for instance, the proper cover-

ing for a door or window opening is a brick

arch with voiissoirs regularly struck from a

centre, or it may b.' a stone lintel spanning
the ojiening from jamb to jamb; but what
excuse is there for taking a lintel, cutting
it into bits, and keying it. or for making
skewbacks of a few pieces of stone cut
specially to look liko bricks, that these

may. in their turn, carry sections of the
lintel which has been cut up for the
purpose? A striving after an originality
consisting solely in adopting and altering
architectural forms which did duty in

buildings centuries old is one of the weak-
nesses of the present day. Classic men
assure us that to the sacred architecture
of the Greeks, as exhibited in their
temples, whether at Athens or at Pa-stum,
we are indebted for the [jurest and best
canons of architecture that the world has
ever seen, and that when the Romans
copied the Greeks they invariably mis-
represented them. Roman buildings were
considered, by architects who studied
Greek work, to be as frivolously rich in

ornament as they were poor in imitation,
and one of the best Roman examples, that
of the Temple of Concord at Rome, was
declared to be an expensive barbarism.
What Palladio's woi-k would be like after
inspiring draughts from such a fountain
m.ay be easily guessed, and that he came
to adojit what wei'e, for his time, unmean-
ing foi-ms. and combine others which had
meaning in other time and at other places,
but were incongruous with him. is very
evident from his work. The Greeks never
placed olio order over anothei'. Where, as
in the temple, of Poseidon at Prestum.
there are tw-o ranges of columns internally
one over the other, both are Doi-ic. The
Romans would not have been cimtent with
such an arrangement ; they would have
the upper row Ionic. The desire to select

some style of architecture and build in it

was a feeling wholly unknown to the
masons of the Middle Ages ; they were the
architects of the time, and until Bernini.
Bruneleschi. Palladio. and others sketched
existing buildings and originated the habit
of basing designs on their sketches, such a

system of architecture was never thought
of. much less practised. The Romans were
more akin to civil engineers than to the old
architects; they were as great admirers of

vastness as many of our fellow-craftsmen
across the Atlantic : hence they left great
monuments which were quarries for the
Popes who aimed at making Papal Home

the mistress of the whole Christian
ChUTcli, as its prototyjie. Pagan Rome,
had.lieen of almost the whole of the known
world. Palladio was born early in the
sixteenth centui-y. and that fifteen hundred
years should have elapsed since the archi-
tectural forms he studied were instinct
with life, but wei-e dead in his time, and
that the ideas they embodied were
those of a nation long ])assed away,
never occurred to him wheii he set
about his revival; but it. like others
that we know of, had, and will have,
their day. To revive any style is an
impossibility. When wo attempt it, we
indulge in arbitrary and eccentric designs
for work in which there is no principle of

growth, and which soon becomes a thing of
the past—to imitate any building, or
buildings, in their shape or detail, is not
to revive a style, though we may have
thought so. A revival or Renaissance of

any style amounts simply to this : It

enables the living architect to design, by
means of his brethren long since deceased.
For more than half our modern work is

nothing more than what was designed by
Italians long since gone over to the great
majority. The architecture of Palladio's
tutors, that of the Romans, was strongly
influenced by that of the Etruscans, who.
unfortunately, built a great part of their
temples in wood, so- that none of them
have survived to our time ; and we know of
them only through Classical writers.
Etruscan vaulting was effected by the
gradual gathering in of horizontal courses;
and this is strange, because the gatew-ays
of Perugia and Volterra shr)W- that their
peo|>le knew how- to build an arch with
stones wedge-shaped, and radiatint; from a
centre. In fact, competent authorities
assert that it was the Etruscans who in-

vented the arch. ;ind thus a magnificent
development of architecture was made
|)nssible. Though Greek fcjrms swept away
all trace of Etruscan influence at Rome,
Roman ai-chitects never lost sight of the
arch, which they developed until they
arrived at the vault, and. finally, the
dome. They also populai'ised building in
bricks—which were for ages only sun-dried.
Euryalus is supposed to have invented
them; but. as he is a mythical personage,
as well as his partner Hyperbius, we need
not give credit to the statement. It is

probable, however, that they were first

made at Athens, and that they wei-e used
solely in private buildings.

The Romans were the first to burn
bricks, and they carri-^d the art into evei-y

country they invaded, including our own. as
may be s.en at St. Albans and various other
places. They also :i:;;Je bull-noi;cd brinks.
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flat rcjofing tiles and ollu'is, scnii-

fvliiidrical or semi-conical, to cover the

juhits of the flat tiles. At Bridgewater,

to-day, tiles are made which, from

imitating these, are known as Roman tiles.

The Greeks had only three Orders of Archi-

tecture, and the Romans extended that

to five; apart from Decoration, the chief

difference between them is in the pro-

portion that the entablature bears to the

column in each case. The 'J'uscan order is

supposed to be severe ; the Doric, simple

;

the Ionic, elegant; the Corinthian, light;

the Composite, gay ;
and all beautiful in

their proportions from their expression of

fitness for the support of the imposed

weight. The Tuscan order is a degenerate

form of Doric. It may be seen at its best

nn tlie west side of Coveiit Garden ]Market,

where Inigo Jones spanned the jiavemeiit

with a portico of that order : and the Com-

posite capital is only Corinthian with the

Tt)nic set on it under the abacus. From
what we have said, it is obvious that what

Palladio studied at Rome was really Greek

and Etruscan work, as interpreted and

developed by Roman engineers, and he is

candid enough to acknowledge that he took

Vitvuvius for his guide and instructor,

he being the only writer whose works have

lieen preserved to us on that subject. The
ruins of Rome he found "amusing," and

worthy of attention, so he measured them

with the utmost accuracy and ajiplication.

Palladio, like our Brandon, was possessed

by a diJemon or genius of enthusiasm, and

he entered on the study of Christian

churches with as much vigour, as much
energy, and as much resolution as the

others took up that of Pagan temples. We
might name another great enthusiast who
shot through the weft of his architecture

with the warp of his archieology ;
but, if

w-e did, we would find ourselves face to

face with a difficulty which wo will

explain. He held that no work of high

art, he meant Gothic art—could bo pro-

duced by anyone not within the pale of the

Roman Catholic church. Now, if tliis is

true, it follows that no work of high Classic

art can be produced by anyone who does

not worship Jupiter, Diana, Mars, and
other deities to which the Roman temples
were dedicated ; and we think it would be
difficult to find such a one at present. The
public religion of the Romans was the sole

property of the Patricians in early times,

and the lower orders were only allowed to

worship the gods in private, so that,

according to this theory, our architect, to

be fully quaified to deal with "the Five
Orders," should be a noble, and a Pagan
priest ; but we do not think that any of our
])rofessional brethren who are so skilful in

the rearrangement of columns, entabla-
tures, and pediments, would care to admit,
even in private, that they were one or
the other. Palladio studied Vitruvius,
and he declared him to be an excellent
WTiter on buildings. A more recent
authority, the late J. P. Seddon, also
studied Vitruvius, and he has given us his
opinion of that master. He declared him
to be an old gentleman who, by a stroke of
ill-luck, came to write a dogmatic treatise
on architecture at the time when Augustus
strangled the Roman Republic. He
enlightens us as to the contents of this
treatise. It was written, he said, mainly
to. guide his pupils and in-ofessional
brethren by a code of laws whicli he
formulated, and a canon of taste wliich he
invented to regulate architecture ; for he
liad the sense to see that thev were not to
lie trusted to think for themselves. Seddcui
(lid not believe in the exhumation and
deification of the bones of Roman art, for
ho believed it to be the veritable Gorgon's
head which jiaralysed true and living art.

According to the same authoritv, under

Jdues, AVreu, Ilawksmoor, and Chambers,

and the rest of that "forlorn hope," sham
reigned triumphant from palace to terrace

in plan, construction, and decoration alike;

architecture became a parody of the work

of other days, and nothing else was

attempted. It seems strange that at

jiresent this "sham," which reigned

triumphant everywhere, should, according

to another authority, not only have in its

methods a freedom, "a vitality, and a power

of adaptation to modern requirements, but

also a characteristic wealth of stableness

and grandeur fitting for all high and noble

jnirpose. If this is so, we can have no

difficulty in believing that Renaissance

architecture is that of the New Jerusalem.

It is fortunate all architects do not think

with Palladio that it is a duty they owe
iheir "fellow-creatures " to publish designs

(it liuildings erected liy them, together with

such observations and precepts as (x-casion

required. Such works, if not wholly un-

known at present, are very scarce, though
they were common encuigh in the beginning

of the last century, when the "Vitruvius

Britannicus " was produced, and numerous
quarto works on villas in every conceivable

style. The disappearance of these books

may 1)0 accounted for by the fact that our

illustrated professional journals have since

afforded architects a ready and inexpensive

way of bringing their designs before the

public, while the illustrations have the ad-

vantage of being reproductions of the

actual handiwork of the architects or their

assistants. We were pleased to find that

Palladio drew attention to the fact that it

was a common practice with him to make
notes, systemal:ically, of everything worth
observing on his buildings, for we urged

our readers to the same course in a recent

number of this journal, tliough we were

not aware at the time that Palladio

adopted so desirable a way of rendering his

experience of value to others as well as to

himself. Men often pursue the same line of

conduct actuated by different motives, and
though we approve of his method, we are

not altogether in harmony with his aims,

for he says they were to induce men to lay

aside the extravagant abuses, the barbaric

inventions, and the needless expense so

common to building at the time.

With Palladio and his friends the study

of architecture was a favourite, as well as

a fashionable amusement, and he was
sanguine that the art would be carried to a

pitch of perfection, as it was patronised by
gentlemen of high birth and extraordinary

talent. Amongst the eminent amateurs
were Aretino the painter, Sansovino tlie

sculptor, and Barberino, "a curious in-

quirer" into the several branches of archi-

tecture ; in fact, according to the custom of

the time, an architect who was not a

painter, a sculptor, or a writer of heroic

verse was unknown. It is singular how art

methods, as well as others, repeat them-
selves after long intervals; for, in the
fifth century B.C., in the golden days of art

in Greece, architects were also sculptors,

founders, or potters. There is much in

Palladian architecture that is jdoasing :

repetition of shapely forms, regularity, and
ornament following well-known lines, all

contribute to make an agreeable picture,

though it need not be overburdened with
much original art feeling. It was no doubt
at one time handled with more freedom
than good taste in this country, for even
Charles Kingsley, who was not an art
critic, made one of his buildings. Stow
House, "a huge Palladian pile, bedizened
with every monstrosity of bad taste."

««^

Mr. Thomas Herbert Norton, of Down-strnet,
Pircidilly, and of Little C'oll(>!re-street, Wpst-
iiiinstpr, siurvpvor. who died on November 1, left

I
.CD8,622.

BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB.
EARLY ENGLISH KART1IENW.\RK.

We heartily congratulate the committee,
consisting of Sir .\rtlinr Clnircli, F.R.S.,
F.S.A. ; Mr. Edward Dillon, F.S.A. ; Dr.
J. W. Glaisher, F.R.S. ; Mr. R. L. Hobson,
Lieut. -Col. Lyons, F.S.A.; and Sir HeronleS)
Read, P.S.A., F.B.A., on tlio deliglitfnl
.selection of Old English pottery they have
secured for this exhibition, and on the
valuably informative introductions Mr. R. L.
Hobson and Dr. Glaisher have contributed
to the catalogue, whicli so eminently add to
its interest.

Purely native, for the most part, and racy
of the soil, the Mediajval ware was meant to
supply the needs of the eoninion folk, yuaiiit
and untrammelled by the rules of art, and
not without evidences of the influences of
foreign ideas, especially in the Delft and liner
stonewares, and in the productions of Dwiglit
and Elers. we find even these types anglicised
ill the process of reproduction, and none of
them have left a Listing impress on the
pottery of this country. Scattered up and
down the country as the early potters were,
the influences due to local conditions were
slight, but still noticeable. Generally the
characteristics of the Mediaeval work were a
body of rough texture, of red, bnff, or grey
tint, sometimes unglazed, hut usually partially
coated with a transparent lead glaze, naturally
of a yellowish tone, but often coloured green
with copper oxide, and occasionally stained
purplish black with manganese. The
ornament is usually a simple pattern incised
or traced with liquid clay, or " slip "

; applied
clay in crinkled slips, studs, leaf-sliaped
pieces, or animal forms, and moulded or
stamped masks and figures. E.vceptionally
fine, doubtless, are the specimens in Case A,
notably the two rare aquanianile from Scar-
borough (17 and 30) ; but there is inncli else

to show that the average of the Mediieval
potters was a high one.
The Mediaeval tiles belong, of course,

rather to Gothic architecture, and are replete
with its spirit. They reached their highest
perfection as early as 1270, as the few frag-

ments secured of the splendid pavements laid

down at Cliertsey and Halesowen bear
witness. A good specimen of later work is

afforded by the section of the pavement from
Canynge's house at Bristol, large enough to
indicate adequately the arrangement and
general elTect of a Medireval tiled floor. The
art died out with the dissolution of the
monasteries, and the inlaid tile gradually gave
place to the Flemish and tin-glazed tiles,

painted in bright colours.

Of Elizabethan pottery, besides the

ordinary green glazed work, we find a few-

finer wares of doubtful descent, closely allied

to the German stone tiles of the period. One
instance occurs in the candle sconce (Case A,

74), with the arras of Queen Elizabeth
thereon. Another type is the mug (Case D,
22). It has lieen suggested that these were
the work of Flemish potters of the period, of

whom there are records at Norwich, Sand-
wich, Maidstone, and Canterbury. The
"Cistercian" ware, the link between
Mediceval and 17th-century pottery, so called

because specimens have heen found on the

sites of Cistercian abbeys in Yorkshire and
elsewhere, was certainly English. It was a

hard red ware, with a brown black glaze of

lustrous metallic appearance (see Case B. I'^l),

sometimes decorated v.ith white slip orna-

ments, like those in Case B (G5). attributed

to the Tieknall potteries in Derbyshire.

The two patents of John Dwight of Fnlliam.

taken out in 1G71 and 1684, mark bis claim

to the discovery of the secret of German
stoneware and the mystery of Persian ware

and porcelain. The few specimens of

Dwight's work shown are enhanced in value

by the valuable notes of his important re-

searches contributed bv Sir Arthur Church,

who is the acknowledged doyen among
coUeetors, and whose loss sustained by the

disastrous fire at the Alexandra Palace in

1873 is still deplored by all. From the par-

ticulars given of Dwight's various actions it

is evident that while many of his con-

temporary potters were making in stoneware

a varietv of vessels during the last quarter

of the' 17th century, besides Dwight
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liiMisclf. only tlio Ijrotlifi-s Elers were pio-
iliioiiig tlie line red stoneware illnstralctl in

('ii_so II (4i! t() 4G). dpseribefl in the [mlent of
11)71 !is "opacoiis red iind dark eolonred
[)iireelaine," Ht'ncrnlly, hnt, wronf;ly, known
as • IClers ware." 'The I>"nllniin pnlteries worn
earrii-d on l)V tlie deseeinlanls of I lie Dwif^ht
family till 1746, and In William Wliito, who
married one of the faniilv, and his descend-
ants till 18G2. In StnfIo'r<lshire, m spite of
all injnnctions. David Elers and his brother
I'hilip seem to have gone on making red ware
.it Bradwell Wood, in StalTordsliire, and no
il'Hibt enntribntc<l larj-ely to the development
i'l the prodnetion of the StatTordshire salt-
L-'laze stoneware of the early deeades of the
ISih centnry. Tliis was at first of a greenish-
^rey or drab colonr; bnt abont 1720, Astbury
and bis fellow worker 'I'wyford, by the intro-
ihution of white Devonshire elay, first as a
wash and theji as an ingredient of the body,
and of gronnd flint, eonverted it into a fine
white w^are. Astbury and 'I'wyford are said
to have learned by' stealth the .secrets of
Elers' processes. John Astbury 's son Thomas
is credited with the first successful attempt
at Lane Delph in 1725 in making the cream-
inlonred ware which was perfected forty
Mars later by Josiah Wedgwood. Two in-
t. resting specimens of this early painted
neam - ware will be seen in Case H (4!)

and 52). It is difficult to identify the work
of individual potters in the various varieties,
but it is certain that Twyford. Ralph Shaw,
Dr. Thomas Wedgwood, "the Baddeleys, and
the Daniels were responsible for many of the
finer specimens.
Of Slip W^are and Delft many very fine

-peciniens will be seen, mostly made in
Staffordshire, Derbyshire. Wrotham in Kent,
and in or near London. Of the Delft ware
the best Eiiglish pieces, with a few rare
exceptions, fall far short of the best Con-
tinental examples. The most interesting are
those attributed to Lambeth, and several
pieces in the exhibition afford good examples
't the highest point to which painting on
Delft reached in this country.
Some good pieces of old furniture and

eighty-two remarkably good specimens of
stamp-work and petit-point embroideries,
mostly of the 17th century, add in no small
ili'Liree to the interest of this excellent
exhibition.

THE NEW ENGLISH ART CLUB.
The fiftieth exhibition of the \ew English

Art Club—soon, apparently, to he rivalled
by another new .society— is certainly a coni-
inehensive one. There are 282 works hung,
i;iid there are three times as many by outside
exhibitors as by members. Several usual
supporters, moreover, are absentees, and
about the great majoi-ity of the exhibits there
js little to say.

About the best things on the walls are Mr.
Ambrose McEvoy's four works, and we like
Ins water-colour,"" On a Balcony" (243), best
of all. Mr. Augustus .Johns is to the fore with
eight subjects, the largest being a rubbed
< liarcoal cartoon. "The Flute of Pan "

(1). in
uliich there is certainly plenty for the moiiov.
I If the rest the best, though siiphtly .sketched,
IS the boy ''Robin " (19). Mr. W'ilson Steer's
rather fiery "Sunset" (18) we like loss tlian
"The Breakwater" (31). Mr. Orpcn's truly
remarkable exhibit, "Sowing the Seed" (28)",

I- presumably a skit on Irish agricultural
technical educati<iTi. The title that suggests
itself is "The, Magpie and Stump": "Mr.
C. J. Holmes's best picture is "Under the
Viaduct, Dentdale" (65).

.-Vmong the rank and file the lady artists
srnre well. Miss Ursula Tyrwhitt's flower
pioees (1G.'3. 223. and 25G) arc good. Miss
-Margaret Gere's "Vision of St. Peter on the
Housetop" (G7), and "Miss Blackwell in
Church " (72), well deserve mention. Miss
Fanner's yachting scene (4), Miss Atwood's
"Still Life" (111), and Mrs. Sargant
Florence's cartoons for wall decorations (178,
183, 188, and 11)5) are all creditable works.
Of the rest, perhaps the best things are

by Mr. David Muirhead. Mr. Ian Stran"g, Mr.
Lucien Pissaro, Mr. Innis, Mr. A. Rothen-
stein, Mr. Bernard Sickert, Mr. C. M. Gere,
Mr. Mark Fisher, Mr. F. H. S. Shepherd.
Mr. D. S. McColl, and Mr. Gcrtler.

oR.\AME.\TAL ITLE WORK. \ll.

CORNICK AND KRirZE WORK.

The slight use of tin' tile as an aid in

lining down the somewhat harsh appcaran<-e

of plain o\-ei"sailing brickwork, is really most
valuable. It is, nevertheless, a position

where it is very seldom used, ulthongh it

might be readily introduced in a com-

paratively inexpensive manner on a great

deal of constructive work of a plain

-^CfllM..

Fio. 1.

character. Merely two or three courses of

tile, so used, with one forming the corona,
in quite a plain brick cornice, introduces a

far greater degree of pleasing finish, such as

illustrated by Fig. 1. Utilised in a similar

numner, as fillets, but on a more extensi\e
scale, with splayed brick aTid ovolo courses,

i|uite an elaborate cornice can be simply con-

structed, after the nature illustrated by
Fig. 2. The use of the tile fillet in the con-

struction of heavier cornices still is shown
by tlie succeeding illustration, l-'ig. 3. So
utilised, in conjunction with brick relief of

the simplest character, quite a large amount

lii y.bj-.d.u.d.JdJd:id-i'4!?

Fia. 2.

of decorative effect can be imparted to many
structures, as seen by this figure. The simple
and inexpensive nature of the main materials
would thus often admit the introduction of

either a little carved brickwork, as shown, or
coloured cement plaster ]nod<'lling. The
circular wnidows are simply constructed- in

plain brick rings, the outer one being slightly

projected, with tile key-blocks. Slight, con-
centrated work of this character, massed at

the top of a building, with a little more
disposed in a somewhat similar manner on
an entrance, usually has a far better appear-
ance, even with plain, broad pilasters, to the
main portion of a building, than many of the

customary systems of architectural decora-
tion generally used. The detail notes on this

figure show one or two alternative methods
of varying the corona course with simple
moulds of brick, such as in practically uui-

ver.sal use for many purposes. A plainer
class of work, constructed mainly in tile, is

illustrated by Fig. 4. It consists of ;i pro-

jecting cornice eoinposod wholly of a few-

courses of tile, with a low blocking course
of brick or roughcast cenipiit, capped by a

row or two of tiles. Simple work of this

characf(*r i-onid usually be introdn'cod on
most plain woik. The chcvronpattern tile

frieze, either with or without the pointe<l

bricks shown, in conjunction with the broken
necking course, gives ((uite a picturesque
finish to a wall for many positions. Of a
somewhat similar type, but slightly more
elabco'ated, is the design shown by the suc-

e<'eding figure. No. 5; a course or two of

plain bricks being nserl in the necking nu(\

cornice. The arcaded tile ))attcrn to the
frieze, although simple, affords a very
pleasing finish. The two latter examples arc
such that might be readily introduced with
concrete-block coustrnctiini. involving, really ,

a very slight amount of work, considering the

variation obtained. Of a nnieh inor<^

advanced type, colistrncted niairdy in tile,

with a course or two of pl.ain and chamfered
brick, is that illustrated by Fig. ,C. The

Fig. 4.

frieze angles are treated with a tile.triglyph,

the tiles being laid horizontally between
vertical ones. The ruiuiing-frieze pattern

itself is more adapted to the concrete-block

construction. When in brick, with a rough-

cast surface, it would then naturally require

various patterns, mainly of a lining

character, as they woidd have to largely

follow the brick coursing. The alternative

tile design for this class of work illustrates

the greater variations which can be intro-

duced with the pantile. The Lute, or Lyre,

simply formed in this manner, with a few-

tiles, represents merely one of the many
patterns which can be so designed to intro-

duce some distinctive .syndjolism on any par-

ticular type of building. For instance, the

one illustrated would be applicable to music-

Fio. 5.

halls, pavilions, or bandstands. The latter

class of structure particularly is one needing
considerable improvement. They might well
enough be treated in a sound architectural

manner. It would form a great improvement
also to their general and customary sur
roundings. The usual types of cast ii-on—

a

species of glorified birdcage—which are

mainly in use for these purposes are far from
satisfactory in general appearance. More
often they are uncomfortable-looking, in-

congruous, spindly structures, invariably
out of keeping with their surroundings, and
they look it, all over. Something of the open
garden pavilion type, if not in stone, could,

at any rate, be erected simply in concrete,

roughcast, and tile-work. This could be so

designed to present a really good archi-

tectural appearance, something more sub-

stantial, yet at the same expenditure in-

volved by the former type of work.
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Anotlier c]iis< of patteriipcl frieze aiut coniii-p

is illustrated by Fig. 7. The use of the tile as

a fillet to ilciitil-bloeks formed of a prn-

iecting header lirifk, shown in detail in this

iigiire. although simple, gives a laj-ger dcgrei'

of finish-to !i eornice. Other types of pantile

patterns for frieze-work are illnstrated by

Fig. S. The designs wliich could be formed
of this character, adaptable to such positions,

all presenting a good and exceedingly original

appearance, are practically innumerable. .\s

shown by the last example, placed in long or

short panels, formed by the fluted tile tri-

glyphs, many \ariations can be formed from

that of the' continuous frieze pattern. A
different type of pattern which can be

adapted to many positions is agaiji illustrated

by Fig. 9. The same style also looks well for

niany kinds of interior work, such as fire-

places, for instance. In the latter case tiles

on the flat can be substituted for the two
pointed bricks in the centres, either iji colour

or patterns. Also, instead of roughcast
around, broken colour tiles, set as n mosaic
in eenieut, have an excellent appearance. A

^ (Sr'cice .,

Fig. 6.

little mosaic work, such as this, merely in

the frieze portion itself, does not entail much
expense, either. At the same time, it forms
a most effective and somewhat novel form of

deeoration for such positions. Fig. 10 illus-

trates a sketch design somewhat similar in

general character, but with a different
arrangement and pattern. The irregular
setting of tlie ])ointed bricks, as slmwn here,
lias a far more picturesque appearance. It

is less monotonous in effect than the more
.stiff and regular patterns, of the nature illus

trated by tlie preceding example. Other
patterns of composite tile centres, such as
shown on this figure, might be used alter-

nately, or as centrepieces, to give further
variation. No. 2 on this sheet illustrates the
variation of tiles on edge with pointed bricks,
whilst No. .3- that of tiles on edge—with Hat
tiling. The latter might either be patterned,
plain, or in colour, with pointed brick
angles. 'I'he centre can be picked out with
four pointed bricks, a.s shown, or one (jf the
forms of flat tiling can be substituted here,
if preferred. In fact, the uses of the tile in
these latter respects alone are so many and
varied it would be quite impossible to illus
irate them adequately for such positions in
these pages. Anyone giving the nmtter
tliornut;li study will at onee recognise the
possibility of numberless designs, ex
eellent both in line composition and colour,
possessed also of highly original qualities.

It is as wi'U, perhaps, to iu)te in this
section more partieularlv the practical possi-
bilities of the tile, l>oth for a great deal of
lining pattern-work, and also its uses as a
fillet for stri[igcourses or eorniees, when in
brickwork. The 10} in. by 8Jin. size can be
readily adapted to 9iu. work, especially when
used as an alternate raised- and sunk-lining
pattern, or a Hush face relief. Even when
slightly projected the slight discrepancy in
thickness, made up in good cement compo,

would form perfectl.y sound work. Used
lengthways in the thickness of the wall, it

gives a projection of 1^-in, about the exact

projeelion required for many string or

... . Tiltfelicf

FiQ. 7.

eornice designs. A slight projection allowed
inside, to reduce that on tlie face, is no
drawback, either; it merely provides -a

slightly better occasional key for plastering.
In 1.31in. work either the lOiin. or Sin. by

. ; ; ^£3i§i2.. .•.•.;•'..•;:.,.

Fio. 8.

OJin. size will work in, with a sliglitly wider
cement joint in the centre. If the Sijin. by
(iiin. are used together, giving a total width
of l,5iin., this will often give again the pro-
jection required. The 14in. wall is the most

usual size, too, for nniny purposes. Rough
cutting to a tile, it necessary for com-
nuMicing fillets or filling purposes, is not an
expensive item; such rough-edge work,
turned to the interior of a wall, really forms
a nuich better bond, and merely occurs occa-
sionally. With 18in., or larger size walls,

it will be fnniul that the tile can be readily
adapted in a constructive capacity, either
without or with very little cutting. It would
nevertheless prove a greater convenience il

we had a few more I'easonable sizes, both in

bricks and tiles. The ready-made t^nemi
closer, or half brick, as it stands, is extremely
useful in ornamental brick- and tile-work
generally. Also for .strings and cornices, where
it can be used on its narrow face for slightly

fining oversailing courses, etc., and intro-

ducing a certain amount of variation. What
is also really required are half-bricks the
other ways as well— viz.. Gin. by 4Jin. by
lAin. (really a thick tile), also 4iin. by 4Mn.
by 3iii. Such sizes would facilitate work
considerably, obviate a great deal of cutting
and wastage generally, and provide a long-
felt want. Another size tile would be a lOtin.
by 9Mn., thus allowing the Mu. projection for

fillet coursing ready to hand for a great deal
of work. A couple of narrow tiles, in a.

brick width—viz., 4Jin.—and another of

6iin., would prove a decided advantage for

Fig. 10.

filling and projecting purposes, made also in

the extra thickness of Jin. and lin. The
average tile is often too thin of itself, and
then has to be used in pairs or threes. When
tiles and bricks are being moulded there is

really no more trouble in forming them from
a few difl'erent-shaped moulds than keeping
to practically one stock-patterned size. Any
firms sufficiently progressive to give these
points proper attention in manufacture
would, without doubt, ultimately derive con-

siderable added benefit from the business
point of view by so doing.

W. G. Kerhy. Architect.

(To hr continneil.)•
I'FMBROKE BUILDINGS, CAMBRIAN'

PLACE, SWANSEA.
These premises are situated in the neigh-

bourhood of the docks, and have been erected
for Messrs. Harries Bros, and Co. from the

designs of Mr. H. C. Portsmouth, M.S. A.,
at a cost of about £10,000. The accommoda-
tion includes about 60 ofBces, arranged on
three floors, with accommodation for a care-

taker on the upper story. There is also

ample room in the basement for storage and
other purposes. The main elevation to

Cambrian-place is carried out in Portland

stone up to the cornice over the ground floor,

and the remainder is dressed with stone and
Ruabon red bricks for the walling. The
areas are all faced witli white glazed bricks,

and all the rooms are well lighted. The
staircases are of reinforced concrete. An
automatic electric passenger lift has been

installed bv Messrs. Smith, Major, and

Stevens, of 'Northampton. Messrs. Bennett

Bros., Swansea, were the general contractors

for the work.
<t»

The Dentford Borough Council have increased

the salarv of the deputy borough surveyor. Mr.

F. S. Cutler, to a maximum of £300, such in-

crease to operate from Jan 1 next.
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DRAWINGS AND SCULPTURE AT THE
TWENTY-ONE GALLERY, ADELPHI.
In small premises clown Y'ork Buildings

there is- on view just now a very select

collection of remarkable works by Mr. Jacob
Epstein, the sculptor, whose monument to

Oscar Wilde, erected in the Pere La Chaise
Cemetery, Paris, last year, has not yet been
officially unveiled, owing to the objections of

the Municipality, although some students
recently removed the covering, and so
displayed the figure to public view. We illus-

trated the work in the Building News for
May 121, 1912.

The assemblage opened this week in the
Twenty-one Gallery is restricted to fourteen
objects, eight being cartoons or drawings in

red or black chalk, presumably designs for
carving, though they all seem too elementary
to be realisable in stone or granite or marble.
" Feeding Young Runts " might lend itself to

plastic ingenuity, but otherwise the applica-
tion of such sketches seems as unlikely as
their purpose is mysterious. No. 8, called
"Creation," represents a foetus in an heroic
or hieroglyphic sort of womb, surrounded by
evolutionary folds, beginning and ending
nowhere, thereby expressing in a sense
inystery. The child in this centre-piece
w-ould certainly have looked more comfort-
able cradled in a shell.

The sculpture exhibited is not remarkable
for beauty, .save the head of a chubby-faced
boy. " Romilly .John." in bronze, with a
polished copper skullcap; or perhaps it is a
helmet. "A Group of Birds" in white
marble represents an elementary sort of duck
treading on the back of another, and there
are two nondescript, archaic, toteni-like
figures carved in Plenite and polished.
They have their facial features scratched
on in ratlier barbaric fashion, and while
odd in pose, they are so idealised as to
represent nothing in particular. With no
imagination could we describe them as
beautiful, while they certainly lack humour.

• <i» '-

HOUSE-DRAINAGE LAW.
By Mr. W. Addington Willis, LL.B.
LLCTUUU III.—THli COMBINED Dn.\IN.\01i

rUOULEM.
The third Chadwick Public Lecture was

delivered at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Great George - street, West-
miiister, S.W.. on Mondav last. Sir William
J. Collins, M.D., M.S., B.'Sc, etc., chairman
of the Chadwick Trust, in the chair.
The lecturer nsed the term " combined

drainage" in a wider sense than usual, so as
to include joint drainage found in the
provinces. He first reminded the audience
that both in the provinces and in London
the union of two drains prima-facie con-
stituted a sower, and that this might exist
on private property. He then pointed out
that the Metropolitan definition of " drain "

included a combined drain which had been
ordered or approved by a local authority
since 1848. The combined drainage, cither iii

the jirovinccs or in London, might have been
nuide unlawfully, and it was iiece.ssary to see
the general effects of this.
A person cannot take advantage of his own

wrong
; consequently, as between a wrongdoer

and the council an unauthorised connection
does not constitute a sewer. The same prin-
ciple applies to the successor in title of the
wrongdoer other tlian a purchaser for value
without notice. As bctewc.Mi an innocent
purchaser for value and the authoritv the
former is not estopped from alleging that the
unauthorised pipe is a sewer, even though the
purchaser has not made aiiv special inquiry
as to the dnunage. Mr. .Instice Channcll has
expressed the opinion that sonic dav the
Courts may hold that the uiKuitlmriscd nino
even in the liands of an innoceut purchaser
or value is a drain, and not a sewer As
bitwci'ii private individuals, the trespass or
wrongful i„.t of the one ..annot affect the
rights of the other without his consent and
the lecturer considered the position whicli
existed between the freeholder and the lessee
when (he latter had been guiltv of an attempt
to convert a drain into a sewer. He next
lirocceded lo explain the elTect and applica-
tion in tin; provinces of section 19 of the

IHiblic Health Act, 1890, pointing out that
the decision of the House of Lords in " Wood
Green U.D.C. v. Joseph " had cast some
doubt on the correctness of some of the
previous decisions. The limitation of this

section to single private drains wlich serve
houses belonging to different owners, and
excluding those which drain houses belonging
to the same owners, is incomprehensible. The
section only relates to the liability to repair.

It does not reconvert the pipe into a drain.
This should be noted when there is a sale of

land under an open contract, because the
existence of a "single private drain" will

make it impossible for the vendor to convey
all that he has contracted to sell, and it will

not avail him to show that the Act of 1890
has been adopted so as to cast the liability to
repair on the owners.

Discussing the combined-drainage problem
as it exists in London, tlio lecturer showed
that the onus of proving the pipe in question
is an authorised combined drain is upon the
persons alleging it. They must prove that
the drainage has been authorised by one of
the authorities mentioned in the statutes, and
all joint drains created before 18-18 must be
sewers. The order authorising the combined
drainage need not be a formal order, but
there must be sulficieiit evidence from whicli
it can be inferred that the authority them-
selves had approved the drainage. It is not
necessary to produce an approved plan, but
other documentary evidence may suffice.

Even the proof of an order may not deter-
mine the matter, for it may be shown that
the builder has departed from the authorised
drainage in some material respect. Con-
necting drainage from other premises with
the authorised drainage will convert the
latter into a sewer, and .so will the grouping
of the houses not in accordance with the
authorised scheme. Immaterial deviations
have no such effect. If the council can find
the person who has made the unauthorised
connections, and has thereby created .a

sewer, they may give him notice to restore the
drainage to its proper condition, in accord-
ance with the authorised scheme, and if he
defaults the council may do the work them-
selves. Upon this being done the drainage
may be treated as a "combined drain," and
the principle of "once a sewer, always a
sewer," does not apply to the pipe which, by
reason of the wrongful act. had previously
been a sewer. This is the effect of a recent
case (" Kershaw v. Smith "), decided in April
of this year.

The lecturer concluded by discussing the
practical and financial effects of unauthorised
drainage in the Metropolis, and the efforts
which have been made to effect an alteration
in the law.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council the General Purposes Com-
mittee reported that representations have
been made by several of the contractors for
architectural repairs and minor new works
that some modification of the payment clauses
under the contracts may be made, so as to
allow of more frequent payments on account.
The current contracts provide that works of
general repair under .£50 in value shall be
paid for after the account in respect thereof
has been certified and approved by the com-
mittees concenied, and that in respect of such
works execediiig £50 in vakn; advances of not
less than £50 may be made, not more fre-
quently than once a mouth, representing 80
per cent, of the value of the work done. As
regards minor new works payment of 80 per
cent, of the value of work executed may be
made, not being of less amount than £50 nor
iinide more frccpieiitly tiniii once a month.
The committee thought tliat, under all the
circumstances, some niodifieation of these
provisions in favour of the contractors may
be made, and recommended that " the under-
mentioned conditions do obtain as regards
payments to contractors under the contracts
expiring on August 31, 1915. for general
repairs and minor new works at Council
buildings, including schools — (i.) General
repairs^ fa) Works not exceeding £20 in
\alue: Tlie contractor shall render his

accounts within one month of the date of the
completion of the work. Pending the exa-
niiinition and approval of such accounts
advances representing 80 per cent, of the
total value thereof, as shown on the monthly
statements of accounts rendered, may bo
made, (b) Works exceeding £20 in value

—

Advances representing 80 per cent, of the
work executed under any one order and
supplemental orders may be made from time
to time. Advances shall not bo made more
frequently than once a month nor be of less
amount than £10. (ii.) Minor new works:
Advances representing 80 per cent, of the
work executed under any one order and
supplemental orders may be made from time
to time. Advances hall not be made more
frequently than once a month nor to be of less
amount tiian £20."

Tlie Education Cnininittce reported as to

the method of inviting tenders for work in

connection with the Ciuincil's educational in-

stitutions, nuder Standing Order No. 38.3.

The practice obtaining is to invite tenders
from a limited number of firms, approved by
the Buildings Sub-Committee in each case,
whose names have been placed either by the
late School Board for London or by the
Council from time to time on the selected
lists of contractors. Standing Order No. 383
is as follows :

" Except where otherwise pro-
vided, all tenders shall be invited by ad-
vertisement." With the concurrence of the
Standing Purposes Committee, the Education
Committee now ask for authority to make a
limited seleclion from the lists of approved
firms of the names of the firms to be invited
to tender for each work or series of works,
and to delegate such power to a sub-com-
mitteo.

The Improvcinents Committee rcccnn-

mended that the section of Tooting Bee-
gardens between Fernwood - a\enue and
Mitcham-lane be widened, at a cost of £1,070,
from a present width of from 20ft. to 25ft.,

to a width ranging from 43ft. to 54ft., as

a portion of a scheme in progress for in-

creasing the width of this line of thorough-
fare, and also that Chui'ch-street, Ken-
sington, should be widened at its junction
with Kensington High-street by setting back
by 4ft. the railings of the churchyard of St.

Mary Abbots—an alteration which will widen
that street for 78ft. from 41ft. to a minimum
widtli of 45ft.

The Highways Couunittce recommended
the acceptance of the tender of Messrs.
Rowley Brothers, Wood Green, N., amount-
ing to £10,981, for the erection of the com-
pletion of the Abbey Wood car-shed for the

Councirs tramways. The construction of the

tramways from Chapel-street to Nile-street,

Woolwich, will, the committee stated, be
completed at an early date, and it is desir-

able that the erection of the car-shed should

be expedited. The whole car-shed, when
completed, will provide accommodation for

eighty-six cars, and the portion now to be

erected is for sixty-one cars.

The Bridlinston Town Council have received

the sanction of the Local Government Board to

the borrowing of £4,600 for the purpose of

widening Cardigan-road into the rural district

in the Bessingliy parish.

A Local Governiuriit Board ituiuiry was held

at Wallasey on Friday by Mr. Thomas Adams,
into the appiicatio!! of the Wallasey Town
Council for authority to prepare a town-planning
scheme with reference to the Stanley Hock
estate. New Brighton- Tiie area proposed to be
planned comprises about live acres of land, and
is within the boundaries approximately defined

by St. George's-mount, Rowson-street, Field-

road, and Cailton-road. The application was
opposed by Dr. Bell, the owner.

New cement-works have just been built at
C'laydon, about lour miles from Ipswich, for

Mason's Portland Cement Compauy, in suc-

cession to works belonging to the same family at
Waldringfield, on the banks of the Deben, now
abandoned. Tiic works have taken about twelve
months to construct. The chimneys—that for
the kiln being 165ft. and the engine-chimney
120ft. in height—have been built under the
superintendence of Mr. Tasker. of Cardiff. The
workmen's collages have been built at £150 each
in pairs; they have liolluw brick walls and roofs
close-boarded under tiles.
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(Invxtnit Calamo.

Tin- fiirtlici-

proposals with

discussion of tlic R.I.B.A.

gard to tlio Statutory Kegis-

tratiou of architects or the application for a

new Charter, providing, among other things,

for the enrohnent of "Cliartered Architects"

by the Institute, after examination, was

adjourned on Monday night. On the previous

Thursday, as we announced in our last

number, a special meeting of Associates only

was held at the Westminster i'alace Hotel.

The meeting was largely attended, and, lui-

mistakably, the demand of those who spoke,

and, as voiced in the letters read from

members in the provinces, was for Regis-

tratiou. The following resolutions were

unanimously carried :

—

1. That the followint! resolution be in-oposed next

Monday at the E.I.B..\. :—That in Hie oiiinion of this

meetins of the R.I.B.A.. it is undesirable to come to

any decision in regard to the report and recommenda-
tions of the Council without further information,

and in order to arrive at some definite policy in

regard to future action, a further meeting should be

called before the end of .January next for the pur-

poses suggested b>- the Registration Committee in

Clause a of the Report of March SH. 1913. and that

with the noticeof that meeting evers' member should
receive from the offices of the Institute-—

lat A copy of tlie Bill as revised.

till Copies of the reports of the solicitor!

Parliamentary agents, and
id Copies of the whole of the docuuientar>'

evidence upon which these reports were liased.

'2. That this meeting appoints a Provisional Com-
mittee of seven Associates to watch over its interests

for three months, with power to add to its number.
3. That the following Associates be eleote<l :

—
1'. M. Frazer, G. \. T. Middletou. H. Hardwick
t.angston, R. Ooulburn Lovell. L. Sylvester Sullivan.

S. D. Tople>-, and Herbert A. Welch.

fiscation by landlords, to give a right to renew

leases on reasonable conditions, and com-

pensation when renewals were refused. Im-

provements regarding housing and insanitary

areas by municipalities were prevented by

the proiiibitivc prices nsked for land. The

first condition of good housing was that land

should be obtained at an equitable price.

Ground landlords must contribute a fair

share towards taxes and the Imperial

Exchequer, and contribute towards the cost

f Imperial services.

increasing the power of

school -

and

All of which does to tickle the ears of the

groundlings with ! Mr. Lloyd George knows

perfectly well that while he is so eager to

" put an end to the old order of things," to

abolish ••slums, wiirkhonses, sweating, un-

employment, luuiger. undeserving wretched-

ness, and poverty caused not by the man

himself "—while he is tearing his hair at the

iniquities of landlords, dukes, eiirls, and all

other social " parasites," the Government say

nothing can be done to remedy the unsupport

able evils during the present Parliament,

and nothing on earth will induce them to

enable a new Parliament to bo elected till

191,"). Surely, if things arc as bad as Mr.

George makes out a delay of more than two

years before dealing with them is shameful!

Vet he is n consenting party to the postpone-

nuuit of the next General Election to the very

last day on which the Government can by

law hold office. Why? Because liceiiu

promise the Moon, meanwhile, safely, if it

will fetch votes when, at last, the Goverii

ment appeals to the country.

a movement for

appreciating good pictures among

children. People often spoke of art. Sir

Martin said, as though it were o religion or

something serious and superior. He looked

upon art as an essential element in every-

body's life. They liad it from the cradle to

the grave, and could not get away from it. It

might be good or bad art, but there it was.

deep down in the instincts of man. How-

should children lie taught art? The instinct

tor it could not be planted in them. All that

was nece.ssary was to call out the instinct

which existed in them. Unless children were

caught young, and given a chance of edu-

cating their own tastes, the moment was

gone. Art was something done by ourselves

for the purpose of giving pleasure to some-

body else. It was altogether different from

sport, which was something done for the sake

of giving pleasure to ourselves. There wa^

no way so efficient as using the art of a given

period for teaching the history of the world

at that period. Public art was generally

produced to satisfy the tastes of a small

number of people controlling the expenditure

of public money. The result was the pro-

duction of much art—good, bad, and in-

different. That, unfortunately, is true

enough, and that is one reason why we urge

the creation of a Ministry of Fine Art, which

shall be responsible to Ihi' whole nation, and

not the mere creature of an interested and

i'hilislinc minority.

At Monday's meeting of the U.I.B.A. the

first amendnieut set out above was duly

moved by Mr. S. D. Topley. A. R.I.B.A., and

seconded by Mr. Herbert A. Welch,

A. R.I.B.A. The obvious policy of the

Council, in our opinion, was to have accepted

the amendment frankly, and adjourned there-

after. That course, however, was not taken ;

but, on the motion of Sir Aston Webb, the

meeting was adjourned on Mr. Topley's

amendment. There was certainly no

enthusiasm manifested at the meeting on

behalf of the "Chartered Architects" pro-

posals, and we gathered from several that in

their opinion the information demanded by

Mr. Topley's amendment ought certainly to

have been in all members' hands, with the

rest of the information in the notice con-

vening the meeting, inasmuch as it was prac-

tically impossible to arrive at any definite

conclusion without it. It is probable that at

the business meeting on January 12 another

resolution will be proposed of a decisive and

drastic character, which, it carried, will

bring matters to an issue at once. Mean-

while, we very much doubt whether there will

ever be any " Chartered Architects " of the

sort the R.I.B.A. Council proposes to make.

As tar as we can see. no real obstacles bar

the way to Statutory Registration, it only its

achievement is sought boldly and unitedly.

The R.I.B.A. may go back on itself and

delay it ; but it will never induce the pro-

fession as a whole to accept its alternative

proposals. The Society of Architects will do

well to press forward their revised Bill for

all they are worth. The time to strike is

while the iron is hot.

Dealing with his land scheme at Holloway

last Saturday, Mr. Lloyd George further

described the Government's policy regarding

leasehold houses and the housing problem.

The Government meant to confer security of

tenure on all leaseholders, and prevent con-

Thc law's uncertainty is with us day by

day, and anything may happen on an appeal.

This seems especially true in regard to the

wonderful clauses of the Great Budget. The

case of the Southend-on-Sea Estates Com-

pany, which we noticed in our issue of

November 13, where Mr. .Justice Scrutton

decided that Undeveloped Land Duty was

chargeable, has now been reviewed and

reversed in the Court of Appeal on Monday.

The land in question was let by the company

on a lease dated prior to 1909, which gave

them power to determine it at any time and

"resume possession for building or other

purposes." The Act provides that if the land-

lord has power to determine such a lease he

shall do so at the earliest possible time or pay

Undeveloped LandDuty. The Judge belowliad

held that the lessors had the power, but not

the desire, to take possession of the land, and

so he decided in favour of the Revenue, as he

thought the point as to desire had nothing

to do with the legal question. The Court of

Appeal began by emphasising the fact that

they had no concern with the policy of the

Act, their only duty being to construe its

clauses. Then the three members of the

Court agreed in holding that unless the

owners "could say they wished to resume

possession for building or other purposes in-

consistent with its continued use agricultur-

ally, they had no power to end the lease and

resume possession. In this way the bottom

tell out of the Revenue case and of Mr. Justice

Seruttou's judgment, which was based upon

the idea that they had the power, but not

the will. It is a very good instance of the

psychological subtlety of the legal mind, as

shown in the higher places of our Court of

Appeal.

Sir Martin Conway said some wise words

about Art to the teachers at the Birkbeck

College on Monday night, in connection with

In our issue of November 14 wu published

a letter from Messrs. Pearce Bros., of

Bromley, Kent, eoinplaining that their

lowest invited tender by £40 for work at the

Beckenham Liberal Club was ignored, and

the work given to a Beckenham firm, because

" the committee desired to keep the work in

Beckenham." If that was so it certainly

seemed unnecessary to ask two outside firms

to tender. A lively correspondence appears

in the two local papers, the Bechenliam

Journal and the Beckenham Advertiser, of

November 29, between Messrs. Pearce Bros,

and the chairman and secretary of the

Liberal Club, which is worth reading by

builders. It seems the Liberal Club chair-

man of committee and hon. secretary allege

that the tender of Messrs. Pearce Bros, was

rejected because they named no time in which

they undertook to complete the work. The

chairman of committee, in his letter to the

Bcrkenham Journal, says: "I may add

frankly that my committee were by no means

keenly disappointed at being able (owing to

the carelessness or wilfulness of Messrs.

Pearce Bros., in not complying with the con-

ditions of the specification), and without

departing a hair's-breadth from the ordinary

rules of business, to give the contract to a

young Beckenham firm, employing several

members of the club specially interested in

the work, and who, up to now, have very

fully justified the confidence placed in them

by the splendid manner iu which they aro

proceeding with the work." The hon. secre-

tary, in a final letter to the same paper, says:

•' My committee do not submit to a bullying

but disappointed contractor, and in the light

of after-events they are quite satisfied that

they came to a right and wise decision." The

satisfaction seems to be all on the side of the

committee, and the one thing that seems

certain is they did not get the lowest price for

the work. The following were the figures :—

For adclitio.is and alterations to the Liberal Cluh,

Beckenham. Kent, for the Committee of the H. T.

Harvey .Memorial : Mr. Walter Pamphilon. architect,

21, Finsbury-pavement. E.C. ; Copeland

£Ct3: Ellimau. £615 Jones and
and Son.

.\ndrews, .Cij37;
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Crossley and Son, £ri'M: Graham and Co.. £ilS; Fox.

Scawen, and Dart, £504; Pearee Bros.. £407.

The British Fire Prevention Committee,

whicli largely devotes itself to the scientific

and technical aspects of fire-prevention, from

time to time takes the result of its work into

the home of the citizen by issuing useful

warnings. Thus this week the committee

have issued a "caution" on certain fire

dangers common to the festivities of the

Christmas season—i.e., entertainments and

parties. These " cautions " are issued by

the British Fire Prevention Committee in the.

first place to the hospitals, asylums,

children's homes, industrial schools, etc.,

next to tlie clubs, hotels, and large boarding-

houses, then to the barracks, territorial drill-

halls and assembly-rooms, as al.so to vicars in

charge of large parish halls. A system of co-

operation, with the police and witli organisa-

tions such as the " Boy Scouts," has been

devised, and similarly a distribution of

printed matter by some of the great corpora-

tions, and the posting up of the notices by

certain local authorities, etc. Copies of the

"caution" iu packets of ten, twenty-five, or

fifty will be provided free upon written

application (with return postage enclosed) to

the Registrar of the British Fire Prevention

Committee, 8, Waterloo-place, London. S.W.

The many friends of Mr. C. L. Norman
will regret to hear that he has severed his

connection with Messrs. Thos. Parsons and
Sons, for whom for five years he has acted

as publicity manager. Messrs. Parsons'
battleship has been the centre of attraction

at many exhibitions ; but few who have
admired it and comprehended tlie general

advertising policy of the firm have known
that to Mr. Norman the latter owes many
of its advertising schemes. The regard in

wliich he was held by his fellow-workers was
fully emphasised at a farewell dinner, which
took place at Frascati's on the libth ult.,

when Mr. Norman was presented with a gold-

mounted cigar-cass and a pair of silver

flower holders. Wo venture to predict that
it will not be long before we see Mr. Norman
in a similar position, where liis organising
and advertising abilities will ha\c their

accustomed scope.

Th<' ironmonger was showing his customer
new types of grate. "Now, this one," he
said, "fixed at fifteen shillings complete.
will save half your coal. But I rcconunend
the better type, with special tiled back, at
four pounds five." " How much more coal
will this save than the cheap one?" inqnircil
the customer. "Twice as much," said the
coidident ironmonger. So, remarks the
Maiir/icalci' (hiardian, we arc within measur-
able (listance of a smokeless Manchester.

A new council school was onened at Daventrv
on Ihursday in last weefc. It has cost £3 300
exclusive of site, and accommoilalcs 738 children
in the mixed department. an,l 130 infants The
plan is that of class-rooms t;rouiicd aljoiit a
.cntral liall all on the ground level. The arclii-

VVnllinT '","' '^'^"'"^ ^'°^" ''"J Fisher,Wnlhn-borongli, and Uio builders Messrs
llioinas Adams and Son, of Uavcntry.

of \-ni'i','n
";"'""". °" ^'°'"'<'.v of the Corporation

hire on "i""' r Y' '"''P'"''"' "'»* "'« •"'P^nrti-turc on the Carter-gate area improvement

JOl unfit and irreparable houses. It was agreedto apply to the Local Government Board forsanction u. borrow the sum of £50.000 towards
he outlay. A motion for the appointment, of atmvn-h!ill committee, to consider the ndvisahilitv

of erecting a new town-hall on I ho site nf the
l-.xchancre, wa- deferred for a month

H A Y W A R D BROTHERS AND
ECKSTEIN. LTD.'S, DIARY, 1914.

A copy of Hayward's Diary for 1914 is

being issued to over six thousand architects,

builders, engineers, and others interested.

The diary is fairly well known, having been

issued for a number of years ; but this year

it is issued in improved form, and possesses

increased interest in regard to the thirty-two

pages of information at the end of the book,

having special relation to the products of the

firm.

We specially direct attention to the general

remarks on page 1 of the 32-page insertion,

where mention is made of the increased value

of buildings fully fitted with daylight-lighting

devices, as there is no doubt tliat this is

rightly being nowadays given much more
attention than formerly, and with the result

that buildings are made of far greater value

to the owner, and in selling, as w'ell as to

the occupiers in use and convenience and as

regards the health of the inmates; by putting

in prismatic glazing rooms are better lighted

and artificial light is thereby dispensed with.

In quite a short time the cost of such glazing

is refunded, and a monetary gain henceforth
is secured to the owner or occupier who
makes the improvement. Besides the other
lines mentioned we should like to draw special

attention to the considerable number of illus-

trations of work done, and the various
circumstances dealt with thereby, which
should pro\'e of considerable service to those
concerned with the designs of new buildings,

or the improvement of existing ones. The
example on page 11 of a fire-escape staircase.

intact, after serious fire, showing the valu-

able service of a good staircase in circum-
stances that otherwise might be disastrous, is

well worth noting. Something of the same
nature may be noted on page 17. of the
".Jhilmil" steel fireproof lath, which was
intact after the great fire in Barbican.
Hayward's standard cast-iron sashes (on

page 19) are designed with the special object
of saving time and money in cutting bricks
iu making window-openings, a point which
does not generally receive consideration, but
which certainly embraces opportunities of

saving when constructing a building. A fine

range of fifty patterns of really well-made
satdies is shown, capable of meeting all

requirements "without variation from
standard. Hayward's patent " putty-
grooved " steel sashes and casements are
becoming well known, and are fully dealt
with on pages 211 and 21, the latter of which
shows some good examples of casement work,
which, properly dealt with in residences, etc.,

could be used with great advantage much
more often than they are.

An example of successful treatment of

garages may be of interest, on page 2;?,

whilst the special patent " Reform " roof-

glazing and skylights, shown mi pages 24-0.

possess many points of unique interest and
advantage. So much time is often spent on
special designs of skylights, varying in all

sorts of ways to no particular advantage, that
the idea of this standard range is to deal with
tliis matter in the simplest and best manner,
built up from a large nuinlier of the examples
from actual practice, and combining there-
from the maximum of good points with the
minimum of trouble to those concerned in

designing and ordering, it being necessary
merely to specify the sizes in accordance
with the table. In connection with this
subject also attention is directed to the
special "leadising" treatment on page 27,
which meets a long-felt want in the best way
scientifically and practically, and is quite a
new departure.

(In page 28 is a very strong statement about
"Hayward's Copperlite" fire - resisting
glazing, which is becominc more and more
used in many large buildings and stores.
This glazing has passed actually the vtDxt

flrinoenl lest ever applied, and has obtained
tlie h'u/hcst award of the British Fire-
Prevention Committee. In this connection
reference may be made to the 7.000ft. super,
supplied to Sclfridge's Stores, and .n, large
ouantitv being constructed for Messrs.
Harrod's new premises in Buenos Aires, as
well as the other names mentioned on
page 28. Pages 29. .'iO. and :il will I'ertainlv

pro\'e of use, containing as they do special

information (some of which is original) in the

most practical form that coulil be <levi»ed.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Walter Emden, J. P., died in London cm

Wednesday morning, after an operation on
the previous Monday. Thomas Walter Law-
rence Emden was born iu 1847, and married
in 1875 the eldest daughter of Mr. V. G.
Beardshaw, of Normauclale, Sheffield. Mrs.
Emden died some years ago. Educated
privately, he studied mechanical engineer-
ing with Messrs. Maudsley, Son, and
Field, and civil engineering with the
late Thomas Brassey on the Thames
Embankment, the East London Railway,
the Mid-Level Sewers, and other works.
His early architectural experience was gained
with Mr. Kelly and Mr. Charles Lawes, both
church architects. He was the architect of

the Dublin Exhibition of 1872. and architect

to the now demolished St. James's Hall from
1871 up to the time of his retirement in 19011.

He designed the Garrick. Terry's, and the

old and new Court theatres, and others at

Ipswich and Southampton, as well as the

Tivoli Music-hall in the Strand. He was also

the architect of several leading hotels,

amongst them the Hotel Victoria, the Hotel
d'Europe, Leicester-square ; the Prince's
Restaurant, and an hotel at Newmarket; in

the planning of the Piccadilly Hotel he
was associated with Mr. William Wood-
ward. F.R.I.B.A. He was President of the
Society of Architects in 1897, 1898. 1899, and
1900. He was an alderman of the City of

Westminster and Mayor. 1903-4. and was also

Mayor of Dover. 19(37-8-9-10. We gave Mr.
Emden's portrait in our issue for .luiie 20,

1890.

Mr. George Browne Post, of 101, Park-
avenue. New Y'ork, and Columbia University,
one of the foremost architects in the United
States, who designed many of New York's
most conspicuous buildings, died at his homo
at Bernardsville, New Jersey, on Friday, at

the age of seventy-five. Mr. Post, who was
born in New York, studied architecture with
the late Richard M. Hunt. During the Civil

War he held rank successively as captain,
major, lieutenant-colonel, and colonel in the
22nd New \''ork Volunteers. After the war
he settled down as an architect in New York,
and ultimately became head of the firm of

George B. Post and Sons. He held, among
other distinctions, those of Chevalier of the
Legion of Honour and Academician of the

U.S. National Academy of Design, and was
elected an Honorary Corresponding Member
of the Roval Institute of British Architects in

1907.

The death of Mr. AVilliam AIc.\and"r
Peters, .J. P., master buiklcr. of Rochdale,
took place at his residence. Ryelield.

between Rochdale and Bamford, on Thursday
in last week, in his ninetieth year. For some
years Mr. Peters had been confined to the
house, though not kept to bed. The late Mr.
W. A. Peters was apprenticed as a youth to

a builder, and early commenced business on
his own account as a Iniildcr and con
tractor. As far back as 1848 he obtained the
contract for the enlargement of Hopc-strccI
Chapel. From small beginnings the business
grew to large proportions. When his sons,

Mr. James Peters (who died in 1904) and Mr.
William Peters, had finished their schooling
they joined the business, which was after-

wards conducted under the title of W. A.
Peters and Sons. Some of the more im-
portant works executed by the firm have been
the Tower buildings. Empress ballroom, and
Victoria pier pavilion at Blackpool ; the Morc-
cambe Winter Gardens and pier pavilion ;

the St. Anne's pier pa\ ilion ; the New
Brighton Tower; the restoration of the Roch-
dale Theatre after the fire of 1894, and of

the town-hall tower and spire after the fire

of 1883; the erection of the Rochdale Tech-
nical and Secondary Schools; pulp and paper
works at Barrow, and the Mosley Hotel at

Manchester. Mr. Peters set his employees
an example of industry. He was familiar
with all the details of the trade, and for many
years he not only did the thinking and the
|ilanning in connection with the conc'prn, hut
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'iltt-ii put 111 a stitt" (lay's iiiaimal toil as well.

After a Ijiisiiieys liTtv ol" ovtM" half a ceuturv
III' rrlirc'd about a dozen years ajio, leaving

Iko eoiieern in tlie liaiuls of his two sons,

Messrs. .James aiul William Peters.

i\Ir. William Brass, a well Uiiowii Ijuikler

ill the City, died somewhat siuldeiily on
Sunday week at his residence, 27, Brunswick-
terrace. Briglitoii. ilr. Brass was n son of

the late i\[r. Deputy Brass, a former repre-

tentative of Cripplef;ate Within in the Court
of Coniiuou Council. The son ne\cr a.spired

to ci^ie office, but he was a I.ivorymaii of the
Carpenters' and Wheelwrights' Companies.
He succeeded to his father's linsiness and
carried out contracts for the new War Office.

one of the Post Office blocks in St. Martin's
le-Grand. and Whiteley's extension, and
other large undertakings. Latterly, with
offices at 13-14. Abclinrch-lane. he devoted
liiraself to the building and letting of large

blocks of business premises in the City.

^uilDintj SutflUgenrt.

HIUKE.NXIEAD.—At the Chester Con-
sistory Court on Monday an adjourned
a|iplication for a faculty in connection with
Birkenhead Priory came up for hearing. It

was stated in the application that the ancient
iilifice known as the Priory Chapter-house,
standing in the churchyard of St. Mary,
Birkenhead, had become much dilapidated,
the roof and the interior woodwork being in

a state of decay, and it is now desired to

remove the roof, which is of modern con-
struction, and to replace it with an oak-
timbered roof of a design in harmony with
tile period of the edifice; to furnish the lo\^el

cliainber as a chapel with a comniunion-table
and reredos. communion-rails, and seats for

the worshippers ; to construct an external
staircase to the upper chamber, and to

construct a drain around the e.xterior of the
biiihling for the purpose of keeping the fouii-

datioiis dry. 'I'hc works, it was added, are
desirable, in order to preserve a structure of

great historical interest and to provide a

ehaj)el and a nieeting-rooni for parochial
purposes. The viear e.\plaiiieil the plans to

the Chancellor. Sir Philip Wilbraham. who
ruled that before the application was granted
the scheme must be submitted to a vestry

meeting, and asked for an amended plan.

The vicar said the King was paying a visit to

Birkenhead in March, and tliey wanted him
to lay the fouudation-stone. The Chancellor
expressed his sorrow at having to again

adjourn the application.

LIVERPOOL.—At a meeting of the

e-xecutive committee of Liverpool Cathedral
on Mondav. it was reported that Mr. Earle

bad paid in the £10.000 which he offered

three years ago on condition that a further
slim of £50.000 hould be raised. This had
been done, but £.35.000 was still needed to

complete that portion of the Cathedral now
biiilding. Both turrets at the south end of

the choir had been built to their full height

<if.lti2ft.. the gable between these turrets was
(^)mpleted. and the outer walls on both sides

of the choir had been built to their full height

of 126ft. It was mentioned that all the

windows of the chapter-house are to be pro-

vided by the Masonic body as a memorial to

the second Earl of Latliom.

STOWMARKET. SUFFOLK. Some
plain and inexpensive hollow wall concrete

cottages have been erected in Bathing-plaee-

laiie. Stowmarket. The -accommodation pro-

\ ided consists of:—On the ground floor:

parlour. 1.3ft. 4iin. by 10ft.; living-room,

1.3ft. by lift., with larder and pantry leading

therefrom; kitchen. 10ft. by Oft., with sink

alid. copper. On the fii'st floor: Three bed
rooms, respectively 13ft. 4iin. by 10ft.. Hft.

by 8ft., and 8ft. Gin. by 7ft. Oiii.'. each sepa-

rately -approached, with good hanging cup
boai-tl over staircase. The outside and party

walls." as well as the internal walls on the

ground floor, are all constructed on concrete

blocks made on the site ; the partition walls

on the fir.st floor are constructed of 2in.

breeze concrete slabs, grooved and tongued
together. The roofs are covered w-ith French-
pattern pantiles, or Bridgewater-pattern

concrete tiles. The expense of the water and

drainage to the council sewer is not included

in the cost of the cottages, which is CLW
each. The interior of each concrete block has

two square cavities, so as to .secure a damp
proof wall. 'I'he plans were prepared by Mr.

Ill-nry .7. Wright. ALS.A.. Ipswich, and the

contractors were Messrs. iMalcolin, Maelareii,

and Co.. Ltd.. (iraceehurchstreet, E.G. .

WEST SMITHFIELD.— The excavations

of the remains of the walls of the south

external chapel of St. Bartholomew-the
Great, West Smitlifield, built by Kahere in

1123, is now complete. It conlirms the con-

jecture that the plan of the chapel was
similar to that of the external chapels at

Norwich- i.e.. instead of having a straight

wall (Ml the east side, with an apse on the

south side, as shown on all the published

plans of St. Bartholomew's, it has an apse

on the east side as well as on the south. The
external face of the walls is in a far better

atatc of preservation than the interior face;

the plinth remains perfect round the whole

extent of the chapel, with the exception of a

small gap at the junction of the two apses

and another in the east wall, where a passage

had been made to bring coals to the furnace

lately within the chapel. The exterior cannot

be seen by visitors at present, owing to the

work stillin progress, under the direction of

Sir Aston Webb, R.A.

COMPETITIONS.

ST. PAULS BRIDGE.-At the la.st

meeting of the City Corporation, Mr. A. C.

Morton, M. P. .asked what course the Bridge

House Estates Conimittee proposed to adopt

with regard to the architectural treatment of

St. Paul's Bridge. Mr. .1. R. Pakemaii,

chairman of tlie committee, replied that it

was proposed to invite British architects to

send in designs. In the advertisement

preiiiinms would be offered of £300. £2011.

and £100 for the designs placed first, second,

and third by Sir William Emerson, who
would act in coiijunction with the committee

as assessor. o»

J'lie additions to the Uailcliffe Infirmary at

Oxford, opened last week, were carried out from
desiffiis by Mr. E. Prideau Warren. F.S.X..

F.R'I.B.A", of Bedford-square. W.C. Messrs.

WooMridge and Simpson, of Oxford, were the

iiuilders. and the outlay was over £25.000.

A delay is likely to occur in the laying out

uf Shadwell Park as a memorial to King Ki''..ard.

as the London County Council have selected tliat

spot for the cutting of a new storm-water relief

sewer. This will involve the making of one or

two large outlets in the centre of the embank-
ment wall. There are - also negotiations in

progress with the Port of London Authority as

to the river wall and the foreshore of the_ river

ill front of the park.

-A Church of England Waifs and Strays' home
in Castlemere-Street, Rochdale, was opened on

Wednesday week. The buildings have been
adapted for their new use by Messrs. R. and T.

Howarth. who have carried out the designs of

Mr. W. Cecd HarcHstry. of Munche-ster. the

honorary architect to the Diocesan liranch of the

soeiely. There are day-rooms, play-rooms,

dormitories, bath.'!, and the usual domestic

offices, and apartments for the matron and stafl'.

Tliere is accommodation for 20 hoys.

.4t the annual meeting of Penzance .\ntiqiiariaii

Society on Friday. . Air. . Leonard Michell. of

Penzance, contributed a jjaper on "A newly-

found cross at Ludgvan." 'The writer, who dis-

covered the cross, said it formed the step of a

small doorway in the church-tower. The edifice

was erected in the reign of Henry VIII. . and the

tower rested on this cross, the age of which he

calculated at .1.100 years. . In his opinion, it

formed a link between the early Celtic cross and
the Xorman font in the church, which was of

the eleventh century.

.

The Delegacy" of. "London . University have
appointed in succession to Dr. T. F. Sibly.

aiipointed Professor of Geology at the University

of South Wales, Cardiff. Mr. W. T. Gordon.
M.A.. D.Sc. F.R.S.E., as Lecturer and Head of

the Geological Department. ITniversity _ of

London. Kings College. Mr. Gordon has been

Lecturer in Palseontology and Assistant in

Geology at the University of Edinburgh since

1910. and has made extensive researches in

Pala?obotany, and some investigations in Strati-

graphical Geology.

ARtlin'ECTS AND BUILDERS AS
CO-ASSESSORS.

To i/ls Editor of the Building Nkws.

Sir, This idea is not novel; the late

County-court Judge for this district adopted
the plan ytru recommend, and appointed an
engineer to sit with him in all engineering
cases, and the writer in architectural aiiel

building cases, and so on in different trades,

etc.

These appointments were permanent for

all cases, and the individuals were selected,

I believe, on the advice of the Chamber of

Commerce.—I am, etc.,

Wm. H. Duncan, F.R.I.B.A.

2.\, Baillie-street, Rochdale, Dec. 2, 1913.

I
Thanks. Any more such instances would

help.-En. B.N."]

MORE GOOD NEWS FROM
SASKATOON.

Sir.—After perusal of your article in your
issue of (October 31, on the contrast between
the Old Country publicity methods and ours,

we cannot arrive at any finding as to whether
your reference to the new Bank of Nova
Scotia, for which we are architects, as being
a big job is an error of judgment or merely
a quiet little joke at the expense of our
conceit.

We might say that our biggest job this year
is a ten. story building, 7.')ft. by 140ft., the

estimated cost of which is half a million

dollars. Without further advertising our-

selves, this one instance should be sufficient

to show you that opportunities in the West
are not conflned to 35,000dol. jobs. Still,

this should not mean that a flood of Old
Country draughtsmeii should be turned upon
Western Canada. Rather let them filter

through to Us from the East, where they can
he more readily assimilated into the new
order of things.

It may be of interest to you to know that

we have a very enthusiastic local chapter of

the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
in Saskatoon, which meets twice a month,
once for a business meeting and once for ii

luncheon, and which does very fine work in

making us pull together for the good of the

profession.

On this point alone we have the Old
Country architects skinned (picturesquely

speaking), and we are not afraid of meeting
each other on the street, as in cases we have
known in the olden days.—We are, etc.,

rHOMP.SON AND CROCKART.

Jlasonic Temple, Saskatoon, Nov. 15. Iftl.'i.

THE RIGHT HON. .JOHN BURNS AND
THE EAST BIRMINGHAM TOWN-
PLANNING SCHEME, 1,4(J0 ACRES-
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION.

SiR,^I read in the liii-miiii/Jtam Vaihj I'o-il

of the 26th nit., that Mr. Burns, at a con

fevence held at the Caxton Hall on Nov. 25.

said that ''two hundred local authorities were

town planning, or thinking about town-

planning schemes." and then suggested that

the eighty Greater" London authorities

might do worse than take tlie Birminghiim

methods, plan, and procedure as a model."

Mr. Burns cannot be aware of what has

taken place with regard to the East Birming-

ham Scheme, the second to be approved in

this country, and the first to deal with land

in a populous district committed to prior

schemes of deveiopmeut. The arbitrary, un-

fair, and nnreasonable treatment of such

lands by the Local Government Board, with-

out benefit to the scheme, so incensed the

owners that they attempted the ponderous

but only appeal— viz.. to get an .Address pre-

sented to the King by Parliament to revoke

the scheme. With this object they circu-

larised every Member of both Houses of

Parliament,
" interviewed Members, and

received sympathy and promises of support;

but the scheme was laid on the table of the

House at the fag-end of the Session, when

the Revenue Bill was under discussion, so
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that Members wljii kiucJlx inturcbted tlieni

selves and our Parliauieiitary agents fouiiil it

was ail inipossil)ilit_v to get an Address pre

sented within tlie prescribed thirty days, and
then an inquiry would have to be first held.

Every surveyor in Birmingham eondenuis

tlie treatment, and so does every solicitor and
man in the street that I have spoken to.

I am surveyor for four estates within the

area, comprising about three-iniarters or more
of the land that was being developed by

twelve out of fifteen new roads in the whole
area. On two of these estates, at the time
nf the appli<-ation for the seheuu' (NoM'Uilier,

I'JIO), artisans' houses were being built at

the rate of about 150 or more a year, and in

ever-increasing <|Uantities ; the development,

I believe, was unexcelled i]i this city, and
such that the houses could be let at Gs. 9d.

a week, always with three bedrooms, often

a bathroom, and hot water upstairs, never
less than an average of five yards frontage,

including the passage to each block, in

couLrnon with others, the land averaging 45

to 50 yards, solnetimes (JO or more, in depth.

A pride was taken in this development for

artisans' houses, a model development, but
unadvertised, which complied with all and
more than the requirements of the Act. I

lune only disposed of land for three new
houses on these two estates during the last

three 3'ears, and forty-seven on another
estate ; but they are all of a somewhat larger

type, at higher rents, and nearcrr the out-

skirts of the scheme, fronting old roads.

On one of these estates there is a block of

thirty acres in Saltley being developed by
five roads, soiue by order of the High Court
(the money has been lying in the bank to

complete since 1907), and some to the satis-

faction of a surveyor appointed by the Board
of Agriculture ; there is not one inch of old

road frontage. Saltley is the hub of the
mauufaeturirig portion of the city, near
immense works, including the Metropolitan

' Carriage Works, the Birmingham Gasworks,
etc., wliere thousands of men are cmploved.
Not a single iiKjniry has been made for land
for building houses for the last three years,

yet a buiJ(Jer who had previously built a

number of houses thereon, who had plans
approved for twenty-four more, and had
started on twelve, removed his poles,

fencing, etc., and cleared off to another town ;

and this where houses are so badly wanted
so that workmen are paying higher rents and
travel further. I am told frci|uently two
families live in one house. I believe 200
houses could be let within a week of the
arrival of the first load of bricks, and more
than asmany again before the roofs were on.
Ibis land is now a wreck, overrun with
trespass, and the fences burnt; it was a

fertile market-gardening land, and liy another
Act of Parliament the owner is ccunpelled to

pay Undeveloped Land Duty, with the object
of forcing development

!

On the remaining sixty acres, about the
centre of the area, p;irt being developed by
five other roads, a builder who had erected
between forty and fifty houses during the
twelve months previous to the application,
and had his plans passed for twenty-four
more, reluctantly had to give up. He could
not get the money, although he had verbally
agreed to take the land.
Soon after the application, on the same

estate, a builder sent in plans for six rather
larger houses, with Ijathrooms, etc., and .'100

sijuare yards of land to eacli house. The first

committee made a new unworkable regula-
tion, contrary to the usual construction, and
refused the plans (tliis accounts for sixtv
houses arranged for and not built on this
one estate), after repeated requests, without
effect, to the first committee. A new com-
mittee was formed about twelve mnnth.«
afterwards who abandoned this regulation ;

but after this refusal, together with the pro
eediirc, lawyers could not advise their clients
to finance builders, to be subject t" sneli
nrbitriiry treatment. Men with brit'lit

sovereigns in their pockets will not liny
themselves into trouble; so, by unfair trc;it

mcnt and taxation, artisans ' have to pay
higher rents.

At the iiKiniry we laid our case fully before
• he Insneetors. and in reply to the Board's
two subsequent statutory" advertisements.

repeated our objections 111 writing, each time
with greater force and detail, yet not (Uie

single request was granted by them on the

four estates more than had been previously

granted by the committee, although it

requires no special skill to see the injustices.

With respect to the estate i have described,

which is being developed by the ten new
roads, the treatment is so cruel, arbitrary,

and unfair that I appealed most urgently to

the Board, offering in writing to be satisfied

with less than that granted to others.

It seems incredible ; but it is not (|uite so

bad as it looks. There are excuses; it was
an experiment at other people's expense,

without any independent arbiter. The work
was new to all parties; time and attention

which might have been given to the require-

ments of the scheme, and consultation with

owners, appears to have been given more to

complying with tile rules, regulations,

notices, and meetings, etc., which the town
clerk safely piloted the committee through.

The application for the scheme appeared
rushed by the first chairman of the first

committee, an enthusiast, in response to some
letters in the newspaper at a time when the

corporation officials were overhead in work
in connection with the Greater Birmingham
scheme ; this, together with the cumbersome
procedure, caused much delay. The com-
mittee were, no doubt, anxious to avoid

another long delay, and made the mistake ot

again apparently rushing the matter, and
advertised the Draft Scheme to be in timi!

for the approval of the city council before

the IUV2 summer holidays, without first giving

the owners an opportunity of seeing it and
pointing out the defects, although the Act
provides that landowners are to be consulted

at every stage. In the circumstances there

was a good deal in favour of such a course,

and we were told to send all our objections

to the Local Government Board, who would
carefully consider them, probably thinking

that as the Board hail offered their advice

to town-planning committees, they would go

into and deal with these questions, evidently

oversights ; but as far as these four etates are

concerned the Local Governuiciit Board evi-

dently believing the coinraittee knew local

requirements better, simply endorsed what
the committee had done, and so, between the

two, the landowners were let down ; yet these

questions mean loss of thousands of pounds,

and were not detrimental to the scheme,

sliowing that the Board is so overworked
with the numerous schemes that they had no

time to go into details.

1 have been told that the Board is not a

judicial tribunal ; but I submit that, having

included lands committed to prior schemes
of development, to which there were no
objections, and contrary to the requests of

the owners, and having -themselves esta-

blished a standard, they ought to take the

trouble to go sufficiently into detail to see

that the^' do not deny to so great an extent

to one owner theit which they have given to

another.
It appears the iiuimeiit landowners, at a

sttitutory meeting, approve an application

being made, the development of t^>Bi^ estates

passes mainly into the hands of the com-
mittee and the Local Government Board.
They may have confidence in the first com-
mittee ; but an election may change the com-
mittee, the majority of which might be fresh

to the work, and composed of faddists or

persons holding impractical and preconceived
notions, without experience, to be educated
at the, owners' cost. The Local Government
Board might simply endorse their scheme, it

thus becoming equivalent to an Act of Parlia-

ment.
In case il may be thought tliat I am pre-

judiced against town planning, the following

is ail extract from a letter, dated Dec. 12,

1910, to my principal client in East Birming-
liaiu, written three weeks after the appli-

cation for the scheme: "I am in favour of

tow u planning, even enthusiastic " -as I know
the necessity ot it; but I added. "The pro-

cedure is so complicated and cumbersome in

(arrying out. one does not know what uiay

linpiien, though, I think, in the long run
Birmingham schemes will be carried out with
reasoniibleness."

It is easier to criticise than eonstruct.

Towns have been muddled together long
enough, especially where there are many
owners; but to give confidence there ought
to be some independent, competent arbiter
who can land the costs of improper requests
on the party making them ; but, with the
exception of the laying-out of main roads,
and the number of houses per acre, it appears
to me the other benefits of town planning
could be more easily obtained, and made of

much more general application, by carefully-

considered model by-law's, when landowners,
builders, lawyers, and others would know
where they were. 1 urged this view on the
Surveyors' Institution when the Bill was
under consideration. You will find it was
recommended by them.
The few developing landlords in East

Birmingham having been thus experimented
upon without any practical appeal, for the

general good of the country, and as Parlia-

ment could not give them their promised
hearing, owners are entitled to expect some
consideration, such as the appointment of a

competent person to inquire into the

questions and report what amendments
should be made to the scheme, without delay.

Such an act, freely made, would restore th«

necessary confidence. I should not object

to the present chairman, or the city surveyor,

now they know the facts, or the county

surveyor. The matters are quite easy of

settlement by a few minutes' conversation en

the ground.
I am aware 1 have great odds against me ;

but I have justice on iny side, which I know
all really want.
Some owners, in the more remote parts of

the area, profit by the scheme, their land

being opened up by the projected new ring

road, etc., and they have the double

advantage that they are not compelled to go

to the expense of developing their back
lands; but on the estate mentioned eight of

the ten new roads are obliged to be com
pleted, at a total cost of about £15,O0B.

It is a mistake to suppose landowners are

antagonistic to town planning. It is the

methods they dislike. They are blamed for

overcrowding and everything that goes wrong

socially, and unnecesary obstacles are put in

the way of development. Small and larg»

houses 'were originally crowded together all

the world over for mutual protection, and

because everyone had to walk. Owing to

legislation and by-laws, even two houses can

not be built on two acres of wholly back lami

without first getting the authorities' approval

for a new road, which in this city costs about

£400 an acre, more or less, without the cost

of land for the approaches.

Many surveyors to local authorities appear

to have vied with each other in recent years

to see who could design the most expensive

road, causing a great waste. These things,

which landowners have little power over,

make it more difficult for the population to

grade up from the slums.

As to the South Birmingham proposed

scheme of 8,000 acres, the owners being n

strong body, and knowing through their

surveyors of the methods, procedure, etc., in

East 'Birmingham, recently voted against the

application being made.
I cannot suppose the Local Government

Board would deal more harshly with my
clients because I have made these statements

public. I write this letter purposely without

their knowledge, so that, if 1 saw their

interests were likely to suffer in consequence

I should immediately resign the agencies, two

of which I and my forefathers have held for

over a hundred years.— I am. etc.,

RiCHAHD FOWLKR, F.S.I.

118, Colmore-row , Birmingham.

The death occurred on November 11 of Mr
Hgnry Benallidi. who has been for the past 20

years' one of Guelph's foremost contractors. The

deceased was born in Truro, Cornwall, England,

iu 1843. and went to Canada when a young man.

The parishioners of St. George's, UravesenJ.

are about to apply for a faculty for the erection

in the east wall of the .Tewish Church of two

stainnd-glas--. windows in memory of the Princess

Pocahonta. The cxnenses. .£400. will be defrayed

by the Virginia Branch of the Colonial Dames ot

America.
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LEQAL. INTELLIQKNCE.
1 ii.VlK.U mus I I.AIM UN LLANDUDNO

(OUNclL. An .u-ium iii tlu- lliyli Conil.
Iii'tween .Mv. M A. Bo^^^^•ll, llu- lonlnutur liu-

iIh' t'rai^'-v-ilon suwei-iigc works, ami tlie Lliui-
iiiiliKi llrliun Council, wliicli was uxpueted to
ojne on this week in London, has bi'en settled.

I hi- i-ontrurt also iiuliuKil crrlain works of
-nrfac-r ilraina^'.-. The phuiilill iIhimumI .f2.50ll.
ilu' yroatt'i- pari of wlnili was for oxtra piling
mhI punipini; on I hi' West Short', owing to tho
1^'iiTi.l IhriMi.^'li whiili liir sowi-r had lo be laid

rio\ in;4 lo III- iiniiksand lo a grcatur extent than
"as cxiH-rled. The setUoment was on tho basis of
ihr couni-il pa.vint; .fJ.OoO.

KOX V. INLAND REVKNUE COJaMIS-
^U)NERS.—Thr award of tin- Ofliuial Referee,
Mr. H. M. Cobb. ['VS.!., in this appeal has jiisl
l»'i'n issued. Mr. E. E. Fox appealed aL-iiinsI,
the provisional valuation of a residential pro-
I'Ttv al Hawk's Hill. Leatherhead. The
ippellant. Mr, Fox, purehased the properly for
t:;t.()U(). and two months later disposed of 'it In
.^lr. Sal.irnan for .f4,,')00. niakinu a prolil, of
tl.oOO. The provisional valuation served on Mr.
Fox jdaeed loo low a value on I he property,
which meant thai hi' would be saddled with
ineremeni value duly. The appellant claimed a
n>ss value, .fa. 1)91 ; total value in-nlal C>7() al, 18

irs' purehase>. i;4.«60; showinu' full site value
"1 t:4..")4r.

:
and an assessable site value, £4,314,

The Commissioners snbimlled tiijures showin- a
•,'ross value. .t'4.0o6: lolal value, .t'3.826 ; and
tnll site value. .13,583. .Mr. Cobb, in his award,
iitlcs as follows: -Gross value .f4.629; total
>abu'. .t;4,398: dilTerence between ;;ross value
led value of the fee simnle of the land divested

'_1 buildings and trees, .{;621 ; full site value,
t; 1.008; itssessable site value. .L"3,7(7,

MANCHESTER BUILDER OBTAINS -V

RULE AGAINST THE CORPORATION -On
I'ucsday IMr, .luslice Bray and Mr .lustice Lush
liear an ex-parle niolion bv Mr, Ravner

1 Goddard on behalf of .Mr "Thomas Il'enrv
I Halsall, builder, of Smedley-lane, Cheethani,

"lancliesler. for a rule nisi for maiidaiiitis eallinR
n|iun Ihe LorilMayor and cnrporatioii of Man"
ehesler lo consider and determine certain plans.
Counsel said plans were submitted lo the cor-
piiration on August 13 with reference to the
laying out of certain new streets within the

I

city. Mr. Halsall submilled plans earlier in the
year, and they were approved by the corpora-
tion; but It was afterwards found impracticable
hnanciallv lo excavate lo the gradient shown
on Ihe plans. Other plans, showing streets lo
be eul-de-sacs. w.'re acrordiugly submilled in
August; liul they were rejected on Ihe ground
I hat I hey were nol satisfactory under by-law 3
IIkiI by-law staled: " Kvery person who siiall lav
out a new '.treet shall lay oul sui'h street free
from any ereclioii thereon, and al such level as
will all'ord Ihe easiest practical gradienl Ihrough-
oiil lis entire lenu'lh for Ihe purpose of securing
ea.sy and convenient means of eommiinicatiou
with any oilier street or iiilendcd street with
which such new street may be connecled, or mav
be intended to be connecled, and as will allow
ot compliance with llie provisions of any public
or any local sialiile or by-law in fm-ce within
(he city for (he regulation of new streets and
buildings." In these circunistances. added
counsel, the corporation thought that the builder
miisl ha\e regard lo a street or streets wjiich
might al some time be laid oul or intended lo be
laid out al Ihe en.l of Ihe cul-de-sacs; bul. (hal
eoiild not apply because there coiilil be no other
street or mlendiul streets with which these cul-
de-sacs could be cnniiecied. Their Lordships
granted (he rub'

HUILDKRS' CLAIM IN ARBITRATION
I" (he Kings Bench Uivision.il Court recenflv,
luslices Bray and Lush hail before thom "a
motion by Mr. W. M. G. Singer, of Norman
Court, near Salisbury, to set aside the award of
an arbitrator (Mr. H. II. Wigglesworlh) in a
dispute between Messrs. Trollopc and Colls
Ltd. (builders) and hini.self. Mr. Sankey said il
was an appeal by Mr. Singer to set kside an
award ot the arbitrator or remit il to him. The
dispute liad reference lo cerlain repairs lo
Aorman Court, and the main grounds of the
appeal were that Ihe arbitrator acted in excess
of his jurisdiction, and I hal there was an I'rror
on the face of Ihe award. The arbitration went
on for an unconscioniible lime, and Ihe award
complained nf wa^ made on Mav 1 last, in favour
ot the builders. The claimants in the arbitration— Messrv Trollope and Colls, Ltd.—were well-Known London builders, and two contracts
between them anil Mr. Singer were discussed
rhrre was a corifraci dalerl Feb, 12. 1909. under
wliicli Uk' building o|,eralions and Ihe arbilra-
loii nroceedings look [ilace, and bv (hal contract

tlie buil.lers wore lo carrv oul cerlain altera-
tions to Mr. Singer's mansion for £7 789 Sub.
sequenlly (here was anolher contract, of which

lime was the essence, and eventually a dispute
arose, which went to arbilratioii Their lord-
ships heard what Mr, Hudson had to say for the
builders, and ad.ioiirncd the hearing pending the
decision of a special case lo be stated before
another -Iiidge. Tim special case was heard by
Mr. .lustice C'hannel in ihe King's Bench Division
on Miniday. when his Lordship decided the
mailer in favour of the builders, and enlereil
judgment for I hem with costs.

ARCHlTECr FINED FOR NoN-DEl'oSIT
i)F M()DEL-l DI'TAGE PLANS Al Chelms.
ford Coiinlv Bench on Fridav. .Mr. .\rnoKI
Mitchell, FR,I,H,A,, of 17, llaiiov<r-M|uare. W .

who resides at The X'ineyards, Great Baddow.
near Chelmsford, was siinimoned by the Chelms-
ford Rural District Council for creeling a
collage al Great Haddow wilhoiil lirsl sub-
milling plans. The cottage was not built for
habitiition, bul as an example of what could be
provided al acosl of .i'lM). Mr. Nahlretl. for

the rural council, explained that on Septenibir
21 a Mr, Mitchell wrote (o the surveyor of (he
rural council, JIi, DewhiirsI, informing him liial

he was building an aviary on one of his paddocks
at Great Baddow. Cerlain buildings, including
aviaries, were exempt from the by-laws Mr
Dewhursl afterwards saw the plans, and in-

spected what was going on. On Se[)lemlicr 22
Mr Devvhurst wrote to Mr. Mitchell, pointing
oul that chimneys were being formed, which
were nol allowed in aviaries, and that Ihe
building was a model cottage to which the bv-
laws applied The clerk was directed lo write to
.Mr .Mitiliell, informing him that the council
could nol accede lo his rec|uesl not to submit
plans. On Oct, 27. Mr. Mitchell replied that hi'

was advised that the cottage did not come
within the by-laws, and Ihe council decided to
lake proceedings againsi him. On November ,")

Mr Mitchell .h'liosiled (he [dalls. which I he
council found were not in accordance with Ihe
by-laws in several respects; they ollered, how-
"\'er, to license the building for one year, on
condition that il, was used for exhibition only
,Mr. NaldrcK added (hal llierac( (lia( a, biiildiiig
was erected for exhibilion did nol lake il mil of
the by-laws, for if i( were sold, or if Mr, Miichiil
changed his mind, il might be inhabited. Mr
,1. DewhirsI, the surveyor, then gave evidenre
.'Vnswering Mr, Mold, who appeared for defend-
iin(. he said thai Ulere was never any secrecy with
regard to (he building Mr, :\lilcli'ell mentioned
to him that he na,s pulling up a model cottage
for a sum of about ,£nO. Mr. Mold : That
would be a cheap price for a good collage habit-
able for the working classes':'- 1 am not ore-
pared to say that -It is of an exlremely original
design P—The size of Ihe collage niay be
original, bul Ihe design is certainly not. The
witness added the council were unanimous in
asking Mr. Mitchell lo submit plans; but on the
resoliilion (o prosecule. 13 voted in favour of the
resnlulion and B againsi, Al (he nieeling on
November II. after Ihe plans had been sent in,

Mr, Duflield. the clerk, advised Hull the mallei
should be allowed to drop. Mr. P. T. Harrison,
borough surveyor, Chelmsford, said he had
pointed out to Mr. Milchell (hal the building
was a cottage, Mr, ;\liiclu'll originally came to
iiim. under the mistaken idea that hi- was. the
o'licial concerned Mr. Milchell said he did not
wish I o submit plans, because he did nol wish the
plans lo be made public before the building was
up. The witness did not suggest that Mr.
Mitchell should describe Ihe building as an
iviarv, - Mr \ S Dulheld, clerk lo the Chelms-
ford Rural DislricI Council, also gave evidence
In answer to Mr. Mold, witness said he advised
the council to lei the mailer drop, as lliey had
attained their olijecl.-Mr. Mold said his client
held the view that he could build a model for
exhiliition purposes only and thai there was no
obligation lo submit plans. He was anxious to
solve a very serious housing diniciiltv. The by-
laws did not allow of the erection of buildings
which were nermilled in other localilies. He
Iherefore determined lo build, simply and solely
for exhilution piii poses, a model cottage, lo show
peopli what couM li" done if the by-laws were
aniended. If Ihe Bench were againsi him upon
the fads, he Mibniilled that, in a case in which
a gentleman of position had a public-spirited
ohjecl. il was loo trivial a case to bring before
Ihe Court, and (hat in their discretion tho
Bench mighl dismi.ss the ease.- Mr. Mitchell said
when he came to Baddow he found that it cosl
8s. 4d. per week for a collage for his gardener.
He therefore thought he would Irv to erect a
collage lo let al a less rent; but. .after studying
the local bv-lnws. he found he could not creel
a colliiee for habitation al .flit), and Iherefore
he decided to pul up a model. His obiecl was lo
show what could be buill with only reasonable
reslriclions. ami what could now ' be done in
many olher districts. He had never had any
iiilenlion to break any by-laws, and when he
saw (hal Ihe council had unanimously decided

(o ask for plans he sent them in, although, in

his view, they were not necessary. The Bench
convicted, and iini'tKed a line of 20s and costs.

PRO.JEC'1'ING WALL IN THE STK.\ND.-
Before Mr. luslice Eve, in the Chancery Divi-
sion. Jlr. Hermann .\ppenrodl, occupier of 75,

Strand, London, brought an aclion against Ihu
Loiuiou t'ounly Council, which was heard on
Novemlicr 24 to 27, claiming a declaration that
ihe wall now being the east or Hank wall ol lliii

premises was his proparly, Unit such wall was
nol a parly-wall, and Ihal Ihe defeiidanls had
no estate or inleresi in Ihe wall, and olher
relief It appeared that by a lease diiteil

December, 1898, 73. Strand, and certain vaults
were demised lo one Birney for a term of 60
years In I9II the plaiiitill became possessed pt
the premises for the residue of the torm,
Phiiniill said ilial under the Sirand Improve-
ment .\cl, 18911. 7G, Sirand, and other premisOH
were aci|iiired and by reason of those improve-,
nients the easiern wall of bis promises was now'
;in external wall llironglioiil its whole height and
dcplh. In gi\ing judgment, Mr, , lustice Eve .saiil

Ihe iiuestion involved was the owiiershi]) of the
wall which fornicrly separated 75 and 76. Strand.
Ill his view there was nppiirlenanl lo the silo
estate of No 76 some interest in the wall. Tho
plainlilf had failed to make out a case that he
was the sole owner of the wall, or that the
defendants had no estate or interest in it. He
ilhe .liidgei (iuiiight lliey (defendants) had. The
plainlilt had said ho wished (o have the extent
of Ihe right and interest dilermiiied. If tho
defendants wished a determination upon that,
he (his Lonlsliip) was preparnl lo insert in' the
order Ihe conclusion al which he had arrived.
If lliey dlrl nol. Ihe proper course was lo dismiss
the action with costs. Mr. Mac.Morran said thai
left matters in a worse position than before, and
he accordingly asked Unit Ihe respective interests
be determined Mr Maugham said he should
nol ask for (lia(. The Council had at present
only resisted the action, and he did not know
what attitude they would take up. — Mr. Mne-
morniu: That means further aclion lo have il.

dilermiued what iiar( of (he wall is wilhin your
Lordship's decision- His Lordship: The difend-
anls do nol wish me to do it. I must dismiss tho
aclion with costs.

IMPOlll'ANT DECISION ON APPEAL AS
to UNDEVELOPED LAND DUTY. In the
Court ot .\ppcal on Monday, judguient was
delivered by Ine .Master of Ihe Rolls and Lords
.luslices Swinfen Eady and I'hillimore in the
acliou Southend - on - Sea Estates tloinpany,
Limited. V. Ihe Commissioners of Inland
Uevenuc In thus case, the comiiaiiy appealed
from a decisiun of a referee under Ihe Financo
1 1909-101 Act. 1910. on an appeal lo him against
an assessment for uiide\ eloped laud duly, Tho
company were the owners ot cerlain agricultural
laud in the parish of Soiilhchurch. which lliey
had leased lo one William Beulall for seven
years from Scplember 29. 1904, The lease con-
tained a coveiianl reserving (o Ihe lessors libcriy
to resume pos.sessioii of certain portions of the
moperty, the lessors agreeing to allow for all
land so taken an abalemeni from Ihe rent of
C2 per acre. It was admideil (lia( Ihe lessors
did nol. as a mailer of fad. during (he currency
of the lease, require Ihe land for building
purposes. The Referee under the Finance Act
held that Ihe lessors had power under the
I'ovenaul lo resume possession of the land for
building and for other purposes coniicded with
the laying out of Ihe land for building, and
that, therefor", il did nol come within the
proviso lo Section 17. Sub-sedioii 5. of Ihe
Finance il909-IOi Ad. 1910, I he company being
conseipiendy assessable (o the duly. Section
17. Siib.sedion 6, of (he Acl provides as
follows: "Where agrieull Ural land is al
Ihe lime of Ihe passing of this Acl held
under a tenancy originally created by a
lease or agreement made or entered into before
April 30, 1900. uniliveloped bind duty shall not
be charged on the sile value nt the land durin'4
the original lerm of that lease or agreemeni
while the tenancy continues thereunder. Pro-
vided that where the landlord has power to
delermine Ihe leiiancy of Ihe whole or any pari
of Ihe land Ihe lenancy of the land or thai part
of the land sh.ill nol be deemed for Ihe purposes
of this provision lo continue after the earliest
dale after the commeneemeni of this Act at
which il is possible lo delermine Ihe tenancy
under that power. On behalf of Ihe company it

was argued Ihal as Ihe company did nol waul
the land for buildin;'. I hey had no power lo
resume possession, and thai if Ihe compnny had
given notice under the covenant il could have
been restrained iiy injimclion from re-enlering
On behalf of Ihe Crown, however, it was sub-
milled Ihal as the company had Ihe power lo
delermine Ihe lenancy. Ihe fad Ihal il did nol
want lo exercise the power was immnlerial. for
the company mighl want lo. and had Ihe power
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lo, exercise it for buildiiiy ami oilier purposes,

ilr. Justice Scrutton, in tlie Court below, in dis-

missing the company's appeal, said that

Section 17, .Sub-section 3, of the Act assumed
that the landlord had power to determine, which
meant power under the lease absolute or con-

ditional. He did not think that the fact that a

landlord who had the power to determine did

not desire to do so, made it impossible for him
lo determine that he was liable to the duty.

From this decision the company now appealed.

Mr. ilawke, K.C., and Mr. W. Allen appeared
on behalf of the appellants, and the -Attorney-

General and Mr. Finlay for the Crown (the re-

spondents). Their TiOrdships allowed the appeal

with costs, holding that on the construction of

the lease, and having regard to the provisions of

Section 17. Sub-section 5. of the Finance
(1909-10) Act, 1910, the appellants were not liable

to be assessed in respect of the demised land
during the currency of the lease,

LEADENHALL - STREET WIDENING,-An
arbitration has been held before the City

Recorder in the claim made against the Corpora-
tion by the Fines Trustees, as to the compulsory
sale of Nos, 59 and 60, Leadenhall-street for

street-widening purposes. Mr. Freeman, K.C.,
and Mr. Courthope-Munroe appeared for the

claimants: Sir Edward Clarke. K.C., and Mr,
Duncan Wallace tor the Corporation. For the
claimants the value of the two houses used as a

restaurant and offices was estimated at £14,076.
with a customary allowance of 10 per cent, for

forced sale, making £15,483 in all. Mr. Howard
.Martin. F.S.I., Mr. Howard t'hatfeild Clarke.
F.R.I.BA., and Mr. Vigers, F.R.S.I., supported
the claim. For the Corporation Mr. Samuel
Walker valued the two buildings at £11,874, in-

cluding 10 per cent, for forced sale. Mr. C. A.
Lang (Messrs. Jones, Lang, and Co.) and Mr.
Richard Ellis gave corroborative evidence. A
settlement was made by mutual agreement at
this stage, under which the Corporation pay
£13,000 compensation and costs, while the
claimants will receive and retain the rents until
possession was taken.

At St. Austell Rural District Council meeting
on Friday, Mr. S. R. Hooper, 28, of Malmesbury,
Wilts, was appointed district surveyor, at a com-
mencing salary of £120, in succession to the late
Mr. J. H. Rowe.
The contractors for the proposed Hotwells

Improvement scheme of the Bristol Corporation,
Jlessrs. W. C'owlin and Son, of that city, are com-
mencing operations this week. The contract
period is six months.

The town-hall committee of the Manchester
Corporation have appointed Mr. J. B. L. Meek,
of Manchester, as deputy surveyor in the
engineering department of the city surveyor's
office, at a salary of £750.

Foot-passenger subways constructed by the
City Corporation under Cannon-street at the
.junction of this thoroughfare with Queen
Vicloria-street were opened on Tuesday by the
Lord Mayor. They have cost £15,000. Mr. Basil
Mott, M.I.C.E., is the engineer, and the con-
tractors were Messrs. Mitchell Brothers, Limited.

Mr. R. Bucknell, of the Local Government
Board, will hold an inquiry in Birmingham on
Monday next, into an app"lication by the Cor-
poration for power to borrow £3,663 for the new
Weights and Measirres offices which it is pur-
posed to erect in Corporation-street, and £3,750
for the provision of an underground convenience
at Aston Cross.

The annual election and banquet of the
Central New York Chapter, A. I. A., was held on
November 2 at the College of Architecture.
Cornell University, Ithaca. The officers elected
were: I'resident, Samuel Hilger. Auburn- vice-
presidenl, Edwin S. Gordon. Rochester; secre-

Si','-^'."',
^- f'^S'"' Syracuse; treasurer, Howard

^\
.
Cutler, Rochester; member executive com-

mittee, H. L, Brockway, Syracuse.

The offer of £15,000 by the Carnegie trust for
the erection of four new branch public libraries
Ml Nottingham was accepted by the city council

ine proposal of the Free Libraries
on Monda'
Committee is to acquire a site in the M.^adows,
one between Lenton and Radford, another to
serve he dis rict of Buhvell, Old Basford, and
.^ovcntry-road, and a fourth to serve Carrington,
the Haydn-road district, and New Basford.
At Wednesday's nieeling of the Carmarthen-

shirc Roads Committee delegates who had inter-

trB'i rd
'^""'^ '?,"'"'' '" ^''""'°" sported thattie Boaid was willing lo give £28,000, half ot

.0 estimated co.st of improving the surfaces othe trunk roads of the counly,°l,„t refused anygrant for straightening numerous curves, as the'y
held that dangerous corners were a check oil
motorists speed. The offer was. after some dis-
cussion, accepted.

i^nx HUnstrattons.

BUniSil COLUMBIA BUILLII.NG,
KEGK.XT STREET, W.

tills line site lias been iiequirod by the

(.;()\eriiiiieiit of British CJohiniljia, lit a cost

reported at £75,0110, to erect their Exhibition

Hall and offices. Tile plot is situatud at

the comer of Regent-street and Charles-

street. The ground Hoor will be occupied by

the Exhibition Hall. 87ft. by 42ft., where will

be placed cxliibits of the products of British

ground-floor story supporting the super-
structure. A leading teature is the large
enriched cornice at the hftli Hoor level. Be-
tween the windows immediately below this
cornice carved panels, iudiciitive of the in-

dustries of British Columbia, will stand out
in bold relief. The front facing Regent-
street is broken by a central bay over the
main porch. Surmounting the entrance in

this porch the arms of Britisli C:olunibia will
occur, and on the poreli will be placed a
group of figures indicating Justice, Industry,
and j-'rogress, This groiip will be iiiodelled
and carved by an eiuineut sculptor. The

R U E. i5

BRITISH COLUMBIA BUILDING, REGENT STREET, SM.
Mr. Alfrkd Bi'RK. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Columbia, as shown by the accompanying
plan. In the centre of the front facing
Regeiit-btreet the main entrance to this ball
is to be placed, and from the hall the stair
case and lift will lead to the olBces to be
occupied by the Agent-General to the
(iovernnient"of British Columbia. In Regent-
street and Charles-street there willal.so be
additiniml entrances leading by staircases and
lifts to the offices on the uppp'r llnnr.s. 'Well
lighted storerooms will he provided in tlie

basement, with freight lifts from the ground
floor, one leading from Regent-street and the
oHirr from Charles-street. The Exhibition
lliill will be treated with columns, pilasters,
iiii enriched ceiling, and a marble floor. The
style adopted for the exterior is in Italian
Renaissance, with columns to the lofty

fronts will be faced with Portland stone, and
the Mansard roof with green slates. The
building will be heated with radiators and

fitted with electric light. The lifts will be

on the ' push-button " safety principle. The
floors, roof, and staircase will be of fireproof

construction, and there being a staircase at

each end of the building, ample provision will

be provided for escape in the event of fire.

The architect is Mr. Alfred Burr, F.R.I. B.A.,

ot 85, Gower-street, Vf.C.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. LONDON:
NEW BUILDING FOR THE SCHOOL
OF ARCHITECTURE.
The new buildings for the University of

Loudon include the new School of Archi-
tecture at Unixersity College, which houses
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Ihu (.(imbiiieil sclioiils <if Uiiisi-r.sity College
aird Kin^j's College, aiul these extensions also
uill aeeoniniodate the Kugenios and Engineer-
ing departments in Gower - street. The
Architeetnral School joins on to the
north wing of the College, occupied by
I lie Slade School. The elevation to Gower-
-iieet is faced with Portland stone, and
)~ designed to harmonise with the design
"[ the qnadrangle. It is not, however, a copy
"I it. a.s the pilasters of the quadrangle are
miitted. except in the pavilion. Small
windows are added on the second floor, the
I'wls of the floors are different, and some
111' the detail has been modified. The pavilion,
which nnxkes a good featnre and gives a relief
to the skyline, was a practical necessity on
the quadrangle site, to stop the irregular roof
outline of the existing north wing. It is the
Hist of the four pavilions which are required
to complete the front. By permission of the
I..C.C. these project 1ft.' fiin. bcvoiid the
liiiilding line. The principal lighting to the
^••coiid floor on the (iowrr strci't front i^ li\ a

required. If is intended to use some of these

rooms at an early date for a Depurtmcnt of

Town I'lanning. The cast gallery and studios

are exceptionally well-lighted, and the latter

are fitted with specially-designed working
benches. 'I'he collections of books, models,

samples of materials, casts, etc., already

possessed by the two existing schools at

University College and King's College are

being considerably increased, and the equip-

ment will be complete and thoroughly up to

date. University College, owing to its

central position, its Engineering Labora-
tories, Slado School' of Kinc Art, New
Modelling Studios about to be constructed,

School of Hygiene, Department of Archffio-

logy, and lectures and classes on general

subjects, offers special facilities for a full

and comprehensive course of architectural

education. The view which we give of the

whole fagade in Gowerstreet, with the upper
part of University College, surmounted by its

well known dome, showing aliove the recently

iTcctril ;llld inteiidcrl frolita'Je bllildillL'S. was

an: iil.->u provided. (In the ia>l side of the

cnginehouse is the hose-tower, a bathroom,
and lavatory accommodation. The whole
forms a square and compact block. Without
increasing the height of the buildings a com-
fortable recreation room has been economic-
ally provided in the roof, this room being
entered from a separate staircase having
access from the street and engine-house.
Automatic opening manhole doors are fitted

in the floor of the recreation room, and
sliding-polcs connect this room and the

cnginehouse. lletached from the station, but
connected by a covered passage, there is a

house for the superintendent, containing
sitting-room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
bathroom, and three bedrooms, and fronting

upon the side street are two cottages for the

whole-time engineers. A switchboard has

been constructed, upon which are placed

direct telephone call-bells from the various

works in the town that have been connected,

and from all licensed places of amusement,
etc. Upon receipt of a "call " the officer on

CK\TR.\L KlRE-SrATlOX, BARROW- I.\-FUR\ ESS : RECREATION' ROOM. Mr. AuTiri k Rack. Architect.

continuous skylight behind the parapet and
the attic of the pavilion. The greater part of

the back of the building faces the open .space

between the north wing and the new
Chemistry Laboratory, and the windows here
are as large as was possible. The majority of

the doors and windows are in oak. also the
treads and risers of the staircase. The eon-
tractors were Messrs. Perry and Co. (Bow-),

Ltd., who also executed all the Oregon pine
fittings for studios, lecture-rooms, library,

etc. The terrazzo dado on tlie staircase was
executed by the Art Pavements and Decora-
tions, Ltd. ; it is of good colour and looks

extremely well. The architect was Professor
F. M. Simpson. F..R.I.B.A. This building
for the School of •\rchitecture of the Uni-
vcrsit}' of London is the largest and most
complete of its kind in the United Kingdom,
and provides accommodation for over 100
students, and includes : Three large studios

(50ft. square, 35ft. l)v 22ft., 27ft. by 29ft.),

for both ordinary and advanced students. A
museum, 50ft. square. .4 cast gallery, 48ft.

by 28ft. A library. .Soft, by 22ft. A 'lecture

theatre. 46ft. by 28ft.. with two screens for

double lanterns. A classroom, 27ft. by 19ft.

An entrance-hall, 27ft. by 19ft. There are
aLso private rooms for professors and
lecturers, a diagram room, dark-room, cloak-
rooms, lavatories, and additional rooms for
new dmclopments,' which can he utilised as

exhibited at the Royal Academy last .season
by Professor Simpson. The design of the
original buildings, which were erected in

1827, was by W. Wilkins. R.A. (1778-1839),
the architect of the National Gallery, which
cost £100,000, and was built in 1832. The
plans given among our illustrations to-day
show the four main floors of this new School
of Architecture.

NEW CENTRAL FIRE - STATION,
BARROW-IN-FURNESS.

The accommodation provided in this
building, as illustrated by the plans and
photographs and elevations given to-day, is

as follows: An engine-house, 65ft. by 35ft.,

with accommodation for four engines, fire-

escape, hose-carrier, and ambulance van, the
external doors to the engine-house being
arranged to open and fold back automatic-
ally. Behind the engine-house is provided a
washing space, 48ft. by 15ft.. covered with a

glass roof, supported by cantilever brackets,
thus dispensing with the necessity for pillars.

Conveniently arranged on the west side of
the engine-house, and witli separate access
from the street, is a duty room 14ft. by 12ft..

in which the telephonic apparatus is placed,
this room being arranged so as to overlook
the engine-house, and to be adjacent to the
superintendent's office, 18ft. by 12ft. A
workshop. 23ft. Gin. by 18ft.. and a storeroom

duty can instantaneously ring up the whole
of the men at their houses, and also summon
the men from the recreation room and the
engine-house. A switchboard controlling the
electric lights in the building and yard is also
arranged on the same board. The workshop
is provided with a motor-pit, and a steel
overhead beam and suspended travelling
crane, blacksmith's hearth. lathe and
drilling machine, for executing necessary
repairs on the spot. The hose-tower is 10ft.

Square inside, with a clear height of ,50ft..

around which a concrete staircase is con-
structed, and provision is made for hoisting
the hose and drying same. This tower will

also be used for fire-drill. A drill-yard con
taining 645 square yards, is supplied with a
water-tank and hydrant, fed from a 6in.

main. The materials used in the construction
of the buildings have been selected with
regard to first and maintenance costs, and to
the fact that in times of fire-drill the exterior
of the station will be subject to pressure of

water from powerful fire-engine pumps. The
external work is of Huncoat and Askani
bricks, relieved with buff terracotta
dressings. Terracotta was chosen partly on
account of its suitability under circumstances
previously described, and partly owing to 't

being necessary to introduce a certain amount
of ornamental work, which would be done in

ornamental terracotta at about the same rate
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CF.XTRAT. KIRK STATION, RARRriW INIT'RXKSS. i\[i-. Arthii: Raci-. Aivliil,,!.

lis plain terracolla. Tlio roofs arp slated
uitli Hrcpii Westmorland slates. Tlic floor of
Mm oiigiiie-lioiise is paved with "Adamiiiit"
(linkers on a lied of eoiierete, and the yards
are eonstriieted of eorieretp in sitn. The floor
of file telephone room is of

"
'I'errainant."

and III!' »nperinterident's office and the
reereation room are floored wifli piti-hpine
hlooks on eonerete. The walls of the engine-
honse are faeed internally with glazed lirieks.

The huilding is lieuted on tlu' hot water low-
pressnre system, with wroiight-iron pipes and
rndintors, and the ventilation is on an
approved system. The buildings are lighted
thronghont bv electricity. The cost of the
station eomplete, excluding land, is about
10,000. The land ccst £1.449. The con-
tractors for the work were: Excavator,
drainer, conerotor. bricklayer, and terracotta
setter. Mr. .Toe \eal. Carpenter and joiner,
Mr. IT. T3ritton. Slater and plasterer. Mr.
W. II. Paul. Iroiifounder. Messrs. T. Black-
hnrn and Sons. Preston. Plumber, painter.

and glazier, Mrs. M. A. Ross. Mason. Mr.
(i. Varley. The terracotta work is Bnrman-
tofts, made by the Leeds l<'ire Clay Com]Kiiiy.

.\fr. T. P. Tyson was elerk of works. The
buildings have been designed and carried out
l)y tile borough engineer and .surveyor's

department, under the supervision of Mr.
.\rthur llaee.

"KINGS" CHAPEL ENTRANCE AND
THE FOUNTAIN COURT. TRINITY
COLLEGE. CAMBRIDGE.
Last week we gave four views from Cam-

bridge chosen from the .set of sketches in

black and white for which "the Club Prize"
of the Roval College of Ai't Sketch Club was
awarded to Mr. W. M. Keesey. A.R.C.A., of
Bedford Park, one of the masters of the
Architectural Association Schools, West-
minster. To-day we give two other drawings
from the same series, also from Cambridge,
graphically representing two subjects familiar
to all who have visited this University.

CHIPS.
The late Mr. .lohn George Marston. of 175,

Mere-road. Leicosfer. builder, left personalty
iimountinii to £28.257,

.\ committee of Mie Chelmsford corporation

has been appoint pil to report upon any sites

which may be available for a new lown-hall and
municipal offices.

Messrs. S. Douglas Meadows. .T. Rowland Hill.

and Thomas .Tones have been appointed archi-

tectural assistant and fa'st and second engineer-
' ing assistants, respectively, in the Ipswich
I borough engineer and surveyor's department.

' At a meeting of the Royal Society of Painters

in Water Colours on Saturday. Mr. Altrea

Parsons, R.A., landscapist. was chosen as Presi-

I

dent in succession to Sir Ernest Waterlow. who
resigned the post for reasons of health. Mr.
Parsons, who is 66 years of age. was elected a

full Academician two years ago. Mr. Frank
Brangwyn. A.R..-V.. whose vigorous seascapes are

so well known, was elected on Monday night to

the Presidency of the Royal Society of British

Artists, in place of the late Sir Alfred East.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ARCHITECTUHAr- ASSOCIATION OP
IRELAND. Tile aiimiai "Green Book" cl'

the Architectural Association of Irelaiul has
as frontispiecp ii characteristic portrait of
the newlv-electecl president. Professor W. .\.

Scott, F.R.I.B.A.. A.K.H.A.. who is the son
of an architect, and was articled, it states,
to Sir Thomas Deane and Son, and after-
wards passed a few years as assistant to the
architect of the London County Council. In
1902 he returned to Dublin to engage in prac-
tice. His works include Sliiddali Church,
the O'Growney Mausolt-uni at Maynooth
College, Enniskillen Convent Chapel, the
hostel at Lough Dergli, additions to Lord
Killanin's residence, the Diocesan College,
Galway. and a garden-city near Kilkenny.
The si.xteenth annual report of the com-
mittee records that the revi\al of interest in

the association, which was indicated in the
last report, has been well maintained. The
new members number ten, there have been
two resignations, while four members have
been struck off the roll under by-law 12, The
total membership now stands at ninetv si.\,

anfl seven candidates are awaiting election.
Eight general meetings were held during the
se.ssion. In the Class of Design the first prize
was awarded to Mr. C. B. Ward, and the
second to Mr. M. McCuUogh. Mr. C. D. B.
Ward also gained vice-president's prize. The
employment register has been largely availed
of. and employment has been found for every
member whose name was placed thereon. The
annual excursion was held at Liverpool, when
a most interesting programme was arranged
by Professor Reilly. The lecture-hall has
been redecorated and improved, and the
question of enlarging it is under eonsidera
tion. The hon. treasurer's report shows that
the association's financial condition has been
much strengthened. Particulars are given
of the classes of the association, at which
lectures are given by Mr. George P. Skinner,
Mr. ,1. Burke, and the visitors. Messrs.
Caulfeild Orpen. Lucius O'Callaghan, and
the president,

CORROSION AND RUSTING OF IRON.
—Mr. Eric K. Rideal, in a paper read on
Monday evening before the Society of

Engineers, on " The Corrosion and Rusting
of Iron," contended that one of the most
prolific causes of accident in iron structures
was attack by rusting and corrosion. It was
only comparatively recently that the various
factors going to make up the phenomenon of
rusting had been systeniaticaliy investigated.
He favoured the electrical view, basing it on
the principle that all metals show a definite
tendency varying with the metal and the
solvent to go into solution even in pure water.
In this process the iron became electrically
charged, the dissolved portion, in the form
of electrified particles, or " ions," taking on
an opposite charge. An electrical balance
would soon be reached and solution stopped ;

but it was possible for equilibrium to be dis-

turbed by the setting up of a large number
of cells all over the surface of the metallic
plate. These would consist of two metals in

contact having a different tendency to go
into solution, and thus a complete electric

circuit would be formed and corrosion would
take place. He therefore regarded the
plating of iron with metals and the covering
of their surfaces with paints and varnishes
as means to prevent the formation of local

corrosion cells. He held that the various
methods of testing corrodibility were all open
to criticism, while the effect of additions to

pure iron had not been sufficiently well in-

vestigated for any definite conclusions on the
subject to be drawn.

MEDl.EVAL ROOFS.—A lecture on
" Mediaeval Roofs." illustrated by lantern
views, was given by Mr. F. E. Howard before
the Royal Archaeological Society on Wednes-
day. The varieties of roofs in the Middle
Ages were, he observed, enormous; but the
types, which merged into each other, might
he generalised in two main divisions as those
that were a dead weight on the walls and
those that tended to thrust the walls apart.

He feared there had been a misunderstanding
on the part of many modern writers as to the
principles of Mediaeval roof construction, and

this he attributed to failure to recognise the
limitations that beset the ancient carpenters.
The pegs that they used were useless to resist

tension or strain. Moreover, the carpenters'
trade was tlie most conservati\e in the world.
Yet it seemed that with all the mistakes in

construction, where there was failure it was
the walls that failed, and not the roofs, and
the rods across the nave under the roof that

appeared in some pictures were solely for the
support of the walls. Speaking of the barrel
roofs of the West of England, the lecturer
referred to examples of the thrust of the
gables in the nave roof being met by the
thrust of the aisle roof.s, and, with strong
walls, buttresses were of little use in these
eases. The Devonshire roofs had a charm of

their own, due to the curve of the rafters

and rich carving. Somerset had no uni
forinity of ennstrnction ; but a typical roof
was Hat and ornamented with small panels
and elaborate carving. Some of the wide
and lofty churches of East .A.nglia had roofs
of much interest, with arched braces,
hammer beams, and buttresses, the wall-posts
being brought down so that the thrust was
<'oiiveyed thrfingli the roofs of the aisles to

tlie buttresses. The (ioihie builders would
lia\<' succeeded in the perfect solution of a

difficult problem if thev had made the wall-

posts strong enough.

THE PARTHENON TEMPLE. Mr.
Banister F. Fh'tclier, K.IM.B.A., in his

lecture on the Parthenon at the British
Jlnsi'iiin, reviewed the historical events anil

tile tiiial \ielories of the Greeks over the
Persians, 4811 li.c, which led to the bnilrling

of the temple. The Acropolis rock of

.•\thens, no longer required as a military
fortress, became the sacred enclosure of the
gods. So the citizens voted supplies in the

.\ssembly for the building of the Parthenon,
and thus, in times of peace, architecture was
called to the service of the State. ' .-\rehi

tecture i-. an affair of material," Mr. Fletcher
observed, for with the beautiful marble avail-

able at .-Vthens architects and sculptors could

create the harmonies of form and symmetry
in column and architrave, roof and pediment,
moulding and ornament, frieze and metope,
colour and sculpture which go to the making
of the most characteristic and perfect of

Doric temples. Mr. Fletcher showed as

lantern views the details of the frieze of the

Panatheuaic procession, which vibrates with

."Athenian life. Knights a'nd musicians, priests

and youths, matrons and maids, cavalry and
chariots, magistrates and gods, all took part

in presenting the new peplos to the maiden
goddess.

ETCHING AND ENGRAVING.—At the

Victoria and .-Mbert Museum on Thursday
evening in last week a lecture on this subject,

illustrated by lantern slides, was delivered by

Sir Frank Short. R.A. The origin of

engraving might, the lecturer said, be ta"ken

as dating from the first part of the l.'itb

century, the earliest date known on any print

being 1446. He explained the special qualities

of prints from intaglio plates, pointing out

that a metal plate yielded a line varying from

the faintest of grey to the most solid of

black, and that all the lines on a proof from

it were actually in relief. The various forms

of engraving upon metal plates— etching,

aquatint, dry point, stipple, and mezzotint

—

were described in detail. The lecturer laid

considerable stress upon the proper printing

of etched or engraved work, and condemned
in strong terms the practice of leaving a large

amount of printer's ink upon the surface of

the plate, especially when this ink was dis

tributcd in an attempt to give tones that were

not expressed by actual work upon the plate.

Colour-printing was a hybrid art, without
dignity of true engraving and with only an
approximation to fine colour. Attention was
drawn to the comprehensive collection of

tools and materials used in etching and
engraving on view in Room 74 of the Museum.

»tm

The rural district council of Bromley, Kent, at

their last meeting, approved of the plans and
estimates prepared by Messrs. .\lfred Williams
and Son for the se\verae:e of West Wickham, and

i

agreed that application be made to the Local

,

Government Board for their sanction to the
borrowing of a loin of £5.465 for this purpose,

I

(Bm Office fable.

The French Ancient Monuments Act passed
ill 1887 is to be extended by a measure passed
on Friday by the Chamber of Deputies. The
new Bill provides for the publication every
ten years of the list of "classified" monu
ments. and creates a new form of classifica-

tion for monuments. In future no alteration

in buildings of this nature will be possible
without previous warning having been given
to the .-^dmnistration des Beaux .\rts. Powers
are given for the classification and, if neces-

sary, for the expropriation of buildings in

the neighbourbood of a historical monument
which destroy its appearance or threaten its

safety. If a proprietor objects to classifica-

tion the matter will be argued before the

Conseil d'Etut, and if that body decides in

favour of the Ministry of Fine Arts the
Courts may award the owner an indemnity
for any damage he may suffer. The provisions
of the law of 1887, dealing with the preserva
tion of works of art belonging to public
bodies and the State, have also been made
more stringent.

At Monday's meeting of the Kent Education
Committee a report was submitted recom-
mending the reorganisation of the Works
Sub committee. It was proposed that Works
"A" and Works "B" be amalgamated, and
that the whole business of the department for

the liiture be entirely under the architect,

Mr. W. H. Robinsoii. That the architect

should deal with all correspondence con-

nected with the Buildings Sub-committee,
and that in place of the present allowances
made to the architect for his travelling

expenses, an allowance be made sufficient to

cover the expenses attached to the keeping
of a motor car. These changes to come into

force on .lanuary 1, 1914. After a long dis

cnssion the report was adopted, with the

addition that the allowance made to Mr.
Robinson for a motor-car be £250 a year, in

lieu of the present allowance of £7.'? 10s.. in

addition to his salary of £400 a year.

The Birmingham City Council discussed at

great length the recommendation of the
general purposes committee that the

additional t(iti.l.i7 required for the com-
pletion of the Council House extension, be
borrowed. This was submitted a month ago,

when an amendment was adopted, referring

the figures relating to the extension back to

the committee for further and better par-

ticulars in reference to the cost of the work.
The committee gave effect to that decision by
bringing up a report giving voluminous
details, and renewing their recommendation
respecting the borrowing of the £66,I.i7

necessarv for the completion of the work.
They now reported that all the expenditure
on buildings and e(|uipnient had been
autborisetl either by the council or the com
uiittee before the money was spent; that

the final cost of buildings and equipment
together was less than the accepted tenders,

although there were several material altera-

tions approved by the council— e.g., the use

of Aberdeen granite in substitution for

Norwegian granite; that the equipment was
approved by the various departments con-

cerned before it was ordered ; and, finally,

that all the contracts were let after com-
petitive tenders bad been obtained. The
adoption of the report was moved by the

Lord Mayor, and then Mr. Lancaster pro
posed an amendment in favour of borrowing
£G."),l)00, and giving special instruction to all

spending committees that no capital ex-

penditure should be incurred without the

consent of the council having been previously
obtained, except in case of urgent necessity.

He criticised the action of the committee,
suggesting certain matters in which, in his

opinion, the committee had been extravagant,
and urging that their management of the
work of the extension of the Council House
had been most unbusinesslike and careless.

The defence of the committee was under
taken by .\lderman Sir George Kenrick.
Alderman Bowater. and the Lord Mayor, the

contention being that the affairs bad been
managed in a businesslike way. The Lord
Mayor referred to the length of time occupied
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with tlu' work, flic changed rnnditions
enforced upon flic eoiiiniittee by GrOtiter
Birmingham, and the alterations made bj' the
various committees. Eventually the amend-
ment was lost, and the original resnlntioji

earried.

Mr. .Join] Wilson, arcluteetural inspector,
and Mr. A. J. Bain, chief of the Housing
and Town-Planning Department of the Local
Government Board for ScotlaTid. conducted
an inquiry on Friday into a scheme by
Dumfries Town Council to demolish an area
extending to nearly four thousand square
yards of slum property in the centre of the
town. It was stated by the medical officer of
health. Dr. Hunter, that this was the
worst slum area in the town. While
the average death - rate of the burgh
was IG per 1.000 per annum, the death-
rate of tliis area was 49 per 1,000, and in
one of the closes which it contained it was
74. The houses for the most part were in an
uninhabitable condition, and were inter-
mingled with stables, bakehouses, and stores.
Evidence was led to show that there was
sufficient facility for the rehousing of the
people who will be unhoused by the scheme,
the carrying out of which is estimated to take
two years. Mo objections were offered to the
scheme.

The Local Government Board report as to
their work in authorising loans for the
erection of houses for the working classes
since the passing of the Housing and Town-
Planning Act. During the ten months of tlie

present year ended October 31 tlie loans
granted to local authorities for hnnsing
purposes under Part III. of the Housing Act
of 1890 amounted to £484.947. These loans
were to 58 urban and .17 rural authorities,
and the number of houses to be built by each
was 1,4,')2 and 715 respectively. Besides this
there are applications from 40 urban autho-
rities for .£.370.828. and from 22 rural autlio-
rities for £45.983. now inider consideration.
In 1912 loans for buildina 2.284 houses were
granted to the amount of ,£472.714 to 44 urban
and 2-3 rural authorities. Tliesc figures were
quadruple those of either of the two previous
years. The amount authorised in I9I0 was
£108.848. and in 1911 £105.415. and the
numbers of houses erected were respectivelv
534 and 412. In the last three years the local
authorities report that 128.000 houses have
been made "fit for human habitation " within
the meaning of the Act.

"The Garden City," by C. B. Purdom
(London

: J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 10,
Bedford-street, W.C.-. 10s. 6d.), is a long
account of the Letehworth settlement, fully
illustrated. "The problem at Gardeji City,"
we are told. " is, then, the discovery of a new-
kind of town architecture," for wliich "end-
less experiment is necessary." So that, pro-
bably, the problem never will be solved.
There is a good deal of information in the
volume about the factories which have been
located there, which, in its way. is interest-
ing. As a whole, the book might have been
condensed considerably with advantage.

Two useful works of American origin are
published here by Messrs. Chapman and
Hall. Ltd., 11. Henrietta-street. Covent
Garden. The first, price 10s. 6d., is "Applied
ileehanics," by Professor Charles E. Fuller,
S.B.. and Wm. A. .lohnston. S.B.. of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
second is "Outlines of Theoretical
Chemistry," price 1.5s.. by Professor Fred.
II. (ietman. Both are well suited to the
needs of students of the respective sciences
dealt with.

A trench 4ft. wide and 7.5ft. deep has been
cut through the solid masonry and flint-rock
concrete of the Pont Nenf, Paris, bridge
structure with the aid of helicoidal wires and
abrasive powder. The section trenched in
this way. 550ft. in length, was found to be
too hard to be attacked by tools, while ex-
plosives were excluded for fear of weakeniu"
the venerable arches. Four wire cuts were
made m each of the three sections each
roughly 200fl. in length. An 18H.P. electric
motor operated the eontinnons-belt euttiu"
wires, which were held taut by weights, wliile
abrnsive powder was fed into the cut.

The Gravesend Corporation has recentlv

been giving consideration to the desirability

of acquiring an up-to-date motor engine far

the fire-brigade, and. subject to the sanction

of the Local Government Board, an order has
been placed for a Merryweather petrol-driven
" Hatfield " fire-engine. This type was
selected after full consideration had been
given to the merits of different designs, and
after tests had been carried out at Gravesend
with various makers' machines. The engine,
which will have all the latest improvements,
will be fitted with a powerful pump, capable
of delivering 3.50 gallons per minute, with
arrangements for discharging a "first-aid"
jet for use with small fires. The chassis will

also carry a .50ft. fire-escape. Other Kentish
fire-brigades which have adopted the "Hat-
field " motor fire-engine are Bromley. Chisle-

burst, Dartford, and Penge.

MEETINOS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fi{n>\'\' iTd-i'-VV).- Nortlianiiitoii I'Dh'technic Insti-

tute, .\nnual Prize Distribution Ibv
Cyril S. Cobb. M.V.O.. Cliairumn
L,CO and Students' Conversazione.
St. .John-street. Clerkenwell, 6.30 ij.in.

Institution of Civil Enj^ineers,
Students' Meeting, " The Liverpool-
street Extension of the Central
London Railway," byH. 'V. Hutt, B.Sc.
H p.m.
Edinlnir^h .\rchitectural Asso-

ciation. " Gardens," by Lawrence
Weaver. H p.m.
Glas;,'ow .\rchiteetnral Craftsmen's

Societj-. " The Great Church of Santa
Sophia at Constantinople." ))y Pro-
fessor C. Gourlay. B.Sc, /\.U.LH..\.
H p,in,

Monday,—.Architectural Association. " Portnj^ncsc
Architecture." bv \V. H, Ward. M.A,,
A,R,I,B,A, 8 p,m,
Victoria and .\lbert Museum,

" Cllateaux on the Loire." by Banister
Fletcher, F,K,I.B,A. r, ]),ui,^

Royal Society of Arts, " Measure-
ment of Stresses in Materials and
Structures." Cantor Lecture No. 2, Ijv

E. O. Coker. M.A., D.Sc. 8 p.m.

^^
Liverpool .\i-clutectnral Society.

" Oritlinality in Classical Architec-
ture." i»y Lionel B. Budden. ^I.,\..

A,R,I,B,A. i;p,in,

TuKSOAY,—British Museum Lecture, "Sources of
Greek Art," by S, C, Kaines Smith.
M.A. 4.30 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-

cussion on " The Transandiue Rail-
way." 8 p.m.

WF.ONEsn.VY,—Ro,\al Society of Arts, " Application
of Electricity to .Agriculture and Life,"
by T. Thome Baker, 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Stu-
dents' Visit to the Royal Arsenal,
Woolwich, S,E,

^^
Manchester Society of Architects,

" Some Aspects of Greek Architec-
ture," liy T, Fyfe.

Tnunsovv,—British Museum, " Origin of the Corin-
thian Order," by Banister Fletcher.
1,30 p.m.
Society of Architects, " Courage in

Colour." by R. Goulburn Lovell.
.A.R.I.B.A,. Vice-President, 8p,in.
Leeds and Yorkshire .Architectural

Society. " A Holiday in the Val
d'.Aosta," by T, E, Eccles, F,R,I,B,A,
li,30p,ni,

^
Architectural -Association of Ireland.

"Modern Fi-ench Arcllitecture." by
P. Carl de Lafontaine. 8 p.m.
^^
Victoria and Albert Museum,

" Early Printed Books," bv Edward
F, Strange, 8..30 p,m,
Sheffield Societ>- of Architects and

Survejors, " The Architectural .Aspect
of Town Planning," by Patrick .Aber-
ci'ombie. M,.\.

Ftuo^v inT-.c, 1'2I.—Northern Polytechnic Institute,
Hollowas', " The .Architectural Treat-
ment of Colour in Building," by Ivor
Beaumont, .A.R.C.A. 8 p,m,
Glasgow Camera and Sketching

Club. " Pictorial Composition," by
.\. G, Watson, 8,1,5 p.m.

The town council of Loughborough voted on
Monday night an increase of '£100 a year to the
salary of the borough engineer-

Mr, F, A, Hilborn. a technical assistant in the
Willesden engineer's department, has resigned,
having obtained a more remunerative appoint-
ment as resident engineer at Lucknow,
The Molesey Urban District Council's scheme

to acquire compulsorily 5J acres adjoining the
Thames towpath from Molesey Lock to Tagg's
boalhonse, for the purpose of making public
walks and .simple pleasure-grounds, was incDiired
into on Wednesday by Mr. E. Dudley, a Local
Government Board Inspector, Opposition was
offered on behalf of various interests abutting
on the river, and by .500 ratepayers.

%taht Jietos.

WAGES MO'VEMENTS.
HIGH WYCOMBK.^Tlie trouble in the chair

and furniture industry resulted on Saturday in „
a lockout at most of the leading factories. The
niasters endeavoured, by forming themselves
inio a federation, to adjust the difficulty by
olTering standard rates of wages, but the men
in the Union, through their representatives,
refused to accept the terms. At midday on
Saturday a lockout was declared, affecting
between 3.000 and 4,000 men,

GUiSELEY, WEST RIDING,-The masons of
Guiseley. Yeadon. and Rawdon have sent to
their employers a demand for increased wages

—

from 8Jd. to 9^d. an hour as and from February
1 next, and a further additional halfpenny an
hour on May 1 next.

_
The late Mr Thomas Hodgson, of Lake Side,

Keswick, retired builder, who died intestate, and
,1 « idower. left per.sonalty amounting to £15.578.

.Mr. A C, Evelyn has been confirmed in the
oflicc of clerk and inspector of work in the
I'uiihc Works Department, St, Kitts, West
Indies.

Mr. Courtenay Clifton, Local Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry on Friday
night at Criccicth into the application of the
urban district council for sanction to borrow
£3,100 for the purpose of building sixteen work-
men's houses.

The ileath has occurred of Mr, William
Farnish, a well-known Bradford builder, who
erected the Cartwright Memorial Hall, the Brad-
ford Old Bank buildings, the post-office, and the
Ksholt sewage press-house, Mr, Farnish, who
was sixty-four years of age, leaves a widow,
three sons, and two daughters.

Sir Hugh Bell, Bart,, the chairman of the
Tees Conservancy Commission, cut on Monday
the first sod of the roadway to be constructed
between Port Clarence and Seaton Carew. The
highway will altord a direct means of com-
munication between the Harllepools and
Stockton and Middlesbrough,

TO OOBRESPONDBNTS.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

ill eommiinication.s respecting illustration.'^ or literary
matter, books for review, etc, sliould be addressed
to the EDITOR of the BriLDiNO News. EfDngham
House, 1, Anindel-street, Strand. W.C, and not to
members of the stalT by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise causcii. All drawings and other
cninmiinieations are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
For, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to THE Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
'Crossed Londcii County and Westminster Bank,

Received.—R. F, W. and Son.-C. A. Co., Ltd.—
M. and Co., Ltd.—.1, B.—C. A. H,—G. and T. E.—
V. A. and Co.—.1. H. and Co.—T. O. S, and Son,—
T, B, B,, Ltd.—E. and R., Ltd.—N. E, R, Co,—P. H,
—R, A. and Co.-S, and Co,—P. C. Co., Ltd.—E. P.
—F. and J.—G. S. and Co.. Ltd.—W. D. and Co.,
Ltd.—W. A. P.—A. G. T., Ltd.—.1. B. .7. and Co.—
.1. T. A.

Dado,—Y'es.

T. T. H.—Please send,

Ionic,—Thanks ; but we have no space open.

R. G. S.—1. Utterly impracticalile, in our opinion,
1. No,

CouNTiiY .Architect.—We know of no such printed
forms.

E. M. B.—It is not a dampconrse we care to use our-
selves. We have known failures.

Gerardo,—As a rule we are seldom al)le to avail
ourselves of such matter unless favoured witli
previous indications of its nature and scope : but
we are always glad to consider delinite proposals,

Theatui;,—A series of articles on " Theatres." by
Ernest A. E. AVoodrow', A.R.r.B,.A.. appeared in the
Buu.DiNo News for .Inly 1.0 and iill, Aug. ">, 12, and
19, September ti, IB, 23, and ,30, October 31 and 28,

November 18, December 23 and 30, 1892 (Vol,
LXl V,) ; .January 27, J'ebrnary 10, Mari'h 10 and 24,

.\pril 14, May 26, and .Tune 23 (Vol, LX\',1, .Inly 14.

,\ugust4and 18. September 8, 22, and 2^1. November
10, December 1 and 2<l, I8fl3 (Vol. I^XA'I.I ; .January
lU and 26. February 23. March •>», .April :iO. Jlay 18

(Vol, LXVII,!; ,Iuly 13. 20, and 27, August 24,

Sei)tember 28, October 26, November and 23, and
December 7 and 28, 18!I4 (Vol. LXVIII.I All the
issues have long since been out of print, but a few
l)Ound volumes are still in stock, -At an earlier
lii'i'iod, ,Mr, .Tames George Buckle contributed to
(tor iiages a course of papers on "Theatre Coii-

structitm and Maintenance," which are also out of
print, Bothtieries were i-epublished \>y the authors
in liook form. The answer to ,\<»ur last t|uer>'

depends to some extciil on indixidunl circum-
stances.
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LATEST PRICES.

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belflian and German

(ex steamer, London) per ton £B 3 6 to £6 5
- "

7 13

7 5
R

SteelJoists, EnRlish 7 10
WrouRht-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 3 6

Har Iron, Rood Stall" 6 5 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 30 .,

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Stalls 8 0., 8 15

BestSnedshill 3 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £8 15s to £0.

Ditto galvanised, i'H to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 32 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 IS B.W.G
S/3 8,9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10 ,

Ro)led-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0.
EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,

,, „ ,, Galvanised 8 15 ,

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,

Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 ,

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12

£10103. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6.. 600
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints, 5s. ()d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. .. 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 73i
Steam-Tubes 67i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
.Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 15 (I to £21

9
H 10

7 10
9 5 n

5 5

B.W.G.

Per cubic foot.

1 9 to 3
33

3 6
2 4 3

2

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teals: Burmese, per load, .Wft. £20 to £25

Teak; Java, per load, 50ft "•„?_? " °

OakPlanks: U.S.A.. imported
„ Boards ., .. Prm.

,, „ Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

., sawn planks... 1

Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7

Walnut: Prime boards and
planka b

Walnut : Mdm. „ .. "3
Greenlieart : Hewn logs 3

Cedar : Cigar box >

Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime ^

Orbam : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba,
and Honduras ... u

,. African. Assinoe, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Capo

Lopez
Gaboon

Satinwood : West Indian 10

Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitse 7

3

3

9
6 6

6

4

3
14

13

14

STONE.*

Red Mansfield, in blocks per toot cube £0 3 4

3 3
2a
2
1 10
1 IJ

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto .; .•

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto
.\ncaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) .. 1 )0i

Hard York, ditto .. 2

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random sizes .. 13

All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot ouiDe 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station .. 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 16

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Per foot cube.
... £0 2 3 ... £0 3 t'.

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot.
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 ,

Xi 10 u
T.I U
ISl U
185

Country 23
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 2:i 5 .

„ Country 24 ,

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside, Town 24 5 0,
., Country 2-5 ,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 15 ,

Country 27 10 .

Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... 25 5 .

Country 2« .

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 2."> 5 .

., „ Country 26 .

[Over 45in. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 83 .

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 ,

Tin, English Ingots 183 10 ,

Do., Bars 184 10 ,

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 19 r,
,

Sheet Lead, Town 2115 0,
Country 22 10 ,

Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,

Rafined Red Lead 25
,

Sheet Zinc 29
,

Old Lead, against account 16 15 0,
Tin per cwt. 10 5 ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand 11 3 .. —

TIMBEB.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
1st quaUty £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 32
3rd ., 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,, 11 10
> .. Miramichi 9 10 ., 10 10

Boards: Swag 11 „ 13
Red Deals: rchangellst quaUty 21 „ 24

„ 2nd „ 16 ,, 19
3rd „ 13 ,, 14

., ., St. Petersburg—
1st quality 16 10 ,, 18
2nd „ 14 10 „ 15 10

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0., 15
Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 .. 17

White Deals: Crown 14 ., 15 10
Seconds 11 10 ., 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 3nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0., 1115
1st, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,. 11
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 0., 17

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitje Per ton 7 0,, 14

Per cubic foot.
Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0., 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0.. 026
Birch; Quebec Logs 2 3., 039
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Mah ogany Gaboon _ 3 0. 3 ^

Blue Portmadoc
in

Blue Bangor

SLATES.
£ s. d

20x10 ... 12 12 6

16 X 8 ... 6 13 t

20x10 ... 13 2
20x12 ... 13 17

per 1 ,000 of
t r.stn.

First quaUty 20x10 ... 13
20X12 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 30x10 ... 15 17

30x12 ... 18 7
18X10 ... 13 5

, 16 X 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green ... 20x10 ... 11 12
18x10 ... 9 12

16 X 8 ... 6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9

Picked Stockfl for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2jin. Best Red AC'
crington Plastic 1 4 10 6
Facing Bricks

per 1,000 alongside, 'in

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1.000.)

White. Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other Second
Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 li

Quoins. Uullnosc. and 4iin. Flats-
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 30 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers-
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 24 17 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. eacli

Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each
Cill Bullnose. Sti-etchurs and Headers—

,5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each .5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers £22 17 6

., Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours Y ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4*in

Is. 2d. each ' by 3Sin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1.000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations.

8.

Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

8d. each 8d. eacli

Best Portland Cement 36

G--ound Blue Lias Lime ...21

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d.

j4 10 6 ,,]

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3&" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in
thickest part 3

3|" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
31" ditto ditto tljrough and through 2
3^" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ;

21" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Acprington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xl course

.\ccrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4i" soflit, per foot opening .

4 ditto 4^" ditto ditto ditto .

46" ditto ditto ditto .

41" ditto ditto ditto .

9" ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto .

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Net free on rail- or free on boat at works

9"

9"

9"
3 9
4 6

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od
railway station.

TILES.
d

6 per yard, delivered

B. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

d. Per yard,
delivered

per ton at

Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry. stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,. ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 .. .. ..

Hip and Valley tiles 4 perdoz
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 ., ,, ..

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 0,, ,, ,.

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 .. .

Ornamental do 48 6 .. ,, ,

Hip tiles 3 10* perdoz
Valley tiles 3 44

" Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48 per 1000 .. „

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 8
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 ,, ,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. „ .,

Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,. ..

Pressed 47 6 ,, ,. ,.

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,. .,

Hip tiles _ 4 perdoz. „ ,,

alley tiles 3 6 ....

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £39 5

26 15
39
39 10
21

46
43 10
43 10

Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined , ...

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin , ...

Do.. Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel ,, ...

Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating U.S per gal.
Petroleum refined , ...

Tar. Stockholm per barrel
Do.. Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil
, ...

Turpentine
""""^

'SITS?) ":!!:[ w"wt.
Pure Linseed Oil I

" Btority " Brand /

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 3d. ...

Thirds 2id. ...

Fluted Sheet 34d. ...

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled Plate :

FignredaBolIed and Beponssine

19
2
2

2

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5

31
8

6|
1 10
10

8 0..

10 .,

21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
.3d. ... 3ad. ... 48d.
3*d. ... 4|d. ... 6jd.
3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.
*in. =/,6in. iin.

2td ... 2id. ... 3d.
Wliite. Tinted
Sid. .. 5d.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Dec. 15—Water feupply. Beverloo, Limhurg Commandant tlu Genie, (Jamp de Beverloo, Limburg, Belgium
2a—New Oflices lor Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens,

S.W. [R. Blomheld, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.

.1. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb. O.V.O , G.B.,

R.A.. AseesBors] Sbotch Designs, ten wdl be Selected,

19U. with £300 Honorarinm each The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Uate, 8.W.
Jan. a—Manchester Royal Exchange, Additional New BuUdintts

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K. Not
more than 12 architects ol repute have been specially

mvited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be

appointed. (J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. ,1. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.
1!0—Masonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated cost, about i51,40O) Five unsuccessful competitors to"

receive 750dol., 500dol., and
250dol. respectively W. H. Best, 181, Avenue-road, Toronto.

Feb. 1—Municipal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry Q. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office. U, Bayley-lane, Coventry.

„ 16—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.
Mar. 20—Public Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,

A R S.A IjL.D., Assessor) Selected Architect to carrv out work ;

second, £100 ; third, £76 ; fourth.
£60 K. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.

Collcutt. J. H. G. Rnssell, and J. O. Marchaud,
Assessors). Double Competition, tivo unsuccessful

competitors in second to receive 3.000dol. each R. C. Desrocheie, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Ont.
May 4—New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emeriou,

P.P.R.I.B.A., Asaetsor) £*io, ilOO The Town Clerk, Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.C.
No date—New Secondary School, City .of Bath (ttenry T. Hare.

F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) F. D. Wardle, Town Clerk. Guildhall, Bath.
do. —Defective Children's School, Glake Hall, near Durham I'he Clerk, County Education Committee, Shire Hall, Durham.
Uo. —Clock Tower. Queen's Park, Brighton. Cost (including

Clock), £1,000 H. Talbot, Clerk, Towu Hall, Brighton.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Dec. S—Independent Chapel, Alterations tn, bryu D. J. J ones, M.S. A., Talbot-road, Port Talbot.

,, 5—Special Subjects Building, Edenbridge Kent Education Committee M. H. Robinson. M.S. A., Archt.. Sessions, House, Maidstone.

,, .)-Farm Buildings, Additions to. Bushton, Clitl Pcpard Wilts County Council J. George Powell. County Bur.. Trowbridge.
6—Bowling Green Shelter. Walker-rd., Newcastle-on.Tyne .. Town Moor Committee The City Engineer, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

,. o—Corner House. Alferations to, Dowlais Giles and Horrap C. M. Davies, M.S. A., 113, High-street, Merthyr.

,, 5-Bonses (jl). Repairs to, Kinsley, Wakefield '. W. J. Tennant, Archt., Pontefract.

,, 5—Boiler Bouse at Schools. Evelyn-strfet. Warrington Education Committee The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Warrington.
,, 5— Outbuildings, Westwood, near Trowbridge Wilts County Council j J. G. Powell, County Sur., Trowbridge.

,, 5—Independent Chapel, Alterations to, Llanelly D . J. Jones, M.S.A., Talbot-road, Port Talbot.

5—Handicraft Centre. Alterations to. Milsom-st., Cheltenham Education Committee Chatters and Smitbson. Archts., 17, Regent-street, Cheltenham.
6— School, Rue de la Paille. Brussels CoUegedes Bourgmestre et Bchevms, Ville de Bruxelles.

,, tj—Police Station, Pontlottyn Glamorgan County Cotmcil The Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

„ 0—Two Cottages, Withycombe, "Tedburn St. Mary J.B.Mann Withycombe.
,, 'i— Police Courts. Aberdare Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

,, ci—Bbenezer Chapel. Rebuilding, Cefn-Coed C. M. Davies, M.S. A., 112, High-street, Merthyr Tydfil.

,, ti— Police Courts, Pontardawe Glamorgan County Council : The Clerk, County Hall, Cardiff.

,, H—School Extension, Camborne Cornwall Education Committee 8. Hill, Archt., Green-lane, Redruth.
II— Forester's House, Additions to, Fochabers D. J. Cunningham, Factor, Estates Ofhce. Fochabers.

,, I)—Y.M.C. A. Building, North Shields A. B. Plummer, F.R.I. B.A., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
,, li- Police Station. Additions to, Bargoed Glamorgan County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Cardiif.

,, n~ Debt Control Offices. Casablanca, Morocco Pmsid mt de la Commission, Dar En Niaba, Tangier.
,, 7—Pilot Station. Ostenrl Service de la Cote, 1, Square Stephanie, Ostend.

8— Primitive Methodist Church, Oakdale Village, Blackwood A. F. Webb. M.S A., Blackwood, Mon.
<-Buildings for Slab-Making Plant, Mortlake Barnes Urban District Council G. B. Tomes, A.M.I.C.E., Snr.. High-street, Mortlake. 8.W.

,, 8—Pairs of Cottages for Knginemen, Bath Corporation W. H. Radford, C.E., AlbionChambers, King-st., Nottingham.
8—Artisans' Dwellings (IH), Chobham Chensey Rural District Council H. E. Paine. Clerk, 80, Onildford-street, Chertsey.
8-Repairs to Buildings (Three Tears), Greenock H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W.
8— Eastover Council School. Various Works, Bridgwater Borough Education Authority P. Parr. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Mtm. Bldgs., Bridgwater.
8— Repairs to Buildings (Three Years), Edinburgh H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

,, H—Electric Sub-Station, Port Glasgow Greenock Corporation J- A. Robertson, M.I.E.E., Burgh Elec. Bug., Greenock.
8— Repairs to Bnildmgs (Three Years), Glasgow H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

,, 8—Farm Buildings, Manley Estate, Helsby W. H. Lancaster. Land Agent, 19, Northgate-street, Chester.
8 -Repairs to Buildings (Three Years), Aberdeen H.M. Works Commissioners The secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
8—Skittle Saloon at Club, 1, The Grove, Hammersmith, W T. W. Biggs. A. R.I.B. A., 61, Carey-st., Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
8— Repairs to Buildings (Three Years), Stirling H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.

„ II—Stable, Hayes Great Western Railway Co A. B. Bolter, Sec, Paddinaton Station, W.
,, n—TnbercnloBiB Pavilion, Chester Uornoration J. H. Dickson, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Chester.

:i-InfantB School (150 places). East Hetion Durham County Ediiration Dept. ... W. Rushworth. Archt., Shire Hall, Durham.
,, 1>— Goods Offices, Birmingham Great Western RaUway Co The Resident Bngifaeer, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
,, 0— Grand Stand, Knowsley-road. St. Helens Eugby Football Club Hanson and Davidson, Archts, Bardshaw-street, St. Helens.

a—Adapting Labour Exchange, Doncaster H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, B.W.
'J- Church l~chool, Kulargements, Hemingfield J. Robinson, Park Cottage, Wombwell.
a- Bandstand, Park.lane, Wembley Orban District Council C. R. W. Chapman. Eng., Public Offices, Wembley.
a— Goods Shed, Alterations to, High.street Station, Swansea Great Western Railway Co A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddington Station, W.
HI—Penhole Houte, Alterations to. Goad's Green W.Grylls L. Scantlebnry, Archt., Callington.

,, 10— House, Northwick-road, Evesham ' Mrs. J. E. White, Risandene, Little Hampton, Evesham.
" '"—

J^o Semi-Detached Villas, Talbot-avenue, Huddersfield ....'...'.'...'..'.'. "!.!..!..!"...!..!!. J. Berry and Sons, Archts., <, Market-place, Huddersfleld.
,, 11—Two Cottages. Bacbbarrow , T. Wilkinson, Backbarrow, Lanes.
,, 11-No. 9, Parr.btreet, Extending, Kendal J.Dent '.'..".'....'.'.'.....'.'.".'.'.".".!'.'.'."!'.!'. 8. Shaw. F.R.I.B.A., Kendal.
" ''-J'°m- Cottages, Otterboume Southampton Corooration The Waterworks Engineer's Oflioe, 3S, French.st., Southampton.
' :~^*°',"''^'*<=''ed Houses (200), Blaenrhondda Femhill Garden Village, Ltd W. B. Reee, Archt., 3, Dumfries-place, Cardifi.
"

I'~..J^ S°'
'^'so'^t'eaton Cricket and Bowling Club R. Castle and Son, Archts., Bank Chambers, Cleckheaton.

" ',-~^'^"''™> Rebuilding, Leek Austin and Paley, Archts., Lancaster.
" h~£?'"'°' ^"'WnKs, Salm-Chateau, Vielsalm . secretariat Communal, College Echevinal, Vielsalm, Belgium.
" ;^~5/?'"^ ^°''^*' '^*" ^""•'^' Halifax Walsh and Nicholas, Archts., 10, Harrison-rd.. Halifax.
"

.,
/."° ^"""Bse, Ironmonger-road, Tenterden Town Council W. L. C. Turner, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Tenterden.

"
J ^''v,?°r'*°'"'°''

*-"°™"°°* *"'' •*'''5'''0°8 to, Headcorn... Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, Archt.. Sessions House, Maidstone.
"

^'~i,"'""=
^'""ary, Dartlord Drban District CouncU W. Kay, Clerk, CouncU OtHces. Dartford.

" ^JZui^P^/J'-'O'^'^odM'oi. Workhouse, Cardifi Guardians A.J. Harris, Clerk, Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.
"

tl fr?,,,"-S, S^""" Houses, Red Hills. Durham Miners' Association Committee U.T. Gradon, A.R.I. B.A., Durham.
" 1- bJT "t"™"?' *^°''"'8™B. Chandos-streot, Portsmouth 'Kmothy White Co A. B. Cogswell, Archt., Prudential Buildings, Portsmouth.
" is_s,m,^!ia,„ ''•^""'y'"*^" Chester-le-Street R.D.C J. H. Mole, Sur., Chester-le-Street.
" ,?_r °^H ,- ^ Q '"'^^®'^' ^^"'^"'^•°°-1'yne Trade Committee The City Engineer, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
"

ifi-Fj?h, ^w'"'^ ,

1"^'"5°';,- MunicipaUty Becretaria, Ayuntamiento, Santonder, Spam.
"

IK
plsn'.^hop», Oakdale Village, Blackwood, Mon Commercial BuUdine Syndicate A. F. Webb, M. S.A. , Tredegar Chambers, Blackwood, Mon.

" i^rwniV'fi'Jl", '?,"'*=''• '''""° '?™J'' ''""'bampton Harbour Board J. Pailthorpe, Clerk, Harbour Offices, Town Quay, Southampton.
"

i-^ i;„^^„ T°„,..,'t^, "I',"""""
'"•'""" '^""•""''ge Rev. P. Macgregor, The Manse, Duthil.

" «IrmT„'„ n'^ i,*',"' ';''T'"'i''' • Miss Harnes, plnrkut House, Llechryd.
"

iii_ri,,h p™„;!:i'= !i S • r""'?"'";;;— Wareham and Purbeck R.D.C. W. Watts Fookes, North-street, Wareham.
" !« rnnn.TH i

^^?"''^'"*'*"'°'^y''» Sharp and Waller, ATChts., 32, Bmdford-road, Brlghouse.

ni'r, 17 R?^HaS,.^'i„ o''*"''/\'*°*"«" Derbyshire Education Committee ... G. H. Widdows, F.R.I.B.A., County Offices, Derby.

,7 o'„« nn,?.„ .^^^?*' Sy"ond8bury,oear Bridport Dorset Terr. Force Assoc F. T. Maltby, Archt., Dorchester.
„ 17-Conrt House and PoUce Station , BiUoth G. D. Oliver, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Carlisle.
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Charles Gascoyne, Architect.
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the rear. Building News Designing Club

:

Selected Designs.

THE UNDEVELOPED-LAXn DT'TY.

Tlie Financo Act, ll)0!)-10, uwr kimwii

cas the "Great Budget," cmitains in

sections 16-19 |iri)visions fur iinijosinc! a

tax or duty u)iini owners who keep their

land unused, uncultivated, or, as the

Statute says, undeveloped. In theory, the

[jroposal made a iiopular appeal, foi- the

idea put forward was that wicked land-

owners kept their land idle and wilfully

wasted opportunities for its beneficial use,

to the ]irejudice of a landless people. 'J'he

Legislature, to stop this stale of things,

therefore imposed a duty of one halfpenny

for every pound of the original site value

of land so left undeveloped, which was

made a charge upon the owner for the time

being. Assuredly it is a first principle

that" the owner of haul should not bo

.il lowed to leave it lying waste when it

r.iuld bo built upon, or otherwise employed
t.i the advantage of the community. The
Art declared land to be undeveloped and

liablo to this duty when it was not used

for the erection of dwelling-houses or glass-

houses, or greenhouses, or buildings, or

otherwis'.' liona fide used for the purpose

nf any business, trade, or industry other

I ban agriculture, which is dealt with in

separate sections, with certain exceptions

.IS to small holdings, with which we are

iii.t now concerned.

liuilders should in theory derive benefit

fiuui .111 Act which, under a threat of taxa-

Ih.u, is aimed at compelling landowners

In |)ut their land u[)on the market, and

develop its utility as plots for building

ujion. But as there are always in force

living economic laws, far more powerful

tli.Tu any statute, pressing peojile to make
the .most of th.jir own property, these

srrtions of the Budget do not seem to have

much effect upon the position for practical

purposes. The. working, of supply and

demand is far older arid far stronger than

.iny Legislature can ever be. If there is

,!, demand for land on which to build, it is

ili-nerally found that owners are willing to

s.-ll. The difficulty of late years has been

that, even where land was wanted by those

wlio wished to build, the price .at m.arket

rates which they were ready to pay did not

meet the views of the owners. So. for some

time, there has been a good deal of stagna-

tion in this form of enterprise, and owners

have been k.;-eping their land for ' the

coming of better times. Those who are

supposed to be enforcing the payment of

the Undeveloiied-Land Duty have been

extremely slack about the business, and

there are many cases of waste ground lying

idle upon which the duty has not yet been

even assessed, and much less ccillected.

• The recent publication of Revenue

statistics showing such very poor figures as
]

the result of these duties, when compared

with the expenses, seems to have wakened
j

up the authorities, and efforts are now being i

made to get in something in the way of

arrears, to make the balance look better.

But so small a duty can never como to

much, nor is it likely to have any striking
j

effect in encouraging building, where the
j

ordinary action ol supply and demand has

failed to move owners of land that is at all

worth developing.

At the same lime, there are d.uibtless

many cases in which the pressure of the

Revenue in the way of assessing and

collecting these duties would be beneficial

to builders and the building trades. As we

have noted, landowners are waiting for

better prices, and are not desirous of sink-

ing capital on roads and drainage and

other expense in the laying out of estates

until these are forthcoming. But the inci-

dence and payment of these duties should

sometimes be enough to turn the scale in

favour of selling at reasonable rates to

builders who are ready to develop land if

they can do so at a fair profit. It would,

therefore, often be to the advantage of the

Building Trades if the Revenue authorities

could bestir themselves a little more, and

get on with their assessment and col-

lections. In some districts the land is held

by companies, bought by them at high

niarket rates some years ago, and intended

to be laid out in building plots, but which,

at present prices, cannot be done profitably

enough. Ground of this kind is often of no

practical value for market gardens or other

purposes, though it may be ripe for build-

ing, but is left idle until times imi)rove.

Here is the opoortunity of the Revenue for

pressing on with their claims to duty, to

the indirect benefit of builders. Such a

district, for example, as Southend-on-Sea,

where, as at Leigh-on-Sea and other similar

places', there has lately been a good deal of

fairly successful building, but where

there is room for much more, as the land

is not of a high agricultural or other pro-

ducing quality. No doubt there are many
other localities about the country of which

the same could be said.

It seems, however, that it is m>t always

.so easy to enforce the Undeveloped-Land

Duty as it looks on the face of the Statute.

TheCoramissioners of Inland Revenue have

lately had a lesson upon this point in the

case of the Southend-on-Sea Estates Co.

(Ltd.) {Times, Oct. 31 and Dec. 2, 1913).
' There some land belonging to the company

I

at Southchurch. Essex, was assessed for the

duty, and against this the company ap-

pealed to the High Court, on the ground

that they had, as owners, granted a lease

of the ground before April, 1909, and there-

fore they came wilhin the exemption con-

tained in Section 17, sub-section .5, of the

Finance Act. This is the clause that pro-

vides that where land has been so leased,

the duly shall not be chargeable during the

time granted ; subject, however, to Ihe

liroviso that where the lessor has power to

determine the tenancy, this exemption shall

not apply after the earliest date at which it

could so be determined. Now the lease in

this case had a clause declaring that the

company as lessors couhl at any time enter

and resume jiossession of every part of tlii^

land, for building or other purposes, on

giving the lessees one calendar month's

notice in writing. They had not done so.

because they had not wanted the land for

building or otherwise, and so it remained

as it was, and was used agriculturally .
The

argument for the Revenue was that,. as the

lessors had power to determine the lease,

the fact that they did not wish to do so, or

to use the land for other purposes, could not

affect their legal position. It was urged,

in short, that a..< they could end tho

lease if they liked, the duty became
chargeable under the Act.

Mr. .lustice Seruttoii. in the High Court,

• su])ported this view% holding that the

object of the Statute was that land which

might be used for more profitable

purposes should not be kept, from that

use; if it was, it should pay the duty as

land that was undeveloped. Then the

company took the case up to the Court of

Appeal,' with the result of getting this

ruling entirely reversed. It was there

very strongly argued for tho Revenue that

I
tho question was not whether tho lessors

wished to determine the lease, but whether

thev had the power to do so ;
and. if they

had. then the Statute applied. The Master

of the Rolls and two Lords Justices

emphatically said that the Court had

nothing to do with the policy of the Act ;

their only duty was to construe its clauses.

Then they held that, unless the company

could say they washed to resume possession

of the l.ind for purposes such as building,

etc., which were inconsistent with Hie

tenant's continued use of it agriculturally,

they had no power, under the lease, to

determine tho holding. So tho .Statute

did not ap]ilv. and there was no duty

assessable. This case may .be a useful

precedent for future use, as it certainly

shows that the getting in of their new land

duty is not so simple as it seemed. Indep<l.

there is likely to be a goodly crop of litiga-

tion raised lipon the soil of this confused

and hastily-conceived bit of sensational

legislation.
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GOLT)- MEDAL YE.VR AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

The architectural schcjuls at the Koyal

Academy seem to be going strong as far as

the number of exhibits goes. For the

premier prize there are more entries than

usual. The subject is "A Town-hall for

an Inii)ortant City," and, as the site was

In be open on its four sides, there were

no difficulties due to the surroundings.

The Council can have had little hesitation

about the award in favour of Mr. David

John Chisholin. His design is the best of

tlie ten. But tlie choice is one of degree

rather than in favour of distinguishing

rterit. There are several good points in

the planning, and the idea of the general

lay-out is not bad ; but there is a lack of

good proportion and absence of charm in

the elevations. The tower, of somewhat
campanile-like outline, rises over the

entrance-hall. An Italian feeling is

expressed perhaps more by the fenestra-

tion and the columnar treatment of the

facades on the tirst floor, than by the

general aspect of the building. The rusti-

cated arcado to the main entrance would
seriously darken the committee- rooms.

The design is crisply delineated, and the

detail of the portal is workmanlike in

execution. The plan is quadrangular, with

an arched entrance for carriages to the

great quad leading to the public-hall

entrance, where, by the way, the lobby is

rather cranijicd inside, with the stairs

going right and left, leading up by a

columned hall on the main floor to the

assembly-room, a story higher. This town-

hall is 120ft. by GOft., witji a recessed plat-

form, seated orchestrawise with semi-

circular seatings. At the other end is a

foyer, next a smaller staircase, for juililir

use, direct from the street. On the main
front, where the tower comes, there is an
enormous entrance-hall, which would be
rather devoid of light, and a grand stair-

case beyond with a semicircular gallery at

first-floor corridor level, giving a fine

architectural opportunity, but leading
exactly to nowhere, though below a stair-

way rises from a secondary entrance out
of the quad. The reception-hall is

reached in the centre piece overlooking the
street, and measures 75ft. by 26ft. The
banqueting hall, to the left, figures 84ft.

by 42ft., while to the right occurs the
council-chamber, G6ft. by 42ft., with ante-
rooms and committee-rooms and offices

beyond over the office wing, where the
town clerk and city surveyor have their
departments next the street, thus com-
pleting the quadrangle. On the other flank,
on either hand of the carriage archway, are
fho rates and gas offices. The council-
chamber is not quietly situated, and the
committee-rooms are o|)on to tho same
olijcctioii.

Neither of the other designs is placed
second

; but we rather fancy that No. 191
ranks above the rest. 'J'o tho rear are two
smaller courts, and in front two projecting
wjngs enclose a paved quadrangle, giving
dignity to the entrance of tho premises.
There are many bad faults in the plans.

No. 192 has a cruciform -and circular
plan, with a round town-hall, having
radiating gangways between segmental
seating, and the height is stupendous—
Brobdingnagian. in fact—and bad. too, for
sound in its proportions. Architecturally
in the exterior there is much to note, for
tlie design is original, and has Greek
feeling in some of its Frencliificd
departures from theNeo-Grec. The aulhor
shows reserve in the subordinated jiarts of
his f.acades, which have columns of tho
Jnnic Order marking the recessed pavilions
where the windows occur. The plan suffers
from its inordinate shape, and the trifling
little court areas arc not at all satisfactory.

No. 193 is a crowded performance of

roughly-executed tracings, badly mounted,
and showing an ill-thought-out proposal

dashingly rendered. No. 194 shows a dome
over a grandiose reception-hall, and four

diminutive courtyards for lighting. The
council-chamber is square, too publicly

placed at the end of a great staircase, and
it has a pediment over its clerestory attic,

as seen from the street. The perspective

is roughly handled. No. 195 has much too

exaggerated a tower, almost detached, in

front of the buildings, rising to emphasise
a porte-cochere, though the foreshortening

of the perspective ilistorts and disguises

this feature of the plan. The drawings are

painstaking, but the plan is faulty in many
ways. No. 197 is much too crowded, and
the vast cupola piles up too heavily over
the assembly-room. No. 198 flatters

English types more than most of the
others, and the author evinces a sense of

reserve, even if he fails to appreciate pro-

jiortions that have merit. No. 189 is

marked by a compact plan with capital

details, all his large drawings being feel-

ingly done; but his scheme is pretentious,

and has a piled-up air about it. No. 190
we do not admire, though it is based
seemingly on British ISth-century build-
ings, and the author has avoided vulgarity.

Tli.e Silver Medal drawings of the West
Front of St. Mary-le-Strand Church, by
Mr. H. C. Jlason, do him credit; and in

the architectural designs for an Opera
House, a Naval College, Markets, and
Entrances to a Nobleman's Park, several
passable designs are shown. AVe have no
space left to describe the decorative scheme
for a public building, but the first prize in

this class was not awarded, and Gold
Medal Y'ear in most other respects this

time is disappointing.

THE AWARDS.

The following is a list of prizes and prize-
winners :

—

Historical Painting.—" The Pool of Betli-

esda," St. John, v.—Gold medal and
travelling studentship (£200), Gerald Leslie
Brockhurst.
Landscape Painting.—" A Castle on a

Headland ; Sliipping and Wet Sand "

—

Turner gold medal and scholarship (£50),
not awarded.
Landscape Painting.—"A Pebbly Brook"

—Creswick prize (£25) and silver medal,
Gaynor Elizaljeth Bury.
Design for tlie Decoration of a Portion of

a Public Building.—"A Boar Hunt"—First
prize (£30) and silver medal, not awarded

;

second prize (£10) and bronze medal, Mary
Wilhclmina D. Hickson.
Design in Monochrome for a Figure

Picture.—" The Escape of the Spies." " Then
she let them down by a cord through the
window; for lier house was on the town
wall," Josliua ii. 15—Armitage prizes, first

(£30) and silver medal, not awarded ; second
(£10) and bronze medal, Winifred Beatrice
Hardman.
Composition in Colour.—Prize (£10) and

silver medal, Victor Noble Uainbird.
Cartoon of a Draped Figure. — "A

Suppliant "—Prize (£25) and silver me.dal,
Hilda Marion Hechle.
Two Paintings of a Figure from the Life.

—First prize (£10) and silver medal, Made-
line Graham Barker; second prize, bronze
medal, Robert John Swan.*
Two Paintings of a Head from the Life.

—

First prize (£5) and silver medal, not
awarded ; second prize, bronze medal,
Resinnid Henry Nathan.

Perspective Drawing in Outline (open to
painters and sculptors ordy).—"A Step-
Ladder in the School Corridor"—Prize (£5)
and silver medal, not awarded.

Set of I'^our Drawings of a Figure from the
Life.— First prize (£15) and silver medal.
Victor Noble Rninbird; second prize (.£10)

and bronze medal, Johannes G. A. Pisani.
Set of Three Studies of Drapery.— Silver

medal, Alice Dorothy Colicn.

Drawing from the Antique.— Prize (£5)
and silver medal. Francos Howes Galliraitli.

Painting from Still Life.- F'rize (£5) iniil

silver medal, Frances Howes Galbraitli

;

extra prize, bronze medal, Violet Mary
Barnewall.
Composition in Sculpture.—"Diana and

Endymion "—Gold medal and travelling
studentship (£200), Gilbert Ledward.
Model of a Design.—"David and

Goliath" (the decapitation of Goliatli), L
Samuel xvii. 51—First prize (£30) and silver

medal, Joseph Hernion Cavvthra ; second
prize (£10) ami bronze medal, Ernest Row-
land Bevan.
Two Models of a Bust from the Life.^

First prize, silver medal. Edgar Allan
Howes; second prize, bronze medal, Alfred
Henry Wilkinson.*
Model from the Antique.— Prize (£5) and

silver medal, Alexander Stiles.

Design for a Medal.—"An Allegorical

Figure of Canada"— Prize (£5) and silver

medal, not awarded.
Set of Three Models of a Figure fi-om the

Life.—First prize (£15) and silver medal,
Peter Induni ; second prize (£10) and bronze
medal, Thomas Humphrey Paget.
Design in Architecture.—"A Town Hall

for an Important City"—Gold medal and
travelling studentship (£200), David John
Chisholm.

Set of Architectural Drawings'.—"The
West Front of St. Mary-le-Strand "—First
prize, silver medal, Harohl Clayforth Mason;
second prize, bronze medal, not awarded.
An Architectural Design.—Prize (£20) and

silver medal. Walter Llewellyn Clark.

Set of Drawings of an Architectural

J)esign.—First prize (£15) and silver medal,

James Mollison Wilson; second prize (£10)

and bronze medal. Harold Clayforth Mason.
Perspective Drawing in Oniline (open to

architects only).—" The West Front of St.

Martin's-in-the Fields"— Silver medal, no

competition.
Original Composition in Ornament (open

to architects only).—Prize (£5) and silver

me'dal, Ernest Alexander R. Rahbnia.

Arehitecturnl Desicn with Coloured

Decoration.— " The Ceilina of a Great Hall."

100ft. by 50ft.— Silver medal, Geoffrey Philip

A. Fildes.
.

* Disqualified owing to having received the

same prize before.

Landseer scholarships in painting and

scidpture of £40 a year each, tenable for two

years, have been awarded—In painting, to

Victor N. Rainbird and Robert J. Swan; m
sculpture, to Joseph H. Cawthra and Peter

Induni: and for one year in panitnig to

James Williams.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

The ainnial prize-giving of tlic Roval

Academy Schools took place on Wednesday

eveninc' at Burlington House, when Sir

Edward Povnter, the President of the Royal

Academy, distributed the prizes to the suc-

cessful students, and delivered an address

in which be discussed the elements of great-

ness in the works of the great masters. He
remarked that at the last prize distribution

he made son>e severe remarks on some of

the classes of work done in the schools and

sent up for competition. It was the opinion

of the members that there had been a decided

improvenient in some directions— in the

drawincs from life conspicuously—and ho

was glad to find some excellent work done

in the antinne school, for there was no

liptter groundwork for the study of the figure

than careful study of the antique. In the

competition for the Gold Medal in pnintin",

only one student bad grappled with the diffi-

cult part of the subject-the angel who cnine

down and trnnlded the waters— and in this

the student had made a praiseworthy and

successful effort. But. strangely enough, the

student hpd completely neglected to treat

the rest of his subject in accordance with

the Scripture story, and instead of the sick,

tho lame, and the'paralytie who came to the

pool to be cured of their ills, there was nn

utterly innnpronriate group of sturdy nude

females. This, he feared, was only in accord-

ance with a portentous affectation of the day

that the only use of a picture was to display the

painter's cleverness. In the sculpture com-
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petition for tlio Gold i\Io(lul tlio staiularil

seeiiuHl to be very liij-h, and tlie prize work

a reiiuirkablo example of iiiodelliiig witli a

fine feeling for lorni, tlioii};li here again there

was some alTeetation in nsing the siiliject for

a mere display of skilfnl teehnique. About

the paintings from the hea<l he had nothing

agreeable for them to hear. The studies oi'

a draped figure, on the other hand, though

fewer in nnndjer than he could wish, were

all of a high eharaeter, and the one whieli

gained the prize was jnst what they wished

to see. In closing, ho referred to the

admirable work of the last winner of the

Gold Medal, Miss Lindsay Williams. He
prophesied at the time a successful career for

this young lady, if .she had health and

strength, and what he had hoped for had been

more than realised, both in quantity and

qnality, and in the excellent choice of

snbjeets for study, ranging from the frescoes

of Raphael (of which the spirit was

admirably given) to a most faithful copy of

a large work by Franz Hals, and in her

studies from Nature Miss Williams had

afforded an example of industry and

enthusiasm for her art whicli could not Init

be of advantage to other students.

_— -«•

ART EXAMINATION PAPERS AND
EXAMINATION REPORTS, 1913.

The Art Examinations during the past year

were the first of the new progressive series

as originally set forth during the summer of

1911. thus giving two years for preparation,

because they dilter. it is said, considerably

in character from all previous examinations,

for, instead of the elementary standard

hitherto in vogue, a much more compre-

hensive character, better adapted to the need

of trained students who have reached a fairly

advanced level in their work, was instituted.

The intention of this change is to insure

a proper test for individual progress, more

on the lines of external examinations eon-

ducted by universities and other art-teaching

bodies. The result, judging from the

examiners' reports just published by the

Board of Education, does not appear to have

been eminently satisfactory, seeing that it

was not found possible to praise the general

standard of merit actually attained, espe-

cially in the subject of drawing. On looking

through the list of passes, we find that only

one candidate passed at all, and that was
"with distinction," in the subject of

Modelling (Miss Jessie M. Riding. Liver-

pool), while not even one pass is recorded

for Architecture. In the official prefatory

note an excuse is offered by way of attention

being drawn to the fact that 1913 was the

initial examination under this fresh regime,

also that many of the best students were

judiciously advised by their teachers to defer

entering the new examinations till next year.

Confidence, however, is expressed as to better

results during the ensuing session, and this

hope is several times reiterated.

•At the outset, most of the drawings from

the Life were found, it is said, far from
sound, weak in construction and knowledge
of form, leaving much to be desired as far

as attachment and drawing of the extrenii-

tii< is concerned. Fair Antique drawings
v.rie found where Life-.studies were quite

iniiiiature—an evidence that students had
little or even no practice in drawing from
tlie living model, or that the master was
not eomnetent to teach this branch of work,

which is by far the most important point to

at once put right. Very few memory
drawings of the antique or natural objects

were considered good. In Anatomy, wherein
intuitive artistic capacity is not so essential,

the record seems more equal to the occasion,

though it is hardly to be expected that

students at this stage of their career will

appreciate the refinements in the modelling
of the figure dependent on the contrasting

effects of action and repose. A good many
succeeded in imparting to their drawings a

feeling of life and "go"; but we have often

considered this effect to be largely due to

the technical representation of muscular
details in the action represented, because the
constructive lines of animal forms naturally
impart this effect to anatomical representa-

tion iis displayed of llio slrnetnre in this way,

particularly wlu'u in violent action. Sexual

dilTercncns in the proportions and modelling

of the "torso" are, however, too infre-

quently attempted, and attention is needed

as to the details on which these dillerences

depend. One or two examples of Per-

spective are spoken of as excellent, several

as indiffercid,, and a certain number as bad,

thotigh the latter do not exceed in nundier

the good and fair exercises, so that on the

whole the teaching gcncriilly is spoken of

hopefully, a knowledge of the working out

of ordiilary problems in perspective being

so far evident. Archways and exaggerated

angles need practice, and it is not sufficient

to fiiul the guiding points only, while circles

need skill in <lraughlsm;inship. All this is

self evident. But are not these examinations,

as the preface reminds us, for advanced
students? Some successfid artists no doubt,

it may be said, are always weak in their

draughtsmanship and had at perspective-

lines. These examinations, notwithstanding,

are stipposcd to test teaching which will

correct such fttilnres.

The names of the examiners in Architecture

are not particularised in the tabulated list

heading these reports; but these experts say

thtit, in the first plai'c, the test in archi-

tectural drawing is, or should be, directed

to clean, decisive delineation of buildings

and their ornament, such as J. W. M. Turner
practised, and, secondly, to that of a know-
ledge of "dimensional architecture" and its

relative connections that exist between
plans, sections, and elevations. This know-
ledge is exemplified in the report by refer-

ence to the Dutch masters, while further it

is suggested that every decorative artist must
have these conditions at his fingers' ends.

No candidate, however, attempted to show
any technical construction—of w-bich, by the

way, a knowledge is not asked for in any of

these examinations, and no credit is given

on aeeonnt of it. either. Therefore, wo
must understand that architectural drawing
is only here taught for the equipment of art

students generally, and it is not intended for

those who hope to practise the art. wdiich,

instead of being handled as the Mistress Art,

is here relegated to the rank of an accessory

for the painter, sculptor, or decorator. In

this sense, presumably, a fair degree of com-
petency has been shown by the exercises sent

in. The use of the pencil-point for the con-

ventional rendering of the ornament of

buildings and the boundaries of the archi-

tectural masses of buildings is recognised,

though slovenly execution, it seems, occurs

still, and meanwhile the "decisive stroke"
has not been sufficiently developed. The
knowdedge of the Orders, particularly the

details of entablatures, lias not been gra.spcd,

and this fault is set down to the newness
of the test—an excuse that, at best, hardfy
passes muster, because the most elementary
students, ever since architecture was pro

fcssed at all, in modern times, were in-

variably set to study "the five Orders." It

is true that the examiners here tell us that

these advanced students with whom they

deal show some appreciation of the propor-

tions of columns. Nevertheless, the facts

of colnmtiar and ornamental relief have most
often not been recognised at all. In most
cases they have found that the candidates
possessed no definite conception of solidity

in the drawing of architectural items, for

they work as if they were "simply drawing
patterns.'' Sketching tictual buiUlings in

this novel code, of wdiicli we have hiaril so

much, is recommended, and surveys of

exemplar buildings are advised, so that
measured drawings may be made. The
curious point is that in all these intimate
relationships advised as desirable between
the student and existing buildings, no know-
ledge of architectural construction is asked
for, and no credit would be given for any
such iuquisitiveness on the part of the student
in this regard. Again we contrast this

amateurish view of this matter of archi-

tecture with the constructional insistence so

rightly underlined in respect to anatomy in

figure-work for ptiinters and designers.

We have no space left for the subjects of

Painting, about which, as a whole, the
examiners arc bv no means satisfied.

IIIK LO.NDO.N' lOUNIi COUNCIL.

.\t Tncsday's meeting of the Loudon
Connty Council an application by the

Chelsea Borough Council for sanction to the

borrowing of .CO, 1)110 for paving the portion of

Chelsea Kndiankment between Albert Bridge

an<l Battersea Bridge with creosoted deal

wood on 9in. concrete, in place of macadam,
was received ; and also one from the

Islington Borough Council for sanction to the

borrowing of (i.) .£5,020 for repaving works

in Highbury-grove (between St. Paul's-road

and Kelvin-road), Highbury Park (from

Highbury-grove to Hamilton-road), and St.

Paul's-ro.id (between Highbury-grove and
Corsica-street); and (ii.) J:720 for repaving

Canonbury-laijc. The existing paving is of

Jarrah wood, itnd is in bad condition. The
propo.sed work consists of thickening the

existing concrete foundations and substi-

tuting creosoted deal wood blocks, granite

asphalte, and Trinidiid asphalte for the

.Jarrah wood blocks.

The Kstablishment Committee presented a

report on the question of the organisation of

the stalls of the chief engineer's department.
This staff consists of a deputy chief engineer

(a position created in March, I9I2, and now
vacant), fifteen officers (some with special

titles), each in receipt of salaries .of more
than £400 a year, one chief clerk, eleven

senior assistants, thirty-nine assistants in the

first class, eighteen assistants in the second

class, four assistants in the minor establish-

ment, and thirteen assistants iit weekly rates

of pity, making a total of 102 officers. The
committee recommended

—

(a) That tlic ultimate cstablisbuieut of, and the

scale of salarv attached to positions in. the chiel

ent'ineer's doiiartment, other than the staff eiiRagod

exc'lnsively on maintenance work at main drainace

DumpinH stations, sewer outfalls, and tunnels, bo

fi.xed as follows—a chief assistant engineer at a salar.v

of f8(X)a year, risins by annual increments of i.W to

£1,000 a year ; five assistant engineers, one at a

salary of £700 a year, rising by annual increments of

i'50 to £1,000 a year, two each at a salary of £600.

rising by annual increments of £50 to £800 a year,

and two each at a salary of £.500 a year, rising by
amuial increments of £!50 to £700 a year ; ten prmcipal

assistants, two each at a salary of £.iOO, rising l)y

annual increments of £25 to £600, and then by annual
increments of £50 to £700 a year ; one at a salary of

£400 a year, rising by annual increments of £25 to

£600 a year ; five each at a salary of £400 a year,

rising by annual increments of £25 to £500 a year,

and two" eacli at a salary of £400 a year, rising by
annual increments of £25 to £450 a year: a chief

clerk at a salary of £400 a year, rising by annual

increments of £25 to £550 a year; fifteen senior

assistants each at a salary of £300, rising by annual

increments of £25, eleven to £400 a year, and four to

£3.50 a year ; thirty-five assistants in the first class

:

eighteen assistants in the second class ; seven minor
establishment assistants ; and ten uon-classified

assistants at maximum weekly rates of nay as

follows:—two at 63s. each, three at COs., oneat.")Os.,

two at 45s. each, and two at 42s. each.

(b) That pending the filling of the position, referred

to in the foregoing resolution (a), of assistant en-

gineer with a maximum salary of £1.000 a year, and
one of the positions of principal assistant with a

niaximiuu salary of £700 a year, there be instead two
positions of assistant engineer, each with .a maximum
salary of £800 a year.

. .

(c) That the position of deputy chief engineer be

abolished.

The ultimate cost on the final organisation

of the department will be about £280 a year

more than the ultimate cost, inclusive of

£1,500 for a deputy chief engineer, of the

present establishment.

In reference to this recommendation, the

Main Drainage Committee recommended
that the services of Mr. J. E. Worth.

assistant engineer in charge of main drainage

works on the north of the Thames, one of tlie

officers affected, who will attain the age of

lif) years on March 19 next, bo retained for

twelve months after that date.

The Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee asked for the approval of expenditure

estimated at £88,f)20. in connection with the

development of the eastern section of the

Old Oak estate. Hammersmith. The scheme
provides for the buililing of .353 cottages and
two shops on the southern portion of the sec-

tion. Those cottages will comprise 2G of five

rooms, 24 of four rooms and a small addi-

tional liedroom, and 122 of three rooms. A]\

will have sculleries, and 244 will be provided
with bathrooms.
The Council passed a vote of condolence

with the relatives of the late Mr. Walter
Emden. Past-President of the Society of

Architects, who represented the Strand
division on the Council from 1892 to 1904.
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R.
A.

Mr. G. L.

announced tliat

THK ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fortnightly meeting of tlie Archi-

tectural Association was held on Friday

evening at 18. Tufton-street, Westmnister,

Mr. W. Curtis Green, F.R.I.B.A.. the Presi-

dent, occupying the chair. Messrs. C
Galsworthy, R. J. Jezzard, and J. J

Murphy were elected as members.

Elkington, hon. secretary,

the next meeting of the Camera, Sketch, and

Debate Club will be held on Thursday,

December 18. when papers will be read

entitled "The Present Relation of the Three

Arts." The President proposed votes ot

thanks to Mr. Lawrence Weaver for pre-

senting copies of "Gardens Old and New'
and "In English Homes" to tlie library of

the Association, and to Mr. W. H. Ward for

a generous gift of a collection of negatives

of Renaissance buildings at home and on the

Continent to the Lantern-slide department.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF PORTUGAL.

Mr. W. H. Ward. M.A.. A. R.I. B. A., read

the following paper on "The Architecture

of Portugal." It was illustrated by a large

number of lantern-slides from photographs

taken and plans made by tlie lecturer and by

Mr. Crum Watson, some of which are repro-

duced herewith 'and in our illustration

pages :

—

Portugal, like most of the lesser States

of Europe, has never (remarked Mr. Ward)
stood in the direct line of development in

Western civilisation and art; but its civilisa-

tion and art is not, for that reason, without

interest. Like other small countries, it has

borrowed largely from greater neighbours,

but has modified in borrowing in accordance
with its national bent, and in obedience to

the various peculiar influences under which
it has come from time to time. From one

point of view, both the architecture and the

language ot Portugal may be regarded as

merely provincial varieties of those of the

Iberian Peninsula as a whole, sharing with

Aragon and Navarre! Leon and Castile, and
the other Spanish kingdoms, not only the

language and heritage of Rome, but also the

stimulus of a national struggle against the

Moors and contact with a brilliant Moham-
medan civilisation. But the fact that the

Portuguese have, with the exception ot short

interludes, succeeded in maintaining their

independence as against the rulers of Spain
also raises their language and arts to some
thing more than provincial importance, while
the peculiarity of their geographical position
—shut off from all land neighbours but one,

and forced to expand, if at all, by way of

maritime enterprise—has brought them into
contact with very varied, and in some cases
very remote, civilisations, and given them the
opportunity of playing a part in world-
liistory out of proportion to their numbers.
It was they who discovered the sea route
to Asia; their colonial empire rivalled those
of Spain and England, and is still consider-
able ; and ihey possess in Camoens, the
author of the Lusiad, one name in litera-

ture of European fame, which is more than
can be said of many of the more highly-
organised lesser States, such as, say, Sweden,
Holland, or Switzerland.
A brief outline of tlie history of Portugal

willhelp to make her architecture intelligible.
The territory whicli now bears that name
was conquered by tlio Romans in the second
century B.C., and remained under their rule
till the barbarian invasion of the fifth century
A.D. At the end ot tlie sixth it was absorbed
in the Visigothic kingdom ot Spain, with
which it was conr|ncred by the Moors early
in the eiglith century. The history of the
State of Portugal tiegins with the 'grant of
the Courtship of Portucalia, at the mouth
of her Douro, by Ferdinand of Castile to his
son-in-law, Henry of Burgundv. in 1(19.5.

Henry's son Alfonso took the title of King
in 1130. The dynasty of Burgundy lasted
for nearly 300 years, during which a constant
fight was kept up with the Moors, who were
gradually driven further and further south
till the whole of the present territory
was won, tluuigh large numbers of the
Moorish population remained and accepted
Christianity. In i;i83 the Hon.se of
Burgundy became extinct in the lecitimnte
male line, and, in order to avoid being

alisorbcd in Castile by the marriage ol tlic

heiress, Dona Brites, the Portuguese eleciea

an illegitimate prince, John I. of Aviz, as

king. He defeated tlie Spaniards in the deci-

sive battle of Aljubarrota and strengthened

himself by alliance w^itli England and

marriage with Philippa of Lancaster,

daughter of John of Gaunt. Under the House

ot Aviz Portugal reached her period ot

greatest prosperity and success. Early in the

l5th century Prince Henry the Navigator

promoted exploration and overseas conquest

in Africa. Later on, the Cape ot Good Hope
was rounded, trade opened up with the East,

and a colonial empire was founded both in

the East Indies and Brazil. The reign of

Dom Maiioel the Fortunate, the con-

temporary ot Francis I. ot France and ot

Henry VJI. and Henry VIII. ot England, a

magnificent patron ot arts and learning, and,

in fact, a typical prince of the Renaissance,

but more virtuous and disinterested than

most, saw Portugal at the summit of her

fortunes. After liiin the Court grew priest-

ridden and helpless. The kingdom tell a prey

to Philip II. ot Spain in 1580, and, becoming

involved in his war with Holland,

Portugal lost her naval power and many
ot her colonies to the Dutch. Independ-

ence was recovered, the house of Braganza

was placed on the throne in 1G40, and

the long-standing alliance with England was

revived, which proved more profitable com
mercially to us than to Portugal. This

alliance, however, by giving us a foothold on

the Continent, became the means ot deliver-

ing Europe from the yoke of Napoleon

through Wellington's Peninsula campaigns.

'J'he subsequent career ot Portugal, whether

under the monarchy or the republic, has been

neither glorious nor remarkably progressive,

though by no means uneventful. Though
Portugal "was for COO years a part of the

Roman Empire, and has remained Latin in

language, the remains of Roman architecture

are scarce, and not very important. The
interruption of the barbarian and Moham-
medan invasions was so complete that no in-

dependent development of a Romanesque
style was possible. The Visigoths were not

builders, although they had a fine decorative

art of their own, as may be judged from the

Visigothic jewels in the Cluny Museum in

Paris.

MOORISH INFLUENCE ON THE ARTS.

It was otherwise with the Moors, who built

largely and well. Few buildings, however,

actually dating from the period of the

Moorish dominion have survived, and they

consist chiefly of fortifications, such as the

mined Castello dos Monros on the heights

above Cintra, but. on the other hand, there

are a considerable number ot buildings built

or adorned by the Moriscos, or converted

Moors, tor their Christian conquerors, who
had almost everything to learn in the way of

civilisation froni the foes they had overcome.
Moorish influence in structural methods and
decoration thus left an enduring mark on

Portuguese architecture and crafts. Side by

side with Moorish work came the introduc-

tion ot various phases ot Romanesque and
Gothic from abroad, principally from France
and partly through the medium ot Spain

;

each phase came independently from outside,

as happened with Gothic in Italy, and did not

develop each out of the last, as was the ease

ill 1' ranee and England. The result of this

is that types often appear in Portugal half

a century, or even more, later than elsewhere

—sometimes when they were already obsolete

in their native countries—and tliat types

lielonging to different periods at home appear
sininltaneously in the same Portuguese
building—a fact which often makes Portu-

guese Mediaaval architecture an extremely
puzzling one to date. In the course of the

14th and 1.5tli centuries the influence of

England, with which there was a close

alliance, and ot the Low Countries, and even
(Jermany, with which there was much com-
mercial intercourse by sea, is often traceable
side by side with that of Spain and France,
while through all runs an Oriental strain.

THE NATIONAL STYLE.

Towards the end of the l.'ith century
Portugal developed her single national

style, called Manoelino, though it began

rather earlier than the reign ot Dom Manoel.

It consists essentially in an extremely

exuberant and naturalistic form ot Late

Gothic, analogous to the Flamboyant of

France and the contemporary Gothic of

Germany, with certain Moorish reminis-

cences. But soon there were grafted on to

it motives derived from Indian art on the one

hand, and that of the Italian Renaissance

on the other, the combination making a very

curious and decorative, it over ornate, result.

From the IGtIi century onwards architecture

ran much the same course in Portugal as in

other Southern countries. The delicate and

fanciful Early Renaissance was followed by a

severer Palladian phase, and that by various

types of Baroque in the 17tli and early 18th

centuries, and those again by a more correct

but duller Classic in the later 18th, while the

nodern architecture of Portugal, if it has any

recognisable tendency at all, seems to hesi-

tate between a revival ot "Arte Manoelina "

and French "Art Nouveau."
I propose now to give a short account ot

some half-dozen of the most important archi-

tectural monuments ot Portugal, such as the

collegiate churches of Alcoba^a, Batalha, and
Belem, the old Cathedral and the churches

of Sta. Cruz at Coimbra, the buildings of the

Knights Templars at Thomar, and the Palace

at Cintra. But before doing so it will be

interesting to trace the effects produced by

Moorish traditions of building and decoration

on Portuguese architecture.

MOORISH TRADITIONS.

The Portuguese borrowed from the Moors
a peculiar method of walling, and forms ot

chimneys, arches, windows, and battlements.

Most ot these are found in the old Palace at

Cintra (illustrated elsewhere). The older

walls there are built in the Moorish method
ot rubble stonework, strengthened at

intervals by the introduction ot bands ot

brickwork three courses thick. The chimneys
over the kitchens form huge cones not un-

like the Kentish oast houses, rising high

above the roofs to carry off the fumes of

cooking, and originally covered externally

with a decoration ot glazed tiles. Such
chimneys are still found in Morocco at the

present day, and similar ones of the 17th

century occur in the monastery of Aleobacja,

where they rise from cast iron columns in the

centre of a marble-lined kitchen, through

which a clear brook runs in marble channels.

The Moorish form of arch, ot horseshoe

shape, or with cusps, with a cusp resting on

the capital, is pretty frequent, as also is

the Moorish type of window, consisting of

two cusped arched lights, often stilted, rising

troni slender shafts, sometimes twisted, with

abaci moulded on the side but not on the

face, the whole being enclosed in a rect-

angular moulded frame. The Moors also

used various types of battlements, serrated

or of other peculiar forms, and the strange

battlements of the 15th-century castle at

Belem. in which the merlons take the form of

shields, are perhaps a relic of these. Moorish
tradition is also probably visible in the

curious tracery of some of the Portuguese
Gothic churches. This does not grow out of

the planes of the moulded window jambs, as in

Northern Gothic, but consists ot geometrical

patterns set in the openings and unrelated to

its mouldings, being derived probably either

from the pierced wood-screens familiar in

Cairene work, or the Oriental method of

filling window-openings with parterns of

brightly-coloured glass set in plaster. Again,

the Moors were skilful carpenters, and

excelled in richly-wrought woodwork. They
had a peculiar method of constnicting timber

roofs with coupled ratters connected by

crossed strips ot wood arranged deeoratively,

and they sometimes covered the whole inner

surface of the roofs with a decoration of

interlacing laths in star and other patterns

riclilv coloureil. An example of this occurs

in the Palace chapel at Cintra. The
Portuguese carried on this tradition for

centuries, substituting moulded panel-work

of various designs, but usually retaining the

colour, as in the Halls of the Shields, of the

Maspies, and ot the Swans at Cintra, and the

Hall of Degrees in Coimbra University. The
Moorish fondness for elaborate cabinet-work
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also survivctl in the cluircli screens and
rHilings, with turned wood balusters of tlie

Renaissance period, sucli as those of Santa
Cruz and the new cathedral at Coiniljra, and
perhaps in the extraordinarily worried
decoration of some of the Baroque churches
of the type known in Spain as Churri-
Sueresque, such as that of Sao Francisco at
Oporto.

TiLEwoRK nrroRATiov.
Perhaps the most ohvious and enduring

effect of Moorish tradition lies in the use of

tiled linings. The manufacture of coloured
glazed tiles in the East is almost as old as
liistory. It was introduced into Spain by the
Arabs, perhaps as early as the 8th century,
but no existing examples can be proved to be
earlier than the I'itli. Their beauty of

colour, and the cool expanses of floor and wall
surface which they provide, so grateful in the
torrid heats of summer, earned them a wide
popularity in the Peninsula which they have
ever since retained. In the earliest examples
the tiles are self-coloured— either bhiisli-

green. brown, dark violet, or milky white,
and of various shapes, and they are laid in

geometrical patterns. Later on, a process
was invented of producing a pattern on single
tiles, by cutting a design in incised lines on
a wooden stamp, which was reproduced in

raised lines on the soft clay; colour was then
run into the intervening spaces. The designs
were usually of the star type, but grotesque
animals and flower and foliage motives were
sometimes introduced ; a little later embossed
tiles, especially in vine patterns, came into
use. At Cintra are several rooms decorated
with higli dadoes of some of these kiruls

of tiles, some of them being finished with
cusped and crocketed crestings. The tiles

used are mostly self-coloured, or nearly so;
but the old cathedral at Coimbra exhibits fine

examples of patterned tiles of the I4th
century clotliing the walls, and, till the
recent restoration, also the piers, with a
bewildering variety of richly - coloured
devices, producing a tapestry-like effect. At
the Reiuxissanee the star patterns were
supplemented by scroll and other flowing
ornamentation, and the range of colour
became more varied, being painted on the
tiles without Ijounding ridges. The patterns
are sometimes continuous, severing the whole
walls, as in the 17th-century sacristy of

Sta. Cruz, or enclosed in architectural
borders, as at Sao Aniaro at Alcantara.
About the same time lustre tiles— first pale
gold and. later, red gold—also came into use.
But after the expulsion of the Moors in 1609
the art of the tile-maker gradually declined,
the colours lost in brilliance, and their range
became restricted to blue designs on white
grounds, with purple and yellow as occasional
variants. The blue-and- white technique
seems to have arisen simultaneously at Delft
and in Portugal, and in each case seems to be
the outcome of a desire to imitate Chinese
porcelain, then becoming known in Europe.
Many of these tiles had a single flower vase
or figure subject on each. But the practice
of making large figure subjects in ornamental
borders, with a portion only of the total
design painted on each individual tile, came
in in the 16th century and continued till the
early 19th. An example occurs in the nave
of Sta. Cruz at Coimbra. Tile linings were
applied, not only to rooms, but to cloisters,
tanks, steps, garden-seats, and even roofs,
but their use for entire house-fronts, now
common in Portuguese towns, seems to be no
earlier than the 19th century; and that is, it

came in when both the colour and the design
of the tiles had sunk to insignificance.

HOMANKSQUK ARCHITKCTURK.
We may now turn to the Christian archi-

tecture with which these various Mnluim-
medan traditions and influences are inter-
woven. The earliest examcles are naturally
found in the North, and consist of an
exceedingly simple and rude type of
Romanesque churches of the Ilt.h and I2tli

centuries, with rectangular naves and
chancels, and occasionally a Northern porch.
After the foundation of the cathedral of
Santiago de Compostella. which was probal)lv
modelled on S. Scrnin at Toulouse, a more
developed basilican plan, with a transept pro-
jecting beyond the aisles and apses on the

east side of it, Ijecame established as the

Luitional type, varied in a few of the more
important Later (iothic churches, such as

the cathedral of Lisbon, by a chevet with
radiating chapels. An admirable example of

the Konmncsque style, though dating from
(|uite the close of the I2th century, is the old

cathedral ,or Se Ve Veiha, at Coimbra (see

central illustration), with its austere fortress-

like exterior almost unpicrccd by windows
and crowned l>y battlements, aiul its long,

dimly-lit nave, culminating in the glory of an
apse rich in carving and gilding. All the

light comes from the high west window and
two in the domical lantern at the intersec-

tion, which, externally, is still clothed with

Templars. This circular, or, rather,
polygonal, church at Thomar was built about
116,'), and therefore probably earlier than the
still fully round-arched cathedral at Coimbra.
The most important building of Early Pointed
architecture in Portugal is contemporary with
the last two. This is the great Cistercian
Abbey Cluirch at Alcobacja, founded in II65,
and iinished 1211. and liegun at least by
Frenchnu'u. Its plan, given herewith, is, to
some extent, modelled on the mother church
at Clairvaux, having a semicircular aisled
choir, with nine radiating chapels. But the
re.st of the church sliows a wide departure
from Northern practice. The Portuguese, left

to themselves, were afraid of continuing the

loo^ FEEIT",

i'LAX OF ABBEY CHURCH. ALCOBACA.
(From "Portuguese .\rcliitccturc," by W. Crnui Watson: Coustuble.)

a mosaic of self-coloured tiles; internally, the

aisle walls retain the patterned tile lining

which has been stripped from the piers

during a recent "restoration." The piers

have half-round engaged shafts with capitals

of Byzantine character. There is no cleres-

tory, and the barrel vault of the nave is

buttressed by half-barrel vaults over the

quadripartite aisle vaults. It is curious that

the Portuguese, who in the early stages were
very timid in their attempts, eventually de-

veloped some of the boldest and more
enduring \aults in the whole of Europe. The
three apses of the old cathedral are enriched
with altar-pieces, probably the work of a

colony of Flemish artists, who were employed
by Manocl the Fortunate. The central one
(see illustration) is in wood, and consists

of exuberant Late Gothic canopy work
gilded on a blue ground. Those in the side

apses are of stone, and of the Early Renais-
sance, executed by Flemings or Frenchmen.
The beautiful font near the west end appears
to be the work of Jean do Rouen—a French-
man who came to Portugal about 1521, after
having worked upon the monument of

Cardiiual of Amboise at Rouen. The

TRANSITION FROM ROMANESQITU TO GOTHIC

has its finest example in Portugal— as it has
in London— in a clnireh of the Knights

French vaulting system of the choir with its

relatively slender piers and flying buttresses.

They made the nave piers so excessive that

they almost concealed the arches, and
buttressed the main vault by carrying up the
aisle vaults and thick outer walls to the same
level. The interior of this huge uave was the
largest in Portugal, was once rich with stall-

work and other embellishments of various
ages, but all this was systematically
destroyed by Massena's soldiers in 1819, and
its gaunt grey perspective now contrasts
oddly with the faded colours arul tarnished
gildings of the florid Baroque decoration of

the choir, which, however, provided a not un-
pleasant splash of colour amid the gloom.
The influence of Northern Gothic was for ;i

long time very slight in Portugal, and the
13th century, which was such a splendid
building age in Northern Europe, was almost
barren hei-e. Most of the earlier Pointed
buildings date only from the 14th century. To
this period belong many of the beautiful
cloisters which offer one of the great charms
of Portuguese churches. They are not, as a
rule, placed, as with us, on the south side of

the church to catch the sun, but rather on
the north, to obtain the shade, though some-
times also to the east or the west; and they
are planted with palms and roses, flowerijjg

shrubs and creepers, and aromatic herbs set
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ill box borders and refreshed witli fountains

plashing in marble basins. AIcoba5a pos-

sesses one of tliese, wliieli, though not begun
till about 1310, would, except for its national

peculiarities, pass in France or England as

13th-century work. Like most Portuguese
cloisters, it is in two stories, the upper one
being of a somewhat later period, and has a

lavatoriuni or fountain-house, in which, for

some unexplained reason, the curious poly-

gonal fountain is set askew with tlie walls.

The fine church of St» Clara at Coimbra,
now half-silted up by the floods of the Mon-
dego, is anotlier example of 14th-century
building, which, from its massiveness and
simplicity, and the absence of tracery, looks-

as if it belonged to the 13th, or even the
12th. Much, too, of the picturesque castle
of Leiria and its beautiful ruined chapel was
built in the 14th century by King Denis the
Labourer, who earned his name by his un-
remitting efforts to reclaim large tracts of
waste land and plant the sand dunes. One
of the first symptoms of Portuguese Gothic
getting abreast of that of other countries is to
be found in two beautiful altar tombs at
Alcoba^ia, made about 1390, almost certainly
by foreign, and probably by French, crafts-
men. They are the tombs of Dom Pedro I.

and his mistress, Inez de Castro, who was
murdered in the garden near Coimbra,
called, in consequence, the Quinta das
lagrimas, beside the romantic Fonte dos
Amores. The effigies of the Royal lovers lie

facing one another on sarcophagi, whose
sides are enriched with elaborate canopy-
work. The sculpture is for its accomplisii-
ment unparalleled up to that time in
Portugal, while the decorative portions,
though embodying some favourite Portuguese
motives, has none of the luscious barbarism
of the later native style.

BATALHA.
Dom Pedro's son was the last of the

legitimate Burgundian line, and tlie opening
of the era of the House of Aviz whieli
followed was signalised from the first by a
successful struggle for national independence
against the Spaniards. Dom John III.,
whose wife was a granddaughter of our
Edward III., and one whose sons was to be
distinguished as Prince Henry the Navigator
determined to commemorate the glories of
tlie national history and of his house by the
foundation of the splendid ciinrcli and
monastery, Sta Maria da Vittona,* nn the
spot where the battle of Aljubarrota began
and Iience known as Batalha. The church
(see plan herewith, and also a perspective
view elsewhere, taken from the east) was
begun in 1,385, and the Royal mausoleum was
completed in 1430. It is built of white lime-
stone winch turns a golden yellow with age
and stands m a valley .surrounded bv woods
ot pine and cork oak. The plan is tlie tradi-
tional basihcan one, with a transept and five

Affonso Dommgues, who seems to^ha'veearned the eastern portion up to a consider

i V HuT'"-,
^''' '•^."'-nder'Jvas carried oitby Inet, who succeeded him in 1402, and is

•'.iKl to have been an Irishman. The mixedeharaeteristies found in the elnirch make itsorigin a most .iifficnlt problem to unravel

d.rr,"'^l"'f ^^i'-^f^'-i'-Euglisl;

nfluc:;;:;:
''n^-.t^""'" causes than Engi

la si,,,,"' T^"'}^'-
"" '°"g ""«« «f itsnaiusti.ide,! and pinnacled roofs whirl,suggest a Perpendieular church or colWe

T^ni:'^::^' '^'""f t^e saiL^f:: u^
ft-:^i;^-;i:;,--:;l.,c--g. and

ouViss!,e of Ma? K ",'««'"?' ""'' '^'""™'' '^Pl'wwc,] inoiii issue oi waj 1;,. lUOH, also a nearer v e\v frnm tiiosouth ottst. and the entrance to tht CWlla im,wJeitas. .\ double page drawinK of the clo tte i^ hV

and the ehapel, are all English features. On
tlie other hand, the great height of the vault,

lOfift. high and 25ft. wide, the bases of the

nave shafts, and the square abaci of their

capitals, suggest French influence ; other

features are purely native. The south portal

(also illustrated), with its great heraldic

panel, is like Portuguese examples of much
earlier date. The elaborate and minute
tracery which fills some of the windows and
divides up the lancets of the apses into panels
is. perhaps, due to Moorish tradition, and is

intended to block out the excess of light; tin

end which might have been attained by
smaller windows. Of Moorish origin, too, are
the cusped arches in the Founders' Chapel.
This chapel is square externally, but its

central space is octagonal, and was formerly

between them. But his short niid unsuc-
cessful reign did not allow him to complete
the scheme, or even roof it in. The work was
taken up again by Dom Manoel the Fortunate
towards the end of the century, when the
Manoelino style was in full swing. The work
was carried on till 1528 by a father and son
of the name of Fcrnaiides, and for five years
more by one John of Castile, who also
worked at Coimbra and Belem ; but, even so,

it was not finished, and still bears the name
of Capellas Imperfeitas. Manoel rebuilt the
arch intended to lead into the main church,
and carried up the piers with a view to
building a lofty central vault. The arch is

45ft. high, and shows the Manoelino style in
its fullest development, with many planes of
moulding, each elaborately enriched and

PLAN OF STA MARIA DE VITTORIA, BATALHA.
(From " PortuKuese Architecture," by W. Crum Watson: Constable.)

surmounted by an openwork stone spire like

that attached to the north transept, and
resembling that of Freiburg, in Germany.
The explanation of these contradictions seems
to be that the work, as a whole, was carried
out by Portuguese, who had a fairly free
hand as to details and particular features
under the superintendence of an English-
man, or of a man familiar with English work,
who had travelled in France and Germany,
or was assisted by French and German
craftsmen. The impression produced by the
great abbey is as mixed as it is original.

Externally, the proportions are imposing, and
the elevations show in parts considerable
beauty in features and detail, but the effect is

marred, as is too often the case in Portugal,
by a florid treatment full of ill-digested and
ill-assorted foreign elements. Internally, the
result is far more successful. Few nobler or
more impressive interiors can be met with
anywhere, swept though it is of all its

splendid fittings by the vandalism of the
French in 1809. A very remarkable feature
is found in the chapter-house, a square
chamber 60ft. in diameter, and yet vaulted in
a single span. It is the largest i-oom of the
kind known tliat is vaulted without any
central support, and its vault is so strong as
to have withstood repeated earthquakes. In
view of the timidity of earlier Portuguese
vaults, this feat is in itself almost sufficient
to prove the presence of an accomplished
Northern architect. King John III. and
Viieon Pliilippa, with four of their sons, in-
cluding the Navigator, are buried in their
southern chapel, but tile tombs are plainer,
and the sculpture less fine, than those of
Alcoba(,'a. Their grandson, named Edward,
or Duarte, after his English grandfather,
desired an even more splendid sculpture, and
iluet planned for him an octagonal
mausoleum beyond the east end, which it was
intended should be surrounded bv light
radiating rliapels, and light smaller chnpcls

interpenetrating one another, and several
Orders of traceried eusping of opposite direc-
tion. The compound vaulting piers, .so mighty
that in their unfinished state they look like
towers, are treated as bundles of reeds inter-
laced and bound together by cables and
ribbons, the hollows being filled with foliage
and heraldic devices. All this is merely the
extravagant virtuosity and naturalism ot the
last stage of Gothic carried to extremes, but
here and there Renaissance ornament is also
introduced; while John of Castile's last
addition consists in a pure Renaissance
screen of two arches in the clerestory, whose
relatively single forms are in refreshing
contrast to the orgy of contorted and worried
lines around them. Dom Manoel also
embellished the cloisters of Batalha by filling
the older plain openings with tracery of two
alternating types, both composed of branch
work, one of a regular reticulated pattern,
and the other, a lace-like screen of flowing de-
sign, probably suggested by Indian examples.
At Aleoba9a is an extraordinary doorway,
which is interesting as showing the affinities
of Manoelino, with tlie naturalistic tendencies
of Late Gothic in Germany, and the timid
irruption into the midst of this flamboyance
of Italian motives diametrically opposite
tendency. An opening with reversed cusps is

framed in by two trees, with roots and stems
and leafy boughs complete, and under their
shadow nestle Italian arabesques.

(To be continued.)

The President, in inviting discussion upon
tlie paper, said he had not been nearer than
Spain to the cities mentioned by Mr. Ward,
whose description of kitchens" lined with
Moorish tiles and running streams in marbl,-
channels, and of cloister gardens filled with
roses, palms, and aromatic herbs tempted one
to make Portugal the objective of a future
holid.ay. He could not follow the construe-
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tioa of clniroli roofs witli coupled rafters.

The point of the lecture was tlie great width
of the churches contained under one span of

roof, which seemed to olTer suggestions for

planning for great congregations of

worshippers.
Jlr. H. JI. FU^teher, in proposing a vote

of thanks to Mr. Ward, said an architectural
student ought not to visit Portugal until he
had formed his own style, or lie might bring
back in his sketch-bootl sonje of the Baroque
and Chirrugueresque details wliich would
appear more remarkable tluiu beautiful when
placed in juxtaposition with English work.
The Portuguese seemed to run riot in their
details, but their real strength lay in their
original and very clever plans. The interiuil

effect at Belein and at Batalha was very
splendid. He had remarked in churches iii

the South of France the influence of Spanish
and Portuguese art, notably at Bordeau.\ and
at Toulouse, where an effect of great ampli-
tude, given by the lofty masses and the wide,
unobstructed plan, was very impressive. The
curious influence of English art was also
obvious in Bordeaux and other cities in the
south-west of France. The free use of tiles

and the Baroque treatment in these
Portuguese was paralleled, to some extent,
in the 17th-eentury eliurches of Mexico, as
recently made known to ns in some photo-
graphs reproduced in the Bi-'iel- linildrr, a
United States publication. Probably they
were influenced by Portuguese art. As for
the Manoelino art, such rich work was mani-
festly unsuitable to our sunless climate.

Mr. V. C. Batalha Reis seconded the vote
of thanks. It was true that architects and
sculptors were imported at all periods into
Portugal, but a distinctively national style

ran through all the work with a character-
istic and almost barbaric touch. As Mr.
Fletcher had said, the Manoelino style was
only suited for a land of inten.se sunshine,
where one could appreciate the fine effect of
isolated masses of coloured tilework or of
rich rope decoration confined within formal
outline upon masses of plain, unbroken
walling. There was less of Gothic work than
might be expected, and this was probably due
to the fact that in later days Gothic work
was destroyed and replaced by current
Renaissance work. The unfortunate craze
for restoring away historical work of great
beauty was still prevalent in Portugal. The
rope pattern in ornament, although some-
times used to a wearisome extent, was
characteristic of Portuguese art, and was, he
thought, often charming in its boldness of
treatment. The picturesque effect of the
tilework, of the deep verandahs, and tile

cornices to the houses, and the numerous
fountains and wells, was, he held, delightful.

Mr. P. Cart de Lanfontaine referred to the
similarity between the beautiful tilework
decoration of Portuguese walling to that to

bo seen in Algeria, Tunis, and, indeed,
throughout the Mediterranean coasts once
overrun by the Moors. The use of cord-
work, or ropework, as a decorative feature
was, however, almost entirely confined to
Portugal.
Mr. A. G. R. Mackenzie considered that

the artistic use of beautifully-coloured tile-

work in decoration constituted more than
half the charm of Portuguese architecture, as
it did also in the buildings of Spain.

In replying to the vote of thanks, which
was passed by acclamation, Mr. Ward
explained that in many Portuguese church
roofs two rafters were placed side by side on
cither side of a beam, and were united to it

l>y strap laths in cross-patterns, giving the
effect of a kind of truss. The lofty churches
of wide span, and often devoid of fittings,

were exceedingly fine in effect. Many of the
early churches in Portugal were, on the other
hand, exceedingly narrow, and formed a re-

markable contrast to the later ones. There
must be many examples of colonial Portu-
guese architecture, not only in Mexico, but
also in the Azores. Madeira, and Brazil, but
he had not visited those countries, jtor had
been able to examine any photographs of tlie

buildings. As Mr. Batalha Reis had said, the
rage for church restoration in Portugal was
very great, and its results were to be
regretted. The rope ornamentation was

characteristic of the country, but whereas in

the cloisters of Santa Cruz the tracery was
entirely carved to represent coiled rope, the

effect was bizarre rather than beautilul. Ho
had been struck with the iiiflueuce of Indian
art, often indefinable as to detail, which was
evident in many of the buildings of

Portugal.

•BUILDING NEWS"
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DESIGNING

\ CL.\SSICAL TOWN HOUSE.

The chief feature of this problem was
definitely unusual, inasmuch as the
reception-rooms of the house were to be
located at the back of the premises over-
looking a public park, and the open space on
the site, instead of being left as a mere yard,
as commonly done, was to be treated orna-
mentally as part of the residence and made
available for sitting-out purposes. The
subject had to be architecturally handled
inside as well as out, and the facades wei'e

specified to be in stone ashlar and designed
in a Classic manner. AVe realised that no
little ability would be needed to work out the
project. The brief statement, as set out in

the conditions, clearly made evident our in-

tentions, which w:ere specifically defined in

detail, witli the result that the Icngtli of the
instructions no doubt tended to restrict the
competition to the comparatively few, the
majority of students funking serious work
such as this,, particularly Ayhen the im-
mediate reward, on the face of things,

happens to look so inadequate. Added to

this contingency it was possibly too much to

expect elementary students to embark upon
relatively monunieutal work, even when
asked for within the four walls of so limited
an undertaking as this design for a com-
paratively small house. Its very limitations,

no doubt, helped to increase the apparent
difficulties to be worked out and overcome.
Nevertheless, it ranks as a capital essay in

self-improvement on which to test one's taste,

industrj-j and skill. " Enfant " has risen to

the occasion, and so well has he succeeded
that we are devoting a double-page illus-

tration to his design, which is capitally set

out on his sheet, and so clearly arranged for

publication, This, of course, is not the chief

tiling to be considered; but a good planner
for tlie most part may be trusted to contrive

his delineations in a presentable form for

reproduction, recognising the condition that

space has to be utilised to advantage. His
design is very superior to all the others sub-

mitted, and on his merits alone he is

accorded the place of honour. To riglitly

understand the genesis and lay-out .of his

plan it is necessary to read the conditions, of

which the following is a reprint:

—

A Classical Town House, faced with sfone,

architecturally complete in itself, though
forming one of a row of similar building?.

It is to be four stories high, including the
ground floor, the level of wliich is to be 2ft.

above the ornamentally-paved forecourt,

which is to be-6iii. higher than the public
footway. The forecourt is to be enclosed by
stone posts and chains. No gates or drive-in

for motors, etc., are required. The building;

line of the front elevation is to be set back
14ft. from the street frontage line.

.
The

principal apartments are to be located

at the back of the house, overlooking
a park, this aspect being towards the
south-east. The ordinarily speaking so-

called "back-yard" is to be laid out orna-
mentally with an architectural mural treat-

ment of a simple sort on its three, walled-
treatment of a simple sort on its three walled-
in sides, and thus it will furni.sh a worthy
open-air adjunct to the ground - floor

receptioii-rooms, which will open on to it by
Frencli casements. The rear end of this

paved space, which is .3ft. above the level of

the park garden land, is to be enclosed with
a wrought iron screen, 7ft. tall, with a

wicket-gate in it. made to match, and giving

.1. private access to the park, and opening
outwards. A dwnrf stone wall to uphold
this terrace, or oblong enclosed "yiird," and
the iron grill will stand on this wall. The
steps down to the park gardens must be
mainly inside the fence, though two steps

may project beyond the rear building line.

The dining-room wing will extend from the

main body of the house at its rear, and reach

back to the limit of the site, which is COft.

deep from the line of the street facade,

exclusive of the forecourt. The width of the

site throughout is 40ft. in the clear, reckon-

ing from the centre of the party-walls. The
end window, or windows, of the diniiig-i'oom

are to overlook the park, and the usual archi-

tectural features, such as bays, cornices, and
columns, may project into or oversail the

public-garden land if necessary. The ground

plan will include a morning-room or library,

a cloakroom with lavatory accommodation
for men, an outer vestibule, an inner hall,

a main staircase, all laid out architecturally.

Po.ssibly an "ante" to the dining-room wing

may be arranged. There must be a small

service-lobby. Should an internal-light area

become unavoidable, reckon that the next

adjoining house plan may be a repeat of this

one, only reversed in the lay-out, thus

doubling the width of such area. A servants'

staircase is essential, the kitchen and offices

being placed at the top of the house, and this

fourth floor may be partly in the roof. The
basement to consist of a moderately-sized

coal-cellar, a wine-cellar, boxroom, and cool-

room larder. The tradesmen's door and

servants' entrance to be in the main front,

set on one side, the principal entrance being

centi-.al. Put open-grated small areas to light

the basement, but not one continuous open

area. Generally speaking, the secondary

rooms are to face the street. The drawing-

room may come over the dining-room ; but

this back wing is not in its major part to be

more thau three floors high, the fiat at top

being partly used as a house-service yard. A
lift will be needed from basement to top

floor, and it is to be located between the

service lobby and tradesmen's entrance

vestibule, so as to be handy for general

purposes, with a dual carriage, one being for

fuel and rougher goods. The detail of this

need not be worked out so far as the actual

lift is concerned. The boudoir may be dis-

tinct from the drawing-room ; b"' a rather

spacious landing on the first floor is essential.

The distribution of the rooms to be dignified;

but it is left to the competitors to lix their

sizes and their number, provided there are

two bedrooms for the servants, and on the

second floor one best bathroom and vv.c, as

well as a h.m.c. elsewhere. The problem is

to plan the best house within the given space.

The ground-floor and first-floor main rooms
to be 12ft. high, second-floor main rooms 10ft.

high, and the third generally to be 8ft. 6in.

high, though the kitchen should be more
lofty. The front elevation (which should not

be "over-elaborated in design) to be drawn
to the scale of 4ft. to the inch. The rear

elevation and section from back to front,

showing return elevation of the dining-room

rear wing, and three chief plans, to be
drawn to" scale of 8ft. to the inch. Other
plans, as space allows on the sheet, may be

to scale of 16ft. to inch. An elevation of the

back-fence grills, is desirable. -No view is

needed ; but an elevatfon of the flank-wall at

rear of next adjoining house would be an
advantage, if room can be had to show it.

By thus recapitulating these instructions,

we shall be saved the necessity of going over

tlie ground again to enable the reader to

follow, if he cares to do so, why "Enfant"
did this, that, and the other; above all, how
it was that he did not use the internal space

next the street in the ordinary way. The
reason is simply because we told him to do
the other thing and locate his chief rooms
at the back. It may not, at first sight, appear
to be so, but actually this reversal of things

is far less easy,than the regulation plan, and,
besides, the kitchen had to be at the top,

and not in a basement.
The- central hall with the well-light over

in "Enfant's" plan makes a commodious
feature, and we get square-set steps in an
easy-going staircase. The tradesmen's en-
trance lobby is ample, with a \vell-screene(l

staircase adjacent to it for the use of the
servants. Tlw lilt is central, and the service

space is well lit and amply large enough,
without waste. The loggia alongside of the
dining-room probably would have been better
omitted, though possiljly the balcony above
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was thouglit to be good enough to warrant

tiiis feature below. The mural treatment

witli tlie niches on the other side of tlie

paved courtyard may have suggested tlie

loggia as a complementary contrivance.

More tlian likely this is true ; but the

increase of the open space would have been
preferable, and an oversailing balcony, all

the same, might have been put. A central

door at the rear end of the vista, in front

of the entrance and beyond the "ante,"
would have been so much more satisfactory

as a matter of plan, and better for its archi-

tectural effect. That is what wc had i[i mind.
The bedrooms are not a strong feature in

"Enfant's" house. Nos. 1 and 4 are the
best. No. 2 would have been better if the
door had been set anglewise, with the corner
of the open area eased off to give space ; or the
door might have been put in the other wall,

facing the fireplace, so leaving the alcove
end of the room for the bed to stand in.

No. 3 would have been preferable without
the columns, and in Nos. 2, .3, 4. and 5 tlie

fireplaces might liave been gathered in

towards a central flue-stack, and put in the
angles next staircase-wall with advantage, so
as to mollify the awkward and available pro-
portions of these apartments. The servants'
rooms are nicely isolated from the rest, and
the kitchen is somewhat detached from the
centre of tilings, with advantage, directly
opening into the yard. The bath is ijuitc
close enough to tlie pantry; but food is not
to be kept there, the larder being in the
basement. Still, cooks are human beings,
and are liable to run risks to save trouble.
In a town house of such a limited size, one
cannot have everything, and the domestic
.service put up in the air, as liere shown, must
be less objectionable than in a stuffy base-
ment, with all the cooking smells rising
through the building, as thev are apt to do
even in the best-regulated families.

The front elevation is really quite good,
and overcomes the difficulties of the internal
contrivances very adroitly in a self-contained
way. It was, in a sense, a bothersome thing
to insist on the tradesmen's door, located
on the ground floor, being set directly
opening on to the forecourt. "Enfant'''
makes it almost appear a most natural tiling
to do, and, anyway, tlie treatment adopted
IS straightforward and sensible. The loggia
at back of the liouse, with the double
columns on pedestals, we would prefer to
omit. The big-pilastered treatment of the
dniing-room endblock wall only helps to
make this twin-column business look more
small and fussy. Some good consoles pro-
.lecting on the return front, and an iron-
balustraded balcony from end to end, might
have obviated this lack of proportion ; and
besides, the iron grille Tie.\t the park could
then have been made with advantage one bav
larger. The steps project more than we
intended, and look commonplace. Two steps
curving inwards and three steps curving out-
wards suggest a better solution. The mural
treatment in the section is a minor matter-
Init if we earned out the house, a revisewoud be desirable, and changes would be
easily possible, as "Enfant" does give a
cliance for a good treatment.

"Kcy.stone" is second, and " Yoniiester "
conies third.

"Keystone" takes the tradesmen's doordown into the area, where there is a hall

;

ini to get the goods round to the lift theboxrooin (so-called) has to be traversed. Thissnot satisfactory, and the hall on the groundloor IS not particularly gnod. The secoi
ft, which we di.l not ask for, encnmbe ,

^pi.iwliiig about in. while the staircase itselfI'as not lj,eii worked out propTh Tpalatial entrance from the "n, I
' j

nn tlie second floor is mnch too small fo;

comfort, and the landing is not roomy enough
as an adjunct to such spacious reception-

rooms. The landing is much larger on the

floor above, where it is not wanted so

urgently, and the lighting is poor. A bed-

room opening out of a scullery is scarcely

ideal, and tlie kitchen should be nearer the

yard, on the flat. The second lift, spoken

of before, is accessible only from a bedroom
on the top floor, and that one belonging to

the household, and is quite apart from the

servants' use. The elevation passes muster;
but the porch is disproportionate, and is

needlessly broad. All the coal would have
to be carried in through the tradesmen's
hall to the coal cellar—a most awkward
business.
"Youngster" washed-in and shaded his

drawings contrary to the rules and regula-

tions. If that settled everything, be would
have been thereby ousted, and, as it is, we
cannot publish his dra^ving, thi>ugh he ranks
tliird. That position he secures because no
other remaining competitor sends in a better
plan, or, at any rate, one more nearly com-
plying with the Conditions. His plan is not
remarkably good. In some respects it is

clumsy, and items in it arc inadequate— such
as the men's cloakroom, with the exposed
w.c. on an inner-screen wall. This w.c. "s

minus a door, so that no one could enter
the cloakroom while the w.c. is' in use,

indeed the whole provision is neither
select nor becoming. The main stair-

case, none too architecturally managed,
sweeps out awkwardly from the oblong
and very dark hall. There is no pre-

dominating dignity or centre-line. Three
rooms are provided on the ground floor—

a

dining-room, a morning-room, as well as

library—both the latter communicating. The
first-floor w.c. is in the bathroom. The
reception-rooms on this story are very good,
and the drawing-room is over the dining-
room. There are .five bedrooms, and two
more for domestics. The kitchen, with clere-

story lights, is a good one, though it is not
near the yard. The lift is well placed, and
an inner area lights the upper part of

servants' .staircase, also the first-floor landing
—which latter, however, is ungainly on plan.

The facade has a centre-piece distinguished
by fluted Ionic pilasters set on a rusticated
ground story. Pedimented dormers come out
flush and break the balustraded parapet in a
picturesque, if fussy, manner.

"Punch" encumbers his house by tele-

scoping the end of his dining-room at the
rear to make room for a pergola—unless,
indeed, he put the latter as an afterthought
to fill up the site, which course seems the
more probable. The library cuts the hall off

from the paved rear terrace. The hall sets
forward as far as the frontage, and much
space is lost in this incon.sequential manner
on both the main floors, without much regard
to the available means of lighting. The
plans, in fact, look more commodious than
they really arc. The luusic-room is larger
in area than the drawing-room, and the
boudoir leads to a bedroom, as well as to a
lavatory and w.c. The latter, perhaps, would
be thus made very private. The fault is, the
boudoir becomes in this way too much of a
passage, and it is much too important a room
for that, with its balcony in front over the
porch below. The elevation is cut up
vertically too nearly into three parts, witli
Ionic columns. The extremities extend
beyond the limits of the plot, which is con-
trary to the conditions, the cornices project-
ing. No r.w. pipes are shown, and the rain
inust find ea.semcnt .somewhere. "Punch"
is a neat draughtsman, and arranges his
material well. He therefore should do
better, iiiirl will if he perseveres.

"'I'. T." semis an old fasliiunci looking
ra(;iide. with i- iis fliilcil i-olnniiis of the
Corinthian oiihr. In execution it is not
unlikely that this front would look \ery well,
rei'alling details of 18tli-cenlury work. The
author has ignored our instructions, and
placed the dining-room on the first floor
front, looking over the street. The plan is

sacrificed to the vast hall and its front vesti-
bule, while the paved open-air space, called
"A Garden Court." is covered in below the
drawing-room, which is parallel to the

frontage, a lounge pairing with the
library on the ground floor. The grand
staircase has an oval well, and would be'

more in scale in a public building. The
steps are at right angles with the wall, the

quarter spaces being square without any
radiating reference to the oval well. Twin
arcades occur at ends of the hall, which thus
extends the whole width of the site, and
wastes an enormous area of space badly.

"Because" is extremely neat, and sends a
pavilioned facade with a portico cleverly

devised, the tradesman's door at side being
nicely subordinated. The plans are spoiled

by the rambling big halls, with a meaningless
"ante" situated awkwardly midst very thick

walls curved out on plan, and with doors
crowding this approach, which would never
be used, as there is a second door hard by
direct out of the inner hall, saving the fuss

of going through this oddment called an
"ante." The "ante" on the first floor is

really a circular little room anterior to

nothing, save that perambulating guests
might, if so minded, make a return that way
after traversing the pair of drawing-rooms.
They need not, however, go so far, because a
door direct on to the landing intervenes, and
is much more handy. The landing is

repeated on the second floor to the same size,

which is wasteful, and it has no light what-
ever at one end, save what can be got from
the staircase area windows round the corner.

This plan has points of merit, and so have
the elevations, but with all his care and neat
drawing, over wiiicli much pains have been
properly expended, the author falls short of

success. He makes folks go through a bed-
room to reach the bathroom, and tlirougli the
bathroom to get at the w.c. This awkward-
ness of contrivance also happens in the bath-
room at the back of the second floor, in so

far as the w.c. is coiiceriied. A little thought
would have obviated such initial faults.

"Norvic," thus low^ down, deserves no
higher place. He puts the staircase in front
of the house, and drops it at the first floor

level, duplicating the service-room on the
same floor, and curtailing the upper hall or
landing by a passage which could have been
far better left out. The elevations are in-

different..^nd the gentlemen's cloakroom is

small, with a very capacious w.c. beyond it

quite out of proportion.
"Sherwood" is not good, cutting up his

rooms badly, with an inordinate fancy for
ingle-nooks set far from the light. The
tradesmen's door is put back a long way from
the frontage line, with a narrow outdoor
passage in consequence, curtailing the site

badly just where space is invaluable. The
elevations are extremely poor, but as to the

author's industry and endeavour to do well,

we have no doubt whatever. His mistake is

that he works on wrong lines. He inks in

carefully and prints nicely, but he wants
teaching by a competent master.

"Amo" arrived late. His drawings are

awkwartUy put on his sheet—we can scarcely

call them arranged—one plan overlapping
the other with confused results. He breaks
forward the fa9ade by carrying the porch up
to the parapets cornice The walls are

enormously thick. Too much si)ace is lost in

the ground plan on service provisions, and
cramping one bedroom badly on the first

floor. A great feature is made of an
elliptical staircase, and passages waste space
on the upper floors. The elevations lack

interest and style.^ Tlic ironwork screen

behind is very indifferent.

Later to hand still, and consequently re-

corded at the end of this report, is a clean-

cut ami by no means indifferent scheme Iiy

"Roy," who forgot to fill in the staircase on
his second-floor plan, though he leaves the

space for same and finishes it all right at llii-

top story level. He misses the point of the

]]roject in so far as the tradesmen's entrance
lobbv goes by placing it in the centre of the

building instead of towards the front.

This involves a loss of valuable room,
owing to a long dark passage by the
side. Anyhow, the tradesmen must wait
in the lobby, if not in the passage,
and so they are brought too intimately ini-o

connection with the adjacent back stair-

case, in the Well of which the lift is placed.
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This latter arrangement is awkward, owing
to the lift opening at its several stages

<lirectly on to tlie steps of stairs instead of on
half-space landings, though on the top floor

it comes properly on a level floor. The liall

is roomy, but not very architecturally de-

vised, with the chief stairs set on the front
wall turning sharply to the left of tlie

entrance \estibnle. The windows bear no
reference to this staircase, and on the first

floor landing tliey would look very out of

character in consequence. Tlie internal area

is too diminutive to be of much use for light-

ing, and the serving hatch is not roomy
enough for effective service, there being too

little space round about it to move in. The
w.c.'s on the two upper stages are inclosed

in the bathrooms, while on the first floor the

w.c. is made somewhat capacious and called

n "lavatory." there being a basin fixed on

the drawing-room wall. The ju.xtaposition of

this w.c. with this main apartment obviously

devoted to receptions strikes one as most ob-

jectionable. The drawing-room itself is a

good one, set as it is over the dining-room,

but the latter is made unshapely by the in-

trusion of the area wall and the service hatch.

The bedrooms are much better than in many
of the plans, and so are the steps from the

paved terrace, which is spacious, though not

laid out befittingly, because the paths sug-

gest grass plots, cutting up its area badly.

The front elevation is not self-contained, the

cornices running on, and the treatment ranks
as indifferent. The facade towards the park
is extremely poor and nondescript in style.
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COURAUE IN C'OLOUK.*
DUFIMTIO.N OF COLOUK TERMS IN PRACTICE,

Very often confusion arises through the
careless or vague application of terms in de-
scribing colour and its (|ualities. It nuiy he
atlvisahle here to explain briefly the theory
of colour-production and to make clear the
exact ineaning of tlie terms employed in

dealing with the subject. A spectrum" shows
the component parts of a ray of light
separated from one another so that each part
or colour may be seen separately. In the
rainbow or glass prism eacli colour may be
.seen .separately, although they merge together
by iiideterininate gradations in the following
manner: l-'roin reds to oranges, to yellows, to
greens, to blues, to violets. 'I'hese form the
spectral colours. From this it will be seen
that a white ray of light can be resolved into
the colours of the rainbow, and that all the
colours of the rainbow together produce a
white ray of light. This unity of white is

produced by a combination of the three
primary colours. The primary colours are
tliose which cannot by any known process
be further resohed. They are not produced
by the combination of other colours. The
primary pigments of the palette— red, yellow,
and blue—are not the true primariesof the
spectrum, inasmuch as they only produce a
pale grey-white. As pigmeiits, however, they
are employed as primaries for the production
of other colours. Therefore, in this work
the primary colours are taken as red, yellow,
and blue. Secondary coloui's are combina-
tions of two of the primaries— for instance,
red aii<l yellow = orange, yellow and blue
- green, and blue and red = violet. These
secondary colours may incline more or less
to either of the priimiries, thus producing
what may be termed intermediate secondaries"
They may be called red-orange, yellow-
orange, yellow-green, blue-green, blue-violet,
and red-violet. Pure colours are the pure
washes of the three primary, the three
secondary colours, and tlieii- six inter-
mediate tones. It will be seen that not more
than two of the primaries are employed to
prodnee any of these colours or tones! If a
third primary had been employed, it would
have dulled their purity. Broken colours are
the pure colours broken up liy the addition
of white, or broken <lown bv the addition
of black. Broken colours, therefore, are the
(lulled tones of pure colours. Not only is the
purity affected, but in some degree the tone
also. I'or instance, black added to yellow
gives It a greenish tone. Tertiary colours
are combinations of nearly iMpuil proportions
of t.\o secondaries, thereby introducing some
of the third primary. Thus, orange and
green - citrine, green and violet = oli\e, and
violet and orange = russet. Citrine, there-
fore, although composed principally of
jellow, has a^dne share of blue and of red.
Olive and russet, it will be seen, are also
composed of the three primaries. Every
mixture of the three primaries is a step
towanis blackness until, with balanced pro
portions, actual black is produced. The
tertiary colours may incline more or le.ss to
either ()f the secondaries. Tertiary colours
in their lighter tones are called greys. Com-
plementary colours ar,. those which contain
the completing or (inishing colour or colours
necessary to form the .spectrum, or white
light. I<or instance, we know that theprimary pigments- red, yellow, and blue—
l'i-"diH-e a pale grey-white; therefore, thecomp cnientary colon,- „f red would be the
completing colour given (yellow and bluel'

ic complementary colour of yell,„v wouldbe the completing ..olonr violet (red and

w >n'd T ,\
™"'P>e""'"t>"-.y colour of bluewould be the ™mpl«t,ng colour orange (redami yellow). So much depends upon the

Mcntary colours that some care has be,.,,taken to <levise a means of adjust" ,g thedirterences between the complementary
CO ours of the palette and compleme

, ryeolours of the spectrum. Twelve p ire coo irl
r"<..v l>e^ arranged h, a chromatic circle Aci^.^cl^i^n;,^:le^,„ its circumference into

l.,*^N
R- GpDLBUIlN LOVIXI., A.H.IBA Vice

1 resident S.A. A mwv. in„stn,t,.(l by eoleu "ert

Architects last iThursxI.;,! ovcu'ui
''' "'

oLilldeg. The complemeiitaiw or completing
colours of the palette are found to be o,i the
opposite diameter; in other words, they are
separated by 180deg., or half the circum-
ference of the circle. For instance, green is

found opposite red, yellow opposite purple,
and blue opposite orange. A more near
approach to the true complementaries of the
spectrum is found i„ those colours separated
o,,ly by about ISOdeg., or those colours to
the left of the opposite diameter. By using
a revolving disc within the limits of the slot
a,,d pin, fixed at a certain point, the follow-
ing coiubinatioiis are successively seen :

—

Blue and orange yellow ; violet-blue and
yellow; violet and green-yellow; violet-red
and greei, ; red and green-'blue. These may
be taken, for all practical purposes, as the
most effective complementary colours. Seen
in pairs, they produce in each other the most
.satisfying effects and the strongest contrasts.
Those colours ii, which red or yellow pre
dominate are called "warn," colours, and
those in which blue predominates are called
"cold" colours. For instance, green-yellow
and violet-red are warm colours, and also
the yellows iiiid reds between them. It is
possible to use the term "warm" or "cold

"

to an individual colour; for instance, a
violet-blue might be termed a warm blue or
a cold violet, a yellow-green might be termed
a warm green or a cold yellow, etc. "Grada-
tions " are the gradual changes from colour
to colour, ai,d from light to dark. "Shades

"

are the gradations of a colour from light to
dark by the addition of white or by the
iiddition of black, "'['ones" are the grada-
tions of a colour by the addition of another
colour. A whole scale of red shades may be
altered in tone by the introduction of bine,
thereby making the reds more violet, or by
the introduction of yellow, thereby niakiii"
the reds more orange". "Hue" has"a similar
meaning to that of tone ; but the word is
mostly confined to popular speech and
poetry, and is mainly significant of lirillia,it
colouring, as the hues of the rainbow or the
hues of the flower-garden. "Tints" is
similarly employed for pale shades ; it is
mainly significant of soft colouring, as the
tints of autumn leaves. "Scale" is a col-
lection of the tones of a colour, including
its shades and its ti,,ts. "Chromatic scale"
IS the entire gamut <if the primary and
secondary colours, with all the intervening
tones and shades. "Chroiuatic circle "

is an
arrangen,ent of the colours in a circle so
that the reds join with the violets. "Bright
ness • of a colour depends upon the amount
of light that ,t ivflects, and is ii,depe,ident
of its purity. -Ibe lighter tones or tints
posses.s more brightness than the darker
tones or shades. "Inteirsity" is the <|iialitv
of a colour in which the greatest purity anil
( le greatest brightness unite—so much so
that il the brightness were increased, the
purity would decrease. "Contrast" is the
effect produced b,\ the near,, ess of two or
more colours, tones, or shades. For instance
if red and yellow be placed together, they
will affect each other: the red will acquire
a slightly violet tone, and the yellow will
accjuire a slightly green tone, [f "a dark a,id
a light shade of auv colour be placed
together, the dark will appear darker, and
the hglit lighter. "Simultaneous contrast"
IS the effect produced when two shades or
eolours are seen together. For instance,
hey will appear as dissimilar as possible,
both in the composition of the colours and
the height of the shade. The results may
lie Inirmlul or liceficial to each other
Successive contrast" is the effect produced

wiien two shades or colours are seen after
each other. \<\n- i,,sta,,ce. Inning looked for
a certa,,, length of time oi, o,,e colour, it will
be found that the ,,e\t ,-,dru,r looked at will
lie affected l,v (lie ,o„,p|ei„e,itary of the
colour of the hist. The result

' may be
harmful or beneficial. "Harmony" h'as a
different meaning when employed in refer-
ence to musical matters to that which it has
when employed in reference to colour and
design. Harmony of colour consists in a com-
bination of many rpialities subjected to the
same i,,fliie,,ce to secure o,,e pleasi,,"
I'urpo:.,.. F,n- in.st.mee, the l,ar,'ionv o?
colour by gradiUio,,, the harmony of colour

theby contrast, the harmony of tone,
harmony of proportion or balance, etc.

'

liEAXJTII'UL COLOITRINO.
The theory of colour-production dapends

upon the combination of the primary colours
il, differcit proportions, and it must"be noted
that true value of the colours depends upon
the juxtaposition of one to the other.
Colours are so altered by the manner in
which they are seen together that it becomes
essential for all users and sellers of coloured
goods to acquire some knowledge of the
theory of colour - production and colour-
selection. They will, in their everyday
occupation, easily realise how to obtain' the
best advantages from colour, whether in the
inanner of presenting coloured goods in
windows or showrooms, or in securing the
best combinations for wearing apparel, or for
the decoration of the home. There is a great
difference between appreciation of colour
and manipulation of colour. Anyone can be
schooled to a proper appreciation of colour.
In Tropical and sunny latitudes less courage
is required in using bright cok)urs, because
the brilliancy of the sun subdues them, and
the people in these countries have rightly
appraised the value of this property of light.
Northerners, however, require stimulating
eolours more than those who live in warm
sunshine, and fortunately bright colours have
a greater force in dull climates. We have
been so accustomed to the dowdiness of drabs
and the gloominess of greys that it is even
assumed that people of taste should admire
dull colours, and that only vulgar persons
like bright ones. The love of colour, how-
ever, is now awakening, and we can expect
with certainty a greater luxury of pure colour
inside our houses. In time iuore of it may
peep out of doors, and then show itself quite
bravely, to cheer the greyness of our towns.
In eonsidering the application of brighter
ci'lonrs in our homes and surroundings, the
two main attributes of beautiful colouring
should be insisted upon : gradation and con-
trast. The sellers and users of coloured
materials will realise the importance of
grasping these two essentials in their every-
day application.

GRADATION IN C'ULOUK.

The first essential of beautiful colouring is

"gradation." No entirely beautiful colour
exists without the quality of gradation.
Plain - coloured surfaces, under niost con-
ditions, emphasise the most beautiful attri-
bute of colour- that of gradatio,,. The play
of light on a surface produces a far finer
and more luminous gradation than any made
by pigments. The effect is almost as 'fine on
the phiin-coloured walls of a room as o,, the
folds of a curtail,, or o,, those of a robe.
The differcce betvvee,, the deepest shade and
the lightest tint is truly amazing. These
gradations are a constan't delight to those
who look for them.

CONTRAST IN COI.UI'R.

The .second essential of beautiful colouring
is that of contrast. Practically all grada-
tions are beautiful. All contrasts are not.
It is the bad contrasts that usually consti-
tute bad colouring. The everyday applica-
tion of beautiful colouri,,g require's that the
theory of contrasts should be appreciated
and u,,derstood. Contrasts arc known either
as simultaneous or successive contrasts.
There are contrasts of shades, contrasts of
tones, and co,,trasts of .shades and tones.
These are the qualities of contrasts. Con-
trasts arc liad either i,, quality or quantity.
The sellers a,,d ,,sers of coloured materials
will realise that to safely employ courage in
colour, it is necessary for them to under-
stand and avoid Ijad "contrasts. With that
object, it will be helpful here to consider a,

few^ simple experiments: (1) Place i,, a good
light, about twelve inches apart, two squares
of a lightish grey paper or a material with-
out gloss. Take two other squares of dark
grey, and place one of these next to one of
the lighter grey sijuares. Place the other
dark one about twelve inches away from its

companion in the opposite direction to the
lighter one. Gaze at them for some seconds,
• iiid it will lie seen that the light and dark
squares together i,i the cctre are either

I
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niiu'li liglitei- or imifli darker than their foiii-

|)aiiioiis twelve inches away. The two
M|uares side by side have not a nniforin

(iifferenee over their entire surfaces; hut the

greatest contrast is seen where thoy touch

together. Tlu? foregoing is an example of

simultaneous contrast in shades. {2) Place a

black square on a red ground, gaze at a

corner of the black for some time, and jerk

it away with a piece of thread, keeping the

eyes fixed upon the space it occupied. It

will be found that this space then acquires

a more intense red than t!ie remainder of the
ground, which will be dull, as if it had been
Ijroken down with black. This is an e.\aniple

of successive contrast in shades. (3) Take
two squares of the same red paper or

material without gloss, place one square on
a ground of similar red, and one square on
a groinid of green of about the same
intensity. The differcjice in the two re<l

squares will be so great that they give the

impression of entirely different colours. This
is an example of simultaneous contrast in

colours. (4) Place a blue square on a red
ground of similar intensity, gaze at it for a

Inne, and then jerk away with a piece of

thread. In the place occupied by the blin:

square will appear an orange-red image.
This is an example of successive contrast in

colours. (5) Place two squares of the same
red material or paper about twelve inches
apart. Take two squares of the same yellow
material, and place one of these next to one
of the red squares. Phice the other yellow
square about twelve inches away from its

companion in the opposite direction to the
red ones. Gaze at them for some seconds,
and it will be observed that the outside
squares will appear normal red ajid normal
yellow, while the same colours placed
together will appear to have mixed with them
the complemeiitaries of the one beside it.

The red will become purplish and darker, and
the yellow will become greenish and lighter.

The foregoing is an example of simultaneous
contrast in shades and colours. (6) Place a
small square of red in the centre of a ground
of grey, remove with thread as before
described, when an image of greenish blue
will take the place of the red square. This
is an example of successive contrast in shades
and colours. (7) Place a small square of grey
hi the centre of a large ground of green
[laper or material. Notwithstanding the
much larger surface of the green, unless one
stares for some time, very little change is

apparent. Cover the whole with a sheet of
white detail-paper or white tissue paper, and
inunediately the small square of grey becomes
a pale red. This example shows that the
contrasts of intense colours are less evident
tlmn the contrasts of lighter shades. These
seven experiments are typical of Inmdreds
of others which can be made with various
combinations. All of these experiments
prove that if two colours are seen together,
either at one time or within a very short
interval of time, they will appear as dis-

similar as possible, both in regard to their
shades aiul colours. To appreciate the
development of the chromatic scale, an in-

teresting experiment can be nmde with an
ordinary prism of eonmiou glass. Hold this

to the light, and turn until the spectrum is

neen red on top and violet below. Turn until

these colours join in forming a band of

Inight red, green, and violet. Slightly turn
the prism again, and the band broadens to
reds, oranges, yellows, greens, blues, and
violets. These, and the innumerable grada-
tions existing between all of them, are the
spectrum-colours which we strive to imitate
with pigments. AW pigment colours are dirty
compared with the spectral colours. The
nearest approach to them is to be found in

Hne stained glass held to a bright light.

COURAGE IN COLOUR-SELECTION.

To revert to the consideration of contrasts,
colours may be chosen so that they are
mutually helpful, and appear precious and
beautiful, or they may be mutually harmful,
and appear either glaring and gaudy or dull
and dirty. It is evident that the comple-
mentary colours appear the U'ost complete
and lustrous. It will be further observed
tluit colours other than the complemrnlaries.
\n1icii tlicy arc brought into contrast, appear

to be moNcd farther apart. For 'nstance.

with red and yellow in juxtaposition, the

red is moved nearer to purple, and yellow-

nearer to green. This' is proved by the lifth

experiment. In this case the contrast is

somewhat harmful, and produces a gaudy

clleet, particularly if used in nearly equal

masses. contrasts of tone.

We know the most helpful contrasting

tones to be the complementary colours. Bad
contrasting pairs of colours ai-e those closely

related or those standing near each other

on the chroinatie circle without any gradation

between them. For instance, red and
orange, blue and violet, green and blue, arc

all bad contrasting pairs of i-olours, particn-

hirdly in tlic lighter shades. A good method
of obtaining an uncommon and effective con-

trast is by pairing related colours not less

than UOdeg. apart. For instance, red with

yellow-orange or orange with violet-red will

make a courageous combination that could

be well employed to produce a striking effect.

The same may be said with all the other

colours similarly placed: blue and violet-red,

or violet and green-blue and green and
violet-blue, or blue and green-yellow. The
names employed are used arbitrarily to cover

a group of colours, tones, and shades which
owe their origin to these primary or

secondary colours, A very small proportion

of actually pure colour is seen in Nature
;

it is usually surrounded with its own tones

and shades, and they in turn are supported
by the greys and broken colours of the same
or other groups of colours.

CONTRASTS OF SHADES.

Having considered in a general way the

contrasts of tones, we may now consider con-

trasts of shades. These are very frequently

ignored, and this must be held responsible

for most of the bad colour contrasts and com-
binations. Different shades on the same
scale make good contrasts. It will also be

found that in any pair of complementary
colours the different shades in each, used

indiscriminately, will contrast well. Tliese

observations apply not only to the pure

colours in the chromatic circle, but al.so to

the broken colours and the tertiary colours

and greys. The bad contrasts are usually

those in which the contrasts are mixed— that

is. a contrast in tones and a contrast in

shades is found in the same combination.

Some iesthetic skill is required before

makin<
shades

THE USE or PURE COLOUR.

The foregoing are considerations upon the

qualities of contrasts. There only remains
the consideration of the quantities of con-

trasts. In most colour schemes it is

desirable to ha\c a dominant tone, which
should be supported with a small proportion

of a good contrasting colour, or with a small

proportion of a purer colour of the same
group. The nearer this supporting colour

is to a primary, or the nearer it is to a pure

colour, the less there is required of it. What
is given up in mass is gained in brilliancy.

Thus, only a very small proportion of the

primary bine is required as a contrast to the

orange-citrons, and a somewhat huge pro-

portion of the yellow-orange secondary is

required ; or take the olive-green as the

dominant hue, and the same observations

apply : more of the yellow-orange secondary

as a contrast, or less of the blue primary,

which belongs to the same group as the olive-

green. Only pairs of colours have been con-

sidered at present ; but if, as a basis, these

are well chosen both in qualities and quanti-

ties, it is not a difficult matter to determine
upon another colour to pro\ ide balance or

sparkle. This cannot be arrived at by any
rule: feeling and judgment must be em-
ployed. Examples will be given in describing

the various decorative schemes. It is

desirable to make careful observation,

judging and comparing both with black and
with wliite. Also, make the tests in bright

daylight, dull liglit, and nigiit liglit. Note
the observations, and apply them to one's

daily work, using the charts as often as

possible. This will lead to attempting the

use of more pure colour and more striking

contrasts in our surroundings.

CENEItAL RULES To lii: oliSKRVEP.

The following general impressions of

colour-combinations will be noted, and others

should lie added as they are observed:—
(1) T'hc best contrasting colours are the com-

pleinentaries. (2) Similar shades of two com-

plemeiitaries make excellent combinations.

(.'i) .Any shade of two complementaries makes
gooil combinations ; but care must be taken

that they are shades of tile same tone.

(4) Any shades of one colour make excellent

combinations; but care must be taken that

Ihey arc shades of the same tone. (5) Colours

more than 'JOdeg. apart make good combina-

tions, but should be only used together in

similar shades, excepting the comple-

mentaries. (G) Colours only OOdeg. apart

make risky but striking combinations, and
should only be used together in similar

shades. (7) Colours less than KOdeg. apart

make bad combinations, unless in small

gradations, (8) Different shades of all con-

trasting colours, excepting complementaries,

make bad combinations. The primary colours

en masse are too vivid for a dull climate,

and the tertiary colours are too dingy ; there-

fore, the primaries should only be employed
in small quantities, to give sparkle. If

tertiaries are employed, they should be asso-

ciated with some bright colour of the same
group, or of the complementary group.

|9) It is always risky to use three primary
colours alone in a decorative si'heme ; never

attempt it if they have to be of about equal

proportions. (10) Many pure or bright

colours seen together have usually a bad
effect. There is one method, however, by

which a very beautiful and striking result

may be obtained—that is, by using the pure

colours in comparatively small quantities

against a mass of black. A draper's window,
for instance, might be draped with folds of

a dull black material, and pure or bright

colours could then be shown in small pro-

portions quite indiscriminately, and they will

appear to sparkle with brilliancy. (11) Pure
colour should be used, sparingly to produce a

good effect--as, for instance, a bright-

coloured trimming upon a broken colour or

tertiary of the same range. A superior effect

is secured by using the lighter shades for the

principal articles, and the deeper shades for

the accessories. (12) A pure colour can
always be used on black with good effect

;

the black may assume a slight hue of the

complementary. (13) A pure colour on white

appears brighter and deeper, and faintly

tints the white with its complementary.
(14) A pure colour on grey of a proper height
usually appears purer than either on black

or white. The grey assumes a stronger hue
of the complementary than cither black or

white. Care should be taken that the grey
(which is a light tertiary) sliould be prefer

ably of the same group, or of the comple-
mentary group of the colour used. (15) Do
not be afraid of using black: it is far more
helpful than either white or grey, particu-

larly with striking contrasts. A striking

window-display—say of white straw hats

—

can be obtained by draping black velvet or
cloth as a background. This represents a

contrast in shades. (16) To make a range
of textures into a striking window or show-
room display, use as a background a mass
of the complementary colour. For instance,

a range of blue textures could have as a back-
ground a deep yellow-orange. This repre-

sents a contrast in tones. (17) Contrasts are

more pronounced with cold than with warm
colours. If deep and pale colours are placed

together, the latter is generally injured,

unless the two colours happen to be comple-
mentary. (18) If similar-coloured goods are

seen together they appear iliiller, and if a

succession of goods of one colour l:)e shown,
the last will appear quite faded and dirty.

This is most important to all persons showing
colours. If a buyer is to have a true appre-

ciation of colours shown in succession, an
excuse must be found to introduce the com-
plementary colour occasionally, even if in

another material. For instance, if the last

of the .series of bright-red books is not to

appear faded and dirty, a piece of green-blue

cloth or a green-blue book should be looked

at. (19) In dressing windows or sbowrooms.
coiiqdcnicntary colours should alwavs be
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^l.owH together if the hust vahie n each l^

to he obtained. (20) A sueeesstul window

or showroom treatment is to dress them

cither ill gradations of shades or in grada-

tions of tones. This gives a broadt 1, and

l)oUiness which is bound to attract. {J,l) It

a window or showroom is to l)e dressed in

slutdes of one colour, the shades slionki be

nlaced to grade from lightest to darkest, or

vice versa. If it be dressed in gradations

of (olour, then the goods should l>e placed

to grade through the different tones Irom

colour to colonr^say from purple tlirough

Idues and greens to yellows; but the grada-

tions should be of small intervals. (2-) It

liiTured goods of a similar tone are to be

shown, tliey should be separated by contrast-

iu.r self-colours, or by black or white or grey.

|23) Masses of different colours should be

shown in the same shades. Try not to show

mixed contrasts of shades and tones. (M) it

is easier to combine deep broken colours than

pure colours or light colours. (25 In colour-

combinations, endeavour to obtain balance:

avoid one colour in a scheme attracting the

eye This can frequently be done by lowering

the shade of the offending colour. (26) In

all combinations it is necessary to introduce

at least one w^arin coUAir. Some of the

aniline dyes have a degree of intense purity

which is very undesirable, and when seen

in strong daylight tliey appear to jump into

the eye so as to give a painful impression,

and produce an extremely gaudy effect. This

applies particularly to intense colours in

large surfaces, such as walls and complete

dresses, etc. In smaller articles these

intense colours are more allowable, and if

associated, for instance, with black, they

frequently produce an almost jewel-like

effect. (27) To minimise a harmful contrast,

use a smaller amount of one of the colours,

or introduce a third colour of considerable

distance in the chromatic circle. (28) Greens

are most difficnlt to manage together : a com-

bination of various tones of green alone, even

if carefully graduated, is not pleasing. It is

necessary to introduce another colour to

relieve the combination from dullness.

{•19) Bits of blue do not look well ; blue should

always be used to the fullest extent possible.

(30) Avoid realistic representations of natural

objects; don't attempt to imitate Nature:

you can't. Use conventional substitutes

instead. (31) Dull rooms require bright

colours, and in bright rooms use dull ones.

A sparkle can be introduced into the anil

colour by a small proportion of its comple-

mentary." (32) The treatment of a room, or

of a window, should be considered as a

whole. Every colour introduced will have

its effect upon the other colours. (33) Great

repose and dignity is obtained by plain sur-

faces. It is amazing to find what satisfying

results are obtained by plain coloured sur-

faces; only, care and courage are required

in selecting the tones. Far more effect can

be obtained by colour than by ornament,

and, in addition to this, there is far greater

economy in the cost.

F.CONOMY OF COST.

It is the purpose of the schemes shown in

Hie recently - published books on "Home
Interiors" that they should entail little or

no extra money to that usually expended on

similar rooms if they liad been treated in

the orthodox manner —that is, with orna-

mental cornices and centre ornaments,
exaggerated architraves and mouldings,
stained-glass windows, and heavy \cnetian

!)linds, ornate sto\es and mantelpieces, and
a decent quality of wallpaper. The carpets,

curtains, furniture, and fittings might all be
comfortable and lasting, but possibly mixed
together without any proper cimsidcn'ation
for the general effect of the whole. A well-
appointed room is one where nothing par-
ticular is in evidence excepting an agreeable
sense of comfort and utility. To obtain this
requires far more thouglit and knowledge
than is generally .supposc^d. Not only must
the room be a pleasing unity in itself, but the
best results must be secured from its com-
ponent parts, and the general effect of the
room must accord well with its surroundings.
This a large field to cover. Many features
have to be considered, and controlled by
definite guiding principles. They have to be

CO urdinated into one agreeable whole, and

expert knowledge of the various industries

lias to be applied before reliable advice can

be offered. A well - considered scheme

appears to be worth far more than its actual

cost. In this respect alone a great economy

is effected, and will repay the time and

thought required in considering the matter.

HEALTH OIVING COLOUR.S.

There is one other aspect to be con-

stantly borne in mind in the employment of

colour. I leave this to the last, as it may
be considered of the most dominating import

aiice—that is, the selection of colour from

a scientific standpoint. The scientific in-

fluence which colour has upon life generally

has been but little understood. It has been

conclusively proved that, whereas blue has

a most stimulating and health-giving power,

green produces entirely the reverse. Any-

body can prove tills for themselves if they

will take a series of cloches, or the glass

bells used in French gardening. These

should be of all colours, and if placed over

any living object—such as plants, insects,

etc.—it will be found that those under the

blue cloche will increase in size, vigour, and

vitality, and those under the green cloche will

witlicr away rapidly. It will further be

found that the colours between the blue and

the green will run ni the following order of

life-giving properties: blues, violets, yellows,

reds, and greens. You will further realise

how, in the selection of the colour decora-

tions of our homes, this aspect of the

question should be constantly borne in mind,

and how much more so in the hospitals and
sanatoria — and these, nnfortuuately, fre-

quently err in this respect. Whereas a

patient will have a hopeful, stimulating out-

look on life if lying within blue surroundings,

an entirely opposite effect will be obtained if

surrounded by greens and reds.

^^
CHARTERED ARCHITECTS OR
STATUTORY REGISTRATION.

Mr. Edwin T. Hall, in the current

"Journal" of the R.I.B.A., suggests re-

vision of the Council's proposals on the

following lines :

—

"(I) That all Fellows, Associates, and
Licentiates of the R.I.B.A. ; all members of

any Allied Society whom the Council of that

Society shall certify are engaged in the boiia-

(ide practice of architecture ; all members of

the Society of Architects who shall be

similarly certified ; all architectural members
of the Royal Academies of England. Scot-

land, Ireland, and Wales; all graduates in

architecture of the United Kingdom ; all

other architects who have been in practice

eighteen years ; and all persons who, after

the granting of this Charter, shall have been
examined and duly passed by the Council of

the R.I.B.A., shall have the exclusive right

to use the distinctive title of ' Chartered
Architect.'

"(2) That the Royal Institute shall be em-
powered to form and maintain a register of

all persons entitled to use the title of
' Chartered Architect.'

"(3) That, subject to By-laws for the time
lieing, the Council of the R.I.B.A. shall

formulate, and from time to time alter and
amend a scheme of examinations to be held
to qualify for the title of ' Chartered Archi-

tect,' and to appoint examiners for the con-

duct of such examinations; to pay the

Examiners such fees as the Privy Council
may approve ; to fix the fees payable by
candidates for such examinations, and, sub-

ject to the approval of the Privy Council, to

alter such fees from time to time.
"(4) That the Council of the R.I.B.A.

shall be composed as follows ;

—

(a) The Fellows of the R.I.B.A. shall be
represented by 21 Fellows

:

(b) The Associates shall be represented
by 10 Associates;

"(c) The Licentiates shall be represented
by b Fellows of the Institute who shall

have passed to that rank by examination
from the Class of Licentiates, such repre-
sentatives to be annually elected by the
wliole body of Licentiates;

"(d) The Society of Architects shall be

represented by two of its members, one of

whom shall be the President of tliat

Society, and both of whom shall be

p'ellows of the R.I.B.A. ;

"(e) The Allied Societies shall be repre-

sented by their Presidents as at present

;

"(f) The Architectural Association shall

be represqjitcd by its President, who shall

be a Fellow or Associate
;

"(g) The four Standing Committees of

the Institute shall be represented by the

Chairman of each, cx-officio, who shall be

a Fellow ;

"(h) The Board of Education shall be

similarly represented by its Chairman,
exofficio.

"
(5) That the R.I.B.A. shall be empowered,

subject to the approval of the Privy Council,

to issue a scale of fees payable to ' Chartered
Architects.'

"(6) That the R.I.B.A. shall be able and
capable in law, notwithstanding the Statute

of Mortmain, to receive, purchase, possess,

hold and enjoy to them and their successors

a Hall and any messuages, lands, tenements
or hereditaments whatsoever, the yearly

value of which, including the site of the said

Hall, shall not exceed the sum of £5,000 per

annum.
"That subject to the provisions contained

in this Charter, the existing Charters shall,

so far as unrepealed or varied, have full

effect and validity and be confirmed accord-

ingly-

"By this scheme it will be s^en that while

the purview of the Institute is broadened in

a manner commensurate with its greater re-

sponsibilities (a) the constitution of the Insti-

tute remains unaltered
; (b) the principle

that only corporate Members shall sit on its

Council is maintained
;

(c) the Educational
basis of Membership is not affected

;
(d) the

class of Licentiates is represented by its own
nominees in the management of affairs; and
(c) all Societies of Architects, whose
numerical strength is considerable, have a

voice in the direction and control by the

central Council of all matters pertaining to

architecture and to architects on the

Register."

"I hold," concludes Mr. E. T. Hall, "and
always held while I was in office, that it is the
duty of the Council to endeavour to give

effect to the Resolution of March, 1907, in

fa\'our of applying to Parliament for Statu-
tory Registration as soon as practicable. I

believe it has tried to do so, and I note the
Council has anew given its assurance that
that Resolution shall in no way be prejudicetl

by the adoption of any present proposals, but
shall be put into force at a time when Parlia
mentary business affords a prospect of sue
cess. That being so, it has recommended as

an intermediate step the application for a

new Charter ; and, personally, as one who
has been long and intimately connected with
the progress of the Institute, I think it is

wise to follow that advice, always provided
that the Charter is drafted with jealous
regard to the rights of all parties and with a
statesmanlike outlook to the future."

We may say something about these pro-
posals next week and the week after, when
we shall review the whole situation.

The Birmingham Town-Planning Commitlec
have appointed Mr. F. O. Nash, assistant to the
city engineer of Newcastle, to the post of chief
assistant to the Birmingham city engineer in the
town-planning department.

.\t the annual meeting of the Washington
State Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, the following officers for the ensuing
year were elected: President, Charles H. Alden ;

vice-presidents, J. F. Everett, G. F. Cove, K. K.
Cutter; secretary, .Arthur L. Loveless; treasurer,

A. r. P. Willatzen.

What will be Vancouver's second tallest build-

ing is rapidly taking form. The structure will

be fifteen stories in height, anti will cost over

700,000dol. The building is of steel frame con-

struction. In finishing the building the novel

system will be adopted of treating each two
stories as a separate building, which will mean
tliat many more men will be able to work at

once, and every floor will be completed simul-

taneously. The architects are Messrs. Russell,

Babcock, and Rice.
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Apparently the proposal to revise the exist-

iiig scale of arcliitects' charges has little

interest for members of the Royal Institute.

Those who object to the scheme seem too

languid to attend at 9, Conduit-street to

express their opinions, and the advocates for

the suggested changes in the rate of re-

muneration are still more indifferent. A
specially-convened special general meeting
called for July 7 failed, as we reported at

the time, for want of the quorum required

inider By-law 67—viz., "at least fortv

members, of whom at least twenty-one must
bo Fellows." An adjourned meeting was
convened for November 24. and was duly
advertised by papers sent to each member,
and in the Lists of Meetings of our own and
other professional papers. The Institute

.Journal states: "The chair was taken at

eight o'clock by Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A..
Vice-President ; but only seventeen Fellow-s

and sixteen Associates having assembled by
8.30. the business could not proceed, and the
chairman, after an expression of regret tn

those attending for the useless trouble to

which they had been put, declared the
meeting void, and left the chair." The
Council Iiave decided to bring the subject
forward again at the business meeting to be
held on January 12.

We confess, in spite of Mr. Reginald
Blomfield's sub-acid reply in the Times of
Wednesday to the protest in Monday's issue
of that journal against the removal of the
embellishments of the old Ceramic Clallerv
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, in which
it is now proposed to house works of art of
the period of Louis XIV. and Lonis XV.. we
are inclined to hope that the remonstrance
of the 120 leading artists, architects, and
amateurs, including Lord Redesdale. Lord
Crawford. Sir T. Graham Jackson. Sir
Oeorge Frampton. .Sir Thomas Brock, Mr,
John Sargent, Sir William Richmond. Sir
Hubert Herkomer. and Sir Aston Webb, may
receive some attention. If we are to clear
out the embellishments of every gallery at
South Kensington each time the objects on
view therein are changed, at the will of suc-
cessive committees, whose opinions in regard
to "incongruity" may not always be as in-

fallible as Mr. Blomfield evidently thinks his
own and those of Professor Image and Pro-
fessor Moira are. it will doubtless please the
lovers of variety. But we shall certainly lose,

from time to time, other very good things
besides "tlie glories of Middle Victorian
pottery." at which Mr. Blomfield sniffs, but
which were really pood work of some of the
best men of the time. The mere man inthe-
street. if he dares to differ from the edicts
of a South Kensington conclave, may possibly
wonder whether a little forethought might
not rehouse or rearrange the treasures of the
museum without rebuilding or redecorating
a gallery every time—especially when the
room itself is no mean specimen of the art of
its period.

and courageous action of a lady taken to

obtain a fair asses.smcnt of the "substituted

site value" of two houses at Hove which

were mortgaged in 1898 for £800, and were

therefore, she argued, now worth .£1.200.

If tliis latter figure were taken as the

starting-point, the substituted site value

came out at £27.3. But the Commissioners

would not adopt this view, and made the

value £190, which would leave a nice margin

for increment-value duty upon any sale. The
problem had to be worked out upon the

words of the special clause relating to mort-

gages, and which the Court stated set up a

new variety of valuation. The Master of the

Rolls, in his judgment, mentioned "imaginary

value," "fictitious price," and "illusory" as

suitable expressions for part of this chaotic

statute. He also said there was no pretence

for ascertaining, however roughly, the real

value at the time of the mortgage. The
changes on many and various technical values

are nnig all through the Act. But the Court

of Appeal had in the end to admit that tlie

"irrational and absurd language" of this

"great Budget" was too strong for thcni to

do justice as they said It should be done, and

so the Revenue wins.

We are glad to see that the Hendon
District Council has successfully upheld, in

the Court of Appeal, the decision of the

Railway and Canal Commissioners against

the Postmaster-General, who wanted to spoil

three of the roads within the council's juris-

diction by erecting his wires and poles there.

We are not much concerned with the tech-

nical points the council raised before the

County-court Judge and the Railway Com-
missioners; but the Court of Appeal on

Monday .sustained them and held that they
were valid. The Postmaster-General, there-

fore, will have to take his disfiguring poles

and wires elsewhere, or carry them under-
ground ; and we hope that every local

authority will be as fortunate as Hendon,
Birmingham, and other authorities which
have successfully fought against the dis-

figurement of their roads.

most autocratic attempt to override the

future action of Parliament, we have yet seen.

For four years Mr. Lloyd George has

crippled the building trades, and discouraged

the County Councils from starting house-

building schemes. He laughs at the plight of

our own industries, and sneers at the local

authorities. His own panacea is—legislation

in the next Parliament—that is to .say, not

till 1910! Mr. Burns, notwithstanding his

own dictum that the remedy for the lack of

houses is higher wages, is at last obliged to

face the fact that stagnation has lost us four

years, and will last three more. He, too, at

last has to swell the hallelujahs of Mr. Lloyd

George. But he is far too shrewd to believe

in it all, and he pitches a charaeteri.stic note

of his own. "Build on," says Mr. Burns to

the local authorities, and "when the neces-

sary pow-ers to enable it to provide cottages

in rural areas have been obtained." the State
will take over the cottages. "Go ahead,"
hints Mr. Burns. "Lloyd George and his

ideas may or may not come to anything, but
I am still the Local Government Board, and
shall be ; and it will take good care Parlia-

ment shall bear you harmless and leave me
tn look after you !

"

"It seems irrational and absurd, but tlie

language is too strong." Thus spoke the
iMaster of the Rolls in giving the judgment
of^the Court of Appeal (Times, December 9)
reversing, with regret, the decision of Mr.
Justice Serutton. who had arrived at an
opposite conclusion when trying to construe
this sairie language by the light of common
sense and equity. It all arose from the rare

At Oldham last Saturday. Mr. .\squith

said, in his own opinion, the time had come
for a complete re-examination of the income-
tax, alike of the system of exemption, abate-

ment, and graduation, which had growii up
in a most haphazard fashion, and might well

be replaced by provisions which should make
the tax wider and more equitable in its inci-

dence and more productive in its yield. Such
provisions would certainly receive the cordial
consideration of men of all shades of polities,

for no tax is more unjustly or more haras-
singly levied. A really bold and skilful

finance mini.ster would immortalise his name
if he matured and passed such a reform. But
Mr. Asqnith must know that no one has any
real confidence in Mr. Lloyd George's
financial ability, the results of which have
been so disastrous. It would seem, there-
fore, that either Mr. Lloyd George will not
be Chancellor of the Exchequer in the next
Liberal Ministry, or that Mr. Asquith is

merely doing a little bit more window dress-
ing in preparation for the General Election

Sir Daniel Burnett has made another
appeal for .£.10.000. which it seems is still

needed to complete the purchasing of the
Crystal Palace. He states that he has a
promise of £10.000. if the rest is speedily

subscribed. The deficiency is due to the
reluctance of several of the Metropolitan
Borough Councils to subscribe the amounts
asked for. At that reluctance, as we have
said before, we are not surprised. The
policy outlined in the general scheme for the
management of the Palace of creating a

mortgage on the ground-rents of the estate,

it seems to ns is not unlikely to prejudice the
future rights of the public in the Palace and
the Park, and it is small wonder that the
contiguous boroughs are of that opinion. No
one can feel otherwise than grateful for the
time and labour Sir David Burnett has de-
voted to the project of saving the Palace : but
there are certainly not a few people who are
not so as.sured as the rest that caution is

unnecessary if in the end. after all. is not to be
failure.

Mr. W. R. M. Lamb, who has been
appointed secretary to the Royal Academy,
is the lucky one out of an amazing number of
men who applied for this post. He is a

Fellow of Trinity and a classical scholar of
some distinction. He is the son of Professor
Horace Lamb, of Manchester, and the
brother of Mr. Henry Lamb, the artist who
has been associated more or less with the
anti-Academic movement in English art. so
the new secretary, at any rate, will be more
in touch w^ith outside opinion as regards the
doings of the Royal Academy than Sir
Frederick Eaton was. Whether that will
make^ any difference at Burlington House
remains to be seen.

Mr. .John Burns's letters to the Somerset
County Council on Rural Housing are, on the
other hand, the most complete testimony yet
borne to the paralysing effect of Mr. Lloyd
George's land-bursting campaign on .the en-
deavours of local authorities to grapple with
the passing problem, and on the other, the

It is possible that there is one other book
that is oftener referred to than "Who's
Who." and that is the Telephone Directory.
But it is certain more of our time is wasted
nowadays in connection with the latter than
on most books; and seldom or ever is the
complete satisfaction experienced which
always follows recourse to "Who's Who."
the edition for 1914 of which reaches us from
.Messrs. Adam and Charles Black. Soho-
square, W., price l.'js. The first is a book all
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must have ; ami none of us like the word ; the

second is the book of all others of its kind we

will have, whichever else is done withont.

The mere reminder of its issue will he suffi-

cient for every purchaser in the past; and

if any belated reader has not yet bought it,

let him take our word for it that he never

laid in such a supply of such absorbing read-

ing matter at twenty times the cost. Of

equal value to all whom they concern are

"The Englishwoman's Year Book and Direc-

tory," issued at half a crown ; "The Writers'

and Artists' Year Book,'-* Is. ;
and the

Who's Who Year Book," Is. With

these four volumes on one's shelves one is

again ready for every questioner. Without

them, one shudders at the thought of the

lime and labour that would be wasted in

/utile search elsewhere.

o»

The B-.ikewell Ruial District Council have

appointeu Mr T \V. .Mawer. of Gainsborougli.

high«-ay surveyor for llie southern division of

their district.

The Heniel Hempstead Rural District Council

have instructed their surveyor, Mr. T. II.

Lightbodv. M.S. A.,. to prepare a housing scheme

of 34 cottages and road works at King's I.angley.

Mr. Peter Wordie. of Millersueuk, Lcnzic,

Lanark, head of the firm of Messrs. Wordie and

Co., railway contractors, Glasgow, wlio died on

June 27, left personal property of tlic value of

£137,017.

The corporation of East Hatri are seeking from

the Local Government Board sanction to borrow

.Cl,992 for widening and improving Station-road.

Manor Park, and £1.188 for duplication and
paving the tramway track in that thoroughfare.

The town council of Sonthport have decided
to increase the salary of tlie borough engineer,

Mr. John Bond, from £650 to £800 a year. It

was slated he had received an offer of double his

present salary from the corporation of a York-
shire town.

The Territorial Service Club at the Duke of

York's Headquarter's, Chelsea, was opened on

Wednesday by Prince Arthur of Connanglit.

The building accommodates twelve dilferent

units, representing in actual strength 4,082

officers and men.

Mr. Lloyd George has expressed his willing-

I'.ess to receive a deputation of North Welsh
quarry-owners and others interested in the slate

and building trade, to consider the effect on tlie

slate trade of the increased duty. If possible,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer will receive the
deputation at Festiniog.

The adnunistrative committee of the Middle-
sex Memorial to King Edward VII., in tlieir first

annual report, annonnce that the bust of the
late King for the new Middlesex Guildhall has
been completed by Mr. P. Bryant Baker, ami
will be unveiled by Prince Arthur of Connaught
on the occasion of tlie opening of tlie building
on the 19th inst.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell. an inspector of tLe Local
Government Board. Iicld an inquiry at the
council-honse, Birmingham, on Monilay, into an
application liy the city coimcil for approval of
the appropriation of a niece of land situated at
the junction of Corporation-street and Potter-
street, as a site for new weights and measiu'es
offices. The council also desired the sanction of
the Board to the borrowing of £3.,';63 for the
erection of the building.

The T,iverpooI Housing Committee have in-
«lruclc(l the cily surveyor anil medical officer
of health to prepare a "report on the tenure of
certain properly at the South-end, with a view
to the subsequent formulation of a scheme of
housing and open spaces. The propertv in
question comprises two blocks bounded IjyPitt-
slrect, Gilbert-street. Kent-street, and Greijtham-
strcet, and a third between Gilbert-street and
Kent-square.

The Bishop of Winchester has dedicated new
choir-stalls anri pulpit at St. Mark's Church,
Woolston. Southampton. The stalls ami pulpit
are of oak. anti l,5lh Centurv in style, 'i'l,,- choir
fronts are panelleil. traceried. and'moulded. The
pulpit is octagonal in plan. The cornice is
enriched with foliated carvings, and the panels
below are sunk and traceried. The additions are
from the designs of Mr. B. D. Canceller, archi-
tect, of Winchester, and have been executed in
the studios of Messrs. ITarrv Hems and Sons, of
Exeter.

TRADEPBOFESSIONAL AND
SOCIETIES.

THE CITY GUILDHALL.—A lecture

illustrated 1)V lantern views was given on

Saturday night by Mr. Charles Welch at tlie

Jewish institute,' Whitechapel. The Guild-

hall dated back only to the close of the reign

of Henry IV., but long before this period,

however] the civil government of the City

was centred in or near the site of the present

structure. The executors of Sir Richard

Whittington established a library at the

CJuildhall, one of the first libraries set up in

this country tor the free use of the public.

Unfortunately the Protector, the Duke of

Somerset, borrowed the books and never re-

turned thein. In order to build his famous

Somerset House, in the Strand, the Pro-

tector pulled down the Guildhall library and

other .beautiful buildings. The crypts at the

Guildhall, which escaped the Great Fire,

were unique examples of their kind. The
stones forming the crypt of Gerrard's Hall

ill Basing lane had been transferred to the

Crystal Palace, where they were later used

in making the prehistoric animals which now
adorn the lake at Sydenham. The well-

known figures of Gog and Magog were carved

by Captain Richard Saunders in 1708, and

replaced two wicker giants previously carried

ill the Lord Mayor's processions.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENG-
LISH HOUSE.—Mr. Lawrence Weaver,
F.S.A., delivered a lecture on "The De-

velopment of the English House" at the

College of Art, Edinburgh, on Friday night.

Mr. Weaver emphasised the marked differ-

ence between the type of the English and

and Scottish dwelling. Whereas the Scottish

house continued until the middle of the ITtli

century as a development of the defensive

tower," the English dwelling-house, from the

earliest times, grew from the germ of the

hall. In Scotland the house developed verti-

cally, and in England horizontally. Mr.
Weaver showed certain tower houses of Eng-
land, such as Oxburgh, which approxiiuated

to the Scottish type, but they were not to be

regarded as typical. He sketched the

general expansion in English house-plan con-

sequent upon a growing standard of comfort
throughout the reigns of the Tudors, and
laid great stress upon the effect of material

oil the development of local types of design.

About half the .series of lantern slides was
devoted, however, to the more strictly

Classical house, of which the first was Rayn-
liain, Norfolk, designed by Inigo Jones, and
the lecturer sketched the growth of Classical

motives as they were developed by .John

Webb, Wren, Hawksiuoor, Sir John Van-
brugh, Colin Campbell, Carr, and the

brothers Adam. A vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer, on the inotion of

Mr. Washington Browne, R.S.A.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.—At the meeting on Monday
evening of this society at the rooms, 1.3.

Harrington street, Mr. Lionel B. Biidden. of

the Liverpool University School of -Architec-

ture, read a paper on "Originality in

Classical Architecture." By means of a

closely-reasoned address and a rapid passage
of many slides through the lantern, he traced
what he described as the "grammar of archi-

tecture " through the earliest CJreeian and
Roman to the latest English and American
examples. He defined as originality the
doing excellently of what before had been
done but fairly well. In opening a discus-
sion on the paper. Professor Bosanquet sug-

gested that the Classical portico and the
colonnade might be adapted to thi' needs of

a severe climate, and thus form a comfort-
able intermediate stage between the open air

and the interior of churches, courts, libraries,

and theatres. The ornaiuentation, he
thotight, might discard the now meaningless
wreaths, and embrace, in a port, refined forms
of lifebuoys and steering wheels, while he
would like to see. also, the introduction of

ships. Mr. W. E. Willink considered the
Liverpool School of Architecture not suffi-

ciently catholic. The school could not teach
wdiat it did not believe in, and, therefore, it

did not teach Gothic architecture, but he
predicted that the Gothic style would have

its day again. Professor C. H. Reilly joined

in a plea for a still more liberal equipment
of the school library, so as to compare with

American architectural school equipments.
Professor Stanley D. Adshead deprecated too

much attention to climatic conditions, which
should be subordinated. He stood for cha-

racter in architecture rather than what was
called beauty. The President (Mr. Hastwell
Grayson) expres.sed his .sense of the debt

which the .society oued to the School of

Architecture. The LTuiversity had been
taking of late a much larger part in the life

of Liverpoiil, but he had not realised how
much until tliat evening. He hoped that the

lord mayor's advocacy of a largely increased

expenditure on books at the University would
be made practicable, and that the School of

Architecture would benefit according to its

considerable rei|iiircnients. Mr. Naseby
Adams said the paper would tend to lift

architectur*^ above the sordid considerations

which were wont to prevail. In reply to an
enthusiastic vote of thanks, the lecturer

argued that there could be no fear of archi-

tects becoming too academic. As to the

Gothic style, he believed there was in the

Renaissance a complete case against its

revival.

THE IONIC ORDER IN ASIA MINOR.
-In his lecture at the British Museum on
Monday, Mr. Banister F. Fletcher described
the Ionic Order, with special reference to its

Colonial use in Ephesus and other cities of

Asia Minor. He traced the probable in-

fluence of Egypt ill the curled Ionic capital,

which was now placed over the echinus
moulding, and pointed out that a base was
added to give an appearance of stability to

this lighter and more graceful Order, which,
invented in the 6th or 7th centuries R.c,
holds its own to-day, and may be seen in the
British Museum portico, in the church of St.

Pancras, and in the columns at Hyde Park
Corner. Mr. Fletcher examined the deli-

cate, gem-like temple of Nike Apteros,
perched on a bastion of the Acropolis rock,

and the Erechtheion, a triple temple on the

site of the old city memorials of Athens.
Then there was the vast temple of Apollo
Didymaeus at Miletus, with its mysterious
avenue of seated figures, and, greatest of all,

the Temple of Diana of the Ephesians, one
of five successive temples on the same site.

The dramatic incident in the Acts of the
Apostles occurred after these Greek Colonies
had passed under the rule of Rome, and
when St. Paul had broken the power of the
worship of Artemis. The grand architec-
tural fragments of the temple formed
together one of the last living pictures of the
Pagan world.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ARCHITECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S
SOCIETY. -At the fortnightly meeting of

this society, held in the society's room in the
Technical College, on Friday evening, Dec. 5,

Mr. Thomas G. Gilmour, A.R.I.B..\.. presi-

dent, in the chair. Professor Charles
Gourlay, B.Sc, A.R.I.B.A., delivered a
lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, on "The
Great Church of Santa Sophia, Constanti
nople." He referred to the interesting fact

that this church, the greatest monument of

the Byzantine style of architecture, was
erected within the area comprised in the site

of the ancient town of Byzantium, whence the

style derived its name. The professor then
showed illustrations of plans and interiors of

Greek, Roman. Early Christian, and
previously-erected Byzantine buildings, to

allow of a true appreciation of the great

advance made bv the magnificently conceived

plan of Santa Sophia, with its beautiful in

terior. upon those of any other building then

in existence. Because of its size, the church
was known as "The Great Church." and it

was erected for the Emperor .Justinian by the

architects .Anthemius of Tralles and Isidorus

of Miletus, between the years .').32 and HS7.

when the Byzantine style was at its culmina-

tion ; hence its composition and details are

of the choicest design and execution. The
plan of the church was fully studied, in-

cluding its nave, aisles, uarthexes, and

gallery ; then followed views of the exterior

and interior, and also of details, which were

all fully described.
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COMPETITIONS.
BOARD OF TRADE NEW OFFICES.

riie C'oiiimissioin'fs of Works (losirc us to

announce that they have appointcil Mr.
Ernest Newton, A.R.A., to be one of the
assessors in the eonipetition of areliiteets for
the new publie odioes (Board of Trade, etc.),

i[i the place of the late Mr. John Belcher.
R.A.

COVRXTRY. The R.l.B.A. advise iis

llial the Cornpeliljons ((iniiiiittee are In cor-
respoudejice witli the promoters of the corn-
petition for a technical institute at Coventry,
anil that meanwhile Meniliers and Licentiates
are requested to abstain from competing;.

no \C AS TEH. In the competition
recently held for the Morleyroad U.M.
Church and Schools, Doncaster, the designs
submitted by Messrs. George Baines and
Son. ."). Clement's Iiui, Strand, London, were
placed first. The portion of the scheme to
be erected at present is estimated to cost
about £4.50(1.

OLAKE HALL. - Members of the Society
of Architects are advised that the conditions
of the Residential School Ccnnpetition,
Cilake Hall, are at present unsatisfactory in

certain respects, and that they should not
take any part therein under the present
coriditious. A similar notice reaches us from
the R.l.B.A.

KING EDWARD VII. MEMORIAL.
NORTH WALES SANATORIUM.-Com
petitors who have submitted desif^ns may do
well to respond to an advertisement which
appears this week in the usual colunni.

LONDON HOSPITAL ESSAY PRIZE.—
The College Board of the London Hospital
offer a prize of the value of £120 for the best
essay on "The Ventilation of Schools and
Public Institutions." The essay, set uuder
the will of the late Dr. JoliLi Liddle, is to be
typewritten or printed, in English, and
delivered at the London Hospital not later
than May ,31, 1914. The number and im-
portance of original observations will be con-
sidered principal points of excellence. Full
particulars may be obtained from the Dean,
the Loudon Hospital Medical College, Mile
End, E.

MOTOR EXHIBITION POSTER. — A
prize of 100 guineas is being offered by the
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,
of Maxwell House, Aruudel-street. W.C, for
a sketch suitable for a poster, for the purpose
of advertising the Olympia Motor Exhibition.

MURAL PAINTINGS IN SCHOOLS.-
The Mural Decoration Committee, recently
formed with the object of promoting the
decorating of schools aTid other public
l)ui!dings, held a competition for designs to
cover a wall in the hall of the London
County Council Conunercial-street Schools,
Whitechapel. The successful competitor was
Miss L. R. .lacobs, a student of the Royal
College of .\rts. whose painting represents
the granting of the Commune to the citizens
of London by Prince John in 1191. Mr.
Cyril Cobb ' (Chairman of the Loudon
County Council) unveiled the painting on
Wednesday. Mr. C. Aitkin (Keeper of the
National Gallery of British Art) and Mr. W.
Walter (joint secretary with Mr. Aitkin of
the committed spoke of the great educational
value of mural paintings.

A new restaurant in Piltirim-street. Newcastle-
nn-Tyne, was opened Uis( week. The nrcbileei
is Mr. .Arthur Stockwcll. M.S..\., and the con-
tractor Mr. George Douglas.

The Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate, of Cam-
bridge University, have appointed Mr. F. H.
Marshall, of Ktinnannel College, as Honorary
Keeper of the Greek and Roman .\ntiqnities.

Sir Alfred Cripps, Chancellor of ttie Diocese of
York, held a Consistory-court at Doncaster on
Saturday, to hear an application by the rector
and churchwardens of Sprotborough for a faculty
to carry out the restoration of the fine parish
church. A memorial against the scheme was
presented by 2S parishioners, who said they did
not object to necessarv repairs, but wished to
retain the quaint character of the cliurch. which
was one of the most interesting in South Y'ork-
shire. The Clia.ncellor said he would take time
to consider his decision.

(Bnv iHInsfrations.

llli: C.W.XniAN HA\K 111" C(iMMi:iiCE,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

This tine commercial building, of which
we give a view with plans to-day, has been
erected in granite in a handsome scale of tin'

Ionic Order, boldly handled, the site being
set at the corner of two main thoroughfares
ill the best pari of Vancouver. The great

forms an adjunct lo thi> car-shed prrvionsly

erected on the site of the old cable station.

Tl|f new building contains accommodation
for forty-nine douldc-truck cars, etc., of the
standard type, and has continuous longi-

tuflinal inspection-pits leading to a traverser

for moving the cars from track to track. The
whole of the walls are built of stock bricks,

portions of the elevation to Strcatham Hill

being faced with " Crowboroughs " and
Portland-,stone dressings. The roofs are

covered with Bangor slating, and the doors

.'tCOMD TLOOR PLAN

r^^'—' : " R\>JK1\( KOOM MOOR PLAN

THE CANADIAN HANK dl' COMMERCE, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Messrs. l''uv\K Dvni.lM: and .luiiN .\. I>i:vitsii\. Toronto. Archilects.

Banking Hall makes tlu> chief feature, of

course, on tin- grounil floor. The staircase

hall to offices above flanks the main entrance,
the manager's room corresponding in

position on the other side of the portal. The
drawing reproduced was hung on the line at

the Royal Academy last summer. Messrs.
Frank Darling and .lohii A. Pearson, of

Toronto, are the architects.

PORTUGUESE ARCHITECTURE.
(Photographs illustrating lecture bv Mr. ^^^

H. Ward. M.A.. Cantab.)

We report Mr. Ward's interesting lecture,

printed on page 82li, delivered on Monday
last before the Ari-hifectural .Association on
this snijject, and the accompanying views
were chosen by him specially to illustrate his

subject. The plans tiivcn witli the text of

Batalha and of the .Abbev Church of Alco-
baca are lent us by Mr. W. Crum Watson,
from his standard work on "Portuguese
Architecture." published by Messrs. Con
stable. We reviewed this book in the
BuiLDiNO News for May l.'j. 1908. when a
plan appeared of O Mosteiro dos .Jeronimos
de Sta Maria de Belem, also views of

Capcllas Imperfeitas and the entrance to the
same church at Batalha.

STREATIIAM CAR-SHED EXTENSION.
Thi"^ building is situated in the Streatham

High-road, opposite Telford-aveuue. and

with granolithic paving. Cuiisidcrablc care

had to be excrciseil in the construction of the

foundations, owing to the pro.Kimity of the

Metropolitan Water Board's reservoir, which
adjoins the east end of the site. The building
was designed by Mr. W. E. Riley,

F. R.l.B.A., the Superintending Architect to

the London County Council.

CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE,
NOTTINGHAM.

This water colour drawing was cxhiliited

at the Royal Academy last summer liy Mr.
Charles Gascoyne. of Grav's Inn. Profes.sor

E. S. Prior. i\L.-\.. was the assessor in the

limited competition which was recently held,

when Mr. W. Curtis Green, h'.R. l.R. .\.. wa-;

appointed the architect.

A CLASSICAL TOWN HOUSE OVER
LOOKING A PUBLIC PARK AT THE
REAR.
(For the assessor's award in this Bl'lLDiNG

Nkws Designing Club competition, see pages
826-7.)

<:*<>

In the New Y'cTr an exhibition will he held
at the Whitworth Institute. Manchester, ot

original drawings, engravings, and other repro-

ductions, books, etc., of William Blake, ann
already promises have been received of most of

the important works now at the Tate Gallery
show.
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Inilbing Untellig^ncc.
—•-•-•

—

GALASHIELS.—At a meeting of Giiln-

sliiels Town Conncil last Monday niglit, tho

works committee reported in connection with

the communication from the Secretary for

Scotland relative to the accommodation for

tlic police at tlie Burgh Buildings. They

were of opinion that as alterations on the

building.s would be necessary in order to

provide proper accommodation for the police,

advantage should be taken to so recoTistrnct

the buildings as also to provide additional

and better accommodation for the council

and for the officials, as well as to improve tlie

elevation towards the Corn Mill-square. The
burgli surveyor was asked to develop a plan

whicli he outlined showing how the existing

l)nildings, including the new vacant ground

on tlie west side, could be utilised. While

thus engaged a local gentleman offered to

olitain a sketch free of charge to the council

from the architect who laid nut tlic Corn
JTill-square. This offer the committee

accepted, and a sketch-plan bad been pre-

pared by Sir Robert Loriiner at a probable

cost of £7,000. The committee considered

that this sum could be modified, and they

were inclined to believe that were a suitable

plan forthooining contributions might be

offered, so as not to place the whole cost

upon the rates. A letter was submitted from

Mr. .John Hall, architect, requesting that, if

plans for new buildings were prepared, he

might have an opportunity of submitting

designs, seeing that lie had submitted designs

when the question was before the council ten

years ago. In view of this letter, it was
decided to delay consideration of Sir Robert
Lorimer's plans for another month to enalile

Mr. Hall's designs to be also considered.

NEW COUNTY OFFICES, CHELMS
FORD.—On Friday last a meeting of the

Essex Standing Joint Committee was held at

the Shire Hall, when the sub-committee
appointed to consider a request from the

County Council for a report upon additional

office accommodation at Chelmsford, re-

ported that they had submitted plans for the

proposed new county offices to Sir Aston
Webb, R.A., also adding that the committee
had adopted practically all his suggestions.

They now submitted plans and elevations as

finally settled and approved by them. The
snb-coiumittee were satisfied that the whole
of the accommodation shown in the plans was
necessary to meet the requirements of the
county staff, and such additional require-

ments as must be expected in the future, and
were also satisfied that while the proposed
buildings were in no way extravagant, thev
would be worthy of the county. It was esti-

mated that the cost of erecting the proposed
buildings would be approximately £46,000.
The design for this scheme was prepared by
the county architect. Mr. F. Whitmore, of
Duke-street, Chelmsford.. The drawings of
this so far approved design will go before tlie

County Council in January for confirmation.
Last week it was reported that a competition
had been held, but this is entirely incorrect.
Sir Aston Webb, R.A., having been engaged
in advisiiit; the sub-committee as to the suit-
ability of Mr. Whitniore's design and general
provisions of his plans, with the result tliiit

lie has (.'iven a very favourable report after
the siu'gcstions above alluded to were iiienr-
porated for the proposed undertaking.

Mr. E. F. Moorhouse. surveyor of Kothwell,
has been appointed by the urba'n district council
of Hexham as surveyor, sanitary inspector, and
cemetery superintendent.

Mr. C. A. Mills, of Rome, who is the engineer
of the scheme for draining the lowest of the
three churches composing the buildinr; of San
Clemente. in Rome, that the present nosition of
the drainage works, begun in .Juno,' 1912, and
beinc executed at the cost of tlic American
Cardinal O'Conncll, is as follows. It is now
possible to cuter the room near the Oratory of
San Clemente dryshod : but, as the floor is

uneven, and slopes down towards the centre,
there are about 2in. of water in the middle. But
nianks have been laid down to enable visitors to
look into the door of the Millir.T>iim. which since
1870 has been waterlogged.

LEQAL INTELIilQENOE.
WHAT IS A PUBLIC HIGHWAY P—Rowle

v. Tottenham Urban District Council.—

A

case illustrative of the ma-nner in which a

person may be unconsciously dedicating his

property to the public was decided by Lords

Duuediii, Atkinson, Parker, and Sumner in the

House of Lords on Friday. The matter came
before their lordships in an appeal by Mr.

Rowley, a builder, from the decisions of the

Courts below, whereby it was held that by the

laying out. kerbing. and channelling a certain

Keston-road on a building estate he had pur-

chased at Tottenham, and allowing it to be u.sed

by the nublic. he had dedicated it to the public

as a highway. The action was commenced by

the Tottenham Urban District Couiu-il, who
claimed damages for obstruction. Mr. Justice

.loyce belli, when the case came up in the King's

Bench Division, that the uninterrupted use of

the road by the public was sufficient tn justify

the iuferenV-e of an intention on the p.irt of the

appellant to dedicate the road throughout its

whole width to the public as a highway, and,

therefore, that the respondents were entitled to

succeed. This decision was affirmed in .liily,

1912, by the Court of .\ppeal ithe Master of the

Rolls, Lord .lustice Farwell. and Lord .lustice

Kennedy). Mr. Younger, K.C., and Mr. .loshua

Scholefield appeared for the appellant ; and Mr.
Macmorran. K.C., and Mr. Cartwrighl Sharp
for the respondents. Without, calling upon
the responrients' counsel, this order of the Court

of Appeal was unanimously affirmed. Lord
Dunedin observing in the course of his

Judgiuenl that the question raised by the appeal

was a pure question of fact, as to which four

judges had already come to the same conclu-

sion. The appeal was therefore dismissed.

KINGSWAY ASSESSMENT APPEAL.—Mr.

.loliu Oaklev. arbitrator, heard at the Sur-

veyors' Institution on Tuesday an appeal by

Mr. Lyon, lessee of 112 and n2a. High Holborn.

against the increase of £4,400 in the assessment

of his premises by reason of the Kingsway im-

provement. It was stated that three other

occupiers of premises had withdrawn their

appeals. Mr. Morton appeared for the London
County Council, and Mr. Dalby for the lessee.

Mr. Dalby submitted that the County Council

must show that there was a substantial rise in

value consequent upon the new thoroughfare.

He contended that that new street had not im-

proved his idient's property. The original site

value was .£10.800, including the additional strip,

and this proposed increase of £4,400 was nearly

40 per cent. It was argued that the building

of the modern blocks in Kingsway had injured

the letting capacity of buildings in Holborn, as

people much preferred offices in the fine new
street. In support of the assessment evidence

was given that the Kingsway improvement had
creatly enhanced the value of property in

Holborn. The arbitrator reserved his decision.

L A N D L O R DS LIABILITY.-Dohson v.

Horsley.—In this action, heard by Mr.

.lustice Ridley and a common jury on Friday in

the King's Bench Division, the plaintiff was an

infant who had been injured by falling through

a gap in area railings, sued through his father

as next friend, the father being a tenant of

one room in the house where the accident

occurred. The negligence alleged was that the

area railings were not kept in a proper state of

repair, and the plaintiff's father alleged that

the attention of the landlord's surveyor was
called to the defects in the railings, and that

he promised to have them repaired.—The jury

returned a verdict that the railings were de-

fective, but announced that they were unable

to agree as to what notice was or was not given

to defendant. They assessed the damages at

.£137 ]5s —Mr. Justice Ridley treated the case

as to notice as not being made out.—For de-

fendant Mr R. O. Blaue contended that there

could be no liability on the part of the de-

defendants, either in contract or tort, as the

premises were let to the father without any
contract to keep them in repair. He cited

"Cavalier y. Pope."' "Ryall v. Kidwell." "Lane
V. Fox." and the cases of "Martin v. Watkin-
son " and "Hugcall y. McKean " proved, he

said, that notice was necessary in order to make
a defendant liable. He further quoted the

actions of "Cameron v. Youns," "Harrold v.

Watney," "Miller v. Hancock," and "Huggett
v. Miers.—Mr. Ashby contended that the plain-

tiff was entitled to succeed on the authority of

"Miller v. Hancock." which was distinsuishable
from "Cavalier v. Pope. The counsel .also re-

ferred to "Har^roves. Aronson. and Co. v.

Hnrtopp."—Mr. Justice Ridley, in his judgment,
said that it had l^een established beyond doubt
by "Cavalier v. Pope" that in cases where there
was a. letting between people without any obli-

cation to repair, an action could not be brouffht

in respect of damages accruing to persons owing
to the improper condition of the premises ex-

cept by those who were parties to the agree-

ment. It had been argued on behalf of the

plaintifl that there was an exception to this

rule, and that "Cavalier v. Pope" did not apply

wdiere there was some part of the premises

which was kept under the control of the land-

lord, and in such cases there was an obligation

on the part of the landlord for the benefit of

all the tenants in the house that he should keep
(hat portion of the premises in good repair;

there being that implied obligation, he was
answerai-ile, as in the present case, for damages
happenini to people because he had not fulfilled

it. The authority relied on in support of that

proposition was "Miller v. Hancock." The de-

cision in "Huggett v. Miers." and the observa-

tions by Lord Atkinson in "Cavalier v. Pope."

led him to the conclusion that he ought to decide

in favour of the defendants. It might lie that

the Court of Appeal would decide that the case

of "Mdler v. Hancock" applied to the present

case.—A stay of execution was granted on the

usual terms.

COUNCILLOR AND SURVEYOR.—At (he

Leeds Assizes, before Mr. Justice Darling, on

Friday, Cecil Gustav Bradley. 34, surveyor to

(he Goole Urban District Council, pleaded guilty

to a charge of common assault upon William

Jackson, a member of the council, on (ictolier 29.

the original charge of unlawfully wounding
hai'ing been reduced. Mr. Compton said that

the (rouble arose over a le(ter which the pro-

secutor alleged at the council meeting had not

been sent. The surveyor had been ins(ruc(ed to

wri(e to a Liverpool firm. Messrs. E. F. Blakeley

and Co.. with reference (o a contract for a

slaughterhouse. Mr. Jackson, doubdng that

the letter had been sent, wrote to Messrs.

Blakeley. who stated that they had not received

the letter—a mis(ake which the firm at a later

da(e recdfied. Mr. Jackson, however, said the

le(ter h.ad not been posted. At the council

meeting, Mr. Jackson refused (o apologise when
the letter-book with a copy of the letter was

produced, and therefore prisoner struck him
some severe blows on the face. Prosecutor was

a man of sixty, and was absolutely helpless. Mr.

Mitchell-Innes. in mitigation of the assault, said

that the prosecutor, after receiving a reply from

Blakeley's—wdiich they subsequently hastened

to correct- kept the reply in his pocket some

days without telling (he surveyor anything

about it. and then produced it at the council

meeting. Bradley sl'ill persisted that his letter

had been posted ;" but the prosecutor remarked :

"The surveyor can't bluff me like he has bluffed

the council! and he is deceiving you all." The
imputa(ions. added counsel, that were involved

in the attitude assumed by Jackson were that

the surveyor had disobeyed (he council in not

posting the letter; that" he had lied; (hat he

inserted a faked letter in (he copy-book; (hat he

suborned his postage clerk (o enter in his book

that he had posted the letter; and that he had

further suborned his postage clerk to say th.at

he had posted i(. "I can'l conceive." commented
counsel.' "provocation more overpowering than

that." Only one blow was struck. Jackson's

conduct was intolerably provocative. His Lord-

ship, in summine up. said that (he conduc( of

Mr. Jackson (owards (he defendant was abso-

lutelv unreasonable, and was calculated to make
anyone excessively angry. A charge of dere-

liction of duty was made against Bradley, and

he was quite certain, from the evidence of Mr
Bowles that Jackson had used (he expression,

"What, apologise (o that!" when asked to

express his regret. Mr. Jackson had done

Brailley a wrong, and he ought, as a gentleman,

to have apologised. But, instead, he used a

very olTensive remark. Bradley, of course, had

no right to commit the assault. He should have

controlled himself, and left (he matter to

develop, as it would have done, when the dis-

covery was made (hat he was absolutely right,

and Mr. Jackson absolutely wrong. Bradley re-

ceived very grave provocation, but still he broke

the law. .\ccordingly. he would be fined .£10.

and be bound over ii'i the sum of £50 to be of

good behaviour. His lordship refused to make
an order for defendant to pay the costs of (he

prosecid ion.

ACTION FOR DIVERSION OF WATER
SUPPLY—In an ac(ion which occupied the

attention of the Lancashire Chancery Court

last week, in which (he Blackrod Urban Dis(rict

Council sought to restrain the John Cronkshaw

Company, Limited, brick and tile manufacturers

and coal-owners. Horwich. from diverting

water which they had tapped in a tunnel made
for the purposes' of the mine, and which would

otherwise have gone direct into the plaintiffs'

reservoirs, the Vice-Chancellor. Mr. Stewart

Smith, K C, gave judgment on Monday against

the district counci'l. He held, in .accordance

with reported decisions, (hat the water which

had iiercolated from the surface, and collected in

volume behind a "fault" in (he mine was not
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CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE, NOTTINGHAM.
Mr. Charles Gascoyne, Architect.
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Abhey Church of Alcobaca.
Apse of the Old Cathedral, Coimbre.

The Old Palace at Cintra.

The Cloisters of the Hi
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The Old Cathedral, Coimbre
siYMiTE Church, Belem.

The Abbey Chhrch of Batalha.
South Porch of the Hieronymite Church, Belem.

cture by Mr. W. H. Ward, M.A. Cantab., A.R.I.B.A.
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ill.' pioptTty of the plaintiffs miilt-r lluMr water
ri|;hts. The defendants, having »^ot water into

their tunnel by opt rations which they were
entitled to perform, could deal with thai water
us they thought tit, there being no riparian
property in the water when collected. Judgment
must be recorded for the defendant, costs to

follow the event.

CHIPS.

Mr. J. B. Williams, borough surveyor to the
Daventry Town Council, has been presented by
the officials and members with a silver salver on
the occasion of his marriage.

Mr. John Wyatt. of Somerton. has been
appointed by (he Bridport Rural District Council
district surveyor of highways and inspector of

nuisances for the whole of their district.

The Local Government Board is being asked
by Newquay Urban District Council to sanction

]
a scheme for borrowing .£3,753 10s.. for the
purpose of erecting workmen's dwellings.

Mr. L. R. Fraser, district surveyor, Uganda
Protectorate, has been promoted deputy director

of surveys in that Protectorate, and Mr. J. G.
Strickland has received promotion as a district

surveyor.

The United States Congress has appropriated
350,000dol. of the half-million to be spent in the
erection in Washington City, D.C., of the
memorial budding to the women of the North
and South.

I A new London County Council School for

' mentally defective children was opened on

Wednesday night in Bravington-road, Harrow-
road. Paddington. The school is a one-story

i uilding, with accommodation for 85 children in

tniir classrooms. The work has cost £3,5fi0.

, The Gloucester City Council have settlen

,; details of a scheme for the provision of housing
accommodation at Northfield-road, Tuffley. Tht
plan adopted comprises the acquisition of land for

buildings and allotments, and for the erection

of 24 dwelling-houses in six blocks of four each.

at an estimated total cost of £6,500. The cor-

poration will let the dwellings at a rent of 3s.

and 3s. 6d. a week, according to accommodation.

A t the Chest er Consist ory court last week

.

the vicar and wardens of St. Stephen's-in-the-
Banks. North Meols. applied for permission to

take down the present church, and to build in

lieu thereof a new and larger church upon the
same site. The ornaments and furniture of the
present church are to be preserved and placed
in the new church. Application adjourned to

next court, in order that the accommodation of

i new churcli he considered by the bishop

Concerning Hawkmoor Sanatorium, the public
health and housing committee report to Devon
County Council that, it being considered un-
desirable to proceed with the proposal to adapt
a portion of the existing farm buildings, draft
plans have been submitted to the Local Govern-
ment Board for the erection of new buildings in

four blocks—one for forty males, one for forty
females, one for various purposes, and a separate
ward for twenty children, at an estimated cost
of i;i8.000.

The general purposes committee of the
Brighton Corporation have reported upon the
proposed utilisation of the Aquarium site. The
scheme involves not only the building of a
concert-hall, but the widening of the Marine-
parade, and the extension of Madeira-road-
terrace westward from its present point to link
up with the Aquarium, It is proposed that the
concert-hall shall be erected on the eastern half
of the Aquarium site, that a portion of the site

be retained as an aquarium and biological
museum, and that provision be made for baths.
The estimated expenditure on new buildings is

alone £75,000.

Some years ago the Great Northern Railway
Company prolonged its Enfield Branch to
t'uffley by a double railway four milts in length.
It is now engaged on an extension of this line

passing to the westward of Hertford, and having
a connection with the existing line in that town,
and proceeding from thence to join the main
line again at Stevenage, a distance of over
13 miles. The new line is being laid as a

full main railway, and with a ruling gradient of
I in 198. There are two tunnels, one—the Pons-
bourne—2,684 yards long, and the other—the
Molewood—364 yards long, and two viaducts, the
one over the River Lea, and the other over the
Minram stream on the Hatfield-Hertfordshire
line. The contract for the section between
Cuffley and just beyond Hertford is being
carried out by Sir Robert McAlpine and Sons,
of Glasgow and London, and that between Hert-
ford and Stevenage by Messrs. H. Arnold and
Son, of Doncaster.

ODur (Dto labk.

Karl lioaueliump, the First Coiniiiissioner

ol' Work.s, has ilecided in M, Rodin's favour,

tlie ijuestion o! the site to be allotted to his

statuary group, "Lcs Bourgeois de Calais."

The group has hoeu presented to the nation

by the National-Art Collections Fund, and
there was a proposal to place it in tlie centre

of the Victoria (iardens at Westminster. M.
Rodin, however, who had been consulted in

regard to the site, and who visited London in

May last to inspect various suggested posi-

tions, was greatly in favour of placing the

group in such a position in the Victoria

(Jardens that the magnificent Gothic work of

the Victoria Tower might .seem as an imme-
diate background instea<l of erecting it in a

central position in the gardens. The work of

erection will be completed by the end of next

ilarcb. when Earl Beauchamp will perform

the unveiling ceremony.

Power is sought in the General I'owers

Bill to be promoted by the London County
Council next session to enable the council to

make regulations with regard to celluloid

stores, and such regulations may prohibit the

use for the purpose of a celluloid store of any
part of a buileling situate beneath rooms in

such building used for residential purposes,

or of any part of a building not provided with

adequate means of ready escape from fire;

make subject to the consent of the council

the keeping of large quantities of eellnloid

on premises situate beneath living-rooms or

workrooms, and provide for the safety of

persons in any building used partly as a

celluloid store and partly for other purposes ;

prescribe precautions to be observctl in

storing and handling celluloid ; make re-

quirements as to the provision of fire extin-

guishing appliances; and deal with such

other matters as may be deemed expedient

with a view to the prevention or diminution

of danger to life and property arising from

fire or explosion. It is also provided that in

the case of any building to which the pro-

visions of the London Building Acts (.Amend-

ment) Act. 1905, or of section 14 of the

Factory and Workshops Act, 1901, with re-

spect to the provision of means of escape in

case of fire apply, any requirement on this

suliject made under the powers of the Bill

shall be made and enforced by the coinicil

(to the exclusion of tlie City Corporation),

subject in all respects to the provisions of

the Acts of 1905 and 1901.

Under the miscellaneous and financial pro-

visions of the Bill powers are sought to

enable the council to appropriate land no
longer required for the purpose for which it

was acquired, such appropriation being sub-

ject, except where otherwise provided by

statute, to the consent of the Local Govern-
ment Board; to empower the council to

appropriate the disused tramway depot in

Portland-avenue, Stamford Hill, for the pur-

poses of the stores department; to extend,

until 1917. the time limited by the L.C.C.
General Powers Act. 1909, for the construc-

tion of a light railway connecting various

parts of the council's Horton Estate at

Epsom with the London and South-Western
Railway at Ewell ; to enable the council

when acquiring insanitary property to take

advantage of the procedure under the

Housing of the Working Classes Act. 1890,

whereby the compensation to be paid shall be
assessed in accordance with the principles

laid down in that Act in acquiring insanitary

property, the exercise of the power being

confined, however, to cases in which notice

has been given to the persons interested

before application is made for compulsory
powers ; to enable the council to charge part

of the cost of acquiring insanitary property

for the purposes of a new' school site as ex-

penditure incurred under the Housing Acts
in respect of insanitary areas. In arts. II.

and III. authority is sought to enable the

council to construct a tramway extension to

Farringdon-road from Charles-street to

Ludgate-circus. and new tramways from
•ildgate to Trinity-square, and from Lee-
green to the High-street, Elthara. Authority
is also sought to carry out a number of

-tr.-,-i widening.^ in connection with pro-

posals for new tramways, and also to effect

a widening of Piccadilly. The estimated

cost of the proposals in the Bill is £241,3.')0,

which exceeds the original estimate by

.eG.OOO.

Further discussion occurred at the meeting

on Tuesday of the Chelmsford Rural Dis-

trict Council concerning the model cottage

built at Great Baddow by Mr. Arnold

Mitchell, F.R.I.B.A. A letter was read from
Mr. Mitchell explaining that, in view of the

decision that his cottage was a building and

not a model, he formally asked for approval

of the plans, and offering to provide

drainage, water supply, and an ash-bin. He
suggested that the council should not enforce

the by-laws as to the height of rooms and the

paved area at the rear. The buildings and
works committee reported that they were
unable to advi.se the council to waive the

by law in respect of the paved area, but with

regard to the height of the rooms they re-

commended that the full requircnuuits of the

by-laws be not insisted upon.

The collection of Old English Pattern
Books of the Metal Trades in the Depart-
ment of Engraving, Illustration, and Design
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, is de-

scribed and illustrated in a eatalogiie pub-
lished this week. These pattern books were
issued by manufacturers in metals, in order
to advertise their wares, during a period of

about 75 years, embracing the last half of

the 18th and the first quarter of the I9tli

centuries. Reproductions in 24 plates are
given of designs in ornamental brasswork of

various kinds. An historical introduction is

supplied by Mr. W. A. Young, by whom the
catalogue was compiled. The books them-
selves are on view in the students' room of

the department (No. 71) at any time when the
Museum is open, except on Sundays.

Lord Rosebery formally opened on Friday
as a municipal museum Lady Stair's House,
which, after restoration, he presented to the
Corporation of Edinburgh in 1907. The
house is situated in Lady Stair's Close,
which stretches between the High-street and
the Mound. On the lower floor has been
assembled an interesting collection of sculp-
tured stones from old Edinburgh iuiildings
of various kinds long since demolished. In
the dining-hall a beginning has been made
with a costume museum ; while on the walls
of the other rooms have been placed the
Bruce Home collection of drawings of old
Edinburgh houses and engravings and pic-

tures, with views of Edinburgh and its

en\irons.

At the meeting on Friday of the Royal
Society, under the presidency of Sir
William Crookes, a paper was submitted by
Dr. A. P. Laurie. Mr. W. F. P. McLintock.
and Mr. F. D. Miles, relating the results of

a research undertaken to decide the con-
ditions under which the bine manufactured
and used in Egypt from the Fourth Dynasty
to Classical times was produced. They con-
firmed the conclusion reached by Fouque that
the blue was a double silicate consisting
principally of calcium and copper, hut in

which these metals could bo partially

replaced by alkalies. The pigment was found
ot the Palace of Cnossus, giving e\ idence of

the relations between Egypt and Crete, and
it seemed to have been the universal bine
throughout the Roman Empire. Samples of

it had been found in Uriconium at Shrop-
shire, and the secret of making it was evi-

dently lost between 200 and 700 a.d.

Professor Flinders Petrie has sent to the
Royal Scottish Museum at Edinburgh several
clioicp examples of Egyptian art. excavated
by him during the past season at Riggeh.
about forty miles south of Cairo. The gift,

which is exhibited in case 69 in the Egyptian
room, consists of the contents of the grave
of a lady who lived about 3,500 years ago.
There are four objects, all of them belonging
to her toilet equipage, and evidently trans-
ferred from her bedroom to her tomb. Three
of them are in perfect condition— a necklace
of 100 gold beads, alternately spherical and
flattened, with a central gold plaque, a group
of three gold hair-rings, and » kohl-pot. The
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fourth object, a bronze inirror, lias sutTered

considerably by iiicrustration of the metal.

At the Northern Polytechnic Institute.

8t. John street. Clerkenwell. the annual
prize distribution ajid students* conver-

.sazione was held on Friday evening last.

The distribution of awards was made by Mr.
Cyril S. Cobb, M.V.O.. the Chairman of the

London County Council. Demonstrations
were arranged in the lecture-rooms and the

workshops and laboratories were all on view
as equipped for ordinary work. Lecturcttes

were given by Mr. John Williams, head of

the Artistic Craft Department on " Picture

Books " ; by Mr. S. D. Chalmers, head of

the Technical Optics Department, on
"Mirrors"; and by Mr. Samuel Field, head
of the Technical Chemistry Department, on
"Artificial Nitrates."

The annual report of the 117th session of

the Royal Technical College of Glasgow, just

issued, states that last year the day classes

were attended by 610 students, and the

evening classes by 4,298 at the college and by
101 at the country centres. In the continua-

tion classes affiliated to the college there were
n.fi41 students. The classes in architecture

and the building trades were last year
attended by 6,37 students. On the completion
of the term of office of Mr. T. L. Watson as

representative of the Glasgow Institute of

.Architects, he was succeeded by Mr. James
M. Monro. F.R.I. B.A. ; but Mr. Watson
retains his connection with the college as a

member of the committee on architecture

and building and of the joint committee on
the School of Architecture. The council

express their indebtedness to Mr. Watson for

designing a new official seal, which has been
executed by the Bromsgrove Guild. The
balance-sheet hows a total revenue for the

year of £,34,698.

Au outline of a special report, not yet given
out by its author, Mr. W. B. McKenzie,
right-of-way engineer of the Intercolonial.

was presented at the recent convention of the
American Railway and Bridge Association,

held in Montreal. Mr. McKenzie stated that
all along the part of tlie Atlantic Coast
affected by frost concrete in salt water scales

off between high and low tide, giving a figure

of lin. per year as about the rate at which it

chips off. The remedy proposed by him was
a, facing of salt-glazed vitrified brick, which
is not affected by sea %vater. He would use
hollow bricks with toiigue-and-groove joints,
so that the blocks could be laid, without
mortar, under water, and would lock to
serve as a form for the concrete. This facing
would be continuously hollow from top to
bottom, and additional openings 4in. square
in the back of each block would allow the
concrete to flow in and bond the entire mass.

"Valuations and Compensations," by the
late Professor Banister Fletcher (London:
B. T. Batsford, 7s. 6d.) has reached a fourth
edition, which only needs our mention. It
has been thoroughly remodelled and revised
to bring it abreast of recent developments in
practice and legislation. Tlie number of
pages has been more than doubled, owing to
the introduction of several new chapters,
such as those on Valuations for Rating, for
Mortgage, and in connection with the
Finance Acts. 1909-12. The full text is givenm the Finance Acts of 1909. 1911. and 1912.
and the Agricultural Holdings Act'of 1908 as
well as of the Rides and Or<lers of the Com-
missioners ami ,>f tlie Supreme Court relating
t^o Land Values Duties, and the Inland
Revenue Instructions to Valuers. The most
recent cases down to the last month have
been summarised, and the results of their
decisions incorporated. Fresh Valuation
lables have al.so been added, and all theseadd tmns have been made without .letractinIrom the handv eliaracter of
greatly adding to th

'^6

the book, or
He price.

Messrs. Robt. Ingham Clark and Co Ltdmst earn the gratitude of their thm'isands
of friends all over the world, to whom theylespateh their own e.lition of that reliablestandby, the " British Almanac and Cycle,,

coming year. With

must

pn>dia," for tin
its most

insurance policies and
L'Piierons of all diary
its well-arranged store of information it has
as few compeers as the firm that thus adopts it.

and adds in really efficient fashion to the

beneficial diffusion of useful knowledge. No
volume on the office desk or bookshelf will

be oftener picked up during 1914. and no

satisfied gleaner of information will replace

it without a grateful thought of its donors,

as their kindly message on the back of the

volume reawakens the memory of their

courtesy.

The Hove Seaside Villas. Ltd.. who own
a large stretch of foreshore, found there was
a growing demand for shingle, beach gravel,

etc., and had for some time disposed of it to

contractors, builders, etc.. throughout the

district by the cubic yard, came to the con-

clusion that stoppage of the leakage, or, in

plain words, the overweight which has been
given, would amply repay the cost of an up-

to-date weighbridge in six months. One has
now been installed, and accuracy and re-

liability avoid all disputes, in addition to

which a ticket is printed at the time of weigh-
ing, showing the exact load, so that seller

and buyer can have no trouble afterwards in

settling accounts. Messrs. W. and T. Avery.
Ltd., of the Soho Foundry, Birmingham,
have made and fixed one of their recent
model machines having a capacity of six

tons, and being constructed on the three-
lever principle, which avoids all torsional
stress, and allows the platform to move
slightly in the direction of the traffic, pre-
venting undue shock and wear of the
machine, and prolonging its working life and
accuracy. The machine is fitted with a steel-

notched protection bar, which preserves the
accuracy of the graduation grooves on the
steelyard. The ticket-printing is effected on
Avery's new patent revolving disc principle,
and by placing a ticket in the slot at the
head of the pillar and lowering the small
lever, the actual weight is indelibly printed,
while the weight can be read off the steelyard
at the same time. There is little doubt that
selling linlk by weight is becoming more uni-
versal, and the installation of this machine
will doubtless help along the general adop
tion of the principle.

At the corner of Tenth-avenue and Thirty-
sixth-street. New York City, the architects.
Goldwin, Starrett. and Van' Vleck, have pro-
vided plans for a twelve-story skyscraper, in
which the entire front of the building and its

interior sides are to be of glass. In fact. 78
ner cent, of the walls will be of this material.
There will be no openings in the glass facade
except those in the front of the building for
emernency purposes, but which will not be
visible from the street. It is estimated that
the structure will cost approximately 600,000
dollars, of which amount 78,000 dollars will
cover the cost of the glass. On the interior
the glass will be a specially polished plate,
and for the exterior surfaceWill be specially
treated plate that will not transmit heat-
waves into the interior.

Artificial stone is made, according to a
patent by W. Laufer, 4, Gertruda, Cracow,
Austria, as follows :—Granite or greywacke!
basalt, porphyry, or the like in coarse andm fine granulations, are mixed with alu-
minium phosphate and sodium carbonate in
about the following proportions: 40 parts of
coarse porphyry, ,50 parts of fine porphyry,
such as porphyry tuff, 6 parts of aluminium
phosphate, and 4 parts of sodium carbonate.
The mixture is moistened, pressed into
blocks, and heated to about 1.000°- 1,200'= C.
Silica and lime may be added in quantities
of from 5 to 10 per cent., to regulate the
clinkering. To increase the cementing
power of the mass, colloidal alumina may be
added in the proportion of from 2 to 8" per
cent, aluminium hydroxide in the whole
mass.

MEETINO-S FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To-nAYl.—Nortliern Polytechnic Institute,

HoUoway. " The Architectural Treat-
ment of Colour in BuildinR," by Ivor
Beaumont, A.R.C.A. H ij.m.
Glasgow Camera and Sketching

Club. " Pictorial Composition, " i)v
A.G.Watson. H.l.')]i.ni.

Saturpay (to-mourow.)—Institution of Water Engi-
neers. Third Annual Meeting. Ill a.m.

Monday.—Boyal Institute of British Arcliitects.
" The Repair of Ancient Buildings,"
by W. A. Forsyth, F.R.I.B.A.^ H ii.ni.

Surveyors' Institution. " Modern
Science and Modern Agriculture," b^
Professor Ainsworth Davis. M.A..
Principal of Royal .Agricultural Col-
lege, Cirencester. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Measure-

ment of Stresses in Materials and
Structures," Cantor Lecture No. 3, b^'

E. G. Coker, M.A., D.Sc. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Illuminating Engineering Society. " Some
Problems in Daylight Illumination,
with Special Reference to Scliool
Planning." by P. .7. Waldram. Royal
Society of Arts Room. 8 p.m.
_
Institution of Civil Engineers.

" Cyclical Changes of Temperature in
a Gas-Engine Cylinder." by Professor
Ernest George Coker. M.X., D.Sc,
and Walter Alfred Scoble, B.Sc,
.\ssoc.MM.I.C.R. S p.m.

Wkdnf.sday. — Society of Architects. Students'
Social. Music, Smoking, Books. 6 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
"Southwark Cathedral," by E. W.
Harvey Piper. St. Paul's Chapter-
House, E.C. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. '* The

Channel Tunnel," by Arthur Fell,
M.P. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—.\. A. Camera, Sketch, and Debate Club,
Papers on " The Present Relation of
the Three Fine .\rts." 8 p.m.

Friday (Dec. 10).—Institution of Civil Engineers.
Students' Meeting. *' Air-Filtration,
and the Cooling and Ventilation of
Electrical Machines," by ^^'. E.
Gun'y, Stud. Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

The rural district council of Ulverston have
appointed Mr. .1. F. Elwood as surveyor for

Hawkshead and High Furness divisions, and Mr.
G. Brocklesbury as surveyor for the Cartmel and
Low Furness divisions.

A scheme for the provision of additional plant
,tI the corporation electricity works, at a cost of
f24,000. was approved by the Carlisle City
Council on Tuesd.iy night.

The Apostolic School of the White House at
Hishop's Waltham has been blessed by the
Bishop of Poitsmouth. The building contains
schoolrooms, refectory, dormitories, kitchen,
scullery, bathrooms, and lavatories. It has been
erecteil from the plans of Mr. Sanders, archi-
tect, the work being executed by Mr. Draper of
F.ireham.

Lieutenant-Colonel David Gaillard. of the
United States Army, who was in charge of the
engineering woik in the Culebra Cut division of

(he Panama Canal, died on Friday in the .lohns

Hopkins Hospital at Baltimore from an illness

contracted in the Canal zone.

The parish church of Kedington, near Haver-
hill, South-West Suffolk, is about to be repaired
under the direction of Mr. Detmar .1. Blow.
From the number and importance of its monu-
ments to members of the Barnardiston family.

Kedington Church has been grandiloquently
termed the "Westminster Abbey of Suffolk."

At the offices of the Royton District Council
on Thursday in last week. Mr. M. K, North,
M.T.C.E., an inspector of the Local Government
Board, heard an application for sanction to

borrow .£1.248 on account of private street works
in Industry-street and Schofield-street ; and
.£5,074 for the reconstruction of a portion of

Rochdale-road.

The city council of Newcastle-on-Tyne has
formally adopted the plans prepared by Mr.
Alfred ' W. S. Cross, M.A.. F.R.I.B.I,. of

London, for three sets of public baths, to be
constructed in Wharrier-street. Walken : Biddle-
stone-road. Heaton: and at Benwell. The plans
by Mr. Cross were selected in competition some
time since, by the assessor. Mr. H. W. Wills.

Penscot. Shipham. Somerset, which was
formerly an inn. is to be enlarged to serve as a
Guest House in connection with the National
Council of .Adult School LTnions. by the addition
of a large dining-hall, dormitory and bedrooms,
liathrooms and offices, to afford accommodation
for thirty visitors. The new work is to be carried
out in harmony with the old. with walls of local

stone, cream-washed, roof of pantiles, wood case-

ments and other joinery finished white. The
architect is Mr. Harold F. Trew. AI.S..4.. of

County Chambers. Gloucester.

In connection with the house-building outlay
contemplated in the Westdean district of the
Royal Forest of Dean, there has arisen the ques-
tion of providing a wholesome supply of water.
The matter came up at the last meeting of the
rural district council, when Mr. S. .1. Elsom. the
clerk, explained that the difficnltv was that the
noUiery workings everywhere had drained the
private wells. The chairman moved that thev
should proceed with the provisionally accepted
£20.000 scheme, but with the proviso that the
Crown should provide one-third of the cost. The
resolution was agreed to.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
FALMUUTU.—A small couuiigeut of em-

plo.vcrs al Fiilmoiitli iitteiidi'd a i)rivate meeting
of carpenters, painters, masons, and labourers,

held on Friday evening, with a view to an in-

crease of wages and a rearrangement of hours.

It was decided to adjourn the meeting until to-

morrow (Saturday) evening, for the purpose of

securing a larger attendance of the employers,

who number over twenty. The men explain that

at present they arc not demanding an innnediatc

increase of wages, but arc merely throwing out

a suggestion, in the hope that the matter will be

amicably arranged.
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CHIPS.
The Church of St. Augustine, at Highgate, is

.ibout to be completed at a cost of JE8,000.

The county council of Mayo have appointeil

-\Ir. 1'. B. Conway, of Westport, as assistant

county surveyor.

The salary of Mr. ti. J. Wooldridge, surveyor

to the Woking Urban District Council, has been

increased by JBDO per annum.

Cardinal Bourne opened on Monday a Roman
Cathohc church dedicated to St. Anthony of

Padua at Garratt-road, Edgware.

The corporation of Southport are about to

rebuild their municipal buildings at a cost of

£6,000 as a three-story edilice on the site of the

present one-storied one.

The town council of Kilkenny have approved
of plans by Mr. James F. Keade, A.M.I.C.E., for

main drainage and sewage disposal works for the

city, estimated to cost £22,000.

The Union Kaihvay Station is being de-

molished, and will be replaced by a larger one,

with a frontage of 860ft., from plans by Mr.

John M. Lyle, architect, of Toronto.

The death occurred at Congleton, on Thursday
in last week, of Mr. Charles Henry Holmes, who
was for many years a successful builder of

houses and factories in Crewe. He was 56 years

of age.

Mr. G. F. Crawford, the Southport highway
surveyor, under whose superintendence all the

great improvements have taken place in the sea-

front and Kings-gardens, has been appointed
highway surveyor of Birmingham at a salary of

£500 a year.

X beautiful memorial to Florence Nightingale

was unveiled on Saturday in the Church of

Santa Croce, Florence. The memorial takes the

form of a symbolical marble statue of watchful-

ness holding aloft a lamp. It is the work of the

English sculptor Mr. P. M. Sargant.

Frederick Thomas Johnson, aged 37, a builder,

late of Mycenae-road .West Coombe Park, was
committed for trial by the Greenwich magis-

trates on Friday, on a charge of obtaining credit

without disclosing the fact that he was an un-

discharged bankrupt.

The building surveyor to the Salford Corpora-
tion has been granted an honorarium of £100
for services in connection with the underground
fire at the Wilburn-street depot, and the pre-

paration of plans and erection of buildings at

the Agecroft depot for slab-making plant.

Sir Walter Armstrong has resigned his position

as Director of the National Gallery of Ireland,

which he has held for 21 years. Sir Walter, who
is 63 years of age, acted before his appointment
to Dublin, was a well known art critic; he has
written many books on the lives and work of

leading British artists.

The chancel-screen which has been placed in

Longhirst Church, Morpeth, as a memorial of

the late Lady Joicey, was dedicated on Wednes-
day night by Bishop Neligan. The screen was
designed by Messrs. Hicks and Charlewood, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne. and has been executed by
members of a wood-carving class at Longhirst, a

branch of the Northumberland Handicrafts
Guild.

At the receut annual meeting of the Iowa
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects,

held at Des Moines, resolutions condemning
present methods of competition were passed. A
proposed endorsement of a state license law was
referred to the legislative committee, the

unanimous opinion being expressed during the

meeting for action that will place Iowa witli

other states now controlling the practice of

architecture. A plan to provide a " working
basis " between the architects of the state and

• the Master Builders' Association of Iowa was
also formulated, and will be pushed to an early

issue.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteelJoiatB, Belgian and German ., „ , . „

(ex steamer, London) per ton f6 a 6 to ih

SteelJoists. Encliah '' '

,

2 "
WrouKhtrlron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Steel Girder Plates '

n
"

Har Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Sciuaro '^ ,? S
"

Do., Welsh 5 15 „

Uoiler Plates, Iron—
South Staffs 5 9 S "

Best Snedshill 9 0.,
Angles 108., Tees Ms: per ton extra.

BnilderB' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £H 158 to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to £15 10a. por ton.

Galvanised Corrugated 81>o«^'^I>-™- ^ ^^ ^ ^o 31

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

nlatdftto ::.:....;.... u o o ... » o a

Wire Nails (Points do Parial—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 Vi 13 U 15 B.W.G

8/3 8 9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/0 la/b IJ/b per cwl

Per ton. Per ton.

Caat-Iron Columns £^ 1° 2 '" ^n n S
Cast-iron Stanchiona 7 10 .. 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire ' ^ 2

„ ,, ,, Galvaniaed 8 15

Caat-Iron Sash Weighta 5

Cut Floor Brada 9 15

Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16

Galvanised Wure Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G I'l 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wure, Galvaniaed-
0to8 9 10 11 12

9
8 10

7 10
9 5

5 5

FDRNITOBE AND HABDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per. load, 50ft. .fM 0*0^25 g

Per cubic foot.

B.W.G.

Teak : Java, per load, 50ft..
I

OakPlanka; U.S.A., imported 1

„ Boards .. .. P"n-
„ Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec loga

,, Hawn planks...

Oak : Auatrian Wainacot
Walnut: Prime boards and
planks

Walnut; Mdm. „ ..

Grcenheart : Ilnwn logs

Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut; Imp. sawn
boarda, prime .•.•

Orham ; Imp. sawn boards,

prime
Mahogany ; St. Domingo.Cuba,

and Honduras ...

African. Asainoo, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon S .r, n

Ratinwood ; West Indian " „ „
Rosewood Per ton "00
Lignum Vitffl 7

STONE.'

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0

9 to

f)

4

3

3

6

3

9

i

6

4

2
11

12

H

1 10

1 ID

1 104
2

s:) 10

71)

178
170

£10 10a. £10 159. £110a. £1158. £11 158. per ton.

Caat-Iron Socket Pipea— » - „
3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7

4in. toBin 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 b „ b U u

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5a. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Psr ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleahall 110s. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70a. Od. „ 758. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes ISi

''''

Water-Tubes '2j

Steam-Tubea »''

Galvanised Qaa-Tubea M
Galvanised Water-Tuljea 6-*

Galvaniaed Steam-Tubea 574

OTHER METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £20 17 H to £21

Lead Water Pipe, Town 22 •") ,.

Country 23 „

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 2:i .^i 0„
Country 24 ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 5 0„
Country 25 0,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 15 „

Country 27 10 „

Co'mpoaition Gaa-Pipe, Town... 2> 5 0,.
Country 2(i „

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town 2r, 5 „
Country 26 ,,

(bver 4'iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,.

Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 83 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 ,

Tin, English Ingota 177 10 ,

Do., Bara 17S 10 ,

Pig Lead, in Icwt. nigs (Town) 19 5 ,

Sheet Lead, Town 2115 0,
„ Country 22 10 ,

Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,

Refined Red Lead 25 ,

Sheet Zinc - 29 ,

Old Lead, againat account 16 15 0,
Tin per cwt. 10 ,

Cut naila (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ,

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;—
lat quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 „ 32

3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deala : St. Johna 10 „ 11 10
IVIiramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

„ Boarda: Swag II 0„ 12

Red Deals; robangellstquaUty 21 „ 24

2nd ,. 16 „ 19
", „ „ 3rd „ 12 ,, 14

St. Petersburg-
Ist quality 16 10 ,, 18

2nd „ 14 10 ,. IS 10

;, „ Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 0,, 15

Gefie, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 „ 17

White Deals ; Crown 14 „ 15 10

Seconda 11 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 „ 11 15

Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Bed Planed, Ist quality 14 10 0., 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deala and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 0,. 11

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Loga (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 2 6

Birch: Quebec Logs 2 3., 039
Oak; Austrian Wainacot 7 0,, 8

Mahogany Gaboon _ 2 0. 3 3

Darley Dale, ditto
Bed Coraehill, ditto
Closeburn Rod Freeatono.ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenahill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck a»

Nine Elms)
Hard York, ditto
Dittodittoein.aawnbothsidea, „ „ u
landinga, random aizea por foot sup. 2 a

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
Bides, random aizes .. 1 J

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
,_ „ , ,i

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube I 74

Ditto, ditto, Nine Blma Depot „ 19)
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station .. 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station • 16,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 201t. average ;
—

Brown White

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot, I

Nine Elms Depot, or f

Pimlico Wharf I

Whit Bed. Base Bed
Per foot cube.

.. £0 3 3 ... £0 3 4j

SLATES.
in. in.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor ...

20x10 ...

16x 8 ...

20x10 ...

20x12 ...

Furat qaaiity 20xio ...

30x12 ...

16 X 8 ...

Eureka unfading
green 20x10 ... 15 17

20X12 ... 18 7
18x10 ... 13 5
16x 8 ... 10 5

Permanent green... '20x10 ... 11 12

£ 8. d.

12 12 6

6 13 6
13 3 6

13 17 6

13

13 15
7 5

per 1.000 of
l,-200 at r.stn.

18x10 .

16x 8 .

9 12
6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

MildStocka 1 9
Picked Stocka for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuta... 118
Red Wu-eCuta 1 14

Beat Fareham Red 3 13

Best Red Preaeed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Beat Blue Pressed
Staflordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

3|in. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic ] 4 10

Facing Bricks /

[river.

delivered
at rly. atn.

(Net, delivered in
full truck loada
in London.

Accrington Beat Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6

Ditto Ordinary' Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 34" in

thickest part 3
34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 2

38" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x2couraedeep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 coarse .

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 44" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail; or free on boat at works.

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 9
i 6
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30 17 6 21 7 6 17 17 li

n 7 6 14 17 (i

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES, (PER 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.

Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours

Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

Headers-
^^ ^ ^ 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 6 1117 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 U

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 36 7 6 18 17

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17

Splays and Squints— „ .. „ ,. ,
17 7 6 15 17 6 31 17 6 34 17 6 17 7 n

Plinth and Hollow Briclis. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, BuUnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4a. each

MODIiDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers-
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each

Gill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Maioiica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £23 17 6

, ,, Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6

Cimpass bricks, circular and arch briclts^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours > ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin

Is. 2d. each ' by 3jm.
'Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.
B. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

G.-ound Blue Lias Lime ...31 per ton delivered.
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37b. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

8. d. DIvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry. stn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 perdoz. „ „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 53 S

Hip and Valley tiles i perdoz
Euabon red, brown, or brindled

do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ., ,,

Ornamental do 60 ., ,, ,,

Hiptiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46 per 1000 ,, .

Ornamental do 48 6 ,, ,. .

Hiptiles 3 10* perdoz. „ „
Valleytiles 3 ii
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
Brindled tiles 43 6 per 1000 „ .

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,, ,, ,.

Hip tiles 4 perdoz
Valleytiles 3 6,, ,, ,.

Hartsbill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, ,,

Pressed : 47 6 ,, ,. .,

Ornamental do 50 ., ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 perdoz. ., „
alley tiles 3 6 ,, ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale,pertun£38 15 to £39 5

Do., brown 36 15 „ 27 5

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 29 „ 30
Ohve, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 46 10
Do., Ceylon 43 10 ,, 43
Do., Mauritius 43 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos 33 5 „ 33 5
Do. Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleino „ ... 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating U.S porfial, 7 0,, 080
Petroleum refined 6J ,, 65
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal, 2 1,',, —
Baltic Oil 2 7,, —
Turpentine 3 0., —
Putty (Genuine Lin- )„„„„! n o n

seed Oil) fpercwt. 8 0,, -
Pure Linseed Oil I . ,„ „
Stority " Brand ( • 10 ,. —

QLASS (IN CKATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 3d. ... 3d. ... 38d. ... 4Sd.
Thu-ds 2}d. ... 3*d. ... 4Jd. ... Bjd.
Fhitod Sheet 2id. ... Sid. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Uartley's EngUsh Rolled I'late; 4in. '/lein. iin.
2id. ... 23d. ... 3d.

Figured Rolled .lud Repousslne White. Tinted
Sid. ... &a.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of

churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Palo Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 9

Best Japan Gold Size 10 9
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
The domed roof of the new town-hall -at

Chadclerton, Lanes, which was formally opened
last week, was constructed of Pudloed cement.

Boyle's latesl patent " air-pump " ventilators

have been applied to the Broomwood Wesleyan
Church. L'lapliaui Common. S.W.

The annual dinner of Messrs. Bovis, Ltd.,

takes place to-morrow evening, in the Pillar

Hall. Victoria Station. Mr. F. G. Babbs is the
hon. .-,ec. of the dinner committee.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.,

have obtained a contract for "Tantalum " and
"Wotan" drawn-wire lamps for the Metro-
politan RaUway Company for the next twelve
months.

The extensions to St. Clement's Schools, Brad-
ford, are being supplied with Shorland's warm-
air ventilating patent Manchester grates and
ventilators by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, Ltd., of Failsworth. Manchester.

In consequence of the shortage of Caen stone,

'iwing to the recent floods in France, the demand
tor Beer stone, w-hich is a rich stone to carve,

and easy to work, has increased enormously.
The company have recently ai>pointed Mr. E.

Holwill, of Temple-chambers. Temide-avenue,
E.C., as their London agent.

.\ British invention has been chosen for the
protection of the entire exhibition buildings of

the Panama Exposition at San Francisco in

1915. This is the "Aero." wdiicli, at the present
lime, is being installed in the new offices in

Great St. Helens to be occupied by the various
petroleum companies, the architects of which are

.Messrs. Joseph and Smithem.

A complimentary dinner under the chairman-
ship of Mr. C. E Wdkinson. the newly-elected

president of the Faint and Varnish Society, was
given last night at the .\ldwych Hotel to Mr. J.

Russell Thornbery and Dr. M. Bennett Blackler.

Ph.D.. on their retirement from oflice as presi-

dent and hou secretary respectively. The nev.

secretary is Mr. K. Claude Bussell. who is well

known as a lecturer on paint matters.

The many friends of Mr. Alexander Ritchie,

J. P.. late of Upper Thames-street, will be
pleased to learn that he has almost entirely re-

covered from the accident which for some time
kept him in a nursing home. He has recently

been seen at more than one City function, one of

the recent occasions being the installation of the

Right. Hon. the Lord Mayor Sir T. Vansittart
Bowater as master of the Guildhall Lodge of

Freemasons.
^4»

The Dewsbury Town Council have resolved to

apply to t.lie Local Government Board for

£21.000 for extension of the gas undertaking.

Mr, W. R. Stephens, assistant engineer, has
been appointed engineer fo the urban district

council of Uathmines. Co. Dublin, in place of

i\lr. Dixon, resigned.

Mr. C. V. Townsend, assistant engineer and
manager to the Wakefield Gaslight Co., has been
appointed gas engineer and niaiiager lo the
Hereford Corporation.

The South Shields (Jas Company have decided
ujjun a scheme for the erection of new gasworks
on the river frontage at the east end of Jarrow.
The scheme will be carried out under the
direction of Mr. C. Duxbery, the company's
engineer.

.\ Local Government Board inquiry has been
lield at ^*sl ravgynlais into ai>plicHl ions of the

rural district council for sanction to loans of

X15,647 for the purchase of land and the
erection of workmg-elass dwellings in Abercrane,
Coll")ran. and Ystraygynlais, and :t:1.0()0 untlcr

the Small Dwellings Acquisition Act. Mr. .T.

Cook Rces, architect, Neath, has prepared the
plans.

TO OOBRESFONDENTS.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all comniunications respecting illustrations or Uterary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the BuitoiNO News, Efflngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand. W.C.. and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liable

(or, unsought contributions.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

•»^ Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do .^^o when space
permits on mutually advantageous terms, wliich may
be ascertained on appUcation.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been,
some time executed, except imder special circum-

stances.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

CHRISTMAS DAY.

Christmas Day falling this >ear ou Thursdaj-, the
BrrLiiiMi News of Dec. 36 will ha vr to be published
at 1 a.m. on the morning of WKl)Ni;sDAY, Dec. 34,

in order to reach all readers befox'e Llic holida>'s.

.All .Advertisements for that issue, tliereforo, must
reach us, at the latest, before 3 p.m. on TUESDAY,
Dec. 33, instead of by 3 p.m. on Thursday as usual.

Correspondents sending News, Lists of Tenders,
&c., are asked kindly to do so early that week, and, at

the latest, by the first post on TCESD.W, Dec. 23,

.so as to preserve an imbroken se(iuencc of news as

far as possible.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of \'oI. CIV. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a Umited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXI.X.. XLI.. XLVI., XLIX..
LIII., LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI., LXVII.,
LXVIIL, LXIX., LXXI., LXXIL, LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXIL, LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVL, LXXXYH.. LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI., XCIL. XCIIL, XCIV.,

XCV., XCVI., XCVII, XCVIII., XCIX., C, CI., CII.,

cm., and CIV., may still be obtained at the same
price; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring

any back numbers to complete volume just ended

should order at once, as many of them soon run

out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bdildino

News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained

from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Efflngham House. 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom: for the United States, £1 6s. Od.

(or adols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £1 6s. Od.

(or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od. To any of the

Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the

West Indies, or Natal, £1 Cs. Od.

•.' The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.

= Sdols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dol. 64c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shauyhnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive

ubscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

•,* Our Direct Subscription Agents for AustraUa

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblcwhite and Co., Printers and
PubUshers, 19. York Chambers. 105. Liverpool-street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan. Messrs. Z. P;

Maruya and Co.. Ltd., 11 • 16, Nionbashi Ton
Sanchome, Tokyo ; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 (te. per annum on our account. Copies of the

paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers

addresses.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, PubUc Companies, and all official adver-

tisements is Is. per fine of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 65.

tor four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

ceUaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words

(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Si>ecial terms for series

of more than six insertions can be ascertained on

apDhcation to the Publisher.

SIT0ATI0N3 Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations^

Vacant " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight

words after. 411 Situation Adveriisementi muit be

pfcpaid.
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Situations Wanted.
Advertisements xmt exceediug Thirty Words,

Inclusive of name and addrt'ss, are inserti-d under
the heading " Situations Wanted," free of chanje.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can bo obtained on
application to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the offlce not lat^r than 3 p.m. oo Thursday. Front*

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday Morning to secure attention.

•*• Replies to advertisements can be received at

the Office, Effingham House, 1. Arundel - street,

Strand, W.C., /ree o/ charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra cliarue of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

KLicKiVKn.-H. C. C.-E. C. C.-S. H. H.. LUl.

C. E. B. K.—C. F. B.—B. Bros.—K. F. and H.

H. M. S.—L. and Co.~K. G. and C'o.-S. Bros.. Lt-I

VV. A. N.

Vj-JltAX.—Vus.

TKitMiNUs.—Hardly, we tliink.

K. F. S.—What does thu cdiiirmt sh \

is not "cvidciK-i'."

Mil.

OGILVIE&GO.

TeIe-:hote- DALSTON l:i

Many years connecteH witti

the 'late firm of W. H
LASCELLES ft CO., of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay AvenueJSLINBTON.N,
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. '^fl^'^Er^

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLTf TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.O.

TENDERS.
•»• CorrespoudentB would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties teaderins;—at any rate, of
tbe accepted tender; it adds to the value of the informa-
tion.

ARi.Ev.—Vorcarrvineout works of sewerageat Arloy,
for the Nuneaton Rural District Council ;

—

Trentbam. J. G., and Sons, Bir-

mingham (accepted) £3,000 o u
(Lowest tender received.)

BiLLERitAT.—For alterations and additions lo the
exietioe hni.pital, and tor the erection ol a pavilioa
leolation block and laundry and ambulance block at the
isolation hospital, near Gooseberry Green. HiUericav.
for the Billericay Rural District Council, Mr. H. R.
Bird. St. Thomas' Gate, Brentwood, architect .—

Dowsing and Davis, Romford ... £6,220 n n

Crisp, A. G.. Walthamstow ... 5,9)0 n u
Fairhead. A., and Son. Eotield .. 5,779 o o
Potter, H., Chelmsford 5,775
Moes. S. E.. Soothena 5.775
Cronin. 8., and Sods, Warley ... 5.712
RobiLton, D.. Stansted 5,659
Jones, W., and Sons, Holborn ... 5,590
Jarvis, J., & Sons. Ltd,, Hackney 5,575 o
Parren and Sou, Eanth 5,496
Jarvie, F. W„ Brentwood 5,431 o
Harris Bros., Billericay (accepted) 5,259 o
Brown. A. G., Grays " 5,245
Smith, H., Clacton 5,226

Architect's estimate, £5,279.

CHRLMstoKD. — For fenovating the vestibule of the
Shire Hall, for the E&eex County Council ;

—

Hawkins and Ward (accepted) ... £l-i8

Deepin(..—For the repairs of Deepmg Samt. James
BridKo, for the Sob e of Peterborough County Council :

—
CracknoU, J., Poterboruugh ... £169 'i

(.Accepted.)

Dukham.—For making-up George-street and Back
George-street, for the rural district council : —

(ieorge-ttreet ;—
Rohson, J., Gosforth £573 U 10

Oliver, R., Gileegate Moor 143 9 9

Elcoat, A HjS 1 10

Reevell.O. A,. Stockton ;J98 13 2

Mendeth, H ;j9l 6 U

Carrick, J., Durham (accepted) ... 367 18 3
Back George-street :

—
Kobson, .1 220 18 4
Oliver, R 204 6 H

Elcoat, A 204 6 3

Merideth. H 190 3 1

Reevell. G. A 189 18 7

Carrick. J. (accepted) 177 1 11

GiLLiNGHAsi.—For tho erection ot two villas at

Trinity*road, Giliingham. Mr. Ernest J. Hammond,
M.S.A., Gilliugham. architect :

—
West Bros., Rochester £949
Gates and Sons, Rochester ... 9u5
Ellingham, J. W., DarLford ... 845
Webb, A. G., Rochester 777
PhiUipB, H. E.. liilungham ... 7.',j o ii

Willord, J., Suodlaud 710

GiLiJNi.nAM,— For the erection of seven oottagos,
Oillingbam, for Mr. F. J. Strover, Mr. J. Hammond,
M.S A.. GiHincham. architect :—

Wpst Bros., Rochester £l.."jlt.'> o

Ellinchara, J. W.. Dartford ... 1.590 .
n

Manters, A., Gillineham 1.5*0 o
Phillips. H. K.. Giliingham ... 1,197

Webb, A. G.. Rochosior' l,46il

• Accepted.
Oir.i,iNi.uAu.—Fur thu erpction ot the Invicta Picture

Palace. Hitrh-street. Gillinghftiu. Mr. Ernest J.
Hammond. M.S. A., Giliingham, architect: —

Cronuen, H. t;. and W. (accepted) £I,n10

H \?ji,Ev.—For heating int^tallation at the pujji

icftchcrs' centre, Glaws-ntroet, Hanloy, for the 8toko-on-
Tront Kriucaiion Committee :

—
Haden. >•. N., vt Sons (accepted) £241 15 ()

Harwich.—For erecting police 'luarters at Harwich,
for the Knfex County (Jouncil :

—
Saunders. K. (accepted) £l,(i92

Hasi.kmeki^;.—For alterations and additions to Spring-
head, Shottermill, for Mr. M. Mewburn Gamett. Mr.
H. Oliver. M.S.A., I. Whitehall-court, 8.W.. archi-
tect :

—
Chapniau. Lowry, A: Putlick, Ltd. £890 o
Privett, F. .. 8H7
Sunning and Fitton Adams, Ltd. 847
Pry, D 823
Crosby and Co., Ltd «39

Islington, N.—For works of cleaning at Manton-
street pcbool, Nortb Islington, for the London County
Council :

—

Mather. J.. Nortbamnton-st., N. £733
McCormick and Sons, Ltd., Essex-
road 68.'. 10 (I

Patman and Fotberingham, Ltd.,
Liverpool -road 677

Waddington, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Ludgate Hill ... ... 67*

Stevens and Sons. CrouchHill ... 833 "
Price. C. R., Bishopsgate 612 10
Marchant, Hirst, end Co., 116,
Higbgatp-road' -".63

* Recommended for acceptance.

London.—For cleaning of interiors of council school'*,

for the London County Council. Accepted tenders, in
everv case the lowest received :

—
Holdfin-etroet, Batteraoa

—

Garrett, J., and Son £205
The " Lawrence." Bethnal Green-

Bull. F 213

Monnow-road (Central), Bermondsey—
Downs, W 23ii u

Marner-street. Bow and Bromley

—

Mills. E 2i:.

Cormont-road, Brixton—
Line. H 222

Monson-road. Deptford—
Bailey. W 395

Everingion-street, Fulham —
Beudon. T.. Ltd 219 o

Kingwood-road Fulham—
Ronald. R. S 2Ht

Lanffford-road. Fulham—
King. W.. and Ron 30S

Blackheath-road. Greenwich —
Hodginand Son 2ill

Eleanor-road. Hackney—
Bull, F 208 10

The "Craven Park," Hackney-
Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd, ... 232 5

Latiraer-road. Hammersmith—
Bovis, Ltd 261 (I (I

Netherwood-street, Hampstead—
Chappell, W 295

Uolbortield-street, Islington—
Keetch.G '^18

The •' Hargrave Park," laliDgton—
Price. C. R a^J

York-road. Islington-
Munday, G., and Sons 332

Portnbello-road, Kensington

—

Polden. A. and F 277 I i

The" Enuersdale," Lewisham—
Finch and Fmch ^h u n

Farrance-etreet, Limehouse

—

Inns. A. H liHl

Beethoven-3treet, Paddingtou—
Chapnell, W 255 o o

Manchester-street, St. Pancras—
Barton. W. 8., and Co 318

ProHoect-terraco, St. Panuras—
Whitby Bros 2<ir li

The " Blacktriars," Southwark—
Lapthorne and Co.. Ltd 2>9

SmaiUvoori-road, Wandaworth—
Garrett, .I., and Son 230

LuNDOK.— For the supply of (a) 1 ton of T.C.C.

copper wire. .J 29in. diameter, and (m l.J tons ol D C.C.

copper wire .229in. by .229in., reMUired in connection

wiLh wimting car field coils, for the London County
Council. Prices a ton :

—
A. B. Diecount.

Western Electric Co., Ltd., —
£110 ... £112 ... 2J p.c.

Callender's Cable i. Oonatructiou '!i.. L';d.—
110 ... 112 ... 2> „

General Elcctnc Co., Ltd.—
105 ... 102 13 1 ... 2J ..

Henley's Telegraph Works, Co., Ltd.—
105 ... lul 10 ... 2i ,,

Johnson and Phillips. Ltd.—
98 ... 101 ... —

India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works
Co.. Ltd.- 99 17 6 ... 100 17 6 ... 2^ .,

London Electric Wire Co. and Smith's, Ltd.—
91 ... 93 6 i< ... 2i „

Midland Electric Wire Co.. Ltd.—
93 6 8 ... 93 6 8 ... 2} ,

British Insulated and Helsby Cables. Ltd.-
•:i3 6 8 ... Ml ... 2i ,,

Siemens Bros, and <-o., Ltd.

—

yii 5 ... 80 8 ... —
* Recommoudod lor acceptance.

LoKiioif.—For the supply of 10 armatures (class

22(1). and hO liold coils, for tiio highways committee of
tho London County Council —

Britii-h Wc^tinghoufe Electric and
MnnofacturiDgCo.. SbelHold ... £1,102 8 <i

(Accepted.)
Lo.vKON.— For tho supply of 18 tons of hard-rolled

stcoi, for tho highways committco of the London
Comity Council :—

Cammcl), Laird, and Co.. Ltd.,
Shtlbeld (accepted) LTmi lo

LtiNDON. — For the installation at tlio Maudslov
Hohpiial of heating and hot-water plant, and electrical

wiring and Bpparatus (excluding generating plant), for

the London County Council :—
For Healing and Hot-Water Plant :

—
Cannon and Betl'ord. Londcn ... £5,623
Keith, .Tas., A: Blackman, Ltd.,
London 4.846 o «

Haden. (i. N., \ Sons. Trowbridge 1,646 7 6
Ashwell and Nosbit, Lotdon ... 4.4«8
Strode and Co., London ... 4.29h ()

Darpue. (infUtha A Co.. Liverjjool 1,085 1

Brightfide Foundry and Engineer-
ing (.'o.. Sheffield' 3,571
For Electrical Wiring and Apparatus :—

Strode and Co., London 2,117
Foot and ililne, I^ndon 2,C49 10
Donnisou. sdlem X Co., London... 1,849
Edmundson's Electricity Corpora-

tion. Ltd.. London I,7a4 14
Clarke, T., and Co., London ... 1.701 u
Tredegar and Co.. London 1,640
Drake and Gorbam, London ... I.iiM o
Cash. H. J.. A. Co., Ltd., London 1.5B9

Taylor, G. E.. and Co., London ... 1,500 o
Tyler and Frooraan, London* ... l,-485 4

• Recommendod tor acceptance.

MiDm.Esiii;ou(.n.—For contract work in the recou-
e^truction and n.ahing-upol etreets. Mr. S. E. Burgess,
M.I.C.E., F.R.B.I.. Borough Engineer's office, Middles-
brough, engineer and surveyor -.—

Bgmont-road :
—

Crombie. J., and Son, Ltd. ... £205 in 8

Goodhall Bros. 199 2 10
Newhouse, E 108 1 8
Pearson, J., Ltd.. Stainton-in-
Cleveland (accepted) 193 6 10

Hay more-street :—
Pearson, J,, Ltd.. Stainton-in-
Cleveland 344 2 7

Goodhall Bros 331 3 11

( rombie, J., and Bon, Ltd. ... 316 1 6
Newhouse, R. (accepted) 281 19 lo

Rest of Middlesbrough.

RocHESTEu. — For the reconstruction of farm
buildings at Nathenden Farm, Rochester, for the
Rochester bndgo wardens. Mr. J. Hammond, M.S. A.,
Giliingham. architect :

—
Baker, <;., and Sou £530
Gates. G., and Sons ... 49.=i o (i

West Bros, (accepted) 1.''8 o
(All of Rochester.)

Si i;ooD.—For ihe general repairs and exterior paint-
ing of the Bridge Hotel. Strood, for Messrs. Buddenand
Biggs. Mr. Ernest J. Hammond, M.S. A., Giliingham,
architect ^-'

Bines, W. H., Giliingham £81
Baker. G., and Son, Rochester ... 77 o
West Bros , Rochester 74
Hitch. J. S.. Strood 67 5

Swain and Stanley, LiiUingham • 56 9 3
• Accepted.

SuNDEKLASD.—For Supplying and erecting new
travelline gear for the Bout h Pier. 20-ton block-setting
crane, for the River Wear C ommissioners :

—
Cowan, Sheldon, and Co., Ltd. (accepted).

rri'EK HuiHAM.—For alterations to the Ganleners
Public Hou'ie, Upper Higham, for Alesarj. Biiilea ana
Biggs. Mr. Ernest J. Hammond. M.S.A., GillingUam,
architect :

—

Baker, G., and Sons. Rochester ... £89
(Jates, G., and Soqs, Rocheotor ... 83

West Bros., Rochester (accepted) ^l 10

WALTHAM>row.—For drainage and surfacing to play-

ground. Pretoria-avenue schools, for the Education
Committee. Mr. H. Prosser. M.S. A., architect to the
committee —

Barton. A. G £335
Page.G. M 327 3 5

Sands, J 298 10

Fuller. B.. and Bon 29)
Dean. J. and J 2S9

Lucas. D. W. (accepted) 269
AU of Walthamstow.

W u.imusTOw. — For sundry improvements to the
Forest-road Bays' and Girls' School, for the EJducation
Committee. Mr. H. Prosser, M.S. A., Architect to the
committee :-

Page. G. M- £193 18 3

Lucas, D. W 169

Barton, A. U 165 17 6
Sands, J 157

Fuller, E., and Sou loJ

Dean, J. and J. (accepted) ... 147
All of Walthamstow.

WiE.—For the execution of drainage work at the
infant*?' school, for the Kent Education Committed :

—
Shad.tocK, W., Plymouth £129
Shiopam, W.. Aahford 118
Wocd, J. C, Wiileshorough ... 113 10

Dixon, H., Headcoru 105 14 2
Emdge, K. W,, Wiileshorough ... 104 5 9

Howland. C. J., Deal (accepted)... Iu3 lo u
— — ^i»

The Luncaster Town Council have appointed
Mr. Charles Armitage, gas engineer, as con-

sulting engineer, and his son, Mr. Cecil Rhodes
Armitage, at present gas manager to the More-
cambe Corporation, as gas engineer to the

council.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Dou. 15—Water feuoply, Beverloo. Limbure (Jommandant du Genie, Caran de Beverlou, Luuburg. Belgium.
,, ' :i3—Lay ing-out about 16 Acres, aud Erecting about 'ilO Uousee,

Bolion-unon-Dearne £60, £30 J. Lfd^'er Uawkeworth, Council Offices, Boltou-upon-Doariio,
Uotherham.

2*J—New Offices for Board ot Trade, Whitehall Garaeus.

S.W. [R. Blomtield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A.

J. Belcher, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb, C.V.O , C.B.,

R.A.. Asseesore] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,

IIM i. with £300 Honorarium each -. The Secretary, H.M. Office of Wurks, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Jan. J—Manchct^ter Ro.val Eschange. Additional New Buildings

and AUerationK. Open to all architects in U.K Not
more than 13 architects of repute have been specially

invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be
appointed. (J. 8. Gibson, P.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J, Allen. Master, Royal Exchaugo, Manchester.

20—Masonic Temple, Toronto (EJstimated cost, about £51,400) Five unsuccessful competitors to"
receive 750dol., 500dol., and
250dol. respectively W. H, Best, 181, Avenue-road, Toronto.

1.^01,. 1— Municioal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry G. Sutton, Clerk, Education OOace. -IK Bayley-laue, Coventry.
15_Saving8 Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) ... £1,200, £600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

Mar. 20—Pnblic Museum aud Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Barnet,
A.R.S.A., LL.D., Assessor) Selected Architect to carrv out work ;

second, £100; third, £75; fourth,
£60 R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings, Ottawa (T. E.
CoUcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, hvo uneuccessful
competitors in second to receive S.OOOdol. each R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.

May 1—New St. Paul's Bridge, Deeigna for (:iir W. Emerson,
r.P.R.I.B.A., Assehsor) £300, £100 The Town Clerk. Hallkeepor's Office, Guildhall. E.G.

No date—New Secondary School, City .of Bath (Henry T. Hare,
F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) F. D. Wardle. Town Clerk. Guildhall, Bath.

do. —Defective Children's School, Glake Hall, near Durham The Clerk, County Education Committee, Shiro Hall, Durham,
do. —Clock Tower, Queen's Park, Brighton. Cost (including

Clock), £1,000 H. Talbot. Clerk, Town Hall, Brighton.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.
<t>

BUILDINGS.
Doc. l:i—Semi-Detached Uouees CiOO), Blaenrhondda Fernhilt Garden Villaee. Ltd W. B. Rees, Archt., 3. Dumfries-place, Cardiff.

,, 12— Pavilion, Cleckheaton Cricliet and Bowling Club R. Castle and Son, Archts., Bank Chambers, Cleckhoaton.
M 12—Cburcb, Rebuilding, Leek Austin and Paley, Archts., Lancaster.
,, 12— Boys' County School, Alterations tn, Barry Glamorgan County Council The Glamorgan County Hall. Cathavs Park. Cardiff.

,, 12—School Buildings, Salm-Chateau, Vielsalm Secretariat Communal, College Echevinal. Vielsalm. Belgium.
,, 13— Shop and House, West Vale, Halifax Walsh and Nicholas, Archts., 10, Harrison-rd., Halifax.
,, l:i-Two Cottases, Ironmonger-road, Tenterden Town Council W. L. C. Turner, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Tentorden.
,, l.i—Council School, Alterations and Additions to, Headcorn... Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, Archt.. Sessions House, Maidstone.
,, 13— Public Library, Dartford Urban District Council W, Kay, Clerk, Council Offices. Dartford.
,, 13~Male iDtirmary Workhouse, Alterations to, Christchurch Guardians A. Druitt, Clerk, llj. High-street, Christchurch.
,, 13—Storage Accommodation, Workhouse, Cardiff Guardians A.J Har ris. Clerk, Queen's Chambers, Cardiff.
„ 13—Hall and Agents' Houses, Red Hills, Durham Miners' Association Committee H. T. Gradon, A.R.I. B. A.. Durham.
„ 13—House, Doninglon R. Gieed, J.P. H. Kidd, Solent House, Kirtou, Boston, Lines.
,, 13—" E " Warehouse, Enlarging, Chandos-street, Portsmouth Timothy White Co A. E. Cogswell, Archt., Prudential Buildings, Portsmouth.
„ l.-i—Houses (113), Pelton Village Chester-le-Street R.D.C J. H. Mole, Sur , Chester-le. Street.
,, 15— Single-Story Transit Shed. Newcastle-on-Tyne Trade Committee .. The City Engineer, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
,, 1.^— Grand Casino, Santander Municipality Becretaria. Ayuntamiento, Santander, Spain.
,, 15—Eight Shops, Oakdale Village, Blackwood, Mon Commercial Building Syndicate A. P. Webb, M.S. A., Tredegar Chambers, Blackwood, Mon.
,, 15—Cattle Detention Lairage, Town Quay, Southampton Harbour Board J. Pailthorpe, Clerk, Harbour Offices. Town Quay, Southamptou.
,, IS-Nine Houses, Chapel Hill, Liinhwaite Industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd. Lunn and Kaye. Archts.. Milnsbridae, Yorks.
„ 15— Pair tf Cottages, Wdotlon Wawen, Warwickshire T.Stevens, P.R.I.B.A.. Richmond Chambers, Bournemouth.

'

,, 15—Church of Dutbil, Alterations to, near Carr Bridge Rev. P. Macgregor, The Manse, Duthil.
,, 15—House. Penrallt Mill, Hechryd Miss Harries, Penrallt House, Llechryd.
,, 13—Four Houses, Additions to, Rotherwas, Hereford County Council B. Dear, County Land Agent. 132, St. Ow en-sti'eet, Hereford.
„ 15-RiMe Range, Treforest., A. O. Evans. Williams, and Evans, Archts., Pontypridd.
,, 15—Bisinfector Station and Mortuary, Canterbury Guardians P. H. Dore, 25, Watling-street, Canterbury.
,, l.'i-Gendarmes' Barracks, Bastogne. Arlon .. The Direction d es Fonts et Chansees, 3, Rue de I'Athenoe, Arlor.
„ lo-Bchool, Additions to, Challont St. Peter A. ,i. Elkington, Rock House, Chalfont St. Peter.
„ 18-Cottagc6 (121, Studland, Dorset Wareham and Purbeck R.D.C W. Watts Fookes, North-street, Wareham.
„ 18—Two ('ulvcits, Haniur's Gate, Rudyard. near Leek Rural District Council J. M. Shaw. Clerk. Union Ollicos. Leek.
„ lii-Club I'reniites, Now Road Side, Wyke Sharp and Waller, Archts., 32. Bradford-road, Brighouse.
„ 16— Fire Station, Woodlord Green, Woodford . Urban District Councd Tooley and Foster, Ai-chts., Warwick House, Buckhurst HiU.
„ Itj—Council School. Alterations to. Tideswell Derbyshire Education Committee ... G H. Widdows. F.R.I.B.A., County Offices. Derby.

•
Itj— Phthisis Offices, Hardman-street. Deansgate Manchester Sanitary Committee The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester,

„ 17— Rille Range Buildings, Sytuondsljury, near Bridport Dorset Terr. Force Assoc F. T. Maltby, Archt., Dorchester,
„ 17-Court House and Police Station, Silloth G. D. Oliver, F.R.I.B.A.. County Archt., Carlisle.
" 17—Institute, Haigh, near Barnsley Crawshaw and Wilkinson, Archts., 13, Regent-street, Barnsley.
„ 17— Police Muster Hall. Shettleston CorDOration J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.
,, 17-School, Additions to. White Hart-lane, Wood Green Education Authority W. P. Harding, Clerk. Town Hall, Wood Green.
" J^—County Asylum. Additions to, Abergavenny Visitors Committee B. A. Johnson. F.R.I.B.A., Abergavenny.
" l'_—Three Houses, Bolton-upon-Dearno P. Birkinshaw, Archt., 2[), Eldon-street,' Barnsley.
" j;— Rebuilding Three Elms Inn, Whitchurch, Cardifi Ely Brewery Co., Ltd 8. Williams, L.R.I.B.A., Wharton-street, Cardiff.
" J'-Two Hou.-es, Wren-street, Paddock .'. J. Berry and Sons, Archts., 3, Market-place. HuddersUeld.
" "~i;.«^"'"'^""'.y. Additions to, Elgin Low, Sons, and Co., Ltd C. C. Doig, Archt., Elgin.
,, IS—Cineujii and Billiard Saloon, Cwinaiuan, Aberdare Cinema Co., Ltd D. Morgan, P.R.I.B.A., Charies-street Chambers, Cardiff.
"

lu «," ,"!^' "™''°- '*"" '^loi'C. Keswick Urban District Council W. Hodgson, Sur.. Town Hall, Keswick.
"

!u ,,i". /.v "i"™' '"''^'^'"'•'B Diseaies Hospital, Devonport... Town Council The Borough Surveyor, 39, Ker-street, Devonport.
"

io ,- „ ' KopaTsto, Uldale j. H. Martindale. P.R.I.B.A., Carlisle.
"

!m r;'""" '• Customs and E.tciso Office, Ballymena H, Williams, Sec. Office of Public Works, Dublin.
"

1,, i°f''^'^i' i'
Two Stiles Iield, Kendal (ireen F. W. Oxberry, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Kendal.

" .„,„ '"°f '''^™*"K'''' Divisional Office, Doncaster H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate S.W.
" .-"~™^'"'''<'''''"d Valve House, Ponden Reservoir, Haworth .. Keighlev Corporation M. R. Baruett, M.I.C.B., Town Hall, Keighloy.
"

^n
^™™' l'^" places). Wicklord Essex Education Committee P. Whitmore, County Archt., 73, Duke-sireet; Chelmsford.

"
vn M '^'i'l,

';'"^* >.^*™'"' Commandant du Genie IS, Rue Hastedon, Namur-Sud.
"

::n_fjf;'" °2'=f'"'''K' Casteau Plains des Manouvres, Mons Direction des Pouts, Rue des Uompagnous, Mons, Belgium.
"

r^-HiIn 11 ,
°. "" ^"11, Glynne-road, Baugor Carnarvonshire Terr. Force Assoc. .. E. Evans, Archt., 8, Castle-street, Carnarvon.

" 2"-Pnw (lui u i''
°' •^0''«"='»™be Lancaster Co-op. Soc., Ltd .\ustin and Paley, Archts., Lancaster.

" •w_Thr»„ iv
'^'"'' Q 'L'

Urban District Council O. T. Adshoad, Archt., 1, St. Ann's-sciuare, Manchester,
" "_i,i,,,^,„, '^,',''',?''-y,°"''-S^"'o"''. Hackney, N,E The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Mare-street, Hackney.
"

"''-r'ri.ir.r, H .1 1° U*"*'^'
Sutton Surrcy Terr. Force Assoc Jarvis t. Richards, Archts., 10, t,iueen Anne's Gate, S.W.

" "w_s,> i',tt„ , °«, !"'°","''''''''' UftTOKate Education Committee C. H.Chaiinon, Archt., Market-street, Malton.
"

"-Sctoi.l Tnu iw'?, "T ''°' "''""«™ H. Isaac H. S. Johnson, 56, Boutport-street, Barnstaple.

"t— Piiiorii.,M „ ,.I'., '! °^' V-; Wost Riding Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakelield.
" ^3-Ltoiir ?S;„,™ w n • ^'P"* Oldham Waterworks Committee C. J. Bailey, M.I.C.E., Piethorno, New Hey.

''3-Pubhct)m(.t7» S I
"," ''•'I- Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

'

'7-Fourinft«,,I;
""™<'""''<^h Parish Council . W. C. Allen, ulerk, Council Office, Hornchurch, Essex.

," 2ii-.'shops Tangier
Highworth Rural District Councd ... J. P. Kirby. Clerk, luo. Vicioria-road, Swindon.

.. 30—Slowarrls' Hnnu'n'«'r',i"a "";'.";i ;; IjB President de la Commission Generalo, Dar En-Niaba. Tangier.
"

30--Assi»iantCaTal onh.tVoS^..^^^^^ •;•,-••••,• Kast Riding Asylum Visitors Com... 0. W. Hobson, Clerk. 28, Lairgate-gate. Beverley.SlAlrsmtan?'Mi°u,™rnM?''' ^'f'^f^'^^^^^^^'''---"-'':'--'''-.- East RidingAs;vi;;i vVsiiorsCom:;:: c! W. Ho
2-PaviliorA,uli,,nL,l w .'™'''"''''''^''''"'°''^*'''°'''''»''J' Visiting Committee Jennings and Gray. Axcnts., 4, St. Margaret's-st., Canterbury.

7-ConnTeL^m « .r.lvl "i""'!'''""'''
"•"«»« Corporation K. A. Borg, Boro' Eng.. 13. Grosvenor.placc, .Uargate.

7—Council Krhnnl^ ni^ ,^o ', .7'""''™ V Stail'ordsuire Education Committee G. Balfour, Director of Education, Edncatiou'Olflces, Stafford.

12-Goode 8h,.d iSi l.J uinf, ; M ?'',^" ?''*"'*™ BtalTordshira Education Committee G. Balfour, Director of Education, Education Offices, Stafford.uooue onou (ouut. by looit.), Morklands Quay, Pariicit ... Clyde Navigation Trustees T. R. Mackenzie. Sec. 0. Robertson-street, Glasgow.
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OUR lUMSTRATIOKS.
Church of St. .\nilirose, at St. (ieorge, Bristol. View

and plan. Messrs. W. V. and .\. li. OouKh,
-\rchitecls.

Borough Hospital, Hootle. Selected Design. Eleva-
tions, sections, and plans. Messrs. F. li.' Hobhs,
A.H.I.H.A., and O. IJ. lilack, K.H.I.H..\.. .\rchi-

tects.

Carnegie Library, Oswaldtwistle. Selected Design.

Plan, elevations, sections, and view. Mr. F.

Quentery Farmer. .Architect.

The.Iesuit Church, SS. Peter and Paul, Vornmrkt,
Malines, Belgium. Water-colour sketch by Mr.
Charles Oascojue.

y.M.C.A. Building, Chard. View, plans, and section,

Mr, £. C, H. Maidman, Architect.

GRO-\VTir OF THK KEGISTRATION
-MOVEMEXT.

It was probably with some astonishment
I hat the Mi'mbers of the Institute heard it

claimed by Mr. Peach, when introducing
the Council's recent proposals respecting
"Chartered Ai-chitects " on December 1,

that the hrst definite Step to be taken in
the direction of Registration was the
foundation of the R.I.B.A. in 183.5; but. in
)5oint of fact, so far as the matter has been
traced back, it was as long ago as
1791 that architects commenced to
recognise the need for organisation of
r.omti description, and this organisation,
in very English fashion, first took the form
of a club. It met at tlie Thatched House
Tavern, and included several men whose
reputations have outlasted their own
generation, such as Robert Adam, Sir
William Chambers, S. P. Cockerell (the
father of Professor Cockerell), George
Dance, John Soane, and James AVyatt.
The next step was of a more educational

character. th» London Architectural
Society, which was founded in ISOG, insist-
ing that each member should, under pain
of forfeit, submit a design and an essay
annually to the criticism of his confreres,
and attend the meetings regularly. This
society seems to have died a naturfil death,
pr possibly was killed by the system of fines
imposed in connection with it ; but it was
succeeded in 1831 by a body known as the
.\rchitectural Society, of similar but wider
aims, almost identical with those of the
present Architectural Association.
Out of this the Institute speedily de-

.-eloped, for, to quote the R.I.B.A.
Kalcndar : "In 18.34 it became evident to a
rew architects of established jeputation
:hat the profession required a more
nflucntial representative institution than
that which already existed." Put dif-
ferently, as Mr. Peach expressed it the
)ther night, it was becoming recognised
hat some definite hall-mark, which sliould
iistinguish the competent from the in-

' competent, would be valuable. Thus it

ame about that the Institute was esta-
ilished, taking definite form in the follow-
ng year. It obtained its first charter in
837,- absorbed the Architectural Society in
L842, and had the title of "Royal" granted
o it in dSGI). At the outset there were no
lass distinctions. All were equally
"Members," and none were admitted
xcept well-established men of good reputa-
lon—a statij of thinas which was contrary
o the spirit of the Early Victorian era, so
hat it did not last long! The " Members "

oon took to themselves the hiaher-
ounding title of "Fellows." and, as if to
cccntuate their own importance, but

really because the demand for a hall-mark

of competence was rapidly spreading, esta-

blished a junior class of Associates, witli

liractically no qualification at all, the

Fellows naturally retaining all power m
their own hands.

A hall-mark of comjietcnee is no hall-

mark at all if the test of competence be
lacking, as it was in the case of the earlier

Associates ; and on this becoming recog-

7iised, an examination was formulated, as a

permissive method of entry into the class,

in 1873, becoming the compulsory and only

method of entry in 1882. Thus the anomaly
came into existence of there being two
classes in the Institute, the junior class

alone possessing formally-tested qualifica-

tions, while yet deprived of almost all

rights and privileges. The result, as might
have been expected, was chaos and conflict,

and a gradual adjustment of the position,

not yet completed.

No sooner was the passing of an examina-
ticm made n compulsory preliminary to the

acquirenunt of Associateship of the Insti-

tute, than men began to ask themselves
whether it ought not to be insisted upon
before tlie practice of architecture as a pro-

fessional career was permitted at all. This
principle, applied to another profession,

iiad led to the passing of the Medical Act
in 18.54, ;ind already, well within thirty

years of that date, the whole relationship

of medicine and surgery to the country had
changed immeasurablj- for the better. It

was argued that much the same would
happen with regard to architecture. But
the Institute had, for the time, exhausted
its i^rogressive energies. Those who were
in power numbered many who were openly
opposed to examinations in architecture,

honestly believing that they would be detri-

mental to the progress of the art (they had
not, it will lie remembered, our experience
to assist them to a true judgment), while
there were others who merely stood
stubbornly in the way. At this juncture,
in tile winter of I8S3-4. a lengthy cnrre-

spondence appeared in our own pages about
the impassiveness of the Institute, which
led to the formation of the Society of Archi-
tects in the spring of 1884, its policy being
enunciated in the course of that corre-

spondence.
After a short period spent in the neces-

sary work of organisation, the Society,

young and ardent, and growing in numbers
and influence, set itself energetically to

work at the task of promotin? Registration.

A general conference of architects was con-
vened in 188G, and an independent Regis-
tration Bill Committee was formed,
numbering amongst its members barristers,

solicitors, anl medical officers of health, as

well as architects. The architects; quite

properly, were in tl'e majority, but were by
no means all Members of the Society. Of
the four members of that Committee who
are still living, two are Fellows of tlie

Institute only, one is an Associate of the

Institute and also a Memlier of the Society,

and the fourth belongs to the Society only.

None now hold office in either body, but all

have done so in one or the other, or both.

At that date— 188r>, or thereabouts—the
tlu'ii I'lesident of the Society, Mr. Hugh
Roumieu (iough. began an agitation in the

Institute, with the object of establishing

what he called "Federation." by which
he meant some measure of amalgama-
tion of tho numerous and isolated

architectural bodies, which had by

that time been established in luo-

vincial centres, with the Institute. He
met. with strong, and even bitterly ho.stile,

resistance, and many a stormy scene took

place. He was apparently defeated in the,

end ; but, since his death, he has been fully

justified by the organisation of the allied

societies, which now play so great a jiart in

shaping the destinies of the Institute and
in keeping it virile.

. "While thus active, Mr. (jough was also

acting as ]icrnianent chairman of the

Registration Bill Committee, which, imme-
diately on its formation, set one of its

members, Mr. Robert Walker, of Cork, to

draft a Bill upon suitable lines already,

laid down. I'.-iking the Medical Act as his

model, Mr. Walker produced a measure of

so perfect a nature, that, with scarcely any
amendment from the legal members of the

(^)nimittee, it was declared to be tho best-

drafted private member's Bill of the

Session, when it was introduced into the

House of Commons by Col. Duncan early in

1888. It was an unduly ambitious
measure, for it included engineers and sur-

veyors as well as architects, and thmigh it

reached a sfconil reading, it was on this

ground that it was opposed on behalf of the

Government of the elay, and defeated.

Recognising that a serious bluneler hael

been committed, the Bill was re-drafted, to

go to I'arliament in the following year as
" a Bill to provide for the Qualification and
Re'gistration of .\rchitects," when. Colonel

Duncan having died, it was introduced by
Mr. Noble. But by this time the Institute

had awoke to the fact that the Registration

Committee, anel the Society of Architects
(which was helping it forward out of its

me»agre funds) were in earnest, and it

rccogniseel that if something were not done
promptly to stop it. a measure which the

greater number of architects desireel would
pass into law without having originated

within its own august portals. In holy
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hoiTbr !it the iili'a, llie K.LB.A. Council

took action, anil, as Mr. Blomfield

announced from the chair quite recently,

succeeded in " blocking " the Bill on that

occasion, and on every subsequent occasion

of its introduction by Mr. Atherley Jones.

It may perhaps be pleaded for the Counci I

of the Institute that all this -was during the

nineteenth century (except the last occa-

sion, in 1903), when snobbery was more rife

than it is now-.

For some years matters remained in this

condition, the rank and file of the archi-

tectural profession desiring Registration

—

in some instances, perhai)s, with the

idea that it would prevent "that beast

over the road " from practising in

oppcsition, which it probably would
not have done at all—while the official

leaders at the Institute blocked the
way, and talked of "education" as the

alternative remedy for admitted evils, blind

to the fact that the compulsory powers of

a properly-drawn Registration Act w'ould

necessarily foster education most effec-

tively. But in 1904 the members of the

Institute themselves revolted, turned out of

office a long-standing Council which had
lost touch with the aspirations of the
general body, and elected instead a body
which W'as pledged to Registration. This
Council produced a draft Bill "To Secure
the Enrolment of Qualified Architects " in

190.J, which was a watered-down copy of

the now well-known Registration Bill,

faulty in many of its details, but possibly
capable of being made workable. It was
given no chance, for the council which pre-
pared it was thrown out by a reactionary
wave in 1905, elected on the plea that the
Institute ought to be ruled by men of the
highest rank in the profession only,
regardless of their opinions — those
nominated under this plea all holding the
same opinions.

It was an astute move on the part of
those who returned to powTr at that date
to come to a compromise with their
opponents within the Institute — that
famous "compromise" which has suc-
ceeded, as it was intended to do, in putting
back Registration for several years. In
accordance with it, a new Charter w^as ob-
tained, which contained valuable educa-
tion.-il ])rovisions. and the by-laws were
overliauled with thoroughness, so as to pre-
clude Council stagnation in the futui-e, and
generally greatly to improve administra-
tion. But the principal oljject of this new
Charter was the establishment of a new and
temporary class of Licentiates, non-
corporate, and of a lower order than the
Associates, in the hope of thereby bringing
all architects practising in the country,
one way or another, into connection with
the Institute, if not corporately within it.
The bait held out was that this" was a step
forward for Registration, as the Institute,
once it had enrolled its Licentiates, woulii
be enabled to sjieak for a united profession.
At tlie same time (in March. 1907) as it was
decided to apply for a new Charter, a series
of

' Principles" was laid down for future
larhamentary action, it being decided,
amongst other things, that the R.I.B.A.
should endeavour to obtain (A) Parlia-
ment.-iry recognition of membership, and
(tl) the legalisation of a scale, of chai-<'es

these "Principles," adopted on llie
recommendation „J the Council, have
proved h tie less than bugbears ever since
though there have been loyal attemjits to
adhere to them, through several party
changes, which it is im,,ossible not to
admire-just as one admires persistency
of every description, however stupid
With rregard to (A), it was soon seen that

larhamcnt would only sanction such a
measure o registration as would recogniset"- vested interest of cverv practlsiu<'
the

architect to continue to practise for the rest

of his life. If recognition were sought to be
limited to membership of the R.I.B.A.,
then the only way to obtain it would be
first (or at the time of the passing of the
Act) to admit every ]jractising architect to

membei-ship. The !\Ienibers of the Society
of Architects (which body had been mark-
ing time so long as its senior, the Institute,

was attempting progress registrationwards)
refused, with a few exceptions, to become
liicentiates of the R.I.B.A. Some other
means of bringing them within the desired
statutory "membership" were sought, and
an amalgamation was )iroposed. After
much consultation, terms were arranged
between the leaders ; but they proved un-
acceptable to the general body of the Insti-
tute, and were rejected. It has been said
that they were equally disapjiroved of
by the members of the Society, upon
diametrically opi>osite grounds. Auvhow,
the scheme fell through.
With regard to (H), it need only

be said that to legalise a scale of
charges for architects would be con-
trary to public policy. However desirable
or undesirable it might be, it would
simply not bo accepted by Parliament,
while opinion as to its desirability is quite
divided in the profession itself. It is at
least evident from the absence, time after
time, of a quorum when its discussion is

announced, as we again remarked last

week, that there is no great anxiety to

tinker with the now established scale,

founded upon custom, but not compulsory.
Confronted with these difliculties, the

R.I.B.A. Council has ]uit forward a new
scheme, abandoning, perhaps only
temporarily, the great leading idea of

jiressing forward a proper Rfgistration
Bill, and substituting a projiosition for

voluntary enrolment of most jiractitioners

as " chartered architects." The Society,
only quiescent while the older body was
active, has answered this move by an imme-
diate iimiouncement of its intention to have
the "Architects' Registration Bill," revised
and brought up to date, introduced into
Parliament at once. Thus we arrive at the
]iresent position, about which we shall say
iiinre next week.

OKXAMEXTAL TILE-WORK.- VIII.

li.WS AND WINDOWS.

Worl; of a residential character generally
is a branch which forms by far the larger

bulk of buildings to any city, town, or pro-

vincial district. The major portion of this

work is, again—and often necessarily— of an
extremely plain or inedium-cla'^s nature.

^j.i^<^

Fig. 1.

From this point of view it is the greater
rea.sou to make a thorougli and individual
study of their principal features. Witli this
class of worl: these are mainly resolved into
porches, or entrances, bays, and windows.
The ordinary plain type of brick arch,
whetlier semicircular, .segmental, or flat, can
liardly lie termed a satisfactory finish from
an ai'ehiteetural point of view, to any
window or doorway. In most cases it really
has a very ugly appearance, without some
sort of relief cither in brick or tile, or a

eonihination of these two, such as illustrated
previously for areh-work. This is one reason
why, in plain work especially, roughcast
structures invariably present a better

Fio. 2

appearance. With such it is possible to pick
out a few prominent positions with a little

inexpensive tile-work in an extremely
effective manner. In the sketch for a small
bay (illustrated by Fig. 1) the tile is very
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Fig. 3.

sparingly used, consisting merely of single-

tile stringcourses, tile key-blocks, and sills,

with single tiles to the openings at the bay
top. Although this forms the simplest relief

possible, witii the rest of a building carefully

12?I.
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Fig. 4.

studied in a simple and uniform manner, due
regard being given to correct proportion on
the whole ; the result is often far superior to

that of lavishly-decorated buildings in other
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and more costly materials. The bay window
also invariably looks at its best as a single-
story structure, as shown. In this case large,
or wide, windows, having narrow angle-
pillars, produce a good effect. Bays of two
or more stories, however, based on these
principles, usually possess a very attenuated
elTeot, which . does not prove satisfactory

from the point of correct design and propor-

FiG. 5.

tion. Directly the bay approachc.-i a mow
tower-like formation it is far more effective

with broader angles, more after the style

illustrated by the bay top in Fig. 2, the
lower story, or stories, being treated in a
similar manner, and a perfectly plain pro-

jecting base or plinth-course having a single-

tile fillet introduced at the bottom. A
broken horizontal course might be intro-

duced with advantage in the centre or be-

tween each story. The curved roughcast and
single-tile hoods and angles, as shown, give

a certain amount of projection and shade
without necessitating a heavy cornice-piece.

In consequence, merely a light stringcourse
is used in this position, formed with a couple
of tiles, having a single-tile fillet well pro-

jected over. The roof might be finished with
a blocking course and gutter, as depicted, or

flush with the centre drop-pieces, which
might either be weathered or tiled through,
to throw off the water. The angles behind
could be backed down w-ith a little lead or

cement. The roof could, of course, be taken
down to the stringcourse and an ordinary
gutter added, although this method has not

such a good appearance. A little simpler, but
nevertheless, an effective bay is that seen in

T9ifcj«Ji'lOE.;;
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Fig. 6.

tlie succeeding example, Fig. 3. Any bay is

far better for a little more such pro-
portionate effect between the windows them-
selves and the wall spacing, when running
in stories. As a rule this can usually be
u'anaged, too : when not the sole means of
lighting a room, it is often possible to obtain
other windows at tlie sides as well. A fairly

broad window here, divided into separate
lights of the same width as those to the bay.
then forms a far better composition, there
usually being a greater brealth of wall-space

available, which then requires some such
suitable consideration. Fig. 4 illustrates a
little simple tile relief in combination with
brickwork, as applied to the bay, consisting
of tile-bands, tile-fillet to projecting base, n
broken necking course, and a top coursing
of tiles in ornamental outline to the blocking
course. No. iJ on this figure illustrates
another very simple, but pleasing, finish in

brickwork, the top being finished with the
ready-made pointed bricks. Xo. .3 also illus-

trates another simple but efTeetive variation
with a couple of pointed bricks slightly pro-
jected, formiiig small spandrels. A little

Imll-nose brick relief is also introduced
under. The pantile can also be used with
advantage for this type of open blocking
course or parapet, instead of the straight,
open chevron in the centre.
Larger windows, of the customary sash

type, also admit of a little fresh des'ign in
tile relief, rather different from the
customary methods in use. Fig. 5 illustrates
a simple example. A slight tile-hood is

formed in the stringcourse over the arch ; a
tile and bull-nosed brick key-block arc used,
and the arch is further picked ont with a
single tile at either end. The arch itself

,^^2

fZ°4.

Fio. 7.

can be aeccntnatcd, as suggested, either by
a finer finish of roughcast or by a slight
projection. It usually has a better appear-
ance, however, when treated similarly to the
surrounding work and with a finsh face. Tile
aprons to windows also have a very pleasing
appearance, making a good variation in

brickwork as well. Another design for a
window-head, of the open-pediment type,
with a tile arch, is shown in Fig. 6. .\ very
pleasing effect can be obtained in small
windows of about 1ft. Gin. to 1ft. Sin. in

width by the use of the pantile, as illus-

trated by Xo. 1 on Fig. 7. A tile reveal can
also be used to the window, showing the
narrow edging on face. The arch formed on
the pantiles by flat tiles on edge, of course,

follows the shape of the former, thus pi'e-

senting a far more pleasing outline than the

majority of arches of the customary type, as

this design shows. Reversed patterns of the
pantile are illustrated by Xos. '2 and .3 on
the same figure. The better appearance is

given by Xo. 3, without the arch itself being
picked out or raised. A simple, single-tile

hood-piece can be satisfactorily inserted

over, either flat or pedimental in shape, as

shown by X"o. 4. Small groups of these

latter windows also, after the style shown
bv X'o. 1, would have a good appearance,
when properly introduced with other corre-

spondine tile relief. Another good system

for small windows and the grouping of same
is illustrated by the designs on Fig. 7. The

disposition of a few single tiles, as shown,
quite overcomes the customary objectionable
appearance of the or<linary straight arch.
Narrower tile edging the whole length of the

sides, as indicated by the centre window,
also forms a stronger and more pleasing

relief when used in juxtaposition with
windows having a slighter <)noin relief, like

the outer ones.

Sills formed by tiles on edge, as shown,

Fig. 8.

form another pleasing variation. The latter

type of sill should either be weathered in

cement, slightly notched into the frame, with
a top V-joint, after the nature of detail

X'o. 2 on the succeeding figure, or be pro-

vided with top lead-dressing taken under the

frame and turned over the iron bar. This
sheet of details (Fig. 9) illustrates various
methods of constructing tile sills, the
simplest form being that shown by No. 1,

the cu.stomary oak sub and stone sills being
dispensed with entirely. A concrete sill, flush

with the wall-face, takes the place of the
latter. The iron tongue is inserted before
the concrete is perfectly set, and the frame
backed down in a little good cement mixture,
the front being notched to receive the tiling.

If preferred, a cement angle-weathering can
be inserted as shown by X'o. 2. In dis-

pensing with oak and stone sills, it is possible
to construct a window on better weather-
proof lines with a little extra work, but still

.slightly less than customary methods, as
shown by No. 3 and the further enlarged
detail of same. The bottom of the frame,
constructed as a sill-piece, is provided with
a water-channel where shown, slightly sloped

MA

Fig. 9
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from the centre to either side. A couple of

Jin. holes are drilled through at each end
at the slope angle, as indicated by the dotted
lines, for drawing off any condensation which
might possibly occur from time to time. A
window of this type, treated with strips of

rubber around, in the positions shown, is

praetieally as wind- and water-tight as it is

possible to be made. If the sides of the
window are double-notched or rebated as
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well, jii , a ^similar
,
maiinor to tlic bottom

fraine, treated also with two ruhljer bars,

it renllv forms a more oQ'ectual aiul woatiier-

tiglit wiiulow generally than most forms of

the doiiljle cascmoiit. Siieh points often

require special eoiisiduratioii. particularly on

coast sites or otljer exceptioually exposed
situations. Fig. 10 illustrates a few designs

for bull's eye windows or openings. This is

a very useful- type of window for many
))ositions. either in the apex of gables or to

introduce variety of design where only small

windows, etc., may be required, such as a

row running at an angle as side-lights to

a (light of stairs, side openings to a porch

with an open-front archway, or ns small

windows to larders, pantries, fuel-lionses,

etc. No. 1 of this set shows a fairly large

window with a tile liood-piecc and small

CS??1
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Fig. 10.

spandrel angles formed with a couple of tri

angular bricks hacked together. For most
]jositions, though, tlicre is no necessity to
keep to the ortliodo.\ circular or oval
patterns. It would bo far better to introduce
a little more variation here in shape or out-
line. The octagonal design shown by No. 2,
treated alternately with tile keys, affords a
very pleasiiig variation from so much circular
or oval work in this feature. A diamond-
shaped opening, or window, as illustrated by
No. .'i, forms another original method. The
hitter can also be turned on tile diagonal,
giving a central scpiare opening. No. 4 al.so
shows another small design which can easily
be elongated to another type and grouped, if

required. Pantile forjns of the bull's-eye
window are another feature possessing quite
a large amount of good decorative qualities
when carefully designed and set. That
should be readily grasped from previous illus-
trations of this character in fin-mer chapters.

W. G. Kekhv, Architect.

[tiik k\d.]

~ •»*^-

ROVAL TXSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

J^y.J.""'^}'
'"eetiug of the Royal Institute

of British Architects for the present sessionwas held on Monday evening, Mr. George

•m
'

; J-^-^- Vice-President, in the
li.m It \vas announced that Earl Curzonad been nominated by the Council as anlion, member.

TR.XN-SFF.R OF IMIKMISES FROM AUCIIITFC-
Tflt.u, UNION CO.

The chairman, without comment, moved

Ss:dfth:;7;t°Ui:^i°"°"''"^-°>"^'°"'

trcL'holiJ ami leusuholil propurtii-'s now vistid iji tlie
Arcliittctujiil Union Coiiipanv, Ltd., or in the
liqiiiil.-itor thereof, the L'ouneij of tlie In.stitute he
.-lutliorlseil to join witli the said hquidator. or other-
wise, in Riving to the present inortj;ai:ees such
securit.v lor the mm of i-4,000 owiii'; to tlieni as
tlKV sliall reasnnabl.v re(|iiire. .\nd on tlie iaid
liqiiHl.itor transferrins the .said iiroperties to the
Institute, the Louneil he authori.seil to execute in
favour of tile |irescnt niortgasees such inortKaKe
as the Couiieil shall think fit to secure the repay-
nie.it of the said sum of it.OOO. with interest at
the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, in suljstitiition
l(jr the said existing mortgage.

.\nd that the t'ouneil be authorised to execute a
second charge over the said properties in f;L\nur
of the bankers of the Institute as security or part
security for the overdraft authorised hy the resolu-
tion passed and conlirnicd on March 1,1 mi -,11(1

-Mareli 27, 1911.

This was seconded by Mr. William Wood-
ward, and unanimously agreed to.

THK REPAIR OF ANCIENT BUII.DINO.S.

A jiaper on this subject, illustrated by a
few diagrams and about a score of lantern
slides, was read by Mr. W. A. T'orsyth. 'The
author gave the leading provisions of the
recently-passed Ancient Monuments Con-
solidation and Amendment Act, which he
described as a cautions advance into the
domain of private ownership in historic
meiuorials, which had not yet reached
finality. He hoped that the necessity would
not arise for many years to come when
calliedrals and churches would come within
the range of authoritative preservation other
than ecclesiastical. In Continental countries,
where more comprehensive and stringent
laws governed the preservation of ancient
mniiumeiits, the methods of repair had lieeii

drastic in operation. He saw unmistakable
signs that, by reason of the system of accounts,
estimates, supervision, absence of personal
responsibility, and other routine, the build-
ingTs under treatment byH.M. Office of Works
and other departments had been receiving
too much repair. The fundamental principle
underlying the preservation of ancient work
was that independent and sufficient treat-
ment was required for each example. Danger
lay in placing in the hands of great Govern-
ment or ecclesiastical bodies tlie care and
maintenance of these varied remains of the
arts of past ages. 'I'lie reeomiuendations
issued by the Institute in 18(k), and enlarged
in 18S8, on the '•Conservation of Ancient
Monuments" and "1111118 to Workmen,"
needed revision. 'This might be undertaken,
the lecturer suggested, by the Art Committee,
and, when done, the papers would luiike a
useful addition to the curriculnm of their
Final Exninination. Survey was an all-

important duty of the architect employed to

repair a building, and in many cases, as w'itli

doctors, it would be wise to call in a second
opinion from a specialist. Frequently, on
seeing a crack in a wall, the architect
promptly decided upon uiiderpinning,
whereas fuller investigation would ]:)ro\e

that the trouble arose from a root thrust and
transmitted wind-pressure. Plaster of l*aris

was a better material for tell-tales over
fissures than cement, as it was not liable to

expansion. Where possible, works of restora-
tion shniild not be subject to limits of time
or outlay. Grouting bv mechnuienl pressure
had been largely developed of late years by
Sir Francis Fox, and luul resulted in the
preservation of many fissured walls in build-
ings and bridges. Tlie lecturer dealt in great
detail with questions of shoring, scaffolding,

and underpinning, and, in couehtsion. gave
directions for the repair of rubble v\alliiig

and decayed masonry. The preservation of

stone by the application of solutions had
much to recommend it, except the qualitv of

durabilitv. Liquid remedies claiming silica

as their basis were, said Mr. Forsyth, liable

to set up worse diseases. The aerating pro-
perties of the wall were arrested- Any
dampness, therefore, lying in the wall or
entering from other sources was liable to be
the cause of expansions in cases of frost, and
either the inner or outer faces were injured
(hereby. The process of liniewashing
appeared to avoid such risks.

Mr. I,ioneI Earle. C.M.G., Permanent
Secretary of 11. M. Office of Works, proposed
a vote of tliunks to Mr. Forsvth for his
suggestive paper, aiul said that the generous
praise given to the Ancient Monuments
branch of his Department was fully deserved.

This was largely due to the knowledge,
training, and taste of the Chief Inspector,
Mr. Peers', and to the remarkable skill,
amounting, he might say, almost to genius,
of Mr. Frank Baines, the architect in charge
of the brancli. It liad been said that there
was too much repairing of ancient monn-
iiients. 'I'hat reproach certainly did not
apply to the Ancient Monuments branch of
his Department. Certain buildings, such as
llolyrood Palace, Glasgow Cathedral.
Chelsea Hospital, Somerset House, and
Edinbuigh Castle, had not hitherto been
under their care. He had, however, now
transferred some of these buildings to Mr.
I'eers' care, and was taking steps to effect
the transfer of all such buiklings as could be
properly classed as ancient monuments,
whether in the occupation of the military or
of civil authorities to the care of Mr. Peers
and Mr. Baines. The Ancient Monuinents
Consolidation and Amendment Act, 1913, liad
given them much-needed powers to prevent
acts of vandalism. His department had been
giving very careful thought to the con-
stitution of tlie Advisory Boards to be created
under that Act for England. Scotland, and
Wales, and these were now practically com-
pleted. He believed that when the names of
the emineut men who bad agreed to serve
were published, as they would be at no
distant date, these boards would command
universal confidence and respect. 'The
question of the treatment of decaying stone,
due to the presence of sulphuric acid in the
air of large cities, had given them much
anxiety. 'They had made numerous experi-
ments, particularly in the Chapter-house at
Westminster Abbey, with baryta water and
other ingredients; but the results had not, be
must admit, been satisfactory'. This decay
of stone was of far-reaching importance in

relation to the preservation of ancient monu-
inents, and he had persuaded the Treasury
to give him a grant of money for one, two,
or three years, to institute a scientific inquiry
into this matter. He hoped to obtain the
services in this connection of Professor
Laurie, of Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh.
He had also moved the Foreign Office to

inquire officially of the Governments of

France, Germany, Italy, Greece, and
America whether any scientist in those

countries had ever evolved any treatment to

combat this serious evil.

Mr. Thackeray Turner seconded the vote
of thanks, remarking that they had reason to
congratulate themselves on the present
attitude of the Government towards repairs
to ancient buildings, although he difl not
suppose that he should agree with all Mr.
Peers's proposals. He endorsed Mr.
Forsyth's suggestion that a second expert
opinion should be called in to advise before
an historic building was altered. It was
shocking to think that our churches should
bo at the mercy of the average vicar and
churchwardens, nueontroUed by better-

inrormed people. For twenty-eight years he
had been endeavouring to educate public
opinion on this subject, and was glad to see

the advance made. He held that no man
ought to practise as an architect until he

hail had experience of practical work on a

building. An old edifice was a work of art.

an original erection, and no copy could be
made to look like one ; in fact, a restored

building had lost its interest, and could not
be otherwise than deadly dull.

Sir Francis Fox agreed with Mr. Forsyth's

advice that an architect had to give a careful

diagnosis before beginning repairs. He
would say underpin a building until you
have adequately secured the walls by shoring

and timbering; then blow out all dust and
rubbish from between loosened and fissured

walls, and having thoroughly wetted the

masonry, force grouting in under pressure.

Then wait and watch the result, and if 't

is absolutely necessary, proceed to under-
pin in small sections. In almost every ease,

liowever, when the previous operations had
been completed, walls, even if on poor
foundations, would be so homogeneous that

they would stand. He always made tell-

tales of Portland cement, and they never
cracked except where a fissure was
widening; he could not endorse Mr.
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Fdi-svlli's rordnimciulatioiis of pliister of-

I'aris. The lecturer's reeoiiimendutiou to
call ill a second or third expert opinion was
11 sound one ; in any importnnt work ho
wonld say, always associate an engineer with
the architect.

Mr. Charles E. Peers, F.S.A., said the
fnndaiiiental principles in repairs to ancient
linildiiigs should be not to injure the
rliaractcr aud records of the fabric, and
thereby impair its interest, and to nialie

available for actual use. It was obvious that
e\ery repair must transgress in some
measure the first rule, and those who would
replace decayed masonry l»y insertions of

tiles and rubble, or other material less

noble than that originally employed, would
receive no tlianUs from subse(|Uent genera-
tions. A building in occupation must bo so

treated as to be perpetuated.
A vote of thanks having been carried with

applause. Mr. Forsyth replied expressing his

regret that the discussion had led to no
agreement on fundamental points. Tie

found that the OfTice of Works were too
much inclined to anticipate the need for

repairs in the buildings placed under their

charge.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council an important scheme for

linking up the Council's tramways was fore-

shadowed in a report by the Highways Com-
mittee, who stated that for some time past

they had been impressed with the urgent
necessity of linking up the existing dead-end
termini and of otherwise consolidating the

system. The effect of such a linkiug-up in

the opinion of the committee would be to

increase the flexibility and usefulness of the

existing system, to extend the existing lines

to proxinnite traffic points whereby the public

convenience would be better provided for

and the competition of other forms of traffic

met on moi'e etjuitable terms than at present,

to facilitate further through-running arrange-

ments with outside authorities, and to make
it easier to reduce the crowding together of

the cars on certain lines. Many schemes
which are desirable for these different pur-

poses have been put forward from time to

time unsuccessfully, and it is felt that this

lack of success has been partly duo to the

failure of the Council to submit to Parlia-

ment a eomprehensive scheme of develop-

ment which could be defended in its entirety

as essential for the efficient working of the

undertaking. It is therefore proposed to

instruct the chief officer of tramways (Mr.

Fell), the chief engineer (Mr. Humphreys),
aud the valuer (Mr. Andrew Young) to pre-

jiarc a scheme for the consolidation and link-

ing up of the system, and it is hoped that the

first part of this report will be ready by the

middle of February, in order that any scheinc

of development decided on thereunder may
be included in the Tramways Bill for Ull.j.

The report was adopted.
A scheme for the remodelling of nine large

blocks of the Banstead Asylum at an approxi-

mate cost of £-17,205 was outlined by the

.\sUums Committee with the nbject of jier-

mitting better classificiitKui and treatment of

the iiHuatcs.

The Council decider!, after discussion, to

enter into a conditional agreement with the

Li\erpool aud London and Globe Insurance
Company, Ltd., in connection with the com-
pletion of the Mall to Charing cross improve-

ment, providing for the reinstatement of the

company on a site fronting on Charing-eross

and the Admiralty Arch approach.
Ill their half yearly report on works exe-

cuted bv the double employment of labour,

the General Purposes Committee stated that

the total cost had lieen £.'i26..321 10s. 7d.. as

against an expenditure of £242,734 1.1s. .'id.

in the preceding six months. By far the

largest item was the work executed on high

ways and bridges under the direction of the

Highways Couimittce—£247,r):il 18s. (id.

Plans for an underground station in

"Warwick-avenue, in connection with the

London Electric Railway Company's exten-
sion from Padclington to Queen's Park were
approved.
The Improvements Committee ivpnvied Ihnt

the Dominions Site, Limited, has now taken
up the agreement conferring on it, in con-
sideration of the payment of £3,000 a year,
an option for three years of taking up a lease
for 'J'J years at u reiit of £00,000 a year of the
Crescent site between Aldwych and the
Strand, or of purchasing the freehold on cer-
tain conditions for £1,300,000. The company
has deposited a sum of £0,000 in respect of
the payments under the option agreement for
the second and third years.
The Improvements Committee recom-

mended that the draw;iiigs submitted by the
architects to the intending lessees for the
eh'vations of Imildings to be erected on sites
at the south-eastern corner of Kingsway ami
Aldwych be approved, with certain minor
alterations. One of the sites lias been let to
the Kingsway and Central Estates Compaiiy,
Limited, on lease for 90 years, at a rent of
£2,900 a year, and the other to the Kingsway
Offices Company, Limited, for a similar terni
at a rent of £2,270 a year.
The same committee reported in .luly last

in regard to questions raised by the decision
of the House of Lords in the case of the
'West Kent Main Sewerage Board v. the
Assessment Committee of the Dartford
Union and Others" that all sewers, whether
overground or underground, are rateable,
wherever the occupation of them is "valu-
able" within the meaning of the authorities
dealing with rating, and the Council on that
date decided to ask the President of the
Local Government Board to receive a depu-
tation from the Council with a view to ascer-
taining whether His Majesty's Government
would introduce a Bill in the" next session of
Parliament to secure that all sewers below
the surface of the ground shall continue to
be exempt from rating; or, in the alternative,
would afford facilities for the passing of a
|)rivate member's Bill on the subject. The
Local Government Board was accordingly
approached, but it was intimated that, in the
first instance, the President wished to be fur-

nished with a statement in writing, indicating
clearlv the present position of the matter as
it affects London. Two statements have
accordingly been prepared— (a) a general one
on the question, and (b) a special one relating
to the question as it affects London, and
these have been forwarded to the Local
Government Board. The committee points
out that the question is of very great import-
ance to the Council and local authorities,
and we under.stand that the corporation of

Liverpool and other provincial authorities
are in agreement with the views of the
Council, and will support its action in the
matter.
The question of the future site of the Uni-

versity of London was discussed on a recom-
mendation by the Education Committee,
"That the Council approve generally of the

site of Somerset House as suitable, and that
the Senate of the University be so informed."
ilr. .Joyce Thomas moved that the Council
should not approve of Somerset House. The
amendment was lost bv .50 votes to II. The
chairman tif the Education Committee
accepted an amendment by Mr. Norman that
the Council's approval should only be "on
the assumptinii that his Majesty's (Govern-
ment W'ill colli mil" to be responsil)le as here-

tofore for such provision in respect of site

and buildings as may be needed for the full

extension aiul development of the Uni-
versity." Viscount Peel, on behalf of the
Improvements Committee, moved that a site

on the south bank of tiie River Thames, near
to the new County Hall, should be substituted
for the Somerset House site. The site on the
south side was quite as ad\antageous, and it

was infinitely cheaper. Lord Peel's amend-
ment was defeated bv 28 votes to 2(i. The
Council then adopted the recommendation,
and agreed to join with the Senate of the
Uiii\'crsitj" of London in asking the Govern-
nieiit to receive a joint deputation. It was
also decided that if the Government wonld
not agree to j,'i\e Somerset liousi*. the Edu-
cation Committee should consider and report
on the proposal to establish the University
on a site on the south bank of the river.

Mr. IT. E. ^latthov.-s has been elected presi-
ilont of the Manitoba Association of .Architects
for the ensuing year.

ENGLISH CUUKCIl AUCHITECTUKE,*
'J'hc cult of Mediieval Architecture hiis

deeliiied during the past forty years, eo-
incidently with the growth in popular favour
of the various phases of Kenaissance art, and
at first sight it would seem dubious wlietliera
sufficient demand exists for the publication
of these two sumptuous companion volumes in
quarto, appealing primarily to the lay student,
interested in the evolution of" Gothic
Imildings. Examination of these adinirahlv-
produced books reveals, however, that Mr.
Francis Bond has written a work wdiieh is u
marked advance, in erudition and close
reasoning, upon his " Gothic Architecture in
England," issued eight years ago, which,
while 'supplementary to that volume, unlike
this one, treats the subject from an historical
Mewpoint. Only those who have striven to
retell in popular language and novel style
the familiar story of the development" of
Medieval architecture in this country, and
to propound the motives that actuated the
builders in gradually modifying their arrange-
ment of plan, their methods,

. forms, and
materials of construction, and their treat-
ment of details and ornamentation, can
realise in any adequate fashion how success-
fully, and with what freshness aud lucidity,
Mr. Bond has grappled with the probien'is
involved. In this new work, as in his
" Gothic Architecture " and " Cathedrals of
England." in his monograph on "West-
minster Abbey," and his books on "Screens,"
"Fonts," and " Stallwork." we are impressed
with the analytical powers of the author, the
closeness of the reasoning, and the smooth-
ness of the progression, combined with an
assertivcness and dogmatism on points that
are .still moot which add a salt savour to his
style.

Mr. Bond has been indefatigable in his
study of the bibliography of a topic he has
made distinctly his own; he has visited and
revisited all the larser churches of this
country and those of Western and Southern
Europe; he has studied some thousands of
architectural photographs of Imildings and
their deteails, and all the available sets of
measured drawings and sketches, comparing
one with the other, and seeking to aseertaili
from the wrought stones and timber the
reasons for variations and developments ; and
he has refreshed his memory by frequent
lecturing and writing upon the results of his
observation.

The issue of all this accumulation of in-

formation has been to cause the author, as
he frankly admits, to revise many of the con-
clusions arrived at in earlier years, and also
to enable him to present his views in a
clearer, better, and more carefully-reasoned
fashion than in former volumes. There is

an agreeable absence of dry-as-dnst archaeo-
logy in the statements of facts, and the
student is never brought to a check by un-
explained technical terms.
The progress of architectural photography

and the ama.ssing of sketches and drawings
has rendered it possible to elucidate the
subject with a copiousness of illustration

that, taken in eonjunction with the tcxi.

renders every reasoned stalement and ex-
planation of detail easy of coiiiprchension to

the dullest and least informed reader. l''ew

of the 1,400 illustrations have been ))ub-

lislied by Mr. BoihI in other works, and
where a sribje(*t has been previously shown
those now given are taken from a different
point of view or are on a larger scale, or ar(>

reproduced by another process. Plan, full-

page general photograph, detail, section,

drawing, and diagram are interspersed, so as
to afford iileasing variety, while elucidating
the topics dealt with. Most of the illus-

trations are well selected as to aspect aud
are remarkably clear; there are, however,
a few exceptions to the rule, such as the
smiid!.'v interior of Tewkesburv. triforiuin

fl). 700) and of Oxford Cathedral (p. 772).

-Anioiig the drawings we recoL'iiise maiiv
familiar friends from Wicks's "Towers and
Spires " and other non-copyright sources

;

* .-^n Introduction to English Church .\rchitecture.
from the Eleventh to the Sixteenth Centiiri'. Bv
Francis Boxd. M..\,. F.G.S.. Hon.A.R.I.Ti..\. Two
vohmies. qnarto. Cloth, gilt toijs, OHOnn., l.ltxi illus-

trations. i'-2 2s. net. London : Humiihrev IVtilfonl

Oxford rniversity Press, .\men-oorner, E.C
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but they are welcome for purposes of com-

parisou.
Examination of the fourteen chapters will

show the large amount of new matter in

these volumes. A great part of the work
deals with the difficult and liitherto obscure

story of the evolution of the parish church,

as ciifferentiated from monastic, canon, and

collegiate churches. Mr. Bond dilates upon

the great antiquity of our parochial churches,

as compared with the vast abbeys and
cathedrals. Not one of the latter class of

edifice has a stone above ground earlier than

the 11th century, whereas from the .3rd

eentui-y of our era there were parish churches

in the land, many built by British, some,

possibly, by Roman converts. A fen^ founda-

tions recently disinterred— e.g., at Pcter-

lu;. 1. REBUILT N.WI M.' \\<\

SKIDBROOK CHURCH Vu: 3.— INTERIOR OF LADY CHArLL. r.VlRl .\(iroX.

borough, Rochester, and Romscy—represent
the sum of our knowledge of "the greater
churches so vaguely described by Anglo-
Saxon chroniclers. But in our parochial
buildings a great mass of Anglo-Saxon archi-
tecture is still among us, some alrcadv

I'"io. 2.—PLAN OF I'KOXDKN ALiiKV.

identified, much more remaining to be
found.
An interest peculiar to ilhelf is tliat the

history of the parish church must be gathered
from its fabric, whereas the records of the
monastic buildings were recorded by eon-

temporary writers. In our cathedrals and

abbey ehurches all the nuun questions of

their' history have been solved already, and,

in the mail), correctly. The story of the

village church, except in a few instances,

such as Catterick and F'dMicriughay, has the
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Fig. 4—doorway, NORTH TRANSEPT, YdUK MINSTER, I'^IG. .-).—WALSHAM-LK-\VlLEOWS.

Irebliness! which is found only in original
research, and almost invariably all the
main features of plan and eon'^truction in a
small way have been its own, unaffected by
wliat was done in the Benedictine, Augus-
Uniau, or collegiate building. E\ery period
is represented by a few churches of liomo-
geneous character, unaltered by later

Medieval alteration or enlargement. The
majority of our churches have, however, the

charm of a fortuitous, undesigned pic-

turesqueness, infinite in variety of type, both
in planning and construction. The author
points out that of all modes of increasing the

accommodation of a churcli the most common
was to rebuild the original narrow aisles on
a wider scale. An aisle was often heightened
for the insertion of tall windows, so as to

provide more light, and then it became
necessary to raise the arcade by a few
courses, or to superpose a second capital,

or to mount the oriainal pillars on new and
loftier plinths. At Skidbrook, near Saltfleet,

in North-FIast Lincolnshire, for example, as

shown in Fig. 1. taken from a photograph by
Jlr. Bond in this book, by permission of the

publishers, the Oxford University Press, a

tail arcade having been built on the north
-ide of the nave, the low l.'itli-ce\itury piers

on the south side were demolished and re-

crected on higher plinths. More often an
entirely new range of pillars and arches was
built, sometimes in a different stone from
that which had been employed in the walling.

The nave was frequently lengthened, far

more often to the west than to the cast.

The next growtli to be noted was a lateral

expansion by one or two transepts, carried

out in order to provide chapels with altars.

But the great extensions to our churches,

great or small, were in the eastern limb,

usually by simply lengthening the chancel,

sometimes, however, bv builduig a pider and
liigher one over the old structure, which was
then more or less completely cleared away

;

and occasionally by the addition of a sacristy

or chantry chapel on one or both sides.

Besides these varied forms of horizontal

growth, there was vertical growth, as

exemplified in clerestory and in tower and

snire. Where the nave was jiaroehial and
tile chancel monastic, the eastern end was
often aftevv.aril-; tle-li-oved or reduced to a

I'uin. Central towers, where they existed,
were a constant source of anxiety, and when
they fell were very rarely reconstructed.
Mr. Bond points out that there were
numerous transplantations of doorways.

Fig. 6.—TOWER, SANCTON CHURCH,

windows, and pillars, which should l)C noted,
lest we be led to erroneous conclusions. He
urges that plans and views of a church iicfore

restoration ought to be collated an<l displayed
upon every vestry wall. •" It is for biui who

would understand an ancient parish church
to reconstruct in patient fashion the tale of

its long existence, going back from century
to century, from generation to generation,

' till he sees it as it rose, fresh and new, it may
be. in Norman or pre-Conquest days."
We have summarised freely the contents

of this chapter upon the planning and
growth of the parish church, which is

illustrated by some eight-and-tliirty plans
to large scale, because of its freshness
of treatment and suggestiveness. Other
chapters deal with the requirements of
the greater Mediaeval churches, and with
the distinctive planning of churches for
monks and canons. We reprint, as Fig 2, the
plan of the Cistercian abbey of Croxden,
near Rocester, Staffordshire," drawn by the
veteran archEeologist, Mr. Charles Lynam,
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of Stoke-on-Trent, who
has carried out the excavations on the site.

The abbey was built about 1190 or a little

later; the plan is periapsidal. not of the usual
Cistercian type, but based upon the normal
French arrangement, as seen at Westminster
.Abbey. Here, as at Valle Crueis and other
churches of the Order, the we.stern pave-
uicnt doorway of the nave opened originally
from the cellarlum. One' of the larger
parish churches, rivalling many of the
.ollegiate buildings in plan, even in grandeur,
is the cruciform one of Patrington, in the
East Riding, which has a slender central
spire and eastern and western aisles to the
transepts, but lacks a clerestory. Fig. 3,

Irom a photou'raph by Mr. Cecil Gethen, of

Hereford, illustrates the interior of the Lady-
I hapel at Patrington, c. 1340. which projects
from the eastern wall in the south transept
of tliis grand church.
The chapter devoted to the subject of

'.aidting describes the lierne form in detail
and gives a description of fifty-seven typical
English vaults. In the following chapter the
various- methods of abutment by which
church roofs were prevented from thrust-
ing out the walls are explained and
illustrated by diagrams. Another section
furnishes particulars of the flintwork tracery
and panels so largely used in the 15tii

century in East Anglia, and the timber-built
churches to be found in Cheshire and Lanea-
shire. .•\ cnviouNly local <•! of capitals.
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Early Gothic, o£ foliage with long stalks, in

the Webt of England, hitherto little noticed,

is described and illustrated in another

chapter. Among the illustrations to the

chapter on doorways and porches is one of

the cinquefoiled doorway into the north

transept of York Minster (Fig. 4), from a

drawing by Mr. J . Ludworth ; it is covered

with minute and richly-detailed ornament. The

line interior of Wals'hani-le-Willows Church,

midway between Elmswell and Finningham

railway stations. West SufJolk, is illustrated

in Fig. 5 ; the chancel screen and tie-

beam roof (formerly supported by figures

of angels) are both of the 15th century,

and retain traces of the original colouring.

The church, by the way, was ruthlessly

restored in 1874, and again in 1899, and lost

frescoes and other interesting features in

each operation. An informative chapter deals

with the development of towers and spires.

Our last illustration (Fig. 0) shows the

octagonal tower at Sancton, Market

Weighton, taken, like the previous half-tone,

from one of Mr. Bond's photographs.

Every author realises the impracticability

of securing absolute accuracy in the text,

especially in that of a first edition. Mr.
Bond's work has been revised, we are

informed, by Mr. A. Hamilton Thompson,
Mr. P. T. S. Houghton, Rev. R. A. Davis,

and the Rev. G. W. Saunders, but even then

a few printers' errors have e,scaped notice

—

e.g., on p. 270 an internal view of the nave

of Leominster is named "exterior"; in fact,

the set-back upper Late Norman wall pierced

by a clerestory seems to have originally been

ail external one, until, at a later date, the low

and narrow aisle was opened out to the

church. The third diagram on p. 293 shows
the plouglishare vaulting at Southwark
Cathedral ; but there is no mention of South-

wark in the accompanying description of

such vault construction on pp. 292, 298, or

301, although it is credited to the text on the

latter pages in the index ; the name has

possibly been omitted in a slight condensa-

tion to fit the make-up ; and the village

church of Ickford (p. 558) is in Bucks, not

Oxon,, and, indeed, it appears in Vol. I. of

Buckinghamshire in the " Historical Monn-
U'ents " .series. A lapsus calami occurs

on page 902. where the date of the Bell

Harry Tower at Canterbury is stated to

have been somewhere " between 1495 and
1503," whereas as far back as 1902 the

contemporary chronicle of John Stone,

monk, of Christ Church, was printed by
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, demon-
strating that the first stone of the steeple was
laid for Prior Moleash on August 4, 1433,

although it was not completed until the
time of Prior Selling, 1472-94.

Two glossaries, one gi^ing French
equivalents for English terms, the second
providing English synonyms for French
terms, are novel features of the book which
will prove of great utility to students. The
Index-Locorns and Index-Recun are very full,

and ha\e been carefully conqjiled.

We have said enough to show that (lie

volumes mark an epoch in the literature

of English Gothic, and will prove invaluable
to every architect and ecclesiologist, as well
as to the non-professional student of archi-

tecture, for whom they are primarily
intended.

-o*»:

TlIK AKCIinKCTURE (IK PORTUGAL.*
(('iiiitiniiiit friim piu/r 824, Itisl is.inc.)

COIMIiRA.

Another monument of the Manoelino style
is the clnirch of Sta Cruz at Coimbra. It is

relatively sober, and shows no traces of
Oriental inflnence, but resembles rather a
l''rencli or Kleniish (lamboyiint work, and is

remarkal)le chiefly for the beauty of its
fittings and contents, its tombs 'and tile
Innngs. Its western choir gallery contains
;• magnificent scries of stalls, ricjily carved
ami gilded, probably the work of Flemings.
Above tlie canopies is a frieze of reliefs, re-
p resenting the adventures of Vasco de Gama

hefoio the London Avclutcctural Association on the
Ntli inst ISoe ilhislrations an.l plans in onr last

in India, with a crest of foliage. In the choir

arc the tombs of two earlier kings re-erected

by Dom Maiioel. They are probably designed

bv a Portuguese, and are a not extreme
example of Manoelino Gothic, with some
Renaissance sculpture and ornaments by
French craftsmen, among who were Master
Nicolas and Jean de Rouen. The latter also

made the lovely marble pulpit in the nave,

and some even more rehiicd but rather
damaged monuments in the cloisters. The
organ is a very happy specimen of

Renaissance work of the later 16th or early

17th century, richly carved, and glowing with
gilding and vermilion. It shows the efteetive

favourite arrangement of pipes in a hori-

zontal position common both in Spain and
Portugal.

liELEM.

One of the noblest works of Dom Manoel's
reign is the Hieronymites Chnrch at Belem,
on the Tagus, in the outskirts of Lisbon, and
whicli is certainly one of the most remark-
able in Christendom. Externally, there is

something in the appearance of the golden
white crystalline limestone of which it is

built, and which closely resembles marble,
and in the enriched doorway and windows
sparsely set in a large expanse of plain wall,

which calls to mind the Cathedral of Como,
while internally the soaring columns and
the broad spaces of mysterious gloom, shot
through with rays of tinted light, inevitably
suggest the Duomo of Milan. The work,
which was erected in commemoration of the
discovery of the sea route to India, was begun
in 1498, with Boutaca, a Portuguese, as archi-
tect. He was succeeded in 1511 by Lourencjo
Fernaudes, and the latter by John of Castile
ill 1517, said to have been a Biscayan. About
this date, too, the Frenchmen, Master
Nicolas, and John 'of Rouen, also arrived
upon the scenes. The external features are
finely conceived and delicate in workmanship
—Manoelino Gothic in their general lines,

with Renaissance ornament. Internally, the
wonder of the church lies in its vaulting. The
aisles and nave are of equal height, about
90ft., and there are no arcades or transverse
ribs, but the vaulting ribs spring direct from
the top of slender octagonal piers and radiate
in all directions, like those of English fan-
vaults

; but, contrary to English practice, the
fans do not touch or intersect, but are con-
nected by spaces of what is really barrel-
vaulting, though it is stiffened by surface
ribs. The transept, which is 95ft. long and
65ft. wide, and is undivided by piers, has a
vault soaring even higher than those of the
nave, and yet this mighty vault is so
scientifically constructed that it stood firm
where Lisbon was rocked to its foundations
by the historic earthquake of 1755. The
sacristy, chapter-house, and other monastic
apartments, as well as the cloisters, are like-
wise vaulted in a great variety of ingenious
and beautiful systems. The cloister has a
curiously Indian look, and suggests the court
of a Raja's palace rather than a place of
meditation for Christian monks. The
strangely ornate tracery of the lower arcade
is set back under the shadow of deep arches,
which, at the angles, bridge two bays
diagonally. The faces and sides of the piers,
as well as the soffits and spandrels, are over-
loaded with arabescjues and carved ornament.
The garden in the centre was originally laid
cMil in a star pattern of tanks lined' with
brilliantly-coloured tiles.

'i'hc very charming cloisters of Belem
were almost the Swan Song of Manoelino art,
but we cannot leave it without a reference to
one of its most curious and extreme examples
which occurs in the Templars' building at
'rhomar. When tliis order was abolished in
1314, and in other countries its wealth was
appropriated to Royal uses, Dom Denis the
Labourer adopted a. wiser course. He traiis-
foniied it into the Convento of Christ, "for
the defence of the faith, the discomfiture of
the Moors, and extension of the Portuguese
nionarchy," and its wealth and prowess were
used for the exploration and colonisation ol
Africa and India. The group, which crowns
a hill above the town and river, contains a
number of buildings of different periods and
of great interest. Among them is the
sixteen sided chureh already referred to.

This was enlarged under Dom Maiiocl by the

addition of a rectangular building coiitainhig

a nave and chapterhouse by John of Castile,

between 1505 and 1517, when he removed to

Belem. His work in the two places is very

similar, but after his time a further addition

was made, Ayres do (Quintal, which, for tlie

extravagance and originality of its features,

has no parallel. Their composition is almost

indescribable in words. One window in parti-

cular invariably disgu.sts the beholder at first

sight ; but a closer study of its riot of branch-

ing and twisting leaf garlands, its crowns and

chains, knotted ropes, and knobs of foliage,

reveals not only an extraordinary skill in

execution, but also a distinct decorative

sense. These strange enrichments are, for

the most part, clearly confined within a rect-

angular boundary, and tell in the strong

southern light, amid the surrounding spaces

of bare wall, in the same way as the bold

heraldic panels so frequently seen on Spanish

facades.
THE EARLY RKNAI.S.SANCE

hardly survived the contemporary late

Manoelino style. We have seen several

specimens of its internal work, and the door-

way of the College of St. Thomas at Coimbra
shows an external feature in the same
manner. One of the cloisters at Thomar is a

good example of the Palladian phase of the

later 16tli century. A fountain in the court

of the mnnicip.al buildings at Oporto may
serve as an illustration of tlie lighter work of

the 17th.

BUILDINGS OF THE DAROQt:E STYLE.

The succeeding Baroque appears in many
forms, few of which are as extreme as the

Churrigueresque Church decoration at

Oporto, which we saw earlier on the Torre
dos Clerigos in the same town, begun in 1755

in commemoration of the great earthquake.
The great Palace of Mafra, built between
1715 and 1730 for John III., under a Bavarian
architect named Ludwig, is a relatively sober

design, and though its detail and features are

coarse and perverse, it attains real dignity by
sheer size and fine proportions of its masses.
Of the Fonte Grande at Leiria, which seems
to date at least in part from the Baroque
period, it will be admitted that it forms
a picturesque setting for the equally

picturesque water drawers, with their

amphorse of Classic form. The library of

the University at Coimbra, with its enfilade

of arched openings, and the sacristy of the

cathedral of Oporto, with its painted walls,

marble tables, and splendid array of walnut
presses with brass fittings, are both examples
of interiors of stately proportions and rich

colouring. Like the Escurial, Mafra com-
prises a convent and a church, as well as a

Roya Iresidence. Its buildings form a rect-

angle of about 800ft.. with domical pavilions

at the angles and the domed church in the

centre of the facade.

THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OE PORTUOAI.

has, as a whole, little to commend it to atten-

tion. The general run of houses, both in

town and country, is singularly lacking in

pictnresqueness of form or beauty of decora-

tion ; but in being built of materials
harmonising with their surroundings in a

manner suitable to the climate, and to be
devoid of meretricious ornament or ill-

conceited attempts at architectural treat-

ment, they possess qualities that are in them-
selves no inconsiderable merits. The houses
are squarely built, commonly without recesses

or projections, pierced with sqnare openings,

and covered with low-pitche<l roofs. The
usual roofing material is the so-called

"Italian,'* or "pantile," of a redtlish-brown
colour; the broad eaves are supported by a

kind of cornice formed of se\'eral courses of

siinihir tiles eorlielled one aboM' tlii' other.

Steeper roofs are not unknown, bnf. tliey are

so rare as iit (nice to attract attiMitioii. Tln'

liuildings of the University of Coiinlira. for

instance, perched in the most delightful situa-

tion in the world at the highest point of a

hill city, and overlooking the romantic
windings of the Mondego, are greatly
enhanced in effect by roofs as steep as those
of an old Geriiian "rathhaus," and covered
with tiles that were once coloured and glazed.
Wronghj iron hooks of more or less orna-
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mental design are often nsed at tlie owor

angles of hipped roofs to keep the hip tiles in

position. The angh^s, coigns, anil the dress-

ings of doors and windows are sonietinies iii

niasonrv of the plainest possible description.

Bnt, apart from this, the houses are built of

brick and rubble, covered with colour-washed

plaster, white, blue, and mauve being the

lavourite tints. In moih^rn times glazed tiles

haw ulso come into frecinent use as external

Mali covering. The oiilv other class of orna-

ni.Mital f.-'atnres besides those already

mentioned, consists in the pretty balconies

which often jut out from upper stories. Their

stone or marble floors are of every imaginable

curvilinear or rectilinear shape, and are

nionhled on the edges and carried on corbels;

while their wroiiglit iron lialustrades are also

of very varied design, the uprights being

carried up so as to connect the balconies of

two or three stories. Here and there houses

in the smaller towns are rendered picturesque

)iy their external staircases with sloping

roofs, and country houses which rise a little

above the rank of cottages or farmhouses

oi-casi<inaily indulge in verandahs formed by

projecting the roofs some distance beyond

tlie walls and supporting them on stone

columns.

THE S.4SH-WIND0W IN P0RTU0.4L.

In spite of the general southern look of

houses, such as those described, the English-

man in Portugal cannot help being struck by
tlieir possessing one familiar feature which is

almost unknown in every other Continental

country except Holland— viz.. the sash-

window. We got it from Holland, and
whether Holland got it from Portugal,

or Portugal from Holland or from us,

or all three from somewhere else,

seems uncertain. The Portuguese sashes

are often of a primitive kind, without
sash-lines fixed at the top, and re-

quiring to be propped open with sticks.

There are usually four panes in the width
and four in tlie height, and the window giving
rather a squat appearance in many of the
houses of Oporto, they are surnionuted by a
moulded and dentilled transom and a glazed
panel with an arched and radiating pattern
of glazing about it. One more Portuguese
peculiarity remains to be mentioned, though
not strictly architectural—the practice of

paving the open spaces of the cities with
mosaic patterns formed of small pieces of

black-and-white stone, such as the roly-poly
square of the British tar in Lisbon, with its

wavy lines, the Place at Oporto witli its

radiating ones, or the humbler market-place
of Loiria, with its lozenge pattern.

THE OLD MANOR HOUSES OF
YORKSHIRE.*

In many respects, which architects will
appreciate, this volume is distinctly above
the average of its class. The ground is new,
for the most part, to begin with. Compara-
tively little has been written about the old
halls and manor houses in the part of the
country dealt with, and althougli many are
mentioned in guides, periodicals, and in topo-
graphical works dealing with certain dis-

tricts, there are numerous interesting and
beautiful old houses which have entirely
escaped attention, largely due no doubt to

their inaccessibility. This is particuhirly
the case with regard to the West Riding,
which is by far the richest in good and cha-
racteristic specimens of such buildings, of a
style peculiarly their own and with features
not found elsewhere.
Mr. Ambler, moreover, has done his work

in the right way, describing and illustrating

all the types of houses throughout the county
in a systematic manner, including all kinds
of dwellings, large and small, erected before
1700 A.D. (only omitting castles built for

defence and now in a more or less ruinous
condition), and thus showing the develop-
ment of domestic arcliitecture in the three
Ridings, and illustrating the variety of types
characteristic of the different parts of the
county, as far as possible in chronological
sequence. Many of these Yorkshire houses

differ in style from those of most other

counties, and contain unique features and
interesting peculiarities.

The illustrations include 137 examples on

'Jl plates in collotype and half tone, from
photographs specially taken, with 20 plates

of measured drawings and over I'M illustra-

tions in the text from photographs and draw-
ings. If in many cases we could wish soiiH'

had been to a little larger scale, it must not

be forgotten that the iinmhcr of illustrations

is most generous. Not only are general

views of hon.ses given, but numerous com-
parative examples of gables, doorways,
windows, gateways, carved panels, etc. ; and
many interiors of the houses are shown, in-

ckiding halls and their screens, staircases,

cliimucypieces. and decorative plasterwork.

while brief but interesting descriptions are

given of almost every house.

The practical architect will appreciate the

fact that the large nuinher of measured draw
iiigs, most of them lent by architectural stu-

dents, illustrating completely some of the

houses and portions of others, have neiirly

all been redrawn, under Mr. Ambler's per-

sonal supervision, the elevations being

shaded to show the projections, and the style

of the draughtsmanship being uniform.

Numerous sketches of details, also drawn to

scale for the purpose, are included. The
ordinary reader will no less rejoice that the

correct delineation and true photographic

representation of the houses as they actually

exist at present will form a permanent
authentic record of these buildings, sufR

cientlv interesting in themselves to need no

tricks' of draughtsmanship to set forth their

attractiveness.

The book in every w^iy deserves the suc-

cess we hope it will attain. It is the fruit of

much research and intelligent labour well

applied, and merits a hearty reception.

-••-

OBITUARY.
Mr. Robert pouglas Sandilands,

F.R.I.B.A., a well-known Glasgow architect,

died on Thursday in last week at his resi-

dence in Pollokshiekls. A iiativ"! of the

Upper Ward of Lanarkshire, Mr. Sandilands

settled in Glasgow nearly forty yeais ago.

After serving six years in an architect's

office, he went to Paris with the view of gain-

ing further experience, and studied under the

late Professor Guadet. He spent five years

on the Continent, chiefly in Paris, but

making many excursions to other cities. On
his return to Glasgow about a quarter of a

century ago, he started in business with Mr.

John 'i'homson, a son of the famous "Greek
Thomson." The ftriii of Messrs. Thomson

and Sandilands have been responsible for

many important buildings in the city and in

the
' West of Scotland. Among them are

Gartloeh Asvlum, Stobhill Hospital, Govan

Town Hall, and the Glasgow Parish Council

Offices. Mr. Sandilands was a member of

tlie Merchants' House and a Past Deacon of

the Incorporation of Masons. He had been

since 1906 a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and was vice-president of

the Glasgow Institute of Architects.

M. Roger Marx, the well known art critic,

died on Sunday in Paris. M. Marx was born

in 1850. and th'rongliout his whole career was

in the service of the Department of Fine

Arts, of which he had for some time been

Inspector-General. To him was due the

organisation of the sections of Modern

French Art in the Exhibitions of 1889 and

1900. He was an authority on modern art.

and had published several books on the sub

ject. including " Les Medailleurs franvais an

'XIXii;ine Siecle,'' Les Medailleurs fransais

contemporains." "Les Pointes Seclies de

Rodin," and "Rodin, ceramiste."

COMPETITIONS.
COVENTRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
Members and Licentiates of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects must not take

part in the above competition, because the

oiniditions are not in accordance with tlic

published Regulations of the Royal Institute

for Architectural Competitions.

NE\VCASTLEON-TYNE.-As the result

of a competition, in the adjudication of

which the Rntlierford College committee,

Newcastle on - Tyne, were professionally

assisted by Mr. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A.,

of London, it is announced that the best

plans for the extension of the college are

those of Mr. W. H. Kuowles. F.S.A.,

F.R.I.B.A., Collingwood-street, Newcastle,

and that he has been awarded the premimii,

and will carry out the work.

ROSEBERY AVENUE. — The Metro
politan Water Board on Friday approved an

estimate of £l,(iOO in respect of the closing

of the Round Pond at New River Head, in

connection with the preparation of the site

of the new central oHiccs which it has been

decided to build on the board's land in Rose-

bery-avemie. and authorised the general pur-

poses committee to select six architects to be

asked to prepare competitive plans for the

buildings " on strictly economical lines," and

to appoint a professional assessor to advise

on the conditions of the competition and on

the designs submitted. The architects are to

be instructed that the buildings are to be

erected at a cost not exceeding £80,000, and

to arrange, if reasonably possible and prac-

ticable, to incorporate "or rebuild the Oak
Room and the room adjoining in the new
building. Consideration of the question of

the accommodation to be provided was ad-

journed, but in the report prefatory to the

recommendations, it was stated that it was

not suggested to house at tlie central office

any of the district staffs with the exception

of "that of the Northern District—at present

accommodated there, nor to make provision

for the Water Exainiinition Department, now

housed in Nottingham-place. Marylebone. It

is proposed that the new building .shall be

erected on the site of the existing offices and

of the Round Pond, this giving an adequate

frontage to Roseberyaveiiue, and enabling

convenient arrangement in connection with

the ultimate development of the remainder

of the site. The recommendations were only

approved after a long discussion. Mr. Tozer

moved that the committee be instructed to

bring up a further report giving figures, and

information as to wOiether more complete

centralisation could not be achieved. The

amendment was rejected by 1-1 votes to 9.

*The Old Manor Houses of Yorkshire. Ijy Lcuis
Ambler, F.R.I.B..V. London : 13. T. Batsford. Ill ISs.

Mr. Maurice G. Warns, of Bugle. Cornwall,

has been appointed surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Fowey Town Council.

A contract has been signed between the

Government of Eucador and a representative of

Messrs. J. G. White and Co.. London, for

sanitation works at Guayaquil. The works
include water supply, sanitary- and rain-sewers,

and paving. The contract involves a sum of

about f2,000,000

The cost of the scheme of extension which is

recommended for the "'factious diseases

hospital at Milton. Portsmouth, is ±28,000 -,84

additional beds, a new nurses] block, and other

improvements are to be provided.

The Orsett Rural District Council are about to

carry out a scheme of housing for the working

classes at West Thurrock. The architect is Mr.

F J. Winter, M.S. A., of Heygate-avenue, Soiith-

end-on-Sea, who recently executed a similar

scheme for the adjoining rural authority of

Billericay.

There has beeu erected over the norili gallery of

Renfrew Parish Church a stained-glass window,

the gift of Dr. James Robertson, of Sydney. The

subject of the window was chosen to he in

harmony with that of the M'Laren memorial

window" in the chancel, and depicts the phase of

the Resurrection of Christ when He makes Him-

-elt known to Mary JIagdalen in the garden.

The artist is Mr. .\nning Bell, of London, and

the makers are Messrs. Guthrie and Wells, of

Glasgow.

Princes.s Louise, Duchess of .\rgyll, recently

opened the new Health Institute for the

borough of Hampstead, which has been built in

Kiugsgate-road, as a memorial of King Edward
VIT. "Kingsgate House has on the ground-floor

on the south side a suite of six rooms, including

a bacteriological laboratory. In the basement
will be the School of Domestic Economy for

girls and mothers. On the first floor will be

ihe (inarters of the Children's Clinic of the

Council of Social Welfare and of the Mothers'

Welcome of the Hampstead Health Society. The
architect is Mr. Alan E. Munby. M..\.,

F.R.I.B.A., of Old-square. Lincoln's-inn.
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PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.— We liave received the

following ;

—

II, Condiiit-street. W., Dec. 12, WVl
Dear Sir,—The signatories of the accom-

panying notice would be much obliged if

space could be found for the notice in tlie

columns of the Building New.s this week.-
Yours faithfully, G. XoRTHOVER.

To the Associates of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.

REGISTRATION.
Proposals of the Council of the R.I.B.A.

We have arranged for an informal

meeting of Associates, to take place at the

Royal Institute, for e.xcliange of views

relative to the Council's proposals, now
before the members of the Royal Institute.

The meeting will be held in the Great

Gallery of the R.I.B.A. on Tuesday,

December 3(1, at 7.30 p.m., and all Asso-

ciates interested ill the question are

cordially invited to be present.

RuiiERT Atkinson,
G. L. Elkinoton,
K. Gammell,
Edwin Gcnn,
E. Stanley Hall.

ART AND CIVIC LIFE.- A lecture under

the Ogden Trust was given at Itamsljottom

on Friday night by Mr. Walter Butterworth,

of Manchester, on "Art and Civic Life." Mr.

Butterworth said our large towns were ill

designed, and this was largely due to the

average Englisliinans love of freedom and
his dislike of ofKc-i^l interference. He did

not believe It was necessary that towns

.should be not only ill-designed but ill-built,

smoky, and dirty, and in many parts insani-

tary." He believed selfishness was very

largely behind it all. He was not one of

those "theorisers or dreamers who wanted to

see tilings beautiful but would not see the

difficulties 111 the way. He had given nine

years of the best part of his life in honestly

striving to deal with those very difficulties as

a member of the Corporation of Manchester.

It was not, however, by attending to merely

practical details in a narrow way that they

would bring about reforms, but by education,

public libraries, and art galleries. Art was

the one thing that gained immortality. What
would be left of Manchester and Salford in a

hundred years'/ Personally, he was glad to

believe there would not be very much— it

was too ugly to have immortality ; it was well

it should be swept away. The vast mass of

houses, workshops, aiul chimiievs would be

cleared away ; only what was really artistic

and beautiful would remain. Modern con

ditions would only be altered by cultivating

a love of art,

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.—At a meeting of the above
association, held at the rooms in Frederick-
huie on December II, Professor W. A. Scott,

A. R.I.B.A., in the chair, a lecture on
"Modern F'rench Architecture " was read by
Mr. P. Cart de Lafontaiue. In the course
of his lecture, which was illustrated with
lantern slides, the lecturer dealt with the
liistorical aspects of French arcliitecture. and
mentioned that the present School of the
Beau.K Arts in Paris was the descendant of

the Academy of Painting, Sculpture, and
.Architecture founded by Colbert in 1648.

The history of the succeeding period was
briefly sketched, the lecturer pointing out
the notable cliaracteristics of modern Frencli
architecture, as shown by the buihiiiigs of
the last two centuries and the principal
French cities. The variations of style wer(\
he said, almost as considerable as was the
ease in this country and in ICngland. The
earlier period of tl'ie 181h century was suc-
ceeded by an age of architectural arclijeo-
logy, vyhicli, in turn, gave place to native art,
ill which vvns to be found a close approach
to the principles of the earlier Freneli nrchi-
tceture. The lecturer iie.xt dealt with the
buildings of modern times, and showed illiis

trations of the various types. Addressing
himself to the jjractical side of present-day

architecture lu l''raucc. he said the tvvo great

institutions which exercised a strong in-

fluence on the style and character of the

Iniildings were the Societe Centrale and the

Societe des Architeetes Diploines. A vote

of thanks was passed to the lecturer, on the

motion of Mr. Caulfeild Orpen. R.H.A..

seconded by Mr. Harold Brittaiii. A dis-

cussion followed, in which Messrs. J. H.
Webb, R. M. Butler. F.R.I.B.A. ; Henry
Hill, A. R.I.B.A.. of Cork; H. G. Leask, and
others took part. The president announced
that Mr. T. R. Hndmaii had rejoined tlie

association, and referred to the recent

election of Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpen as presi-

dent of the Royal Institute of the Architects

of Ireland. The honour was of peculiar

interest to the A.A.I, as Mr. Orpen was their

first president, seventeen years ago. The
aniiouneeinent was received with loud

applause.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION. -Mr. Lawrence Weaver,
F.S.A., gave a lecture on " Leadwork " at a

meeting of the Birmingham Architectural

Association, held in E.xchaiige Buildings, on

Friday evening. The president (Mr. G.
Salway Nieol) was in the chair. In the

course of discussion Mr. Holland W. Hobbiss
insisted on the importance of preserving old

leadwork, and reminded the audience that

there was one old lead-head in Birmingham
—he referred to the one in High-street. He
suggested that on behalf of the association

he should write to the landlords calling

attention to this lead head and asking if

nothing could be done to preserve it. The
meeting unauimously adopted the suggestion.

THE CORINTHIAN ORDER.—The ornate

Corinthian Order, which was used only on

the mainland of Greece, was the subject of

Mr. Banister F^letcher's lecture at the

British Museum on Thursday in last week.

As to the name of the Order, it might have

been derived from the tradition that a certain

Calliniaclius, of Corinth, worked in a metal
known as " Corintliian bronze." The theory

that the anthemion necking of the Erectheion

capitals was the embryo of the elaborately

floriated capital does not allow for change in

shape and increase in height. Mr. Fletcher

traced this bell-shaped capital, masked in

tiers of curving acanthus-leaves, to Egyptian

prototypes at Karnac and Phihe. One broken
capital in the Temple of Apollo at Bass*

|

(430 n.c.) is the earliest trace of this Order
which influenced all subsequent architecture,

for it persisted through Romanesque,
Gothic, and Renaissance, and is still used

both for art and commerce. The Greeks
employed it chiefly for smaller buildings, such

as the monument of Lysicrates and the Tower
of the Winds at Athens.

EDINBURGH BUILDING TRADES
ANNUAL DINNER.—The Edinburgh, Leitli,

and District Building Trades' Association

held their annual dinner in I'"erguson and
Forrester's Restaurant, Princes-street, Edin-

burgh, on Tliursdiiy night in last week. Mr.
William Forrest presided over an attendance
of about a hundred. Messrs. .lames Crowe,

U. A. Angus, and Edward Bruce acted as

croupiers, and among others present were
I'reasurer Lome MacLeod. Edinburgh:
Bailie Finlayson, Leith ; Mr. Adam Currie.

Mr. A, Lorne Campbell. l'\R.I.B.A. ;
and

Mr. F. H. Lightbody. F.F.S. The chairman
said that the building trade during I9I3 had
been somewhat better than last year. There
had been a considerable amount of work in

the city and neighbourhood, and many
members of the association had had con-

siderable contracts from various country
districts. The demand lor picture liouses

and public and semi-public buildings was the

cause, to a great extent, of any better con-

ditions that had pevailed. The property

market was still stagnant, and ordinary house
property was not being built. What was
already built was practicallv unsaleable,

unless at ruinous prices. The depreciation in

value of property still continned, and this

at a time when they were told that the

I'OUTitry was booming. He could not help
feelini; that one f)f the special causes of the

depression was the amount of Ijiirdens, Uh-iiI

I
and Imperial, placed upon the building trade

and upon property. lions,' properlv conld
not be built at anything like the price of

former years. The prices of material and
wages had both gone up. Builders were agreed
that the interest was great to have better-

trained apprentices and more efficient work-
men, and they would do all they could to

help forvvarfl the movement initiated in this

coiniection by educational bodies in the city.

Their own associaton had been making rapid
progress during the year. Their membersliip
bad been greatly increased, and they had
practically all the builders in the city on the

roll. Mr. ,1. Carrick proposed the toast ot

"The Corporations of Edinburgh and Leith.''

Treasurer Lorne MacLeod, Edinburgh, in

replying, said that nndonbtedly during the

last ten years the Ijiiilding industry in Edin-
burgh had been in a far from prosperous con-

dition ; but the same tiling prevailed all over
the country. One of the reasons for the

decline locally, he thought, was that Edin-

burgh was largely overbuilt. This accounted
very largely for the unusnal amount of unlet

property, which, however, now showed a

substantial decrease. As regarded the future,

with the increased cost of wages and
material, and the higher rate of interest on

money, lie saw little prospect ot much further

building by private enterprise in Edinburgh
at the present time. Property as a form of

investment had lost its attraction, owing to

the better rates of interest on high-class

securities which now prevailed. Bailie Fin-

layson replied on belialf of Leith Corpora-

tion. Mr. .loliii Macdoiuild. president of the

Glasgow Master Wrights' Association, pro-

posed the toast of " T'he Edinburgh and Leith

Building Trades' Association," and the chair-

man replied.

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF ARCHI-
TEC'i'S.—The quarterly general meeting of

the Institute of Architects was held on the

lltli inst in the secretary's chambers. 115. St.

Vincent-street, Mr. A. N. Paterson, A.R.S.A.,

president, in the chair. The secretary re-

ported the proceedings of the council with

regard to the matters dealt with since the

previous general meeting. The following

were the principal items:— (1) Laying out of

the Cathedral Square ; (2| correspondence

with the town clerk in regard to proposed

new bridges over the Clyde and the Kelvin,

and alterations at the Troii steeple and new
tramway shelters, and with the clerk to the

parish council in regard to new buildings for

Chryston Epileptic Colony; (3) the appoint-

ment of Messrs. George Bell and AleS^iiider

Wingate as representatives on the arcliitec-

tural department of the Royal Technical Col

lege ; (4) correspondence in connection with

the drawing up of a form of i-oiitract applic

able to Scotland generally, with adjustment

of the relations between the various trades

concerned, with the Facullv of Surveyors,

the Building Trades' Employers' Council, the

Building Trades' Exchange (Ltd,), and the

Scottish Building Trades' Federation.

GREEK ARCHITECTURE.—Mr. Theo-

dore Fyfe. F.R.I.B.A., of London, lectured

before the Manchester Society ot Architects

on Wednesdav week night on " Some Aspects

ot Greek Architecture." The lecturer began

by tracing the progress that had been made

ill research on Greek and kindred subjects

during the last fifteen years, and then pro-

ceeded to illustrate in some detail two phases

of Greek architectural expression that had

especiallv appealed to him. The first was

the exterior of the great Asian temples, espe-

cially the later temple of Diana at Ephesus,

and the second the interior of the finest type

of Attic structure, illustrated by the Par-

thenon at Athens. With regard to the

temple of Diana, he referred to the restora-

tion proposed by Professor Lethaby. and

showed its aesthetic value and the magnifi-

cence of its scale and craftsmanship in a

series of lantern slides. On the subject of

the Parthenon, he spoke ot the effect of its

exterior sculpture being transcended by the

. image ot the goddess in the interior, whose

rich and splendid workmanship embraced m
, itself all the architectural parts of the build-

ing, giving the final note to the whole con-

ception.

I
THE LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE ARCHI

TECTURAL SOCIETY.—A general meeting
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of the ahuw was held at the Leeds Institute,
Thursday, December 11. Mr. G. Fredk. Bow-
mau occupied the chair. A paper, illustrated
by lantern, was given by JUr. T. E. Eccles,
F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, the subject being
"A Holiday in the Val d'Aostoa " (Xortherii
Italy). The route descrilied extended from
Martigny by way of Oresiere and 8t.
Bernard's Pass, over the Alps, and down the
Val d'Aostoa, by way of Ivrea, Biella.
Orofa. Vezelay, Xovara, and finishing at
Dijon. The slides depicted many excellent
I'ompositions from a pictorial poiiil of view,
and included examples of architectural work
of a high standard. The meeting was well
attended, and concluded with a hearty vote
of thanks to the lecturer by Mr. G. W.
Smithson, A. R. I.E. A., seconded by Mr. H.
S. Chorley, F.R.LB.A., and carried amidst
generous applause.

THE ROVAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHITECTS OF IRELA.ND.~The 74th
annual general meeting of the above body
was held at the Institute Rooms, No. 31,
South Frederick-street, Dublin, on Wednes-
day, the 10th inst. The president, Mr. A. E.
Murray, R.H.A., F.R.I. B.A., occupied the
chair. The following Fellows and Members
attended ; Messrs. F. Haves, E. H. Morris,
J. HoUoway, K. Stirling, C. A. Owen, G. C.
Ashlin, C. H. Ashworth, R. O'Brien Smyth,
J. Geoghegan, P. L. Dickinson, G. Beckett,
C. H. Mitchell, R. Caulfeild Orpen, vice-
president; Professor Scott, hon. treasurer;
and F. G. Hicks, hon. secretary. The
scrutineers of the ballot for the election of
president and vice-president, to serve for the
ensuing three years, submitted their report.
The president declared Mr. R. Caulfeild
Orpen, R.H.A., Fellow, elected president of
the Institute; aud Mr. W. Kaye-Parry, M.A.,
Fellow, vice-president. The 'scrutiny of the
ballot for council disclosed the following
result: C. H. Ashworth, L. O'Callaghan, J.
H. 'Webb, Frederick Hayes, C. A. Owen, A.
G. C. Millar, G. P. Sheridan, G. L.
O'Connor, and C. J. MacCarthy. The hon.
secretary read the report of eo'uncil for the
year 1913. Mr. C. H. Ashworth, in moving
the adoption of the report, said it chronicled
the progress and prosperity of the institute.
The influence of the council had, on several
occasions, been used to the benefit of its

members. He touched on the subject of the
housing problem. He feared that the com-
mercial condition of Dublin made the
problem a very difficult one to solve. He
noted the changed conditions of membership
of the institute, and he urged the younger
members to support this examination as tlie

gate of entry to the institute. This examina-
tion was established mainly with the view of
affording an incentive to students in Ireland.
Mr. G. C. Ashlin seconded the adoption of
the report. Mr. O'Brien Smyth and Mr. R.
Stirling supported the adoption of the report,
which was passed unanimously. The follow-
ing members were raised to the rank of
Fellowship and presented with certificates

:

Messrs. Lucius O'Callaghan, H. Allberrv.
L. A. MacDonnell, P. .T. Lynch, A. G. C.
Millar, and Professor W. A. Scott. Mr.
Robert Stirling and Mr. E. H. Morris were
elected auditors for the ensuing year. Mr.
J. Geoghegan was nominated by the Archi-
tectural Association of Irelaiul to represent
that body on the council of the institute.

Professor Scott, hon. treasurer, submitted
the financial report of the institute. The
accounts showed a substantial credit

balance. Mr. Robert Stirling proposed the
adoption of the report. Mr. C. A. Owen
seconded. He pointed out that the overdraft
at the bank, which was now extinguished,
had been raised some years ago. wlien the

building in which the meeting was being held
was purchased by the council. The report
was adopted. The president proposed that a

verv old and valued Fellow, who. owing to

failing liealth. had tendered his resignatiori,

be elected an honorarv member of the in-

stitute, which was approved. The president
read his valedictory address, and. in return-
ing thanks, congratulated the niembprs on
the rp.snlts of the two recent comnetitions.
which showed that Irish architects are

capable of designing i^uildings which will be
a credit to our countrv. He also referred to

the high marks obtained at the examination
for studentship, which presages a high
standard of Cjualilication in the coming
members. He then placed on the table the
loving-cup, originally presented to the late
Sir Thomas Drew by this institute, and lately
bequeathed back "to the institute by his
widow. The cup having been lined with a
suitable material, it was handed round the
table, and the health of the president-elect
was drunk by the members. Mr. Orpen
responded, and desired to be allowed to pro-
pose the health of Mr. Murray, the outgoing
president. Mr. Owen seconded", and the toast
was drunk with musical honours.

SCOTTISH .\ATIONAL BUILDI.NG
TRADES FEDERATION. — A special
general meeting of this federation was held
in DoweU's Rooms, Edinburgh, on Friday
afternoon. Mr. William Forrest. J. P., pre-
sided over a large attendance, delegates
being present from the following centres;—
Edinburgli. Glasgow, Aberdeen, Inverness,
Kilmarnock. Airdrie. Coatbridge, Paisley,
Ayr. Helensburgh, and Kirkcaldy. An
important forward movement in the organ-
isation of the building trade has for
some time been under consideration, and at
the meeting yesterday a new constitution was
formally adopted, the office-bearers under
the constitution are :—President, Mr. Wil-
liam Forrest. J. P., Edinburgh; vice-
presidents, Mr. Lyall, jun.. Aberdeen
Federation

; and Mr. Spittal. Glasgow
Master Weights' Association

; secretary and
treasurer, Mr. Thomas Ferguson, solicitor.
123, George-street, Edinburgh. A board of
directors representative of the various dis-
tricts was appointed. The board was em-
powered to negotiate for the adoption of uni-
versal conditions of contract for all trades
and for uniform rules for the drafting of
schedules of i|naiitities and the measuring of
finished work for each branch of the building
trade. 'The chairman expressed great satis-
faction that the inauguration of the new
movement to secure the united action of the
Building Trades Associations of Scotland in
promoting and advancing the general inter-
ests of the Scottish building trades had
received so widespread support.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—
Two sti-ong committees, representative of the
whole of England and Wales, have been set
up by the Council, for the purpose of con-
sidering in detail the land policy of the
Government, as outlined in the Prime
Minister's speech of December 9. The
Council have found that the condition now
governing the Institution scholarships, which
require Institution scholars to enter into
articles with a member of the Institution on
the completion of their University course,
bears hardly upon persons of comparatively
limited means. They believe that men with
the first-rate technical education their
scholars have received might expect to enter
good offices as improvers without premium,
and they have therefore decided that the
Institution scholars shall only be required
to enter into an agreement to enter the
office of a surveyor approved by the Council,
with a view to practising as a surveyor in the
future. Mr. H. S. Morton, who gained the
Institution Scholarship at Cambridge Uni-
versity in 1908. and afterwards entered the
office of Mr. Charles Bidwell, Past-Presi-
dent, has been appointed Assistant Bursar
at King's College. Cambridge. The balloting
papers for the election of a member of

Council to fill the vacancy caused by the
lamented death of Mr. H. Herbert Smith,
will be issued before Christmas. Mr. J. H.
Sabiu has been nominated to represent the
Institution on the Agricultural Education
Committee set up by the Board of Agri-
culture. The Council have again granted the
use of the lecture-hall to the Central
Chamber of Agriculture for their meetings
during 1911. The Council have voted the
sum of 100 guineas towards the cost of the
new laboratories at Rothampstead, which are
to be erected in commemoration of the
Lawes and Gilbert Centenary. The cost of

the laboratories is estimated at £12,000, and
the Development Fund Commissioners will,

it is understand, find half that amount if the

remainder is provided
scription.

by private sub-

I'OWN PLANNING. - Mr. P. Abcr-
crombie delivered a lecture to members of
the Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors at Sheffield University, on Dec. 11,
on '"I'hc Architectural Aspect of Town
Planning. " After a brief allusion to
examples of Roman and Renaissance town
planning, the lecturer remarked that the
comparison of Renaissance town planning
with ornamental gardening was significant,
for there could be little doubt that the
influence exercised by gardening on town
planning was really great. All the features
were evolved in gardens before they became
the stock-in-trade of the town-planner. The
earliest piece of " popular " town planning
in Europe was represented by the Champs
Elysees at I'aris, which was originally purely
a drive through the park for the French King
to approach his private garden. When one
called to mind the gorgeous effects of the
avenues of Paris one was astonished to
realise how many of them were purely garden
features. Of more purely architectural con-
ceptions the most notable example was the
Place de la Concorde. The Rue dc Rivoli
represented the most autocratic control that
had ever been exercised architecturally over
a modern street. Of less architectural im-
portance, but of considerable interest, was
the town planning of the west end of Berlin
carried out by Frederick William I., about
the year 1730. The Unter deu Linden was a
Royal garden or park feature incorporated in
the town. The plan prepared by Wren for
the rebuilding of London avoided the archi-
tectural errors both of Berlin and Wash-
ington. He did not think any man had pro-
duced a better plan in many respec!s than
Wren's plan ; it was better than a good many
Continental ones. The housing sequel to
arcliitectura! planning was not manifest
during the slow and sedate growth of the
18th century, but with the sudden industrial
development of the I9th ccntiu'y, and in Ger-
many particularly since 1870, it had had
disastrous effects. 'The density of popula-
tion per inhabited house in Berlin was extra-
ordinarily higher than it was in Loudon,
Paris, Liverpool, and Sheffield. The traffic

salvation in the English industrial towns
had been found in the old country roads,
which had given at least some lines of
guidance in the building of the towns. The
lecturer said tliat with the passing of the
Town Planning Act a new era had opened
for the future nf English town development.
If the architectural profession was left out
in tliis matter, he thought the profession was
itself to bianie. Housing, too. was drifting
out of the hands of the architects, and he
thought for the sake of the country in general
it was a pity that architects had not some say
in the matter.

The Devon County Council, at their meeting
at Exeter, approved jjlaus for building a
sanatorium for consumptives at Hawkmoor. ai,

an estimated cost of JE18,000.

Mr. William .lones, of Xeath. retired railway
and public works contractor, who recently died
at the age of 75. left estate valued at ^14.407
gross, with net personalty £2.160. The testator
left his plans and business documents to his

son, William Gordon Jones.

Messrs. Pauling and Co., Limited, of Victoria-

street. Westminster, have obtained a con-
tract for building a railway from Shasi. ou
the Yangtsze, through Chang-teh. Yuenchaii.
and Kweiyang to Sing-yi-fu. where it will

connect with the line for which the French have
obtained a concession, A branch line is to be
built from Chang-teh to C'hang-sha.

A tower and spire, which will be the loftiest

in Ireland, is being added to the cathedral of

Queenstown The cathedral was designed by
Messrs. Pugin and Ashlin. and begun over forty
years ago, iMessrs. Michael Jleade and Son. of

Dublin. Keing the contractors, and the materials

used were Dalkey granite and Cork liniestone.

Recently important additions, including new
sacristies were completed, Mr. J. Maguire. Cork,
being the contractor. The cathedral architect

for manj' years past has been Mr. G. C. .\shlin.

R.H.A.. the surviving member of the original

firm, and now of the firm of Messrs. Ashlin and
Coleman, of Dublin.
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Imliing ilntdligencB.

CLARENDON-STREET, N.W.—Princess

Clu-istiaii opened the new buildings of the

Magdalen College Misbion in Clarendon-

street, Euston, on Tuesday. The premises

have a frontage to Clarendon-street with a

larger gymnasium block behind a small

coiu-tyard. The two buildings are connected

by a fireproof staircase. The ground floor of

the front building is occupied by a com-

mittee room. Above these are two stories,

each containing a clubrooni and a reading-

room. The gymnasium is GOft. long, with a

gallery at one end and a platform at the

other." The upper part of this block is

occupied by a clubroom and a reading-room.

At the end of the block is the chapel accom-

modating seventy persons, built in a simple

phase of the Italian Renaissance ; it has a

white plastered dome with vaulted compart-

ments round it, carried on four detached

columns of stained wood. On one side there

is a recess for an organ. The frontage to the

street is faced with red brick of two shades,

the only decorative feature being the coat of

arms of Magdalen College carved in the

brickwork below the central window. The

architect is Mr. Ronald P. Jones, L.R.I.B.A.,

of Stone's-buildings, Lincoln's Inn. The cost

of the buildings, including site and furniture,

has been £5,500.

GLASGOW.—The new premises of Lady

Glenorchy's parish church, Edinburgh, wera

opened on the lOtli inst. The church, which

occupies the site of the old one, is designed

in a Scottish form of Late Gotliic. There

are three aisles, divided by stone pillars and

arches. The front is lighted by five traceried

windows of varied character. A gallery is

introduced, and at the pulpit end a semi-

octagonal stone-vaulted apse is designed, to

secure the maximum amount of light. The

roof of the church is arched and moulded

and carved in pitch-pine timber. The furni-

ture is of Austrian oak, and tlie pews are of

.Japanese oak. The interior walls are

finished in stone. The architect is Mr. Mac-

gregor Chalmers, of Glasgow, and the outlay

on church and suite of halls and offices ad-

joining has been £20,000.

GHESHAM-STREET, E.C.—The new and

enlarged buildings of Gresham College in

Basinghall-street were opened by the Lord

Mayor and Sheriffs on Monday. The new

college has a frontage to Gresham-street of

71ft. and to Basinghall-street of 58ft., and an

area of .3.574 square feet. The lecture-hall

and gallery accommodate 430 persons. The
hall measures 68ft. by 40ft.. and is lined

throughout with oak. Provision is made for

cinematograph apparatus for use in the

lectures. The building has cost about

£34,000. The fronts are of Portland stone,

and all the carving has been done by Mr.

Gilbert Seale. I'rovision has been made in

the building for the offices of the City and

Guilds of London Institute and the Guild of

Freemen. The four stories above the lecture-

hall have been let as offices to City firms.

The contractors are Messrs. Holloway Bros,

and the architects Mr. Dendy Watney,
F.S.I., surveyor to the Mercers' Company,
and Mr. Sydney Perks, F.S.A.. the City

Surveyor.

HURST PARK.—The line grand stand,

burned down by Suffragettes in June last,

has been rebuilt on a larger scale and at an
outlay of between £3,000 and £4,000 more
than the insurance money received. The new
stand, together with the steps, is of ferro-

concrete, with the exception of the roof.

which is of wood. Chairs have been abolished
and are replaced by velvet cushions laid

directly upon the steps. A most novel
feature is a glass-enclosed gallery running
from end to end, with views both back and
front. For members there are a Inneheon
room, 63ft. by .39ft., and a grillroom. The
grill-room is also 38ft. by 39ft.

THETI''ORD.-The town council of Thet
ford has l)uilt on tln-ee acres of land next
Bury-road fifty cottages for the working
classes. The accommodation in every case is

as follows; -Entrance lobby, out of which

the stairs lead, living-room, kitchen, stove.

larder, coal-closet, also three bedrooms and

store 011 first floor. A cooking range is fitted

in the living-room, and in the kitchen a sink,

heater stove, and copper, over which a patent

hood is fixed for conducting steam into a flue.

Each cottage has an enclosed yard and garden

at the rear, the fronts being formed with

grass margins between the road and cottages.

The cost per cottage works out at about £135,

which includes the roads, sewers, drains,

fences, and paths, but not including land,

and, after allowance for repayment of loans,

insurance, repairs, empties, in accordance

with the Local Government Board's schedule,

the cottages are self-supporting at an average

rental of 3s. 8d. per week. Mr. Stanley J.

Wearing, A. R.I. B. A., of 15, Upper King-

street, Norwich, was the architect, and Mr.

E. Clark, of Melton Mowbray, the builder.

THOMPSON, NORFOLK.—Further re-

storation work has been carried out in con-

nection with the ancient collegiate church at

Thompson. The church has been trenched
all round, the cavity being lined with con-

crete, so as to act as a drain. On the north
side the cornice stones and the flint work
were found to be in a very bad condition,

while on the south side a great deal was in

decay in a lesser degree. All this is being
made good. Inside the large Perpendicular
window of the chapel has been renovated,
retaining as much as possible of the old

glass. The arms of Shardilow, in a shield of

painted glass, presented by H.H. Prince
Frederick Duleep Singh, have been inserted

in the window just above the spot where the
remains of Sir Thimas Shardilow, the
fninider of the church, lie. Another window
on the south side will be entirely reno\'ated,

while the remainder will lie repaired. After
this work is finished, the porch is to betaken
in hand. The old lead roof, as well as that
on the chapel of St. James, is to be recast

and the woodwork renovated.

dnntntt Calamo.

As we said on this page in our issue ot

November 21 they would do, the House of

Lords, on the appeal of the Metropolitan

Water Board, last Friday, upheld the

decision of the Divisional Court and the

Court of Appeal against them that water

used in connection with luncheons served at

a City public-house was employed for

" domestic " purposes, and, therefore, could

not be charged for outside the ordinary rate

of 5 per cent, on the rateable value of the

premises. Total abstainers may take comfort

and call for their favourite beverage without

fear of causing the publicans and restaurant-

keepers to pay extra rates for the water.

Doubtless their reluctance to do so in the

past has been the sole cause of their

excusable unwillingness to place it on the

tables! As a rule, though not always, they

are assessed at higher rates, according to

their trade value—and that, of course, is the

point which decided the judgment against

the Board ; but that is not the concern

their customers.

ot

Mr. Tiiomas Cole has resigned the secretary-
ship of the Institution of County and Municipal
Engineers after thirty-three years' service in

that capacity.

The Wandsworth Borough Council have under
consideration a proposal to widen the bridge in

the High-street spanning the London and South-
western Railway. The estimated cost is i^6,000,

towards which the railway company offer a con-
tribution of £875.

Mr. A. \V. Bnghtmore, an inspector of the
Local Ciovernment Board, held an inquiry at

Warwick on Friday in reference to a proposal
of the town council to borrow £8,000 for the
purpose of sewage disposal. The inquiry was
attended by Mr. Dodd, of Birmingham, the
engineer of the scheme.

At Harrogate, Major J. Stewart. R.E., has
held a Local Government Board inquiry re-

specting the application of the Harrogate Town
Council for sanction to borrow £7,000 for works
of sewerage and surface-water drainage, in-

cluding (he execution of works in the townships
ot Plumpton, Starbeck. and Spofforth.

.\t the last meeting of Stafford Town Council,
a long discussion took place on a recommenda-
tion lay the housing of the working classes

committee that the borough surveyor be in-

structed to prepare a scheme for the erection

of 40 working-class dwellings to rehouse the
occupants of insanitary premises. Eventually
the recommendation was unanimously adopted.

Professor Dante Vaglieri, the well-known
archieologist, whose name will always be con-

nected with the excavation of Ostia, died
suddenly at Ostia on Sunday morning, at the
age of forty-eight. He had just passed the
proofs of the first guide-book to Ostia. Professor
Vaglieri. who was a native of Trieste, had pre-

viously worked at Palestrina and on the Pala-
tine Hill at Rome.

We hope this little loss ot revenue will not

dictate too "strictly economical lines" to the

six architects who are to set to work on the

competitive plans for the Board's new

central offices at New River Head, Rosebery-

avenue. The site is a fine one. and eighty

thousand pounds is none too large a sum. It

is true it seems only intended to house the

central staff at present; but extensions are

certain in the future, and it might prove truer

economy to bear that in mind. The present

buildings seem hardly likely to lend them-

selves readily to incorporation into any really

good design. Might one suggest that as the

Round Pond is to be filled up, and the rest

of the space thus reclaimed is hardly likely

to be wanted for some years—perhaps never

—it might, temporarily, at any rate, be laid

out as an open space without incurring any

great cost. In that crowded centre of the

town any breathing ground is well worth

preserving.

" With great respect," Mr. Alan S. Cole

points out in the Times, that the " Ceramic "

Gallery, with its twelve remarkable columns

of English Delia Robbia ware, now being

demolished, was not, as Mr. Blomfield and

his colleagues seem to apprehend, designed

for, nor did it house, the "glories of Middle

Victorian pottery." The collection housed

in it was quite otherwise. The exhibition to

which the "Ceramic" Gallery is to be

devoted is, according to an announcement by

the Minister who is responsible for the

Museum and education generally, that of the

well-known "Jones Bequest," and this, as

Mr. Blomfield and his colleagues should have

realised, includes many paintings and works

of art besides " works of art of the time of

Louis XIV. and Louis XV." The "leading

artists, architects, and amateurs" in their

memorial to the Prime Minister, prayed that

" the future careful guardianship of these

hitectural and decorative works may be

A new Baptist Sunday-school, on a site at the secured," and concerned themselves with no

other circumstances. Having quite recently

returned from Paris and its suburbs, Mr.

Alan S. Cole " is impressed with the fact

that such acts of ' vandalism ' as occurred

tliere to the damage of public buildings are

due conspicuously to Communards, Jacobins,

bottom of Front-street. Consett, was formally
opened on Friday. The designs were prepared
by Messrs. Geo. Haines and Sons, of Ijondon,

and harmonise with the church adjoining, which
was Iniilt at a cost of £3.340 six years ago. The
school will involve a further outlay of £1,600.
Messrs. Ayton and Sons, of Blackhill. were the
contractors. Tliere is accommodation for 300
children, and the interior is arranged on the

.^,,,fj j],g jj^g^ .,|][J tliat the Government of the

partition principle, there being six separate (,o„„try at different times have, as far as

classrooms. The building ^=^ "^ ""'^ ,i,.oo<;orl

liricks with stone facings.

is of red pressed
^^^^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^, damage."
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Sir George Birdwood, who was instru-

mental in secnring the Jones Collection,

incisively remarks that it is quite a mis-

cellaneous collection of French furnitures, of

French and- Oriental china, and of oil

paintings. Italian, French, and English, and
French historical miniatures of the most
dazzling beauty, and there are appro-
priate places for it in more than one division

of the Museum, where the architectural

surroundings would set it off to the finest

effect. Why should the old gallery be dis-

mantled and then rehabilitated for its

aeconimodation? That is the crucial question

before the public. As to the twelve columns
themselves, they certainly were, as Sir

George Birdwood says, the work of good and
sound English craftsmen, and are excellent

examples nf the ceramic art of their period,

and for this reason alone should be pre-

served in a Museum which was founded not

only for the exhibition of the choicest speci-

mens of the industrial arts of the world, but
of types of them illustrating the history of

their gradual evolution—particularly within

the United Kingdom, and during the Mid-
Victorian period. Only recently, as Mr. .John

Eyre reminds us in the Times, a protest was
made against the obliteration of the ceilings

by Hugh Stannus in the same Museum, and
it would appear that the present policy is to

make a clean sweep of already existing

decorations, regardless of their educational

value and also of the taxpayer, who is called

upon to find the money for these costly ex-

periments. Next, we suppose, the decora-

tions of the staircase by F, W. Moody and
the refreshment rooms will he found out of

harmony with the present fare offered !

Mr. Mallaby-Deeley, who has been the

central figure in some previous big property
deals, including the Piccadilly Hotel for

£500.nn0. the site of St. George's Hospital

for £400.000—with a view, it was said, to

the erection of a £600,000 hotel—the St.

.James's Court property at Buckingfiam-gate

for £250.000. and who is promoting the Rail-

way Bill against which Finchley and Hamp-
stead are up in arms, has bought the nineteen

acre* of which Mud-Salad Market is the

centre, of the Duke of Bedford, for a .sum

which is said to be anythiTig from
three to nine, millions. When .John

Russell. Earl of Bedford, got it from
the Crown in 1552, the property was
valued at £6 6s. 6d. a year. Probably no
such compact site in London offers more
possibilities of profitable development. What-
ever form they may take, we hope the new
owner will do something to abolish the eye-

sore which the market has been for many
years under the Bedford ownership, and that

there, or elsewhere. " improvements " may
be made with a little more consideration for

those evicted, as we were, in 1883. from
Tavistock-street. to make room for the

elegant additions to the market on the north

side which for a generation have spoiled the

neighbourhood.

We take little exception to the good-

tempered remonstrance of Mr. Bertram
Mackennal. the Australian sculptor, at the

Authors' Club dinner last Monday night. To
some extent it is true, as he said, that

sculpture in our times, and especially in this

country, appears in the guise of a divorced

woman. Right back in civilisation, and all

through the centuries, she was the happy

wife of Architecture, contented to adorn the

one who supported her. Mr. Bertram Mac-

kennal does not know who came in to spoil

this perfect marriage, but he thinks it was
due to the new great industries which grew
up everywhere during the Victorian era.

when, the richer the world grew, the loss

interest it took in sculpture. The result to-

day is. he says, that an architect designs
niches and pedestals on and about his build-

ings, and knows they will never be filled or
occupied. Most of them were never intended
to be otherwise than barren. Whenever Mr.
Bertram Mackennal sees these barren niches
he always thinks the sculptor has a good case
of breach of promise against the architect,

and he hopes sculptors in the future may get
lieavy damages for this breach, or, happier
still, a restitution of conjugal rights. To all

of which the architect, perhaps may reply.

"Don't you know it's not my door you are
knocking at?" as Ethel remarked to Clive
Xewcombe. When the architect has pro-
vided the niches it is hardly his place to fill

them, much as he would like to see his work
completed.

The impro\ing trend of Scottish opinion on
tlie Sabliatiiriaii i(uestion was well shown
on Monday at Edinburgh. At ii meeting of

the Scottish Society of Antiquaries, Dr.
Hay Fleming moved that the Antiquarian
Museum should not be opened on the

Sabbath, and that the Council of the Society
should consider the advisability of opening
on the evenings of other days in the summer.
Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, H.M.' Office of Works,
seconded. Lord Guthrie (son of the Rev.
Dr. Thomas Guthrie), moving in favour of

Sunday opening, said opening on Sunday
from two to four in the winter and two to

five in the summer would not interfere with
arrangements for public worship. Due pro-

vision would be made for the attciulauts

getting a full day of rest in seven. Dr.
Fleming's view, he said, was that anything
secular was not to be looked at or talked of

or thought about on the Lord's Day unless it

was absolutely necessary for health and
comfort. That was a perfectly intelligible

position, but it was an Old Testament
rather than a New Testament one. Lord
Guthrie's motion was carried by forty-three

to twenty-four.

The proposed connection of the Lancashire
and Cheshire communities by means of either

a high-level bridge or of a tunnel, in addition

to the railway tunnel, is being locally -dis-

cussed, with a promise of good fruit. The
city engineer (Mr. .John A. Brodie), who alike

at Liverpool and at Delhi has a full grasp

of possibilities, suggests both the bridge and
a duplicated, if not a triple, tunnel. He has,

it is suggested, at the back of his mind an
underground system extending far into the

city of Liverpool and into Wirral, while the

bridge, at two levels, would complete the

scheme of intercomnuniication which a great
port demands. As regards the transportation

of merchandise between Liverpool and the

manufacturing centres of Lancashire. York-
shire, and the Birmingham district, the city

engineer at present is silent. He will doubt-
less be found ready with a scheme, possibly

a combination of railway, canal, tramwav,
trackless trolley, and motor road, when called

upon for a report. The Liverpool dock road
certainly offers a splendid highway for goods
transport, and the beginning of a systeui

capable of limitless continuance.

At Wednesday's meeting of the St. I'ancras

Borough Council the recommendation of the

Parliamentary and general purposes com-
mittee to prepare a scheme for the recon-

struction of the present town-hall, was

adopted. Tlie committee will now proceed

to confer with the Guardians, who are

equally interested, and propose then to

engage an architect to draft a scheme for the

consideration of the council. The in-

adequacy of the present town-hall has been

patent for years, and we hope the present

disposition to improve matters will have a

more fortunate issue than past efforts. It

will be remembered that a scheme for a new
town-hall was approved in 1892. A com-

petition was arranged, and sixty designs

were sent in, which we reviewed in our issue

of February .3, 1893. Mr. John MacVicar

Anderson, F.R.I.B.A., then the President

of the Royal Institute, was the assessor,

and he assigned the first place to Mr.

William Harrison, of Cannon - street;

the second to Messrs. Gibson and Russell,

and the third to Messrs. Malcolm Stark and

Rowntree. of Glasgow. We illustrated the

selected design in our issue of May 5. 1893.

An attempt to upset Mr. MaeVicar

.\nderson's award failed. Ultimately the

project was abandoned, and subsequent

endeavours to revive the erection of a new

town-hall, or to extend the present one, have

proved abortive.

The case of Devonshire House and the

Undeveloped Land Duty has, so far, ended

in what is practically a drawn game, without

establishing any useful principle, and as

each side partly failed, they must pay their

own costs. But Mr. .lustice Scrutton

finished by cheerfully giving everybody leave

to appeal against everything, and we shall

doubtless hear a good deal more of the

matter until it is run to death in the House

of Lords, The claim, was for Undeveloped

Land Duty at the rate of a halfpenny in the

£ on site value, under the Budget of 1909. The
point raised was as to how much of the land

could be called undeveloped, and so taxable

under the .\ct. The Referee had ruled that the

land on which the house stood, and such land

immediately adjoining as was necessary to

its enjoyment, was developed, and, in

addition to that, he gave the duke one acre

of land under Section 17 of the statute. On
appeal. Mr. .lustice Scrutton held as

developed land the ground on which the

house stood, and also the courtyard, or

curtilage. But he decided that the Act

could not be so construed as to give an

acre, as the Referee had ruled, but only

gave the owner so much further land

as was essentia! to the enjoyment of

the house, and which would include

some of the land at the back of the house.

Without plans this cannot be made plain.

But the judgment, as far as it goes, gave the

duke his courtyard and some back-garden,

the whole being part of the one acre

mentioned, and left him taxable upon the

site value of the remainder.

^t^-

Mr. Marshall Harvey, jun., acting surveyor,

has been appointed surveyor to the Milton Regis

Urban District Council.

Plans by Messrs. Everard, Son, and Pick, of

.\Iillstone-iane, Leicester, have been adopted for

a permanent church to be built on the site of

the temporary church of the Holy Apostles,

Leicester.

Mr. E. D. Seilding, of Plymoiith. has reported
upon the condition of the 13th-Century tower
of the parish church at Padstow. He says that
£300 ought to be spent at once on repairs, as

it is in a bad state.

In the inner hall of the Privy Purse entrance
to Buckingham Palace there has just been
hung, by command of the King, a large painting
by .John Charlton of a Royal procession passing
through Trafalgar-square.
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CHURCH OF ST. AMBROSE, BRISTOL.

This church is one of several the building

of wliich has been promoted by the Bishop

of Bristol's Chureh E.\tension Commission,

Avhieh was founded to provide additional

iiarochial organisations and clinreli aceom

modation in the rapidly-extending subnrlis

of the city. As all these cliurelies are

situated in areas not inhabited l>y the

wealthy classes, it has lieen necessary (o

build economically, although substantially,

according to the 'rules of the Incorporated

Cluirch Building Society. In most cases,

( hurches erected under the auspices of the

Commission have been built in sections, on

account of the difficulty in raising funds. In

this case, however, owing mainly to the

generosity of one member of the building

committee, it has been possible to complete

the entire building, including all internal

fittings, organ, and a stained-glass east

window, the only item now remaining to be

undertaken being that of a peal of bells. The
special features of the plan to be noted are

the spacious chancel, a targe room over the

vestries for classes and choir-practice, also

a minor detail of plan in arranging

the recessed churchwardens' seats in the

western wall. The design is in the style of

the I5th century, freely treated. The
materials used are local stone for the walls,

with ornamental features in Bath stone.

Internal walls are plastered. The floors

under seats are laid with wood blocks; else-

where with tile mosaic. Joinery and internal

fittings are of teak. The architects are

Messrs. W. V. and A. R. Gough,
MM.R.I.B.A.; the builders, Messrs. R. F.

Ridd and Sons—all of Bri.stol.

OSWALDTWISTLE CARNEGIE
LIBRARY.

(.SELECTED DESIGN.)

As the site occupies a prominent position

in the town, and the view from the main
street will look directly on to the angle of

the building, this appears to be the obvious
position for the entrance, which has been
treated as the dominant feature of the
elevations. The staff will consist of one
person only, whose usual position will be at

the lending-lil)rary counter, so that it was
essential that the plan should be so arranged
that every part of the building could be
supervised from that point. The building
will be faced with local stone, the base and
the wall around the garden being of grey
granite. The roofs will be covered with
thick grey Burlington .slates, and the flat

roofs will be of reinforced concrete covered
with asphalte. Internally, all walls will have
tiled dadoes, and be plastei'ed above, while
the joiner's work will be stained green and
varnished. The floors will be of concrete
covered with wood blocks. The architect is

Mr. F. Quentery Farmer, of Stalybridge and
Coventry, whose design was placed first in a
competition, Mr. W. H. Duncan, of Roch-
<hile, being the asscssoi".

HOOTLE ROYAL BOROUGH HOSPITAL.

(SELECTED DESIGN.)

It was decided some time ago to rebuild
the liootle Borough Hospital as a memorial
to King Edward VII. A competition was
instituted, and invitations issued to six

firms of Liverpool architects, each com-
peting firm receiving an honorarium of £40
for the preparation of the design sub-
mitted. The assessor, Mr. Leonard Stokes,
I'.R.I.B.A., selected the design illustrated,
submitted bv Mr. F. B. Hobbs. A.R.I.B.A.,
and Mr. O. D. Black. F.R.I.B.A., who have
since been appointed architects to the com-
mittee of the hospital for the rebuilding
.scheme. The Royal charter has been
granted, and the hospital is now to be
known as the Royal Ho.spital. Bootle. As
will be seen from our illustrations, the site
is somewhat restricted, even for a tow-n
hospital, and the diffieidties of competitors
were increased by the necessity of providing
a scheme which could be proceeded with in

sections from time to time, interfering as

little as possible with the continued work

of the hospital. In the Conditions issued to

competitors, it was suggested the first por-

tion should consist of one new ward block,

nurses' home, and laundry, at an approxi-

of membership. The site is prominently
situated at the end of the long main
thoroughfare, which is very wide, so a broad
treatment was considered desirable. Mr.
Edward C. H. Maidman, Licentiate R.I.B.A.,
of Sherborne, Dorset, is the architect, and his

MativnsQt'^'**^

mate cost of £18,000. The estimated cost

of the complete scheme is approximately
£40,000.

CHURCH (SS. PETER
VERMARKT, MALINES,

THE JESUIT
AND PAUL),
BELGIUM.
The front of this Baroque church was

erected in 1709. at the same time that Sir

John Vanbrugh was building Castle Howard,
in Yorkshire ; and it is. perhaps, interesting

to note that in both examples, so very
different in all other respects, and located
so widely apart, the same aim after bigness
of size in scale is visible. The church itself

is somewhat earlier, 1670-77 being the dates
assigned, and L. Faid'herbe was its archi-

tect. At one time the Jesuits owned the

building ; hence the popular name still in

use. Inside, the pictures are devoted to

scenes from the life of St. Francis Xavier,
the work of Er. Quellin the younger,
Boeyermans. P. Ykens, and others. The
pulpit sculptures are attributed to Ver-
bruggen, while J. Geefs carved the Apostles.

The Jesuits occupied a college in the adjoin-

ing street, known as the former Keizershof,
a Late Gothic building (1480). They stayed
\n this building from I6II to 177.3,' and now
a theatre occupies the site. Mr. Charles
Gaseoyne's sketch gives an excellent idea of

this Late Renaissance facade, which holds
its own uncompromisingly midst its surround-
ings.

Y.M.C.A. NEW BUILDING,
SOMERSET.

CHARD,

(SELECTED DESIGN.)

The plans indicate the accommodation pro-

vided. The lecture hall is to be used by
others than members, so it is approached
direct from the entrance vestibule. The
parlour, intended for small devotional
meetings, is also on the groiuid floor. The
rooms reserved exclusively for members' use
are provided on the upper floor. The
smoking-room is approached by a ventilated
lobby, which is itself cross - ventilated,
besides being put at the extreme end of the
building, in order that the non-.smoking
members may be safeguarded from any
annoyance on this score of smoke. Besides
accommodation for storage, the caretaker's
apartments are arranged in the attic, and
well isolated from the remainder of the
premises. The building will necessarily be
used chiefly during the evenings, so the
various rooms are ranged along almost the
whole frontage of the site, and therefore
lighted windows of the club will impart a
iheerful and inviting appearance, en-

couraging outsiders to take up the privilege

design was selected in the recent competi-
tion. The perspective given herewith was
prepared after the aw'ard was made.

Roads of an aggregate length of 100,594 miles

were (according to Part III. of the Local Taxa-
tion Returns just issued) maintained by the 655

rural district councils in England and Wales in

1911-12. The average cost of repairs per mile

was:—Main roads. £83 10s.; other highways.
£24 lis.—the total cost being £2.791.498, out of

a total expenditure of £4,859,402.

A picture-palace aceommod-ating over 1,000

spectators, is being built in Phibsliorough-row,

Dublin. The auditorium measures 104ft by 38ft.,

and there is a gallery. The facade is of red

brick, with wide stone dressings. Mr. G. L.

O'Connor, of Great Brunswick-street. Dubhn, is

the architect, and Messrs. Squires and Co..

Upper Abbey-street, in the same city, are the

builders.

The British Portland Cement Company have
acquired a big tract of land near Barmoor
Clough, Chapel-en-le-Frith. on which they intend

to erect extensive works for the manufacture
of cement. Large numbers of workmen will be

employed, and the company will erect cottage

property for their workpeople. About £100.000

is to be ipent on the erection and equipment ot

the works.

A memorial has been placed in the crypt of

St. Paul's, "in pious memory of the famous dead
whose remains lay buried in old St. Paul's

Cathedral, or whose memorials perished in its

destruction." The memorial, which is situated at

the east end of the south aisle of the crypt,

was designed by Mr. Mervyn E. Macartney,

architect to the Dean and Chapter, and was
executed by Mr. Esmond Burton.

The excavations at Ostia on the bank of the

Tiber, in progress under the direction of the late

Professor Vaglieri. have brought to light on

the site of the Forum, and to the east of the

temple of Vulcan, the remains of shops, con-

structed of tufa, and at a still lower level ot'Ber

shops, of the oldest town of Ostia on this site.

The charred remains of beams are still visible.

Professor Vaglieri. whose unexpecied death was

heard elsewhere, argued from I his discovery

that the shops which once stood in the Forum
at Rome were .also of wood, and of similar con-

struction.

An interesting find has been made at the

Castle Hotel, Bangor. There has been a change

of tenancy lately, and last week Mr. Kcrfool.

the new manager, noticed in the kitchen a huge

bowl in use as a temporary receptacle for

kitchen refuse. Mr. Kerfoot had the vessel

cleaned and polished. It was found to be a

large Carrara marble basin or font. It stands

about 18in. high, and has a flat bottom, as if it

had originally stood on a pedestal. It is 2ft.

across the top, and about Sin. thick. Round the

outside ot the rim are moulded four communion-
cups. A similar font is now in use at one of

the churches in Conway.
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THE ARCHITECTS' AM) SURVEVORS'
APPROVED SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Bdii.dinq News.
Sir,-— I think your rpaders wiH be in-

terested to have a' short account of the first

year's working; of this society. It completed
its first year on .July 13 last, and at that date
there were 1,0(10 snbserihing menibiTs asso-
ciated with it. These nunil)ers have steadily
increased, and at the date of writing this
letter the membership stands at about l.HOn.
The membership is confined solely to those
employed in the architectural and' surveying
profps.sions. In addition to the sidjseribing
members there are si.xty honcn-ary members.
When the society was formed 1 ventured to

predict that it would prove advantageous to
those concerned, for two principal reasons -

viz. : (i.) That the average health of the
members, as a cJass. would be good ; (ii.) that
the proportion of persons passing out of the
category of insured persons would be higher
than in non-technical professions and busi-
nesses, and that, as a consequence, the funds
available for benefits, in addition to those
provided by the Act, would be larger than
in societies with a miscellaneous membership.
These anticipations have been amply ful-

filled. During the year under review lienefits

have been payable only for six months. In that
period the actual sickness and maternity ex
perience of the society, as compared with flie

estimates of the Government actuaries, is as
follows :

—

Actuarial estimate £.525 1(J 1

Actual ijaymeuts 153 9 8
Leaving a saving iu practice, as
compared with estimates, of ... .'J7'2 t) 5

Thanks to the generosity of the Royal In-

.stitute of British Architects, the Surveyors'
Institution, the Architectural Association,
the Society of Architects, and the Quantity
Surveyors' Association, the cost of launching
the society has not fallen upon its member-
.ship funds, as these five institutions sub-
scribed £220 between them for this purpose.
The cost of the ordinary administration is

about 2s. 7^d. per head, as compared with
the sum of 3s. ijd. per head allowed under the
Act. The satisfactory figure at which it has
been kept is due to the united efforts of the
secretary and the committee. In this con-
nection it should be mentioned that no
member of the committee has accepted any
fee or expenses in connection with his attend-
ance thereat.

If the saving on the sickness benefit (as

compared with the Oovernment estimate) and
the saving on the administration are added
together, a surplus of £.509 17s. lid. is arrived
at on the year's work. In this connection
it should be borne in mind that (as before
stated) the sickness benefit has only been
payable for six months, and, therefore, there
should be a greater saving during this year,
if the general health of the members remains
the same.
The number of persons who have ceased to

be members of the society, owing to their
passing out of the category of insured persons,
consequent upon the rise in their income, is

102.

In view of the very satisfactory nature of

these figures I have confidence in urging all

persons who are engaged in architects' an^l

surveyors' offices, and are eligible for
membership, to join the society.—I am. etc..

Georor Corderov.
Chairman of Committee of Management.

REGISTRATION A\D CHARTERED
ARCHITECTS.

Sir.—This problem is far too complex to

expect a unanimous opinion, and it is by no
means strange that differences exist ; but, at

any rate, the majority of its members realise

now that the Institute has accepted the

principle of Registration, while those who
liave most actively opposed the project

hitherto, and who objected to the inclusion

of the Society of Architects, have now veered
round, at least to the extent of supporting

the report of the Council brought before the
liusiness meeting on the 1st inst.

Any division of forces will set the clock
back, and a united front is mo.st essential if

progress is to be nnide, so that extremists on
both sides will do well to temper their zeal,
though i( is to be feared that those who are
also nuMubers of the Societv are showing
signs of being irreconcilalde. If so, tliey will
split the project on the rocks ahead. Perfect
loyalty and esprit de corps ought to actuate
both j'ellows and Associates, as by give and
take alone is success in the least likely.

The letter is from Mr. Edwin T. Hall, re

printed in your last issue from the R.I.B.A.
•Journul, is timely and suggestive, fairly
meeting, as it does, the matter of the
Licentiates and representation. He recog-
nises that Licentiates are not corporate
members, and in justice to the Associates,
who won their position by passing stiff and
costly examiiuitinns. the Licentiates should
be expected to come in by the same door,
aiul so earn their right of entry in the same
manner. A pledge was given to all Asso
ciatcs precisely on these lines, and I, as a
Fellow, consider we are bound to make good
our promise to them.

.A.t the same time, in the best interests of
the Institute. I do not agree that the Asso-
ciates should be allowed to outvote the
Fellows in the way proposed by the report
of the Council. I cannot see that any such
changes in the constitution of the Institute
are nece.ssary. There is no reason why
Heu'istration should not lie promoted without
disintegrating either the Society of .Archi-
tects or the Institute itself. Outsiders seem
to think that Registration can go forward
irrespective of either professional body, or
that one. or both, can be forced in this
matter. No line of conduct such as that will

succeed, for the only live policv is a con-
structive one. and Mr. Hall's draff seems to
suggest a good outline as its basis.—Yours,
etc.. Emeritus.

HIGH RAILWAY RATES.
Sir,—With reference to my letter to you

on the above subject, which you were kind
enough to publish in your esteemed paper of

January 20. 1912. 1 should like to add the
following :

—

In 1867 the agriculturists of file Western
States of North America arose in their
might and protested against the exorbitant
rates charged by the railway companies. The
uprising resulted in turning the represen-
tatives of railway companies out of the legis-

lation halls and replacing them with
" Grangers." a name given to desigruite the
industrial representatives. Laws were
passed—which laws are still in existence

—

making maximum rates that the pidilic were
willing to abide by. These rates were made
so low that the railways could hardiv [lav

working expenses, to say nothing of an
interest on capital. This forced the railway
managers to devise means whereby working
expenses coul<l be reduced, which has been
done to such an extent that the rates now
charged are some GO per cent, less than the

maximum rates then established by law. The
American railway companies liave been
forced to improve their rolling-stock, which
thev have done, and by so doing have reduced
their rates 8.'> per cent, within thirty years.

The English railway companies have not yet

been forced ; they have ne\er impro\ed their

rolling-stock from the type that Stephenson
originallv gave them, and they have reached
their minimum of working expenses without
reducing rates. "This is from some corre-

spondence in my possession dated .Tan. 31.

1M3."

At the present moment our railways are

being deprived of passenger traffic bv trams
and 'buses, aiul the next thing will be their

goods traffic from London. Liverpool. South
ampton. and other big centres by motor
haulage, and the only way to retain and
retrieve such traffic is by a reduction in

rates. As far as I can see, the only way to

obtain this end is to reduce your working
expenses. The American tvpe of ear, if used

in England, would. I believe, reduce the

expenses, both as regards wear and tear to

rolling-stock and the labour incurred in

loading same. I have been told, on good
authority, that these cars would be no use

to our railways, as they are too big—we
should have to niter our sidings, etc., etc.;

but if there is a saving in their use and the

ears do not suit our traffic, then we must
devise some way or means for our traffic to

suit the cars.

The cost of sending meat from Chicago to

New York, a distance of 1.11(10 miles, is 4.T

cents per 1001b., minimum '20.0001b. carried

in a refrigerator car, with a freight capacity

of 00.0001b. 'So that one car will carry, say,

JOi tons; 40 cents per 1001b, equals lO.OBdol.

per ton at ex 4-87, say 41s. ijd. per ton : 26J
tons at 41s. .id. equals 1.097-fid. to carry 26J
tons 1.000 miles in one car. The cost of

sending meat from Liverpool to London is

26s. a ton, a distance of 200 miles. Our
refrigerator cars carry about ."> tons, so that

to load as above we .should want to have six

cars, equals 204 at 2(is. . e(|uals t)89s. for 200

miles, for 1,000 equals o by 089s.. equals

3.44.5s. This shows one Anu-rican car 1.000

miles for 5.88 pence per lb. per mile. One
English car 1.000 miles for 18.4.55 pence per

lb. per mile, or a difference of 12.575, or 3.139

times more, and were this worked on a ton

mileage basis (I am unable to obtain the

weight of an American refrigerator car) it

would work out more still, and this is not

counting the wear and tear, which does not

occur with the up-to-date bogey-wheel

.\merican car. If .-\merican railways, when
they were dead up against it in 18f57, found

their salvation in these cars, surely we can.

1 am afraid we are a long way behind the

times, and it is up to us to nuike good.

A steel car is used in .\meriea for coal and

mineral with an inside measurement 40ft..

and carrying capacity 100.0001b. ; so it is

with every kind of goods they have built their

cars for, finding that, large as they are. they

can still fill them.— 1 am. etc..

W. Davison.

09. Winns-avenue. Walthamstow.

THE VALUE OF THATCHED ROOFS.
Sir,—Farmers, landowners, and all who

love the country must feel an interest iu this

subject, and a copy of the little pamphlet
recently issued, containing a few from among
many letters from persons well qualified to

speak, will gladly be sent by me to anyone,
on receipt of a postcard.

The value of thatch as a roofing for all

kinds of stock is emphasised by men of the

highest authority, as well as its general
utility and economy in the long run, for

houses, liarns, and all rural buildings, while

its beauty and litncss in rural surroundings
cannot be surpassed. 1 am inclined to think

that the complaint of the scarcity of men to

do the work is exaggerated, for in many
districts there are plenty of good tbatchers;

a recent Devon directory gives 123 in that

county alone, and I know that they are not

all old men. .\nd, needless to say, when the

demand increases lads will learn thatching
who would otherwise go into other callings.

It does not seem to be generally known that

Lloyds will insure thatched buildings of

stone, brick, or cob at only half a crown per
cent. This minimises an often-urged com-
plaint; while another objection to thatch,

that of harbouring Heas, etc., can, I believe,

be guarded against by dressings of corrosive

sublimate. 1 will send particulars of fire-

proofing preparations, or insurance at the

rate mentioned above, to anyone interested

in the subject, and shall be glad to receive

any suggestions for maintaining the use of

the beautiful, serviceable, aiul typically

English roof-covering beneath which millions

of our forefathers lived and died.

The pamphlet referred to contains the

signatures of prominent agriculturists,

medical men. architects, and artists, and
architects of the highest staEiding are using

thatch in many parts of the country, well

knowing its intrinsic value and rejoicing in

its harmony with our matchless English
countryside.—I am. etc..

L. Mark Kf.nnawat.
"St. Helens," Teignmouth.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
UNDEVELOPED LAND ADJOINING

DEVONSHIRE HOUSE.—Mr. Justice Scrutton

reserved judgment in tlie appeal by ilie

Commissioners of Inland Revenue from the de-

cision of a referee under the Finance Act, who
held, in effect, that the forecourt of Devon-

shire House, in Piccadilly, formed part of the

dwelling-house for the purpose of determining

how mtich of the prnund round the house was
liable for undeveloped land duty. The Com-
missioners said that the forecourt and part of

the land at the back used in connection with

the house must be taken into accotmt as imde-

veloped land in calculating the duty. They
said that, subject to the acre allowed by the

Act, all the rest of the land must be regarded

as undeveloped, regardless of the fact of

whether it could or could not be conveniently

built on. The Commissioners assessed Devon-
shire House for £333 6s. 8d., at Jd. in the £1
on i£160,00n. The total gross site' value of the

house and land was estimated at £400,000, and
the undeveloped land at £160.000. The Duke
of Devonshire contended that duty was payable
only on .£120,000.—Mr. Danckwerts, K.C., for

the Duke of Devonshire, argued that unde-
veloped land meant land in such a situation

that, in the ordinary course, it could be used

for building or trade purposes, other than agri-

culture. The only question for the Court was
what was a reasonable and necessary adjunct
of the house in question, occupied not only by
the Duke of Devonshire, but by anyone else

who might be likely to take it.—On Wednesday
Mr. .Tustice Scrutton gave judgment. He said

that the Commissioners appealed against the

decision of the referee fixing part of the land
and gardens connected with Devonshire House
as liable to undeveloped land duty at the rate

of a halfpenny in the pound on its assessed site

value. Section 16 (sub-section 1) of the Finance
.\ct (1910) imposed this duty on undeveloped
land, and sub-section 2 provided that land
should be deemed to be undeveloped if if had
not been developed by the erection of dwelling-

houses. Section 17 (sub-section 4) further pro-

vided that the dufv should not be charged on
site value of any laud not exceeding one acre

in extent, enjoyed with the house. Interpreting
these sections, the Commissioners limited the

land to the actual land on which the house and
its foundations stood, and allowed the Duke in

addition one acre free from tax. The referee,

in elTect. found that so mtich land w^as de-

veloped by the erection of Devonshire House as

was essential to its enjoyment, and that in

addition the Duke was entitled to a further
acre, whether developed or not. The first point
to be decided, said his Lordship, was whether
the referee was right in his construction of the
words "dwelling-house" used in the .Act, This
was very important, because it affected all

large houses occupied with more than an acre
of land. What was the meaning of the word
"dwelling-house"? The Crown contended that
it. was limited to the actual buildings and the
foundations, and (he respondent argued that it

included the curtilatre and Errounds. In his

Lordship's OT>inion the words included the
house, outbuildings, and curtilage other than
L^ardens or pleasure grounds. Annlyiug that
definition to the present facts, his Lordship
found that the courtyard and curtilage w-as not
taxable, as it was essential to the enjoyment of
the house. In conclusion, he remarked: "My
decision, therefore, is that the hereditament
from its Piccadilly front to line C on the agreed
plan is free from undeveloped land duty for the
reasons given in the judgment. The rest of the
hereditament is chargeable. The figures, if not
agreed, can be brought before me. As each side
has partly failed in its contentions, T order each
party (o pay his own costs here and below." Mr.
Allen: My Lord, on the point that vou have
decided against me . Mr. Justice Scrutton:
Everybody can have leave to appeal against
everything. (Laughter.)

LONDON BUILDERS' AWARD.—In the
King's Bench Divisional Court Justices Bray
and Lush last week dismissed a motion by the
defendani in the case of Trollope and Colls,
Ltd., V. Singer, to set aside an award. The
firm did alterations, etc., at Mr. Washington
Singer's coimtry house at Norman Court, near
S.alisbury, and a dispute followed, in which an
arbitrator allowed the builders a certain sum in
respect of loss of profit due, it was said, to
delay occasioned by alteration of plans by Mr.
Singer from time to lime. Mr. Singer now
sought to set aside the award on the gro\md
that the arbitrator exceeded the scope of his
jurisdiction.

lUITLDER'S ACTION FOR LIBEL.-In the
King's Bench Division, on Wednesday, Dec. 17,
I he hearing took place of an action for damages
for alleged lihel brought bv Mr. Wm. James
King, builder, of Woodstock, North End-road,

Ilampstead, and for some years chairman of the

Hendon Urban District Council, against Mr.

George Barber, of Furnival House, Fnrnival-

^treet, printer of the Town Criir (a periodical

puljlished in the Hampstead Garden Suburb)

;

the Town Crier Publishing Co. ; Mrs. Lucy

Crump, the editress of the periodical, of 179,

Hampstead-row; and Mr. T. H. Peddie, of 59.

Temple Fortune-hill, London. Mr. King alleged

that while he was candidate for election on the

Hendon Urban District Council in April last,

the defendants, who were supporters of a .rival

candidate, Mr. Edward Gardner, published in

their periodical a cartoon, in wdiich plaintiff was
depicted as a weed, a jerry-builder, and an axe-

grinder, and Mr. Gardner was represented to be

walking to a weed with a sickle and a jar of weed-

killer. By that plaintiff alleged that the

defendants intimated that he was a dishonest

builder, who had joined the council with a view

to serving his own ends. Defendants denied

tliat the cartoon referred to the plaintiff, or

that it was libellous. After Mr. King had given

evidence, the parties arrived at a settlement,

Mr. Schwabe remarking that the defendants

would say now, as they had said before, that

they had no intention of imputing any dis-

honest action to the plaintiff, who had always

been regarded as a builder of good reputation,

.Tud a man who had done splendid public work.

Mr. Hewart said the action was not brought to

put money into the plaintiff's pocket. A juror

was then withdrawn, and proceedings ter-

minated.

\N ARCHITECT'S CLAIM.—NO ACTION
AGAINST UNINCORPORATED AGGREGATE
OF PERSONS—This was the appeal before

Lords Justices Vaughan Williams. Buckley, and

Kennedy of the defendants in the action of

Walker v. Sur. from an order of Mr. Jiistice

Bucknill—The plaintiff. Mr. Charles Walker,

nn architect at Newcastle-on-Tyne. is bringing

iin action against J. Marin Sur. Joseph Gaeth.

aurl .\\ig\istus Mitzler. of the Hospital of St.

John of God. of Scorton. Yorkshire, and

Pacome Hughes, who are sued on their own
behalf, and on behalf of all other members of

the Brotherhood for £500 for professional ser-

vices rendered, work and labour done, and

money expended on behalf of the defendants as

their architect. The a))peal was against an

order of Mr. Justice B\icknill that the four de-

fendants should defend the action on behalf of

Of for the benefit of all persons interested, the

plaintiff undertaking, in the event of obtaining

judgment, not to take any proceedings upon it

.Hit of the iurisdiction.—Lord Justice Vaughan
Williams said in his opinion the order was

wrong. Such an order could not be made under

the luile against an unincorporated aggregate

of persons. Therefore the order should be dis-

charged, and the appeal allowed, with costs.

Lord Justice Buckley concurred. Lord Justice

Kennedy agreed.

CONVICTION OF A BANKRUPT BUILDER.
—At the Centra! Criminal Court on Saturday,

before Judge Rentoul, Frederick Thomas
Johnson, 36. builder, of Greenwich, was sen-

tenced to 12 months' imprisonment with hard

labour, the maximum penalty, on a charge of

obtaining credit to the extent of £20 and

upwards' without disclosing the fact that he

was an undischarged bankrupt.—Mr. Bodkin,

who prosecuted, said the Bankruptcy Act of

1883 was specially passed to affect men like the

defendant who rode about in their motor-cars

obtaining credit. Since 1900 the defendant had

been adjudicated bankrupt on ten occasions

under various names in different parts of the

country.

DISPUTED LAND VALUATION. - SUC-
CESSFUL APPEAL.—In the appeal under the

Finance Act. 1910, by Frank B. Yates, of West
Hill, Brandwood End, King's Norton, against

tiie Commissioners' assessment of his property

for land valuation, Mr. H. W. Bruton, of

Gloucester, the Official Referee, who heard the

appeal at Birmingham on November 18, has

issued his decision.—The appeal was brought
under Section 33 against the gross value and
total value of West Hill, on the ground that

the value was insufficient. The property con-

sisted of a residence with five acres of freehold

land, which was purchased by the appellant in

June, 1912. for £1,3.50. and "the question was
whether the auction price represented the

market value on April 30. 1909. £1.350 being

also the figure at which the Commissioners had
placed it. It was urged on behalf of the appel-

lant that the executors of the late owner, Mr.
Marsh, w'ere anxious to wind up the estate, and
that was the reason Mr. Yates had been able

to buy the house so cheaply. The appellant's

case was supported by the evidence of Birming-
ham valuers.—Mr. A. W. Kemp said that in his

opinion (he property was worth £1.800 on April

30, 1909. but it had depreciated somewhat since,

and he now put it at ,£1,500.—Mr. A. J. Wilson

estimated the market value in 1909 at £2.162,

and Mr. Carl Hewitt at £1,800. Mr. Yates
gave evidence that he was prepared to bid

£2,000 at the auction.—In support of the

Crown's case. Mr. T. G. Fisher, superintendent
valuer for the Central Division, Bennett's Hill.

Birmingham, gave evidence that the value of

the property for estate duty was returned by

the trustees at £1,350, and that was the sum
at which it was sold at auction.—Mr. E. J. Big-

wood, auctioneer and surveyor, Birmingham,
considered the Government valuation a fair

one—The Referee awarded £1,640 as the total

value.

WHAT IS A PUBLIC HIGHWAY ?-0n the

appeal of Mrs. Cababe, in her action against

the Walton-on-Thames Urban District Council,

the House of Lords have decided that

Cottimore-lane is not a public highway repair-

able by the council. It was common ground
that it has been a highway since 1864. but the

quarter sessions found that it was not a public

highway in 1835, and two other Courts have
agreed in that view.—Lord Loreburn was not

prepared to take a different view. The road,

he said, came within Section 23 of the High-

way Act, 1835, and was not a highway repair-

able by the inhabitants before 1835. It became
a highway in 1864. perhaps earlier, but after

the Highway Act came into force. It might be

a hard case on the appellant, but the law was.
against her.—Lords Kinnear, Dunedin, and
.Vtkinson concurred, and the appeal was dis-

missed.

WATER FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES —
METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD v. AVERY.
—In the House of Lords on Friday, Lords Hals-

bury, Atkinson, Dunedin, and Kinnear gave
judgment in this important appeal by the

Metropolitan Water Board from an order of the

Court of Appeal confirming an order of the

Divisional Court reversing a decision of his

Honour Judge Woodfall in the Westminster
County Court in favour of the present re-

spondent, Mrs. Avery. The facts were that

Mrs. Averv. the licensee and occupier of the

Crutched Friars, Minories, served a number of

luncheons daily on the premises. She obtained

from the appellants a supply of water for

domestic purposes, and paid them the ordinary

w-ater rate of 5 per cent, on the rateable value

of the whole of the premises. The appellants

sought to impose an additional charge of 10s.

a year in respect of the supply of water used

in connection with the serving of the luncheons,

and the principal question was whether the

appellants were entitled to impose such addi-

tional charge on the ground that the supply

was not a supply of water for domestic pur-

poses. They demanded five shillings. two
quarters' water rate (non-domestic), and Judge
Woodfall gave judgment in their favour, but
the Divisional Court (Mr. Justice Channell and
Mr. .Justice Bray) reversed this decision, de-

ciding on appeal in favour of the respondent,

and this order was confirmed bv the Court of

Appeal (Lords ,Iustice Vaughan Williams,

Buckley, and Hamilton) it was stated, at the

hearing of the appeal on November 14, that the

decision was of the utmost importance to the

Water Board, because they now charged an

additional rate (in some cases amounting to a

considerable yearly sum) for water used by
hotel and restaurant keepers throughout the

Metropolitan area, and the decision might even

prevent them from charging an additional rate

to breweries and laundries. An adverse de-

cision to the appellants obviously would prob-

ably call for new legislation in view of the

financial position of the Water Board.- Lord
Halshury, in his judgment, expressed the

opinion that the decision in CoUey's case, 1912,

was decisive, and that Mr. Justice Channell's

judgment in the case of 'Pidgeon v. Great Yar-

mouth Waterworks." 1904. the boarding house,

clearly pointed out the mode in which increased

consumption of water was intended by the

Legislature to be paid for when used for

domestic purposes. 'The difficulty arose in_ con-

struing the terms "domestic" and "non-

domestic " supply. He thought no ordinary

person would misunderstand the meaning that

the Legislature intended to attach to those

terms but for the defining section, which was

not a defining section at all. He moved that

the appeal should be dismissed, with costs.—

Lord Atkinson and Lord Dunedin read judge-

ments to the same effect, and Lord Kinnear also

concurred.—The appeal was accordingly dis-

missed, with costs. ^^
The Bishop of London consecrated on Monday

the new church of SS. Michael and George at

Fulwell, Upper Teddington. It is the gift of

an anonymous donor. The site was bought a

few vears ago bv the Bishop of London's Fund

for .£1.000, and there is space for a vicarage or

a parish hall.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

DARLASTON."Mr A \V. Brightmore. an
insfjector from the LoL-al Liovernmont Board. '

hehl an imiuiry at Darhislon Town Hall, on
Friday, into an application by the Darlaslon
Urban District Council for sanction to borrow
iil5,000 for sewerage and sewage-disposal. Mr.
J. Corbett (clerk), said the object was to supple-
ment the existing sewage-disposal works at
Bentley-road. The existing works had proved
to be totally inadi'qnate for the needs of the

;

town. The county council liad threatened legal
proceedings for i)oUuting the River Tame. A
scheme prepared by Messrs. Dodd and Dodd,
engineers, Birmingham, was accepted by the

'

council, and had been approved by the county
medical officer of health (Dr. Reid). The
present sewage-disposal works were designed
thirty years ago, and occupied over twenty-six
acres of laud; but the latter had become sewage-
sick and worn-out and ineffective. By the new
scheme the sewage would be dealt with on the
biological system.

DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE SLUDGE.-A
meeting of thd Birmingham and Midland
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry was
held on Friday night at tlie University Build-
ings. Edmund-street, Birmingham, when Mr. F.

K. O'Shaugnessy read a paper on "The Treat-
ment and Disposal of Sewage Sludge." Mr.
O'Shauguessey, who is consulting chemist to the
Tame and Rea Drainage Board, described nine
or ten years' work at the sewage-farm at Saltley,

As experience had accumulated, he said, the
final result had been a process of preliminary
digestion by means of microbes, by which the
sludge was transformed from a filthy mass into

an innocuous solid, which is utterly incapable of

giving rise to nuisance or disease. Incidentally,

during the process, from a quarter to a third

of the sludge was completely destroyed. As to

the cost of the process, it compared very favour-
ably with others, such as disposal at sea. or

trenching into the soil, and was immensely
cheaper, and much more sanitary, than the
sludge-pressing process. The actual cost was
4.7d. per cubic yard of wet sludge dealt with.
The aggregate cost might be estimated from
I he fact that close upon 300,000 cubic yards of

sludge had to be dealt with per annum at
Saltley. The process practically eliminated the
nuisance so inherent in sludge - disposal
operations.

K I L K E N N ¥.—Mr. James F. Reade.
A.M.I.C.E., has submitted plans and specifica-

tions for an important scheme for the city main
drainage and sewage-disposal works, at an esti-

mated cost of £22,000. The plans were
approved, and application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for sanction for a loan was ordered
to be made.

MALPAS.—Saturday marked another step in

the direction of perfecting the scheme for

insuring an equalisation of pressure as the water
flows from "^'yrnwy to Liverpool, when the Lord
Mayor of that city opened the new balancing
reservoir at Malpas. in Cheshire. When the
Malpas works are fully developed, there will be
passing through the balancing reservoir every
day between 200,000 and 250,000 tons of water.
The reservoir has a holding capacity of four and
a half million gallons, a volume equivalent to
the consumption of Liverpool each three hours
of the day. In diameter, the reservoir is 240ft.,

and It is situated at an altitude of 450ft. above
the sea-level. The contract for the reservoir
and the waste watercourse amounted to £7,750.
Mr. Joseph Parry is the water engineer to the
Liverpool' Corporation, and Mr. H. N. Giles is

the resident engineer at Malpas. A third pipe-
line will be constructed, as a relay between Lake
Vjruwy and Liverpool, and this is at present
expected to complete the undertaking.

SANITATION IN SALFORD.—A meeting of

ilie North-Western Centre of the Sanitary In-

spectors' Aj-sociation was held in the Salford
Town Hall on Saturday. Mr. G. T. Davies, of

Little Hulton. presided. Alderman William
Huddart. chairman of the Salford Health Com-
mittee, afterwards read a paper on the progress
of sanitation in Salford during the past 21

years. He pointed out that as the result of the
policy carried out by the corporation the
borough death-rate had fallen from 26 per
thousand in 1891 to 17.2 in 1912. There were
now but five closed courts in the borough, and
not one single cellar dwelling.

Dundee School Board approved on Monday of
|ilans for the reconstruction of the Harris
Academy. Dundee, at an expenditure of

£16.300. By the plans the present line of eleva-
tion to Park-place will be continued almost to
Nethergate. and provision will be made for
accommodating 1,160 pupils.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

THE EDWARD VU. STATUE FOR
ABERDEEN.--The town council of Aberdeen.
at their meeting on Monday, apjiroved of altera-

tions in connection with the preparation of the

site at the junction of Union-street and Union-
terrace, for the memorial statue of King
Edward, in course of execution bv Mr. Drury.
R.A. Mr. A. Marshall Mackenzie, A.R.S.A.,

F.R.I.B.A., had been asked to examine tho

plans and to report on the subject. Mr.
Mackenzie, in his report, recommended that the

radius of the proposed circular wall behind the

statue should be altered, so that the balustrade

may form a complete segment with no straight

part. The design of the balusters should be
exactly ihe same as those removed from the old

Union Bridge, which, being of fine Classic

design, will form a suitable surrounding to the
statue. In order to give a further effect of

monumental dignity to the statue, he recom-
mended that the balustrade be raised on a base
course of about 18in. above the platform, thus
lifting it above Union-terrace, as well as Union
Bridge. He recommended also that the steps

forming part of the statue pedestal be increased
in height to correspond with the steps from the
pavement to the platform, so that the bronze
figures would stand above the top of the
balustrade, instead of being bisected by it as

at present. The burgh surveyor, who had in

consultation with Mr. Mackenzie prepared
amended plans to enable a more befitting back-
ground to be constructed, estimated the cost of

the whole work as now proposed at £4,550
(being an increase of £1.650 on the original

estimate).

^^^
Mr. W. Bell, of Thorney, near Peterborough.

has been appointed surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Oadby Urban District Council.

A Local Government Board inquiry will be
held at Liverpool to-day (Friday) into an appli-

cation of ih'_' corporation for sanction to a loan
of £65,750 for the purchase of the Harthill
estate and part of the Walton Hall estate,

Walton, for public walks and jdeasure-grounds.

At a special meeting of iJiasgow Corporation
Sub-Committee on Art Galleries a!id Museums
on Monday, it was agreed to place on record an
appreciation of the services of Mr. James Paton.
who is retiring from the ofTice of superintendent
of the Art Galleries, and to recommend the cor-

poration to grant Mr. Paton a retiring allow-

ance of £300 a year. Mr. Paton has been in the
service of Glasgow Corporation for thirty-nine

years, and, previous to coming to Glasgow he
was a Government servant in the Edinburgh
Museum.

A bronze monument at Blocmfontein to the
women and children who perished in the con-
centration-camps during the South African war
was unveiled by Mrs. Steyu on Tuesday. The
memorial is the work of the Dutch sculptor,

Van Wouw. aud consists of a group of three
fully draped figures^a mother standing behind
her daughter, on whose la]) is a dying boy.

These are placed in front of an obelisk and
rising built pedestal to a height of 115ft. On
either side oi the die are has reliefs—one
depicting a camp concentration scene, and .the

other women and children on the trek.

A sentence of three months' imprisonment in

the second division was passed at Scarborough
on Tuesday, on Christopher Baines (39), until

recently superintendent of the cleansing depart-
ment of the borough, who had pleaded guilty
to a charge of stealing a tjuantity of old metal
belonging to his former employers. Baines
entered the service of the corporation 22 years
ago as a clerk in the cleansing department, and
in 1907 succeeded, as superintendent, his father,
Ihe late Christopher Baines. who had served
the corporation for 47 years without a bad
mark against his name.

In the Northern Junction Railway Bill, to be
revived in next Session, many modifications have
been made to meet the objections by which the
Bill was defeated last year. Tt is proposed to
cross the Regent's Park-road in tunnel instead
of by bridge, and to enter Finchley a good deal
farther north than was provided by the
defeated scheme. The railway would also now
pass through some of the poorest parts of East
Finchley. A branch line at Long-lane would
probably connect with the Great Northern Rail-
way there. Tunnelling would take the place of

the unsightly embankments to which objection
was taken last summer, while electricity would
be used instead of steam. Vigorous opposition
is threatened, however, to this new scheme of
Mr. Mallaby-Deeley. M.P., by the residents in

ihe Hampstead garden suburb . and Finchley,
and there promises to be a stiff fight, highly
remunerative to Parliamentary counsel, and
expert witnesses, next session.

(Bnv ©to fable.

Canon A. H. Sanxay Barwell. K.S.A., of

Clupliam, near Wortliing, has left to the

British Museum liis luagnifieent collection of

Limoges and other enamels. The collection,

which is exhibited in the Meditcval Room at

the Museum, includes a few excellent

examples of eliamplove enamels, dating from
the end of the 12th and the beginning of the

13th century ; but the remainder, some ninety

specimens in all, are works of the 16th

century by Nardon Penicaud, Leonard
Limousin, Didier, Court, Reymond and
.Jean, and Pierre Courtois. Krom the

Hamilton Palace collection comes a triptych

representing the Deposition, Entombment,
and Resurrection of the Saviour Ijy Penicaud.

Sir Arthur Evans has presented to the

Museum of Archipology and Ethnology, Cam-
bridge University, tlie last instalment of a

series of objects which he has selected from
the collections of his father, the late Sir .John

Evans. The gift comprises P21 spex'imens

ranging in date from prehistoric times to the

ISth century. It includes some fine examples
of celts and spearheads (figured in Sir John
Evans's works on the Stone and Bronze
Implements of (ireat Britain), Roman
enamelled brooches and other ornaments.
Mediaeval badges, finger-rings of various
dates, decorated buckles, strap-ends, and
other objects. The vahie of the collection is

greatly enhanced by the fact that all the
specimens composing it were found in Cam-
bridgeshire and the adjacent counties. By
the express wish of the donor tho objects will

not be kept as a separate collection, but will

be incorporated in the various local collec-

tions to which they are severally relevant.

At the last meeting of the Devon County
Council, held at Exeter, the education com-
mittee further reported on proposals to

strengthen the architect's staff. Mr. C. Pratt
said work was done by the architect's staff

which could be undertaken by the school
managers. The duties of manager were a
great farce. Mr. Tremlett moved, and Mr.
Windeatt seconded, that the subject be
referred back to the connnittee, with the
view of bringing up a well-considered scheme
for utilising the services of the school
managers. Mr. Hurrell thought it would be
a dangerous experiment to allow managers
to spend what they liked when the money
came out of the county fund. The chairman
feared managers were likely to pursue the

line of least resistance, and give themseh'cs
the least trouble in the matter of buildings
and upkeep. They had been sweating ine

staff at the architect's office, and he did not
think they ought to go on doing it. The
amendment of Mr. Tremlett was, however,
carried by a large majority.

The question of the assessmi-nt of stone

pits has been exciting a good deal of .attention

amongst Norfolk assessment authorities, and
the Forohoe Union, which contains some of

tlie largest and most valuable stone pits in

the county, has obtained counsel's opinion

on the matter. The practice hitherto in some
places appears to have been to assess the

land at its agricultural value, regardless of

the much more profitable business uses to

which it has been put, a practice quite

obviously wrong. The opinion from counsel,

read at the last meeting of the Forehoe Rural

District Council, although it is a lengthy and
detailed docunient. is very clear, and is really

only a restatement of the common rule

governing all assessments : that property

should be assessed on the amount which a

hypothetical tenant, hiring in the open com-
petitive market, wotild pay as rent for it.

Why it should ever have been doubted that

this rule applies to land used for stone pit

purposes in precisely the same way as "t

applies to other assessable properties, it is

difficult to iniderstand.

It is proposed to hold a representative ex-

hibition of woodland and timber industries in

London next year, under the auspices of the

Engli.sli Forestry Association. One of the
features will be practical illustrations

—

showing the men at work—of the woodland
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industries wIikIi tin; Assnciatioii are (irgaiiis-

iiig and encouraging, and especially those

dealing with the conversion of coppice and
poles. Another feature of the exhibition will

Ije illustrations of the present uses and
niarlcets for English timber and new inies

that might now be cultivated will be specially

emphasised.

At the Corporation Art Gallery, Birming-
ham, on Friday night, the keeper, Sir Whit-
worth Wallis, delivered a lecture in which he
dealt with the pre-Raphaelite paintings in

the Art Gallery, tracing the de\"elopment and
aims of the movement, and exhibiting slides

of the work of the principal exponents. The
pictures of Holman Hunt, Rossetti, Millais,

Ford lladox Brown, Arthur Hughes, and
others were described at considerable length,

the lecturer giving interesting and hitherto
unknown facts about the painting of many
of the famous works. He said that the re-

markable series of pre-Raphaelite pictures

and drawings, due to the noble generosity of

several donors, gave the Birmingham Art
Gallery a unique position, as such a collec-

tion could not be found in any other gallery

in the W'orld.

Mr. Robert Weir Schnltz, writing in the

Tiintis as to the heav}' expense of providing
housing accommodation in rural districts,

points out that a good deal of the heavy
initial outlay in the preparation of plans
would be saved if a series of standard i)Ians,

elevations, and specifications of cottages

suited to rural conditions, and issued under
the sanction of the Local Government Board,
were procurable at a snuiU cost. If these
were available they would, in many cases,

undoubtedly be adopted by the rural councils

as they stood (a matter as to which local

architects might reasonably make demur),
and in other cases might form at least a guide
as to the types of cottage that the Board
would be prepared to sanction. The plans of

cottages published by the Board, in a me-
morandum issued during the present year,

are, as Mr. Schnltz remarks, more suited to

urban or suburban than to purely rural con-

ditions. Rural councils are further handi-
capped in many cases, as the writer says, by
the difficulty of obtaining land and by the
high prices asked and the arduous conditions
imposed.

The Local Government Board have
approved the Middlesbrough borough
engineer's (Mr. S. E. Burgess, M.Inst.C.E.)
recommendation in connection with the

paving of streets at Xewport, the cost of

which has to be paid by the frontage-owners.
Objections were raised by the owners, and
an appeal made to the Board. .4 local inquiry
was held by one of the Board's Inspectors,
and evidence heard on both sides in con-

nection therewith. The case for the corjjora-

tion was presented by Mr. Preston Kitchen,
town clerk ; Mr. Luck, barrister, instructed
by Mr. M. W. Hutchinson, solicitor, repre-

senting the objectors. The Board have made
an order under Section 2G8. Public Health
Act, 1875, confirming the decision of the
streets connnittee of the town council, and
order the appellants to pay the sums
apportioned on them for road-work charges.

A fourth edition of the late Professor
Davies's " Handbook of Hvgiene " (London :

Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., lOs. 6d.) is

published, revised and enlarged. It covers
over 700 pages, although the sections on the
analysis of Air, Water, Food, etc., in the
earlier editions are omitted.

"Reinforced - Concrete Railway Struc-
tures." by .J. W. Ball. A. M. I.e. E. "(London:
Constable and Co.. Ltd. ; 8s.). is at once a
rational and reliable .comparison of the
advantages and deficiencies of reinforced
concrete, and a compilation of simple
formula; and calculations which the practical
designer will welcome, graphic methods
being used wherever possible.

"Elcmeiitarv Graphic Statics," by .Tohn T.
Wight, A.M.l.M.K. (London: Whittaker and
Co 2. White Hart-,street, E.C., 4s.l is a
useful textbook of the application of
graphical methods to the solution of the
simple problems of engineering and building
construction. The problem.s and examples

are carefully worked out, and many a young
student who is more bothered than edified by
the intricate and cumbrous mathematical
equations in which some teachers love to

make things difficult will be thankful for the
book.

We have received from Messrs. C. Jennings
and Co. one of their lists, which contains
illustrations and prices of all kinds of manu-
factured woodwork, amongst whicli is to be
found prices of doors, stairs, windows, shop-
fronts and fittings in deal, mahogany.
Austrian oak. teak, and other woods. This
firm is well known as manufacturers of doors
to compete against foreign. The list has
some excellent illustrations of fretwork
grilles. Attention is also drawn to their ash

and oak plywood, timber, skirtings, and
mouldings. Other illustrations show \'arious

patent ways of making windows and fasten-

ings, one window being Messrs. C. .lennings

and Co.'s patent P.T.O. fittings, which, when
applied to a sliding window, will admit
of the window being cleaned inside the room
without the use of a step-ladder. The book
also gives illustrations and prices of hand-
rails, square cut. round turned, and fretwork
balusters. The list at jjresent contains 270

pages; but their new issue, which will be
ready in the New 'I'ear, will contain iiOO

pages. Messrs. Jennings hold (without fear

of contradiction) that their new issue is with
out rival for completeness in its own par-

ticular line. They also enclose one of their

well-known advertising rules. The list and the

souvenir brass-jointed boxwood ride is sent

post free on receipt of Is. (id., or for l!Jd. extra

abroad. The rule alone is wortii at least

twice the money. Rule and list can be got

by sending to Messrs. C. Jennings and Co.,
!l."j2, Penn5^vellroad, Bristol.

®rak i^^tos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
LABOUR IN NOVEMBER.—The Board of

Trade report states that employment in

November continued i;;ood on the whole. The
seasonal decline in the building and brickmaking
trades continued: but in the building trades
there was still a scarcity of certain classes of

workmen in some provincial districts. Trade
unions witli a net membership of 967,361 re-

ported 19,668 (or 2.0 per cent.) of their members
as unemployed at the end of November, 1913.
compared with 2.2 per cent, at the end of

Ociober, 1913. and 1.8 per cent, at the end of

November, 1912. Returns from firms employ-
ing 423,565 workpeople in the week ended
November 22, 1913, showed, as compared with a
year ago. a decrease of 1.4 per cent, in the
number of workpeople employed, and of 0.6 per
cent, in wages paid. The changes in rates of

wages in November resulted in a net increase of

.£3.200 per week in the wages of 52,000 work-
people. The principal increases affected 12,000
bricklayers in London. 4,500 carpenters and
joiners and labourers at Manchester, and 4,350
bricklayers, carpenters, and joiners at Liver-
nool.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Kmu.VY (To-d.\y).—Institution of Civil Enfiincers.

Students' Meeting;. " .\ir-Filtration,
and the CooUng and \'eutilation of
Electrical Machines," bv W. E.
Gurry, Stud. Inst.C'.E. H p. in.

TuESD.vy.—lustitutiou of Civil EntJinecrs. .Vdjourncd
Discussion on " Cyclical Changes of
Temperature in a Gas - Engine
Cylinder." Ij p.m.

Mr. C. S. Wright, of Cains, has been ap-
pointed by the Senate of Cambridge University
lecturer in surveying and cartography (Royal
Geographical Society lecture) for two years.

Lord Courtney has enriched his bouse in
Gheyne-walk, Chelsea, with two panels illustra-
tive of Chelsea's great memories. They were
set in position on Tuesday. The sculptor is Mr.
\. G. Walker, the designer of the Florence
Nightingale statue that is about to be set up in
Pall Mall. The idea of the tablets is that of
Chelsea conversations: one panel containing the
heads of Sir Thomas More and Erasmus as they
must have talked together in More's garden,
Chelsea ; the other showing the heads of Thomas
Carlyle and Joseph Mazzini, also facing each
other.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Steel Joists, Belgian and German
(ex steamer, London) per ton ^6 3 6 to £6 ^

RteelJoists, English 7 10 „ 7 12 6
Wroufiht-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 15s to £9.
Ditto galvanised, .£14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24
6ft. to Btt. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 B.'W.G
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Caet-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,. 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing "Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 6
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, S 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

OtoB 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1159. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 3 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
tCoated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints, 5b. QA. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117b. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. ,. 758. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.o,
Water-Tubes 72*
Steam-Tubes 674
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 624
Galvanised Steam- Tubes 57i

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 .^)

Lead Water Pipe. Town 21 1(J

,, ,. ,. Country 22 5
Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 22 10

U to £31 7

0„ —
..

—
.,

—
..

—
,.

—
..

—
Country 23

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 23 10

., .. ., .. Country 21 o
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
ontside Town 2H .. —
., .. ., ., Country 26 15 ., —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 21 10 ,, —
Country 25 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (np to 4Jin.) Town 21 10 „ —
., ., „ Country 23 5 .. —
[Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.

1

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 34 15 0,. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 82 „ 82 10
Copper. British Cake and Ingot 78 10 .. 79
Tin. English Ingots 174 10 ., 175

Do.. Bars 171 lu 0., 175

Pig Lead, in Icwt. oif s (Town) 19 ., —
Sheet Lead. Town 21 (.1 0.. —

Country 21 15 .. —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,, —
Refined Red Lead 21 0., —
Sheet Zinc 29 .. —
Old Lead, against account 16 10 0.. —
Tin per cwt. 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 11 3 ., —
TIMBER.

CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

1st quaUty £38 to
2nd .. 26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 .,

„ „ Miramichi 9 10 „
„ Boards: Swag 11 ,.

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21 .,

2nd ., 16 ..

3rd ,. 12 .,

., „ Bt. Petersburg—
Ist quality 16 10 „
2nd „ 14 10 ,.

Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,.

Gefle, Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 ..

White Deals; Crown 14 .,

Seconds 11 10 ..

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 0..
1st. 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ..

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 ,.

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 .,

Lignum Vitas Per ton 7 0,.

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14 u

18
15 10
15

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak : Austrian Wainscdt
Mahogany ' Gaboon ~

Per cubic
5 0..

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

33

11

foot,
5
3
2

8

a

6
6
9

3
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FURNITDRE AND HARDWOODS.

f30 to iM
16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to
3
2
3
2
1

7

Teak : Bnrmese, per load, 50ft.
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards ,, ,. Prm.

„Mdm.
Sequoia {Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,. sawn planks...
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut ; Mdm. ,, ,,

Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orbam : Imp, sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo,Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez ,

., Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vitse

STONE.'
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube f 3 4
~ " ~ ""

, 3 3
3 9

2 fl

1 10
1 10

3 4

3

3

3
3
3
3
3

8

6 6
4 6
4

5 6

3 9

3 3

3
3

10
8

7

4

2
14

13
14

Darley Dale, ditto ,

Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greensbill, ditto
Chllmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto ,, 3

DittodittoBin. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ., 13

All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17^

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 6t

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :
—

Brown White
Delivered on road waggons ) ^'^'I'^.foot'^cube^"^
at Paddington Depot, I j-n Q q m d 4-
Nine Elms Depot, or

|

- ^° ^ ^ ^" ' ^-

Pimlico Wharf

.

SLATES.
m. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... SOxio
16x 8 ... 6 13 6

Blue Bangor SOxio ... 13 3 6
20x13 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20xio ... 13
20x13 ... 13 15
16X 8 ... 7 6

Eureka unfading
green 30xio

20x13

£ B. d. per 1,000 of
13 13 6 1,200 at r.stn.

Permanent green

.

18x10
.

16X 8 .

30x10
.

18x10
,

16x 8 .

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 13
g 13
6 12

BKIOKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 111
Mild Stocks 10
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ...5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 11

2jin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic ! 4 10
Facing Bricks )

[river.

delivered
atrly. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD QLAZES, (FEB 1,000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

fl3 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose. and 4iin, Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 B 16 7 B 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 B
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 31 7 B 14 17 B
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 B 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 23 17 6 3« 17 6 19 17 B
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 17 6 21 17 6 24 17 B 17 7 B

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
54l. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Anglos-

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose, Stretchers and Headers—

.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each .5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £33 17 6

., Quoins and Bullnose... 37 17 6
C">mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks^ Not

of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours V ing 9in.

C.imber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin
Is. 2d. each ) by 33in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations,

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £3 10

3J" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than Sj" in
thickest part 3

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 3 6
3?" ditto ditto through and through 2
31" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs : Octa-
gons ; 2i" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep ,

45" soffit, per foot opening ... 1 3
i ditto 4f ditto ditto ditto .. 1 H
5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto .. 3 1

6 ditto 4i° ditto ditto ditto .. n 3 B
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .. a 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .. 2 11

B ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto .. 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ,. 4 6

Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime ...21

6 per yard, delivered

8. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
B. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.
7 perdoz. ,, ,,

per 1000 „ „
6

perdoz

Net free on rail' or free on boat at works.

Plain red roofing tUes 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles :—Plain tiles (Feake's) ... 46
Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz
Valley tiles 3 4j

'* Rosemary " brand plain
tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 42
Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50
Pressed 47
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4

alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £29

6 per 1000 ,

perdoz. ,

per 1000
.

6

per 1000
.

perdoz.
,

6 per 1000 .

perdoz.
,

6

per 1000 ,

6

perdoz.
,

6

Do., brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined 29
Olive. Spanish 39 10

Seal, pale 21

Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Do., Ceylon 43 10
Do., Mauritius 43 10

Palm. Lagos
Do. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm , ...

Lubricating U.S pergal
Petroleum refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do.. Archangel
Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic Oil „ ...

Turpentine ,, ...

Putty (Genuine Lin-

1

j
seed Oil)

fPercwt.

Pure Linseed Oil I

'

' Stority
'

' Brand f '

'

GLASS (IN CBATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 3d. ...

Thirds 3id. ...

Fluted Sheet 2|d. ...

Hartley's English Boiled Plate :

Figared Boiled and Bepoussine

19
2
3 7

2 U

8

10

10
5

61
10

Bloz. 26oz. 32oz.
,1d.

::.^.
... m.

3+d. ... Bid.
.3id. ... 6id. ... 7d.
iin. '/.9in. iin.

2W. ... 2jd. ... 3d.
White. Tinted
Sid, .. 5d.

VABNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Pllastic Oak 13 fi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Palo Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra I'alo Paper 13 9
Best Jiiimn Gold Size 10 8
Host Black Ja|)an 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black IB
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

<i»

TRADE NOTES.
Messrs. Siemens Hrothir.s Dynamo Works,

Limited, have obtained a contract for the
supply of traction-type "TaiUaluiii " lamps for
the county borough of Walsall Tramways.

Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators
liave been appheil to tlic new police-court,
(ireat -MarDjorougli-streel. W.
The Simon Laii;,'toii Scliools. Canterbury, arc

being supplied with Shorland's warm-air venti-
lating patent Jlanche.ster grates and patent
liygienic inlet ventilators by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, Ltd." of Failswortl),
.Manchester.

Mr. J. Emmerson, of Norlon-on-Tees, has
been appointed surveyor to the Whitby Kural
District Council.

At the Jesuits' Church. Richmond Hill,

Bournemouth, a new bay and a west front with
projecting baptistery have been added to the nave
at a cost of Jtl.eOO. The architect for this, and
a previous extension of the building, is .Mr. A. .J.

PUkington.

Canon Cuoke-Yarborough, vicar of Cbrist-
church, Hants, writes that a sum of money
having been bequeathed for the restoration of
the Lady-chapel at Christchurch I'rioiy. Mr.
W. D. Caroe, F.S.A., has been requested lo
furnish a report upon the whole subject.

rhe fine parish church of Blakeney, Norfolk,
was reopened last week after the restoration of
the chancel. The nave was restored at a cost
of i;6.000 five-and-twenty years ago. The present
work has been executed from plans by Mr. H.
.r. Green, of Norwich. It has cost .£2.600. Tin-
special gifts include a new pulpit of oak and
stone, the restoration of the rood and figure on
the ancient rood beam, the filling of the
great west window in the tower with stained
glass, and the fitting-up of the Lady-chapel with
oak-panelling, reredos, gilded "

altar, and
>tained-glass windows.

«i»

TO 0OKRESPONDBNT8.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the BilLDi.vo News, Efflngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for. unsought contributions.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

"«• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
(K>rtant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do .-^o when space
permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
be ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have beeu
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

REcEivtD.—J. F. and Son.—W. H. S. and Son.—
T. E. R —E. B. D. and Sons —R. and J. B.-J. A.—
C. J. W. and Co.—P. and Sons.—J. P.—S.. Ltd.—
C. M. and Co.—T. L. and Son.—H. G. G. and Son.
—M. C—H. and Son.—G.P.—.1. F.—J. E. and Son.—
H. H.—B. of T.—G. H. and Co.—D. and Co.

M. C—Yes.

D. F. H.—Kindly send.

T. P. C—Given several times.

FoTTER.—We quite agree ; but we said much the
same ourselves last week.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Deo 23—Lavinff-out about 16 Acres, and Erecting about 310 Houses,
-, -,

, „ . , „ . „„.
Bolion-upon-Dearce £50, £30 J. Ledger Hawksworth, Council Offices, Bolton-upon-Dearne,

Rotberham.

211—New OBBces for Board of Trade, Wbitehall Gardens,

S.W. [R. Blomfield, M.A. (Oxon), A.R.A., P.R.I. B.A.

J. Belcber, R.A., and Sir Aston Webb. U.V.O . C.B.,

R.A.. Assessors] Sketch Designs, ten will be Selected,

19U. with £300 Honorarium each ibe Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Jan.
' 2—Manchester Eoyal Exchange. Additional New Buildings

and Alterations. Open to all architects in U.K Not

more than 12 architects of repute have been specially

invited ; each of whom will receive one hundred guineas.

The three selected architects will receive one hundred
guineas each. Author of design placed first will be

appointed. (J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) Rich. J. Allen. Master, Royal Exchange, Manchester.

20—Masonic Temple, Toronto (Estimated cost, about £51,400) Five unsuccossful oompatitors to
'• receive 760dol., 600dol., and

250dol. respectively W. H. Best. 181, Avenue-road, Toronto.

Feb 1—Municipal Technical Institute, Pool Meadow, Coventry Q. Sutton, Clerk, Education Office. 11. Bavley-lane, Coventry.

16—Savings Bank, Verona (Five Assessors) £1,200,£600 The Savings Bank, 1, Via Garibaldi, Verona.

Mar 20— Public Museum and Art Gallery, Belfast (John J. Burnet,

ARSA LL D. Assessor) Selected Architect to carrv out work ;

second, £100 ; third, £75 ; fourth,

£60 R. Meyer, Town Clerk, City Hall, Belfast.

April 2—Departmental and Courts Buildings. Ottawa (T. B.

Collcutt, J. H. G. Russell, and J. O. Marchand,
Assessors). Double Competition, five unsuccessful

competitors in second to receive 3.000dol. each R. 0. Desrochers, Dejjartment of Public Works, Ottawa, Out.

May 1-New St. Paul's Bridge, Designs for (Sir W. Emeraon,
P. P.R.I.B.A. , Assetsor) £300, Jt 100 The Town Clerk. Hallkeeper's Office, Guildhall, E.C.

No date—Town Hall and'Manioipal Offioas, Churoh-streat, Bamiley £10), £50, and £25 W. P Donald, Town Clerk. Town Clerk's Otiioe, Barnsloy.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Jan.

BUILDINGS.
Dec. 20—Recorder and Valve House, Ponden Reservoir, Haworth .. Keighlev Corporation M. R. Barnett. M.I.C.B., Town Hall, Keighley.

20—School (130 places). Wickford Essex Education Committee F. Whiimore, County Archt., 73. Duke-street. Chelmsford.

20 Military Hospital, Namur Commandant du Genie IS, Rue Hastedon. Namur-8ud.

20—Coal and Coke Stores. Beaver-pVace. Worksop .'. Gas Co A. H. Richardson, Aroht.. Market-place, Worksop.

20—Metal Shedding. Casteau Plaine des Manouvres, Mons Direction des Ponts, Rue des Oompaguons Mons, Belgium.

20— Riding School and Drill Hall, Glynne-road, Bangor Carnarvonshire Terr. Force Assoc. .. E. Evans, Archt., 8, Castle-street, Carnarvon.

22—Shop, Beach-street, Bare, Morecambe Lancaster Co-op. Soc., Ltd Austin and Paley, Archts. Lancaster.

22— Public Offices Sale.. .
Urtmn District Conncil C. T. Adshead, Archt.. 4. St. Ann'e-square, Manchester.

22-Three Electricity Sub-Stations, Hackney, N.E Tbe Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Mare-street, Hackuay.

23—M iniature Rille Range. Sutton Surrey Terr. B'orce Assoc Jarvis & Richards, Archts., 10, Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.
22—Council School Skipton-road, Harrogate Education Committee C. H. Chaunon, Archt., Market-street, Maltou.

22-Villa. Barnsole-road, Gillingham W. Tanner F. D. Pott, Archt , 6i, Copenhagen-road, Gillingham, Kent.

22—Six Cottages, Wrafton-lane, Braunton H. Isaac H. 8. Johnson, 6(j, Boutport-street. Barnstaple.

22—School, 'Foil Bar, Bentley West Riding Education Committee The Education Architect, County Hall, Wakefield.

22—Children's Block (150 beds). Township Infirmary, Leeds .. Guardians T. Winn and Sons, 81 Albion-street, Leeds.

23—Dispensary and Stock Rooms. Pinkie-street, Kendal J. Reiss S. Shaw, F.R.I.B.A., Kendal.

23—Filter House, Castleshaw, Delph Oldham Waterworks Committee C. J. Batley, M.I.C.E., Piethomo, New Hey.

23—Labour Exchange, Wallsend H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Offlceof Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
33—Public Offices, Homchurch Parish Council W. C. Allen, Clerk, Council Office, Homchurch, Essex.

23—Congregational Sunday School. Dewsbury Kirk, Sor.s, and Ridgway, Archts., Market-iJlace. Dewsbury.
Sl-ClassrobmB, Tnllvnessle School, Burnside of Powlis 0. Murray, Burnside of Fowlis.

21—Farm Steading. Newfleld, Blackhills J. Wittot, Archt., Elgin.

27— Pour Cottages, Liddington Highworth Rural District Council ... J. P. Kirby. Clerk. 100. Victoria-road. Swindon.
20—Cemetery Chapels and Lodge, Dartford Urban District Council W. Kay. Clerk, Council Offices. Dartford.

29—Workshop. Duke-street, Norwich Corporation The City Electrical Engineer, Duke-street, Norwich.

29—Claremont Hydro Hotel, Rhvl Jones Homes Trustees J. H. Swainson, Archt., 1, Hill-street, Wrexham.
2*J— Shops, Tangier '. Le President de la Commission Generalc, Dar En-Niaha, Tangier.

30—Stewards' House and Six Cottages, IJeveriey East Riding Asylum Visitors Com.... C. W. Uobson, CI erk, 28, Lairgate-gate, Beverley.

30—Assistant Medical Officer's Quarters. Asflam, Canterbury Visiting Committee Jennings and Gray. Archts., 4. St. Margaret's-st.. Canterbury.

31—Drill Hall, Bishop's Waltham Hants Terr. Force Assoc. Hair and Bucknill. Archts., 23, Portland-terrace, Southampton.
31—Warehouses. Alterations to, No. 1 Leeds Zone North-Eastern Railway Co The Company's Chief Engineer, York.

31— Station Buildings, Repairs to, Scarborough North-Eastern Railway The Com jjany's Chief Engineer. York.
31—Schools. Additional Rooms. Chase Farm, Enfield Edmonton Guardians J. C. S. Mummery, Archt., 13, Fitzroy-square, W.
1—Council OtBces, The Knowle, Dawlish Orban District Council S. F. Churchward, Sor.. High-street. Dawlish.
1—Houses (.lO). Abertysswg Tredegar Iron acd Coal Co A.F.Webb, M.S.A., 'ttedegar Chambers, Blackwood, Mon.
2— Pavilion, Additions to. Wcstbrook, Margate Corporation E. A. Borg, Boro'Eng.. 13. Grosvenor-place. Margate.
2—Veterinary Hospital. Officer's l.iuartorsat, Woolwich Secretary of State for War The Director of Barrack Construction. 80, Pall Mall, S.W.
5— Council Chambers and Offices, Sawbndgeworth Urban District Council W. Morris, Clerk, 15, Bell-street. Sawbndgeworth.
.5-Pour Workmen's Dwellings, Harwell Wantage Rural District Council J. W. Harris. Eng., East Challow, Wantage.
li— Council School, Additions to. Great Driffield Education Committee The Buikling Surveyor County Hall, Beverley.

7— Council Schools (90 places). Armitage Staffordshire Education (Committee G. Baltour. Director of Education, Euncation Offices, Stafford.

7—Three New Farmsteads, Walton West Riding Small Holdings Com.... The West Riding Land Agent, County Hall. Wakefield.
7—Sanatorium, Middleton West Riding Public Health Com. ... The West Riding Architect

,
County Hall, Wakefield.

7—Council Schools (128 places), Mavesyn Ridwara Staflordshire Education Committee G. Baltour, Director of Education, Education Offices, Stafford.

12—Goods Shod (litiWt. by liiOft.), Merklands Quay, Partick ... Clyde Navigation Trustees T. R. Mackenzie. Sec, (i. Robertson-street, Glasgow.
16—Oakwood-avenue Council School, Warrington' Buildings Committee The Education Olfice. Warrington.
19—Workhouse, Alterations and Additions to, Pontypridd Guardians A. Thomas & G. Morgan, Archts., 23, Gelliwastad-rd., Pontypridd

.. 21—New Post-office, Barking , H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Offlceof Work, Storey's Gate, S.W.
No date—Palmerston Buildings, Reinstatement of, Bradford W. Roes, Archt., Parkinson's Chmbrs., Hustlergate, Bradford,

do. —Warehouse, near Stone Exchange, Bradford R. Drake, Archt., 4, Pearson-lane, chellow Dean, Bradford.
do. —Store at Old Spirit Vaults, Bridgend W.J. Rogers, Ltd G. F. Lambert and Son, Archts., Bridgend.
do. —Shop Premises, Willis-street, Warrington Equitable Industrial Co-op. Soc,Ltd. F. E . L. Harris, Archt., 1, Balloon-street, Manohester.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Dec. 21 -Telephone Cables. Brussels The Hotel des Postes, Placode la Monnaio, Brussels.

„ 22— Signalling Apparatus Suburban Railways. Melbourne ... i".!!!.!! !!...'.
'. Merz and McLellan, Con. Bugs., 32, Victoria-street, S.W.

,, 32—Copper Track Bonds, Suburban Railways, Melbotirne Merz and McLellan. Con. Engs.. 33, Victoria-street, S.W.
,, 23— Electrically Equipping Five Bridges, Ostend The Direction des ponts, 62, Boulevard du Regent, Bruxelles.

„ 31— Insulators, Brisbane Postmaster's-General's Department The Commonwealth Office, 72, Victoria-street, London, S.W.
„ 31— Plant, Carlisle Corporation F. W. Purse. City Elec. Eng., Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle.

Jan. 3—Electric Trolley Vehicle Ei|uioment, Bradford Corporation P. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford.

„ 5—Electric Lighting Ainsworth Sanatorium. Bury Joint Hospital Board P. Wild. Clerk, Cross-street, Bury, Lanes.
„ 10— Plant, Johannesburg '. Municipal Council The Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Johannesburg.
„ 21—Telegraph Instruments, Perth The Deputy Postmaster-General, Perth, W.A.
,, 26—Six Electric Canes, Bassin-Canal Extension, Antwerp Municipal Authorities The Burgomaster, Hotel-de-Ville, Antwerp.
., 27—Switchboards, Melbourne

; .... The Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbourne, Australia.
Mar. 18—Switchboards, Sydney, N.S.W ...'. !"...!"'....!..!!.'......!!r.!!.!. ..!..!!!! The Deputy Postmaster-General, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGINEERING.
Dec. 20—Rebuilding West Burton Bridge, Aysgarth North Riding County Council The County Surveyor's Office, County HaU, Northallerton.

,. 20—Rebuilding Healaugh Bridge, Reeth and Muker North Riding County Council The County Surveyor's Office, County Hall, Northallerton.
„ 22— runnel (10 miles pipes 26m. diam.), Birkenhead Corporation Sir A. Binnie. Son, and Deacon, St. Stephen's House, S.W.
,1 22—Branch Railway (3 miles), Stockton to Billingham Beck... North-Eastern Railway Co O. P. Bengough, Eng., York.
„ 1*2— Retorts, Balford Gas Committee W. W. Woodward, Eng., Gas Offices, Bloom-street, Salford.

" Jo~'^™''
GMs's. Dundee Harbour Trustees J. H. Thompson, M.I.C.B., M.Sc, Man. and Eng., Dundee.

" ;;~f"""Kngme, Frinton-on-Sea Urban District CouncU B. M. Bate, Fire Brigade Sec, Council Offices, Frintoc-on-Sea.
" ;;^~*fa8liolUer Tank, New Hunstanton Urban District Council E. H.imd 8. E. Stevenson, 38, Parliament-street, Westminster.
" oa V,'™™ l''Ping lU Generating station, Greenwich, S.B London County Council The Clerk, County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.
" ^6—Railway Workshops, Santiago do Chile Sub-Secretaria del Ministerio de Ferrocarriles de Chile, Santiago.
" ;Jj~™*"i''"'i'"ks (17.\ miles cast-iron mains). Gillingham Shaftesbury Rural District Council... Cotterell and Carr, Engs.. 17, Old Queen-st., Westminster, S.W.
" '"-Wfttorworks, liurnham-on-Crouch Urban District Council J. Cook, Sur., Council Offlcas, Burnham-on-Crouch.
" .;„ rS.^'f"'"'''"'

^""^^ Corporation D. M. Jenkins, A.M.I.C.E., Gwyn HaU, Neath.
., ^9—limber Wharl (OOuft. long), Aberdeen Harbour Commissioners R. G. Nicol, Eng., Aberdeen.
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OUR ZLLUSTSATIONS.

New Offices and Warehouse, Stamford-street, S,E.,

for Mr. .lohn Sainsbury. Mr. \. Sykcs, l''.R.I.B.A.,

Architect.

Normandy Studies, Royal College of .\rt Sketch Club.
Club Prize set of sketches in black and white, by
Mr. W, M. Kecsey, A.R.C.A.

Warehouse. Pentonvillo-road, N., for Messrs. Lilley

and Skinner. Mr. A. Sykcs, K.U.I.B.A., Architect.
** A Suppliant," Royal Academy Prize and Silver

Medal Cartoon of "A Draped Figure," by Miss
Hilda Marion Hechle.

Measured Drawings of the Dining-room and Draw-
ing-room 4''ireplacos, Haddon Hall, Derbyshire,
by Mr. H. A. Welch.

Walsall Baths. Mr. Edwin F. W. Liddle. Architect.

REGISTRATION : THE PRESENT-DAY
CASE.

The historical view of the Registration
movement, which we published last week,
will have demonstrated to our readers that
this is not a question which has been
suddenly sprung upon the profession, but
the evolution of an opinion, the growth of

which can be traced for a hundred and
twenty years. This, of itself, is a
warranty that that which is sought will

eventually be obtained. The tide which
has been so long steadily rising will not 1)e

easily withstood when it has reached the
flood. Also, it indicates that the case, on
which the now universally held opinion is

based, must be a very strong one indeed.
It has been put differently from time to

time; it has appealed differently to men of

successive generations ; and now. at length,
it is understood in its completeness, from
the point of view both of the architect and
of the general jiublic. It has, too, form.'d
the basis of the policy of both the Institute
and the Society from the time of their

foundation, as is indicated by their
history ; in the one case for long un-
consciously, but in the other consciously
and deliberately. All the numerous
changes which have taken place at tlie

Institute have tended thitherwards, even
though ostensibly they may each have
seemed to have been devised with tlie

object of enhancing the prestige of existing
members by forming new classes of lower
rank, recruited from general practitioners
of .apparently lesser qualifications. Each
change has been forced upon a reluctant
and hesitating Council by pressure trmn
outside. The Society, led by its Council.
has made few structural changes yet, but
has steadily pursued one policy, con-
tinuously strengthening its organisation
and influence to that end.

Registration, as now understood, is not
discrimination between competent and in-

competent architects, but securing, as

far as is humanly possible, the reason-
able competence of all. The difficulty <jf

discriminating—of determining upon a lino

of demarcation and adhering to it—was
forcibly shown at the time of the enrol-

ment of Licentiates at the Institute. Even
if it were likely to b.? permitted, it would
be impracticable ; but it could not be per-

mitted. Everyone who. at the time of the
|iassing of an Architects' Registration
Bdl is earning his or her living by the
practice of architecture, must be permitted
to do so for lite, subject to the payment
of some sm.-dl annual registration fee, and
to the usual restrictions of professional
conduct. In other words, all practising
will have to be permitted to register as

architects; but, once on the register, they

would come under the control of the

governing body, whatever that may be,

and will be liable to be called to account,

and even to be struck off the register, and
so deprived of their means of livelihood,

if they are guilty of anytliing unbecomin-;
to their profession. Thus an architect and
undertaker (to take an extreme case) would
be eligible to register as an architect; but,

having done so, ho would soon be called

upon either to abandon his business as an
undertaker, or to retire from architecture.

But the cases actually to bo dealt witli

would probably bo few, as tlie position

would bo well understood. All the same,
tlie benefits of the Act would immediately
1)0, felt thnuighout the whole profession,

owing to this improvement of control, .'ind

this would especially be the case in the

lii'ovinces, where discipline and esprit de
corps are notably lacking.

This, it may bo said, will not secure

universal fitness. This is only to be
obtained by insisting that all who in fulutc

are admitted to the register shall have
gone through a projicr course of educa-

tional training, and have passed at least

one examination (and preferably a series

of such), to show that they have profited

by their training to the extent of coui^

petoncy. This is exactly what has been
done under the Registration Acts of other

professions. It takes a whole generation
to elimin.'ito the comparatively incom-
petent who .'ire admitted to the register at

the outset, and to secure the competence of

all whose names appear on the register;

but the lU'Dccss commences at once, and
proceeds so gradually, as to create no cases

of injustice. We have a case in point in the

Register of Associates of the R.I.B.A.,
which now contains very few names indeed,
except those of tested men, who have not

passed either the old voluntary, or the

present compulsory examination, which
first came into force in 1S82. Moreover, it

is unquestionably due to this large class

that there has been the notable advance in

architecture which all recognise to h;ive

taken jilace throughout the country nf

recent years, and it is reasonable to argue
that if so much has been done by training

and testing on proper lines a certain pro-

portion of our architects, very much mure
will bo jiossible when all have been trained

to the same extent. Years ago, at the time

of the agitation for the examination for

.\ssociates. and even when the Architects'

Registration Bill was first drafted, the

analogy had to bo sought in other pro-

fessions ; now it is found in our own. It

even goes further than the matter of the

quality of our architectural achievements
— though this is no small gain to the

amenities of our country—it is to be seen

also in a fuller sense of responsibility for

sound construction, and in the general all-

round competence in all tliat pertains to an
architect's calling. For the general

public, it is a great thing indeed that they
can now go with confidence to the tested

men and bo sure that the buildings in

which they invest their money are what
they ought to bo in all respects: well

planned, suitable for their purpose,
economically yet jiroperly constructed,

both as regards design and execution,

healthy to live in. and artistic withal ; and
that they are dealing with professional

men whose code of honour is high, and
who will not "let them down." This is

already possible almost everywhere; but it

is, unfortunately, also possible, and often

easy, to fall into the hands of the un-
principled commission-seeking shark, over
whoso doings there is no control. Tlie

passing of a proper Architects' Registra-
tion Bill would piit such men under
control at once, and eventually lead to

their elimination, to the immense benefit

of the luiblic wliuiu they badly servo and
b.'itten on.

At the present moment there is in exist-

ence the Architects' Registration Bill,

which is to be introduced into Parliament
next Session, after a lapse of eleven years.

Perfect in its machinery, now brought com-
pletely u|i to date, it would, if passed,
accomplish what is desired, in the interests

of architects, architecture, and the piiljlic.

Tliere is ;ilso in existence a draft sketch
for a very similar Bill which has 1)een pre-

pared by the Institute, and this would
accomplish the same results if it were
perfected and certain inherent faults

eliminated which have caused the solicitors

who have been consulted to declare against

it. Frightened by this declaration, and by
the consideration that the promotion of

such a ]5ill would bo costly, the Council
of the Institute has put forward its scheme
for the voluntary enrolment of architects,

under a new Charter, as "Chartered
.Vrchitects" in connection with the
Institute ; which scheme would not secure

the desired objects at all, as it neither

|)nivides for the universal education of

architects, nor protects the public. It is

merely an unconscious development of the

old policy of introducing new and lower
classes into, or into connection with, the

Institute, and so enhancing the position

of the present members ; though many of

these are inclined to think that, on the

contrary, their position would be IowcphI.

It is being announced as a step towards
Registration: but so was the formalicm of

the class of I,icentiates. It is nothinfr of

the sort. It has no case whatever behind
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it, either of demand or of expediency, or of

prospective benefit to architecture; and it

23ossesses no element of finality.

On this last ground alone it maj be put

out of consideration, for although much
time may be wasted over it, attention must
of necessity return to Registration

—

eventually, if not at once. The fact that

the reintroduction of what is known as the

Society's Bill is announced for the imme-
diate future is enough to indicate tliat the

subject is ripe for immediate, rather than

deferred, discussion ; but, really, so far as

general principles are concerned, there is

little to discuss. Omit the legalisation of

a scale of cliarges, and there is nothing
much to choose between the draft Bill

published in the R.I.B.A. Journal for

December 6 and the fully-considered

measure which the Society has ready for

presentation to Parliament, except that

one is only a draft as yet, while the other is

carefully perfected—the advantage in this

respect being wholly on one side, and not

to be neglected lightly, even by the

Institute leaders who are so cautious in

the expenditure of funds, all the cost and
trouble of perfecting having already been
incurred.
But there is another difference, small in

appearance, but really great. Under both
measures there \vo\ild be established a
General Council to administer the Act

;

but, whereas under the Society's Bill this

would be i-easonably representative of all

interests, including that of the public by
nominations from the Privy Council, and
would serve for five years at a time, and
thus develop continuity of policy, under
the Institute's Draft it would be swamped
by the Institute Council (already over-
burdened with work), and be subject to

the annual elections of that body, witli

all their possibilities of sudden and
capricious changes. Also, in the one case
the General Council would administer its

own funds, and in the other the funds
would bo available for Institute purposes,
and practically at the disposal of a body
annually elected by one section of

registered architects only. This, like the
proposal to include a scale of charges, has
been condemned by the Institute's own
advisers, as being sufiicient in itself to

wreck the measure in Parliament.
Boiled down, therefore, it comes to tliis :

that there is only one practicable
Architects' Registration Bill, and that is

tho one which is ready. Whether the
credit of securing its passing is to be
claimed by Society or Institute matters
little now, and will matter less in ten
years' time ; and as matters stand there
seems to bo no reason why either should
claim more credit than the other. Both
have tho same object in view, and are
pressing towards H in friendly rivalry

;

why not, then, join forces and (n-oceed
unitedly? It would bo petty and mean for
either to attempt to "dish" or to
supplant the other, like tho "ins" and
"outs" in political life; and it would
inevitably lead to wreckage of the
prospects for which both are striving. It

the way to unity of action does not now lie

in amalgamation, surely another way
could be found by means of tact and a
littlo statecraft. Thus, and thus oidv,
appears to lie the road, so far as can be
seen just now.
But what, it may be asked—and perhaps

feared- would be the result of tho passage
of the Bill as it now stands upon the
Institute and the Society ? It is a point
that is worth considering, though it may
be said at once that these bodies exist for
the advancement of architecture, and not
architecture for these bodies, so that if it

be necessary that tliev should suffer, even
to the extent of extinction, for the sake
of ai-chileclure. they will have played their

part, and all the more nol)ly if they foresee

and face the situation. No less tlian this,

in fact, is what the Society has always

anticipated for itself, and with this in

prosjiect the Bill has been drafted, giving

little to that body, even of representation

on the General Council, and much to the

Institute, including the management of the

test examinations, in order that these

might be sn arranged as also to serve as

the qualifying examinations for Associate-

ship, to which a large proportion of those

who passed would undoubtedly proceed.

Few, com|)aratively, would join the

Society, and the Society would cease to

exist for want of support.

On the other hand, if the Institute were

so ill-advised as to hold a further examina-
tion for Associateship beyond what was
essential for Registration—a degree of

folly which can hardly be apprehended

—

then it would be the Institute which would
suffer, while the Society would gain ; or

just possibly there would be sufficient

numerical support for both to co-exist as

they do now, coming nearer and nearer

to each other in qualification and
prestige as time advanced. The opinion

has been expressed from time to time that

the majority of practitioners would join

neither body, but would prefer to remain
unorganised so long as they were on the

register; but this is contrary to experience

elsewhere, and even more contrary to the

tendencies of the present time, which are

all towards corporate, rather than indi-

vidual, action in every walk of life. Thus
the future, of the Institute at least, may
be faced with equanimity, granted that

wise counsels prevail ; and the Society is

prepared for extinction if it be the neces-

sary price to pay for tho accomplishment
of the object of its existence. But if both

bodies can bo preserved, so much the

better, for it is by means of rivalry that

progress is achieved, and there will doubt-

less be still plenty to be done in that

direction after the Registration has been

secured. Advance in medicine and surgery

did not stop at the passing of the

Medical Act in 1854. It may far more
truly be said to have only then com-

menced. But first, let the Registration be

real and not a sham ; by Act of Parliament
compulsorily, and not by Charter volun-

tarily ; and complete like that of the

doctors, and not partial, like that of the

dentists—about which it is only necessary

to talk to a qualified dental surgeon to

receive considerable enlightenment.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME:
PRIZE DESIGNS.

The Municipality of Rome gave a fine

site for the new British School in Rome,
and Mr. E. Ij. Lutyens, A.R.A., is now
erecting the buildings on the lines of his

design carried out for the English section

of the Rome Exhibition a short time ago.

The Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition

in London have applied £2,000 annually

towards the endowment of scholarships in

Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture,

tenable at this school, which will rank with

the national pchools established in Rome
by France, Germany, America, and other

countries. It has been furnished with a

Royal Charter, and the scholarships are

open to students of British nationality

under the age of thirty years. These

studentships are of the yearly value of

£200. tenable for three years.

An exhibition is now on view in the

galleries of the Royal Academy of the first

competition, which has just been held, so

that the works in Architecture, Sculpture,

and Decorative Painting sent in by the suc-

cessful candidates, together with the other

competitors' designs, can be seen by the

public up to Tuesday, December 30,

between the hours of eleven and four. The
result, as a whole, is decidedly en-

couraging, though in regard to the styles

of the architectural schemes and the

mannerisms of draughtsmanship adopted,

the work almost entirely displays the

influence of the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

Paris, while typical British ideals in

design are singularly absent. Under tho

circumstances, and considering the 1

grandiose character of the problem—"A
Civic Centre, or Modern Forum, sur-

rounded by Important Buildings "—this is

scarcely to be wondered at, particularly

as two of the most capable candidates

happen to be French Canadians who have
studied in French ateliers, to say nothing

of the practice of the American students

in Rome, who have so strongly and in-

variably hitherto favoured Parisian

methods and taste, thus helping to esta-

blish a precedent which has had, in its

turn, much influence at the Liverpool

School of Architecture, where the winning
student, Mr. H. L. Bradshaw, has had his

training.

He has submitted five large drawings of

a very distinguished kind, considering that

the whole of them had to be executed

during a period of three weeks at the Royal
Institute of British Architects, where the

competitors were allotted separate cubicles,

where they carried out their work under
the supervision of Moderators. Each
competitor had to give up his sketch design

at the end of the first day of the competi-

tion, and so proceed from memory. Mr.

Bradshaw' s best work is the iin. detail of

the chief building, devoted to the Foreign

Office, and showing the national monu-
ment set in front of a segmental terrace.

The whole drawing is artistically tinted,

and includes the cupola to the reception-

hall in the rear of this fine frontispiece.

Behind this hall the suite of reception-

rooms occur, bisected by the grand stair-

case. On one side of this tan-shaped

building stands the Conference Hall to the

right, with the great dining-room to tho

left, both having circular waiting-halls at

the extremities of the frontal loggia, which

is colonnaded, and has the chief range of

offices behind it. The style is Neo-Grec,

freely handled. In the middle of the main

approach stands a Classic church, serving

to regulate the traffic. There are also

carriage entrances to the Forum on both

sides by way of approaches through half-

circular open spaces flanking the buildings

which com]dete the great quad. In the

midst of it is a pool geometrically set out,

with twin fountains at its ends. The fan-

like shape of the Foreign Office building

was determined by the radial thorough-

fares of the city, aiid thus this Civic Centre

gives the key to a well-contrived scheme

of town planning such as few of the other

competitors have had the foresight to bring

into their purview. LTndoubtedly, this

comprehension of idea counted for much
ill making this award. The plan in iself

is compact, and the lay-out is emphasised

by the curved frontages of the premises

immediately flanking ^the Foreign Office,

which makes the keynote of the com-

position, so sot at the end of the Forum,

in front of tho chief approach, as

the main object seen at the end of

the vista from the base of the Forum.

Naturally, these sweeping contours and

angular returns, devised to accommo-

date the radial streets beyond, necessi-

tated awkward shapes to be over-

come in the buildings under review; but

these details have been treated with no

little skill, and irregular internal open

areas aid the solution of this part of Mr.

Bradshaw's scheme.

Mr. Louis de Soissons comes second as
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the winner of tiio Jarvis :Studiiilh.lu|i (if

the Institute. He also submits five tine
sheets of drawings whicii are brightly
executed in an attractive and masterly
way. He, too, shows an excellent detail,
tinished in pencil, and delicately washed-
in, with clue effect, and very French in
the style of shadings, even if the detail in
parts favours some coarseness in scale.
The principal block of Mr. de Soisson's
buildings is located to the left, being
planned longitudinally in regard to the
Forum. This scheme sliows far less con-
nection with the environments of the Civic
Centre than is displayed by Mr. Brad-
shaw's forethought.
Mr. W. Harding Thompson contents

himself with a series of disconnected
buildings individually grouped round his
greac square, or Grande Place, and these
are unconcerned with the immediate sur-
roundings of the city or its thoroughfares.
The adjoining set of drawings is by Jlr.

Ernest Cormier, who is much "more
capable, and his work is handled broadly,
though his quadrangle is sacrificed too
much to the enormous column monument
set in a sunk paved space, or Forum, very
awkward to traverse, and a long way to go
round every time the public has to reach
one departmental building after leaving
another. The detail of his facades is large
in conception ; but the buildings, as a
whole, tend towards a commonplace type
of outline. The drawing of the plan gives
an unquiet and restless appearance, due to
its over-elaboration.
Mr. T. Braddock is severe and scholarly.

The segmental ends to his Forum are
marked by two domed public halls flanking
the national monument. The Foreign
Office, with its stupendous attic over the
Reception Hall, is no doubt handsome in
idea, while it is in contrast with the cupola
spanning the entrance vestibule, which
likewise is big in proportion. The circular
terminating blocks, already alluded to, are
somewhat prison-like as seen in the ]ier-

spective from their exteriors, and on their
inner fronts their arcades end abruptly in
big niches, and lead to nowhere.
The remaining competitor, Mr. Edward

G. Wylie, has not been very successful in
his proposal, which he has scarcely
mastered in a way worthy of such a com-
petition.

The Jarvis Studentship prize designs
are displayed in the first gallery at

Burlington House. The Institute offered

this honour to an Associate or Student of

the R.I.B.A. passing next in order to the
winner of the Rome Scholarship, and Mr.
Louis de Soissons has thus honourably
secured £200 a year for two years to enable
him to study at the British School at

Rome. His .larvis prize design comprises
a circular Assembly Hall set between a
grand crush-hall in the front, with a
Banquet hall and Reception-rooms to the
rear, two lecture theatres being set in

front, right and left of the cru.sh-hall, and
so are served by it rather ingeniously.
Thus it is that the plan assumes somewhat
the shape of the letter I. The Assembly
Hall, in the middle, has lateral emergency
exits leading on to graceful terraces. This
Assembly building forms the centrepiece
of a Technical University of considerable
extent, set by the banks of a river. It

makes an ambitious scheme, well done in a
a French fashion, dashingly conceived,

though the main building, here detailed so

well, is in itself restrained and very
dignified, worked out with good effect, and
internally the decorative treatment is

richly realised in colour,

Mr. Cormier's design has a square hall

denuded of its angles ; a sort of irregular
octagon, marked in the corner spaces by
niches, and adroitly laid out, in the main,

wilh some skill. He si'Uds a graphie >el

of drawings, though the lay-out somehow
leaves the imiiression of its being somewhat
confused.

Aliout the Sculpture we have only space
for a few words. The subject set is "A
Standing I'igure for a Fountain." Mr.
Gilbert Lcdward, the successful student, is

far in advance of his fellow-competitors,
and specially so in the treatment of his
fountain, which has singular charm, even
though the part which -intervenes between
the base of his statue and the basin of the
fountain is possibly too ornate. Mr.
Harold Brownsword has a very cliaste

design for the fountain, exceedingly refined
in idea ; but the circular pedestal lielow

the figure is poor, and has a stilted look,
and appears mean.

In the Decorative Painting contest Mr.
Colin (iill is out and away the best, and
the Faculty has recognised liis success. His
colour scheme is not distinctive, though
there is plausible movement in his
tapestry-like composition, ranged under
trees in front of blue hills and purjily-grey

clouds, the figure draperies being in dull
reds, and dark green foliage overhead.
The figure of a man with the guitar is not
graceful, and is unfortunately placed in

the group. *
COMPETITION I\ PUBLIC

CONTRACTS.*
By Geo. C. Warren.

I believe more can be accomplished by
placing even greater responsibilities upon
public officials, holding them to a strict

accountability for their proper exercise, and
tlieu providing adequate means for the
detection, exposure, and correction of any
abuse of the powers which may be entrusted
to them. It is, in my Judgment, a serious
mistake to attempt to make men honest by
tile passage of laws which on their face
assume that all men are dishonest. I believe
our laws at present are generally based too
little on tlic fixing of individual responsi-
bility, and too mucii on suspicion of general
dishoiicsty of public officials and an effort to

force honesty by legal safeguards—a result

whicli I believe can never be accomplished.
If more responsibility, confidence, and dis-

cretion were placed in our public officers we
would find more high-class citizens ready and
glad to take public office for the honour it

carries and the good they can accomplish.
Every contract is made up of three items

—

labour, materials, and profit. Assuming the

cost price of the first two to be approxi-
mately the same, there is only room for com-
petition as to the profit to be made.

Tlie above suggestions naturally raise the
question as to whether we have not reached
the point where the principle of doing busi-

ness on the competitive basis is not out of

date, and where we must look for the
correction of abuses to publicity and the

general elevation of the moral tone of busi-

ness, and a higher order of integrity and
efficiency in all public servants, coupled with
the elimination of the political "Boss" in

its generally accepted, and ratlier uncompli-
meTitary, sense, and recognise that every
organisation, political or otherwise, must
have a leader, who may. in the case of public

service, be honest and work for the public

good. Let us proceed on the theory that all

men are born honest, and tliat most men
would prefer to remain so, and generally will

remain so if encouraRed to give the best that

is in them, and if given a remuneration for

service which is consistent with their effort

and responsibility, and wliieh will enable
tliein and their families to live as people in

their stations should live, and, in addition,

save a reasonable amount. This applies with
equal force to contractors as well as public

officials. How many engineers and other
executive officials in our small, or even large,

communities who are expected to devote their

• From a paiier by Mr. Geo. C. W.\nM;\, of the
leading firm, WaiTen Brothers Company. Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.
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entire time to tlie work, are paid salaries

whicli are so small as to be entirely in-

consistent with the positions they hold, the
results they are expected to accomplish, and
the expenses of living in a way such men
slioidd live to he a credit to themselves and
the public? How frequently does it occur
that the pid)lie is pleased when there is evi-

dence that a contractor has taken a contract
at a low price—one which cannot yield a
profit, and will surely yield n loss if honestly
administered?

Is not the whole system of competitive
bidding and award of contracts to the lowest
bidder (regardless of responsibility, in-

cluding previous experience in the line of

work undertaken, evidence of honesty of

purpose or otherwise, and of the profit or
loss on the work), based on the wrong prin-

ciple of grinding the contractor down to a
basis on which he cainiot live and carry out
his contract honestly—ruinously excessive
competition, in other words? Do not
such conilitions as to both officials and con-
tractors breed and encourage, if not almost
force, dishonesty on the part of both?

In any reform we undertake let us assume
that officials (engineers or otherwise) as well

as contractors, arc honest, and place in the
officials the responsibility and the confidence
which that assumption would carry with it.

Then pay the officials fair salaries, and you
will generally get good service, although at

times, in public as well as private life, there
will be an occasional wrongdoer. Let the
contractors understand that their bids will

be as readily rejected if too low as if too
high, and that experience, responsibility,

and general reliability in the past will weigh
as heavily in determining the award as the
amount of the bid in dollars and cents.

Would any of us, if we were to build an
expensi\'e house, hire an architect who would
work at the cheapest rate, and then advertise

for bids and say to the contractors :
" The

man who offers to do the work for the least

money and gives a surety company bond will

get the work"? What kind of a house would
he get on that plan? In such cases do we not
consider price as only one of the many im-

portant factors for consideration in awarding
the contract? Who has ever heard of satis-

factory results through surety bond after

the contractor has failed because the contract

price is too low?
The specifications should be clear and

distinct, and as brief as practicable. They
should avoid all trick clauses, and at the

end of every paragraph should state under
what item of the contract and bid the work
embraced in that paragraph is to be paid for.

"Discretion of the engineer" should be
eliminated, and yet some things must be left

to the "best judgment," which is another
way of stating "discretion" of the engineer;

but its exercise should always be fair. Too
often the ejiginccr considers his duty is to

get all he can for his employer, however
unfair to the contractor. In such cases it

is only to be expected that the contractor

will do his best to " recoup," and the engineer

who is so narrow as to take advantage of

the contractor is generally sufficiently dense

so that the contractor can find a way to " put
one over" on him.

THB UNIHT.ANCED BID.

This is the most potent means of exercising

di.shonesty. It is only made possible through
unbalanced quantities of the engineer's esti-

mate, whether the error in estimate is duo
to dishonest design, to incompetence, or to

undue haste or lack of care in making the

estimate. Even contractors with an honest
purpose are apt to a\ail themselves of an
opportunity to "unbalance" their bids if

the estimate offers the opportunity, kmiwing
that even if they do not "unbalance" some
one or more of their competitors are pretty

certain to see tlie opportunity and avail

themselves of it. Let contracts provide that

if any item of a contract exceeds 20 per cent,

of the estimated quantity the excess shall be
done at cost of hiljour aud materials plus
fifteen per cent., regardless of the contract
price for such item, aud let the engineer
understand that when any item exceeds the

estimated nuantity by more than 20 per cent,

the fact will be regarded as prima-facie evi-
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dence of ineompetejice, and be. followed by

rigid investigation and probable discliarge.

if the investigation pro\es the error to be

due to either inconipetenee or dishonesty.

Then, at least intentioinil unbalancing of

bids and estimates will be promptly stopped,

and engineers will exercise more care than

they do at present.

In some cases the quantities cajinot be

accurately estimated in advance, and in sncli

cases the " cost plus fifteen per cent." basis

of payment for the e.xcess will check dis-

honesty. Never put in a contract a clause

that if certain unanticipated contingencies

arise the work " will bo done by the con-

tractor without e.\tra allowance." Nothing
could be more unfair, for instance, than a

clause in specifications for a pavement that

if " soft or springy places develop in the sub-

grade they shall be dug out by the contractor
and refilled with sound material (earth,

stone, cinders, or concrete), as the engineer
may direct, without e.xtra charge." Yet tliis

is a common clause in pavement specifica-

tions, and equally unreasonable, and similar
clauses are found in specifications for other
classes of work. If the contractor, in the
construction, is faced with such a condition,
he is sure to know he has been "robbed,"
and if he doesn't retaliate by "stealing"
some cement out of the concrete or otherwise.
it will be because he doesn't know how—not
because lie is dishonest, for he will be pretty
certain to figure out in his own mind tluit,

under the circumstances, such retaliation is

honest. In every construction unforeseen
contingencies are liable to occur. It is abso-
lutely dishonest to throw the e.\tra expense
on the contractor, and specifications should
always provide for such cases, that such un-
anticipated or unforeseen work shall be paid
for at "cost of labour and material plus
fifteen per cent.," or. as is the custom of the
City of Toronto and some other cities, in-

clude in the specifications and contracts a
long list of unit prices generally accepted
as fair and reasonable, wliicli will be tlie

measure of pay in case such unanticipated
work is required. The cost and percentage
basis is the more fair for both parties, be-
cause a scliedule of unit prices cannot be
made which will be fair to all cases, regard-
less of quantity or other conditions of the
niiforesoeu work.

IlELATION OF KSTIJIATE TO CONTltACT.
It has been suggested that no bid should

be accepted if the price of any item exceeds
the engineer's estimate by more than 10 per
cent. Such a system would too mnch en-
courage engineers to make unfairly low esti-
mated prices or to force the using of an
incompetently-prepared estimate as the final
basis of contract. I have known eases where
Rueh a system was in vogue, and on which,
from my knowledge of costs, I believe the
engineers systematically estimated about 5 per
cent, below actual cost, in order to entice
the unwary contractor and get low bids. In
such cases you may be sure the contractor
will "work his wits" to get even, and, I

believe, generally speaking, will snecceed in
accomplishing the end, at the expense of
niore or less poor work, and still consider
himself honest. So long as contracts are
based on such lack of confidence and fairness
l>etween the contractor and engineer, so long
will there be dishonesty in carrying out of
contracts. Employ oidy competent engineers,
pay them fair salaries; treat the contractors
fairly, and I believe 90 per cent, of the
rascality in public work will be removed.

ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS'
APPROVED SOCIETY.

Tlu' annual general meeting of members
of this society was held in the lecture-hall
of the Architectural Association, 18, Tufton-
street, Westminster, on Thursday evening in
last week. The president (Mr. W. Edward
Woolley, President of the Surveyors' Insti-
tution) occupied the chair and was supported
by leading members of the professional socie-
ties interested, while there was a good attend-
ance of subscribing members.

'J'he Secretary (Mr. E. R. Yerbnrv, secre-
tary of the Architectural Association) made

a statement in the course of which he
observed that at the first annual meeting,
held just a year ago, it fell to bis duty to out-

line the reasons which had actuated those

interested to form this society, and also to

give a few details of the position of the
newly-formed society at that date. The
prospects of the society were then, perhaps,
merely a matter of conjecture—well-founded
conjecture, maybe, seeing that the society

had made remarkable progress during the
very short time it had then been in existence

;

but it was now possible, after a year bad
elapsed, to compare anticipations with actual

experience, and, he was glad to say, the com-
parison was an exceedingly gratifying one.

The membership had steadily increased, and
tliey had since the last meeting enrolled 404
members. They had lost 99 members—one,

he regretted to say, by death, the majority
of the remainder resigning on account of

their incomes rising beyond the insurance
limit. A few members bad gone abroad, and
three bad been transferred to other pro-

fessional societies, owing to a change in their

professions. They now had 1,879 members
on their registers. The sickness and maternity
claims had been far below the number esti-

mated by the Government actuaries. Up to

the present they had met 25 maternity
claims, and 115 members had received
sickness benefit. Two members had received
sanatorium benefit. He was glad to say that
most of the claims dealt with were for

illnesses which might be regarded as not
being serious, and at the present time there
were only six members on the sick list—one
lady and five men. The committee of the
society had endeavoured to be of as much
assistance as possible to those of its

members needing its help, and it had been
able ill many cases to render services not
by any means required by the actual letter

of the National Insurance Act. Wherever
possible, members in hospital had been
visited, and they had been invited— as,

indeed, all members of the society were
invited—to regard the committee as a body
prepared and anxious to assist them in any
way which might be in their power. A
benevolent fund had been formed for the
benefit of members requiring it. Happily,
very few cases of distress had as yet come
before the committee ; but it was felt that
the existence of such a fund would be a great
asset to the society, and would enable the
committee to give financial assistance when
necessary beyond the monetary benefits to

which members were entitled under the Act.
A scheme for dealing with this fund in other
ways is at present under consideration.

The Treasurer (Mr. Maurice E. Webb) said
the society had received of £80 each from
the Royal Institute of British Architects and
the Surveyors' Institution, and of £20 each
from the Society of Architects and the
Architectural Association, and the Quantity
Surveyors' Association, and the honorary
members' subscriptions had amounted to
£58 19s., making a total of £278 19s. There
liad been remitted as advances by the
National Insurance Commissioners a total of
£440 Os. 4d. A special advance of £50 had
since been repaid. For sickness benefits
there had been expended £141 9s. 8d., and
for maternity benefits £12, while the
expenses of administration had been
£4.36 14s. 6d.. of which printing and
stationery represented £187 12s. 8d.. salaries
and wages £99 4s., postages £60 ,3s. 3d., and
legal expenses £52 10s. There will be a bank
balance of £103 1.3s. 4d., and £17 lis. lOd.
cash in hand, tlie income of the year being
£768 19s. 4d. Erom the balance £88 19s.
will be utilised to form a benevolent fund
for tlie benefit of the members of the society.
He proposed a vote of thanks to the
retiriiiB president, Mr. Reginald Blomfield,
P.R.I.B.A.
The President congratulated the members

on the very satisfactory state of affairs
shown by the report and balance-sheet. The
committee. were very anxious to increase the
iinnual income of the Benevolent Fund, and
invited subscriptions from architects and
surveyors. Already a number of gentlemen
were supporting the fund by subscribing
amounts from half a guinea "upwards per

annum. The value of the work of this society
would be considerably increased by the
existence of a strong Benevolent Fund,
which would enable the committee' to give

financial assistance in cases where it was
necessary, beyond the allowances of the
National Insurance Act. He moved the
election of the following members of a com-
mittee for the ensuing year :

—

President : W. Edward Woolley (President,
Surveyors' Institution). Vice - presidents :

Hon. Edward Strutt, F.S.I. ; Percy B.
Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A. (President, Society of

Architects); Reginald Blomfield, A.R.A..
M.A. (P.R.I.B.A.); T. J. Carless (Presi-

dent, t^uantity Surveyors' Association) ; W.
Curtis Green (President, Architectural
Association); Henry Riley; Charles Bidwell,
F.S.I. ; T. E. Collcutt, F.R.I.B.A. ; Sir
William Emerson, F.R.I.B.A. ; Sir Ernest
George, A.R.A., F.R.I.B.A.; J. J. Lish

;

Howard Martin, F.S.I. ; Sir J. F. L.
Rolleston, M.P. ; Sir A. R. Stenning, F.S.I.

;

H. T. Steward, F.S.I. ; Leslie R. Vigers,
F.S.I. ; and Thomas T. Wainwright, F.S.I.
Trustees: W. Edgar Home, M.P., F.S.I.

;

Daniel Watnev, F.S.I. ; and Sir Aston Webb,
C.B., C.V.O.", R.A., F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.
Auditors: Turville Brown, F.S.L, and F. R.
Priest. Treasurer : Maurice E. Webb. M.A.
Secretary : F. R. Yerbury. General Com-
mittee : Chairman, George Corderov, F.S.L;
E. H. Blake, F.S.L; C. MacArthuV Butler;
Walter Cave, F.R.I.B.A.; A. G. Cross,
F.S.L; G. Leonard Elkmgton, A.R.I.B.A.

;

Ralph Ellis, F.S.L; A. Goddard; W. J.
Fisher; George Hubbard, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.S.A. ; H. A. James; B. Marr Johnson,
F.S.L; R. G. Lovell. A.R.I.B.A.; Ian Mac-
Alister, B.A. ; E. C. P. Monson, F.R.I.B.A.

;

W. G. Newton, M.A., A.R.I.B.A. ; F. R.
Priest; G. Reeves; Clifford T. Steward,
F.S.L; H. W. Virgo; Maurice E. Webb,
M.A. ; H. D. Whitham, and H. D. Searles-
Wood, F.R.I.B.A.
This list was unanimously adopted.
Mr. G. Corderoy, in returning tlianks,

drew attention to the low cost of administra-
tion— 2s. 7|d. per head, as compared witli the
33. 5d. allowed under the Act—and pointed
out that every member of the committee
declined to accept any fee or repayment of
expenses. No society was managed witli less

red-tape and formality. He appealed to
members to induce their friends to join and
continue to strengthen its position.
Mr. S. Reeves moved: "That the rules of

the society be and are hereby amended in
accordance with the provisions of the
National Insurance Amendment Act, 1913,
provided that all such aiuendineiits are
subject to the approval of the National
Insurance Commission."
This was seconded by Mr. W. J. Fisher,

and was carried unanimously.
Mr. Ralph Ellis moved a vote of thanks

to the Council of the Architectural Associa-
tion for so generously providing tlie society
with a meeting-room, with heating, lighting,
and attendance, entirely gratuitouslv. He
remarked that Mr. Yerbury acted as secre-
tary at a very modest remuneration, and had
been exceedingly kind and sympathetic in

visiting sick members, at their liomes
and ill hospitals, and in personally interesting
himself in their welfare.
Mr. Reeves seconded the motion, which

was carried with applause.
A vote of thanks to the president was

adopted on the motion of Mr. T. J. Carless,
seconded by Mr. George Hubbard, F.S.A.
At the close of the proceedings a sub-

scribing member inquired if the time of the
meeting could in future be altered from G to
6.30. to give assistants the opportunity of
being present. This suggestion was sup-
ported by Mr. Hubbard.
The President replied that the hour of

meeting was fixed by the rules; but the com-
mittee would bear the suggestion in mind,
and would endeavour to change the time of
meeting next May.

Now cik ii.Tnelling placed in Longlliorpe
Churrli. Northamptonshire, was dedicated last
week by Bishop Clayton. It has been executed
by Messrs. Stafford and Watkins, of FitzwiUiam-
street, Peterborough.
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WALSALL BATHS.—Edwin F. W. Liddlk, Architect.

REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

Bv W.M. G. Shipwright, Licentiate

'R.I.B.A., M.C.I., and Chartered Surveyor

(by E.xamination).

WALSALL BATHS.

Edwin F. W. Llddle, Architect.

Tlie baths which form the subject of th.is

article furnish another ilhistration of the

purposes for which reinforced concrete lias

proved itself adaptable. The interior of the

bath is shown in Fig. 1, and the diagram
illustration (Figs. 2 to 12) shows the form of

construction employed for the bottom, walls,

and steps surrounding the bath. The total

length of the bath is 118ft,, and the width

5Gft., the pond measuring 100ft. long by 30ft.

wide. Fig. 2 is a plan showing the general

arrangement of the construction, from which
it will be seen that the walls of the bath are

constructed in the form of continuous
reinforced-concrete slabs, the longer sides

being braced by beams at intervals varying

up to 20ft. from centre to centre.

Fig. 3 shows the construction employed
in the walls or slabs on the longer sides.

These walls are 4ft. Gin. in height at the

higher, and about Gft. high at the lower end,

whilst the concrete, varying in thickness from
4in. at the upper end to 5|in. at the bottom,
is reinforced with gin. Rib bars running the

full height on the outer edge, and similar

bars about one half the height of the wall
on the inner side. The latter bars arc bent
round a -iin. longitudinal bar, and turned
outwards to form a heel, as shown by the
detail section. Fig. 4. This detail also shows
the tie-rods put in to form the connection
with the bottom slab. The angle is reinforced
with fin. horizontal bars at Tin. centres.

Longitudinal reinforcement is also provided
for the sides of the bath by fin. Rib bars
at 2ft. centres placed in the centre of the
wall. Tlie bottom of the bath consists of a

^JS^S^ :w^^^',^^^s^^^^^^'l»^^SS^';^^^^^^^^\^^^^<^^^v^^w^''.^w^^
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oin. slab of eoucrete measuring 3,000 super-
ficial feet, constructed in one slab to a
fall 'of about 3in. in 10ft.. and reinforced
with a lattice of |in. Rib bars placed at IGin.

centres, with all the necessary joints lapped
at least 12in. Details showing the dis-

position of the side reinforcing-bars and the
lapping of the longitudinal bars, to provide
angle-ties at the deep and shallow ends re-

spectively, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
flooring and risers surrounding the bath are
constructed in 4in. of concrete, with Jin.
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tension-bars at about Sin. centres in the

horizontal slabs at the narrow end, iin. Rib

bars at 8|in. centres the wide, end, and Jin.

Kahn bars in the risers. Fig. 7 shows the

beams employed to support the narrower
platform, and occupies a position at the

Lv^ ff.'-'i i A

angle of the bath. The span is 7ft. 3in.,

and the beams are 16in. deep, with Jin.

"trussed "-bar reinforcement. This detail

and that given in Fig. 4 also show the con-

nection at the angles of the landing and the

top of the wall of the bath. Details of the

raker-beams under the side risers are shown
in Figs. 4, 8, and 9. These are both 22in.

deep, with a span of r2ft. 2iin., and act

as buttresses to the bath- wall, as well as

supports for the floor. They are provided

Fig. 11 shows the construction of the walls

around the approach-stairs, which are formed
with concrete panels 3in. thick, with 4in.

surrounds. The reinforcement is a lattice

of Jin. Rib bars ISin. apart. A remarkably
good finish has been obtained on this work.
The construction of the reinforced-concrete

steps is shown in Fig. 12. Cross-bearers are
formed by 5in. concrete beams with Jin. Rib
and Jin. trussed bar reinforcement, and the
steps with Sin. treads and 4in. risers, have re-

inforcement of fin. Rib bars in the former,
and Jin. transverse bars in latter. The walls
are constructed in brickwork, and a well-

designed iron roof covers the bath.
The reinforced work, which is a very

interesting example of one of the economical
uses of reinforced concrete, was designed by
the Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Ltd.,
of Caxton House, Westminster.

THE KILN-DRYING OF LUMBER.*
By Harry D. Tiemann, U.S.A. Forest

Service.

Before wood is suitable for use for most
purposes it must be dried. Dry wood is in a
unique condition, since wood in the living

tree has never been dry from the time it was
first formed. The operation of removing the
moisture from wood does not consist of
simply evaporating moisture. If evaporating
moisture were all there is to the process

with Iin. Kahn-bar reinforcement through-
out, and bent lengths of |in. and Jin. Rib
bars to act as ties, essential features being
the fin. Rib-bar stirrups placed in the posi-

tion shown. Fig. 10 is an elevation of one
of the long beams forming the risers, and
shows the manner in which it is supported
on the beam detailed in Fig. 8, the section
of which is shown at X in Fig. 10. These
beams are of unusual section, in order to
provide the various rises and falls for steps,

there would be no problem at all, it would
simply be an engineering feat of supplying
the necessary latent heat. Wood, however,
is a complex substance, and the removal of

the moisture is accompanied by physical and
mechanical changes. It shrinks and increases
in strength and other changes take place. It

is a remarkable fact that less attention is

given to the conditioning of wood for the
purpose for which it is to be used than is

given any other material. With iron and

and illustrate one of the problems of con-
struction readily disposed of by the employ-
ment of reinforced concrete ; the dip formed
in the construction of the step being easily
arranged in the manner shown. The rein-
forcement consists of |in. Kahn and gin. Rib
bar for tensile resistance, and as the beams
are constructed on the continuous principle,
the negative bending above beam is taken
by Jin. Kahn bars and one gin. Rib bar.

the metals, greatest care and the most
expert knowledge are >ised in their prepara-
tion. With wood, however, the total value
of whose products exceeds tliat of every other
.substance except agricultural products, too
little expert attention has been paid to the
conditioning. The idea seems to liave been

* Notes of an address given before the quarterlv
meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Lumber Association at Eau Claire, Wis.

that Nature will take care of her own, and
that the wood can be allowed to dry in almost
any way. When it is considered that the
quality of the linished product is in part
entirely dependent upon the process that
has been used in drying, for any injury pro-
duced in the drying process cannot sub-
sequently be rectified, the importance of the
subject of proper drying becomes evident.
Many kilns have been designed with little

consideration of the fundamental require-
ments, and some lay great stress on super-
ficial details. In a kiln recently built at the
Forest Products Laboratory at Madison tlio

design is based on fundamental require-
ments, and the satisfactory results obtained
in drying refractory woods have shown the
soundness of the theory.

Structure and Composition of Wood.

—

Before discussing the drying of wood a brief
description of its structure and composition
will be of assistance. If you will think of a
honeycomb it will perhaps give you a good
idea of the way in which wood is con-
structed, except that the cells are very much
longer in proportion to their width than in
the honeycomb, and they are not as uniform
tn size. In the " soft woods," or conifers,
they are all pretty uniform in sliape and size,

but in the hardwoods they vary greatly in

the stick, some being fifty times as wide as
others, the wide ones being termed vessels

and the narrow ones wood-fibres. Inter-
spersed between these vertical cells and fibres

are the medullary rays, appearing as the silver

grain on quarter-sawed oak, and running in

a horizontal radial direction. The Forest
Service is making a detailed study of the
microscopic structure of all the important
American woods, and has prepared photo-
micrographs showing the structure as it

appears under the microscope. These have
not yet been published, but may be seen at

the Madison laboratory.

The Fibre Saturation Point.—Water
exists in green wood in two forms : As liquid

water contained in the cavities of the cells or
pores, and as imbibed water intimately
absorbed in the substance of which the wood
is composed. Now it is almost axiomatic
that removal of the free water from the
boles, or pores, will have no effect upon the

physical properties or shrinkage of the wood,
but as soon as any of the " imbibed

"

moisture is removed from the cell- walls

shrinkage begins to take place and other
changes occur. The strength also begins to

increase at this time. This condition of

moisture, which is the point when the cell

walls or wood substance become saturated,

is called the "fibre saturation point." It is

a very significant point in the drying of wood.
It is easy to remove the free water from
woods which will stand a higli temperature,
as it is only necessary to heat the wood
slightly above the boiling point in a closed

vessel, which will allow the escape of the

steam as it is formed, but will not allow dry
air to come in contact with the wood, so

that the surface will not become dried below
its fibre saturation point. This can be
accomplished with most of the soft woods,
but not, as a rule, with the hard woods, as

they are injured by the temperature neces-

sary. When it comes to evaporating the

imbibed moisture there is where the diffi-

culty comes in, and also where the free

water has to be removed through its gradual
transfusion, instead of boiling. As soon as

the imbibed moisture begins to be extracted

from any portion shrinkage begins and
stresses are set up in the wood which tend

to cause checking. The fibre saturation

point lies between moisture conditions of 25

and 30 per cent, of the dry weight of the

wood, according to the species.

The Wood Substance.—In regard to the

substance of which wood is composed : It

may surprise you to learn, if you are not

already familiar with the fact, that it is

half as heavy again as water. If any wood
could be compresed so that all the air spaces

were got rid of it would sink in water like a

stone. The specific gravity of the wood sub-

stance is 1.56. This substance is the product

of living proeeses ; that is, it is organic, and
its structure is, therefore, very complex. It

is thought to be built up of small particles
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closely laid together, the interstices being
capable of (illing up with moisture. The
foundation part of this substance is known
as cellulose. Cotton is almost pure cellu-

lose, but in wood there is another material
combined with the cellulose called lignin.

This has never been isolated by itself, but is

known only in combination with other sub-
stances. Just how it is combined with the
cellulose is not well known. It adds to the
strength of the cell walls and gives them a

darker colour. The chemical composition
of cellulose is the same as that of starch to

which it is closely allied, and is represented
by the formula C„H,.0,, the hydrogen and
<ixygen being combined in the same propor-
tion as in water. By the addition of water
to the molecule sugar is formed, and closely
related substances. Tluis cellulose, starch,
and sugars occur in the living tree.

Sap.—The term " sap " is an ambiguous
expression. The aap in the tree really
^descends through the bark and o.xcept in

early spring is not in the wood of the tree
except in the medullary rays and living
tissues in the " sapwood." It contains sugars,
soluble gums, and closely allied materials.
What flows tlu-ongh the sapwood is chielly

water with a slight amount of mineral sub-
stances in solution. The water rises from the
roots through the sapwood to the leaves,
where it is converted into true " sap " which
descends through the bark and feeds the
living tissues between the bark and the
wood, which tissues make the annual growth
of the trunk. Just what is meant by getting
rid of the "sap," as is often said, in drying
wood is not clear, since the wood itself

contains very little true sap and the heart-
wood none. The wood contains, however,
mineral substances, organic acids, and vola-
tile oils and gums, as resin and cedar oil, etc.

Objects of Drying Wood.—These may be
grouped under three main headings: 1. To
reduce shipping weight. 2. To reduce the
quantity necessary to carry in stock. 3. To
prepare the wood for use and improve its

qualities.

Drying to Reduce Weight.—When the
wood will stand the temperature drying to

reduce weight is most easily accomplished by
heating the wood above the boiling point in

a closed chamber, but so arranged that the
excess steam produced will escape. This
process manifestly does not apply to hard-
woods but is applicable to many of the soft-

woods. It is used especially in the North-
west, where one-inch Douglas fir is dried in

from 40 to 65 hours and sometimes in as short
a time as 24 hours. In the latter case super-
heated steam at 300deg. F. was forced into
the chamber, but, of course, the lumber
could not be heated thereby much above the
boiling point so long as it contained any free

water. The heat of evaporation may be
supplied either by superheated steam or by
steam pipes within the kiln itself.

Drying to Reduce Quantity in Stock.—The
quantity of wood it is necessary to hold in

stock is naturally reduced when either of the
other two objects is attained, and, therefore,

need not be discussed here.

Drying to Prepare for Use and to Improve
Quality.—In drying to prepare for use and
to improve quality careful and technical
drying is called for, and it applies more par-

ticularly to the hardwoods, although it may
be required for softwoods also.

Practice of Drying not Standardised.

—

Present practice of kiln-drying varies tre-

mendously and there is no uniformity or

standard method. Temperatures vary any-

where from 65 to 165deg. F., or even higher,

and lin. stuff .3 to 6 months on the sticks

is being dried in from four days to three

weeks, and 3in. stuff in from two to five

months. We are constantly receiving many
inquiries for information as to improving
present conditions. Many kilns make a hit

at superficial points and fall down on the

fundamentals.
Classification of Methods of Drying and

Types of Kilns.—All methods in use at

atmospheric pressure may be classified under
the following headings. The kilns may be

either progressive or compartment, and pre-

liminary steaming may or may not accom-

pany any one of these methods : 1. Dry air

—

generally obsolete. 2. Moist air—a, Ventil-

b,

3.
ated ; b. Forced draft; c, Condensing
Humidity regulated ; e, Oven or boiling

Simcrheated steam.
Losses Due to Poor Drying.—In some cases

there is practically no loss, but more often

it ranges from 1 to 3 per cent., and 7 to 10

in refractory woods such as gum. In some
cases the losses are as high as 33 per cent.

Air-drying is by no means always to be pre-

ferred to kiln-tirying. In air-drying there is

little or no control over the process; it may
take place too rapidly some days and too

slowly others; it nuiy be very non uniform.

Hardwoods in large 'sizes almost invariably

check. By proper kiln-drying these unfavour-

able circuiustanccs nniy be elimiimted.

However, air-drying is unquestionably to be

preferred to bad" kiln drying, and when there

IS any doubt in the case it is generally safer

to trust to air-drying, tireen hunber can be

better dried in the kiln if the fundamental

principles are all taken care of.

Value of Using a Proper Method of Kiln-

drying instead of Air-drying.—Some of the

advantages of kiln-drying to be secured over

air-drying in addition to reduction of

shipping weight and lessening quantity of

stock arc the following: Saving of losses,

better quality of product, prevention of sap

stain, fixation of gums and resins, reduction

of hygroscopicity. Experiments have shown

that drying oak and ash at 145 and ITOdeg.

F. has reduced the hygroscopicity 15 to 25

per cent. Specimens fniin the same sticks

were both air-dried and kiln-dried, then

placed side bv side on a rack for over a year,

and their moisture contents then determined.

This reduction of moisture means a reduc-

tion in the " working " of the material which,

even though slight, is of very great import-

ance. Some of tlie Fundamental Principles

Affecting the Drying of wood are :—

1. The evaporation from the surface of a

stick should not exceed the rate which the

moisture transfuses from the interior to the

surface.

2. Moisture tends to transfuse from the

hot towards the cold portions.

3. Wood is soft and plastic while hot and

moist and will become set in whatever shape

it is in as it dries.

4. Shrinkage is greater the higher the

temperature of drying while still moist.

5. Casehardening and honeycombing result

from the two foregoing circumstances. It

may be explained thus: Suppose a block of

wood is very wet and is placed in at too high

a temperature and too low a humidity. The

surface begins to dry and tends to shrink but

is prevented from doing so by the wet

interior. Being plastic, it yields to this

resistance and becomes stretched. If not

plastic it will cheek open. As drying pro-

ceeds it becomes bard and set in this

expanded condition and acts as a strong

shell. The interior now dries very slowly,

does not become set but shrinks, and as the

exterior is alreadv hard it opens up into

honeycombing. When the exterior once be-

comes set or " casehardened " the interior

is quite certain to become honeycombed,

whether the drying takes place in the kiln

or a long time afterwards. The only remedy

is to moisten the exterior by steaming or

soaking before it is too late. Air-dried

material frequently casehardens and honey-

combs as well as kiln-dried. (Samples of

sections of white oak felloes exhibited

showing one badly honeycombed and the

other excellently dried.)

6. Drying should take place uniformly at

all points, otherwise stresses are set up in

the wood.
7. Brittleness is produced by drying too

far.

8. Dried wood absorbs or loses moisture in

proportion to the relative humidity of the

air.

!). The hvgroscopicity and working are

reduced by 'thorough drying, but not elimi-

nated.
To properly utilise these principles in

drying, attention should be given to the

following factors :

1. The lumber should be heated clear

through before drving begins.

2. Humidity should be correct at the start

and reduced in the proper ratio as the drying

progresses.

3. The temperature of the lumber should
lie uniform and as high as the kind uf

material will endure.
4. The rate of drying sliould be controlled

by the amount of humidity in the air and
not by the rate of circulation. The circula-

tion should be ample at all points to supply
the heat needed for vaporisation and to keep
the liumidity uniform. To evaporate one
pound of water at atmospheric pressure

requires the amount of heat given up by
6y,U00 cubic feet of dry air in falling one
degree Fahrenheit. The regulation of tlio

liumidity is to prevent the surface from
drying down to the point where it takes a
"set" before the interior lias dried to nearly
the same amount, thus preventing case-

hardening. If dried too rapidly case-

hardening will result.

5. The degree of dryness obtained should
conform with the use to which the wood is

to be put.

Ideal drying depends upon : Ample circula-

tion ; control of humidity at all times;
proper temperature. Any kiln which fulfils

these conditions should be capable of giving

perfect drying. The new kiln, which we
have designed and are now experimenting
with, is a drying-chamber with a partition on
either side, making two narrow side chambers
open top and bottom. The steam-pipes are

in the usual position. At the top of the side

chambers is a spray of water ; at the bottom
are gutters and eliminator or baffle plates to

separate the fine mist from the air. The
spray accomplishes two things: It induces
an increased circulation and it regulates the

humidity. This is done by regulating the

temperature of the spray water. The prin-

ciple is very simple, and may be called the

dew-point method. The air under the heating
coil is saturated at whatever temperature is

required. This temperature is the dew-point

of the air after it passes up into the tem-

perature of the drying chamber above the

coils. Knowing the temperature in the

drying-room and the dew-point, the relative

humidity is thus determined. The relative

humidity is simply the ratio of the vapour
pressure of saturated vapour at the actual

temperature in the chamber. Thus, by con-

trolling the temperature of the dew-point by

means of tlie temperature of the spray water

the relative humidity is positively regulated.

This general principle has been applied to

ventilation of rooms, though operated by a

different method, and it seems strange that

no one has heretofore applied it to the dry-

kiln. For the past two winters we have been
carrying on experiments in drying eucalyptus

in California in a wooden kiln of this kind,

and a small one is now in operation at the

Madison laboratory. In this we have suc-

cessfully dried large oak, hickory, and birch

waggon stock, some from the green condition

and some from the partly air-dried. The
latter required forty-two days. A remarkable
result was obtained' in drying some partially

air dried waggon stock furnished by one

concern for experiment. It was considerably

checked on the ends when placed in the kiln,

but when removed these checks had almost

all completely closed up, so as to be in-

visible. The efficiency of this kiln theoretic-

allv is much higher than that of a ventilating

kiln working at the same humidities; but it

is doubtful whether it is much higher prac-

tically, since there are so many unseen

factors which may enter in to modify it. This

has not yet been" worked out. All the waste

heat, as "well as the latent heat of evaporated

moisture, goes into the spray water, -which is

recirculated by a pump. It is proposed to

utilise this heat for warming a storage shed

by passing the water through a coil of pipe

before returning it to the sprays.

The foundation-stone of a new church hall ha.s

been fornialiv laid at Clvdach. The architect

is Mr. G- T. Bassett, of Aberystwyth, and the

contractors are Messrs. Arnold Bros., of

Clydach. The cost will be £4.520.

Norton Church. W. Suffolk, has been restored

under the direction of Mr. William Weir. The
high deal liox-pens have been replaced by open

feats of English oak, and the space under the

tower at the west end has been opened out to

the nave.
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Design 1a.—Machine-fmislieil Dado of Solid Oak
Panellini,', Is. 6d. a square foot, stained to

any tone, and iixed free witliin tiie London
area. If not reciiiired stained and polished.

Is. 4^d. a square . foot. Frieze of modelled
canvas, with design in relief, 4s. a square

yard (without lixins;), or with an ivory surface,

6s. 6d. a square yard.

n j>
:V:i

THE HOME AND ITS ADORNMENT.
To those of us wise or fortunate enough to

make our homes the best that can bo made
of the best—we who still pi'pfer not to live at

hotels or in motor-cars to roam, there has long
been no choice but to avail ourselves of tlic

welcome aid of the i;i'eat Ucgent-street firm
whose name has become synonymous all the
world over with the hall-mark of good taste
and the guarantee of high quality— its in-

dispensable accompaniment.
Few of our own.readei"s need telling why

this is so. Among the rest, probably, there

are some who, when contrasting the vast

difference in the result achieved by others

who have promised similar results, have

wondered what the cause of failure was. We
prefer not to answer that question. It is

enough for us to say that, from the outset,

Moss'i-s. Liberty and Co. have grasped the

fundamental condition of artistic success in

a greater measure than any of their con-

temporaries. Whenever asked, they w'ill

place themselves unreservedly uiidcr the

professional guidance, of their customers'

own architects in preparing estimates and
carrying out any kind of constructive and dc-

Design 19a —Dado of hand-carved and finely- finished Sohd Oak
Panelling, 16s. a square foot, stained to any tone.

corative work. Their workshops are excep-

tionally well equipped for carrying out copy-

right designs under personal supervision.

Architects know tliat, and are assured triat

their designs will be faithfully and effectively

carried out, and that their own efforts to

satisfy their clients will.be seconded by

skilled craftsmen furnished with the best

appliances and materials. Incidentally, w-e

are sure Jlossrs. Liberty and Co. would

willingly acknowledge that they tliemselves

have benefited bv encouraging this expecta^

tion, and that 'it has helped their own
endeavours to work for those who, with

laudable desire to be surrounded by things of

beauty, lack themselves the gift of selection

and the opportunities of friendly advice.

As ever—one is thankful to say—the dis

play rooms and factories of Messrs. Liberty
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are not a world's sliow, or a place of

rendezvous or amnseinent ; but a visit to

tlieni is ail intellectual and artistic treat. No
man or woman to whom the delights of form
and colour appeal can fail to respond to the

subtle influences of their beautiful siirround-

ings. 'I'hey are no happy hunting-grounds
for the seeker of the bizarre. Freaks must
be souglit elsewhere—and easily found,

Bureau and Bookcase, Solid oak, stained dark
brown. Handles in dnll-Hnished copper.
3ft. 6in. high. 2ft. Sin. wide. £4 15s

heralded by all the blare of blatant
advertisement, and the crude self-assertive-
iiess of ignorance. At Liberty's, whether
you want to adorn a palace or to brighten
the humblest dwelling with some little
treasure from tlie realm of art that shall
transform it into a casket in which at least
one gem is shrined, you will depend on it
that what you get is of the best, that it is
real, and that its beauty bears the inefface-
able stamp of individua"! craftsmanship and
excellence of artistic design.

If, as we have before hinted, you want
ostentatious, cast-iron, pompous uniformity,
don't go to Liberty's. If you recognise with
Ruskin. that "every generation has, in all
probability, some peculiar gift, enabling it

to do something different from, or in some
sort better than, what has been done before,"
and that with the artistic developments of
all the ages to choose from, it would be pre-
sumptuous to say this or that style of
ornamentation is the most perfect, pet one"
of the charming little books Mes.srs. Libertv
publish, showing six styles of decoration.
Bead it. study the illustrations, and if you
are wealthy, and feel that something in you
responds to one style portrayed, seek "out
an architect and take counsel with him how
best vonr needs, governed by circumstances,
may be met ; or place yourselves in Messrs.
Liberty's hands, and you will be safe and
satisfied.

Probably, like most of us, the best you can
do is to improve and beautify the homes in

which Fate has planted you. If in any
decree a "permanency," Messrs. Liberty
will so transfigure your surroundings that
Voii need envy no one. If you are only a
"temporary." at little cost you may still. so
change the dull barrenness of your walls into
harmonies of beauty, and yet spend so little

money, that surprise will rival satisfaction,
net the two Liberty brochures. "Solid Oak
Panelling," and " Supgestions for the
Decoration of Walls." Desian Ira will show
von what yon can do for Is. 6d. a square
foot for the panelling, and 4s. a snnare yard
^or the modelled canvas frieze. For 8s. 3d.

the square foot you can buy Design 18a, with
a frieze of plaster, as shown, for a little

e.\tra. We .should like to give some of the

fabric and paper wall decorations, but they
are in colour. Yon will get them in the

second booklet just mentioned, or you can
see them in the model rooms at Regent-
street.

Space would fail us adequately to tell you
what yon can get in furniture at Liberty's to

suit your new or renu)delled home. If you
can alTord really antique carpets, fabrics,

pottery, etc., send foj their larger book,
' Furniture, Antique and Modern," and the

moderate charges for really authentic old

works of all kiiuls will astonish you. Much

desire—one of ourselves to some friend—and
the more so if you couple with it the assur-
ance, " I should never have got it for you if

I had not seen it in the Building News !

"

THE NEED FOR BEAUTY IN LIFE.

An interesting lecture was delivered on
December 17, at the Manchester University,
by Mr. Ian B. Stonghton Holborn, on "The
Need for Beauty in Life."

Mr. Holborn laid it down that the main
cause of the social evils of to-day was a want
of art appreciation, and that we should never
get true social reform, and never conquer

Wall Bracket and Cupboard. Stained brown. Centre cupboard with
leaded glass door. 2ft. wide, 2ft. high. 18s. 6d.

more so, every way will the reproductions, at

most modest prices, and of most conscientious
adaptation. Another furniture book gives
a tempting display of up-to-date furniture
for town houses, flats, and week-end
cottages, all combining artistic effect with
utility, accommodation, balanced propor-
tions, and sound construction. /Another,
"Reproductions of XVIIth Century Furni-
ture," offers some most alluring and
moderately figured later Stuart and William
and Mary chairs, etc. In "Upholstered
Chairs," luxurious ease is achieved with no
sacrifice of good design or economy. For
curtains, blinds, and draperies, "Liberty
Specialities for Furnishing " is the booklet
that will delight you. No woman of taste

will ever endure the abominations in curtains
and cretonnes that defile the bedrooms of

the parvenu after a glance through this

dainty collection, in which are figured fast-

colour Indian cotton curtains from 5s. Cd.,

rich, lustrous Holbein velvet pile ones at

558., and other fabrics of attractive and
economical character.

.At this season of the year, when money is

wasted by foolish people on the trumpery
that the recipients of "seasonable presents"
get rid of somehow as soon as possible, the

Liberty booklet, " Small Pieces of Furniture,"
will prove a boon to judicious givers, and
still more so to generous-hearted injudicious

people who would like to spend their money
on somethinc that would be valued if they
knew how. Many a humble friend would be
gladdened by the receipt of one of the ru.=h

chairs figured on pp. '2 and ,T at from 9s. only

to £1 5s. Or one of the stools, on pp. 10 and
11. would certainly save more than one im-

petuous relative from kicking across the

room abortions forced into his possession by
some well-meaning donors. Tables and
stands, bookcases, book-rests, umbrella-

stands, clocks, mirrors, etc., offer themselves
at prices to suit all pockets, but all of good
design and make. Here, for instance, is a

well-made solid oak bureau and bookcase at

£4 15s.. that will last a dozen generations,

and become more beautiful every year ; or

buy this wall-bracket, with its centre-leaded

glass door, only 18s. fid. Get this last-named

booklet, bv all means. If it proves your first

introduction to Messrs. Liberty and Co., yon

will owe ns the best New Year's gift we can

the evils of our times, until a national love

of beauty had been brought about. He
wished it to be taken for granted that in

every human being there was implanted a

t
natural instinct to distinguish between what
he considered the beautiful and what he con-

sidered the ugly, and to prefer the beautiful.
' He instanced the choice of one tie as against

another, the choice of one colour instead of

another for the paint upon a door, the pre-

ference for one girl'.s face instead of

another's. It might be dormant. Our
modern civilisation tended to thwart its

development, and what we wanted to do was
to train it just as we did the moral faculty.

THE GREEK "GENTLEMAN."
What was the relation at Athens of art

and beauty to the life of the people? What
did the Athenian, for instance, understand
as that which constituted a gentleman? Not
large property—too much money was con-
sidered as vulgar, like too much dinner or
too much drink ; not blue Vjlood, unless the
possessor "came up to sample." It was ]>er-

soual worth— the man who was both beau-
tiful and good. Mr. Holborn expounded the
intimacy of connection in Greek thought
between the beautiful and the good. It

helped to explain the part which gesture and
graceful movement played in Greek life. A
man mnst^ and could, only express himself
outwardly, and so it became important to

the Greek that this power of expression
.should be cultivated to the utmost and made
as beautiful as possible. Hence, possibly
more than half of Greek education was
devoted to that which we ignored, or even
deliberately discouraged — to athletics and
dancing (a movement with the Greeks of the
whole body), to pose and gesture, to reading
and rhetoric. Not one person out of a
hundred amongst us could read decently, and
the proportion of those who could speak with
flueney and agreeablcness of intonation could
not he one in a thousand.

POSTRnlTY'S VIEW OF rs.

Ill taking the Greek as the example of the
all-round man, Mr. Holborn did not claim
for him that he reached the highest point in

each ^Icpartmeiit in the three great fiind-i-

mentals of man's nature—the intellectual,

the moral, and the artistic. He wished nnlv

to show that no side of his nature was left
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out of consideration. Tliere was tlie intel-

lectiml side. It had been said that, "save

the blind forces of Nature, iiotliing moves
in modern life which is not Greek in its

origin." On the other liand, many people

spoke slightingly of Greek morality. What
of our own? We must look at our own
morality from the point of view of

posterity. How would posterity judge our

sweated industries? Wlmt would be thought

of the fact that 3.000,000 of our wage-earners
earjied less than 25s. a week? Wliat would
posterity think of our national drunkenness
—£100,000,000 a year on alcoholic liquor?

What would the Greek have thought of that?

What would he have thought of the idle

crowds at our football matclies? What of

our trusts ajid combines, our bread-and
butter education, our materialism, Congo
atrocities, Putuuiayo atrocities, white-slave

traffic?

And then the artistic side. Look at the

site of Athens, and at Athens herself—

a

dream of beauty ; look at any specimen that

was found of hnndile Greek crockery: would
posterity do any wrangling for the possession

in its nuiseums of our meat-tin cans? There
was tlie Greek drama. In a hundred years,

Athens, a tovvji about the size of Salford,
produced four thousand dramas of the

highest literary quality the world had ever
seen. Could Salford do that in ten hundred
years?

THK CAUSE OF OUR TROIIBLF.S.

In Medi;eval times the intellectual side was
wanting ; trntli was not loved for its own
sake, and that made Mediaeval morals cruel
and narrow, and its art barbaric. The
Renaissance was the re-birth of the Greek
outlook. The artistic and the intellectual
were developed, but not the moral. To-day
we had developed our moral standards. We
did care for the fallen, and we were a moral
people in the main. Again, we had the in-

tellectual side developed almost as strongly
as the Greeks. It was the age of science.
But what about the artistic side? Never was
there an age when beauty played so small
and unimportant a part in life. And that
was the cause of our troubles. Our hideous
factories, our hideous warehouses, our slums,
our smug villas, our love of gain—the wliole
age was marked by grossness and materialism.
We talk science to the slums, but that won't
put things right; we talk to the slums about
morals, we preach to them—with no effect.
There will be no effect till we realise that
man is a being with three parts to his nature.
We must instill in the people who live in
the slums— and in the rich people, too, who
don't live in them—a love of beauty, and
the slums will disappear. We waut to take
from Greece not a copy—all copies are bad-
hut an inspiration. Mr. Holborn did not
(lesp.Tir; he was not a pessimist. We may
yet, he said, make a completer man even than
Greece.

PAINTING STRUCTURAL STEEL: THE
PRESENT SITUATION.*

By A. H. S.1DIN, Assoc. M. Am. Soc.C.E.

The corrosion of structural metal (prin-
cipally steel) by atmospheric and other
natural causes is a subiect which ha.s long
been of importance to the engineer. A few
years ago the greatly-increased use of
concrete structures aroused the hope that
danger from such corrosion would be mucli
reduced

; but unarmoured steel seems to be
used as much as ever. Concrete has not
taken its place, but has made an entirely
distinct place for itself. Much has been
written, and much has been done, relative
to the protection of steel ; but improvement
has lipcTi slow, progress being made step bv
step. The writer can remember when corru-
gated iron was introduced, some thirty years
ago, that it wiis common practice to send out
with a shipment a suitable quantity of
powdered iron oxide, to be used as a pigment,
with directions for mi.ving it with oil and
•applying it as a paint. It was supposed th:>t,
because it contained iron, it was a proper

* To be presented .Tan. 7. 19H, at a meeting x>f the
American Society of Civil EnBineers.

paint to apply to iron, like "applying the
hair of the dog to cure the bite" (which the
writer has also seen done).

Some years ago. Mr. G. W. Thompson
attempted to classify pigments, as to their

relation \\'ith iron, by suspending them in

water and immersing pieces of iron or steel

in these mixtures. The results were some-
what surprising ; some of the pigments which
common e.xperience approved seemed to in-

crease corrosion in tliis condition, and others,

known to be useless in protective paints,

seemed to be much better for preventing it.

Lampblack, for instance, was the worst in

preventing corrosion, and white zinc or
pulverised chalk prevented it. This was
probably due to the fact that lampblack
contains, condensed on the surface of its

particles, considerable carbonic acid, which
is the most generally active agent in the
corrosion of iron, and white zinc and chalk
are basic substances by which iron is not
rusted ; however, the carbonic acid in lamp-
black is displaced by grinding in oil. and
the well-known lack of durability in paints
made of white zinc and chalk prevents their

good qualities from coming into action.

So groat is the need of more knowdedge as

to the value of pigments in paints, and their

mode of action, that nothing promising new
information is neglected. A committee of

five chemists from different parts of the
United States, with the approval of the
Society for Testing Materials, made a series

of tests of the principal pigments, and of

some other substances, on steel immersed
in water; and, as was to be expected, arrived
at substantially concordant results. These
results, as has been stated, were of no value
from the standpoint of the paint-maker,
being inconsistent with the known value of

the pigments when ground in oil or varnish.

When the report was published, however,
the pigments were classified, according to

their water value, into three groups—namely,
inhibitors, iudeterminates, and stimulators.
This was the origin of the use of these now
well-known words in paint terminology. It

was expressly stated in the report that this

was a classification as regards water only

;

but the names were so convenient and so

tempting that those not familiar with the

subject, and also many who saw their value
for advertising purposes (two quite distinct

classes), put them into common use to classify

pigments in oil. It is obvious that any classi-

fication of pigments in oil should be based
on their behaviour in oil, and if, as must be
conceded, this is radically different from
water tests, the latter should not be regarded.
.\11 this investigation began some years ago;
meanwhile, numerous young men. mostly
students working under the supervision of

their teachers, have made brief and generally
inconclnsive studies of paints, and almost
witho\it exception have used these indefinite

terms, inhibitors and stimulators. Patents
have even been taken out—which, in the

writer's opinion, are not only worthless but
invalid— covering the use of old and well-

known pigments. What is worse, every
nuiker of a paint nostrum assures his hearers
or readers that his particular paint abso-

lutely inhibits rust, and that everything else

•stimulates it. This is the whole history of

this jargon about inhibition and stimulation ;

it never had any particular value to the con-

sumer, and it is generally used to mislead
him. It is obvious that in a good paint the
pigment particles are enveloped in a film of

oil ; they do not come in contact with the
iron; if they did, the paint would peel off,

for no dry pigment adheres well to metal. It

is as true to-dav as it has been in the past
that steel rusts because air and moisture act
on it. and paints are used to keep air and
moisture from it. Thev do not inhibit
rusting, except as they inhibit the cause of it.

The important practical question is

whether paints have been, or can be. im-
proved as to being non-porons or durable.
This is essentially dependent on the relation
between the pigment and the oil. As to the
true nature of this relation, very little is

known
; hut something is known about its

visible manifestations. It is known, for
t"st;iiicp, tliiit lib. of dry red-lead mixed with
\lh. of oil makes a paint of ordinary con-

sistency, and lib. of dry lampblack requires
at least 61b. or 81b. of oil, say. thirty times
as much, or making allowance for difference
in density, say six times as much, as the
red-lead. Similarly, lib. of white zinc takes
twice as much oil to make a paint as lib. of
white-lead, and white-lead nearly twice as
much as red-lead. These are things we know

;

but we have no idea why they are so. Again,
red-lead, which is an oxide of lead, makes nn
excellent paint for iron ; oxide of iron is

neither very good nor very bad ; oxide of
manganese is bad. Our knowledge of paints
is as yet largely empirical; chemists dislike
to admit this ; for, like everybody else, they
hate to confess that there is anything they
do not know, and thus when a new theory is

offered some of them make a great rejoicing
over it, without first finding out whether or
not it agrees with the facts. Where we are
gaining is in more general appreciation of
the value of the proper application of paint,
better preparation of surface, more con-
fidence in good paint rightly used, and in

the better preparation of paint materials.
For instance, in the older books, and untd
about twenty years ago, we find analyses of
red-lead showing as low as iiO per cent, of
true red-lead, with 45 per cent, of litharge.
Red-lead is made from litharge, and the
presence of the latter is not a sign of adultera-
tion, but of incomplete conversion. At the
same time other samples showed as high as
80 per cent, of true red-lead. As is well
known, there was much difference of opinion
in those days as to the value of red-lead as a
paint for iron ; though most users liked it,

some thought it poor stuff. It is now known
that its value depends on the quantity of red-

lead it contains. Coarse red-lead always
contains litharge, because the litharge in the
middle of a large particle is never oxidised.

It was observed that the finer the red-lead,
the better it was, and so a demand arose

which forced the manufacturers to make
higher grades; now they are grinding their

litharge to an impalpable powder before
roasting it, with the result that 94 per cent,

of true red-lead has been on the market for

some years. Then an unexiiected fact was
developed. The old red-lead, when mixed
with oil, would set in a day or so—often in a

few hours—into a cement, just like plaster-

ofParis and water ; this tendency made it

work with difficulty and unevenly in applica-

tion, and its coarseness gave it a tendency to

run; but the new, or high-grade, article is

inactive to oil, and brushes out smoothly like

a house-paint. This enables the painter to

cover 50 per cent, more surface with the same
quantity and still get a coating having a uni-

form thickness which gives more protection

than the thin portions of the paint formerly
used. This secures greater economy, even at

a slightly larger cost per gallon ; and this is

an economy not only in the cost of the paint,

but in the labour, because the paint works
more easily, and a man can cover more
surface in a day; it also requires less skill,

and, therefore, a less highly-paid man to do
good work. For the last year or two red-lead

ground in pure linseed oil has been offered

to the trade as a paste ready to be thinned
with more oil ; such a paste keeps for a year
or more, or indefinitely, as far as known, like

white-lead paste. Its use saves time and waste

in mixing, and, being ground through a mill,

the mixture is perfect, which is not the ca.se

.
with hand-mixing ; and, as it avoids the

presence of a dusty pigment, it is more
sanitary.

Tlic only serious objection to the use of

such red-lead is that it dries more slowly

than the older kinds. This can be obviated,

however, by the use of a little japan drier.

There is a well-founded prejudice against thf

use of excessive quantities of drier in an^

paint; but it should be remembered that red

lead mixed in the (standard) proportion o

281b. of pigment to 1 gallon of oil, contain

20>lb. of pigment per gallon of mixed paint

If this pigment contains 15 per cent, o

litharge, it has 31b. of litharge per gallon

Now. ordinary, good, lead japan driers, o

lead and manganese driers of approve

quality, contain the equivalent of lib. c

litharge in about 3 gallons of drier; and .311

of litharge will make 8 or 10 gallons of drie

.
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To make 1 gallon of mixed 9-1 per cent, red-

lead paint dry requires only 1 pint of drier;

tlii> rest is excess. It is much safer to add
the desired quantity of drier. It nuiy be

asked why the litharge in the i)4 per cent,

red lend is not more active; it is probal>ly

because, when the peroxidation of the lead

has been carried so nearly to completion,

the particles of litharge are enveloped so

completely by a dense coatinji of true red-

lead that the oil does not reacli them. This

is obviously not the case witii the commoner
and less thoroughly oxidised pigment.

It has sometimes been suggested, by those

not very familiar with the chemical questions

involved, that the litharge is the essentially

valuable part of the paint, and that the red-

lead is only an inert extender. This is not

so. The whole history of the subject shows
that the iinprovemeut in red-lead for paint

during the last twenty-five years has been

made by reducing the litharge contained in

it ; litharge alone, or used witli other pig-

ments, has not been satisfactory, tliougli

orange mineral, which is red-lead free from
litharge, is most excellent, and would be

used if the cost were not so great. Further
progress will undoubtedly produce red-lead

witli a lower percentage of the protoxide

;

in fact, the 94 per cent, red-lead now in the

market usually contains much more tlian 94

per cent, of true red lead. Progress has also

been made in our knowledge of linseed oil.

^Vithin a few months the American Society

for Testing Materials has adopted specifica-

tions for North American raw linseed oil.

which is of better quality than that made
from South American seed. These specifica

tious are the result of a great deal of worl;

by many of the best oil chemists, and it is

now possible for any good analyst to tell

whetlier or not an oil is pure and good.

Methods of paint analysis are in general

being standardised, and a vast amount of

work is going on in Germany and England
as well as in the United States, on the

chemistry and nature of drying oils. .'\t

present linse'^d oil has adulterants, but •o

substitute; China wood oil is a valuable

drying oil. more valuable for some purposes

than any other; but. as an oil for ordinary

paints, it is used, as far as the writer knows,
only to cover up the use of non-drying oils

which must be regarded as adulterants. At
present prices it is not likely to be used even

in this way. Fish oil is used to some extent,

as it always has been, in paint for roofs and
smokestacks; but one should not be disturbed

by talk abcuit the "newer paint oils." for.

except China wood oil, there are none.

In closing, it may be well to mention th.-it

the committee appointed by the American
Society for Testing Materials has made a

final report on the condition of the paints on

the Havre de Grace Bridge; as is well

known, this bridge was painted six years ago

bv a committee of that Society, which cnui-

niittee included several members of the

American Society of Civil Engineers. This

report describes three of the paints as ex-

cellent; two of these were straight red-lead

in oil, and the third was red - lead with

about 15 per cent, of a pulverised silicnte

added, in oil, the red-lead being about 98

per cent, true red-lead. Nine other paints,

of varying composition, are reported as

affording generally effective protection to the

structure. As all these paints were carefully

applied, it is fair to conclude that the dura-

bility of any good paint may be increased

one half, and probably doubled, by proper

care in its use as compared with average

practice. It is only by continually reiterating

this fact that we shall ever secure the most

elementary and fundamental requirement for

the economical treatment of structural steel.

RETAINING WALLS.*
In buildings of ordinary construction the

weight of the upper floors and stories in-

creases the stability of basement walls, and
it seldom becomes necessary to compute the

moment of stability or overturning moment.
With regard to steel-frame buildings, the

basement wall receives no assistance from

the upper walls. It is therefore necessarv to

design such basement wall as a retai[ung

wall. The usual ullowance for live load due

to traffic is

:

Heavy vehicular surcharge of .'jft.

Light viOiicular surcharge of :tft.

Pedestrian surcharge of 1ft.

Rankine's formula for earth pressure

-

, /I - sin. «\
P= "•''(

)
\ 1 -f Bin. /

t = angle of repose of soil,

W = weight per foot cube of earth,

H = In-ight from base to top of surcharge,

/( = height from top of wall to top of sur-

charge.

Assume w = 901b. per cubic foot, 9 = 30 degrees,

,, = w,f3--'°n.9o;,(^-^)
V 1 -r sin. «/ \1 + J/

= 30 // lbs., or equal to J hydraulic pressure.

This pressure lias been adopted for check-

ing all designs submitted to the Melbourne

City Council. Even where ground will stand

bv "itself, there is always the danger of

hydrostatic pressure due to burst mains and

service-pipes. In the case of wet ground,

such as is experienced in west end of the

city of Melbourne, the provision of subsoil

drains will reduce the weight of earth, and,

consequently, the pressure to .301b. per foot.

' A paper read at the Royal Victorian Institute of

Architects by H. E. Morton, City Architect. Mel-
bourne, Sept. 23, 1913.

nniformly-distributed pressure w'/i;3, due to

the surcharge, and the uniformly-increasing

pressure from «• M .'t
- u' /i/ 3) due to tlie

pressure of the earth.

The max. B M in both cases is equal to

\V//8, W being total load. / being space in

feet. The max. B M in latter case does not

occur at the centre of space, but at a point

equal to 0.,')7 /.

The total B M can be taken as the sum of

the two without appreciable error.

Total pressure = 15 (17-^ - .0'^) = 3,9601b.. ..(eq. iv.)

Total B M = ''•^J'
'" = 6,940ft lb.

8

This would require for concrete composed

of one part cement, two parts sand, and three

parts screenings, a lOin. plate reinforced

with ^in. -diameter rods -lin. pitch.-

When stanchions are placed fairly close

together the wall is sometimes designed as a

plate spanning between stanchions; it is

usual in such cases to vary the thickness of

the concrete according to the pressures

about every .3ft., the reinforcement in such

cases being horizontal.

Design of a brick wall acting as a beam.

a^, o/ Surefitrgi

-4.i...

C'fen

The press at top of wall
)!],

«-H
3

The press at bottom of wall

Average press =

Total press in lbs. p per lineal foot of wall-

...(1)

.(ii)

Average press = -- (H + h) (iii.)

6

"(H -f h)(,H-J,) (H"-70 (iy.)

Taking moments of area A L C D and A B L
about base B C (Fig. II.) to ascertain the height

at which the total pressure P acts

—

Area A L C D Heigllt to
, C. of G.

V =-.„-«("-')
Area A li L Height to

• (H« - ]r)

;: 'n^ (H - /,)' -f -j"g (H
°

^'(H--7,)

/')• M
V

.(V.)

or distance Y may be obtained graphically as

shown by Fig. II.

Make A E and D F = B C
Make G B and C M = A D
.Join E M and G F.

The intersection K gives height Y at which

P acts above base B C.

Moment about base = P x 1' (vi )

Taking a numeral example basement 12ft.

deep, ground floor level with pavement.

Traffic heavy vehicular. This is an extreme
case, such as will seldom be met with in

actual practice. The basement wall may be

designed as a plate or beam supported at the

ground and basement floors, the thrust of

the earth-pressure being taken up by the

concrete floors. In the case of the ground

floor, it is not advisable, therefore, to stress

the concrete to its maximum fibre stress

when designing same. When the surface

levels do not differ materially on the

opposite sides of the building, the thrusts

are equal and opposite to one another. If

the levels vary greatly, the unbalanced force

has to be taken up by the stanchions.

Referring to Fig. II.. it will be seen that

the pressure against wall is made up of the

rs

II

-T-^

Fig

Total press. = 1.0 (17'i

Moment about base—

I

G° P/oar~^

•i>

\,BsmtFl

III.

5-) = »,9G01b (eq. iv
)

= 7.'i (17 - 5)2 4 .'•||17 - .')1^..

= 10,800 + 8,640 = 19,4401h.

,.(eq. V.)

'V

rr

W\

o

Fig. IV.

E = moment due to earth press.
= 19,4401b (eq. v.)

T = moment due to thrust of ground floor

\V = moment due to weight of \\all

T must equal E - W, or E equal T + W
Moment of waU = 12 ? x 130 x J = 780/2

Moment of resistance of waU = ——

^

b

.-. 19,440 = 7HD /2 -f iiil^
Ii

Assuming /' = 301b. per square inch, or 4,3201b.

pel square foot (cement mortar 3 to 1), we get

19,440 = 780 ^! -V 720 f^.

1,500/ = 19,440

f^ = 12.96

/ = 3' 6",

or wall 4J bricks tliick.

OnSION FOR CANTILEVER TYPE OF KKTAIM.NC;

WALL.

This type is constructed of reinforced

concrete, and is not usually employed in

buildings. The usual factor of safety against

overturning is 2—i.e.,

moment of stabili ty _. g
overturning moment

Assume heel = 2' and thickness of bise = 18'

(see Fig.' 7), forces acting are taken down to

underside of base.

E = weight of earth over heel in lbs.

W = weight of wall in lbs.

B = weight of base in lbs.

Total earth press—

P' = 15 (18.5' - 5=) = 4,7581b (eq. iv
)
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Moment about base = 75(18.5 - 5)« + 5 (18 - 5f
= 13,668 + 12,302 = 25,9701b.

^ _B M ^ 25^ ^ 5,4G'...(e<i. v.)
P' 4,758

'

Centres of gravity of E and W may be

obtained by moments or graphically, as

shown by Fig. 2.

Methods of Moments. (See Fig. VI.)

Moments of E about O = (12 X 2 X 1)

_l^^2_x_a75 ^ J2.25)
= 24 + 10.125

C. of G. of E from = 34.125 ^
area B
12 V 0.75

34.125

28.5
= 1.2'

Moment of W about O =

X 2.5 + 12 X 0.75 X 3.125 = 11.25 + 28,125

C. of G. of W from O = ''^^'^, = §?^ = 2.91
area W 13.5

Weight of E = 12 X 2g X 90 = 2,565

Weight of W = 12 X IJ X 150 = 2,025

Weight of base = L x 1* x 150 = 225 L

Taking moments about A (Fig. V.), and
allowing Factor of Safety of 2.

2(P'x Y') = 2,565 (L - V')'
4 2,025 (L - 2.9) + 225 L (L / 2)

51,940 = 2,565 L - 3,078 + 2,025 L - 5,872

+ 112.5 L»
51,940 = 112.5L3 + 4,590 L - 8,950

112.5 L' * 4,.590L - 60,890 = O
L» + 40.8 L - 541 = O.

Formula for quadratic equation

—

-b + ^62 - 4a.c

L

- 40.8 + Va

2a.

- 40.8± Vl
,
664 - 2,164

2

40.8 +6,200
2

lO.G

Jl

1

Js£-
\

I ^.—&

.

^

Fig. vn
To find where resultant R cuts the base

vertical (forces only), take moment about Z
(Fig. VII.) of all vertical loads and divide
by sum of loads to get distance X from Z.

2,565 X !'.> + 2,025 x 2.9 + 10^ x 1 J x 15qx5JX

21,350
6,9.52

point by introducing a couple =Qa; lever

arm tlirough which the force has been
moved.
This does not alter total effect of force.

<p 9

''/////-'///////////y/y ///?.

t-

—

>-^ K-^-^"

f̂ty////////

k
F:a. VIII.

but shifting Q to centre will cause a uniform

pressure over entire base and couple Q .r m
will tend to cause tension over the left and
compression over right half of the base, the

total upward earth reaction being the sum of

these forces and will equal.

Q^ Qxmxy
A -

I

;/ = distance in feet of edge of base from centre

of same,
A = area of hase in square feet taking one foot

strip,

I = moment of inertia in foot units of base

about its centre of gravity.

6,952 = ''"'

The distance Y from this line at which
resultant of all forces cuts base can be
obtained graphically or by simple propor-
tion.

6,952 : 4,758 ; : 5.46 : Y
4,758 X 5.46 ^ „ „

.

6,952
Distance from Z = 3.07 + 3.74 = 6.81.

We have now VIII. figvire, the base of wall
with inclined resultant R acting at A. This
may be replaced with two forces, Q and S
— viz., of vertical forces and horizontal
pressure of earth.
The vertical force Q at point m feet from

centre of base may be shifted to any other

Max. compn. 'K^^W)
3AC^
AB"

3AC'
Max. tension = 2y ( 1 + ~T"^ )

J
%ir^/

' K.I1/ >

k
FlO. IX.

N

6,9.52 _^ 6,752 x 1.56 x 5.25 x 12

10.5
""

bd'
121,157

= 662 + 590
= 1,2521b. compression atD)

721b. compression at A )

Another formula for finding the minimum
and maximum pressures on the soil is as

follows: (A) When resultant pressure falls

in.side base (Fig. X.) (B) When resultant

pressure falls outside base (Fig. XI.)

£ c A
(A) When resultant faUs inside base.

Fig. X.

/„ :iA('\
Max. compn. = 2ji (^ \ I', )

/, 3AC\
Max. tension = 2;) ( ^ \B /

(B) When resultant falls outside base.

Fig. XI.

mean normal pressure on the base per square
foot.

k

(< J-J5— J6¥-

2p (2 -^) p = 662 lbs., (see above)
AB

Max. compn.

—

662 X 2 ( 2
11.07 \

-
10.50) = 1'32^ (2

1,324 (.94.5) = 1,252

1.055)

Max. tension

1
/, 3AC\ /

^P{' - Ab) = 1.324
(

11.07 >.

10"50y

= 1,324 (1 - 1.0-55) = 1,324 x -0.055 = - 721b.

—i.e., compn. of 721b.

Next, by graphical construction, find

centres of gravity of upward earth reactions
causing bending on AB and CD (Fig. IX.).

B M at C = upward reaction on C D x

distance of C of G - weight of C D x

distance of its centre of gravity from C.

465 + 1,252
X 7.0 X 4.0 = 21,024

(This causes tension on lower side

and compression on upper.)
- 7 X 1.5 X 1 X J50 X 3.5 = 5,512

(Reinforcement for this B M not
computed.)

18,512tt.lb.

B M at B = weight of earth over heel x
diastance of C of G from B and weight of

heel X distance of C of G - upward earth

reaction on AB x distance of C of G from B.

+2x12x90x1 = 2,160

(This causes tension on upper and
compression on lower.)

+ 2 X 11 X 150 X 1 = 450

- 72 + 296 X 2 X 0-8
2,610
294

2 2,316tt.lb.

(Reinforcement not computed.)

Try base for vertical shear at C = upwards
reaction less weight of portion C D of base = 6,006
- 1,575 = 4,4311b. Shear strength of base = 18"

X 12' X 601b. = 12,%01b. Horizontal shear at

B C = earth pressure = 4,7581b. Shear strength

of wall = 18' X 12" , 601b. = 12,9601b. Wall

and base will not fail by shear.

Sliding.—Forces tending to make wall slide on

its base = total earth pressure to underside of

base = 4,7581b.

Total weight of wall and earth filling over

heel equal 6,9521b.

Co-efficient of friction between concrete

and soil may be taken as .33.

The wall would therefore be on point of

sliding at 6952/3 equal 2.3171b., but would be

prevented by the vertical pressure of the toe

against the earth. When necessary to

further increase the resistance, the wall is

carried down as shown in by Figs. V. r.nd

IX.
A heel of greater size would be substituted

in this case so as to reduce the length of toe.

When a retaining wall abuts on a boundary,

the heel is omitted.

The above examples have been worked out

to show fully the methods of computation,

and I trust will be of use to members for

future reference.

Children's homes are being built by the

Grimsby Board of Guardians, at a cost of

,i:i3,000. They will accommodate 160 children,

and are approaching completion.

Mr James Ross, of Peel-street, Montreal,

engineer and contractor, one of the cont^ractors

for the Canadian Pacific Railway, who died on

September 20, left estate in the United King-

rlom of the gross value of £113,438. It is stated

that the Canadian estate exceeds in vahie

.£3.000.000.
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A Merry Christmas and a Happy Now Year

to every reader ! All the wishes which we

call offer, we know, eannot insure the first.

Even where hearts know not their own

liitteruess that mocks at all stereotyped

mirthmaking, the changing conditions of

nuidcrn life hardly make for the enjoyment

of tlie conventional Christmastide that

reached high-water mark in the days of

Dickens. Many, this week, are seeking far

and wide the recreation which, perhaps, is

healthier, if not heartier, than the homo

feasts of our fathers. May they find it. and

reassemble merrier and stronger ! All down

tlie ages, we suspsict, the keeping of the

Christmas feast, and of those w^hich preceded

it, has changed oftener than most of us wot.

It does not seem to have been observed by

Cliristians at all till the second century, and

then it was certainly kept in different places

at different times—for the most part in

..laiinary, April, or May. The Armenians

kept it on .January 18. the Eastern Church

on January 6, and the Latins on December 25.

Differences of climate, to-day, differentiate

the observance of the feast as much as any-

thing. The Briton is conservative every-

where, of course, and may yet insist on

pudding and punch, blaze the Tropical sun

ever so fiercely, or the delicious summers

of Australia or New Zealand tempt the young

folk out of doors to spend the holiday. ' May

its merriment be as real and world-wide as

still nobler, and perhaps more lasting, tradi-

tions of our race !'

to reproduce her spirited Prize Design, "A
Hoar Hunt," intended for the decoration of

a public building, for which she was awarded

the Royal Academy Bronze Medal this

month. Mr. Maurice B. Adams contributes

a pencil drawing and plan of the Hall, Castle

Howard, Yorksliiro, built by Sir John Van-

brugh. Some other good things will com-

plete a number for which we bespeak the

willingness of all to accept it as the earnest

of our resolve to do our best during 1914 for

every reader—and for ourselves !

To insure the "Happy New Year" wliicli

begins next Thursday, we are, at any rate,

doing our share. Our "New Year's Number"

is—of course—our "veribest." They all have

been, and for the best of all reasons. To each

in its turn the best men of the time have

contributed, and that is why we can boast

witliout egotism. We, after all, are only the

gatherers of other men's good stuff. On

those who once again next week enjoy it is

laid the loyal and, we are sure, well-

rocognised obligation to help us in their turn,

as tliey climb to the high places of success,

to inspire yet another generation with

genuine admiration and healthy emulation.

Our loading illustratio'n next week is pro-

duced by the kind permission of the Trustees

of tlie Wallace Collection, and is a repro-

duction in colours of Paul Delaroche's

"Virgin and Child." As those familiar with

the original know, it differs in treatment

somewhat from the traditional types. It is

neither a "Mater Dolorosa" nor the con-

ventional "Queen of Heaven " of some of the

earlier Masters, but rather the most perfect

embodiment of the ideal of the ecstasy of

maternal love ever realised. Among the best

of the rest is a view of St. Mary's Cathedral,

Edinburgh, showing the completion of the

western towers, and the consummation of

the work of Sir Gilbert Scott. Mr, John

Oldrid Scott, and Mr. Charles Oldrid Scott.

Then there is a view and plan of the New

Government Offices, Dublin, of which Sir

Aston Webb and Sir T. Manly Deane are

the architects. Mr. Walter Crane kindly

permits us to give his two lunettes,

"Painting" and "Craftsmanship," from the

Royal West of England Academy, Bristol.

To Mr. Frank O. Salisbury we are indebted

for his decorative painting, "The Great

Artists of Chelsea," in the Chelsea Town

Hall. Miss Wilhemina D. Hickson allows us

Mr. G. A. T. Middleton. A.R.I.B.A.. has

given notice that at the next business general

meeting of the R.I.B.A. on .Jan. 12 he will

move : " That this Institute do support to

the utmost the Architects' Registration Bill

which is to be introduced into Parliament

next Session." This brings matters to a

crucial issue, and will, at any rate, test the

feeling of members on the main question. A

special general meeting (adjourned from

December 1) will be held Monday, .January 5,

1914. when the chair will be taken at 8 p.m..

to resume consideration of the report and

recommendations of the Council in regard to

the Statutory Registration of Architects.

The report and recommendations, with the

various documents referred to therein,

together with summary of the discussion at

the special general meeting of December 1.

have already been given in these pages.

At this business meeting on the 12tli

proximo the chair will be taken at

8 p.m., when the minutes of the adjourned

special general meeting held Monday, June

16, 1913, will be read, and consideration will

be' resumed of the draft revised schedule of

professional charges, commencing with

Clause 2.

on the present system of taxation and the

housing schemes of a number of local

authorities. During the last few years, he

said, rates—levied and extracted solely from

land and houses—have increased by not less

than 2s. 5d. in the pound. Bearing that in

mind, it seemed incredible that investments

in land and houses were once more to be

made the object by Government of heavy

burdens. The Chancellor of the Exchequer

by his Budget of 1909-10 had depreciated

capital investments in land and houses by

millions, had practically stopped building,

and had frightened capital to such an extent

that 300 millions had been deflected abroad

during the last three years. He took the

Liverpool Corporation housing scheme as an

illustration of his argument against muni-

cipal housing. Up to the end of December

last Liverpool, he said, had erected 2,747

dwellings at a total cost of £1,245,040, or an

average price of over £453 per house. The

net rental, after deducting expenses and re-

pairs was £10,535, and after crediting all

net receipts, the total deficiency falling on

the Liverpool rates was £37,327, or a rate o

2id in the pound, while the houses built

were occupied, not by people out of the

"slums," but by the better class of skilled

workmen, at the expense of the ratepayer.

The letter from the secretary of the Land

Union, which will be found on another page,

ominously foreshadows the prospective value

of Mr. Lloyd George's assurances to tax-

payers in another and probably disastrous

direction. The Chancellor of the Exchequer

has written to the Birmingham Chamber of

Commerce stating that no increment value

duty is charged on buildings, fixed plant, or

machinery, and that all the value attri-

butable to these things is eliminated before

any tax is levied. As all builders and others

connected with the building trades know to

their cost, the bitter experience of the past

three years has proved the misleading nature

of such assurances; and, so far, the futility

of all our efforts to prevent the Commis-

sioners of Inland Revenue from charging in-

crement value duty unless the value of -the

bare land, independently of buildings, etc.,

has risen in value. In the Plymouth, Rich-

mond, and Palmer's Green test eases it was

admitted, on behalf of the Crown, that the

value of the land had not risen a penny,

nevertheless increment value duty was

claimed. Is it not but too probable that if

owners of houses are to be taxed when they

sell their houses for more than the Commis-

sioners think they are worth, it will soon be

the turn of owners of machinery to suffer the

same fate? Is it not certain, when that

comes, that the blight which has fallen on

our own trades will blast every industry in

the country?

Mr. Cheverton Brown, of Hull, the presi-

dent of the United Kingdom Federation of

Property Owners' Associations, at the half-

yearly conference held last Friday in Man-

chester made some very pertinent comments

It is proposed to hold an important and

representative exhibition of woodland and

timber industries in London next year, under

the auspices of the English Forestry Asso-

ciation. Invitations to co-operate will be

extended to all bodies interested in the

subject, and it is hoped to obtain the

entbusiastie support of all concerned with

Eu'dish timber and underwood, so that a real

effort may be made to improve the present

unsatisfactorv position of affairs. Wherever

sufficient and proper supplies can be insured

a greatly-increased demand is being organised

for all classes of English timber and under-

wood, and especially for oak, larch, and

Scots pine. At the coming exhibition all

these points will be illustrated, and, in order

to secure the best results, the council of the

English Forestry Association invite par-

ticulars from landowners and land agents as

to supplies of timber and underwood that

might be felled in the near future, so that

the demand may be cultivated and regular

supplies insured ; from timber merchants and

others as to English timber which they con-

vert, or as to stocks which they hold, so that

architects, railways, and other con.sumers can

be given the names of those who can supply

whatever may be required; and from all

interested in woodland industries as to goods

which they sell, as to supplies of coppice-

poles or timber which they require, and as

to special difficulties with which they have

to contend. The English Forestry Associa-

tion invite all who are interested to com-

municate with the honorary secretary,

English Forestry Association, Farnham

Common, Slough, Bucks, with a view to

making the coming exhibition a success, and

helping them to prove that British timber

and British goods, manufactured by British

labour, can compete successfully with

foreign productions.

Lord Plymouth has saved the Crystal

Palace. But ior his spirited generosity, its

doom would have been sealed. He first came

to the rescue two years ago, and he has once

more been the good genius who, by an act

of rare munificence, has removed all diffi-

culties. Relieved of the heavy charges which
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rendered its continued existence impossible,

tlie Crystnl Palace will, we all hope, now

start on a fresh lease of life. It undoubtedly

possesses natural attractions and advantages

which should secure for it, under a discern-

ing management, all the public favour it at

one period enjoyed. The problem of good

management will not be an easy one. The

building itself is a costly structure to main-

tain, and may at no distant date necessitate

burdensome expenditure. It can hardly be

said that the preservation of the Alexandra

Palace has proved a complete success as far

as the use of the building goes, or that full

advantage is taken of all the beauty of the

grounds ; and most of us will hope that at

Sydenham the resources of those concerned

may, somehow, prove more adequate.

Some New York architects and engineers

seem to believe that the "inverted sky-

scraper," which is to be built downwards
instead of upwards, is a certainty of the near

future in that city. It has been reported

many times that the State of New York, or

the City authority, was about to fix the limit

of tlie sky-climbers—the latest, for the Pan-
American Union, is to be 800ft. high—but

nothing comes of it. Anyhow, it is rumoured
that very shortly the first inverted sky-

scraper is to be started, and carried "fifty

or sixty stories" below-ground. We suppose
tlie conditions beneath the surface—sewer-

age, water supply, and the like—are much
the same as prevail here, except that there

are no deep tube railways. Burrowers in the
bowels of the earth will therefore, we take
it for granted, have to devote one subter-

ranean story, at any rate, to the accommoda-
tion of the sewers and the gas- and water-

mains. Here in London, if necessity ever
induced underground construction of the
kind, would the obligation rest on the
building - owner to arch - over and tunnel
beneath the trains on the Twopenny-tube and
Bakerloo routes?

^•^

A village hall has just been onened at VVest-
bury-sur-Mendip. The builders" were Messrs.
Dennis Brothers, of Westbury.

The Local Government Board have granted
sanction to the borough council of Southwark
to borrow i:29,334 for extensions to the
electricity undertaking.

More street-paving was done in Buenos Aires
in 1912 than in any previous year. The supply
of imported setts amounted to over 200,000 tons.
About 55 miles of streets were repaved.

A new council school at Bettws, built at a
cost of £3,077, has been formally opened. The
plans were by Mr. D. Piigh-Jones, the county
architect, and Messrs- Knox and Wells were the
contractors.

At a meeting of the public health and housing
committee of the Birmingham City Council
on Friday, it was reported that .satisfactory
progress was being made with the extension o'f

the Yardley-road Sanatorium for Consumptives.
It was further intimated that the extension at
Salterley Grange Sanatorium was nearly
finished, and that the new accommodation at
West Heath was completed. The extension
scheme provides for 142 additional beds at
Yardley-road, 20 at Salterlev Grange, and 22
at West Heath, which will cost over £31,000.

Arising out of applications made by the urban
district council of Weston-super-Mare for
sanction to borrow sums of £11,000 for the
erection of new slaughter-houses in Langford-
road, £2,120 for wood paving to be laid in
Waterloo-street and Regent-street, and £1,600
tor the construction of what is known as the
new "Middle Road to Worle," Mr. W. M. Cross,
M.Inst.C.E., an inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, attended at the Town Hall,
Weston, on Tuesday, for the purpose of takin"
evidence in regard to such applications. The
only opposition arising was directed against
Ihe proposed £11,000 expenditure for new
abattoirs.

SUGGESTED DESIGN FOR REIN-
FORCED CONCRETE POLES.

A suggested design for concrete poles was
included as a part of the report of the com-
mittee on power distribution presented before

tlie American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion at the annual convention, at Atlantic
City, N.J., October 15. The committee re-

ported that not much information was avail-

able on the subject of reinforced concrete
poles, and the design, which is shown in the
drawing reproduced herewith, was presented
only in a tentative way for experimental pur-

Ru5f Proof i'k d' Ad-
• jusfable Sliel tpJ/ar far
Jpan IVire Attactiment.

Reintorcemeni fbds

SiiiTups, Appro/imateliJ
every 20 Diam of /(ein-
Kemrr

JSouncf oijt Corners of
Pole on Rodiu% '3

"

k'>i' Steel itir-
rvp 5tn3p Appnoi
imafetu everu 20
DiameTers of /^
infornmenf fiod^

poses. "An effort was made to have a
simple design," the committee states, "and
it is fully believed that that presented will

meet the ordinary requirements for a trolley

line. No doubt experience will determine a

number of ways in which the pole may be
improved." It is intended to serve the same
purpose in trolley line construction as the
wood or steel pole ordinarily used. This par-
ticular design has not been manufactured
or tested in actual use, as yet.

Specifications accompanied this section of

the report, of which those parts pertinent to

the design of the pole are as follows :

—

"Poles may be manufactured in wooden or
steel forms, cast in horizontal position, and
will require great care in handling during
erection. The area of reinforcing rods shall
constitute practically 4 per cent, of the base
area of the pole, and shall be made up of

four reinforcing bars placed as shown in

Fig. 1. The modulus of elasticity of the re-

inforcing steel shall be at least 30,000,000.
The longitudinal reinforcements will require
stirrups at intervals of from twenty to fifty

diameters of the reinforcing rods. These
stirrups may be Jin. rods, or l-16in, by ^in,

straps, and should be bound around the four
rods with a few inches extension of the ends
to insure anchorage. By using sufficiently

heavy stirrups and giving a complete turii

about each longitudinal rod, the reinforce
inent can be formed into a self-supporting
frame that will require only an occasional
wooden spacing block to hold it in position
while concreting the blocks to be removed
as the concreting progresses. The span
wires may conveniently be fastened to the
pole by an adjustable collar of steel, or an
aluminium fixture may be embedded. If

steel is used, it should be approximately Jin.
by l^in., adjustable and rust-proof. Steel
pin pole steps may be inserted, and gains for
cross-arms may be moulded when pole is

being manufactured, as desired. The pins
used shall be rust-proof. The concrete shall
be made of Portland cement, meeting the
test requirements of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, of clean, sharp sand,
and crushed stone, which shall be clean and
free from dust, aud not more than 9in. in its

largest dimension. Clean washed gravel of
the same size may be used in place of stone.
The mix shall be of a richness of at least
1 part cement, 2 parts sand, aud 4 parts
stone."

OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS.
The Education Committee for Cheshire

received and discussed at the last meeting
reports on the question of providing open-
air classes at elementary schools, and finally
decided not at present to make specific pro-
vision for such schools, but to direct the
managers of departments in which physical
exercises are carried out to arrange, where
permissible, for such training to take place
out of doors. A letter had been sent out to
the managers of all elementary schools in the
county area, asking for an expression of their
opinion on the desirability and practicability
of extending (under suitable conditions) the
practice of holding open-air classes in the
usual school subjects, and especially in
physical exercises. Only 162 replies were
received to inquiries addressed to 455 de-
partments, and these answers varied greatly
in tenor.

Mr. H. Beswiek, of Cliester, the county
architect, sent a report giving his views on
open-air schools, Mr. Beswiek reported that
it would be quite possible to provide in new
buildings about to be erected classrooms con-
structed so as to have one side of the room
thrown open at will to form an open-air
classroom without interfering with the main
lighting from the windows. The movable
side of the classrooms would open on to a low
verandah, which would protect it from the
rain and form the means of access in place
of a corridor. The arrangement of class-

rooms would require an entirely different
type of school to that adopted by the
Cheshire Education Authority. The type of

plan would be considerably influenced by the
nature of the site, its aspects, surroundings,
and approaches, which would have to be con-
sidered in designing the building. Only one-
story buildings could be erected to meet the
special requirements of open-air schools. The
Council schools erected during the past few
years appear to have been well-designed and
provided with sufficient means of natural
ventilation by means of windows, ventilator
dormers, and fresh-air inlets. If these were
used to the full extent available, there would
always be a healthy state of atmosphere in

the various rooms, but evidently not equal to

an open-air classroom. With regard to old

school buildings taken over by the county
and adopted as Council schools, these are
generally so full of original defects as to

make it very difficult to adapt the buildings
on modern lines.

Dr. Meredith Young, the county medical
officer, in a report expressed himself in

favour of building as many classrooms as

possible with the whole of one side con-

structed of a folding partition, glazed for

about the upper two-thirds, and with glazed
verandah with concreted floor outside.

Teachers should be encouraged, in fact, de-

finitely instructed, to demonstrate methods
of ventilation practically in the schools

under their charge, and not merely to discuss

the special methods and appliances available

ill the schools, but to teach children how to

make the best uses of those methods which
are available in every home.

A new Congregational church, built on a plot

between the Manchester- and Tapton Crescent-

roads, Sheffield, has been formally opened. The
architects were Messrs. Chapman and Jenkin-

son, of Norfolk-row, ShefTield.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
M. Boff, T. Waterman, and A. K. Waterman,
under the style of G. and .1. Waterman, at

Watford, in the business of builders and con-

tractors, has been dissolved so far as regards T.

Waterman.

The Walsingham Rural District Council
having applied to the Local Government Board
for sanction to borrow a further sum of £3,000
for the uurpose of the Fakenham sewerage and
sewage disposal, Mr. F. O. Stanford, A.M.I.C.E,,
one of the Board's inspectors, held an inquiry
in the Corn Hall, Fakenham. last week.
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WAREHOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,
BLACKFRIARS, S.E., FOR MR. J.

SAINSBURY.
This distributing warehoose is built of

ferroconcrete to take very lieavv loads, with
outside walK of brick, stone, and granite.

The plintli, about Gft. high, is polished grey

granite, with axed grey granite to sill of

second floor. Above that is Portland stone,

with Lawrence's dark red facing bricks.

The roof is covered « ith We>tmoreland green
slates. There are two stories below the

street and the foundation work was rather

difficult, the site being so near the Thames.
The offices are on the top floor, and are

being very handsomely fitted. Mr. A. Sykes,
F.R.I.B.A., of Finsbury-pavement, is the

architect.
'

.NORMANDY STUDIES.
(Royal College of Art Sketch Club. Club

Prize Set of Sketches in Black and White.

By Mr. W. M. Keesey, A.R.C.A.)

The Grande Place, St. Lo. shown by the

upper left-haud sketch, includes the lower
part of Notre Dame, which is very beautiful

in colour, and much finer architecturally

than many cathedrals, with its two noble
western towers and spires. The canopied
e.xternal pulpit attached to the N.E. side of

the building is of 15th-century date, and
makes one of its distinguishing features.

From this pulpit the bishops of old time used
to deliver their temporal and spiritual

edicts. On the other side of the market-

place stands La Maison de Dieu. a very

beautiful old half-timber house, well known
to architects. Glazed earthenware pots and
pans are displayed for sale in this market-
place. The Place de St. Sauveur,
Coutances, seen in the second top study, is

singularly level, considering the hilly site on
which this old town stands, and hemming
in the magnificent cathedral, built chiefly

during the episcopate of Hugues de Morville

(1208-38); its picturesque streets of common-
place houses radiate round the market-
square, at one end of which this great church
stands enthroned, as it were, abo\e the grey
citadel stronghold, environed by its verdant
ramparts. The Bishop's Garden eastward,
beyond the great apse of the cathedral, is a

memorable and beautiful spot, from w-hence

the triple towers of the mother church are

seen to great advantage. The West Door,
depicted below to the left, is from the famous
Late Gothic Church of St. Etienne, Caen,
the convent of which belonged to the Abbaye
aux Hommes, founded in 1064 by the Con-
(jueror to expiate his marriage with Matilda
of Flanders, who already was another man's
wife, and whose divorce had not received
Pontifical sanction. This 15th-century

Church of St. Etienne de Vieux on the

Boulevards, a little beyond St. Etienne, is

now much mutilated, and used as a ware-
house. A much-broken equestrian figure on
its walls is pointed out as intended for

William the Conqueror. Mr. Keesey's
charming sketch gives a capital idea of the

delicacy and richness of the detail of this

most interesting but desecrated building.

The last subject furnishes a good idea of the

tortuous streets of the hillside town of

Coutances, already mentioned, and Rue
Geoffroy is very typical of its smaller
thoroughfares, which, from the central

tower of the cathedral may be seen twisting

in and out, round about the precincts, filled

on market day with varied merchandise allo-

cated in different classification, so that the

vendors of each sort trade together

—

crockery in one street, poultry in another,

and so on.

WAREHOUSE. PEXTONVILLE ROAD.
FOR MESSRS. LILLEY AND SKINNER,
LIMITED.
This is a large distributing warehouse, six

stories high, built of ferro-concrete, except

the outside walls. The front is of Law-
rence's bricks in two shades, with rubbed
pilasters and Excelsior patent stone cornices,

etc. Mr. A. Sykes, F.R.I.B.A., is the

architect.

A SUPPLIANT": ROYAL ACADEMY
P R 1 ZE AND SILVER MEDAL
CARTOON.
Sir Edward Poynter, R.A., the President,

when aiiuouucing the awards, said this

Cattoou was just what he wished to

see, and he added that in studies of

drapery all the competitors' work for

this subject this year were of a very

high order. No warmer praise could be

accorded, and it was well deserved, for no

doubt the simple, restrained attitude of the

figure shown by the prize Cartoon finely

expresses its subject, wliich was set by the

Royal Academy Council. Miss Hilda Marion

He'chle, of llanipsti-ad. is the winner of this

Silver medal and prize of £25. There were

three competitors, but the other two designs

were by no means so successful in realising

the idea of "A Suppliant," though botli

cartoons were nuirked by skill of a decora-

tive and dranuitic order. Miss Hechle relied

more on dignified simplicity and on a refined

delineation of graceful fold's of her draperies,

which were well arranged and excellently ex-

pressed. 'I'he proportions of her Cartoon

precluded its reproduction as a double-page

plate, for which size the composition is too

long and narrow.

MEASURED DRAWINGS OF FIRE-

PLACES, HADDON HALL.

These two sheets form part of a series

which Mr. H. A. Welch, of Huddersfield, is

intending to publish in the collected form

of a book, and these two excellent examples

show how thoroughly the subjects chosen

have been dealt with and delineated in a

workmanlike manner. We have on many
occasions illustrated and described this

famous baronial mansion, which is one of

the most complete and well preserved of its

kind in England, standing as it does, replete

with historic associations, on a wooded hill-

side overlooking the windings of the Wye.
Some parts of the building date back to

Normau times, and the oak panellings and

plaster decorations form a fine feature in all

the principal apartments. We gave a repro-

duction of a silver medal set of drawings of

Haddou Hall by Mr. Frank Bellis in the

Building News" for February 11 and 18 and

March 11, 1887, while in April, 1875. a series

of measured drawings of woodwork in the

chapel, etc., appeared from drawings by

Messrs. Morrison Marnock and Maurice B.

Adams-. Photographs of the buildings have

also been included in our pages from time to

time, several appearing on Sept. '£i. 11104.

when we reviewed the capital handbook on

Haddou Hall," by Mr. F. H. Cheetham
(Messrs. Sherratt and Hughes, 27, St. Anne-

street. Manchester). One of the fireplaces

illustrated to-day is that in the "dining-

room," which is approached from the

Banqueting Hall. It was formerly knpwn as

the withdrawing room " ; but that was a

misnomer, as it was more probably the

"Solar" or the Lords' Chamber. This

"dining-room" is beautifully wainscoted and

enriched by carvings in the upper panels,

arranged as a kind of frieze, with lovers'

knots, heraldic bearings, and shields of arms
between boars' heads and quaint designs.

Other panels contain warriors' heads in

circles, one being said to be that of Will

Somers, Court Fool to Kings Henry VII.

and Henry V^III. ; but his representation at

Hampton Court without a beard makes it

doubtful whether the hirsute head of

Renaissance character here seen justifies the

story about this " jester of Haddon." The
ceifing is divided in bays by five beams, the

mouldings at one time being painted and

gilt, as traces still observable bear witness.

The ceiling was originally coloured. This

has been verified by chipping away the

plaster and whitewash in places. It appears

that this scheme included the Talbot dog, the

ancient coat of Vernon, and this work is

attributed to Sir Henry Vernon (H67-I315).

who married Anne, daughter of .John Talbot,

Earl of Shrewsbury. The oriel recess is a

most lovely piece of w^ork, the bay window
overlooking the lower gai'den. "This is a

later addition to the room. By the end of

the 16th century the old use of the hall as a

co:i'-mon living - place was going out of

fashion, and was chiefly utilised for great

occasions and Christmas revels, so that privy

parlours and family dining-rooms came into

use, as, for example, at WanswcU Court, in

Gloucestershire, dating 1400. The dining-

room fittings date about l.'J4o. as these

numerals appear in the panelling done by Sir

George Vernon. It js 32ft. long by about

16ft. wide, and is low in Ifeight. The
mouldings are worked in the solid, and over

the panelling is a carved cornice pierced

with quatrefoils and Tudor roses set between

the cuspmgs. Over the fireplace, along the

middle rail, is a carved motto, taken from

an edition of the Bible older than the

Authorised Version: " Drede God and Honor
the Kyiig" (1 Peter ii. 17). Above are the

Royal" Arms and the arms of Vernon. The
fire'place is executed in local sandstone, and

the grate is interesting and quite plain, with

a vertical grille, as used in modern grates.

The drawing-room " is approached from

the banqueting hall by a stone staircase;

but it is larger than the " dining-room

"

which is below it. The room measures 40ft.

by 15tt. wide. The name, of course, is

niodern. Flemish tapestry hangs round the

walls belo'w a deep plaster frieze treated like

a cornice, in five heights, each division being

enriched by a running pattern of floral

character. 'The details of the panelling- are

more refined than those in the "dining-

room " ; but part of the plasterwork was

destroyed about the middle of the last

century. The copper fire-dogs are extremely

fine, W'ith their circular bosses of elaborated

open design, and the old grate is of the

' basket " type, with fleur-de-lis on the in-

dependent uprights in wrought iron.

**>

The public works committee of the Birming-

ham City Council has appointed Mr. H. A.

Purchase building surveyor to the corporation

in the place of the late jlr. Aaron W. Lee.

New central premises for the Young Men's

Christian Association in Colston-street and

Trenchard-street, Bristol, are about to be built

from plans by Messrs. Oatby and Lawrence, of

that city.

At the narish church of Friston, East SnITolk,

the Bishon of Norwich has dedicated a reredos

of oak picked out in gold and colours. It was

designed by Mr. Gambier Parry, architect, of

London.

Mr. J. S. Pickering, borough engineer of

Cheltenham, has been elected president of the

Institution of .Municipal and County Engineers.

.\lr. Pickering began his professional career as a

pupil of the late Mr. J. T. Eayrs, at West
Bromwich, and was for some years surveyor of

Nuneaton. The annual meeting of the institu-

tion will be held in Cheltenham in July.

An offer by Councillor E. F. Melly to build

a public art gallery and museum adjoining

Riversley Park, Nuneaton, if the town council

would buy the site, has been accepted by the

town council. Councillor Melly said his idea was

to promote a love, for art, and in addition to

giving the building he would find a number of

pictures. He has already given a public park

to the town.

The demolition will shortly lake place of five

of the old hoases standing between the

Standards Department of the Board of Trade in

Palace-yard and '28. .\bingdou-street, with the

result that much of the inconvenience which has

hitherto attended the entry of the Royal coach

into the courtyard of the House of Lords, and

the subsequent" turning for the journey back to

Buckingham Palace, will be avoided.

The Lowestoft Town Council arc about to

extend their sewerage system into outlying

districts at an estimated outlay of £11,120. The
loin, and 18in. sewers are to be lengthened, and

the further extensions will be carried out in

9in. stoneware glazed socket pipes. The sewage
will be raised at three automatic pumping-
stations, each provided with duplicate vertical

centrifugal pumps driven by electric motors.

A junior architectural club has been formed
at McGill University, Montreal, by the students

of the Department of .\rchitecture. At its

meetings addresses will be given by men pro-

minent in the profession. Membership is to be

extended beyond the university, to all junior

draughtsman in the city. The officers elected

for the year are; President, W. C. Hyde; vice-

president, J. L. Robertson; secretary, H. G.

Benson; treasurer, R. W. Robertson; advisory

board, Prof. Ludlow. Prof Groquair, C. Booth,

II. Todd, and W. A. I. Anglin.

1
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BOYLE'S LATEST PATENT AIR-
PUMP VENTILATOR.

Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son's system of

Natural Ventilation, which for halt a

century has been too well known to all

readers to need more than mention, continues

to elicit the complete satisfaction of all who
adopt it.

It goes without saying that their world
wide experience cannot fail from time to

time to suggest to Messrs. Boyle fresh

adaptations of the principle identified with
their name. Two of these, illustrated and
described in a new leaflet just issued, are well

wortli attention. One is their latest patent
" AirPump " Ventilator, which has double
the extracting power of earlier forms. De-
sign No. 175 b is especially commendable. As
the extracting power of a ventilator of cor-

rect scientific construction is solely deter-

mined by the size of the head, and not by the
diameter of the shaft attached to it, small
pipes can be employed with this ventilator,
reducing the cost of the installation without
affecting the efficiency, friction being allowed
for. In addition, the ventilator is consider-
ably lower in price than its previously cata-
logued predecessor of similar form.
We may also direct notice to Messrs.

Boyle's latest improved air-inlet bracket, de-
sign No. 245 B. which, though but slightly
less ornamental than their catalogued
designs, No. 245 is equally as effective and
well made, and substantially lower in price.

OBITUARY.
Mr. John Sutcliffe, well known through

out the United States as a church architect,
died recently at his home in Oak Park,
Illinois. His birthplace and early home was
the county of Lancaster, England, and for
several years he served the British Govern-
ment as chief draughtsman in the dockyard
at Portsmouth. In 1886 he went to America,
workn]g first in New York City, then on the
staff of the America/i Architect in Boston.
Later he moved to Chicago, where he
specialised in church architecture of Gothic
design. Among the examples of his work in
Illinois are St. Luke's Church at Evanston,
St. Paul's (the pro-cathedral), at Spring-
field, and Grace Church in Oak Park. Mr.
Sutcliffe is survived by his wife and five

children.

The Theiilre Edward Vll. in the new street in
Paris, which has been named after our late
King, has been formally opened. The work of
building, decorating, and furnishing has been
carried out by Messrs. Hiinnjton and Sons. Pall
Mall, S.W., under the direction of the architect,
Mr. W. G. Tl. Sprague.

"J. C. G.," of Edstone, Kirby Moorsido, asks
advice as to the best means of saving the old
Saxon sundial over the south door of Edstone
parish church. The lettering, which is said to
date from the 7th century, is being gradually
effaced by the weather. The stone is built into
the sundial under the eaves of the roof.

Several South Yorkshire towns atjd colliery
villages are combining to improve their means
of communication by carrying out a light rail-
way scheme, estimated to cost about i;i20,000.
'^'hjs will serve a populous section of the Don
Valley between Barnsley and Mexborough. The
scheme has been prepared by Mr. Steven Sellon,
and provides for a route about 15 miles in
extent.

The general prosperity and steady growth of
New South Wales are strikingly demonstrated
by the lanldn.g onerations in Sydney. A. sum
of about ,i;7,000,0U0 was expended during the
year on buddmg, being an increase of £750,000
as compared with last year's figures. New build-
ings numbered 8,476, of which 200 were in the
city proper. There is a promise of still "reater
activity next year.

The contributions to the fund for a memorial
of the late Bishop of Lichfield now amount to
J.1,022. It has been decided by the committee
to allocate £350 to the erection of an episcopal
seat in the sacrarium of the cathedral, and £200
tor the provision of a portrait of the Bishon to
be added to the collection at the Palace. The
Hon. Jolin Collier has been selected to paint the
portrait. The balance is to be devoted to the
Tyrrell Sclwyn Fund for sick and infirm clergy
HI the diocese.

(Sngiiw^rittg Jiot^s.—•-•-•

LIVERPOOL.—The Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board have received a report from
the works committee recommending them to

increase the length of the proposed river

entrance lock leading to the new Gladstone
half-tide dock from 870tt. to l,07(jft., at an
estimated additional cost of £118,000. The
consideration of the matter was postponed to

the next meeting, in conformity with stand-
ing orders. Mr. Hughes, chairman of the
committee, said that since the original plans
had been approved by the Board, Mr. Lyster
(late chief engineer) liad made arrangements
which would bring about a saving of £64,000
or £65,000, so that the alteration would only
exceed the original estimate by about £50,000
or £60,000.

PETERHEAD HARBOUR OF REFUGE.
—The engineer's report of progress for the
year ending March 31, 1918, liaa bteii issued
as a Parliamentary Paper. During the past
year the south breakwater was extended 75ft.

to its altered termination at 285ft., the block-
work of the circular head completed to for-

mation level ready for the erection of the
lighthouse, and about one-quarter of the con-
crete apron around the pier-head foundations
was laid. In May, 1912, a beginning was made
with the north breakwater on the basis of

the modified alignment. The excavation of

loose rock and debris on the site of the break-
water root and Titans table was completed,
and the superstructure, 154ft. in length,
erected thereon, up to formation level.

20ft. 6in. above low-water level. The break-
water was also extended seawards of the
root work for 28ft. at formation level, and a
further length of 17ft. 6in. of the seaward
face brought up to 15ft. above low water,
making altogether 182ft. of breakwater com
pleted to formation level during the year. A
branch railway was constructed across the
foreshore between the workyard and the
Peterhead Trustees' south harbour, and a
discharging berth formed there for unload
ing material. The daily average number of
convicts employed during the year was 245.
In 1911-12 the number was 258, and in 1910-11
277. The annual report of the surveyors
shows the measurements of work done on the
ba.sis of Sir John Coode's original estimate,
plus a percentage to cover the estimated in-
crease of cost of £160,000 due to the dearth
of convicts, and the coii.sequent greater cost
of labour. The total value of the work
executed to March .'il was £760,047, and the
expenditure was £7.37, ,'306, The net saving
was £22,651.

The Barnet Urban District Council have before
them a proposal to :ipply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for authoritv to prepare a town-
planning scheme for the parishes of Arkley and
rotteridge.

The aecond International Conference for
drawing up a map of the world on the scale of
1 to 1,000,000 has just concluded its sittings.
held in Paris. A proposal submitted by the
British delegation was adopted creating a per-
manent bureau of the Conference in the Ord-
nance Survey at Southampton, with a branch in
London.
At the annual meeting of the State of Wash-

ington Cliapter of the American Institute of
Architects, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year :—President, Charles H.
Alden: vice-presidents, J. F. Everett. G. F.
Gove, K. K. Cutter; secretary, Arthur L. Love-
less; treasurer, A. C P. Wiltatzen; for council,
VV. R. B. Willcox.

At the meeting of the town council of Devizes
on Friday, the town clerk reported the receipt
of an oiler from the agents to Lady Rich (widow
of the late Sir Charles Rich. Bart., of Shirley)
to the borough to sell the Castle and grounds
(an approximate area of 42 acres), the price
being about £15,000. It was agreed to write
and courteously decline the offer.

Mr. Alexander Walker, city assessor, has pre-
pared a statement showing the valuation of the
burgh of Glasgow for the year 1913-14 to be
£7,472.675, exclusive of new buildings which
have been erected since May last. The increase
for the year amounts to £165,000, of which
£121.416 is in the area of the burgh as it existed
before the extension of 1912.

COMPETITIONS.
THE LONDON SOCIETY'S PRIZE.—

The gold medal of the society and £15 is

offered for the best design for the improve-
ment of the North and South Entrances to
the Broad Walk of Kensington Gardens,
London. The fullest liberty is offered to
competitors with regard to the alteration of
existing conditions and as to the nature of
the architectural and garden treatment to
be proposed. The extent to which the pro-
posals shall apply is not limited, provided
that in accordance with the promoters' in-

tentions both entrances to the Broad Walk
are dealt with. It is suggested that in any
case the scheme should include handsome
gates. Emblematical ideas might be em-
bodied in the sculpture, etc., such as, for
example, the Progress of Queen Victoria's
Reign and the Peace of King Edward's.
Drawings required : Block plan to Ordnance
scale (88ft. to lin.); plans and elevations of
north and south ends, showing architectural
features to |in. scale; one double-elephant
sheet of detail to ^in. scale ; at least one per-
spective sketch. All schemes, to be eligible,

must be delivered on or before Wednesday,
March 11, 1914, at the office of the Royal
Institute, addressed to the Secretary,
R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square,
London, W. Each packet is to be clearly

marked on the outside with the words
"London Society's Prize," and the com-
petitor's motto must be legibly written on
the outside of the packet at the right-hand
lower angle. The award will be made at the

request of the London Society by a com-
mittee appointed bv the Council of the

R.I.B.A.

Alderman William Oiilton, contractor, a

former Lord Mayor of Liverpool, left estate of

ihe gross value of £»5,924, of which £81,783 is

net personalty.

The foundation-stone of a new town hall for

Burnham Market. North Norfolk, has just been
laid. Mr. G. E. Milliard is the architect of the
building, which will be constructed of brick and
illumined by the electric light. The contractors
are Messrs. A. M. Wright and Co., of Bran-
caster.

The equestrian statue of the late King
Edward, which has been erected in the King
ICdward VII.-square, near the Opera House in

Paris, was exposed to view- for the first time
on Sunday afternoon, in order that representa-
tives of the Ministry of Fine Arts might pass
judgment on it, and make arrangements for the
coming unveiling ceremony.

The general purposes committee recommend
the town council of Rochdale to advertise for

fenders for carrying out the scheme of altera-

tions at the town hall approved in the early

summer. The cost is about £1,100, and the ob-

ject is to provide better accommodation in the
rate collecting department of the borough
treasurer's office.

The Bishop of St. Asaph dedicated on Satur-
day the new church of St. Francis, Sandycroft,
built in the parish of Hawarden. in memory of

Mr. Frank Taylor, of Sandycroft, with its

chapel of St. Ambrose, in memory of Canon
Drew and his work there. It is built of brick

and Runcorn stone, and is complete with the
exception of the nave and aisle. The cost is

about £3.000, a considerable portion of which is

being borne by members of the Taylor family.

Affirming a decision pronounced by the Laud
Court, the First Division of the Scottish Court
of Session, consisting of the Lord President, and
Lords Johnston, Mackenzie, and Skerriiigton,

held on Friday thai a tenant of the Marquis of

Breiidalbane was a statutory small tenant uniler

tlu^ Small Landholders Act. It was contended
tiat as the tenant's rent was £50 Is. lOd., the
Is. lUd. being a proportion of insurance pre-

mium for the buildings, the holding did not fall

within the scope of the .\ct.

Mr. F. E. Stanford, C.E.. Local Goveriiniciit

Board Inspector, held an inquiry at the Union-
house, Spalding, on Friday into the application
of the Spalding Rural District Council to borrow
£2,470 for the water supply of Deeping St.

Nicholas. It was explained that the council
proposed to purchase the South lancolnshire
Feu Water Co.'s bore near Littleworth for £450,
also to take over the Hop Pole bore sunk by
private subscription, and to sink another bore
on Deeping High Bank. The project also pro-
vided for laying water mains in the parish.
There was no opposition to the scheme.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS. — The following are the

problems in Design set by the Board of

Architectural Education for the examina-

tions.—The Final : Alternative Problems ni

Design.—I. The drawings, which should be

on uniform sheets of paper of not less than

Imperial size, must be sent to the Secretary

of the Board of Architectural Education,

Royal Institute of British Arciiiteets, 9, Con-

duit-street, W., on or before tlie dates speci-

fied below. 2. Each set of drawings must be

signed by the author, and his name and

address, and the name of the school, if any,

in which tlie drawings have been prepared,

must be attached thereto. 3. All designs,

wdiether done In a school or not, must be

accompanied by a declaration from the

student that .tlie design is his own work,

and tliat the drawings have been wholly exe-

cuted by him. In the preparation of the de-

sign the student may profit by advice. 4.

Drawings for subjects (a) are to liave the

shadows projected at an angle of 45deg. in

line, monochrome, or colour. Drawings in

subjects (b) are to be fiiiished as working

drawings. Lettering on all drawings must

be in a clear scholarly character. Subject

XIII. : (a) A large Fireplace in the Main Re-

ception Room of a Town Hall. Drawings

required: Detail drawings to iin. scale. Im-

portant details to lin. scale, (b) A Single

Span Footbridge over a Stream 40ft. wide,

in any material that the candidate may
select. Drawings required ; Detail drawings

to iin. scale. Important details to lin. scale.

Subject XIV. : (a) Council Offices for a Small

Town on an open Site. The cost of the

building not to exceed £15,000. Drawings

required: ^in. scale and |in. (b) Comple-

tion of a Tower by a Lead Spire. Tlie tower

is 24ft. square outside measurement, 60ft.

high to top of parapet. (Cornice and parapet

not existing, but to be provided.) There is a

newel staircase in the centre of one side of

the tower. Drawings required: ^in. scale

and lin. Subject XV. ; (a) A Museum (de-

tached) in the Park of a Country Town. The

cost of the building not to exceed £15,000. .

Drawings required : Jin. scale and ^in. (b)

An Open Timber Roof to a School Hall, span

45ft. The hall is 80ft. long. One bay only

to be .shown. Drawings required: iin., and

important details to lin. scale. Dates for

submission of designs in 1914:

—

Subject XIII. Subject XIV. Subject XV.

United Kingdom Feb. 28 .\pril '30 June 30

.Tohannesburg ... April 30 June 30 .^ug. 31

Melbourne May 30 July 31 §ept. 30

Sydney May 30 July 31 Sept. 30

Toronto Mar. 31 May 30 July 31

THE CROSSES OF WEST CORN-
WALL.—A lecture on ' The Antiquities and

Topography of the Land's End District" was

delivered before the Selborne Society at

Burlington House on Friday evening by Mr.

J. Harris Stone. The lecturer strongly

pleaded for the preservation of stone crosses

and other relics of the past, which had been

neglected, and in many cases had become

deFaced and even buried" under dirt and vege-

tation. He expressed deep regret at the

destruction of the prehistoric remains of

Cornwall and Dartmoor in the present day.

Some crosses had even been built into pig-

sties, or used to make bridges across the

stream. The clergy, who knew the value of

the relics, were extremely anxious to pre-

serve them, but thev had not the money to

do it, and he thought the work of preserva-

tion should be undertaken by the nation.

ANCIENT SCOTTISH BRIDGES. -Mr.

Harry R. G. I'nglis, F.S.A.. Scotland, de-

livered a lecture the other night on '• Ancient

Bridges, Roman and Scottish," to the

members of the Scottish Automobile Club.

In England, he said, there were many names

ending in "ford" at the crossings of rivers,

and it was difBcult to believe that many per-

manent bridges had ever been erected by the

Romans, and north of the Northumbrian

Wall the rivers seemed to have been crossed

by paved fords. It was. therefore, doubtful

if early Scottish bridge builders ever had a

large arched stone bridge as a pattern to

follow. Nothing was known of Scottish

bridges till Perth Bridge was named in 1202

in one of the Inchaffray records. Other

bridges were mentioned in the following sixty

years; but the chaos at the death of

Alexander III. ended all the line work of the

previous century, and it was not till 1427

that it began again. By the time of James IV

.

practically all the more important stone

bridges had been completed. Most of the

commercial pre-eminence of Glasgow w'as due

to the enterprise shown by the citizens in

undertaking so readily the building of

bridges.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CI.-\TION.—The ordinary meeting of the

council was held at the offices of the associa-

tion on Thursday, the I8th instant, when the

president. Mr. VValter Lawrence, jun., occu-

pied the chair. Since the last ordinary meet-

ing on November 20 last, two special council

meetings have been held for the purpose of

considering what action should be taken to

deal with the frequent occurrence of strikes

in the building trade which have taken place

during tlic past six months, and which were

in distinct contravention of the rules quite

recently entered into with the various trade

societies. As a result of the deliberations,

a special general meeting of the members of

tlie association was held on Monday, the

15th instant, and was very fully attended

when a decisive course of action was decided

upon. The council at its meeting on Thurs-

day, recognising the urgency of the matter,

resolved unanimously to request the attend-

ance of representatives of the nine societies

with wdioin working rule agreements exist to

a conference to be held on Tuesday, the 23rd

instant, whereat they will be asked to give

the necessary guarantee required. The re-

ports of the 'law and Parliamentary, hnaiice,

and special committees were adopted. The

professional auditors were duly appointed to

audit the accounts for the year ending

December 31st. A number of new members

were elected, and applications for ordinary

membership were received and recommended

to the next council for election.

THE PLANTING OF MOORLANDS.—
At the annual meeting on Saturday of the

Aberdeen Branch of the Royal Scottish

Arborieultural Society—at which Mr. Irvine,

of Drum, the president, occupied the chair-

Sir John Stirling Maxwell, Bart., of Pollok,

gave an address on the subject of " Planting

of Moorlands." At the outset Sir John said

that England now had a well-equipped

forestry branch attached to its Board of

A'^ricnlture, with a staff of travelling in-

inspectors. It had also five ordinary officers

stationed in different districts. It had a large

demonstration area in the Forest of Dean,

with a scliool for forest apprentices. A great

deal of valuable forestry information had

been issued by the Publication Department

of the Board of Agriculture. Proceeding to

deal with the subject proper of his address.

Sir John said that afforestation in Scotland

would have to find its field very largely in

the moorlands and rough pastures. There

was first the effects of elevation on the growth

of trees, and then there was the question of

how to plant best in poor soils. No trees

could hope to Hourish on an exposed windy

top ; but. given reasonable shelter, and

reasonably good soil, he thought it was not

too much" to sav that elevation made ex-

tremely little difference in the growth of

trees. When these two conditions were

present the growth of trees appeared to be as

good, or nearly so, at a high elevation as

lower down. On the question of planting on

poor soils, peat was the most puzzling thing

they had to deal with, as there were so many

qualities of it. One of the first things a

Government Department devoted to forestry

should do for them was to turn their experts

to the work of classifying the various kinds

of peat, this to be followed by a careful

analysis of different samples of peat, in the

hope that thev might be able to arrive at

some co-ordination of the evidence for future

practical guidance.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.—A meet-

in" of the Society of Antiquaries was held at

Burlington House on the 18th inst., under

the presidency of Mr. Minet (treasurer). Mr.

W Dale. local secretary for Hampshire, ex-

hibited a hoard of scrap bronze implements

found in laying out a watercress bed near

Andover Junction; an iron axe-head from

Clausentum, aud a greenstone celt of foreign

type from Bcaulieu. The bronze he showeU

consisted of rapiers and swords, pieces ot

large winged spearheads, ferrules, and por-

tions of scabbards. The type was of the

latest period of the Bronze Age in Britain.

The weapons looked too good to have been

broken up as old metal for easting. Mr.

Reginald Smith thought the sword had

hardly been used at all, and that the articles

had been broken as if they were no longer

serviceable for the purpose for which they

were made. He considered that they be-

longed either to the Early Iron Age or the

end of the Bronze Age, five or six centuries

n c Mr. Hilary Jenkinson described an

original Exchequer account of 1304, with

private tallies attached. Mr. H. Clifford

Smith exhibited the foot of an English altar

cross of latten, recently bought at Bristol,

and compared it with the foot of a portable

cross from Stoke Pogis church. Ihe fact

that it escaped the destruction of church

ornaments under Edward VI. was probably

due to the fact that the foot had a stem

which allowed it to be used as a domestic

candlestick.

THE THEATRES OF ATHENS.-In his

closing lecture on Monday, at the Victoria

and Albert Museum, Mr. Banister 1'.

Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., referred to the build-

ings which played their part in the social

life of Ancient Athens. Theatres, Stadia,

Agora, Propyleea, and Town Gates, all helped

us to reconstruct the daily life of people

who went in and out of the unfortified tovvn

gates, did their business, and gossiped in the

arcaded agora, frequented theatres, attended

foot-races in the stadia, or passed through

the propvUea of massive columus to the

temples.
" Through this portico all free-born

Athenians mu.st have passed for the religious

Panatheiiaic festival. Greek theatres were

not closed up and badly ventilated, but were

open to the sky and air, and thus suited to a

race that valued physical fitness above al

earthly possessions. The lecturer described

the typical theatre of Dionysus, hollowed out

of the side of the Acropolis, and within the

sacred enclosure of the Temple of Dionysus,

to which it was connected by beautiful colon-

nades. There was also the great Stadion ot

Athens in a valley between two hills, which

accommodated 40,000 spectators. Begun

331 B.C.. it was finished by Herodes Atticus,

and was now again restored for the revived

Olympian Games.

YORK MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-

CIATION.—The annual meeting of the York

Jlaster Builders' and Contractors' Associa-

tion was lield at headtiuarters, the Old

George Hotel, on Thursday evening m last

week. Councillor J. Hardgrave, J. P., pre-

sided The secretary read the statement of

accounts and balance-sheet, ^
which were

approved and adopted. The following were

unanimously re-elected to office for 191'*:—

President. Councillor J. Hardgrave, J.l. ;

vice-president, Mr. C. Dent; treasurer, Mr.

G Turner; secretary, Mr. J. Hague; execu-

tive committee. Alderman W. H. Birch,

J P., Councillor G. Sharp, Messrs. R. Dent,

J. Bellerbv. W. J. Bellerby, T. Belt 1. I'.

Clark H.'Colman, J. Fairweathcr, H. Hop-

kins, II. Harrison, W. Mansfield, G.

Rawling. A. J. Warrillow. R. Pearson. L.

Wray, T. Shouksmith. W. Usher, and J.

Hodsman ; representatives on council of the

Yorkshire Federation of Building Trades

Employers, Councillor J. Hardgrave, J.l.,

Mr. C. Dent, and Mr. George Turner. Ihe

president, in his address, gave a resume of

the work of the local association, and tliat

of the County l^'ederation during the past

year, and outlined the policy of the associa-

'tioii in its future work.

The old town hall ot Howden, East Riding,

lias been secured by the church officials and con-

verted into a men's institute.

V libriiry will be built at University College,

Reading, by members of the Palmer family as

a memorial to the late Right Hon. G. W.
Palmer, a niunificent benefactor to the college.
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IiNCRKMENT VALUE DUTY.
To the Editor of the BUILDING News.

Sib,—The Clumeellor of the Exchequer has

written to the Birmingham Chamber of

Commerce stating tliat no Increment Vahie
Duty is charged on buildings, fixed plant, or

macjiinery. and that all the value attribut-

able to these things is eliminated before any
tax is levied.

For three years the Land Union has been
engaged in trying to prevent the Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue from cliarging

Increment Value Duty unless the value of the

bare land, independently of buildings, etc.,

has risen in value. In the Plymouth, Rich-

mond, and Palmer's Green test cases it was
admitted on behalf of the Crown that the

value of the land had not risen a penny,
nevertheless Increment Value Duty was
claimed.

Is it not mockery to suggest in these

circumstances that houses are not being
taxed, and that the value of the house is

eliminated before duty is charged? Such a

statement is calculated to mislead. It is

an attempt to throw dust in the eyes of the

business world, who realise that fixed plant
and machinery are, within the meaning of

the Act, in the same category as houses, and
that if owners of houses are to be taxed
when they sell their houses for more than the

Commissioners tliink tliey are worth, it will

soon be the turn of owners of machinery to

suffer the same fate.— I am, etc.,

C. H. Kenderdine, Secretary.

The Laud Union. St. Stephen's House,
Westminster, S.W.

The Willesden Urban District Council have
apponited a committee to prepare a scheme for

municipal workers' dwellings.

Mrs. Jane Saunders, widow of Mr. James
Ebenezer Saunders, F.R.I.B.A., a well-known
City architect, died on the 17th inst. at 9, Wood-
stock-road, Croydon, in her 84th year.

A complete sewerage scheme is about to be
carried out through the town of Newcastle,
County Down. The engineers are Messrs.
Swinev and Crosdaile, of Avenue Chambers,
Belfast.

Middlesex County Council have agreed to pur-
chase Upper Edwards Hall farm, Essex, for the
erection there of a sanatorium. The site con-
tains nearly 99 acres, and the price is £40 an
acre.

Mr. Arthur Walburgh Ward, deputy surveyor
of Stockport, at a meeting of Shrewsbury Town
Council on Friday, was appointed borough engi-
neer and surveyor out of 275 applicants. The
salary is £400 per annum.

The preliminary stages of preparing the
groimd for the first portion of the new building
for the Science Museum have now been com-
pleted, and an access has been formed from
Exhibition-road to the main part of the existing
building.

Mr. Ernest Edward Briggs, R.I., the well-
known painter of salmon and trout river scenes,
aiithor of "Art and AngUng in Scotland" and
"Between Two Rivers," left estate of the gross
value of £49,767, of which £43,140 is net
personalty.

Birkenhead's scheme for incorporating Noc-
torum, Prenton, Storeton, Higher Bebington,
Lower Bebington. and Bromborough, now within
the jurisdiction of the Wirral Ruriil District
Council, now appears likely to be carried
through, all opposition having been withdrawn.

The restored cloisters of Chester Cathedral
and a rood erected on the choir-screen were dedi-
cated on Saturday. The work of the cloisters
has been carried out under the direction of Mr.
G. Gilbert Scott by Messrs. J. Thompson and
Sons, Peterborough" Tlie rood is the gift of the
Rev. Wilfrid J. Stanton, of Thelwall Hall, War-
rington. 'The architect and builders are now
engaged in restoring the ancient refectory.
When the organ was rebuilt four years ago,
the choir portion, whicli stood "upon the
screen, was removed from that position, and the
space was left in a very unfinished state. This
space has now been filled by a representation of
the crucified figure of Our Lord, and the
attendant figures of St. Mary and St. John,
carved in white Austrian oak.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE SEWER-

GRATING.—Papworth V. Battersea Borough
Council.—In this action, heard in the King's
Bench Division on Monday and Tuesday in last
week, before Mr. Justice Horridge and a
common jury. Miss Papworlh claimed damages
for injuries sustained by a fall from a bicycle,
alleged to be caused by a broken sewer-grating
in Lombard-road, Battersea. Judgment was
delivered by his lordship on Saturday. For the
defence, Mr. Campbell, K.G., had raised the
point that the gully in question was constructed
by the defendants' predecessors in title, the
Wandsworth District Board of Works, and any
liability for damage due to original faulty con-
struction was not transferred to the Battersea
Borough Council by the Local Government Act
of 1899. His Lordship held that such liability
was never transferred from the Wandsworth
District Board. As to whether or not the
defendants were liable for not having remedied
the defect in the gully, his Lordship held, on the
authority of McClelland v. Manchester Corpora-
tion, Meek v. Whitechapel Board of Works.
White V. Hindley Local Board of Health, and
Blackniore v. Vestry of Mile-end, that the
defendants w'ere liable as sewer authority for
not seeing that the inequality caused owing to
their gully being so much below the roadway'was
remeilied. and the jury having found against
the defendants on this question, the plaintiff was
entitled to judgment upon it. His Lordship did
not think the defendants would be liable in their
capacity as highway anlliority for this. As the
jury had found that tlie gully was broken at
the time of the accident, and that such breakage
contributed to the accident, and was not
repaired owing to the negligence of the defend-
ants in both capacities, the defendants were
hable as sewer authority in respect of this cause
of action, though not in their capacity as road
authority. For these reasons he gave "judgment
for the plaintiff for £1,961, with costs. A stay
was granted on terms.

BUILDERS' LIABILITY FOR QUANTITY
SURVEYORS' FEES. - At the Manchester
County-court on Dec. 16th and 17th, Judge
Mellor, K.C.. heard an action in which Mr.
Charles Swain, architect and surveyor, of
Exchange-street, Manchester, sued Messrs. J.
['arkinson and Sons (Blacknool), Limited, con-
Iractors, of the Talbot Sawmills, Blackpool, for
£74 as fees due to him for work done in con-
nection with the foundations of the New Queen's
Tlieatre, in Great Bridgewater-street, Man-
chester. Mr. Lnstgarten was solicitor for the
rilaintilf, and Dr. Atkinson, K.C., and Mr.
Wharton coiini;el for the defendants. Mr. Lust-
garten said that in 1911 a number of people, in-
cluding Mr. Richard Flanagan, the theatre
manager, desired to erect a theatre in Man-
chester at a cost of about £20,000, and the
plaintiff was engaged, as architect, to prepare
the necessary plans and specifications. It was
intended to form a limited company to carry
out the venture, and he believed that that
company was formed, but at the material date
in this case the several persons interested had
themselves started the erection of the building,
.ind they let to the defendants the contract for
(he building of the foundations in Great Bridge-
water-street. The scheme did not get beyond the
building of those foundations, and litigation
followed. In connection with the contract for
the foundations, the first document was a
schedule of prices amounting to £2,630, and this
included £66 14s., being 2^ per cent, for sur-
veyor's fees. This raised a question of custom
of the trade. In the absence of an express
contract to the contrary, the charge for the sur-
veyor's fees was to be included inthe first certi-
ficate which the contractor obtained and was
then paid by the contractor. It might be said
that the plaintiff had received certain payments
from Mr. Flanagan and Mr. Ryder Boys. That
vvas true, but not in respect of the work now
riaimed for. The plaintiff, in evidence, said the
builder was lialjle for these fees in every case,
whether he himself was paid or not. Cross-
examined, he denied that Mr. Flanagan and Mr.
Ryder Boys had paid him anvthing in respect of
quantities. Henry Green, a member of the
Association of Contractors, with forty years'
fxperience, stated that the custom of the trade
was for the contractor to pay for the bills of
quantities out of his fir.st cash'payment, and the
inntractor was liable to the architect, whether
he himself was paid or not. Similar evidence
was given by Frank Hewitt, a member of the
Council of the Quantity Survevors' Association,
and William Tinker, a member "of tlie Federation
of Builders. Dr. Atkinson said it was admittedm this case that the first pavmcnt nf £400 was
made to the defendants before the plaintiff made
out his certificate. It was entirely in respect of
work done by the defendants tor the promoters

of the scheme, and did not include the architect's
fees. The custom of the trade had been embodied
in the rules of the Royal Institute, and these
provided that the surveying fees were only paid
out of the first payment to the contractor wlien
they were specifically included in the certificate
on which payment was made. In this case there
was no contractual liability on the part of the
contractors. Contractors were only liable to pay
over to the architect moneys which they them-
selves received for that purpose. The £33 pay-
ment was only a matter of grace. The architect
was engaged by the owners of the building, and
not by the contractors. Moreover, the defence
was that the plaintiff had already received from
Mr. Ryder Boys, Mr. Alexander Summers, and
Mr. Richard Flanagan £140 for .services which
they said included the quantities for which he
was now suing. Confirmative evidence was given
by Mr. Parkinson, Mr. Ryder Boys, and Mr.
Richard Flanagan. The Judge, after hearing
further legal arguments, gave judgment for the
defendants, with costs.

The city council of Newcastle-on-Tyne are
about to extend their hospital at Walkgate tor
the reception of cases of tuberculosis. Pavilions
for sixty beds, a laundry, and dispensary are to
be provided, at an estimated outlay of £12,825.

Count Plunkett has been elected a member of
the Societe Archeologique de France, and a
Fellow of Det Kongelige Nordiske Oldskrift-
selskab (the Royal Society of Northern Anti-
quaries) of Copenhagen.

The urban district council of Downham
Market, West Norfolk, have adopted plans and
a scheme for the sewerage and sewage disposal
of the town, prepared by Messrs. Elliott and
Brown. The estimated outlay is between £5,000
and £6,000.

Mr. Webb, the consulting engineer to the
Egyptian Government. Mr. Macdonald, the
Under-Secretary for Public Works, Mr. P. M.
I'ottenham, the Inspector-General of Irrigation
in the Sudan, and Mr. McClure are to meet Lord
Kitchener at Khartoum early in January to
study projects for constructing irrigation works
on the White Nile and the Blue Nile. In all

likelihood a dam on the White Nile will be
taken in hand first.

At Friday's meeting of the urban district
council of Llandridson, a letter was read from
the general manager of the Light Railway Com-
pany asking that the double tracking of the line,

which has already been sanctioned, along
-Mostyn-avenue and Moston-broadway to the
North-Western Hotel should be extended as far
as St. John's Chapel. The council decided to
agree to the proposal on certain conditions. If

the proposal of the company is carried out, the
track will then be doubled from Rhos-on-Sea to
the centre of Llandudno

The Ijord Mayor and Sheriffs will attend in

State on Wednesday, February 18, the dedica-
tion of the new porch of St. Alphege. London
Wall. A church has existed on the site since the
early years of the eleventh century. The original
cluirch was taken down in the 16th Century on
account of its dilapidation, and the Priory
Church of Elsynge Spital. which was opposite,
and had been built in 1327, became the parish
church of St. Alphege. This priory church
escaped the Great Fire of 1666; but. in 1777 the
nave was rebuilt. The tower, arches, and inner
porch still remain. The new^ porch in Portland
stone harmonises with the ancient church, and
its lower part is a replica of the inner porch,
which, happily, is still well preserved.

At the meeting of Rhins District Committee
of Wigtownshire County Council, held on
Friday in the County Buildings, Stranraer, Mr.
W. K. Gibson, the district road surveyor, in his

report on the upkeep of the main roads, stated
that in three years the self-propelled trafiic had
increased 97 per cent., and unless something
substantial were done, to maintain the roads,

the expenditure in future years would be serious.

He had submitted to the Road Board a compre-
hensive scheme to reconstruct and tar macadam
the whole of the roads which were subjected to

heavy motor traffic, the extent of which is fifty

miles The total estimated cost of the work is

t'25,000. Towards • this expenditure he had
asked the Board for a grant of £12.500 and the
balance on loan, and undertook to carry through
the scheme in about three years. He had since

interviewed Sir George Gibb, chairman of the

Road Board, who stated that the Board were
satisfied with the scheme, and intimated that

they would give a grant of £8,500, and a loan

of £16,500, free of interest, repayable in eight

years. The scheme was approved, and it was
agreed to accept the offer of the Road Board,
and to proceed with the work as soon as pos-

sible.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

A TEOUBLESOIIE EAST LOTHIAN WATER
SCHEME.—A meeting of the East Lothian
County Council was held on the 17th inst. in

HacUlington—Sir .-VrchibaUl Buchan-Hepburn,
Bart., of Sineaton-Ilepburn, presiding. A
report as to Stobshiel Waterworks, and the

serious leakage of water which has developed

below the newly-constructed reservoir of the

supply, was submitted from Messrs. Carter and
Wilson. C.E., Edinburgh, engineers for the

scheme. The report stated that the discharge

from the bank below the dam now amounted to

about 265,000 gallons per day. This discharge

had been increasing as the depth of water in the

reservoir increased. The engineers recommend
the construction of a concrete tank for utilising

the water from the leak below tlie dam. both

for compensation and supply. Considerable dis-

cussion took place with reference to the serious

nature of this leak. A theory is that it does not

proceed from the reservoir itself, but from the

pressure as the reservoir fills, sending water

along some old buried water-course beneath the

reservoir. The original estimated cost of the

scheme was about £30.000. The actual cost

now approaches between .£50.000 and £60.000.

It was agreed to hold a committee meeting with

the engineers to consider the position of matters.

(Dur (Office fable.

The Great Yarmouth Harbour Commissioners
will promote next session a Bill to authorise the

construction of a new bridge at the Haven, and
to provide tramways upon it and its approaches.

A new organ in Jesmoud Church, Newcastle-
on-Tyne. was dedicated on Sunday week. It is

one of the largest instruments in the city, and
has been built by Mr. J. J. Binns, of Leeds.

Mr. Harold Parsons. R..\., distributed at the
Clapham School of Art on Friday evening the

.iwards gained by students of the school. He
stated that the year had been a record one for

the institution. In the Board of Education
National Competition one student, Noel I-.

Nisbet, gained t%vo gold medals and the Prin-

cess of Wales Scholarship, value £25. Another
student, Alice Lilian Hitchcock, who obtained
the distinction last year, received a second
scholarship. Four silver and seven bronze
medals and four book prizes were also gained.

At a meeting of the parishioners of West
Clando!!, Surrey, held under the presidency of

Earl Onslow, instructions have been given to

Mr. W. D. Caroe, P.S.A., to prepare two plans
for a spire, one as it was originally and the other
as it was at the time of the recent fire. It was
also decided that the six bells and clock, which
were destroyed by fire, should be replaced and
the damage to the organ repaired. Earl Onslow
intimated to the meeting that his mother,
sisters, brother, and himself were desirous of

providing a memorial of the late Lord r)nslow,

and would like to do something which would
improve the beauty of West Clandon Church
and increase its accommodation.

The Vale of Bagdad has inaugurated the
Hindieh barrage. The water, being successfully

diverted into the old Euplirates Channel, has^

passed by Babylon. The inauguration of the

Hindieh dam marks the completion of one of

the most important of the constituent parts of

the scheme for the irrigation of Mesopotamia,
framed by Sir W. Willcocjts early in 1911. The
contract for the work was allotted to Sir ,Iohn

Jackson. Ltd. Sir W. Willcocks proposed an
initial expenditure on the Euphrates of

£1.034,000, The works to be erected afterwards
would have cost £822.000 on the Euphrates and
£710,000 on the Tigris, X further expenditure
of £1.532.700 would have followed.

Consequent upon the application of the cor-

poration of Hemel Hempstead for leave to

borrow £6.100 under Part III. of the Housing
of the Working Classes Act, for the purchase of

land and for the erection of working-class dwell-

ings. ^Ir, E, Leonard (Local Government Board
inspector) held an inquiry at the Hemel Hemp-
stead Town Hall, The town clerk stated that

the council had provisionally accepted plans for

the buildintrs, and a provisional agreement had
been entered into for the purchase of six acres

and three roods for the sum of £700, Dr,

Gruggen, medical officer of health, stated that
nt the present time there were half-a-dozen

houses in the borough unfit for habitation, but
the council was loth to condemn the houses

owing to the lack of suitable accommodation.
The sanitarv inspector. Mr, S, S, Ranson. said

that in 275 cottages he had inspected since

December. 1910. he had found 38 cases of over-

crowding. The architect (Mr, Deacon, of Luton)
said 26 cottaires would be erected, and the esti-

mated cost of building was £4.683.

The Trustees ot the British MuBeum re-

cently purchased at a sale nt Messrs.
|

Sotheby's a penand sepia drawing, washed
with Indian ink, by James Gibbs, of the

column in honour of Queen Anne, which he

designed for erection in the Strand, 80ft.

from the west front of St. Mary le Strand

Church. Gibbs, in his "Book of Architec-

ture," 1728, says that his design for the

Column was approved by the Commissioners,

and a great cjuautity of stone was brought to

the place for laying the foundation of it ; but

owing to the death of Queen Anne the

scheme was abandoned, and the present

tower was built at the west end of the

church. The column was to have been sur-

mounted by a colossal statue of the Queen.

The trustees have also bought some sketches

by Sir .lames Thornhill for his frescoes in

the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral, illus-

trating scenes in tlie life of St. Paul.

Excavations at the Roman site of Lowbury,
on the Berkshire Downs, four miles west of

Goring, have been made by Mr. D. Atkinson,

on behalf of University ' College, Reading.

No trace of internal structures was dis-

covered in the first mouiul opened out, but

tlie ciuantity of broken roofing-tiles found

makes it certain that such structures once

existed. Seventy-two coins, six fibulie, a

bronze signet ring, an iron dagger and spear-

head, numerous fragments of bronze and

iron of uncertain use, several pieces of deco-

rated and plain Samian ware, and large

quantities of fragments of coarse pottery

were found on the site. The coins afford

evidence of an occupation beginning in the

second century and lasting at least as long

as the reign "of Gratian (.367,18.3). One of

tlie burrows on the site consisted of earth

filled with objects of Roman date. Sixty-

four coins, some fragments of bronze, small

iron boot nails, and Roman pottery were

found in all parts down to the natural soil.

.\n undisturbed Saxon interment, containing

a skeleton, was opened out. On the right

side lay the fragments of a bronze bowl deco-

rated with enamelled discs of a type pro-

visionally dated to the 6tli or 7th century A. D.,

and a bone comb iu a leather-covered wooden

case. An iron sword 3ft. lin. in length lay

on the brea;st with the point towards the feet.

On tlie left side was an iron spear-head, and

nil iron ring with a tinned bronze stud found

behind the^left knee had perhaps decorated

the shaft.

Tlic Bill which Walsall Corporation are

promoting in the next Session of Parliament

was issued on Saturday. The chief objects

are to vest the corporation with powers to

make a new street to improve the approach

to the town from Birmingham road, to

widen Green-lane to extend the borough

tramways svstem to Cannock, Brownhills,

and Pelsali, by the jirovision of trackless

trams, to provide and run motor omnibuses

on various tram routes, and also to West
Bromwich ; and also to confer on the cor-

poration additional powers in regard to the

gas and electricity undertakings. The Bill

also .seeks to obtain for the town council

special borrowing powers to raise the

money required for the various purposes

enumerated.

The formal town's meeting at Bristol to

consider the question of promoting the

Bristol Corporation (Various Powers) Bill

and the Bristol Corporation (Tramways) Bill

is fixed for Monday week, .Tan. 7. The
Various Powers Bill jsroposes, among other

matters, to give authority to the corporation

to spend money not exceeding one-eighth of

a pemiv in the pound in advertising the city ;

to enlarge the Avonview and Greenbank
Cemeteries ; to construct a new road from

Blackswarth-road to Beaufort-road. St.

George ; to borrow money for the construc-

tion and equipment of tobacco warehouses,

and for the construction of deep-water berths

in the Floating Harbour; to provide further

granary accommodation at the Royal Edward
Dock ; and to provide additional storage

accommodation at Avonmouth. The Tram-

ways Bill seeks powers for the corporation to

purchase by agreement the tramways in the

city from the present company, and to work
the same, running powers over the other

tramways being also applied for.

The fifth part of the local taxation returns

for 1911-12 was issued on Saturday as a Blue-

book. The accounts of councils of boroughs

other than Metropolitan boroughs and urban

district councils other than town councils are

given ill detail in the volume. It also states

that the amount paid to the 7.') county

borough councils of England and Wales in

Exchequer contributions amounted to

.CI,850,824, and the expenditure on the same
account was £1,875,712. The revenue from

borough, district, and other rates amounted
to ,£10,118,117. The county borough councils

maintained 9,507 miles of public roads and
streets at a cost during the year of

£1,297,11)4, an average of £130 per mile. The
non-county boroughs maintain 1,212 miles at

a cost of £284,957, being at the rate of £229
per mile, and of roads, other than main
roads. 4,9.32 miles at an expenditure of

£537,346, an average of £109 per mile. The
average cost per mile of the maintenance and
repair of public roads and streets was :-—

County boroughs, £132; noncounty boroughs
- main roads £108, other roads .£18.

The Berlin correspondent of the Times states

that the Rhenish-Westphaliaii Cement Syndi-

cate, which was founded in 1904 and was due
to expire at the end of this year, has been

practically renewed for another period of 12

years. Two small firms which have been

concerned in the negotiations still stand

aside, but the formation of the syndicate is

thought to be certain. It embraces at pre-

sent .35 firms, and with its various connec-

tions represents the whole of the West Ger-

man cement industry. The 1904 syndicate

prospered greatly in the days of the building

boom, but latterly it has suffered from the

competition of outsiders in Germany, the un-

satisfactory distribution of quotas, depres-

sion in the building trade, and competition

of Belgian firms.

The Westminster City Council have decided

to effect a widening of Wardour-street at its

junction with Old Compton-sfreet. The cost of

the improvement is estimated at .£20,000,

.\t the Roman Catholic Church of the English

Martyrs, .\lexaudra Park, Manchester, a stained

glass window was unveiled on Sunday over the

sanctuary, representing the sacrifice of Mel-

chisedec.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a further loan of £16.475 for the erection of 76

houses at Normanton. to let at 6s. a week, under

(he Housing of the Working Classes .\ct. A loan

of £7,700 has already been granted for 38 houses,

which have been inhabited about two years.

The foundation-stones of the Lyon Memorial
Hall at llodnet. near Market Drayton, were laid

on the 12th inst. The hall is being erected from
plans prepared by Mr. C, E, Davenport.

.\,M,T,C,E,. of Nantwich. and the work is being

carried out bv a Willaston firm. The cost will

be about £1.000.

The following officers have been elected by the

Oregon Chapter of the .American Institute of

Architects for the coming year:- Morris H.
Whitehouse, president; Albert E, Doyle, vice-

president: Ellis F. Lawrence, secretary: Folger

.lohnson, treasurer; Edgar M. Lazarus and
Frank Logan, trustees.

.\t a Local Government Board inquiry held at

the Council House. Birmingham, on Friday, the

corporation sought powers to have the scale of

charges for water used for domestic purposes

witinn the city water limits varied from time to

time. It was stated that within the next five

or six years it would be necessary to lay another

pipe to augment the supply from Wales. There

would have to be larger water charges than

those at present iu force

A new branch of the Bank of Ireland has been

built at the corner of St. Stephen's Green in

^lerrion-row. Dublin, from plans by Mr. C, H.

,\shworth. The building is three stories in

height and Georgian in style; the facades are of

Baflyknocken srranite on the ground floor, and

Kingscourt bricks, with granite dressings, for

the "first and second floors. Messrs. G, and T.

Crampton. of B.allsbridge. near Dublin, are the

builders, and Mr, .1. McClellan was the clerk of

works.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINa WEEK.
TrF.SDAT.—Royal Institute of British Architects.

Informal Meeting of Associates to
discuss the Council's proposals as to
Registration. Great Gallery, 9, Con-
duit-street. W. T.HOil.ni.

A memorial tablet to Andrew Lang, designed

by Sir William B. Eichmond. R.A., has been
placed on the wall of the University Chapel, St.

Andrews

The council of the Surveyors' Institution have
accepted an invitation to hold the next annual
provincial meeting at York on May 22 and 23

next year.

Lady Bancroft on Saturday laid the founda-

tion-stone of the new theatre to be erected in

Gower-street in connection witli the Academy
of Dramatic Art.

The Thurrock, Grays, and Tilbury Joint

Sewerage Board have approved a scheme pre-

pared by Mr. G. Midgley Taylor, the cost of

which is'estimated at £90."000.
'

The Bishop of Llandaff rededicated on Tues-
day the peal of ten bells at St. Woolos Parish
Cluirrh. Newport, which is the second complete
peal in the diocese of Llandaff. The orieinal

bells were hung in 1769.

The Local Government Board have given

authority for the preparation of two further
town-planning schemes under the Housing and
Town-Planning Act, 1909. The schemes are

authorised to be prepared by the town council

of Bridlington and the urban district council of

Newton-in-Makertield, and will deal with areas
of 2,730 acres and 2,518 acres respectively.

A brass which was fixed in Ruislip parish

church. Middlesex, in 1808. has been discovered

in the hands of a dealer in West London. The
brass represents a man. his wife, six sons, and
six daughters. It was originally in the south
aisle, and the stone to which it was attached is

still in the vestry. The dealer l)0ught the brass

for £24. and a concert was recently held at

Ruislip to raise funds for buying it back.

Out of forty-two applicants for the position

of surveyor for the roads in their district, the
St. Asaph Rural District Council has appointed
Mr. William Jones, Dyserth. The salary is only

£70 a year, and the officer pays his own travel-

ling expenses. It is stated that there is the pos-

sibility of the salary being increased at a future
date when another portion of the district now
looked after by another man is added to Mr.
Jones's area..

The Commissioners of the Middlesex Edward
"VII. Memorial have decided to build a children's
seaside hostel on a site at Heme Bay. Pre-
liminary plans are being prepared for the
erection of a building for the purposes of a
summer home for children. The accommodation
will comprise a refectory, dormitories containing
50 beds, with facilities for considerable expansion
in the month of August (on a modified "open-air
system "), besides offices and rooms for the staff,

all on the ground floor, in an open situation
within a few minutes of the sea and railway-
station.

Mr. A. J. B. Wace. M.A., Lecturer in Ancient
History and Archaeology, at the University of

St. Andrews. N.B., has been appointed to the
directorship of the British School of Archaeology
at Athens. Mr. Wace has intimated to the
University Council of St. Andrews that it will be
part of his duties as director of the School at
Athens, to give, at Oxford and Cambridge, in
October each year, a lecture on the latest excava-
tions by the School in Greece, and he hoped the
Court would allow him to give an annual lecture
at St. Andrews as well, so that his connection
with the University should not be altogether
broken. The offer has been accepted with
thanks.

The Timex states Lord Salisbury is at present
erecting on the Hatfield estate a pair of cottages,
at a cost of £130 apiece, from a design by Mr.
Arnold Mitchell, who has endeavoured to meet
the oLijections raised to the pl.an for his £110
cottage at Great Baddow. ' Like the latter
cottage, it contains five rooms, three of which
arc bedrooms; but it is larger and lietter
finished. The designer also claims for it that, as
it complies with the model rural housing by-laws
of the Local Government Board, it will, pre-
sumably, also satisfy the by-laws of even the
most exacting local authority, and that it fully
conforms to the schedule of' accommodation for
rural labourers' cottages set out in the recent
report of the Departmental Committee of the
Local Government Board. Lord Salisbury stipu-
lated that the cottages should be built'bv the
local builder, a condition which is being conipbed
with. Hitherto no cottase has been built on the
Hatfield estate for less than £200.

TRADE NOTES.
Messrs. Hapgoods, Ltd., the well-known

employment experts, are adding a new feature
to their organisation in a department for busi-
ness appointments for women. They hope that
this departure will be attended with a measure
of success fully equal to that which has charac-
terised their efforts in connection with the
existing scope of their operations.

Under the direction of Messrs. Halley and
Neal, architects, Glasgow, the "Boyle" system
of ventilation ^natural), embracing Boyle's latest
patent "air-pump" ventilators and air inlets,

has been applied to the Picture Theatre. Park-
liead, Glasgow.

The Weir Hospital. Balham. is being supplied
with Shorland's warm-air ventilating patent
Manchester stoves with descending smoke-flues
by Messrs. B. H. Shorland and Brother, Ltd., of
Failsworth, Manchester.

«»»

The Scarborough Corporation, in view of the
recent irregularities in the sanitary department,
have decided to amalgamate the two yards, the
highways department and the sanitary depart-
ment, under one superintendent, working under
the borough engineer. The salary of the super-
intendent is to begin at £150.

Foundation-stones of a reading-room were laid
at Catton Allendale on Saturday. The premises
are rectangular on plan, and built of stone; the
chief room is 45ft. long by 21ft. wide. Mr. G.
Newman is the contractor for the stonework;
Messr.s. Reed and RoV)son for woodwork, and
Mr. J. F. Shield Keenly is arcliitect.

A school-chapel, built by the English Baptist
Church at Colwyn Bay. was opened on Sunday
for public worship at the corner of Hawardeti-
road and Prince's-drive. It supersedes a
temporary place in .\bergele-road. and is of
stone with a red-tiled roof. It has accommoda-
tion for 250 worshippers, and has been built
from plans by Mr. S. C. Foulkes.

There has been unveiled in the little church
of Whitsome. Berwick.shire. a baptismal font,
the gift of Lady Low, of Berrywell, Duns,
in memory of her husband, Alexander, Lord
Low, of Laws, who for 29 years was an elder in
this country congregation. The font, which is

of Northumbrian stone, is of simple design, the
architect for the work being Sir Robert Lorimer,
Edinburgh.

The Governors of St. George's Hospital
decided on Friday to adopt a site near Wands-
worth Bridge for -the new hospital. An option
on the site had been secured by payment of
£225, and the cost will not exceed' £27,000. Tlic
court also decided to abandon next session the
joint Bill with respect to the amalgamation of
the hospital with Westminster Hospital, and to
proceed with the Bill on behalf of St. George's
Hospital alone.

Mr. H. R. Hooper, M.Inst.C.E,. Inspector of
the Local Government Board, has held an
inquiry at the Miners' Hall. Bolton Colliery, into
the application of the South Shields ' Rural
District Council to borrow £2.000 for works of
sewage in the parish of Boldon. The council, it

was stated, proposed to lay down a new main
sewer, 1,495ft. in length, it being intended to
take the sewage south and east at Boldon
Colliery, and divert it to the Newton soutli
sewer.

An application has been made by the Sunder-
land Rural District Council at a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry, conducted at Sunderland
by Mr. J. R. Hutchinson, M.D.. inspector, for
sanction to borrow sums amounting to £3,030 to
meet excess expenditure incurred in connection
with the extension of their infectious diseases
hospital at Hylton-road, Sunderland. Mr.
Brown, of Sunderland, the architect, explained
a very phenomenal rise took place at the time
the hospital was in progress, and under some
heads it was 100 per cent.

There was a long discussion at the last
meeting of Kidderminster Town Council on the
question of the sewage-farm. A letter was read
from the Local Government Board, stating that
they had further considered the application of
the council to borrow £13,500 for the purchase
of additional land for the purposes of sewage-
disposal. Having regard to a report by Messrs.
Willcox and Raikes, engineers, the Board would
be prepared to sanction the application on the
understanding that the council would endeavour
to resell as soon as possible such portion of the
land as was not intended to be used for sewage-
disposal purposes. It was eventually decided to
instruct the finance committee to arrange with
Messrs. W^illcox and Raikes for completing the
sewering of the areas recently added to the
borough, and for the extension of the farm.

1

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Steel Joists, Belgian and German
(ex steamer, London) per ton £6 3 6 to £6 5

Steel Joists, English 7 10 „ 7 13 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Sduare 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c,, £8 ISs to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 34
6ft. to 8ft. long, incluBive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge ii3 ... £13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14
Wire Nails (Points do Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B W G

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-Ii'on Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 650
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,. —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0,. -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

fU 15s. per ton.

2 6 to £6 7
„ 6 5

7 6 „ 6

OtoS 9 10 11 13 B.W G
£10 108. £10 158. £11 08. £11 5s.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6
4in. to 6in 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 . „ ., u u i

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints, Ss. (id. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117a. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 72*
Steam-Tubea "„

67i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 [

Galvanised Water-Tubes 624 [

Galvanised Steam-Tubefl 57J

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £20 5 to £'21 7 6
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2110 0,, —

,. Country 22 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 22 10 ,, —

„ Country 23 .5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 23 10 0,, —

., Country 24 5 0., —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 2('. 0,, —
„ ., ,. „ Country 20 15 „ —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 24 10 ,,
—

Country 25 5 „ —
LeadSoil-pipe(upto44in.)Town 24 10 0„ —

Country 2.1 5 ,,
—

[Over 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]
Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheets, sheathing* rods 8-2 0,, 8-2 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 78 10 ., 79
Tin, English Ingots 174 10 ,, 175
Do., Bars 174 10 „ 175 U
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs (Town) 19 ,, —
Sheet Lead, Town 21 0,, —

Country 21 Im „ —
Genuine White Lead '29 15 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead 24 „ —
Sheet Zinc 29 „ —
Old Lead, against account 16 10 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand 113,, —
TIMBER.

OONSTRUCTIOKAL.
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—

l8t quality £38 to
2nd „ 26 ,

3rd „ 16 ,

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,

„ „ Miramichi 9 10 .

„ Boards; Swag 11
,

Red Deals: rchangel 1st quality 21

2nd „ 16 ,

3rd „ 12 ,

„ ,, St. Petersburg

—

„ 1st quality 16 10 ,

2nd .. 14 10 ,

„ .. Wyburg & Uleaborg 12 10 ,

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 ,

White Deals: Crown 14 ,

Seconds 11 10 ,

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ,

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,

Red Planed, 1st quality 11 10 ,

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,

Lignum Vitae Per ton 7 0,

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
13
24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)
Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak ; Austrian Wainscot
Mahogany ' Gaboon —

Per cubic
5 0,,

11 15
11

17

33
14

foot.
5

2
3

3
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FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Bnrmese, per load, 50ft. f30 to £25
Teak: Java, per load, 501t 16 „ 31

Per cubic foot.

Oak Planks: U.S.A.. imported I 9 to 3

.. BoardB ,. ,. Prm. 3 0., 03
„ .. .. Mdm. 3 6.. 03

Seqnoia(CaIifornian Redwood) 3 4,. 03
Birch : Quebec logs 3 3.. 03
„ ,, sawn planks... 13,, 03

Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0. OB
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0.. 066

Walnut: Mdm. .. „ 3 6 ,, 4 6

Greenheart : Hewn logs 3 3., 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut: Imp. sawn
boards, prime 3 4., 039

Orham : liiip. sawn boards,
prime 3 0.. 033

Mahogany : St. Domingo.Cuba.
and Honduras ...0 6 0.. 9

,, African. Assinee, &c. 5 0.. 06
.. Lagos and Benin 4 6,. 06

Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3 0,. 04

.. Gaboon 3 0.. 03
Satinwood : West Indian 10 .. 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 0.. 13
Lignum Vitffi 7 .. 14

OLAZED BRICKS.
HARD OIAZES. (PER 1.000.)

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Second
Colours.

STONE.'

Red Mansfield. In blocks per foot cnbe fO 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 3 3

Red Corsehill. ditto .. 3 2

Closeburn Red Freestone.dltto ., 3

Ancaster. ditto .. 1 10

Greenshill. ditto .. 1 10

Chilmark. ditto (in truck at

Nine Elms) .. 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto .. 3

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cnbe 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,. 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station i. 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ., 1 61

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot.
Nine Elms Depot, or
Pimlico Wharf

Per foot cube
.£033 ... £0 a a

SLATES.
m. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20xio
16x 8

Blue Bangor 20x10
20x12

First quality 20x10
20x13
16 X 8

Eureka unfading
green 20xl0

20x13
18x10
16X 8

Permanent green ... 20x10
18x10
16 X 8

£ s. d
... 13 12 6

... 6 13

... 13 2

... 13 17

... 13

... 13 15

... 7 5

per 1,000 of
1,300 at r.stn.

.. 15 17

.. 18 7

.. 13 5

.. 10 5

.. 11 13

.. 9 12

.. 6 13

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks ... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

35in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks J

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Stretchers-
£13 7 6 £10 17 8 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £19 7 8

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins. Bullnose. and 44in. Flats—
15 17 11 17 6 17 17 6 31 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 S 24 7 6 17 17 11

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 B 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

15 17 6 17 7 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end. square

—

19 17 6 IS 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6

Splays and Squints—
17 7 B 15 17 B 31 17 8 24 17 6 17 7 C

Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICHB.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each 1/3 each 1/2 each
Cill Bullnose. Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £23 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose... 27 17 6
C")mpass bricks, circular and arch bricks

of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above
list for their respective kinds and colours

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour.
Is. 2d. each

Not
exceed-
ing 9in.

by 4*in
by 2iin.

.Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations.

0. d.
Thames Sand 7

Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

6 per yard, delivered

B. d. Per ton.
to 41 delivered
per ton delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
8. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 37s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.

Best Portland Cement .

Gi'ound Blue Lias Lime
, 3B
21

s. d. DIvrd. at

per 1000 ry. stn.
7 perdoz. .. ..

per 1000 ., „
6
perdoz

( Net, delivered in

, j full truck loads
y in London

Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2
Ditto Ordinary Second Bricks 1 11

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17
Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3i" in
thickest part 3

34" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
38" ditto ditto through and through 2

3S" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ;

2^" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9° X 1 course .

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep. 4^" soffit, per foot opening .

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

44

a-
4i"
9"

9"

9"

9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail, or tree on boat at works.

a 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
do. (Edwards) 57

Ornauiental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles :—Plain tiles (Peake's) ... 46

Ornamental do 48

Hip tiles 3 lOjperdoz
Valley tiles 3 4j
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

Brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Harts hill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles <

alley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £38 15 to £39

6 per 1000 ..

perdoz. .,

per 1000 ..

6

per 1000
,

perdoz.
.

6 per 1000 .

perdoz.
,

6

per 1000
,

6

perdoz.
,

6

Do., brown 26 15

Cottonseed, refined 29

OUve. Spanish , ... 39 10

Seal, pale 21 ,

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,

Do., Ceylon 43 10 ,

Do., Mauritius 43 10 ,

Palm, Lagos 32 5 ,

Do. Nut Kernel 35 ,

Oleine 17 5 ,

Sperm SO ,

Lubricating U.S per gal, 7 0,
Petroleum refined ... 6i ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,
Do., Archangel ,. ... 19 6 ,

Linseed Oil per gal. 3 4^ .

Baltic Oil 3 7,
Turpentine 3 9,
^""^

'°eed"oil)
'^'"'}'^'''='"- 8°'

Pure Linseed Oil I

" Btority " Brand )

37
30
40

6
5

31 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

6^
1 10
10

10

QLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d. .

Thirds 2id. .

Fluted Sheet 25d. .

Hartley's English Rolled Plate

Figured Boiled and Beponsslne

210Z. 26oz. 32oz.
3d.

:::?&
... 4id.

,3M. ... Sid.

. Md. ... 6id. ... 7d.

iin. »/i6in. iin.

2id. ... 3jd. ... 3d.

B wmte. Tinted
Sid. .. 5d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £080
Pale Copal Oak 10 <?

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak. for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Palo Maple 16
Finest Palo Durable Copal 18
Extra I'ale French Oil 110
EkrkIh'11 Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra I'ale Paper 13 9
Heat Japan Oold Size 10 9
H(!!it Hlaok .lapan 16
Oak anil Maliogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

CHIPS.
Tlie Local Government Board have consented

lo tlie preparation by the Doncaster Rural Dis-
trict Council of a town-planning scheme for (he
Askern district.

The Public Works Loan Commissioners have
appointed Mr. George A. Calder to be their
Spcrotarv in succession to the late Mr. Robert
I'hilpot.'C.D.

In the village of Cabinteely a Carnegie free
library has just been built from plans by Messrs.
Doolin and Butler, of Dublin. The contractor
was Mr. Daniel Dowling. of Kingstown.

On Saturday a stained glass east window,
erected by memhors of the family as a memorial
to the lat'o Mr. .1. 11. Le.xther. of Lark Hill, was
dedicated at St. Luke's Churcli, Cleckheatou.

Mr. Francis Leon Pitcher, architect, of 91,

Tollington Park. N.. died on Wednesday, the
irth inst.. in his 61st year. He had been a
Licentiate of the Royal Institute of Itritish

Ari'hitect.s since 1911.

At a special vestry meeting held at Christ-,

church, flants, on Friday night, it was resolved.

by 206 votes to 79. to postpone for ten months
consideration of the extensive alterations to the
Lady-chapel of the Priory Church proposed to
he made under the Shute bequest.

At a meeting of the York Education Com-
mittee, held on Friday evening, Mr. A. W.
BcUis. assistant master of the Ipswich School of
.\rt, and formerly of the Leeds School of Art.
was appointed assistant master at the York
Scliool of Art. at a salary of ^150 a year, rising

to ,£200.

.\t the Roman Catholic Church of Our Lady
and St. .\nno. Caversham, on Sunday, Dr.
^IcTntyre. Bishop-.\uxiliary of Birmingham,
dedicated .a marble altar given in commemora-
tion of the Constantinian .Tuhilee. 1913. The
altar and the wall decorations were designed by
Mr. E. L. Freeman.

The Chelmsford Corporation (Mr. P. T.
Harrison, borough surveyor) are carrying out an
important street improvement at the jimction
of Ranesford and Broomfield roads. The works
are being executed under the direction of Mr.
P. T. Harrison, the borough surveyor, Messrs.
VV. and C. French, Buckhurst Hill, being the
contractors.

The electric heating installation of the Pterus
Churcli, Christiania. has now been completed.
This is the first installation of its kind in

Scandinavia : but others are now being pro--

ccnded with. The electric heating of churches
was first started about ten years ago in Germany
and Switzerland. It is effected by radiating
pipes laid close to the floor, and the installation

IS said to be comparatively cheap.

The inhabitants of Redgrave and Botesdale,
Suffolk, have built as a monument to the late
Rev. Thomas Holt Wilson. Rector of Redgrave,
a church house situate on the Norwich and Bury
Uoad, at the entrance to Botesdale. The room,
which has Ijeen built by ^lessrs. Theobald, of

Needham Market, is of red brick, with hollow
walls and flat-bottomed pantiles, and has seating
jiccommodation for 200 persons. The lower walls
are match-boarded, and the pitch pine roof is

supported by light iron trusses.

The Manchester Art Gallery Committee
decided, subject to the sanction of the city

council, to oiirchasc several new works of

art. The most important is an oil-painting by
William Stott. of Oldham, named "Awakening
of the Spirit of the Rose." Others are a moor-
land landscape by H. Hughes-Stanton. A.R.A..

four etchings by Walcott. two by Frank
lirangwyn, one by Mortimer Menpes. and one

liv Hedley Fitton; a painting entitled "The
Great Green Hills of Y'orkshire." by Bertram
Priestman. R.O.I. ; and a bronze statuette, "A
Boy at Play," by W. Goscombe John, R.A.
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OGILVIE&CO,

Telerhote; DALSTON i:)8S.

Many yeara cotiDPcted with
the lat? firm of W. H.
LASCELLES ft CO., of

Bunhil) Row.

MlIdmayAvenue. ISLINBTON,N.
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLY TO—
WM.

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London. E.G.

TENDERS.
•,* CorreBpondents would in all cases nblis« bv ffivinp

the addresses of the parties tenderine— at anv rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to thevalne of the inforraa
tion.

Aberavon. — For erection and completion of tb'^

AberavoD pictnredrome. for Mr. J. Rees r
—

Lloyd and Nibbett. Cardiff ... ±'?.65n n
Hoberts, S.. Ltd.. Plymouth ... 2.3i'2 n
("o.x. M., Port Talbot 2,371 o
Maggs. J. H . and Co., (Cardiff . 2.298 n
Anderfon & Vaueban, Aberavon • 2 203 7 u
Rees. S. T , Aberavon 2 2nn n o
Vangban. J., Port Talbot ^.U!** f o
Vipkerv Bros.. Barry Dock ... 2.ISt n

Lake, J., Port Talbot 2, 11.5

• Accepted.

ATI.SHAM.—For the repair of the roof of the work-
house infirmary, for the hoard of guardians : —

Blyth, J., jun.. Poulsbam ... £123
(Accepted.)

Atr—For alterations at the tiro station and store,
and providing new office, for the corporation :

—
Drincan, W. (accepted) £112

Batlet.—For supply of a pipe scraper apparatus, for
the electricity committee :

—

Leeds Meter Co. (accepted) ... £181

DciiHAM —For the erection of a new hall, ofHces, and
agents' house, for Durham Miners' jVsHociatiou. Mr
H. T. Gradon. A.R.I. B. A., architect :

—
Douglas, J., Neweastle-on-Tyne .. £23,243 n n
Lumsden. T.. Jarrow-on-Tyne ... 22,391
Davidson,S.F.,Newoastle-on-Tyne 21,MB 11 6
Ball, W. (iatesnead 21,915
White, J. W., Sunderland... ... 21*899 o
Moss and Sons. Loughborough ... 2l.8fl0 (1

Miller, J. L., North shields ... 21,401 n
Groves, G., Chester-le-Street •

... 21,357 e 2
Miller, S., Newcaatleon-Tyne ... 2l',242 7 6

* Accepted.

Gabalfa.—For extension of cables to Whitchurch,
road, Gabalfa. and Rhubina Garden City, for the
Llatdail and Dinas Powia Urban District Council—

British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd. (accepted) ... ... £3,161

GosposT.—For the supply and fixing complete of a
steel steam main at their air . compressing station
Westhekt, Gotport. for the Gospon and Alverstoke
Urban District Council. Mr. H. Frost, engineer and
surveyor:—

Spencer, .I., and Co., Wednesbury £283
(Accepted.)

GiiEAT YAEMOCTH.-For the supply of pile toes, for
the nai hour commissioners :

—
WestKood and Wright, Beverley

Hill, Staffs (accepted) £147 iq g

Geeat Yarmouth. — For the supply of land ties
plates, and bnlis required at the Fish Wharf Quay for
the Harbour Commissioners;— "'

Brown and Co., Great Yarmouth £182 16 10
(Accepted.)

Hastihgs.—For the constrnction of two shelter seatsupon the parade, one at Marina, St. Leonards, and one
at Marine Parade Hastings, for the corporation. Mr.
P. H. Palmer, M.I.C.E., borough engineer ;-

Pettit, F. T , Queen's-road, 'The Pair
Hastings (accepted) £365

Hir.i, HEADs.-For the erection of 38 workmen's
dwellings at HUl Heads, tor the Whitley andMonkseaton Urban District Council :

—
Douglass, J., Newcastle-on-Tyne £9,013 1; 9

(Accepted.)

HoENSET,—For alterations and additions to fire

ComTc'Jl'!-"""'
Harringay. for the Hornsey Bo?ough

Stevens and Sons, Muswell Hill-
road (accepted) £345 „ ^

stJiaZ"sew;,l""',"-~/°' '*y'°P: drain-pipes, con-structii K sewage tank, ana other works, for theparochial committee ;_
"uino, lor me

Bnnch, C. S
, Newcastle-on-Tyne £327

Kennedy. W.. Jarrow-on-Tvne 'm
Wilson. W.. tt.,d Co., Newcastle-
on-Tjne ,. 219 n

Keattie, W.,Corbidge.on.Tyno '.'.'.

241
I. Lishmin, Horsley-on-Tyne ... 230

co^pYratiraT"
^applying a steam disinfector, for the

(irarapian Bngineerme Oo. ... £179
(Accepted.)

Ipswich.—For removing and rebuilding Messrs.
fi. R. and F. Turner's boundary wall, and making good
their buildings, for the Ipswich Dock Commission :

—
Green, C. A. (accepted) £108

.ToTiANNEmiuRG.—For tho supply of 6.0001b. s.c.c.

and b. copper wire, for the municipal council :
—

Telegraph Manufacturing Co (J3-42 3 9
B.G.B. Co 325
Siemens, Ltd 312 10

Henleys, Ltd 3(19 7 B
Siemens Ltd 290
A. E. G. Co. (accepted) 288

Johannesburg.—For the supply of four sets of three-
throw points and crossings, for the municipal council :

—

Allen, E., and Co. (accepted) ... £620

.Tohannesetteg.—For the supply of ornamental
wronght-iron shelters to the town entrance and
Market.etreet tramways, for the municipal council ;

—
Martyn. H. H.. andCo £1,236
Wraege. G., and Co. 1.120 n
Uromegrove Guild 1.015
Gardiner. Sons, and Co 970
Braun. T..and Co.. andCo. ... 876
Hill and Smith (accepted) 850

KiNGSTEiGNTON.—FoT buildiug a bakery store at
Kingsteignton. for Mr. G. H. Beer. Mr.' S. Segar,
Newton Abbott, architect :—

Parker Bros £499
Stacey. F. A. A 494 n
Mills. H 4''9

.lealley. P. L.andSon 446 16 9
Taylor, W. H 430
Howe, S.. and Sons 426 10
Ppareo. W. P 4?3
Wilkins and Rons 419
Yeoman. A. P., Kingsteignton* .. 389 8

* Accepted.

Leavesden.— For the supply and fixing of a steam
engine and mechanical aopliances in the kitchen at the
r.eaveaden Asylum, for the Metropolitan Aaylnms
Board :

—
Prockter, F. M., Ltd., Manchester £850
Watford Engineering Works. Ltd ,

Watford ... 246
May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inn

Fields, W.C.* 224 10
Engineer-in-chiefe estimate. £240.

** Recommended for acceptance.

Llandaff and Dinas Powis. — For supplying and
laying cables, for the urban district council:—

British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd. (accepted) £3,161

Long Mar.ston.—For the water supply scheme, for

the Maraton Sicca Rural District Council :

—
Johnson Bros , G'oucester £1673 17

HoIIoway, A.. Wolverhampton ... 1.121 18 10

Broad, T., Ltd., Great Malvern ... 1039
Currall. Lewis, and Martin, Bir.

minaham 999
Childs and Withers. Worcester ... 954 5 7

Firth and Co.. Derby 920
Thorpe, W.. Birmingham . ... 809 16

Riley, J., Cheltenham 895 1 4
Whittaker Ellis, Birmingham ... 884 3 10

Barke. F.. ,& Son. Stoke-on-Trent .. 86'111 6
Law. G.. Kidderminster 840
Stavelev Coal & Iron Co., Chester-

field 834 13

Howell & Sons. Chipping Norton 818 19
* Accepted.

Lowestoft.— For structural alterations to the Crown-
street mission hall, which was recently aciiuired as
new offices for the clerk, for the guardians :

—
Mills. F., Lowestoft £413 11

Curtis. T 402
Todd and Sons 391 11
Underwood 380 6
Mobbs Bros, (accepted) 358 10

Lynphurst.— For the feupply of granite for the roads,
for the New Forest Rural District Council. *Per ton :

—
s. d. s, d.

Penleftzo & St. Ives Stone Quarry Co.,
Bristol 14 ... 15 6

Road Maintenance and Stone Snppl.y
Co.. Gravesend ... 13 2 ... 12 11

British Macadam ' ;o.. Gravespnd* ... 13 2 ... 12 11
* Accepted for both.

PuTTOCKs. Oak, Herts —For constructing a sewer at
Puttocks Oak, for the Hatfield Rural District Coancil :

—
Naden (accepted) £74

(Lowest of three tenders received.)

ROMSET.—For paving and kerbing works on to main
road footways, for the town council :

—
Pace, C. (accepted) £113 10 7

Selbt.—For the erection of hippodrome. Messrs.
Blenkinsopp and Scatchard, Midland Bank Chambers.
Park-street, Selby, architects. Quantities b.y the
architects :

—
Reed, Selby (accepted) £2.657

Shrewsbury.—For making a road from Longden
Coleham to Belle Vue-Road. for the town council :

—

Price, H., Welsh Bridge, Shrews-
bury (accepted) £608

Skellow.—For the improvement of t).vstoQ-roai,
Skeilow, for the Doncaster Rural District Council :

—
Fletcher, C, Doncaster £833 17 3

(Accepted.)

Southampton —For constructing additions for the
administration block at the isolation hospital, Shirley,
for the corporation :

—
Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd., Lough-
borough £1.951

Jenkins and Sons, Ltd 1.890
Stevens, H.. and Co 1,85.J

Douglas, J., Southampton* ... 1,848
* Accepted.

£823
7HI 2
747 «
745
739
735
724
720 n n
708 3 8
671

860 n
6.57

6i7
617 10

South Molton". — For alterations, additioua, and
decoratioDB to East Johnstone, for Mr. H. Sanders.
Mr. G. P. Allen, L.R.I.B.A.,32. Craven-atreet, Uharine
Cro3B. architect :

—

Woolaway and Sons, Barnstaple £450
(Accepted.)

Spondon.—For additions to Liberal Club, Spondon.
Messrs. F. S. Antlifl: and Son, Draycott, near Derby,
arcliitecta :

—

Long, T., and Sons, Nottingham
Astle, J., Spondon
Fryer, J. H
Bow. T., Nottingham
Clifford, J. 8., Borrowash
Morley, E., and Sons
Ford, W,. and Sons
Warner. H. S,
Vernon, H.
Kirkland, J., aftd Son. Spondon ..

Perka, P., and Soq, Long Eatoa ..

Youngman, T. W., Dravcott
Brown, J., and Son, Ling Eaton ..

Maddocks, J., Spondon (accaoted)

Architect's esiimate. £658,
(Rest of Derby.)

A new soldiers' and sailors' home is about to
be built in East Register-street, Edinburgh,
from plans by Messrs. Scott and Lome
Campbell, of that city.

Mr. F. M. Elgood, of Wimpole-street, W., has
been retained by the Carshalton Council as con-
sulting surveyor in connection with the prepara-
tion of the town-planning scheme.
The Norwegian Church which has been

erected at Overnewton, Glasgow, was formally
inaugurated on the 18th inst. It provides
accommodation for 250 worshippers, and has
halls connected with it which will be open for
the use of sailors of all nations.

During 1913 the railways of Canada have had
under various stages of construction more than
6.000 miles of new lines. By June 30 last, when
the year for railway-statistics closed, between
1,800 and 2,000 miles had been taken into opera-
tion as finally completed, and since that date
there has been great activity.

TO OOBRESPOND BNTS.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

ill communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

*^* Drawincs of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than
we can insert, but are glad to do so when sjiarn

permits on mutually advantageous terms, which may
he ascertained on appUcation.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
5ome time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Hecf.ived.—J. W. G. and Son.—E. W. N. S.—C. E. C.
—B. of C.-J. T. A.—W. E. S.—S., Ltd.—H. A. C—
J. G. K. and Son.—J. W. and Son.—F W.—E. G.—
H. H. S. Co.. Ltd.—J. M. N. and Son.—A. W.—
R. A. and Son.—W., Ltd.—B. B. C.

FrLM.—Yes,

Enquiher.—Optional, we think.

M.A.TRON.—We hope to, if we get facilities. A hint
from you might help.

li.xxPH.-We cannot say what the patent is worth.
2. Yes.

.1. Smith.—Why not go to Messrs. Allday. Ltd., in
your city ? Their address is Edmund-street.

Q.—Hardly a time to rip up old sores. In some
things we think your view is the right one ; but
there were "extenuating circumstances."

Bowman.—Messrs. Robert Kearsley and Co., Ltd.,
Ripon, can doubtless suit you. Ask them to send
^ou a trial sample of their double-bodied copal
varnish " Kapitia," which they sell at l'2s. a gallon.

Scotsman.—You will find Horrex's Hotel. Norfolk-
street, or the Norfolk Hotel, Surrey-street, both
comfortable and reasonable. They are both only
a stone's throw from our office, and we trust you
will look in.

.ToHNATHAN. — Write to Hardwidge-street Works.
Bermondsey, S.E., for particulars of tho Universal
I\Iitring Machines. All work is set out at all angles
correctly. The knives when chipped or dull can
be lowered into gap, bringing fresh cutting edge
into action. Messrs. J. Hoilis and Co. are the
makers.
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